
From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 3:30 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Materials for July 10 Naming Committee Meeting 

Ballot.pdf; SOM Naming Request.pdf; Chancellor’s Policy on Naming Facilities and 
Units.pdf 

From: Hawley, Hannah Streeter 
Sent: Wednesday, July 03, 2013 1:53 PM 
To: ADV_Naming Committee 
Cc: Hawley, Hannah Streeter; Thurman, Stephanie J; Schuettpelz, Erin C 
Subject: Materials for July 10 Naming Committee Meeting 

Dear Naming Committee Members, 

You will find attached the materials submitted for review and action prior to the Board of Trustees’ meeting. Due to 

issues of timing, we have chosen to conduct our July committee business electronically. I have also attached the 

Chancellor’s Policy on Naming Facilities and Units for your reference. 

Please review the attached request and submit your formal vote no later than 5:00 p.m. on Wednesday, July 10, 2013. 

Several of you officially completed your Committee service on June 30, 2013. However, due to the transition in the 

Chancellor’s Office, we ask that you continue to serve for this final mail ballot decision. New committee members will 

be notified of their service in the coming days and will begin service shortly thereafter. 

Thank you. 

Best, 

Hannah Streeter Hawley ’08 

Assistant Director of Stewardship Services 

Office of University Development 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

208 West Franklin Street 

Campus Box 6100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-6100 

P: (919) 962-2823 

HannahHawley@unc.edu 



OFFICE Ol~ UNIVERSITY DEVELOPMENT 

PO BOX 3o9 

C[’IAPEL HILL, NC 27514-o3o9 

;~o8 W, t~KANKLIN STI(EET 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27516-2520 

CAMPUS BOX 61oo 

T 

F 9~9.96a,z387 

giving.mlc.edu 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Members of the Chancellor’s Advisory Committee on Namin8 University Facilities 

and Units 

FROM: Julia Sprunt Grumbles 

DATE: July3, 2013 

RE: July 2013 Requests for Review 

We have received one request for review prior to the Board of Trustees’ meeting on July 24- 

25, 2013, In order to maximize the use of your time and accommodate vacation schedules, 
we are conducting our committee business electronically. To that end, we would like to ask 

that you review the attached request and submit your formal vote on the mail ballot at the 

end of this document. 

Our next scheduled meeting is September 12, 2023 at 11:00 a.m. in 105 South Building. We 

thank you for your service to this committee and the University. Please feel free to contact 

our office if you have any questions or concerns. 

Attachment 



Chancellor’s Advisory Committee 

On 

Namin8 University Facilities and Units 

Call for Vote 

July 3, 20:[3 

The UNC Department of Family Medicine requests pre-approval of namin8 levels for the planned 

redesil~n and renovation of the UNC Family Medicine Center located in the Aycock Family Medicine 

Building. Additional details are provided in the attached memorandum from Julia Sprunt Grumbles, 

Interim Vice Chancellor for University Advancement. 

r-1 Approve D Disapprove 

Submitted by: 

Please print this form, complete and sign. 

Scan and/or email to hannahhawley@unc.edu or 

Fax to (9"19) 962-2387 

By July ~_0, 20"13 at 5:00 p.m. 



SCHOOL OF MED~Ct~N]E 

THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CItAPEL HILL 

D~PAI’~.TMENT OF FAMILY MEDICINE 

59O MANNING DP, IVE 

CAMPUS BOX 7595 

CHAPEL HILL, NC z7599~7595 

To: Chancellor’s Advisory Committee on Naming University Facilities and Units 

Date: 

Wan’en P. Newton, MD MPH, Aycock Distinguished Professor and Chair 

UNC Department of Family ~ati~cine and Vice Dean for Medical Education UNC 

School of Medicine ~~i]~j4g,~ 

June 18, 2013 

SuNect: Pre-Approval Naming Request, UNC Family Medicine Center Redesignand 
Renovation 

The UNC Department of Family Medicine is requesting that the naming committee consider the 
following pre-approval request for the planned redesign and renovation of the UNC Family 
Medicine Center located in the Aycock Family Medicine Building at 590 Manning Drive in 
Chapel Hill. We see several naming opportunities associated with the redesign and renovation. 

The current plan is to conduct the redesign in two or more phases. This request will focused on 
the first phase. The total cost of this phase is estimated at $3,000,000 and wilt be paid for by a 
combination of private support, funding fromUNC Health Care and reserves which we have 
accumulated for this purpose. The need for private support represents one third of the phase one 
estimated costs. 

The naming amounts suggested below conform to the guidelines of the naming policy regarding 
the upgrading of facilities. Naming amounts are based primary on visibility with square footage 
and cost of space also taken into consideration. On average, the dollar amounts listed below 
represent at least one-third of the portion of the project that is to be raised from the private 
sector. Note that the listed naming opportunities total more than the private fundraising goal, as 
we anticipate that not all spaces will be named. Ir~ the event that we raise more than the $1 
million in private dollars, the excess funds will be used expendably in support of building up- 
fitting, extending the scope of the renovation, as allowed by the university, or to create 
expendable or endowment funds etc. in compliance with the naming policy and in consultation 
with donors. 

Suggested Naming 
Space                  Net Sq, Ft. 

Levels 

Main Patient/Visitor Waiting Area 286 

Sports Med, Procedures, After Hours Suite TBD 

Main Corridor Left Side 1070 

Main Corridor Right Side 1070 

Resident Business and Training Room 600 

~300,000 

S250,000 

S~oo, ooo 
S~oo, ooo 
S~oo, ooo 



Greeter Station 

Small Waiting Area 

Lab Area 

Medical Director 

Physical Therapy Room 

Retinal/ETT Room 

X-Ray Room 

Clinic Manager 

Care Manager #1 

Care Manager #2 

Central Check-ln / 

Central Checkqn / 

Central Check-I.n / 

Central Check-In / 

Central Check-in / 

Central Check-ln / 

Registration Room 

Registration Room 

Registration Room 

Registration Room 

Registration Room 

Registration Room 

Central Check-In / Registration Room 

Central Check-In / Registration Room 

Central Check-In / Registration Room 

Central Check-In / Registration Room 

Exam Room Sports Medicine 

Exam Room Sports Medicine 

Exam Room Sports Medicine 

Exam Room Sports Medicine 

Financial Councilor Room 

Flu Clinic 

Procedure Rooms 

Procedure Rooms 

Procedure Rooms 

Exam Room A Suite 

Exam Room A Suite 

Exam Room A Suite 

Exam Room A Suite 

Exam Room A Suite 

Exam Room A Suite 

Exam Room A Suite 

Exam Room A Suite 

Exam Room B Suite 

Exam Room B Suite 

Exam Room B Suite 

Exam Room B Suite 

Exam Room B Suite 

Exam Room B Suite 

85 

990 

555 

110 

240 

235 

30O 

110 

110 

110 

IO0 

IO0 

100 

IO0 

IO0 

100 

100 

IO0 

IO0 

100 

120 

120 

120 

120 

IO0 

110 

145 

145 

145 

120 

120 

120 

120 

120 

120 

120 

120 

120 

120 

120 

120 

120 

120 

$50,000 

$so, ooo 
$35,ooo 
$25,000 

$25,000 

$25,000 

S2s,ooo 
$2o,ooo 
Sis,ooo 

$15,ooo 

$15~000 

$15,000 

Sls,ooo 
Sls,ooo 
Sls,ooo 
Sls,ooo 
$15,ooo 
$15,000 

$15,ooo 
$15,000 

S~s,ooo 
$~s,ooo 
Sls.,ooo 
$15,000 

Sls,ooo 
$10,000 

$1o, ooo 
$io, ooo 
$1o, ooo 

S8,ooo 
58,ooo 
$8,ooo 
$8,ooo 
S8,ooo 
$8,ooo 
S8,ooo 
$8,ooo 
$8,ooo 
58,ooo 
$8,000 
$8,0OO 
$8,ooo 
S8,ooo 



Exam Room B Suite 

Exam Room B Suite 

Exam Room C Suite 

Exam Room C Suite 

Exam Room C Suite 

Exam Room C Suite 

Exam Room C Suite 

Exam Room C Suite 

Consult Room 

~20 
120 
i20 
~20 
120 
120 
~20 
120 
110 

58,000 

58,000 
S8,ooo 
58,000 
$8,ooo 
S8,ooo 
$8,ooo 
58,000 
55,ooo 



THE CHANCELLOR’S POLICY ON 
NAMING UNIVERSITY FACILITIES AND UNITS 

Section 1. Re~onsibitit~ and Procedure for NaminKFacilities and Units 

Nami;~g=~. The act of naming a facility or unit shall be that of the Board of Trustees, 
acting after receiving the recommendation of the Chancellor. Benefactors or honorees should be 
informed throughout the naming d~scussions that final naming approval for all University faci!ities 
and units rests with the Board of Trustees. 

Chancellor’s Responsibilit~2. Subject to the responsibilities of the Board of Trustees, the 
Chancellor shall have responsibility and authority with respect to and is an essemial participant in all 
naming actions. 

No facility or trait may be named without the early knowledge and prior approval of the 
Chancellor. The Chancellor shal! endeavor to determine that the proposed action is consistent 
with the interests of the University, tO assure that the amount of the contribution warrants the 
action proposed, and to maintain equity in the relationship of donations for sintar naming 
actions. 

For academic traits, the Chancellor shall also seek and receive the advice of representative 
members of the faculty, staff, and students of the unit that is directly affected by the proposed 
naming action befbre acting on the proposal. 

The Chancellor may recommend exceptions to any ofthe following naming policies, subject to 
approval of the Board of Trustees and after consultation with University leadership when 
appropriate. 

Procedure. Proposed contribution levels for naming ti~cilities and units, as well as information 
about potentia! benefactors or honorees, must be routed through the responsible Dean or equivalent 
officer to the Chancellor’s Advisory" Committee on Naming University Facilities and Units before 
naming opportunities and/or gift levels have been discussed with prospective benefactors or 
honorees. 

!, Detaited instructions for submitting ~3aming requests to the Committee are available f~om the 
Office of University Development. 



After a naming has received final approval from the Board of Trustees, the requesting school or 
unit should immediately contact the University’s Office of Space Management Team in Facilities 
Planning to ensure that the naming is communicated to University data systems and to the. 
emergency response groups that serve the University. 

Depending upon the nature and scope of the naming of a facility or unit, a broader 
communications plan may need to be initiated by the requesting school or unit to ensure that 
other units on campus are aware of the new or changed name. If the message is to be 
communicated broadly externally, the requesting school or unit should coordinate with the 
Office of University Relations, 

Exterior and/or interior signs for a naming must follow the University’s official guidelines Ibr 
signage. Ira naming is part of new construction or a major renovation, the designated contact in 
Facilities Planning and Construction will obtain signs. Otherwise, FaciIities Services witl 
produce and install regulation signs. 

Review. The naming poticy shall be reviewed periodically by the Office of University Advancement 
with all recommended changes requiring approval by the Chancellor and. Board of Trustees. 

Section 2. The Chancellor’s Advisory Committee on Naming Facilities and Units. 

Establishment and Source of Author~__~. Consistent. with the Board of Governors’ Delegation of 
Duty- and Authority to Boards of Trustees, which delegates to the Board of Trustees the authority to 
approve the names of all individuals and organizations on whom it is proposed that an honorary 
distinction be conferred by the University, and as a mea~s of guiding the development of 
recommendations to the Board of Trustees fbr namir~g University facilities and units, the 
Chancellor’s Advisory Committee on Naming University Facilities and Units (hereinafter referred 
as "the Committee") is herebyestablished as a permanem committee. 

Membershi~ The Committee shall consist of not fewer than six nor more than twelve members, 
the majority of whom shall be appointed from among current or former members of the University 
~aculty, staff, and administration, and all of whom shall be persons with a thorough knowledge of the 
University and a wide familiarity with the kinds of individuals and organizations that are likely to be 
subjects of proposed naming actions. 

Selection and Terms. All members of the Committee shall be appointed by the Chancellor. 
Members, except as described below, shal! be appointed for a regular term of two years. Initial 
terms shall be so arranged that, not all terms will expire in the same year, Each appointment to a 
reguIar term shall become effective on t July of the appropriate year. Each member shall serve 
tbr the term for which appointed and until a successor is appointed. A member who is appoimed 
to fill a vacancy occurring before the expiration of the term of a regular member shall serve for 
the remainder of that term. Any member may be appointed to serve successive terms, not to 
exceed two successive terms. The Chancellor may remove any committee member at his/her 
discretion. 

2 



Chair. The Chair of the Committee shalt be appointed by the Chancellor and shall serve 
permanently unless otherwise directed by the Chancellor. In the absence of the Chair, the 
Vice Chancellor for University Advancement shatl preside. 

(b) Ex-officio Members. There are three ex-officio members as follows: 

t) The Vice~ Chancellor for University Advancement serves permanently and is a voting ex- 
officio member of the Committee. 

2) A representative from the Office of Engineering Information Services who serves 
permanently tmless otherwise directed by the Chancellor and who is a non-voting 
member of the Committee and 

3) A representative from the Office of University Development who serves permanently 
unless otherwise directed by the Chancellor and who is a non-voting member of the 
Committee. 

Committee Sup_.~q.~. The Secretary of the Committee shall be a representative of the 
Office of the Vice Chancellor for University Advancement and shall provide support for the 
committee’s activities, including preparing meeting materials, taking minutes, and preparing 
naming requests for the Board of Trustees~ The Secretary is not a voting member of the 
Committee. The Committee may call upon any University employee for assistance in the 
performance of its duties. 

Function. 

1. Role. The Committee shall be an advisory body to the Chancellor and shall have no policy- 
making or administrative authority. 

Duties. The Committee shall advise the Chancellor in confidence with respect to proposals to 
name or change the name of University facilities and units, consistent with the policy and 
procedures set out in Section 3, below. 

M~_tin~s. The Cormnittee shatl meet at such times and places as required to efficiently perform 
its duties. Meetings shall be called by the Chair. A simple majority of the membership of the 
Committee shatl constitute a quorum. No proxy shall be recognized in any meeting of the 
Committee. 

Section 3. Naming. Facilities and Units. 

P__~~~nd Due Dili~ne~e, 
The act of naming a University facility or unit for a person, a family, or an organization is the 
conferral by the University of a high and conspicuous honor, bestowed upon those who have made a 
substantial and sustained contribution to the University or have brought special distinction to the 
University, to the State, or to society at large by services rendered. The act of naming a facility or 
unit is to be taken discreetly, advisedly, soberly, and with concern for how that action wilt be viewed 
in the retrospect of decades. In recommending the conferral of a naming honor on individuals or 



organizations, the Chancellor’s Advisory Committee on Naming Facilities and Units shal! evaluate 
the whole legacy of those individuals or organizations on the basis of standards relevant to the 
honoree’s own time. In the case of historical persons or entities, it is constructive also to view the 
proposed naming by contemporary standards to ensure that the naming is appropriate. 

It is the policy of the University that facilities or units of the University may be named:for 
individuals or organizations in consideration of financial contributions made to the University~ 

A facility or unit may be named for a University faculty member, staff member, administrator, 
almnnus or trustee, or for a pnblic servant or elected official, who is being honored solety for 
services rendered to the University, State, nation, or society-at-large. Great care must be 
exercised in bestowing this honor because of the large number of facilities and units that require 
the private financi!l support that ordinarily generates a naming honor. Moreover, the 
consideration tbr a naming solely tbr service shall not be undertaken by the Committee until that 
person (1) shall have been deceased for not less than one year or(2)shall have been retired, 
resigned, or otherwise separated from service of or tothe University for not less than one year, 
If, however, a proposed naming under the provisions of this paragraph is in response to a 
financial contribution, the requirement of a delay shall not apply. 

B. Naming Facilities° 

"Facility" means every building, addition to a building, space in a building, omdoor space (such 
as garden, court, pica, memorial, or marker), street, and other tangible and relatively permanent 
feature located on University property. 

(a) Noaning opport~mities may include (1) new- facilities that are to be constructed or acquired, 
(2) existing facilities that are undergoing major or minor renovations, or (3) existing 
facilities that are not undergoing renovations. 

(b) tfthe facitity is a permanent outdoor memorial or marker to honor persons and 
organizations, the requesting school or unit shalI be governed by the Policy On Standards 
And Procedures For Authorization And Placement Of Permanent Outdoor Memorials And 
Markers On Campus. 

Corporate or other organization nsanes may be used to name any University facility. As with 
individuals honored with facility namings at the University, corporations or organizations 
proposed for facility namings should have a positive image and demonstrated integrity, 

(a) l~n the instance of corporate or organizational namings of facilities, additional due diligence 
should be taken to avoid any appearance 0f commercial influence or conflict of interest. 

(b) Signage reflecting a corporate or organizational naming of a facility must cunform to all 
University signage guidelines and may not include the organization logo or other components 
of branding. 

4 



A gift tbr naming a facility ordinarily should equal: 

(a) At least one-third of the total project cost fbr constructing or acquiring the new facility; or 

(b) At least one-third of the total project cost tbr renovating an existing facility; or 

At least oneothird of the portion of the total project cost that is to be raised ~?om the private 
sector if State or other funds are f~ding a portion of the project cost for a new or renovated 
existing facility; or 

(d) At least one-third of the replacement cost of an existing facility not undergoing renovation. 
Typically, but not always, tl~’ee-tburths of a gi.t~ to name an existing ~)acility not undergoing 
renovation will be in the tbrm of endowment, preferably unrestricted endowment, to the 
University unit. 

When a facility to be named is closely related to a school or department, representative members 
of its faculty, stai~; and studems shall be consulted before the Committee, Chancellor or Board of 
Trustees acts on the naming proposal. 

Financial contributions resulting in the naming of a facility may be made to an affiliated 
tbundation, but these contributions--excluding expendable comributions, which are temporarily 
hetd in University money market accounts --shall be invested in and managed by the University 
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Foundation Investment Fund, Inc. If the University is 
constructing or renovating a facility, tlaen funds will be transferred to the University. 

C. Namin~ Units, 

1. ~°Unit" means every school, department, center, institute and other organizational entity of the 
University. 

2. Corporate or other organization names may not be t~sed to name a University unit. 

3. A gift for naming a unit ordinarily should: 

(a) Equal a~ least t~ee-fourths endov~a~nent for the benefit of that unit, preferably with a portion of 
that amount in the form of unrestricted endow-ment, and 

(b) Be determined by the size, operating budget, national ranking, and visibility of the unit, as 
we!l as naming amounts of peer units in the discipline or on the University campus when 
available, and 

(e) Be substantial and significant, even transformative in. nature, enabling the unit to improve its 
competitiveness or distinction, or perhaps enabling the establishment of a new program within 
an existing unit. 



When a unit to be named is closely related to a school or department, representative members of 
its faculty, staff, and students shall be consulted before the Committee, Chancellor or Board of. 
Trustees acts on the naming proposal. 

Financial contributions resulting in the naming of a unit may be made to an affiliated foundation, 
but these contributions .... excluding expendable contributions, which are temporarily held in 
University money market accounts--shall be invested in and managed by the University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill Foundation Investment. Fund, Inc. 

D. Status of Contribution at the Time of Namin~ 

When a facility or unit is to be named in consideration of a financial contribution, the gift shall 
have been received by the University or affiliated foundation, or its future receipt shall be 
assured through the appropriate signed gift agreement, before a naming action shall be taken, as 
follows: 

(a) Pledges ’to be paid over a period of time, typically up to five years, are acceptable for current 
naming of fi~cilities and units when at least 50% of the pledged amount has been received and 
a signed pledge payment agreement for the remainder is also in hand. 

(b) 

(1) If the pledged donation is to nanae new construction, renovation, or other projects with 
cash-flow considerations, the timing of the pledge payments should be such that 
sufficient current dollars are available to cover project costs. 

Irrevocable planned gifts may generate current naming of facilities and units if current cash 
flow considerations are not an issue for the requesting facility or unit. Irrevocable planned 
gifts wi!l be credited at their present value and pa~icular emphasis will be given to the 
predictability of the Iong~term value of the irrevocable deferred gift. 

(c) Combinations of revocable planned gifts and cash may occasionally generate current 
naming opportunities under the right circumstances. Each combination request must be 
explained fully to the Committee and a case made for the. appropriateness of the naming 
given the specifics of a particular gift. PartiCular emphasis will be given to the cash flow 
requirements of the requesting facility or trait, the predictability of the long-texan value of the 
revocable deferred gift component, and the predictability of its receipt. 

E. Duration and Modification of Namin~s_. 

The duration of a benefactor’s or honoree’s name on any facitity or unit ordinarily continues for 
as long as the facility or unit is used in the same manner or for the same purpose for which the 
naming occurred. Upon demolition, replacemem, substantial renovation, redesignation of 
purpose, or similar modification of a named facility or m~it, the University may deem that the 
naming period has concluded. 
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(a) The appropriate University representative will make all reasonable efforts to inform in 
advance the original benefactors or honorees or their surviving famity members when the 
naming period is deemed to have concluded. 

The University may, but is not required to, provide .for the appropriate perpetuation of the 
previous name. Perpetuation of the original name in an equivalent naming is not required. 
Appropriate perpetuation of previous names may include, for instance, a plaque in or 
adjacent to new and renovated facilities. 

(c) In the event of a corporate or organization naming of a facility, if the corporate or 
organization name changes, the University may deem that the naming period has concluded. 
For additional considerations when corporate or organization name changes occur see 
Section E.5., below. 

Renaming. When the benefh.ctor’s or honoree’s naming period has concluded, the facility or unit 
may be renamed, with the original name removed, in recognition of new gifts, subject to any 
specific terms and conditions set forth in the original naming agreement and subject to the 
guidelines in Section E. 1., above, 

Joint or Hyphenated Naming. In exceptional circumstances, additional names may be added to 
a facility or unit in recognition of an additional gift even if the prior benefactor’s or honoree’s 
naming period has not concluded, subject to any specific terms and conditions set forth in the 
original naming agreement. Hyphenation isone method for jointly naming a facility or unit. 

Term Naming. In appropriate instances, most often involving a corporate benefactor, a naming 
may be granted for a pre-determined fixed term, usually 3-5 years. At the end of the term, the 
name of the facility or unit shall expire but may be renewed with the same or a new name. The 
gift agreement should clem’ly speci.fy the period of time for which the facility or unit will be 
named. 

Benefactor or Honoree Name Changes. Ira benefactor or honoree requests a change to the 
nan~e of a facility or unit (e.g., d~ae to divorce or corporate merger), the University will consider 
the request. If approved, all replacement signage and other related costs shall be at the donor’s or 
honoree’s expense. For additional considerations when corporate name changes occur, see also 
E. 1.c., above. 

Revocation of naming approval or conferral. In certain circumstances, the University reserves 
the right, on reasonable grounds, to revoke and terminate its obligations regarding a naming, 
with no financial responsibility for returning any received contributions to the benefactor. These 
actions, and the circumstances that prompt them, may apply to an approved naming that has not 
yet been acted upon or to a conferred naming. 

(a) If the benefactor’s or honoree’s reputation changes substantially so that the continued use of 
that name may compromise the public trust, dishonor the University’s standards, or otherwise 
be contrary to the best interests of the University, the naming may be revoked. However, 
caution must be taken when, with the passage of time, the standards and achievements 



deemed to justify a n~xning action may change and observers of a later age may deem those 
who conferred a naming honor at an earlier age to have erred. Namings shouId not be altered 
simply because later observers would have made different judgments. 

(b) If the benefactor fails to maintain payments on a pledge upon which the naming was 
bestowed, the naming may be revoked. 

(e) If a planned gift upon which the naming was bestowed does not result in the value agreed 
upon, the naming may be revoked. 

Section 4. Effective Date. 

This revised policy shall become effective September 23, 20!0 for all namings except that: 

Sections 3.B.3 and 3.C.3. (related to gift amounts and gift designations) and Section 3.D. (related 
to the status of contribution) do not apply to any namings that have been approved by the Board 
of Trustees as of the effective date or that are currently in negotiation as of the effective date. 

Section 3.E (related to the duration and modification of namings) appties retroactively to all 
existing namings at. the University unless the provisions of Section 3.E. conflict with the terms of 
a previously~signed naming agreement for a facili~" or unit. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 11, 2013 11:51 AM 

Goulart, Stephen P <Stephen.Goulart@facilities.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Web request for Housekeeping Services 

Good morning 

When you get a chance, I would like to know when the requested service, for floor stripping at waxing at Battle Hall building, will be 
performed. 

Thank you, 
Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Goulart, Stephen P 

Sent: Thursday, June 20, 2013 6:47 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: Web request for Housekeeping Services 

HI Sonia 

There no charge for Stripping and waxing. 

Thanks 

Steve Goulart 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 3:22 PM 
To: Goulart, Stephen P 

Subject: RE: Web request for Housekeeping Services 

Mr. Goulart 

I forgot to tell you that the service is for the 3rd floor ( Battle Hall Building) linoleum. The carpet on the first floor was already 
cleaned a month ago. 

Thank you, 
Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 9:54 AM 
To: Goulart, Stephen P 
Subject: RE: Web request for Housekeeping Services 

Good morning Mr. Goulart 

I am wondering when the service for stripping and waxing floors is going tobbe provided and if this can be bill for this fiscal year. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 
919-962-4854 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 9:50 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 



Subject: FW: Web request for Housekeeping Services 

Here it is! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Goulart, Stephen P 
Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 11:16 AM 
To: Burton, Nancy Denise; Gore, Travis 
Cc: Morris, Johnnie Craig 
Subject: RE: Web request for Housekeeping Services 

Travis 

I drop by to see today Thursday Morning about 11AM. Hope you enjoy your day off. 

I just talk with the floor crew manager and he is planning to be in my zone starting sometime next week. He will be doing stripping 
and waxing floors and also carpet cleaning. Do not know when he will get to Battle but my guess would about 3 weeks. Would you 
mind if I give this project to the floor crew then they can do the hold building at once. 

Thanks 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Burton, Nancy Denise [~aillo:Nanq~,.Bt~rtor~(~facilities.m~c.ed~t] 
Sent: Thursday, May 23, 2013 9:07 AM 
To: Goulart, Stephen P 
Cc: Morris, Craig (Housekeeping Services) 
Subject: FW: Web request for Housekeeping Services 
Importance: High 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: FAC - Facilities Repair Request 
Sent: Thursday, May 23, 2013 8:56 AM 
To: Burton, Nancy Denise; Lee, Natasha R. 
Subject: FW: Web request for Housekeeping Services 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: aisdaemon@facilities.unc.edu [mailto:aisdaemor~facili~Ses.uac.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, May 23, 2013 8:55 AM 
To: Work Management 
Subject: Web request for Housekeeping Services 

Name: Travis Gore 

Email: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Telephone: 919-966-5496 
FAX: 
Building: Battle Hall 

Floor #: 3rd 
Room #: hall way entrance and 307 

Request: Deep clean of Linoleum to remove stains from the floor 



PAYROLL SERVICES 
CALCULATION OF BIWEEKLY REGULAR PAY 
FOR SPA PERMANENT STAFF 
July 1, 2013 

Each year information is provided to explain the method used to calculate your 
biweekly regular pay. The calculation method used each fiscal year appropriately calculates 
your regular biweekly pay. Since the 26 biweekly payrolls cover a different time period than 
the University’s fiscal year, it is important to explain how your biweekly regular pay is 
calculated. 

Your biweekly regular pay is, of course, based on your annual salary for the fiscal year. 
The University’s fiscal year is from July 1 through June 30. Your biweekly regular pay for each 
fiscal year is dependent on the number of workdays in that fiscal year. Each biweekly pay 
period represents 80 work hours, which typically represents 8 hours a day for 10 days. 

The number of workdays in a fiscal year will vary. For the 2013-2014 fiscal year, there 
are 261 workdays, which represent 2088 work hours (261 workdays x 8 hours a day). The 
number of workdays and work hours for the next 3 fiscal years are displayed below: 

Fiscal Year Workdays Work Hours 

2013-2014 261 2088 

2014-2015 261 2088 

2015-2016 262 2096 

Fiscal year 2013-2014 contains 26 biweekly payrolls. Biweekly payrolls 01 through 26 
in fiscal year 2013-2014 will provide pay for the pay periods from June 17, 2013 through June 
15, 2014. Monday through Friday, June 16-20 and Monday through Friday June 23-27, 2014 
will be paid as part of Biweekly 26 on July 11, 2014. 

Your biweekly regular pay for the 2013-2014 fiscal year will be calculated as in prior 
years. Your annual salary is divided by the number of hours in the fiscal year (2088 hours for 
2013-2014) and multiplied by the 80 hours in the biweekly pay period. Please contact your 
Human Resources Facilitator if you have any questions. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Dobbins, Steven E <sdobbins@unc.edu> 

Friday, July 12, 2013 1:00 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; 
Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Robinson, Michelle 
<mmrobins@email.unc.edu>; Richardson, Mark <richardm@email.unc.edu>; Scarry, 
Clara Margaret <scarry@email.unc.edu>; LeBlanc, Nicholas 
<nicholas.leblanc@unc.edu>; Stolle, Carrie K <stolle@email.unc.edu>; Tavernise, 
Adriana E <adriana_tavernise@med.unc.edu>; Goldberg, Richard 
<r.goldberg@unc.edu>; Michienzi, Lisa-Jean <michienz@email.unc.edu>; Kintz, Robert 
S <rkintz@email.unc.edu>; Harris, Lori <lori@unc.edu>; Montgomery, Summer 
<sundance@unc.edu>; Shemer, Gidi <bishemer@email.unc.edu>; Austell, Todd L 
<tlaustell2013 @unc. edu>; Batts, Donnyell <dlbatts@email.unc. edu>; Chemus 
<cas_chemus.smb@ad.unc.edu>; Haggis, Donald Charles <dchaggis@email.unc.edu>; 
Rives, James <jbrives@email.unc.edu>; Miles, Kim S <KMlLES@email.unc.edu>; 
Hondros, Kristin <hondros@email.unc.edu>; Thomas, Elizabeth <lethomas@unc.edu>; 
j effay@cs.unc, edu; turnbull@cs.unc, edu; Adamson, David <adamsond@email .unc. edu>; 
Parke, William R <parke@email.unc.edu>; Lich-Tyler, Stephen W 
<swlt@email.unc. edu>; Walker, Victoria Ward <vwwalker@email.unc. edu>; Cowan, 
Tara L <tlcowan@email.unc.edu>; Legassie, Shayne A <shayne@email.unc.edu>; 
Lithgow, Hilary Edwards <lithgow@email.unc.edu>; Cooper, Pamela A 
<pcooper@email.unc.edu>; Gangi, Gregory J <ggangi@email.unc.edu>; Bell, Geoffrey 
<gwbell@email.unc.edu>; Cooke, Amy E <acooke@email.unc.edu>; McNeil, Kathleen 
<kamcneil@email.unc.edu>; Kinsella, Tanya E <tekinsel@email.unc.edu>; Salyer, 
Sherry L <salyer@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; McCullen, 
Ashley D <amcculle@email.unc.edu>; Phillips, Nell K <nphillip@email.unc.edu>; 
Florin, John W <jflorin@email.unc.edu>; Moody, Aaron <aaronm@email.unc.edu>; 
Coleman, Drew S <dcoleman@unc.edu>; Harris, Deborah J <djharris@email.unc.edu>; 
Bernhardt, Valerie M <valerieb@email.unc.edu>; Langston, Richard E 
<relangst@email.unc.edu>; Lapushin, Radislav <lapushin@email.unc.edu>; Pichova, 
Hana <pichova@email.unc.edu>; Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email.unc.edu>; Chase, 
Diana <dmchase@email.unc.edu>; Andrews, Matthew P <andrewsm@email.unc.edu>; 
Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email.unc.edu>; Riefkohl Muniz, Beatriz S 
<riefkohl@email.unc.edu>; Clarke, Shelley <sclarke@email.unc.edu>; Becker, Misha K 
<mbecker@email.unc.edu>;                      @live.unc.edu>; Stedman, Susan F 
<sstedman@email.unc.edu>; Plante, Joseph F <plante@email.unc.edu>; Pipiras, Vladas 
<pipiras@email.unc.edu>; Kieber, Alison J <kieber@email.unc.edu>; Warren, Angeline 
<awarren@email.unc.edu>; Negrete, Merida <mnegrete@email.unc.edu>; Katz, Mark 
<mkatz@email.unc.edu>; Junk, Cheryl <tweeter@email.unc.edu>; Gorman, Jackie 
<j ackie@unc.edu>; Wolfe, Rebecca Farris <rebeccal @unc.edu>; Roberts, John Thomas 
<jtrosap@email.unc.edu>; Chapel Hill Philosophy <philosophy@unc.edu>; Mitchell, 
Shannon Michelle <smitch@email.unc.edu>; Engel, Jonathan 
<engelj@physics.unc.edu>; Clemens, J. Christopher <clemens@physics.unc.edu>; Gent, 
Stephen E <gent@email.unc.edu>; Mann, Hollie <hmann@email.unc.edu>; Jordan, 
Elizabeth A <eajordan@email.unc.edu>; Perreira, Krista <perreira@email.unc.edu>; 
Gitterman, Daniel P <danielg@email.unc.edu>; Creedon, Mary Leigh 
<llmary@email.unc.edu>; Hammer, Juliane <jhammer@email.unc.edu>; Amago, 
Samuel <samago@email.unc.edu>; King, Larry D <larking@unc.edu>; Tyson, Karolyn 
D <kdtyson@email.unc.edu>; Gary, Robin Marie <garyrobi@email.unc.edu>; Berger, 
Michele T <mtberger@email.unc.edu>; Booth, Karen M <kmbooth@email.unc.edu> 

Legge, Allison <alegge@admissions.unc.edu>; Murphey-Brown, Rachael A 
<ramurphe@email.unc.edu>; Soberl, Dennis J <soberl@email.unc.edu>; Fisher, Annice 
E <fisherae@email.unc.edu>; Junk, Cheryl <tweeter@email.unc.edu>; Nelson, Sarah 
Beth <sarah.nelson@unc.edu>; Graczyk, Deborah S <dgraczyk@email.unc.edu>; 



Subject: 

Attach: 

Nelson, Kimberlee <kim.nelson@unc.edu> 

RE: Rosters of incoming transfer students - good news 

TRN - 2139 - incoming transfers - fall 2013 - 2013-07-10.xls 

Departments and curricula: 

Here is an updated roster of incoming transfer students, sorted by major. 

This roster includes 75 more names than the previous roster (which was sent to you on June 28). Records from 

Undergraduate Admissions show that there are currently 885 transfers anticipated to enter Arts and Sciences in summer 

or fall 2013. 

Best regards, 

Steve DobNns 
Staff, Academic Advising Program 

From: Dobbins, Steven E 
Sent: Friday, June 28, 2013 11:05 AM 
To: Gore, Travis; Janken, Kenneth R; Sahle, Eunice N; ’mmrobins@unc.edu’; Richardson, Mark; ’Scarry, Clara Margaret 
(scarry@email.unc.edu)’; ’myrmecos@email.unc.edu’; Stolle, Carrie K; ’adrianat@med.unc.edu’; ’Goldberg, Richard 
(r.goldberg@unc.edu)’; Michienzi, Lisa-Jean; Kintz, Robert S; ’lori@unc.edu’; ’sundance@email.unc.edu’; Shemer, Gidi; 
’tlaustell@unc.edu’; ’dlbatts@unc.edu’; ’chemus@unc.edu’; Haggis, Donald Charles; ’Rives, James 
0brives@email.unc.edu)’; Miles, Kim S; Hondros, Kristin; Thomas, Elizabeth; ’jeffay@cs.unc.edu’; ’turnbull@cs.unc.edu’; 
’Adamson, David’; ’parke@unc.edu’; Lich-Tyler, Stephen W; Walker, Victoria Ward; Cowan, Tara L; Legassie, Shayne A; 
Lithgow, Hilary Edwards; Cooper, Pamela A; Gangi, Gregory J; ’Bell, Geoffrey (gwbell@email.unc.edu)’; Cooke, Amy E; 
McNeil, Kathleen; ’Kinsella, Tanya E (tekinsel@email.unc.edu)’; Salyer, Sherry L; ’dstroman@email.unc.edu’; McCullen, 
Ashley D; Phillips, Nell K; Florin, John W; Moody, Aaron; Coleman, Drew S; Harris, Deborah J; Bernhardt, Valerie M; 
Langston, Richard E; Lapushin, Radislav; Pichova, Hana; Weiler, Jonathan D; Chase, Diana; Andrews, Matthew P; Duval, 
Kathleen A; Riefkohl Muniz, Beatriz S; Clarke, Shelley; Becker, Misha K;                  @live.unc.edu)’; Stedman, 
Susan F; Plante, Joseph F; Pipiras, Vladas; Kieber, Alison J; Warren, Angeline; Negrete, Merida; Katz, Mark; Junk, Cheryl; 
Gorman, Jackie; Wolfe, Rebecca Farris; Roberts, John Thomas; ’philosophy@unc.edu’; ’Mitchell, Shannon Michelle 
(smitch@email.unc.edu)’; Engel, Jonathan; Clemens, J. Christopher; ’gent@unc.edu’; ’Mann, Hollie 
(hmann@email.unc.edu)’; Jordan, Elizabeth A; Perreira, Krista; Gitterman, Daniel P; Creedon, Mary Leigh; Hammer, 
Juliane; Amago, Samuel; King, Larry D; Tyson, Karolyn D; Gary, Robin Marie; Berger, Michele T; Booth, Karen M 
Cc: Legge, Allison; Murphey-Brown, Rachael A; Soberl, Dennis J; Fisher, Annice E; Junk, Cheryl; Nelson, Sarah Beth; 
Graczyk, Deborah S; Nelson, Kimberlee 
Subject: RE: Rosters of incoming transfer students - good news 

Departments and curricula: 

My apologies for not getting this to you yesterday as anticipated. 

See attached: roster of fall 2013 incoming transfer students in the College of Arts and Sciences. They are sorted by 

major (Acad Plan Description, column H). I understand most departments are interested primarily in *junior* transfers 

- but be mindful that the roster includes sophomore and freshman transfers, too. 

My thanks to Undergraduate Admissions for the information. My understanding is that departments should use this 

roster only for the purpose of contacting incoming transfer students (if needed) prior to the beginning of the fall 2013 

semester. 

More good news: Effective July 15, there will be a new web site of importance to incoming transfer students, courtesy 

of the Office of Undergraduate Retention. The address will be <transfers.unc.edu>. This site is where transfer students 



~and you in the departments~ can see the information you have provided regarding department orientation and 

advising scheduled for the first week of the fall semester. The specific location will be 

<http://transfers.unc.edu/departmental-advising/>. 

Please do check it out after July 15 and let me know if there are any changes needed to the information you submitted 

to us. 

Many thanks- 

Steve Dobbins 
Transfer Advising Program 

Staff, Academic Advising Program 

From: Dobbins, Steven E 
Sent: Wednesday, June 26, 2013 2:56 PM 

To: Gore, Travis; Janken, Kenneth R; Sahle, Eunice N; ’mmrobins@unc,edu’; Richardson, Mark; ’Scarry, Clara Margaret 

(scarry@email,unc,edu)’; ’myrmecos@email,unc,edu’; Stolle, Carrie K; ’adrianat@med,unc,edu’; ’Goldberg, Richard 

(r,qoldberq@unc,edu)’; Michienzi, Lisa-Jean; Kintz, Robert S; ’lori@unc,edu’; ’sundance@email,unc,edu’; Shemer, Gidi; 

’tlaustell@unc,edu’; ’dlbatts@unc,edu’; ’chemus@unc,edu’; Haggis, Donald Charles; ’Rives, James 

(ibrives@email,unc,edu)’; Miles, Kim S; Hondros, Kristin; Thomas, Elizabeth; ’jeffay@cs,unc,edu’; ’turnbull@cs,unc,edu’; 

’Adamson, David’; ’parke@unc,edu’; Lich-Tyler, Stephen W; Walker, Victoria Ward; Cowan, Tara L; Legassie, Shayne A; 

Lithgow, Hilary Edwards; Cooper, Pamela A; Gangi, Gregory J; ’Bell, Geoffrey (qwbell@email,unc,edu)’; Cooke, Amy E; 

McNeil, Kathleen; ’Kinsella, Tanya E (tekinsel@, email,unc,edu)’; Salyer, Sherry L; ’dstroman@email,unc,edu’; McCullen, 

Ashley D; Phillips, Nell K; Florin, John W; Moody, Aaron; Coleman, Drew S; Harris, Deborah J; Bernhardt, Valerie M; 

Langston, Richard E; Lapushin, Radislav; Pichova, Hana; Weiler, Jonathan D; Chase, Diana; Andrews, Matthew P; Duval, 

Kathleen A; Riefkohl Muniz, Beatriz S; Clarke, Shelley; Becker, Misha K;                   ~live,unc,edu)’; Stedman, 

Susan F; Plante, Joseph F; Pipiras, Vladas; Kieber, Alison J; Warren, Angeline; Negrete, Merida; Katz, Mark; Junk, Cheryl; 

Gorman, Jackie; Wolfe, Rebecca Farris; Roberts, John Thomas; ’philosophy@unc,edu’; ’Mitchell, Shannon Michelle 

(smitch@, email,unc,edu)’; Engel, Jonathan; Clemens, J, Christopher; ’gent@unc,edu’; ’Mann, Hollie 

(hmann@, email,unc,edu)’; Jordan, Elizabeth A; Perreira, Krista; Gitterman, Daniel P; Creedon, Mary Leigh; Hammer, 

Juliane; Amago, Samuel; King, Larry D; Tyson, Karolyn D; Gary, Robin Marie; Berger, Michele T; Booth, Karen M 

Co: Legge, Allison; Murphey-Brown, Rachael A; Soberl, Dennis J; Fisher, Annice E 

Subject: Rosters of incoming transfer students - good news 

Departments/cu rricula: 

Goodnews- 

After consultation with Academic Advising, the Office of Undergraduate Admissions has authorized Academic Advising to 

share information about incoming transfer students with you in the departments. Departments may use the 

information to contact the students (if needed) during the summer concerning departmental advising in (or before) 

August 2013. 

I’ll forward that student information to you later today or tomorrow. 

Best regards, 

Steve Dobbins 

Transfer Advising Program 

Staff, Academic Advising Program 



I Enrolling Transfer Students - Fall 2013 
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Junior 
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Freshman 
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BCHBIOA 

BCHBIOA 

BCHBIOA 

BCHBIOA 

BABIOA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <cgi@unc.edu> 

Friday, July 12, 2013 6:04 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

CGI eBulletin: Fulbrighk Internships, Global Photo Contest, New Courses 

July 117 2013 

Fulbriqht U.S. Student Proqram Applications for 2014-2015 Now Open 
Submit your interest form in time to sign up for info session webinars starting next week! 
Monday, July 15, 3:004:00 PM 
Thursday, July 18, 12:30-1:30 PM 

The Fulbdght U.S. Student Program allows graduating seniors, master’s students, doctoral candidates, and 

recent graduates to self=design a research/study project, or ser~,e as an English Teaching Assistant in one of 

more than 140 countries. 

Current UNC students must apply through the Center for Global Initiatives and meet the Campus Deadline 

of September 20, 2013 at 11:59pm. UNC alumni who can attend an on=campus interview in October may 

also apply through UNC. 

Those interested in applying should complete the UNC Fu~bright ~nterest form as soon as possible, 

available at: c~i.unc.edu/fulbriqht 

CGI EVENTS + RESOURCES 

Apply to Intern with CG in the 2013=2014 
Academic Year 
Priority Deadline: August 5 
Details & how to apply: htt~://c~Luncoedu/to~/contacttworkowithous 

intern Position # 1 :: Communications Coordinator 

intern Position # 2 :: Events Coordinator 

intern Position # 3 :: Photography Producer 

intern Position # 4 :: Videography Producer 

The Center for Global Initiatives (CGI) is a vibrant National Resource 
Center in global education looking to expand our work with your help 
and enthusiasm. Get to know a small, upbeat team of creative staff 
who administer awards for international travel and support vital, 
globally-themed work that spans from the Carolina Global Photo 
Contest, to our two major anti-conferences, Visualizing Human Rights 
and Global American South, and beyond. Excellent fit for students 
interested in communications and media, or internationally-focused 
careers and issues. 

MEDIA 

Watch Videos by 
CGI and Awardees 

Listen to the Global 
Music Show 



Carolina Global Photoqraphv Competition 
Deadline: September 30 

The Center for Global Initiatives (CGI), Study Abroad and UNC Global 
are pleased to announce a collaborative call for entries to the annual 
Carolina Global Photography Competition. This is an amateur 
photography competition that is open to all students, faculty, staff and 
of The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

RESOURCES 
See Funded Proiects 
You can view a complete list of 
funding recipients and 
abstracts in our awardee 
directories. 

international 
internship Database 
Add your experiences and 
glean from others’ in this online 
resource for UNC students by 
UNC students with feedback 
on completed internship 
experiences. 

Faculty International 
Expertise Database 
Access over 800 bios of UNC 
faculty members with global 
interests. It’s a great resource 
for students when planning 
your own global engagement 
projects! 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Proposed New Fall 2013 Course: Hot Spot in the Middle East: U.S. 
Foreign Policy & the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict 
(Public Policy, Course number TBD) 
DEADLINE: email tamari@unc.edu by Wednesday, July 17 

Course Schedule: Wednesdays, 2:00pm-2:50/3:30pm 3033 Global Education Center 
Instructor: Shai Tamari Credit: 1 Hour Grading: Pass/Fail Eligibility: All Students Prerequisite: 
None Class capacity: 12 Students Can it be audited? No 

Overview: This course will explore current events in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and U.S. foreign policy in 
the region through a series of documentaries, lectures, and class discussions. The course aims to give 
students "a flavor" of the conflict and a basic understanding of the situation in Israel, the West Bank, 
Jerusalem, the Gaza Strip, and the various U.S. responses to the conflict. A documentary will be screened 
every other week, followed by a discussion on the movie and readings the week after. Classes will meet for 
one hour during discussion/lecture weeks and for an hour and a half during screening weeks. The first half of 
the course will cover issues pertaining to the conflict in the region, while the second half will focus on U.S 
foreign policy, including the influence of advocacy groups in the U.S. 
Assessment: Students will be assessed through the following: 1) Active participation in class; 2) Leading 
one discussion; 3) Submit two movie journals; and 4) Submit a four-page paper at the end of the course. 
For further inquiries, please contact Shai Tamari at tamari@unc.edu or at (919) 962-2034. 
This course is offered under the Department of Public Policy at UNC-Chapel Hill. 

Introduction to World Musics Online Course 



In Fall 2013, Carolina Courses Online is offering "Introduction to World Musics" where students can learn 
about musical cultures from around Africa, Asia, Latin America, and even right here in Chapel Hill, NC. 
Anyone can enroll and UNC students can satisfy their "Beyond the North Atlantic World" (BN) and "Visual 
and Performing Arts" (VP). 
More information can be found here: http://fridavcenter uric eduicpicco/music html#musc146 

Center for Global Initiatives 
The University of North Carolina at Chape~ Hi~ 
FedEx G~obal Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street t Campus Box 5145 
Chape~ Hi~, NO 27599-5145 
919 962 3094 t cgi@unc.edu 

The Center fi:sr Global Initiatives is a catalyst fi:sr the innovative work of faculty and students at the University of North 
Caroti~a ~o~ Chapel Hill. It is e~trepre~e~ia~ and nimble in its approach to fostering initiatives that deepen k~ow~edge 
and u~dersta~di~g of our comptex world. For its work, the Center is recognized by the U.S. Department of Education 
as one of only eleven ~ational Resource Centers in Gtobal Studies. 

This message was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu from: 

Bevin Tighe I 301 Pittsboro Street Suite 3002 I CB 5145 I Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Monday, July 15, 2013 9:41 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

Wilson, Dennis <dpwilson@email.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Astra maintenance 

Hi~ 
I am letting you know that Astra will be undergoing a little maintenance on this Wednesday (July 17) from 3 pm 
to 5 pm. Please make sure you are logged out of Astra at this time. 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto : s cheduling_o f fice@listserv, unc. edu 
re~istrar.unc.edu 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
course_scheduling_officers as: <a href="mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</a>. To 
unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-33302193- 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b 0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc. edu" >leave-33302193- 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Monday, July 15, 2013 2:40 PM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Scheduling schedule! 

Hi, 
Just an FYI that scheduling will be out of the office this afternoon from 3-4:30 for a meeting. 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto : s cheduling_o f fice@listserv, unc. edu 
re~istrar.unc.edu 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
course_scheduling_officers as: <a href="mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</a>. To 
unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-33303746- 

34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b 0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc. edu" >leave-33303746- 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 
Tuesday, July 16, 2013 11:40 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20130716113930908.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 07.16.2013 11:39:30 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



¯ Remember to fill in all necessary information when submiEing a log sheet. 
¯ Indicate if a room assignment/equipment is needed. 
¯ Note the numberoftickets when making an addition. 

Select 
Term: Fall Spring 1st SS 2nd SS Date: 07/16/13 
2013 X (expected tum~round 2 business days) 

Departmental Section Change Request Form (Logsheet) 

A = Add CH = Change D = Delete X = Cancel 

ACTION ISubject Course Section 

X Cancel 

Days Start Time 

I ~T~i:s is connected with the one be OW~ 

9:30am 

Stop Time 

i iOi45om 

Submitted by: Travis Gore 

Room 

[~o~OU can’t fi~d a r°om that holds 60 at this time then we ~n keep th& room above with 

Call # or PID:                                                  Changgs: 

I AAAD I 89 l 
l 010 1 ~ , ..... I~w~ 1 0 : 0 0 a ~ l 

l ~ 0 : ~ 0 a ~ 1 I 12~II 

..t@~cial Topics: African-American .............. Life Stories ................................................... 

i 1 il: 

X Cancel 

A Add 

Notes: 

Call # or PID: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 11:50 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20130716114959974.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 07.16.2013 11:49:59 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



¯ Remember to fill in all necessary information when submitting a Io8 sheet. 

¯ Indicate if a room assignment/equipment is needed. 

¯ Note the number of tickets when making an addition. 

Select 
Term: Fa~l Spring 1st SS 2nd SS Date: 07/16/13 
2013 X [expscted tu~rnaroLIr~d 2 business days) 

Submitted by: Travis Gore 

Departmental Section Change Request Form (Logsheet) 

A=Add 

ACTION 

X Cancel 

A Add 

X Cancel 

A Add 

OH [] Change D = Delete X = Cancel 

Subject Course Section 

AAAD I 315 

Days 8ta~ Time 

001 o ..... ~: TuThi 9:30am 

Stop Time Bldg Roon 

lO:45am lanes Ar 215 32 

101 

O~an~es: 

: oiAAD l ;~15811 l °°I ° -M-WF 1°:°°amNot Changes: 
............ 

I AAAD I ~9 I oolo .... 1= ~WFlto:ooa~ 
�i~l Topics: African-Arnerica~ I~-~. S~ories 

lO:50am Philipsl 0265 40 

lO:50am 24 

Current: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, July 16, 2013 2:30 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: Updated hours - again. 
hours - Sonia and Tia fall 2013.pdf 

Please see attached my new work schedule. I will be at AAAD tomorrow depend on Tia’s decision, if no, for sure on 

Thursday during the morning. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: Howell, Tia N. 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2013 12:11 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia; Gitterman, Daniel P; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Updated hours- again. 

Dan, Eunice, Sonia, 

So I have updated the hours to try to maximize time in each place. Of course, there is flexibility as the year goes on and 

especially as we transition. Let me know if you suggest any changes. 

~Tia 

Tia Nichelle Howell 

Business Officer 

UNC-Chapel Hill Department of Public Policy 
115 Abernethy Hall, CB# 3435 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

Phone: 919-962-2788; Fax: 919-962-5824 
Mon. 1p-Sp, Tues. 8:30a - 12p, Wed. Flex, Thurs. 8:30a - 12p, Fri. 1p - 5p 

UNC-Chapel Hill Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB#3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

Phone: 919-966-1295; Fax: 919-962-2694 
Mon. 8:30a-12p, Tues. 1p - 5p, Wed. Flex, Thurs. 1p-Sp, Fri. 8:30a - 12p 



Tia 

Sonia 

Tia 

Sonia 

AAAD Hours 

Monday 

8:30am - 12pm 

n/a 

PLCY Hours 
Monday 

lpm - 5pm 

8am - 5pm 

Fall 2013 
Tuesday 

lpm - 5pm 

8am - 12pm 

Fall 2013 
Tuesday 

8:30am - 12pm 

lpm - 5pm 

Wednesday 

Flexible 

Flexible 

Wednesday 

Flexible 

Flexible 

Thursday 

lpm - 5pm 

8:30am - 12pm 

Thursday 

8:30am - 12pm 

lpm - 5pm 

Friday 

8:30am- 12pm 

lpm - 5pm 

Friday 

lpm - 5pm 

8:30am- 12pm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, July 16, 2013 4:14 PM 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 
FW: Application for A&S travel Funds 

Hello Travis 

Please, be aware the travel advancement check for professor Allassane Fall, will be at the office next week. When you 

get the check, please notify Professor Fall for further instruction regarding the check delivery. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: Payne, Ed 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2013 4:10 PM 

To: Colon, Sonia; Fall, Alassane 
Subject: RE: Application for A&S travel Funds 

Approved, 

Ed 

CAS Dean’s Office 

CB #3056, Howell Hall 

9!9-843-394:1 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2013 3:42 PM 
To: Payne, Ed; Fall, Alassane 
Subject: RE: Application for A&S travel Funds 

Hello Ed 

Finally the T:176332, show "on departmental approval" 

I think now, you have access for approval. 

Please let me know if you have problems. 

Sonia 

From: Payne, Ed 
Sent: Mlonday, July 15, 2013 4:03 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia; Fall, Alassane 
Subject: RE: Application for A&S travel Funds 

It is still a work in progress with no attachments. It isn’t in my inbox. 

Thanks, 



Ed 

CAS Dean’s Office 

CB #3056, Howell Hall 

919-843-3941 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Monday, July 15, 2013 3:18 PM 
To: Payne, Ed; Fall, Alassane 
Subject: RE: Application for A&S travel Funds 

Good afternoon Ed 

Please approve T176332 at Web travel for Professor Fall travel advanced. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: Payne, Ed 
Sent: Wednesday, July 10, 2013 9:37 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia; Fall, Alassane 
Subject: RE: Application for A&S travel Funds 

Alassane Faii is approved for $750 of A&S Travei funds for FY 2014. 

Thanks, 

Ed 

CAS Dean’s Office 

CB #3056, Howell Hall 

919-843-3941 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, July 10, 2013 8:31 AM 
To: Payne, Ed; Fall, Alassane 
Subject: RE: Application for A&S travel Funds 

Good morning Ed 

Please find attached application for A&S travel form for Dr. Alassane Fall; for your evaluation and approval. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: Payne, Ed 
Sent: Tuesday, Juiy 02, 2013 3:06 PM 
To: Faii, Alassane; Coion, Sonia 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Appiication for A&S travel Funds 



I apologize for any confusion on my part. 

Presenting a paper at the University Gaston Berger of Saint-Louis, Senegal will qualify you for A&S Travel Funds of $750 

to apply toward your trip when you return. 

Have Colon fill in the attached application, you sign and have your chair sign. Colon will then forward the form to me for 

my files. 

Thanks, 

Ed 

CAS Dean’s Office 

CB #3056, Howell Hall 
9:~9-843-394:1 

From: Fall, Alassane 
Sent: Tuesday, July 02, 2013 11:54 AM 
To: Payne, Ed; Colon, Sonia 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Application for A&S travel Funds 

Dear Ed, 
This is a quick clarification about your emails regarding my trip to Dakar, and Saint- Louis ,Senegal. The trip include at 
least two confirmed presentations. 
One will be about my research, and the topic is the "Relationship between Senegal, the US, France and the United Arab 
Emirates". The second talk is" Time management". These two presentations will take place at University Gaston Berger 
of Saint- Louis, Senegal as previously mentioned, and of course I will be doing research there as well. The second talk is 
"Time management". It will be for undergraduates, graduates, and faculties. 

The thirds is not confirmed yet but should take place at CODESRIA on "Governance". 

Best regards, 

Alassa ne 

From: Payne, Ed 
Sent: Tuesday, July 02, 2013 8:42 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: Fall, Alassane; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Application for A&S travel Funds 

Do I understand correctly, Dr. Fall will be traveling to Spain to present a paper on his trip to Dakar, Senegal? 

The travel document, T176332, states the travel purpose is "research-site interview", is research the reason for the trip 

to Spain or is it to present his research paper? 

Where will he be going in Spain? 

Is there a conference or is he presenting his research paper at a university? 

If he is traveling to Spain to present his research paper then A&S Travel funds can be used. If he is traveling to Spain for 

research then A&S Travel funds cannot be used. 

Thanks, 



Ed 

CAS Dean’s Office 

CB #3056, Howell Hall 

919-843-3941 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, July 02, 2013 8:00 AM 
To: Payne, Ed 
Cc: Fall, Alassane; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Application for A&S travel Funds 

Good morning Ed 

It was a confusion when I submitted T176332, for travel reimbursement. Dr. Alassane Fall will be presenting a paper on 

his visit to Dakar. I will be re- submitting the travel request with the proper travel justification. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: Fall, Alassane 
Sent: Monday, July 01, 2013 5:08 PM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: Application for A&S travel Funds 

Hello Sonia, 
Thank you for the email. My trip also, include participations in conferences, talks and a workshop that I will be the key 
presenter. I thought the previous request should focus on the Research part that I will also be doing. 
I will send you additional information regarding those activities for you to resubmit the request. 
Thank you. 

From: Payne, Ed 
Sent: Wednesday, June 26, 2013 10:18 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
C:c: Fall, Alassane 
Subject: RE: Application for A&S travel Funds 

I am sorry but I misunderstood your request yesterday. 

Thanks, 

Ed 

CAS Dean’s Office 

CB #3056, Howell Hall 

919-843-3941 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, June 26, 2013 10:16 AM 
To: Payne, Ed 
C:c: Fall, Alassane 
Subject: RE: Application for A&S travel Funds 



Ed 

I talk with you yesterday about this matter and you informed me the A&S could cover travel expenses for research 

purpose. 

I am a little surprise, because the purpose of my cal! yesterday, to get the knowledge to be able to advise Dr. Alassane 

fall. 

Sonia 

From: Payne, Ed 
Sent: Wednesday, June 26, 2013 10:14 AM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: Fall, Alassane 
Subject: RE: Application for A&S travel Funds 

Sonia, 
I’m sorry to inform you that the A&S Travel Funds are not for research. 

The guidelines for use of the funds is located on the college web site. 

Click on Intranet/Business Operations at the bottom of the list on the left side. 

Then click on Dean’s Office and University Forms at the bottom middle of the screen. 
The application and guidelines are under the travel section. 

Read the travel limitations at the bottom of the page of the guidelines. I wish I could approve your request. 

Alassane may apply for funds from the University Research Council. 

Thanks, 

Ed 

CAS Dean’s Office 

CB #3056, Howell Hall 
919-843-3941 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, June 26, 2013 9:53 AM 

To: Payne, Ed 

Cc: Fall, Alassane 
Subject: Application for A&S travel Funds 

Good morning Ed 

Please find attached Dr. Alassane Fall application for A&S Travel funds; for your evaluation and approval. 

Have a nice day. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 



..... Original Message ..... 

From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scanner@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 26, 2013 9:36 AM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10241" (Aficio MP 4500). 

Scan Date: 06.26.2013 09:36:18 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Quick Enroll a Student https:iicc.un.c,eduipsp/carnpus/EMPLOYEE!HRMSiciMANAGE_... 

Favorites Main Menu 

stgore on PRD 
Home       Add to Favorites 

Records and Enrollment Enroll Students Quick Enroll a Student 

Sign out 

Enrollment Message Log 

1D: 

Enrollment Request ID: 

Academic Career: 

Academic Institution: 

Term: 

Undergraduate 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

2043 Fall 

Seq Enrollment1    Enroll    Class Nbr 
# Request 

Action: 

Message Severity: Error 

AAAD Section 001 

Message Text: 

No Valid Appointment Found And Open Enrollment Period Has Not Begun. (14640,79) 

The open enrollment period has not begun and no valid enrollment appointment was found. The enrollme 
not processed. 

Return 

1 of 1 7/16/2013 4:35 PM 



Quick Enroll a Student https:iicc.unc.eduipspicampusiEMPLOYEEiHRMS/c/MANAGE ... 

Favorites Main Menu 

stgore on PRD 

Records and Enrollment Enroll Students 

Home Add to Favorites Sign out 

Quick Enroll a Student 

Enrollment Message Log 

ID: 

Enrollment Request ID: 

Academic Career: 

Academic Institution: 

Term: 

Undergraduate 

UNC-Chapel Hilt 

2013 Fall 

Seq Enrollment1    Enroll    Class Nbr 
# Request 

Action: 

Message Severity: Error 

19448 AAAD 258 Section 001 CIVIL RIGHTS 

Message Text: 

No Valid Appointment Found And Open Enrollment Period Has Not Begun. (14640,79) 

The open enrollment period has not begun and no valid enrollment appointment was found. The enrollme 
not processed. 

Return 

1 of 1 7/16/2013 2:42 PM 



Quick Enroll a Student https:/icc.unc.eduipsp/campus/EMPLOYEEiHRMSiciMANAGE ... 

Favorites Main Menu 

stgore on PRD 
Home       Add to Favorites 

Records and Enrollment Enroll Students Quick Enroll a Student 

Sign out 

Enrollment Message Log 

ID: 

Enrollment Request ID: 

Academic Career: 

Academic Institution: 

Term: 

Undergraduate 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

2013 Fall 

Seq Enrollment1    Enroll    Class Nbr 
# Request 

Action: 

Message Severity: Error 

19448 AAAD 258 Section 001 CIVIL RIGHTS 

Message Text: 

No Valid Appointment Found And Open Enrollment Period Has Not Begun. (14640,79) 

The open enrollment period has not begun and no valid enrollment appointment was found. The enrollme 
not processed. 

Return 

1 of 1 7/16/2013 2:55 PM 



Quick Enroll a Student https:/icc.unc.eduipspicampusiEMPLOYEE/HRMSiciMANAGE_... 

Favorites Main Menu 

stgore on PRD 

Records and Enrollment Enroll Students 

Home Add to Favorites Sign out 

Quick Enroll a Student 

Enrollment Message Log 

ID: 

Enrollment Request ID: 

Academic Career: 

Academic Institution: 

Term: 

U ndergraduate 

UNC-Chapet Hill 

2013 Fall 

Seq Enrollment1    Enroll    Class Nbr 
# Request 

Action: 

Message Severity: Error 

19448 AAAD 258 Section 001 CIVIL RIGHTS 

Message Text: 

No Valid Appointment Found And Open Enrollment Period Has Not Begun. (14640,79) 

The open enrollment period has not begun and no valid enrollment appointment was found. The enrollme 
not processed. 

Return 

1 of 1 7/t6/2013 2:47 PM 



Quick Enroll a Student https:iicc.unc.eduipspicampusiEMPLOYEEiHRMSiciMANAGE ... 

Favorites Main Menu 

stgore on PRD 

Records and Enrollment Enroll Students 

Home Add to Favorites Sign out 

Quick Enroll a Student 

Enrollment Message Log 

ID: 

Enrollment Request ID: 

Academic Career: 

Academic Institution: 

Term: 

Undergraduate 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

2013 Fall 

Seq Enrollment1    Enroll    Class Nbr 
# Request 

Action: 

Message Severity: Error 

19448 AAAD 258 Section 001 CIVIL RIGHTS 

Message Text: 

No Valid Appointment Found And Open Enrollment Period Has Not Begun. (14640,79) 

The open enrollment period has not begun and no valid enrollment appointment was found. The enrollme 
not processed. 

Return 

1 of 1 7/16/2013 2:51 PM 



Quick Enroll a Student https:i/cc.unc.eduipspicampusiEMPLOYEEiHRMSic/MANAGE_... 

Favorites Nain Menu 

stgore on PRD 

Records and Enrollment Enroll Students 

Home Add to Favorites Sign out 

Quick Enroll a Student 

Enrollment Message Log 

ID: 

Enrollment Request ID: 

Academic Career: 

Academic Institution: 

Term: 

Undergraduate 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

2013 Fail 

Seq Enrollrnent,I    Enroll 
# Request 

Action: 

Message Severity: 

Class Nbr 

Error 

19448 AAAD 258 Section 001 CIVIL RIGHTS 

Message Text: 

No Valid Appointment Found And Open Enroflment Period Has Not Begun. (14640,79) 

The open enrollment period has not begun and no valid enrollment appointment was found. The enrollme 
not processed. 

Return 

1 of l 7/16/2013 2:52 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 5:28 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Urgent enrollment issue for aAAD 

Students enrolled in AAAD 258 and dropped by error.pdf 

Dear Travis, 

Here is the email I sent to Barbara Lucido. I’ll let you know what I find out. 

Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
~:iiwwv< ~Jmass.edulu              ar~ker~.html 

ress.ur~c, edu/booksiT-805 9.htm~ 
ress.nd.eduibook~ip00780 

~ :iTundpress.nd. edu/booD~PO0723 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2013 5:24 PM 
To: Lucido, Barbara E 
Subject: Urgent enrollment issue for aAAD 

Dear Barbara, 

Travis Gore may have left you a message about the issue I raise in this email, but I am sending the email 
anyway, just in case. 

AAAD was mistakenly canceled today, and when it was put back on the schedule, none of the students who 
were enrolled were in it. Travis in my office was able to enroll 7 students, but there were 6 more -- first-year 
students, I think -- that he could not enroll. 

I am attaching an Acrobat file comprised of six pages that has these students’ information. Will you please do 
what is necessary to put them back in AAAD 258? My guess is that they enrolled during their C-TOPS session. 

I will be in my office tomorrow morning [919-962-1519] if you would like to talk with me about this. 

Sincerely, 
Kenneth 



Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
~ :i/www.umass.edulu              anken.html 

ress.~nc.eduibooks/T-g059.html 

ress.nd.eduibookiP00780 
ress.~d.eduibook!P00723 



Quick Enroll a Student https:iicc.un.c,eduipsp/carnpus/EMPLOYEE!HRMSiciMANAGE_... 

Favorites Main Menu 

stgore on PRD 
Home       Add to Favorites 

Records and Enrollment Enroll Students Quick Enroll a Student 

Sign out 

Enrollment Message Log 

1D: 

Enrollment Request ID: 

Academic Career: 

Academic Institution: 

Term: 

Undergraduate 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

2043 Fall 

Seq Enrollment1    Enroll    Class Nbr 
# Request 

Action: 

Message Severity: Error 

AAAD Section 001 

Message Text: 

No Valid Appointment Found And Open Enrollment Period Has Not Begun. (14640,79) 

The open enrollment period has not begun and no valid enrollment appointment was found. The enrollme 
not processed. 

Return 

1 of 1 7/16/2013 4:35 PM 



Quick Enroll a Student https:iicc.unc.eduipspicampusiEMPLOYEEiHRMS/c/MANAGE ... 

Favorites Main Menu 

stgore on PRD 

Records and Enrollment Enroll Students 

Home Add to Favorites Sign out 

Quick Enroll a Student 

Enrollment Message Log 

ID: 

Enrollment Request ID: 

Academic Career: 

Academic Institution: 

Term: 

Undergraduate 

UNC-Chapel Hilt 

2013 Fall 

Seq Enrollment1    Enroll    Class Nbr 
# Request 

Action: 

Message Severity: Error 

AAAD Section 001 

Message Text: 

No Valid Appointment Found And Open Enrollment Period Has Not Begun. (14640,79) 

The open enrollment period has not begun and no valid enrollment appointment was found. The enrollme 
not processed. 

Return 

1 of 1 7/16/2013 2:42 PM 



Quick Enroll a Student https:/icc.unc.eduipsp/campus/EMPLOYEEiHRMSiciMANAGE ... 

Favorites Main Menu 

stgore on PRD 
Home       Add to Favorites 

Records and Enrollment Enroll Students Quick Enroll a Student 

Sign out 

Enrollment Message Log 

ID: 

Enrollment Request ID: 

Academic Career: 

Academic Institution: 

Term: 

Undergraduate 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

2013 Fall 

Seq Enrotlmentl    Enroll    Class Nbr 
# Request 

Action: 

Message Severity: Error 

AAAD Section 001 

Message Text: 

No Valid Appointment Found And Open Enrollment Period Has Not Begun. (14640,79) 

The open enrollment period has not begun and no valid enrollment appointment was found. The enrollme 
not processed. 

Return 

1 of 1 7/16/2013 2:55 PM 



Quick Enroll a Student https:/icc.unc.eduipspicampusiEMPLOYEE/HRMSiciMANAGE_... 

Favorites Main Menu 

stgore on PRD 

Records and Enrollment Enroll Students 

Home Add to Favorites Sign out 

Quick Enroll a Student 

Enrollment Message Log 

ID: 

Enrollment Request ID: 

Academic Career: 

Academic Institution: 

Term: 

U ndergraduate 

UNC-Chapet Hill 

2013 Fall 

Seq Enrollment1    Enroll    Class Nbr 
# Request 

Action: 

Message Severity: Error 

AAAD Section 001 

Message Text: 

No Valid Appointment Found And Open Enrollment Period Has Not Begun. (14640,79) 

The open enrollment period has not begun and no valid enrollment appointment was found. The enrollme 
not processed. 

Return 

1 of 1 7/t6/2013 2:47 PM 



Quick Enroll a Student https:iicc.unc.eduipspicampusiEMPLOYEEiHRMSiciMANAGE ... 

Favorites Main Menu 

stgore on PRD 

Records and Enrollment Enroll Students 

Home Add to Favorites Sign out 

Quick Enroll a Student 

Enrollment Message Log 

ID: 

Enrollment Request ID: 

Academic Career: 

Academic Institution: 

Term: 

Undergraduate 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

2013 Fall 

Seq Enrollment1    Enroll    Class Nbr 
# Request 

Action: 

Message Severity: Error 

AAAD Section 001 

Message Text: 

No Valid Appointment Found And Open Enrollment Period Has Not Begun. (14640,79) 

The open enrollment period has not begun and no valid enrollment appointment was found. The enrollme 
not processed. 

Return 

1 of 1 7/16/2013 2:51 PM 



Quick Enroll a Student https:i/cc.unc.eduipspicampusiEMPLOYEEiHRMSic/MANAGE_... 

Favorites Nain Menu 

stgore on PRD 

Records and Enrollment Enroll Students 

Home Add to Favorites Sign out 

Quick Enroll a Student 

Enrollment Message Log 

ID: 

Enrollment Request ID: 

Academic Career: 

Academic Institution: 

Term: 

Undergraduate 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

2013 Fail 

Seq Enrollrnent,I    Enroll 
# Request 

Action: 

Message Severity: 

Class Nbr 

Error 

AAAD Section 001 

Message Text: 

No Valid Appointment Found And Open Enroflment Period Has Not Begun. (14640,79) 

The open enrollment period has not begun and no valid enrollment appointment was found. The enrollme 
not processed. 

Return 

1 of l 7/16/2013 2:52 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lucido, Barbara E <blucido@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 8:39 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Urgent enrollment issue for aAAD 

Dear Kenneth 

Thanks for your email. I did receive a voice message from Travis about this as well. I will forward the students’ names 

and PIDs to Heather Duncan in the Registrar’s Office and ask her to override the registration date/time and re-enroll 

these six students in the class. It shouldn’t be a problem. 

If you hear nothing back from me, then consider it taken care of! 

Best, 
Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences and General College 

:1002 Steele Building; CB 3:1:10 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3:1:10 

Phone: {9:19) 843-334:1 Fax: (9:19) 962-6888 
Academic Advising’s webpage: http://advising.unc.edu 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2013 5:25 PM 
To: Lucido, Barbara E 
Subject: Urgent enrollment issue for aAAD 

Dear Barbara, 

Travis Gore may have left you a message about the issue I raise in this email, but I am sending the email 
anyway, just in case. 

AAAD was mistakenly canceled today, and when it was put back on the schedule, none of the students who 
were enrolled were in it. Travis in my office was able to enroll 7 students, but there were 6 more -- first-year 
students, I think -- that he could not enroll. 

I am attaching an Acrobat file comprised of six pages that has these students’ information. Will you please do 
what is necessary to put them back in AAAD 258? My guess is that they enrolled during their C-TOPS session. 

I will be in my office tomorrow morning [919-962-1519] if you would like to talk with me about this. 

Sincerely, 
Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 



109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http://www.umass.edu/umpress/spr 97/i anken.html 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 12:56 PM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

Booker, Vaughn <vbooker@email.unc.edu>; Wilson, Dennis 
<dpwilson@email.unc.edu>; Henshaw, Bob <bhenshaw@email.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Astra maintenance 

Hi~ 
Just a reminder that we are asking you to sign out of Astra this afternoon from 3 pm to 5 pm for some 
scheduled maintenance. We apologize for any inconvenience. 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto : s cheduling_o f fice@listserv, unc. edu 
re~istrar.unc.edu 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
course_scheduling_officers as: <a href="mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</a>. To 
unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-33311423- 

34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b 0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc. edu" >leave-33311423- 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

ConnectCarolina <connectcarolina_info@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, July 17, 2013 4:06 PM 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email. unc.edu> 
ConnectCarolina Newsletter for July 17, 2013 

Display problems? View this newsletter in your browser. 

July ; 7, 20! 3 
ConnectCarolina Newsletter 

New! FAQs Posted to Project Website 

Got questions about ConnectCarolina Finance and HR/Payroll? There’s a good chance our new FAQs 

have the answers! 

hb~://ccinfo u nc ed u/information-center/fa~ 

HR/Payroll Town Hall Recording 

You can view the June 27 ConnectCarolina HR/Payroll Town Hall on our 

YouTube channel: outu be.com/watch?v=YOabKJq7k3Y 

Extensive Testing for an 
Effective System 

One of the most important parts of the 

ConnectCarolina project is extensive testing of 

the system prior to go-live. This ensures that 

every piece of the system works properly and 

that ConnectCarolina will be an effective tool that 

meets your needs. 

More on testing in this video and in the 

t reel he. 



Read onl ne~ 

Why the Elephant? 

Find out what the elephant has to do with the ConnectCarolina project -- 

click here 

Campus Staff Featured in New 

ConnectCarolina Videos 

What do campus users think about ConnectCarolina? Is it 

difficult to learn? What advantages does it bring to the 

University? Find out in short videos on ConnectCarolina’s 

YouTube channel. 

Planning for Finance and 
HR/Payroll Go-Live 

The specific details of the January 2014 go-live are still 

being planned, but October 2013 to February 2014 - 

the weeks prior to and following go-live - will be a 

critical time. Schools and Divisions should begin now 

to consider how to prepare for the intense activity of go-live. 

Read onl he. 



Training Plans Gear Up 

Want to know more about training for the January 2014 go-live of ConnectCarolina HR/Payroll and 

Finance? Learn how the ConnectCarolina training team is deep into planning how, when, and where 

training will be delivered. 

Read onl ne~ 

Moratorium on Department ID Additions and Changes 

A moratorium has been placed on additions and changes to Department IDs. Find out what this means 

to your School or Division. 

Read onne~ 

Unsubscribe - Edit your subscription 

ConnectCarolina 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ccinfo.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 18, 2013 9:36 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Astra and other items 

Astra should be working today. Just a few reminders below. 

Course Schedule Maintenance for Spring 2014 officially will close on August 8 at 11:30 pm or so. But you can 
probably still use it that weekend ;) 

Don’t forget that there are no forms any more for the large rooms listed below. Just make sure you request 
them in Astra!!! That’s important! Any other large room you might want should also be requested in the 
building/room preference box. 

AR 121 (296) CA 111 (425) 

HM 100 (403) HO 104 (153) 

MA 209 (188) MU 116 (171) 

PE 104 (141) SC 103 (361) 

CP 201 (190) GS gl00 (450) 

Still having a "workshop" in our training room tomorrow from 9-11:30... Come whenever you can if you need 
help with Spring 2014. 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto:scheduling office@listserv.unc.edu 
registrar.unc.edu 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
course_scheduling_officers as: <a href="mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</a>. To 
unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-33314414- 

34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b 0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc. edu" >leave-33314414- 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 19, 2013 11:29 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu>; Gitterman, Daniel P 
<danielg@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Next week - Your schedule in AAAD 

Thank you Eunice 

Leave at 4 on Wednesday, sounds good. 

I am c/c Dr. Daniel to keep him update at my work schedule. 

Sonia 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 11:22 AM 

To: Colon, Sonia; Gore, Travis 
Cc: Howell, Tia N. 
Subject: Next week - Your schedule in AAAD 
Importance: High 

Dear Sonia and Travis, 

Greetings and I hope you are both doing well. 

To make-up for the extra time you worked during the furniture delivery process in the Department this week, I here 
authorized you to leave AAAD at 4.00pm next Wednesday. If you prefer to arrive at 9.00am rather 8.00am on either 
Tuesday or Thursday just let me know. 

Thanks for all hard work with the furniture transition process this week. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 19, 2013 11:30 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu>; 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Next week - Your schedule in AAAD 

Agreed. And well done! 

~Tia 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 11:22 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia; Gore, Travis 
Cc: Howell, Tia N. 
Subject: Next week - Your schedule in AAAD 
Importance: High 

Dear Sonia and Travis, 

Greetings and I hope you are both doing well. 

To make-up for the extra time you worked during the furniture delivery process in the Department this week, I here 
authorized you to leave AAAD at 4.00pm next Wednesday. If you prefer to arrive at 9.00am rather 8.00am on either 
Tuesday or Thursday just let me know. 

Thanks for all hard work with the furniture transition process this week. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Friday, July 19, 2013 11:38 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Amb. Sheila Siwela Intro. 

r CV.pdf 

Good Morning Travis- 

It was a pleasure "meeting" you this morning. Again, the impact of the "Water Project Exhibit" and the passion 
for people as seen through the UNC staff and faculty during          graduation was contagious! The 
attached CV is forwarded as background in the hope that Ambassador Sheila Siwela (Former Zambian 
Ambassador to the US) can partner with UNC’s African Studies Program. 

I can be reached at this email address or by phone, 

Thank you for your consideration, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 8:23 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Standard section numbering guide 

Standard Section Numbering System Effective Fall 2013.docx 

The standard section numbering guide has been revised a bit in relation to Carolina Courses Online recently. I 
wanted to make sure that everyone had the most accurate copy as possible. It has also been posted on our 
website. Please refer to this sheet when deciding which section numbers to use for the Fall 2013 term. Please 
pay particular attention to the way the Distance Learning is further divided into smaller groups. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto : s cheduling_o f fice@listserv, unc. edu 

registrar.unc.edu 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
course_scheduling_officers as: <a href="mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</a>. To 
unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-33328845- 
34472124.d27a5a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33328845- 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



On Campus 
Lectures, Labs, 
and Recitations 

Standard Section Numbering System 
Effective Fall 2013 Revised 7/17/1~ 

001-299 On-campus Lecture sections 

300-399 Lecture sections: Summer Bridge, SPCL 
400-599 Laboratory sections 

600-850 Recitation sections 
01M-09M Maymester sections 

01S-09S 
Faculty-led Study Abroad courses 

(see Registrar’s Policy Memorandum 14) 

On-campus web delivery courses (Lecture) 

01W-09W Established by departments with minimal or no classroom 
attendance intended primarily for on-campus degree-seeking 
students. 

Self-paced Courses through the Friday Center 

851-860 851 = Correspondence Self-paced Courses 
855 = Online Self-paced Courses 
860 = Tutorial Courses 

~lnter-lnstitutional courses (Registrar Only) 
Part-time Classroom Studies 

951-955 
(Evening sections, Friday Center) 

Departmental Distance Learning 
(Depts needing additional section #s for these delivery modes may add 

~ single letter to the end of the section #, i.e. 956a, 956b, etc.) 

Principal Method of Delivery codes (screen 137, SIS) 

956-974 P Face-to-face instruction, includes 
internships, clerkships, fieldwork (956-960) 

02 Interactive real-time video (961-963) 

03 TV, VHS, CD, DVD (non-web) (964) 

05 Web delivery asynchronous (965-972) 
06 Web delivery synchronous (973-974) 

Friday Center Distance Learning 
Principal Method of Delivery codes (screen 137, SIS) 

P Face-to-face instruction, includes internships, 

975-989 
clerkships, fieldwork 

02 Interactive real-time video 

03 TV, VHS, CD, DVD (non-web) 

05 Web delivery asynchronous 

06 Web delivery synchronous 

Friday Center Distance Learning 
Carolina Courses Online 

990,994 Regular term (for UNC campus students) 

990-996 996 Blended* for UNC campus students 

991,992, 993 Off-campus Studies students 
995 Blended* for Off-campus Studies students 

"Blended" course delivery is at least 80% online and no more than 20% 
’ace-to-face 

~Reserved for future use by Registra 
997 Formerly used for Summer Study Abroad sections 

998 Formerly used for "By Exam" credit 

999 Formerly used for "Placement" credit 

Correspondence 

Part-time 
Classroom Studies 

Distance 
Education 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Barnes, Allison Nelson <anbarnes@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 3:05 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Hyde Hall 

12-04-13 Intellectual Dialogues.docx; 11-13-13 Intellectual Dialogues.docx; 10-09-13 
Intellectual Dialogues.docx; 1-08-14 Intellectual Dialogues.docx 

Thanks, Trav[s! 

Attached are you confirmation forms. Once you’ve read over them, please let me know [f anything needs to be changed. 

I have also placed a hold for Feb. :[2 and March :[9. Please contact me 6 months prior so I can confirm. 

Best, 
Allison 

Allison Barnes 

Events Coordinator 

Institute for the Arts and Humanities 

Hyde Hall, CB# 3322 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3322 

Phone: (9:[9) 962-0249 

Fax: (9:[9) 962-:[:[:[8 

Web: http://iah.u nc.edu 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2013 9:57 AM 
To: Barnes, Allison Nelson 
Subject: RE: Hyde Hall 

Good morning to you too. Thanks for the follow-up. I do have that information for you. The name of the events are 
"Intellectual Dialogues" and we will have people present at these meetings. 

Thanks, Allison! 
Travis 

From: Barnes, Allison Nelson 
Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2013 9:08 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Hyde Hall 

Good morning Travis, 

I wanted to follow-up with you to see if you had the name of your event and/or the purpose of your meetings? I’ve 

added a few reservations since we last talk and I want to make sure that the dates that you requested stay open. 

Thanks, 

Allison 

Allison Barnes 



Events Coordinator 

Institute for the Arts and Humanities 
Hyde Hall, CB# 3322 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3322 

Phone: (9:19) 962-0249 
Fax: (9:19) 962-:1:1:18 

Web: http://iah.unc.edu 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 10:32 AM 
To: Barnes, Allison Nelson 
Subject: RE: Hyde Hall 

Hi Allison, 

Six out of eight is great! I know if I had waited then the chance of availability would have dramatically decreased! 
Thanks for putting the others on hold. If you would like, you can use the same name for the meetings from last year. 

I did have one last reservation request and it is over 6 months away but if it was available then maybe you could put it 

on hold. It would be for the University Room and Hyde Hall all day on Friday April 4th and Saturday April 5th. It would 

be for the Departmental Annual Conference. The theme is Water, Environment and Health experiences from African, 

African-American, and Diaspora Studies. 

Thanks Allison! 

Travis 

From: Barnes, Allison Nelson 
Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2013 2:54 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Hyde Hall 

Hi Travis, 

I hope your summer is going well so far, too! And yes, sending your meeting dates as soon as you have them is a great 

idea! I can reserve rooms up to 6 months in advance but can put holds on everything else that is earlier than that. VII 

mimic the reservations from last year with no movers and making the note that there will be catering unless I hear 

otherwise. Is there a name for your meetings? Thanks for your help. Below you will notice that Sept. :1:1 and April 9 are 

NOT available. 

Sept. 11--no rooms are available 

Oct. 9--Incubator is available and I will send reservation soon 

Nov. 13--Incubator is available and I will send reservation soon 

Dec. 4--Incubator is available and I will send reservation soon 

Jan. 8--Incubator is available and I will send reservation soon 

Feb. :12--Incubator is available and I will place a hold; please 6 months prior 

Mar. :19--Incubator is available and I will place a hold; please 6 months prior 



Apr. 9--no rooms are available 

Allison Barnes 

Events Coordinator 

institute for the Arts and Humanities 
Hyde Hall, CB# 3322 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3322 

Phone: (9:19) 962-0249 

Fax: (9:19) 962-:1:1:18 

Web: http://iah.unc.edu 

From." Gore, Travis 
Sent." Wednesday, July 17, 2013 4:42 PM 
To." Barnes, Allison Nelson 
Subject; Hyde Hall 

Hey Allison! 

It seems like it’s been a long time. Hope you are well and having a great summer! I thought I would do the reservation 

request differently this time and I think it will help the both of us out. Instead of coming to you a couple days before 
each meeting trying to book Hyde, I thought it would be better if I send you the request for the whole year now! 

Here are the dates that we are requesting. 

Sept. 11th 

Oct. 9th 

Nov. 13th 

Dec. 4th 

Jan. 8th 

Feb. 12th 

Mar. 19th 

Apr. 9th 

The times for all of these dates would be 11am to 12:30pm unless you thought 11am to lpm was better. 

Thanks! 

Travis 



By reserving a room at Hyde Hall, the contact person and group agrees to the 
following IAH policies listed on the IAH website. The contact person and group 
assume all liability associated with their event and agrees to pay the Institute 
for the Arts and Humanities for all damages. 

Date/Time: Wednesday, Dec. 4 / 11 am - 1 pm 

Event: Intellectual Dialogues 

Room (s) Reserved: Incubator 

Contact Travis Gore / stgore@email.unc.edu 

Department ~ 

Event Source Fmail 

Details Booked? 

(4hr min., $20 x 4 hr = $80) N/A Security 

Parking 

Set-Up 

Billing* 

Visit www.dps.unc.edu/Forms/visitorlotrequest/visitorlot.cfrn 

to request parking if needed. 
Incubator Room: 
*Note: 2-3 people recommended for 
mo ring furniture 

Rental Fee: N/A 
Security Fee: N/A 
Movers Fee: N/A 

N/A 

Group has agreed 
to set the room up 

themselves 

Invoice # 
N/A 

Caterer Responsibility of renting party TBD, light 
snacks 

N/A 
Please arrange to meet with Baskin 
Cooper (baskin.cooper@unc.edu) or 
Allison Barnes prior to your event. 

Technology 
Needs 

Please print page 2 as a checklist for after your event. If you have any questions about our building use 
policies, please contact Allison Barnes at anbarnes@ernail.unc.edu or 919-962-0249. 



Thank you for visiting the 
  ST TUTE  - ARTS HUMA~ ~ES at Hyde Hall. 

We hope that you will enjoy our facilities! 

PLEASE NOTE that the Institute does not have event staff to set up rooms, assist with 
technology or clean up after events. We therefore appreciate your cooperation with the 
following guidelines. 

Groups who reserve Hyde Hall are responsible for leaving spaces as they found them. 

Push your chairs in 
Do not directly place anything on the wooden furniture 
Wipe down tables and/or chairs if necessary 

Please remove trash from Hyde Hall" 

Trash should be placed in the large, lidded garbage can located 
in the Swain Parking Lot, near the back entrance to Hanes Art 
Center. 
No plates, cups, napkins, serving platters, food or other event- 
related items may remain in the room after the event ends. 

The Institute recycles! Please put recyclable materials (paper, 
bottles and cans) into the bins provided. Do not put trash into a 
recycling bin. Please ask for assistance from Hyde Hall staff if 
need additional trash bins. 

you 

Help us conserve energy: Please turn off the lights when you leave the room. 

Check to make sure that you have not left anything from your group/meeting in the 
room. 

Hyde Hall is a working office building. Please encourage your participants to be quiet and 
courteous when they are in our hallways or public areas. 

Groups using Hyde Hall assumes all liability associated with their event and agrees to pay 
the Institute for the Arts and Humanities for all damages. 

THANKYOU for your cooperation. If you have any questions or need assistance, inquire at the 
reception area on the first floor. 





By reserving a room at Hyde Hall, the contact person and group agrees to the 
following IAH policies listed on the IAH website. The contact person and group 
assume all liability associated with their event and agrees to pay the Institute 
for the Arts and Humanities for all damages. 

Date/Time: Wednesday, Nov. 13 / 11 am - 1 pm 

Event: Intellectual Dialogues 

Room (s) Reserved: Incubator 

Contact Travis Gore / stgore@email.unc.edu 

Department ~ 

Event Source Fmail 

Details Booked? 

(4hr min., $20 x 4 hr = $80) N/A Security 

Parking 

Set-Up 

Billing* 

Visit www.dps.unc.edu/Forms/visitorlotrequest/visitorlot.cfrn 

to request parking if needed. 
Incubator Room: 
*Note: 2-3 people recommended for 
mo ring furniture 

Rental Fee: N/A 
Security Fee: N/A 
Movers Fee: N/A 

N/A 

Group has agreed 
to set the room up 

themselves 

Invoice # 
N/A 

Caterer Responsibility of renting party TBD, light 
snacks 

N/A 
Please arrange to meet with Baskin 
Cooper (baskin.cooper@unc.edu) or 
Allison Barnes prior to your event. 

Technology 
Needs 

Please print page 2 as a checklist for after your event. If you have any questions about our building use 
policies, please contact Allison Barnes at anbarnes@ernail.unc.edu or 919-962-0249. 



Thank you for visiting the 
  ST TUTE  - ARTS HUMA~ ~ES at Hyde Hall. 

We hope that you will enjoy our facilities! 

PLEASE NOTE that the Institute does not have event staff to set up rooms, assist with 
technology or clean up after events. We therefore appreciate your cooperation with the 
following guidelines. 

Groups who reserve Hyde Hall are responsible for leaving spaces as they found them. 

Push your chairs in 
Do not directly place anything on the wooden furniture 
Wipe down tables and/or chairs if necessary 

Please remove trash from Hyde Hall" 

Trash should be placed in the large, lidded garbage can located 
in the Swain Parking Lot, near the back entrance to Hanes Art 
Center. 
No plates, cups, napkins, serving platters, food or other event- 
related items may remain in the room after the event ends. 

The Institute recycles! Please put recyclable materials (paper, 
bottles and cans) into the bins provided. Do not put trash into a 
recycling bin. Please ask for assistance from Hyde Hall staff if 
need additional trash bins. 

you 

Help us conserve energy: Please turn off the lights when you leave the room. 

Check to make sure that you have not left anything from your group/meeting in the 
room. 

Hyde Hall is a working office building. Please encourage your participants to be quiet and 
courteous when they are in our hallways or public areas. 

Groups using Hyde Hall assumes all liability associated with their event and agrees to pay 
the Institute for the Arts and Humanities for all damages. 

THANKYOU for your cooperation. If you have any questions or need assistance, inquire at the 
reception area on the first floor. 





By reserving a room at Hyde Hall, the contact person and group agrees to the 
following IAH policies listed on the IAH website. The contact person and group 
assume all liability associated with their event and agrees to pay the Institute 
for the Arts and Humanities for all damages. 

Date/Time: Wednesday, Oct. 9 / 11 am - 1 pm 

Event: Intellectual Dialogues 

Room (s) Reserved: Incubator 

Contact Travis Gore / stgore@email.unc.edu 

Department ~ 

Event Source Fmail 

Details Booked? 

(4hr min., $20 x 4 hr = $80) N/A Security 

Parking 

Set-Up 

Billing* 

Visit www.dps.unc.edu/Forms/visitorlotrequest/visitorlot.cfrn 

to request parking if needed. 
Incubator Room: 
*Note: 2-3 people recommended for 
mo ring furniture 

Rental Fee: N/A 
Security Fee: N/A 
Movers Fee: N/A 

N/A 

Group has agreed 
to set the room up 

themselves 

Invoice # 
N/A 

Caterer Responsibility of renting party TBD, light 
snacks 

N/A 
Please arrange to meet with Baskin 
Cooper (baskin.cooper@unc.edu) or 
Allison Barnes prior to your event. 

Technology 
Needs 

Please print page 2 as a checklist for after your event. If you have any questions about our building use 
policies, please contact Allison Barnes at anbarnes@ernail.unc.edu or 919-962-0249. 



Thank you for visiting the 
  ST TUTE  - ARTS HUMA~ ~ES at Hyde Hall. 

We hope that you will enjoy our facilities! 

PLEASE NOTE that the Institute does not have event staff to set up rooms, assist with 
technology or clean up after events. We therefore appreciate your cooperation with the 
following guidelines. 

Groups who reserve Hyde Hall are responsible for leaving spaces as they found them. 

Push your chairs in 
Do not directly place anything on the wooden furniture 
Wipe down tables and/or chairs if necessary 

Please remove trash from Hyde Hall" 

Trash should be placed in the large, lidded garbage can located 
in the Swain Parking Lot, near the back entrance to Hanes Art 
Center. 
No plates, cups, napkins, serving platters, food or other event- 
related items may remain in the room after the event ends. 

The Institute recycles! Please put recyclable materials (paper, 
bottles and cans) into the bins provided. Do not put trash into a 
recycling bin. Please ask for assistance from Hyde Hall staff if 
need additional trash bins. 

you 

Help us conserve energy: Please turn off the lights when you leave the room. 

Check to make sure that you have not left anything from your group/meeting in the 
room. 

Hyde Hall is a working office building. Please encourage your participants to be quiet and 
courteous when they are in our hallways or public areas. 

Groups using Hyde Hall assumes all liability associated with their event and agrees to pay 
the Institute for the Arts and Humanities for all damages. 

THANKYOU for your cooperation. If you have any questions or need assistance, inquire at the 
reception area on the first floor. 





By reserving a room at Hyde Hall, the contact person and group agrees to the 
following IAH policies listed on the IAH website. The contact person and group 
assume all liability associated with their event and agrees to pay the Institute 
for the Arts and Humanities for all damages. 

Date/Time: Wednesday, Jan. 8 / 11 am - 1 pm 

Event: Intellectual Dialogues 

Room (s) Reserved: Incubator 

Contact Travis Gore / stgore@email.unc.edu 

Department ~ 

Event Source Fmail 

Details Booked? 

(4hr min., $20 x 4 hr = $80) N/A Security 

Parking 

Set-Up 

Billing* 

Visit www.dps.unc.edu/Forms/visitorlotrequest/visitorlot.cfrn 

to request parking if needed. 
Incubator Room: 
*Note: 2-3 people recommended for 
mo ring furniture 

Rental Fee: N/A 
Security Fee: N/A 
Movers Fee: N/A 

N/A 

Group has agreed 
to set the room up 

themselves 

Invoice # 
N/A 

Caterer Responsibility of renting party TBD, light 
snacks 

N/A 
Please arrange to meet with Baskin 
Cooper (baskin.cooper@unc.edu) or 
Allison Barnes prior to your event. 

Technology 
Needs 

Please print page 2 as a checklist for after your event. If you have any questions about our building use 
policies, please contact Allison Barnes at anbarnes@ernail.unc.edu or 919-962-0249. 



Thank you for visiting the 
  ST TUTE  - ARTS HUMA~ ~ES at Hyde Hall. 

We hope that you will enjoy our facilities! 

PLEASE NOTE that the Institute does not have event staff to set up rooms, assist with 
technology or clean up after events. We therefore appreciate your cooperation with the 
following guidelines. 

Groups who reserve Hyde Hall are responsible for leaving spaces as they found them. 

Push your chairs in 
Do not directly place anything on the wooden furniture 
Wipe down tables and/or chairs if necessary 

Please remove trash from Hyde Hall" 

Trash should be placed in the large, lidded garbage can located 
in the Swain Parking Lot, near the back entrance to Hanes Art 
Center. 
No plates, cups, napkins, serving platters, food or other event- 
related items may remain in the room after the event ends. 

The Institute recycles! Please put recyclable materials (paper, 
bottles and cans) into the bins provided. Do not put trash into a 
recycling bin. Please ask for assistance from Hyde Hall staff if 
need additional trash bins. 

you 

Help us conserve energy: Please turn off the lights when you leave the room. 

Check to make sure that you have not left anything from your group/meeting in the 
room. 

Hyde Hall is a working office building. Please encourage your participants to be quiet and 
courteous when they are in our hallways or public areas. 

Groups using Hyde Hall assumes all liability associated with their event and agrees to pay 
the Institute for the Arts and Humanities for all damages. 

THANKYOU for your cooperation. If you have any questions or need assistance, inquire at the 
reception area on the first floor. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 3:34 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: telephone unit 

Dear Sonia, 

Thanks so much for this email. 

Yes, we do and please go ahead and work on this matter. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2013 3:22 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
l:c: Gore, Travis 
Subject: telephone unit 

Dear Eunice 

We were on Ronald’s office today, for last check up, and we notice that the office do not have a 
phone unit. 

I was wondering, if you plan to have a telephone in Ronald’s office, if so, please let me know, to 
coordinate with the UNC communication office for a phone installation. 

Thanks, 

$oHia Co,oH 
Account£qg Technician 

PubIic Porte), Department o 962°4854 

Abernet&v Ha/L (2¥~ #3435 
(Mo 8°5, To 1-5, Wo8o12, To 11-5, Fo 8°5) 

African, African -American & Dia~vwra Studies o 9~&1295 
i3a~le Hall, CI3 # 3395 

8o12, wo ~-5, wo 8q2, ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 9:47 AM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

FUNDING OPP: Upper $65,000 - American Council of Learned Societies (ACLS), Sept. 
26, 2013 deadline 

Dear Colleagues, 

Below are details of a funding opportunity via UNC-CH’s Office of Corporate and Foundation Relations (CFR).If you are 
interested in pursuing this opportunity, please note that the CFR team will work with you as you prepare your proposal. 
Thus, get in touch with the team and you can do so by contacting Charla Edmonstone-Pickens who is CFR’s 
Communications Manager. Her number is: 919-962-3423. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

American Council of Learned Societies {ACLS} 
ACLS Fellowship Program 
http://www.acls.org/grants/Default.aspx?id=380 

Deadline: Sept 26, 2013 

The ACLS Fellowships are intended as salary replacement to help scholars devote six to twelve continuous months to 

full-time research and writing. ACLS Fellowships are portable and are tenable at the fellow’s home institution, abroad, or 

at another appropriate site for research. (1) An ACLS Fellowship may be held concurrently with other fellowships and 

grants and any sabbatical pay, up to an amount equal to the candidate’s current academic year salary. Tenure of the 

fellowship may begin no earlier than July 1, 2014 and no later than February 1, 2015. The Fellowship stipend is set at 

three levels based on academic rank: up to ~;35,000 for Assistant Professor and career equivalent; up to ~;45,000 for 

Associate Professor and career equivalent; and up to ~;65,000 for full Professor and career equivalent. ACLS will 

determine the level based on the candidate’s rank or career status as of the application deadline date. Approximately 25 

fellowships will be available at the Assistant Professor level, approximately 20 at the Associate Professor level, and 

approximately 20 at the full Professor level. 

The ACLS Fellowship program invites research applications in all disciplines of the humanities and related social sciences. 

The ultimate goal of the project should be a major piece of scholarly work by the applicant. ACLS does not fund creative 

work (e.g., novels or films), textbooks, straightforward translation, or pedagogical projects. For the purpose of these 

competitions, the humanities and related social sciences include but are not limited to American studies; anthropology; 

archaeology; art and architectural history; classics; economics; film; geography; history; languages and literatures; legal 

studies~ linguistics~ musicology~ philosophy~ political science~ psychology (excluding clinical or counseling psychology)~ 

religious studies~ rhetoric~ communication~ and media studies~ sociology~ and theater~ dance~ and performance studies. 

Proposals in the social science fields listed above are eligible only if they employ predominantly humanistic approaches 

(e.g., economic history, law and literature, political philosophy, history of psychology). Proposals in interdisciplinary and 

cross-disciplinary studies are welcome, as are proposals focused on any geographic region or on any cultural or linguistic 

group. 

The applicant must meet the following eligibility criteria: 1. A Ph.D. degree conferred at least two years before the 



application deadline. (An established scholar who can demonstrate the equivalent of the Ph.D. in publications and 

professional experience may also qualify.) 2. U.S. citizenship or permanent resident status as of the application deadline 

date. 3. A lapse of at least two years between the last "supported research leave" and September 1, 2014, includinl~ any 

such leave to be taken or initiated durinl~ the 2013-2014 academic year. Therefore, to be elil~ible, an individual’s most 

recent supported research leave must have concluded prior to September 1, 2012. (Supported research leave is defined 

as the equivalent of one semester or more of time free from teachinl~ or other employment to pursue scholarly research 

or writinl~ supported by sabbatical pay or other institutional fundinl~, fellowships and l~rants, or a combination of these. 

This definition applies to independent scholars as well as those with institutional affiliations.) 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: st~ore~emai].unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=65646425 .f3 e43 cSdTb65 eta43 c29 ] cd78 c74~ca&n=T&]--aaad& o=33337803 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above LTRL i~’the line is broken) 
or send a blank emai] to leave-33337803-65646425.f3 e43 cSdTb65 eta43 c29 ] cd78c74~ca~]istserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 
Thursday, July 25, 2013 1:55 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20130725135518204.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 07.25.2013 13:55:17 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 4:18 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2570134 

Travis, I think I saw a telephone unit at the last shelve on the bookcase at Accounting office. Do you think that unit can be used for 
Ronald and save some money? 

Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2013 2:53 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2570134 
Importance: Low 

Hello Travis 

I need a big favor, in order of the telephone people to install a phone unit at Ronald’s office, they need to know the port number, 
should be at the wall on Ronald’s office and start with a letter D. 

I am at PLCY and this e-mail need prompt attention, I think is fast and easy if you go to the 3rd floor and get the D number. I am sorry 
for the inconvenience. 

Thank you, 
Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNC-CH PTR [ma~tc~:tho~aste~ema~Lunc~eda] 
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2013 2:43 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2570134 
Importance: Low 

Client Information 

sonia @ colon, Location : dept african afro-american studies 109 battle hall cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
Affiliation: spa, Department: public policy 

Phone: (919) 962-4854 and Email: scolon@email.unc.edu Short Description: Svc Req - Demand 

Email Text : Sonia, 

We would need the data port number which will be located on the wall pate and starts with D-. Also I will need Name to build V/m & 
call ID. Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 26, 2013 8:48 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Gitterman, Daniel P <danielg@email.unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia 
<sonia_colon@med.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Creedon, Mary 
Leigh <llmary@email.unc. edu> 

RE: Tomorrow 

That is fine. I am starting out on the computer at home this morning. I am waiting on a phone call from my doctor. 
Should be any minute now. 

~Tia 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2013 6:13 PM 
To: Gore, Travis; Colon, Sonia; Howell, Tia N. 
Subject: Tomorrow 
Importance: High 

Dear Travis, Tia and Sonia, 

I have a major deadline tomorrow, thus will only check email very early in the morning - before the North American world 
wakes up - and very late in the day. So, if there is something urgent that you need me to address via email, please give 
me a call on either of my numbers. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, July 27, 2013 8:39 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Fwd: Health Inequalities and Justice Conference Oct. 4-5 

Health-Justice-Conference_Save-the-date.pdf; Conference Schedule_Final.docx 

The Medical School and the Department of Anthropology are hosting an upcoming 
conference this fall on health inequalities, which may be of interest. Please forward. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Rivkin-Fish, Michele R" <mrfish@uacoedu> 
Date: July 27, 2013 2:11:20 AM EDT 
To: "Caldwell, Kia L" <klcNdwe@emailour~coed~>, "Redfield, Peter" 
<redfield@email.~ncoed~>, "Saunders, Barry F" 
<barry_saunders@medouncoedu>, "Boyd, Lydia C" 
<lcb emailouncoedu>, "Jocelyn Chua ~mai!ocom)" 
< mail.corn>, "Lachicotte, William S" 
<william lachicotte@medounc.edu>, "Necochea, Raul Antonio" 
<raul necochea@medounc.edu>, "Maman, Suzanne" 
<maman@emailouncoedu>, "Barrington, Clare L" 
<cbarrin~emailouncoedu>, "Vines, Anissa I" 
<avines@emailouncoedu>, "Bentley, Margaret E" 
<pbentle~uncoedu>, "Thrailkill, Jane F." <tkill@uncoedu> 
Cc: "Walker, Rebecca L" <rebecca I walker@medounc.edu>, "Buchbinder, 
Mara" <mara buchbinder@medounc.edu>, "Juengst, Eric Thomas" 
<~uengst@emailouncoedu>, "Lyerly, Anne Drapkin" <alverl~emailounc.edu> 
Subject: Health Inequalities and Justice Conference Oct. 4-5 

Dear Colleagues, 

The Moral Economies of Medicine Working Group of the Department of Anthropology and the 
Center for Bioethics are pleased to let you know about an exciting conference coming up this 

October 4-5, 2013: "Comparing Approaches to Health Inequalities and Justice: A Dialogue on 
Theory, Method, and (Inter)Disciplinarity." 

The idea for the conference arose out of discussions in the Working Group and BUNC (Bioethics 

at UNC). Please see the attached Save the Date and Conference Schedule for detailed 
information. Please circulate widely. 

We hope you will be able to join us! 

Michele Rivkin-Fish, Mara Buchbinder, Rebecca Walker, Eric Juengst, and Annie Lylerly 



You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: ~s~tgore@emai1.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: 
id-32361534~dl 9c27ea4325cf~39a9456d99719bcb&n~=T&~-a~iafam&o-3334546~ 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to lea\,’e-333454(~6-32361~ 534.dl 9c27ea4325cffb39a9456d99719bcb@lis~tser\~.~nc.edu 



SAVE THE DATES 

2013 Merrimon Lecture & Health Justice Conference 

Friday, October 4, 2013: 4:30- 6pm in Rosenau Auditorium 

The Merrimon Lecture: Ruth R. Faden, PhD, MPH 
Philip Franklin Wagley Professor of Biomedical Ethics and 

Director, Johns Hopkins Berman Institute of Bioethics 

Saturday, October 5, 2013: 9am- 5:30pm in Hyde Hall 

"Comparing Approaches to Health Inequalities and Justice: A 
Dialogue on Theory, Method, and (Inter)-Disciplinarity 

Conference Speakers: 

Paula Braveman, MD, MPH 

Professor of Family and Community Medicine 

Director, Center on Social Disparities in 

Health 

University of California, San Francisco 

Paul Brodwin, PhD 

Professor of Anthropology 

University of Wisconsin- 

Milwaukee 

Adjunct Associate Professor of Bioethics and 

Medical Humanities 

Medical College of Wisconsin 

Debra DeBruin, PhD 

Director, Center for Bioethics 

Associate Professor of Medicine 

University of Minnesota Medical School 

Sarah Horton, PhD 

Assistant Professor of Anthropology 

University of Colorado, Denver 

Rosalina James, PhD 

Acting Assistant Professor of Bioethics and 

Humanities 

University of Washington 

Carla Keirns, MD, PhD, Msc 

Director, Program on the History of Medicine 

Assistant Professor of Medicine and Preventive 

Medicine 

Stony Brook University 

Paul Kelleher, PhD 

Assistant Professor of Medical History 

& Bioethics 

U niversity of Wisconsin-Madison 

Nicholas King, PhD 

Director, Measurement, Ethics, and 

Decision-making Collaborative 

Assistant Professor of Social Studies of 

Medicine 

McGill University 

Eva Feder Kittay, PhD 

Distinguished Professor of Philosophy 

Stony Brook University 

Barbara Koenig, PhD 

Professor of Social and Behavioral Sciences 

Institute for Health & Aging 

University of California, San Francisco 

Carolyn Rouse, PhD 

Professor of Anthropology 

Princeton University 

Jennifer Prah Ruger, PhD 

Associate Professor of Public Health, 

Medicine, and the Graduate School of Arts 

and Sciences 

Adjunct Associate Professor of Law 

Yale University 

Janet Shim, PhD 

Associate Professor of Social and Behavioral 

Sciences 

Institute for Health & Aging 

University of California, San Francisco 

Co-sponsored by: 

Center for Bioethics, School of Medicine Merrimon Lectureship, College of Arts and Sciences, 

Institute for Arts and Humanities, Moral Economies of Medicine Working Group, Department of Anthropology, 

Department of Social Medicine, Center for Health Equity Research, Department of Philosophy, and 

Parr Center for Ethics 

At the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Comparing Approaches to Health Inequalities and Justice: A Dialogue on Theory, 
Method, and (Inter)-Disciplinarity 

Schedule for Saturday, October 5, 2013 

Institute for Arts and Humanities, Hyde Hall, UNC Campus 

8:30am 

9:00 

9:30-11:00 

11:00-11:15 

11:15-1pm 

1-1:45 

1:45-3:15 

3:15-3:30 

3:30-5:00 

5:00-5:30 

5:30 

7:00 

Ligh t Breakfast 

Introduction and preliminary discussion 

Michele Rivkin-Fish, UNC Department of Anthropology 

Panel 1: Setting the Stage: Investigating our frameworks, term and 
categories 

Paula Braveman, Paul Brodwin, and J. Paul Kelleher 
Moderator: Peter Ubel, Duke University Professor of Public Policy and 
Business Administration and Medicine 

Coffee break 

Panel 2: Approaching health disparities and justice for communities and social 
groups 

Eva Kittay, Sara Horton, Rosalina James, and Debra DeBruin 
Moderator: Giselle Cathie-Smith, UNC Department of Social Medicine 

Boxed lunch 

Panel 3: Producing Knowledge: Evidence, classification, and social processes 

Nicholas B. King, Janet K. Shim, and Carolyn Rouse 
Moderator: Peter Redfield, UNC Department of Anthropology 

Coffee break 

Panel 4: Attending to the interplay of policy and justice 

Jennifer Prah Ruger, Carla Keirns, and Barbara A. Koenig 
Moderator: Jonathan Oberlander, UNC Department of Social Medicine 

Wrap-up discussion 

General Reception 

Dinner for speakers and planners 



Mediterranean Deli, Banquet Room (410 W. Franklin St., Chapel Hill) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fiona <summit.g@apceo.com.cn> 

Sunday, July 28, 2013 9:05 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

An Invitation to Two Important International Summits in China(Sept.4-8.,2013) 

An Invitation to Two Important International Summits in China 

Your Excellency, 

On behalf of Asia-Pacific CEO Association and Governments of Jilin Province and Gansu Province of China, I 
would be very pleased to invite you as VIP to attend the 3rd Global Economic Leaders Summit (GELS 2013) 

and the 2nd International Culture Industry Summit (ICIS 2013) from 4-8 September 2013 in China. 

About 600 Political figures, world business leaders from Fortune 500 & Forbes 2000 companies, industry 
leaders, investors and bankers, ministers, MPs, governors, mayors, authorities and world-renowned economists 
& scholars from more than 80 countries will get together in each summit to have in-depth discussions and 
cooperation, as well as to network and share insights and ideas. 

I would like to take this great opportunity to encourage you to attend the GELS 2013 & ICIS 2013. I am looking 
forward to meeting you at these two important events in September in China! 

Please accept the assurances of my highest consideration. 

Yours sincerely, 

Zheng Xiongwei (~l~{~) 
Global Executive Chairman of Asia-Pacific CEO Association 

Below is the summit Invitation for VIP: 

Attachments of the two events (click to download). 
1.Ir~v~J~aJ~ior~ Letter 2.Leaders of GELS&ICIS 3.Profile of GELS 
4.Profile of ICIS 5.Ager~das 6.~is~ration 
rIP INVITATION LETTER 

Your Excellency, 

We are honored to extend to you our cordial invitation to the following two summits: 

The 3RD GLOBAL ECONOMIC LEADERS SUMMIT (GELS 2013) 
Sponsors: APCEO & Jilin Provincial Government of China 
Dates: Sept.4--6, 2013. 
Website:            ceo.com 
Venue: Shangri-La hotel (5-star), Changchun city, Jilin province, China. 
Theme: Worldwide development experience of urbanization & Global cooperation 
opportunities of China’ s urbanization 

The Governments and People of Jilin Province warmly welcome your presence! 

Sincerely yours, 



Bayanqolu (~ ~)~) 

Governor of Jilin Provincial Government of China 
Zheng Xiongwei(~)~J~) 

Global Executive Chairman of Asia-Pacific CEO Association 

The 2ND INTERNATIONAL CULTURE INDUSTRY SUMMIT (ICIS 2013) 
Sponsors: APCEO, Ministry of Culture of China & Gansu Provincial Government of China 
Dates: Sept.6--8, 2013 
Website: ~:ilicis~apceo.com 
Venue: Crown Plaza Hotel (5-star), Lanzhou city, Gansu province, China. 
Theme: The inheritance, innovation and global cooperation of the Chinese civilization. 

The Governments and People of Gansu Province warmly welcome your presence! 

Sincerely yours, 

Liu Yongfu(~lJ~’y,~) 
Executive Vice Governor of Gansu Provincial Government of China 
Zheng Xiongwei(~/~{~) 
Global Executive Chairman of Asia-Pacific CEO Association 

VIP Treatment after the confirmation of the Organizing Committee: 
1. Free for registration, 5-star hotel & accommodation. 
--Free service time: 
Sept.4-6, 2013: Venue: Shangri-La hotel (5-star), Changchun city, Jilin province, China. 
Sept.6-8, 2013: Venue: Crown Plaza Hotel (5-star), Lanzhou city, Gansu province, China. 
2. Free speech opportunities (Should apply in advance for approval) 
3. Meeting with Chinese government leaders after approval 
4. Free airport pick-up/see-off 
5. Free organized business visit & sightseeing 

Main Participants: 
GELS: Political figures, senior executives from Fortune 500 & Forbes 2000, industry leaders, ministers, MPs, 
governors, mayors, authorities and world-renowned scholars. 
ICIS: Political figures, senior executives from Fortune 500 & Forbes 2000, industry leaders, authorities and 
world-renowned scholars of global cultural industries, government officials. 

If you are interested in GELS 2013 &/or ICIS 2013, please send back the completed Registration Form with 
your institution/company profile and personal photo (more than 300 pixel in JPEG) by email. The formal 
Invitation Letter with participant’s name, and Confirmation Letter with registration number will be sent to you 
soon after Organizing Committee’s confirmation. 

Fiona Qi 
Assistant to Chairman of APCEO China 
Tel: +86-10-64987220 
Fax: +86-10-64963611 
Email: summit~ceo~com 
Address: AI-10 Floor, Sunshine Plaza,No.68 Anli Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing, 100101, China 

(If you are not interested in any of our letters, please feel free to inform us by email to admin~ceo.com.c~l ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 29, 2013 7:45 AM 

Goulart, Stephen P <Stephen.Goulart@facilities.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Web request for Housekeeping Services 

Good morning 

Just the hallway. Room 307, will be done in the future. 

Thank you so much. Have nice day. 
Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Goulart, Stephen P 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 6:20 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Web request for Housekeeping Services 

Hi Sonia 

We finish the floor this morning but it was still a little wet so we left the furniture out in the hall way. We will put the furniture back 
tonight. 

The employee who is doing the floor said she will do the hallway tonight. If room 307 would like there floor done tonight ask if they 
could take everything off the floor and she will do that room too. 

Any question I will have my phone 

919-883-6043 
Steve Goulart 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Friday, July 26, 2013 7:47 AM 
To: Goulart, Stephen P 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Web request for Housekeeping Services 

Good morning Steve 

Thank you for letting me know. 

Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Goulart, Stephen P 
Sent: Friday, July 26, 2013 2:20 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Web request for Housekeeping Services 

HI Sonia 

It was nice talking with you yesterday. 

Sorry we did not do the floor in room 306 we had call out and not enough staff to clean the other building. 
We will do it Sunday Night. 

Sorry again 
Steve Goulart 



..... Original Message ..... 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2013 8:03 AM 
To: Goulart, Stephen P 

Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Web request for Housekeeping Services 

Thank you very much. The job is for the 3rd floor hall and office 306. 

Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Goulart, Stephen P 
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2013 7:15 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: Web request for Housekeeping Services 

Hi Sonia 

I will tried to stop by this morning after 10:30AM. After our staff meeting. I will talk with the floor care manager and get and update 
of his schedule. If not I will plan on doing it myself. 

Thanks 
Steve Goulart 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2013 3:31 PM 
To: Goulart, Stephen P 

Subject: FW: Web request for Housekeeping Services 

Hello Stephen 

When you get a chance, could you tell me when the requested service for floor waxing and stripping will be perform? This is at Battle 
Hall building. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

919-962-4854 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 9:50 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: FW: Web request for Housekeeping Services 

Here it is! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Goulart, Stephen P 
Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 11:16 AM 
To: Burton, Nancy Denise; Gore, Travis 
Cc: Morris, Johnnie Craig 
Subject: RE: Web request for Housekeeping Services 

Travis 

I drop by to see today Thursday Morning about 11AM. Hope you enjoy your day off. 

I just talk with the floor crew manager and he is planning to be in my zone starting sometime next week. He will be doing stripping 
and waxing floors and also carpet cleaning. Do not know when he will get to Battle but my guess would about 3 weeks. Would you 
mind if I give this project to the floor crew then they can do the hold building at once. 

Thanks 



..... Original Message ..... 
From: Burton, Nancy Denise [mailto:Nancs<Bur~or~facilities.mac.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, May 23, 2013 9:07 AM 
To: Goulart, Stephen P 
Cc: Morris, Craig (Housekeeping Services) 
Subject: FW: Web request for Housekeeping Services 
Importance: High 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: FAC - Facilities Repair Request 
Sent: Thursday, May 23, 2013 8:56 AM 
To: Burton, Nancy Denise; Lee, Natasha R. 
Subject: FW: Web request for Housekeeping Services 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: aisdaemon@facilities.unc.edu [mailto:aisdaemo~faci~ities.unc.ed~] 
Sent: Thursday, May 23, 2013 8:55 AM 
To: Work Management 
Subject: Web request for Housekeeping Services 

Name: Travis Gore 

Email: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Telephone: 919-966-5496 

FAX: 

Building: Battle Hall 

Floor #: 3rd 
Room #: hall way entrance and 307 

Request: Deep clean of Linoleum to remove stains from the floor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 29, 2013 2:10 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

*** This is an automated message. **** 

A ticket has been created for you in the UNC-Chapel Hill problem 
tracking system. Please keep this confirmation message so that you 
may reference the ticket number associated with your issue. 

If you need to provide additional information about your issue or 
have questions about your ticket, please contact the ITS Response 
Center at (919) 962-HELP. 

Please note that during adverse weather, response times may vary. 

Ticket Information 

Create Date: 7/29/2013 14:09 
Ticket #: 2573312 
Email Address: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Phone Number: (919) 966-5496 

Brief Description: OASIS Technical Support 
Problem Description: Client’s Problem Description: 
OASIS Technical Support 

Worklog: 
Hi James, 

Mamarame Seck is ready to have his computer hooked up. He has it in his office now in room 304. He said he would be there until 
5pm today. Here is his phone number just in case you cant do it today or if you need to coordinate with him. 

Thanks ! 
Building: - 
Department: 
os: Windows 
I permit you to work on this issue even when I am not in my office. 

This request was created at: ~s:iiwww.m~c.edtv’arobi~v’webst~bimdex t=OASIS%20Teclmica1%20St~ort 
Remote Host: 152.2.103.72 
Form Input: Gore, Travis - (919) 966-5496 - stgore@email.unc.edu 
*** Internal use only: 
For escalation purposes, this request may be referred to the following Remedy group: AS-COMPUTING-SPECIALISTS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lisanza, Esther Mukewa <lisanza@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 29, 2013 4:08 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Room Change for Swah 401_002 

No worries! 
Thanks, 
Esther 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 3:47 PM 
To: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject," RE: Room Change for Swah 401_002 

ok, Let me check! Sorry that I was on the phone earlier today! 

From= Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent= Monday, July 29, 2013 3:47 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject= RE: Room Change for Swah 401_002 

Hi Travis, 
Dey won’t help! I really need a smart classroom! Is there any room available at Global Center so we can move Swah 
401_003 instead of Swah 401_002? 
Thanks, 
Esther 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 11:41 AM 
To: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject," RE: Room Change for Swah 401_002 

It looks like it has a chalk board, overhead projector, tv, and vcr. I thgnk they have removed the vcr though but hopefully 

have replaced it with a dvd player. 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 11:37 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Room Change for Swah 401_002 

Does Dey have MMC? 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 11:35 AM 
To: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject," RE: Room Change for Swah 401_002 

Hi Esther, 

MMC would be a room that has multi media. Would you need that? 



Travis 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 11:31 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Room Change for Swah 401_002 

Hi Travis, 
What is MMC? 
Esther 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 11:08 AM 
To: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject: FW: Room Change for Swah 401_002 

Hi Esther, 

Just heard back from the classroom hotline. Let me know what you would like to do! 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 11:05 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Room Change for Swah 401_002 

Good morning Travis, 

Unfortunately, it still doesn’t look like anything is available with MMC closer to Graham Memorial. The room in Dey 

without MMC is still available. I would recommend checking back again a week or two before school starts. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar m UNCmCH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2::[00 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 9:[9-962-6093 
Fax: 9:[9-843-8709 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 9:56 AM 
To: Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject: FW: Room Change for Swah 401_002 



Good Morning Charlotte! 

I was checking to see if you could move SWAH 401. 002 from the Global Center 3024 to somewhere on campus that is 

closer to Graham Memorial for Fall13. The professor has back to back classes and the distance is too far to walk. Back in 

June you were able to find a room in Dey but we decided to wait a little bit to see if anything closer came up. I was just 

checking back with you now to see about that! It looks like there are 25 students in the class now. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Friday, June 14, 2013 11:20 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Room Change for Swah 401_002 or Swah 401_003 in Fall 2013 

Good morning Travis, 

The only option I can see at this time is moving SWAH 401.002 to Dey 302 and keeping SWAH 401.003 in Graham 

Memorial 213. More rooms might become available later in the summer. Please let me know if you would like to make 

that switch, otherwise you could check back later to see if anything else has become available. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 11:17 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc. edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc. edu> 

Courses available in African American Studies Fall 2013 & Spring 2014 

You are receiving this email because you are listed as having a major or minor in African, African American, and 
Diaspora Studies. I am the department’s Director of Undergraduate Studies, and I am writing to let you know of 
two courses that are available in the coming fall semester, and to give you some other information that may help 
you plan your Spring 2014 semester. 

I want to bring to you attention AAAD 430 (African American Intellectual History), which is being taught in the 
fall by a new faculty member, Dr. Ronald Williams II. Dr. Williams comes to us from the University of 
California, Berkeley, and he is completing a study of African Americans, foreign affairs, and international 
diplomacy. 

I also want to bring to your attention AAAD 290 (Special Topics: Slavery, Resistance, and Culture in the Circum- 
Caribbean), which is being taught by Dr. Walter Rucker. You can read more about Dr. Rucker here: 
http://aaad.unc.edu/people/walter-c.-rucker. 

Students whose major is in the African American studies concentration and who declared their major prior to Fall 
2013 have to have at least one AAAD elective at or above the 400 level. In the Fall 2013 semester, the 
department is offering the following at this level: AAAD 430 and AAAD 485. The Spring 2014 schedule is not 
yet finalized, but it looks as if we will be offering AAAD 431 and AAAD 487. 

Students whose major is in the African American studies concentration also have to take a seminar. If you have 
already taken AFAM 398, then you have fulfilled this requirement. If you have not, then you will need to take 
AAAD 395, which will be offered in Spring 2014. Students whose major is in the African studies concentration 
also have to take the African studies colloquium. If you have already taken AFRI 600,then you have fulfilled this 
requirement. If you have not, then you will need to take AAAD 395, which will be taught in Spring 2014,or 
AAAD 419, which is not currently scheduled. 

A more complete discussion of how students who currently are currently majors or minors can complete their 
requirements is available here: http://afriafam.unc, edu/courses/fall-2013. Please use this information to plan 
accordingly; if you have questions, please do contact me or your academic advisor in Steele Bldg. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Janken 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http://www.umass, edu/umpress/title/ravford-w-lo~an-and-dilemma-african-american-intellectual 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd, edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd, edu/book/P00723 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Clemmons, Jason <j clem@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 1:09 PM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

Clemmons, Jason <j clem@email.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] REMINDER: Spring 2014 Honors Carolina Course 
Planning Forms due tomorrow 

Hi all, 
Just wanted to send you a quick reminder, if you plan to offer any honors courses next spring and have not already 
completed the Honors Carolina Course Plannin;~ Form online, please do so by tomorrow’s deadline. 
Thanks! 
Jason 

Jason Clemmons 
Associate Director for Curriculum, Recruitment, and Operations 
Honors Carolina 
225 Graham Memorial, CB# 3510 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3510 

Tel: 919.843.7756 Fax: 919.962.1548 

Dear Directors of Undergraduate Studies, 

Honors Carolina is pleased to report that a record number of incoming first-year Honors Carolina students (454) will 
be joining us this fall! In order to ensure that Honors Carolina students fulfill their program requirements, and that 
other eligible students who want to experience honors-level courses have that opportunity, we would like to 
encourage all academic units to consider offering Honors Carolina courses during the Spring 2014 semester. 

Honors Carolina courses are typically small seminar-style classes that emphasize discussion and debate. Faculty 
members are encouraged to engage students in active learning-- many courses involve working with primary 
sources, conducting original research and developing original creative works. Sound familiar? It may be that courses 
currently being offered by your faculty are already honorsqevel--theyjust lack the "H" suffix that designates them. If 
you or faculty in your department are curious about whether a course could or should be offered as an Honors 
Carolina course, I encourage you to review the document, "What is an Honors Carolina Course at Carolina?," on our 
website, then send a copy of your course syllabus to iclem@email.unc.edu for review by our deans. 

As we prepare the full Spring 2014 schedule of Honors Carolina courses, we need your help to identify those being 
offered by your department. Please review the information below, and contact me if you have questions. 



Honors Carolina Courses 

Academic units offering honors courses in Spring 2014 should submit online an Honors Carolina Course Planning 
Form by Wednesday, July 31, 2013. The planning form should include: 

Honors First Year Seminars: Only a limited number of Honors First Year Seminars may be scheduled 
each year. The Honors Carolina office must confirm that proposed seminars can be accommodated. 
Note: This procedure is separate from any review and/or approval required by the First Year Seminar 
Office. Please refer to their web page for more details (http://fys.unc.edu/for-faculty/first-year-seminar- 
prospectus-form/). 
Departmental Honors Courses I "H" courses: Departments may offer honors sections of any 

undergraduate course that has been reviewed and approved by the College of Arts & Sciences 
administrative boards or curriculum committee--i.e., any course that currently exists in the Course 
Inventory. The same General Education requirements approved for a given course number wil! apply to 
the honors version of that course. 

Senior Honors Thesis courses do not need to be reported. 

Schedt  ing Honors Carolina Courses 
Your departmental course scheduling officer should schedule Honors Carolina courses via ConnectCarolina during 
the Course Schedule maintenance period ending August 8, 2013. 

If a planned course has not been offered previously as an "H" section, it will need to be added to the Course 
Inventory before it can be scheduled in ConnectCarolina. The Honors Carolina office will work directly with the Office 
of the (Jniversity Registrar to update the Course Inventory prior to the end of the Course Schedule maintenance 
period. Once the Course Inventory is updated, the Honors Carolina office will notify the departmental course 
scheduling officer that the course is ready to be scheduled in ConnectCarolina. 

Add Consent Flag: This should be set to "No Consent." Honors Carolina courses should not require 
special permission to register (with the exception of Honors thesis and research courses). If you believe 
it is necessary to require consent for a course, include an explanation in the "Notes" field on the Honors 
Carolina Course Planning Form. 
Enrollmenf: Capad~: This should be set to "24" for all Honors Carolina courses. If you wish to set a 

lower enrollment, include an explanation in the "Notes" field on Honors Carolina Course Planning Form. 
Requests to offer fewer seats in an Honors First Year Seminar should be directed to the First Year 
Seminar Office. 

Wai~: Lis~: Capadt~. This should be set to "0". Honors Carolina manually maintains wait lists. 
Reserve Capacities: Honors Carolina will set reserve capacities for courses prior to the beginning of 

registration. 

Honors Carolina Seminars I HNRS ceurses 
Faculty interested in teaching an Honors Carolina seminar should contact Jason Clemmons to discuss scheduling 
arrangements. HNRS courses are scheduled by the Honors Carolina office and have an enrollment capacity of 24 
students. 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 



course_scheduling_officers as: <a href="mailto:iclem@email.unc.edu">iclem@email.unc.edu</a>. To 
unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-33115887- 
2279048.e87630dc98 lbe3c1071f41995bd96003@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33115887- 
2279048.e87630dc98 lbe3c1071f41995bd96003@listserv.unc.edu</a> 
<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
course_scheduling_officers as: <a href="mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</a>. To 
unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-33356821- 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33356821 - 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 4:05 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

AAAD class schedule Spring 2014 Calendar 

AAAD class schedule Spring 2014 Calendar.ics 

Dear Travis, 

Below is a listing of the Spring 2014 schedule. I took the information you gave me and put it in a different 
format. I hope you find it easier to follow. You can view the schedule in a calendar format by clicking on the 
link and going to the week of January 13. The calendar is color-coded. Green is for a standard-time class on 
MWF. Purple is for a standard-time class on TR. Blue is for a non-standard-time class. You can place the 
cursor over any of the times to see all the information. 

It is a draft. I discussed this with Eunice, and we replaced Hildebrand’s AAAD 130 with AAAD 431; I changed 
my AAAD 430 with AAAD 258; and I changed Mamarame’s WOLO 404 with AAAD 101. I’m pretty sure 
that Eunice will have some other changes, but this is a good start. 

Call me if you have any questions about what is here. 

Kenneth 

AAAD class schedule Spring 2014 CNeadar 

Monday, January :13, 20:14 - Friday, January :17, 20:14 

Time zone: (UTC-05:00} Eastern Time (US & Canada} 
(Adjusted for Daylight Saving Time} 

January 2014 

Su Mo Tu We Th FF Sa 

1 2 3 4 

5 6 7 8 9 i0 ii 
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
26 27 28 29 30 31 

A/LAD 431 - Hildebrand 

A/LAD 254 - McMillan 

SWAH 404 - Mutima 

WOLO 403 - Fall 

A/LAD 159 - Hildebrand 

LGLA 402 - Fhunsu 

SWAH 402 - Lisanza 

WOLO 401 - Fall 

A/LAD 332 - McMillan 

AJU~D 421 - Seck 

LGLA 404 - Fhunsu 

SWAH 402 - Lisanza 

Mon, Jan 13 8:00 AM - 8:50 AM 

9:00 AM - 9:50 AM 

9:00 AM - 9:50 AM 

9:00 AM - 9:50 AM 

10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 



SWAH 406 - Mutima 1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

AAAD 101 - Fall 2:00 PM - 2:50 PM 

AAAD 101 - Seek 2:00 PM - 2:50 PM 

AAAD 130 - McMillan 2:00 PM - 2:50 PM 

SWAH 402 - Lisanza 2:00 PM - 2:50 PM 

SWAB 404 - Mutima 2:00 PM - 2:50 PM 

AAAD 201 - Fhunsu 3:00 PM - 3:50 PM 

AAAD 231 - Porter 3:30 PM - 4:45 PM 

AAAD 298 - Porter 5:00 PM - 6:15 PM 

AAAD 258 - Janken Tue, Jan 14 8:00 AM - 9:15 AM 

AAAD 130 - Anderson 9:30 AM - 10:45 AM 

AAAD 130 - Regester 9:30 AM - 10:45 AM 

AAAD 232 - Caldwell 9:30 AM - 10:45 AM 

AAAD 101 - Selassie 11:00 AM - 12:15 PM 

AAAD 301 - Lee 12:30 PM - 1:45 PM 

AAAD 318 - Pier 12:30 PM - 1:45 PM 

AAAD 487 - Lambert 12:30 PM - 1:45 PM 

AAAD 101 - Boyd 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM 

AAAD 130 - Caldwell 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM 

AAAD 212 - Nzongola 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM 

AAAD 340 - Jordan 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM 

AAAD 341 - Selassie 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM 

AAAD 89 - Pier 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM 

AAAD 395 - Janken 2:00 PM - 4:50 PM 

AAAD 250 - Rel~ester 3:00 PM - 6:20 PM 

AAAD 210 - Boyd 3:30 PM - 4:45 PM 

AAAD 414 - Lee 3:30 PM - 4:45 PM 

AAAD 258 Friday Center - 6:00 PM - 9:00 PM 

Porter 

AAAD 431 - Hildebrand 

AAAD 254 - McMillan 

SWAH 404 - Mutima 

WOLO 403 - Fall 

AAAD 159 - Hildebrand 

LGLA 402 - Fhunsu 

SWAH 402 - Lisanza 

WOLO 401 - Fall 

AAAD 332 - McMillan 

AAAD 421 - Seck 

LGLA 404 - Fhunsu 

SWAH 402 - Lisanza 

SWAH 406 - Mutima 

Wed, Jan 15 8:00 AM - 8:50 AM 

9:00 AM - 9:50 AM 

9:00 AM - 9:50 AM 

9:00 AM - 9:50 AM 

10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 



AAAD 101 - Fall 2:00 PM - 2:50 PM 

AAAD 101 - Seck 2:00 PM - 2:50 PM 

AAAD 130 - McMillan 2:00 PM - 2:50 PM 

SWAH 402 - Lisanza 2:00 PM - 2:50 PM 

SWAH 404 - Mutima 2:00 PM - 2:50 PM 

AAAD 201 - Fhunsu 3:00 PM - 3:50 PM 

AAAD 395 - Nzongola 3:00 PM - 5:50 PM 

AAAD 231 - Porter 3:30 PM - 4:45 PM 

AAAD 298 - Porter 5:00 PM - 6:15 PM 

AAAD 258 - Janken Thu, Jan 16 8:00 AM - 9:15 AM 

AAAD 130 - Anderson 9:30 AM - 10:45 AM 

AAAD 130 - Regester 9:30 AM - 10:45 AM 

AAAD 232 - Caldwell 9:30 AM - 10:45 AM 

AAAD 101 - Selassie 11:00 AM - 12:15 PM 

AAAD 301 - Lee 12:30 PM - 1:45 PM 

AAAD 318 - Pier 12:30 PM - 1:45 PM 

AAAD 487 - Lambert 12:30 PM - 1:45 PM 

AAAD 101 - Boyd 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM 

AAAD 130 - Caldwell 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM 

AAAD 212 - Nzongola 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM 

AAAD 340 - Jordan 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM 

AAAD 341 - Selassie 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM 

AAAD 89 - Pier 2:00 PM - 3:15 PM 

AAAD 210 - Boyd 3:30 PM - 4:45 PM 

AAAD 414 - Lee 3:30 PM - 4:45 PM 

AAAD 431 - Hildebrand Fri, Jan 17 8:00 AM - 8:50 AM 

AAAD 254 - McMillan 9:00 AM - 9:50 AM 

SWAH 404 - Mutima 9:00 AM - 9:50 AM 

WOLO 403 - Fall 9:00 AM - 9:50 AM 

AAAD 159 - Hildebrand 10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

LGLA 402 - Fhunsu 10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

SWAH 402 - Lisanza 10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

WOLO 401 - Fall 10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

AAAD 332 - McMillan 1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

AAAD 421 - Seck 1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

LGLA 404 - Fhunsu 1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

SWAH 402 - Lisanza 1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

SWAH 406 - Mutima 1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

AAAD 101 - Fall 2:00 PM - 2:50 PM 

AAAD 101 - Seck 2:00 PM - 2:50 PM 

AAAD 130 - McMillan 2:00 PM - 2:50 PM 

SWAH 402 - Lisanza 2:00 PM - 2:50 PM 



SWAH 404 - Mutima 

AAAD 201 - Fhunsu 

2:00 PM-2:50 PM 

3:00 PM-3:50 PM 

Detai~s 

Monday~ January :23~ 20:~4 

Time 8:00 AM - 8:50 AM 

Subject AAAD 431- Hildebrand 

Recurrence Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 8:00 AM to 8:50 AM 

Reminder 15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

9:00 AM - 9:50 AM 

AAAD 254 - McMillan 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 9:00 AM to 9:50 AM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

9:00 AM - 9:50 AM 

SWAH 404- Mutima 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 9:00 AM to 9:50 AM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

9:00 AM - 9:50 AM 

WOLO 403 - Fall 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 9:00 AM to 9:50 AM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

AAAD 159 - Hildebrand 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 10:00 AM to 10:50 AM 

15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

LGLA 402 - Fhunsu 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 10:00 AM to 10:50 AM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

SWAH 402 - Lisanza 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 10:00 AM to 10:50 AM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

WOLO 401 - Fall 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 10:00 AM to 10:50 AM 
15 minutes 

Time 1:00 PM- 1:50 PM 

Subject AAAD 332- McMillan 

Recurrence Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 



until 1/17/2014 from i:00 PM to 1:50 PM 

Reminder 15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

AAAD 421 - Seck 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 1:00 PM to 1:50 PM 

15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

LGLA 404 - Fhunsu 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 1:00 PM to 1:50 PM 

15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

SWAH 402 - Lisanza 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 1:00 PM to 1:50 PM 

15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

SWAH 406 - Mutima 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 1:00 PM to 1:50 PM 

15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

2:00 PM-2:50 PM 

AAAD 101- Fall 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 2:00 PM to 2:50 PM 

15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

2:00 PM-2:50 PM 

AAAD 101 - Seck 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 2:00 PM to 2:50 PM 

15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

2:00 PM-2:50 PM 

AAAD 130- McMillan 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 2:00 PM to 2:50 PM 

15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

2:00 PM-2:50 PM 

SWAH 402 - Lisanza 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 2:00 PM to 2:50 PM 

15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

2:00 PM - 2:50 PM 

SWAH 404- Mutima 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 2:00 PM to 2:50 PM 

15 minutes 

Time 3:00 PM-3:50 PM 

Subject AAAD 201- Fhunsu 



Recurrence Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 3:00 PM to 3:50 PM 
Reminder 15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

3:30 PM- 4:45 PM 

AAAD 231 - Porter 

Occurs every Monday and Wednesday effective 1/13/2014 until 

1/15/2014 from 3:30 PM to 4:45 PM 
15 minutes 

Non-standard time 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

5:00 PM-6:15 PM 

AAAD 298 - Porter 

Occurs every Monday and Wednesday effective 1/13/2014 until 

1/15/2014 from 5:00 PM to 6:15 PM 

15 minutes 

Non-standard time 

Tuesday, Januaw 

T i m e 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

24, 2014 

8:00 AM - 9:15 AM 

AAAD 258 - Janken 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM 

15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

9:30 AM - 10:45 AM 

AAAD 130 - Anderson 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM 

15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

9:30 AM - 10:45 AM 

AAAD 130- Regester 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM 

15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

9:30 AM - 10:45 AM 

AAAD 232 - Caldwell 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM 

15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

11:00 AM - 12:15 PM 

AAAD 101 - Selassie 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM 

15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

12:30 PM - 1:45 PM 

AAAD 301 - Lee 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM 



Reminder 15 minutes 

Categories Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

12:30 PM - 1:45 PM 

AAAD 318 - Pier 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM 
15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

12:30 PM - 1:45 PM 

AAAD 487 - Lambert 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM 
15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

2:00 PM-3:15 PM 

AAAD 101- Boyd 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM 
15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

2:00 PM-3:15 PM 

AAAD 130 - Caldwell 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM 
15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

2:00 PM-3:15 PM 

AAAD 212 - Nzongola 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM 
15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

2:00 PM-3:15 PM 

AAAD 340 - Jordan 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM 

15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

2:00 PM-3:15 PM 

AAAD 341 - Selassie 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM 

15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

2:00 PM-3:15 PM 

AAAD 89 - Pier 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM 
15 minutes 

Standard time TR 



Time 

Su bject 

Reminder 

Categories 

2:00 PM -4:50 PM 

AAAD 395 - Janken 

15 minutes 

Non-standard time 

Time 

Su bject 

Reminder 

Categories 

3:00 PM - 6:20 PM 

AAAD 250 - Regester 

15 minutes 

Non-standard time 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

3:30 PM-4:45 PM 

AAAD 210 - Boyd 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 3:30 PM to 4:45 PM 

15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

3:30 PM-4:45 PM 

AAAD 414 - Lee 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 3:30 PM to 4:45 PM 

15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Reminder 

Categories 

6:00 PM - 9:00 PM 

AAAD 258 Friday Center - Porter 

15 minutes 

Non-standard time 

Wednesday, January :25, 20:24 

Time 8:00 AM - 8:50 AM 

Subject AAAD 431- Hildebrand 

Recurrence Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 8:00 AM to 8:50 AM 

Reminder 15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

9:00 AM - 9:50 AM 

AAAD 254 - McMillan 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 9:00 AM to 9:50 AM 

15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

9:00 AM - 9:50 AM 

SWAH 404- Mutima 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 9:00 AM to 9:50 AM 

15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

9:00 AM - 9:50 AM 

WOLO 403 - Fall 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 9:00 AM to 9:50 AM 

15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

AAAD 159 - Hildebrand 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 10:00 AM to 10:50 AM 



Reminder 15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

LGLA 402 - Fhunsu 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 10:00 AM to 10:50 AM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

SWAH 402 - Lisanza 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 10:00 AM to 10:50 AM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

WOLO 401 - Fall 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 10:00 AM to 10:50 AM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

1:00 PM- 1:50 PM 

AAAD 332 - McMillan 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 1:00 PM to 1:50 PM 

15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

1:00 PM- 1:50 PM 

AAAD 421 - Seck 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 1:00 PM to 1:50 PM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

1:00 PM- 1:50 PM 

LGLA 404 - Fhunsu 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 1:00 PM to 1:50 PM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

1:00 PM- 1:50 PM 

SWAH 402 - Lisanza 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 1:00 PM to 1:50 PM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

1:00 PM - 1:50 PM 

SWAH 406 - Mutima 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 1:00 PM to 1:50 PM 

15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

2:00 PM-2:50 PM 

AAAD 101- Fall 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 2:00 PM to 2:50 PM 
15 minutes 

Time 2:00 PM-2:50 PM 

Subject AAAD 101- Seck 

Recurrence Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 



until 1/17/2014 from 2:00 PM to 2:50 PM 
Reminder 15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

2:00 PM-2:50 PM 

AAAD 130- McMillan 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 2:00 PM to 2:50 PM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

2:00 PM-2:50 PM 

SWAH 402 - Lisanza 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 2:00 PM to 2:50 PM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

2:00 PM - 2:50 PM 

SWAH 404- Mutima 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 2:00 PM to 2:50 PM 

15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

3:00 PM-3:50 PM 

AAAD 201 - Fhunsu 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 3:00 PM to 3:50 PM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Reminder 

Categories 

3:00 PM - 5:50 PM 

AAAD 395 - Nzongola 

15 minutes 

Non-standard time 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

3:30 PM- 4:45 PM 

AAAD 231 - Porter 

Occurs every Monday and Wednesday effective 1/13/2014 until 

1/15/2014 from 3:30 PM to 4:45 PM 

15 minutes 

Non-standard time 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

5:00 PM-6:15 PM 

AAAD 298 - Porter 

Occurs every Monday and Wednesday effective 1/13/2014 until 

1/15/2014 from 5:00 PM to 6:15 PM 
15 minutes 

Non-standard time 

Thursday, January 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

16, 2014 

8:00 AM - 9:15 AM 

AAAD 258 - Janken 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 8:00 AM to 9:15 AM 

15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

9:30 AM - 10:45 AM 

AAAD 130 - Anderson 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM 

15 minutes 



Categories Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

9:30 AM - 10:45 AM 

AAAD 130- Regester 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM 

15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

9:30 AM - 10:45 AM 

AAAD 232 - Caldwell 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 9:30 AM to 10:45 AM 

15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

11:00 AM - 12:15 PM 

AAAD 101 - Selassie 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM 

15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

12:30 PM - 1:45 PM 

AAAD 301 - Lee 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM 

15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

12:30 PM - 1:45 PM 

AAAD 318 - Pier 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM 

15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

12:30 PM - 1:45 PM 

AAAD 487 - Lambert 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM 

15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

2:00 PM-3:15 PM 

AAAD 101- Boyd 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM 

15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

2:00 PM-3:15 PM 

AAAD 130 - Caldwell 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM 

15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 2:00 PM-3:15 PM 



Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

AAAD 212 - Nzongola 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM 
15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

2:00 PM-3:15 PM 

AAAD 340 - Jordan 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM 
15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

2:00 PM-3:15 PM 

AAAD 341 - Selassie 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM 
15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

2:00 PM-3:15 PM 

AAAD 89 - Pier 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM 

15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

3:30 PM-4:45 PM 

AAAD 210 - Boyd 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 3:30 PM to 4:45 PM 

15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

Categories 

3:30 PM-4:45 PM 

AAAD 414 - Lee 

Occurs every Tuesday and Thursday effective 1/14/2014 until 

1/16/2014 from 3:30 PM to 4:45 PM 
15 minutes 

Standard time TR 

Friday, January 27, 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

2014 

8:00 AM - 8:50 AM 

AAAD 431 - Hildebrand 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 8:00 AM to 8:50 AM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

9:00 AM - 9:50 AM 

AAAD 254 - McMillan 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 9:00 AM to 9:50 AM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

9:00 AM - 9:50 AM 

SWAH 404- Mutima 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 9:00 AM to 9:50 AM 



Reminder 15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

9:00 AM - 9:50 AM 

WOLO 403 - Fall 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 9:00 AM to 9:50 AM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

AAAD 159 - Hildebrand 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 10:00 AM to 10:50 AM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

LGLA 402 - Fhunsu 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 10:00 AM to 10:50 AM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

SWAH 402 - Lisanza 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 10:00 AM to 10:50 AM 

15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

10:00 AM - 10:50 AM 

WOLO 401 - Fall 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 10:00 AM to 10:50 AM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

1:00 PM- 1:50 PM 

AAAD 332 - McMillan 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 1:00 PM to 1:50 PM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

1:00 PM- 1:50 PM 

AAAD 421 - Seck 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 1:00 PM to 1:50 PM 
15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

1:00 PM- 1:50 PM 

LGLA 404 - Fhunsu 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 1:00 PM to 1:50 PM 

15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

1:00 PM- 1:50 PM 

SWAH 402 - Lisanza 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 1:00 PM to 1:50 PM 
15 minutes 

Time 1:00 PM- 1:50 PM 

Subject SWAH 406- Mutima 

Recurrence Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 



until 1/17/2014 from i:00 PM to 1:50 PM 

Reminder 15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

2:00 PM-2:50 PM 

AAAD 101- Fall 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 2:00 PM to 2:50 PM 

15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

2:00 PM-2:50 PM 

AAAD 101 - Seck 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 2:00 PM to 2:50 PM 

15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

2:00 PM - 2:50 PM 

AAAD 130- McMillan 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 2:00 PM to 2:50 PM 

15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

2:00 PM-2:50 PM 

SWAH 402 - Lisanza 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 2:00 PM to 2:50 PM 

15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

2:00 PM - 2:50 PM 

SWAH 404- Mutima 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 2:00 PM to 2:50 PM 

15 minutes 

Time 

Su bject 

Recu rrence 

Reminder 

3:00 PM-3:50 PM 

AAAD 201 - Fhunsu 

Occurs every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday effective 1/13/2014 

until 1/17/2014 from 3:00 PM to 3:50 PM 

15 minutes 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpress/tit~e/ra¥f~rd-w-~gan-and-di~emma-african-american-inte~ectua~ 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 9:00 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

McHale, James <ajmchale@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Your problem ticket 2573312 has been updated 

Yes, 8:45 AM works for me as well. See you then. 
Mamarame 

From: Seck, Mamarame 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 8:58 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: McHale, James 
Subject: RE: Your problem ticket 2573312 has been updated 

Yes, 8:45 works for me as well. See you then. 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 5:24 PM 
To: Seck, Mamarame 
Subject: FW: Your problem ticket 2573312 has been updated 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: McHale, James 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 5:02 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Your problem ticket 2573312 has been updated 

I can come by around 8:45. Is that a good time? 

James McHale 
Tech Support Analyst, OASIS 
(919)901-0883 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 8:46 AM 
To: McHale, James 
Subject: FW: Your problem ticket 2573312 has been updated 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Seck, Mamarame 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 5:09 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Your problem ticket 2573312 has been updated 

Wednesday morning works fine with me. What time are you thinking about? 

Best, 
Mamarame 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 4:26 PM 
To: Seck, Mamarame 
Subject: FW: Your problem ticket 2573312 has been updated 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNC-CH PTR [ma~ho:ars~remedv05.isis.m~c.edu] 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 4:23 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 



Subject: Your problem ticket 2573312 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: The following email was sent: 
To: stgore@email.unc.edu 
From: ajmchale@email.unc.edu 
cc; 

I can try to get to it tomorrow morning, but chances are, I won’t have time today or tomorrow. Wednesday is starting to fill up 
quickly but I will do my best to get to him early on Wednesday. I hope that is not too late. Take care ! 

James McHale, OASIS 
(919)901-0883 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:ii~ww.unc.edularo 
bird~ ebsubiir~dex.pr?pa~e=check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 8:19 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Faculty Corner 

Publications.docx 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please review the attached to make sure I have all the information correct. Please be advised of the following: 

1. The timeframe for inclusion in this newsletter is May 2012 to July 2013. Any forthcoming publications, etc. will be in 
the next newsletter. 

2. All publications have to have page numbers. If they were not provided the publications were eliminated. 

3. Only professional presentations are included in this section. Please note that I have edited some of them so there is 
consistency. 

4. Where years are missing under professional appointments I have taken the liberty to just put 2013. If this is not 
correct, please advise me accordingly so they can be changed. 

5. The same as above for the section on "Academic Leadership Activities." 

Please note that we are meeting this evening with Shelby to discuss typesetting of the newsletter so the window of 
opportunity for making corrections is limited. If I don’t hear from you by Friday I will assume your information is correct. 

Thanks for your cooperation and please send all corrections to myself, Tim, and Mamarame. 

Best, 

Margaret 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: ~ore@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscfibe click here: 
id:32361534.dl 9c27ea4325cffb39a9456d99719bcb&r~:T&l=afriiafam&o=33359707 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33359707-32361534.dl 9c27ea4325cf~39a9456d99719bcb@lisJtser\~.unc.edu 



Faculty Corner 

Publications 
Boyd, Lydia 
"The Problem with Freedom: Homosexuality and Human Rights in Uganda." Anthropological Quarterly 

Vol.86, No.3 (Summer), 2013, pp. 697-724. 

Jordan, Joseph 

Co-edited with Daynali Flores Rodriguez, "The Continuing Relevance of Fanonian Thought: 

Remembering the Life and Work of Frantz Fanon." The Black Scholar, Vol 42, Nos. 3/4 (Fall-Winter 

2012), pp. 3-8. 

"Can the Artist Speak? Harold Kachmar’s Subversive/Redemptive Art of Resistance," in Joanna Grabski 
and Carol Magee, eds. African Art: Interviews, Narratives. Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2013, 
pp. 41-55. 
"Paul Gilroy," in Patrick Mason, ed. The Encyclopedia of Race and Racism, Vol. 2. New York: 
Macmillan Reference, 2013, pp. 264-265. 
Lee, Margaret C. 
African American Perceptions of Obama. Africa Institute of South Africa, Policy Briefing No. 86, 
Pretoria, South Africa: Africa Institute of South Africa, April 2013. 
Nzongola, Georges 
"Following the Path of Revolution: Frantz Fanon’s Political Legacy for Africa." The Black Scholar, Vol. 
42, Nos. 3/4 (Fall-Winter 2012), 36-44. 
"Congo Democratic Republic of." The Oxford Companion to Comparative Politics, Joel Krieger, Editor 

in Chief. Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 2013, Vol. 1, pp. 231-234. 
"Development and Underdevelopment." The Oxford Companion to Comparative Politics, Vol. 1, pp. 302- 
308. 
"Great Lakes Region." The Oxford Companion to Comparative Politics, Vol. 1, pp. 480-483. 
"Book Review: ’Belgium and the Congo, 1885-1980’," African Studies Quarterly: the Online Journal of 
African Studies, Vol. 13, Issue 4 (Winter 2013), pp. 146-148. 
SaMe, Euniee 
"Fanon and Geographies of Political Violence in the Context of Democracy in Kenya." The Black 
Scholar, Vol. 42, No. 3/4 (Fall-Winter), 2012, pp. 45-57. 
Seek, Mamarame 
Narratives as Muslim Practice in Senegal. New York: Peter Lang Publishing, Inc, New York, 2012. 

Professional Presentations 

Anderson, Barbara 
"Teaching about World Cultures without Resorting to the Exotic," presentation to faculty of Rutherford 
County, North Carolina, August 2012. 

"Gendered Dimensions of Education in Africa," presentation to North Carolina Principals and 

Superintendents, June 2013. 

Boyd, Lydia 

"Perspectives on Christianity in Uganda" Invited Talk, U.S. State Department, Bureau of Intelligence and 
Research, Washington DC, April 2013. 

Caldwell, Kia 
"Black Feminism and HIV/AIDS in Brazil: Intersections and Ruptures," presentation at the 

XXXI International Congress of the Latin American Studies Association, Washington, D.C., June 2013. 

"Intersectionality and Women’s Health in Brazil," presentation with Vijaya Hogan (UNC) and Edna 

Arafijo (UEFS, Brazil) at the Ethnicity Culture and Health Outcomes (ECHO) Seminar, Gillings School 

of Global Public Health, UNC-Chapel Hill, April 2013. 



"Reflections on Scholar-Activism from a ’Diaspora Person,’" presentation at the Abriendo Brecha 

X Conference, University of Texas at Austin, February 2013. 

"Assessing the HIV Prevention Needs of Middle Socioeconomic Status Black Women in the 

Southeastern United States," Poster presentation with Allison Mathews and Niasha Brown, International 

AIDS Conference, Washington, D.C., July 2012. 

Lee, Margaret C. 

"African Migrant Health in Guangzhou, China: Health Needs and Opportunities for Improvement," Co- 

presenter (with Joseph Tucker, MD), Embassy of the Republic of Botswana to China, Beijing, China, 

June 22, 2013. 

"African American Perceptions of Obama," panelist, Seminar on African and African American 

Perceptions of Obama, Sponsored by the Africa Institute of South Africa, Pretoria, South Africa, March 

19, 2013. 

"African Traders in Guangzhou, China," Center State Lecture, Tennessee Technological University, 

Cookeville, TN, October 22, 2013. 

MeMillan, Tim 

"Remembering freedom and forgetting slavery: the rewriting of George Moses Horton," presentation 

at Fordham University’s Practices of Memory Conference, March 1, 2013. 

"The Paradox of Race in North Carolina," presentation at the Carolina Alumni College, June 14, 

2013. 

Nzongola, Georges 

"Amilcar Cabral and the Pan-African Project," presentation at the Amilcar Cabral Scientific Forum, 

organized by the Amilcar Cabral Foundation and held in Praia, Cape Verde, January 19-20, 2013. 

"Pan-Africanism in Africa since Decolonization," presentation at the UNC-Chapel Hill Conference on 
"W.E.B. Du Bois and the Problems of the 21st Century," Chapel Hill, NC, January 31-February 2, 2013. 

"L’accord-cadre du 24 fdvrier 2013 it Addis Abeba: son apport, ses chances et difficultds d’application," 

presentation at the Strategic Conference of the Southern Africa Resource Watch (SARW) on "Peace 
Agreements and Conflict Minerals in the DRC," Kinshasa, May 2-3, 2013. 

"Southern Africa and the Challenge of the Congo" lecture at the University of Kwa-Zulu Natal, Durban, 

South Africa, June 2013. 
Register, Charlene 

"Dangerous Minds and Wounded Bodies: The Black Soldier’s War Trauma Reconfigured as Racial 

Trauma in Home of the Brave (1949) and A Soldier’s Story (1984)," presentation at Popular Culture and 

American Culture Association Conference, Washington, DC, March 27-March 31, 2013. 

"It’s a Low Down Dirty Shame: An Examination of Black Male Psychosis in Home of the Brave (1949) 

and A Soldier’s Story (1984)," presentation at the National Council for Black Studies, Indianapolis, 

Indiana, March 16-17, 2013. 

"Black Male Psychosis and White Male Diagnosis: Home of the Brave (1949) and A Soldier’s Story 

(1984)," presentation at Society for Cinema and Media Studies, Chicago, March 6-10, 2013. 

"Cinematic Moments of Masquerades-Crossing Racial, Gender, and Class Boundaries," presentation at 

University of Film and Video Association Conference, Columbia College, Chicago, August 8-11, 2012. 

Rueker, Walter 
"Obeah, Slave Sorcery, and Blood Oaths: Peasant Consciousness and Coromantee 

Performances in the Eighteenth-Century Circum-Caribbean," presentation at the W.E.B. Du Bois and the 
Wings of Atlanta: A 50th Anniversary Commemoration, Clark-Atlanta University, Atlanta, February 

2013. 



SaMe, Eunice 
"Global Trends and Food Security in Eastern and Southern Africa," presentation made at the Shared 

Tables: A Triangle Symposium on Local and Global Food Studies, UNC-CH, February 28, 2012. 

"Power, Agency and Geopolitics of Knowledge Production," presentation at the Canadian Association of 

African Studies Annual Conference, Carleton University, May 1-3, 2013. 

Seek, Mamarame 
"Learning a Foreign Language Abroad: Challenges and Assessment", presentation at the African 

Language Teachers Association (ALTA) Annual Conference, Chicago, Illinois, April 2013. 

Grants and Awards 
Boyd, Lydia 
Watson!Watson Dorsch Junior Faculty Development Grant Award, UNC-CH, 2013 
Lee, Margaret C. 

Research Grant, Institute for the Arts and Humanities, UNC-CH, 2013 
Travel Grant, Institute for Global Initiatives, UNC-CH, 2013 

Research Grant, Institute for African American Studies, UNC-CH, 2013 

Rueker, Walter 
Research Grant, Institute for African American Research, UNC-CH, 2012 
University Research Council Small Grant, UNC-CH, 2012 
Center for Global Initiatives Grant, UNC-CH, 2012 
African Studies Center Grant, UNC 2012 
SaMe, Euniee 
Faculty Working Group Award, Center for Global Initiatives, UNC-CH, 2013 
Nelson Schwab, "Say Yes" Fund, UNC-CH, 2013 
C. Knox Massey Distinguished Service Award, UNC-CH, 2013 
Seek, Mamarame 
Junior Faculty Development Award from the Provost’s Office, UNC-CH, 2013 

Professional Appointments 
Janken, Kenneth 
Appointed to the Editorial Board of the dournal of American History, 2014-2017 
Jordan, Joseph 
Appointed to the Advisory Board of the Gathering Place Project, under the auspices of the NC African 
American Heritage Commission / African American Heritage Development and Cultural Tourism 
Programs - NC Arts Council, 2013 
Lee, Margaret C. 
Appointed to the Faculty Advisory Board, Institute for the Arts and Humanities, UNC-CH, 2013-2016 
Appointed to the University Council, Marcus Garvey Pan-Afrikan University, Mbale, Uganda, 2012-20 

McMillan, Tim 
Appointed to the Fixed term Faculty Committee, UNC-CH, 2013-2014 
Elected to the Administrative Board of the Libraries, UNC-CH, 2013-2016 

SaMe, Eunice 
Appointed to the Dean’s Advisory Committee, UNC-CH 

Seck, Mamarame 
Appointed to the Faculty Committee on Research, UNC-CH, 2012-2015 



Academic Leadership Activities 
Caldwell, Kia 
Participant in the Academic Leadership Program at the Institute for the Arts and Humanities, UNC-CH, 
2013 
SaMe, Eunice 
Chairs Leadership Program, UNC-CH 
University of North Carolina System, Department Chairs Workshop, UNC Center for School Leadership 

Development, 2012 

BRIDGES Academic Leadership for Women, UNC-CH 
Participant, Faculty Entrepreneurial Bootcamp - UNC-CH, 2012 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

ConnectCarolina <connectcarolina_info@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, July 31, 2013 1:42 PM 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email. unc.edu> 
ConnectCarolina Newsletter for July 31, 2013 

Display problems? View this newsletter in your browser. 

July 3!, 20i3 
ConnectCarolina Newsletter 

Training Schedule Now 
Available 

With the January 2014 go-live of ConnectCarolina 

HR/Payroll and Finance getting closer, the 

ConnectCarolina training team has released the schedule 

of how, when and where most training will be delivered. Training will be required to gain access to 

ConnectCarolina HR/Payroll and Finance. 

ConnectCarolina Outage Aug. 2-4 

There will be an outage affecting ConnectCarolina and other systems 

beginning at 5:00pm on Friday, Aug. 2 and ending at approximately 5:00pm 

on Sunday, Aug. 4. More on the ~stem Status    . 

Extensive Testing for an 
Effective System 

One of the most important parts of the 

ConnectCarolina project is extensive testing of 

the system prior to go-live. This ensures that 

every piece of the system works properly and 

that ConnectCarolina will be an effective tool that 

meets your needs. 

More on testing in this video and in the 

time/ne. 

Read online. 



Why the Elephant? 

Find out what the elephant has to do with the ConnectCarolina project -- 

click here 

Campus Staff Featured in 
ConnectCarolina Videos 

What do campus users think about ConnectCarolina? Is it 

difficult to learn? What advantages does it bring to the 

University? Find out in short videos on ConnectCarolina’s 

YouTube channel. 

Planning for Finance and HRiPayroll Go-Live 

The specific details of the January 2014 go-live are still being planned, but October 2013 to February 

2014 -the weeks prior to and following go-live -will be a critical time. Schools and Divisions should 

begin now to consider how to prepare for the intense activity of go-live. 

Read onlne 

Moratorium on Department ID Additions and Changes 

A moratorium has been placed on additions and changes to Department IDs. Find out what this means 

to your School or Division. 

Read on inc. 



Unsubscribe - Edit your subscription 

ConnectCarolina 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ccinfo.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 2:44 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Ticket 2573312 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer" The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link 
ular- 

~ir~i~.ebs              =c~eck 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 2:44 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Your problem ticket 2573312 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Set up user with his new tower and transfered over his data. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwww.unc.edularo 
bir~i~.ebsubiindcx.      =check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 2:44 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Your problem ticket 2573312 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwww.unc.edular- 
bir~i~.ebsubiindcx.      =check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ICITCS 2013 Secretariat <icitcs@outlook.com> 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 6:41 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

IEEE-ICITCS 2013 CFP (Macau) ; New website has been built 

Dear authors, 

Greetings! 

IEEE-International Conference on IT Convergence and Security (ICITCS 2013) has been scheduled on December 

16-18, 2013 in Macau. 

The conference secretariat has built new conference website and has been updated general information of 

conference such as call for workshop, hence please refer to the website below for more information. 

htt ~://icitcsg~obaLor~ 

I look forward to seeing you in the conference! 

~IPORTANT DATES 

Deadline for submission: 

Notification of acceptance of papers: 

Final papers (Camera ready) due: 

September 30, 2012 

October 29, 2012 

November 11, 2012 

SP£C[AL ISSUE (SC[ or 

Telecommunication Systems (SCIE) 

Multimedia Tools and Applications (SCIE) 

More to be announce 

PAPER FORMAT GUIDELINE 

-The paper must be written in English and readable 

- The paper must follow IEEE two-column format with single-spaced 10 point font in the text. 

- Follow the instructions in MS Word (doc) templates (IEEE Manuscri~emplates for Conference Proceeding) 

- The document should be formatted for the standard A4-size paper 



-The paper length should be as limit is Min 2 pages and Max4 pages (10-point font) including figures 

- Paper must be submitted only in portable document format otherwise known as PDF. 

SCOPE AND TOPICS 

Topics of interest may include one or more of the following (but are not limited to); 

Track 1. Security Fundamentals: Cryptography and Number Theory/Authentication, Authorization and 

Accounting/Secure Key Creation and Distribution/Private Information Security/Biometrics Security/Financial 

Security/Malicious Code/Theories, Methods, Tools and Applications in Security 

Track 2. Industrial & Business Information Security: Security in E-commerce and E-business/Security Applications 

and Services/IPTV Security Services in the Broadband convergence Network (BcN)/Security for Open convergence 

system/Distributed Systems Security/Trust model and Management/Emerging Challenges in Industrial Security and 

Assurance 

Track 3. Security Protocols and Applications: Security Protocols for Wireless and Mobile/Constraint-based Analysis 
of Security Protocols/Light-weight Authentication, Authorization and accountability/Identity and Trust 

Management/Secure Communications/Intrusion Detection and Prevention/PKI & Digital Signatures 

Track 4. Convergence Security: Secure Collaboration in a Ubiquitous Environment/Corporate Security & Electronic 

Access Control Solutions: RFID-based, Biometrics-based, etc/Physical and Logical Security Convergence/Security and 

Privacy Challenges in the Healthcare Domain/Multimedia Security Services in Cloud Computing/Access Control and 

Privacy Protection in Pervasive Computing 

Track 5. IT Convergence Applications: IT Convergence Technology/Trans-Media and IT Convergence/Contents and 

Application convergence/Knowledge Convergence Services/Digital Convergence/Hybrid of IT/BT, IT/NT/Embedded 

SW, Middleware and Operating Systems/Convergence Application Security 

Track 6. Mobile Computing and Future Networks: Multimodal Mobile and Ubiquitous Services/Mobile Applications 

and Convergence System/Mobile, Wireless and Wired Convergence/Mobile Convergence Service Architecture/ 

Optical Network and Systems/Next Generation Networks and Media/Convergence Networks and Communications/ 

u-City Convergence Technology/Future Information Convergence Systems 



Track 7. Multimedia and Information Visualization: Multimedia content distribution/Converged Video Surveillance/ 

Image processing & visualization for Convergence/Vision systems, including multi-camera systems/Converged 

Information Visualization/Multimedia and Information Convergence Security 

Track 8. Convergence Data Mining and Artificial Intelligence: Database and Data Mining/Service Mining in 

Marketing, CRM and Business Intelligence/Artificial Life and Artificial Immune System/Biomedical Devices, sensors, 

and Artificial Organs/Convergence Technology for Data Mining and AI 

Track 9. Web Technology and Software Engineering: Service-centric software engineering/Web Technology and 

Internet Commerce/Web data mining and information retrieval/Agent-based trade-and mediating services/ 

Convergence Web Technology/Web Security 

Track 10. Green Convergence Services: Green computing methodologies and paradigms/Power aware, thermal 

aware data center design, service, and application/Energy awareness in network equipment and operations/Energy 

efficient network infrastructures and protocols/Green Computer Security 

ORGANIZER 

Korea Industry Security Forum (KISF) 

Institute for Creative and Advanced Technologies (ICAT) 

SUPPORTERS 

Korea Convergence Security Association (KCSA) 

Kyonggi University 

Best Regards, 

ICITCS Conference Secretariat 

ICITCS 2013 Secretariat 

E-mail: icitcs@outlook.com 



Phone: +82-70-8650-5429 

Fax: +82-31-249-9293 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ICITCS 2013 Secretariat <icitcs@outlook.com> 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 7:33 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

IEEE-ICITCS 2013 CFP (Macau) ; Conference Important Dates fixed 

Dear authors, 

Greetings! 

IEEE-International Conference on IT Convergence and Security (ICITCS 2013) has been scheduled on December 

16-18, 2013 in Macau. There was wrong information on the important dates, it is 2013 not 2012. Please check 

the corrected important dates below. 

The conference secretariat has built new conference website and has been updated general information of 

conference such as call for workshop, hence please refer to the website below for more information. 

htt~:!!~citcsgJobaLorgL 

I look forward to seeing you in the conference! 

~MPORTANT DATES 

Deadline for submission: 

Notification of acceptance of papers: 

Final papers {Camera ready) due: 

September 30, 2013 

October 29, 2013 

November 11, 2013 

SPECIAL ~SSU£ (SC[ or SC[£) 

Telecommunication Systems (SCIE) 

Multimedia Tools and Applications (SCIE) 

More to be announce 

PAPER FORMAT GUIDELINE 

-The paper must be written in English and readable 

- The paper must follow IEEE two-column format with single-spaced 10 point font in the text. 

- Follow the instructions in MS Word (doc) templates (IEEE Manuscri~tTemplates for Conference Proceedin£s) 

- The document should be formatted for the standard A4-size paper 



-The paper length should be as limit is Min 2 pages and Max4 pages (10-point font) including figures 

- Paper must be submitted only in portable document format otherwise known as PDF. 

SCOPE AND TOPICS 

Topics of interest may include one or more of the following (but are not limited to); 

Track 1. Security Fundamentals: Cryptography and Number Theory/Authentication, Authorization and 

Accounting/Secure Key Creation and Distribution/Private Information Security/Biometrics Security/Financial 

Security/Malicious Code/Theories, Methods, Tools and Applications in Security 

Track 2. Industrial & Business Information Security: Security in E-commerce and E-business/Security Applications 

and Services/IPTV Security Services in the Broadband convergence Network (BcN)/Security for Open convergence 

system/Distributed Systems Security/Trust model and Management/Emerging Challenges in Industrial Security and 

Assurance 

Track 3. Security Protocols and Applications: Security Protocols for Wireless and Mobile/Constraint-based Analysis 
of Security Protocols/Light-weight Authentication, Authorization and accountability/Identity and Trust 

Management/Secure Communications/Intrusion Detection and Prevention/PKI & Digital Signatures 

Track 4. Convergence Security: Secure Collaboration in a Ubiquitous Environment/Corporate Security & Electronic 

Access Control Solutions: RFID-based, Biometrics-based, etc/Physical and Logical Security Convergence/Security and 

Privacy Challenges in the Healthcare Domain/Multimedia Security Services in Cloud Computing/Access Control and 

Privacy Protection in Pervasive Computing 

Track 5. IT Convergence Applications: IT Convergence Technology/Trans-Media and IT Convergence/Contents and 

Application convergence/Knowledge Convergence Services/Digital Convergence/Hybrid of IT/BT, IT/NT/Embedded 

SW, Middleware and Operating Systems/Convergence Application Security 

Track 6. Mobile Computing and Future Networks: Multimodal Mobile and Ubiquitous Services/Mobile Applications 

and Convergence System/Mobile, Wireless and Wired Convergence/Mobile Convergence Service Architecture/ 

Optical Network and Systems/Next Generation Networks and Media/Convergence Networks and Communications/ 

u-City Convergence Technology/Future Information Convergence Systems 



Track 7. Multimedia and Information Visualization: Multimedia content distribution/Converged Video Surveillance/ 

Image processing & visualization for Convergence/Vision systems, including multi-camera systems/Converged 

Information Visualization/Multimedia and Information Convergence Security 

Track 8. Convergence Data Mining and Artificial Intelligence: Database and Data Mining/Service Mining in 

Marketing, CRM and Business Intelligence/Artificial Life and Artificial Immune System/Biomedical Devices, sensors, 

and Artificial Organs/Convergence Technology for Data Mining and AI 

Track 9. Web Technology and Software Engineering: Service-centric software engineering/Web Technology and 

Internet Commerce/Web data mining and information retrieval/Agent-based trade-and mediating services/ 

Convergence Web Technology/Web Security 

Track 10. Green Convergence Services: Green computing methodologies and paradigms/Power aware, thermal 

aware data center design, service, and application/Energy awareness in network equipment and operations/Energy 

efficient network infrastructures and protocols/Green Computer Security 

ORGANIZER 

Korea Industry Security Forum (KISF) 

Institute for Creative and Advanced Technologies (ICAT) 

SUPPORTERS 

Korea Convergence Security Association (KCSA) 

Kyonggi University 

Best Regards, 

ICITCS Conference Secretariat 

ICITCS 2013 Secretariat 

E-mail: icitcs@outlook.com 



Phone: +82-70-8650-5429 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 10:21 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] NSO, CSM and various other initials 

Hi, 
Just to let you know that if you have a course that is part of the New Student Orientation process, the waitlists 
have been reactivated and enrollment totals set to reflect the maximum enrollment you requested minus the 
few seats that we are going to need to retain for the last NSO on August 16. Please refrain from over enrolling 
these sections so we have those seats still available for the last orientation session. 

Course schedule maintenance for Spring 2014 ends next week. Please let me know if you have any questions. 
No schedule changes for Spring 2014 will be allowed from August 12 to approximately the end of September. 
A definite date will be announced as soon as possible. 

Please note that we are moving from using a listserv to a shared mailbox for incoming messages. Please send 
your requests, questions and sing our praises to scheduling office@unc.edu (There is an underscore there 
between scheduling_office if you were wondering!) We will continue to receive messages through the listserv 
until September 1,2013. 

See you later! 

Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto : s cheduling_o f fice@listserv, unc. edu 
re~istrar.unc.edu 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
course_scheduling_officers as: <a href="mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</a>. To 
unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-33365243- 

34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b 0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc. edu" >leave-33365243- 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Younger, Sherry R <syounger@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 12:39 PM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Spring 2014 - Requesting one of the Shared Large 
Classrooms 

Effective Spring 2014 we are no longer requiring that you send in the Large Classroom Request Form. Therefore, the 

only way that we would know if you need one of the Shared Large Classrooms listed below is if you update the building 

and room preference field in Astra. All these rooms are auditoriums so if you do not have any large sections 90 max 

enrollment and over you can stop reading now[ 

You should also list a code beside each room preference to show the order of preference (10, 9, etc.). You should list 

multiple preferences for each section as they may not receive their first choice preference. At some prime time hours 

there can be 5 sections asking for the same room. So the more options you list then the more likely your professor will 

be teaching at the day/hour requested! 

You are all wonderful scheduling officers, but let me brag on one scheduling officer. This person from a large 

department contacted her professors needing auditoriums before we closed for room assignments. She kept a list of 

each professor’s 2nd, 3rd day/time preferences. Then when we called in room assignments (and we always do) she was 

prepared to select another room or another day/time on the spot! Since we do not hold rooms and we keep frantically 

scheduling during rooms assignments this means that al! the people who are not prepared have to email their 

professors. The professors reply days/week later or forget to respond at all. So when you finally call back the list of 

options we told you about are gone. Then you started all over "yikes". Also, we cannot change your meeting pattern or 

location multiple times during room assignments - sorry we are on a tight deadline. Therefore, you guessed it you 

cannot guess at what your professor would like just to snag a room. So follow this wise seasoned scheduling officer’s 

pattern and remember the early bird gets the worm! Know what your professor wants ahead of time, would they prefer 

to change the day/hour or would they prefer to change the location? Are they flexible on time/day or location (we love 

these professors)? 
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The shared large classrooms are: 

AR 121 (296) CA 111 (425) 

HM 100 (403) HO 104 (153) 

MA 209 (188) MU 116 (171) 

PE 104 (141) $C 103 (361) 
CP 201 (190) 65 glO0 (450) 

Let me know if you have questions. 

Have a great day, 

Sherry 

Sherry Younger 

Construction Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

UNC - Chapel Hill 

Suite 3202, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Phone - 919 962-6093 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 



course_scheduling_officers as: <a href="mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</a>. To 
unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-33366088- 
34472124.d27a5a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33366088- 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

timsupport@unc.edu 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 12:53 PM 

tim_administrators@listserv.unc.edu 
[tim_administrators] TIM Scheduled Downtime, Saturday, August 3rd 

To: TIM Administrators 
From: TIM Support 
Date: August 1, 2013 
Subject: TIM Scheduled Downtime, Saturday, August 3rd 

TIM will be taken offline at 7:00 am on Saturday, August 3, 2013 for a system update to be applied. During the downtime 
window, users will not be able to log in. We expect the system to be online again by 2:00 pm. 

Employees using Time Stamp will not be able to log in to TIM to record their times worked. 

¯ All times in and out worked during the downtime must be submitted to the Manager or TIM Administrator for manual 
entry. 

Employees using Badge Terminals will be able to swipe in and out for worked hours during the downtime. Functions such 
as View Timecard Totals, View Accrual Balances, and Time Off Notifications will not be available during the downtime 
period. 

¯ Times in and out should be checked by the Manager or TIM Administrator on Monday, August 5th to ensure they are 
correct. 

Employees using Teletime will not be able to call in to the phone system to record times worked during the extended 
Teletime downtime period. 

¯ All times in and out worked during the extended downtime must be submitted to the Manager or TIM Administrator 
for manual entry. 

SPA Non-Exempt Employees using Manual Time Entry and SPA and EPA Exempt Employees will not be able to log into the 
TIM system during the downtime period. 

¯ SPA Non-Exempt and SPA and EPA Exempt employees will be able to enter their data when TIM is back online. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Younger, Sherry R <syounger@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 2:03 PM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] The mystery of weight codes in Astra 

Good Afternoon, 

Here is a great question from an alert scheduling officer ’q thought a weight of 10 is an absolute in Ad Astra - meaning it 

won’t look elsewhere, it is either assigned to that room or doesn’t get any room. Am I remembering incorrectly?" 

My answer copied below: 

It’s confusing as a 10 for a feature preference (document camera etc.) means that Astra will not look for another room if 

the requested features are not found. So for features list 9, 8, 7 etc. unless you want to end up on our impossible to 

place list. See below. However, when listing a bldg. & room preference you must click on the limit to search icon to 
prevent Astra from scheduling you in any other room/s. So for building & rooms list 10, 9, 8 etc. - please don’t click the 

limit to search icon! 

!!    !!!!!~!!!!!!/!!!! 

/// 
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Hope this is helpful! 

Sherry 

Sherry Younger 

Construction Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

UNC - Chapel Hill 

Suite 3202, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Phone - 919 962-6093 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
course_scheduling_officers as: <a href="mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</a>. To 
unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-33366638- 

34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b 0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc. edu" >leave-33366638- 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

timsupport@unc.edu 

Friday, August 2, 2013 9:02 AM 

tim_admini strators@li stserv.unc, edu 

[tim_administrators] FY14 Leave in TIM 

FY14 Leave in TIM.docx 

To: TIM Administrators 
From: TIM Support 
Date: August 2, 2013 
Subject: FY14 Leave in TIM 

Please review the attached document, ’FY14 Leave in TIM’ for important information about the additional special leave for 
state employees which has been added in TIM. 



FY14 Leave in TIM 

SPA Employees 

There are two new accrual codes, ’FY14 Leave’ and ’FY14 Leave Expired Jull 2014’, in SPA Permanent 
employees’ Accruals tab in TIM. 

¯ The ’FY14 Leave’ accrual code shows 40 hours or the prorated amount of hours of leave 

available in TIM as of July 29, 2013. 

¯ Any unused FY14 Leave hours will automatically appear in the ’FY14 Leave Expired Jull 

2014’ accrual code on July 1, 2014. 

The FY14 Leave accrual appears for SPA permanent employees starting on July 29, 2013 because that is the 

first date not signed off in SPA employees’ timecards in TIM. 

¯ For FY14 leave taken starting on 7/29/13 by Active SPA Permanent employees, the FY13 Leave 

Taken pay code may be entered directly in the timecard. 

¯ If there is a SPA employee that needs leave taken between 7/1/13 and 7/29/13 charged to FY14 

Leave, please contact timsupport@unc.edu 

FY14 Leave Taken by SPA employees cannot be entered in TIM from 7/1/13 to 7/28/13 due 

to previous pay period signoffs that have already occurred. Therefore, the FY14 Leave for 

SPA employees is effective in TIM as of July 29, 2013. 

EPA Employees 

There are two new accrual codes, ’FY14 Leave EPA’ and ’FY14 Leave Expired Jull 2014’, in EPA Permanent 
employees’ Accruals tab in TIM. 

¯ The ’FY14 Leave EPA’ accrual code shows 40 hours or the prorated amount of hours of leave 

available in TIM as of July 1, 2013. 

¯ Any unused FY14 Leave hours will automatically appear in the ’FY14 Leave Expired Jull 

2014’ accrual code on July 1, 2014. 

The FY14 Leave accrual appears for EPA permanent employees starting on July 1, 2013 because that is the 

first date not signed off in EPA employees’ timecards in TIM. 

¯ For FY14 leave taken starting on 7/1/13 by Active EPA Permanent employees, the FY13 Leave Taken 

pay code may be entered directly in the timecard. You or the EPA employee may replace leave 

taken pay codes previously entered in July with the FY14 Leave Taken pay code if requested. 

Page i of 2_ 



New FY14 Leave Pay Codes 

¯ FY14 Leave Taken 
¯ FMLA PD - FY14 Leave 

¯ Applied Termination FY14Leave 

FMLA PD - FY14 Leave Pay Code 

The ’FMLA PD - FY14’ Leave pay code should be used in the order designated by the HR FMLA and 

FY14 Leave Policies. 

Please contact the HR Department with questions about the FMLA or FY14 Leave HR Policies. 

Applied Termination FY14Leave Pay Code 

The ’Applied Termination FY14Leave’ pay code and balance must be entered in the timecard in TIM 

at Termination. 

For detailed instructions on entering applied termination pay codes in TIM, please refer to the 

Performing a Termination section in the TIM Administrator Manual Part 2, 

http://www.unc.edu/finance/fd/c/pr/tim/docs/tim manual part2.pdf 

Please contact the HRIS Help Desk for assistance with processing FY14 Leave at Termination in HRIS. 

For assistance with the FY14 Leave and FMLA policies, please contact 

the HR Department. 

For assistance with processing FY14 Leave at Termination in HRIS, 

please contact the HRIS Help Desk. 

For assistance with FY14 Leave and TIM, please refer to the TIM 

Administrator Manual online, http:llfinance.unc.edulfinance- 

division/traininq/traininq-overview.html#tim and then email 

timsupport@unc.edu 

Page 2 of 2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Summer School <mail@mail.punchbowl.com> 

Monday, August 5, 2013 7:30 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Reminder: Retirement Reception to honor 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

years of service at 

punchbow[ 

A friendly reminder for an upcoming event: 

Retirement Reception to honor 
years of sepzice at 

UNCoChape~ 
Thursday, August 8,201 3 

3:00o5:00 

A~umn~ Ha~ II, The Carolina Club 

View ~nvitation 

Dont want invitations from this host? Remove ~ourse[fo 

If you are unab{e to see the above invitation~ dick the [ink below or ~ste into your browser, 
unchbowLcom/ 

We will never sell your emai[ address, Read the privacy ~licy at: 
http: //wwwo punch bowLcom / pdvacyo po[icy 

0 2013 Punchbow[, 
Punchbowl, Inco 50 Speen Street, Suite 202, Framingham, t~AA 01701 





To: 

info@townofchapelhill.org 

Monday, August 5, 2013 11:11 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Town of Chapel Hill: Town Manager Announces Transit Director 

Town ~4ar~a~jer Announces Trar~sit Director 
Posted Date: 8/5/2013 

Town Manager Roger L. Stancil announced today (Monday, Aug. 5) his appointment 
of Brian Litchfield as director of Chapel Hill Transit. 

"Brian has served as interim director for about 10 months, during which time he has 
proven his leadership skills and become an integral and contributing member of the 
Senior Management Team," Stancil said. "He is the right leader in place as we 
consider the challenges of public transportation in our community for the future." 

Litchfield joined Chapel Hill Transit as assistant director in May 2008~ Previously, he 

was the chief development officer for the Des Moines Area Regional Transit Authority 

(DART) in Des Moines, Zowa, where he was responsible for managing the planning 

and development, RideShare, marketing and customer service departments and 

helped develop and implement new regional bus routes, Sunday bus service and a 

downtown shuttle service. 

Photo of Brian Litchfield 

He also held a previous position as a community development planner at the Siouxland Interstate Metropolitan 
Planning Council in Sioux City, Iowa, where he managed grant programs for the Sioux City Transit System, Siouxland 
Regional Transit System, and the Metropolitan Planning Organization. He has a bachelor’s degree in business 
administration and marketing and a master’s degree in business administration, both from Wayne State College in 
Wayne, Neb. He is also a graduate of the Eno Transit Executive Seminar. 

"I am humbled and honored to be appointed as the next director for Chapel Hill Transit and am excited to continue 
working with our excellent team of employees, customers, and our funding partners to provide high quality and 
customer focused transit services to the communities we serve," Litchfield said. "As a passionate transit professional 
and avid transit rider, my goal is to focus on employees, safety, finances and providing the best possible service to 
our customers. While we have our challenges, together we will build on our past success to help move Chapel Hill 
Transit forward in the coming years." 

Litchfield and his wife, Aarica, have a three-year old son, Tennyson, and are residents of Carrboro, where they are 
regular riders on the CW, CPX, D and ] routes. 

Chapel Hill Transit is the second largest transit system in North Carolina, a 125-bus fixed route and paratransit 
system, with an average weekday ridership of 35,000, about 235 employees, and an operating budget of $19.7 
million. 

Download a hiqh-resolution photo 

Media Conta¢t 

Catherine Lazorko 

Public Information Officer 

Phone: 919-969-5055 

clazorko@townofchapelhiil.org 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Younger, Sherry R <syounger@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 5, 2013 3:25 PM 

Stedman, Susan F <sstedman@email.unc.edu>; Cowan, Tara L 
<tlcowan@email.unc.edu>; Harris, Loft <lori@unc.edu>; Niland, Carley 
<crniland@email.unc.edu>; Heske, Susan Jane <sheske@email.unc.edu>; Mitchell, 
Shannon Michelle <smitch@email.unc.edu>; Bailey, Lara J <ljbailey@email.unc.edu>; 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Kintz, Robert S <rkintz@email.unc.edu>; 
Clemmons, Jason <j clem@email.unc.edu>; Goodman, Paula 
<pgoodman@email.unc.edu> 

Over Enrolled Report Fall 2013 

Greetings, 

This report is run to try to alert you of any potential problems before the ist week of classes. The following issues were 

reflected on the report; note students are on-line registering so these figures are subject to change. 

Math 661 001, PH 228 (capacity 34), Combined max enrollment 35, combined actual enrollment 21. 

Engl 207 002, FH 105 (cap 10), max enrollment 18, actual enrollment 12 

Japn 101 001, SC 201 (cap 15), max enrollment 16, actual enrollment 16 

Japn 101 002, SC 201 (cap 15), max enrollment 16, actual enrollment 16 

Arab 203 003, SC 201 (cap 15), max enrollment 16, actual enrollment 15 

Comm 450 001, GM 210 (cap 24), max enrollment 25, actual enrollment 24 

Hnur 203 002, SC 200 (cap 15), max enrollment 16, actual enrollment 16 

Enst 201 602, TT 226A (cap 18), max enrollment 20, actual enrollment 20 

Enst 201 604, NE 301 (cap 18), max enrollment 20, actual enrollment 20 

Enst 201 605, CB 21 (cap 19), max enrollment 20, actual enrollment 20 

Enst 201 607, CB 21 (cap 19), max enrollment 20, actual enrollment 19 

Enst 201 612, CB 21 (cap 19), max enrollment 20, actual enrollment 13 

Hnur 101 003, SC 200 (cap 15), max enrollment 16, actual enrollment 15 

Kor 203 002, SC 201 (cap 15), max enrollment 17, actual enrollment 15 

Poli 150 603, DE 207 (cap 15), combined max enrollment 20, combined actual enrollment 15 

Engl 263 001, GL 305 (cap 36), combined max enrollment 45, combined actual enrollment 34 

Engl 446 001, GL 319 (cap 38), combined max enrollment 45, combined actual enrollment 23 

Phys 116 501, Ph 208 (cap 45), max enrollment 47, actual enrollment 47 

Phys 116 502, Ph 208 (cap 45), max enrollment 47, actual enrollment 46 

Phys 116 503, Ph 208 (cap 45), max enrollment 47, actual enrollment 47 

Phys 116 504, Ph 208 (cap 45), max enrollment 47, actual enrollment 47 

Phys 116 505, Ph 208 (cap 45), max enrollment 47, actual enrollment 47 

Phys 116 506, Ph 208 (cap 45), max enrollment 47, actual enrollment 44 

Poli 150 604, Mu 222 (cap 17), combined max enrollment 20, combined actual enrollment 15 

Poli 150 601, GC 3033 (cap 16), combined max enrollment 20, combined actual enrollment 14 

Inls 261 002, Hm 523 (cap 21), max enrollment 30, actual enrollment 30 

Aaad 101 005, Bi 108 (cap 48), max enrollment 60, actual enrollment 60 

Aaad 89 002, Ne 301 (cap 18), max enrollment 24, actual enrollment 23 

Poli 891 980, Fh 105 (cap 10), max enrollment 10, actual enrollment 14 

Idst 301 001, GM 210 (cap 24), max enrollment 24, actual enrollment 25 



Poli 238 601, Mu 221 (cap 14), max enrollment 14, actual enrollment 15 

Arth 151H 601, Ar 117 (cap 29), max enrollment was 999 so I changed it to 14 which is the current total enrollment. If 

you want to change the max enrollment to another figure you should have access in Connect Carolina to do so. 

This is to let you know that we are aware that some professors request to over enroll classrooms on purpose as they 

assume some students will drop the class later. We are not trying to force you to make a change. This is to alert you 

that if the class is still over enrolled on the first day of classes that we do not have extra chairs and there are fire safety 

codes in each room. If this was an accident you may: 1) reduce the max enrollment -this will not drop the students, 

but will prevent more from enrolling if anyone does drop the course or 2) you can send a request via our shared 

mailbox schedulin,q office@unc.edu to request a larger classroom. No need to respond to this email to explain why 

your section is over enrolled © 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Have a wonderful day, 

Sherry 

Sherry Younger 

Construction Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

UNC - Chapel Hill 

Suite 3202, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Phone - 919 962-6093 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 6, 2013 9:37 AM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

Call for Fall 2013 - The University Research Council (URC) 

URC Announcement F- 13. doc 

Dear Colleagues, 

Kindly see the attached announcement pertaining to the Fall 2013 URC’s grants. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: emai~.ur~c.edu. 
To unsubscfibe click here: http:ii~ists.unc.ed~ia? 
id-65646425 .~3 e43 cSdTb65 eta43 c291 cd78 c74g)ca&r~ -:T&l:aaad& o- 333 g 1808 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to lead, e-3338 ~ 808-<5564(~425.f3 e43 cgdTb<55 eta43 c29 ~ cdTgc74fgca(~listserv.unc, ed~ 



The University Research Council (URC) Fall 2013 

Small Grant Program 
(Deadline 5.’OOPM Monday, September 30, 2013) 

Types of Grants Available 
Research grants support the scientific, scholarly or artistic efforts of faculty. 

They may be used for costs such as collecting pilot data, research-related travel, 
research equipment or supplies, or the costs of smaller scale projects. URC grants 
cannot be used for travel to professional meetings. The Council encourages the use 
of URC grants as a stepping stone to extramural support. 

Publication grants help pay the costs of publishing scientific, scholarly or 
artistic work. They may be used to pay for such things as photographs, drawings, 
figures or tables, or permissions to reprint. A faculty member may submit only one 
URC proposal each semester - either research or publication. 

Eligibili~,. Applicants must hold a faculty rank (tenure, tenure-track, research 
professorial or clinical ranks, adjunct professors, lecturers, or instructors) or be 
librarians in the analogous librarian ranks. Preference is given to less senior 
applicants only for the purpose of breaking ties. 

Amount of Award. The maximum award is $5,000. 

Application Procedures. Applications and instructions are available online. 
http ://research.unc.edu/offices/vice-chancellor/programs-proj ects-services/DATA_RES_VCRED_GRANT S. 

URC expects to send out award notices by December 1, 2013. 

Direct inquiries to the attention of Jennifer Pruitt (jenniferd3ruitt@unc.edu), URC 
Coordinator, Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research, CB# 4100, 301 Bynum 
Hall. Telephone: 962-7757. FAX: 962-6769. 

PLEASE READ THE DIRECTIONS CAREFULLY. FAILURE TO 
FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS MAY CAUSE YOUR APPLICATION TO BE 
REJECTED. PLEASE INCLUDE ONLY THE PAPERWORK 



REQUESTED. FONT SIZE: TIMES NEW ROMAN SIZE 10 IS THE 
STANDARD. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

timsupport@unc.edu 

Tuesday, August 6, 2013 10:58 AM 

tim_administrators@listserv.unc.edu 

[tim_administrators] Upcoming New TIM Administrator Training 

New TIM Administrator Class.pdf 

To: TIM Administrators 
From: TIM Support 
Date: August 6, 2013 
Subject: Upcoming New TIM Administrator Training 

New TIM Administrator Training Class 

Please review the attached document, "New TIM Administrator Class," for information about the upcoming New TIM 
Administrator Training Class. It will be held from I:00PM - 5:00PM on Thursday, August 22, 2013. This class is mandatory 
for new TIM Administrators. The link to the training registration website is provided in the attached document. 



New TIM Administrator Training- Leave and Timekeeping (Part 1&2) 

Description: Time Information Management (TIM) provides tools to help you carefully track worked 

and non-worked hours to ensure your employees are compensated appropriately. In this class you 

will learn how to: 

¯ Navigate the TIM System 

¯ Use Online Help 

¯ Maintain Accrual Balances 

¯ Identify and Enter Appropriate Pay Codes 

¯ Generate and Print Reports 

¯ Manage EmployeeTimecards 

¯ Perform Signoff 

¯ Manage Comp Time and Overtime 

¯ Enter Historical Edits 

Prerequisites: 
¯ ONYEN and Password 
¯ Submitted and been approved as TIM Administrator. See TIM website for request form, 

http://tinyurl.corn!6879si5 

Please review all TIM Audit information on the TIM Administrator updates. Also review the TIM 
Announcements for the most up to date TIM information. 

Important Information: 
¯ Attendance is Mandatory 

¯ It is recommended that TIM Administrators have a detailed understanding of the UNC-CH Wage 

Hour and Leave Policies for SPA Non-Exempt employees. These policies are located on the HR 

website, 

¯ Wage Hour- http://hr.unc.edu/policies-procedures-svstems/spa-emplovee-policies/wage-hour/ 

¯ Leave- http://hr.unc.edu/p~licies-pr~cedures-systems/spa-emp~~yee-p~licies/~eave-and-h~~idavs/ 

You may wish to print the most current TIM Administrator Manual and bring it to class. 

¯ Part 1 http://www.unc.edu/finance/fd/cipr/tim/docs/tim manual partl.pdf 

¯ Part 2 http://www.unc.edu/finance/fd/c/pr/tim/docs/tim manual part2.pdf 

¯ If you have never used TIM before or you are unsure about how employees interact with TIM, 

please watch the Employee CBTs at http://finance.unc.edu/training/#tim 

Next Class: 

Location: AOB Building 104 Airport Drive, Room 3101 

Date: Thursday, August 22nd 2013 

Hours: l:00pm - 5:00pm 

Training Registration Web Page: 

https://apps.research.unc.edu/events/index.cfm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

timsupport@unc.edu 

Tuesday, August 6, 2013 3:58 PM 

tim_administrators@listserv.unc.edu 

[tim_administrators] TIM Scheduled Downtime, Tonight, August 6th 

To: TIM Administrators 
From: TIM Support 
Date: August 6, 2013 
Subject: TIM Scheduled Downtime, Tonight, August 6th 

TIM will be taken offline at 7:30 pm tonight, August 6, 2013 for system maintenance. During the downtime window, users 
will not be able to log in. We expect the system to be online again by 2:00 am tomorrow, August 7, 2013. 

Employees using Time Stamp will not be able to log in to TIM to record their times worked. 

¯ All times in and out worked during the downtime must be submitted to the Manager or TIM Administrator for 
manual entry. 

Employees using Badge Terminals will be able to swipe in and out for worked hours during the downtime. Functions such 
as View Timecard Totals, View Accrual Balances, and Time Off Notifications will not be available during the downtime 
period. 

¯ Times in and out should be checked by the Manager or TIM Administrator on Wednesday, August 7th to ensure they 
are correct. 

Employees using Teletime will not be able to call in to the phone system to record times worked during the extended 
Teletime downtime period. 

¯ All times in and out worked during the extended downtime must be submitted to the Manager or TIM Administrator 
for manual entry. 

SPA Non-Exempt Employees using Manual Time Entry and SPA and EPA Exempt Employees will not be able to log into the 
TIM system during the downtime period. 

¯ SPA Non-Exempt and SPA and EPA Exempt employees will be able to enter their data when TIM is back online. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 8, 2013 8:08 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Spring 2014 

Happy Thursday! 
One more day for early Course Schedule Maintenance for Spring 2014! Once we do initial room assignments, you will be 
able to change things around for Spring 2014 again around mid September. We’ll send out an email. At that time you will be 
able to still change everything yourself except day/time/room which will have to come through scheduling. 

A few things to remember: 
You shouldn’t have any proxies with approve or grade access listed on any courses. Only Dean Designate should have this 
access. 
If there is a waitlist on a class with recitations, the recitations also need a waitlist. 
Recitation seats should be equal to or greater than the number of seats in the lecture. Please check this! 
Waitlists should be 10% of the class or 5, whichever is greater. 
Remember to put a building/room preference for those large classrooms (AR 121, CA111, HM 100, HO 104, MA 209, MU 
116, PE 104, SC 103, CP 201, GSG 100) You can put in a preference for any room but if you want one of those listed, it’s 
mandatory to put in a building/room preference for them. No large room forms this time! 
Don’t forget to let us know about your combinations and if you change the enrollment on a combination (crosslist), please let 
us know the new numbers. 

Have a great day! 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto : s cheduling_o f fice@listserv, unc. edu 
registrar.unc.edu 

<ul> 



<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
course_scheduling_officers as: <a href="mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</a>. To 
unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-33390743- 

34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b 0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc. edu" >leave-33390743- 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

timsupport@unc.edu 

Thursday, August 8, 2013 11:26 AM 

tim_administrators@listserv.unc.edu 
[tim_administrators] Service Outage Required for TIM, Saturday, August 10th 

To: TIM Administrators 
From: TIM Support 
Date: August 8, 2013 
Subject: Service Outage Required for TIM, Saturday, August 10th 

Service Outage Required for TIM 

The virtual machine which hosts TIM will be moved, requiring an outage for TIM from 7:30 am until early afternoon on 
Saturday, August 10, 2013. 

Employees using Time Stamp will not be able to log in to TIM to record their times worked during the downtime. 

¯ All times in and out worked during the downtime must be submitted to the Manager or TIM Administrator for 
manual entry. 

Employees using Badge Terminals will be able to swipe in and out for worked hours during the downtime. Functions such 
as View Timecard Totals, View Accrual Balances, and Time Off Notifications will not be available during the downtime 
period. 

¯ Times in and out should be checked by the Manager or TIM Administrator on Monday, August 12th to ensure they 
are correct. 

Employees using Teletime will not be able to call in to the phone system to record times worked during the downtime 
period. 

¯ All times in and out worked during the extended downtime must be submitted to the Manager or TIM Administrator 
for manual entry. 

SPA Non-Exempt Employees using Manual Time Entry and SPA and EPA Exempt Employees will not be able to log into the 
TIM system during the downtime period. 

¯ SPA Non-Exempt and SPA and EPA Exempt employees will be able to enter their data when TIM is back online. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Currie, Christopher <cj currie@ad.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 8, 2013 12:12 PM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ackland Student Guides General lnterst Meeting 

Ackland Student Guides Meeting.pdf 

Good Afternoon, 
Attached to this email you will find an announcement for a general interest meeting for the Ackland Student Guides. The 

student guides are undergraduate and graduate students from a wide range of disciplines who give gallery tours for 

students and the public. Tours are thematic and based on the guides’ interests; therefore we seek students from all 
departments of the University. August 26 we will hold a general interest meeting for the guides program. Would you be 

so kind as to distribute the announcement through your list serve to students in your department? 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Christopher Currie, PhD 

Coordinator of Academic Programs 

Ackland Art Museum 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



ACK~AN© S-[U©~!N] GU~©~;S 
General Interest Meeting, Monday, 26 August, 2013, 

4:00-5:00 PM at the Ackland Art Museum 

With the assistance of a museum educator Ackland Student Guides 
develop and lead tours based on their interests, knowledge, and 
experiences. Student in all majors- graduate students and 
undergraduates- are encouraged to join. 

What will being an ASG do for you? 
Being a guide is a great way to learn about art, meet people, gain 
experience with public speaking, and contribute to the campus and 
local communities. Guides become familiar with the operations of an 
art museum and learn about career options in the arts (and it looks 
good on a r~sum~ - regardless of your future occupation). 

What kind of training do ASGs receive? 
In weekly training sessions students learn teaching techniques, and 
study a variety of approaches to museum education. They also research 
works of art, present practice tours, and coach their fellow guides on 
their tours. The Coordinator of Academic Programs, Christopher 
Currie, facilitates the training sessions which take place throughout the 
academic year on Monday afternoons from 3:45 to 5:00 PM. 

If you plan to attend the General Interest Meeting please let us know 
by sending an email to: cjcurrie@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 
Friday, August 9, 2013 7:41 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: AAAD instructor 

All fixed 

Renee Sherman 

Le adScheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

University of North Caroan~ ;~ 

(919)96"2-9849 

Instant message me using Micros@ Lyric 
found’at sharew areour~oeaCa 

From." Gore, Travis 
Sent," Friday, August 09, 2013 1:32 AM 
To," Sherman, Renee A 
Subject; AAAD instructor 

Hey Renee! 

Kia Caldwell doesn’t have the AAAD designation on the instructor table and therefore it won’t let me add her 

name to the Spring 14 classes. She was on leave at the time I sent you the list of instructors last year. 

Thanks! 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Vierra, Billy M <billy.vierra@facilities.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 12, 2013 8:39 AM 

Sabiston, Susan R <susan_sabiston@unc.edu>; Legge, Allison 
<alegge@admissions.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

UNC BVP Schedule 

UNC BVP.pdf 

All, 
Here is what I have received from the contractor for his schedule for working in the buildings. There will be some small 

changes, but let me know if you see a problem with any of proposed schedule. 

Thanks, 
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Task Name 
Notice to Proceed 

Submittals 

Mobilize 

Platforms and walkways 

Install piping from 

basement to attic 
Pettigrew 

Install piping from 

basement to attic Battle 

Rough in Electrical to attic 

Pettigrew 

Rough in Electrical to attic 

Battle 

Rough in controls 

Insulate risers 

install Pump in Hyde 

Basement 

Hot Water shutdown 
Hyde 

Install pump in Battle 

Hot Water shutdown 

Battle 

Insulate piping in pump 

rooms 

Install OAUs 

Connect Controls 

Connect power to OAUs 

install piping in attics to 

OAUs 

Install ductwork 

Insulate piping and 

ductwork in attics 

Start up OAUs 

Replace Blower Coil cvS 

Final terminate controls 

Controls check out 

Test & Balance 

Engineer/Owner check 

out 

Punchlist 

1day 0% Mon 8/5/13 Mon 8/5/13 

11day0% Mon 8/5/13 Mon 8/19/13 

1day 0% Mon 8/12/13 Mon 8/12/13 

19 day0% Mon 8/12/13 Thu 9/5/13 

14 0% Mon 8/26/13 Thu 9/12/13 
days 

9 days 0% Thu 9/12/13 Tue 9/24/13 

5 days0% Mon 9/9/13 Fri 9/13/13 

5 days 0% Mon 9/16/13 Fri 9/20/13 

25 day0% Thu 9/12/13 Wed 10/16/1"- 

7 days 0% Thu 9/12/13 Fri 9/20/13 

6 days 0% Mon 9/16/13 Mon 9/23/13 

2 days 0% Wed 9/18/13 Thu 9/19/13 

6 days 0% 

2 days 0% 

Mon 9/23/13 Mon 9/30/13 

Wed 9/25/13 Thu 9/26/13 

8 days 0% Tue 10/1/13 Thu 10/10/13 

4 days 0% 

4 days 0% 

2 days 0% 

19 0% 

days 

19 dayO% 

13 0% 

days 

Mon 10/7/13 Thu 10/10/13 
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Mon 10/14/1_~Tue 10/15/13 

Mon Thu 11/7/13 

10/14/13 

Mon 10/14/1_~Thu 11/7/13 

Mon 11/4/13 Wed 

11/20/13 

4 days 0% Mon 12/2/13 Thu 12/5/13 

13 dayO% 

9 days 0% 

4 days 0% 

4 days 0% 

5 days 0% 

4 days 0% 

Mon 12/2/13 Wed 12/18/1"- 

Mon 12/2/13 Thu 12/12/13 

Mon 12/16/1_~Thu 12/19/13 

Mon 12/9/13 Thu 12/12/13 

Mon Fri 12/27/13 

12/23/13 

Mon 12/23/1_~Thu 12/26/13 

Project: UNC BVP 

Date: Thu 8/8/13 
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Project: UNC BVP 

Date: Thu 8/8/13 

Task 

Split 

Milestone 

Summary 

........................... Project Summary 

.................. External Tasks 

~ External Milestone 

~ ~ Inactive Task 

Inactive Milestone 

Inactive Summary 

Manual Task 

Duration-only 
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Start-only r~ 

Finish-only 3 
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1 Notice to Proceed 1 day 0% 

2 Submittals 11 dayO% 

3 Mobilize 1 day 0% 

4 Platforms and walkways 19 dayO% 

5 Install piping from 14 0% 

basement to attic days 

Pettigrew 

6 Install piping from 9 days 0% 

basement to attic Battle 

7 Rough in Electrical to attic 5 days 0% 

Pettigrew 

8 Rough in Electrical to attic 5 days 0% 

Battle 

9 Rough in controls 25 dayO% 

10 Insulate risers 7 days 0% 

11 Install Pump in Hyde 6 days 0% 

Basement 

12 Hot Water shutdown 2 days 0% 

Hyde 

13 Install pump in Battle 6 days 0% 

14 Hot Water shutdown 2 days 0% 

Battle 

15 Insulate piping in pump 8 days 0% 

rooms 

16 Install OAUs 4 days 0% 

17 Connect Controls 4 days 0% 

18 Connect power to OAUs 2 days 0% 

19 Install piping in attics to 19 0% 

OAUs days 

20 Install ductwork 19 day0% 

21 Insulate piping and 13    0% 

ductwork in attics days 

22 Start up OAUs 4 days 0% 

23 Replace Blower Coil cvS 13 day0% 

24 Final terminate controls 9 days0% 

25 Controls check out 4 days 0% 

26 Test &. Balance 4 days 0% 

27 Engineer/Owner check 5 days 0% 

out 

28 Punchlist 4 days 0% 

29 Owner training 6 days 0% 

Task 

Project: UNC BVP Split 

Date: Thu 8/8/13 Milestone 

Summary 

........................... Project Summary 

.................. External Tasks 

~ External Milestone 

~ ~ Inactive Task 

Inactive Milestone 

Inactive Summary 

Manual Task 

Duration-only 

Manual Summary Rollup ......... 

Manual Summary ~ ~ 

Start-only E 

Finish-only 3 

Deadline 

Progress 

Page 3 
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TaskName 
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3 .... Demobilize ................................................................................................................................................. 1 day 0 

Project: UNC BVP 

Date: Thu 8/8/13 

Task 

Split 

Milestone 

Summary 

................. Project Summary 

.................. External Tasks 

~ External Milestone 

~ ~ Inactive Task 

Inactive Milestone 

Inactive Summary 

Manual Task 

Duration-only 

Page 4 

Manual Summary Rollup ......... Deadline 

Manual Summary ~ ~ Progress 

Start-only r 

Finish-only 3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Legge, Allison <alegge@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 12, 2013 8:46 AM 

Vierra, Billy M <billy.vierra@facilities.unc.edu>; Sabiston, Susan R 
<susan_sabiston@unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC BVP Schedule 

Thanks very much for the update gilly. Just to be sure we are prepared, during the periods below, our folks should be 

prepared for some disruptions, and our 2 employees whose offices are involved will need to move. In short, we should 

be prepared for disruptions from 8/26 - 9/13. Is this correct? 

Did the group decide that they are going to bring all of their materials into the building on Monday, 8/267 

Thanks again! 

~sement to ~i(:       ~ays 

Petti~=~ 

Rou~ ~n E le~rica~ to attic 5 days 

Pettig~ew 

Allison Legge 

Associate Director for Administration 
Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Jackson Hall, Campus Box 2200 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

alegge@admissions.unc.edu 

(919) 843-6155 

From: Vierra, Billy M 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 8:39 AM 
To: Sabiston, Susan R; Legge, Allison; Gore, Travis 
Subject: UNC BVP Schedule 

All, 
Here is what I have received from the contractor for his schedule for working in the buildings. There will be some small 

changes, but let me know if you see a problem with any of proposed schedule. 

Thanks, 
Billy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

timsupport@unc.edu 

Monday, August 12, 2013 3:25 PM 

tim_administrators@listserv.unc.edu 

[tim_administrators] EPA Sign Off Deadline, August 26, 2013 

To: TIM Administrators 
From: TIM Support 
Date: August 12, 2013 
Subject: EPA Sign Off Deadline, August 26, 2013 

EPA Sign Off Deadline 

* Due to the FY14 Leave granted in July, the previous pay period (July) for all EPA employees must be signed off by 5:00 
PM on Monday, Au.cjust 26, 2013. 

* Sign off removal requests for the previous pay period (July) only must be received by 4:00 PM on Monday, Auqust 26, 
2013. 

* Please Note: Sign off will be applied to EPA Employees who have not been signed off by the deadline in TIM. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 17.isis.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 12, 2013 3:34 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

*** This is an automated message. **** 

A ticket has been created for you in the UNC-Chapel Hill problem 
tracking system. Please keep this confirmation message so that you 
may reference the ticket number associated with your issue. 

If you need to provide additional information about your issue or 

have questions about your ticket, please contact the ITS Response 

Center at (919) 962-HELP. 

Please note that during adverse weather, response times may vary. 

Ticket Information 

Create Date: 8/12/2013 15:34 
Ticket #: 2582160 

Email Address: stgore@email.unc.edu 

Phone Number: (919) 966-5496 

Brief Description: OASIS Technical Support 
Problem Description: Client’s Problem Description: 
OASIS Technical Support 

Worklog: 
Hey James! 

Professor McMillan has a laptop with the old anti norton virus on it. Can you remove it and install the new virus protection on it. His 
number is 919-537-3381 

Thanks ! 
Travis 
Building: - 
Department: 
os: Windows 
I permit you to work on this issue even when I am not in my office. 

This request was created at: ~s:/iwww.unc.edw’~ar-bi~v’webs~bimdex -rtew°~e&dept-OASIS%20Techmcal%20Sa~o~r~ 
Remote Host: 152.2.103.72 
Form Input: Gore, Travis - (919) 966-5496 - stgore@email.unc.edu 
*** Internal use only: 
For escalation purposes, this request may be referred to the following Remedy group: AS-COMPUTING-SPECIALISTS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 8:41 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu>; Creedon, Mary Leigh 
<llmary@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Supplemental Retirement Deductions 

Not sure if any of you had issues with you check last Friday. If so, here is why. 

~Tia 

From: Pugh, Nicole Fontaine 
Sent: Friday, August 09, 2013 1:26 PM 
To: CAS_as DDD 
Cc: CAS_as Mgrs 
Subject: FW: Supplemental Retirement Deductions 

This message is being sent to all deans, directors and department chairs with a copy to all managers in the 
College of Arts & Sciences. 

From: Bryant, Kathy 

Sent: Friday, August 09, 2013 12:16 PM 

To: Adams, Carolyn J; Allen, Tiffany W; Arnold, Rich; Barger, David H; Beck, Adam Caudle; Blakemore, David L; Bradley, 

Vicki; Brody, Lynne M; Brody, Matt; Bryant, Kathy; Burston, Gwen; Carter, Gena J; Cleveland, Joanna Carey; Cox, Tammy 

L; Dalgleish, Joyce L; Fleenor, Shanna; Forbes, Mari S; Glasgow, Sharon; Gustafson, Joann C; Haring, Steve; Hoar, Derek; 

Hutter, Kim; Jones, Rudolph Valentino; Keefe, Megan; Koza, Mary Beth Christine; Lineberry, Harvey; Lipscomb, Lisa; 

Malone, Brenda Richardson; Massey, Tabitha Alston; McCoy, Gretchen L; Meyers, Kathryn; Montgomery, Noreen; 

Moore, Jessica L; Murphy, Maura J; Murrill, Verita L; Nicklis, Ashley; Nunez-Wolff, Charlotte; Plummer, John F Jr; 

Ragland, Vanessa; Salaam, Nadera; Smith, Kelly B; Snipes, Betsi; Stackhouse, Shauna; Textor, Laurie J; Waldeck, Lisa G; 

Weiss, Meredith; Williams, Becky; Willow-Johnson, Robin; Wyrick, Beverly; Agnew, Tracy S; Bellamy, Veronica; Brooks, 

Jocelyn S; Culp, David W; Dix, Anthony Jay; Dutton, Kathy B.; Foster, Monica Marie; Harris, Sonya R; Jessica Fleming 

(KFBS); Levin, Robert B; Miller, Lisa H; Morgan, Marshal; Raines, Annette F; Sparks, Sherry; Stambach, Medelia G; 

Williams, Lachonya; Williams, Shaundria 

Cc: ohr@listserv.unc.edu 

Subject: Supplemental Retirement Deductions 

TO: HR Officers and Secondary Contacts 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Senior Director, Benefits & Work/Life Programs 

We have received reports of problems with bi-weekly paychecks issued today. We have discovered that many of the bi- 

weekly supplemental retirement deductions were stopped as a result of a programming issue. The issue has been 

corrected and OHR is working with Payroll to re-activate everyone’s deduction for the next pay cycle. 

Deductions will be restarted in the next bi-weekly paycheck. 

If you have questions, please contact me. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 17.isis.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 11:31 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Your problem ticket 2582160 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Left voicemail with user. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwww.unc.edularo 
bir~i~.ebsubiindcx.      =check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Copy <carolinacopy@aux-services.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 2:36 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Carolina Copy Customer Service Rep Survey 

Dear Sam Gore, 

You are receiving this email because you submitted an on-line service request to Carolina Copy and we value your input. 

Please take the time to complete this survey about the Carolina Copy customer service representative. The survey is user-friendly and 
you should be able to complete it within five minutes. Below is the link to the on-line survey. 

Survey URL: 
~:/iselectsurvev ,csit. ur~coeduiTakeSurvev ~as~x? Survev~iD:p2KK691&Ticket=24(~94 

Person you are evaluating: John Foust 

Thank you for your participation. 
Carolina Copy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Griest, Laura Elisabet <lauragriest@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 3:54 PM 

Rainey, Arlene <arlene_rainey@unc.edu>; Barnes, Ash <elphaba@email.unc.edu>; 
Poole, Caroline Willoughby <caroline.poole@unc.edu>; Reynolds, Christine K 
<ckreynolds@unc.edu>; Hutchison, Sarah A <sahutchi@email.unc.edu>; Gorman, 
Jackie <jackie@unc.edu>; Harris, Loft <lori@unc.edu>; Quick, Myra C 
<quick@unc.edu>; Wellemeyer, Samira <samirak@email.unc.edu>; scarroll@duke.edu; 
Clarke, Shelley <sclarke@email.unc.edu>; Heske, Susan Jane <sheske@email.unc.edu>; 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Anderson, Violet <vmanders@email.unc.edu> 

Classroom Scheduling - POLl 432 and 891 

All, 

We’ve received the request for the below listed course to take place in our building. As you know, requests outside 

general purpose classroom hours must be approved. If this is your course, please email me so we can better determine if 

its approval can be granted. If you have any questions about when/how priority scheduling works, please let me know. 

The information I sent earlier this summer should answer most of your questions. Thank you. 

Title ¯ COMPARATIVE TOLERANCE 

Department ¯ POLl 

Course # 

Instructor 

Start Time 

End Time 

Start Date 

End Date 

Days Met 

Building 

Room 

: 432 001 

: SEARING,DONALD D 
: 3:00 PM 

: 5:50 PM 

: 01/08/2014 
: 05/06/2014 
:W 

:GC 

: 3024 

Laura (3riest 
Manager of Global Events and Exhibitions 

UNC Global 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

FedEx Global Education Center 

301 Pittsboro Street, Suite 1207 I Campus Box 3268 I Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

(919) 962.0318 I lauragriest@unc.edu 

Learn about UNC’s global events at global.unc.edu! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 10:00 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Agenda for Student Services Managers meeting (8/14/2013) 

AGENDA 8.14.2013.pdf 

From: Howell, Tia N. 
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 9:52 AM 
To: Lucas, Mary Leigh (llmary@email.unc.edu) 
Subject: FW: Agenda for Student Services Managers meeting (8/14/2013) 

Here ya go. 

~Tia 

Howell 

From: Siedentop, Nicholas J [mailto:nick siedentop@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 06, 2013 3:17 PM 
To: All Administrative Managers in the College of Arts & Sciences 
Cc: Siedentop, Nicholas J; Maitland, Theresa L; Norwood, Roberta Anne; Duncan, Heather M; Johnston, Krystal Lynn 
Subject: [asmgrs] Agenda for Student Services Managers meeting (8/14/2013) 



This message is being sent to all administrative managers in the College of Arts and Sciences with a request that it be 

shared with all student services managers in the College. 

Attached is the agenda for the student services managers meeting on Wednesday, August 14, at 10:30am in Toy Lounge. 

Best wishes, 

Nick 

Nicholas Siedentop 

Curriculum Director 

Office of Undergraduate Curricula 
Campus Box 3504 I Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 I T 919.962.5819 

**Confidentiality notice: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and 

may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 

prohibited.** 



COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 

STUDENT SERVICES STAFF MEETING 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 

10:30 AM -12:00 PM 

Toy Lounge 

AGENDA 

1. Exploring Campus Resources for Students: The Learning Center 

Theresa Maitland, ADHD/LD Specialist & Certified Professional Coactive Coach 

2. State Employees Association of North Carolina 

Steve Lawson, Lead Member Action Coordinator 

3. ConnectCarolina, Scheduling and Registration 

Roberta Norwood, Associate University Registrar for Registration and Scheduling 

Heather Duncan, Assistant Registrar for Registration Services 

Krystal Johnston, Registration Services Specialist 

4. Announcements, OBI demonstration, and Trivia Contest! 

Nick Siedentop, Curriculum Director 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

ConnectCarolina <connectcarolina_info@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, August 14, 2013 12:44 PM 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email. unc.edu> 
ConnectCarolina Newsletter for August 14, 2013 

Display problems? View this newsletter in your browser. 

August 14, 2013 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter 

Proiect Go-Live Postponed 

Learn more about the Executive Sponsors’ decision to postpone the go-live of 

ConnectCarolina for Finance and HR/Payroll in order to provide the highest 

quality system possible to the University community. 

New FAQs Posted 

Got questions about ConnectCarolina Finance and HR/Payroll? There’s a good 

chance our new FAQs have the answers! 

Extensive Testing for an 
Effective System 

One of the most important parts of the 

ConnectCarolina project is extensive testing of 

the system prior to go-live. This ensures that 

every piece of the system works properly and 

that ConnectCarolina will be an effective tool that 

meets your needs. 

More on testing in this video. 

Read onl he, 



Campus Staff Featured in 

ConnectCarolina Videos 

What do campus users think about ConnectCarolina? Is it 

difficult to learn? What advantages does it bring to the 

University? Find out in short videos on ConnectCarolina’s 

YouTube channel. 

Moratorium on Department ID Additions and Changes 

A moratorium has been placed on additions and changes to Department IDs. Find out what this means 

to your School or Division. 

Read online, 

Unsubscribe - Edit your subscription 

ConnectCarolina 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ccinfo.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 1:21 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20130814132108939.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 08.14.2013 13:21:08 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 17.isis.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 1:27 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Your problem ticket 2582160 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Called user again, no answer. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwww.unc.edularo 
bir~i~.ebsubiindcx.      =check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 2:03 PM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Ad Astra 

We’ll be testing the Ad Astra system so if you could log off and wait about 30 minutes, we would be grateful! 
Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 

rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto:scheduling office@listserv.unc.edu 
registrar.unc.edu 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
course_scheduling_officers as: <a href="mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</a>. To 
unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-33419453- 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33419453- 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 4:27 PM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] New Assistant Registrar! 

Hi, 
Just wanted to let you all know (although some of you have met him already!) that we have a new assistant registrar in the 
house! (For those of you who have been around a while, Karla’s replacement) 

Chris Partridge joined us on Monday and is currently learning the ropes as they say! Join us in welcoming him. His email 
address is cpartrid@email.unc.edu so you can tell him how fabulous his team is. 

Here is what he looks like so you will know him when you walk by him on campus. I’m sure this picture will also be making 
an appearance in our next Christmas video. But if you couldn’t wait until then, check this one out. 

http: / iwwwo~ibiab.eom/view/xaSs2FohTWmvUs~uRIPW 

Also thanks for all the work you did on getting your Spring 2014 courses in and all the Astra work you did! 

Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto : s cheduling_o f fice@listserv, unc. edu 
registrar.unc.edu 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 



course_scheduling_officers as: <a href="mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</a>. To 
unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-33420358- 
34472124.d27a5a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33420358- 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Dobbins, Steven E <sdobbins@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 4:41 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; 
Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Robinson, Michelle 
<mmrobins@email.unc.edu>; Richardson, Mark <richardm@email.unc.edu>; Scarry, 
Clara Margaret <scarry@email.unc.edu>; LeBlanc, Nicholas 
<nicholas.leblanc@unc.edu>; Stolle, Carrie K <stolle@email.unc.edu>; Tavernise, 
Adriana E <adriana_tavernise@med.unc.edu>; Goldberg, Richard 
<r.goldberg@unc.edu>; Michienzi, Lisa-Jean <michienz@email.unc.edu>; Kintz, Robert 
S <rkintz@email.unc.edu>; Harris, Lori <lori@unc.edu>; Montgomery, Summer 
<sundance@unc.edu>; Shemer, Gidi <bishemer@email.unc.edu>; Austell, Todd L 
<tlaustell2013 @unc. edu>; Batts, Donnyell <dlbatts@email.unc. edu>; Chemus 
<cas_chemus.smb@ad.unc.edu>; Haggis, Donald Charles <dchaggis@email.unc.edu>; 
Rives, James <jbrives@email.unc.edu>; Miles, Kim S <KMlLES@email.unc.edu>; 
Hondros, Kristin <hondros@email.unc.edu>; Thomas, Elizabeth <lethomas@unc.edu>; 
j effay@cs.unc, edu; turnbull@cs.unc, edu; Adamson, David <adamsond@email .unc. edu>; 
Parke, William R <parke@email.unc.edu>; Lich-Tyler, Stephen W 
<swlt@email.unc. edu>; Walker, Victoria Ward <vwwalker@email.unc. edu>; Cowan, 
Tara L <tlcowan@email.unc.edu>; Legassie, Shayne A <shayne@email.unc.edu>; 
Lithgow, Hilary Edwards <lithgow@email.unc.edu>; Cooper, Pamela A 
<pcooper@email.unc.edu>; Gangi, Gregory J <ggangi@email.unc.edu>; Bell, Geoffrey 
<gwbell@email.unc.edu>; Cooke, Amy E <acooke@email.unc.edu>; McNeil, Kathleen 
<kamcneil@email.unc.edu>; Kinsella, Tanya E <tekinsel@email.unc.edu>; Salyer, 
Sherry L <salyer@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; McCullen, 
Ashley D <amcculle@email.unc.edu>; Phillips, Nell K <nphillip@email.unc.edu>; 
Florin, John W <jflorin@email.unc.edu>; Moody, Aaron <aaronm@email.unc.edu>; 
Wagner, Lara Suzanne <lswagner@email.unc.edu>; Harris, Deborah J 
<djharris@email.unc.edu>; Bernhardt, Valerie M <valerieb@email.unc.edu>; Langston, 
Richard E <relangst@email.unc.edu>; Lapushin, Radislav <lapushin@email.unc.edu>; 
Pichova, Hana <pichova@email.unc.edu>; Weiler, Jonathan D 
<jweiler@email.unc.edu>; Chase, Diana <dmchase@email.unc.edu>; Andrews, 
Matthew P <andrewsm@email.unc.edu>; Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email.unc.edu>; 
Riefkohl Muniz, Beatriz S <riefkohl@email.unc.edu>; Clarke, Shelley 
<sclarke@email.unc.edu>; Becker, Misha K <mbecker@email.unc.edu>; Bongiovi, Joe 
<bongiovi@live.unc.edu>; Stedman, Susan F <sstedman@email.unc.edu>; Plante, 
Joseph F <plante@email.unc.edu>; Pipiras, Vladas <pipiras@email.unc.edu>; Kieber, 
Alison J <kieber@email.unc.edu>; Warren, Angeline <awarren@email.unc.edu>; 
Negrete, Merida <mnegrete@email.unc.edu>; Katz, Mark <mkatz@email.unc.edu>; 
Junk, Cheryl <tweeter@email.unc.edu>; Gorman, Jackie <jackie@unc.edu>; Wolfe, 
Rebecca Farris <rebeccal@unc.edu>; Roberts, John Thomas <jtrosap@email.unc.edu>; 
Chapel Hill Philosophy <philosophy@unc.edu>; Mitchell, Shannon Michelle 
<smitch@email.unc.edu>; Engel, Jonathan <engelj@physics.unc.edu>; Clemens, J. 
Christopher <clemens@physics.unc.edu>; Gent, Stephen E <gent@email.unc.edu>; 
Mann, Hollie <hmann@email.unc.edu>; Jordan, Elizabeth A 
<eajordan@email.unc.edu>; Perreira, Krista <perreira@email.unc.edu>; Gitterman, 
Daniel P <danielg@email.unc.edu>; Creedon, Mary Leigh <llmary@email.unc.edu>; 
Hammer, Juliane <jhammer@email.unc.edu>; Quick, Myra C <quick@unc.edu>; 
hsu@email.unc.edu; Luisetti, Federico <luisetti@email.unc.edu>; Tyson, Karolyn D 
<kdtyson@email.unc.edu>; Gary, Robin Marie <garyrobi@email.unc.edu>; Berger, 
Michele T <mtberger@email.unc.edu>; Booth, Karen M <kmbooth@email.unc.edu> 

Legge, Allison <alegge@admissions.unc.edu>; Murphey-Brown, Rachael A 
<ramurphe@email.unc.edu>; Soberl, Dennis J <soberl@email.unc.edu>; Fisher, Annice 
E <fisherae@email.unc.edu>; Junk, Cheryl <tweeter@email.unc.edu>; Palmer, Sarah 



Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth <sarah.palmer@unc.edu>; Graczyk, Deborah S <dgraczyk@email.unc.edu>; 
Nelson, Kimberlee <kim.nelson@unc.edu> 
Incoming transfer students - your dept meetings next week 
TRN - 2139 - incoming transfers - fall 2013 - 2013-08-13.xls 

Departments and curricula: 

They’re almost here! 

Records from Undergraduate Admissions show that there are currently 8:14 transfers anticipated to enter Arts and 

Sciences in summer or fall 20:13. 

To give you an idea of which of those students will be knocking at your door next week, here is an updated roster of 

incoming transfer students, sorted by major. This roster includes about 70 *fewer* names than the previous roster 

(which was sent to you on July :12), as some students have decided not to come to UNC-Chapel Hill. 

Remember that you can see the published information about your department’s transfer-orientation meeting at this 

address: 

<http://transfers.unc.edu/departmental-advising/> 

Give it a click one last time to be sure it’s correct. I’ll be sending the students reminders about the meetings tomorrow. 

Best regards, 

Steve Dobbins 

Staff, Academic Advising Program 



I Enrolling Transfer Students - Fall 2013 
Last Name First Name PID Acad Prog 
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Ron 



Ronald Williams II 

Title: 

Assistant Professor; African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

Education: 

Ph.D., African American Studies, University of California, Berkeley 
M.A., Political Science, Howard University 
B.A., Political Science, San Diego State University 

Teaching Interests: 

African American Politics; African American Political Thought; Race and U.S. Foreign 
Relations; African Diaspora Politics; Twentieth Century African American History; Race 
and Public Policy 

Current Research: 

Ronald Williams’ research is anchored in the interplay between race and politics. He is 
currently working on two book projects. The first, tentatively titled, Black Embassy: 
TransAfrica and the Making of Adversarial Diplomacy, is a history of the African 
American foreign policy advocacy organization TransAfrica. His second book project is 
an edited volume of the collected writings of the late C. Diane Howell (1950-2008), 
editor and publisher of the Oakland-based newspaper, Black Business Listings and 
Iongtime producer of the Oakland Black Expo. 

From 2012 to 2013, Ronald was a lecturer at the University of California, Berkeley 
where he taught African American politics, public policy, and reading and composition in 
the Department of African American Studies. Additionally, from 2009 to 2013, Williams 
was a consultant to the Oakland Unified School District (Oakland, California), where he 
was part of the District’s fiscal recovery efforts following its return from state 
receivership to local control. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Murphey-Brown, Rachael A <ramurphe@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 12:21 PM 

Dobbins, Steven E <sdobbins@unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; 
Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N 
<eunice@email.unc.edu>; Robinson, Michelle <mmrobins@email.unc.edu>; 
Richardson, Mark <richardm@email.unc.edu>; Scarry, Clara Margaret 
<scarry@email.unc.edu>; LeBlanc, Nicholas <nicholas.leblanc@unc.edu>; Stolle, Carrie 
K <stolle@email.unc.edu>; Tavernise, Adriana E <adriana tavernise@med.unc.edu>; 
Goldberg, Richard <r.goldberg@unc.edu>; Michienzi, Lisa-Jean 
<michienz@email.unc.edu>; Kintz, Robert S <rkintz@email.unc.edu>; Harris, Lori 
<lori@unc.edu>; Montgomery, Summer <sundance@unc.edu>; Shemer, Gidi 
<bi shemer@email.unc, edu>; Austell, Todd L <tlaustell2013 @unc. edu>; Batts, Donnyell 
<dlbatts@email .unc. edu>; Chemus <cas_chemus. smb@ad.unc, edu>; Haggi s, Donald 
Charles <dchaggis@email.unc.edu>; Rives, James <jbrives@email.unc.edu>; Miles, 
Kim S <KMILES@email.unc.edu>; Hondros, Kristin <hondros@email.unc.edu>; 
Thomas, Elizabeth <lethomas@unc.edu>; jeffay@cs.unc.edu; turnbull@cs.unc.edu; 
Adamson, David <adamsond@email.unc.edu>; Parke, William R 
<parke@email.unc.edu>; Lich-Tyler, Stephen W <swlt@email.unc.edu>; Walker, 
Victoria Ward <vwwalker@email.unc.edu>; Cowan, Tara L <tlcowan@email.unc.edu>; 
Legassie, Shayne A <shayne@email.unc.edu>; Lithgow, Hilary Edwards 
<lithgow@email.unc.edu>; Cooper, Pamela A <pcooper@email.unc.edu>; Gangi, 
Gregory J <ggangi@email.unc.edu>; Bell, Geoffrey <gwbell@email.unc.edu>; Cooke, 
Amy E <acooke@email.unc.edu>; McNeil, Kathleen <kamcneil@email.unc.edu>; 
Kinsella, Tanya E <tekinsel@email.unc.edu>; Salyer, Sherry L 
<salyer@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; McCullen, Ashley D 
<amcculle@email.unc.edu>; Phillips, Nell K <nphillip@email.unc.edu>; Florin, John W 
<jflorin@email.unc.edu>; Moody, Aaron <aaronm@email.unc.edu>; Wagner, Lara 
Suzanne <lswagner@email.unc.edu>; Harris, Deborah J <djharris@email.unc.edu>; 
Bernhardt, Valerie M <valerieb@email.unc.edu>; Langston, Richard E 
<relangst@email.unc.edu>; Lapushin, Radislav <lapushin@email.unc.edu>; Pichova, 
Hana <pichova@email.unc.edu>; Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email.unc.edu>; Chase, 
Diana <dmchase@email.unc.edu>; Andrews, Matthew P <andrewsm@email.unc.edu>; 
Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email.unc.edu>; Riefkohl Muniz, Beatriz S 
<riefkohl@email.unc.edu>; Clarke, Shelley <sclarke@email.unc.edu>; Becker, Misha K 
<mbecker@email.unc.edu>;                      ~live.unc.edu>; Stedman, Susan F 
<sstedman@email.unc.edu>; Plante, Joseph F <plante@email.unc.edu>; Pipiras, Vladas 
<pipiras@email.unc.edu>; Kieber, Alison J <kieber@email.unc.edu>; Warren, Angeline 
<awarren@email.unc.edu>; Negrete, Merida <mnegrete@email.unc.edu>; Katz, Mark 
<mkatz@email.unc.edu>; Junk, Cheryl <tweeter@email.unc.edu>; Gorman, Jackie 
<j ackie@unc.edu>; Wolfe, Rebecca Farris <rebeccal @unc.edu>; Roberts, John Thomas 
<jtrosap@email.unc.edu>; Chapel Hill Philosophy <philosophy@unc.edu>; Mitchell, 
Shannon Michelle <smitch@email.unc.edu>; Engel, Jonathan 
<engelj@physics.unc.edu>; Clemens, J. Christopher <clemens@physics.unc.edu>; Gent, 
Stephen E <gent@email.unc.edu>; Mann, Hollie <hmann@email.unc.edu>; Jordan, 
Elizabeth A <eajordan@email.unc.edu>; Perreira, Krista <perreira@email.unc.edu>; 
Gitterman, Daniel P <danielg@email.unc.edu>; Creedon, Mary Leigh 
<llmary@email.unc.edu>; Hammer, Juliane <jhammer@email.unc.edu>; Quick, Myra C 
<quick@unc.edu>; hsu@email.unc.edu; Luisetti, Federico <luisetti@email.unc.edu>; 
Tyson, Karolyn D <kdtyson@email.unc.edu>; Gary, Robin Marie 
<garyrobi@email.unc.edu>; Berger, Michele T <mtberger@email.unc.edu>; Booth, 
Karen M <kmbooth@email.unc. edu> 

Legge, Allison <alegge@admissions.unc.edu>; Soberl, Dennis J 
<soberl@email.unc.edu>; Fisher, Annice E <fisherae@email.unc.edu>; Junk, Cheryl 



Subject: 

Attach: 

<tweeter@email.unc.edu>; Palmer, Sarah Beth <sarah.palmer@unc.edu>; Graczyk, 
Deborah S <dgraczyk@email.unc.edu>; Nelson, Kimberlee <kim.nelson@unc.edu> 

RE: Transfer Appreciation Day - Monday August 19th 

Keep Calm Partner Flyer.pdf 

Dear Colleagues, 

Attached you will find a flyer for our 2nd Annual Transfer Appreciation Day. This event has been scheduled right after 

many of you are hosting your Departmental Advising sessions for incoming Transfer Students. We hope that after your 

session you would consider coming to this event to show your support and enthusiasm for transfer students. The event 

will take place on Connor Quad from 5pm to 6pm on Monday August 19th. We hope to see you there! 

Best, 
Rachae! Murphey-Brown 

Senior Advisor for Transfer Students 

College of Arts and Sciences 

The Universi%~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

214 East Cameron Ave, Campus Box 3!10, 1015C Steele Building 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-3110 

919.843.8924 o Phone 

919.962.6668 - Fax 

Advising Website: htt~://advisin~.unc.edu 

For appointments: https://advsched.oasis.unc.edu/advsched/app 

From: Dobbins, Steven E 
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 4:41 PM 
To: Gore, Travis; Janken, Kenneth R; Sahle, Eunice N; Robinson, Michelle; Richardson, Mark; Scarry, Clara Margaret; 
LeBlanc, Nicholas; Stolle, Carrie K; Tavernise, Adriana E; Goldberg, Richard; Michienzi, Lisa-Jean; Kintz, Robert S; Harris, 
Lori; Montgomery, Summer; Shemer, Gidi; Austell, Todd L; BaLLs, Donnyell; Chemus; Haggis, Donald Charles; Rives, 
James; Miles, Kim S; Hondros, Kristin; Thomas, Elizabeth; jeffay@cs.unc.edu; turnbull@cs.unc.edu; Adamson, David; 
Parke, William R; Lich-Tyler, Stephen W; Walker, Victoria Ward; Cowan, Tara L; Legassie, Shayne A; Lithgow, Hilary 
Edwards; Cooper, Pamela A; Gangi, Gregory J; Bell, Geoffrey; Cooke, Amy E; McNeil, Kathleen; Kinsella, Tanya E; Salyer, 
Sherry L; Stroman, Deborah L; McCullen, Ashley D; Phillips, Nell K; Florin, John W; Moody, Aaron; Wagner, Lara Suzanne; 
Harris, Deborah J; Bernhardt, Valerie M; Langston, Richard E; Lapushin, Radislav; Pichova, Hana; Weiler, Jonathan D; 
Chase, Diana; Andrews, Matthew P; Duval, Kathleen A; Riefkohl Muniz, Beatriz S; Clarke, Shelley; Becker, Misha K; 

Stedman, Susan F; Plante, Joseph F; Pipiras, Vladas; Kieber, Alison J; Warren, Angeline; Negrete, Merida; 
Katz, Mark; Junk, Cheryl; Gorman, Jackie; Wolfe, Rebecca Farris; Roberts, John Thomas; Chapel Hill Philosophy; Mitchell, 
Shannon Michelle; Engel, Jonathan; Clemens, J. Christopher; Gent, Stephen E; Mann, Hollie; Jordan, Elizabeth A; 
Perreira, Krista; GiLLerman, Daniel P; Creedon, Mary Leigh; Hammer, Juliane; Quick, Myra C; hsu@email.unc.edu; LuiseLLi, 
Federico; Tyson, Karolyn D; Gary, Robin Marie; Berger, Michele T; Booth, Karen M 
l::c: Legge, Allison; Murphey-Brown, Rachael A; Soberl, Dennis J; Fisher, Annice E; Junk, Cheryl; Palmer, Sarah Beth; 
Graczyk, Deborah S; Nelson, Kimberlee 
Subject: Incoming transfer students - your dept meetings next week 

Departments and curricula: 

They’re almost here! 

Records from Undergraduate Admissions show that there are currently 8:14 transfers anticipated to enter Arts and 

Sciences in summer or fall 20:13. 



To give you an idea of which of those students will be knocking at your door next week, here is an updated roster of 

incoming transfer students, sorted by major. This roster includes about 70 ~fewer~ names than the previous roster 

(which was sent to you on July :~2), as some students have decided not to come to UNC-Chapel Hill. 

Remember that you can see the published information about your department’s transfer-orientation meeting at this 
address: 

<http://transfers.unc.edu/ departmental-advising/> 

Give it a click one last time to be sure it’s correct° I’ll be sending the students reminders about the meetings tomorrow. 

Best regards, 

Steve Dobbins 
Staff, Academic Advising Program 



Sladent 

T H E 

(,,.T CENTER 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 1 : 16 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20130815131611022.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 08.15.2013 13:16:10 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Instructor Schedule https://cccs.unc.edv.ipsp/campusiEMPLOYEE/HRMS/c/ESTABLI... 

Favorites Main Menu 

stgore on PRD 
Home       Add to Favorites      Sign out 

Curriculum Management InsLructor!Advisor Information Instructor Schedule 

Instructor Schedule 

ID: 720151858 LYDIA BOYD 

Term: 2142 2014 Spring 

Instructor Schedule Instructor Schedule 2 

Class Subiect Catalog Section Component Class Title Star~ Time End Time Meetin¢ 
N umber -- 

i 11405 iAAAD 101 004 I LEC INTRO TO AFRICA 2:00PM 3:15PM TuTh 

iAFRICAN BELIEF TuTh 
i 11412 !AAAD    i210 001 LEC i SYSTEMS 

3 30PM: 4:45PM                                                                                                                                     ~ 

~’"÷~ *-- ~ Notify Return to Search    ’~:;~,;i! Previous in List    ,~:i,i! Next in List , ~.~,~ 

1 of I 8/15/2013 10:39 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 1:33 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20130815133301565.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 08.15.2013 13:33:01 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <ajmchale@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 1:41 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2582160 

Client hfformation 
travis t gore, Location : 109 battle hall cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
Affiliation:, Department: african & african-amer studies 
Phone: (919) 966-5496 and Email: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Short Description: Software Issue 

Email Text : Hey, Travis. I’ve tried calling the user a couple of times with no luck. There are lots of McMillans in the directory so I’m 
not sure who to email. What is the first name and onyen of Professor McMillan? Thanks! 

James McHale, OASIS 
(919)901-0883 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 17.isis.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 1:41 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Your problem ticket 2582160 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: The following email was sent: 
To: stgore@email.unc.edu 
From: ajmchale@email.unc.edu 
cc~ 

Hey, Travis. I’ve tried calling the user a couple of times with no luck. There are lots of McMillans in the directory so I’m not sure 
who to email. What is the first name and onyen of Professor McMillan? Thanks! 

James McHale, OASIS 
(919)901-0883 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwwwamc.edt~iaro 
bi~i~ ebs~biindex.~l?page=check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <charless@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 3:14 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2585039 

Cliem Information 
travis t gore, Location : 109 battle hall cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
Affiliation:, Departmem: african & african-amer studies 

Phone: (919) 966-5496 and Email: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Short Description: Connect Carolina - User Access 

Email Text ¯ Travis, 

Full Name: Ronald Williams 

PID:720445443 

The requested ConnectCarolina user accotmt has been added to the following areas/roles: 
" The specified Instructor Table for your course area 
" The Faculty Center role 
I am going to close the ticket. If there are still issues please email me back and I will re-open the ticket. 
Thanks, 
Charles 
962-6334 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <cgi@unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 3:27 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

CGI eBulletin: Welcome to Carolina, Welcome to the World 

August 15, 2013 

Welcome to Carolina, Welcome to the World. Where Will You Go? 
August 22, 2013 
3:30 o 5:00 PM 
FPG Union Room 2423 

Do you think education abroad is too expensive for you? Would you study Arabic, Swahili, Portuguese, 

Chinese, Czech, or Maya if you knew full scholarships were available to do so? Carolina offers global 

opportunities and resources that will help you increase your global competencies, learn less commonly 

taught foreign languages and travel the world - debt free! And all of these experiences will make you a more 

competitive candidate for employment or graduate school. Meet your peers who have broken through 

cultural and financial barriers in order to experience education abroad and travel around the 

world. Refreshments will be provided. 

CGI EVENTS + RESOURCES 
International Coffee Hour 

Tuesday, August 27 
5:00 o 6:00 PM 
EspressOasis (coffee shop), FedEx GEC 
Join us for a monthly social hour to bring together international UNC 
community members and students excited about international 
engagement. Chat about opportunities and challenges on campus. 
Meet staff from the hosting offices with great resources to share. This 
month’s hosts are CGI and the Study Abroad Office. 

Fulbdqht Specialist Proqram Cycle liB 

NEWSTORIES 
Congratulations to 
the 2013-2014 
Fulbriqht Winners! 
...Carolina has been named one 
of the top producers of Fulbright 
Scholars for the past five years. 
Rankings for 2013-2014 will be 
announced in October in the 
Chronicle of Higher Education... 

RESOURCES 

See Funded Pnoiects 
You can view a complete list of 
funding recipients and 
abstracts in our awardee 
directories. 

International 
internship Database 
Add your experiences and 
glean from others’ in this online 



Deadline: September 2, 2013 
The Futbright Specialist Program (FSP) promotes linkages between 

U.S. scholars and professionals and their counterparts at host 
institutions overseas. The program awards grants to qualified U.S. 
faculty and professionals, in select disciplines, to engage in short-term 
collaborative two- to six-week projects at eligible institutions in over 
140 countries worldwide. Shorter grant lengths give Specialists greater 
flexibility to pursue projects that work best with their current academic 
or professional commitments. 

Fulbriqht U.S. Student Pro�ram Applications 

due September 20! 
The Fulbright U.S. Student Program allows 

graduating seniors, master’s students, 

doctoral candidates, and recent graduates 

to self-design a research/study project, or 

serve as an English Teaching Assistant in 

one of more than 140 countries. 

Current UNC students must apply through the Center for Global 

Initiatives and meet the Campus Deadline of September 20, 2013 at 

11:59pm. UNC alumni who can attend an on-campus interview in 

October may also apply through UNC. 

Those interested in applying should complete the UNC Fu~bright 

~nterest form as soon as possible, available 

at: c~iou ncoed u/fu~bri~ ht 

resource for UNC students by 
UNC students with feedback 
on completed internship 
experiences. 

Faculty International 
Expertise Database 
Access over 800 biDs of UNC 
faculty members with global 
interests. It’s a great resource 
for students when planning 
your own global engagement 
projects! 

MEDIA 
Watch Videos by CGI 
and Awardees 

Listen to the Global 
Music Show 

Thursday, September 19 
12:00 - 1:00 PM 
Room 3009, FedEx Global Education Center 
Want to travel next summer? Need funding for your global project? 
Come enjoy a showcase of students’ research, experiences and travel 
stories from a variety of fields and global destinations. Learn more 
about past international summer projects the Center for Global 
Initiatives has funded from the students themselves. Lunch will be 
provided. 

Carolina Global Photography Competition 
Deadline: September 30 

The Center for Global Initiatives (CGI), Study Abroad and UNC Global 
are pleased to announce a collaborative call for entries to the annual 
Carolina Global Photography Competition. This is an amateur 



photography competition that is open to all students, faculty, staff and 
of The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 
"The Awakeninq: Parallel Worlds" 
FedE× Global Education Center 
August 19 o December 6, 2013 

"The Awakening: Parallel Worlds" highlights the mixed media 
composite work of American Indian artist Alyssa Hinton. Drawing on 
the symbolism found in the folklore of her Tuscarora and Osage 
ancestors, Hinton’s compositions address parallel themes of 
American Indian cultural reawakening and human kinship with the 
natural environment. Shaped by her diverse heritage, Hinton uses 
mixed media as a form of reconciliation for her own eclectic life 
experiences, blurring boundaries between conventional and digital 
mediums to create hybrid art forms. Her intricate, complex and contemporary works feature digital painting, 
collaged sculpture and mixed media fiber composites. 

Center for Global Initiatives 
The University of North Carolina at Chape~ 
FedEx G~oba~ Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street t Campus Box 5145 
Chape~ Hi~, NC 27599o5145 
919 962 3094 t cgi@unc.edu 

GLOBAL 

The Center for Global Initiatives is a catalyst for the innovative work of faculty and students at the University of North 
Carolina - Chapel Hill. It is entrepreneurial and nimble in its approach to fostering initiatives that deepen knowledge 
and understanding of our complex world For ts work, the Center is recognized by the US Department of Education 
as one of only eleven National Resource Centers in Global Studies. 

This message was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu from: 

Bevin Tighe I 301 Pittsboro Street Suite 3002 I CB 5145 I Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Manage Your Subscription 

Email Marketing by 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Younger, Sherry R <syounger@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 16, 2013 9:58 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Aaad 101 002 spring 2014 

Hi Travis, 

Since I have not heard back from you I added the feature of MMC 9 so that the class could have equipment when it 

went through the optimizer. We discussed earlier how this class is too small for the auditorium. I know you had 

considered swapping this class with another of your classes meeting in the size 64 room in GC. When we spoke you 

were going to look in the grid and see if you wanted to make the swap. If you still want to do this please contact me by 

this afternoon. Otherwise, the class will go through the optimizer to obtain a classroom. 

Thank you, 

Sherry 

Sherry Younger 

Construction Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

UNC - Chapel Hill 

Suite 3202, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Phone - 919 962-6093 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 16, 2013 12:02 PM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

Course syllabi requirements, faculty lounge and coffee hour next Wednesday (11.00am) 

Updated (Course Syllabi requirements - Department of African, African American and 
Diaspora Studies).doc 

Dear Colleagues, 

I hope you had a great summer. 

As we gear up for a new semester here are some updates, etc: 

1) In light of developments at the university in 2012 and 2013, please find attached updated course syllabi requirements. 
2) Next week: Kindly remember that if you plan to add students (10 max) to your classes send a list to me via email. 
3) In our March faculty meeting we had a lengthy discussion about issues pertaining to the Southern Association of 
Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges (SACSCOC) review. Please note that SACS will continue to monitor 
academic issues in the department until next June. At that point the Association will receive a monitoring report from the 
university. Syllabuses are one of the items that are reviewed by SACS, thus as we discussed in March let’s do our best to 
be in compliance with university rules and norms about course syllabi. 
4) Let’s gather on Wednesday @ 11.00am for a coffee hour to celebrate - thanks to the Dean’s office - our faculty lounge 
(room 309) and to welcome our new colleague Ron. Please note that from Thursday August 22, 2013 coffee will be 
available in our faculty lounge between the hours of 9.00am-3.00pm. If you enjoy a cup of tea, please note that we have 
a tea kettle that you can use during the day and a variety of tea in stock. We also have a new fridge in room 309. 

Best wishes and see you all soon, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: ~:iilists.unc.ed~ia? 
id=65646425 .~B e43 cSdTb65 eta43 c291 cd78 c74~V)ca&n=T&l=aaad& o=33431216 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to i[eave-33431216-65646425.~B e43 cSdTb65eTa43 c291 cd78c74~ca@listserv.ur~c.ed-a 



In line with UNC-CH’s Faculty Council Resolution 2012-11 adopted on October 5, 2012, university rules 
on undergraduate courses and departmental policies on courses, please find below details concerning 
course syllabi in the Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies. 

1. Syllabus: A syllabus must be provided to students no later than the first day of class. The department 
is required to retain every syllabus for 4 years. Please submit your syllabus to the department’s 
Director of Undergraduate Studies, Kenneth Janken and I by the first day of classes each semester. 

2. Course identifiers: Should indicate the course number, section number, department, semester, and 
times at which the class meets. 

3. Instructor identifiers: Should have your name, office location, office hours (three office hours each 

week), term and contact details. 

4. Course goals and key learning objectives: The syllabus should state course goals and key learning 

objectives. It is important for students to understand what they will accomplish by taking the course. 

5. Course requirements: The syllabus should explain what kinds of work students must do to 
successfully complete the course. 

10 pages writing requirement: As per our discussion during our faculty meeting in March 2013, 

please ensure that your syllabus indicates compliance with the University rule concerning writing. 

Here is the exact language on the writing requirement: 
Course content and assignments should be significant within the rubric of each particular 

academic discipline, including but not limited to research papers, electronic projects, substantial 

creative projects, laboratory reports, mathematical analysis, problem sets, case study analyses, 

etc. "Significant" should generally be construed to mean at least 10 pages of written work (at 
least 3000 words) over the course &the semester, excluding pages written for essays on in-class 

examinations. This written work may consist of several short papers, reading logs, journals, or 
projects composed in an alternate medium or format, as long as the materials represent the 

equivalent intellectual investment of 10 pages of written work. Students in classes that typically 

require little writing (math, some sciences, etc.) must complete other work (homework exercises, 

lab reports, etc.) equivalent to 10 pages of writing by virtue of the intellectual labor expended. 
Take-home examinations that take the form of an instructor-assigned essay or essays may count 

toward fulfilling this requirement. 

Implementing the 10-page writing requirement (or other work involving equivalent 
intellectual effort) can be challenging in large classes without teaching assistants or 

graders. Instructors are free to relax the standard in classes that exceed 60 students 

without a teaching assistant or classes that exceed 80 students without a grader. In no 

case, however, should students receive General Education credit for a course in which 
they have not completed a significant project designed to help them interpret for 
themselves, not just for the instructor, what the course teaches. 

7. Final exams: Every syllabus should have a date for a final exam as indicated in the final exam 

schedule. As per University rules, final exams are mandatory for all undergraduate courses. Because 

the final exam period contributes instructional contact hours for all undergraduate courses, only the 

Office of the Provost can grant an exception to this University policy. 



Please note that the university requires instructors not planning to give in class final exams to seek 
authorization from the department chair. Consequently, if you are not planning to give a final exam in 
class during the scheduled time (for example, you plan to have students write a final research paper or 
a take-home exam), please send me your request for authorization via email by the first day of classes 
at the latest. Please note that the university requires instructors to give final examinations - in class or 
otherwise - during the scheduled exam period and not before. 

Course Policies: The syllabus should explain your expectations for student conduct during the 

course. Examples include the consequences of missing an exam; whether regular attendance is 
expected; the consequences for missing class too often; whether or not late work is accepted and, 

if so, how late work is penalized. 

9. Course Calendar: The syllabus should contain a course calendar that gives requirements 

for each class meeting and dates of all examinations and due dates for all assignments. 

10. A statement on the use of technology in the classroom by students: Each syllabus should 
have a statement concerning an instructor’s policy on technology in the classroom. 

11. Grading policies (components and weights) and assessment scale: Provide a list of all assignments 
and the grade weight for each. In addition, an assessment scale (or grade rubric) detailing the amount 

of points constituting each letter grade is required for every syllabus. 

12. Academic integrity and UNC-CH’s Honor Code: Each syllabus should include a statement on 

academic integrity and the following link detailing UNC-CH’s Honor Code: 

http://studentconduct.unc.edu/sites/studentconduct.unc.edu/files/2012_2013_Instrument.pdf 

13. Syllabus Changes: Please provide a statement on potential changes to the syllabus such as: 

Topics and reading assignments, and their orders on the syllabus could be changed, but not matters 
related to grading. Such changes will be announced as early as possible. 

14. Accommodation of disabilities policy and link to disability services such as: 

Students who feel they may need accommodations based on the impact of a disability should contact 
the course instructor to discuss their needs. Students with documented disabilities should also contact 
the Department of Accessibility Resources & Service at 919-962-8300 in SASB North Building, Suite 
2126 to coordinate necessary accommodations for exams and other in-class assignments. Visit the 
internet address of this office at http://accessibilitv.unc.edu for more information. 

Eunice N. Sahle 
Chair, Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies 
August 11, 2013 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 16, 2013 1:06 PM 

Williams, Ronald II <rcw@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Department credit card acquisition 

Yes, I can reimburse you. 

From: Williams, Ronald II 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 1:03 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Department credit card acquisition 

Travis and Travis 

If it makes things easier, I can always stop by and pick it up and submit my receipt for reimbursement. Is this 
an option? 

Ron 

On Aug 16, 2013, at 12:43 PM, "Colon, Sonia" <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

Hello Travis 

Ron need to acquire some product from Staple, please use the department P-card and leave a copy of the receipt at my 

inbox. 

Thank you and have a nice weekend, 

Sonia 

Accou!~ting 7~chMckm 

JPublk: Policy Department - 962-4854 
Abernethy Hall, Ct~ #3435 
(Mo 8-5, To 1-5, Wo8-12, To 1-5, Fo 8-5) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 17.isis.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 16, 2013 1:56 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Williams, Ronald II <rcw@email.unc.edu> 

UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

*** This is an automated message. **** 

A ticket has been created for you in the UNC-Chapel Hill problem 
tracking system. Please keep this confirmation message so that you 
may reference the ticket number associated with your issue. 

If you need to provide additional information about your issue or 
have questions about your ticket, please contact the ITS Response 
Center at (919) 962-HELP. 

Please note that during adverse weather, response times may vary. 

Ticket Information 

Create Date: 8/16/2013 13:55 
Ticket #: 2586412 
Email Address: stgore@email.unc.edu, rcw@email.unc.edu 
Phone Number: (919) 966-5496 

Brief Description: OASIS Technical Support 
Problem Description: Client’s Problem Description: 
OASIS Technical Support 

Worklog: 
Hi James, 

Ron Williams would like to be set up with remote access. 

Thanks ! 
Building: - 
Department: 
os: Windows 
I permit you to work on this issue even when I am not in my office. 

This request was created at: ~s://www.unc.edu/ar-biniwebs~bimdex. t-OASIS%20Techmcal%20S~Eoort 
Remote Host: 152.2.103.72 
Form Input: Gore, Travis - (919) 966-5496 - stgore@email.unc.edu, rcw@email.unc.edu 
*** Internal use only: 
For escalation purposes, this request may be referred to the following Remedy group: AS-COMPUTING-SPECIALISTS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Friday, August 16, 2013 3:22 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20130816152200804.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 08.16.2013 15:22:00 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



¯ Remember to fill in all necessary information when submit-Ling a log sheet, 
¯ Indicate if a room assignment/equipment is needed. 

¯ Note the number of tickets when making an addition. 

Select 
Term: Fall Spring 1st SS 2nd SS Date: 08/16//3 

2013 X (expected turnaround 2 buBiness days) 

Submitted by: Tr’ovis CoPe 

Departmental Section Change Request Form (Logsheet) 

A = Add CH = Change D = Delete X = Cancel 

ACTION ISubject Course 
ISection 

Days :Start Time Stop Time Bldg Room 

Wold 1 401 002 o MWF 2pro 250pro    Sa 104 

Notes: 

Changes: , 

Neles: 

Call # or F/D: 

Call # or PID: 

Notes: 

I Il l =I I . I1~ l: I .... I .......................... I Ill I .::l:Ir :III I ...................... [ .... l l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 16, 2013 4:35 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R 
<krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Mamarame’s teaching responsibilites - Fall and Spring 

Dear Travis, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Because of low enrollments, I have to cancel Mamarame’s WOLO 401 (fall semester). Thus, kindly delete it from the 
department’s fall schedule 

In light of this development, below is Mamarame’s teaching schedule for the Spring: 

AAAD 101 (T & R, 9.30am-10.45am) 
AAAD 421 (M 3.00pm-5.50pm) 
AAAD 101 (T & R, 2.00p m-3.15pm) 

Mamarame: Many thanks for the excellent discussions as I worked on the preceding matters. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Blue <support=carolinablue.com@mai166.at131 .mcdlv.net> 

Monday, August 19, 2013 11:00 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Time is running out! Don’t delay, enter to win (2) tickets to see the Tar Heels Today! 

Please disregard this email, if you are a current EZ-Pay Customer 
or have renewed your subscription since July 25, 2013. 

You have been automatically entered to Win (2) Tickets to see the Tar Heels Live. 

Manage Account I Renew Subscription I Gift Subscriptions I Carolina Blue Editions & 
Express 

ENSER TO NIN HEELS  ICKETS NOW!* 

ENTER OUR CAROLINA BLUE SUMMER SWEEPSTAKES 
FOR YOUR CHANCE TO SEE THE TAR HEELS LIVE 

LIMITED TIME OFFER EXPIRES AUGUST 30TH* 

Review Yo~r Subscriptio~ by August 30th 



As we get set for another exciting season of University of North Carolina athletics, we invite you to enter our 
annual Summer Sweepstakes. This year’s prize is a chance to WIN two (2) lower arena tickets to a Univlersity 
of NortL~ Carolina L~ome basketball game! 

We don’t want you to miss any of the latest news concerning YOUR Tar Heels. As always, Carolina Blue 
provides quality magazine content and more than 45 timely online-only Express Editions. The reason we want 
you to register online is to receive all of the additional online-only content including: 

¯ Complete Coverage of UNC Basketball & Football 
¯ In-Depth Recruiting Coverage 
¯ Coach & Player Features 
¯ Game Previews & Analysis 
¯ Columns from the Experts 
¯ AND much, much more! 

Our staff looks forward to providing you with the latest 
information on the Tar Heels and hopes to see you at the 
Dean Dome this upcoming season. 

Edward Magoni 
General Manager 

any others we may have in the fut~re~ 
Thanks for using EZ Pay! 

RENEW NOW! OFFER ENPI~RES A~IG~ST 30TH!~ 

Click Here to Renew Now, or Call ~-800-524-9527. 



*No purchase necessary to enter. Call 1-800-524-9527, OR Mail in your name, address, phone number, and email to: Carolina Blue, Subscription Service Center, P.O. Box 1498, 
Shelbyville, Ky. 40066. All Entries must be received by August 30, 2013. 

Person entered with subscription and complete contact information. No purchase necessary to enter. Sweepstakes winners will be notified via contact information listed on your 
account online. Entries without contact information are invalid. Entries without an email address will be accepted only with phone number. Entry must be received by August 30, 
2013 Drawing is September 6, 2013. No prize substitutions; not redeemable for cash. Limit one entry per household. Employees and immediate family members of Landmark 
Community Newspapers, LLC are not eligible. All federal, state, and local laws and regulations apply. Void where prohibited by law. 

This email was sent to s_Ltqore@email.unc.edu 

didtget this? unsubscdbe from this list u_gdate subscription preferences 

Carolina Blue, 2623 Regency Rd, Lexington, KY 40503 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Demetriou, Cynthia <cyndem@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 19, 2013 2:53 PM 

Fall 2013 Student Success Series 

Fall 2013 Schedule.pdf 

Please Join Us! Note our new location: Hanes Hall 239 

Brown Bag Lunch Series on 
THE CROSSROADS OF STUDENT SUCCESS: 

ENGAGEMENT 

Fall 2013 Schedule 

ACADEMICS, WELLNESS AND 

All lunches are from 12 noon - 1:30 p.m. in Hanes Hall Room 239 

September 6th Notes on IX at UNC 
with Ew Quimbaya-Winship, Student Complaint Coordinator/Deputy Title IX Officer 

A brief overview of recent federal guidelines around harassment and sexual violence issued to higher 
education institutions will be provided. Carolina’s response to these evolving expectations will be discussed. 
As well, Ew will provide an update on the work accomplished by the Title IX task Force over the summer; how 
students, faculty and staff are being encouraged to report and what the current reporting process is for 
individuals at UNC; and the conversation will end with a few thoughts and questions that will explore areas for 
growth. 

October 11th A Discussion About College Students with ADHD/LD 
with Theresa Maitland, Coordinator, Academic Success Program 

College students with ADHD/LD are the largest and fastest growing population of disabled students at UNC- 
Chapel Hill and on other campuses. VVhile this is good news for these students, research suggests that they 
may be at greater risk. They maybe more likely to have lower retention and graduation rates, take longer to 
graduate as well as experience significant academic, emotional and/or social problems in college. Although 
seeking services can enhance their success, these students are notorious for not accessing resources (e.g. 
studies suggest less than 20% of college students with ADHD/LD actually use help). At this Brown Bag Lunch 
we will discuss the common issues these students encounter in college and resources available at UNC. The 
"warning signs that may signal that a student has an undiagnosed attentional or learning disability will be 
discussed and existing options for obtaining an evaluation. We will also brainstorm effective ways to 
communicate with students to facilitate their awareness and use of resources. 

November 15th The Student-Athlete Experience 
with Jenn Townshend, Associate Director of the Center for Student Success and Academic 
Counseling, and Spencer Welborn, Assistant Dean, Academic Advising 

Athletics play a significant role at Carolina. But how many of us know what it is really like to be a student 
athlete? This session will highlight the demands of the day-to-day and in-season/out-of-season schedules of 
our student-athletes. We will look at factors that impact their college experience, their academic performance, 
their course choices and their ability to take advantage of high-impact opportunities such as research, 
internships and service learning. Considerations of their responsibilities in representing their team, their 
university and in some cases even their home countries will be explored, along with a discussion of the support 
services provided by the university. 



December 13th Mindfulness and Meditation for Ourselves and Our Students 
with Dr. Dan Darnell, Psychologist, Counseling and Psychological Services 

It’s the end of the semester and the winter holidays are approaching! It’s a perfect time for a presentation and 
discussion about what mindfulness is and how living mindfully enhances well-being. We will also talk about 
ways to meditate and what a regular practice of meditation can do for you. 

O/nthia Demetriou ¯ Director for Retention 

Undergraduate Retention ¯ Office of Undergraduate Education 

3003/3002 Steele Building ¯ CB# 3504 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ¯ (919) 843-5015 

www.studentsuccess.u nc.edu 

www.fi rstgen erat io n. u n c. ed u 

Confidentiality notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 

privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. 

~ Plesse conside~ the envbonment be~o~e p~inting this email 



Brown Bag Lunch Series on 

THE CROSSROADS OF STUDENT SUCCESS" ACADEMICS, WELLNESS AND ENGAGEMENT 

Fall 20  .3 S :hedu e 

All lunches are from 12 noon - 1:30 p.m. in Hones Hall Room 239 

September 6t" Notes on IX at UNC 

with Ew Ouimbaya-Winship, Student Complaint Coordinator/Deputy Title IX Officer 

A brief overview of recent federal guidelines around harassment and sexual violence issued to higher education 

institutions will be provided. Carolina’s response to these evolving expectations will be discussed. As well, Ew will provide 

an update on the work accomplished by the Title IX task Force over the summer; how students, faculty and staff are being 

encouraged to report and what the current reporting process is for individuals at UNC; and the conversation will end with 

a few thoughts and questions that will explore areas for growth. 

October 11th A Discussion About College Students with ADHD/LD 

with Theresa Maitland, Coordinator, Academic Success Program 

College students with ADHD/LD are the largest and fastest growing population of disabled students at UNC-Chapel Hill 

and on other campuses. While this is good news for these students, research suggests that they may be at greater risk. 

They maybe more likely to have lower retention and graduation rates, take longer to graduate as well as experience 

significant academic, emotional and/or social problems in college. Although seeking services can enhance their success, 

these students are notorious for not accessing resources (e.g. studies suggest less than 20% of college students with 

ADHD/LD actually use help). At this Brown Bag Lunch we will discuss the common issues these students encounter in 

college and resources available atUNC. The "warning signs that may signal that a student has an undiagnosed 

attentional or learning disability will be discussed and existing options for obtaining an evaluation. We will also 

brainstorm effective ways to communicate with students to facilitate their awareness and use of resources. 

November 15th The Student-Athlete Experience 

with Jenn Townshend, Associate Director of the Center for Student Success and Academic 

Counseling, and Spencer Welborn, Assistant Dean, Academic Advising 

Athletics play a significant role at Carolina. But how many of us know what it is really like to beastudent 

athlete? This session will highlight the demands of the day-to-day and in-season/out-of-season schedules of 

our student-athletes. We will look at factors that impact their college experience, their academic performance, 

their course choices and their ability to take advantage of high-impact opportunities such as research, 

internships and service learning. Considerations of their responsibilities in representing their team, their 

university and in some cases even their home countries will be explored, along with a discussion of the support 

services provided by the university. 

December 13th Mindfulness and Meditation for Ourselves and Our Students 
with Dr. Dan Darnell, Psychologist, Counseling and Psychological Services 

It’s the end of the semester and the winter holidays are approaching! It’s a perfect time for a presentation and discussion 

about what mindfulness is and how living mindfully enhances well-being. We will also talk about ways to meditate and 

what a regular practice of meditation can do for you. 

Bring a friend! 
For further information or requests for future topics, contact: 

Cynthia Demetriou, Office of Undergraduate Education, cyndem@email.unc.edu 

Gary Miller, Academic Advising, gary.miller@unc.edu 

Kelli Raker, Student Wellness, raker@email.unc.edu 
Maureen Windle, Counseling and Psychological Services, mawindle@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

timsupport@unc.edu 

Monday, August 19, 2013 2:59 PM 

tim_administrators@listserv.unc.edu 

[tim_administrators] TIM Fall Semester & Internal Audit Information 

TIM Fall Semester Information_2013.pdf; TIM Internal Audit Memo.pdf 

To: TIM Administrators 
From: TIM Support 
Date: August 19, 2013 
Subject: TIM Fall Semester & Internal Audit Information 

Please review carefully the attached document, ’TIM Fall Semester Information_2013’ for important information about the 
following: 

* Ensuring Timely Payment of Hours Worked 
- New Hires 
- Terminations 

* TIM Training 
* TeleTime 
* Badge Terminals 
* TIM Login 

The ’TIM Internal Audit Memo’ is also attached for your reference. It contains important information about TIM 
procedures and documentation that were implemented to address the recommendations of the TIM Internal Audit. 



TIM Fall Semester Information 
August 19, 2013 
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TIM Fall Semester Information 

Ensuring Timely Payment of Hours Worked 

New Hires 

HR System Actions 

To ensure timely payment of hours worked, new hires and new positions must be activated in the HR 

System within the week the employee starts work. 

¯ The new hire or new position must be activated in the HR System no later than 3:00pm on 

Friday in the week the employee starts work. 

¯ It is recommended that the new hire or new position is prepared in the HR System before the 

employee starts work. 

¯ It is very important that the effective date of the new hire action in the HR System is the first 

date the employee can have hours worked applied to the new position in the timecard in TIM. 

¯ Please contact the HR Help Desk at 962-HELP (4357) for assistance with HR System actions. 

Position Start Dates in TIM 

A new hire in a primary position that has not been employed at UNC-CH previously will have a 

Position Start Date in TIM that is set to the HR System Hire Date. 

A new hire in a primary position that has been employed at UNC-CH previously will have a 

Position Start Date in TIM that is set to the date the position is imported into TIM. 

New secondary positions have a Position Start Date in TIM that is set to the date the position is 

imported into TIM. 

The TIM import interface runs nightly, Monday through Friday. Therefore, new hires may not 

appear in your list or be able to log into TIM until the following business day. Please Note- For 

pay period close, the import interface runs at l:00pm on the first Tuesday of the biweekly pay 
period. 

Ensuring Timely Payment of Hours Worked 



TIM Fall Semester Information 

New Secondary Positions 

¯ Employees in secondary positions in TIM must log into TIM and process a transfer to their 

secondary position before the Manager orTIM Administrator will be able to find them in TIM. 

¯ Employees who work secondary positions should be reminded that they need to transfer only 

on the Time Stamp In. Atransfer on the Time Stamp Out will result in a ’double punch’, a Time 

Out and a second Time In in the timecard. 

¯ Please contact 962-HELP (4357) if the secondary position does not appear in the transfer 

search. 

Timecard Entries in TIM 

To ensure prompt payment of hours worked to Non-Exempt employees, their times in and out must be 

entered on the actual dates worked in their timecards in TIM. 

Every pay period close, there are employees with dates worked in TIM before their new hire effective 

date or after their termination effective date in HRIS. 

For new hires, the dates worked in TIM must be on or after the HRIS effective date for the new 
position. 

For terminating employees, the dates worked in TIM must be before or on the HRIS effective 

date for the terminating position. 

The issue results from either the incorrect effective date being entered by the HR Facilitator in HRIS or 

from the time in and out being entered on the incorrect date in TIM by the TIM Administrator or 

Manager. 

Also, do not make pay code entries such as, Applied Termination, in the timecard on dates after the 

termination date. The employee receives an ’Empty Profile’ in TIM on the date following a 

termination. Therefore, entries made in the timecard after the termination date will NOT impact an 

employee’s accrual balances in TIM. 

Ensuring Timely Payment of Hours Worked ¯ 2 



TIM Fall Semester Information 

New Employee Accrual Review in TIM 

TIM Administrators should review permanent new employees’ accrual balances in TIM at the 

start of employment. If the accrual balances do not appear to be correct, run an accrual detail 

report with a range of dates from 06/29/2007 to today’s date. Review the report to determine 

if previous accrual balances were not removed in TIM at termination. In that case, historical 

edits would need to be entered in TIM to manually adjust the accrual balances. 

A permanent new hire that qualified for Vacation and Sick at the end of the previous month but 

the new hire action was not entered in the HR system until the current month will need to have 

historical edits entered in TIM to manually grant the Vacation and Sick earned amounts. You 

will need to make sure that only the ’Impacts Accruals’ box is checked in the historical edit. 

The Total State Service Date (TSSD) is used to determine how many vacation hours a SPA 

Permanent employee earns on the last day of each month in TIM. HR Records enters the TSSD 

date in HRIS, and it is automatically imported into TIM. If the TSSD in TIM is wrong or missing, 

the TIM Administrator or HR Facilitator will need to contact the HRIS Help Desk at 962-HELP 

(4357) for assistance. 

¯ When notified by HR, TIM Administrators will enter historical edits to update permanent new 

hires’ accrual balances with previously earned accruals at UNC-CH or another State Agency. 

Community Service Leave (CSL) balances are updated in TIM automatically only for employees 

that are active on January 1st. When needed, TIM Administrators will enter historical edits to 

manually update new hires’ CSL balances on a prorated basis, so they will be able to take CSLin 

TIM. 

For detailed instructions on how to enter historical edits to adjust accruals, please review the 

Historical Edits section in the TIM Administrator Manual Part 1, 

Ensuring Timely Payment of Hours Worked ¯ 3 



TIM Fall Semester Information 

Terminations 

HR System Actions 

To ensure timely payment of hours worked, terminations must be in the HR System within the pay 

period the employee is terminated. 

¯ It is very important that the effective date of the termination in the HR System is the last date 

the employee can have hours worked applied to the terminated position in the timecard in TIM. 

¯ It is recommended that termination actions for SPA permanent employees are entered in HRIS 

on the effective date of the termination. 

It is recommended that ’maintain temporary appointment’ actions for SPA temporary or 

student employees are entered in HRIS before the planned end date. 

Please contact the HR Help Desk at 962-HELP (4357) for assistance with HR System actions. 

Termination Actions in TIM 

When a termination action for a permanent employee is received in TIM, the Accrual Profile is 

automatically changed to Empty Profile and the accrual balances are removed from view as of the date 

the termination action was received. Edits that impact accruals must be entered in the timecard on 

dates before the termination action was received in TIM. 

It is very important that before signing off the pay period in which the termination was 

effective, the following has been completed in TIM: 

1. All leave taken has been entered in TIM 
2. "Performing a Termination" actions have been entered in TIM 

3. An accrual detail report with a range of dates from 6/29/07 to the termination effective 

date has been saved and printed. 

Pay code entries such as, Applied Termination, must be made in the timecard on or before the 

termination date. The employee receives an ’Empty Profile’ in TIM on the date following the 

termination. Therefore, entries made in the timecard after the termination date will NOT impact an 

employee’s accrual balances in TIM. 

For detailed instructions on how to remove accrual amounts in TIM at Termination, please 

review the "Performing a Termination" section in the TIM Administrator Manual Part 2, 

Ensuring Timely Payment of Hours Worked ¯ 4 



TIM Fall Semester Information 

TIM Training 

New hires should be instructed to take the applicable employee CBT and review the 

corresponding employee manual at the start of employment. 

New TeleTime users should be instructed to take the applicable employee CBT, review the 

corresponding employee manual, and review the Manual for Teletime-Students, Temps, and 

SPA Non-Exempt Employees. 

New Badge Terminal users should be instructed to take the applicable employee CBT, review 

the corresponding employee manual, and review the Manual for Badge Terminal Users- 

Students, Temps, and SPA Non-Exempt Employees. 

MAC users should be instructed to take the applicable employee CBT, and review the 

corresponding Non-Java user manual. 

New Managers should be instructed to take the applicable employee CBT, review the 

corresponding employee manual, take the Manager CBT, and review in detail Parts I and 2 of 

the TIM Managers Manual. 

New TIM Administrators are required to take the New TIM Administrator training class held 

monthly in the Administrative Office Building (AOB). They should also take the applicable 

employee CBT, review the corresponding employee manual, and review in detail Parts I and 2 

of the TIM Administrators Manual. 

¯ A Certificate of Completion appears after the survey at the end of each of the employee CBTs 

and should be printed and provided to the TIM Administrator to be placed in the employee’s 

file. 

TIM Training ¯ 5 



TIM Fall Semester Information 

Tele Time 

¯ A completed TeleTime Authorization Form should be submitted for new hires that are 

authorized to use TeleTime. 

¯ TeleTime requests are processed only if the employee is currently active in TIM. 

TeleTime requests take 24-48 hours to be processed. 

If an employee is working remotely and does not yet have access to TeleTime, the employee’s 

Times In and Out will need to be entered into the timecard manually by the Manager orTIM 

Administrator. 

A TeleTime Authorization Form will need to be resubmitted if the TeleTime employee becomes 

inactive or terminated in TIM for any period of time. 

A Quick Link to ’TIM Forms’ is located on the right side of the TIM website, 

TeleTime users can call into TeleTime when working remotely and can use the Time Stamp 

feature in the TIM application when they are working and have access to a computer. 

Please contact 962-HELP (4357) to report issues associated with TeleTime. 

Badge Terminals 

¯ New hires that swipe at a badge terminal but are not yet active in TIM, may not have their 

swipes appear in the timecard. 

The timecards of new hires in departments using badge terminals should be reviewed before 

the pay period ends and any missing Times In or Out will need to be entered into the timecard 

manually by the Manager or TIM Administrator. 

¯ Please contact 962-HELP (4357) for issues associated with Badge Terminals. 

TeleTime ¯ 6 



TIM Fall Semester Information 

TIM Login 

¯ The link to the TIM Login for employees is located on the right side of the TIM website in the 

’Quick Links’ section, !~tt ~o~t~"~:~l~ ,~s ~x~ t ~;e~v ce~ tm 

TIM Managers and TIM Administrators may access TIM by going to       ~.mct m ~.mc ec~.~ in 

one of the following supported Internet Browsers: Internet Explorer, versions 7, 8, or 9 and 

Mozilla Firefox, version 4 or higher. Other Internet browsers should not be used to access TIM. 

NOTE: New hires will not be able to log into TIM until 48 hours after the new hire action is in 

the HR system. 

Employee Cannot Login 

If an employee cannot log; into TIM using their Onyen and Onyen password but can log; into other 

applications, like email, successfully with their Onyen: 

1. Confirm that the employee is active in TIM and that it has been at least 48 hours since the new 

hire action was completed in the HR system. 

2. If there is an issue, submit a Help Ticket online or by calling 962-HELP (4357) for assistance. 

Provide the employee’s full name, PID, and Onyen and mention that the employee can log 

into other Onyen applications successfully. Also, mention that it has been 48 hours since 

their new hire action was completed in the HR system. 

Employee Cannot Transfer 

When an employee in a secondary position has logged into TIM, but cannot find their position number 

listed under the department and manager’s names in the transfer box: 

Confirm that the employee is Active and that the secondary position is set up correctly in HRIS. 

¯ If needed, submit a Help Ticket online or by calling 962-HELP (4357) to report the issue to 

the HRIS Help Desk. 

Then, submit a Help Ticket online or by calling 962-HELP {4357) and provide the following 

information- 

a. Employee’s full name and PID 

b. The Department’s official name and number 

c. The manager listed in the employee’s reports to field in HRIS 

d. The employee’s position number 

e. Mention that you have confirmed that the employee and position are active in HRIS and 

that the employee was unable to find the position number in the transfer box. 

TIM Login ¯ 7 



OFFICE OF THE CONTROLLER T 919-962-1370 

104 AIRPORT DR., SUITE 3200 F 919-962-4140 

CAMPUS BOX 1270 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-1270 

MEMORANDUM 

To: TIM Administrators 

From: Dennis Press ~ 
University Controller 

Re: Changes in TIM Procedures 

Date: December 12, 2011 

OVERVIEW 

A recent University internal audit of the Time Information Management (TIM) System concluded that the 

controls for the TIM System were working satisfactorily, and the audit also recommended changes to certain 

procedures to enhance internal control and improve processes. The purpose of this memorandum is to 

communicate changes in documentation and procedures to sufficiently address the recommendations. 

DETAIL INFORMATION 

Daily Input 

SPA Student, Temporary, and Permanent Non-Exempt Employees (set to capture) should ensure at the start 

and end of each work period that their times in and out are captured in TIM. The times in and out for each day 

should accurately reflect the time the employee started work, the time the employee stopped work, and if 

taken by the employee, the times out and in for a meal break. 

SPA Permanent Non-Exempt Employees (not set to capture) should enter their times in and times out in their 

timecards in TIM on a daily basis to ensure accuracy and completeness. The times for each day should reflect 

the actual time the employee started work and the actual time when the employee stopped work. Actual 

times out and in for meal breaks should be recorded daily as well. 

If the Time Off Notification process is not required, leave taken by SPA Permanent Non-Exempt Employees 

should be entered in advance or as soon as possible in their timecards in TIM. 

Following this business practice will reduce the risk of inaccuracies in the timecard and late or incorrect 

payment to employees for hours worked or leave taken. 



Changes in TIM Procedures 

Memorandum Dated December 12, 2011 
Page 2 

Transaction Detail 

When hours worked or leave taken were not captured or entered in the employee’s timecard in TIM before 

the timecard was signed off, historical edits must be entered in TIM. Just as entries in the timecard must 

accurately reflect the hours worked or leave taken on a particular date, historical edits must be entered on a 

day by day basis and must accurately reflect the amount of hours worked or leave taken on the historical date 

identified in the historical edit. 

A Comment, such as Manual Accrual Adjustment or Manual Time Capture Adjustment, and a Note with 

detailed supporting information, such as the Manager’s name that provided the information and the 

employee’s times in and out worked on that date, should be included in each historical edit. 

Approval Process 

SPA Employees should approve their timecards in TIM each biweekly pay period. The biweekly deadline for 

employee approval in TIM is determined and communicated to employees by the department or division 

management. 

Managers of Student, Temporary, and SPA Non-Exempt employees should review, edit (if needed), and 
approve their employees’ timecards in TIM each biweekly pay period. The biweekly deadline for manager 

approval in TIM is determined and communicated to managers by the department or division management. 

TIM Administrators are required to Sign Off all SPA timecards in the previous biweekly pay period by 5:00PM 

on the first Tuesday after the previous pay period ends. 

As the Manager Approval and TIM Administrator Sign Off deadlines approach, Managers and TIM 

Administrators should utilize the ’Pay Period Close’ genie under the Timekeeping tab in TIM to identify and 

then work to obtain missing employee and manager approvals for the previous pay period. 

¯ Managers, who approve timecards that have not been approved by the Employee, should run and 

print a Time Detail Report of the pay period not approved, have the employee sign the printed report, 

and place it in the employee’s file. 

¯ Managers, who do not approve an employee’s timecard before it is signed off by the TIM 

Administrator, should run and print a Time Detail Report of the pay period not approved, sign the 

printed report, and place it in the employee’s file. 

¯ TIM Administrators may also run and print Time Detail Reports of the pay period not approved. 

It is recommended that EPA Permanent Employees approve their timecards for the previous month in TIM on a 

monthly basis. The monthly deadline for EPA employee approval in TIM is determined and communicated to 

EPA employees by the department or division management. TIM Administrators are required to sign off EPA 
timecards for the previous month by the 25th of the current month. 



Changes in TIM Procedures 

Memorandum Dated December 12, 2011 
Page 3 

Completeness Check for Leave Reporting 

It is recommended that Permanent Exempt Employees process their leave taken and approve their timecards 

directly in TIM each pay period to indicate completeness. However, some departments allow the entry of 

leave taken to be processed by a TIM Administrator. Typically, this is done for EPA Faculty or Senior Officer 

Employees who are not managers and therefore, may not log into TIM. 

In such instances when a TIM Administrator makes entries in TIM for an Exempt Employee, a leave record 

approved by the employee shall be maintained on file each pay period (SPA-biweekly, EPA-monthly), even if no 

leave was used. The TIM Administrator may use a Time Detail or Accrual Detail report in TIM for the approval 

and filing process. 

Supportinf~ Documentation 

When a TIM Administrator makes entries in TIM for an Exempt Employee, the supporting documentation, such 

as the employee’s email to the TIM Administrator with the leave information, shall be maintained on file in 

accordance with the record retention policy of three years. 

Adherence to Procedures 

It is very important that Managers and TIM Administrators use the correct procedures in TIM. In particular, 

before performing complex actions in TIM, the corresponding section in the manual should always be 

reviewed. 

Examples of complex actions include, changing comp time or overtime in the timecard, setting up schedule 

patterns, processing adverse weather, applied termination actions (TIM Administrators Only), and historical 

edits (TIM Administrators Only). 

TIM Administrators who have questions after reviewing the manual and attempting the action in TIM, should 

email TIM Support at timsupport@unc.edu with detailed information. 

The latest version of the TIM Managers and TIM Administrators Manual is posted online, 

http://finance-unc-edu/finance-divisi~n/trainin~/trainin~-~verview.htm~#timadmin 

Work Schedule for Student Employees 

As a good business practice, campus units are strongly encouraged to make sure that work schedules for 

students do not conflict with student class schedules. 

If you have any questions, please contact timsupport@unc.edu 

Thank you for your cooperation in addressing these issues. 

cc: University Business Managers 

Human Resources Facilitators 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Demetriou, Cynthia <cyndem@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 19, 2013 3 10 PM 

Fall 2013 Student Success Series 

Fall 2013 Schedule.pdf 

Please Join Us! Note our new location: Hanes Hall 239 

Brown Bag Lunch Series on 
THE CROSSROADS OF STUDENT SUCCESS: 

ENGAGEMENT 

Fall 2013 Schedule 

ACADEMICS, WELLNESS AND 

All lunches are from 12 noon - 1:30 p.m. in Hanes Hall Room 239 

September 6th Notes on IX at UNC 
with Ew Quimbaya-Winship, Student Complaint Coordinator/Deputy Title IX Officer 

A brief overview of recent federal guidelines around harassment and sexual violence issued to higher 
education institutions will be provided. Carolina’s response to these evolving expectations will be discussed. 
As well, Ew will provide an update on the work accomplished by the Title IX task Force over the summer; how 
students, faculty and staff are being encouraged to report and what the current reporting process is for 
individuals at UNC; and the conversation will end with a few thoughts and questions that will explore areas for 
growth. 

October 11th A Discussion About College Students with ADHD/LD 
with Theresa Maitland, Coordinator, Academic Success Program 

College students with ADHD/LD are the largest and fastest growing population of disabled students at UNC- 
Chapel Hill and on other campuses. VVhile this is good news for these students, research suggests that they 
may be at greater risk. They maybe more likely to have lower retention and graduation rates, take longer to 
graduate as well as experience significant academic, emotional and/or social problems in college. Although 
seeking services can enhance their success, these students are notorious for not accessing resources (e.g. 
studies suggest less than 20% of college students with ADHD/LD actually use help). At this Brown Bag Lunch 
we will discuss the common issues these students encounter in college and resources available at UNC. The 
"warning signs that may signal that a student has an undiagnosed attentional or learning disability will be 
discussed and existing options for obtaining an evaluation. We will also brainstorm effective ways to 
communicate with students to facilitate their awareness and use of resources. 

November 15th The Student-Athlete Experience 
with Jenn Townshend, Associate Director of the Center for Student Success and Academic 
Counseling, and Spencer Welborn, Assistant Dean, Academic Advising 

Athletics play a significant role at Carolina. But how many of us know what it is really like to be a student 
athlete? This session will highlight the demands of the day-to-day and in-season/out-of-season schedules of 
our student-athletes. We will look at factors that impact their college experience, their academic performance, 
their course choices and their ability to take advantage of high-impact opportunities such as research, 
internships and service learning. Considerations of their responsibilities in representing their team, their 
university and in some cases even their home countries will be explored, along with a discussion of the support 
services provided by the university. 



December 13th Mindfulness and Meditation for Ourselves and Our Students 
with Dr. Dan Darnell, Psychologist, Counseling and Psychological Services 

It’s the end of the semester and the winter holidays are approaching! It’s a perfect time for a presentation and 
discussion about what mindfulness is and how living mindfully enhances well-being. We will also talk about 
ways to meditate and what a regular practice of meditation can do for you. 

O/nthia Demetriou ¯ Director for Retention 

Undergraduate Retention ¯ Office of Undergraduate Education 

3003/3002 Steele Building ¯ CB# 3504 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ¯ (919) 843-5015 

www.studentsuccess.u nc.edu 

www.fi rstgen erat io n. u n c. ed u 

Confidentiality notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 

privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. 

~ Plesse conside~ the envbonment be~o~e p~inting this email 



Brown Bag Lunch Series on 

THE CROSSROADS OF STUDENT SUCCESS" ACADEMICS, WELLNESS AND ENGAGEMENT 

Fall 20  .3 S :hedu e 

All lunches are from 12 noon - 1:30 p.m. in Hones Hall Room 239 

September 6t" Notes on IX at UNC 

with Ew Ouimbaya-Winship, Student Complaint Coordinator/Deputy Title IX Officer 

A brief overview of recent federal guidelines around harassment and sexual violence issued to higher education 

institutions will be provided. Carolina’s response to these evolving expectations will be discussed. As well, Ew will provide 

an update on the work accomplished by the Title IX task Force over the summer; how students, faculty and staff are being 

encouraged to report and what the current reporting process is for individuals at UNC; and the conversation will end with 

a few thoughts and questions that will explore areas for growth. 

October 11th A Discussion About College Students with ADHD/LD 

with Theresa Maitland, Coordinator, Academic Success Program 

College students with ADHD/LD are the largest and fastest growing population of disabled students at UNC-Chapel Hill 

and on other campuses. While this is good news for these students, research suggests that they may be at greater risk. 

They maybe more likely to have lower retention and graduation rates, take longer to graduate as well as experience 

significant academic, emotional and/or social problems in college. Although seeking services can enhance their success, 

these students are notorious for not accessing resources (e.g. studies suggest less than 20% of college students with 

ADHD/LD actually use help). At this Brown Bag Lunch we will discuss the common issues these students encounter in 

college and resources available atUNC. The "warning signs that may signal that a student has an undiagnosed 

attentional or learning disability will be discussed and existing options for obtaining an evaluation. We will also 

brainstorm effective ways to communicate with students to facilitate their awareness and use of resources. 

November 15th The Student-Athlete Experience 

with Jenn Townshend, Associate Director of the Center for Student Success and Academic 

Counseling, and Spencer Welborn, Assistant Dean, Academic Advising 

Athletics play a significant role at Carolina. But how many of us know what it is really like to beastudent 

athlete? This session will highlight the demands of the day-to-day and in-season/out-of-season schedules of 

our student-athletes. We will look at factors that impact their college experience, their academic performance, 

their course choices and their ability to take advantage of high-impact opportunities such as research, 

internships and service learning. Considerations of their responsibilities in representing their team, their 

university and in some cases even their home countries will be explored, along with a discussion of the support 

services provided by the university. 

December 13th Mindfulness and Meditation for Ourselves and Our Students 
with Dr. Dan Darnell, Psychologist, Counseling and Psychological Services 

It’s the end of the semester and the winter holidays are approaching! It’s a perfect time for a presentation and discussion 

about what mindfulness is and how living mindfully enhances well-being. We will also talk about ways to meditate and 

what a regular practice of meditation can do for you. 

Bring a friend! 
For further information or requests for future topics, contact: 

Cynthia Demetriou, Office of Undergraduate Education, cyndem@email.unc.edu 

Gary Miller, Academic Advising, gary.miller@unc.edu 

Kelli Raker, Student Wellness, raker@email.unc.edu 
Maureen Windle, Counseling and Psychological Services, mawindle@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cave, Tracey <tcave@email.unc. edu> 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 8:02 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Books request 

Hey Travis, 

[ believe that Mutima intended this for you? 

-Tracey 

From: Mutima, Sinamenye A 
Sent: Monday, August 19, 2013 6:04 PM 
To: Cave, Tracey; Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Books request 

Dear Sonia and Travis, 

Do you still have some funds to buy me a few books that I need this semester for my academic work? 

These are: 

:l.Omar Alwiya & Rushubirwa Leonce (2007).Tuwasiliane kwa Kiswahili. Madison. NALRC Press. ISBN 978-1-59703-014-4 

-one copy 

2.Muaka Leonard & Muaka Angaluki (2006). Tusome Kiswahili. Madison. NALRC Press ISBN 978-1-59703-010-6 -one 

copy 

3.Hinnebusch Thomas & Mirza Sarah (1998)( 2nd edition). Kiswahili : a foundation for speaking, reading, and writing. 
Lanham. University Press of America. ISBN-0761809724 

Best, 

Alphonse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Moseley, Erin S <Erin_Moseley@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 8:29 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Edwards, Deborah W 
<dedwards@email.unc.edu>; Pope, Tonya (Tonya Pope@kenan-flagler.unc.edu); 
Weaver, Cinnamon S <cinnamon_weaver@unc.edu>; Sullivan, Kate 
<kasully@email.unc.edu>; Coble, Sherry B <SCOBLE@email.unc.edu>; Kent, Adam S 
<akent@unc. edu>; Jones, Mary J <mj ones 11 @email.unc. edu> 

administrator forms/memo 

Chairs-appoint-admin memo&letter2013-14.docx; AdminNom&ContactForm.doc 

Hello, 

Attached to this email is an electronic version of the forms that were mailed out earlier this month as a reminder to 

return to our office as soon as you can. 

You may scan the form to me or send campus mail. 

Thank you ! 

Erin 

Erin Moseley, Director of Admissions 

Summer School 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

RM 200, CB# 3340 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3340 

http://summer.unc.edu/ 

919-966-4364 



TO: Administrative Assistants/Managers, Academic Affairs 

FROM: Jan Johnson Yopp, Dean 

DATE: August l, 2013 

RE: Summer School Contacts during 2013-14 

Attached are a letter and a form. Please give these to the Chair or Dean to identify 
your nomination for the Summer School Administrator and other contact people for your unit. 
Please complete the form and return by Thursday, August 15. 

If your Chair or Dean is new and wishes to talk about your summer program, please 
contact me (jan yopp@unc.edu) to schedule a meeting before the end of September. 

If your unit does not intend to offer summer session courses and does not expect any 
funding from Summer School for instructors, you may just write "No Summer Program" on the 
form instead of naming a summer administrator, and return. 

We wish to have our list of 2013-14 contacts and administrators complete by the end of 
this month, so that these individuals can be invited to the planning event in last September. 
Thank you for returning yours promptly. 



TO: 

FROM: 
DATE: 

RE: 

Chairs and Deans, Academic Affairs 
Jan Johnson Yopp, Dean 
August 1, 2013 

Summer School Administrators for 2013-14 

Please nominate a tenured faculty member with administrative experience as the Summer 
School Administrator for your unit during 2013-14. Continuity in the position is very helpful, so 
your current administrator might be the best choice. Please return the enclosed form to Summer 
School by Thursday, August 15. 

While HR managers often assist with summer planning, SPA staff cannot be appointed to 
this position. A fixed-term faculty member who has experience and knowledge in your unit could 
be named. 

Planning for summer classes is critical. The better your unit sets courses that students 
need, the higher your summer enrollments and receipts, and the greater your share of available 
funds in the next summer for salaries and educational supplies. The following notes might be 
helpful. 

a) In most units the Chair or Dean or an Associate Chair/Dean also serves as the 
Summer School Administrator. 

b) This administrator might need to make choices of courses and instructors; say no to 
some faculty who want to teach in the summer; recruit others; make re-assignments; or cancel a 
course or an instructor. 

c) This administrator will need access to faculty salary information to remain within 
your unit’s allocation. The appointment of a visiting faculty member with a negotiated salary or a 
graduate teaching assistant might fall within the duties. 

d) Good planning requires an understanding of the needs of your students for summer 
courses and the teaching performance of potential instructors. 

Primarily, the administrator: 
*does planning and scheduling in October/November to develop the summer course 

schedule in line with the unit’s allocation information provided by Summer School in October; 
* updates Summer School web-page copy; 
*ensures that the unit registrar has all courses set up by early December; 



*submits instructor nomination forms in February, ensuring that salaries fall within the 
unit allocation and that faculty who are nominated are aware of the dates for each session in 
which they are teaching; 

*coordinates with the Dean of Summer School any teaching arrangements that might 
need to be made for any faculty absence; 

*oversees any changes in instructor nominations so all payroll actions are completed in a 
timely way so instructors and others are paid; 

*monitors class sizes in April/May to determine if any courses need to be canceled or 
added and is in contact with the Dean of Summer School to make any adjustments; 

*is available for three workdays before and on the day that classes begin for each 
summer session in case adjustments are needed. 

These tasks do not involve great amounts of time, but they do require programmatic and 
scheduling insights, organization, and timely responses. More information about the 
administrators’ responsibilities can be found in Section VII, "Administrators," in the Summer 
School Administrative Policies and Procedures manual. (The current unit manager and 
administrator should have copies.) 

Any changes in the stipend schedule for summer administrators will be done in 
September by the Summer School Administrative Board. With only a slight increase in faculty 
salaries in 2012-2013, the stipend most likely will be similar to summer 2013. The stipend is 
based on the number courses taught. Administrators are paid in second summer session, unless 
the unit offers no courses in second session. 

Thank you. 



SUMMER ADMINISTRATOR FORM 2013-2014 

School or Department 

Campus Box# Building 

Dean or Chair 

Phone 

CONTACTS FOR SUMMER SCHOOL 

First Year or Continuing 
(Circle One) 

Email 

NOMINATION OF SUMMER SCHOOL ADMINISTRATOR 

Administrator 

Phone 

Regular Appointment (circle one) 

Rank 

Administrative Title (if any) 

9 month 

Email 

12 month 

SUPPORT STAFF FOR SUMMER SCHOOL 

Administrative Manager/Assistant 

Phone Email 

Signature of Dean or Chair Date 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 9:58 AM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

Brown-bag luch workshops on student success 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please see below. 

Kenneth 

Please Join Us! Note our new location: Hanes Hall 239 

Brown Bag Lunch Series on 
THE CROSSROADS OF STUDENT SUCCESS: 

ENGAGEMENT 

Fall 2013 Schedule 

ACADEMICS, WELLNESS AND 

All lunches are from 12 noon - 1:30 p.m. in Hanes Hall Room 239 

September 6th Notes on IX at UNC 
with Ew Quimbaya-Winship, Student Complaint Coordinator/Deputy Title IX Officer 

A brief overview of recent federal guidelines around harassment and sexual violence issued to higher 
education institutions will be provided. Carolina$B!G(Bs response to these evolving expectations will be 
discussed. As well, Ew will provide an update on the work accomplished by the Title IX task Force over the 
summer; how students, faculty and staff are being encouraged to report and what the current reporting process 
is for individuals at UNC; and the conversation will end with a few thoughts and questions that will explore 
areas for growth. 

October 11th A Discussion About College Students with ADHD/LD 
with Theresa Maitland, Coordinator, Academic Success Program 

College students with ADHD/LD are the largest and fastest growing population of disabled students at UNC- 
Chapel Hill and on other campuses. While this is good news for these students, research suggests that they 
may be at greater risk. They maybe more likely to have lower retention and graduation rates, take longer to 
graduate as well as experience significant academic, emotional and/or social problems in college. Although 
seeking services can enhance their success, these students are notorious for not accessing resources (e.g. 
studies suggest less than 20% of college students with ADHD/LD actually use help). At this Brown Bag Lunch 
we will discuss the common issues these students encounter in college and resources available at UNC. The 
$B!H(Bwarning signs that may signal that a student has an undiagnosed attentional or learning disability will be 
discussed and existing options for obtaining an evaluation. We will also brainstorm effective ways to 
communicate with students to facilitate their awareness and use of resources. 

November 15th The Student-Athlete Experience 
with Jenn Townshend, Associate Director of the Center for Student Success and Academic 

Counseling, and Spencer Welborn, Assistant Dean, Academic Advising 

Athletics play a significant role at Carolina. But how many of us know what it is really like to be a student 
athlete? This session will highlight the demands of the day-to-day and in-season/out-of-season schedules of 



our student-athletes. We will look at factors that impact their college experience, their academic performance, 
their course choices and their ability to take advantage of high-impact opportunities such as research, 
internships and service learning. Considerations of their responsibilities in representing their team, their 
university and in some cases even their home countries will be explored, along with a discussion of the support 
services provided by the University. 

December 13th Mindfulness and Meditation for Ourselves and Our Students 
with Dr. Dan Darnell, Psychologist, Counseling and Psychological Services 

It$B!G(Bs the end of the semester and the winter holidays are approaching! It$B!G(Bs a perfect time for a 
presentation and discussion about what mindfulness is and how living mindfully enhances well-being. We will 
also talk about ways to meditate and what a regular practice of meditation can do for you. 

Cynthia Demetriou SB!I(B Director for Retention 

Undergraduate Retention =B~I(B Office of Undergraduate Education 

3003/3002 Steele Building $B!I(B CB# 3504 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ~B~I(B (919) 843-5015 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpress/tit~e/rayf~rd-w-~~gan-and-di~emma-african-american-inte~~ectua~ 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: stgore@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=65646425.f3e43c8d7b65e7a43c291cd78c74f9ca&n=T&l=aaad&o=33449865 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33449865-65646425.f3 e43 c8d7b65 e7a43 c291 cd78c74f9ca@listserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Partridge, Chris <chrispartridge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 4:04 PM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

Duncan, Heather M <hmduncan@email.unc. edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Waitlist info you need! 

Hello Course Scheduling Officers, 

This message already went out from Registration so please excuse the duplication if you are on both listservs. 

Waitlist answers: 

Per the Educational Policy Committee decision, starting Fall 2013, waitlists will no longer be purged prior to classes 

starting and will be active through the last day to add (5th day of term). 

Per this policy, the following rules also apply: 

¯ This updated policy will also limit the # waitlisted seats per class to 5 spots or 10% of total seats in class, 

whichever is higher 
¯ Classes with restrictions (by major, class level, etc.) should not have waitlists. At a minimum, any restrictions 

should be removed from once the cancellation date has passed. 

¯ Students will only be allowed to waitlist through the cancellation date so that no new students can sign up for a 

waitlist. 

What does this mean for you? 

8/8/13 @ 11:59:59 - last date/time for students to be added to a waitlist 
8/26/13 - last date waitlists will run (ie. last date students will be enrolled from the waitlist by the waitlist processing) 

-We will run the waitlists one last time right before midnight 

8/27/13 - If you want to capture your waitlist rosters, you’ll need to pull your Class Roster > Enrollment Status = Waiting 

PRIOR to 9am on 8/27th 
8/27/13 - Waitlists will be purged at 9am 

To capture your waitlist rosters, you can follow this navigation: 

1. Curriculum Management > Class Roster > Class Roster 

2. Search for your class/section 

3. Change the Enrollment Status drop down to "Waiting" to capture students on the waitlist 

Here’s an example: 



Inkrodu~ion ko Earl,i Judaism (Lecture) 

AS Bach alor o~ Science - 
Appl ed Sc ence 

AS Bachelor o~: ~ - 
Ch emiatry./Ho n or~ ~rogra m 

AS Bachelor - Economics 

AS Bachelor - Buainea~ 
4 

Ad rain i~ratio~ 

]unior Pos # 1 

Senior Pos # 2 

Sophomore Pos # 3 

Sophomore Poa # 4 

AS Bachelor o~ Science- 
Biology (BS)/Chemistry Junior P~s: # 5 

Min or/French 

If you have open seats in your class, but there are students on the waitlist that will not roll in (due to restrictions, holds, 

etc.), students will not be able to straight enroll into the open seats. If this is the case for your classes, you have two 

options: 

1. You can override (using Closed Class) to enroll students into the class and "jump" the waitlist. 

2. You can drop students off the waitlist for the class if you determine they will not be able to get in the class from 

the waitlist and you will not be enrolling them. 

You can contact Registration Services at registrationservices@unc.edu or Scheduling at 

scheduling office@listserv.u nc.edu. 

Many thanks, 

Chris 

Christopher M. Partridge 

Assistant University Registrar for Scheduling 

Office of the University Registrar 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 



Phone - 919-962-9837 

Fax - 919-843-8709 

http://registrar.u nc.edu 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
course_scheduling_officers as: <a href="mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</a>. To 
unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-33453123- 
34472124.d27a5a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33453123- 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pier, David <dpier@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 5:33 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Independent study? 

Travis, I’m listed as teaching an independent study. Do you know what that’s about? 

Dave 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 17.isis.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 21, 2013 8:35 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Williams, Ronald II <rcw@email.unc.edu> 

UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

*** This is an automated message. **** 

A ticket has been created for you in the UNC-Chapel Hill problem 
tracking system. Please keep this confirmation message so that you 
may reference the ticket number associated with your issue. 

If you need to provide additional information about your issue or 
have questions about your ticket, please contact the ITS Response 
Center at (919) 962-HELP. 

Please note that during adverse weather, response times may vary. 

Ticket Information 

Create Date: 8/21/2013 8:35 
Ticket #: 2592659 
Email Address: stgore@email.unc.edu, rcw@email.unc.edu 
Phone Number: (919) 966-5496 

Brief Description: Phone Repair (Faculty/Staff/Student) 
Problem Description: Client’s Problem Description: 
Phone Repair (Faculty/Staff/Student) 

Worklog: 
Please provide the following information: 

Telephone number with the problem (required): (919-843-6202) 

Department/Customer Name: African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

Please provide the location where you are having this problem (building name/room #/etc) (required): Battle Hall room 306 3rd floor 

Contact name if different from the person submitting the request: Ronald Williams 

Contact phone number (required): 966-5496 

In case a technician needs access to the phone, please provide a suggested date and time (M-F, 8a-5p):M-F 8-12 or 1-4 

General description of the problem (required): says no service on the screen. Has dial tone but can’t make calls or receive calls 

This request was created at: ~s:iiwww.u~c.eda/ar-birt/websabiir~dex~ 
Remote Host: 152.2.103.72 
Form Input: Gore, Travis - (919) 966-5496 - stgore@email.unc.edu, rcw@email.unc.edu 
*** Internal use only: 
For escalation purposes, this request may be referred to the following Remedy group: TEL-SERVICES 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 17.isis.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 21, 2013 9:37 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Your problem ticket 2585285 has been updated 

Dear Customer" The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Picked up his computer. Backed up and reimaged computer and returned to Travis. 

Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~:~5~www.u~c.eduiar- 

bi~iweb s~b/index.-~e--cl~eck 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 17.isis.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 21, 2013 9:37 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Ticket 2585285 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Picked up his computer. Backed up and reimaged computer and returned to Travis. 

Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:ih~ww.m~c.eduiar- 
bin/web s~b/mdex.~e--check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 21, 2013 1:33 PM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Scheduling office out this p.m. 

Hi, 
Just an FYI that we will be in a meeting this afternoon from 2:30 pm to 3:00 pm. Feel free to continue to send email requests 
during that time. 
Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto : s cheduling_o f fice@listserv, unc. edu 
registrar.unc.edu 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
course_scheduling_officers as: <a href="mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</a>. To 
unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-33459266- 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33459266- 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gitterman, Daniel P <danielg@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 10:46 AM 

Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu> 
Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu>; 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: in PLCY today - Reminder 

And I’m visiting Eunice at 11:30-35 today 

Daniel P. Gitterman 
Thomas Willis Lambeth Distinguished Chair in 
Public Policy 
UNC-CH 
Sent from iphone 

On Aug 22, 2013, at 10:24 AM, "Howell, Tia N." <thowell@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Eunice, 

Another reminder that I am in PLCY all day today with the painters and furniture installation. I will be in 
AAAD tomorrow from 8:00am - ll:30am. 

Next week, I have scheduled Work stud,/interviews in AAAD - all day Monday and in PkC¥ all day Tuesday. 
I will send another reminder next week for those. 

~Tia 

Tia Nichelle Howell 

Business Officer 

UNC-Chapel Hill Department of Public Policy 
115 Abernethy Hall, CB# 3435 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

Phone: 919-962-2788; Fax: 919-962-5824 
Mon. lp-5p; Tues., Wed.-8:30a- 12p; Thurs. 8:30a- 12p; Fri. lp- 5p 

UNC-Chapel Hill Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB#3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

Phone: 919-966-1295; Fax: 919-962-2694 
Mon. 8:30a-12p; Tues., Wed. - lp- 5p; Thurs. lp-5p; Fri. 8:30a- 12p 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges <nzongola@email.unc. edu> 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 10:48 AM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

FW: Author Article Deep Link for African Studies Review 

Dear colleagues, 

In case you’re interested, please find below a link to the published text of my talk at the ASA Annual Meeting in Philadelphia last year 
on Obama and Africa. 
Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.              (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: journalalerts@cambridge.org [journalalerts@cambridge.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 21, 2013 11:02 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Cc: kloftus@cambridge.org; ellak@anthro.umass.edu 
Subject: Author Article Deep Link for African Studies Review 

[Cambridge Journal Online]<~oumals.cambri > 

Dear Author, 

Thank you for publishing with Cambridge Journals. Please find below a url that you can click on or cut and paste into your web 
browser. This gives you free access to your article that has just been published in African Studies Review, volume 56, issue 02, pp. 
185-191. 

A89Dr~O9Z 

Please note that use of this link is governed by the following conditions: 

Notwithstanding the assignment of copyright in their contribution, all contributors retain the following non-transferable rights: 

* The right to post the definitive version of the contribution as published at Cambridge Journals Online (in PDF or HTML form) on 
their personal or departmental web page, no sooner than upon its appearance at Cambridge Journals Online, subject to file availability 
and provided the posting includes a prominent statement of the full bibliographical details, a copyright notice in the name of the 
copyright holder (Cambridge University Press or the sponsoring Society, as appropriate), and a link to the online edition of the journal 
at Cambridge Journals Online. 

* The right to post the definitive version of the contribution as published at Cambridge Journals Online (in PDF or HTML form) in 
the Institutional Repository of the institution in which they worked at the time the paper was first submitted, or (for appropriate 
journals) in PubMedCentral, no sooner than one year after first publication of the paper in the journal, subject to file availability and 
provided the posting includes a prominent statement of the full bibliographical details, a copyright notice in the name of the copyright 
holder (Cambridge University Press or the sponsoring Society, as appropriate), and a link to the online edition of the journal at 
Cambridge Journals Online. Inclusion of this definitive version after one year in Institutional Repositories outside of the institution in 
which the contributor worked at the time the paper was first submitted will be subject to the additional permission of Cambridge 
University Press (not to be unreasonably withheld). 



* The right to make hard copies of the contribution or an adapted version for their own purposes, including the right to make 

multiple copies for course use by their students, provided no sale is involved. 
* The right to reproduce the paper or an adapted version of it in any volume of which they are editor or author. Permission will 

automatically be given to the publisher of such a volume, subject to normal acknowledgement. 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: stgore@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: ~://~ists~mced~/~(?id=65646425~73e43c~d~b65e~a43c29~cd~c74g)ca&r~=T&~-~ad&~3346524~ 

or send a blank email to leave-33465240-65646425.f3e43c8d7b65e7a43c291cd78c74f9ca@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 12:56 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

AC 

Hey Travis, 
I don’t think the AC is working in my office. It’s really hot and stuffy, yet the thermostat in the hall is set at about 68. 

--Lydia 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 
Assistant Professor 
Department of African and African American Studies 
Battle Hall, CB #3395 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
lydia.boyd@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 17.isis.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 1 : 16 PM 

Williams, Ronald 1I <rcw@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Ticket 2592659 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer" The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: phone is working per Travis 

Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:i/www.~a~c.eduiar- 

bi~iwebs~biind          check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 17.isis.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 1:16 PM 

Williams, Ronald II <rcw@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Your problem ticket 2592659 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: phone is working per Travis 

Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive tiffs email, please go to the following link ~s:i/www.m~c.eduiaro 

bi~iwebs~b/mde         check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, August 22, 2013 2:05 PM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 
UNC-CH’s Corporate and Foundation Relations - FUNDING OPPORTUNITY: Average 
$100,000 to $600,000- William T.Grant Foundation 

Dear Colleagues, 

Below is a research funding opportunity. If you plan to pursue it please contact: 

Charla Edmonstone-Pickens 
Comma~icado~s MassaCrer 

20S Wes~ ~:rankX~, CB 6100 
ChN}el £i11, NC 27514 
919~9(;Z3423 (w) 919~491~9009 (c) 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

William To Grant Foundation 
Social Settings 

The Foundation supports highoquality research that enhances our understanding of how youth settings 

work, how they affect youth development, and how they can be improved° 

~uidasce 

Before beginmng your letter of inquiry or invited full proposal, please review the Research Grants Application Guide. You 

may also review our Frequently Asked Questions for Research Applicants. 

Current Research ~nterests 

The William T. Grant Foundation is focused on youth ages 8 to 25 in the United States. It supports work that 

increases understanding of how settings work, how they affect youth development, and how they can be 

improved. 

Socia~ Settings 

The Foundation defines settings as the social environments in which youth experience daily life. These settings 

include environments with clear boundaries such as classrooms, schools, and youth-serving organizations as well 

as environments with less concrete boundaries such as neighborhoods or other settings in which youth interact 

with peers, family members, and other significant adults. At their best, these settings embed youth within a 

network of engaging activities; ample resources; meaningful relationships 



with adults and peers; and opportunities for academic, social, emotional, and identity development. 

There is a rich body of work that conceptualizes and measures youth outcomes. In contrast, less research has 

focused on youth settings. Foundation staff and grantees are exploring the idea that settings are dynamic 

systems with certain social processes, resources, and ways of organizing resources, all of which influence youth 

development. Social 

processes include interactions between teachers and students, staff and youth, parents and children, and peers. 

They also include relationships, networks, social norms, and social and instructional activities. Time, people, 

money, and materials are important resources in settings, and we are interested in how the presence and 

allocation of those resources affect social processes and ultimately youth development. 

Applicants should include a strong theoretical foundation and a clear conceptual frame that leads to the 

research questions and data collection plan. The study’s measurement plans should include rigorous methods 

for assessing key aspects of settings; the strongest plans incorporate setting data from multiple sources. 

Applicants should also explicitly state how the measures will provide strong data on key constructs. 

Our website provides resources regarding frameworks for studying settings, measures of social settings, and the 

design and analysis of group-randomized trials. You may also review guidelines for projects that examine 

biology, interventions, measurement development, and policy and practice as well as portfolios of our grants 

related to education and families. Applicants are also strongly encouraged to review essays from our Annual 

Reports, which discuss the nuances of the studies we support, with examples from grantees’ work. 

Deadlines 

The next deadline for submission of letters of inquiry is January 8, 2024~ at 3:00 p.m. EST. 

E~igibi~ity Criteria 

To be eligible for consideration, applicants must: 

Be employed at a nonprofit institution, either in the United States or abroad. In most instances, these organizations will 

have 501(c)(3) tax exempt status, set up to receive and process grant awards. However, in rare cases, colleges or 

universities (such as Arizona State University) will not have 501(c)(3) tax exemption. If your institution fits into this 

category, we can instead accept an IRS determination letter which states that it is classified as a school under sections 

509al and 170b1Aii of the IRS Code; 
Submit a project that is consistent with the Foundation’s Current Research Interests; 

Address issues that have compelling relevance for theory, policy, and/or practice affecting the settings of youth ages 8 
to 25 in the United States; and Reflect high standards of evidence and rigorous methods, commensurate with the 
project’s goals. 

How to Apply 

Applying for a $ocia~ Settings Grant 

Please follow the instructions outlined here when preparing a letter of inquiry or invited ful~ proposal. All proposals 

must fit our Current Research Interests and be submitted via our online application system. 

PREPARE 

Before beginning your letter of inquiry or invited full proposal, please review the 2013 Research Grants Application 

Guide. You may also review our Frequently Asked Questions for Research Applicants. The next deadline for letters of 

inquiry is January 8, 2014, at 3:00 p.m. EST. 

LOGAN 

1. Use the Login link at the top of any page to go to our online application system. 

2. Invited full proposals require the Budget and Budget Justification Form. 



You are currently subscribed to aaad as: stgore@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=65646425.f3e43c8d7b65e7a43c291cd78c74f9ca&n=T&l=aaad&o=33466748 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-33466748-65646425.f3 e43 c8d7b65e7a43 c291 cd78c74f9ca~,listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wells, Chris <cjwells@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 3:21 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; 
Dawkins-Law. @live.uric. edu> 

Slocum, Karla <kslocum@unc.edu> 

Moral Mondays and Voting Rights event - Institute of African American Research 

IAAR Moral Mondays Flyer Final.pdf; IAAR Moral Mondays Event Announcement.pdf 

Dear Eunice, Travis, and 

I hope the start of the semester is going well for all of you. I’m helping the Institute of African American research with 
this year’s opening symposium, and I’m writing in hopes you can help us spread the word through the department’s 
listserv and whatever other means you may have at your disposal. 

I’m attaching our flyer and an announcement sheet that contains a flyer image and the event details, which I’ll also post 
in-text below. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me or the new IAAR Director, Professor Karla SIocum. 

It was a very rewarding experience teaching for your department this summer, and I hope I’ll have the opportunity to do 
so again. When the smoke clears from the start of the semester, I plan to send you a reflection on the summer course 
and on some assignments that I thought went especially well so that other faculty can integrate them in the future if they 
so choose. 

All best, 
Chris 

Description: 

With the appointment of its new director, Professor Karla SIocum, the Institute of African American Research will hold its 
opening symposium: Voting Rights, Racial Justice and Moral Mondays: Examining Civil Rights in the 21st Century. The 
program will examine recent national rulings and state legislative changes in the context of civil rights concerns past and 
present. Focus will be specifically on developments regarding the Voting Rights Act, the Racial Justice Act, and the Moral 
Monday protests placed in the context of the Civil Rights Movement. Event speakers include Professors Kareem Crayton 
(UNC School of Law), Kenneth (Andy) Andrews (UNC Sociology) and Isaac Unah (UNC Political Science) as well as Provost 
James W. Dean, Jr. who will provide opening remarks. The event will take place on August 29th at 5 PM in the Family 
Pleasants Room in Wilson Library. 

Details: 

Event Title: Voting Rights, Racial Justice and Moral Mondays: Examining Civil Rights in the 21st Century 

Event Sponsor: Institute of African American ResearchEvent Date: August 29, 2013 

Event Time: 5-6:30 PM 

Event Location: Family Pleasants Room, Wilson Library 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 3:27 PM 

Wells, Chris <cjwells@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis 
<stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Slocum, Karla <kslocum@unc.edu> 

RE: Moral Mondays and Voting Rights event - Institute of African American Research 

Hi Chris, 

Thanks for your email. I will send this around to the School of Education listservs and pass it to friend 
in other departments. 

lithe L:)~iversity qi’North Carolina ai Chapel Hill, School of Education 

Doctoral Student, 
2~live m~c edu 

From: Wells, Chris <cjwells@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, August 22, 2013 3:21 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice; Gore, Travis; 

Cc: Slocum, Karla 

Subject: Moral Mondays and Voting Rights event- Institute of African American Research 

Dear Eunice, Travis, and ’. 

I hope the start of the semester is going well for all of you. I’m helping the Institute of African American research with this year’s 
opening symposium, and I’m writing in hopes you can help us spread the word through the department’s listserv and whatever 
other means you may have at your disposal. 

I’m attaching our flyer and an announcement sheet that contains a flyer image and the event details, which I’ll also post in-text 
below. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me or the new IAAR Director, Professor Karla SIocum. 

It was a very rewarding experience teaching for your department this summer, and I hope I’ll have the opportunity to do so again. 
When the smoke clears from the start of the semester, I plan to send you a reflection on the summer course and on some 
assignments that I thought went especially well so that other faculty can integrate them in the future if they so choose. 

All best, 
Chris 

Description: 
With the appointment of its new director, Professor Karla Slocum, the Institute of African American Research will hold its opening 
symposium: Voting Rights, Racial Justice and Moral Mondays: Examining Civil Rights in the 21st Century. The program will examine 
recent national rulings and state legislative changes in the context of civil rights concerns past and present. Focus will be specifically 
on developments regarding the Voting Rights Act, the Racial Justice Act, and the Moral Monday protests placed in the context of the 
Civil Rights Movement. Event speakers include Professors Kareem Crayton (UNC School of Law), Kenneth (Andy) Andrews (UNC 
Sociology) and Isaac Unah (UNC Political Science) as well as Provost James W. Dean, Jr. who will provide opening remarks. The 
event will take place on August 29th at 5 PM in the Family Pleasants Room in Wilson Library. 
Details: 
Event Title: Voting Rights, Racial Justice and Moral Mondays: Examining Civil Rights in the 21st Century 
Event Sponsor: Institute of African American ResearchEvent Date: August 29, 2013 
EventTime: 5-6:30 PM 
Event Location: Family Pleasants Room, Wilson Library 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lisanza, Esther Mukewa <lisanza@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 11:18 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: room change 

Great! Thank you, 
Esther 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 4:56 PM 
To: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject: Fwd: room change 

Good news! 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Paquin, Violet May" <violetmp@email.unc.edu> 
Date: August 23, 2013 4:31:06 PM EDT 
To: "Gore, Travis" <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: room change 

The only room was Peabody 215. It has technology so I just placed SWAH 401.003 there 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 4:14 PM 
To: Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: RE: room change 

Oh oops sorry about that! Well, they would take any room in Peabody as long as it has MMC © 

From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 4:11 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: room change 

Hi Travis, 

It looks like there is an ANTH course in Peabody 216 at that time. Let me know if I can help find them a 

different room. 

Thank you, 

Violet Paquin 

Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar- UNC-CH 

SASB North Suite 3209 



Campus Box 1200 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

Phone: 919-962-6093 Fax:919-843-8709 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 4:08 PM 
To: Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: room change 

Hi Violet, 

Good talking to you earlier. I had one more question for you. Can we change the room for SWAH 401 

003? The room the professor is requesting is Peabody 216. 

Thanks! 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Augusta Dell’Omo @gmail.com> 

Sunday, August 25, 2013 3:14 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Traces: UNC Journal of History Applications 

Editorial Board Member Search-3.docx 

Dear Mr. Travis Gore, 

Could you please send this email out to the African and Afro-American Studies department listserv? 

The award-winning Traces: The UNC-ChapelHillJournal of History, which showcases history-related work 
by UNC students, is now accepting applications for the 2013-2014 editorial board and for the position of 
Finance Director! Board members are responsible for soliciting, choosing, and editing articles, and the Finance 
Director manages all aspects of the j ournal’ s finances. 

Applications should be sent tc ~maiLcom NO LATER than September 17, 2013. 

If you have questions or concerns please contact 

We look forward to reading your applications! 

Augusta Dell’Omo 

Senior Editor Traces: The UNC-Chapel Hill Journal of History 

~m ail. corr,. 



Editorial Board Member Search for 

Traces: The UNC-Chapel Hill Journal of History 

The award-winning Traces: The UNC-Chapel Hill Journal of History, which 
showcases history-related work by UNC students, is now accepting 
applications for the 2013-2014 editorial board and for the position of 
Finance Director. Board members are responsible for soliciting, choosing, 
and editing articles, and the Finance Director manages all aspects of the 
journal’s finances. 

Applications are due by September 17, 2013. 

In your application, please include: 

¯ Your full name 
¯ Year at UNC 
¯ Current GPA 
¯ Major(s) 
¯ History classes taken, or classes relevant to financial management 

taken 
¯ Any scholarships and awards you’ve received 
¯ Extracurricular activities and/or jobs 
¯ An short essay or paper that you have written in the last two years that 

demonstrates your writing skills 
¯ A paragraph explaining why you would like to join the board. 

Please send application materials to ~gmail.com. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 8:39 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] demise of the scheduling listserv address 

Good Morning! Happy second week! 

Just a note that we would like to remind everyone that our office will no longer be accepting incoming emails to the 

scheduling_office listserv after August 30th, 2013. Instead, we’re moving to a shared inbox at 

scheduling office@unc.edu. (Just to clarify, we are moving from schedu~ing_office@[istservouncoe~ to 

schedu[ing_office@~n¢~e~. ) We hope that this move will improve response time and coordination within our office. 

The new shared inbox is live, and you are encouraged to start directing your requests there immediately. If you have 

any questions about this, please let us know. 

The course_scheduling_officers listserv, which we use to send messages out to everyone, will remain active. 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto : s cheduling_o f fice@listserv, unc. edu 
re~istrar.unc.edu 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
course_scheduling_officers as: <a href="mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</a>. To 
unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-33481962- 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33481962- 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 10:52 AM 

Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu>; 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Time away later in the week 

Dear Tia, Sonia and Travis, 

Greetings. 

This is to let you know that I will be out of the country from Thursday pm returning to work on Monday. Consequently, if 
there is an administrative matter that we need to address before Monday Sept. 2 let’s do so before Thursday at noon 
when I leave for the airport. 

Please note that, if there is some unforeseen administrative development that needs my review, authorization and 
signature on Thursday pm and Friday, kindly let Professor Janken know. 

Kindly note that I will be available by email and phone during my time away. However, I will not have pdf capabilities. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Partridge, Chris <chrispartridge@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 3:49 PM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Food & Drink Policy in General Purpose Classrooms 

Please share this information with all faculty & students who make use of General Purpose Classrooms. 

The Office of the University Registrar would like to remind you that food and drink of any kind are prohibited in all 

General Purpose Classrooms. Please strongly encourage your professors to enforce these rules, feel free to forward this 

email to them as well. 

Please also be considerate of the classes or events that may follow yours, do not remove chairs or other furniture from 

classrooms. If your class has more students than the number of seats in the room please contact our office to move to 

another room. Also, many rooms have fire codes that must be abided by so please do not allow more students in your 

classes then the room officially holds. 

Thank you! 

Chris Partridge 

Assistant University Registrar for Scheduling 

Office of the University Registrar 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

(P) 919-962-9837/(F) 919-843-8709 

~istrar.unc.edu ~ ~ 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
course_scheduling_officers as: <a href="mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</a>. To 
unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-33485957- 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33485957- 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Collier, Shauna D <colliers@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 4:49 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Holsenbeck funds: endowment vs. trust allocations clarifications 

Hi Travis, 

This is fyi -to the AAAD dept., re: funding for resources for graduate students. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Shauna 

Shauna Collier 

Stone Center Library for Black Culture and History 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
:150 South Road CB# 5250 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

9:19-84:3-5808 phone 

9:19-962-4830 fax 

shau na.collier@unc.edu 

www.lib.u nc.edu/stone 

From: Swindler, Luke [mailto:luke_swindler@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 22, 2013 1:05 PM 
To: Subject Librarians in AAL 
Cc: Myers, Peggy; Silverman, Emily; Bowman, Ellen R; Gerdes, Catherine A; Brooks, Stephen M 
Subject: [subjectlibs] Holsenbeck funds: endowment vs. trust allocations clarifications 

Colleagues, 

Two Holsenbeck allocations exist: an endowment (dhols) that is assigned to support an academic program on a regular basis 
and a trust fund (3tlsp7) that is used to purchase resources needed to support graduate student research on an ad hoc basis. 

Recently Howard Holsenbeck replenished this trust fund with a donation of $20K. Consequently, money once again is 
available to acquire resources with a one-time cost on any subject and in any format so long as the requestor is a current 
graduate student. Subject librarians forward these requests to Luke Swindler for approval (with the expectation that they will be 
funded until the trust fund allocation is exhausted). 

Graduate students should write Mr. Holsenbeck a letter expressing gratitude for this funding and explain how the resources 
acquired proved useful in his/her research. The students should also provide a copy of the letter to the librarian with whom they 
worked, which should be shared with the Development Office for Mr. Holsenbeck’s file. Letters should be sent to: 

Mr. W. Howard Holsenbeck 
10 Lana Ln 
Houston, TX 77027-5606 

Luke 

P.S. Postings to the subject librarians listserv will indicate when the Holsenbeck trust fund is exhausted and if it has been 
replenished (and requests can once again be submitted). 

Luke Swindler Collections Management Officer 
Davis Library CB #3918 luke swindler@unc.edu 
University of North Carolina TEL (919-962-1095) 



Chapel Hill, NC 27514 USA FAX (919-962-4450) 

"It is not the strongest of the species that survive, nor the most 
intelligent, but the ones most responsive to change." Charles Darwin 

You are currently sub scrib ed to subj ectlib s as: colliers@email.unc, edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=31050697.e0389472374448a9870d7e39475b4579&n=T&l=subj ectlibs&o=33466314 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33466314-31050697.e0389472374448a9870d7e39475b4579@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 8:38 AM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

childcare resources for students 

Dear Colleagues, 

Here is a URL describing childcare resources that may be available to UNC students: 
http://hr.unc.edu/benefits/work-life-programs/child-care-programs/. Please consider sharing it with students in 
your classes. 

Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpress/tit~e/rayf~rd-w-~~gan-and-di~emma-african-american-inte~~ecma~ 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: stgore~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=65646425.f3e43c8d7b65e7a43c291cd78c74f9ca&n=T&l=aaad&o=33489266 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33489266-65646425.f3 e43 c8d7b65e7a43 c291 cd78c74f9ca~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, August 27, 2013 11:12 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Gitterman, Daniel P <danielg@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; 
Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 
Reminder - in PLCY all day 

Hi Eunice, 

This is a reminder that I am in PLCY all day for work study student interviews. I have found it is easier for them to meet 

me in the dept. where they will work. Give me a call if you need anything. 

~Tia 

Tia Nichelle Howell 

Business Officer 

UNC-Chapel Hill Department of Public Policy 
115 Abernethy Hall, CB# 3435 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

Phone: 919-962-2788; Fax: 919-962-5824 
Mon. lp-5p; Tues., Wed.-8:30a- 12p; Thurs. 8:30a- 12p; Fri. lp- 5p 

UNC-Chapel Hill Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB#3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

Phone: 919-966-1295; Fax: 919-962-2694 
Mon. 8:30a-12p; Tues., Wed. - lp- 5p; Thurs. lp-Sp; Fri. 8:30a- 12p 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Williams, Ronald II <rcw@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 10:25 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Profile on Department Website 

Travis, 

Thank you for the update. 

Best, 

Ron 

On Aug 28, 2013, at 9:02 AM, "Gore, Travis" <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> Hi Ron, 
> 

> I have your name, email address, and phone number on the website. Please check to see that the information posted is correct. The 
bio and picture will be up shortly. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Travis 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Williams, Ronald II 
> Sent: Tuesday, August 27, 2013 11:19 PM 
> To: Gore, Travis 
> Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
> Subject: Profile on Department Website 
> 

> Hi Travis, 
> 
> I am following up on my previous request to add my profile to the department website. I think I sent you everything that you need 
to do it (i.e. bio and picture). Please advise as to the status of this request. If there is someone else I should work on this with, or if it 
is something that I can do myself, please let me know. 
> 
> Thanks again for all your help so far. 
> 
> Ron 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

ConnectCarolina <connectcarolina_info@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, August 28, 2013 12:38 PM 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email. unc.edu> 
ConnectCarolina Newsletter for August 28, 2013 

Display problems? View this newsletter in your browser. 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter 

System Outage for Fall Census Sept. 4 

There will be an outage affecting ConnectCarolina and other systems on Wednesday, Sept. 4, beginning 

at 5:00pm and ending at approximately 12:00am as part of the Fall census activities. Census is the 

official University enrollment reporting date. Click here for the outage details. 

New FAQs Posted 

Got questions about ConnectCarolina Finance and HR/Payroll? There’s a good 

chance our new FAQs have the answers! 

Extensive Testing for an 
Effective System 

One of the most important parts of the 

ConnectCarolina project is extensive testing of 

the system prior to go-live. This ensures that 

every piece of the system works properly and 

that ConnectCarolina will be an effective tool that 

meets your needs. 

More on testing in this video. 

Read online. 



Campus Staff Featured in 

ConnectCarolina Videos 

What do campus users think about ConnectCarolina? Is it 

difficult to learn? What advantages does it bring to the 

University? Find out in short videos on ConnectCarolina’s 

YouTube channel. 

Moratorium on Department ID Additions and Changes 

A moratorium has been placed on additions and changes to Department IDs. Find out what this means 

to your School or Division. 

Read online, 

Unsubscribe - Edit your subscription 

ConnectCarolina 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ccinfo.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J <nick_siedentop@unc.edu> 
Friday, August 30, 2013 11:14 AM 
Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R 
<krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis 
<stgore@email.unc.edu> 
2013-2014 Bulletin Text: AAAD 
AAAD.doc 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies: 

As mentioned in Dean Lindeman’s memo dated August 8, 2013, curriculum proposal requests to revise the requirements 
for majors and minors must include the current Undergraduate Bufletin text as well as the revised text reflecting the 

changes you wish to implement; consequently, I am attaching a Word file of your section of the current 2013-2014 

Undergraduate Bulletin. This Word document is for your unit’s files/records. 

As a reminder, in early October you will receive a password-protected Word file to update your section of the 

Undergraduate Bulletin for the 2014-2015 edition, with a return date of mid-November. Additional information will be 

forthcoming when the Word file is sent to you. 

Best wishes, 

Nicholas Siedentop 

Curriculum Director 
Office of Undergraduate Curricula 

Campus Box 3504 I Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 I T 919.962.5819 

**Confidentiality notice: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and 

may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 

prohibited.** 



Department of African, African American, and Diaspora 
Studies 

aaad.unc.edu 

EUNICE SAHLE, Chair 

Professors 

Kenneth Janken, Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja, Bereket H. Selassie. 

Associate Professors 

Kia Caldwell, Perry Hall, Reginald Hildebrand, Michael Lambert, Margaret Lee, Charlene 
Regester, Walter Rucker, Eunice Sahle. 

Assistant Professors 

Lydia Boyd, David Pier, Mamarame Seck. 

Senior Lecturer 

Timothy McMillan. 

Lecturers 

Barbara Anderson, Alassane Fall, Donato Fhunsu, Esther Lisanza, Alphonse Mutima, Robert 

Porter. 

Introduction 

The Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies is an interdisciplinary and 
transnational program leading to the bachelor of arts degree. 

The goal of African, African American, and Diaspora studies at UNC-Chapel Hill is to give 
specific attention to the histories, cultures, cultural linkages, and contemporary sociopolitical and 
economic realities of Africa and the African Diasporas in the context of a globalizing world. We 
encourage majors to consider studying abroad in one of the expanding number of programs in 
Africa or the Atlantic African Diaspora. 

Prospective majors should contact the department’s director of undergraduate studies. 

Programs of Study 



The degree offered is the bachelor of arts with a major in African, African American, and 
Diaspora studies and a concentration either in African studies or African American and Diaspora 
studies. The department also offers a minor in African studies and a minor in African American 
and Diaspora studies. Finally, the department offers language instruction in Swahili, Wolof, 
Lingala, and Chichewa. 

The department has adopted the following numbering system for all AAAD courses numbered 
above 99: 

¯ Courses ending in 00 to 29: African studies 

¯ Courses ending in 30 to 59: African American studies 

¯ Courses ending in 60 to 84: African Diaspora outside the United States 

¯ Courses ending in 85 to 99: Courses that cross geography; dedicated courses whose numbers 
are reserved by the College, such as independent studies and internships. 

Foreign language courses have their own subject code: Kiswahili (SWAH), Wolof (WOLO), 
Lingala (LGLA), and Chichewa (CHWA). 

Majoring in African, African American, and Diaspora Studies: 
Bachelor of Arts 

B.A. Major in African, African American, and Diaspora Studies: 
Concentration in African Studies 

Core Requirements 

¯ AAAD 101 

¯ AAAD 130 

¯ AAAD 395 (in the African studies concentration; with permission of instructor and director of 
undergraduate studies, a student may take this course in the African American and Diaspora 

studies concentration) 

¯ AAAD 487 

¯ Six additional courses apportioned in the following way: 

o One African American and Diaspora studies, or transnational course chosen from AAAD 130- 
184, AAAD 230-284, AAAD 330-384, AAAD 430-484, AAAD 286, 298, 385, 485, 488, 489 

o As many as three courses chosen from AAAD 100-129, 200-229, 300-329, AAAD 386, 387 



o At least two courses chosen from AAAD 400-429, 485, 498 

o One course may come from this list, so long as students still take two courses at or above the 
400 level in the African studies concentration: ARTH 155,255; ANTH 238; FREN 505; GEOG 
268; HIST 130, 301,535; PORT 385; WMST 237, 283,289 

First-year seminars do not count toward the major. 

Recommended 

¯ Three semesters of one African language (either to ~ulfill the foreign language Foundations 
requirement or in addition to it) are recommended for the concentration in African studies. The 
following African language courses currently are offered: 

o Arabic: ARAB 101, 102, 203, 204, 305, 306 

o Chichewa: CHWA 401,402, 403 

o Lingala: LGLA 401,402, 403,404 

o Kiswahili: SWAH 112, 234, 401,402, 403, 404, 405, 406 

o Wolof: WOLO 401,402, 403, 404 

B.A. Major in African, African American, and Diaspora Studies: 
Concentration in African American and Diaspora Studies 

Core Requirements 

¯ AAAD 101 

¯ AAAD 130 

¯ AAAD 395 (in the African American and Diaspora concentration; with permission of instructor 
and director of undergraduate studies, a student may take this course in the African studies 
concentration) 

¯ AAAD 487 

¯ Six additional courses apportioned in the following way: 

o One African studies or transnational course chosen from AAAD 100-129, AAAD 200-229, 
AAAD 300-329, AAAD 400-429, AAAD 386, 387, 485, 498 

o As many as three courses chosen from AAAD 130-184, AAAD 230-284, AAAD 330-384, 
AAAD 286, 298, 385 



o At least two courses chosen from AAAD 430-484, 485, 488, 489 

o One course may come from this list, so long as students still take two courses at or above the 
400 level in the African American and Diaspora studies concentration: ANTH 130; COMM 437, 

662; DRAM 287; ENGL 367, 368, 369, 472, 589; HIST 378, 380; PHIL 274; POLI 274, 419; 
PSYC 467; RELI 580; SOCI 444; WMST 285, 553 

First-year seminars do not count toward the major. 

Additional Information about the Major 

AAAD 290 (Special Topics in African, African American, and Diaspora Studies) can fulfill one 

of several major requirements, depending on the topics studied; students should consult the 
director of undergraduate studies about this. 

The department encourages majors to also choose a track within their area of concentration of 
either African studies or African American and Diaspora studies. While the tracks are optional, 
they offer majors an opportunity to develop core knowledge in specific areas. Two track areas 
are offered for each concentration: a cultural and aesthetic track and a sociopolitical and 
historical track. A track is considered complete when a student takes four courses within it. 

African Studies Concentration 

¯ Cultural and aesthetic track: AAAD 201,210, 318, 320, 402, 414, 421 

¯ Sociopolitical and historical track: AAAD 200, 212, 214, 307, 315, 316, 386, 400, 498 

African American and Diaspora Studies Concentration 

Cultural and aesthetic track: AAAD 250, 259, 340, 356, 450, 451 

Sociopolitical and historical track: AAAD 232, 254, 258, 278, 284, 286, 431,460, 485, 488, 489 

Minoring in African Studies 

The undergraduate minor in African studies consists of 15 hours. 

¯ AAAD 101 

¯ Four additional AAAD courses at or above the 100 level whose last two digits are from 00 to 
29, and African studies courses whose last two digits are from 85 to 99. 

Minoring in African American and Diaspora Studies 

The undergraduate minor in African American and Diaspora studies consists of 15 hours. 



¯ AAAD 130 

¯ Four additional AAAD courses at or above the 100 level whose last two digits are from 30 to 
84, and African American and Diaspora studies courses whose last two digits are from 85 to 99 

Honors in African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

Students with an overall grade point average of 3.2 or higher at the beginning of their senior year 
and who have already completed AAAD 395 are encouraged to apply for candidacy for the B.A. 
with honors. Students interested in undertaking honors research and the writing of a thesis should 
consult with the department’s honors coordinator no later than in her/his junior year to discuss 
the process of applying to the program. Approved candidates will enroll in AAAD 691H in the 
fall semester of their senior year. Upon completion of AAAD 691H and with the approval of the 
student’s thesis director and the department’s honors coordinator, students will enroll in AAAD 
692H in the spring semester. AAAD 691H can count as one of the five courses students must 
take in their concentration of study. 

Advising 

Upon declaring the major in African, African American, and Diaspora studies, students should 
consult with the director of undergraduate studies, who is also available to students at other times 

in their academic careers. 

Special Opportunities in African, African American, and Diaspora 
Studies 

Departmental Involvement 

The department works closely with two important research units on campus: the African Studies 
Center and the Institute for African American Research. These two units provide an opportunity 
for the advanced study of issues concerning Africa and its diaspora. Two student organizations 

of note are the Black Student Movement (B SM) and the Organization for African Students’ 
Interests and Solidarity (OASIS). The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 
is a resource for students in terms of programming and a library on African, African American 
and Diaspora studies. 

Study Abroad 

There are several opportunities for study abroad. Significantly, in collaboration with Honors 
Carolina, every fall semester the department runs an honors study abroad program in Cape 
Town, South Africa. The department also runs summer study abroad programs in Ghana; Dakar, 
Senegal; and Durban, South Africa. In addition, the Sonja Haynes Stone Center runs a study 
abroad program in Venezuela. 

Undergraduate Research 



The department encourages undergraduate research. The required seminar for majors (AAAD 
395) introduces students to research skills and methods in African, African American, and 
Diaspora studies. The honors program (AAAD 691H and AAAD 692H) offers qualified students 
the opportunity to engage in a year-long process of research and writing. 

Graduate School and Career Opportunities 

The skills and perspectives of African, African American, and Diaspora studies provide an 
excellent background for students considering careers in international development, education, 
business, government, or diplomacy. Students go on to a wide variety of managerial, teaching, 
and research positions. Other careers for which the major is excellent preparation include law, 
communication, social work, community development, and public administration. 

Contact Information 

Eunice Sahle, Chair, CB# 3395, 109 Battle Hall, (919) 966-5496, fax (919) 962-2694. Web site: 
aaad.unc.edu. 

AFAM and AFRI courses were renumbered under a new subject code, AAAD. The listing of 
AAAD courses below includes the former AFAM and AFRI numbers in brackets. 

AAAD 

50 [AFAM 50] First-Year Seminar: Defining Blackness (3). Blackness and whiteness as racial 
categories have existed in the United States from the earliest colonial times, but their meanings 
have shifted and continue to shift. Over the semester we will attempt to define and redefine 
blackness in the United States. 

51 [AFAM 51] First-Year Seminar: Masquerades of Blackness (3). This course is designed to 
investigate how race has been represented in cinema historically with an emphasis on 
representations of race when blackness is masqueraded. 

52 [AFRI 50] First-Year Seminar: Kings, Presidents, and Generals: Africa’s Bumpy Road 
to Democracy (3). An introduction to Africa’s modern history and politics with a special focus 
on types of leadership involved in governmental institutions. 

89 [AFRI 89] First-Year Seminar: Special Topics (3). Special topics course: content will vary 
each semester. 

101 [AFRI 101] Introduction to Africa (3). Introduction to the study of the African continent, 
its peoples, history, and contemporary problems of development in a globalized world, including 

a survey of the African past, society and culture, and contemporary political, economic, and 
social issues. 

130 [AFAM 101] Introduction to African American and Diaspora Studies (3). The course 
tracks the contours of life, societies, cultures, and history in the Atlantic African Diaspora from 



origins in Atlantic Africa to the present. Emphasis on forces that have created African American 
and African Diaspora peoples in North America, South America, and the Caribbean. 

159 [AFAM 550] The History of the Black Church and Social Change (3). A survey of the 
historical development of the black church in America, beginning during the antebellum period 
and continuing to the present day. 

200 [AFRI 261] Gender and Sexuality in Africa (WMST 200) (3). Introduction to the study of 
gender and sexuality in African societies. Theoretical questions relating to the cross-cultural 
study of gender will be a primary focus. Topics include historical perspectives on the study of 
kinship and family in Africa and the impact of colonialism and other forms of social change. 

201 [AFRI 262] The Literature of Africa (3). An introduction to African literature. In addition 
to substantive themes, we will identify major stylistic characteristics of modern African literature 
with particular attention to the ways in which African language, literature, and traditional values 
have affected modern writing. 

210 [AFRI 263] African Belief Systems: Religion and Philosophy in Sub-Saharan Africa 
(3). Prerequisite, AAAD 101. The relationship between religion and society in sub-Saharan 
Africa is explored through ethnographic and historical readings. The Nilotic, Bantu, and West 
African religious traditions are examined in detail. 

211 [AFRI 264] African Art and Culture (3). Introduction to the plastic arts of sub-Saharan 
Africa through study of their relationship to the human values, institutions, and modes of 
aesthetic expression of select traditional and modern African societies. 

212 [AFRI 265] Africa in the Global System (3). Prerequisite, AAAD 101. A seminar that 
critically examines the historical and theoretical basis of the state’s centrality in economic 
development in African countries. Relevant case studies drawn from sub-Saharan Africa. 

214 [AFRI 480] Ethnography of Africa (3). By examining ethnographic texts, students will 
learn about topics in African studies such as systems of thought, aesthetics, the economy, 
politics, social organization, identity, and the politics of representation. 

231 [AFAM 102] African American History since 1865 (3). Special emphasis on 
postemancipation developments. 

232 [AFAM 266] Black Women in America (WMST 266) (3). An examination of the 
individual and collective experiences of black women in America from slavery to the present and 

the evolution of feminist consciousness. 

237 [AFAM 287] African American Art Survey (ARTH 287) (3). See ARTH 287 for 
description. 



240 [AFAM 267] African American Leadership Styles (3). This course critically examines the 
ideological and programmatic responses of black leaders to the socio-politico-economic 
problems of black people and places them in a historical context. 

250 [AFAM 276] The African American in Motion Pictures: 1900 to the Present (3). This 
course will analyze the role of the African American in motion pictures, explore the development 
of stereotypical portrayals, and investigate the efforts of African American actors and actresses 
to overcome these portrayals. 

252 [AFAM 252] Blacks in the West (3). An interdisciplinary course designed to provide a 
broad survey of the black experience in the Americas with special emphasis on postemancipation 
developments. 

254 [AFAM 280] Blacks in North Carolina (3). This course is an overview of the black 
experience in North Carolina with special emphasis on Chapel Hill and Wilmington. 

257 [AFAM 269] Black Nationalism in the United States (3). This course traces the evolution 
of black nationalism, both as an idea and a movement, from the era of the American Revolution 
to its current Afrocentric expressions. 

258 [AFAM 258] The Civil Rights Movement (3). An examination of the struggle by black 
Americans for social justice since World War II and of the systemic responses. 

259 [AFAM 259] Black Influences on Popular Culture (3). This course examines the 
influence of African American expressive culture, particularly popular music, on American 
mainstream culture. 

260 [AFAM 254] Blacks in Latin America (3). The majority of people of African descent in 
this hemisphere live in Latin America. This course will explore various aspects of the black 
experience in Latin America. 

278 [AFAM 278] Black Caribbeans in the United States (3). This course will look at the 
experiences of black Caribbean immigrants in the United States and the activities in which they 
participate, as well as their shifting senses of their identities. 

284 [AFAM 293] Contemporary Perspectives on the African Diaspora in the Americas (3). 
An interdisciplinary survey of African-descendant communities and the development and 
expression of African!black identities in the context of competing definitions of diaspora. 

286 The African Diaspora in the Colonial Americas, 1450-1800 (3). Explores the experiences 
of Africans in European colonies in locations such as colonial Mexico, Brazil, the Caribbean, 
and mainland North America. Lecture and discussion format. The major themes of inquiry 
include labor, law, gender, culture, and resistance, exploring differing experiences based on 
gender, location, and religion. 



290 [AFAM 190| Topics in African, African American, and Diaspora Studies (3). Subject 
matter will vary by instructor. Course description available from department office. 

293 [AFAM 491] Individual Internships for Majors and Minors (1-3). Students work 
internships and develop, in conjunction with a faculty supervisor, an academic project relating to 
their internship experience. Permission of the director of undergraduate studies required. 

298 [AFAM 304] Blacks in British North America to 1833 (3). This course looks at blacks in 
the British world to 1833, with particular attention on the 13 colonies and the lands that would 
eventually form the Dominion of Canada. 

300 Cultures of Health and Healing in Africa (3). This course explores contemporary 
economic, political, and social factors influencing the health and welfare of African peoples. 
Emphasis is placed on understanding the cultural perspectives that shape non-Western 
experiences of health, disease, and notions of spiritual and physical well-being Readings draw 
from the fields of anthropology, history, and public health. 

301 Contemporary China-Africa Relations (3). The course examines the contemporary 
relationship between China and Africa. This includes China and Africa’s history; China’s 
economic, trade, strategic, and foreign policy towards Africa; as well as the relationship between 
China and the Africans who live and work there. 

307 [AFRI 540] 21st-Century Scramble for Africa (3). Prerequisite, AAAD 101. Examines 
the 21 st-century global competition for African resources and compares it to the 19th-century 
"scramble for Africa." Major actors include the European Union, the United States, and China. 

315 [AFRI 368] Political Protest and Conflict in Africa (3). Prerequisite, AAAD 101. This 
course surveys contemporary forms of political conflict and protest in Africa. The nature, causes, 
and consequences of these conflicts will be examined. 

316 [AFRI 370] Policy Problems in Africa (3). Prerequisite, AAAD 101. A course on policy 
making in African states concerning development and/or other issues. 

318 [AFRI 375] Politics of Cultural Production in Africa (3). Explores the role that the 
cultural realm plays in legitimizing, reproducing, resisting, and uncovering dominant structures 
of power in Africa. 

319 [AFRI 353] African Masquerade and Ritual (ANTH 343, ARTH 353) (3). See ARTH 
353 for description. 

320 [AFRI 320] Music of Africa (3). An introduction to African music new and old, focusing 
on the continent’s distinctive techniques and concepts, and on its musical interactions with the 
rest of the world. The politics of music making in various historical settings will be explored. 
Prior musical experience is helpful, but not required. 



330 [AFAM 387] 20th-Century African American Art (ARTH 387) (3). See ARTH 387 for 
description. 

331 [AFAM 392] African America: Contemporary Issues (3). This course will allow students 
to research, analyze, and engage pressing political, economic, and social issues confronting black 
people in North America and elsewhere in the diaspora. 

332 Remembering Race and Slavery (3). The course provides an examination of the ways that 
the past plays out in the present. Specifically this course examines memorials, monuments, and 
museums that remember and reinvent slavery and race in the United States and throughout the 
rest of the Diaspora. 

340 [AFAM 340] Diaspora Art and Cultural Politics (3). Examines the sociopolitical 
dimensions of African Diaspora art and culture with a focus on African Americans in the 20th 
century. 

341 [AFAM 440] Law and Society (3). This course explores the intersection of law and societal 
developments drawing from the disciplines of history, political science, anthropology, feminist 
legal studies, and constitutional law. The themes of the course will vary depending on the 
training, research interests, and geographical concentration of the faculty teaching the course. 

356 [AFAM 356] The History of Hip Hop Culture (3). Examines the emergence and impact of 
Hip Hop music and culture and its broad influence in mainstream culture, as a global 
phenomenon and as a vehicle embodying formative ideas of its constituent communities. 

385 [AFAM 371] Emancipation in the New World (HIST 371) (3). See HIST 371 for 
description. 

386 [AFRI 430] Comparative Studies in Culture, Gender, and Global Forces (WMST 386) 
(3). Prerequisites, AAAD 101 and 130. Examines participatory development theory and practice 
in Africa and the United States in the context of other intervention strategies and with special 
attention to culture and gender. 

387 HIV/AIDS in Africa and the Diaspora (3). This course explores the history and 
contemporary politics of HIV/AIDS in African communities and across the Diaspora. The 
differing trajectories of the epidemic on the continent, in the West, and in the Caribbean and 
Latin America will be explored. 

395 [AFAM 395] Undergraduate Research Seminar (3). Permission of the instructor for 
nonmajors. Subject matter will vary with each instructor. Each course will concern itself with a 
study in depth of some problem in African, African American, or diaspora studies. 

396 [AFAM 396] Independent Studies (3). Permission of the director of undergraduate studies. 
Independent study projects defined by student and faculty advisor. Majors only. 



400 [AFRI 550] The Challenges of Democratic Governance in Africa (3). Prerequisite, 
AAAD 101. An in-depth examination of trends and theories on democratic governance since the 
end of the Cold War, together with the implications of these trends and theories for Africa. 

401 Ghanaian Society and Culture (3). This course examines the societies, cultures, and 
history of Ghana. Emphasis on the many forces converging to shape the lives of West African 
peoples, with a focus on Ghana. This course also offers opportunities to assess issues arising 
from Ghana’s role in the slave trade to its postcolonial condition. 

402 African Media and Film: History and Practice (3). This course explores forms of filmic 
and photographic representation of and by Africans. An introduction to key concepts in social 
theory and their application to the field of media studies and ethnography is a primary focus. 

405 [AFRI 4881 Contemporary African Art (ARTH 488) (3). See ARTH 488 for description. 

412 [AFRI 522] Regional Seminar in African Studies (3). Prerequisite, AAAD 101. Seminar 
focuses on history, politics, and economic development challenges of a single region or major 
country of the African continent, with emphasis on contemporary issues. Region, country, and 
topics vary by semester and instructor. 

414 [AFRI 456] Senegalese Society and Culture (3). This course provides an overview of 
Senegalese culture through movies, literary works, and scholarly books and articles. The course 
examines the geography, population, ethnic composition, thoughts and religious beliefs, arts and 
music, polygamy, status of women, and the impact of the tariqas or Sufi orders on people’s daily 
lives. 

419 [AFRI 600] African Studies Colloquium (3). Prerequisite, AAAD 101. This course will 
equip students to analyze critically cutting-edge issues concerning Africa today through readings, 
lectures, and research. For junior/senior majors and students with interest in Africa. 

421 [AFRI 421] Introduction to the Languages of Africa (3). This course is an introduction to 
the languages of Africa. No linguistics background is required. Topics include classification, 
characteristic linguistic features of Africans languages, and their role in their respective societies. 

430 [AFAM 408] African American Intellectual History (3). An examination of the principal 
intellectual trends in black life during the 19th and 20th centuries as well as the life and work of 
the intelligentsia. 

431 [AFAM 522] DuBois, Howard Thurman, and Malcolm X (3). Examines the ideas of the 
scholar W. E. B. DuBois, theologian Howard Thurman, and political theorist Malcolm X. Major 
issues will be conceptualized from the distinct perspectives represented by those leaders. 

432 [AFAM 6101 Vernacular Traditions in African American Music (FOLK 610) (4). See 
FOLK 610 for description. 



450 |AFAM 5601 The Harlem Renaissance (3). This course explores outstanding themes of the 
Harlem Renaissance through readings, prints and photographs, lectures, and class discussion. 

451 [AFAM 697] Orality, Literacy, and Cultural Production: African Americans and 
Racial Modernity (3). Examines the divide between literacy- and orality-based modes of self- 
expression and cultural production, and the effects of this fault line on the African American 
struggle for inclusion and self-definition in the United States. 

460 [AFAM 530] Race, Culture, and Politics in Brazil (3). Examines race, culture, and politics 
in Brazil from historical and contemporary perspectives. Focuses on dynamics of race, gender, 
class, and nation in shaping Brazilian social relations. 

485 [AFAM 474] Black Atlantic Crosscurrents (3). This course explores theoretical issues 
concerning historical, cultural, sociopolitical, and intellectual formations, connections, and 
movements between Africa and its Atlantic diaspora. 

486 [AFRI 453] Africa in the American Imagination (ARTH 453) (3). See ARTH 453 for 
description. 

487 Intellectual Currents in African and African Diaspora Studies (3). Prerequisite AAAD 
101 and 130. Permission of the instructor for students lacking the prerequisite. In this seminar 
students will examine primary documents of engaged scholarship written by Africans and 
peoples of African descent in the Americas, Europe and elsewhere in the African Diaspora. 

488 [AFAM 422] Human Rights and Democracy in African Diaspora Communities (3). 
This course examines how questions of democracy and human rights have been conceptualized 
in African Diaspora communities in the Americas and Europe. 

489 [AFAM 421] African Diaspora Theory and History (3). Required preparation, a previous 
100- or 200-level AAAD course. This course examines the cultural and political formation of the 
African Diaspora in the Americas and Europe from the 15th century to the present. Course 
materials focus on the development of communities in Western Europe, the Caribbean, Central 
America, and South America. 

498 [AFRI 416] Human Rights, Constitutions, and Public Policy (3). Prerequisite, AAAD 
101. Focusing on major debates in the disciplines of philosophy, political science, and law, this 
course explores the role of human rights and constitutional frameworks in public policy 
formation and struggles for equality in selected countries in Africa and the African Diaspora. 

691H [AFAM 691H] Honors Research I (3). Permission of the department. Beginning of 
mentored research on an honors thesis. Required of all candidates for graduation with honors in 
African, African American, and Diaspora studies. 

692H [AFAM 692H] Honors Research II (3). Permission of the department. Completion of an 
honors thesis under the direction of a member of the faculty. Required of all candidates for 
graduation with honors in African, African American, and Diaspora studies. 



CHWA 

401 Elementary Chichewa I (3). The course introduces the essential elements of the Chichewa 
language. Emphasis is on speaking and writing grammatically acceptable Chichewa and on 
aspects of central African culture. 

402 Elementary Chichewa II (3). Prerequisite, CHWA 401. Emphasis is on speaking and 
writing grammatically acceptable Chichewa to a proficiency level that will enable the student to 
live among the Chichewa-speaking people of central southern Africa. 

403 Intermediate Chichewa III (3). Prerequisite, CHWA 402. Continued instruction in 
Chichewa following the materials introduced in CHWA 401 and 402. 

LGLA 

401 Elementary Lingala I (3). Introduces the essential elements of Lingala structure and 
vocabulary and aspects of African cultures. Aural comprehension, reading, speaking, and writing 

are stressed. 

402 Elementary Lingala II (3). Prerequisite, LGLA 101. Continues the introduction of the 
essential elements of Lingala structure and vocabulary and aspects of African cultures. Aural 
comprehension, reading, speaking, and writing are stressed. 

403 Intermediate Lingala III (3). This course increases language learning ability, 
communicative proficiency, and proficiency in the cultures of the Lingala-speaking people. 

404 Intermediate Lingala IV (3). This course reinforces language learning ability, 
communicative proficiency in the culture of the Lingala-speaking people through gradual 
exposure to more challenging tasks, with emphasis on poetry and prose reading, and creative 
writing. 

SWAH 

112 Intensive Kiswahili 1-2 (6). The 112 course covers the material in the SWAH 401 and 402 
sequence in a single semester. 

234 Intensive Kiswahili 3-4 (6). Prerequisite, SWAH 112 or 402. The course covers the 
material in the SWAH 403 and 404 sequence in a single semester. 

401 Elementary Kiswahili I (3). Introduces the essential elements of Kiswahili structure and 
vocabulary and aspects of African cultures. Aural comprehension, reading, speaking, and writing 
are stressed. 

402 Elementary Kiswahili II (3). Prerequisite, SWAH 401. Continues the introduction of 
essential elements of Kiswahili structure and vocabulary and aspects of African cultures. Aural 
comprehension, reading, speaking, and writing are stressed. 



403 Intermediate Kiswahili III (3). Third-semester Kiswahili, designed to increase reading and 
writing skills. Introduction of literature. Aural comprehension and speaking skills stressed. 

404 Intermediate Kiswahili IV (3). Prerequisite, SWAH 403. Fourth-semester Kiswahili, 
designed to increase reading and writing skills. Introduction of more compound structures. 
Emphasis on literature, including drama, prose and poetry, and creative writing. Aural 
comprehension and speaking skills stressed. 

405 Advanced Kiswahili V (3). Prerequisite, SWAH 404. This course is offered to students who 
have completed SWAH 404. It is taught in Swahili and aims at enabling students with 
grammatical and communicative competence. 

406 Advanced Plus Kiswahili VI (3). Prerequisite, SWAH 405. Permission of the instructor for 
students lacking the prerequisite. This course reinforces and expands the grammatical, cultural, 
and communicative competence achieved in SWAH 405. 

408 Swahili across the Curriculum Recitation (1). Prerequisite, SWAH 403. Permission of the 
instructor for students lacking the prerequisite. Swahili recitation offered in conjunction with 
selected content courses. Weekly discussion and readings in Swahili relating to attached content 
courses. 

WOLO 

401 Elementary Wolof I (3). This course enables students who have no previous experience in 
Wolofto develop speaking, listening and understanding, writing, and reading skills in Wolof. 
Students will also be exposed to Wolof culture. 

402 Elementary Wolof II (3). This course is for students who have already acquired the basics 
of Wolofto reinforce their ability to learn speaking, listening and understanding, writing, and 
reading Wolof. Evidence of basic knowledge of Wolof is required. 

403 Intermediate Wolof III (3). This course is intended for learners who have already acquired 
Wolof proficiency in WOLO 401 and 402. It increases communicative proficiency and language 
learning ability as well as proficiency in cultures of the Wolof people. 

404 Intermediate Wolof IV (3). Prerequisite, WOLO 403. Permission of the instructor for 
students lacking the prerequisite. This course reinforces students’ communicative and cultural 
skills via gradual exposure to increasingly challenging tasks. Reading poetry and prose, and 
introduction to creative writing will be stressed. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stowe, Charlotte <cfstowe@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 8:58 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] 9:00-10:00 AM 

Good morning, 

We will be out of the office from 9:00-10:00 am for a staff meeting. Please feel free to send emails and requests during 

that time. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar - UNC-CH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-6093 
Fax: 919-843-8709 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
course_scheduling_officers as: <a href="mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</a>. To 
unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-33520734- 

34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33520734- 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alumnimail@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 5:28 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Out of the Blue: In-State Tuition Hike Unlikely; Rawlings Panel Makes 28 Recommendations; 
Connect With Happenings on the Hill 

NEWSLETTER of THE UNC GENERAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION I SEPTEMBER 2o13 

Travis Gore IV 

Life Member 

Thank you for your life 

membership 

Are you the GAA Member of the Month? Scroll down to find out. 

No In-State Tuition Hike Likely Next Year 
UNC System President Tom Ross ’75 (JD) says that goes for all the system’s 

universities next year. The General Assembly has mandated a 12.3 percent increase 

fbr nonresidents at Carolina and three other schools. 

GET THE RIGHT 
POLICY 
AND PRICE, 

CHECK OUT THESE 
MEMBER REWARDS 

~’i~ Career Teleelass: 

Interviewing 

Make the most of your job 

interview by learning how to 

field those tough questions. 

Dial in at noon on Sept. ~6 

for tips on how- to 

distinguish yourself fi’om the 

competition. 

Rawlings Panel Makes 28 Recommendations 
A panel of national leaders in higher education and athletics has completed a UNC- 

commissioned report with 28 recommendations about the role of athletics in campus 

life. Many of the panel’s suggestions touch on finding a better balance between 

academics and athletics. 

New Director Named for Lineberger Center 
Dr. Ned Sharpless ’88 will succeed Dr. Shelley Earp ’7o (MD, ’72 MS), who will 

continue to coordinate cancer care and research across the medical school the 

University and UNC Health Care. 

Finance Chief Leaving After 20 Months 
Karol Gray, who had been at Stony Brook University for 33 years, is going into the 

private sector, leaving the University searching for three new- vice chancellors. 

BOG Says No to Gender-Neutral Housing 
The vote goes against the UNC Board of Trustees’ support of a measure whose 

supporters say was designed to protect students who are bullied because of their 

sexual orientation. 

Former Governor to Give Lambeth Lecture 
James B. Hunt Jr. ’64 (LLB), who set education as a top priority in four terms as 

North Carolina governor, will address the issue in a Sept. 26 speech at UNC. 



~ Different Text~reo 

Still Nostalgieo 

Take the Carolina Alumni 

Review with you wherever 

you go. Read the most recent 

issues on your smartphone 

or tablet with the Review’s 

mobile app - included with 

your print subscription. 

Available on the App Store 

and on Google Play. 

SEPTEMBER GAA 
MEMBER OF THE MONTH 

Haven Eo Carter ’82 

L~fe Member 

Haven, to claim your $25 

Johnny T-shirt gift 

certificate, email 

membership@unc.edu by 

Sept. 30. 

Haven was selected at 

random from GAA members 

currently subscribed to "Out 

of the Blue." 

For more news items, see alumni.unc.eduiarficle.asp?SID=18. 

Represents a GAA member exclusive program or service, or GAA members 
receive a discount. As a member, take advantage of these and other valuable 
member benefits. 

Connect With Happenings on the Hill 
This is your one-stop spot to find out about all the fun and educational acfivities 

available at UNC. Many are free and open to the public. 

Sign Up to #ServeCarolina 
Tar Heel Service Day on Oct. ~a will unite alumni throughout the world to serve their 

communities in celebration of University Day. Find out what the Carolina Club in your 

area is doing, or join in by volunteering on your own. 

~’. Register Now for Homecoming 2013 
Return to Chapel Hill for Carolina Homecoming 2o~3, Nov. 8qo. Don’t miss the Bell 

Tower Tailgate Party- before the UNC-Virginia game and a weekend filled with old 

friends and new memories. 

Show Your G~KA Membership Card to Win 

As part of Tar Heel Town on each home football Saturday, the GAA hosts the Bell 

Tower Climb, Rameses and complimentary face painting. G~K4 members can 

present their membership card enter a drawing for Carolina merchandise. 

http: iialumni.unc.edu/article.asp?sid =48 

~ Discover Hispania With Tar Heels 
Immerse yourself in the land of great explorers when you join Carolina alumni and 

friends on two small-group tours to the Iberian Peninsula. 

Order of the Bell Tower, Adviser Win Awards 
The oldest GAA-sponsored student group has won its second consecutive national 

award for fulfilling its mission as UNC’s official student ambassadors. C. Hawkins ’oo, 

the G~A’s manager of student engagernent, also has been recognized as the Most 

Outstanding Adviser by CASE ASAP at the national level. 

Tell Us About ... Getting the Most Out of 
Carolina 
A recent University student blog provided advice to incoming students on how to get 

the most out of their years at Carolina. Among the tips offered: live on South Campus 

freshman year, play intramural sports, don’t use up senior priority for Duke basketball 

game tickets until senior year. What advice would you give students for getting the 

most out of their Carolina experience? Share your thoughts on internships on our 

alumni message boards or leave a comment on our Facebook page at: 



http:!ifacebook.com/uncgaa 

All alumni and friends are invited to read comments from fellow Tar Heels; 

registered users of the online community can open topics for discussion and 

post their thoughts on various subjects. 

You have received this message because you have subscribed to "Out of the Blue." 

PRI~La~CY POLICY: The "Out of the Blue" subscriber list is not open to the public, ensuring that your privacy and email 

address are protected. The GAA does not sell information about you, including your email address, to anyone for any 

purpose. If you suspect that your information has been misused, please let us know by sending an email to: 

gaa-online@une.edu. If you do not wish to receive future "Out of the Blue" newsletters, please send your request to 

alumni-news@une.edu and include your full name, address and class year, or unsubscribe via this link: Unsubseribe Link 

UNC General Alumni Association I George Watts Hill Alumni Center I Stadium Drive I Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 

702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 7:57 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Evening room reservations 

Just to let you know that the 2 weeks have finally passed, we’ve done what we need to do with the rooms and if you have 
scheduling priority in a general purpose classroom and it’s not controlled by the Union (see here ), you can begin scheduling 
reservations in the evening. 

We may not have your room scheduling person on this listserv so please forward it to them if you are not the person doing 
evening scheduling. 

Thanks! 

Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto : s cheduling_o f fice@listserv, unc. edu 
registrar.unc.edu 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
course_scheduling_officers as: <a href="mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</a>. To 
unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-33527892- 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33527892- 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cave, Tracey <tcave@email.unc. edu> 
Wednesday, September 4, 2013 8:17 AM 

Mutima, Sinamenye A <smutima@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis 
<stgore@email.unc.edu> 

lost student 

Dear Mutima & Travis, 

I have a student on the phone that can’t find her Swahili classroom. Apparently the class isn’t yet on Sakai and student 

doesn’t have a UNC email address. I tried calling the department but no answer.. (it’s early!) 

How can we get the information to the student? I will pass along anything you might have for her (and will collect her 

contact info when she calls back). 

Thanks, 

-Tracey 

Tracey Cave 
Manager, Area Studies Centers 
Carolina Asia Center/African Studies Center/ 
Center for the Study of the Middle East and Muslim Civilizations 
CB# 7582 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

tcave@email.unc.edu 

TEL: 919-843-0129 
FAX: 919-843-2102 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:41 PM 

Walker, Katie <waJkerkn@emafil.unc.edu>; Lee, Margaxet Carol <leemc@emafil.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; Seck, Mamarame <mseck@emafil.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emafil.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@emafil.unc.edu> 

RE: Newsletter 

noon works for me (as long as the faculty meeting is over) And I will have another delicious Chicken Salad sandwich! 

Tim 

From: Walker, Katie 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; 

Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Newsletter 

8:36 PM 
Seck, Mamarame; SaNe, Eunice N; McMillan, Tim 

Dear Dr. Lee 

12 on Wednesday works great for me. And I’ll take another delicious turkey sandwich! 

All best, 
Katie Walker 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Newsletter 

2:17 PM 
Seck, Mamarame; SaNe, Eunice N; McMillan, ~m; Walker, Katie 

Dear 
Thanks for the proofs. They look great. We are thinking about a final meeting on next Wed. at 12 noon. This will give us plenty of time to send you any necessary changes and 
hopefully we will have the final proofs and just go to press. Let us know if this works for you and Katie. Lunch will be served, so please let Travis know your sandwich 
preference if it has changed (this message is for all). 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:31 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; Seck, Mamarame; SaNe, Eunice N; McMillan, Tim; Walker, Katie 
Subject: Newsletter 

Hi Everyone, 

There are proofs of the newsletter in each of your mailboxes (Katie I put yours in Dr. Lee’s mailbox). I mn into a couple issues at 
FedEx Kinkos: 

1. In order to print a booklet the number of pages has to be divisible by four (hey print the pages on one vely wide sheet, with two 
pages on the front and back and then fold that in half). So we need to either come up with 3 more pages of content or decide where to 
put blank pages. 

2. The original quote was $1744 for 100 copies. I do not know what the budget is for this but I thought that was pretty steep. If we 
send it out to their national center they can do it for -$1500 but their minimum order is 250 booklets and printing & shipping would 
take about 1.5-2 weeks. I was able to get them to put out a bid for lower prices with their corporate office so the new quote to have it 
printed at the location on Franklin St. is $1307 for 100 copies. So we need to make a decision on if the department wants to spend less 
money and get it faster (Franklin St. said they can do it by the end of the week, if we need to rash it can happen faster), or get more 
value out of what the department spends and it take longer to print (Franklin St = 13.07/booklet, National Office = -$6.00/booklet). 
We may also want to get a quote from UNC’s printing center. 

As you look over the booklet please pay particular attention to spelling, grammar and overall how it looks (are text boxes off-center, 
are colors distinguishable, are pictures clear -- there is at least one that I’ve noticed on page 23 that needs to be lightened). Other than 
that I think we’re set to have a final meeting. I am free after 2:00pm today, between 10:30am-1:00pm tomorrow, and anytime after 
10:30ish on Friday. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 
Thursday, September 5, 2013 10:52 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
FW: estimate 

Travis 

I request another estimate from Bruce Carpet, via e-mail. I gave them your name and phone number as you primary 

contact., please see below e-mail. 

Thanks, 
Sonia 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 2013 9:34 AM 
To: ’BrucesCarpets@Bellsouth.net’ 
Subject: estimate 

Good morning 

I am contacting for rug and rug installation estimate ; we are at: 

University of North Carolina 

Battle Hall Building 

170 east Franklin Street 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

The work is for a room at the 3rd floor and should be a commercial rug (durable). 

If you have any question, please contact Travis Gore at 919-966-5496 

Thank you, 

Sonia Colon 

966-1295 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Endeavors magazine <endeavors=unc.edu@mai132.wdc03.rsgsv.net> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 12:09 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Research and creative activity at Carolina, September 2013 

Endeavors: research and creative activity at UNC 

Images not display ng properly? View the online version, 

September 2013 

~ UNC Research 



~ andy kiser 

Convergent Care 

Heart surgeon Andy Kiser perfects a treatment for a potentially deadly form of 
irregular heartbeat and opens up a whole new vein of training for surgeons. 

read more 

FEATURES 



purple ribbon flag ~ presidents headshots ~ kate 9rady 

Road to Prevention 

Rebecca Macy takes on 

domestic violence 

homicides in eastern North 

Carolina. 

Better Birth 

What is a "good" birth? 

UNC obstetrician Anne 

Lyerly found out from 101 

women. 

The Fotflant Fighter 

Gradute student Alex 

Gorzalski found a better 

way to clean the filters that 

purify our drinking water. 

VIDEO 

hunger in watauga county 

Energy and the Environment 

Sustainable energy practices and environmental conservation go hand in 
hand. Lindsay Dubbs, a researcher at UNC’s Institute for the Environment, 
encourages her students to think critically about energy solutions that won’t 
harm fragile ecosystems like the North Carolina Outer Banks. 



~ watch video 

SPOTLIGHTS BLOG POSTS 

~ girl with apples 
Classical Cogs: UNC musicologist Annegret Fauser documents 

the musical uplift of war. (Mark My Words) 

CAROLINA, QUOTED 

Food Explorers program 
kicks off healthy eating: 
There’s more to school 
nutrition than changing 
what’s in the cafeteria-- 
UNC researchers help 
students get excited about 
new foods, (Center for 
Health Promotion and 
Disease Prevention) 

"When it comes to direct caregivers, you need to hire people who 

are dedicated to their work. To do that, you need to pay people 

sufficient wages to have a stable workforce." 

--Sally Clark Stearns, in Emeritus assisted living workers win 

$Z2 million settlement (Saton) 

MORE UNC RESEARCH... 

Pollutants from incense smoke cause human lung-cell 

inflammation (UNO News Services) 

UNC Develops Online Tool 
For Mapping History: An 
easy way for historians, 
researchers, teachers and 
others to create interactive 
websites, virtual tours, data 
maps and multimedia 
archives (WUNC) 

Study provides strongest clues to date for causes of schizophrenia 

(UNC News Sewices) 

New data reveal extent of genetic overlap between major mental 

disorders (UNC Health Care) 

UNC and Duke receive $&6 million for breast cancer research 

(WUNC) 



Irrelevant information in medical testimonials may lead to poor 

consumer choices (UNC News Sewices) 

GET CONNECTED 

Endeavors on Facebook Endeavors on Twitter RSS Feed 

Questions or suggest ons? Contact us. 

PR VACY POL CY: The Endeavors subscriber list is not open to the pubic, ensudng that your pdvacy and ema[ 
address are protected. Endeavors does not sell nformation about you, including your email address, to anyone for 
any purpose. If you suspect that your information has been misused, please let us know by sending an emal to 
endeavors@unc.edu If you do not wsh to receive future newsletters, please unsubscr be va the link at the bottom 
ofths ema 

Office of Research Commun cations 
137 East Franklin Street, Sute 600, CB 4106 
Un versty of North Carolina at Chapel H 
Chape HI1 NC 27599-4106 
Phone: 919-9626136 

This email was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu 

why didt get this? unsubscribe from this list update subscription preferences 

UNC Chapel Hill . CB 4106. Chapel Hill, Nc 27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 5:27 PM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

Sept 11 meeting and the rest of the 2013-2014 calender 

Dear Colleagues, 

Below are details of our monthly meetings in 2013-2014. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Sept. 11, GEC room 2010 

Oct. 9, Hyde Hall Incubator room 

Nov. 13, Hyde Hall Incubator room 

Dec. 4, Hyde Hall Incubator room 

Jan. 15, TBA 

Feb. 12, Hyde Hall Incubator room 

Mar. 19, Hyde Hall Incubator room 

Apr. 9, TBA 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: stgore~email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=65646425 .f3 e43 c8d7b65 e7a43 c291 cd78 c74f9ca&n=T&l=aaad& o=33539169 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-33539169-65646425.f3 e43 c8d7b65 e7a43 c291 cd78c74f9ca@listserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Critical Thoughts Publishing <info@criticalthoughtsllc.com> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 10:00 AM 

Critical Thoughts Publishing <info@criticalthoughtsllc.com> 
RE: IMMEDIATE PRESS RELEASE "Destroy the Perceptions" by Author Baaki Tafiti 
Bell 

Destroy the Perceptions: Liberate from the Residue of Slavery, 

Posted on Tuesday, September 03, 2013 

h tt p://www, s b wire. c o m/p re s s- r ele a s e s/d e st r oy-t h e-p e r ce ptio n s-li b e rate-fro m-t h e- re s id u e-of-sla ve ry-319938, h t m 

Critical Thoughts Publishing releases the first in the BlacknesiaTM series.., written to address societal changes in the 
wake of the shifting landscape in America and the impact on Black people, in particular, Black men. 

Willingboro, NJ -- (SBWIRE) -- 09/03/2013 -- DESTROY THE PERCEPTIONS: Liberate from the Residue of Slavery in a 

Changing Society 

Critical Thoughts Publishing releases the first in the BlacknesiaTM series.., written to address societal changes in the wake 

of the shifting landscape in America and the impact on Black people, in particular, Black men. 

New York, NY- September 2, 2013 - 

Destroy the Perceptions; a NON-FICTION book explores the contemporary Black male experience, by posing questions, 

as well as critiquing Black thought and behavior with the aim of re-energizing conversation within the Black 

communities. The book touches on topics, which appear to be on the tongue of most in the Black community. But 

because of various impediments, including fear of being considered not Black enough, Internalized racial oppression and 

Black denial--Black people do not express thoughts or take up conversations, as it might be deemed anti-social, anti- 

American, possibly anti-Black or anti-white in a supposedly post racial climate. 

Thus, in this changing American landscape, with new movements (Latino and LGBT) displacing the Black agenda, the 

question is posed where do Black men stand? Destroy The Perceptions provides a frame work for answers and solutions 

to address the many impediments affecting the quality of life of a significant number of people of African descent in this 

space known as America. Destroy The Perceptions encourages dialogue to foster critical thinking. Looking at the complex 

and diverse populations recognized as the Black community. Moreover, asking Black men to look at their space more 

critically in this contemporary environment to address issues of self, family, and the community. 

.... The facing of so vast a prejudice could not but bring the inevitable self-questioning, self-disparagement, and lowering 

of ideals, which ever accompany repression and breed in an atmosphere of contempt and hate." --W.E.B. Du Bois 

About the Author: Baaki Tafiti Bell 

Baaki Tafiti Bell is former Publisher of Blackvillages Magazine and recipient of the NAACP 2012 W.E.B Du Bois Journalism 

Award (S. Burlington), and currently Executive Director of the Tafiti Institute for Culture Awareness and Social 

Progression. 

For more information about DESTROY THE PERCEPTIONS: Liberate from the Residue of Slavery in a Changing Society, 

please visit http://www.criticalthoughtsllc.com 



Available at Amazon.com, Kindle, Book Retailers, as well as direct http://www.criticalthoughtsllc.com 

Destroy the Perceptions http://animoto.com/play/roYOeOkDMVhjvLlavPg3TQ 

Media Relations Contact 

Baaki Bell 

CEO/Author 

http://www.criticalthoughtsllc.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

timsupport@unc.edu 

Friday, September 6, 2013 4:39 PM 

tim_administrators@listserv.unc.edu 
[tim_administrators] Upcoming Training for TIM Administrators 

New TIM Administrator Class.pdf; TIM Administrator Advanced Workshop.pdf 

To: TIM Administrators 
From: TIM Support 
Date: September 6, 2013 
Subject: Upcoming Training for TIM Administrators 

New TIM Administrator Training Class 

Please review the attached document, "New TIM Administrator Class," for information about the upcoming New TIM 
Administrator Training Class. It will be held from I:00PM - 5:00PM on Thursday, September 26, 2013. This class is 
mandatory for new TIM Administrators. The link to the training registration website is provided in the attached document. 

TIM Administrator Advanced Workshop 

Please review the attached document, "TIM Administrator Advanced Workshop," for information about the upcoming TIM 
Administrator Advanced Workshop. The workshop will be held from I:00PM - 5:00PM on Thursday, October 3, 2013. 
Please note that this course has prerequisites for attendance. Attendees must have completed the New TIM Administrator 
Training Class and have been serving as a TIM Administrator for at least 2 months. The link to the training registration 
website is provided in the attached document. 



New TIM Administrator Training -Leave and Timekeeping (Part 1&2) 

Description: Time Information Management (TIM) provides tools to help you carefully track worked 

and non-worked hours to ensure your employees are compensated appropriately. In this class you 

will learn how to: 

¯ Navigate the TIM System 

¯ Use Online Help 

¯ Maintain Accrual Balances 

¯ Identify and Enter Appropriate Pay Codes 

¯ Generate and Print Reports 

¯ Manage EmployeeTimecards 

¯ Perform Signoff 

¯ Manage Comp Time and Overtime 

¯ Enter Historical Edits 

Prerequisites: 
¯ ONYEN and Password 
¯ Submitted and been approved as TIM Administrator. See TIM website for request form, 

http://tinyurl.corn!6879si5 

Please review all TIM Audit information on the TIM Administrator updates. Also review the TIM 
Announcements for the most up to date TIM information. 

Important Information: 
¯ Attendance is Mandatory 

¯ It is recommended that TIM Administrators have a detailed understanding of the UNC-CH Wage 

Hour and Leave Policies for SPA Non-Exempt employees. These policies are located on the HR 

website, 

¯ Wage Hour- http://hr.unc.edu/policies-procedures-svstems/spa-emplovee-policies/wage-hour/ 

¯ Leave- http://hr.unc.edu/p~licies-pr~cedures-systems/spa-emp~~yee-p~licies/~eave-and-h~~idavs/ 

You may wish to print the most current TIM Administrator Manual and bring it to class. 

¯ Part 1 http://www.unc.edu/finance/fd/cipr/tim/docs/tim manual partl.pdf 

¯ Part 2 http://www.unc.edu/finance/fd/c/pr/tim/docs/tim manual part2.pdf 

¯ If you have never used TIM before or you are unsure about how employees interact with TIM, 

please watch the Employee CBTs at http://finance.unc.edu/training/#tim 

Next Class: 

Location: AOB Building 104 Airport Drive, Room 3101 

Date: Thursday, September 26th, 2013 

Hours: l:00pm - 5:00pm 

Training Registration Web Page: 

https://apps.research.unc.edu/events/index.cfm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: Working lunch 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, September 7, 2013 3:45 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc. edu>; McMillan, Tim <tj m 1 @email .unc. edu>; 
Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Dear all, 

As you are aware, Eunice and I decided that the four of us need to edit and reformat the newsletter. So we are planning 
to have a working lunch on Wed. after the faculty meeting. Please bring all your suggested changes and let Travis know 

your food preference. I assume we will be meeting in the faculty lounge. 

Thanks, 

Margaret 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Saturday,                 4:19 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Traces Call for Papers 

Traces Call For Papers.docx 

Mr. Gore, 

Would you mind circulating a call for papers for me to the African, African American and Diaspora 

Studies listservs? I apologize if you are not the correct person to send this to. I have posted the 

message and attachment below. 

Hope you are well! 

Interested in having your research and writing published? 

Traces: the UNC-Chapel Hill Journal of History invites you to su bmit any u nderg rad uate papers or 

theses of a historical nature for consideration for our spring 2014 edition. We are especially interested 
in honors theses and papers recently written (i.e., spring and fall 2013) for History 390 seminars. 
However, papers written for other classes or departments on historical themes as well as historically- 
themed book, media, and exhibition reviews are acceptable. 

Please submit all papers to tracesiournal@qmail.com by Tuesday, October 1st, 2013. Please see the 
attached document for more specifics concerning submission. 

You can pick up a copy of the journal’s prize-winning inaugural issue in the History department’s 
office to see the type of work the journal publishes. 

Respectfully, 

History and Political Science, Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Binotti, Lucia <lbinotti@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 8, 2013 6:15 AM 

The StudentSuccessLunches mailing list. <studentsuccesslunches@listserv.unc.edu> 

The StudentSuccessLunches mailing list. <studentsuccesslunches@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: Today at 12 Noon 

Three! 

Lucia binotti 
Professor of Spanish 

Sent from my iPad 

On Sep 8, 2013, at 12:01 AM, "Reisner, Howard M" <howard reisner@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

That makes two of us 
Howard Reisner 
Professor 
Pathology and Laboratory Medicine 

From: Hamer, Robert M [hamer@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 06, 2013 8:35 AM 
To: The StudentSuccessLunches mailing list. 
Subject: RE: Today at 12 Noon 

Why did I get this email? I don’t recall signing up for any list server called "studentsuccesslunches." 

Robert M. Hamer, Ph.D. 
Professor of Psychiatry and Biostatistics 

336 Medical School Wing B 
Department of Psychiatry CB#7:160 

School of Medicine 
The University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

Office: 919 843 5508 

FAX: 919 966 5811 

Email: hamer@unc.edu 

From: cyndem@email.unc.edu [mailto:cyndem@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 06, 2013 8:31 AM 
To: The StudentSuccessLunches mailing list. 
Subject: Today at 12 Noon 

THE 

Brown Bag Lunch Series on 

CROSSROADS OF STUDENT SUCCESS: ACADEMICS, 

WELLNESS AND ENGAGEMENT 



12 noon - 1:30 p.m., Hanes Hall Room 239 

September 6th Notes on IX at UNC 

with Ew Quimbaya-Winship, Student Complaint Coordinator/Deputy Title IX Officer 

A brief overview of recent federal guidelines around harassment and sexual violence issued to 
higher education institutions will be provided. Carolina’s response to these evolving expectations 
will be discussed. As well, Ew will provide an update on the work accomplished by the Title IX 
task Force over the summer; how students, faculty and staff are being encouraged to report and 
what the current reporting process is for individuals at UNC; and the conversation will end with a 
few thoughts and questions that will explore areas for growth. 

You are currently subscribed to studentsuccesslunches as: howard reisner@med.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=67156261.312259c46346c56495a3 f6af508cfbf7&n=T&l=studentsuccesslunches&o=33545437 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33545437- 
67156261.312259c46346c56495a3 f6af508cfbfT@listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to studentsuccesslunches as: lbinotti@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=67157080.fd 1 d3 efd0fdc24236256fe9f831 e61 ab&n=T&l=studentsuccesslunches&o=33547478 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33547478- 
67157080. fd 1 d3 efd0fdc24236256fe9f831 e61 ab@li stserv.unc, edu 

You are currently subscribed to studentsuccesslunches as: stgore@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=67158755 .bd 17f6a93440046fb af3 ffc72e02ab 9f&n=T&l=studentsucce sslunches& o=33550230 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33550230-67158755.bd 17f6a93440046fbaf3 ffc72e02ab9f@listserv.unc.edu 



FFOnl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ho, Jennifer A <jho@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 8, 2013 10:08 AM 

The StudentSuccessLunches mailing list. <studentsuccesslunches@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: Today at 12 Noon 

If you scroll down you can see that you can unsubscribe (which is what I’m going to do because I also don’t recall 
signing up for this list serv) -- also, these emails are all being sent to the list serv so I’m not sure who the administrator 

is but you might want to change those settings so that we aren’t flooding email inboxes of everyone who didn’t seem to 
sign up for this list serv. 

--Jennifer Ho 

Jennifer Ho 
Associate Professor, English & Comparative Literature 
Director of Graduate Studies, English 

Greenlaw Hall, CB#3520 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 

919-962-8478 (office) 
919-962-3520 (fax) 
Jho@email.unc.edu 

From: <Reisner>, Howard M <howard reisner(~med.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: "Reisner, Howard M" <howard reisner@med.unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, September 7, 2013 9:25 AM 

To: "The StudentSuccessLunches mailing list." <studentsuccesslunches@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Today at 12 Noon 

That makes two of us 
Howard Reisner 
Professor 
Pathology and Laboratory Medicine 

From: Hamer, Robert M [hamer@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 06, 2013 8:35 AM 
To: The StudentSuccessLunches mailing list. 
Subject: RE: Today at 12 Noon 

Why did I get this email? I don’t recall signing up for any list server called "studentsuccesslunches." 

Robert M. Hamer, Ph.D. 

Professor of Psychiatry and Biostatistics 

336 Medical School Wing g 

Department of Psychiatry CB#7160 

School of Medicine 

The University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

Office: 919 843 5508 

FAX: 919 966 5811 

Email: hamer@unc.edu 

From: cyndem@email.unc.edu [mailto:cyndem@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 06, 2013 8:31 AM 



To: The StudentSuccessLunches mailing list. 
Subject: Today at 12 Noon 

THE 
Brown Bag Lunch Series on 

CROSSROADS OF STUDENT SUCCESS: ACADEMICS, 

ENGAGEMENT 
12 noon - 1:30 p.m., Hanes Hall Room 239 

WELLNESS AND 

September 6th       Notes on IX at UNC 
with Ew Quimbaya-Winship, Student Complaint Coordinator/Deputy Title IX Officer 
A brief overview of recent federal guidelines around harassment and sexual violence issued to higher 
education institutions will be provided. Carolina’s response to these evolving expectations will be discussed. 
As well, Ew will provide an update on the work accomplished by the Title IX task Force over the summer; how 
students, faculty and staff are being encouraged to report and what the current reporting process is for 
individuals at UNC; and the conversation will end with a few thoughts and questions that will explore areas for 
growth. 

You are currently subscribed to studentsuccesslunches as: howard reisner@med.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=67156261.312259c46346c56495a3 f6af508cfbf7&n=T&l=studentsuccesslunches&o=33545437 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33545437-67156261.312259c46346c56495a3f6af508cfbf7@listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to studentsuccesslunches as: iho@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=67156535.202dec253 ad053 d8a24b8eadc32bd77a&n=T&l=studentsuccesslunches&o=33547478 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33547478-67156535.202dec253ad053d8a24b8eadc32bd77a@listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to studentsuccesslunches as: stgore@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=67158755 .bd 17f6a93440046fb af3 ffc72e02ab 9f&n=T&l=studentsucce sslunches& o=33550242 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-33550242-67158755.bd17f6a93440046fbaf3ffc72e02ab9f~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Neigher, Stephen <neigher@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 8, 2013 10:22 AM 

The StudentSuccessLunches mailing list. <studentsuccesslunches@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: Today at 12 Noon 

That makes three of us. 

From: Reisner, Howard M [howard_reisner@med.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, September 07, 2013 9:25 AM 
To: The StudentSuccessLunches mailing list. 
Subject: RE: Today at 12 Noon 

That makes two of us 
Howard Reisner 
Professor 
Pathology and Laboratory Medicine 

From: Hamer, Robert M [hamer@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 06, 2013 8:35 AM 
To: The StudentSuccessLunches mailing list. 
Subject: RE: Today at 12 Noon 

Why did I get this ema[!? I don’t recall signing up for any list server called "studentsuccesslunches." 

Robert M. Hamer, Ph.D. 
Professor of Psychiatry and giostat[stics 

336 Medical School Wing g 

Department of Psychiatry CB#7:160 

School of Medicine 
The University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

Office: 9:19 843 5508 

FAX: 9:19 966 58:1:1 

Email: hamer@unc.edu 

From: cyndem@email.unc.edu [mailto:cyndem@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 06, 2013 8:31 AM 
To: The StudentSuccessLunches mailing list. 
Subject: Today at 12 Noon 

Brown Bag Lunch Series on 

THE CROSSROADS OF STUDENT SUCCESS" ACADEMICS, WELLNESS AND ENGAGEMENT 
12 noon - 1:30 p.m., Henes Hell Room 239 

September 6th Notes on IX at UNC 



with Ew Quimbaya-Winship, Student Complaint Coordinator/Deputy Title IX Officer 

A brief overview of recent federal guidelines around harassment and sexual violence issued to higher education 

institutions will be provided. Carolina’s response to these evolving expectations will be discussed. As well, Ew will provide 

an update on the work accomplished by the Title IX task Force over the summer; how students, faculty and staff are being 

encouraged to report and what the current reporting process is for individuals at UNC; and the conversation will end with 

a few thoughts and questions that will explore areas for growth. 

You are currently subscribed to studentsuccesslunches as: howard reisner@med.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=67156261.312259c46346c56495a3 f6af508cfbf7&n=T&l=studentsuccesslunches&o=33545437 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-33545437-67156261.312259c46346c56495a3f6af508cfbf7@listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to studentsuccesslunches as: neigher@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=67157735.3 e9f3 ebdc0d3959ff223 d7c 1438 c8 aa9&n=T&l=studentsucces slunches& o=33547478 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-33547478-67157735.3 e9f3 ebdc0d3959ff223 d7c 1438c8aa9@listserv.unc. edu 

You are currently subscribed to studentsuccesslunches as: stgore@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=67158755 .bd 17f6a93440046fb af3 ffc72e02ab 9f&n=T&l=studentsucce sslunches& o=33550236 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-33550236-67158755.bd 17f6a93440046fbaf3 ffc72e02ab9f~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Partridge, Hugh <hpartridge@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 8, 2013 1:00 PM 

The StudentSuccessLunches mailing list. <studentsuccesslunches@listserv.unc.edu> 

The StudentSuccessLunches mailing list. <studentsuccesslunches@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: Today at 12 Noon 

Three and counting! 

Hugh Partridge 

On Sep 7, 2013, at 9:25 AM, "Reisner, Howard M" <howard reisr~er~med.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

That makes two of us 
Howard Reisner 
Professor 
Pathology and Laboratory Medicine 

From: Hamer, Robert M [hamer@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 06, 2013 8:35 AM 
To: The StudentSuccessLunches mailing list. 
Subject: RE: Today at 12 Noon 

Why did I get this email? I don’t recall signing up for any list server called "studentsuccesslunches." 

Robert M. Hamer, Ph.D. 
Professor of Psychiatry and giostatistics 

336 Medical School Wing g 

Department of Psychiatry CB#7:160 

School of Medicine 
The University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

Office: 9:19 843 5508 

FAX: 9:19 966 58:1:1 

Email: hamer@unc.edu 

From: cyndem@email.unc.edu [mailto:cyndem@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 06, 2013 8:31 AlVl 
To: The StudentSuccessLunches mailing list. 
Subject: Today at 12 Noon 

Brown Bag Lunch Series on 

THE CROSSROADS OF STUDENT SUCCESS: ACADEMICS, WELLNESS AND 



ENGAGEMENT 
"12 noon - "1:30 p.m., Hanes Hall Room 239 

September 6th       Notes on IX at UNC 

with Ew Quimbaya-Winship, Student Complaint Coordinator/Deputy Title IX Of-ricer 

A brief overview of recent federal guidelines around harassment and sexual violence issued to higher 

education institutions will be provided. Carolina’s response to these evolving expectations will be 

discussed. As well, Ew will provide an update on the work accomplished by the Title IX task Force over the 

summer; how students, faculty and staff are being encouraged to report and what the current reporting 

process is for individuals at UNC; and the conversation will end with a few thoughts and questions that will 

explore areas for growth. 

You are currently subscribed to studentsuccesslunches as: howard reisner@med.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http:iilists.unc.edu/u? 
id=67156261.312259c46346c56495a3f6af508cfbf7&n=T&l=studentsuccesslunches&o=33545437 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-33545437- 
67156261.312259c46346c56495a3f6af508cfbf7@listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to studentsuccesslunches as: partridg@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http:iilists.unc.edu/u? 
id=67157921.03b97ddeaea9ed3 a2f10945 e543 d3 c52&n=T&l= studentsuccesslunches&o=33547478 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-33547478- 
67157921.03b97ddeaea9ed3a2f10945e543d3c52@listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to studentsuccesslunches as: ~ore@email.u~c.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: ~:iilists.unc.edulu? 
id-67158755 .bd 17£0a9344004(~b af3 f~72e02ab 9~;&n=T&l~-student succe ss~nches& o- 33550228 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33550228-~57158755.bdlTf6a9344004(~ba~3f~72e02abg~i~listserv.~nc.ed~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Brooks de Wetter <brooks@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 8, 2013 1:27 PM 

The StudentSuccessLunches mailing list. <studentsuccesslunches@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: Today at 12 Noon 

Please remove me from this mailing list. 

From: Reisner, Howard M [mailto:howard_reisner@med.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, September 07, 2013 9:25 AM 
To: The StudentSuccessLunches mailing list. 
Subject: RE: Today at 12 Noon 

That makes two of us 
Howard Reisner 
Professor 
Pathology and Laboratory Medicine 

from: Hamer, Robert M [hamer@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 06, 2013 8:35 AM 
To: The StudentSuccessLunches mailing list. 
Subject: RE: Today at 12 Noon 

Why did ! get this emafl? I don’t recall signing up for any list server called "studentsuccesslunches." 

Robert M. Hamer, Ph.D. 
Professor of Psychiatry and giostatistics 

336 Medical School Wing B 

Department of Psychiatry CB#7:160 

School of Medicine 
The University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

Office: 9:19 843 5508 

FAX: 9:19 966 58:1:1 

Emai[: hamer@unc.edu 

From: cyndem@email.unc.edu [mailto:cyndem@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 06, 2013 8:31 AM 
To: The StudentSuccessLunches mailing list. 
Subject: Today at 12 Noon 

THE CROSSROADS 

Brown Bag Lunch Series on 
OF STUDENT SUCCESS" ACADEMICS, WELLNESS AND 

ENGAGEMENT 
12 noon - 1:30 p.m., Hanes Hall Room 239 

September 6th       Notes on IX at UNC 
with Ew Quimbaya-Winship, Student Complaint Coordinator/Deputy Title IX Officer 
A brief overview of recent federal guidelines around harassment and sexual violence issued to higher 
education institutions will be provided. Carolina’s response to these evolving expectations will be discussed. 
As well, Ew will provide an update on the work accomplished by the Title IX task Force over the summer; how 
students, faculty and staff are being encouraged to report and what the current reporting process is for 



individuals at UNC; and the conversation will end with a few thoughts and questions that will explore areas for 
growth. 

You are currently subscribed to smdentsuccesslunches as: howard_reisner@med.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=67156261.312259c46346c56495a3 f6af508cfbfT&n=T&l=smdentsuccesslunches&o=33545437 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-33545437-67156261.312259c46346c56495a3f6af508cfbfT@listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to smdentsuccesslunches as: brooks@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=67154977.24a77e7ad7009e3996535 eeb 742aeaca&n=T&l= smdentsuccesslunches&o=33547478 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-33547478-67154977.24a77e7ad7009e3996535 eeb742aeaca@li stserv.unc, edu 

You are currently subscribed to smdentsuccesslunches as: stgore~email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=67158755 .bd 17f6a93440046fb af3 ffc72e02ab 9f&n=T&l=smdentsucce sslunches& o=33550237 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-33550237-67158755.bd 17f6a93440046fbaf3 ffc72e02ab9f@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lisanza, Esther Mukewa <lisanza@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, September 9, 2013 4:30 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: code 

Great! Thanks. 

From." Gore, Travis 
Sent; Monday, September 09, 2013 4:13 PM 
To," Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject; code 

Your code works now! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 10:39 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Map Quiz 

AFRI 101 -MapTe st-blankanswerform-F a112006, doc 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 7:33 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: Map Quiz 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lydia Boyd          ~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 1:39 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: scanning 

Ok, I’ll bring them down after I finish teaching. If they can be done as soon as possible, but by Thursday at the latest, that would be 
great. Let me know if the machine is up to it, and the student is available. 

thanks, 
Lydia 

On Sep 10, 2013, at 1:28 PM, Gore, Travis wrote: 

> *update* 
> 

> They are here now fixing it! 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Gore, Travis 
> Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 1:26 PM 
> To: ’Lydia Boyd’ 
> Subject: RE: scanning 
> 
> Hi Lydia, 
> 
> Yes, we will have a work study student available that can do it. When do you need it done by? The only problem is that our 
machine is currently out of order. They are bringing a new part for it as soon as they can. 
> 

> Best, 
> Travis 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Lydia Boyd [maiho: ] 
> Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 12:03 PM 
> To: Gore, Travis 
> Subject: scanning 
> 

> Hi Travis, 
> 
> Is the work study student available to do a few scans for my classes? I have four readings I need scanned. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Lydia 
> 

> 

> Lydia Boyd, PhD 
> Assistant Professor 
> Department of African and African American Studies Battle Hall, CB #3395 UNC-Chapel Hill lydia.boyd@unc.edu 
> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Copy <carolinacopy@aux-services.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 1:51 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Carolina Copy Customer Service Rep Survey 

Dear Sam Gore, 

You are receiving this email because you submitted an on-line service request to Carolina Copy and we value your input. 

Please take the time to complete this survey about the Carolina Copy customer service representative. The survey is user-friendly and 
you should be able to complete it within five minutes. Below is the link to the on-line survey. 

Survey URL: 
~:/iselectsurvev ~csit. ~acoeduiTakeSurvev ~as~x? Survev~iD=p2KK69~&Ticket=2504,5 

Person you are evaluating: John Foust 

Thank you for your participation. 
Carolina Copy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Goodlett, Clarissa <cgoodlet@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 2:51 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Exhibition Opening Reception at the Stone Center this Thursday 

Hi Travis, 

Can you send this to the AFAM list-serv? 

Thanks! 

Clarissa 

~This StorH Has Not Yet Been TO[doooThe Work of Tim Okamura~’ opens this ThursdaH at 7pro + 

20th AnniversarH Edition of Diaspora Festiva~ of B~ack and ~ndependent film opens on Sept° 

19 with ’rAn Oversimplification of Her Beauty" 

Thursday, September 12, 7:00pm 

Exhibition Opening Reception andArtist Talk." "This Story Has Not Yet Been Told... The Work of Tim Okamura" 

"This Story Has Not Yet Been Told.." is comprised of paintings created within the last decade that have emerged from Okamura’s life- 

long fascination with the emotionally expressive power of the human form and an intense interest in the juxtaposition of people in 

their environment. 

An opening reception for the exhibition featuring an artist talk by Okamura will be held on September 12, 2013 at 7p.m. at the 

Stone Center. This event is Free and Open to the Public. Please RSVP to stonecenter@unc.edu, call 919-962-9001, or via our 

Facebook event page. 

Thursday, September 19, 7:00pm 

Diaspora Festival qf Black and lndependent film opens with double feature qf." "Clara Como El Agua" and "An Oversimplification 

Her Beau_tv" 

Clara Como El Agua 

Dir: Fernanda Rossi/Short/US/Spanish with English Subtitles’/12min./2012 

Clara como elAgua, is a twelve-minute short fiction film about Clara, a light-skinned Puerto Rican gift with kinky, blond hair and 
gray eyes. Tired of being teased by her darker-skinned peers, she ventures into the magical waters of the bioluminescent bay to change 
her skin color and possibly herself. 

An Oversimplification of Her Beauty 
Dir." Terence Nance/Feature/US/English/93 min. /2012 

With arresting insight, vulnerability, and a delightful sense of humor, Terence Nance’s explosively creative debut feature, An 
Oversimplification of Her Beauty, documents the relationship between Nance and a lovely young woman as it teeters on the divide 
between platonic and romantic. Utilizing a tapestry of live action and various styles of animation, Nance explores the fantasies, 
emotions, and memories that race through his mind during a singular moment in time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Institute for the Arts & Humanities <iah@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 3:49 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Room Reservation Request 

10-02-13 AAAD Faculty Colloquium.docx 

Hi Travis, 

Thank you for filling out the on-line reservation form. 

Attached you will find your room confirmation for the Faculty Colloquium. If anything needs to be changed or if you have 
any questions please let me know. 

Best, 

Theresa 

Theresa FIores 

Front Desk Manager 
Institute for Arts and Humanities 
Hyde Hall, CB #3322 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3322 
Phone: (919) 962-0249 
Fax: (919) 962-1118 
Web: ~iah.unc.edu 

I:rom: iah@unc.edu [iah@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 06, 2013 4:48 PM 
To." Institute for the Arts & Humanities 
Subject." Room Reservation Request 

Your name 
Travis Gore 

Your e-mail address 
stgore@email.unc.edu 

Room(s) requested 
Incubator* (please specify setup) 

* Incubator Setup Requested: 
No setup required 

** University Room Setup Requested: 
Room Setup 

I agree to accept responsiblity for setting up the event space in consultation with the IAH events 
coordinator. I understand that by selecting this option, my group assumes liability for any resulting bodily 
injury or damage to IAH property. I also understand that this option may not be available, dependent on 
the IAH building use schedule. 

Event start date and time: 
Oct 02, 2013 11:00 AM 

Event end date and time: 
Oct 02, 2013 12:30 PM 

Is the event public? 
No 

Number of people attending: 



3O 
Department or organization hosting the event: 

AAAD 
Event Name: 

Faculty Colloquium 
Person in charge of this event: 

Margaret Lee 
Is a Fellow of the Institute making the request? 

Yes 
If yes, what is the requesting Fellow’s name: 

Margaret Lee 
Is this event part of an IAH program? 

No 
If yes, which IAH program? 
Billing Contact 

Sonia Colon 
Billing Address 

109 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC. 27599 
CB#3395 

Phone 
9199665496 

E-mail 
stgore@email.unc.edu 

Fax 
Department number: 

3287 
Will the event be catered? 

No 
If yes, who will cater the event? 
Equipment needed: 
Special equipment or set up requests, if any: 

requesting a podium and the ability to use power point 
Do you plan to serve alcohol? 

No 
If yes, which type? 
Will any guests be under age 21? 

Yes 
Please describe any special furniture needs you have (table for caterer, program materials, etc.), if any: 
Anything else? Please tell us anything else you want us to know about your event, your request or your needs: 

We would like the table to be U shaped but I did not see that option for the incubator room. 
I have read and agree to abide by the Hyde Hall Alcohol policy 

Yes 
I have read and agree to abide by the IAH room reservation policies 

Yes 



By reserving a room at Hyde Hall, the contact person and group agrees to the 
following IAH policies listed on the IAH website. The contact person and group 
assume all liability associated with their event and agrees to pay the Institute 
for the Arts and Humanities for all damages. 

Date/Time: 10-2-13 11:00am-12:30pm 

Event: AAAD Faculty Colloquium 

Room (s) Reserved: University Room, Incubator 

Contact 

Telephone/Email 

Department 

Event Source 

Security 

Parking 

Set-Up 

Billing* 

Sonia Colon 

mailto:mrfish@unc, edu 
919-966-5496 / stgore@email.unc, edu 

AAAD 

Web Request Form 

Details Booked? 

(4hr min., $20 x 4 hr - $80) N/A 

Visit www.dps.unc.edu/Forms/visitorlotrequest/visitorlot.cfrn 

to request parking if needed. 
University Room and Tncubator 
Room: 
*Note: 2-3 people recommended for 
moving furniture 

Rental Fee: N/A 
Security Fee: N/A 
Movers Fee: N/A 

N/A 

Group has agreed 
to set the room up 

themselves 

Invoice # 
N/A 

Caterer Responsibility of renting party N/A 

Please contact iah@email.unc.edu to 
schedule a technology tutorial before 
your event. 

N/A 
Technology 

Needs 

Please print page 2 as a checklist for after your event. If you have any questions about our building use 
policies, please contact iah@ernail.unc.edu. Thankyou! 



Thank you for visiting the 
  ST TUTE  - ARTS HUMA~ ~ES at Hyde Hall. 

We hope that you will enjoy our facilities! 

PLEASE NOTE that the Institute does not have event staff to set up rooms, assist with 
technology or clean up after events. We therefore appreciate your cooperation with the 
following guidelines. 

Groups who reserve Hyde Hall are responsible for leaving spaces as they found them. 

Push your chairs in 
Do not directly place anything on the wooden furniture 
Wipe down tables and/or chairs if necessary 

Please remove trash from Hyde Hall" 

Trash should be placed in the large, lidded garbage can located 
in the Swain Parking Lot, near the back entrance to Hanes Art 
Center. 
No plates, cups, napkins, serving platters, food or other event- 
related items may remain in the room after the event ends. 

The Institute recycles! Please put recyclable materials (paper, 
bottles and cans) into the bins provided. Do not put trash into a 
recycling bin. Please ask for assistance from Hyde Hall staff if 
need additional trash bins. 

you 

Help us conserve energy: Please turn off the lights when you leave the room. 

Check to make sure that you have not left anything from your group/meeting in the 
room. 

Hyde Hall is a working office building. Please encourage your participants to be quiet and 
courteous when they are in our hallways or public areas. 

Groups using Hyde Hall assumes all liability associated with their event and agrees to pay 
the Institute for the Arts and Humanities for all damages. 

THANKYOU for your cooperation. If you have any questions or need assistance, inquire at the 
reception area on the first floor. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, September 11, 2013 9:13 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

---Committees 2013-2014. docx 



DEPARTMENT’S GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE: 
TITLE NAME/S 
Chair Eunice Sahle 

Supervisor, Professor Jonathan 
Hartlyn, The University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 
Senior Associate Dean for 
Social Sciences and Global 
Programs, College of Arts and 
Sciences. 

Summer School Administrator, Kenneth Janken 
Honors Advisor and Director of 
Undergraduate Studies 

DUTIES 
Chair’s Manual (Sept., p. 18) 
-Prepares the departmental 
budget. 
-Administers departmental 
personnel policies, including 
annual and other required 
faculty evaluations. 

-Makes recommendations for 
appointments, salary increases, 
promotions, and tenure. 

-Prepares course offerings and 
assigns teaching duties. 

-Formulates educational 
policies. 

-Maintains instructional 
facilities. 

-Notifies Dean’s Office in 
advance, or as soon as possible 
in an emergency, when she/he 
plans to be away from campus 
for more than one (1) business 
day. 

-Provides information on who 
will cover teaching and 
administrative assignments 
during the absence. 

-Files "notice of intent" and 
follows other university policies 
regarding external professional 
activities for pay as appropriate. 

-Leads fundraising for the 
department or curriculum. 

-Other duties assigned by the 
Dean’s Office. 

Summer School Administrator 
-Works with the Chair to assign 
summer course offerings. 
-Works closely with the Dean of 
Summer School and the Chair in 
administering Summer school. 

Director of Undergraduate 
Studies 
-Advises majors and minors on 
courses and curriculum issues.- 
Works closely with the Office of 
the Dean of Undergraduate 
Education on curriculum 

1 Department’s committees are constituted by the Chair’s Advisory Committee. Administrative and committee 

assignments and duties are subject to change as the department and the university evolves. 



Coordinator, Wendell McCain 
Research Fellows Program 

Department’s Webmaster 

Diversity Liaison 

Reginald Hildebrand 

Tim McMillan 

Charlene Regester 

matters. 
-Works with the Chair on the 
annual Learning Outcomes 
Assessment. 

Honors Advisor 
-Coordinates department’s 
honors thesis projects. 
- Monitors the progress of 
honors thesis projects. 

-Works with the Chair to 
generate research priorities for 
the Fellows program 
-Send out call for research 
proposals to faculty. 
-Chairs the research proposal 
review ad-hoc committee. 

Supervises the department’s 
administrative assistant in the 
management of the department’s 
website. 

-Develop a diversity framework 
for the department in 
consultation with the Office of 
the Director of Faculty Diversity 
Initiatives for the College of 
Arts and Sciences. 
-Works with Chair on diversity 
reports. 

DEPARTMENT’S COMMITTEES 

TITLE Members DUTIES 

Academic Affairs Committee 

Courses Audit and salary 
committee 

Chair: Georges Nzongola- 
Ntalaja 
Members: David Pier, Charlene 
Register, Kenneth Janken, 
Esther Lisanza, Walter Rucker, 
Mamarame Seck, Robert Porter 
and Kia Caldwell 

Chair: Bereket Selassie 
Members: Eunice SaNe, 
Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja and 
Kenneth Janken 

-Review new course proposals. 
-Review Independent Studies 
proposals and enforce the 
requirements of the 
department’s Independent 
Studies’ Contract. 
-Work on the department’s 
strategic plan in consultation 
with Dr. David Kiel and the 
Chair. 

-Advise the Chair on salary 
equity and compression matters. 
- Reviews course schedule - 

generated by the 
Chair. 

2 



Colloquium    and    Annual 
Conference Committee 

Institutional,    majors    and 
community engagement 
committee 

Chair: Margaret Lee 
Members: Mamarame Seck, 
Bereket Selassie, Reginald 
Hildebrand, Barbara Anderson, 
Perry Hall, Lydia Boyd and 
Alasane Fall and Alphonse 
Mntima 

Standing Personnel Committee 

Chair’s Advisory Committee 

Chair: Tim McMillan 

Williams, Charlene 
Alphonse Mutima, 
Lambert and 

Members:           Reginald 
Hildebrand, Georges Nzongola- 
Ntalaja, Robert Porter, Ronald 

Register, 
Michael 

Joanne Hershfield (Chair, 
Women Studies - appointed by 
the Dean), Bernard Boxill 
(Philosophy - appointed by the 
Dean), John Pickles 
(Geography - appointed by the 
Dean), Paul Leslie 
(Anthropology - appointed by 
the Dean), Bereket Selassie, 
Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja and 
Kenneth Janken 

Chair: Eunice Sahle 
Members: Kia Caldwell, David 
Pier, Margaret Lee, Reginald 
Hildebrand, Tim McMillan and 
Kenneth Janken. 

-Conducts an audit of courses 
offered in the department in 

- Organize the department’s 
monthly colloquium 
-Works with the Chair in 
organizing the 2no1 Global 
Africana Conference focusing 
on the nexus of water, health 
and environment. 

-Co-ordinates the new 
department’ s majors’ initiative: 
Wendall McCain Undergraduate 
Fellowship. 
- Organizing the Dunbar-Stone 
Lecture 
-Organizing the 
commencement ceremony in 
consultation with the Chair. 
- Community engagement 
initiatives. 
-Organizing the department’s 
fall picnic. 

Advises the Chair on personnel 
matters. 

- Advises the chair on 
department’s governance 
matters including constituting 
annual committees. 
-Set agenda for the department’s 
monthly meeting. 
- Review minutes taken by 
Mamarame Seck and Tia 
Howell for each monthly 
meeting. 
-Advise the Chair on new 
department initiatives. 



4 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, September 11, 2013 10:16 AM 

Gore, Travi s <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

Departmental Committees 2013-2014.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, September 11, 2013 10:30 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

2013-2014-DEPARTMENT’ GOVERNANCE’ S STRUCTURE. docx 



DEPARTMENT’S GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE: 2013-141 
TITLE NAME/S 
Chair Eunice Sahle 

Supervisor, Professor Jonathan 
Hartlyn, The University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill, Senior 
Associate Dean for Social Sciences 
and Global Programs, College of 
Arts mad Sciences. 

Summer School Administxator, 
Honors Advisor and Director of 
Undergraduate Studies 

Kenneth JaxLken 

DUTIES 
From the Sept. 2013 Chair’s 
Manual (p. 18) 
-Prepoxes the depoxtmental budget. 
-Administers depoxtmental 
personnel policies, including annual 
and o~er required faculty 
evaluations. 

-Makes recommendations for 
appointments, salary increases, 
promotions, and tenure. 

-Prepoxes course offerings 
assigns teaching duties. 

-Formulates educational policies. 

-Maintains ins~xuctional facilities. 

-Notifies Dean’s Office in advance, 
or as soon as possible in an 
emergency, when she/he plans to be 
away from campus for more ~an 
one (1) business day. -Provides 
information on who will cover 
teaching and administrative 
assignments during the absence. 

-Files "notice of intent" and follows 
other university policies regarding 
external professional activities for 
pay as appropriate. 

-Leads fundraising for the 
depaxtment or curriculum. 

-Other duties assigned by the 
Dean’s Office. 

Summer School Administrator 
-Works wifl~ the Chair to assign 
summer course offerings. 
-Works closely with the Dean of 
Summer School and the Chair in 
administering Summer school. 

Director of Undergraduate 
Studies 
-Advises majors oad minors on 
courses and curriculum issues.- 
Works closely with the Office of the 
Dean of Undergraduate Education 
on curriculum matters. 
-Works wit~ the Chair on the annual 
Learning Outcomes Assessment. 

Honors Advisor 
-Coordinates department’ s honors 
thesis projects. 
- Monitors the progress of honors 
thesis projects. 

1 Department’s committees are constituted by the Chair’s Advisory Committee. Administrative and committee 

assignments and duties are subject to change as the department and the university evolve. Faculty members on leave 
should contact the Chair/s of their committee/s, 



Coordinator, Wendell McCain 
Research Fellows Program 

Department’ s Webmaster 

Diversity Liaison 

Reginald Hildebrand 

Tim McMillan 

Charlene Regester 

-Works wit~ the Chair to generate 
reseaxch priorities for t~e Fellows 
program 
-Send out call for reseaxch proposals 
to faculty. 
-Chairs the reseaxch proposal review 
ad-hoc committee. 

Supervises    the    depaxtment’ s 
administrative assistant in l~e 
management of the depaxtment’s 
website. 

-Develops a diversity framework for 
the depaxtment in consultation with 
the Office of the Director of Faculty 
Diversity Initiatives for l~e College 
of Arts and Sciences. 
-Works wil~ Chair on diversity 
reports. 

DEPARTMENT’S COMMITTEES 

TITLE Members DUTIES 

Academic Affairs Committee 

Courses Audit and salary 
committee 

Colloquium and Annual Conference 
Committee 

Institutional, majors and community 
engagement committee 

Chair: Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Members: David Pier, Chaxlene 
Register, Kenneth Jaxtken, Esther 
Lisanza, Walter Rucker, 
Mamaxame Seck, Robert Porter 
and Kia Caldwell 

Chair: Bereket Selassie 
Members: Eunice Sahle, Georges 
Nzongola-Ntalaj a mad Kennel~ 
Janken 

Chair: Margaxet Lee 
Members:     Mamarame Seck, 
Bereket Selassie, Joseph Jordma, 
Reginald Hildebrand, Baxbaxa 
Anderson, Perry Hall, Lydia Boyd 
and Alassane Fall and Alphonse 
Mutima 

Chair: Tim McMillan 
Members: Reginald Hildebrand, 
Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja, Robert 
Porter, Ronald Williams, M~xgaret 
Lee, Charlene Register, Alphonse 
Mutima, Michael Lambert mad 
Donato Fhunsu 

-Reviews new course proposals. 
-Reviews Independent Studies 
proposals mad enforce the 
requirements of the depaxtment’ s 
Independent Studies’ Contxact. 
-Works on the depaxtment’ s 
slxategic plan in consultation with 
Dr. David Kiel and the Chair. 

-Advises the Chair on salaxy equity 
and compression matters. 
- Reviews course schedule - 2014- 
2015 generated by the Chair. 
-Conducts an audit of courses 
offered in ~e department in 2013- 
2014. 

- Organizes l~e department’s 
monthly colloquium 
-Works wil~ the Chair in organizing 
the 2nd Global Africana Conference 
focusing on the nexus of water, 
health mad environment. 

-Co-ordinates the new department’s 
majors’ initiative: Wendall McCain 
Undergraduate Fellowship. 
- Organizes t~e annual Dunbax- 
Stone Lecture. 
-Organizes the 2014 
commencement ceremony in 

2 



Standing Personnel Committee 

Chair’s Advisory Committee 

Joanne Hershfield (Chair, Women 
Studies - appointed by the Dea~), 
Bernard Boxill (Philosophy - 
appointed by the Dea~), John 
Pickles (Geography - appointed by 
the Dea~), Paul Leslie 
(Anthropology - appointed by the 
Dean), Bereket Selassie, Georges 
Nzongola-Ntalaj a a~d Kennet~ 
Janken 

Chair: Eunice Sahle 
Members: Kia Caldwell, David 
Pier, Margaret Lee, Reginald 
Hildebrand, Tim McMillan and 
Kenneth Ja~kken. 

consultation wit~ the Chair. 
- Advises the Chair on community 
engagement initiatives. 
-Organizes the department’s annual 
picnic. 

Advises the Chair on personnel 
matters. 

- Advises the Chair on department’s 
governance matters including 
constituting annual committees. 
-Sets agenda for the department’s 
monthly meeting. 
- Reviews minutes taken by 
Mama~ame Seck and Tia Howell for 
each monthly meeting. 
-Advises the Chair on new 
department initiatives. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

CCCS <cccs@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 11:04 AM 

Andrews, Kim A. <kaandrew@email.unc.edu>; Goldman, Melanie R. 
<goldmanm@email.unc.edu> 

Bickford, Donna M <dbickford@unc.edu>; Wyrick, Marilyn J <wyrick@email.unc.edu>; 
Markstein, Lara <laram@email.unc. edu>; Horn, Patrick E <pathorn@email.unc. edu>; 
Clemmons, Jason <jclem@email.unc.edu>; Thomas, William Paul 
<wpthomas@email.unc.edu>; Gorman, Jackie <jackie@unc.edu>; Bettin, Jade R 
<bettin@email.unc.edu>; meinecke@unc.edu; Williams, Susan Staples 
<swms@unc.edu>; Allison, Kim A <kallison@email.unc.edu>; Thomas, Elizabeth 
<lethomas@unc.edu>; Edwards, Erica Elizabeth <eedwards@email.unc.edu>; 
Lindemann, Erika <ulinde@email.unc.edu>; Haven, Ben <bhaven@email.unc.edu>; 
Younger, Karna <klyounge@email.unc.edu>; Landstrom, Susan B 
<susan_landstrom@unc.edu>; Samuels, Robin J <rj sam@email.unc.edu>; Mclver, 
Samelia <mciver@email.unc.edu>; Bernhardt, Valerie M <valerieb@email.unc.edu>; 
Olszanowski, Barbara L <barboski@ad.unc.edu>; bickford@unc.edu; Cave, Tracey 
<tcave@email.unc.edu>; Miller, Claire <claire_miller@unc.edu>; Quick, Myra C 
<quick@unc.edu>; King, Larry D <larking@unc.edu>; Anderson, Violet 
<vmanders@email.unc.edu>; Clarke, Shelley <sclarke@email.unc.edu>; Sprintzik, Hanna 
<hannasp@email.unc.edu>; Neville, Patriea D <pneville@email.unc.edu>; Mchale, Jim 
<jim_mchale@unc.edu>; Craig-Schwarz, Rhonda L. <rhonda@unc.edu>; McNeil, 
Kathleen <kamcneil@email.unc.edu>; Condie, Laura F <lc@unc.edu>; Bardachino, 
Sharon L <sharon.bardachino@unc.edu>; Fholer, Marie A <fholer@email.unc.edu>; Lu, 
Jianping <jpl@email.unc.edu>; mingo@cs.unc.edu; Kieber, Alison J 
<kieber@email.unc.edu>; Creedon, Mary Leigh <llmary@email.unc.edu>; Whitling, 
Brian E <whitling@email.unc.edu>; Thompson, Karen <kthompsl@email.unc.edu>; 
Stolle, Carrie K <stolle@email.unc.edu>; Michienzi, Lisa-Jean 
<michienz@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Reisinger, Udo 
<udo@unc.edu>; King, Amy K <akking@email.unc.edu>; Gray, Kevin 
<kmgray@unc.edu>; Wunder, Cindy <wunder@email.unc.edu>; Davis, Barbara Taylor 
<barb@unc.edu>; Davis, LaTissa <davila@email.unc.edu>; Battaglini, Rebecca L 
<bbatt@email.unc.edu>; Nichols, Carol A <nicholsc@email.unc.edu>; Wilcox, Sandy 
<swilcox@email.unc.edu>; Carter, Janis <carterl@email.unc.edu>; Comer, Linda Yates 
<lcomer@email.unc.edu>; Meanza, Jeffrey <meanza@email.unc.edu>; Brossman, Curt 
Alan <cbrossman@unc.edu>; Duffy, Kathy B. <kduffy@unc.edu>; Holt, Joan M 
<jholt@unc.edu>; Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu>; Domina, Julie 
<jdomina@email.unc.edu>; Koenig, Sara Elizabeth <skoenig@unc.edu>; 
jkidd@fac.unc.edu; Eubanks, Trevaughn B <tbrown3@email.unc.edu>; 
brandon.thomas@aux-services.unc.edu; Kiser, Jena Marie <Jena_Kiser@unc.edu>; 
jrubert@email.unc.edu; Gibson, Beverly D <btorres@email.unc.edu>; Rao, Chandrika R 
<crrao@email.unc.edu>; Cox, Andrea Mabe <amcox@email.unc.edu>; Bell, McGregor 
<mcgregor.bell@unc.edu>; Kastrinsky, Josh <kastrins@email.unc.edu>; Carruthers, 
Kelly Lynn <kcarruth@email.unc.edu>; Roenigk, L. Bingham 
<broenigk@email.unc.edu>; Smith, Brian T <btsmith@email.unc.edu>; Baughman, 
Shanika Monye <sbaughma@email.unc.edu>; Koza, Mary Beth Christine 
<MBKoza@ehs.unc.edu>; O’Brien, Katherine Elizabeth 
<Katherine.O’brien@facilities.unc.edu>; Pickard, Mark 
<Mark.Pickard@facilities.unc.edu>; Trangenstein, Rebecca C 
<Rebecca.Trangenstein@facilities.unc.edu>; Narvesen, Robyn <rnarv@email.unc.edu>; 
natasha.lee@fac.unc.edu; Johnson, Frankford Milam 
<Frankford.Johnson@facilities.unc.edu>; Crowder, Jill H 
<jill.crowder@facilities.unc.edu>; Humphreys, Robert V 
<Robert.Humphreys@facilities.unc.edu>; Friend, Lynn M 



<lynn.friend@facilities.unc.edu>; Adams, Sterrett Lane <lane.adams@fac.unc.edu>; 
Fearrington, Valerie M <vmf@psafety.unc.edu>; Jarosz, Olivia Shelton 
<olivia.jarosz@energy.unc.edu>; Fearrington, Valerie M <vmf@psafety.unc.edu>; Lewis, 
Faye T <flewis@email.unc.edu>; Blanchard, Bob <bob_blanchard@unc.edu>; Glover, 
Sharon P <glover@unc.edu>; Brower, Alice <abrower@email.unc.edu>; Buckner, Terri 
<tbuckner@unc.edu>; Eke, Kimberly J <kim_eke@unc.edu>; hinl@email.unc.edu; 
Longo, Bob <robert longo@unc.edu>; Platz, Gina B <gina@email.unc.edu>; Reed, Mark 
S.C. <markreed@email.unc.edu>; Rowland, Karen E <ker@email.unc.edu>; 
brad.traylor@unc.edu; Vasu, Brett S <brett vasu@unc.edu>; Verboon, Nancy V 
<verboon@email.unc.edu>; Wilkins, Emily Alice <Emily_Wilkins@unc.edu>; 
Stephaine_Peterson@unc.edu; Leonard, Barbara J <bjleonar@email.unc.edu>; Richards, 
Danna M <danna richards@unc.edu>; Wilkinson, Patti <pattiw@unc.edu>; Dowd, 
Victoria <victoria_dowd@unc.edu>; Smith, Kennetha Ariel <kennetha@unc.edu>; Scott, 
Isata J <iscott@email.unc.edu>; Ryan, Charlene D <cdryan@email.unc.edu>; Elliott, 
Marisa Elizabeth <meelliot@email.unc.edu>; Dalton, Kelly Nicole 
<kndalton@email.unc.edu>; Tozzer, Meredith Beattie <Meredith_Tozzer@unc.edu>; 
Turner, Katie <katie turner@unc.edu>; boulder@unc.edu; Max, Katherine Angeli 
<kamax@email.unc.edu>; Hirth, Garrett Michael <gmh@email.unc.edu>; Arroyo, 
Yolanda L <yarroyo@admissions.unc.edu>; Dunlap, Amy (2 <adunlap@email.unc.edu>; 
Sabiston, Susan R <susan_sabiston@unc.edu>; Hunt, Andrew <hunan@email.unc.edu>; 
Walters, Susan L <susan_walters@unc.edu>; Massey, Tabitha Alston 
<tmassey@unc.edu>; Rucker, Suzanne <srucker@email.unc.edu>; Spruill, April R 
<april_spruill@unc.edu>; Smith, Michael <michael_smith@unc.edu>; Beatty, Rhonda 
Hubbard <rbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Traub, Juliet G <jtraub@email.unc.edu>; Grant, 
Maggie <maggiegrant@unc.edu>; Tighe, Bevin <bevin@unc.edu>; Jones, Chad Michael 
<chadj @email.unc. edu>; Jordan, Michele <mj ordan@hunt-institute, org>; Call, B arbara B 
<bcall@email.unc.edu>; (2ashion, Jody W <jody_cashion@unc.edu>; Madill, Valerie S 
<madill@email.unc.edu>; Keith, Stephen <skeith@email.unc.edu>; Durham, Susan 
<susan_durham@unc.edu>; Meyers, Kathryn <kmeyers@email.unc.edu>; Gustafson, 
Joann (2 <joann_gustafson@unc.edu>; Evrenidis, Lawson Powell 
<Lawson_Evrenidis@unc.edu>; Pruitt, Jennifer <j ennifer~ruitt@unc.edu>; Morgan, 
Dawn Lynne <dlmorgan@email.unc.edu>; Di Rienzi, (2aryn <dirienzi@email.unc.edu>; 
Long, Tristan <tristan_long@unc.edu>; ils rwmoore.con <rwmoore@renci.org>; 
Whitfield, Beverly Gail <gail_whitfield@u~c.edu>; jenniger~ruitt@unc.edu; Austin, 
Dorcas D. <daustin@email.unc.edu>; Munn, Laura <lmunn@unc.edu>; Werler, D G 
<dg@unc.edu>; O’Brien, Kathryn Anne <obrienka@unc.edu>; Thompson, Gale 
<gthompson@schsr.unc.edu>; Kavanagh, Joan <joan_kavanagh@unc.edu>; Page, Philip 
H <philpage@unc.edu>; dleannanapier@unc.edu; Elsenrath, A1 
<Al_Elsenrath@unc.edu>; Huppert, Sarah Andrews <Sarah_Andrews@unc.edu>; 
paula~oe@dentstry.unc.edu; daniella_onofrio@dentistry.unc.edu; Yen, Maria (2ristina 
<(2ristina Yen@unc.edu>; Donna~erdue@dentistry.unc.edu; Arrington, Rosanna L 
<Rosanna Arrington@unc.edu>; Dow, Judy G <Judy_Dow@unc.edu>; 
lorie_rhoads@dentistry.unc.edu; Turner, Matthew Baker <Matthew_Turner@unc.edu>; 
Mauldin, Lisa B <lisa mauldin@unc.edu>; michael_milano@dentistry.unc.edu; 
Torkewitz, Lisa Michele <Lisa_Torkewitz@unc.edu>; 
Wendy_daniels@dentsitry.unc.edu; Falkowski, Nicole M <Nicole_Falkowski@unc.edu>; 
Rocafuerte, Elizabeth <Elizabeth_Rocafuerte@unc.edu>; Ware, William B 
<wbware@unc.edu>; McKirahan, Matthew Thomas <mckirahan@sog.unc.edu>; Welty, 
Jeffrey B <welty@sog.unc.edu>; Panke, Stefanie <panke@sog.unc.edu>; Sylvester, 
Susan R. <ssylvest@email.unc.edu>; (2ox, Tammy L <tlcox@email.unc.edu>; Hill, 
Monica <mihill@email.unc.edu>; Everett, Lewis M <lmeveret@email.unc.edu>; Reid, 
Allison <Allison_Reid@unc.edu>; Lindsey, Byron Anthony(Tony) 
<tony_lindsey@med.unc.edu>; Kollar, April <april_kollar@med.unc.edu>; Edwards, 
Jennifer Diana <jennifer.edwards@unc.edu>; Grossman, Gail H 



<gail_grossman@med.unc.edu>; Alb, James G Jr <j ames_alb@med.unc.edu>; Van 
Heusen, Sarah <sarah_vanheusen@med.unc.edu>; Johann, Evelyn 
<evelyn_johann@med.unc.edu>; Chang, Amanda <amanda_chang@med.unc.edu>; 
j stiller@unch.unc.edu; Farber-Petes, Rosann <rosann farber@med.unc.edu>; Wilber, 
Kathleen P <kathy_wilber@med.unc.edu>; Blalock, Lori N. 
<lori_blalock@med.unc.edu>; Clarke, Betsy <betsy_clarke@med.unc.edu>; Vry, 
Nathalie <nathalie_vry@med.unc.edu>; Kilany, Edith K <edith_kilany@med.unc.edu>; 
White, Patricia M <patricia white@med.unc.edu>; Riviella, Rocky L. 
<rocky riviella@med.unc.edu>; Wicks, Bruce A <bruce_wicks@med.unc.edu>; Regan, 
Melanie M <melanie_regan@med.unc.edu>; davist@med.unc.edu; Tuttle, Laura A 
<laura tuttle@med.unc.edu>; Adams, Jaime <jaime_adams@med.unc.edu>; 
sturrentine@unch.unc.edu; Kendall, Janet M. <janet kendall@med.unc.edu>; Hair, Kelly 
<kelly_hair@med.unc.edu>; Leonard, Bonnie L <bonnie_leonard@med.unc.edu>; 
Knight, Ron <rck@med.unc.edu>; Hornaday, Jennifer 
<jennifer hornaday@med.unc.edu>; Cheek, Ellen S <cheek@email.unc.edu>; thomsonr 
<ruth thomson@med.unc.edu>; Bowen, Elizabeth Aponte 
<elizabeth_bowen@med.unc.edu>; Williams, Gina <gina werner@med.unc.edu>; Ross, 
Jana L <j ana_ross@med.unc.edu>; Lucas, Wanda L <wanda lucas@med.unc.edu>; 
Tolliver, Tonj a <tonj a tolliver@med.unc, edu>; Kopp, Vincent Joseph 
<vkopp@aims.unc.edu>; Dirito, David <DDirito@aims.unc.edu>; Poulton, Caroline 
Jennette <caroline_jennette@med.unc.edu>; Womack, Jenny 
<j ennifer womack@med.unc, edu>; Jame s, Kathy L <kathy_j ames@med.unc, edu>; 
Dawson, Carol Sue <carol_dawson@med.unc.edu>; Solana, Lauren Annice 
<1 auren_sol ana@med.unc, edu>; Franusi szin, Nancy A <Nancy_Franusi szin@unc, edu>; 
Carter, Dallas <Dallas_Carter@med.unc.edu>; Newlin, Amy L. <aleighn@med.unc.edu>; 
Fritts, Shelly R. <shelly fritts@med.unc.edu>; Void, Sandra H 
<sandra void@med.unc.edu>; Spivack, Fran <spivack@email.unc.edu>; Buckner, Teresa 
T <teresa.buckner@cidd.unc.edu>; Wagner, Kimberly D <kim_wagner@med.unc.edu>; 
Satinsky, Jennifer <j ennifer_satinsky@med.unc.edu>; Simpson, Rosemary 
<rj simpso@med.unc.edu>; Holmes, Jr., David F <david_holmes@med.unc.edu>; Barger, 
David H <dbarger@unc.edu>; Strasner, Lica <strasner@email.unc.edu>; Elsenrath, 
Brandy L <x004cats@email.unc.edu>; Coleman, Brett M <colemanb@email.unc.edu>; 
Moore, Jennifer Joyce <j enj oyce@email.unc, edu>; Pinelli, Nicole R. 
<nickipinelli@unc.edu>; Kelley, John <kelleyj@email.unc.edu>; Figueroa, Angelica M 
<amfiguer@email.unc.edu>; Padgett, Cathy M <cathy~oadgett@unc.edu>; Paul, John E 
<j ohn~oaul@unc, edu>; McNeill, Joyce A <j amcneil@email.unc.edu>; Sullivan, Sharon 
<sharon_sullivan@med.unc.edu>; Pearson, Laura <lpearson@email.unc.edu>; Kibicho, 
Susan <kibicho@email.unc.edu>; Evarts, Lori A <lori_evarts@unc.edu>; Mozes, Jon 
<jgmozes@email.unc.edu>; Somers, Tracy Pickler <tracy_somers@unc.edu>; Justice, 
Cindy H <chjustic@email.unc.edu>; Mitchell, Vanessa L <vanessa@unc.edu>; Morgan, 
Ruth B <rbmorgan@email.unc.edu>; Blackburn, Dean <blackburn@unc.edu>; Douglas, 
Linda Brown <linda_douglas@unc.edu>; Vizuete, Natalie <nvizuete@unc.edu>; Grabs, 
Shawne <shawne_grabs@unc.edu>; Rio, Holly <holly_rio@unc.edu>; Travis, Reane 
<reane.travis@unc.edu>; Olawsky, Nathan D <nolawsky@wunc.org>; Levinson, Sara 
<saralev@email.unc.edu>; Karkutt, Matt <karkutt@email.unc.edu>; Saye, Terri O 
<tsaye@email.unc.edu>; Moore, Margaret Eilene <MARGARET_MOORE@unc.edu>; 
Brossman, Curt Alan <cbrossman@unc.edu>; jkidd@fac.unc.edu; Wilkins, Emily Alice 
<Emily_Wilkins@unc.edu>; Peterson, Stephanie B. <peterssb@email.unc.edu>; Socola, 
Donna Marie <socola@email.unc.edu>; Boudler, Laurie <boudler@unc.edu>; Meyers, 
Kathryn <kmeyers@email.unc.edu>; Everett, Lewis M <lmeveret@email.unc.edu>; 
Kelley, John <kelleyj@email.unc.edu>; Sauer, Beth H <bhsauer@email.unc.edu>; Gil, 
Karen M <kgil@email.unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Gray, 
Karol Kain <kkgray@unc.edu>; Matson, Steve <smatson@bio.unc.edu>; Kielt, Chris 
<chris_kielt@unc.edu>; Folt, Carol Lynn <carol.folt@unc.edu>; Dean, Jr., James W. 



Subject: 

Attach: 

<James_Dean@unc.edu>; Strohm, Leslie Chambers <strohm@email.unc.edu>; Entwisle, 
Barbara <entwisle@unc.edu>; Weintraub, Jane <Jane_Weintraub@unc.edu>; 
McDiarmid, Bill <bmcd@email.unc.edu>; Smith, Mike R. <msmith@sog.unc.edu>; 
Marchionini, Gary <gary@ils.unc.edu>; King, Susan Robinson <kingsr@email.unc.edu>; 
Boger, Jack <jcboger@email.unc.edu>; Roper, William L 
<william_roper@med.unc.edu>; Swanson, Kristen M <swansok@email.unc.edu>; 
Blouin, Bob <Bob_Blouin@unc.edu>; Rimer, Barbara K <brimer@unc.edu>; Richman, 
Jack M <jrichman@email.unc.edu>; Crisp, Winston B <wbcrisp@email.unc.edu>; 
Grumbles, Julia Sprunt <julia.grumbles@unc.edu>; Dibbert, Douglas Steven 
<ddibbert@email.unc.edu>; Michalak, Sarah C <smichala@email.unc.edu>; Nicklis, 
Ashley <anicklis@unc.edu>; Medford, Becky C <becky_medford@med.unc.edu>; 
Malone, Brenda Richardson <brenda malone@unc.edu>; Nickerson-Salter, Cherritta B 
<nickerc@unc.edu>; Meinecke, Chris <meinecke@email.unc.edu>; Davis, Christie 
Wynette <christie_davis@unc.edu>; Gist, Jacquelyn Michelle 
<JMGIST@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Bryant, Kathy <kathy_bryant@unc.edu>; Andrews, 
Kim A. <kaandrew@email.unc.edu>; Barker, Michael <michael_barker@unc.edu>; 
Freeman, Mike <MJFREEMAN@aux-services.unc.edu>; Holt, Ruthie 
<raholt@email.unc.edu>; meredithcuomo@ncsecc.org; Strong, Nancy Brown 
<nstrong@email.unc.edu>; Moore, Cecelia <cecelia_moore@unc.edu> 

Carolina cares, Carolina Shares 

Donor Thank You Letter.docx; UNC Group I Give Poster.pdf; 2013 Division Leaders and 
Ambassadors.xlsx; tar heels give more foot therm2013.pdf 

2013 

To: Division Leaders & Team Captains 

From: CCCS Advisory Board 

Thank you for showing your support of this meaningful program by accepting your role as a volunteer! Carofina Cares, 

Carolina 5hares is the designation for the annual State Employees’ Combined Campaign at UNC-Chapel Hill, and is 

overseen by an Advisory Board comprised of University faculty and staff. Throughout the past several months, these 

Board members have been hard at work in preparation for this year’s campaign, which begins on Monday, October 2st 

through December 6th. This year, it is our goal to generate even greater participation University-wide in order to reach 

the one Million dollar goal providing greater charitable support for families and communities in need. As Carolina Cares, 

Carolina 5hares continues to develop; we will continue to strive to reach every part of our campus with its dynamic 

message: that Tar Heels Give Morel 

Your involvement as a volunteer is crucial to the Carofina Cares, Carofina Shares program. Your level of enthusiasm and 

ownership of the campaign directly affects its success! It is therefore essential you have all the resources and information 

necessary to conduct an effective campaign in your area of campus. You will be receiving your individualized packets via 

campus mail shortly: 

These packets include: 

1. A Tar Heels Give More Team Captain Training Manual. Please read this information as it will answer many of your 

questions and provide a good overview of the campaign. 

2. Employee paper pledge forms (names are preprinted) and Giving Guides for each person in your department. 



Attached you will find: 

1. A poster to print and display in a common area. For example a break room 

2. List of your Division leader and the CCCS advisory board member assigned to your Division/School 

Please reach out to these individuals as they are here to help. 

3. ATar Heel Foot Thermometer Poster- Please Print and Post. You will receive weekly updates on the 

progress of the campaign and can fill in the foot as we reach weekly goals. 

In addition you should have received an email from Paperless Post inviting you to the Team Captain/Division Leader 

KickoHLuncheon at the Blue Zone at Kenan Stadium. If you have not done so, please reply with your plans to attend. At 

this meeting you will receive all the information necessary to run the campaign and a special gift. 

Please at this time we ask that pledge forms, giving guides and the posters not given or displayed until the o)~icial 

start of the campaign Oct 2nd. We are still finalizing the website and online giving. 

Let us know if you have any questions or concerns at any time before, during, or after the campaign - we are here to 

serve you as you promote this exceptional cause on our campus. 

Thank you again for being a part of our 2012 Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares Team! GO HEELS! 

Kim Andrews 

CCCS Campus Coordinator 

Program & Events Coordinator 

Office of Human Resources 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

104 Airport Drive, Suite 1500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1045 

Phone: 919-962-6008 

Kim Andrews@unc.edu 

http://hr.unc.edu 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

IO4 AIRPORT DRIVE 

CAMPUS BOX ~O45 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-I045 

http://hrmnc.edu 

T 919.843.23oo 

F 919.962.2658 

hrO~ unc. edu 

November 14, 2012 

Dear Donor: 

On behalf of the University, I would like to thank you for your support of this year’s Carolina 

Cares, Carolina Shares annual giving campaign. Your donation contributes significantly towards 
incentivizing campaign participation and demonstrates appreciation for University employees 
and their charitable endeavors. Through our combined efforts, over 1,000 charities and agencies 
will receive funds to continue to affect positive change locally and statewide. 

Note that your donation is tax-deductible. The Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares (CCCS) 
campaign is UNC-Chapel Hill’s campaign in support of the State Employees Combined 
Campaign (SECC). The tax ID number for the SECC is 56-0564547. 

Sincerely, 

Kim Andrews 
Program & Events Coordinator 
Office of Human Resources 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Together we ~ake a differe ce! 



500, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Morgan, George Fredrick <gfmorgan@store.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 1:42 PM 

Anderson, Violet <vmanders@email.unc.edu>; Diallo, Ashante N. <ashante@unc.edu>; 
Ashworth, Cathy T <epresley@email.unc.edu>; Barnes, Ash <elphaba@email.unc.edu>; 
Braxton, Anita T <abraxton@email.unc.edu>; Carley Niland <crniland@ap.unc.edu>; 
Carter, Janis <carterl @email.unc.edu>; Cheek, Suphronia M-j 
<sj cheek@email.unc.edu>; Weaver, Cinnamon S <cinnamon_weaver@unc.edu>; 
Clemmons, Jason <jclem@email.unc.edu>; Copeland, Rachel <rachelc@unc.edu>; 
Cowan, Tara L <tlcowan@email.unc.edu>; Chase, Diana <dmchase@email.unc.edu>; 
Batts, Donnyell <dlbatts@email.unc. edu>; Dorothy Turner <dturner@cs.unc. edu>; 
Kalbarczyk, Erin <erinkalb@ad.unc.edu>; Fulenwider, C. Lindsay 
<lindsay@email.unc.edu>; Futrell, Betty S <bfutrell@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis 
<stgore@email.unc.edu>; Gorman, Jackie <jackie@unc.edu>; Harris, Tiffany J 
<tjharris@email.unc.edu>; Heske, Susan Jane <sheske@email.unc.edu>; Hopper, Trent 
<trent hopper@unc.edu>; Jessica Russell <jessruss@email.unc.edu>; Jodie Turnbull 
<turnbull@cs.unc.edu>; Joy Patterson <joyA~atterson@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; 
Younger, Karna <klyounge@email.unc.edu>; Kieber, Alison J <kieber@email.unc.edu>; 
Leonard, Lindsay <lindsle@email.unc.edu>; Steadman, Elizabeth Mullane 
<emullane@email.unc.edu>; Lynch, Susan R <mpastaff@sog.unc.edu>; Markstein, Lara 
<laram@email.unc.edu>; Creedon, Mary Leigh <llmary@email.unc.edu>; McCullen, 
Ashley D <amcculle@email.unc.edu>; McNeil, Kathleen <kamcneil@email.unc.edu>; 
Melton, Sheena J <smelton@email.unc.edu>; Mitchell, Shannon Michelle 
<smitch@email.unc.edu>; LeBlanc, Nicholas <nicholas.leblanc@unc.edu>; Oakley, 
Sunny L <sloakley@email.unc.edu>; Peterson, Linda K <lkpeters@email.unc.edu>; 
Phillips, Nell K <nphillip@email.unc.edu>; Pickard, Peggy S 
<peggyA~ickard@unc.edu>; Rainey, Arlene <arlene_rainey@unc.edu>; Reynolds, 
Christine K <ckreynolds@unc.edu>; Richardson, Mark <richardm@email.unc.edu>; 
Sardi, Karen L <ksardi@email.unc.edu>; Sessoms, Sharon R 
<srsessom@email.unc.edu>; Stroud, Daisette Ford <daisette_stroud@unc.edu>; 
Montgomery, Summer <sundance@unc.edu>; Tharp, Pam <pstharp@email.unc.edu>; 
Thompson, Karen <kthomps 1 @email.unc.edu>; Tim Eldred <teldred@unc.edu>; 
Walker, Victoria Ward <vwwalker@email.unc.edu>; Warren, Angeline 
<awarren@email.unc.edu>; Wilcox, Sandy <swilcox@email.unc.edu>; Wolfe, Rebecca 
Farris <rebeccal @unc.edu> 

Spring 2014 Textbook Adoptions Packet 

Course Materials guide 2007.pdf; Daily Grind Promo 2013.pdf; Daily Grind Promo 
Letter Spring 2014.docx; Desk Copy Information & Form.pdf; Desk Copy Information & 
Form.pdf; Guaranteed Buyback Brochure.pdf; Oh No Book out of print.pdf; Spring 2014 
No Text Form.pdf; Spring 2014 Textbook Adoption Form.pdf; Textbook Adoption Due 
Date.pdf; UNC Student Stores Textbook Guide.pdf 

Dear Liaisons, 

Please find attached the items which make up our Spring 2014 textbook adoptions packet. You will be receiving a paper 

copy of this packet in campus mail within the next few days. If you do not receive your packet, or if you would like more 

copies of anything, please let us know. 

Please feel free to print and/or distribute any or all of these files to your faculty. 



Please note that the deadline for submissions for Spring 2014 is September 27, 2013. Ou r cover letter i nclu des fu rther 

details and explains our Daily Grind coupon promotion; the poster entitled "Textbook Adoption Due Date" also explains 

our 5500 textbook grant program. Please feel free to post this and distribute it to your faculty. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us. 

Thank you for all that you do. 

Best wishes, 

George Morgan and Frank Bellamy, Textbook Buyers 

UNC Student Stores 



Six EasyWays to Order 

The Student Stores Course Materials Deparmaent is committed to carrying all 

books for all courses taught at UNC Chapel Hill. ks an instructor, you can 

count on fast, accurate, reliable service from Student Stores. These gnidelines 

were created to facilitate the book ordering process for UNC faculty. Student~ 

Stores is the University’s official source of textbook information for courses. 

Faculty members must provide Student Stores with lists of textbooks to be 

used in upcoming courses. 

on the \~.brld Wide Web. You may also link directly to the textbook 

department staff through the website. Our address is: 

http://~wwv.store.unc.edu/textbooks/ 

in your order to: 

Frank Bellamy at 962-8123 

Textbook Office textbook@unc.edu 

George Morgan gfmorgan@store.unc.edu 

Frank Bellamy fbellamy@email.unc.edu 

Send your order by         to the Course Materials 
Depamnent at Campus Box# 1530. 

Office, 2rid floor, Student Stores. 

If you are using the same books that you used in a previous term, the most 

efficient way to place your book order is through the EZ Order Program. Simply 

tell us that you are reusing books from a previous semester, note changes in 

titles or quantities, and we do the rest. To obtain an EZ Order form, please 

refer to the website, see your departxnent liaison or call the Textbook Office 

and we will be happy to assist you. 

Priority is given to orders submitted by deadline dates. 

Summer School Last Friday in February 

Fall Semester Last Friday in March 

Spring Semester Last Friday in September 

Please inform your departu~ent liaison at ?-our earliest convenience if your course 

will not be using textbooks. This is important because Student Stores tracks 

every course being taught at UNC Chapel Hill and we will send each departu~ent 

reminders about outstanding orders tmtil we hear back from all courses. This will 

also enable us to keep your students informed about course materials for your 

class. 

We are pleased to offer Foreign Language Professors and others needing 
imported books the option of having their books ordered from a variety of 
sources. Please fill in the name of the foreign publisher of each book under 
publisher. If you would like your books ordered from a distributor in a foreign 
country; please specify this on the request form e~’eO’ semester. Please be advised 
that we are less likely to receive tin,ely notification of any problems. Orders 
placed overseas typically take two to four months to arrive--depending 
on the country--so please return ?-our forms to us earl~: Unless othe,~ise 
specified, we will order foreign books from distributors in the United 
States. 

George Morgan, Student Stores Foreign Book Specialist, is a~-ailable to assist 

you with any questions you may have about foreign book ordering and avail- 

ability. Student Stores maintains a large inve~atory of foreign books at special 

prices. Please contact Mr. Morgan if you would like to receive, or have any 

questions about, the catalog. He can be reached at 962-2432, or via email: 

gfmorgan@store.unc.edu 



If an instructor needs a desk cop?; requisition forms from the _~Mnerican Associa- 

tion of Publishers are available from the Textbook Deparmnent or may be photo- 

copied from a deparunental master. In order to successfully fulfill requests, publish- 

ers require that desk copy request forms be filled out completely. The desk copy 

request form can either be sent by the instructor to the publisher or may- be 

gi-v-en to the Textbook Department to be forwarded to the publisher. 

Publishers prefer to work directly with faculty on desk copy issues. If there is 

a problem obtaining a desk copy, the instructor should contact the 
publisher directly rather than the Textbook Department. However, 

the Textbook Deparm~ent may be able to offer advice on who to call at a particular 

publisher to obtain desk copy information. Please do not hesitate to contact us if 

you need a publisher’s address or phone number. 

If an instructor does not receive a desk copy in time for the beginning of 

classes, the book can be purchased from and returned to the Textbook Department 

with the following stipulations: 

1. The instructor must purchase the book with check, cash or charge 

have proper identification. 

2. The instructor should tell the sales clerk that the book xvill be used as a 

desk copy. The sales clerk will then write Desk Copy m~d their initials on the 

sales receipt. It is essential that the faculty member keep their receipt! 

3. When the instructor recei~es the desk copy from the publisher, they can return 

either the book purchased or the desk copy received in order to obtain 

a refund. All reftmds require the presentation of the original sales receipt. If the 

publisher sends a desk copy that is marked as such~i.e., stamped Instructor’s 

Copy--only the book purchased can be refunded. If the book purchased was 

new and the instructor wrote in it, only the used price of the book (that the 

instructor wrote in) will be refunded. If they purchased a used copy then only the 

used copy may- be returned for a refund. 

4. A refund for the purchase of a desk copy must be made before the end 

of the semester in which the book was purchased. Warnin~ summer sessions 

are shorter; make sure that you get ?-our replacement copy to us before the 

end of classes. 

Student 

Stores 



Turn in at Least One 

Textbook Request Form by 

and get a 

G 

Courtesy of Student Stores! 



George Morgan 
Textbook Buyer 

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 

Student Stores 
CB# 1530, Dmfiel’ s Building Telephone: (919) 962-2432 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-1530 (919) 962-3334 FAX 

September 10, 2013 

To: Department Liaisons 

Subject: Textbook Request Forms for Spring, 2014 

The Student Stores Textbook Department will provide all faculty who meet the Friday, 
September 27th, 2013 Spring 2014 Textbook Request deadline with a $1.00 gift 
certificate to The Daily Grind--the espresso bar located by the Bull’s Itead Bookshop 
in the corner of Student Stores. We are offering this incentive because the timely 
submission of textbook request forms enables us to pay Carolina students significantly 
more for their books during the December buyback. If we know which books will be used 
in a forthcoming semester, we can pay students as much as 51)% of the retail price and 
keep the books on campus for future use. If book requests are received after the 
September deadline, we may be unable to buy back used copies from students for use in 
Spring 2014. 

--Guidelines 

1. Completed Spring 2014 Textbook Request Forms must be received by the Textbook 
Department by Friday, September 27th to be eligible for a Daily Grind coupon. 

One coupon will be provided to each faculty member per course for up to four 
courses. For example, if a professor turns in six textbook request forms for a single 
course by September 27th, one Daily Grind coupon will be provided. If a professor 
submits two textbook request forms for two different courses by September 27th, 
two coupons will be provided. 

The Student Stores Textbook Department will provide the Department Liaisons with 
the coupons for distribution within the department by October 31 st, 2013. The 
coupons will expire on December 30, 2013. 

4. All Department Liaisons will receive a special Daily Grind coupon in appreciation 
for their role in this promotion. 

In order for this program to be a success, we need your help to remind faculty of the 
submission deadline. Student Stores will provide you with a flyer to post near department 
mailboxes. 



To facilitate the book ordering process, I have enclosed the UNC Student Stores Course 
Materials Guide. It is a quick reference guide that answers most questions regarding book 
orders. Accurately completed request forms eliminate or minimize the possibility of 
ordering the wrong books. The "no text" form enables us to provide information to the 
students concerning courses that are being offered but will not be using textbooks. Please 
be sure that the "no text" forms are marked with the proper term and session. 

If you have any questions about filling out textbook request forms or the Daily Grind 
promotion, please contact George Morgan at 962-2432 or Frank Bellamy at 962-8123. 

Or, feel free to contact the Textbook department using E-mail: textbooks@unc.edu. 

Thank You, 

George Morgan & Frank Bellamy 
UNC Student Stores 
Textbook Buyers 



Information Regarding Desk Copy Requests 

Publishers work directly with faculty on desk copy requests and issues. Most publishers 
have Desk Copy Request/Examination Copy Request available on their web si;es. This is 
the quickest submission method for requesting Desk Copies. The punisher works directly 
with the faculty member while reviewing the request. Publisher’s.approved Desk Copies 
will be shipped to the faculty members’ home department. Desk Copies are not sent to 
Student Stores,                                                            . . 

Desk Copy submissions may be sent to Student Stores via our web site: 
www.store.unc.edu or the completed Desk Copy Requestform may be sent to our 
department: Student Stores, Textbook Department CB#1530 Daniels Bldg. As a s~rvice, 
Student Stores will forward your completed Desk Copy Request to publishers. Student 
Stores neither keeps records of submissions, mailings nor does foItow up work on Desk 
Copy Requests. 

Student Stores does provide a policy for "emergency" situations regarding Desk Copies, 
but .remember that.the books we secure are for students. The quantifies ordered are based 
on class enrollment. When our inventory is purchased for Desk Copies, the transaction 
decreases, the available copies intended for Carolina students. This is especially 
problematic when multiple copies of a text are purchased by faculty and teaching 
assistants. Please be aware of the situation in which you may be putting your students! 

Student Stores "Emergency" Desk Copy Policy 

The instructor must purchase the book with check, cash or charge and have proper 
identification. 
The instructor must tell the sales clerk that the book wil! be used as a desk copy. 
The sales clerk will then write Desk Copy and. their initials on the sales receipt. It 
is essential that the faculty member keeps their receipt. 
When the instructor received the desk copy from the publisher, they.may return 
either the book purchased or the desk copy received in order to obtain a refund. 
All refunds require the presentation of the original sales receipt. If the publisher 
s~nds a desk copy that is marked as such - i.e., stamped Instructor’s Copy - only 
the book purchased can be refunded. If the book purchased was new and the 
instructor wrote in it, only the used price of the book (that the instructor wrote in) 
wilt be refunded. If they purchased a used copy then only the used copy may be 
returned for a refund. 
A refund for the..purchase of a desk copy must be made before the end of the 
semester in which the book was purchased. 



DESK COPY REQUEST FORM 
For adopted textbooks only 

Please type or print 

Publishers are pleased to provide desk copies of any adopted text plus requested available supplements such as instructor’ s 
manuals, solutions manuals and test banks when sufficient quantity of texts are ordered directly from the publisher. 
Review, complimentary or on approval copies must be requested on departmental letterhead. 

Please send this desk copy request directly to the publisher or to its local representative, 

Date: ........ 

Your book: Author 

Title & Edition .... 

ISBN 

has been adopted for my course # which has the course title of 

as a (please indicate one) Required textbook 

__Recommended or Optional textbook. 

This course is scheduled to begin on (calendar date or year and term) 

I have advised the local bookstore(s) that the estimated enrollment will be 

Name. 

School. 

Department 

School phone #(__.) 

Address 

City, State & Zip 

Office hours 

Position 

With this request would you please send the following supplements: (Please be specific) 

I have not previously received a desk or complimentary copy of this textbook, 

Please sign: 
(1/88) 



Information Regarding Desk Copy Requests 

Publishers work directly with faculty on desk copy requests and issues. Most publishers 
have Desk Copy Request/Examination Copy Request available on their web si;es. This is 
the quickest submission method for requesting Desk Copies. The punisher works directly 
with the faculty member while reviewing the request. Publisher’s.approved Desk Copies 
will be shipped to the faculty members’ home department. Desk Copies are not sent to 
Student Stores,                                                            . . 

Desk Copy submissions may be sent to Student Stores via our web site: 
www.store.unc.edu or the completed Desk Copy Requestform may be sent to our 
department: Student Stores, Textbook Department CB#1530 Daniels Bldg. As a s~rvice, 
Student Stores will forward your completed Desk Copy Request to publishers. Student 
Stores neither keeps records of submissions, mailings nor does foItow up work on Desk 
Copy Requests. 

Student Stores does provide a policy for "emergency" situations regarding Desk Copies, 
but .remember that.the books we secure are for students. The quantifies ordered are based 
on class enrollment. When our inventory is purchased for Desk Copies, the transaction 
decreases, the available copies intended for Carolina students. This is especially 
problematic when multiple copies of a text are purchased by faculty and teaching 
assistants. Please be aware of the situation in which you may be putting your students! 

Student Stores "Emergency" Desk Copy Policy 

The instructor must purchase the book with check, cash or charge and have proper 
identification. 
The instructor must tell the sales clerk that the book wil! be used as a desk copy. 
The sales clerk will then write Desk Copy and. their initials on the sales receipt. It 
is essential that the faculty member keeps their receipt. 
When the instructor received the desk copy from the publisher, they.may return 
either the book purchased or the desk copy received in order to obtain a refund. 
All refunds require the presentation of the original sales receipt. If the publisher 
s~nds a desk copy that is marked as such - i.e., stamped Instructor’s Copy - only 
the book purchased can be refunded. If the book purchased was new and the 
instructor wrote in it, only the used price of the book (that the instructor wrote in) 
wilt be refunded. If they purchased a used copy then only the used copy may be 
returned for a refund. 
A refund for the..purchase of a desk copy must be made before the end of the 
semester in which the book was purchased. 



DESK COPY REQUEST FORM 
For adopted textbooks only 

Please type or print 

Publishers are pleased to provide desk copies of any adopted text plus requested available supplements such as instructor’ s 
manuals, solutions manuals and test banks when sufficient quantity of texts are ordered directly from the publisher. 
Review, complimentary or on approval copies must be requested on departmental letterhead. 

Please send this desk copy request directly to the publisher or to its local representative, 

Date: ........ 

Your book: Author 

Title & Edition .... 

ISBN 

has been adopted for my course # which has the course title of 

as a (please indicate one) Required textbook 

__Recommended or Optional textbook. 

This course is scheduled to begin on (calendar date or year and term) 

I have advised the local bookstore(s) that the estimated enrollment will be 

Name. 

School. 

Department 

School phone #(__.) 

Address 

City, State & Zip 

Office hours 

Position 

With this request would you please send the following supplements: (Please be specific) 

I have not previously received a desk or complimentary copy of this textbook, 

Please sign: 
(1/88) 



Guaranteed Buyback Book 

VOID IF REMOVED 

Gu~r~n~e~ Bu~ack Book " 

Half The Qurch~e Price Valid T:hrou~h: 
! 

Nlmoy ~ Am No~ Spook 978-444-55555-5 

UNC Student Stores 

Course Materials Department 

CB# 1530 Daniels Building 

Chapel Hill, NC 

27599 

Phone: 9 f 9-962-2429 " 
Fa~: 919-962-3334 

E-mail: khanner@emaiLunc.edu 

Course Materials 
Department 

Guaranteed 
Buyback 
Program 

UNC Student Stores Course 
Mat~riaIs. Department 



Guaranteed Buyback Program 

The Board of Governors and General 
Administration have been concerned 
for several years with the increasing 
cost of textbooks. The Board com- 
pleted two studies on the cost of text- 
books and has approved recommenda- 
tions (in February 2006 and in March 
2007) to help control the cost of text- 
books. One of the recommendations is 
the implem~ntatior~ of a Guaranteed 
Buyback.or Rental Program for Re- 
quired Textbooks for Introductory 
Courses. 

"To significantly affect the cost of 

textbooks, Chancellors, Provosts, fac- 
ulty and bookstore managers must 
continue to increase the number of 
courses and textbooks included in the 
guaranteed buyback programs. 
Campuses nmst continue to expand 
their Guaranteed Buyback Programs." 

The University of North Carolina 

Report on the Cost of Textbooks, 
Snbmitted with Campus-Based Tuition 
and Fee Increase Requests 
February 2011 

Dear UNC Chapel Hill Chairs, 

In our ongoing efforts to facilitate General 
Administrations Board of Governors Text- 
book Requirements for large introductory 
courses, we continue to accept textbook 
commitment forms from UNC Chapel. Hilt 
departments. We encourage departments to 
commit to the two to three year adi3ption 
cycle cited in General Administrations 
guidelines, but we accept a one year com- 
mitment from departments. We accept both 
hardback and paperback textbooks for inclu- 
sion. We allow small courses to participate, 
and we include courses which may only be 
offered in a specific term for example, the 
course is only offered in Fall tenn. If you 
have additional courses you would like to 
include in this program, please submit a new 
fmxn. We will Iaapp~ly include the course in 
the Guaranteed Buyback Program. 

Fall 2011 is the start of a new academic 
year and the perfect time to decide on a text- 
book and the duration of its use at UNC 
Chapel Hill. General Administrations Board 
of Governors does expect the Guaranteed 
Buyback program to grow over time. If you 
let us know the course, the textbook and 
how many semesters it will be used, we will 
.guarantee 50% of the purcliase price at buy- 
back. 

Please note that bundles which include any 
component intended for a single user may 
not be adopted for guaranteed buyback, in- 
cluding access codes, workbooks, loose leaf 
binding, spiral binding, tear out pages, on- 
line course CDs, codes, or software. 

General Administration Board of Governors 
Revised Textbook Requirements Summary: 

"All campuses must have a guaranteed buy- 
back or rental program for required textbooks ¯ 

for large, introductory classes." 

"This option must be avaitable in addi- 

tion to traditional purchase option." 

"Campuses must at least offer this option flr 
troduc;oo, texts that wi/f withstand a two to three 
year adoption ~ycle. Campuses are stronpffyl encour- 
aged to go beyond this min.imum threshold to ex- 
plore ways of minimizizg the adoptions ~ycle and 
making the guaranteed bu_yback or rental program 
available bqyond introductory level 

Cmnpuses must make an effort to imple- 
ment this system for coarses that are in- 
troductory level and taken by a relatively 

high percentage of students." 

"A response to tiffs recommendation 
~nust also be reported to the VP for Fi- 
nance in any future requests for increases 
in tuition and fees." 

LINC Student Stores 

Course Materials Department 

CB# 1530 Daniels Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 

27_599 

Phone: 919-962-2429 
Fax: 919-962-3334 

E-mail: khanner@ema[l.uricedu 



Y ur 

It 

req 

have 
t 000 

esn’t to be! 
Did you know that it is often possible to make 

complete copies of out of print titles? 

These are some of the titles that we reprinted for the Fall 2010 semester, 

Do you have a title in mind for one of your classes but it is not available for purchase (New or 
used)? Please contact the Course Pack Publishing Department. If permission to make copies can 

be secured from the rights holder, for a fee that is satisfactoW to you, we can help. 

Please contact us via phone 962-4708, fax 962-3759 
or email csockell@email.unc.edu 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~ UNC Student Stores SPRING 2014 No Text Needed Form 

Requested Due Date: Sept.27, 2013 

Return to: 
STUDENT STORES 
TEXTBOOKS 
CB# 1530 DANIELS BLDG. 
CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599 
CAMPUS MAIL 

Phone: 919-962-2432 

Phone: 919-962-8123 

Fax: 9 l 9-962-3334 

E-mail: textbook@unc,edu 
Web: www.store.unc.eduitextbooksi 

The "no text" form enables us to provide information to the students concerning courses that are being offered 
but will not be using textbooks. This information is also included in General Administration’s calculation for 
"on time" course notifications and in the calculation for the average cost of textbooks. 
Please list course(s) below. 

Dept Abbr. Section Professor 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

UNC STUDENT STORES SPRING 2014 TEXTBOOK REQUEST FORH 

Requested Due Date: Sept. 27, 2013 

Professor: 

Return to: 
STUDENT STORES TEXTBOOKS 
CB# 1530 DANIELS BLDG. - 
CHAPEL HILL, NC 27.599 

CAMPUS MAIL 

Phone: 919-962-2432 
Phone: 919-962-8123 
Fax: 9[9-962-3334 . 
E-mail: textbook@u nc.edu 

E-math 

Phone: 

Order On-Line at: 
www.store.unc.edu/textbooks 

Course Abbreviation & Number 

List individual Secti°0ns Total Quantity Requested 

I) Author ISBN 

Title 

Edition Publisher 

Check One: [~] Required [-~ Optional Circle Binding: Paper Hardback 

...................... 2)Author tSBN 

Prefer paper but hardback acceptable 

Title 

Edition                  Publisher 

Check One: [--] Required 1--1 Optional 

3)Autlior 

Circle Binding: Paper Hardback Prefer paper but hardback acceptable 

ISBN 

Title 

Edition Publisher 

Check One: [] Required [-] Optional Circle Binding: Paper Hardback Prefer paper but hardback acceptable 

4)Author 

Title 

ISBN 

Edition Publisher 

Check One: [’--] Required [--’] Optional Circle Binding: Paper Hardback Prefer paper but hardback acceptable 

C 

n 

eBooks 
If available, I approve an. eBook purchase option 

. for.my~courseitextbooks. 

Check °ne: YES ~--~    NO [---~ 

Student Stores is the University’s official source of textbook.information for courses. 
By direction of the Provost, faculty members must provide Student Stores with lists of textbooks to be used in upcoming terms. 



Spring Textbook Adoptions 

ay, 
Easy Ways To 

htt p://www.sto re.u n c.ed u/text boo ks/ 

l~ Person 
Stop by the textbook office on the 
third floor of UNC Student Stores 

ace Your er 

Textbook Office: textbook@unc.edu 
GeorgeMorgan: gfmorgan@store.unc.edu 
Frank Bellamy: fbellamy@email.unc.edu 

Fax 

(919) 962-3334 

DETAILS ON HOW TO WIN 

Submit textbook adoptions on time and your 
department is eligible to win a textbook grant for 

your graduate student{s),= 

OUR GOAL: to get 100% of your department’s 
adoptions by the due date. 

TO QUALIFY: a minimum of 75% of faculty members 
from your department must submit textbook 

adoptions by Friday, Sept. 27th. In case of a tie, a 
random drawing will be held to determine winners. 

The THREE departments with the highest 
percentage of on=time adoptions will win 

In awarding prizes, we will judge by 
department size. 

$500 textbook grant for the top department 
with less than 30 fall courses 

$500 textbook grant for the top department 
with 30-80 fall courses 

$500 textbook grant for the top department 
with greater than 80 fall courses 

UNC Students Stores CB# 1530 Daniels Bldg. Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-963-8132/919-962-2432 ¯ Fax: 919-962-3334 ¯ E-maih textbook@unc.edu 



UNC Student Stores 

Course Materials Department 

Textbook Guide 

Inside 

.:. How to Win A $500.00 Textbook Grant 
for your department 

More Guaranteed Buyback Information 

Multi Campus Shared Buyback 

Textbook Issues 
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Term Due Dates and Ordering Information 

Textbook Request Deadlines: 

Summer School Last Friday in February 
Fall Semester Last Friday in March 
Spring Semester Last Friday in September 

You can place your order in one of 5 easy ways: 

1) Use the Student Stores website: http:iiwww.store.unc.edu 

2) Fax your order to: (919) 962-3334 

3) Email the Textbook Office textbook@unc.edu, or 

George Morgan gfmorgan@store.unc.edu 
Frank Bellamy fbellamy@email.unc.edu 

4) Send your order by campus mail to the Course Materials Department at Campus Box #1530 

5) Stop by the Textbook Office, 3rd floor, Student Stores 



Thank You! 

The Student Stores Textbook Department will provide all faculty who meet the Fall, Spring and 
Summer Session Textbook Re-quest deadlines with a $1.00 gift certificate to The Daily Grind-- 
the espresso bar located by the Bull’s Head Bookshop in the comer of Student Stores. 
We are offering this incentive because the timely submission of textbook request forms enables 
us to pay Carolina students significantly more for their books during buyback. If we know which 
books will be used in a forthcoming semester, we can pay students as much as 50% of the retail 
price and keep the books on campus for future use. If book requests are received after the due 
dates, we may be unable to buy back used copies from students for use in the upcoming semester. 

--Guidelines-- 

Completed Textbook Request Forms must be received by the Textbook Department by the term’s 
due date to be eligible for a Daily Grind coupon. 

1) One coupon will be provided to each faculty member per course for up to four courses. For 
example, if a professor turns in six textbook request forms for a single course by the due date, 
one Daily Grind coupon will be provided. Ifa professor submits two textbook request forms 
for two different courses by the due date, two coupons will be provided. 

2) The Student Stores Textbook Department will provide the Department Liaisons with the 
coupons for distribution within the department. 

3) All Department Liaisons will receive a special Daily Grind coupon in appreciation for their 

role in this promotion. 

In order for this program to be a success, we need your help to remind faculty of the submission 
deadline. Student Stores will provide you with a flyer to post near department mailboxes. 

How to win a $500.00 Textbook Grant for your Department’s Graduate Students. 

Fall and Spring competition 
Submit on time and your department is eligible to win a textbook grant for your graduate 

student(s)! To qualify, a minimum of 75% of faculty members from your department must submit 

textbook adoptions by the Fall or Spring’s Textbook order Due Date. In case of a tie, a random 
drawing will be held to determine winners. 

Our goal is to get 100% of your department’s adoptions by the due date. As an incentive, we’re 

going to give THREE departments a $500.00 textbook grant to award to the graduate student(s) 
of their choice for that semester. The three departments with the highest percentage of on-time 

adoptions will win. In awarding prizes, we will judge by department size. 

¯ $500 textbook grant for the top department with less than 30 courses 

¯ $500 textbook grant for the top department with 30-80 courses 

¯ $500 textbook grant for the top department with greater than 80 courses 



Textbook Order Forms 

Textbook Order Packages are delivered to departments one month before the requested due dates. 
Our faculty ordering website is opened for receiving textbook requisitions. Early course data is 
supplied by UNC Chapel Hill’s Office of the University Registrar. Remember, when placing your 
online textbook requisition after you REVIEW REQUISITION hit the SUBMIT REQUISITION 
box. You will immediately receive notification that your requisition was successfully submitted 
to the bookstore, as well as a follow up email confirmation. If you do not hit Submit Requisition, 
you order is not send to the store, the requisition remains in your account as an Open Requisition 
which allows you to continue working on the requisition at a later time and submit at a later date. 
UNC Student Stores web site: www.store.unc.edu 

NO TEXT NEEDED Forms 

Please let us know if your course will not be using a textbook. This is important because Student 

Stores tracks every course being taught at UNC Chapel Hill and we send each department 

reminders about outstanding orders until we hear back from all courses. You may also submit the 

No Text Needed through our website. On the New Requisition page, click the box which reads 
"No books are required for this course". Courses which report No Text Needed are also included 

in the Board of Governor’s calculation for departments percentage of on-time adoptions of 

textbooks, and in the calculation for the average cost of textbooks. 

EZ Order Forms 

If you are using the same books that you used in a previous term, the most efficient way to place 
your book order is through the EZ Order Program. Simply tell us that you are reusing books from 

a previous semester, note changes in titles or quantity, and we will do the rest. This feature is also 
available on our web site. On the New Requisition page, scroll down and enter the box which 

reads "Search Other Course" and follow instructions. 

Textbook Information 

Why are there textbook request deadlines? Where do used books come from? 

Carolina students have expressed their preference is for the less expensive used copy of a 
textbook. It actually takes quite a lot of time to obtain used copies of textbooks. We work with 
many used book companies located throughout the States. We compete in a limited market on a 
national level; other university bookstores within the US are searching for the same books from 
the same vendors. Wholesale companies have revolving inventories. Their inventory supply can 
and does vary by the hour. We continually submit textbook want lists to the different companies 
in order to purchase as many used copies as are available. The more time we have to search these 
markets, the greater quantity of used copies we will have for students. We place orders directly 
with publishers for new copies, only once the used search is exhausted. The timely submission of 
textbook request forms enables us to pay Carolina students significantly more for their books 
during buyback. Remember, during Spring exams we are buying back at the higher retail buyback 
price for Fall and Summer Session textbooks. During Fall exams, we are buying back at the 
higher retail buyback price for Spring textbooks. We need to know what textbook you are using in 
order to pay students 50% of the new retail price of the textbook during exam periods.! 



Why does Student Stores need to know if a book will be used in an upcoming term? Why 
are there different buyback values for textbooks? 

There is a two tiered pricing structure at buyback: 

1. If we know the book will be used again, we pay students a price equal to 50% of the new 
textbook retail. Under the (industry standard) pricing we use at student stores, a new 
textbook selling, for example, for $100, sells for $75 used, and the student is paid $50 for that 
book at buyback. So, the net cost to a student buying used and selling back the book is $25. 

2. If that book is not going to be used again or is part of a "bundle," then we default to a 
wholesale price, which is the price a wholesale company will pay us for the book (we have to sell 
it to them because we have no other way to dispose of the inventory). The average wholesale 
buyback price is 15% of the new retail selling price of the book. The net cost of using the title, 
then, goes up for the student. 

New to Used Textbook Cycle 

Textbook Order Package 

delivered to department for 

next term. 

Purchase 

Students have more used 

books available for 75% of 

the new price. 

Textbook adoption 

for next term is submitted 

to Student Stores Wantlists 

Textbook buyers compete 

for used copies from 

wholesale companies. 

POs 

Textbook buyers place 

orders for "New Only" 

texts. 

Buyback 

Students sell their textbooks back to the store. If the book is readopted, and we know about it, we 

can pay 50% of the new price to the student, for a net cost of 25% to use the book. In dollar terms, 
a $100.00 new textbook would be bought used for $75.00 and sold back to Student Stores for 

$50.00. The student receives the educational benefits of the textbook for a $25.00 cost. 

In order for Carolina students to receive the highest buyback value for their book, we need your 

textbook next term orders before the exam dates for the current term. Here’s how it works: 
During Spring exams, we are buying back books that have been ordered for Summer 

Sessions and Fall term. 

During Fall exams, we are buying back books that have been ordered for Spring term. 



Textbook Vendor Returns 

As with all retail establishments, our vendors have return deadlines to which we must adhere. Do 
not assume that inventory you saw on our shelves a month ago will still be here if you do not let 

us know you want to use that book for your course. 

You must let us know each semester what textbook you want for your course. If we do not have 
your textbook order and the return deadline is approaching for the inventory, we will return the 

books to the vendor for a refund or credit because we paid for the inventory upfront. We do not 

know that you intend to use the book unless you contact us. Once we receive your textbook 
request, we will happily hold the inventory for your course. 

We encourage students to purchase their textbooks as early as possible. If funds are an issue for 
the student, our Deferred Payment plan, Student Stores Account, is available for all students. 
They can get their book now and pay the Cashier’s office in deferred payments later. 

Course Textbook Cancellation and Student Return 

Canceling a textbook from your syllabus and it’s after the students two week returns period? Let 

us know! Contact one of our Textbook Buyers, George Morgan 962-2432, Frank Bellamy 962- 
8123. They will arrange a refund exception for your students, and establish a time frame for 

returns which you will announce in class. Again, we do not encourage cancellations, but we do 

not want you to use a book you are unhappy with and we do not want your students to have to 
pay for the cancelled book. 

eBooks 

In our ongoing efforts to help reduce textbook costs to Carolina students, if available and with 
your approval, we offer customers the additionalpurchase option ofeBooks which are typically 
half the price of the new printed copy of the textbook. Students may choose either the printed text 
or the eBook format. If you are interested in learning more about student interest in eBooks and 
issues to consider before approving this format for your course, visit our list of frequently asked 
questions included in the Faculty link at: www.store.unc.edu. Contact our Textbook Buyers 
George Morgan 962-2432 or Frank Bellamy 962-8123, to find out if your textbook is available as 
an eBook! 

Suggestions on Reducing Textbook Costs 

Participate in the Guaranteed Buyback Program. Several courses can easily decide to join this 

program, as a single textbook is used consistently by all faculty teaching a course for several 

terms. Other courses which assign alternating faculty members to teach the same course in 
alternating terms, should consider a main textbook which will meet the needs of the course and 

let us know you want to join the program. 

Avoid bundles whenever possible. Adopt textbooks, not textbooks marketed with ancillary 
materials. Any item bundled with the text does two things: (1) it forces students to buy the new 
book and, (2) it dramatically reduces the price we can pay at buyback. Then, readopt a textbook 
for as many terms as possible, increasing the number of used titles on campus, moving more 
student purchase and buyback transactions to the best case scenario: buying at 75%, selling back 
at 50%. 



Increase timely adoption notifications. Students want used textbooks. If bundles are avoided and 

the bookstore knows, early enough, which books are needed for the next term, we can pay 

students more at buyback and buy more used textbooks from used book wholesalers, thus 
decreasing the price paid by students. The used book market is a zero sum game: there are not 

enough used textbooks available to meet national demand. The earlier we can shop for those 
books, the more we can have for students to buy. 

Be fully aware of cost when adopting a text. 

Require a textbook only if it will be used in a substantial way in the course. 

Always order Access Codes, Single User License items separately from the textbook. 

Do not require the "free" web access code or a "free" study aid offered by a publisher, it 
eliminates the resale value on the book for your student. 

Donate desk copies received from publishers to UNC Chapel Hill libraries as reserve copies of 

the textbooks for your course. 

Textbook Help and Advice 

Want to know the price of a book under consideration for course use? Want advice on a 
win-win package break down scenarios? Want expert help with textbook orders? 

Student Stores Textbook Buyers will happily contact publishers and find out the price and relay it 

to you. They will also offer various options for carrying package components separately for 
students. Please contact our Buyers for any textbook questions or help you may need. 

George Morgan 962-2432 
Frank Bellamy 962-8123 

gfmorgan@store.unc.edu 
fbellamv@email.unc.edu 

Foreign Books’ 
George Morgan, Student Stores Foreign Book Specialist, is available to assist you with any 
questions you may have about foreign book ordering. Please be advised that we are less likely to 
receive timely notifications of any problems for imported titles. Orders placed overseas typically 
take two to four months to arrive- depending on the country and the time of year- so please 
return your forms to us early. 

Where’s my Desk Copy? 

Publishers work directly with faculty on desk copy requests and issues. Most publishers have 
Desk Copy Request/Examination Copy Request available on their web sites. This is the quickest 
submission method for requesting Desk Copies. The publisher works directly with the faculty 
member while reviewing the request. Publisher’s approved Desk Copies will be shipped to the 
faculty members’ home department. Desk Copies are not sent to Student Stores. 
Desk Copy submissions may be sent to Student Stores via our web site: www.store.unc.edu or the 
completed Desk Copy Request form may be sent to our department: Student Stores, Textbook 
Depamnent CB# 1530 Daniels Bldg. As a service, Student Stores will fol-vvard your completed 
Desk Copy Request to publishers. Student Stores neither keeps records of submissions or 
mailings, nor does follow up work on Desk Copy Requests. 



Textbook Issues 

Why are Packages and Custom Publications considered a negative? What other options do I 
have? 

Textbook packaged with supplemental component(s) intended for a single user are problematic: 
for example Access Code Cards, on-line registration codes, workbooks, lab books, software, 

spiral binding, loose leaf binding, printed chapter supplements. 

Single user components of a package are specifically designed for one person’s use. There is no 

used option for these items. The current publishing trend is to package a required textbook with 
single user components at a discounted price. The package is presented by publishers and their 

representatives as the most cost effective and beneficial selection a faculty member or department 
group may choose for their students. Publisher representatives schedule information sessions for 

faculty and teaching assistants, "so they (the faculty) can convey clearly to their students the 

importance of the course materials we (the publisher) have provided and the value they (the 

students) are receiving." 

In the maj ority of cases, the decision to require a package eliminates the used book market and 

buyback possibility for students. Frequently, the publisher’s discounted package price is less than 
the price of the used textbook and new single user components. While the discounted package 

sounds like the best choice, it may not be the best long term financial choice for students. Each 

semester that the package is required, the used textbook markets as well as buyback option are 
excluded. The package discount price set by the publisher is the only financial benefit the student 

received for their purchase. 

Here are some other options for you to consider. If all components are not required for course 
completion, the best scenario is to only require the core required item(s) from the package, such 

as the textbook; other components can be set up as optional for purchase, we can then stock some 
amount of the package as optional. This allows students to purchase used copies of the textbook 

as well as receive a higher buyback price for the text. The optional material is available for 
purchase, if the student decides he or she wants or needs the item(s). 

Textbook Issues and Alternatives 

Publisher Custom Publications 
Financially, these are almost always the most expensive option for students. The price is high; 
there is no used market on the item; frequently there is no resale value on the item; and our 

experience is that these materials are slow to ship, and reorders very slow to ship if needed 

because of last minute increased enrollment. 

Should you decide to create a Custom Publication through a publisher please consider binding 

selection: loose leaf, spiral, tear out pages eliminates any buyback possibility for Carolina 

students trying to sell their textbook at the end of the year, if your Custom Publication is 
readopted in the upcoming term. 

A required package custom text with single user component completely eliminates the students’ 

possibility to resale package. Again, the package break down scenario above is the best financial 

solution for students 



Should you wish to look into other options, Student Stores has an excellent Custom Publishing 
department, which can work with you to tailor specific course materials for your class. By 
controlling the entire operation, we are able to keep expenses down. We secure the copyright 
permissions and we control the print runs and shelf space. We pass these savings on to students. 
We have compared prices on Publisher Custom Publications and what we would have been able 
to offer, and the difference is significant enough for us to highly encourage faculty to consider 
this option or at least "price compare" the final product. 

Student Stores Custom Publishing contact/order information: 

Online through our website at: 
Email: 
Fax: 
Phone extensions: 
962-4708 
962-3378 

http:iiwww.store.unc.eduicoursepackpubi 
coursepackpub@store.unc.edu 
962-3759 

843-7605 

843-7604 

Frequently Asked Textbook Questions 

What do I do if I know some books but not all books I want for the upcoming term? When 
do I place the order? 

Faculty may submit textbook requests at any time, and as many times as they wish. We encourage 
faculty to submit requests as soon as they have decided on any particular book(s), they do not 
have to wait until their entire book(s) selection is finalized. We will have more time to search the 
used market for the book(s), thus more used copies for students to purchase. While we do not 
encourage cancellations, if a faculty member decides to cancel and replace the book, we will 
certainly cancel the original request and order the replacement book. 

What are my options when an edition changes? 

Upon receipt of a textbook request, we notify faculty and or the department liaison if a new 
edition is currently in print or pending for release. We offer the faculty member the choice of 
remaining with the "old" edition or substituting the "new" edition. 

Should the preference be for the old edition, Student Stores will work with wholesale companies 
and buyback copies from current students at the higher retail buyback price in order to secure 
quantity to cover the course enrollment. 

Should a department decide they wish to commit to an old edition of a textbook for one, two or 
more academic years; Student Stores will make an early investment in bulk quantity on the old 
edition in order to secure enough copies of the edition to cover the academic terms of the 
department’s commitment. We will also be able to offer current Carolina students the higher 
retail buyback price throughout the duration of the old edition’s use at UNC Chapel Hill. 
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Textbook Course Information & the BOG 

As required in the BOG recommendations, tuition and fee requests must also include submission 
stating the percentage of on-time adoptions of textbooks. The Board of Governor’s is requiring all 
stores affiliated with the sixteen North Carolina campuses to submit a report on the percentage of 
on-time adoptions of textbooks for their campus. 

As orders are submitted to Student Stores, we keep track of the dates the orders are turned into 
our office. This data is used to compile the percentages of on-time adoptions for the BOG, to 
create weekly reports to departments and the Provost’s office, and to notify department liaisons as 
well as individual faculty of courses that have not placed a course materials order. 

NO TEXT NEEDED Forms: Courses which report No Text Needed are also included in the 

Board of Governor’s calculation for departments percentage of on-time adoptions of textbooks, 

the Provost’s report on outstanding course orders, and in the calculation for undergraduate 

textbooks average price. 

As the Provost has instructed, Student Stores is the official source of textbook information for 
courses offered by The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Faculty members must 
provide lists of textbooks to be used in upcoming courses to the Student Stores, but book lists are 
public, and faculty may freely share them with others. 

Textbook Request Deadlines 

Summer School Last Friday in February 

Fall Semester Last Friday in March 

Spring Semester Last Friday in September 
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What’s Guaranteed Buyback About? 

The high cost of textbooks is a growing concern nationally, and a topic of importance to the UNC 
system administrators. 

Re: General Administration Board of Governors Textbook Requirements Summary: 

All campuses must have a guaranteed buyback or rental program for required textbooks for large, 
introductory classes beginning in the Spring 2008 semester. 

¯ This option must be available in addition to traditional purchase option. 

¯ "Campuses must offer this option for introductory texts that are hardcover and will withstand a 
two to three year adoption cycle." 

¯ "Campuses must make an effort to implement this system for courses that are introductory level 
and taken by a relatively high percentage of students." 

¯ "A response to this recommendation must also be reported to the VP for Finance in any future 
requests for increases in tuition and fees." 

Implications for UNC Chapel Hill Departments and Student Stores: 

¯ Departments will need to decide on a single textbook for their introductory courses and commit 
to the text for four to six consecutive semesters. 

¯ Departments will need to notify Student Stores about their textbook decision, provide course 
information and the number of semesters the book will be used. 

¯ Student Stores will guarantee retail buyback price on the textbook for UNC Chapel Hill students 
who purchased their textbook at Student Stores for the same four to six semesters to which the 
department has committed use. 

Qualification for the guaranteed buyback program to work: 

¯ Bundles which include any component intended for a single user may not be adopted for 
guaranteed buyback, including access codes, workbooks, loose leaf binding, spiral binding, tear 
out pages, on-line course CDs, codes, or software. 
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Guaranteed Buyback Going Further 

In ongoing efforts to facilitate General Administrations Board of Governors Textbook 
Requirements for large introductory courses, we continue to encourage and accept textbook 
commitment forms from UNC Chapel Hill departments. If your department already submitted 
form(s), thank you. If you have additional courses you would like to include in this program, 
please let us know. We will happily include the course in the Guaranteed Buyback Program. 

Fall semester is the start of a new academic year and the perfect time to decide on a textbook and 
the duration of its use at UNC Chapel Hill. General Administrations Board of Governors does 
expect that the Guaranteed Buyback program will grow over time. Let us know the course, the 
textbook and how many semesters it will be used, and we will guarantee 50% of the purchase 
price at buyback for students who purchased the textbook at UNC Student Stores for your 
committed time period. 

We need to see more of this 

little fellow on our textbooks 

for Guaranteed Buyback! 

Image from UNC Student Stores Guaranteed Buyback book sticker. 
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Recognition and Facilitation 

Academic freedom is a precious right, fully supported by Student Stores. In no way do we want 
to play any role in the adoption of textbooks other than one of offering information, information 
which can increase the array of choices to faculty and possibly lower costs to students. Our hope 
is to work with faculty as do the publisher representatives who call to discuss their company’s 
textbooks--but we would just be doing so from the perspective of your university bookstore, a 
perspective we feel can add depth and context to any decision made on course materials. 

We continue our work in facilitating General Administration Board of Governors Textbook 
Ordering Policy for Guaranteed Buyback as departments inform us of their textbook and time line 
decision for introductory courses. 

The following are items which cannot be included due to the nature of their design: 

¯ No bundles which include any component intended for a single user. 
¯ No access codes, workbooks, loose leaf binding, spiral binding, tear out pages, single 

user on-line course cds, single user license software. 

Multi Campus Shared Buyback 

We parmer with NC State University and East Carolina University bookstores in a shared 
buyback program. Requested textbooks from all three campuses are loaded in a unique server. If 
a book is not being bought back at the higher retail price at one campus, the server reviews the 
textbook wants of the other two universities. If there is a title match the server will automatically 
identify the other campus, and offer Carolina students 50% of the new price for the other campus, 
rather than the highest wholesale price a used book vendor is offering. The server reviews the 
wants of all three campuses and makes sure students at the three campuses receive the highest 
buyback price available. 

UNC Chapel Hill might have a request for a book that has not been previously adopted on our 
campus, the book was used at NC State, but was not readopted for the upcoming term. The server 
would identify the book and offer the NC State student 50% of the new price, NC State ships the 
book to us and Carolina students have more used textbooks available. 

Several campuses have different exams dates, some a week earlier than UNC Chapel Hill’s. In 
order for this program to be its most effective, we need textbook adoptions from faculty as early 
as possible. It’s a win-win situation for many NC students! 

We hope to expand the shared buyback program to more of the North Carolina universities. It is 
an excellent program which helps to reduce textbook costs for NC students. 

Remember, we need your textbook orders in a timely manner for this program to be a success. 
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First-Year Preorder Program 

Another popular program that Carolina students and their parents take advantage of, is First-Year 
Preorder. 

UNC Student Stores offers a textbook preorder program for incoming first-year students. We 
begin presenting the program to students at the first of the Summer’s C-TOPS orientations 
starting in early June. During these orientation sessions, which continue through the summer, we 
explain to incoming Carolina students and their parents how the program works, and its benefits. 

Textbook preorder is a service which enables first-year students to receive their books early, 
before the majority of students have arrived on campus. During the first weeks of August, Student 
Stores employees obtain the students’ schedules from the Registrar’s Office, hand pick their 
course textbooks and package their order. These students have the distinct advantage of being the 
first to have access to our used book inventory. The ability of Student Stores to provide as large 
an inventory of used textbooks as possible enables us to reduce the students’ textbook costs. We 
host a Pre-Order Weekend for first year students and their parents to pick up their semester 
textbook box. 

We also offer a Deferred Payment plan for students. They can set up a Student Stores Account 
and use it for their duration at UNC Chapel Hill. If they choose this method of payment, the price 
of the books is sent to the University Cashier’s office and the charge will appear on the 
September University Cashier’s Office Statement. Students will pay for them exactly as they pay 
their tuition and other epenses billed through the Cashier’s Office. 

The success of this program is determined by the submission of textbook orders to Student Stores 
in time for us to obtain as many used copies as are available, as well as provide enough new 
copies of textbooks for the incoming students by early August. 

Textbooks and Sales Tax Holiday 

NC G.S. 105-164.13C provides an exemption for certain items of tangible personal property 
sold between 12:01 A.M. on the first Friday in August and 11:59 P.M. the following Sunday. 

Textbooks are included in this exemption! All 
course materials $300.00 or less per item are 
eligible. 

Students take advantage of the tax free weekend, either 
as a walk in customer or by placing their textbook orders 
on our web site and having the books shipped to their 
homes. They are preparing for your course early, 
securing used copies and taking advantage of the tax free 
weekend. 

Here is yet another area where you can help reduce textbook costs to your students. Be sure to 
submit your Fall textbook adoption to Student Stores as early as possible. If you were assigned to 
teach the course after the Spring exams were over, submit either a partial or complete course 
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book list in time for us to search for used copies from wholesale companies, receive the inventory 

and have the books on the shelf ready for your students by the first Friday in August. Your 
students will be happy and grateful for your endeavors in reducing the total price for their course 

books! 

Textbook Shoppers 

Many Carolina students take advantage of our on-line textbook ordering web site. They order 
their course textbooks early and have the books shipped to their homes before they return to 
campus. Ordering early makes them first in line for used copies. Every semester this service 
grows larger! 

On our site we post: "Course textbook adoptions are subject to change. Student Stores will only 
refund and/or exchange books purchased from Student Stores. Student Stores receipts are 

required for refund and/or exchange." This ensures that if you change your mind about a 

textbook you ordered and now want to cancel, students who ordered on-line will receive a refund 

for their purchase from us. 

While the site is in no way intended as a source for price comparisons, both students and their 

parents have used it in this manner. They shop around for the best price they can find, in both 
brick and mortar stores and at online books sites. A lot of time is spent by customers "shopping 

around". I feel confident that most students find our prices either comparable or lower to other 

sources because of the gro~vth in on-line student course book orders. 

Your students and their parents are taking the time to obtain your required course books at the 
most economical cost they can find. You can help them by placing your textbook orders with 
Student Stores as early as possible. Again, we do not encourage cancellations, but cancel we will 
if you are not satisfied with your original selection. 
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Student Stores Course Materials Department Contacts 

Textbook Buyers 
George Morgan Frank Bellamy 

Phone: 919-962-2432 919-962-8123 
Fax: 919-962-3334 919-962-3334 

Email: gfmorgan@store.unc.edu fbellamy@email.tmc.edu 

Textbook Manager 
Kelly Hanner 

Phone: 919-962-2429 

Fax: 919-962-2429 

Email: khanner@email.unc.edu 

Custom Publishing Contacts 

Course Pack Publishing Manager 
Chuck Sockell 

Phone: 919-962-4708 
Email: coursepackpub@store.unc.edu 

Production Manager 
Brad Jackson 

Phone: 919-843-7605 

Email: cpack5@store.unc.edu 

Copyright Assistant 
Paul Hoecke 

919-843 -7604 

cpack4@store.unc.edu 

About UNC Student Stores 

At UNC Student Stores, we are proud to be a part of the UNC Campus Community. The store 
contributes all income above operating expenses to student scholarships. Student Stores has 

contributed millions of dollars to the scholarship program of the University, funding in the past 

ten years alone nearly nine million dollars in non-athletic scholarships. Student Stores is totally 
receipt supported and receives no state funds. 

Student Stores is a department within UNC Chapel Hill. As a state owned business, we must 
adhere to the Umstead Act, North Carolina state law, which defines operations and limits the 
ability of state agencies to compete with the private sector. 

In accordance with NC Freedom of Information Act, Student Stores is the University’s official 

source of textbook information for courses. Faculty members must provide (but are not limited 

to) Student Stores with lists of textbooks to be used in upcoming courses. 

Our Mission 

The mission of UNC Student Stores is to provide books, school supplies, and other merchandise 

and services to the University community as prescribed in State Law, to pay all operating 
expenses and provide funds for inventory and capital improvements out of receipts, and to 

contribute any residual funds to the scholarship program of the University. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

ConnectCarolina <connectcarolina_info@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, September 11, 2013 1:52 PM 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email. unc.edu> 
ConnectCarolina Newsletter for September 11,2013 

Display problems? View this newsletter in your browser. 

Sept. 11,2013 
O i~i] ~i] ~ C 

Con nectCarolina Newsletter 

Accuracy and Privacy of Information on Online Campus 
Directory 

Have you looked at your information in the online campus directory? Is your home address correct? Do 

you know that you can control what is displayed through the directory’s privacy settings? 

To review and update your directory information, please go to , click on Update 

Personal Information (upper left of screen under Account Information) and Iogin using your Onyen and 

password. You can also choose whether certain information, such as your home and/or dorm address, is 

publicly viewable in the directory. 

Read on inc. 

Online Training lynda.com Now Available to University 

Unlimited free access to the online video training library lynda.com is now available to all University 

faculty and staff. UNC-Chapel Hill has licensed lynda.com’s library of more than 1,900 software, career 

development and technology training titles that faculty and staff can access from anywhere using an 

internet browser and Onyen Iogin. To access lynda.com, go to the UNC-Cha nda corn Si~ 

In and log on with your Onyen and password. 

Read online 

New FAQs Posted 

Got questions about ConnectCarolina Finance and HR/Payroll? There’s a good 



chance our new FAQs have the answers! 

Extensive Testing for an 
Effective System 

One of the most important parts of the 

ConnectCarolina project is extensive testing of 

the system prior to go-live. This ensures that 

every piece of the system works properly and 

that ConnectCarolina will be an effective tool that 

meets your needs. 

More on testing in this video. 

Read online, 

Campus Staff Featured in~,~ 

ConnectCarolina Videos           ~ 
What do campus users think about ConnectCarolina? Is it 

difficult to learn? What advantages does it bring to the~             ~:.. 
University? Find out in short videos on ConnectCarolina’s 

YouTube channel. 

Unsubscribe - Edit your subscription 

ConnectCarolina 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ccinfo.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matthew Omelsky <matthew. omelsky@duke, edu> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 9:21 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

African Humanities Working Group at Duke - Fall 2013 

Dear Travis, Would you mind forwarding the message below to your faculty and graduate students? All are welcome. Thanks so much in 
advance, 
Matthew 

*Please distribute widely* 

The African Humanities Working Group at Duke University is pleased to announce its first ever session this Wednesday, September 
18, 2013. Come eat with us, meet others thinking about Africa, the diaspora, and the postcolonial world, and learn about the exciting 
conversations we hope to have this semester and next. 

What: The first session of the African Humanities Working Group (AfriHum) 
When: Wednesday, September 18, 2013 at 7:00p 
Where: Smil~h Warehouse Bay 4, FHI Conference Room (C 107) 
Who: Open to all graduate students and faculty at Duke University and neighboring institutions 

A light dinner will be provided. 

About the group: 

AfriHum is a new interdisciplinary FHI working group that brings together scholars from the diverse fields of literature, philosophy, 
sound studies, and visual culture to think through innovative approaches to the study of African aesthetics. What is the most advantageous 
point of entry into the question of an African philosophy? What intellectual interventions might arise from coupling Congolese fashion 
and Walter Benj amin, or Ivorian music videos and the plays of Wole Soyinka? What might be gained from refurbishing the conceptual 
tools we have traditionally used to think about Africa and feminism, the African female body, and the politics of sexuality and 
reproduction in Africa? As these questions indicate, the group seeks both to reinvigorate many of the timeworn approaches to the study of 
the African humanities, and to open up new modes of inquiry enabled by digital media, pop culture, and emergent aesthetic forms on the 
continent. 

For more information, contact Matthew Omelsky (mat~&ew.omelsk~dt~ke.e&~) or Ainehi Edoro (g~e(~;dt~k~,~). 



african humanities working group 

FH ! ~r~r~ ro~m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Collier, Shauna D <colliers@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 1:58 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Happy Fall! 

Reflections promo.docx 

Hi Travis, 
I’m passing along this flyer for posting to the AAAD listserv. The contact for any questions is my colleague (below) at 

Duke. 

Thanks! 

Shauna 

Shauna Collier 

Stone Center Library for Black Culture and History 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

:150 South Road CB# 5250 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

9:~9-843-5808 phone 

9:~9-962-4830 fax 

shau na.collier@unc.edu 

www.lib.u nc.edu/stone 

From: John Gartrell [mailto:john.gartrell@duke.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2013 1:14 PM 
To: Collier, Shauna D 
Subject: Happy Fall! 

Hi Shauna, 

Hope all is well and things aren’t too crazy with the semester getting started. Just wanted to pass along our e-flyer for 

the upcoming Franklin Research Center event on Sept 26. I’d be grateful if you’d pass along to anyone you think might 

be interested. 

Hope to catch up sometime soon. 

Best, 

John G. 

John B. Gartrell 

Director 

John Hope Franklin Research Center for African and African American History and Culture 

David M. Rubenstein Rare Book & Manuscript Library 

john.gartrell@duke.edu 

919-660-5922 

http://library.du ke.edu/ru benstein/franklin/index.html 

Join us on Facebook and Twitter! - search: JHFResearchCen 



RES RCH CE R 



The John Hope Franklin Research Center Presents 

Reflections Unheard: Black Women in  ivil 
gi lhts 

FILM SCREENING AND DISCUSSION with director Nev Nnaji 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 

Reception: 5:30pm, Film and Discussion: 6:00-8:00pm 

114 S. Buchanan Street, Smith Warehouse, Bay 4, Garage 

Please join us for a screening of Reflections Unheard, which focuses on black women activists’ 
marginalization between the Black Power and Feminist movements of the 1960s and 70s. 

Part 1 of 2 in the "Women in the Movement"series co-sponsored by the Department of African & African 

American Studies, Center for Documentary Studies, Franklin Humanities Institute, Sallie Binqham Center 

for Women’s History and Culture, Center for African and African American Research, and the Proqram in 

Women’s Studies 

JOHN 
HOPE 
FRANKI ,IN 
RESEARCH CENTER 

http://librar¥.duke.edu/rubenstein/franklin/events.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

General Alumni Association <servecarolina@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 3:32 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Roll up your sleeves axid #ServeCarolina on Oct. 12. 

membership, 

It’s back and bigger than ever. 

On Saturday, Oct. 12, alumni throughout the world will unite to serve their community 

in celebration of University Day. Tar Heels near and fsr are encouraged to put on some 

Carolina blue, roll up their sleeves and #ServeCarolina. 

A service project can be big or small, one person or a hundred people -- anything you 

want it to be. The important thing is you are sharing your time and furthering the 

mission of Carolina all across the globe. You don’t have to be a Carolina graduate to 

participate, we welcome a~ Tar Heel alumni, students, staff; family, friends and fans. 

Click here for a list of ~oo ways you can be of service anywhere in the world. Find out 

what the club in your area is doing, or join our efforts by volunteering on your own. 

If you have any questions abo~t Tar Heel Service Day or how you can get invoh~ed, visit 

alumni.unc.eduigo/se~ecarolina or contact Maghon Walker ’o8 at 

se~e~rolina@unc.edu. Sign up to sere today~ 



THANK YOU FOR BEING A GAA MEMBER 

Alumni activities, communications and se~aTices are not a line item in the University 

budget but are made possible because of GAA member dues paid by yon and 67,ooo 

other members. You can take pride in knowing that your membership contributes to all 

this and more. In addition, your G.a~¢ membership includes many other valuable 

benefits and services and a subscription to the digital and print versions of the Carolina 

Alumni Review. 

PR1VACY POLICY: The G.%~ does not sell in~brmation about you, including your email address, to anyone ~br any 

purpose. If you suspect that your information has been misused, please let us know by sending an email to: 

gaa-online@unc.edu and include your full name, address and class year. Use this link to unsubscribe: Unsubscribe Link 

UNC General Alumni Association I George Watts Hill Alumni Center I Stadium Drive I Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 13, 2013 11:20 AM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

Approved Policies on Faculty Personnel Actions 

(AAAD Faculty Personnel Guidelines-Final Approved 2013).pdf 

Dear Colleagues, 

The Dean’s office has approved our revised Policies on Faculty Personnel Actions that we discussed and approved in the 
Spring. The policies are effective July 1, 2013. I have attached them to this email for your information and record. I am 
also sending the email below pertaining to these policies that was sent to Chairs yesterday. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

This message is being sent on behalf of Dean Karen Gil. 

I’m writing to let you know the College Dean’s Office, the Provost’s Office and the Office of University Counsel have 

approved your department’s revised "Policies on Faculty Personnel Actions" and they are effective July 1, 2013. Faculty 

members are to be evaluated for reappointment, promotion and tenure under the most current version of the 

department’s policies in use at the time of review. Thus, for academic year 2013-14, your newly revised and approved 

policy document included here should be used. If you have any concerns, you should communicate these in a timely 

fashion to your Senior Associate Dean. 

Attached to this communication, I am transmitting to you your final, approved document as a Word file and as a pdf file. 

It is also being posted on the Provost APT Committee website (current link is: 

http://provost.unc.edu/policies/faculty/apt/ ). 

It is important that you and your colleagues carefully review this final document. Several changes were made in 

particular in Section IV. (or V.) Summary of Procedural Steps in Appointments, Reappointments and Promotion, u nder 

Assembling a committee, now labeled Review and consultation. In addition, a number of minor changes in the original 

template have been made since you last reviewed the document. There also may be other minor changes made that are 

specific to your department’s document. 

This is your approved document and is the document that should be provided to each new tenure track/tenured faculty 

member and any such faculty member at the time a review for reappointment, tenure or promotion is initiated. 

Our thanks again to you and your colleagues for your hard work in strengthening and updating your policies for tenure 

and promotion of your faculty. 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: stgore@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=65646425 .f3 e43 c8d7b65 e7a43 c291 cd78 c74f9ca&n=T&l=aaad& o=33581534 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-33581534-65646425.f3 e43 c8d7b65 e7a43 c291 cd78c74f9ca@listserv.unc, edu 



College of Arts and Sciences 

Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies 
Policies on Faculty Personnel Actions 

Approved by Department, Spring 2013 
Approved by the College of Arts and Sciences, August 2013 

Effective July 1, 2013 

PART I. Policies for tenure-track and tenured faculty 

I. Introduction 

The principal aims of the Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies are 
to preserve, increase, and transmit knowledge and understanding of political, economic, 
historical and socio-cultural processes in Africa and the African Diaspora in the context of a 
globalizing world. These aims are furthered by the scholarly activity of the faculty and by their 
teaching and training of undergraduate and graduate students. In hiring and promoting faculty, 
the Department seeks to maintain its high standards of scholarship and teaching. It also 
encourages service to the Department, the University, the professional community, the state, 
the nation and the world; as appropriate, it also encourages engagement with groups outside 
academia. The Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies seeks to be 
objective, fair, and honest in matters of hiring and promotion. It reaffirms at this time its goal 

of quality combined with diversity. All hiring and promotion take place within the context of 
departmental needs and resources. The Department subscribes wholeheartedly to the guidelines 

of Affirmative Action and commits itself to make personnel decisions with all possible justice 
to both the University and the individuals concerned. 

The Department’s policies are subj ect to those set forth in the following University 
publications. The most recent edition of each document takes precedence. 

The Code, Board of Governors, UNC (October 9, 2009 edition 
http :iiwww.northcarolina.eduipolicyiindex.php?p_g=dl&id= 10866&inline= ! &return_url= ¼2 

0 O/ 0 O/ 0 O/ 0 Fpolic¥ ~/o2Findex. php ~3Fp~ ~/o3 Dvb ~o26ta~ ~3Dtoc ~7CThe ~/o2B C ode ). 

Trustee Policies and Regulations Governing Academic Tenure in the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill (October 20, 2009 edition 

http://academicpers~nne~.unc.edu/ccm/gr~ups/pub~ic/@hr/@facu~typ~/d~cuments/p~~icy/ccm 

l_0!7546.pdf). 

C. The Faculty Code of University Government, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(July 1, 2010 edition http:ii~.unc.eduifacultyifaccounicode/code2010, shtml). 

Affirmative Action Plan, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (October 1, 2011 - 
September 30, 2012 http:iiequalopportunit¥-ada~unc~eduifilesi2013/03/2012-Final-Plan-Web- 

Version.pdf). 



E. Personnel Policies for Academic Personnel, Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor & 
Provost (http :i/academicpersonnel.unc. eduiindex ~htm) 

F. College of Arts & Sciences Chair’s Manual (http:iicollege.unc.edui) 

G. Memorandum from the Dean on Peer Faculty Teaching Observations for Tenure, Promotion 
and Post-Tenure Review, August 21, 2012. 

This departmental document is supplemental to, and subject to, the policies found in the above 
publications. Each faculty member has the responsibility to become familiar with their 
provisions. 

II. Standards 

The Department, College and University continually aspire to enhance their academic stature. 
Such stature is achieved primarily through the continual recruitment, development, and retention 
of outstanding faculty. 

The standards that this Department applies to the evaluation of candidates are qualitative and 
cannot be expressed quantitatively. Therefore, they inescapably entail subjective judgment. As a 
result, it is not possible to reduce the evaluation of academic personnel to a purely objective 
enumeration of expected accomplishments within a specific period of time. 

The Department may recommend a candidate for promotion and/or permanent tenure before the 
expiration of his or her probationary term if the quality of the candidate’s record meets the 
standards and makes a compelling case for an early recommendation. A candidate’s prior record 
in a tenure track or equivalent position at another institution of higher education may form part 
of a compelling case for an early recommendation. 

Prerequisite to the appointment or reappointment of any candidate is the continuing need by the 
Department, College and University for the services that he or she, as a scholar-teacher in a 
particular field, is qualified to carry out. An appointment of an individual to a tenure-track 
position is based on the belief that the appointment meets a continuing need of the Department. 
However, where this need is found not to exist, or has disappeared or may disappear, or where 
program change or curtailment of funding obliges the University to discontinue support, 
appointment or reappointment is precluded. 

Quality research, teaching excellence and a commitment to service are important areas of 
evaluation of faculty by the Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies. 
In addition to long-standing criteria for such evaluation, innovative faculty work in these 
areas should also be considered when germane. Thus, tenure and promotion guidelines must 
balance the need for precedent and consistency with openness to new approaches and ideas 
for which establishing criteria for evaluation may be difficult, at least at first. Candidates for 
promotion and their departments share the responsibility for effectively evaluating 
innovative contributions. Candidates should help articulate the nature and value of their new 



work. Departments should continually educate themselves on the changing landscape of the 
profession, and they should consider when to seek evaluations of the candidate’s work that 
inform and can help explain particular innovations. Some of the prominent areas in which 
innovation occurs include engagement, digital technologies, and interdisciplinarity. 

As a public university, we recognize the importance of faculty engagement. Engagement 
may be embedded in one or more aspects of a faculty member’ s research, teaching, and 
service activities. Faculty engagement refers to scholarly, creative, pedagogical, and service 
activities directed toward persons and groups outside UNC Chapel Hill and outside the usual 
spheres of professional academic work. Such activities typically take the form of 
collaborative interactions, include partners outside the University, and seek to enhance the 
"public good" or "public life" of the state, nation, or wider world. 

When present, engagement should be recognized as a significant component of a faculty 
member’s professional achievements. Engagement may play a more prominent role at 
different phases of a faculty member’s career, and it should be supported at any phase if it is 
consistent with our Department’s practices and priorities. However, faculty whose work 
does not include engaged activities should not be penalized or denied tenure or promotion 
on those grounds. 

Digital technologies are reshaping every profession. Digital technologies shape not only 
how we communicate new knowledge, but also how we perceive and develop knowledge in 
the first place. Since digital technologies influence every aspect of professional life, 
including research, teaching, and service, the Department of African, African American and 
Diaspora Studies should, therefore, regularly evaluate this changing landscape. Candidates 
for promotion or tenure should help articulate the nature and reception of their digital work. 

Interdisciplinary work provides opportunities for creating knowledge in new and 
unanticipated ways, often representing cutting-edge scholarship and teaching. Since many 
challenges and problems require skills and perspectives from multiple academic and 
professional disciplines, evidence of innovative inter- and cross-disciplinary research, 
teaching, and service should therefore be valued in a candidate’s promotion and tenure 
dossier. 

General Standards. The following standards will be employed in evaluations for reappointment, 
promotion, and tenure: 

a) A demonstrated commitment to, and achievement of, research excellence is required for 
consideration for tenure and/or promotions in rank. 

A demonstrated commitment to, and achievement of, teaching excellence is required for 
consideration of tenure decisions and/or promotions in rank, and while its presence without 
the other two general standards also being met will not bring tenure or promotion, its 
absence is sufficient to deny tenure or promotion. 



c) Service to the Department, University, community, state, nation and world and to one’s 
academic profession is a further, additional consideration in the overall assessment of a 
faculty colleague. Service is not a substitute for excellence in research and excellence in 
teaching. 

A. Standards of Research 

The Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies expects its faculty to be 
actively involved throughout their careers in achieving scholarly research excellence. 
Scholarship is understood as the advancement of knowledge and understanding and consists 
substantially of original research or interpretation that is part of a coherent proj ect. 

The central result of scholarship is publication. The Department of African, African American 
and Diaspora Studies requires such publication as an obvious way of extending knowledge and 

of sharing the fruits of scholarly thought and investigation with a wider audience that can be 
both critical and appreciative. The Department of African, African American and Diaspora 
Studies insists on regarding quality of publication as more important than quantity. 

Engaged scholarship refers to research on proj ects that include collaborative interactions with 
partners outside the University and outside the usual spheres of professional academic work. In 
order to satisfy the criterion for engaged scholarship, the faculty member’s work must meet 
rigorous standards. In our Department, the criteria for evaluating the quality of engaged 
scholarship include: external competitive funding, publication of findings in peer-reviewed 
journals or books, and evaluations by experts in the field. 

The Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies recognizes faculty who 
conduct or publish their research digitally for their innovation and for moving beyond 
traditional formats. The standard for excellence is the same for digital and non-digital work 
and may include: influence on a scholarly field, rigorous peer reviews or other evaluation by 
experts in the area. The overall quality and contribution of the work must be measured against 
the University’s long-standing high standards, which should be independent of the mode or 
medium of publication. 

The research of faculty engaged in innovative interdisciplinary research shall be given formal 
consideration and due credit, although the overall quality and contribution of the 
interdisciplinary work should be measured through appropriate means against the University’s 
well-established high standards. For faculty with interdisciplinary interests hired within the 
Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies, the main criteria for review 
and judgment lie within, rather than outside, our discipline broadly defined. In the case ofj oint 
appointments, reviews must include multi-departmental evaluations. For faculty hired as j oint 
appointees, the main criteria for review and judgment of a faculty member’s scholarly work 
shall encompass work across the units of appointment and related interdisciplinary work, 

assessed by appropriate high standards. 
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B. Standards of Teaching 

The Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies expects and encourages 
teaching of the highest quality. Although it is not possible to enumerate here all criteria of highly 
effective teaching, such teachers prepare their courses with discrimination and skill. They 
responsibly formulate the obj ectives of the courses and use imaginative pedagogical methods to 
achieve their goals. Effective teachers engage their students, stimulate their interests, broaden 
their perspectives and improve their thinking. To the extent that it is possible, they also make 
their students active rather than passive participants in the learning process. Excellent teachers 
demand substantial accomplishment and high standards of work, grade all work fairly, and base 
what they teach on evidence and sound method. They are articulate, resourceful, and reflective. 
In addition, where appropriate, such teachers conscientiously provide advice and guidance to 
both graduate and undergraduate students on an individual basis, direct theses and dissertations, 
and serve on committees that critically examine and evaluate such research projects. In short, the 
Department expects colleagues to be generously involved in teaching and training. 

Engaged teaching refers to pedagogical practices that typically take students outside the 
traditional classroom. Such teaching may include courses that help students engage with non- 
academic communities, participate in service learning programs, or interact with public schools 
and government policymakers. To satisfy the criterion for "engaged teaching" and for engaged 
teaching to be considered in evaluations for reappointment, promotion and tenure, the faculty 
member’s courses should include analytical and reflective components and carry academic 
credit. Such teaching should be evaluated by students, by academic peers, and also by 
individuals who participate in these courses from a position outside the University. 

One of the most prominent areas of recent pedagogical innovation is the integration of digital 
technologies within the traditional classroom as well as online. When faculty members employ 
new technologies to enhance teaching and learning, evaluation of teaching excellence should 
include assessments of this use. 

Evaluation of teaching excellence should also consider faculty contributions to different forms of 
interdisciplinary teaching. Such endeavors greatly enhance the intellectual life of the University 
and provide a sense of common purpose and community among students and faculty. All levels 
and forms of interdisciplinary teaching should therefore be considered, including: 
interdisciplinary teaching within one’s home unit; participation in team-taught, multidisciplinary 
courses that transcend the Department and unit boundaries; undergraduate, graduate and post- 
doctoral mentoring; and involvement in cross-disciplinary learning experiences outside the 
University. As with all forms of teaching, rigorous standards of evaluation should be applied. 

C. Standards of Service 

A service assignment should be pursued diligently, imaginatively, and responsibly, with 
concern for deadlines and appropriate results. Conscientious and efficient performance 
combined with collegiality, tact, and resourcefulness bring credit to the individual and the 
Department and will be recognized. 



Assistant and associate professors without permanent tenure are expected to undertake those 
service functions the Department Chair may assign. Although they should focus primarily on 
teaching and research, untenured members of the Department will be called upon to perform a 
number of service activities such as work on departmental or appropriate University 
committees, and participation in professional association activities. Associate professors with 
tenure and professors may be expected to undertake a wider range of service functions. 

Engaged service refers to activities that are informed by the faculty member’s scholarly 
expertise and include interactions with groups and projects outside the professional and 
scholarly organizations of academia. In the Department of African, African American and 
Diaspora Studies, we value engaged service related to the faculty member’s professional 
expertise, such as engagement with government and non-government organizations, and the 
media on issues that serve the public good locally, nationally and globally. 

Groups and communities increasingly connect and identify themselves through online 
resources, electronic networks, virtual spaces and social media. Therefore, in the Department 
of African, African American and Diaspora Studies faculty service involving digital 
technologies may be recognized as an important contribution to academic life and to 
communities outside the University. Candidates for promotion or tenure should help articulate 

the nature of their contribution in this area. 

Faculty may be involved in interdisciplinary service in one, two or more units, depending on the 
nature of their appointment(s) or interdisciplinary approach. In cases of interdisciplinary service, 
the Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies the other units involved and 
the faculty member will establish standards and expectations clarifying the extent of service 
expected from the faculty member for the Department and the other unit(s). These standards and 
expectations shall be reviewed, evaluated and, if necessary, modified on a regular basis. The 
same general standards of evaluation shall be employed for interdisciplinary service as for 
service within a single unit. 

III. Criteria for Specific Personnel Actions 

The proj ected needs and resources of the Department, the College and the University shall be 
considered in recommending initial appointments, reappointments, promotions to associate 
professor with tenure, and promotion to full professor. 



A. Instructor with Special Provision 

The candidate approved by the Department to be recommended for an appointment as an 
assistant professor but who, when approved, is still completing a doctoral dissertation, will be 
recommended for an appointment as instructor for one year with the special provision that upon 
conferral of the doctorate he or she will be reappointed at the rank of assistant professor, and 
with the further provision that the effective date of his or her appointment at the rank of assistant 
professor will be retroactive to the effective date of his or her current appointment as instructor, 
or to the July 1 or January 1 immediately preceding the date of conferral. Such an appointment 
will carry the title "instructor with special provision." 

B. Assistant Professor 

The rank of assistant professor denotes a tenure-track position, with an initial appointment for 
four years, the possibility of reappointment for three additional years, and a review for the 
conferral of tenure and promotion to the rank of associate professor. 

1. Standards for initial appointment 

Clear promise of excellence in teaching and scholarship and completion of all requirements for 
the doctorate or other terminal degree and the degree’s conferral are required. 

Reappointment for a second probationary term 

The initial review and recommendation for reappointment occur by the end of the third year of 
the initial probationary appointment. For an assistant professor already serving in the 
Department, reappointment is based on evidence of (a) a demonstrated commitment to, and 
promise of or achievement of, research excellence, (b) a demonstrated commitment to, and 
promise of or achievement of, teaching excellence, and (c) appropriate service to the 
Department. 

C. Associate Professor 

Initial appointment to a rank of associate professor may be with or without tenure. Promotion to 
associate professor always confers tenure. Except as otherwise provided under University policy, 
tenure is a permanent commitment by the Department, the College and the University. 
Recommendation for tenure requires a judgment not only about the past and present 
achievements of the candidate but also about his or her potential for future achievements. While 
emphasizing proven excellence in research and teaching, the Department remains very much 
concerned, in questions of tenure, that a person show promise of continuing achievement in all 
three areas: research, teaching, and service. A recommendation for promotion and/or tenure by 
the Department Chair requires a careful assessment informed by outside references about the 
qualifications of the candidate and the professional judgment of the assembled full professors; 
the professional judgment of the tenured associate professors is also considered. 



In evaluating past performance, present achievements, and promise for the future, the following 
factors will be considered: 

The candidate must have demonstrated achievement of research excellence through the 
development of an ongoing research and graduate training program and through scholarly 
contribution(s) of demonstrable value to the field of inquiry. The candidate must also have 
demonstrated commitment to continued research excellence. 

b) The candidate must have demonstrated commitment to teaching excellence and must have 
achieved excellence in one or more types of teaching. 

The candidate’s service to the Department, University, community, state, nation, and world, 
and to his or her academic profession is a further, additional consideration in the overall 
assessment. The candidate must be recognized as a helpful and valued colleague. Service is 
not a substitute for excellence in research and excellence in teaching. 

The Department will decide whether to recommend tenure following an initial appointment as an 
associate professor on the basis of the criteria outlined above for promotion to associate 
professor. With written advance approval of the Dean, an associate professor appointed from 
outside the Department may be recommended for an initial appointment with tenure if the quality 
of the candidate’s record meets the standards. 

D. Full Professor 

Appointment to the rank of full professor confers tenure. A candidate for full professor should 
have made significant contributions in the field beyond those expected of an associate professor 
with tenure. 

Recommendation for promotion to the rank of full professor requires a judgment not only about 
the past and present achievements of the candidate but about his or her potential for future 
achievements. A recommendation for promotion to full professor by the Department Chair 
requires a careful assessment informed by outside references about the qualifications of the 
candidate and the professional judgment of the full professors. 

In evaluating past performance, present achievements, and promise for the future, the following 
factors will be considered: 

The candidate must have a record of sustained research and high quality publication and 
distinctive achievements to have gained significant recognition in the field nationally, and if 
appropriate, internationally. 

The candidate must have demonstrated continued commitment to, and achievement of, 
teaching excellence. 

The candidate must have a record of service that demonstrates the capacity for constructive 
contributions to the Department and the University; a similar demonstration of capacity for 
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such contributions to the community, state, nation and world is also valued. Service is not a 
substitute for excellence in research and excellence in teaching. 

E. Full Joint Tenure-Track and Tenured Appointments 

In order to be recommended for a j oint tenure-track or tenured appointment in the Department of 
African, African American and Diaspora Studies, a faculty member must meet the standards for 
the rank for which he or she is being considered and must simultaneously meet the standards for 
the same rank in another department, so that he or she may hold the same rank in both 
departments. A j oint tenure-track or tenured appointment in the Department of African, African 
American and Diaspora Studies is an honor and not a right or extended as a courtesy. The 
proj ected needs and resources of the departments and the University shall be considered in 
initiating or approving j oint tenure-track or tenured appointments. Policies pertaining to these 
appointments differ from those for appointments across departments or units in which the faculty 
member holds a tenure-track or tenured appointment in one of the departments or units and holds 
a fixed term (i.e., adjunct) appointment in another. 

F. General Recruiting Procedures 
The Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies follows University and 
College recruiting policies and procedures. For further details, see the Provost’s website and the 
College of Arts & Sciences Chair’s Manual. 

IV. Summary of Procedural Steps in Appointments, Reappointments and Promotion (not 
applicable for fixed-term appointments) 

Policies identified here are supplemental to, and subject to, the policies found in the most recent 

versions of the publications listed in the Introduction. 

Letters of recommendation. Outside letters of evaluation constitute an important part of the 
appointment, promotion and tenure packet. A minimum of four letters of evaluation is required. 

For appointments of assistant professors and instructors with special provision, these letters 
should be preferably from outside the institution, and also preferably from research universities 
with very high research activity (RU/VH institutions). They may include letters from mentors 
and other individuals more closely connected to the candidate. 

In the case of promotion and tenure packets, it is required that all four of the outside letters of 
evaluation be from outside the institution, and that all be from individuals independent of the 
candidate. Two of the four letters must be from a list of names provided by the candidate and two 
of the four from individuals selected by the Department Chair. Ideally, all of the letters should 
come from individuals at research universities with very high research activity (RU/VH 
institutions). If, in the Chair’s view, the most appropriate reviewer is from a university or other 
institution that is not a research university with very high research activity (RU/VH institutions), 
the Chair’s letter should provide an explanation for the choice of reviewer. The goal is to obtain a 
letter from the person who will give the most discriminating review and unbiased assessment of 
the individual’s national and international reputation. Therefore, the request from the Department 
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Chair to prospective writers of outside letters of evaluation should be phrased neutrally and 
should not solicit an affirmative response or recommendation. 

The letters may not be from individuals who have worked directly with the candidate, e.g., as a 
collaborator, mentor, previous coworker, or former dissertation chair, but may be from 
individuals who know the candidate through professional interactions, e.g., having reviewed the 
candidate’s publications or served on review committees together. 

In addition to the minimum four required independent letters, any number of additional letters 
from any responsible source may also be submitted. These may be from individuals within the 
institution with whom the candidate has collaborated or from former colleagues, collaborators, 

mentors, or other individuals connected with the candidate. 

All letters of evaluation that are received must be made an official part of any appointment, 
promotion, and tenure package and must be part of the evaluation process of the candidate under 
consideration. In the appointment/promotion packet, each outside letter should have a 
designation in its upper fight hand corner indicating whether the writer of the letter was 

suggested by the candidate or was chosen by the Department Chair. 

The dossier. The Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies will employ 
the guide provided by the Appointments, Promotion and Tenure Committee of the University in 
completing the candidate’s dossier for review for faculty reappointments, promotions and tenure. 

Notification. Untenured assistant and associate professors should be notified in writing at least 
three months prior to the start of the scheduled review. Tenured associate professors should be 
notified in writing at least six months prior to the start of the scheduled review because that 
scheduled review also constitutes the University’s post tenure review which requires six months’ 
notice. The notification should include the requirements for the dossier the faculty member must 
submit for evaluation. 

Timing of review. No recommendation for a promotion or reappointment which under the 
provisions of the Tenure Regulations will confer permanent tenure may be initiated until the 
faculty member has been in the active employment of the University for at least 18 months. No 
such recommendation may be initiated which would have an effective date later than 18 months 
after its initiation. 

Review and consultation. Proceedings for promotion to associate professor with tenure or to full 
professor are initiated by recommendation of the Department Chair "after consultation with the 
assembled full professors of that department" (Trustees’ Policies and Regulations Governing 
Academic Tenure, May, 2004, p. 5). Any department charged with evaluating a candidate and 
making a recommendation regarding reappointment of an assistant professor, conferral of tenure 
and promotion to associate professor or promotion to full professor may utilize an ad hoc or 
special committee to review the candidate and present a report to the assembled voting faculty. If 
this committee prepares a written evaluation of the candidate, that report must be included in the 
candidate’s dossier. The Department’s assembled voting faculty must include at least four full 
professors. If a department has fewer than four full professors, a standing advisory committee 
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including additional full professors shall be named by the Dean of the College in consultation 
with the Chair to advise the Chair in personnel matters. 

The departmental vote must be recorded and reported by rank, and must list the number of votes 
in support and opposition, as well as any abstentions. No faculty member may vote on the 
question of reappointment, tenure and/or promotion for another faculty member of the same or 
higher rank. Tenured associate professors, therefore, may not vote for conferral of tenure or 
promotion for another associate professor. 

A. Assistant Professor 

Tenure Track Assistant Professors (Third-Year Reviews). Initial appointment to the rank of 
assistant professor is for a probationary term of four years. No less than 12 months before the end 
of this term, the assistant professor must be notified in writing whether he or she will be 
recommended for a second probationary term of three years or not reappointed. 

The Department’s assembled voting faculty shall review the assistant professor’s scholarship, 
teaching, and service. Outside letters of evaluation are not required for reappointment. It is a 
University requirement that the Chair consult the "assembled full professors" of the unit before 
acting upon a recommendation. In the Department of African, African American and Diaspora 
Studies that discussion is followed by a vote of the assembled full professors and tenured 
associate professors regarding the proposed reappointment. The faculty’s vote is advisory to the 
Chair, who either recommends reappointment or decides against reappointment. 

If the Chair decides against reappointment at the end of the initial probationary term, the assistant 
professor shall be notified in writing of the Chair’s decision no less than 12 months before his or 
her current term ends. A faculty member has the right to an administrative conference with the 
Chair and, if necessary, with the Dean of the College, along with such other appeal rights as are 
afforded under the "Trustee Policies and Regulations Governing Academic Tenure in the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill." 

Review for Promotion to Associate Professor with Tenure 
Assistant professors are reviewed during their sixth year for promotion to associate professor 
with tenure, non-reappointment, or (under exceptional circumstances) reappointment at the rank 
of assistant professor with permanent tenure. 

If the assistant professor receives permanent tenure at that same rank, he or she must be reviewed 
every five years to meet the post-tenure review requirement of the University, and is eligible to 
be reviewed for promotion on the same schedule. 

The Department’s assembled voting faculty shall review the assistant professor’s scholarship, 
teaching, and service. Outside letters of evaluation are required for promotion to associate 
professor with tenure. It is a University requirement that the "assembled full professors" of the 
unit meet to discuss and vote upon a recommendation. In the Department of African, African 
American and Diaspora Studies, that discussion is followed by a vote of the assembled full 
professors and tenured associate professors regarding the proposed promotion to associate 



professor with tenure. The faculty’s vote is advisory to the Chair, who either recommends 
promotion to associate professor with tenure or decides against reappointment. 

If the Chair decides against reappointment at the end of the second probationary term, the 
assistant professor shall be notified in writing of the Chair’s decision no less than 12 months 
before his or her current term ends. A faculty member has the right to an administrative 
conference with the Chair and, if necessary, with the Dean of the College, along with such other 
appeal rights as are afforded under the "Trustee Policies and Regulations Governing Academic 
Tenure in the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill." 

B. Associate Professor, Full Professor, and Post-Tenure Review 

Untenured Associate Professor. Initial appointment to the rank of untenured associate professor 
is for the probationary term of five years. An untenured associate professor is reviewed no later 
than the fourth year of this probationary term since no less than 12 months before the end of this 
term, the associate professor must be notified in writing whether he or she will be reappointed 
with tenure, promoted to professor, or recommended for non-reappointment. 

The Department’s assembled voting faculty shall review the untenured associate professor’s 
scholarship, teaching, and service. Outside letters of evaluation are required for appointment as 
an associate professor with tenure, or for an appointment as full professor, which confers tenure. 
It is a University requirement that the Chair consult with the "assembled full professors" of the 
unit before acting upon a recommendation. The faculty’s vote is advisory to the Chair, who 
either recommends tenure (and, if also being considered, promotion to full professor) or decides 
against tenure (and, if also being considered, promotion to full professor). 

Full Professor. An associate professor who has completed five years and has been reappointed 

at the same rank with tenure must be reviewed every five years to meet the post-tenure review 
requirement of the University, and is eligible to be reviewed for possible promotion to full 
professor on the same schedule. Since the University’s Tenure Regulations were revised, 
effective July 1, 2004, it has been possible for reviews for promotion to full professor and post- 
tenure reviews for tenured associate professors to take place simultaneously. 

Every five years, associate professors with tenure must have an internal review that constitutes 
their required post-tenure review. If the faculty member wishes to be considered for promotion to 
full professor at that time, then recommendation letters from outside the institution are solicited 
as part of that review. If the faculty member does not wish to be reviewed for possible promotion 
at that time, only the internal review is carried out. 

The Department’s assembled voting faculty shall review the tenured associate professor’s 
scholarship, teaching, and service. Outside letters of evaluation are required for promotion to full 
professor. It is a University requirement that the Chair consult with the "assembled full 
professors" of the unit before acting upon a recommendation. The faculty’s vote is advisory to 
the Chair, who either recommends promotion to full professor or decides against promotion. 
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Out of cycle reviews. If a tenured associate professor, with the concurrence of the Department, 
wishes to be considered for review for early promotion before his/her scheduled five-year 
review, an out-of-cycle review may take place. If the faculty member requests a full out-of-cycle 
review and the full professors believe that not enough has been done to warrant consideration for 
promotion, the Chair has the fight to recommend denying the request on the advice of the full 
professors. The Chair must give the reasons for recommending denial and communicate these 
reasons to the faculty member in writing. 

Post-Tenure Review. Since 1997, post-tenure review has been mandated by UNC General 
Administration on orders from the Board of Governors in response to a directive of the NC 
General Assembly that a system of periodic review of the performance of tenured faculty be 
implemented. Our Department has a separate set of post-tenure review policies. Post-tenure 
review applies to all tenured faculty, except as otherwise specified by University or College 
policy with regard to its timing for faculty who are department chairs, senior associate deans, and 
deans. 

C. Untenured Faculty Annual Review 

The Department Chair must perform evaluations of untenured assistant and associate professors 
every year. These evaluations are especially important for setting goals, clarifying expectations, 
and providing mentoring. After meeting with the untenured faculty member, the Chair must write 
a report of the evaluation, provide a copy to the faculty member in question, and place one in his 
or her personnel file. 

The evaluation should provide a clear assessment of the faculty member’s work that year in 
research, teaching and service. It should be clear about goals on which the untenured professor 
and the Chair agree. It should not explicitly comment on or venture a prediction regarding any 
later decision to grant tenure to the faculty member. On the contrary, the evaluation should 
include a disclaimer: "This evaluation is not an indication of the likelihood of a positive or 
negative recommendation regarding tenure but rather summarizes and assesses the activities in 
which you have been engaged for the past year." The Dean’s Office should be notified when 
these reviews are completed. 

Part II. Policies on Fixed-Term Faculty 

Instructions regarding completion of this Part II will be provided at a later date. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Moseley, Erin S <Erin_Moseley@unc.edu> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 8:14 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: SUMMER SCHOOL ANNUAL BREAKFAST MEETING 

Great! Had a blast in Florida. 

See you on the 26th! 

Erin 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, September 13, 2013 4:19 PM 
To: Moseley, Erin S 
Subject: RE: SUMMER SCHOOL ANNUAL BREAKFAST MEETING 

Hi Erin! You can definitely count me in for the summer school meeting! I look forward to it as always @ Kenneth said 
he would be replying to you as well. Hope you had fun in South Beach! -Travis 

From: Moseley, Erin S 
Sent: Friday, September 06, 2013 8:18 AM 
To: Isley, Alice B; Watson, Ann Davis; Davis, Barbara Taylor; Sauer, Beth H; Futrell, Betty S; Whitling, Brian E; Butler, 
Jennifer W; Rogers, Charlotte H; Weaver, Cinnamon S; Currin, Denise C; David Blakemore; Fholer, Marie A; Harris, 
Deborah J; Toscher, Hope; Jodie Turnbull; Carvalho, Julia; Sullivan, Kate; McLain, Kelsea Beth; Kent, Adam S; Allison, 
Kim A; Grey, Elizabeth B; Fulenwider, C. Lindsay; Leonard, Lindsay; Harris, Lori; Richardson, Mark; McNeil, Kathleen; Ray, 
Nancy L; Poole, Caroline Willoughby; Wolfe, Rebecca Farris; McIver, Samelia; Eubanks, Shannon G; Coble, Sherry B; 
Williams, Susan Staples; Cox, Tammy L; Howell, Tia N.; Smither, Tom; kfbs_popet.con; Gore, Travis; Hopper, Trent; 
Bernhardt, Valerie M; Walker, Victoria Ward 
Cc: Cooke, Amy E; Perrin, Andrew J; Reynolds, Andrew S; Taylor, Beverly W; Roush, Chris; Teuton, Christopher Barrett; 
Gollop, Claudia J; Kubowicz Malhotra, Claudia Carolyn; Koelb, Clayton T; Song, Conghe; Johnson, Corey S; Hutchinson, 
Dale L; Gitterman, Daniel P; Padua, Darin A; Eaker-Rich, Deborah J; Malizia, Emil; Glish, Gary L; Shen, Haipeng; 
Hirschfield, James; Roberts, Jason Matthew; Cornell, Jeffrey Blair; Hirsch, Jeffrey Michael; Gates-Foster, Jennifer Erin; 
Booth, Karen M; Janken, Kenneth R; Kevin Jeffay; Abels, Kimberly Town; Leve, Lauren G; Hsiao, Li-ling; AIperin, Marc J; 
Willingham, Mary C.; Negrete, Merida; Becker, Misha K; Parikh, Nalin R; Mulligan, Neil W; Macy, Rebecca Jane; 
McLaughlin, Richard M; Amago, Samuel; Stewart, Kevin G; Hofweber, Thomas; Tony Perucci; Brundage, W Fitzhugh; 
Parke, William R 
Subject: SUMMER SCHOOL ANNUAL BREAKFAST MEETING 
Importance: High 

Good morning, 

Attached to this email is your invitation to our Annual Summer School Planning Meeting and Breakfast Buffet. 

Please be sure to RSVP no later than Monday, September 16. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. 

Have a wonderful day, 

Erin Moseley 

Erin Moseley, Director of Admissions 

Summer School 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 



RM 200, CB# 3340 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3340 

http://summer.unc.edu/ 
919-966-4364 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Sarah Angela <smithsar@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 9:38 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
EPro Vendor Survey (09.16.13) 

Hello Sam T Gore, 

Procurement Services would like your timely feedback on the services provided by our contract vendors for the 

University. Your comments and opinions are valuable to assess vendor performance in support of managing the supply 

base to reduce costs and improve efficiencies. The survey is conducted twice a year to monitor performance and seek 

continuous improvement. 

Please click on the web link below to start the survey: 

https://unc.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV_77YY6UKyif5fQVf 

The survey should only take a couple of minutes and ten random vendors who complete the survey will receive a prize. 

Be sure to include you your name, email address, and campus address in the final question to be eligible. All entries 

must be submitted no later than Monday, September 30, 2013. 

Thank you, 

Sarah Smith 

Sarah Smith, BS 
Purchasing Assistant 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Purchasing Services 
!04 Airport Drive, Ste 2700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-2256 
Fax: 919-962-0636 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lynn, Kitty <kllynn@ehs.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 12:13 PM 

FW: Pink Heals Tour stops in Chapel Hill 

Pink Heals Flyer.pub; Pink Heals Tour Schedule.docx 

Dear Emergency Coordinators, 

Environment, Health and Safety will have our Hazardous Response vehicle on display during this event at University 

Mall from 3pm - 4:30 pm this Friday, Sept. 20. We will be available to answer your questions and give truck tours. We 

hope to see you there! 

Kitty Lynn 

Fire Safety Professional 

N.C. State Fire Inspector III 

Environment, Health and Safety 

1120 Estes Drive Ext. CB 1650, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1650 

P. 919-962-5728 C. ~ F. 919-962-0227 

http://ehs.unc.edu/ 

Next Friday, September 20 the National Pink Heals Tour of pink fire trucks and other emergency vehicles will 

make a stop in Chapel Hill hosted by the Chapel Hill Fire Department, Lineberger Cancer Center, The 

Downtown Partnership and University Mall. The purpose is to raise funds for Lineberger Cancer Center at UNC 

and raise awareness of cancer patients and ongoing research. Attached is an event flyer and schedule for the 

day. 

Please join us. 

One of the special things about the tour is that cancer patients and survivors are invited to sign their names on 

the pink fire trucks with permanent markers as recognition of their struggle. 

Daniel Jones 
Fire Chief 
Fire Department 
Town of Chapel Hill 
403 Martin Luther King Jr Bird 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514-5705 

Phone: (919) 968-2783 
Fax: (919) 932-2956 

o "This nation will not be a good place for any of us to live in unless we make it a good place for all of us to live in." - 
Theodore Rooseveff 



The PINK HEALS TOUR 
IS COMING TO CHAPEL HILL 

What Is It?--A National tour of pink fire trucks and pink police cars bringing 

the "Cares Enough to Wear Pink" and Pink Heals Movement to Chapel Hill! 

A program to help fund-raise for people who are battling a terrible disease and 

personal challenge--cancer! 

Pit 

FRESH MEXICAN GRILL 

September 2013 

DOWNTOWN 
PARTNERSHIP 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, September 16, 2013 6:42 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

FW: course 

Dear Travis, 

Please make the necessary changes on Connect/Carolina as soon as possible. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Pier, David 
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2013 6:02 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: course 

Hi Eunice, 

Thanks for your reply. Just so you know, on Connect Carolina, it says that I am teaching "FYS: Special Topics," 
with the code AAAD 89-001. 

I’m fine changing to 290, but I do request that the cap be set at 20, or at most 24. Since the class will be attending 
concerts, visiting rehearsals, etc., it is important that it be seminar-size. A class larger than this would be rather 
unwieldy in these situations. I understand that we are trying to keep enrollments up, but I think a class like this can 
have other benefits for the department, in terms of outreach, cultivating student interest in us, and so on. 

I’m going to see ifI can get IAH to provide some funds to pay for class visits by performers, and to subsidize 
student tickets at Carolina Performing Arts, etc. If you think there is another source of funding I might apply to, 
please let me know. 

The course description is below. 
"African/American Performance in Process" 
This course focuses on theater, spoken word, music, and dance productions, by and about African Americans, as 
well as Africans and Afro-Brazilians, that are being staged in and around Chapel Hill this Spring semester. Our 
interest is in how today’s artists are generating new work around old themes, from African American history and 
beyond. Students must be able to attend a number of evening performances. We will also be conversing with artists 
about their creative processes, and observing them as they develop their works. 

--Dave 

Assistant Professor 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
UNC - CH 
CB# 3395, Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

@ier@uncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

timsupport@unc.edu 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 7:26 AM 

tim_administrators@listserv.unc.edu 
[tim_administrators] One-Time Request to Change FY14 Leave 

To: TIM Administrators 
From: TIM Support 
Date: September 17, 2013 
Subject: One-Time Request to Change FY14 Leave 

FY14 Leave Policy Change 

The Human Resources Department has announced that the FY14 Leave policy has changed to allow employees to use 
FY14 leave before using vacation, bonus or sick through Dec. 31, 2013. Effective Jan. 1, 2014, FY14 leave must be used 
prior to vacation or bonus but not before compensatory time. Employees may choose to use sick leave in lieu of FY14 at 
any time for a sick leave approved absence. The updated policy is available on the HR 
website, ~/h rour~c~ed uiber~efi%lqeaveoa nd-holiday.,s~ 

One-Time Retro-Adjustment Period 

Because of this change, another one-time retroactivity period is being allowed. Because of the timing, different rules and 
deadlines will apply for SPA and EPA employees in TIM. 

* SPA Employees will have a one-time opportunity to request that any previously used FY14 leave be changed to 
vacation, bonus or sick leave (if the absence was an approved sick leave). SPA employees will have until Friday, Sept. 20, 
to make their requests and should contact their TIM Administrator to request a change. 

* EPA Employees will have until Monday, Sept. 30, to request that any previously used FY14 leave be changed to 
vacation, bonus or sick leave (if the absence was an approved sick leave). 

One-Time Retro-Adjustment Requests 

After an employee contacts you with the one-time request to change FY14 Leave Taken to Vacation, Bonus, or Sick, TIM 
Administrators must email timsu     unc~edu to ask for instructions on how to make these adjustments in TIM. 

PLEASE NOTE- these requests are ONLY to change FY14 Leave Taken to Vacation, Bonus, or Sick. Adjustments to change 



Vacation, Bonus, or Sick to FY14 Leave will NOT be allowed. 

TIM Administrator Deadlines to Request Instructions 

* Requests for retro-adjustment instructions for SPA employees must be received by 4pm on Friday, September 20th. 

* Requests for retro-adjustment instructions for EPA employees must be received by 4pm on Monday, September 30th. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Huffman, Michelle Meyen <michelle.huffman@facilities.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 9:07 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Room 306 Battle Hall 

Hi Travis, 

I need to reschedule my visit to room 306 today° I will be coming by tomorrow afternoon at :1:30 to take 

measurements° Please let me know if this will be a problem° 

Thanks, 

Michelle Huffman 

(mobile) 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2013 2:20 PM 
To: Huffman, Michelle Meyen 

Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Room 306 Battle Hall 

Should not be a problem° ! am copying Travis Gore, [ will suggest to contacted him and coordinate the time of the visit° 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: Huffman, Michelle Meyen 
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2013 2:16 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: Room 306 Battle Hall 

Hi Sonia, 

Would it be possible to get into room 306 tomorrow afternoon at 3:00? I have a carpet installer coming to measure for 

an estimate° 

Thanks, 

Michelle 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2013 1:52 PM 
To: Huffman, Michelle Meyen 

Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Room 306 Battle Hall 

Thank you very much Michelle, but the estimate is over the department budgeted amount. Really appreciate your 

effort. 

Have a nice afternoon. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 



From: Huffman, Michelle Meyen 
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2013 1:48 PM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Room 306 Battle Hall 

Hi Sonia, 

It was a pleasure to meet you and Ronald last week. I am still working on pricing for the items that he wanted for the 

office (carpet & blinds). I will need to have Janet Phillips from Environment, Health & Safety take a look at the floor and 

baseboards to check for asbestos before we can proceed with selecting a carpet style/type. I was able to talk with one 

of our carpenters about having a radiator cover made for that room. He gave me a very rough estimate of 51320. I do 

not know how this fits into your budget for the space. If this price falls within your budget range, I can go ahead and get 

a formal quote for the cover. 

I will be in touch soon with the pricing for the carpet and window treatments. 

Regards, 

Michelle Huffman 
103 Airport Dr.; CB#1825 
Giles F. Horney Bldg. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1800 

919-962-3047 office 
mobile 

919-962-8199 fax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Rizzardi, Joe <j oe.rizzardi@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 8:24 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

Lindemann, Erika <ulinde@email.unc.edu>; Siedentop, Nicholas J 
<nick_siedentop@unc.edu>; Haven, Ben <bhaven@email.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] FW: [INFORMATIONAL] Lifting the Cross-List 
Moratorium 

Cross-list Guidelines (09 05 2013).pdf; Submitting crosslist courses using CRAS.docx 

Good morning, 

The message below was sent from the Provost’s office to the deans and department heads of the university formally 

announcing that the moratorium on cross-listing courses has been lifted, effective immediately. 

Attached you will find guidelines for cross-listing courses in the ConnectCarolina course catalog as well as information 

regarding appropriate styles of combined sections in the term schedule. This information will soon be available for your 

reference on the Registrar’s website under University Policy Memorandum (UPM) #11. 

Additionally, we have included a cross-listing scenario document which outlines the types of requests you may 

encounter when adding, revising, or inactivating cross-lists from the ConnectCarolina course catalog. (I will be emailing 

the designated dept-approvers for your units to let them know about some enhancements on their side of the system.) 

For users who may have questions about these processes or would like some one-on-one assistance with initiating 

these transactions in the course request approval system (CRAS), we will be conducting two workshops. The first will be 

September 25th from 2pm until 4pm and the second will be October 2nd from 9am until 11am. Both sessions will be 

held in SASB North, room 3124. Note: No registration is necessary to attend these workshops, however seating is 

limited. Also, while newly appointed system users (course submitters) may attend these sessions, they will still need 

to complete CRAS Training before access to the system can be granted. Information about training classes can be 

found on the Registrar’s website. 

Finally, we are still in the process of updating our CRAS user’s guide and other course management system resources, so 

if you have questions feel welcome to contact us at curriculum@unc.edu. 

Best, 

Joe 

Joe Rizzardi 

Curriculum Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Tel: (919) 962-9838 

Fax: (919) 843-8709 

http://registrar.u nc.edu 

From: no reply~email.unc.edu 
Sent: 9/17/13, 4:48 PM 
To: Wallace, Daniel H 
Subject: [INFORMATIONAL] Lifting the Cross-List Moratorium 



September 17, 2013 

Lifting the Cross-list Moratorium 
Memo from James W. Dean, Jr. 
Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

A moratorium on cross-listing courses was put in place several years ago to allow for the migration of course catalog records from the 
legacy Student Information System (SIS) to PeopleSoft (Connect Carolina). The moratorium remained in effect after the migration to 
allow faculty and administrators to evaluate the uses and effectiveness of cross-listing. 

These discussions resulted in the development of new guidelines for appropriate uses of cross-listing courses. Now that this process 
has been completed, the University has decided to lift the moratorium on cross-listed courses, effective immediately. 

Campus units may now begin submitting requests to add, revise, or inactivate cross-listed courses. A separate communication from the 
Office of the University Registrar to designated system users will provide guidelines and procedures for cross-listing courses in the 
Course Request Approval System (CRAS). 

This message is sponsored by: Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational 
mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
Update Personal Information 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-33603214-34472124.d27a5a94fl 81 lefe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu 



CrossoListi~g G~idelines: Office of the Universieyl Registrar 

Interdisciplinarity is central to UNC-Chapel Hill, in teaching, research, and administrative 

structures. Cross-listing courses provides one way for interdisciplinarity to gain visibility 

within the University community. In addition, cross-listing recognizes the cross-disciplinary 

nature of the course content. Therefore, it is important to ensure the visibility and accurate 

representation of interdisciplinary courses for registration purposes (for students) and 

resource-sharing purposes (for faculty and administration). Units that share courses need 

to cooperate over scheduling, availability, and content {which must be exactly the same). 

Cross-listing is a possible option for units, but there are fewer compelling reasons to do so 

than before the implementation of ConnectCarolina, which provides more effective ways to 

obtain information, track degree requirements, and share courses. For example, a stand- 

alone course can have reserved seats for multiple groups of students (majors, minors, 

classification) using the reserved capacity feature. The course "Politics of the European 

Union" (POLl 433) is a stand-alone course, but it fulfills requirements in the global studies 

and contemporary European studies majors, and seats can be reserved for students in 

those majors. Furthermore, since the funding of a course depends on who teaches it, not 

the subject code under which students enroll, cross-listing courses offers no special 

financial benefit to academic units, other than the home department of the instructor(s). 

When courses are cross-listed, one unit is designated as the "sponsor" or home. All units 

must agree to create a new cross-list. Equally important, all units must agree to inactivate a 

cross-list. If the sponsoring unit wishes to break an existing cross-list, they must contact the 

non-sponsor(s) before submitting the request. 

Guidelines for appropriate crossolists (cot~rse level) 

¯ The subject matter of the course must: 

o lie between at least two discipline-specific or interdisciplinary fields [for 

example, "The Interplay of Physics and Music"(MUSC/PH¥S 51) lies between 

those two units] or 
o draw on at least two discipline-specific or interdisciplinary fields {classical 

archaeology in art and classics) or 

o exist within a discipline and be appropriate to an interdisciplinary program 

[for example, "Globalization and Health" (HPM/MHCH 664)] 

¯ The instructor(s) for the cross-listed offerings must be the same. 

¯ Courses must have the same title, description, fixed (not variable) credit hours, and 

repeat rules. They must also have the same general education designation(s). 



¯ Courses must be within a numbering range (category) from the Standard Numbering 

System: 0-99; 100-399; 400-699; 700-999 to ensure the level at which it is taught is 

the same. 

¯ Course numbers should match if at all possible. 

¯ Courses should generally not be cross-listed between Schools (i.e., Professional 

Schools, College of Arts and Sciences), especially when the Schools have different 

numbering systems. Exceptions can be heard by the career- and university- 

approvers for the course on a case-by-case basis. 

¯ Courses must have the same grading basis. If exceptions are approved to allow 

cross-listing across Schools or student careers, university policy will apply the 

appropriate grading basis for the student’s designated academic career. 

¯ Courses should have no more than two non-sponsors (three-way cross-list) 

Co~rses csn~e~ }e creSSoH, S~e~ ~,f: 

¯ They are "Special Topics" courses because course content can change from semester 

to semester 

¯ They are traditional independent study, honors thesis, practica, internships, directed 

readings, master’s thesis, dissertation, etc. courses 

¯ They satisfy different General Education requirements 

¯ They can be offered for variable credit 

for appropriate co~nb~xed sections (section level) 

A "combined section" is the process in ConnectCarolina that links courses together for 

classroom scheduling purposes. Combined sections meet in the same timeslot and 

location. These include: 

¯ Cross-listed courses 

¯ Cross-level courses taught within the same department which have similar subject 

matter* (e.g., graduate and undergraduate levels) 

¯ Co-listed/co-meeting courses where one or more of the components are taught in 

the same classroom and by the same faculty* (e.g., Honors and non-honors course 

pairings, labs, studio art, etc.) 

¯ Multiple sections for the same course (Friday Center offerings for degree and non- 

degree seeking students) 

*Special topics courses and courses that satisfy different General Education requirements 

may not be combined. 

Effective: Septem ber 2013 



Submitting a cross-list course request in CRAS 

Type of Request 
CRAS Approval CRAS Notification Effective dates 

Routing (Sent to submitter) 

1. 

Cross-list a new course B with 
an existing course A. Course 

A is the sponsor. 

(New course request) 

Cross-list a new course A 

with a new course B. Course 

A is the sponsor. 

(New course request) 

Cross-list an existing course A 

with an existing course B. 

Course A is the sponsor and is 

not already cross-listed. 

(Revision request) 

Process 

Non-sponsor course B submits a "New" course request in 

CRAS 

1. Request to cross-list the course (select yes) 

2. Enter subject area and catalog number of sponsor 

course A 

3. CRAS pre-populates the form with data from sponsor 

course A 

4. Enter effective term (catalog data tab); enter 

academic group and academic org (offerings tab) 

Submit new course A in CRAS 

1. Sponsor unit Aenters all course data 

2. Sponsor unit A requests authorization from all non- 

sponsoring depts. (no more than two) involved in the 

cross-list. Attach approval letter(s)/email(s) from non- 

sponsoring depts., with the syllabus, to the "course 

document" field on the Offerings tab. 

3. Provide subject code + catalog number of non-sponsor 

units in the "details" field. 

Non-sponsor course B submits a "Revision" request in 

CRAS 

1. Request to cross-list the course (select yes) 

2. Enter subject area and catalog number of sponsor 

course A 

3. CRAS pre-populates the form with data from sponsor 

course A 

Non-sponsor unit 

AND 

Sponsor unit 

Sponsor unit 

(Course A) 

Non-sponsor unit 

AND 

Sponsor unit 

Non-sponsor unit 

(Course B) 

Sponsor unit 

(Course A) 

Non-sponsor unit 

(Course B) 

Fall term 

Spring or Fall 

term 

Fall term 

Last updated September 6, 2013 



Type of Request 

Cross-list an existing course A 

with an existing course C. 

Course A is the sponsor and is 

already cross-listed with 

course B. 
(Revision request) 

Inactivate all courses 

participating in a cross-list 

(Revision request) 

Inactivate some of the 

courses participating in a 

cross-list 

(at least one offering remains 

active) 
(Revision request) 

Change sponsor unit of an 

existing cross-list 

(Revision request) 

Revising catalog data of an 

existing cross-list. 

(Revision request) 

Process 

Non-sponsor course C submits a "Revision" request in 

CRAS 

1. Request to cross-list the course (select yes) 

2. Enter subject area and catalog number of sponsor 

course A 

3. CRAS pre-populates the form with data from sponsor 

course A 

Sponsor course A submits a "Revision" request in CRAS 

1. Include in the "details" box that all course offerings 

should be inactivated. 

2. On the Offerings tab, attach document showing 

approval from all non-sponsor units 

1. The course unit wanting to remove itself from the 

cross-list (i.e., inactivate the course offering) submits a 

"Revision" request in CRAS 

2. Include in the "details" box which unit(s) will remain 
active 

3. On the Offerings tab, attach document showing 

approval from all units in the cross-list 

Sponsor course A submits a "Revision" request in CRAS 

1. Provide the name of the new sponsoring unit (i.e., 

’Academic Organization’) in the details box. 

2. On the Offerings tab, attach document showing 

approval from new sponsoring unit. 

Sponsor course A submits a "Revision" request in CRAS 

1. Make necessary updates to catalog data (title, long 

description, credit hours, grading basis, general education 

requirements) and components 

2. Revisions will apply to all offerings in cross-list 

CRAS Ap p rova I 

Routing 

Non-sponsor unit C 

AND 

Sponsor Unit A 

Sponsor unit A 

Unit submitting 

request 

Sponsor unit A 

CRAS Notification 

(sent to submitter) 

Non-sponsor unit C 

Sponsor unit A 

Unit submitting 

request 

Sponsor unit A 

Sponsor unit A Sponsor unit A 

Effective dates 

Fall term 

Fall term 

Fall term 

Fall term 

Fall term 

Last updated September 6, 2013 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 12:34 PM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

FW: Meals with Heels: Bolstering Student Success 

Dear Colleagues, 

Here is another avenue for engaging students. 

Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of African, African American, 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

and Diaspora Studies 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpress/tit~e/ra¥f~rd-w-~~gan-and-di~emma-african-american-inte~~ectua~ 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 

From: Kloots, Hallie Christine 
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2013 11:02 AM 

To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Meals with Heels: Bolstering Student Success 

Good morning, 

I hope this message finds you well, and off to a great start this academic year. Now that the semester is in full swing, 
the Department of Housing and Residential Education would like to offer a wonderful resource that will help the 

faculty of your department easily connect with the students at our university, - Meals with Heels. 

Meals with Heels is a student-initiated program that invites faculty and residents of campus housing to get together 

for a free meal at a campus dining location of their choice. The intent is to facilitate casual conversations between 
faculty and students that build relationships and ultimately lead to student academic success. 

How it all began... 

Education 318 students (a course sponsored by DHRE) were challenged to create a Capstone project that would 

positively impact the University. Four group-mates were in agreement that the faculty-student relationship could be 
improved. Thus, Meals with Heels was created by these students. This initiative provides a great opportunity for both 
parties to really engage with one another and find strengths, weaknesses, goals, passions, and other interesting 

information about each other in a less formal setting. 

The program has been adopted and run by the DHRE for the last two years. There are easy instructions for faculty 

and students to use the program and can be found on the housing website, link below. 



What you can do... 

In order to get the word out about the Meals with Heels program to your students: 

¯ Encourage students to utilize the program to schedule an introductory meal with you 
¯ Add Meals with Heels to your syllabi or Sakai as an option in conjunction to office hours 
¯ Contact our department for an intern or graduate assistant to briefly speak to your class about the program 

and scheduling 

If you have any questions or concerns regarding the Meals with Heels program do not hesitate to contact Stacey 
Parker (staceyp@email.unc.edu) or Hallie Kloots (Kloots@email.unc.edu). 

For more information regarding Meals with Heels, including ways to get started, participant feedback, and dining 
locations, please visit http://housing.unc.edu/residence-life/mealswithheels.Thank you for your time and we hope 

this program is as great of a resource for you as it has been for other faculty thus far. 

Take care, 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: stgore~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=65646425.f3e43c8d7b65e7a43c291cd78c74f9ca&n=T&l=aaad&o=33611105 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33611105-65646425.f3 e43 c8d7b65e7a43 c291 cd78c74f9ca@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Work@FAC.UNC.EDU 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 2:32 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FS Work Order 14033804; Opened; ATTENTION: KEN HAWKINS THE DOOR TO 
OU 

The following work order has been opened in the work management system. 

Property ........... BATTLE (056) 
Requested by ....... TRAVIS GORE 
Requested .......... 09/19/2013 14:21:40 
Category ........... SERVICE ORDER 
Work Order Number.. 14033804 
Description ........ Attention: Ken Hawkins 

The door to our main office is having trouble closing all the way. 

Location: room 109 
Department: 3287 

CB: 3395 

Fax: 0000000000 
Completion Date: 9/20/2013 

Please reference the above Work Order Number for all correspondence. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please reply to this email or contact the Facilities Work Reception Center at 962-3456. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 2:42 PM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Spring 2014 

Ahoy me hearties! 

Methinks you might wonder if I’ve become addled and have forgotten to tell you swabs about when ECSM comes about. 
Extended course schedule maintenance is when you can return to pillage the Spring 2014 term and undo all the room 
assigning yur Cap’n has been doing. The upcoming Wednesday next will be the day! Shiver me timbers, you’ll be 
keelhauled if’n you call before then askin’ for favors! 

Fair winds to ye lads and lassies! 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto : s cheduling_o f fice@listserv, unc. edu 

registrar.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-33612004-34472124, d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b 0159ed79e86e7e~li stserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <soniaeolon@med.une.edu> 
Friday, September 20, 2013 10:27 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.une.edu> 

Office for Accounting Tech 

Hello Travis 

Sorry to take your time on this matter, can you tell me if in the past the accounting technician desk area, was the actual work student desk? 

Thanks 

Sonia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 5:25 PM 

Gore, Travis <stsore@email.unc.edu> 

Thanks! 

Travis, 

Thanks for sending the scanned copies that I requested. I meant to send you a note earlier this week. I wasn’t sure if there 

was a work study student to help with copies. Please let me know about this. If not, I can try to make copies that I need. 

Thanks, 

Kia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tj m 1 @email.unc. edu> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 11:49 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Faculty Profile (Website) Update 

Yes we can. 

T 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 11:26 AM 
To: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: RE: Faculty Profile (Website) Update 

No problem! We can go over the other things on the webs[te this week! - T 

From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 11:24 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Faculty Profile (Website) Update 

Thanks Travis! 

T 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 10:27 AM 
To: Rucker, Walter C; McMillan, Tim 
Subject: RE: Faculty Profile (Website) Update 

Great! Let us know if you need anything else. 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 10:26 AM 
To: Gore, Travis; McMillan, Tim 
Subject: RE: Faculty Profile (Website) Update 

Dear Travis and Tim, 

Thank you for doing this so quickly. It looks great! 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rucker 
Associate Professor 
African, African American, & Diaspora Studies 
-UNCoChapel Hill 



107 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
https://sites, goo gle.com/site/drwalterrucker/ 

From." Gore, Travis 
Sent." Monday, September 23, 2013 10:23 AM 

To." Rucker, Walter C; McMillan, Tim 
Subject." RE: Faculty Profile (Website) Update 

Dear Waiter, 

have completed your request. You can review it to make sure it is how you wanted it. 

Best, 
Travis 

From." Rucker, Walter C 
Sent." Monday, September 16, 2013 10:44 AM 
To." McMillan, Tim; Gore, Travis 
Subject." Faculty Profile (Website) Update 

Dear Tim and Travis, 

I hope you two are well. I have what I hope is a minor request. Could the following information be used in place of what 

appears on my faculty profile on the department’s website? Thanks in advance. 

Teaching Interests: 

My courses include Slave Culture & Resistance; Slavery, Culture, and Resistance in the Circum-Caribbean; The African 

Diaspora in the Americas; Black Atlantic Crosscurrents; The Black Experience to 1865; Seminar in Afro-American Studies; 

and the Civil Rights Movement. 

Current Research: 

Since 2000, I have authored and published 98 articles, book chapters, book reviews, essays, and encyclopedia entries in 

a range of venues. My books include The River Flows On: Black Resistance, Culture, and Identity Formation in Early 

America (LSU Press, 2006), a co-edited two-volume work entitled The Encyclopedia of American Race Riots (Greenwood 

Press, 2006), and a co-edited three-volume work entitled The Encyclopedia of A~rican American History (ABC-CLIO, 

2010). In Spring 2013, I completed a book manuscript tentatively entitled Gold Coast Diasporas: Identity, Culture, and 

Power. Currently, I am working with a team of historians to produce an innovative, multi-volume African American 

History textbook slated to appear in 2016. 

Thanks again. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rucker 
Associate Professor 
African, African American, & Diaspora Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
107 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
https://sites.google.com/site/drwalterrucker/ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Flores, Theresa <tflores@email.unc. edu> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 2:22 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Koen, Bryan Williamson <bkoen@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Margaret Carol 
<leemc@email.unc.edu> 

AAAD Faculty Colloquium 

10-02-13 AAAD Faculty Colloquium.docx; 04-02-14 AAAD Faculty Colloquium.docx; 
02-05-14 AAAD Faculty Colloquium. docx; 03-05-14 AAAD Faculty Colloquium. docx 

Hi Travis, 

l’m glad we were able to touch base earlier. As we discussed, l’ve attached the event confirmation forms for all of the 

AAAD Faculty Colloquium dates (Oct 2, Feb 5, Mar 5, April 2). 

If anything needs to be changed please let me know. 

Best, 

Theresa 

Theresa Flores 

Front Desk Manager 

Institute for Arts and Humanities 

Hyde Hall, CB #3322 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3322 

Phone: (919) 962-0249 

Fax: (919) 962-1118 

Web: http://iah.u nc.edu 



By reserving a room at Hyde Hall, the contact person and group agrees to the 
following IAH policies listed on the IAH website. The contact person and group 
assume all liability associated with their event and agrees to pay the Institute 
for the Arts and Humanities for all damages. 

Date/Time: 10-2-13 11:00am-12:30pm 

Event: AAAD Faculty Colloquium 

Room (s) Reserved: Incubator 

Contact 

Telephone/Email 

Department 

Event Source 

Security 

Parking 

Set-Up 

Billing* 

Travis Gore 

mailto:mrfish@unc, edu 
919-966-5496 / stgore@email.unc, edu 

AAAD 

Web Request Form 

Details Booked? 

(4hr min., $20 x 4 hr - $80) N/A 

Visit www.dps.unc.edu/Forms/visitorlotrequest/visitorlot.cfrn 

to request parking if needed. 
University Room and Tncubator 
Room: 
*Note: 2-3 people recommended for 
moving furniture 

Rental Fee: N/A 
Security Fee: N/A 
Movers Fee: N/A 

N/A 

Group has agreed 
to set the room up 

themselves 

Invoice # 
N/A 

Caterer Responsibility of renting party N/A 

Please contact iah@email.unc.edu to 
schedule a technology tutorial before 
your event. 

N/A 
Technology 

Needs 

Please print page 2 as a checklist for after your event. If you have any questions about our building use 
policies, please contact iah@ernail.unc.edu. Thankyou! 



Thank you for visiting the 
ARTS HUMAN ~ES at Hyde Hall. 

We hope that you will enjoy our facilities! 

PLEASE NOTE that the Institute does not have event staff to set up rooms, assist with 
technology or clean up after events. We therefore appreciate your cooperation with the 
following guidelines. 

Groups who reserve Hyde Hall are responsible for leaving spaces as they found them. 

Push your chairs in 
Do not directly place anything on the wooden furniture 
Wipe down tables and/or chairs if necessary 

Please remove trash from Hyde Hall" 

Trash should be placed in the large, lidded garbage can located 
in the Swain Parking Lot, near the back entrance to Hanes Art 
Center. 
No plates, cups, napkins, serving platters, food or other event- 
related items may remain in the room after the event ends. 

The Institute recycles! Please put recyclable materials (paper, 
bottles and cans) into the bins provided. Do not put trash into a 
recycling bin. Please ask for assistance from Hyde Hall staff if 
need additional trash bins. 

you 

Help us conserve energy: Please turn off the lights when you leave the room. 

Check to make sure that you have not left anything from your group/meeting in the 
room. 

Hyde Hall is a working office building. Please encourage your participants to be quiet and 
courteous when they are in our hallways or public areas. 

Groups using Hyde Hall assumes all liability associated with their event and agrees to pay 
the Institute for the Arts and Humanities for all damages. 

THANKYOU for your cooperation. If you have any questions or need assistance, inquire at the 
reception area on the first floor. 



By reserving a room at Hyde Hall, the contact person and group agrees to the 
following IAH policies listed on the IAH website. The contact person and group 
assume all liability associated with their event and agrees to pay the Institute 
for the Arts and Humanities for all damages. 

Date/Time: 04-02-14 11:00am-12:30pm 

Event: AAAD Faculty Colloquium 

Room (s) Reserved: Incubator 

Contact 

Telephone/Email 

Department 

Event Source 

Security 

Parking 

Set-Up 

Billing* 

Travis Gore 

mailto:mrfish@unc, edu 
919-966-5496 / stgore@email.unc, edu 

AAAD 

Web Request Form 

Details Booked? 

(4hr min., $20 x 4 hr - $80) N/A 

Visit www.dps.unc.edu/Forms/visitorlotrequest/visitorlot.cfrn 

to request parking if needed. 
University Room and Tncubator 
Room: 
*Note: 2-3 people recommended for 
moving furniture 

Rental Fee: N/A 
Security Fee: N/A 
Movers Fee: N/A 

N/A 

Group has agreed 
to set the room up 

themselves 

Invoice # 
N/A 

Caterer Responsibility of renting party N/A 

Please contact iah@email.unc.edu to 
schedule a technology tutorial before 
your event. 

N/A 
Technology 

Needs 

Please print page 2 as a checklist for after your event. If you have any questions about our building use 
policies, please contact iah@ernail.unc.edu. Thankyou! 



Thank you for visiting the 
  ST TUTE  - ARTS HUMA~ ~ES at Hyde Hall. 

We hope that you will enjoy our facilities! 

PLEASE NOTE that the Institute does not have event staff to set up rooms, assist with 
technology or clean up after events. We therefore appreciate your cooperation with the 
following guidelines. 

Groups who reserve Hyde Hall are responsible for leaving spaces as they found them. 

Push your chairs in 
Do not directly place anything on the wooden furniture 
Wipe down tables and/or chairs if necessary 

Please remove trash from Hyde Hall" 

Trash should be placed in the large, lidded garbage can located 
in the Swain Parking Lot, near the back entrance to Hanes Art 
Center. 
No plates, cups, napkins, serving platters, food or other event- 
related items may remain in the room after the event ends. 

The Institute recycles! Please put recyclable materials (paper, 
bottles and cans) into the bins provided. Do not put trash into a 
recycling bin. Please ask for assistance from Hyde Hall staff if 
need additional trash bins. 

you 

Help us conserve energy: Please turn off the lights when you leave the room. 

Check to make sure that you have not left anything from your group/meeting in the 
room. 

Hyde Hall is a working office building. Please encourage your participants to be quiet and 
courteous when they are in our hallways or public areas. 

Groups using Hyde Hall assumes all liability associated with their event and agrees to pay 
the Institute for the Arts and Humanities for all damages. 

THANKYOU for your cooperation. If you have any questions or need assistance, inquire at the 
reception area on the first floor. 





By reserving a room at Hyde Hall, the contact person and group agrees to the 
following IAH policies listed on the IAH website. The contact person and group 
assume all liability associated with their event and agrees to pay the Institute 
for the Arts and Humanities for all damages. 

Date/Time: 02-05-14 11:00am-12:30pm 

Event: AAAD Faculty Colloquium 

Room (s) Reserved: Incubator 

Contact 

Telephone/Email 

Department 

Event Source 

Security 

Parking 

Set-Up 

Billing* 

Travis Gore 

mailto:mrfish@unc, edu 
919-966-5496 / stgore@email.unc, edu 

AAAD 

Web Request Form 

Details Booked? 

(4hr min., $20 x 4 hr - $80) N/A 

Visit www.dps.unc.edu/Forms/visitorlotrequest/visitorlot.cfrn 

to request parking if needed. 
University Room and Tncubator 
Room: 
*Note: 2-3 people recommended for 
moving furniture 

Rental Fee: N/A 
Security Fee: N/A 
Movers Fee: N/A 

N/A 

Group has agreed 
to set the room up 

themselves 

Invoice # 
N/A 

Caterer Responsibility of renting party N/A 

Please contact iah@email.unc.edu to 
schedule a technology tutorial before 
your event. 

N/A 
Technology 

Needs 

Please print page 2 as a checklist for after your event. If you have any questions about our building use 
policies, please contact iah@ernail.unc.edu. Thankyou! 



Thank you for visiting the 
  ST TUTE  - ARTS HUMA~ ~ES at Hyde Hall. 

We hope that you will enjoy our facilities! 

PLEASE NOTE that the Institute does not have event staff to set up rooms, assist with 
technology or clean up after events. We therefore appreciate your cooperation with the 
following guidelines. 

Groups who reserve Hyde Hall are responsible for leaving spaces as they found them. 

Push your chairs in 
Do not directly place anything on the wooden furniture 
Wipe down tables and/or chairs if necessary 

Please remove trash from Hyde Hall" 

Trash should be placed in the large, lidded garbage can located 
in the Swain Parking Lot, near the back entrance to Hanes Art 
Center. 
No plates, cups, napkins, serving platters, food or other event- 
related items may remain in the room after the event ends. 

The Institute recycles! Please put recyclable materials (paper, 
bottles and cans) into the bins provided. Do not put trash into a 
recycling bin. Please ask for assistance from Hyde Hall staff if 
need additional trash bins. 

you 

Help us conserve energy: Please turn off the lights when you leave the room. 

Check to make sure that you have not left anything from your group/meeting in the 
room. 

Hyde Hall is a working office building. Please encourage your participants to be quiet and 
courteous when they are in our hallways or public areas. 

Groups using Hyde Hall assumes all liability associated with their event and agrees to pay 
the Institute for the Arts and Humanities for all damages. 

THANKYOU for your cooperation. If you have any questions or need assistance, inquire at the 
reception area on the first floor. 





By reserving a room at Hyde Hall, the contact person and group agrees to the 
following IAH policies listed on the IAH website. The contact person and group 
assume all liability associated with their event and agrees to pay the Institute 
for the Arts and Humanities for all damages. 

Date/Time: 03-05-14 11:00am-12:30pm 

Event: AAAD Faculty Colloquium 

Room (s) Reserved: Incubator 

Contact 

Telephone/Email 

Department 

Event Source 

Security 

Parking 

Set-Up 

Billing* 

Travis Gore 

mailto:mrfish@unc, edu 
919-966-5496 / stgore@email.unc, edu 

AAAD 

Web Request Form 

Details Booked? 

(4hr min., $20 x 4 hr - $80) N/A 

Visit www.dps.unc.edu/Forms/visitorlotrequest/visitorlot.cfrn 

to request parking if needed. 
University Room and Tncubator 
Room: 
*Note: 2-3 people recommended for 
moving furniture 

Rental Fee: N/A 
Security Fee: N/A 
Movers Fee: N/A 

N/A 

Group has agreed 
to set the room up 

themselves 

Invoice # 
N/A 

Caterer Responsibility of renting party N/A 

Please contact iah@email.unc.edu to 
schedule a technology tutorial before 
your event. 

N/A 
Technology 

Needs 

Please print page 2 as a checklist for after your event. If you have any questions about our building use 
policies, please contact iah@ernail.unc.edu. Thankyou! 



Thank you for visiting the 
ARTS HUMAN ~ES at Hyde Hall. 

We hope that you will enjoy our facilities! 

PLEASE NOTE that the Institute does not have event staff to set up rooms, assist with 
technology or clean up after events. We therefore appreciate your cooperation with the 
following guidelines. 

Groups who reserve Hyde Hall are responsible for leaving spaces as they found them. 

Push your chairs in 
Do not directly place anything on the wooden furniture 
Wipe down tables and/or chairs if necessary 

Please remove trash from Hyde Hall" 

Trash should be placed in the large, lidded garbage can located 
in the Swain Parking Lot, near the back entrance to Hanes Art 
Center. 
No plates, cups, napkins, serving platters, food or other event- 
related items may remain in the room after the event ends. 

The Institute recycles! Please put recyclable materials (paper, 
bottles and cans) into the bins provided. Do not put trash into a 
recycling bin. Please ask for assistance from Hyde Hall staff if 
need additional trash bins. 

you 

Help us conserve energy: Please turn off the lights when you leave the room. 

Check to make sure that you have not left anything from your group/meeting in the 
room. 

Hyde Hall is a working office building. Please encourage your participants to be quiet and 
courteous when they are in our hallways or public areas. 

Groups using Hyde Hall assumes all liability associated with their event and agrees to pay 
the Institute for the Arts and Humanities for all damages. 

THANKYOU for your cooperation. If you have any questions or need assistance, inquire at the 
reception area on the first floor. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Pierce Freelon "        @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 3:06 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

AAADS department spread the word about Art + Activism festival? 

art + activism poster all events web.jpg; Art + Activism Press Release this week! .pdf 

Hey Travis, 

Could you send an email out to faculty announcing a festival I’m producing this weekend? It’s called the Art + 
Activism festival and the flier and press release are attached. 

There will be performances on campus, as well as free workshops in the community and I would love for the 
AAADS family to attend. 

Here are two facebook events: 

On Friday: a Planetarium spoken word show: htt~s:iiw~facebook~comiever~tsi365546773575291/ 

On Saturday: a Durham Pride Dance party: 

~s :~ww.facebooK corn/events/234240080729260/ 

If you could help me spread the word it would be deeply appreciated! 

Pierce Freelon, M.A. 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
North Carolina Central University 

My work / 
PB S web-series: http:/#~www.5~oumbe.comibeatmaki@ab 
Umi Says: ~:iiwm~z.youmbe.comiwatch?v=3mfD91 cpTsw 
Freedom Suite: ~:iTmusic~thebeastmus~c~com!a~bumiKeedom-su~te 



For Immediate Release 

"North Carolina Art + Activism Festival" 
a celebration of global music and community Sept: 26-28 

Durham, North Carolina - From Thursday September 26th through Friday the 
28th, over 50 musicians and community activists will participate in a weekend- 
long Art + Activism festival presented by ARTVSM (pronounced activism) and 
1 Beat. During the days, local and international musicians will be offering free 
music workshops in Triangle schools and community centers [including Carrboro 
ArtsCenter, Holton Career and Resource Center and the Street Scene Teen 
Center/Chapel Hill Beat Making Lab]. In the evenings, performances and 
collaborations will take place at local venues [including Cocoa Cinnamon, the 
Morehead Planetarium and Science Center and Motorco Music Hall]. All 
proceeds from the shows will benefit performing bands (artists), and the local 
non-profits (activists) - hence art + artivism theme. 

1Beat- OneBeat is an international cultural exchange that celebrates the 
transformative power of the arts to engender cross-cultural understanding and 
cooperation through the creation of original, inventive music and people-to- 
people diplomacy, produced by Bang on a Can’s Found Sound Nation (FSN) 
program in partnership with the U.S. Department of State’s Bureau of 
Educational and Cultural Affairs. 1 Beat will deliver free community workshops 
during the days, and perform each evening during the festival. For a full press 
release on OneBeat, visit: http://foundsoundnation.org/onebeat-2013/press/ 

ARTVSM/Beat Making Lab - The festival is the brainchild of ARTVSM, a 
Triangle company with a mission to merge the worlds of art and activism - by 
any medium necessary. Founded by musician/educator Pierce Freelon and 
produceriDJ Apple Juice Kid (Stephen Levitin), ARTVSM’s first project was an 
international cultural exchange program and web series with PBS, called Beat 
Making Lab (learn more: www.beatmakinglab.com/learn-more). The festival will 
coincide with the launch of a community Beat Making Lab in Chapel Hill - Friday 
Sept. 27th at the Street Scene Teen Center from 4PM-6PM. The Chapel Hill 
Beat Making Lab will be a resource where youth from the Triangle community 
can get access to free beat making equipment and lessons. Beat Making Lab 
students past and present (from campus, community and international) will be at 
the launch - including Senegalese tapper Toussa, who will be performing at the 
Art + Activism festival as a OneBeat fellow (watch this video to see Toussa and 
her collective GOTAL, during the Senegal Beat Making Lab: http:// 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=nvXZRZvUYak). 



Art + Activism Performance Schedule 

Thursday Sept 26th 
Event: Welcome to DURM Jam Session 
Venue: Cocoa Cinnamon 
Location: 240 W. Geer St. Durham 
Time: 7pm-9pm 
Artists: 1 Beat, NC music community 
Activists: Durham Arts Council 
Cost: Free (pass the hat - donations support DAC) 

Friday Sept 27th 
Event: Intergalactic Music + Spoken Word 
Venue: UNC Morehead Planetarium and Science Center 
Location: 250 E. Franklin St., Chapel Hill 
Time: 8pm-10pm 
Artists: Sacrificial Poets, 1 Beat, LiLa 
Activists: Sacrificial Poets, KidZNotes 
Cost: $7 

Saturday Sept 28th 
Event: DURM Pride Global Dance Party 
Venue: Motorco Music Hall 
Location: 723 Rigsbee Ave, Durham 
Time: 8pm-until 
Artists: shidette (T4GB), 1 Beat, Big Beat Dance (DJ Apple Juice Kid + 5 
Drummers) 
Activists: Art of Cool, Carrboro ArtsCenter 
Cost: $10 (suggested donation) 
Contact 
ARTVSM: @gmail.com @gmail.com 
OneBeat: @gmail.com 

Art + Activism Workshop Schedule 

Community Beat Making Lab Launch Party 
Venue: Chapel Hill Community Beat Making Lab at the Street Scene Teen 
Center 
Location: 179 E Franklin St, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
Dates/Time: Friday Sept. 27th 4:00pm-6:00pm 

The Arts Center Workshops 
Venue: Carrboro Arts Center 
Location: 300 E Main St, Carrboro 



Dates/times: Friday Sept. 27th from 3:30pm-6:00pm 

Kidznotes Workshops and performance 
Venue: Holton Career and Resource Center 
Location: 401 N Driver St, Durham 
Dates/times: Friday Sept. 27th - 3:30pm=5:30pm 
Saturday Sept. 28th - 10:30am-11:30am 

Sacrificial Poets Workshops 
Venue: Carrboro High School 
Location: 201 Rock Haven Rd, Carrboro 
Dates/times: Friday Sept. 27th (TBD) 

Beat Making Lab Workshops 
Venue: Chapel Hill Community Beat Making Lab at the Street Scene Teen 
Center 
Location: 179 E Franklin St, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
Dates/times: Thursday Sept. 26th 3:30pm-6:00pm 

Contact 
ARTVSM: @gmail.com I @gmail.com I 
OneBeat: j~ce_~_y_@.foundsoundnation.org, _e_L~DA@four~dsour~dnation.org. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 24, 2013 9:18 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

ESSAYS ASSIGNMENT QUESTIONS AND GUIDELINES.docx 

Travis, 

Kindly print them for me. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



ESSAYS ASSIGNMENT QUESTIONS AND GUIDELINES 

QUESTIONS: CHOICE ONE OF THE ESSAY QUESTIONS 

1: Since 2000, the dominant institutions of global governance -the United Nations, the World Bank and 

the International Monetary Fund - have adopted the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) 

framework as a core part of their development policies in Africa and elsewhere. The MDGs framework 

has 8 Goals. For your research paper assignment, write a 10 page paper, double-space examining the 

possibilities and limits of the MDGs framework focusing on the second aspect of Goal 2: eradication of 

extreme poverty and using South Africa as your case study. 

2: Like in other parts of the world, gender power dynamics have been a salient feature of political 

developments in African countries. Using this statement as a starting point, write a 10 page double- 

space research essay that critically examines the gendered nature of nationalist movements focusing on 

one of the following movements: 

a) The South West African People’s Organization (SWAPO) - Namibia\ 

b) The African National Congress- South Africa 

a) Algerian National Liberation Front (FLN) - Algeria 

3: Between 1990 and 1995 many African countries instituted democratic political systems. Write a 10 

page double-spaced research paper that critically examines the role of civil society in the 1990s 

transitions to democracy using one of the following countries as your case study: 

a) Benin 

b) Malawi 

c) Zambia 
d )Nigeria 

e) Kenya 

GUIDELINES 

1: You are required to adhere to UNC-CH’s Honor Code. 

2: Your research paper should be 10 pages, double-spaced and you should use Times New Roman~ font 

12. 
3: Your research paper should demonstrate analytical thinking. 

4: Avoid making generalized claims that you cannot support with evidence. 

5: Citation method: Chicago style. For detailed information on the Chicago style visit UNC-CH’s Writing 

Center: 

6: Submission of your response: Please send your response to me via email using your UNC-CH email 

account. Please copy yourself to the email submitting your response. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 9:27 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Faculty Colloquium 

Colloquium Flyer-1 .pdf 

From: Seck, Mamarame 
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 9:22 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Faculty Colloquium 

Dear Margaret, 

I hope this finds you well. Here’s the PDF file. 

Thanks, 
Mamarame 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 6:12 AM 

To: Seck, Mamarame 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Faculty Colloquium 

Good morning Mamarame, 

Please make a pdf file of the attached version of the flyer. While making an editorial change last night I make a mistake 
and I think I was too tired to see it. So I will send the flyer out again today after I sort out the problem I’m having with 
the new listserv. 

Best, 
Margaret 



African, African-American, and Diaspora 
Studies Faculty Colloquium 

"Remembering forgetting: a monument to erasures" 

Speaker: Dr. Tim McMillan 
Moderator/Discussant: Dr. Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 
llam-12:30 pm 

Hyde Hall, Incubator Room (2nd Floor) 

In 2005 the University of North Carolina erected the "unsung founders" monument as a memorial to the en- 
slaved and free people who labored on the campus. This monument fits into a larger discussion of the history of 
slavery that has gained currency in the early 21 st century with the development of museums, symposia, and 
monuments to enslavement throughout the United States, particularly at universities and colleges. The physical 
structure of the monument and the text carved into the top both emphasize a purposeful facelessness and omis- 
sion from public memory; this is more a memorial to white forgetting than to a particular history. 

Dr. Tim McMillan is a cultural anthropologist with interests in memory, representation, and colonial mo- 
ments. He was trained at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and did his dissertation fieldwork in 
Western Kenya and subsequent work on race and witchcraft in colonial Massachusetts. Currently Dr. McMillan 
is investigating racial memories on the UNC landscape with a forthcoming book chapter "Remembering Forget- 
ring: A Monument to Erasures at the University of North Carolina" to appear in March 2104 in SILENCE, 
SCREEN, AND SPECTACLE: Rethinking Social Memory in the Age of Information and New Media 
(Berghahn Books). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 9:37 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Revisesd Colloquium flyer 

Colloquium Flyer-1 .pdf 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please see attached revisesd colloquium flyer. 

Best, 
Margaret 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: ~oreI~emaiLu~c.edu. 
To unsub scribe click here: ~ ://li sJts.unc, edula? 
id-32361534.dl 9c27ea4325cffb39a9456d99719bcb&n=:=T&l:-afriafam&o=:33632036 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to lea;,e-33632036-32361534, d 19c27ea4325 cf~? 39a9456d99719b chili stser~’.ur~c, edu 



African, African-American, and Diaspora 
Studies Faculty Colloquium 

"Remembering forgetting: a monument to erasures" 

Speaker: Dr. Tim McMillan 
Moderator/Discussant: Dr. Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 
llam-12:30 pm 

Hyde Hall, Incubator Room (2nd Floor) 

In 2005 the University of North Carolina erected the "unsung founders" monument as a memorial to the en- 
slaved and free people who labored on the campus. This monument fits into a larger discussion of the history of 
slavery that has gained currency in the early 21 st century with the development of museums, symposia, and 
monuments to enslavement throughout the United States, particularly at universities and colleges. The physical 
structure of the monument and the text carved into the top both emphasize a purposeful facelessness and omis- 
sion from public memory; this is more a memorial to white forgetting than to a particular history. 

Dr. Tim McMillan is a cultural anthropologist with interests in memory, representation, and colonial mo- 
ments. He was trained at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and did his dissertation fieldwork in 
Western Kenya and subsequent work on race and witchcraft in colonial Massachusetts. Currently Dr. McMillan 
is investigating racial memories on the UNC landscape with a forthcoming book chapter "Remembering Forget- 
ring: A Monument to Erasures at the University of North Carolina" to appear in March 2104 in SILENCE, 
SCREEN, AND SPECTACLE: Rethinking Social Memory in the Age of Information and New Media 
(Berghahn Books). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Goodlett, Clarissa <cgoodlet@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 10:29 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Toussaint L’Oveture film screening at Stone Center this Thursday, 7pm (AFAM is co- 
hosting) 

Hi Travis, 

Can you post this announcement to the AFAM list-serv? 

Flyer attached. Thanks! 

Clarissa 

AFAM department is co-hosting the screening on Thursday. 

Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film screens 

z-part epic drama "Toussaint L’Ouveture" this Thursday 

at 7pro. 

Dear Friends, 

Please join us this Thursday (September 26) at 7pm in the Stone Center theater for the Diaspora Festival of Black and 

Independent Film screening of "Toussaint L’Ouveture." 

Toussaint L’Ouveture, parts 1&2 

Dir: Philippe Niang/Feature/France/French with English Subtitles/part 1: 90min, part 2:90 min. /2012 

Toussaint L’Ouverture is the long-awaited, two-part action-packed epic film, depicting the life of the Haitian leader. 

L’Ouverture led the first successful slave revolt in world history, defeating Napoleon Bonaparte and winning 

independence from France. Known for his military genius and political acumen, L’Ouverture established Haiti as the 

first black nation in the western hemisphere and the first Black free nation as well. 

The event is free and open to the public. There is FREE parking behind the Stone Center in the Bell Tower Parking 

deck. 

This event is co-hosted by the Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies at UNC at Chapel Hill. 

For a complete list of Stone Center 25th Anniversary events, please visit our website or facebook book page for event 
listings or for more information. 

Clarissa Goodlett 

Program and Public Communications Officer 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center, [.J~’~C~C}~apel ~-:~ill 

919-962-9ooI (p) 919-962-3725 (f) 

www.unc.edu/depts/stonecenter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Copy <carolinacopy@aux-services.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 11:25 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Carolina Copy Customer Service Rep Survey 

Dear Sam Gore, 

You are receiving this email because you submitted an on-line service request to Carolina Copy and we value your input. 

Please take the time to complete this survey about the Carolina Copy customer service representative. The survey is user-friendly and 
you should be able to complete it within five minutes. Below is the link to the on-line survey. 

Survey URL: 
~:/iselectsurvev ~csit. ~r~coeduiTakeSurvev ~as~x? Survev~iD=p2KK69~&Ticket=2520(; 

Person you are evaluating: James Brown 

Thank you for your participation. 
Carolina Copy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 4:27 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Refund on order 106-7753862-0993060 

Thank you Travis for the e-mail- I was looking for the e-mail they ask if we want the merchandise and we said no. 

Yes, the CAS take care of the approval, for all of us and work students. 

Thank you, 
Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 4:23 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: FW: Refund on order 106-7753862-0993060 

Hi Sonia, 

Sorry I am just getting back to you now but it has been really busy today. I sent the email down below. I think this is what you are 
looking for but let me know if it’s not. 

Also, I think TIMs sign off is due today. Do you know who is taking care of that for us? 

Thanks 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 1:34 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: FW: Refund on order 106-7753862-0993060 

Here it is, Sonia. Thanks! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Amazon.com [ e is- essa azo .co ] 
Sent: Friday, September 06, 2013 7:41 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Refund on order 106-7753862-0993060 

Hello, 

We’re writing to let you know we processed your refund of $163.71 for your Order 106-7753862-0993060. 

This refund is for the following item(s): 

Item: Bay Shore Collection Round Coffee Table with Lower Sheik Black, 30-Inch 
Quantity: 1 
ASIN: B008RHBF16 
Reason for refund: Customer return 

Here’s the breakdown of your refund for this item: 

Item Refund: $163.71 
Shipping Refund: $32.89 
Return Shipping Fee Refund Deduction: ($32.89) 

We’ll apply your refund to the following payment method(s): 



Visa Credit Card [expiring on 2/2015]: $163.71 

We’ve processed a refund for the above order in the amount of $163.71. The refund should appear on your account in 2-3 days if 
issued to a credit card. 
Refunds issued to a bank account typically take 7-10 days to reflect on the account balance. 

Have questions about our refund policy? 
Visit our Help section for more information: 

htt~:i/www amazon.co~rLiref~mds 

We look forward to seeing you again soon. 

Sincerely, 

Amazon.com 
We’re Building Earth’s Most Customer-Centric Company 
~:iTwww.amazo~.com 

Note: this e-mail was sent from a notification-only e-mail address that cannot accept incoming e-mail. Please do not reply to this 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 11:13 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Adding instructors to courses 

Instructor loads.docx 

Hi all, 
Just a note that in the scheduling office we can no longer add instructors/TA’s to courses Fall 2013 and beyond UNLESS 
you also include the workload percentages. 

During extended course schedule maintenance which is active for Fall 2013 and Spring 2014 from now until midway 
through the respective term when the Permanent Record of Courses runs, you have the ability to make these additions in 
ConnectCarolina. 

For your convenience, I have attached the workload percentage scenarios from the Office of Undergraduate Studies. 

Thanks! 
Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto:schedulin~ office@listserv.unc.edu 
registrar.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore~email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-33638605-34472124.d27a5a94fl 81 lefe2b0159ed79e86e7e~listserv.unc.edu 



Scheduling Classes: Instructor Role, Access, and Workload 

College of Arts and Sciences 

Terms 

Lecture 

Laboratory (Lab) 

Recitation 

Primary Instructor 

Secondary Instructor 

TA 

Proxy 

A class in which an instructor presents the main body of course material. 

Section numbers 001-299 (on-campus sections); section numbers 300-399 

(summer bridge, SPCL). 

Applies lecture material in small-group situations such as experiments, 

assignments, and projects. Labs usually meet for two to three hours per week. 

Section numbers 400-599. 

Small discussion classes designed to reinforce main ideas from lectures and 

offer more individualized attention to students. Section numbers 600-850. 

Roles 
Instructor with primary teaching responsibility for a component. This includes 

a lecture, lab, or recitation component. Graduate students with primary 

teaching responsibility for a lab or recitation should be coded as a "primary 

instructor," not a "TA." 

Used infrequently when an instructor has less than 50% of the overall 

teaching and grading responsibility for a component. May be used when a 

guest professor teaches less than half of the classes. 

Teaching assistant with grading and administrative responsibilities for a 

component. 

Used infrequently. Note: Student Services Mangers (SSM) should not be listed 

as proxies. SSM can access class rolls through the Curriculum Management 

tab in ConnectCarolina. Instructors can add SSM to the Sakai class site if 
necessary. Sakai provides the following user roles: auditor, coordinator, guest, 

instructor, student, teaching assistant, tech support. 

It is not necessary to include graduate students as TA’s on the lecture class if 

they also have responsibility for recitation sections; in that case, you may 

want to include them as proxies. 

Approve Most inclusive access. Ability to enter and approve grades. There must be at 

least one approver on each graded section. 

Grade Ability to enter grades. 



Scenarios 

Lecture with 1 instructor 

Instructor Role Access Workload 

Lecture instructor 1 (001)        Primary instructor*          Approve       100% 

*Graduate students with primary responsibility for instruction and grading, also known as a "Teaching 

Fellow (TF), should be coded as "Primary Instructor," not "TA." 

Lecture with 1 instructor and at least 1 TA 

Instructor Role Access Workload 

Lecture instructor 1 (001) Primary instructor Approve 100% 

TA 1 (001) TA Grade 10% 

TA 2 (001) TA Grade 10% 

Lecture with recitations (non-graded component), no TA graders 

Instructor Role Access Workload 

Lecture instructor* Primary instructor Approve 100% 

Recitation 601 instructor Primary instructor Grade 100% 

Recitation 602 instructor Primary instructor Grade 100% 

*If the lecture instructor wants access to recitation sections, they should be listed on the recitation as 

"Secondary instructor" with "Approve" access and a .0004% Workload. 

Lecture with recitations (non-graded component), with TA graders 

Instructor Role Access Workload 

Lecture instructor 1 (001) Primary instructor Approve 100% 

Lecture TA 1 (001) TA Grade 10% 

Lecture TA 2 (001) TA Grade 10% 

Recitation 601 instructor Primary instructor Grade 100% 

Recitation 602 instructor Primary instructor Grade 100% 

Lecture with recitations (non-graded component), with TA graders who are different than the 

recitation instructors 

Instructor Role Access Workload 

Lecture instructor 1 (001) Primary instructor Approve 100% 

Lecture TA 1 (001) TA Grade 10% 

Recitation 601 instructor Primary instructor Grade 100% 

Recitation 602 instructor Primary instructor Grade 100% 

Lecture TA 2 (recitation 601 instructor)* Proxy Grade .0004% 

* It is not necessary to include graduate students as TA’s on the lecture class if they also have 

responsibility for recitation sections; in that case, you may want to include them as proxies. 



Lecture with 2 (primary) instructors, each contributing 100% (cooteaching) 

Instructor Role Access 

Lecture instructor 1 (001) Primary instructor Approve 

Lecture instructor 2 (001) Primary instructor Approve 

*ConnectCarolina gives a warning for exceeding 100%, but this can be bypassed. 

Lecture with 2 or more instructors (with different teaching contributions) 

Instructor Role Access 

Lecture instructor 1 (001) Primary instructor Approve 

Lecture instructor 2 (001) Secondary instructor Grade 

Workload 

100% 

100%* 

Workload 

75% 

25% 

Lab (graded course) with multiple sections 

Instructor Role Access Workload 

Lab 1 instructor (401) Primary instructor Approve 100% 

Lab 2 instructor (402) Primary instructor Approve 100% 

Lab 3 instructor (403) Primary instructor Approve 100% 

Lab (graded course) with Lab Director and multiple sections 

Instructor Role Access Workload 

Lab 1 Director (401) Primary instructor Approve 50%* 

Lab 1 instructor (401) Primary instructor Grade 100% 

Lab 2 Director (402) Primary instructor Approve 50% 

Lab 2 instructor (402) Primary instructor Grade 100% 

*The workload percentage total for the Lab Director should equal 100%. For exam )le, if there are two 

sections of the lab course, then the workload for the Lab Director should be 50% for each section. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 12:07 PM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Adding instructors part 2 

Looks like ConnectCarolina is not currently cooperating with us regarding my earlier email. Stand by! 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto:scheduling office@listserv.unc.edu 
registrar.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-33639066-34472124, d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b 0159ed79e86e7e~li stserv.unc, edu 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

ConnectCarolina <connectcarolina_info@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, September 25, 2013 12:14 PM 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email. unc.edu> 
ConnectCarolina Newsletter for September 25, 2013 

Display problems? View this newsletter in your browser. 

Sept. 25, 2013 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter 

System Outage Thurs.° Sept. 26, 5pro to midnight 

ConnectCarolina will have a planned maintenance outage on Thursday, Sept. 26, starting at 5:00 pm and 

ending around 12 midnight. ConnectCarolina will be down during this time, and other applications may 

experience limited and/or no functionality during this outage. Details here: ~#://ccirffo unc eduisystem- 

status/ 

Accuracy and Privacy of Information on Online Campus 
Directory 

Have you looked at your information in the online campus directory? Is your home address correct? Do 

you know that you can control what is displayed through the directory’s privacy settings? 

To review and update your directory information, please go to , click on Update 

Personal Information (upper left of screen under Account Information) and Iogin using your Onyen and 

password. You can also choose whether certain information, such as your home and/or dorm address, is 

publicly viewable in the directory. 

Read online. 

Online Training lynda.com Now Available to University 

Unlimited free access to the online video training library lynda.com is now available to all University 

faculty and staff. UNC-Chapel Hill has licensed lynda.com’s library of more than 1,900 software, career 

development and technology training titles that faculty and staff can access from anywhere using an 

internet browser and Onyen Iogin. To access lynda.com, go to the UNC-Cha nda,com Sigm 

In and log on with your Onyen and password. 



Read onl he. 

New FAQs Posted 

Got questions about ConnectCarolina Finance and HR/Payroll? There’s a good 

chance our new FAQs have the answers! 

Extensive Testing for an 
Effective System 

One of the most important parts of the 

ConnectCarolina project is extensive testing of 

the system prior to go-live. This ensures that 

every piece of the system works properly and 

that ConnectCarolina will be an effective tool that 

meets your needs. 

More on testing in this video. 

Read online, 

Campus Staff Featured in 

ConnectCarolina Videos 

What do campus users think about ConnectCarolina? Is it 

difficult to learn? What advantages does it bring to the 

University? Find out in short videos on ConnectCarolina’s 

YouTube channel. 



Unsubscribe - Edit your subscription 

ConnectCarolina 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ccinfo.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, September 25, 2013 3:28 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Fellowship opportunity 

Curatorial Fellowship call for applications 2013.pdf 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 4:35 PM 
To: aaad@listserv.unc.edu 
Subject: Fellowship opportunity 

Dear Colleagues, 

Kindly find attached a fellowship opportunity for next year. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Carolina Performing Arts Curatorial Fellowship 
For Tenured and Tenure-Track Professors 

Carolina Performing Arts (CPA) is in the midst Arts@TheCore, a multi-year 
project funded by a major grant from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. The 
idea animating Arts@TheCore is simple. We believe that the performing arts to 

@T~Cor~ intellectual, disciplinaw, and interdisciplinaw frontiers. For this to occur and 
for the performing a~s to t~ly establish itself at the core of university life, 

CARO~NA ~R~ORM~N~ ARTS 

........................................ faculty must have ample oppo~uni~ to become integral to its positioning on 
campus and share in the curatorial responsibility for programming season offerings. Therefore, 
CPA coordinates a series of initiatives to involve faculty across campus and across disciplines in 
the process of bringing the performing a~s into classrooms and research proj ects for ~C 
faculty members. 

As part of Arts@TheCore, CPA is accepting applications for the Carolina Performing Arts 
Curatorial Fellowship, to be held July 1, 2014 to December 31, 2014. Tenured or tenure- 
track faculty in any department at UNC are invited to apply for the Fellowship, which will make 
it possible to design a two-or-three-performance series to be presented during the 2015-2016 

season--either in Memorial Hall, or one of the smaller venues, Gerrard Hall or Historic 
Playmakers Theater--in cooperation with the staff at Carolina Performing Arts. The 
performance series should grow out of the academic interests of the Fellow, and should be 
incorporated into the teaching of core courses in his/her department. 

Thanks to a grant from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, the Fellowship provides a 
summer stipend of $10,000 plus associated benefits for the summer of 2014 (consistent with 
UNC policies for nine-month faculty; 12 month faculty may use these funds toward their 
base salary), a $10,000 grant for travel and related expenses in order to research the series 
(including travel expenses and tickets to preview performances), and a one-course 
reduction (consistent with departmental policy) for the fall of 2014 in order to plan the 
series in conjunction with the staff at Carolina Performing Arts. The Curatorial Fellow will 
work closely with the Andrew W. Mellon Distinguished Scholar for Carolina Performing Arts, 
Joy Kasson, and will participate in a faculty seminar on incorporating the arts into the academic 
core during the spring semester, 2014. 

Applicants should have a vision for a two- or three-performance series organized around a theme 
or idea that derives from their own field of expertise. The application may cite specific 
performers or performance types, but choice and arrangements for the performances will be 
undertaken in collaboration with the staff of Carolina Performing Arts, who will help research 
possibilities, make contacts, help evaluate performances for feasibility and suitability, handle 
logistics, and produce the performances. When applying, candidates should clearly explain the 
intellectual and pedagogical rationale for the performance series, and should specify the ways in 
which the performances will be incorporated into their teaching and the intellectual life of the 
university. Applying to curate a series of performances for the 2015-2016 season implies that 
the applicant will be teaching during that academic year, so applicants should not apply for 
grants or other assignments that would keep them out of the classroom or off campus for that 



season. Applicants should also specify in which particular courses the performances will be 
used; if new courses are envisioned, the applicant should describe the process that will be used to 
gain course approval (taught under a departmental "topics" course or a first-year seminar 
departmental "topics" number, or proposed as a new course in a timely manner). The application 
should be accompanied by a letter from the department chair endorsing the candidate and also 
committing the department to offer the relevant courses. 

Application materials should be emailed as attachments with the heading "Curatorial 

Fellowship" to artsatthecore@unc.edu. The chair’s letter may be sent separately as long as it 
arrives by the deadline. Deadline for application: November 15, 2013. Recipient will be 
announced by December 15, 2013. 

The application includes: 

¯ Current CV (abbreviated to 5 pages). Please include dates for faculty appointments, 
including receipt of tenure. 

¯ Four- to five-page description of the proj ect, including rationale, planned incorporation 
into teaching and the intellectual life of the university, and descriptions of the types of 
performances envisioned. The description may include references to web pages or other 
sources of information about performers and performances. Please indicate how you 
have demonstrated your interest in bringing arts to the academic core in your teaching 
and/or research and explain the reasons why you are particularly qualified to undertake 
this project. Mention specific courses in which this performance series would be used. 

¯ Letter of recommendation from Department Chair including agreement to offer the 
relevant courses during 2015-2016. Chair should also agree to the course release (with 
reimbursement to Department) for fall 2014. 

Please direct any questions to Professor Joy Kasson, j skasson@email.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges <nzongola@email.unc. edu> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 8:33 AM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

FW: Celebrating Congo 

I would like to add to join the African Studies Center in inviting all colleagues to this event and in asking you to please encourage 
your students to attend it. As Alphonse, Dave and Donato know, Kanda Bongo Man is one of the big stars of Congolese popular 
music. 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel. +             (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth [sewall@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 7:57 AM 
To: The asc faculty mailing list. 
Subject: [asc faculty] Celebrating Congo 

Please join us for this upcoming event: 

Celebrating Congo 
Friday, October 4, 2013 - Saturday, October 5, 2013, 
Friday 7-8 PM, Saturday 10:30 AM-7 PM. 
Stone Center, UNC-CH 
An interdisciplinary cultural festival/conference focusing on Congo advocacy. The Salaam Kivu International Film Festival, which is 
organized annually in eastern Congo by Yole!Africa, will have a satellite edition in the US at UNC. This event is the 2013-14 Music 
On The Hill festival. The event includes film screenings and discussions, music performances, visual arts installations, as well as a 
series of conference panels addressing effective ways of approaching Congo advocacy from the US. Find more information at 
Celebrating Congo<~:i/www.sa~aamkivu.or~iskiff~us-ce~ebratir~o.html>. Free. Please Contact: Chdrie Ndaliko 
ndaliko@email.unc.edu<mailto :ndalkko ~2emailamc.ed~> for more information. 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: stgore@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: ~//~ists.~mc.ed~/~?id~5~4~425.~3e43c~d7b~5e7a43c291cd7~c74~ca&n~T&~-~ad&~-33~43292 
or send a blank email to leave-33643292-65646425.f3e43c8d7b65e7a43c291cd78c74f9ca@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <cgi@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 9:01 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Last Chance to Enter the Carolina Photo Contest! 

Intern with 

CAROLINA for 

K BERA 

September 26, 2013 

Carolina for Kibera 
Looking for an internship this semester? 
Carolina for Kibera currently has one opening for a Database Management 
internship at our U.S. office based at UNC Chapel Hill¯ This position will involve 
keeping mailing and donation records organized and up to date, running marketing 
reports, and tracking and creating new strategies for fundraising campaigns¯ 
Previous experience with Salesforce or a similar database is preferred¯ 

Contact Nick Johnson (nickjohnson@carolinaforkibera.org) for more information. 

CGI EVENTS + RESOURCES 

Photo Contest 
Deadline to Submit: September 30, 2013 

Share your international photos 
with your fellow Tar Heels! 
Whether you’re a beginning 
photographer or a pro, submit 
your images to the Carolina 
Global Photoqraphy Competition! 
Images can be from any year and 
the contest is open to all current 
students, alumni, staff, and 
faculty. Prizes will be awarded for 

winning photos showing understanding of the cultural context, 
representing often-overlooked places and themes, and artistic merit. 
Winning entries and selected photos will be exhibited in the UNC 
Fedex Global Education Center January through February 2013, adn 
some images will also appear in our 2014 CGI Calendars. Check out 
the video trailer for the contest on our website! 

U.S. Depa~ment of State Internshi~ 
Information Session 
Wednesday, October 3 5:30-7:00 PM 

Internships through the U.S. Department 
of State provide the opportunity to work in 
U.S. embassies throughout the world, in 
various bureaus located in Washington, 
D.C. and at Department offices around 

NEWSTORIES 

Vimv Global Team 
2 013 Collects Water 
Samples in 

¯ ..The research project sought to 
tackle the implications of the 
changing demographics of the 
Galapagos Islands, as a growing 
local population intersects with 
increasing tourism in one of the 
world’s most protected wildlife 
environments... 

Conference 



the United States. Learn more about how 
to apply for a summer 2014 internship in this information session with 
Diplomat in Residence Julie Ruterbories. 

This internship information session is particularly relevant for 
sophomore and junior undergraduate students interested in a career in 
foreign affairs. More information can also be found here. 

international Career Networking Night 
Tuesday, October 8 5:30°7:30 PM 

Meet with local working professionals 
in an informal environment to make 
contacts and learn about 
global/international careers. 
Refreshments will be served. Business 
casual attire recommended. RSVP 
preferred through Careerolina, but not 
required. Sponsored by University 
Career Services (UCS). 
See the UCS website for more info. 

Latino Migration Project News- White House 
Cham     of Chart e Award: Aivena Heqgins 

Presentation Awards 
These awards offer modest 
support to faculty and staff who 
are presenting important 
scholarly work at major 
conferences abroad. 

Faculty Working 
Groups 
These groups meet regularly to 
critique scholarly works, host 
visiting speakers, organize 
conferences, develop grant 
proposals, and embed research 
into the curriculum. 

Matching Funds 
Limited funds are available for 
globally-themed projects that 
deepen knowledge and 
understanding of our complex 
world. Projects must already 
have a financial commitment 
from another UNC unit. 

Student Learning 
Circles 
These circles receive funding for 
an academic year to support 
activities such as speaker 
series, brown bag lunches, 
workshops, publications, film 
screenings, and service-learning 
projects. 

Congratulations to AI Heggins, recipient of the White House 
Champions of Change Award. AI Heggins is the City of High Point 
Human Relations Director and has served as the Latino Migration 
Project’s community partner in High Point for the Building Integrated 
Communities initiative since 2009. She was honored last week at the 
White House for her work helping immigrants integrate civically, 
linguistically and socially in High Point. 

international Coffee Hour 

RESOURCES 
See Funded Pnoiects 
You can view a complete list of 
funding recipients and 
abstracts in our awardee 
directories. 

International 
Internship Database 
Add your experiences and 
glean from others’ in this online 
resource for UNC students by 
UNC students with feedback 
on completed internship 
experiences. 

Thursday, October 10 
5:00 o 6:00 PM 
EspressOasis (coffee shop}, FedEx GEC 
Join us for a monthly social hour to bring together international UNC 
community members and students excited about international 
engagement. Chat about opportunities and challenges on campus. 
Meet staff from the hosting offices with great resources to share. This 
month’s host is the the Undergraduate Library and EASE. 

Faculty international 
ExpeRise Database 
Access over 800 bios of UNC 
faculty members with global 
interests. It’s a great resource 
for students when planning 
your own global engagement 
projects! 

MEDIA 



Call for Proposals - Cities, Rivers, and Cultures 
of Change: Rethinking and Restoring the 
Environments of the Global American South 
Conference: February 21o220 2014 
Submission Deadline: Friday, November 15, 2013 
Profound shifts in the way we think, use and protect water, rapid 
immigration and demographic change (the ’graying’ and ’browning’ of 
the United States), and immense urbanization have made the 
American South a bellwether of environmental change for both 
America and the world at large. Cities, Rivers, and Cultures of 
Change: Rethinking and Restoring the Environments of the Global 
American South aims to bring together graduate students, faculty, 
independent scholars, and a broader public audience to share current 
research that explore these themes from the point of view of 1 ) 
southern culture, history, and ethics, 2) efforts to restore natural and 
built environments, and 3) the implications and connections between 
changes to the American South and the inter-connected global 
environment in which we live. Special Programming: Margaret Palmer 
(University of Maryland) will deliver the Chandler Lecture in Southern 
Business History as the conference keynote. 

More info: htt~://~!obalsouth.unc.edu 

Watch Videos by CGi 
and Awardees 

Listen to the Global 
Music Show 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Celebratinq Congo: a 2-Day Festival of AA and Advocacy 
Friday and Satu~ay0 October 4°5 
The Sonya Haynes Stone Center 
UNC Cha Hill 

On October 4-5, an unprecedented festival will bring world-class musicians, film artists, and speakers 
together for the first time. Celebrating Congo 2013 seeks to engage the Carolina community in meaningful 
discussion about both the cultural power and conflict of the DR Congo. 

Mappinq the Emerqin~ Global Hi~her Education Landscape 
Friday, September 27 3:15 °4:30 PM 
220 Saunders Hall 
The Department of Geography Colloquium Series invites you to join us this Friday, September 27, at 3:30pm 
in 220 Saunders Hall for a talk by Dr. Kris Olds, Professor and Chair of the Department of Geography at 
University of Wisconsin-Madison. This presentation examines key dimensions of the emerging global higher 
education landscape which, taken together, point to the ’denationalization’ and ’desectoralization’ of higher 
education. We hope you will join us afterwards for a happy hour with the speaker. 



Center for Global Initiatives 
The University of North Carolina at Chape~ Hi~ 
FedEx G~obal Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street t Campus Box 5145 
Chape~ Hi~, NO 27599o5145 
919 962 3094 t cgi@unc.edu GLOBAL 

The Center for Global Initiatives is a catalyst for the innovative work of faculty and students at the University of North 
Carolina - Chapel Hill. It is entrepreneurial and nimble in its approach to fostering initiatives that deepen knowledge 
and understanding of our comptex world. For its work, the Center is recognized by the U.S. Department of Education 
as one of only eleven National Resource Centers in Gtobal Studies. 

This message was sent to stgore@emaikunc.edu from: 

Bevin Tighe I 301 Pittsboro Street Suite 3002 I CB 5145 I Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Manage Your Subscription 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

timsupport@unc.edu 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 9:18 AM 

tim_administrators@listserv.unc.edu 
[tim_administrators] Upcoming Training for New TIM Administrators 

New TIM Administrator Class.pdf 

To: TIM Administrators 
From: TIM Support 
Date: September 26, 2013 
Subject: Upcoming Training for New TIM Administrators 

New TIM Administrator Training Class 

Please review the attached document, "New TIM Administrator Class," for information about the upcoming New TIM 
Administrator Training Class. It will be held from I:00PM - 5:00PM on Thursday, October 10, 2013. This class is 
mandatory for new TIM Administrators. The link to the training registration website is provided in the attached document. 



New TIM Administrator Training -Leave and Timekeeping (Part 1&2) 

Description: Time Information Management (TIM) provides tools to help you carefully track worked 

and non-worked hours to ensure your employees are compensated appropriately. In this class you 

will learn how to: 

¯ Navigate the TIM System 

¯ Use Online Help 

¯ Maintain Accrual Balances 

¯ Identify and Enter Appropriate Pay Codes 

¯ Generate and Print Reports 

¯ Manage EmployeeTimecards 

¯ Perform Signoff 

¯ Manage Comp Time and Overtime 

¯ Enter Historical Edits 

Prerequisites: 
¯ ONYEN and Password 
¯ Submitted and been approved as TIM Administrator. See TIM website for request form, 

http://tinyurl.corn!6879si5 

Please review all TIM Audit information on the TIM Administrator updates. Also review the TIM 
Announcements for the most up to date TIM information. 

Important Information: 
¯ Attendance is Mandatory 

¯ It is recommended that TIM Administrators have a detailed understanding of the UNC-CH Wage 

Hour and Leave Policies for SPA Non-Exempt employees. These policies are located on the HR 

website, 

¯ Wage Hour- http://hr.unc.edu/policies-procedures-svstems/spa-emplovee-policies/wage-hour/ 

¯ Leave- http://hr.unc.edu/p~licies-pr~cedures-systems/spa-emp~~yee-p~licies/~eave-and-h~~idavs/ 

You may wish to print the most current TIM Administrator Manual and bring it to class. 

¯ Part 1 http://www.unc.edu/finance/fd/cipr/tim/docs/tim manual partl.pdf 

¯ Part 2 http://www.unc.edu/finance/fd/c/pr/tim/docs/tim manual part2.pdf 

¯ If you have never used TIM before or you are unsure about how employees interact with TIM, 

please watch the Employee CBTs at http://finance.unc.edu/training/#tim 

Next Class: 

Location: AOB Building 104 Airport Drive, Room 3101 

Date: Thursday, October 10th, 2013 

Hours: l:00pm - 5:00pm 

Training Registration Web Page: 

https://apps.research.unc.edu/events/index.cfm 



hachette 
BOOK GROUP 

HACHETTE BOOK GROUP, I~TC. 
Copyrights and Permissions Department 

237 Park Avenue 

New York, NY 10017 
Fax: 212.364.0926 

WE WILL EVALUATE YOUR REQUEST ONLY IF ALL RELEVANT AREAS ARE FILLED OUT 
COMPLETELY, PLEASE ALLOW 4-6 WEEKS FOR PROCESSING OF YOUR REQUEST. 

DATE: _September 26, 2013 

NAME: _Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 

MAILINGADDRESS: 

FAX: 919-962-2694 

PHONE: 

EMAIL:    nzongola@email.unc.edu 

TITLE AND AUTHOR OF OUR PUBLICATION: 

LUMUMBA SPEAKS: The Speeches and Writings ofPatrice Lumumba, 1958-1961 

Edited by Jean Van Lierde 

EXCERPT(S) (INCLUDING PAGE NUMBERS[S] FROM OUR BOOK): 
(Please send photocopies of relevant pages) 

YOUR PUBLISHER (if applicable): 

Ohio University Press 
As part of the Ohio Short Histories of Africa 

TITLE OF YOUR WORK: 

Partite Lumumba 



LENGTH OF YOUR WORK (in pages): 

FORMAT OF YOUR WORK (print-hardcoveripaperback, electronic/digital, audio...): 
(Please include prices of your work) 

Paperback 

ESTIMATED PRINT RUN and/or NUMBER OF USERS OF FIRST EDITION: 

PUBLICATION DATE OF YOUR WORK: 

AREA OF DISTRIBUTION OF YOLrR WORK (please circle): 

U.S. Only Norfll America World 

OTHER: 

LANGUAGE(S): 

*IF THE REQUEST IS FOR CLASSROOM PHOTOCOPY USE PLEASE PROVIDE THE 
FOLLOWING INFORMATION: 

Course Name/Code: 

Semester N eeded: 

Estimated Number of Photocopies to be Made: 



114 ~I~EP, o BELOVED BLACK BROTHER 

literature, this one poem of his was published in his party’s news- 

paper, Ind~pendance, in September 1959. 

WEEP, O BELOVED BLACK BROTHER 

0 Black, a human beast of the fields [or oenturies, 
Your ashes are scattered to all the winds of heaven 
And you once built funeral temples 
Where the executioners sleep in eternal slumher. 
Persecuted and hunted down, driven from your villages, 
Conquered in battles where the law of the most powerful 
In those barbarous centuries of rape and carnage 
Meant slavery or death [or you, 
You took refuge in those deep forests 
Where the other death lay in wait beneath its feverish 

mask~ 

Beneath the fang of the great cat, or in the foul and cold 
Embrace of the serpent, slowty crushing you. 
And then the White came, more cunning, more crafty, 

more rapaeious, 
Giving you trinkets in exchange for your gold, 
Raping your women, besotting your warriors with drink, 
Driving your sons and daughters aboard his boats. 
The tom-tom throbbed from village to village 
Beating your grief afar, sowing confusion, 
Telling of the great departure for distant shores 
Where cotton is God and ~he dollar King, 
Condemning you ~o forced labor, like a beast o[ burden, 
From dawn to dusk beneath a fiery sun. 
To make you forget that you were a man 
They taught you to sing God’s praises 
And all these hymns, setting your calvary to rhythm, 
Made you hope [or a better world .... 
But in your heart as a human being, all you asked [or 
Was your right to live and your share of happiness. 
Sitting around the fire, your eyes full of dreams and 

anguish, 
Singing songs that told o[ your heavy heart, 
Joyous at times, too, when the sap mounted 

You danced wildly in the damp of evening. 
And that is when ]azz was born 
As magnificent, sensual, and manly as a voice of brass 
A powerful music poured forth from your pain 
A music admired today throughout the world, 
Forcing the white man to be respecthd, 
Telling him in a loud voice that henceforth 
This country is no longer his, as in the old days. 
You thus allowed the brothers of your race 
To lift their heads and look upon 
The happy future that promises deliverance. 
The shores of the great river, full of promises, 
Henceforth belong to you. 
This earth and all its riches 
Henceforth belong to you. 
And the fiery sun, high in a colorless sky, 
Will burn away your pain 
Its searing rays will forever dry 
The tears your forefathers shed 
Tormented by their tyrannical masters 
On this soil that you still cherish. 
And you will make the Congo a flee and happy nation, 
In the heart of this giant Black A[rica. 

On October 9, Lumumba spoke to the Executive Committee of 
the Pan-African Conference at Accra. 

The situation in the Congo as regards the struggle of the people 
for their independence is improving day by day. The administra- 
tion’s attempts to destroy the popular movement for emancipation 
that is taking shape in all parts of the country ate meeting total 
failure more and more frequently. 

Bdgium has always practiced a paternalist policy in the Congo, 
using the schools, the radio, and powerful propaganda in the press 
to dull the people’s consciousness. Even today, the official radio 
network broadcasts nothing but dance music, religions hymns, and 
the propaganda of the colonial administration from morning to 



that Belgium be the first to take this hand held out to her and 
seal an indissoluble pact of brotherhood between you and us. 

There then [olIowed the unforgettable day of June 3o, ~96o, 
its ceremonies celebrating the proclamation of the independence 
the Republic of the Congo. ¯ ~:.. 

The Palace o~ the Nation, facing the river with a view of 
vilIe on the other shore, was a marvel. A huge crowd o� 
and iournalists gathered inside the Chamber of Delxtties with 

members of the Congolese Parliament. King Baudouin, who had 
arrived the evening before, delivered a speech whose 
tone irritated the nationalists. President Kasavubu, however, gave 
diplomatic speech in reply. 

Then suddenly Prime Minister Lumumba seized the microphone 
and was introduced by the ~esident of the Chamber, Mr. 
even though this was not on the program that the Bel#an and Cow 
golese o~ciats had iointly decided on. 

There was about to be a moment of truth. In iust a few seconds: 
the atmosphere in the palace changed completely. All the anticoto- 
nialist militants admired their leader’s eloquence and courage; 
entire administrative corps of pseudo-decoIonializlng officials was 
aghast, however, at the cruel truths thrown in the face of the mon- 
arch and the whole world. From this moment on, the racist 
were determined to destroy this astonishing living symbol o~ African 
revolution. 

SPEECH AT PROCLAMATION OF INDEPENDENCE 

Congolese men and women: 

As combatants for independence who today arc victorious, I sa- 

lute you in the name of the Congolese government. 

I ask all my friends, all of you who have fought unceasingly at 

our side, to make ~his thirtieth of june, 196o, an illustrious date 

that will be indelibly engraved upon your heark% a date whose 

meaning you will teach your children with pride, so that they in 
turn will tell their children and their children’s children t_he glori- 
ous story of our struggle for freedom. 

For though this independence of the Congo is today being pro- 
claimed in a spirit 0f accord with Bdgium, a ~riendly country with 
which we are dealing as one equal with another, no Congolese wor- 
thy 0f the name can ever forget that we fought to win it [alCplause], 
a fight waged each and every day, a passionate and idealistic fight, 
a fight in which there was not one effort, not one privation, not one 
suffering, not one drop of blood that we ever spared ourselves. We 
are proud of this struggle amid. tears, fire, and blood, down to our 
very heart of hearta, for it was a noble and iust struggle, an indis- 
pensable struggle if we were to put an end to the humiliating slav- 
ery that had been forced upon us. 

The wounds that are the evidence of the fate we endured for 
eighty years untler a colonialist regime are still too fresh and pain- 
ful for us to be able to erase them from our memory. Back-breaking 
work has been exacted from us, in return for wages that did not al- 
low us to satisfy our hunger, or to decently clothe or house our- 
selves, or to raise our children as creatures very dear to us. 

We have been the victims of ironic taunts, of insults, of blows 
that we were forced to endure morning, noon, and night because 
we were blacks. Who can forget that a black, was addressed in the 
familiar form, not because he was a ~iend, certainly, but because 
the polite form of address was to be used 0nly for whites? 

We have had our lands despoiled under the remus of what was 
supposedly the law of the land but was only a recognition of the 
right of the strongest. 

We have known that the law was quite different for whites and 
blacks; it was most accommodating ~or the former, and cruel and 
inhuman for the latter. 

We have known the atrocious sufferings of those banished to re- 
mote regions because of their political opinions or religious beliefs; 
exiles in their own country, their fate was truly worse than death. 



We have known that there were magnificent mansions for whites 
in the cities and ramshackle straw hovels for blacks, that a 
was never allowed into the so-called European movie theaters 
restaurants or stores; that a black traveled in the hold of boats 
low the feet of the white in his de luxe cabin.                 :. 

Who can forget, finally, the burst of rifle fire in which so manyi:::ii 
of our brothers perished, the cells into which the authorities thre~.!i~i! 

those who no longer were willing to submit to a rule where 
meant oppression and exploitation? [Applause.] * 

We have grievously suffered all this, my brothers. 
But we who have been chosen to govern our beloved country by 

the vote of your elected representatives, we whose bodies and souls 
have suffered from colonialist oppression, loudly proclaim: all this 
is over and done with now. 

The Republic of the Congo has been proclaimed and our 
try is now in the hands of its own children. 

We are going to begin another struggle together, my brothers, 
my sisters, a sublime struggle that will bring our country peace, 
prosperity, and grandeur. 

We are going to institute social justice together and ensure every- 
one just remuneration for his labor. [Applause.] 

We are going to show the world what the black man can do 
when he works in freedom, and we are going to make the Congo 
the focal point for the development of all of Africa. 

We are going to see to it that the .soil of our country really bene- 
fits its children. We are going to review at! the old laws and make 
new ones that will be just and noble. 

We are going to put an end to the suppression of free thought . 
and see to it that all citizens enioy to the fullest all the fundamental 

¯ In the mimeographed text of Lumumb~’s speech this sentence reads differ- 
entty: "the cells into which the authorities brutally threw those who had escaped 
the bullets of the soldiers whom the colonialists had made the tool ot[ their 
domination." We must in fact remind the reader that there were three different 
versions of this speech. 

freedoms laid down in the Declaration of the Rights of Man. [Ap- 
#taus~.] 

We are going to do away with any and every sort of discrimina- 
tion and give each one the rightful place that his human dignity, 
his labor, and his devotion to the country wil! have earned him. 

We are going to bring peace to the country, not the peace of ri- 
fles and bayonets, but the peace that comes from men’s hearts and 
their good will. [Applause.] 

And in order to achieve all this, dear compatriots, rest assured 
that we will be able to count not only on our tremendous strength 
and our immense riches, but also on the assistance of many foreign 
countries, whose collaboration we wil! always accept if it is sincere 
and does not seek to force any policy of any sort whatsoever on us. 
[Applause.] 

In this regard, Belgium has finally realized what direction history 
was moving in and has not attempted to oppose our independ- 
ence.* She is ready to grant us her aid and her friendship, and a 
treaty to this effect has just been signed between our two equal and 
independent countries. I am certain that this cooperation wilt be 
beneficial to both countries. We for our part, though we shall con- 
tinue to be vigilant, will respect all commitments freely made. 

Thus the new Congo, our beloved republic that my government 
is going to create, will be a rich, free, and prosperous country, with 
regard to both its domestic relations and its foreign rdations. But 
in order for us to reach this goal without delay, I ask all of you, 
Congolese legislators and citizens alike, to aid me with all the 
strength at your command. 

I ask all of you to forget the trivial quarrels that are draining our 
strength and threaten to earn us the contempt of those in other 
countries. 

I ask the parliamentary minority to aid my government by con- 

* In the mimeographed text, this sentence reads: "Belgium herself has finally 
realized what direction history was moving in and no longer attempted .... " 



tentional and unintentional support among certain high .officials 
the United Nations, thaf body in which we placed all our 
when we called on it for help.                             .... ......... 

They have corrupted some of our countrymen; they ¯ ~e:.: 
bought others; they have done their part to distort the truth 
defile our independence. What else can I say? That whether 
or alive, free or in prison by order of the colonialists, it is not 
person that is important. What is important is the Congo, our 
people whose independence has been turned into a cage, with 
pie looking at us from outside the bars, sometimes with charitable 
compassion, sometimes with glee and delight. But my faith will re-...::.: 
main unshakable. I know and feel in my very heart of hearts that 
sooner or later my people will rid themselves of all their enemies; 
foreign and domestic, that they will rise up as one to say no to the 
shame and degradation of colonialism and regain their dignity 
the pure light of day.                                      .:.~ 

We are not alone. Africa, Asia, and the free and liberated peoT.: i 
ples in every corner of the globe will ever remain at -the side of the 
millions of Congolese who will not abandon the struggle until the.". 
day when there will be no more colonizers and no more of 
mercenaries in our country. I want my children, whom I leave be-. 
hind and perhaps will never see again, to be told that the future of 
the Congo is beautiful and that their country expects them, as 
expects every Congolese, to fulfill the sacred task of rebuilding 
independence, our sovereignty; for without iustice there is no dig- 
nity and without independence there are no free men. 

Neither brutal assaults, nor cruel mistreatment, nor torture 
have ever led me to beg for mercy, for I prefer to die with 
head held high, unshakable faith, and the greatest confidence in 
the destiny of my country rather than live in slavery and contempt 
for sacred principles. History will one day have its say; it will not 
be the history taught in the United Nations, Washington, Paris, or 
Brussels, however, but the history taught in the countries that have 
rid themselves of colonialism and its puppets. Africa will write its 
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own history, and both north and south of the Sahara it will be a~ 
history full of glory and dignity. 

Do not weep for me, my companion, I know that my country, 
now suffering so much, will be able to defend its independence and 
its freedom. Long live the Congo! Long live Africa! 

On December ~, soldiers flom Port-Francqui came to arrest Lu- 
mumba in Bulonga-Mweka and threatened to kill their prisoner. A 

number of people demanded that he be sent to Katanga, but Nen- 
daka* had strict orders: Lumumba was to be brought back to Leo- 
pold~ille. He arrived there on December z at 5 ~.M. on an Air- 

Congo plane. 
Television and newsreel cameramen ~ilmed the hideous scene of 

the prisoners" arrival at N’Dfili, where they were beaten and re- 
viled before the cameras by soldiers who were beside themselves 
with rage. But there is a serene and proud look on Lumumba’s face 
throughout these terrible moments. He holds his head high as the 

blows rain down and there is a took of pity in his eyes as he gazes 
into the cruel faces of these wildly excited soldiers on the rampage. 

On the afternoon of December 3, he was transferred to Camp 
Hardy in ThysviIIe under military guard. Mr. HammarskjOId in- 
terceded and asked Kasavubu tosee that the law was respected, and 

on December 7 the chief of state replied that the trial would be 

conducted in accordance with ei~Iiz~d practice. 
On January 4, 1962, Lumumba smuggled out a message to Mr. 

Dayal to be sent to the UN. This is the next to last text of the 

prime minister’s that we have. 

* Nendaka was a former collaborator of Lurnumba’s, who had become chief of 
the Congolese S6ret~. Before the year x96o was out, he was expelled from the 
MNC. 
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of the right every citizen, enioys to plead his case before his cou~i! 
try’s tribunals. 

I remain calm and hope that the United Nations will hel 
tricate us from this situation.                               .~ ~.~ 

I am for the reconciliation of all the sons of this nation. 
I am writing you this letter in secret on poor quality paper. " 

Yours 
~P. 

While he was a prisoner, several iournalists managed to 

view Lumumba and record his words. The exact date of the 
below cannot be ascertained, but in any event it is the prime 
ister’s last spoken message, which the Italia Canta 
Rome recorded and sold und~ the title of "Songs of the Ind~;.".. 
t~endent Congo and Patrice Lumumba’s Last Speech." 

Even after so much suffering, Patrice Lumumba still 

grav~ serenity and once more tirelessly spolce to his people of 
l~ossibiIities of real salvation, ~reedom, and unity.               . 

LUMUMBA’S LAST RECORDED MESSAGE 

My dear compatriots! Citizens of the republic! Greetings! 
I am certain that you will rejoice today to hear the voice of a 

man who has vowed never to betray his people. 
In good fortune as in bad, I will always be at your side. It is ’...:, 

with you that I have fought to liberate this country from foreig~. 
domination. It is with you that I am fighting to consolidate our 
national independence. It is with you that I will fight to safeguard 
the integrity and the national unity of the Republic of the Con 

We have made a choice, that of serving our country loyally 
faithfully. We shall never depart from this path. Freedom is the 
ideal for which, in all times down through the centuries, men have 
fought and died. The Congo could not fail to experience this truth, 

and it is thanks to our heroic and glorious stru~ggle that we have 

valiantly won our independence and our dignity as free men. 
We were born to live in freedom, not in sla~cery as we did for 

eighty years. Eighty years of oppression, humiliation, and exploita- 
tion. Eighty years during which the inhabitants of this country 
were arbitrarily robbed of the enjoyment of their most sacred 

rights. It was in order to put an end to this disgrace of the twen- 
tieth century that colonialism represents and in order to allow the 

Congolese people to govern themselves and m~tnage the affairs of 
their country themselves that we fought a decisive battle against 
the usurpers of our rights. 

History has proved that independence is never handed a people 
on a silver platter. It must be wrested away. B~t in order to wrest 
away our independence, we were obliged to organize and mobilize 
all the living forces of the country. The Congolese answered our 
appeal and it was thanks to this pooling of our energies that we 

were able to deal decadent colonialism a mortal blow. 
Since the forces of liberation always win out over that of oppres- 

sion, we emerged victorious. All peoples have had to fight ~or their 

freedom. This was the case for the ~xationalists who headed the 
French, Bdgian, Russian, and other revolutioxas .... 

Tt~e former colonies of America were liberated in this way. I re- 

mind you here of the Declaration o~ Independence adopted by the 
Congress of the United States in ~766 [sicl, which proclaimed the 
overthrow of the colonial regime, the united colonies’ liberation 
from the British yoke, and their transformation into a free and in- 
dependent state. The Congolese nationalists have thus merely fol- 
lowed in the footsteps of the French, Bdgiar~, American, Russian, 
and other nationalists. We have chosen only one weapon for our 

struggle: nonviolence. The only weapon that would bring victory 

in dignity and honor. Our watchword during the liberation cam- 
paign was always the immediate and total independence of the 
Congo. 
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build our nation through mutual understanding and national 
mony. 

Our immediate program must be to exploit the riches of 
country through a common effort and thus create a national 
omy that will permit us to rapidly improve the standard of 
all our citizens. 

We are determined to contribute to the liberation of Africa, 
land of our forefathers, through our union and our solidarity. 

Our wish, that of all men and women of this country, is to brlni 
about the reign of peace and order that each of us needs in 
to live happy lives and truly reap the fruits of independence. 

If the Congolese united before independence in order to 
the colonialist oppressor, it is their duty today to unite in orde~ 
stand up to the enemies of this independence. Our salvation 
unity and work. ]No single person has sufficient strength to 
this great Congo all by himself.                               ::% 

The enemies of our count~] are eyeing us. The whote world :i~ 
watching us. We must save the honor and the reputation of 
valiant people without delay. We did not demand our 
ence to fight with each other and kill each other, but solely to 
our nation in unity, discipline, and respect for all. 

That is why, dear compatriots and comrades in the 
call upon you in a spirit of brotherhood to put an end to 
wars, internal and intertribal quarrels, the rivalries between 
uals and between brothers. Our children will iudge us 
out of blind heedlessness we do not thwart tire maneuvers to profi! 
from this dissension and sabotage our national independence and. 
slow down the economic and sociaI development of our statd.    . . ¯ 

Many nations are ready to help us, but in order for this aid to 
effective, we must first restore order in the country and create 
vorable conditions for this cooperation.                   " " 

Such is the message of a man who has fought at your side so that 
this country may go ever forward and effectively play its role as tim 
standard-bearer of African liberation. 

Onward, men and women citizens, to the building of a united, 

proud, and prosperous Congo. 
A radiant future is dawning on our horizon. 
Long live the independent and sovereign Republic of the Congo! 

On January 8, 196~, the civil authorities of Thyswille were hoping 
to transfer Lumumba to another location, for they were a~raid of 

the influence he was having on the soldiers in the camp. 

On the thirteenth the soldiers did in fact rebel, and the situation 
was so con~ased that Kasavubu, Bomboko, Nendaka, and Mobutu 
rushed to Thysvitle, for there had been a rumor that the prime min- 
ister had been ~reed and was returning to LeopoldvilIe. All the pris- 
oners’ cells had been unlocked by the soldiers, but Lumumba was 

the only one who refused to flee, for he suspected a trap. And he 
was right to do so, [or European agents, adopting a cruel trick that 
had taken many innocent lives in Algeria, had set things up so that 
there would be an "attempted escape" during which Lumumba 
would be shot. But Lumumba’s avoidance of this trap merely post- 

poned his final ordeal. 
He had escaped death many times; he had confronted hostile 

groups alt by himself since ~uly ~96o. His sheer physical courage 

amazed all observers. On two occasions BaIuba soldiers who were 
determined to kill him had been swayed by the fiery spirit and the 

eloquent words o~ this tail, thin, ¢ascinating black man. 
During October and November ~96o he had leR his residence 

several times and toured the immense black section of Leopoldvilte 

in a car, stopping to address the crowds, even though he knew that 
most o~ them were Bakongos. His daring was beyond beIie~, and a 
sort o~ legend that he was invulnerable had sprung up among the 
people. But this was only a legend, and by murdering him shortly 
thereafter the Katahgese mercenaries thought they had put an end 

to it. 
On January 14, rumors spread in LeopotdvilIe that Lumumbists 

were planning to attack the city. On the sixteenth a plan to trans- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

forum_office@unc.edu 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 1:47 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[forum-div4] Employee Forum Upcoming Events 

Fellow employees: 

My name is Charles Streeter. I am the thirteenth chair of the Employee Forum, the representative body for staff 

employees here at the University. The Forum’s mission is to address constructively the concerns of UNC-Chapel Hill 

Employees by: 

Seeking out the issues, interests, ideas, and participation of Employees 

Developing proactive, progressive recommendations and advocating these to the Administration and 

the represented Employees 

Providing an effective two-way communication link between the Administration and the Employees 

Fostering an open and positive environment throughout the University community 

Supporting achievement of the University’s mission of teaching, research, and public service 

I write to inform you about some of the speakers and activities the Forum will be involved with for the 

remainder of the semester. 

Upcoming Meetings and Speakers 

The Employee Forum usually meets on the first working Wednesday of each month from 9:15a.m. -11:30 a.m. 

in the Pleasants Family Assembly room of the Wilson Library. Wheelchair access to the building is at the east 

entrance, which faces the Undergraduate Library. The meeting is open to all University employees. 

Attendance at one of our regular monthly meetings does not count as work time, so you will need to speak 

with your supervisor about being out of the office. 

October 2nd 

The Forum is proud to host former state Senator Ellie Kinnaird to discuss her voter registration 

efforts and Chapel Hill Mayor Mark Kleinschmidt to speak about affordable housing. 

November 6th 

Chancellor Carol Folt will headline the Forum’s agenda. 

December 4th 

The Forum will hold its winter potluck social preceding its Wednesday, December 4, meeting (We 

request advanced notice if you will attend). 

For more information about our meetings please visit htt~forumounc.ed#!about. If you want to make a 

presentation at a Forum meeting, contact the Forum Office at 962-3779 at least 7 working days before the 

meeting at which you wish to speak, the earlier the better. Individuals wishing to make a presentation during 

other parts of the agenda should make their request at least two weeks prior to the Forum’s monthly meeting. 



University Day and Installation of the Chancellor 

I hope you all will take the opportunity to join us for Chancellor Folt’s installation at University Day on 

Saturday, October 12 at 1:30 p.m. on Polk Place. Contact your supervisor or department head now to secure a 

spot representing your area in the staff processional, which will line up at 1 p.m. at Carroll Hall. More details 

are available at htt~installationouncoedu 

Monthly Book Selection 

The Forum Communications and Public Relations committee is holding a monthly book selection starting in 

October. Staff employees are welcome to work with the Forum to set up book discussions. Many more 

details are here, including a 25% discount on all books selected when you purchase from the Bull’s Head Book 

Shop. (Link: http://storel07.collegestoreonline.com/ePOS?this category=644&store=107&form=shared3% 

2fgm%2fmain.html&design=107) 

Who Represents Me? 

Forum delegates are allocated according to federal employment categories. According to these records, you 

are considered a member of Division 4, Secretarial/Clerical, Academic Affairs. 

Your representatives are listed below. 

Name 

Tiffany Carver 

Katie Fanfani 

Matt McKirahan 

Tara Smith 

Department 

School of Social 

Work 

Philosophy 

School of 
Government 

Friday Center 

Title 

Administrative 

Assista nt 

Events Coordinator 

Program Support 

Associate 

Operations Manager 

E-mail 

tsca rveE(@email.u nc.ed u 

kfa nfa ni(~email.unc.ed u 

mckirahan~.unc.edu 

smitht@email.unc.edu 

Contact your delegate(s) to let them know how the Forum is doing, what are your issues, and if you have any 
specific interests that the Employee Forum is currently not pursuing. 

How to Keep Up with Us? 

You can contact the the Employee Forum and keep up with us and what we are doing by: 

E-mailing us at forum office@unc,edu 

Visiting our website at htt£://forumouncoedul~ 

Liking us on Facebook htt elhillem~eeforum 

Follow us on Twitter @ EmployeeForum or htt~s:/~/tw~tter.com/Em~oveeForum 

Read our newsletter the inTouch htt~forumouncoedu/newsoandoevents/newsletter~ 

Be sure to stop by our table at Employee Appreciation Day on Friday, October 18th. I look forward to seeing 

you soon. 



Charles 

<!--[if !vml]--> 

-[endif]--> 
Charles D. Streeter 

Chair, Employee Forum of UNC-Chapel Hill 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street,    Office: 919-962-3779 
CB#3488 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3488 charles_streeter@unc~ed~l 

-- You are currently subscribed to forum-div4 as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: 
http ://li sts.unc, edu/u?id=67904137, d0017aad216eb3 d 1 afe8ecc52790a335 &n=T&l=forum-div4& o=33645497, 
or send a blank email to leave-33645497-67904137.d0017aad216eb3 d 1 afe8ecc52790a335 @listserv.unc. edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lang, Andrew <alang@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 2:56 PM 

OASIS Communication Listserv <oasis-communication@listserv.unc.edu> 

[oasis-communication] "Last Friday" cookout @ OASIS 9/27/2013 & nominations for IT 
Awards 

Dear all, 

Just a reminder, OASIS is hosting a cookout this Friday, as we usually do on the last Friday of the month. Come on down, meet IT 
staff from OASIS and elsewhere, and join us for lunch between Davie and Howell, from 11:30-1:00. I hope to see you there! 

Additionally, nominations for the annual IT awards ceremony will be taken until tomorrow. Links and information on the Individual 
& Team Nominations are available on the ~:/ii;mwards.unc.edu website and are due by the end of the day tomorrow, September 
27th. This is an opportunity to recognize someone who has given you outstanding technical support by nominating an individual or 
team for an Information Technology Award. This award honors any type of information technology support on campus, from staff 
(permanent employee) who provide computing support, write code, or administer a network, to teams working together to provide 
specific technology services for a department or the University. A nomination is an excellent way to let your IT support staff know 
you appreciate what they do. Please provide specific information that will tell this year’s committee how the nominee or team stands 
out. 

Yours, 

Andy 

Andy Lang 
Director, Office of Arts & Sciences Information Services 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
12 Howell Hall 
Campus Box 3056 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 
Phone: 919-843-3962 

-- You are currently subscribed to oasis-communication as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~://lists.unc.ed~!~?id= 1919626(~.fbc013dgOd954c59730c49bb9564ea3e&~=T&~=oasisoco~m~mnicatior~&o=3364%34, 
or send a blank email to leave-33647634-19196266.1bc013d90d954c59730c49bb95b4ea3e@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Noel, Rob <rob@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 3:31 PM 

OASIS Communication Listserv <oasis-communication@listserv.unc.edu> 
[oasis-communication] Last Friday cookout with OASIS & nominations for the IT 
Awards 

All, 

Just a reminder, OASIS is hosting a cookout this Friday, as we usually do on the last Friday of the month. Come on down, meet IT 
staff from OASIS and elsewhere, and join us for lunch between Davie and Howell, from 11:30-1:00. I hope to see you there! 

Additionally, nominations for the annual IT awards ceremony will be taken until tomorrow. Links and information on the Individual 
& Team Nominations are available on the ~:i/itawards.unc.edu website and are due by the end of the day tomorrow, September 
27th. This is an opportunity to recognize someone who has given you outstanding technical support by nominating an individual or 
team for an Information Technology Award. This award honors any type of information technology support on campus, from staff 
(permanent employee) who provide computing support, write code, or administer a network, to teams working together to provide 
specific technology services for a department or the University. A nomination is an excellent way to let your IT support staff know 
you appreciate what they do. Please provide specific information that will tell this year’s committee how the nominee or team stands 
out. 

Yours, 

Andy 

Andy Lang 
Director, Office of Arts & Sciences Information Services 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
12 Howell Hall 
Campus Box 3056 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 
Phone: 919-843-3962 
~:i/oasis.unc.ed~ 
-- You are currently subscribed to oasis-communication as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~:iilists.m~c.eduia?id= 19196266.fbc013d90d954c59730c49bb9564ea3e&~=T&l=oasisocommu~Ncatio~a&o=33646426, 
or send a blank email to leave-33646426-19196266.1bc013d90d954c59730c49bb95b4ea3e@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Flores, Theresa <tflores@email.unc. edu> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 3:09 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Meinecke, Chris <meinecke@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Hyde Hall 

01-15-14 Intellectual Dialogues.docx 

Hi Travis, 

i’ve updated the event confirmation form to reflect the changes in your event from January 8th to January 15th. i’ve 

attached a copy of the form for your records. 

Please let me know if there’s anything else I can help with. 

Best, 

Theresa 

Theresa FIores 

Events Coordinator 

Institute for Arts and Humanities 

Hyde Hall, CB #3322 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3322 

Phone: (919) 962-0249 

Fax: (919) 962-1118 

Web: http://iah.unc.edu 

From: Meinecke, Chris 
Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 5:39 PM 
To: FIores, Theresa 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: Hyde Hall 

[ have just forwarded these to Theresa in case she doesn’t know about these yet - Sorry for my delay - Chris 

Christopher G. Meinecke 

Business Officer, institute for the Arts and Humanities 
President, University Managers Association (uma.web.unc.edu) 

Delegate, Division 8 - Professional Staff, UNC-CH Employee Forum (forum.unc.edu) 

Institute for the Arts and Humanities 

Department 3211 

120 Hyde Hall 

Campus Box 3322 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3322 

T 919-962-6830 



F 919-962:1118 

meinecke@email.unc.edu 

www.iah.unc.edu 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 2013 1:59 PM 
To: Meinecke, Chris 
Subject: FW: Hyde Hall 

Good afternoon Chris, 

Would it be possible to change the date on the attachment above for 1-08-14 to a new date of 1-15-14? Everything 
would stay the same except for the date. 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Barnes, Allison Nelson 
Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2013 3:04 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Hyde Hall 

Thanks, Travis[ 

Attached are you confirmation forms. Once you’ve read over them, please let me know if anything needs to be changed. 

I have also placed a hold for Feb. 12 and March 19. Please contact me 6 months prior so I can confirm. 

Allison Barnes 

Events Coordinator 

Institute for the Arts and Humanities 
Hyde Hall, CB# 3322 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3322 

Phone: (919) 962-0249 

Fax: (919) 962-1118 
Web: http://iah.unc.edu 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2013 9:57 AM 
To: Barnes, Allison Nelson 
Subject: RE: Hyde Hall 

Good morning to you too. Thanks for the follow-up, I do have that information for you. The name of the events are 

"Intellectual Dialogues" and we will have people present at these meetings. 

Thanks, Allison[ 
Travis 

From: Barnes, Allison Nelson 
Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2013 9:08 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Hyde Hall 



Good morning Travis, 

I wanted to follow-up with you to see if you had the name of your event and/or the purpose of your meetings? I’ve 

added a few reservations since we last talk and I want to make sure that the dates that you requested stay open. 

Thanks, 

Allison 

Allison Barnes 

Events Coordinator 

Institute for the Arts and Humanities 
Hyde Hall, CB# 3322 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3322 

Phone: (9:19) 962-0249 

Fax: (9:19) 962-:1:1:18 

Web: http://iah.unc.edu 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 10:32 AM 
To: Barnes, Allison Nelson 
Subject: RE: Hyde Hall 

Hi Allison, 

Six out of eight is great! I know if I had waited then the chance of availability would have dramatically decreased! 

Thanks for putting the others on hold. If you would like, you can use the same name for the meetings from last year. 

I did have one last reservation request and it is over 6 months away but if it was available then maybe you could put it 

on hold. It would be for the University Room and Hyde Hal! all day on Friday April 4th and Saturday April 5th. It would 

be for the Departmental Annual Conference. The theme is Water, Environment and Health experiences from African, 

African-American, and Diaspora Studies. 

Thanks Allison! 
Travis 

From: Barnes, Allison Nelson 
Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2013 2:54 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Hyde Hall 

Hi Travis, 

I hope your summer is going well so far, too! And yes, sending your meeting dates as soon as you have them is a great 

idea! I can reserve rooms up to 6 months in advance but can put holds on everything else that is earlier than that. VII 

mimic the reservations from last year with no movers and making the note that there will be catering unless I hear 

otherwise. Is there a name for your meetings? Thanks for your help. Below you will notice that Sept. 11 and April 9 are 

NOT available. 

Sept. 11--no rooms are available 

Oct. 9--1ncubator is available and I will send reservation soon 



Nov. 13--1ncubator is available and I will send reservation soon 

Dec. 4--1ncubator is available and I will send reservation soon 

Jan. 8--1ncubator is available and I will send reservation soon 

Feb. 12--1ncubator is available and I will place a hold; please 6 months prior 

Mar. 19--1ncubator is available and I will place a hold; please 6 months prior 

Apr. 9--no rooms are available 

Allison Barnes 

Events Coordinator 

Institute for the Arts and Humanities 
Hyde Hail, CB# 3322 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3322 

Phone: (9:19) 962-0249 

Fax: (9:19) 962-:1:1:18 
Web: http://iah.unc.edu 

From," Gore, Travis 
Sent," Wednesday, July 17, 2013 4:42 PM 
To," Barnes, Allison Nelson 
Subject; Hyde Hall 

Hey Allison! 

It seems like it’s been a long time. Hope you are well and having a great summer! I thought I would do the reservation 
request differently this time and I think it will help the both of us out. Instead of coming to you a couple days before 

each meeting trying to book Hyde, I thought it would be better if I send you the request for the whole year now! 

Here are the dates that we are requesting. 

Sept. 11th 

Oct. 9th 

Nov. :13th 

Dec. 4th 

Jan. 8th 

Feb. :12th 



Mar. 19th 

Apr. 9th 

The times for all of these dates would be 11am to 12:30pm 

Thanks! 

Travis 

unless you thought 11am to lpm was better. 



By reserving a room at Hyde Hall, the contact person and group agrees to the 
following IAH policies listed on the IAH website. The contact person and group 
assume all liability associated with their event and agrees to pay the Institute 
for the Arts and Humanities for all damages. 

Date/Time: Wednesday, Jan. 15 / 11 am - 1 pm 

Event: Intellectual Dialogues 

Room (s) Reserved: Incubator 

Updated 9/27 date change 

Contact Travis Gore / stgore@email.unc.edu 

Department ~ 

Event Source Fmail 

Details Booked? 

(4hr min., $20 x 4 hr = $80) N/A Security 

Parking 

Set-Up 

Billing* 

Visit www.dps.unc.edu/Forms/visitorlotrequest/visitorlot.cfrn 

to request parking if needed. 
Incubator Room: 
*Note: 2-3 people recommended for 
mo ring furniture 

Rental Fee: N/A 
Security Fee: N/A 
Movers Fee: N/A 

N/A 

Group has agreed 
to set the room up 

themselves 

Invoice # 
N/A 

Caterer 
TBD, light 

snacks 
Responsibility of renting party 

Please arrange to meet with Baskin 
Cooper (baskin.cooper@unc.edu) or 
Allison Barnes prior to your event. 

N/A 
Technology 

Needs 

Please print page 2 as a checklist for after your event. If you have any questions about our building use 
policies, please contact Allison Barnes at anbarnes@ernail.unc.edu or 919-962-0249. 



Thank you for visiting the 
  ST TUTE  - ARTS HUMA~ ~ES at Hyde Hall. 

We hope that you will enjoy our facilities! 

PLEASE NOTE that the Institute does not have event staff to set up rooms, assist with 
technology or clean up after events. We therefore appreciate your cooperation with the 
following guidelines. 

Groups who reserve Hyde Hall are responsible for leaving spaces as they found them. 

Push your chairs in 
Do not directly place anything on the wooden furniture 
Wipe down tables and/or chairs if necessary 

Please remove trash from Hyde Hall" 

Trash should be placed in the large, lidded garbage can located 
in the Swain Parking Lot, near the back entrance to Hanes Art 
Center. 
No plates, cups, napkins, serving platters, food or other event- 
related items may remain in the room after the event ends. 

The Institute recycles! Please put recyclable materials (paper, 
bottles and cans) into the bins provided. Do not put trash into a 
recycling bin. Please ask for assistance from Hyde Hall staff if 
need additional trash bins. 

you 

Help us conserve energy: Please turn off the lights when you leave the room. 

Check to make sure that you have not left anything from your group/meeting in the 
room. 

Hyde Hall is a working office building. Please encourage your participants to be quiet and 
courteous when they are in our hallways or public areas. 

Groups using Hyde Hall assumes all liability associated with their event and agrees to pay 
the Institute for the Arts and Humanities for all damages. 

THANKYOU for your cooperation. If you have any questions or need assistance, inquire at the 
reception area on the first floor. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 12:32 PM 

Yopp, Jan Johnson <jan~vopp@unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R 
<krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Maymester approval 

Dear Jan, 
This is great news! 

Best regards, 
Kia 

Thank you for sending these details about the Maymester process. 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

African, African American and Diaspora Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-8225 

Fax: 919-962-2694 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

http://aaad, u nc.ed u/ 

from: Yopp, Jan Johnson 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 11:40 AM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N; Janken, Kenneth R; Gore, Travis 
Subject: Maymester approval 

Dear Professor Caldwell: 

Your course, AAAD 260, "Blacks in Latin America," has been approved for Maymester 2014, which will run May 

13 through May 30. 

The course will be part of the First Summer Session offerings by your unit, and your salary will be paid out of 

that allocation. Your unit administrator will work with you to schedule the class at the time you requested at 9 a.m. The 

final exam day is included as part of the hours required for a three-credit course. 

A contract letter nominating you to teach and including your salary will be sent to you in February 2014. You will 



be asked to return a signed copy to our office. It is extremely important that you read the contract letter 

carefully. 

IMPORTANT: More than 50 courses are being approved for Maymester 2014. As a reminder, you will need at 

least 12 students for the course to be taught. If enrollment is not at that level by May 6, 2014, the course will be at 
risk to be canceled and your contract voided. Nine Maymester courses were canceled in summer 2013, most for low 

enrollment. Summer School is receipts-based, so tuition must cover personnel expenses. 

We ask your assistance in continuing to make Maymester viable. The average course enrollment in 2013 

remained steady at 14 students, primarily because we canceled almost one-fourth of the courses. We need you to 

promote your course as much as possible to students you teach now and in spring 2014. Summer School will do separate 

advertising for Maymester overall, and we expect your unit to publicize all summer courses, including Maymester, to 

students. 

If you have any special aspects in your course, such as travel or a performance, be sure to give that information 

to your unit’s Summer School administrator by Nov. 1. Some courses could require a program fee to cover travel, and 

such payments need to be worked out with you, your unit summer Administrator and me. 

The course descriptions for 2014 will be updated in November and posted on the Summer School Web site by 

early December. If you create a flyer for your course, we would be glad to link it to your course description on our Web 

site. Flyers can give students more detailed information about your content than what is in the standard course 

description in the Undergraduate Bulletin. 

If you have any questions, please call me at 919-962-8266 or email me at jyopp@email.unc.edu. We look 

forward to having your course in Maymester 2014. 

Best regards, 

Jan Johnson Yopp, Dean 

Jan Johnson yopp 
Dean, Summer School 
919.962.8266 

Walter Spearman Professor 
School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
919.962.4083 

jyopp@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morgan, George Fredrick <gfmorgan@store.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 2:37 PM 

Anderson, Violet <vmanders@email.unc.edu>; Ashworth, Cathy T 
<epresley@email.unc.edu>; Barnes, Ash <elphaba@email.unc.edu>; Braxton, Anita T 
<abraxton@email.unc.edu>; Bridgette Cyr <cyr@cs.unc.edu>; Brownfield, Shannon 
<brownfield@unc.edu>; Butler, Jennifer W <jennifer butler@unc.edu>; Carley Niland 
<crniland@ap.unc.edu>; Carter, Janis <carterl@email.unc.edu>; Cheek, Suphronia M-j 
<sj cheek@email.unc.edu>; Weaver, Cinnamon S <cinnamon_weaver@unc.edu>; 
Clemmons, Jason <jclem@email.unc.edu>; Copeland, Rachel <rachelc@unc.edu>; 
Cowan, Tara L <tlcowan@email.unc.edu>; Batts, Donnyell <dlbatts@email.unc.edu>; 
Kalbarczyk, Erin <erinkalb@ad.unc.edu>; Fulenwider, C. Lindsay 
<lindsay@email.unc.edu>; Futrell, Betty S <bfutrell@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis 
<stgore@email.unc.edu>; Gorman, Jackie <jackie@unc.edu>; Harris, Tiffany J 
<tjharris@email.unc.edu>; Heske, Susan Jane <sheske@email.unc.edu>; Hopper, Trent 
<trent hopper@unc.edu>; Jensen, Maggie <mejensen@email.unc.edu>; Jessica Russell 
<jessruss@email.unc.edu>; Jodie Turnbull <turnbull@cs.unc.edu>; Joy Patterson 
<j oyA~atterson@kenan-flagler.unc, edu>; Younger, Karna <klyounge@email.unc. edu>; 
Kieber, Alison J <kieber@email.unc.edu>; Leonard, Lindsay <lindsle@email.unc.edu>; 
Steadman, Elizabeth Mullane <emullane@email.unc.edu>; Lynch, Susan R 
<mpastaff@sog.unc.edu>; Markstein, Lara <laram@email.unc.edu>; Creedon, Mary 
Leigh <llmary@email.unc.edu>; Mclntire, Renee Michelle <rmcintir@email.unc.edu>; 
McNeil, Kathleen <kamcneil@email.unc.edu>; Melton, Sheena J 
<smelton@email.unc.edu>; Mitchell, Shannon Michelle <smitch@email.unc.edu>; 
Oakley, Sunny L <sloakley@email.unc.edu>; Peterson, Linda K 
<lkpeters@email.unc.edu>; Phillips, Nell K <nphillip@email.unc.edu>; Pickard, Peggy 
S <peggyA~ickard@unc.edu>; Rainey, Arlene <arlene_rainey@unc.edu>; Reynolds, 
Christine K <ckreynolds@unc.edu>; Richardson, Mark <richardm@email.unc.edu>; 
Sardi, Karen L <ksardi@email.unc.edu>; Sessoms, Sharon R 
<srsessom@email.unc.edu>; Stroud, Daisette Ford <daisette_stroud@unc.edu>; 
Montgomery, Summer <sundance@unc.edu>; Tharp, Pam <pstharp@email.unc.edu>; 
Thompson, Karen <kthomps 1 @email.unc.edu>; Tim Eldred <teldred@unc.edu>; Tufts, 
Amy Z <atufts@email.unc.edu>; Walker, Victoria Ward <vwwalker@email.unc.edu>; 
Warren, Angeline <awarren@email.unc.edu>; Wilcox, Sandy 
<swilcox@email.unc.edu>; Wolfe, Rebecca Farris <rebeccal@unc.edu> 

Dear Liaisons, 

Thank you for all the work you did in getting together the orders for your departments. 

Just a couple of things to note: 

1) In order for a textbook request to be "on time" by Student Stores’ date of September 27, the submissions 

actually have to be physically (or electronically) in the Textbook office by that date. Items received in campus 

mail after the due date are, unfortunately, not on time. 

2) Regarding the No Text form: it has a specific purpose to fulfill the requirements of the Higher Education 

Opportunities Act: it indicates that THERE ARE NO NIATER~ALS TO BE USED IN THIS CLASS FOR WHICH STUDENTS 

WILL HAVE TO PAY. Please do not use the No Text form: a) if there is to be a course pack for the class; b) if the 

books from a previous term carry over to the new term’s class (e.g., SPAN 102 uses the same book as SPAN 



101). In such a case, submit the book order again (don’t worry, we won’t reorder tons of the book, since we know 

most students already have the book); c) to cancel a course. Please do let us know if courses are canceled: email 

(~fmor~an@store.unc.edu or fbellamy@email.unc.edu) is much better; or, d) if the students will be required to 

purchase something online or from another source, or if texts are being recommended (we order recommended 

texts). 

Thank you again for your help. 

Best wishes, 

George Morgan, Textbook Buyer 

UNC Student Stores 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kintz, Robert S <rkintz@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, September 30, 2013 4:25 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Thompson, Karen <kthompsl@email.unc.edu>; 
Harris, Lori <lori@unc.edu> 
Combined Sections w/Art History for Spring 

Combined Section Form ARTH-ASIA 154 & 561.docx; Combined Section Form ARTH- 
WMST 451 & ARTH387-AAAD 330.docx 

Travis, Karen & Lori- 

Attached are Combined Section forms that I am also sending to the Registrar so they can set up our combined sections 

for spring (2142). A copy is to be sent to you to, so here’s yours! © 

Major Apologies, Karen & Travis, that I did not ask you to set up your sections when we were doing this earlier. Would 

you please ask the Registrar to set them up now? 

In spring, 2014 we are offering ARTH 154 (combined with ASIA 154), ARTH 561 (ASIA 561), ARTH 387 (AAAD 330), and 

ARTH 451 (WIVIST 451). The enrollments for the sections are on the attachments. 

Please let me know if you have any questions about any of these. Thanks so much for your help! 

- Robert 

Robert S. Kintz, Student Services 

Department of Art, CB# 3405, Hanes Art Center 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3405 

office: 919.962.0724, fax: 919.962.0722, email: Robert_Kintz@unc.edu 



Combined Section Form 

Have you set up the sponsor course in the term with day/time/instructor in Connect Carolina? 

Have you set up the room or room preference in Astra for the sponsor course? 

Is this an officially combined course in the Connect Carolina Course Catalog ? 

Sponsor Department Course/catalog number/section number (i.e. BIOL 101/001) 

(1)ARTH 154.001 enrollment for this course 

Courses to be combined (course/catalog number) 

(2)ASIA 154.001 

(3)Plus Recitations 

(4)ARTS/ASIA 154.601 

(5) ARTS/ASIA 154.602 

(6) ARTS/ASIA 154.603 

(7) ARTS/ASIA 154.604 

enrollment for this course 

enrollment for this course 

enrollment for this course 

enrollment for this course 

enrollment for this course 

enrollment for this course 

60 class # 

20 class # 

class # 

15/5 class # 

15/5 class # 

15/5 class # 

15/5 class # 

This form can be 

typed on. 

11012 

11339 

11078/11340 

11079/11343 

11080/11344 

11081/11345 

Total Enrollment for Combination 80 

(1)ARTS 561.001 enrollment for this course 

Courses to be combined (course/catalog number) 

(2)ASIA 561.001 

(3) 

(4) 

(S) 

(6) 

(7) 

20 class # 

enrollment for this course 9 class # 

enrollment for this course class # 

enrollment for this course class # 

enrollment for this course class # 

enrollment for this course class # 

enrollment for this course class # 

11070 

11346 

Total Enrollment for Combination 29 

EMAILTHIS FORM TO THE SCHEDULING OFFICE LISTSERV AND TO THE NON-SPONSOR DEPARTMENTS. USE 

ADDITIONAL SHEETS IF NECESSARY. 





Combined Section Form 

Have you set up the sponsor course in the term with day/time/instructor in Connect Carolina? 

Have you set up the room or room preference in Astra for the sponsor course? 

Is this an officially combined course in the Connect Carolina Course Catalog ? 

Sponsor Department Course/catalog number/section number (i.e. BIOL 101/001) 

(1)ARTH 451.001 enrollment for this course 

Courses to be combined (course/catalog number) 

(2)WMST 451.001 

(3) 

(4) 

(S) 

(6) 

(7) 

15 class # 11067 

enrollment for this course 5 class # 

enrollment for this course class # 

enrollment for this course class # 

enrollment for this course class # 

enrollment for this course class # 

enrollment for this course class # 

This form can be 

typed on. 

Total Enrollment for Combination 20 

(1)ARTH 387.001 enrollment for this course 

Courses to be combined (course/catalog number) 

(2)AAAD 330.001 

(3) 

(4) 

(S) 

(6) 

(7) 

20 class # 11041 

enrollment for this course 9 class # 

enrollment for this course class # 

enrollment for this course class # 

enrollment for this course class # 

enrollment for this course class # 

enrollment for this course class # 

Total Enrollment for Combination 29 

EMAILTHIS FORM TO THE SCHEDULING OFFICE LISTSERV AND TO THE NON-SPONSOR DEPARTMENTS. USE 

ADDITIONAL SHEETS IF NECESSARY. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Monday, September 30, 2013 4:41 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20130930164030205.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 09.30.2013 16:40:30 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Collier, Shauna D <colliers@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 12:03 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: [afam] Fwd: Oct. 3 - Waldo E. Martin Book Signing 

From: ad116 [mailto:ad116@duke.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 11:44 AM 
To: African American History Workshop 
Subject: [afam] Fwd: Oct. 3 - Waldo E. Martin Book Signing 

FYI 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: John Gartrell <john.qartrell@duke.edu> 
Date: October 1, 2013 9:44:02 AM EDT 
To: "historv-department@duke.edu" <historv-department@duke.edu> 
Subject: Oct. 3 - Waldo E. Martin Book Signing 

The John Hope Franklin Research Center Presents 

Black Against Empire: The History and Politics of the 
Black Panther 

Book Talk and Signing with Dr. Waldo E. Martin, 
Thursday, October 3, 2013 



Rubenstein Library Classroom, 3rd floor Perkins 

4:00-6:00pm 
Black against Empire is the first comprehensive overview and analysis of the history and politics of the Black Panther 

Party. Informed by twelve years of meticulous archival research, as well as familiarity with most of the former Party 

leadership and many rank-and-file members, this book is the definitive history of one of the greatest challenges ever 

)osed to American state ~ower. 

J 
HOPE 

RESEARCH CE R 

http://library.duke.edu/rubenstein/franklin/events.html 

John B. Gartrell 

Director 

John Hope Franklin Research Center for African and African American History and Culture 

David M. Rubenstein Rare Book & Manuscript Library 

john.gartrell@duke.edu 

919-660-5922 

http://librar¥.du ke.edu/ru benstein/franklin/index.html 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
afam as: <a href="mailto:shauna.collier@unc.edu">shauna.collier@unc.edu</a>.<br> 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u7 
id=36601837.929622cc16983 ldddc29cce97cc66d5f&n=T&l=afam&o=33665111 or send a blank email to <a 
href="mailto:leave-33665111-36601837.929622cc 169831 dddc29cce97cc66d5f@listserv.unc.edu">leave- 
33665111-36601837.929622cc 169831 dddc29cce97cc66d5 f@listserv.unc, edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Colon, Sonia <soniaeolon@med.une.edu> 
Tuesday, October 1, 2013 12:14 PM 

Williams, Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.une.edu> 

Business aerd proof 

65896 i7 williams.pdf 

Hello Ronald 

Please see attached your business card proof, for your evaluation and approval. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

Sonia 



RONALD X~’ILLI&MS II 

Assistam Professor 

306 BATTLE HALL BUILDING T 9~9o843o6202 

CAMPUS BOX 3395 W 9~9.966.5496 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599 

ronald.wiliiams @ unc.e du 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, October 1, 2013 2:29 PM 

Smart Waddell <smart@usaflooringnc.com> 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
RE: USA Flooring 

Sure, that works. 

Sonia 

From: Stuart Waddell [mailto:stuart@usaflooringnc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 2:24 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: USA Flooring 

Ron and I have just spoken and he wants to do it on Monday the 7th of October. Hope that works. 

Thanks 

Sm 

Smart Waddell 
USA Flooring 
919-294-9936 

On Tue, Oct 1, 2013 at 10:47 AM, Colon, Sonia <sonia colon~med.unc.edu> wrote: 
Tomorrow? Or next Wednesday? 

From: Stuart Waddell [mailto:stuart@usafloorinclnc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 10:37 AM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: USA Flooring 

Hello Somia, we can install this on Wednesday. 
Let me know if this works. 

Sm 

Smart Waddell 
USA Flooring 
919-294-9936 

On Tue, Oct 1, 2013 at 7:59 AM, Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> wrote: 
Good morning Stuart 

would like to coordinate the job for the week of October 7. 

Please, let me know if it is feasible.. 

Thank you 

Sonia 



From: Stuart Waddell [mailto:stuart@usaflooringnc.com] 
Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 10:17 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: USA Flooring 

Ok Just let me know and we will install as soon as we can after the paper work is complete. 

Thanks for the update. 

Stuart 

Stuart Waddell 
USA Flooring 
919-294-9936 

On Thu, Sep 26, 2013 at 9:42 AM, Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> wrote: 
Good morning Stuart 

I haven’t receive the authorization from the University to do business with USA Flooring, I hope at the end of the week 

can call you to coordinate the date to start the work. 

already submitted your quote and W-9, ! will contact you as soon as I get the authorization to start the work. 

Sonia 

From: Stuart Waddell [mailto:stuart@usafloorinqnc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 3:09 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: USA Flooring 

Here you go Sonia, thanks. 

Stuart Waddell 
USA Flooring 
919-294-9936 

On Tue, Sep 24, 2013 at 1:03 PM, Colon, Sonia <sonia colon~med.unc.edu> wrote: 
Hello Stuart 

haven’t received a corrected quotation. Please let me know. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 2:52 PM 
To: ’Stuart Waddell’ 
Subject: RE: USA Flooring 

Hello Stuart 



The shipment address should be : 

Battle Hall Building 

Room 306 

Please, remove Ron Williams name. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: Stuart Waddell [mailto:stuart@usaflooringnc.com] 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 2:49 PM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: Williams, Ronald 
Subject: USA Flooring 

Hello Sonia, here is the invoice with the information you asked for. 

Thank you 

Stuart Waddell 
USA Flooring 
919-294-9936 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Goodlett, Clarissa <cgoodlet@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 2:32 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

"The Sapphires" screening this Thursday 7pm at the Stone Center 

The Sapphires (flyer).jpg 

Hi Travis, 

Can you share this announcement about our film screening on Thursday with the AFAM list-serv? 

Thanks! 

Clarissa 

Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film screens "The Sapphires" this Thursday at 

7pr!! 

Dear Friends, 

Please join us THURSDAY night (October 3) at 7pm for the Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film screening 

of "The Sapphires." 

The Sapphires 

Dir : Wayne Blair/Feature/Australia/English/103 rain./2012 

The Sapphires is an inspirational tale set in the heady days of the late ’60s about a quartet of young, talented singers 

from a remote Aboriginal mission, discovered and guided by a kind-hearted, soul-loving manager. Plucked from 

obscurity, the four spirited women with powerhouse voices - called The Sapphires - are given the opportunity to 

entertain American troops in Vietnam. Catapulted onto the world stage as Australia’s answer to the Supremes, their 

journey of discovery offers them not only the chance to show off their musical skills, but find love and togetherness, 

experience loss and grow as women. 

For a complete list of Stone Center 25th Anniversary events, please visit our website or facebook book page for event 
listings or for more information. 

Clarissa Goodlett 

Program and Public Communications Officer 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center, UNC~C~apel Hi]I 
919-962"9ooI (p) 919-962-3725 (f) 

www.unc.edu/depts/stonecenter 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alumnimail@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 5:29 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Out of the Blue: Alumni Meet Chancellor in Asheville; UNC Faces Faculty-Retention Hurdles; 
#ServeCarolina this October 

NEWSLETTER of THE UNC GENERAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION I OCTOBER 2o13 

Travis Gore IV ’00 

Life Member 

Thank you for your life 

membersh p. 

Are you the GAA Member of the Month? Scroll down to find out. 

NEWS 

GET THE RIGHT 
POLICY 
AND PRICE. 

CHECK OUT THESE 
MEMBER REWARDS 

Career Teleelass: 

Networking Know- 

Networking is not about 

asking everyone you know 

Alumni Meet Chancellor in Asheville 
"This might be my first visit, but it certainly won’t be my last," Chancellor Carol Folt 

told a group of about ~5o alumni and friends, touching on her vision ~br UNC as she 

answered questions ranging from tuition af~brdability to athletic accountability. Visits 

with alumni in other areas are planned in the coming weeks. 

Folt To Be Installed on University Day 

Carol Folt will be installed as UNC’s ]~th chancellor Oct. ~2. The 2 p.m. event 

on Polk Place is open to the public. During the ceremony, UNC will present 

Distinguished Alumna/Alumnus Awards to five alumni: Stuart Bondurant ’5o; 

William Easterling III ’76, Karol Mason ’79, Todd Miller ’78 and Gary Parr ’79. 

Other related public events are scheduled Oct. 

UNC Faces Faculty-Retention Hurdles 
While UNC has sho~m success in preempting offers from other universities, 



for a job. It’s about people 

and making connections. 

Dial in at noon on Oct. 28 to 

learn how to make 

networking work for you. 

Differeg~t Texture. 

Still Nostalgieo 

Take the Carolina Alumni 

Review with you wherever 

you go. Read the most recent 

issues on your smartphone 

or tablet with the Review’s 

mobile app - included with 

your print subscription. 

Available on the App Store 

and on Google Play. 

GAA MEMBER OF THE 
MONTH 

Jimmy Ronald Black ’65 

Annual Member 

recession-inspired budget cutting is making it harder for Carolina to convince faculty to 

stay once more lucrative opportunities arise. 

Routh ’Right Person to Lead Development’ 
Da~dd Routh ’82 -- a veteran corporate executive with extensive connections to 

philanthropy on campus as a former staff member and as a volunteer -- has been 

named UNC’s neat vice chancellor for development. 

Hazing Still Open Question in Student’s Death 
Carrboro’s police chief says investigators trying to piece together the circumstances 

surrounding the death last year of a UNC student have encountered difficulties 

obtaining new information, but criminal charges still could result. 

Brain Circuitry, Trigger to Overeating, Identified 
The finding shows that certain parts of brain cells could play a critical role in anorexia, 

bulimia, binge-eating disorder and obesity. 

For more news items, see alumni.unc.eduiarticle.asp?SID=lS. 

Represents a G~%k member exclusive program or service, or GAA members 
receive a discount. As a member, take advantage of these and other valuable 
member benefits. 

Jimmy, to claim your $25 

Johnny T-shirt gift 

certificate, email 

membership@unc.edu by 

Oct. 31. 

#ServeCarolina on Tar Heel Service Dag 
Alumni from Moscow to Atlanta will unite to serve their communities in celebration of 

University Day on Saturday, Oct. 12. What will you do to further the mission of your 

great University? Show the world the incredible impact Tar Heels can make in just one 

day. 

Jimmy was selected at 

random from GAA members 

currently subscribed to "Out 

of the Blue." 

£ Cruise the Mississippi River in 2014 
Join professors Bill and Marcie Ferris on the American Queen May 15-24. Explore 

Southern culture and Civil War histo~iy along the Mississippi River. 

£ It’s Almost Here - Homecoming 2013 
Register now and return to Chapel Hill for Carolina Homecoming 2o13, Nov. 8~1o. Join 

us for the Alumni Milestone Mixer, Bell Tower Tailgate Party, UNC vso Virginia football 

game and the Postgame Party. 

Order Carolina Alumni Review Cover Prints 



It’s not too early to start thinking about gift giving. Find your favorite cover, from 

1912 to the present. Framed and matted (including shipping): {;125. 

Beat the $100 Life Member Rate Increase 
Secure your lifelong connection to Carolina. Life member rates will never be lower - 

payment plans start at $3o.5o per month for only 24 months. 

Catch Football With Local Tar Heels 
Carolina Clubs from coast to coast host game-viewing parties throughout football 

season. Find out where to watch the Heels with your local Carolina Club. 

Tell Us About ... Drop/Add 
Carolina has used various methods over the years for students to change their class 

schedules at the beginning of the semester, evolving from paper cards to telephone 

lines to today’s online system. Did you join the trading-floor scene in Woollen Gym or 

face the vagaries of the autornated systems? How did your class changes turn out? 

Share your thoughts on drop/add on our alumni message boards or leave a comment 

on our Facebook page at: http:/!facebook.com/uncgaa 

All alumni and friends are invited to read comments from fellow Tar Heels; 

registered users of the online community can open topics for discussion and 

post their thoughts on various subjects. 

You have received this message because you have subscribed to "Out of the Blue." 

PRIVAC}7 POLICY: The "Out of the Blue" subscriber list is not open to the public, ensuring that your privacy and email 

address are protected. The G.a~ does not sell in~brmation about you, including your email address, to anyone ~br any 

purpose. If you suspect that your infbrmation has been misused, please let us know by sending an email to: 

gaa-online@unc.edu. If you do not wish to receive future "Out of the Blue" newsletters, please send your request to 

alumni-news@unc.edu and include your full name, address and class year, or unsubscribe via this link: Unsubscribe Link 

UNC General Alumni Association I George Watts Hill Alumni Center I Stadium Drive I Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 

702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Cares <donotreply@willnotanswer.com> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 1:24 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares - NCSECC Kick-off 

Tar Heels Give More! 

The UNC family has a tradition of giving back to the community. For over 20 years, this campus has supported 
thousands of charities through Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares. During tough economic times, we continued to 
give and proved that Tar Heels Give More by pledging over $896,000- making our campaign the largest in the 
state. 

We can continue our tradition of giving by participating in this year’s Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares 
campaign and pledging to one or more SECC charities. You can once again make your donation online -- an 
easy, convenient, and secure way to support your favorite charity with multiple search options available that 
will make it even easier to find the charity of your choice. In addition to online giving, paper forms will be 
provided to all faculty and staff. (If you do not receive a form or you have questions regarding the pledge 
process, please contact your division leader or team captain.) 

Important Information: Only payroll deduction and credit card options are available online. If you wish to 
pledge by cash or check, you must complete a paper form and submit your form and contribution to your team 
captain. If you wish to pledge by payroll deduction or credit card, please click on the "Give Now" link below 
and follow the instructions to enter in your UNC-Chapel Hill Onyen and password. 

GIVE NOW! When you get to the website, enter your UNC-Chapel Hill Onyen and password. 

As you open each page, you will immediately see that this process is very easy! There are only five steps, and it 
should take only five minutes to complete. We believe that online giving is a true convenience for making your 
gift to the SECC charities, and we hope you will too! 

Thank you for your gift to the State Employees Combined Campaign. 
We deeply appreciate your generosity and thoughtful consideration of others. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 10:51 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc. edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc, edu> 

FW: Spring 2014 Textbook Order 

Dear Kenneth, 

I am teaching 412, not 414. Would you please make sure this is changed. 

Thanks, 
Margaret 

From: Linder, Drake 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 10:17 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: Spring 2014 Textbook Order 

Dear Professor Lee, 

Please pardon the intrusion. This is a friendly reminder that, according to our records, we have not yet received the 
book order(s) for the following course(s) for Spring 2014.: 

¯ AAAD 301, section 001 
¯ AAAD 414, section 001 

The result of your submission allows Student Stores to offer students the best monetary value for the ever increasing 
prices on textbooks. We work to lower the cost of course materials to students, both at the time of purchase (by 
having as large a selection of used textbooks as possible) and at buyback (by paying students the highest price 
possible for their books). We would be unable to accomplish this goal without your course adoption requests. The 
earlier we have adoptions, the earlier we can go to wholesale book companies to buy short supply used textbooks for 
resale, increasing the number of used titles to sell. And, the earlier the adoption, the more frequently we can pay 
students the highest price at buyback, 50% of retail, which also increases the number of used titles to sell 
You can place your order in one of 6 easy ways: 

1) Use the Student Stores website: 
http://store.unc.edu/ 

2) Fax your order to: 962-3334 

3) Email: 
Textbook Office 
George Morgan 
Frank Bellamy 

textbook@unc.edu 
gfmorgan@store.unc.edu 
fbellamv@email.unc.edu 

4) Send your order by campus mail to the Course Materials Department at Caxrlpus Box #1530 

5) Stop by the Textbook Office, 2nd floor, Student Stores 

6) Reply to this reminder. 

Regards, 

Student Stores 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Morgan, Victoria Nicole <vnmorgan@store.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 12:24 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Morgan, Victoria Nicole <vnmorgan@store.unc.edu> 

Textbook Course Adoption Reminder for AAAD Spring 2014 

Dear Liaison, 

Spring 2014 classes are coming around the corner and Textbook Orders will be due soon. Below are spring courses 

which we do not yet have book orders or a No Text Needed notification. Please review the courses and let us know if 

any changes need to be made (course cancelled, faculty changes, etc.). 

Dept. 

AAAD 

AAAD 

AAAD 

AAAD 

AAAD 

AAAD 

AAAD 

AAAD 

AAAD 

AAAD 

AAAD 

AAAD 

AAAD 

AAAD 

AAAD 

AAAD 

AAAD 

AAAD 

AAAD 

AAAD 

AAAD 

AAAD 

AAAD 

AAAD 

AAAD 

AAAD 

AAAD 

Course 

89 

101 

101 

101 

101 

130 

130 

130 

201 

210 

212 

232 

250 

257 

258 

258 

298 

301 

318 

331 

340 

341 

414 

421 

431 

460 

487 

Section 

1 

1 

2 

3 

4 

2 

3 

4 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Listed Instructor 

PIER 

FALL 

SECK 

SELASSIE 

BOYD 

ANDERSON 

REGESTER 

HILDEBRAND 

FHUNSU 

BOYD 

NZONGOLA-NTALAJ 

CALDWELL 

REGESTER 

STAFF 

PORTER 

JANKEN 

PORTER 

LEE 

PIER 

STAFF 

JORDAN 

SELASSIE 

LEE 

SECK 

HILDEBRAND 

CALDWELL 

LAMBERT 

Submitting textbook requests early is important because... 
-- It helps us locate and provide more used textbooks to students at a lower price. 

-- It allows us to give students more money for their textbooks when they sell them back to us at the 

end of the semester. 



No Text needed notification is important because... 
-- It allows us to let students know that no book is required for the class. 

-- It ensures that UNC Chapel Hill is meeting the Higher Education Opportunity Act’s federal 

requirement to post the courses textbook requirements. 

We would very much appreciate your help in making these professors aware of the November 30th deadline and 

helping faculty submit their book orders in before November 30. We will of course accept orders after our requested 

due date. 

Thank you, 

Course Materials Department 

UNC Student Stores 



¯ Remember to fill in all necessary information when submitting a log sheet. 
¯ Indicate if a room assignment/equipment is needed,                                          i 

¯ Note the number of tickets when making an addition. 

Select 
Term: Fail Spring 1st SS 2rid SS Date: 10/02/~3 

Submitted by: Travis 6ore 

Departmental Section Change Request Form (Logsheet) 

A = Add CH = Change D = Delete X = Cancel 

ACTION Subject 
ICourse 

Section 

i Days 

Start Time 

AAADI 395 
~o?~Oo~e s Nzongol~ 

001 oo..o,,: W    3:00pro 

Cl~anges: 

Stop Time BId9 

5:50pro ~4 

tall # or PID: 

Gall # or- PID: 

Changes: 

Changes: 

NotEs: 



¯ Remember to fill in all necessary information when submittinB a Io~; sheet. 
¯ Indicate if a room assiBnment/equipment is needed. 
¯ Note the number of tickets when making an addition. 

Select 
Term; Fall Spring 1st SS 2nd SS Date: 10/02/13 

2014 X (expecled turnaround 2 business days) 

Submitted by: Travis Gore 

Departmental Section Change Request Form (Logsheet) 
A -- Add    CH = Change D = Delete X = Cancel                                                                       I            n- ~ 

1 
Z ~h 

Subject        Coarse’~1~1 ~ 
ACTION Section Days Start Time Stop Time Bldg Room ~ ~,~ 

[ AAAD    414 
001o ..... 

,. TuTH 3:30pro 4:45pm 20 

CH Change ~,f~£&ret Lee ....... ~,~ TuTH 3:3Opm 4:45pm l 20 

~o~£nging AAAD 4i2~to AAAD 412. Section, day, t ~l’~e , enrollment would sta¢ The sfi-me 

Notes: 

Call # or PID: 

N~tes: 

,I, Currer~t: 

Notes: 

C~II # or P~Dr 

Current: 

chan£es: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Accounts Receivable <AccountsReceivable@panerabread.com> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 2:12 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Statement of Account # 148387 

S TATEMENT_ 148387.pdf 

Attached is a copy of the current statement for your Account # 148387 with Panera Bread Company. This is 

not an invoice, but rather a listing of open invoices on your account. All corresponding invoices were emailed 

to the address you provided via our electronic invoicing system. If you need any invoice copies please send 

your requests to accountsreceivable@panerabread.com. Thanks! 



Panera LLC 

3630 S. Geyer Road, Suite 100 
Sunset Hills, MO 63127 
Phone 314-984-3435 
Fax 314-677-3810 

accountsreceivable@panerabread.com DATE 10/3/2013 

CUSTOMER ID 148387 

UNC AFRICAN STUDIES; TRAVIS 
109 Battle Hall 

Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

LOCKBOX REMIT TO: Accounts Receivable 

Panera, LLC 

P.O. Box 504888 

St. Louis, MO 63150-4888 

Please reference your invoice number on the check remittance and send the payment to the lockbox address to ensure 

your account is promptly updated. 

INVOICE SUMMARY 

8/21/2013 

9/11/2013 

10/2/2013 

9/20/2013 

10/11/2013 

11/1/2013 

60164602691 $71.06 $71.06 

60164602902 $166.85 $166.85 

60164603114 $52.17 $52.17 

TOTAL AMOUNTDUE $290.08 

601646 

601646 

601646 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 2:16 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Statement of Account #148878 

STATEMENT_148878.pdf 

Hello Travis 

Hope all is well. 

When you get a chance, could you compare this number with the order? 

Also, let me know the concept of the purchase faculty meeting, newspaper meeting...) 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: Accounts Receivable [mailto:AccountsReceivable@panerabread.com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 03, 2013 2:13 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Statement of Account #148878 

Attached is a copy of the current statement for your Account # 148878 with Panera Bread Company. This is 

not an invoice, but rather a listing of open invoices on your account. All corresponding invoices were emailed 

to the address you provided via our electronic invoicing system. If you need any invoice copies please send 

your requests to accountsreceivable@panerabread.com. Thanks! 



Panera LLC 

3630 S. Geyer Road, Suite 100 
Sunset Hills, MO 63127 
Phone 314-984-3435 
Fax 314-677-3810 

accountsreceivable@panerabread.com DATE 10/3/2013 

CUSTOMER ID 148878 

LOCKBOX REMIT TO: Accounts Receivable 
UNC DEPT OF AFRICAN, AFRICAN AMERICANS & DIASPORA STUDIES Panera, LLC 
170 East Franklin Street P.O. Box 504888 

Battle Hall, Room 108 St. Louis, MO 63150-4888 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Please reference your invoice number on the check remittance and send the payment to the lockbox address to ensure 

your account is promptly updated. 

INVOICE SUMMARY 

10/2/2013 11/1/2013 60164603117 $55.16 

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE 
$55.16 

$55.16 
601646 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 8:19 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: printer problem 

If you already initiate replacement with HP, you can continue I will dealing with UNC purchase department. 

Thank you 

Sonia 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 8:17 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: printer problem 

Dear Sonia and Travis, 

My old printer is still in my office, so Fll use it in the meantime. 

HP has a record of the problem. After going through all the solutions, the technical support folks finally 
concluded that the problem was in the printer itself, not the set up. I was told to contact them when I am ready 
to replace it, and they will initiate the paperwork. But if the university has its own way of dealing with the 
problem, that is fine by me. Thank you so much for working to resolve this. 

Sincerely, 
Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
!09 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpress/tit~e/rayf~rd-w-~~gan-and-di~emma-african-american-inte~~ectua~ 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 7:50 AM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: printer problem 

Good morNng Kenneth 

Yes, we have a process. I will let you know during the day. In the meantime, the Department have an additional printer, 

that maybe Travis can bring to you, is in work student desk. 



Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Thursday, October 03, 2013 6:18 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: printer problem 

Dear Sonia, 

The new printer that you bought for me has stopped working. I’ve been online with HP, and I think they will 
replace it, as it is still under warranty. Is there a procedure to follow with the replacement, or should I go ahead 
and just arrange the replacement with HP? 

Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpress/tit~e/ra¥f~rd-w-~~gan-and-di~emma-african-american-inte~~ectua~ 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Demetriou, Cynthia <cyndem@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 10:47 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

REMINDER: Academic Progress Report Time Ends Monday 10/7 

ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORTS 
Frequent/y Asked Questions 

WHAT IS AN ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORT? 

Academic progress reports (formerly called academic early warnings) are a tool for instructors to communicate 

with students. Instructors can provide comments to students performing well and to students exhibiting early 
signs of academic distress. Instructors may submit up to two comments for each student in a particular course. 

When an instructor submits an academic progress report for a student, the student will be contacted by email 
and through ConnectCarolina. A note will also be placed in the students advising record. Students who receive 

negative academic progress reports are encouraged to consider: 

1. Visiting their instructor during faculty office hours or make an appointment with their instructor to discuss 

their progress in the course and strategies for improvement. 

2. Meet with an academic advisor to discuss their strategies for success in the course and, if necessary, 

dropping the course. 

3. Utilize university resources for academic success. 

WHAT TYPES OF ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORTS MAY BE SUBMI-I-rED? 
Instructors can submit up to 2 of the following items for each student enrolled in their course: 

¯ Assignment/Homework Performance 
¯ Class Participation 
¯ Quiz/Examination Performance 
¯ Writing Skills 
¯ General Concern 
¯ Immediate Action Suggested 
¯ Never Attended 
¯ Intermittent Attendance 
¯ Stopped Attending 
¯ Keep up Good Work 
¯ Showing Improvement 
¯ Outstanding Performance 

WHEN CAN AN INSTRUCTOR SUBMIT AN ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORT? 

Instructors may submit academic progress reports in ConnectCarolina from the 4th through the 7th week of a 

fall or spring semester. The last day to drop occurs during the 8th week of fall and spring semesters. There are 

no early warnings during the summer term. For Fall 2013, the Academic Progress Report period is September 

16th through October 7th. The last day to drop a course is Monday, October 14th. 

WHY SUBMIT AN ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORT? 



While submitting academic progress reports are voluntary, they are a helpful tool to provide students with 
feedback on their academic performance early in the semester. 

HOW DO I SUBMIT AN ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORT? 
Instructors may submit academic progress reports using ConnectCarolina. 

1. Between September 16th and October 7th go to Faculty Center in ConnectCarolina. 

2. Click on the "Class Roster" page. 
3. Click on the "Academic Early Warning" link in the right corner. 

4. Select one or two comments per student using the drop down bars in the two columns that say 

"Comment 1" and "Comment 2." 
5. When you are done, click the "OK" button at the bottom of the page. 

WHAT IS THE CRITERIA FOR SUBMI-I-rlNG AN ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORT? 
The criteria for submitting an academic progress report is determined by the instructor. An instructor may 

consider submitting an academic progress report if a student is performing well in the course or not meeting 

expectations in the following areas: 
¯ Assignment or Homework Performance 
¯ Class Participation 
¯ Quiz or Examination Performance 
¯ Writing Skills 
¯ Attendance 

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN A STUDENT RECEIVES AN ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORT? 

Students who receive academic progress reports are contacted by email and through ConnectCarolina. 
Students are encouraged consider: 

1. Visiting their instructor during faculty office hours or make an appointment with their instructor to 
discuss their progress in the course and, if necessary, strategies for improvement. 

2. Meet with an academic advisor to discuss their strategies for success in the course and, if 

necessary, dropping the course. 

3. Utilize university resources for academic success. 

DO ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORTS GO ON A STUDENT’S "PERMANENT RECORD" OR TRANSCRIPT? 
No. The academic progress report is an internal communication and will not appear on external student 

records such as a transcript. 

ARE ACADEMIC ADVISORS NOTIFIED WHEN A STUDENT RECEIVES AN ACADEMIC PROGRESS 

REPORT? 

A note is put in the "Advisor Note" section of ConnectCarolina. Advisors in The Academic Advising Program 
review Advisor Notes when they meet with students. The Office of Underqraduate Retention receives reports 

on students receiving academic progress reports and frequently reaches out to students and/or refers students 

to appropriate resources and services on campus. 

WHAT IF I HAVE A NON-ACADEMIC CONCERN ABOUT A STUDENT? 
The Academic Progress Report System is primarily for academic concerns. If you have a general concern 
about a student and you would like to talk to the student in person, you may submit the "General Concern" 

early warning. If you are concerned about a student’s health or safety, you are encouraged to contact the Dean 
of Students Office (919) 966-4042 or Counseling and Psychological Services (919) 966-3658 immediately. If 



you have a student exhibiting disruptive behaviors during class, you may want to contact the Dean of Students 
and/or visit their website for helpful information. 

Cynthia Demetriou ¯ Director for Retention 

Undergraduate Retention ¯ Office of Undergraduate Education 

3003/3002 Steele Building ¯ CB# 3504 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ¯ (919) 843-5015 

www.studentsuccess.u nc.edu 

www.fi rstgen erat io n. u n c. ed u 

Confidentiality notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 

privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. 

~ Please consider the environrnent before printing this email 





































History Pro a 
Undergradua%e In%ernship Applicati©n 

CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF THE AMERICAN SOUTH 

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 

Name: 

Email: 

PID: 

Phone Number: 

Address: 

Expected Date of 
Graduation: 

Please answer the following questions with one paragraph per question and type your answer directly on 
to this application form. 

Describe your interest in, exposure to, and experience with oral history. 

What do you think are the purposes and values of oral history? 

What about the SOHP (its projects, mission, or history) makes you want to intern with us ? 

Which of the beats listed in the internship packet sounds interesting to you ? What do you think you will learn 
through this beat? What skills and experience do you bring to the table that would be beneficial in this beat? We 
also cater beats to experience. What skills do you have that might be beneficial to the SOHP as a whole? (Photo- 
video editing, writing skills, performance etc.) 



Sou%hem     His%ory Pro a 
Under r du@%e In%ernship Applic %ion 

CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF THE AMERICAN SOUTH 

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 

SOHP interns receive 3 credit hours. Each intern must register through a university department 
for the course in that department that carries academic credit for external internships. Each department 

has different rules and guidelines for doing this, so we ask that each applicant identify the department 
they will register through (students often register through their major’s department). Be sure you 
understand that department’s protocol for internship credit and process for registering. If accepted to the 

SOHP internship program, you will need to make arrangements with the appropriate faculty and/or staff 
member in that department. 

Below, please identify the department through which you would register for internship credit if 

accepted and list the name and contact information for the faculty and/or staff member responsible for 
overseeing internships. (In some departments, there is one faculty or staff member responsible for 
overseeing all internship credit; in others, you will need to have a faculty member agree to serve as your 
advisor/director.) 

Department: 

Faculty and/or 

Staff Member and 
contact 

information: 
Briefly summarize 
the department’s 
protocol for 
undergraduates 
registering and 
receiving credit 

for external 
internships: 

Please complete this application (do not send additional attachments) and send it to 

sohpintern@gmail.com by October 25th at 5pm. 
Applicants will be notified of decisions by November Ist. 

Questions or concerns can be directed to Evan Faulkenbury at sohpintern@gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Demetriou, Cynthia <cyndem@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 9:23 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This Friday - Please Join Us! 

THE CROSSROADS 

Brown Bag Lunch Series on 
OF STUDENT SUCCESS" ACADEMICS, 

ENGAGEMENT 
Fall 2013 Sch÷dul÷ 

WELLNESS AND 

All lunches are from 12 noon - 1:30 p.m. in Hanes Hall Room 239 

October 11th A Discussion About College Students with ADHD/LD 
with Theresa Mait/and, Coordinator, Academic Success Program 

College students with ADHD/LD are the largest and fastest growing population of disabled students at UNC- 
Chapel Hill and on other campuses. While this is good news for these students, research suggests that they 
may be at greater risk. They maybe more likely to have lower retention and graduation rates, take longer to 
graduate as well as experience significant academic, emotional and/or social problems in college. Although 
seeking services can enhance their success, these students are notorious for not accessing resources (e.g. 
studies suggest less than 20% of college students with ADHD/LD actually use help). At this Brown Bag Lunch 
we will discuss the common issues these students encounter in college and resources available at UNC. The 
"warning signs that may signal that a student has an undiagnosed attentional or learning disability will be 
discussed and existing options for obtaining an evaluation. We will also brainstorm effective ways to 
communicate with students to facilitate their awareness and use of resources. 

November 15th The Student-Athlete Experience 
with Jenn Townsend, Associate Director, Academic Support for Student Athletes, 
and Spencer Welborn, Assistant Dean, Academic Advising 

Athletics play a significant role at Carolina. But how many of us know what it is really like to be a 
student athlete? This session will highlight the demands of the day-to-day and in-season/out-of- 
season schedules of our student-athletes. We will look at factors that impact their college 
experience, their academic performance, their course choices and their ability to take advantage of 
high-impact opportunities such as research, internships and service learning. Considerations of their 
responsibilities in representing their team, their university and in some cases even their home 
countries will be explored, along with a discussion of the support services provided by the University. 

December 13th Mindfulness and Meditation for Ourselves and Our Students 
with Dr. Dan Darnell, Psychologist, Counseling and Psychological Services 

It’s the end of the semester and the winter holidays are approaching! It’s a perfect time for a presentation and 
discussion about what mindfulness is and how living mindfully enhances well-being. We will also talk about 
ways to meditate and what a regular practice of meditation can do for you. 

Bring a friend! 
For further information or requests for future topics, contact: 

Cynthia Demetriou, Office of Undergraduate Education, cyndem@email.unc.edu 
Gary Miller, Academic Advising, gary.miller@unc.edu 
Kelli Raker, Student Wellness, raker@email.unc.edu 

Maureen VVindle, Counseling and Psychological Services, mawindle@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

CCCS <cccs@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 12:00 PM 

Andrews, Kim A. <kaandrew@email.unc.edu> 

CCCS Week 1 Totals 

Week 1 UNC.zip; UNC Week 1 Totals.xlsx 

Thanks to all of you who have already shown your 

support and given to the 2013 Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares charitable giving campaign. We are Off to a 

great start! In week 1 UNC- Chapel Hill has raised $51,975 and at 6% overall participation. The campaign set a 

major goal this year to raise $1 million, and we are well on our way to making this goal a reality. 

Way to go Team Captains and Division Leaders! Great jo!! 

Top Giving Departments-Monetary Donations 
1. Kenan-Flagler Business School - $6,968 

2. CIO- Information Technology-S2,852 

3. School of Law-S1,900 

4. FPG Child Development Inst.-i,800 

5. Office of Human Resources-S1,798 

Top Giving Departments Reaching 30% or Higher in Participation 
1. VC Student Affairs- University Career Services 61% 

2. Chancellor-Faculty Governance-50% 

3. Arts and Sciences-Arts and Humanities Inst. 33% 

Prize Winners: 

Employees who have contributed to the 2013 campaign are eligible for weekly Carolina Cares prize drawings. 

Remember, the earlier you contribute, the more prize drawings you are eligible for - if you gave but don’t see 

your name below, you still have four chances to win! 

Winners Week 1: Congratulations to the following campaign contributors 
Cynthia A. Current 

Shannon Taylor 

Mark Albini 

Maria Sambade 

Scott Jackson 

A&S- ENGLISH & COMP LIT 
SCH BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

CAMP SVC - ENERGY SERVICES 

SCH MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 

CIO - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS 

Division Leaders or Dept. Team Captains please inform your employee that they are a winner of the weekly 

prize drawing. To claim prizes contact Ruth Holt in Benefits Services! 



Drop-Off locations: 

http ://ca rol inaca res. u nc.ed u/tea m-ca pta in-reso u rces/d o nat io n-d ro p-off-locations/ 

Please be sure all forms are submitted to one of the sites listed below before 11am on Thursdays! 

Please note the Wilson Library drop off has been replaced with the UNC OneCard Office. 

P[cko Ups beg[~ This Thursday ZO/IO/Z3 

Important General Reminders: 

Please note that there is a two week lag time to process paper pledges. Employees who submit paper pledges 

will continue to receive campus ePledge emails for a short period until form is processed. We apologize for 

any inconvenience. 

Please be sure to complete a report form with your paper pledges. This report must be submitted along with 

your other forms at the Thursday drop-off sites. Online e pledge information does not need to be recorded 

on a paper form. Please note that all attached forms are accessible on http://carolinacares.unc.edu/team- 

ca pta in- reso u rces/ca m pa ig n-mate rials/ 
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ZACHARY D. KAUFMAN 

rape in international law and held that it could constitute gen0cide,ts2 and it 

passed the first genocide conviction of jouinalists,ls3 

The,hope is that "genocide’--what the ICTR has called, the "crime of 
crimes lS4--and other atrocities will cease to occur in the fiature. Sadly, we 

have little reason to believe that this will be the case. As long as such crimes 

persist, the international community will be forced to make difficult choices 

like the ones described in this chapter, regarding whether and how tO deal with 

their perpetratorsYs 

152. 

153 

154 

153 
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Prosecutor v. Akayesu, Case No. ICTR-96-4, Judgment (2 Sept. 1998).          : 
:..~ 

Prosecutor v. Barayagwiza, Case No. ICTR-97-19, Judgment (3 Dec. 2003); Prosecutor 

v. Nahimana, Case No. ICTR-96-11. Judgment (3 Dec. 2003); Prosecutor v. Ngeze, 

No, ICTR-97~27, Judgment (3 Dec. 2003).                                       ¯ 

Prosecutor v. Kambanda, Case No. ICTR-97’-23-S, Judgment and Sentence (4 September: ?)i))i[~ 

1998), Paragraph 16; Prosecutor v. Serashugo. Case No. 1CTR-98-39-S, Sentence (2 

ruary 1999), Paragraph 15.                                    " ,.:[ 

For an analysis of some case studies (e.g. people’s tribunal in Japan, exile in Nigeria, pr0S;[ 

ecution in Darfur) outside the scope of this chapter that reflect the breadth ot: problem~:: 

and controversies involved in choosing among various transitional justice options, 

Zachary D. Kau~man, "Transitional Justice Delayed Is Not Transitional 

Contemporary Confrontation of Japanese Human Experirgeztation During 
II," Yale Law ~ Policy Review, Volume 26, Issue 2 (Spriaxg 2008)~ 645-59; Zachary 

Kaufman, "Sudan, the United States, and the International Criminal Court: A Tense 
umvirate in Transitional Justice for Darfur" in Ralph Henham and PauI Behrens 

Criminal Law of Genocide: International, Comparative and 

2007), 49-60; Zachary D. Katffman, "Justice in Jeopardy: Accountability for the 

Atrocities", Criminal Law Forum. Volume 16, Issue 4 (April 2006), 343-60; Zachary ! 

Kaufman, "The Future of Transitional Justice." St. Antony’s International Review 

versity of Oxford Journal of International Relations), Volume 1, Number 1 

58-8I. 
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THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE UNITED NATIONS 

INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL TRIBUNAL FOR 
RWANDA TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF 

INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL LAW 

Hassan Bubacar Jaltow 

Introduction 

The twentieth century distinguished itself not only for its great advances in sci- 

ence and human development, but also for being the bloodiest in recorded his- 

tory. The trail from Armenia to Rwanda is littered with the shattered corpses 

of the victims of senseless conflict, Owing in large measure to a culture of impu- 

nity. In it~ final decade, however, there was a watershed: the advent of the first 

truly international effort to deal with gross outrages to human life and dignity. 

Freed at last from the paralysis of the Cold War, the United Nations Security 

Council (UNSC) presided over the renaissance of international criminal justice 

in the establishment of two ad hoc tribunals: the United Nations International 

Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY) in 1993, and the United 

Nations International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) in 1994. 
Tlie purpose of these Tribunals was to prosecute those responsible for geno- 

cide, crimes against humanity and war crimes in the former Yugoslavia and 

Rwanda. Their creation heralded a new era in supranational justice~for here, 

judicial sanction was to be applied not by victors, as in Nuremberg and Tokyo 

after the Second World War, but by the collective conscience of humanity, 

under the aegis of the United Nations. Rendering justice in conflict and post- 

conflict societies ,vas now a legitimate international concern in the nascent but . 

global legal order and was subsequendy institutionalised in the Rome 

.Statute, which established the International Criminal Court (ICC), the world’s 
.first permanent tribunal mandated to address atrocities. 
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This chapter examines the contribution of the ICTR to the development as 
international criminal law, an achievement that even the ICTR’s critics, such 
Ngoga writing in chapter 16, acknowledge. The first part looks briefly at the 
establishment of the Tribunal, which Kaufman explores in greater detail in the 
previous chapter, and the ICTR’s mission. The second examines the contribu- 
tion of the ICTR to the evolving jurisprudence of international criminal law 
through its landmark decisions, and suggests that the ICTR has significantly 
broadened the scope ,or future international prosecutions of suspected atrocity 

perpetrators. 

The establishment of the ICTR and its mission               " 

Recognising that serious violations of internlitional humanitarian law had been 
committed in Rwanda, the UNSC, acting pursuant to Chapter VII of the UN 
Charter, established the ICTR to prosecute persons responsible for genocide 
and other serious violations of international ?aumanitarian law that. occurred in 
Rwanda in 1994. in Resolution 955 of 8 November t994, the UNSC expressed 
its determination to "put an end to such crimes", convinced that such prosecu- 
tions would serve the ends of justice and "contribute to the process of national 
reconciliation and to the restoration and maintenance of peace."~ 

The normative basis for UNSC involvement in establishing the ICTR, there- 
fore, was Chapter VII of the UN Charter, and the four pillars of the global 
gal order--International Human Rights Law, Inrernationa 
International Criminal Law and International Refugee Law.2 Furthermore the~.:. 
UNSC’s involvement was predicated on an understanding that justice, as 
lion of the restorationof the rule of law in a post-conflict society, was a sine qua 
non for the consolidation and maintenance of a peace that could not be 
without judicially addressing the grievances arising from the genocide, throu 
legitimate structures for dispute settlement with due process. Yet Rwanda had 
been devastated by genocide and was without the means or the institutional ca~7 

pacity to bring the perpetrators to justice without external intervention. 
¢Fhe ICTR was never expected to pursue these ends single-handedly; 

LrNSC resolution called for "international cooperation" to strengthen 
Rwandan judicial system, so that it could process the large number of 
cide cases with which it had to contend. As Schabas observes in chapter 111 
the establishment of the ICTR must therefore be seen as just one of a 
range of mechanisms and processes associated with an agenda for post-confliCt 

1 

2 

UN Document SIRESI955, (8 Novembe~ 1994}. 

UN Document Si2004[616, The Rule of Law and Transitional JustiCe in 
Post-conflict Societies, Report of the Secretary General to the Security Council (3 Augus!ii[ 

2004). 
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transitional justice in R,vanda, Which seeks to ensure accountability, to achieve 

reconciliation, and to secure a lasting peace. 
In the Rwandan context, a peculiar hybrid exists to seek redress for crimes 

stemming from the genocide and comprises: 

" international prosecutions at the ICTR; 
¯ - national prosecutions before Rwanda’s domestic courts; 
" prosecutions before community courts known as gacaca, derived in part 

from traditional Rwandan conflict resoiution mechanisms; 
¯ education and coordination of unity programmes through a National 

Unity and Reconciliation Commission. 

It is beyond the remit of this chapter to discuss the last three components; it will 
instead focus on prosecutions at the ICTR. 

A discussion of prosecutions at the ICTR requires a brief consideration of 
the dual objectives of its mission as highlighted by the wording of UNSC.Reso- 
lution 955--first, accountability and deterrence and, second, reconciliation and 
peace. The mission of the Tribunal to render retributive justice through prose- 
cutions is informed by an understanding that criminal trials can achieve Several 
objectives in a transitional society. While the ICTR Statute does not provide 
for reparations, the trial process is, in itself, an important means of promoting 
peace and reconciliation in Rwanda, providing catharsis to survivors. Trials 
help to establish an official historical record, individualist criminal responsibil- 
ity rather than ascribing group guilt, officially acknowledge the victims’ suffer- 
ing, and incapacitate extremist elements) 

The nature of a judicial forum in which victims and survivors testifii adds 
.gravitas to witness narratives: not only Will the suffering of the victims, be heard 
and acknowledged, but their testimony in a court of law a~sists in the compila- 
tion of an official record of who did what and why, thereby curbing denials and 
false revisionism, which denigrate the worth of the survivors and are inimical to 
a lasting peace in a fractured society. By affording victims this opportunity, the 
ICTR, according to Franqois-Xavier Nsanzuwera, a legal officer in the ICTR’s 
appeals section, former prosecutor in Rwanda and former Secretary General 
of the F(ddration Internationale des Ligues des Droits de l’Homme, "rendered 
human dignity back to the survivors of the gen0cide."4 No longer faceless nor 

nameless, survivors testifying as witnesses before the ICTR are reminded that 
they are not objects, but individual human beings whose hardships are deserv- 
ing of formal and okiciai recognition. The act of giving testimony offers solace 

3 R.J. Goldstone, "Reconstructing Peace in Fragmented Societies", in Facing Ethnic Con- 

flicts, (ZEF Bonn: Centre for Development Research~ October 2000j and ran Document 

5/2004/616, 

4 E-X. Nsanzuwera, "The ICTR Contribution to National Reoonciliafion", Journal of In- 
ternational Criminal Justice, 3 (200S), 944-49. 
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and relief from a silence that only perpetuates fear and suspicion. Witness jj,s a 

Tutsi rape victim who testified in the trial of the former Tuba mayor, Jean-Paul 

Akayesu, articulated this sentiment when asked to describe her experience in 

court. "When t saw Akayesu with my eyes, t was afraid," she said. "But at the 

same time, I had something heavy on my heart, After I testified, it went away."~ 

It is through the act of testifying that many victim witnesses attain a sense of 

inner peace. 
The official acknowledgement of victims’ plight and the public exposure Of 

the criminality of the perpetrators not only lay a foundation for healing on the 

part of the victims but also avoids ascribing guilt to the community or group 

from which the perpetrators come, and thereby contributes to ending the cycle 

of violence between antagonistic groups.7 Prosecutions, by relieving victims of 

the need to take justice into their own hands’which often becomes ah impera- 

tive when therd is a perception that nothing has been done to make perpetra- 

tors pay for their crimes--therefore lend gravity and strength to the reconcilia- 

tion process? In the words of Alexis Rusagara, former advocacy of~cer for the 

Rwandan National Unity and Reconciliation Commission: "In post-genocide 
Rwanda, justice is the key to reconciliation. We believe true reconciliation¯. 

should be based on justice."9 
Similarly, the public exposure of the criminality of military and civilian lead- 

ers through evidence adduced at trial not only brings to account those arrested¯ 

and prosecuted but incapacitates those fleeing the law, thereby excluding ex- 
tremist tendencies from the national transitional process. International criminal 

tribunals also serve as models of legal norms and standards and thereby lay the 

foundation for restoration of the rule of law in a post-conflict society. Promo- " 

lion of the rule of law is an additional and necessary precondition for successful " 

reconciliation in a society ~truggling with its genocidal past. By championing 
the rights of the accused to a public, fair and timely trial, the ICTR sets a posi-.. ::! 

tire example in Rwanda and elsewhere, regarding the realisation of basic and 

universal human rights. ’Similarly, by adhering to fair trial standards, interna- 

tional criminal tribunals restore the integrity of, and trust in, the law and 

5 

6 

7 

8 
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ICTR witnesses are given pseudonyms to pro~e~t their identities. 

D, Eviatar~ "Judging the Tribunals", The Nation, (May 2002), http://www.thenatiou. 

corrddoc/20020527ieviatar.                                                     ? 

R, Goldstone, "Reconstructed Peace in Fragmented Societies". 

Minow a~gues that ahhough vengeful acts promise a degree of relief in theory, they of-.: i 

ten fail to meet expectations, and ius~ead conver~ a victim into a guilty perpetrator, M.. . 

Mhaow, Between Vengeance and ForgiveFess: Facing History after Genocide and 

Violence (Boston: Beacon Press, 1998). 

G. Mutagoma, "Truth and Reconciliation: The Way ~orward for Rwanda?" 

(8 April 2004), http.J/www.internews.org/regionslafrica/jusfice-reportsljustice-2OO40408bi: 
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enforcing authorities. In so doing, the UN tribunals may be regarded as trans- 

formative tools, paving the way for a conflict society to become One based on 

accountability and the rule o~ law, thereby fostdring national reconciliation, 
peace, and order,ao 

Holding perpetrators accountable and punishing them for their criminal 

conduct inevitably has a deterrent effect, and, responding to the concerns oI 

Rwandans like Kayigamba and Ngoga expressed in this book, contributes to 

replacing a culture of impunity with one’of accountability,n One structural pre- 
condition that appears to have paved the way towards genocide in Rwanda was 

immunity from prosecution for those who had perpetrated violence against the 

Tarsi minority in the second half of the 20t~ century.12 As a consequence, when 
orders to eliminate Tutsi were propagated down tl~e rungs of the Rwandan hi- 

erarchy after the death of President Juvenal Habyarimana, those who joined in 

the carnage acted without ~ear that their crimes would.result in punishment, l~ 

Expectations of impunity were challenged, "however, when my earliest pre- 

decessor submitted his ~st indictments in late t995 and early 1996. Through 

the establishment of an international tribunai, whose primary purpose is to 

prosecute perpetrators of genocide and other serious violations of international 

10 H. Shinoda, "Peace-building by the Rule of Law: An Examination of Intervention in tile 
Form of International Tribunals", Internationa! Journal of Peace Studies, 7, 1 (2002), 
http:/lwww.gmu.edu/academic/ijps/volT_l/Shinoda.htrn. 

11 The first Prosecutor of the ICTR, Richard Goldstohe, cites two cases within the context 

..: :!. 
of the war in the former Yugoslavia that suggest that fear of prosecution before an In- 
ternational Tribunal has a deterrent effect. The first instance concerns the late Croatian 

Presideut Franjo Tudiman, who specifically ordered his troops to avoid perpetration of ¯ i war crimes. Goldstone claims that "these crimes would almost certainly have been worse 
:~ :[ and more plentiful had the Croat government not publiclytaken a ’no war crimes’ stance, 

and [that] the government would not have taken this stance had President Tudjman... 

not been mindful that a criminal tribunal was watching." In addition, Goldstone cites 
NATO’s ]999 military campaign to halt ethnic cleansit~g in Kosovo as evidence of lead- 
ership evading criminal prosecution by limiting civilian casualties. "For the first time in 
over 100 years," Goldstone writes, "countries made sustained aeria! bombing the center- 
piece o~ their war strategy without specifically targeting civilians." R. Goldstone, The De- 
velopment o1: International Criminal Justice, Rohaytyn Center for International Affairs, 

Middlebury College (200S), http://www.middlebury.eduJNR/rdonlyres/4ODCB816-8656- 
4386~82B2-986ABtF94BtA/O/ GoldstonePaper.pdL 

12 In November 1959, Hutu targeting of Tutsi officials and their families resulted in the 
deaths and displacement 0f thousands. Widespread killings were also perpetrated against 

the Tuts[ in December 1963, in 1967 and in 1972. The years ]991 and 1992 were addi- 
tionally characterised by a series of Tutsi massacres bearing the hallmark of state inspired 

violence. See generally A. Des Forges, Leave None to Tell the Story: Genocide in Rwanda 
(New York: Human Rights Watch, 1999) G. Prunier, The Rwanda Crisis~ History of a 
Genocide (New York: Columbia University Press, 1995). 

13 P.J. Drew, Dealing with Mass Atrocities and Ethnic Violence: Can Alternative Forms of 
Justice be Effectiue? A Case Study o[ Rwanda (2005), http://www.c~cj-fcjc.org/full-texti 
rwanda.htm. 
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humanitarian law in Rwanda, the UNSC was sending an important message: 

the international community was not only aware of the’ violence committed 

in Rwanda and neighbo~aring states, but willing to take action and hold those 

responsible to account. Although it is impossible to quantify the anti-Tutsi vio- 

lence that would have happened had impunity continued, there is evidence that 

the efforts of the ICTR contributed to ending the viotence perpetrated directly 

a~ter the genocide. According to Nsartzuwera, the violence in the refugee camps 

of eastern Zaire (now the Democratic Republic of Congo) subsided as a con- 

sequence of the indictment and arrest of principal g~nocidaires by the ICTR, 

thereby paralysing the genocidal movement?4 To date, the ICTR has completed 

the trials of 35 high-level accused, securing 29 Convictions for genocide, crimes 

against humanity and war crimes, while cases against 29 others are in progress. 

Seven accused are in custody awaiting, trial, while 13 accused are on the run 

from the law.Is 

Notwithstanding the singularly punitive objective expressed in the mandate 

of the Tribunal, the ICTR ackno,vledges that retributive justice alone is no 

panacea for post genocide Rwanda, and can only complement and supplement 

further measures aimed at securing restorative or socio-economic justice as a 

basis for lasting peace and national healing.I6 It was from the Registry of the 

ICTR, for example, that the idea of a court-administered trust fund was born. 

Monies from such a fund were to be made available for financial support for 

the victims, as well as medical and psychological care and legal assistanceY To 

achieve similar ends, the ICTR Registry also issued the Note on a Victim-Ori- 

ented Approach, "urging [a] restorative approach to victims and specifically... 

that victims should receive the necessary material, medical, psychological and 

sodial asgi~tance throughgowrnmental and voluntary means." ~ 

14 E-X. Nsanzuwera, "The ICTR Contribution to National Reconciliation," 944-49.. 

15 "Report on the completion strategy of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda," 
Letter from the President of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda to the Presi- 
dent of the United Nations Security Council as of 1 May 2008, http:llwww.ictr.org/de- 
fault.b.tm. 

16 See generally W. Lambourne, "Post-Conflict Pe~cebuilding: Meeting Human Needs for 
Justice and Reconciliation~, Peace, Conflict and D~velopment, 4 IAprfl 2004); R. Gold- 
stone, "Reconstructing Peace in Fragmented Societies." 

17 Following the precedent set by ~e ICTR, the ICC is to establish a Trust Fund~financed 
by indMdnal perpetrators as wel! as through voluntary government contributions--for 
the compensatory benefit of victims and their bamilies: Rgger S. Clark and David Tolbert, 
"Towardan International Criminal Court", in Y. Danieli, E, Stamatopoulou and C. J. 
Dias (eds), The Universal Declaration of Human Rights: Fifty Years and Beynnd (Ami- 
tyville, NY: Bey’wood Publishing Company, 1999), 9%114. 

18 t, Melup, ~’The United Nations Declaration of Basic Principles of Justice and Victims of 

Crime and Abuse of Power" in Y. Danieli, E. Sramatopoulou and C. J. Dins (eds), The 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights: Fifty Years and Beyond (_Amityville, NY: Bay- 
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The former ICTR President Jt]dge Navenathem Pillay expressed a similar 

sentiment in her speech to the UN General Assembly in November 2000, in 

which she addressed the issue of reparations for victims. Judge Pillay "reit- 

erated her concern about compensation for victims, and more specifically its 

indispensable contribution to the process of national reconciliation and the 

restoration and maintenance of peace.,~9 That same year, the former ICTR 

Registrar Agwu,Okali initiated an assistance programme for victim witnesses, 

under which the ICTR would award grant money to Rwandan NGOs to help 

legal and psychological assistance programming, as well as the administration 

of housing construction projects .20 
Regrettably, the ICTR is limited both by resources and by mandate so that 

reparatory justice remains principally outside its jurisdiction and capabilities. 

A December 2001 statement from UN Headquarters in New York, written in 

response to the Registrar’s initiatives, is instructi~ce. The report reads, "The 

task of the ICTR is, in the first place, the pursuit and punishment of perpetra- 

tors of international crimes. The ICTR’S mandate does not allow for social 

assistance programs."21 

Prosecutorial discretion. The ICTR has been mindful of its mission in the in- 
dictment and prosecution of the principal perpetrators of the genocide, as re- 

flected in its policy and practice of prosecuting those who bear the gravest re- 

sponsibility for crimes. The exercise of prosecutorial discretion in the selection 

and prioritisation of targets for prosecution has taken into account, in addition 

to the traditional legal considerations, such factors as the dual objectives o~ its 

establishment (outlined above), the nature of the crimes and the prominence of 

perpetrators in the context of concurrent jui-isdiction. 2~ 

The nature of crimes during the genocide, particularly the extent to which 

these crimes were heavily orchestrated by the state, shapes the ICTR’s policy 

concerning which suspects to prosecute. The Rwandan genocide is unparalleled 

in recent human history, both in its intensity and its depravity. Over 100 days 

in the spring o£ 1994, close to one million people were ruthlessly butchered be- 

cause of their birth or their political views. In a country of approximately eight 
million inhabitants at the time, that translates to over I0 per cent of the popu- 

lation, or about 10,000 murders a day. The methods used were rudimentary~ 
there were no gas chambers, nor other scientific means o~ mass execution and 

~vood Publishing Company, 1999J, 53-66. 

19 H. Rombouts, Victim Organisations and the Politics of Reparation: A Case Study on 

Rwanda (Oxford: Intersenfia, 2004). 

20 Ibid, 

21 Ibid. 

22 For a more detailed discussion see H.B, Jallow, "Prosecutorial Discretion and Interna- 

tional CriminaI Justice", Journal of International Criminal Justice, 3, 1 (2005), 145-61. 
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disposal. Victims were brutally killed with gardening implements (such as hoes, 

axes and machetes) and traditional weapons (such as spears and clubs), and left 
to rot in open fields to the prey of dogs and vultures, or thrown into rivers and 

cesspits. Perpetrators used guns and grenades sparingly, as the civil war preced- 

ing the genocide, and then an arms embargo, drastically limited supply of this 

heavier materiel. Therefore, firearms were often only used to stun and disable 

victims, before marauding gangs of extremist militia hacked them to death. 

This pattern was consistent throughout the country?3 

Today, it is tempting for a distant observer or revisionist to argue that this 

carnage was a "spontaneous combustion" triggered by the assassination of the 
Hutu President, Juv~na[ Habyarimana, on 6 April 1994. To the contrary, in- 

vestigationsby reputable NGOs, human rights activists, journa.lists, scholars 
and the UN during, and in the immediate aftermath of, the genocide point to 

a deliberate, well-conceived and meticulously executed criminal campaign to 

blot an entire ethnic group out of existence,z4 Subsequent investigations by the 

ICTR Office of the Prosecutor (OTIS), assisted by expert opinion, confirmed 

that what had occurred in Rwanda in 1994 was indeed a genocide, contrived at 

the highest levels of state, and reliant for its efficient execution on the military, 

media, local go~?ernment authorities, extremist party militia, businessmen and 

finally, the local peasantry, manipulated by hate ideotogues to kill their erst- 

while neighbours,zs 

23 

24 

See generally Des Forges, Leave None to Tel! the Story (New York: Human Rights Watch, 

1999). 

See e.g. Des Forges, Leave None to Tell the Story (New York: Human Rights Watch, 

1999); Prunier, The Rwanda Crisis t959-I994: History of a Genocide (1995); L. Mel- 

..... ;¢er~, ~bnspira~y to MUrder: The Rwandan Genocide (London: Verso, 2004); Samantha 

Power, "A Problem ~rom Hell:" America and the Age of Genocide (New York: Basic 

Books, 2002); A. Destexhe, Rwanda and Genocide in the Twentieth. Century (New York: 

New York University Press, 1995); A. J. Kuperman, The Limits of Humanitarian Inter, 

vention: Genocide in Rwanda (Washington DC: Brookings Institutution Press, 2001); R. 

25 
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Dallaire, Shake Hands with the Devil: The Failure of Humanity in Rwanda (Toronto: 
¯ 

Random House Canada, 2004); P. Gourevitch, We Wish to Inform You That Tomorrow " 

We Will Be Killed With Our Families (New York: Picador, 1999); International Panel of i 
.: 

Eminent Personalities, Special Report: Rwanda: The Preventable Genocide (Organization 

of African Unity, July 2000); United Nations Security Council, Repqrt of the Independent 
Inquiry into the actions of the United Nations during the 1994 Genocide in Rwanda .:.:.~: :~,:.:~ 

(United Nations, December 1999); Report oJ: the Special Representative of the C0mmis-¯’. 15~!~iJ; 

slon on Human Rights on the Situation of Human Rights in Rwanda..A/521522; General : iJ~!~!~!! 

Assembly Resolution on the Situation of Human Rights In Rwanda AiRESi49i206~ Gen- 

eral Assembly Resolution on the Situation of Human Rights in Rwanda, A/’RE~;i541188. i ~:::!i~i:~:. 

See e.g. Akayesu Trial Judgement, pare 126; Kayishema & Ruzindana Trial Judgement, 

pare 291; Musema Trial Judgement, para 3;(6; Kayisbema & Ruzindana Appeal Judge- " : 

menq pare 143; Semanza Trial Judgement, papa 424. Indeed, the ICTR Appeals Chamber 

recently took judicial notice o~ the Rwandan genocide stating, inter alia, that 
no reasonable basis for anyone to dispute that, during 1994, there was a campaign of ::. 

THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE ICTR 

In short, the crimes of the ~wandan genocide were neither isolated nor spon- 

taneous but were committed in concert as part of a broader criminal enterprise, 

whose objective was the extermination of the Tutsi and any form of political 

opposition. Given the number of potential perpetrators, the ICTR focused on 

targeting the leadership without whose evil architecture and encouragement 
these egregious crimes would probably never have been committed. In many 

cases, these individuals had found safe haven abroad, and ,vere comfortably 

beyond the reach of Rwandan judicial authorities. 

Another justification for targeting the genocidal leadership was the fiduciary 
duty they owed to their victims and the international community, a breach of 

which warranted rigorous international condemnation. An analysis of the 90 

indicted, 77 of whom have been arrested by the Tribunal, indicates a spread 

across various levels of leadership: the central government~ military, local gov- 
ernment, business, the clergy, the media, intelligentsia, corporate executives 

and political party operatives of established notoriety 2s In addition to adopting 

this thematic approach, the ICTR has sought to prosecute suspects according 

to the location of their alleged crimes, ensuring that key perpetrators in all re- 

gions were brought to account. This equitable geographic spread was particu- 

larly necessary because the crimes were committed throughout Rwanda, which 

rendered it imperative, in the interests of justice, to reach all the communities 

involved in equal measure. The conclusions reached, and the theory adopted by 

the OTP, about the conception and execution of.the genocide were confirmed 

by the confession and guilty plea of Jean Kambanda, Prime Minister of the 

Interim Government during the genocide, who was convicted and sentenced 

to life for genocide, extermination and murder as crimes against humanity, as 

discussed in further detail beiow.27 

26 

27 

mass kilting intended to destroy, in whole or at least in very large part, Rwanda’s Tutsi 

population... That campaign was, to a terrible degree, successful; although exact numbers 

may never be known, the great maiority of Tursi were m~dered, and many others were 

raped or otherwise harmed. These basic facts were broadly known even at the time of the 

Tribuna!’s estabIishment; indeed, reports indicating that genocide occurred in Rwanda 

were a key impetus ~or its estabIishment, as reflected in the Security Council resolution 

establishing it and even the name of ~he Tribunal." Prosecutor v Karemera et el, Decision 

on Prosecutor’s Interlocutory Appeal o/Decision on Judicial Notice, 16 June 2006, para 

See Status of Detainees, [CTR website, hrtp://www.icrr.org/de~au[t.htm. 

Prosecutor v Kambanda; Case No. ICTR 97-2-T. See ICTR Judgement of 4 September 

1998. Among the several acknowledgments made by Kambanda in his plea of guilt is that 

he, together with other members of his government and the military, actively supported, 

facilitated and instigated the killing of Tutsi through the use of the media, the distribu~ 

lion of weapons to the tnterahamwe militia, the setting up of roadblocks ~or purposes 

of identifying the Tutsi and generally "making public engagements in the name of the 

government, he addressed public meetings, and the media, ar various places in Rwanda 

directly and publicly inciting ~e population to commit acts of violence against Tntsi and 
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The contribution of the ICTR to inter,national criminal law 

Despite the limitations to its mandate, and th( varied challenges of its execu- 

tion, the ICTR has purposefully interpreted the law, thereby broadening the 

scope for future international prosecutions. By taking a contextual approach 

to the interpretation of historical treaties and adapting international humani- 

tarian law to contemporary realities, the.ICTR has, through its groundbreak- 

ing judgements, provided clarity and definition to the concept of genocide, 

acknowledged the import~tnce of sexual violence as a form of destruction, pros- 

ecuted the media as a weapon of hatred, clarified the application of the Geneva 

Conveutions to civilian perpetrators and shown that sovereign immunity has 

no ptace in the modern world. 

Defining genocide. On 2 September 1998, the ICTR delivered the ~vorld’s first 

ever judgement against an individual accused of genocide before an interna- 

tional court. Tile significance of this should not be underestimated. For while 

to a layperson the term "genocide" probably still means killing on a massive 

scale, the term had never been interpreted [egalty. With the term clearly defined, 

the international community is better armed to deal with future violations of 

the Genocide Co~lvention more quickly and, it is hoped, with greater success 

than hitherto. 

This ground-breaking judgement was delivered in the case of Akayesu. In 

reaching its conclusions, the ICTR Trial Chamber had to consider whether 

the massacres that took place in Rwanda between April and July 1994 could 

constitute "genocide" and whether Akayesu as an individual was guilty of this 

crime--a first in an international court. Although the Genocide Convention of 

t948 ."created" the crime, before 1997 no one had come before a trial cham- 

ber charged with such an offence, and there was much ambiguity as to what a 

prosecutor would be required to prove in such a case. 

In reaching its judgement, the Tribunal had to reconcile the limited wording 

of the Genocide Convention with the realities on the ground. The C 
sought to protect ~’national, ethnic, racial or religious" groups from deliberate :7 

destruction, but the Tutsi victims of massacres in Rwanda in 1994 could not " 

so easily be defined. For the Tutsi were not a nation, .nor wexe they, by 

time, an ethnic group, having no distinct cultural or social identity. They could 

not be defined as a racial group either, since generations of intermarriage had 

wiped out any physical distinction between them and the Hutu. Equally, 

Tutsi in pre-1994 Rwanda were largely Christian, as were the Hum, and 

not therefore be defined as a distinct religions group either. While lawyer and 

tayperson alike described the situation as one of genocide, if the Tutsi 

moderate Hum." 
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be fit into one of the types of groups defined by the Genocide Convention, the 

absurd conclusion might be dra,vn that; legally, no genocide had occurred in 

Rwanda, and therefore no one could be held accountable for such a crime. 

The Trial Chamber had to question, therefore, whether "it would be impos- 
sible to punish the physical destruction of a group.., if the said group, although ¯ 

stable, and membership is by .birch, does not meet the definition of any one 

of the four groups expressly protected by the Genocide Convention."2* The 

Chamber concluded that too narrow a reading of the Convention went against 

its purpose and intention, which was to ensure the protection of any "stahie 

and permanent gr0up."2~ Thus, the ICTR overcame this potentially shattering 
difficulty by taking an expansive approach to the definition of the victims of 

genocide, and thereby widened the possibility of future prosecutions. But what 

of the perpetrators, and the means of perpetration.? Was it really necessary to 

destroy a "stable and permanent group" for genocide to have occurred? Again, 

the Trial Chamber looked at the reality o~ the situation in Rwanda, where it 

found that there was a determined intention to destroy the Tutsi, whether or 

not such destruction actually took piace. It concluded that ali that was neces- 

sary for conviction was the so-called "special intent" of the accused to destroy, 

in whole or in part, a particular group, and proof that at least one person had 

been killed or dealt serious bodily harm in pursuit of this. As a result of this de~ 

cision, it is now theoretically possible for a successful prosecution of genocide 

to take place where there is only one victim. 

The importance of this jurisprudence has already been shown by its use in 

the ICTY, where, before Akayesu, "genocide" had not been among the charges. 

As a result of the judgement of 2 September 1998, the ICTY looked afresh 

at what had occurred within itsl jurisdiction, and in 2001 convicted Radislav 

Krstic of genocide, concluding that the intent to kill all the Bosnian Muslim 

men of military age in Srebrenica constituted an intent to destroy in part the 
Bosnian Muslim group and therefore qualified as an act of genocide20 The 

ICTR has, in clearly defining genocide, opened the door to a greater number 

of prosecutions for this horrendous crime, and has, through its jurisprudence, 

signalled to the world that the intended destruction, whether it occurs or not, 

of a particular stable and permanent group, will not be tolerated. 

Acknowledging that sexual violence is a form of genocide. The Akayesu judge- 

ment generated another hugely sign!ficant development in international hu- 

manitarian law: conviction for rape as a crime against humanity and as geno- 

cide. No individual had been convicted of rape specifically under the rubric of 

28 The Prosecutor v. Akayesu, ICTR-96-4-T, 2 September 1998, para. 516. 

29 Ibid. 

30 Th~ Prosecutor v Radislav Kr~ti~, IT-98-33, para. 598. 
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crimes against humanity by an interrmtional court, and, as discussed, no one 

had been convicted of genocide at all in such a forum. Indeed, historically, 

although it was well established that rape or other acts of sexual violence were 

frequently part of a [ayperson’s concept of "ge~locide", "crimes against human- 

ity" or "war crimes", the perceived difficulty in proving sexual violence meant 

that, where it was mentioned, it was classified under the umbrella of inhumane 
treatment, complicating attempts by advocates of the human rights of women 

(in particular) to bring such cases before international tribunals. " 
The tCTR has shown that sexual violence is to be treated seriously as an 

international crime, finding that it can be an act of genocide in itself. The Tri- 

al Chamber in Akayesu gave the first-ever definition of rape in international 

criminal law. Interestingly, when the trial began;neither rape nor any act of 
sexual violence was alleged against .the accused in the indictment." Yet follow- 

ing evidence that Akayesu,.by his presence, demeanour, and utterances, had 
encouraged sexual violence and mutilation of Tutsi women, the Trial Chamber 

allowed the indictment to be amended, and subsequently found Akayesucrimi- 

nally responsible for these acts, including rape--and found that rape and sexual 
violence were within the scope of causing "serious bodily or mental harm" as a 

means of committing genocide. In its judgement, the ICTR recognised that sex- 7.;::.:i:7 

ual crimes are used intentionally during conflicts to c°ntr°l and devastate the .i: !~: [[!ii) enemy, and that in Rwanda they were part of a deliberate strategy to destroy 

the Tutsi and their supporters. Such crimes were perpetrated as "an integral 

par~ of the process of destruction".+’ 
Akayesu was additionally convicted of rape as a crime against humanity in 

itself, rather than under the umbrella of "cruel and inhumane acts"--making 
rape a substantive crime in its own right for the first time in internationai law. 

Prior to the judgement, rape had not even been defined in international law. i 

The ICTR took a groundbreaking liberal approach to this task, finding that 

rape was an act of aggression which "cannot be captured in a mechanical de! 
scription of objects and body parts".32 The definition provided was: a physical 

invasion of a sexual nature, committed on a person under circumstances which. ; ;..., 
are coercive"33--which goes far beyond the definitions widely used in 
iurisdictions that focus on the question Of consent and penetration. The defmi- .::. 

tion of sexual violence provided by this judgement is equally broad: it need 

not even involve physical contact. Indeed, sexual violence was held to have oc-. 

curred when a student was forced to perform gymnastics in the nude.34 

31 The Prosecutor v Akayesu, ICTR-96-4, 2 September 1998, para. 731. 

32. Ibid., para. 687. 

33 Ibid., para. 688. 

34 ’ibid., para. 688. 
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The significance of the conv£rions for sexual violence in Akayesu is monu- 

mental, for while women’s rights campaigners have long argued for the inclu- 

sion of sexual crimes in international humanitarian prosecutions, this precedent 

has vastly improved the likelihood of investigation and prosecution of ral~e and 

other sexual violencg as international crimes. One interesting demonstration of 

this improved climate for the prosecution of sexual crimes is the case of Pauline 

Nyiramasuhuko, the Minister of Women and Family Affairs of Rwanda in 

1994; her indictment was amended in 1999 to include the charge of rape as a 

crime against humanity?s The trial is still in progress but whether or not she is 
convicted, it is yet.another example of the pioneering work of the ICTR that a 

woman has been charged with rape. 

Acknowledging the media’s role in genocide. In this modern age of mass com- 

munication, where rapid teclmological advances make it ever easier to dissemi- 

nate opinion, the convictions of the three accused in what is commonly known 

as the Media trial were hugely significant. Not since the celebrated case of Julius 

Streicher by the Nuremberg Tribunal had a journalist been convicted in an 

international court, and no one had ever been tried on the basis of their edito- ’ 
rim policy for incitement to genocide?s The judgement not only established 

potentially far-reaching law, which clarifies the boundary between freedom Of 

expression and freedom from discrimination, but it also provided some an- 

swers to the question of what causes a genocide, and will thereby hopefully 

contribute to the future prevention of such atrocities. 

The Media judgement was delivered on 3 December 2003. It provided the 

first thorough analysis of "direct and public incitement to genocide," which was 

proscribed in the Genocide Convention. Over S0 years earlier, when the Con- 
¯ [!.) vention was drafted, the inclusion of incitement to genocide had caused con- 

siderable debate, because of its perceived threat to freedom of speech. Today, 

the conflict between this democratic principle and the prevention of so-called 

"hate crimes" is increasingly at the forefront of national legislative debate. The 

:: importance of the ICTR judgement in the Media trim is that it has drawn afresh 
i:. ; the line at which free speech must stop, thus removing any ambiguity regarding 

the rote of the media in humanitarian crimes.In explicitly rejecting the Ameri- 

can model for interpreting incitement,3v the Tribunal acknowledged that the 

application of a democratic principle such as freedom of expression must vary 

from state to state--in other words, what works in a politically "free" country ¯ 

35 The Prosecutor v. Nyiramasuhuko, Amended Indictment, ICTRO7-2 I-I, 10 August 1999, 
Count 7, 42. 

36 Jean Paul Akayesu had been convicted of direct and public incitement to genocide On the 
basis of l~is speeches.                               . 

37 
Within the American model of interpreting i~citement, free expression, free speech, and 
maximum latitude a~e to be the norm.             ’~ ’ 
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like the United States cannot be said to work in countries where, for example, 
a government has vastly disproportionate power arid means for disseminating 
information. 

The main organs of incitement in the Media case were Radio Tdldvision Libre 
des Mille Collines (RTLM) and the Kangura newspaper, While acknowledging 
the importance o! protecting political expression--particularly the expression 
of opposition views and criticism of government--the ICTR found that these 
media ~vere not used simply to report or to freely express opinion. Rather, by 
consistently identifying the Tutsi as "the enemy", identifying particular Tutsi, 
and facilitating the logistical execution of the genocide by giving their exact 
location, and further combining stereotyping with denigration, public broad- 
casting by these two orga.ns clearly amounted to incitement. As the Trial Cham- 
ber said of one of the accused, "without a firearm, machete or "any physical 
weapon, he caused the deaths of thousands of innocent civilians. 

The principles followed in the Media case came from Akayesu, where the 
limit to freedom of expression was held to [i.e in the intention of the "orator". 
Incitement might take place through, inter alia, public speaking, shouting or 
threats, or through the public display or dissemination of written or printed 
material, but the significant element that renders it genocidal is that the accused. 
must himself or herself intend to commit genocide. In determining whether or 
not this intent was held by the accused, the Tribunal considered not only the 
individual’s actions and words, but the editorial policy of the media he Or she. 
controlled, The Tribunal concluded that, for example, the cover of one edition 
of Kangura was a "graphic impression of genocidal intent", showing as 
a machete alongside the question: "What weapons shall we use to conquer the 
~nyenzi once and for all?"39 In the light of this kind of material, there was little[" 
difficulty in concluding that genocidal intent existed. 

In reaching its judgement, the Tribunal had to resolve the question of what.. 
amounted to "direct" incitement. It rejected the argument that "direct" meant, 
as it does in the American legal system, provoking an immediate response, but~ 
went so far as to say that a newspaper published several years before the geno= 
tide could constitute direct incitement. This is particularly significant in view 
the absence of a requirement to prove any resultant act of genocide--indeed, thei~ 
Tribunal heard no evidence from any individual listener or reader that they had 
been provoked into killing another as a result of what they heabd or read. 

In delivering the Akayesu and Media judgements, the ICTR 
the parameters of freedom of expression, and thereby broadened the sco 
for future prosecutions, highlighting the accountability of those who use mass ¯ 

38 

39 

The Prosecutor v. N~himana, Barayagwiza & Ngeze, ICTR-99-52-T, 3 December 2003~ ; 

para. 1099, 

Ibid., para. 962. 
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media as a tool for dangerous p’ropaganda. The trial of Simon Bikindi, which 

began on 2 October 2006, and has been completed and is awaiting judgement, 
will no doubt provoke debate about the freedom of artists: Bikindi was the 

most famous pop singer in Rwanda at the time of the genocide, Whose vi~-u- 

ienrly anti-Tutsi music warranted the charges against him. The Media judge- 
ment has paved the way for his conviction because it is clear now how political 

speeches, articles, and songs can be distinguished from incitement to genocide. 
If Bikindi intended.to incite others to commit genocide by his singing, then he 

committed a.crime. 

War crimes and civilian perpetrators. In convicting Georges Rutaganda40 and 

Laurent Semanza41 of war crimes, the ICTR has once again blazed a trail in in- 

ternational criminal law. Hitherto it had been generally assumed that the laws 

of war~ as enunciated in the Geneva Conventions of 1949, applied to.members 

of the armed forces and government agents alone,42 since Article 3 Common to 

the Geneva Conventions binds only a ’~party to the,conflict". But the situation 

in Rwanda was ambiguous. Many civiIians in positions of authority had exer- 

cised quasi-military functions during the genocide, while many atrocities were 

committed under the aegis of war. 

The question of whether a civilian could be liable for breaches ot: the Con- 

ventions Was first raised in Akayesu. Akayesu was a mayor, not a soldier. The 

Trial Chamber, when considering the allegations of war crimes against him, 

held that £or a civilian to be convicted,, the Prosecutor must prove that he was in 

40 Georges Rutaganda held the position of second vice-president of the Movement.Rd. 
? : publicain Nationafet~)dmocratlque iMRND) party’s youth wing, the Interahamwe. 
i.: .... 

Further, he was one of three shareholders in the radio station RTLM, established to 
:: : .. articulate the extremist Hutu message. He was convicted by the Trial Chamber o£ geno~ 

tide, crimes against humanity, extermination and crimes against humanity, and murder, 

and sentenced to life in prison. 

41 Laurem Semanza served as bourgmestre of Bicumbi commune for 20 years until 1993 and 
was subsequendy selected to represent the MRND in the National Assembly envisioned 

by the Arusha Accords. The Trial Chamber sentenced him to 25 years’ imprisonment, 
finding him guilty of complicity in genocide, aiding and abet-tiny the crhne against human- 

ity of extermination, and instigating the crimes against humarfity of rape, torture, and 

,!: murder for his participation in attacks committed in Bicumbi and Gikoro communes ia 

...... April 1994, including massacres at Musha Chur~,h and Mwulire Hill 

42 There appears to have been an erroneous assumption that, in addition to members of the 

armed forces, only civilians legitimately mandated to support the war effort could be held 
liable for war crimes, a position taken by the Trial Chamber in Akayesu, but clarified on 
appeal: see Akayesu Trial Judgement paras. 630-34; 640-44 and Akayesu Appeal Judge- 

meat paras. 437-46. In the Kayishema Judgement the Trial Chamber, while acknowledg- 
ing that civilian perpetrators could indeed be held liable for war crimes, nevertheless 

required them ~:o have a link to the armed f:orces in the conduct of the hostilities. See 

Kayishema Judgement paras. 616~2 4. 
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some way legitimatelY, or directly, mandated to fulfil or support the war effort. 
Since this could not be proven, Akayesu was acquitted on this count. 

The Prosecutor of the ICTR appealed for clarification on this point, even 

though any decision in its favour would not alter Akayesu’s acquittal On war 

crimes charges. Th~ Appeals Chamber examined, for the first time in an inter- 

national forum, the provisions of Article 3 Common to the Geneva Conven- 
tions concerning the class of perpetrator. It noted that Articl.e 3 did not clearly, 

identify the persons covered by its provisions, nor did it require the identifica- 

tion of any specific link between the perpetrator and one of the "parties" to the 

conflict. The Appeals Chamber concluded that the protection of victims was 
the core notion of Article 3 and necessitated effective, non-discriminatory pun- 

ishment of persons who violate it.43 In stating that "international humanitarian . 
law would be lessened and called into question if it were to be "admitted that 

certain persons can be exonerated...under the pretext that they did not belong 

to a specific category,"44 the Appeals Chamber of the ICTR has dramatically 

broadened the scope for the future prosecution of war crimes. 

Following the Akayesu Appeals Chamber decision, the test for the 

bility of Common Article 3 could be summarised as follows: (a) the offence 

must have been committed within the context of an armed conflict, (b) 

victims must have been non-combatants, and (c) there must have been a 
between the offence and the armed conflict. These elements had been set out in 
the jurisprudence of the ICTY,4s but the. nexus had never been clearly defined... 

Once again, the ICTR led the way. Rutaganda, acquitted of war crimes 
first instance, was later convicted by the Appeals Chamber following a detailed 

analy~sis of the "nexus" requirement, which resulted in the first clear definition" 
of the ~erm, and effectively lowered the threshold for liability once again, 

broadening the range of situations i.n which such a "nexus" could be provem 

The Appeals Chamber held that the "nex~as" need not be a causal link between 

the armed conflict and the commission of the crime, but that the conflict must: 
have played a substantial part in the perpetrator’s ability to commit it, 
manner in which it was committed, or the purpose for which it was commtt 

ted. If a relevant crime is committed "under the guise of the armed 

the nexus has been.shown’4s The principles established in Rutaganda and 

Al~ayesu Appeal judgement were followed in the Semanza Case, 

43 AkayeSU v, The Prosecutor, ICTR-96-4-A, 1 june 2001, paras. 442-43. 

44 " Ibid. 

4.5 The Prosecutor v. Kunarac er al., IT-23&2311. 

46 Rutaganda v Prosecutor, Judgement, ICTR’96-3LA, 9 February 2004, pa~as. 569-70. 
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a war crimes conviction of a ci~rilian who held no public office at the time he 

committed the offences.47 
Another important development regarding the prosecution of war crimes 

is found in the judgement in the Imanishimwe.case. Samuel Imanishimwe, a 
Lieutenant and army camp commander in the government’s armed forces, was 
convicted of war crimes even though the place where the crimes were corn2 
mitred was hundreds of miles from the "battlefield". Again, there was held to 
be a sufficient "nexus" between his crimes and the armed conflict. It is now 
clear that there is no requirement for proximity between the war crime and the 
arena of conflict, as long as a °’nexus" is e~Nblished. As with the conviction 
of a civilian for violations of the Conventions, this decision has broadened 
the scope for future prosecutions, and shown that in times of war---even civil 
war--crimes committed by soldier or civilian, if committed under the guise of 
the war, will not be tolerated. 

Challenging sovereign immunity. While the Nuremberg trials following the 
Second World War appeared to herald a new era, in which heads of govern- 
ment could be held accountaNe for their actions under international law, there 
has.always been a substantial body of opinion that the Nuremberg Tribunal 
represented only "victors’ justice".4s Subsequently, the question of whether a 
head of state can be held personally accountable for breaches of international 
law remained unanswered. The ICTR has now made it clear that sovereign 
immunity no longer applies: individuals, even heads o~ state, can be held re- 
sponsible, as subjects bound by international legal obligations, for breaches of 
those obligations. 

This significant development in international jurisprudence came about on 
4 September 1998, when the former Prime Minister Jean Kambanda wa~ sen- 

47 

48 

The Prosecutor v Semanza. It may merit mention here that Fulgeace Niyonteze, a civilian 
mayor in Rwanda at the time of the genocide, was tried and convicted for war crimes 
committed during the genocide by a Swiss Miiitary Court sitting in Laussane in 1999. 

V. Morris and M. P. Scharf~ An Insider’s Gt~ide To The International Criminal Tribunal 
For The Former Yugoslavia (Irv~ngron-on-Hudson, New York: Transnational Publishers 
Inc., 1994) 332: "A primary criticism of Nuremberg was that it amounted to victors" 
iustice; since the tribnnal was composed exclusively of prosecutors and iudges from the 
victorious countries and the defendants were limited to Germans, even though the Mlied 
personnel also committed serious violations of humanitarian law during the war." See 
also A. Cassese, International Criminal Law ( Oxford, LrK: Oxford University Press, 2003 ) 
332 discussing the one-sided nature of the Nuremberg and Tokyo Tribunals. "These sets 
of experiences were nevertheiess one-sided, as everybody knows, They imposed ’victors’ 
justice’ over the defeated. The major drawback of the two ’internationa~ Tribunals’ was 
that they were composed of judges (respectively, :;our and eleven) appointed by each of 
the victor powers; the prosecutors too were appointed by each of those .Powers and acted 
under the instructions of each appointing State... Thus, the view must be shared that the 
two Tribunals were not independent international courts proper, but judicial bodies act- 
ing as organs common to the appointing States." 
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HASSAN BUBACAR JALLOW 

tenced to life imprisonment, following his guilty pleas to six counts of genocide 
. ... 

and extermination and murder as crimes against humanity. Indeed, this was 
" ¯ 

the first time ever that the head ofa government has been convicted under an 
’ .. 

international treaty. The effect of this legal precedent was seen shortly after- 

wards, when the United Kingdom House of Lords ruled that General Augusto 

Pinochet, the former president of Chile, was not immune from prosecution for ¯ 
international crimes.49 The universal jurisdiction created by the 1949 Geneva 

Conventions has, since the establishment of the ad hoc tribunals, come to be in- ,. :~.. 
creasingly accepted. It is now a realistic possibility that former dictators will be 
pursued and prosecuted for crimes committed within their ownstates. Whereas 
an el-dictator could flee his national jurisdiction and be confident that he could 
esca e punishment for his criraes--like Idi Amiu of Uganda, who eventually. 

P .... ,,-. ,~h,d’~ former vredident, Hiss~ne 
died in exile in Saudi Arabia--omers, Jl~c 
Habr4, now in Senegal, or Ethiopia’s former leader, Mariam Mengistu, who 

currently resides in Zimbabwe, are not comfortable in exile, as there a~let~;te~" 
national arrest warrants for them for violations of international crimina w. t 
remains to be seen whether the implications of this remarkable development in 
international law will result in many further prosecutions, but the subsequent 
indictment of Slobodan Milo~evi~ at the ICTY and Charles Taylor at the 
cial Court for Sierra Leone suggest that, in principle at least, no head of state 

Established in the shadow of the ICTY, the ICTR .has .significantly c°ntributed[:.:.z!;~!;]~! 

to the evolving international criminal justice regime in several key respects] 
First, through a clear definition.of genocide, its scope as a crime was exten~u~ 
to cover the intended destruction of a particular stable and permanent Fro 
and it was acknowledged that rape and sexual violence could constitute 
cide. Second, by recognising the role of the print and electronic media in inciting 
enocide the ICTR sounded a warning to the abuse of freedom of expression: :.iiiii 

g , ’ ....... ’ -rimes Third, through clarification of 
in tiae incitement or ~nrernarm,i.~ - ¯ .i:.::,. 

nuons a licability to civilian perpetrators in armed Geneva Conve PP . - - ,    ~ .~,- ~-- 
such civilians can no longer evade the long arm ot me law. rourm, ~:, ..... i:::"; 
ing the myth of sovereign immunity, the ICTR gave impetus to the assertion o 

m to rosecute former leaders for atrocitieS::: seek’ .. universal jurisdiction by states g P 

-- ~ Battle and the Commissioner of Police (appellants)Ex Parte Pieochet 
49 See R,eg¢ , _. ...... 

ther and tile Commissioner of Police and Others 5A~ppella~s.!,j’;~ sponaent!; .va,ns a[k~a .... a--t’ Decision of ~he House of Lords ~n appeal .ore a 
Ex Parte Pinocnet /~esponu=- ~. avadabIe at htt /lwwv¢ 
visional Court of the Queens Bench Division (25 Nov 1998), 

P: 

THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE ICTR 

committed while still in office.:Finaily, as ICC Prosecutor Luis Moreno Oca- 

mpo indicates in his Foreword and Bergsmo and Webb observe in chapter 18, 

the ICTR, alongside other ad bOC tribunals, provided the building blocks upon 

which the permanent ICC was founded, and will bequeath it a substantial cor- 

pu~ of law, both substantive and procedural, that will guide it in the execution 

of its challenging mandate. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Endeavors magazine <endeavors=unc.edu@mai125.at131 .mcdlv.net> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 7:32 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Research and creative activity at Carolina, October 2013 

Images not dsplayng properly? Vew the on ne verson. 

October 2013 

What’s the Antimatter? 

John Wilkerson’s quest to uncover the truth about the beginning of everything 
while training the next generation of scientists 

FEATURES 



Location, Location, 
Location 

Why is place so critical to 

the fight against 

HIV/AIDS? 

More than Mosaics 

Jodi Magness takes on a 

long-held theory about how 

Jews and early Christians 

coexisted. 

What It’s Like to be a 
Parent 

A philosopher weighs in on 

how we make real-life 

decisions. 

VIDEO 

She Gave Us Hope 

Meet the Snotherly sisters: two healthy, active teenagers who love to play 
soccer. Despite their youth and athleticism, both girls have suffered ACL 
injuries, resulting in painful surgeries and many months of physical 
rehabilitation. Both sisters came to UNC to participate in a research study, and 
they gained valuable knowledge to help them avoid repeat injuries. 



SPOTLIGHTS CAROLINA, QUOTED 

"The main reason that our unemployment rate is high--it’s not that 

we haven’t been creating jobs, it’s that our workforce has been 

growing fast." 

--Brent Lane, in North Carolina’s jobless rate lags behind nation’s 

as economy struggles to recover (FayeSeviIIe Observer) 

24/7 Success Coaches 
Keep Families Together: 
UNC researchers and 
grads help support parents 
in challenging situations 
and keep kids out of foster 
care. (UNC home page) 

MORE UNC RESEARCH... 

UNC scientists identify brain circuitry that triggers overeating 

(UNC Health Care and UNC Schoot of Medicine) 

Multimedia manual helps teachers face spike in student autism 

rate (UNO News Sepvices) 

New study shows on balance that prostate cancer prevention drug 

appears to provide benefit (UNC Lineberger Comprehensive 

Cancer Center) 

Climate Change Action 
Could Save 500,000 Lives 
Annually, Study Says: The 
benefits would be 
especially striking for 
China, according to a study 
by environmental scientist 
Jason West. (National 
Geographic) 

Sun./ey of adolescent males and their parents shows low HPV 

vaccination rates (UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer 

Center) 
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endeavors@unc~edu. If you do not wsh to receive future newsletters, please unsubscr be va the link at the bottom 
of this email. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Cares <donotreply@willnotanswer.com> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 1:22 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares - NCSECC Kick-off 

Tar Heels Give More! 

We have continued the tradition of giving with our Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares campaign reaching over 
$50,000 in pledges during its first week. We are on our way to reaching our goal of $1,000,000! If you have 
not done so already, please consider j oining your colleagues in these commendable campaign efforts. You can 
search the 2013 charities by clicking the "GIVE NOW" link below - we’re certain you’ll find a participating 
charity or cause that is meaningful to you. 

You can once again make your donation online -- an easy, convenient, and secure way to support your favorite 
charity with multiple search options available that will make it even easier to find the charity of your choice. In 
addition to online giving, paper forms will be provided to all faculty and staff. (If you do not receive a form or 
you have questions regarding the pledge process, please contact your division leader or team captain.) 

Important Information: Only payroll deduction and credit card options are available online. If you wish to 
pledge by cash or check, you must complete a paper form and submit your form and contribution to your team 
captain. If you wish to pledge by payroll deduction or credit card, please click on the "Give Now" link below 
and follow the instructions to enter in your UNC-Chapel Hill Onyen and password. 

GIVE NOW! When you get to the website, enter your UNC-Chapel Hill Onyen and password. 

As you open each page, you will immediately see that this process is very easy! There are only five steps, and it 
should take only five minutes to complete. We believe that online giving is a true convenience for making your 
gift to the SECC charities, and we hope you will too! 

Thank you for your gift to the State Employees Combined Campaign. 
We deeply appreciate your generosity and thoughtful consideration of others. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b_anderson@unc.edu> 
Tuesday, October 8, 2013 12:47 PM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 
Seminar on Mali this October/November 

Dear Colleagues, 
I hope you will all join us this fall for a Seminar exploring issues in contemporary Mali. You will notice that 
our own Georges Nzongola is the first presenter on October 24. I particularly invite you to consider joining us 
for the talk and reception in the evening of October 29, details to follow. Please note that Carolina Seminars are 
designed for Faculty and Graduate Students. All students are most welcome to j oin us for the reception on 
October 29, but we request that you only invite undergraduate students to the afternoon seminars on an 
individual basis, and if they have a specific interest in the topic. I look forward to seeing you there. Barbara 

In October and November the African Studies Center at UNC will host a seminar series to expand understanding and 

discussion of the 2012 military coup in Mali, the subsequent Ansar Dine and AI Queda in the Magreb (AQIM) occupations 

of northern Mali, and the recent presidential election of Ibrahim Boubacar Keita. The seminar will include the following 

speakers and topics. For meal planning please rsvp for each event to Stacey Sewal, sewall@email.unc.edu. For more 

information, please contact Barbara Anderson, b anderson@unc.edu. 

October 24 (Thursday 12:30-2, 4003 GEC): Georges Nzongola, UNC, "From the Coup d’Etat to the Restoration of 

Democracy: Regional diplomacy and African Union perspectives on the 2012 Coup" Lunch will be served, please rsvp. 

October 29 (Tuesday, 5:30 pm, 1005 GEC): Mamadou Diabate "Art in a Time of Political Struggle," Alexandra Huddleston 

talk and photo exhibit from her new book, 333 Saints; A Life of Scholarship in Tirnbuktu. Reception to follow, honoring 

faculty and student awardees and our 2013 Visiting Fulbright Scholar, Dr. Patricia Mabugu. 

October 31 (Thursday 12:30-2, 4003 GEC): Bruce Hall, Duke University, "Competing Racial Narratives of Violence in 

Contemporary Mali" Lunch will be served, please rsvp. 

November 7 (Thursday 12:30-2, 4003 GEC): Gregg Mann, Columbia University, "Mali’s Political Histories: From 

Democracy to "Terrorist Haven" - and Back Again." Lunch will be served, please rsvp. 

November 12 (Tuesday 12:30-2, 4003 GEC): Oumou Sidibe, Univ. of Paris/Independent Scholar, "Malian Women in the 

Political Sphere: From the 1990s to the Present" Lunch will be served, please rsvp. 

Emily Burrill, UNC, will facilitate. 

This seminar is co-sponsored by the African Studies Center, the Department of Women’s and Gender Studies, the 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies, and the Carolina Seminar in African Ecology and Social 

Processes. 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African, African American, 
African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b anderson@unc.edu 
http://africa.unc.edu/ 

and Diaspora Studies 



You are currently subscribed to aaad as: stgore@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=65646425 .f3 e43 c8d7b65 e7a43 c291 cd78 c74f9ca&n=T&l=aaad& o=33696997 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33696997-65646425.f3 e43 c8d7b65e7a43 c291 cd78c74f9ca@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 2:57 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

spring courses-correction 

hey Travis, 
Could you please, fix this minor errors. The website said Wolof 401, and 403 for Spring 14. 
We don’t offer these courses on Spring 14. we offer Wolof 402 and Wolof 404. 
Wolof 402: MWF -10:00-10:50 is just fine ( GC 1009) 

404: MWF: 11:00- 11:50 ( if GC room 1009 is available. If not 9:00-9:50 is just fine) 
Regarding AAAD 101: Meeting time is MW. 2:00- 3:15. Could you see if Genemone 010 will also be available. 

If this needs or required Eunice’s take, feel free to brief her. 

Thank you 
View All I[ ~ Zoom- My Teaching Schedule > 2014 Spring > UNC-Chapel Hill 

/ 

IX Down,oad] ~:,rstl × Showprev,ousrow(,nactivebutton)(AIt+.)Jl_3of3l ~ Show next row (inacflve button) (AIt+.) J Last 

Class Class Title Enrolled Da~s & Ti~es Roo~ Class Dates 

~ D ~0~-00~ INTRO TO AFRICA (Lecture) 0 NoWeFr 2:00PN - 2:50P~ Woollen Gym - Rm Jan 8, 20~4- 
~$30). 0304 Nay 6, 20~4 

WOLO 40~-00~ ELEN WOLOF I (Lecture) 0 NoWeFr 10:00AN - 10:50AN Global Center - Jan 8, 20~4- 
(~$~) Rm 1009 May 6, 2014 

WOLO 403-00~ WOLOF III (Lecture) 0 MoWeFr 9:00AM - 9:50AM Global Center - Jan 8, 2014- 
~1~). Rm 1009 May 6, 2014 

From: Gore, Travis [stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2013 2:30 PM 
To: department listserv 
Subject: this afternoon 10/8/13 

Dear All, 

I will be out this afternoon for a dentist appointment. 

Best, 
Travis 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: afall@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http ://lists.unc.edu/u? 

id=65646438.623 e277c20784616cda5844411 e8 cf5f&n=T&l=aaad&o=33697824 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33697824-65646438.623e277c20784616cda584441 le8cf5f@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 6:38 PM 

The Sangam mailing list <sangam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sangam] Sangam Announcements! 

Sang m 
A weekly update ot~news and events provided by Sangam 

Saagam Links 

Sangam Homep~ 

Sang_am CNendar 

Sangam Photos 

Diaspora 

Mahatma Gandhi 

Fe~owshi£ 

Tuesday, October 8th, 2013 

Brought to you by Sangam, the South Asian Awareness 

Organization at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

*Note: Due to the changes on Webmail, you will need to click show 

images.* 

Upcoming Sangam Events/News... 

1. Big-Buddy, Li[oguddy, Anybuddy Mixer 

2. Sangam Book Drive 

3o Diaspora 

4, Sangam T-Shirt Design Contest 

Upcoming Campus Events/News... 

Faculty Life at lit 
Free Screening of BHOPAU 

UPCOMING SANGAM EVENTS/NEWS 

BigoBuddy, Li[oBuddy, Anybuddy Mixer 

Come out to our first Big-Little event, the mock meet-and-greet for AKD 
2013! You and your big/little will be testing out the games and the theme we 
will be using for AKD this year. Don’t worry if your buddy is unable attend, 
because everyone is welcome to join in the fun! We will be asking for your 
feedback on how to improve the actual team meet-and-greet for all the 
teams coming to compete! 

When: Thursday, October 10th at 7:00 pm 
Where: 3105 Student Union 

Sangam Book Drive 

UNC Hospital’s is having their 5th Book Drive for Pediatric 
Cancer Patients at UNC and we’ve decided to help! They are 
looking for books or board books displaying different cultural 
backgrounds, HOWEVER, any books will be appreciated! 
Sangam will have a table in the pit from NOVEMBER 11 to 
NOVEMBER 15, so please be sure to stop by with books and 
tell your friends about it as well! If you have any books back 
home that you would like to donate, be sure to bring them back 



with you when you return from Fall Break! 

Like to write, draw or take photos? Contribute to Diaspora, UNC’s premier South 

Asian magazine written by students! We’re really flexible about the kind of articles 

or pieces you can submit to us. In the past, we’ve had submissions about trips to 

South Asian/Southeast Asian countries, articles on religion, philosophy, sports, art, 

music, and even recipes. Let us know if you need help brainstorming a topic for your 

article! 

Our deadline is October lOth[ 

Email ~gmail.com to contact Prianca Reddi and Sarayu Kumar with 

any questions, comments or concerns. 

Sangam ToShirt Design Contest 
Are you interested in getting a free T-shirt and a free Aaj Ka Dhamaka 

2013 show ticket? Make a T-shirt design for UNC Sangam for the 2013- 

2014 school year[ If your design is the winning design, you will receive a 

free T-shirt and AKD show ticket[ 

Contest ends this Friday, October 11th at 11:59 PM! So get your ideas in 

as soon as possible! 

Email designs to          ~maiLcom by this date. 

OTHER UPCOMING CAMPUS EVENTS/NEWS 

Faculty Life at ~T 
The delegation from liT Bombay will conduct an information session about liT and 

faculty life there. They will discuss current research projects, campus life, 

departmental activities, etc. The presentation will be geared towards students who 

are curious about returning to India and taking up academic jobs there, and the 

delegates will discuss the recruitment process for new faculty as well as 

compensation packages offered. 

Pizza will be provided! ! 

When: Oct 22 (Tuesday), 5 - 7pm 

Where: 2231 French Science Building, Duke University 

Speakers: 

Prof. Hari S Pandalai, Deputy Director (Finance and External Affairs) & Professor of 

Earth Sciences, liT Bombay. 

Prof Prasanna Mujumdar, Dean (Research & Development) & Professor of 

Aerospace Engineering, liT Bombay. 

Prof Rajiv Dusane, Dean (International Relations) & Professor of Metallurgical 

Engineering & Materials Science, liT Bombay. 

Free Screening of BHOPAU 
Free Screening of BHOPALI! 

Sanjay Verma, a Bhopal Disaster survivor, will speak about his 

experiences and this struggle for justice. 

Organized by the UNControllables and Croatan Earth First! 

When: Monday, October 14th, from 6 p.m. - 9 p.m. 

Where: UNC-Chapel Hill Hanes Art Auditorium 121 

Movie Trailer: ~"WWWobh 



Brought to you by your 2013-2014 Publicity Chairs 

~01ive.unc.edu 
@gmail.com 

If you would like for your upcoming event to be included in UNC 

Sangam’s weekly update, please send us your event details by 2:00 

p,m, each Wednesday! Thank you! 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
sangam as: <a href="mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank 
<br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-33699255-5074380.c5e653cd3a59768d3c33b9c7ea3f762 
f@li stserv.unc, edu" >leave-33699255 -5074380. c5 e653 cd3 a59768 d3 c33 b 9c7ea3 t’762f@li stserv.unc, edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, October 9, 2013 9:25 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Closing today 

Hi, 
We (Classroom Scheduling) are closed for phone calls today from 11:00-12:30 as we will be in a meeting. Please use email 
or wait until we are back! Thanks! 
Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto : s cheduling_o f fice@listserv, unc. edu 
re~istrar.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-33701242-34472124, d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b 0159ed79e86e7e@li stserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J <nick_siedentop@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 9:35 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R 
<krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis 
<stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Undergraduate Bulletin text for revision: AAAD 

AAAD 2013.doc 

..... Sent on behalf of Dean Bobbi Owen ..... 

Greetings: 

Attached is the text for your department or curriculum’s section of the 2013-2014 Undergraduate Bulletin 
(UGB), excluding the listing of courses. We seek your help in revising this material so that next year’s students 
will have accurate information about policies, procedures, and services available to them. As you update your 
entry, type any new text into the document instead of cutting and pasting it from other sources, including Web 
sites. Please be sure all Web addresses are correct and active. 

In some units this message is being sent to more than one person, so please coordinate your response so that only 
one version is returned. Please return your revised entry as an email attachment to Ben Haven 
(bhaven@email.unc.edu) by November 22, 2013, with the track-changes feature (currently turned on and 
password protected) in place. 

lf you are not the person to whom this message shouM be directed, please forward this email to that person, and 
let me know who shouM be receiving further correspondence about the Undergraduate Bulletin. 

A few things to keep in mind: 

¯ Curricular changes to major and minor requirements, as well as course lists fulfilling those 
requirements, must be submitted to and approved by the Administrative Board of the College of Arts and 
Sciences or relevant School. For units in the College of Arts and Sciences, see instructions on the Office 
of Undergraduate Curricula’s website: http://www.unc.edu/depts/uc/Facult¥/Proposalslnstructions.html 
Units in the College of Arts and Sciences are welcome to add information about requirements that were 
submitted for approval by the October 15, 2013, deadline. (This includes changes that were approved last 
spring after the 2013-2014 UGB went to press.) 

¯ Course additions, revisions, and inactivations must be submitted using the Course Request Approval 
System (CRAS). After your revised UGB entry is returned, the Office of Undergraduate Curricula will 
add the listing of courses and make the necessary updates based on the course additions, revisions, and 
inactivations that were submitted by October 15 and approved by the Curriculum Committee. 

¯ The order of sections and the wording of section headings are standard throughout the UGB and should 
not be revised. Please check with us if you want to add a new section to your UGB entry. 

The following editorial conventions will be used in the 2014-2015 UGB: 

1. Names of disciplines and subject areas are not capitalized unless they form part of an official title, appear in a 
heading, or are ordinarily capitalized in English. So, the statement "The Department of Biology offers several 
biology courses" is capitalized correctly. 
2. In lists of courses and bulleted requirements courses are put in alphabetical order, then numerical order: 
"BIOL 201 or 475" comes before "MASC 101" for example. Commas can be confusing, so if necessary, please 
use the words "and" and "or" to clarify for students what the options are. Cross-listed courses in the material you 
are reviewing are likewise represented in alphabetical order by subj ect code, regardless of whether or not the 
course numbers are identical: ARTH!CLAR 680 and ASIA 300/RELI 283. 



3. Bulleted information describing "Core Requirements" (courses in a maj or that count toward the minimum of 
18 hours of C or better) and "Additional Requirements" should remain brief, restricted to one line if possible. 

You may include links to social media so long as the site(s) referenced are monitored for appropriateness of 
language and content. 

Finally, the 2013/2014 online Undergraduate Bulletin now includes anchor links for the sections describing 
major and minor requirements. Attached is a document containing the URL addresses for these anchor links in 
case you want to link directly to the Undergraduate Bulletin from your department’s Web site. This will save 
you from having to maintain maj or and minor requirements on your department’s Web site. 

Nick Siedentop (nick siedentop@unc.edu) and Erika Lindemann (ulinde@email.unc.edu) will be glad to answer 
questions or help in other ways, so please let them know if you have any questions. Thank you for your 
considerable efforts to provide our students with an accurate bulletin. 

Sincerely, 
Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 



Department of African, African American, and Diaspora 
Studies 

aaad.unc.edu 

EUNICE SAHLE, Chair 

Professors 

Kenneth Janken, Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja, Bereket H. Selassie. 

Associate Professors 

Kia Caldwell, Perry Hall, Reginald Hildebrand, Michael Lambert, Margaret Lee, Charlene 
Regester, Walter Rucker, Eunice Sahle. 

Assistant Professors 

Lydia Boyd, David Pier, Mamarame Seck. 

Senior Lecturer 

Timothy McMillan. 

Lecturers 

Barbara Anderson, Alassane Fall, Donato Fhunsu, Esther Lisanza, Alphonse Mutima, Robert 

Porter. 

Introduction 

The Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies is an interdisciplinary and 
transnational program leading to the bachelor of arts degree. 

The goal of African, African American, and Diaspora studies at UNC-Chapel Hill is to give 
specific attention to the histories, cultures, cultural linkages, and contemporary sociopolitical and 
economic realities of Africa and the African Diasporas in the context of a globalizing world. We 
encourage majors to consider studying abroad in one of the expanding number of programs in 
Africa or the Atlantic African Diaspora. 

Prospective majors should contact the department’s director of undergraduate studies. 

Programs of Study 



The degree offered is the bachelor of arts with a major in African, African American, and 
Diaspora studies and a concentration either in African studies or African American and Diaspora 
studies. The department also offers a minor in African studies and a minor in African American 
and Diaspora studies. Finally, the department offers language instruction in Swahili, Wolof, 
Lingala, and Chichewa. 

The department has adopted the following numbering system for all AAAD courses numbered 
above 99: 

¯ Courses ending in 00 to 29: African studies 

¯ Courses ending in 30 to 59: African American studies 

¯ Courses ending in 60 to 84: African Diaspora outside the United States 

¯ Courses ending in 85 to 99: Courses that cross geography; dedicated courses whose numbers 
are reserved by the College, such as independent studies and internships. 

Foreign language courses have their own subject code: Kiswahili (SWAH), Wolof (WOLO), 
Lingala (LGLA), and Chichewa (CHWA). 

Majoring in African, African American, and Diaspora Studies: 
Bachelor of Arts 

B.A. Major in African, African American, and Diaspora Studies: 
Concentration in African Studies 

Core Requirements 

¯ AAAD 101 

¯ AAAD 130 

¯ AAAD 395 (in the African studies concentration; with permission of instructor and director of 
undergraduate studies, a student may take this course in the African American and Diaspora 

studies concentration) 

¯ AAAD 487 

¯ Six additional courses apportioned in the following way: 

o One African American and Diaspora studies, or transnational course chosen from AAAD 130- 
184, AAAD 230-284, AAAD 330-384, AAAD 430-484, AAAD 286, 298, 385, 485, 488, 489 

o As many as three courses chosen from AAAD 100-129, 200-229, 300-329, AAAD 386, 387 



o At least two courses chosen from AAAD 400-429, 485, 498 

o One course may come from this list, so long as students still take two courses at or above the 
400 level in the African studies concentration: ARTH 155,255; ANTH 238; FREN 505; GEOG 
268; HIST 130, 301,535; PORT 385; WMST 237, 283,289 

First-year seminars do not count toward the major. 

Recommended 

¯ Three semesters of one African language (either to ~ulfill the foreign language Foundations 
requirement or in addition to it) are recommended for the concentration in African studies. The 
following African language courses currently are offered: 

o Arabic: ARAB 101, 102, 203, 204, 305, 306 

o Chichewa: CHWA 401,402, 403 

o Lingala: LGLA 401,402, 403,404 

o Kiswahili: SWAH 112, 234, 401,402, 403, 404, 405, 406 

o Wolof: WOLO 401,402, 403, 404 

B.A. Major in African, African American, and Diaspora Studies: 
Concentration in African American and Diaspora Studies 

Core Requirements 

¯ AAAD 101 

¯ AAAD 130 

¯ AAAD 395 (in the African American and Diaspora concentration; with permission of instructor 
and director of undergraduate studies, a student may take this course in the African studies 
concentration) 

¯ AAAD 487 

¯ Six additional courses apportioned in the following way: 

o One African studies or transnational course chosen from AAAD 100-129, AAAD 200-229, 
AAAD 300-329, AAAD 400-429, AAAD 386, 387, 485, 498 

o As many as three courses chosen from AAAD 130-184, AAAD 230-284, AAAD 330-384, 
AAAD 286, 298, 385 



o At least two courses chosen from AAAD 430-484, 485, 488, 489 

o One course may come from this list, so long as students still take two courses at or above the 
400 level in the African American and Diaspora studies concentration: ANTH 130; COMM 437, 

662; DRAM 287; ENGL 367, 368, 369, 472, 589; HIST 378, 380; PHIL 274; POLI 274, 419; 
PSYC 467; RELI 580; SOCI 444; WMST 285, 553 

First-year seminars do not count toward the major. 

Additional Information about the Major 

AAAD 290 (Special Topics in African, African American, and Diaspora Studies) can fulfill one 

of several major requirements, depending on the topics studied; students should consult the 
director of undergraduate studies about this. 

The department encourages majors to also choose a track within their area of concentration of 
either African studies or African American and Diaspora studies. While the tracks are optional, 
they offer majors an opportunity to develop core knowledge in specific areas. Two track areas 
are offered for each concentration: a cultural and aesthetic track and a sociopolitical and 
historical track. A track is considered complete when a student takes four courses within it. 

African Studies Concentration 

¯ Cultural and aesthetic track: AAAD 201,210, 318, 320, 402, 414, 421 

¯ Sociopolitical and historical track: AAAD 200, 212, 214, 307, 315, 316, 386, 400, 498 

African American and Diaspora Studies Concentration 

Cultural and aesthetic track: AAAD 250, 259, 340, 356, 450, 451 

Sociopolitical and historical track: AAAD 232, 254, 258, 278, 284, 286, 431,460, 485, 488, 489 

Minoring in African Studies 

The undergraduate minor in African studies consists of 15 hours. 

¯ AAAD 101 

¯ Four additional AAAD courses at or above the 100 level whose last two digits are from 00 to 
29, and African studies courses whose last two digits are from 85 to 99. 

Minoring in African American and Diaspora Studies 

The undergraduate minor in African American and Diaspora studies consists of 15 hours. 



¯ AAAD 130 

¯ Four additional AAAD courses at or above the 100 level whose last two digits are from 30 to 
84, and African American and Diaspora studies courses whose last two digits are from 85 to 99 

Honors in African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

Students with an overall grade point average of 3.2 or higher at the beginning of their senior year 
and who have already completed AAAD 395 are encouraged to apply for candidacy for the B.A. 
with honors. Students interested in undertaking honors research and the writing of a thesis should 
consult with the department’s honors coordinator no later than in her/his junior year to discuss 
the process of applying to the program. Approved candidates will enroll in AAAD 691H in the 
fall semester of their senior year. Upon completion of AAAD 691H and with the approval of the 
student’s thesis director and the department’s honors coordinator, students will enroll in AAAD 
692H in the spring semester. AAAD 691H can count as one of the five courses students must 
take in their concentration of study. 

Advising 

Upon declaring the major in African, African American, and Diaspora studies, students should 
consult with the director of undergraduate studies, who is also available to students at other times 

in their academic careers. 

Special Opportunities in African, African American, and Diaspora 
Studies 

Departmental Involvement 

The department works closely with two important research units on campus: the African Studies 
Center and the Institute for African American Research. These two units provide an opportunity 
for the advanced study of issues concerning Africa and its diaspora. Two student organizations 

of note are the Black Student Movement (B SM) and the Organization for African Students’ 
Interests and Solidarity (OASIS). The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 
is a resource for students in terms of programming and a library on African, African American 
and Diaspora studies. 

Study Abroad 

There are several opportunities for study abroad. Significantly, in collaboration with Honors 
Carolina, every fall semester the department runs an honors study abroad program in Cape 
Town, South Africa. The department also runs summer study abroad programs in Ghana; Dakar, 
Senegal; and Durban, South Africa. In addition, the Sonja Haynes Stone Center runs a study 
abroad program in Venezuela. 

Undergraduate Research 



The department encourages undergraduate research. The required seminar for majors (AAAD 
395) introduces students to research skills and methods in African, African American, and 
Diaspora studies. The honors program (AAAD 691H and AAAD 692H) offers qualified students 
the opportunity to engage in a year-long process of research and writing. 

Graduate School and Career Opportunities 

The skills and perspectives of African, African American, and Diaspora studies provide an 
excellent background for students considering careers in international development, education, 
business, government, or diplomacy. Students go on to a wide variety of managerial, teaching, 
and research positions. Other careers for which the major is excellent preparation include law, 
communication, social work, community development, and public administration. 

Contact Information 

Eunice Sahle, Chair, CB# 3395, 109 Battle Hall, (919) 966-5496, fax (919) 962-2694. Web site: 
aaad.unc.edu. 

AFAM and AFRI courses were renumbered under a new subject code, AAAD. The listing of 
AAAD courses below includes the former AFAM and AFRI numbers in brackets. 

Note to unit: Course lists will be added to the 2014/2015 Undergraduate Bulletin by the Office 
of Undergraduate Curricula. 

AAAD 

CHWA 

LGLA 

SWAH 

WOLO 
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Nicholas Siedentop 

Curriculum Director 

Office of Undergraduate Curricula 
Campus Box 3504 I Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 I T 9:19.962.5819 

**Confidentiality notice: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient{s) and 

may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disc!osure, or distribution is 
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From: Siedentop, Nicholas J 
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 9:35 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; Janken, Kenneth R; ’tia_williams@unc.edu’; Gore, Travis 
Subject: Undergraduate Bulletin text for revision: AAAD 

..... Sent on behalf of Dean Bobbi Owen ..... 

Greetings: 

Attached is the text for your department or curriculum’s section of the 2013-2014 Undergraduate Bulletin 
(UGB), excluding the listing of courses. We seek your help in revising this material so that next year’s students 
will have accurate information about policies, procedures, and services available to them. As you update your 
entry, type any new text into the document instead of cutting and pasting it from other sources, including Web 
sites. Please be sure all Web addresses are correct and active. 

In some units this message is being sent to more than one person, so please coordinate your response so that only 
one version is returned. Please return your revised entry as an email attachment to Ben Haven 
(bhaven@email.unc.edu) by November 22, 2013, with the track-changes feature (currently turned on and 
password protected) in place. 

lf you are not the person to whom this message shouM be directed, please forward this email to that person, and 
let me know who shouM be receiving further correspondence about the Undergraduate Bulletin. 

A few things to keep in mind: 

¯ Curricular changes to major and minor requirements, as well as course lists fulfilling those 
requirements, must be submitted to and approved by the Administrative Board of the College of Arts and 
Sciences or relevant School. For units in the College of Arts and Sciences, see instructions on the Office 
of Undergraduate Curricula’s website: http://www.unc.edu/depts/uc/Faculty/Proposals Instructions.html 
Units in the College of Arts and Sciences are welcome to add information about requirements that were 
submitted for approval by the October 15, 2013, deadline. (This includes changes that were approved last 
spring after the 2013-2014 UGB went to press.) 

¯ Course additions, revisions, and inactivations must be submitted using the Course Request Approval 



System (CRAS). After your revised UGB entry is returned, the Office of Undergraduate Curricula will add 
the listing of courses and make the necessary updates based on the course additions, revisions, and 
inactivations that were submitted by October 15 and approved by the Curriculum Committee. 

¯ The order of sections and the wording of section headings are standard throughout the UGB and should 
not be revised. Please check with us if you want to add a new section to your UGB entry. 

The following editorial conventions will be used in the 2014-2015 UGB: 

1. Names of disciplines and subject areas are not capitalized unless they form part of an official title, appear in a 
heading, or are ordinarily capitalized in English. So, the statement "The Department of Biology offers several 
biology courses" is capitalized correctly. 
2. In lists of courses and bulleted requirements courses are put in alphabetical order, then numerical order: 
"BIOL 201 or 475" comes before "MASC 101" for example. Commas can be confusing, so if necessary, please 
use the words "and" and "or" to clarify for students what the options are. Cross-listed courses in the material you 
are reviewing are likewise represented in alphabetical order by subj ect code, regardless of whether or not the 
course numbers are identical: ARTH!CLAR 680 and ASIA 300/RELI 283. 
3. Bulleted information describing "Core Requirements" (courses in a maj or that count toward the minimum of 
18 hours of C or better) and "Additional Requirements" should remain brief, restricted to one line if possible. 

You may include links to social media so long as the site(s) referenced are monitored for appropriateness of 
language and content. 

Finally, the 2013/2014 online Undergraduate Bulletin now includes anchor links for the sections describing 
major and minor requirements. Attached is a document containing the URL addresses for these anchor links in 
case you want to link directly to the Undergraduate Bulletin from your department’s Web site. This will save 
you from having to maintain maj or and minor requirements on your department’s Web site. 

Nick Siedentop (nick siedentop~unc.edu) and Erika Lindemann (ulinde~email.unc.edu) will be glad to answer 
questions or help in other ways, so please let them know if you have any questions. Thank you for your 
considerable efforts to provide our students with an accurate bulletin. 

Sincerely, 
Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 



Anchor Links for 2013/14 Online Bulletin 

Aerospace Studies 

¯ Minoring in Aerospace Studies 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/afrotc.html#AERO minor 

African, African American, Diaspora Studies 

¯ Majoring in African, African American, and Diaspora Studies: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/afam.html#BA AAADS major 

¯ Minoring in African Studies 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/afam.html#AFST minor 

¯ Minoring in African American and Diaspora Studies 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/afam.html#AADS minor 

American Studies 

Majoring in American Studies: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/amst.html#BA AMST major 

Minoring in American Studies 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/amst.html#AMST minor 

Minoring in American Indian Studies 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/amst.html#AMINST minor 

Minoring in Folklore 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/amst.html#FOLK minor 

Minoring in International American Studies 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/amst.html#1NTAMST minor 

Minoring in Southern Studies 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/amst.html#SOUTH minor 

Anthropology 

¯ Majoring in Anthropology: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/anth.html#BA ANTH major 

¯ Minoring in General Anthropology 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/anth.html#ANTH minor 

¯ Minoring in Medical Anthropology 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/anth.html#MED ANTH minor 

Archaeology 

¯ Majoring in Archaeology: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/arch.html#BA ARCH major 



¯ Minoring in Archaeology 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/arch.html#ARCH minor 

Military Science 

¯ Minoring in Military Science 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/ROTC.html#M I LITARY minor 

Art 

¯ Majoring in Art History: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/art.html#BA ARTH major 

¯ Minoring in Art History 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/art.html#ARTH minor 

¯ Majoring in Studio Art: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/art.html#BA ARTS major 

¯ Majoring in Studio Art: Bachelor of Fine Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/art.html#BFA ARTS major 

¯ Majoring in Studio Art: Bachelor of Fine Arts with Art History Emphasis 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/art.html#BFA ARTH major 

Asian Studies 

Majoring in Asian Studies: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/asia.html#BA ASIA major 

Minoring in Asian Studies 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/asia.html#ASIA minor 

Minoring in Arabic 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/asia.html#ARAB minor 

Minoring in Chinese 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/asia.html#CH I N minor 

Minoring in Modern Hebrew 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/asia.html#HEBR minor 

Minoring in Hindi-Urdu 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/asia.html#HN U R minor 

Minoring in Japanese 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/asia.html#JAPN minor 

Minoring in Korean 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/asia.html#KOR minor 

Biology 

¯ Majoring in Biology: Bachelor of Science 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/biol.html#BS BIOL major 



¯ Majoring in Biology: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/biol.html#BA BIOL major 

¯ Minoring in Biology 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/biol.html#BIOL minor 

Biomedical Engineering 

¯ Majoring in Applied Science: Bachelor of Science 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/biomed.html#BS APPL major 

Chemistry 

¯ Majoring in Chemistry: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/chem.html#BA CHEM major 

¯ Majoring in Chemistry: Bachelor of Science 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/chem.html#BS CHEM major 

¯ Minoring in Chemistry 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/chem.html#CH EM minor 

City and Regional Planning 

¯ Minoring in Urban Studies and Planning 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/city.html#URBST minor 

Classics 

¯ Majoring in Classics: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/class.html#BA CLAS major 

¯ Minoring in Classical Humanities 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/class.html#CLAS HUM minor 

¯ Minoring in Greek 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/class.html#G REK minor 

¯ Minoring in Latin 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/class.html#LATN minor 

Communication Studies 

¯ Majoring in Communication Studies: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/comm.html#BA COMMSTUD major 

¯ Majoring in Interdisciplinary Studies - Cultural Studies: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/comm.html#BA INTS CULTS major 

¯ Minoring in Writing for the Screen and Stage 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/com m.htmI#WRITSS minor 



Computer Science 

¯ Majoring in Computer Science: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/compsci.html#BA COMP major 

¯ Majoring in Computer Science: Bachelor of Science 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/compsci.html#BS COMP major 

¯ Combined Bachelor’s - Master’s Degree Program 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/com psci.html#BSMS COMP 

¯ Minoring in Computer Science 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/com psci.html#COM P minor 

Contemporary European Studies (EURO) 

¯ Majoring in Contemporary European Studies: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/eurostudies.html#BA EURO major 

Dramatic Art 

¯ Majoring in Dramatic Art: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/drama.html#BA DRAM major 

¯ Minoring in Dramaturgy 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/drama.html#DRAMA minor 

¯ Minoring in Theatrical Design 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/drama.html#THEAT DESGN minor 

¯ Minoring in Theatrical Production 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/drama.html#THEAT PROD minor 

¯ Minoring in Writing for the Stage and Screen 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/drama.html#WRITSS minor 

Economics 

¯ Majoring in Economics: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/econ.html#BA ECON major 

¯ Majoring in Economics: UNC-National University of Singapore Joint Degree Program 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/econ.html#BA ECON major Singapore 

¯ Minoring in Entrepreneurship 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/econ.html#ENTRP minor 

English and Comparative Literature 

¯ Majoring in Comparative Literature: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/engl.html#BA COMPLIT major 

¯ Majoring in English: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/engl.html#BA ENGL major 



Minoring in Comparative Literature 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/engl.html#COM PLIT minor 

Minoring in Composition, Rhetoric, and Digital Literacy 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/engl.html#COMP RHET DL minor 

Minoring in Creative Writing 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/engl.html#CREAT WRIT minor 

Minoring in English 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/engl.html#ENGL minor 

Minoring in Global Cinema 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/engl.html#CIN EMA minor 

Minoring in Latina/o Studies 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/engl.html#LAT STUDIES minor 

Minoring in Medicine, Literature, and Culture 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/engl.html#MED LIT CULT minor 

Environment and Ecology Curriculum 

¯ Majoring in Environmental Studies: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/u~radbulletin/depts/ecol.html#BA ENVST major 

¯ Majoring in Environmental Science: Bachelor of Science 

http://www.unc.edu/u~radbulletin/depts/ecol.html#BS ENSCI major 

¯ Minoring in Environmental Science and Studies 

http://www.unc.edu/u~radbulletin/depts/ecol.html#ENST minor 

¯ Minoring in Sustainability Studies 

http://www.unc.edu/u~radbulletin/depts/ecol.html#SUSST minor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

¯ Majoring in Exercise and Sport Science: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/u~radbulletin/depts/ex sportsci.html#BA EXSS major 

¯ Minoring in Coaching Education 

http://www.unc.edu/u~radbulletin/depts/ex sportsci.html#COACH minor 

¯ Minoring in Exercise and Sport Science 

http://www.unc.edu/u~radbulletin/depts/ex sportsci.html#EXSS minor 

¯ Minoring in Recreation Administration 

http://www.unc.edu/u~radbulletin/depts/ex sportsci.html#RECR minor 

Geography 

¯ Majoring in Geography: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/u~radbulletin/depts/~eo~.html#BA GEOG major 

¯ Minoring in Geography 

http://www.unc.edu/u~radbulletin/depts/~eo~.html#G EOG minor 



Geological Sciences 

¯ Majoring in Geological Sciences: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/geol.html#BA GEOL major 

¯ Majoring in Geological Sciences: Bachelor of Science 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/geol.html#BS GEOL maior 

¯ Minoring in Geological Sciences 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/geol.html#GEOL minor 

Germanic and Slavic Languages 

¯ Majoring in Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literatures: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/germslavic.html#BA GERMSLAV major 

¯ Minoring in German 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/germslavic.html#G ERM minor 

¯ Minoring in Russian Culture 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/germslavic.html#RUSS minor 

¯ Minoring in Slavic and East European Languages and Cultures 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/germslavic.html#SLAV minor 

Global Studies Curriculum 

¯ Majoring in Global Studies: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/global.html#BA GLBL maior 

History 

¯ Majoring in History: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/hist.html#BA HIST major 

¯ Joint Degree Program with the National University of Singapore (NUS) 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/hist.html#BA HIST major Singapore 

¯ Minoring in History 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/hist.html#HIST minor 

¯ Minoring in Medieval and Early Modern Studies 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/hist.html#M EDV minor 

Interdisciplinary Studies 

¯ Majoring in Interdisciplinary Studies: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/interdisciplinary.html#BA IDST major 

Latin American Studies 

¯ Majoring in Latin American Studies: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/I amer.html#BA LTAM major 



Linguistics 

¯ Majoring in Linguistics: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/ling.html#BA LING major 

¯ Dual Bachelor’s - Master’s Degree Program 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/ling.html#BAMA LING 

¯ Minoring in Linguistics 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/ling.html#LING minor 

Marine Sciences 

¯ Minoring in Marine Sciences 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/masc.html#MASC minor 

Mathematics 

¯ Majoring in Mathematics: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/math.html#BA MATH major 

¯ Majoring in Mathematics: Bachelor of Science 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/math.html#BS MATH major 

¯ Minoring in Mathematics 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/math.html#MATH minor 

Music 

¯ Majoring in Music: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/music.html#BA MUSC major 

¯ Majoring in Music: Bachelor of Music 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/music.html#BM MUSC major 

¯ Minoring in Music 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/music.html#M USC minor 

Naval Science 

¯ Minoring in Naval Science 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/N ROTC.htmI#NAVS minor 

Peace, War and Defense 

¯ Majoring in Peace, War, and Defense: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/pwad.html#BA PWAD major 

Philosophy 

¯ Majoring in Philosophy: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/phil.html#BA PHIL major 



¯ Minoring in Philosophy 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/phil.html#PHIL minor 

¯ Minoring in Philosophy, Politics, and Economics (PPE) 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/phil.html#PPE minor 

Physics and Astronomy 

¯ Majoring in Physics and Astronomy: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/physics.html#BA PHYSASTR major 

¯ Majoring in Physics and Astronomy: Bachelor of Science 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/physics.html#BS PHYSASTR major 

¯ Minoring in Astronomy 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/physics.html#ASTR minor 

¯ Minoring in Physics 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/physics.html#PHYS minor 

Political Science 

¯ Majoring in Political Science: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/poli.html#BA POLl major 

Psychology 

¯ Majoring in Psychology: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/psyc.html#BA PSYC major 

¯ Majoring in Psychology: Bachelor of Science 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/psyc.html#BS PSYC major 

¯ Minoring in Cognitive Science 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/psyc.html#COGSCI minor 

Public Policy 

¯ Majoring in Public Policy: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/pubpol.html#BA PLC¥ major 

¯ Minoring in Public Policy 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/pubpol.html#PLCY minor 

Religious Studies 

¯ Majoring in Religious Studies: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/reli.html#BA RELI major 

¯ Minoring in Islamic and Middle Eastern Studies 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/reli.html#1SLAM minor 

¯ Minoring in Jewish Studies 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/reli.html#JWST minor 



¯ Minoring in Religious Studies 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/reli.html#RELI minor 

¯ Minoring in the Study of Christianity and Culture 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/reli.html#CRSTCU LT minor 

Romance Languages 

¯ Majoring in Romance Languages: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/roma.html#BA ROML major 

¯ Dual Bachelor’s - Master’s Degree Program 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/roma.html#BAMA ROML 

¯ Minoring in French 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/roma.html#FREN minor 

¯ Minoring in Italian 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/roma.html#1TAL minor 

¯ Minoring in Portuguese 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/roma.html#PORT minor 

¯ Minoring in Hispanic Studies 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/roma.html#HISP minor 

¯ Minoring in Spanish for the Professions 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/roma.html#SPPROF minor 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

¯ Majoring in Business Administration: Bachelor of Science 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/sch bus.html#BS BUSI major 

¯ Minoring in Business Administration 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/sch bus.html#BUSI minor 

School of Dentistry 

¯ Majoring in Dental Hygiene: Bachelor of Science 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/sch den.html#BS DHYG major 

School of Education 

¯ Majoring in Education: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/sch edu.html#BA EDUC major 

¯ Minoring in Education 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/sch edu.html#EDUC minor 

School of Information and Library Science 

¯ Majoring in Information Science: Bachelor of Science 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/sch lib.html#BS INFOSCI major 



¯ Dual Bachelor’s - Master’s Degree Program 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/sch 

¯ Minoring in Information Systems 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/sch 

lib.html#BSMS INFOSCI 

lib.html#1NFOSYS minor 

School of Journalism and Mass Communication 

¯ Majoring in Journalism and Mass Communication: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/sch journ.html#BA JOMC major 

¯ Majoring in Business Journalism: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/sch journ.html#BA BUSJOURN major 

¯ Minoring in Journalism and Mass Communication 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/sch journ.html#JOUR minor 

School of Medicine - CLS 

¯ Majoring in Clinical Laboratory Science: Bachelor of Science 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/sch med.html#BS CLSC major 

School of Medicine - Radiology 

¯ Majoring in Radiologic Science: Bachelor of Science 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/sch med.html#BS RADI major 

School of Medicine - SPHS 

¯ Minoring in Speech and Hearing Sciences 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/sch med.html#SPHS minor 

School of Nursing 

¯ Majoring in Nursing: Bachelor of Science 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/sch nur.html#BS NURS major 

School of Public Health 

¯ Majoring in Biostatistics: Bachelor of Science in Public Health 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/sch pubhea.html#BSPH BIOS major 

¯ Majoring in Environmental Health Sciences: Bachelor of Science in Public Health 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/sch pubhea.html#BSPH ENVR major 

¯ Majoring in Health Policy and Management: Bachelor of Science in Public Health 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/sch pubhea.html#BSPH HPM major 

¯ Majoring in Nutrition: Bachelor of Science in Public Health 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/sch pubhea.html#BSPH NUTR major 

Sociology 



¯ Majoring in Management and Society: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/soci.html#BA MNGT major 

¯ Majoring in Sociology: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/soci.html#BA SOCI major 

¯ Minoring in Social and Economic Justice 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/soci.html#SOC ECON JUST minor 

Statistics and Operations Research 

¯ Majoring in Mathematical Decision Sciences: Bachelor of Science 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/stat.html#BS MATH DEC SCI major 

¯ Minoring in Mathematical Decision Sciences 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/stat.html#MATH DEC SCI minor 

¯ Dual Bachelor’s - Master’s Degree Program 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/stat.html#BSMS MATH DEC SCI 

<insert Anchor Link on the heading "Graduate School and Career Opportunities"> 

Women’s and Gender Studies 

¯ Majoring in Women’s and Gender Studies: Bachelor of Arts 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/wmst.html#BA WMST major 

¯ Minoring in Women’s and Gender Studies 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/wmst.html#WMST minor 

¯ Minoring in Sexuality Studies 

http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/depts/wmst.html#SEXST minor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 12:03 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

new courses to be submitted via CRAS 

McMillan Theorzing race AAAD 491 .doc; Pier - Music African Diasporas AAAD 
404.doc; Regester - Black Women in Cinema Submission Form AAAD 449.doc; 
Regester Black Women in Cinema syllabus AAAD 449.docx; Seck - West Africa 
through visual AAAD 202.doc; Williams - African American Politics AAD 240 - 
revision.doc 

Dear Travis, 

Attached are documents for five courses to be submitted through CRAS. Four of the courses are new; one 
course is a revision. Here is the breakdown: 

AAAD 491 - new course, with submission form and syllabus in ONE file 
AAAD 404 - new course, with submission form and syllabus in ONE file 
AAAD 202 - new course, with submission form and syllabus in ONE file 
AAAD 449 - new course, with submission form and syllabus in TWO separate files 
AAAD 240 - course revision, with only a submission form; no syllabus required 

Please submit these through CRAS today. Let me know if you have any difficulty, and let me know, too, 
please, when you have completed the task. 

Thanks! 
Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpress/tit~e/rayf~rd-w-~~gan-and-di~emma-african-american-inte~~ectua~ 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd, edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 



COURSE SUBMISSION FORM 

Section 1: Contact and Basic Course Information 

1. Instructor information: 

Name 

Email address 

Phone number 

2. Submission Type: 

[] New Course Proposal: Complete all applicable sections. 

[] Course Revision Proposal: Fill out only items that need to be changed. 

Please note: Non-sponsor units in a cross-list may only make changes to the catalog number. All other changes must come from 
the sponsor unit. Currently, a moratorium on establishing new cross-listings between courses is in effect. 

3. Subject code (e.g., ENGL, SPAN): AAAD Catalog number: 491 

Section 2: Course Details 

1. Short Title/Description (ALL CAPITAL LETTERS; maximum of 30 characters, including spaces) 

THEORIZING RACE 

Note: This title appears on class rolls and student transcripts 

2. Long Course Title (Maximum of 100 characters, including spaces) 

Theorizinq Race 

Note: This title appears in the Undergraduate Bulletin, Graduate Record, and ConnectCarolina 

3. Long Description (Maximum of 50 words, excluding pre- and corequisite statements): 

Theorizing Race, examines the evolution, transformation, and socio-political implications of the 
concept of race, with particular emphasis on blackness and whiteness in the United States. 

Note: This description appears in the Undergraduate Bulletin, Graduate Record, and ConnectCarolina. 

4. Any pre/corequisites for this course? (Pre/corequisites must be courses) [] Yes 

If the course has prerequisites, enter subject and catalog number(s): ! 

If the course has corequisites, enter subject and catalog numbers(s): ! 

[] No 

Examples: MUSC 122; BIOL 101 and 101L; PS YC 101, and 222 or 230. Note: Pre/corequisites appear in the long course description 
in the Undergraduate Bulletin and ConnectCarolina. This information should also be included in the course description (see item #3). 

5. Is special preparation required/recommended for this course? [] Yes [] No 

Note: This information shou/d a/so be inc/uded in the course description (see item #3), following any pre/corequisites. 

6. Proposed effective term: Fall Year: 2014 

Course revision requests must have a fall effective date. 

7. Course credit hour type is: [] Fixed 

[] Variable 

Enter hours: 3 

Min hours: Max hours: 
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Note: The number of class contact hours in organized instruction is one factor affecting the amount of credit earned. Courses must 
meet for a minimum of 750 minutes per semester for each hour of credit earned. (Example: a traditional 3 credit-hour course 
includes 42 class periods of 50 minutes each on MWF and 29 class periods of 75 minutes each on TTH. Final examinations, 
required in all undergraduate courses, provide an additional 180 minutes of instruction. MWF classes provide a total of 2280 
instructional minutes; TTH classes, a total of 2355 instructional minutes.) This ratio should be observed for organized instruction, 
which excludes laboratory, independent study, special topics, and thesis research courses. 

8. Grading basis (select one): 

GR1 - Ugrd (A, B, C, etc) 

9. Repeat for credit: [] Yes [] No 

Allow multiple enrollments within a single term: [] Yes [] No 

Total Units Allowed: !             Total completions allowed: 

10. Is this course included in a current proposal to establish or revise a major or minor? [] Yes [] No 

Note for undergraduate programs: The course must be approved by the Administrative Boards first before the revision to the major 
or minor can be approved. 

11. If permission to enroll is needed, please choose one statement below that best describes who gives 
permission: 

Note: This information should also be included in the course description (see item #3), following any required/recommended 
preparation. 

12. Primary Component (lecture or lab) ! 

Graded component [] Yes [] No 

13. Will this course contain additional components? 

[] Recitation Graded component [] Yes [] No 

[] Lab Graded component [] Yes [] No 

[] Separately numbered as 

[] Included and contributes 

[] Included and contributes 

and contributes 

~ credit hour(s) 

~ credit hour(s) 

credit hour(s) 

14. Additional Course Request Details. (Maximum of 75 words): 

Note: Please use this section to provide additional information about this course. For example, does the course restrict enrollment 
by student classification, by college, or major? 

15. Course Document - Please attach the course syllabus. 

Note: The syllabus should include a brief description of the course, basic and recommended texts (authors, title, year of 
publication), a list of principal topics covered, class schedule or course calendar, number of examinations, contact hours, 
work required of students, and the basis for determining the final grade. 

Continue to Section 3: General Education Requirements, if applicable. 
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Section 3: General Education Requirements - Complete Only If Applicable 

Subject + catalog number: AAAD 491 

¯ For revision requests: 

1. Does this course already fulfill General Education requirements? [] Yes 

2. If Yes, which ones: ! 

[] No 

3. To request additional General Education requirements, complete the information below. 

¯ For new courses, complete all applicable information below. 

Courses that meet General Education requirements must include in the course syllabus adequate information to 
permit the Curriculum Committee to assess course content against the criteria specified for each General 
Education category. The course syllabus should give evidence that the criteria have been met. (The criteria 
document is available at http://www.unc.edu/depts/uc/docs/criteria_l 1-05-08.pdf). No more than two General 
Education designations, as the norm, will be approved for any new or revised course. 

Criteria applicable to all General Education courses: 
¯ Course syllabus includes a final examination. (Foundations, First Year Seminars, and EE-only courses 

are an exception to this requirement) 
¯ Course syllabus makes it clear that at least 10 pages of writing or the equivalent in intellectual labor are 

required. 
¯ For science, math, and performance courses, where little writing is typically assigned, the course requires 

the intellectual equivalent of at least 10 pages of writing outside of class. 
¯ The course involves recitation meetings or allows for regular discussions in other ways. 
¯ For science and math courses, where regular discussions may not be appropriate, the course requires 

students to apply their acquired knowledge to challenging problems. 

Foundations 

[] English Composition and Rhetoric (CR) 

[] Foreign Language (FL) 

[] Quantitative Reasoning (QR) 

[] Lifetime Fitness (1 credit) 

Approaches 
A course can fulfill only one Approach. 

[] Physical and Life Sciences: 

With lab? [] Yes (PX) [] No (PL) 

[] Social and Behavioral Sciences 

nonhistorical (SS) 

[] Social and Behavioral Sciences 

historical analysis (HS) 

[] Visual and Performing Arts (VP) 

[] Philosophical and Moral Reasoning (PH) 

[] Literary Arts (LA) 

Connections 
A course can fulfill up to two Connections 

[]Communication Intensive (Cl) 

[] Quantitative Intensive (QI) 

[] U.S. Diversity (US) 

[] Global Issues (GL) 

[] The World before 1750 (WB) 

[] North Atlantic World (NA) 

[] Beyond the North Atlantic (BN) 

[] Experiential Education (EE) [choose one below]: 

Please remember to attach a course syllabus (see item #15 from section 2 above). 
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AFRICAN, AFRICAN AMERICAN AND DIASPORA STUDIES 
Theorizing Race 

FALL SEMESTER 2014 

XXX 

Professor: Timothy McMillan 
Office: Battle Hall 308 tim 1 @email. unc.edu 

Office Hours: TTH 10:00-10:50/12:30-1:10 & Wednesday 1:45-2:45 
Monday and Friday by appointment as possible 

DESCRIPTION: AAAD 4XX, Theorizing Race, explores the evolution, transformation, and socio-political 
implications of the concept of race, particularly blackness and whiteness, mainly in the United States. 
Blackness and whiteness as racial categories have existed in the (proto) United States from the earliest colonial 
times but their meanings have shifted and continue to shift. The intersection of multiple European colonial 
powers with each other, with indigenous Americans, and with a variety of African peoples created complicated 
and ever-shifting racial dynamics. In the post-colonial periods the North American definitions of race 
expanded globally through imperialism and multi-national business concerns. 

What defines a person as black in the 21st century is increasingly complex due to changing social norms, 
increased immigration and emigration, and a rapidly growing number of multi-racial and/or multi-ethnic 
individuals, immigration from Africa and the Caribbean have particularly problematized the meaning of black 
versus African American. Latino and Asian immigration has added another dimension to racial discussions in 
the United States about identity. Who is included in the definition of black is not only a matter of color and 
history but also of politics and cultural identification. 

Over the semester we will attempt to define, refine, and transform blackness as a category and as an identity in 
the United States and, to gain objective distance, in a variety of international and multi-cultural settings. It is 
impossible to discuss blackness without also discussing other racial and ethnic categories that are currently in 
use in the U.S., in fact, many scholars argue that whiteness and blackness define each other in a 
complementary fashion. After we have developed a framework for analyzing race we will then turn to 
discussions of race in literature, in popular culture, and in criminal justice to develop a class project which will 
become the basis for your research paper. 

Specific goals for the class are to understand the general notion of racial categorization as a human endeavor 
(both historically and comparatively), to examine the specific development of the parameters of race in the 
United States due to the institution of African and Native American slavery, to analyze the legal, political and 
social manifestations of racial categorization in the 21st century, and to create frameworks to discuss the 
continued significance of race in a so-called post-racial era. You will be assessed through your critical 
writings on these issues and through your informed discussions in class. 

FORMAT: This course will consist of lectures, readings, internet surfing, video viewing, guest lectures and 
discussion. We will start with a shared set of readings and films that we will then analyze by discussing the 
central, often contradictory arguments presented by the authors and film makers. We will explore the topics of 
blackness, whiteness, and race in general through fiction, film, history, politics, and social science. Class 
attendance, active and informed participation in discussions, and active and useful participation in the group 
project are critical to your success in this course. Students who do not participate in class discussions and/or in 
the group project will not succeed in this course. 

REQUIREMENTS: Your grade is based on a midterm and final exam, a 10-15 page analytical term paper 
(discussing the parameters of race in the 21st century), and several short essays addressing the central 
theoretical and substantive concerns of the class. A great deal of student interaction and participation is 
required and will count for 20% of your final grade. It is critical that you be prepared for class before class 
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begins. Please complete assigned readings (both print and web) before they are due in class. Make sure to 
consult the websites mentioned in class. Assigned readings that are on the web are noted in italics on this 
syllabus and can be accessed by going to SakaiTM 

PERSONAL TECHNOLOGY: You are welcome to use your laptop/tablet to take notes and to use required 
electronic resources. Please turn off phones during class, and I’d appreciate it if you did not surf the web, 
tweet, or check Facebook during class. 

ATTENDANCE: Attendance is required. Because we only meet once a week it is very important that you not 
miss class. More than one absence must be explained to my satisfaction (documented illness, funerals, 
university commitments are examples of satisfactory excuses) or your course grade will be lowered by a letter 
grade. 

INCOMPLETES: Incompletes are not automatically granted so please complete all work on time. Any work 
that is not submitted by the due date and time will earn the grade of zero and this will be used to calculate your 
final grade. Exceptions will only be made under extraordinary circumstances. 

GRADING: 

Critical essays: 20% 

Midterm exam 20% 

Participation!Discussion 20% 

Research paper 20% 

Final Exam 20% 

GRADING IS ON A STRAIGHT 10 POINT SCALE, e.g. 100-93 =A; 92-90 =A-; 

89-87=B+; 86-83=B; 82-80=B; etc. 59-0 = F. 

REQUIRED TEXTS: 

SAKAI 

Markus and Moya 

Miller 

Muhammad 

Painter 

Schuyler 

Toure 

links at Web Sites on SakaiTM 

Doing Race: 21 Essays for the 21~’t Century 

The Crucible 

The condemnation of Blackness 

The History of White People 

Black No More 

Who’s Afraid of Post-Blackness 

HONOR CODE: You are required to follow the Honor Code at UNC. The following statement is from 
http://honor.unc.edu/which will provide more information about the honor system at UNC. Pay particular 
attention to proper citation and plagiarism - a tutorial is available here to help you 

http://www.lib.unc.edu/instruct/plagiarism/ 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has had a student-administered honor system and judicial 
system for over 100 years. The system is the responsibility of students and is regulated and governed by 
them, but faculty share the responsibility. If you have questions about your responsibility under the honor 
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code, please bring them to your instructor or consult with the office of the Dean of Students or the Instrument 
of Student Judicial Governance. This document, adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty Council, and the 
Student Congress, contains all policies and procedures pertaining to the student honor system. Your full 
participation and observance of the honor code is expected. 

ACCOMODATION OF DISABILITIES: 

Students who feel they may need accommodations based on the impact of 
a disability should contact the course instructor to discuss their needs. 
Students with documented disabilities should also contact the Department 
for Disability Services at 919-962-8300 in SASB North Building, Suite 2126 
to coordinate necessary accommodations for exams and other in-class 
assignments. Visit disabilityservices.unc.edu for more information. 
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SCHEDULE 
WEEK TOPIC READING 
1 Introduction/getting to know us Sakai 
2 21st Century Debates. Who is Black? Toure 
3 Is president Obama post-racial? Toure 
4 Inventing Race and Ethnicity Markus and Moya: Part 1 
5 Racing Difference Markus and Moya; Part 2 
6 Racing Identity Markus and Moya: Part 4 
7 Whiteness as a historical category Painter 
8 Whiteness as a racial category Painter 
9 Literary Race: Black No More Schuyler 
10 Literary Race: Turning Indians Black Miller 
11 The Race of Crime Muhammad 

12 The Crime of Race Muhammad 
13 Racial ambiguity in the 21st century Sakai 
14 Student presentations Sakai 

15 Student Presentations Sakai 

FINAL EXAM 
THIS SCHEDULE MAY BE MODIFIED BY THE INSTRUCTOR - YOU WILL BE NOTIFIED OF ANY CHANGES IN 
CLASS, ON SAKAI, AND BY EMAIL. ONLY THE SCHEDULE IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE; NOT POLICY ON 
GRADING, ATTENDANCE, ETC. 
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COURSE SUBMISSION FORM 

Section 1: Contact and Basic Course Information 

1. Instructor information: 

Name David Pier 

Email address dpier~,,unc.edu 

Phone number 

2. Submission Type: 

[] New Course Proposal: Complete all applicable sections. 

[] Course Revision Proposal: Fill out only items that need to be changed. 

Please note: Non-sponsor units in a cross-list may only make changes to the catalog number. All other changes must come from 
the sponsor unit. Currently, a moratorium on establishing new cross-listings between courses is in effect. 

3. Subject code (e.g., ENGL, SPAN): AAAD Catalog number: 404 

Section 2: Course Details 

1. Short Title/Description (ALL CAPITAL LETTERS; maximum of 30 characters, including spaces) 

MUSIC OF AFRICAN DIASPORAS 

Note: This title appears on class rolls and student transcripts 

2. Long Course Title (Maximum of 100 characters, including spaces) 

MUSIC OF AFRICAN DIASPORAS 

Note: This title appears in the Undergraduate Bulletin, Graduate Record, and ConnectCarolina 

3. Long Description (Maximum of 50 words, excluding pre- and corequisite statements): 

An exploration of musical articulations of African diasporic identity, focusinq on aesthetics, social fields of 
production, and the historical development of the "diaspora" concept around music. 

Note: This description appears in the Undergraduate Bulletin, Graduate Record, and ConnectCarolina. 

4. Any pre/corequisites for this course? (Pre/corequisites must be courses) [] Yes [] No 

If the course has prerequisites, enter subject and catalog number(s): ! 

If the course has corequisites, enter subject and catalog numbers(s): ~ 

Examples: MUSC 122; BIOL 101 and 101L; PS YC 101, and 222 or 230. Note: Pre/corequisites appear in the long course description 
in the Undergraduate Bulletin and ConnectCarolina. This information should also be included in the course description (see item #3). 

5. Is special preparation required/recommended for this course? [] Yes [] No 

Note: This information should also be included in the course description (see item #3), following any pre/corequisites. 

6. Proposed effective term: Fall Year: 2014 

Course revision requests must have a fall effective date. 

7. Course credit hour type is: [] Fixed Enter hours: 3 

[] Variable Min hours: ~ Max hours: ~ 
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Note: The number of class contact hours in organized instruction is one factor affecting the amount of credit earned. Courses must 
meet for a minimum of 750 minutes per semester for each hour of credit earned. (Example: a traditional 3 credit-hour course 
includes 42 class periods of 50 minutes each on MWF and 29 class periods of 75 minutes each on TTH. Final examinations, 
required in all undergraduate courses, provide an additional 180 minutes of instruction. MWF classes provide a total of 2280 
instructional minutes; TTH classes, a total of 2355 instructional minutes.) This ratio should be observed for organized instruction, 
which excludes laboratory, independent study, special topics, and thesis research courses. 

8. Grading basis (select one): 

GR1 - Ugrd (A, B, C, etc) 

9. Repeat for credit: [] Yes [] No 

Allow multiple enrollments within a single term: [] Yes [] No 

Total Units Allowed: !             Total completions allowed: 

10. Is this course included in a current proposal to establish or revise a major or minor? [] Yes [] No 

Note for undergraduate programs: The course must be approved by the Administrative Boards first before the revision to the major 
or minor can be approved. 

11. If permission to enroll is needed, please choose one statement below that best describes who gives 
permission: 

Note: This information should also be included in the course description (see item #3), following any required/recommended 
preparation. 

12. Primary Component (lecture or lab) lecture 

Graded component [] Yes [] No 

13. Will this course contain additional components? 

[] Recitation Graded component [] Yes [] No 

[] Lab Graded component [] Yes [] No 

[] Separately numbered as 

[] Included and contributes 

[] Included and contributes 

and contributes 

~ credit hour(s) 

~ credit hour(s) 

credit hour(s) 

14. Additional Course Request Details. (Maximum of 75 words): 

Note: Please use this section to provide additional information about this course. For example, does the course restrict enrollment 
by student classification, by college, or major? 

15. Course Document - Please attach the course syllabus. 

Note: The syllabus should include a brief description of the course, basic and recommended texts (authors, title, year of 
publication), a list of principal topics covered, class schedule or course calendar, number of examinations, contact hours, 
work required of students, and the basis for determining the final grade. 

Continue to Section 3: General Education Requirements, if applicable. 
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Section 3: General Education Requirements - Complete Only If Applicable 

Subject + catalog number: AAAD 404 

¯ For revision requests: 

1. Does this course already fulfill General Education requirements? [] Yes 

2. If Yes, which ones: ! 

[] No 

3. To request additional General Education requirements, complete the information below. 

¯ For new courses, complete all applicable information below. 

Courses that meet General Education requirements must include in the course syllabus adequate information to 
permit the Curriculum Committee to assess course content against the criteria specified for each General 
Education category. The course syllabus should give evidence that the criteria have been met. (The criteria 
document is available at http://www.unc.edu/depts/uc/Faculty/GenEd_criteria.pdf). No more than two General 
Education designations, as the norm, will be approved for any new or revised course. 

Criteria applicable to all General Education courses: 
¯ Course syllabus includes a final examination. (Foundations, First Year Seminars, and EE-only courses 

are an exception to this requirement) 
¯ Course syllabus makes it clear that at least 10 pages of writing or the equivalent in intellectual labor are 

required. 
¯ For science, math, and performance courses, where little writing is typically assigned, the course requires 

the intellectual equivalent of at least 10 pages of writing outside of class. 
¯ The course involves recitation meetings or allows for regular discussions in other ways. 
¯ For science and math courses, where regular discussions may not be appropriate, the course requires 

students to apply their acquired knowledge to challenging problems. 

Foundations 

[] English Composition and Rhetoric (CR) 

[] Foreign Language (FL) 

[] Quantitative Reasoning (QR) 

[] Lifetime Fitness (1 credit) 

Approaches 
A course can fulfill only one Approach. 

[] Physical and Life Sciences: 

With lab? [] Yes (PX) [] No (PL) 

[] Social and Behavioral Sciences 

nonhistorical (SS) 

[] Social and Behavioral Sciences 

historical analysis (HS) 

[] Visual and Performing Arts (VP) 

[] Philosophical and Moral Reasoning (PH) 

[] Literary Arts (LA) 

Connections 
A course can fulfill up to two Connections 

[]Communication Intensive (Cl) 

[] Quantitative Intensive (QI) 

[] U.S. Diversity (US) 

[] Global Issues (GL) 

[] The World before 1750 (WB) 

[] North Atlantic World (NA) 

[] Beyond the North Atlantic (BN) 

[] Experiential Education (EE) [choose one below]: 

Please remember to attach a course syllabus (see item #15 from section 2 above). 
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AAAD XXX (Sect 001) - MUSIC OF AFRICAN DIASPORAS - SPRING 2014 
Greenlaw 0101, Tu/Th 2:00 - 3:15 

Professor David Pier 
Office: 302 Battle Hall 
office hours T 3:15-5:00, or by appointment 
dpier@unc.edu 

OVERVIEW: In this course we explore musical articulations of African diasporic identity, focusing on 
aesthetics, as well as on social fields of musical production. The possible theoretical uses of the term 
"diaspora," and the historical development of this concept around music, will be topics for analysis. This is an 
upper-level course, and significant prior 100-300 level coursework in the humanities and/or social sciences is 
recommended, though not required. 
The course has three broad learning objectives: 
1. To acquaint you with historically important musical styles, in their aesthetics and social contexts. 
2. To expand your general knowledge of the geographies and histories of key African diasporic regions. 
3. To exercise your capacity to understand and evaluate abstract sociological concepts, including the concept 
"diaspora." 

GRADING 

Final grades will be determined as follows: 

Weekly Quizzes (Poll Everywhere) 20% 

One Reading Response Paper / Discussion 0% 
Starter (600 words, due the day the reading is 
due) 

One listening exercise (pass/fail) 5% 

Midterm Exam 15% 

Final Exam 20% 

Essay (1900 words) (see topic below) 20% 

Class Participation 10% 

Optional Extra Credit concert report (500 words+ %1 (optional) 
+ ticket stub) 

I use the following assessment scale for final course grades: 
A = 92.95 - 100 C+ = 77.95 - 79.94 
A- = 89.95 - 92.94 C = 72.95 - 77.94 
B+ = 87.95 - 89.94 C- = 69.95 - 72.94 
B = 82.95 - 87.94 D+ = 67.95 - 69.94 
B- = 79.95 - 82.94 D = 62.95 - 67.94 

D- = 59.95 - 62.94 
F = 59.94 and below 

DESCRIPTIONS OF ASSESSMENTS 
1. Weekly Quizzes (20%). PLEASE READ CAREFULLY, Over the course of the semester, there will be a 
total of 12 quizzes. 6 of the quizzes are pre-scheduled, 6 may happen either Tuesday or Thursday (you won’t 
know ahead of time). See schedule below. 
All quizzes will be administered via the internet Poll Everywhere system. To participate, you will need a laptop 
computer, or a cell phone." It is your responsibility to make sure that your cell phone number and email 
address are registered with Poll Everywhere. Answers entered from unregistered phone numbers and 
email addresses will not be accepted. 



There will be no makeups for quizzes. This means that there will be no makeups for illnesses, deaths in the 
family, sporting events, technological problems, or joining the course late. 
Each quiz will consist of 4 questions, and you can earn 0-4 points. At the end of the semester, you will have 
earned a total of 0-48 points. This score will then be converted according to the following table: 

40-48 20% (full credit) 
37-39 19% 
35-36 18% 
33-34 17% 
31-32 16% 
29-30 15% 

¯.. and so on. 

Please note that you can miss two quizzes and still possibly earn full credit on your final quiz grade. This is to 
make some allowance for the emergencies that will inevitably come up (illnesses, deaths in the family, 
malfunctioning cell phones or laptops, and so on). 
The quizzes are meant to incentivize you to keep up with the reading and listening assignments, and to attend 
class. Quiz questions may address the following: 
1. Important information and ideas from this week’s readings and/or lectures. 
2. Identifying musical tracks by ear (based on information given in the "track listing") 
3. Basic geography (locate a place we have been reading about on a map). 
2. Reading Response Paper/Discussion Starter (10%). This is a minimum 600-word response paper, to 
be electronically posted on Sakai before class on the day your assigned reading is due. Papers do not need 
to be turned in in hard-copy. 
The paper should perform the following functions: 
1. Give an overall summary of the author’s main argument and how s/he supports it. Include information that 
your fellow students will most likely find useful when it comes time to review for the Midterm and Final Exams. 
2. Highlight an issue in the reading for classroom discussion. You may want to phrase this in the form of a 
question (or questions) at the end of your paper. 
Grading will be based both on your writing and on your performance in class. The writing will be scored as 
follows: 
A- to A+ quality 8% 
B to B+ 7% 
C to B- 6% 
D- to C- 5% 
F 4% 
no paper submitted 0% 

0-2 additional percentage points will then be added, based on your performance in the classroom as a 
discussion starter. 
Excellent job in presenting your thoughts    + 2% 
and questions in a way that ought to stoke 
classroom discussion. 
Adequate (but not excellent) job in + 1% 
presenting... 
Inadequate presentation, or none at all + 0% 

Thus, for example: a student turns in a paper that I deem to be of "B-" quality, and gives a presentation that is 
adequate but rather uninspiring. This would be graded: 6% + 1% = 7% (out of a possible 10%). 

3. One listening exercise (5%, pass/fail). This is a take-home worksheet exercise that will require you to 
listen closely and repeatedly to a musical example, counting beats or performing other basic musical 
analyses. Since students come to this class with a range of backgrounds in music (or none at all), I ask only 
that you show an effort, and attempt to complete all the exercises on your own (this is not group- or partner- 
work). Those submissions that show adequate effort will receive full credit: 5%. Date exercise is due will be 
announced¯ 



4. Midterm and Final Exams (15% and 20%). Each will be about 50% multiple choice (including true/false, 
matching, etc.), 20% short answer, and 30% essay(s). Please bring bluebooks, but do not bring scantrons. 
Exams can not be made up without an official excuse from the Dean’s office. 

5. Essay (20%). Write a minimum 1900-word essay in response to the following question: 
Is "African diaspora" a valid and useful concept? 
You of course do not need to adopt either an absolutely affirmative or absolutely negative stance on this 
question. The best papers will investigate both the strengths and potential problems/limits of this theoretical 
term, and consider how it might apply differently in different circumstances. Whatever stance you take, it 
should be clearly articulated in a thesis statement, appearin,q early in your essay. You should then support 
your thesis statement with clearly delineated arguments, drawing on evidence and ideas from our course 
readings. Obviously, you will want to focus on how music lends support to (or detracts from) a theory of 
"African diaspora." 
Papers should be turned in in hard copy by 5:00 PM, Thursday 10 April. They may be submitted 
I will grade essays "holistically" using the rubric below. 
Does this writer... 
¯.. demonstrate a nuanced understanding of "diaspora," as it has no / somewhat / 
been variously defined in the course readings? very much 
¯.. clearly articulate a stance (in a thesis statement), and proceed no / somewhat / 
to support it with focused, well-organized arguments? very much 
¯.. make good use of evidence and ideas from a variety of our no / somewhat / 
readings about music and culture? very much 
¯.. adhere to the technical standards of college-level writing? (e.g., no / somewhat / 
proper citation, paragraph structure, sentence structure, spelling, very much 
etc.) 

6. Class Participation (10%). Students are expected to be attentive in class, and to make occasional 
contributions to class discussions. 6 or more absences from class will result in an automatic 0 in this 
category. Chronic distracting and inappropriate classroom behavior, such as online texting or game-playing, 
or chatting with friends during lectures, may lead to deductions in this category. 

7. Optional Extra Credit concert report (+1%). A student may optionally attend one pertinent concert during 
the semester (of African or African diasporic music) and write a 500-word essay about it to receive one extra 
point on her/his final grade. A ticket stub or the equivalent should be submitted along with the paper. 

DISABILITY SERVICES 
Students who feel they may need accommodations based on the impact of a disability 
should contact the course instructor to discuss their needs. Students with documented 
disabilities should also contact the Department for Disability Services at 919-962-8300 
in SASB North Building, Suite 2126 to coordinate necessary accommodations for 
exams and other in-class assignments. Please note that you do not need a doctor’s 
diagnosis of disability to request disability services. Visit the internet address of this 
office at disabilityservices.unc.edu for more information. 

PLAGIARISM 
At UNC, plagiarism is "the deliberate or reckless representation of another’s words, thoughts, or ideas as 
one’s own without attribution in connection with submission of academic work, whether graded or otherwise." 
Students should guard against plagiarism in their own work and that of their group colleagues. Instances of 
plagiarism or other forms of cheating may result in serious grade deductions and possibly failing the class. 
The UNC honor code is here: 
http://honor.unc.edu/index.php?option=com content&view=article&id= 106:honorsyllabus&catid=43:facultycont 
ent&ltemid=148 
Additionally, please include and sign the following Honor Pledge on each assignment or test: 



"On my honor, I have neither given nor received unauthorized aid on this assignment." 

CLASSROOM POLICIES 
Laptops are allowed, but please do not surf the web or text during class (see above, "Class Participation") 
Students generally call me Professor Pier or Dr. Pier. 
Always bring a copy of your assigned reading to class. 

COURSE MATERIALS 
1. Three books, available at the UNC bookstore: 

Richard Jankowsky, Stambefi: Music, Trance, and Alterity in Tunisia 
Jocelyn Guilbault, Governing Sound: The Cultural Politics of Trinidad’s Carnival Musics 
Elizabeth McAlister, Rara! Vodou, Power, and Performance in Haiti and its Diaspora 

2. Reading Packet, also available at the UNC bookstore 
3. Readings downloadable via Articles+ (marked below with an *) 
4. Music tracks for listening posted on Sakai 
5. Track notes document posted on Sakai and regularly updated 

SCHEDULE OF CLASS TOPICS AND ASSIGNMENTS 

Minor changes may be made to this reading list. 

INTRODUCTION 

1Th 1/9 
2Tu 1/14 

2Th 1/16 

3Tu 1/21 

3Th 1/23 
4Tu 1/28 

4Th 1/30 

5Tu 2/4 

5Th 2/6 

6Tu 2/11 
6Th 2/13 

7Tu 2/18 
7Th 2/20 
8Tu 2/25 
8Th 2/27 

9Tu 3/4 
9Th 3/6 
10Tu 3/11 

Quiz 

Quiz 

Quiz 
(Tu 

or 

Th?) 
Quiz 
(Tu 

or 

Th?) 

Quiz 

Quiz 

INTRODUCTION 
Early 20th c. Arguments based 
on New World "cultural 
survivals" or "Africanisms" 
Limits of "cultural survivals" 
arguments 
W.E.B. Du Bois’s 
political/aesthetic understanding 
of black identity 
Paul Gilroy’s "Black Atlantic" 
Recent Theorization of African 
Diaspora 

Music of the Sub-Saharan 
African Diaspora in North Africa 

Festival Performance in Haiti 

MIDTERM EXAM 
Attempts to "Nationalize" African 
Diasporic Styles, I. Cuba, Son 
II. Brazil, Candombl~ 
III. Brazil, Samba 
SPRING BREAK NO CLASS 

Gershenhorn 59-92 and 
Herskovits Rebel Destiny, 4-21 

Kubik 203-227 

Du Bois, The Souls of Black 
Folk, xx-xx 

Gilroy, chapters 1 and 3 
*Patterson and Kelley, 
"Unfinished Mi,qrations" 
"Commentary and Response" 
on Patterson and Kelley and 
Brubaker "The ’Diaspora’ 
Diaspora" 
Jankowsky 43-91 

Jankowsky 95-130 

Jankowsky 131-203 
McAlister 1-55 

McAlister 59-111 
McAlister 159-207 

Moore 87-113 

Matory 149-186 
Hertzman 94-115; 146-168 



10Th 3/13 
11Tu 3/18 

11Th 3/20 
12Tu 3/25 
12Th 3/27 

13Tu 4/1 
13Th 4/3 

14Tu 4/8 
14Th 4/10 

15Tu 4/15 
15Th 4/17 

16Tu 4/22 
16Th 4/24 
17 

Quiz 
Quiz 
(Tu 

or 

Th?) 
Quiz 
(Tu 

or 

Th?) 
Quiz 
(Tu 

or 

Th?) 
Quiz 
(Tu 

or 

Th?) 
Quiz 

SPRING BREAK NO CLASS 
IV. Trinidad, Calypso and Steel 
Band 

Pan-African, Pan-Black 
Imaginaries, Past and Present. 
I. 19th c. Touring Singers 
Jamaica, reggae 
Jamaica, dub 

Ghanaian jazz 
Hip Hop nations: Tanzania 

Hip Hop nations: Brazil 
Exam Review 
FINAL EXAM 

Guibault 1-38 

Guibault 39-90 
Guibault 91-134 
Guibault 135-202 

Guibault 203-end 
Erlmann 21-53 

Hebdige 1-54 
Veal 

Feld 
Weiss 

Pardue 
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COURSE SUBMISSION FORM 

Section 1: Contact and Basic Course Information 

1. Instructor information: 

Name 

Email address 

Phone number 

2. Submission Type: 

[] New Course Proposal: Complete all applicable sections. 

[] Course Revision Proposal: Fill out only items that need to be changed. 

Please note: Non-sponsor units in a cross-list may only make changes to the catalog number. All other changes must come from 
the sponsor unit. Currently, a moratorium on establishing new cross-listings between courses is in effect. 

3. Subject code (e.g., ENGL, SPAN): / AA,AD Catalog number: I 449 

Section 2: Course Details 

1. Short Title/Description (ALL CAPITAL LETTERS; maximum of 30 characters, including spaces) 

BLACK WOMEN IN CINEMA 

Note: This title appears on class rolls and student transcripts 

2. Long Course Title (Maximum of 100 characters, including spaces) 

BLACK WOMEN IN CINEMA: FROM THE EARLY 1900S TO THE PRESENT 

Note: This title appears in the Undergraduate Bulletin, Graduate Record, and ConnectCarolina 

3. Long Description (Maximum of 50 words, excluding pre- and corequisite statements): 

This course interrogates the diverse representations that black women personified on screen, investigates the 

intersectionality between their off-screen lives and on-screen images, and explores what and how they 

contributed to the cinema industry. This course is a theoretical, critical, and historical examination of the black 

Note: This description appears in the Undergraduate Bulletin, Graduate Record, and ConnectCarolina. 

4. Any pre/corequisites for this course? (Pre/corequisites must be courses) [] Yes [] No 

If the course has prerequisites, enter subject and catalog number(s): ! 250 

If the course has corequisites, enter subject and catalog numbers(s): ! 

Examples: MUSC 122; BIOL 101 and 101L; PS YC 101, and 222 or 230. Note: Pre/corequisites appear in the long course description 
in the Undergraduate Bulletin and ConnectCarolina. This information should also be included in the course description (see item #3). 

5. Is special preparation required/recommended for this course? [] Yes [] No 

Note: This information should also be included in the course description (see item #3), following any pre/corequisites. 

6. Proposed effective term: l Fall Year: I 
2014 

Course revision requests must have a fall effective date. 
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7. Course credit hour type is: [] Fixed     Enter hours: 

[] Variable Min hours: ! 

3.0 

Max hours: 

Note: The number of class contact hours in organized instruction is one factor affecting the amount of credit earned. Courses must 
meet for a minimum of 750 minutes per semester for each hour of credit earned. (Example: a traditional 3 credit-hour course 
includes 42 class periods of 50 minutes each on MWF and 29 class periods of 75 minutes each on TTH. Final examinations, 
required in all undergraduate courses, provide an additional 180 minutes of instruction. MWF classes provide a total of 2280 
instructional minutes; TTH classes, a total of 2355 instructional minutes.) This ratio should be observed for organized instruction, 
which excludes laboratory, independent study, special topics, and thesis research courses. 

8. Grading basis (select one): 

GR1 - Ugrd (A, B, C, etc) 

9. Repeat for credit: [] Yes [] No 

Allow multiple enrollments within a single term: [] Yes [] No 

Total Units Allowed: !             Total completions allowed: 

10. Is this course included in a current proposal to establish or revise a major or minor? [] Yes [] No 

Note for undergraduate programs: The course must be approved by the Administrative Boards first before the revision to the major 
or minor can be approved. 

11. If permission to enroll is needed, please choose one statement below that best describes who gives 
permission: 

Note: This information should also be included in the course description (see item #3), following any required/recommended 
preparation. 

12. Primary Component (lecture or lab) 

Graded component [] Yes [] No 

lecture 

13. Will this course contain additional components? 

[] Recitation Graded component [] Yes [] No 

[] Lab Graded component [] Yes [] No 

[] Separately numbered as~ 

[] Included and contributes 

[] Included and contributes ! 

and contributes 

~ credit hour(s) 

~ credit hour(s) 

credit hour(s) 

14. Additional Course Request Details. (Maximum of 75 words): 

Note: Please use this section to provide additional information about this course. For example, does the course restrict enrollment 
by student classification, by college, or major? 

15. Course Document - Please attach the course syllabus. 

Note: The syllabus should include a brief description of the course, basic and recommended texts (authors, title, year of 
publication), a list of principal topics covered, class schedule or course calendar, number of examinations, contact hours, 
work required of students, and the basis for determining the final grade. 

Continue to Section 3: General Education Requirements, if applicable. 
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Section 3: General Education Requirements - Complete Only If Applicable 

AAAD 449 Subject + catalog number: ~ 

¯ For revision requests: 

1. Does this course already fulfill General Education requirements? [] Yes 

2. If Yes, which ones: ! 

[] No 

3. To request additional General Education requirements, complete the information below. 

¯ For new courses, complete all applicable information below. 

Courses that meet General Education requirements must include in the course syllabus adequate information to 
permit the Curriculum Committee to assess course content against the criteria specified for each General 
Education category. The course syllabus should give evidence that the criteria have been met. (The criteria 
document is available at http://www.unc.edu/depts/uc/Faculty/GenEd_criteria.pdf). No more than two General 
Education designations, as the norm, will be approved for any new or revised course. 

Criteria applicable to all General Education courses: 
¯ Course syllabus includes a final examination. (Foundations, First Year Seminars, and EE-only courses 

are an exception to this requirement) 
¯ Course syllabus makes it clear that at least 10 pages of writing or the equivalent in intellectual labor are 

required. 
¯ For science, math, and performance courses, where little writing is typically assigned, the course requires 

the intellectual equivalent of at least 10 pages of writing outside of class. 
¯ The course involves recitation meetings or allows for regular discussions in other ways. 
¯ For science and math courses, where regular discussions may not be appropriate, the course requires 

students to apply their acquired knowledge to challenging problems. 

Foundations 

[] English Composition and Rhetoric (CR) 

[] Foreign Language (FL) 

[] Quantitative Reasoning (QR) 

[] Lifetime Fitness (1 credit) 

Approaches 
A course can fulfill only one Approach. 

[] Physical and Life Sciences: 

With lab? [] Yes (PX) [] No (PL) 

[] Social and Behavioral Sciences 

nonhistorical (SS) 

[] Social and Behavioral Sciences 

historical analysis (HS) 

[] Visual and Performing Arts (VP) 

[] Philosophical and Moral Reasoning (PH) 

[] Literary Arts (LA) 

Connections 
A course can fulfill up to two Connections 

[]Communication Intensive (Cl) 

[] Quantitative Intensive (QI) 

[] U.S. Diversity (US) 

[] Global Issues (GL) 

[] The World before 1750 (WB) 

[] North Atlantic World (NA) 

[] Beyond the North Atlantic (BN) 

[] Experiential Education (EE) [choose one below]: 

Please remember to attach a course syllabus (see item #15 from section 2 above). 
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AAAD XXX Black Women in Cinema 

Instructor: Charlene Regester 
Meeting Place: 

Spring 2014 
Meeting Time: Monday 3:30-6:20pm 

This course is designed to interrogate the diverse representations that black women have personified on screen, 
investigate the intersectionality between their off-screen lives and their on-screen performances, and explore what and 
how they contributed to the cinema industry. This examination will investigate both less well-known African American 
actresses in the early years of cinema as well as the more well-known actresses in contemporary cinema. Although this 
investigation intends to explore primarily black actresses, it will also illuminate the contributions of black women 
filmmakers who have contributed to the cinematic experience. 

The course will begin with an examination of black women performers who were popularized on stage and paved the 
way for those who made the transition to cinema. This introduction will provide the background for interrogating the 
emergence of black screen actresses who appeared on screen from the early 1900s to the present. Specifically, the 
contributions of black women will be evaluated according to: 1) who these women were; 2) what they contributed to the 
black screen image; 2) how they functioned on screen; 3) what kinds or racial representations did they provide; 4) how 
they subverted these racialized representations; 5) what they contributed to black popular culture, etc. To identify and 
assess significant actresses in the last century of film history, actresses who emerge in each decade will be identified, 
their contributions to cinema will be examined, and the films in which they appeared will be introduced. 

This class is a theoretical, critical and historical examination of the myriad contributions that black women have made to 
the cinematic experience. Moreover, theoretical concepts such as those advanced by Deleuze, Lacan, Freud, Fanon, and 
others will be introduced to serve as useful tools for analyzing how these women were positioned on screen. 
Additionally, this course intends to examine how the black female body became a trope for examining race, sexuality, 
and modernity. While the class is designed to employ a chronological approach it will also institute a thematic approach 
to unravel the contentious history that black women endured as they were often problematized because of the race, 
gender, and sexuality. Organizing thematics guiding this investigation include: a) Black Stage actresses/performers who 
Impacted Screen Actresses; b) Early silent screen Black Actresses c) Black Actresses as trans-Atlantic Icons; d) Black 
Actresses During the Flapper Age; e) Black Actresses as Subservients; f) Black actresses as Entertainers/Political 
Activists; g) Black Actresses as Symbols of Maternalism; h) Black Actresses as Sex Symbols; i) Black Actresses as Civil 
Rights Advocates; j) Black Actresses as Blackexploitiation Icons; k) Black Actresses as Stars and Cross-Over Artists; 1) 
Black Actresses and Contemporary Representations of Blackness; and m) Black Women as Directors/Filmmakers. 

The instructional teaching method and media used in this course will consist of lectures, texts, videos/dvds/films, and 
guest speakers. Two examinations (a mid-term and final) will be given during the semester. Students will be required to 
submit two (7-9 page papers in length) examining some aspect of the black woman’s role in cinema. These papers must 
be completed by the stated deadlines and adhere to basic rules on academic style (i.e. MLA Handbook of Style or 
Chicago Manual of Style, etc.). Students will be required to submit weekly critiques of class screenings and conduct 
research for developing assigned papers. 

Required Texts: 
Brown, Jayna. Babylon Girls’: Black Women Performers and the Shaping of the Modern (Durham: Duke University 

Press, 2008). 
Mask, Mia. Divas on Screen: Black Women in American Film (Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 2009). 

Regester, Charlene. African American Actresses: The Struggle for Visibility, 1900-1960 (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 2010). 

Secondary Texts: 
Bobo, Jacqueline, ed. Black Women Film and Video Artists’ (New York: Routledge, 1998). 
Bogle, Donald. Toms, Coons, Mulattoes, Mammies, & Bucks’: An Interpretive History of Blacks in American Films (New 

York: Continuum, 1989). 
Bogle, Donald. Bright Boulevards’, Bold Dreams: The Story of Black Hollywood. (New York: One World Ballantine 

Books, 2005). 



Bogle, Donald. Brown Sugar: Over One Hundred Years of America’s Black Female Superstars (expanded edition) (New 

York: Continuum, 2007). 
Dunn, Stephane. "Baad Bitches" and Sassy Supermamas: Black Power Action Films. (Urbana and Chicago: University 

of Illinois Press, 2008). 

ASSIGNMENTS: 
1. Students are required to read all assigned materials. 
2. Students are required to view all films selected and assigned for this course. 
3. Students are required to write two papers (7-9 pages) due on specified dates. 
4. Students are required to submit a one -page (non-graded) weekly critique of the film screened in class. Completing all weekly 
critiques will influence your final course grade. 
5. Students are required to submit an obituary for a deceased entertainer. 

GRADING: 
Paper I (25%), Paper II (25%), Mid-Term (25%), Final Exam (25%) 
A+ (98-100), A (94-97), A- (90-93), B+ (87-89), B (83-86), B-(80-82), C+(77-79), C (73-76), C- (70-72), D+ 
(67-69), D (63-66), D- (60-62), F (59 and below) 

COURSEPACK: 
In addition to the texts required for this course, a course pack also has been compiled and contains relevant articles in addition to the 
materials introduced in class. 

EXAMS: 
There will be two scheduled exams (one mid-term and one final) that must be taken on the dates specified. No make-up exams will 
be given. 

ATTENDANCE: 
Attendance is mandatory and will influence your final course grade. 

CLASS PARTICIPATION: 
Class participation is encouraged and will influence your final course grade. 

ADDITIONAL SCREENINGS: 
On Wednesday night from 6-8 pm films will be shown in the Undergrad Library for extra credit. All students are encouraged to 
attend some of these screenings as your attendance will influence your final grade in the class. 

TECHNOLOGY: 
Laptops are allowed for note taking purposes only. Please do not use your laptop for any other purpose. Cell phones, texting, and any 
other intrusive technological devices or practices are not allowed in class. 

HONOR CODE: 
All students are required to adhere to the University’s honor code policies and procedures. Every Student enrolled in this course is 
expected to fully participate and observe the honor code. 

TAPING LECTURES: 
You are not allowed to tape lectures unless you have received the permission of the instructor. 

COPYRIGHT: 
Protected by common law copyrights law - copying is strictly forbidden. 

SYLLABUS MODIFICATION: 
The instructor reserves the right to re-order or re-arrange assignments, exam dates, films screened, or paper due dates where 
necessary. Students will be notified in class or by email in the event that such changes are made. 



DISABILITIES POLICY: 

Students who may need accommodations based on disabilities should contact the 
instructor and the Department for Disability Services (919) 962-8300 in SASB 
North Building Suite 2126 disabilityservices.unc.edu 



WEKLY SCHEDULE 

WEEK I - Black Stage Actresses Who Impacted Screen Actresses 
Early Silent Screen Actresses 

Madame Sul-Te-Wan 
Evelyn Preer 

Lucia Moses 

Screenings: Scar of Shame 

WEEK II - Black Actresses as Trans-Atlantic Icons 
Josephine Baker 

Screenings: Siren of the Tropics 

WEEK III - Black Actresses during the Flapper Age 
Nina Mae McKinney 

Screenings: Hallelujah 

WEEK IV - Black Actresses as Subservients 
Hattie McDaniel 
Louise Beavers 
Marietta Canty 
Butterfly McQueen 

Screenings: Gone with the Wind 

WEEK V - Black Actresses as Entertainers 
Lena Home 
Hazel Scott 

Screenings: Cabin in the Sky 

I Dood It 

WEEK VI - Black Actresses as Symbols of Maternalism 

Ethel Waters 
Claudia McNeal 

Screenings: Member of the Wedding 

Pinky 
A Raisin in the Sun 

WEEK VII -Black Actresses as Sex Symbols 
Dorothy Dandridge 



Screenings: Tamango 

Carmen Jones 

WEEK VIII - Black Actresses as Civil Rights Advocates 
Ruby Dee 
Cicely Tyson 

Diana Ross 

Screenings: Sounder 
Lady Sings the Blues 

WEEK IX - Black Actresses as Black Exploitation Icons 

Tamara Dobson 
Pam Grief 

Screenings: Foxy Brown 
Coffy 

WEEK X - Black Actresses as Stars and Cross-Over Artists 
Whoopi Goldberg 
Halle Berry 
Angela Bassett 

Screenings: Color Purple 

Waiting to Exhale 

Monster’s Ball 

WEEK XI - Black Actresses and Contemporary Representations of Blackness 

Queen Latifah 
Monique 

Jada Pinkett 

Screenings: Set It Off 

Precious 
The Help 

WEEK XII - Black Women as Filmmakers 
Euzhan Palcy 
Kasi Lemmons 
Julie Dash 

Screenings: Sugar Cane Alley 

Eve’s Bayou 

Daughters of the Dust 



AAAD 230 COURSE OBJECTIVES: 

The student should be able to master the following objectives after completing each of these units: 

Introduction to Black Women in Cinema/Black Women Stage Performers Who Paved the Way for Black Women to 
Emerge on Screen 

1. Identify early black women stage performers. 
2. Explore the obstacles they faced as performers encountering a male dominated a~ena. 
3. Describe a~d discuss t~eir performance style. 
4. Explain what and how t~ey contributed to black theater performance. 
5. Explore how they transported representations of blackness throughout the diaspora. 

Black Actresses as Silent Screen Performers and Trans-Atlantic Icons 
1. Identify some of the first silent screen black actresses such as Madame Sul-Te-Wan. 
2. Discuss the dilemma ~at black actresses (such as Sul-Te-Wan) who worked in ~e white male dominated Hollywood industry 

faced. Examine how these actresses negotiated the politics of their racial representations on and off screen. 
3. Examine why Josephine Baker has been characterized as a Tra~s-Atlantic icon. Explore to what extent her screen 

representation coincided with her off screen life. Identify how she was utilized by the (primarily) French cinema industry in 
to construct representations of blackness. Examine how she is constructed as a colonial figure on screen and assess ~e 
implications of this representation. 

4. Identify how Baker constructed black sexuality in her screen representations a~d explore how her politics intersected with her 
screen representations. 

5. Examine how Baker became an embodiment of the tra~s-Atlantic and as a traveling body; discuss how she was forever in 
search of a home. 

6. Describe to what extent Baker was dually positioned in that she created the stereotype while at the same time subverted the 
stereotype. 

Black Actresses During the Flapper Age 
1. Identify and describe black women who emerged in what has been characterized as the flapper age. Explore how this period of 

feminism influenced the performances of black screen actresses. 
2. Examine fl~e contradictions of rind Mae McKinney’s on screen performances wifl~ her off screen life. 
3. Describe how the black woman is doubly coded in Hallelujah as both aa object of desire and derision. 
4. Identify the strengths as well as weaknesses of McKinney’s characterization in Hallelujah. 
5. Identify black women who appeared in Oscax Micheaux’s films (i.e. Within Our Gates or Body and Soul) add compare these 

women to fl~ose who appeared in Hollywood productions to determine what they contributed to the black screen image. 

Black Actresses as Subservients and Entertainers 
1. Identify black actresses who were popularized as subservients in Hollywood productions. 
2. Examine why these roles were popularized and explore why black subservients were deemed necessaxy to the construction of 

the white sel£ Describe the relationship that existed between the black maid a~d white mistress. Examine how the black 
subservient functioned on screen and provided personifications of blackness. 

3. Identify black actresses who appeared on screen primarily as entertainers. Examine why they emerged in the decade of the 
1940s. 

4. Explore why they viewed themselves as resistant entertainers who attempted to defy the social conscriptions imposed. Discuss 
how these a~tists saw themselves as political activists a~d how they sought to change the oppressive system they faced. 

5. Describe ~e impact of black female entertainers such as Lena Home and Hazel Scott. 

Black Actresses as Symbols of Maternalism and Sexuality 
1. Identify black actresses who became symbols of Maternalism and assess how ~ey constructed such representations on screen. 

Compare how these matriarchal figures were simila~ to or different from earlier representations of t~e black matriarch on 
screen. 

2. Discuss the contradictions associated with the black matriarch on and off screen. Explore how the black matriarch provided 
representations of blackness. 

3. Identify black actresses who became sex symbols and assess how they were constructed on screen. Examine how these women 
constructed race on screen. 

4. Describe to what extent they internalized ~ese representations of themselves and discuss the impact t~ese representations had 
on the black screen image. 

5. Discuss how their off screen lives impacted their own screen representations. 

Black Actresses as Civil Rights Advocates and Black Exploitation Icons 
1. Name and identify black actresses who assumed strong and defiant roles on screen in ~e decade of the 1960s and assess why 

these women have been characterized as Civil Rights advocates based on their screen performances. 
2. Examine how a~d why these actresses conform to the social and political upheaval associated with the Civil Rights Era. 
3. Discuss how they were constructed on screen and analyze how they both conform to as well as deviate from the stereotype. 



4. Describe fl~e implications of their representations for fl~e black screen image. 
5. Identify films in which they appea3: and discuss why their films have been cha3:acterized as vehicles office Civil Rights 

Movement. 
6. Identify actresses who represent black exploitation icons. 
7. Define black exploitation films and discuss the political significance of these films in the period in which fl~ey were produced. 
8. Identify the s~3:engths and weaknesses of these films. 
9. Explain the appeal these films provided to non-black spectators a~d how audiences identified with fl~ese female protagonists 
10. Examine how these black actresses were ambivalently constructed in fl~at they both appealed to a~d repelled the pa~3:iarchal 

system in which they existed. 

Black Actresses as Stars and Cross-Over Artists 
1. Identify black act3:esses cha3:acterized as stars in a later period of film history and assess how they constructed sta3:dom. 
2. Discuss how they provided representations of blackness in their screen pom:ayals and examine what they contributed to the 

black screen image. 
3. Examine how the Color Purple provides a feminist critique of the black woman’s experience and explore audience reception to 

this film. 
4. Examine fl~e complexity of the Color Purple as a film that promotes black feminism yet negates black masculinity. 
5. Identify how Whoopi Goldberg challenged one dimensional views of black women in her role in The Color Purple. 
6. Examine how black women such as Whoopi Goldberg and Halle Berry have become cross-over artists and assess what fl~ey 

have contributed to the black screen image. 
7. Explain the controversy that erupted surrounding Halle Berry’s award winning performance in Monster’s Ball and discuss the 

implications of her role for black female sexuality on screen. 

Black Actresses and Contemporary Representations of Blackness/Black Women Filmmakers 
1. Identify contemporary black actresses who have contributed to fl~e black screen image and describe the impact of their 

representations. 
2. Assess to what extent the black actress has contributed to improving fl~e black screen image. 
3. Examine how black women attempt to liberate themselves from a masculiinst discourse in their screen representations and 

determine if they are successful. 
4. Explain the complexity of the black woman’s representation in film such as Precious and discuss the implications of these 

representations. 
5. Explore the implications of contemporary representations of the black subservient in films such as The Help relative to their 

predecessors. 
6. Identify contemporary black women filmmakers and discuss how their representations of black women compare to those 

produced by Hollywood. 
7. Discuss the filmmaking style and technique of black women filmmakers, examine the themes developed in fl~eir films, 

explore their significance. 



Section 1 

Instructor information: 

Name 

Email address 

Phone number 

Course Submission Form 

Mamarame Seck 

mseck@email.unc.edu 

919-962-2347 

Submission Type: 

[] New Course Proposal: Complete all applicable sections. 

[] Course Deletion: Complete this page only. 

[] Course Revision Proposal: Fill out only items that need to be changed. 
Please note: Non-sponsor units in a cross-list may only make changes to the catalog number and question #8 in section 
2. All other changes must come from the sponsor unit. 

Proposed effective term: [] Fall [] Spring [--ISummer Year 
Course deletion and revision requests must have a fall effective date. 

Academic Organization (department, curricula, unit)" AAAD 

2014 

Subject code (e.g., ENGL, SPAN): AAAD Catalog number: 202 

For deletion proposals only: 

Course title: 

Is this course cross-listed? [] YES [] NO 

If yes, list course(s): 

Will all courses in the cross-list (listed above) be deleted? [] YES [] NO 

If no, which courses will remain active? 

Section 2: Course Details 

1. Short Title/Description (Maximum of 30 characters, including spaces) 

WEST AFRICA VISUAL ART 

Note: This title appears on class roils and student transcripts 

2. Long Course Title (Maximum of 100 characters, including spaces) 

West Africa through Visual Art, Literature, and Film 

Note: This title appears in the Undergraduate Bulletin, Graduate Record, and ConnectCarolina 
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3. Long Description (Maximum of 50 words, excluding pre- and corequisite statements): 

This course aims to introduce students to the rich, complex, and diverse pictorial, oral and written productions 
by West African artists, novelists, poets, and singers, through readings, music and films. It stimulates students’ 
critical thinking skills as they reflect on aspects of West African societies and cultures. 

Note: This description appears in the Undergraduate Bulletin, Graduate Record, and ConnectCarolina. 

4. Course credit hour type is: [] Fixed Enter hours: 3 

[] Variable Minimum hours: Maximum hours: 

Note: The number of class contact hours in organized instruction is one factor affecting the amount of credit earned. 
Courses must meet for a minimum of 750 minutes per semester for each hour of credit earned. (Example: a traditional 3 
credit-hour course includes 42 class periods of 50 minutes each on MWF and 29 class periods of 75 minutes each on 
TTH. Final examinations, required in all undergraduate courses, provide an additional 180 minutes of instruction. MWF 
classes provide a total of 2280 instructional minutes; TTH classes, a total of 2355 instructional minutes.) This ratio should 
be observed for organized instruction, which excludes laboratory, independent study, special topics, and thesis research 
courses. 

5. Grading basis (select only one): 

[] GR1 - Ugrd (A, B, C, etc) 

[] GR3- Grad (H, P, L, etc) 

[] CPF - Pass/Fail ONLY 

6. Repeat for credit: [] No [] Yes 

Allow multiple enrollments within a single term: [] No 

Total Units Allowed: 

Total completions allowed: __ 

[] Yes 

7. Is this course included in a current proposal to establish or revise a major or minor? [] Yes [] No 

Note for undergraduate programs: The course must be approved by the Administrative Boards first before the revision to 
the major or minor can be approved. 

8. Any pre/corequisites for this course? (Pre/corequisites must be courses) [] Yes 

If the course has prerequisites, enter subject and catalog number(s): 

If the course has corequisites, enter subject and catalog numbers(s): 

[] No 

Examples: MUSC 122; BIOL 101 and 101L; PSYC 101, and 222 or 230 
Note: Pre/corequisites appear in the long course description in the Undergraduate Bulletin and ConnectCarolina. This 
information should also be included in the course description (see item #3). 

9. Is special preparation required/recommended for this course? No 
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Note: This information should also be included in the course description (see item #3), following any pre/corequisites. 

10. If permission to enroll is needed, which statement below best describes who gives permission? 

[] Permission of the instructor [] Permission of the instructor for students lacking the prerequisite 

[] Permission of the instructor for nonmajors [] Permission of the instructor for undergraduates 

[] Permission of the program director [] Permission of the director of undergraduate studies 

[] Permission of the department [] Permission of the school 

Note: This information should also be included in the course description (see item #3), following any 
required/recommended preparation. 

11. Primary Component (lecture or lab) lecture 

Graded component [] No [] Yes 

12. Will this course contain additional components? 

[] Recitation 

Graded component [] No 

[] Lab 

Graded component [] No 

[] Separately numbered as __ 

[] Yes [] Included and contributes __ 

[] Yes [] Included and contributes __ 

and contributes 

credit hour(s) 

credit hour(s) 

__ credit hour(s) 

13. Additional Course Request Details. (Maximum of 75 words): 

Note: Please use this section to provide additional information about this course. For example, does the course restrict 
enrollment by student classification, by college, or major? 

14. Course Document 

Please attach the course syllabus. The syllabus should include a brief description of the course, basic and 
recommended texts (authors, title, year of publication), a list of principal topics covered, class schedule or 
course calendar, number of examinations, contact hours, work required of students, and the basis for 
determining the final grade. 

Note on cross-fisted courses: Currently, a moratorium on estabfishing new cross-fisfings between courses is in 
effect. 

Continue to Section 3: General Education Requirements, if applicable. 
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Section 3: General Education Requirements 

Subject + catalog number: 

¯ For revision requests: 
1. Does this course already fulfill General Education requirements? [] Yes [] No 
2. If Yes, which ones: 

To request additional General Education requirements, complete the information below. 
¯ For new courses, complete all applicable information below. 

Courses that meet General Education requirements must include in the course syllabus adequate information 
to permit the Curriculum Committee to assess course content against the criteria specified for each General 
Education category. The course syllabus should give evidence that the criteria have been met. (The criteria 
document is available at http://www.unc.edu/depts/uc/docs/criteria_l 1-05-08.pdf). No more than two General 
Education designations, as the norm, will be approved for any new or revised course. 

Criteria applicable to all General Education courses: 
¯ Course syllabus includes a final examination. (Foundations, First Year Seminars, and EE-only courses 

are an exception to this requirement) 
¯ Course syllabus makes it clear that at least 10 pages of writing or the equivalent in intellectual labor 

are required. 
¯ For science, math, and performance courses, where little writing is typically assigned, the course 

requires the intellectual equivalent of at least 10 pages of writing outside of class. 
¯ The course involves recitation meetings or allows for regular discussions in other ways. 
¯ For science and math courses, where regular discussions may not be appropriate, the course requires 

students to apply their acquired knowledge to challenging problems. 

Foundations 

[] English Composition and Rhetoric (CR) 

[] Foreign Language (FL) 

[] Quantitative Reasoning (QR) 

[] Lifetime Fitness (1 credit) 

Approaches 
A course can fulfill only one Approach. 

[] Physical and Life Sciences: 

With lab? [] Yes (PX) [] No (PL) 

[] Social and Behavioral Sciences, nonhistorical 
(ss) 
[] Social and Behavioral Sciences, historical 
analysis (HS) 

[] Visual and Performing Arts (VP) 

[] Philosophical and Moral Reasoning (PH) 

[] Literary Arts (LA) 

Connections 

[]Communication Intensive (CI) 

[] Quantitative Intensive (QI) 

[] U.S. Diversity (US) 

[] Global Issues (GL) 

[] The World before 1750 (WB) 

[] North Atlantic World (NA) 
[] Beyond the North Atlantic (BN) 

[] Experiential Education: 

[] Field Work (at least 30 hours) 
[] Study Abroad 

[] Approved Internship (at least 100 hours) 
[] Mentored Research/Honors Thesis 

[] Creative Work Culminating in Public 
[] Service Learning (at least 30 hours) 

[] Programming (at least 30 hour 

Please remember to attach a course syllabus (see item #14 from section 2 above). 
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AAAD XXX 
West Africa through Visual Art, Literature, and Film 

Dr. Mamarame Seck 

Office: 304 Battle Hall 
Phone: (919) 962-2347 

Office Hours: TBD 

COURSE MATERIALS 

Books available at the bookstore and the undergraduate library 
Additional materials to be provided by the instructor 

COURSE DESCRIPTION AND OBJECTIVES 
West Africa is culturally diverse although its peoples and ethnic groups share multiple facets of their history, 
religious beliefs, spoken languages and artistic expressions. Made up of seventeen countries - if one includes 
Chad- West Africa is at the crossroads of three major influences: (1) the French and British colonial legacies, 
(2) Islam, Christianity, and the African indigenous religious beliefs, and (3) the western globalizing culture. 
These three sources interplay in various ways through artistic and literary expressions. This course aims to 
introduce students to the rich, complex, and diverse pictorial, oral and written productions by West African 
artists, novelists, poets, and singers, through readings, music and films. It stimulates students’ critical thinking 
skills as they reflect on aspects of West African societies and cultures. 
COURSE GOALS 
After completion of this course, students should be able to: 

1) Comprehend the origin and extent of French and British influences on West African societies and 

cultures 

2) Understand the relationship between state/citizenship and religion in West Africa 

3) Understand the globalized nature of West African societies in the twenty-first century 

COURSE JUSTIFICATION 
Considering the growing interest in learning about Africa in general, this course gives students a regional 
perspective of African societies and cultures by focusing on one of the most multifaceted regions. 

TEACHING METHODOLOGY AND PHILOSOPHY 

This course is intended to be interactive and student-centered. It consists of lectures, class discussions on the 
assigned readings, students’ presentations and movie screening followed by discussion. 

ASSESSMENT 

The assessment consists of short essays based on the assigned readings, movies, and lectures; a midterm 
exam; final exam; and course project. 

COURSE PROJECT 

Each student selects a topic of his/her choice and searches the library, surfs the web, reads newspapers, or 
consults electronic media for information about that topic. This is an opportunity for students to gain in-dept 
knowledge of a particular aspect of West African societies. The question students must answer when 
elaborating on their topic is how their work helps them and others to understand West African societies and 
cultures. Students must acknowledge their source(s) of information appropriately. Students present their 
findings to the class during the class presentations period. Their paper must be typed-written on font 12 and be 



10 pages double-spaced long with 1 inch margin. Stylistic requirement for the paper must be APA or MLA. 
Typographical mistakes/errors, poor spellings, and grammatical faults will be penalized. 
GRADING SCALE 

Components and weight 

Attendance and participation: 10% 
Short essays: 15% 
Midterm exam: 25% 
Final exam: 25% 
Course project: 25% 

Grade rubrics 

A 95-100 
A- 90-94 
B+ 85-89 
B 80-84 
C+ 75-79 
C 70-74 
D+ 65-69 
D 60-64 
F 0-59 

ATTENDANCE AND PARTICIPATION 
Students are expected to attend every single class and participate in all activities in the classroom. Attendance 
and active participation count for 10% of your final grade (see above). 

HONOR CODE 

The University of North Carofina at Chapel Hill has had a student-administered honor system and judicial 

system for over 100 years. The system is the responsibifity of students and is regulated and governed by them, 
but faculty share the responsibifity. If you have questions about your responsibifity under the honor code, 

please bring them to your instructor or consult with the office of the Dean of Students or the Instrument of 
Student Judicial Governance. This document, adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty Council, and the Student 
Congress, contains all poficies and procedures pertaining to the student honor system, gour full participation 

and observance of the honor code is expected. 

PLAGIARISM 

Quote and cite any words that are not your own. If you paraphrase the words of another, you must still give 
proper attribution. Please use APA style for citation (http://www.apastyle.org/). 

TECHNOLOGY 
Students are not allowed to use their computers or smart phones during class lectures. The use of such devices 
during the class period can be a source of distraction while your full attention is needed. 

POTENTIAL CHANGES TO TOPICS AND READINGS 

Topics and reading assignments and their orders on the syllabus could be changed, but not matters related to 
grading. Notice of such changes will be by announcement in class (or email notice) or by changes to this 
syllabus posted on the course website. 

ACCOMMODATION OF DISABILITIES POLICY 
Students who feel they may need accommodations based on the impact of a disability should contact the course 
instructor to discuss their needs. Students with documented disabilities should also contact the Department for 
Disability Services at 919-962-8300 in SASB North Building, Suite 2126 to coordinate necessary 



accommodations for exams and other in-class assignments. Visit the internet address of this office at 
disabilityservices.unc.edu for more information. 

BREAKDOWN OF THE COURSE 

WEEK I-WEEK 3: REGION OVERVIEW 

Days Topic Reading 

TBD Material to be provided by the instructor Region overview: map, 
countries, geography, 
ethnic composition, 
political history, religion, 
and popular culture. 

Map test Notice 

WEEK 4-WEEK 6: WEST AFRICA THROUGH LITERATURE 

Days Topic Reading 

TBD West African novel: 
Historical development and 

themes 

West African poetry: 
Negritude movement and 

beyond 

Oral literature 

So long a letter novel by Senegalese female 

writer Mariama Ba 
The Ambiguous Adventure novel by Cheikh 

Hamidou Kane 
God’s Bits of Wood novel by Ousmane 

Sembene 
Things fall apart Chinua Achebe 

Sundiata: An Epic of OM Mali by Djibril 

Tamsir Niane 

Selected Poems by LeopoM Sedar Senghor, 

poet of the Negritude Movement 

Sufi oral poetry 
Notice Assignment 1 due 

WEEK 7-WEEK 9: WEST AFRICA THROUGH CINEMA 

Days Topic Movies 

TBD Sembene Ousmane: a 
critical observer of West 
African societies and 
advocate of gender 
equality and freedom of 

women 

Djibril Diop Mambety: 
Uncovering reality 
Mansour Sofa Wade: 
Education through tales 

Notice Assignment 2 due 

Ceddo 
Xala by 

Moolaad6 

Faat Kine 
La petite Vendeuse de Soleil 

Le Franc 

Picc mi 
The price of forgiveness 



WEEK 10-WEEK 12: WEST AFRICA THROUGH VISUAL ARTS 

Days Reading 

TBD in West 

Topic 

Art and crafts 
Africa 

Reverse Glass Painting: 
An homage to Roberta 
Ann-Dunbar: Senegalese 

Glass Painting: Religious 
Themes in the 20th 

Century (powerpoint by 
the late Roberta Ann 

Dunbar) 
Guest lecture 

Assignment 3 due 

Senegal behind glass: images of religious 

and daily life by Anne-Marie Bouttiaux- 
Ndiaye ; [translated from the French]. 

Davis Library NK5435.$38 B68 1994 
Additional materials to be provided by the 

instructor 

Notice 

WEEK 13-15: WEST AFRICA THROUGH MUSIC 

Days Topic Concerts 

TBD West African music: 
history and current trends 

West African Musical 
instruments 
Religious songs: Sufi and 
gospel songs 

Guest lecture 
Midterm Exam 

goussou Ndour (the king of mbalax) 

Salif Keita 
Amadou & Mariam 
Murid and Tijaniyya songs from Suf! 

poetry 
Nigerian Gospel Songs 

Ghanaian Gospel Songs 

Notice 

WEEK 16-WEEK 17: CLASS PRESENTATION 

Days Topic Class discussion 

TBD Students presentations 

Notice l O page essay due 

Final exam 



COURSE SUBMISSION FORM 

Section 1: Contact and Basic Course Information 

1. Instructor information: 

Name 

Email address 

Phone number 

2. Submission Type: 

[] New Course Proposal: Complete all applicable sections. 

[] Course Revision Proposal: Fill out only items that need to be changed. 

Please note: Non-sponsor units in a cross-list may only make changes to the catalog number. All other changes must come from 
the sponsor unit. Currently, a moratorium on establishing new cross-listings between courses is in effect. 

3. Subject code (e.g., ENGL, SPAN): / AA,AD Catalog number: I 240 

Section 2: Course Details 

1. Short Title/Description (ALL CAPITAL LETTERS; maximum of 30 characters, including spaces) 

AFRICAN AMERICAN POLITICS 

Note: This title appears on class rolls and student transcripts 

2. Long Course Title (Maximum of 100 characters, including spaces) 

AIrican American Politics 

Note: This title appears in the Undergraduate Bulletin, Graduate Record, and ConnectCarolina 

3. Long Description (Maximum of 50 words, excluding pre- and corequisite statements): 

A suntey of African American political development from emancipation to present. It examines the dynamics of 

minority group politics with African Americans as the primary unit of analysis. This course considers African 
American politics in domestic and global contexts and considers issues of local, regional, national, and 

Note: This description appears in the Undergraduate Bulletin, Graduate Record, and ConnectCarolina. 

4. Any pre/corequisites for this course? (Pre/corequisites must be courses) [] Yes [] No 

If the course has prerequisites, enter subject and catalog number(s): ! 

If the course has corequisites, enter subject and catalog numbers(s): ! 

Examples: MUSC 122; BIOL 101 and 101L; PS YC 101, and 222 or 230. Note: Pre/corequisites appear in the long course description 
in the Undergraduate Bulletin and ConnectCarolina. This information should also be included in the course description (see item #3). 

5. Is special preparation required/recommended for this course? [] Yes [] No 

Note: This information should also be included in the course description (see item #3), following any pre/corequisites. 

6. Proposed effective term: [ Year: [ 

Course revision requests must have a fall effective date. 
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7. Course credit hour type is: [] Fixed     Enter hours: 

[] Variable Min hours: ! Max hours: 

Note: The number of class contact hours in organized instruction is one factor affecting the amount of credit earned. Courses must 
meet for a minimum of 750 minutes per semester for each hour of credit earned. (Example: a traditional 3 credit-hour course 
includes 42 class periods of 50 minutes each on MWF and 29 class periods of 75 minutes each on TTH. Final examinations, 
required in all undergraduate courses, provide an additional 180 minutes of instruction. MWF classes provide a total of 2280 
instructional minutes; TTH classes, a total of 2355 instructional minutes.) This ratio should be observed for organized instruction, 
which excludes laboratory, independent study, special topics, and thesis research courses. 

8. Grading basis (select one): 

9. Repeat for credit: [] Yes [] No 

Allow multiple enrollments within a single term: [] Yes [] No 

Total Units Allowed: !             Total completions allowed: 

10. Is this course included in a current proposal to establish or revise a major or minor? [] Yes [] No 

Note for undergraduate programs: The course must be approved by the Administrative Boards first before the revision to the major 
or minor can be approved. 

11. If permission to enroll is needed, please choose one statement below that best describes who gives 
permission: 

Note: This information should also be included in the course description (see item #3), following any required/recommended 
preparation. 

12. Primary Component (lecture or lab) 

Graded component [] Yes [] No 

13. Will this course contain additional components? 

[] Recitation Graded component [] Yes [] No 

[] Lab Graded component [] Yes [] No 

[] Separately numbered as~ 

[] Included and contributes 

[] Included and contributes ! 

and contributes 

~ credit hour(s) 

~ credit hour(s) 

credit hour(s) 

14. Additional Course Request Details. (Maximum of 75 words): 

Note: Please use this section to provide additional information about this course. For example, does the course restrict enrollment 
by student classification, by college, or major? 

15. Course Document - Please attach the course syllabus. 

Note: The syllabus should include a brief description of the course, basic and recommended texts (authors, title, year of 
publication), a list of principal topics covered, class schedule or course calendar, number of examinations, contact hours, 
work required of students, and the basis for determining the final grade. 

Continue to Section 3: General Education Requirements, if applicable. 
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Section 3: General Education Requirements - Complete Only If Applicable 

Subject + catalog number: ~ 

¯ For revision requests: 

1. Does this course already fulfill General Education requirements? [] Yes 

2. If Yes, which ones: ! 

[] No 

3. To request additional General Education requirements, complete the information below. 

¯ For new courses, complete all applicable information below. 

Courses that meet General Education requirements must include in the course syllabus adequate information to 
permit the Curriculum Committee to assess course content against the criteria specified for each General 
Education category. The course syllabus should give evidence that the criteria have been met. (The criteria 
document is available at http://www.unc.edu/depts/uc/Faculty/GenEd_criteria.pdf). No more than two General 
Education designations, as the norm, will be approved for any new or revised course. 

Criteria applicable to all General Education courses: 
¯ Course syllabus includes a final examination. (Foundations, First Year Seminars, and EE-only courses 

are an exception to this requirement) 
¯ Course syllabus makes it clear that at least 10 pages of writing or the equivalent in intellectual labor are 

required. 
¯ For science, math, and performance courses, where little writing is typically assigned, the course requires 

the intellectual equivalent of at least 10 pages of writing outside of class. 
¯ The course involves recitation meetings or allows for regular discussions in other ways. 
¯ For science and math courses, where regular discussions may not be appropriate, the course requires 

students to apply their acquired knowledge to challenging problems. 

Foundations 

[] English Composition and Rhetoric (CR) 

[] Foreign Language (FL) 

[] Quantitative Reasoning (QR) 

[] Lifetime Fitness (1 credit) 

Approaches 
A course can fulfill only one Approach. 

[] Physical and Life Sciences: 

With lab? [] Yes (PX) [] No (PL) 

[] Social and Behavioral Sciences 

nonhistorical (SS) 

[] Social and Behavioral Sciences 

historical analysis (HS) 

[] Visual and Performing Arts (VP) 

[] Philosophical and Moral Reasoning (PH) 

[] Literary Arts (LA) 

Connections 
A course can fulfill up to two Connections 

[]Communication Intensive (Cl) 

[] Quantitative Intensive (QI) 

[] U.S. Diversity (US) 

[] Global Issues (GL) 

[] The World before 1750 (WB) 

[] North Atlantic World (NA) 

[] Beyond the North Atlantic (BN) 

[] Experiential Education (EE) [choose one below]: 

Please remember to attach a course syllabus (see item #15 from section 2 above). 

Page 3 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

ConnectCarolina <connectcarolina_info@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, October 9, 2013 2:08 PM 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email. unc.edu> 
ConnectCarolina Newsletter for October 9, 2013 

Display problems? View this newsletter in your browser. 

Oct. 9, 2013 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter 

New ConnectCarolina Portal 

Launches in October 

ITS is launching a new portal for Iogin to ConnectCarolina 

at the landing page ~#:/iconnectcarolina.unc.edu. This 

change, taking place Oct. 18, affects everyone who uses ConnectCarolina: faculty, staff, students and 

alumni. The MyUNC (http://my.unc.edu/) web page will be phased out. The portal is a wrapper around all 

of ConnectCarolina, and is necessary to prepare for the addition of the Finance and HR/Payroll pieces to 

the Student Information and Administration (SIA) component. 

Read online. 

Accuracy and Privacy of 
Information on Online Campus 

Directory 

Have you looked at your information in the online campus 

directory? Is your home address correct? Do you know that you can control what is displayed through 

the directory’s privacy settings? 

To review and update your directory information, please go to , click on Update 

Personal Information (upper left of screen under Account Information) and Iogin using your Onyen and 

password. You can also choose whether certain information, such as your home and/or dorm address, is 

publicly viewable in the directory. 

Read online. 



Online Training 
lynda.com Now 
Available to University 

My playlist 

Unlimited free access to the online video 

training library lynda.com is now available to all University faculty and staff. UNC-Chapel Hill has licensed 

lynda.com’s library of more than 1,900 software, career development and technology training titles that 

faculty and staff can access from anywhere using an internet browser and Onyen Iogin. To access 

lynda.com, go to the UNC-Cha nda.com Sign4n and log on with your Onyen and password. 

Read online. 

New FAQs Posted 
Got questions about ConnectCarolina Finance and HR/Payroll? There’s a good 

chance our new FAQs have the answers! 

Read onlne 

Extensive Testing for an 
Effective System 

One of the most important parts of the 

ConnectCarolina project is extensive testing of 

the system prior to go-live. This ensures that 

every piece of the system works properly and 

that ConnectCarolina will be an effective tool that 

meets your needs. 

More on testing in this video. 

Campus Staff Featured in 
ConnectCarolina Videos 

What do campus users think about ConnectCarolina? Is it 

difficult to learn? What advantages does it bring to the 

University? Find out in short videos on ConnectCarolina’s 

YouTube channel. 



Unsubscribe - Edit your subscription 

ConnectCarolina 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ccinfo.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 7:43 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Course Descriptions for Spring 2014 Class Schedule 

Thanks, Travis! 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpress/spr97/i anken.html 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 

From." Gore, Travis 
Sent; Wednesday, October 09, 2013 6:00 PM 
To," Williams, Ronald 
Cc; Janken, Kenneth R; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject; RE: Course Descriptions for Spring 2014 Class Schedule 

Dear Ron, 

have completed this part of the task. 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Williams, Ronald 
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 2:28 PM 
To," Gore, Travis 
Cc; Janken, Kenneth R; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject; Course Descriptions for Spring 2014 Class Schedule 

Dear Travis, 

I want to add description to my spring courses as they are listed on the class schedule. Hopefully this will 
entice students to want to take them. 

1) For the course, AAAD 331, "African America: Contemporary Issues" can you please add the following text 
to the course description: 

Black Public Intellectuals in the age of the Internet: This course focuses on the rise and rhetoric of African 



American public intellectuals in the late twentieth and early twenty first century. While engaging contemporary 
topics and personalities, this course situates current public intellectuals within a historical framework. As we 
examine the various public intellectuals active today, we will analyze their biographies as well as their written 
and spoken words (books, articles, talk shows, news commentaries, and speeches) and connect them to broader 
issues prevalent in African American political and social life. 

2) For the course, AAAD 240, "Black Leadership Styles", please add the following text: "Barack Obama and 
the New Politics of Race." 

I will follow up with a detailed description shortly. 

Many thanks. 

Ron 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams, Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 11:48 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Course Descriptions for Spring 2014 Class Schedule 

Thanks, Travis, 

Non 

Ronald Williams II 
Assistant Professor 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

On Oct 9, 2013, at 6:00 PM, Gore, Travis wrote: 

Dear Ron, 

have completed this part of the task. 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Williams, Ronald 
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 2:28 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Janken, Kenneth R; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Course Descriptions for Spring 2014 Class Schedule 

Dear Travis, 

I want to add description to my spring courses as they are listed on the class schedule. Hopefully 
this will entice students to want to take them. 

l) For the course, AAAD 33 l, "African America: Contemporary Issues" can you please add the 
following text to the course description: 

Black Public Intellectuals in the age of the Internet: This course focuses on the rise and rhetoric of 
African American public intellectuals in the late twentieth and early twenty first century. While 
engaging contemporary topics and personalities, this course situates current public intellectuals 
within a historical framework. As we examine the various public intellectuals active today, we will 
analyze their biographies as well as their written and spoken words (books, articles, talk shows, 
news commentaries, and speeches) and connect them to broader issues prevalent in African 
American political and social life. 

2) For the course, AAAD 240, "Black Leadership Styles", please add the following text: "Barack 
Obama and the New Politics of Race." 

I will follow up with a detailed description shortly. 



Many thanks. 

Ron 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <cgi@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 8:05 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

International Coffee Hour - tonight! 

October 10, 2013 

Latino Migration Project Job Opening 
WebmastedProgram Assistant 
The Institute for the Study of the Americas at UNC Chapel Hill is hiring a Webmaster/Program Assistant with 
web and graphic design skills. This is a temporary part-time position that will last 3 months, with a possibility 
of renewal based on funding. 

CGI EVENTS + RESOURCES 

International Coffee Hour NEWSTORIES 

Thursday, October 10, 5:00 o 6:00 PM 
EspressOasis (coffee shop}, FedEx GEC 
Join us for a monthly social hour to bring together international UNC 
community members and students excited about international 
engagement. Chat about opportunities and challenges on campus. 
Meet staff from the hosting offices with great resources to share. This 
month’s host is the the Undergraduate Library and EASE. 

Global Projects Showcase 
Monda 
Y, 
Octob 
er 14 
12:00 
- 1:00 
PM 

Experiencinq the 
qlobal South 
Beyond the headlines and policy 
papers about Mexican 
immigrants are the lives of men 
and women, boys and girls. 
Helping Carolina students better 
understand the human 
complexities of immigration is 
the mission of UNC’s Latino 
Migration Project... 

Conference 
Presentation Awards 
These awards offer modest 
support to faculty and staff who 
are presenting important 
scholarly work at major 
conferences abroad. 

Faculty Workinq 

These groups meet regularly to 
critique scholarly works, host 
visiting speakers, organize 



*Room 
3206 A-B*, Frank PoAer Graham Student Union 
Want to travel next summer? Need funding for your global project? 
Come enjoy a showcase of students’ research, experiences and travel 
stories from a variety of fields and global destinations. Learn more 
about past international summer projects the Center for Global 
Initiatives has funded from the students themselves. Lunch from 
Vimala’s Curryblossom Cafe will be provided. 

Sarah Barger, Undergraduate Psychology and American 
Studies, "Internship at the Centre for Tobacco Control 
Research" in Auckland, New Zealand 
Ping Ngyuen, Undergraduate Women’s Studies, "Connection 
and Reconnection: Understanding the Lives of Vietnamese 
Women and the Cycle of Poverty" in Vietnam 
Mia Celnarova, Undergraduate Global Studies, "Human 
Settlements of Zambia (HUZA)" in Zambia 

intern with Carolina for Kibera 
Looking for an internship this semester? 
Carolina for Kibera currently has one opening 
for a Database Management internship at our 
U.S. office based at UNC Chapel Hill. This 
position will involve keeping mailing and 

C ARO L ~ N A fo r donation records organized and up to date, 

K ~ B E R A running marketing reports, and tracking and 
creating new strategies for fundraising 

Previous experience with Salesforce or a similar database campaigns. 
is preferred. 

Contact Nick Johnson (nic~ohnson@carolinaforkib÷ra.org) for more 
information. 

Global Music Show 
Wednesday, October 30 
9:00-10:00 PM 
WXYC 89.3 FM 
or live stream 
at www.wxyc.org 

The Global Music Show is a 
monthly radio program in 
collaboration with WXYC 89.3 
FM and The Area Studies 
Centers that intersperses world 
regional music with dialogue 
shared by relevant expert 
guests scholars from UNC 
Chapel Hill. 

Sponsoring Area Studies Center: Center for Global Initiatives (CGI) 
Guest: Sarah Peach, lecturer in Journalism and Mass Communication, 
and senior producer for the school’s experimental Reese News 
Lab will talk about her work in Germany this summer 
documenting renewable energy projects. 

conferences, develop grant 
proposals, and embed research 
into the curriculum. 

Matchinq Funds 
Limited funds are available for 
globally-themed projects that 
deepen knowledge and 
understanding of our complex 
world. Projects must already 
have a financial commitment 
from another UNC unit. 

Student Learninq 
Circles 
These circles receive funding for 
an academic year to support 
activities such as speaker 
series, brown bag lunches, 
workshops, publications, film 
screenings, and service-learning 
projects. 

RESOURCES 

See Funded Proiects 
You can view a complete list of 
funding recipients and 
abstracts in our awardee 
directories. 

International 
Internship Database 
Add your experiences and 
glean from others’ in this online 
resource for UNC students by 
UNC students with feedback 
on completed internship 
experiences. 

Faculty international 
Expertise Database 
Access over 800 bios of UNC 
faculty members with global 
interests. It’s a great resource 
for students when planning 
your own global engagement 
projects! 

MEDIA 

Watch Videos by CGI 
and Awardees 

Carolina for Kibera Peacock Fellowship Info 
Listen to the Global 



Music Show 

We Want You! 
Carolina for Kibera’s Fellowship Program offers UNC students 
a chance to work alongside a grassroots, non-profit organization to 
fight poverty in one of Africa’s largest slums, Kibera, Kenya. Fellows 
work with US and Kenyan-based staff in the spring semester on 
collaborative projects to affect sustainable change, and then travel to 
Kibera in the summer to implement them. 

Join us for one of three information sessions to learn more about how 
you can make a difference: 
November 4, 5~:30pm Room 3009 FedE× GEC 
November 12, 5-6:30 pm Room 3009 FedEx GEC 
November 20, 5-6:30 pm Room 1009 FedEx GEC 

Call for Proposals - Cities, Rivers, and Cultures of Chanqe: Rethinkinq 
and Restoring the Environments of the Global American South 
Conference: February 21o220 2014 
Submission Deadline: Friday, November 15, 2013 
Profound shifts in the way we think, use and protect water, rapid immigration and demographic change 
(the ’graying’ and ’browning’ of the United States), and immense urbanization have made the American 
South a bellwether of environmental change for both America and the world at large. Cities, Rivers, and 
Cultures of Change: Rethinking and Restoring the Environments of the Global American South aims to bring 
together graduate students, faculty, independent scholars, and a broader public audience to share current 
research that explore these themes from the point of view of 1) southern culture, history, and ethics, 2) 
efforts to restore natural and built environments, and 3) the implications and connections between changes 
to the American South and the inter-connected global environment in which we live. Special Programming: 
Margaret Palmer (University of Maryland) will deliver the Chandler Lecture in Southern Business History as 
the conference keynote. 

More info: htt#://qlobalsouth.unc.edu 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Boren Scholarships and Fellowships 
Boren Scholarship Campus Deadline: December 11, 2013 
Boren Fellowship Nationa~ Deadline: January 28, 2014 
Boren Awards provide unique funding opportunities for U.S. undergraduate and graduate students to study 
in Africa, Asia, Central & Eastern Europe, Eurasia, Latin America, and the Middle East, where they study 
less commonly taught languages, including but not limited to Arabic, Chinese, Korean, Portuguese, Russian, 
Swahili, Akan/Twi, French, Hausa, Wolof, Yoruba, or Zulu. Undergraduate students can receive up to 
$20,000 for an academic year’s study abroad and graduate students up to $30,000 for language study and 
international research. In exchange for funding, recipients commit to working in the federal government for a 



minimum of one year. Register for an upcoming webinar, get more info and apply: \~’w.borenawards.orq. 

Center for Global Initiatives 
The Ur~iversity of North Caro~ir~a at Chape~ 
FedEx G~obal Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street t Campus Box 5145 
Chape~ Hi~, NO 27599-5145 
919 962 3094 t cgi@unc.edu 

The Center fi:sr Global Initiatives is a catalyst fi:sr the innovative work of faculty and students at the University of North 
Carolina - Chapel Hill. It is entrepreneurial and nimble in its approach to fostering initiatives that deepen knowledge 
and understanding of our complex wodd For ts work, the Center is recognized by the US Department of Education 
as one of only eleven National Resource Centers in Gtobal Studies. 

This message was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu from: 

Bevin Tighe I 301 Pittsboro Street Suite 3002 I CB 5145 I Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Flowers, Valencia G <vflowers@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 9:13 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Updating Course Descriptions for Summer 2014 

Afri&Afro-Amer 2013.docx; SSCourseDescMemo.doc 

Good Morning Travis, 

Attach is your department’s course description for summer 2013. I have also attached a memo with detailed instructions 

on updating your course descriptions and when we would need the updates in our office. If you have any questions or 

concerns about the process please feel free to contact me 

Best Regards, 

Valencia Go Flowers 
Administrative Assistant 

Summer Sckool 
134 E.Franklin Street, CB # 334 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3340 
(P) 919.966.4364/(F) 919.962.2752 



African and Afro-American Studies, 966-5496 

Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

FIRST SESSION, 2013 

AFAM 101 The Black Experience (3). An interdisciplinary course designed to provide a broad 

survey of the black experience in the Americas with special emphasis on the sixteenth, 

seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries. 

AFAM 102 Black Experience since 1865 (3). Special emphasis on post-emancipation 

developments. 

AFAM 258 The Civil Rights Movement (3). MAYMESTER. An examination of the struggle 

by black Americans for social justice since World War II and of the systemic responses. 

AFAM 276 The African American in Motion Pictures: 1900 to the Present (3). This course 

analyzes the role of the African American in motion pictures, explores the development of 

stereotypical portrayals, and investigates the efforts of African American actors and actresses to 

overcome these portrayals. Extended class periods, four days per week. 

AFAM 280 Blacks in North Carolina (3). This course is an overview of the black experience 

in North Carolina with special emphasis on Chapel Hill and Wilmington. 

AFAM 304 Blacks in Britain and British North America to 1833 (3). This course looks at 

blacks in the British world to 1833, with particular attention on the 13 colonies and the lands that 

would eventually form the Dominion of Canada. 

AFRI 101 Introduction to African Civilization (3). Introduction to principal features of 

African civilization through examination of geopolitical context; historical themes; and selected 

social, political, economic, religious, and aesthetic characteristics of both traditional and modern 

Africa. 

AFRI 368 Political Protest and Conflict in Africa (3). MAYMESTER Much of the news 

coverage on Africa has focused on outbreaks of political conflict on the continent. In this course 



we will look behind the often sensational coverage of these events in order to gain a deeper 

understanding of conflict in Africa. Through a case study approach, we will examine issues 

concerning these conflicts such as: the nature of and causes of these conflicts, the historical roots 

of these conflicts, the unfolding of peace and reconciliation in the affected areas, and the impact 

of these conflicts on the everyday lives of ordinary people. Among the cases studies we will be 

examining are the Lord’s Resistance Army and the recruitment of child soldiers in Uganda, the 

Congolese civil war, peace and reconciliation in Liberia and Sierra Leone, and land reform in 

Zimbabwe. This course is designed to be accessible to all students, from those with a strong 

background in African Studies to those for whom this will be their first exposure to the 

continent. This course has been modified to take full advantage ofUNC’s Maymester format. 

We will explore audio visual materials that cannot be incorporated in a traditional class format 

and students will have the opportunity to select and examine an issue or situation presented by 

political conflict in Africa that is of particular interest to them. *CANCELLED* 

SWAH 112 Intensive Kiswahili 1-2 (6). This course covers the material in the SWAH I and 

SWAH II sequence in a single session. Extended class time, five daysper week. 

SECOND SESSION, 2013 

AFAM 101 The Black Experience (3). An interdisciplinary course designed to provide a broad 

survey of the black experience in the Americas with special emphasis on the sixteenth, 

seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries. 

AFAM 102 Black Experience since 1865 (3). Special emphasis on post-emancipation 

developments. 

AFAM 254 Blacks in Latin America (3). The majority of people of African descent in this 

hemisphere live in Latin America. This course will explore various aspects of the black 

experience in Latin America. 

AFAM 274 African American Political Philosophy (PHIL 274) (3). Race, identity, 

discrimination, multiculturalism, affirmative action, and slave reparations in the writings of 

Walker, Delany, Douglass, Cooper, DuBois, King, and Malcolm X. 

AFRI 101 Introduction to African Civilization (3). As an introduction to the African 

continent, this course is intended to fulfill two primary purposes: to acquaint students with the 



African environment, its peoples, culture, past and contemporary society; and to develop an 

appreciation for African civilization, which has made a major contribution to American society. 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: University Managers/Administrative Assistants 

FROM: Valencia Flowers 

DATE: October 10, 2013 

RE: Updating Course Descriptions 

Attached is your department or school’s listing of Summer 2013 courses. Please update the 

descriptions to reflect Summer 2014 course offerings and return the updated listing 

electronically to Summer School at vflowers@email.unc.edu You may send a printed copy to 

CB# 3340, but an electronic version is preferred. 

¯ The course descriptions submitted to our office must match the official description 

used in the undergraduate and graduate bulletins. 

¯ Special topic courses should be highlighted with subtitles up to fifty words to 

describe the topic. 

¯ Denote "late afternoon", "online" or "evening" at the end of course descriptions 
where appropriate. Maymester courses should be listed in 1St session with 

"Maymester" noted at the beginning of the course description. 

¯ Denote special scheduling, i.e., "four hours, three days per week" at the end of 

course descriptions where appropriate. 

¯ Denote any in-class laptop requirements for the course. Indicate "course utilizes 

computers" in the description. 

¯ During the online course scheduling period (October 7 - November 15) mark cross- 

listed courses as well as courses meeting General Education requirements in the 

footnote section. 

Please return your updated course listing to Summer School no later than Friday, November 

15. Summer School will update our website with these changes and return them to you in early 

December for final edits. For more details on preparing your course information, refer to 

Summer School’s Policies and Procedures Manual, Section VI. Should you have any questions, 

please contact us at 966-4364. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 12:34 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

African Film Festival NCSU 

ADFF_2013_F1NAL2 (2).pdf 

Dear Travis: Please circulate to AFAM faculty. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 2:29 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20131003154206715.pdf 

Hi Travis, 

Here’s the document sent by the work study student. 
Thanks, 
Mamarame 

From: scanner@unc.edu [scalmer@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 03, 2013 3:42 PM 
To: Seck, Mamarame 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 10.03.2013 15:42:06 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

toylounge@unc.edu 

Friday, October 11, 2013 12:36 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Toy Lounge Reservation Confirmed 

Gore_November 6 1030AM.pdf; Toy Lounge Guidelines.pdf 

Dear Travis, 

Hi! Thanks for your recent Toy Lounge reservation request entitled ’Faculty Colloquium’. Your request has been approved and you 
may login at ~:iiwww.ur~c.eduitoylom~. Here are the details of your event: 

Title: Faculty Colloquium 
Dept: African & African-Amer Studies 
Date: November 6, 2013 
Start setup: 10:30AM 
Finish cleanup: 1:00PM 

Please pick up the Toy Lounge key from Dey 238 no more than 30 minutes prior to your scheduled start time for your event. It is 
imperative that your event is completed by confirmed time to allow for other events to start on time. 

Please do not attempt to go into Toy more than 30 minutes before your scheduled start to allow for cleanup by previous groups. 
Failure to adhere to your scheduled time can result in the losing of future reservation privileges. 

After you have cleaned and returned the room to its original location, you may return the key to Dey 238. If the office is already 
closed, you may drop the key into the box affixed on the door to Dey 238 (this box also contains the department class schedules). 

A virtual tour of the room is available at www.unc.edu/toylounge/virtualtour.php 

For ALL technology questions, please go to hotline.unc.edu or call 962.6702. 

The kitchen key is included with the checkout key and can only be used during the time of your reservation. The kitchen can not be 
used as a storage space for your event and all products need to be removed as part of the cleanup of Toy Lounge. Please do not adjust 
*any* settings for the freezer or refrigerator. 

For your reference, another copy of the Toy Lounge Guidelines has been attached to this email. 

Thanks 

Toy Lounge Reservations 
toylounge@unc.edu 
Scheduling and Policy: 
ht~:,~/www.ur~c.edwito~,lom~e 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CItAPEL tIILL 

TO’¢ ~ (:7}1 NG~ ;~ S E }<VAT~ 

4~.h Floo~, Dey ]~al] 

Toy Lounge Reservation Form 

Contact: Sam Gore 

Email: stgore@email.unc.edu 

Department Name: African & African-Amer Studies 

Department Number: 3287 

Event Name: Faculty Colloquium 

Event Type: Colloquium 

Date of Event: November 6, 2013 

Reservation Start Time: 10:30AM 

Reservation End Time: I:00PM 

Faculty/Staff: 97% Grad: 1% Undergrad: 1% Public/Other: 1% 

You may pick up the Toy Lounge key from Dey 238 on November 6 at 10:00AM. 

Please return the key to Dey 238 after cleaning the room. 



www.unc.edu/toylounge 

toytounge@unc.edu 

Guidelines for Using Toy Lounge 

Toy Lounge is maintained and controlled by the College of Arts & Sciences for informal to semi-formal 
meetings of faculty, administration and related groups during normal business hours. Please adhere to the 
following guidelines as a courtesy to other meetings since the Lounge is in heavy demand. 

THE DAY OF YOUR EVENT: 

Keys may be picked up thirty (30) minutes before your reservation begins. Keys cannot be loaned 
to contractors or vendors, caterers, outside presenters, etc. Instead, you should meet your vendor 
at Toy Lounge to let them in and lock up after they leave. 

You can pick up the key to Toy Lounge from 238 Dey Hall and return it to the same office. Key 
must be returned immediately after your function. 

Kitchen may only be used during the time of your reservation. You may not use the kitchen as a 
storage facility. 

All parties, including caterers, must be out of the Lounge when your scheduled time is over. 

It is the responsibility of your unit to return furnishings to their proper position, clean all surfaces, 
and set closed trash bags outside kitchen door. You should also close the shades and turn off 
lights and equipment. 

If the condition of Toy Lounge is unsatisfactory after your use, then you will lose your privileges to 
use the room. Also, your unit may be billed for any clean-up charges. 

Lock all doors when you leave, including the left double-door which must be switched to the 
locked position so that it is secured when the right door is locked. 

IMPORTANT: Failure to observe these guidelines may result in loss of privileges. 

These policies are set by the College of Arts and Sciences Dean’s Office. Comments or suggestions 
should be addressed to Ryan Greenway, Greenway@unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 8:23 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: [isa-faculty] Please share with students 

Dear Travis, 

Would you please cut and paste the information below, beginning with ’~First-year and transfer..." and send it to the list of 
majors? Please use bcc: for their addresses, and include me in the email, too. 

Thanks! 
Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
h~ttp://www.umass.edu/u~press/title/ravford-w-logan-and-dilemma-african-americ an-intellectual 
~://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
~ress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
~ress.nd.edu/book/P00723 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Friday, October 11, 2013 12:14 PM 

To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Fwd: [isa-faculty] Please share with students 

Hi Kenneth, 
This is probably with sharing with our majors. 

Best, 

Kia 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Riefkohl Muniz, Beatriz S" <riefkohl@emaiLunc~edu> 

Date: October 11, 2013, 12:03:58 PM EDT 
To: ISA faculty members <isa-faculb,~@listserwunc~edu> 

Subject: [isa-faculty] Please share with students 

Reply-To: "Riefkohl Muniz, Beatriz S" <riefkoN@email.unc.edu> 

First year and transfer students, have you never had a passport?. The Passport to GO! award covers the 
cost of a passport application ($135) and gets you connected to lots of campus resources for international 
experiences including funding for travel. Visit the awards page at the Center for Global Initiatives at 

.ur~c.eduiawards))assport to learn about the award and to apply! The deadline for the award is 

Wednesday October 30th, 2013 at 5:00 PM. Contact Priyanka Vakil at ~vaki~@mac.edu for questions or 

concerns. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 10:21 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Course Schedule Maintenance for Summer 2014 

Summer term information.doc 

Attached please find the important information pertaining to Summer Session scheduling for 2014. Please let the 
Scheduling Office know if you have any questions. 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto : s cheduling_o f fice@listserv, unc. edu 
re~istrar.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-33720198-34472124, d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b 0159ed79e86 e7 e(’~Ji stserv.unc, edu 



Summer Course Schedule Maintenance Cheat Sheet 

Course Schedule Maintenance opens on Tuesday, October 15, 2013 for the First and Second Summer 
Sessions for 2014 (terms = 2143, 2144). All Scheduling Officers in the Graduate/Undergraduate 
academic unit (AU = GU) will have until Friday, November 16, at 10:00 p.m. to verify and update 
summer class schedule information in Connect Carolina and Astra at which time Course Schedule 
Maintenance will close for the summer classroom assignment period. 

Course Schedule Maintenance also opens for Law, Medical, and Dental Schools as well as the MBA 
Program on Tuesday, October 15, 2013 but will remain available to these academic units until the 
Extended Schedule Maintenance period (ticket/instructor update) closes for each summer term. 

Not all session terms were rolled forward so if you don’t see a class in the term, it will have to be added 
at this time. 

Sessions are as follows ..... 

2143 
Session B - 5/13 - 7/25, If classes need to be scheduled the entire summer, they should be scheduled in 

Session B. 

SSM- 5/13 - 5/31 

SSI- 5/13 - 6/17 

2144 
SSII- 6/19 - 7/25 

DO NOT use session A for classes! We have to have it in the system to tie all other sessions to for 
registration, etc. but no classes should be scheduled in this session. If these session codes do not meet 
your needs, please fill out a Course Session Definition Form and send it to scheduling_office@unc.edu. 

Semester Section Reports are available upon request from the Scheduling Office to assist you in 
updating the information in Connect Carolina. 

Important notes: 

Please keep in mind that summer class schedules must correspond to 
information that has been submitted to the Summer School Office. 

Standard Meeting Patterns 
The standard class periods for the summer sessions are as follows for courses that meet: 

5 days/week (M-F) 
8:00 - 9:30 

9:45 - 11:15 

11:30- 1:00 

1:15 -2:45 

4 days/week (MTWR) 
3:00 - 5:00 

4:15 -6:15 

6:30-8:30 

3 days/week (MTR) 
3:15 - 5:50 

6:00 - 8:35 



2. Non-General Purpose Classroom 
If you have received permission from the appropriate authority to use a non-general purpose 
classroom, please inform the classroom scheduling office so we can schedule the appropriate 
room in Astra. 

3. No Need of a Classroom Assignment 
If you do not need a classroom assignment but have added a day and times, please place XX by 
using the blue scheduling button in Astra. 

4. Course Restrictions, etc. 
Please note that meeting times/days, notes, reserve capacities, department consent and 

enrollment totals were all rolled into the new term. Note that instructors and their workloads did 

not roll and must be entered for each class. 

Faculty-led Study Abroad Courses 
01 S-09S designates faculty-led study abroad courses. Faculty-led study abroad courses 
must be approved by the Dean of the College, the Director of Study Abroad and the 
Administrative Board prior to the course section being offered. 

6. Maymester courses 
Maymester courses should be set up with a section numbers 01M to 09M. 
Classes meet every day: 9:00- 12:15, 11:30-2:45 or 1:15-4:30. Use session code SSM. 

If you have any questions, please contact the Scheduling Office at 962-6093. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, October 14, 2013 11:01 AM 

Lambert, Michael (2 <mlambert@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Graduate certificates awarded 

Hi Travis and Mike, 

For the Title VI report, can you let me know how many graduate 
certificates the department awarded in Fall 2012, Spring 2013, and 
Summer 2013? Were there any? 

Thanks ! 
Stacey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

CCCS <cccs@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 12:03 PM 

Austin, Susan L <Austin@sog.unc.edu>; Barker, Michael <michael_barker@unc.edu>; 
Brossman, Curt Alan <cbrossman@unc.edu>; Bryant, Kathy <kathy_bryant@unc.edu>; 
Davis, Christie Wynette <christie_davis@unc.edu>; Evarts, Lori A 
<lori_evarts@unc.edu>; Freeman, Mike <MJFREEMAN@aux-services.unc.edu>; Gist, 
Jacquelyn Michelle <JMGIST@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Holt, Ruthie 
<raholt@email.unc.edu>; Malone, Brenda Richardson <brenda_malone@unc.edu>; 
Medford, Becky C <becky_medford@med.unc.edu>; Meinecke, Chris 
<meinecke@email.unc.edu>; Meredith Cuomo <Meredithcuomo@ncsecc.org>; 
Nickerson-Salter, Cherritta B <nickerc@unc.edu>; Nicklis, Ashley <anicklis@unc.edu>; 
Salyer, Sherry L <salyer@email.unc.edu>; Socola, Donna Marie 
<socola@email.unc.edu>; Barger, David H <dbarger@unc.edu>; Bickford, Donna M 
<dbickford@unc.edu>; Blackburn, Dean <blackburn@unc.edu>; Blanchard, Bob 
<bob_blanchard@unc.edu>; Boudler, Laurie <boudler@unc.edu>; Davenport, Helene 
Ann <helene_davenport@unc.edu>; Douglas, Linda Brown <linda_douglas@unc.edu>; 
Lindsey, Byron Anthony(Tony) <tony_lindsey@med.unc.edu>; Everett, Lewis M 
<lmeveret@email.unc.edu>; Figueroa, Angelica M <amfiguer@email.unc.edu>; 
Gustafson, Joann C <joann_gustafson@unc.edu>; Hill, Monica 
<mihill@email.unc.edu>; Huppert, Sarah Andrews <Sarah_Andrews@unc.edu>; Kelley, 
John <kelleyj @email.unc. edu>; Kidd, Jeff <j eff.kidd@facilities.unc, edu>; Kollar, April 
<april_kollar@med.unc.edu>; Levinson, Sara <saralev@email.unc.edu>; Lewis, Faye T 
<flewis@email.unc.edu>; McKirahan, Matthew Thomas <mckirahan@sog.unc.edu>; 
Meyers, Kathryn <kmeyers@email.unc.edu>; Moore, Margaret Eilene 
<MARGARET_MOORE@unc.edu>; Panke, Stefanie <panke@sog.unc.edu>; Peterson, 
Stephanie B. <peterssb@email.unc.edu>; Pinelli, Nicole R. <nickipinelli@unc.edu>; 
Pruitt, Jennifer <jennifer~ruitt@unc.edu>; Reid, Allison <Allison_Reid@unc.edu>; 
Sauer, Beth H <bhsauer@email.unc.edu>; Saye, Terri O <tsaye@email.unc.edu>; 
Sylvester, Susan R. <ssylvest@email.unc.edu>; Welty, Jeffrey B <welty@sog.unc.edu>; 
Wilkins, Emily Alice <Emily_Wilkins@unc.edu>; Wilkinson, Patti <pattiw@unc.edu> 

CCCS Week 2 Results 

UNC Week 2.zip; Week 2.xlsx 

Thanks to all of you who have already shown your support and 

given to the 2013 Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares charitable 

giving campaign. Week 2 results are in and UNC- Chapel Hill has 

raised $:~72,646. We are $100,000 behind where we were last 

year. 

NeW$ A~er~: We’re way behind~. NC State’s campaign (Pack Gives Back) is in thek 4~h week and $171,855 oheod in 

giving~. 

Top Giving Departments-Monetar~ Donations 
1. Kenan-Flagler Business School - $20,097 

2. Religious Studies - $9,000 

3. CIO- Information Technology-S8,464 

4. Political Science- $5,195 

5. School of Law-S4,799 



Percentage in Giving By Division: 

2013 2013 % 

Division 2013 Donors Emps Participation 

SCH BUS 75 298 25% 

VC ADVANCEMENT 35 146 24% 

CHANCELLOR 14 69 20% 

SCHOOL OF INFO & LIBR SCIENCE 8 50 16% 

VC HUMAN RESOURCES 12 81 15% 

PROVOST 42 343 12% 

SCH SOCIAL WORK 15 132 11% 

SCHOOL OF LAW 13 126 10% 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 13 139 9% 

VC STUDENT AFF 23 284 8% 

SCH DENTISTRY 25 371 7% 

CIO 23 357 6% 

VC FIN 8 140 6% 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 9 164 5% 

LIBRARIES 15 300 5% 

A&S 75 1525 5% 

SCH PUB HLTH 25 603 4% 

SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM/MASS COMM 3 85 4% 

VC RESEARCH 24 978 2% 

SCH EDUCATION 2 97 2% 

SCH MEDICINE 76 3928 2% 

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 4 212 2% 

ATH LETICS 4 446 1% 

GRADUATE SCHOOL 0 24 0% 

Prize Winners: 

Employees who have contributed to the 2013 campaign are eligible for weekly Carolina Cares prize drawings. 

Remember, the earlier you contribute, the more prize drawings you are eligible for - if you gave but don’t see your 

name below, you still have four chances to win! 

Winners Week 2: Congratulations to the following campaign contributors 
¯ Mary Hillmer- School of Dentistry- Pediatric Dentistry 
¯ Kaia Mates-School of Medicine -TEACCH Division 

¯ John Brent-School of Public Health 
¯ Davis Roberts-Kenan Flagler Business School 
¯ Beth Black-School of Nursing 

Division Leaders or Dept. Team Captains please inform your employee that they are a winner of the weekly prize 

drawing. To claim prizes contact Ruth Holt in Benefits Services! 

~)rop-Off locations: 

http ://ca roli n a ca res. u n c. ed u/tea m -ca ptain-reso u rces/d o n ati o n-d ro p-off-I ocatio n s/ 

Please be sure all forms are submitted to one of the sites listed below before 11am on Thursdays! 

Please note the Wilson Library drop off has been replaced with the UNC OneCard Office. 

Important General Reminders: 



Be sure to complete a report form with your paper pledges. This report must be submitted along with your other forms 

at the Thursday drop-off sites. Online ePledge information does not need to be recorded on a paper form. Please note 

that all attached forms are accessible on http://carolinacares.unc.edu/team-captain-resources/campaign-materials/ 

¯ Please make sure fill out a separate report form for each of your departments. Do not group/roll up your 

departments on the same report form. Departments will not receive the proper credit towards their 30% 

participation if submitted in this format. 

Reminder: Please remind your employees to give through ePledge, http://carolinacares.unc.edu/ 

Do Not to give on the SECC website. If you have an employee who gives on the SECC website a credit card confirmation 

will need to be submitted on a paper pledge form. If you have questions please contact Kim Andrews- 

Kim_Adrews@unc.edu 

Please note that there is a two week lag time to process paper pledges. Employees who submit paper pledges will 

continue to receive campus ePledge emails for a short period until form is processed. We apologize for any 

inconvenience. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hughes, Megan Hoert <hugheme@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 2:41 PM 

Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <st~ore~email.unc.edu>; 
Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu>;                        ~ 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tonight: Young, Black and Exploring the World! UNC Welcomes Expedition Denali’s 
Tyrhee Moore, October 14 at 6:00 pm 

expedition denali poster UNC_final.pdf 

Hi Everyone - Please forward this to anyone who might be interested in hearing 
from this young man talk about his exploration, especially any young people. 
Admission is free. Thanks! 

Dr. Sherick Hughes, MA, MPA, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor with tenure 
Graduate Program Coordinator/chair, Cultural Studies & Literacies 
Founder & Co-Director, Graduate Certificate in Qualitative Studies 
Founder & Director, Interpretive Research Suite & Carter Qualitative Thought Lab 
Founder & Chair, Black Alumni of the School of Education (BASE) 
School of Education 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 3500, Peabody Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
shuqhes@email.unc.edu 
919-537-3804 (o) 
919-962-1533 (f) 
http://soe.unc.edu/fac_research/faculty/hughes.php 

Date and Time: Monday, October 14 from 6-7pm 

Location: UNC - Genome Sciences Building (G100) 

About the Event: 
In June 2013, the National Outdoor Leadership School sponsored an all-black team of male and female 
climbers who scaled Denali (Mt. McKinley) - the highest peak in North America. More on this amazing 
expedition, and incredible photos, can be found here: http://expeditiondenali.nols.edu/. 

We are thrilled to host climber Tyrhee Moore to hear more about his adventures. Join us in a conversation 
about making opportunities around outdoor exploration more inviting and accessible to people of color. 

About Expedition Denali: 
To inspire youth of color--and particularly African American youth--to get outside, get active, and become 
stewards of our wild places, the National Outdoor Leadership School (NOLS) ran an expedition with African 
American participants who attempted to summit Denali, the highest peak in North America on the 100th 
anniversary of the first ascent of the peak. Listen to how this journey with role models in the African American 



outdoor community taught Tyrhee and other young people how to build on their leadership skills, as they 
faced common challenges and incredible achievement in this expedition. 

Sponsors: UNC Institute for the Environment and the UNC School of Education 

For more information: Please contact meganhughes@unc.edu 

This event is free and open to the public! Parking is available at the Bell Tower Parking Deck (standard 
parking fees apply). 

Parking information and directions: The Genome Sciences Building is adjacent to the Bell Tower and 
across from the Carolina Union in the center of campus. A good campus map can be found here: 
http://www, unc.ed u/gradrecord/cam pus map.html. 
We recommend parking at the Bell Tower Parking Deck (BTD) which is open to visitors after 5pm. Directions 
to the parking deck can be found here: http://www.med.unc.edu/ahs/physical/programs/continuing- 
education/BellTowerDeck%20parkinq.doc/view 

Neasha B. Graves 
UIXIC Institute for the Environment 

(919) 966-3746 office 
neasha_graves@unc.ed u 



In summer 2013, a team of African Americans made an historic attempt to 
summit Denali, the highest peak in Northern America, to inspire young people 
of color to get outside, get active, and become stewards of our wild places. 

on, Oct :[4, 6-Tpm 
Genome Sciences g., G 
U CChapel ill 
For more information, contact: meganhughes@unc.edu 
Co-sponsored by the UNC Institute for the Environment and the School of Education 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

eventsmanagement@unc.edu 

Monday, October 14, 2013 4:17 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Reservation 94576 for Department of African & Afro-American Studies beginning 
10/22/2013 

Confirmation-94576.pdf 

Hi Travis, 
Please review the summary of your reservation below and respond to this email to confirm. Please note that no food and 
beverage are permitted in classrooms as well. 

Best, 
Hailey Ziegelhofer 
Office of Events Management 

All reservations must be confirmed by 12 noon at least two business days prior to your meeting. Failure to confirm in time 
will result in a no-show and the cancellation of your meeting. Please reply to this email to confirm your meeting. 

Carolina Union Office of Events Management 
FPG Student Union Room 3105 

UNC-CH, CB #5210 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-5210 

P. 919- 966-3832 / F. 919-962-3719 

Confirmation 

Customer 

Travis Gore 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 

Battle Hall 

CB 3395 

Reservation: 94576 

Event Name: AAAD 130 

Status: Not Available 

Phone: 966-5496 

Email Address: stgore@email.unc.edu 

Event Type: Screening 

Bookings / Details Quantity Price Amount 

All reservations must be confirmed by 12 noon at least two business days prior to your meeting. Failure to confirm in time 
will result in a no-show and the cancellation of your meeting. Please reply to this email to confirm your meeting. 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 

7:00 PM - 9:00 PM AAAD 130 (Not Available) Genome Science G010 
Reserved: 7:00 PM - 9:15 PM 
As is/Previous Set for 72 

CLASSROOM SYSTEM USE 

Touching any equipment aside from touchpanels and media equipment is strictly prohibited; this includes turning off any 
component of the classroom systems. Only authorized personnel may make adjustments. 

If your meeting is scheduled in Hamilton 100, Hanes 121 or Howell 104 the Office of Events Management will provide a 
Technician UPON REQUEST to move the Tech Podium in these rooms at no cost, pending staff availability These 
requests must be made at least two weeks in advance. Your group may not move these items by itself. All classrooms 
are under video surveillance. 

CHECK IN/CHECK OUT 

Carolina Union staff will be present (at no charge) 15 minutes before your meeting and will remain on site until the 
conclusion of your meeting. An organization representative must fill out a Facility Checklist with the Carolina Union staff 
regarding the state of the meeting room. This representative must check out with the Union staff at the conclusion of the 
meeting. Failure to check in or out will result in a no-show. 



Meetings are expected to begin and end on time. If meetings do not start and end on time, your organization may be 
subject to fees and/or loss of reservation privileges. 

CANCELLATION 

All reservations must be cancelled at least two business days in advance. If a reservation is cancelled within two 
business days of a meeting, a no-show will be issued. 

Failure to communicate adequate information regarding your meeting to the Office of Events Management will result in 
the cancellation of your meeting. 

Failure to confirm your reservation by 12 noon two business days prior to your meeting will result in cancellation and a 
no-show will be issued to your group. 

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL RESERVES THE RIGHT TO CANCEL ANY MEETING IF 
THE CLIENT DOES NOT COMPLY WITH UNC-CH OR EVENTS MANAGEMENT POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, OR 
IF UNC OFFICIALS CANNOT ENSURE THE SAFETY OF STUDENT, FACULTY, STAFF OR GUESTS. 

HOLDS 

This reservation can be held for 30 days. If a signed confirmation along with any required approvals has not been 
submitted within 30 days of making this reservation, this reservation will be cancelled. 

PLEASE NOTE 

House Staff is not responsible for providing technical assistance, set-up or tear-down of equipment or sets for your 
meeting. 

Food is not permitted in the General Purpose Classrooms. 

All meetings or events that are open to the public must be confirmed 30 days in advance. Providing false information 
about the nature of your event will result in the loss of reservation privileges for your organization. 

Please familiarize yourself with the Events Management policies available in the Office of Events Management (919) 
966-3832 or online at http://carolinaunion.unc.edu/em. If your contract is breached, your meeting will be cancelled. 

I HAVE REVIEWED ALL INFORMATION AND VERIFY BY SIGNING BELOW THAT MY BOOKING INFORMATION IS 
CORRECT AND THAT I HAVE READ AND AM WILLING TO COMPLY WITH THE TERMS OUTLINED ABOVE. 

Signature Date 

Prices (if any) indicated above are estimation only. This is NOT an invoice and all charges are subject to change. 

If you have any questions or comments please contact the Office of Events Management at 919-966-3832 or 
eventsmanagement@unc.edu 

All hard mail to: 

University of North Carolina 

FPG Student Union - Office of Events Management 

3105 Carolina Union - Campus Box 5210 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5210 

CLASSROOM SYSTEM USE 

Touching any equipment aside from touchpanels and media equipment is strictly prohibited; this includes turning off any 
component of the classroom systems. Only authorized personnel may make adjustments. 

If your meeting is scheduled in Hamilton 100, Hanes 121 or Howell 104 the Office of Events Management will provide a 
Technician UPON REQUEST to move the Tech Podium in these rooms at no cost, pending staff availability These 
requests must be made at least two weeks in advance. Your group may not move these items by itself. All classrooms are 
under video surveillance. 

CHECK IN/CHECK OUT 
Carolina Union staffwill be present (at no charge) 15 minutes before your meeting and will remain on site until the 
conclusion of your meeting. An organization representative must fill out a Facility Checklist with the Carolina Union staff 
regarding the state of the meeting room. This representative must check out with the Union staff at the conclusion of the 
meeting. Failure to check in or out will result in a no-show. 

Meetings are expected to begin and end on time. If meetings do not start and end on time, your organization may be 
subject to fees and/or loss of reservation privileges. 



CANCELLATION 
All reservations must be cancelled at least two business days in advance. If a reservation is cancelled within two business 
days of a meeting, a no-show will be issued. 
Failure to communicate adequate information regarding your meeting to the Office of Events Management will result in the 
cancellation of your meeting. 
Failure to confirm your reservation by 12 noon two business days prior to your meeting will result in cancellation and a no- 
show will be issued to your group. 

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL RESERVES THE RIGHT TO CANCEL ANY MEETING IF 
THE CLIENT DOES NOT COMPLY WITH UNC-CH OR EVENTS MANAGEMENT POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, OR 
IF UNC OFFICIALS CANNOT ENSURE THE SAFETY OF STUDENT, FACULTY, STAFF OR GUESTS. 

HOLDS 
This reservation can be held for 30 days. If a signed confirmation along with any required approvals has not been 
submitted within 30 days of making this reservation, this reservation will be cancelled. 

PLEASE NOTE 
House Staff is not responsible for providing technical assistance, set-up or tear-down of equipment or sets for your 
meeting. 

Food is not permitted in the General Purpose Classrooms. 

All meetings or events that are open to the public must be confirmed 30 days in advance. Providing false information 
about the nature of your event will result in the loss of reservation privileges for your organization. 

Please familiarize yourself with the Events Management policies available in the Office of Events Management (919) 966- 
3832 or online at http://carolinaunion.unc.edu/em. If your contract is breached, your meeting will be cancelled. 

I HAVE REVIEWED ALL INFORMATION AND VERIFY BY SIGNING BELOW THAT MY BOOKING INFORMATION IS 
CORRECT AND THAT I HAVE READ AND AM WILLING TO COMPLY WITH THE TERMS OUTLINED ABOVE. 

Signature Date 

Prices (if any) indicated above are estimation only. This is NOT an invoice and all charges are subject to change. 

If you have any questions or comments please contact the Office of Events Management at 919-966-3832 or 
eventsmanagement@unc.edu 

All hard mail to: 
University of North Carolina 
FPG Student Union - Office of Events Management 
3105 Carolina Union - Campus Box 5210 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5210 



Carolina Union Office of Events Management 
FPG Student Union Room 3105 

UNC-CH, CB #5210 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-5210 

P. 919- 966-3832 / F. 919-962-3719 

Confirmation 

Customer Reservation: 94576 

Travis Gore 
Department of African & Afro-American Studies 

Battle Hall 

CB 3395 

Bookings / Details 

Event Name: AAAD 130 

Status: Not Available 

Phone: 966-5496 

Email Address: stgore@email.unc.edu 

Event Type: Screening 

Quantity Price Amount 

All reservations must be confirmed by 12 noon at least two business days prior to your meeting. Failure to confirm in 
time will result in a no-show and the cancellation of your meeting. Please reply to this email to confirm your meeting. 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 

7:00 PM - 9:00 PM AAAD 130 (Not Available) Genome Science G010 
Reserved: 7:00 PM- 9:15 PM 

As is/Previous Set for 72 

CLASSROOM SYSTEM USE 

Touching any equipment aside from touchpanels and media equipment is strictly prohibited; this includes turning off any 
component of the classroom systems. Only authorized personnel may make adjustments. 

If your meeting is scheduled in Hamilton 100, Hanes 121 or Howell 104 the Office of Events Management will provide a 
Technician UPON REQUEST to move the Tech Podium in these rooms at no cost, pending staff availability These 
requests must be made at least two weeks in advance. Your group may not move these items by itself. All classrooms 
are under video surveillance. 

CHECK IN/CHECK OUT 
Carolina Union staffwill be present (at no charge) 15 minutes before your meeting and will remain on site until the 
conclusion of your meeting. An organization representative must fill out a Facility Checklist with the Carolina Union 
staff regarding the state of the meeting room. This representative must check out with the Union staff at the conclusion 
of the meeting. Failure to check in or out will result in a no-show. 

Meetings are expected to begin and end on time. If meetings do not start and end on time, your organization may be 
subject to fees and/or loss of reservation privileges. 

CANCELLATION 
All reservations must be cancelled at least two business days in advance. If a reservation is cancelled within two 
business days of a meeting, a no-show will be issued. 
Failure to communicate adequate information regarding your meeting to the Office of Events Management will result in 
the cancellation of your meeting. 
Failure to confirm your reservation by 12 noon two business days prior to your meeting will result in cancellation and a 
no-show will be issued to your group. 

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL RESERVES THE RIGHT TO CANCEL ANY MEETING 
IF THE CLIENT DOES NOT COMPLY WITH UNC-CH OR EVENTS MANAGEMENT POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, 
OR IF UNC OFFICIALS CANNOT ENSURE THE SAFETY OF STUDENT, FACULTY, STAFF OR GUESTS. 

10/14/2013 4:15 PM HZ Page 1 of 2 



Carolina Union Office of Events Management Reservation: 94576 

Bookings / Details Quantity Price 

HOLDS 
This reservation can be held for 30 days. If a signed confirmation along with any required approvals has not been 
submitted within 30 days of making this reservation, this reservation will be cancelled. 

PLEASE NOTE 
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Food is not permitted in the General Purpose Classrooms. 

All meetings or events that are open to the public must be confirmed 30 days in advance. Providing false information 
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Not Available 

Amount 
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Prices (if any) indicated above are estimation only. This is NOT an invoice and all charges are subject to change. 

If you have any questions or comments please contact the Office of Events Management at 919-966-3832 or 
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All hard mail to: 
University of North Carolina 
FPG Student Union - Office of Events Management 
3105 Carolina Union - Campus Box 5210 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5210 
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To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 
Tuesday, October 15, 2013 8:40 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] tipo tepoo... TYPO! 

Hi, 
My email yesterday said CSM for summer ends on Friday, November 16. Friday is November 15. Sorry for the error. 
Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto : s cheduling_o f fice@listserv, unc. edu 
re~istrar.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-33725014-34472124.d27a5a94fl 81 lefe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu 
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Fall 2013 
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Katie Brown 
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Akshay Gupta 
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Alex Floch 
Matt Wotus 
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Thu. Oct. 3: UNMISS: Devon Grace Allen 
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Carter Crew 

Angela Tettey 

Tue. Oct. 8: Instructor’s Summary of Part Two and Orientation for Part Three 

Thu. Oct. 10: Independent Work for Part Three (No Class Session) 



2. UN SUPPORT TO CAPACITY BUILDING FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICA 

Proposal/Consultation 

Tue. Oct. 15: Advancement of Women: Leah Berolzheimer 

Abrial Nixon 

Tue. Oct. 22: Advancement of Women: Michelle Margaret Zong 

Carter Crew 

Angela Tettey 

Thu. Oct. 24: Countries in Special Situations: Diamond Faulcon 
Serena Terry 
Nikhil Baradwaj 

Tue. Oct. 29: Countries in Special Situations: Sarah Adams 
Luis Miguel Vasquez 

Thu. Oct. 31: Governance and Institution Building: Isaiah Stackleather 
Katie Brown 
Akshay Gupta 

Tina Capelo 

Tue. &Thu. Nov. 5 & 7: FILMS ON THE UN IN AFRICA 

Tue. Nov. 12: Governance of Natural Resources: Alex Floch 
Max Wotus 

Thu. Nov. 14: Governance of Natural Resources: Katie Elkin 

Juliana Herrera 

Tue. Nov. 19: Poverty Eradication and 

Social Development: Sydney Walker 

Lataysha James 

Allie Slabach 

Thu. Nov. 21: Independent Research (No Class Session) 

Tue. Nov. 26: Poverty Eradication and 

Social Development: Devon Grace Allen 
Eshany Leann Edwards 



3. METHOD OF PRESENTATION 

Each presentation must consist of at least three parts, as follows: 

UN PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS: 

1. Situation Analysis: Background information on the political situation leading to UN 

intervention. What are the key issues and the conflict dynamics that made it necessary 

for the United Nations to intervene? 

2. UN Mandate: A very brief summary of the UN Security Council Resolution establishing 

the mission, and a discussion of the kind of peace and security mission it is, its key 

objectives, and what is put in place to achieve sustainable peace. 

3. Results: Accomplishments (if any), failures (if any), and future prospects, from your own 

assessment of the work being done by the UN and its contribution to sustainable peace. 

UN SUPPORT TO CAPACITY BUILDING FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 

1. Situation Analysis: Background information on the development issue (any of the topics 

#9 to #13) chosen in a particular country; national efforts with respect to this issue, and 

why the UN finds it necessary to be involved. 

2. UN Assistance: What kind of assistance is the UN or any of its agencies (one or more) 

offering in enhancing national capacity to address the issue in a satisfactory manner? 

3. Results: Accomplishments (if any), failures (if any), and future prospects, from your own 

assessment of the work being done by the UN and its contribution to sustainable 

development. 
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Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 4:00 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Passport to GO! 

First year and transfer students, have you never had a passport7. The Passport to GO! award covers the cost of a 
passport application ($135) and gets you connected to lots of campus resources for international experiences 
including funding for travel. Visit the awards page at the Center for Global Initiatives at 
ht       ,unc, ed               oft to learn about the award and to apply! The deadline for the award is 

Wednesday October 30th, 2013 at 5:00 PM. Contact Priyanka Vakil at pvakil@anc,eda for questions or concerns. 
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<kmeyers@email.unc.edu>; Moore, Margaret Eilene 
<MARGARET_MOORE@unc.edu>; Panke, Stefanie <panke@sog.unc.edu>; Peterson, 
Stephanie B. <peterssb@email.unc.edu>; Pinelli, Nicole R. <nickipinelli@unc.edu>; 
Pruitt, Jennifer <jennifer~ruitt@unc.edu>; Reid, Allison <Allison_Reid@unc.edu>; 
Sauer, Beth H <bhsauer@email.unc.edu>; Saye, Terri O <tsaye@email.unc.edu>; 
Socola, Donna Marie <socola@email.unc.edu>; Sylvester, Susan R. 
<ssylvest@email.unc.edu>; Welty, Jeffrey B <welty@sog.unc.edu>; Wilkins, Emily 
Alice <Emily_Wilkins@unc.edu>; Wilkinson, Patti <pattiw@unc.edu>; Austin, Susan L 
<Austin@sog.unc.edu>; Barker, Michael <michael_barker@unc.edu>; Bryant, Kathy 
<kathy_bryant@unc.edu>; Davis, Christie Wynette <christie_davis@unc.edu>; Evarts, 
Lori A <lori_evarts@unc.edu>; Freeman, Mike <MJFREEMAN@aux- 
services.unc.edu>; Gist, Jacquelyn Michelle <JMGIST@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Holt, 
Ruthie <raholt@email.unc.edu>; Malone, Brenda Richardson 
<brenda malone@unc.edu>; Medford, Becky C <becky_medford@med.unc.edu>; 
Meinecke, Chris <meinecke@email.unc.edu>; Meredith Cuomo 
<Meredithcuomo@ncsecc.org>; Nickerson-Salter, Cherritta B <nickerc@unc.edu>; 
Nicklis, Ashley <anicklis@unc.edu>; Salyer, Sherry L <salyer@email.unc.edu> 

CCCS Pledge Special to win Prizes Friday Only 

Hello Team Captain and Division Leaders, 

Please promote via email or with your departments. 

One Day On[y  Friday October 18th 

In celebration of Employee Appreciation Day, any pledges made Friday, October 18th will be 

entered to win one the following prizes: 



One - 550 Gift Certificate to Capital City Chop House Raleigh Location 

Four- Carolina Football Tickets UNC vs. Boston College October 26th at Kenan Stadium 

Two -Carolina Basketball Tickets UNC vs. Texas December 18th at 7pro, Dean Smith Center 

Thanks to our Sponsors: 
Ca£ital City Chop House of Raleigh & UNC Athletics 

There will also be a table located in the Great Hall during the Employee Appreciation Event on Oct 18th from 9 a.m.-3 

p.m. 

Pledges can also be given at the table. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bickford, Donna M <dbickford@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 12:16 PM 

Bickford, Donna M <dbickford@unc.edu> 

CCCS Pledge Special to win Prizes Friday Only 

Hi All! I hope conversations with your colleagues about the Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares campaign are going well. It’s 

a great opportunity for UNC-CH folks to help support organizations who do great work in our communities. A "Pledge 

Special" is being offered for this Friday. Here’s the information from the Campaign: 

Carolina Cares, 
Pledge Special 
One Day On[g, 

Carolina Shares 

Fridav October 18th 

In celebration of Employee Appreciation Day, any pledges made Friday, October 18th will be 

entered to win one the following prizes" 

One - 550 Gift Certificate to Capital City Chop House Raleigh Location 

Four- Carolina Football Tickets UNC vs. Boston College October 26th at Kenan Stadium 

Two -Carolina Basketball Tickets UNC vs. Texas December 18th at 7pm, Dean Smith Center 

Thaaks to our Spoasors: 

Capital City Chop House of Raleigh & UNC Athletics 

There will also be a table located in the Great Hall during the Employee Appreciation Event on Oct 18th from 9 a.m.-3 

p.m. 

Pledges can also be given at the table. 

Donna M. Bickford, Ph.D. 
Associate Director, Office for Undergraduate Research 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

220 Graham Memorial 

CB2800 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2800 
O: 919-843-7790 

F: 919-962-1548 

dbickford@unc.edu 

our.unc.edu 

Where will your curiosity lead you? 



The End of A Road: 

The 2013 Elections in Zimbabwe 

A battered campaign poster for Presidential hopeful, Morgan Tsvangirai, 
in an election that left the opposition bruised and disempowered 

Solidarity Peace Trust 

Johannesburg 

October 2013 



The Solidarity Peace Trust is a non-governmental organisation, registered in 

South Africa, The Trustees of the Solidarity Peace Trust are church leaders of Southern 

Africa, who are all committed to human rights, freedom and democracy in their region, 

The objectives of the Trust are: 

To assist individuals, organisations, churches and affiliated organisations in Southern 

Africa, to build solidarity in the pursuit of justice, peace and social equality and equity in 

Zimbabwe, It shall be the special concern of the Trust to assist victims of human rights 

abuses in their efforts to correct and end their situation of oppression, 

Tel: +27 (39) 682 5869 
Fax: +27 (39) 682 5869 

selvan@solidariWpeacetrust, org 
http :!!www.solidaritypeacetrust.or g 



Voices from Matabeleland - 

Opinions on what contributed to the election results 

ZANIJ PF and the campaign 

Fear... 
’I voted for ZANU-PF even though I do not support them. The war veterans told us that there 
would be war if MDC won, who ever wants a situation again like that in the 2008 elections?’ 

[ Old man, Nkayi] 

Food... 
’The other thing was the rice; the rice issue was a problem. You see food was used in 
campaigning and people had no choice. They ended up giving that bucket of rice an 
exaggerated value, maybe because it could have found them without mealie meal at home .... 
When election time comes they have no choice but to vote for that bucket of rice .... ’ 

[Middle aged man, Insiza] 

Favours... 
’We also lost on strategy, as technically ZANU-PF had an upper hand, they announced a 
cancellation of outstanding local authority bills, giving a tangible reprieve to the electorate 

and it won them some degree of support.’         [MDC-T lawyer, Bulawayo] 

Regalia and visibility... 
’ZANU gave just anyone, if you happened to be near when they were passing by they would 
give you, either a cap, or a doek [scarf], to tie your head, they were not discriminating. Other 
parties did not have -you recognise Highlanders [soccer]fans by their regalia, but some 

supporters of these other parties did not have their party regalia - these other parties ended 
up like school children who just wear their school uniforms because they are too poor to have 
the right clothes so that you know who they are.’          [01d man, Umzingwane] 

...Witchcraft 
’Those caps and shirts from China, they were taken to a powerful N’ anga in Chipinge, so that 
when anyone waved those ZANU-PF caps in the air over their heads, they ended up voting for 
ZANU PF once they were in the polling station, no matter who they really supported...’ 

[Young man, Bulilima] 

Assisted voting... 
’They would ask aged people, "Gogo can I go with you inside so that I can ass&t you?" That 
was a plot. Aged people would want to go in, vote fast and go home. They would in the end 
agree, though not fully. Like being honest about who would they really want to vote for.’ 

[Young Man, Insiza South] 



MD(:-T and the campaign 

Imposed candidates .... 
’LM. came, he first spoke about devolution. In the end he introduced the candidate he 
imposed, and then we asked him - we asked him what kind of devolution he was talking about. 
Because you spoke about devolution first, and then for you to introduce your imposed 
candidate...? He then went on to say because he is at national level whatever he says goes. He 
said that even if he got that person from the toilet, it was a must for us to vote for him. We 
said no! We don’t know that person. Things got messed up.’ [Insiza South] 

Reactions to election outcome 

Thinking of Joshua Nkomo .... 

’I just do not understand why this keeps on happening this way. I am so disappointed. I have 
been disappointed by every election since 1980. We met Mr Joshua Nkomo in person, at Njelele 
Hill, and we cleared everything with the spirits for him to win. Maybe Mugabe has got a 
stronger god than all of us and that is why he wins, no matter how people vote .... ’ 

[Old lady, Matobo] 

’What I can say is that in terms of politics I have no alignment to any party, but whoever leads 
in a good way - I’m not even saying there is one who is leading in a good way - but, in the 
1980s, this side in Matabeleland there was Nkomo, he was the one whom we looked up to. 
When things started getting tough he said, "My people, things are tough -ifI continue going 
out to other countries, this matter will not be handled well. I better join these people, so that 
we unite and I fix things internally’: He then left us with Mugabe. Even now we are saying it is 
okay where we are, whoever is in opposition is not of concern to us.... We will speak to the one 
who was left on the throne by Nkomo.’                     [Old man, Gwanda] 

Depression... 

’It’s a paralyzing election result to every one, the future is bleak. They will continue to fill their 

bellies, while we suffers.’                                 [Old man, Lupane] 

’If he is the one who has taken over the whole country what can you do? Where can you go to? 
There is no way out, if these radios are telling us the truth, to say that old man has won, what 

can we do, nothing.’                                     [Old lady, Umzingwane] 

Pleasure... 

’I am glad that ZANU PF has won - they have promised us that we can own factories now, so I 
am waiting to be given part of a factory.’                 [Young man, Tsholotsho South] 
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The End of a Road 

Introduction1 

The Global Political Agreement (GPA), which set out to prepare the political process for a 

generally acceptable election after the debacle of June 2008, was marked by severe 

contestations all too characteristic of the battle for the state that constituted the politics of 

the agreement, At almost every stage of the agreement intense conflicts over the 

interpretation of the accord left their debris on the political terrain, at the heart of which 

was the meaning of ’sovereignty,’ Around this notion, ZANU PF in particular wove dense 

layers of political discourse, combined with the coercive use of the state that it continued to 

control, The major aim of this strategy on the part of ZANU PF, was to manipulate and stall 

the reform provisions in the GPA, regroup, and reconfigure its political resources after 

plunging to the nadir of its legitimacy in the 2008 electoral defeat, 

In 2009, Solidarity Peace Trust (SPT) published a monograph2 that provided a 

comprehensive overview of the GPA, setting out its central dynamics and the key structures 

and processes involved in the politics of this period, The aim of this report is not to repeat 

the analysis provided in that book, but to provide succinct coverage of the election that 

brought that agreement to a close, Moreover the report will also provide some pointers to 

the future of Zimbabwean politics, 

The Constitutional Process 

Between 2009 and 2013 a key area of contestation between the parties to the GPA was the 

struggle for constitutional reform, Article VI of the agreement set out the ’fundamental 

right and duty of the Zimbabwean people to make a constitution for themselves’, also 

stipulating that the process would be carried out by a Select Committee of Parliament 

composed of parties to the GPA, Constitutionalism and the constitutional reform is often a 

highly contested process with different parties bringing different political agendas and 

competing imaginaries to the process, Zimbabwe was no exception to this trend and since 

the 1990’s the major political parties often fought out their rival positions on this terrain, 

For the nationalists coming out of the liberation struggle, constitutionalism and the law 

have had a complicated history, On the one hand, these discourses were constitutive of 

their demands against the colonial state and helped to conceptualise their own legality and 

1 This Introduction and the section on the constitution draw from B.Raftopoulos, ’Towards another stalemate 

in ZimbabweT" NOREF, October 2012. 
2 Brian Raftopoulos (Ed), The Hard Road to Reform: The Politics of Zimbabwe’s Global Political 

Agreement. Weaver Press, Harare. 



legitimacy. They have also played an important role in both locating their demands and 

imagining the possible forms of a future state.3 On the other hand this generation of leaders 

also viewed the liberation struggle as an alternative to constitutionalism, with the war of 

liberation leading to the destruction of the colonial state and the establishment of ’people’s 

power’ however nebulously defined.4 

The constitutional compromises agreed at Lancaster House in 1979 were the result of a 

convergence of national, regional and international pressures that inaugurated the politics 

of the post-colonial state. Once in power, ZANU PF, as in the case of other post-colonial 

political parties, instrumentalised the use of the constitution to concentrate power in the 

Presidency and to reconstruct the power relations between the state and opposition 

politics. 

With the signing of the GPA in 2008, constitutional reform became one of the major issues 

of contention between the parties. After three years of delays, obstructions, logistical and 

financial squabbles, and a problematic outreach programme, a draft constitution was 

produced through the Parliamentary Select Committee process (COPAC), in July 2012. 

Importantly in terms of the process, all parties to the agreement were signatories to the 

draft, leading to the logical conclusion that at all times the principals of the parties and 

their respective leaderships were fully informed of the discussions of the COPAC team. 

However, in a move that replicated previous interventions to block constitutional reform 

and eschew its commitment to the GPA, ZANU PF placed another obstacle in the progress of 

the reform process. In August 2012, President Mugabe presented the leaders of the MDC 

formations with a ZANU PF redraft of the COPAC draft, on the grounds that the latter was 

drafted in opposition to the ’views of the people’ gathered during the outreach process. 

This redraft, described by ZANU PF as ’non-negotiable’, attempted to undo the COPAC 

process, undermine the GPA and once again force the Zimbabwean citizenry into a national 

election without a new constitution. Moreover, the ZANU PF draft effectively dismissed the 

major reforms included in the COPAC draft and proposed a return to the kind of executive 

powers and party-state rule that ZANU PF had crafted since 1980. 

Both MDC formations objected strongly to this ZANU PF position. After weeks of political 

haggling, the parties, under pressure from the SADC facilitation team, agreed to take the 

C OPAC draft to an All Stakeholders Conference held in October 2 012. The few 

disagreements on the draft that resulted from the Conference were finally resolved by the 

3 Jocelyn Alexander, ’Nationalism, self-government in Rhodesian detention: Gonakudzingwa, 1964-1974,’ 

Journal of Southern African Studies, vol 37, no. 2, 2011, pp.551-569. 
4 Ibbo Mandaza, ’Movements for National Liberation and constitutionalism in Southern Africa,’ in Issa Shivji 

(Ed) State and Constitutionalism, An African Debate, SAPES Books, Harare, 1991, pp. 71-90. 
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party Principals in January 2013, and by Presidential Proclamation, the 16th July was set 

aside as the day that a referendum would be held on the constitutional draft, While the 

draft was a compromise document which still contained a disturbing concentration of 

executive powers, it also put in place important changes such as presidential term limits, 

more accountability of the security and judicial services, a more independent national 

prosecuting authority, limited devolution of power, and stronger citizenship rights, 

The National Constitutional Assembly (NCA), which had opposed the COPAC process, filed 

an application to the High Court in February 2013 seeking an order interdicting the 

Zimbabwe Election Commission (ZEC) from conducting the referendum, The NCA sought 

the court order on the grounds that the Proclamation be declared unlawful and ultra vires 

Section 3 of the Referendum Act Chapter 2:10, Predictably the High Court rejected the NCA 

case ’in its entirety’ stating that the President’s conduct was ’not subject to review by a 

COUFt,’5 

The referendum went ahead on the 16th March 2013, with the overwhelming majority of 

voters, 3,079,966, voting for the new constitution, while a small number, 179,489, voted 

against, The total number of votes cast was 3,259,454,6 The referendum vote recorded the 

largest voter turnout in the post-colonial period, with marked increases in each province in 

comparison with the March elections, Harare and the three Mashonaland Provinces 

recorded the largest turnouts, while the Southern Matabeleland regions recorded the 

lowest,7 The major reasons for the large voter turnout included the broad consensus of the 

GPA parties on the draft constitution, the relaxed voting requirements, the less complex 

voting procedure and the ’relatively prevailing peaceful political engagements,’8 Ominously 

the large voter turnout also gave an indication that ZANU PF was mobilizing its support 

base in preparation for the general elections, and that the party had been steadily 

registering voters in preparation for this forthcoming event, 

The Possibility of Regional and International Consensus in the 
Interregnum between the Referendum and the Election 

In the aftermath of the referendum there appeared to be a growing consensus between 

SADC, the EU and to a lesser extent the US on the way forward. SADC commended 

Zimbabwe for holding a credible, free and fair constitutional referendum,’ and urged the 

GPA parties once again to ’finalise the outstanding issues in the implementation of the GPA 

Constitution Watch 11/2013, Harare, 2nd March 2013. 
Zimbabwe Human Rights Bulletin, "Zimbabwe resoundingly votes for a new constitution," 19 March 2013. 

Electoral Resource Centre, "’Miracle Votes’- An analysis of the March 2013 Referendum." March 2013. 

Ibid. 



and preparations for holding free and fair elections in Zimbabwe.’9 Two months before this, 

a Friends of Zimbabwe meeting held in London attended by several EU members, the US, 

Canada, Japan and Australia as well as the parties to the GPA, also issued a statement of 

encouragement on the success of the referendum. The statement welcomed and supported 

SADC’s lead role as guarantor of the GPA, noted the ’breakthrough of the constitutional 

referendum’ and reemphasized Western support to SADC ’in their efforts to facilitate the 

GPA and the roadmap for elections.’1° 

In May 2013, a ’Quick Policy Insight’ paper from the European Parliament reached out 

further to SADC and to the GPA parties, providing a critical perspective on both Zanu PF 

and the MDC and stressing the need for building stronger political institutions. The 

statement read: 

Government turnover does not guarantee democratic change in Zimbabwe. Zanu PF 

lacks democratic roots; but the MDC has, for its part, done little to prove its 

trustworthiness. Rather than asking who is in power, international analysts might 

want to put a stronger focus on how to actually improve Zimbabwe’s political 

culture and institutions,n 

In addition the document warned that: 

..... foreign actors need to be aware of the high degree of suspicion prevalent in 

Zimbabwe. The international community should act with great care to avoid 

unintentionally causing a counterproductive backlash.12 

In addition to these overtures the Danish Government had, in March 2013, stated that its 

position towards Zimbabwe was that ’the risks of not engaging in the current crucial 

transition process is greater than the risk of engaging.’13 The IMF for its part had in June of 

this year approved a Staff-Monitored Programme for Zimbabwe covering the period April- 

December 2013, in which it would support the Zimbabwean authorities’ ’comprehensive 

Dialogue, His Excellency, President of the Republic of South Africa, President Jacob Zuma, to the SADC Organ 

Troika on Politics, Defence and Security Cooperation. Pretoria, South Africa, 9 March 2013. 
10 Friends of Zimbabwe Communique, London, 26 March 2013. The delegations to the meeting included: 

Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Czech Republic, Denmark, the EU, Finland, France, Germany, Ireland, 

Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, the UK, the US. 
11 European Parliament, Director- General for External Policies, "Zimbabwe’s 2013 general elections: A 

genuine wind of change?" DG EXPO/t~/Pol Dep/Note/ 2013. 28 May 2013. 
12 Ibid. 

13 Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Denmark, DANIDA, "Denmark-Zimbabwe Partnership Policy 2013-2015," 

March 2013. 
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adjustment and reform programme’. This would in turn be an ’important stepping stone 

towards helping Zimbabwe re-engage with the international community,’14 

Thus, by the end of June 2013 there was a growing consensus between SADC and the EU in 

particular about the success of the referendum and the need for generally acceptable free 

and fair elections, even if this was underlined by nagging doubts about the possibility of 

such an outcome. The EU linked its re-engagement to the management of the forthcoming 

elections, and stated that it was ’ready to engage with whatever government that is formed 

as a result of peaceful, transparent and credible elections.’15 The US, as it did throughout 

the period of the GPA,16 took a harder line stating that while it applauded the holding of a 

successful referendum, it urged the Zimbabwe Government to welcome both domestic and 

international observers to monitor the elections. This position set out by US Assistant 

Secretary for African Affairs, Johnny Carson, earned an immediate rebuke from the 

Zimbabwean Presidential spokesperson for putting forward such ’obnoxious’ conditions.17 

Notwithstanding the US position, there appeared to be an increasing convergence between 

SADC and the West on the need for free and fair elections in Zimbabwe, an emerging 

consensus that had, by mid 2013, already pushed the EU into a substantive movement 

away from the ’sanctions’ measures imposed by the Mugabe regime from the early 2000’s. 

However, as will be discussed further in the paper, this seeming convergence barely 

concealed the tensions and contradictions in the discourses on transition at play between 

and sometimes within these groups. 

The Election Process 

As he had done prior to the 2008 election, in contravention of the GPA, Mugabe proceeded 

to take a unilateral position on the setting of the election date, Notwithstanding the 

unfinished reform agenda set out in the GPA, and against the persistent recommendations 

of several SADC fora on the need for a full implementation of the GPA before an election, 

Mugabe and his party set in train a series of processes that would once again imperil the 

SADC facilitation process in Zimbabwe, On the 2nd May 2013 Mr, Jealousy Mawarire, the 

Director of the Centre for Democracy in Southern Africa, and widely believed to be working 

for ZANU PF, filed an urgent application to the Supreme Court seeking an order directing 

14 International Monetary Fund, ’IMF Managing Director Approves a Staff Monitored Programme for 

Zimbabwe.’ Press Release No. 13/174, 13 June 2013. 
1~ Report of the Delegation of the Development Committee of the European Parliament to Zimbabwe (29 

April-3 May 2013.) 3 July 2013. 
1~ t~.Raftopoulos, ’An Overview of the Politics of the Global Political Agreement: National Conflict, Regional 

Agony, International Dilemma,’ in B.Raftopoulos (Ed), The Hard Road to ReJ~orm, op cir. 

17 US seek to observe Zimbabwe elections, www.thezimbabwemail.com!zimbabwe!16751-us-seek-to- 

observe-zimbabwe-elections.html Accessed on 08/04/13. 



the President to proclaim elections to be held no later than the 3 0th June. Mawarire made 

his claim under section 18 of the old Constitution. By the time the matter came to court it 

was heard by the Constitutional Court which was set up under the new constitution, the 

composition of which was largely influenced by ZANU PF. Predictably, by a majority 

decision the Court was in agreement with Mawarire’s claim, but stated that the election 

date should be set for 31st July. 

This controversial legal decision18 allowed ZANU PF to push ahead with its preferred date 

for the election, largely bypassing the requirements for consultation with other parties to 

the GPA, and the SADC demands for the full implementation of the agreement before 

elections. The immediate response of Lindiwe Zulu from the SADC facilitation team was 

that: 

With or without the court ruling, we are going ahead to meet the parties as the 

facilitation team ahead of the SADC summit which (decision) was agreed on in Addis 

Ababa. All parties have been invited. As the facilitator put it at the summit, we want 

the comfort of having a clear roadmap to the elections, with timelines agreed upon 

by the parties themselves. The ultimate is to have credible elections. We want to 

avoid the 2008 scenario.19 

Zulu’s statement resulted in a hail of invective from ZANU PF spokespersons that continued 

past attacks on her and was a prelude to a major verbal assault by Mugabe himself, Party 

ideologue Jonathan Moyo, drawing on the language of sovereignty and constitutionalism, 

called Zulu’s comments an ’attack on our national sovereignty’ and called on Zimbabweans 

to ’oppose and reject this patronizing and illegitimate posturing by our neighbours.’2° 

Despite these attacks Zuma’s report to the SADC Troika on the 15 June reiterated the 

concerns of Zulu’s position. Noting that most of the areas agreed to by the GPA parties in 

July 2011 under the framework of ’Zimbabwe Elections Road Map and Timelines’ had not 

been ’adequately implemented’, Zuma reported that the proposal to hold the elections on 

31st July ’is fraught with legal contestation, political dispute and heightened tensions even 

within the Inclusive Government.’21 

At the SAD C summit held in Maputo on 15th June 2 013, the regional group endorsed the 

report of the facilitator but acknowledged the ruling of the Constitutional Court. It 

1~ For one of the many discussions of this decision by civic groups in Zimbabwe see D.Matyszak, "’Before and 

After’: Old Wine in new bottles: The Constitutional Court Ruling on the election date." 3~ June 2013. 
19 Dumisani Sibanda and Everson Mushava, ’Roadmap will decide polls-Zuma.’ 

www.zimbabwemail.com!zimbabwe!17602-roadmap-will-decide-polls-zumahtml Accessed on 06./06/13. 
20 ’Moyo and Mutambara blasts Zuma’. www.thezimbabwemail.com!zimbabwe!17616-moyo-and- 

mutambara-savages-zuma.html Accessed on 06/06/13. 
21 Report of the SADC Facilitator, His Excellency, President of the Republic of Zimbabwe, President Jacob 

Zuma, at the SADC Extra-0rdinary Summit, Maputo, Mozambique, 15 June 2013. 
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recommended that the Government of Zimbabwe engage the Constitutional Court to seek 

more time ’beyond the 3 1 July deadline’ for holding the Harmonised F, lections,22 It was very 

clear that SAD C, notwithstanding the warnings from Zuma’s report, was bending to 

Mugabe’s strategy, deferring once again to the issue of sovereignty around the Court 

decision, The Executive Secretary of SADC Tomaz Solomao made it clear after the Maputo 

summit that ’decisions of the courts are to be respected,’23 The AU Chair Nkosozana 

Dlamini-Zuma took the same position, also expressing the need to respect the rule of law 

and the judiciary,~4 

Following the summit, ZANU PF made a court appeal for an extension, designed to fail and 

submitted without the consultation of the two MDC’s, Predictably the Constitutional Court 

denied the appeal and the election date of the 3 1st July was confirmed, in the face of a clear 

lack of preparedness for the elections, As the International Crisis Group reported, the 

voters roll was in a shambles, the security forces remained unreformed, the public media 

was grossly imbalanced, the Zimbabwe Electoral Commission (ZEC) was under-funded and 

lacked time for preparation, and the ZEC failed to provide an electronic voters’ roll to all 

candidates before the election in breach of Section 2 1 of the Electoral Act, Moreover the 

voter registration process was ’hampered by resource restrictions, showed bias against the 

registration in the cities - especially Harare, and ended on 10 July amid protests,’25 This 

lack of preparedness continued to be a concern to the SADC facilitation team with Lindiwe 

Zulu once again voicing her concerns after the chaotic process surrounding the special vote 

organized for police in mid July, designed to allow police who would be on duty on 31st July 

to vote earlier, Zulu observed that, "We are concerned because things on the ground are not 

looking good," stating also that Zuma had called Mugabe to tell him that he was not pleased 

with the run-up to the poll,26 

Mugabe responded angrily to Zulu’s statement, hurling insults at her: 

An ordinary woman says ’no you can’t have elections on July 3 1.’ Really, did such a 

person think we, as a country, would take heed of this street woman’s utterances?27 

Moreover in yet another display of political brinkmanship Mugabe threatened to withdraw 

from SADC if the organization ’decides to do stupid things,’ The South African Presidency 

22 Communique: SADC Maputo meeting on DRC, Zimbabwe and Madagascar, Maputo, 15t~ June 2013. 

23 ’Elections: SADC will respect court appeal ruling.’ www.newzimbabwe.com!news-11438- 

Elections+SADC+will+respect+appeal+ruling!news.aspx Accessed on 18 June 2013. 

24 ’AU chief wades into election date row.’ www.newzimbabwe.com!news-l1431- 

AU+chief+wades+into+election+date+row!news.aspx Accessed on 17 June 2013. 
2s International Crisis Group, Zimbabwe’s Elections: Mu~abe’s Last Stand. Africa Briefing No. 95, 

Johannesburg/Brussels, 29 July 2013. 
2~ "Zimbabwe Election ’not looking good’, South Africa." www.safpi.org Accessed on 22 July 2013. 

27 Sibusiso Ngalwa, ’Zuma’s envoy shrugs off Bob’s street slur.’ Sunday Times, 7, July 2013. 
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immediately issued a statement distancing itself from Zulu’s comments and denying any 

reports that Zuma had been in touch with Mugabe about election preparations.28 

Thus, after a protracted process of facilitation, and the contested and frustrating 

experience of an Inclusive Government, the Harmonised Elections went ahead on 31~t July 

2013. Although there were clear indications that once again the MDCs faced major 

obstacles in the elections, the extent of ZANU PF’s ’victory’ shocked many observers. In the 

Presidential vote Mugabe received 61% of the vote, compared to the 44% he had won in 

2008; Tsvangirai’s vote plunged from 48% in 2008 to 33% in 2013. In terms of the 

parliamentary seats Zanu PF increased its number from 99 seats in 2008 to 159 in 2013, 

while the MDC-T’s number dropped from 99 seats in 2008 (with the smaller MDC 

formation winning 10 seats) to 49 in 2013. Moreover the total number of votes counted 

increased by 25% between 2008 and 2013, with ZANU PF increasing its share of the vote 

by 83% between these dates, with the percentage of the MDC-T dropping to - 2% in this 

period. 

The response of the regional and continental bodies to the elections was unanimously 

favourable, unlike their position in the discredited 2008 plebiscite. SADC declared the poll 

’free, peaceful and generally credible,’ notwithstanding its unwillingness to pronounce it 

’fair’ because of the absence of an electronic voters’ role.29 The AU commended Zimbabwe 

for ’a generally peaceful campaign,’ observing that ’from an historical perspective and in 

comparison to the 2008 elections, Zimbabwe has made an important transition in the 

conduct of its elections.’3° Jacob Zuma expressed his ’profound congratulations’ to Mugabe 

and urged all parties in Zimbabwe to ’accept the outcome of the elections as election 

observers reported it to be an expression of the will of the people.’31 The only dissenting 

voice in SADC was Botswana, which called for an independent audit of the electoral 

process.32 However, as in the past Botswana’s dissent was soon brought to heel within the 

solidarity framework of SADC, and the body went further to elect Mugabe its Deputy 

Chairperson at its Malawi summit in August 2013. While this position was endorsed by the 

Chinese and Russian Governments, the elections received endorsement neither from the 

2~ ’South Africa regrets unauthorized statements on Zimbabwe.’ ~vw.thepresidency.gov.za 21st July 2013. 

29 SADC, Summary Statement of the SADC Election Observation Mission to the Harmonised Elections in the 

Republic of Zimbabwe held on 31 July 2013. 2 August 2013. 
30 African Union, African Union Election Observation Mission to the Harmonised Elections of 31 July 2013, in the 

Republic of Zimbabwe. Preliminary Statement. 2 August 2013. The same position was taken by the Common 

Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA) who congratulated Zimbabwe on ’the general atmosphere 

of peace and tranquility’ in the elections, which would go ’a long way in contributing to the consolidation of 

democracy in Zimbabwe.’ COMESA Election Observer Mission to the 31 July Harmonised Elections in the 

Republic of Zimbabwe,’ 3 August 2013. 
31 ’Zimbabwe: Statement by Jacob Zuma.’ ~w.safpi.org Accessed on 7 August 2013. 

32 Statement by the Government of the Republic of Botswana on the 2013 Election in the Republic of 

Zimbabwe. Gaborone, 5 August 2013. 



EU nor the US, with both expressing doubts about its free and fair status, and with the latter 

making it clear that US sanctions would continue. The UN commended a ’broadly peaceful 

election day,’ but stressed that concerns about certain aspects of the election process 

should be pursued through established channels.33 

The MDC formations and the major civic bodies rejected the legitimacy of the elections with 

claims of election fraud. Mugabe’s immediate response to this challenge was less than 

gracious: 

Those who cannot accept defeat are wasting their time. They can even go hang if 

they want, but even dogs will not sniff at their corpses .... We voted democratically. 

We brought democracy. We have delivered democracy on a platter. If they do not 

want to take it, let it be, but the people have delivered it.’34 

However after an initial threat to challenge the results in the Constitutional Court 

Tsvangirai dropped the action and both parties decided not to challenge the results any 

further in the courts. 

Explaining the Election Results 

While there were always clear indications that the MDCs would continue to face major 

challenges in attempting to defeat ZANU PF at the polls, the sheer scale of the latter’s 

victory left many Zimbabweans and political observers stunned. In explaining the recent 

victory of Mugabe and ZANU PF three areas need to be analysed: The strategies of ZANU PF 

in the context of the transformed political economy of Zimbabwe; the weaknesses of the 

MDC formations; the politics of SADC, the EU and US. 

The Strategies of ZANIJ PF 

Much of the commentary on the elections results from the MDCs and the civic movement 

has concentrated on the violations of the electoral law both before and during the election 

process. Most of these factors have already been referred to above. Added to these, it is 

clear that ZANU PF systematically blocked the central reforms of the GPA throughout the 

period of the Inclusive Government.35 Even as ZANU P F largely kept the energies of the 

MDCs concentrated on the single issue of constitutional reform, the former concentrated its 

activities on election preparations from the inception of the GPA. This strategy was 

combined, from late 2012, with the systematic arrest and harassment of civil society 

leaders monitoring and documenting human rights violations, providing psycho-social and 

Statement Attributable to the Spokesperson for the Secretary- General on elections in Zimbabwe. New York 

August 2013. ~a~a~.un.org!sg!statements! Accessed on 6 August 2013. 

Everson Mushava and Obey Manayiti, ’Tsvangirai can go hang-Mugabe.’ News Day 13 August 2013. 

See B.Raftopoulos 2013 op cit for details on this issue. 
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legal support to victims, and those working on voter registration and voter mobilization. 

These interventions of reform blockage and civic intimidation were combined with the 

’harvest of fear’ drawing on the memories of the brutalities of the 2 0 0 8 election.36 Thus the 

long history of authoritarian nationalism and state brutality has continued to play a major, 

if differentiated, role in the country’s politics. 

However it is also clear that Mugabe and his party have retained a substantial social base in 

the country, as was evidenced even during the generally accepted first round of the 

Harmonised Elections in March 2008. Moreover the maintenance of this social base has not 

been based solely on violence and coercion but on a combination of the ideological legacies 

of the liberation struggle, the persistent memories of colonial dispossession, and the land 

reform process. As Fontein has written while the authoritarian turn in Zimbabwean politics 

has excluded such groups as the urban poor, farm workers, women and white commercial 

farmers, ’it did simultaneously manage to appeal to some...localised aspirations which have 

been thwarted since 1980.’37 As Fontein also observes ’the redistribution of land to the 

landless, however corrupt, politicised and indeed violent the process may have been, along 

with the increasing involvement of both war veterans and traditional leaders in local 

political structures ..... were very astute political moves.’38 This social base has been 

renewed and expanded within the context of the radical changes in Zimbabwe’s political 

economy since 2000. The deconstruction of former white owned, large scale farms and 

their replacement by a preponderance of small farm holders has radically changed the 

social and political relations on the land. Following the land redistribution process, 70% of 

the land is now held by small farm producers, 13% by middle scale farmers, and 11% by 

large farms and estates. This ’re-peasantisation’ has resulted in changes in wealth 

distribution from a landed racial minority to ’mostly landless and land-poor’ classes.39 

Moreover these changes on the land have created a new ’entrepreneurial dynamism’ and 

’productive potential’ resulting in new areas of economic activity with novel marketing and 

value chains, even if it still unclear whether these restructured relations on the land will be 

dominated by patronage relations with the ZANU PF state or become the source of 

sustainable livelihoods.4° 

3~ P.Zamchiya, Pre-Election Detectors: Zanu PF’s attempt to reclaim political hegemony. Crisis in Zimbabwe 

Coalition, Harare, 2013, p.20. 
37 l.Fontein, "’We Want to Belong to Our Roots and We Want to be Modern People’: New Farmers, Old Claims 

Around Lake Mutirikwa, Southern Zimbabwe," African Studies Quarterly, 10,4, 2009, p 15; and l.Fontein, 

’Shared Legacies of the War: Spirit Mediums and War Veterans in Southern Zimbabwe,’ Journal of Religion in 

Africa, 36,2, 2006, pp. 167-199. 
3~ Fontein op cit p. 15-16. 

39 S. Moyo, ’Three decades of agrarian reform in Zimbabwe,’ Journal of Peasant Studies, 38, 3, 2011 p.499. 

4o I.Scoones, N.Marongwe, B.Mavedzenge, F.Murimbarimba, I. Mahenehene, and C.Sukume, ’Zimbabwe’s land 

reform: Challenging the myths/Journal of Peasant Studies, 38,3, 2011, p986. 
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The new forms in which ZANU PF and its state organs have penetrated these new social 

relations have affected the forms of ZANU PF dominance in these areas. Different forms of 

governmentality have developed in the resettled areas, characterised by what Murisa calls 

the ’fusion of traditional and modern institutions, which bring together customary and 

popular political functionaries to serve on the same platforms.’ Through these structures 

Zanu PF has channeled various rural programmes and forms of patronage appealing to 

various popular demands around irrigation, farm inputs, marketing of products, education 

and electrification in the rural areas, even as it formally signed up to the more neo-liberal 

economic programmes agreed upon by the Inclusive Government.41 However Murisa also 

warns that the increasing move towards re-instituting traditional authorities resembles the 

colonial state practices of imposed traditional structures.42 This is a reminder, as Partha 

Chatterjee warns, that ’while many of the techniques of power adopted by the post-colonial 

state were the same techniques deployed in the colonial period, the ideological ground of 

justification was now anti-imperialist.’43 This description clearly resonates in the 

Zimbabwe context. 

The development of ZANU PF’s social base was also visible in the rapid growth of the 

informal mining sector. In the 1990’s this sector was in its incipient form and was not an 

area that Zanu PF actively cultivated. As Yeros noted, gold panners in this period lacked 

access to channels of political representation and were largely ’unorganised and 

unrepresented.’44 However by the 2000’s this sector grew rapidly within the context of the 

fast growing by mining sector, whose contribution to the GDP grew from 3.2% in 2008, to 

9.5 % in 2010 reaching 13% by 2012, with the mineral sector accounting for 73% of the 

country’s total exports.45 This growth led Mawowa to conclude that the government’s 

policy emphasis on the centrality of the peasantry and subsistence farming in the rural 

areas, may have masked the reality of the dominance of the mining sector, in which small 

scale mining, largely carried out (71%) by young men under 35, accounted for 40% of total 

output.46 

41 Zanu PF member Dr.Sikanyiso Ndlovu named the kind of projects that Zanu PF were engaged in during the 

period of the Inclusive Government in ’Ibbo Mandaza’s rigging allegations insane,’ The Herald, 8 August 2 013. 
42 T.Murisa, ’Social Organisation in the Aftermath of Fast Track: An Analysis of Emerging Forms of Local 

Authority, Platforms of Mobilisation and Local Cooperation,’ in S.Moyo and W.Chambati, Land and Agrarian 
Reform: Beyond White Settler Capitalism, African Institute for Agrarian Studies, Harare and CODESRIA, Dakar, 

2013, p283. 
43 Partha Chatterjee, ’Empire as a practice of power: empire as ideology and as technique.’ 

wx~a~r.humanityjournal.org!blog!2012!08!empire-practice-power-ideology-an ..... Accessed on 10/01/2012. 
44 P.Yeros, ’The Political Economy of Civilisation: Peasant-Workers in Zimbabwe and the Neo-colonial World.’ 

PhD Thesis, London School of Economics, University of London, 2002. 
45 S.Mawowa, ’The Political Economy of Crisis, Mining and Accumulation in Zimbabwe.’ PhD Thesis, University 

of Kwazulu Natal, 2013, p,76. 
46 Mawowa, p150. 
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As the mining sector became the most important area of accumulation and patronage in the 

shrinking crisis economy, the Zimbabwean state compromised with large mining 

companies like Zimplats and allowed it to operate in the country on very favourable terms, 

In the case of Zimplats the company was allowed direct access to foreign currency and an 

exemption from surrender requirements imposed on other exporters, and the right to 

conduct most of its financial transactions outside the country, This effectively ’insulated it 

from Zimbabwe’s hyperinflation and the collapsed national payment system,’47 This 

accommodation with foreign capital can also be seen in the policy on land where by 2009, 

1,7 million hectares of land was being utilized by a combination of agro-industrial 

plantations, conservancies and mining farmlands owned by transnational corporations and 

focused on export production.48 

Thus, as Martens observes, under the Inclusive Government the Ministry of Mines, led by a 

ZANU PF minister, reversed its 2008 policy of clamping down on illegal mining, and sought 

to extend its support to this sector, It was little wonder then, that the Zimbabwe Artisanal 

and Small-Scale Mining Council (ZASMC) representing 25,000 small-scale miners, 

welcomed ZANU PF’s victory in 2013,49 Mawowa clearly sums up the political implications 

of these changes in the mining sector: 

As the economic situation worsened, the party-state patronage system has 

become more entrenched, This has become clearer with the indigenization 

and empowerment policy where party affiliation is the single most important 

criterion for access to state mediated economic opportunities, The party 

manifests itself as a localized capitalist oligarchy .... 

The patronage accumulation attending this period have however not 

excluded possibilities for upward mobility among the somewhat 

independent miners. It is these possibilities that suggest that, in spite of 

Zimbabwe’s serious economic crisis, some things continued to work and 

indeed as formality declined, new accumulation paths emerged,s° 

The emergence of this ’shadow economy’ has not undermined the existence of the central 

state authority, but instead the latter has adapted to the economic changes through a 

system of patronage that ’relies on several conduits of coercive power’ that, though not 

always coordinated, subordinate themselves to the centrality of the party and the state,51 

47 Mawowa, p92. 

4~ Moyo 2011, op cit, p.499. See also S.Moyo, ’Land concentration and accumulation after redistributive 

reform in post-settler Zimbabwe,’ Review of African Political Economy, 38, 128, 2011, pp. 257-276. 
49 J.Martens, ’Zimbabwe Elections: What if there had been no rigging?’ International Politics, 01/2013, Rosa 

Luxemburg Stiftung, Southern Africa, p5. 
s0 Mawowa 2013, op cit, pp. 185-86. 

sl Mawowa p.189. 
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This analysis of the changing forms of state authority accords with McGregor’s excellent 

analysis of the reconfiguration of the state on the Zambezi frontier during the period of the 

Zimbabwe crisis. McGregor describes how the changes in livelihood on this frontier blurred 

the boundaries between legal and illegal activities, with unregulated activities becoming 

enmeshed with bureaucratic controls and the implication of state agents.52 The long term 

results of this artisanal and small scale mining is not yet clear but in the short term its 

developmental potential appears to be very fragile, and where mining was once a driver of 

urbanization in the Zimbabwean economy, in the post 2000 period, mining towns became 

’havens for internally displaced persons.’53 

In addition to mobilizing amongst the informal sector miners and controlling the revenues 

from the diamond mines in Chiadzwa,54 ZANU PF also stepped up their mobilisation efforts 

within the increasingly informalised urban sector. The latter displaced manufacturing to 

become the second largest employer in the economy by 2011, with the largest number of 

informal sector employees working in the wholesale and retail trade, and repair of motor 

vehicles and motor cycles.55 In Zimbabwe, as in other post-colonial states, what Denning 

has called the ’specter of wageless life’ is no longer viewed as a temporary condition, but 

increasingly as the ’main mode of existence in a separate, almost autonomous economy.’56 

With the shrinking of formal sector employment in the economy generally, and in 

manufacturing in the urban areas in particular, the rate of unionization also declined from 

200,000 in 1990, to 197,000 in 1997, and 162,000 in 2013. Thus the rate of unionization to 

estimated total employment in the formal sector has ranged from around 13-16% between 

the years 1990-2013.57 The low levels ofunionisation and the growing informalisation of 

the economy have undermined the effectiveness of tripartite industrial relations structures 

and increased the avenues for dealing with labour issues through more informalised 

structures with greater vulnerability to the political influences of ZANU PF. 

Thus, just as the forms of rule have changed in the rural governance structures, so have 

they been affected in the governance and administration of urban labour relations. The 

trade unions, which were the most effective mobilisation base for the MDC-T in the late 

1990’s have been severely weakened by a combination of shrinking formal employment, 

state coercion, weakening organizational capacity, splits in the central labour federation, 

s2 ].McGregor, Crossing the Zambezi: The Politics of Landscape on a Central African Frontier, ]ames Currey, 

Suffolk, Weaver Press, Harare, 2009. 
s3 A.Kamete, ’Of prosperity, ghost towns and havens: mining and urbanization in Zimbabwe/Journal of 

Contemporary African Studies, 30, 4, 2012, pp. 589-609. 
s4 Global Witness, ’Return of the Blood Diamond: The deadly race to control Zimbabwe’s new-found diamond 

wealth.’ London, 2010. 

ss Zimbabwe National Statistics Agency, 2011 Labour Force Survey, Government of Zimbabwe, May 2012, p103. 

s~ M.Denning, ’Wageless Life,’ New Left Review, 66, Nov/Dec 2010, p.86. 
s7 Zimbabwe Congress of Trade Unions data base 2013. 
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and loss of leadership to the party political sphere. As the strength of Tsvangirai’s party 

weakened in this area, ZANU PF escalated their interventions with urbanites at local 

government level. As McGregor observes, ZANU PF has relied on ’coercive measures and 

irregular enticements to maintain the local state as a system of patronage when challenged 

under the Inclusive Government.’ Moreover the privatization and deregulation of local 

authority controls ’provided opportunities and resources to fuel ZANU PF accumulation 

and patronage through party linked business.’58 With little to offer in terms of new 

employment opportunities ZANU PF, building on the blockages they had built to the few 

attempts made by the MD C to improve the extremely poor state of municipal government 

inherited by the Inclusive Government, made a populist decision to cancel all outstanding 

rate payments a week before the 2013 elections. As one of its election posters read: 

COUNCIL BILLS CANCELLED. ZANU PF says yes MDC says no. Dollarisation led to 

unfairly high outstanding bills, ZANU PF understands that people are struggling and 

that’s why we have cleared your bills.59 

Once again, ZANU PF combined its formal affiliation to stabilisation measures under the 

inclusive government with populist electoral interventions, with little regard for the 

longer-term implications of such measures. The cumulative messaging of these Zanu PF 

policy interventions was brought together in the party’s election manifesto which was 

entitled ’Indigenise, Empower, Develop and create Employment.’ The key themes of this 

manifesto included ZANU PF’s monopoly claim to have: delivered liberation from colonial 

rule and carried out the ’Third Chimurenga" of land re-distribution; provided the 

guardianship of national sovereignty and identity; guaranteed freedom, democracy, non- 

violence and peace; embarked on a new programme of indigenisation to increase popular 

ownership of national resources and provide growth and employment.6° As Mugabe looked 

to what he termed the ’quick yielding sector of mining and agriculture,’ it was clear that 

ZANU PF was constructing its social base both for the elections and for its future 

development vision, as one built around reconstructed agricultural and mining sectors, 

combined with the informal sector activities of the urban areas. In addition to the party’s 

rural supporters and those in the informal mining sector, this vision also found some 

resonance amongst the zf7% youth unemployment in the urban areas61 particularly, as we 

discuss below, in light of the disappointing performance of the MDCs in the Inclusive 

Government. 

s~ J.McGregor, ’Patronage, "power sharing" and the policies of urban control in Zimbabwe,’ Journal o)~Southern 

A)~rican Studies, (forthcoming 20130 
so Daily News 30 July 2013. 

s0 Zanu PF Election Manifesto: Indigenise, Empower, Develop and Create Employment. 2013. 

sl Labour Force Survey op cit, p 70. 
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Above: campaign posters for Mavambo/Kusile/Dawn, led by Simba Makoni, and ZAPU led by 
Dumiso Daben~twa: neither parO’ drew more than a handful of votes. 
t~elow: ZANU PF promoted indi~tenization at the centre of their campaign 
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Images from the MDC- T campaignj which targeted the urban classes and focused on the 
shortcomings of ZANU PF’s years in office. The poster below left shows ZANU PF cabinet 

ministers payin9 barefoot homage to a local woman who claimed to have found refined diesel 

coming from a rockj and Mugabe with a staff campaignin9 with the Vapostori church. Below 

right, an advert reminds voters of empty shelves, hyperinfiation and police violence. 
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To sum up this section, the ZANU PF electoral strategy in 2013 clearly moved away from its 

dominant reliance on violence in the June 2008 runoff, although selective coercion, 

intimidation and the memory of the 2008 events, were not absent in this round. A 

combination of coercion, consent and political blockages in the context of a reconstituted 

social base served to provide the MDCs with a formidable political challenge.62 Moreover 

the divisions and party disorganisation of ZANU PF’s 2008 campaign were dealt with 

through a much tighter party organization and election campaign, run as Tendi observes, 

by a ’network of party officials, youth and retired military officers who fought in 

Zimbabwe’s liberation war.’63 The shock of the 2008 defeat in conditions of severe 

economic crisis and the lifeline thrown to the party by the GPA, provided a decisive jolt to 

Mugabe and his party, along with the realisation that they could not get away with another 

violent March-June 2008 election campaign, whatever their continued reliance on the long 

memories of fear and violence in the Zimbabwean electorate. 

The Limitations of the MD(:s 

When the MDC was formed in 1999 it grew from a broad-based social movement that had 

emerged from a combination of trade union, constitutional reform and human rights based 

activism. It developed a language of democratization that combined the discourses of these 

different but connected threads of protest and struck at one of the weakest points of the 

politics of the party of liberation, ZANU PF. From the late 1990s into the 2000s this political 

formation brought together an alliance of movements and social forces and led the debate 

for political reform in the country. Thus, this party grew organically from emergent social 

forces that also provided strong intellectual arguments for developing a force capable of 

confronting and defeating the hegemony of the ruling party. As the novelist No Violet 

Bulawayo describes it, the word change was in the air and it felt like something you could 

’grab and put in your mouth and sink your teeth into.’64 However the united MDC also had 

its weaknesses, which included underdeveloped organizational structures, lack of 

leadership accountability, and a growing culture of intra-party violence deployed within 

the context of a growing factionalism within the party. These issues and others led to a split 

~2 As David Moore describes it, "The Zanu PF applied, Machiavelli style, a classic Gramscian combination of 

forceful power and sly persuasions-the dialectic of coercion and consent- to confound the fourteen- year-old 
MDC." D. Moore, ’In Zimbabwe, A Luta Continua.’www.africanarguments.org/2013/OS/12/in-zimbabwe-a- 
luta-continua-...Accessed on 13/08/13. 
~3 M.B.Tendi, ’Why Robert Mugabe scored a landslide victory in the Zimbabwean elections.’ 

wx~.theguardian.com!world!2013!aug!05!robert-mugabe-zimbabwe-election-zanu-pf Accessed on 
19/08/2013. 
64 No Violet Bulawayo, We need new names, Chatto and Windus, London, p.29. 
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in the party in 2005.65 The party also faced a constant barrage of political and legal attacks, 

as well as repeated bouts of electoral violence from the ZANU PF state. 

Importantly, the MDC’s discourse on democratisation and broadly neo-liberal economic 

programmes, backed by Western countries, was always found wanting, against the 

redistributive logic of ZANU PF’s land reform process, the ideological legacies of the 

liberation movement, and the discourse of state sovereignty. Notwithstanding these 

obstacles the two MDC formations continued to fight elections and in 2 008, against great 

odds, they defeated ZANU PF at the polls, with Mugabe also losing the first round of the 

Presidential election to Tsvangirai. As a result of horrendous state-led violence the MD Cs 

were prevented from translating this electoral victory into state power, and the ruling 

party retained its incumbency at this point through the sheer force of the state. 

Under the GPA, the MDC formations were always at a disadvantage against a party that 

continued to control the coercive arms of the state and persistently blocked key reforms in 

the agreement, despite repeated demands to implement these reforms. Their lack of 

experience against ZANU PF’s abuse of statecraft quickly exposed the MDCs weaknesses as 

did other factors, such as the inability of the two formations to work together under the 

Inclusive Government, leadership indiscretions, growing corruption particularly at local 

government level, and a failure to claim its successes in the face of ZANU PF’s monopoly 

control of the electronic media.66 The radical changes in Zimbabwe’s political economy in 

the 2000s as discussed above, and particularly the reconfiguration of the MDCs’ urban 

social base, drastically weakened the support base of the MDC-T in particular, and the 

combination of trade union activists and the urban middle class that in the 1990s could 

bring the country to a standstill, was no longer available in such numbers for such 

mobilization. The effects of economic demobilization and massive diasporisation whittled 

away the strength of these social forces.67 

Both MD Cs have begun the process of assessing the implications of the recent defeat and 

the prospects of another long-term struggle. In addition to claims of fraud in the recent 

election, the MDC-T pointed to a number of internal problems that weakened their 

challenge. These included: Elite capture of the party by the Standing Committee; absence of 

intelligence; failure to implement agreed positions; failure to follow up on issues; absence 

of respect, trust, communication, proper plans, clear fundraising plan, clear campaign 

~s t~.Raftopoulos and K.Alexander (Eds), Reflections on Democratic Politics in Zimbabwe, Institute for Justice 

and Reconciliation, Cape Town, 2006. 

~ J.Muzondidya, ’The Opposition Dilemma in Zimbabwe: A Critical Review of the Politics of the Movement for 

Democratic Change (MDC) Parties under the GPA Transitional Framework 2009-2012,’ in t~.Raftopoulos (Ed) 

The Hard Road to Reform, op cit 2009. 
~7 J.Crush and D.Tavera (Eds), Zimbabwe’s Exodus: Crisis, Migration, Survival, SAMP, Cape Town, IDRC, Ottawa, 

2010. 
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strategy; the need to reconnect with civil society; dysfunctional provincial structures; the 

need for a new paradigm; lack of party discipline; the need to discard idioms and 

mannerisms that alienated the support base; transform from a movement to a political 

party; need to deliver and show difference of performance in local governance,68 All these 

issues point to a party that has not been able to strengthen its organizational and strategic 

framework against a repressive regime that has constantly harassed its leadership and 

structures, However, since 2009 these weaknesses have eroded the support of both MDCs, 

as was evident from opinion polls carried out in 2012, which showed a drop in support for 

the MDCs and Tsvangirai and an upsurge in popularity for Mugabe and his party,69 These 

weaknesses and, of particular importance to the election campaign, the failure of the two 

MDC formations to develop an electoral pact in 2013, resulted in the loss of several seats to 

ZANU PF due to a split vote, For example in Matabeleland South, 8 of the 13 seats were lost 

to ZANU PF because of the this factor, while in Matabeleland North a united opposition 

would have won 11 of the 13 seats instead of which ZANU PF won 7 out of the 13, Together 

these factors meant that the MDCs were a much weaker force in 2013 than they were in 

2008. 

Regional and International Factors 

For SADC, and South Africa in particular, the major priority in settling the Zimbabwean 

crisis was to ensure stabilization, not democratization,7° In practice this meant that despite 

the persistent calls from the regional body and the SA facilitation team for the full 

implementation of the GPA prior to elections, there was little evidence, beyond diplomatic 

exhortations, that the organization was willing or able to take further actions, Thus, in the 

face of ZANU PF’s unwillingness to fully implement the GPA reforms, SADC eventually 

settled for minimal electoral reforms, a new constitution, and the absence of the levels of 

violence that marred the 2008 elections, Guided by liberation solidarity with ZANU PF and 

the need to stabilise the political situation with the support of political-military 

establishment in Zimbabwe, Zuma blinked in the face of Mugabe’s humiliating affront to 

South Africa, and SADC took what can only be described as a supine position on the 

electoral outcome, The MDC-T’s comment on the SADC election report clearly expressed its 

dissatisfaction with the regional position: 

~ MDC: NSC Strategic Planning Retreat, Harare, 12 September 2013. 
~9 See Freedom House, ’Change and "New" Politics in Zimbabwe,’ Harare, 18 August 2012. 
70 For a fuller discussion of this see B.Raftopoulos, ’An Overview of the GPA,’ op cit 2009. 
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The report sets a very petrifying precedent for SADC if this is the quality of 

observation that is satisfactory for the region,71 

With regard to international forces, the SADC facilitation effectively kept them at bay with 

their response to the Inclusive Government, moving between a range of positions including, 

nominal support for the process, humanitarian assistance for the Inclusive Government, 

and a continuation of a sanctions regime, though with a gradual move away from this policy 

by the EU, In the aftermath of the election, though not lifting the sanctions completely, the 

EU took another step in this direction by lifting the strictures against the Government of 

Zimbabwe’s Mining Development Corporation, with Belgium, the centre of global diamond 

trading, welcoming the move,72 The US on the other hand, who noted the ’deep flaws’ in the 

election process, stated is commitment to maintain the targeted sanctions,73 For the 

present, the strategy of the Western countries appears to be a wait-and-see approach in the 

hope that the Mugabe government will tone down its indigenization policy and anti- 

Western rhetoric, gradually move towards a greater rapprochement with the International 

Financial Institutions, and in so doing provide a face-saving opportunity to engage more 

fully with the regime, 

Conclusion 

It is fair to conclude that the politics of the opposition, both party and civic, that emerged in 

the late 1990s and continued through the first/3 years of the 2000s has come to an end in 

its current form, The political and economic conditions that gave rise to its emergence have 

changed substantially, even if the challenges facing the country remain Herculean, For 

ZANU PF the major task ahead is to deliver on its election manifesto in the face of 

enormous odds, This will most likely give rise to new battles within the ruling party and 

provide new opportunities for the emergence of critical voices, The battle for a broader 

democratization continues, 

71 MDC Statement on SADC election observer mission summary report, www.safpi.org Accessed on 

09/09/~3. 
72 ’ZMDC taken off blacklist’, www.thezimbabwemail.com!zimbabwe.com!zimbabwe!18316-zmdc-taken-off- 

blacklist.html Accessed on 27/09/2013. 
73 ’The troubling path ahead for US-Zimbabwe relations testimony.’ www.safpi.org Accessed 16/09/13. 
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Campaign posters for the MDC led by Welshman Ncube. The party gained a J~ew percent of the 

vote and four positions in parliament via proportional representation. 
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PART TWO 

UNDERSTANDING THE RESULTS: 

AN EVALUATION OF THE VOTING PATTERNS 

ZANU PF campaign posters, with a strangely young-looking Robert Mugabe. 
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A. BACKGROUND TO THE ELECTION 

The first section of this report has dealt in detail with the longer-term context of the 2013 
election, detailing the shifts in Zimbabwe’s economic and therefore political base during 

the lifespan of the GPA, as well as referring to the months and weeks running up to the 

vote, This section will focus primarily on the voting figures and their immediate context, 

i. Fearand coercion 

While the 2013 election was not marred by widespread violence, the Zimbabwean 

population has fresh memories of the violence of the 2008 Presidential run-off, in which 

thousands of people lost property, were beaten, or were displaced, and in which more than 

300 people died, In 2013, while actual physical violence was seldom reported, there were 

many reports of threats of violence,TM Bearing in mind ZANU PF’s propensity to act on 

threats, the election outcome needs to be understood first and foremost in the context of 

three decades of violence against the opposition, In the wake of the 2013 election, there has 

in fact been retribution against known MDC-T supporters in some parts of the country with 

loss of property and displacement, meaning that those who are too afraid to stand up 

against threats have good reasons for not doing so,75 

The impact of political violence is not limited to rural areas. As noted in Part One of this 
report, the shift in the economic power base over the last decade has entrenched a coercive 
system of ZANU PF patronage in some urban and peri-urban areas. The coercive nature of 
living in certain Harare suburbs or small towns such as Norton, in which ZANU PF has 
come to predominate in what were formally MDC-T strongholds, has been previously 
described.76 ZANU PF has established a stronghold over Mbare in Harare in the last decade, 
where living in the area and maintaining ownership of a council house or a market stand 
has come to depend entirely on ZANU PF patronage.7~ The large votes for ZANU PF and 
their wins in some peri-urban and small town constituencies are a product of this. 

ii. The unlikelihood of Justice 

Martin Luther King stated that, "Peace is not the absence of violence, it is the presence of 

justice", and the latter remains elusive in Zimbabwe today, The vast majority of victims of 

government-instigated violence have never received justice, which feeds their reluctance to 

expose themselves to further losses, Furthermore, in every election since 2000, the MDCs 

have appealed aspects of the electoral outcome through the courts, However, these 

74 Chitemba, B, "Mugabe relative wreaking havoc, Zimbabwe independent, Harare, 2013. MDC-T Information 

Department, press statement, 3 August 2013 cites "massive intimidation". Sokwanele website lists 222 self 

reported incidents of intimidation. 
75 Moyo, N, "MDC-T condemns endless attacks on its supporters", SWRadio Africa, 8 August 2013. In northern 

Lupane, two MDC-T members had their homes burnt down on the night of 31 July. (Personal interviews.) 
7~ Alexander, J and Chitofori, K, "The consequences of Violent Politics in Norton, Zimbabwe, The Round Table, 

99: 411, 673-686. 2010. 
77 Chikwanha, T, "Chipangano: An organised criminal network", Daily News, Harare 20 July 2013 refers to 

Zanu PF control of Mbare via terror and coercion. 
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petitions and their appeals have been dragged out through the entire five-year term of 
parliament and have been left unresolved by the next election, or have been dismissed. 78 

iii. Election violations 2013 

The immediate response of the MDC-T to the 2013 election results was that there was 
widespread fraud and that the results were not believable79 Violations of the Constitution 
and the Electoral Act, both legal and bureaucratic, have been detailed by the MDC-T, ZESN 
and the media, and are summarized atthe end of this reportY° The MDC-T has lodged 
petitions in 39 constituencies and in due course they will present their evidence to the 
courtsY1 However, bearing in mind the history of Zimbabwean electoral petitions since 
2000, the petitions are very unlikely to be successful, and will simply play the role of 
placing a record of the irregularities in the public domain. 

No electronic voters" roll: 
To date there is no electronic roll, which is in direct violation of the Electoral Act. All 
candidates in terms of the law are entitled to have the electronic roll ’in good time’ before 
the election date. No electronic roll means it has also not been possible to establish the 
demographics of the final roll, including whether: 

¯ there was a rush of young voters registered in the final weeks before the election, as 
they were dramatically under represented on the May 2013 roll. 

¯ whether the possibly 100,000 dead (aged over 100 years) on the previous roll had 
been purged. 

¯ how many slight variations of the same voter name and ID remained on the roll, 
possibly allowing the same person to vote multiple times. 

Issues of deep concern around all of these factors had been raised by ZESN and the 
Research and Advocacy Unit’s (RAU) analysis based on the May 2013 voters’ roll.82 

iv. Assessing the voting figures 

As other reports and accounts of the elections have already detailed the bureaucratic and 
legal breaches of the election, this report focuses on an assessment of the votes 

7~ SPT, Subverting ]ustice: the role of the judiciary in denying the will of the Zimbabwean electorate since 2000. 

Johannesburg, 2005. Southern Eye: "Litigious Zimbabwe timeline", Bulawayo, 20 June 2013. 
79 Morgan Tsvangirai initially contested the outcome of the Presidential poll: See the case of Morgan R 

Tsvangirai v Robert Mugabe and 7 Others CC72/13. The petition was withdrawn on 17 August on the grounds 

that he did not believe it would get a fair hearing. A ten-page document listing the reasons he and the MDC-T 

did not believe the poll was fair was released: Daily News, "Tsvangirai demands fresh elections in 60 days", 

Harare, 10 August 2013. Also, Southern Eye, "Tsvangirai hits out at Concourt", Bulawayo 20 August 2013. 
~0 See Appendix 6. 

~1 It seems the MDC-T could be running into problems in finding strong evidence for these petitions, as one 

has already been withdrawn. Felix Share, "MDC-T withdrawing election petitions", on website Free and Fair 

Zimbabwe Election, 27 September 2013. 
~2 ZESN press release, "Voters’ roll undermined poll". 1 August 2013. For summary of the main RAU findings: 

h tt~: / /www.~~~iticsweb.c~.za/~~~iticsweb /view/~~~iticsweb /en /~age 7 ~ 6 ~ 9 ~~id=38938~&sn=Detai~&~id=7 
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themselves. It could be argued that it is of limited use to look simply at figures on their 
own, without the context of knowing what has actually happened on the ground in any 
constituency to explain the figures. For example: 

¯ Are massive increases in ZANU PF voters in some constituencies an anomaly, or 
simply a reflection of ZANU PF’s claim to have registered hundreds of thousands of 
their voters over the last five years?83 

¯ In constituencies where the figures appear ’ordinary’ or within the bounds of the 
highly possible - such as where the total number of votes cast has barely changed 
since the previous election and the winning candidate wins by a margin of a few 
percent - were there nonetheless events on the ground that interfered with a free 
and fair voting process? 

Specific Outcomes that remain unknown 
More than 20,000 independent observers were deployed countrywide, more than 9,000 of 
which were from Zimbabwean civic organisations. Furthermore, every political candidate 
was legally entitled to two polling agents in every polling station in their constituency: in 
96% of polling stations, there were in fact opposition polling agents84. Their main 
responsibility is to be present not only during the vote, but also during the counting of the 
vote. Every polling agent is supposed to complete a Vll form, recording all aspects of the 
vote count, and return this to their party in due course. 

Considering the large numbers of independent observers and polling agents, it is hard to 
explain why to date there are no systematic independent sources of voting statistics in 
the public domain down to the constituency and ward level countrywide, in particular with 
regard to assisted votes and voters turned away.~5 This is an inexplicable failing. The 
government-run ZEC has provided global, provincial figures rather than constituency- 
based figures for many aspects of the vote, and this is all that is available to date. It is not 
possible to accurately assess numbers of voters turned away countrywide on a polling- 
station-by-polling-station basis for example, nor is there a record of assisted votes by 
polling station or by constituency. Having access to these numbers would give a more 
accurate picture of how many turned out to vote in given constituencies or wards, how 
many succeeded in doing so, and under what conditions.~6 

~3 These media articles dating back to October 2012, show a concerted effort by ZANU PF to register a million 

new voters among their supporters. Sunday Mail, "Zanu-PF strongholds record highest number of new 

voters", Harare, 9-15 lune 2013. Sunday Mail, "Million new voters for Zanu-PF", Harare, 2-8 December 2012. 

Daily News, "Mugabe shakes up to youth vote", Harare, 16 October 2012. The Standard, "Zanu PF embarks on 

door-to-door campaign", Harare, 28 October 28-3 November 2012. Daily News, "Zanu PF targets rural vote", 

Harare, 30 October 2012. Daily News, "Mugabe targets women vote", Harare, 27 November 2012. 
~4 ZESN, ZESN report on the 31 ]uly Harmonised Elections, Harare, September 2013. 

http:!!~vw, zesn.org.zw!images!statements!ZESN 2013 Harmonised Election Preliminary Statement 01 

August 13-1026hrs.pdf 
~s In a few constituencies this information may be available, but is not in the public domain, save for 

t~ulawayo East David Coltart of the MDC circulated his polling agents’ records of what happened on a polling- 

station-by-polling-station basis and his rigorous report stands alone in this election in terms of helping us 

understand what might have happened on the day. 

~ The main NGO report in Zimbabwe released to date is that of ZESN, released during September. This report 

provides a very good general background to the election and some of its anomalies. However, it does not shed 



In spite of the above reservations, it is nonetheless possible to track some general trends 
that show shifts in election results since 2000 up to the present elections, as well as other 
trends. 

B. ARE THERE PATTERNS TO BE SEEN? 

1. OVERALL VOTE COMPARISONS 

i. General observations 

Bearing in mind the background of breaches of the law underlying all elections since 2000, 
the results as formally recorded may not be a true reflection of the will of the people in any 
election. That being said, a review of the figures since the 2000 election shows certain and 
differing trends in the votes for the MDCs and for ZANU PF. The election outcome for 2013 
should be seen as one in a series of five key elections since the rise of MDC as a significant 
opposition party in the late 1990s.87 These elections are: 

¯ Parliamentary elections in 2000 and 2005 (House of Assembly) 
¯ Presidentialelectionin 2002 
¯ Harmonised elections in 2008 and 2013 (House of Assembly shown in graph) 
¯ In the first 3 elections, there was one united MDC, after which the votes for MDC-T 

and that for the MDC (M/N) are shown separately. All non-MDC-T opposition votes 
are totaled, under ’other parties’ - MDC (M/N), ZAPU, MKD etc. 

ii. The MDCs and the vote 
1. The highest opposition vote for a single party/candidate was in the Presidential 

election of 2002, with 1,258,401 for Morgan Tsvangirai. 

In 2000 and 2005, the united MDC vote, and in 2008 and 2013 the MDC-T vote in the 
House of Assembly (HoA) - commonly known as the parliamentary election - has 
remained in the region of slightly more than 1,1 million votes, with very little 
deviation from this. The variation across the three most recent elections has been 
within a range of zf3,000 votes. 

3. However the combined opposition vote was over 1,4 million votes in 2008 and 

around 1,3 million votes in 2013. 

any more light on the intricacies of the vote by constituency or ward than their initial summary report 

released early in August. Most of the figures quoted in the ZESN report are based on those released by ZEC, 

without any commentary on whether ZESN found any numerical differences based on their own observers’ 

reports. 
87 Figures are those cited in SPT, Punishing citizens, Silencing Dissent: the Zimbabwe Elections 2008. Source: 

africanelection,tripod.com/zw.html#2005_House_of_Assembly_Election. Figures for the 2008 Election were 

taken from www.zimbabwesituation.com/apr3b_html and supplemented with figures fromF~Veritas. 
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Over the last decade there have been on average no more than 1,3 million voters 
brave enough to consistently vote for opposition parties, regardless of the risks 
- which is different from concluding that this represents the full extent of their 
support base. It is unclear what the opposition support base would be in the context 
of a truly free and fair election. 

FIGURE 1: 

Votes cast in Five Key Elections 
since 2000: by ParW {xl,000) 
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*united MDC in first 3, then MDC- T in next2. 

In 2008, Tsvangirai received fewer votes overall in the Presidential poll than in 
2002, with 1,195,562 votes. A divided opposition meant Simba Makoni of the MKD 
party won a crucial 8.3 % (207,470 votes) in the Presidential vote that year. 

In 2013, Tsvangirai received 1,172,349 votes in the Presidential contest, or slightly 
less than the 2008 vote. He has won fewer votes in each consecutive Presidential 
election. 

The MDC-T has never won the popular voteaa at the House of Assembly level, 
including in the 2008 election, even though they won one constituency more than 
ZANU PF. The balance of power for the opposition in the 2008 election lay with the 

MDC (M/N), with their ten seats. MDC-T received 1,061,000 in the 2008 House of 
Assembly election - fewer than for Tsvangirai running for President in the same 
election. 

The total vote count for each party across all constituencies at House of Assembly level. 
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Tsvangirai as a presidential candidate has consistently drawn more votes than his 
political party in all elections, This means that some voters are voting for other 
parties in the opposition, or for ZANU PF at House of Assembly level, and then 
voting for Tsvangirai as their presidential option,89 

9, The split in the opposition vote cost the two MDCs 17 seats in the House of 
Assembly in 2013 (See below for more details of constituencies), This almost 
tripled the 6 seats lost in the House of Assembly in 2008, owing to split votes, 

¯ In 2013, these additional 17 seats would have ensured thatthe balance of 
power was less in favour of ZANU PF and would have reduced the 
significance of their 2/3 majority to one seat only, as follows: 

Taking the proportional representation seats into account, and 
reallocating the 17 seats lost to a split vote to the opposition, the 
balance of power in the House of Assembly would have been: 

¯ Outof270 seats 
ZANU PF: 180 66.6% 
OPPOSITION: 89 33.0% 

INDEP (ZPF): 1 0.zf% 

¯ This would have meant that ZANU PF would have needed a totally full House 

to pass any changes to the constitution, for example. As it now stands, they 

have a comfortable 3zf seats over the 2/3 majority, holding 79% of all seats. 

10. A united opposition would have had control of zf provinces out often, instead of only 

two. The impact of a divided opposition has taken a heavy toll on MDC-aligned 

representation in government and this has become more marked with each election. 

The rise in the ZANIJ PF vote added to the number of seats lost to a divided vote in 

2013, rather than a loss in the combined opposition vote. 

ZANU PF and the Vote 

11. The ZANU PF vote has shown much greater variation over the five elections than 
the MDC vote has. 

12. The two largest votes for ZANU PF have been in 2002 and 2013. 
¯ In 2002, Robert Mugabe received 1,685,212 presidentialvotes. 
¯ In 2005, ZANU PF received 1,569,867 votes in the Parliamentary vote. 

~9 Generally in Zimbabwe, voters seem to vote across the board for their one chosen party, rather than voting 

depending on caliber of candidates at ward, constituency and presidential level, but clearly there is some 

discrimination taking place. In particular, the desire among opposition voters to get rid of Mugabe has led to 

voters voting for Tsvangirai as president, while they may support their own small opposition party at other 

levels of the vote. 
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¯ In 2008, ZANU PF received 1,112,773 votes at House of Assembly level - 
by far its lowest vote in the last decade. 

¯ In 2008, Robert Mugabe received 1,079,730 in the Presidential vote. 
¯ In 2013 in the House of Assembly vote, ZANU PF received 2,142,000 
¯ In 2013 Robert Mugabe received 2,110, 434 in the Presidential vote. 

13. Comparing the 2013 House of Assembly vote with various previous ZANU PF totals: 

¯ The 2013 vote shows: 

® 27°/5 increase over their 2002 vote 
® 36°/5 increase over their 2005 vote 
® 83°/5 increase over their 2008 vote 

¯ It could be perceived that the ZANU PF vote was on a downward trajectory 
prior to this election, with its dramatic gain of 1 million votes. 

¯ It could be concluded that the ZANU PF vote in 2008 was anomalously LOW 
when taken in the context of their other results since 2002. 

¯ The 2013 election vote for ZANU PF could be seen as anomalously HIGH 
(83% jump) when compared only with the 2008 result - but this is less the 
case when compared to the ZANU PF vote generally over the last decade. 

14. In the two Harmonised elections of 2008 and 2013, Mugabe has won fewer votes 
than ZANU PF has at the House of Assembly level, indicating that some voters who 
vote for ZANU PF in relation to parliamentary seats, do not vote for Mugabe as their 
presidential choice. Mugabe is less popular than his party. 

2. THE PRESIDENTIAL VOTE 2013 

Robert Mugabe won the vote in seven out often provinces, with Tsvangirai winning in 
Harare, Bulawayo and Matabeleland North. ZEC only released global provincial figures. 90 

i. Matabeleland: numerically, a shrinking stronghold 

The largest win for Tsvangirai in terms of percentage of overall provincial vote was in 
Bulawayo, with Tsvangirai capturing 68%, Welshman Ncube 7.2% and Mugabe 24% of the 
vote. However, there were almost three times as many votes for Tsvangirai in Harare as in 
Bulawayo - which serves to highlight one of the notable features of this election, namely 
the proportionally dwindling number of votes in the three western provinces of 
Zimbabwe. 

Matabeleland North, Matabeleland South and Bulawayo showed the lowest provincial voter 
turnouts countrywide, In many Matabeleland constituencies, voter turnout was between 
33 and 41% and the ten lowest constituency voter turnouts were all in Matabeleland. 

90 See Appendix 1 for Presidential votes per province. 
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This is probably indicative of the fact that these three western provinces are the most 
highly affected by diasporisation: those registered to vote are no longer resident. 

With the opposition’s support base increasingly centered in these three western provinces, 
low voter turnouts here pose a particular challenge in relation to ever winning the 
presidential vote in the future. While the opposition might gain among the greatest 
proportion of votes here, gauged as a percentage of total vote in each province, in national 
terms the Matabeleland vote is increasingly insignificant at presidential level. There 
are almost three times as many voters in the three rural Mashonaland provinces, 
which are ZANU PF strongholds, as in the three Matabeleland provinces. 

FIGURE 2: 

Presiden al Vote by Candidate 
and Province: 2013 
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THE DIVIDED OPPOSITION VOTE 
MATABELELAND - AND BEYOND 

Contrary to some reports in the media, Matabeleland North and South did not show a 

convincing swing to ZANU PF in the recent elections,91 An examination of the figures 

shows that in Matabeleland South, out of/3 seats, 8 were lostto ZANU PF as a result of a 

divided opposition vote, Ultimately, ZANU PF won all/3 seats in this province, The united 

opposition vote in the constituencies that the opposition ’lost’ in Matabeleland averaged 

91 The Chronicle, "Mat South in change of heart towards Zanu- PF", Bulawayo, 3 August 2013. Southern Eye, 

"Has Matabeleland fallen in love with Zanu PFT" Bulawayo, 4 August 2013. 



55.2% of the total vote, with one constituency having 59% of the total vote split among 
various opposition players. 

A united opposition would have won 8 out of 13 seats, and therefore the provincial 
control of Matabeleland South, instead of which ZANIJ PF won a clean sweep. 

A united opposition would have won 11 out of 13 seats in Matabeleland North, 
instead of which ZANU PF won 7 out of 13 seats and control of the province. 

TABLE 1: Record of votes in Matabeleland constituencies won 
by ZANI3 PF on a divided opposition vote. 

[Green i[br 55% or more of total vote] 

ZANIJ- MDC-T MDC ZAPU Indep TOTAL OPP 
PF (MDC-T) VOTE 

MA T NOR TH 

Hwange West 6,864 5,441 1,401 251 915 8,008 54% 
Tsholotsho South 4,736 3,976 1,549 863 6,388 
Lupane East 5,537 5,305 1,683 208 180 7,376 
Lupane West 4,827 4,163 1,285 242 222 5,912 
Nkayi North 5,184 5,102 1,039 307 6,448 

ZANIJ MDC-T MDC ZAPU Indep TOTAL OPP 
PF (MDC-T) VOTE 

MA T SO UTH 

Gwanda North 4,246 3733 1,977 300 6,010 

Insiza South 4,660 2,007 2,384 320 455 5,166 53% 

Matobo North 5,300 5,219 852 417 6,488 
Matobo South 4,692 4,596 764 478 5,838 

Bulilima East 5,828 3,793 1,004 0 1,443 6,240 52% 
Bulilima West 4,722 3,784 1,645 293 5,722 
Mangwe 4,988 4,434 1,995 431 6,860 
Umzingwane 7,689 6,169 1,833 395 8,397 52% 

A further observation to be made is that in five of the lost constituencies, there was an 
MDC-T independent running in addition to MDC-T, MDC and ZAPU, splitting the opposition 
vote four ways. 

In addition to the 13 seats lost in Matabeleland on a divided vote, four more seats were also 
lost in Kwekwe, Zvishavane, Masvingo, and Kadoma as a result of the two MDCs plus 
others splitting the vote. However, the margin of the combined opposition win was here 
smaller than in Matabeleland. 92 

92 See Appendix 2 for Table of Votes in these four constituencies. 
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4. VOTERS TURNED AWAY 

There have been widespread allegations that the Registrar General’s office, working with 
Israeli company NIKUV, deliberately manipulated the voters’ roll to exclude/remove/re- 
allocate voters from MDC-T strongholds in order to undermine their total vote.93 

Numbers turned away were given by ZEC as a global figure per province.94 These figures 
have been converted to percentage of votes cast per province. It is not possible to say much 
about how these figures compare statistically to previous elections, as reports for 
elections back to 2000 simply do not report the percentage of voters turned away. 

FIGURE 3: 

Percentage of voters turned 
away by Province: 2013 
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Harare had more than double the number of voters turned away {15%} 
compared to the average across all provinces {7.4%}. Harare had more than 
treble the number of voters turned away, compared to ZANIJ PF strongholds of 
Mashonaland East and Central {4.9%}. 

93 Kwaramba, F, "Election rigging underway: PM. ’Hired Israeli firm tampering with voters’ roll", Daily News, 

Harare, 2 July 2013. Ndebele, H, "Israeli elections rigging machine exposed", Zimbabwe Independent, Harare, 
19-25 July 2013. Mambo, E, "Israeli agents rig results", Zimbabwe Independent, Harare, 2-8 August 2013. 
Daily News, "Nikuv paid $10m to rig polls: MDC", 10 August 2013. 
94 See Appendix 4 for exact figures per province. 
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2. Mashonaland Central and Mashonaland East, both ZANU PF strongholds, had the 

lowest turn-away figure, at 4.9% of voters. This was 56% of the average turn away 

rate, or slightly more than half the rate experienced in other constituencies. 

Harare is an MDC-T stronghold. There were a large number of complaints in Harare about 
voters being turned away from polling stations that they had voted at in the past, for being 
in the wrong ward or constituency, or no longer on the roll.% 

It must be noted that in Mashonaland West, a ZANU PF stronghold, there were also 

unusually high numbers of voters turned away - 15%, the same rate as in Harare. As we do 

not have the constituency or ward figures for turn-aways, it is not clear if this 

predominated in parts of the province that had swung to MDC-T in 2008, for example. 

Bulawayo, another major MDC-T stronghold, had slightly above average numbers of people 

turned away, but in certain Bulawayo constituencies the turn away rate was higher than 

the overall city average of 8.7%. Bulawayo East is such a constituency, where the turn- 

away rate was 11%. 96 

Turning away 8.7% of voters in any election seems a very high turn away rate, and this was 
certainly partly the result of the failure of ZEC to produce the voters’ roll in good time, which 
would have allowed voters to clarify their wards and polling stations ahead of votin~t day, as 
well as to challenge their absence from the roll where appropriate. 

5. ASSISTED VOTES 

ZEC reports that there were 206,901 assisted voters countrywide. On the face of it, this 

figure is not statistically high, given that there is an assumption of 86% literacy in 

Zimbabwe.97 ZEC’s figure is only 5.9% of voters - i.e. considerably fewer than the lzf% of 

voters who might be assumed to be illiterate.98 The ward-by-ward breakdown for assisted 

votes is not available, nor are figures by constituency. It is the prerogative of any voter to 

request assistance or not, and in terms of the revised Electoral Act, s/he also has the right 

to bring her/his own assistant along. If such a voter does not have his/her own assistant, 

then the presiding officer together with three others will provide the assistance. Assisted 

voters are recorded on specific forms, and it is the responsibility of observers and polling 

agents to also record them. 

It is acknowledged that individuals who cannot read and write can nonetheless often 
recognize the symbol of their political party on a ballot paper and place an X beside it, and 
that the illiteracy rate is NOT equivalent to the number of people needing assistance in an 

9~Daily News, "Massive vote fraud unearthed", Harare, 1August 2013. ZESN election report 2013, page 88. 
96 Information from David Coltart’s website and in his interview with SWRadioAfrica on 23 August 2013. 

97 UNESCO placed Zimbabwe’s literacy rate among over 15 year olds at 85.97% in their 1999 statistics, their 

most recent figure. If anything, following more than a decade of disastrous education policies, literacy rates 

will have fallen in all provinces. 
98 See Appendix 4 for percentage rates linked to Figure 4. 
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election. It is possibly more commonly the elderly and the visually or physically challenged 

who need assistance. 

FIGURE 4: 
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It is not possible to compare assisted voting numbers with those of previous 
elections, as these have not been recorded in the past either by civics or by ZEC in 
their formal reporting. When statements are made that this election saw high numbers of 
assisted votes compared to previous elections, it is unclear on what basis such assumptions 
are being made, as there simply are no baseline figures in the public domain. 

There have been repeated references in the media that in a certain constituency, or 
constituencies, there were 10,000 or more assisted votes, but the place/s where this 
allegedly happened have not been named.99 

While 2 013 figures for assisted votes are generally considerably below the illiteracy rates, 
the devil is in the detail here, as there are convincing reports of fully literate 
individuals being forced to declare themselves illiterate and to vote with the 

99 Brian Chitemba," ’I’m ready to engage with Mugabe’: MDC-T leader opens up on recent polls, future", 

Zimbabwe Independent, September 20-26, 2013. Tsvangirai is quoted as referring to 17,000 assisted votes in 
one constituency, which he does not name. The British Ambassador was quoted, and criticized, in the media 
for claiming a constituency where 10,000 or more assisted votes were made, but could not name it 
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assistance of known ZANU PF supporters. This includes individuals cited in Tsvangirai’s 
original election petition and individuals interviewed by the authors themselves.1°° 

To conclude: there are convincing accounts that in some rural constituencies, there was 
systematic, coerced assisted voting. However, the provincial figures are not unusually high 
compared to the illiteracy rates - and we have only ZEC’s figures to go on. The assisted vote 
figures for 2013 will now provide a baseline for future elections. 

CONSTITUENCIES WITH MORE THAN 50% INCREASE 
IN VOTERS FROM 2008 TO 20131°1 

Commentators have pointed to the massive increases in some constituency turnouts as 

indicative of some kind of irregularity, such as alleged busing in of voters from outside 

constituencies, use of false registration slips, or double voting by some voters,1°2 The fact 

that so many of the high turnout constituencies were in ZANU PF strongholds has been 

seen as indicative of an attempt to bolster the presidential vote for Mugabe, 

FIGURE 5: 

Percentage of consti encies 
with more than a 50% 

increase in votes between 
2008 and 2013: by Province 
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100 ZESN Election 2013 report, page 61, 84-87 for detailed incidents noted by their observers of assisted 

voting irregularities in 17 named constituencies. Daily News," ’I can’t read and write’: Learned voters 

coerced into claiming illiteracy", Harare, 4 August 2013. 
101 See Appendix 5 for actual % increases per constituency in all 51, plus who won each one: also for 

comparative increases/decreases in MDC-T vs ZANU PF votes in 15 key constituencies in Harare, Byo and 

rural Mashonaland. 
102 Daily News, "Massive vote fraud unearthed", Harare, 1August 2013. Southern Eye, "Poll results cause 

outrage as Tsvangirai rejects outcome", Harare, 2 August 2013. 



In 45 out of 210 constituencies, the votes cast were between 150% and 190% of the 

2008 vote, 

In another six constituencies, the votes cast were more than 200% of the 2008 

figures: ie the vote more than doubled, Five of these were rural Mashonaland 

constituencies and the other was Harare South, All were won by ZANU PF, 

This means that in 24.3°/5 of constituencies, there were notable increases in 

votes cast. 
In four Bulawayo constituencies, the votes cast were 150%+ of the 2008 vote, All 

constituencies were won comfortably by MDC-T, and in all constituencies MDC-T 

showed vote growth as well as ZANU PF, although the latter showed more of a surge 

(from a very low base), 

In several of the constituencies where ZANU PF had a very large increase in the vote, MDC- 
T also showed increases in their voting figures for 2008. MDC-T won around one in five of 
the constituencies where there was a dramatic increase of the voter turn-out compared to 
2008. ZANU PF won the balance - over 80%. 

In Harare South, where there was a more than doubling of the voter turn-out and a ZANU 
PF win, there has been over the last five years the growth of a large and very politically- 
controlled population in the peri-urban areas of the constituency. The new arrivals have 
been settled on seized peri-urban farms and are under strict ZANU PF control.1°3 The large 
increase in the vote here, and the fact that this increase was predominantly for ZANU PF, 
could be understood in this light. The MDC-T vote in Harare South also increased 
substantially, to 170% of their last election vote, but the ZANU PF vote increased by 282%, 
i.e. it nearly trebled. It would be necessary to take the voting pattern at ward level into 
account, to establish in which part of the constituency each party gained votes, as the more 
established parts of Harare South are most likely to vote MDC-T, the newly settled areas for 
ZANU PF. 

The three ZANU PF strongholds of Mashonaland West, Central and East, which were a clean 

sweep for them apart from one MDC-T win in Chinoyi, showed the greatest increases in 

votes cast. 

Also worth noting is the fact that among Masvingo constituencies, there were NONE that 
showed a massive increase in voters, and in Manicaland, there were only 3 such 
constituencies, one of which was won by MDC-T. These two provinces voted convincingly 
for ZANU PF, who won almost clean sweeps here. Other explanations than massive growth 
in apparent voting numbers have to therefore be found for the large ZANU PF vote in these 
constituencies, including the possible impact of previous election violence, and loss of 
support for MDC-T. Land beneficiaries and support from small-scale miners is likely to be 
part of the voting picture in these provinces. In other constituencies with large increases in 
votes 

103 Interview with academic researcher confirms the area is a no-go zone for non-ZANU PF members in ways 

that are similar to parts of Norton and Mbare. 
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¯ Busing was noted in Mt Pleasant in Harare, where hundreds of youths who are not 

known to normally reside there disembarked from buses and voted,1°4 

¯ In Harare East, the MDC-T vote was 122% of the 2008 figure, and ZANU PF’s 

increased to 320% of their 2008 figure - more than treble, However, MDC-T 

narrowly retained the seat, 

¯ In Bulawayo East, Coltart’s polling agents noticed a dramatic increase in ’shaven 

headed youth’ all voting within the proximity of the army barracks, and massively 

bolstering the ZANU PF vote in this constituency compared to 2008,1°5 

¯ There have been allegations of people from Mozambique having pink fingers in the 

days after the Zimbabwe election, ostensibly because they crossed the border and 

voted in border constituencies at the request of ZANU PF functionaries,1°6 

¯ In Mazowe West and Shamva South, there was a dramatic loss in MDC-T votes 

(-42%) combined with an even more dramatic shift in ZANU PF vote (280% and 

256% respectively), This meant that the MDC-T win of 2008 was overturned in 

Mazowe West, with ZANU PF reclaiming this seat, Shamva South was once more 

returned to ZANU PF, 

104 Tendai Biti of MDC-T was captured on video exposing the busing of youths into this constituency. 
10s Southern Eye, "Soldiers fingered in vote-rigging", Bulawayo, 11 August 2013. 
10~ Chiripasi, T, "Tsvangirai MDC says Mozambicans voted in Zimbabwe polls", Voice of America, 1S August 

2013. 
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In Mazowe West and Shamva South, the voting pattern could be linked to the history 

of brutal and wide-spread violence in 2008, suggesting that fear and coercion could 

have been particular factors in these constituencies. ZESN and the media have also 

reported coerced assisted votes in these constituencies.1°7 

The absence of an electronic copy of the voters’ roll that can be analysed, and compared to 

the roll used in 2008, makes it difficult to assess exactly what happened in this election. 

However, it seems a reasonable assertion that the mass movement of non-urban voters 

into traditionally middle class urban suburbs swayed the vote in favour of ZANU PF in 

several Harare constituencies. This mass movement was combined with 15% of voters 

being turned away in Harare constituencies, many of whom reported having voted in that 

constituency in the past. In other words, a sizeable number of the regular voters of Harare 

were effectively disenfranchised and replaced with voters from outside the city. 

C. CONCLUSION 

Election results since 2000 show some recognizable, if depressing, trends. The MDC-T vote 

has remained remarkably consistent over the last decade in terms of numbers, while the 

ZANU PF vote has generally, with the exception of 2008, been several hundred thousand 

votes more than the opposition vote. The leap in one million votes for ZANU PF is hard to 

explain between 2008 and 2013 - but is more believable when seen as (only) 27% higher 

than their 2002 vote. However, as all elections have been mired in controversy since 2000, 

analyzing the figures may reveal more about how ZANU PF manipulates its apparent 

support than anything else. 

In this election, there were widespread, convincing reports of coerced assisted voting, 

which the gross provincial figures shed little light on. The assisted voting figures in all 

provinces remain well below the illiteracy rates, and there are no figures from previous 

elections with which to compare this year’s assisted vote. 

The fact that 15% of voters were turned away in Harare, and only 4.9% in ZANU PF rural 
strongholds, combined with the busing in to Harare of apparently rural voters in large 
numbers, is indicative of a strategy of targeting certain Harare constituencies with the aim 
of claiming them for ZANU PF. However, it remains to be seen if the MDC-T election 
petitions will be able to prove this in any convincing way. 

The large increases in votes cast in the 51 most-affected constituencies certainly played a 
key role in ZANU PF’s election landslide. While some of these seats were won by MDC-T, 
more than 80% were won by ZANU PF. Whether the massive increases in votes were in fact 
owing to irregularities as MDC-T claims, or whether as ZANU PF claims, to their efforts to 

107 ZESN 2013 Election report, page 85 refers to coerced voting reported by their observers in Shamva South 

and Mazowe West. This is reported in 17 constituencies in the ZESN report. 



build a large support base and to register their voters over the last five years, remains 
unresolved. 

The split in the opposition vote cost them dearly, and effectively handed an unassailable 
two-thirds majority to ZANU PF in this election. If the opposition had retained the 17 seats 
they lost to split voting, they would have kept ZANU PF’s House of Assembly majority to 

67%, instead of its current 79%. 

The figures from the last five elections all point to the unlikelihood of any opposition 
party unseating ZANIJ PF in 2018, unless ZANIJ PF itself faces dramatic internal 
challenges which shift the political landscape. This conclusion is in line with the 
arguments made in Part One of this report. The socio-economic power base of Zimbabwe 
has been significantly shifted to entrench a ZANU PF elite and to ensure their support in 
rural and some urban areas via patronage and coercion, and the opposition needs to 
engage with this reality. Having a support base in Harare, other small urban centres and in 
three increasingly depopulating western provinces will not be sufficient to dislodge ZANU 
PF. 

While acknowledging the uneven electoral context, the inability of the combined 
opposition to break the ceiling of 1.zf million votes since 2002 should be seen as a 
challenge to them going forward. In particular, the inability in 2005 of the united MDC, and 
in 2008 and 2013 of MDC-T contesting alone to break the 1.2 million-vote barrier, does 
not bode well. In three out of the last four elections, ZANU PF has scored comfortably over 
1.5 million votes - and over 2 million in 2013. 

It is unclear how many people would vote for the opposition if the voting environment was 

genuinely fair and free from intimidation, or if hundreds of thousands of voters currently in 

the diaspora were enfranchised. But the likelihood of either of these events occurring 

before 2018 is remote. The democratic movement needs to rebuild and restrategise, 

bearing in mind the need to engage in new ways with a dynamic and changing electorate, 

particularly in rural areas, resettled areas and in the informal mining sectors. These are all 

parts of the electorate where ZANU PF, by whatever means, has convincingly captured the 

vote in this election. 



APPENDICES 

TABLE 2: 

APPENDIX 1. 

Presidential votes per province: 3 main candidates (ZEC) 

Mugabe Tsvangirai Ncube 

Harare 172,163 261,925 7,846 
Mash West 277,312 100,616 5,603 
Mash Central 327,455 46,533 3,525 
Mash East 320719 90,165 6,231 
Midlands 274,793 141,210 11,036 
Masvingo 285,806 104,912 9,878 
Manicaland 258,026 180,552 13,433 
Mat North 81,207 98,596 13,003 
Mat South 81,180 58,633 12,726 
Bulawayo 31,773 89,207 9,356 

TABLE 3: 

APPENDIX 2. 

Record of votes in four constituencies won 

by ZANIJ PF on a divided opposition vote. 

ZANU MDC-T MDC ZAPU OTHER TOTAL OPP 
PF 

MASVINGO 

Masvingo Urban 10,988 10,424 672 149 11,245 51% 

MASH WEST PIMZ 

Kadoma Central 9,571 9,005 959 221 10,185 52% 

MIDLANDS MKD 

Kwekwe Central 6,051 5,760 508 6,268 51% 

Zvishavane Ngezi 9,015 8,720 595 97 9,412 51% 
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APPENDIX 3. 

TABLE 4: Voters turned away by province [ZEC), as % of total vote*. 

[*two highest and two lowest rates emphasized] 

PROVINCE TOTAL VOTES Turned away % Turned away 
(ldp) 

Harare 423,003 64,483 15.2 

Bulawayo 130,505 11,388 8.7% 

Manicaland 459,036 42,525 9.2 % 

Mash on alan d Cen tral 380, 880 18, 517 4~ 9 % 

Mashonaland East 419,148 20,464 4~ 9% 

Mashonaland West 376,326 56,733 15% 

Masvingo 402,622 29,292 7.3% 

Matabeleland North 196,348 14,424 7.3% 

Matabeleland South 156,104 11,521 7.4% 

Midlands 440,982 35,543 8.1% 

Zimbabwe 3,480,047 304,890 8.7% 

APPENDIX 4. 

TABLE 5: Assisted votes by province [ZEC)* 
Compared to Literacy rates [UNESCO)10a 

[* two highest and two lowest rates emphasized] 

PROVINCE Total votes Total Assisted % Assisted Literacy in 
votes votes (ldp) province 

Harare 423,003 4,089 1% 96.02% 
Bulawayo 130,505 2,313 1.8% 95.36% 
Manicaland 459,036 31,277 6.8% 85.13% 
Mashonaland Central 380,880 34,044 8.9% 74.98% 
Mashonaland East 419,148 27,974 6.7% 85.41% 
Mashonaland West 376,326 23,166 6.2% 81.7% 
Masvingo 402,622 34,950 8.7% 83.70% 
Matabeleland North 196,348 14,314 7.2% 78.64% 
Matabeleland South 156,104 9,462 6.1% 81.77% 
Midlands 440, 982 25,312 & 7% 85.56% 
Zimbabwe 3,480,047l°9 206,901 5.9% 85.97% 

Figures are from UNESCO, 1999. 
http:!!ua~,w.unesco.org!education!wef!countryreports!zimbabwe!rapport 2 1.html 

Includes spoilt ballots. 
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APPENDIX 5. 

a.) TABLE 6: Bulawayo and Harare constituencies with more than 
50% increase in total voters since 2008 

[less than last vote, more than 100%; more than 200%; more than 300%] 

CONSTIT 2008 2013 % shift 2008 2013 % shift WON BY 
MDC-T MDC-T MDC-T ZANU PF ZANU PF ZANUPF 

Bulawayo 
South 2,764 6,364 230% 483 1,787 37~% MDC-T 
Bulawayo 
East 3,587 4,550 I2(:/% 1,031 2,842 280% MDC-T 
Bulawayo 
Makokoba 4,123 7,099 172 ~/~ 1,407 3,539 250% MDC-T 
Bulawayo 
Pelandaba 3,795 6,024 I ~t7% 1,565 2,122 I3~;% MDC-T 

Harare 
Epworth 6,220 7,951 12~:~ ~4~ 4,758 15,468 ~25%~ ZANU PF 
Harare 761 
East 8,377 9,538 I22 ~4~ 2,587 8,190 )~20% MDC-T 
Harare 
North 6,710 6,555 -2% 3,135 7,917 252% ZANU PF 
Harare 
South 4,389 7,472 I70% 7,111 20,069 282% ZANU PF 
Harare 
Mbare 7520 10,932 14,~; ~4~ 6,121 14,764 240% ZANU PF 
Harare Mt 
Pleasant 3,875 3,817 -1,5% 1,738 7,945 ~57% ZANU PF 

b.) TABLE 7: Rural Constituencies where voter turnout increased by 
more than 100% since 2008 

[less than last vote, more than 300%; more than 200%; more than 300%] 

CONSTIT 2008 2013 % shift 2008 2013 % shift WON BY 
MDC-T MDC-T MDC-T ZANU PF ZANU PF ZANUPF 

Mash. Cen 

Mazowe 2,410 1,411 -42% 5,148 14,383 280% ZANU PF 
West 

Mash. Cen 

Shamva 2,669 1,514 -43% 8,956 22,332 265% ZANU PF 
South 

Mash East 

Goromonzi 6,456 11,112 ~.72~% 5,305 17,234 ~25% ZANU PF 
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South 

Mash West 

Hurungwe 1,399 4,267 ~0S%~ 4,997 12,708 2S4% ZANU PF 
Central 

Mash West 

Zvimba 3,554 4,008 I I ~% 5,197 13,113 252% ZANU PF 

East 

c.) GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 

In 16% of constituencies (n = 7/45) with a 50% to 90% increase in voters, MDC-T won 
the seat. 

o Four of these wins were in Bulawayo, and one was in Harare. 

o The other two were Dangamvurwa in Manicaland, which was won by an MDC-T 
Independent, and Hwange Central in Matabeleland North. 

In 84% of constituencies (n = 38/45) with a 50% to 90% increase in voters, ZANU PF won 
the seat. Four of these wins were in Harare, in constituencies where ZANU PF had 
previously lost every election since 2000. 

In 3% of all 210 constituencies, (n = 6), there was more than a 100% increase in voters, 
compared to 2008. 

¯ Harare South was the only urban constituency with 100%+ increase. 
¯ the other 5 were all ruralMashonaland constituencies. 
¯ In all of the constituencies (n=6) with a 100%+ increase in voter turnout, ZANU PF 

won the seat. 

Analysed in more detail below are the four Bulawayo constituencies and the six Harare 

constituencies with 50%÷ increases in turnout since 2008, plus the 5 constituencies in rural 

Mashonaland with 100% ÷ voter increases. 

Observations of these 15 constituencies110 

1. In the majority of constituencies (11 out of 15) where ZANU PF had a large increase in the vote, 

MDC-T also had an increase in voters. However, the increase in ZANU PF votes tended to be 
far greater. 

In all four Bulawayo constituencies with 50%+ increases: 

a. ZANU PF’s vote in 2013 ranged between 135% and 370% of the 2008 vote, with an 
average vote, compared to 2008, of 260% of ti~eir previous vote° ie the ZANU PF vote 
in these constituencies almost trebled. 

b. The MDC-T vote in the same four constituencies ranged between 126% and 230% of the 

2008 figure, and averaged ~72% of the 2008 vote - almost double. 

1~0 As only MDC-T and ZANU PF won any of these constituencies, their respective votes are compared, 

without examining the total opposition vote: none of these constituencies was lost to a divided vote. See 

Appendix 6 for Tables and figures. 
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c. The dramatic increase in ZANU PF’s % vote in some Bulawayo constituencies 
nonetheless did not seriously challenge the MDC-T win in any of these. All seats were 

comfortably won by MDC-T. 

d.) VOTER TURNOUT INCREASES BETWEEN 2008 AND 2013 - ALL 51 CONSTITUENCIES 

Rural Constituencies with 100%+ increase in voter turnout 

CONSTITUENCY % INC WON BY 

Hurungwe C MW 151.2% ZANU PF 
Goromonzi S ME 117.8% ZANU PF 
Zvimba E MW 104.2% ZANU PF 
Mazowe West MC 103.5% ZANU PF 

Shamva South MC 101.9% ZANU PF 

Bulawayo and Harare constituencies with 50%+ increase in voter turnout 

Bulawayo South 90.8% MDC-T 
Pelandaba Byo 59.8% MDC-T 
Makokoba Byo 53.3% MDC-T 
Bulawayo East 52.6% MDC-T 

Harare South 136% ZANU PF 
Mbare Harare 77.4% ZANU PF 

Mt Pleasant Hre 69.2% ZANU PF 
Epworth Harare 69.1% ZANU PF 
Harare East 69.1% MDC-T 
Harare North 50.2% ZANU PF 

Other constituencies with 50%+ increase in voters since 2008 

PROVINCE % INC WON BY 

Manicaland 
Dangamvura 71.1% MDC-T 
Mutare West 50.0% ZANU PF 

Mutasa South 60.4% ZANU PF 

Mashonaland Central 

Bindura North 85.8% ZANU PF 

Mt Darwin South 74% ZANU PF 
Mazowe South 69.2% ZANU PF 
Mazowe North 67.2% ZANU PF 
Bindura South 64.6% ZANU PF 

Shamva North 55.8% ZANU PF 
Mt Darwin West 50.6% ZANU PF 

Mashonaland East 

Marondera East 81.7% ZANU PF 
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Goromonzi West 68.4% ZANU PF 
Wedza North 67.9% ZANU PF 

Goromonzi North 61.3% ZANU PF 
Mutoko South 57.4% ZANU PF 
Seke 57.2% ZANU PF 

Chikomba West 56.5% ZANU PF 
Murewa South 54.3% ZANU PF 

Mashonaland West 

Chakari 90.2% 
Chegutu West 73.2 % 
Chinhoyi 61.7% 
Kadoma Central 131.0% 

Kariba 57.9% 

Makonde 54.13% 
Norton 130.8% 

Zvimba South 74.3 % 

Chiredzi West 82.8% 

Midlands 

Chirumanzu 90.4% 

Chirumanzu Z 73.13% 

Chiwundura 51.5% 
Gweru Urban 52.9% 
Shurugwi North 513.7% 
Zvishavane Ngezi 60.13% 

Matabeleland North 
Hwange Central 69.3% 
Umguza 83.3% 

Matabeleland South 
Beitbridge East 87.9% 

ZANU PF 

ZANU PF 
ZANU PF 
ZANU PF 
ZANU PF 

ZANU PF 
ZANU PF 
ZANU PF 

ZANU PF 

ZANU PF 

ZANU PF 
ZANU PF 
ZANU PF 
ZANU PF 
ZANU PF ** split vote win 

MDC-T 

ZANU PF 

ZANU PF 
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1. 

APPENDIX 6 

VIOLATIONS OF THE 2013 ELECTION 

TO THE ELECTION: BREACHES OF THE LAW.111 

The initial proclamation itself was in breach of section 31 H of the Lancaster House 

Constitution, which was still in force at this time. Cabinet should be consulted before 
announcing an election date, and yet Mugabe announced it unilaterally. Furthermore, in 
terms of the GPA, all political parties had to be consulted and a date agreed on prior to 

proclamation. 

On 13 June, Section 157 (1) of the Constitution and Section 4(2)(c) of the Presidential 
Powers (Temporary Measures) Act were breached, when President Mugabe amended the 
Electoral Act by proclamation. Both the Constitution and the Act specifically exclude the 
use of Presidential proclamation to amend Electoral law, which can only be amended by a 
specific Act of Parliament. 

The voter registration exercise was not done in compliance with the constitution. 
Section 6(3) of the 6th Schedule of the Constitution states that the Registrar General under 
ZEC supervision, must conduct a special and intensive voter registration for at least 30 days 

after the publication of the date of the election. The voter registration exercise did not last 
30 days, and the manner in which it was run was bureaucratically obstructive in Harare and 

elsewhere (see more on this under bureaucratic breaches). 

The state controlled media flagrantly promoted ZANU PF and excluded the opposition 
parties from coverage in newspapers, on television and on the radio, apart from 
negative coverage. This is a violation of Section 61(4) (b) and (c) of the Constitution, and 
of Section 160 (G) of the Electoral Act. The latter states clearly that public broadcasting 

media must ensure "a fair and balanced allocation of time between each political party and 
independent candidate", and 
that "each political party and independent candidate is allowed a reasonable opportunity to 
present a case ~through the broadcasting service concerned." 

Section 152 of the Electoral Act was applied in a partisan manner: this states that it is 
illegal to damage campaign material during the campaign, yet ZANU PF systematically 
pulled down posters of the opposition with impunity, while members of the MDC were 

arrested for pulling down a single ZANU PF poster2~2 

Special vote: The Electoral Act allows civil servants on duty over elections to vote in 
advance2~3 

111 Information from David Coltart’s website and in his interview with SWRadioAfrica on 23 August 2013. 

Also from ’Court Watch’, and media reports. 
1~2 Coltart notes a person was arrested in his constituency for removing a few ZANU PF posters, yet a white 

truck with a team was deployed to systematically remove every single MDC and MDC T poster over a stretch 

of 20 km of road from the airport into town, in full view of at least one police-manned road block, and the 

police did nothing, even when informed by Coltart that this was happening. 
~3 Information on Special vote events, from Court Watch 15/2013, 5 September 2013. 
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¯ The MDC T filed a court application challenging the numbers of police given special 
voting rights, as according to pay roll records, there are 44,113 police employed and 

not the 69,222 who were granted special votes. Their application was dismissed. 
¯ The special vote was chaotic, with the legally allocated two days being hastily 

extended, but with more than 40% of special voters nonetheless failing to cast their 
votes because of ZEUs logistical failures. 

¯ ZEC was granted an application by the Constitutional Court that those 40% who had 
not voted should be allowed to vote on 31 July, although this is in express 

contravention of the Electoral Act as it opens the possibility of double voting. 
¯ It remains unclear to date what measures ZEC undertook to ensure that those 60% 

who had voted during the special vote did not cast a second vote on 31 July, which 
places the reliability of the entire poll in question. 

MOST EGRESIO~JSLY: Failure to provide an electronic copy of the voters’ roll to all 

candidates. This breached Section 21 (6 and 7) of the Electoral Act, which states that every 
registered candidate must be provided with an electronic copy of the roll in good time 
before the election. Such copy should be in a format that "allows its conten~s to be searched 

and analysed°" MDC T was forced to apply to the High Court on 30 July (the eve of the 
election) with an urgent demand that ZEC give candidates and parties the electoral roll, 

which it had not yet done! Only a paper roll was provided, after the court ruled ZEC must 
produce the roll, with ZEC stating that a ’technical fault’ precluded handing over the 

electronic roll. To date, the electronic roll has not been handed over which is a hindrance in 
the multiple constituency appeals that have been placed before the courts. 

Campaigning -Intimidation: The Electoral Act Section 134 forbids intimidation in all 
forms, both verbal threats and physical violence. There were multiple and in some 

constituencies widespread reports of threats of death, violence and destruction of property 
in the event of ZANU PF not winning in certain constituencies,n4 There were isolated 
reports of election related violence, both preceding and following the poll. In the wake of 
the violence of 2008, the impact of threats cannot be under estimated in assessing voting 

patterns. 

Campaigning - Bribery: The Act Section 136 states that it is specifically forbidden to offer 
material rewards to voters in return for their votes, yet ZANU PF consistently and country 

wide ’treated’ voters in the form of tonnes of food handouts, with the promise of more after 
the elections in the event of the Mugabe family still being in power. People were allegedly 
promised land in some instances. Any person who: "makes any such gift, loan, offer, 
promise, procurement or agreement to or for any person in order to induce such person to 

procure or to endeavour to procure the return of a candidate at an election or the vote of a 
voter at an election" has committed the offence of bribery, according to the Electoral Act 

136 (1) (c).ns 

114 Sokwanele website lists 222 self reported incidents of intimidation. 

1~ Specific material promises differ from policy promises during a campaign. Effectively, to offer material 
goods in exchange for a vote, is a bribe. This is different to handing out campaign material, including t-shirts, 
caps etc, which is a form of advertising used world-wide during campaigns. Tonnes of maize meal, cooking oil, 
rice and other food commodities were distributed at ZANU PF rallies, with specific promise of more in the 
future if ZANU PF won the election. This was above and beyond the provision of food for immediate 
consumption that routinely accompanies rallies in Zimbabwe. Conversations with voters in rural 
Matabeleland show that this ’treating’ in a region where people are starving was influential in voting patterns. 
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ON ELECTION DAY - BREACHES AND ANOMALIES 

10. Presence of Police inside polling stations all day including during the vote count. This 
violates Sections 55(6) and 62 of the Electoral Act. Police were noted countrywide as being 

present inside polling stations, and of regularly getting information about votes cast, 
assisted votes and people turned away from the Presiding Officer and relaying this on via 
cell phone, phone and radio. This is entirely illegal, as police are specifically precluded from 
any voting activities in a polling station. Police also noted names and details of visitors to 
stations, and most problematically, were present inside polling stations during the count. 

Section 62 is very specific as to who may be present during a count, and it excludes police. 

As Coltart comments: 

"This is no mere technical breach of the Electoral Act- it goes to the very heart of a free and 

fair election. As stated above .... the ZRP generally acts in a partisan manner. Law in 
Zimbabwe is often used selectively as a weapon, not as a fine instrument of justice. 
Accordingly the presence of police officers in polling stations during the vote and their 
actions in recording votes cast would in itself have been highly intimidatory, especially to 

many rural voters. Their presence and the recording of votes cast by police officers in both 
the voting process and the count may well have facilitated a much wider fraud." 

11. Busing of voters not resident in area, and turning away of residents In several urban 

and rural constituencies, it was observed that busloads of people not usually resident in 
that area were voting en masse, while at the same time, hundreds of voters who did reside 
in the area and had registered there, were turned away. Bulawayo East candidate David 

Coltart made this observation: 

I saw hoards of shaven-headed young men in my constituency, and we did not 
understand the full impact of what they were doing until the evening. There were 
seven polling stations that were located within a 2 kilometer radius of Brady [army] 

Barracks, and when the results came out, they bore no relation to historical trends 
in that area. ZANU PF in those particular polling stations got ten times more votes 
than I did, which was completely disproportionate to what happened in other areas. 
The next thing is that hundreds of people were turned away in my constituency for 

allegedly not being on the voters’ roll. These were people that have voted before.116 

Tendai Biti made a similar observation in Mount Pleasant, where hundreds of youths who 

appeared unable to speak English (unusual in an urban constituency) were voting under 

close supervision, after being bussed apparently from a distant rural area. These voters 

were all carrying registration slips, indicating that they were newly registered voters. There 

have been allegations that cannot be independently verified, that in some instances the 

registration slips were fake.1~7 

116 Interview with SWRadioAfrica, 23 August 2013. 

1~7 See SPT video of Biti confronting these youth in Mount Pleasant~ Similar busing of voters was reported by 

individuals to Sokwanele. This included the alleged busing of voters from Mozambique to vote in 

Zimbabwean constituencies bordering this country. 
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12. Assisted voting: Final numbers of assisted voters have not been ascertained on a 

constituency-by-constituency basis, with ZEC providing a global figure of 207,000 assisted 

voters. This is not on the face of it an unjustifiably large number, being less than 10% of all 

votes cast in a country with 90% literacy. However, the number of 207,000 has not been 

confirmed by polling agents and observers, and as ZEC has not provided the number by 

constituency, we simply have to take their figure at face value. The inability of polling agents 

and observers to verify this - or any figure relating to the election for that matter - is a 

severe failing on their part. 

¯ Forced to make assisted votes: there have been general and specific reports of literate 

voters forced to ask for ’help’ from known ZANU PF functionaries, to ensure they voted 

’the right way’.118 

¯ Observers report correct use of this vote: while many assisted votes may have been 

coerced, others were genuinely needed and were made in accordance with the statute, 

meaning that individuals were free to choose who they wanted to assist them with the 

vote, and were able to vote confidentially. Others observed assisted votes being made 

for the opposition. 

¯ While in any country, information on assisted voting should be available on a 

completely transparent basis from government for the benefit of all citizens and 

political parties, it is also a fact that the opposition had polling agents in every polling 

station in the country, and that this information should have been collated by every 

party. There were 20,000 independent monitors deployed across the country, and 

while they were not in every polling station, they covered a sufficient proportion to 

have given another view on what happened with regard to how many voters were 

turned away, and how many people made assisted votes. The fact they have not been 

able to provide this information is, again, a serious failure on their part. 

POST ELECTION EVENTS 

¯ The High Court of Zimbabwe ruled in ZEC’s favour that they were not obligated to 

provide the MDC-T with the final voting patterns by constituency and polling station. 

The failure to receive this information from ZEC was a major factor in MDC T 

withdrawing their electoral challenge to the Presidential result - but if their own polling 

agents had done their job properly, they would not have had to rely on ZEC for this 

information but would have had their own record of what happened by polling station. 

¯ The presidential voting pattern per constituency has never been released, only a global 

percentage stating that Robert Mugabe received 61% of the vote to Morgan 

Tsvangirayi’s 36% and Welshman Ncube’s 2.7%. 

Again - MDC-T cannot challenge these global results as their polling agents did not 

systematically return their Vll forms with details of the vote per station and 

constituency to independently verify what was happening. 

118 Sokwanele lists 53 such instances, some specific, some general. 
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’Team ZANU PF’ score ’victory’, with election messaging focused on indigenization and 
invokin9 memories of colonialism and the war of liberation. Coercion and memories of 2008 

violence intimidated many voters into votin9 for them, but changin9 economic forces in 
Zimbabwe have also rebuilt the ZANU PF support base in the last five years. 
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’Bilan du monde pour un monde plus 
ddshumanisd’: The 1958 Brussels World’s Fair 
and Belgian Perceptions of the Congo 

Matthew Stanard 
Indiana University, USA 

Between 17 April and 19 October 1958, over 41 million visitors went to see the 

1958 World’s Fair (Exposition Universelle et Internationale de Bruxelles) in 

Belgium, a country of barely more than 9 million people. Among the dozens of 

pavilions were seven which the Belgians had built to display the results of their 

~euvre civilisatrice in the Congo and Ruanda-Urundi. Through maps, artwork, 

mock-ups, displays under glass, performances and the presentation of Africans, 

’all the Congo was at Heysel’J Less than two years after the World’s Fair closed, 

the Congo would gain its independence. 

The purpose of this article is to examine the intentions behind the Belgian 

Congo section at the 1958 World’s Fair, the reactions that its pavilions elicited and 

the perceptions they educed (or reinforced) among Belgians that visited them. 

This article argues that while the Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Urundi section did 

demonstrate the impressive nature of Belgian accomplishments in central Africa, 

it failed in its intentions to develop interest and sympathy in Belgium for the 

nation’s central African empire. The 1958 World’s Fair maintained a tradition of 

paternalism toward Africans and buttressed a negative image of Africans, all the 

while without facing up to Belgium’s colonial past. 

The 1958 Exposition Universelle et Internationale de Bruxelles unfolded in the 

tradition of the world’s fairs, expositions universelles and great exhibitions of 

the modern period. Beginning with the 1851 Great Exhibition of the Works of 

Industry of all Nations in London, with its now famous Crystal Palace, the 

nations of Europe and the Americas had embarked on a quest to exhibit national 

accomplishments in industry, agriculture and culture on an ever-increasing 

scale.2 Belgium was one of the most prominent nations in terms of hosting these 
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expositions and the 1958 fair was just the last in a long series of expositions uni- 

verselles which the Belgians convened. The three Belgian-hosted international 

fairs of the nineteenth century took place in 1885 and 1894 in Antwerp and in 1897 

in Brussels. In 19o5 Liege hosted the Exposition Universelle et Internationale de 

Liege, held to coincide with the 75th anniversary of independence. The World’s 

Fair returned to the capital with the Exposition Universelle et Internationale de 

Bruxelles in 191o, Ghent hosted the Exposition Universelle et Internationale de 

Gand in 1913 and dual, or dueling, expositions were held in 193o as Flanders held 

the Exposition Internationale Coloniale, Maritime et d’Art Flamand in Antwerp 

and Wallonia convened the Exposition Internationale Industrielle de Liege. The 

last exposition before the Second World War, the Exposition de Bruxelles 1935, 

took place in Parc Heysel just outside of Brussels. Capitalizing on its central 

location and extensive railway system, Belgium was second only to France in 

terms of the number of and overall attendance for all expositions internationales 

up to and including the 1958 World’s Fair.3 

The 1958 World’s Fair was the first to take place after the Second World War, 

the last being the 1939 40 World’s Fair of New York. The eighteen-year gap was 

significant, considering that rarely since 1851 had more than one or two years 

passed in which there was no major international or universal exposition. Over 

forty nations participated in 1958, such as regular partakers France, the United 

States and Great Britain, as well as recently independent Morocco, Tunisia and 

Sudan.4 To date, it was one of the most attended expositions in Europe’s history, 

its total number of visitors being second only to the 48 million who visited the 19oo 

Exposition Universelle et Internationale de Paris. Among the fair-goers were 

approximately 11 million foreigners and 30.5 million Belgians, signifying that 

many Belgians made repeat visits. In all, over 80 per cent of Belgians visited the 

Exposition at least once; over 95 per cent of Belgian visitors declared that they 

liked the Exposition.~ It was such a strong attraction for Belgians that hoteliers, 

restaurateurs and caf~ owners in the Congo spoke of a ’crisis’ beginning in April 

1958 resulting from so many colonials leaving to visit Brussels. During a visit to 

Belgium that summer, the leader of the restaurant, caf~ and hotelier union in the 

Congo announced this crisis to the press, stating that ’The number of people 

checking into the principal hotels of Leopoldville has dropped on the order of 5o to 

6o per cent. The restaurants are practically deserted’.~ 

The 1958 event was held on 500 acres in Parc Heysel, which were divided into 

four sections: one for pavilions of foreign nations; another with displays from 

international organizations such as the United Nations (UN) and the l~uropean 

Coal and Steel Community; a Belgian section; and a Belgian Congo section, 

which focused both on the Congo and Ruanda-Urundi, the latter then under 
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Belgian control as a UN trust territory. There were more than 45 national and 

international pavilions, not including those in the Belgian and Belgian Congo 

sections. The focal point of the grounds was the centrally-located and newly- 

erected Atomium, modeled on a crystal iron molecule magnified 15o billion times. 

The Atomium brought together in dominant visual fashion three key premises of 

the exposition: the power of technology; the essential and longstanding impor- 

tance of the metallurgical industry to Belgium and its economy; and the proper use 

of atomic energy in the atomic age, embodied in the exposition’s theme: Bilan du 

monde pour un monde plus humain ’Evaluation of the world for a more humane 

world’. 

The significance of the 1958 World’s Fair, of course, lies beyond its pedigree 

and acreage. Press coverage in Belgium of the six-month-long event was exten- 

sive and enthusiastic, as it was in other nations, where much attention centered on 

the competition between the United States and Soviet pavilions. This attention is 

not surprising, considering the great Cold War tensions between the two nations 

and in the world during 1958.7 Coverage was more in-depth and extensive within 

Belgium, as newspapers capitalized on the opportunity for Belgium to play host to 

the world and introduce its readers to peoples and cultures from around the globe. 

As a result, the fair dominated much reporting throughout the summer? Different 

groups produced specialized publications on the preparation and unfolding of 

the fair, such as the periodical Objectif58, printed from March 1955 to April 1958, 

followed by 58, the fair’s official weekly publication from April to October. There 

were also dedicated television and radio programs broadcast daily from the park 

grounds? 

Just as Belgium was a central figure in the history of modern expositions 

universelles, so did it play a role in the European enterprise of exhibiting colonial 

possessions, and the display of ’Africa’ and Africans in Brussels in 1958 was not 

without precedent. European displays of peoples from sub-Saharan Africa (and 

the Americas) dates back to Spanish and Portuguese contacts along the coast of 

Western Africa in the fifteenth century and Columbus’ voyages to America. In the 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries, Belgians, Germans, French and others put 

Africans on tour and placed them into what were essentially human zoos.~° 

Belgium was not immune from this colonial exhibitionary complex. King Leopold 

II had a Congo pavilion created for Antwerp’s 1885 Exposition Universelle within 

which twelve Africans from his Congo Free State were displayed in a ’village 

congolais’. At the 1894 Antwerp exposition, Belgians erected another Congolese 

village where they put 144 Africans on display, to be seen ’attending to their 

normal occupations’, in addition to being measured, photographed and studied 

scientifically. Mules, cows, pigs and other animals also were imported from the 
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Congo for the 1894 exhibit, as were materials to put up the ’village’ buildings.~ 

Leopold II’s Exposition Coloniale of 1897 at Tervuren included ’villages n~gres’ 

and a ’village civilis~’, for which more than 260 Congolese were brought from 

Leopold’s African domain. The Exposition Coloniale drew around 1,2oo,ooo 

visitors and its villages n~gres continuously attracted large crowds. Apparently, 

visitors were inclined to give the Africans food to eat, for exhibition organizers 

erected a sign that read: ’Do not feed the blacks. They are already being fed’.~2 

After the 19o8 r~prise, Belgians continued to erect Congo sections at international 

exhibitions and include Africans in them. The 1935 World’s Fair in Brussels had a 

large Palais du Congo within the Belgian colonial section. As the 1935 official 

guide stated, part of the grounds had been ’laid out as a colonial garden with 

Congolese huts in which, before visitors’ eyes, fabricated exotic objects are 

offered for sale by natives’. The guide went on to suggest to readers that, ’after 

having examined with curiosity the work of our black Congolese, let us steer 

ourselves toward the Palais du Congo’)3 As one author has pointed out, Congo 

sections at the Belgian fairs of 191o, 1913, 193o and 1935 were deliberately con- 

structed by the government to promote the Belgian Congo and Belgium’s work 

there to as large a group of Belgians as possible: 

Active propaganda is effective if it manifests itself where the public is the 

most numerous, where business people have access to it most easily. In 

Belgium, those in control at the Ministry of Colonies realized the full 

potential of these opportunities perfectly, entrusting the creation of their 

expositions to a special service constituted for the propagation of the 

colonial idea in the metropole, the Colonial Office.~4 

The Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Urundi Section in 1958 covered around nine- 

teen acres in a central location on the Parc Heysel grounds.~5 The section proved 

to be one of the more popular parts of the entire World’s Fair, drawing foreigners 

and Belgians through its pavilions day after day.~6 It comprised a seven-acre 

tropical garden containing a village indigene and seven ’ultra-modern buildings’ 

housing the pavilions: Palais du Congo beige et du Ruanda-Urundi; agriculture; 

missions catholiques; faune coloniale; assurances, banques, commerce; mines et 

m~tallurgie; and energie, constructions, transports?7 The Congo section and 

the Africans brought to Belgium for the duration of the Exposition universelle 

generated extensive press coverage, including photographic montages and 

special editions, especially early in the exhibition and surrounding special dates 

such as the i duly semicentennial of the 19o8 r~prise, when the Belgian state had 

assumed control of the Congo. 

As with past exhibits, the 1958 Congo section had an educative purpose that 
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sought both to foster and to benefit from popularity with fair-goers. Its pavilions 

included displays aimed at informing visitors about the Belgian Congo of 1958 

and more specifically the great advances that had been achieved by the Belgians 

in terms of industry, religion, agriculture, mining and commerce. Displays 

included educational exhibits, African sculpture, tapestries, natural products and 

corresponding methods of extraction, models (e.g. locomotives, trucks, boats, a 

railroad station) and slide, photographic and film presentations. Maps showed 

the Congo in relief and colonial city plans, as well as the hydroelectric potential of 

the Congo river system.~8 The pavilions were not unlike many of the national 

pavilions in this sense, for many exhibitors at the World’s Fair used various 

displays to lay out their national culture, industry and other aspects of their 

country.~9 Yet the vast extent and use of educational displays differentiated the 

colonial display from other exhibitions, as well as its use of mannequins, sculpture 

and miniature models of humans for demonstration purposes. For example, 

mannequins representing African women were used to demonstrate cotton cloth 

production, and a mock-up titled ’The Little World of an Indigenous Market’ at the 

insurance, banks and commerce pavilion used tiny models of Africans to depict a 

scene where people attended to daily business at an outside market.2° The 

Ministry of Colonies’ information office promoted this mock-up as if it included 

real people?~ In the agriculture pavilion, the Comit6 Cotonnier Congolais erected 

a model of Africans working with cotton, which the Revue congolaise illustr~e 

described in these terms: 

One can see natives working in an indefatigable rhythm under a large 

blue sky. One sees them working in the forest plantations or in village 

surroundings, harvesting and sorting their snowy harvest, carried by 

elegant black women to the first counting-house.~ 

The writer perceived these miniatures as people and the locale depicted by the 

model as if it was a real-life scene. To the writer, these were not actually inanimate 

models, but Africans themselves, only in smaller form. 

The fact that at least one of the colonial pavilions was designed to draw visitors 

through it in a certain sequence, in order to educate them as much as possible and 

most directly, further demonstrates the educational goal of the Congo section and 

its designers.:3 The instructional aspect is also evident in the many publications 

produced by the Ministry of Colonies or other government departments, some of 

which related to specific pavilions?4 The pavilions erected in such a fashion as to 

educate a captive audience, the educational publications disseminated to Belgians 

and their foreign visitors and the extensive use of models, maps and other instruc- 

tional devices demonstrate that the 1958 Congo section continued a longstanding 
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tradition of Belgian colonial propaganda. Organizers capitalized on the opportu- 

nity of having a large and receptive audience to nurture their specific vision of 

Belgian-led progress in industry, agriculture, commerce and religion in central 

Africa. 

But in order for the Congo section to educate, it had to attract crowds, and 

exposition designers enticed visitors not only with interesting displays, but also 

with the experience of visiting Africa itself.2~ The Congo exhibits in 1958 seem to 

have transported many visitors, in their minds at least, into central Africa itself. 

We read in Le Soir that, ’The Belgian Congo is planted in the Exposition like a 

meteorite in a continent. A world within a world’.26 Describing the film projections 

and village decorations at the exhibit of Congolese art, one journalist wrote, ’You 

believe yourself, there [at the Congo section], actually thrust into a corner of 

faraway bush, in the middle ofa festival!’~VWriting for the Franl~furter Allgemeine 

Zeitung, Hans Schwab-Felisch recounted from his visit to the Grand Palace of the 

Congo that ’we were ready to believe ourselves transported to the middle of the 

bush’?SA key element in this figurative transporting of fair-goers to the Congo 

was the Congorama, a special audio video program shown in an approximately 

2oo-seat theater in the Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Urundi Pavilion. It combined 

a thirty-minute movie with sound effects, lights and other visuals. As described in 

the weekly Pourquoi Pas? Congo, it was: 

[A] tour de force to present, in one half-hour, a sort of overview of the 

history of the Congo. Those to whom we owe this.., have perfectly 

succeeded and it is without doubt that the Congorama, which will 

certainly enjoy large crowds, will teach or teach again what is essential to 

know regarding our oeuvre africaine.~9 

’Le Soir pour les enfants’, a weekly supplement in Le Soir, strongly suggested that 

students visit the Congorama. Anticipating children would be so drawn in by the 

show the article warned: ’When exiting [the Congorama], be careful not to go cut 

down spears in the bushes of the Congolese village!’3° Grenz-Echo carried a long 

article on the Congorama which proclaimed, ’From the first moment on the 

spectator sees himself transferred to the middle of the heart of the dark continent, 

he lives in primitive Africa of loo years ago’)~ Numerous other newspaper 

reviews and commentaries on the Congoramajoined these in expressing similar 

sentiments to their respective readers)e 

Not only did the Congorama lure visitors to the Congo section, it also informed 

them about Congolese history from a Belgian viewpoint. Creators of the thirty- 

minute film compressed seventy-five years of history, presenting a synthesis of 

the Belgian oeuvre civilisatrice from Stanley’s efforts on behalf of Leopold II in the 
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188os to Belgian efforts of the late 195os. Reviewers insisted on the Congorama’s 

authenticity, even at the socialist daily Le Peuple, which one might expect to have 

addressed this imperialist film skeptically. Le Peuple reviewer Paul De Swaef 

punctuated his glowing review of the Congorama with the insistence ’that the 

story, greatly condensed of course, is in complete agreement with historical 

truth’.33 The spectacle purported to demonstrate how Africans living in the Congo 

had been brought from ’the night of prehistory to the light of civilization’. 

Concurrently, the presentation ignored the fact that the peoples of central Africa 

had their own histories before, and distinct from, Leopoldian and Belgian 

imperialism. Naturally, the Congorama was entirely of European conception and 

direction, created by the CID (Office de l’Information et des Relations publiques 

pour le Congo beige et le Ruanda-Urundi).34 The reach of the Congorama as a 

communication device was considerable, for it was an extremely popular attrac- 

tion.35 Because ofthe sheer number ofpeople who saw it around 2oo,ooo, accord- 

ing to official figures3~ it was an important factor in the way in which organizers 

might have influenced the World’s Fair visitors’ perceptions of the Congo?: 

Another distinctive element of the Congo section, and undoubtedly the most 

atavistic, was the village indigene in the tropical gardens. Around a dozen or more 

Africans were located there during the day at least until August in a fenced-off 

village specially constructed to be true to ’real-life’ villages in the Congo.38 The 

Africans were specially recruited artisans whose role was to demonstrate their 

crafts publicly and go about their daily affairs.39 In a letter to the governor of 

the Kasai Province on 18 March 1958, L. Bruneel makes it clear that this was a 
situation where a colonial power sought to exhibit its subjects to the public: 

Given the original character and moreover the aesthetic of the Kuba 

costume, it would appear pleasant to me that the artists bring with them 

their traditional clothes (loincloths/grass skirts [pagnes] fitted out with 

embroidery of the Kasai, hats of notables). I will attend to such that they 

might use warm clothes that they would wear under their traditional 
costume.4° 

In making these arrangements, Bruneel sought to control the presentation of the 

people brought from the colony in order to create a particular spectacle?~ Not all 

visitors found the display suitable. One visitor’s description of it reveals a 

tension between the official line presented by fair organizers and the views of at 

least some people who passed through the section: ’The tropical garden was well 

laid out, but the Congolese were penned in there like livestock and exhibited as 

strange beasts.’~2 Yet generally, reactions among the thousands who came to see 

the village indigene were positive. Even Le Peuple, the sometimes anti-imperialist- 
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leaning newspaper, responded favorably: not only did it not even question the 

propriety of the village indigene, it also praised both the village and thejardin 

tropical highly.43 

While there were other ’villages’ at the 1958 fair, such as La Belgique Joyeuse 

or the ’village Hawaiien’, the Congolese village exhibit was different.44 It stood in 

stark contrast to the Belgique Joyeuse section of the fairgrounds, which comprised 

an artificial town constructed on five hectares to reflect different Belgian archi- 

tectural styles from the medieval period to the present.4~ Erected on the initiative of 

the Association des Brasseries, it included Belgians in native dress from bygone 

eras and stood in the Belgian section of the World’s Fair grounds?6 Whereas 

Africans in their ’village’ were on the fair grounds for observation only, visitors to 

La Belgique Joyeuse participated in festivals and other events alongside the sec- 

tion’s workers. In the village indigene, a fence separated Africans from fair-goers 

so that they could not be approached and only studied from a distance. When King 

Baudouin passed the village indigene during one of his visits to the Congo section, 

he greeted the Africans from a distance with only an amiable and royal ’geste de la 
main’.47 

The Congo section’s pavilions, its village indigene and the Africans working 

there diverged from the modern look of almost all other pavilions to create a 

heightened appearance of backwardness. The village indigene was located virtu- 

ally in the shadows of the literally and figuratively super-modern Atomium and 

its straw huts and dirt ground contrasted severely with the surrounding modern 

buildings constructed of glass, metal and concrete.48 Congo section organizers 

placed a statue by Albert Dupagne of a nude African couple at the entrance of the 

Palais du Congo belge et du Ruanda-Urundi. Viewing photographs taken of 

the statue, again with the Atomium in the background, the contrast between 

primitiveness and modernity is hard to miss)9 The contents of the Congo 

pavilions deliberately juxtaposed ’backward’ Africans and ’advanced’ Belgians. 

The creators of the agriculture pavilion drew a contrast between the ’condition of 

the primitive native’ and his ancestral tools and utensils displayed under glass 

and the Belgian activities which had ’brought Congolese agriculture to its current 

state of development’,s° The insurance, banks and commerce pavilion had an 

ironwork canoe in its main hall of the pavilion, a symbol of’the trade of the past’.~ 

This canoe was not dissimilar (except in its ironwork construction) from the 

canoes that visitors could see outside in the tropical gardens next to the village 

indigene. Even the few Africans visiting the World’s Fair as tourists could not 

escape being observed and contrasted to the familiar modernity of European 

technology and were cast by journalists as exotic interlopers in a civilized world.~2 

The village indigene and the pavilions depicted not the Africans of the past, but 
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supposedly those of the present, and this contrast drawn on the Heysel grounds, 
in newspapers and photographs made Africa out to be backward, primitive and 
unchanging?3 National pavilions were intended as showcases of each nation’s 
characteristic architecture, technological achievements and national pride, in 
some cases resulting in some of the most modern buildings built up to that point?4 
If the Congo section was a showcase of anything, it was of African backwardness. 

The Africans on display in the village indigene were only several of many 
Congolese in Belgium between April and October and many of them participated 
in a number of ways throughout the six months of the exposition. The Congolese 
that did come to Belgium were &olu~s, a condescending and erroneously applied 
term employed by Belgians (and other l~uropeans) to specify Africans who were, 
to the Belgians, civilized and educated literally ’evolved’. In all, around 700 
Africans made the trip from central Africa at some point between 17 April and 
19 October. These 700 included Congolese police officers, tourists, Africans 
associated with the Catholic and Protestant missions, .journalists, dancers, 
musicians and 312 members of the Force Publique, the armed forces of the Belgian 
Congo.55 Africans busied themselves with a variety of activities, including acting 
as guides and interpreters at the Congo pavilions, touring the country with 
Belgians to observe local industry and culture and as previously mentioned, 
engaging in typical crafts in the village indigene; members of the Force Publique 
also participated in sporting events at Heysel Stadium. 

Almost all the Congolese were housed by the government in groups, separate 
from ordinary private or public accommodations. Hundreds were housed 
together at the Centre d’Accueil pour le Personnel Africain (CAPA): the minister 
of colonies had taken over part of an unfinished Tervuren Museum structure to 
establish a ’village’ to serve as housing both for Africans working within the 
Congo section at Heysel as well as for Congolese tourists visiting Belgium that 
summer?6 Called the ’village africain de Tervuren’ or the like in the press, the 
CAPA was located.just outside Brussels in the town of Tervuren, where Africans 
had been displayed and housed during the Exposition coloniale of 1897. The 
CAPA provided everything that its occupants might need, so there was no need 
for them to ’explore’ beyond its confines.57 All 12o dancers of Changwe Yetu, dis- 
cussed below, were housed separately at the Institut Universitaire des Territoires 
d’Outre-mer in Antwerp and members of the Force publique were housed at the 
Hall du Cinquantenaire in Brussels?8 

Not all the women and children from the Belgian Congo in the metropole 
during 1958 spent most of their time at Tervuren. A few dozen Congolese children 
from Kamina were brought to Belgium as a choral group, the Troubadours du Roi 
Baudouin?9 The Troubadours gave numerous performances on the World’s Fair 
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grounds, in Brussels and throughout Belgium.6° A group of women was employed 

in the Catholic missions pavilion, some acting as greeters and guides, others dis- 

played as parts of a kind of interactive exhibit, all to present the accomplishments 

of the Catholic missions. As one visitor reported, ’Everything [in the Catholic 

missions pavilion] is presented by male and female Congolese, the former at their 

office or at their workshop, the latter in their home, at school, or engaged in 

needlework’.6~ Essentially, the Catholic Congolese women in the pavilion went 

about everyday tasks before the eyes of a non-African public, making baskets, 

embroidering, or doing needlework. As they performed these tasks, the public 

was free to observe or ask questions of the women.62 

Another significant group of Congolese brought to Belgium for the Exposition 

Universelle was a detachment of the Force Publique. Picked from among all 

Belgium’s African troops, the main purpose of these 312 soldiers was public 

performance, such as taking over Palais Royal guard duty in Brussels, parading 

at the Grand-Place, memorializing Belgian war dead from the two world wars and 

traveling to other cities in Belgium for military and athletic presentations.63 

Numerous newspaper articles called attention to performances by the black 

soldiers and they attracted throngs of onlookers: 

A considerable crowd waits with impatience and curiosity the arrival of 

the Force Publique which is going to take guard at the Royal Palace of 

Brussels... during the changing of the guard the crowd expressed its 

admiration again and again through prolonged applause.64 

Another group of Force Publique soldiers twenty Congolese non-commissioned 
officers and military police were brought to Belgium separately, to act as guards 
at the Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Urundi Pavilion.6~ It becomes clear from the 
above and similar press accounts that the Force Publique spectacles military, 
athletic or commemorative drew substantial and positive attention from crowds 
inside and outside the capital)~ While members of the Force Publique did manage 
to tour the country, visit Belgian cities and meet their colonizers, representations 
of them focus overwhelmingly on them as performers and soldiers to be controlled 
by Belgians.~7 

Organizers also brought in the Changwe Yetu dance troupe from central 
Africa, which comprised 12o Africans from Congo and Ruanda-Urundi. 
Changwe Yetu performed numerous times to large crowds and, like the Force 
Publique, achieved a great deal of press attention. ’An innumerable crowd 
acclaims the black dancers’~8 and ’Changwe Yetu was the event of the 77th day of 
the Expo’ ran just two of many headlines.69 Similar to the Congorama, observers 
remarked that Changwe Yetu performances were authentic, transporting audi- 
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ence members ’into the bush’.7° For performances at the Exposition itself, the stage 
for Changwe Yetu was designed as an African setting, with straw huts, bush 
grass and the ’dark blue sky of the African rainy season’ evident overhead.7~ As a 
writer, ’H.D.’, remarked on a Changwe Yetu performance in De Smn&c~rd: 

Never has its equal been shown on stage for the European spectator to see. 
When the dark stage is lighted little by little we find ourselves in the 
primeval forest. Literally. Forget the packed room of the Grand 
Auditorium with its stairways transformed into standing-room only 
places, forget the elegant public! We are like children watching some 
kind of miracle. One feels it: here something real, something authentic is 
happening52 

Toward the end of their time in Belgium, the dancers requested an extension of 

their stay from Minister of Colonies P~tillon, writing: 

Since our arrival, we were given the task to follow all given orders for the 

success of the program. Because of this, we have not had the spare time to 

have a little contact with the Belgian people, their achievements and their 

lifestyle, what could have been for us and for our people an invaluable 
enrichment.73 

Their request was denied and they were sent back to the Belgian Congo as 

initially scheduled.74 

Belgian control over the Congolese was not limited to the Changwe Yetu 

dance group: all Africans who had been brought to Belgium for the World’s Fair 

were kept under rigorous command by their white rulers while in the metropole. 

Anxiety regarding the presence of black Africans in Belgium during 1958 

was deep, demonstrated from the beginning in the extensive discussions among 

members of the planning committee for the Belgian Congo displays as early as 

1956. Organizers worried about the interactions among Congolese and Belgians, 

how and where Africans brought for the Exposition would be housed, as well as 

where any tourists from the Congo would stay.75 In the end, virtually all the 

Congolese in Belgium for the duration of the World’s Fair were under tight metro- 

politan control, through a variety of measures. As mentioned, Congolese workers 

and tourists were supervised at the CAPA in Tervuren. As Le Peuple revealed: 

[T]o assure order at CAPA, internal rules have been elaborated that 
strangely evoke the barracks or the boarding school... At ten o’clock, the 

manageress turns off the lights. If a Black returns after midnight, he is 

obliged to alert the management. His passport is held by the center. He has 
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to advise the latter of his slightest movements. In brief, it appears to him 

that he is considered as a suspect, or at least as a displaced person.76 

Classes for children at CAPA were, of course, taught by monitrices blanches.77 

Beyond supervision at CAPA, the Troubadours du Roi were led by Father Guido 

Haesen, a white Belgian priest, and Belgian officers directed and led presentations 

of the Force Publique; the troops were under white jurisdiction from arrival to 

departure, just as they were in Africa.78 Photographs in the press consistently 

reflected metropolitan dominance, always showing black Force Publique troops 

being led by white officers.79 

To be clear, this article argues neither that Congolese were the only ’per- 

formers’ at the Exposition Oniverselle in 1958, nor that they were the only people 

to be depicted ’at work’ on the fairgrounds.8° Yet other instances were qualita- 

tively different from the display of Africans. Most national performances at 

Heysel would occur during a nation’s ’National Day’, whereas the performances 

of the Force Publique, Troubadours du Roi and Changwe Yetu, the displaying of 

Africans at work in the Catholic missions and the village indigene went on almost 

continuously. As discussed, there was a significant difference between the ’dis- 

play’ of people at La Belgique Joyeuse and in the village indigene of the Congo sec- 

tion. While La Belgique Joyeuse had nine artisans at work, it was not a place for 

observation. Instead it was an area in which visitors could eat, drink and interact 

at its forty-six cafes, thirty-four souvenir shops, ten restaurants and two waffle 

stands.8~ However, a visitor could not get a beer or a waffle in the village indigene. 

A visitor might also see an American university band marching at the Heysel 

grounds or a parade of British soldiers during Great Britain’s national day, but he 

or she also would be surrounded by thousands of American and British tourists. 

Compared to the millions of tourists from around the world, there were extremely 

limited numbers of Congolese tourists. Exactly 18 visited the construction site of 

the World’s Fair in 1957, well before the exposition opened,82 and 64 arrived in late 

April 1958.83 Other than these, the only Congolese to be seen touring the Heysel 

grounds were workers from the pavilions or Force Publique soldiers who might 

visit some of the other pavilions probably in uniform during their free time.84 

As we have already seen, the Changwe Yetu performers’ opportunities to visit 

Belgium were limited by the minister of colonies and African exposition workers 

were housed in segregated accommodations in Tervuren, shuttled back and forth 

to Heysel. Similarly, Force Publique troops were restricted in their ability to visit 

Belgium as tourists, meaning that soldiers brought to Belgium for a stay of 

several weeks could count their free time to visit the metropole not in weeks or 

days, but in hours.85 
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Therefore, when fair-goers saw Africans in 1958, it was overwhelmingly on 

display or performing and there was little to no free interaction between the 

peoples from Belgium and the Belgian Congo. Of course, the Belgians were not 

universally satisfied with this arrangement. Some expressed the value of meeting 

and talking with those Africans working in the Catholic missions pavilion, for 

example.86 Fernand Demany lamented the lack of Africans at the Congo section’s 

inauguration: 

We want to talk to the black man himself... The Blacks whom one meets 

there are guards... That is something, but it is not enough. We had 

dreamed of a real presence. We had but a representation [unefiguration]. 

Demany’s newspaper, Le Peuple, expressed regret that Africans were 

sequestered at Tervuren.87 This suggests an ambivalence at a certain level toward 

the fair among some Belgians, that is to say in terms of the degree and quality of 

contact between colonizer and colonized. Yet there was little ambivalence 

regarding the veracity and.justification of the Belgian Congo section as a whole. 

In any case, it is clear that fair organizers controlled and put on display those 

Congolese who came to Belgium in 1958 in order to teach a certain official 

vision of’progress’, and that the presence of Africans did not bring Belgians any 

closer to understanding what Africans from the Congo and Africa itself were all 

about. 

Credit must be given to the Brussels World’s Fair organizers for achieving one 

of their prime ob,jectives: instilling in Belgians a sense of pride in Belgium’s 

accomplishments in central Africa. From across the country’s linguistic and 

political divisions, accounts of the Congo section and its many displays are 

numerous, proud and self-congratulatory. F. Peters wrote in Her Belang van 

Limburg, ’The whole [of the Congo section] is testimony to the gigantic work that 

Belgium has realized in Africa and in which one shows the preoccupations with 

the well-being of the native.’88 While critical of the lack of Africans at the Congo 

section’s inauguration, nevertheless Demany could take pride in the Palais du 

Congo belge et du Ruanda-Urundi as a whole, stating that ’Belgian prestige is 

very well served in this admirable palace’.89 Belgian accounts reflect pride in 

having civilized a primitive part of the world within decades that otherwise, or 

under any other’s tutelage, would have taken centuries. Foreign accounts demon- 

strate that Belgian Exposition planners also persuaded many in other parts of 

the world of the integrity and success of their nation’s ~euvre civilisatrice. The 

pavilions gave the impression that Belgium was the ’last representative of the 

colonizing countries with a clear conscience and with its composure intact’?° and 

according to one French observer, ’the Belgian visitor can be proud of the work 
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accomplished. The foreigner admires the method, the tenacity, the value of the 

efforts deployed in the Congo’.9~ An Italian priest remarked: 

A half-century of Pax Belgica has sufficed to create in the great center of 

Africa a friendly land [terre arnie] and a cultured and healthy people. It 

goes without saying that the Pavilion of the Congo is a justified account of 

Belgian colonial rule?2 

Thus one of the primary objectives of the Belgian Congo section administra- 

tors, that is to say the use of the 1958 World’s Fair as a vehicle of propaganda in 

favor of the Belgian empire in central Africa, was achieved. 

There were, nonetheless, more negative effects of the Belgian Congo section 

and the interactions that took place there between Belgians and Africans. Simply 

put, the World’s Fair in 1958 engendered and reinforced a negative image of black 

Africans among the Belgian population. Of course this unfavorable impression of 

Africans was not something new in 1958 in Belgium. A brief look at images that 

formed part of the discourse surrounding Africa shows the extent of patronizing, 

some might say racist, discourse about Africans that existed specifically in 

Belgium. While many are familiar with Herg~’s representations of Africans in the 

original Tintin au Congo, perhaps less well known is Guy Bara’s ’Max the 

Explorer’, a comic strip that ran in Le Soir. Not atypical of Bara’s strips were 

depictions of Africans as drinking too much or quarrelsome. In some figures, Bara 

depicts Africans as cannibals or similar in appearance to monkeys. The inter- 

changeability of these representations transmitted a brutish image of Africans?3 

But what is important is how Belgians reacted to what they saw and heard as a 

result of the actual and figurative African presence in Belgium in 1958. The village 

indigene clearly dehumanized Africans. One example, drawn from an account of 

an encounter at the village indigene in Le Soir pour les enfants, demonstrates in 

dramatic fashion the impact of this exhibit and deserves to be quoted at length: 

In the Congo village, a good woman (good but scatter-brained)just 

stopped in front of a space where a black is in the process of sculpting a bit 

of wood. At the side of the black is seated a young black boy [n~grillon], 

two or three years of age, who is looking through a picture book. Neither 

one raises his head to look at the many visitors who have stopped out of 

friendship and curiosity to face them from the other side of a little open- 

work fence. Agitated, the woman cries out in a very loud voice that this 

’baby is truly adorable’. You must have been able to hear her all the way to 

the Atomium. That is her first mistake. But it is not the worst. Because she 

now takes a candy bar out of her handbag. She breaks it in two with a 
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brotherly gesture and throws one half to land inbetween the knees of the 

boy. Right away, without the least hesitation, the boy throws the titbit 

back over the fence without even looking up, with an air of noble contempt. 

Well done, little black boy [petit Noir]] You’re in the right. The village 

congolais is not a zoological garden.94 

The young boy throws the candy back over the fence without reflection, 

surprise or even a glance up from his picture book, indicating this is certainly not 

the first time he has had to face this humiliating situation. In fact, treatment of the 

Africans in the village indigene was so bad they would no longer stand for it. 

Writing in Le Phare-dimanche, journalist Dominique de Wespin sardonically 

recounts a fictional character’s August exposition visit and her experience at the 

village congolais: 

The huts of the Congo natives were empty. Why? The hostess from a 

neighboring palais explained: ’They are departed]... What do you want 

people threw biscuits, bananas to them, demanded to see the pink palms of 

their black hands] Great mercy, there they are beyond the reach of civiliza- 

tion at the moment’.9~ 

Indeed, in mid- to late July, three months after the opening at Heysel, the 
Congolese of the village indigene had been returned to the Congo and the huts of 
the village more than likely remained empty thereafter?6 The official reason given 
for their return was that they were originally to stay in Belgium for a limited time 
only. The real reason: they were tired of the inhumane treatment at the hands of 
the public?7 As a writer for De Standaard described the situation that brought 
about this departure: 

We went to see [the village indigene] with the brutality, provocative 

pedantry and egoism that characterize modern life and the blacks were 

profoundly embittered by it... We, the public, we have forgotten that the 

black also has a heart and pride and that he wants to be something other 

than a curiosity... This deplorable misunderstanding is but an omen of 

additional disillusions that await us in the Congo, but we have only our- 

selves to blame for it.98 

This castigation was well-placed, but too late for the visitors who brought 

inhumane attitudes with them to the village indigene. Again, Belgian visitors did 

not invariably toe the official line or demonstrate barbarous prejudices against the 

inhabitants of the colony, but enough did to literally drive the people of the village 

indigene away. In this way, the Brussels 1958 World’s Fair was the last in a long 
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line of Belgian expositions that subjugated Africans and deprived them of human 

qualities; a shocking throwback years after the defeat of biological racism in the 

heart of Europe and during a time of decolonization in Asia and Africa and the 

fight for civil rights for African-Americans in the United States. As Catherine 

Hodeir writes, ’The pavilion of the Belgian Congo still participated in the old 

conception of the representation of the colonies.., and [Belgians] persisted in 

illustrating an already out-of-date paternalistic system of government.’99 

Paternalism towards, and lack of respect for, indigenous culture in the Congo 

was another longstanding attitude among many Belgians and not something 

arising at the 1958 Exposition. A quick look at ’before and after’ depiction of 

Africans in Roger de Meyer’s Introducing the Belgian Congo and the Ruanda- 

Urundi, published in 1958, makes this clear. The accomplishments presented to 

the Belgian people in the Congo section served to reinforce this paternalism. 

Picking up on the theme of the World’s Fair, La Metropole wrote in an article titled 

’An Evaluation and a Point of Departure’, which appeared right before the fair’s 

close, that: 

It is no longer the time where colonization is directed to a completely 

primitive people. And it is moreover one of the titles of glory of our country 

to have helped the Congolese to exit from their primitivism. That after 

having raised up these populations, we take credit for our success and 

benefit from the consequences, is perfectly logical and realistic.~°° 

We see here how this author’s condescension was, if anything, reinforced by what 

he saw in 1958. 
The creation and perception of the Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Urundi Section 

is an excellent example of the creation of an ’Other’J°~ Few Belgians had direct 

experience in the Congo and less than 9o,ooo were living there in 1958J°2 The 

government restricted travel to the colony, permitting only highly-capitalized 

persons or skilled workers to relocate there. Barely more than lO,OOO Belgians 

visited the Congo during 1957 and this figure was a 15 per cent increase from the 

number of Belgian tourists visiting in 1956J°3 On the other hand, the government 

virtually prohibited Congolese from traveling or relocating to the metropole in an 

effort to create a cordon sanitaire around the colonyJ°4 For the approximately 8o 

per cent of the Belgian population who visited the fair on the Heysel grounds in 

1958, the Congo section was probably their first direct ’interaction’ with Africans 

and Africa other than what they might have read in a book, learned in school or 

heard from friends or family. 

What Belgians did see when they visited the Congo section were pavilions and 

exhibits that were conceived, constructed and controlled by Europeans, mostly 
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Belgian.~°5 Baron Moens de l:ernig, General Commissioner of the Exposition, 

made clear whose intentions lay behind all the exhibits when he stated in an 

interview during the fair: 

I had insisted at the time [during the planning stages] to devote a vast area 

to the illustration of our ~eHvre congolaise. This area was used magnifi- 

cently.., everything is going according to our wishes.~°~ 

These wishes comprised bringing a total vision of what the Belgian Congo 

was to the exposition grounds. As one planner put it in late 1955, ’In the seven 

pavilions that we will build.., all the activities of the Congo and of the Ruanda- 

Urundi will be represented. [An] absolutely complete panorama of the modern 

Congo will be realized.’~°7 A glance at the people who designed and constructed 

the Belgian Congo section at the 1958 World’s Fair conveys the fact that it was a 

completely European construction.~°8 All the architects involved had to be 

’authentic’; as Objectif58 assured its readers, ’All the designated architects for the 

constructions of the Section du Congo belge et du Ruanda-Urundi have all carried 

out work in the colony’.~°9 Counter-intuitively, as the opening of the exposition 

approached, visitors to the unfinished site of the tropical gardens could see ’white 

workers constructing, with a touching awkwardness, the roof [sic] of huts’. As 

previously discussed, the Congorama was created by the Belgian CID. Even the 

troupe Changwe Yetu was not a bona fide Congolese dance group: rather, 3ean- 

Marc Landier had taken a three-year trip throughout the Congo and Ruanda- 

Urundi to select performers for the group, leading to a situation where the 

members had difficulty communicating with each other because they spoke so 

many different languages. The artisans in the village indigene had exactly the 

same problem, having been recruited from different areas of the colony. 

What this led to was, in retrospect, almost ludicrous Eurocentric representa- 

tions of the Congo. There was a bust of Leopold II placed prominently at the 

entrance to the Palais du Congo beige et du Ruanda-Urundi with the accompany- 

ing caption, ’I undertook the work of the Congo in the interest of civilization’, 

despite the fact that under Leopold II, Africans perhaps suffered more than any 

other peoples at the hands of any other colonizing power. ~ Most artwork on dis- 

play in the Congo exhibit was European-created art and sculpture representing 

Africa and Africans.~2 Works of indigenous art on show had been amassed 

largely from European collections such as the Antwerp ethnographic museum and 

the Mus~e de Tervuren.~3 African artwork acquired directly from the Congo was 

decided upon by pavilion organizers and provincial governors in the colony, and 

the layout of artwork in the pavilions was meticulously determined by the Belgian 

authorities.~4 Organizers expressed the desire that: ’The whole of the Congo 
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Section must give off a proper African atmosphere, through the utilization of 

original indigenous artistic motifs and the general decoration.’~5 The Com- 

mission des Arts de la Section du Congo beige et du Ruanda-Urundi rejected one 

proposal for the decoration of the facade of the energy, consu:uctions and trans- 

portation pavilion because it was not ’sufficiently Congolese’. Instead, a design 

by a M. de Sauvage was chosen because the committee decided it was ’strictly 

Congolese’.~ Other pavilions and their contents were similarly constructed by 

white Europeans. Even the plants for the u:opical gardens were brought from 

the Congo in 1957 and kept until the exposition was ready in 1958; the u:opical 

garden grounds were artificially heated in order to support them.~7 Speakers in 

the gardens broadcast music and sound effects such as the cries of animals, birds 

singing and ’the noise of drums’.~8 Perhaps to add additional authenticity, 

gardeners planted a sign in the u:opical gardens that read, ’Danger Lions’.~9 Of 

course, all of these displays cost money and the minister of colonies subsidized the 

Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Urundi Section to the tune of loo million francs.~2° 

The village indigene continued a long u:adition of dehumanizing and humiliat- 

ing Africans by displaying them in a ’primitive’ state to be observed by people 

with white skin. The historical film that played throughout the World’s Fair in 

the Congorama was a Belgian history of the Congo, naturally with a focus on 

history in cenu:al Africa beginning with King Leopold’s ’civilizing’ efforts of the 

188os. The subjects of the pavilions themselves the Catholic missions, the 

insurance, banking, mines and metals indusu:ies demonstrate that the Belgian 

capitalists exercising the greatest power in Congolese affairs dictated the form 

and content of the exposition.~2~ It is hard to imagine any Congolese choosing to 

focus on white-owned and white-controlled indusu:ies or European religion as 

representative of Africa, let alone to sequester themselves behind fences in huts to 

be gawked at and observed like animals in cages.~ Through conu:ol of the 

creative process, Belgians were able to put into place their preconceived notions of 

what the Congo was to them. 

Having looked at the Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Urundi section at the 1958 

Brussels Exposition Universelle et Internationale, how it was designed and 

realized, the role of the Congolese at the World’s Fair and how these may have 

affected fair-goers’ perceptions, this article now turns to several concluding 

points. First, the exposition did not bring Europeans any closer to understanding 

the Congo or Congolese despite the fact that hundreds of Congolese were brought 

to the heart of the metropole for a period of months, and acres were dedicated to 

educational displays about Belgium’s possessions in central Africa. Instead, the 

Belgian Congo section reinforced the otherness and foreignness of Africans. 

The Congolese at the exposition in the village indigene and within the context of 
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the exhibitionary pavilions were dehumanized in Belgians’ eyes because Belgians 

saw Africans not as people with whom they might empathize or at least under- 

stand, but rather as objects to be studied and observed. The contrast between the 

technologically advanced pavilions from countries around the world and the sim- 

plicity of the village indigene, both in fact and in representations in the press, 

drove home the impression that Africans were primitive and dissimilar. As depict- 

ed in the seven pavilions of the Belgian Congo section, each and every accom- 

plishment brought about in the Belgian Congo was due to Belgian industry, 

proselytization and technology. 

In addition, the 1958 World’s Fair dehumanized the soldiers of the Force 
Publique and performers ofChangwe Yetu by having them used and directed for 

display purposes more than anything else. The Force Publique was there to be 

commanded, subjugated physically and mentally by having to commemorate the 

war dead of their white European colonizers. They had to celebrate publicly 

the anniversary of the colonization of their own land, of course at all times under 

white Belgian command. When Changwe Yetu dancers acted autonomously and 

requested a prolongation of their trip to Europe, they were refused and sent home, 

further demonstrating their lack of power to themselves and their Belgian 

masters. The idea is not that Africans in Belgium in 1958 were powerless, for they 

were not; that the Africans in the village indigene departed early makes this clear. 

Yet Belgian domination and control of African subjects was a prominent theme of 

the Congo section and the role of Africans in Belgium during 1958. In the midst 

of the era of decolonization, Belgium proved itself eager to display its imperial 

possessions, human and otherwise, continuing a longstanding tradition going 

back to the r~prise and forming a continuity between the era of the Congo Free 

State and the colonial period of Belgian rule. 

This is not to say that the Belgian people as an undifferentiated block wholly 

bought into the portrayals of Africa and the Congolese in 1958, and there does 

seem to have been a certain ambivalence toward the fair among some Belgians. As 

seen, one person implicitly criticized the ’penning in’ of Africans in the village 

indigene and Le Peuple regretted the segregation of Africans at Tervuren and the 

lack of Africans at the Congo section’s inauguration. Le Peuple also denounced 

the amplitude of the Catholic missions’ presence at Heysel and implicitly criti- 

cized the power of economic interests in the colony, as represented in Union 

Mini~re’s considerable presence in the mines and metallurgy pavilion)23 Never- 

theless, even somewhat skeptical observers, such as journalists at Le Peuple, 

could not help but be enthralled by the Congolese presence in 1958. As we have 

seen, Le Peuplejournalists praised the Congorama, the village indigene and the 

exhibition of Congolese art. What is more, this socialist newspaper was enthusi- 
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astic about Changwe Yetu performances and repeatedly celebrated Force 

Publique troops on parade.~24 Le Peuple also pointed out specific aspects of the 

colonial project of which Belgians should rightly be proud, such as the extension 

of elementary education which was highlighted on a map of the Congo in the 

colonial section: ’One is lost in wonder [On reste bouche b&] before this large map 

of the Congo where gold pins mark all the schools.’~2~ Therefore, while there were 

occasional criticisms of facets or emphases of the Belgian Congo and Ruanda- 

Urundi section, they were few and far between. 

The Brussels exposition also played a key role in the process of what Adam 

Hochschild has termed ’The Great Forgetting’, the process by which Belgium has 

conveniently forgotten the errors of its colonial past and instead made itself out to 

be a benevolent and righteous imperialist power. It was Leopold II’s barbarous 

administration of the Congo Free State that eventually brought about its takeover 

by Belgium. Belgian administration improved the situation in the Congo, but it 

remained one of the most repressively administered areas in Africa.~26 The official 

rosy picture presented by the 1958 World’s Fair in regard to contemporary 

colonialism and the pioneer period allowed Belgians to forget misdeeds and 

instead create, or rather continue to create, a noble colonial history. Events, 

banquets and meetings from April to October were scenes of self-congratulation 

on a job well done in central Africa. At the inauguration of the Congo pavilion on 

18 April 1958, Minister of Colonies Buisseret paternalistically asserted that: ’The 

Palais du Gouvernement offers for inspection an example of the deliberately 

consented cooperation between two races of whom the more experienced stoops 

with solicitude to the younger to guide it on the path of civilization.’ Buisseret 

went on to extol concrete Belgian accomplishments, linking current-day labors to 

Leopold II’s first efforts through Stanley: 

Let us suppose that [Stanley] would return at this moment to the theater of 

his audacious exploits. What would be his impressions in contemplating 

that which we have created in these regions where he ventured in the 

search for Livingstone? What amazed looks would he throw on his myste- 

rious continent that we have populated with schools, dispensaries, hospi- 

tals, churches and temples, factories, warehouses, that we do not cease to 

stake out with airfields, to sow plantations?~27 

Other events, such as the anniversary of the establishment of the Congo Free 

State, permitted officials to gather and congratulate themselves on and speak to 

the public about a heroic colonial history and continuing good work.~28 1958 was 

also the fiftieth anniversary of the rdprise of the Congo from Leopold II, giving 

opportunity for jingoistic celebrations and glorification of the nation’s past. 
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Newspaper accounts joined in praising the nation’s work in Africa, for example, 

in the area of agriculture and science, where Belgian efforts were said to be geared 

solely to the well-being of Africans. 

The 1958 Exposition was also an opportunity for Belgians to develop further 

Leopold II’s positive role in history. In 19o8, under pressure from critics hostile to 

his administration of the Congo, King Leopold II had turned this territory over to 

the Belgian state. Through this turnover, the Congo shifted from being a territory 
under the personal control of Leopold improperly named the t~tat Ind~pendant 

du Congo and became a state-controlled colony, baptized the Congo belge. 

Events associated with the Belgian Congo held during the 1958 exposition were 

opportunities to continue the process of recasting Leopold’s legacy. On the 

Journ& belgo-congolc~ise in June, a day commemorated in Brussels by both 

Belgian and Force Publique troops, Leopold II was memorialized along with the 

’colonial pioneers who died in Africa for civilization’.~3° Men gave speeches 

acclaiming Leopold for having had the vision to embark on an imperialism where 

no other European power dared to tread, for having begun the task of bringing 

civilization to a ’vaste tache blanche’, which was all the Congo was said to have 

been on the map of Africa before his arrival. ~3~ Official government pronounce- 

ments directly associated the nation’s efforts after 19o8 with the work of Leopold 

II.~32 Colonial officials thus glorified their blemished past at the same time as they 

reinforced their own paternalism in the era of African decolonization. 

The roots of the rewriting of the past in 1958 were already present in Belgium 

and efforts were already underway to rescue Leopold II from an unfavorable 

historicaljudgement. In response to a poll in 1956, 80.5 per cent of Belgians agreed 

that Belgium’s presence in the Congo was legitimate (5.4 per cent believed it was 

not) and more than 80 per cent of Belgians believed their rule in Africa benefited 

the indigenous population. The reasoning of those asserting the legitimacy of 

Belgian imperialism is revealing: 

We did not conquer it by force or violence. We received it from Leopold II 

to whom it was offered for his humanitarian actions in Africa. 

Because we arrived there first without chasing anyone there out. 

At first glance it is not [legitimate], but we have done so much over there 

that our presence has become legitimate. 

It cost us so much at the beginning so that we can continue our mission 

while taking some benefit from it. 

It is true that a few expressed their opposition to occupation of the Congo and 

disappointment with the lack of equal treatment of Africans. ~33 Nonetheless, what 
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was important is that pro-colonial sentiment among most was echoed in 

unabashed fashion at the World’s Fair in 1958, an event that reached a larger 

number of Belgians than perhaps any other in the country’s history to that time. 

If the organizers of the Congo section accomplished the goal of persuading 

Belgians and foreigners of Belgium’s great civilizing accomplishments in central 

Africa, how successful were they in forging stronger ties between the metropole 

and colony? Some scholars have argued that grand colonial expositions, such as 

the 1931 Paris Colonial Exposition at Vincennes, represented the height of metro- 

politan interest in empire and fostered bonds between colonizer and colonized.~34 

Others have argued that such exhibits did not have the long-term impact of more 

closely linking the metropole and colony materially, culturally or in the minds of 

the colonizers or colonized. Writing about the 1931 Paris Colonial Exposition, 

Charles-Robert Ag~ron argues that ’the peak of the colonial idea in France is 

situated not at all in 1931 (or 1939) but well after the Second World War and the 
influence of the "apotheosis of Vincennes" could not be taken as decisive’)35 

Herman Lebovics, writing about the same event, argues that such moments, 

’might better be understood as triumphs of the will of their organizers to believe 

their own fables than as plebiscites measuring popular sentiment’.~36 While an 

in-depth exploration of public opinion after the 1958 Exposition is beyond the 

scope of this article, one key point can be made regarding the lasting influence of 

the Belgian Congo section development on Belgo Congolese relations. 

According to Jean Stengers, the Belgian government pursued, and the great 

Congo interest groups the Church, business enterprises, the administration 

acquiesced to, a policy of rapid decolonization in 1959 and 196o because of the 

influence of public opinion and the public’s opposition to any sort of armed inter- 

vention in central Africa. 

Any possible alternative to the government’s policy [of rapid decoloniza- 

tion] implied, in one way or another, the application of force. To speak of it 

directly was to provoke public opinion; no one dared to do so. The attitude 

of Belgian public opinion.., was the major paralyzing agent which stifled 

any possibility of effective reaction to nationalist demands. In the Congo 

the protagonists of Congolese independence were the Patrice Lumumbas 

and the Kasavubus; in Belgium the protagonist was, more than anyone 

else, the man in the street.~37 

The public was opposed to the use of force to halt or slow independence in the 

Congo; the Belgians did not want their own counterpart to the conflict in Algeria. 

Thus it would appear that the Belgians were not strongly attached to the Congo 

after 1958 and that, for all its success in impressing upon Belgians their honorable 
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history as colonialists, the World’s Fair and its large Belgian Congo section did 
not increase the allure or importance of the Congo in the Belgians’ minds. 

As scholars have pointed out, ironically the 1958 Exposition Universelle helped 
to precipitate the Congo’s independence. The gathering of Congolese dvoluds in 

segregated, close quarters in the metropole allowed those previously separated by 
vast distances and poor communications a chance to interact, fostering a sense of 

nationalism, solidarity and belief in change. In addition, the trip to Europe and the 
treatment at the hands of the Belgians was disillusioning for many Congolese, 
acting to tear down the Belgian as ’an envied social model’~38 and instead to 
’d&nyst~er l’homme blanc’.~9 Like the tirailleurs S~n~galaises who returned to 
Africa disillusioned after the First World War, the &olu~s returned home less 
inclined to emulate Belgians and more desirous to strike out and determine their 

own future. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 1:02 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Wells, Chris <cjwells@email.unc.edu> 

Adding AAAD 259 to Spring 2014 schedule 

Dear Travis, 

Please add AAAD 259 (Black Influences on Popular Culture) to the Spring 2014 schedule for TR 3:30-4:45. 
Class enrollment should be 40, and it should be in a multimedia classroom. For the time being the instructor is 
STAFF. When Eunice returns, she’ll start the paperwork to make Chris Wells the instructor. 

Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Accounts Receivable <AccountsReceivable@panerabread.com> 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 2:23 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Statement of Account # 148387 
S TATEMENT_148387.pdf 

Attached is a copy of the current statement for your Account # 148387 with either Panera Bread or Paradise 

Bakery. This is not an invoice, but rather a listing of open invoices on your account. All corresponding invoices 

were emailed to the address you provided via our electronic invoicing system. If you need any invoice copies 

please send your requests to accountsreceivable@panerabread.com. Thanks! 



Panera LLC 

3630 S. Geyer Road, Suite 100 

Sunset Hills, MO 63127 

Phone 314-984-3435 

Fax 314-677-3810 

accountsreceivable@p anerabread.com DATE 10/17/2013 
CUSTOMER ID 148387 

UNC AFRICAN STUDIES; TRAVIS 

109 Battle Hall 

Campus Box 3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

LOCI(BOX REMIT TO: Accounts Receivable 

Panera, LLC 

P.O. Box 504888 

St. Louis, MO 63150-4888 

Please reference your invoice number on the check remittance and send the payment to the lockbox address to ensure 

your account is promptly updated. 

8/21/2013 

9/11/2013 

INVOICE SUMMARY 

9/20/2013 

10/11/2013 
60164602691 $71.06 

60164602902 $166.85 

TOTAL AMOUNTDUE 

$71.06 601646 

$166.85 601646 

$237.91 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 10:41 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stsore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: MURAP Information Sessions 

Hi Kenneth, 

Would you please share this with majors? 

Thanks, 

Kia 

From: Murap < > 

Date: Mon, 14 Oct 2013 13:12:26 -0400 

TO: Kia Caldwell <k[ca[dwe@emailoUncoedu> 

Subject: MURAP Information Sessions 

Dear Kia Caldwell, 

Can you pass this email along to your students for a summer internship opportunity? 
Thank you, 
MURAP 

Are you looking for a paid summer internship that will help prepare you for graduate school in the humanities, 
social sciences or fine arts? Are you willing to devote yourself full-time to that goal during 10 weeks this 
coming summer? 

The Moore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program (MURAP) is seeking applications for its Summer 



2014 program (May 25-July 31, 2014). Beginning on November 4, 2013, applications will be available on our 
website. The deadline for submissions is February 7, 2014. 

Eligible students must be: 

¯ rising juniors or seniors with at least 12 hours left to complete their degree as of end of Spring 2014 

¯ interested in pursuing PhDs in the Social Sciences, Humanities or Fine Arts with the goal of teaching at 
the college or university level 

¯ members of an ethnic minority or have a proven commitment to diversity 

¯ able to stay in Chapel Hill and reside with the rest of the cohort in on-campus housing during this 
intensive 10-week program (participants may not be enrolled in summer school or sign up to take courses 
online or hold a j ob) 

There will be an information session held on Wednesday, October 23rd and 

November 19th from 7-8pro in the Sonja Haynes Stone Center, Suite 305. 
Interested students are encouraged to attend. 

For additional information, please consult our website: murap.unc.edu 

If you have additional questions or concerns, please contact Marissa Garcia, MURAP Program Coordinator, at 
mura~u~c.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kennet]~ R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 18, 2013 10:19 AM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

FW: MURAP Information Sessions - Summer internship opportunity 

Please let interested sVJdents know about this opportunity. 

Kenneth 

Are you looking for a paid summer internship t]~at will help prepare you for graduate school in the humanities, social sciences or fine arts? Are 
you willing to devote yourself full-time to that goal during 10 weeks this coming summer? 

The Moore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program (MURAP) is seeking applications for its Summer 2014 program (May 25-July 31, 
2014). Beginning on November 4, 2013, applications will be available on our website. The deadline for submissions is February 7, 2014. 

Eligible students must be: 

¯ rising juniors or seniors with at least 12 hours left to complete their degree as of end of Spring 2014 
¯ interested in pursuing PhDs in the Social Sciences, Humanities or Fine Arts with t]~e goal of teaching at the college or university level 
¯ members of an ethnic minority or have a proven commitment to diversity 
¯ able to stay in Chapel Hill and reside wit]~ the rest of t]~e cohort in on-campus housing during this intensive 10-week program (participants 

may not be enrolled in summer school or sign up to take courses online or hold a job) 

There will be an information session held on Wednesday, October 23rd and November 19th from 7- 



8pm in the Sonja Haynes Stone Center, Suite 305. Interested students are encouraged to attend. 

For additional information, please consult our website: murap.unc.edu 

If you have additional questions or concerns, please contact Marissa Garcia, MURAP Program Coordinator, at murap~unc.edu. 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: stgore@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists.unc.edu/u?id=65646425.f3e43c8d7b65e7a43c29~cd78c74f9ca&n=T&~=aaad&~=3374~256 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste tile above URL if tile line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-33740256-65646425.f3e43c8d7b65e7a43c291cd78c74f9ca~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Hanner, Kelly M <kmhanner@store.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 11:23 AM 

Bardsley, Janice B <bardsley@email.unc.edu>; Carlstein, Edward 
<edcar@email.unc.edu>; Clemens, J. Christopher <clemens@physics.unc.edu>; Coble, 
McKay <acoble@email.unc.edu>; Conway, Patrick J <patrick_conway@unc.edu>; 
Cornell, Jeffrey Blair <jeffcornell@unc.edu>; Crimmins, Michael T 
<crimmins@email.unc.edu>; Folkerts, Jean <jfolk@email.unc.edu>; Glazner, Allen F 
<afg@unc.edu>; Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu>; Handa, Sudhanshu 
<shanda@email.unc.edu>; Hartlyn, Jonathan <hartlyn@unc.edu>; Hershfield, Joanne L 
<hershfld@email.unc.edu>; Hirschfield, James <jhirschf@email.unc.edu>; Huber, 
Evelyne H <ehuber@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu>; 
Kasson, Joy S <jskasson@email.unc.edu>; Katz, Mark <mkatz@email.unc.edu>; Kier, 
William M. <billkier@bio.unc.edu>; King, Larry D <larking@unc.edu>; Koelb, Clayton 
T <ckoelb@email.unc.edu>; Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email.unc.edu>; Lange, Marc 
B <mlange@email.unc.edu>; Lastra, Anselmo A. <LASTRA@CS.UNC.EDU>; Lee, 
Wayne E <wlee@unc.edu>; Leloudis, James L <leloudis@unc.edu>; Leslie, Paul W 
<pwleslie@unc.edu>; Lysle, Donald T <dlysle@email.unc.edu>; Maffly-Kipp, Laurie F. 
<MAFFLY@email.unc.edu>; Marchionini, Gary <gary@ils.unc.edu>; McDiarmid, Bill 
<bmcd@email.unc.edu>; McKee, Brent A <bamckee@email.unc.edu>; Mucha, Peter J 
<mucha@unc.edu>; Mumby, Dennis K <mumby@email.unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A 
<owenbob@unc.edu>; Pickles, John <jpickles@email.unc.edu>; Putney, Christopher R 
<crputney@email.unc.edu>; Quercia, Roberto G <quercia@email.unc.edu>; Redinbo, 
Matthew <redinbo@unc.edu>; Reynolds, Andrew S <asreynol@email.unc.edu>; 
Rhodes, Terry Ellen <RHODES@email.unc.edu>; Rives, James 
<jbrives@email.unc.edu>; Roberge, Paul T <ptr@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N 
<eunice@email.unc.edu>; Stenberg, Carl W III <Stenberg@sog.unc.edu>; Taylor, 
Beverly W <btaylor@email.unc.edu>; Washburn, Sean <sean@physics.unc.edu> 

Strauss, Ronald P. <ron_strauss@unc.edu>; Gorsuch, John I <jigorsuch@store.unc.edu>; 
Ashworth, Cathy T <epresley@email.unc.edu>; Barnes, Ash <elphaba@email.unc.edu>; 
Batts, Donnyell <dlbatts@email.unc.edu>; Bernhardt, Valerie M 
<valerieb@email.unc.edu>; Boomhower, Jeremy D. 
<jeremy_boomhower@med.unc.edu>; Braxton, Anita T <abraxton@email.unc.edu>; 
Brownfield, Shannon <brownfield@unc.edu>; Carter, Janis <carterl@email.unc.edu>; 
Chase, Diana <dmchase@email.unc.edu>; Clemmons, Jason <j clem@email.unc.edu>; 
Copeland, Rachel <rachelc@unc.edu>; Cowan, Tara L <tlcowan@email.unc.edu>; 
Creedon, Mary Leigh <llmary@email.unc.edu>; Davis, Sharon E 
<sedavis@email.unc.edu>; Diallo, Ashante N. <ashante@unc.edu>; Finn, Kelly Carver 
<kellyfinn@unc.edu>; Fulenwider, (2. Lindsay <lindsay@email.unc.edu>; Futrell, Betty 
S <bfutrell@email.unc.edu>; Gault, Terri <terrigault@unc.edu>; Gore, Travis 
<stgore@email.unc.edu>; Gorman, Jackie <jackie@unc.edu>; Turnbull, Jodie A 
<j ogregor@email.unc.edu>; Harris, Tiffany J <tj harris@email.unc.edu>; Heske, Susan 
Jane <sheske@email.unc.edu>; Hopper, Trent <trent hopper@unc.edu>; Kalbarczyk, 
Erin <erinkalb@ad.unc.edu>; Kieber, Alison J <kieber@email.unc.edu>; LeBlanc, 
Nicholas <nicholas.leblanc@unc.edu>; Lynch, Susan R <mpastaff@sog.unc.edu>; 
McAlister, Matthew Keith <mkmcalis@email.unc.edu>; Mc(2ullen, Ashley D 
<amcculle@email.unc.edu>; Mclver, Samelia <mciver@email.unc.edu>; Melton, 
Sheena J <smelton@email.unc.edu>; Melvin, Virginia J <vjmelvin@email.unc.edu>; 
Mitchell, Shannon Michelle <smitch@email.unc.edu>; Montgomery, Summer 
<sundance@unc.edu>; Nagy, Karla <knagy@email.unc.edu>; Peterson, Linda K 
<lkpeters@email.unc.edu>; Phillips, Nell K <nphillip@email.unc.edu>; Sardi, Karen L 
<ksardi@email.unc.edu>; Simmons-(2ahan, Deborah A <dscahan@email.unc.edu>; 
Steadman, Elizabeth Mullane <emullane@email.unc.edu>; Sylvester, Susan R. 
<ssylvest@email.unc.edu>; Teague, Natalie B. <natalie_teague@unc.edu>; Tharp, Pam 



Subject: 

Attach: 

<pstharp@email.unc.edu>; Thomas, Elizabeth <lethomas@unc.edu>; Thompson, Karen 
<kthomps 1 @email.unc.edu>; Walker, Victoria Ward <vwwalker@email.unc. edu>; 
Warren, Angeline <awarren@email.unc.edu>; Weaver, Cinnamon S 
<cinnamon_weaver@unc.edu>; Younger, Karna <klyounge@email.unc.edu> 

Spring 2014 Textbook Submission Reports 

Spring 2014 Textbook Submission Report through 10-21-2013.xls; Spring 2014 
Guaranteed Buyback Program Participants.doc 

As of 10/21/2013, 54% of Spring 2014 course submissions have been received. 

8 courses are enrolled in the Guaranteed Buyback Program. 

Please place orders and No Text Needed notifications in one of 5 easy ways by General Administrations 
December 6, 2013 deadline: 

1) Use the Student Stores website: http://www.store.unc.edu 
2) Fax your order to: (919) 962-3334 
3) Email the Textbook Office textbook@unc.edu, or George Morgan gfmorgan@store.unc.edu Frank 
Bellamy fbellamy@email.unc.edu 
4) Send your order by campus mail to the Course Materials Department at Campus Box #1530 
5) Stop by the Textbook Office, 3rd floor, Student Stores 

FAQs 
What is this notification about? 

PACE, BOG/GA Textbook Cost Reduction Initiatives 
http://www, northcarolina.edu/finance/textbooks/index, htm 

¯ The President and the Board of Governors have been concerned for several years with the increasing 
cost of textbooks. The Board completed two studies on the cost of textbooks and has approved 
recommendations to help control textbook costs. In accordance with the March 2007recommendations, 
each campus is required to submit information about textbooks along with any requests for tuition and 
fees increases. 

¯ The on-time adoptions of textbooks by faculty 
¯ Implementation of a guaranteed buyback or rental program for required textbooks for introductory 

courses. 

What action is required on my part? 

Spring 2014 Textbook Submission Report lists the percentage of course submissions and/or No Text 
Needed notification to Student Stores. Additional worksheets listing each department’s courses which 
have not placed an order or notified Student Stores that no text is needed are included within the 
report. Review your department’s course worksheet indicated on the bottom tab of the excel report. 
Please let us know if any changes need to be made and encourage your faculty to submit their course 
materials orders or notifications by General Administration’s due date. 

What is the Guaranteed Buyback Program? 

BOG/GA Guaranteed Buyback Summary: 
All campuses must have a guaranteed buyback or rental program for required textbooks for large, 
introductory classes. 

¯ "This option must be available in addition to traditional purchase option." 
¯ "Campuses must offer this option for introductory texts that will withstand a two to three year adoption 

cycle." 
¯ "Campuses must make an effort to implement this system for courses that are introductory level and 

taken by a relatively high percentage of students." 



¯ "A response to this recommendation must also be reported to the VP for Finance in any future requests 
for increases in tuition and fees." 

Printable Guaranteed Buyback Commitment Form available on our website in Textbooks-Faculty. 
UNC Student Stores provides Carolina students rentable textbook options. No activity is required on your part 
for textbook rentals. 

Best, 
Kelly 

Kelly Hanner 

Course Materials Manager 

UNC Student Stores 
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6 

7 
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9 

Dept 

AAAD African & African 

&mer Diaspora Studies 

A.ERO 

Spring 2014 UNC Student Stores Due Date: September 27, 2013 

GA’s On-time Date: December 6, 2013 

10 ~.MST American Studies 

11 ~.NTH Anthropology 

12 APPLApplied Sciences 

13 ~.RAB Arabic 

14 ~.RMY Army Science 

15 ~.RTH Art History 

16 ~.RTS Studio Art 

17 ~.SIA Asian Studies 

18 ~.STR Astronomy 

19 BIOL Biology 

20 BUSI Business 

21 [tHEM Chemistry 

22 [tHIN Chinese 

[tLAR Classical 

23 Archaeology 

24 CLAS Classics 

CMPL Comparative 

25 Literature 

COMM Communication 

26 Studies 

27 COMP Computer Science 39 

28 CZCH Czechoslovakian 1 

29 DRAM Dramatic Arts 65 

30 DTCH Dutch 

31 ECON Economics S0 

32 EDUC Education 67 

33 EDMX Education 10 

34 ENGL English 149 

ENST Environmental 

35 Studies 13 

Courses# 

Courses# No Text# adjusted 

35 1 34 

7 7 0 

On-time# 

courses 

17 

15 0 15 2 

52 3 49 23 

5 3 2 2 

5 2 3 3 

6 6 O O 

24 7 17 8 

10 4 6 2 

10 1 9 4 

8 1 7 6 

42 17 25 22 

68 1 67 24 

51 12 39 29 

14 2 12 11 

13 0 13 

83 13 70 16 

On-time% 

50% 

100% 

13% 

47% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

47% 

33% 

12 27 11 

0 1 1 

34 31 31 

0 1 1 

7 43 24 

4 63 12 

0 10 1 

1 148 49 

44% 

86% 

88% 

36% 

74% 

10% 

100% 

100% 

62% 

23% 

41% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

56% 

19% 

10% 

33% 

11 64% 

Courses with 

no information 

by due date 

17 

0 

13 

26 

0 

0 

0 

9 

4 

5 

1 

3 

43 

i0 

1 

54 

16 

0 

0 

0 

19 

51 

9 

99 



EXSS Exercise 

36 & Sport Science 52 

37 FOLK Folklore 2 

38 FREN French 23 

39 GEOG Geography 40 

40 GEOL Geology 30 

41 GERM German 16 

42 GLBL Global Studies 11 

43 GREK Greek 6 

GSLL Germanic & Slavic 

44 lang and Lit 

45 HEBR Hebrew 3 

46 HIST History 70 

47 HNR$ Honors 10 

48 HNUR Hindi/Urdu 5 

57 

49 HUNG Hungarian Language 

INLS Information & 

50 Library Science 

51 ITAL Italian 

52 IAPN Japanese 

IOMC 

Iournalism & Mass 

53 Communication 

54 IWSTJewish Studies 

55 KOR Korean 

56 LATN Latin 

LFIT Life 

Fitness 

LGLA 

Language 58 

59 

6O 

Lingala 

LING Linguistics 

LTAM Latin 

&merican Studies 

61 MASC Marine Science 

62 MATH Mathematics 

63 MTSC Material Science 

64 MUSC Music 

65 NAVS Naval Science 

66 PHIL Philosophy 

PHYA Physical 

67 Education Activity 

60 

i0 

i0 

105 

1 

4 

ii 

18 

2 

14 

2 

9 

44 

3 

30 

5 

45 

22 

11 

0 

2 

10 

8 

3 

2 

0 

0 

0 

5 

1 

0 

19 

2 

0 
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0 

1 

18 

0 

4 

0 

4 

7 

1 

2 

0 

17 

17 

41 

2 

21 

30 

22 

13 

9 

6 

1 

3 

65 

9 

5 

41 

8 

10 

98 

1 

4 

10 

0 

2 

10 

2 

5 

37 

2 

28 

5 

28 

38 

1 

18 

16 

11 

11 

4 

6 

0 

2 

36 

6 

1 

16 

7 

9 

42 

0 

4 

10 

0 

2 

10 

1 

2 

37 

0 

11 

0 

28 

93% 

50% 

86% 

53% 

50% 

85% 

44% 

100% 

0% 

67% 

55% 

67% 

20% 

100% 

39% 

88% 

90% 

43% 

0% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

5O% 

40% 

100% 

0% 

39% 

0% 

lOO% 

3 

1 

3 

14 

11 

2 

5 

0 

1 

1 

29 

3 

4 

25 

1 

1 

56 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

3 

0 

2 

17 

5 

0 

5 5 100% 0 



F G 

94% 

A 

68 PH¥S Physics 

PEAN City & 

69 Regional Planning 

PLCY Public 

70 Policy 

71 PLSH Polish 

72 POLl Political Science 

73 PORT Portuguese 

74 PRSN Persian 

75 PSYC Psychology 

PUBA Public 

76 Administration 

PWAD Peace, War, and 

77 Defence 

78 RELI     Religious Studies 

ROML Romance 

79 Language 

RUES Russian & East 

80 European Studies 

81 RUSS Russian 

SECR Serbian 

82 & Croation 

83 SOCl Sociology 

84 SPAN Spanish 

STOR Statistics & 

85 Operation Research 

86 SWAH Swahili 

87 tURK Turkey 

88 WMST Women’s Studies 

WOLO Wolof 

89 Language 

90 £otals 

B 

24 

21 

30 

2 

79 

9 

2 

79 

10 

9 

36 

2 

i 

11 

i 

42 

44 

29 
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i 

22 

2 

1981 

C 
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9 

8 

0 

2 

0 

0 
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1 

1 

2 

1 

0 

3 

0 

5 

4 

11 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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D 
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12 

22 

2 

77 

9 

2 
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9 

8 

34 

1 

1 

8 

1 

37 

40 

18 

3 

1 

22 

2 
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E 
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10 

17 

2 

36 

0 

2 

43 

1 

3 

11 

1 

0 

7 

0 

20 

30 

17 

0 

0 

7 

0 
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83% 

77% 

100% 

47% 

0% 

100% 

74% 

11% 

38% 

32% 

100% 

0% 

88% 

0% 

54% 

75% 

94% 

0% 

0% 

32% 

0% 

54% 

1 

2 

5 

0 

41 

9 

0 

15 

8 

5 

23 

0 

1 

1 

1 

17 

10 

1 

3 

1 

15 

2 

739 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 AERO 100% ADOPTED 

5 

6 ARMY 100% ADOPTED 

7 

8 NAVS 201 001 

9 NAVS 302 001 

10 NAVS 401 001 

11 NAVS 411 001 

12 NAVS S00 40"1 

SPANO 024 

SUCHYTA 020 

KROUCHICK 024 

SPANO 020 

KROUCHICK/SUCHYTA 050 



1 

2 

3 

6 

8 

9 

i0 

ii 

12 

13 

14 

16 

18 

19 

2O 

21 

22 

23 

2~ 

26 

2~ 

28 

29 

3O 

I A I BI C D E 

I I 
¯ ses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL OR 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

AAAD 089 001 PIER 024 

AAAD 101 002 SECK 060 

AAAD 101 003 SELASSIE 060 

AAAD 101 004 BOYD 060 

AAAD 130 002 ANDERSON 060 

AAAD 130 004 HILDEBRAND 060 

AAAD 210 001 BOYD 040 

AAAD 232 001 CALDWELL 040 

AAAD 257 001 STAFF 030 

AAAD 258 001 PORTER 040 

AAAD 258 002 JANKEN 040 

AAAD 331 001 STAFF 030 

AAAD 340 001 JORDAN 040 

AAAD 341 001 SELASSIE 040 

AAAD 421 001 SECK 020 

AAAD 460 001 CALDWELL 020 

AAAD 487 001 LAMBERT 020 

LGLA 100% ADOPTED 

SWAH 402 001-003 LISANZA 75 

SWAH 404 001,002 MUTIMA 50 

SWAH 406 001 MUTIMA 15 

WOLO 401 001 FALL 25 

WOLO 403 001 FALL 25 



1 

2 

6 

8 

9 

i0 

ii 

12 

14 

16 

18 

19 

20 

21 

urses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDE 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

AMST 101 001 KASSON 120 

AMST 201 001 ROBINSON 030 

AMST 202 001 STAFF 025 

AMST 203 001 TEUTON 025 

AMST 233 001 TONE-PAH-HOTE 030 

AMST 290 001 STAFF 030 

AMST 290 002 TEUTON 029 

AMST 338 001 TEUTON 030 

AMST 340 001 TONE-PAH-HOTE 025 

AMST 483 001 ROBINSON 025 

AMST 489 001 HERMAN 015 

AMST 498 001 STAFF 010 

AMST 685 001 STAFF 005 

CHER 100% ADOPTED 

FOLK 560 001 FERRIS 025 



2 that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 ANTH 051 001 HOLLAND 024 

6 ANTH 089 054 REDFIELD 024 

7 ANTH 093 001 MORGAN 024 

8 ANTH 101 001 STAFF 035 

9 ANTH 102 006 LAMBERT 120 

10 ANTH 121 006 SCARRY 060 

11 ANTH 143 006 STAFF 120 

12 ANTH 151 006 SCARRY 120 

13 ANTH 194 001 PRICE 035 

14 ANTH 220 001 SCARRY 035 

15 ANTH 250 006 STEPONAITIS 060 

16 ANTH 291 001 SCARRY 024 

17 ANTH 298 080 JACKSON 030 

18 ANTH 318 001 SORENSON 090 

19 ANTH 406 001 LAMBERT 032 

20 ANTH 415L 401 STAFF 020 

21 ANTH 459 001 WEST 024 

22 ANTH 470 001 STAFF 030 

23 ANTH 474 001 STAFF 032 

24 ANTH 490 034 NONINI 018 

25 ANTH 490 037 LESLIE 018 

26 ANTH 590 044 SAWlN 035 

27 ANTH 623 001 SORENSEN 025 

28 ANTH 704 001 LESLIE 012 

29 ANTH 729 001 AGBE-DAVIES 015 

30 ANTH 860 001 STAFF 006 



2 that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAl 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 APPL 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 MTSC 423 001 STAFF 005 

8 MTSC 720 001 ZHOU 010 



2 t have NOT submitted COURSE MATEF 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 ARTH 052 001 STAFF 020 

6 ARTH 061 001 BOWLES 020 

7 ARTH 150 001 PARDO 040 

8 ARTH 271 001 PARDO 029 

9 ARTH 370 001 SHERIFF 040 

10 ARTH 387 001 BOWLES 020 

11 ARTH 391 001 PARDO 020 

12 ARTH 451 001 SHERIFF 015 

13 ARTH 468 001 LIN 030 

14 

15 ARTS 106 002 TRUONG 012 

16 ARTS 116 001 STAFF 015 

17 ARTS 490 001 SLAVlCK 015 

18 ARTS 700 001 SLAVlCK 020 



2 rses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORE 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 ARAB 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 ASIA 089 001 HALABI 024 

8 ASIA 163 001 UMASHANKAR 032 

9 ASIA 222 001 STAFF 032 

10 ASIA 424 001 STAFF 035 

11 ASIA 490 001, 002 STAFF 030 

12 

13 CHIN 510 001 BERGETON 025 

14 

15 HEBR 306 001 SPRINTZIK 010 

16 

17 HNUR 102 001-003 CALDWELL 055 

18 HNUR 204 001, 002 UMASHANKAR 035 

19 HNUR 306 001 TAJ 030 

20 HNUR 408 001 TAJ 020 

21 

22 JAPN 162 001 ARATAKE 050 

23 

24 PRSN 100% ADOPTED 

25 

26 KOR 100% ADOPTED 



2 have NOT submitted COURSE MATEI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 ASTR 702 001    STAFF    020 

6 

7 PHYS 331 001 HEITSCH 045 



2 it have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 BIOL 101L 401-436 STAFF 875 

6 BIOL 278 401-408 STAFF 120 

7 BIOL 350 001 TESKE 025 



2 urses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDE 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 BUSI 205 001 TESKE 030 

6 BUSI 403 003-005 DICKINSON 060 

7 BUSI 405 003, 004 MELWANI 090 

8 BUSI 406 003 STAFF 050 

9 BUSI 406 004 DIDOW 050 

10 BUSI 408 001-004 SNIVELE¥/ALDAMATZ 180 

11 BUSI 409 001-003 WELD 132 

12 BUSI 411 001, 002 WILSON 100 

13 BUSI 411 003, 004 STAFF 100 

14 BUSI 411 005, 006 STAFF 100 

15 BUSI 500 001 ROBERTS 045 

16 BUSI 501 001 ROBERTS 053 

17 BUSI 502 001 HAMNER 045 

18 BUSI 503 001 MILLER/BIERSACH 030 

19 BUSI 505 001 VERNON/GARNER 025 

20 BUSI 506 001 VERNON 045 

21 BUSI 512 001 MILLER 030 

22 BUSI 514 001 FRIGA/MITCHELL 030 

23 BUSI 518 001 HAMNER 020 

24 BUSI 532 001 MARUCHECK 045 

25 BUSI 536 001-003 STAATS 008 

26 BUSI 554 002 JONES 030 

27 BUSI 555 001 CHRISTIAN 035 

28 BUSI 559 001 FELLOWS 050 

29 BUSI 560 001 KUBOWICZ 045 

30 BUSI 562 001 DIDOW 045 

31 BUSI 568 001, 002 KUSHWAHA 090 

32 BUSI 570 001 STUBBEN 045 

33 BUSI 572 001 EDWARDS 045 

34 BUSI 580 001, 002 COLACITO/SNIVELY 080 

35 BUSI 583 001 GULTEKIN 045 

36 BUSI 584 001 GULTEKIN 045 

37 BUSI 585 001 STRICKLA 060 

38 BUSI 587 001 ROSTAN 035 

39 BUSI 594 001 YUSKO/BROWN 005 

40 BUSI 602 001 DICKS 045 

41 BUSI 650 001 KUBOWICZ 045 

42 BUSI 808 001 EDWARDS/PARKS 015 

43 BUSI 881 001 FULGHIERI/PARKS 010 

44 BUSI 881 002 PARKS/PEYER 010 

45 BUSI 886 001 PARKS/GHYSELS 010 



I A B C: D E 

46 [ BUSI 891 001 BETTIS/PARKS 010 

471 BUSI 892 001 O’NEILL/PARKS 010 



2 rses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL OR[ 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 CHEM 448 001 HICKS 030 

6 CHEM 467 001 BROOKHART 018 

7 CHEM 468 001 JOHNSON 030 

8 CHEM 481L 401-403 BLIEM 039 

9 CHEM 482 001 PAPANIKOLAS 100 

10 CHEM 482L 401-403 CAHOON 036 

11 CHEM 487 001 MORAN 030 

12 CHEM 489 001 BERKOWITZ 030 

13 CHEM 773 001 ERIE/THOMPSON 030 

14 CHEM 752 001 SCHAUER 015 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 CLAR 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 CLAS 100% ADOPTED 

8 

9 GREK 100% ADOPTED 

10 

11 LATN 100% ADOPTED 



2 es that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL O 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 COMM 063 001 GRUMET 024 

6 COMM 085 001 LUNDBERG 024 

7 COMM 113 001 STAFF 015 

8 COMM 113 002 STAFF 015 

9 COMM 113 003 STAFF 015 

10 COMM 113 004 STAFF 015 

11 COMM 113 005 STAFF 015 

12 COMM 113 006 STAFF 015 

13 COMM 113 007 STAFF 015 

14 COMM 113 008 STAFF 015 

15 COMM 120 001 STAFF 020 

16 COMM 120 002 STAFF 023 

17 COMM 120 003 STAFF 023 

18 COMM 120 004 STAFF 023 

19 COMM 130 001 STAFF 042 

20 COMM 142 001 STAFF 025 

21 COMM 150 001 DAVIS 

22 COMM 160 001 CRAFT 120 

23 COMM 170 001 BLAIR 100 

24 COMM 171 001 STAFF 025 

25 COMM 223 002 STAFF 017 

26 COMM 224 001 STAFF 020 

27 COMM 230 001 HONROS 014 

28 COMM 230 002 HONDROS 

29 COMM 260 001 STAFF 020 

30 COMM 262 001 STAFF 020 

31 COMM 263 001 FERGUSON 020 

32 COMM 312 001 STAFF 025 

33 COMM 318 001 STAFF 025 

34 COMM 318 002 STAFF 

35 COMM 325 001 STAFF 020 

36 COMM 330 001 NEIGHER 012 

37 COMM 330 002 NEIGHER 012 

38 COMM 334 001 NEIGHER 012 

39 COMM 350 001 STAFF 025 

40 COMM 372 001 STAFF 025 

41 COMM 390 001 BEHRENSHAUSEN 

42 COMM 390 002 ROYALS 

43 COMM 450 002 STAFF 025 

44 COMM 450 003 

45 COMM 466 001 FERGUSON 020 
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46 COMM 523 001 PARKER 030 

47 COMM 545 001 CANTE 030 

48 COMM 550 001 CANTE 060 

49 COMM 562 001 POLLOCK 014 

50 COMM 564 001 PERUCCI 020 

51 COMM 566 001 MEGEL 012 

52 COMM 574 001 DAUBER 015 

53 COMM 575 001 DAUBER 030 

54 COMM 668 001 POLLOCK 020 

55 COMM 690 002 STAFF 

56 COMM 753 001 LUNDBERG 025 

57 COMM 798 001 MONAHAN 015 

58 COMM 841 001 CRAFT 020 



2 ~at have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI! 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 COMP 060 001 FUCHS 024 

6 COMP 110 002 AIKAT 200 

7 COMP 110 001 STAFF 200 

8 COMP 116 002 STAFF 040 

9 COMP 401 002 STAFF 200 

10 COMP 411 002 FUCHS 080 

11 COMP 431 001 JEFFAY 080 

12 COMP 524 001 STAFF 040 

13 COMP 541 001 SINGH 050 

14 COMP 590 095 REITER 050 

15 COMP 740 001 LASTRA 024 

16 COMP 776 001 FRAHM 030 

17 COMP 790 087 MCMILLAN 030 

18 COMP 875 001 BERG 030 

19 COMP 915 001 BROOKS 030 

20 COMP 918 001 QUIGG 050 



2 ourses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDEF 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 DRAM 100% ADOPTED 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 ECON 

6 ECON 

7 ECON 

8 ECON 

9 ECON 

10 ECON 

11 ECON 

12 ECON 

13 ECON 

14 ECON 

15 ECON 

16 ECON 

17 ECON 

18 ECON 

19 ECON 

20 ECON 

21 ECON 

22 ECON 

23 ECON 

ses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL OR[ 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

053 001 BENAVIE 024 

101 006, 007 BALABAN 840 

101H 001 BALABAN 024 

320 001 STAFF 044 

327 002 DESIMONE 035 

327 003 KATZ/STEWART 020 

345 001 HORNE 037 

380 001 MCATEE 037 

445 001, 002 STAFF 096 

460 004 STAFF 048 

465 001 STAFF 045 

511H 001 NORMAN 024 

570 001 LICH-TYLER 025 

570 002, 003 PARKE 050 

580 001 LICH-TYLER 025 

586 001 TURCHI 025 

711 001 NORMAN 030 

811 001 NORMAN 020 

873 001 CHAUDHURI 020 



2 urses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 EDUC 065 001 GULLEDGE 020 

6 EDUC 131 001 GOMEZ 030 

7 EDUC 131 002 STAFF 030 

8 EDUC 132 002 STAFF 030 

9 EDUC 309 001 BRODEUR 020 

10 EDUC 390 001 STONE 030 

11 EDUC 390 002 NOBLIT 034 

12 EDUC 403 001 HAMM 045 

13 EDUC 403 002 ABLE/JONES 048 

14 EDUC 404 001 NEW/GHULAMANI 020 

15 EDUC 416 001 FRIEL/ANDERSON 035 

16 EDUC 506 001 HOUCK 040 

17 EDUC 510 001 CARILLO 030 

18 EDUC 532 001 HAMM 040 

19 EDUC 533 001 CARILLO 040 

20 EDUC 567 001 JUSTICE 025 

21 EDUC 704 001 AKOS 030 

22 EDUC 705 001-005 STAFF 039 

23 EDUC 709 001 O’SULLIVAN 035 

24 EDUC 719 001 SIMEONSSON 035 

25 EDUC 725 956 VEITCH 035 

26 EDUC 729 001 SIMEONSSON 000 

27 EDUC 741 956 HOUCK 045 

28 EDUC 742 001 STAFF 035 

29 EDUC 762 001 SIMEONSSON 030 

30 EDUC 764 001 JUSTICE 025 

31 EDUC 772 001 NOBLIT 030 

32 EDUC 779 001 STONE 030 

33 EDUC 781 001 MEECE 030 

34 EDUC 788 001 ANDERSON 040 

35 EDUC 790 001 KNOTEK 030 

36 EDUC 830 001 TILLMAN 025 

37 EDUC 831 001 STAFF 020 

38 EDUC 832 001 STAFF 035 

39 EDUC 837 001 STAFF 035 

40 EDUC 844 001 MARSHALL 025 

41 EDUC 844 002 THOMAS 025 

42 EDUC 851 001 GRUMET 040 

43 EDUC 862 001 ABLE 040 

44 EDUC 864 001 GRIFFIN 040 

45 EDUC 866 001 COHEN-VOGEL 040 
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46 EDUC 871 001 FRIEL 035 

47 EDUC 871 002 DERRY 040 

48 EDUC 871 003 STAFF 025 

49 EDUC 881 001 MEECE 025 

50 EDUC 883 001 O’SULLIVAN 030 

51 EDUC 890 001, 002 RYO0 060 

52 EDUC 904 001 TRIER 035 

53 EDUC 950A 001 STAFF 040 

54 EDUC 970 001 HUGHES 040 

55 EDUC 977 001 HUGHES 040 



2 ses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL OR 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 CMPL 131 001 FLAXMAN 080 

6 CMPL 251 001 DOWNING 030 

7 CMPL 490 001 FLAXMAN 030 

8 CMPL 685 001 STAFF 010 

9 CMPL 697 001 LEGASSIE 020 

10 

11 ENGL 063 001 HALPERIN 024 

12 ENGL 088 001 KIM 024 

13 ENGL 089 001 LITHGOW 024 

14 ENGL 120 003 WITTIG 035 

15 ENGL 120 004 FLOYD-WILSON 035 

16 ENGL 120 005 GEIL 035 

17 ENGL 120 006 STAFF 035 

18 ENGL 120 007 STAFF 035 

19 ENGL 120 008 STAFF 035 

20 ENGL 121 004 STAFF 022 

21 ENGL 121 005 STAFF 022 

22 ENGL 121 006 STAFF 022 

23 ENGL 122 001 STAFF 035 

24 ENGL 122 002 STAFF 035 

25 ENGL 123 003 STAFF 035 

26 ENGL 123 004 STAFF 035 

27 ENGL 123 005 STAFF 035 

28 ENGL 123 006 STAFF 035 

29 ENGL 123 007 STAFF 035 

30 ENGL 123 008 STAFF 035 

31 ENGL 124 001 DORE 035 

32 ENGL 124 003 STAFF 035 

33 ENGL 124 004 STAFF 035 

34 ENGL 124 005 STAFF 035 

35 ENGL 125 001 STAFF 035 

36 ENGL 127 001 REED 022 

37 ENGL 128 001 STAFF 035 

38 ENGL 128 002 FROST 035 

39 ENGL 128 003 CURRENT 035 

40 ENGL 128 004 STAFF 035 

41 ENGL 128 005 STAFF 035 

42 ENGL 128 006 STAFF 035 

43 ENGL 128 007 STAFF 035 

44 ENGL 129 001 RIVARD 035 

45 ENGL 129 003 MCDANELD 035 



I A B C              D E 

46 ENGL 129 005 GREENLEE 035 

47 ENGL 129 006, 007 HENDERSON 070 

48 ENGL 129 008 STAFF 035 

49 ENGL 129 009 STAFF 035 

50 ENGL 129 010 STAFF 035 

51 ENGL 130 001 GINGHER 018 

52 ENGL 130 004 DURBAN 018 

53 ENGL 131 003 CHITWOOD 018 

54 ENGL 131 004 

55 ENGL 132H 001 SIMPSON 015 

56 ENGL 132H 002 STAFF 015 

57 ENGL 140 001 WEBER 025 

58 ENGL 141 002 FLANAGAN 035 

59 ENGL 142 001 TAYLOR 100 

60 ENGL 143 002 STAFF 035 

61 ENGL 143 003 STAFF 035 

62 ENGL 143 004, 005 AVlLEZ 070 

63 ENGL 143 006 STAFF 035 

64 ENGL 143 007 STAFF 035 

65 ENGL 143 008 STAFF 035 

66 ENGL 145 001 ROSENTHAL 035 

67 ENGL 146 001 RISPOLI 035 

68 ENGL 147 002 VEGGIAN 035 

69 ENGL 148 001 NESVET 035 

70 ENGL 148 002 CURTAIN 035 

71 ENGL 150 001 IRONS 022 

72 ENGL 225 002 GLESS 035 

73 ENGL 226 001 KENDALL 035 

74 ENGL 227 001 GLESS 035 

75 ENGL 240 001 AHUJA 035 

76 ENGL 268 001 TAYLOR 040 

77 ENGL 268H 001 STAFF 040 

78 ENGL 269 001 AHUJA 035 

79 ENGL 283 001 DANIELEWICZ 020 

80 ENGL 304 001 IRONS 020 

81 ENGL 314 001 EBLE 035 

82 ENGL 315 001 EBLE 035 

83 ENGL 316 001 DANIELEWICZ 020 

84 ENGL 318 001 TAYLOR 020 

85 ENGL 320 001 WITTIG 020 

86 ENGL 331 001 THOMPSON 035 

87 ENGL 333 001 THOMPSON 035 

88 ENGL 345 001 CARLSTON 035 

89 ENGL 347 001 DORE 035 

90 ENGL 355 001 COOPER 035 
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91 ENGL 363 001 SALVAGGIO 035 

92 ENGL 364 001 HALPERIN 035 

93 ENGL 365 001 AHUJA 035 

94 ENGL 374 001 GWIN 035 

95 ENGL 383 001 CURTAIN 035 

96 ENGL 400 001 HAMMER 020 

97 ENGL 402 001 STAFF 020 

98 ENGL 410 001 WARNER 035 

99 ENGL 436 001 ROSENTHAL 035 

100 ENGL 444 001 RICHARDS 035 

101 ENGL 445 001 GWIN 035 

102 ENGL 606 001 JACK 020 

103 ENGL 805 001 TAYLOR 015 

104 ENGL 829 001 FLOYD-WILSON 015 

105 ENGL 831 001 SALVAGGIO 015 

106 ENGL 838 001 STAFF 015 

107 ENGL 844 001 RICHARDS 015 

108 ENGL 847 001 KIM 015 

109 ENGL 861 001 TAYLOR 000 



2 tt have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 ENST 201 001 GANGI 200 

6 ENST 208H 001 GANGI 040 

7 ENST 259 001 GANGI 045 

8 ENST 403 001 KAMENS 008 



2 that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAl 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 EXSS 322 001 STAFF 040 

6 EXSS 747 001 STAFF 010 

7 EXSS 782 001 RYAN 020 

8 

9 LFIT 100% ADOPTED 

10 

11 PHYA 100% ADOPTED 



2 .~s that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL O 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 GEOG 110 001 RIVEROS-IREGUI 140 

6 GEOG 112 001 MOODY 055 

7 GEOG 130 001 OLSON 130 

8 GEOG 228 001 MARTIN 044 

9 GEOG 262 001 FLORIN 055 

10 GEOG 370 006 LIANG 055 

11 GEOG 412 001 KONRAD 045 

12 GEOG 420 001 FLORIN/VALDIVIA 055 

13 GEOG 424 001 OLSON 040 

14 GEOG 428 001 MARTIN 028 

15 GEOG 440 001 RIVEROS-IREGUI 035 

16 GEOG 577 001 SONG 022 

17 GEOG 591 001 LIANG 022 

18 GEOG 702 001 KIRSCH 010 



2 : have NOT submitted COURSE MATEI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 GEOL 103 002 BANE 055 

6 GEOL 110 001 SURGE 025 

7 GEOL 225 001 STAFF 000 

8 GEOL 402 001 HUDLE¥ 025 

9 GEOL 433 001 HUDLE¥ 020 

10 GEOL 450 001 STAFF 003 

11 GEOL 478 001 STAFF 000 

12 GEOL 522 001 STAFF 000 

13 GEOL 523 001 BARTEK 019 

14 GEOL 590 002 STAFF 046 

15 GEOL 590 043 STAFF 019 



2 .~s that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL O 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 GERM 389 001 STAFF 015 

6 GERM 880 001 POLLMAN 020 

7 

8 GSLL 260 001 PICHOVA 030 

9 

10 DTCH 100% ADOPTED 

11 

12 HUNG 100% ADOPTED 

13 

14 RUSS 407 001 REESE 020 

15 

16 SECR 404 001 DZUMHER 012 

17 

18 PLSH 100% ADOPTED 



2 qat have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIA 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 HIST 084 001 SMITH 024 

6 HIST 089 001 WILLIAMS 024 

7 HIST 127 001 ANDREWS 165 

8 HIST 128 001 BARNEY 060 

9 HIST 128 006 GLATTHAAR 165 

10 HIST 140 006 BRYANT 165 

11 HIST 140 007 FLETCHER 110 

12 HIST 140 009 ANDREWS 165 

13 HIST 158 006 CASSEN 030 

14 HIST 158 007 SMITH 090 

15 HIST 190 002 TASAR 030 

16 HIST 205 006 MORGAN 110 

17 HIST 285 006 KING 110 

18 HIST 367 006 LELOUDIS 110 

19 HIST 369 006 GLATTHAAR 155 

20 HIST 373 001 LOTCHIN 025 

21 HIST 377H 001 JACKSON 024 

22 HIST 490 002 LARRES 030 

23 HIST 490H 001 KING 024 

24 HIST 491 001 DOBBS 055 

25 HIST 565 001 BARNEY 001 

26 HIST 577 001 LARRES 001 

27 HIST 582 001 MCNEIL 001 

28 HIST 712 001 JARAUSCH 015 

29 HIST 774 001 BROWNING 008 

30 HIST 784 001 BRYANT 010 

31 HIST 820 001 BURNS 010 

32 HIST 870 001 JACKSON 015 

33 HIST 890 006 TASAR 015 



2 at have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI, 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 HNRS 352 001 FERGUSON 015 

6 HNRS 353 001 KING 024 

7 HNRS 353 002 STAFF 024 



1 s that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

2 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

3 

4 

5 INLS 101 001 BAILEY 028 

6 INLS 200 03W POMERANTZ 020 

7 INLS 465 001 STAFF 030 

8 INLS 490 172 CAPRA 024 

9 INLS 490 211 MURILLO 020 

10 INLS 500 002 BERGQUIST 030 

11 INLS 501 002 POOLE 028 

12 INLS 509 001 ARGUELLO 030 

13 INLS 523 002 MISSEN 030 

14 INLS 525 001 LEE 030 

15 INLS 530 001 HUGHES-HASSELL 030 

16 INLS 556 001 STAFF 028 

17 INLS 560 001 STAFF 028 

18 INLS 572 001 HUGHES-HASSELL 028 

19 INLS 582 001 STAFF 030 

20 INLS 697 001 JARRAHI 025 

21 INLS 697 002 JONES 030 

22 INLS 710 01W STAFF 005 

23 INLS 747 001 VARGHA 028 

24 INLS 755 001 TIBBO 030 

25 INLS 756 01W TIBBO 020 

26 INLS 760 001 CAPRA 024 

27 INLS 841 001 MORGAN 020 

28 INLS 842 001 MORAN 024 

29 INLS 882 001 GREENBERG 012 



2 at have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 GLBL 280 001 BRUBAKER 015 

6 GLBL 390 002 OSTERWEIL 025 

7 GLBL 390 003 HASNAIN 025 

8 GLBL 390 004 TSIN 020 

9 GLBL 789 001 KINSELLA 012 



2 ~urses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDE 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 JOMC 101 001 STAFF 030 

6 JOMC 180 001 LAUTERER 012 

7 JOMC 180 002 STAFF 017 

8 JOMC 182 003 KIRKMAN 017 

9 JOMC 221 001 GUERRA 017 

10 JOMC 221 002 MICHAEL 017 

11 JOMC 221 003 CARMICHAEL 017 

12 JOMC 221 005 STAFF 015 

13 JOMC 240 001 ROBINSON 028 

14 JOMC 244 001 STAFF 015 

15 JOMC 253 002 CUADROS 015 

16 JOMC 253 003, 004 O’CONNOR 030 

17 JOMC 256 001 CUADROS 012 

18 JOMC 256 002 BERNARD 017 

19 JOMC 271 002 MCMAHAN 020 

20 JOMC 271 003 HESTER 017 

21 JOMC 272 001 STAFF 016 

22 JOMC 272 002 STAFF 016 

23 JOMC 279 001 SINCLAIR 050 

24 JOMC 333 001 CURRAN 016 

25 JOMC 422 001 HEFNER 018 

26 JOMC 423 001 HEFNER 018 

27 JOMC 424 001 HEFNER 050 

28 JOMC 426 001 HOCHBERG 015 

29 JOMC 434 001 STAFF 014 

30 JOMC 434 002 STAFF 014 

31 JOMC 434 003 STAFF 014 

32 JOMC 434 004 STAFF 014 

33 JOMC 442 001 FRIEDMAN 020 

34 JOMC 446 001,002 VARGAS 035 

35 JOMC 455 001 CROTHERS 020 

36 JOMC 456 001 BRINSON 016 

37 JOMC 459 001 LAUTERER 015 

38 JOMC 472 001 MCMAHAN 015 

39 JOMC 473 001 STAFF 020 

40 JOMC 475 001 HENNIK-KAMINSKY 035 

41 JOMC 480 001 DAVlSON 017 

42 JOMC 481 001 STEVENS 017 

43 JOMC 483 001 OLIVER 017 

44 JOMC 484 001 OLIVER 017 

45 JOMC 490 001 KAYYE 040 
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46 JOMC 490 002 RUEL 012 

47 JOMC 491 001 OLIVER 017 

48 JOMC 491 002 HUDGENS 015 

49 JOMC 491 003 CUADROS 020 

50 JOMC 491 006 THORNBURG 017 

51 JOMC 491 009 DILLMANCARPENTER 015 

52 JOMC 581 001 STAFF 017 

53 JOMC 582 001 STEVENS 017 

54 JOMC 583 001 KING 017 

55 JOMC 584 001 DAVISON 

56 JOMC 586 001 KING 017 

57 JOMC 704 001 DILLMANCARPENTER 015 

58 JOMC 742 001 FRIEDMAN 010 

59 JOMC 782 001 STAFF 017 

60 JOMC 826 001 CATES 009 



2 urses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDE 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 LING 100% ADOPTED 



2 have NOT submitted COURSE MATE 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 LTAM 101 001 STAFF 034 



2 t have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 MASC 057 001 SCOTTI 024 

6 MASC 441 001 CASTILLO 025 

7 MASC 460 001 WHITE 010 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 MATH 100% ADOPTED 



2 that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 MUSC 89 001 STAFF 024 

6 MUSC 89 002 FAUSER 024 

7 MUSC 110 001, 002 DUARTE 020 

8 MUSC 123 001 EVERS 020 

9 MUSC 132 001 BRACKETT 060 

10 MUSC 133 001, 002 WEISERT 065 

11 MUSC 142 001 FAUSER 120 

12 MUSC 143 001 STAFF 080 

13 MUSC 145 001 STAFF 296 

14 MUSC 166 001 ANDERSON 018 

15 MUSC 211 004 KLEBANOW 080 

16 MUSC 211 005 KLEBANOW 025 

17 MUSC 251 001 MACNEIL 120 

18 MUSC 253 001 STAFF 075 

19 MUSC 266 001 ANDERSON 018 

20 MUSC 286 001 KATZ 035 

21 MUSC 355 001 WEISERT 020 



2 :ourses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDEF 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 PHIL 100% ADOPTED 



2 ses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL OR 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 PLAN 247 001 COMBS/REISINGER 030 

6 PLAN 757 001 HOWARD/REISINGER 018 



2 rses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORE 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 POLl 058 001 MOSLEY 024 

6 POLl 063 001 CONOVER 024 

7 POLl 100 001 STIMSON 260 

8 POLl 100 003 YACOUB 045 

9 POLl 101 002 WOLF 045 

10 POLl 101 003 LOVETT 045 

11 POLl 130 003 LEVlNSON 030 

12 POLl 130 004 MUKHERJEE 045 

13 POLl 150 001 OATLEY 260 

14 POLl 150H 001 OATLEY 024 

15 POLl 208 001 MACKEUN 045 

16 POLl 209 001 CLUVERIUS 030 

17 POLl 215 001 SEARING 045 

18 POLl 238 001 MARTINEZ-GALLARDO 120 

19 POLl 239 001 DANFORTH 030 

20 POLl 239 002 KLIEDER 030 

21 POLl 252 001 MCKEOWN 043 

22 POLl 253 001 MCKEOWN 043 

23 POLl 260 001 JENKINS 045 

24 POLl 276 001 COOK 045 

25 POLl 400 001 SULLIVAN 030 

26 POLl 409 001 MACKEUN 030 

27 POLl 419 001 BENJAMIN 030 

28 POLl 433 001 MOROFF 030 

29 POLl 434 001 MARTINEZ-GALLARDO 030 

30 POLl 444 001 BAPAT 030 

31 POLl 457 001 ZEIGLER 030 

32 POLl 469 001 JENKINS 030 

33 POLl 490 001 SULLIVAN 030 

34 POLl 631 001 VACHUDOVA 025 

35 POLl 703 001 ROBERTS 020 

36 POLl 718 001 BAUMGARTNER 020 

37 POLl 729 001 CONOVER 020 

38 POLl 731 001 HUBER 020 

39 POLl 750 001 BAPAT 020 

40 POLl 777 001 BICKFORD 006 

41 POLl 813 001 STEPHENS 010 

42 POLl 813 002 CARSEY 022 

43 POLl 891 003 STIMSON 020 

44 POLl 891 004 MAXWELL 020 

45 POLl 891 005 REYNOLDS 020 



2 ;es that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL Olc 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 PLC¥ 210 002 CREEDON 025 

6 PLC¥ 220 001 HARDIN 080 

7 PLCY 326 001 JOHNSON/STEWART 045 

8 PLC¥ 361 001 CREEDON 040 

9 PLC¥ 698 002 



2 ses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL OR 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 PSYC 089 001 NEBLETT 024 

6 PSYC 230 002 PICKLESIMER 045 

7 PSYC 230H 001 HOPFINGER 024 

8 PSYC 245 003 HEALEY 035 

9 PSYC 260 003 KURTZ 045 

10 PSYC 260 005 CLARK 045 

11 PSYC 500 002 WlSS 035 

12 PSYC 501 001 WlSS 035 

13 PSYC 694H 001, 002 HOLLINS 050 

14 PSYC 708 001 THIELE 

15 PSYC 739 001 HOPFINGER 

16 PSYC 763 001 ORNSTEIN 012 

17 PSYC 781 001 CASTRO-SCHILO 020 

18 PSYC 817 002 KIRBY 003 

19 PSYC 870 001 FREDERICKSON 



2 that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 PUBA 396 001 BLANCHARD 010 

6 PUBA 710 001 JACOBSON 030 

7 PUBA 723 001 DEHART-DAVlS 030 

8 PUBA 725 002 MORSE 024 

9 PUBA 731 001 AFONSO 030 

10 PUBA 740 001 ROENIGK 025 

11 PUBA 746 001 STEPHENS 025 

12 PUBA 765 001 MILLONZI 015 



2 hat have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI~ 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 

6 PWAD 220 001 SCOTT 010 

7 PWAD 350 001 GRAY 034 

8 PWAD 467 001 SHERWOOD 012 

9 PWAD 469 001 STAFF 005 

10 PWAD 490 005 LEINBAUGH 025 



2 hat have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIA 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 JWST 512 001 STAFF 003 

6 

7 RELI 064 001 HAMMER 024 

8 RELI 089 001 LAMBERT 024 

9 RELI 104 001 EHRMAN 240 

10 RELI 140 001 OCHOA 240 

11 RELI 151 001 BAYNE 060 

12 RELI 163 001 ORR 035 

13 RELI 181 001 SAFI 100 

14 RELI 225 001 THORNTON 030 

15 RELI 239 001 HESS 036 

16 RELI 242 001 LOKENSGARD 030 

17 RELI 322 001 THORNTON 030 

18 RELI 342 001 GASKILL 025 

19 RELI 345 001 OCHOA 025 

20 RELI 480 001 HOTHAM 035 

21 RELI 540 001 THAYNE 035 

22 RELI 581 001 HAMMER 025 

23 RELI 602 001 LAMBERT 020 

24 RELI 707 001 EHRMAN 012 

25 RELI 720 001 OCHOA 015 

26 RELI 842 001 BAYNE 012 

27 RELI 881 001 SAFI 010 

28 RELI 890 056 LEVE 001 

29 RELI 890 060 SAFI 001 



1 

2 

6 

7 

8 

9 

i0 

ii 

12 

14 

16 

17 

18 

19 

2O 

21 

22 

2~ 

2~ 

26 

27 

28 

29 

~0 

~2 

I A I BI C D E 

I I 
Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDER! 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

ITAL 102 001-008 STAFF 152 

FREN 280 001 STAFF 030 

FREN 308 001 CAVER 020 

FREN 330 001 STAFF 024 

PORT i01 001-004 STAFF 076 

PORT 102 001-007 STAFF 133 

PORT 203 001, 002 STAFF 038 

PORT 204 001 STAFF 019 

PORT 275 001 RECTOR 035 

PORT 323 001 STAFF 020 

PORT 398 001 RECTOR 025 

PORT 401 001 STAFF 024 

PORT 402 001 STAFF 024 

ROML 100% ADOPTED 

SPAN 308 001 STAFF 020 

SPAN 326 001 MACK 022 

SPAN 335 001 MACK 022 

SPAN 345 001 GONZALEZ-ESPITIA 024 

SPAN 371 001 DOMINGUEZ 024 

SPAN 373 001 GONZALEZ-ESPITIA 024 

SPAN 383 001 DOMINGUEZ 024 

SPAN 415 001 HUESA OTEGI 022 

SPAN 750 001 GOMEZ-CASTELLANO 015 

SPAN 835 001 ESTRADA 015 



2 lat have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI~ 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 RUES 730 001 ROBERTSON 010 



2 ses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL OR[ 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 SOCI 069 001 GUO 024 

6 SOCI 089 001 SHANAHAN 024 

7 SOCI 089 002 PEREZ 024 

8 SOCI 101 001 HASNAIN 048 

9 SOCI 101 003 WELLS 048 

10 SOCI 121 001 COUTINHO 048 

11 SOCI 130 002, 003 HAGAN 096 

12 SOCI 131 001 GALLEGOS-LERMA 028 

13 SOCI 250 001 KADIVAR 048 

14 SOCI 252 002 PEREZ 048 

15 SOCI 411 001 ANDREWS 030 

16 SOCI 427 001 GOOD 028 

17 SOCI 468 001, 002 HARRIS 096 

18 SOCI 718 001 GUO 021 

19 SOCI 720 001 TYSON 021 

20 SOCI 950 001 KALLEBERG 021 

21 SOCI 970 001 BOLLEN 021 



2 ve NOT submitted COURSE M~ 

3 ~r NO TEXT NEEDED notificatio~ 

4 

5 STOR 496 004 Jl 005 



2 that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 WMST 200 001 FHUNSU 005 

6 WMST 230 001 PAGE 018 

7 WMST 232 001 PAGE 018 

8 WMST 237 001 BURRILL 025 

9 WMST 244H 001 STYERS 004 

10 WMST 263 001 ROSENTHAL 010 

11 WMST 265 001 MANN 005 

12 WMST 266 001 CALDWELL 010 

13 WMST 283 001 BURRILL 025 

14 WMST 290 001 PLEASANT 025 

15 WMST 355 001 FEDDERS 014 

16 WMST 368 001 BERGER 025 

17 WMST 415 001 FRIEDMAN OOS 

18 WMST 620 001 PERELMUTER 010 

19 WMST 851 001 STAFF OOS 



Guaranteed Buyback Program Spring 2014 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Current Participants 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

Chem 101: Fall 2011 through Spring 2014 

BROWN CHEMISTRY 978-0-321-69672-4 

Valid through December 2013 

Submitted by Professor Redinbo 

Chem 102: Fall 2011 through Spring 2014 

BROWN CHEMISTRY 978-0-321-69672-4 

Valid through December 2013 

Submitted by Professor Redinbo 

Linguistics 101: Fall 2010 through Spring 2014 

OGRADY CONTEMPORARY LINGUISTICS 978-0-312-55528-3 
Valid through December 2013 
Submitted by dept Chair Randall Hendrick 

Phys 104: Spring 2010 through Spring 2014 

Walker: PHYSICS 978-0-321-61111-6 

Valid through December 2013 

Submitted by Professor Alice Churukian 

Phys 105: Spring 2010 through Spring 2014 

Walker: PHYSICS 978-0-321-61111-6 

Valid through December 2013 

Submitted by Professor Alice Churukian 

6) Physics 116 Fall 2012 through Spring 2014 

Halliday: Fundamentals of Physics 978-0-470-46908-8 

Valid through December 2013 

Submitted by Professor Alice Churukian 

7) Physics 117 Fall 2012 through Spring 2014 

Halliday: Fundamentals of Physics 978-0-470-46908-8 

Valid through December 2013 

Submitted by Professor Alice Churukian 



8) Psychology 101: Fall 2011 through Spring 2014 

WEITEN PSYCHOLOGY:THEME & VARIATIONS BRIEF 978-0-495-90386-4 

Valid through December 2013 

Submitted by dept. Chair Donald T. Lysle 

In ongoing efforts to facilitate the Board of Governors textbook requirements for large introductory 

courses, we continue to encourage and accept textbook commitment forms from UNC Chapel Hill 

departments. Printable Guaranteed Buyback Forms are accessible on our store website 

www.store.unc.edu (Textbooks/Faculty/Guaranteed Buyback Program). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Andrews, Kim A. <kaandrew@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, October 21, 2013 1:54 PM 

Barger, David H <dbarger@unc.edu>; Bickford, Donna M <dbickford@unc.edu>; 
Blackburn, Dean <blackburn@unc.edu>; Blanchard, Bob <bob_blanchard@unc.edu>; 
Boudler, Laurie <boudler@unc.edu>; Brossman, Curt Alan <cbrossman@unc.edu>; 
Davenport, Helene Ann <helene_davenport@unc.edu>; Douglas, Linda Brown 
<linda_douglas@unc.edu>; Lindsey, Byron Anthony(Tony) 
<tony_lindsey@med.unc.edu>; Everett, Lewis M <lmeveret@email.unc.edu>; Figueroa, 
Angelica M <amfiguer@email.unc.edu>; Gustafson, Joann (2 
<joann_gustafson@unc.edu>; Hill, Monica <mihill@email.unc.edu>; Huppert, Sarah 
Andrews <Sarah_Andrews@unc.edu>; Kelley, John <kelleyj@email.unc.edu>; Kidd, 
Jeff <jeff.kidd@facilities.unc.edu>; Kollar, April <april_kollar@med.unc.edu>; 
Levinson, Sara <saralev@email.unc.edu>; Lewis, Faye T <flewis@email.unc.edu>; 
McKirahan, Matthew Thomas <mckirahan@sog.unc.edu>; Meyers, Kathryn 
<kmeyers@email.unc.edu>; Moore, Margaret Eilene 
<MARGARET_MOORE@unc.edu>; Panke, Stefanie <panke@sog.unc.edu>; Peterson, 
Stephanie B. <peterssb@email.unc.edu>; Pinelli, Nicole R. <nickipinelli@unc.edu>; 
Pruitt, Jennifer <jennifer~ruitt@unc.edu>; Reid, Allison <Allison_Reid@unc.edu>; 
Sauer, Beth H <bhsauer@email.unc.edu>; Saye, Terri O <tsaye@email.unc.edu>; 
Socola, Donna Marie <socola@email.unc.edu>; Sylvester, Susan R. 
<ssylvest@email.unc.edu>; Welty, Jeffrey B <welty@sog.unc.edu>; Wilkins, Emily 
Alice <Emily_Wilkins@unc.edu>; Wilkinson, Patti <pattiw@unc.edu>; Austin, Susan L 
<Austin@sog.unc.edu>; Barker, Michael <michael_barker@unc.edu>; Bryant, Kathy 
<kathy_bryant@unc.edu>; Davis, Christie Wynette <christie_davis@unc.edu>; Evarts, 
Lori A <lori_evarts@unc.edu>; Freeman, Mike <MJFREEMAN@aux- 
services.unc.edu>; Gist, Jacquelyn Michelle <JMGIST@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Holt, 
Ruthie <raholt@email.unc.edu>; Malone, Brenda Richardson 
<brenda malone@unc.edu>; Medford, Becky (2 <becky_medford@med.unc.edu>; 
Meinecke, Chris <meinecke@email.unc.edu>; Meredith (2uomo 
<Meredithcuomo@ncsecc.org>; Nickerson-Salter, (2herritta B <nickerc@unc.edu>; 
Nicklis, Ashley <anicklis@unc.edu>; Salyer, Sherry L <salyer@email.unc.edu> 

(2(2(2S Pledge Special-Employee Appreciation Day 

Hello Team Captains and Division Leaders- 

Thanks for all your support in getting the pledge special out to your employees. 

Due to you efforts UNC raised over 516,800 in one day! Way to go Tar Heels! 

To insure we are including everyone who gave Friday via paper pledge forms, please send me the names of your 

employees. We will collect the forms at Thursdays pick up. 

If you turned in your pledge forms at Employee Appreciation Day these employee have already been included for the 

drawing. 



Please send the list directly to me by 4:30 today. 

Kim Andrews 

Program & Events Coordinator 

Office of Human Resources 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

104 Airport Drive, Suite 1500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1045 

Phone: 919-962-6008 

Kim Andrews@unc.edu 

http://hr.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 3:09 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

AAAD 395 for spring 2014 

Dear Travis, 

Please add the following blurb to the description for AAAD 395-001 for spring 2014: 

This course is an undergraduate research seminar in African American and Diaspora studies. It covers of some of 
the outstanding artistic, literary, cultural, and political themes of the Harlem Renaissance. Students will learn to 
conduct research and write a research paper. Each student will develop a research proposal and write a term paper 
of between 20 and 25 pages that is based on original research and uses primary and secondary sources; students 
will be grouped according to the themes of their research and will present their findings to the class at the end of 
the semester in the form of roundtable discussions. 

And please add the following blurb to the description for AAAD 395-002 for spring 2014: 

This course is an undergraduate research seminar in African Studies, designed to develop and enrich 
students’ skills in interdisciplinary research methodology. Using the book The Craft of Research by 
Wayne C. Booth et al, we will try to understand the domestic, regional and international dimensions of 
political crisis in ten African countries: Central African Republic (CAR), Congo (DRC), C6te d’Ivoire, 
Egypt, Libya, Mali, Somalia, South Sudan, Sudan and Tunisia. Under the supervision of the instructor, 
each student will conduct research on one of these countries, make an oral presentation of her/his 
research to the class, and submit a paper based on this research at the end of semester. For a very useful 
introduction to conflict analysis, all students are also required to read the book UNPeacekeeping in 
Africa: From the Suez Crisis to the Sudan Conflicts by Adekeye Adebajo. 

Sincerely, 
Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 9:51 AM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

MURAP Program -- Summer Fellowship Opportunity 

FinalM urapStudentAnnoucement2014.doc 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please forward this announcement about the MURAP Program to your students, particularly students who are considering 

pursuing a Ph.D. 

Best, 

Kia 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: stgore~email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=65646425.f3e43c8d7b65e7a43c291cd78c74f9ca&n=T&l=aaad&o=33753258 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-33753258-65646425.f3 e43 c8d7b65 e7a43 c291 cd78c74f9ca~listserv.unc, edu 



Moore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program 
Announcement of Summer Student Fellowships 

May 25-July 31, 2014 

The Moore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program (MURAP) is a paid 
summer internship designed to foster the entrance of talented students from 
diverse backgrounds within the humanities, social sciences, and fine arts into 
graduate school and faculty positions in U.S. colleges and universities. More 
broadly, the program seeks to increase the presence of minorities and others 
who demonstrate a commitment to eradicating racial disparities in graduate 
school and eventually in academic ranks. The program serves the related 
goals of providing role models for all youth and structuring campus 
environments so that they will be more conducive to improved racial and 
ethnic relations. MURAP aims to achieve its mission by identifying and 
supporting students of great promise and helping them to become scholars 
of the highest distinction. 

Each summer, the program brings to the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill campus a cohort of 20 undergraduates (rising juniors and 
seniors) from colleges and universities in the U.S. for an intensive, ten-week 
research experience. With the guidance of a UNC faculty mentor with whom 
they will meet several times per week, students are expected to develop a 
20- to 25-page research project. In addition, all students must participate in 
the following components of the program: 1) a weekly 3-hour seminar where 
they will present and discuss their research with the entire cohort, 2) a GRE 
review course (2-hour sessions three times per week, with required 
assignments and tests), 3) three two-hour weekly workshops (Writing, 
Communication Skills, and Graduate Professional Development), 4) 
supplementary lectures, as scheduled, and a two-day academic conference 
on July 24-25. Also on the schedule are a Writing Clinic, available for four 
hours three times a week, and a variety of social events. 

Participants must submit to the MURAP administrative office by scheduled 
deadlines mentor-approved assignments related to their research papers 
(abstract, prospectus, first draft, final paper). Students who do not follow the 
guidelines of the program risk being dismissed and will forfeit any unpaid 



portion of their stipends. A sample calendar of required activities and 
deadlines is available on our website. 

For their participation in the program, student fellows will receive 1) a 
stipend of $3500 (students holding Mellon Mays Undergraduate Fellowships 
will receive the summer stipend from their home institutions instead), 2) an 
allowance for meals of $1500, 3) any required books, 4) a travel allowance 
up to $500 to cover the cost of transportation to and from Chapel Hill, and 5) 
on-campus housing. 

PLEASE NOTE: 

1) Dr. Debra Skinner, Associate Director of UNC’s Center for Genomics and 
Society (CGS) and Adjunct Professor of Anthropology, will fund and serve as 
mentor to one additional student whose proposed research project is related 
to the ethical, legal, or social issues involving genetic research. She would 
be glad to receive inquiries from students who would like to hear more about 
the types of projects that would meet these requirements. Students with 
backgrounds in sociology, anthropology or philosophy would be strong 
candidates. For more information on research projects that would be 
relevant, please go to the CGS website 
(http: //.qenomics.unc.edu/.qenomicsandsociety), or contact Dr. Skinner 
(debra.skinner@unc.edu). 

2) Rising seniors applying to MURAP should consider applying 
simultaneouslyto the Institute for Recruitment of Teachers (IRT), as their 
deadline for application is usually April 1. If selected for both our program 
and theirs, students will be allowed to join IRT’s Associate Program only. 
Through it participants will receive 1) valuable assistance and counseling 
during the graduate school application process, 2) fee-waivers when 
applying to consortium schools, and 3) help advocating for sufficient funding 
for advanced study. For more information consult 
http: / / www.andover.edu / SummerSessionOutreach / I FROTeachers / Pa.qes / d 
efault.aspx. 

Applying to MURAP 
APPLICA TION DEADLINE: February 7, 2014 

Program applicants should be mindful that MURAP offers an intensive 
research experience that requires a substantial commitment of time, 
intellectual resources and effort. Therefore, students may not be employed or 



take classes while enrolled in the program and must remain in Chapel Hill 
during the ten weeks. Weekend travel is discouraged but may be permitted 
on occasion with approval from mentor and Director. Student fellows are 
selected based on a variety of factors that may include: 

¯ Academic promise 
¯ Serious intent to attain the PhD (as opposed to a 

professional degree) and become a college professor in one 
of our targeted fields 

¯ Clarity and quality of statement of research interests (must 
describe intelligently, concisely and informatively one or 
more possible lines of investigation for the summer project 
and demonstrate your suitability to undertake it) 

¯ Availability of an appropriate mentor 
¯ Demonstrated commitment to increasing opportunities for 

underrepresented minorities 
¯ Strength of faculty recommendations 
¯ Class standing (all things being equal, seniors are normally 

given preference) 
¯ Ability to partake in all required program components 

Applicants must be U.S. citizens or permanent residents, must have 
completed at least four semesters of undergraduate study, and must have at 
least one semester (or a minimum of 12 credit hours) of undergraduate work 
remaining when they enter MURAP. 

To apply to the program please see the instructions found on MURAP’s 
website murap.unc.edu beginning on November 4, 2013. For questions 
please contact Ms. Marissa Garcia, Program Coordinator, at murap@unc.edu. 



CALL FOR PAPERS 

Shifting Boundaries and New Frontiers: Multidisciplinary Perspectives on Africa 

Boston University’s Graduate Student Conference in African Studies will be celebrating its 
22nd consecutive event. This year’s conference will feature the work of emerging graduate 

scholars engaging Africa from an array of disciplines. 

The 2014 conference will be held at Boston University, March 28-29. The application 
deadline will be January 10, 2014. 

We invite rigorous graduate student papers that examine Africa’s past, present and future, 
exhibit methodological innovation, or yield fresh interpretative insights. 

Participation is commonly drawn from across the academic spectrum: Anthropology, Art 

History, Cultural Studies, Economics, Ecology and Environment, Geography, Global Health, 
History, International Relations, Law, Literature, Media Studies, Musicology, Policy, Political 

Science, Religion, and Sociology. 

For twenty-one years, masters and doctoral students from across North America have 
made this conference a valuable opportunity to expand peer-to-peer academic networks 

and present ongoing research. 

A $25 conference fee is payable upon on-site registration on March 21~th. 

To Apply 

Submit a 500-word abstract describing your paper’s topic, methods, and argument with a 
title for your presentation by January 10, 2013. Abstracts may be submitted to the email 

address below along with a short biography describing your academic affiliation, field of 
study, and standing within your program. 

More information can be found at the following URL: 

http: !!www.bu.e du/africa/forstudents!graduate!annual-graduate-conference! 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 11:39 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Summer Scheduling Tip 

Hi, 
Just a reminder that if you schedule a "new" course (one that didn’t roll) in a summer term, make sure you change the 
Session Code from A to SS1, SS2 or SSM (or other and you know who you are!) 
Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto:scheduling office@listserv.unc.edu 
re~istrar.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-33754229-34472124.d27a5a94fl 81 lefe2b0159ed79e86e7e~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

timsupport@unc.edu 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 12:25 PM 

tim_administrators@listserv.unc.edu 

[tim_administrators] Upcoming Training for TIM Administrators 

New TIM Administrator Class.pdf; TIM Administrator Advanced Workshop.pdf 

To: TIM Administrators 
From: TIM Support 
Date: October 22, 2013 
Subject: Upcoming Training for TIM Administrators 

New TIM Administrator Training Class 

Please review the attached document, "New TIM Administrator Class," for information about the upcoming New TIM 
Administrator Training Class. It will be held from I:00PM - 5:00PM on Thursday, November 21, 2013. This class is 
mandatory for new TIM Administrators. The link to the training registration website is provided in the attached document. 

TIM Administrator Advanced Workshop 

Please review the attached document, "TIM Administrator Advanced Workshop," for information about the upcoming TIM 
Administrator Advanced Workshop. The workshop will be held from I:00PM - 4:30PM on Thursday, October 31, 2013. 
Please note that this course has prerequisites for attendance. Attendees must have completed the New TIM Administrator 
Training Class and have been serving as a TIM Administrator for at least 2 months. The link to the training registration 
website is provided in the attached document. 



New TIM Administrator Training -Leave and Timekeeping (Part 1&2) 

Description: Time Information Management (TIM) provides tools to help you carefully track worked 

and non-worked hours to ensure your employees are compensated appropriately. In this class you 

will learn how to: 

¯ Navigate the TIM System 

¯ Use Online Help 

¯ Maintain Accrual Balances 

¯ Identify and Enter Appropriate Pay Codes 

¯ Generate and Print Reports 

¯ Manage EmployeeTimecards 

¯ Perform Signoff 

¯ Manage Comp Time and Overtime 

¯ Enter Historical Edits 

Prerequisites: 
¯ ONYEN and Password 
¯ Submitted and been approved as TIM Administrator. See TIM website for request form, 

http://tinyurl.corn!6879si5 

Please review all TIM Audit information on the TIM Administrator updates. Also review the TIM 
Announcements for the most up to date TIM information. 

Important Information: 
¯ Attendance is Mandatory 

¯ It is recommended that TIM Administrators have a detailed understanding of the UNC-CH Wage 

Hour and Leave Policies for SPA Non-Exempt employees. These policies are located on the HR 

website, 

¯ Wage Hour- http://hr.unc.edu/policies-procedures-svstems/spa-emplovee-policies/wage-hour/ 

¯ Leave- http://hr.unc.edu/p~licies-pr~cedures-systems/spa-emp~~yee-p~licies/~eave-and-h~~idavs/ 

You may wish to print the most current TIM Administrator Manual and bring it to class. 

¯ Part 1 http://www.unc.edu/finance/fd/cipr/tim/docs/tim manual partl.pdf 

¯ Part 2 http://www.unc.edu/finance/fd/c/pr/tim/docs/tim manual part2.pdf 

¯ If you have never used TIM before or you are unsure about how employees interact with TIM, 

please watch the Employee CBTs at http://finance.unc.edu/training/#tim 

Next Class: 

Location: AOB Building 104 Airport Drive, Room 3101 

Date: Thursday, November 21, 2013 

Hours: l:00pm - 5:00pm 

Training Registration Web Page: 

https://apps.research.unc.edu/events/index.cfm 



TIM Administrator Advanced Workshop- NEW! 

Description: Advanced TIM Administrator actions in TIM will be reviewed. We will 

discuss recent TIM announcements and other time-sensitive information. There will also 
be time for a Q&A session. Some of the subjects to be discussed include: 

¯ How to Find TIM Information and Help 
¯ Ensuring Timely Payment 
¯ TIM Audit Information 
¯ TIM Reports 
¯ Comp Time and Overtime 
¯ Historical Edits 
¯ Adverse Weather 

Prerequisites for registration: 
¯ Have been working as a TIM Administrator in TIM for at least 2 months 

AND 
¯ Have attended the New TIM Administrator Training Class 

¯ You may also attend the class if you have been an active TIM Administrator 
for more than three years 

Next Workshop: 
Location: AOB Building, 104 Airport Drive, Room 3101 (training room) 
Date: Thursday, October 31 st, 2013 
Time: 1:00-4:30 pm 

Training Registration Web Page: 
htt ps://a pps. resea rch. u nc.ed u/eve nts/i ndex.cfm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 12:33 PM 

The Sangam mailing list <sangam@listserv.unc.edu> 
[sangam] Sangam Update! 

Sang m 
A weekly update ot~news and events provided by Sangam 

Saagam Links 

Sangam Homep~ 

Sang_am CNendar 

Sangam Photos 

Diaspora 

Mahatma Gandhi 

Fe~owshi£ 

Tuesday, October 22nd, 2013 

Brought to you by Sangam, the South Asian Awareness 

Organization at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

*Note: Due to the changes on Webmail, you will need to click show 

images.* 

Upcoming Sangam Events/News... 

1. Aa] Na Dhamaka 
2. Aaj Naa Dhamaka Afteroparty 
3. Sangam Book Drive 

Other Upcoming Campus Events/News... 

GenerN E~ectric "Bui~d your Brand" Presentation 

Faculty Life at ~T 
Triangle Garba 

UPCOMING SANGAM EVENTS/NEWS 

As] Ka Dhamaka 

COME EXPERIENCE A DANCE COMPETITION LIKE NO OTHER! UNC Sangam Presents the 
15th anniversary of Aaj Ka Dhamaka! 
The following nine teams will be traveling to Chapel Hill for their chance to win AKD 2013: 
Raas: GT Ramblin’ Raas / Columbia Raas / HooRaas Uva Fusion: NCSU Nazaare / Maryland 
Dhoom / PENN DHAMAKA Bhangra: VCU Bhangra / Duke Dhamaka / RU Bhangra Exhibition 
Teams: UNC Chapel Hill Chalkaa and Tar Heel Raas 
Aaj Ka Dhamaka (AKD) is the annual dance competition held by UNC Sangam, a South 
Asian Awareness Organization. The dance competition serves as the largest annual 
fundraiser for the Mahatma Gandhi Fellowship (MGF), which provides students the 
opportunity to see through a civil service project that will benefit the greater South Asian 
community, abroad or locally. Please visit mgf.uncsangam.org for more information on the 
Mahatma Gandhi Fellowship. 
OFFICIAL AAJ KA DHAMAKA 2013 SPECIAL GUEST PERFORMER: CULTURE SHOCK 

SEE YOU THERE! 
Aa] Kal Dl~ama~a AfteroparW 

UNC Sangam presents the Official Aaj Ka Dhamaka 2013 Afterparty! 

The Official AKD 2013 Afterparty D3 will be the one, the only, D3 RANG, Rang is the top D.] 



of the Triangle area! 

YOU WILL NOT WANT TO MISS THIS PARTY SO MAKE YOUR PLANS TO COME NOW! 
Location: Touch Ultra Lounge in Norrisville 108 Factory Shops Rd. Morrisville, NC 27560 
Doors open at 10:00 p.m. Drinks until 2:00 a.m. Doors close at 3:00 a.m. 
18 to dip 21 to sip! 
Shuttle Information to come. 

Sangam Book Drive 

UNC Hospital’s is having their 5th Book Drive for Pediatric 
Cancer Patients at UNC and we’ve decided to help! They are 
looking for books or board books displaying different cultural 
backgrounds, HOWEVER, any books will be appreciated! 
Sangam will have a table in the pit from NOVEMBER 11 to 
NOVEMBER 15, so please be sure to stop by with books and 
tell your friends about it as well! If you have any books back 
home that you would like to donate, be sure to bring them back 
with you when you return from Fall Break! 

OTHER UPCOMING CAMPUS EVENTS/NEWS 

Genera~ E~ectric °°Build your Brand°° Presentation 

GE leaders are easy to recognize - you’ll find them at every level of 

the company. To help build these leaders, GE offers a variety 

ofleadership development programs, internships, and co-ops that 

cater to individual career paths. 

Let GE invest in helping you grow both personally and professionally. 

You are invited to "Building your Brand" with UNC Alumnus Brian 

Worrell, VP Corporate FP&A.. Find the path that is right for you! 

October 24th, 5:00-6:00 PM 

Koury Auditorium, Kenan-Flagler Business School 

We hope you can join us! 

Faculty Life at ~T 

The delegation from liT Bombay will conduct an information session 

about liT and faculty life there. They will discuss current research 

projects, campus life, departmental activities, etc. The presentation 

will be geared towards students who are curious about returning to 

India and taking up academic jobs there, and the delegates will 

discuss the recruitment process for new faculty as well as 

compensation packages offered. Pizza will be provided!! 

Organizer: Kamesh Munagala, Associate Professor of Computer 

Science, Duke 

Time: Oct 22 (Tuesday), 5 - 7pm 

Place: 2231 French Science Building, Duke University 

Speakers: Prof. Hari S Pandalai, Deputy Director (Finance and 

External Affairs) & Professor of Earth Sciences, liT Bombay. 

ProfPrasanna Mujumdar, Dean (Research&Development)& 

Professor of Aerospace Engineering, liT Bombay. 

For UNC students: 

The Robertson Express bus between Duke and UNC drops you off in 

front of Duke Chapel. The French Science building is a short walk 

from there. 

http://robertsonschola rs.org/robertson-express-bus/ 



Duke Diya and DBS Raas along with NC Ektaa and UNC Sangam 

present... 

TRIANGLE GAR A!! 

When: 9pm October 25 

Where: Devil’s Den at Duke University 

Who: ANYONE and EVERYONE who wants to dance the night away 

with a Gujrati Garba twist! 

Brought to you by your 2013-2014 Publicity Chairs 

@live.unc.edu 

@gmail.com 

If you would like for your upcomin8 event to be included in UNC 

Sansam’s weekly update, please send us your event’s details by 2:00 

p,m, each Wednesday. Thank you! 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
sangam as: <a href="mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank 
<br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-33754777-5074380.c5e653cd3a59768d3c33b9c7ea3I’762 
f@listserv.unc, edu">leave-33754777-5074380, c5 e653 cd3 a59768d3 c33b9c7ea3 i’762f@listserv.unc, edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CCCS <cccs@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 2:37 PM 

Andrews, Kim A. <kaandrew@email.unc.edu> 

CCCS Week 4 Results 

Keep up the great work! 

Thanks to all of you who have already shown your support and 

given to the 2013 Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares charitable 

giving campaign. Week 3 results are in and UNC- Chapel Hill has 

raised 

~ 276,159!!! Still behind NC State but closing the gap. 

Winners of the Oct 18th Pledge Special-Employee Appreciation Day- UNC Raised over 17,000 on this one 

day! 

1-Melinda Bakken- UNC One Card: 50 Gift card to Capital City Chop House 

2-Todd Mckamb- Carolina Union: (4 tickets - 2013 Carolina Football game vs. Boston College on October 26, 

2013 

3-Bryan Milosky - Office of the CIO: 2-Tickets to the 2013-2014 Men’s Basketball game vs. TEXAS. The game is 

to be played at the Dean E. Smith Center on Wednesday, December 18, 2013 at 7:00pm. 

Please have the employee contact Kim Andrews at 919-962-6008 or email kim_andrews@unc.edu to receive 

their winnings. Please note the Football tickets are for this weekend. 

Top Giving Departments-Monetary Donations 
I. Kenan-Flagler Business School - $23, 995 

2. CIO- Information Technology-S10,244 

3. Religious Studies - $9,000. 

4. FPG- Child Development Inst- $7,693 

School Of Government-$ 6,721 

Percentage in Giving By Division:- Who will be the first Division to reach 30%? 

2013 2013 2013 % 

Division Donors Employees Participation 

SCH BUS 75 298 25% 

VC ADVANCEMENT 35 146 24% 

CHANCELLOR 14 69 20% 

SCHOOL OF INFO & LIBR SCIENCE 8 50 16% 

VC HUMAN RESOURCES 12 81 15% 

PROVOST 42 343 12% 

SCH SOCIAL WORK 15 132 11% 

SCHOOL OF LAW 13 126 10% 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 13 139 9% 



VC STUDENT AFF 

SCH DENTISTRY 

CIO 

VC FIN 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 

LIBRARIES 

A&S 

SCH PUB HLTH 

SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM/MASS COMMUNICATION 

VC RESEARCH 

SCH EDUCATION 

SCH MEDICINE 

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 

ATH LETICS 

GRADUATE SCHOOL 

23 

25 

23 

8 

9 

15 

75 

25 

3 

24 

2 

76 

4 

4 

0 

284 
371 
357 
140 
164 
300 

1525 
603 
85 

978 
97 

3928 
212 
446 
24 

8% 

7% 

6% 

6% 

5% 

5% 

5% 

4% 

4% 

2% 

2% 

2% 

2% 

1% 

0% 

Prize Winners: 

Employees who have contributed to the 2013 campaign are eligible for weekly Carolina Cares prize drawings. 

Remember, the earlier you contribute, the more prize drawings you are eligible for - if you gave but don’t see your 

name below, you still have four chances to win! 

Winners Week 3: Congratulations to the following campaign contributors 

Leslie J. Quattlebaum 

Diana Knechtel 

Gary M. Tinker 

Marcia Leigh Van Riper 

Karl E. Umble 

VC STUDENT AFF - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

VC RESEARCH - FPG CHILD DEVELOP INST 

VC ADVANCEMENT - UNIV ADVANCEMENT 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 

SCH PUB HLTH - NC INST FOR PUBLIC HEALTH 

Division Leaders or Dept. Team Captains please inform your employee that they are a winner of the weekly prize 

drawing. To claim prizes contact Ruth Holt in Benefits Services! 

Drop-Off locations: 

http ://ca roli n a ca res. u n c. ed u/tea m -ca ptain-reso u rces/d o n ati o n-d ro p-off-I ocatio n s/ 

Please be sure all forms are submitted to one of the sites listed below before 11am on Thursdays! 

Please note the Wilson Library drop off has been replaced with the UNC OneCard Office. 

Important General Reminders: 

Be sure to complete a report form with your paper pledges. This report must be submitted along with your other forms 

at the Thursday drop-off sites. Online ePledge information does not need to be recorded on a paper form. Please note 

that all attached forms are accessible on http://carolinacares.unc.edu/team-captain-resources/campaign-materials/ 

¯ Please make sure fill out a separate report form for each of your departments. Do not group/roll up your 

departments on the same report form. Departments will not receive the proper credit towards their 30% 

participation if submitted in this format. 

Reminder: Please remind your employees to give through ePledge, http://carolinacares.unc.edu/ 



Do Not to give on the SECC website. If you have an employee who gives on the SECC website a credit card confirmation 

will need to be submitted on a paper pledge form. If you have questions please contact Kim Andrews- 

Kim_Andrews@unc.edu 

Please note that there is a two week lag time to process paper pledges. Employees who submit paper pledges will 
continue to receive campus ePledge emails for a short period until form is processed. We apologize for any 

inconvenience. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Andrews, Kim A. <kaandrew@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 2:55 PM 

Andrews, Kim A. <kaandrew@email.unc.edu> 

FW: CCCS Week 4 Results with Attachments 

Week 3.xlsx; Reports By Divisions.zip 

Hello all- So sorry, I forgot to attached the reports! 

Forgive me. I have not yet recouped from coordinating Employee Appreciation Day! 

Kim Andrews 

Program & Events Coordinator 

Office of Human Resources 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

104 Airport Drive, Suite 1500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1045 

Phone: 919-962-6008 

Kim Andrews@unc.edu 

http://hr.unc.edu 

From: CCCS 
Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 2:37 PM 
To: Kim Andrews 
Subject: CCCS Week 4 Results 

Keep up the great work! 

Thanks to all of you who have already shown your support and 

given to the 2013 Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares charitable 

giving campaign. Week 3 results are in and UNC- Chapel Hill has 

raised 

~; 276,159!!! Still behind NC State but closing the gap. 

Winners of the Oct 18th Pledge Special-Employee Appreciation Day- UNC Raised over 17,000 on this one 
day! 

1-Melinda Bakken- UNC One Card: 50 Gift card to Capital City Chop House 

2-Todd McLamb- Carolina Union: (4 tickets - 2013 Carolina Football game vs. Boston College on October 26, 

2013 

3-Bryan Milosky - Office of the CIO: 2-Tickets to the 2013-2014 Men’s Basketball game vs. TEXAS. The game is 

to be played at the Dean E. Smith Center on Wednesday, December 18, 2013 at 7:00pm. 



Please have the employee contact Kim Andrews at 919-962-6008 or email kim andrews@unc.edu to receive 
their winnings. Please note the Football tickets are for this weekend. 

Top Giving Departments-Monetary Donations 
1. Kenan-Flagler Business School - $23, 995 

2. CIO- Information Technology-~10,244 

3. Religious Studies - ~9,000. 

4. FPG- Child Development Inst- ~7,693 

School Of Government-$ 6,721 

Percentage in Giving By Division:- Who will be the first Division to reach 30%? 

2013 2013 2013 % 

Division Donors Employees Participation 

SCH BUS 75 298 25% 

VC ADVANCEMENT 35 146 24% 

CHANCELLOR 14 69 20% 

SCHOOL OF INFO & LIBR SCIENCE 8 50 16% 

VC HUMAN RESOURCES 12 81 15% 

PROVOST 42 343 12% 

SCH SOCIAL WORK 15 132 11% 

SCHOOL OF LAW 13 126 10% 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 13 139 9% 

VC STUDENT AFF 23 284 8% 

SCH DENTISTRY 25 371 7% 

CIO 23 357 6% 

VC FIN 8 140 6% 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 9 164 5% 

LIBRARIES 15 300 5% 

A&S 75 1525 5% 

SCH PUB HLTH 25 603 4% 

SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM/MASS COMMUNICATION 3 85 4% 

VC RESEARCH 24 978 2% 

SCH EDUCATION 2 97 2% 

SCH MEDICINE 76 3928 2% 

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 4 212 2% 

ATH LETICS 4 446 1% 

GRADUATE SCHOOL 0 24 0% 

Prize Winners: 
Employees who have contributed to the 2013 campaign are eligible for weekly Carolina Cares prize drawings. 



Remember, the earlier you contribute, the more prize drawings you are eligible for - if you gave but don’t see your 

name below, you still have four chances to win! 

Winners Week 3: Congratulations to the following campaign contributors 

Leslie J. Quattlebaum 

Diana Knechtel 

Gary M. Tinker 

Marcia Leigh Van Riper 

Karl E. Umble 

VC STUDENT AFF - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

VC RESEARCH - FPG CHILD DEVELOP INST 

VC ADVANCEMENT - UNIV ADVANCEMENT 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 

SCH PUB HLTH - NC INST FOR PUBLIC HEALTH 

Division Leaders or Dept. Team Captains please inform your employee that they are a winner of the weekly prize 

drawing. To claim prizes contact Ruth Holt in Benefits .Services! 

~)rop-Off locations: 

http ://ca roli n a ca res. u n c. ed u/tea m -ca ptain-reso u rces/d o n ati o n-d ro p-off-I ocatio n s/ 

Please be sure all forms are submitted to one of the sites listed below before 11am on Thursdays! 

Please note the Wilson Library drop off has been replaced with the UNC OneCard Office. 

Important General Reminders: 

Be sure to complete a report form with your paper pledges. This report must be submitted along with your other forms 

at the Thursday drop-off sites. Online ePledge information does not need to be recorded on a paper form. Please note 

that all attached forms are accessible on http://carolinacares.unc.edu/team-captain-resources/campaign-materials/ 

¯ Please make sure fill out a separate report form for each of your departments. Do not group/roll up your 

departments on the same report form. Departments will not receive the proper credit towards their 30% 

participation if submitted in this format. 

Reminder: Please remind your employees to give through ePledge, http://carolinacares.unc.edu/ 

Do Not to give on the SECC website. If you have an employee who gives on the SECC website a credit card confirmation 

will need to be submitted on a paper pledge form. If you have questions please contact Kim Andrews- 

Kim Andrews@unc.edu 

Please note that there is a two week lag time to process paper pledges. Employees who submit paper pledges will 

continue to receive campus ePledge emails for a short period until form is processed. We apologize for any 

inconvenience. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, October 22, 2013 3:06 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
I need your help with the workload report 

Accounting Technician 

929-962-4854 

Mo 8-5; T 1-5; W 8-I~ T 1-5; F8-5 

African, Af~can American & Diaspora Studies 

919-966-1295 

To 8-12; Wo 1-5; T. 8-12 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, October 22, 2013 4:35 PM 
accountsreceivable@panerabread, com 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Statement of Account #148387 
S TATEMENT_ 148387.pdf 

Please see attachment 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 4:34 PM 
To: accountsreceivable@panerabread.com 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Statement of Account #148387 

Good afternoon 

Please submit copy of the invoices. 

Thank you, 

Sonia Colon 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 2:21 PM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: FW: Statement of Account #148387 

From: Accounts Receivable [mailto:AccountsReceivable@panerabread.com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 17, 2013 2:23 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Statement of Account #148387 

Attached is a copy of the current statement for your Account # 148387 with either Panera Bread or Paradise 

Bakery. This is not an invoice, but rather a listing of open invoices on your account. All corresponding invoices 

were emailed to the address you provided via our electronic invoicing system. If you need any invoice copies 

please send your requests to accountsreceivable@panerabread.com. Thanks! 



Panera LLC 

3630 S. Geyer Road, Suite 100 

Sunset Hills, MO 63127 

Phone 314-984-3435 

Fax 314-677-3810 

accountsreceivable@p anerabread.com DATE 10/17/2013 
CUSTOMER ID 148387 

UNC AFRICAN STUDIES; TRAVIS 

109 Battle Hall 

Campus Box 3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

LOCI(BOX REMIT TO: Accounts Receivable 

Panera, LLC 

P.O. Box 504888 

St. Louis, MO 63150-4888 

Please reference your invoice number on the check remittance and send the payment to the lockbox address to ensure 

your account is promptly updated. 

8/21/2013 

9/11/2013 

INVOICE SUMMARY 

9/20/2013 

10/11/2013 
60164602691 $71.06 

60164602902 $166.85 

TOTAL AMOUNTDUE 

$71.06 601646 

$166.85 601646 

$237.91 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hirth, Garrett Michael <gmh@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 4:44 PM 

Carolina Course Evaluations Fall 2013 Course Selection 

Department coordinators are now able to select courses to be evaluated and edit Instructor data for Fall 2013. 

Visit the course evaluation website at: 

http://oira.u nc.edu/institutional-effectiveness/carolina-cou rse-evaluations-online/ 

Look for the blue button on the right side of the screen labeled: "Returning Department Coordinator Login". Click, and 

when prompted, enter your ONYEN and password to get to the instructions for selecting your courses. If your ONYEN 

is rejected or if you have any questions about the process, contact oira_cce@unc.edu or 962-1500 for assistance. 

Please be sure to verify that you have access to all the course subjects that your department administers. If you need 

access to a new or modified subject code, please let me know, and I will update your access. 

A complete schedule for Fall 2013 Carolina Course Evaluations is available at: 

http ://o ira. u n c. e d u/i n st it u ti o n a l-effect ive n e ss/ca roli n a-co u rse-evalu at i o n s-o n li n e/fall-2013-co u rse-evalu at i o n- 

schedule/ 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Garrett 

Garrett Hirth 

Institutional Research and Assessment 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-1500 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Edwards, Deborah W <dedwards@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 6:07 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Gitterman, Daniel P <danielg@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N 
<eunice@email.unc.edu>; Creedon, Mary Leigh <llmary@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis 
<stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: State Health Plan and NCFlex Annual Enrollment Reminder 

Sonia, 
Please forward the message below to faculty in Public Policy and AAAD. 

Thank you, 
Debbie 

From: Textor, Laurie J 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 12:37 PM 
To: CAS_as Mgrs 
Cc: CAS_as DDD 
Subject: FW: State Health Plan and NCFIex Annual Enrollment Reminder 

This message is being sent to all department managers, with a copy to the Deans, Department Chairs and Directors in the 

College of Arts and Sciences. 

Please send this note to all employees in your units eligible for benefits enrollment. Thank you! 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Office of Human Resources 

We are more than halfway through this year’s annual enrollment period. With a little over a week to go, I wanted to send 

a reminder to all employees to complete their enrollment if they have not already done so. The enrollment window ends 

on Thursday, Oct. 31. 

The University’s log in site is https://unc.hrintouch.com and requires you to log in with your Onyen and password. The 

enrollment period includes the opportunity to make changes to your NCFIex plans, as well as electing your 2014 health 
insurance option. If enrollment assistance is needed, please call 855-859-0966. 

The Benefits Office will have the AOB computer lab open from Monday, Oct. 28, through Thursday, Oct. 31, from 9 a.m. 

to 4:30 p.m. Employees can stop by and ask any last-minute questions or use a computer to complete their enrollment. 

As we’ve communicated, all employees will be defaulted to the Basic 70/30 health plan, and will need to make an election 

into the Enhanced 80/20 plan or Consumer-Driven Health Plan. To receive the premium credits, employees must 

complete the wellness initiatives - health assessment, designating a Primary Care Provider, and tobacco attestation. 

Instructions and plan details can be found on the 2013 Annual Enrollment link at http://hr.unc.edu/benefits/2013- 

benefits-enrollment/. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <cgi@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 9:09 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Want to Study Foreign Language? Apply for a FLAS! 

CGI EVENTS + RESOURCES 
Passpo~ to GO! Award 

October 24, 2013 

Application Deadline: Wednesday, October 30, 5:00 PM 
This award provides funding for 50 first-year or new transfer students to obtain their first US Passport. 
Click here for more information. 

Global Music Show 
Wednesday, October 30 
9:00-10:00 PM 
WXYC 89.3 FM 
or ~ive stream 
at www.wxvc.orq 

Many Americans continue to 
view renewable energy as "a 
boutique product, cool but 
otherworldly," as New York 
Times writer Rosenthal has put 
it. But some European countries 
are aggressively pursuing a 

NEWSTORIES 

UNC Senior 
Travels to 

Zambia on 
International 
InternshN Award 
Last summer, 
travelled to Zambia to work in 
youth counseling, 
unemployment help, and 
assistance for single mothers 
with a CGI International 



switch to solar, wind power, and 
other renewable sources. Germany for example now produces more 
than 20% of its electricity using renewable sources. This month’s guest 
is Sara Peach, who traveled to Germany and Denmark this summer to 
study how Europeans are transitioning to renewable energy. She 
shares the lessons she learned adn how they could apply in the United 
States. Sara Peach is a lecturer with the School of Joumafism and 
Mass Communication. 

The Global Music Show is a monthly radio program in collaboration 
with WXYC 89.3 FM and The Area Studies Centers that intersperses 
world regional music with dialogue shared by relevant expert guests 
scholars from UNC Chapel Hill. 

FLAS Info Sessions 
Interested in studying a foreign language? Consider applying for a 
FLAS (Foreign Language & Area Studies Fellowship), These 
fellowships fund the study of Less Commonly Taught Languages and 
area studies coursework, It provides academic year and summer 
fellowships to assist graduate students and advanced undergraduates 
in foreign language and area studies, 

Interested candidates are advised to attend one of the following 
information sessions. 

Wednesday, November 6, l:00-2:00pm, Halls of Fame Room 
in Carroll Hall 
Tuesday, November 12, 11:00am-12:00pm, Room 3009 in the 
Global Education Center 
Wednesday, November 13, 3:00-4:00pm, Room 3009 in the 
Global Education Center 
Tuesday, November 19, 12:00-1:00pm, Room 4082, School of 
Law 
Thursday, December 5, 11:00am-12:00pm, Room 3009 in the 
Global Education Center 

international Coffee Hour 

Internship Award. Get the full 
story here. 

Conference 
Presentation Awards 
These awards offer modest 
support to faculty and staff who 
are presenting important 
scholarly work at major 
conferences abroad. 

Faculty Workin# 
Groups 
These groups meet regularly to 
critique scholarly works, host 
visiting speakers, organize 
conferences, develop grant 
proposals, and embed research 
into the curriculum. 

Matchin# Funds 
Limited funds are available for 
globally-themed projects that 
deepen knowledge and 
understanding of our complex 
world. Projects must already 
have a financial commitment 
from another UNC unit. 

Student Learninq 
Circles 
These circles receive funding for 
an academic year to support 
activities such as speaker 
series, brown bag lunches, 
workshops, publications, film 
screenings, and service-learning 
projects. 

Wednesday, November 6, 5:00 o 6:00 PM 
EspressOasis (coffee shop}, FedEx GEC 
Join us for a monthly social hour to bring together international UNC 
community members and students excited about international 
engagement. Chat about opportunities and challenges on campus. 
Meet staff from the hosting offices with great resources to share. This 
month’s host is the the Writing Center and the Graduate and 
Professional School Federation. 

Global Projects Showcase 

RESOURCES 

See Funded Proiects 
You can view a complete list of 
funding recipients and 
abstracts in our awardee 
directories. 

International 
Internship Database 
Add your experiences and 
glean from others’ in this online 
resource for UNC students by 
UNC students with feedback 
on completed internship 
experiences. 

Faculty international 
ExpeRise Database 
Access over 800 bios of UNC 
faculty members with global 
interests. It’s a great resource 
for students when planning 
your own global engagement 



projects! 

Friday, November 8 
12:00- 1:00 PM 
Room 3009, FedEx Global Education Center 
Want to travel next summer? Need funding for your global project? 
Come enjoy a showcase of students’ research, experiences and travel 
stories from a variety of fields and global destinations, Learn more 
about past international summer projects the Center for Global 
Initiatives has funded from the students themselves, Lunch will be 
provided, 

MEDIA 
Watch Videos by CGI 
and Awardees 

Ekaterina Turta, Graduate Slavic Language and 

Literatures, "Alec Brown’s Unpublished Translations of 

Remizov’s works" in Birmingham, UK 

Marta Mu~awa, Ph.D Public Health: Health Behavior and 

Health Education, "Exploring Influences of Social Context on 

Sexual Behavior among Tanzanian Men" in Tanzania 

David Bockino, Ph.D Journalism and Mass 

Communications, "Dream Job: A Multinational Comparative 

Analysis of J=School Graduates" in India 

Amy PateL Graduate Public Health: Health Behavior and 

Health Education, "How Migration can Affect Healing Practices" 

in Mexico 

Listen to the Global 
Music Show 

Carolina for Kibera Peacock Fellowship Info Sessions 
We Want You! 
Carolina for Kibera’s Fellowship Program offers UNC 
students a chance to work alongside a grassroots, non- 
profit organization to fight poverty in one of Africa’s 
largest slums, Kibera, Kenya. Fellows work with US 
and Kenyan-based staff in the spring semester on 
collaborative projects to affect sustainable change, and 
then travel to Kibera in the summer to implement them. 

Join us for one of three information sessions to learn 
more about how you can make a difference: 
November 4, 54:30pm, Room 3009 FedEx GEC 
November 12, 5o6:30pm Room 3009, FedEx GEC 
November 20, 5o6:30pm Room I009, FedEx GEC 

GO! Global En~ement Info Fair 
November 14, 5:00-7:00 PM 
Great Hall, Student Union 

With over 20 campus departments and student organizations participating, the Fair will introduce students to 

global engagement opportunities and provide access to resources, funding and connections. Refreshments 

will be provided. 

Call for Proposals - Cities, Rivers, and Cultures of Change: Rethinking 
and Restodnq the Environments of the Global American South 
Conference: February 21o22, 2014 



Submission Deadline: Friday, November 15, 2013 
Profound shifts in the way we think, use and protect water, rapid immigration and demographic change 
(the ’graying’ and ’browning’ of the United States), and immense urbanization have made the American 
South a bellwether of environmental change for both America and the world at large, Cities, Rivers, and 
Cultures of Change: Rethinking and Restoring the Environments of the Global American South aims to bring 
together graduate students, faculty, independent scholars, and a broader public audience to share current 
research that explore these themes from the point of view of 1) southern culture, history, and ethics, 2) 
efforts to restore natural and built environments, and 3) the implications and connections between changes 
to the American South and the inter-connected global environment in which we live, Special Programming: 
Margaret Palmer (University of Maryland) will deliver the Chandler Lecture in Southern Business History as 
the conference keynote, 

More info: htts:iiq!obatsouth.unc.edu 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Child Familx Health International Global Health Program Scholarshi  
Deadline: November 15 
CFHI places students on 1-4 month internship-style programs alongside local healthcare professionals in 
underserved communities. Participants rotate through clinics and hospitals, attend medical lectures, and 
become immersed in the healthcare system of the community. CFHI programs showcase local experts and 
support underserved communities abroad. CFHI is currently accepting rolling applications for its global 
health programs through 2014, and still has a few last minute spots left for November and December 2013! 
Last minute applicants should contact CFHI to get started on expediting their application. 

To learn more about CFHI’s 20+ programs, scholarships, and more, attend a live webinar on October 24 and 
hear from alumni and staff. You may also visit CFHI’s official website for more information. 

UJMT FoqaRv Global Health Fellowship 
Application deadline: December 1, 2013 
Orientation: July 7o12, 2014 Bethesda, MD 
The UJMT Fogarty Global Health Fellowship Consortium provides a new opportunity in global health 
research training for selected junior faculty, fellows, and scholars. This global health fellowship program 
offers 11-months of mentored clinical research training for pre- and postdoctoral candidates. It is sponsored 
by the Fogarty International Center and other NIH Institutes, Centers and Offices such as the National 
Cancer Institute and the Office of Research for Women’s Health. Based in over 20 years of research and 
training collaboration, this consortium brings together 19 primary research training sites in Africa, Asia and 
South America. 

Center for Global Initiatives 
The University of North Carolina at Chape~ Hill 
FedEx Globa~ Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street t Campus Box 5148 
Chape~ Hi[[, NO 27599o5145 
919 962 3094 t cgi@unc.edu GLOBAL 

The mission of the Center for Global Initiatives is to expand global oppoAanities at 

UNC through collaborative programs + projects and competitive awards + fellowships that connect people across 

borders and disciplines. We are especially interested in opening access to global oppo~unities to students, 

faculty, and staff traditionally underrepresented in this sphere. 

This message was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu from: 

Bevin Tighe I 301 Pittsboro Street Suite 3002 I CB 5145 I Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Manage Your Subscription 

Email Marketing by 

r lContact 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Morgan, Victoria Nicole <vnmorgan@store.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 9:39 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Morgan, Victoria Nicole <vnmorgan@store.unc.edu> 

Textbook Course Adoption Reminder for AAAD Spring 2014 

Dear Liaison, 

Spring 2014 classes are coming around the corner and Textbook Orders will be due soon. Below are spring courses 

which we still do not have book orders or a No Text Needed notification. Please review the courses and let us know if 

any changes need to be made (course cancelled, faculty changes, etc.). 

Dept. Course Section Listed Instructor 

AAAD 89 1 PIER 

AAAD 101 2 SECK 

AAAD 101 3 SELASSIE 

AAAD 101 4 BOYD 

AAAD 130 2 ANDERSON 

AAAD 210 1 BOYD 

AAAD 232 1 CALDWELL 

AAAD 257 1 STAFF 

AAAD 258 2 JANKEN 

AAAD 331 1 STAFF 

AAAD 340 1 JORDAN 

AAAD 341 1 SELASSIE 

AAAD 421 1 SECK 

AAAD 460 1 CALDWELL 

AAAD 487 1 LAMBERT 

We would very much appreciate your help in making these professors aware of the November 30th deadline and 

helping faculty submit their book orders in before November 30. We will of course accept orders after our requested 

due date. 

Thank you, 

Course Materials Department 

UNC Student Stores 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 10:33 AM 

history-faculty@listserv.unc.edu; history-graduate@listserv.unc.edu; history-term-faculty@listserv.unc.edu; 
history-alumni@listserv.unc.edu; history-emeritus@listserv.unc.edu 

THIS AFTERNOON: Mac Griswold on Unearthing the History of one of America’s Oldest Plantations, 
Hamilton 569, 4:30 

Griswold flyer 6.jpg; Griswold flyer 6.pdf 

This talk will interest anyone curious about about cultural landscapes, historical memory, and the history of slavery. Please forward to 
anyone else who might be interested. 

Please j oin us this afternoon at 4:30 in Hamilton 569 for a lecture by Mac Griswold based on her book, The l~fa~or: T/~ree Cemeteries at a 
5%we ?lama~io~ on Lo~ L~Ia~M,, a rare glimpse into slavery in the North within the context of a single property and the larger Atlantic 
World. Her project weaves cultural, religious, social, political, and economic history--enriched by the findings from extensive 
archaeological work on the property and access to an extraordinary trove of original materials. For more on this project visit Mac 
on Mac G~iswold’s website 

ris~ old.corn or 
visit her on facebook. 







From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

ConnectCarolina <connectcarolina_info@unc.edu> 
Thursday, October 24, 2013 10:42 AM 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email. unc.edu> 
ConnectCarolina Newsletter for October 24, 2013 

Display problems? View this newsletter in your browser. 

0 Ii ? OC 
ConnectCarolina Newsletter 

Go-Live Date for Finance 
and HR!Payroll 

The ConnectCarolina Executive Sponsors have 

announced the new go-live date for the Finance and 

HR/Payroll components. These components will go 

live in October 2014. The project team is also 

reworking the schedule for training, which will take place in the August-October 2014 time frame. 

Read the full announcement in PDF format, 

New ConnectCarolina Portal 
Now Live 

The new portal for Iogin to ConnectCarolina at the landing 

page ://connectcarolina,unc,edu is now live, This affects 

everyone who uses ConnectCarolina: faculty, staff, students and alumni. The MyUNC 

(http://my.unc.edu/) web page will be phased out. 

Read the full article onl he. 

Accuracy and Privacy of 
Information on Online Campus 

Directory 

Have you looked at your information in the online campus 

directory? Is your home address correct? Do you know that you can control what is displayed through 

the directory’s privacy settings? 



To review and update your directory information, please log in at ~o:!iconnectcarolina unc.edu! and click 

on Update Personal Information at the upper left of your screen. You can also choose whether certain 

information, such as your home and/or dorm address, is publicly viewable in the directory. 

Read the full a~icle online, 

Online Training 
lynda.com Now 
Available to University 

My playlist 

Unlimited free access to the online video 

training library lynda.com is now available to all University faculty and staff. UNC-Chapel Hill has licensed 

lynda.com’s library of more than 1,900 software, career development and technology training titles that 

faculty and staff can access from anywhere using an internet browser and Onyen Iogin. To access 

lynda.com, go to the UNC-Cha nda corn Sgn4n and log on with your Onyen and password. 

Read the full a~icle online. 

New FAQs Posted 

Got questions about ConnectCarolina Finance and HR/Payroll? There’s a good 

chance our new FAQs have the answers! 

Read the full a~icte onl he. 

Extensive Testing for an 
Effective System 

One of the most important parts of the 

ConnectCarolina project is extensive testing of 

the system prior to go-live. This ensures that 

every piece of the system works properly and 

that ConnectCarolina will be an effective tool that 

meets your needs. 

More on testing in this video. 

Campus Staff Featured in 



ConnectCarolina Videos 

What do campus users think about ConnectCarolina? Is it 

difficult to learn? What advantages does it bring to the 

University? Find out in short videos on ConnectCarolina’s 

YouTube channel. 

Unsubscribe - Edit your subscription 

ConnectCarolina 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ccinfo.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

brenda@preservationchapelhill.org 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 11:27 AM 

Internship Opportunities with Preservation Chapel Hill 

Internship Opportunities Spring 2014. pdf 

Please forward to students and other faculty and staff- thanks! 

Preservation Chapel Hill Internship Opportunities 

Preservation Chapel Hill provides internship opportunities for undergraduate and 
graduate students. Our internship experience includes: 

Professional setting doing real-world projects in Chapel Hill and the surrounding 
communities 

Field trips to historic sites, museums, archives, and organizations to learn more 
about the many aspects of public history 

Workshops on resume building, oral history techniques, architecture, and other 
topics 

Public presentations talking about projects and experiences as an intern 
College credit available according to the specifications of your university 

Historic Preservation Internship 
Teaches basic historic preservation methods including how to photo-document historic 
structures and cultural landscapes, the process of developing protective covenants on 
endangered properties, and the process of nominating sites and structures to the 
National Register of Historic Places. 

Projects for Spring 2014 include: 
Research properties that are candidates for preservation initiatives 
Prepare research, preservation, and planning documents for historic properties 
Planning, marketing, and sponsorships for spring preservation events 

Horace Williams House Historic Structures Report 
Strayhorn House National Register Nomination 

Oral History Internship 
Oral histories are an important component to developing a sense of place in the context 
of the memories of those who participated in an event or experienced a particular space 
or area. Interns will help further the research of local historic structures through the 
memories of individuals connected to those places. 
Projects for Spring 2014 include: 

Interviews to learn more about Horace Williams’ housekeeper, Clelue Johnson 
Interviews with individuals who lived in the Horace Williams House between 1940 

and 1973 
Marketing and Digital Technology Internship 

Nonprofit organizations are only as successful as their marketing strategies. This 
internship is an opportunity to develop creative new ways to use technology to reach 
new audiences, expand the public’s understanding of historic preservation, and market 
Preservation Chapel Hill and its programs. 
Projects for Spring 2014 include: 



Developing social media content and contests 
Holiday House Tour marketing and advertising 
PCH special event marketing 

Educational Programming Internship 
Educational programming is one of the most important programs PCH provides to the 
community. Programs educate the public about historic preservation, foster sense of 
place, and introduce young people to history in a fun way. 
Projects for Spring 2014 include: 

Translating existing materials into Spanish or other languages 
Leading field trip programs and guided tours 
Working with the Program Coordinator to expand education 

programming offered 
Archives Internship 

Provides the opportunity to establish systems of archiving organizational records, 
preservation-related research materials; catalog book collections; and digitize 
collections. 
Projects for Spring 2014 include: 

Digitizing media and photographs 
Categorizing and archiving materials 

Museum Studies and Art History Internship 
An opportunity to work with our Art Committee to learn about gallery management, art 
installation, and developing gallery guides for the changing art exhibitions on display at 
the Horace Williams House. 
Projects for Spring 2014 include: 

Implementing and installing Preservation Month exhibition 
Monthly art exhibition installation 
Working with artists and the PCH Art Committee to develop monthly gallery guides 

To Apply send an internship application, cover letter, and resume to Brenda Heindl, 
Program Coordinator, brenda~oreservationchapelhill~or~. Please indicate which 
internship you are interested in and how it will advance your career and/or educational 
goals. Further information and application may be found at our website, 

h~L~ WWWo~ re~÷ rva~i~ ~ c h a ~e [ h i[[o ~r~ # ~ i ~÷r~h i      h6 
The deadline for Spring 2014 internship applications is November 15, 2013. 



Preservation Chapel Hill Internship Opportunities 

Preservation Chapel Hill provides internship opportunities for undergraduate and graduate students. Our internship 

experience includes: 

¯ Professional setting doing real-world projects in Chapel Hill and the surrounding communities 

¯ Field trips to historic sites, museums, archives, and organizations to learn more about the many aspects of public history 

¯ Workshops on resume building, oral history techniques, architecture, and other topics 

¯ Public presentations talking about projects and experiences as an intern 

¯ College credit available according to the specifications of your university 

Historic Preservation Internship 

Teaches basic historic preservation methods including how to photo-document historic structures and cultural landscapes, the process 

of developing protective covenants on endangered properties, and the process of nominating sites and structures to the National 

Register of Historic Places. 

Projects for Spring 2014 include: 

¯ Research properties that are candidates for preservation initiatives 

¯ Prepare research, preservation, and planning documents for historic properties 

¯ Planning, marketing, and sponsorships for spring preservation events 

¯ Horace Williams House Historic Structures Report 

¯ Strayhorn House National Register Nomination 

Oral History Internship 

Oral histories are an important component to developing a sense of place in the context of the memories of those who participated in 
an event or experienced a particular space or area. Interns will help further the research of local historic structures through the 
memories of individuals connected to those places. 

Projects for Spring 2014 include: 

¯ Interviews to learn more about Horace Williams’ housekeeper, Clelue Johnson 
¯ Interviews with individuals who lived in the Horace Williams House between 1940 and 1973 

Marketing and Digital Technology Internship 

Nonprofit organizations are only as successful as their marketing strategies. This internship is an opportunity to develop creative new 
ways to use technology to reach new audiences, expand the public’s understanding of historic preservation, and market Preservation 
Chapel Hill and its programs. 

Projects for Spring 2014 inclnde: 

¯ Developing social media content and contests 

¯ Holiday House Tour marketing and advertising 

¯ PCH special event marketing 



Educational Programming Internship 

Educational programming is one of the most important programs PCH provides to the community. Programs educate the public about 
historic preservation, foster sense of place, and introduce young people to history in a fun way. 

Projects for Spring 2014 include: 

¯ Translating existing materials into Spanish or other languages 

¯ Leading field trip programs and guided tours 

¯ Working with the Program Coordinator to expand education programming offered 

Archives Internship 

Provides the opportunity to establish systems of archiving organizational records, preservation-related research materials; catalog 
book collections; and digitize collections. 

Projects for Spring 2014 include: 

¯ Digitizing media and photographs 
¯ Categorizing and archiving materials 

Museum Studies and Art History Internship 

An opportunity to work with our Art Committee to learn about gallery management, art installation, and developing gallery guides for 
the changing art exhibitions on display at the Horace Williams House. 

Projects for Spring 2014 include: 

¯ Implementing and installing Preservation Month exhibition 
¯ Monthly art exhibition installation 
¯ Working with artists and the PCH Art Committee to develop monthly gallery guides 

To Apply send an internship application, cover letter, and resume to Brenda Heindl, Program Coordinator, 

brenda@preservationchapelhill.org. Please indicate which internship you are interested in and how it will advance your 
career and/or educational goals. Further information and application may be found at our website, 

http ://www.preservationchapelhill.org/#!internships/cph6 
The deadline for Spring 2014 internship applications is November 15, 2013. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Moseley, Erin S <Erin_Moseley@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 11:48 AM 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc.edu>; Isley, Alice B <agirod@email.unc.edu>; Tufts, Amy Z 
<atufts@email.unc.edu>; Watson, Ann Davis <toniaann@email.unc.edu>; Davis, 
Barbara Taylor <barb@unc.edu>; Sauer, Beth H <bhsauer@email.unc.edu>; Futrell, 
Betty S <bfutrell@email.unc.edu>; Loftin, Beverly <bev1963@physics.unc.edu>; 
Whitling, Brian E <whitling@email.unc.edu>; Poole, Caroline Willoughby 
<caroline.poole@unc.edu>; Rogers, Charlotte H <crogers@email.unc.edu>; Weaver, 
Cinnamon S <cinnamon_weaver@unc.edu>; Blakemore, David L 
<blakemor@email.unc.edu>; Harris, Deborah J <djharris@email.unc.edu>; Toscher, 
Hope <toscher@email.unc.edu>; Butler, Jennifer W <jennifer butler@unc.edu>; Jodie 
Turnbull <turnbull@cs.unc.edu>; Sullivan, Kate <kasully@email.unc.edu>; McNeil, 
Kathleen <kamcneil@email.unc.edu>; McLain, Kelsea Beth 
<kbmclain@email.unc.edu>; Allison, Kim A <kallison@email.unc.edu>; Grey, 
Elizabeth B <lgrey@email.unc.edu>; Fulenwider, (2. Lindsay <lindsay@email.unc.edu>; 
Leonard, Lindsay <lindsle@email.unc.edu>; Harris, Lori <lori@unc.edu>; Fholer, Marie 
A <fholer@email.unc.edu>; Richardson, Mark <richardm@email.unc.edu>; McAlister, 
Matthew Keith <mkmcalis@email.unc.edu>; Ray, Nancy L <nray@email.unc.edu>; 
Wolfe, Rebecca Farris <rebeccal@unc.edu>; McIver, Samelia 
<mciver@email.unc.edu>; Eubanks, Shannon G <seubanks@email.unc.edu>; (2oble, 
Sherry B <S(2OBLE@email.unc.edu>; Williams, Susan Staples <swms@unc.edu>; (2ox, 
Tammy L <tlcox@email.unc.edu>; Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu>; Smither, 
Tom <tomnc@unc.edu>; kfbs~opet.con <popet@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis 
<stgore@email.unc.edu>; Hopper, Trent <trent hopper@unc.edu>; Bernhardt, Valerie 
M <valerieb@email.unc.edu>; Walker, Victoria Ward <vwwalker@email.unc.edu>; 
Cooke, Amy E <acooke@email.unc.edu>; Perrin, Andrew J <andrew~errin@unc.edu>; 
Reynolds, Andrew S <asreynol@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, Beverly W 
<btaylor@email.unc.edu>; Roush, Chris <croush@email.unc.edu>; Teuton, Christopher 
Barrett <teuton@unc.edu>; Gollop, Claudia J <gollop@ils.unc.edu>; Kubowicz 
Malhotra, Claudia Carolyn <claudia@unc.edu>; Koelb, Clayton T 
<ckoelb@email.unc.edu>; Song, (2onghe <csong@email.unc.edu>; Johnson, (2orey S 
<corey_iohnson@med.unc.edu>; Hutchinson, Dale L <dhutchin@email.unc.edu>; 
Gitterman, Daniel P <danielg@email.unc.edu>; Padua, Darin A 
<dpadua@email.unc.edu>; Eaker-Rich, Deborah J <eakerric@email.unc.edu>; Malizia, 
Emil <malizia@email.unc.edu>; Glish, Gary L <glish@unc.edu>; Shen, Haipeng 
<haipeng@email.unc.edu>; Hirschfield, James <jhirschf@email.unc.edu>; Roberts, 
Jason Matthew <j mr08@email.unc, edu>; (2ornell, Jeffrey Blair <j effcornell@unc, edu>; 
Hirsch, Jeffrey Michael <jmhirsch@email.unc.edu>; Gates-Foster, Jennifer Erin 
<gatesfos@email.unc.edu>; Booth, Karen M <kmbooth@email.unc.edu>; Janken, 
Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc, edu>; Kevin Jeffay <j effay@cs.unc, edu>; Abels, 
Kimberly Town <kabels@unc.edu>; Leve, Lauren G <leve@email.unc.edu>; Hsiao, Li- 
ling <hsiaoll@email.unc.edu>; Alperin, Marc J <alperin@email.unc.edu>; Willingham, 
Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Negrete, Merida <mnegrete@email.unc.edu>; 
Becker, Misha K <mbecker@email.unc.edu>; Parikh, Nalin R 
<nparikh@physics.unc.edu>; Mulligan, Neil W <nmulligan@unc.edu>; Macy, Rebecca 
Jane <rjmacy@email.unc.edu>; McLaughlin, Richard M <rmm@email.unc.edu>; 
Amago, Samuel <samago@email.unc.edu>; Stewart, Kevin G 
<KGSTEWAR@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Hofweber, Thomas <hofweber@unc.edu>; 
Perucci, Tony <perucci@unc.edu>; Brundage, W Fitzhugh <brundage@email.unc.edu>; 
Parke, William R <parke@email.unc.edu> 

Smith, Michael <michael_smith@unc.edu> 

Summer School Survey 



Hi, all- 

Students in a public relations Campaigns class in the School of Journalism and Mass Communication has UNC Summer 

School as its client this semester to develop some marketing ideas to reach students about summer courses, etc. 

The students would like feedback from staff and others about their perceptions of Summer School. Please consider 

taking a couple of minutes to complete the survey at http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/UNCSS_Admin. 

Please feel free to share the link to others in your units who are familiar with Summer School. We will get the 

aggregated results when the students present their work in December. 

Many thanks, 

Michael Smith 

Erin Moseley, Director of Admissions 

Summer School 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

RM 200, CB# 3340 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3340 

http://summer.unc.edu/ 

919-966-4364 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 9:40 AM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

Graduate Research Consultant (GRC) program for research-intense classes 

Dear Colleagues, 

As a follow up to an item that came up at our meeting on Wednesday, here is a link to a website that provides GRC’s 
details including the application form. 

http://www.unc.edu/depts/our/grads_post/grads_grc.html 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: emai~.unc.edu. 
To unsubscfibe click here: 
id=65 (~46425 .~3 e43 cgdTb65 eta43 c291 cd78 c74f9ca&r~=T&l=aaad& o-:33770093 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to lea~e-33770093-<5564(~425.f3 e43 cgdTb~55 eta43 c29 ~ cdTgc74fgca(_@istserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esbowles@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 4:58 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Lunchtime Talks, Sunday Tours, and Postcards for Peace 

NEWS FROM THE 

ACKLANDAR MUSEUM 
Family Day: Postcards for Peace 
Sunday, 27 October, 2-’00-5-’00 Phi 

Free and open to the public. 

Gandhi once said, "We must become the change we want to see in the 
world." At this Family Day, we’[[ think about ways that we can can make 
a difference in our communities. At the Creation Station, families 
can design postcards that illustrate their visions. Join us for Story Time 
at 3:00 and 4:00 PM to hear stories about peace and harmony. 

**Please note that Family Day activities are recommended for children 4 
to 12 years old.** 

Experience 
the Ackland! 

Enjoy a Bottywood 
Firm 

See Your Rivat in a 

Different Light 

Tour "The Sahmat 
Corrective" 

Lunch & Learn 

Shop the India Bazaar 

Ptan Ahead! 

"The Art of 8o~ywood’° at the Varsity Theatre 
Tuesday, 29 October, 7:00 Phi 
Harishchandrachi Factory (Paresh Mokashi, 2009) 



In celebration of the 100th anniversary of the birth of Indian filmmaking, 
the Ackland Film Forum is screening Harishchandrachi Factory, a 
fictional depiction of the making of Raja Harishchandra, India’s first 
feature film. Harishchandrachi Factory employs many of the same 
cinematic techniques that were used for the 1913 film, including fixed 
camera angles and shaky, experimental zooming in certain shots. 
Free with student ID; $4 for all others. 
Tickets available at the Varsity Theatre Box Office. 

In Marathi wl English subtitles. 106 min. This is the fourth of four films 
in the Ackland Film Forum’s "Art of Bollywood" film series. 

North Carolina Public Radio WUNC is the official media sponsor of the 
Ack[and Film Forum. 

Two Parties take UNC and Duke Students "Beyond 
Blue Borders" 

UNC and Duke students are invited to cross a blue border and mix and 
mingte at two wortd-ctass museums on two speciat student nights! 

Enjoy drinks, music, art, and free food at both events. 

Upload your #BlueBorders photos to Instagram. Prizes for the photos 
with the most "likes" on Facebook will be awarded at the end of each 
night! 

Free admission with valid Duke or UNC student ID. 

Thursday, 7 November, 8:00-10:00 PM 
Nasher Museum of Art, Duke University 
Tour the exhibition Lines o[ Control: Partition as a Productive Space. 
Free bus transportation to Duke from UNC. Learn more. 

Thursday, 14 November, 8:00o10:00 PM 
Ackland Art Museum, UNCoChape/Hill 
Tour the exhibition The Sahmat Collective: Art and Activism in India 
since 1989. Free bus transportation to UN¢ from Duke. Learn more. 

Sponsored by the Acktand Art Museum, the Nasher Museum of Art, Student Friends of the 
Acktand, and the Nasher Student Advisory Board, with generous support from Thomas S. 
Kenan, III. 

Exhib~Non Tours 



Sunday, 3 November, 2:00 PM 
"Sahmat in Context: Art and Performance" 

Sunday, 10 November, 2:00 PM 
"Sahmat in Depth: Activism and Art" 
Susan Harbase Pase (Women’s and Gender Studies) ~t Carotyn 
Attmendinser (Acktand Art Museum) 

Art for Lunch: "Sahmat, Tolerance, and Free 
Expression" 
with Gene Nichol (UNC Law) 
Wednesday, 6 November, 12:00 PM 
Free. As space is limited, an RSVP is requested. 

The artist and activist corrective known as 
Sahmat pursues "a mission of resistance 
a~ainst forces that threaten the essentiatty 
pturatist and democratic spirit of creative 
expression in India." Professor Gene Nicho[ 
wit[ exptore the underpinnings of Sahmat’s 
botd charge, both abroad and in North 
Carotina. Brin~ your own [unch and add a 
[ittte cutture to your noontime hour] 

Now on View: The Sahmat Collective 
Art and Activism in India since 1989 



For over 20 years, the influential, Delhi-based artist collective known as 
Sahmat has taken a consistent stance against the threats of religious 
fundamentalism and sectarianism in India using a vibrant mix of high art 
and street culture. 

In the first major exhibition about the group organized for U.S. 
audiences, The Sahmat Collective: Art and Activism in India since 
1989 features work by more than 60 contemporary Indian artists. On 
view through January 5, 2014. 

A wide variety of public programs will enrich your discovery of 
The Sahmat Collective throughout the fall! Click here for more info. 

~nd~a Bazaar at the 
Ack~and Museum Store 
Through 5 January 2014 

In conjunction with The Sahmat 
Collective at the Ackland Art 
Museum, the Museum Store is 
presenting India Bazaar, an 
Indian market featuring a wide 
array of beautifully designed and 
handcrafted products made in 
India. 

Goods range from colorful 
textiles and jewelry, to 
handcrafted journals and paper, 
to items for the home. All 
proceeds support the Ackland Art 
Museum’s exhibition and 
education programs. 

LOOKING AHEAD 

Friday, 15 November, 3:00-5:00 PM 



Lecture by Dr. Susan Bean: "Things Fall Apart: Ephemerality, Museums, 
and Indian Visual Culture" 

Saturday, 16 November, 10:30 AM-2:30 PM 
Interactive Theater Workshop with Theater Delta and Interactive 
Theatre Carolina 

Sunday, 17 November, 2:00 PM 
Music in the Galleries: UNC San~leet 

THANK YOU! 

The Acktand’s exhibitions and pubtic programs are made possibte by ~lenerous support 
from Acktand Art Museum Members and friends [ike you. Become a member of the 
Acktand Art Museum today! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send an ema~L to the editor° 

This email was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu by esbowles@email.unc.edu I 

Update Profile/Email Address I Tnstant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill I 101 S. Columbia Street I CB 3400 I Chapel Hill I NC I 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 
Monday, October 28, 2013 8:56 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] First Year Seminars 

***This message is being sent to Course Scheduling Officers with a request that it be forwarded to Department 
Coordinators of the Carolina Course Evaluation system. 

First-year seminars (FYS) use a specific course evaluation form through the Carolina Course Evaluation system. The First 

Year Seminar office will register all fall 2013 first-year seminars (FYS) in the Carolina Course Evaluation system, so please 

do not select any FYS when you register classes from your unit. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact Nick Siedentop at nick siedentop@unc.edu or 

962-5819. 

Sincerely, 

Nicholas Siedentop 

Curriculum Director 
Office of Undergraduate Curricula 
Campus Box 3504 I Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 I T 919.962.5819 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-33777843-34472124.d27a5a94fl 81 lefe2b0159ed79e86e7e~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Hanner, Kelly M <kmhanner@store.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 2:01 PM 

Bardsley, Janice B <bardsley@email.unc.edu>; Bautch, Victoria L 
<bautch@med.unc.edu>; Brundage, W Fitzhugh <brundage@email.unc.edu>; Carlstein, 
Edward <edcar@email.unc.edu>; Clemens, J. Christopher <clemens@physics.unc.edu>; 
Coble, McKay <acoble@email.unc.edu>; Conway, Patrick J 
<patrick_conway@unc.edu>; Cornell, Jeffrey Blair <jeffcornell@unc.edu>; Crimmins, 
Michael T <crimmins@email.unc.edu>; Folkerts, Jean <jfolk@email.unc.edu>; Glazner, 
Allen F <afg@unc.edu>; Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu>; Handa, 
Sudhanshu <shanda@email.unc.edu>; Hartlyn, Jonathan <hartlyn@unc.edu>; 
Hershfield, Joanne L <hershfld@email.unc.edu>; Hillis, Ken <khillis@email.unc.edu>; 
Hirschfield, James <jhirschf@email.unc.edu>; Huber, Evelyne H 
<ehuber@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Kasson, Joy 
S <j skasson@email.unc.edu>; Katz, Mark <mkatz@email.unc.edu>; King, Larry D 
<larking@unc.edu>; Koelb, Clayton T <ckoelb@email.unc.edu>; Lange, Marc B 
<mlange@email.unc.edu>; Lastra, Anselmo A. <LASTRA@CS.UNC.EDU>; Lee, 
Wayne E <wlee@unc.edu>; Leloudis, James L <leloudis@unc.edu>; Leslie, Paul W 
<pwleslie@unc.edu>; Lysle, Donald T <dlysle@email.unc.edu>; Maffly-Kipp, Laurie F. 
<MAFFLY@email.unc.edu>; Marchionini, Gary <gary@ils.unc.edu>; McDiarmid, Bill 
<bmcd@email.unc.edu>; McKee, Brent A <bamckee@email.unc.edu>; Mucha, Peter J 
<mucha@unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu>; Padua, Darin A 
<dpadua@email.unc.edu>; Pickles, John <jpickles@email.unc.edu>; Putney, 
Christopher R <crputney@email.unc.edu>; Quercia, Roberto G 
<quercia@email.unc.edu>; Redinbo, Matthew <redinbo@unc.edu>; Reynolds, Andrew 
S <asreynol@email.unc.edu>; Rhodes, Terry Ellen <RHODES@email.unc.edu>; Rives, 
James <jbrives@email.unc.edu>; Roberge, Paul T <ptr@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice 
N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Stenberg, Carl W III <Stenberg@sog.unc.edu>; Taylor, 
Beverly W <btaylor@email.unc.edu>; Washburn, Sean <sean@physics.unc.edu> 

Gorsuch, John I <jigorsuch@store.unc.edu>; Strauss, Ronald P. <ron_strauss@unc.edu>; 
Ashworth, Cathy T <epresley@email.unc.edu>; Barnes, Ash <elphaba@email.unc.edu>; 
Batts, Donnyell <dlbatts@email.unc.edu>; Bernhardt, Valerie M 
<valerieb@email.unc.edu>; Boomhower, Jeremy D. 
<jeremy_boomhower@med.unc.edu>; Braxton, Anita T <abraxton@email.unc.edu>; 
Brownfield, Shannon <brownfield@unc.edu>; Carter, Janis <carterl@email.unc.edu>; 
Clemmons, Jason <j clem@email.unc.edu>; Cowan, Tara L <tlcowan@email.unc.edu>; 
Creedon, Mary Leigh <llmary@email.unc.edu>; Davis, Sharon E 
<sedavis@email.unc.edu>; Diallo, Ashante N. <ashante@unc.edu>; Fholer, Marie A 
<fholer@email.unc.edu>; Finn, Kelly Carver <kellyfinn@unc.edu>; Fulenwider, C. 
Lindsay <lindsay@email.unc.edu>; Futrell, Betty S <bfutrell@email.unc.edu>; Gault, 
Terri <terrigault@unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Gorman, Jackie 
<jackie@unc.edu>; Turnbull, Jodie A <jogregor@email.unc.edu>; Harris, Tiffany J 
<tjharris@email.unc.edu>; Heske, Susan Jane <sheske@email.unc.edu>; Hopper, Trent 
<trent hopper@unc.edu>; Kalbarczyk, Erin <erinkalb@ad.unc.edu>; Kieber, Alison J 
<kieber@email.unc.edu>; LeBlanc, Nicholas <nicholas.leblanc@unc.edu>; Leonard, 
Lindsay <lindsle@email.unc.edu>; Lynch, Susan R <mpastaff@sog.unc.edu>; 
McAlister, Matthew Keith <mkmcalis@email.unc.edu>; Mclntire, Renee Michelle 
<rmcintir@email.unc.edu>; Mclver, Samelia <mciver@email.unc.edu>; Melton, Sheena 
J <smelton@email.unc.edu>; Melvin, Virginia J <vjmelvin@email.unc.edu>; Mitchell, 
Shannon Michelle <smitch@email.unc.edu>; Montgomery, Summer 
<sundance@unc.edu>; Nagy, Karla <knagy@email.unc.edu>; Peterson, Linda K 
<lkpeters@email.unc.edu>; Phillips, Nell K <nphillip@email.unc.edu>; Sardi, Karen L 
<ksardi@email.unc.edu>; Simmons-Cahan, Deborah A <dscahan@email.unc.edu>; 
Steadman, Elizabeth Mullane <emullane@email.unc.edu>; Sylvester, Susan R. 



Subject: 

Attach: 

<ssylvest@email.unc.edu>; Teague, Natalie B. <natalie_teague@unc.edu>; Tharp, Pam 
<pstharp@email.unc.edu>; Thomas, Elizabeth <lethomas@unc.edu>; Thompson, Karen 
<kthomps 1 @email.unc. edu>; Tufts, Amy Z <atufts@email.unc. edu>; Walker, Victoria 
Ward <vwwalker@email.unc. edu>; Warren, Angeline <awarren@email.unc. edu>; 
Weaver, Cinnamon S <cinnamon_weaver@unc.edu>; Younger, Karna 
<klyounge@email.unc.edu> 

Spring 2014 Textbook Adoption Reports through 10/28/2013 

Spring 2014 Textbook Submission Report through 10-28-2013.xls; Spring 2014 
Guaranteed Buyback Program Participants.doc 

As of 10/28/2013, 64% of Spring 2014 course submissions have been received. 

8 courses are enrolled in the Guaranteed Buyback Program. 

Please place orders and No Text Needed notifications in one of 5 easy ways by General Administrations 
December 6, 2013 deadline: 

1) Use the Student Stores website: http://www.store.unc.edu 
2) Fax your order to: (919) 962-3334 
3) Email the Textbook Office textbook@unc.edu, or George Morgan gfmorgan@store.unc.edu Frank 
Bellamy fbellamy@email.unc.edu 
4) Send your order by campus mail to the Course Materials Department at Campus Box #1530 
5) Stop by the Textbook Office, 3rd floor, Student Stores 

FAQs 
What is this notification about? 

PACE, BOG/GA Textbook Cost Reduction Initiatives 
http://www, northcarolina.edu/finance/textbooks/index, htm 

¯ The President and the Board of Governors have been concerned for several years with the increasing 
cost of textbooks. The Board completed two studies on the cost of textbooks and has approved 
recommendations to help control textbook costs. In accordance with the March 2007recommendations, 
each campus is required to submit information about textbooks along with any requests for tuition and 
fees increases. 

¯ The on-time adoptions of textbooks by faculty 
¯ Implementation of a guaranteed buyback or rental program for required textbooks for introductory 

courses. 

What action is required on my part? 

Spring 2014 Textbook Submission Report lists the percentage of course submissions and/or No Text 
Needed notification to Student Stores. Additional worksheets listing each department’s courses which 
have not placed an order or notified Student Stores that no text is needed are included within the 
report. Review your department’s course worksheet indicated on the bottom tab of the excel report. 
Please let us know if any changes need to be made and encourage your faculty to submit their course 
materials orders or notifications by General Administration’s due date. 

What is the Guaranteed Buyback Program? 

BOG/GA Guaranteed Buyback Summary: 
All campuses must have a guaranteed buyback or rental program for required textbooks for large, 
introductory classes. 

¯ "This option must be available in addition to traditional purchase option." 
¯ "Campuses must offer this option for introductory texts that will withstand a two to three year adoption 

cycle." 



¯ "Campuses must make an effort to implement this system for courses that are introductory level and 
taken by a relatively high percentage of students." 

¯ "A response to this recommendation must also be reported to the VP for Finance in any future requests 
for increases in tuition and fees." 

Printable Guaranteed Buyback Commitment Form available on our website in Textbooks-Faculty. 
UNC Student Stores provides Carolina students rentable textbook options. No activity is required on your part 
for textbook rentals. 

Best, 
Kelly 

Kelly Hanner 

Course Materials Manager 

UNC Student Stores 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Dept 

AAAD African & African 

&mer Diaspora Studies 

A.ERO 

Spring 2014 UNC Student Stores Due Date: September 27, 2013 

GA’s On-time Date: December 6, 2013 

10 ~.MST American Studies 

11 ~.NTH Anthropology 

12 APPLApplied Sciences 

13 ~.RAB Arabic 

14 ~.RMY Army Science 

15 ~.RTH Art History 

16 ~.RTS Studio Art 

17 ~.SIA Asian Studies 

18 ~.STR Astronomy 

19 BIOL Biology 

20 BUSI Business 

21 [?HEM Chemistry 

22 CHIN Chinese 

CLAR Classical 

23 Archaeology 

24 CLAS Classics 

CMPL Comparative 

25 Literature 

COMM Communication 

26 Studies 

27 COMP Computer Science 34 

28 CZCH Czechoslovakian 1 

29 DRAM Dramatic Arts 65 

30 DTCH Dutch 

31 ECON Economics S0 

32 EDUC Education 69 

33 EDMX Education 10 

34 ENGL English 160 

ENST Environmental 

35 Studies 14 

Courses# 

Courses# No Text# adjusted 

32 1 31 

7 7 0 

On-time# 

courses 

22 

15 1 14 3 

50 3 47 29 

5 3 2 2 

5 2 3 3 

6 6 O O 

23 9 14 8 

10 4 6 3 

8 1 7 4 

8 1 7 6 

42 17 25 24 

69 3 66 27 

51 15 36 30 

14 2 12 

14 O 14 

83 14 69 24 

On-time% 

71% 

100% 

21% 

62% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

57% 

50% 

16 18 15 

0 1 1 

34 31 31 

0 1 

8 42 28 

7 62 15 

0 10 2 

2 158 78 

57% 

86% 

96% 

41% 

83% 

10% 

100% 

100% 

64% 

35% 

83% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

67% 

24% 

20% 

49% 

12 75% 

Courses with 

no information 

by due date 

9 

0 

11 

18 

0 

0 

0 

6 

3 

3 

1 

1 

39 

6 

1 

45 

3 

0 

0 

0 

14 

47 

8 

80 



EXSS Exercise 

36 & Sport Science 52 

37 FOLK Folklore 2 

38 FREN French 23 

39 GEOG Geography 38 

40 GEOL Geology 30 

41 GERM German 16 

42 GLBL Global Studies 11 

43 GREK Greek 6 

GSLL Germanic & Slavic 

44 lang and Lit 

45 HEBR Hebrew 3 

46 HIST History 76 

47 HNR$ Honors 10 

48 HNUR Hindi/Urdu 6 

57 

49 HUNG Hungarian Language 

INLS Information & 

50 Library Science 

51 ITAL Italian 

52 IAPN Japanese 

IOMC 

Iournalism & Mass 

53 Communication 

54 IWSTJewish Studies 

55 KOR Korean 

56 LATN Latin 

LFIT Life 

Fitness 

LGLA 

Language 58 

59 

6O 

Lingala 

LING Linguistics 

LTAM Latin 

&merican Studies 

61 MASC Marine Science 

62 MATH Mathematics 

63 MTSC Material Science 

64 MUSC Music 

65 NAVS Naval Science 

66 PHIL Philosophy 

PHYA Physical 

67 Education Activity 

59 

i0 

9 

105 

1 

4 

ii 

18 

2 

14 

2 

9 

44 

3 

28 

5 

45 

22 

11 

0 

2 

15 

9 

4 

2 

0 

0 

0 

6 

1 

4 

19 

2 

0 

7 

0 

1 

18 

0 

4 

0 

4 

7 

1 

3 

5 

17 

17 

41 

2 

21 

23 

21 

12 

9 

6 

1 

3 

70 

9 

2 

40 

8 

9 

98 

1 

4 

10 

0 

2 

10 

2 

5 

37 

2 

25 

0 

28 

41 

2 

18 

19 

13 

11 

5 

6 

0 

2 

49 

6 

2 

18 

7 

9 

48 

0 

4 

10 

0 

2 

10 

1 

2 

37 

0 

13 

0 

28 

100% 

100% 

86% 

83% 

62% 

92% 

56% 

100% 

0% 

67% 

70% 

67% 

100% 

100% 

45% 

88% 

100% 

49% 

0% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

5O% 

40% 

100% 

0% 

52% 

100% 

100% 

0 

0 

3 

4 

8 

1 

4 

0 

1 

1 

21 

3 

0 

22 

1 

0 

50 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

3 

0 

2 

12 

0 

0 

5 5 100% 0 





2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 AERO 100% ADOPTED 

5 

6 ARMY 100% ADOPTED 

7 

8 NAVS 100% ADOPTED 



2 es that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL OI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 AAAD 101 002 SECK 060 

6 AAAD 101 004 SECK 060 

7 AAAD 232 001 CALDWELL 040 

8 AAAD 257 001 STAFF 030 

9 AAAD 331 001 STAFF 030 

10 AAAD 340 001 JORDAN 040 

11 AAAD 341 001 SELASSIE 040 

12 AAAD 421 001 SECK 020 

13 AAAD 460 001 CALDWELL 020 

14 

15 LGLA 100% ADOPTED 

16 

17 SWAH 100% ADOPTED 

18 

19 WOLO 404 001 FALL 25 



2 urses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDE 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 AMST 101 001 STAFF 120 

6 AMST 202 001 STAFF 025 

7 AMST 203 001 TEUTON 025 

8 AMST 233 001 TONE-PAH-HOTE 030 

9 AMST 290 001 STAFF 030 

10 AMST 290 002 TEUTON 029 

11 AMST 338 001 TEUTON 030 

12 AMST 340 001 TONE-PAH-HOTE 025 

13 AMST 489 001 WILEY 015 

14 AMST 498 001 STAFF 010 

15 AMST 685 001 STAFF 00S 

16 

17 CHER 100% ADOPTED 

18 

19 FOLK 100% ADOPTED 



2 that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 ANTH 051 001 HOLLAND 024 

6 ANTH 089 054 REDFIELD 024 

7 ANTH 101 001 STAFF 035 

8 ANTH 102 006 LAMBERT 120 

9 ANTH 121 006 SCARRY 060 

10 ANTH 143 006 STAFF 120 

11 ANTH 151 006 SCARRY 120 

12 ANTH 194 001 PRICE 035 

13 ANTH 220 001 SCARRY 035 

14 ANTH 291 001 SCARRY 024 

15 ANTH 298 080 LESLIE 030 

16 ANTH 406 001 LAMBERT 032 

17 ANTH 415L 401 STAFF 020 

18 ANTH 590 044 SAWIN 035 

19 ANTH 623 001 SORENSEN 025 

20 ANTH 704 001 LESLIE 012 

21 ANTH 729 001 AGBE-DAVlES 015 

22 ANTH 860 001 STAFF 006 



2 that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAl 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 APPL 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 MTSC 423 001 STAFF 005 

8 MTSC 720 001 ZHOU 010 



2 have NOT submitted COURSE MATEI~ 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 ARTH 061 001 BOWLES 020 

6 ARTH 150 001 PARDO 040 

7 ARTH 271 001 PARDO 029 

8 ARTH 387 001 BOWLES 020 

9 ARTH 391 001 PARDO 020 

10 ARTH 468 001 LIN 030 

12 ARTS 116 001 STAFF 015 

13 ARTS 490 001 SLAVlCK 015 

14 ARTS 700 001 SLAVlCK 020 



2 es that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL O 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 ARAB 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 ASIA 222 001 STAFF 032 

8 ASIA 424 001 STAFF 035 

9 ASIA 490 001, 002 STAFF 030 

10 

11 CHIN 510 001 BERGETON 025 

12 

13 HEBR 306 001 SPRINTZlK 010 

14 

15 HNUR 100% ADOPTED 

16 

17 JAPN 100% ADOPTED 

18 

19 PRSN 100% ADOPTED 

2O 

21 KOR 100% ADOPTED 



2 hat have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAl 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 ASTR 702 001 STAFF 020 

6 

7 PHYS 100% ADOPTED 



2 it have NOT submitted COURSE MATER 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 BIOL 278 401-408 STAFF 120 



2 rses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORE 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 BUSI 205 001 TESKE 030 

6 BUSI 403 003-005 STAFF 060 

7 BUSI 405 003 MELWANI 090 

8 BUSI 406 003 STAFF 050 

9 BUSI 406 004 DIDOW 050 

10 BUSI 409 001-003 WELD 132 

11 BUSI 411 001,002 WILSON 100 

12 BUSI 411 003, 004 STAFF 100 

13 BUSI 411 005, 006 STAFF 100 

14 BUSI 500 001 ROBERTS 045 

15 BUSI 501 001 ROBERTS 053 

16 BUSI 502 001 HAMNER 045 

17 BUSI 503 001 MILLER/BIERSACH 030 

18 BUSI 505 001 VERNON/GARNER 025 

19 BUSI 506 001 VERNON 045 

20 BUSI 512 001 MILLER 030 

21 BUSI 514 001 FRIGA/MITCHELL 030 

22 BUSI 518 001 HAMNER 020 

23 BUSI 532 001 MARUCHECK 045 

24 BUSI 536 001-003 STAATS 008 

25 BUSI 555 001 CHRISTIAN 035 

26 BUSI 559 001 FELLOWS 050 

27 BUSI 560 001 KUBOWICZ 045 

28 BUSI 562 001 DIDOW 045 

29 BUSI 568 001,002 KUSHWAHA 090 

30 BUSI 570 001 STUBBEN 045 

31 BUSI 572 001 EDWARDS 045 

32 BUSI 580 001,002 COLACITO/SNIVELY 080 

33 BUSI 583 001 GULTEKIN 045 

34 BUSI 584 001 GULTEKIN 045 

35 BUSI 585 001 STRICKLA 060 

36 BUSI 587 001 ROSTAN 035 

37 BUSI 594 001 YUSKO/BROWN 005 

38 BUSI 602 001 DICKS 045 

39 BUSI 808 001 EDWARDS/PARKS 015 

40 BUSI 881 001 FULGHIERI/PARKS 010 

41 BUSI 881 002 PARKS/PEYER 010 

42 BUSI 886 001 PARKS/GHYSELS 010 

43 BUSI 892 001 O’NEILL/PARKS 010 



2 rses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL OR[ 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 (:HEM 467 001 BROOKHART 018 

6 (:HEM 482 001 PAPANIKOLAS 100 

7 [:HEM 482L 401-403 CAHOON 036 

8 (:HEM 487 001 MORAN 030 

9 (:HEM 773 001 ERIE/THOMPSON 030 

10 (:HEM 752 001 SCHAUER 015 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 CLAR 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 CLAS 100% ADOPTED 

8 

9 GREK 100% ADOPTED 

10 

11 LATN 100% ADOPTED 



2 hat have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIA 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 COMM 063 001 GRUMET 024 

6 COMM 085 001 LUNDBERG 024 

7 COMM 113 001 STAFF 015 

8 COMM 113 002 STAFF 015 

9 COMM 113 003 STAFF 015 

10 COMM 113 004 STAFF 015 

11 COMM 113 005 STAFF 015 

12 COMM 113 006 STAFF 015 

13 COMM 113 007 STAFF 015 

14 COMM 113 008 STAFF 015 

15 COMM 120 001 STAFF 020 

16 COMM 120 002 STAFF 023 

17 COMM 120 003 STAFF 023 

18 COMM 120 004 STAFF 023 

19 COMM 130 001 STAFF 042 

20 COMM 142 001 STAFF 025 

21 COMM 150 001 DAVIS 

22 COMM 170 001 BLAIR 100 

23 COMM 171 001 STAFF 025 

24 COMM 223 002 STAFF 017 

25 COMM 224 001 STAFF 020 

26 COMM 230 001 HONROS 014 

27 COMM 230 002 HONDROS 

28 COMM 260 001 STAFF 020 

29 COMM 262 001 STAFF 020 

30 COMM 263 001 FERGUSON 020 

31 COMM 312 001 STAFF 025 

32 COMM 318 001 STAFF 025 

33 COMM 318 002 STAFF 

34 COMM 325 001 STAFF 020 

35 COMM 350 001 STAFF 025 

36 COMM 372 001 STAFF 025 

37 COMM 390 002 ROYALS 

38 COMM 450 002 STAFF 025 

39 COMM 450 003 

40 COMM 466 001 FERGUSON 020 

41 COMM 545 001 CANTE 030 

42 COMM 550 001 CANTE 060 

43 COMM 562 001 POLLOCK 014 

44 COMM 574 001 DAUBER 015 

45 COMM 575 001 DAUBER 030 



I A B ! C D         E 

46 COMM 668 001 POLLOCK 020 

47 COMM 690 002 STAFF 

48 COMM 753 001 LUNDBERG 025 

49 COMM 798 001 MONAHAN 015 



2 at have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIJ 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 COMP 110 002 AIKAT 200 

6 COMP 541 001 SINGH 050 

7 COMP 790 087 MCMILLAN 030 



2 ourses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDEF 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 DRAM 100% ADOPTED 



2 ses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL OR[ 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 ECON 

6 ECON 

7 ECON 

8 ECON 

9 ECON 

10 ECON 

11 ECON 

12 ECON 

13 ECON 

14 ECON 

15 ECON 

16 ECON 

17 ECON 

18 ECON 

053 001 BENAVIE 024 

327 002 DESIMONE 035 

327 003 KATZ/STEWART 020 

345 001 HORNE 037 

380 001 MCATEE 037 

445 001, 002 STAFF 096 

465 001 STAFF 045 

511H 001 NORMAN 024 

570 001 LICH-TYLER 025 

570 002, 003 PARKE 050 

580 001 LICH-TYLER 025 

586 001 TURCHI 025 

711 001 NORMAN 030 

811 001 NORMAN 020 



2 urses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 EDUC 065 001 GULLEDGE 020 

6 EDUC 131 002 STAFF 030 

7 EDUC 132 002 STAFF 030 

8 EDUC 309 001 BRODEUR 020 

9 EDUC 390 001 STONE 030 

10 EDUC 390 002 NOBLIT 034 

11 EDUC 403 001 HAMM 045 

12 EDUC 403 002 ABLE/JONES 048 

13 EDUC 404 001 NEW/GHULAMANI 020 

14 EDUC 416 001 FRIEL/ANDERSON 035 

15 EDUC 506 001 HOUCK 040 

16 EDUC 510 001 STAFF 030 

17 EDUC 532 001 HAMM 040 

18 EDUC 567 001 JUSTICE 025 

19 EDUC 704 001 AKOS 030 

20 EDUC 705 001-005 STAFF 039 

21 EDUC 709 001 O’SULLIVAN 035 

22 EDUC 719 001 SIMEONSSON 035 

23 EDUC 725 956 VEITCH 035 

24 EDUC 729 001 SIMEONSSON 000 

25 EDUC 741 956 HOUCK 045 

26 EDUC 742 001 STAFF 035 

27 EDUC 762 001 SIMEONSSON 030 

28 EDUC 764 001 JUSTICE 025 

29 EDUC 772 001 NOBLIT 030 

30 EDUC 779 001 STONE 030 

31 EDUC 781 001 MEECE 030 

32 EDUC 788 001 ANDERSON 040 

33 EDUC 790 001 KNOTEK 030 

34 EDUC 830 001 TILLMAN 025 

35 EDUC 831 001 STAFF 020 

36 EDUC 832 001 STAFF 035 

37 EDUC 837 001 STAFF 035 

38 EDUC 844 001 MARSHALL 025 

39 EDUC 844 002 THOMAS 025 

40 EDUC 851 001 GRUMET 040 

41 EDUC 862 001 ABLE 040 

42 EDUC 864 001 GRIFFIN 040 

43 EDUC 866 001 COHEN-VOGEL 040 

44 EDUC 871 001 FRIEL 035 

45 EDUC 871 003 STAFF 025 



I A B C D E 

46 EDUC 881 001 MEECE 025 

47 EDUC 883 001 O’SULLIVAN 030 

48 EDUC 890 001, 002 RYOO 060 

49 EDUC 904 001 TRIER 035 

50 EDUC 950A 001 STAFF 040 

51 EDUC 977 001 HUGHES 040 



2 ses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL OR 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 CMPL 131 001 FLAXMAN 080 

6 CMPL 251 001 DOWNING 030 

7 CMPL 490 001 FLAXMAN 030 

8 CMPL 685 001 STAFF 010 

9 CMPL 697 001 LEGASSIE 020 

10 

11 ENGL 088 001 KIM 024 

12 ENGL 120 005 GEIL 035 

13 ENGL 120 006 STAFF 035 

14 ENGL 120 007 STAFF 035 

15 ENGL 120 008 STAFF 035 

16 ENGL 121 004 STAFF 022 

17 ENGL 121 005 STAFF 022 

18 ENGL 121 006 STAFF 022 

19 ENGL 122 001 STAFF 035 

20 ENGL 122 002 STAFF 035 

21 ENGL 123 003 STAFF 035 

22 ENGL 123 004 STAFF 035 

23 ENGL 123 005 STAFF 035 

24 ENGL 123 006 STAFF 035 

25 ENGL 123 007 STAFF 035 

26 ENGL 123 008 STAFF 035 

27 ENGL 124 001 DORE 035 

28 ENGL 124 003 STAFF 035 

29 ENGL 124 004 STAFF 035 

30 ENGL 124 005 STAFF 035 

31 ENGL 128 001 STAFF 035 

32 ENGL 128 002 FROST 035 

33 ENGL 128 003 CURRENT 035 

34 ENGL 128 004 STAFF 035 

35 ENGL 128 005 STAFF 035 

36 ENGL 128 006 STAFF 035 

37 ENGL 128 007 STAFF 035 

38 ENGL 129 001 RIVARD 035 

39 ENGL 129 003 MCDANELD 035 

40 ENGL 129 005 GREENLEE 035 

41 ENGL 129 006, 007 HENDERSON 070 

42 ENGL 129 008 STAFF 035 

43 ENGL 129 009 STAFF 035 

44 ENGL 129 010 STAFF 035 

45 ENGL 130 001 GINGHER 018 



I A B C             D E 

46 ENGL 130 004 DURBAN 018 

47 ENGL 131 004 

48 ENGL 132H 002 STAFF 015 

49 ENGL 140 001 WEBER 025 

50 ENGL 141 002 FLANAGAN 035 

51 ENGL 143 002 STAFF 035 

52 ENGL 143 003 STAFF 035 

53 ENGL 143 006 STAFF 035 

54 ENGL 143 007 STAFF 035 

55 ENGL 143 008 STAFF 035 

56 ENGL 145 001 ROSENTHAL 035 

57 ENGL 147 002 VEGGIAN 035 

58 ENGL 148 001 NESVET 035 

59 ENGL 150 001 IRONS 022 

60 ENGL 206 001 KENAN 018 

61 ENGL 206 002 NAUMOFF 018 

62 ENGL 206 003 DURBAN 018 

63 ENGL 207 001 SEAY 018 

64 ENGL 207 002 CHITWOOD 018 

65 ENGL 225 001 BAKER 035 

66 ENGL 226 001 KENDALL 035 

67 ENGL 240 001 AHUJA 035 

68 ENGL 268 001 TAYLOR 040 

69 ENGL 268H 001 STAFF 040 

70 ENGL 269 001 AHUJA 035 

71 ENGL 304 001 IRONS 020 

72 ENGL 307 001 RICHARDSON 018 

73 ENGL 307 002 CALVOCORESSI 018 

74 ENGL 307 003 KENAN 018 

75 ENGL 316 001 DANIELEWlCZ 020 

76 ENGL 318 001 TAYLOR 020 

77 ENGL 345 001 CARLSTON 035 

78 ENGL 347 001 DORE 035 

79 ENGL 355 001 COOPER 035 

80 ENGL 365 001 AHUJA 035 

81 ENGL 402 001 STAFF 020 

82 ENGL 406 001 GINGHER 018 

83 ENGL 407 001 MCFEE 018 

84 ENGL 410 001 WARNER 035 

85 ENGL 436 001 ROSENTHAL 035 

86 ENGL 444 001 RICHARDS 035 

87 ENGL 831 001 SALVAGGIO 015 

88 ENGL 838 001 STAFF 015 

89 ENGL 844 001 RICHARDS 015 

90 ENGL 847 001 KIM 015 



.... ~’i    ENGL 861 001 TAYLOR 000 



2 ~t have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 ENST 208H 001 GANGI 040 

6 ENST 259 001 GANGI 045 

7 ENST 403 001 KAMENS 008 



2 :ourses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDEF 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 EXSS 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 LFIT 100% ADOPTED 

8 

9 PHYA 100% ADOPTED 



2 .~s that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL O 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 GEOG 262 001 FLORIN 055 

6 GEOG 420 001 FLORIN/VALDIVlA 055 

7 GEOG 577 001 SONG 022 

8 GEOG 702 001 KIRSCH 010 



2 : have NOT submitted COURSE MATEI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 GEOL 110 001 SURGE 025 

6 GEOL 225 001 STAFF 000 

7 GEOL 450 001 STAFF 003 

8 GEOL 478 001 STAFF 000 

9 GEOL 522 001 STAFF 000 

10 GEOL 523 001 BARTEK 019 

11 GEOL 590 002 STAFF 046 

12 GEOL 590 043 STAFF 019 



2 .~s that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL O 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 CZCH 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 GERM 880 001 POLLMAN 020 

8 

9 GSLL 260 001 PICHOVA 030 

10 

11 DTCH 100% ADOPTED 

12 

13 HUNG 100% ADOPTED 

14 

15 RUSS 100% ADOPTED 

16 

17 SECR 100% ADOPTED 

18 

19 PLSH 100% ADOPTED 



2 mat have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIP 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 HIST 084 001 SMITH 024 

6 HIST 089 001 WILLIAMS 024 

7 HIST 127 001 ANDREWS 165 

8 HIST 140 006 BRYANT 165 

9 HIST 140 007 FLETCHER 110 

10 HIST 140 009 ANDREWS 165 

11 HIST 158 007 SMITH 090 

12 HIST 190 002 TASAR 030 

13 HIST 205 006 MORGAN 110 

14 HIST 285 006 KING 110 

15 HIST 367 006 LELOUDIS 110 

16 HIST 373 001 LOTCHIN 025 

17 HIST 377H 001 JACKSON 024 

18 HIST 490 002 LARRES 030 

19 HIST 490H 001 KING 024 

20 HIST 491 001 DOBBS 055 

21 HIST 577 001 LARRES 001 

22 HIST 582 001 MCNEIL 001 

23 HIST 774 001 BROWNING 008 

24 HIST 870 001 JACKSON 015 

25 HIST 890 006 TASAR 015 



2 at have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI, 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 HNRS 352 001 FERGUSON 015 

6 HNRS 353 001 KING 024 

7 HNRS 353 002 STAFF 024 



1 s that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

2 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

3 

4 

5 INLS 200 03W POMERANTZ 020 

6 INLS 465 001 STAFF 030 

7 INLS 490 172 CAPRA 024 

8 INLS 490 211 MURILLO 020 

9 INLS 501 002 POOLE 028 

10 INLS 509 001 ARGUELLO 030 

11 INLS 523 002 MISSEN 030 

12 INLS 525 001 LEE 030 

13 INLS 530 001 HUGHES-HASSELL 030 

14 INLS 556 001 STAFF 028 

15 INLS 560 001 STAFF 028 

16 INLS 572 001 HUGHES-HASSELL 028 

17 INLS 582 001 STAFF 030 

18 INLS 697 001 JARRAHI 025 

19 INLS 710 01W STAFF 005 

20 INLS 747 001 VARGHA 028 

21 INLS 755 001 TIBBO 030 

22 INLS 756 01W TIBBO 020 

23 INLS 760 001 CAPRA 024 

24 INLS 841 001 MORGAN 020 

25 INLS 842 001 MORAN 024 

26 INLS 882 001 GREENBERG 012 



2 at have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 GLBL 390 002 OSTERWEIL 025 

6 GLBL 390 003 HASNAIN 025 

7 GLBL 390 004 TSIN 020 

8 GLBL I 789 001 KINSELLA 012 



2 ~urses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDE 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 JOMC 101 001 STAFF 030 

6 JOMC 180 002 STAFF 017 

7 JOMC 182 003 KIRKMAN 017 

8 JOMC 221 001 GUERRA 017 

9 JOMC 221 002 MICHAEL 017 

10 JOMC 221 003 CARMICHAEL 017 

11 JOMC 221 005 STAFF 015 

12 JOMC 240 001 ROBINSON 028 

13 JOMC 244 001 STAFF 015 

14 JOMC 253 002 CUADROS 015 

15 JOMC 253 003, 004 O’CONNOR 030 

16 JOMC 256 001 CUADROS 012 

17 JOMC 256 002 BERNARD 017 

18 JOMC 271 002 MCMAHAN 020 

19 JOMC 271 003 HESTER 017 

20 JOMC 272 001 STAFF 016 

21 JOMC 272 002 STAFF 016 

22 JOMC 279 001 SINCLAIR 050 

23 JOMC 333 001 CURRAN 016 

24 JOMC 426 001 HOCHBERG 015 

25 JOMC 434 001 STAFF 014 

26 JOMC 434 002 STAFF 014 

27 JOMC 434 003 STAFF 014 

28 JOMC 434 004 STAFF 014 

29 JOMC 442 001 FRIEDMAN 020 

30 JOMC 455 001 CROTHERS 020 

31 JOMC 456 001 BRINSON 016 

32 JOMC 472 001 MCMAHAN 015 

33 JOMC 473 001 STAFF 020 

34 JOMC 475 001 HENNIK-KAMINSKY 035 

35 JOMC 480 001 DAVISON 017 

36 JOMC 481 001 STEVENS 017 

37 JOMC 483 001 OLIVER 017 

38 JOMC 484 001 OLIVER 017 

39 JOMC 490 001 KAYYE 040 

40 JOMC 490 002 RUEL 012 

41 JOMC 491 001 OLIVER 017 

42 JOMC 491 002 HUDGENS 015 

43 JOMC 491 003 CUADROS 020 

44 JOMC 491 006 THORNBURG 017 

45 JOMC 491 009 DILLMANCARPENTER 015 



I A B C D E 

46 JOMC 581 001 STAFF 017 

47 JOMC 582 001 STEVENS 017 

48 JOMC 583 001 KING 017 

49 JOMC 584 001 DAVlSON 

50 JOMC 586 001 KING 017 

51 JOMC 704 001 DILLMANCARPENTER 015 

52 JOMC 742 001 FRIEDMAN 010 

53 JOMC 782 001 STAFF 017 

54 JOMC 826 001 CATES 009 



2 urses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDE 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 LING 100% ADOPTED 



2 have NOT submitted COURSE MATE 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 LTAM 101 001 STAFF 034 



2 t have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 MASC 057 001 SCOTTI 024 

6 MASC 441 001 CASTILLO 025 

7 MASC 460 001 WHITE 010 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 MATH 100% ADOPTED 



1 

3 

4 

s 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

MUSC 89 002 FAUSER 024 

MUSC 132 001 BRACKETT 060 

MUSC 133 001, 002 WEISERT 065 

MUSC 142 001 FAUSER 120 

MUSC 143 001 STAFF 080 

MUSC 166 001 ANDERSON 018 

MUSC 211 004 KLEBANOW 080 

MUSC 211 005 KLEBANOW 025 

MUSC 251 001 MACNEIL 120 

MUSC 266 001 ANDERSON 018 

MUSC 286 001 KATZ 035 

MUSC 355 001 WEISERT 020 



2 :ourses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDEF 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 PHIL 100% ADOPTED 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 PLAN 100% ADOPTED 



2 rses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORE 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 POLl 101 002 WOLF 045 

6 POLl 130 003 LEVlNSON 030 

7 POLl 130 004 MUKHERJEE 045 

8 POLl 150 001 OATLEY 260 

9 POLl 150H 001 OATLEY 024 

10 POLl 208 001 MACKEUN 045 

11 POLl 209 001 CLUVERIUS 030 

12 POLl 238 001 MARTINEZ-GALLARDO 120 

13 POLl 239 001 DANFORTH 030 

14 POLl 252 001 MCKEOWN 043 

15 POLl 253 001 MCKEOWN 043 

16 POLl 400 001 SULLIVAN 030 

17 POLl 409 001 MACKEUN 030 

18 POLl 419 001 BENJAMIN 030 

19 POLl 433 001 MOROFF 030 

20 POLl 434 001 MARTINEZ-GALLARDO 030 

21 POLl 444 001 BAPAT 030 

22 POLl 490 001 SULLIVAN 030 

23 POLl 718 001 BAUMGARTNER 020 

24 POLl 729 001 CONOVER 020 

25 POLl 750 001 BAPAT 020 

26 POLl 813 001 STEPHENS 010 

27 POLl 891 004 MAXWELL 020 

28 POLl 891 005 REYNOLDS 020 



2 ;es that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL Olc 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 PLC¥ 210 002 CREEDON 025 

6 PLC¥ 326 001 JOHNSON/STEWART 045 

7 PLCY 361 001 CREEDON 040 

8 PLC¥ 698 002 



2 ses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL OR 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 PSYC 089 001 NEBLETT 024 

6 PSYC 230 002 PICKLESIMER 045 

7 PSYC 230H 001 HOPFINGER 024 

8 PSYC 245 003 HEALEY 035 

9 PSYC 260 003 KURTZ 045 

10 PSYC 500 002 WlSS 035 

11 PSYC 501 001 WlSS 035 

12 PSYC 694H 001, 002 HOLLINS 050 

13 PSYC 708 001 THIELE 

14 PSYC 739 001 HOPFINGER 

15 PSYC 763 001 ORNSTEIN 012 

16 PSYC 781 001 CASTRO-SCHILO 020 

17 PSYC 817 002 KIRBY 003 

18 PSYC 870 001 FREDERICKSON 



2 that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 PUBA 396 001 BLANCHARD 010 

6 PUBA 710 001 JACOBSON 030 

7 PUBA 723 001 DEHART-DAVlS 030 

8 PUBA 725 002 MORSE 024 

9 PUBA 731 001 AFONSO 030 

10 PUBA 740 001 ROENIGK 025 

11 PUBA 746 001 STEPHENS 025 

12 PUBA 765 001 MILLONZI 015 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 

6 PWAD 100% ADOPTED 



2 hat have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIA 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 JWST 512 001 STAFF 003 

6 

7 RELI 064 001 HAMMER 024 

8 RELI 089 001 LAMBERT 024 

9 RELI 104 001 EHRMAN 240 

10 RELI 140 001 OCHOA 240 

11 RELI 151 001 BAYNE 060 

12 RELI 163 001 ORR 035 

13 RELI 181 001 SAFI 100 

14 RELI 225 001 THORNTON 030 

15 RELI 239 001 HESS 036 

16 RELI 242 001 LOKENSGARD 030 

17 RELI 322 001 THORNTON 030 

18 RELI 342 001 GASKILL 025 

19 RELI 345 001 OCHOA 025 

20 RELI 480 001 HOTHAM 035 

21 RELI 540 001 THAYNE 035 

22 RELI 581 001 HAMMER 025 

23 RELI 602 001 LAMBERT 020 

24 RELI 707 001 EHRMAN 012 

25 RELI 720 001 OCHOA 015 

26 RELI 842 001 BAYNE 012 

27 RELI 881 001 SAFI 010 

28 RELI 890 056 LEVE 001 

29 RELI 890 060 SAFI 001 



1 

2 

6 

7 

8 

9 

i0 

ii 

12 

14 

16 

17 

18 

19 

2O 

21 

22 

2~ 

2~ 

26 

27 

28 

29 

~0 

~2 

I A I BI C D E 

I I 
Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDER! 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

ITAL 102 001-008 STAFF 152 

FREN 280 001 STAFF 030 

FREN 308 001 CAVER 020 

FREN 330 001 STAFF 024 

PORT i01 001-004 STAFF 076 

PORT 102 001-007 STAFF 133 

PORT 203 001, 002 STAFF 038 

PORT 204 001 STAFF 019 

PORT 275 001 RECTOR 035 

PORT 323 001 STAFF 020 

PORT 398 001 RECTOR 025 

PORT 401 001 STAFF 024 

PORT 402 001 STAFF 024 

ROML 100% ADOPTED 

SPAN 308 001 STAFF 020 

SPAN 326 001 MACK 022 

SPAN 335 001 MACK 022 

SPAN 345 001 GONZALEZ-ESPITIA 024 

SPAN 371 001 DOMINGUEZ 024 

SPAN 373 001 GONZALEZ-ESPITIA 024 

SPAN 383 001 DOMINGUEZ 024 

SPAN 415 001 HUESA OTEGI 022 

SPAN 750 001 GOMEZ-CASTELLANO 015 

SPAN 835 001 ESTRADA 015 



2 lat have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI~ 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 RUES 730 001 ROBERTSON 010 



2 ses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL OR[ 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 SOCI 069 001 GUO 024 

6 SOCI 089 001 SHANAHAN 024 

7 SOCI 089 002 PEREZ 024 

8 SOCI 101 001 HASNAIN 048 

9 SOCI 101 003 WELLS 048 

10 SOCI 121 001 COUTINHO 048 

11 SOCI 130 002, 003 HAGAN 096 

12 SOCI 131 001 GALLEGOS-LERMA 028 

13 SOCI 250 001 KADIVAR 048 

14 SOCI 252 002 PEREZ 048 

15 SOCI 411 001 ANDREWS 030 

16 SOCI 427 001 GOOD 028 

17 SOCI 468 001, 002 HARRIS 096 

18 SOCI 718 001 GUO 021 

19 SOCI 720 001 TYSON 021 

20 SOCI 970 001 BOLLEN 021 



2 ve NOT submitted COURSE M~ 

3 ~r NO TEXT NEEDED notificatio~ 

4 

5 STOR 496 004 Jl 005 



2 that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 WMST 200 001 FHUNSU 005 

6 WMST 230 001 PAGE 018 

7 WMST 232 001 PAGE 018 

8 WMST 237 001 BURRILL 025 

9 WMST 244H 001 STYERS 004 

10 WMST 263 001 ROSENTHAL 010 

11 WMST 265 001 MANN 005 

12 WMST 266 001 CALDWELL 010 

13 WMST 283 001 BURRILL 025 

14 WMST 290 001 PLEASANT 025 

15 WMST 355 001 FEDDERS 014 

16 WMST 368 001 BERGER 025 

17 WMST 415 001 FRIEDMAN OOS 

18 WMST 620 001 PERELMUTER 010 

19 WMST 851 001 STAFF OOS 



Guaranteed Buyback Program Spring 2014 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Current Participants 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

Chem 101: Fall 2011 through Spring 2014 

BROWN CHEMISTRY 978-0-321-69672-4 

Valid through December 2013 

Submitted by Professor Redinbo 

Chem 102: Fall 2011 through Spring 2014 

BROWN CHEMISTRY 978-0-321-69672-4 

Valid through December 2013 

Submitted by Professor Redinbo 

Linguistics 101: Fall 2010 through Spring 2014 

OGRADY CONTEMPORARY LINGUISTICS 978-0-312-55528-3 
Valid through December 2013 
Submitted by dept Chair Randall Hendrick 

Phys 104: Spring 2010 through Spring 2014 

Walker: PHYSICS 978-0-321-61111-6 

Valid through December 2013 

Submitted by Professor Alice Churukian 

Phys 105: Spring 2010 through Spring 2014 

Walker: PHYSICS 978-0-321-61111-6 

Valid through December 2013 

Submitted by Professor Alice Churukian 

6) Physics 116 Fall 2012 through Spring 2014 

Halliday: Fundamentals of Physics 978-0-470-46908-8 

Valid through December 2013 

Submitted by Professor Alice Churukian 

7) Physics 117 Fall 2012 through Spring 2014 

Halliday: Fundamentals of Physics 978-0-470-46908-8 

Valid through December 2013 

Submitted by Professor Alice Churukian 



8) Psychology 101: Fall 2011 through Spring 2014 

WEITEN PSYCHOLOGY:THEME & VARIATIONS BRIEF 978-0-495-90386-4 

Valid through December 2013 

Submitted by dept. Chair Donald T. Lysle 

In ongoing efforts to facilitate the Board of Governors textbook requirements for large introductory 

courses, we continue to encourage and accept textbook commitment forms from UNC Chapel Hill 

departments. Printable Guaranteed Buyback Forms are accessible on our store website 

www.store.unc.edu (Textbooks/Faculty/Guaranteed Buyback Program). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 7:02 PM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

Talk on Health in Post-Apartheid South Africa 

"The Challenge of f’4eeting South Africa’s Constitutional Promise: 
Realizing the Right to Health in a Post-apartheid Context" 

Leslie London 
University of Cape Town 

November 1~ 2013 
8:30 o 9:30 aomo 

1131 B~oinformatics 
UNC Campus (directions) 

<!--[if !vml]--><!--[endif]-->Leslie London, I’~IB ChB, ~D, is a public health specialist in the School of 

Public Health and Family f~ledicine at the Unive~ity of Cape Town, South 
Africa, He served as director of the school from 2007 to 2012 and currently 
heads the Health and Human Rights Programme and the Division of Public 
Health f~ledicine, 

His areas of re.arch include occupational and environmental epidemiolog’f 
(including farm worker health, pesticide hazards and chemical neurotoxidt,/), 
human rights in public health, public health aspects of alcohol with a 
particular interest in Fetal Alcohol Syndrome prevention, and public health 
and human rights aspects of managing drugcesistant TB. He has also 
extended his research in the human righbs field into occupational health 
practice, examining human dgh~ and ethical issues in relation to the 
practice of occupational health professionals. He is currently on a Fulbdght 
Senior Research Fellowship in the USA at Boston University School of Public 
Health. 



Refreshments w~[[ be served 

About FHday [D Conference 

The Institute for Gkoba[ Heakth & Infectious Diseases~ Division of Infectious Diseases~ and Center for AIDS 
Research at UIIC cosponsor a weekly conference series that features distinguished clinicians and scientists 
from UNC, local universities, and other’ national and international institutionso The topics are varied and 
appeal to not only infectious disease specialists, but also professionals in epidemio[ogy, public heakth, 
microbiology, biostatistics and other’ global healthorelated disciplines~ 

The conference takes place evew Friday, September through t:ay, from 8:309:30 aomo in 1131 
Bioinfor’matics (first floor auditorium) on the UNC campus, For more information, or’ to suggest a speaker~ 
ptease contact the conference coordinator, Kathy ~ameso 

Znstitute for Global Health & ~nfectious Diseases 
Division d ~nfectious Diseases 

Center for A~DS Research 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: stgore~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=65646425.f3e43c8d7b65e7a43c291cd78c74f9ca&n=T&l=aaad&o=33782385 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33782385-65646425.f3 e43 c8d7b65 e7a43 c291 cd78c74f9ca~listserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, October 29, 2013 8:17 AM 

Andrew Work"                   ~gmail.com> 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Budget Blinds quote 

Good morning Andrew 

Thank you. Please contact Travis Gore (919=966-5496) if you need to change schedule, 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: Andrew Work [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, October 28, 2013 8:51 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: Budget Blinds quote 

No I was not...I can be out there Thursday afternoon for sure 

Andrew Briley 
Sales Consultant 
Budget Blinds 

On Oct 25, 2013, at 11:00 AM, "Colon, Sonia" <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello Andrew 

Were you able to go to Battle Hall building? 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: Andrew Work [mailto ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, October 21, 2013 9:53 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: Budget Blinds quote 

Hey Sonia, 
I will be in Chapel hill today.. If you guys can have that other office unlocked I will measure it and 
get your order going today...thanks so much 

Andrew Briley 
Sales Consultant 
Budget Blinds 

On Oct 18, 2013, at 1:04 PM, "Colon, Sonia" <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> wrote: 



Hello Andrew 

Please let me know when you can start the blinds installment 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Thursday, October 17, 2013 2:01 PM 
To: ’Andrew Briley’ 
Subject: RE: Budget Blinds quote 

Hello Andrew 

Please find attached signed estimate, as our acceptance of the price for the blinds job, on 

office 1 and office 2. 

To be able to add your company as UNC system vendor, please fill and sign the attached W-9 

form. 

Thank you, 
Sonia 

From: Andrew Briley [mailto: 
Sent: Wednesday, October 16, 2013 8:24 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Budget Blinds quote 

,~. qmail.com] 

Sonya, I apologize for not getting this quote to you earlier. I know you called in last 
week to ask for it. I have attached it to this email. This quote includes a 30% discount 
off of our retail prices. Our Signature Series blinds have a Limited Lifetime Warranty 
from the manufacturer as well as our No Questions Asked Replacement Policy for 5 
years. Please let me know any questions you have moving forward. I know that I 
couldn’t get in to measure the other office last time I was out there so I just estimated 
the price based on the other office. If the windows are larger than what I estimated the 
price will not change. Thanks so much for your patience. 

-Andrew Briley 
Sales Consultant 
Budget Blinds 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Work@FAC.UNC.EDU 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 9:03 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FS Work Order 14052248; Opened; SOME KEYS ARE HANGING UP IN DOOR 
LOCATI 

The following work order has been opened in the work management system. 

Property ........... BATTLE (056) 
Requested by ....... TRAVIS GORE 
Requested .......... 10/29/2013 08:54:43 
Category ........... SERVICE ORDER 
Work Order Number.. 14052248 
Description ........ some keys are hanging up in door 

Location: Third floor 
Department: 3287 
CB: 3395 
Fax: 962-2694 
Completion Date: 10/30/2013 

Please reference the above Work Order Number for all correspondence. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please reply to this email or contact the Facilities Work Reception Center at 962-3456. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Goodlett, Clarissa <cgoodlet@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 10:37 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Diaspora Festival Film Screening of "A Band Called Death" + Author Laina Dawes discusses 
"heavy metal liberation" 

November-5-Laina-dawes.jpg 

Hi Travis, 

Can you post the announcements below about Stone Center events on November 5 to the AFAM list-serv? 

Thanks! 

Clarissa 

Clarissa Goodlett 
Program and Public Communications O~:~:icer 

Sonia Haynes Stone Center, UNC~Cbapel Hill 

9~9~96z~9oo~ (p) 9~9"96z’37z5 (~) 

www.unc.edu/depts/stonecenter 

2 Don’t- miss Events at the Stone Center on Tuesday, November 5. 

3:30pm, Bulls Head Bookshop (UNC Campus) 

"What Are You Doinq Here? A Black Woman’s Life in Liberation in Heavy Metal" Book Discussion with author Laina Dawes 

What Are You Doing Here? investigates how black women musicians and fans navigate the metal, hardcore, and punk music 

genres that are regularly thought of as inclusive spaces and centered on a community spirit, but fail to block out the race and 

gender issues that exist in the outside world. Also, Laina Dawes will be on WUNC’s"State of Things" Radio show at 12pm on 

November 5, just ahead of her book talk. 

* This event is co-sponsored by the Bulls Head Bookshop. Presented in conjunction with the Diaspora Festival of Black and 

Independent Film’s 7 pm screening of A Band Cafled Death 

7pm, Hitchcock Multipurpose Room 

The Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film presents: A Band Called Death 

A Band Called Death 
Dir:Jeff Howlett and Mark Covino /Documentary/US/English /98 min./2013 

Punk before punk existed, three teenage brothers in the early ’70s formed a band in their spare bedroom, began playing a 

few local gigs and even pressed a single in the hopes of getting signed. But this was the era of Motown and emerging disco. 

Record companies found Death’s music-- and band name--too intimidating, and the group were never given a fair shot, 

disbanding before they even completed one album. Equal parts electrifying rockumentary and epic family love story, A Band 

Called Death chronicles the incredible fairy-tale journey of what happened almost three decades later, when a dusty 1974 

demo tape made its way out of the attic and found an audience several generations younger. 

*Following screening, film discussion with UNC Professor Priscilla Layne. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Work@FAC.UNC.EDU 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 11:10 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FS Work Order 14052248; Completed; SOME KEYS ARE HANGING UP IN DOOR 
LOCATI 

The following work order has been completed. 

Property ........... BATTLE (056) 
Requested by ....... TRAVIS GORE 
Requested .......... 10/29/2013 08:54:43 
Category ........... SERVICE ORDER 
Work Order Number.. 14052248 
Shop ............... 504 - ACCESS CONTROLS - HARDWARE - Phone# 962-0161 
Description ........ some keys are hanging up in door 

Location: Third floor 
Department: 3287 
CB: 3395 
Fax: 962-2694 
Completion Date: 10/30/2013 

Please reference the above Work Order Number for all correspondence. 

If you have questions regarding the performance of this work, please contact the Shop(s) assigned listed above. If you have any 
additional questions or concerns, please reply to this email or contact the Facilities Work Reception Center at 962-3456. 

Please take a moment and click the link below to let us know about the service you just received. We greatly value your opinion and 
appreciate your help in improving our level of service. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

CCCS <cccs@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 3:58 PM 

Barger, David H <dbarger@unc.edu>; Bickford, Donna M <dbickford@unc.edu>; 
Blackburn, Dean <blackburn@unc.edu>; Blanchard, Bob <bob_blanchard@unc.edu>; 
Boudler, Laurie <boudler@unc.edu>; Brossman, Curt Alan <cbrossman@unc.edu>; 
Davenport, Helene Ann <helene_davenport@unc.edu>; Douglas, Linda Brown 
<linda_douglas@unc.edu>; Lindsey, Byron Anthony(Tony) 
<tony_lindsey@med.unc.edu>; Everett, Lewis M <lmeveret@email.unc.edu>; Figueroa, 
Angelica M <amfiguer@email.unc.edu>; Gustafson, Joann C 
<joann_gustafson@unc.edu>; Hill, Monica <mihill@email.unc.edu>; Huppert, Sarah 
Andrews <Sarah_Andrews@unc.edu>; Kelley, John <kelleyj@email.unc.edu>; Kidd, 
Jeff <jeff.kidd@facilities.unc.edu>; Kollar, April <april_kollar@med.unc.edu>; 
Levinson, Sara <saralev@email.unc.edu>; Lewis, Faye T <flewis@email.unc.edu>; 
McKirahan, Matthew Thomas <mckirahan@sog.unc.edu>; Meyers, Kathryn 
<kmeyers@email.unc.edu>; Moore, Margaret Eilene 
<MARGARET_MOORE@unc.edu>; Panke, Stefanie <panke@sog.unc.edu>; Peterson, 
Stephanie B. <peterssb@email.unc.edu>; Pinelli, Nicole R. <nickipinelli@unc.edu>; 
Pruitt, Jennifer <jennifer~ruitt@unc.edu>; Reid, Allison <Allison_Reid@unc.edu>; 
Sauer, Beth H <bhsauer@email.unc.edu>; Saye, Terri O <tsaye@email.unc.edu>; 
Socola, Donna Marie <socola@email.unc.edu>; Sylvester, Susan R. 
<ssylvest@email.unc.edu>; Welty, Jeffrey B <welty@sog.unc.edu>; Wilkins, Emily 
Alice <Emily_Wilkins@unc.edu>; Wilkinson, Patti <pattiw@unc.edu>; Austin, Susan L 
<Austin@sog.unc.edu>; Barker, Michael <michael_barker@unc.edu>; Bryant, Kathy 
<kathy_bryant@unc.edu>; Davis, Christie Wynette <christie_davis@unc.edu>; Evarts, 

Lori A <lori_evarts@unc.edu>; Freeman, Mike <MJFREEMAN@aux- 
services.unc.edu>; Gist, Jacquelyn Michelle <JMGIST@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Holt, 
Ruthie <raholt@email.unc.edu>; Malone, Brenda Richardson 
<brenda malone@unc.edu>; Medford, Becky C <becky_medford@med.unc.edu>; 
Meinecke, Chris <meinecke@email.unc.edu>; Meredith Cuomo 
<Meredithcuomo@ncsecc.org>; Nickerson-Salter, Cherritta B <nickerc@unc.edu>; 
Nicklis, Ashley <anicklis@unc.edu>; Salyer, Sherry L <salyer@email.unc.edu> 

CCCS Week 4 Results 

Week 4.xlsx; Reports by Division-Week 4.zip 

Week 4 results are in and UNC- Chapel Hill has raised $ 377~24! 

We are currently $61,000 behind where we were at this same point in the 

campaign in 2012. 

I am confident UNC will make up the difference with this week’s pickups. 

Many of you are organizing special events in your departments or units° Your enthusiasm is greatly appreciated and 

vita~ to the success of our campaign, Every dollar counts in making our 1 Mi~ion dollar goa~ a reality! Keep up the 

good work! Reminder to send your event pictures for the campaign reception s~ide show! P~ease send pictures directly 

to ~im Andrews@uncoeduo P~ease be sure to include the department name and event tit~eo Thanks ta ~hase afyau 

Alert: NC State is stil~ in the lead with by 64,829!! 

Only one winner left to pick up prize for the Oct 18th Pledge Special-Employee Appreciation Day 
1-Melinda Bakken- UNC One Card: 50 Gift card to Capital City Chop House 



Please have Melinda contact Kim Andrews at 919-962-6008 or email kim_andrews@unc.edu to receive their 

winnings. 

Top Giving Departments-Monetary Donations 
1. Kenan-Flagler Business School - $28,839 

2. CIO- Information Technology- 513,109 

3. FPG- Child Development Inst- 510,223 

4. School of Law- 59,591 
5. Religious Studies- 59,000 

Percentage in Giving By Division: Congratulation to the three Divisions reaching over 30% 

Division 2013 2013 2013 % 

Donors Employees Participation 

VC ADVANCEMENT 65 146 45% 

CHANCELLOR 30 69 43% 

SCH BUS 107 298 36% 

SCHOOL OF INFO & LIBR SCIENCE 12 50 24% 

PROVOST 77 343 22% 

SCH DENTISTRY 82 368 22% 

SCH SOCIAL WORK 29 132 22% 

VC HUMAN RESOURCES 17 81 21% 

SCHOOL OF LAW 23 126 18% 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 25 139 18% 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 28 164 17% 

CIO 53 357 15% 

VC STUDENT AFF 41 284 14% 

SCH PUB HLTH 70 603 12% 

A&S 165 1524 11% 

SCH EDUCATION 10 97 10% 

LIBRARIES 30 300 10% 

VC RESEARCH 83 978 8% 

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 16 212 8% 

SCH MEDICINE 202 3928 5% 

VC FIN ?0 1576 4% 

GRADUATE SCHOOL 1 24 4% 

SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM/MASS COMM 3 85 4% 

ATH LETICS 4 446 1% 

Prize Winners: 

Employees who have contributed to the 2013 campaign are eligible for weekly Carolina Cares prize drawings. 

Remember, the earlier you contribute, the more prize drawings you are eligible for - if you gave but don’t see your 

name below, you still have six chances to win! 

Winners Week 4: Congratulations to the following campaign contributors 

Lars F Jarskog SCH MEDICINE- PSYCHIATRY 

Judith W. Wegner SCHOOL OF LAW 

Lorne D. Koroluk SCH DENTISTRY- PEDIATRIC DENTISTRY 

Michelle S Mohe SCH BUS - KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 



Richard J    Root VC ADVANCEMENT - UNIV ADVANCEMENT 

Division Leaders or Dept. Team Captains please inform your employee that they are a winner of the weekly prize 

drawing. To claim prizes contact Ruth Holt in Benefits Services! 

~)rop-Off locations: 

http ://ca roli n a ca res. u n c. ed u/tea m -ca ptain-reso u rces/d o n ati o n-d ro p-off-I ocatio n s/ 

Please be sure all forms are submitted to one of the sites listed below before 11am on Thursdays! 

Please note the Wilson Library drop off has been replaced with the UNC OneCard Office. 

Important General Reminders: 

Be sure to complete a report form with your paper pledges. This report must be submitted along with your other forms 

at the Thursday drop-off sites. Online ePledge information does not need to be recorded on a paper form. Please note 

that all attached forms are accessible on http://carolinacares.unc.edu/team-captain-resources/campaign-materials/ 

¯ Please make sure fill out a separate report form for each of your departments. Do not group/roll up your 

departments on the same report form. Departments will not receive the proper credit towards their 30% 

participation if submitted in this format. 

Reminder: Please remind your employees to give through ePledge, http://carolinacares.unc.edu/ 

Do Not to give on the SECC website. If you have an employee who gives on the SECC website a credit card confirmation 

will need to be submitted on a paper pledge form. If you have questions please contact Kim Andrews- 

Kim_Andrews@unc.edu 

Please note that there is a two week lag time to process paper pledges. Employees who submit paper pledges will 

continue to receive campus ePledge emails for a short period until form is processed. We apologize for any 

inconvenience. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 5:49 PM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

AAAD Colloquium Nov. 6 (the time was missing) 

Please spread the word! 

African, African-American, and Diaspora Studies Faculty Colloquium 

Topic: "The Chinese Invasion of Africa’s Informal Economies" 

Speaker: Dr. Margaret C. Lee 
Moderator/Discussant: Dr. Reginald Hildebrand 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 
11am-12:30 pm 
Dey Hall, Toy Lounge 

Abstract: One of the greatest economic challenges African countries are faced with is the invasion of the informal 
economy by the Chinese. Amidst abject poverty, the informal economy is the sector that has allowed the masses of 
Africans to not only survive, but thrive. The current invasion by the Chinese has not only challenged that survival, but also 
has resulted in violent clashes between African and Chinese informal traders. African governments have had to intervene, 
especially when violence has resulted in deaths. The overarching question to be raised in this talk is what will be the long- 
term consequences of these invasions if African governments allow them to continue? 

Dr, Margaret C, Lee is an associate professor and political economist in AAAD. She has spent most of her professional 
career studying trade issues in Africa, most importantly regional economic integration in Southern Africa. Her current 
work examines Africa’s world markets and trade regimes. Dr. Lee’s forthcoming book is Africa’s World Markets: Trade, 
Informal Economies and Globalization from Below (London and New York: Zed Books; Uppsala Sweden: The Nordic Africa 
Institute; Pretoria, South Africa: Africa Institute of South Africa, 2014), which will be followed by a companion book, 
Africa’s International Trade Regimes: Globalization from Above (the same publishers as above). 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: mseck@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscfibe click here: ~:!/lists.unc.edulu? 
id=65646454~ 751 e83 d 172b02a30d3516aafe783 a 184&r~=T&l=aaad& o=33793933 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-33793933-65646454.75 le83d172b02a30d3516aa~783a184@listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: emaiLanc.edu. 
To unsubscfibe click here: ~:i/lists.ur~c.edu/a? 
id=65646425 .~3 e43 cgdTb65 eta43 c291 cd78 c74~)ca&r~=T&l=aaad& o=33794095 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to ~eave-33794095-65646425.f3 e43 cSdTb65 eta43 c291 cdTgc74~)ca~li s~tserv.~nc~ ed~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stowe, Charlotte <cfstowe@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 4:14 PM 

rcw@unc.edu 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

AAAD 430.001 Exam Location Change 

Hello, 

This email is to inform that the location of your final exam has changed. 

Your class: AAAD 430.001 

Regularly held on/at: W 3:30-6:20 pm at GL (Greenlaw) 526A 

Has been relocated to: GL (Greenlaw) 106 

Final exam day/time: Tuesday Dec. 10th at 4:00 pm 

This change is ONLY for thefinal exam; not the rest of the semester. This class was moved due to room scheduling 

conflicts and has been relocated to a similar room. If you would like to view the new room assignment please visit 

www.hotline.unc.edu to see room features and room layout. The exam will still be held at the regular exam time. Please 

make sure your students and anyone else involved with this class is aware of this change. If you have any questions 

please let us know. Thank you and have a good day. 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar - UNC-CH 

SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-6093 
Fax: 919-843-8709 



Fro~= 

To: 

Subject: 

info@townofchapelhill.org 

Thursday, October 3!, 2013 5:05 PN 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email~unc~edu> 

Town of Chapel Hill: Chapel Hill eNews 

Posted Date= 10/31/2013 

~ Chapel Hill eNews 

Tell your friends about Chapel Hill eNews, Subscribe at www.townofchapel~ or send a sign=up request to 

info@town~. Like us at www.facebook.com/chap~lhillqov and follow us at 
twitter,com/ch~. Download our new Report to the Community! tin urLcom k632x 8 

TOWNweek 

Council Hooting Summar~L 

Thursday Halloween on Franklin Street 

Hessaqe to Residents about Halloween 

Homegrown Halloween News Coverage_ 

Town Kicks Off Youth Initiative 

Ephesus Church /Fordha~ Focus Area ~nfor~ation Session 

Gle~ Lennox Public ~for~atio~ Session 

Chapel Hill Arbor Da~ 20~3 

Tar Heel Express Shuttle to the North Carolina versus UNC Pembroke ~e~’s Basketball Ga~e 

Chapel Hill Recoqnized for Workplace Wellness 

Police Department Accepts Donatio~ of EZ Child [D Syste~ 



www.townofchapelhill.orq/townweek 

### 

People at 
Council Meeting 

The Chapel Hill Town Council met on Monday, Oct. 28, at Orange County Southern Human 
Services Center, 2501 Homestead Road, to consider an agenda that includes the following 
highlights. This brief summary is sent immediately following the public meeting. Zt should not be 
viewed as official minutes. The meeting will be rebroadcast on Chapel Hill Govt-TV 18 and via 
online video at http://www.townofchapelhill.orq/councilvideo. The full agenda is available at 
http:!/b!tJy/laarXwct or by contacting Communications and Public Affairs at 919-968-2743 or 
publicaffai rs@townofchapelhi/Lorcj. 

2013 Carolina North (::ompliance Report: 
A public information meeting was held on Sept. 16 on the Carolina North Annual Report, and that report was 
presented to the Council on Monday night for its review and consideration. The Carolina North Campus has been the 
focus of a series of planning efforts and community discussions that culminated with the Town and University’s 3une 
2009 approval of a development agreement. The development agreement contains guidelines and standards for the 
development of the first 3 million square feet of a mixed-use research and academic campus on :[33 acres. The 
agreement also contains guidelines for the rest of the property that will not be developed in the near future. Read 
more at www.townofcha~carolinanorth 

On June 15, 2005, the Council adopted a resolution requesting that representatives from the University participate in 
semi-annual meetings to provide the Council with updates on University development activity. University/Hospital 
staff will present a report reviewing the status of development under construction, and previewing campus projects 
that are planned. University staff members will present the latest on capital improvements in a report available at 
htt~ ;/~ cha~e~hiH~ub~ic, n~vusaqenda .c~m/Attach mentviewer‘as~x ?Attachment~D= ~ 2 3 3 7~tem~ D= 2 444 

The Council approved the development proposal for the Southern Village Hotel and Apartments, a five=story hotel with 
112 rooms, with a future phase to include a multi-family residential development, The applicant requested flexibility 

for the land use thresholds similar to the standards for the Mixed Use-Village (MU-V) zoning district, 

Accidental Alarm Program: 
The Council enacted an ordinance to regulate and manage alarm systems. Accidental alarm activations can occur as a 
result of malfunctioning equipment, human error, or environmental conditions. In 2012, the Police Department 
responded to 3,630 alarm calls at a cost of $75,213. Zn 2012, the Fire Department responded to 1,250 alarm 
activations at a cost of $122,400. The ordinance sets civil penalties for excessive false alarms (four or more within a 
permit year) and failure to obtain applicable alarm permits. 

Ephesus Church~FordhBm Distric~ Improvements a~d Financing: 
In 2011 Council adopted a Small Area Plan for the Ephesus Church-Fordham District improvements that included 
implementation of various strategies to improve the area. On Monday night, the Council authorized the required early 
first steps toward the establishment of these strategies, including the establishment of two finance districts (a Project 
Development Finance District and Municipal Services District) and a Stormwater Overlay District. The establishment of 
these districts will involve multiple opportunities for public and Council discussion. 



### 

Homegrown 
Halloween 

community gathering 

The Town of Chapel Hill observes Halloween only on Oct~ 31, and does not deviate from the 

celebration date, no matter what day of the week it falls. This year, Halloween falls on 

Thursday~ Zn expectation of the crowds that come to downtown Chapel Hill, Franklin Street will 

dose at 9 p.m. and be reopened at 11:30 

Homegrown Halloween will continue for its sixth year. The shared effort among the Town, 

University and Downtown businesses aims to keep Halloween on Franklin Street as a small town 

with smaller crowd sizes. 

Zn the past, the event has attracted an enormous crowd (upwards of 80,000 in 2007). Confined in the downtown area, 
this large gathering presents many public safety concerns related to personal and property crime, crowd panic and 
large scale civil disorders. Additional concerns focus on alcohol poisoning and gangurelated violence, which spill over 
onto the University campus and adjacent neighborhoods. 

The Chapel Hill public safety, and public works and parks and recreation team is experienced with managing many 
large scale crowd events in downtown. Public safety officials in Chapel Hill are mindful that even the best laid plans 
cannot guard completely against crowd surges and possible disaster. 

Once again, the plan this year is to restrict traffic access to downtown Chapel Hill through lane and street closures 
starting. There will be no bus shuttles although Safe Ride buses will operate for UNC-Chapel Hill students. Alcohol 
checkpoints will be in place at the event, and DW[ enforcement will also take place with cooperation from the NC 
Highway Patrol. The Town will work with downtown bar and restaurant owners to restrict alcohol sales after 1 a.m. 
Franklin Street will reopen to regular traffic at midnight. All ABC permittees among the bars and restaurants in 
downtown Chapel Hill will not permit customers to enter or re-enter after 1 a.m. 

Because Homegrown Halloween on Franklin Street is geared to a local audience, the following restrictions are in place: 

- Restricted access to downtown through lane and street closures 
- No special event park and ride bus shuttles 
- Parking will be essentially unavailable downtown 
- Police plan to begin reopening Franklin Street at 
- Chapel Hill Transit will run its usual bus routes although some will be rerouted due to the traffic diversion plan. 
Service on D, ], NS, NU and EZ Rider routes will end early. The Safe Ride bus routes normally in place on the 
weekends will be available to transport community members and UNC students away from downtown. 
- Downtown bars and restaurants will close their doors at 1 a.m. to new patrons. They also will charge a minimum $5 
cover charge to patrons not attending private events. ~n addition, downtown convenience stores that sell alcohol will 
either close their doors or stop selling alcohol at 1 a.m. 

As always, there will be little to NO PARKZNG available close to downtown, and there will be no place for charter buses 
to drop off or pick up passengers. Charter buses entering the downtown Chapel Hill area will be directed by law 
enforcement officers to the outskirts of Town prior to dropping off any passengers. There will also be no parking in the 
neighborhoods adjacent to downtown. Access to neighborhoods will be limited by barricades and police personnel at 
the roads leading into them. This will begin early in the evening. 

Prohibited :items: 

Costume accessories that look like weapons; Weapons; Alcoholic Beverages; Glass Bottles; Paint; Fireworks and 



Explosives; Flammable Substances; Animals; Coolers 

Downtown Residents 

The Town of Chapel Hill will make every effort to keep people who are attending the event from parking in your 
neighborhood. Access to your neighborhood will be limited by barricades and police personnel leading into your 
neighborhood. This will begin early in the evening. 

- Residents of the neighborhood will be able to drive in and out of the enclosed area. Tell the officer at the barricade 
where you live. 
- Your guests will also be able to enter and leave. They will need to tell the officer at the barricade exactly where they 
are going. 
- Illegally parked vehicles (even of residents, guests) will be ticketed and towed. 
- Traffic will be congested and getting past the barricades may be a slow process. 
- Yard waste collection will be cancelled on Friday, Nov. ~[, with the next scheduled collection occurring on Friday, Nov. 
8. Yard waste collection will be conducted as normal on Thursday, Oct. 3::[. 

Transit Changes 

During the evening of Thursday, Oct. 31, Chapel Hill Transit (CHT) will end service early on the D, J, NS and NU 
routes and EZ Rider to accommodate the Halloween celebration on Franklin Street. The following schedule 
modifications will be in effect: 

Route will end at 8:43 p.m. at the Sagebrook Apartments 
Route will end at 8:56 p.m. at the Rock Creek Apartments 

NS Route will end at 8:38 p.m. at Eubanks Park and Ride 
NU Route will end at 8:29 p.m. at RR Lot 
EZ Rider service will end at 8:30 

All other routes will operate on regular routes and published schedules, although minor delays may occur due to 
increased traffic. 

Safe Ride buses will operate from 11 p.m. to 2:30 a.m., along detoured routes. View schedules and maps of safe ride 
routes at httl~://bitJy/174mvr]. Safe Ride is a service funded by the UNC-Chapel Hill Student Government for the 
safety of students. Safe Rides will not serve the Downtown/Franklin Street area, but will serve the following stops 
near downtown: 

Safe T - pick up and drop off from Chapel Hill Town Hall 
Safe ~ - pick up and drop off from Passport Nlotors (Franklin Street at Graham Street) 
Safe G - pick up and drop off from CohJmbia Street at Sitterson Hall across from Carolina Inn 

Please be advised that due to road closures and traffic pattern changes, CHT may be unable to operate published 
schedules for these routes. 

There will be no bus shuttles operating from park and ride lots to the Halloween celebration. 

CHT is the public transportation provider that serves Chapel Hill, Carrboro and the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hil!. For complete information about CHT services, schedules, route changes or directions to the nearest CHT 
stop, visit us at www.chtransit.orq, email chtransit@townofchape/hi/Lorcj or call a CHT customer service representative 
at 9:~9-969-4900 (press :~). 



### 

Halloween on 
Franklin Street 

If you work or live within Chapel Hill, please check traffic announcements and make special 
plans on Halloween (Thursday, Oct. 31) to avoid traffic congestion. If you are a Chapel Hill 
Transit rider, check bus schedules for changes on this day. Beginning at about 9 p.m., many 
streets will be dosed or will have lane reductions. Yard waste collection will be conducted as 
usual on Thursday, Oct 31. Friday yard waste collection will be postponed to Friday, Now 8. 

The Town of Chapel Hill continues its efforts to improve safety. Enormous crowd sizes at 
Halloween has caused traffic problems, parking violations, noise, litter, and property damage - and presents a threat 
to public safety. Town of Chapel Hill crews will be working throughout the night to dean up our community after this 
event. 

Please contact us to report post-Halloween related issues that require our prompt attention. We will answer calls from 
residents on Friday, Nov. 1, at the following: 

Public Works: 919-969-5100 

Police: 911 for emergencies or 919-968-2760 

As a resident of Chapel Hill, your input is valuable to us as we continue a multi-year effort to make changes to this 
event. Contact us with your comments and suggestions about Halloween between 8:30 a.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays to 
919-968-2743 or by e-mail to info@townofchapelhiii.orq. 

More information about Homegrown Halloween is available at www.townofchapelhili.orck/halioween 

### 

http://wunc~rq/p~stZchape!-hi!l-p~ice-seek-subdued-h~me~r~wn-ha~i~ween-ce~ebrati~n 

http;//~.~ra~c~m/restricti~ns~he~p-keep-chape~hi~-~-ha~een-ba~h-in-che~k/13058044/ 

"safety co~es first" http://trianq!e~news14~c~m~c~ntent/news/7~1~8~annual-hal~ween~ce~ebrat!~n~t~-bring: 

thousands-to-streets-of-chapel-hill 

= WTVD - Halloween on Franklin Street - http;//abclocal.qo.com/wtvd/video?id=9308107 

- WCHL - Reducing the Halloween Crowd on Franklin Street - htt~://chapelboro.comJnews/news-around- 
timelredudn~-the-halloween-crowd-on-franklin-street! 

= Dail~f Tar Heel - "Town readies for Ha[ioweeW’ o= http:!!www.dailytarhee!.com/artide!2013Z10Zha//oween-info- 
1031 

= Herald-Sun = "Chapel Hill Gears Up for annual Halloween Celebration" 



http://www, heraldsun.com/news/x2082477138/ChapeI-Hill-qears-up-for-annuaI-Halloween-celebration 

### 

Girls in school 
Mayor Mark Kleinschmidt invites all residents, especially teens and tweens, to participate in an 
interactive series of public events and forums to kick off the Town of Chapel Hill’s new Youth 
Znitiative, "Chapel Hill 4 YOUth?’ 

The purpose of the Youth Initiative is to investigate how to better meet the needs of our town’s 
youth population by extending the DESIGN 2020 process to more fully include youth 
perspectives. This will be accomplished through 4 community forums shaped by 4 guiding 
themes. 

Chapel HH[ is a town full of exceptional, diverse, and well-rounded youth from a spectrum of socio-economic 
backgrounds that could benefit from a more robust youth services network. Young people in Chapel Hill, especially 12- 
18 year-olds, are an underserved population. In a college town environment dominated by a major university, the 
youth who grow up in Chapel Hill are sometimes overlooked. 

The Town aims to engage our community, especially young people themselves, in a thoughtful visioning process to lay 
the groundwork for a comprehensive youth services network. For the past several months, town staff have formed an 
advisory committee and met regularly to begin shaping this effort. In the coming months, there will be a complete 
inventory of youth service offerings with the goal of addressing gaps and eliminating overlap. Additionally, a thorough 
qualitative assessment of needs and opportunities will be conducted as part of a comprehensive visioning effort 

Community outreach efforts will include 4 public meetings, each with a different intended audience; youth focus 
groups; an online and paper survey; and online community feedback opportunities. This initiative will extend through 
Spring 2014 and culminate in the Second Annual Teen Week and Youth Fest in April 2014. 

The public meeting schedule is as follows: 

- October 30 (6:30 - 8 P.m0 - Hargraves Community Center - Audience Focus: Parents/Advocates 
- November 7 (Noon to 1 p.m.) - Chapel Hill Public Library - Audience 
Focus: Nonprofit Organizations and Service Providers (must register for Youth Forward Summit to attend - details 
forthcoming from http://www.chc~outh.or~l 
- November 14 (6:30 - 8 p.m.) - Chapel Hill Public Library - Audience Focus: General Public 

The Cound[ established "new approaches to programming for youth" as a priority during its 2013-14 budget process. 
Town Manager Roger L Stancil discussed this priority in his Budget Message to Council, which was supported by 
information provided in a Budget Q & A during budget planning. Youth programming is encompassed within the 
Budget Goal: Inclusive and Socially Thriving Community, part of the priority budgeting system being implemented 
over a multi-year period. The system works to prioritize goals and objectives that were established during the Chapel 
Hill 2020 comprehensive planning process. 

The community outreach effort will result [n a comprehensive report to Town Cound[, which will give way to a 
dynamic youth services framework that benefits a wide range of young people and youth organizations in our 
community. As demand grows for these services, the Town of Chapel Hill is committed to increasing current resources 
to more fully support youth service offerings. The Town recognizes that if youth are supplied with safe and enriching 
spaces to thrive, we create young leaders who will become local agents of change. 



To access the online survey, find us on the web at www.townofchapelhill.or(~Zyouth 

For up-to-date information about the Youth Initiative, "Like" CH4YOUth on Facebook or "Follow" @ChapelHillGov on 

Twitter and use #CH4Youth. 

For more information or to get involved, please contact Samathryn Witham at youth@townofchapelhill.orq 

Please share our Flier! Download here. 

~ DESIGN 2020 

/Fordham Focus Area Information Session 

The Town of Chapel Hill invites the community to participate [n a public information session at 

6:30 p.m. Monday, Nov. 4 to discuss proposed changes to [and use regulations in the Ephesus 

Church Road/Fordham Boulevard area. 

The event [s one of many public outreach opportunities of DESIGN Chapel Hill 2020, the title 

given to the implementation phase of the Chapel Hill 2020 comprehensive plan. The information 

session will be held at Extraordinary Ventures, located at 200 South El[iott Road in Chapel Hi[[. 

The information session was scheduled in response to feedback from residents who requested another opportunity to 

ask questions and understand how the proposed regulations fit into the overall implementation of the Ephesus Church 

Road/Fordham Boulevard small area plan. Consultant Lee EJnsweiler of Code Studio will explain the proposed 

regulatory changes and how this component of the Chapel Hill 2020 Comprehensive Plan will be implemented for the 

Ephesus Church Road/Fordham Boulevard area. To view the proposed regulations for the Ephesus Church 

Road/Fordham Boulevard area, visit: http://www.townofchapelhJll.orq/Modules/ShowDocument.aspx? 

documentid=20118. 

The Ephesus Church Road/Fordham Boulevard focus area encompasses the area surrounding Ram’s Plaza near the 

intersection of Ephesus Church Road and Fordham Boulevard from South EIl[ott Road to the Chapel Hill Memorial 

Cemetery. The Town Council adopted a small area plan in June 2011 for the Ephesus Church Road/Fordham Boulevard 

area. 

Led by the Town’s Economic Development Division, the small area plan defined future [and uses and offered solutions 

to the transportation network to encourage reinvestment. Community members identified the Ephesus Church 

Road/Fordham Boulevard as an area likely to change in the future due to vacant land, underdeveloped sites, and its 

location along transportation and transit corridors. To learn more about the adopted plan, visit: 

www.townofchapelhill.orq/index.aspx?paqe = 1518. 

Ephesus Church/Fordham is within Area 5: North 15-501, one of six future focus areas outlined in the Chapel Hill 2020 

Comprehensive Plan and the adopted small area plan. Future focus areas are portions of Chapel Hill most likely to 

change in the future due to vacant [and, underdeveloped sites, and their locations along transportation and transit 

corridors. In total, these areas represent about 24 percent of the [and in Chapel Hill, and they do not include the 

predominately single-family areas and neighborhoods of Chapel Hill. 

The Town’s other focus areas are Area 1: Downtown Chapel Hill; Area 2: North Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard/I-40; 

Area 3: South Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard/Homestead Road to Estes Drive; Area 4: Highway 54; and Area 6: 

South 15-501~ 

To be added to the ema[I distribution list for the Ephesus Church Road-Fordham Boulevard Focus Area or Lo submit 



questions, contact lumo@townofchapelhill,orq or 9:[9-968-2728, To find more information, visit 
www,townofcha~pelh!U,orq~e~ohesusfordham, More information about Lee Einsweiler and Code Studio is available at 

www,code-studio,com, 

### 

DESIGN 2020 

placement, 

The Town of Chapel Bill will hold the first in a series of public information sessions related to the 

Glen Lennox Redevelopment from 7 to 9 p,m, Wednesday, Nov, :[3, at the Chapel Hill Public 

Library, Meeting Room B, :[00 Library Drive, 

The public information session will offer residents an opportunity to hear from the developer on 
a range of topics to be negotiated and included in the draft development agreement Topics 
discussed will include an overview of the development agreement drafting process, existing 
conditions, and design features such as permitted uses, mixes of uses, and building types and 

Future public information sessions tentatively scheduled for December wiU focus on connectivity, transportation, 
stormwater, environment and recreation. 

Glen Lennox is an existing mixed use development located off of Raleigh Road and Fordham Boulevard. Its developer 
is seeking to redevelop the area within the established parameters of the Town Council endorsed Neighborhood 
Conservation District zoning overlay. It is one of two potential developments using the new Development Agreement 

process approved by Council in March 20:[3. See 
~www.townofchapelhill.orq/index.as~e=:[432 for more information on the Glen Lennox Area Neighborhood 
Conservation District Development. 

To learn more about the Glen Lennox proposed development, see www,townofchapelhill,orqZglenlennox 

### 

Chape~ Hill Arbor Day 2013 

Trees in Chapel 
Hill 

The Town’s annual Arbor Day celebration will be held this year at 10 a.m. Friday, Nov. 22, at 
the Chapel Hill Public Library. Students from Estes Hills Elementary School will help plant an oak 
tree. 

Mayor Mark Kleinschmidt will present the Arbor Day Proclamation and accept the 2012 Tree City 

USA Award from representatives of the NC Division of Forest Resources. This is Chapel Hill’s 

14th consecutive year as a Tree City. 

Arbor Day was set by the Town Council in November 2000. Each year in November the Town celebrates trees at its 
Arbor Day ceremony by planting one or more trees at a Town-owned facility such as a park or an entryway. 

### 

Tar Nee~ Express Shuttle to the North Carolina versus UNC Pembroke Men’s Basketball 



Chapel Hill 
Transit Logo 

Chapel Hill Transit (CHT) will provide Tar Heel Express shuttle service on Friday, Nov. 1, for the 
North Carolina men’s basketball game against UNC Pembroke, scheduled for 7:30 p.m. at the 
Dean E. Smith Center. 

Tar Heel Express shuttles will begin at 6 p.m. from the park and rides located at Friday Center, 
Southern Village, University Mall (on the South Estes Drive side of Dillard’s) and Jones Ferry. 

Shuttles will also be available from the Carolina Coffee Shop located at :[38 East Franklin Street (no parking 
provided). The shuttles will provide continuous and fully accessible service, running every :[0 to :[5 minutes between 
the park and rides and the Dean E. Smith Center. The shuttles will operate for approximately 45 minutes following the 
game. 

Shuttles drop off and pick up on Bowles Drive in front of the Dean E. Smith Center. Shuttle rides are $5 for a round- 
trip or $3 for a one-way trip. 

For additional information on the Tar Heel Express Shuttle, please visit CHT’s website at 
www.townofchapelhill.orq/tarheelexpress or call a customer service representative at 9:[9-969-4900 (press 

### 

TOwH iH News 

Cars parked on 
Franklin Street 

Town in News - TIN Report - is a sampling of news media coverage about the Town of Chapel 
Hill compiled by the Communications and Public Affairs Department. This listing includes articles 
and columns that are available on the web, and may not necessarily contain all stories in the 
print edition of the papers or on televised broadcasts. 

Links access online stories that are posted for a limited time. Some media organizations require 
registration or a subscription. 

For information, contact us at info@townofchapelhill,oro~ 

Chapel Hill parks director to retire Dec. 3:~ 
"Butch has brought us far and built a solid foundation for the future in parks and recreation. He has made a difference 
in the lives of many young people. 
http://www‘chape!hillnews~c~m/20:[3/:[0/’29/3323777/chape~-hi~l-parks-direct~r-retiring.htm~ 

Retiring Carrboro Mayor Mark Chilton said just before his roast and toast Tuesday evening, "I feel honored, even 
though I am about to be dishonored." 
htt ~1- overnment retirin =carrboro=mayor=mark-chilton=qets=roastedL 

Chapel Hill, city schools seek closer ties 
The city schools and the town have overlapping needs and should find more ways to work together, local leaders 
Wednesday. 
~www.cha~)elhillnews.com~3 :[ :[_524!~el-hill-cit~’-schools-seek.html 



The Chapel Hill Town Council unanimously approved development plans Monday for a five=story hotel to be built on 
the edge of Southern Village. 
http : //chapelb~r~‘c~m/news/~~ca~~q~vernment/ch~t~wn-c~unci~~~ks~s~uthern~vi~~aqe-h~teFp~an/ 

Town Council cracks down on false alarms 
Chapel Hill police and fire departments want to crack down on false alarms, and they got help from the Chapel Hill 
Town Council Monday night. 
http ~ ~/www‘ dai~ytarheeL c~m~art!de/ 2 ~13/1~ /t~wn-c~und ~.cracks.d~wn-~n~fa~se-a~arms 

Chec~ Your Tires And Batteries, Winter Is Coming 
The temperatures may have warmed again for a little while longer, but AAA Carolinas is taking last weekend’s cold 
snap as an opportunity to tell you to winterize your car. 
http: //chape~b~r~‘c~m/news/safety/check-y~ur-tires-and-batteries-winter-is-c~minq~ 

A conversation Monday about how part of Chapel Hill should grow called into question how neighbors who oppose a 
draft plan are being viewed. 
~www.cha elhillnews.com 2013 10 23 330~nei hbors-o ose-draft-development.html 

options abound across Triangle 

~www,newsobserver.com 2013 10 23 3306992 halloween-o tions-abound-across.html 

Police Headquarters Property Review Finds Pollutants 
Chapel Hill Police and Fire headquarters are in dire need of repair or replacement, but the Town’s effort to proceed in 
preparing the land for sale has hit a snag. 
http://chape/boro.co mlnews/development!police-headqua rters-property-review4i nds-pollutants/ 

CHCCS Asks Town Council To Consider Cost Of Growth 
When the Chapel Hill Town Council and the Chapel HilFCarrboro City Schools board met together for the first time last 
night to discuss shared concerns, Mayor Mark Kleinschmidt called for the school board to take a more active role in 
how the town plans for growth. 
http i//chalae!boro.com!news!IocaFc]overn ment!chccs-as ks-town-cou ncil~to-consider-cost-of-clrowth/ 

Inter-Faith Council continues to grow 

This has been a year of growth and change for the Inter=Faith Council for Social Service, a local organization that aims 

to reduce homelessness, hunger and economic disparity in the community, 
http ~//www. dailytarhee! ~com/art!de/2013/10/!fc-meetincp 1025 

### 

The Triangle Business Journal has named the Town of Chapel Hill as one of the 25 healthiest 



employers in the Triangle. http://www.biziournals.com/trianqle/news/2013/10/29/trianlo~_: 
business-journal-unveils.html 

Chapel Hill Wellness@Work was established in June 2011 through a unique collaborative partnership between the 
Town of Chapel Hill and UNC Health Cafe’s Department of Family Medicine. :[t is designed to provide comprehensive 
health and wellness programs for Town employees in an effort to promote and maintain healthy lifestyles. 

"We believe easy access to basic preventative health services and education can help employees better manage their 
health needs, while reducing medical costs," said Town Manager Roger Stancil. 

The Town’s healthy work environment is supported by a dedicated free employee-health clinic staffed with a part-time 
nurse practitioner and a full-time registered nurse employed by UNC Health Care and the Department of Family 
Medicine. 

Employees have access to wellness programs including walking groups, exercise classes, tobacco cessation and weight 

loss programs, health education presentations, gym memberships and free access to Town parks and recreation 

facilities. 

The program is directed by an Employee Wellness Committee comprised of employee representatives from all 
departments and organizational levels~ This is an enthusiastic, committed group that meets on a monthly basis. The 
committee focuses its efforts on developing wellness programming and policies and communicating information about 
worksite wellness to all Town employees. 

Programs are tailored to the needs of the Town’s workforce based on information from voluntary surveys. Employees 
receive incentives to meet and maintain healthy goals. Dr. Mark Gwynne, director of the UNC Family Medicine Center, 
will present a report about Chapel Hill Wellness@Work to the Town Council at its Nov. 6 work session. More 
information is available at http://www.chapelhillwellnessatwork.oro~ 

### 

The Chapel Hill Police Department is pleased to announce that they accepted a donation from Phi Delta Theta 
fraternity for the purchase of an EZ Child ID System. The EZ Child ID system allows the police department to provide 
parents, free of charge, with a CD and printout containing their child’s fingerprints, photograph and other vital 
information to be used in the event that their child ever becomes missing. 

"ID kits have been used for years and they provide local police departments with both a good record, should a child 
ever go missing, as well as providing an opportunity for officers to talk to parents and their children about being ways 
to stay safe. We appreciate the partnership with Phi Delta Theta in bringing this important equipment to our 
community. Hopefully, we will never need to use it!" -Chief Blue 

Chief Chris Blue accepted the donation on behalf of the police department at 3:30 p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 23, at the 
Chapel Hill Police Department. 

Phi Delta Theta was founded at the University of Miami, Ohio, on Dec. 26, 1848~ Coming to UNC in 1885, and since 
then have maintained their position as one of the top performing fraternities on campus with regard to academics and 
philanthropy. 

"The NC Beta Chapter of Phi Delta Theta prides itself on staying true to its core values of morality, brotherhood, and 
education. We are one of the many fraternities on campus, and part of a fraternity’s responsibility is to be involved in 



the community. The new members of the fraternity have spearheaded this current initiative and have done this to 
illustrate the constructive nature of the new member program.We felt that the EZ Child ZD system is something that 
will be easy to sustain, and will affect not only the community members that might go missing, but also the police 
department by giving them a leg up in a search." 

More information about the EZ Child ID System may be found at htt#://www.ezchildid.com. 

To change your eSubscriptions preferences, click the following link: 
http://www.townofchapelhill .orq/index.aspx?paqe= 38&subscriberquid =86937335-e::[b8-4308-9a64- 

904093218ba7 

To unsubscribe from all Town of Chapel Hill eSubscriptions, please click the following link: 
http://www.townofchapelhill .orq/index.aspx?paqe= 38&subscriberquid =86937335-e::[b8-4308-9a64- 

9040932 ::[8ba 7&unsubscribe = :[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 1, 2013 8:12 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

list server 

P-card use request.xlsx 

Good morning Travis 

Hope you are feeling better. 

When you get a chance, please circulate through list server ( for faculty members), the attached document, as follow: 

Dear Faculty members, 

Kindly find attached new fiscal form: Request.for Use the Department Credit Card. The form should be submitted to Mr. 

Travis Gore, for each P- card transaction. 

Thank you, 

Sonia Colon 
Accounting Technician 

PubKe PoKey Department - 962-4854 
Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

(M. 8-5, T. 1-5, W.8-12, T. 1-5, F. 8-5) 

African, African -American & Diaspora Studies - 966-1295 

Battle Hall, CB # 3395 
(T. 8-12, W. 1-5, T. 8-12, ) 



Vendor name: 

Request for Use the Department Credit Card(P-Card) -AAAD 

purchase date: 

Items purchased: 

Reason for purchase: 

Account number to be charge: 

Total amount of purchase: 

Sales tax charge: 

I understand that the purchasing card may NOTbe used for: 

Alcohol/Tobacco 
Anything costing more than $5,000 

Contracts 
Cash Advance 
Conference Registrations 

Gift Certificates/Gift Cards 
Membership Dues 

Personal Items 
Rentals 
Restaurants/Coffee shops/Catering 

Services(labor/maintenance) 
Employee educational expenses 



Travel (Including Hotel and Registration) 
Note: The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, is exempt from North Carolina Sales Tax 

Faculty Member signature: 

Card holder signature: 

Accounting approval: 

(costs are reasonable and allowable, also check for account funds availability ) 

Please attach to this [orm the purchase receipt. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vierra, Billy M <billy.vierra@facilities.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 1, 2013 8:30 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Cold Water shut down in Battle 

Travis, 

Bolton is requesting a Chilled water shutdown on Wednesday 11/06 for the 3rd floor to tie in water pipes going to the 

AHU’s in the attic. This should only effect the water on the 3rd floor. I am in process of verifying this with Chilled water 

maintenance and want to make sure that occupants won’t be greatly affected. Shutdown would be all day. Please let me 

know if you can work with this request or if another day would be better. 

Thanks, 

Billy 

Billy Vie~Ta 
Design & Const~’uction Se~’vices 
Electrical Design 
919-962-1094 Office 

Cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 1, 2013 11:00 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Blurb - Performance class, spring 2014 

CLAS SBLURB-AAAD290. doc 

Dear Travis, 

The attached file is the blurb for the new special topics course, AAAD 290. 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of Af~can, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 

Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 2:47 PM 

To: Janken, Kenneth R 

Cc: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 

Subject: Blurb - Performance class, spring 2014 

Dear Kenneth, 

Kindly find attached a blurb for Megel’s class. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



SPRING CLASS OFFERING - 2014 

DEPARTMENT OF AFRICAN, AFRICAN AMERICAN AND DIASPORA 

STUDIES 

AAAD 290 

A new performance class 

PERFORMING THE POLITICS OF WATER 
A CLASS EXPLORING PERFORMANCE 

& 
WATER/ENVIRONMENT/HEALTH 

Professor: Joseph Megel 
Department of Communication Studies 

Director, UNC-CH’s Process Series 
megel@email.unc.edu 

Working with a variety of sources including D. Soyini Madison’s work titled Water Rites/Rights, 
and doing our own ethnographic field research in the Rogers Road community of Chapel Hill, 
North Carolina we will create a class performance looking at the political and social issues of 
water, the environment and health. In addition to the Rogers Road community, we will explore 
these issues drawing on experiences from South Africa, Ghana and members of Afro- 
Columbians. 

The class will culminate in two public performances. The first performance will be on Thursday 
evening April 10 as a launch of the 2nd Global Africana annual conference focusing the 
intersecting themes of water, environment and health and the final one on April 11. Students 
will be required to take part in these public performances. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 1, 2013 2:09 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Circulate on Listserve 

P-card use request.xlsx 

Sorry- here is the attachment 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Friday, November 01, 2013 2:08 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Circulate on Listserve 

Hello Travis 

Due to so much trouble to set up me with the AAAD listserver, Eunice wants to circulate the Pcard form with your help. 

Please circulate the below messages through the faculty Members.- Thanks, have a nice weekend 

Dear Faculty members, 

Kindly find attached new fiscal form: Request for Use ofthe Department Credit Card. The form should be submitted to 

Travis, for each P- card transaction. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

Sonia Colon 
Accounting Technician 

PubKe PoKey Department - 962-4854 

Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

(M. 8-5, T. 1-5, W.8-12, T. 1-5, F. 8-5) 

African, African -American & Diaspora Studies - 966-1295 

Battle Hall, CB # 3395 
(T. 8-12, W. 1-5, T. 8-12, ) 



Vendor name: 

Request for Use of the Department Credit Card(P-Card) -AAAD 

purchase date: 

Items purchased: 

Reason for purchase: 

Account number to be charge: 

Total amount of purchase: 

Sales tax charge: 

I understand that the purchasing card may NOTbe used for: 

Alcohol/Tobacco 
Anything costing more than $5,000 

Contracts 
Cash Advance 
Conference Registrations 

Gift Certificates/Gift Cards 
Membership Dues 

Personal Items 
Rentals 
Restaurants/Coffee shops/Catering 

Services(labor/maintenance) 
Employee educational expenses 



Travel (Including Hotel and Registration) 
Note: The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, is exempt from North Carolina Sales Tax 

Faculty Member signature: 

Card holder signature: 

Accounting approval: 

(costs are reasonable and allowable, also check for account funds availability ) 

Please attach to this [orm the purchase receipt. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 1, 2013 2:15 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

spring 2014 info for aaad.unc.edu 

Spring 2014 registration information.docx 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 



Important Registration Information for Students Majoring or Minoring in African, African 
American, and Diaspora Studies. 

In the spring 2014 semester, the department is offering a single section of AAAD 395, which is 
open to students in both the African studies and African American and Diaspora studies 
concentrations. If you are planning to graduate in May 2014, August 2014, or December 2014, 
and need this course to graduate, you should enroll in this section. Likewise, if you are currently 
a junior and are planning on writing an Honors thesis in 2014-2015, you must enroll in AAAD 
395; AAA 395 is a prerequisite for the Honors thesis (AAAD 691H). 

In the spring 2014 semester, the department is offering a section of AAAD 487. If you are 
planning to graduate in May 2014, August 2014, or December 2014, and need this course to 
graduate, you should enroll in this section. 

The requirements for the major and minor are published in the Undergraduate Bulletin/2013- 

2014 Record. 

But if you were enrolled in Carolina prior to fall 2013, you are still able to complete the major or 
minor requirements that were in effect at the time you entered. Here are the old requirements 
and the new courses you can take to meet them. 

Students who are in the process of completing their concentration in African studies at the 
beginning of the fall 2013 semester can make the following course substitutions in the spring 
semester 2014: 

¯ For AFAM 101, substitute AAAD 130 
¯ For AFRI 101, substitute AAAD 101 
¯ For AFAM/AFRI 474, substitute AAAD 487 
¯ For AFRI 600, substitute AAAD 395 
¯ For one regional seminar, substitute any AAAD course numbered 300-329 or 400-429 
¯ For five AFRI courses, substitute five AAAD courses numbered 100-129, 200-229, 300- 

329, or 400-429, at least one of which must be numbered 400-429 

Students who are in the process of completing their concentration in Afro-American studies at 
the beginning of the fall 2013 semester can make the following course substitutions in the spring 
semester 2014: 

¯ For AFAM 101, substitute AAAD 130 
¯ For AFAM 102, substitute AAAD 231 or any other AAAD course numbered 230-284 
¯ For AFAM/AFRI 474 substitute AAAD 487 
¯ For AFRI 101, substitute AAAD 101 
¯ For AFAM 398, substitute AAAD 395 
¯ For five AFAM courses, including courses cross-listed with other units, with at least one 

being numbered 400 or above, substitute five courses numbered 130-184, 230-284, 330- 
384, or 430-484, with at least one course numbered 430-484. 



Students who are in the process of completing their minor in African studies at the beginning of 
the fall 2013 semester can make the following course substitutions: 

For AFRI 101, substitute AAAD 101 
For four additional courses 

o For List A, substitute as many as four AAAD courses numbered X00-X29 and 
African studies courses whose last two digits are from 85 to 99, one of which 
must be at the 400-level. 
We will continue to accept up to two courses from List B, with the exception of 
HIST 479, which is no longer a course on Africa. 

Students who are in the process of completing their minor in Afro-American studies at the 
beginning of the fall 2013 semester can make the following course substitutions in spring 
semester 2014: 

¯ For AFAM 101, substitute AAAD 130 
¯ For AFAM 102, substitute AAAD 231 or any other AAAD course numbered 230-284 
¯ For AFRI 101, substitute AAAD 101 
¯ For two additional AFAM courses, substitute two courses numbered 130-184, 230-284, 

330-384, or 430-484. 

If you have questions about the oM or new requirements or the numbering system or which 
courses you shouM take, please contact the Director of Undergraduate Studies Dr. Kenneth 

Janken at (919) 962-1519 or krjanken@email, unc. edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 1, 2013 2:40 PM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

P-card use request 

P-card use request.xlsx 

Dear Faculty members, 

Kindly find attached new fiscal form: Request.for Use o.fthe Department Credit Card. The form should be submitted to 

Travis, for each P- card transaction. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

Sonia Colon 
Accounting Technician 

Public Policy Department - 962-4854 
Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

(M. 8-5, T. 1-5, W.8-12, T. 1-5, F. 8-5) 

African, African -American & Diaspora Studies - 966-1295 

Battle Hall, CB # 3395 
(T. 8-12, W. 1-5, T. 8-12, ) 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: stgore@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=65646425 .f3 e43 c8d7b65 e7a43 c291 cd78 c74f9ca&n=T&l=aaad& o=33803902 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33803902-65646425.f3 e43 c8d7b65e7a43 c291 cd78c74f9ca~listserv.unc.edu 



Vendor name: 

Request for Use of the Department Credit Card(P-Card) -AAAD 

purchase date: 

Items purchased: 

Reason for purchase: 

Account number to be charge: 

Total amount of purchase: 

Sales tax charge: 

I understand that the purchasing card may NOTbe used for: 

Alcohol/Tobacco 
Anything costing more than $5,000 

Contracts 
Cash Advance 
Conference Registrations 

Gift Certificates/Gift Cards 
Membership Dues 

Personal Items 
Rentals 
Restaurants/Coffee shops/Catering 

Services(labor/maintenance) 
Employee educational expenses 



Travel (Including Hotel and Registration) 
Note: The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, is exempt from North Carolina Sales Tax 

Faculty Member signature: 

Card holder signature: 

Accounting approval: 

(costs are reasonable and allowable, also check for account funds availability ) 

Please attach to this [orm the purchase receipt. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 1, 2013 3:09 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Spring 2014 registration information for AAAD maj ors and minors 

I am Dr. Kenneth Janken, the Director of Undergraduate Studies in the Department of African, African 
American, and Diaspora Studies. You are receiving this because you are listed as one of our majors or minors. 
I am emailing you with important information concerning Spring 2014 registration. Please follow this link to 
learn about courses offered in the Spring that you may need to take in order to fulfill major or minor 
requirements: htt~ :ilaaad.unc. eduicoursesifall-2013. 

As always, if you have questions about the courses we are offering or what courses you need to take to 
complete your major or minor - or anything else related to the curriculum! - please do get in touch with me. 
My phone number is below. My email address is on this email. And my office hours for the remainder of this 
semester are on Tuesday mornings from 8 until 11. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Janken 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 1, 2013 3:30 PM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

Graduate Research Consultant Program at the Office for Undergraduate Research 

Subject: [INFORMATIONAL] Graduate Research Consultant Program at the Office for Undergraduate Research 

Dear Faculty Colleague: 

Are you interested in embedding a research component in your undergraduate course? Join colleagues who have taken advantage of 
the Graduate Research Consultant Program [~:ilot~r.unc.edu/fac~lt~,i~] at the Office for Undergraduate Research to design and 
teach research-exposure courses. The GRC Program was developed to increase research opportunities for undergraduates in courses 
across the curriculum, and provides instructors with graduate students (the GRCs) whose assistance makes it possible to turn course 
assignments into robust research projects. The primary role of the GRCs is to assist the undergraduates as they plan, carry out and 
disseminate the results of their projects; GRCs do not evaluate student work. GRCs help students frame questions appropriate for the 
discipline, design and conduct original investigations, and report their findings to the class and sometimes also the broader community 
in oral or written form. The graduate students are paid $750 for 30 hours of work during the semester. Faculty members select their 
own GRCs. 

The deadline for applications are: 
¯ Applications for fall courses, July 15 
¯ Applications for spring courses,    December 12 
¯ Applications for summer courses, January 27 
Decisions about course funding are made as soon as possible after the application deadlines. 

For more information about the program, visit GRC Program Frequently Asked Questions [~:,~/our.uwc.edt~acu             or 
contact the Associate Director in the Office for Undergraduate Research, Dr. Donna Bickford. You can also read more about faculty 
and GRC experiences in research-exposure courses on the GRC Blog [~rc.~ eb.unc.edt~]. 

This message is sponsored by: Office for Undergraduate Research 

INFORMATIONAL email will only be sent to those who have indicated that they do want to receive mass email. To set your 
informational mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at               , and select Update Personal Information 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: stgore@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscfibe click here: ~:iilists.m~c.ed~/~?id=65646425.~3e43cgdTb65eTa43c29 lcdTgc74~)ca&r~=T&l=aaad&o=33804439 

or send a blank email to leave-33804439-65646425 .f3 e43c8d7b65e7a43c291 cd78c74f9ca@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 8:15 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: AAAD 412-001 blurb 

AAAD 412.docx 

Dear Travis, 

Attached is as blurb for AAAD 412-001, which is Margaret’s section in Spring 2014. Please add it to the class 
notes tbr the course in Connect Carolina. Please do it this morning and let me know when it is complete. 

Thanks! 

Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hal!, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 

Sent: Sunday, November 03, 2013 6:25 AM 

To: Janken, Kenneth R 

Subject: RE: AAAD 412 for the spring 

Dear Kenneth, 

Please see attached. 

Best, 
Margaret 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Thursday, October 31, 2013 3:39 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: AAAD 412 for the spring 

Dear Margaret, 

Do you have a short description for this course, maybe 5-7 sentences maximum? I ask, because we are going to 
have a second section of AAAD 412 focused on Rwanda, and I wanted to include descriptions of both courses 
so that students can choose which they want to sign up for. 

I’m sorry for the short notice. I’d like to put the description in the system no later than Monday, so I would be 
obliged if you sent it to me no later than Sunday. 

Kenneth 



Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 



AAAD 412 

The indigenous populations of South Africa, Zimbabwe, and Namibia fought long and protracted 

struggles against the white settler regimes in Southern Africa to gain their independence. The people of 

Zimbabwe were the first to gain their independence in 1980, followed by Namibia in 1990, and finally 

South Africa in 1994. The first part of the course will provide an in-depth description and analysis of the 

struggle for independence and the creation of the post-independence states in South Africa, Zimbabwe, 

and Namibia. The second part of the course will examine issues the region of Southern Africa is currently 

faced with such as HIV/AIDS, regional economic integration, xenophobia, and the 21St century scramble 

for access to Southern Africa’s natural resources and markets. Finally, students will study the impact the 

emerging powers - Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa (the BRICS) - are having on changing the 

dynamics of the regions involvement within the global economy from North-South relations to South- 

South and South-East engagement. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 8:44 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: AAAD 412-001 blurb 

Excellent! Thank you very much. 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, November 04, 2013 8:32 AM 

To: Janken, Kenneth R 

Subject: RE: AAAD 412-001 blurb 

Good morning Kenneth. Al! done! Best, Travis 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Monday, November 04, 2013 8:15 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: AAAD 412-001 blurb 

Dear Travis, 

Attached is as blurb for AAAD 412-001, which is Margaret’s section in Spring 2014. Please add it to the class 
notes for the course in Connect Carolina. Please do it this morning and let me know when it is complete. 

Thanks! 

Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of Af~can, Af~can American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 

Sent: Sunday, November 03, 2013 6:25 AM 

To: Janken, Kenneth R 



Subject: RE: AAAD 412 for the spring 

Dear Kenneth, 

Please see attached. 

Best, 
Margaret 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent." Thursday, October 31, 2013 3:39 PM 
To." Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject." AAAD 412 for the spring 

Dear Margaret, 

Do you have a short description for this course, maybe 5-7 sentences maximum? I ask, because we are going to 
have a second section of AAAD 412 focused on Rwanda, and I wanted to include descriptions of both courses 
so that students can choose which they want to sign up for. 

I’m sorry for the short notice. I’d like to put the description in the system no later than Monday, so I would be 
obliged if you sent it to me no later than Sunday. 

Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Clemmons, Jason <j clem@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 8:45 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

Clemmons, Jason <j clem@email.unc.edu> 

RE: [course_scheduling_officers] Spring 2014 honors course registration 

Just a friendly reminder (@) that I will begin adjusting the enrollment numbers on Spring 2014 honors courses 
today° Please do not be alarmed if you see Enrollment Capacities that look strange! And please do not make any 
adjustments to these numbers yourself° 
If you have questions, please call or email me for clarification. 

Jason Clemmons 
Associate Director for Curriculum, Recruitment, and Operations 
Honors Carolina 
225 Graham Memorial, CB# 3510 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3510 

Tel: 919.843.7756 Fax: 919.962.1548 

From: Clemmons, Jason [mailto:jclem@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 4:03 PM 
To: departmental course scheduling officers 
Cc: Clemmons, Jason 
Subject: [course_scheduling_officers] Spring 2014 honors course registration 

Dear course scheduling officers, 

With Spring 2014 course registration fast approaching, I want to make sure everyone is aware of the responsibilities 
assumed by the Honors Carolina office during the enrollment period. I have also added a few reminders of ways 
departments can help us ensure the registration process goes smoothly. Please review this information and let me 
know if you have any questions. Thanks so much for your continued assistance! 

The Honors Carolina office will 
¯ contact instructors for course descriptions, prerequisites, and registration restrictions. 
¯ add a Class Note to each honors course in ConnectCarolina, which includes course description, registration 

instructions to students, and information about the instructor. 
¯ post a comprehensive list of honors course descriptions to our website 

(http://h~n~rscar~~ina~unc~edu/current-students/curricu~um/h~n~rs-car~~ina-c~urses/)~ 
¯ adjust all wait list capacities to zero in ConnectCarolina. Honors wait lists are kept in our office, not online. 
¯ adjust course enrollment capacities, consent flags, and reserve capacities several times throughout the 

registration period. 
¯ restrict honors course enrollment to honors students between November 5 and November 17. Honors 

Carolina students should register themselves online during this period unless a Class Note in 
ConnectCarolina states otherwise. 

¯ open honors course enrollment to all eligible students beginning November 18. Students should register 



themselves online unless a Class Note in ConnectCarolina states otherwise. 
¯ restrict Honors First Year Seminar enrollment to honors first year students through November 17. On 

November 18, registration for Honors First Year Seminars will be available online to all eligible first-year 
students. 

¯ monitor wait lists throughout the semester, contacting students directly when a seat becomes available. If a 
course looks "open" online, that does not necessarily mean it is up for grabs. We are most likely working with 
the next student on the wait list to get them enrolled. 

¯ purge wait lists on January 3 and send each instructor a list of the students who wait listed their course. 
¯ require written instructor permission for any honors course registration request beginning Monday, January 

6. 

Departments should 
¯ contact the Honors Carolina office immediately if scheduling changes occur. 
¯ refrain from making changes to the enrollment capacities, consent flags, reserve capacities and wait list 

capacities of your honors courses. 
¯ refer students who have trouble enrolling in an honors course to our office. 
¯ refer instructors who have registration questions or requests to our office. 
¯ register students pursuing a degree with honors in your department for the appropriate course. The Honors 

Carolina office does not handle registration for senior honors thesis coursework. 

Jason Clemmons 
Associate Director for Curriculum, Recruitment, and Operations 

Honors Carolina 
225 Graham Memorial, CB# 3510 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3510 

Tel: 919.843.7756 Fax: 919.962.1548 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-33810466-34472124, d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b 0159ed79e86e7e~li stserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Demetriou, Cynthia <cyndem@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 9:24 AM 

This Friday - Please Join Us! 

Fall 2013 Schedule.pdf 

Brown Bag Lunch Series on 
THE CROSSROADS OF STUDENT SUCCESS: 

ENGAGEMENT 

ACADEMICS, WELLNESS AND 

12 noon - 1:30 p.m. in Hanes Hall Room 239 

November 15th     The Student-Athlete Experience 
with Jenn Townsend, Associate Director, Academic Support for Student Athletes, and Spencer Welborn, 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising 

Athletics play a significant role at Carolina. But how many of us know what it is really like to be a student 
athlete? This session will highlight the demands of the day-to-day and in-season/out-of-season schedules of 
our student-athletes. We will look at factors that impact their college experience, their academic performance, 
their course choices and their ability to take advantage of high-impact opportunities such as research, 
internships and service learning. Considerations of their responsibilities in representing their team, their 
university and in some cases even their home countries will be explored, along with a discussion of the support 
services provided by the University. 

December 13th Mindfulness and Meditation for Ourselves and Our Students 
with Dr. Dan Darnell, Psychologist, Counseling and Psychological Services 

It’s the end of the semester and the winter holidays are approaching! It’s a perfect time for a presentation and 
discussion about what mindfulness is and how living mindfully enhances well-being. We will also talk about 
ways to meditate and what a regular practice of meditation can do for you. 

Bring a friend! 
For further information or requests for future topics, contact: 

Cynthia Demetriou, Office of Undergraduate Education, cyndem@email.unc.edu 
Gary Miller, Academic Advising, gary.miller@unc.edu 
Kelli Raker, Student Wellness, raker@email.unc.edu 

Maureen VVindle, Counseling and Psychological Services, mawindle@email.unc.edu 



Brown Bag Lunch Series on 

THE CROSSROADS OF STUDENT SUCCESS" ACADEMICS, WELLNESS AND ENGAGEMENT 

Fall 20  .3 S :hedu e 

All lunches are from 12 noon - 1:30 p.m. in Hones Hall Room 239 

September 6t" Notes on IX at UNC 

with Ew Ouimbaya-Winship, Student Complaint Coordinator/Deputy Title IX Officer 

A brief overview of recent federal guidelines around harassment and sexual violence issued to higher education 

institutions will be provided. Carolina’s response to these evolving expectations will be discussed. As well, Ew will provide 

an update on the work accomplished by the Title IX task Force over the summer; how students, faculty and staff are being 

encouraged to report and what the current reporting process is for individuals at UNC; and the conversation will end with 

a few thoughts and questions that will explore areas for growth. 

October 11th A Discussion About College Students with ADHD/LD 

with Theresa Maitland, Coordinator, Academic Success Program 

College students with ADHD/LD are the largest and fastest growing population of disabled students at UNC-Chapel Hill 

and on other campuses. While this is good news for these students, research suggests that they may be at greater risk. 

They maybe more likely to have lower retention and graduation rates, take longer to graduate as well as experience 

significant academic, emotional and/or social problems in college. Although seeking services can enhance their success, 

these students are notorious for not accessing resources (e.g. studies suggest less than 20% of college students with 

ADHD/LD actually use help). At this Brown Bag Lunch we will discuss the common issues these students encounter in 

college and resources available atUNC. The "warning signs that may signal that a student has an undiagnosed 

attentional or learning disability will be discussed and existing options for obtaining an evaluation. We will also 

brainstorm effective ways to communicate with students to facilitate their awareness and use of resources. 

November 15th The Student-Athlete Experience 

with Jenn Townsend, Associate Director, Academic Support for Student Athletes and 

Spencer Welborn, Assistant Dean, Academic Advising 

Athletics play a significant role at Carolina. But how many of us know what it is really like to beastudent 

athlete? This session will highlight the demands of the day-to-day and in-season/out-of-season schedules of 

our student-athletes. We will look at factors that impact their college experience, their academic performance, 

their course choices and their ability to take advantage of high-impact opportunities such as research, 

internships and service learning. Considerations of their responsibilities in representing their team, their 

university and in some cases even their home countries will be explored, along with a discussion of the support 

services provided by the University. 

December 13th Mindfulness and Meditation for Ourselves and Our Students 
with Dr. Dan Darnell, Psychologist, Counseling and Psychological Services 

It’s the end of the semester and the winter holidays are approaching! It’s a perfect time for a presentation and discussion 

about what mindfulness is and how living mindfully enhances well-being. We will also talk about ways to meditate and 

what a regular practice of meditation can do for you. 

Bring a friend! 
For further information or requests for future topics, contact: 

Cynthia Demetriou, Office of Undergraduate Education, cyndem@email.unc.edu 

Gary Miller, Academic Advising, gary.miller@unc.edu 

Kelli Raker, Student Wellness, raker@email.unc.edu 
Maureen Windle, Counseling and Psychological Services, mawindle@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 10:05 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Registration Section Status Summary Report 

An update of the Registration Section Status Summary Report has been posted on the Registrar’s website. The 

link is: 

http://registrar.unc.edu/Rep~rts/Registrati~nSecti~nStatusSummar¥Rep~rts/index.htm 

If you can run reports in PRD (production) in ConnectCarolina, you can also use this report to check on the 

most current stats for your courses. 

NC SR CLASS ENROLL BY SUBJECT 

Renee Sherman 
Scheduling Team Lead 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto:schedulin~ office@listserv.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-33811159-34472124, d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b 0159ed79e86e7e@li stserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 10:50 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Scheduling is going to a meeting 

Hi~ 
We’ll be out of the office from 11-12:30 for an Astra set up meeting. Just wanted to let you know! 
Renee 

2 more days unti; Ben Jovi! 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto:schedulin~ office@listserv.unc.edu 
re~istrar.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore~email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-33811565-34472124, d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b 0159ed79e86 e7 e(’~Ji stserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morgan, Victoria Nicole <vnmorgan@store.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 11:56 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

AAAD Textbook Course Adoptions - Spring 2014 

Dear Liaison, 

Spring 2014 classes are coming around the corner and Textbook Orders will be due soon. Below are spring courses 

which we still do not have book orders or a No Text Needed notification. Please review the courses and let us know if 

any changes need to be made (course cancelled, faculty changes, etc.). 

Dept. Course Section Listed Instructor 

AAAD 257 1 STAFF 

AAAD 331 1 WILLIAMS 

We would very much appreciate your help in making these professors aware of the November 30th deadline and 

helping faculty submit their book orders in before November 30. We will of course accept orders after our requested 

due date. 

Thank you, 

Course Materials Department 

UNC Student Stores 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 12:23 PM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

Reminder: AAAD Colloquium Nov. 6 

African, African-American, and Diaspora Studies Faculty Colloquium 

Topic: "The Chinese Invasion of Africa’s Informal Economies" 

Speaker: Dr. Margaret C. Lee 
Moderator/Discussant: Dr. Reginald Hildebrand 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 
11am-12:30 pm 
Dey Hall, Toy Lounge 

Abstract: One of the greatest economic challenges African countries are faced with is the invasion of the informal 
economy by the Chinese. Amidst abject poverty, the informal economy is the sector that has allowed the masses of 
Africans to not only survive, but thrive. The current invasion by the Chinese has not only challenged that survival, but also 
has resulted in violent clashes between African and Chinese informal traders. African governments have had to intervene, 
especially when violence has resulted in deaths. The overarching question to be raised in this talk is what will be the long- 
term consequences of these invasions if African governments allow them to continue? 

Dr, Margaret C, Lee is an associate professor and political economist in AAAD. She has spent most of her professional 
career studying trade issues in Africa, most importantly regional economic integration in Southern Africa. Her current 
work examines Africa’s world markets and trade regimes. Dr. Lee’s forthcoming book is Africa’s World Markets: Trade, 
Informal Economies and Globalization from Below (London and New York: Zed Books; Uppsala Sweden: The Nordic Africa 
Institute; Pretoria, South Africa: Africa Institute of South Africa, 2014), which will be followed by a companion book, 
Africa’s International Trade Regimes: Globalization from Above (the same publishers as above). 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: emaiLur~c.edu. 
To unsubscfibe click here: http:i/lists.unc.ed~/a? 
id=6564(5425 .f3 e43 cgd7665 e7a43 c291 cd78 c74~)ca&r~-T&l =aaad& o-~33812377 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-33812377-65646425.f3 e43 cSd7665 e7a43 c291 cd78c74f9ca(@istserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joey Ware-Furlow <j oey furlow@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 2:07 PM 

ePro Users <epro_users@listserv.unc.edu> 

[epro_users] Airgas ePro ordering 

We have been alerted to an issue with the Airgas ePro site. Airgas has been notified and they are working on a 

resolution. If an emergency gas order is needed, please contact Ben Martin at 919-812-2798, or 

ben.martin @airgas.com 

We will send out another email once the issue has been resolved. 

Joey WareoFudow 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Hanner, Kelly M <kmhanner@store.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 4:00 PM 

Bardsley, Janice B <bardsley@email.unc.edu>; Bautch, Victoria L 
<bautch@med.unc.edu>; Brundage, W Fitzhugh <brundage@email.unc.edu>; Carlstein, 
Edward <edcar@email.unc.edu>; Clemens, J. Christopher <clemens@physics.unc.edu>; 
Coble, McKay <acoble@email.unc.edu>; Conway, Patrick J 
<patrick_conway@unc.edu>; Cornell, Jeffrey Blair <jeffcornell@unc.edu>; Crimmins, 
Michael T <crimmins@email.unc.edu>; Folkerts, Jean <jfolk@email.unc.edu>; Glazner, 
Allen F <afg@unc.edu>; Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu>; Handa, 
Sudhanshu <shanda@email.unc.edu>; Hartlyn, Jonathan <hartlyn@unc.edu>; 
Hershfield, Joanne L <hershfld@email.unc.edu>; Hillis, Ken <khillis@email.unc.edu>; 
Hirschfield, James <jhirschf@email.unc.edu>; Huber, Evelyne H 
<ehuber@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Kasson, Joy 
S <j skasson@email.unc.edu>; Katz, Mark <mkatz@email.unc.edu>; Koelb, Clayton T 
<ckoelb@email.unc.edu>; Lange, Marc B <mlange@email.unc.edu>; Lastra, Anselmo 
A. <LASTRA@CS.UNC.EDU>; Lee, Wayne E <wlee@unc.edu>; Leloudis, James L 
<leloudis@unc.edu>; Leslie, Paul W <pwleslie@unc.edu>; Luisetti, Federico 
<luisetti@email.unc.edu>; Lysle, Donald T <dlysle@email.unc.edu>; Maffly-Kipp, 
Laurie F. <MAFFLY@email.unc.edu>; Marchionini, Gary <gary@ils.unc.edu>; 
McDiarmid, Bill <bmcd@email.unc.edu>; McKee, Brent A <bamckee@email.unc.edu>; 
Mucha, Peter J <mucha@unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu>; Padua, Darin 
A <dpadua@email.unc.edu>; Pickles, John <jpickles@email.unc.edu>; Putney, 
Christopher R <crputney@email.unc.edu>; Quercia, Roberto G 
<quercia@email.unc.edu>; Redinbo, Matthew <redinbo@unc.edu>; Reynolds, Andrew 
S <asreynol@email.unc.edu>; Rhodes, Terry Ellen <RHODES@email.unc.edu>; Rives, 
James <jbrives@email.unc.edu>; Roberge, Paul T <ptr@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice 
N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Stenberg, Carl W III <Stenberg@sog.unc.edu>; Taylor, 
Beverly W <btaylor@email.unc.edu>; Washburn, Sean <sean@physics.unc.edu> 

Strauss, Ronald P. <ron_strauss@unc.edu>; Gorsuch, John I <jigorsuch@store.unc.edu>; 
Ashworth, Cathy T <epresley@email.unc.edu>; Barnes, Ash <elphaba@email.unc.edu>; 
Batts, Donnyell <dlbatts@email.unc.edu>; Bernhardt, Valerie M 
<valerieb@email.unc.edu>; Boomhower, Jeremy D. 
<jeremy_boomhower@med.unc.edu>; Braxton, Anita T <abraxton@email.unc.edu>; 
Brownfield, Shannon <brownfield@unc.edu>; Carter, Janis <carterl@email.unc.edu>; 
Clemmons, Jason <j clem@email.unc.edu>; Cowan, Tara L <tlcowan@email.unc.edu>; 
Creedon, Mary Leigh <llmary@email.unc.edu>; Davis, Sharon E 
<sedavis@email.unc.edu>; Diallo, Ashante N. <ashante@unc.edu>; Fholer, Marie A 
<fholer@email.unc.edu>; Finn, Kelly Carver <kellyfinn@unc.edu>; Fulenwider, (2. 
Lindsay <lindsay@email.unc.edu>; Futrell, Betty S <bfutrell@email.unc.edu>; Gault, 
Terri <terrigault@unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Gorman, Jackie 
<jackie@unc.edu>; Turnbull, Jodie A <jogregor@email.unc.edu>; Harris, Tiffany J 
<tjharris@email.unc.edu>; Heske, Susan Jane <sheske@email.unc.edu>; Hopper, Trent 
<trent hopper@unc.edu>; Kalbarczyk, Erin <erinkalb@ad.unc.edu>; Kieber, Alison J 
<kieber@email.unc.edu>; LeBlanc, Nicholas <nicholas.leblanc@unc.edu>; Leonard, 
Lindsay <lindsle@email.unc.edu>; Lynch, Susan R <mpastaff@sog.unc.edu>; 
McAlister, Matthew Keith <mkmcalis@email.unc.edu>; Mclntire, Renee Michelle 
<rmcintir@email.unc.edu>; Mclver, Samelia <mciver@email.unc.edu>; Melton, Sheena 
J <smelton@email.unc.edu>; Melvin, Virginia J <vjmelvin@email.unc.edu>; Mitchell, 
Shannon Michelle <smitch@email.unc.edu>; Montgomery, Summer 
<sundance@unc.edu>; Nagy, Karla <knagy@email.unc.edu>; Peterson, Linda K 
<lkpeters@email.unc.edu>; Phillips, Nell K <nphillip@email.unc.edu>; Sardi, Karen L 
<ksardi@email.unc.edu>; Simmons-(2ahan, Deborah A <dscahan@email.unc.edu>; 
Steadman, Elizabeth Mullane <emullane@email.unc.edu>; Sylvester, Susan R. 



Subject: 

Attach: 

<ssylvest@email.unc.edu>; Teague, Natalie B. <natalie_teague@unc.edu>; Tharp, Pam 
<pstharp@email.unc.edu>; Thomas, Elizabeth <lethomas@unc.edu>; Thompson, Karen 
<kthomps 1 @email.unc. edu>; Tufts, Amy Z <atufts@email.unc. edu>; Walker, Victoria 
Ward <vwwalker@email.unc. edu>; Warren, Angeline <awarren@email.unc. edu>; 
Weaver, Cinnamon S <cinnamon_weaver@unc.edu>; Younger, Karna 
<klyounge@email.unc.edu> 

Spring 2014 Textbook Adoption Reports through 11/4/2013 

Spring 2014 Textbook Submission Report through 11-4-2013.xls; Spring 2014 
Guaranteed Buyback Program Participants.doc 

As of 11/4/2013, 75% of Spring 2014 course submissions have been received. 
8 courses are enrolled in the Guaranteed Buyback Program. 
Please place orders and No Text Needed notifications in one of 5 easy ways by General Administrations 
December 6, 2013 deadline: 

1) Use the Student Stores website: http://www.store.unc.edu 
2) Fax your order to: (919) 962-3334 
3) Email the Textbook Office textbook@unc.edu, or George Morgan gfmorgan@store.unc.edu Frank 
Bellamy fbellamy@email.unc.edu 
4) Send your order by campus mail to the Course Materials Department at Campus Box #1530 
5) Stop by the Textbook Office, 3rd floor, Student Stores 

FAQs 
What is this notification about? 

PACE, BOG/GA Textbook Cost Reduction Initiatives 
http://www, northcarolina.edu/finance/textbooks/index, htm 

¯ The President and the Board of Governors have been concerned for several years with the increasing 
cost of textbooks. The Board completed two studies on the cost of textbooks and has approved 
recommendations to help control textbook costs. In accordance with the March 2007recommendations, 
each campus is required to submit information about textbooks along with any requests for tuition and 
fees increases. 

¯ The on-time adoptions of textbooks by faculty 
¯ Implementation of a guaranteed buyback or rental program for required textbooks for introductory 

courses. 

What action is required on my part? 

Spring 2014 Textbook Submission Report lists the percentage of course submissions and/or No Text 
Needed notification to Student Stores. Additional worksheets listing each department’s courses which 
have not placed an order or notified Student Stores that no text is needed are included within the 
report. Review your department’s course worksheet indicated on the bottom tab of the excel report. 
Please let us know if any changes need to be made and encourage your faculty to submit their course 
materials orders or notifications by General Administration’s due date. 

What is the Guaranteed Buyback Program? 

BOG/GA Guaranteed Buyback Summary: 
All campuses must have a guaranteed buyback or rental program for required textbooks for large, 
introductory classes. 

¯ "This option must be available in addition to traditional purchase option." 
¯ "Campuses must offer this option for introductory texts that will withstand a two to three year adoption 

cycle." 
¯ "Campuses must make an effort to implement this system for courses that are introductory level and 

taken by a relatively high percentage of students." 



¯ "A response to this recommendation must also be reported to the VP for Finance in any future requests 
for increases in tuition and fees." 

Printable Guaranteed Buyback Commitment Form available on our website in Textbooks-Faculty. 
UNC Student Stores provides Carolina students rentable textbook options. No activity is required on your part 
for textbook rentals. 

Kelly Hanner 

Course Materials Manager 

UNC Student Stores 
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Dept 

AAAD African & African 

&mer Diaspora Studies 

A.ERO 

Spring 2014 UNC Student Stores Due Date: September 27, 2013 

GA’s On-time Date: December 6, 2013 

10 ~.MST American Studies 

11 ~.NTH Anthropology 

12 APPLApplied Sciences 

13 ~.RAB Arabic 

14 ~.RMY Army Science 

15 ~.RTH Art History 

16 ~.RTS Studio Art 

17 ~.SIA Asian Studies 

18 ~.STR Astronomy 

19 BIOL Biology 

20 BUSI Business 

21 [tHEM Chemistry 

22 [tHIN Chinese 

[:LAR Classical 

23 Archaeology 

24 CLAS Classics 

CMPL Comparative 

25 Literature 

COMM Communication 

26 Studies 

27 COMP Computer Science 34 

28 CZCH Czechoslovakian 1 

29 DRAM Dramatic Arts 65 

30 DTCH Dutch 1 

31 ECON Economics S0 

32 EDUC Education 70 

33 EDMX Education 10 

34 ENGL English 137 

ENST Environmental 

35 Studies 12 

Courses# On-time# 

Courses# No Text# adjusted courses 

32 1 31 28 

7 7 0 

15 1 14 5 

50 3 47 30 

5 3 2 2 

5 2 3 3 

6 6 0 0 

23 9 14 9 

10 4 6 3 

5 1 4 4 

7 0 7 7 

42 18 24 24 

68 3 65 31 

51 15 36 31 

14 2 12 12 

ii 0 ii 

83 16 67 38 

17 17 17 

0 1 1 

On-time% 

90% 

100% 

36% 

64% 

100% 

100% 

100% 
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100% 

100% 

100% 

48% 

86% 

10% 

100% 

100% 

73% 

57% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

90% 

30% 

20% 

68% 

34 31 31 

0 1 1 

11 39 35 

7 63 19 

0 10 2 

7 130 88 

10 90% 

Courses with 

no information 

by due date 
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9 

17 
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0 

0 
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3 

0 

0 

0 

34 
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0 

29 

0 

0 

0 

0 

4 

44 
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42 



EXSS Exercise 

36 & Sport Science 52 

37 FOLK Folklore 2 

38 FREN French 20 

39 GEOG Geography 38 

40 GEOL Geology 30 

41 GERM German 16 

42 GLBL Global Studies 11 

43 GREK Greek 6 

GSLL Germanic & Slavic 

44 lang and Lit 1 

45 HEBR Hebrew 3 

46 HIST History 79 

47 HNR$ Honors 10 

48 HNUR Hindi/Urdu 6 

57 

49 HUNG Hungarian Language 

INLS Information & 

50 Library Science 

51 ITAL Italian 

52 IAPN Japanese 

IOMC 

Iournalism & Mass 

53 Communication 

54 IWSTJewish Studies 

55 KOR Korean 

56 LATN Latin 

LFIT Life 

Fitness 

LGLA 

Language 58 

59 

60 

Lingala 

LING Linguistics 

LTAM Latin 

&merican Studies 

61 MASC Marine Science 

62 MATH Mathematics 

63 MTSC Material Science 

64 MUSC Music 

65 NAVS Naval Science 

66 PHIL Philosophy 

PHYA Physical 

67 Education Activity 

59 

10 

9 

106 

1 

4 

11 

18 

2 

14 

2 

9 

44 

3 

29 

5 

45 

22 

11 

0 

2 

16 

10 

4 

1 

0 

0 

0 

5 

2 

4 

20 
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0 
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0 

1 

18 

0 

4 

0 

5 

6 

1 

8 

5 

17 

17 

41 

2 

18 

22 

20 

12 

10 

6 

1 

3 

74 

8 

2 

39 

8 

9 

96 

1 

4 

10 

0 

2 

10 

2 

4 

38 

2 

21 

0 

28 

41 

2 

18 

20 

13 

12 

6 

6 

0 

2 

58 

6 

2 

19 

8 

9 

51 

0 

4 

10 

0 

2 

10 

1 

2 

38 

0 

15 

0 

28 

100% 

100% 

100% 

91% 

65% 

100% 

60% 

100% 

0% 

67% 

78% 

75% 

100% 

100% 

49% 

100% 

100% 

53% 

0% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

50% 

50% 

100% 

0% 

71% 

100% 

100% 

0 

0 

0 

2 

7 

0 

4 

0 

1 

1 

16 

2 

0 

20 

0 

0 

45 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

0 

2 

6 

0 

0 

5 5 100% 0 



F G 

100% 

A 

68 PH¥S Physics 

PlAN City & 

69 Regional Planning 

PLCY Public 

70 Policy 

71 PLSH Polish 

72 POLl Political Science 

73 PORT Portuguese 

74 PRSN Persian 

75 PSYC Psychology 

PUBA Public 

76 Administration 

PWAD Peace, War, and 

77 Defence 

78 RELI     Religious Studies 

ROML Romance 

79 Language 

RUES Russian & East 

80 European Studies 

81 RUSS Russian 

SECR Serbian 

82 ~. Croation 

83 SOCl Sociology 

84 SPAN Spanish 

STOR Statistics & 

85 Operation Research 

86 SWAH Swahili 

87 I/VMST Women’s Studies 

l/VOI.O Wolof 

88 Language 

89 Totals 

B 

24 

21 

32 

2 

75 

9 

2 

78 

10 

8 

36 

2 

2 

11 

1 

44 

43 

29 

3 

15 

2 

1945 

C 

5 

9 

9 

0 

8 

0 

0 

26 

3 

1 

7 

1 

2 

3 

0 

5 

7 

11 

0 

0 

0 
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D 

19 

12 
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2 

67 
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2 

52 

7 

7 

29 
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0 
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1 
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36 
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15 
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1509 

E 
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2 

54 
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2 

48 

1 

6 

17 

1 

0 

8 

1 

28 

33 

17 

3 

7 

1 

1130 

100% 

91% 

100% 

81% 

100% 

100% 

92% 

14% 

86% 

59% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

72% 

92% 

94% 

100% 

47% 

50% 

75% 
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1 

12 

0 
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0 
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1 
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2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 AERO 100% ADOPTED 

5 

6 ARMY 100% ADOPTED 

7 

8 NAVS 100% ADOPTED 



2 _=s that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL O 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 AAAD 101 004 SECK 060 

6 AAAD 257 001 STAFF 030 

7 AAAD 331 001 WILLIAMS 030 

8 

9 LGLA 100% ADOPTED 

10 

11 SWAH 100% ADOPTED 

12 

13 WOLO 404 001 FALL 25 



2 ~that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 AMST 101 001 STAFF 120 

6 AMST 202 001 KOTCH 025 

7 AMST 203 001 TEUTON 025 

8 AMST 290 001 SHAKA 030 

9 AMST 290 002 TEUTON 029 

10 AMST 338 001 TEUTON 030 

11 AMST 489 001 WILEY 015 

12 AMST 498 001 WILEY 010 

13 AMST 685 001 STAFF 00S 

14 

15 CHER 100% ADOPTED 

16 

17 FOLK 100% ADOPTED 



2 that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 ANTH 051 001 HOLLAND 024 

6 ANTH 101 001 STAFF 035 

7 ANTH 102 006 LAMBERT 120 

8 ANTH 121 006 SCARRY 060 

9 ANTH 143 006 STAFF 120 

10 ANTH 151 006 STAFF 120 

11 ANTH 194 001 PRICE 035 

12 ANTH 220 001 SCARRY 035 

13 ANTH 291 001 SCARRY 024 

14 ANTH 298 080 LESLIE 030 

15 ANTH 406 001 LAMBERT 032 

16 ANTH 415L 401 STAFF 020 

17 ANTH 590 044 SAWlN 035 

18 ANTH 623 001 SORENSEN 025 

19 ANTH 704 001 LESLIE 012 

20 ANTH 729 001 AGBE-DAVIES 015 

21 ANTH 860 001 STAFF 006 



2 that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAl 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 APPL 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 MTSC 423 001 STAFF 005 

8 MTSC 720 001 ZHOU 010 



2 have NOT submitted COURSE MATEI~ 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 ARTH 061 001 BOWLES 020 

6 ARTH 150 001 PARDO 040 

7 ARTH 271 001 PARDO 029 

8 ARTH 387 001 BOWLES 020 

9 ARTH 391 001 PARDO 020 

10 

11 ARTS 116 001 STAFF 015 

12 ARTS 490 001 SLAVlCK 015 

13 ARTS 700 001 SLAVlCK 020 



2 _~s that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 ARAB 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 ASIA 100% ADOPTED 

8 

9 CHIN 100% ADOPTED 

10 

11 HEBR 306 001 

12 

13 HNUR 100% ADOPTED 

14 

15 JAPN 100% ADOPTED 

16 

17 PRSN 100% ADOPTED 

18 

19 KOR 100% ADOPTED 

SPRINTZIK 010 



/ 
2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 ASTR 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 PHYS 100% ADOPTED 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 BIOL 100% ADOPTED 



2 rses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORE 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 BUSI 205 001 TESKE 030 

6 BUSI 405 003 MELWANI 090 

7 BUSI 409 001-003 WELD 132 

8 BUSI 411 001,002 WILSON 100 

9 BUSI 411 003, 004 STAFF 100 

10 BUSI 411 005,006 STAFF 100 

11 BUSI 501 001 ROBERTS 053 

12 BUSI 502 001 HAMNER 045 

13 BUSI 503 001 MILLER/BIERSACH 030 

14 BUSI SOS 001 VERNON/GARNER 025 

15 BUSI 506 001 VERNON 045 

16 BUSI 512 001 MILLER 030 

17 BUSI 514 001 FRIGA/MITCHELL 030 

18 BUSI 518 001 HAMNER 020 

19 BUSI 532 001 MARUCHECK 045 

20 BUSI 536 001-003 STAATS 008 

21 BUSI 555 001 CHRISTIAN 035 

22 BUSI 559 001 FELLOWS OSO 

23 BUSI 560 001 KUBOWICZ 045 

24 BUSI 562 001 DIDOW 045 

25 BUSI 568 001,002 KUSHWAHA 090 

26 BUSI 570 001 STUBBEN 045 

27 BUSI 580 001,002 COLACITO/SNIVELY 080 

28 BUSI 583 001 GULTEKIN 045 

29 BUSI 584 001 GULTEKIN 045 

30 BUSI 585 001 STRICKLA 060 

31 BUSI 587 001 ROSTAN 035 

32 BUSI 594 001 YUSKO/BROWN 005 

33 BUSI 602 001 DICKS 045 

34 BUSI 808 001 EDWARDS/PARKS 015 

35 BUSI 881 001 FULGHIERI/PARKS 010 

36 BUSI 881 002 PARKS/PEYER 010 

37 BUSI 886 001 PARKS/GHYSELS 010 

38 BUSI 892 001 O’NEILL/PARKS 010 



2 rses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL OR[ 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 CHEM 482 001 PAPANIKOLAS 100 

6 CHEM 482L 401-403 CAHOON 036 

7 CHEM 487 001 MORAN 030 

8 CHEM 773 001 ERIE/THOMPSON 030 

9 CHEM 752 001 SCHAUER 015 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 CLAR 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 CLAS 100% ADOPTED 

8 

9 GREK 100% ADOPTED 

10 

11 LATN 100% ADOPTED 



2 mat have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI~ 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 COMM 063 001 GRUMET 024 

6 COMM 085 001 LUNDBERG 024 

7 COMM 113 001 STAFF 015 

8 COMM 113 003 STAFF 015 

9 COMM 113 004 STAFF 015 

10 COMM 113 005 STAFF 015 

11 COMM 113 006 STAFF 015 

12 COMM 113 007 STAFF 015 

13 COMM 113 008 STAFF 015 

14 COMM 120 001 STAFF 020 

15 COMM 120 002 STAFF 023 

16 COMM 120 004 STAFF 023 

17 COMM 142 001 STAFF 025 

18 COMM 150 001 DAVIS 

19 COMM 223 002 STAFF 017 

20 COMM 260 001 STAFF 020 

21 COMM 262 001 STAFF 020 

22 COMM 263 001 FERGUSON 020 

23 COMM 312 001 STAFF 025 

24 COMM 318 001 STAFF 025 

25 COMM 318 002 STAFF 

26 COMM 372 001 STAFF 025 

27 COMM 450 003 

28 COMM 466 001 FERGUSON 020 

29 COMM 562 001 POLLOCK 014 

30 COMM 574 001 DAUBER 015 

31 COMM 575 001 DAUBER 030 

32 COMM 668 001 POLLOCK 020 

33 COMM 753 001 LUNDBERG 025 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 COMP 100% ADOPTED 



2 ourses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDEF 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 DRAM 100% ADOPTED 



2 hat have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIA 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 ECON 465 001 STAFF 045 

6 ECON 511H 001 NORMAN 024 

7 ECON 570 001 LICH-TYLER 025 

8 ECON 580 001 LICH-TYLER 025 



2 urses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 EDUC 065 001 GULLEDGE 020 

6 EDUC 131 002 STAFF 030 

7 EDUC 132 002 STAFF 030 

8 EDUC 309 001 BRODEUR 020 

9 EDUC 390 001 STONE 030 

10 EDUC 390 002 NOBLIT 034 

11 EDUC 403 001 HAMM 045 

12 EDUC 403 002 ABLE/JONES 048 

13 EDUC 404 001 NEW/GHULAMANI 020 

14 EDUC 416 001 FRIEL/ANDERSON 035 

15 EDUC 506 001 HOUCK 040 

16 EDUC 510 001 STAFF 030 

17 EDUC 532 001 HAMM 040 

18 EDUC 567 001 JUSTICE 025 

19 EDUC 705 001-005 STAFF 039 

20 EDUC 709 001 O’SULLIVAN 035 

21 EDUC 719 001 SIMEONSSON 035 

22 EDUC 725 956 VEITCH 035 

23 EDUC 729 001 SIMEONSSON 000 

24 EDUC 741 956 HOUCK 045 

25 EDUC 742 001 STAFF 035 

26 EDUC 762 001 SIMEONSSON 030 

27 EDUC 764 001 JUSTICE 025 

28 EDUC 779 001 STONE 030 

29 EDUC 781 001 MEECE 030 

30 EDUC 788 001 ANDERSON 040 

31 EDUC 790 001 KNOTEK 030 

32 EDUC 830 001 TILLMAN 025 

33 EDUC 831 001 STAFF 020 

34 EDUC 832 001 STAFF 035 

35 EDUC 837 001 STAFF 035 

36 EDUC 844 001 MARSHALL 025 

37 EDUC 844 002 THOMAS 025 

38 EDUC 851 001 GRUMET 040 

39 EDUC 862 001 ABLE 040 

40 EDUC 864 001 GRIFFIN 040 

41 EDUC 866 001 COHEN-VOGEL 040 

42 EDUC 871 001 FRIEL 035 

43 EDUC 871 003 STAFF 025 

44 EDUC 881 001 MEECE 025 

45 EDUC 883 001 O’SULLIVAN 030 



I A B C D E 

46 EDUC 890 001,002 RYO0 060 

47 EDUC 904 001 TRIER 035 

48 EDUC 950A 001 STAFF 040 

49 EDUC 977 001 HUGHES 040 



2 ses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL OR 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 CMPL 131 001 FLAXMAN 080 

6 CMPL 490 001 FLAXMAN 030 

7 CMPL 697 001 LEGASSIE 020 

8 

9 ENGL 070 001 TAYLOR 024 

10 ENGL 122 001 STAFF 035 

11 ENGL 122 002 STAFF 035 

12 ENGL 123 004 STAFF 035 

13 ENGL 123 006 STAFF 035 

14 ENGL 126 002 LUPTON 035 

15 ENGL 128 001 STAFF 035 

16 ENGL 128 004 STAFF 035 

17 ENGL 129 001 RIVARD 035 

18 ENGL 129 003 MCDANELD 035 

19 ENGL 129 005 GREENLEE 035 

20 ENGL 129 006, 007 HENDERSON 070 

21 ENGL 130 001 GINGHER 018 

22 ENGL 131 004 RICHARDSON 

23 ENGL 132H 002 SIMPSON 015 

24 ENGL 133H 001 CALVOCORESSI 015 

25 ENGL 140 001 WEBER 025 

26 ENGL 143 002 AVlLEZ 035 

27 ENGL 143 003 STAFF 035 

28 ENGL 145 001 ROSENTHAL 035 

29 ENGL 150 001 IRONS 022 

30 ENGL 206 001 KENAN 018 

31 ENGL 206 002 NAUMOFF 018 

32 ENGL 207 001 SEAY 018 

33 ENGL 207 002 CHITWOOD 018 

34 ENGL 225 001 BAKER 035 

35 ENGL 226 001 KENDALL 035 

36 ENGL 240 001 ROSENTHAL 035 

37 ENGL 269 001 AHUJA 035 

38 ENGL 307 001 RICHARDSON 018 

39 ENGL 307 002 CALVOCORESSI 018 

40 ENGL 307 003 KENAN 018 

41 ENGL 347 001 DORE 035 

42 ENGL 355 001 COOPER 035 

43 ENGL 365 001 AHUJA 035 

44 ENGL 402 001 STAFF 020 

45 ENGL 406 001 GINGHER 018 



I A B C D E 

46 ENGL 407 001 MCFEE 018 

47 ENGL 410H 001 WARNER 035 

48 ENGL 444 001 RICHARDS 025 

49 ENGL 496 001 ANDERSON 020 

50 ENGL 844 001 RICHARDS 015 



2 have NOT submitted COURSE MATE 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 ENST 259 001 GANGI 045 



2 :ourses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDEF 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 EXSS 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 LFIT 100% ADOPTED 

8 

9 PHYA 100% ADOPTED 



2 .~s that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL O 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 GEOG 262 001 FLORIN 055 

6 GEOG 420 001 FLORIN/VALDIVlA 055 



2 : have NOT submitted COURSE MATEI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 GEOL 110 001 SURGE 025 

6 GEOL 225 001 STAFF 000 

7 GEOL 478 001 STAFF 000 

8 GEOL 522 001 STAFF 000 

9 GEOL 523 001 BARTEK 019 

10 GEOL 590 002 STAFF 046 

11 GEOL 590 043 STAFF 019 



2 ~s that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 CZCH 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 GERM 100% ADOPTED 

8 

9 GSLL 260 001 

10 

11 DTCH 100% ADOPTED 

12 

13 HUNG 100% ADOPTED 

14 

15 RUSS 100% ADOPTED 

16 

17 SECR 100% ADOPTED 

18 

19 PLSH 100% ADOPTED 

PICHOVA 030 



2 at have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 HIST 084 001 SMITH 024 

6 HIST 089 001 WILLIAMS 024 

7 HIST 127 001 ANDREWS 165 

8 HIST 140 006 BRYANT 165 

9 HIST 140 007 FLETCHER 110 

10 HIST 140 009 ANDREWS 165 

11 HIST 158 007 SMITH 090 

12 HIST 190 002 TASAR 030 

13 HIST 205 006 MORGAN 110 

14 HIST 373 001 LOTCHIN 025 

15 HIST 377H 001 JACKSON 024 

16 HIST 490 002 LARRES 030 

17 HIST 490H 001 KING 024 

18 HIST 491 001 DOBBS 055 

19 HIST 577 001 LARRES 001 

20 HIST 890 006 TASAR 015 



2 ~at have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI, 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 HNRS 352 001 FERGUSON 015 

6 HNRS 353 002 STAFF 024 



1 s that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

2 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

3 

4 

5 INLS 200 03W POMERANTZ 020 

6 INLS 465 001 STAFF 030 

7 INLS 490 172 CAPRA 024 

8 INLS 490 211 MURILLO 020 

9 INLS 501 002 POOLE 028 

10 INLS 509 001 ARGUELLO 030 

11 INLS 523 002 MISSEN 030 

12 INLS 525 001 LEE 030 

13 INLS 530 001 HUGHES-HASSELL 030 

14 INLS 556 001 STAFF 028 

15 INLS 560 001 STAFF 028 

16 INLS 582 001 STAFF 030 

17 INLS 697 001 JARRAHI 025 

18 INLS 747 001 VARGHA 028 

19 INLS 755 001 TIBBO 030 

20 INLS 756 01W TIBBO 020 

21 INLS 760 001 CAPRA 024 

22 INLS 841 001 MORAN 020 

23 INLS 842 001 MORAN 024 

24 INLS 882 001 GREENBERG 012 



2 at have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 GLBL 390 002 OSTERWEIL 025 

6 GLBL 390 003 HASNAIN 025 

7 GLBL 390 004 TSIN 020 

8 GLBL I 789 001 KINSELLA 012 



2 ~urses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDE 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 JOMC 101 001 STAFF 030 

6 JOMC 180 002 STAFF 017 

7 JOMC 182 003 KIRKMAN 017 

8 JOMC 221 002 MICHAEL 017 

9 JOMC 240 001 ROBINSON 028 

10 JOMC 244 001 STAFF 015 

11 JOMC 253 002 CUADROS 015 

12 JOMC 253 003, 004 O’CONNOR 030 

13 JOMC 256 001 CUADROS 012 

14 JOMC 256 002 BERNARD 017 

15 JOMC 271 002 MCMAHAN 020 

16 JOMC 271 003 HESTER 017 

17 JOMC 272 001 STAFF 016 

18 JOMC 272 002 STAFF 016 

19 JOMC 333 001 CURRAN 016 

20 JOMC 426 001 HOCHBERG 015 

21 JOMC 434 001 STAFF 014 

22 JOMC 434 002 STAFF 014 

23 JOMC 434 003 STAFF 014 

24 JOMC 442 001 FRIEDMAN 020 

25 JOMC 455 001 CROTHERS 020 

26 JOMC 456 001 BRINSON 016 

27 JOMC 472 001 MCMAHAN 015 

28 JOMC 473 001 STAFF 020 

29 JOMC 475 001 HENNIK-KAMINSKY 035 

30 JOMC 480 001 DAVlSON 017 

31 JOMC 481 001 STEVENS 017 

32 JOMC 483 001 OLIVER 017 

33 JOMC 484 001 OLIVER 017 

34 JOMC 490 001 KAYYE 040 

35 JOMC 490 002 RUEL 012 

36 JOMC 491 001 OLIVER 017 

37 JOMC 491 002 HUDGENS 015 

38 JOMC 491 003 CUADROS 020 

39 JOMC 491 006 THORNBURG 017 

40 JOMC 491 009 DILLMANCARPENTER 015 

41 JOMC 581 001 STAFF 017 

42 JOMC 582 001 STEVENS 017 

43 JOMC 583 001 KING 017 

44 JOMC 584 001 DAVlSON 

45 JOMC 586 001 KING 017 



I A B C D E 

46 JOMC 704 001 DILLMANCARPENTER 015 

47 JOMC 742 001 FRIEDMAN 010 

48 JOMC 782 001 STAFF 017 

49 JOMC 826 001 CATES 009 



2 urses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDE 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 LING 100% ADOPTED 



2 have NOT submitted COURSE MATE 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 LTAM 101 001 STAFF 034 



2 : have NOT submitted COURSE MATE 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 MASC 057 001 SCOTTI 024 

6 MASC 460 001 WHITE 010 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 MATH 100% ADOPTED 



2 that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 MUSC 133 001, 002 WEISERT 065 

6 MUSC 211 004 KLEBANOW 080 

7 MUSC 211 005 KLEBANOW 025 

8 MUSC 251 001 MACNEIL 120 

9 MUSC 286 001 KATZ 035 

10 MUSC 355 001 WEISERT 020 



2 :ourses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDEF 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 PHIL 100% ADOPTED 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 PLAN 100% ADOPTED 



2 qat have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIA 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 POLl 101 002 WOLF 045 

6 POLl 130 003 LEVlNSON 030 

7 POLl 130 004 MUKHERJEE 045 

8 POLl 150 001 OATLE¥ 260 

9 POLl 150H 001 OATLE¥ 024 

10 POLl 208 001 MACKEUN 045 

11 POLl 209 001 CLUVERIUS 030 

12 POLl 239 001 DANFORTH 030 

13 POLl 409 001 MACKEUN 030 

14 POLl 433 001 MOROFF 030 

15 POLl 490 001 SULLIVAN 030 

16 POLl 729 001 CONOVER 020 

17 POLl 813 001 STEPHENS 010 



2 ~es that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 PLC¥ 210 002 CREEDON 025 

6 PLC¥ 326 001 JOHNSON/STEWART 045 



2 tt have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 PSYC 089 001 NEBLETT 024 

6 PSYC 500 002 WlSS 035 

7 PSYC 501 001 WlSS 035 

8 PSYC 763 001 ORNSTEIN 012 



2 that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 PUBA 396 001 BLANCHARD 010 

6 PUBA 710 001 JACOBSON 030 

7 PUBA 723 001 DEHART-DAVlS 030 

8 PUBA 725 002 MORSE 024 

9 PUBA 731 001 AFONSO 030 

10 PUBA 740 001 ROENIGK 025 



2 hat have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIA 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 

6 PWAD 489 001 LEINBAUGH 020 



2 hat have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIA 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 JWST 512 001 STAFF 003 

6 

7 RELI 140 001 OCHOA 240 

8 RELI 163 001 ORR 035 

9 RELI 181 001 SAFI 100 

10 RELI 239 001 HESS 036 

11 RELI 242 001 LOKENSGARD 030 

12 RELI 342 001 GASKILL 025 

13 RELI 345 001 OCHOA 025 

14 RELI 540 001 THAYNE 035 

15 RELI 720 001 OCHOA 015 

16 RELI 881 001 SAFI 010 

17 RELI 890 056 STAFF 001 

18 RELI 890 060 SAFI 001 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDER! 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 ITAL 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 FREN 100% ADOPTED 

8 

9 PORT 100% ADOPTED 

10 

11 ROML 100% ADOPTED 

12 

13 SPAN 308 001 STAFF 020 

14 SPAN 415 001 HUESA OTEGI 022 

15 SPAN 750 001 GOMEZ-CASTELLANO 015 



2 ~urses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDE 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 RUES 100% ADOPTED 



2 ses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL OR[ 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 SOCI 069 001 GUO 024 

6 SOCI 089 001 SHANAHAN 024 

7 SOCI 089 002 PEREZ 024 

8 SOCI 101 001 HASNAIN 048 

9 SOCI 101 003 WELLS 048 

10 SOCI 131 001 GALLEGOS-LERMA 028 

11 SOCI 252 002 PEREZ 048 

12 SOCI 427 001 GOOD 028 

13 SOCI 468 001, 002 HARRIS 096 

14 SOCI 718 001 GUO 021 

15 SOCI 720 001 TYSON 021 



2 ve NOT submitted COURSE M~ 

3 ~r NO TEXT NEEDED notificatio~ 

4 

5 STOR 496 004 Jl 005 



2 ~at have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI, 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 WMST 200 001 FHUNSU 005 

6 WMST 230 001 PAGE 018 

7 WMST 232 001 PAGE 018 

8 WMST 237 001 BURRILL 025 

9 WMST 283 001 BURRILL 025 

10 WMST 290 001 PLEASANT 025 

11 WMST 355 001 FEDDERS 014 

12 WMST 368 001 BERGER 025 



Guaranteed Buyback Program Spring 2014 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Current Participants 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

Chem 101: Fall 2011 through Spring 2014 

BROWN CHEMISTRY 978-0-321-69672-4 

Valid through December 2013 

Submitted by Professor Redinbo 

Chem 102: Fall 2011 through Spring 2014 

BROWN CHEMISTRY 978-0-321-69672-4 

Valid through December 2013 

Submitted by Professor Redinbo 

Linguistics 101: Fall 2010 through Spring 2014 

OGRADY CONTEMPORARY LINGUISTICS 978-0-312-55528-3 
Valid through December 2013 
Submitted by dept Chair Randall Hendrick 

Phys 104: Spring 2010 through Spring 2014 

Walker: PHYSICS 978-0-321-61111-6 

Valid through December 2013 

Submitted by Professor Alice Churukian 

Phys 105: Spring 2010 through Spring 2014 

Walker: PHYSICS 978-0-321-61111-6 

Valid through December 2013 

Submitted by Professor Alice Churukian 

6) Physics 116 Fall 2012 through Spring 2014 

Halliday: Fundamentals of Physics 978-0-470-46908-8 

Valid through December 2013 

Submitted by Professor Alice Churukian 

7) Physics 117 Fall 2012 through Spring 2014 

Halliday: Fundamentals of Physics 978-0-470-46908-8 

Valid through December 2013 

Submitted by Professor Alice Churukian 



8) Psychology 101: Fall 2011 through Spring 2014 

WEITEN PSYCHOLOGY:THEME & VARIATIONS BRIEF 978-0-495-90386-4 

Valid through December 2013 

Submitted by dept. Chair Donald T. Lysle 

In ongoing efforts to facilitate the Board of Governors textbook requirements for large introductory 

courses, we continue to encourage and accept textbook commitment forms from UNC Chapel Hill 

departments. Printable Guaranteed Buyback Forms are accessible on our store website 

www.store.unc.edu (Textbooks/Faculty/Guaranteed Buyback Program). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elastic Email <mailer@elasticemail.com> on behalf of 
brandon.thomas@aux-services.unc, edu 

Monday, November 4, 2013 6:19 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Campus Survey - Opportunity to win valuable daily prizes! 

To the Campus Community: 

Carolina Dining Services strives to make your campus dining experience excellent. In doing so, we are 
conducting a customer satisfaction survey that will help identify what we are doing well and where we can 
make improvements. By sharing your thoughts and opinions, we will gain valuable insight to help improve your 
overall dining experience. 

This online survey will take a few short minutes to complete and your responses are confidential. You must 
type in the code below in order to enter to fill out the survey. 

BE ENTERED TO WIN! As a special thank you for responding to this survey, you will be entered into daily 
drawings to win top quality prizes! 

Code: 221DN8AWP 

Click on this link to begin the survey: ~:ii~zww.r~acufscustomersurvey.comi 

If you cannot click on the link, copy and paste the URL into your Internet browser address bar and hit enter. 

We appreciate your time and thank you for your assistance. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 7:46 PM 

Mamarame Seck           @gmail.com> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

exam proctoring 

midterm AAAD 300.docx; MIDTERM-AAAD ,docx 

Hi Mamarame and Travis, 

Mamarame, thanks so much for proctoring my exam. The AAAD 300 exam is attached. 

Also, I have one student from my other class (AAAD ) taking a make-up exam during this class period. Her 
name is               She should introduce herself to you and give you a note from          explaining 
why she missed last week’s exam. She should be given the AAAD midterm (which I have also attached) 
to take instead of the AAAD 300 exam. 

Travis -- would you please do me a favor and make 37 copies of the AAAD 300 midterm for Mamarame? He 
will need them before the 3:30 pm class period Tuesday (tomorrow). Could you also print him one copy of the 
AAAD    midterm? (Both exams are attached). Thanks so much! 

Mamarame, the exam is closed book. The students should not be using any notes or books during the 
exam. They should record all of their answers in their blue books, and turn in both the exam and blue books to 
you. 

Again, thanks so much to both of yo!! We did not expect 
am grateful for the support of colleagues during this time. 

to make such an early appearance. So I 

best, 
Lydia 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 
Assistant Professor 
Department of African and African American Studies 
Battle Hall, CB #3395 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
~diaobo    uncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Cares <donotreply@willnotanswer.com> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 6:03 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares - NCSECC Kick-off 

"For is ia G V NG, we receive," Francis of Assisi 

And Tar Heels Give More.t To-date, UNC employees have given more than $461,000 - and that is from just 
12% of our employees. Please help us to reach our goal of 30% participation and $1 MILLION raised,t 

If you have already submitted a paper pledge form, THANK FOU. 

If you have not yet made a pledge, YOU still have a chance to choose a cause you care about and plan a 
contribution for the coming year! 

Join others and support causes you care about through the Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares Charitable 
Giving Campaign.t The need is great but our opportunity is greater. A gift of any size is appreciated, and 
payroll deduction allows you to spread payments throughout the coming year. Pledge now and pay later, 
starting in January or choose another payment method that works best for you. 

If you give directly to your favorite charities, we ask you to consider making your donation through this 
Campaign by designating your favorite charities. Please consider pledging online with a nominal commitment 
of $5 per pay period ($60 total for the year) or less may be given with a one-time payment via credit card, 
check, or cash. 

Leading the UNC system in giving to the Campaign is a tradition at UNC, not one that we want to give up 
without a fight. And our rate of employee participation sends yet another strong message to the citizens of 
North Carolina about our incredible culture of public service at the University of North Carolina. 

Important Information: Only payroll deduction and credit card options are available online. If you wish to 
pledge by cash or check, you must complete a paper form and submit your form and contribution to your team 
captain. If you wish to pledge by payroll deduction or credit card, please click on the "Give Now" link below 
and follow the instructions to enter in your UNC-Chapel Hill Onyen and password. 

G~VE INOW! When you get to the website, enter your UNC-Chapel Hill Onyen and password. 

As you open each page, you will immediately see that this process is very easy! There are only five steps, and it 
should take only five minutes to complete. We believe that online giving is a true convenience for making your 
gift to the SECC charities, and we hope you will too! 

Thank you for your gift to the State Employees Combined Campaign. 
We deeply appreciate your generosity and thoughtful consideration of others. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, November 5, 2013 7:29 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Materials for review 

Swahili 401_001 Syllabus.docx; ATT00001 .htm; Swahili 401_002 Syllabus. docx; 
ATT00002.htm; Swahili 401_003 Syllabus.docx; ATT00003.htm; 2012 Spring Syllabus 
for AFRI 101 Section 004.docx; ATT00004.htm; AFRI 101 Summer Syllabus 
2012.docx; A~T00005.htm; Swahili 408_LAC Syllabus.docx; ATT00006.htm; Teaching 
Philosophy.docx; ATT00007.htm; Swah 401 Quiz 2.docx; ATT00008.htm; Swah 
401_Assignment #2.docx; ATT00009.htm; Afri 101 Quiz 1.docx; ATT00010.htm; AFRI 
101 African News Class Discussion.docx; ATT00011.htm; LAC_Assignment 3.docx; 
ATT00012.htm; L]-sanza_CV. doc; ATT00013 .htm 

Dear Travis, 

Good morning. 

Please make four copies of the attached documents and put them in separate envelops. Further, kindly make 
four copies of Esther’s class evaluations from 2011 fall semester to summer 2013. Please compete this task (plus 
the material for Alassane which I am sending in a separate email) this morning. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Lisanza, Esther Mukewa" <lisar~za@email.ur~c.edu> 
To: "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice.~email.u~c. edu> 
Subject: RE: Materials for review 

Good evening Mwalimu, 
Please attached find my syllabuses for my courses this semester, samples of Afri 101 and Swahili 
LAC from past semesters, statement of my teaching philosophy, samples of assignments from my 
classes, and my current CV. 
Best wishes, 
Esther 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Monday, November 04, 2013 11:19 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Materials for review 

Mwalimu, 

Yes, I will do this by tomorrow morning. 



Best wishes, 

Esther 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, November 04, 2013 10:00 AM 
To: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subj ect: Materials for review 

Dear Mwalimu Esther, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Kindly send (via email or you can leave copies in an envelop addressed to me and sealed in the 
main office) the following materials by tomorrow morning: 

1) Syllabuses for your courses this semester and samples of your AAAD 101 (Afri 101) from 
previous semesters. 
2) Statement of your teaching philosophy 
3) Samples of assignments from your courses 

4) Current CV 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
College of Arts and Sciences 

Dept. of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
Semester: Fall :2013 
Course: Elementary Swahili (Swah 401- 001) 
Credit: 3 hours 
Class Schedule: 10:00-10:50 AM MWF 
Room: Graham Memorial-Room 0213 
Instructor: Esther Mukewa Lisanza, PhD 
Office: Battle Hall 307 
Office Hours: Mon 11:00-12:00 noon, Wed 3:00-4:00 pro, & Fri 11:00-12:00 noon 
E-mail: lisanza@email.unc, edu 

Course Description 
This course is the first part of elementary Swahili. This course introduces students to the basic 
components of standard Swahili. The course is therefore specifically designed to help students 
who have no knowledge of Swahili to begin carrying out basic conversations in Swahili about 
themselves, their world, their friends, and Swahili land. Hence, the language of communication 
in the classroom will be Swahili. Whereas the course has a special place for structural aspects of 
the language, emphasis is particularly placed on the four language skills namely, speaking, 
writing, reading, and listening. 

Course Objectives 
¯ To enable students to develop communicative skills in Swahili through listening, 

speaking, reading, and writing. 
¯ To introduce students to Swahili structure and vocabulary. 
¯ To help students start understanding the culture of Swahili/African. 

Course Goals 
Upon completion of the course, students should be able: 

¯ to carry out basic conversations about their daily activities and talk about other people 
¯ to have some understanding of Swahili land 
¯ to make some comparisons between their cultures and the culture of Swahili speaking 

people. 

Course Materials 
1. Required Textbook: Senkoro, F.E.M.K (2003). Tuseme Kiswahili. Madison: NARLC Press. 
2. Supplemental Text: Awde, N. (2000). Swahili-English- English -Swahili Practical 

Dictionary. New York: Hippocrene Books. 

These are the primary texts for the course. You may purchase these textbooks at the Student 
Stores or online. 

Web Materials 
1. Swahili-English Internet Dictionary - http://kamusiproject.org 

2. Media-KIKO: www.affica.uga.edu/Kiswahili/doe/shukrani.html 
3. Grammar- http://mwanasimba.online.fr/E_index.html 



Course Policies 
1. Class attendance and participation is mandatory. Students will lose points for unexcused 

absences. 
2. Due to its disruptive nature, tardiness is not tolerated. 
3. Assigned readings must be done on time. 
4. All assignments must be turned in on time. If an assignment is not turned in on due date, 10 

% will be deducted from the final grade. 
5. There will be no make-up quizzes and exams except for unavoidable circumstances. 

Assignments and Homework 

1. You will have weekly assignments totaling seven in the semester. The exercises will be 
on short comprehensions, writing, and grammar based on topics that we will have 
covered in class. 

2. There will be a one-page paper on any Swahili topic. This paper will be handed in on the 
last day of class on 12/4. The first draft is due on 11/25 in class. 

3. An oral exam both at midterm and at the end of the semester; guidelines will be provided. 
4. A written midterm exam and a final written exam. 
5. The course will have three quizzes. 

Evaluation of Performance 

Homework 20% 
Quizzes 20% 
Class participation and attendance 10% 
Midterm (oral 5% and Written 15%) 20% 
Final Exam (oral 5%and Written 15%) 20% 
Term Paper 10% 

GRADING SCALE 

The following grading policy will be followed in awarding grades 

A 93-100 C 76-73 
A- 90-92 C- 72- 70 
B+ 89-87 D+ 69-67 
B 86-83 D 66-63 
B- 82-80 D- 62-60 
C+ 79-77 F 0- 59 

Swahili Language Table 
Everyone is expected to attend Swahili language table once a week. This is a time when you can 
interact with other Swahili learners and speakers and have an opportunity to practice your 
Swahili. Swahili language table will start in September. The venue and time will be announced 
soon. 



Course Guidelines 

Use of Computers in Class: You may bring your laptop in class for taking notes only. 

Cell phones: Please put your cell phone on silent mode. 

Honor Code: UNC-Chapel Hill has had a student-administered honor system and judicial 

system for over 100 years. The system is the responsibility of students and is regulated and 

governed by them, but faculty share the responsibility. Questions about student responsibilities 

under the honor code should be directed to the instructor or the office of the Dean of Students. 

Another useful resource is the Instrument of Student Judicial Governance. This document, 

adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty Council, and the Student Congress, contains all policies 

and procedures pertaining to the student honor system. Every student enrolled in this course is 

expected to fully participate and observe the honor code. Additional information about the UNC- 

Chapel Hill Honor Code can be found at honor.unc.edu. 

Potential changes to topics and readings: Topics and reading assignments, and their orders on 

the syllabus could be changed, but not matters related to grading. Notice of such changes will be 

by announcement in class (or email notice) or by changes to this syllabus posted on the course 

website. 

Persons with Disabilities: Students who feel they may need accommodations 

based on the impact of a disability should contact the course instructor to discuss 

their needs. Students with documented disabilities should also contact the 

Department for Disability Services at 919-962-8300 in SASB North Building, 

Suite 2126 to coordinate necessary accommodations for exams and other in-class 

assignments. Visit the internet address of this office at disabilityservices.unc.edu 

for more information. 



WEEKLY SCHEDULE 

Topic, Reading, Writing, and Role Play In class 
Activities 

Date 

Week 1:8/21- 
23 
Aug 21 

Aug 23 

General Introduction 

Introduction: Names and Greetings 
Majina ya Kiswahili (Swahili names) 
-Get a Swahili name 
(See p. 7-10 and Sakai) 

Cultural Information on Swahili names: Read p. 
10 before class. 

Reading: Some Common Classroom 
Expressions- Sakai (Read before class) 

Silabi, Sauti, na Matamshi 
(Syllables, Sounds, and Pronunciation) 
-Irabu (Vowels): A E I O U 
-Konsonanti (Consonants) 
Listening & Reading: KIKO 
http://www.africa.uga.edu/Kiswahili!doe/kiswahilisound.html 

Go over the 
syllabus. 

Introduce the 
course and state 
expectations 
clearly. 

Introduction to 
Swahili language 

Get to know each 
other and find out 
what the students 
plan to use their 
knowledge of 

Swahili for. 
Find out what 
other languages 
they have learned. 

-From now on this is your 
Swahili name. Sign 
attendance sheet from now 
on using your Swahili 
name. 

Use them in class 

conversations. 

Follow the online 

KIKO instructor as 

she pronounces 



Week 2: 
8/26-30 

Aug 26 

Aug 28 

Maamkio na Kujitambulisha (Greetings and 
Introduction) 

-iambo Greetings 
-Hujambo? 
-Hamjambo? 
-Hajambo? 
-Hawajambo nyumbani? 

1. You meet your friend on the way to class. 
Greet him or her. 

2. You meet your teacher on the way to the 
library. Greet him or her. 

3. You are the teacher, and one of your 
students meets you and greets you. 
Respond to his/her greetings and greet 
her/him as well. 

4. It is your first day in class, greet one of 
your classmates and find out what their 
name is. 

Reading: 1. Adila anakutana na Rafiki yake, 
Aisha. Wanasalimiana (Adila meets her friend, 
Aisha. They greet each other) p. 11 (Read before 
class) 

2. Adila anakutana na Ali na Taji 
anawasalimu (Adila meets Ali and Taji and greets 
them) p. 13 (Read before class). 

Salamu katika nyakati tofauti (Greetings at 
different times of the day) 

Habari Greetings 
1. You meet your friend in the morning on the way 

to class. Greet him or her. 
2. You meet your teacher in the afternoon on your 

way to lunch. Greet him or her. 
3. You meet a former classmate after many days. 

Greet him/her. 

Reading: 1. Fatuma na Idi wanasalimiana asubuhi 
(Fatuma and Idi greet each other in the morning) p. 

15 (Read before class) 
2. Ali na Halima wanakutana mchana (Ali 

The instructor 
demonstrates. 
Students perform 
the role play. 



Aug 30 

NOTICE 
Week 3: 9/2- 
6 

Sept. 2 

Sept. 4 

and Halima meet in the afternoon) p. 16 (Read 
before class) 

3. Zuhura na Juma wanakutana jioni 
(Zuhura and Juma meet in the evening) p. 16 (Read 
before class) 

Shikamoo Greetings 
1. You meet your friend’s father. Greet him. 
2. You meet your teacher. Greet her. 

Reading: Adila meets the father ofJuma p. 16 

(Read before class). 

Cultural Notes: p. 17 (Read before this week 

ends). 

Msamiati wa Salamu (Vocabulary for Greeting) 
on p. 12 
Wimbo: Jambo, jambo bwana 

Kwaheri mwalimu 

Assignment #1 due on Wed. 9/4 

Sikukuu ya Wafanyakazi (Labor Day) 
Hakuna darasa (No class) 

Kujitambulisha (Introducing oneself) 
1. It is your first day in class, introduce 

yourself to the class. 
2. You are meeting your Swahili teacher for 

the first time. Tell her about yourself. 
Remember to greet her, to tell her your 
name, where you come from, where you 
live, where you go to school etc. 

Reading: 1. Malaika anajitambulisha (Malaika 

introduces herself)- Sakai 
2. Pendo na Fadhili wanajitambulisha 

(Pendo and Fadhili introduce themselves)- Sakai 

The instructor 
demonstrates. 

Students perform 
the role play. 



Sept. 6 

NOTICE 

Week 4 : 9/9- 
13 
Sept. 9 

Sept. 11 

Sept. 13 

NOTICE 

Week 5: 
9/16-20 

Kumtambulisha Mtu Mwingine (Introducing 
Somebody Else) 
-Bring a picture olC a iCriend/iCamil~: to class todav 

1. Tell us about your friend. 

2. Tell us about your mother/father/sibling 

etc. 

Reading: Malkia- Sakai 
Grammar drill: subject pronouns, present tense 

Writing: 
¯ Write a post card to a pen pal in Kenya, 

introducing yourself to him!her. 

Quiz #1 

°:° Quiz #1 on Mon 9/9 

Familia (Family) 
1. You are visiting a friend’s grandmother in 

Kenya; tell her about your family. 
2. Ask your classmate 4-5 questions, to know 

about his/her family. 
3. Numbers 1-10: The number song 

Reading: Familia yangu- Sakai 

Reading: Familia ya Tausi- Sakai 

Grammar drill: present tense and its negation 

Writing: 
¯ Write a short essay about your family. 

About half a page. 

o:o Assignment #2 Due on Mon. 9/16 

Watu, Utaifa, Lugha, na Umri (People, 
Nationalities, Language, and Age) 

1. A guest knocks on your door, invite them in 
and find out about his/her trip. 

-The instructor 
demonstrates how to talk 
about one’s family. 
- Students perform the role 
play. 

-Play with numbers 

The instructor 
demonstrates. 



Sept. 16 

Sept. 18 

Sept. 20 

NOTICE 

Week 6: 
9/23 -27 

Sept. 23 

2. Someone is interested in house sitting for 

you, ask this person three or four questions 
that will help you know this person better. 

Remember to ask him/her his/her name, 
about his/her nationality, age, and the 
languages he/she speaks. 

Numbers: 11-100 

Utaifa na Lugha: Taifa gani? Lugha gani? 

Umri: Miaka mingapi? 
Reading:Tausi anatafuta kazi ya uyaya (Tausi is 
looking for a babysitting job)- Sakai (Read before 
class). 

Future Tense and Its Negation: 
Kesho utafanya nini? 
Kesho hutafanya nini? 

Noun classes: M-wa (1-2) & M-mi (3-4) 

Grammar drill: Future tense and its Negation, 
noun class M-Wa and M-mi 

Writing: 
¯ Write a short essay about yourself, the 

languages that you speak, what you study, 
and any other information you would like 
us to know about you. 

o:o Assignment #3 Due on Mon. 9/23 

Saa na tarehe (Time and dates) 
1. Tell us what time is your Swahili class. 
2. Tell us what day is your Swahili class. 
3. Tell us which month!year it is. 
4. Tell us when your birthday is. 

Numbers: 100-1000 

Namba vako va simu ni gani? (what is your 
telephone number?) 
Darasa lako ni siku gani? (what day is your 
class?) 
Darasa lako ni saa ngapi? (what time is your 
class?) 
Reading: Siku za wiki (Days of the week) p. 18-21 

Students perform 
the role play. 

- The instructor 
demonstrates. 
- Students perform the role 
play. 



Sept. 25 

Sept. 27 

NOTICE 

Week 7: 
9/30,10/2-4 

Sept. 30 

Oct. 2&4 

Ni saa ngapi? (what time is it?) 
Reading: Siku yangu ya kuzaliwa- Sakai 
Mwezi gani? (which month?) 
Mwaka gani? (which year?) 

Ratiba ya kila siku (Daily Schedule) 
Reading: Adili na Lulu- Sakai 

Grammar drill: Ngapi? Gani? Habitual tense 

Writing: 
¯ Write down 5 things which you do daily. 

o:o Quiz #2 on Mon 9/30 

Quiz #2 

Nguo na Rangi (Clothing and Colors) 
1. You are attending a party on Saturday; tell 

us what you will wear. Remember to 
include the colors of your clothes. 

2. You have lost your little brother/sister in a 
mall; describe how he/she is dressed to the 
police. 

3. Cultural information: Khanga in E. Africa 

Mazungumzo kwenye simu 
-Nguo za Waswahili 
-Rangi mbalimbali 

Nomino (noun classes): Ji-Ma (5-6), Ki-Vi (7-8) 

& N-N (9-10) 

Grammar drill: Noun classes: ji-ma, ki-vi & n-n 

Writing: 
¯ I will be picking you from the RDU airport 

tomorrow, but I don’t know you. Write to 

me and tell me how you will be dressed 

tomorrow to help me identify you at the 

airport. 

-Students perform 

- The instructor 
demonstrates. 
- Students perform the role 
play. 



NOTICE 

Week 8: 
10/7-11 

Oct. 7 

Oct. 9 

NOTICE 

Week 9: 
10/14-16 
NOTICE 

NOTICE 

Oct. 18 

o:o Assignment# 4 Due on Mon. 10/7 

Hali ya Hewa na Misimu (Weather and 
Seasons) 

1. How is the weather today? 
2. You are a weatherperson; give us a brief 

report of how the weather will be 
tomorrow. 

3. What will you put on tomorrow? Put into 
consideration tomorrow’s weather. 

4. What will you do tomorrow? Put into 
consideration tomorrow’s weather. 

5. What do you like doing during different 
seasons? 

Hali va hewa vipi leo? (How is the weather 
today?) 

Weather Report 
Reading: Kutangaza kuhusu hali ya hewa- Sakai 

Misimu mbalimbali (Different seasons) 

Reading: 1. Unapenda kufanya nini wakati wa 
misimu mbalimbali?- Sakai 

2. Rafiki wawili wanazungumza- Sakai 

Grammar drill: Habitual tense 

Writing: 
¯ Write the weather report for yesterday, 

today, and tomorrow. 

MIDTERM ORAL EXAM- Day 1 10/11 

MIDTERM ORAL EXAM - Day 2 10/14 

MIDTERM WRITTEN EXAM - 10/16 

Likizo ya Majani Kupukutika-hakuna darasa 

- The instructor 
demonstrates. 
- Students perform the role 
play. 

- Students perform 

Students perform. 
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Week 10: 
10/21-25 

Oct. 21 

Oct. 23 

Oct. 25 

NOTICE 

Week 11: 
10/28-11/1 

Oct. 28 

Oct. 30 

Vyakula na Vinywaji (Foods and Drinks) 
1. What foods, fruits, vegetables, and drinks 

do you like? 
2. What foods, fruits, vegetables, and drinks 

don’t you like? 
3. Order food and a drink from a restaurant. 

Vvakula Mbalimbali (Different foods) 

Mbo~a Mbalimbali (Different vegetables) 

Matunda Mbalimbali (Different fruits) 
Nvama Mbalimbali (Different meat) 

Reading: Kuagiza chakula Mkahawani (ordering 
food in a restaurant)- Sakai 

Grammar drill: Conditional tense (nge) 

Writing: 
¯ Write a dialogue between you and a 

waiter/waitress. 

Mchezo (Game): Nyama Nyama 

o.*o Assignment #5 Due on Mon. 10/28 

Kununua na Kuuza (Buying and Selling) 
1. Identify food items and clothes. 
2. Assume you are in an open market in East 

Africa, bargain for an item. 

Sokoni (at the market) 
Kununua matunda sokoni (buying fruits 

at the market) 

Reading: Mnunuzi na Mwuzaji Wanazungumza- 
Sakai 

The instructor 

demonstrates. 

Students perform 

the role play. 

The instructor 

demonstrates. 

Students perform 

the role play. 

Kununua mboga sokoni 

Reading: Maria na mama mwuzaji wanaongea- 
Sakai 

11 



Nov. 1 

NOTICE 

Week 12: 
11/4-8 

Nov. 4 

Nov. 6 

Nov. 8 

NOTICE 

Week 13-14: 
11/11-20 

Nov. 11 

Grammar drill: conditional tense 

Writing: 
¯ Write down a dialogue between you and the 

seller in an open market in East Africa. 

o:o Assignment #6 Due on Mon. 11/4 

Afya (Health) 
1. Identify body parts 
2. Going to see a doctor 

Mimi ni Mgoniwa Leo (I am sick today) 
-Sehemu za Mwili (Body parts) 
Wimbo: Kichwa Vidole 

Reading: Barua pepe (e-mail)- Sakai 

Kwenda hospitalini (going to the hospital) 

Reading: Mgonjwa na Daktari- Sakai 

Daktari Ben Carson 
Reading: Daktari Ben Carson- Sakai 
Grammar drill: Questioning: nini7 Lini7 

Writing: 
¯ Andika barua pepe kwa mwalimu. 

¯ Write a dialogue between you and your 

doctor. 

°:° Quiz #3 on Mon 11/11 

Quiz #3 

Usafiri (Transportation) 
1. How do you go to school, work, church, 

etc? 
2. Matatu in Kenya. 

The instructor 

demonstrates. 

Students perform 

the role play. 
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Nov. 13 

Nov. 15 

Nov. 18-20 

NOTICE 

Nov. 22 

NOTICE 

Week 15-16: 
11/25-12/5 

Nov. 25 

Nov. 27-29 

Dec. 2 

Dec. 4 

NOTICE 

Msamiati wa usafiri 

Reading: Marafiki wawili wanazungumza- Sakai 

Reading: Tichala na Mwalimu- Sakai 

Kwenda Kenya 

Reading: Safari yangu ya Kenya- Sakai 

Grammar drill: Perfect tense and its Negation 

Writing: Assignment 7: Due at the end of class. 
¯ Write about a trip you took. 

¯ This is your Assignment 7; Please submit it 

before you leave class today! 

The instructor 

demonstrates. 

Students perform 

the role play. 

Final Oral Exam Day 1 

Students perform. 

Adraft of your term paper is due on Mon 

1112s 

Review and Final Oral and Written Exams 

o:o Final Oral Exam Day 2 

Thanksgiving Recess 
-Hakuna darasa 

Review 

Final Remarks and Course Evaluation. 
Please bring your laptop for course evaluation. 

FINAL WRITTEN EXAM ON FRI 12/13 @ 
8:00 AM 

Students Perform 
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University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
College of Arts and Sciences 

Dept. of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
Semester: Fall :2013 
Course: Elementary Swahili (Swah 401- 002) 
Credit: 3 hours 
Class Schedule: 1:00-1:50 PM MWF 
Room: Global Center-Room 3024 
Instructor: Esther Mukewa Lisanza, PhD 
Office: Battle Hall 307 
Office Hours: Mon 11:00-12:00 noon, Wed 3:00-4:00 pro, & Fri 11:00-12:00 noon 
E-mail: lisanza@email.unc, edu 

Course Description 
This course is the first part of elementary Swahili. This course introduces students to the basic 
components of standard Swahili. The course is therefore specifically designed to help students 
who have no knowledge of Swahili to begin carrying out basic conversations in Swahili about 
themselves, their world, their friends, and Swahili land. Hence, the language of communication 
in the classroom will be Swahili. Whereas the course has a special place for structural aspects of 
the language, emphasis is particularly placed on the four language skills namely, speaking, 
writing, reading, and listening. 

Course Objectives 
¯ To enable students to develop communicative skills in Swahili through listening, 

speaking, reading, and writing. 
¯ To introduce students to Swahili structure and vocabulary. 
¯ To help students start understanding the culture of Swahili/African. 

Course Goals 
Upon completion of the course, students should be able: 

¯ to carry out basic conversations about their daily activities and talk about other people 
¯ to have some understanding of Swahili land 
¯ to make some comparisons between their cultures and the culture of Swahili speaking 

people. 

Course Materials 
1. Required Textbook: Senkoro, F.E.M.K (2003). Tuseme Kiswahili. Madison: NARLC Press. 
2. Supplemental Text: Awde, N. (2000). Swahili-English- English -Swahili Practical 

Dictionary. New York: Hippocrene Books. 

These are the primary texts for the course. You may purchase these textbooks at the Student 
Stores or online. 

Web Materials 
1. Swahili-English Internet Dictionary - http://kamusiproject.org 

2. Media-KIKO: www.affica.uga.edu/Kiswahili/doe/shukrani.html 
3. Grammar- http://mwanasimba.online.fr/E_index.html 



Course Policies 
1. Class attendance and participation is mandatory. Students will lose points for unexcused 

absences. 
2. Due to its disruptive nature, tardiness is not tolerated. 
3. Assigned readings must be done on time. 
4. All assignments must be turned in on time. If an assignment is not turned in on due date, 10 

% will be deducted from the final grade. 
5. There will be no make-up quizzes and exams except for unavoidable circumstances. 

Assignments and Homework 

1. You will have weekly assignments totaling seven in the semester. The exercises will be 
on short comprehensions, writing, and grammar based on topics that we will have 
covered in class. 

2. There will be a one-page paper on any Swahili topic. This paper will be handed in on the 
last day of class on 12/4. The first draft is due on 11/25 in class. 

3. An oral exam both at midterm and at the end of the semester; guidelines will be provided. 
4. A written midterm exam and a final written exam. 
5. The course will have three quizzes. 

Evaluation of Performance 

Homework 20% 
Quizzes 20% 
Class participation and attendance 10% 
Midterm (oral 5% and Written 15%) 20% 
Final Exam (oral 5%and Written 15%) 20% 
Term Paper 10% 

GRADING SCALE 

The following grading policy will be followed in awarding grades 

A 93-100 C 76-73 
A- 90-92 C- 72- 70 
B+ 89-87 D+ 69-67 
B 86-83 D 66-63 
B- 82-80 D- 62-60 
C+ 79-77 F 0- 59 

Swahili Language Table 
Everyone is expected to attend Swahili language table once a week. This is a time when you can 
interact with other Swahili learners and speakers and have an opportunity to practice your 
Swahili. Swahili language table will start in September. The venue and time will be announced 
soon. 



Course Guidelines 

Use of Computers in Class: You may bring your laptop in class for taking notes only. 

Cell phones: Please put your cell phone on silent mode. 

Honor Code: UNC-Chapel Hill has had a student-administered honor system and judicial 

system for over 100 years. The system is the responsibility of students and is regulated and 

governed by them, but faculty share the responsibility. Questions about student responsibilities 

under the honor code should be directed to the instructor or the office of the Dean of Students. 

Another useful resource is the Instrument of Student Judicial Governance. This document, 

adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty Council, and the Student Congress, contains all policies 

and procedures pertaining to the student honor system. Every student enrolled in this course is 

expected to fully participate and observe the honor code. Additional information about the UNC- 

Chapel Hill Honor Code can be found at honor.unc.edu. 

Potential changes to topics and readings: Topics and reading assignments, and their orders on 

the syllabus could be changed, but not matters related to grading. Notice of such changes will be 

by announcement in class (or email notice) or by changes to this syllabus posted on the course 

website. 

Persons with Disabilities: Students who feel they may need accommodations 

based on the impact of a disability should contact the course instructor to discuss 

their needs. Students with documented disabilities should also contact the 

Department for Disability Services at 919-962-8300 in SASB North Building, 

Suite 2126 to coordinate necessary accommodations for exams and other in-class 

assignments. Visit the internet address of this office at disabilityservices.unc.edu 

for more information. 



WEEKLY SCHEDULE 
Topic, Reading, Writing, and Role Play In class 
Activities 

Date 

Week 1:8/21- 
23 
Aug 21 

Aug 23 

General Introduction 

Introduction: Names and Greetings 
Majina ya Kiswahili (Swahili names) 
-Get a Swahili name 
(See p. 7-10 and Sakai) 

Cultural Information on Swahili names: Read p. 
10 before class. 

Reading: Some Common Classroom 
Expressions- Sakai (Read before class) 

Silabi, Sauti, na Matamshi 
(Syllables, Sounds, and Pronunciation) 
-Irabu (Vowels): A E I O U 
-Konsonanti (Consonants) 
Listening & Reading: KIKO 
http://www.africa.uga.edu/Kiswahili!doe/kiswahilisound.html 

Go over the 
syllabus. 

Introduce the 
course and state 
expectations 
clearly. 

Introduction to 
Swahili language 

Get to know each 
other and find out 
what the students 
plan to use their 
knowledge of 

Kiswahili for. 
Find out what 
other languages 
they have learned. 

-From now on this is your 
Swahili name. Sign 
attendance sheet from now 
on using your Swahili 
name. 

Use them in class 

conversations. 

Follow the online 

KIKO instructor as 

she pronounces 



Week 2: 
8/26-30 

Aug 26 

Aug 28 

Maamkio na Kujitambulisha (Greetings and 
Introduction) 

-iambo Greetings 
-Hujambo? 
-Hamjambo? 
-Hajambo? 
-Hawajambo nyumbani? 

1. You meet your friend on the way to class. 
Greet him or her. 

2. You meet your teacher on the way to the 
library. Greet him or her. 

3. You are the teacher, and one of your 
students meets you and greets you. 
Respond to his/her greetings and greet 
her/him as well. 

4. It is your first day in class, greet one of 
your classmates and find out what their 
name is. 

Reading: 1. Adila anakutana na Rafiki yake, 
Aisha. Wanasalimiana (Adila meets her friend, 
Aisha. They greet each other) p. 11 (Read before 
class) 

2. Adila anakutana na Ali na Taji 
anawasalimu (Adila meets Ali and Taji and greets 
them) p. 13 (Read before class). 

Salamu katika nyakati tofauti (Greetings at 
different times of the day) 

Habari Greetings 
1. You meet your friend in the morning on the way 

to class. Greet him or her. 
2. You meet your teacher in the afternoon on your 

way to lunch. Greet him or her. 
3. You meet a former classmate after many days. 

Greet him/her. 

Reading: 1. Fatuma na Idi wanasalimiana asubuhi 
(Fatuma and Idi greet each other in the morning) p. 

15 (Read before class) 
2. Ali na Halima wanakutana mchana (Ali 

The instructor 
demonstrates. 
Students perform 
the role play. 



Aug 30 

NOTICE 
Week 3: 9/2- 
6 

Sept. 2 

Sept. 4 

and Halima meet in the afternoon) p. 16 (Read 
before class) 

3. Zuhura na Juma wanakutana jioni 
(Zuhura and Juma meet in the evening) p. 16 (Read 
before class) 

Shikamoo Greetings 
1. You meet your friend’s father. Greet him. 
2. You meet your teacher. Greet her. 

Reading: Adila meets the father ofJuma p. 16 

(Read before class). 

Cultural Notes: p. 17 (Read before this week 

ends). 

Msamiati wa Salamu (Vocabulary for Greeting) 
on p. 12 
Wimbo: Jambo, jambo bwana 

Kwaheri mwalimu 

Assignment #1 due on Wed. 9/4 

Sikukuu ya Wafanyakazi (Labor Day) 
Hakuna darasa (No class) 

Kujitambulisha (Introducing oneself) 
1. It is your first day in class, introduce 

yourself to the class. 
2. You are meeting your Swahili teacher for 

the first time. Tell her about yourself. 
Remember to greet her, to tell her your 
name, where you come from, where you 
live, where you go to school etc. 

Reading: 1. Malaika anajitambulisha (Malaika 

introduces herself)- Sakai 
2. Pendo na Fadhili wanajitambulisha 

(Pendo and Fadhili introduce themselves)- Sakai 

The instructor 
demonstrates. 

Students perform 
the role play. 



Sept. 6 

NOTICE 

Week 4 : 9/9- 
13 
Sept. 9 

Sept. 11 

Sept. 13 

NOTICE 

Week 5: 
9/16-20 

Kumtambulisha Mtu Mwingine (Introducing 
Somebody Else) 
-Bring a picture olC a iCriend/iCamil~: to class todav 

1. Tell us about your friend. 

2. Tell us about your mother/father/sibling 

etc. 

Reading: Malkia- Sakai 
Grammar drill: subject pronouns, present tense 

Writing: 
¯ Write a post card to a pen pal in Kenya, 

introducing yourself to him!her. 

Quiz #1 

°:° Quiz #1 on Mon 9/9 

Familia (Family) 
1. You are visiting a friend’s grandmother in 

Kenya; tell her about your family. 
2. Ask your classmate 4-5 questions, to know 

about his/her family. 
3. Numbers 1-10: The number song 

Reading: Familia yangu- Sakai 

Reading: Familia ya Tausi- Sakai 

Grammar drill: present tense and its negation 

Writing: 
¯ Write a short essay about your family. 

About half a page. 

o:o Assignment #2 Due on Mon. 9/16 

Watu, Utaifa, Lugha, na Umri (People, 
Nationalities, Language, and Age) 

1. A guest knocks on your door, invite them in 
and find out about his/her trip. 

-The instructor 
demonstrates how to talk 
about one’s family. 
- Students perform the role 
play. 

-Play with numbers 

The instructor 
demonstrates. 



Sept. 16 

Sept. 18 

Sept. 20 

NOTICE 

Week 6: 
9/23 -27 

Sept. 23 

2. Someone is interested in house sitting for 

you, ask this person three or four questions 
that will help you know this person better. 

Remember to ask him/her his/her name, 
about his/her nationality, age, and the 
languages he/she speaks. 

Numbers: 11-100 

Utaifa na Lugha: Taifa gani? Lugha gani? 

Umri: Miaka mingapi? 
Reading:Tausi anatafuta kazi ya uyaya (Tausi is 
looking for a babysitting job)- Sakai (Read before 
class). 

Future Tense and Its Negation: 
Kesho utafanya nini? 
Kesho hutafanya nini? 

Noun classes: M-wa (1-2) & M-mi (3-4) 

Grammar drill: Future tense and its Negation, 
noun class M-Wa and M-mi 

Writing: 
¯ Write a short essay about yourself, the 

languages that you speak, what you study, 
and any other information you would like 
us to know about you. 

o:o Assignment #3 Due on Mon. 9/23 

Saa na tarehe (Time and dates) 
1. Tell us what time is your Swahili class. 
2. Tell us what day is your Swahili class. 
3. Tell us which month!year it is. 
4. Tell us when your birthday is. 

Numbers: 100-1000 

Namba vako va simu ni gani? (what is your 
telephone number?) 
Darasa lako ni siku gani? (what day is your 
class?) 
Darasa lako ni saa ngapi? (what time is your 
class?) 
Reading: Siku za wiki (Days of the week) p. 18-21 

Students perform 
the role play. 

- The instructor 
demonstrates. 
- Students perform the role 
play. 



Sept. 25 

Sept. 27 

NOTICE 

Week 7: 
9/30,10/2-4 

Sept. 30 

Oct. 2&4 

Ni saa ngapi? (what time is it?) 
Reading: Siku yangu ya kuzaliwa- Sakai 
Mwezi gani? (which month?) 
Mwaka gani? (which year?) 

Ratiba ya kila siku (Daily Schedule) 
Reading: Adili na Lulu- Sakai 

Grammar drill: Ngapi? Gani? Habitual tense 

Writing: 
¯ Write down 5 things which you do daily. 

o:o Quiz #2 on Mon 9/30 

Quiz #2 

Nguo na Rangi (Clothing and Colors) 
1. You are attending a party on Saturday; tell 

us what you will wear. Remember to 
include the colors of your clothes. 

2. You have lost your little brother/sister in a 
mall; describe how he/she is dressed to the 
police. 

3. Cultural information: Khanga in E. Africa 

Mazungumzo kwenye simu 
-Nguo za Waswahili 
-Rangi mbalimbali 

Nomino (noun classes): Ji-Ma (5-6), Ki-Vi (7-8) 

& N-N (9-10) 

Grammar drill: Noun classes: ji-ma, ki-vi & n-n 

Writing: 
¯ I will be picking you from the RDU airport 

tomorrow, but I don’t know you. Write to 

me and tell me how you will be dressed 

tomorrow to help me identify you at the 

airport. 

-Students perform 

- The instructor 
demonstrates. 
- Students perform the role 
play. 



NOTICE 

Week 8: 
10/7-11 

Oct. 7 

Oct. 9 

NOTICE 

Week 9: 
10/14-16 
NOTICE 

NOTICE 

Oct. 18 

o:o Assignment# 4 Due on Mon. 10/7 

Hali ya Hewa na Misimu (Weather and 
Seasons) 

1. How is the weather today? 
2. You are a weatherperson; give us a brief 

report of how the weather will be 
tomorrow. 

3. What will you put on tomorrow? Put into 
consideration tomorrow’s weather. 

4. What will you do tomorrow? Put into 
consideration tomorrow’s weather. 

5. What do you like doing during different 
seasons? 

Hali va hewa vipi leo? (How is the weather 
today?) 

Weather Report 
Reading: Kutangaza kuhusu hali ya hewa- Sakai 

Misimu mbalimbali (Different seasons) 

Reading: 1. Unapenda kufanya nini wakati wa 
misimu mbalimbali?- Sakai 

2. Rafiki wawili wanazungumza- Sakai 

Grammar drill: Habitual tense 

Writing: 
¯ Write the weather report for yesterday, 

today, and tomorrow. 

MIDTERM ORAL EXAM- Day 1 10/11 

MIDTERM ORAL EXAM - Day 2 10/14 

MIDTERM WRITTEN EXAM - 10/16 

Likizo ya Majani Kupukutika-hakuna darasa 

- The instructor 
demonstrates. 
- Students perform the role 
play. 

- Students perform 

Students perform. 
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Week 10: 
10/21-25 

Oct. 21 

Oct. 23 

Oct. 25 

NOTICE 

Week 11: 
10/28-11/1 

Oct. 28 

Oct. 30 

Vyakula na Vinywaji (Foods and Drinks) 
1. What foods, fruits, vegetables, and drinks 

do you like? 
2. What foods, fruits, vegetables, and drinks 

don’t you like? 
3. Order food and a drink from a restaurant. 

Vvakula Mbalimbali (Different foods) 

Mbo~a Mbalimbali (Different vegetables) 

Matunda Mbalimbali (Different fruits) 
Nvama Mbalimbali (Different meat) 

Reading: Kuagiza chakula Mkahawani (ordering 
food in a restaurant)- Sakai 

Grammar drill: Conditional tense (nge) 

Writing: 
¯ Write a dialogue between you and a 

waiter/waitress. 

Mchezo (Game): Nyama Nyama 

o.*o Assignment #5 Due on Mon. 10/28 

Kununua na Kuuza (Buying and Selling) 
1. Identify food items and clothes. 
2. Assume you are in an open market in East 

Africa, bargain for an item. 

Sokoni (at the market) 
Kununua matunda sokoni (buying fruits 

at the market) 

Reading: Mnunuzi na Mwuzaji Wanazungumza- 
Sakai 

The instructor 

demonstrates. 

Students perform 

the role play. 

The instructor 

demonstrates. 

Students perform 

the role play. 

Kununua mboga sokoni 

Reading: Maria na mama mwuzaji wanaongea- 
Sakai 
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Nov. 1 

NOTICE 

Week 12: 
11/4-8 

Nov. 4 

Nov. 6 

Nov. 8 

NOTICE 

Week 13-14: 
11/11-20 

Nov. 11 

Grammar drill: conditional tense 

Writing: 
¯ Write down a dialogue between you and the 

seller in an open market in East Africa. 

o:o Assignment #6 Due on Mon. 11/4 

Afya (Health) 
1. Identify body parts 
2. Going to see a doctor 

Mimi ni Mgoniwa Leo (I am sick today) 
-Sehemu za Mwili (Body parts) 
Wimbo: Kichwa Vidole 

Reading: Barua pepe (e-mail)- Sakai 

Kwenda hospitalini (going to the hospital) 

Reading: Mgonjwa na Daktari- Sakai 

Daktari Ben Carson 
Reading: Daktari Ben Carson- Sakai 
Grammar drill: Questioning: nini7 Lini7 

Writing: 
¯ Andika barua pepe kwa mwalimu. 

¯ Write a dialogue between you and your 

doctor. 

°:° Quiz #3 on Mon 11/11 

Quiz #3 

Usafiri (Transportation) 
1. How do you go to school, work, church, 

etc? 
2. Matatu in Kenya. 

The instructor 

demonstrates. 

Students perform 

the role play. 
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Nov. 13 

Nov. 15 

Nov. 18-20 

NOTICE 

Nov. 22 

NOTICE 

Week 15-16: 
11/25-12/5 

Nov. 25 

Nov. 27-29 

Dec. 2 

Dec. 4 

NOTICE 

Msamiati wa usafiri 

Reading: Marafiki wawili wanazungumza- Sakai 

Reading: Tichala na Mwalimu- Sakai 

Kwenda Kenya 

Reading: Safari yangu ya Kenya- Sakai 

Grammar drill: Perfect tense and its Negation 

Writing: Assignment 7: Due at the end of class. 
¯ Write about a trip you took. 

¯ This is your Assignment 7; Please submit it 

before you leave class today! 

The instructor 

demonstrates. 

Students perform 

the role play. 

Final Oral Exam Day 1 

Students perform. 

Adraft of your term paper is due on Mon 

1112s 

Review and Final Oral and Written Exams 

o:o Final Oral Exam Day 2 

Thanksgiving Recess 
-Hakuna darasa 

Review 

Final Remarks and Course Evaluation. 
Please bring your laptop for course evaluation. 

FINAL WRITTEN EXAM ON MON 12/9 @ 
12:00 PM 

Students Perform 
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University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
College of Arts and Sciences 

Dept. of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
Semester: Fall 2013 
Course: Elementary Swahili (Swah 401- 003) 
Credit: 3 hours 
Class Schedule: 2:00-2:50 PM MWF 
Room: Peabody-Room 215 
Instructor: Esther Mukewa Lisanza, PhD 
Office: Battle Hall 307 
Office Hours: Mon 11:00-12:00 noon, Wed 3:00-4:00 pro, & Fri 11:00-12:00 noon 
E-maih lisanza@email.unc, edu 

Course Description 
This course is the first part of elementary Swahili. This course introduces students to the basic 
components of standard Swahili. The course is therefore specifically designed to help students 
who have no knowledge of Swahili to begin carrying out basic conversations in Swahili about 
themselves, their world, their friends, and Swahili land. Hence, the language of communication 
in the classroom will be Swahili. Whereas the course has a special place for structural aspects of 
the language, emphasis is particularly placed on the four language skills namely, speaking, 
writing, reading, and listening. 

Course Objectives 
¯ To enable students to develop communicative skills in Swahili through listening, 

speaking, reading, and writing. 
¯ To introduce students to Swahili structure and vocabulary. 
¯ To help students start understanding the culture of Swahili/African. 

Course Goals 
Upon completion of the course, students should be able: 

¯ to carry out basic conversations about their daily activities and talk about other people 
¯ to have some understanding of Swahili land 
¯ to make some comparisons between their cultures and the culture of Swahili speaking 

people. 

Course Materials 
1. Required Textbook: Senkoro, F.E.M.K (2003). Tuseme Kiswahili. Madison: NARLC Press. 
2. Supplemental Text: Awde, N. (2000). Swahili-English- English -Swahili Practical 

Dictionary. New York: Hippocrene Books. 

These are the primary texts for the course. You may purchase these textbooks at the Student 
Stores or online. 

Web Materials 
1. Swahili-English Internet Dictionary - http://kamusiproject.org 

2. Media-KIKO: www.africa.uga.edu/Kiswahili/doe/shukrani.html 
3. Grammar- http://mwanasimba.online.fr/E_index.html 



Course Policies 
1. Class attendance and participation is mandatory. Students will lose points for unexcused 

absences. 
2. Due to its disruptive nature, tardiness is not tolerated. 
3. Assigned readings must be done on time. 
4. All assignments must be turned in on time. If an assignment is not turned in on due date, 10 

% will be deducted from the final grade. 
5. There will be no make-up quizzes and exams except for unavoidable circumstances. 

Assignments and Homework 

1. You will have weekly assignments totaling seven in the semester. The exercises will be 
on short comprehensions, writing, and grammar based on topics that we will have 
covered in class. 

2. There will be a one-page paper on any Swahili topic. This paper will be handed in on the 
last day of class on 12/4. The first draft is due on 11/25 in class. 

3. An oral exam both at midterm and at the end of the semester; guidelines will be provided. 
4. A written midterm exam and a final written exam. 
5. The course will have three quizzes. 

Evaluation of Performance 

Homework 20% 
Quizzes 20% 
Class participation and attendance 10% 
Midterm (oral 5% and Written 15%) 20% 
Final Exam (oral 5%and Written 15%) 20% 
Term Paper 10% 

GRADING SCALE 

The following grading policy will be followed in awarding grades 

A 93-100 C 76-73 
A- 90-92 C- 72- 70 
B+ 89-87 D+ 69-67 
B 86-83 D 66-63 
B- 82-80 D- 62-60 
C+ 79-77 F 0- 59 

Swahili Language Table 
Everyone is expected to attend Swahili language table once a week. This is a time when you can 
interact with other Swahili learners and speakers and have an opportunity to practice your 
Swahili. Swahili language table will start in September. The venue and time will be announced 
soon. 



Course Guidelines 

Use of Computers in Class: You may bring your laptop in class for taking notes only. 

Cell phones: Please put your cell phone on silent mode. 

Honor Code: UNC-Chapel Hill has had a student-administered honor system and judicial 

system for over 100 years. The system is the responsibility of students and is regulated and 

governed by them, but faculty share the responsibility. Questions about student responsibilities 

under the honor code should be directed to the instructor or the office of the Dean of Students. 

Another useful resource is the Instrument of Student Judicial Governance. This document, 

adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty Council, and the Student Congress, contains all policies 

and procedures pertaining to the student honor system. Every student enrolled in this course is 

expected to fully participate and observe the honor code. Additional information about the UNC- 

Chapel Hill Honor Code can be found at honor.unc.edu. 

Potential changes to topics and readings: Topics and reading assignments, and their orders on 

the syllabus could be changed, but not matters related to grading. Notice of such changes will be 

by announcement in class (or email notice) or by changes to this syllabus posted on the course 

website. 

Persons with Disabilities: Students who feel they may need accommodations 

based on the impact of a disability should contact the course instructor to discuss 

their needs. Students with documented disabilities should also contact the 

Department for Disability Services at 919-962-8300 in SASB North Building, 

Suite 2126 to coordinate necessary accommodations for exams and other in-class 

assignments. Visit the internet address of this office at disabilityservices.unc.edu 

for more information. 



WEEKLY SCHEDULE 
Topic, Reading, Writing, and Role Play In class 
Activities 

Date 

Week 1:8/21- 
23 
Aug 21 

Aug 23 

General Introduction 

Introduction: Names and Greetings 
Majina ya Kiswahili (Swahili names) 
-Get a Swahili name 
(See p. 7-10 and Sakai) 

Cultural Information on Swahili names: Read p. 
10 before class. 

Reading: Some Common Classroom 
Expressions- Sakai (Read before class) 

Silabi, Sauti, na Matamshi 
(Syllables, Sounds, and Pronunciation) 
-Irabu (Vowels): A E I O U 
-Konsonanti (Consonants) 
Listening & Reading: KIKO 
http://www.africa.uga.edu/Kiswahili!doe/kiswahilisound.html 

Go over the 
syllabus. 

Introduce the 
course and state 
expectations 
clearly. 

Introduction to 
Swahili language 

Get to know each 
other and find out 
what the students 
plan to use their 
knowledge of 

Kiswahili for. 
Find out what 
other languages 
they have learned. 

-From now on this is your 
Swahili name. Sign 
attendance sheet from now 
on using your Swahili 
name. 

Use them in class 

conversations. 

Follow the online 

KIKO instructor as 

she pronounces 



Week 2: 
8/26-30 

Aug 26 

Aug 28 

Maamkio na Kujitambulisha (Greetings and 
Introduction) 

-iambo Greetings 
-Hujambo? 
-Hamjambo? 
-Hajambo? 
-Hawajambo nyumbani? 

1. You meet your friend on the way to class. 
Greet him or her. 

2. You meet your teacher on the way to the 
library. Greet him or her. 

3. You are the teacher, and one of your 
students meets you and greets you. 
Respond to his/her greetings and greet 
her/him as well. 

4. It is your first day in class, greet one of 
your classmates and find out what their 
name is. 

Reading: 1. Adila anakutana na Rafiki yake, 
Aisha. Wanasalimiana (Adila meets her friend, 
Aisha. They greet each other) p. 11 (Read before 
class) 

2. Adila anakutana na Ali na Taji 
anawasalimu (Adila meets Ali and Taji and greets 
them) p. 13 (Read before class). 

Salamu katika nyakati tofauti (Greetings at 
different times of the day) 

Habari Greetings 
1. You meet your friend in the morning on the way 

to class. Greet him or her. 
2. You meet your teacher in the afternoon on your 

way to lunch. Greet him or her. 
3. You meet a former classmate after many days. 

Greet him/her. 

Reading: 1. Fatuma na Idi wanasalimiana asubuhi 
(Fatuma and Idi greet each other in the morning) p. 

15 (Read before class) 
2. Ali na Halima wanakutana mchana (Ali 

The instructor 
demonstrates. 
Students perform 
the role play. 



Aug 30 

NOTICE 
Week 3: 9/2- 
6 

Sept. 2 

Sept. 4 

and Halima meet in the afternoon) p. 16 (Read 
before class) 

3. Zuhura na Juma wanakutana jioni 
(Zuhura and Juma meet in the evening) p. 16 (Read 
before class) 

Shikamoo Greetings 
1. You meet your friend’s father. Greet him. 
2. You meet your teacher. Greet her. 

Reading: Adila meets the father ofJuma p. 16 

(Read before class). 

Cultural Notes: p. 17 (Read before this week 

ends). 

Msamiati wa Salamu (Vocabulary for Greeting) 
on p. 12 
Wimbo: Jambo, jambo bwana 

Kwaheri mwalimu 

Assignment #1 due on Wed. 9/4 

Sikukuu ya Wafanyakazi (Labor Day) 
Hakuna darasa (No class) 

Kujitambulisha (Introducing oneself) 
1. It is your first day in class, introduce 

yourself to the class. 
2. You are meeting your Swahili teacher for 

the first time. Tell her about yourself. 
Remember to greet her, to tell her your 
name, where you come from, where you 
live, where you go to school etc. 

Reading: 1. Malaika anajitambulisha (Malaika 

introduces herself)- Sakai 
2. Pendo na Fadhili wanajitambulisha 

(Pendo and Fadhili introduce themselves)- Sakai 

The instructor 
demonstrates. 

Students perform 
the role play. 



Sept. 6 

NOTICE 

Week 4 : 9/9- 
13 
Sept. 9 

Sept. 11 

Sept. 13 

NOTICE 

Week 5: 
9/16-20 

Kumtambulisha Mtu Mwingine (Introducing 
Somebody Else) 
-Bring a picture olC a iCriend/iCamil~: to class todav 

1. Tell us about your friend. 

2. Tell us about your mother/father/sibling 

etc. 

Reading: Malkia- Sakai 
Grammar drill: subject pronouns, present tense 

Writing: 
¯ Write a post card to a pen pal in Kenya, 

introducing yourself to him!her. 

Quiz #1 

°:° Quiz #1 on Mon 9/9 

Familia (Family) 
1. You are visiting a friend’s grandmother in 

Kenya; tell her about your family. 
2. Ask your classmate 4-5 questions, to know 

about his/her family. 
3. Numbers 1-10: The number song 

Reading: Familia yangu- Sakai 

Reading: Familia ya Tausi- Sakai 

Grammar drill: present tense and its negation 

Writing: 
¯ Write a short essay about your family. 

About half a page. 

o:o Assignment #2 Due on Mon. 9/16 

Watu, Utaifa, Lugha, na Umri (People, 
Nationalities, Language, and Age) 

1. A guest knocks on your door, invite them in 
and find out about his/her trip. 

-The instructor 
demonstrates how to talk 
about one’s family. 
- Students perform the role 
play. 

-Play with numbers 

The instructor 
demonstrates. 



Sept. 16 

Sept. 18 

Sept. 20 

NOTICE 

Week 6: 
9/23 -27 

Sept. 23 

2. Someone is interested in house sitting for 

you, ask this person three or four questions 
that will help you know this person better. 

Remember to ask him/her his/her name, 
about his/her nationality, age, and the 
languages he/she speaks. 

Numbers: 11-100 

Utaifa na Lugha: Taifa gani? Lugha gani? 

Umri: Miaka mingapi? 
Reading:Tausi anatafuta kazi ya uyaya (Tausi is 
looking for a babysitting job)- Sakai (Read before 
class). 

Future Tense and Its Negation: 
Kesho utafanya nini? 
Kesho hutafanya nini? 

Noun classes: M-wa (1-2) & M-mi (3-4) 

Grammar drill: Future tense and its Negation, 
noun class M-Wa and M-mi 

Writing: 
¯ Write a short essay about yourself, the 

languages that you speak, what you study, 
and any other information you would like 
us to know about you. 

o:o Assignment #3 Due on Mon. 9/23 

Saa na tarehe (Time and dates) 
1. Tell us what time is your Swahili class. 
2. Tell us what day is your Swahili class. 
3. Tell us which month!year it is. 
4. Tell us when your birthday is. 

Numbers: 100-1000 

Namba vako va simu ni gani? (what is your 
telephone number?) 
Darasa lako ni siku gani? (what day is your 
class?) 
Darasa lako ni saa ngapi? (what time is your 
class?) 
Reading: Siku za wiki (Days of the week) p. 18-21 

Students perform 
the role play. 

- The instructor 
demonstrates. 
- Students perform the role 
play. 



Sept. 25 

Sept. 27 

NOTICE 

Week 7: 
9/30,10/2-4 

Sept. 30 

Oct. 2&4 

Ni saa ngapi? (what time is it?) 
Reading: Siku yangu ya kuzaliwa- Sakai 
Mwezi gani? (which month?) 
Mwaka gani? (which year?) 

Ratiba ya kila siku (Daily Schedule) 
Reading: Adili na Lulu- Sakai 

Grammar drill: Ngapi? Gani? Habitual tense 

Writing: 
¯ Write down 5 things which you do daily. 

o:o Quiz #2 on Mon 9/30 

Quiz #2 

Nguo na Rangi (Clothing and Colors) 
1. You are attending a party on Saturday; tell 

us what you will wear. Remember to 
include the colors of your clothes. 

2. You have lost your little brother/sister in a 
mall; describe how he/she is dressed to the 
police. 

3. Cultural information: Khanga in E. Africa 

Mazungumzo kwenye simu 
-Nguo za Waswahili 
-Rangi mbalimbali 

Nomino (noun classes): Ji-Ma (5-6), Ki-Vi (7-8) 

& N-N (9-10) 

Grammar drill: Noun classes: ji-ma, ki-vi & n-n 

Writing: 
¯ I will be picking you from the RDU airport 

tomorrow, but I don’t know you. Write to 

me and tell me how you will be dressed 

tomorrow to help me identify you at the 

airport. 

-Students perform 

- The instructor 
demonstrates. 
- Students perform the role 
play. 



NOTICE 

Week 8: 
10/7-11 

Oct. 7 

Oct. 9 

NOTICE 

Week 9: 
10/14-16 
NOTICE 

NOTICE 

Oct. 18 

o:o Assignment# 4 Due on Mon. 10/7 

Hali ya Hewa na Misimu (Weather and 
Seasons) 

1. How is the weather today? 
2. You are a weatherperson; give us a brief 

report of how the weather will be 
tomorrow. 

3. What will you put on tomorrow? Put into 
consideration tomorrow’s weather. 

4. What will you do tomorrow? Put into 
consideration tomorrow’s weather. 

5. What do you like doing during different 
seasons? 

Hali va hewa vipi leo? (How is the weather 
today?) 

Weather Report 
Reading: Kutangaza kuhusu hali ya hewa- Sakai 

Misimu mbalimbali (Different seasons) 

Reading: 1. Unapenda kufanya nini wakati wa 
misimu mbalimbali?- Sakai 

2. Rafiki wawili wanazungumza- Sakai 

Grammar drill: Habitual tense 

Writing: 
¯ Write the weather report for yesterday, 

today, and tomorrow. 

MIDTERM ORAL EXAM- Day 1 10/11 

MIDTERM ORAL EXAM - Day 2 10/14 

MIDTERM WRITTEN EXAM - 10/16 

Likizo ya Majani Kupukutika-hakuna darasa 

- The instructor 
demonstrates. 
- Students perform the role 
play. 

- Students perform 

Students perform. 
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Week 10: 
10/21-25 

Oct. 21 

Oct. 23 

Oct. 25 

NOTICE 

Week 11: 
10/28-11/1 

Oct. 28 

Oct. 30 

Vyakula na Vinywaji (Foods and Drinks) 
1. What foods, fruits, vegetables, and drinks 

do you like? 
2. What foods, fruits, vegetables, and drinks 

don’t you like? 
3. Order food and a drink from a restaurant. 

Vvakula Mbalimbali (Different foods) 

Mbo~a Mbalimbali (Different vegetables) 

Matunda Mbalimbali (Different fruits) 
Nvama Mbalimbali (Different meat) 

Reading: Kuagiza chakula Mkahawani (ordering 
food in a restaurant)- Sakai 

Grammar drill: Conditional tense (nge) 

Writing: 
¯ Write a dialogue between you and a 

waiter/waitress. 

Mchezo (Game): Nyama Nyama 

o.*o Assignment #5 Due on Mon. 10/28 

Kununua na Kuuza (Buying and Selling) 
1. Identify food items and clothes. 
2. Assume you are in an open market in East 

Africa, bargain for an item. 

Sokoni (at the market) 
Kununua matunda sokoni (buying fruits 

at the market) 

Reading: Mnunuzi na Mwuzaji Wanazungumza- 
Sakai 

The instructor 

demonstrates. 

Students perform 

the role play. 

The instructor 

demonstrates. 

Students perform 

the role play. 

Kununua mboga sokoni 

Reading: Maria na mama mwuzaji wanaongea- 
Sakai 
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Nov. 1 

NOTICE 

Week 12: 
11/4-8 

Nov. 4 

Nov. 6 

Nov. 8 

NOTICE 

Week 13-14: 
11/11-20 

Nov. 11 

Grammar drill: conditional tense 

Writing: 
¯ Write down a dialogue between you and the 

seller in an open market in East Africa. 

o:o Assignment #6 Due on Mon. 11/4 

Afya (Health) 
1. Identify body parts 
2. Going to see a doctor 

Mimi ni Mgoniwa Leo (I am sick today) 
-Sehemu za Mwili (Body parts) 
Wimbo: Kichwa Vidole 

Reading: Barua pepe (e-mail)- Sakai 

Kwenda hospitalini (going to the hospital) 

Reading: Mgonjwa na Daktari- Sakai 

Daktari Ben Carson 
Reading: Daktari Ben Carson- Sakai 
Grammar drill: Questioning: nini7 Lini7 

Writing: 
¯ Andika barua pepe kwa mwalimu. 

¯ Write a dialogue between you and your 

doctor. 

°:° Quiz #3 on Mon 11/11 

Quiz #3 

Usafiri (Transportation) 
1. How do you go to school, work, church, 

etc? 
2. Matatu in Kenya. 

The instructor 

demonstrates. 

Students perform 

the role play. 

12 



Nov. 13 

Nov. 15 

Nov. 18-20 

NOTICE 

Nov. 22 

NOTICE 

Week 15-16: 
11/25-12/5 

Nov. 25 

Nov. 27-29 

Dec. 2 

Dec. 4 

NOTICE 

Msamiati wa usafiri 

Reading: Marafiki wawili wanazungumza- Sakai 

Reading: Tichala na Mwalimu- Sakai 

Kwenda Kenya 

Reading: Safari yangu ya Kenya- Sakai 

Grammar drill: Perfect tense and its Negation 

Writing: Assignment 7: Due at the end of class. 
¯ Write about a trip you took. 

¯ This is your Assignment 7; Please submit it 

before you leave class today! 

The instructor 

demonstrates. 

Students perform 

the role play. 

Final Oral Exam Day 1 

Students perform. 

Adraft of your term paper is due on Mon 

1112s 

Review and Final Oral and Written Exams 

o:o Final Oral Exam Day 2 

Thanksgiving Recess 
-Hakuna darasa 

Review 

Final Remarks and Course Evaluation. 
Please bring your laptop for course evaluation. 

FINAL WRITTEN EXAM ON MON 12/6 @ 
4:00 PM 

Students Perform 

13 



University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

College of Arts and Sciences 

Department of African and African American Studies 

Semester: Spring 2012 

Course: AFRI 101_004: Introduction to Africa 

Credit: 3 hours 

Class Schedule: 10:00-10:50AM MWF 

Bldg: Davie 0112 

Instructor: Esther Mukewa Lisanza, PhD 

Office: Smith Building Room 03 

Office Hours: Thursdays 10:00am-1:00pm and by appointment 

E-mail: lisanza@email.unc.edu 

Course Description: Popular films and the media often convey a view of Africa and its people 

through stereotypical images of war, diseases, and famine. However, this course offers 

students a view of Africa as complex, significant, and richly diverse continent. 

Course Objectives: This course presents an introduction to African geography, history, politics, 

economies, and cultures. The course aims to expand students’ knowledge of African cultures, 

histories, and economics in a globalized world. Also, it aims to help students contest 

stereotypes, and misconceptions about the African continent, and develop their skills at 

reading, analyzing, and writing within the interdisciplinary approach of African Studies. 

Course Requirements: Your final grade will be based on the assignments listed below. Please 

take note of the dates on which the assignments are due. Late assignments will be penalized. 

Map Quiz (January 30) 10% 

Midterm (Take-home) (February 27) 25% 

Quiz 2 (March 30) 15% 

Final Exam (May, 4, 8.00 AM) 30% 

Attendance and Participation (including weekly reaction papers to readings) 10% 

Country Project (Presentations start on April, 11) 10% 

Map Quiz: This is a short evaluation of your ability to identify the nations of the African 

continent. You can find a map and a list of African countries in Gordon & Gordon (eds.) (2007, p. 

22). Use this map to study for the map quiz. In order to receive full credit your spellings must be correct. 

Midterm and Quiz 2: These are tests designed to evaluate your knowledge of the materials covered in 

class. Midterm exam will be a take-home exam and open book. However, do not seek any help from 

anyone else. If you have questions please consult the instructor. It will be posted on Blackboard on 

Thursday, February 23rd and it is due on Monday, February 27th in class. Late midterms will not be 



accepted unless under exceptional circumstances, for example illness or similar crisis. However, I will 

need to see document evidence. Acceptable documents include but are not limited to doctor’s note. 

Quiz 2 will be in-class exam. Bring a blue book for Quiz 2. 

Final Exam: The final exam will be cumulative and will be a conventional in-class exam. Bring a blue book 

for the final exam. 

Country Project: This is a group project in which an African country is researched. Each group will 

present the results of their research to the class on designated dates and submit a formal paper to the 

instructor. This assignment is designed to allow students to narrow their focus from the entire African 

continent to a particular country. At least 5 of the themes covered in class must be included in your 

presentation. These include geography, history, language, education, religion, family and kinship, 

economy, women and development/women groups, international relations, etc. 

The following are important activities and due dates for the country projects: 

Feb 1- Inform the instructor of group members and the country to be researched. Each 

group is limited to 4 members, which should be student-formed. In total there will be 15 

groups. 

o April 11, 13, 16, 18, & 20- Presentations made to class (15 minutes) 

~ Group formal papers are due the day of your presentation (6-10 pages long) 

Attendance and Participation: Attendance is mandatory. Active participation is required. I will expect 

you to be prepared to discuss all assigned readings/questions. I will circulate an attendance sheet for 

signatures. It is the responsibility of each student to sign the attendance sheet. Falsification of the 

attendance sheet will be treated as a violation of the honor code. Points will be lost during the semester 

due to irregular attendance, habitual tardiness, lack of preparation for class, lack of participation in class 

activities (e.g. sleeping, talking while you are not supposed to, surfing the net, etc.). 

Reaction papers to weekly readings: To ensure that students follow and read the contents of 

the required readings, every Friday you will submit a one page summary and reaction to that 

week’s readings (readings of each week are indicated in the syllabus). Points earned from this 

assignment are counted as part of your participation. 

It is your responsibility to make sure that I receive all of your assignments. 

GRADING SCALE 
The following grading policy will be followed in awarding grades: 

A 93-100 C 76-73 

A- 90-92 C- 72- 70 

B+ 89-87 D+ 69-67 

B 86-83 D 66-63 

B- 82-80 D- 62-60 



C+    79-77 

Course Guidelines 

0-59 

All Written Work (i.e. Midterm, country project’s presentation papers, & weekly reaction papers) 

must be typed, double-spaced in a 12-point font (Times New Roman). Margin should be 1 to 1.5 inches. 

Use of Computers in Class: You may bring your laptop in class for taking notes only. 

Cell phones: Please put your cell phone on silent mode. 

Honor Code: UNC-Chapel Hill has had a student-administered honor system and judicial system for over 

100 years. The system is the responsibility of students and is regulated and governed by them, but 

faculty share the responsibility. Questions about student responsibilities under the honor code should 

be directed to the instructor or the office of the Dean of Students. Another useful resource is the 

Instrument of Student Judicial Governance. This document, adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty 

Council, and the Student Congress, contains all policies and procedures pertaining to the student honor 

system. Every student enrolled in this course is expected to fully participate and observe the honor 

code. Additional information about the UNC-Chapel Hill Honor Code can be found at honor.unc.edu. 

Potential changes to topics and readings: Topics and reading assignments, and their orders on the 

syllabus could be changed, but not matters related to grading. Notice of such changes will be by 

announcement in class (or email notice) or by changes to this syllabus posted on the course website. 

Persons with Disabilities: Students who feel they may need 

accommodations based on the impact of a disability should contact the 

course instructor to discuss their needs. Students with documented 

disabilities should also contact the Department for Disability Services at 

919-962-8300 in SASB North Building, Suite 2126 to coordinate 

necessary accommodations for exams and other in-class assignments. 

Visit the internet address of this office at disabilityservices.unc.edu for 

more information. 



Textbooks and other reading materials: 

Required Textbooks: 

1. Gordon A. and Gordon, D. (eds.) (2007). Understanding Contemporary Africa (4th edition). 

Boulder, Colorado, and London: Lynne Rienner. 

2. Bohannan P. and Curtin, P. (1995). Africa & A~ricans (4th edition), (1995). Long Grove, IL: 

Waveland. 

These are the primary texts for the course. You may purchase these textbooks at Student Store 

or online. 

Additional Reading Chapters will be available on Blackboard. These include but are not 

limited to: 

1. Chinua Achebe (1962). Things FallApart: chapters 3, 16-18. 

2. Ngugi wa Thiong’o (1986). Decolonising the Mind: p.10-20. 

3. Jomo Kenyatta (1965). Facing Mount Kenya. 

4. Freire Paulo (2007). Pedagogy of the Oppressed. 

5. Bray, et al (1986). Education and Society in Africa. 



Class Schedule 

Week Dates 

1 Jan. 9-13 

11 

2 Jan. 16 

Jan 16-20 

3 Jan 23-27 

Class Topic/Activities Objective Readings-Read 
before scheduled day 

Course Introduction -Introduce the course. 

Bring any news extract on 

Africa 

Looking at Africa 
o African Overview: 

preconceptions &. 

myths. 

Martin Luther King, Jr. Day: No 

Class 

Geography of Africa 

Historical Context 

o Pre-colonial Africa 

o Colonial Experience& 

Independence 

-We will discuss some 
preconceptions and 

stereotypes/myths 

about Africa. 

-This section is 
designed to introduce 

you to the continent of 

Africa. 

-We will examine some 

features of the 
physical & human 

geography of the 

continent of Africa. 

-We will learn about 
pre-colonial Africa. 

-we will address the 

different societies that 

flourished on the 

continent. 

-examine the 

economic activities of 

these societies. 

-Consider some of 
Africa’s pre-colonial 

kingdoms. 

-This section explores 

one of the most 
important eras in the 

history of the 

¯ Gordon & 

Gordon 

(eds.)(2007): 
Chapter 1 

¯ Bohannan & 

Curtin (1995): 
Chapter 1 

¯ Gordon & 

Gordon 

(eds.)(2007): 
Chapter 2 

¯ Bohannan & 

Curtin (1995): 
Chapter 2 

¯ Savanna 
Homecoming 

(Video) 

¯ Gordon & 

Gordon 

(eds.)(2007): 
Chapter 3 

¯ Bohannan & 

Curtin (1995): 
Chapter 3, 10, 

11, & 14 



4 Jan. 30 

Jan. 30- 

Feb.3 

Feb 1 

MAP QUIZ 

Independence Era 

o African Nationalism 

Submit names & Countries to 

be researched 

continent. 

-You should 

understand which of 
the European powers 

engaged in 

colonialism, which 

territories these nation 
claimed, why they 

colonized Africa, the 
different ways they 

administered the 
colonies, the impact 

that colonialism has 
had on the people of 

Africa, &. why 

colonialism ended. 

-Examine the role of 

Pan-Africanism in 
Africa’s independence 

-Examine some of the 
political problems that 

African nations have 

faced since 
independence. 

-Examine how African 

nationalism 
developed. 

-What was its role in 

the achievement of 
African independence 

¯ Gordon & 

Gordon 

(eds.)(2007): 
Chapter 4 

¯ Bohannan & 

Curtin (1995): 
Chapter 7 & 

19 



5 

6 

7 

8 

Feb 6-10 

Feb 13-17 

Feb 23 

Feb 20-24 

Feb 27 

Feb 27- 

March 2 

Language & Society 

Language in pre- 

colonial, colonial, 
&post-colonial times 

African Literature 

o Oral literature 

o Written literature 

Midterm Questions posted on 

Blackboard. Use Friday 24 and 

the weekend to do your 

midterm. It is due on Monday 

27TM in class. 

The Triple Heritage of Religion 
o Traditional African 

Religion 

~ Christianity 

~ Islam 

Midterm Due in class 

Family and Kinship in Africa 
~ The Roleoffamily 

-Examine language 

experience before, 

during, & after 

colonialism. 

-Look at the colonialist 
imposition of their 

language on the 

Africans especially 

children. 

-Examine themes in 

oral and written 

literature 

-Examine the role of 

oral and written 

literature 

-Examine some of the 
African Religious 

traditions. 
-Look at the impact 

that Christianity & 

Islam have had on the 

continent. 

-Examine the role of 
the family/kinship in 

Africa 
-Examine challenges 

Thiong’o 

(1986, p.10- 

20)(On 

Blackboard) 

Moving the 

Center 

(Video) 

¯ Things Fall 

Apart: 

Chapter 3, 16, 

17, & 18 (On 

Blackboard) 
¯ Oral & short 

stories (On 

Blackboard) 
¯ Chinua 

Achebe 

(Video) 

¯ Gordon & 

Gordon 

(eds.)(2007): 
Chapter 11 

¯ Bohannan & 

Curtin (1995): 
Chapter 9 

¯ Things Fall 

Apart: 

Chapter 3, 16, 

17, & 18 (On 

Blackboard) 

Kenyatta 
(1965, p. 95- 

107)(On 

Blackboard) 



9 

March 5-9 

10 March 12- 
16 

11 March 19- 

23 

12 March 26- 

30 

March 30 

13 April 2-4 

Spring Break: No Classes 

Economies of Africa 

o Pre-colonial and 

colonial economies 

Postcolonial 
development strategies 

Current issues 

Education in Africa 

o Indigenous education 

o Western education 

o Education and 
development 

African International Relations 

o The Dependence- 

Decolonization debate 
o African Foreign policies 

o Pan-Africanism & OAU 

Quiz 2: Bring Blue Books 

Women & Development 
o Women in pre-colonial 

Africa 

facing African kinship 

system in 

contemporary Africa 

-Examine impact of 

colonialism on the pre- 

colonial economies of 

Africa 
-Examine why initial 

development efforts 

failed in Africa. 

-Look at the current 

issues that are 
affecting African 

economies. 

-Examine indigenous 

and western forms of 

education 

-Examine the role of 

education in 
development: political, 

economic, etc. 

-Look at dependence- 

decolonization debate. 

- Examine African 
foreign policies 

-Examine the role of 
women in pre-colonial. 

¯ Gordon & 

Gordon (eds.) 

(2007): 
Chapter 9 

¯ Bohannan & 

Curtin (1995): 
Chapter 5 

¯ Gordon & 

Gordon 

(eds.)(2007): 
Chapter 5 

¯ Bohannan & 

Curtin (1995): 
Chapter 6 & 8 

¯ Foreign aid in 

Africa (Video) 

Bray et al 

(1986) (on 

Blackboard) 

Freire (2007) 

¯ Gordon & 

Gordon 

(eds.)(2007): 
chapter 6 

¯ China in 

Africa (Video) 

Gordon & 

Gordon 



14/lS 

16 

April 9-20 

April 11- 

2O 

April 23 

&25 

May, 4 

The colonial legacy 

The Post-independence 

period 

Holiday: No class 

Country Projects 

Country Presentations: Each 

group will have IS minutes to 

present their country’s findings 

Final Remarks, Course 
Evaluation & Examination 

o On April, 25th please 

bring your laptop to 

class to do online 

course evaluation 

FINAL EXAM, 8.00 AM 

-Examine how colonial 
legacy affected the 

role of women 
-Discuss dependency & 

inequality of women in 

the economy & politics 

in post-independence 

era. 

- Look at the women 

groups 

(eds.)(2007): 
Chapter 10 

Women 
group in 

Central Kenya 

(Video) 



University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

College of Arts and Sciences 

Department of African and African American Studies 

Summer 1:2012 

Course: AFRI 101 002: Introduction to Africa 

Credit: 3 hours 

Class Schedule: 9:45-11:15AM M-F 

Bldg: Greenlaw 0302 

Instructor: Esther M. Lisanza, PhD 

Office Hours: In classroom after each meeting 

E-mail: lisanza@email.unc.edu 

Course Description: Popular films and the media often convey a view of Africa and its people 

through stereotypical images of war, diseases, and famine. However, this course offers 

students a view of Africa as complex, significant, and richly diverse continent. 

Course Objectives: This course presents an introduction to African geography, history, politics, 

economies, and cultures. The course aims to expand students’ knowledge of African cultures, 

histories, and economics in a globalized world. Also, it aims to help students contest 

stereotypes, and misconceptions about the African continent, and develop their skills at 

reading, analyzing, and writing within the interdisciplinary approach of African Studies. 

Course Requirements: Your final grade will be based on the assignments listed below. Please 

take note of the dates on which the assignments are due. Late assignments will be penalized. 

3 Quizzes (5/21, 5/29, & 6/4) 

Map Quiz (6/11) 

Journal Entries (5/18, 5/25, 6/1, & 6/6) 

Final Exam (6/18) 

Attendance and Participation 

Country ProJects (6/6-6/11) 

25% 

10% 

10% 

35% 

10% 

10% 

Quizzes: These are tests designed to evaluate your knowledge of the materials covered in class. 

Map Quiz: This is a short evaluation of your ability to identify the nations of the African 

continent. You can find a map and a list of African countries in Gordon & Gordon (eds.) (2007, p. 

22). Use this map to study for the map quiz. In order to receive full credit your spellings must be correct. 

Final Exam: The final exam will be cumulative. Bring a bluebook. 

Country Project: This is a group project in which an African country is researched. Each group will 

present the results of their research to the class on designated dates and submit a formal paper to the 



instructor. This assignment is designed to allow students to narrow their focus from the entire African 

continent to a particular country. At least 5 of the themes covered in class must be included in your 

presentation. These include geography, history, language, education, religion, family and kinship, 

economy, women and development/women groups, international relations, etc. 

The following are important activities and due dates for the country projects: 

o May 22- Inform the instructor of group members and the country to be researched. 

Each group is limited to 3 members, which should be student-formed. 

o June 6-11- Presentations made to class (40 minutes) 

o Group formal papers are due the day of your presentation (6-10 pages long) 

Attendance and Participation: Attendance is mandatory. Active participation is required. I will expect 

you to be prepared to discuss all assigned readings/questions. I will circulate an attendance sheet for 

signatures. It is the responsibility of each student to sign the attendance sheet. Falsification of the 

attendance sheet will be treated as a violation of the honor code. Excessive unexcused absences/poor 

attendance may cause me to lower your grade. 

Journal: Keep a journal. There will be 4 entries each at least 3 pages long. Write about what you are 

learning from the readings, discussions, and life. Your entries will be due every Friday at the end of class. 

It is your responsibility to make sure that I receive all of your assignments. 

GRADING SCALE 
The following grading policy will be followed in awarding grades: 

A 93-100 C 76-73 

A- 90-92 C- 72- 70 

B+ 89-87 D+ 69-67 

B 86-83 D 66-63 

B- 82-80 D- 62-60 

C+ 79-77 F 0- 59 

Course Guidelines 

All Written Work (i.e. Country project’s presentation papers & Journal Entries) must be typed, double- 

spaced in a 12-point font (Times New Roman). Margin should be I to 1.5 inches. 

Use of Computers in Class: You may bring your laptop in class for taking notes only. 

Cell phones: Please put your cell phone on silent mode. 

Honor Code: UNC-Chapel Hill has had a student-administered honor system and judicial system for over 

100 years. The system is the responsibility of students and is regulated and governed by them, but 



faculty share the responsibility. Questions about student responsibilities under the honor code should 

be directed to the instructor or the office of the Dean of Students. Another useful resource is the 

Instrument of Student Judicial Governance. This document, adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty 

Council, and the Student Congress, contains all policies and procedures pertaining to the student honor 

system. Every student enrolled in this course is expected to fully participate and observe the honor 

code. Additional information about the UNC-Chapel Hill Honor Code can be found at honor.unc.edu. 

Potential changes to topics and readings: Topics and reading assignments, and their orders on the 

syllabus could be changed, but not matters related to grading. Notice of such changes will be 

announcement in class (or email notice) or by changes to this syllabus posted on the course website. 

Persons with Disabilities: Students who feel they may need 

accommodations based on the impact of a disability should contact the 

course instructor to discuss their needs. Students with documented 

disabilities should also contact the Department for Disability Services at 

919-962-8300 in SASB North Building, Suite 2126 to coordinate 

necessary accommodations for exams and other in-class assignments. 

Visit the internet address of this office at disabilityservices.unc.edu for 

more information. 



Textbooks and other reading materials: 

Required Textbooks: 

1. Gordon A. and Gordon, D. (eds.) (2007). Understanding Contemporary Africa (4th edition). 

Boulder, Colorado, and London: Lynne Rienner. 

2. Bohannan P. and Curtin, P. (1995). Africa & A~ricans (4th edition), (1995). Long Grove, IL: 

Waveland. 

These are the primary texts for the course. You may purchase these textbooks at Student Stores 

or online. 

Additional Reading Chapters will be available on Blackboard. These include but are not 

limited to: 

1. Chinua Achebe (1962). Things FallApart: chapters 3, 16-18. 

2. Ngugi wa Thiong’o (1986). Decolonising the Mind: p.10-20. 

3. Jomo Kenyatta (1965). Facing Mount Kenya. 

4. Freire Paulo (2007). Pedagogy of the Oppressed. 

5. Bray, et al (1986). Education and Society in Africa. 



Schedule 

Week Day/Dates Class Topic/Activities Objective Readings-Read 
before scheduled day 

Tue 5/15 

Wed 5/16 

Course Introduction 

Bring any news extract 

about Africa 

Looking at Africa 
o African 

Overview: 
preconceptions 

& myths. 

Geography of Africa 

-Introduce the course. 

-We will discuss some 
preconceptions and 

stereotypes/myths about 

Africa. 

-This section is designed to 

introduce you to the 

continent of Africa. 

-We will examine some 
features of the physical & 

human geography of the 

continent of Africa. 

The Africa we 

don’t see on 

the TV 

(video): 
Nairobi City 

¯ Gordon & 

Gordon 

(eds.)(2007): 
Chapter 1 

¯ Bohannan & 

Curtin (1995): 
Chapter 1 

Gordon & 

Gordon 

(eds.)(2007): 
Chapter 2 

Bohannan & 

Curtin (1995): 

Chapter 2 

Savanna 
Homecoming 

(Video) 



2 

Thu 5/17- 

Fri 5/18 

Mon 5/21- 

Tue 5/22 

Historical Context 

o Pre-colonial 

Africa 

o Colonial 
Experience & 

Independence 

JOURNAL ENTRY 1 DUE 

O.U IZ 1 

Independence Era 

African 

Nationalism 

Country Names Due 

-We will learn about pre- 

colonial Africa. 

-we will address the different 

societies that flourished on 

the continent. 

-examine the economic 

activities of these societies. 

-Consider some of Africa’s 
pre-colonial kingdoms. 

This section explores one of 

the most important eras in 

the history of the continent. 

-You should understand 
which of the European 

powers engaged in 

colonialism, which territories 
these nation claimed, why 

they colonized Africa, the 

different ways they 

administered the colonies, 
the impact that colonialism 

has had on the people of 

Africa, & why colonialism 

ended. 

-Examine the role of Pan- 

Africanism in Africa’s 
independence. 

-Examine some of the 
political problems that 

African nations have faced 
since independence. 

-Examine how African 
nationalism developed. 

-What was its role in the 

achievement of African 
independence 

Gordon & 

Gordon 

(eds.)(2007): 
Chapter 3 

Bohannan & 

Curtin (1995): 
Chapter 3, 10, 

11, & 14 

¯ Gordon & 

Gordon 

(eds.)(2007): 
Chapter 4 

¯ Bohannan & 

Curtin (1995): 
Chapter 7 & 

19 



Wed 5/23 

Thu 5/24- 

Fri 5/25 

3 Mon 5/28 

Tue 5/29- 

5/30 

Thu 5/31- 

Fri 6/1 

Language & Society 

o Language in 

pre-colonial, 

colonial, & post- 

colonial times 

The Triple Heritage of 

Religion 
o Traditional 

African Religion 

o Christianity 

o Islam 

JOURNAL ENTRY 2 DUE 

Holiday: No class 

QUIZ 2 

Family and Kinship in 
Africa 

The Role of 
family 

Economies of Africa 

o Pre-colonial 

and colonial 

economies 

-Examine language 

experience before, during, & 

after colonialism. 

-Look at the colonialist 
imposition of their language 

on the Africans especially 

children. 

-Examine some of the African 
Religious traditions. 

-Look at the impact that 

Christianity & Islam have had 

on the continent. 

-Examine the role of the 
family/kinship in Africa 

-Examine challenges facing 

African kinship system in 

contemporary Africa 

-Examine impact of 

colonialism on the pre- 

colonial economies of Africa 
-Examine why initial 

Thiong’o 

(1986, p.10- 

20)(On 

Blackboard) 

Moving the 

Center 

(Video) 

¯ Gordon & 

Gordon 

(eds.)(2007): 
Chapter 11 

¯ Bohannan & 

Curtin (1995): 
Chapter 9 

¯ Things Fall 

Apart: 

Chapter 3, 16, 

17, & 18 (On 

Blackboard) 

¯ Kenyatta 
(1965, p. 95- 

107)(On 

Blackboard) 
¯ Gordon & 

Gordon (eds.) 

(2007): 
Chapter 9 

¯ Bohannan & 

Curtin (1995): 
Chapter 5 

Gordon & 

Gordon 

(eds.)(2007): 



4 

Fri 6/1 

Mon 6/4 

Tue 6/5 

Postcolonial 
development 

strategies 

Current issues 

Education in Africa 

o Indigenous 

education 

o Western 

education 

o Education and 
development 

JOURNAL ENTRY3 DUE 

Quiz 3 

African International 

Relations 

o The 
Dependence- 

Decolonization 

debate 

o African Foreign 

policies 

o Pan-Africanism 

& OAU 

Women & Development 
o Women in pre- 

colonial Africa 

o The colonial 
legacy 

The Post- 
independence 

period 

development efforts failed in 

Africa. 

-Look at the current issues 
that are affecting African 

economies. 

-Examine indigenous and 

western forms of education 

-Examine the role of 
education in development: 

political, economic, etc. 

-Look at dependence- 

decolonization debate. 
- Examine African foreign 

policies 

-Examine the role of women 
in pre-colonial. 

-Examine how colonial legacy 

affected the role of women 
-Discuss dependency & 

inequality of women in the 

economy & politics in post- 

independence era. 

- Look at the women groups 

Chapter 5 

¯ Bohannan & 

Curtin (1995): 
Chapter 6 & 8 

¯ Foreign aid in 

Africa (Video) 

¯ Bray et al 

(1986) (on 

Blackboard) 
¯ Freire 

(2007)(on BB) 

¯ Gordon & 

Gordon 

(eds.)(2007): 
chapter 6 

China in 

Africa (Video 
¯ China in 

Africa (Video) 

¯ Gordon & 

Gordon 

(eds.)(2007): 
Chapter 10 

¯ Women 
group in 

Central Kenya 

(Video) 



Wed 6/6 JOURNAL ENTRY 4 DUE 

5 

6 

Thu 6/7 

Fri 6/8 

Mon 6/11 

Tue 6/12 

Wed 6/13- 

Fri 6/15 

Mon 6/18 

Country Projects 
Each group will have 40 

minutes to present 

their country’s findings 

2 countries 

2 countries 

2 countries 

Map Quiz 

i country 

Critically look at what is 

in the news about Africa 

this week. 

Review 

Final Remarks & Course 

Evaluation 

FINAL EXAM, 8:00- 

11:00 AM 



Swah 408: Combined Swahili LAC Section for: 

AFRI 101: Introduction to Africa 

Spring 2013 

Credit: 1 hour 

Class Schedule: 10:00-10:50 AM Monday 

Bldg: Greenlaw 0321 

Course Description 

This course is designed to develop learners’ ability to communicate in Swahili. This is 

accomplished by exposing learners to a variety of materials, including texts (e.g. short novels), 

news articles, video clips, movies, and songs. These sources will help the students to be familiar 

with both spoken and written Swahili. The course covers some of the major themes in AFRI 101: 

Introduction to Africa as they relate to East Africa. Also, the course covers themes related to 

students’ majors in this course, including African Studies, Global Studies, and Psychology. 

Course Objectives 

¯ To enable learners to discuss issues related to East African society. 

¯ To expand learners’ knowledge of Swahili structure and vocabulary through readings. 

¯ To further learners’ understanding of how language is used in Swahili texts (e.g. short 

novels). 

¯ To further learners’ understanding of Swahili culture. 

Course Texts 

Muaka, L. & Muaka, A. (2006). Tusome Kiswahifi. Madison: NALRC. 

Omar, A. & Rushubirwa, L. (2007). Tuwasiliane kwa Kiswahili (Let us Communicate in 

Swahili). Madison: NALRC. 

Biersteker, A. (1990): Masomo ya Kisasa: Contemporary Readings in Swahifi. New Haven: Yale 
University Press. 

Mpesha, N. (2005). Hanna na Wanyama. Nairobi: Phoenix Publication. 

Awde, N. (2000). Swahifi-English- English -Swahifi Practical Dictionary. New York: 
Hippocrene Books. 

Walibora, K. (2001). Ndoto ya Amerika. Nairobi: Sema Publications Ltd. 



Every student is expected to have Awde, N. (2000). Swahili-English- English -Swahili 

Practical Dictionary. 

Web Materials 

1. Swahili-English Internet Dictionary - http://kamusiproject.org 

2. Media- www.africa.uga.edu/Kiswahili/doe/shukrani.html 

3. Grammar- http://mwanasimba.online, fifE_index.html 

Course Requirements 

1. Students are required to attend all sessions and participate in all activities. Only with 

regular attendance and participation can you develop listening, speaking, and reading 

skills. 

2. Assigned readings must be done on time. Weekly readings are available on Sakai. 

3. All assignments must be turned in on time. 

Assignments 

Your assessment in this course will be based on the following assignments: 

1.Written Assignments: You will have a total of six written assignments in the semester. 

2. Final Paper: There will be a 2-page double-spaced paper on any of the topics covered in class 
or in your major. This paper is due on the day of the final on May 3rd, @ 4:00 PM. 

3. East African Community (i.e. Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, Burundi & Rwanda) Presentation: 
The aim of this project is to familiarize you with the East African Community countries and help 

you acquire and expand basic information about these countries. Also, it will help your 
communication and presentation skills in Swahili. In your presentation include: the former 
colonizers, the independence year, capital city, flag colors and what they symbolize, population, 
literacy rates, national and official languages, local currency, political regime etc. You will have 
10 minutes to present. 
4. Oral and Written midterm: The oral exam will be 5 minutes long on any topic covered in class. 

There will also be a written midterm exam. 



Grading 

Your grade will be based on the following: 

Written Assignments 

Class Participation 

Midterm Written Exam 

Midterm Oral 

East African Community Presentation 

Final Project 

GRADING SCALE 

A 93-100 C 76-73 

A- 90-92 C- 72- 70 

B+ 89-87 D+ 69-67 

B 86-83 D 66-63 

B- 82-80 D- 62-60 

C+ 79-77 F 0- 59 

25% 

15% 

15% 

10% 

15% 

20% 

Course Guidelines 

Use of Computers in Class: You may bring your laptop in class for taking notes only. 

Cell phones: Do not use your cell phone in class. 

Honor Code: UNC-Chapel Hill has had a student-administered honor system and judicial 

system for over 100 years. The system is the responsibility of students and is regulated and 

governed by them, but faculty share the responsibility. Questions about student responsibilities 

under the honor code should be directed to the instructor or the office of the Dean of Students. 

Another useful resource is the Instrument of Student Judicial Governance. This document, 

adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty Council, and the Student Congress, contains all policies 

and procedures pertaining to the student honor system. Every student enrolled in this course is 

expected to fully participate and observe the honor code. Additional information about the UNC- 

Chapel Hill Honor Code can be found at honor.unc.edu. 



Potential changes to topics and readings: Topics and reading assignments, and their orders on 

the syllabus could be changed, but not matters related to grading. Notice of such changes will be 

by announcement in class (or email notice) or by changes to this syllabus posted on the course 

website. 

Persons with Disabilities: Students who feel they may need accommodations based on the 

impact of a disability should contact the course instructor to discuss their needs. Students with 

documented disabilities should also contact the Department for Disability Services at 919-962- 

8300 in SASB North Building, Suite 2126 to coordinate necessary accommodations for exams 

and other in-class assignments. Visit the Internet address of this office at 

disabilityservices.unc.edu for more information. 



Weekly Schedule 

Jan, 14th: Kiswahili na Waswahili (Swahili Language and the Swahili People) 

Readings: 

1. Lahaja za Kiswahili (Swahili Dialects) (Sakai) (Omar & Rushubirwa, p. 12-13) 

2. Umuhimu wa lugha ya Kiswahili (Sakai) (Omar & Rushubirwa, p. 14) 

Look at the African Map and locate where Swahili is spoke. 

What is the importance of Swahili in East Africa? 

Jan, 23ra: Wanvama katika Afrika Mashariki (Animals in East Africa) 

Reading: 

Hanna na Wanyama by Nyambura Mpesha 

Discuss the characteristics of the animals in the book. 

Role play Hanna and Baba. 

Assignment #1 due on Monday: 

We would like to role play Hanna and Baba. Please write down the dialogue between Hanna and 

her father. 

Jan, 28th:Miii katika Afrika Mashariki (Cities in East Africa) 

Readings: 

1.Jiji la Nairobi (Sakai) (Muaka, p. 51-53) 

2. Jiji la Kampala (Sakai) (Muaka, p. 59-60) 

- Discuss the readings. 

-Compare and contrast the cities of Nairobi and Kampala with your own city. 

Assignment#2 due on Monday: Write a one page essay on your city. 



Feb, 4th: Ukoloni katika Afrika Mashariki (Colonialism in East Africa) 

Reading: 

Naushangilia Mlima Kenya (Sakai) (Biersteker, p. 113-117) 

This is an extract from Facing Mount Kenya which was written by Mzee Jomo Kenyatta, 

a freedom fighter and the first president of Kenya. The extract examines colonialism in 

Kenya. 

Discuss colonialism in Kenya. 

Assignment #3 due on Monday: Write a one page paper entitled: Ukoloni katika Kenya. 

Feb, llth~ 18th: Elimu katika Afrika Mashariki na Marekani (Education in East Africa 

and USA) 

Readings: 

Elimu katika Kenya (Sakai) (Biersteker, p. 255-258) 

Elimu katika Marekani ya Kaskazini (Sakai) (Biersteker, p. 258-265) 

Discussion the readings. 

Compare and contrast education in Kenya and North America 

Assignment# 4 due on lgth: Andika ukurasa mmoja kuhusu Chuo Kikuu cha Karolina 

Kaskazini (Write a one page essay on the University of North Carolina). 

Feb, 25th: Siasa katika Afrika Mashariki (East African Politics) 

Readings: 

1. Ahadi za viongozi wa kisiasa katika Afrika Mashariki (Sakai) (Muaka, p. 207-208) 

2. Video: President Barack Obama’s Message to Kenyans 

http~//www.whiteh~se.g~v/ph~t~s-and-vide~/vide~/2~3/~2/~/president-~bama-s-message- 

people-kenya 

3. Video/Song: Daima Mimi Mkenya by Eric Wanaina 

http://www.¥outube.com/watch ?v=Dh3oKHJTKZQ 



Discuss desirable political qualities 

Listen to the video clips on elections in Kenya: Obama’s clip etc. 

Kenya will hold its general elections on March, 4th and therefore, we will discuss 

Kenyan politics at length. 

Discuss themes in the song: Daima Mimi Mkenya 

March, 4th-" Afva (Health) 

Readings: 

1.Mwarubaini- The Neem Tree (Sakai) (Muaka, p. 124) 

2. Malaria katika sehemu za kwetu (Sakai) (Muaka, p. 119-120) 

- Discuss different uses of Neem tree 

- Discuss malaria in East Africa and ways of preventing malaria. 

Assignment#5 due on Monday: What precautions should you take before and while in East 

Africa and after returning from East Africa to protect yourself against malaria? 

March, llth: Sprin;~ Break: Hakuna darasa (No class) 

March, 18th: Midterm Oral & Written Exam 

March, 25th: Wanawake na Maendeleo (Women and Development) 

Reading: 

Wanawake wetu wapewe nafasi pia (Sakai) (Muaka, p. 186-187) 

Discuss the reading. 

Role play: The first two scenes: Barabarani Tom Mboya and Nyumbani kwa Mama 

Chiriku will be provided by the instructor, you will write the third scene (i.e. Mimi na 

Chiriku). This will be your sixth written assignment. 

Do research on any of the following East African Women: Wangari Mathai, Martha 

Karua, and Charity Ngilu. 



Assignment# 6 due on Monday 

April, lSt: Kilimo katika Afrika Mashariki (Agriculture in East Africa) 

Readings: 

Madhara ya ukame kwa wakulima (Sakai) (Omar, S, & Rushubirwa, L., 2007) 

Video/Song: Usisubiri mvua (Don’t wait for the rains) by Mr. Ebbo 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zlDzBQ6meYY 

Discuss climatic conditions in East Africa 

Discuss ways of dealing with drought in E. Africa 

April, 8 & 15th: Hadithi za Kiswahili (Swahili stories) 

Readings: 

1. Zawadi ya Salimu by Yahaya Mutuku 

2. Rangi za Ali by Nyambura Mpesha 

3. Ndoto ya Amerika by Ken Walibora 

4. Marafiki Jasiri by Akberali Manji 

Discuss themes in these books. 

April, 22na: East African Community Presentation 

April 24th: Review and Course Evaluation 

Final Exam: Friday, May 3ra~ 4:00 PM 

Instructor Information 

Instructor: Dr. Esther Mukewa Lisanza 

Email: lisanza@email.unc, edu 

Office: Battle Hall 307 

Office Hours: W/F 12:00-1:00 PM and by appointment 



My Teaching Philosophy 

I have taught both young and older students. I have taught elementary children, high 

school students, and university students. In these different settings and age groups, I have learned 

that all that the learners want is a teacher who appreciates what they know and what they are 

capable of achieving as young children and older students. This reminds me to be attentive to 

what my students say and nurture their talk and voice in the classroom. Giving my students the 

opportunity to talk in the classroom has opened many opportunities for learning in my 

classroom. 

I view classroom interactions as central to learning because learning is mediated and 

inseparable from the setting in which it is carried out. Social relations underlie all higher 

functions that mediate human action on both social and individual levels. Hence, my classroom 

instruction is designed to foster a social and material environment where learners are encouraged 

to negotiate participation in meaningful activities and my assistance and that of peers is 

coordinated to determine the appropriate level to meet learners’ needs. 

To make learners’ learning meaningful, I connect what is covered in class with their 

experiences as students and human beings. This is how I keep abreast with what is happening in 

and outside the classroom; some of the happenings in and outside the classroom include the use 

of technology. Technology is one of the students’ daily experiences; we live in a technologically 

saturated world and to ignore technology is in fact, to ignore an important aspect of learning. 

Thus, I look for ways and means to include technology in my teaching. I consider my teaching to 

be incomplete if technology is left out. Currently, I am using Sakai courseware in my classes. I 

am also familiar with Blackboard courseware. 



Furthermore, as a teacher I want to be sure that my students understand the content of my 

teaching. To do this, I give different assessment tasks. These include in class group discussions, 

assignments, homework, class presentations, and projects. I am very keen to the feedback the 

students give me in these tasks. I listen and guide my students. 

Moreover, as a teacher I believe good teaching just like learning is a process; it is not 

accomplished within a day. I want to keep on improving myself as a teacher. Therefore, I keep 

reading on learning theories to expand my teaching skills. And also, I believe in doing Action 

Research to improve my teaching practice. In the past I have done action research in my own 

class and this is something I want to continue doing in my profession. 



Swahili 401: Quiz #2 Jina: Honor Code: 

Instructions: Answer all the questions. The honor code is in effect in this quiz. 

9/30/13 

A. Ni saa ngapi sasa? (what time is it now?) Write your answers in complete sentences. (5 points) 

5 

1. 

2. 

B. Answer the following questions in complete sentences (5 points) 

1. Leo ni siku gani? 

2. Kesho itakuwa siku gani? 

3. Jana ilikuwa siku gani? 

4. Leo ni tarehe gani? 



C. Sarufi (Grammar) 

:~. The Use of the Present Tense and its Negation 

A) Unafam/a nini sasa? (What are ~/ou doing now?) Write S things (S points) 

i) 

ii) 

iii) 

iv) 

v) 

B) Hufam/i nini sasa? (What are ~/ou not doing now?) Write S things (S points) 

i) 

ii) 

iii) 

iv) 

v) 

2. The Use of the Future Tense and its Negation 

A) Kesho utafam/a nini? (What will ~/ou do tomorrow?) Write S things (S points) 

i) 

ii) 

iii) 

iv) 

v) 

B) Kesho hutafam/a nini? (What will ~/ou not do tomorrow?) Write S things (S points) 

i) 

ii) 

iii) 

iv) 

v) 



D) Kuandika Aya (Paragraph Writing). If the space provided is not enouqh, write at the back of the paqe. 

1. In a paragraph please write about you and your family. Include the following: greetings, your name, 

your age, where you come from, where you live now, whether you like where you live now, the names 

of your mother, father, grandmother, and grandfather; how many siblings you have, their names, their 

ages, who is big/small sister and brother, where your family members live, whether they like where 

they live, what drinks you and your family members like, and the drinks you and your family members 

don’t like. If you are the only child, include cousins, aunts or uncles. (20 points) 

2. I have just met you and I would like to know more about you; in a paragraph write about yourself. 

Include the following: greetings, your name, your birthday, which country you come from, your 

nationality, the languages that you speak, three languages which you don’t speak, where you go to 

school and what you study, and the days and times of two of your classes. (15 points) 



Swah 401 Assignment #2 Due on Monday 9/16/2013 Jina: ................................................... 

A. Kuandika (Writing) 

In two paragraphs write about your family. (20 points) 

B. Kusoma (Reading) 

Read the passage on page 52 of the course textbook and answer the passage questions on page 

52-53. Please give your answers in complete sentences. (10 points) 

C. Sarufi (Grammar) 

i) Use of the Present Tense 

Wewe unafanya nini sasa? (What are you doing now?) (Write down 5 things). (5 points) 

For example: Mimi ninalala 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 



ii) Negation of the Present Tense: First Person Singular 

Wewe hufam/i nini sasa? (What are ~/ou not doing now?) (Write down 5 things). 

points) 

For example: Mimi silali. 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 



Quiz #1 AFRI 101: Introduction to Africa Honor Code is in effect in this quiz. 

Instructions: Answer all questions. 

1. A) What does the term "Bantu Migration" mean? (2 points) 

B) Write down 2 causes of Bantu Migration. (2 points) 

C) Discuss 5 effects of Bantu Migration in Africa. (5 points) 

2. Geographically and historically, Africa is the cradle of humankind. Discuss. (4 points) 

3. Slave trade and colonialism impacted Africa negatively. For each of these historical events, 

discuss 4 points to show how each affected Africa negatively. (8 points) 

4. Africa boasts of 5 climatic conditions. List them down. (5 points) 

5. Discuss 5 causes of food crisis in Africa and then discuss 5 possible ways of alleviating this 
food challenge. (10 points) 

6. Critically discuss the following statement, "Africa is poor." (4 points) 

7. Giving examples from different ancient states in Africa, briefly discuss 4 factors that led to the 

development and expansion of states in pre-colonial Africa. (5 points) 

8. a) During colonial times, what did "African-Nationalism" refer to? (2 points) 

b) Write down 4 challenges that faced African-Nationalism Movements during the colonial 

era. (4 points) 

9. The early days of independence in Africa were full of excitement and hope. However, the new 

African leadership at independence faced strong challenges. Discuss 3 of these challenges. (6 

points) 

10. Write down 3 factors which led to the fall of autocratic regimes in Africa in the 1990s. (3 

points) 

Essay Question 

11. Critically discuss the 5 major myths/misconceptions about Africa. (10 points) 



AFRI 101: News About Africa: Class Discussion 1-11-12 

In groups of 3 discuss: 

1. What comes into your mind when you hear the word "Africa"? 

2. Your news extract(s) about Africa. What do you think about the 

news? 
3. Africa in the Western media 

http://www.youtu be.com/watch ?v=YpkJ lbG5 LI M 

a) i) How does the Western media portray Africa according to 

the presenters? Why? ii) From your experience with the Western 

media, do you agree with these presenters? Why? 

b) Do you agree that the media can destroy or construct? Why? 

d) What is the role of Western based African media houses? 

4. The Africa you don’t see on the TV 

http://www.¥outube.com/watch?v=826tpN N rCF0&feature=related 

(Several cities in Africa) 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?N R=l&feature=endscreen&v=kr4AiXBbACc 

(Nairobi, Kenya) 

e) What do you think of these African cities? Is the negative 

news the whole truth about Africa? Why? 



LAC Assignment #3 due on Monday 2-13-13 

Write a one page paper entitled: Ukoloni katika Kenya (Colonialism in Kenya) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, November 5, 2013 7:33 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Materials for review 

AAAD 101 fall 13 syllab.pdf; ATT00001 .htm; WOLO 401 syllabus Fall 2013 .pdf; 
ATT00002.htm; WOL403 syllabusfall2013.pdf; ATT00003.htm; Teaching Style.pdf; 
ATT00004.htm; aaad assignment.pdf; ATT00005.htm; Assignmentsample401.pdf; 
ATT00006.htm; assignmentsample403.pdf; ATT00007.htm; aaadmidtermfalll3.pdf; 
ATT00008.htm 

Dear Travis, 

Attached are review materials for Alassane. Please follow the same instructions that I outlined for Esther’s 
review package. I will send his CV in a separate email. 

Best wishes and thanks, 
Eunice 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Fall, Alassane" <afall@email.ur~c.edu> 
To: "Sahle, Eunice N" <eur~ice@email.unc. edu> 
Subject: RE: Materials for review 

Dear Eunice, 
Here is attached the document you requested. I am also attaching my edited version of my teaching 
philosophy statement in addition to the syllabi, samples of assignments and a copy of the AAAD 
I can also, make hard copies and put it in your mail box. Please, let me know if you would like me 
to do so 
I am doing Find, Thank you for asking. 

Best regards, 

Alassane 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, November 04, 2013 10:06 AM 
To: Fall, Alassane 
Subj ect: Materials for review 

Dear Alassane, 

I hope you are doing well. 

This is a follow up to previous communication. 

Kindly send (via email or you can leave copies in an envelop addressed to me and sealed in the 
main office) the following materials by tomorrow morning: 



1) Syllabuses for your courses this semester including your AAAD 101. 
2) Samples of assignments for your courses 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Uniuersity of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
D~a~tment of A~ican, A~ican American, and Diaspora Studies 

CB#3395 ~06 Battle Hall UNC-Chapel Hill 
ChapelHill, NC 27599-3395 9 

AAAD 101 -INTROD UCTION TO AFRICA - FALL- 2013 
Section: 002 

Genome Sciences Building- Room 0 ~ 0 
Time/day: 3:30-4:45 PM - MW. 

Course Instructor: Alassane Fall 
Tel: 919 966 5496 
Email: afall@unc.edu 
Office: 307 -Battle Hall 
Office Hours: 11:00 AM -12:30 PM -MW & upon appointment 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

This course is an introduction to the interdisciplinary study of African cultures and societies 
focusing on contemporary life on the continent. Topics to be covered include the geography, 
history, politics, economic, religion, languages, literatures, music, and art. 
The interdisciplinary perspective will provide students with a sound basis for understanding 
contemporary African societies. 

COURSE OBJECTIVE: 

1: To improve students’ knowledge of and appreciation for Africa 
2: To provide opportunity for students to meet the non -western requirement 
3: To develop reading and writing skills, critical thinking, and reflection. 
4: To prepare students for more advanced courses in African studies, anthropology, international 
studies, political sciences, Law, theater, African languages, among others. 

REQUIRED READINGS: 

1: Martin,Phillis M & Patrick O’ Meara (1995). Africa (3~d edition), Bloomington: Indiana University 
Press. (Reserved at the undergraduate libra{7). 

2: April A Gordon & Donal L. Gordon (2013). Understanding Contemporary Africa (5th edition), 
Lynne Rienner Publishers. 

3: April A Gordon & Donal L. Gordon (2007). Understanding Contemporary Africa (4~h edition), 
Lynne Rienner Publishers. 

4: Mariama Ba. So Long a Letter 



RECOMMENDED READINGS 

1: Curtis Keim (1999) Mistaking Africa: Curiosities and Inventions of the American Mind, Westview 
Press (Highly recommended- Reserved at the undergraduate libra{> 

2: Gordon, Jacob (2002). African leadership in the 20~h Century.: An Enduring Experiment in 
Democracy, Lanham, M.D., University Press of America. ((Highly recommended -Reserved at the 
undergraduate libra{y).) 

3: Chinua Achebe. Things Fall Apart (Reserved at the undergraduate libra{y). 

4: Kevin Shillington (2005) History. of Africa (Revised 2*~d edition), Macmillan Publishers. -Reserved at 
the undergraduate libra{y. 

5: Stephen Ellis (1996). Africa Now: People, Policies and Institutions (reprinted in 1997), Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs (DGIS) - (Reserved at the undergraduate libra{> 

6: Abdul Raufu Mustapha & Lindsay Whitefield (2009) Turning Points in African Democracy, 
Woodbridge, Rochester, NY: James Currey. 

7: Phillip Muehlenbeck (2012) Betting on Africans: John F Kennedy’s Courting of African 
nationalist Leaders, Oxford, NY: Oxford University Press. 

Additional Resources: 

*8: The Reuolutiona{y Years: West Afiica since 1800, J.B. Webster and A.A Boahen 

*9: Themes in West Afiica’s Histo{y, Emmanuel Kwaku Akyeampong (Ohio) 

’10: Sundiata:An epic ofoldaa£ D.T. Niane (Longman) 

* 11: Democrag in Senegal." Tocque~illian Analytics in Afiica, Sheldon Gellar (Palgrave Macmillan) 

* 12: Blood Diamonds, Greg Campbell (Perseus) 

Note: Additional articles, scanned documents and web-link will be posted on Sakai 
http:/!www.ted.com/themes !africa......the.._next_chapter.html 
http: / / xwvw.al1 azeera.com/news / africa / 
http://allafrica.com/ 

COURSE REQUIREMENTS: 
1: Regular Attendance & participation 
2: Completion of assignments, i.e. Research Project 
3: Completion of all exams, Midterm and Final Exam 



EVALUATION: 

Class grade distribution as follows: 
Attendance and Participation: 10 % 
Exam1: 10% 
Exam2: 15% 
Research paper: 15 % 
Midterm 20% 
Final Exam 30% 

This grading policy will be followed in awarding grades 
A÷ =98-100 B÷=88-89 C÷ =78-79 D÷ =68-69 
A =95-97 B =82-87 C =72-77 D =62-67 
A- = 90-94 B- =80-81 C- = 70-71 D- = 60-61 

F = 59 and below 

EXAMINATIONS: 

Examinations will cover materials from readings, lectures (including guest lectures), film, museum 
materials, and other sources used in class. Both objective and essay questions will appear on the 
examinations. There will be no make-up exams except in case of illness or comparable crisis. In 
these instances, students will be required to present an appropriate explanation (such as a physician’s 
note) for the absence. Make up exam must be taken within five (5) days of the original schedule of 
the original scheduled exam. 

RESEARCH PAPER 

You will have the opportunity to write a ten- page research paper based on issues from one of our 
units due by November 11th or on a specific date to be determined later by the instructor. A list of 
additional topics and the paper format will also be posted on Sakai. Students are allowed to write a 
research paper on a topic of their choice with approval of the instructor. Each student will be given 
the opportunity to share arguments, conclusion and take questions during group discussion. The 
Research paper is worth 15%. 

ATTENDANCE 

A~teadaace is maadato{y. Actiue pa~ticipatioa is expected. The first three (3) minutes of class is about 
"Breaking News" from the continent. 
Discussion Points for each unite will be often posted on Sakai or emailed to students. Please, 

make sure to come to class fully prepared to discuss those points. 
Students are allowed two (2) absences. After that, for each unexcused absence a total of one point 
will be deducted from the final grade up to ten points. 
Class lectures and discussions are not a substitute for your readings and vice-versa. Students are 
expected to prepare for class meetings in advance, come to class on time, stay for the whole class 
and be respectful of their classmates. An attendance sheet will be circulated at each class for my 
records. Please, sign in at each class meeting. Signing in for others is forgery and will be subject to a 
charge of academic misconduct. All cell phones must be silenced during class. 



NOTE: Use of Technology in the classroom by students - Students can use tablet computers 

and laptops for purposes of taking notes only. If the professor finds students using such devices to 
do other things, they will lose the privilege of using these devices in class. The use of smartphones 
for texting or talking is prohibited. Therefore they should be tuned off before entering the 
classroom. If caught doing either, the professor will take the device from the student and return it at 
the end of the class period; also for each violation, five (5) points will be deducted from the 
attendance grade 

ACADEMIC MISCONDUCT (The Honor Code): 

The code of honor applies for this class. All forms of academic misconduct -including, but not 
restricted to, cheating, fabrication and falsification, plagiarism, facilitating academic misconduct, and 
tempering with materials, grades, or records, - carry severe penalties. For more information about 
academic misconduct, check this link: http://honor.unc.edu 

Special Needs and Religious Holidays: 

Any student in this course who has disability that may prevent him/her from fully demonstrating his 
/her abilities should contact me as soon as possible so that we can discuss accommodations 
necessary to ensure full participation and facilitate educational opportunity. Students with 
documented disabilities should also contact the Department for Disability Services at 919-962-8300 
in SASB North Building, Suite 2126 to coordinate necessary accommodations. For more 
information, visit the internet address of this office at disabilityservices.unc.edu 

If class requirements conflict with religious holidays that you observe, please, discuss this with me in 
advance. 

Sakai: 
This class has a Sakai site. Sakai should be treated as an additional source for this class but not as a 
substitute for attending class. Some class-lectures and some readings will be posted on this site. You 
will find links to African newspapers, current events in Africa, and announcements of lectures and 
events on campus that are related to Africa. 

*Teaching Style & philosophy: Active teachivg/leamivg approach 
This course is rot a (ypical traditioval lecture course. Active studevt evgagemevt, group ivteractiov, peer-to-peer 
teachivg, avd so ov are essevtial elemevts avd are evcouraged iv avd outside the classroom. 

¯ "I Hear and I Forget; 
¯ I See and IRemember; 
¯ I Do and I Understand" 

We learn: 15% of what we Hear 
35% of what we read 
50% of what we see 
80% of what we do 



CLASS SCHEDULE: Topics and Readings 

Weekl: Introduction to the course and course requirements. 
Why study Africa? - African Studies in United States 
Announcement/Presentation: Study Abroad program to Senegal 

Date: August: 21 

Reading: A & D Gordon, pgs.l-7 (5th edition) 
Curtis Keim, pgs. 3-12 (posted on Sakai) 
Gordon, Jacob, pgs. 27-41 (Africa At-A- Glance) 

Week2: Geography of Africa. 
Overview: geographies and people of Africa 
Date: August 26, 28 

Reading: Martin and O’ Meara, pgs.3-45 
A & D Gordon, pgs.7-22, 235-264, 435-452 (4~h edition) 
A & D Gordon, pgs.7-22, (5th edition) 

Film: Dessert Odyssey 
Discussion on lectures aM film 

Assess Aj{;ica’ size and Dk,,e~>;~,- Class 

Week3: African Villages & Cities 
Village life and City life, 
Traditions 
Environmental Issues 
Date: September 2,4 

Reading: Martin and O’ Meara, pgs.175-210 
A & D Gordon, pgs.203-222, 265-316 (4~h edition) 
A & D Gordon, pgs.207-222, 277-303 (5~h edition) 
*Class discusdon & lecture 

Afii~an ()ties- (7as~ Discussion 

Note: NO class on Monday Sep.2 - Labor Day 

Sep. 04 - Exam# (geography questions) 

Week4: Ancient African Civilizations & Kingdoms 
The Cradle of Human kind; Sources of African History, Timbuktu Manuscripts 



Egypt, Great Zimbabwe, Ghana, Mall, Songhay .... 
Date: September 9, 11 

Reading: Martin and O’ Meara, pgs. 50-96 
A & D Gordon, pgs.23-40 (4th edition) 
A & D Gordon, pgs.25-46 (5th edition) 

Film: Afiica: A Histo{7 Denied- Lost Ci~iliz.ations (50 rain) 

*Class discusdon ~_~ lecture 

Assess A~’ca s ancient (2)~ilizalion- Class Dis~lssion 

WeekS: The Triple heritage 
African Traditional Religions/Traditional System of thought 
Christianity/European influence & Islamic influence 
Date: September 16, 18 

Reading: Martin and O’ Meara, pgs.97- 114, 211- 222 & 
A & D Gordon, pgs.317-346 (4~h edition) 
A & D Gordon, pgs.335-370 (5~h edition) 
Achebe: Things Fall Apart (second half) 

Film: nature of a Continent (60ran) 
*Class discusdon ~_~ lecture 

Week6: The Trans- Atlantic Slave 
Date: September 23, 25 

Reading: Martin and O’ Meara, pgs.115-134 & 
A & D Gordon, pgs.41-47 (4th edition) 
A & D Gordon, pgs.46-49 (5~h edition) 
Kevin Shillington, pgs. 169-177 

Film: The Language You @ In (The Gullah Connection)-52min 
*Class discusdon ~_~ lecture 

Sep. 25- Exara2 

Week7: Colonization & Decolonization of the Continent. 
The Berlin Conference, Colonial Rules, Independence Movements... 
Date: September 30, October 2 

Reading: Martin and O’ Meara, pgs.135-174 & 
A & D Gordon, pgs.48-78 (4th edition) 
A & D Gordon, pgs.49-81 (5~h edition) 
Kevin Shillington, pgs. 300-306 
Gordon, Jacob, pgs. 1-25 



Film: Africa: States of independence - the scramble for Africa (44rain) 
~: / / www.youtube.com / watch ?v= CgzSnZidGuU 

*Class discussion ~_~ lecture 

As~ess ~he in~act of Colonialism- (Yass Di~cu~sion 

Week8: African Literature, Languages & Arts. 
Date: October 7, 9 
African Literature in General 
The Negritude Movement 
African languages and cultures (panel discussion or lecture/guest speakers -) 
Wolof, Kiswahili, Lingala, Arabic and more... (TBA) 
Guest SlOeaker, Prof Mamarame Seek, African Language Program Coordinator, 

Reading: Martin and O’ Meara, pgs. 223-272, 295-312 
A & D Gordon, pgs.351-388 (4~h edition) 
A & D Gordon, pgs.371-416 (5~h edition) 
Mariama Ba. So Long a Letter 
Chinua Ache. Things Fall Apart ((recommended) 

*Class discusdon ~_~ lecture 
So lol~ a le~tei’i (Toss Di~’cu~’sion 

Week9: Health & Education & New Technologies 
AIDS, Malaria, education, 
Date: October 14, 16 

Reading: Martin and O’ Meara, pgs.37-43 & 
A & D Gordon, pgs.223-234, 409- 412 (4th edition) 
A & D Gordon, pgs.228-237 (5~h edition) 
Ka~t Maie~: Into the House of the Ancestors: Inside the new A~ca, pgs. 75- ~ 04 ~osted BB) 
h@: / / who.int/ countries 

Film: A~’o @Digital- 52 rain 

*Class discusdon ~_~ lecture 
Oct. 14- Midterm (cumulative) 

Note: Wednesday Oct.16 @5:00 PM - Fall Break begins 

Week10: Law, Conflicts and Human Right Issues. 
Plural legal systems; Race and Ethnicity Relations (Cote d’ Ivoir, RDC, Rwanda, South Africa,..); 
Date: October 21, 23 

Reading: Martin and O’ Meara, pgs. 330-343, 395-412 
A & D Gordon, pgs.78-91 



Keim, pgs.71-87 
h®: / / www.hf~.o~/ q~ha 

Film - Witness to Apartheid or Ghost of Rwanda (PBS series) 

7>e MaJian (Yisis - (Ya~’~" Dh~:~l~’siov 

Weekll: Leadership and Governance 
Overview of African Leadership and Governance 
Democratic challenges 
Arab Spring in Africa: Tunisia, Egypt, Libya, Morocco, 
Senegal, A Model of Democrag and Religious Tolerance in Afi~ca- 
Date: Date: October 28, 30 

Reading: Gordon, Jacob, pgs. 13-25, 43- 169 
A & D Gordon, pgs.74-80 
Democrag in Senegal." Tocque~illian Analytics in A~ca, Sheldon Gellar (Palgrave Macmillan) 
Abdul Raufu Mustapha & Lindsay Whitefield (2009) Turning Points in African Democracy, 
Woodbridge, Rochester, NY: James Currey. 

*Class discusdon & lecture 
The E~ptian (7?his - (77ass Dh~:~i~sion 

Week: 12: African Economic Development 
African economies, and Structural Adjustment programs 
Africa and the Global Market 

Date: November 4, 6 

Reading: Martin and O’ Meara, pgs.347-394 
A & D Gordon, pgs.80-154, 397-412 (4~h edition) 
A & D Gordon, pgs.83-165 (5~h edition) 
Aryeetey et al, the oxford companion to the Economics of Africa (posted on Sakai) 

DVD-3514 -C.2 - 2006 

*Class discusdon ~_~ lecture 

Week13: Misconceptions about Africa & Current Issues 
Stereotypes and Western Media 
Selected Current Issues 
Date: November 11, 13 



Reading: Curtis Keim (1999) Mistaking Africa: Curiosities and Inventions of the American Mind, 
Westview Press ((Reserved at the undergraduate libra{y; scanned chaptersposted on Sakaz). 

Film: Chimamanda Adichie (Nigerian): The danger of a single sto{y 
*Class discusdon ~ lecture 

Nov. 1 ! -~0 page- Research Paper du~ 

Week 14: The African Union & Current Issues 
OAU, AU, African Regionalism 
Selected Current Issues 
Date: November 18, 20 
Reading: A & D Gordon, pgs. 162-173 
Additional reading (posted on Sakai)) 
ht~: / / www.au.int 
Class discussion ~ lecture 

Week: 15: U-S Africa & China- Africa Relations 
Overview: history, politics, economy, foreign policy 
China’s new roles in the African Continent 

Date: November 25, 27 

Phillip Muehlenbeck (2012) Betting on Africans: John F Kennedy’s Courting of African nationalist 
Leaders (posted on Sakai) 
Michael Klare & Daniel Volman " America, China & the Scramble for Africa’s Oil’ (posted on 
Sakai) 
" China Works to Improve Image in Africa"- Voice of America (posted on Sakai) 

Film: When China Met A~ica (84ran) 
*Class discusdon ~ lecture 

*Class discusdon ~ lecture 

Con~pa~e ~5~ Cont,’ast U.S and (~&’a~" RelaLion~ Lo2,,a~’d A~*~i#a- Clas~" Di~’cu~’~’ion 

Note: NO classes on Nov.27-29 - Thanksgiving holidays 

Week16: Africa: past, Present, & Future. 
Discussions & Quick Review & Closing Thought, 
Date: December 2, 4 

Reading: A & D Gordon, pgs. 412-415 (4th edition) 
Reading: A & D Gordon, pgs. 417-439 (5~h edition) 
Stephen Ellis (1996), pgs. 261-287 
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University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

Dg)a~tment of A~ican, A~ican American, and Diaspora Studies 
CB#3395 106 Battle Hall UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 919-966-5496 

WOLOF 401 -ELEMENTARY WOLOF I - Fall 2013 
Section: 001-1 ,EC (3892) 

Course Location: Global Center- Room 1009 
Time/day: 8:00-8:50 AM- MWF 

Course Instructor: Alassane Fall 
Tel: 919 966 5496 
Email: afall@email.unc.edu 
Office: 307 -Battle Hall 
Office Hours: 11:00AM-12:30 PM -MW & upon appointment 

Course material: 

Textbook: Nanu D~gg Wolof, by Omar Ka (National African Language Resource Center, 
2009) 

Munro, Pamela &Dieynaba Gueye.1997: Ay bati wolof A dictionnary. Los Angeles: UCLA. 
Link: http://~x~x~v.linguistics.ucla.edu/faciliti/opl.hma 

Handouts provided by the instructor 

Web Materials 

http://www.seneweb.com/ 
http: / !langmedia.fivecolleges.edu / 
http:!/v~r~w.african culture, dk/gambia/frp/wollof.pdf, 
http: //www.wolofconnection.org/wolof/Language/Resources.htm 
http: //vwwv.wolo f-o nlin e.com / 
Note: The use of YOUTUBE is strongly encouraged for listening and culture. 

Course Description 

This course is the first part of elementary Wolof. This course introduces you to the basic 
components of standard Wolof. The course is specifically designed to help students who 
have no knowledge of Wolof to begin carrying out basic conversations in Wolof about 
themselves, their world, their friends and Senegal and the Senegalese culture. Whereas the 
course has a special place for structural aspects of the language, emphasis is particularly 
placed on developing speaking, listening and understanding, writing and reading skills in 
Wolof. Students will also be exposed to Wolof culture. 



Language Description: 

The word Wolof refers both to the language and the community that speaks it. 
Wolof belongs to the Atlantic group of the Niger-Congo family, one of the four language 
families in Africa, and specifically, the northern subgroup of the Atlantic languages. It is 
most closely related to Fula, Seereer-Siin, and the Cangin languages. 
Wolof is spoken primarily in Senegal and the Gambia, on the northwestern coast of Africa. 
It is also spoken on a smaller scale in the neighboring countries of Mauritania, Mali and 
Guinea. 

Although Wolof is the native language of only 44 per cent of the Senegalese 
population corresponding to the national percentage of the Wolof ethnic group, it is spoken 
by about 90 per cent as a first or second language. 

Objectives: 
¯ To enable learners carry out basic conversations in Wolof by exposing them to 

different uses of Wolof in day-to-day communication. 
To enable learners talk about issues related to Wolof culture. 

To help students start understanding both the Senegalese and African culture. 

To introduce learners to Wolof structure and vocabulary. 

Speaking and writing goals 

¯ Students use appropriate Wolof expressions and gestures to greet and take leave of 
teachers and classmates. 

¯ Students give and follow simple instructions in Wolof in order to participate in 
classroom activities. 

¯ Students share their likes and dislikes in Wolofwith each other or with students at 
other schools via notes, letters or e-mail. 

¯ Students role play in Wolof everyday situations, such as buying and selling wares in 
the market or ordering food at eateries. 

¯ Students talk about and describe aspects of the Wolofworld, such as food, clothing, 
types of dwellings, modes of transportation, buildings, and monuments. 

¯ Students ask and answer questions in Wolof about topics such as family, school, 
animals, familiar objects, and possessions. These exchanges may be done in person 
or via notes, e-mail, CDs, DVDs or videos. 

¯ Students express aches and pains pointing to appropriate body parts. 
¯ Students ask and tell time. 
¯ Students ask and provide directions 
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Listening and reading goals 

¯ Students follow oral instructions in Wolof related to daily classroom activities. 
¯ Students understand oral and/or written statements in Wolof on familiar topics, such 

as numbers, time of day, and weather. 
¯ Students read and/or listen in Wolof to descriptions and identify the corresponding 

pictures or illustrations, such as people, animals, objects, places, common activities, 
weather and time of day. 

¯ Students understand familiar songs, poems, videos, stories and folk tales in Wolof. 
¯ Students understand brief spoken or written Wolof messages on familiar topics, such 

as personal preferences, family, school, and celebrations. 
¯ Students understand the content of simple Wolof realia, such as picture books, 

menus, posters or advertisements. 
¯ Students prepare and present short announcements in Wolof, such as the current 

date, time and weather information. 
¯ Students retell stories in oral and written Wolof. 
¯ Students prepare and present in Wolof short illustrated personal descriptions of 

topics, like their home or their family. 
¯ Students prepare and contribute information in Wolof for an audio or video 

exchange or for web page on topics, such as school and hobbies. 
¯ Students prepare and present and/or record in Wolofpuppet shows, short skits, and 

simple plays based on familiar folktales and stories 
¯ Students dramatize Wolofsongs and poems. 

Cultural goals 

¯ Students use appropriate gestures and Wolof expressions for greetings, leave takings and 
common classroom interaction. 

¯ Students participate in age-appropriate cultural activities such as games, songs, dances, 
celebrations, story telling, or dramatizations. 

¯ Students identify social customs that are of interest to either children or adults; topics 
may include traditional foods, aspects of family life, and typical holidays in Wolof 
society. 

¯ Students identify the similarities and differences between school life in their own region 
and in Wolof society. 

¯ Students identify and recognize products and symbols of the Wolof world, such as 
foods, clothing, type of dwellings, modes of transportation, and famous monuments. 

¯ Students identify and learn about products reflecting the lifestyle of people in various 
Wolof communities, such as household items, clothing, and foods. 



¯ Students recognize and experience or interact with the products of Wolof culture, such 

as ritual songs and tales. 
¯ Students identify age-appropriate folk art and crafts typical of Wolof culture, and, where 

appropriate, produce similar pieces, such as Wolof tie-dye materials, and beaded 

materials. 

¯ Students identify the general characters and themes of the Wolof-language comic books 

and youth magazines. 
¯ Students identify typical clothing for special events and days of the week (e.g. Friday’s 

clothing). 

COURSE REQUIREMENTS: 
¯ 1: Regular Attendance & participation. 
¯ 2: Completion of ALL assignments & home work & Portfolio ON TIME 
¯ 3: Completion of ALL exams, Midterm and Final Exam 

Grading policy 
Assignments & Homework 15% 
Quizzes 15% 
Class participation and attendance 10% 
Midterm (oral 10 % and written 10%) 20% 
Final Exam (oral 15% and written 10%) 25% 
Portfolio 15% 
Total: 100% 

Grading scale 
This grading policy will be followed in awarding grades 

A÷ =98-100 B÷=88-89 C÷ =78-79 D÷ =68-69 
A =93-97 B =82-87 C =72-77 D =62-67 
A- = 90-92 B- =80-81 C- = 70-71 D- = 60-61 

F = 59 and below 

Attendance and participation: 

Students are expected to attend every single class and participate in all activities in the 
classroom. I also encourage you to participate in the extra curriculum activities such as 
Wolof table, evening movies, cooking sections, and so forth. 

Bi-weekly Exams 

There are hi-weekly Exams that count towards the 15% of the total grade. There will be no 
make-up quizzes except for unavoidable circumstances. Quizzes are scheduled on Fridays 

Assignments (writing): 
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You will have weekly assignments totaling fourteen in the semester. I will announce the 
specific assignment early in the week so that you can have it ready on Friday. It will also be 
posted on Sakai 

Midterm exam: 

There is an Oral Proficiency Interview to assess your oral proficiency level. You will role- 
play with your instructor on topics already covered in class but are also encouraged to go 
beyond those topics. There is also a written midterm exam. 

Final Exam: 
The final exam includes another Oral Proficiency Interview and a written exam. 

Portfolio: Please, schedule a meeting with instructor during the first or second week of class. 

Wolof Language & Culture Lab/Table (Taabalu Wolof). 
Everyone is expected to attend Wolof language Lab/table once a week. This is a time when 
you can interact with other Wolof learners and speakers and have the opportunity to practice 
your Wolof and work on pronunciation. The time and place will be arranged after classes 
have started. 

ACADEMIC MISCONDUCT (The Honor Code): 

The code of honor applies for this class. All forms of academic misconduct -including, but 
not restricted to, cheating, fabrication and falsification, plagiarism, facilitating academic 
misconduct, and tempering with materials, grades, or records, - carry severe penalties. For 
more information about academic misconduct, check this link: http://honor.unc.edu 

Special Needs and Religious Holidays: 

Any student in this course who has disability that may prevent him/her from fully 
demonstrating his/her abilities should contact me as soon as possible so that we can discuss 
accommodations necessary to ensure full participation and facilitate educational opportunity. 
Students with documented disabilities should also contact the Department for Disability 
Services at 919-962-8300 in SASB North Building, Suite 2126 to coordinate necessary 
accommodations. For more information, visit the internet address of this office at 
disabilityservices.unc.edu 

If class requirements conflict with religious holidays that you observe, please, discuss this 
with me in advance 

Sakai 
This class has a Sakai site. Sakai should be treated as an additional source for this class but 
not as a substitute for attending class. Some materials (class-lectures and some readings) will 
be posted on this site. 



Use of Computers in Class: You may bring your laptop in class for taking notes only. 

Cell phones: Please put your cell phone on silent mode. 

Week0 Calendar 

Week 1: Meeting with Strangers ’dajeek ay jambur’. 
Date: August: 21- 23 
Topic: Social Interaction between strangers 
Function: How to greet, and How to take lea~e 
Cultural Information: Importance of Greetings and last names," term of address 

General Introduction 

Reading; Omar Ka, pgs.l-10 

Assignment1 (Sakai) 

Note: Reading: Some Common Classroom Expressions- (Omar Ka, pgs.44) 

Week 2: Meeting between Friends ’dajeek say xarit’ 
Date: August 26-30 

Topic." S odal Interaction between ~iends 
Function: How to greet someone you are familiar with and how to take leaue. 
Cultural Information: Importance of greetings, Last name 

Reading; Omar Ka, pgs.11-25 

1. Activities: You meet your friend on the way to class. Greet him or her. 
2. You meet your teacher on the way to the library. Greet him or her. 
3. You are the teacher, and one of your students meets you and greets you. Respond to 

his or her greetings and greet them as well. 
4. It is your first day in class, greet one of your classmates and find out what their name 

is. 

Assignment2 (Sakai) 

Week 3: Identifying Yourself ’Rafifie sa bopp’ 
Date: September 2-6 
topic:  denti ingyoursey and  /,ere you come ’om 
Function: How to talk about yourself 
Cultu~ul Information: Nationalities, CounMes and Cities 



Grammar" The Predicator LA 

Reading; Omar Ka, pgs.27-35 

Activities: 
1. It is your first day in class, introduce yourself to the class. 
2. You are meeting your Wolof teacher for the first time. Tell her/him about yourself. 

Remember greet her/him, to tell her/him your name, where you come from, where 
you live, where you go to school etc. 

Assignment3 (Sakai) 
Sep.6 Exam1 

Note: NO class on Sep.2 

Week 4: Identifying Someone Else ’Rafifie kenen’ 
Date: September 9-13 
Topic: Ide~tifiiNg aNotherpersoN and his/her sodal status (geNder; age, occupatioN..), 
IdeNtifiiNg places and objects 
FuNctioN: How to talk about other~; where they come~’om, and what they do 
Grammar" Predicator LA, DemoNst~uti~e ProNouNs and question word agreement 

Reading; Omar Ka, pgs.37-49 

Activities: Bd~ apicture of a~ieNd/fami~y to class today 
You can also open your facebook page 
1. Tell us about your friend or friends 
2. Tell us about your mother/father/sibling etc. 

Assignment4 

Week 5: Identifying Others ’Rafifie fieneen’ 
Date: September 16-20 
Topic: IdeNtifiiNg others and their social status 
FuNctioN: How to talk about others 
CultmUl INformatiom Geog~uphic OdgiN 
Grammar" Predicator LA iN the Plural, The Possesd~es, The su~x KAT 

Reading; Omar Ka, pgs.51-64 
Activities: Bd~ apicture of a~ieM/fami~y to class today 

1. You can also open your Facebook page and identify some people. 
2. Identify some famous people (politicians, actors, and athletes) 

3. Identify people on the UNC main web page 

Meet with Instructor/Work on Portfolio 
Sep. 16 Exam2 



Week 6: Eating ’Lekk ak naan’ 
Date: September 23-27 

Topic: Meals avd Food Etiquette 
Fuvctiov: What is ivuolued whev you eat a meal iv Sevegal," Idevtifiivg avd descdbivg the maiv Dishes 
Grammar" Use of the questiov word MBA, Imperatiue, avd the suffix ’~ " 

Reading; Omar Ka, pgs.65-79 
1. Activities: What foods, fruits, vegetables, and drinks do you like? 
2. What foods, fruits, vegetables, and drinks don’t you like? 
3. Order food and a drink from a restaurant. 

Assignment5 

Week 7: At the Corner Store ’bitig bi ci kofi hi’ 
Date: September 30-October 4 
Topic: Buyivg items at the store 
Fuvctiov: Dealivg with Numbers, couvty movey 
Cultu~ul Ivformatiov: The veighborhood store 
Grammar" Ex~resdvg Possessives iv the thirdpersov 

Reading; Omar Ka, pgs.81-95 

Assignment6 
Oct. 4 Exam3 

Week 8: Tea Time ’Waxtu ataaya’ 
Date: October 7-11 
Topic: The tea Ceremouy 
Fuvctiov: Howpeople socialize iv Sevegal ddvkivg tea 
Cultural Ivformatiov: tea ddvkivg 
Grammar" the NA co~ugatiov or the Accomplishe& Ordival vumbers, the questiov word ANA (where is) 
avd NAKA (how) 

Reading; Omar Ka, pgs.97-107 

Assignment7 
Oct. 11- Midterm (Oral Proficiency) 

Week 9: Shopping at the Market ’Jend ca marse/ja ba’ 
Date: October 14-16 
Topic: Buyivg Cloth 
Fuvctiov: Howpeople buy clothes avd dress iv Sevegambia 



Gramman The noun Classes, objectpronouns in the plural 
Reading; Omar Ka, pgs.109-124 

Assignment8 
Oct. 16- Midterm (written) 

Note: NO class Oct.19 - Fall Break 

Week 10: Means of Transportation: ’Waruwaay’ 
Date: October 21-25 
Topic: Getting around 
Function: Whatpeople use to get around in Senegambia 
Cultural Note: Public transportation, Sodal convention 
Grammar" The Demonstratives 

Reading; Omar Ka, pgs.125-135 

Assignment9 
Oct. 25 Exam4 

Week 11: Clothing and Fashion %5~ere ak li xew ci jamono’ 
Date: October 28- November 1 
Topic: Showing off one’s clothing 
Function: How to show appredation 
Cultural Information: Gender Differentiation 
Grammar" Relative clauses, Negation, E~presdng "one" w. "another", eve{y vs. "All" 

Reading; Omar Ka, pgs.137-149 

Assignment10 

Week 12: Telling time ’Wax wan waxtoo jot’ 
Date: November 4-8 

Function: How time is e~pressed 
Cultural Information: Di~idon of the day 
Gramman Subject focus (the A Co(ugation) 

Reading; Omar Ka, pgs. 151-163 

As signmentl 1 

Week 13: The Visitor "Gan gi" 
Date: November 11-15 



Topic." Paying ~idt to Relatiues 
Function: How to renew contact with acquaintances," 
Cultu~ul Information: Showing Ho~itality 
Grammar" ExT>resdng the Future 

Reading; Omar Ka, pgs.165-173 
Assignment12 

Nov.15 Exam5 

Week 14: Some Forms of Entertainments "Ay Fo" 
Date: November 18-22 
Topic: How people entertain themselues 
Function: Describing Sabar and Lamb 
Grammar" Conditional Clauses 
Reading; Omar Ka, pgs.217-232 

Assignment13: Work on your portfolio 

Week 15: PortfSlio presentations and discussion 
Date: November 25 

Assignment14 

Note: NO classes on Nov.27-29 - Thanksgiving holidays 

Week 16: Review, Final Remark, Course Evaluation (Bring your laptop) 
Date: December 2-4 

*Portfolio Due 

Week 17: Final Exams - Friday December 13- Final exara: 8:00-! I :OOAM 
- Oral Proficiene.y 

- Written 
This syllabus is subject to minor changes. 

Notice of a~ change will be announced in class or by email orposted on Sakai. Topics and reading 
assignments, and their orders on the syllabus could be changed, but not matters related to grading. 
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TAABALU 
WOLOF 

NDAJE WOLOF 

GEEW BI 
PI NC MI 

Date & Time & Location- TBA 
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University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

D~)a~tment of A~ican, A~ican American, and Diaspora Studies 
CB#3395 106 Battle Hall UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 919-966-5496 

WOLOF 403-001- Fall 2013 
Course Location: Global Center’- Room 7009 

Time/day: 9:00-9:50 AM- MWF 

Course Instructor: Alassane Fall 
Tel: 919 966 5496 
Email: afall@email.unc.edu 
Office: 307 -Battle Hall 
Office Hours: 11:00AM-12:30 PM -MW & upon appointment 

Course material: 

Wolof lexicon and Grammar by Sana Camara (National African Language Resource Center, 2006) 
Handouts provided by the instructor 
Wolof 401 & 402 Textbook: Nanu D~gg Wolof, by Omar Ka (National African Language Resource 
Center, 2009) 
Wolof online dictionary: http://www.linguistics.ucla.edu/faciliti/opl.htm 

Language and course description: 

The word Wolof refers both to the language and the community that speaks it. Wolof 
belongs to the Atlantic group of the Niger-Congo family, one of the four language families in Africa, 
and specifically, the northern subgroup of the Atlantic languages. It is most closely related to Fula, 
Seereer-Siin, and the Cangin languages. 
Wolof is spoken primarily in Senegal and the Gambia, on the northwestern coast of Africa. It is also 
spoken on a smaller scale in the neighboring countries of Mauritania, Mali and Guinea. 

Although Wolof is the native language of only 44 per cent of the Senegalese population 
corresponding to the national percentage of the Wolof ethnic group, it is spoken by about 90 per 
cent as a first or second language. 

This course is intended for learners who have already acquired Wolof proficiency in WOLO 
401 and 402. It increases communicative proficiency and language learning ability as well as 
proficiency in cultures of the Wolof people. 

Speaking and writing goals 

¯ Students use Wolofin culturally appropriate gestures in everyday social situations, such as greetings, 
leave-taking or introductions. 

¯ Students give and follow instructions in Wolof related to daily classroom activities. 
¯ Students engage in Wolof role-play situations where they request and receive information, goods, and 

services, such as going to a restaurant and ordering food. 
¯ Students share opinions, preferences and feelings in Wolof with their classmates. 



¯ Students engage in Wolof role-play or participate in authentic situations where they clarify 
information, such as comparing transportation schedules with a clerk, or solve problems, such as 
exchanging an unwanted item in a store, asking and telling time and directions. 

¯ Students prepare, illustrate, and present materials in Wolof, such as advertisements, posters and 
menus. 

¯ Students dramatize poems, stories, songs, skits or short plays in Wolof, for example, a Wolof folk 
tale. 

¯ Students create and present oral reports in Wolof on topics of their choice. 
¯ Students use Wolofto discuss current issues or historical events, for example, elections. 
¯ Students prepare and present brief reports in Wolof about personal experiences, school happenings, 

and current issues. 
¯ Students perform scenes from Wolofplays, live or on video. 
¯ Students share their opinions via written exchanges in Wolof on what they have recently read or 

seen, such as articles, short stories, books, comics, movies, videos, music, and art. 
¯ Students write an article or essay for publication in Wolof on topics of personal interest. 
¯ Students write and produce a short original Wolof recording, such as a newscast 

Listening and reading 

¯ Students understand and follow oral and written directions in Wolof related to daily classroom 
activities. 

¯ Students understand the plots, characters, and themes in Wolof literary works. 
¯ Students understand and identify main ideas and principal characters in brief reading selections and 

Wolof cultures. 
¯ Students understand information from Wolof Internet sources on a variety of topics, for example, 

weather, current events, and sports. 
¯ Students understand main ideas and significant details of materials in Wolof, which are accessible to 

teenage readers, such as magazine articles, short stories, poetry and short novels, for example. 

Cultural goals 

¯ Students observe and use age-appropriate Wolof verbal and non-verbal communication in conversations 
and messages. 

¯ Students learn about and participate in activities enjoyed by young Wolof speaking people such as games, 
sports, music, dance, drama, and celebrations. 

¯ Students recognize and develop an awareness of social customs in the Wolof speaking world; topics may 
include t;amily life, folklore, and typical holidays, such as Korite, Tabaski, Tamxarit (Tamkhadte), Gfimmu 
(Gamou) and Mfiggal (Maga~. 

¯ Students discuss stereotypes that Americans may make about the people and customs of Wolofculture, 
such as "All Wolofpeople practice traditional religions" or "Africans all dress in native colorful robes". 

¯ Students learn about and participate in activities enjoyed by Wolof speaking teenagers and adults such as 
sports, music, games, and entertainment. 

¯ Students watch movies, commercials or documentaries from Wolofland and explain cultural patterns and 
social behaviors that they see on the screen. Students can also explain how these products reflect the 
perspectives of the culture. 

¯ Students identify the general themes of music and recognize performers, such as Yuusu Nduur (Youssou 

Ndour), Ismayla L66 (Ismael Lo) and so forth, and television programs that are popular both in Senegal 
and in the diasporas. 



¯ Students listen to music and watch Wolof-language films or television programs that are popular with 
young people in Senegambia. 

¯ Students learn about and recognize artistic contributions, from Wolof culture in areas such as art, music, 
dance, drama, theater, film, fashion, and cuisine. 

¯ Students identify and explore the function of everyday products from the Wolof world, such as food, 

clothing, household items, tools and musical instruments. 
¯ Students view films made about Wolof society and culture, and pick out representative cultural products, 

for example, beaded materials, tie-dye materials and hand-woven crafts, and so on, and can explain how 
the products reflect the perspective of the culture. 

COURSE REQUIREMENTS: 
¯ 1: Regular Attendance & participation. 
¯ 2: Completion of ALL assignments & home work & Documentary ON TIME 
¯ 3: Completion of ALL exams, Midterm and Final Exam 

Grading policy 

Attendance and Class Participation 10% 
Documentary 10% 
Biweekly Exams 20% 
Weekly Written Assignments 15% 
Midterm Oral (10%) and Written Exam (10%) = 20% 
Final Oral (15%) and Written Exam (10%)= 25% 

Grading scale 

The general university grading policy will be followed in awarding grades. 

A 93-100 C 76-73 
A- 90-92 C- 72- 70 
B+ 89-87 D+ 69-67 
B 86-83 D 66-63 
B- 82-80 D- 62-60 
C+ 79-77 F 0- 59 

Attendance and participation: 

Students are expected to attend every single class and participate in all activities in the classroom. I 
also encourage you to participate in the extra curriculum activities such as Wolof table, cooking 
sections, and so forth. 

Weekly quizzes: 

There are biweekly exams that count towards the 20% of the total grade. There will be no make-up 
exam except for unavoidable circumstances. 

Assignments (Writing): 



There are weekly assignments. I will announce the specific assignment early in the week so that you 
can have it ready on Monday. 

Midterm exam: 

There is an Oral Proficiency Interview to assess your oral proficiency level. You will role play with 
your instructor on topics already covered in class but are also encouraged to go beyond those topics. 
There is also a written midterm exam. 

Final exam: 

The final exam includes another Oral Proficiency Interview and a written exam. 

Portfolio: Please, schedule a meeting with instructor during the first or second week of class. 

Wolof Language & Culture Lab/Table (Taabalu Wolof). 
Everyone is expected to attend Wolof language Lab/table once a week. This is a time when you can 
interact with other Wolof learners and speakers and have the opportunity to practice your Wolof 
and work on pronunciation. The time and place will be arranged after classes have started. 

NOTE: Use of Technology in the classroom by students - Students can use tablet computers 
and laptops for purposes of taking notes only. If the professor finds students using such devices to 
do other things, they will lose the privilege of using these devices in class. The use of smartphones 
for texting or talking is prohibited. Therefore they should be tuned off before entering the 
classroom. If caught doing either, the professor will take the device from the student and return it at 
the end of the class period; also for each violation, five (5) points will be deducted from the 
attendance grade 

ACADEMIC MISCONDUCT (The Honor Code): 

The code of honor applies for this class. All forms of academic misconduct -including, but not 
restricted to, cheating, fabrication and falsification, plagiarism, facilitating academic misconduct, and 
tempering with materials, grades, or records, - carry severe penalties. For more information about 
academic misconduct, check this link: http://honor.unc.edu 

Special Needs and Religious Holidays: 

Any student in this course who has disability that may prevent him/her from fully demonstrating his 
/her abilities should contact me as soon as possible so that we can discuss accommodations 
necessary to ensure full participation and facilitate educational opportunity. Students with 
documented disabilities should also contact the Department for Disability Services at 919-962-8300 
in SASB North Building, Suite 2126 to coordinate necessary accommodations. For more 
information, visit the internet address of this office at disabilityservices.unc.edu 

If class requirements conflict with religious holidays that you observe, please, discuss this with me in 
advance 



Sakai 
This class has a Sakai site. Sakai should be treated as an additional source for this class but not as a 
substitute for attending class. Some class-lectures and some additional materials will be posted on 
this site. 

Date 

08/21- 23 

08/26-30 

WEEK 

Topic 

Introducing self and others 

& II 

In Class 

a. Introducing oneself to others 

b. Introducing someone to others 

c. Grammar/drills 
d. Culture 

Notice Assignment I due on 08/26 Exam# 1 Fri. 08/30 

Assignment 2 dues on 09/04 

Date 

09/02-06 

09/9-13 

Notice 

WEEK III & IV 

Topic                                 In class 

Identifying people (Family a. Identifying one’s faanily members 

members, relatives and friends)     b. Identifying one’s extended family 

Mon. Sep. 2 

No Classes Held, Holiday 

Assignment 3 due on 09/9 

Assignment 4 due on 09/16 

c. Identifying one’s family members’ occupations, 

professions, and relationships between other. 

Exam # 2 Fri. 09/13 

Date 

09/16-20 

09/23-27 

WEEK V 

Topic 

Identifying things around: 

common places (market, 

stadium, schools and 

universities) and important 

monuments, cities, etc. 

Notice Assignment 5 due on 09/23 

Assignment 6 due on 09/30 

Meeting with instructor about 

documentary project 

WEEK VII & VIII 

Date 

9/30--10/05 

10/07-11 

& VI 

In class 

a. Identifying items at home, workplace and 

school/university 

b. Identify public places: market, stadium, inaportant 

monuments, and cities. 

c. Grammar/drills 

d. Culture 

Exam # 3 Fri. 09/27 

Topic 

Buying food (fruits and 

vegetables and meat) and 

clothing (traditional and modern 

outfits) at the market place 

In class 

a. Identifying food items 

b. Purchasing food at the market place and bargaining 

c. Identifying clothes mad fashion 

d. Purchasing clothes 

e. Grammar/drills 

f. Culture 

Notice Assignment 7 due Mon. 10/07 Midterm oral # Fri .10/11 
Assignment 8 due Mon. 10/14 Midterm Written # Mon.10/14 

WEEK IX & X 

IDate I Topic I In class I 



10/14-16 

10/21-25 

Traditional and modern clothing: 

ordering a closing at the tailor’s 

shop. 

a. Ordering a clothing for oneself at the tailor’s shop 

b. Ordering a clothing for others 

c. Grammar/drills 

d. Culture Chap. 3 

Notice Assignment 9 due Mon. 10/21 Exam # 4 Fri. 10/25 
Assignment 10 due Mon. 10/28 

WEEK XI & XlI 

Topic In class Date 

10/28- 11/01 

11/04-08 

Leisure activities: going to see a 

wrestling match, soccer game, 

cinema or restaurant 

a. At the wrestling match 

b. At the soccer match 

c. At the restaurant 

d. Grammar/drills 

e. Culture 

Notice Assignment 11 due Mon. 11/04 Exam # 5 Fri. 11/8 

assignment 12 due Mon. 11/11 

WEEK XIII & XIV 

Date Topic In class 

11/11-15 a. Identifying body parts 

11/18-22 b. At the doctor’s office 
Going to see the doctor 

c. Grammar/drills 

d. Culture 

Notice Assignment 13 due Mon.ll/18 Exam # 6 Fri.ll/22 

Assignment 14 due Mon. 11/25 

Date 

11/25 

12/03-04 

Topic 

Common diseases and health 

issues (malaria, etc.) 

FINAL REVIEW 

Notice NO Class,Nov. 27-29 : University Portfolio presentations. 

Holiday Hard copy due !2/03 

No Assignment (15) 

WEEK XVII 

Days Topic In class 

Saturday Final exam 

12/07 at 7:00 

AM 

WEEK XV & XVI 

In class 

a. Identifying common diseases 

b. Health issues in Senegal 

c. Grammar/drills 

d. Culture 

This syllabus is subject to miaor chavges. 
Notice of a~ chavge will ae a~ou~ced iv class or ay email orposted oa Sakai. Topics aad readivg assigameata; aad 

their orders oa the syllabus could be chavged, but aot matters related to gradivg. 



TAABALU 
WOLOF 

NDAJE WOLOF 

GI EW BI 
PI NC MI 

Date & Time & Location- TBA 



Methods of Instruction and Teaching styles and Philosophy 

Regarding _~4D, I employ an active teaching approach that fosters critical thinking and 
engagement with course content. 
This course is not a typical traditional lecture course, rather, active student engagement, 
group interaction, peer-to-peer teaching, sharing information, and so on are essential 
elements of this course and are encouraged in and outside the classroom. Students are 
expected to actia’@ parti@ate. Students are also expected to atte~zd all class ~eeti~s and complete 

the readings, discussion points, and watch the assigned video clips or documentaries prior to 
class. Discussion points for each unit are posted on Sakai or emailed directly to students xvho 
are expected to come to class fully prepared to discuss those points. All lectures are 
PO’WERPOINT or PREZI and are posted on Sakai at the end of the session. 

The first three (3-5) minutes of class addresses the latest news from the African 
Continent. Students are required to follow the most significant current events in Africa and 
participate in that conversation. Next, vve review the previous topic and check for 
understanding before going through the discussion points and PowerPoint or Prezi lecture. 

With respect to Wolof language acquisition, I favor the "Communicative-Oriented 
Approach." I also want students to have the possibilities of real communication 
practice. Wolof students are expected to watch the Demonstration from the instructor- 
practice and perform the drill (Demonstration- Practice- Check.) 

Overall, reading, observing, listening, and "doing" are combined 
"I Hear and I Forget; I See and I Remember; I Do and I Understand." We know that we 
learn: 15% ofxvhat xve Hear, 35% ofxvhat xve read, 50% ofxvhat xve see and 80% ofxvhat xve 
do. 

Accessibility and availability: 
I am available to students most of the time through emails, during office hours, before and 
after class sessions, after normal hours, including weekends. In addition, Wolof students can 
call me on my cellphone, send me a text message, or contact me through Skype to get 
immediate help or assistance. 

Sakai: 
Sakai should be treated as an additional source for the class but not as a substitute for 
attending class. 
Accessibility and availability: 
I am available to students most of the time through emails, during office hours, before and 
after class session, after normal hours, including weekends. In addition, Wolof students can 
call me on my cellphone, send me a text message, or contact me through Skype to get 
immediate help or assistance. 
Sakai: 
Sakai should be treated as an additional source for the class but not as a substitute for 
attending class. 
Use of Technology in the classroom by students - 
Students can use tablet computers and laptops for purposes of taking notes only 



Guest speakers; 
I sometimes invite experts as guest speakers to talk about the topic of the week. These guest 
speakers are experts in their field. Some of the guests who are not in Chapel Hill lecture 
through SKYPE. 
Here are a few of them: 

_Professor Emeritus, University of Kansas, on African Leadership, 
Gordon, Jacob (2002). African leadership in the 20~h Century: An Enduring Experiment in 
Democracy, Lanham, M.D., University Press of America. 
_Mouhamedoul Amine Niang, MA,PhD, University of Wisconsin-Madison. About African 

// Literature h~-tp:i / www.colby.ed~/directou_csimaman~ 
_Dr. Donato Fhunsu, about Lingual language and Culture and African Literature 
_Dr. Alphonse Mutima ~ about Swahili language and culture. 
_Dr Fatou Diop Sall, on gender Issues in Africa, focusing on Mali, lectured from UN, NY 
_Dr.Mamarame Seck, on African languages 
_Dr. Margaret Lee, on China and Africa 
_Dr. Mohamed Mahjed from Sudan- on the Crisis in Sudan 

NOTE: please, check Syllabi and Exams for more details 

Sample of Discussion points 
African literature 
I: ONE 
What is African literature? 
What is Oral literature or orature 
Who are the producers of African Literature? 
What is the language of African Literature? 
What are the goals/objectives of African Literature? 
What are some key themes covered in African Literature? 
What are the different Periods and types of African Literature? 
II: TWO 
What is N~gritude? 

Who are these writers? 
Leopold S. Senghor, 
L~on-Gontran Damas 
Aimfi C&aire 

*Chinua Achebe "Things Fall Apart" 
Why is Things Fall Apart an Important Work? 

III: THREE 
So Long a Letter (SLL) -Mariama Ba 

Why is SLL an important work? 
Why did Mariama Ba write the book? 
How does the Novel reflect African Traditions? 
What does this Novel tell us about African Perspectives on pre- and postcolonial Africa? 
How are various characters used to illustrate the dilemmas Africans faced and confronted 
with conflicting value systems? 
How are GENDER issues introduced/treated in SLL? 

2 



Compare and Contrast the notion of a "beautiful woman" in Africa and in United States 
TO WHAT EXTENT, THE MAIN THEMES COVERED IN SLL IMPACT MODERN 
SENEGAL/MODERN AFRICA? 

DISCUSSION POINTS: COLONIZATION AND DECOLONIZATION OF 
AFRICA 

1: What’s Colonialism? -A Colony? Colonization? Colony Settler? 
2: What were the Causes of Colonialism? 
3: What is the Whiteman’s burden? 
4:What was the scramble for Africa? 
5: What was The Berlin Conference? 
6: How did Europeans colonizers exploit Africa? 
7:Compare and contrast the various colonial policies and forms of administration 
8: What are the impacts of Colonialism? 
9: What’s African Nationalism? 
10: How did WWII contribute to the liberation of African countries from European 
domination? 
11: How did African leaders deal with Colonialism? 
12: Explain how Africans achieved their independence. 
13: Describe various forms of resistance. 
14: Identify some Prominent Nationalist Leaders 

Triple Heritage: Discussion Points: 
1 " Africa has been perceived by some westerners as a continent of people whose customs 
and manners are incomprehensible... " O, pg.211 

1.2: What’s Triple heritage 
2: What are the three major religions in Africa? 
3: What’s African System of thought? 

4: What are the Characteristics of African system of thought? 
5: What’s Islam / Christianity? 
&What does "living dead" mean in African context? 
7: What are the impacts of Islamic influence in Africa? 
8: What are the impacts of western influence in Africa? 

Types of Question 



__1. One of the following was NOT true when people settled conflict in African 
traditional societies: 

A. The local authorities, such as headmen, elders and chiefs called for a 
conference 

B. The trial could be at a public place in the village 

C. The philosophy of the verdict was punishment but not compensation 

D. The conflict resolution was a teaching and a learning process for the 

community 

__2. This African leader and poet participated in and promoted Negritude as a 

literary movement or as a political platform 
A. Felix Houphouet Boigny 
B. Jomo Kenyetta 

C. Leopold Sedar Senghor 
D. Kwame Nkrumah 

E. Chinua Achebe 

A. 

B. 
C. 

D. 

E. 

True/False. 
answer sheet. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Which two countries were NEVER colonized: 

Sierra Leone, Liberia 

Ethiopia, Libya 

Liberia, Ethiopia 

Sierra Leone, Ethiopia 

Kenya, Ethiopia 

Each question is worth 1 pt. Please write A for true and B for False on your 

The Sahel is wet with tropical dense forest. 

Myths are Not part of African oral literature. 

African women gained significant economic and political power for the first 

time during the colonial era, because of Christianity and European attitudes toward 

women 

__7. The Romantic Period marked the end of the disillusionment period 

__8. The Berlin Conference was held in Germany from Nov.15, 1784- Feb.26, 
1785 

Essay questions: Answer THREE questions including question one. Each question is 

worth 25 pts. 

4 



__1. Summarize and Discuss "So Long a Letter" 

__2.    Identify, discuss and analyze at least THREE critical issues in Africa covered 

in this class so far. How do we solve those issues? Make sure to provide bases for the 

solutions you are proposing 

__3. Write a critic of the following statement," there is no democracy in Africa" 

__4. Identify, Discuss and Analyze the issues of Leadership and Governance in 
Africa. 

__5.    Identify, Discuss and Analyze Some Failures and Accomplishments 

(successes) of African countries. 

__6.    Discuss and Analyze the following statement" Africa is too Rich to be 
Poor" 

HONOR CODE: 

The Honor Code appfies for this class. 

On my honor, I have neither given nor received unauthorized aid on this work 

Student’s signature: 



Fro m: 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Fall, Alassane 
Subject: Thank you 

3:19 PM 

Hi Professor Fall, 

I was in your Afri    course (Section 2) last semester on Mon/Wed from 
3:30 to 4:45. I’m currently on a study abroad trip in       studying the 
genocide, human rights and international law. I just wanted to let you 
know how much I’m using what I learned from your class during this trip. 

We’ve talked a lot about colonization and the Berlin Conference and how 
the Belgiums in Rwanda really exploited the differences between the Hutus 
and Tutsis and how that was one of the factors leading to 1994. I’m also 
the one in the group who always knows the dates of the Berlin 
Conferences when the professor asks. 

I’ve also seen a few large pieces of Chinese infrastructure and I’ve related 

it back to our talk of China’s influence in Africa. We’ve talked about 
traditional courts in Africa and their focus on compensation instead of 
revenge. 

I basically just wanted to thank you for everything you taught us in your 
class and let you know that it has been one of my favorite classes and I’ve 
been able to use the information from your class in this study abroad 

experience. I’ve also decided to minor in African Studies. Anyway, thank 
you for being such a good teacher and I really enjoyed your class. 

UNC Class of 
Journalism and Political Science 

Fro rn: 
Sent: Tuesday, December 

@gmail.com] 
2:13 PM 



To: Fall, Alassane 
Subject: Final Project 

Alassane, 

I uploaded my final project to youtube. It can be seen here: 

http://www.youtu be.com/ {nothing different 

except editing and intro). 

I would like to thank you so much for your help over the last year. You 

have been so accommodating and so unbelievably helpful. I entered 

this class knowing nothing and a semester behind your other students 

{which seemed like a lifetime of work). I can now say confidently that I 

would feel completely comfortable communicating in Senegal 

(something I never dreamed of). This could not have been done if it 

were not for your unending patience with me and passion for 

teaching. You have been my best professor in college, not because of 

the material you teach, but because of your ability to accommodate 

outside the classroom and the results you achieve in the manner of 

your teaching. To tell you the truth, because of all the help you have 

given me, I was so nervous going into our final that I could barely 

think. This was the only class that I looked forward to every 

Monday/Wednesday/Friday, even with it being the earliest class I have 

ever taken. Thank you so much for making my last year so enjoyable. I 

am going to miss our lessons. 

Jerejef, 



From:, 
Sent: Friday, November 
To: Fall, Alassane 
Subject: RE: study abroad 

5:23 AM 

Professor Fall! 

Thank you so much for emailing me! I honestly have been meaning to 
send you an update, but I have been so busy here with school work and 

internships that it always slips my mind. 

I am having such a wonderful time here. I have to thank you for 
teaching me so well in your course; my knowledge of so much of the 
history of the continent and South Africa in particular has been so helpful 

to my experience. I’ll be leaving in a month and will be back for the spring 
semester (unfortunately). Perhaps we ought to plan for an update meeting 
so I can tell you all about it. 

Also, I plan to spend the month after I leave                 to 
start on my Honors thesis research and to see the slave coast. Do you 
have any recommendations for my trip? 

Thanks again! 

Public Policy, Afro-American Studies 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~live.unc.edu 



African economic Development: Discussion points 

What is Development? 
Is Africa too rich to be poor? 
Is Africa trading fairly with the West? 
What are the impacts of Colonialism on African economies? 
What are the Bretton Woods Institutions? 
What are their functions? 
What are their Policy conditions / conditionalities/string attached to loans? 
What’s SAPs? 
What are Africa’s vast Natural Resources? 
Is African Resources a blessing or a curse? 
What are the barriers to African economic development? 
What is Foreign Assistance? 
What is Neo-colonialism? 

What is the future of African Economic Development? 
Are you optimistic or pessimistic? 
NOTE: IDENTIFYA PROBLEM FACING AFRICAN ECONOMYAND PROPOSE A 
SOLUTION. 



Assignment1: For Monday 

1" practice greetings: to be performed on Monday morning 

2" Write your own one short paragraph / dialogue greeting 
(Personalize the greeting) 

3" Text Book: read 1-10 and do these two short exercises: 
Matching1 and 2 

4: Watch and listen to the Wolof standard greetings 
A- Men illustrating common greeting exchanges 
(Ch_01_Le_02_greet 1 men) 
B-Women illustrating common greeting exchanges 
(Ch_01_Le_02_greet 2 women) 

Let me congratulate you for two outstanding first class meetings. You "guys 
Rocked" the class. Please, take 40 minutes and try to do the assignment. It’s a review 
of what we have done so far. I will go through it on Monday. Also, if you have a 
friend you think would be a good addition to the class, bring them. 

Assignment2: RECORDING ON IDENTIFICATION 
Introduce yourself, 
Your family members 
Your best friend or a third person 
NOTE: Try to diversify your vocabulary and work on your 
pronunciation. If you need any help, email me or call me .. 



Assignment ...... feetu "Fall Break" - due on ....... 

The topic: Cl FEETU FALL BREAK BIY NEW 

Write a diary of your FALL BREAK. 
Make sure to have at least 7 Entries. In each entry, write a paragraph or 
two. Make sure to write what you have done " CI SUBA, CI NGOON, CI 
GUDDI" and be coherent. End or finish each entry announcing what you 
will be doing the next morning 

NOTE: You can also, instead of doing a diary, make a video film in Wolof 
about your Fall break. 
It’s better to write your diary entry when you are ready to go to bed. I 
expect an excellent job. 

JEREJEF 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 
Tuesday, November 5, 2013 10:06 AM 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
new reserve capacity for AAAD 

Travis, 
The reserve capacity number 2279 has been placed on AAAD 395/001 and the instructor consent taken off. This will allow 
on undergrad AAAD majors to register for this class. 
Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto : s cheduling_o f fice@listserv, unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 10:14 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: African American Archivist 

AAFDI_Summary Report 2013.docx 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Friday, November 01, 2013 5:58 PM 
To: Brundage, W Fitzhugh; Herman, Bernie; Jordan, Joseph F; Neal, Jocelyn; Sahle, Eunice N; Slocum, Karla 
Subject: African American Archivist 

Dear Bernie, Eunice, Fitz, Jocelyn, Joseph, and Karla, 

Your individual and collective support and clout are needed to help make sure that the position of African American 
Materials Specialist at the Southern Historical Collection will be restored. Holly Smith held that position until July when 
the funding ran out. I believe that all of you know her and the extraordinary job she was doing. 

She succeeded in getting the family of the late J.D.Lewis to put their papers in the SHC. One of Mr. Lewis’s daughters, 
Yvonne Holley, not only represented her family in negotiations with the library, she also raised funds to help support the 
collection, and she hosted meetings in her home to urge other prominent NC black famililes to consider putting their 
papers in the SHC. Ms. Holley is an influential member of the state legislature. She developed trust and confidence in 
the SHC because of the relationship she developed with Holly Smith. She believed that the work Holly Smith was doing 
was part of the core mission of the SHC. 

Yvonne Holley IS NOT PLEASED. I know because she called to tell me that she was not pleased. Several other members 
of the black community have told me, in effect, "I told you so." As all of you know, building trust takes time and it is not 
easy. Holly Smith was good at it. Much damage has been done by eliminating her position. We have to try to fix 
that. 

I appreciate and respect how crowded all of your schedules are. I am NOT requesting that you attend meetings or chair 
yet another committee...but please take a quick look at section IV (only one paragraph long) of the attached report by 
Holly Smith. Then please let me know any ideas or suggestions you have to get us back on track. 

Thanks much. -Reg Hildebrand 



African American Family Documentation Initiative 

Summary Report: June 2013 

I. Project Description 

This initiative grew out of conversations with Ms. ¥vonne Lewis Holley, whose family roots in North 

Carolina extend back to the 1920s. Ms. Holley’s father, J.D. Lewis, was the earliest African American 

broadcaster for WRAL and host of the variety show "Teenage Frolics" for over forty years, in addition to 

serving myriad roles in the community. Mr. Lewis left an extensive collection of video, recordings, 

correspondence and other materials reflecting his work and life when he passed away in 2007. In 

looking to preserve this legacy, Ms. Holley sought to place his materials in a repository where these 

materials would be accessible to a broader community. 

After meeting with Dr. Reginald Hildebrand (UNC Dept of African & Afro-American Studies / History), 

Shauna Collier (Stone Center Library for Black Culture & History), Holly Smith (Southern Historical 

Collection) and other UNC faculty and staff, Ms. Holley donated her archival collection to the SHC in 

Wilson Library. The collection reflects not just the story of Mr. J.D. Lewis’s life, but also the immediate 

and extended Lewis family. It was through these discussions with Ms. Holley and other families she has 

connections with in North Carolina that the African American Family Documentation Initiative was 

created. 

This initiative is a program of the Southern Historical Collection (SHC) in the Wilson Special Collections 

Library at UNC-Chapel Hill. Advised by a group of UNC faculty and community members, program staff 

focus on acquiring and making available archival materials (correspondence, unpublished writings, 

photographs, and other records) documenting the experiences of black North Carolinians and their 

families. The initiative involves collecting rare and unique materials, fund-raising to support processing 

and preservation, and community outreach and education. These efforts include building relationships 

in the African American community to promote preservation of all historical material, working with 

potential donors to add collections to the Southern Historical Collection, and raising funds to maintain 

and extend the program. 

II. Stakeholders 

The AAFDI focuses on documenting the stories of communities that have been underrepresented and 

under-documented in the archival record. Preserving archival materials and oral histories of these 

families are critical not just for documenting the genealogical connections among individual families, but 

to also preserve the history and memories of entire communities in NC and across the South. Making 

these materials accessible will allow the long term preservation of these documents and allow 

researchers, students, faculty, and the public to use these materials. 

III. Accomplishments 

Some of the accomplishments over the past two years for the initiative include. 

a. Helped to coordinate the acquisition of the Lewis Family Papers with SHC Colleagues 

and Ms. Yvonne Lewis Holley in Fall 2011 



b. Began working with Debra Lightner and family in 2012 to acquire materials related to 

former Raleigh Mayor Clarence Lightner, and continued making connections through 

Ms. Holley and other members in the community to share about the Initiative 

c. Co-coordinated with colleague Biff Holllingsworth the opening program and exhibit 

entitled "Southern Roots Enduring Bonds: African American Families in North Carolina" 

at Wilson Library in March 2012 

d. Co-coordinated & presented with Biff at the "Researching and Preserving African 

American History" workshop in April 2012 

e. Co-facilitated a family history/genealogy workshop at Chatham County Community 

Library in October 2012 

f. Helped facilitate collecting trips to Dr. Eugene Grigsby in Phoenix, AZ (for additions to 

the J. Eugene Grigsby Collection) and Dr. Winona Lee Fletcher, sister of UNC 

Desegregation pioneer J. Kenneth Lee (for additions to the J. Kenneth Lee papers, as 

well as the creation of a new Lee Family Collection) 

g. Worked with donors and colleagues to help facilitate new collections and additions to 

existing collections: Keith Edwards (new collection); Pat Bates (addition to Grigsby 

Collection); Penn Center Staff (significant addition to the Penn Center collection); 

Francis Carter and the family of Jonathan Winters (new) 

h. Continuing to reach out to new donors with colleagues and the community, including 

working with staff to help facilitate conversations and possible donation of Irving Swain 

Printing Company and family papers 

i. Present the Initiative to the North Carolina Black Legislature for discussion and support 

in May 2013. 

IV. Status of Position 

As of 31 July 2013, my position at African American Materials Specialist will end in the Southern 

Historical Collection due to lack of long-term funding. After my initial two year term as the Overholser 

Fellow for African American Studies ended in 2010, the position was funded from varying sources over 

the last three years that are no longer available. Tim West, former director of the Southern Historical 

Collection, strongly advocated for this position to be a permanent part of the staff. Faculty and staff at 

UNC, as well as other individuals and organizations in the community, also felt there was a need to have 

a position focused on outreach to the African American community. My concern is that the relationships 

that we have collectively built with donors and partners as part of this Initiative will suffer due to the 

termination of this position. Temporary arrangements have been made to carry out the duties of my 

position and to follow up on contacts we have made, but I fear these are exactly that -temporary 

solutions to a long term concern, one of which is recruiting and retaining librarians of color in academic 

libraries, the other of which is seeing the need for positions focused on community outreach and 

advocacy as a priority for the University Library. 

V. Thoughts for future goals 

I would like to see the AAFDI continue to grow and expand across NC to the entire South. Some of the 

things I see as an immediate priority to making this happen include: 



¯ Securing permanent funding for the African American Materials Specialist position. This could 

include approaching individual donors as well as large foundations for funding to create an 

endowment in the Southern Historical Collection. 
¯ Create substantive partnerships with community organizations (such as local chapters of the 

NAACP, NC Dept of Cultural Resources, etc) as well as Historically Black Colleges and Universities 

particularly in North Carolina (such as North Carolina Central) that will focus on collaborative 

programming, exhibitions, collaborative collecting, etc. 

¯ Secure funding for traveling exhibitions based on collections gathered as part of the Initiative in 

the SHC, as well as at other institutions 
¯ Pursue grant funding for special projects related to the Initiative but that will be sustainable in 

the long term, such as digitization projects, online exhibitions, etc. 

¯ See the UNC University Library commit to a large scale event either at UNC or in Raleigh in 2014 

to announce this collaboration to the broader community and to also have a large scale 

exhibition (potentially at the NC Museum of History, Saint Augustine, or another partner 

institution) using materials from the SHC 

¯ To see the establishment of a formal internship program recruiting students from area 

universities, with a particular focus on graduate students in the library and information science 

programs at NCCU and UNC. The internship program would pair the students with the African 

American Materials Specialist and other library staff to work on collection acquisitions, 

processing, reference, and exhibitions related to the Initiative. While the program would 

definitely be open to any interested study, concerted efforts to recruit African American 

students (undergraduate and graduate) should be made, as encouragement to also consider the 

LIS field as a profession while getting great practical and education experience. 

Respectfully submitted to Dr. Reginald Hildebrand (Chair, Faculty Council for 

African American Family Documentation Initiative) 

By Holly Smith 

(African American Materials Specialist, Southern Historical Collection) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 10:15 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Travis would you please print out a copy of the email I just sent you. As you know, my printer does not work! -Reg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 
Tuesday, November 5, 2013 10:55 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

AAAD 395 

Travis, 
I’ve added AFRI and AFAM majors to that rc but at this point I’m not sure if I got them all. Please let me know if you run into 
other problems. 
Or if it doesn’t work at all anymore (which I hope doesn’t happen!) 
Thanks, 
Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto:scheduling office@listserv.unc.edu 
re~istrar.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Andrews, Kim A. <kaandrew@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 2:42 PM 

CCCS <cccs@unc.edu> 
Barger, David H <dbarger@unc.edu>; Bickford, Donna M <dbickford@unc.edu>; 
Blackburn, Dean <blackburn@unc.edu>; Blanchard, Bob <bob_blanchard@unc.edu>; 
Boudler, Laurie <boudler@unc.edu>; Brossman, Curt Alan <cbrossman@unc.edu>; 
Davenport, Helene Ann <helene_davenport@unc.edu>; Douglas, Linda Brown 
<linda_douglas@unc.edu>; Lindsey, Byron Anthony(Tony) 
<tony_lindsey@med.unc.edu>; Everett, Lewis M <lmeveret@email.unc.edu>; Figueroa, 
Angelica M <amfiguer@email.unc.edu>; Gustafson, Joann (2 
<joann_gustafson@unc.edu>; Hill, Monica <mihill@email.unc.edu>; Huppert, Sarah 
Andrews <Sarah_Andrews@unc.edu>; Kelley, John <kelleyj@email.unc.edu>; Kidd, 
Jeff <jeff.kidd@facilities.unc.edu>; Kollar, April <april_kollar@med.unc.edu>; 
Levinson, Sara <saralev@email.unc.edu>; Lewis, Faye T <flewis@email.unc.edu>; 
McKirahan, Matthew Thomas <mckirahan@sog.unc.edu>; Meyers, Kathryn 
<kmeyers@email.unc.edu>; Moore, Margaret Eilene 
<MARGARET_MOORE@unc.edu>; Panke, Stefanie <panke@sog.unc.edu>; Peterson, 
Stephanie B. <peterssb@email.unc.edu>; Pinelli, Nicole R. <nickipinelli@unc.edu>; 
Pruitt, Jennifer <jennifer~ruitt@unc.edu>; Reid, Allison <Allison_Reid@unc.edu>; 
Sauer, Beth H <bhsauer@email.unc.edu>; Saye, Terri O <tsaye@email.unc.edu>; 
Socola, Donna Marie <socola@email.unc.edu>; Sylvester, Susan R. 
<ssylvest@email.unc.edu>; Welty, Jeffrey B <welty@sog.unc.edu>; Wilkins, Emily 
Alice <Emily_Wilkins@unc.edu>; Wilkinson, Patti <pattiw@unc.edu>; Austin, Susan L 
<Austin@sog.unc.edu>; Barker, Michael <michael_barker@unc.edu>; Bryant, Kathy 
<kathy_bryant@unc.edu>; Davis, Christie Wynette <christie_davis@unc.edu>; Evarts, 
Lori A <lori_evarts@unc.edu>; Freeman, Mike <MJFREEMAN@aux- 
services.unc.edu>; Gist, Jacquelyn Michelle <JMGIST@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Holt, 
Ruthie <raholt@email.unc.edu>; Malone, Brenda Richardson 
<brenda malone@unc.edu>; Medford, Becky (2 <becky_medford@med.unc.edu>; 
Meinecke, Chris <meinecke@email.unc.edu>; Meredith (2uomo 
<Meredithcuomo@ncsecc.org>; Nickerson-Salter, (2herritta B <nickerc@unc.edu>; 
Nicklis, Ashley <anicklis@unc.edu>; Salyer, Sherry L <salyer@email.unc.edu> 

RE: CCCS Week 4 Results 

Week 5 results are in! As of today and UNC- Chapel Hill has raised ~ 

474, 817! We are currently ~110,$71 behind where we were at this 

same point in the campaign in 2012. 

Upload your pictures on Facebook 

https://www.facebook.com/unc.carolinacares 

Alert: NC State [s stN in the ~ead with by ~11,512!! You a[~ cut the ~ead in One Week by ~ 53,317 way to go!![ This is a 

phenomena~ accomplishment. We can take the lead this week if we a~ keep on track. 

Only one winner left to pick up prize for the Oct 18th Pledge Special-Employee Appreciation Day 

1-Melinda Bakken- UNC One Card: 50 Gift card to Capital City Chop House 

Please have Melinda contact Kim Andrews at 919-962-6008 or email kim_andrews@unc.edu to receive their 

winnings. 



Top Giving Departments-Monetary Donations 
1. Kenan-Flagler Business School - $43,954 

2. CIO- Information Technology- $16,894 

3. School of Government- $13,738 
4. FPG Child Development Inst.-S13,105 
5. School of Info and Library Science- ~ 10,515 

Percentage in Giving By Division: 

Division 2013 Donors 2013 Emps 2013 % Partic 

VC ADVANCEMENT 72 146 49% 

CHANCELLOR 30 69 43% 

SCH BUS 121 298 41% 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 39 139 28% 

SCHOOL OF INFO & LIBR SCIENCE 14 50 28% 

SCH SOCIAL WORK 35 132 27% 

SCH DENTISTRY 96 368 26% 

VC HUMAN RESOURCES 21 81 26% 

PROVOST 83 343 24% 

CIO 76 357 21% 

SCH EDUCATION 20 97 21% 

SCHOOL OF LAW 24 126 19% 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 31 164 19% 

SCH PUB HLTH 90 603 15% 

VC STUDENT AFF 42 284 15% 

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 27 212 13% 

A&S 194 1524 13% 

LIBRARIES 33 300 11% 

VC RESEARCH 105 978 11% 

VC FIN 122 1576 8% 

SCH MEDICINE 237 3930 6% 

SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM/MASS 

COMMUNICATION 4 85 5% 

GRADUATE SCHOOL 1 24 4% 

ATH LETICS 9 446 2% 

Prize Winners: 

Employees who have contributed to the 2013 campaign are eligible for weekly Carolina Cares prize drawings. 

Remember, the earlier you contribute, the more prize drawings you are eligible for - if you gave but don’t see your 

name below, you still have four chances to win! 

Winners Week 5: Congratulations to the following campaign contributors: 
Janice M. Mann 
Daniel J. McAvinchey 

Nancy Wilkes 

Anna Brandon 
Erianne Weight 

Finley Golf Course 

School of Government 
Anesthesiology 

Psychiatry 

Exercise & Sport Science 

Division Leaders or Dept. Team Captains please inform your employee that they are a winner of the weekly prize 

drawing. To claim prizes contact Ruth Holt in Benefits Services! 



Drop-Off locations: 

http ://ca roli n a ca res. u n c. ed u/tea m -ca ptain-reso u rces/d o n ati o n-d ro p-off-I ocatio n s/ 

Please be sure all forms are submitted to one of the sites listed below before 11am on Thursdays! You may drop off 

anytime during the week. Please note the Wilson Library drop off has been replaced with the UNC OneCard Office. 

Important General Reminders: 
Be sure to complete a report form with your paper pledges. This report must be submitted along with your other forms 

at the Thursday drop-off sites. Online ePledge information does not need to be recorded on a paper form. Please note 

that all attached forms are accessible on http://carolinacares.unc.edu/team-captain-resources/campaign-materials/ 

¯ Please make sure fill out a separate report form for each of your departments. Do not group/roll up your 

departments on the same report form. Departments will not receive the proper credit towards their 30% 
participation if submitted in this format. 

Reminder: Please remind your employees to give through ePledge, http://carolinacares.unc.edu/ 

Do Not to give on the SECC website. If you have an employee who gives on the SECC website a credit card confirmation 

will need to be submitted on a paper pledge form. If you have questions please contact Kim Andrews- 

Kim_Andrews@unc.edu 

Please note that there is a two week lag time to process paper pledges. Employees who submit paper pledges will 

continue to receive campus ePledge emails for a short period until form is processed. We apologize for any 

inconvenience. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, November 5, 2013 3:30 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

CV 

:v-2013E.pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alumnimail@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 3:40 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Out of the Blue: New Chancellor Installed; Leukemia Takes Sylvia Hatchell Off the Bench; 25th 
Annual Young Alumni Awards 

NEWSLETTER of THE UNC GENERAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION I NOVEMBER 2o13 

Travis Gore IV 

Life Member 

Thank you for your life 

membership 

Are you the GAA Member of the Month? Scroll down to find out. 

NNWS ~T C~NOL~N~ 

CHECK OUT THESE 
~q E ~vl B E R REWARDS 

~ Beat the Increase 

Life membership rates 

will soon increase $1OO. Beat 

the increase and never pay 

dues again. Payment plans 

start at $3o.5o per month 

for only- ~4 months. 

Career Teleelass: 

Folt Installed as Chancellor on University Day 
"The future is up to us," Carol Folt, Carolina’s 11th chancellor and the first woman to 

hold the post, told some ~,5oo people in Polk Place. 

Alumni turn out to help install new chancellor 

Students Celebrate Chancellor at Folt Fest 

Five Receive Distinguished Alumni Awards 

Leukemia Takes Sylvia Hatchell Off the Bench 
The active-coach leader in wins said she will remain "very much involved" with day- 

to-day operations of the w omen s basketball team. 

UNC Gets $55 Million to Speed Research Benefits 
The medical school will continue to look for ways to speed the benefits of science to 

people in the state. 

Three Charged in Football Probe 



Resumes That Get 

Results 

Learn how to create a 

resume that will get you an 

interview. Dial in at noon on 

Nov. 18 tbr advice on 

capturing the interest of 

employers. 

~!~ Dift~rent Texture. 

Still Nostalgic. 

Take the Carolina Alumni 

Review with you wherever 

you go. Read the most recent 

issues on your smartphone 

or tablet with the Review’s 

mobile app - included with 

your print subscription. 

Available on the App Store 

and on Google Play. 

GAA MEMBER OF THE 
MONTH 

Brian Mauriee Peek 

Annual Member 

Brian, to claim your $25 

Johnny T-shirt gift 

certificate, email 

membership@unc.edu by 

Nov. 30. 

Brian was selected at 

random @om G~%4 members 

currently subscribed to "Out 

of the Blue." 

An agent and a former tutor in the athletics department are arnong those facing 

criminal charges. 

AIDS Researcher Earns N.C. Award for Science 
Already recoguized for his HIViAIDS work, Dr. Myron Cohen adds oue of the state’s 

highest honors. 

For more news items, see alumni.unc.eduiarticle.asp?SID=18. 

Represents a G~%k member exclusive program or service, or GAA members 
receive a discount. As a member, take advantage of these and other valuable 
member benefits. 

Homecoming Info Available On-the-Go 
Keep the most up-to-date information fi)r this weekend’s fall classic at your fingertips 

with the new- Homecoming mobile app. View the schedule of events, photos, helpful 

links, milestone reunions, game-day inlbrmation and more. Make the most of your 

weekend in Chapel Hill. 

Two Receive Young Alumni Awards 
Award-winning teacher-author Stuart Albright ’ol -- who inspires students in the 

classroom and on the football field -- and journalist~teacher Thanassis Cambanis ’96 .... 

who writes about the Middle East -- are honored by the GAA. 

Since 1989, the O~4~4’s Distinguished Young Alumni Awards have recognized 

alumni age 4o or younger whose accomplishments have brought credit to the 

University. Do you know someone we should consider ti)r the award? Tell us 

about him or her at alumni.unc.edu/aboutus/nominafionsiDYASuggest.asp 

roster of past recipients is available at alumni.unc.eduiawards. 

Alumni Night at Women’s Basketball 
When perennial powers UNC and Tennessee meet up for a 9 p.m. ESPN2 matchup on 

Monday, Nov. 11, Carolina alumni can enjoy giveaways, drawings and special 

performances by the UNC Clef Hangers at Carmichael Arena. 

Discotmted Basketball Tickets Available 
members may purchase Slo upper-level tickets, based on availability, to the UNC 

UNC-Wilmington men’s basketball game on New Year’s Eve at 5 p.m. 

£ Member Madness: You Could Be a Winner 
On Jan. 12, all GAA members will automatically be entered into a drawing to win great 

prizes including two tickets to the UNC-Duke men’s basketball game, an iPad mini and 

a S15o Johnny T-shirt gift certificate. 

Thank You for Serving Carolina 



Thanks to you, Tar Heel Service Day had a record year. Nearly 1,4oo alumni and 

f>iends served 8,161 hours in honor of University Day on Oct. 12. Check out the photo 

gallery from Tar Heel Service Day 2o13. 

Explore the Idyllic Dalmatian Coast 
Travel with Kenan Professor aodi Magness May 15-23 and explore Croatia and 

Montenegro aboard the lOG-passenger Corinthian. Enjoy biking along country roads 

and kayaking excursions in secluded coves. 

Tell Us About ... Your Carolina Mementos 
What do you have around that reminds you of Carolina every- day? Is it a key ring you 

see every- time you start your car? A coffee cup that starts your day? A song in your 

earphones when you’re out for a jog? A lamp that’s the last thing you turn out before 

hitting the sack? Share stories on our alumni message boards, as well as photos on 

Facebook, Instagram and Twitter using the hashtag #HoldingOnToTheHilL 

All alumni and friends are invited to read comments from fellow Tar Heels; 

registered users of the online comrnunity can open topics for discussion and 

post their thoughts on various subjects. 

You have received this message because you have subscribed to "Out of the Blue." 

PRI~L&CY POLICY: The "Out of the Blue" subscriber list is not open to the public, ensuring that your privaw and email 

address are protected. The GAA does not sell information about you, including your email address, to anyone for any 

purpose. If you suspect that your information has been misused, please let us know by sending an email to: 

gaa-online@une.edu. If you do not wish to receive future "Out of the Blue" newsletters, please send your request to 

alumni-news@une.edu and include your fall name, address and class year, or unsubscribe via this link: Unsubseribe Link 

UNC General Alumni Association I George Watts Hill Alumni Center I Stadium Drive I Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 

702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 8:00 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: exam proctoring 

Great. Thanks Travis. 

On Nov 5, 2013, at 5:48 PM, "Gore, Travis" <stgore@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Lydia, 

First off let me say congratulations!!! Everything went fine today. Mamarame dropped off the exams and 

I have them locked up in the main office. Say hello to Ivy Louise for me! 

Best, 

Travis 

From: Boyd, Lydia C 
Sent: Monday, November 04, 2013 7:46 PM 
To: Mamarame Seck 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: exam proctoring 

Hi Mamarame and Travis, 

Mamarame, thanks so much for proctoring my exam. The AAAD 300 exam is attached. 

Also, I have one student from my other class (AAAD ) taking a make-up exam during this class 
period. Her name is               She should introduce herself to you and give you a note from 
her doctor explaining why she missed last week’s exam. She should be given the AAAD 
midterm (which I have also attached) to take instead of the AAAD    exam. 

Travis -- would you please do me a favor and make 37 copies of the AAAD 300 midterm for 
Mamarame? He will need them before the 3:30 pm class period Tuesday (tomorrow). Could you 
also print him one copy of the AAAD 200 midterm? (Both exams are attached). Thanks so much! 

Mamarame, the exam is closed book. The students should not be using any notes or books during 
the exam. They should record all of their answers in their blue books, and turn in both the exam 
and blue books to you. 

Again, thanks so much to both of yo!! We did not expect Ivy Louise to make such an early 
appearance. So I am grateful for the support of colleagues during this time. 

best, 



Lydia 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 
Assistant Professor 
Department of African and African American Studies 
Battle Hall, CB #3395 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
lydia.boyd@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Flowers, Valencia G <vflowers@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 8:42 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Richardson, Mark <richardm@email.unc.edu>; 
McAlister, Matthew Keith <mkmcalis@email.unc.edu>; Fulenwider, C. Lindsay 
<lindsay@email.unc.edu>; Harris, Lori <lori@unc.edu>; Fholer, Marie A 
<fholer@email.unc.edu>; Pope, Tonya <tepope@email.unc.edu>; McNeil, Kathleen 
<kamcneil@email.unc.edu>; Ray, Nancy L <nray@email.unc.edu>; Sullivan, Kate 
<kasully@email.unc.edu>; Futrell, Betty S <bfutrell@email.unc.edu>; Walker, Victoria 
Ward <vwwalker@email.unc.edu>; Coble, Sherry B <SCOBLE@email.unc.edu>; Tufts, 
Amy Z <atufts@email.unc.edu>; Poole, Caroline Willoughby 
<caroline.poole@unc.edu>; Kent, Adam S <akent@unc.edu>; Cox, Tammy L 
<tlcox@email.unc.edu>; Blakemore, David L <blakemor@email.unc.edu>; Isley, Alice 
B <agirod@email.unc.edu>; Leonard, Lindsay <lindsle@email.unc.edu>; Whitling, 
Brian E <whitling@email.unc.edu>; Williams, Susan Staples <swms@unc.edu>; Butler, 
Jennifer W <j ennifer butler@unc.edu>; Hopper, Trent <trent hopper@unc.edu>; 
Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu>; Toscher, Hope <toscher@email.unc.edu>; 
Smither, Tom <tomnc@unc.edu>; McLain, Kelsea Beth <kbmclain@email.unc.edu>; 
Sauer, Beth H <bhsauer@email.unc.edu>; Watson, Ann Davis 
<toniaann@email.unc.edu> 

Summer 2014 Course Descriptions 

Good morning, 

A friendly reminder that your updated course descriptions for Summer 2014 are due no later than Friday, November 15. 

If you have any questions or concerns please feel free to contact me. 

Thank you, 

Administrative Ass~stan~ 

Summer School 
134 E.Franklin Street, CB # 334 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3340 
(P) 919.966.4364/(F) 919.962.2752 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy 17.isis.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 8:58 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Ticket 2644878 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Replaced cable from monitor. Bad cable. 

Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:ih~ww.m~c.eduiar- 
bin/web s~b/mdex.~e--check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Demetriou, Cynthia <cyndem@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 10:17 AM 

CORRECTION: This Friday - Please Join Us! 

Fall 2013 Schedule.pdf 

The lunch is NEXT Friday (November :15)- See you then! 

From: Demetriou, Cynthia 
Sent: Monday, November 04, 2013 9:28 AM 
Subject: This Friday - Please Join Us! 

Brown Bag Lunch Series on 
THE CROSSROADS OF STUDENT 

ENGAGEMENT 

SUCCESS" ACADEMICS, WELLNESS AND 

12 noon - 1:30 p.m. in Hanes Hall Room 239 

November 15th     The Student-Athlete Experience 
with Jenn Townsend, Associate Director, Academic Support for Student Athletes, and Spencer Welbom, 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising 

Athletics play a significant role at Carolina. But how many of us know what it is really like to be a student 
athlete? This session will highlight the demands of the day-to-day and in-season/out-of-season schedules of 
our student-athletes. We will look at factors that impact their college experience, their academic performance, 
their course choices and their ability to take advantage of high-impact opportunities such as research, 
internships and service learning. Considerations of their responsibilities in representing their team, their 
university and in some cases even their home countries will be explored, along with a discussion of the support 
services provided by the University. 

December 13th Mindfulness and Meditation for Ourselves and Our Students 
with Dr. Dan Darnell, Psychologist, Counseling and Psychological Services 

It’s the end of the semester and the winter holidays are approaching! It’s a perfect time for a presentation and 
discussion about what mindfulness is and how living mindfully enhances well-being We will also talk about 
ways to meditate and what a regular practice of meditation can do for you. 

Bring a friend! 
For further information or requests for future topics, contact: 

Cynthia Demetriou, Office of Undergraduate Education, cyndem@email.unc.edu 
Gary Miller, Academic Advising, gary.miller@unc.edu 
Kelli Raker, Student Wellness, raker@email.unc.edu 

Maureen Windle, Counseling and Psychological Services, mawindle@email.unc.edu 



Brown Bag Lunch Series on 

THE CROSSROADS OF STUDENT SUCCESS" ACADEMICS, WELLNESS AND ENGAGEMENT 

Fall 20  .3 S :hedu e 

All lunches are from 12 noon - 1:30 p.m. in Hones Hall Room 239 

September 6t" Notes on IX at UNC 

with Ew Ouimbaya-Winship, Student Complaint Coordinator/Deputy Title IX Officer 

A brief overview of recent federal guidelines around harassment and sexual violence issued to higher education 

institutions will be provided. Carolina’s response to these evolving expectations will be discussed. As well, Ew will provide 

an update on the work accomplished by the Title IX task Force over the summer; how students, faculty and staff are being 

encouraged to report and what the current reporting process is for individuals at UNC; and the conversation will end with 

a few thoughts and questions that will explore areas for growth. 

October 11th A Discussion About College Students with ADHD/LD 

with Theresa Maitland, Coordinator, Academic Success Program 

College students with ADHD/LD are the largest and fastest growing population of disabled students at UNC-Chapel Hill 

and on other campuses. While this is good news for these students, research suggests that they may be at greater risk. 

They maybe more likely to have lower retention and graduation rates, take longer to graduate as well as experience 

significant academic, emotional and/or social problems in college. Although seeking services can enhance their success, 

these students are notorious for not accessing resources (e.g. studies suggest less than 20% of college students with 

ADHD/LD actually use help). At this Brown Bag Lunch we will discuss the common issues these students encounter in 

college and resources available atUNC. The "warning signs that may signal that a student has an undiagnosed 

attentional or learning disability will be discussed and existing options for obtaining an evaluation. We will also 

brainstorm effective ways to communicate with students to facilitate their awareness and use of resources. 

November 15th The Student-Athlete Experience 

with Jenn Townsend, Associate Director, Academic Support for Student Athletes and 

Spencer Welborn, Assistant Dean, Academic Advising 

Athletics play a significant role at Carolina. But how many of us know what it is really like to beastudent 

athlete? This session will highlight the demands of the day-to-day and in-season/out-of-season schedules of 

our student-athletes. We will look at factors that impact their college experience, their academic performance, 

their course choices and their ability to take advantage of high-impact opportunities such as research, 

internships and service learning. Considerations of their responsibilities in representing their team, their 

university and in some cases even their home countries will be explored, along with a discussion of the support 

services provided by the University. 

December 13th Mindfulness and Meditation for Ourselves and Our Students 
with Dr. Dan Darnell, Psychologist, Counseling and Psychological Services 

It’s the end of the semester and the winter holidays are approaching! It’s a perfect time for a presentation and discussion 

about what mindfulness is and how living mindfully enhances well-being. We will also talk about ways to meditate and 

what a regular practice of meditation can do for you. 

Bring a friend! 
For further information or requests for future topics, contact: 

Cynthia Demetriou, Office of Undergraduate Education, cyndem@email.unc.edu 

Gary Miller, Academic Advising, gary.miller@unc.edu 

Kelli Raker, Student Wellness, raker@email.unc.edu 
Maureen Windle, Counseling and Psychological Services, mawindle@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, November 6, 2013 2:00 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: The Chinese Invasion 

The Chinese Invasion of Africa.docx.ppt 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 2013 8:46 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: The Chinese Invasion 



The Chinese Invasion of Af~ica~s 
Info~ma! Economies 

AAAD, 
Margaret C. Lee 

Faculty Colloquium 
February 6, 20] 3 



Outline of Presentation 

Globalization from Above and Globalization 
from Below 

The Case of Alice Fashion in Accra, Ghana 
The Chinese Trading Post in Oshikango, 
Namibia 
The Case 
Ghana 
What are 
these 
them 

of the Chinese Gold Miners in 

the long-term consequences of 
invasions if African governments allow 
to continue? 



Globalization m 

Hegemonic 
Agents include states (both 
developing) 
Multinational Corporations 

developed and 

Private firms 
International 
International 
Governing institutions- 
and powerful 

organizations 
Financial Institutions 

in essence, the rich 



G!obalization f om Below 

Non-Hegemonic 
Transnational flow of people and goods 
involving relatively small amounts of capital 
Informal, often semi-legal or illegal 
transactions 
Informal economy- some argue that there is no 
longer an "informal economy" but globalization 
from below because it captures the reality of 
what’s happening on the ground. 
In essence, there exists a symbiotic relationship 
between the two globalizations. They represent 
all aspects of the capitalist-world economy. 



The Case of Alice Fashion in Accra 
Ghana 



Alice Fashion in Accra 



The Chinese Trading Post in 
Oshikango, Namibia 



























The Case of the Chinese Gold 
Miners 



What will be the long-term consequences of these 
invasions if African governments allow them to continue? 

1. Where are we now? (Kenya, Malawi, 

2. Where are we going? 

Increased violence and civil society 
opposition. 
Increased unemployment and de- 
industrialization. 

Senegal). 

Increased challenges to the state - corruption 
(as in the case of Namibia and Ghana). 
More, not less, Chinese power over African 



governmental officials who will increasingly 
rely on Chinese kick-backs to support 
elections and other governmental objectives. 

3. Where should we be going? 

To begin to send the Chinese migrant traders 
back to China; Africans in China send enough 
goods to Africa; the markets should be 
returned to African traders who can continue 
to work with Africans on the ground in China 
to get the necessary goods to African 



In this regard, African markets are so 
saturated with Chinese goods that it is 
actually cheaper to buys Chinese goods in 
Africa than in China. 
African leaders, vis-a-vis African regional 
economic organizations, need to develop 
policies towards Chinese entering the 
continent like the West did after 9/1 1. The 
crisis in Africa with Chinese immigration is so 



serious that it should be examined within 
context of what the West did to prevent 
certain people from entering this country 
post-9! 1 1. 

the 



T you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Smith, Carl V <Carl. Smith@energy.unc. edu> 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 2:36 PM 

’Jim Welsh’ (JimWelsh@webolton.com); Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Roach, 
Charles W <Charles.Roach@facilities.unc.edu>; Lynch, Craven E 
<Craven.Lynch@facilities.unc.edu>; Vierra, Billy M <billy.vierra@facilities.unc.edu> 

Babel, Christopher L <Christopher.Babel@energy.unc.edu>; Faison, Kevin W 
<Kevin.Faison@energy.unc.edu>; Haith, Terry E <terry.haith@energy.unc.edu>; 
Turner, Chick L <chick.turner@energy.unc.edu>; Pike, Jim 
<jim.pike@energy.unc.edu>; Mullen, Douglas Neal 
<Douglas.Mullen@energy.unc.edu>; Bridges, Phillip Edward 
<Phillip.Bridge@energy.unc.edu>; Devinney, George D 
<GeorgeDevinney@energy.unc.edu> 

RE: Battle/Vance/Pettigrew Chilled Water Outage 

The chilled water was restored to the Building around 2pm today. Thanks for everyone’s help. 

From: Devinney, George D 
Sent: Monday, November 04, 2013 11:27 AM 
To: Work Management (l:acilities Services); ’Jim Welsh’ (JimWelsh@webolton.com); Gore, Travis; Roach, Charles W; 
Lynch, Craven E; Vierra, Billy M 
Cc: Babel, Christopher L; l:aison, Kevin W; Haith, Terry E; Turner, Chick L; Smith, Carl V; Pike, Jim; Mullen, Douglas Neal; 
Bridges, Phillip Edward 
Subject: Battle/Vance/Pettigrew Chilled Water Outage 

Chilled Water Outage (Air Conditioning On~y} 

Starting" 7:00 a.m. Wednesday November 6, 2013 
Ending" 8:00 a.m. Thursday November 7, 2013 
Buildings Affected: Batt~e/Vance/Pettigrew 

Reason: UNC Construction Management is upgrading the HVAC system on the 

3rd floor. 

Building Contact Made: Travis Gore 

Facilities Services Contacts Made: Cra Lynch 

If you have questions or concerns Chilled Water contacts are: 
George Oevinney - 919-698o7824 
Tomkins Chilled Water Operations Center- 919-962-1448 

During this time if you have any HVAC concerns please contact Work 



Management at 962-3456. 

Thanks, 

George Devinney 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Energy Services - Chilled Water 
Maintenance and Mechanical Supervisor 
Office: 919-962-6475 
Cell: 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

ConnectCarolina <connectcarolina_info@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, November 6, 2013 3:26 PM 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email. unc.edu> 
ConnectCarolina Newsletter for November 6, 2013 

Display problems? View this newsletter in your browser. 

,ov. e C 
ConnectCarolina Newsletter 

Important Changes to 

ConnectCarolina Access for 
Faculty and Staff 

ITS is implementing changes to faculty and staff 

connections to the ConnectCarolina application: off campus access to ConnectCarolina will require the 

use of Virtual Private Network (VPN) software and on campus access using wireless needs to be through 

the UNC-Secure wireless network. These changes will go into effect in mid-November. More information 

here: , u nc, ed u/hel~’vLpn- nstallation-and-clients/ 

Read onine 

Go-Live Date for Finance 
and HR/Payroll 

The ConnectCarolina Executive Sponsors have 

announced the new go-live date for the Finance and 

HR/Payroll components: October 2014. The project 

team is also reworking the schedule for training, which 

will take place in the August-October 2014 time frame. 

Read the full announcement in PDF format. 

Login to ConnectCarolina Via 
New Portal 

Login to ConnectCarolina is now through the landing page 



at ~p:i/connectcarolina~unc~edu~ This leads to the new 

portal, and affects everyone who uses ConnectCarolina: 

faculty, staff, students and alumni. The MyUNC 

(http://my.unc.edu/) web page will be phased out. 

Read the full a£icle online. 

Accuracy and Privacy of 
Information on Online Campus 

Directory 

Have you looked at your information in the online campus 

directory? Is your home address correct? Do you know that you can control what is displayed through 

the directory’s privacy settings? 

To review and update your directory information, please log in at ~p://connectcarolina.unc.edui and click 

on Update Personal Information at the upper left of your screen. You can also choose whether certain 

information, such as your home and/or dorm address, is publicly viewable in the directory. 

Read the full a~cle online. 

New FAQs Posted 
Got questions about ConnectCarolina Finance and HR/Payroll? There’s a good 

chance our new FAQs have the answers! 

Read the full article onl he. 

Extensive Testing for an 
Effective System 

One of the most important parts of the 

ConnectCarolina project is extensive testing of 

the system prior to go-live. This ensures that 

every piece of the system works properly and 

that ConnectCarolina will be an effective tool that 

meets your needs. 

More on testing in this video. 



Campus Staff Featured in 
ConnectCarolina Videos 

What do campus users think about ConnectCarolina? Is it 

difficult to learn? What advantages does it bring to the 

University? Find out in short videos on ConnectCarolina’s 

YouTube channel. 

Unsubscribe - Edit your subscription 

ConnectCarolina 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ccinfo.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 9:56 AM 

Andrew Briley <                  @gmail.com> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Budget Blinds quote 

Hello Andrew 

will like to know, when you can start the job. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: Andrew Briley [mailto: 
Sent: Thursday, October 31, 2013 11:58 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: Budget Blinds quote 

~gmail.com] 

No problem...Travis gave me his number so I can coordinate with him...thanks 

On Oct 31, 2013 9:22 AM, "Colon, Sonia" <sonia colon~med.unc.edu> wrote: 
Good morning Andrew 

Mr. Gore is not going to be at the office today, so we need to re schedule. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: Andrew Work [mailto @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, October 28, 2013 8:51 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: Budget Blinds quote 

No I was not...I can be out there Thursday afternoon for sure 

Andrew Briley 
Sales Consultant 
Budget Blinds 
919-361-0495 

On Oct 25, 2013, at 11:00 AM, "Colon, Sonia" <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello Andrew 

Were you able to go to Battle Hall building? 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: Andrew Work [mailto: ;@0mail.com] 



Sent: Monday, October 21, 2013 9:53 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: Budget Blinds quote 

Hey Sonia, 
I will be in Chapel hill today.. If you guys can have that other office unlocked I will measure it and 
get your order going today...thanks so much 

Andrew Briley 
Sales Consultant 
Budget Blinds 
919-361-0495 

On Oct 18, 2013, at 1:04 PM, "Colon, Sonia" <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello Andrew 

Please let me know when you can start the blinds installment job. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Thursday, October 17, 2013 2:01 PM 
To: ’Andrew Briley’ 
Subject: RE: Budget Blinds quote 

Hello Andrew 

Please find attached signed estimate, as our acceptance of the price for the blinds job, on 

office 1 and office 2. 

To be able to add your company as UNC system vendor, please fill and sign the attached W-9 

form. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: Andrew Briley [mailto: 
Sent: Wednesday, October 16, 2013 8:24 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Budget Blinds quote 

,~. qmail.com] 

Sonya, I apologize for not getting this quote to you earlier. I know you called in last 
week to ask for it. I have attached it to this email. This quote includes a 30% discount 
off of our retail prices. Our Signature Series blinds have a Limited Lifetime Warranty 
from the manufacturer as well as our No Questions Asked Replacement Policy for 5 
years. Please let me know any questions you have moving forward. I know that I 
couldn’t get in to measure the other office last time I was out there so I just estimated 
the price based on the other office. If the windows are larger than what I estimated the 
price will not change. Thanks so much for your patience. 

-Andrew Briley 



Sales Consultant 
Budget Blinds 
919-361-0495 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Partridge, Chris <chrispartridge@unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 2:14 PM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Waitlists on Cross-Listed Sections 

Hello Departmental Schedulers, 

During the most recent fall registration our office was made aware of a significant glitch in the Connect Carolina 

(PeopleSoft) registration program. We discovered cross-listed courses, because they share a combined section course 

cap, can produce phantom enrollment numbers that are tallied as actual course enrollment. These phantom enrollments 

prevented students from enrolling in open sections if a cross-listed section was carrying a waitlist. Our initial research 

and testing did not yield a workable solution and PeopleSoft did not provide any solutions either, so we had originally 

thought that this issue was unresolvable. 

Continuing with our research and testing on the issue, an adroit member of the Registrar’s office discovered an 

alternative way to support multiple waitlists for cross-listed classes. While PeopleSoft is generally unable to support this 

functionality, we are happy to announce that you may carry multiple waitlists for cross-listed sections at Carolina 

providing you notify the Registrar’s office with the overall combined section course cap INCLUDING waitlists when you 

submit cross-listed courses at the beginning of the semester. 

This additional step of submitting combined section course caps (again, INCLUDING waitlists) to the Registrar’s office will 

ensure that our office will update Connect Carolina with the data that will prevent phantom enrollments. 

We hope this information makes your scheduling and registration tasks a little easier this Spring. 

All the best, 

Christopher M. Partridge 

Assistant University Registrar for Scheduling 

Office of the University Registrar 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Phone - 919-962-9837 

Fax - 919-843-8709 

http://registrar.unc.edu ~ ~ 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-33831007-34472124, d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b 0159ed79e86 e7 e(’~li stserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ann McLaughlin <info@ngoabroad.com> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 10:45 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Africa Studies needed - please CIRCULATE & L1NK 

Colleagues, 

Would you be so kind as to CIRCULATE the following announcement to your students, alumni 
and professors via Facebook, newsletter and/or listserv and create a LINK on your Resources page? 

RSVP. Thank you! 
Ann McLaughlin 
Director, NGOabroad 

We have just come back from Africa Whirlwind Tour so have exciting, new 
INTERNSHIP & VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES 2014 

MICRO-FINANCE & SMALL ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT 
Rwanda: Thriving MFI welcomes many skills: Finance, Business, IT. Must be college grad. 
Tanzania: emphasize saving $ before you can get micro-loan. Great for students! 
Morocco: both corporate and gmssroots micro-finance orgs require French. 
Almost everywhere: Need people with entrepreneurial minds who can help great enterprise that sustains org. 

WATER & SANITATION 
Kenya: Stellar org that created toilets all over slums and then all over Nairobi & throughout Kenya, 
is looking for people that educate people about importance of clean water as they roll out Clean Water phase. 

DEMOCRACY & PEACE BUILD1NG 
Kenya: Stellar org that pushed for new constitution that gives more power to citizens needs writers & community educators to help 
Kenya make this transition devolving power from Nairobi. 
Kenya: after post election violence in 2007-8, this org grew to teach Kenyans alternatives to violence. 

HUMAN RIGHTS 
Tanzania: Empower Tanzanians by teaching what their rights are and how legal system works. 
Morocco: esteemed international org brings human rights abuses to light. (Must speak French.) 

RURAL DEVELOPMENT 
Cameroon: help villagers improve crop yields so they have some cash crop...so have $5 for a mosquito net. 
Tanzania (Maasai): help create rural livelihoods 
Ghana: Show organic farming techniques &/or teach at agricultural college 

WOMEN 
Uganda, Rwanda & Cameroon: help with domestic violence programs (men wanted) & "income generation" for women 
Morocco, Uganda & Tanzania: work on women’s rights awareness campaigns 

SUSTAINABLE ENERGY 
Tanzania & Ghana: help with biomass, wind and solar energy projects or education. 

ENVIRONMENT 
Uganda & Ghana: oil has been discovered. Help see that citizens prosper vs all the profits go to the top like in Nigeria. 



YOUTH 
Ghana, Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania: mentor, rotor and lead activities with AIDS orphans, at-risk youth, deaf students or those who have 
been through Joseph Kony LRA war 

HEALTH 
Uganda & Rwanda: nursing, medical, OT or PT professional & students needed in hospitals & clinics 
Tanzania: work with AIDS and palliative care 

REFUGEES 
Uganda: public health and "income generation" with Congolese refugees 
Morocco: help with resettlement & rights for sub Sahara refugees trying to get to Europe 

Both experienced professionals & studems needed. 

Interested? 
Please read NGOabroad website 
hllp :/Twww.ngoabroad.con~/ 
and send answered Questionnaire and resume to: 
info@NGOabroad.com 

These are volunteer opportunities. 
Applications are accepted on a rolling basis. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ann McLaughlin <info@ngoabroad.com> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 10:46 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Africa Studies needed - please CIRCULATE & L1NK 

Colleagues, 

Would you be so kind as to CIRCULATE the following announcement to your students, alumni 
and professors via Facebook, newsletter and/or listserv and create a LINK on your Resources page? 

RSVP. Thank you! 
Ann McLaughlin 
Director, NGOabroad 

We have just come back from Africa Whirlwind Tour so have exciting, new 
INTERNSHIP & VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES 2014 

MICRO-FINANCE & SMALL ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT 
Rwanda: Thriving MFI welcomes many skills: Finance, Business, IT. Must be college grad. 
Tanzania: emphasize saving $ before you can get micro-loan. Great for students! 
Morocco: both corporate and gmssroots micro-finance orgs require French. 
Almost everywhere: Need people with entrepreneurial minds who can help great enterprise that sustains org. 

WATER & SANITATION 
Kenya: Stellar org that created toilets all over slums and then all over Nairobi & throughout Kenya, 
is looking for people that educate people about importance of clean water as they roll out Clean Water phase. 

DEMOCRACY & PEACE BUILD1NG 
Kenya: Stellar org that pushed for new constitution that gives more power to citizens needs writers & community educators to help 
Kenya make this transition devolving power from Nairobi. 
Kenya: after post election violence in 2007-8, this org grew to teach Kenyans alternatives to violence. 

HUMAN RIGHTS 
Tanzania: Empower Tanzanians by teaching what their rights are and how legal system works. 
Morocco: esteemed international org brings human rights abuses to light. (Must speak French.) 

RURAL DEVELOPMENT 
Cameroon: help villagers improve crop yields so they have some cash crop...so have $5 for a mosquito net. 
Tanzania (Maasai): help create rural livelihoods 
Ghana: Show organic farming techniques &/or teach at agricultural college 

WOMEN 
Uganda, Rwanda & Cameroon: help with domestic violence programs (men wanted) & "income generation" for women 
Morocco, Uganda & Tanzania: work on women’s rights awareness campaigns 

SUSTAINABLE ENERGY 
Tanzania & Ghana: help with biomass, wind and solar energy projects or education. 

ENVIRONMENT 
Uganda & Ghana: oil has been discovered. Help see that citizens prosper vs all the profits go to the top like in Nigeria. 



YOUTH 
Ghana, Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania: mentor, rotor and lead activities with AIDS orphans, at-risk youth, deaf students or those who have 
been through Joseph Kony LRA war 

HEALTH 
Uganda & Rwanda: nursing, medical, OT or PT professional & students needed in hospitals & clinics 
Tanzania: work with AIDS and palliative care 

REFUGEES 
Uganda: public health and "income generation" with Congolese refugees 
Morocco: help with resettlement & rights for sub Sahara refugees trying to get to Europe 

Both experienced professionals & studems needed. 

Interested? 
Please read NGOabroad website 
hllp :/Twww.ngoabroad.con~/ 
and send answered Questionnaire and resume to: 
info@NGOabroad.com 

These are volunteer opportunities. 
Applications are accepted on a rolling basis. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weed-Buzinski, Kym <kweed@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 7:21 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Americanist Speaker Series: Abigail Manzella, Thursday 11/14/13 at 7pm 

Hi Travis, 

Will you please circulate the following announcement about an upcoming Americanist Speaker Series event to faculty and grad 
students in your department? 

Thanks, 
Kym 

Kym Weed-Buzinski, M.A. 

Doctoral Student 
Department of English and Comparative Literature 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Greenlaw 322 

k~eed ~email,u ncoed u 

The Americanist Speaker Series presents: Abigail Manzella 

"The African American Great Migration South: Allegory and Movement in Zora Neale Hurston’s Their Eyes 
Were Watching God" 

Thursday, November 14, 7:00 p.m. 

at the home of Priscilla Wald and Joe Donahue, 
2605 McDowell Rd., Durham, North Carolina 27705 

Refreshments provided. 

We are pleased to announce that Abigail Manzella, Resident Associate at the National Humanities Center, will join us for the final 
Americanist Speaker Series event of the fall. She will be presenting a paper entitled "The African American Great Migration South: Allegory 
and Movement in Their Eyes Were Watching God." She argues the novel is structured as an allegorical road story that does not ignore the 
Great Migration but instead focuses on an inverted j ourney into the South, connecting spatial relations to the main character’s episodic 
counter-Great Migration journey to self and community. That is, Their Eyes directly links migration to a way of viewing spatial dynamics 
flaat politicizes and genders space, showing the female protagonist’s search for a collective, imagined location of African American identity 
flaat exists outside the bounds of the northern movement. 

Abby is currently a Resident Associate at the National Humanities Center and will be a Visiting Fellow in the spring at flae Institute for 
Humanities Research at Arizona State University. She has taught at Yeshiva University, Centre College, and the University of Virginia. The 
work she will be presenting comes from her book project Permanent Transients: 20th-Century Internal Migration and Community in U.S. 
Women’s Fiction. 

Follo~ ~:he Americanist ~peaker Series o~ ~:acebook, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Copy <carolinacopy@aux-services.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 9:55 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Carolina Copy Customer Service Rep Survey 

Dear Sam Gore, 

You are receiving this email because you submitted an on-line service request to Carolina Copy and we value your input. 

Please take the time to complete this survey about the Carolina Copy customer service representative. The survey is user-friendly and 
you should be able to complete it within five minutes. Below is the link to the on-line survey. 

Survey URL: 
~:/iselectsurvev~csit.~r~coeduiTakeSurvewas~x?Survev~iD=p2KK69~&Ticket=25754 

Person you are evaluating: Tony Rogers 

Thank you for your participation. 
Carolina Copy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rosenthal, Jamie <jrosent@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 10:47 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Caribbean Literature Course - Spring 2014 

Dea r Travis, 

I am teaching a Caribbean literature course next semester that may be of interest to students in the Department of 
African, African American, and Diaspora Studies. Could you please send the course information below to the appropriate 
listserv? 

Thanks! 

Jamie Rosenthal 

Jamie Rosenthal 
Research Assistant Professor 
Department of English and Comparative Literature 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
jrosent@email.unc.edu 

English 240, Section 001: Caribbean Literature 
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, 11: 00am-ll: 50am 

This course provides an introduction to the literature of the English-speaking Caribbean, paying special attention to the 
ways in which Caribbean writers use diverse literary forms to imagine and reinterpret the region’s complex histories of 
migration and social struggle. Our readings--which focus on Barbados, Jamaica, Antigua, and other Caribbean islands-- 
will cover topics including the histories of colonial conquest and settlement; the experiences of African slaves and Chinese 
and Indian indentured laborers in Caribbean plantation societies; slave rebellion; nationalism and decolonization; 
creolization/cultural mixing; and gender and sexuality. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Antonio Arce <ama2@duke.edu> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 12:19 PM 

Escobar, Arturo <aescobar@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stsore@email.unc.edu>; 

Cerny, Rhoda <rcerny@email.unc.edu>; Walker, Victoria Ward 

<vwwalker@email.unc.edu>; Alex Pfaff <alex.pfaff@duke.edu>; Riefkohl Muniz, Beatriz 

S <riefkohl@email.unc.edu> 

Afro-Colombian Land Titlin8 and Natural Resource Manasement Nov. 22 2013 Duke 

Campus 

veleztalk flyer[2].pdf; Directions and Parkin8 for Rubenstein Hall[1].docx 

Dear colleagues, 

This upcoming talk may be of interest to you and your students and friends. Please publicize widely. 

You are cordially invited to attend a special discussion: 

Natural Resource Management and Governance in Afro-Colombian Communities 

By 

CLACS Mellon Visiting Professor 

Maria Alejandra V~lez 

Associate Professor of Management and Resource Economics at the Universidad de Los Andes, Bogota, Colombia. 

Friday Nov. 22, 2013 

4:30pm-6:00pm 

Duke University Rubenstein Hall 

Wine and refreshments provided! 

*Please see flier for more details and the attachment for directions and parking 

More about Prof. V~lez 

http~2/~latinamericancaribbean.dukeoedu!academics!mellomvisitingz~rofessor 

Sincerely 

Antonio Arce 
Assistant Director Duke Center for Latin American & Caribbean Studies; Director DukeEngage 

Chile; Co-Director Duke Brazil Initiative 

919-681-3981 office 

919-681-7966 fax 



2204 Erwin Rd. Room 138 

Durham, NC 27705 

http:i/latinamericancaribbean.duke.edu 



Directions and Parking for Rubenstein Hall 

Rubenstein Hall is located on Duke’s West Campus, on the corner of Towerview 
Road and Science Drive next to the Sanford Building, at 302 Towerview Drive. The 
buildings are accessible and handicapped visitor parking is available. 

Visitor parking for our buildings is available for a fee in the Science Drive visitor lot 
and at Duke’s Bryan Center parking lot and garage. 

1. Rubenstein Hall 

2, Bryan Center Parking Garage 

3. Science Drive Visitor Lot 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

poetryattechnc-request@lists.gatech.edu on behalf of 
Denton, Travis W <travis.denton@lmc.gatech.edu> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 2:08 PM 

Travis Wayne Denton <travis.denton@lmc.gatech.edu> 

[poetryattechnc] Thanks from Poetry@TECH and expanded workshop opportunities 

Dear Friends-- 
We just wanted to offer our sincere t~anks to you for making last night’s Poetry@TECH event wit~ Stephen Dunn and Anne Marie Macari such a 
huge success. Once again, we had a packed house filled with an obvious energy. This is our last reading for 2013, but we’ll be back on February 6, 
2014 wit~ our McEver Poetry Reading, featuring Smadra Meek, Rupert Fike, mad Bruce McEver. Also, look forward to our application for our 
Spring Community Workshops, which will be posted to our website later t~is mont~. In t~e meantime, take a moment to check out the additional 
workshop opportunities below--Tom and I are pretty excited about bot~ of t~em. 

Hope to hear from you soon. 

Only Good Things Always, 
Travis 

PALM BEACH POETRY FESTIVAL 

Our good friends at t~e Palm Beach Poetry Festival have asked us to let you know t~at the 10~ Annual Palm Beach Poetry Festival, Januaxy 20-25, 
2014 in Delray Beach, FL is offering poetry workshops with Nick Flynn, Carolyn Forchd, Linda Gregg, Thomas Lux, Campbell McGrath, Aimee 
Nezhukumatathil, Mary Ruefle and Tim SeiNes. 
An outstanding line-up! 

Faculty bios, workshop descriptions mad an online application form may be found on t~e festival’s website: www.palmbeachpoetryfestival.org 

The deadline to apply for a workshop is midnight, November 11, 2013. That’s coming up, so move quickly. 

In addition to the faculty poets, ot~er featured readers include Natasha Trethewey, Poet Laureate oft~e United States, Laure-Anne Bosselaar, Chard 
de Niord, and performmace poets Taylor Mali mad Glenis Redmond. 

One-on-One conferences wifla Sally Bliumis-Dunn, Traci Brimhall and Ginger Murchison are optional for workshop participants. 

The festival’s primary focus is on each writer’s work. Workshops axe limited in size to 12 participants and 3 auditors, all of whom must submit 3 
poems to qualify for admission. So each participant not only learns from flae leader, but also from fellow participants. Every paxticipant will come 
away from the festival wifla improved revision skills, and/or wifla drafts of new poems. And lots of new friends in poetry. 

Paxtial scholarship assistance is available for flaose who need it. 

Please join us in January for sun, fun and poetry! 

Questions? Feel free to send Miles Coon ma email message: palmbeachpoefest@aol.com 

THE COMALA CONFERENCE FOR WRITERS 

The Comala Conference for Writers, held in lke rustic Mexican city of Pfitzcuaro, brings extraordinary writers from around lke world togetker in a 
place lkat allows for work, exploration mad relaxation. Comala provides a balance between educational and social group-time mad time left for the 
individual to work and discover a new place in his or her own way. Participants will have the opportunity to work wilk outstmading faculty, Stephen 
Dobyns, Cleopatra Malkis, mad Karen Brennma; and share ideas and socialize witk olker dedicated writers in aaa incredibly culturally rich city. 
Pfitzcuaaco is a small city that was founded nearly 700 years ago located in the state of Michoacfin. The state is known for its beautiful natural 
offerings, for the preservation oflke long history of the area and its various cultures, and for towns such as Pfitzcuaro called Pueblos Mfigicos, 
which literally translates to magic towns, where visitors often find lkat lkeir experience is just that--full of a certain magic. 

For more information visit 
www.comalaconference.com 

Travis Denton 
Associate Director, Poetry @ TECH 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J <nick_siedentop@unc.edu> 

Monday,                  9:17 AM 

Siedentop, Nicholas J <nick_siedentop@unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R 
<krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis 
<stgore@email.unc.edu>; Richardson, Mark <richardm@email.unc.edu>; Herman, 
Bernie <blherman@email.unc.edu>; Robinson, Michelle <mmrobins@email.unc.edu>; 
Richardson, Mark <richardm@email.unc.edu>; Sawin, Patricia E <sawin@unc.edu>; 
Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J <collored@email.unc.edu>; Lambert, Valerie L 
<vlambert@email.unc.edu>; Stolle, Carrie K <stolle@email.unc.edu>; Michienzi, Lisa- 
Jean <michienz@email.unc.edu>; Steponaitis, Vincas P <vin@unc.edu>; Scarry, Clara 
Margaret <scarry@email.unc.edu>; Stallings, Megan Brooke <mstall@email.unc.edu>; 
Carter, Janis <carterl@email.unc.edu>; Hirschfield, James <jhirschf@email.unc.edu>; 
Williams, Lyneise E <williale@email.unc.edu>; Fulenwider, (2. Lindsay 
<lindsay@email.unc.edu>; Marzan, Mario M <mmarzan@email.unc.edu>; Kintz, Robert 
S <rkintz@email.unc.edu>; Yaqub, Nadia <yaqub@email.unc.edu>; Harris, Lori 
<lori@unc.edu>; Bardsley, Janice B <bardsley@email.unc.edu>; Hyde, Ruth F 
<ruth_hyde@unc.edu>; Batts, Donnyell <dlbatts@email.unc.edu>; Austell, Todd L 
<tlaustell2013@unc.edu>; Ashby, Valerie S <ashby@email.unc.edu>; Wightman, R. 
Mark <rmw@unc.edu>; Hillis, Ken <khillis@email.unc.edu>; Perucci, Tony 
<perucci@unc.edu>; Thomas, Elizabeth <lethomas@unc.edu>; Niland, (2arley 
<crniland@email.unc.edu>; jeffay@cs.unc.edu; turnbull@cs.unc.edu; 
gaskill@cs.unc.edu; LASTRA@CS.UNC.EDU; Mingo, Latasha 
<lmingo@email.unc.edu>; Kinsella, Tanya E <tekinsel@email.unc.edu>; Stephens, John 
D <j dsteph@unc.edu>; Volk, Stephanie D <volk@email.unc.edu>; Parke, William R 
<parke@email.unc.edu>; Walker, Victoria Ward <vwwalker@email.unc.edu>; 
Diconcilio, Joseph W <j oseph_diconcilio@unc.edu>; (2onway, Patrick J 
<patrick_conway@unc.edu>; Thompson, James <uthomp@email.unc.edu>; (2owan, 
Tara L <tlcowan@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, Beverly W <btaylor@email.unc.edu>; 
Richardson, Mark <richardm@email.unc.edu>; Legassie, Shayne A 
<shayne@email.unc.edu>; Anderson, Daniel <iamdan@unc.edu>; Cooke, Amy E 
<acooke@email.unc.edu>; McNeil, Kathleen <kamcneil@email.unc.edu>; Cable, Jaye E 
<j ecable@email.unc.edu>; Mc(2ullen, Ashley D <amcculle@email.unc.edu>; Salyer, 
Sherry L <salyer@email.unc.edu>; (2urrin, Denise (2 <dcurrin@email.unc.edu>; Padua, 
Darin A <dpadua@email.unc.edu>; Emch, Michael <emch@unc.edu>; Davis, Barbara 
Taylor <barb@unc.edu>; Phillips, Nell K <nphillip@email.unc.edu>; Moody, Aaron 
<aaronm@email.unc.edu>; Lees, Jonathan M <j onathan.lees@unc, edu>; Steadman, 
Elizabeth Mullane <emullane@email.unc.edu>; Wagner, Lara Suzanne 
<lswagner@email.unc.edu>; Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email.unc.edu>; Reynolds, 
Andrew S <asreynol@email.unc.edu>; Poole, Caroline Willoughby 
<caroline.poole@unc.edu>; Brundage, W Fitzhugh <brundage@email.unc.edu>; 
Fletcher, W Miles <wmfletch@email.unc.edu>; Kent, Adam S <akent@unc.edu>; 
Chase, Diana <dmchase@email.unc.edu>; Perez, Louis A <perez@email.unc.edu>; 
Clarke, Shelley <sclarke@email.unc.edu>; Riefkohl Muniz, Beatriz S 
<riefkohl@email.unc.edu>; Becker, Misha K <mbecker@email.unc.edu>; Mclver, 
Samelia <mciver@email.unc.edu>; Roberge, Paul T <ptr@email.unc.edu>; Seim, 
Harvey E <hseim@email.unc.edu>; Leonard, Lindsay <lindsle@email.unc.edu>; 
Alperin, Marc J <alperin@email.unc.edu>; Stedman, Susan F 
<sstedman@email.unc.edu>; Rimanyi, Richard <rimanyi@email.unc.edu>; McLaughlin, 
Richard M <rmm@email.unc.edu>; Flannery, Dixie <dixie_flannery@med.unc.edu>; 
Williams, Susan Staples <swms@unc.edu>; Negrete, Merida 
<mnegrete@email.unc.edu>; Katz, Mark <mkatz@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Wayne E 
<wlee@unc.edu>; Gorman, Jackie <jackie@unc.edu>; Lange, Marc B 



Subject: 

<mlange@email.unc.edu>; Roberts, John Thomas <jtrosap@email.unc.edu>; Staley, 
Sandy <sstaley@email.unc. edu>; Wolfe, Rebecca Farris <rebecca 1 @unc. edu>; Tsui, 
Frank <ftsui@physics.unc.edu>; Clemens, J. Christopher <clemens@physics.unc.edu>; 
Loftin, Beverly <bev1963@physics.unc.edu>; Huber, Evelyne H 
<ehuber@email.unc.edu>; Gent, Stephen E <gent@email.unc.edu>; Eubanks, Shannon 
G <seubanks@email.unc.edu>; Heske, Susan Jane <sheske@email.unc.edu>; Gitterman, 
Daniel P <danielg@email.unc.edu>; Perreira, Krista <perreira@email.unc.edu>; Howell, 
Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu>; Creedon, Mary Leigh <llmary@email.unc.edu>; 
Styers, Randall <rstyers@unc.edu>; Hammer, Juliane <jhammer@email.unc.edu>; 
Toscher, Hope <toscher@email.unc.edu>; Quick, Myra (2 <quick@unc.edu>; Hess, 
Jonathan M <JMHESS@email.unc.edu>; Perrin, Andrew J <andrew~errin@unc.edu>; 
(2hyatte, Mary Danielle <chyatte@email.unc.edu>; Wilcox, Sandy 
<swilcox@email.unc.edu>; Aldrich, Howard E <Howard_Aldrich@unc.edu>; Tyson, 
Karolyn D <kdtyson@email.unc.edu>;                      @live.unc.edu>; Booth, 
Karen M <kmbooth@email.unc.edu>; Hershfield, Joanne L <hershfld@email.unc.edu>; 
Thompson, Karen <kthomps 1 @email.unc. edu>; Watson, Ann Davi s 
<toniaann@email.unc.edu> 
Updating UGB text with senior honors thesis changes 

(Please do not reply-all to this message) 

Dear Colleagues, 

As you are updating your text for the          Undergraduate Bulletin, please ensure that all information related 
to your unit’s senior honors thesis process is in compliance with the recently-updated policies circulated by Honors 
Carolina. To review the updated policies, please see the Senior Honors Thesis Guidelines for Academic Units, 
Faculty Advisors, and Students in the College of Arts & Sciences. 

Please note several important changes from past policies: 

1) Students admitted to honors candidacy must now have a minimum overall GPA of 3.3 (up from 3.2). Individual 
academic units may not alter this standard; those that have done so in the past should adjust their policies 
accordingly. Units that wish to apply additional filtering may do so by imposing a higher standard for coursework 
within students’ major field(s) of study. 

2) The policy document outlines three possible formats for senior honors thesis programs. Those formats were 
designed to bring established practices fully into compliance with the College’s policies on independent study. A link 
to those policies is included in the document. 

3) The policy document provides new guidance on the assignment of the temporary grade IN. 

4) Students will no longer submit paper copies of their theses for archiving in the North Carolina Collection in Wilson 
Library. Instead, they will upload their theses to the Carolina Digital Archive. The policy document includes detailed 
instructions that units should share with their students. At the end of each term, individual units should verify that 

their students have completed the digital submission process. 

Nicholas Siedentop 

Curriculum Director 
Office of Undergraduate Curricula 
Campus Box 3504 I Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 I T 919.962.5819 

**Confidentiality notice: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and 

may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 

prohibited.** 





SYMPOSIUM: DIALOGUES ON EAST AFRICA AND AFRICAN UNITY AT 50 
NOVEMBER 18, 2013 

LOCATION: 
10.00AM-5.00PM PROGRAM (HYDE HALL, UNIVERSITY ROOM) 

6.00PM-7.00PM, KEYNOTE LECTURE (STONE CENTER, AUDITORIUM) 

10.00am-10.15am: Arrival and Coffee 
10.15am-10.30am: Opening remarks: Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja (U NC-Chapel Hill) 

10.30AM- 12.00PM (ROUNDTABLE): FROM THE ORGANIZATION OF AFRICAN UNITY TO AFRICAN UNION 

Chair: Eunice N. Sahle (UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Panelists: 
Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja (UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Bereket H. Selassie (UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Peter Anyang’ Nyong’o (Gro Harlem Brundland Senior Leadership Fellow, Harvard University) 

12.00PM-1.30PM: LUNCH 

1.30PM- 3.00PM: NATIONAL COHENSION, BLACK DIASPORA IN THE INDIAN OCEAN AND EXTERNAL RELATIONS 

Chair: Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja (UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Panelists: 
Mueni wa Muiu and Guy Martin (Winston-Salem State University): Kenya, the U.S., and China in East Africa: The End of an Era 
Gaurav Desai (Tulane University): The Indian Presence in East Africa: Implications for National Cohesion and African Unity 
Omar Ali (University of North Carolina at Greensboro): Black Diasporas in the Indian Ocean World: ’African Unity’ in the Long 
Duree 

3.00PM-3.30PM: COFFEE BREAK 

3.30PM- 5.00PM: DEBATES ON LANGUAGE, DISPLACEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT 

Chair: Kenneth Janken 

Panelists: 
Esther M. Lisanza (UNC-Chapel Hill): 50 years of Language Debates in East Africa’s Education Systems. 
Marie Garlock (UNC-Chapel Hill): Mining and Displacement in South Coast Kenya: Oral performance towards restorative justice 
Eunice N. Sahle (UNC-Chapel Hill): Feminism and political economy of development in East Africa 

6.00PM-7.00PM: KEYNOTE LECTURE (STONE CENTER) 

Introduction: Jonathan Hartlyn (UNC-Chapel Hill), Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and Global Programs 

Keynote Lecture: Peter Anyang’ Nyong’o (Gro Harlem Brundland Senior Leadership Fellow, Harvard University) 

Sponsored by: Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies and the African Studies Center 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 
Monday, November 11, 2013 9:57 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Message from Classroom scheduling 

Hi~ 
Just wanted to let you know that we will be in another Astra 7.5 meeting from, well, NOW to about 11:30! Please hold your 
calls until then. 

We know some of you are waiting with bated breath for Fall 2014 to open for course schedule maintenance. We are waiting 
for some specific information and when we receive the ’go ahead’ we will be rolling the Fall 2013 term to Fall 2014 and 
opening it for your general amusement. If you have any questions, please let us know. 

Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto:scheduling office@listserv.unc.edu 

registrar.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to 1 eave-33842575-34472124, d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b 0159ed79e86e7e~li stserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eaves, Shannon <seaves@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 10:29 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

TAAHC sponsorship 

Hi Travis, 

This is Shannon Eaves from the History Department. I am a member of the Triangle African American History Colloquium and we 
are holding our annual Conference in February. This year’s theme is The Place of Education in African American History and Culture. 
TAAHC is an officially recognized student organization here at UNC and we are seeking sponsorship for this year’s conference. We 
usually yield donations from campus entities like the History Department, Center for the Study of the American South, and the 
Institute of African American Research. 

We would be very grateful if the Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies would support us in our efforts for 
our 2014 conference. I would truly appreciate it if you would pass along this request to the proper channels. 

Thanks so much, 
Shannon Eaves 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Demetriou, Cynthia <cyndem@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 12:35 PM 

Special Invitation: High Impact Practice at Carolina Conference 

HIGH IMPACT CAROLINA Advertisement.pdf 

Dear Colleague, 

I write to invite you to next year’s important University-wide conversation promoting high-impact academic practices at 

Carolina. The High Impact Carofina conference, to be held on February 7, 2014, will focus on recommendations from the 

Association of American Colleges and Universities (AAC&U) monograph, High-Impact Educational Practices: What They 

Are, Who Has Access to Them, and Why They Matter. The conference will feature talks from national experts, including 

Tia Brown McNair, Senior Director for Student Success in the Office of Diversity, Equity, and Student Success at AAC&U, 

and Betsy O. Barefoot, Vice President for the Jon N. Gardner Institute. Conference attendees will examine: 

¯ What are high impact practices (HIP)? 

¯ How do HIP influence student success? 
¯ Who has access to HIP at Carolina? 
¯ What can be done to open access to all students, especially those less likely to persist, to participate in HIP? 

Please see the attached conference description for more information and for the registration link. 

O/nthia Demetriou ¯ Director for Retention 
Undergraduate Retention ¯ Office of Undergraduate Education 

3003/3002 Steele Building ¯ CB# 3504 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ¯ (919) 843-5015 

www.studentsuccess.u nc.edu 

www.fi rstgen erat io n. u n c. ed u 

Confidentiality notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 

privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution [s prohibited. 

~ Please consider the envbormsent before printing this emai[ 



Opening Doors to Transformative Learning Experiences 
February 7, 2014- George Watts Hill Alumni (3enter- The Carolina Club 

8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is committed to teaching a diverse community of students to 

become the next generation of leaders. To prepare undergraduates to improve society and help solve the world’s 

greatest problems, the University must continue to encourage best practices that promote an institutional culture 

of undergraduate student success while setting a national standard for degree attainment. To this end, High Impact 

Carolina will be a University-wide conference on High-Impact Practices (HIP). This interactive working-day will focus 

on recommendations from the Association of American Colleges and Universities (AAC&U) monograph, High- 

Impact Educational Practices: What They Are, Who Has Access to Them, and Why They Matter. The conference will 

feature talks from national experts, including Tia Brown McNair, Senior Director for Student Success in the Office of 

Diversity, Equity, and Student Success at AAC&U, and Betsy O. Barefoot, Vice President for the John N. Gardner 

Institute. 

Objective: HIP are evidence-based teaching and learning practices that have been widely tested and shown to 

be beneficial for college students from many backgrounds (AAC&U, 2008). Undergraduates who 

engage in HIP are retained and graduate at higher levels than those who do not. This conference 

will be a gathering of faculty and staff atThe University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill to enhance 

our understanding of HIP at Carolina. In particular, participants will examine: 

¯ What are HIP? 

¯ How do HIP influence student success? 

¯ Who has access to HIP at Carolina? 

¯ What can be done to open access to all students, especially those less likely to persist, to 

participate in HIP? 

Goals: 1. Enhance participant knowledge of HIP: "What they are, who has access to them, and why they 

matter" (AAC&U, 2008). 

2. Identify existing HIP at the University; highlight key programming components and outcomes 

that meet the standard of HIPs; outline how these opportunities impact student success. 

3. Encourage participants to identify ways their unit can increase access to HIP for students - 

especially in their first two years at the University. 

4. Provide an opportunity for departments to collaborate on potential strategies for building 

pipelines of support for students from HIP to other HIP. 

5. Encourage all units to commit to building a strategic plan to increase and track student 

participation in HIP and to include the data in their annual reports. 

Participants: All university faculty and staff are invited to attend. 

Registration: Register here. This is a free event. 



Keynote Speaker: Tia Brown McNair, Ed.D. Tia Brown McNair is the Senior Director 

for Student Success in the Office of Diversity, Equity, and Student Success at the 

Association of American Colleges & Universities (AAC&U). She is the co-author of the 

forthcoming publication, "Assessing Underserved Students’ Engagement in High- 

Impact Practices," with AAC&U colleague Ashley Finley. She collaborates with all 

AAC&U program offices and takes a leading role in advancing AAC&U projects and 

meetings on student success. She directs AAC&U’s project Developing a Community 

College Student Roadmap. She is a co-PI on a funded LEAP project titled A Mixed 

Method Analysis of High-Impact Practices on Student Learning for Historically 

Underrepresented Students. McNair is part of the leadership team for Making 

Excellence Inclusive. Prior to joining AAC&U, McNair served as the Assistant Director 

of the National College Access Network (NCAN) in Washington, DC where she directed 

and secured funding for national projects on student access and success, especially for underrepresented 

students. One of her projects, in partnership with the Center for Urban Education (CUE) at the University of 

Southern California, Exploring the Alignment between Student Academic Achievement Outcomes and College 

Access Intervention Programs Using Participatory Action Research, was featured in Diverse Issues in Higher 

Education. She is a co-author of the report Using Data and Inquiry to Build Equity-focused College-going Cultures. 

She is also featured on CUE’s website under "People Making a Difference." 

Plenary Speaker: Betsy O. Barefoot, Ph.D. 

Dr. Barefoot serves as Vice President for the John N. Gardner Institute in Brevard, North 
Carolina. She is directly involved in the development of instruments and strategies to 

evaluate and improve the first college year. In addition, she conducts seminars on the first- 

year experience across the United States and in other countries and assists colleges and 

universities in implementing and evaluating first-year programs. Prior to assuming this 

position in 1999, Dr. Barefoot served for 11 years as Co-Director for Research and 

Publications in the National Resource Center for The First-Year Experience and Students in 

Transition at the University of South Carolina. While at the University of South Carolina, Dr. 

Barefoot also served as a clinical faculty member in the University of South Carolina’s College 

of Education and taught graduate courses in Principles of College Teaching, Contemporary Trends and Issues in 

Higher Education, a special topics seminar on The First-Year Experience, as well as the University 101 first-year 

seminar. She was also involved in acquiring grant funds, designing, and implementing a campus-wide program to 

provide training in methods of college teaching for graduate teaching assistants at the University of South 

Carolina. Dr. Barefoot has also authored and co-authored a number of publications, including the 2005 Jossey- 

Bass books, Achieving and Sustaining Institutional Excellence for the First Year of College, and Challenging and 

Supporting the First-Year Student: A Handbook for the First Year of College. She has also edited The First Year and 

Beyond: Rethinking the Challenge of Collegiate Transition, a 2008 volume of New Directions for Higher Education. 

Reference: 
Hiqh-lmpact Educational Practices: What They Are, Who Has Access to Them, and Why They Matter. AAC&U. (2008). 

Event Sponsors: 

High Impact Carolina is brought to you by Undergraduate Retention in The Office of Undergraduate Education in 

partnership and with the generous support of units from across campus including: 

The Carolina Center for Public Service 

The Center for Global Initiatives 
Diversity & Multicultural Affairs 

The Retention Worl<ing Group 

The Office of the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs 

University Career Services 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 1:15 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

McMillan, Tim <tj m 1 @email.unc. edu> 

Updated map 

Map (updated)AAAD.jpg 

Dea r Travis, 

As discussed, please see the attached and upload it to the website today. Also add the date and title of the upcoming 
symposium. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 1:21 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

McMillan, Tim <tj m 1 @email.unc. edu> 

RE: Updated map 

Dea r Travis, 

Something important is missing from the map. Thus, wait for new version. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

I:rorn: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, November 11, 2013 1:14 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
12c: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: Updated map 

Dea r Travis, 

As discussed, please see the attached and upload it to the website today. Also add the date and title of the upcoming 
symposium. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 1:27 PM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Registration Section Status Summary Report 

An update of the Registration Section Status Summary Report has been posted on the Registrar’s website. The 

link is: 

http://registrar.unc.edu/Rep~rts/Registrati~nSecti~nStatusSummar¥Rep~rts/index.htm 

If you can run reports in PRD (production) in Connect Carolina, you can also use this report to check on the 

most current stats for your courses. 

NC SR CLASS ENROLL BY SUBJECT 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto:schedulin~ office@listserv.unc.edu 
registrar.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-33844104-34472124, d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b 0159ed79e86e7e~li stserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roberts-Coleman, Joan <joanrc@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 5:33 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Outstanding grade roster clean-up - Spring 2011 

Travis, 

As you know we are reviewing the outstanding grade rosters from past terms and our records show that Gary 
contacted you last July about this particular course: 

Spring 2Oll 
AFAM 398.OOl 

Instructor - Hildebrand, Reginald F 

The students in this course have grades assigned but the grade roster is not set to approved so the grades cannot 

be posted. Could you please ask the instructor to approve the roster and then let us know. Once we are notified 

we will post the grades to the students’ records. 

Many thanks, as always, for your help! 
-Joan 

Joan Roberts-Coleman 
Records Service Coordinator 
Office of the University Registrar, UNC-Chapel Hill 
31oo SASB North, CB #zloo, Chapel Hill, NC z7599-zloo 
Tel: 919-96z-9861 Fax: 919-96z-3349 

Follow the Registrar’s Office on: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Azra Smajlovic <Azra.Smajlovic@panerabread.com> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 6:33 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Andrea Reise <Andrea.Reise@panerabread.com> 

Request for Status of Payment- Invoice 60164602691 

60164602691 .pdf 

Good Afternoon, 

I hope that this email finds you well. 

I need to check the status of payment for the following past due invoice. Please reply with payment details including the check number, check date, and check amount as soon as 

possible. I have attached a copy for your reference. 

Please note that our payment terms are net 30 days from the invoice date. All invoices are emailed to stgore@email.unc.edu the day after the order is delivered. If you are not 

receiving the invoice copies, please let us know. 

Invoice    Amt 

Customer Invoice Due Days Past Amt Due 

Number    Customer Name Date Date Due Invoice No SUM SUM 

148387    UNC AFRICAN STUDIES; TRAVIS 08/21/13 09/20/13 49 60164602691 71.06 71.06 

To insure that payments are applied promptly and accurately, please make sure you have the following remittance address in your system: 

Panera Bread Company 

Accounts Receivable 

P 0 Box 504888 

St Louis, MO 63150-4888 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Thank you and have a good day. 

Azra Smajlouic 
AR-Catering Collections Specialist 

Panera Bread Company 

3630 S. Geyer Road, Suite 100 

Sunset Hills, MO 63127 

P: (314) 984-3565 F: (314) 677-3810 



Panera Bread 
Cafe 601646 

~,~t~.~ 
213 West Franklin Street 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

BR~AD~ 

Customer Billinq Address: 

Invoice Number: 

INVOICE 
Delivery Details: 

60164602691 

QTY Description 

3 MUFFIN APP C 

3 Muff Pumpkin 

3 Bluberry Muf 

3 Chocolate Pastry 

3 Scone Orange 

3 PECAN ROLL 

3 Cinnamon Crunch Scn 

3 Cherry Pastry 

1 MISC FOOD $ 

1 TDAY 

Unit Price Amount 

$2.09 $6.27 

$2.09 $6.27 

$2.09 $6.27 

$2.39 $7.17 

$2.29 $6.87 

$2.49 $7.47 

$2.29 $6.87 

$2.29 $6.87 

$2.00 $2.00 

Receiver’s Name & Phone (printed): 

Su btotal: $56.06 

Delivery Fee: $15.00 

Sales Tax: $0.00 

Total: $71.06 

Tip: $0.00 

Final Total: $71.06 

Please reference invoice number on 
payment remittance 

Receiver’s Signature: 

All transactions are subject to the terms of your approved credit application. 
Payment Terms of Net 30 Days. 

Ver 2.1.1 Page 1 of 1 8/22/2013 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Accounts Receivable <AccountsReceivable@panerabread.com> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 8:54 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Statement of Account # 

STATEMENT_       .pdf 

Attached is a copy of the current statement for your Account #       with either Panera Bread or Paradise 

Bakery. This is not an invoice, but rather a listing of open invoices on your account. All corresponding invoices 

were emailed to the address you provided via our electronic invoicing system. If you need any invoice copies 

please send your requests to accountsreceivable@panerabread,com, Thanks! 



Panera LLC 

3630 S. Geyer Road, Suite 100 

Sunset Hills, MO 63127 

Phone 314-984-3435 

Fax 314-677-3810 

accountsreceivable@p anerabread.com DATE 11/11/2013 
CUSTOMER ID 

UNC AFRICAN STUDIES; TRAVIS 

109 Battle Hall 

Campus Box 3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

LOCI(BOX REMIT TO: Accounts Receivable 

Panera, LLC 

P.O. Box 504888 

St. Louis, MO 63150-4888 

Please reference your invoice number on the check remittance and send the payment to the lockbox address to ensure 

your account is promptly updated. 

INVOICE SUMMARY 

8/21/2013 I 9/20/2013 
I 60164602691 I    $71.06 I 

$71.06     I 601646 

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE S71.06 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Hanner, Kelly M <kmhanner@store.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 11:34 AM 

Bardsley, Janice B <bardsley@email.unc.edu>; Bautch, Victoria L 
<bautch@med.unc.edu>; Brundage, W Fitzhugh <brundage@email.unc.edu>; Carlstein, 
Edward <edcar@email.unc.edu>; Clemens, J. Christopher <clemens@physics.unc.edu>; 
Coble, McKay <acoble@email.unc.edu>; Conway, Patrick J 
<patrick_conway@unc.edu>; Cornell, Jeffrey Blair <jeffcornell@unc.edu>; Crimmins, 
Michael T <crimmins@email.unc.edu>; Folkerts, Jean <jfolk@email.unc.edu>; Glazner, 
Allen F <afg@unc.edu>; Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu>; Handa, 
Sudhanshu <shanda@email.unc.edu>; Hartlyn, Jonathan <hartlyn@unc.edu>; 
Hershfield, Joanne L <hershfld@email.unc.edu>; Hillis, Ken <khillis@email.unc.edu>; 
Hirschfield, James <jhirschf@email.unc.edu>; Huber, Evelyne H 
<ehuber@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Kasson, Joy 
S <j skasson@email.unc.edu>; Katz, Mark <mkatz@email.unc.edu>; Koelb, Clayton T 
<ckoelb@email.unc.edu>; Lange, Marc B <mlange@email.unc.edu>; Lastra, Anselmo 
A. <LASTRA@CS.UNC.EDU>; Lee, Wayne E <wlee@unc.edu>; Leloudis, James L 
<leloudis@unc.edu>; Leslie, Paul W <pwleslie@unc.edu>; Luisetti, Federico 
<luisetti@email.unc.edu>; Lysle, Donald T <dlysle@email.unc.edu>; Maffly-Kipp, 
Laurie F. <MAFFLY@email.unc.edu>; Marchionini, Gary <gary@ils.unc.edu>; 
McDiarmid, Bill <bmcd@email.unc.edu>; McKee, Brent A <bamckee@email.unc.edu>; 
Mucha, Peter J <mucha@unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu>; Padua, Darin 
A <dpadua@email.unc.edu>; Pickles, John <jpickles@email.unc.edu>; Putney, 
Christopher R <crputney@email.unc.edu>; Quercia, Roberto G 
<quercia@email.unc.edu>; Redinbo, Matthew <redinbo@unc.edu>; Reynolds, Andrew 
S <asreynol@email.unc.edu>; Rhodes, Terry Ellen <RHODES@email.unc.edu>; Rives, 
James <jbrives@email.unc.edu>; Roberge, Paul T <ptr@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice 
N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Stenberg, Carl W III <Stenberg@sog.unc.edu>; Taylor, 
Beverly W <btaylor@email.unc.edu>; Washburn, Sean <sean@physics.unc.edu> 

Gorsuch, John I <jigorsuch@store.unc.edu>; Strauss, Ronald P. <ron_strauss@unc.edu>; 
Ashworth, Cathy T <epresley@email.unc.edu>; Barnes, Ash <elphaba@email.unc.edu>; 
Batts, Donnyell <dlbatts@email.unc.edu>; Bernhardt, Valerie M 
<valerieb@email.unc.edu>; Boomhower, Jeremy D. 
<jeremy_boomhower@med.unc.edu>; Braxton, Anita T <abraxton@email.unc.edu>; 
Brownfield, Shannon <brownfield@unc.edu>; Carter, Janis <carterl@email.unc.edu>; 
Clemmons, Jason <j clem@email.unc.edu>; Cowan, Tara L <tlcowan@email.unc.edu>; 
Creedon, Mary Leigh <llmary@email.unc.edu>; Davis, Sharon E 
<sedavis@email.unc.edu>; Diallo, Ashante N. <ashante@unc.edu>; Fholer, Marie A 
<fholer@email.unc.edu>; Finn, Kelly Carver <kellyfinn@unc.edu>; Fulenwider, (2. 
Lindsay <lindsay@email.unc.edu>; Futrell, Betty S <bfutrell@email.unc.edu>; Gault, 
Terri <terrigault@unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Gorman, Jackie 
<jackie@unc.edu>; Turnbull, Jodie A <jogregor@email.unc.edu>; Harris, Tiffany J 
<tjharris@email.unc.edu>; Heske, Susan Jane <sheske@email.unc.edu>; Hopper, Trent 
<trent hopper@unc.edu>; Kalbarczyk, Erin <erinkalb@ad.unc.edu>; Kieber, Alison J 
<kieber@email.unc.edu>; LeBlanc, Nicholas <nicholas.leblanc@unc.edu>; Leonard, 
Lindsay <lindsle@email.unc.edu>; Lynch, Susan R <mpastaff@sog.unc.edu>; 
McAlister, Matthew Keith <mkmcalis@email.unc.edu>; Mclntire, Renee Michelle 
<rmcintir@email.unc.edu>; Mclver, Samelia <mciver@email.unc.edu>; Melton, Sheena 
J <smelton@email.unc.edu>; Melvin, Virginia J <vjmelvin@email.unc.edu>; Mitchell, 
Shannon Michelle <smitch@email.unc.edu>; Montgomery, Summer 
<sundance@unc.edu>; Nagy, Karla <knagy@email.unc.edu>; Peterson, Linda K 
<lkpeters@email.unc.edu>; Phillips, Nell K <nphillip@email.unc.edu>; Sardi, Karen L 
<ksardi@email.unc.edu>; Simmons-(2ahan, Deborah A <dscahan@email.unc.edu>; 
Steadman, Elizabeth Mullane <emullane@email.unc.edu>; Sylvester, Susan R. 



Subject: 

Attach: 

<ssylvest@email.unc.edu>; Teague, Natalie B. <natalie_teague@unc.edu>; Tharp, Pam 
<pstharp@email.unc.edu>; Thomas, Elizabeth <lethomas@unc.edu>; Thompson, Karen 
<kthomps 1 @email.unc. edu>; Tufts, Amy Z <atufts@email.unc. edu>; Walker, Victoria 
Ward <vwwalker@email.unc. edu>; Warren, Angeline <awarren@email.unc. edu>; 
Weaver, Cinnamon S <cinnamon_weaver@unc.edu>; Younger, Karna 
<klyounge@email.unc.edu> 

Spring 2014 Textbook Adoption Reports as of 11/11/2013 

Spring 2014 Textbook Submission Report through 11-11-2013.xls; Spring 2014 
Guaranteed Buyback Program Participants.doc 

As of 11/11/2013, 83% of Spring 2014 course submissions have been received. 
8 courses are enrolled in the Guaranteed Buyback Program. 
Please place orders and No Text Needed notifications in one of 5 easy ways by General Administrations 
December 6, 2013 deadline: 

1) Use the Student Stores website: http://www.store.unc.edu 
2) Fax your order to: (919) 962-3334 
3) Email the Textbook Office textbook@unc.edu, or George Morgan gfmorgan@store.unc.edu Frank 
Bellamy fbellamy@email.unc.edu 
4) Send your order by campus mail to the Course Materials Department at Campus Box #1530 
5) Stop by the Textbook Office, 3rd floor, Student Stores 

FAQs 
What is this notification about? 

PACE, BOG/GA Textbook Cost Reduction Initiatives 
http://www, northcarolina.edu/finance/textbooks/index, htm 

¯ The President and the Board of Governors have been concerned for several years with the increasing 
cost of textbooks. The Board completed two studies on the cost of textbooks and has approved 
recommendations to help control textbook costs. In accordance with the March 2007recommendations, 
each campus is required to submit information about textbooks along with any requests for tuition and 
fees increases. 

¯ The on-time adoptions of textbooks by faculty 
¯ Implementation of a guaranteed buyback or rental program for required textbooks for introductory 

courses. 

What action is required on my part? 

Spring 2014 Textbook Submission Report lists the percentage of course submissions and/or No Text 
Needed notification to Student Stores. Additional worksheets listing each department’s courses which 
have not placed an order or notified Student Stores that no text is needed are included within the 
report. Review your department’s course worksheet indicated on the bottom tab of the excel report. 
Please let us know if any changes need to be made and encourage your faculty to submit their course 
materials orders or notifications by General Administration’s due date. 

What is the Guaranteed Buyback Program? 

BOG/GA Guaranteed Buyback Summary: 
All campuses must have a guaranteed buyback or rental program for required textbooks for large, 
introductory classes. 

¯ "This option must be available in addition to traditional purchase option." 
¯ "Campuses must offer this option for introductory texts that will withstand a two to three year adoption 

cycle." 
¯ "Campuses must make an effort to implement this system for courses that are introductory level and 

taken by a relatively high percentage of students." 



¯ "A response to this recommendation must also be reported to the VP for Finance in any future requests 
for increases in tuition and fees." 

Printable Guaranteed Buyback Commitment Form available on our website in Textbooks-Faculty. 
UNC Student Stores provides Carolina students rentable textbook options. No activity is required on your part 
for textbook rentals. 

Kelly Hanner 

Course Materials Manager 

UNC Student Stores 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Dept 

AAAD African & African 

&mer Diaspora Studies 

A.ERO 

Spring 2014 UNC Student Stores Due Date: September 27, 2013 

GA’s On-time Date: December 6, 2013 

10 ~.MST American Studies 

11 ~.NTH Anthropology 

12 APPLApplied Sciences 

13 ~.RAB Arabic 

14 ~.RMY Army Science 

15 ~.RTH Art History 

16 ~.RTS Studio Art 

17 ~.SIA Asian Studies 

18 ~.STR Astronomy 

19 BIOL Biology 

20 BUSI Business 

21 [?HEM Chemistry 

22 CHIN Chinese 

CLAR Classical 

23 Archaeology 

24 CLAS Classics 

CMPL Comparative 

25 Literature 

COMM Communication 

26 Studies 

27 COMP Computer Science 34 

28 CZCH Czechoslovakian 1 

29 DRAM Dramatic Arts 65 

30 DTCH Dutch 

31 ECON Economics S0 

32 EDUC Education 64 

33 EDMX Education 10 

34 ENGL English 133 

ENST Environmental 

35 Studies 12 

Courses# On-time# 

Courses# No Text# adjusted courses 

32 1 31 30 

7 7 0 

12 2 10 6 

49 3 46 36 

5 3 2 2 

5 2 3 3 

6 6 O O 

23 9 14 12 

9 4 5 3 

5 1 4 4 

7 0 7 7 

42 18 24 24 

62 8 54 36 

51 18 33 31 

14 2 12 12 

i0 0 i0 

84 20 64 46 

17 17 17 

0 1 1 

On-time% 

97% 

100% 

60% 

78% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

86% 

60% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

67% 

94% 

10% 

100% 

100% 

80% 

72% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

40% 

20% 

81% 

34 31 31 

0 1 1 

11 39 39 

12 52 21 

0 10 2 

7 126 102 

i0 i0 100% 

Courses with 

no information 

by due date 

1 

0 

4 

10 

0 

0 

0 

2 

2 

0 

0 

0 

18 

2 

0 

18 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

31 

8 

24 



EXSS Exercise 

36 & Sport Science 52 

37 FOLK Folklore 2 

38 FREN French 20 

39 GEOG Geography 39 

40 GEOL Geology 29 

41 GERM German 16 

42 GLBL Global Studies 11 

43 GREK Greek 6 

GSLL Germanic & Slavic 

44 lang and Lit 

45 HEBR Hebrew 3 

46 HIST History 78 

47 HNR$ Honors 10 

48 HNUR Hindi/Urdu 6 

57 

49 HUNG Hungarian Language 

INLS Information & 

50 Library Science 

51 ITAL Italian 

52 IAPN Japanese 

IOMC 

Iournalism & Mass 

53 Communication 

54 IWSTJewish Studies 

55 KOR Korean 

56 LATN Latin 

LFIT Life 

Fitness 

LGLA 

Language 58 

59 

60 

Lingala 

LING Linguistics 

LTAM Latin 

&merican Studies 

61 MASC Marine Science 

62 MATH Mathematics 

63 MTSC Material Science 

64 MUSC Music 

65 NAVS Naval Science 

66 PHIL Philosophy 

PHYA Physical 

67 Education Activity 

57 

i0 

9 

104 

1 

4 

ii 

18 

2 

14 

2 

9 

44 

3 

29 

5 

45 

22 

11 

0 

2 

16 

10 

4 

2 

0 

0 

0 

5 

2 

4 

20 

2 

0 

14 

0 

1 

18 

0 

4 

0 

5 

6 

1 

9 

5 

17 

17 

41 

2 

18 

23 

19 

12 

9 

6 

1 

3 

73 

8 

2 

37 

8 

9 

90 

1 

4 

10 

0 

2 

10 

2 

4 

38 

2 

20 

0 

28 

41 

2 

18 

21 

13 

12 

6 

6 

0 

2 

65 

6 

2 

21 

8 

9 

56 

0 

4 

10 

0 

2 

10 

2 

3 

38 

0 

15 

0 

28 

100% 

100% 

100% 

91% 

68% 

100% 

67% 

100% 

0% 

67% 

89% 

75% 

100% 

100% 

57% 

100% 

100% 

62% 

0% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

75% 

100% 

0% 

75% 

100% 

100% 

0 

0 

0 

2 

6 

0 

3 

0 

1 

1 

8 

2 

0 

16 

0 

0 

34 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

2 

5 

0 

0 

5 5 100% 0 



F G 

100% 

A 

68 PH¥S Physics 

PLAN City & 

69 Regional Planning 

PLCY Public 

70 Policy 

71 PLSH Polish 

72 POLl Political Science 

73 PORT Portuguese 

74 PRSN Persian 

75 PSYC Psychology 

PUBA Public 

76 Administration 

PWAD Peace, War, and 

77 Defence 

78 RELI     Religious Studies 

ROML Romance 

79 Language 

RUES Russian & East 

80 European Studies 

81 RUSS Russian 

SECR Serbian 

82 ~. Croation 

83 SOCl Sociology 

84 SPAN Spanish 

STOR Statistics & 

85 Operation Research 

86 SWAH Swahili 

87 ~VMST Women’s Studies 

~VOI.O Wolof 

88 Language 

89 Totals 

B 

24 

21 

32 

2 

75 

9 

2 

78 

8 

8 

34 

2 

2 

11 

1 

43 

42 

29 

3 

12 

2 

1910 

C 

5 

9 

9 

0 

9 

0 

0 

26 

3 

1 

7 

1 

2 

3 

0 

5 

8 

11 

0 

0 

0 

462 

D 

19 

12 

23 

2 

66 

9 

2 

52 

5 

7 

27 

1 

0 

8 

1 

38 

34 

18 

3 

12 

2 

1448 

E 

19 

12 

21 

2 

58 

9 

2 

50 

1 

6 

18 

1 

0 

8 

1 

34 

34 

17 

3 

9 

1 

1209 

100% 

91% 

100% 

88% 

100% 

100% 

96% 

20% 

86% 

67% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

89% 

100% 

94% 

100% 

75% 

50% 

83% 

0 

0 

2 

0 

8 

0 

0 

2 

4 

1 

9 

0 

0 

0 

0 

4 

0 

1 

0 

3 

1 

239 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 AERO 100% ADOPTED 

5 

6 ARMY 100% ADOPTED 

7 

8 NAVS 100% ADOPTED 



2 es that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL O 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 AAAD 331 001 WILLIAMS 030 

6 

7 LGLA 100% ADOPTED 

9 SWAH 100% ADOPTED 

10 

11 WOLO 404 001 FALL 25 



2 that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 AMST 101 001 KASSON 120 

6 AMST 203 001 TEUTON 025 

7 AMST 338 001 TEUTON 030 

8 AMST 498 001 WILEY 010 

9 

10 CHER 100% ADOPTED 

12 FOLK 100% ADOPTED 



2 lat have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI~ 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 ANTH 051 001 HOLLAND 024 

6 ANTH 101 001 STAFF 035 

7 ANTH 121 006 SCARRY 060 

8 ANTH 143 006 STAFF 120 

9 ANTH 151 006 STAFF 120 

10 ANTH 298 080 LESLIE 030 

11 ANTH 415L 401 STAFF 020 

12 ANTH 623 001 SORENSEN 025 

13 ANTH 704 001 LESLIE 012 

14 ANTH 860 001 STAFF 006 



2 that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAl 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 APPL 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 MTSC 423 001 STAFF 005 

8 MTSC 720 001 ZHOU 010 



2 have NOT submitted COURSE MATEI~ 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 ARTH 061 001 BOWLES 020 

6 ARTH 387 001 BOWLES 020 

7 

8 ARTS 490 001 SLAVlCK 015 

9 ARTS 700 001 SLAVlCK 020 



2 _~s that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 ARAB 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 ASIA 100% ADOPTED 

8 

9 CHIN 100% ADOPTED 

10 

11 HEBR 306 001 

12 

13 HNUR 100% ADOPTED 

14 

15 JAPN 100% ADOPTED 

16 

17 PRSN 100% ADOPTED 

18 

19 KOR 100% ADOPTED 

SPRINTZIK 010 



/ 
2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 ASTR 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 PHYS 100% ADOPTED 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 BIOL 100% ADOPTED 



2 ses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL OR[ 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 BUSI 205 001 TESKE 030 

6 BUSI 411 001,002 WILSON 100 

7 BUSI 411 003, 004 STAFF 100 

8 BUSI 411 005, 006 STAFF 100 

9 BUSI 501 001 ROBERTS 053 

10 BUSI 505 001 VERNON/GARNER 025 

11 BUSI 506 001 VERNON 045 

12 BUSI 512 001 MILLER 030 

13 BUSI 536 001,002 STAATS 008 

14 BUSI 562 001 DIDOW 045 

15 BUSI 568 001,002 KUSHWAHA 090 

16 BUSI 570 001 STUBBEN 045 

17 BUSI 594 001 YUSKO/BROWN 005 

18 BUSI 602 001 DICKS 045 

19 BUSI 808 001 EDWARDS/PARKS 015 

20 BUSI 881 001 FULGHIERI/PARKS 010 

21 BUSI 881 002 PARKS/PEYER 010 

22 BUSI 886 001 PARKS/GHYSELS 010 



2 that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAl 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 CHEM 482 001 PAPANIKOLAS 100 

6 CHEM 752 001     SCHAUER     015 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 CLAR 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 CLAS 100% ADOPTED 

8 

9 GREK 100% ADOPTED 

10 

11 LATN 100% ADOPTED 



2 qat have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIA 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 COMM 063 001 GRUMET 024 

6 COMM 120 001 STAFF 020 

7 COMM 120 002 STAFF 023 

8 COMM 140 002 EDWARDS 025 

9 COMM 140 003 SORENSEN 025 

10 COMM 140 004 BROWN 025 

11 COMM 140 005 MATHESEN 025 

12 COMM 140 006 SPIELMAN 025 

13 COMM 142 001 STAFF 025 

14 COMM 150 001 DAVIS 

15 COMM 312 001 STAFF 025 

16 COMM 318 001 STAFF 025 

17 COMM 372 001 STAFF 025 

18 COMM 450 003 

19 COMM 562 001 POLLOCK 014 

20 COMM 574 001 DAUBER 015 

21 COMM 575 001 DAUBER 030 

22 COMM 668 001 POLLOCK 020 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 COMP 100% ADOPTED 



2 ourses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDEF 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 DRAM 100% ADOPTED 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 ECON 100% ADOPTED 



2 ses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL OR[ 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 EDUC 065 001 GULLEDGE 020 

6 EDUC 309 001 BRODEUR 020 

7 EDUC 390 001 STONE 030 

8 EDUC 403 002 ABLE/JONES 048 

9 EDUC 416 001 FRIEL/ANDERSON 035 

10 EDUC 506 001 HOUCK 040 

11 EDUC 567 001 JUSTICE 025 

12 EDUC 705 001-005 STAFF 039 

13 EDUC 719 001 SIMEONSSON 035 

14 EDUC 725 956 VEITCH 035 

15 EDUC 729 001 SIMEONSSON 000 

16 EDUC 741 956 HOUCK 045 

17 EDUC 742 001 STAFF 035 

18 EDUC 762 001 SIMEONSSON 030 

19 EDUC 764 001 JUSTICE 025 

20 EDUC 779 001 STONE 030 

21 EDUC 781 001 MEECE 030 

22 EDUC 788 001 ANDERSON 040 

23 EDUC 790 001 KNOTEK 030 

24 EDUC 830 001 TILLMAN 025 

25 EDUC 831 001 STAFF 020 

26 EDUC 832 001 STAFF 035 

27 EDUC 837 001 STAFF 035 

28 EDUC 844 001 MARSHALL 025 

29 EDUC 844 002 THOMAS 025 

30 EDUC 851 001 GRUMET 040 

31 EDUC 862 001 ABLE 040 

32 EDUC 866 001 COHEN-VOGEL 040 

33 EDUC 871 001 FRIEL 035 

34 EDUC 883 001 O’SULLIVAN 030 

35 EDUC 904 001 TRIER 035 



2 s that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 CMPL 131 001 FLAXMAN 080 

6 CMPL 490 001 FLAXMAN 030 

7 

8 ENGL 070 001 TAYLOR 024 

9 ENGL 123 004 STAFF 035 

10 ENGL 123 006 STAFF 035 

11 ENGL 129 001 RIVARD 035 

12 ENGL 129 005 MCDANELD 035 

13 ENGL 129 006 GREENLEE 035 

14 ENGL 131 004 RICHARDSON 

15 ENGL 133H 001 CALVOCORESSI 015 

16 ENGL 140 001 WEBER 025 

17 ENGL 143 002 AVlLEZ 035 

18 ENGL 143 003 STAFF 035 

19 ENGL 206 001 KENAN 018 

20 ENGL 206 002 NAUMOFF 018 

21 ENGL 207 001 SEAY 018 

22 ENGL 207 002 CHITWOOD 018 

23 ENGL 307 001 RICHARDSON 018 

24 ENGL 307 002 CALVOCORESSI 018 

25 ENGL 307 003 KENAN 018 

26 ENGL 347 001 DORE 035 

27 ENGL 407 001 MCFEE 018 

28 ENGL 410H 001 WARNER 035 

29 ENGL 444 001 RICHARDS 025 

30 ENGL 496 001 ANDERSON 020 

31 ENGL 844 001 RICHARDS 015 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

A B 
I 

C D E 

I 
Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

ENST 100% ADOPTED 



2 :ourses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDEF 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 EXSS 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 LFIT 100% ADOPTED 

8 

9 PHYA 100% ADOPTED 



2 .~s that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL O 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 GEOG 262 001 FLORIN 055 

6 GEOG 420 001 FLORIN/VALDIVlA 055 



2 : have NOT submitted COURSE MATEI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 GEOL 110 001 SURGE 025 

6 GEOL 225 001 STAFF 000 

7 GEOL 478 001 STAFF 000 

8 GEOL 522 001 STAFF 000 

9 GEOL 523 001 BARTEK 019 

10 GEOL 590 043 STAFF 019 



2 ~s that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 CZCH 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 GERM 100% ADOPTED 

8 

9 GSLL 260 001 

10 

11 DTCH 100% ADOPTED 

12 

13 HUNG 100% ADOPTED 

14 

15 RUSS 100% ADOPTED 

16 

17 SECR 100% ADOPTED 

18 

19 PLSH 100% ADOPTED 

PICHOVA 030 



2 that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 HIST 127 001 ANDREWS 165 

6 HIST 140 002 GEROLIMATOS 041 

7 HIST 140 009 ANDREWS 165 

8 HIST 190 002 TASAR 030 

9 HIST 377H 001 JACKSON 024 

10 HIST 490 002 LARRES 030 

11 HIST 577 001 LARRES 001 

12 HIST 890 006 TASAR 015 



2 ~at have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI, 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 HNRS 352 001 FERGUSON 015 

6 HNRS 353 002 STAFF 024 



1 s that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

2 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

3 

4 

5 INLS 465 001 STAFF 030 

6 INLS 490 172 CAPRA 024 

7 INLS 490 211 MURILLO 020 

8 INLS 501 002 POOLE 028 

9 INLS 509 001 ARGUELLO 030 

10 INLS 523 002 MISSEN 030 

11 INLS 525 001 LEE 030 

12 INLS 530 001 HUGHES-HASSELL 030 

13 INLS 560 001 STAFF 028 

14 INLS 582 001 STAFF 030 

15 INLS 697 001 JARRAHI 025 

16 INLS 747 001 VARGHA 028 

17 INLS 755 001 TIBBO 030 

18 INLS 756 01W TIBBO 020 

19 INLS 760 001 CAPRA 024 

20 INLS 882 001 GREENBERG 012 



2 tt have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 GLBL 390 002 OSTERWEIL 025 

6 GLBL 390 003 HASNAIN 025 

7 GLBL 390 004 TSIN 020 



2 ses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL OR[ 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 JOMC 180 002 STAFF 017 

6 JOMC 182 003 KIRKMAN 017 

7 JOMC 221 002 MICHAEL 017 

8 JOMC 253 002 CUADROS 015 

9 JOMC 256 001 CUADROS 012 

10 JOMC 256 002 BERNARD 017 

11 JOMC 271 002 MCMAHAN 020 

12 JOMC 271 003 HESTER 017 

13 JOMC 272 001 STAFF 016 

14 JOMC 272 002 STAFF 016 

15 JOMC 333 001 CURRAN 016 

16 JOMC 426 001 HOCHBERG 015 

17 JOMC 434 001 STAFF 014 

18 JOMC 434 002 STAFF 014 

19 JOMC 455 001 CROTHERS 020 

20 JOMC 456 001 BRINSON 016 

21 JOMC 472 001 MCMAHAN 015 

22 JOMC 473 001 STAFF 020 

23 JOMC 475 001 HENNIK-KAMINSKY 035 

24 JOMC 480 001 DAVlSON 017 

25 JOMC 481 001 STEVENS 017 

26 JOMC 483 001 OLIVER 017 

27 JOMC 484 001 OLIVER 017 

28 JOMC 490 001 KAYYE 040 

29 JOMC 490 002 RUEL 012 

30 JOMC 491 001 OLIVER 017 

31 JOMC 491 003 CUADROS 020 

32 JOMC 491 009 DILLMANCARPENTER 015 

33 JOMC 581 001 STAFF 017 

34 JOMC 582 001 STEVENS 017 

35 JOMC 583 001 KING 017 

36 JOMC 586 001 KING 017 

37 JOMC 742 001 FRIEDMAN 010 

38 JOMC 782 001 STAFF 017 



2 urses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDE 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 LING 100% ADOPTED 



2 :ourses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDEF 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 LTAM 100% ADOPTED 



2 : have NOT submitted COURSE MATE 

3    or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 MASC 057 001 SCOTTI 024 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 MATH 100% ADOPTED 



2 lat have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI~ 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 MUSC 211 004 KLEBANOW 080 

6 MUSC 211 005 KLEBANOW 025 

7 MUSC 251 001 MACNEIL 120 

8 MUSC 286 001 KATZ 035 

9 MUSC 355 001 WEISERT 020 



2 :ourses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDEF 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 PHIL 100% ADOPTED 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 PLAN 100% ADOPTED 



2 lat have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI~ 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 POLl 130 003 LEVlNSON 030 

6 POLl 150 001 OATLEY 260 

7 POLl 150H 001 OATLEY 024 

8 POLl 208 001 MACKEUN 045 

9 POLl 239 001 DANFORTH 030 

10 POLl 409 001 MACKEUN 030 

11 POLl 490 001 SULLIVAN 030 



2 ~es that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 PLC¥ 210 002 CREEDON 025 

6 PLC¥ 326 001 JOHNSON/STEWART 045 



2 tt have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 PSYC 089 001    NEBLETT 024 

6 PSYC 763 001 ORNSTEIN 012 



2 that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 PUBA 710 001 JACOBSON 030 

6 PUBA 723 001 DEHART-DAVlS 030 

7 PUBA 731 001 AFONSO 030 

8 PUBA 740 001 ROENIGK 025 



2 hat have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIA 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 

6 PWAD 489 001 LEINBAUGH 020 



2 : have NOT submitted COURSE MATEF 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 JWST 512 001 STAFF 003 

6 

7 RELI 140 001 OCHOA 240 

8 RELI 163 001 ORR 035 

9 RELI 181 001 SAFI 100 

10 RELI 342 001 GASKILL 025 

11 RELI 540 001 THAYNE 035 

12 RELI 720 001 OCHOA 015 

13 RELI 881 001 SAFI 010 

14 RELI 890 056 STAFF 001 

15 RELI 890 060 SAFI 001 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 ITAL 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 FREN 100% ADOPTED 

8 

9 PORT 100% ADOPTED 

10 

11 ROML 100% ADOPTED 

12 

13 SPAN 100% ADOPTED 



2 ~urses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDE 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 RUES 100% ADOPTED 



2 s that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL C 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 SOCI 089 002 PEREZ 024 

6 SOCI 131 001 GALLEGOS-LERMA 028 

7 SOCI 252 002 PEREZ 048 

8 SOCI 427 001 GOOD 028 



2 ve NOT submitted COURSE M~ 

3 ~r NO TEXT NEEDED notificatio~ 

4 

5 STOR 496 004 Jl 005 



2 t have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 WMST 230 001 PAGE 018 

6 WMST 232 001 PAGE 018 

7 WMST 355 001 FEDDERS 014 



Guaranteed Buyback Program Spring 2014 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Current Participants 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

Chem 101: Fall 2011 through Spring 2014 

BROWN CHEMISTRY 978-0-321-69672-4 

Valid through December 2013 

Submitted by Professor Redinbo 

Chem 102: Fall 2011 through Spring 2014 

BROWN CHEMISTRY 978-0-321-69672-4 

Valid through December 2013 

Submitted by Professor Redinbo 

Linguistics 101: Fall 2010 through Spring 2014 

OGRADY CONTEMPORARY LINGUISTICS 978-0-312-55528-3 
Valid through December 2013 
Submitted by dept Chair Randall Hendrick 

Phys 104: Spring 2010 through Spring 2014 

Walker: PHYSICS 978-0-321-61111-6 

Valid through December 2013 

Submitted by Professor Alice Churukian 

Phys 105: Spring 2010 through Spring 2014 

Walker: PHYSICS 978-0-321-61111-6 

Valid through December 2013 

Submitted by Professor Alice Churukian 

6) Physics 116 Fall 2012 through Spring 2014 

Halliday: Fundamentals of Physics 978-0-470-46908-8 

Valid through December 2013 

Submitted by Professor Alice Churukian 

7) Physics 117 Fall 2012 through Spring 2014 

Halliday: Fundamentals of Physics 978-0-470-46908-8 

Valid through December 2013 

Submitted by Professor Alice Churukian 



8) Psychology 101: Fall 2011 through Spring 2014 

WEITEN PSYCHOLOGY:THEME & VARIATIONS BRIEF 978-0-495-90386-4 

Valid through December 2013 

Submitted by dept. Chair Donald T. Lysle 

In ongoing efforts to facilitate the Board of Governors textbook requirements for large introductory 

courses, we continue to encourage and accept textbook commitment forms from UNC Chapel Hill 

departments. Printable Guaranteed Buyback Forms are accessible on our store website 

www.store.unc.edu (Textbooks/Faculty/Guaranteed Buyback Program). 



SYMPOSIUM: DIALOGUES ON EAST AFRICA AND AFRICAN UNITY AT 50 
NOVEMBER 18, 2013 

LOCATION: 
10.00AM-5.00PM PROGRAM (HYDE HALL, UNIVERSITY ROOM) 

6.00PM-7.00PM, KEYNOTE LECTURE (STONE CENTER, AUDITORIUM) 

10.00am-10.15am: Arrival and Coffee 
10.15am-10.30am: Opening remarks: Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja (U NC-Chapel Hill) 

10.30AM- 12.00PM (ROUNDTABLE): FROM THE ORGANIZATION OF AFRICAN UNITY TO AFRICAN UNION 

Chair: Eunice N. Sahle (UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Panelists: 
Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja (UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Bereket H. Selassie (UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Peter Anyang’ Nyong’o (Gro Harlem Brundtland Senior Leadership Fellow, Harvard University) 

12.00PM-1.30PM: LUNCH 

1.30PM- 3.00PM: NATIONAL COHENSION, BLACK DIASPORA IN THE INDIAN OCEAN AND EXTERNAL RELATIONS 

Chair: Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja (UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Panelists: 
Mueni wa Muiu and Guy Martin (Winston-Salem State University): Kenya, the U.S., and China in East Africa: The End of an Era 
Gaurav Desai (Tulane University): The Indian Presence in East Africa: Implications for National Cohesion and African Unity 
Omar Ali (University of North Carolina at Greensboro): Black Diasporas in the Indian Ocean World: ’African Unity’ in the Long 
Dur6e 

3.00PM-3.30PM: COFFEE BREAK 

3.30PM- 5.00PM: DEBATES ON LANGUAGE, DISPLACEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT 

Chair: Kenneth Janken 

Panelists: 
Esther M. Lisanza (UNC-Chapel Hill): 50 years of Language Debates in East Africa’s Education Systems. 
Marie Garlock (UNC-Chapel Hill): Mining and Displacement in South Coast Kenya: Oral performance towards restorative justice 
Eunice N. Sahle (UNC-Chapel Hill): Feminism and political economy of development in East Africa 

6.00PM-7.00PM: KEYNOTE LECTURE (STONE CENTER) 

Introduction: Jonathan Hartlyn (UNC-Chapel Hill), Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and Global Programs 

Keynote Lecture: Peter Anyang’ Nyong’o (Gro Harlem Brundtland Senior Leadership Fellow, Harvard University) 

Sponsored by: Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies and the African Studies Center 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 2:08 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

AAAD 101/002 

Travis, 
I was looking at this problem with AAAD 101/002 not having a room. With 60 students enrolled, I was hoping to find a 
solution. What do you think about this? I found that AAAD 130/003 is in GA 105 but it only has 4 students out of 60 enrolled 
right now. The biggest rooms I have right now with multimedia only seat 30 at that time. If the instructor is willing to reduce 
enrollment, we could put AAAD 101/002 in GA 105 and AAAD 103/003 in M U 204. Let me know if this is a workable solution 
for you. 
Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto : s cheduling_o f fice@listserv, unc. edu 
re~istrar.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Cares <donotreply@willnotanswer.com> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 2:16 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares - NCSECC Kick-off 

"For is ia G V NG, we receive," Francis of Assisi 

And Tar Heels Give More.t To-date, UNC employees have given more than $532,000 - and that is from just 
14% of our employees. Please help us to reach our goal of 30% participation and $1 MILLION raised,t 

If you have already submitted a paper pledge form, THANK FOU. 

If you have not yet made a pledge, YOU still have a chance to choose a cause you care about and plan a 
contribution for the coming year! 

Join others and support causes you care about through the Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares Charitable 
Giving Campaign.t The need is great but our opportunity is greater. A gift of any size is appreciated, and 
payroll deduction allows you to spread payments throughout the coming year. Pledge now and pay later, 
starting in January or choose another payment method that works best for you. 

If you give directly to your favorite charities, we ask you to consider making your donation through this 
Campaign by designating your favorite charities. Please consider pledging online with a nominal commitment 
of $5 per pay period ($60 total for the year) or less may be given with a one-time payment via credit card, 
check, or cash. 

Leading the UNC system in giving to the Campaign is a tradition at UNC, not one that we want to give up 
without a fight. And our rate of employee participation sends yet another strong message to the citizens of 
North Carolina about our incredible culture of public service at the University of North Carolina. 

Important Information: Only payroll deduction and credit card options are available online. If you wish to 
pledge by cash or check, you must complete a paper form and submit your form and contribution to your team 
captain. If you wish to pledge by payroll deduction or credit card, please click on the "Give Now" link below 
and follow the instructions to enter in your UNC-Chapel Hill Onyen and password. 

G~VE INOW! When you get to the website, enter your UNC-Chapel Hill Onyen and password. 

As you open each page, you will immediately see that this process is very easy! There are only five steps, and it 
should take only five minutes to complete. We believe that online giving is a true convenience for making your 
gift to the SECC charities, and we hope you will too! 

Thank you for your gift to the State Employees Combined Campaign. 
We deeply appreciate your generosity and thoughtful consideration of others. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC College of Arts and Sciences <college@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 3:39 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Our Carolina Alumni 

Problems viewing this e-mail? View it online here, 

Dear Alumni and Friends: 

North Carolina, the nation and the world need UNC 
College of Arts & Sciences graduates. We educate 
creative thinkers and innovative problem solvers who 
succeed in business, government and public service. 
Our alumni are proof that a Carolina liberal arts and 
sciences education is more important than ever. 

Rod Brooks ’89, president and CEO of Stop Hunger 
Now in Raleigh, traces his entire career path to his study 
abroad experience in Seville, Spain. During his year 
abroad, Rod gained a global perspective and sparked 
his interest in serving people around the world. Since 
joining Stop Hunger Now in 2005, Rod and more than 
300,000 volunteers have packaged more than 100 
million meals to feed the hungry. 

Even before Sallie Senseney ’10 set foot on campus, 
she knew her destiny was to become a biology teacher 
in North Carolina. The UNC-BEST program provided her 
with the skills and experience necessary to make a 
difference in the lives of her students at Yancey County 
High School. Sallie’s students are reaping the benefits of 
a student-centered classroom, which Sallie models after 
her UNC classroom experience. 

Sharing Rod and Sallie’s stories reminds me of how 
critical annual support is to ensure our students gain the 
knowledge, skills and experience they need for 
leadership in a fast-changing world. I ask you to 
consider makin      to the College, department or 
program of your choice this year. Your gift will make 



an immediate impact on our students as they discover 
their life’s passion in the College of Arts & Sciences. 
You may also read more about Rod and Sallie in the fall 
2013 issue of the Carolina Arts & Sciences magazine. 

I’m proud of all of our faculty, students and alumni, and 
grateful for your support of the College of Arts & 
Sciences. 

Sincerely, 

Karen M. Gil 
Dean 

Follow us on: 
Facebook: facebook,comiU NC,Colle~ 
Twitter: .!}.it...t..j~:i/twitter.com/U 
YouTube: ~outube,com/usedUNCColle~ 
Instagram:            m.com/UNCColle~ 

Your g~f! will ma~ an 

immediate impact 

our s ~s as 

discover their l~t~ 
passion in the College 

This e-mail is for alumni and friends of the College of Arts and Sciences. You can contact the Annual Fund Office at the College with 
questions or comments at        unc.edu, 919.962.1682 or write to us at 134 E. Franklin St., Chapel Hill, NC 27599-6115. If you do not 

wish to receive further editions, unsubscribe here. 

702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, November 13, 2013 9:58 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Summer 2014 

As we wind down course schedule maintenance for summer 2014, I’m requesting that you 
please check to make sure nothing is scheduled in Session A in summer session one or 
summer session 2. I’ve looked and noticed quite a few classes still in A. 

&cademic In stitutiem: U NCoCh ape l Hill 
Tern1: 2/!14 Summer I 
Subject Area:: 7 ..... 

Session 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto:scheduling office@listserv.unc.edu 
registrar.unc.edu 

? 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-33853522-34472124.d27a5a94fl 81 lefe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Younger, Sherry R <syounger@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 11:29 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Gardner 103 & 104 

Hi Scheduling Officers, 

This is to notify you that the classrooms above will be removed from the GPC pool of classrooms effective 5/12/14. If 

you have already selected either of these rooms as a building and room preference for Summer I/II 2014 please deselect 

and choose another classroom. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Have a wonderful day, 

Sherry 

Sherry Younger 

Construction Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

UNC - Chapel Hill 

Suite 3202, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Phone - 919 962-6093 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-33854272-34472124, d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b 0159ed79e86e7e@,li stserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 1:48 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20131113134814294.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

ScanDate: 11.13.2013 13:48:14 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Received by:.__ 
Date Received: 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 
UNC at Chapel Hill 

Request]or Use of Facility 
(Telephone: 919-962-9001 Fax: 919-962-3725) 

*A separate form is required for each event. 

Event Description/Purpose: 

ProposediPlmmed Speakers: 
Event Date(s)    Mo,a. Ig 

Check the box below that best describes your department 
or organization 
~[ University Administrative (Departmental) Unit 

[] Officially Recognized Student Organization 

[~ Community Non-Profit (Daily Usage Fee applies - call for rental rates) 
l-I Other (Please specify) - Daily Usage Fee applies - call for rental rates. Please note that 

all requests’ must be approved by the Director and/or Administrative Manager.) 

Name of person making reservation    ~"~ c~ ~ C_~O/’~._ 

Person in charge of event     ~ ca,,,~ ;(~" 

Department lOrganization hosting event 

Address t/)~l ~, ~4 I¢: 

URL for event information 

UniversityiSAFO Billing Accomat Number (if applicable) 

Roo~n(s) Requested (check below): 

~ Hitchcock Multipurpose Room (seats165)** 

[] Computer Lab (seats 1 t) 

]~ Theatre (seats 360) - (controlled by UNC Classroom Scheduling Office from 8:00 am to 5:00 
pro***) 

[-I Seminar Room 200 (seats 16)- (controlled by UNC Classroom scheduling Office from 8.’00 

am to 6.’OO pm***) 

[] Seminar Room 201 (seats 16) - (controlled by UNC Classroom scheduling Office f!"om 8.’00 
am to 6:00pro***) 

[] Classroom 209 (seats 40) - (controlled by UNC Classroom scheduling Office from 8.’00 am to 
6:00pro***) 

[~1 Classroom 210 (seats 40) - (controlled by UNC Classroom scheduling Office from 8:O0 am to 
6.’OO pm***) 

[] Dance Studio 

**Food and drinks allowed only in the Hitchcock Multipurpose Room. 



***Note. Classroom Scheduling contact number is 962-6093. 

Event Start Time:    (~ " 0~) p ~ 
(Revised 10/16/!2) 

Event End Time:      -q- " 0 0 1;i~’~ 
(Please note all events must end by 9.’30pro - the Stone Center building closes at lO.O0 PM) 

Set-Up Time: 

Expected attendance: ! {~ Q) 

is the event open to the public? ~,, Yes r-1 No 

Admission Charge? [] Yes I~No Admission Cost $ 
(Please note. tickets or admission must be handled off-site through the Union Box Office. No 
admission fees may be collected at the door. Additional charges may apply, including but not 
limited to additional security,) 

Will food/drink be served at event? ~IYes 01~lo 

Please provide name ofcaterer/vendor used: 

(Food service must be arranged with Stone Center’s approved caterers. Self-catering is not 

permitted under any circumstance. Caterers list is attached). 

Do you plml to serve alcohol? [] Yes ~No (white wine only allowed in facility/no beer allowed) 

If yes, piease complete the request form for pemfission to serve alcohol at a University sponsored 
event. Before alcohol is allowed for an event, a signed form must be on file at the Stone Center. 

Room setup desired: 
(This refers’ to chair and table setup, a brief diagram can be drawn below.) 

Equipment Needed: 
]~ Microphone with podium 
~ Cordless Microphone 

[~ Lavaliere (clip-on) microphone 

[] VCR and screen 

[] DVD player and screen 

~ Projector and scree~ 

[] Special equipment, lighting and/or sound 
(Additional equipment needs not listed, including lighting and/or sound for the auditorium, risers, 
etc. must be arranged through the Student Union and coordinated with the Stone Center.) 

Persons or groups using Stone Center facilities will not be allowed to change or alter settings for 
event. Must see Stone Center staff for assistance. 

If you have any questions about equipment availability, please contact the Stone Center Facilities 
Manager at 919-843-1854. 



THE SONJA HAYNES STONE CENTER 
FOR BLACK CULTURE AND H!STORY 

Building Use Policy 

Thank you for expressing an interest in using facilities in the Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and 
History (Stone Center) at The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hili (UNC). The following information 
explains Stone’ Center policy regarding reservations, public safety needs, food service, and room arrangements. If 
you require additional information, please do not hesitate to contact us at 919-962-900 I. We look forward to 
working with you and hope you will have a successful event at the Stone Center. 

Reservations/Cancellations: Events can only be scheduled two months in advance. Events may be scheduled as 
litlle as two weeks before the event. Cancellations should be made at least a week in advance without incurring 
fees. 

Public Safety: Events scheduled weekdays after 5:00pro may require the additional presence of a DPS security 
guard, which will be determil~ed once your facility request is approved. If so, an online security request must be 
completed through the Department of Public Safety (UNC DPS). Please go to the DPS website to schedule a 
police officer to be present during the entire time you need access to the building. Requests for security should be 
arranged at least three weeks in advance, and you must not have any outstanding balances with UNC DPS. UNC 
DPS charges $55ihour. Proof of the DPS reservation needs to be faxed or delivered to the Stone Center at least a 
week before your event and if not received, the Stone Center reserves the right to cancel your event. 

Parking: If your program occurs at the Stone Center between 7:30am and 5:00pro, contact the Special Events 
Parking Office with UNC DPS (962-4424) to make necessary parking arrangements for your guests. For 
additional parking information related to Stone Center events, please visit our website. 

Technical (Lighting/Audio) Services: All arratlgements for technical services must be arranged through the 
Union Production Services at least four weeks in advance. No private outside equipment will be allo~ved in the 
building unless arranged directly by the Union. Production Services can be reached online or at 962-5787. Proof 
of Union Services request needs to be faxed or delivered to the Stone Center at least a week before your event and 
if not received, the Stone Center reserves the right to cancel your event. 

Food!Catering: Food and beverage are prohibited in the classrooms, seminar rooms, auditorium, gallery and 
museum, and dance studio. Food service is restricled to the Hitchcock Multipurpose Room (HMR), the common 
area outside the HMR, and the common area outside of the auditorium. 

Proposed evems where food is to be served require the following: 
¯ Prior approval of the Stone Center. 
¯ Use of a Stone Center approved caterer; caterers may contact the Stone Center Administrative Manager or 

Facilities Manager for details. Cleanup fo[Iowing an event will be the responsibility of the sponsoring 
organization includingevents where cleanup is not included in the catering contract. At the end of the 
event, all food, service dishes, containers, etc. must be removed and disposed of by the groups’ caterers. 
Note: A fee of 20% of the total bill will be charged to the department/organization. Please submit a 
~copy of your receipt/catering bill promptly for billing purposes. A $50 assessment will be billed to 
department/organization for failure to adhere to the cleanup policy. The kitchen is not fully equipped to 
prepare meals but is appropriate for warming, heating and serving meals. The use of hotplates, grills, 
griddles or any equipment not already provided in the kitchen is prohibited; the Stone Center DOES 
NOT provide linens, paper products, etc. If the room is" left in an unsatisfactory condition after an event, 
the department/organization may forfeit subsequent use privileges. 

Alcohol: Proposed events where alcohol is to be served must obtain prior approval from the Office of the 
Provost. A request form for permission to serve alcohol must be completed and signed before alcohol is allowed 
in the building. A completed form must be signed by the Department Chair or Director of the sponsoring unit or 
the appropriate College or School Dean, and the Provost. Forms may be obtained from the Office of the Provost 
by calling 919-962-2198; completed forms should be faxed to the Stone Center at 919-962-3725. Only white 



wine may be served in the building; beer, liquor, and red wine are prohibitea~ The Stone Center adheres to the 
University rules concerning alcohol service. 

Vendors: It is the responsibility of the event sponsor to arrange for outside equipment, furniture, materials, etc. 
to be removed the next business day. Please inform the Stone Center in advance of the scheduled times for 
vendor deliveries and pickups. Delivery_ of food, furniture, and other items is to be made through the loading 
dock located in the rear of the building. 

Sale of Items: Sale of items is prohibited in the Stone Center unless arranged through the University Bull’s Head 
Bookshop and/or auxiliary services. 

Fliers/Posters: No item, artwork, or document is to be attached to any ~vali, door, fixture, or building exterior. 
Posters/fliers are prohibited from being attached to doors, windows, trash cans, building exteriors, interior walls, 
stairway railings, elevator wails, floors, grounds or ceilings. 

Classrooms: Please remove all trash, boxes, and other items brought into the classrooms and return all furniture 
to its original configuration. Remember to clean dry-erase boards and turn off lights. 

Doors: Doors, including outside entrances, are not to be propped open at may time. 

Student Organizations: All student organizations must obtain signature approval from their faculty advisor 
before returning the reservation form. The form wilt NOT be approved without the faculty advisor’s signature. 
Additional charges may apply for security, catering, and if admission fees are charged. 



I will aet to ensure that the guidelines and policies set forth by the Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture 
and History and all applicable Uuiversity regulations are carefully followed throughout the duration of this event. 
I understas~d that it is my responsibility to assure that members and guests of my department and/or group observe 
these conditions. 

Name of Organization/Department 

Name of Event Date of Event 

Signature of Person in Charg~nt 

Signature of DirectoriChai ment 

Date 

Date 

Print Name of Faculty Advisor 

(For officially recognized student organizations) 

Department 

Signature of Faculty Advisor Date 

(Revised 10/16/2012) 



SONJA HAYNES STONE CENTER FOR BLACK CULTURE & HISTORY 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HIL 

RATES FOR FISCAL YEAR 2012-2013 

These fees will be assessed to non-University organizations and 
for those using the Stone Center after 5:00 PM 

HITCHCOCK MULTIPURPOSE ROOM $200 FOR MEETING USE PER USE 

HITCHCOCK MULTIPURPOSE ROOM $250 FOR BANQUET SET UP PER USE 

TERRACE $150 PER USE 

CLASSROOMS (ROOMS 209 AND 210) $200 EACH/PER USE 

SEMINAR ROOMS (ROOMS 200 AND 201) $175 EACH/PER USE 

THEATRE $300 PER USE 

AFTER-HOURS SECURITY FEE $55/HOUR MINIMUM 3 HOURS 

*WEEKEND BUILDING USE FEE 

LATE DEPARTURE FEE (AFTER 10:00 PM) 

*CATERING FEE 

$400/ROOM MINIMUM 4 HOURS 

$50 

20% OF TOTAL BILL 

*Weekend and catering fee are the only exceptions that will be charged to all organizations. 



APPROVED CATERERS LIST FOR THE 
SONJA HAYNES STONE CENTER BUILDING 

Amante Gourmet Pizza 
300 E. Main St. 
Carrboro, NC 27510 
919-962-3330 

Carolina Catering - Aramark 
t00 Friday Center Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-962-0336 

Catering Company 
15-501 Bypass 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-929-4775 

Carolina Inn 
211 Pittsboro St 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 
919-933-2001’ 

Edible Art Bakery & Dessert Caf4 
3801 Hillsborough St. 
Raleigh, NC 27606 
919-856-0604 

Tova Boettm Catering 
2109 North Lakeshore Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-619-3616 

Domino’s Pizza 
412 E. Main St. 
Carrboro, NC 27510 
919-929-0246 

Durham Catering 
2512 University Dr. 
Durham, NC 27707 
919-489-9535 

Firehouse Subs 
603 Meadowmont Village Circle 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919-969-4212 

Jimmy John’s 
306 W. Franklin St 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 
919-968-7827 

Home On The Range Catering 
12330 US Highway 15/501 N 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
9I 9-968-44!2 

Vimita’s Curryblossom Cafd 
431 W. Franklin St 
Chapel Hill, NC 27519 
919-929-3833 

Marcel’s C~ering Caf6 
1821Fordham Blvd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-967-0066 

Mediterranean Dell 
410 W. Franklin St 
Chapet Hill, NC 27516 
919-967-2666 

Sage & Swift Gourmet Caering 
2505Whi[den Dr. 
Durham, NC 27713 
919-957-7889 

Sage Caf~ 
1129 Weaver Dairy Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-968-9266 

Saladelia Caf~ 
4201 University Dr. 
Durham, NC 27707 
919-489-5776 

Savory Fare Catering 
908 W. Main St. 
Durham, NC 27701 
919-683-2185 

Three Seasons Catering 
2627 Hillsborough Rd. 
Durham, NC NC 27705 
919-416-0600 

Thrills from the Grill 
P O Box 52491 
Durham, NC 27717 
919-220-5787 

Harris Teeter 
310 North Greensboro Street 
Carrboro, NC 27510 
919-942-8564 

Sweet Jane’s Bakery 
4823 Meadow Drive, Suite 115 
Durham, NC 27713 
919-544-1313 

Mark Day Company 
6113 Highway 86 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-932-3031 

Heavenly Cinnamon Rolls 
1821 Fordham Blvd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-929-1722 

Hursey’s BBQ 

1834 S Church St 

Burlington, NC 27215 

336-226-1694 

Whole Foods Market 
81 S Elliott Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-968-t983 

IntimMe Affairs C~ering 
I408 ChristianAve, Ste 3 
Durham, NC 27705 
9t9-382-0008 

KRchen 14 
620 Valley Forge Road, Ste 1 
Hillsborough, NC 27278 
919-245-1414 

The Picnic Basket 
5410 Hwy 55 Ste AJ 
Durhanl, NC 27713 
919-572-9908 

Ethel Carver’s Catering 
P O Box 881 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-967-8498 

Tandoor Indian Restaurant 
1301 E. Franklin St 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-967-6622 

The Palace International 
1104 Broad Street 
Durham, NC 27705 
(919) 416-4922 

Gigi’s Cupcakes 
1028 Oberlin Road 
Raleigh, NC 27605 
919-896-8636 

Panera Bread 
213 W. Franklin Street 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 
919-929-9189 

Bojangles’ 
4600 Garrett Road 
Durham, NC 27701 
919-489-5942 

True Flavors Catering 
5410 N Carolina Hwy 55 
Durham, NC 27713 
919-593-7175 



SONJA HAYNES STONE CENTER FOR BLACK CULTURE & HISTORY 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HIL 

CHECKLIST/REMINDERS 

If you are a University Student Organization, has your request form been signed by 
your advisor? 

Have you turned in your completed facility request form and received official 
approval/confirmation for your event? 

Have you provided the requested setup for your event to the Facilities Manager 
Randy Simmons? 

If food/drink is served at event, remember the following: 
*a 20% fee will be charged by the Stone Center for the total invoice amount of 
your catering invoice; 
*the facility must be cleaned (i.e. all trash, etc. removed) at the end of your evem. 

If the following additional services are needed!required, have you requested their 
services and provided confirmation of their services to the Stone Center: 
* Carolina Production? 
*Department of Public Safety Officer? 
*Alcohol permit, if applicable. 

Please make sure your contact information is listed on all event advertising and 
publicity so that you can be contacted for additional information regarding the 
event. 

Thank you for using the Stone Center! 
Telephone 962-9001; Fax 962-3725 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Flores, Theresa <tflores@email.unc. edu> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 2:40 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Room Reservation Request 

11-18-13 Dialogues on East Africa and African Unity.docx; Invoice 5370 11-18-13 
AAAD.xls 

Hi Trav[s, 

I’ve attached the documents. 

Please let me know if you need anything else! 

Best, 

Theresa 

Theresa FIores 

Events Coordinator 

Institute for Arts and Humanities 

Hyde Hall, CB #3322 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3322 

Phone: (9:19) 962-0249 

Fax: (9:19) 962-:1:1:18 

Web: http://iah.u nc.edu 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 2013 4:18 PM 

To: FIores, Theresa 
Subject: RE: Room Reservation Request 

Hi Theresa! 

I was going back through some past emails but I don’t think I was able to find the event confirmation. It may have 

ended up in myjunk box by mistake. That has happened before in the past. Would it be possible to resend it? 

Thanks so much and have a great weekend! 

Travis 

From: Flores, Theresa 
Sent: Wednesday, October 16, 2013 4:36 plVl 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Room Reservation Request 

Hi Travis, 



I just double checked with Chris I went ahead and put your event on the calendar so you should be good to go. I’ll get an 

event confirmation form to you by the end of this week! 

Please let me know if you need help with anything else. 

Best, 

Theresa 

Theresa Flares 

Events Coordinator 

Institute for Arts and Humanities 

Hyde Hall, CB #3322 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3322 

Phone: (919) 962-0249 

Fax: (919) 962-1118 

Web: http://iah.unc.edu 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent." Wednesday, October 16, 2013 1:30 PM 
To." FIores, Theresa 
Subject." RE: Room Reservation Request 

Hi Theresa, 

Sorry for passing through Hyde Hall the other day using it as a shortcut! 

I wanted to double check on a form I previously sent just to make sure about the availability. 

submitting the form and his email is down below. 

Thanks so much! 

Travis 

Hi Travis, 

talked to Chris prior to 

Our directoc John McGowan, has indicated that we wifl only be doing one event per room per day (not one event per 

day’) so the date you want, Monday Nov 18th is available. Please go to our website (www.iah. unc.edu) and fill out an 

of~°cial room reservation request so we can process your request. 

Best, 

Christopher G. Meinecke 

Business Officer, ~nsdtute for the Arts and Humanities 
President, University Managers Association (uma.web.unc.edu) 

Delegate, Division 8- Professional Staff, UNC-CH Employee Forum (forum. unc.edu) 



Institute for the Arts and Humanities 

Department 3211 

120 Hyde Haft 

Campus Box 3322 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3322 

T 919-962-6830 

F 919-962-1118 

meinecke@email, unc.edu 

www.iah.unc.edu 

From: Flores, Theresa 
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2013 12:23 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Room Reservation Request 

Hi Travis, 

Thank you for filling out the on-line reservation form. 

Unfortunately we do not have the capacity to accommodate you for the Dialogues on East Africa and Africa 

Unity on November 18th. Please let me know if there’s anything else I can help with. 

Best, 

Theresa 

Theresa FIores 

Front Desk Manager 

Institute for Arts and Humanities 

Hyde Hall, CB #3322 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3322 

Phone: (919) 962-0249 

Fax: (919) 962-1118 

Web: http://iah.u nc.edu 

From: iah@unc.edu [mailto:iah@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 13, 2013 4:41 PM 
To: Institute for the Arts & Humanities 
Subject: Room Reservation Request 

Your name 
Travis Gore 

Your e-mail address 
stgore@email.unc.edu 



Room(s) requested 
University Room** (please specify setup) 

* Incubator Setup Requested: 
** University Room Setup Requested: 

Theater style (maximum 100) 
Room Setup 

I agree to accept responsiblity for setting up the event space in consultation with the IAH events 
coordinator. I understand that by selecting this option, my group assumes liability for any resulting 
bodily injury or damage to IAH property. I also understand that this option may not be available, 
dependent on the IAH building use schedule. 

Event start date and time: 

Nov 18, 2013 10:00 AM 
Event end date and time: 

Nov 18, 2013 05:30 PM 
Is the event public? 

Yes 
Number of people attending: 

80 
Department or organization hosting the event: 

AAAD 
Event Name: 

Dialogues on East Africa and African Unity at 50 
Person in charge of this event: 

Eunice Sahle 
Is a Fellow of the Institute making the request? 

No 
If yes, what is the requesting Fellow’s name: 

but she is on the Chairs Leadership Program 
Is this event part of an IAH program? 

No 
If yes, which IAH program? 
Billing Contact 

Sonia Colon 
Billing Address 

109 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone 

E-mail 
9199665496 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Fax 
Department number: 

3287 
Will the event be catered? 

Yes 
If yes, who will cater the event? 

most likely Med Deli 
Equipment needed: 
Special equipment or set up requests, if any: 

the speaker will use power point 
Do you plan to serve alcohol? 

No 
If yes, which type? 
Will any guests be under age 21? 



Yes 

Please describe any special furniture needs you have (table for caterer, program materials, etc.), if any: 
Table at front of room for the panel. Table in the back for catering 

Anything else? Please tell us anything else you want us to know about your event, your request or your needs: 
I have read and agree to abide by the Hyde Hall Alcohol policy 

Yes 
I have read and agree to abide by the IAH room reservation policies 

Yes 



By reserving a room at Hyde Hall, the contact person and group agrees to the 
following IAH policies listed on the IAH website. The contact person and group 
assume all liability associated with their event and agrees to pay the Institute 
for the Arts and Humanities for all damages. 

Date/Time: Mon Nov 18, 2013 10:00am-5:30pm 

Event: Dialogues on East Africa and African Unity at 50 

Room (s) Reserved: University Room 

Contact      Travis Gore 

Telephone/Email 

Department 

Event Source 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

mailto:mrfish@unc, edu 
AAAD 

Web Request Form 

Details Booked? 

(4hr rain., $20 x 4 hr = $80) Yes Security 

Parking 

Set-Up 

Billing* 

Visit www.dps.unc.edu/Forms/visitorlotrequest/visitorlot.cfrn 

to request parking if needed. 
University Room and Incubator 
Room: 100 theatre, 

*Note: 2-3 people recommended for 
moving furniture 

Rental Fee: N/A 
Security Fee: 80 
Movers Fee: N/A 

N/A 

Group has agreed 
to set-up the room 

themselves. 

Invoice # 
5370 

Caterer Responsibility of renting party Med Deli 

N/A 
Technology 

Needs 

Please contact iah@email.unc.edu to 
schedule a technology tutorial before 
your event. 

Please print page 2 as a checklist for after your event. If you have any questions about our building use 
policies, please contact iah@ernail.unc.edu. Thankyou! 



Thank you for visiting the 
  ST TUTE  - ARTS HUMA~ ~ES at Hyde Hall. 

We hope that you will enjoy our facilities! 

PLEASE NOTE that the Institute does not have event staff to set up rooms, assist with 
technology or clean up after events. We therefore appreciate your cooperation with the 
following guidelines. 

Groups who reserve Hyde Hall are responsible for leaving spaces as they found them. 

Push your chairs in 
Do not directly place anything on the wooden furniture 
Wipe down tables and/or chairs if necessary 

Please remove trash from Hyde Hall" 

Trash should be placed in the large, lidded garbage can located 
in the Swain Parking Lot, near the back entrance to Hanes Art 
Center. 
No plates, cups, napkins, serving platters, food or other event- 
related items may remain in the room after the event ends. 

The Institute recycles! Please put recyclable materials (paper, 
bottles and cans) into the bins provided. Do not put trash into a 
recycling bin. Please ask for assistance from Hyde Hall staff if 
need additional trash bins. 

you 

Help us conserve energy: Please turn off the lights when you leave the room. 

Check to make sure that you have not left anything from your group/meeting in the 
room. 

Hyde Hall is a working office building. Please encourage your participants to be quiet and 
courteous when they are in our hallways or public areas. 

Groups using Hyde Hall assumes all liability associated with their event and agrees to pay 
the Institute for the Arts and Humanities for all damages. 

THANKYOU for your cooperation. If you have any questions or need assistance, inquire at the 
reception area on the first floor. 





Hyde Hall Room Reservations 
The Institute for the Arts and Humanities 

Hyde Hall, CB #3322 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3322 

(919) 962-0249 

Notice of Future Charges 
(do not pay at this time) 

Customer: 

Department: Travis Gore 

Attn: Sonia Colon 

Department No. 3287 

UNC-CH, CB# 
Chapel Hill NC 27599 

Invoice #: 5370 

Notice 

Date: 11/13/2013 

Event: Lecture 

Terms: Payable following event 

Booking/Details 

Dialogues on East Africa and African Unity at 50 11/18 10-5:30 

University Room Rental Charge 

UNC Security Fee 

($20/hour, 4 hour minimum) 

UNC Mover’s Fee 
($80/hr) 

TOTAL 

Amount Due 

$0.00 

$80.00 

$0.00 

$80.00 

Account # 

Following the event, 

Thank you 



Hyde Hall Room Reservations 
The Institute for the Arts and Humanities 

Hyde Hall, CB #3322 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3322 

(919) 962-0249 

Notice of Future Charges 
(do not pay at this time) 

funds transfer will be made to: 
The Institute for the Arts and Humanities 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Hyde Hall, CB #3322 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3322 

Thankyou 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

CCCS <cccs@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 3:00 PM 

Austin, Susan L <Austin@sog.unc.edu>; Barker, Michael <michael_barker@unc.edu>; 
Brossman, Curt Alan <cbrossman@unc.edu>; Bryant, Kathy <kathy_bryant@unc.edu>; 
Davis, Christie Wynette <christie_davis@unc.edu>; Evarts, Lori A 
<lori_evarts@unc.edu>; Freeman, Mike <MJFREEMAN@aux-services.unc.edu>; Gist, 
Jacquelyn Michelle <JMGIST@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Holt, Ruthie 
<raholt@email.unc.edu>; Malone, Brenda Richardson <brenda_malone@unc.edu>; 
Medford, Becky C <becky_medford@med.unc.edu>; Meinecke, Chris 
<meinecke@email.unc.edu>; Meredith Cuomo <Meredithcuomo@ncsecc.org>; 
Nickerson-Salter, Cherritta B <nickerc@unc.edu>; Nicklis, Ashley <anicklis@unc.edu>; 
Salyer, Sherry L <salyer@email.unc.edu>; Socola, Donna Marie 
<socola@email.unc.edu>; Barger, David H <dbarger@unc.edu>; Bickford, Donna M 
<dbickford@unc.edu>; Blackburn, Dean <blackburn@unc.edu>; Blanchard, Bob 
<bob_blanchard@unc.edu>; Boudler, Laurie <boudler@unc.edu>; Davenport, Helene 
Ann <helene_davenport@unc.edu>; Douglas, Linda Brown <linda_douglas@unc.edu>; 
Lindsey, Byron Anthony(Tony) <tony_lindsey@med.unc.edu>; Everett, Lewis M 
<lmeveret@email.unc.edu>; Figueroa, Angelica M <amfiguer@email.unc.edu>; 
Gustafson, Joann C <joann_gustafson@unc.edu>; Hill, Monica 
<mihill@email.unc.edu>; Huppert, Sarah Andrews <Sarah_Andrews@unc.edu>; Kelley, 
John <kelleyj @email.unc. edu>; Kidd, Jeff <j eff.kidd@facilities.unc, edu>; Kollar, April 
<april_kollar@med.unc.edu>; Levinson, Sara <saralev@email.unc.edu>; Lewis, Faye T 
<flewis@email.unc.edu>; McKirahan, Matthew Thomas <mckirahan@sog.unc.edu>; 
Meyers, Kathryn <kmeyers@email.unc.edu>; Moore, Margaret Eilene 
<MARGARET_MOORE@unc.edu>; Panke, Stefanie <panke@sog.unc.edu>; Peterson, 
Stephanie B. <peterssb@email.unc.edu>; Pinelli, Nicole R. <nickipinelli@unc.edu>; 
Pruitt, Jennifer <j ennifer~ruitt@unc, edu>; Reid, Allison <Allison_Reid@unc.edu>; 
Sauer, Beth H <bhsauer@email.unc.edu>; Saye, Terri O <tsaye@email.unc.edu>; 
Sylvester, Susan R. <ssylvest@email.unc.edu>; Welty, Jeffrey B <welty@sog.unc.edu>; 
Wilkins, Emily Alice <Emily_Wilkins@unc.edu>; Wilkinson, Patti <pattiw@unc.edu> 

Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares: Week 6 Report 

Reports by Division_Week 6.zip; Week 6.xlsx 

MID CAMPAGIN- Week 6 results are in! As of today UNC- 

Chapel Hill has raised S547,009 ! Way to go team! This is 

great accomplishment but far from beating last year’s 

numbers. Currently we are ~128,000 behind where we 

were at this same point in the campaign in 2012! Please keep up the good momentum and special events as 

we reach for our Million dollar goal. All your hard work is appreciated. 

We can make our goal! Every dollar counts! 

Visit Facebook and view a~ the specia~ event pictures° There are so many creative events raising money that 
he~ps so many! https://www.facebook.com/unc.carolinacares 

Alert: We are now officially ahead of NC State!! We are still behind in percentage of participation. 32% of NC State 

employees have donated compared to only 15% at UNC. We have given more with less people but think of the positive 

impact UNC could have with 30% participation! 



Top Giving Departments-Monetary Donations 
1. Kenan-Flagler Business School - $45,736 

2. CIO- Information Technology- 520,299 

3. School of (3overnment- 517,487 
4. School of Medicine: Pediatrics- 14,278 (New This Week[!!) 
5. FP(3 Child Development Inst.-514,230 

Percentage in Giving By Division: 

VC ADVAnCeMeNT ~ 

CNANC~LLO~ 35 69 5i% 

SCN ~US 125 

SCNO0~ OF GOV~N~EN~ 52 

$CH SOCIAL WO~: ~ 132 

P~OVOST 97 ~3 2 

SCNOO O~ ~N~:O & USR SC:ENCE 14 

357 2 

Employees who have contributed to the 2013 campaign are eligible for weekly Carolina Cares prize drawings. 

Remember, the earlier you contribute, the more prize drawings you are eligible for - if you gave but don’t see your 

name below, you still have four chances to win! 

Winners Week 6: Congratulations to the following campaign contributors: 
Anna C. Herman-(3iddens- SCH MEDICINE - PEDIATRICS 
Robert J. Dermody- CHANCELLOR - INTERNAL AUDIT 

Larry W. Chavis- SCH BUS - KENAN-FLA(3LER BUSINESS SCHOOL 

(31aire D. Anderson-A&S-ART 
Matthew (3. Soloway- SCH MEDICINE - COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CTR 

Division Leaders or Dept. Team Captains please inform your employee that they are a winner of the weekly prize 

drawing. To claim prizes contact Ruth Holt in Benefits Services! 

~)rop-Off locations: 

http ://ca roli n a ca res. u n c. ed u/tea m -ca ptain-reso u rces/d o n ati o n-d ro p-off-I ocatio n s/ 



Please be sure all forms are submitted to one of the sites listed below before 11am on Thursdays! You may drop off 

anytime during the week. Please note the Wilson Library drop off has been replaced with the UNC OneCard Office. 

Important General Reminders: 
Be sure to complete a report form with your paper pledges. This report must be submitted along with your other forms 

at the Thursday drop-off sites. Online ePledge information does not need to be recorded on a paper form. Please note 

that all attached forms are accessible on http://carolinacares.unc.edu/team-captain-resources/campaign-materials/ 

¯ Please make sure fill out a separate report form for each of your departments. Do not group/roll up your 

departments on the same report form. Departments will not receive the proper credit towards their 30% 

participation if submitted in this format. 

Reminder: Please remind your employees to give through ePledge, http://carolinacares.unc.edu/ 

Do Not to give on the SECC website. If you have an employee who gives on the SECC website a credit card confirmation 

will need to be submitted on a paper pledge form. If you have questions please contact Kim Andrews- 

Kim_Andrews@unc.edu 

Please note that there is a two week lag time to process paper pledges. Employees who submit paper pledges will 

continue to receive campus ePledge emails for a short period until form is processed. We apologize for any 

inconvenience. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                  12:16 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Invitation: the new Library guide for Middle East studies session, Monday 18 at 
noon 

Dear Sonia and Travis, 

Could you please promote this Middle East Library (~rad Student/Faculty event on Monday 

lunch and learn about http://guides.lib.unc.edu/middleeasthome. 

Mohamed has requested a RSVP. 

Thanks, 

@ noon-l:30? Free 

F rom: 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:15 AM 
To: 
Subject: Invitation: the new Library guide for Middle East studies session, Monday 18 at noon 

Salam 

hope things are going well in sha’ Allah. 

I wonder if you will be attending the Library session this Monday at noon. Over lunch, librarians who participated in 

creating the guide including myself will be presenting it to all faculty, staff and graduate students on Monday the :18th 
from noon to :1:30 at Davis Library room 2:14. Her is a link to the new guide which is now complete and ready for you to 

use it and share it http://guides.lib.unc.edu/middleeasthome, if you are coming, which I really hope, please go ahead 

and add your name to the list [LINK HERE]; it would be also great if you can share it with any interested graduate 

students and encourage them to sign up and attend. 

Thanks you, and looking forward to seeing you at Davis Library, and hearing your feedback. 

Salam, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

David Pier @gmail.com> 

Thursday, 8:41 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Exam for tomorrow 10 AM 

AAAD EXAM.pdf 

Hi Travis. So at least one student is coming tomorrow at 10 AM to the office to take the makeup exam. Thank you again for helping 
with this in my time of need! 

I meant to print out the exam today to give to you, but I neglected to bring my computer. Could you please print two copies of the 
attached file? I expect only one student will show up. Her name is 

Thanks again. 

--Dave 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 8:50 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R 
<krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Blurb - Performance class, spring 2014 

CLAS SBLURB-AAAD290-1. doc 

Dea r Travis, 

Kindly see email below. Please get in touch Joseph once the copies are ready. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent." Friday, November 15, 2013 6:46 AM 
To." Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject." RE: Blurb - Performance class, spring 2014 

Eunice, 

I’m sending this out everywhere. Could we print some and I can get my work studies to post. 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 



SPRING CLASS OFFERING - 2014 

DEPARTMENT OF AFRICAN, AFRICAN AMERICAN AND DIASPORA 

STUDIES 

AAAD 290 

A new performance class 

PERFORMING THE POLITICS OF WATER 
A CLASS EXPLORING PERFORMANCE 

& 
WATER/ENVIRONMENT/HEALTH 

Professor: Joseph Megel 
Department of Communication Studies 

Director, UNC-CH’s Process Series 
megel@email.unc.edu 

Working with a variety of sources including D. Soyini Madison’s work titled Water Rites/Rights, 
and doing our own ethnographic field research in the Rogers Road community of Chapel Hill, 
North Carolina we will create a class performance looking at the political and social issues of 
water, the environment and health. In addition to the Rogers Road community, we will explore 
these issues drawing on experiences from South Africa, Ghana and members of Afro- 
Columbians. 

The class will culminate in two public performances. The first performance will be on Thursday 
evening April 10 as a launch of the 2nd Global Africana annual conference focusing the 
intersecting themes of water, environment and health and the final one on April 11. Students 
will be required to take part in these public performances. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 9:29 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Blurb - Performance class, spring 2014 

thank you. 

jm 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

I:rom: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, November 15, 2013 8:49 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
l:c: Megel, Joseph Lawrence; Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: RE: Blurb - Performance class, spring 2014 

Dea r Travis, 

Kindly see email below. Please get in touch Joseph once the copies are ready. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Friday, November 15, 2013 6:46 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Blurb - Performance class, spring 2014 

Eunice, 

I’m sending this out everywhere. Could we print some and I can get my work studies to post. 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 



410 W. Franklin St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 
Phone (919) 967-2666 
Fax (919) 967-8948 
www.mediterraneandeli.com 

EVENT DATE: THREE 

EVENTS: 1131113, 211113, 

2/2/13 
TIME: 5:00, 12:00, 12:00 
RESPECTIVELY 
NUMBER OF PEOPLE: 50-80 
NAME: SHELBY 
DEPT. AFR. AMER. STUDIES 
PHONE: 919 886 3273 

1/31/12 5:O0 PM Menu 

MIDDLE EASTERN STYLE CHICKEN KEBOB marinated in plain yogurt, saffron, 
juice of onions and spices. 

SPANIKOPITA: Fresh spinach, feta cheese, and olive oil wrapped in fi lo dough. 

TRADITIONAL HUMMOS: A blend of chickpeas, tahini, lemon juice, and garlic. 

SAFFRON BASMATI RICE: Cooked rice in saffron spice. 

GREEK SALAD: Crisp romaine lettuce, cucumbers, tomatoes, green peppers, onion, 
calamata olives, feta cheese, pepperoncini, and olive oil dressing. 

TZATZIKEI or CUCUMBER YOGURT SAUCE: Cucumber, yogurt, and garlic. 



FRESH BAKED PITA BREAD: Made with certified organic and local flour. 

GREEK BAKLAVA (PISTACHIO AND WALNUT) 

Price per person: $14. O0 



2/1/12 12:00 Noon Menu 

CHICKEN MEDITERRANEAN: Chicken breast baked in tomato sauce, fresh basil, 
garlic, kalamata olives, feta cheese and olive oil. 

SPINACH FATAYER: Fresh spinach, scallions and nutmeg spices with feta and 
mozzarella cheese. Served on a boat shaped organic dough. 

SAFFRON BASMATI RICE: Cooked rice in saffron spice. 

FETTUSH SALAD: Chopped fresh tomato, cucumber, green, red & yellow pepper, green 
& red onions, parsley, olive oil, lemon juice served with garlic pita croutons. 

FALAFEL: Chickpeas combined with green onions, parsley, cilantro, deep-fried and 
served with tahini dressing. 

SMALL AMOUNT OF GLUTEN FREE FRESHLY BAKED PITA BREAD: Made with 
certified organic mixed gluten free flour of lava beans, garbanzo beans, and tapioca. 

FRESH BAKED PITA BREAD: Made with certified organic and local flour. 



MEDITERRANEAN GRILLED VEGETABLES: Grilled red, yellow and green peppers 
with grilled onions, zucchini, squash and mushrooms in an olive oil dressing. 

LADY FINGERS (CASHEW PHYLLO DOUGH PASTRY) 

Price per person: $14.00 



2/2/12 12:00 Noon Menu 

MOROCCAN STYLE CHICKEN: Chicken breast, green, yellow and red peppers, 
tomatoes, yellow and green squash, carrots, celery, garlic, and spices. 

SAFFRON BASMATI RICE: Cooked rice in saffron spice. 

APPLE ORZO SALAD: Served with assorted black and golden raisins, granny smith 
apples and roasted almonds. 

JERUSALEM SALAD: Tomato, cucumber, green pepper, fresh mint, parsley, olive oil, 
and lemon tahini dressing. 

TYROPITA (cheese puffs): Phyllo dough stuffed with herbed feta and Ricotta cheese. 

FRESHLY BAKED PITA BREAD: Made with certified organic and local flour. 

SMALL AMOUNT OF GLUTEN FREE FRESHLY BAKED PITA BREAD: Made with 
certified organic mixed gluten free flour of lava beans, garbanzo beans, and tapioca. 

Price per person: $14.00 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nielsen, Mark S <mnielsen@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 12:02 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Summer study abroad course creation 

summer study abroad AAAD courses 2014.xlsx 

wish I could say this is the first time today that I forgot to attach the file! 

Information Systems Director 

Study Abroad Office 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB#3130~ 2105 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill~ NC 27599-3130 

http://studyabroadmnc edu 

919-962-9240; fax: 919-962-2262 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is fo~ the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

informatiom Any unauthorized review use disclosure or distribution is prohibited~ If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 

sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message~ 

From." Gore, Travis 
Sent," Friday, November 15, 2013 11:36 AM 
To," Nielsen, Mark S 
Subject; RE: Summer study abroad course creation 

Hi Mark, 

You found the right person! I don’t seem able to find the attachment though! Would it be possible to resend it. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From," Nielsen, Mark S 
Sent," Friday, November 15, 2013 10:49 AM 
To," Gore, Travis 
Subject; Summer study abroad course creation 

Good morning, Travis: 

I hope I have the right individual in the AAAD department. This summer the study abroad office is offering a two study 

abroad programs in Sengal and Durban, South Africa, with courses in your department.. I have attached a spreadsheet 

of the courses that need to be created in the AAAD Department. This is the last day to create courses for the summer 

and I DO APOLOGIZE for this late notice, but we have been struggling with the Registrar’s Office to come up with a 
workable solution for how summer graded-credit courses are to be coded in the system. Please note that all Study 

Abroad programs are coded with section 0:ls to designate them as study abroad programs and are thus not visible to 

other students. All of these courses will be created in Summer I Session B and need to include the dates of the program. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to call on me. Hopefully now that we have worked out a solution with the 

Registrar’s Office, we won’t ever be making these requests right up against the deadline ever again. Thank you again for 

your patience. 



Information Systems Director 

Study, Abroad Office 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB#3130~ 2105 EedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill,/\~C 27599-3:[30 

http://studyabroad.unc.edu 

919-962-9240; fax: 919-962-2262 

Confidentiality Notice: This email messa£e, indudin£ attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

nformatiom Any unauthorzed review use, dsdosure or distrbution is prohibted. If you are not the ntended recpient, please contact the 

sende~ by ~eply eomail and destroy all copies of the original message 



Program Course Section Title Term Session Credit Hours 

UNCin Senegal AAAD 290 01s 

Dates 5/15/2014/- 6/30/2014 WOLO 401 01s 

WOLO 403 01s 

Topics in African Studies: Senegalese Society and Culture 

Elementary Wolof 

Intermediate Wolof 

Summer I B 

Summer I B 

Summer 1 B 

3 

3 

3 

UNC in Durban, South Africa 

Dates 5/14/2014 - 6/29/2014 

IAAAD 498 lois IHuman Rights, Constitutions and Public Policy ISummer I IB 31 



Professor 

Mamarame Seck 

Mamarame Seck 

Mamarame Seck 

IGeorges Nzongola I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Flores, Theresa <tflores@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 8:04 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

RE: room setup 

Hi Travis, 

We’ll arrange for full theater style to be set-up with two tables in the front with two chairs each and two tables in the back 

for food. 

The movers will arrive at 9am so if you have any changes to make please let me know before then. 

Best, 

Theresa 

Theresa FIores 

Events Coordinator 

Institute for Arts and Humanities 

Hyde Hall, CB #3322 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3322 

Phone: (919) 962-0249 

Fax: (919) 962-1118 

Web: http://iah.unc.edu 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, November 18, 2013 7:49 AM 
To: Flores, Theresa 
Subject: room setup 

Good Morning Theresa! 

Here is the room set up for the movers this morning. 

http://iah~unc~edu/reserve-hyde-ha~~/event-spaces/reserve-hyde-ha~~/UR-setup-~pti~ns 

The one in the first picture that is theater style. On the reservation I mentioned up to 100 but its hard to tell how many will 
come because we didnt have an RSVP. Its possible we could have half of that but I guess its better to put out all the chairs 

just in case. I wouldnt want to have to scramble to add chairs at the last second. 

We definitely need tables in the back for the catering. Maybe you know from experience how many tables we will need in the 

back for the food? 

In the front of the room we need a table or maybe two tables with chairs. It will be for the panelists and I believe there will 
be 4 people at a time sitting at the table. 

I will stop by shortly after 8am to clarify anything. 

Thanks so much! 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 10:09 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Registration Section Status Summary Report 

An update of the Registration Section Status Summary Report has been posted on the Registrar’s website. The 

link is: 

http://registrar.unc.edu/Rep~rts/Registrati~nSecti~nStatusSummar¥Rep~rts/index.htm 

If you can run reports in PRD (production) in Connect Carolina, you can also use this report to check on the 

most current stats for your courses. 

NC SR CLASS ENROLL BY SUBJECT 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto:schedulin~ office@listserv.unc.edu 
re~istrar.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore~email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-33878168-34472124, d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 11:13 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Final exams Fall 2013 in General Purpose Classrooms 

Just a reminder that the following policy is in effect for General Purpose Classrooms during the final exam period (Dec 5- 
13). We will direct any faculty requesting time/room changes back to their Student Services Manager or the equivalent 
position. At this time you may contact the Scheduling Office (scheduling_office@unc.edu) to request rooms for review 
sessions during the final examination period. 

During Final Exams -- the scheduling office controls the scheduling of all general purpose 

classrooms between 8am and 7pm during final exams. This includes exam Saturdays as well as 

reading days that fall Monday through Friday. You may schedule your rooms at 7 pm and later 

after checking the final exam schedule (some exams last well beyond 7pm/call the scheduling 

office to check). It’s good policy to always check with the scheduling office to see if exams 

with room conflicts have been moved to one of your rooms if you need to schedule after 7 pm. 

We don’t make any special notification of these moves to the department controlling the 

room. 

Please remind your faculty of the following University Policy: 

Examinations are scheduled according to the day and hour of the first meeting of the course 
each week and held in the regular assigned meeting room (unless they have been notified of a 
change). Instructors may not change an exarnination (except for lab sections) to a time other 
than that specified in the general schedule except after first petitioning the dean and with the 
advance approval of the provost. No examination time can be changed after it has been 

announced! 

To see the Final Exam schedule, please use this link: http://registrar.unc.edu/academic-calendar/final-examination- 
schedule-fall-2013/ 

University Policy Memorandum #8 is a detailed explanation of the final examination system. It is also listed in the 
Undergraduate Bulletin at this link: http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/proceduresl.html#final exams 

Please let us know if you have any further questions. 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 

rsherman@email, unc. edu 



mailto : scheduling office@listserv.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-33878715-34472124, d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e~li stserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Flores, Theresa <tflores@email.unc. edu> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 12:02 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: room setup 

Invoice 5370 11-18-13 AAAD.xls 

Hi Trav[s, 

I’ve attached the updated invoice reflecting the addition of the movers fee. Because we had movers arranged for the 

day already we’ve split the Movers fee between your group and the others who scheduled Movers as well, so it only 

shows up on the invoice as $40. 

Please let me know if you have any additional questions! 

Best, 

Theresa 

Theresa FIores 

Events Coordinator 

Institute for Arts and Humanities 
Hyde Hall, CB #3322 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3322 

Phone: (919) 962-0249 

Fax: (919) 962-:1:1:18 

Web: http://iah.unc.edu 

From= Gore, Travis 
Sent= Monday, November 18, 2013 7:49 AM 
To= Flores, Theresa 
Subject= room setup 

Good Morning Theresa! 

Here is the room set up for the movers this morning. 

http://iah~unc~edu/reserve-hyde-ha~~/event-spaces/reserve-hyde-ha~~/~R-setup-options 

The one in the first picture that is theater style. On the reservation I mentioned up to 100 but its hard to tell how many 
will come because we didnt have an RSVP. Its possible we could have half of that but I guess its better to put out all the 
chairs just in case. I wouldnt want to have to scramble to add chairs at the last second. 



We definitely need tables in the back for the catering. Maybe you know from experience how many tables we will need in 
the back for the food? 

In the front of the room we need a table or maybe two tables with chairs. It will be for the panelists and I believe there 
will be 4 people at a time sitting at the table. 

I will stop by shortly after 8am to clarify anything. 

Thanks so much! 

Travis 



Hyde Hall Room Reservations 
The Institute for the Arts and Humanities 

Hyde Hall, CB #3322 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3322 

(919) 962-0249 

Notice of Future Charges 
(do not pay at this time) 

Customer: 

Department: Travis Gore 

Attn: Sonia Colon 

Department No. 3287 

UNC-CH, CB# 
Chapel Hill NC 27599 
Updated 11/18 

Booking/Details 

Dialogues on East Africa and African Unity at 50 11/18 10-5:30 

University Room Rental Charge 

UNC Security Fee 

($20/hour, 4 hour minimum) 

UNC Mover’s Fee 
($80/hr) 

TOTAL 

Invoice #: 5370 

Notice 

Date: 11/13/2013 

Event: Lecture 

Terms: Payable following event 

Amount Due 

$0.00 

$80.00 

$40.00 

$120.00 

Account # 

Following the event, 

Thank you 



Hyde Hall Room Reservations 
The Institute for the Arts and Humanities 

Hyde Hall, CB #3322 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3322 

(919) 962-0249 

Notice of Future Charges 
(do not pay at this time) 

funds transfer will be made to: 
The Institute for the Arts and Humanities 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Hyde Hall, CB #3322 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3322 

Thankyou 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 8:52 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Fall 2014 

Good Morning! 
We have opened Course Schedule Maintenance for Fall 2014 today. Please let me know if you have any problems with 
access. The following are some notes that should be helpful in your set up of the term. 

Fall 2014 = 2149 

Things to Remember: 

Courses roll from one like term to next like term (i.e. Spring 2010 to Spring 2011/Fall 2010 to Fall 2011, etc) What rolled? 

Combined classes, all courses and sections that were not canceled or deleted, reserve capacities, notes 

Combined Classes did roll combined this term. But you still have to look at them all! If you are a sponsor course and are 

not holding the class, please let the non-sponsor class know so they can cancel their section! It is not our responsibility 

to let them know. If you are not sure who to contact, we can tell you! Also, courses not listed as combined in the Course 

Catalog cannot be combined. 

The manuals for Astra and ConnectCarolina are online on the Registrar’s website if you need to refresh your memory. 

http://registrar.unc.edu/training/document-repository/schedule-of-classes/ 

Only Session A and F courses are rolled. If you have courses with session codes other than these, you will have to add 

them to the current term. 

Choosing the weight of your room and features: Use 10 if they can’t live without it. They may have to change the time of 

their class to get the feature or building/room they want. If they want a particular room, it may be someone else’s 

scheduling priority so they would get to ask for it first. 

Global Center controls their rooms after 5 p.m. You must ~sk theirperm~sdon (even if you have scheduling rights there) 

to schedule there after 5 p.m. GC 1009 is not available after 2:00 p.m.. 

Leave at least 10 minutes between MWF courses and 15 between TR courses. Check to make sure your courses don’t 

run up to the next hour (i.e. 10 am to 11 am) 

Please check to make sure you haven’t scheduled any courses in the wee hours of the morning! 

If the recitation option doesn’t come up when scheduling, you have to call the scheduling office to have it added. DO 

NOT leave it as a lecture section! 

Please let the scheduling software (also known as "THE OPTIMIZER") schedule your recitations into rooms unless you can 

use up the whole MWF or TTH time period for the entire week, 

Seminar rooms usually only have 21 seats or less. Please don’t request them (as a feature) at a weight of 10 for First 

Year Seminars or any course with over 21 enrollment. 

NO more large classroom request forms! Please list your choices in the preference box in Astra and weight them 

accordingly. 



Only rooms listed as a Genera! Purpose G~ssroom should be requested in Astra. If you want a room in one of the other 

buildings, you will have to request it some other way. We don’t contact Nursing or Public Health, etc. to request one of 

their rooms. That’s all on you! 

If you have more than one section of a course, use different associated class numbers for each course. You’ll have issues 

with registration if you don’t. 

If the class has a waitlist, the recitations need a waitlist. Waitlist’s should be 10% of the total enrollment or 5, whichever 
is greater. Only the sponsor course in combined classes should have a waitlist. 

9999 is the magic associated class number for recitations or labs that can go with any lecture. 

Please remember to add approval access on the meetings tab. If you leave one person with no access, you may hear 

from us when the Permanent Record of Courses is run as you are unable to make changes after that date. We enlist the 

aid of departments to make sure they have their access set correctly as we are unable to look through what could be 
hundreds of courses to make sure at least one person has approval access. If you leave someone blank, they may be the 

ones who show up in our report. Let us know if you need a copy of the page the Undergraduate office put together to 

help you decipher workloads or it can be found here under Schedule of Classes manual 

http://registrar.unc.edu/training/document-repository/schedule-of-classes/ 

If you are from the College of Arts and Sciences, please don’t leave building/room blank if you have a departmental or 

non GPC room for it. The optimizer sees it as needing a room if it’s left blank and will assign one taking good rooms away 

from those departments that really need it. If you have several classes meeting in the same room at the same time 

either "double book" them (not everyone has this capability) or contact the Scheduling Department (everyone does 

have this capability). 

Remember to change the dates on your Reserve Capacities. 

I’ll be watching you... 

REMEMBER: 

Classes that need to meet for 75 minutes on M & W, should be scheduled ~t either 3:30-4:45 or 5-6:15pm, ~nd not 

e~rlier. 

All scheduling information and forms can be found at this link: http://registrar.unc.edu/classrooms/course-schedule- 

maintenance-information/ 

Course Schedule Maintenance for Fall 2014 will end on January 16, 2014 at 5:00 p.m. (no exceptions, if you mess 
up and forget something it will have to wait until February). 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto : s cheduling_o f fice@listserv, unc. edu 
re~istrar.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 



course_scheduling_officers as: stgore~email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-33883268-34472124.d27a5a94fl 81 lefe2b0159ed79e86e7e~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 9:49 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Summer classes? 

I thought you were sending me the summer classes? I need them today or you will have to add them after room 
assignments end next month. 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 

rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto:scheduling office@listserv.unc.edu 
registrar.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 9:57 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Import Fail! 

Hi, 
Just an FYI that last night’s import of 2149 into Astra failed. All sections should be there tomorrow. Yay for a new Astra 
soon! 
Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto : s cheduling_o f fice@listserv, unc. edu 
re~istrar.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-33883815-34472124, d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b 0159ed79e86e7e@li stserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 10:37 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20131119103701445.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

ScanDate: 11.19.2013 10:37:01 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Name 

Hildebrand 
Fall 
Lisanza 
Porter 

Mutima 
Regester 

Lambert 

Caldwell 

8-9:30 
Summer Session 1 2014 -proposed 

9:45-11:15            11:30-1.:00 
AAaD 130 

’~298 (/-/0 

SWAH 112 

AAP~D 315 (9:00-12:15),2.Maymester 

AAAD 260 (9:00-12:15) - Mayrneste~ ....... 

AAAD 252 (if possib!.e.) 

non-standard time 

AAA,D,,~.250 MTWR~ i:~f-3 

Name 

Lee 

Wells 
Williams 

McMitlan 

Selassie 

Summer Session II 2014 - proposed 
8-9:30 9:45-11:15 

AAAD 101 ( 

~D 130 ( ~0"] 

11:30-1:00 

AAAD 254 (if possible) 

AAAD 101 (" 

1:15-2:45 

AAAD 259 
AAAD 231 

n’o~-standard time 



Program Course     SectioDL Title 

UNC in Senegal ~l~ ~#!,~10 AAAD ~ 01s Topics in African Studies: Senegalese Society and Culture 

Dates 5/15/2014/- 6/30/2014 WOLO 401 01s Elemen, tary Wol, o,,f, ......... 

WOLO 403 01s Ilntermediate Wolof 

Term Session 

Summer I B 

Summer I B 

Summer i B 

UNCinDurban, South Africa IAAAD498 101s 1HumanRights, Constitutions and Public Poli~ ~’l~J Isumm  i IB 
Dates 5/14/2014 - 6/29/2014 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 1:17 PM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Semester Section Books available 

MUSC Fall 2014.pdf 

Yes, it’s me again. 

Just in case you are new or don’t remember this, we can print semester section books for you to help you with your Fall 
schedules. I’ve attached an example of one for the Music department. After the Permanent Record of Courses runs, these 
reports also serve as a Permanent Record of Courses for your department. Please request one at that time if you want to 
keep it on file for your departmental records. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 

rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto : s cheduling_o f fice@listserv, unc. edu 
registrar.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-33885291-34472124.d27a5a94fl 81 lefe2b0159ed79e86e7e~listserv.unc.edu 



Report ID: SR201 UNC-Chapel Hill 
Semester Section Book For 2014 Fall 

Colleqe of Arts & Sciences - Music - Subject: MUSIC 

Page No. 1 of 53 

Run Date: 11/19/2013 

Run Time: 13:06:03 

Subject Catalog Nbr Section Class Nbr Course Title Component Units Topics Session 

MUSC 89 001 9478 FYS: SPECIAL TOPICS Lecture 3 A 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 
Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: 24 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

COURSE DESCRIPTION:This seminar takes the perspective of the modern musician, and explores how digital technology shapes the creation, dissemination, and 

promotion of music in a global context. Particular topics of study may include: the creative, legal, and ethical implications of digital composition, the 

changing shape and role of the recording studio, the digital distribution of music, the use of social networking to promote artists, the role of music in 

social movements, Internet-based fundraising (e.g., crowd funding), and critical issues of cross cultural audio visual representation. Students will take a 

hands-on approach to these topics with opportunities to participate in all aspects of audio-visual production and promotion. During this seminar students 

will also interact with guest musicians and music entrepreneurs to explore how to use digital technologies to make and market music themselves. This seminar 

will be best for students who like music, but musical skill and talent are not prerequisites for success. By the conclusion of the course the successful 

student will demonstrate critical understanding of the theoretical, creative, and practical aspects of music production in the early 21st century. ABOUT 

THE INSTRUCTOR:Ch6rie Rivers Ndaliko is an assistant professor of music whose research interests center on intersections of music, film, and social change 

in conflict regions of Africa. Her work unites the study of audio-visual media with frameworks from cultural theory and post-/neo-colonial studies; with 

MUSC 89H 001 9476 FYS: SPECIAL TOPICS Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

A 

Class Enrl Cap: 24 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

Prerequisites & Course Attributes:*First-year students only. Registration Procedures:*To register for this course, please obtain written permission from 

the course instructor and deliver it to the Honors Carolina office in 225 Graham Memorial.COURSE DESCRIPTION:Digital Isabella dsEste is designed to 

prepare students for future opportunities in the digital humanities, international research collaborations, and interdisciplinary European studies. Through 

group work on the on-going development of an open-access digital research forum, we will study the correspondence, music, and history of the most prominent 

female figure of the Italian Renaissance, Isabella dsEste, Marchesa of Mantua (1474-1539). Because Isabella d8Este is the textbook example of a 

multi-talented Italian 8Renaissance woman, 8 her activities interest researchers in a wide range of disciplines. Our project will aim to assemble at one site 

a tool for continuing collaborative study of all of her pursuits: political governace, letter writing, art collecting, architecture, patronage of music and 

theater. Direct access to Isabella8s correspondence, the rooms she lived in, and the artifacts of her aesthetic environment are currently restricted to 

those who can travel to a small city in Italy where these materials are preserved. Upon arrival in Mantua, one may (with special permission) visit the 

famous art and performance space Isabella created in the Ducal Palace, her studiolo, but such visits can be disappointing. Except for ceiling decorations 



Report ID: SR201 UNC-Chapel Hill 
Semester Section Book For 2014 Fall 

Colleqe of Arts & Sciences - Music - Subject: MUSIC 

Page No. 2 of 53 

Run Date: 11/19/2013 

Run Time: 13:06:03 

Subject Catalog Nbr Section Class Nbr 
MUSC 100 001 1393 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Course Title 

INDIV KEYBOARD LESSONS 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Component Units 

Lecture 0.5 - 1 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: 

Topics 

Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: 3 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0004 

Special Grading:GRl 

Applied music fee is $200.00 for 1/2 and $400.00 for an hour. 

Permission required for enrollment. 

This course has an additional fee. 

MUSC 100 002 1394 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

INDIV KEYBOARD LESSONS 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: 

0.5-1 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: 5 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0021 

Special Grading:GRl 

Applied music fee is $200.00 for 1/2 and $400.00 for an hour. 

This course has an additional fee. 

Permission required for enrollment. 

MUSC 100 003 1395 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

INDIV KEYBOARD LESSONS 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: 

0.5-1 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: 6 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0021 

Special Grading:GRl 

Applied music fee is $200.00 for 1/2 and $400.00 for an hour. 

This course has major restrictions. 

Permission required for enrollment. 

MUSC 100 004 1385 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

INDIV KEYBOARD LESSONS 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: 

0.5-1 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: 7 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0021 

Special Grading:GRl 

Session 
A 

A 

A 

A 



Applied music fee is $200.00 for 1/2 and $400.00 for an hour. 

This course has major restrictions. 

Permission required for enrollment. 

MUSC 100 005 1396 INDIV KEYBOARD LESSONS Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: 

0.5-1 A 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: 5 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0021 

Special Grading:GRl 

Applied music fee is $200.00 for 1/2 and $400.00 for an hour. 

This course has major restrictions. 

Permission required for enrollment. 

MUSC 102 003 1463 INDIVIDUAL VOICE LESSONS Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: 

0.5-1 A 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: ii Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

Permission is required by instructor and applied music form must be filled out in Hill Hall 104. Applied music fee is $200.00 for 1/2 and $ 400.00 for an 

hour. 

MUSC 102 004 7636 INDIVIDUAL VOICE LESSONS Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

0.5-1 A 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: 12 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 

Permission of the instructor and Applied music fee is $200.00 for 1/2 and $ 400.00 for an hour. 

Permission required for enrollment. 

MUSC 102 005 1464 INDIVIDUAL VOICE LESSONS Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Enrl Cap: 12 

Foot note: 0021 

Special Grading:GRl 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

Applied Husic form must be filled out in Hill Hall 104.Applied music fee is $200.00 for 1/2 and $ 400.00 for an hour. 

0.5-1 A 



Report ID: SR201 UNC-Chapel Hill 
Semester Section Book For 2014 Fall 

Colleqe of Arts & Sciences - Music - Subject: MUSIC 

Page No. 4 of 53 

Run Date: 11/19/2013 

Run Time: 13:06:03 

Subject Catalog Nbr Section Class Nbr Course Title Component Units Topics 

MUSC 102 006 8713 INDIVIDUAL VOICE LESSONS Lecture 0.5 - 1 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: i0 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

Applied fee for .5 hour lesson is $ 200.00 and $400.00 for an hour lesson. Students must fill out the applied music lesson in Hill Hall 104B. 

MUSC 102 007 8718 INDIVIDUAL VOICE LESSONS Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA                     Room: TBA          Days: TBA          Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: i0 Class Enrl Tot: 0 

0.5-1 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 

Applied Husic Lesson fee $200.00 for .5 hour and $400.00 for one hour. Applied Husic form is in Hill Hall 104B. 

MUSC 102 008 11029 

Bldg: TBA                     Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: i0 Class Enrl Tot: 0 

Applied Husic Fee $ 400. 

MUSC 103 001 1609 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

INDIVIDUAL VOICE LESSONS Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

0.5-1 

Class Enrl Cap: 8 

Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

Class Wait Cap: 0 

Rank: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

INDIV STRING LESSONS 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: 

0.5-1 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0021 

Special Grading:GRl 

Applied music fee is $200.00 for 1/2 and $400.00 for an hour. Applied music form must be filled out in Hill Hall 104. 

Permission required for enrollment. 

Session 
A 

A 

A 

A 



Report ID: SR201 UNC-Chapel Hill 
Semester Section Book For 2014 Fall 

Colleqe of Arts & Sciences - Music - Subject: MUSIC 

Page No. 5 of 53 

Run Date: 11/19/2013 

Run Time: 13:06:03 

Subject Catalog Nbr Section Class Nbr Course Title Component Units Topics 

MUSC 103 003 1401 INDIV STRING LESSONS Lecture 0.5 - 1 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 
Rank: 

Class Enrl Cap: 3 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0021 

Applied music form must be filled out in Hill Hall 104.Applied music fee is $200.00 for 1/2 and $ 400.00 for an hour. 

Permission required for enrollment. 

0.5-1 MUSC 103 005 1465 INDIV STRING LESSONS Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 8 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 

Rank: Load: 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 

Special Grading:GRl 

Instructor: Staff 

Foot note: 0021 

Special Grading:GRl 

Applied music fee is $200.00 for 1/2 and $400.00 for an hour. Applied music form in Hill Hall 104 must be filled out. 

Permission required for enrollment. 

MUSC 103 006 1466 INDIV STRING LESSONS Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 

0.5-1 

Rank: Load: 

Class Enrl Cap: 8 Class Wait Tot: 0 

Applied music fee is $200.00 for 1/2 and $400.00 for an hour. Applied music form must be filled out. 

Permission required for enrollment. 

MUSC 103 007 1467 INDIV STRING LESSONS Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Wait Cap: 0 

Rank: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Enrl Cap: 6 Class Enrl Tot: 0 

Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0021 

Special Grading:GRl 

0.5-1 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0021 

Applied music form must be filled out in Hill Hall 104.Applied music fee is $200.00 for 1/2 and $ 400.00 for an hour. 

Permission required for enrollment. 

Special Grading:GRl 

Session 
A 

A 

A 

A 



MUSC 103 008 1400 INDIV STRING LESSONS Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: 

0.5-1 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

A 

Class Enrl Cap: i0 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0004 

Special Grading:GRl 

Applied music form must be filled out in Hill Hall 104. Applied music fee is $200.00 for 1/2 and $ 400.00 for an hour. 

Permission required for enrollment. 

This course has an additional fee. 

MUSC 103 009 1468 INDIV STRING LESSONS Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

0.5-1 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

A 

Class Enrl Cap: 8 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0021 

Special Grading:GRl 

Applied Husic form must be filled out in Hill Hall 104. Applied music fee is $200.00 for 1/2 and $ 400.00 for an hour. 

This course has an additional fee. 

Permission required for enrollment. 

MUSC 103 011 6823 INDIV STRING LESSONS Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

0.5-1 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

A 

Class Enrl Cap: 17 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0004 

Special Grading:GRl 

Applied music form must be filled out in Hill Hall 104. Applied music fee is $200.00 for 1/2 and $ 400.00 for an hour. 

Permission required for enrollment. 

This course has an additional fee. 

MUSC 103 012 8042 INDIV STRING LESSONS Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

0.5-1 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

A 

Class Enrl Cap: 8 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0004 

Special Grading:GRl 

Student must fill out Applied Lesson form in Hill Hall Applied music fee is $200.00 for 1/2 and $ 400.00 for an hour. 

Permission required for enrollment. 

This course has an additional fee. 
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Run Time: 13:06:03 

Subject Catalog Nbr Section Class Nbr 
MUSC 103 013 11026 

Course Title 

INDIV STRING LESSONS 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Component Units 

Lecture 0.5 - 1 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: 

Topics 

Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: 5 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

Applied Husic fee is $400.00. 

MUSC 103 014 11138 INDIV STRING LESSONS Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: 

0.5-1 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: 5 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 

Applied Fee is $400.00 for an hour for the semester. 

MUSC 104 001 1402 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

INDIV WOODWIND LESSONS Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

0.5-1 

Class Enrl Cap: 5 

Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 

Rank: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 

Permission of the instructor and an additional fee applies, $200.00 for 1/2 hour and $400.00 for an hour. 

Permission required for enrollment. 

MUSC 104 003 1471 INDIV WOODWIND LESSONS Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Enrl Cap: 2 

Rank: 

0.5-1 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Foot note: 0021 

Special Grading:GRl 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0021 

Permission of the instructor and an additional fee applies, S200.00 for 1/2 and $ 400.00 for an hour. 

104. 

Permission required for enrollment. 

Special Grading:GRl 

Session 
A 

A 

A 

A 

Applied Music form must be filled out in Hill Hall 
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Subject Catalog Nbr Section Class Nbr Course Title Component Units Topics Session 
MUSC 104 005 1403 INDIV WOODWIND LESSONS Lecture 0.5 - 1 A 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 3 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0021 

Special Grading:GRl 

Permission of instructor and an additional fee applies, $200.00 for 1/2 and $ 400.00 for an hour.Applied music form must be filled out in Hill Hall 104. 

Permission required for enrollment. 

MUSC 104 006 1404 INDIV WOODWIND LESSONS Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: 

Class Enrl Cap: 2 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 

0.5-1 A 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0021 

Special Grading:GRl 

Permission of the instructor and an additional fee applies, $200.00 for 1/2 and $400.00 for an hour. Applied music form must be filled out in Hill Hall 

104. 

Permission required for enrollment. 

MUSC 104 007 1405 INDIV WOODWIND LESSONS Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 3 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 

Rank: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

0.5-1 A 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0021 

Special Grading:GRl 

Permission of instructor and an additional fee applies, $200.00 for an 1/2 hour and $400.00 for an hour..Applied Husic form must be filled out in Hill Hall 

104. 

Permission required for enrollment. 

MUSC 104 008 8249 INDIV WOODWIND LESSONS Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA                     Room: TBA          Days: TBA          Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Enrl Cap: 5 

0.5-1 A 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

Applied Husic form must be filled out in Hill Hall 104B. Fees for this class is $200.00 for 1/2 hour and $400.00 for 1 hour. Permission of the instructor 



is needed. 

MUSC 104 009 9215 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: i0 Class Enrl Tot: 0 

MUSC 105 001 1475 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

INDIV WOODWIND LESSONS 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction 

Rank: 

0.5-1 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: 3 

Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

INDIVIDUAL BRASS LESSONS 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction 

Rank: 

0.5-1 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 

This course has an additional fee, $200.00 for 1/2 and 400.00 for an hour. 

Permission required for enrollment. 

MUSC 105 002 1406 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

INDIVIDUAL BRASS LESSONS 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction 

Rank: 

0.5-1 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: 6 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 

Foot note: 0021 

Special Grading:GRl 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0021 

Applied fee for this course, $200.00 for 1/2 and $400.00 for an hour. 

Permission required for enrollment. 

MUSC 105 003 1407 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

INDIVIDUAL BRASS LESSONS 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction 

Rank: 

0.5-1 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: 3 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 

Applied fee, $ 200.00 for 1/2 and $400.00 an hour. 

Permission required for enrollment. 

MUSC           105 004 1408 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

INDIVIDUAL BRASS LESSONS Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

0.5-1 

Class Enrl Cap: 5 

Special Grading:GRl 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 

Rank: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Foot note: 0021 

Special Grading:GRl 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0021 

Special Grading:GRl 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 



Applied fee, $ 200.00 for 1/2 and $400.00 an hour. 

Permission required for enrollment. 

MUSC           105 

Bldg: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 5 

005 1409 

Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 

Applied fee, $ 200.00 for 1/2 and $400.00 an hour. 

Permission required for enrollment. 

MUSC           105 

Bldg: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 5 

006 1474 

Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 

Applied fee, $ 200.00 for 1/2 and $400.00 an hour. 

Permission required for enrollment. 

INDIVIDUAL BRASS LESSONS 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

MUSC           106 

Bldg: TBA 

Class Wait Cap: 0 

Class Enrl Cap: i0 

INDIVIDUAL BRASS LESSONS 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

001 8274 

Room: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: 

0.5-1 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0021 

Special Grading:GRl 

0.5-1 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 

Permission required for enrollment. 

Applied fee, $ 200.00 for 1/2 and $400.00 an hour. 

MUSC           106 

Bldg: TBA 

Class Wait Cap: 0 

INDIV PERCUSSION LESSONS 

002 8275 

Room: TBA 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 6 Class Enrl Tot: 0 

Class Wait Cap: 0 

INDIV PERCUSSION LESSONS 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Class Min Enrl: 0 

0.5-1 

Foot note: 0021 

Special Grading:GRl 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

Applied fee, $ 200.00 for 1/2 and $400.00 an hour. 

Permission required for enrollment. 

Class Wait Cap: 0 

Rank: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

0.5-1 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0021 

Special Grading:GRl 

A 

A 

A 

A 
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MUSC 107 001 11158 

Course Title 
APPLIED INSTRUCTION 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 1 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 

Component Units 

Lecture 0.5 - 1 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

MUSC 110 001 7922 GROUP LESSONS IN PIANO Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: i0 

Topics Session 
A 

Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 8 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

A 

Class Enrl Cap: 15 

MUSC 111 002 1398 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

MUSC 110 002 7923 GROUP LESSONS IN PIANO Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

A 

Class Enrl Cap: i0 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 8 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

Group beginning piano lessons are open to all students. There is an additional fee $ 375.00 for this class.Applied Music form to be filled out in Hill 

Hall 104.. 

GROUPS LESSONS IN VOICE Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 

Additional fee $375.00. 

Permission required for enrollment. 

Rank: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0021 

Special Grading:GRl 

A 

Group beginning piano lessons are open to all students. There is an additional fee $375.00 class.Applied Music form to be filled out in Hill Hall 104. 
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MUSC 112 003 1397 GROUP LESSONS IN STRINGS Lecture 1 A 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 
Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: 25 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

Register online for this course. An applied music form must be filled out in Hill Hall 104.This course has an additional fee $375.00.Guitar lessons 

will be taught Monday-Thursday in Kenan Music from 3:30-5:00. Please choose the best time for you by ranking the times from best to worst. Email the 

instructor with your times wstewart@email.unc.edu 

MUSC 121 001 1399 FUND OF MUSIC I Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

A 

Class Enrl Cap: 90 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 30 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

33 seats are reserved for lstyear Music Majors only who need this course before enrolling in MUSC 131. ,     Music minors should get on the waitlist and in 

the Fall we will see how many seats will be available. Students will be enrolled in this section August 2012 once classes start and after the MUSC 131 

test.. 

MUSC 124 001 3547 DICT II: FRENCH Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA                     Room: TBA          Days: TBA          Time: TBA 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

A 

Class Enrl Cap: 20 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 6 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GRl 

This course has prerequisite Musc 123. 

This course has prerequisite requirements. 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 130 001 1960 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

MUSICIANSHIP SKILLS I 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

A 

Class Enrl Cap: 35 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 



This course requires a recitation in the 600-699 range. 

Corequisite Musc 131 or 131H. 

MUSC           130 002 1961 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 35 

MUSICIANSHIP SKILLS I 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 

This course requires a recitation in the 600-699 range. 

Corequisite Musc 131 or 131H. 

MUSC           130 003 7632 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 30 Class Enrl Tot: 0 

Class Wait Cap: 0 

MUSICIANSHIP SKILLS I 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Co-requisite MUSC 131 or 131H. 

This course requires a recitation in the 600-699 range. 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction 

Class Min Enrl: 0 

MUSC 130 601 1963 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: ii Class Enrl Tot: 0 

MUSC 130 602 1971 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: ii 

Class Wait Cap: 0 

Rank: Load: 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 

MUSICIANSHIP SKILLS I 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction 

Load: 

Class Min Enrl: 0 

Instructor: Staff 

Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

MUSC 130 603 1972 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Wait Cap: 0 

Rank: Instructor: Staff 

Foot note: 0005 

Special Grading:GRl 

MUSICIANSHIP SKILLS I 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Recitation 

(Face to Face Instruction 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: ii 

Class Wait Cap: 0 

Rank: 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading: 

MUSICIANSHIP SKILLS I 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Recitation 

(Face to Face Instruction 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 

Rank: 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Recitation 

(Face to Face Instruction 

Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Rank: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Load: 

Special Grading: 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 
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MUSC 130 604 1974 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Course Title 

MUSICIANSHIP SKILLS I 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Component Units 

Recitation 0 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: 

Topics 

Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: ii Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading: 

MUSC 130 605 1981 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

MUSICIANSHIP SKILLS I 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Recitation 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: ii Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading: 

MUSC 130 606 9743 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

MUSICIANSHIP SKILLS I 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Recitation 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: ii Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading: 

MUSC 130 607 1982 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

MUSICIANSHIP SKILLS I 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Recitation 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: ii Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading: 

MUSC 130 608 1968 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

MUSICIANSHIP SKILLS I 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Recitation 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: ii Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading: 

Session 
A 

A 

A 

A 

A 
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MUSC 130 609 8253 

Course Title 

MUSICIANSHIP SKILLS I 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Enrl Cap: 8 

MUSC 131 001 1875 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: i00 

Class Wait Cap: 0 

Component Units Topics 

Recitation 0 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: Class Wait Tot: 0 

THEORY-MUSICIAN I Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Special Grading: 

Session 
A 

Co-requisite MUSC 130. Primarily for Music majors or prospective music majors. This section is for music majors only. 

MUSC 135 001 1841 JAZZ THEORY Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 35 

Prerequisites musc 131 or 131H. 

This course has prerequisite requirements. 

MUSC 141 001 9504 WEST MUSC SURVEY Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 60 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 

Rank: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 

Rank: 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0015 

Special Grading:GRl 

A 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 6 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

This class has been released to CTOPS for registration. The Music Department will not be able to register students for this class until August after the 

last CTOPS session for new students. 

An additional 42 seats restricted to first-year students. 

A 

A 
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MUSC 141 601 9506 WEST MUSC SURVEY Recitation 3 A 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 
Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: 20 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

MUSC 141 602 9558 WEST MUSC SURVEY Recitation 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

A 

Class Enrl Cap: 20 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

MUSC 141 603 9559 WEST MUSC SURVEY Recitation 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

A 

Class Enrl Cap: 20 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

MUSC 143 001 7381 INTRO TO ROCK MUSIC Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

A 

Class Enrl Cap: 296 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 35 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

This class has been released to CTOPS for registration. The Music Department will not be able to register students for this class until August after the 

last CTOPS session for new students. 

An additional 168 seats restricted to first-year students. 

MUSC 145 001 7262 INTRO TO JAZZ Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

A 

Class Enrl Cap: 200 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 19 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 



This class has been released to CTOPS for registration. The Music Department will not be able to register students for this class until August after the 

last CTOPS session for new students. 

An additional 140 seats restricted to first-year students. 

MUSC 147 001 1689 INTRO LAT AM MUSIC Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

A 

Class Enrl Cap: 80 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 35 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

This class has been released to CTOPS for registration. The Music Department will not be able to register students for this class until August after the 

last CTOPS session for new students. 

An additional 42 seats restricted to first-year students. 

MUSC 163 001 10421 JAZZ IMPROVISATION 1 Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

A 

Class Enrl Cap: 35 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

MUSC 168 001 7653 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

BASIC CONDUCTING 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

A 

Class Enrl Cap: 12 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GRl 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 188 001 9694 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

WOMEN AND MUSIC 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

A 

Class Enrl Cap: 61 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 15 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

MUSC 200 001 1410 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

ADVANCED KEYBOARD LESSON 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

A 

Class Enrl Cap: 20 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GRl 



Husic Hajors register online. Please fill out the Applied music form in Hill 104. Applied fee $ 200.00 for 1/2 and $ 400.00 for an hour. 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 200 002 1477 ADVANCED KEYBOARD LESSON Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA                     Room: TBA          Days: TBA          Time: TBA 

Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Enrl Cap: 20 Class Enrl Tot: 0 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Husic Hajors register online. Please fill out the applied music form in Hill Hall 104. Additional fee $ 200 or 400.00. 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 200 003 1478 ADVANCED KEYBOARD LESSON Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Enrl Cap: 3 

Special Grading:GRl 

Class Wait Cap: 0 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GRl 

Husic Hajors register online. Please fill out the applied music form in Hill Hall 104. Additional fee $ 200 or 400.00. 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 200 004 1479 ADVANCED KEYBOARD LESSON Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: 4 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 

Husic Hajors register online. Fill out the applied music form in Hill Hall 104. Additional fee $ 200 or 400.00. 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 200 005 1480 ADVANCED KEYBOARD LESSON Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Enrl Cap: 3 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GRl 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Husic Hajors register online. Please fill out the applied music form in Hill Hall 104. Additional fee $ 200 or 400.00. 

This course has major restrictions. 

Special Grading:GRl 

A 

A 

A 

A 
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MUSC 200 006 6330 

Course Title 

ADVANCED KEYBOARD LESSON 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 

Component Units 

Lecture 2 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: 

Class Enrl Cap: 6 

Husic Hajors online. Fill out the applied music form in Hill Hall 104. 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 202 001 

Bldg: TBA 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Additional fee $ 200 or 400.00. 

1481 ADVANCED VOICE LESSONS Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Topics 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 

Rank: Load: 

Instructor: Staff 

Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: 15 Class Wait Tot: 0 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GRl 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

This course has major restrictions. 

Husic Hajors register online. Please fill out the applied music form in Hill Hall 104B.. Additional fee $ 400.00. 

MUSC 202 002 1482 ADVANCED VOICE LESSONS Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Instructor: Staff Rank: Load: 

Class Enrl Cap: 20 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 

Husic Hajors register online. Fill out the applied music form in Hill Hall 104. Additional fee $ 400.00. 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 202 003 1483 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

ADVANCED VOICE LESSONS Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Special Grading:GRl 

Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GRl 

Class Min Enrl: 0 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GRl 

Class Enrl Cap: 20 

Rank: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Music Majors register online. Fill out the applied music form in Hill Hall 104. 

This course has major restrictions. 

Additional fee $ 400.00. 

Session 
A 

A 

A 

A 



MUSC 202 004 7710 ADVANCED VOICE LESSONS Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: 

Class Enrl Cap: 15 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GRl 

Music Majors taking this course will register online and fill out the Applied Music Form in Hill 104. Additional fee $ 400.00. 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 202 005 1484 ADVANCED VOICE LESSONS Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Enrl Cap: 20 

Husic Hajors register online. Fill out the applied music form in Hill Hall 104. Additional fee $ 400.00. 

This course has major restrictions. 

Instructor: Staff 

MUSC 202 006 8714 ADVANCED VOICE LESSONS Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 

Rank: Load: 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Enrl Cap: i0 

This course has major restrictions. 

Husic Hajors only, register online and fill out the applied music form in Hill Hall 104B,. Applied fee is $400.00. 

Instructor: Staff 

MUSC 202 007 8719 ADVANCED VOICE LESSONS Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 

Rank: Load: 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Class Enrl Cap: 15 Class Wait Tot: 0 

Applied Husic fee $400.00 for this course. 

This course has major restrictions. 

Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GRl 

Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GRl 

A 

A 

A 

A 
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MUSC 202 008 11030 

Course Title 

ADVANCED VOICE LESSONS 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 

Component Units 

Lecture 2 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Topics 

Class Enrl Cap: i0 

This course has major restrictions. 

Rank: Load: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Applied Husic Fee $ 400. 

MUSC 203 001 1486 ADVANCED STRING LESSONS Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: 

Instructor: Staff 

Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Enrl Cap: 12 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 

Husic Hajors register online. Fill applied music form in Hill Hall 104. Additional fee $ 400.00. 

This course has major restrictions. 

Class Min Enrl: 0 

MUSC 203 003 1487 ADVANCED STRING LESSONS Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 13 Class Enrl Tot: 0 

Rank: 

Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 

Husic Hajors. Fill applied music form out in Hill Hall 104.Additional fee $ 400.00. 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 203 005 1488 ADVANCED STRING LESSONS Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Foot note: 

Rank: Load: 

Special Grading:GRl 

Instructor: Staff 

Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GRl 

Instructor: Staff 

Foot note: 0011 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 

Load: 

Class Min Enrl: 0 

Load: 

Class Min Enrl: 0 

Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Enrl Cap: 12 Class Wait Tot: 0 

Instructor: Staff 

Special Grading:GRl 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GRl 

Additional fee $ 400.00. Husic Hajors register online and fill out the applied music form in Hill Hall 104. 

This course has major restrictions. 

Session 
A 

A 

A 

A 



MUSC           203 

Bldg: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 12 

006 1489 

Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 

Additional fee $400.00. 

This course has major restrictions. 

ADVANCED STRING LESSONS 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: 

Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 

Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Husic Hajors register online and fill out the applied music form in Hill Hall 104. 

MUSC           203 007 1490 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Enrl Cap: 5 

Special Grading:GRl 

This course has major restrictions. 

ADVANCED STRING LESSONS 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Wait Cap: 0 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

Husic Hajors register online and fill out the Applied Husic form in Hill Hall 104. Additional fee $ 

MUSC 203 008 1491 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 13 

ADVANCED STRING LESSONS 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

400.00. 

Rank: 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Husic Hajors register online, and fill applied music form in Hill Hall 104. Additional fee $400.00. 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 203 009 1492 ADVANCED STRING LESSONS Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GRl 

Class Enrl Cap: 5 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

A 

A 

A 

A 

This course has major restrictions. 

Husic Hajors register online and fill out applied form in Hill Hall 104. Additional fee $ 400.00. 
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MUSC 203 011 8017 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Course Title 

ADVANCED STRING LESSONS 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Component Units 

Lecture 2 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: 

Class Enrl Cap: 6 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 

Topics 

Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Husic Hajors register online and must also fill out the applied music form in Hill Hall 104. Additional fee $ 400.00. 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 203 013 11027 ADVANCED STRING LESSONS Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 5 Class Enrl Tot: 0 

Special Grading:GRl 

Applied Husic fee $400.00. 

MUSC 204 001 1493 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: ii 

Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

ADVANCED WOODWIND LESSON 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 

Lecture 2 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 

Husic Hajors register online and fill applied music form in Hill Hall 104. Additional fee $400.00. 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 204 003 1494 ADVANCED WOODWIND LESSON Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 14 Class Enrl Tot: 0 

Rank: 

Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 

Husic Hajors register online and fill out the applied music form in Hill Hall 104. 

This course has major restrictions. 

Additional fee $ 

Instructor: Staff 

Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GRl 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GRl 

400.00. 

Session 
A 

A 

A 

A 
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MUSC 204 005 1495 ADVANCED WOODWIND LESSON Lecture 2 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 12 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 

Rank: Load: 

Topics 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

This course has major restrictions. 

Music Majors must register online and fill out the Applied Music form in Hill Hall 104. Additional fee $ 

MUSC 204 006 1496 ADVANCED WOODWIND LESSON Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 12 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 

Rank: Load: 

Instructor: Staff 

Applied fee is $400.00. 

This course has major restrictions. 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

MUSC 204 007 1497 ADVANCED WOODWIND LESSON Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 

Rank: Load: 

Class Min Enrl: 0 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

400.00. 

Class Enrl Cap: 8 

Class Min Enrl: 0 

Class Min Enrl: 0 

This course has major restrictions. 

Husic Hajors must register online and fill out the Applied music form in Hill Hall 104. Additional fee $400.00. 

Foot note: 

MUSC 204 008 6824 ADVANCED WOODWIND LESSON Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Special Grading:GRl 

Instructor: Staff 

Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GRl 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 

Rank: Load: 

Class Enrl Cap: 5 

Instructor: Staff 

Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Additional fee $ 400.00. Husic majors register online and fill out the applied music form in Hill Hall 104. 

Special Grading:GRl 

Session 
A 

A 

A 

A 
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MUSC 204 009 9216 ADVANCED WOODWIND LESSON Lecture 2 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: i0 

Rank: Load: 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 

Instructor: Staff 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

MUSC 205 001 1807 ADVANCED BRASS LESSONS Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: ii 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 

This course has major restrictions. 

Husic Hajors register online and fill out the Applied Husic form in Hill Hall 104. Additional fee $400.00. 

MUSC 205 002 8143 ADVANCED BRASS LESSONS Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 5 

Rank: Load: 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 

Instructor: Staff 

Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

Special Grading:GRl 

This course has an additional fee. 

Husic majors may register online for this course and must fill out the music applied music form in Hill Hall 104. Additional fee $ 400.00. 

MUSC 205 003 1808 ADVANCED BRASS LESSONS Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 Class Enrl Cap: 12 

Special Grading:GRl 

Additional fee $ 400.00. Husic major register online and fill out the applied music form in Hill Hall 104. 

This course has major restrictions. 

Session 
A 

A 

A 

A 
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MUSC 205 004 3825 ADVANCED BRASS LESSONS Lecture 2 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 14 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 

Rank: Load: 

Topics 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 

Husic Hajors register online and fill out the Applied Husic form in Hill Hall 104. Additional fee $ 400.00. 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 205 005 1809 ADVANCED BRASS LESSONS Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Wait Cap: 0 

Rank: Load: 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Enrl Cap: i0 Class Enrl Tot: 0 

Husic Hajors may register online and fill out the Applied Husic form in Hill 104. Additional fee $ 400.00. 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 205 006 1810 ADVANCED BRASS LESSONS Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Wait Cap: 0 

Rank: Load: 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Enrl Cap: i0 Class Enrl Tot: 0 

Husic Hajors may register online and fill out the Applied Husic form in Hill Hall 104. Additional fee $ 400.00. 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 206 001 1723 ADV    PERCUSSION LESSONS Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Wait Cap: 0 

Rank: Load: 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Class Enrl Tot: 0 

Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GRl 

Instructor: Staff 

Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GRl 

Class Enrl Cap: i0 Class Wait Tot: 0 

This course has major restrictions. 

Music Majors must register online and fill out the Applied Music form in Hill Hall 104. Additional fee $ 400.00. 

Instructor: Staff 

Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GRl 

Instructor: Staff 

Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

Session 
A 

A 

A 

A 



MUSC           206 

Bldg: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 5 

002 8233 

Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 

Additional fee $ 400.00. 

This course has major restrictions. 

ADV PERCUSSION LESSONS 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: 

Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 

Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Music Majors register online and fill out an applied music form in Hill Hall 104. 

CORE ENSEMBLES 

Days: TBA 

MUSC 211 001 1506 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: i00 Class Enrl Tot: 0 

Students that pass the auditions will be able to register 

MUSC 211 002 1507 CORE ENSEMBLES 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA 

003 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 

CORE ENSEMBLES 

Days: TBA 

Time: TBA 

1508 

Room: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Class Enrl Cap: 65 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 

Class Min Enrl: 0 

MUSC           211 

Bldg: TBA 

CORE ENSEMBLES 

Days: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 70 

Class Wait Cap: 0 

004 1509 

Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 

Rank: Load: 

Special Grading:GRl 

MUSC           211 

Bldg: TBA 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Class Enrl Cap: 80 

online in August once, one the enrollment is open. 

Time: TBA 

Class Wait Cap: 0 

Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Instructor: Staff 

Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: 

Instructor: Staff 

Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

Load: 

Class Min Enrl: 0 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Instructor: Staff 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 

Time: TBA 

Class Wait Cap: 0 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 
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MUSC 211 005 1511 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Course Title Component Units 
CORE ENSEMBLES Lecture i 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: Load: 

Topics 

Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: 25 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

MUSC 211 006 1512 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

CORE ENSEMBLES 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: 75 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

MUSC 211 007 1514 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

CORE ENSEMBLES 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: 75 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

MUSC 212 001 1516 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

CORE ENSEMBLE ALTERNATES 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: 30 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

MUSC 212 002 1517 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

CORE ENSEMBLE ALTERNATES 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: 15 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0021 

Special Grading:GRl 

Permission required for enrollment. 

Session 
A 

A 

A 

A 

A 
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MUSC 212 003 1518 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: i0 Class Enrl Tot: 0 

Permission required for enrollment. 

MUSC 212 005 1519 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 8 Class Enrl Tot: 0 

Permission required for enrollment. 

This course has major restrictions. 

Course Title 

CORE ENSEMBLE ALTERNATES 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Component Units 

Lecture 1 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: 

Topics 

Instructor: Staff 

MUSC 212 006 1520 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 25 

Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0021 

Special Grading:GRl 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 

MUSC 213 001 1522 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

CORE ENSEMBLE ALTERNATES 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 

Class Enrl Cap: 300 

CORE ENSEMBLE ALTERNATES 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Wait Cap: 0 

ENRICHMENT ENSEMBLES 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GRl 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: 

Special Grading:GRl 

MUSC 213 003 5571 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 

Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

ENRICHMENT ENSEMBLES 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: 

Special Grading:GRl 

Instructor: Staff 

Session 
A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

Class Enrl Cap: 12 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 



Percussion Ensemble 

MUSC           213 

Bldg: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 20 

MUSC           213 

Bldg: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 25 

MUSC           213 

Bldg: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 25 

MUSC           213 

Bldg: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 25 

MUSC           214 

Bldg: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 15 

Special Grading:GRl 

004 

OO5 

006 

OO8 

001 

1523 

Room: TBA 

ENRICHMENT ENSEMBLES 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

1524 

Room: TBA 

ENRICHMENT ENSEMBLES 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

1525 

Room: TBA 

ENRICHMENT ENSEMBLES 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

9167 

Room: TBA 

ENRICHMENT ENSEMBLES 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

1526 

Room: TBA 

CHAMBER MUSIC 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 
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MUSC 214 002 1527 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: i0 Class Enrl Tot: 0 

MUSC 214 003 7289 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 15 Class Enrl Tot: 0 

Course Title Component Units 
CHAMBER MUSIC Lecture i 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: Load: 

Topics 

Instructor: Staff 

MUSC 228 001 7737 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

CHAMBER MUSIC 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: i0 

Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

ADVANCED PROBLEMS 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC           228 002 8246 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: i0 Class Enrl Tot: 0 

ADVANCED PROBLEMS 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Load: 

Class Min Enrl: 0 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 228 003 8247 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Wait Cap: 0 

Time: TBA 

Rank: 

Class Enrl Cap: i0 

ADVANCED PROBLEMS 

Days: TBA 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GRl 

Instructor: Staff 

Foot note: 0011 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 

Rank: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Special Grading:GRl 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GRl 

Session 
A 

A 

A 

A 

A 



This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 230 001 1735 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

MUSICIANSHIP SKILLS III 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

A 

Class Enrl Cap: 30 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

This course requires a recitation in the 600-699 range. 

This course has major restrictions. 

This course has prerequisite requirements. 

Co-requisite MUSC 232 required. 

MUSC 230 002 1736 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

MUSICIANSHIP SKILLS III 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

A 

Class Enrl Cap: 30 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0015 

Special Grading:GRl 

This course requires a recitation in the 600-699 range. 

Corequisite MUSC 232 required. 

This course has major restrictions. 

This course has prerequisite requirements. 

MUSC 230 601 1737 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

MUSICIANSHIP SKILLS III 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Recitation 

(Face to Face Instruction 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

A 

Class Enrl Cap: 12 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0015 

Special Grading: 

Corequisite MUSC 232 required. 

This course has major restrictions. 

This course has prerequisite requirements. 

MUSC 230 602 1738 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

MUSICIANSHIP SKILLS III 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Recitation 

(Face to Face Instruction 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

A 

Class Enrl Cap: 12 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading: 

Corequisite MUSC 232 required. 

This course has prerequisite requirements. 



This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC           230 603 1739 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 12 Class Enrl Tot: 0 

MUSICIANSHIP SKILLS III 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Recitation 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Load: 

Class Min Enrl: 0 

Corequisite Musc 232 required. 

This course has prerequisite requirements. 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 230 604 7634 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Wait Cap: 0 

Rank: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Load: 

Instructor: Staff 

Foot note: 0011 

Class Enrl Cap: 12 Class Enrl Tot: 0 

MUSICIANSHIP SKILLS III 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Recitation 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Instructor: Staff 

Corequisite MUSC 232 required. 

This course has prerequisite requirements. 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 230 605 7635 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Wait Cap: 0 

Rank: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: 12 Class Enrl Tot: 0 

MUSICIANSHIP SKILLS III 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Recitation 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Class Min Enrl: 0 

Corequisite MUSC 232 required. 

This course fulfills a perspective requirement. 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 232 001 7367 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Wait Cap: 0 

Rank: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: 40 Class Enrl Tot: 0 

THEORY-MUSICIAN III 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Class Min Enrl: 0 

Class Wait Cap: 15 

Special Grading: 

Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading: 

Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading: 

Prerequisites MUSC 132 or 132H and and 133. Co-requisite MUSC 230. 

This course has major restrictions. 

Rank: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GRl 

A 

A 

A 

A 
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Subject Catalog Nbr Section Class Nbr Course Title Component Units Topics Session 

MUSC 232H 001 1691 Theory-Musician III Lecture 3 A 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 
Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: 15 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GRl 

Prerequisites & Course Attributes:*Prerequisite: MUSC 132 or 132H, and 133. A grade of 3 or better in each of MUSC 132/132H and MUSC 133 is 

required.*Corequisite, MUSC 230. Registration Procedures:*Instructor consent required. Email Professor Anderson (anderso7@email.unc.edu)COURSE 

DESCRIPTION:This course will continue the study of the theoretical ideas behind Western tonal music begun in Music 131 and 132. Emphasis will be placed on 

attaining aural, conceptual and written command of chromatic harmony, modulation and form. Speed and fluency, emphasizing the memorization and rapid 

identification of tonal arrangements (e.g. chords, key areas, sequence types, etc.) and the execution of specific skills (e.g. the resolution of chromatic 

tones and harmonies) is paramount.As a small honors section of theory we have the opportunity to discuss music in detail. I expect everyone to participate 

in class discussion and ask questions. This term, in addition to the works in the course pack, we will be studying Franz Schubertss song cycles, Die Sch©ne 

MSllerin (DSM) and Die Winterreise (DW). Though you are not all singers, I expect everyone to try their best to sing the melodies. Likewise, you are not all 

pianists, but everyone most work at the keyboard progressions, though some adjustment to abilities will be arranged.Working with the chromatic vocabulary 

studied in the course, students will write a song to be performed in class. Students are required to have completed MUSC132H or 132 and have been 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 234 001 8254 WORLD MUSIC THEORY Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA                     Room: TBA          Days: TBA          Time: TBA 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

A 

Class Enrl Cap: 20 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

This course has major restrictions. 

Prerequisites MUSC 132, or 132H, and 133. 

MUSC 252 001 1687 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

MUS HIST, 1650-1850 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

A 

Class Enrl Cap: 80 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GRl 

This course has prerequisites music 132 or 132H and 133. 

This course has prerequisite requirements. 

This course has major restrictions. 
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MUSC 266 001 1842 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Course Title Component Units 
COMPOSITION Lecture 3 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: Load: 

Topics 

Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: 20 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0015 

Special Grading:GRl 

This course has major restrictions. 

This course has prerequisite requirements. 

MUSC 281 001 9564 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

AMER POP SONG 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: 35 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

MUSC 285 001 9662 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

MUSICAL MODERNISM 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: 35 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

MUSC 286 001 7626 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

MUSIC AS CULTURE 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: 35 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 15 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

MUSC 286 002 9664 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

MUSIC AS CULTURE 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: 35 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

Session 
A 

A 

A 

A 

A 



MUSC 286 003 11069 MUSIC AS CULTURE Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

A 

Class Enrl Cap: 16 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

In 100 words or less, answer one of the following questions. Send your answers to : EmceeLab@gmail.com. 

What attracts you to your favorite emcee?In your opinion, who are the top 5 emcees of all time?" 

Why do you need to be int the Emcee Lab? 

MUSC 287 001 8712 OPERA AS DRAMA Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

A 

Class Enrl Cap: 35 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

MUSC 296 003 10674 SP STUDS UNDERGRAD Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

A 

Class Enrl Cap: 2 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

MUSC 296 004 8186 SP STUDS UNDERGRAD Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

A 

Class Enrl Cap: i Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

MUSC 296 012 6263 SP STUDS UNDERGRAD Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

A 

Class Enrl Cap: 2 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

MUSC 296 013 8954 SP STUDS UNDERGRAD Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

A 

Class Enrl Cap: 2 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 



MUSC           296 

Bldg: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 2 

MUSC           296 

Bldg: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 2 

MUSC           296 

Bldg: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 2 

MUSC           296 

Bldg: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 2 

MUSC           296 

Bldg: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 2 

MUSC           296 

Bldg: TBA 

016 

019 

020 

022 

024 

O57 

Special Grading:GRl 

7721 

Room: TBA 

SP STUDS UNDERGRAD 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

8965 

Room: TBA 

SP STUDS UNDERGRAD 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

11008 

Room: TBA 

SP STUDS UNDERGRAD 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

6342 

Room: TBA 

SP STUDS UNDERGRAD 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

10734 

Room: TBA 

SP STUDS UNDERGRAD 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

7774 

Room: TBA 

SP STUDS UNDERGRAD 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

Class Enrl Cap: 2 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 



MUSC 300 001 1603 ADV KEYBOARD RECITAL Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 5 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 

Rank: Load: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Special Grading:GRl 

Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 

Additional fee $ 400.00. Husic majors register online and fill out the applied music form in Hill Hall 104. 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 302 001 1604 ADV VOICE RECITAL Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: Load: 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Enrl Cap: 3 Class Wait Cap: 0 

This course has major restrictions. 

Husic Hajors register online and fill out the Applied Husic form in Hill Hall 104. Additional fee $ 400.00. 

3 

Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GRl 

Instructor: Staff 

Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

MUSC 302 002 

Bldg: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 3 

7792 ADV VOICE RECITAL Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GRl 

Music Majors register online and fill out the applied lesson form in Hill Hall 104 to complete registration.Additional fee $ 400.00. 

This course has major restrictions. 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GRl 

MUSC 302 003 7793 ADV VOICE RECITAL Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: 

Class Enrl Cap: 3 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 

Music Majors register online and fill out the applied music form in Hill Hall 104 to complete registration.Additional fee $ 400.00. 

This course has major restrictions. 

A 

A 

A 

A 
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MUSC 302 004 7794 

Course Title 
ADV VOICE RECITAL 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 2 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 

Component 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Units Topics 
3 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GRl 

Music Majors register online and fill out the Applied music form in Hill Hall 104 to complete registration.Additional fee $ 400.00. 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 302 005 7795 ADV VOICE RECITAL Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Enrl Cap: 2 Class Enrl Tot: 0 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

This course has major restrictions. 

Music Majors register online and fill out the Applied Lesson form in Hill Hall 104 to complete registration.Additional fee $ 400.00. 

MUSC 302 006 8715 ADV VOICE RECITAL Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 5 

Rank: 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 

Applied Husic Lesson fee $ 400.00. 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 302 007 8720 ADV VOICE RECITAL Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 5 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 

Rank: Load: 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 

Applied Music fee $400.00. Must fill out the Registration form in Hill Hall 104B. 

This course has major restrictions. 

Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GRl 

Instructor: Staff 

Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GRl 

Session 
A 

A 

A 

A 



MUSC 302 008 11031 ADV VOICE RECITAL Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: 

Class Enrl Cap: 5 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 

This course has major restrictions. 

Applied Husic Fee $ 400. 

MUSC 303 001 1605 ADV STRING RECITAL Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: 

Class Enrl Cap: 3 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GRl 

Husic Hajors register online and fill out the Applied Husic form in Hill Hall 104. Additional fee $ 200 or 400.00. 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 303 003 7042 ADV STRING RECITAL Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Enrl Cap: 5 

Rank: Load: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Husic Hajors register online and also fill out the applied music form in Hill Hall 104. Additional fee $ 200 or 400.00. 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 303 011 11157 ADV STRING RECITAL Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: i Class Enrl Tot: 0 

Special Grading:GRl 

MUSC           303 013 11028 

Bldg: TBA                     Room: TBA 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: 5 

Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 

ADV STRING RECITAL Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Days: TBA          Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 

Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

Class Wait Cap: 0 

Rank: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 
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MUSC 304 001 1606 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Course Title Component Units Topics 
ADV WOOODWIND RECITAL Lecture 3 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: 

Class Enrl Cap: 5 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 

Husic majors. Register online and fill out the applied music form in Hill Hall 104. 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 304 003 

Bldg: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 5 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

6037 ADV WOOODWIND RECITAL 

Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 

Additional fee $ 200 or 400.00. 

Special Grading:GRl 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Additional fee $ 400.00.. Husic Hajors register online and fill out the applied form in Hill Hall 104. 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 304 006 7041 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 

ADV WOOODWIND RECITAL Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Wait Cap: 0 

Rank: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Special Grading:GRl 

Class Enrl Cap: i0 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GRl 

Additional fee $ 200 or 400.00. Husic majors register online and fill out the applied music form in Hill Hall 104. 

This course has major restrictions. 

ADV WOOODWIND RECITAL Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

MUSC 304 008 11195 

Bldg: TBA                     Room: TBA 

Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Enrl Cap: i 

Rank: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GRl 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 

Applied Husic fee $ 400.00. Hajors register online for this course. 

This course has major restrictions. 

Session 
A 

A 

A 

A 



MUSC 305 001 1607 ADV BRASS RECITAL Lecture 3 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: Load: 

Class Enrl Cap: 3 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 

Husic Hajors must register online and fill out the Applied Husic form in Hill 104. Additional fee $ 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 305 003 6331 ADV BRASS RECITAL Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 3 

400.00. 

Rank: Load: 

Instructor: Staff 

Foot note: 0011 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 

Instructor: Staff 

Special Grading:GRl 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Additional fee $ 400.00. Husic majors register online and fill out the applied music form in Hill Hall 104. 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 305 004 11285 ADV BRASS RECITAL Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: 3 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 

Rank: Load: 

Class Min Enrl: 0 

Applied Husic Fee $ 400. 

This course has major restrictions. 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

MUSC 305 005 6065 ADV BRASS RECITAL Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: 5 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 

Rank: 

Special Grading:GRl 

Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GRl 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GRl 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Additional fee $ 400.00. Husic majors register online and fill out the applied music form in Hill Hall 104. 

This course has prerequisite requirements. 

This course has major restrictions. 

A 

A 

A 

A 
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MUSC 306 001 8276 

Course Title Component Units 
ADV PERCUSSION RECITAL Lecture 3 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 
Rank: Load: 

Topics 

Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: 5 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GRl 

Additional fee $400.00. 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 309 001 1608 ADVANCED CONDUCTING Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: i0 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 

Prerequisite, MUSC 308. 

Music Majors must register online and fill out the Applied Music form in Hill Hall 104. 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 309 002 1843 ADVANCED CONDUCTING Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: i0 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 

Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GRl 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Music Majors must register online and fill out the Applied Music form in Hill Hall 104. Prequisite MUSC 308. 

This course has prerequisite requirements. 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 309 003 8303 ADVANCED CONDUCTING Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: i0 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 

Special Grading:GRl 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

This course has prerequisite requirements. 

Special Grading:GRl 

Session 
A 

A 

A 

A 



Music Majors register online and fill out the Applied Music form from Hill Hall 104. Prerequisite MUSC 308. 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 331 001 8304 FORM AND ANALYSIS Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

A 

Class Enrl Cap: 35 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0015 

Special Grading:GRl 

Prerequisites MUSC 230, 232 or 232H. 

This course has prerequisite requirements. 

MUSC 355 001 1690 HIST & CULTURE MUSC Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

A 

Class Enrl Cap: 35 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: i0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0015 

Special Grading:GRl 

The course is designed to work in conjunction with Carolina Performing Arts’ 2013-14 concert season, whose theme is virtuosity. 

students will attend and write about several concerts. 

Prerequisites, MUSC 252, 252 and 253. 

This course has major restrictions. 

This course has prerequisite requirements. 

As part of the course, 

MUSC 390H 001 9665 HONS SEMINAR MUSIC Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

A 

Class Enrl Cap: 16 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

Registration Procedures:*To register for this course, please obtain written permission from the course instructor and deliver it to the Honors Carolina 

office in 225 Graham Memorial.COURSE DESCRIPTION:As America8s sonic icon, the Star-Spangled Banner offers a variety of windows on the often complex 

relationship between music and politics. This seminar will examine our national anthem from a wide range of perspectives, from its musical origins as a 

British drinking song to its transformation into an American patriotic song during the War of 1812, from its official adoption as the country’s national 

anthem in 1931 to the repeated attempts since then to replace it with a different song. We will give special emphasis to the ways in which arrangements and 

performances have reflected both continuity and change in political and social values. Notable examples to be studied in detail include Igor Stravinsky’s 

controversial 1943 harmonization (which almost led to his arrest in Boston), Jimi Hendrix’s electric guitar version at the Woodstock Festival in 1969, 

Aerosmith’s changed words at the Indianapolis 500 in 2001, and spontaneous public singing of the anthem on the streets of New York City when news of Usama 

bin Laden’s death broke on the evening of May 1, 2011. We will also consider national anthems of selected other nations to establish a basis of comparison 

with our own. ABOUT THE INSTRUCTOR:Mark Evan Bonds (Cary C. Boshamer Distinguished Professor) received a B.A. in music and German from Duke University in 
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Subject Catalog Nbr Section Class Nbr 
MUSC 471 001 1521 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Course Title Component Units 
INSTR PERF REPER Lecture 3 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: Load: 

Topics 

Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: 2 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

Permission required before registering for this course. 

MUSC 691H 002 9288 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

HONS THESIS MUSIC I 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: 2 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

MUSC 691H 003 8185 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

HONS THESIS MUSIC I 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: 2 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

MUSC 691H 004 7092 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

HONS THESIS MUSIC I 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: 2 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

MUSC 691H 009 9273 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

HONS THESIS MUSIC I 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: 2 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

Session 
A 

A 

A 

A 

A 
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MUSC 691H 011 9342 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 2 Class Enrl Tot: 0 

MUSC 691H 012 8011 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 2 

MUSC           691H 

Bldg: TBA 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 

This course has major restrictions. 

057 9295 

Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 2 Class Enrl Tot: 0 

MUSC 692H 012 8166 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Course Title 

HONS THESIS MUSIC I 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Component Units 

Lecture 3 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: 

Topics 

Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: 2 

Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

HONS THESIS MUSIC I 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 

MUSC 750 001 1692 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

HONS THESIS MUSIC I 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Load: 

Class Wait Cap: 0 

Rank: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Load: 

Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GRl 

Class Enrl Cap: 8 

HONORS THESIS MUSIC II 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Class Min Enrl: 0 

Instructor: Staff 

Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

Class Wait Cap: 0 

Rank: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Load: 

Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 

RES METH MUSICOLOGY (I) 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 

This course has school restrictions. 

Class Wait Cap: 0 

Rank: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0017 

Special Grading:GR3 

Session 
A 

A 

A 

A 

A 



MUSC 890 005 5924 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 2 Class Enrl Tot: 0 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 890 006 8063 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Enrl Cap: 2 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 890 007 10646 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Enrl Cap: 2 

MUSC 890 008 5920 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Enrl Cap: 2 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 890 010 5918 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Enrl Cap: 2 

SPECIAL STUDIES 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

This course has major restrictions. 

Class Wait Cap: 0 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction 

Rank: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GR3 

SPECIAL STUDIES 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Wait Cap: 0 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction 

Rank: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GR3 

SPECIAL STUDIES 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GR3 

SPECIAL STUDIES 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GR3 

SPECIAL STUDIES 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Wait Cap: 0 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction 

Rank: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GR3 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 
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MUSC 890 011 5921 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 2 Class Enrl Tot: 0 

Course Title Component Units 
SPECIAL STUDIES Lecture 3 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: Load: 

Topics 

Instructor: Staff 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 890 012 5922 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GR3 

Class Enrl Cap: 5 Class Enrl Tot: 0 

SPECIAL STUDIES 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 890 015 5919 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 5 Class Enrl Tot: 0 

SPECIAL STUDIES 

Days: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Load: 

Class Min Enrl: 0 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 890 057 5923 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

SPECIAL STUDIES 

Days: TBA 

Time: TBA 

Rank: 

Class Enrl Cap: 2 Class Enrl Tot: 0 

This course has major restrictions. 

Class Wait Cap: 0 

Time: TBA 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GR3 

Instructor: Staff 

Foot note: 0011 

Class Wait Cap: 0 

Rank: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Special Grading:GR3 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GR3 

Session 
A 

A 

A 

A 
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MUSC 930 001 9684 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 8 Class Enrl Tot: 0 

MUSC 950 001 7351 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 8 

MUSC           950 

Bldg: TBA 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 

This course has major restrictions. 

002 10564 

Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 9 Class Enrl Tot: 0 

MUSC 970 001 10279 

Bldg: TBA                     Room: TBA 

Course Title Component Units 
SEM MUS THEORY Lecture 3 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: Load: 

Topics 

Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: 8 

Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GR3 

SEM IN MUSICOLOGY 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 

MUSC 993 005 5926 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

SEM IN MUSICOLOGY 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Load: 

Class Wait Cap: 0 

Time: TBA 

Rank: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Load: 

Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GR3 

Class Enrl Cap: 2 

SEM ETHNO MUSIC 

Days: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Class Min Enrl: 0 

Instructor: Staff 

Foot note: 

Special Grading:GR3 

Class Wait Cap: 0 

Rank: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Load: 

Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 

MASTER’S RESEARCH AND THESIS 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GR3 

This course has major restrictions. 

Class Wait Cap: 0 

Rank: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GR3 

Session 
A 

A 

A 

A 

A 



MUSC           993 008 7741 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 2 Class Enrl Tot: 0 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 993 011 5925 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Enrl Cap: 2 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 994 003 5927 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Enrl Cap: 2 

Co-requisite 991 required. 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 994 005 5928 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Enrl Cap: 2 

Co-requisite 991 required. 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 994 006 11088 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 

MASTER’S RESEARCH AND THESIS 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 2 

Class Wait Cap: 0 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction 

Rank: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GR3 

MASTER’S RESEARCH AND THESIS 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Wait Cap: 0 

Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction 

Rank: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GR3 

DOCT RESEARCH AND DISSERTATIO~Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction 

Days: TBA          Time: TBA 

Rank: 

Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GR3 

DOCT RESEARCH AND DISSERTATIO~Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction 

Days: TBA          Time: TBA 

Rank: 

Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GR3 

DOCT RESEARCH AND DISSERTATIO~Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction 

Days: TBA          Time: TBA 

Rank: 

Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GR3 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 



MUSC           994 007 6034 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 4 Class Enrl Tot: 0 

Co-requisite 991 required. 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 994 008 7769 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Enrl Cap: 2 

Co-requisite 991 required. 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 994 010 5929 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Enrl Cap: 5 

Co-requisite 991 required. 

This course has major restrictions. 

MUSC 994 011 6032 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Enrl Cap: 5 

DOCT RESEARCH AND DISSERTATIO~Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Days: TBA          Time: TBA 

Rank: 

Co-requisite 991 required. 

This course has major restrictions. 

Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GR3 

DOCT RESEARCH AND DISSERTATIO~Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Days: TBA          Time: TBA 

Rank: 

Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GR3 

DOCT RESEARCH AND DISSERTATIO~Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Days: TBA          Time: TBA 

Rank: 

Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GR3 

DOCT RESEARCH AND DISSERTATIO~Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Days: TBA          Time: TBA 

Rank: 

Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GR3 

A 

A 

A 

A 
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MUSC 994 018 6030 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 5 Class Enrl Tot: 0 

Co-requisite 991 required. 

This course has major restrictions. 

Course Title Component Units 

DOCT RESEARCH AND DISSERTATIO~Lecture 3 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: Load: 

Topics 

Instructor: Staff 

Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GR3 

MUSC           994 057 6031 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 2 

DOCT RESEARCH AND DISSERTATIO~Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Rank: 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 

Co-requisite 991 required. 

This course has major restrictions. 

Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 0011 

Special Grading:GR3 

Session 
A 

A 
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MUSC 991 001 8895 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Course Title 

Dissertation Colloquium 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Component Units 

Lecture 1.5 

(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: Load: 

Topics 

Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap: 30 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GR3 

Co-requisite MUSC 994. 

Session 
A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Hanner, Kelly M <kmhanner@store.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 2:56 PM 

Bardsley, Janice B <bardsley@email.unc.edu>; Bautch, Victoria L 
<bautch@med.unc.edu>; Brundage, W Fitzhugh <brundage@email.unc.edu>; Carlstein, 
Edward <edcar@email.unc.edu>; Clemens, J. Christopher <clemens@physics.unc.edu>; 
Coble, McKay <acoble@email.unc.edu>; Conway, Patrick J 
<patrick_conway@unc.edu>; Cornell, Jeffrey Blair <jeffcornell@unc.edu>; Crimmins, 
Michael T <crimmins@email.unc.edu>; Folkerts, Jean <jfolk@email.unc.edu>; Glazner, 
Allen F <afg@unc.edu>; Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu>; Handa, 
Sudhanshu <shanda@email.unc.edu>; Hartlyn, Jonathan <hartlyn@unc.edu>; 
Hershfield, Joanne L <hershfld@email.unc.edu>; Hillis, Ken <khillis@email.unc.edu>; 
Hirschfield, James <jhirschf@email.unc.edu>; Huber, Evelyne H 
<ehuber@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Kasson, Joy 
S <j skasson@email.unc.edu>; Katz, Mark <mkatz@email.unc.edu>; Koelb, Clayton T 
<ckoelb@email.unc.edu>; Lange, Marc B <mlange@email.unc.edu>; Lastra, Anselmo 
A. <LASTRA@CS.UNC.EDU>; Lee, Wayne E <wlee@unc.edu>; Leloudis, James L 
<leloudis@unc.edu>; Leslie, Paul W <pwleslie@unc.edu>; Luisetti, Federico 
<luisetti@email.unc.edu>; Lysle, Donald T <dlysle@email.unc.edu>; Maffly-Kipp, 
Laurie F. <MAFFLY@email.unc.edu>; Marchionini, Gary <gary@ils.unc.edu>; 
McDiarmid, Bill <bmcd@email.unc.edu>; McKee, Brent A <bamckee@email.unc.edu>; 
Mucha, Peter J <mucha@unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu>; Padua, Darin 
A <dpadua@email.unc.edu>; Pickles, John <jpickles@email.unc.edu>; Putney, 
Christopher R <crputney@email.unc.edu>; Quercia, Roberto G 
<quercia@email.unc.edu>; Redinbo, Matthew <redinbo@unc.edu>; Reynolds, Andrew 
S <asreynol@email.unc.edu>; Rhodes, Terry Ellen <RHODES@email.unc.edu>; Rives, 
James <jbrives@email.unc.edu>; Roberge, Paul T <ptr@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice 
N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Stenberg, Carl W III <Stenberg@sog.unc.edu>; Taylor, 
Beverly W <btaylor@email.unc.edu>; Washburn, Sean <sean@physics.unc.edu> 

Gorsuch, John I <jigorsuch@store.unc.edu>; Strauss, Ronald P. <ron_strauss@unc.edu>; 
Ashworth, Cathy T <epresley@email.unc.edu>; Barnes, Ash <elphaba@email.unc.edu>; 
Batts, Donnyell <dlbatts@email.unc.edu>; Bernhardt, Valerie M 
<valerieb@email.unc.edu>; Boomhower, Jeremy D. 
<jeremy_boomhower@med.unc.edu>; Braxton, Anita T <abraxton@email.unc.edu>; 
Brownfield, Shannon <brownfield@unc.edu>; Carter, Janis <carterl@email.unc.edu>; 
Clemmons, Jason <j clem@email.unc.edu>; Cowan, Tara L <tlcowan@email.unc.edu>; 
Creedon, Mary Leigh <llmary@email.unc.edu>; Davis, Sharon E 
<sedavis@email.unc.edu>; Diallo, Ashante N. <ashante@unc.edu>; Fholer, Marie A 
<fholer@email.unc.edu>; Finn, Kelly Carver <kellyfinn@unc.edu>; Fulenwider, (2. 
Lindsay <lindsay@email.unc.edu>; Futrell, Betty S <bfutrell@email.unc.edu>; Gault, 
Terri <terrigault@unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Gorman, Jackie 
<jackie@unc.edu>; Turnbull, Jodie A <jogregor@email.unc.edu>; Harris, Tiffany J 
<tjharris@email.unc.edu>; Heske, Susan Jane <sheske@email.unc.edu>; Hopper, Trent 
<trent hopper@unc.edu>; Kalbarczyk, Erin <erinkalb@ad.unc.edu>; Kieber, Alison J 
<kieber@email.unc.edu>; LeBlanc, Nicholas <nicholas.leblanc@unc.edu>; Leonard, 
Lindsay <lindsle@email.unc.edu>; Lynch, Susan R <mpastaff@sog.unc.edu>; 
McAlister, Matthew Keith <mkmcalis@email.unc.edu>; Mclntire, Renee Michelle 
<rmcintir@email.unc.edu>; Mclver, Samelia <mciver@email.unc.edu>; Melton, Sheena 
J <smelton@email.unc.edu>; Melvin, Virginia J <vjmelvin@email.unc.edu>; Mitchell, 
Shannon Michelle <smitch@email.unc.edu>; Montgomery, Summer 
<sundance@unc.edu>; Nagy, Karla <knagy@email.unc.edu>; Peterson, Linda K 
<lkpeters@email.unc.edu>; Phillips, Nell K <nphillip@email.unc.edu>; Sardi, Karen L 
<ksardi@email.unc.edu>; Simmons-(2ahan, Deborah A <dscahan@email.unc.edu>; 
Steadman, Elizabeth Mullane <emullane@email.unc.edu>; Sylvester, Susan R. 



Subject: 

Attach: 

<ssylvest@email.unc.edu>; Teague, Natalie B. <natalie_teague@unc.edu>; Tharp, Pam 
<pstharp@email.unc.edu>; Thomas, Elizabeth <lethomas@unc.edu>; Thompson, Karen 
<kthomps 1 @email.unc. edu>; Tufts, Amy Z <atufts@email.unc. edu>; Walker, Victoria 
Ward <vwwalker@email.unc. edu>; Warren, Angeline <awarren@email.unc. edu>; 
Weaver, Cinnamon S <cinnamon_weaver@unc.edu>; Younger, Karna 
<klyounge@email.unc.edu> 

Spring 2014 Textbook Submission Reports through 11-19-2013 

Spring 2014 Textbook Submission Report through 11-19-2013.xls; Spring 2014 
Guaranteed Buyback Program Participants.doc 

As of 11/19/2013, 87% of Spring 2014 course submissions have been received. 
8 courses are enrolled in the Guaranteed Buyback Program. 

Please place orders and No Text Needed notifications in one of 5 easy ways by General Administrations 
December 6, 2013 deadline: 

1) Use the Student Stores website: http://www.store.unc.edu 
2) Fax your order to: (919) 962-3334 
3) Email the Textbook Office textbook@unc.edu, or George Morgan gfmorgan@store.unc.edu Frank 
Bellamy fbellamy@email.unc.edu 
4) Send your order by campus mail to the Course Materials Department at Campus Box #1530 
5) Stop by the Textbook Office, 3rd floor, Student Stores 

FAQs 
What is this notification about? 

PACE, BOG/GA Textbook Cost Reduction Initiatives 
http : //www. northcarolina, edu/finance/textbooks/i ndex. htm 

¯ The President and the Board of Governors have been concerned for several years with the increasing 
cost of textbooks. The Board completed two studies on the cost of textbooks and has approved 
recommendations to help control textbook costs. In accordance with the March 2007recommendations, 
each campus is required to submit information about textbooks along with any requests for tuition and 
fees increases. 

¯ The on-time adoptions of textbooks by faculty 
¯ Implementation of a guaranteed buyback or rental program for required textbooks for introductory 

courses. 

What action is required on my part? 

Spring 2014 Textbook Submission Report lists the percentage of course submissions and/or No Text 
Needed notification to Student Stores. Additional worksheets listing each department’s courses which 
have not placed an order or notified Student Stores that no text is needed are included within the 
report. Review your department’s course worksheet indicated on the bottom tab of the excel report. 
Please let us know if any changes need to be made and encourage your faculty to submit their course 
materials orders or notifications by General Administration’s due date. 

What is the Guaranteed Buyback Program? 

BOG/GA Guaranteed Buyback Summary: 
All campuses must have a guaranteed buyback or rental program for required textbooks for large, 
introductory classes. 

¯ "This option must be available in addition to traditional purchase option." 
¯ "Campuses must offer this option for introductory texts that will withstand a two to three year adoption 

cycle." 
¯ "Campuses must make an effort to implement this system for courses that are introductory level and 



taken by a relatively high percentage of students." 
¯ "A response to this recommendation must also be reported to the VP for Finance in any future requests 

for increases in tuition and fees." 

Printable Guaranteed Buyback Commitment Form available on our website in Textbooks-Faculty. 
UNC Student Stores provides Carolina students rentable textbook options. No activity is required on your part 
for textbook rentals. 

Kelly Hanner 

Course Materials Manager 

UNC Student Stores 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Dept 

AAAD African & African 

&mer Diaspora Studies 

A.ERO 

Spring 2014 UNC Student Stores Due Date: September 27, 2013 

GA’s On-time Date: December 6, 2013 

10 ~.MST American Studies 

11 ~.NTH Anthropology 

12 APPLApplied Sciences 

13 ~.RAB Arabic 

14 ~.RMY Army Science 

15 ~.RTH Art History 

16 ~.RTS Studio Art 

17 ~.SIA Asian Studies 

18 ~.STR Astronomy 

19 BIOL Biology 

20 BUSI Business 

21 [tHEM Chemistry 

22 [tHIN Chinese 

CIAR Classical 

23 Archaeology 

24 CLAS Classics 

CMPL Comparative 

25 Literature 

COMM Communication 

26 Studies 

27 COMP Computer Science 34 

28 CZCH Czechoslovakian 1 

29 DRAM Dramatic Arts 65 

30 DTCH Dutch 1 

31 ECON Economics S0 

32 EDUC Education 65 

33 EDMX Education 10 

34 ENGL English 135 

ENST Environmental 

35 Studies 12 

Courses# On-time# 

Courses# No Text# adjusted courses 

32 1 31 30 

7 7 0 

12 2 10 6 

49 4 45 37 

5 3 2 2 

5 2 3 3 

6 6 O O 

23 9 14 12 

9 6 3 3 

5 1 4 4 

7 0 7 7 

42 18 24 24 

63 8 55 37 

51 18 33 31 

14 1 13 13 

i0 0 i0 i0 

82 25 57 50 

17 17 17 

0 1 1 

On-time% 

97% 

100% 

60% 

82% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

86% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

67% 

94% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

88% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

48% 

20% 

85% 

34 31 31 

0 1 1 

11 39 39 

17 48 23 

0 10 2 

12 123 104 

i0 i0 100% 

Courses with 

no information 

by due date 

1 

0 

4 

8 

0 

0 

0 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

18 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

25 

8 

19 



EXSS Exercise 

36 & Sport Science 52 

37 FOLK Folklore 2 

38 FREN French 20 

39 GEOG Geography 39 

40 GEOL Geology 29 

41 GERM German 16 

42 GLBL Global Studies 11 

43 GREK Greek 6 

GSLL Germanic & Slavic 

44 lang and Lit 1 

45 HEBR Hebrew 3 

46 HIST History 80 

47 HNR$ Honors 10 

48 HNUR Hindi/Urdu 6 

57 

49 HUNG Hungarian Language 

INLS Information & 

50 Library Science 

51 ITAL Italian 

52 IAPN Japanese 

IOMC 

Iournalism & Mass 

53 Communication 

54 IWSTJewish Studies 

55 KOR Korean 

56 LATN Latin 

LFIT Life 

Fitness 

LGLA 

Language 58 

59 

6O 

Lingala 

LING Linguistics 

LTAM Latin 

&merican Studies 

61 MASC Marine Science 

62 MATH Mathematics 

63 MTSC Material Science 

64 MUSC Music 

65 NAVS Naval Science 

66 PHIL Philosophy 

PHYA Physical 

67 Education Activity 

57 

i0 

9 

104 

1 

4 

ii 

18 

2 

14 

2 

9 

44 

3 

29 

5 

45 

22 

11 

0 

2 

16 

11 

4 

2 

0 

0 

0 

5 

2 

3 

22 

2 

0 

15 

1 

1 

18 

0 

4 

0 

5 

6 

1 

9 

5 

17 

17 

41 

2 

18 

23 

18 

12 

9 

6 

1 

3 

75 

8 

3 

35 

8 

9 

89 

0 

4 

10 

0 

2 

10 

2 

4 

38 

2 

20 

0 

28 

41 

2 

18 

21 

15 

12 

6 

6 

1 

2 

70 

6 

3 

21 

8 

9 

56 

0 

4 

10 

0 

2 

10 

2 

3 

38 

0 

16 

0 

28 

100% 

100% 

100% 

91% 

83% 

100% 

67% 

100% 

100% 

67% 

93% 

75% 

100% 

100% 

60% 

100% 

100% 

63% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

75% 

100% 

0% 

80% 

100% 

100% 

0 

0 

0 

2 

3 

0 

3 

0 

0 

1 

5 

2 

0 

14 

0 

0 

33 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

2 

4 

0 

0 

5 5 100% 0 



F G 

100% 

A 

68 PHYS Physics 

PlAN City & 

69 Regional Planning 

PLCY Public 

70 Policy 

71 PLSH Polish 

72 POLl Political Science 

73 PORT Portuguese 

74 PRSN Persian 

75 PSYC Psychology 

PUBA Public 

76 Administration 

PWAD Peace, War, and 

77 Defence 

78 RELI     Religious Studies 

ROML Romance 

79 Language 

RUES Russian & East 

80 European Studies 

81 RUSS Russian 

SECR Serbian 

82 ~. Croation 

83 SOCl Sociology 

84 SPAN Spanish 

STOR Statistics & 

85 Operation Research 

86 SWAH Swahili 

87 ~/MST Women’s Studies 

~/OI.O Wolof 

88 Language 

89 Totals 

B 

24 

21 

32 

2 

75 

9 

2 

78 

8 

7 

34 

2 

2 

11 

1 

44 

42 

29 

3 

12 

2 

1914 

C 

5 

8 

9 

0 

12 

0 

0 

26 

3 

1 

11 

1 

2 

3 

0 

5 

8 

11 

0 

0 

1 

490 

D 

19 

13 

23 

2 

63 

9 

2 

52 

5 

6 

23 

1 

0 

8 

1 

39 

34 

18 

3 

12 

1 

1424 

E 

19 

13 

21 

2 

60 

9 

2 

5O 

2 

6 

18 

1 

0 

8 

1 

35 

34 

17 

3 

9 

1 

1237 

100% 

91% 

100% 

95% 

100% 

100% 

96% 

40% 

100% 

78% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

90% 

100% 

94% 

100% 

75% 

100% 

87% 

0 

0 

2 

0 

3 

0 

0 

2 

3 

0 

5 

0 

0 

0 

0 

4 

0 

1 

0 

3 

0 

187 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 AERO 100% ADOPTED 

5 

6 ARMY 100% ADOPTED 

7 

8 NAVS 100% ADOPTED 



2 es that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL O 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 AAAD 331 001 WILLIAMS 030 

6 

7 LGLA 100% ADOPTED 

9 SWAH 100% ADOPTED 

10 

11 WOLO 100% ADOPTED 



2 that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 AMST 101 001 KASSON 120 

6 AMST 203 001 TEUTON 025 

7 AMST 338 001 TEUTON 030 

8 AMST 498 001 WILEY 010 

9 

10 CHER 100% ADOPTED 

12 FOLK 100% ADOPTED 



2 at have NOT submitted COURSE MATERb 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 ANTH 051 001 HOLLAND 024 

6 ANTH 101 001 STAFF 035 

7 ANTH 143 006 STAFF 120 

8 ANTH 151 006 STAFF 120 

9 ANTH 298 080 LESLIE 030 

10 ANTH 623 001 SORENSEN 025 

11 ANTH 704 001 LESLIE 012 

12 ANTH 860 001 STAFF 006 



2 that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAl 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 APPL 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 MTSC 423 001 STAFF 005 

8 MTSC 720 001 ZHOU 010 



2 ~that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 ARTH 061 001 BOWLES 020 

6 ARTH 387 001 BOWLES 020 

7 

8 ARTS 100% ADOPTED 



2 _~s that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 ARAB 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 ASIA 100% ADOPTED 

8 

9 CHIN 100% ADOPTED 

10 

11 HEBR 306 001 

12 

13 HNUR 100% ADOPTED 

14 

15 JAPN 100% ADOPTED 

16 

17 PRSN 100% ADOPTED 

18 

19 KOR 100% ADOPTED 

SPRINTZIK 010 



/ 
2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 ASTR 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 PHYS 100% ADOPTED 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 BIOL 100% ADOPTED 



2 ses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL OR[ 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 BUSI 205 001 TESKE 030 

6 BUSI 411 001,002 WILSON 100 

7 BUSI 411 003, 004 STAFF 100 

8 BUSI 411 005, 006 STAFF 100 

9 BUSI 501 001 ROBERTS 053 

10 BUSI 505 001 VERNON/GARNER 025 

11 BUSI 506 001 VERNON 045 

12 BUSI 512 001 MILLER 030 

13 BUSI 536 001,002 STAATS 008 

14 BUSI 562 001 DIDOW 045 

15 BUSI 568 001,002 KUSHWAHA 090 

16 BUSI 570 001 STUBBEN 045 

17 BUSI 594 001 YUSKO/BROWN 005 

18 BUSI 602 001 DICKS 045 

19 BUSI 808 001 EDWARDS/PARKS 015 

20 BUSI 881 001 FULGHIERI/PARKS 010 

21 BUSI 881 002 PARKS/PEYER 010 

22 BUSI 886 001 PARKS/GHYSELS 010 



2 that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAl 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 CHEM 482 001 PAPANIKOLAS 100 

6 CHEM 752 001     SCHAUER     015 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 CLAR 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 CLAS 100% ADOPTED 

8 

9 GREK 100% ADOPTED 

10 

11 LATN 100% ADOPTED 



2 tt have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 COMM 063 001 GRUMET 024 

6 COMM 142 001 STAFF 025 

7 COMM 150 001 DAVIS 

8 COMM 318 001 STAFF 025 

9 COMM 372 001 STAFF 025 

10 COMM 574 001 DAUBER 015 

11 COMM 575 001 DAUBER 030 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 COMP 100% ADOPTED 



2 ourses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDEF 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 DRAM 100% ADOPTED 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 ECON 100% ADOPTED 



2 ses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL OR[ 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 EDUC 065 001 GULLEDGE 020 

6 EDUC 309 001 BRODEUR 020 

7 EDUC 390 001 STONE 030 

8 EDUC 403 002 ABLE/JONES 048 

9 EDUC 416 001 FRIEL/ANDERSON 035 

10 EDUC 506 001 COHEN-VOGEL 040 

11 EDUC 567 001 JUSTICE 025 

12 EDUC 705 001-005 STAFF 039 

13 EDUC 719 001 SIMEONSSON 035 

14 EDUC 729 001 SIMEONSSON 000 

15 EDUC 742 001 STAFF 035 

16 EDUC 762 001 SIMEONSSON 030 

17 EDUC 764 001 JUSTICE 025 

18 EDUC 779 001 STONE 030 

19 EDUC 788 001 ANDERSON 040 

20 EDUC 790 001 KNOTEK 030 

21 EDUC 831 001 STAFF 020 

22 EDUC 832 001 STAFF 035 

23 EDUC 837 001 STAFF 035 

24 EDUC 844 001 MARSHALL 025 

25 EDUC 851 001 GRUMET 040 

26 EDUC 862 001 ABLE 040 

27 EDUC 866 001 COHEN-VOGEL 040 

28 EDUC 871 001 FRIEL 035 

29 EDUC 883 001 O’SULLIVAN 030 



2 ~rses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORE 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 CMPL 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 ENGL 070 001 TAYLOR 024 

8 ENGL 122 001 STAFF 032 

9 ENGL 123 004 MARSH 035 

10 ENGL 123 006 STAFF 035 

11 ENGL 129 001 RIVARD 035 

12 ENGL 129 005 MCDANELD 035 

13 ENGL 129 006 GREENLEE 035 

14 ENGL 133H 001 CALVOCORESSI 015 

15 ENGL 143 002 AVILEZ 035 

16 ENGL 143 003 STAFF 035 

17 ENGL 206 001 KENAN 018 

18 ENGL 307 002 CALVOCORESSI 018 

19 ENGL 307 003 KENAN 018 

20 ENGL 347 001 DORE 035 

21 ENGL 407 001 MCFEE 018 

22 ENGL 410H 001 WARNER 035 

23 ENGL 444 001 RICHARDS 025 

24 ENGL 496 001 ANDERSON 020 

25 ENGL 844 001 RICHARDS 015 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

A B 
I 

C D E 

I 
Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

ENST 100% ADOPTED 



2 :ourses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDEF 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 EXSS 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 LFIT 100% ADOPTED 

8 

9 PHYA 100% ADOPTED 



2 .~s that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL O 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 GEOG 262 001 FLORIN 055 

6 GEOG 420 001 FLORIN/VALDIVlA 055 



2 lave NOT submitted COURSE MATI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 GEOL 225 001 STAFF 000 

6 GEOL 478 001 STAFF 000 

7 GEOL 522 001 STAFF 000 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 CZCH 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 GERM 100% ADOPTED 

8 

9 GSLL 100% ADOPTED 

10 

11 DTCH 100% ADOPTED 

12 

13 HUNG 100% ADOPTED 

14 

15 RUSS 100% ADOPTED 

16 

17 SECR 100% ADOPTED 

18 

19 PLSH 100% ADOPTED 



2 :hat have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAl 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 HIST 127 001 MAYS 055 

6 HIST 127 002 DOYLE 055 

7 HIST 140 002 GEROLIMATOS 041 

8 HIST 490 002 LARRES 030 

9 HIST 577 001 LARRES 001 



2 ~at have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI, 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 HNRS 352 001 FERGUSON 015 

6 HNRS 353 002 STAFF 024 



1 lat have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI~ 

2 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

3 

4 

5 INLS 465 001 STAFF 030 

6 INLS 490 172 CAPRA 024 

7 INLS 490 211 MURILLO 020 

8 INLS 501 002 POOLE 028 

9 INLS 509 001 ARGUELLO 030 

10 INLS 523 002 MISSEN 030 

11 INLS 525 001 LEE 030 

12 INLS 582 001 STAFF 030 

13 INLS 697 001 JARRAHI 025 

14 INLS 747 001 VARGHA 028 

15 INLS 755 001 TIBBO 030 

16 INLS 756 01W TIBBO 020 

17 INLS 760 001 CAPRA 024 

18 INLS 882 001 GREENBERG 012 



2 tt have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 GLBL 390 002 OSTERWEIL 025 

6 GLBL 390 003 HASNAIN 025 

7 GLBL 390 004 TSIN 020 



2 ses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL OR[ 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 JOMC 180 002 STAFF 017 

6 JOMC 182 003 KIRKMAN 017 

7 JOMC 221 002 MICHAEL 017 

8 JOMC 253 002 CUADROS 015 

9 JOMC 256 001 CUADROS 012 

10 JOMC 256 002 BERNARD 017 

11 JOMC 271 002 MCMAHAN 020 

12 JOMC 271 003 HESTER 017 

13 JOMC 272 001 STAFF 016 

14 JOMC 272 002 STAFF 016 

15 JOMC 333 001 CURRAN 016 

16 JOMC 434 001 STAFF 014 

17 JOMC 434 002 STAFF 014 

18 JOMC 455 001 CROTHERS 020 

19 JOMC 456 001 BRINSON 016 

20 JOMC 472 001 MCMAHAN 015 

21 JOMC 473 001 STAFF 020 

22 JOMC 475 001 HENNIK-KAMINSKY 035 

23 JOMC 480 001 DAVlSON 017 

24 JOMC 481 001 STEVENS 017 

25 JOMC 483 001 OLIVER 017 

26 JOMC 484 001 OLIVER 017 

27 JOMC 490 001 KAYYE 040 

28 JOMC 490 002 RUEL 012 

29 JOMC 491 002 CUADROS 020 

30 JOMC 491 008 STAFF 020 

31 JOMC 491 009 DILLMANCARPENTER 015 

32 JOMC 581 001 STAFF 017 

33 JOMC 582 001 STEVENS 017 

34 JOMC 583 001 KING 017 

35 JOMC 586 001 KING 017 

36 JOMC 742 001 FRIEDMAN 010 

37 JOMC 782 001 STAFF 017 



2 urses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDE 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 LING 100% ADOPTED 



2 :ourses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDEF 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 LTAM 100% ADOPTED 



2 : have NOT submitted COURSE MATE 

3    or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 MASC 057 001 SCOTTI 024 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 MATH 100% ADOPTED 



2 lat have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI~ 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 MUSC 211 004 KLEBANOW 080 

6 MUSC 211 005 KLEBANOW 025 

7 MUSC 251 001 MACNEIL 120 

8 MUSC 355 001 WEISERT 020 



2 :ourses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDEF 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 PHIL 100% ADOPTED 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 PLAN 100% ADOPTED 



2 it have NOT submitted COURSE MATER 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 POLl 130 003 LEVlNSON 030 

6 POLl 490 001 SULLIVAN 030 



2 ~t have NOT submitted COURSE MATER 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 PLCY 210 002 CREEDON 025 

6 PLCY 326 001 JOHNSON 045 



2 tt have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 PSYC 089 001    NEBLETT 024 

6 PSYC 763 001 ORNSTEIN 012 



2 at have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI, 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 PUBA 710 001 JACOBSON 030 

6 PUBA 731 001 AFONSO 030 

7 PUBA 740 001 ROENIGK 025 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 

6 PWAD 100% ADOPTED 



2 that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 JWST 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 RELI 163 001 ORR 035 

8 RELI 181 001 SAFI 100 

9 RELI 342 001 GASKILL 025 

10 RELI 540 001 THAYNE 035 

11 RELI 881 001 SAFI 010 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 ITAL 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 FREN 100% ADOPTED 

8 

9 PORT 100% ADOPTED 

10 

11 ROML 100% ADOPTED 

12 

13 SPAN 100% ADOPTED 



2 ~urses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDE 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 RUES 100% ADOPTED 



2 s that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL C 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 SOCI 089 002 PEREZ 024 

6 SOCI 131 001 GALLEGOS-LERMA 028 

7 SOCI 252 002 PEREZ 048 

8 SOCI 427 001 GOOD 028 



2 ve NOT submitted COURSE M~ 

3 ~r NO TEXT NEEDED notificatio~ 

4 

5 STOR 496 004 Jl 005 



2 t have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 WMST 230 001 PAGE 018 

6 WMST 232 001 PAGE 018 

7 WMST 355 001 FEDDERS 014 



Guaranteed Buyback Program Spring 2014 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Current Participants 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

Chem 101: Fall 2011 through Spring 2014 

BROWN CHEMISTRY 978-0-321-69672-4 

Valid through December 2013 

Submitted by Professor Redinbo 

Chem 102: Fall 2011 through Spring 2014 

BROWN CHEMISTRY 978-0-321-69672-4 

Valid through December 2013 

Submitted by Professor Redinbo 

Linguistics 101: Fall 2010 through Spring 2014 

OGRADY CONTEMPORARY LINGUISTICS 978-0-312-55528-3 
Valid through December 2013 
Submitted by dept Chair Randall Hendrick 

Phys 104: Spring 2010 through Spring 2014 

Walker: PHYSICS 978-0-321-61111-6 

Valid through December 2013 

Submitted by Professor Alice Churukian 

Phys 105: Spring 2010 through Spring 2014 

Walker: PHYSICS 978-0-321-61111-6 

Valid through December 2013 

Submitted by Professor Alice Churukian 

6) Physics 116 Fall 2012 through Spring 2014 

Halliday: Fundamentals of Physics 978-0-470-46908-8 

Valid through December 2013 

Submitted by Professor Alice Churukian 

7) Physics 117 Fall 2012 through Spring 2014 

Halliday: Fundamentals of Physics 978-0-470-46908-8 

Valid through December 2013 

Submitted by Professor Alice Churukian 



8) Psychology 101: Fall 2011 through Spring 2014 

WEITEN PSYCHOLOGY:THEME & VARIATIONS BRIEF 978-0-495-90386-4 

Valid through December 2013 

Submitted by dept. Chair Donald T. Lysle 

In ongoing efforts to facilitate the Board of Governors textbook requirements for large introductory 

courses, we continue to encourage and accept textbook commitment forms from UNC Chapel Hill 

departments. Printable Guaranteed Buyback Forms are accessible on our store website 

www.store.unc.edu (Textbooks/Faculty/Guaranteed Buyback Program). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bickford, Donna M <dbickford@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 4:49 PM 

Bickford, Donna M <dbickford@unc.edu> 
Carolina Cares Carolina Shares Campaign 

Dear Carolina Cares Carolina Shares Arts & Sciences Team Captains: 

We’re at the halfway point of the campaign and UNC’s status and totals are listed below. 

Thank you for your hard work on behalf of the CCCS Campaign! 

Donna Bickford 

MID CAMPAGIN- Week 6 results are in! As of today UNC- Chapel Hill has raised $547,009! Way to go 

team! This is great accomplishment but far from beating last year’s numbers. Currently we are 

behind where we were at this same point in the campaign in 2012! Please keep up the good momentum and 

special events as we reach for our Million dollar goal. All your hard work is appreciated. 

We can make our goal! Every dollar counts! 

Visit Facebook and view al~ the special event pictures° There are so many creative events raising money that 
he~ps so many! https://www.facebook.com/unc.carolinacares 

Top Giving Departments-Monetary Donations 
1. Kenan-Flagler Business School - $45,736 

2. CIO- Information Technology- 520,299 

3. School of Government- 517,487 

4. School of Medicine: Pediatrics- 14,278 (New This Week!!!) 
5. FPG Child Development Inst.-514,230 

Percentage in Giving By Division: 



~OVO$:T 

SC~OO~ OF ~W ~6 

VC ~ES~CN ~77 g78 

A~ 222 ~524 

SCNOOL OF PNA~ CY ~ 222 1~ 

PC F~N 137 1572 

ATN~ET~CS 

Donna M. Bickford, Ph.D. 
Associate Director, Office for Undergraduate Research 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

220 Graham Memorial 

CB2800 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2800 

O: 919-843-7790 

F: 919-962-1548 

dbickford@unc.edu 

our.unc.edu 
Where will your curiosity lead you? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 9:39 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Astra 2014 

Still having problems with importing the term but we are working on it. I’ll keep you posted! 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 

rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto : s cheduling_o f fice@listserv, unc. edu 
registrar.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-33889600-34472124, d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b 0159ed79e86e7e@li stserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 9:47 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: AAAD 385 

From: hildebra@email.unc.edu [hildebra@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, November 02, 2013 10:03 AM 
Subject: AAAD 385 

To: All Participants 
From: Reginald Hildebrand 

EMANCIPATIONIST S: 

I actually enjoyed talking with those of you who dropped by my office on Thursday and Friday to talk about 
Haitian Emancipation. The assignment is basically the same as it was for the United States, and it will be 
basically the same for Jamaica....write a critical analysis of the process of emancipation. I have attached a 
prompt, because sometimes it’s just helpful to have a written prompt. Good luck with your work on this this. - 
Prof. H. 

Haitian~t.doc 

This forwarded message was sent via S akai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "AAAD385.001 .FA13" 
site. To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: AAAD385.001.FA 13. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Keith, Yolanda <ykeith@admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 1:16 PM 

Reminder: Carolina College Advising Corps Info Session 

2012-2013 POSITION DESCRIPTION.pdf 

Please forward to those interested in making an impact and supporting students as t]ey navigate the road to college! 

Now Hiring 2014-2015 College Advisers 

Information Session 
Tonight, November 20th @6pm 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions, Jackson Hall 

The Carolina College Advisi~g Corps will be holding an in%rmaion session tonight a 6:00 pm in Jackson 
Hall The session will be hosled by current advisers working in the North Carolina, as well as program staff. 
l)uring the session,, interested candidates will learn about the program, the need fbr the adviser role in North 
Carolina, and the application process. All current students and recent: graduates of° UNC-Chapel Hill are 
welcome to attend. Click here fbr more information and to learn about the recent visit to one of our partner 
h2gh schools by Chancellor Folt. 

$5500 Education award given for each year of servic!! ** 



CAROLINA COLLEGE 

ADVISING CORPS 

POSITION DESCRIPTION: Adviser, Carolina College Advising Corp, s 

EMPLOYER: Office of Undergraduate Admissions, University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

U NC-Chapel Hill’s Carolina College Advising Corps (CCAC), under the auspices of the Office of Undergraduate 

Admissions, seeks new UNC-Chapel Hill graduates to serve as college advisers in low-income high schools 

across North Carolina. As members of the National College Advising Corps, a national movement funded by the 

Jack Kent Cooke Foundation, CCAC advisers will help students in underserved communities realize their dream 

of attending college. 

The position requires tact, diplomacy, and a strong commitment to service. Successful candidates will 

demonstrate the ability to collaborate creatively and effectively with others in order to solve problems and 

reach goals. Successful candidates will also demonstrate excellent organizational and comm unication skills, 

including the ability to listen carefully and to write and speak persuasively. The position requires a bachelor 

degree from Carolina, preferably earned in December 20010 or May 2011. 

CCAC advisers will report to the program coordinator and to an on-site supervisor in each of the two schools 

they will serve. The schools will be located in North Carolina. Advisers will be expected to live within their 

service areas and to involve themselves in the surrounding communities. 

Appointments will be for one year, with an option for a second year, if mutually agreed upon by the 

program coordinator and the adviser. 

CCAC advisers will be expected to tailor programs and activities to meet the specific needs of their assigned 

schools and perform the following primary functions: 

1. Provide one-on-one admissions and financial-aid advice to any student or family seeking assistance 

¯ Encourage each student to consider a broad range of appropriate college choices 

¯ Develop for each student a comprehensive college timeline, including application deadlines for admission 

and financial aid 

¯ Help each student complete and submit admissions and financial-aid applications 

¯ Assist each student in interpreting correspondence from colleges, including offers of admission and 

financial aid 

2. Organize group events that encourage students and their families to consider, plan for, and apply to colleges 

and universities 

¯ Visit classrooms, assemblies, and club meetings to offer CCAC services and emphasize the importance of 

college 

¯ Visit feeder middle schools to encourage early planning for college 

¯ Work with local community groups - churches, boys and girls clubs, social-service providers - to offer 

group events outside school setting and hours 



3. Establish productive working relationships with principals, counselors, and teachers in each assigned high 

school 

¯ Assess, in consultation with the CCAC program director and school personnel, the particular needs of 

each school, and adapt programs and activities to meet these needs 

¯ Actively seek the advice and counsel of the on-site supervisor at each partner high school 

4. Assist in the efforts of other CCAC adviser(s) within the service area 

¯ Regularly visit other high schools in their assigned service area during school days 

¯ Help organize, provide support for, and attend evening and weekend events organized by other 

adviser(s) 

5. Assist in the assessment and long-term sustainability of the program 

¯ Assist the program director and evaluation staff to identify, collect, and interpret key progress and 

outcome variables to evaluate the effectiveness of the CCAC program 

¯ Submit monthly progress reports to the program director documenting progress and outcome data 

¯ Meet, as appropriate, with evaluators employed by the Jack Kent Cooke Foundation 

¯ Represent CCAQ as requested by the program director, to potential supporters and to other 

interested parties 

6. Maintain expertise in admissions and financial-aid advising 

¯ Participate fully in five to six weeks of residential training each summer on the UNC-Chapel Hill campus 

¯ in consultation with the program director, seek out and participate in other opportunities for 

professional development 

Advisers are paid a monthly salary. Advisers receive student loan forbearance with CFNC and UNC during their 

time of service with the Corps and receive $55oo per year of service in loan forgiveness or a future education 

credit. Housing is provided in Chapel Hill during summer training. 

CCAC on Facebook 

http ://www~faceb~k~c~m/pages/Chape~Hill~NC/Car~lina.C~llege-Advising~C~rps/2 85 75 3~ 3~ 2 7 

CCAC on Twitter 

http ://twitter.corn/#!/U N CAdvising 

Please feel free to contact Yolanda Keith, Program Coordinator, at ykeith@admissions.unc.edu with questions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 3:26 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Summer 2014 schedule updates 

Summer 2014 course offerings -tentative.xlsx 

Dear Travis, 

Please let me know when you can make changes to the summer school schedule. 

There are two changes I’ve made, one of which shows up in the attached, and one of which doesn’t. 

Chris Wells has moved to SSI. Please schedule him to teach AAAD 259 at 9:45. And remove him from SSII. 

Mamarame Seck’s course for the Senegal summer abroad should be AAAD 412 (Regional Seminar in African 
Studies). It should not be AAAD 290 or AAAD 414. This is not on the attached schedule. 

Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 



Summer Session 1 2014 -proposed 
Name 8-9:30 9:45-11:15 11:30-1:00 1:15-2:45 non-standard time 

Hildebrand AAAD 130 

Fall AAAD 101 

Lisanza AAAD 101 

Porter AAAD 298 AAAD 252 (if possible) 

Mutima SWAH 112 SWAH 112 

Wells AAAD 259 

Regester AAAD 250 MTWR 1 : 15-3:15 

Lambert AAAD 315 (9:00-12:15) - Maymester 

Caldwell AAAD 260 (9:00-12:15) - Maymester 

Summer Session II 2014 - proposed 
Name 8-9:30 9:45-11:15 11:30-1:00 1:15-2:45 non-standard time 

Lee AAAD 101 

Williams AAAD 231 

McMillan AAAD 130 AAAD 254 (if possible) 

Selassie AAAD 101 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 
Thursday, November 21, 2013 8:36 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Fall 2019 

Hi, 
Just an FYI once you add your courses and all relevant information to ConnectCarolina for Fall 2014, they will automatically 
populate in Astra. 

If you have any questions, I’m not here. (just kidding). 
Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto:scheduling office@listserv.unc.edu 
registrar.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-33894842-34472124, d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

timsupport@unc.edu 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 10:41 AM 

tim_administrators@listserv.unc.edu 
[tim_administrators] Upcoming Training for TIM Administrators 

New TIM Administrator Class.pdf; TIM Administrator Advanced Workshop.pdf 

To: TIM Administrators 
From: TIM Support 
Date: November 21, 2013 
Subject: Upcoming Training for TIM Administrators 

New TIM Administrator Training Class 

Please review the attached document, "New TIM Administrator Class," for information about the upcoming New TIM 
Administrator Training Class. It will be held from I:00PM - 5:00PM on Thursday, December 12, 2013. This class is 
mandatory for new TIM Administrators. The link to the training registration website is provided in the attached document. 

TIM Administrator Advanced Workshop 

Please review the attached document, "TIM Administrator Advanced Workshop," for information about the upcoming TIM 
Administrator Advanced Workshop. The workshop will be held from I:00PM - 4:30PM on Thursday, December 5, 2013. 
Please note that this course has prerequisites for attendance. Attendees must have completed the New TIM Administrator 
Training Class and have been serving as a TIM Administrator for at least 2 months. The link to the training registration 
website is provided in the attached document. 



New TIM Administrator Training -Leave and Timekeeping (Part 1&2) 

Description: Time Information Management (TIM) provides tools to help you carefully track worked 

and non-worked hours to ensure your employees are compensated appropriately. In this class you 

will learn how to: 

¯ Navigate the TIM System 

¯ Use Online Help 

¯ Maintain Accrual Balances 

¯ Identify and Enter Appropriate Pay Codes 

¯ Generate and Print Reports 

¯ Manage EmployeeTimecards 

¯ Perform Signoff 

¯ Manage Comp Time and Overtime 

¯ Enter Historical Edits 

Prerequisites: 
¯ ONYEN and Password 
¯ Submitted and been approved as TIM Administrator. See TIM website for request form, 

http://tinyurl.corn!6879si5 

Please review all TIM Audit information on the TIM Administrator updates. Also review the TIM 
Announcements for the most up to date TIM information. 

Important Information: 
¯ Attendance is Mandatory 

¯ It is recommended that TIM Administrators have a detailed understanding of the UNC-CH Wage 

Hour and Leave Policies for SPA Non-Exempt employees. These policies are located on the HR 

website, 

¯ Wage Hour- http://hr.unc.edu/policies-procedures-svstems/spa-emplovee-policies/wage-hour/ 

¯ Leave- http://hr.unc.edu/p~licies-pr~cedures-systems/spa-emp~~yee-p~licies/~eave-and-h~~idavs/ 

You may wish to print the most current TIM Administrator Manual and bring it to class. 

¯ Part 1 http://www.unc.edu/finance/fd/cipr/tim/docs/tim manual partl.pdf 

¯ Part 2 http://www.unc.edu/finance/fd/c/pr/tim/docs/tim manual part2.pdf 

¯ If you have never used TIM before or you are unsure about how employees interact with TIM, 

please watch the Employee CBTs at http://finance.unc.edu/training/#tim 

Next Class: 

Location: AOB Building 104 Airport Drive, Room 3101 

Date: Thursday, December 12, 2013 

Hours: l:00pm - 5:00pm 

Training Registration Web Page: 

https://apps.research.unc.edu/events/index.cfm 



TIM Administrator Advanced Workshop- NEW! 

Description: Advanced TIM Administrator actions in TIM will be reviewed. We will 

discuss recent TIM announcements and other time-sensitive information. There will also 
be time for a Q&A session. Some of the subjects to be discussed include: 

¯ How to Find TIM Information and Help 
¯ Ensuring Timely Payment 
¯ TIM Audit Information 
¯ TIM Reports 
¯ Comp Time and Overtime 
¯ Historical Edits 
¯ Adverse Weather 

Prerequisites for registration: 
¯ Have been working as a TIM Administrator in TIM for at least 2 months 

AND 
¯ Have attended the New TIM Administrator Training Class 

¯ You may also attend the class if you have been an active TIM Administrator 
for more than three years 

Next Workshop: 
Location: AOB Building, 104 Airport Drive, Room 3101 (training room) 
Date: Thursday, December 5th, 2013 
Time: 1:00-4:30 pm 

Training Registration Web Page: 
htt ps://a pps. resea rch. u nc.ed u/eve nts/i ndex.cfm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 11:58 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Blurb - Performance class, spring 2014 

CLAS SBLURB-AAAD290-3. doc 

Here it is. Please print about 50. Could you also send it to DDA dept. manager, jm 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2013 11:09 AM 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: RE: Blurb - Performance class, spring 2014 

Oh great. Yes, we can do that. I can also make copies of the new blurb for your work study student to post if needed. 

Thanks, Travis 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2013 11:00 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Blurb - Performance class, spring 2014 

She has. Thanks. I’m rewriting the blurb. Can we resend it out? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 21, 2013, at 10:51 AM, "Gore, Travis" <stgore~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

HiJoseph, 

Did Eunice get in touch with you about your questions? She is at a conference in Baltimore so she may 
have not had time. I can try to find out for you if she hasn’t been in contact with you° 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 3:25 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Blurb - Performance class, spring 2014 

what requirements does this class fulfill for students? They are asking me. 

jm 



Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 8:55 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Blurb - Performance class, spring 2014 

I’ll send someone at 1p.m. to pick up the flyers. 

Could you (the dept./Eunice) send this to the DDA and ask them to spread the word. It would be great if 
the emailed it to majors and posted it. I think coming from you (the dept.) as a plea for their help on this 
important project/class/performance that will keynote the conference and work with the Rogers Road 
community - will heighten the urgency. 

jm 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office: 919-843-7067 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 8:44 AM 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: RE: Blurb - Performance class, spring 2014 

HiJoseph, 

Sorry [ was out of the office all day Monday working at a symposium. [ should be around most of today 

except I know I will be out from :~2 to :~pm for lunch. If I step out at another time during the day I can 

always leave it with someone. If you know of a time when you might stop by then I could try to make sure 

l am here. 

Thanks! 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Friday, November 15, 2013 6:59 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Blurb - Performance class, spring 2014 

50 is great. Tried to come today to pick up. office was closed. When will you be in the office on Monday? 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Office: 919-843-7067 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, November 15, 2013 9:33 AM 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: RE: Blurb - Performance class, spring 2014 

HiJoseph, 

I printed out about 50 copies if you think that would be enough. I can do more if needed. I figured you 

could have your work study students post them all around campus in various departments and at 

undergrad lib and davis lib are other good spots too. A lot of traffic goes through there. I can have them 

delivered to your office or you could have one of your work study students come pick them up. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, November 15, 2013 8:50 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Megel, Joseph Lawrence; Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: RE: Blurb - Performance class, spring 2014 

Dea r Travis, 

Kindly see email below. Please get in touch Joseph once the copies are ready. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Friday, November 15, 2013 6:46 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Blurb - Performance class, spring 2014 

Eunice, 

I’m sending this out everywhere. Could we print some and I can get my work studies to post. 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 



A NEW PERFORMANCE CLASS 

SPRING CLASS OFFER1NG - 2014 

DEPARTMENT OF AFRICAN, AFRICAN AMERICAN AND DIASPORA 
STUDIES 
AAAD 290 

PERFORMING THE POLITICS OF WATER 
A CLASS EXPLORING PERFORMANCE 

& 
WATER/ENVIRONMENT/HEALTH 

Professor: Joseph Megel 
Department of Communication Studies 

Director, UNC-CH’s Process Series 

megel@email.unc.edu 

BECOME AN ENVIRNOMENTAL ACTIVIST RIGHT HERE 
IN OUR COMMUNITY 

¯ CLASS PERFORMANCE IS THE KEYNOTE PRESENTATION AT THE 2ND 
GLOBAL AFRICANA CONFERENCE AT UNC 

¯ WORK DIRECTLY WITH THE ROGERS ROAD COMMUNITY OF 
CHAPEL HILL 

* DISCOVER HOW ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE BEGINS HERE AT HOME 

Working with a variety of sources including D. Soyini Madison’s work titled Water Rites/Rights, 
and doing our own ethnographic field research in the Rogers Road community of Chapel Hill, 
North Carolina we will create a class performance looking at the political and social issues of 
water, the environment and health. In addition to the Rogers Road community, we will explore 
these issues drawing on experiences from South Africa, Ghana and members of Afro- 
Columbians. 

The class will culminate in two devised public performances. The first performance will be on 
Thursday evening April 10 as a launch of the 2nd Global Africana annual conference focusing the 

intersecting themes of water, environment and health and the final one on April 11. Students 
will take part in these public performances as their final class requirement. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 
Monday, November 25, 2013 10:43 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Registration Section Status Summary Report 

An update of the Registration Section Status Summary Report has been posted on the Registrar’s website. The 

link is: 

http://registra r.u nc.ed u/Reports/RegistrationSectionStatusSumma ryReports/index.htm 

If you can run reports in PRD (production) in Connect Carolina, you can also use this report to check on the 

most current stats for your courses. 

NC SR CLASS ENROLL BY SUBJECT 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 

rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto : s cheduling_o f fice@listserv, unc. edu 
registrar.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-33909877-34472124.d27a5a94fl 81 lefe2b0159ed79e86e7e~listserv.unc.edu 



AAAD 412 Regional Seminar in African Studies 

West Africa is culturally diverse although its peoples and ethnic groups share multiple facets of 

their history, religious beliefs, spoken languages and artistic expressions. Made up of seventeen 

countries - if one includes Chad- West Africa is at the crossroads of three major influences: (1) 

the French and British colonial legacies, (2) Islam, Christianity, and the African indigenous 

religious beliefs, and (3) the western globalizing culture. These three sources interplay in 

various ways through social, political, cultural, and religious practices. This course focuses on 

the most stable and, certainly, the most "democratic" country of the region, Senegal, and aims to 

introduce students to its rich, complex, and diverse culture through lectures, readings, and films. 

It stimulates students’ critical thinking skills as they reflect on aspects of West African societies, 

more specifically Senegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 1:40 PM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

2014-2015 course requests and another matter 

Standard class time - CCM1_042611.pdf; % - Distribution of courses - Copy of 
ccm3 030986.xls 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please send your 2014-2015 course requests by December 2, 2015.Your request should include one of the 
department’s survey courses: AAAD 130 and AAAD 101 respectively. 

As you reflect on your requests, please consider that like all departments we can only schedule 40% of our 
classes during Prime Time (9.00am-1.00pm). For easy reference I am attaching the form from the Registrar’s 
office pertaining to distribution of classes that also indicates policies on Prime Time. In addition, I am re- 
sending the class Standard Time form. In line with university policy on class scheduling, the department will 
offer classes outside Standard Time only under exceptional conditions. 

Please note that because of recurring problems with enrollments, the department will only approve AAAD290 - 
Special Topics- under extraordinary circumstances. This is not an issue facing our department alone but one 
that cuts across the College because special topics courses do not fulfill any general education requirements. 

On another matter, this is a gentle reminder that if you cancel your class, decide to meet in another space rather 
than your assigned classroom, give students a research day, etc you need to let me know. This is very 
important. The department is still under monitoring conditions by the Southern Association of Colleges and 
Schools Commission on Colleges. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: ~Q~e@emaiLunc.edu. 
To unsubscfibe click here: 
id=65646425 .~3 e43 c8 dTb (~ 5 eta43 c291 cd78 c74~¢ca&r~=T&l=aaad& o~:33910543 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to lea~,e-33910543-65 (~40425.~3 e43 cSdTb65 eta43 c291 cd78c74fgca@listser~,.ur~c, edu 



University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office of the University Registrar 

The Standard Time Periods listed below consist of 75 minute periods to be used on 
TR or MW, and 50 minute periods to be used on MWF, for three credit hour courses. 
These standard class schedule periods must be used for all lecture classes of one 
hundred fifty (150) minutes per week unless some special arrangement has been 
approved by the University Registrar for use of one of the non-standard periods. 

Days Start Time End Time 

MWF 8:00 A.M. 8:50 A.M. 

9:00 A.M. 9:50 A.M. 

10:00 A.M. 10:50 A.M. 

11:00 A.M. 11:50 A.M. 

12:00 P.M. 12:50 P.M. 

1:00 P.M. 1:50 P.M. 

2:00 P.M. 2:50 P.M. 

3:00 P.M. 3:50 P.M. 

4:00 P.M. 4:50 P.M. 

5:00 P.M. 5:50 P.M. 

MW 3:30 P.M. 4:45 P.M. 

5:00 P.M. 6:15 P.M. 

TR 8:00 A.M. 9:15 A.M. 

9:30 A.M. 10:45 A.M. 

11:00 A.M. 12:15 P.M. 

12:30 P.M. 1:45 P.M. 

2:00 P.M. 3:15 P.M. 

3:30 P.M. 4:45 P.M. 

5:00 P.M. 6:15 P.M. 

All lectures, laboratories, and recitations which will not fit one of above Standard 
Time Periods above may opt for a non-standard period only when absolutely 
necessary. 



DISTRIBUTION OF COURSES UNDER THE 700 LEVEL FOR DEPARTMENTS WITHIN ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 

Departments within Academic Affairs can offer a maximum of 40% of their lecture and recitation sections under the 700 
course level between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 1:00 p.m (Prime Time). In addition, a maximum of 20% of their total 

course sections under the 700 course level can be offered on Tuesday/Thursday during Prime Time. 

Enter number of classes (under 700 only) that your department offers for each day and start time below: 

Day: Day: 
Start Time: 

8:00 AM 

9:00 AM 

10:00 AM 

11:00 AM 

12:00 PM 

1:00 PM 

2:00 PM 
3:00 PM or 

later 

Monday Wednesday Friday Start Time: 

8:00 AM 

9:30 AM 

11:00 AM 

12:30 PM 

2:00 PM 
3:30 PM or 
later 

Tuesday Thursday 

= 

Check your totals 

Percentage of Prime Time course 

sections offered on 
Tuesday/Thursday: 

(should not exceed 20%) 

Percentage of course sections in 
Prime Time all Days: 

o (should not exceed 40%) 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

3. Enter Name & Department 

Department: 

Submitted by: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 1:44 PM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Fall 2014 CSM tips! 

Hi, 
I’m going to begin sending weekly tips for scheduling your Fall 2014 term. Each tip will be accompanied by a trivia question. Who 
knows, there may be prizes at the end! 

Tip #1 

You no longer need to turn in the Large Classroom Request form. For course sections with a max enrollment of 90 or above list 

"several" building and room preferences. Set the weight in the order of preference with $0 being 1st choice: Hm 100 ($0); Ho 

104 (9); Sc 103 (8) etc. 

I know that your professors make changes over several months so please review your sections: 1) Did you list four sections with a 

preference of Hm 100 (10) at 9:30 TR? Tweak your preferences[ 2) Check your max enrollment to make sure it is not too large or 

too small for the bldg. & room preferences selected. 3} Listing a lot of bldg. & room preferences increases your chance of 

obtaining a classroom at the hour selected. 4} Review to be sure that you have listed the instructor’s name on the course 

section. 

This room assignment period falls at the beginning of classes for spring so you will be extremely busy! By reviewing your 

sections now this could mean less phone calls from us during room assignments@. We know you love talking to us, but alas you 

will be surrounded by needy students 

Tip #2 

Scheduling courses with recitations: A course that went through the Course Request Approval System and requested recitations will 
have the option available to them each semester the course is offered when scheduling. If your department opts not to have 
recitations, you will have to contact scheduling to make an adjustment to the class so that the students don’t get an error message 
that a recitation is required. If, while going through CRAS, a recitation was not requested, the option will not be there when you are 
setting up your recitation sections. Do not schedule your recitations as lectures. If the option is not there, you will need to contact the 
schedule office to have it added and receive the admonishment that we will do it for you this time but get it through CRAS if it’s going 
to happen again! © 

What University of North Carolina symbol is based on the Temple of Love in the Gardens of Versailles? 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 

rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto:schedulin~ office@listserv.unc.edu 

? 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-33910854-34472124.d27a5a94fl 81 lefe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Edwards, Deborah W <dedwards@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  9:02 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; 
Boyd, Lydia (2 <lcboyd@email.unc.edu>; (2aldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; 
Hall, Perry A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
<hildebra@email.unc.edu>; Lambert, Michael (2 <mlambert@email.unc.edu>; Lee, 
Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
<nzongola@email.unc.edu>; Pier, David <dpier@email.unc.edu>; Regester, (2haflene B 
<regester@email.unc.edu>; Rucker, Walter (2 <wrucker@email.unc.edu>; Seck, 
Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu>; Williams, Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu>; 
McMillan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu>; Anderson, Barbara S 
<barbara anderson@unc.edu>; Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu>; 

@unc.edu>; Lisanza, Esther Mukewa <lisanza@email.unc.edu>; Mutima, 
Sinamenye A <smutima@email.unc.edu>; Porter, Robert S <rporter@email.unc.edu>; 
Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu> 

FW: State Income Tax Witholding for 

NC-4 update to employees final.pdf 

Please see attached memo from Payroll regarding change in state income tax withholding for       All 

employees are required to submit Form NC-4 EZ or Form NC-4 to the Payroll Department CB #1260 by Friday, 

for biweekly employees and by Friday, for monthly employees. The NC-4 

EZ and Form NC-4 forms can be accessed at http://finance.unc.edu/forms/payroll-forms/. Thank you in 

advance for your time to this sensitive matter. 

From: Kelly-Scholle, Janet [mailto:janet kelly-scholle@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:19 PM 
To: UNC Dept. Business Managers 
Subject: [business_managers] State Income Tax Witholding for 

To: School/Division HR Officers 
Business Managers 

From: Elizabeth C. (Betsi) Snipes, Director of Payroll Services 

Dennis Press, University Controller 

Re: State Income Tax Withholding for 

The NC Department of Revenue has provided important information about state income tax withholding for 

The North Carolina General Assembly recently enacted House Bill    which becomes effective 

for taxable years beginning on or after              . Under this new law, all taxpayers will 

pay a lower rate and be granted a higher standard deduction. Taxpayers may no longer claim a 

personal exemption for themselves, their spouse, children, or any other qualifying dependents. 



Additionally, many deductions and tax credits that impact North Carofina withholding tax are no 

longer available for tax years beginning on or after 

As a result of this Act, every employer must have all employees provide a new Employee’s 

Withholding Allowance Certificate, either Form NC-4 EZ or Form NC-4. 

The new form must be completed by the employee and provided to the employer so the correct 

amount of State income tax is withheld for any payment periods beginning on or after 

We wanted to inform you of this change and let you know the attached communication will be distributed to all 

employees on Tuesday,                   We appreciate any assistance that you may provide in helping us 

get this accomplished within the timeframe the NCDOR has provided to employers. Thank you in advance. 

Should you have question or concerns, please email payroll@unc.edu. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

business_managers as: dedwards@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-33911682-488535.3 ac 16d7d24272a5 f214ab7628665 eff9~li stserv.unc, edu 



November 26, 2013 

THE UNIVERSITY 

g~ NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL tqILL 

[04 A|RPORI" DR~VE~ SU|TE 320,0 

CAMPLS BOX 1270 

To: 

From" 

Re: 

University Employees 

Elizabeth C. (Betsi) Snipes, Director of Payroll Services 

Dennis Press, University Controller and Assistant Vice Chancellor 

Change in State Income Tax Withholding for 2014 

Last week, the North Carolina Department of Revenue (NCDOR) issued revised state 

tax withholding forms for the 2014 calendar year and instructed employers to obtain 

new state tax withholding data for all employees. 

NCDOR’s reason for this requirement is the General Assembly passed significant 

changes to the State’s income tax laws effective for taxable years beginning on or 

after January 1, 2014. The new law sets a single income tax rate and makes 

substantial changes to the taxable income calculation. Employees’ current state tax 

withholding allowances may not be appropriate under the new law. As a result, the 

University is required to have each employee provide a new Employee’s Withholding 

Allowance Certificate (Form NC-4 EZ or Form NC-4). To comply with the new rules 

for withholding state income tax, UNC-Chapel Hill will default all employees status 

to "O" and "Single" effective December 31, 2013. Based on your individual tax 

allowances after completing Form NC-4 or Form NC4-EZ, you will need to submit the 

new form to the Payroll Department for the allowances to take effect for any 

payments received on or after January 1, 2014. Action will be taken within the pay 

period the form is received; no withholding adjustments will be made retroactive 

per NCDOR instructions. 

The expectation is that each employee will submit Form NC-4 EZ or Form NC-4to the 

Payroll Department CB #1260 by Friday, December 20, 2013, for biweekly employees 

and by Friday, January 3, 2014, for monthly employees. The NC-4 EZ and Form NC-4 

forms can be accessed at http://finance.unc.edu/forms/payroll-forms/. Thank you 

in advance for your time to this sensitive matter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 9:38 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: FS Work Order 14063005; Opened; PLEASE PREPARE AN INTERIOR DOOR 
SIGN WIT 

Hello Travis 

Please see below job order regarding AAAD door sign. 

Thank you, 
Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Work@FAC.UNC.EDU [~r~a~lto:Work~FAC.UNC.EDU] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 9:35 AM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: FS Work Order 14063005; Opened; PLEASE PREPARE AN INTERIOR DOOR SIGN WIT 

The following work order has been opened in the work management system. 

Property ........... BATTLE (056) 
Requested by ....... SONIA COLON 
Requested .......... 11/26/2013 09:32:03 
Category ........... SERVICE ORDER 
Work Order Number.. 14063005 
Description ........ please prepare an Interior door sign with following information: 

African, African American & Diaspora Studies. 
Main Office 
Location: 170 Franklin St 
Department: 3287 
CB: 3395 
Completion Date: 12/31/2013 

Please reference the above Work Order Number for all correspondence. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please reply to this email or contact the Facilities Work Reception Center at 962-3456. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, November 26, 2013 11:25 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

printing 

Purpose of my trip.msg; Fwd_ Your booking at Sargal H6tel.msg 

Hello Travis 

I am sorry to bother you, can you print the attachments for me? 

Thanks 

Sonia Co,on 
Accounting Technician 

Public Policy Department 

919-962-4854 

Mo 8-5; T 1o5; W 8o12; T 1-5; F8o5 

African, Af~can American & Diaspara Studies 

919-966-1295 
To 8-12; ML i-5; To &12 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 11:40 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

mds~card cbt test.pdf 

$onia Co,on 
Accounting Technician 

Public Policy Depar~men~ 

919-962-4854 
Mo 8-5; T 1-5; W 8-12; r 1-5; P8-5 

African, African American & Diaspora Studies 

919-966-1295 

r. 8-12; W. I-5; T. 8-12 



Finance Division: Material & Disbursement Services: Purchasing Services 

Assessment 

P-Card Cardholder 

Your Name: 

1. Conference registrations are allowable charges on the P-Card 

[] True 
[] False 

2. If you fail to notify a vendor that the University is tax except, what should you do post sale? 

[] Nothing 

[] Reimburse the University using personal funds in the amount of the tax. 

[] Write a justification memo and place in the P-Card file. 

[] Contact the vendor, provide a copy of the University’s tax exempt number, and obtain a 

credit. 

3. How long do you have (from the date of the transaction posting) to dispute a charge? 

[] Until the 30th of the current month 
[] 25 days 
[] 60 days 
[] Until close of business on the last day of the current billing cycle. 

4. As a cardholder, which of the following circumstances could result in disciplinary action against you? 

[] Using the P-Card for personal purchases 

[] Failing to report a lost or stolen card 

[] Violation of the P-Card policy 

[] All of the above 
Improper charges on the P-Card are the ultimate responsibility of ... 

[] The reconciler 
[] Bank of America 
[] The cardholder 
[] The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Original receipts and P-Card statements should be kept in departmental records for ... 

10 years 
A minimum of 5 years 
3 years 
Perpetuity 

7. Hotel reservations for your departmental guests are an acceptable use of the P-Card 

[] True 
[] False 

8. Services performed by a vendor can be charged to the P-Card? 

[] True 
[] False 

9. What is the single transaction dollar limit? 

[] There is no limit 
[] $25,000.00 
[] $500.00 
[] $5,000.00, may be lowered by departmental request 

10. It is not acceptable to place an order, using the P-Card, with a NC debarred vendor. 

[] True 

[] False 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Hanner, Kelly M <kmhanner@store.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 1:01 PM 

Bardsley, Janice B <bardsley@email.unc.edu>; Bautch, Victoria L 
<bautch@med.unc.edu>; Brundage, W Fitzhugh <brundage@email.unc.edu>; Carlstein, 
Edward <edcar@email.unc.edu>; Clemens, J. Christopher <clemens@physics.unc.edu>; 
Coble, McKay <acoble@email.unc.edu>; Conway, Patrick J 
<patrick_conway@unc.edu>; Cornell, Jeffrey Blair <jeffcornell@unc.edu>; Crimmins, 
Michael T <crimmins@email.unc.edu>; Emch, Michael <emch@unc.edu>; Folkerts, 
Jean <jfolk@email.unc.edu>; Glazner, Allen F <afg@unc.edu>; Guskiewicz, Kevin M 
<gus@email.unc.edu>; Handa, Sudhanshu <shanda@email.unc.edu>; Hartlyn, Jonathan 
<hartlyn@unc.edu>; Hershfield, Joanne L <hershfld@email.unc.edu>; Hillis, Ken 
<khillis@email.unc.edu>; Hirschfield, James <jhirschf@email.unc.edu>; Huber, 
Evelyne H <ehuber@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu>; 
Kasson, Joy S <jskasson@email.unc.edu>; Katz, Mark <mkatz@email.unc.edu>; Koelb, 
Clayton T <ckoelb@email.unc.edu>; Lange, Marc B <mlange@email.unc.edu>; Lastra, 
Anselmo A. <LASTRA@CS.UNC.EDU>; Lee, Wayne E <wlee@unc.edu>; Leloudis, 
James L <leloudis@unc.edu>; Leslie, Paul W <pwleslie@unc.edu>; Luisetti, Federico 
<luisetti@email.unc.edu>; Lysle, Donald T <dlysle@email.unc.edu>; Marchionini, Gary 
<gary@ils.unc.edu>; McDiarmid, Bill <bmcd@email.unc.edu>; McKee, Brent A 
<bamckee@email.unc.edu>; Mucha, Peter J <mucha@unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A 
<owenbob@unc.edu>; Padua, Darin A <dpadua@email.unc.edu>; Putney, Christopher R 
<crputney@email.unc.edu>; Quercia, Roberto G <quercia@email.unc.edu>; Redinbo, 
Matthew <redinbo@unc.edu>; Reynolds, Andrew S <asreynol@email.unc.edu>; 
Rhodes, Terry Ellen <RHODES@email.unc.edu>; Rives, James 
<jbrives@email.unc.edu>; Roberge, Paul T <ptr@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N 
<eunice@email.unc.edu>; Stenberg, Carl W III <Stenberg@sog.unc.edu>; Styers, 
Randall <rstyers@unc.edu>; Taylor, Beverly W <btaylor@email.unc.edu>; Washburn, 
Sean <sean@physics.unc.edu> 

Strauss, Ronald P. <ron_strauss@unc.edu>; Gorsuch, John I <jigorsuch@store.unc.edu>; 
Ashworth, Cathy T <epresley@email.unc.edu>; Barnes, Ash <elphaba@email.unc.edu>; 
Batts, Donnyell <dlbatts@email.unc.edu>; Bernhardt, Valerie M 
<valerieb@email.unc.edu>; Boomhower, Jeremy D. 
<jeremy_boomhower@med.unc.edu>; Braxton, Anita T <abraxton@email.unc.edu>; 
Brownfield, Shannon <brownfield@unc.edu>; Carter, Janis <carterl@email.unc.edu>; 
Clemmons, Jason <j clem@email.unc.edu>; Cowan, Tara L <tlcowan@email.unc.edu>; 
Creedon, Mary Leigh <llmary@email.unc.edu>; Davis, Sharon E 
<sedavis@email.unc.edu>; Diallo, Ashante N. <ashante@unc.edu>; Fholer, Marie A 
<fholer@email.unc.edu>; Finn, Kelly Carver <kellyfinn@unc.edu>; Fulenwider, (2. 
Lindsay <lindsay@email.unc.edu>; Futrell, Betty S <bfutrell@email.unc.edu>; Gault, 
Terri <terrigault@unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Gorman, Jackie 
<jackie@unc.edu>; Turnbull, Jodie A <jogregor@email.unc.edu>; Harris, Tiffany J 
<tjharris@email.unc.edu>; Heske, Susan Jane <sheske@email.unc.edu>; Hopper, Trent 
<trent hopper@unc.edu>; Kalbarczyk, Erin <erinkalb@ad.unc.edu>; Kieber, Alison J 
<kieber@email.unc.edu>; LeBlanc, Nicholas <nicholas.leblanc@unc.edu>; Leonard, 
Lindsay <lindsle@email.unc.edu>; Lynch, Susan R <mpastaff@sog.unc.edu>; 
McAlister, Matthew Keith <mkmcalis@email.unc.edu>; Mclntire, Renee Michelle 
<rmcintir@email.unc.edu>; Mclver, Samelia <mciver@email.unc.edu>; Melton, Sheena 
J <smelton@email.unc.edu>; Melvin, Virginia J <vjmelvin@email.unc.edu>; Mitchell, 
Shannon Michelle <smitch@email.unc.edu>; Montgomery, Summer 
<sundance@unc.edu>; Nagy, Karla <knagy@email.unc.edu>; Peterson, Linda K 
<lkpeters@email.unc.edu>; Phillips, Nell K <nphillip@email.unc.edu>; Sardi, Karen L 
<ksardi@email.unc.edu>; Simmons-(2ahan, Deborah A <dscahan@email.unc.edu>; 
Steadman, Elizabeth Mullane <emullane@email.unc.edu>; Sylvester, Susan R. 



Subject: 

Attach: 

<ssylvest@email.unc.edu>; Teague, Natalie B. <natalie_teague@unc.edu>; Tharp, Pam 
<pstharp@email.unc.edu>; Thomas, Elizabeth <lethomas@unc.edu>; Thompson, Karen 
<kthomps 1 @email.unc. edu>; Tufts, Amy Z <atufts@email.unc. edu>; Walker, Victoria 
Ward <vwwalker@email.unc. edu>; Warren, Angeline <awarren@email.unc. edu>; 
Weaver, Cinnamon S <cinnamon_weaver@unc.edu>; Younger, Karna 
<klyounge@email.unc.edu> 

Spring 2014 Textbook Submission Reports through 11-26-2013 

Spring 2014 Textbook Submission Report through 11-26-2013.xls; Spring 2014 
Guaranteed Buyback Program Participants.doc 

As of 11/26/2013, 90% of Spring 2014 course submissions have been received. 
8 courses are enrolled in the Guaranteed Buyback Program. 
Please place orders and No Text Needed notifications in one of 5 easy ways by General Administrations 
December 6, 2013 deadline: 

1) Use the Student Stores website: http://www.store.unc.edu 
2) Fax your order to: (919) 962-3334 
3) Email the Textbook Office textbook@unc.edu, or George Morgan gfmorgan@store.unc.edu Frank 
Bellamy fbellamy@email.unc.edu 
4) Send your order by campus mail to the Course Materials Department at Campus Box #1530 
5) Stop by the Textbook Office, 3rd floor, Student Stores 

FAQs 
What is this notification about? 

PACE, BOG/GA Textbook Cost Reduction Initiatives 
http://www, northcarolina.edu/finance/textbooks/index, htm 

¯ The President and the Board of Governors have been concerned for several years with the increasing 
cost of textbooks. The Board completed two studies on the cost of textbooks and has approved 
recommendations to help control textbook costs. In accordance with the March 2007recommendations, 
each campus is required to submit information about textbooks along with any requests for tuition and 
fees increases. 

¯ The on-time adoptions of textbooks by faculty 
¯ Implementation of a guaranteed buyback or rental program for required textbooks for introductory 

courses. 

What action is required on my part? 

Spring 2014 Textbook Submission Report lists the percentage of course submissions and/or No Text 
Needed notification to Student Stores. Additional worksheets listing each department’s courses which 
have not placed an order or notified Student Stores that no text is needed are included within the 
report. Review your department’s course worksheet indicated on the bottom tab of the excel report. 
Please let us know if any changes need to be made and encourage your faculty to submit their course 
materials orders or notifications by General Administration’s due date. 

What is the Guaranteed Buyback Program? 

BOG/GA Guaranteed Buyback Summary: 
All campuses must have a guaranteed buyback or rental program for required textbooks for large, 
introductory classes. 

¯ "This option must be available in addition to traditional purchase option." 
¯ "Campuses must offer this option for introductory texts that will withstand a two to three year adoption 

cycle." 
¯ "Campuses must make an effort to implement this system for courses that are introductory level and 

taken by a relatively high percentage of students." 



¯ "A response to this recommendation must also be reported to the VP for Finance in any future requests 
for increases in tuition and fees." 

Printable Guaranteed Buyback Commitment Form available on our website in Textbooks-Faculty. 
UNC Student Stores provides Carolina students rentable textbook options. No activity is required on your part 
for textbook rentals. 

Kelly Hanner 

Course Materials Manager 

UNC Student Stores 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Dept 

AAAD African & African 

&mer Diaspora Studies 

A.ERO 

Spring 2014 UNC Student Stores Due Date: September 27, 2013 

GA’s On-time Date: December 6, 2013 

10 ~.MST American Studies 

11 ~.NTH Anthropology 

12 APPLApplied Sciences 

13 ~.RAB Arabic 

14 ~.RMY Army Science 

15 ~.RTH Art History 

16 ~.RTS Studio Art 

17 ~.SIA Asian Studies 

18 ~.STR Astronomy 

19 BIOL Biology 

20 BUSI Business 

21 [?HEM Chemistry 

22 £HIN Chinese 

CI.AR Classical 

23 Archaeology 

24 CLAS Classics 

CMPL Comparative 

25 Literature 

COMM Communication 

26 Studies 

27 COMP Computer Science 35 

28 CZCH Czechoslovakian 1 

29 DRAM Dramatic Arts 65 

30 DTCH Dutch 1 

31 ECON Economics S0 

32 EDUC Education 65 

33 EDMX Education 10 

34 ENGL English 134 

ENST Environmental 

35 Studies 12 

Courses# On-time# 

Courses# No Text# adjusted courses 

32 1 31 30 

7 7 0 

13 2 11 7 

49 5 44 44 

5 3 2 2 

5 2 3 3 

6 6 0 0 

23 9 14 12 

9 6 3 3 

5 1 4 4 

7 0 7 7 

42 18 24 24 

63 8 55 38 

51 17 34 33 

14 1 13 13 

i0 0 i0 i0 

82 26 56 54 

17 18 18 

0 1 1 

On-time% 

97% 

100% 

64% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

86% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

69% 

97% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

96% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

60% 

20% 

88% 

34 31 31 

0 1 1 

11 39 39 

18 47 28 

0 10 2 

15 119 105 

i0 i0 100% 

Courses with 

no information 

by due date 

1 

0 

4 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

17 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

19 

8 

14 



EXSS Exercise 

36 & Sport Science 52 

37 FOLK Folklore 2 

38 FREN French 20 

39 GEOG Geography 39 

40 GEOL Geology 29 

41 GERM German 16 

42 GLBL Global Studies 11 

43 GREK Greek 6 

GSLL Germanic & Slavic 

44 lang and Lit 1 

45 HEBR Hebrew 3 

46 HIST History 81 

47 HNR$ Honors 10 

48 HNUR Hindi/Urdu 6 

57 

49 HUNG Hungarian Language 

INLS Information & 

50 Library Science 

51 ITAL Italian 

52 IAPN Japanese 

IOMC 

Iournalism & Mass 

53 Communication 

54 IWSTJewish Studies 

55 KOR Korean 

56 LATN Latin 

LFIT Life 

Fitness 

LGLA 

Language 58 

59 

6O 

Lingala 

LING Linguistics 

LTAM Latin 

&merican Studies 

61 MASC Marine Science 

62 MATH Mathematics 

63 MTSC Material Science 

64 MUSC Music 

65 NAVS Naval Science 

66 PHIL Philosophy 

PHYA Physical 

67 Education Activity 

57 

i0 

9 

104 

1 

4 

ii 

18 

2 

14 

2 

9 

44 

2 

29 

5 

45 

22 

11 

0 

2 

17 

11 

4 

3 

0 

0 

0 

6 

2 

3 

22 

2 

0 

15 

1 

1 

18 

0 

4 

0 

5 

6 

2 

13 

5 

17 

17 

41 

2 

18 

22 

18 

12 

8 

6 

1 

3 

75 

8 

3 

35 

8 

9 

89 

0 

4 

10 

0 

2 

10 

2 

4 

38 

0 

16 

0 

28 

41 

2 

18 

22 

15 

12 

6 

6 

1 

2 

74 

6 

3 

21 

8 

9 

58 

0 

4 

10 

0 

2 

10 

2 

3 

38 

0 

16 

0 

28 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

83% 

100% 

75% 

100% 

100% 

67% 

99% 

75% 

100% 

100% 

60% 

100% 

100% 

65% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

75% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

0 

0 

0 

0 

3 

0 

2 

0 

0 

1 

1 

2 

0 

14 

0 

0 

31 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

5 5 100% 0 



F G 

100% 

A 

68 PHYS Physics 

PlAN City & 

69 Regional Planning 

PLCY Public 

70 Policy 

71 PLSH Polish 

72 POLl Political Science 

73 PORT Portuguese 

74 PRSN Persian 

75 PSYC Psychology 

PUBA Public 

76 Administration 

PWAD Peace, War, and 

77 Defence 

78 RELI     Religious Studies 

ROML Romance 

79 Language 

RUES Russian & East 

80 European Studies 

81 RUSS Russian 

SECR Serbian 

82 ~. Croation 

83 SOCl Sociology 

84 SPAN Spanish 

STOR Statistics & 

85 Operation Research 

86 SWAH Swahili 

87 ~/MST Women’s Studies 

~/OI.O Wolof 

88 Language 

89 Totals 

B 

24 

21 

32 

2 

75 

9 

2 

78 

8 

7 

34 

2 

2 

11 

1 

44 

42 

28 

3 

12 

2 

1914 

C 

5 

8 

9 

0 

12 

0 

0 

26 

3 

1 

11 

1 

2 

3 

0 

6 

8 

11 

0 

2 

1 

506 

D 

19 

13 

23 

2 

63 

9 

2 

52 

5 

6 

23 

1 

0 

8 

1 

38 

34 

17 

3 

10 

1 

1408 

E 

19 

13 

21 

2 

61 

9 

2 

51 

2 

6 

23 

1 

0 

8 

1 

36 

34 

17 

3 

9 

1 

1274 

100% 

91% 

100% 

97% 

100% 

100% 

98% 

40% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

95% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

90% 

100% 

90% 

0 

0 

2 

0 

2 

0 

0 

i 

3 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

0 

0 

0 

i 

0 

134 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 AERO 100% ADOPTED 

5 

6 ARMY 100% ADOPTED 

7 

8 NAVS 100% ADOPTED 



2 es that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL O 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 AAAD 331 001 WILLIAMS 030 

6 

7 LGLA 100% ADOPTED 

9 SWAH 100% ADOPTED 

10 

11 WOLO 100% ADOPTED 



2 that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 AMST 101 001 KASSON 120 

6 AMST 203 001 TEUTON 025 

7 AMST 338 001 TEUTON 030 

8 AMST 498 001 WILEY 010 

9 

10 CHER 100% ADOPTED 

12 FOLK 100% ADOPTED 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 ANTH 100% ADOPTED 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 APPL 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 MTSC 100% ADOPTED 



2 ~that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 ARTH 061 001 BOWLES 020 

6 ARTH 387 001 BOWLES 020 

7 

8 ARTS 100% ADOPTED 



2 _~s that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 ARAB 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 ASIA 100% ADOPTED 

8 

9 CHIN 100% ADOPTED 

10 

11 HEBR 306 001 

12 

13 HNUR 100% ADOPTED 

14 

15 JAPN 100% ADOPTED 

16 

17 PRSN 100% ADOPTED 

18 

19 KOR 100% ADOPTED 

SPRINTZIK 010 



/ 
2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 ASTR 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 PHYS 100% ADOPTED 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 BIOL 100% ADOPTED 



2 ses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL OR[ 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 BUSI 205 001 TESKE 030 

6 BUSI 411 001,002 WILSON 100 

7 BUSI 411 003, 004 STAFF 100 

8 BUSI 411 005, 006 STAFF 100 

9 BUSI 501 001 ROBERTS 053 

10 BUSI 505 001 VERNON/GARNER 025 

11 BUSI 506 001 VERNON 045 

12 BUSI 536 001,002 STAATS 008 

13 BUSI 562 001 DIDOW 045 

14 BUSI 568 001,002 KUSHWAHA 090 

15 BUSI 570 001 STUBBEN 045 

16 BUSI 594 001 YUSKO/BROWN 005 

17 BUSI 602 001 DICKS 045 

18 BUSI 808 001 EDWARDS/PARKS 015 

19 BUSI 881 001 FULGHIERI/PARKS 010 

20 BUSI 881 002 PARKS/PEYER 010 

21 BUSI 886 001 PARKS/GHYSELS 010 



2 tt have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 CHEM 752 001 SCHAUER 015 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 CLAR 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 CLAS 100% ADOPTED 

8 

9 GREK 100% ADOPTED 

10 

11 LATN 100% ADOPTED 



2 it have NOT submitted COURSE MATER 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 COMM 574 001 DAUBER 015 

6 COMM 575 001 DAUBER 030 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 COMP 100% ADOPTED 



2 ourses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDEF 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 DRAM 100% ADOPTED 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 ECON 100% ADOPTED 



2 ~s that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL C 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 EDUC 065 001 GULLEDGE 020 

6 EDUC 309 001 BRODEUR 020 

7 EDUC 403 002 ABLE/JONES 048 

8 EDUC 416 001 FRIEL/ANDERSON 035 

9 EDUC 506 001 COHEN-VOGEL 040 

10 EDUC 567 001 JUSTICE 025 

11 EDUC 729 001 SIMEONSSON 000 

12 EDUC 742 001 STAFF 035 

13 EDUC 764 001 JUSTICE 025 

14 EDUC 788 001 ANDERSON 040 

15 EDUC 790 001 KNOTEK 030 

16 EDUC 831 001 STAFF 020 

17 EDUC 832 001 STAFF 035 

18 EDUC 837 001 STAFF 035 

19 EDUC 844 001 MARSHALL 025 

20 EDUC 851 001 GRUMET 040 

21 EDUC 862 001 ABLE 040 

22 EDUC 871 001 FRIEL 035 

23 EDUC 883 001 O’SULLIVAN 030 



2 ~rses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORE 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 CMPL 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 ENGL 070 001 TAYLOR 024 

8 ENGL 122 001 STAFF 032 

9 ENGL 123 004 CLARK 035 

10 ENGL 129 001 RIVARD 035 

11 ENGL 129 005 MCDANELD 035 

12 ENGL 129 006 GREENLEE 035 

13 ENGL 133H 001 CALVOCORESSI 015 

14 ENGL 143 003 MARTELL 035 

15 ENGL 147 001 STAFF 035 

16 ENGL 206 001 KENAN 018 

17 ENGL 307 002 CALVOCORESSI 018 

18 ENGL 307 003 KENAN 018 

19 ENGL 347 001 DORE 035 

20 ENGL 407 001 MCFEE 018 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

A B 
I 

C D E 

I 
Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

ENST 100% ADOPTED 



2 :ourses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDEF 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 EXSS 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 LFIT 100% ADOPTED 

8 

9 PHYA 100% ADOPTED 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 GEOG 100% ADOPTED 



2 lave NOT submitted COURSE MATI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 GEOL 225 001 STAFF 000 

6 GEOL 478 001 STAFF 000 

7 GEOL 522 001 STAFF 000 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 CZCH 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 GERM 100% ADOPTED 

8 

9 GSLL 100% ADOPTED 

10 

11 DTCH 100% ADOPTED 

12 

13 HUNG 100% ADOPTED 

14 

15 RUSS 100% ADOPTED 

16 

17 SECR 100% ADOPTED 

18 

19 PLSH 100% ADOPTED 



2 lave NOT submitted COURSE MAT 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 HIST 127 001 MAYS 055 



2 ~at have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI, 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 HNRS 352 001 FERGUSON 015 

6 HNRS 353 002 STAFF 024 



1 lat have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI~ 

2 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

3 

4 

5 INLS 465 001 STAFF 030 

6 INLS 490 172 CAPRA 024 

7 INLS 490 211 MURILLO 020 

8 INLS 501 002 POOLE 028 

9 INLS 509 001 ARGUELLO 030 

10 INLS 523 002 MISSEN 030 

11 INLS 525 001 LEE 030 

12 INLS 582 001 STAFF 030 

13 INLS 697 001 JARRAHI 025 

14 INLS 747 001 VARGHA 028 

15 INLS 755 001 TIBBO 030 

16 INLS 756 01W TIBBO 020 

17 INLS 760 001 CAPRA 024 

18 INLS 882 001 GREENBERG 012 



2 at have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 GLBL 390 002 OSTERWEIL 025 

6 GLBL 390 003    HASNAIN    025 



2 ses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL OR[ 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 JOMC 180 002 STAFF 017 

6 JOMC 182 003 KIRKMAN 017 

7 JOMC 221 002 MICHAEL 017 

8 JOMC 253 002 CUADROS 015 

9 JOMC 256 001 CUADROS 012 

10 JOMC 271 002 MCMAHAN 020 

11 JOMC 271 003 HESTER 017 

12 JOMC 272 001 STAFF 016 

13 JOMC 272 002 STAFF 016 

14 JOMC 333 001 CURRAN 016 

15 JOMC 434 001 STAFF 014 

16 JOMC 434 002 STAFF 014 

17 JOMC 455 001 CROTHERS 020 

18 JOMC 456 001 BRINSON 016 

19 JOMC 472 001 MCMAHAN 015 

20 JOMC 473 001 STAFF 020 

21 JOMC 475 001 HENNIK-KAMINSKY 035 

22 JOMC 480 001 DAVISON 017 

23 JOMC 481 001 STEVENS 017 

24 JOMC 483 001 OLIVER 017 

25 JOMC 484 001 OLIVER 017 

26 JOMC 490 001 KAYYE 040 

27 JOMC 490 002 RUEL 012 

28 JOMC 491 002 CUADROS 020 

29 JOMC 491 008 STAFF 020 

30 JOMC 491 009 DILLMANCARPENTER 015 

31 JOMC 581 001 STAFF 017 

32 JOMC 582 001 STEVENS 017 

33 JOMC 583 001 KING 017 

34 JOMC 586 001 KING 017 

35 JOMC 782 001 STAFF 017 



2 urses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDE 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 LING 100% ADOPTED 



2 :ourses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDEF 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 LTAM 100% ADOPTED 



2 : have NOT submitted COURSE MATE 

3    or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 MASC 057 001 SCOTTI 024 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 MATH 100% ADOPTED 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 MUSC 100% ADOPTED 



2 :ourses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDEF 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 PHIL 100% ADOPTED 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 PLAN 100% ADOPTED 



2 it have NOT submitted COURSE MATER 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 POLl 130 003 LEVlNSON 030 



2 ~t have NOT submitted COURSE MATER 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 PLCY 210 002 CREEDON 025 

6 PLCY 326 001 JOHNSON 045 



2 tt have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 PSYC 763 001 ORNSTEIN 012 



2 at have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI, 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 PUBA 710 001 JACOBSON 030 

6 PUBA 731 001 AFONSO 030 

7 PUBA 740 001 ROENIGK 025 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 

6 PWAD 100% ADOPTED 



/ 
2 urses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDE 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 JWST 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 RELI 100% ADOPTED 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 ITAL 100% ADOPTED 

6 

7 FREN 100% ADOPTED 

8 

9 PORT 100% ADOPTED 

10 

11 ROML 100% ADOPTED 

12 

13 SPAN 100% ADOPTED 



2 ~urses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDE 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 RUES 100% ADOPTED 



2 s that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 SOCI 131 001 GALLEGOS-LERMA 028 

6 SOCI 427 001 GOOD 028 



2 Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 STOR 100% ADOPTED 



2 tt have NOT submitted COURSE MATERI 

3 or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

4 

5 WMST 355 001 FEDDERS 014 



Guaranteed Buyback Program Spring 2014 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Current Participants 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

Chem 101: Fall 2011 through Spring 2014 

BROWN CHEMISTRY 978-0-321-69672-4 

Valid through December 2013 

Submitted by Professor Redinbo 

Chem 102: Fall 2011 through Spring 2014 

BROWN CHEMISTRY 978-0-321-69672-4 

Valid through December 2013 

Submitted by Professor Redinbo 

Linguistics 101: Fall 2010 through Spring 2014 

OGRADY CONTEMPORARY LINGUISTICS 978-0-312-55528-3 
Valid through December 2013 
Submitted by dept Chair Randall Hendrick 

Phys 104: Spring 2010 through Spring 2014 

Walker: PHYSICS 978-0-321-61111-6 

Valid through December 2013 

Submitted by Professor Alice Churukian 

Phys 105: Spring 2010 through Spring 2014 

Walker: PHYSICS 978-0-321-61111-6 

Valid through December 2013 

Submitted by Professor Alice Churukian 

6) Physics 116 Fall 2012 through Spring 2014 

Halliday: Fundamentals of Physics 978-0-470-46908-8 

Valid through December 2013 

Submitted by Professor Alice Churukian 

7) Physics 117 Fall 2012 through Spring 2014 

Halliday: Fundamentals of Physics 978-0-470-46908-8 

Valid through December 2013 

Submitted by Professor Alice Churukian 



8) Psychology 101: Fall 2011 through Spring 2014 

WEITEN PSYCHOLOGY:THEME & VARIATIONS BRIEF 978-0-495-90386-4 

Valid through December 2013 

Submitted by dept. Chair Donald T. Lysle 

In ongoing efforts to facilitate the Board of Governors textbook requirements for large introductory 

courses, we continue to encourage and accept textbook commitment forms from UNC Chapel Hill 

departments. Printable Guaranteed Buyback Forms are accessible on our store website 

www.store.unc.edu (Textbooks/Faculty/Guaranteed Buyback Program). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 2:28 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

-Departmental and Applicant Information Sheet.docx 

Accounting Technician 

Public Policy Department 

919-962-4854 
M. 8-5; T 1-5; W 8-I2; T i-5; F8-5 

African, African American & Diaspora Studies 

919-966-1295 
To 8-12; Wo i-5; T. 8-12 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <membership@unc.edu> 

Sunday, December 1, 2013 5:14 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tar Heel for Life Tote with any Life Merchandise Order 

Cyber Monday Deals Are Here Early 

Support the GAA Scholars fund and receive a fl°ee Tar Heel for Life tote when you purchase any GAA 

member merchandise. Five dollars (85) of each life member item purchased will be donated to the GAA 

Scholars Fund. 

Shop now and claim your free gift. 



Place your order by midnight Monday, Dec. 2, to receive your free tote - while supplies last. 

Thanks again for being a life member. Your commitment allows us to selwe Carolina and our alumni year 

after year, as we ha~,e for more than 17o years. 

PRIVACY POLI[CY; The G.g& does not sell infbrmation about you, including your email address, to anyone fbr any 

purpose. If you suspect that your infbrmation has been misused, please let us know by sending an email to: 

gaa-online@unc.edu and include your ~hll name, address and class year or use this link to manage your email settings. 

UNC General Alumni Association I George Watts Hill Alumni Center I Stadium Drive I Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

CCCS <cccs@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 10:50 AM 

Austin, Susan L <Austin@sog.unc.edu>; Barker, Michael <michael_barker@unc.edu>; 
Brossman, Curt Alan <cbrossman@unc.edu>; Bryant, Kathy <kathy_bryant@unc.edu>; 
Davis, Christie Wynette <christie_davis@unc.edu>; Evarts, Lori A 
<lori_evarts@unc.edu>; Freeman, Mike <MJFREEMAN@aux-services.unc.edu>; Gist, 
Jacquelyn Michelle <JMGIST@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Holt, Ruthie 
<raholt@email.unc.edu>; Malone, Brenda Richardson <brenda_malone@unc.edu>; 
Medford, Becky C <becky_medford@med.unc.edu>; Meinecke, Chris 
<meinecke@email.unc.edu>; Meredith Cuomo <Meredithcuomo@ncsecc.org>; 
Nickerson-Salter, Cherritta B <nickerc@unc.edu>; Nicklis, Ashley <anicklis@unc.edu>; 
Salyer, Sherry L <salyer@email.unc.edu>; Socola, Donna Marie 
<socola@email.unc.edu>; Barger, David H <dbarger@unc.edu>; Bickford, Donna M 
<dbickford@unc.edu>; Blackburn, Dean <blackburn@unc.edu>; Blanchard, Bob 
<bob_blanchard@unc.edu>; Boudler, Laurie <boudler@unc.edu>; Davenport, Helene 
Ann <helene_davenport@unc.edu>; Douglas, Linda Brown <linda_douglas@unc.edu>; 
Lindsey, Byron Anthony(Tony) <tony_lindsey@med.unc.edu>; Everett, Lewis M 
<lmeveret@email.unc.edu>; Figueroa, Angelica M <amfiguer@email.unc.edu>; 
Gustafson, Joann C <joann_gustafson@unc.edu>; Hill, Monica 
<mihill@email.unc.edu>; Huppert, Sarah Andrews <Sarah_Andrews@unc.edu>; Kelley, 
John <kelleyj @email.unc. edu>; Kidd, Jeff <j eff.kidd@facilities.unc, edu>; Kollar, April 
<april_kollar@med.unc.edu>; Levinson, Sara <saralev@email.unc.edu>; Lewis, Faye T 
<flewis@email.unc.edu>; McKirahan, Matthew Thomas <mckirahan@sog.unc.edu>; 
Meyers, Kathryn <kmeyers@email.unc.edu>; Moore, Margaret Eilene 
<MARGARET_MOORE@unc.edu>; Panke, Stefanie <panke@sog.unc.edu>; Peterson, 
Stephanie B. <peterssb@email.unc.edu>; Pinelli, Nicole R. <nickipinelli@unc.edu>; 
Pruitt, Jennifer <jennifer~ruitt@unc.edu>; Reid, Allison <Allison_Reid@unc.edu>; 
Sauer, Beth H <bhsauer@email.unc.edu>; Saye, Terri O <tsaye@email.unc.edu>; 
Sylvester, Susan R. <ssylvest@email.unc.edu>; Welty, Jeffrey B <welty@sog.unc.edu>; 
Wilkins, Emily Alice <Emily_Wilkins@unc.edu>; Wilkinson, Patti <pattiw@unc.edu> 

CCCS Results Week 7 & 8- It is not too Late to Give 

Week 8 Master.xlsx; Week-7 UNC Master.xlsx; Reports By Divisions Week 7 & 8.zip 

this same point in the campaign in 2012. 

ONLY 2 More Weeks to G~VE!!! ~t is Not too Late 

Make a Difference Today!! 
Week 7 & 8 results are in! As of today and UNC- Chapel Hill 

has raised $646,~Ii 
We are currently $:256,584 behind where we were at 

A Time to Give Thanks 



This past week many of us took a moment to reflect on our many blessings. When we think of Thanksgiving, images of 

family and friends coming together to say thanks are often created. Charities across this great state will also be giving 

thanks for the many pledges made to them through our UNCG GIVES campaign this year. Is this your week to give 

thanks and give back? 

It is not too late to say "yes" to helping your friends and neighbors this year. We know that times are tough for state 

employees who have not received salary increases in years, but they are even tougher for those who are unemployed, 

hungry, homeless, and/or dispirited. When commingled with hundreds of gifts from other donors, a pledge of 560 (55 

per pay period) or less can make a big difference to the non-profits whose capacities to serve the needy are stretched to 

the breaking point. 

Top Giving Departments-Monetary Donations 
1. Kenan-Flagler Business School - 550,906 

2. CIO- Information Technology- 521,754 

3. School of Government- 521,278 
4. FPG Child Development Inst.-516,062 

5. School Arts and Science PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY 3270- 515,105 *(New this Week!) 

Percentage in Giving By Division: 

Division 

VC ADVANCEMENT 

CHANCELLOR 

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 

SCH BUS 

SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM/MASS 
COMMUNICATION 

SCH SOCIAL WORK 

SCH DENTISTRY 

GRADUATE SCHOOL 

VC HUMAN RESOURCES 

PROVOST 

SCHOOL OF INFO & LIBR SCIENCE 

CIO 

SCHOOL OF NURSING 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

SCH EDUCATION 

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 

VC RESEARCH 

SCH PUB HLTH 

VC STUDENT AFF 

2013 Donors 2013 Emps 2013 % Partic 

94 146 64% 

40 69 58% 

67 139 48% 

138 298 46% 

30 85 35% 

46 132 35% 

124 368 34% 

8 24 33% 

27 81 33% 

104 343 30% 

15 50 30% 

98 357 27% 

42 164 26% 

29 126 23% 

22 97 23% 

43 212 20% 

198 978 20% 

110 603 18% 

51 284 18% 

A&S 251 1524 16% 

LIBRARIES 45 300 15% 

VC FIN 160 1566 10% 

SCH MEDICINE 337 3930 9% 

ATH LETICS 21 446 5% 



Prize Winners: 

Employees who have contributed to the 2013 campaign are eligible for weekly Carolina Cares prize drawings. 

Remember, the earlier you contribute, the more prize drawings you are eligible for - if you gave but don’t see your 

name below, you still have four chances to win! 

Winners Week 7 & 8 : Congratulations to the following campaign contributors: 
Delma Helton- 

Katya Pertsova- 

Brandly Staats- 

Andra Knowlton- 

Emily Gangi- 

Brian Newport- 

John Shepherd- 

Paul Frellick- 

Laura Milko- 

Valerie Jewells- 

A & S- Dean Office 
A & S Linguistics 

SCH Bussniess- Kenan Flager 

LIBRARIES-Universtiy Libraries 

PROVOST-Carolina Center for Public Service 

School of Government 
School of Pharmacy 

School of Public Health-PH Leadership Program 

School of Medicine- Genetics 
School of Medicine- Radiology 

Division Leaders or Dept. Team Captains please inform your employee that they are a winner of the weekly prize 

drawing. To claim prizes contact Ruth Holt in Benefits Services! 

Drop-Off locations: 

http ://ca roli n a ca res. u n c. ed u/tea m -ca ptain-reso u rces/d o n ati o n-d ro p-off-I ocatio n s/ 

Please be sure all forms are submitted to one of the sites listed below before 11am on Thursdays! You may drop off 

anytime during the week. Please note the Wilson Library drop off has been replaced with the UNC OneCard Office. 

Important General Reminders: 
Be sure to complete a report form with your paper pledges. This report must be submitted along with your other forms 

at the Thursday drop-off sites. Online ePledge information does not need to be recorded on a paper form. Please note 

that all attached forms are accessible on http://carolinacares.unc.edu/team-captain-resources/campaign-materials/ 

¯ Please make sure fill out a separate report form for each of your departments. Do not group/roll up your 

departments on the same report form. Departments will not receive the proper credit towards their 30% 

participation if submitted in this format. 

Reminder: Please remind your employees to give through ePledge, http://carolinacares.unc.edu/ 

Do Not to give on the SECC website. If you have an employee who gives on the SECC website a credit card confirmation 

will need to be submitted on a paper pledge form. If you have questions please contact Kim Andrews- 

Kim_Andrews@unc.edu 

Please note that there is a two week lag time to process paper pledges. Employees who submit paper pledges will 

continue to receive campus ePledge emails for a short period until form is processed. We apologize for any 

inconvenience. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alumnimail@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 3:00 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Out of the Blue: Noted Surgeon to Address Graduates; Former Department Chair Indicted; Beat the 
Life Member Increase 

NEWSLETTER of THE UNC GENERAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION I DECEMBER 2o13 

Travis Gore IV ’00 

Life Member 

Thank you for your life 

membersh p. 

Are you the GAA Member of the Month? Scroll down to find out. 

NEWS AT CANOL~N~ 

Noted Surgeon to Address 2014 Graduates 
Dr. Atul Gawande, also a best-selling author, suggests that as medicine becomes more 

complex, the right response is ever-simpler measures. 

CBECK OUTTBESE 
MEMBER REV~ARDS 

~ Member" Madness 

In January, three lucky 

GAA members will be 

selected at random to win 

one of three great prizes, 

Former Department Chair Indicted 
Julius Nyang’oro, a focal point of UNC’s long-running academic scandal, has been 

indicted on a felony charge of taking $~,ooo in pay despite not showing up to teach a 

class. 

Chi Phi Suspended; Pi Lambda Phi Probed 
Chi Phi is in trouble with its natioual office for alleged alcohol and hazing ~dolations; 



including tickets to the UNC- 

Duke game on Feb. 12. 

~ Career Teleelass: 

Cover Letters With 

Clout 

Create a cover letter with 

words you can take to the 

bank. Dial in at noon Dec. 16 

to get one step closer to 

landing an interview. 

~i Different Texture. 

Still Nostalgieo 

Take the Carolina Alumni 

Review with you wherever 

you go. Read the most recent 

issues on your smartphone 

or tablet with the Review’s 

mobile app - included with 

your print subscription. 

Available on the App Store 

and on Google Play. 

GAA MEMBER OF THE 
MONTH 

Judith James Nelson ’66 

Annual Member 

Judith, to claim your $25 

Johnny T-shirt gift 

certificate, email 

membership@unc.edu by 

Dec. 31. 

Judith was selected at 

random from G~&A members 

currently subscribed to "Out 

Pi Lambda Phi "pledging activities" result in five arrests. 

New Student Parking Fee Approved 
Trustees approve a $1o.5o increase in student fees to cover the privilege of parking on 

campus after 5 p.m.; they also boost tuition tbr out-of-state students and all graduate 

students. 

New Course-Drop Policy Causes Outcry 
UNC System wants uniformity- among the campuses on when students can drop 

courses; Carolina administrators call it bureaucratic overreach. 

For more news items, see alumni.tmc.eduiarticle.asp?SID=18. 

Represents a G~&A member exclusive program or service, or GAA members 
receive a discount. As a member, take advantage of these and other valuable 
member benefits. 

Beat the $100 Life Member Increase 
Life mernbership rates increase $1OO Jan. 1. Lock in at current rates and never pay dues 

again. PayTnent plans start at $3o.5o a month for 24 months. 

Congratulations to Our Student Scholars 
The value of GAA scholarships awarded for the current school year increased about 40 

percent, to more than $128,ooo, and the number of students receiving them rose from 

61 to 73. 

£ Give the Gift of GAA Membership 
Surprise your favorite Tar Heel: Order by Dec. 18, and we’ll include an Old Well 



of the Blue." ornament on all gift orders and a tote bag for life-membership orders. 

Demographic Disruptions Explained 
Full-length video presents Kenan-Flagler Business School Professor Jim Johnson 

explaining the "Great Demographic Disruptions" affecting us all, from the GAA’s first 

Consider This... forum. 

Join the Cuban Humanitarian Program 
Travel with Carolina alumni and friends to Havana and Trinidad de Cuba on the 

GAA’s people-to-people humanitarian program next spring. 

Connect With Us 
From Instagram to Pinterest and GoGgle+, follow us on the most popular social 

networking sites to connect with fellow alumni and with Carolina. 

Tell Us About ... Getting Through Finals 
Fall semester classes end this week and students will confront final exams. How did 

you make it through finals? Any unusual study habits or rituals? Which worked: all- 

nighters or a good night’s sleep? 

Share stories on our alumni message boards, as well as on Facebook. 

All almnni and friends are invited to read comments from fellow Tar Heels; 

registered users of the online community can open topics for discussion and 

post their thoughts on various subjects. 

Yon have received this message because yon have subscribed to "Out of the Blue." 

PRIVACY POLI[CY: The "Out of the Blue" subscriber list is not open to the public, ensuring that your privacy and email 

address are protected. The G~4A does not sell information about yon, including your email address, to anyone fbr any 

purpose. If you suspect that your infbrmation has been misused, please let us know by sending an email to: 

gaa-online@unc.edu. If you do not wish to receive future "Out of the Blue" newsletters, please send your request to 

alumni-news@unc.edu and include your full name, address and class year, or nnsubscribe via this link: Unsubscribe Link 

UNC General Alumni Association I George Watts Hill Alumni Center I Stadium Drive I Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Partridge, Chris <chrispartridge@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 9:08 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 
RE: [course_scheduling_officers] Monday morning tips for CSM 

Addendum to tip #4: 

If non-sponsoring sections must carry waitlists, it is important to submit to the Office of the University Registrar, 

combined section caps that include both the sections caps and the waitlists from every section. 

1. Combined section caps that do not include waitlist numbers from can prevent registration in cross-listed sections. 

This has been observed particularly as a result of non-sponsoring waitlists. 

2. Combined section caps are visible to students on specific Connect Carolina pages and students could mistake the 

difference between the combined section caps and individual section caps for open seats. 

Given the above considerations, the Office of the University Registrar recommends allowing each course to carry a single 

waitlist and that the waitlist be carried by the sponsoring section. However, non-sponsoring waitlists are an option if the 

above considerations are accounted for. 

Best, 

Christopher M. Partridge 

Assistant UNvers[tg Registrar for Scheduling 
UNC - Chapel Hill 

From: Sherman, Renee A 
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 2:46 PM 
To: departmental course scheduling officers 
Subject: [course_scheduling_officers] Monday morning tips for CSM 

Hi, 
I guess I missed Monday morning! Here are a couple of tips for your course schedule maintenance. 

Tip # 3 
Check your associated class numbers. We can’t stress enough how important it is for them to be different on each 

lecture section. Recitations, however, should match the lecture you want to pair them with. Remember the wild card 

associated class number is 9999. This lets the students choose any lecture section. 

Tip #4 

Waitlists! Make them no larger than 10% of the total enrollment or 5, whichever is largest. If a lecture section has a 
waitlist, the recitations need waitlists. Only the sponsor course of a combined class can have a waitlist. 

Which state is the only one that can be typed on one row of keys? 

Renee Sherman 

Lead Scheduling Specialist 
Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto : s cheduling_o f fice@listserv, unc. edu 



re~istrar.unc.edu 

? 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: chrispartridge@unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-33952658-66626759.0cd4b6489a4a498fl c33 cb3893 acaf25 @li stserv.unc, edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-33957680-34472124.d27a5a94fl 81 lefe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, December 4, 2013 9:13 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 
[course_scheduling_officers] tip addendum 

Hi all, 
Just sending out a little further explanation and addendum to tip #4 from yesterday. Let us know if you have any questions! 

Addendum to tip #4: 

If non-sponsoring sections must carry waitlists, it is important to submit to the Office of the University Registrar, 

combined section caps that include both the sections caps and the waitlists from every section. 

1. Combined section caps that do not include waitlist numbers from can prevent registration in cross-listed sections. 

This has been observed particularly as a result of non-sponsoring waitlists. 

2. Combined section caps are visible to students on specific Connect Carolina pages and students could mistake the 

difference between the combined section caps and individual section caps for open seats. 

Given the above considerations, the Office of the University Registrar recommends allowing each course to carry a single 

waitlist and that the waitlist be carried by the sponsoring section. However, non-sponsoring waitlists are an option if the 

above considerations are accounted for. 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 
Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto:scheduling office@listserv.unc.edu 

reg:istrar.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-33957729-34472124.d27a5a94fl 81 lefe2b0159ed79e86e7e~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hirth, Garrett Michael <gmh@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 9:44 AM 

Carolina Course Evaluations Issue 

Good Morning, 

We have received reports that the Carolina Course Evaluations website is currently not available. We have reported the 

issue to the vendor, and they are working to resolve the problem. I will send out a notice when the issue has been fixed. 

We apologize for any inconvenience that this may cause. 

Thanks, 

Garrett 

Garrett Hirth 

Institutional Research and Assessment 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-1500 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hirth, Garrett Michael <gmh@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 10:29 AM 

Carolina Course Evaluations Issue Resolved 

The issue that was reported this morning regarding the availability of the Carolina Course Evaluations website has been 

resolved. 

Please let me know if you experience any more issues. 

Thanks, 
Garrett 

Garrett Hirth 
Institutional Research and Assessment 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-1500 

From: Hirth, Garrett Michael 
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 9:44 AM 
Subject: Carolina Course Evaluations Issue 

Good Morning, 

We have received reports that the Carolina Course Evaluations website is currently not available. We have reported the 

issue to the vendor, and they are working to resolve the problem. I will send out a notice when the issue has been fixed. 

We apologize for any inconvenience that this may cause. 

Thanks, 
Garrett 

Garrett Hirth 

Institutional Research and Assessment 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-1500 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, December 4, 2013 12:03 PM 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Main office Thursday morning 1215 

Thank you Travis, for the information. I will be working from Abernethy Hal! (PLCY). 

See you during afternoon 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 12:01 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Main office Thursday morning 12/5 

Hi Eunice and Sonia, 

As Building Facilities Manager for Battle Hall it is my duty to inform you that we will not have access to the Main office 

room 109 tomorrow from 7am to 10am. Please plan accordingly. I spoke with Felipo the project manager from Bolton 

along with Billy Vierra from Design & Construction Services and Electrical Design. They said they need to replace the 

control valves for the blower coils. It will take them aprox. 3 hours and they will have the main entrance of room 109 

blocked off during that time meaning that no one could enter or exit. Everything should resume back to normal by 

10am. This is probably a good time to do it as it will be a reading day. Just wanted to give everyone the heads up. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy al! copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bickford, Donna M <dbickford@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, December 4, 2013 1:43 PM 

Bickford, Donna M <dbickford@unc.edu> 
Carolina Cares Carolina Shares Campaign - Last Week 

Hi All: 

Just a reminder that the Carolina Cares Carolina Shares Campaign ends on December 6. This is a wonderful opportunity 

to provide crucial financial support for the important work done by charitable organizations in our communities and 

state. 

Anything you can do to encourage folks in your unit to make a contribution before the campaign ends would be great. If 

you have any questions, don’t hesitate to contact me, or Chris Meinecke. 

Best regards, 

Donna 

Donna M. Bickford, Ph.D. 
Associate Director, Office for Undergraduate Research 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

220 Graham Memorial 

CB2800 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2800 

O: 919-843-7790 

F: 919-962-1548 
dbickford@unc.edu 

our.unc.edu 

Where will your curiosity lead you? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 
Thursday, December 5, 2013 10:03 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Registration Section Status Summary Report 

An update of the Registration Section Status Summary Report has been posted on the Registrar’s website. The 

link is: 

http://registrar.unc.edu/Rep~rts/Registrati~nSecti~nStatusSummar¥Rep~rts/index.htm 

If you can run reports in PRD (production) in Connect Carolina, you can also use this report to check on the 

most current stats for your courses. 

NC SR CLASS ENROLL BY SUBJECT 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto:scheduling office@listserv.unc.edu 
re~istrar.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore~email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-33965016-34472124, d27a5a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Endeavors magazine <endeavors=unc.edu@mail 180.at161 .mcsv.net> 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 1:59 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Research and creative activity at Carolina, December 2013 

Images not dsplayng properly? Vew the on ne verson. 

December 2013 

The Power of Plastic 

What might make solar technology more affordable? Trading silicon for plastic. 

FEATURES 



Fm With the Brand 

Estee Lauder, H~agen- 

Dazs--Do we know where 

our favorite brands come 

from? 

A Real Mindbender 

To understand 

neurodegeneration, Juan 

Song discovers how baby 

neurons stay alive. 

The Lung Journey 

A new approach to 

transplants could save 

many who need new 

lungs. 

VIDEO 

Working on Women in Science 

The number of women in faculty positions in the sciences lags far behind the 



percentage of female graduate and undergraduate students nationwide. A 
campus-wide initiative at UNC called Working on Women in Science is trying 
to change that. Photo by Steve Exum. 

SPOTLIGHTS CAROLINA, QUOTED 

"It may be there are a substantial number of patients now on 

statin therapy where there is not strong evidence of benefit." 

--Sidney Smith, in Shift in cholesterol advice could double statin 

use (NPR) 

Watch N.C. communities 
grow over 90 years: UNC 
demographers make a 
time-lapse video to show 
housing growth from 1940 
to what the state might 
look like in 2050. (Carolina 
Population Center) 

MORE UNC RESEARCH... 

Cyberknife treatment provides a promising option for patients with 

early prostate cancer (Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center) 

Philippines wants Chapel Hill startup’s help with typhoon relief 

efforts (Triangle Business Joumat) 

UNC scientists find potential cause for deadly breast cancer 

relapse (UNC Heatth Care) 

Coffee connections: Three 
Carolina alumni guide 
Counter Culture Coffee 
from a class proposal to a 
business with worldwide 
influence on the coffee 
industry, (UNC home page) 

Large-scale, high-quality public preschool pays off (FPG Child 

Development Institute) 

GET CONNECTED 

Endeavors on Facebook @ Endeavors on Twitter @ RSS Feed 



Questions or suggestions? Contact us. 

PRIVACY POLICY: The Endeavors subscriber list s not open to the public, ensuring that your privacy and email 
address are protected. Endeavors does not sell nformation about you including your email address to anyone for 
any purpose. If you suspect that your informat on has been misused please let us know by sending an emal to 
endeavors@unc.edu, If you do not wish to receive future newsletters please unsubscribe via the link at the bottom 
ofths ema 

Office of Research Communicat ons 
137 East FranM n Street Sure 600 CB 4106 
Un versty of North Carolina at Chapel H 
Chapel HI1 NC 27599-4106 
Phone: 919o962o6136 

This emait was sent to stgore@emaikunc.edu 

why didt get this? unsubscribe from this list update subscription preferences 

UNC Chapel Hill ’ CB 4106 ’ Chapel Hill, Nc 27599 ’ USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Niland, Carley <crniland@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                 4:24 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Open COMM Course- 

COMM 

HiTravis, 

We believe that the following course might be of some interest to your AAAD students; Would you mind sharing the announcement below and attachment on your departmental listservs? 

Thanks for your help! 

Take care, 

Are you looking for that final, perfect class to complete your schedule? Check out the Department of Communication Studies for some exciting course offerings! 

COMM 

Carley Niland 

Undergraduate Registrar/Student Services 

Department of Commu nication Studies 

University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 

117 Bingham Hall 

CB# 3285 

919-962-4985 

crniland@email.unc.edu 



Prerequisite, COMM     Permission of the 
instructor for students lacking the prerequisite. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, December 6, 2013 12:05 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: room for Monday 

Thanks Travis! 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From." Gore, Travis 
Sent; Friday, December 06, 2013 12:03 PM 
To," Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject; FW: room for Monday 

Dear Eunice, 

You can let your students know 

Best, 

Travis 

From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Friday, December 06, 2013 11:59 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: room for Monday 

Hi Trent, 

I just reserved Fedex Global Center 1005 from 5-6pm on Monday, December 9th for you. Our exam day reservations are 

hand written in a book so I don’t have an electronic confirmation. 

Thank you, 

Violet Paquin 

Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar- UNC-CH 

SASB North Suite 3209 

Campus Box :1200 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

Phone: 919-962-6093 Fax:919-843-8709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J <nick_siedentop@unc.edu> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 3:09 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Carter, Janis <carterl@email.unc.edu>; Cheek, 
Suphronia M-Jones <sjcheek@email.unc.edu>; Kintz, Robert S 
<rkintz@email.unc.edu>; Harris, Lori <lori@unc.edu>; julie.lawrence@unc.edu; 
Montgomery, Summer <sundance@unc.edu>; Blosser-Byrd, Jaime 
<jnbyrd@email.unc.edu>; Porter, Courtney (2 <porterc@email.unc.edu>; McNeil, 
Kathleen <kamcneil@email.unc.edu>; Batts, Donnyell <dlbatts@email.unc.edu>; Butler, 
Jennifer W <jennifer butler@unc.edu>; Matthews, Vivian Leigh 
<vivian_matthews@unc.edu>; Miles, Kim S <KMILES@email.unc.edu>; Younger, 
Karna <klyounge@email.unc.edu>; Niland, (2arley <crniland@email.unc.edu>; 
turnbull@cs.unc.edu; Futrell, Betty S <bfutrell@email.unc.edu>; Walker, Victoria Ward 
<vwwalker@email.unc.edu>; (2owan, Tara L <tlcowan@email.unc.edu>; Brinson, 
Sharon <brinsons@email.unc.edu>; Tufts, Amy Z <atufts@email.unc.edu>; Phillips, 
Nell K <nphillip@email.unc.edu>; Harris, Deborah J <djharris@email.unc.edu>; Poole, 
Caroline Willoughby <caroline.poole@unc.edu>; Bernhardt, Valerie M 
<valerieb@email.unc.edu>; Chase, Diana <dmchase@email.unc.edu>; Stedman, Susan F 
<sstedman@email.unc.edu>; Leonard, Lindsay <lindsle@email.unc.edu>; Warren, 
Angeline <awarren@email.unc.edu>; carterl@email.unc.edu; Farris, Rebecca Brittany 
<rebecca 1 @unc. edu>; Jensen, Maggie <mej ensen@email.unc, edu>; Mitchell, Shannon 
Michelle <smitch@email.unc.edu>; Reynolds, Christine K <ckreynolds@unc.edu>; 
Heske, Susan Jane <sheske@email.unc.edu>; Greenberg, Christine Sw 
<christine_greenberg@unc.edu>; Hopper, Trent <trent hopper@unc.edu>; Quick, Myra 
(2 <quick@unc.edu>; (2reedon, Mary Leigh <llmary@email.unc.edu>; Harris, Tiffany J 
<tjharris@email.unc.edu>; McLain, Kelsea Beth <kbmclain@email.unc.edu>; (2hyatte, 
Mary Danielle <chyatte@email.unc.edu>; Weaver, Caroline <weavermc@ad.unc.edu>; 
Peppers, Simona <psimona@email.unc.edu>; Melton, Sheena J 
<smelton@email.unc.edu> 

Wilshire, (2ollette S. <wilshire@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Student Services Managers Meeting Agenda 

AGENDA 12.11.2013.doc 

Student Services Managers: 

Please see message below and attached agenda° 

Cheers, 

Nick 

From: Killeen, Kim 
Sent: Friday, December 06, 2013 2:16 PM 
To: CAS_as Mgrs 
Cc: Siedentop, Nicholas J 
Subject: Student Services Managers Meeting Agenda 

This message is being sent to all administrative managers in the College of Arts and Sciences with a request that it be 

shared with all student services managers in the College. 

Attached is the agenda for the student services managers meeting on Wednesday, December 11, at 10:30am in Toy 

Lounge. 



Holiday cookies and drinks will be served. 

Best wishes, 

Nicholas Siedentop 

Curriculum Director 

Office of Undergraduate Curricula 

Campus Box 3504 I Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 I T 919.962.5819 

**Confidentiality notice: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and 

may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 

prohibited.** 

Kim Killeen 

Executive Assistant 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts and Sciences, Dean’s Office 

205 South Building 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919)962-6903 



COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 

STUDENT SERVICES MANAGERS MEETING 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 

10:30 AM 

Toy Lounge 

AGENDA 

1. Welcome and Announcements. Nick Siedentop 

May Graduation Weekend. Updates and questions. 

Jane C. Smith, Associate Director, University Events 

Jill Crowder, Business Services Coordinator, Grounds Services 

Mark Moon, Grounds Supervisor 

Joan Roberts-Coleman, Records Service Coordinator 

Catherine Stotts, Graduation Products Manager 

Deborah Hawkins, Parking Control and Special Event Manager 

3. Discuss New Format for Manager’s Meetings, Collette Wilshire and Nick Siedentop 

Holiday cookies and drinks will be served. 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Office of University Development <development@unc.edu> 
Sunday, December 8, 2013 9:14 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Carolina Connections Online 

Hello fellow alumni and friends of Carolina, 

First, let me say how excited I am to be back in Chapel Hill and to 

serve Carolina. A special benefit of this job is that I getto share news 
and updates about how private giving is making a difference in the 

lives of Carolina’s students, faculty, staff and patients as well as in 
communities everywhere. 

It’s my first time bringing you our donor newsletter, Caro~ir~a 
, and I’m certain our Fall 2013 issue will inspire 

and enlighten you as it has me. 

In this issue, you’ll meet a couple whose estate plan includes 

fellowship support for students at UNC’s School of Information and 
Library Science and a doctoral student 

Her work was 
supported by a couple dedicated to making clean water accessible to 

everyone, everywhere. 

You’ll also meet the last member of the inaugural Class of 1938 

Travel Awards committee, Dr. Charles Witten, and his Fall 2013 
fellow, UNC senior         , whose study abroad experience gave 

her the global perspective her benefactors intended. 

We hope these features and stories bring you closer to some of the 

people and programs that make UNC the best place to teach, learn 
and discover. We couldn’t sustain the excellence that is a hallmark of 

Carolina without your support, and we are extremely grateful. 

Feel free to share your comments and suggestions with us as well at 

develo unc~edu. 

Thanks for all you do to help make Carolina great. 

David Routh ’82 

Vice Chancellor for University Development 

Highlights from this issue 

mond and Mike Stan@ 

ublic 

health scholar whose focus is 

Afdca~ Their ed 

The Class of 1938 created its 

travel awards to provide stud~ 

promote international 

communication and understandinq as well as 

give students a 
not otherwise have had. 

With her 2013 Witten Travel 

one of the Class of 1938 

Travel Awards senior 

The two newest writers to ~ 

Carolina’s Creative Writing& 

~,am share sur~ 

connections with the donors who 

created the disti         rofessorships and 

their namesakes that brou@~ them to 

Cha~ Hill. 

Brian and Carol Nielsen are 

raduate students in 

the School of Information and 

Libra 

iff to honor Bdan’s relationshi£ with 

SILS set an example for their sons and 



Trouble viewin£this messa:~A~                                                      doesn’t re 
wealth. 

This message comes from the Office of Univers ty Development at the 
Unversity of North Carona at Chapel HI. fyou have comments or 
questions, email devel               , call 919.843.7023 or send 
correspondence to the Office of Univers ty Development - Development 
Communcat ons, PO Box 309, Chape H , NC 27514-0309. Unsubscdbe 
here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 
Monday, December 9, 2013 9:40 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 
/course_scheduling_officers] Monday morning scheduling tips #5 & #6 

Tip #5 

When adding your instructors, remember to adjust their workloads on the 2nd tab accordingly if there is more than one 

instructor. Don’t forget to assign their access! 

Tip #6 

Course Schedule Maintenance will end at 5 p.m. on January 16, 2013. NO further additions/changes to your 

department’s schedule will be taken until extended course schedule maintenance opens in mid-February (although we 

will take cancelations/deletions.) 

North Carolina is a crafty state. What is the official art medium of North Carolina? 

Renee Sherman 

Lead Scheduling Specialist 
Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto : s cheduling_o f fice@listserv, unc. edu 
registrar.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore~email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-33980224-34472124.d27a5a94fl 81 lefe2b0159ed79e86e7e~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 10:13 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc. edu> 

/course_scheduling_officers] Fall 2014 Monday morning tips #5 & #6 

Tip #5 

When adding your instructors, remember to adjust their workloads on the 2nd tab accordingly if there is more than one 

instructor. Don’t forget to assign their access! 

Tip #6 

Course Schedule Maintenance will end at 5 p.m. on January 16, 2013. NO further additions/changes to your 

department’s schedule will be taken until extended course schedule maintenance opens in mid-February (although we 

will take cancelations/deletions.) 

North Carolina is a crafty state. What is the official art medium of North Carolina? 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 
Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto:scheduling office@listserv.unc.edu 

registrar.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-33980483-34472124.d27a5a94fl 81 lefe2b0159ed79e86e7e~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, December 10, 2013 2:05 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

NC -4 

nc4.pdf 

$onia Colon 
Accounting Technician 

m. ~o5; T ~-5; w 8oi2; T io5; F8o5 

T. 8-12; W. 1-5; r. 8-I2 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

ConnectCarolina <connectcarolina_info@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, December 11, 2013 11:56 AM 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email. unc.edu> 
Change in ConnectCarolina Outage Date -- Now Dec. 19 

Display problems? View this newsletter in your browser. 

Dec. 11,2013 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter 

Special Edition 

status/ 

Read onl he. 

ConnectCarolina Outage Thurs., Dec. 19, 
5pro - 11 pm (was Dec. 1 7) 

Due to a request from the University Registrar to minimize possible impact on 

grading for Fall semester (grading deadline is Dec. 16), the ConnectCarolina 

outage has been moved to Thursday, Dec. 19, 5pm to 1 lpm (from Dec. 17). 

More information on this outage is available here: http:iiccinfo,uncedu/s~stem- 

REMINDER: Dec. 18 
GoiLive for Changes to 

Access for Faculty and 

To protect the security of data in ConnectCarolina, ITS is implementing changes to faculty and staff 

access to the ConnectCarolina application. Off-campus access must be through VPN. On-campus 

wireless access must be through UNC-Secure. These changes will go into effect on the evening of Dec. 

18, 2013. 

Read online. 



Unsubscribe - Edit your subscription 

ConnectCarolina 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ccinfo.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 1:53 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Final exam 

Final Exam 101 fall 2012.doc 

Hi Travis, 

Would you please make 60 copies of the attached exam for tomorrow. 

Thanks, 

The old lady 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 1:56 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Stop the press 

Final Exam 101 fall 2012.doc 

Print this one. I realized that I had AAAD307 instead of 101. 

Thanks ! 

The old ladly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CCCS <cccs@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 3:45 PM 

Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares paper Pledge from Pick Ups 

Hello- Please be aware an email was sent out today: Subject: Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares - NCSECC Final Day. 

Apparently there is much confusion about this email as people are assuming paper pledges cannot be accepted after 

today. 

This is not the case. Employees have until tomorrow December 12 to turn in paper pledge forms to team captains for 

the final campus pick up before Meredith comes to campus. To insure you do not miss the last campus pick up, make 

sure to have your pledge forms turned in no later than 11am tomorrow at any of the drop off sites. 

The Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares - NCSECC Final Day email was only sent to employees who have not given. Asking 

them to give via using the online (epledge) links provided in the email. Nowhere in the email does it state anything 

about paper pledge form deadlines. 

Please accept paper pledge forms tomorrow before 11am to insure these can be turn in on time at one of the drop off 

locations. 

If you have any questions please feel free to call me. 

Kim Andrews 

Program & Events Coordinator 

Office of Human Resources 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

104 Airport Drive, Suite 1500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1045 

Phone: 919-962-6008 

Kim Andrews@unc.edu 

http://hr.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Partridge, Chris <cpartrid@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 3:52 PM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Changes to Grade Processing 

TO:    Teaching Faculty, Departmental Registrars, and Course Schedulers 

FROM: Chris Derickson, University Registrar 

SUBJECT: Changes to Grade Processing 

Departmental Registrars and Schedulers, please forward this information to all faculty in your department. 

Electronic Grade Change Request Process 

We are happy to announce the release of a new electronic system for submitting official grade changes 

which is replacing the paper-based process. Online grade changes were piloted by the College of Arts 

and Sciences and are now being released campus-wide (with the exception of the School of Medicine 

professional MD program). The paper-based forms will now be eliminated except in unusual 

circumstances. 

This electronic grade change system is another significant step toward replacing manual, paper-driven 
processes on campus with automated solutions. In addition to being far more efficient, the new 
electronic grade change system provides an audit trail, enforcement of all existing grade change policies, 
and verifies that changes to grades are only made by the instructor for the class. All these rules have been 
built into the process by the ConnectCarolina Information Technology Services Team (ITS), along with 
customized workflow and several security measures. 

For Instructors 

Once a grade roster has been completed, approved, and officially posted by the Registrar’s Office, a new 

link on the grade roster entitled "Request Grade Change" will appear just under the "Approval Status" 

field. This link will take the primary instructor to the grade roster which now includes additional 

columns for entering the necessary information for a grade change. 

Please note that only the primary course instructor will be able to initiate grade changes. 

Detailed documentation for course instructors and approvers is available on the Registrar’s website. 

Please note the two separate links on this page: one link of instructions is for changes of temporary 

grades and the other link is for changes of permanent grades. 

New This Term: Uploading Grades from Sakai or Other Spreadsheets 
To facilitate entering grades, instructors who use Sakai or who maintain their own personal grading 
spreadsheets can now upload final grades directly onto the ConnectCarolina grade roster. Specific 
instructions can be found in the Grading area on the Registrar’s website. 

Reminder about Connecting to ConnectCarolina 

To access ConnectCarolina after December 18, 2o13, as part of the ongoing effort to increase the security 



and reliability of Carolina’s information technology resources, ITS is implementing changes to faculty and 

staff connections to the ConnectCarolina application. This means that: 

¯ Off-campus access to ConnectCarolina will require the use of Virtual Private Network (VPN) 

software. Click here for further instructions. 
¯ On-campus wireless access needs to be through UNC-Secure, the secure campus wireless 

network. Click here for further instructions. 

Contact the UNC-Chapel Hill ITS Help Desk at 919-962-HELP or submit a help request at 

http://help.unc.edu fbr assistance. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-33992894-34472124.d27a5a94fl 81 lefe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 7:50 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

please submit attached changes to CRAS 

AAAD courses - remove prerequisite language from Bulletin text.doc 

Dear Travis, 

Attached is a list of courses that have language in the Undergraduate Bulletin that needs to be removed. 

Today, please submit to CRAS the changes that I’ve requested on the list. Let me be clear: I am only asking 
that the language that I’ve struck out on the list be removed. The prerequisites are not in fact being enforced on 
these courses, so there is no need to change that. It is really essential that this be done today, barring any task 
that Eunice gives you that may supercede this. 

If you have any questions, please ask me. 

Sincerely, 
Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 



The AAAD courses listed here all have the phrase "Prerequisite, AAAD 101" or "Required 
preparation, a previous 100 or 200 level AFAM course." Please submit a request through CRAS 

to have those phrases removed from each of the courses listed below. 

AAAD 

210 [AFRI 263] African Belief Systems: Religion and Philosophy in Sub-Saharan Africa 
(3).lr’.,~.,~.~.~,~,~o~, ~, ~, ~,A A Ar~ li,,1.~1 The relationship between religion and society in sub-Saharan 
Africa is explored through ethnographic and historical readings. The Nilotic, Bantu, and West 
African religious traditions are examined in detail. 

212 [AFRI 265] Africa in the Global System (3).lr’.,~.,~o~,~,zoz+~ ,,~,~ ~,A A Ar~ ~l,,..a~ A seminar that 
critically examines the historical and theoretical basis of the state’s centrality in economic 
development in African countries. Relevant case studies drawn from sub-Saharan Africa. 

307 [AFRI 540] 21st-Century Scramble for Africa (3).~ ,,~,~o~,~,r’ ....... ~o~+~ ~,~,, ~,A A Ar~ ~.,,..a~ Examines 
the 21 st-century global competition for African resources and compares it to the 19th-century 
"scramble for Africa." Major actors include the European Union, the United States, and China. 

315 [AFRI 368] Political Protest and Conflict in Africa (3).~r’~,~,,~o~,~,:o:+~ ~,~,~ ~,A A Ar~ 1.,,l.a~ This 
course surveys contemporary forms of political conflict and protest in Africa. The nature, causes, 
and consequences of these conflicts will be examined. 

316 [AFRI 370] Policy Problems in Africa (3).~ ~,~,~,o~,~,r’ ....... ~o~+~ ~,,,~ ~,A A Ar~ ~.,,..a~ A course on policy 
making in African states concerning development and/or other issues. 

400 [AFRI 550| The Challenges of Democratic Governance in Africa (3). ~, 
AA?~,~ ! ~ !. An in-depth examination of trends and theories on democratic governance since the 
end of the Cold War, together with the implications of these trends and theories for Africa. 

412 [AFRI 522] Regional Seminar in African Studies (3).~ ~,~,~o,~,~,r’ ....... ~o~+~ ~,~,~ ~,A A Ar~ ~.,,..al Seminar 
focuses on history, politics, and economic development challenges of a single region or major 
country of the African continent, with emphasis on contemporary issues. Region, country, and 
topics vary by semester and instructor. 

419 [AFRI 600] African Studies Colloquium (3).lr’~,~,~n~o~,~,:°:+~ ,,~,~ ~,A A Ar~ ~a~l,,.. This course will 
equip students to analyze critically cutting-edge issues concerning Africa today through readings, 
lectures, and research. For junior/senior majors and students with interest in Africa. 

489 [AFAM 421] African Diaspora Theory and History (3). o 
This course examines the cultural and political formation of the 

African Diaspora in the Americas and Europe from the 15th century to the present. Course 
materials focus on the development of communities in Western Europe, the Caribbean, Central 

America, and South America. 



498 [AFRI 416] Human Rights, Constitutions, and Public Policy (3).iD. ~, ~,~,~,~°~ ¯A.¯A.¯Ar~. 
101. Focusing on major debates in the disciplines of philosophy, political science, and law, this 
course explores the role of human rights and constitutional frameworks in public policy 
formation and struggles for equality in selected countries in Africa and the African Diaspora. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 
Thursday, December 12, 2013 10:12 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Registration Section Status Summary Report 

An update of the Registration Section Status Summary Report has been posted on the Registrar’s website. The 

link is: 

http://registrar.unc.edu/Rep~rts/Registrati~nSecti~nStatusSummar¥Rep~rts/index.htm 

If you can run reports in PRD (production) in Connect Carolina, you can also use this report to check on the 

most current stats for your courses. 

NC SR CLASS ENROLL BY SUBJEC 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto:scheduling office@listserv.unc.edu 
registrar.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-33996729-34472124.d27a5a94fl 81 lefe2b0159ed79e86e7e~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Moseley, Erin S <Erin_Moseley@unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 10:37 AM 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc.edu>; Isley, Alice B <agirod@email.unc.edu>; Tufts, Amy Z 
<atufts@email.unc.edu>; Watson, Ann Davis <toniaann@email.unc.edu>; Davis, Barbara Taylor 
<barb@unc.edu>; Sauer, Beth H <bhsauer@email.unc.edu>; Futrell, Betty S 
<bfutrell@email.unc.edu>; Loftin, Beverly <bev 1963@physics.unc.edu>; Whitling, Brian E 
<whitling@email.unc.edu>; Poole, Caroline Willoughby <caroline.poole@unc.edu>; Rogers, 
Charlotte H <crogers@email.unc.edu>; Weaver, Cinnamon S <cinnamon_weaver@unc.edu>; 
Hams, Deborah J <djharris@email.unc.edu>; McLaughlin, Debra L <deb_mclaughlin@unc.edu>; 
Toscher, Hope <toscher@email.unc.edu>; Butler, Jennifer W <jennifer butler@unc.edu>; 
Washington, Jennifer Camelle <camelle@unc.edu>; Jodie Turnbull <turnbull@cs.unc.edu>; 
Sullivan, Kate <kasully@email.unc.edu>; McNeil, Kathleen <kamcneil@email.unc.edu>; 

McLain, Kelsea Beth <kbmclain@email.unc.edu>; Allison, Kim A <kallison@email.unc.edu>; 
Grey, Elizabeth B <lgrey@email.unc.edu>; Fulenwider, C. Lindsay <lindsay@email.unc.edu>; 
Leonard, Lindsay <lindsle@email.unc.edu>; Hams, Lori <lori@unc.edu>; Fholer, Marie A 

<fholer@email.unc.edu>; Richardson, Mark <richardm@email.unc.edu>; McAlister, Matthew 
Keith <mkmcalis@email.unc.edu>; Ray, Nancy L <nray@email.unc.edu>; Farris, Rebecca 
Brittany <rebeccal@unc.edu>; McIver, Samelia <mciver@email.unc.edu>; Eubanks, Shannon G 
<seubanks@email.unc.edu>; Coble, Sherry B <SCOBLE@email.unc.edu>; Williams, Susan 
Staples <swms@unc.edu>; Cox, Tammy L <tlcox@email.unc.edu>; Howell, Tia N. 
<thowell@email.unc.edu>; kfbs~opet.con <popet@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis 
<stgore@email.unc.edu>; Hopper, Trent <trent hopper@unc.edu>; Bernhardt, Valerie M 

<valerieb@email.unc.edu>; Walker, Victoria Ward <vwwalker@email.unc.edu> 

Revised Course Descriptions 

Hello all- 

As some of you have already noticed, our office has not sent your revised course descriptions to make any last minute 

changes/additions/deletions before we post them on our website. 

I apologize for this oversight. We have a brand new office on board and I let this particular request slip from my radar! 

With that said, if you have any changes/additions/deletions to your course descriptions that you sent us, please let me know. 

Thank you for your patience, 

Erin 

Erin Moseley, Director of Admissions 

Summer School 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

RM 200, CB# 3340 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3340 

http://su mmer.unc.edu/ 

919-966-4364 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 2:57 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: THE CAROLINA INN - UNC BILLING 

365527.African Am Studies. 12.10.2013.pdf 

Hello Travis 

Please see attachment, is this faculty meeting? 

Thank you 

Sonia 

From: Paredes, Cristina [mailto:cparedes@carolinainn.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2013 2:49 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: THE CAROLINA INN - UNC BILLING 

**Please remember to attach this invoice to your correspondence to me should you have any 
questions. 

Greetings; 

Attached please the invoice(s) that has been direct billed to your department this week. 

These copies are for informational purpose only. Please forward to your accounting department. 

Because of the billing volume you may receive this invoice in error, if so, kindly reply with the 
attachment and I will update the email list. If you wish to only receive a specific FRS billing invoice 
please let me know. 

*~nvoices may be attached with additiona~ invoices for various recipients within the same 

**P~ease remember to attach this invoice to your correspondence to me should you have any 
questions. 

Best regards; 

(ristlna Paredes ÷ accounts receivable specialist ¯ The Carolina 
211 Pittsboro Street, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27516 

919.918.2771 p 919.918.277o f Follow uson ~ ~ 





THE CAI OLINA 
r:~T. ! g.~ 

INN 

211 Pittsboro Street 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 
919.933.2001 P 
919.962.3400 F 
www.carolinainn.com 

1 of 1 
December 10, 2013 

Phone 
Folio Number 

Trans Date 
Charges 

11/8/2013 

Client number 0 

Bill To African American Studies 
Cb#3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

NA 

Description 

Restaurant 

Transfer from folio 
Original by fpos 

Total Charges 

University Account 

sequence: 84 

on 11/08/2013 at 02:01 pm method:int 

Voucher 

Balance Due: 

Amount 

60.50 

60.50 

60.50 

I agree my liability for the charges is not waived and agree to be held personally liable in the event that the indicated person, 
company or association fails to pay for any part or the full amount of such charges. 

Guest Signature: 



CR(]LBSR(]ADS 
THE CAROLINA INN 

211 PIITSE~ORO :STREET 
[’,HAPEL HILl., NC 21516 

919-918.-2777 

359 1 83. 1 
Tab’le 5,4 
Guests 3 

Client Cod~.’ 
Folio: 
UNC Dept: _ 
Processing Date: 

AYE Ft 
I--r1 11/08/13 12:42 PM 
Guest Num: 3 

CROSSROADS 
THE CAROLINA INN 

211 PITTSBORO STREET 
CHAPEL HILl_, 14C 27516 

919-918-2777 

AYE: N 
Fri 11/08/13 2:04 PM 
Guest Num: 3 

359 1 83 
Table 54 
Guests ,’3 

3 FIJLL BUFFEI’ 49.50 

SubTotal 49,50 
laxes .... 3,’!1 

Please pay this amount 
fotal 53.21 

FOR ROOM CHARGES & NASIER ACCTS ONLY! 
IJniversity charges must have an FR8 ~ 

PR]NI NAME _~_-~-_~:~,~.,..~~ 

TOTAL O H A R 6 F..,..~:~,____~g_. ~ "-"- 

SIZiNATURE " ~~ 
Joirl us for Thanksgiving Brunch, 

Holiday ~ea in Becember 
and Christmas Brunch[ 

For more informal:ion, please 
v i s i t uww, ca ro] i nai nn. corn 

or call 9!9-918-2735 
for reservations. 

3 FULL BUFFET 49,50 

P4843 ~;ub[ot a I    49,50 
UniversiLy Accou 

l ot: ,’~ 1 4 9.5 0 

RM CHG ’riP,, 11.00 
P4843 University Accou 60,50 

RM CHG Tendered 60.50 
FOR R0014 CHARGES & MASTER ACCTS ONLY~ 
University charges must have an FRS # 

PRINT NAME 

ROOM~ I]R DEPT# 

UNC FRS ~ 

{)EPARrl4ENT NAME 

PHONE NUMBER 

TIP AMOUNT 

TOTAL CHARGE 

!EBNArlJRE 

Join us for Thanksgiving Brunch, 
1401iday Tea in l)ecember 

and Ch r i,st mas Brunch ! 
For more information, please 
visit www.carolinainn.com 

or (;all 919-918--2735 
for reservations, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 9:17 AM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 66400 Proof 1 

66400 Proof.pdf 

Good morning Margaret 

Please see below message, regarding newsletter and attachment, 

Thank you 

Sonia 

From: Haugh, Glenn D 

Sent: Friday, December 13, 2013 9:12 AlVl 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: Palmer, Christopher Lee 

Subject: 66400 Proof I 

Sonia, 

Good morning. Attached is the first proof for job 66400, Linkages Newsletter. 

Please carefully review the attached PDF proof. 

If everything looks acceptable, please reply to this message confirming that we are ready to go to press. If there are 
alterations or corrections, please indicate whether you would like to see another pdf proof, or a hardcopy proof 

instead, as well as the corrections that need to be made. 

Please keep the following in mind: 

If text is too small to read, use Adobe Acrobat’s ability to "zoom in" in order to read text to make sure all is as 

it should be. 

Questions about quantity, paper, scheduling, and delivery should be addressed to your customer service rep. 

o Rachael Garfinkle - 962-5408 or RacheI.Garfinkle@xeroxprinting.unc.edu 

¯ The colors you see on your monitor only approximate the inks used to print your job. 

¯ The dimensions of your job can be seen in the bar at the bottom of your Acrobat viewer. 

Save your approved PDF and submit it when you request a reprint of this job. 

Have a good day, 
Glenn 

Glenn Haugh 
Graphic Design & Prepress 

Xe[ox Printing Services 

Homestead Operations Center 
Campus Box 1110 
2700 Homestead Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1110 

Main Office: 919.962.5566 
Direct: 919.843.5090 



OPEN HOUSE ¢AL£NDAR KiCKoOFF 
Friday, December 13, 20! 3 

from 12 noon - 5 p.m.! 



Globol Africono Annuo/ Conf r nc  

W.E.B. Du Bois and the Problems of the 21 st Century 

by R~gino/d F. Hi/d~brc~nd 

William Edward Burghardt Du Bois was one of 

the greatest intellectuals of the 20th century. As a 

sociologist and Pan-Africanist, he was among the 

most prolific scholars of his time. He authored 

over 40 books as well as a plethora of journal 

articles, commentaries, and studies, including 

several pathbreaking ones on African American 

sociology and history. Du Bois was also an 

educator, a crusading journalist, a novelist, and 

a champion of the arts. He is justly regarded as 

the progenitor of African, African American, 

and Diaspora Studies and was the first African 

American to earn a doctorate from Harvard 

University. It was therefore fitting to join with 

academic communities throughout the African 

diaspora to celebrate the 50tt’ anniversary of Du 

Bois’ passing. The UNC-Chapel Hill conference 

on W.E.B. Du Bois was held from January 31~ to 

February 2nd and was the brainchild of the new 

AAAD Chair, Eunice Sable. 
W.E.B. Du Bois 

by Du Bois scholar Nahum Chandler of the 

University of California, Irvine. In his lecture, 

Professor Chandler presented a challenging new 

analysis of the development of Du Bois’ concept 

of the °’global color line:’ The ideas he presented 

to the conference will appear in his forthcoming 

book to be published by Fordham University Press 

in 2013. 

Everyone in attendance will long remember the 

eloquent personal reflections of Esther Cooper 

Jackson, a friend of’VX4E.B, and Shirley Graham 

Du Bois. As the founding editor of the journal 

Freedomwa),s, Jackson has been a courageous 

worker for racial and social justice for many 

decades. At age 95, Ms. Jackson participated 

in the form of a very well-crafted video, rather 

than journey to North Carolina from her home 

in Brooklyn where she continues to work as an 

educator and activist. 

The conference began with opening remarks from Sahle, Senior 
Associate Dean Jonathan Hartlyn, and Joseph Jordan, Director of 
the Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and Histor?: Their 
remarks were followed by very thoughtful presentations on Du Bois’ 
writings and on his involvement with black theater by Kathy Perkins 
and Du Bois scholar, Rebecka Rutledge Fisher. Both Professors 
Perkins and Rutledge Fisher were members of the conference 
planning committee. A powerful dramatic reading of some of Du 
Bois’ work by Kashif Powel], a doctoral student in Performance 
Studies, closed the first evening of the conference. 

One of the highlights of the conference was the keynote address 

Leading up to the conference AAAD facu]W members Barbara 

Anderson and Robert Porter organized an extraordinary series of 

workshops on Du Bois for public school teachers. The workshops 

were facilitated by members of the UNC faculD; including the 

celebrated writer Randall Kenan, who wrote the introduction to a 

popular edition of The Souls of BIack Folk, authored by Du Bois in 

1903. 

The Conference included panels on °’Du Bois, Africa and Pan 
Africanism;’ "Du Bois on War and Peace;’ °’The Soul and Spirit of Du 
Bois;’ and "Du Bois and Education:’ Distinguished Du Bois scholars 

(Continued on Page Two) 
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orner 
Greetings from Carolina! I am delighted to 

introduce you to the inaugural issue of Linkages, 

our department’s newsletter. The Department of 

African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

has had a very busy and exciting year and we 

highlight here some of the key acffvities from 

2012-2013. The department instituted major 

curriculum reforms and held a faculty retreat 

where we discussed the modalifies of our core 

courses and other initiatives in the department. 

Faculty members contributed to UNC-CH’s mission through their extensive teaching, 

research and service actMties as can be seen in the faculty corner. In terms of 

teaching, faculty offered courses that were of great intellectual interest not only to 

our majors and minors, but also to students from other units, including professional 

schools such as the School of Medicine and Gillings School of Global Public Health. 

This year, the excellent work of our faculty and students was on display on May 11 

when we held our commencement ceremony to celebrate achievements of the class 

of 2013. Our ceremony benefitted from having Mr. Charles D. Watts, lr., a graduate 

of UNC-CH and a community leader in Durham, as our commencement speaker. 

Excerpts from his speech are included in this issue and my interview with him is 

available on our departmental homepage. 

In addition to activities pertaining to our core mission, the department’s calendar was 

filled with events related to several exciting projects, some of which are featured in 

various parts of the newsletter. One of these actMties was our first Global Africana 

Annual Symposium, which focused on the work and legacies of the eminent 

sociologist Dr. W.E.B Du Bois. The idea for the conference emerged in the fall of2011 

in discussions that I had with D~: Jonathan Hartlyn, the Senior Associate Dean for 

Social Sciences and Global Programs, focusing on future initiatives in the department. 

Under the leadership of Dr. Reginald Hildebrand, the idea became a reality when we 

hosted leading Du Bois scholars at our conference on lanuary 31~ to February 2ha. 

Other activities invoNed collaborations with other units in initiatives that enriched 

our understanding of important national and global issues such as health, human 

rights and financing development. For example, we joined the African Studies Center 

and Gillings School of Global Public Health in sponsoring a presentation by Seodi 

White, a well- ~known lawyer who is at the forefront of scholarly and policy debates on 

HIViAIDS and womeds rights in Southern Africa. With the Curriculum in Global 

Studies and other units, we hosted the renowned Nigerian writer, Chimamanda Ngozi 

Adichie, in February 2013. Further, in collaboration with the Global Research Institute 

and the African Studies Center we held a panel discussion moderated by Dr. Georges 

Nzongola-Ntalaja focusing on financing development with Senior Finance Ministry 

officials from six different African countries. All in all, the department has had a 

very busy year. I look forward to sending you highlights of our 2013-2014 activities 

and achievements in the next volume of Linkages. In the meantime, please check our 

departmental website for upcoming news and events 

I would like to thank Drs. Margaret Lee, Timothy McMillan and Mamarame 
for their excellent vision for this newsletter and their tireless work that has led to its 
publication. Further, I extend special thanks Dr. Lee for her excellent leadership on this 
project. 

Eunice N. Sable, 

Chair, Department of African, 

African American, and Diaspora Studies 

Esther Cooper Jackson 

 lobol Africono Annuo/ 
Conf r nc  

(Continued from Page One) 

who presented at the conference included 

Georges Nzongola (UNC - Chapel Hill); 

Jemima Pierre (Vanderbilt University); Eugene 

Provenzo (University of Miami in Florida); 

Omar Ali (UNC-Greensboro); Gerald Home 

(-University of Houston); Adriane Lentz-Smith 

(Duke University); Bernard Boxill (UNC- 

Chapel Hill); Reginald Hildebrand (UNC- 

Chapel Hill); Rebecka Rutledge Fisher (UNC- 

Chapel Hill); Derrick R Alridge (University of 

Virginia); and George Noblit (UNC-Chapel 

Hill). 

The department is grateful for generous 
support from the Office of the Provost, the 
College of Arts and Sciences, the Sonja Haynes 
Stone Center for Black Culture and History, 
the Institute for the Arts and Humanities, the 
African Studies Center, the Institute for African 
American Research, and the Center for Global 
Studies. We would like to extend a special 
thanks to the logistics coordinator, Shelby 
D awkins - L 
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Global Inspiration 

McCain gift provides critical support for African and Afro-American studies 
By Dd Hdton 

Wendell McCain had dreamed of attending 

Princeton, or maybe even Georgetown, since 

he was in the fifth grade. 

But when the North Meck]enburg High 
School graduate earned a Morehead 
Scholarship to Carolina, he never looked 
back. 

"I was pleasantly surprised at the diversity 

of students here, and got just as great of 

an education as I would have at an Ivy 

League school;’ said McCain, who earned 

his economics degree in 1992. Living in 

an international student community at 

Carmichael dorm played a big role in 

his experience at UNC and later as an 

entrepreneur and philanthropist. 

Twenty years after graduating, McCain is 

committed to a global education more than 

ever. 

He recently- established the McCain Family 

Fund for Exce]]ence in the department 

of African and Afro-American Studies, 

the department’s single largest gift. It 

will provide faculty and students with 

critical funds for travel, research materials, 

technology and other resources needed for 

their work as scholars and educators. 

Wendall McCain, ’92 

"Wendell has been a pathbreaker in the 

world of global finance, and the fund that 

he established will further his family’s 

commitment to learning and expanding 

opportunity for our students and faculty 

to conduct research, especially in North 

Carolina:’ 

McCain’s inspiration for the greater good is a 
family tradition. 

Wendell’s father Franklin, now retired 

from a distinguished career as a chemist at 

Celanese in Charlotte, was only 17 when 

he entered the national spotlight as a cM1 

rights actMst. A member of the Greensboro 

Four, Franklin and three classmates from 

N.C. A&T University staged a t~vo-day sit-in 

at the downtown Woolworth lunch counter 

in February 1960 after they were refused 

service because of the color of their skin. The 

sit-in launched similar protests nationwide, 

re-energizing the cM1 rights movement and 

forever ensuring Frankliffs role in American 

history. 

Wendell, the middle son of Franklin and 
Bettye McCain, traveled widely abroad as a 
child. 

°’I have always been interested in traveling 

and learning about different cultures. It 

makes you appreciate home that much more. 

It also allows us to understand how other 

(Continued on Page Five) 

"The economics department was a huge 

influence on my career;’ said McCain, who 

mentioned professor emeritus Sand?, Darity 

as a mentor. "But a gift to African and Afro- 

American studies makes a bigger impact and 

supports this important discipline. Africa 

is the world’s most resource-rich continent. 

As a student of world markets, I know that 

the stu@ of Africa is especially relevant in 

understanding our international markets. I 

also hope the gift inspires others to give back 

to the department:’ 

The gift is welcome news to its chair and 21 

facult}: 

"Income from the fund will enable us to 

establish our first fellowships for faculty 

and majors, who will be selected through 

a competitive process;’ said Eunice Sable, 

department chair. 

Reginald Hildebrand, the faculty member 

who will coordinate the awards, notes that 

the McCains are among the "first families of 

freedom in North Carolina:’ 



2013 Commencement Speech High/ights: 

ivered by 
After extending warm congratulations to the students, their families 

and friends, Mr. Charles Watts began his speech by discussing Tulane 

Professor Dr. Melissa Harris-Perry and the message that her father, 

the first Dean of Afro-American Affairs at the University of Virginia 

in 1976, would always leave her with: °’The struggle continues:’ Mr. 

Watts takes this phrase to be a powerful call to action and reminder 

that we all have work to do. 

"In my view, the phrase is a chaa-ge to take on a challenge that will 

require an enduring effort. An effort that might go on without 

success for longer than one’s remaining time on this earth, but an 

effort that is intended to bring benefits to those who follow and, 

therefore, bring dignity to those 

who engage. It is the same 

concept expressed in Dr. King’s 

famous °Mountain Top Speech’ 

where he said, just days before 

his assassination, °I’ve seen the 

Promised Land...I may not get 

there with you. But...we, as a 

people, will get to the Promised 

Laaad!’ Well today on your 

graduation, I want to say to you 

’the struggle continues’." 

Mr. Watts then continued to 
share his own experiences as a 
UNC-CH graduate, as part of 
the "Renwick Wave" of black 
students admitted after LeRoy 
and Ralph Fraiser and John Lewis Brandon matriculated as the 
first African American undergraduate students at UNC-CH. As Mr. 
Watts eloquently spoke of their experiences and his connection to 
these °’pioneers;’ he spoke of their roles, which °’put a crack in the 
ceiling that barred black undergraduates from enrolling in college 
here at all:’ When Mr. Watts came to UNC in the 1970s the number 
of African American students was still very low, but in the tradition 
of the Fraisers and lohn Brandon, °’we continued their struggle and 
their struggle led to our opportunity:’ Mr. Watts has named his and 
other cohorts the °’Renwick Wave" after H. Bentley Renwick, an 
advocate for African Americans who wished to attend UNC-CH. 

Charles D. Watts, 

Mr. Watts spoke at length about the inspirational trail-blazers at 
this institution: Professor Hortense McClinton was the first African 
American professor at UNC and taught a class entitled "institutional 
racism" in the Department of Social Work; Dr. Blyden Jackson was 
the first African American tenured full professor, working in the 
Department of English; and Dr. lames Brewer won the Mayflower 
Award in 1970 for his book on the Civil War from the perspectives 
of Black Virginians. This list also includes Roberta Ann Dunbar, co- 
chair for the African Studies portion of the curriculum in the 1970s 
mad Sonja Haynes Stone, co-chair of the Afro-American Studies 
curriculum. Speaking specifically of Professor Stone, Mr. Watts notes 
that her °’contribution to the school and the department is legendary. 
Certainly she was here for the struggle and understood that her 
struggles here, including her tenure battle, were making the way 

e$ , Jr. 
smoother for others who would come behind her:’ From this rich 

personal and institutional history, Mr. Watts turned to the theme of 

reiuvenation and delivered a powerful charge to the graduates. 

°’So I hope you are wondering as I talk: °what can [ do in my life to 

move the struggle forward?’ Certainly the definitive answer to that 

question is for you and only you to answer. But let me give you a few 

hints about how to find your struggle. It boils down to three words: 

Passion, Hope and Commitment:’ 

Passion: "First, with this training you have, find out what it is that 
you are passionate about doing. Passion is important. You cannot 
expect to succeed in anything if you dofft enjoy doing it. No matter 

how much money you make or 
power you amass, if you don’t like 
doing what it is you’ve chosen to 
do, it’s a JOB and a TASK and it 
wofft be fun. Don’t have a 
follow your passion and make 
your passion pay for your life. If 
you can pull that off, you’ll love 
what you’re doing and it will show 
in the product of your passion. 
This is not to say that you 
shoulddt take jobs or do tasks 
to make it in this world till you 
can get to the point where you 
find your passion and it begins to 
support you. So keep searching 
and keep working and you will get 

there. You will make your passionate contribution to the struggle:’ 

Hope: °’Second, the world is changing every day. For me, these stories 

that I’ve shared with you today seem like they were just yesterday. 

The stories about nay ancestors have been with me at some level since 

I was a child and have helped to fuel my engagement in the struggle. 

Bm they are, frankly, ancient history. Your world will be different! 

The fact that I lived to see a black president in the White House is 

nothing short of amazing and something that I didfft even think 

possible when I volunteered on his campaign in ’07 and ’08. You see 

I was just engaged in the struggle. Clearly, it would have been a lot 

more fun had I known that he was going to win, but I had hope even 

if I didn’t have belief." 

Commitment: °’Finally, I am sure that you know that your 

experience in this department has served you well. Be proud of 

your accomplishments here, but always remember that you owe 

this institution your gratitude and, most importantly, your support 

financially and otherwise. This department stands on the shoulders 

of many, many people who have all done their part during their lives 

to produce what is here today. You need to mindfully engage in the 

struggle to make sure that this institution will be here, and be even 

better in the future, when you say to your children °the struggle 

continues:’ 

*You can read Mr. Watts’ entire speech on the departmental website. 
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Dr. Kim Caldwell 

AAAD Graduation 2013 

On May 11, 2013 over two hundred people filled the 
auditorium in the Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black 
Culture and History to celebrate the graduation of thirty- 
six students. The commencement ceremonies of the 
AAAD were a joyous celebration of the graduates and 
the department. Six esteemed guests attended along with 
departmental facult?; families, and friends of the graduates. 
Mr. Charles D. Watts, Jr. offered the commencement 
speech (excerpts of which are printed in this newsletter). 

The ceremony opened with remarks from Professors 

Eunice Sahle and Kia Caldwell. Before certificates were 

distributed to the graduates, brief insights were offered by 

the two students who graduated with honors, Amarachi 

Anakakaraonye and Kenille Sumler. Senior Associate 

Dean Jonathan Hartyln offered the closing remarks. A 

cdebratory luncheon ended the event in convivial style. 

Student and family at graduation. 

Dr. Kim Caldwell, Ms. Jackie Overton, 
and Dr. Eunice Sahle. 

2013 Graduation Audience 

McCain gift provides critical support for African and Afro-American studies 
(Continued from Page Three) 

economies operate;’ he said. A family trip to Cape Verde, the island 
country and his wife’s childhood home, in the coming months will 
include the couple’s two young sons, both avid Tar Heel fans and 
already, seasoned world travelers. 

After graduating from Carolina, McCain put in long hours with 

BankBoston, Lazard Fr~res and J.R Morgan in Boston and New York 

as an investment banker. While the work led to a great lifestyle, it 

wasfft satisfying intellectuall}; he said. 

For that, McCain enrolled in Northwestern University’s Kellogg 
School where he earned an M.B.A. and thrived in its entrepreneurial 
and collegial environment. It was ideal preparation for his work as 
a founding partner with Parish Capital, and more recently, Onset 
Capital Partners, another private equity firm he created in 2011 
based in Chapel Hill. 

As McCain’s career flourished, he created the Financial Futures 

Foundation with his brother Franklin Jr. and Parish Capital to 
introduce careers in the financial services industry to minority and 
female high school students, two groups vastly underrepresented in 
leadership positions in finance. Kenan-Flagler Business School is 
among the foundation’s partners. 

"The measure of a great life is the number of people you’ve brought 

with you," said McCain. "Our abilities give voice to those who need 

to be heard and understood, people who have not had the same 

opportunities:’ 

Published in the Carolina Arts & Sciences magazine, Spring 2013 

Special links: 

Financial Futures Foundation 

http:i/financialfuturesfoundation.org 

International Civil Rights Center & Museum (Greensboro, N.C.) 

www.sitinmovement.org 



rner 

AAAD Students 
Graduate 
with Honors 
Two students from the department, Kenille 
Sumler and Amarachi Anakakaraonye, 
graduated with honors. The title of Ms. 
Sumler’s honors thesis was "Ought Not 
This Woman Be Loosed: The Creation of a 
Feminine Space in the Ordained Ministry 
of the African Methodist Episcopal Zion 
Church:’ Her thesis was supervised by 
Professor Reginald Hildebrand and her 
second reader was Professor Kia Caldwell. 
This fall Ms. Sumler matriculated into the 
2016 class at the Howard University School 
of Law. 

The title of Ms. Anakakaraonye’s 
honors thesis was "Through the Lens of 
Womanism: The Black Mother’s Womb 
as the Origin of Africana Diasporic 
Commonweal:’ It was supervised by 
Professor Rebecka Rutledge Fisher and 
her second reader was Professor Eunice 
Sable. After taking a year off to travel, Ms. 
Anakakaranoye plans to attend graduate 
school to study English Literature. 

Dr. Reginald Hildebrand and Ms. Kenille Sumler. 

Dr. Eunie Sahle and Ms. Amarachi Anakakaraonye. 
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Professor Lee (AAAD) and Professor Tucker (School 
of Medicine) with Sasara Chasala George, Botswanan 

Ambassador to China, and Diplomats for Sothern Africa. 

UNC China Project & Medical School 

During a meeting in Beijing, China hosted by His Excellence Sasara 

Chasala George, Botswana’s Ambassador to China, diplomats 

from Southern Africa pledged to take a leading role in addressing 

the health crisis among African migrants in Guangzhou, a city in 

the south of China located in Guangdong province. Briefing the 

diplomats about the health crisis was the director of the UNC Project 

China, Joe Tuckei; an infectious disease physician on faculty in the 

UNC School of Medicine, and Margaret C. Lee, a faculty member in 

the Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

(AAAD). The understanding of the health crisis among an estimated 

200,000 African migrants in Guangzhou stems from two years of 

field research by members of the UNC China Project. 

Although China has a world-class medical system, many migrants 

do not have access to such services for numerous reasons, including 

language barriers, racism, povert?; general distrust of the medical 

system, and fear of possibly being deported since most migrants 

reside in China illegally. Many of the migrants suffer from general 

health problems, although growing numbers have been diagnosed 

with HIViAIDS. 

African Language Fair 
~; M~rn~me 5eck 

The Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

and the African Studies Center organized the first African language 

fair/night on April 11, 2013 in the FedEx Global Education Building. 

The program consisted of a day-long showcase where students met 

African language instructors and asked questions about the program 

in African languages. In the evening, African language students 

performed songs, dance, poetry and skits in Lingala, Kiswahili, 

and Wolof in the presence of students and professors, including Dr. 

Eunice Sable, Chair of AAAD, Dr. Michael Lambert, Director of 

the African Studies Center, Dr. Mamarame Seck, African language 

program coordinator, and all African language instructors. This first 

event was a great success and plans have been made to make this an 

annual occurrence. 

June 2012 Group Study Trip to Senegal 
t~y Bort~oro Anderson 

In June 2012 Barbara Anderson led a group stud?- trip for 17 

North Carolina K-16 educators to Senegal. Working with UNC’S 

World View and with the West African Research Center in Dakar, 

Anderson designed this stu@ trip to help North Carolina teachers 

and administrators gain an understanding of contemporary Senegal. 

During the two weeks in Senegal, participants learned about the Slave 

Trade from a West African perspective, Senegalese education practices, 

the youth political movement, and religious tolerance in this mostly 

Muslim country. Cultural activities on the trip included Senegalese 

drmnming and dancing, a traditional lunch at the home of the 

Mayor of Sokone (a small town in the south of Senegal), a night-time 

wrestling tournament, and visits to the homes of several educators to 

share in African food, laughter, and socializing. The North Carolina 

K-16 educators also learned about the politics and history of Senegal, 

and benefited from lectures by activists, students, and faculty at the 

-University of Cheikh Anta Diop. The group interacted with their 

African professional peers and learned about Senegalese education 

practices by visiting elementar?; secondary; and Koranic schools, as 

well as a children’s refugee center and a private Business Management 

university. One veteran North Carolina teacher summarized his very 

positive experience by saying, "This was one of the most meaningful 

professional activities that I have ever engaged in:’ 

AAAD Supports the Process Series 
Dedicated to the development of new and significant works in the 

performing arts, the Process Series features professionally mounted, 

developmental presentations of new works in progress. The mission 

of the Series is to illuminate the ways in which artistic ideas take form, 

to examine the creative process, to offer audiences the opportunity 

to follow artists and performers as they explore and discover and by 

so doing to enrich the development process for artists. The ultimate 

goal of the process series is better art and a closer relationship between 

artists and audiences. For the 2013-2014 academic year, the AAAD is 

among numerous entities within the UNC-Chapel Hill community 

that have pledged to support the series. 

In addition to the above, Dave Pie~; an AAAD faculty member, 

serves on the advisory board of the Process Series. Four out of the 

six performances of the 2013-14 season focus on African-American 

topics. During the spring 2014 semester, Dr. Pier will be teaching a 

special topics seminar on African/American Performance in Process, 

to take advantage of the rich offerings of this year’s series as well as 

those of the Carolina Performing Arts. For more information please 

visit http:/iprocessseries.unc.edui. 

Student Performance at Language Night. 



Rono/d VVi//ioms II 

Ronald Williams II is assistant professor in AAAD. He comes to Carolina from the University 

of California, Berkeley where he taught African American Politics, Public Polic?; and College 

Writing, in the Department of African American Studies. Grounded in a curiosity about the 

interplay between race and politics, Dr. Williams’ research interests include African American 

politics and political thought, race and public policy, Afi’ican Diaspora politics, race and U.S. 

foreign relations, and Twentieth Century African American history. He is currently working 

on tw-o major projects. The first is an analytical history of the African American foreign policy 

advocacy organization, TransAfrica, tentatively tiffed "Black Embassy; TransAfrica and the 

Making of Adversarial Diplomac?~’ The second is an edited volume of the collected writings of 

the late C. Diane Howell (1950-2008), editor and publisher of the Oakland-based newspaper, 

Black Business Listings and longtime producer of the Oakland Black Expo. Professor Williams 

earned his Ph.D. in African American Studies from the University of California, Berkeley in 2011. 

Dr. Ronald Williams II 

Publications 

 _ orner 

Boyd, Lydia 

"The Problem with Freedom: Homosexuality and Human Rights 

in Uganda:’ Anthropological Quarterly 86, no.3 (Summer 2013): 

697-724. 

Caldwell, 

and Lisa Bowleg. "Paralelos opostos: raqa e status socioeconomic 

em pesquisas e politicas sobre HIViAids no Brasil e nos Estados 

Unidos:’ In Sa~de da Populafao Negra (Health of the Black 

Population), 2nd edition, edited by Luis Eduardo Batista, Jurema 

Werneck and Fernanda, 314-337. Brasilia, Brazil: Associagao 

Brasileira de Pesquisadores Negros, 2012. 

lordan, Joseph 

and Daynali Flores Rodriguez, eds. of Fanon: A Special Issue of 

The Black Scholar 42, nos. 3/4 (Fall-Winter 2012. 

and Daynali Flores Rodriguez. "The Continuing Relevance of 

Fanonian Thought: Remembering the Life and Work of Frantz 

Fanon:’ The Black Scholar 42, nos. 3/4 (Fall-Winter 2012): 3-8. 

"Can the Artist Speak? Hamid Kachmar’s Subversive/ 

Redemptive Art of Resistance:’ In African Art: Interviews, 

Narratives, edited by Joanna Grabski and Carol Magee, 41-55. 

Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2013. 

"Paul Gilroy:’ In The Encyclopedia qf Race and Racism, vol. 

2, edited by Patrick Mason, 264-265. New York: Macmillan 

Reference, 2013. 

Lee, Margaret C. 

African American Perceptions of Obama. Policy Briefing No. 86, 

Pretoria, South Africa: Africa Institute of South Africa, 2013. 

Nzongola, Georges 

"Following the Path of Revolution: Frantz Fanon’s Political 

Legacy for Africa:’ The Black Scholar 42, nos. 3/4 (Fall-Winter 

2012): 36-44. 

"Congo Democratic Republic of." The Oxford Companion to 

Comparative Politics, voL 1, edited by Joel Krieger,231-234. 

Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 2013. 

"Development and Underdevelopment:’ The Oxford Companion 

to Comparative Politics, vol. 1, edited by Joel Krieger, 302-308. 

Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 2013. 

"Great Lakes Region:’ The Oxford Companion to Comparative 

Politics, vol. 1, edited by Joel Krieger, 408-483. Oxford and New 

York: Oxford University Press, 2013. 

Review of Belgium and the Congo, 1885-1980 by Guy 

Vanthemsche. African Studies Quarterly: the Online Journal of 

African Studies13, no. 4 (Winter 2013): 146-148. 

Rucker, Walter 

Review of Whispers of Rebellion: Narrating Gabriel’s Conspiracy 

by Michael Nicholls. Journal of Interdisciplinary History 43, no. 4 

(Spring 2013): 637-638. 

Review of The Fante and the Transatlantic Slave by Rebecca 

Shumwa?: Trade Journal of Afl*ican History 53, no. 3 (November 

2012): 429-431. 

Review of Working the Diaspora: The impact of Afi*ican Labor on 

the Anglo-American World, 1650-1850 by Frederick C. Knight. 

Journal of African American History 97, no. 3 (Summer 2012): 

312-314. 

Review of Domingos /dvares, African Healing, and the Intellectual 

History of the Atlantic World by James H. Sweet. International 

Journal of African Historical Studies 45, no. 2 (Spring 2012): 

313-315. 

Sahle, Eunice 

"Fanon and Geographies of Political Violence in the Context of 

Democracy in Kenya:’ The Black Scholar 42, no. 3/4 (Fall-Winter 

2012): 45-57. 
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Seck, Mamarame 

Narratives as Muslim Practice in Senegal. New" York: Peter Lang 

Publishing, Inc, New" York, 2012. 

Professional Presentations 
Anderson, Barbara 

"Teaching about World Cultures without Resorting to the 

Exotic;’ presentation to faculty of Rutherford Count}; North 

Carolina, August 2012. 

"Gendered Dimensions of Education in Africa;’ presentation to 

North Carolina Principals and Superintendents, June 2013. 

Boyd, Lydia 

"Perspectives on Christianity in Uganda" Invited Talk, U.S. State 

Department, Bureau of Intelligence and Research, Washington 

DC, April 2013. 

Caldwell, Kia 

"Black Feminism and HIV/AIDS in Brazil: Intersections and 

Ruptures;’ presentation at the XXXI International Congress of 

the Latin American Studies Association, Washington, D.C., 

June 2013. 

"Intersectionality and Women’s Health in Brazil;’ presentation 

with Viiaya Hogan (UNC) and Edna Arafl)o (UEFS, Brazil) at 

the Ethnicity Culture and Health Outcomes (ECHO) Seminar, 

Gillings School of Global Public Health, UNC-Chapel Hill, 

April 2013. 

"Reflections on Scholar-Activism from a ’Diaspora Person;" 

presentation at the Abriendo Brecha X Conference, University of 

Texas at Austin, February 2013. 

’~4ssessing the HIV Prevention Needs of Middle Socioeconomic 

Status Black Women in the Southeastern United States;’ 

Poster presentation with Allison Mathews and Niasha Brown, 

International AIDS Conference, Washington, D.C., July 2012. 

Fall, Alassane 

"Poverty and Urban development Issues in Senegal;’ 

presentation at World View- Study visit to Senegal, at Carolina 

Center for educational excellence, The University of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hill, September 2012. 

"La Gestion du Temps (Time management);’ presentation at The 

Groupe d’Etudes et de Recherches Genre et Soci4t4s (GESTES), 

Universite Gaston Berger of Saint- Louis Senegal, Saint-Louis, 

Senegal, July 2013. 

Jordan, Joseph 

"Understanding the Cultural Politics of ’Django’ and ’Lincoln’, 

presentation at St. Augustine’s University Spring Colloquium 

- Representation of Black Masculinity and Femininity in 

Telling Our Stories, Department of Film and Interactive Media, 

February 14, 2013 

"Cabralism in the African Diaspora;’ presentation at the Amilcar 

Cabral Scientific Forum, organized by the Amilcar Cabral 

Foundation and held in PraJa, Cape Verde, January 19-20, 2013. 

"The Cultural Politics of the Black Filmic Image;’ presentation 

at the national conference of the National Council for Black 

Studies, Indianapolis, Indiana, March 16-17, 2013. 

"Mobilizing the Diaspora to Shape U.S. Policy Toward Africa 

and the Caribbean;’ presentation at State of the Black World 

Conference III, Howard University, November 12, 2012. 

Lee, Margaret Co 

’African Migrant Health in Guangzhou, China: Health Needs 

and Opportunities for Improvement;’ Co-presenter (with Joseph 

Tucker, MD), Embassy of the Republic of Botswana to China, 

Beijing, China, June 22, 2013. 

’~frican American Perceptions of Obama;’ panelist, Seminar 

on African and African American Perceptions of Obama, 

Sponsored by the Africa Institute of South Africa, Pretoria, 

South Africa, March 19, 2013. 

’gkfrican Traders in Guangzhou, China;’ Center State Lecture, 

Tennessee Technological Universit?; Cookeville, TN, 

October 22, 2013. 

Lisanza, Esther 

"The Influence of Classroom Context on Writing Practices: 

A Case Study of One Kenyan Classroom;’ Paper presented at 

the International Congress of Qualitative Inquiry, Urbana- 

Champaign, Illinois, May, 2013. 

"From Novice to Expert: The Role of Mediation in Swahili 

Learning and Teaching;’ Paper presented at African Language 

Teachers’ Association Conference, Chicago, April, 2013. 

"The Voice of Liberation in Swahili Literature: Kinjeketile and 

Mashetani;’ Paper presented at African Literature Association 

Conference, College of Charleston, Charleston, NC, March, 

2013. 

McMillan, Tim 

"Remembering freedom and forgetting slavery: the rewriting of 

George Moses Horton;’ presentation at Fordham University’s 

Practices of Memory Conference, March 1, 2013. 

"The Paradox of Race in North Carolina;’ presentation at the 

Carolina Alumni College, June 14, 2013. 



Chimamanda Adiche and Eunice Sahle (Professor) 

Nzongola, Georges 

’~milcar Cabral and the Pan-African Project;’ presentation at 

the Amilcar Cabral Scientific Forum, organized by the Amilcar 

Cabral Foundation and held in Praia, Cape Verde, January 19- 

20, 2013. 

"Pan-Africanism in Africa since Decolonization;’ presentation 

at the UNC-Chapel Hill Conference on "W.E.B. Du Bois and 

the Problems of the 21~t CentuDq’ Chapel Hill, NC, January 

31-February 2, 2013. 

"L’accord-cadre du 24 f4vrier 2013 ~t Addis Abeba: son apport, 

ses chances et difficult4s d’application;’ presentation at the 

Strategic Conference of the Southern Africa Resource Watch 

(SARW) on "Peace Agreements and Conflict Minerals in the 

DRC," Kinshasa, May 2-3, 2013. 

"Southern Africa and the Challenge of the Congo’’ lecture at the 

University of Kwa-Zulu Natal, Durban, South Africa, June 2013. 

Register, Charlene 

"Dangerous Minds and Wounded Bodies: The Black Soldier’s 

War Trauma Reconfigured as Racial Trauma in Home of the 

Brave (1949) and A Soldier’s Story (1984);’ presentation at 

Popular Culture and American Culture Association Conference, 

Washington, DC, March 27-March 31, 2013. 

"It’s a Low Down Dirty Shame: An Examination of Black Male 

Psychosis in Home of the Brave (1949) and A Soldier’s Story 

(1984)," presentation at the National Council for Black Studies, 

Indianapolis, Indiana, March 16-17, 2013. 

"Black Male Psychosis and White Male Diagnosis: Home of 

the Brave (1949) and A Soldier’s Story (1984);’ presentation at 

Society for Cinema and Media Studies, Chicago, IL, March 6-10, 

2013. 

"Cinematic Moments of Masquerades-Crossing Racial, Gender, 

and Class Boundaries;’ presentation at University of Film and 

Video Association Conference, Columbia College, Chicago, IL, 

August 8-11, 2012. 

Rucker, Walter 

"Obeah, Slave Sorcery, and Blood Oaths: Peasant Consciousness 

and Coromantee Performances in the Eighteenth-Century 

Circum-Caribbean," presentation at the W.E.B. Du Bois and the 

Wings of Atlanta: A 50th Anniversary Commemoration, Clark- 

Atlanta University, Atlanta, GA, February 2013. 

10 [] Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

Sahle, Eunice 

"Global Trends and Food Security in Eastern and Southern 

Africa;’ presentation at the Shared Tables: A Triangle Symposium 

on Local and Global Food Studies, UNC-CH, February 28, 2012. 

"Power, Agency and Geopolitics of Knowledge Production;’ 

presentation at the Canadian Association of African Studies 

Annual Conference, Carleton University, Ottawa, Canada, 

May 1-3, 2013. 

Seck, Mamarame 

"Learning a Foreign Language Abroad: Challenges and 

Assessment’; presentation at the African Language Teachers 

Association (ALTA) Annual Conference, Chicago, Illinois, 

April 2013. 

Grants and Awards 
Boyd, Lydia 

Watson/Watson Dorsch Junior Faculty Development Grant 

Award, UNC-CH, 2013 

Lee, Margaret C. 

Research Grant, Institute for the Arts and Humanities, UNC- 

CH, 2013 

Travel Grant, Institute for Global Initiatives, UNC-CH, 2013 

Research Grant, Institute for African American Research, UNC- 

CH, 2013 

Rucker, Walter 

Research Grant, Institute for African American Research, UNC- 

CH, 2012 

University Research Council Small Grant, UNC-CH, 2012 

Center for Global Initiatives Grant, UNC-CH, 2012 

African Studies Center Grant, UNC 2012 

Sahle, Eunice 

Faculty Working Group Award, Center for Global Initiatives, 

UNC-CH, 2013 

Nelson Schwab, "Say "~s" Fund, UNC-CH, 2013 

C. Knox Massey Distinguished Service Award, UNC-CH, 2013 

Seck, Mamarame 

Junior Faculty Development Award from the Provost’s Office, 

UNC-CH, 2013 

Professional Appointments 
Janken, Kenneth 

Appointed to the Editorial Board of the journal of American 

History; 2014-2017 

]ordan, ]oseph 

Appointed to the Advisory Board of the Gathering Place Project, 

under the auspices of the NC African American Heritage 

Commission / African American Heritage Development and 

Cultural Tourism Programs - NC Arts Council, 2013 



Lee, Margaret C. 

Appointed to the Faculty Advisory Board, Institute for the Arts 

and Humanities, UNC-CH, 2013-2016 

Appointed to the University Council, Marcus Garvey Pan- 

Afrikan University, Mbale, Uganda, 2012-2015 

McMillan, Tim 

Appointed to the Fixed term Faculty Committee, UNC-CH, 
2013-2014 

Elected to the Administrative Board of the Libraries, UNC-CH, 
2013-2016 

Rucker, Walter 

Appointed to the Wesley-Logan Book Prize Committee (African 

Diaspora History), American Historical Association, 2013-2015 

SaMe, Eunice 

Appointed to the Dean’s Advisory Committee, UNC-CH 

Seck, Mamarame 

Appointed to the Faculty Committee on Research, UNC-CH, 

2012-2015 

Academic Leadership Activities 
Caldwell, KTa 

Participant in the Academic Leadership Program, Institute for 

the Arts and Humanities, UNC-CH, 2013 

Sahle, Eunice 

Participant in the Chairs Leadership Program, UNC-CH, 

2012-2013 

Participant in the University of North Carolina System, 

Department Chairs Workshop, UNC Center for School 

Leadership Development, 2012 

BRIDGES Academic Leadership for Women, UNC-CH, The 

Friday Center, Graduate, 2012 class 

Participant in the Faculty Entrepreneurial Bootcamp - 

UNC-CH, 2013 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Clemmons, Jason <j clem@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 10:00 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

Clemmons, Jason <j clem@email.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Fall 2014 Honors Carolina course planning 

The following message was sent earlier today to the DUS email list. I wanted to make sure scheduling officers have a 
copy as well, since many of you end up submitting this information to our office, Thanks for all your help! Please let 
me know if you have questions° Have a great weekend! 
Jason 

Jason Clemmons 
Associate Director for Curriculum, Recruitment, and Operations 
Honors Carolina 
225 Graham Memorial, CB# 3510 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3510 

Tel: 919.843.7756 Fax: 919.962.1548 

Sabject: Fall 2014 Honors Carolina course planning 

Planning Honors Carolina Courses 

Academic units offering honors courses in Fall 2014 should submit online an Honors Carolina Course Planning Form 
by Monday, January 13, 2014. The planning form should include: 

Honors First Year Seminars: Only a limited number of Honors First Year Seminars may be scheduled each year. 
The Honors Carolina office must confirm that proposed seminars can be accommodated. Note: This 
procedure is separate from any review and/or approval required by the First Year Seminar Office. Please 

refer to their web page for more details (http://fys.unc.edu/for-faculty/first-year-seminar-prospectus-form/). 

Departmental Honors Courses I "H" courses: Departments may offer honors sections of any undergraduate 
course that has been reviewed and approved by the College of Arts & Sciences administrative boards or 
curriculum committee (i.e., any course that currently exists in the Course Inventory). The same General 
Education requirements approved for a given course number will apply to the honors version of that course. 

Senior Honors Thesis courses do not need to be included on the planning form. 

Scheduling Honors Carolina Coupes 

Your departmental course scheduling officer should schedule Honors Carolina courses via ConnectCarolina during 
the Course Schedule maintenance period ending January 16, 2014. 



If a planned course has not been offered previously as an "H" section, it will need to be added to the Course 
Inventory before it can be scheduled in ConnectCarolina. The Honors Carolina office will work directly with the Office 
of the University Registrar to update the Course Inventory prior to the end of the Course Schedule maintenance 
period. Once the Course Inventory is updated, the Honors Carolina office will notify the departmental course 

scheduling officer that the course is ready to be scheduled in ConnectCarolina. 
¯ Add Consent Flag: This should be set to "No Consent." Honors Carolina courses should not require special 

permission to register (with the exception of Honors thesis and research courses). If you believe it is 
necessary to require consent for a course, include an explanation in the "Notes" field on the Honors Carolina 
Course Planning Form. 

¯ Enrollment Capacity: This should be set to "24" for all Honors Carolina courses. If you wish to set a lower 
enrollment, include an explanation in the "Notes" field on Honors Carolina Course Planning Form. Requests 

to offer fewer seats in an Honors First Year Seminar should be directed to the First Year Seminar Office. 

¯ Wait List Capacity: This should be set to "0". Honors Carolina manually maintains wait lists. 

¯ Reserve Capacities: Honors Carolina will set reserve capacities for courses prior to the beginning of 
registration. 

Honors Carolina Semina~ I HNRS courses 
Faculty interested in teaching an Honors Carolina seminar should contact Jason Clemmons to discuss scheduling 
arrangements. HNRS courses are scheduled by the Honors Carolina office and have an enrollment capacity of 24 

students. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-34001437-34472124, d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b 0159ed79e86e7e@,li stserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 5:30 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: question about EE credit for AAAD 290-002 in spring 2014 

CLAS SBLURB-AAAD290-3. doc 

AAAD 290 just became a class that fulfills EE requirement. Could you possibly forward this new blurb to Comm and 
Drama. I’m out of town this next week, perhaps we can catch students we have not already with the subject - fulfill your 
experiential education requirement and have an amazing experience right here in our community. 

jm 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Friday, December 13, 2013 5:11 PM 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: question about EE credit for AAAD 290-002 in spring 2014 

Joseph: 

If you will create an ad similar to the last one, but with the day and time the class meets and a statement that the 
course will fulfill the Experiential Education requirement, I will make sure that it goes out in an email to my 
department’s maj ors and minors. You can send it also to COMM and DRAM student services managers and 
ask them to send it to the maj ors and minors of their departments, too. 

Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (tax) 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 

Sent: Friday, December 13, 2013 4:25 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 

Cc: Janken, Kenneth R 

Subject: RE: question about EE credit for AAAD 290-002 in spring 2014 

So, I’m leaving town Monday and won’t be back til Friday. But can we get on the phone on some part of Monday and try 
to get the word out. It’s very frustrating. I don’t know if this is too little too late. I just have no idea how we can 
promote the class and take advantage of this in the time allowed. Maybe we can resend the class info to Comm and 
Drama and your list with a note about the EE credit. 



jm 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

From: Siedentop, Nicholas J 
Sent: Friday, December 13, 2013 2:02 PM 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Cc: Janken, Kenneth R; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: question about EE credit for AAAD 290-002 in spring 2014 

Dear Prof. Megel, 

Thank you for your excellent work in developing this course and syllabus for the spring semester. This should be a 

wonderful opportunity for both our students and the local Rogers Road community. 

This course meets the criteria for the Experiential Education Connections requirement; more specifically, the "public 
programming" and "service-learning" subcategories of EE. I trust this course has received the chair’s permission for a 

non-traditional final exam. (Prof Sahle?) 

will ask the Registrar’s Office to add the EE class attribute to AAAD 290.002 for the spring 2014 term. 

If possible, please reserve some seats in this class for graduating seniors. This will help students who are still looking to 

fulfill their EE requirement. 

Best wishes, 

Nick 

Nicholas Siedentop 

Curriculum Director 
Office of Undergraduate Curricula 
Campus Box 3504 I Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 I T 919.962.5819 

**Confidentiality notice: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and 

may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 

prohibited.** 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Monday, December 09, 2013 9:06 AM 
To: Siedentop, Nicholas J 
Cc: Janken, Kenneth R; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: question about EE credit for AAAD 290-002 in spring 2014 

Nick, 

Here is my first draft of my AAAD 290 class - for review for an Experiential Education credit. I’m also looking at "service 
learning" as a part of this class. 

I am still finalizing my reading list (handouts). And due to scheduling issues with members of the Rogers Road 
community I’m still developing a course calendar. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 



joseph 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 12:27 PM 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: question about EE credit for AAAD 290-002 in spring 2014 

Dear Joseph, 

No matter the strategy for advertising the class, it is ESSENTIAL that you email Nick_Siedentop@unc.edu a 
copy of your syllabus TODAY or at the latest tomorrow. It makes no sense to campaign for student enrollment 
until the EE requirement has been acquired. Please kindly copy me on the email. 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
!09 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 

Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 11:36 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 

Cc: Janken, Kenneth R 

Subject: RE: question about EE credit for AAAD 290-002 in spring 2014 

obviously overcome by the force of time. I was not in today, tomorrow or the next day. 

jm 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 8:56 AM 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Cc: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Re: question about EE credit for AAAD 290-002 in spring 2014 

Dear Joseph, 

I can meet @ 9.30am today. 



Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On Dec 4, 2013, at 8:54 AM, "Megel, Joseph Lawrence" <megel~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

with this new information, we should re-create a campaign for students to sign up. I think we need to put it 
out there. Eunice, Can we meet to develop a plan. I’ve been totally swamped, but I think the EE credit will 
make all the difference. 

jm 

Joseph Megel 

Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent." Wednesday, December 04, 2013 8:48 AM 
To." Sahle, Eunice N; Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject." FW: question about EE credit for AAAD 290-002 in spring 2014 

Dear Eunice and Joseph, 

Please see below and respond as requested. I forgot to include you in the original ernail. 

Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-15!9 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 7:53 AM 

To: Siedentop, Nicholas J 

Subject: RE: question about EE credit for AAAD 290-002 in spring 2014 

Dear Nick, 

Thank you for the favorable reply. I am copying Joseph Megel, who is teaching the course, and 
Eunice Sable, my department chair. Joseph, will you please send Nick Siedentop and me a copy of 
your syllabus for review? 

I think we can reserve seats for graduating seniors who still need to fulfill their EE requirement. 
just checked, and there is currently no one enrolled in the class. Eunice, if you think otherwise, 
please let me and Nick know. 

Sincerely, 



Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of African, A*rican American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-15!9 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 

From: Siedentop, Nicholas J 

Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 9:13 PM 

To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: RE: question about EE credit for AAAD 290-002 in spring 2014 

Dear Kenneth, 

Sorry for the delay. We normally don’t do this, but the Office of Undergraduate Education is willing to 
re-view a syllabus for AAAD 290.002 to determine if it meets the criteria for EE. If it does, we can do a 
"batch adiustment" in Tar Heel Tracker to allow this section/course to fulfill the EE requirement. 

Given that we are willing to make this exception, would it be possible (appropriate) to reserve seats in 
the class for graduating seniors who still need an EE course to graduate in spring 20147 

Thanks, 
Nick 

Nicholas Siedentop 

Curriculum Director 
Office of Undergraduate Curricula 
Campus Box 3504 I Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 [ T 919.962.5819 

**Confidentiality notice: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended 

recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure, or distribution is prohibited.** 

From: Siedentop, Nicholas J 
Sent: Saturday, November 23, 2013 3:53 PM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: RE: question about EE credit for AAAD 290-002 in spring 2014 

No word from Dean Owen. I’ll send her a follow-up message on Monday. -Nick 

Nicholas Siedentop 

Curriculum Director 

Office of Undergraduate Curricula 
Campus Box 3504 I Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 I T 919.962.5819 

**Confidentiality notice: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended 

recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure, or distribution is prohibited.** 



From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 6:36 PM 
To: Siedentop, Nicholas J 
Subject: question about EE credit for AAAD 290-002 in spring 2014 

Dear Nick, 

We are offering a section of AAAD 290 in the spring that will be taught by Joseph Megel from 
COMM. It is a performance course and it is tied in with the University-wide theme of Water in the 
World. Students will work with community organizations and create a performance related to 
water. 

I know that special topics courses do not have gen ed requirements attached to them. However, I 
am writing to you to see if the curriculum committee or the administrative boards or someone in 
Undergraduate Education would be willing to make an exception in this case. It is my 
understanding that students are reluctant to enroll in the course because it lacks any gen eds. 

I would be obliged if you would consult with Erika and/or Bobbi to see if this is possible. I look 
forward to hearing back from you. 

Regards, 
Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpress/spr_97/j anken.html 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book!P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book!P00723 



FULFILL YOUR EXPERIENTIAL EDUCATION (EE) 
REQUIREMENT 

NEW SPRING CLASS OFFERING - 2014 
DEPARTMENT OF AFRICAN, AFRICAN AMERICAN AND DIASPORA 

STUDIES AAAD 290 
TUESDAYS 3:00P.M. - 5:50P.M. 

PERFORMING THE POLITICS OF WATER 
A CLASS EXPLORING PERFORMANCE 

& 
WATER/ENVIRONMENT/HEALTH 

Professor: Joseph Megel 
Department of Communication Studies 

Director, UNC-CH’s Process Series 
megel@email.unc.edu 

BECOME AN ENVIRNOMENTAL ACTIVIST RIGHT HERE 
IN OUR COMMUNITY 

¯ CLASS PERFORMANCE IS THE KEYNOTE PRESENTATION AT THE 2ND 
GLOBAL AFRICANA CONFERENCE AT UNC 

¯ WORK DIRECTLY WITH THE ROGERS ROAD COMMUNITY OF 
CHAPEL HILL 

* DISCOVER HOW ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE BEGINS HERE AT HOME 

Working with a variety of sources including D. Soyini Madison’s work titled Water Rites/Rights, 
and doing our own ethnographic field research in the Rogers Road community of Chapel Hill, 
North Carolina we will create a class performance looking at the political and social issues of 
water, the environment and health. In addition to the Rogers Road community, we will explore 
these issues drawing on experiences from South Africa, Ghana and members of Afro- 
Columbians. 

The class will culminate in two devised public performances. The first performance will be on 
Thursday evening April 10 as a launch of the 2nd Global Africana annual conference focusing the 
intersecting themes of water, environment and health and the final one on April 11. Students 
will take part in these public performances as their final class requirement. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Saturday, December 14, 2013 5:22 PM 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: summer intensive course in Lingala 

Do you know about summer courses in Lingala or other Lingala 
instructuional material? 

On 11/25/13, Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Hi 

Sorry for the delay. We have been passing this email around to a couple 
people to try to help you. To the best of their knowledge they haven’t 
heard of a summer intensive course in Lingala being offered this summer. 
However, you may want to contact Mamarame Seck at mseck@email.unc.edu 
because he is our language coordinator and he may have some details in order 
to better assist you. 

Best, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 1 
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2013 1:48 PM 
To: Cave, Tmcey 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: FW: summer intensive course in Lingala 

Do you know of such a course? 

On 11/20/13, Cave, Tracey <tcave@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> Hi Travis, 
>> Could you please answer this inquiry? 
>> Thanks, 
>> -Tracey 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: ] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 3:06 PM 
>> To: 
>> Subject: summer intensive course in Lingala 
>> 
>> Does African Studies Center offer an intensive course in Lingala this 
>> summer? 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 7:56 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: classrooms 

Travis, 

Sorry, nothing yet. 

Renee 

~@nee Sherman 

LeadScheduling Specialist 

Oj}qce of the University Registrar 

University of.North Carolina ~ 

(919)96"2-9849 

Ins’rant message me using Micros@ Lyric 
foundat sharew areouncoec~a 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, December 13, 2013 3:37 PM 
To: Sherman, Renee A 
Subject: FW: classrooms 

Hey Renee! 

It’s been a couple weeks so [ thought I would try again to see if something opened up! 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Sherman, Renee A 
Sent: Wednesday, November 27, 2013 1:10 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: classrooms 

Sorry, nothing yet. 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Sche~aling Specialist 

office of the University Registrar 

University of.North Carolina ~ 

(919)962-9849 

Instant message me using Microsoft Lyr~ 
found at sharew areouncoedu 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 4:39 PM 
To: Sherman, Renee A 
Subject: classrooms 

Hey Renee, 

I know it’s been a little while so I thought it wouldn’t hurt to check on two classes currently without a 



home to see if maybe anything opened up for Spring 14. AAAD 101 002 (TuTh 930-:i045am) 60 

students and AAAD 259 001(TuTh 330-445pm) 40 students. 

Thanks Renee and have a Happy Thanksgiving! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:~09 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:[9.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy al! copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  9:07 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc, edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

AAAD 

Dear Kenneth 

I hope you are doing well. Below is a blurb for AAAD a graduate student at UNC-CH will be teaching it on 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Blurb: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 
Monday, December 16, 2013 9:12 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Summer extended course schedule maintenance 2014 

You may now make changes to your Summer 2104 schedules. 

That is all. 

Well, not really. Remember that you must go through the summer school to request changes. But... this DOES NOT apply 
to Health Affairs (Med, Dent, Public Health). Not that the summer school doesn’t love you, they just have enough to do ! 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto:scheduling office@listserv.unc.edu 

registrar.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-34007850-34472124, d27a5a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e(~Jistserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Monday, December 16, 2013 10:12 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20131216101225372.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 12.16.2013 10:12:25 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



"LEAVE NONE TO TELL THE STORY" 

Genocide in Rwanda 

written by Alison Des Forges 

based on research by 

Alison Des Forges 

Timothy Longman 
Michele Wagner 
Kirsti Lattu 

Eric Gillet 
Catherine Choquet 

Trish Huddleston 
Jemera !~_one 

Human Rights Watch 
New York. Washington. London. Brussels 

international Federation of Human Rights 
Paris 
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Hi Missy! 
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Thanks 
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Hi Melissa! 
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and I still have my fingers crossed!! © 

Have a great day! 
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Hello Ms. Mingo 

My name is Travis Gore and I work in the Department of African, African American and Diaspora 
Studies. I was wondering if you would be able to help me out with one of your rooms and you may not 
be the one to ask but maybe you could lead me in the right direction. The situation is that we have a 
class this upcoming Fall that meets T/TR from 9:30am to 10:45am for 60 students. I have checked with 
classroom scheduling and they said they didn’t have a general classroom big enough that was available 
during that time. So I started doing my own research and spent a couple hours searching for other rooms 
that weren’t controlled by the registrar. I had literally gone through almost all of them when I finally 
came across a room in your building that was big enough and looks like it doesn’t have anyone teaching 
at that time. The classroom was 00014. I was hoping it would be possible to use that room! I look 
forward to hearing back from you and thank you for your time. 

Best, 

Travis 

Jodie A. Turnbull 
Student Services Manager 
Departme~t of Computer Science 
The Universit~,~ of°North Carolina a~ Chapel Hill 
150 Sitterso:n Hall~ CB 3175 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 9:40 AM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 
Hot Water Shutdown for Battle 

Dear All, 

For the project of new Air Handler Units in Battle Hall we are going to have a three day shutdown of Hot water. This is 

required in order to tie shut off valves from Hyde Hall to the our building. This will mean that for three days there will be 

no hot water nor heat. The work will be done on the days of 12-21(Saturday), 12-22(Sunday) & 12-23(Monday). 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Assodate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: stgore@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=65646425.f3 e43 c8d7b65e7a43 c291 cd78c74f9ca&n=T&l=aaad&o=34023467 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34023467-65646425.f3e43c8d7b65e7a43c291cd78c74f9ca@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SECC Thank You <noreply@ncsecc.org> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 10:28 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Holiday Greetings and THANKS from the SECC 

THANK YOU 
& 

HAPPY HOLIDAYS 
FROM THE STATE EMPLOYEES COMBINED CAMPAIGN 

On behalf of the State Advisory Committee and the more than one thousand charities that participate in the 
North Carolina State Employees Combined Campaign, we are sending this email to THANK YOU for your 
donation to charities through the State Employees Combined Campaign. 

Your support continues to play an important role in the work of these charities to help others and improve the 
quality of life for all of us here in North Carolina. 

The 2013 Campaign is drawing to a close and currently has raised just over $3.7 million. Final results will be 
available in January, and you can find those on the Cam             page of the SECC Website. If you are 
one of the many hundreds of volunteers who helped to coordinate the campaign at your workplace, we very 
much appreciate your leadership. 

Thank you again for supporting charities you care about through the SECC. Have a wonderful holiday season 
and best wishes for 2014! 

North Carolina State Employees Combined Campaign 
(919)821-2886 office 
(919)234-4668 fax 
www.ncsecc.org 
TOGETHER WE MAKE THE DIFFERENCE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Siana Campbell <hq@silicaventures.com> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 11:29 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Spring Lecture Proposal for African and Afro-American Studies 

Natural Hair- A ReIntroduction.pdf 

Hello Dr. Sahle, 

I have tried several times to reach you by phone to introduce myself and my purpose. Attached please 
find a lecture proposal for your department. 

I wish to augment the education of the students of UNC Chapel Hill in the Spring semester. I can be 
reached at the number below, and eagerly look forward to your call. 

Best, 
Siana L. Campbell 
Managing Director 
Silica Ventures, LLC 
9746 OLD GATE DR 
SUITE 8000 
CHARLO-FI-E, NC 28105 
704-488-2863 

This e-mail transmission contains information that is confidential and may be privileged. It is intended 
only for the addressee(s) named above. If you receive this e-mail in error, please do not read, copy or 
disseminate it in any manner. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or 
use of the contents of this information is prohibited. Please reply to the message immediately by informing 
the sender that the message was misdirected. After replying, please erase it from your computer system. 
Your assistance in correcting this error is appreciated. 
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NATURAL HAIR: A REINTRODUCTION 
An Audio-Visual Presentation 
A 60min event that chronicles the history of the natural hair 
experience of people of the African diaspora, from the onset of 
humanity to present. Highly academic yet engaging, this 
interdisciplinary presentation fuses bio-cultural anthropology, 
geography, psychology, sociology & economics, and pop culture 
into an in-depth exploration on when, how and why perspectives 
and practices regarding ’African’ hair emerged. How these 
perspectives have contributed to the ’psyche’ of America & 
abroad, the Black community, created misconceptions, and in 
particular affected girls and women of African descent, is revealed 
in both fascinating and at times disturbing detail. The goal of the 
presentation is to educate & help a//to challenge their opinions, 
beliefs & behaviors regarding diversity. Thus, a reintroduction 
occurs. Topics include: 

oEady Humanity! Ancient Africa 

o Impa~ of Slavery on Self image 

o The Rise of the Relaxer 

o The Amber Rose Syndrome 

o The Afro, Misunderstood 

Human Adaptation & Migration 

Harlem RenaissancW Civil Rights 

Olympian Gabby Douglass Controversy 

Growing up Natural, in °Li~le ]italy" 

Why We Must Move Beyond Hair 



BENEFIT REVIEW 

¯ This topic is in high demand, disrupting the beauty industry, and altering 

beliefs, perspectives & practices globally. Featured in the New York 

Times, it is the focus of over 1000 blogs, generating millions of visitors 

& dollars daily. Natural Hair-A Reintroduction delivers the hidden story: 

the psychosocial, scientific, economic and historical forces at play. 

¯ Hair elicits animated discussion amongst African-American females of 

all ages. Featuring Natural Hair-A Reintroduction at your event will 

elicit profound self-understanding and promote self-reflection, powerful 

precursors to both the development of a healthy self-image and 

achievement in life. 

¯ The elements of bio-cultural anthropology & geography serve to forge 

an understanding of why the concept of "race" is false, leading to an 

enhanced feeling of cohesiveness amongst attendees of all ethnicities & 

cultural backgrounds. Science is explored with modern appeal. 

¯ Persons of various ethnic groups are curious about this topic, yet 

experience reluctance in broaching it, fearing their genuine interest will 

be misunderstood, or ill-received. Natural Hair-A Reintroduction was 

created with a diverse audience in mind, encouraging the presence of 

all to foster an inclusive learning experience. 



ABOUT THE PRESENTER 

Siana Campbell is the creator d ’Natural Hair- A Reintroduction’. It debuted in 
Charlotte, NC in August 2009 to an audience of 48 women and has since been 
presented to hundreds at cultural & educational institutions in the Southeast US. 

Siana is a native of New York City. After an extraordinary 8 years at the United 
Nations Headquarters in NY, she relocated to Charlotte NC in 2005 and expanded 
her career in finance before founding Silica Ventures in January 2010. She currently 
serves as Principal, driving & managing the emergence of innovative new 
technology-based brands as the founder & Chair of The O-Ren Kiddo Group, Inc. 

Ardent about education and self-awareness, THeR~NTI{O experience~,, 

serves educational & cultural institutions by delivering modern presentations on topics of high interest to the people 
they serve. Vibrant & well-rounded, she has been noted for "connecting" with audiences of a younger generation. 

Her pastimes include modern architecture, anthropology, the sciences and world history. She is a woman of sports, 
competing in triathlons nationally, playing tennis, and swimming twice a week. She is the founder of Black Women 
SWIM, which currently boasts 500+ members over 20 cities. Proficient in Spanish, she maintains an international 
mindset. After completing a bacheloCs degree at Metropolitan College of NY, she has studied at both NYU and 
UNC Belk School of Business. 

She was awarded the 2011 Ladypalooza Award in Charlotte for ’Natural Hair- A Reintroduction". She has presented 
at the historic APEX Museum in Atlanta, GA and for the Department of Integrated Studies at Johnson C. Smith 
University. She recently completed serving as Volunteer Assistant Director of the LATIBAH Museum, expanding its 
membership base and creating its first internship program, where she managed 5 seniors from UNC Charlotte. She 
has been a featured guest on national radio. Her mantra is "every moment is an opportunity to reintroduce yourself 
to the world." 

This presentation is a labor of conscience; the primary aim is teach as many 
interested learners as possible. As such, small organizational budgets will be 
given due consideration. 

Please email us -see below- with your name, title, organizational information, 
and the details of your request (desired dates, time, event theme, location, attendees, 
etc.). A 20min phone consultation will be scheduled. 

Please note: A minimum 50% non-refundable deposit will be required to secure 
presentation date & time. 

FEES 

Scheduling 

Black flisloly Month 

Februaly 

Women’s Itisto y Month 

March 



We look forward to supporting the real world education of your students. 

At your service .... 

THE/~/!!t NTI~O EXPEI~IENCE~ 

A Division of 

Silica Ventures, LLC 

9746 Old Gate Drive, Suite 8000, Charlotte, NC 28105 I Phone: 704.488.2863 

hq@silicaventures.com I www.silicaventu res.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

McMillan, Tim <tj m 1 @email.unc. edu> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 3:44 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Two items for our webpage 

Charles Watts African Diaspora Discussion.docx; Watts commencement speech 
2013.docx 

Hi Travis -- 

These are the edited files we will need to include on the webpage. 

them to work with tomorrow. Thanks. 

please save them to your computer so we can have 

tim 



Global African Dialogues, 1 : 2013 

Charles D. Watts, Jr. (CDW) in dialogue with Dr. Eunice N. Sahle (ENS)1 

ENS: Thank you very much for agreeing to have this dialogue with me in the midst of your busy 

schedule. I would #ke to begin by asking you to discuss your earfest intellectual interests before 

your studies at the University of North Carofna at Chapel Hill (UNC-CH). 

CDW: My intellectual curiosity went primarily to the issue of wondering about how things 

work. So I would take apart and then try to rebuild toys as a little boy. Then somehow I had the 

opportunity to be exposed to computers at a very young age. The elementary school that I 

attended during the "freedom of choice period" in Durham had a timesharing terminal. There 

were probably four people in the school who knew anything about it. I was one of them and I 

learned a bit of computer programming there. However, I got terrible grades there and my self- 

esteem probably suffered but I did learn an intellectual skill there that gave me an objective basis 

for believing that I was more intellectually capable than my grades would suggest. 

ENS: As you indicated in your Commencement Speech on May 11, 2013, your family has a long 

history at Morehouse but you choice to study at UNC-CH. What led you to Carofna and the 

Department of Economics? 

CDW: There were a number of factors that led me to UNC-CH. One was that I had attended 
prep school in Massachusetts at Deerfield Academy for my last two years of high school. So I 
didn’t have that need to get as far away from my parents as possible. Also my father never tried 

to push me to follow in his footsteps. He always said that he wanted me to spring from his 
shoulders rather than follow in his steps. 

Majoring in economics was inspired by my interest in how things worked. I was interested in 

understanding decision making and "how things worked" from that perspective. Nonetheless, 

during my studies at UNC-CH my intellectual interests went beyond economics for I took 

courses in Political Science, Philosophy, Speech and Computer Science. 

ENS: What where your experiences as a student at UNC-CH in the 1970s? 

CDW: Given the social struggles for civil and other human rights that made it possible of us to 

attend UNC-CH, my African-American cohort faced challenges in the 1970s. For example, the 

story that I mentioned in the speech about my first year English professor accusing me of 
plagiarism certainly involved racism. In fairness to her, I had received a low grade on my first 
paper and this was the second writing assignment. So she didn’t assume that I could not have 
produced such sterling work simply because I was black. However, I do believe that when she 

saw the first paper she set the bar for me lower than she would have if I had not been a black 
student. She gave me a low grade and that stirred me to work harder the next time. This was 

1 This dialogue took place on July 18, 2013 in Durham, North Carolina. 



before word processing and I had rewritten that paper eight or nine times by hand before turning 

it in. No one else had seen any of that work before I turned in the paper, and I had stacked all of 

the drafts on my desk in my dorm room as a monument to the effort that I had made. She did not 

hand my paper out in class and instead asked me to come to her office. When I did she made the 

accusation that I could not have written that paper. I told her to wait right there and that I would 

be right back without explanation. I hopped on my bike and rode to south campus. I grabbed the 

stack of drafts and immediately rode back to main campus and ran up to her office. I busted in to 

her office and slapped that stack of drafts on her desk and just looked at her, huffing and puffing. 

As I recall, she gave me a B+ on the paper. I felt better because I understood the significance of 

such a charge, but I could not believe that she didn’t think I was even capable of B+ work. 

In addition to my studies, I participated with a group of other black students in the founding of 

the Theta Omicron Chapter the Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity. As my commencement speech in the 

Newsletter indicates, this establishment of traditional black college institutions at UNC-CH was 

a big part of what we did. Black students tended to live on south campus. I lived in Hinton 

James for two years before moving off campus. Overall, there was a certain feeling that one got 

from white students and faculty that black folks were something of a novelty during my 

freshman year that seemed to be replaced by a bit of backlash by senior year. 

ENS: You studied Law at Howard and have practiced law in this State for a long time. Were you 

always interested in Law or did you have other intellectual pursuits? 

CDW: I always did have an interest in law. My father was a physician. He was actually the 

first board certified black surgeon in North Carolina. He had trained at Howard under the 

famous blood bank inventor, Charles Drew. My father enjoyed a good debate. I thought he 

should have been a lawyer. So maybe that aspect of his personality rubbed off on me and 

affected my career choice. I read about Thurgood Marshall and books like The Paper Chase in 

high school. So I came to UNC-CH with a commitment to being a lawyer. 

However, in my senior year it became quite apparent that my academic skills would need to be 

developed before I’d have any real shot at law school. While I applied to law school, I also 

made an application to business school through a fellowship program, the Consortium for 

Graduate Study in Management. It allowed one application to go to all of the schools in the 

program. So through that program I got the opportunity to attend Indiana University’ s MBA 

program, now known as the Kelly School of Business, on a full scholarship with stipend. I had 

done much better on the GMAT than on the LSAT. So I took advantage of that opportunity. I 

worked the summer between the two years of business school at IBM as a systems engineer 

trainee. It really helped to build my computing background. After business school, I took a job 

at Bristol Myers on Park Avenue in New York where I became a systems engineer consultant 

and designed and developed computer systems for the company’ s finance division on mainframe 

computers using time sharing - this was before personal computing made its way to the 

corporate suite. During the entire time, I was preparing to take the LSAT and improve my score 
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enough so that I could pursue an Ivy League law school. Ultimately after achieving that goal, I 

chose to attend law school at Howard. 

It was at Howard that I developed as a writer. Howard had a writing lab that I went to every day 

after school during my first year, a development that led to my becoming the editor-in-chief of 

the Howard Law Review, where I edited the articles of academics who published in the Review. 

Of course, I had other intellectual pursuits. My experience with the fraternity, as "Polemarch" or 

chapter president, resulted in my having an interest in how organizations work and in leadership. 

Organizational development and finance were my primary areas of interest in business school. 

ENS: Your family has played a very significant role in the areas of medicine and business in 

Durham, and in the community at large. Are their historical contributions being preserved and if 

so how? 

CDW: They are. For about ten years I was an executive at North Carolina Mutual Life 

Insurance Company. During part of that time, seeing the need to preserve all the many artifacts 

and records housed within the Company that reflected the history of my family and black folks 

generally, I began to establish an archive. I was able to retain an archivist who worked to collect 

and preserve those archives. As part of the downsizing of the Company shortly after my 

departure, these archives were donated to Duke University in collaboration with North Carolina 

Central University for cataloging and to be made available via the web and otherwise. 

Interestingly, these archives include the largest collection of defunct black newspapers known to 

exist. From the beginning the Company had advertised in black newspapers. In order to 

document that the Company had gotten its money’ s worth, it routinely retained collections of 

these newspapers. 

The Company during its heyday was not simply an economic engine, though it was that too. It 

was a social phenomenon. Its size, scope and uniqueness across the landscape of business made 

it a special place for its employees. So this collection of artifacts includes a lot more than simply 

business records. Company employees took trips together, had company outings, and even had 

what was then known as the "Mutual Forum" that was purely a social organization involving 

Company employees and their families. So the archives include documents and pictures that 

reflect this history and are one way that my family history has been captured. 

Of course, as you mention and as I noted in my talk, members of my family have had a broad 

involvement in Durham and around the state. The Spaulding Family Reunion also has a web site 

which attempts to knit the history together and to connect members of the family. 

ENS: Can you discuss some of your current civic activities in the Triangle region? Further, what 

has influenced your long involvement in community affairs in this region? 
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CDW: I certainly believe that my family history has been a key factor in instigating my 

involvement. I have had an interest in boards and how they function and how they lead 

organizations since my college experience in the fraternity. When I was at Vanderbilt, as you 

know, part of the challenge to faculty is the civic involvement piece, which is usually the shortest 

leg of that three-legged stool. However, I took it seriously and became involved with, among 

other things, the ACLU. Eventually I had the opportunity to serve on the National Board of the 

ACLU. Since returning to North Carolina and after I joined NCM, for a period I was asked to be 

the Company’s face in the community and was asked to serve on boards like the Museum of Life 

and Science, where I became chair and led the organization through the departure of one CEO 

and the selection of another. I served on the Downtown Durham Inc. board and led various sub- 

committee efforts. I was also asked to participate on the board of the Durham YMCA. I actually 

ended up as the last chair of that board as I led the entity through its merger with the Greater 

Raleigh YMCA to become the merged YMCA of the Triangle. I also served on the Hayti 

Heritage Board and became chair of that Board. I helped NCCU Chancellor Julius Chambers to 

establish an entity that was called the Eagle Village CDC. I became the chair of that board. I 

was asked by the chair of the county commissioner to serve on the Durham County ABC board 

and became chair of that board. In addition, I have served on several insurance industry boards. 

Further, I have served on the North Carolina Board of Transportation. Most recently I have been 

engaged with the Durham Committee on the Affairs of Black People. This is an organization that 

was founded by the black business community in Durham in 1935. It has had an amazing history 

and concerns itself with the impact of public policy on black folks across a wide array of fronts. 

However, its role in getting black folks registered to vote and voting has made Durham a 

different place for black people over the last 75 years. In the late 1930s, Durham’s black 

population had a registration rate of 65% which was unheard of at the time. 

I have also been active at UNC-CH since returning to the state in 1995. I served two terms on 

the UNC Board of Visitors where I chaired a committee on faculty retention and two terms on 

the UNC School of Nursing Foundation Board where I served on the executive committee. 

ENS: African-American women have been active agents of social change in North CaroBna, the 

nation and the world. Can you discuss the role of women in your family and others in the pubBc 

square and also name at least four women who have influenced your life and how? 

CDW: I mentioned my mom and aunt in the talk. They are a special pair and very much reflect 

their names. My mom, Constance, has always been more reserved than my aunt, Vivian, who 

remains something of an extrovert. They grew up together, went to Palmer Institute together, 

went to college together at Talladega College, married two guys who happened to have been best 

friends from Atlanta, and each had four children. My mom was clearly supportive of my dad’s 

professional and civic involvements and took great pride in his accomplishments. She held the 

house together while he was practicing medicine and engaged in the community. 
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However, she had her own civic commitments to St. Joseph’s Church, to the Girl Scouts, to 

various political campaigns. Like Prof. McClinton, she was not interested in being out front, but 

she was in the struggle too. She was treasurer for the campaigns ofElna Spaulding for county 

commission and of her good friend Josephine D. Clement’s school board and later county 

commission campaigns. She also served on the board of the Mutual Community Savings Bank 

and was a founder of several social groups in Durham, including the service oriented Links, Inc. 

chapter in Durham. 

Other black women have been influential to me. Both of my grandmothers lived with us and 

were cared for by my mom at different times as I was growing up and had an influence on me in 

the home. My maternal grandmother, Lyda Moore Merrick, the daughter of Dr. Moore, was an 

incredible woman. She was an artist whose oil paintings hang in the homes of many of her 

descendants and a musician who was the organist at White Rock Baptist Church and then at St. 

Joseph’s AME Church both in Durham, but she also donated her time and energy to projects for 

folks in need. I remember her saying "My father passed a torch to me which I have never let go 

out. We are blessed to serve." She served on the board of the Durham Colored Library, now 

known as the Stanford L. Warren Library. In 1952 she founded The Negro Braille Magazine 

(Now The Merrick/Washington Magazine for the Blind), the only national publication directed 
towards the needs of black people who are sightless. This was a labor of love for her. 

Also, I grew up as the only boy in a household with three sisters each of whom had an impact on 

me. Of course, my wife and daughter are black women who continue to be influences in my life 

and who I love dearly. 

ENS: Given your history in the academy, in what ways do you think scholars in our Department 

and others can contribute to North CaroBna, the nation and the worM? 

CDW: I very much believe that the divisiveness in politics today and frustrations in our inability 

to work together as people has to do with the lack of contextual understanding of history, 

anthropology and sociology. In my view, the work of scholars is to provide that context for true 

understanding. 

ENS: Which books do you treasure most and why? 

CDW: I’m not sure because I don’t have a list of greatest hits in my mind. However, when you 

ask the question several books come to mind. Taylor Branch’s trilogy on the Civil Rights 

Struggle - Parting the Waters; Pillar of Fire; & At Canaan’s Edge America in the King Years 

1954-1963; 1963-1965; & 1965-1968 - would be on my list. These are incredibly well written 

and researched accounts of a history that I think young people today only vaguely understand. 

Plus Branch is a Tar Heel. 
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I am also a fan of Toni Morrison’s novels but her short book of literary criticism entitled Playing 

in the Dark is a favorite of mine for the way it describes how race was deeply embedded in the 

cannon of American literature. 

I’d also like to mention Pauli Murray’s Proud Shoes: The Story of an American Family. Rev. 

Dr. Murray is an incredible person from Durham, who went to Hillside High School and Howard 

Law School in the 1930s & 1940s. She actually tried to attend graduate school at UNC-CH but 

before courts ordered public colleges in North Carolina to admit black folks. Her story is 

incredible as an outstanding author, poet, civil rights lawyer, feminist, and the first African 

American women to be ordained as Episcopal priest, and now an Episcopal Saint. Proud Shoes 

is a memoir that relates the story of her ancestors. She lived a closeted life, refusing to reveal 

committed relationships she had with other women to her family. With all that she accomplished 

as a woman of color and member of the LGBTQ community, her legacy is something that may 

be of interest today given the recent progress we’ve seen on LGBT issues around the country. 
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COMMENCEMENT SPEECH: May 11, 2013 

The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History, University of North Carolina at 

Chapel Hill (UNC-CH) 

Delivered by Mr. Charles D. Watts, Jr., (BA, UNC-CH; MBA, Indiana University; JD, Howard 

University) 

Thank you so much, Dr. Caldwell, for the wonderful introduction. I appreciate that. To Dr. 

Sahle and the faculty who make up the African and Afro-American Studies Department thank 

you for allowing me to join you -- it is an incredible honor. Most of all, congratulations, to the 

Department’s graduates for the Class of 2013! - This is your day. And while I want to 

congratulate the graduates, I’ve had the experience of watching two of my children graduate 

from college and those experiences were much more memorable to me than any of my 

graduation exercises. So, congratulations to all the parents, and family, and friends who 

celebrate this day with you graduates. -- This is your day as well. 

I happen to be a fan of MSNBC and Dr. Melissa Harris-Perry, one of their news personalities. In 

one of the network’s "Lean Forward" ad’s featuring Professor Harris-Perry, she talks about her 

relationship with her father. Her father, William M. Harris Sr., is an African-American man who 

served in 1976 as the first Dean of Afro-American Affairs at the University of Virginia. He came 

to Charlottesville with his wife, Diana Grey, a white woman, and their five children, including a 

four year old Melissa. In the ad, she talks about how her father would give her birthday cards 

that were signed, not "love Daddy," but simply and more profoundly "The struggle continues - 

Dad." Melissa explains that she was just a little girl and that she just didn’t understand. After 

finishing college at Wake Forrest where she studied under Maya Angelou and earning her PhD 

in Political Science from Duke, she has come to an understanding of the phrase. 

Professor Harris-Perry interprets it now as a message, unsurprisingly from her perspective, 

about progressive politics and about doing what you can during your time on this earth to help 
our society mature towards that "more perfect union."1 As she says in the piece, there are 

"these problems" that folks will work on during their lives and then pass them on for the next 

generation with faith that progress will be made in the long run. In any event, she now 

autographs her books "The struggle continues-MHP." So we know that she heard her dad’s 

message. In her dad’s mind, he was raising these young soldiers for change in America and 
wanted to use that phrase as something of a mantra for their lives.2 

1 U.S. Constitution - Preamble. 

2 Of course, Perry did not invent the phrase. The phrase was in common use during that era among black 

community activist. There is also a connection with the work of activists and scholars in Africa. See Fresh Air 

Podcast - Remembering Chinua Achebe and the Importance of Struggle a May 10, 1988 interview of Achebe. 



In my view, the phrase is a charge to take on a challenge that will require an enduring effort. 

An effort that might go on without success for longer than one’s remaining time on this earth, 

but an effort that is intended to bring benefits to those who follow and, therefore, dignity to 
those who engage.3 It is the same concept expressed in Dr. King’s famous "Mountain Top 

Speech" where he said, just days before his assassination, "I’ve seen the Promised Land... I 

may not get there with you. But ... we, as a people, will get to the Promised Land!" Well today 

on the occasion of your graduation, I want to say to you "the struggle continues." 

I guess I was asked to deliver this talk to share a bit of my perspective with you: perspective 

from one who sat where you sit now only a few short decades ago; perspective from someone 

who saw this place then and who sees it now and who has been a witness to the ebb and flow 

of change at this institution since civil rights came to Chapel Hill; and perspective of a person 

who metaphorically hears the voices of his ancestors and intellectually tries to listen to those 

voices as they say to me, "the struggle continues." So let me try to do that. 

"Renwick Wave’ and the struggle for recognition at UNC-CH 

I came to UNC-CH as part of the "Renwick Wave" of black students. You see, the black students 

that preceded this "Renwick Wave" were true pioneers who attended UNC-CH in the extreme 

minority. Of course, that pioneering effort started in 1955, literally weeks after I was born and 

in the year after the announcement of the Brown decision. LeRoy and Ralph Fraiser along with 

John Lewis Brandon started as freshman and entered this campus as the first Black 

undergraduates 166 years after the chartering of this "public" university. All three had 

graduated from Hillside High School in Durham where I matriculated some 15 years later. Lee 

Fraiser, LeRoy and Ralph’s dad, was a friend, as is Ralph, and I actually practiced law for a time 

with two of Ralph’s children. So I had a real connection to them. All three of these pioneers 

left UNC before the end of their freshman year to finish college in the more traditional setting 

of the time. 

They were the first and their tortured experience made possible by judicial mandate4 put a 

crack in the ceiling that barred black undergraduates from enrolling in college here at all. 

However, for too long, it was just a crack. Black enrollment remained very low for many years. 

Only three enrolled in 1960, the year that the first black undergraduate finished college at UNC. 

By 1963 freshman enrollment had only increased to 18. Even in 1969, fourteen years after 

three young men tried to change this institution, there were just over 100 black 

(During the interview, Achebe explicitly discussed "the importance of struggle." He said "that we cannot - no one is 

going to guarantee us the outcome. Nobody’s going to say if you struggle, you will succeed. It would be too simple. 

But even if we are not sure how it is going to end, what success will attend our enterprise, we still have this 

obligation to struggle.") See also, Achebe, Things Fall Apart (1958)(relating the parable of the Tortoise & the 

Leopard). During the battle for liberation of Mozambique in the 1960’s and 1970’s, the Portuguese phrase "A Luta 

Continua" became the rallying cry of FRELIMO, the Mozambique Liberation Front, and Samora Machel who 

became President of the People’s Republic of Mozambique. "Mozambique Celebrates Costly Freedom" BBC News 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/4619939.stm 

4 Frasier v. NC Board of Trustees, 134 F. Supp. 589, 1955 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 2790 (D.N.C. 1955) 



undergraduates at UNC out of nearly 14,000 or less than one percent at the flagship public 

university of a state whose black population exceeded 20%. At that point, the struggle of those 

three young men was only a technical victory. That critical mass necessary for a self-sustaining 

presence had yet to occur. Our group in the 1970s began the process of establishing that critical 

mass. Our success validated the struggle of those three young men and shattered the ceiling 

that they had cracked fifteen years earlier. We continued their struggle and their struggle led 

to our opportunity. I call our group the "Renwick Wave" because almost uniformly, we came at 

the behest of one H. Bentley Renwick. 

Beny Renwick finished Johnson C. Smith University where he’d been an outstanding 

quarterback and captain of the football team. He graduated from college in 1956, did a tour of 

duty in the military, and taught and coached at NCA&T before coming to UNC-CH to get his 

master’s in education in 1966. In 1969, he became a recruiter for UNC-CH.s He had shared the 

early experience of black students on this campus and could see in stark relief the difference 

between that experience and the experience that black students had at "A&T" or at "Smith." He 

took on the challenge to change this situation - he took on a struggle. He personally recruited 

our group and developed programs to help us succeed in an environment that was pretty 

hostile. Renwick used that old clich~ on us -- "look to your left, look to your right, all of you will 

not be here next year." His phrase was something that he had heard before at other schools 

but it conveyed a message and said to us not so subtly "the struggle continues." 

In the fall of 2009, in a church packed full of his recruits to the struggle, we cried and laughed as 

Thurbert Baker, then Attorney General of the State of Georgia, eulogized Renwick and 

reminded us of his words. Renwick made a deep commitment to changing this institution. Due 

primarily to his efforts and leadership, the number of black students grew tenfold in five years. 

His effort put UNC-CH on a trajectory that ultimately saw Carolina at the top of all research 

institutions in terms of the percentage enrollment of African American undergraduates. 

Renwick was all about the struggle. He probably never knew how impactful his commitment 

was for those of us who came in his wake. But if you ever said to him "the struggle continues", 

his reply would have been without hesitation and in the vernacular of the time, "right on 
bruh."6 

s By "Renwick Wave" I intend to reference the black freshman enrollees who arrived at Chapel Hill to attend UNC 

from the fall of 1970 through the fall of 1975. That group brought black enrollment at UNC to more than 1000 

students. This was a beginning but it certainly not fairly representative of the black population in North Carolina. 

To get to that point, the black undergraduate should have approached 3,000. 
6 I have to note here that Renwick was a proud member of my fraternity, Kappa Alpha Psi. He provided leadership 

to our group of charter line members in the spring of 1975, and once we were awarded a chapter, Theta Omicron, 

in 1976 he became our faculty advisor. During that first year of the chapter, I as Polemarch was in constant 

communication with Renwick and with our initial advisor Howard C. Barnhill of the School of Social Work. The 

replication of traditions like black fraternities and sororities was part of what the Renwick Wave brought to 

campus. In addition to my fraternity, this group of students founded chapters of Omega Psi Phi, Delta Sigma 

Theta, Alpha Kappa Alpha, Alpha Phi Alpha and other similar organizations. The Renwick Wave also developed 

other cultural groups within the umbrella of the Black Student Movement, which was a creation of the Pioneers. 



The student leadership was also into the struggle. I vividly remember Algenon Marbley, now a 

federal district judge in Ohio but then chairman of the Black Student Movement, and others 

talking about "the struggle." He was calling us into an enduring effort, one that would create a 
wake beneficial those who came behind us.7 You see, our group largely came to UNC to make a 

difference, to be change agents in an institution that had more than 180 years of exclusionary 

tradition based upon race, but also upon gender, ethnicity, national origin, sexual preference, 

etc. etc. My generation had been at the tip end of the sword in that "struggle" since early 

childhood. We were the pawns in a much bigger and longer term effort to change the country. 

I started integrating white institutions in the 4th grade. Prior to that I recall very few occasions 

in Durham where I encountered white people. I was a little soldier for change, though I 

probably felt more like a guinea pig. 

Family, traditions and histories 

I had received near failing grades in elementary school without explanation, been told by my 

advisor up north in prep school that I would never graduate, and told during my first semester 

at UNC-CH that I couldn’t possibly have written something that I turned in for an English 

assignment. For some reason, none of that deterred me. Maybe I heard my ancestors telling 

me to hang in there and continue to struggle. I simply don’t have a clue, but family traditions 

can be meaningful. 

When I came to UNC-CH, I broke a tradition in my family. For four generations the men in my 
family have been Morehouse men.8 Just last year, in a very proud moment, my oldest son 

joined their ranks. So that tradition is strong in my family and, of course, I guess it goes without 
saying that no one in my family had ever gone to UNC-CH before I enrolled.9 Interestingly, some 

of you today are actually establishing a tradition here as second generation Tar Heels. Even 

though I broke ranks with the Morehouse tradition in my family, I know those traditions have 

power and that tradition of black men in my family seeking academic distinction helped me 

overcome the challenges that I faced at UNC-CH. My family is laden with traditions and I find 

that I gain a bit of personal understanding and perspective by delving into the past and 

appreciating family traditions. So let me tell you a bit of family history here in North Carolina 

that has informed my activism over the years and that I think, among other things, prompted 

Dr. SaNe to ask me to deliver this talk. 

7 Marbley was one of many the student leaders at UNC-CH when I arrived that I vividly remember using the phrase, 

including Bobby Wynn, Joe Knight and Cookie Bell. 
8 The men in my family are almost all Morehouse men. My dad (Charles), his dad (Albert), my dad’s brother 

(Lewis), his other brother’s son (Charles), my brother-in-law (Jim Welch), his two sons (Babu & Sule Welch), my 

mom’s Sister Vivian married a Morehouse man (Joseph Sansom), their oldest son (Joseph) and, as of last year, my 

own son (Charles) all finished at Morehouse College in Atlanta. 
9 One of my older sisters, Deborah Watts Hill, attended UNCG, back when the "G" was understood to mean "Girls" 

though it stood for "Greensboro." Under the rules of her day, she might have transferred into UNC Chapel Hill in 

her junior year, but her life took a different turn and she ended up finishing college by correspondence and 

attending graduate school at Bryn Mart in Pennsylvania, ultimately earning a PhD in English there in 1993. 



One of my great grandfathers was Aaron McDuffie Moore. His grandfather, Benjamin 

Spaulding, was born a slave back in 1777 in Columbus County, North Carolina more than a 

decade before the chartering of this venerable institution. In 1825 he received his 

manumission documenting his status as a freed black man. At a time when over half the state’s 

population was black, only about twenty thousand were freed blacks. A quarter million people 

in the state were slaves. Clearly Benjamin was a change agent. His wife, Edith, was a Native 

American woman. They married in 1810. Nine generations later, the Spaulding reunion is one 

of the largest in the country. I’d frankly be surprised if this year’s graduating class has no 

descendants of Ben and Edith. The simple idea of a known family connection between black 

folks nine generations apart illustrates the sort intergenerational perspective that I’m trying to 

convey. 

Like her mother, Ben and Edith’s only daughter, Anna Eliza, had 10 children. Her eighth, Aaron 

McDuffie Moore, was born in 1863 and trained to be a school teacher. After several years of 

teaching, he enrolled in the Leonard Medical School at Shaw University in Raleigh and 

ultimately set up practice in the new town of Durham where he was the its first black physician. 

Together with a businessman named John Merrick, they collaborated in the struggle both 

professionally and socially for the rest of their lives. Merrick had been born a slave and had 

actually been a brick mason here in Chapel Hill shortly after the civil war. He developed a string 

of barber shops that served the black and white communities in both Durham and Raleigh. 

My great grandfathers together made progress in Durham of mythic proportions. They had a 

hand in starting nearly every major institution in the black community in Durham, many of 
which still exist today.1° Their struggle built a foundation for black economic progress that 

thrived at a level that was really unmatched nationally. 

Merrick and Moore saw a need and developed a response. In 1898, the same year that 
America’s only successful coup d’~tat was occurring 150 miles away in Wilmington,1~ Merrick 

and Moore were founding the North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance Company which at one 

point became the largest commercial activity operated by African Americans and as a direct 

result Durham became a beacon for black entrepreneurship nationally. 

They had a hand in founding a string of financial institutions in Durham. These institutions and 

others located on Parrish Street in Durham were so unique in the America that existed then 

lo These financial institutions included North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance Company, Mechanics & Farmers Bank, 

the Bankers Fire Insurance Company, the National Negro Finance Corporation, Mutual Building and Loan 

Association, and what became Union Insurance and Realty Company. 
11 Reference here is being made to the Wilmington Race Riot of 1989 where white Democratic insurrectionists 

overthrew the legitimately elected local government. See Cecelski & Tyson, Democracy Betrayed: The Wilmington 

Race Riot of 1898 and Its Legacy (1998) with forward by John Hope Franklin. 



that Parrish Street was dubbed "America’s Black Wall Street" by W.E.B Dubois12 and was lauded 

by Booker T. Washington as an example for the nation.13 Durham, a relatively small town of 

less than 100,000 people, had more black business owners than any city in the country until 
1955 when it was surpassed by Chicago.~4 1 actually chair a group called the Parrish Street 

Advocacy Group in Durham that works with the city government on historic preservation, 

"place making," and economic development on that street to try to preserve their 
entrepreneurial spirit and racial heritage.~s Merrick and Moore’s collaboration had broad 

impact beyond Parrish Street. From North Carolina Central University, to the Durham Colored 

Library, and beyond they lead efforts to establish institutions that moved their community 

toward self-sufficiency. 

The hospital where I was born, Lincoln Hospital, was founded by Dr. Moore. Decades later 

when it was merged with the white hospital in Durham, ironically named Watts Hospital- no 

relation, to become the racially unified Durham Regional Hospital that exists today as Duke 

Regional Hospital. My Dad, Dr. Charles D. Watts, Sr., founded what’s now known as Lincoln 

Community Health Center in the facility that had housed Lincoln Hospital. My dad served a lot 

of patients during his life but knew near the end of his life that this community health center 

was his greatest contribution. Lincoln now serves over 40,000 patients a year who can’t afford 

care and generally don’t have insurance. Clearly there is an intergenerational linkage 

connecting Dr.’s Moore and Watts even though they never met.16 

Merrick and Moore were so close that one of Merrick’s son’s married one of Moore’s daughters 

and that union produced two daughters, my aunt Vivian and, my mom, Constance. These 

sisters are still here, living into their 90’s, close as ever, and while my mom doesn’t say much 

these days her life experience says "the struggle continues" to me every time I see her. Their 

contributions were generally oriented toward the collective benefit of black folks in Durham. 

The sort of long-term commitment to improving our collective existence reflected in my 

family’s history says so clearly to me those three words: "the struggle continues." 

The History of African and Afro-American Studies at UNC-CH 

12 W.E.B. Dubois, The Upbuilding Of Black Durham: The Success Of The Negroes And Their Value To A Tolerant And 

Helpful Southern City, http://docsouth.unc.edu/nc/dubois/dubois.html 
13 Booker T. Washington, "Durham, North Carolina: A City of Negro Enterprise," Independent LXX (March 30, 

1911). 
14 E. Franklin Fraizer’s, Black Bourgeoisie said about Durham that "When Harlem in New York City became the 

Mecca of the ’New Negro’ and the Center of Negro Renaissance, the Capital of the black bourgeoisie was Durham 

North Carolina." P 127. 
is http://www.durhamnc.gov/departments/eed/parrish/p advocacy.cfm 

1o I have nephew, Dr. Babu G. Welch, who is an academic neurosurgeon at the University of Texas Southwestern 

Medical Center and Parkland Health System in Dallas, Texas. His service to the underserved community of Dallas 

seems to connect him to that intergenerational linkage as well. 



I want to link this type of multi-generational struggle for progress over a century ago to you as 
graduates of UNC-CH and this Department of African and Afro-American Studies.17 This 
Department18 creates a space in this University to learn about American history and culture and 

the history and culture of the world through a lens that recognizes the contributions and tries 
to understand the perspectives of African people and the descendants of the African 
diasporas.~9 The work of its faculty and students is important for, among other things, it 

foregrounds the narratives and lived-experiences of African Americans in a systematic manner 
and in the process contributes to a deeper understanding of America’s social, cultural and 
economic history. Overall, the department’s courses and faculty’s research broadens our 
knowledge of local, national and global developments in a manner that would not be the case 

without it. 

What’s amazing is that this department wasn’t always here.2° In 1993, the beloved Charles 

Kuralt famously said of this place "[i]t is as it was meant to be The University of the People." 
But that was four years before this department was even established following many years as a 
curriculum. We all know that "the University of some oj~the people" would have been more 
accurate, but his words were intended to be aspirational. This department has pushed to 
make Kuralt’s aspirational language come closer to being true. When I came here to engage in 
"the struggle," there were only a few black members of the faculty.2~ There was no such 

17 Effective July 1, 2013, the department’s name will be changed to the "Department of African, African American 

and Diaspora Studies." 
18 This description of the department is my assessment. The following descriptive statements from the 

departmental web site were intended to be included in my language but I’d like to add them here explicitly: "The 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies is an interdisciplinary and transnational program leading to the 

Bachelor of Arts degree. The major offers two areas of concentration: African Studies and Afro-American Studies." 

"The goal of African and Afro-American studies at UNC-Chapel Hill is to give specific attention to the histories, 

cultures, cultural linkages, and contemporary socio-political realities of the peoples of Africa and the African 

Diasporas." "The skills and perspectives of African and Afro-American Studies provide an excellent background for 

students considering careers in international development, education, business, government, or diplomacy. 

Students concentrating in African and Afro-American Studies go on to a wide variety of managerial, teaching, and 

research positions. Other careers for which an African or Afro-American Studies concentration is excellent 

preparation include law, the foreign service, various positions in government, communications, social work, 

community development, and public administration." 
19 All of this was encapsulated by Dr. Reginald Hildebrand’s introduction during the graduation ceremony of an 

outstanding honors graduate, Kenille Sumler: "In The Souls of Black Folk, W.E.B. Du Bois wrote ’Herein the longing 

of black men must have respect: the rich and bitter depth of their experience, the unknown treasures of their 

inner life, the strange renderings of nature they have seen, may give the world new points of view, and make their 

loving, living, and doing, precious to all human hearts.’ That is what we do here in the Department of African and 

Afro-American Studies. We explore and critically engage the experiences, the points of view, and the unknown 

treasures of the lives black folk. That’s what we do. That’s why we are here, and that is what the members of this 

faculty are committed to teaching our majors to do, and do very well....and especially in the case of honors 

students like Kenille Sumler we can say with some pride, that we did our job, and so did she...very well." 
2o The faculty of the department is truly interdisciplinary and drawn from various scholarly fields: Cultural 

Anthropology, Development Studies, Education, Film, History, Law, Linguistics, Political Science and diverse 

regional research focus ranging from the USA, Latin America, Africa, Caribbean, Middle East, Europe and Asia. 
21 Of course, our experience saw the beginning of change at UNC-CH. However, in many respects, UNC-CH’s 

progress in subsequent years has been remarkable. It has been a leader among major research institutions in 

percentage of black faculty. A recent survey of the Journal of Blacks in Higher Education found in 2013 that UNC- 



department as this. I am told that in the spring of 1969, a "Proposal for Afro-American and 

African Studies Curricula," was presented to and endorsed by the Faculty Council and that this 
document has become one of the "founding documents" of this program.22 

While that document was largely the result of activism by students and staff here at UNC-CH, it 

would take faculty to make a department happen. Professor Hortense McClinton came to UNC- 

CH in 1966 as the first black professor on the campus. She was an assistant professor in the 

school of social work. I have known her all my life. She is as she’s always been, a very mild 

mannered person who came to UNC-CH to teach and research in her field of interest. Her work 

left an indelible mark at this institution. For instance, in 1972, Professor McClinton taught a 
class entitled "institutional racism" in the department of social work23, a theme that remains 

salient in intellectual and public policy debates today but was path breaking at that time. So 

maybe she was a reluctant trail blazer, but she was in the struggle and she knew it. She’s just 

not one to make a big deal out of it. 

Others joined the UNC-CH faculty a few years later. Dr. Blyden Jackson came to Chapel Hill in 

the English Department in 1969 as the first African American tenured full professor. His wife 

Roberta Jackson joined the faculty in the School of Education in 1970 and was the first black 

faculty member to gain tenure while here at UNC-CH. At about the same time, UNC was in the 

process of poaching Dr. James Brewer from NCCU. He was one of my dad’s friends and actually 

hand delivered my admissions letter from UNC-CH in the spring of 1973. His son and I have 

been friends since childhood and Dr. Brewer had been part of the parental carpooling that got 

us across town for our school desegregation duty in elementary school. So I knew him like an 

uncle. Actually his wife was a Spaulding descendant. So he was an uncle. 

Dr. Brewer won the Mayflower Award in 1970. It was awarded to the best non-fiction book in 

North Carolina for "The Confederate Negro: Virginia’s Craftsmen and Military Laborers, 1861- 

1865 (Duke University Press 1969). It told the story of the civil war from the perspective of 

black Virginians and chronicled their contribution to that war effort. It provided context to the 

simple linear narrative that one may have otherwise understood about the Confederate war 

effort and shows the impact of perspective on the history or herstory that we study. His 

struggle at UNC-CH was all about the development of the African American Studies curriculum 

that was the foundation for the establishment of this department. Brewer developed the core 
African American Studies sequence - AFAM 101 and 102 - which he taught from the outset.24 

After three years of maintaining a joint appointment with NCCU, Brewer was named the first 

co-director for the African American Studies portion of the African and Afro-American Studies 

curriculum. Sadly, his son, then known as Ricky, and I were freshman in the spring of 1974 

when Dr. Brewer died suddenly of a heart attack. It was shocking to me and potentially 

CH ranked very highly among the top 30 research institutions for percentage of black faculty, percentage of 

tenured black faculty, and percentage and absolute number of black faculty who chair departments. 

http://www.ibhe.com/features/48 blackfaculty colle~es-uni.html 
22 Reference Dr. Perry Hall’s unpublished history of the department 

~3 http://dc~~ib~unc~edu/cgi-bin/sh~wfi~e~exe?C~S~R~~T=/s~hp&C~S~PTR=7762&fi~ename=78~4~pdf 

~4 Refference Dr. Perry Hall’s unpublished history of the department. 



disruptive to the program, but the struggle for what we see today and the department that 

exists today continued. 

By that fall, Roberta Ann Dunbar had become co-chair for the African Studies portion of the 

curriculum and Sonja Haynes Stone joined the University faculty as an assistant professor and 

co-chair for the Afro-American Studies portion of the curriculum. Sonya Haynes Stone’s 
contribution to the school and the department is legendary.2s Certainly, she was here for the 

struggle and understood that her struggles here, including her tenure battle, were making the 

way smoother for others who would come behind her. However, she too passed away 

suddenly and much too soon. She died in 1991, six years before this department was finally 

established and thirteen years before this fine structure in which we hold these ceremonies 

was constructed and ultimately dedicated to her name. So through every period of challenge or 

uncertainty this department has not only survived but has grown stronger and better than it 

was before because of individuals who took on the struggled and did what they could during 

their time here to make it happen. 

Rejuvenation 

Of course, we are currently in a phase of rejuvenation. And I feel certain that Dr. Sahle and the 

other department faculty have their own understanding of "the struggle continues." I have the 

utmost confidence in their leadership. 

Please know that each of the titans that built the foundation upon which this department 

stands were supported by the activism of students, alumni, and university staff employees of all 

races who were key components of the struggle that has brought us to this day. As you accept 

your diploma, you should envision all of those folks including LeRoy Fraiser, Ralph Fraiser, John 

Lewis Brandon, Hortense McClinton, Beny Renwick, Jim Brewer, Blyden Jackson, Sonya Stone, 

and of course many many others who struggled during their time to bring this department into 

being, signing your degrees today along with Dr. Sahle and saying to you in a chorus of 

thousands "the struggle continues." 

My Charge 

So I hope you are wondering as I talk, "what can I do in my life to move the struggle forward." 

Certainly the definitive answer to that question is for you and only you to answer. But let me 

give you a few hints about how to find your struggle. It boils down to three words: Passion, 

Hope and Commitment. 

Passion 

2s Interestingly, as noted by Professor Tim McMillan in his closing remarks at graduation, this class of graduates is 

unique in UNC history for, among other things, having received their diplomas in the Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

for Black Culture and History and to have begun their college experience by receiving their admissions packets 

from the Office of Undergraduate Admissions located in Blyden and Roberta H. Jackson Hall. 



First, with this training that you have, find out what it is that you are passionate about doing. 

Passion is important. You cannot expect to succeed in anything if you don’t enjoy doing it. No 

matter how much money you make or power you amass, if you don’t like doing what it is 

you’ve chosen to do, it’s a JOB and a TASK and it won’t be fun. Don’t have a JOB, follow your 

passion and make your passion pay for your life. If you can pull that off, you’ll love what you’re 

doing and it will show in the product of your passion. This is not to say that you shouldn’t take 

jobs or do tasks to make it in this world till you can get to the point where you find your passion 

and it begins to support you. So keep searching and keep working and you will get there. You 

will make your passionate contribution to the struggle. 

Hope 

Second, the world is changing every day. For me, these stories that l’ve shared with you today 

seem like they were just yesterday. The stories about my ancestors have been with me at some 

level since I was a child and have helped to fuel my engagement in the struggle. But they are, 

frankly, ancient history. Your world will be different! The fact that I lived to see a black 

president in the White House is nothing short of amazing and something that I didn’t even think 

possible when I volunteered on his campaign in ’07 & ’08. You see I was just engaged in the 

struggle. Clearly, it would have been a lot more fun had I known that he was going to win, but I 

had hope even if l didn’t have belief. 

Ayear and a half before the election, I worked on the campaign and helped with a fundraiser 

right here in Chapel Hill. It was a magical day. I got to introduce President Obama, then 

Senator Obama, at a meet and greet before an audience full of Durham’s local politicos. After 

having worked the entire day on the events and spending significant time with the Senator, my 

wife and I and a couple of friends were walking to our cars. My wife said to us "this will have 

been a heck of a day if he becomes President." Now I won’t say what was said among friends 

but suffice it to say that even among this group of contributors and volunteers, none of us 

thought he had the slightest shot at the nomination, much less the Presidency, but we all knew 

that day that "the struggle continued." Of course, his election did not end the problems of race 

in America. We are not in a post racial America. We are still America and the matter of race is 

a prominent part of our national DNAthat makes America that unique place that it is. But 

always remember that the status quo seems to be permanent until it’s not any more. Be 

optimists, believe in the possible. "The struggle" is a much easier thing in which to engage when 

you do and only the most immediate gratification is satisfying when you don’t. 

Commitment 

Finally, I am sure that you know that your experience in this department has served you well. 

Be proud of your accomplishments here, but always remember that you owe this institution 

your gratitude and, most importantly, your support financially and otherwise. This department 

stands on the shoulders of many, many people who have all done their part during their lives to 

produce what is here today. You need to mindfully engage in the struggle to make sure that 



this institution will be here, and be even better in the future, when you say to your children 

"the strul~l~le continues." 

Thank you. Hul~ your mamas and your proud papas and remember... "The Strul~l~le 

Continues"! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Niland, Carley <crniland@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 8:24 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Classroom for the Spring- BI 203 

Hi Travis, 

I wanted to follow up on the voicemail I just left you a little bit ago. I went up to BI 203 to count the chairs, and the risers 

in the room only fit about 30. There are about 6 or 7 extra chairs scattered about the room which I assume could be 

used to form another row on the floor, but that’s doesn’t bring it nearly close enough to 60. Unfortunately, I don’t think 

that this room will work out. 

I am so sorry that we cannot help. I hope that you are able to find something. 

Take care, 

Carley 

Carley Niland 

Undergraduate Registrar/Student Services 

Department of Communication Studies 

University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 

117 Bingham Hall 

CB#3285 

919-962-4985 

crniland@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 
Friday, December 20, 2013 8:53 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Office closing 

Hi, 
Just an FYI that the Registrar’s office will be closed from 11:15 am to 1:30 pm for staff development. 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto : s cheduling_o f fice@listserv, unc. edu 
re~istrar.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore~email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-34029128-34472124.d27a5a94fl 81 lefe2b0159ed79e86e7e~,listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tj m 1 @email.unc. edu> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 11:19 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Website 

Hi Eunice -- 

Travis and I worked for over an hour trying to get Watts’s speech and interview on the website with no luck -- the 
content is somewhere on the server but refuses to become visible on our site. Travis is checking with OASIS for help in 
resolving the problem, but perhaps someone in the dean’s office is more versed in PIone and can aid in the process? 

I will be in and out this afternoon but am available to consult with Travis on content as needed -- I am clearly not useful 
in programming. Looking forward to the transition to WordPress. 

Take care 

Tim 



¯ Remember to fill in all necessary information when submitting a log sheet. 

¯ Indicate if a room assignment/equipment is needed. 

¯ Note the numberoftickets when making an addition. 

Select 

Term: Fail Spring 1st SS 2rid SS Date: 12/20/13 
2014 X (expecte~ tumareu~d 2 business Gays) 

Departmental Section Change Request Form (Logsheet) 

CH = Change D = Delete X = Cancel 

Subject 

ICourse 
Section 

AAAD I 412 

Notes: 

Add 

ACTION 

X Cartcel 

Call # or PID: 

N~t~s: 

CalJ # or 

001 
Current: 

= t Days 
II I 

Start Time Stop Time 

TuTh[ 330pm 445pm 

Submitted by: Travis Gore 

Hanes 112 

Changes: 

i 

I 

Currenl: 

Ohanoe~ 

Current 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Warren, Angeline <awarren@email.unc. edu> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 4:48 PM 

Cole, Paul R <pcole@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Spring 2014 TR 

Paul 

Could TR 103 let AAAD (AFAM) TR 3:30-4:45 HI 103 could they use this room for Spring 2014 for a class of 40 
students. They are desperate. If you could it would be a favor for m because I know Travis. Thanks for 

considering this.esu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

TIM Support <timsupport@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 30, 2013 10:03 AM 

tim_administrators@listserv.unc.edu 
[tim_administrators] Reminder- SPA Sign Off Due Today 

To: TIM Administrators 
From: TIM Support 
Date: December 30, 2013 
Subject: Reminder- SPA Sign Off Due Today 

SPA Sign Off Deadline 

All SPA timecards for the previous pay period ending December 29, 2013 must be signed off by 5.’00PN today, 

December 30, 2013. 

*In order to process payroll timely, all deadlines will be strictly enforced.* 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, January 3, 2014 4:31 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Housekeeping 

Dear Travis, 

Thanks so much for this update. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On Jan 3, 2014, at 4:24 PM, "Gore, Travis" < emaikunc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Eunice, 

I sent an email request to Stephen P Goulart, our zone manager for housekeeping services, asking him to give 
room 205 a special cleaning. 

Best, 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Moseley, Erin S <Erin_Moseley@unc.edu> 

Monday, January 6, 2014 9:42 AM 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc.edu>; Isley, Alice B <agirod@email.unc.edu>; Tufts, Amy Z 
<atufts@email.unc.edu>; Davis, Barbara Taylor <barb@unc.edu>; Futrell, Betty S 
<bfutrell@email.unc.edu>; Loftin, Beverly <bev1963@physics.unc.edu>; Whitling, 
Brian E <whitling@email.unc.edu>; Poole, Caroline Willoughby 
<caroline.poole@unc.edu>; Rogers, Charlotte H <crogers@email.unc.edu>; Weaver, 
Cinnamon S <cinnamon_weaver@unc.edu>; Deborah Edwards; Edwards, Deborah W 
<dedwards@email.unc.edu>; Harris, Deborah J <djharris@email.unc.edu>; McLaughlin, 
Debra L <deb_mclaughlin@unc.edu>; Toscher, Hope <toscher@email.unc.edu>; Butler, 
Jennifer W <jennifer butler@unc.edu>; Washington, Jennifer Camelle 
<camelle@unc.edu>; Jodie Turnbull <turnbull@cs.unc.edu>; Sullivan, Kate 
<kasully@email.unc.edu>; McNeil, Kathleen <kamcneil@email.unc.edu>; Smith, Kelly 
B <kellysmith@unc.edu>; McLain, Kelsea Beth <kbmclain@email.unc.edu>; Allison, 
Kim A <kallison@email.unc.edu>; Grey, Elizabeth B <lgrey@email.unc.edu>; 
Fulenwider, (2. Lindsay <lindsay@email.unc.edu>; Leonard, Lindsay 
<lindsle@email.unc.edu>; Harris, Lori <lori@unc.edu>; Fholer, Marie A 
<fholer@email.unc.edu>; Richardson, Mark <richardm@email.unc.edu>; McAlister, 
Matthew Keith <mkmcalis@email.unc.edu>; Ray, Nancy L <nray@email.unc.edu>; 
Farris, Rebecca Brittany <rebeccal@unc.edu>; Mclver, Samelia 
<mciver@email.unc.edu>; Eubanks, Shannon G <seubanks@email.unc.edu>; (2oble, 
Sherry B <S(2OBLE@email.unc.edu>; Williams, Susan Staples <swms@unc.edu>; (2ox, 
Tammy L <tlcox@email.unc.edu>; Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu>; 
kfbs~opet.con <popet@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; 
Hopper, Trent <trent hopper@unc.edu>; Bernhardt, Valerie M 
<valerieb@email.unc.edu>; Walker, Victoria Ward <vwwalker@email.unc.edu> 

Cooke, Amy E <acooke@email.unc.edu>; Perrin, Andrew J <andrew~errin@unc.edu>; 
Reynolds, Andrew S <asreynol@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, Beverly W 
<btaylor@email.unc.edu>; Roush, Chris <croush@email.unc.edu>; Teuton, Christopher 
Barrett <teuton@unc.edu>; Gollop, Claudia J <gollop@ils.unc.edu>; Kubowicz 
Malhotra, Claudia Carolyn <claudia@unc.edu>; Koelb, Clayton T 
<ckoelb@email.unc.edu>; Song, (2onghe <csong@email.unc.edu>; Johnson, (2orey S 
<corey_iohnson@med.unc.edu>; Hutchinson, Dale L <dhutchin@email.unc.edu>; 
Gitterman, Daniel P <danielg@email.unc.edu>; Padua, Darin A 
<dpadua@email.unc.edu>; Eaker-Rich, Deborah J <eakerric@email.unc.edu>; Malizia, 
Emil <malizia@email.unc.edu>; Glish, Gary L <glish@unc.edu>; Shen, Haipeng 
<haipeng@email.unc.edu>; Hirschfield, James <jhirschf@email.unc.edu>; Roberts, 
Jason Matthew <j mr08@email.unc, edu>; (2ornell, Jeffrey Blair <j effcornell@unc, edu>; 
Hirsch, Jeffrey Michael <jmhirsch@email.unc.edu>; Gates-Foster, Jennifer Erin 
<gatesfos@email.unc.edu>; Booth, Karen M <kmbooth@email.unc.edu>; Janken, 
Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc, edu>; Kevin Jeffay <j effay@cs.unc, edu>; Abels, 
Kimberly Town <kabels@unc.edu>; Leve, Lauren G <leve@email.unc.edu>; Hsiao, Li- 
ling <hsiaoll@email.unc.edu>; Alperin, Marc J <alperin@email.unc.edu>; Willingham, 
Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Negrete, Merida <mnegrete@email.unc.edu>; 
Becker, Misha K <mbecker@email.unc.edu>; Parikh, Nalin R 
<nparikh@physics.unc.edu>; Mulligan, Neil W <nmulligan@unc.edu>; Macy, Rebecca 
Jane <rjmacy@email.unc.edu>; McLaughlin, Richard M <rmm@email.unc.edu>; 
Amago, Samuel <samago@email.unc.edu>; Stewart, Kevin G 
<KGSTEWAR@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Hofweber, Thomas <hofweber@unc.edu>; 
Perucci, Tony <perucci@unc.edu>; Brundage, W Fitzhugh <brundage@email.unc.edu>; 
Parke, William R <parke@email.unc.edu> 

2014 Nomination forms 



Attach: nominationreminder.doc; NominForm.doc; NominForm-ChangeForm.doc; NominForm- 
Visitor 12Mon. doc; Calculating Summer Instructional 2014.pdf 

Attached are the 2014 nomination forms, a memo and the Calculating Summer Instructional Pay sheet. 

If you have received this email it is because your name was given to our department as the Summer School manager 

contact. If you are not the person that is responsible for completing these forms, please forward this email to the 

correct person or your Summer School administrator. I have copied the Administrators on this email. 

If you are no longer the person who should receive information from Summer School, please contact me ASAP. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thank you, 

Erin Moseley 

Erin Moseley, Director of Admissions 

Summer School 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

RM 200, CB# 3340 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3340 

http://summer.unc.edu/ 

919-966-4364 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUB J: 

University Managers/Administrative Assistants 

Erin Moseley, Summer School 

January 6, 2014 

Instructor Nomination Forms 

The deadline for submitting instructor nomination forms is February 3. Attached please find a 
copy of each of the nomination forms: 

1. Nine-Month Faculty, TA and Graduate Assistant Nomination Form 
2. Visiting, Part-Time and Twelve Month Employee Nomination Form 
3. Change Form 

Sending these forms electronically is the most preferred method. If you are more comfortable 
sending the forms via campus mail that is fine but please be sure to type the information. 

The forms are also in the "Summer School Policies and Procedures Manual" which you can make 
copies and send to me via campus mail. You can contact me at Erin Moseley~unc.edu 

Also attached is an information sheet on calculating summer instructional pay for 2014. 

NOTE: Maymester courses are part of First Session and the stipends are determined by the 
usual methods. 

Please feel free to call if you have any questions (966-4364). 



SUMMER SCHOOL 
CB #3340, 134 East Franklin Street, Room 200 

First Session: 

INSTRUCTOR NOMINATION FORM 
(Nine-Month Base Faculty, Teaching Assistants, Graduate Assistants) 

Second Session: 

School/Department: Department Number: 

Campus Address: Telephone: 

Prepared by: Date Prepared: 

I 
Full Name                          PID           **Rank 9-month     Summer        Credit Hours Course Assignment 

Base Salary Salary (Use course number and section) 

* Use Dr. Mrs, Ms, Mr 
**Use the following RANKS only: Tenure track 

01 Professor 
02 Associate Professor 
03 Assistant Professor 

Fixed Term 

05 Full-time 

(Any Rank) 

Students 
21 Teaching Assistant (responsible for final grades) 
2 lp Graduate Assistant 
26 Undergraduate Assistant 



04 Instructor Revised: Jan 2006 



SUMMER SCHOOL 
CB #3340, 134 East Franklin Street, Room 200 

First Session: 

CHANGE FORM 
Instructor Nomination and Teaching Assignments 

Second Session: 

School/Department: Department Number: 

Campus Address: Telephone: 

Prepared by: Date Prepared: 

9-month Summer Course Assignment 
Title and Full Name PID *Rank Base Salary Salary Credit Hours (Example: SPAN 2, Sect 1) 

From 

To 

From 

To 

From 

To 

From 

To 

*Use the following Tenure track Fixed Term Students Visitors 12 Month 
RANKS only: 01 Professor 05 Any Rank 21 Teaching Assistant 1V Professor 12 Any Title 

02 Associate Professor (Full-time) (responsible for final grades) 2V Associate Professor 
03 Assistant Professor (Part-time) 21p Graduate Assistant 3V Assistant Professor 
04 Instructor 26 Undergraduate Assistant 4V Instructor 

5V Fixed Term Lecturer 



Revised Jan 2006 



SUMMER SCHOOL 
CB #3340, 134 East Franklin Street, Room 200 

First Session: 

OTHER INSTRUCTOR NOMINATION FORM 
(Visitors, Part-time Appointment, or 12 month Appointment) 

Second Session: 

School/Department: 

Campus Address: 

Prepared by: 

Department Number: 

Telephone: 

Date Prepared: 

Name and Mailing Address PID 

Summer 
**Rank Salary 

Explain How Salary Credit 
Was Determined Hours (Course & section) 

*Use Dr., Mrs., Ms., Mr 
**Use the following RANKS only: Visitors 

IV 
2V 

Professor 
Associate Professor 

Part-Time 
05 Lecturer 

12-Month 
12    Any Title 



3V 
4V 
5V 

Assistant Professor 
Instructor 
Fixed Term Lecturer Revised Jan 2006 



CALCULATING SUMMER 

SUMMER 

INSTRUCTIONAL 

2014 

PAY 

Teaching Assistants with Full Resoousibilitv 
$5,200 for a 3 credit hour course 

$6,933 for a 4 Credit hour course 

Faculty, Stioends 
I. Divide the 9 month base salary by 9 to get the summer base salary. 
2. Multiply the summer base by the course load factor. 

One 3 credit hour course 
Two 3 credit hour courses 
One 4 credit hour course 

course load of .1.Q 
course load of 2.0 
course load of 1.3 

Examples for Summer 2013: 

Example A 
Faculty salary is $72,000; teaching one 3-credit hour course 

Step 1: 
Step 2: 

$72,000 + 9 = $8,000 
$8,000 x t.0 = $8,000 (sunmaer pay) 

Example B 
Faculty salary is $60,000; teaching two 3-credit hour courses 

Step 1 : 
Step 2: 

$60,000 + 9 = $6,667 (round to nearest dollar) 
$6,667 x 2.0 = $13,334 (summer pay) 

Faculty salary is $54,000; teaching one 4-credit hour course 
Example C 

$75,000 + 9 = $8,333 
$8,333 x 1.3 = $10,833 (summer pay) 

Step 1 
Step 2: 

Note: The minimum stipend for full-time fac_ulty is $2,100 per credit hour taught. 
The maximum stipend for full-time faculty is $12,000 per 3 credit course. 

More detaiIed information can be found in the Summer School Policies and Procedures Manual. 

(OVER) 



Calculating Transit Fees ,and 
Communication Technologies Fees 

Summer 2014 

Transit Fee History,                                                " 
The transit fee is a recurring charge that began July 1, 2001 to provide funds to support transit Services for 

the campus community. This fee allows free transit services for aI1 routes and all user groups.. 

Communication Technologies Fees 
The communication technologies fee is a recurring charge that began July 1, 2012 to provide adequate 

funding for campus datanetworking" 

How Fees Are Calculated 
Both fees are based on a percentage of your total summer instructional cost per fiscal year. Percentage rates 
are: 

.258% Transit fees 

~54% Communication technologies fees 
(Remember: 2"a Summer Session 2013 and 1~t Summer Session 2014 are in the same fiscal year.) 

Calculating Y.our Recurring Fees for Snmmer 2014: 

Example: 
2nd Summer 2013 Transit 
2"a Summer 2013 Comm Tech 

Summer 2014 Transit 
Summer 2013 Comm Tech 

TOTAL FEES FOR FISCAL YEAR 

Salaries Transit% Fee Charged 
$501100 x .258% = $129.25~ 
$50,100 x .54% = $270.54* 

$60,450 x .258% = $155.96 
$60,450 × .54% = $326.43 

$882.18 

*_Note: Your budget will show a $399.79 deficit until non-personnel allocations are given 

in January 2014. 

Transit & Communication Technologies Fees Impact on Non-personnel Allocation:; 

Non-personnel funds will be transferred into your account in late January. Transit fees and communication 
technologies fees are charged against your non-personne! allocations. 

Example: 
Summer School Non-personnel Allocation $3,000.00 
Minus Fiscal Year Recurring Fees ~; 882.18 

Balance to Spend on Supplies, etc: 
$2,117.82 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 
Monday, January 6, 2014 10:32 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

rooms 

Travis, 
I’ve put 259 in BI 101. 

I’ve got lots of rooms at 8 am and one at 12:30-1:45 TR (GL 101) 
Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto:scheduling office@listserv.unc.edu 
registrar.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shaffer, Jared <jared@FEARRINGTON.com> 

Monday, January 6, 2014 1:15 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Okey Ndibe reading 

okeyndibe.docx 

Hi Travis, 

My name is Jared and I work at McIntyre’s Books in Pittsboro, NC. On January 18th, we’re excited to host Okey Ndibe--a 
professor of African and African Diaspora literatures at Brown University--as he reads from his new novel Foreign Gods 
Inc. The book tells the story of a New York-based Nigerian cab driver who, on his last dime, sets out to steal an ancient 
statue from his home village and sell it. 

Ndibe is the founding editor of African Commentary. He has worked closely with Chinua Achebe. 

I’m sure your department is busy with the work a fresh semester brings, but I thought this reading might interest your 
faculty and students. I’ve attached the event’s press release. Feel free to pull any info off it if you would like to notify 
your department of the reading. 

Thanks for your consideration, best of luck with the spring semester, 
Jared 



McINTYRE’S BOOKS 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
January 6, 2013 

Contact: 
Keebe Fitch 
keebe@fearrin,qton.com 

OKEY NDIBE TO READ FROM FOREIGN GODS, INC. 
AT MCINTYRE’S BOOKS ON SATURDAY, JANUARY 18TM AT 1 1AM 

Foreign Gods, Inc. tells the story of Ike, a New York-based Nigerian cab driver who sets 
out to steal the statue of an ancient war deity from his home village and sell it to a New 
York gallery Ike’s plan is fueled by desperation. Despite a degree in economics from a 
major American college, his strong accent has barred him from the corporate world. 
Forced to eke out a living as a cab driver, he is unable to manage the emotional and 
material needs of a temperamental African American bride and a widowed mother 
demanding financial support. When he turns to gambling, his mounting losses 
compound his woes. And so he travels back to Nigeria to steal the statue, where he has 
to deal with old friends, family, and a mounting conflict between those in the village who 
worship the deity, and those who practice Christianity. 

A meditation on the dreams, promises and frustrations of the immigrant life in America; 
the nature and impact of religious conflicts; an examination of the ways in which modern 
culture creates or heightens infatuation with the "exotic," including the desire to own 
strange objects and hanker after ineffable illusions; and an exploration of the shifting 
nature of memory, Foreign Gods is a brilliant work of fiction that illuminates our globally 
interconnected world like no other. 

Pete Mock, Mclntyre’s buyer, is a big fan of this novel. "1 am so looking forward to Okey 
Ndibe’s visit. Back in May, I had the privilege of sitting next to Okey. For the next three 
hours we talked about everything from Premier League soccer to politics, but mostly we 
talked about his fascinating book that deals with the dreams and frustrations of the 
immigrant life, but not in any way that rve read before. And while his own experiences 
help inform the story, this is not Okey’s story. It’s a highly entertaining, thought 
provoking, look at a clash of cultures and what it takes to succeed in the face of 
adversity. Put it on your calendar Jan. 18th 11am. It’s going to be a good one!" 

Ndibe worked in Nigeria as a journalist and magazine editor and came to the United 
States in 1988 at the invitation of famous Nigerian writer Chinua Achebe.Okey Ndibe 
teaches African and African Diaspora literatures at Brown University. He earned MFA 
and PhD degrees from the University of Massachusetts at Amherst and has taught at 
Connecticut College, Bard College, Trinity College, and the University of Lagos (as a 
Fulbright scholar). He is also the author of Arrows of Rain and has served on the 
editorial board of Hartford Courant where his essays won national and state awards. He 



lives in West Hartford, CT, with his wife, Sheri, and their three children. 

About Mclntyre’s Books 
Mclntyre’s Books, now celebrating its twenty fourth year, is one of the Southeast’s most 
noted independent bookstores. The store carries over 30 reading categories, with 
particularly extensive sections in cooking, regional gardening, fiction, and mystery. 
Mclntyre’s is located eight miles south of Chapel Hill on U.S. 15-501 in Fearrington 
Village. The store’s contact information is (919) 542-3030 and books@fearrington.com; 
its website is www.mcintyresbooks.com. 

Mclntyre’s Books 
Fearrington Village Center 
Pittsboro, NC 27312 

For more information contact Keebe Fitch: keebe@fearrin,qton.com or Missy Fornier 
missy@fearrin,qton.com 

Praise for Foreign Gods, Inc. 
"Razor-sharp... Mr. Ndibe invests his story with enough dark comedy to make Ngene an 
odoriferous presence in his own right, and certainly not the kind of polite exotic rarity 
that art collectors are used to... In Mr. Ndibe’s agile hands, he’s both a source of satire 
and an embodiment of pure terror." 
m Janet Maslin, New York Times 

"We clearly have a fresh talent at work here. It is quite a while since I sensed creative 
promise on this level." 
mWole Soyinka, Winner of the Nobel Prize in Literature 

"Ndibe writes of cultural clash in a moving way that makes Ike’s march toward disaster 
inexorable and ineffably sad." 
~Kirkus, STARRED Review 

"Neither fable nor melodrama, nor what’s crudely niched as "world literature," the novel 
traces the story of a painstakingly-crafted protagonist and his community caught up in 
the inescapable allure of success defined in Western terms." 
~Publishers Weekly, STARRED Review 

"A challenging romp of gods and styles." 
--John Edgar Wideman, author of Philadelphia Fire 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 8:31 AM 

Jensen, Maggie <mejensen@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Room scheduling issue 

Maggie, 
I wanted to touch base with you about a room scheduling issue we are having. There is an AAAD class with an enrollment 
of 60 students that, through a software glitch, has nowhere to go tomorrow! The class meets Tues/-I-hurs 9:30-10:45. 

I am going to ask a favor. I noticed that in one of your scheduling priority rooms, PHYS 741 is scheduled in PH 265 which 
seats 70. It looks like although the PHYS class was hoping for an enrollment of 46, they only have 15. This means they are 
using a room that they are way too small for. Is there a possibility of switching PHYS 741 to either one of your departmental 
rooms (poor AAAD hasn’t got a single departmental room) or I could schedule it a room in Hanes Hall. This would really be 
helping us out for that department as we are all a bit frantic now! 

I appreciate your looking into this for us! 
Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto : s cheduling_o f fice@listserv, unc. edu 
registrar.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 
Tuesday, January 7, 2014 8:32 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: rooms 

I’m trying! See last email! 

Renee Sherman 
Leacl Scheclufing Specia~st 

@~rice of the University Registrar 

University of.North Carolina ~,~ 

(919)962-9849 

Instant message me using 2~4icros@ Lyric 
found-at sharew areouncoec~a 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2014 8:24 AM 
To: Sherman, Renee A 
Subject: RE: rooms 

Thanks Renee. A :12:30 might be a possibility but ! need to check first. Anything open up this morning for a 

930am?! 

From: Sherman, Renee A 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 10:32 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: rooms 

Travis, 
I’ve put 259 in BI 101. 

I’ve got lots of rooms at 8 am and one at 12:30-1:45 TR (GL 101) 
Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto:scheduling office@listserv.unc.edu 
registrar.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alumnimail@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 2:10 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Out of the Blue: Improve or Replace Smith Center; UNC Kiplinger’s Top Value; Resolution: See 
GAA Career Coach 

NEWSLETTER of THE UNC GENERAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION I JANUARY 2o14 

Travis Gore IV 

Life Member 

Thank you for your life 

membership 

Are you the GAA Member of the Month? Scroll down to find out. 

NNWS ~T 

CHECK OUT THESE 
MEMBER REWARDS 

gig Career Teleelass: 

Salary Negotiation 

Dial in at noon on Jan. 23 to 

discover how you can get the 

salary yon deserve. 

Differeg~t Texture. 

Still Nostalgieo 

Improve or Replace Smith Center? 
The 27-year-old arena has acknowledged shortcomings. A Kansas City, Mo.-based 

architectural firm is helping the athletics department look at options. 

Drama Ends for Hairston; McDonald Reinstated 
P.J. Hairston, who spent this season sidelined during an NCAA investigation, will not 

return to the basketball team. Leslie McDonald is back after sitting out nine games. 

UNC is Kiplinger’s Top Value for 13th Year 
Kip~inger~ calls Carolina "best in class" for lowest percentage of students who borrow 

and for out-of-state value as the magazine, for a ~3th year, names UNC as offering the 

best value in higher education 

For more news items, see alumni.unc.eduiarticle.asp?SID= 18. 

N~WS AT TN~ 

Represents a O~a~ member exclusive program or service, or O~ members 
receive a discount. ~ a member, take advantage of these and other valuable 



Take the Carolina Alumni 

Review with you wherever 

you go. Read the most recent 

issues on your smartphone 

or tablet with the Review’s 

mobile app - included with 

your print subscription. 

Available on the App Store 

and on Google Play. 

GAA MEMBER OF THE 
MONTH 

Alice Deemer Remigailo 

’67 

Lffe Member 

Alice, to claim your life 

member pewter license 

plate, email 

membership@unc.edu by 

Jan. 3~. 

Alice was selected at random 

from GAA members 

currently subscribed to ~’Out 

of the Blue." 

member benefits. 

Member Madness 
On Jan. 12, three lucky GAA members will be selected at random to win one of three 

great prizes, including tickets to the UNC-Duke game on Feb. la. 

~/~ Resolution No. 1: See GAA Career Coach 
Reach your career goals faster with help from our certified career coach. Members 

receive a complimentary session, a $15o value; schedule yours today. 

£ Family Camp Set for August 
Save these dates -- Aug. 15~17 -- for Camp Blue Heaven at Camp Cheerio in Glade 

Valley, N.C. From archery to swimming, family members of all ages can have fun. 

Catch Hoops With Local Tar Heels 
Carolina Clubs from coast to coast host game-viewing parties throughout basketball 

season. Find out where to watch in your area. 

£ See the World in 2014 
Where will you travel in 2014? Check out a new year of alumni trips, and let the GAA’s 

Tar Heel Travel program show you the world. 

Tell Us About ... Franklin Street Restaurants 
Students return this week fbr the spring semester, and that means they’ll be heading 

%r their favorite eateries on Franklin Street. Where were you hankering to eat when 

you came back to Chapel Hill after a break? Share your stories on our alumni message 

boards and on Facebook. 

Share stories on our alumni message boards, as well as on Facebook. 

M1 alumni and friends are invited to read comments from ~llow Tar Heels; 

registered users of the online community can open topics for discussion and 

post their thoughts on various subjects. 
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PRI~L&CY POLICY: The "Out of the Blue" subscriber list is not open to the public, ensuring that your privaw and email 

address are protected. The GAA does not sell information about you, including your email address, to anyone for any 

purpose. If you suspect that your information has been misused, please let us know by sending an email to: 

gaa-online@unc.edu. If you do not wish to receive future "Out of the Blue" newsletters, please send your request to 

alumni-news@une.edu and include your full name, address and class year, or unsubscribe via this link: Unsubseribe Link 

UNC General Alumni Association I George Watts Hill Alumni Center I Stadium Drive I Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 
Tuesday, January 7, 2014 4:11 PM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] General Purpose Classrooms 

room reservation protocol posted.doc 

Just a reminder that the Registrar’s office retains control of all General Purpose Classrooms during the 
first 2 weeks of school, daytime and evening. See a list of GPC rooms here: Fall 2014 General Purpose 
Classrooms 

Please call the day of an event to reserve rooms during this two week period. 

I’ve attached a little cheat sheet to help. 

Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 

rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto:schedulin~ office@listserv.unc.edu 

registrar.unc.edu 

? 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-34075492-34472124, d27a5a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e(~Jistserv.unc, edu 



One time (ad hoc) General Purpose Classroom Reservation Protocol 

Durin~ semesters -- the scheduling office controls the scheduling of all general purpose 
classrooms between 8am and 6pm (with some exceptions) throughout the semester, 
through the last day of classes. 
NOTE: At the beginning of the fall and spring semesters, the scheduling office continues 
to schedule classes at any time, including evenings, in general purpose classrooms, so 
evening/weekend scheduling officers are asked to refrain from scheduling any ad- 
hoc/one-time reservations until the final notification of evening classes is sent. The 
exception is you can reserve rooms on the weekend since UNC does not schedule 
weekend classes in General Purpose Classrooms. 

Durin~ Final Exams -- the scheduling office controls the scheduling of all general 
purpose classrooms between 8am and 7pm during final exams. This includes exam 
Saturdays as well as reading days that fall Monday through Friday. You may schedule 
your rooms at 7 pm and later after checking the final exam schedule (some exams last 
well beyond 7pm). It’s good policy to always check with the scheduling office to see if 
exams with room conflicts have been moved to one of your rooms if you need to 
schedule after 7 pm. We don’t make any special notification of these moves to the 
department. 

Between semesters -- the scheduling office controls the scheduling of all general purpose 
classrooms between 8am and 6pm (with some exceptions) from the day after final exams 
end, to the first day of classes of the following semester (see note above). 

First da’ 
of classes 

¯ Semester 
First 2 wks Exams 
of classes 

I 
Final notification of Last day 
evening classes of classes 

Between Sem. 

Last day 
of exams 

First day 
of classes 

Depts may not 
make one-time 
reservations 
(except for 
weekends) 

Depts may make one- 
time reservations 
around evening classes 
and on weekends after 
receiving the final 
notification of evening 
classes 

Depts may make 
one-time 
reservations after 
7pm after checking 
the final exam 
schedule. 

Depts may make one- 
time reservations after 
6pm in the evenings 
and on weekends 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 8, 2014 8:17 AM 

Yurco, Laura <laura~vurco@unc.edu> 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; 
Clayton, Justin <jwclay@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Thanks Sonia, Justin and Laura for your work on this matter. 

SAD Hartlyn and I discussed the matter and I will be in        classroom throughout her lecture today She 
cannot be in the classroom alone until the hiring process is finalized. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On Jan 7, 2014, at 4:59 PM, "Yurco, Laura" <laur unc.edu> wrote: 

Sorry ifI was unclear, someone else will need to be added as a proxy until the hiring paperwork for 
goes through, then once she’s in the system the proxy should be removed and 

added as the instructor of record (just make sure to do this before census !) 

Thanks, 

Laura 

Laura Yurco, MBA 

Assistant Dean for Finance 

College of Arts & Sciences-Dean’s Office 

007 Howell Hall, CB#3056 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone (919) 9(52-9275 

Fax (919) 843-3531 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2014 4:48 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 



Cc." Gore, Travis; Yurco, Laura 
Subject." 

Dear Eunice 

As per Laura Yurco,            can be added as a Proxy, so she can access the class roster and 
she can start teaching tomorrow. Travis have to add      as a Proxy 

As soon as get hire, Travis needs to change the Proxy to instructor of records. 

Thank you 

Sonia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 8, 2014 8:50 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 21 students so far with more asking to be let in 

Dear Sonia, 

Thank you. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On Jan 8, 2014, at 8:23 AM, "Colon, Sonia" <sonia co~on@med.ur~c.edu> wrote: 

Good morning Eunice 

I will bring a receipts book for Travis, to use on the refundable book deposit transactions; In compliance 

with UNC general guidelines on the management of cash / check transactions. 

I will submit the refundable deposit to the cashier office before 5 pm, on a daily basis. As a compliance 

with internal structure and proper documentation of this kind of transaction, I will give Travis copy of the 
cashier deposit receipts so he can keep them along with the copy of the receipts he gave to the students, 

for the refundable book deposits. 

Thank you 

Sonia 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 7:27 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia; Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: 21 students so far with more asking to be let in 

I think that’s the best way to go. I’ll bring back the books to Travis. Should I bring them to first day of 
class, or just have everyone go to Travis at the office? 



jm 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2014 2:53 PM 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence; Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: 21 students so far with more asking to be let in 

Hello Dr. Megel 

Yes, it is a wonderful idea to tell the student to pick up the books at the main office and bring the 

refundable deposit. Travis will receive the money and submit a receipt to the student for the amount of 

the money deposited, as a evidence and future reference, of the money that should be refund at the end 

of the course in exchange of the book returned. 

Thank you 

Sonia 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2014 2:37 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N; Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: 21 students so far with more asking to be let in 

Dear Sonia, 

What is the best way to make this happen. I can email my students before Tuesday first class so that they 
have payment ready. Perhaps then I can leave the books in the AFAM office if students are not ready to put 
down refundable deposit. 

jm 



Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2014 1:56 PM 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Cc: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: 21 students so far with more asking to be let in 

Dear Joseph, 

Thanks for your email. 

You should ask for a $20.00 deposit which you will return at the end of the semester to students. Please 
get in touch with Sonia Colon about the students’ deposit so that we follow State Law and university 
regulations pertaining to cash deposits. 

These books are the property of the department and will be used again in the future. Please collect the 
books once the class is over in April and return them to Travis. 

The department will pay 
work with students at Rogers Road Community. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

as a performance and public engagement consultant for her 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2014 1:42 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: 21 students so far with more asking to be let in 

Eunice, 

Welcome back. 

we only have 20 books, but maybe I’ll scare some people away. Also I’m thinking of asking for $5 deposit 
on the book, so someone does not walk away and drop the class and not bring the book back. What do you 
think? 

Also, we did not get any additional money, but I was thinking that     could focus on the Rogers Road 
component for the    you have for her - if that still works. I also have a volunteer helper, 



- who will be working with me on the class as well. 

jm 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,               9:53 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Key for 205 Battle Hall 

Hi Travis, 

Nice to meet you, too! My office hours will be from 3:15 to 4:45 on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Thanks so much! 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:18 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Key for 205 Battle Hall 

Hi 

Nice to meet you. I am working on getting you a key. Do you know your office hours yet? 

Thanks ! 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Sunday, 8:31 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Key for 205 Battle Hall 

Good evening, 

I am a PhD student in                and I will be teaching a course in African American and Diaspora Studies this semester. 
Professor Sahle told me that I should ask you about obtaining a key for 205 Battle Hall (the office the department is providing for my 
office hours). Can I come pick it up from you? Just let me know. Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, January 8, 2014 10:28 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: AAAD 260 Syllabus 

Blacks In Latin America Syllabus.pdf 

Dea r Travis, 

Kindly print out 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

syllabi. 

I:rom:                    @daa.duke.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2014 8:35 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
l::c: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: AAAD 260 Syllabus 

Hello Eunice and Kenneth, 

Here is a copy of the syllabus for my course AAAD 260: Blacks in Latin America. 

I would also like to formally request permission to offer a project for the final exam rather than a paper exam. 

, PhD Candidate 
African & African American Studies / Feminist Studies 



AAAD 260: Blacks in Latin America 
Monday - Wednesday 2:00 -3:15 

Peabody Hall, Room 0311 
Spring 2014 

Layla Brown-Vincent 
E-mail: la¥1a.brown@duke.edu 
Office: Battle Hall, Room 205 
Office Hours: Mondays: 12:15pm - 1:45pm, Wednesdays: 3:30pm - 5:00pm; by appointment 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

By the early 19th century, as the trans-Atlantic slave trade came to a halt, nearly 6 million 
Africans had been forcibly transported to Spanish and Portuguese colonies and territories 
throughout the "New World" as compared to the United States, where just over half a million 
enslaved Africans landed (Klein, 1999). Additionally, hundreds of thousands of Afro-Caribbean 
laborers migrated throughout and/or settled various Latin American countries during the late 
19th and early 20th centuries. Despite outnumbering Blacks in the United States 3:1, the African 
presence in Latin America has received a disproportionately low level of popular and scholarly 
attention until recently. The 21st century in particular has witnessed the proliferation of social 
movements led by Latin America’s afro-descendents that are concerned with racial, gender and 
economic inequalities. This course employs an interdisciplinary approach in order to explore the 
history and impact of the African presence in Latin America from the era of slavery to the 
present. Through class discussions, analytical/critical writing assignments, old/new media and 
independent research, we will address several topics including the role African descendents 
played in the construction of "New World" nations, the myths of relatively benign slavery and 
racial democracy in Latin America, the socially constructed yet quite "real" implications of 
blackness and racial identity, diasporic relations between Africa and Afro-Latin America in 
addition to cultural and political social movements throughout the region. We will also explore 
the vast contributions Afro-Latin@’s have made to Black cultural and social movements in the 
United States. 

EXPECTATIONS: 

Attendance: Your attendance at all class sessions is required for successful completion of this 
course. Absence from more than 2 classes will result in a grade penalty for the attendance 
portion of your grade. A pattern of late arrivals to class will also result in a grade penalty. 

Absences: While class attendance is mandatory I understand emergencies may arise. If you plan 

to be absent for any reason please inform me as soon as possible and note that you are still 
responsible for that weeks reading and write-up. If you are sick please see me individually when 

you are well and we will make arrangements. 

Readings: It is essential to complete all assigned readings in order to ensure your success in this 
course. You should complete all readings prior to the class meeting for which they are assigned 
and be prepared to discuss and critique them during our class sessions. 



Class Participation: You will be expected to participate in class on a regular basis. During our 
class meetings, we will engage in discussions, which will require active participation from as 
many students as possible. Your participation in class discussions in the form of comments and 
informed questions will be mandatory. Ultimately, you will maximize your learning experience 

by participating in class and helping to create a dynamic classroom environment. 

Writing Assignments: You will complete a variety of writing assignments in this course. Your 
written work will include critical essays based on the course readings and films and a final 
project. 

Deadlines: Late work will not be accepted without prior permission. Work that is not received 

by the deadline without prior approval will not be accepted. 

Grade Scale: (A) lOO - 93; (A-) 92 - 90; (B+) 89 - 86; (B) 85 - 83; (B-) 82 - 80; 
(C+) 79 - 76; (C) 75 - 73; (C-) 72 - 70; (D+) 69 - 66; (D) 65 and below 

Laptop and Electronics Policy - Laptops and tablets (e.g. iPad) are permitted in class for note 
taking. If laptops/tablets become a distraction I reserve the right to revoke this privilege at any 
time during the course of the semester. Cell phones and other electronics should be turned off 
during class. If you need to access these devices for emergency reasons (e.g., children, disabled 
relative), you must make arrangements with the instructor at the beginning of the semester. 
Anyone who disregards this policy will be given a verbal warning on the first offense and then 
will be asked to meet with the instructor before being allowed to return to class. 

Honor Code: The UNC Honor Pledge must be signed on all written assignments for this course. 
You should familiarize yourself with and follow the standards of academic integrity and 
academic conduct outlined in the UNC Honor Code (http://honor.unc.edu). Possible Honor Code 
violations include plagiarism, giving or receiving unauthorized assistance during exams and in 
completing course assignments, and failing to report Honor Code violations made by other 
students. 

COURSE REQUIREMENTS: 

Grade Breakdown: 
Attendance/Preparation/Participation: 10% 
Reading Notes/Discussion Questions: 20% 
Map Quiz: 10% 
Film Critiques: 10% 
Critical Response Essays: 30% 
Final assessment: 20% 

2 



Reading Notes/Discussion Questions: Students will read and write in conjunction with each 
weekly discussion. Each week you must submit a reading note that deals exclusively with the 
readings for that week. You may choose to focus on EITHER Tuesday’ s OR Thursday’ s 
readings, you are not responsible for both. YOU MUST submit a total of 12 reading notes over 
the course of the semester double-spaced using 12 pt font. Please note that there are 16 weeks of 
classes and you are not responsible for submitting a reading note every week but please choose 
the weeks you decide not to submit reading notes carefully. These notes must be approximately 
550 words (no more than one page). These reading notes should focus exclusively on the 
assigned reading for the days and should summarize the central argument or thesis of the reading. 
Finally, you should offer your informed reaction to the reading. YOU MUST include a paragraph 
summary of the article’s main points and the author’s argument before you begin your analysis. 
You may not agree with everything you read but you must critically engage with the material. It 
is ok if you struggle with the reading, class discussions are meant to clarify subject matter we 
may have difficulty with while reading on our own. Students should also pose two well- 
developed discussion questions in preparation for each class meeting. These essays will be 
graded credit/no credit. Essays that receive full credit will briefly summarize the main argument 
of the reading supplemented by an analytical discussion of the essay, not simply whether you 
liked or agreed with the material but an assessment and or critique of the major points. Essays 
that only offer summaries and lack analysis will receive "zero credit". Reading notes will be due 
IN CLASS on the day the reading is assigned, please also upload a copy to Sakai before you 
submit the hard copy. Notes will not be accepted after class or once we have discussed the 
reading or film. All notes turned in on time and complying with the abovementioned 
requirements will result in an A. I will grade the first two reading notes so that students will 
understand what I expect, after that, notes will only be reviewed for completion. Each missing 
note will result in a lower reading note grade (11 = A-, 10 = B+, etc.). 

Attendance/Preparation/Participation: You will be expected to come to class prepared to 
participate in thoughtful discussion by posing the questions you generated in your reading notes 

to the class, responding to questions and themes that arise in class and/or generating thoughtful 
comments during class. If you put sufficient effort in to preparing your reading notes this should 

not be a difficult task. 

Map Quiz: Students will be expected to be able to identify Spanish/Portuguese speaking 
countries in the Americas (including Mexico, Central America, South America and the 
Caribbean) and the estimated (or known) percentage of the population made up by Afro-Latinos. 

Film Critique: We will also watch a number of films over the course of the semester. When 
possible we will watch films together during class time (I will let you know this in advance). 
However, if we do not watch the film in class you will be responsible for watching the film for 
that day’ s class on your own. You will be required to submit two film critiques over the course 
of the semester; you may choose the film that you will "critique." These should be no more than 
one page and the requirements for these are essentially the same as the reading notes. You 
should offer a one-paragraph summary and an analysis of the film and its relation to the class. 
All film critiques should be submitted NO LATER THAN April 14th. Any critiques submitted 

after this point will not receive credit. Each critique will be worth 5% of your final grade. 



Critical Response Essays: There will be two critical response essays due over the course of the 
semester that put at least two and no more than four readings in conversation with one another. 
These papers should be 5-7 pages long. They are not meant to be summaries, as you will already 
have written summaries in your one-page write up for the week. These papers are meant to 
demonstrate your understandings of the readings through critical analysis that explore and the 
broader implications of the readings. You will have the options of deciding which readings you 
would like to use in each of the papers but they should correspond to readings in the first half 
and second half of the course respectively. 

1st essay due on February 12th 

2n~l essay due on March 19th 

Final assessment: For your final assessment students will form teams of 2-3 students per group. 
You will select a Latin American/Caribbean, Spanish or Portuguese speaking country to focus on 
and you will be expected to create an iReport/pod-cast on a recent or current event in that 
country pertaining to their African-descended population. An example of this would be the 
current citizenship crisis facing black Dominicans and Haitians in the Dominican Republic. 
Students will be expected to find newspaper articles, video clips etc of some political/social 
event or crisis in Afro-Latin America, such as the example above and analyze the events utilizing 
at least one of the course readings. While students can rely on US new sources for some 
information, you will be expected to locate at least one additional non-US new source to 
supplement your presentation. I will offer some potential news sources over the course of the 
semester. I will also provide you with a rubric for your final presentation. Your presentations 
will be screened in the class during the final exam period. 

COURSE MATERIALS: 

A number of the readings for this course will be available to you via SAKAI because they are 
either articles, chapters from books or anthologies. I will provide a bibliography with detailed 
information about the location of the readings should any of you be interested in reading more. I 
am however, requiring that you pick up from the library or purchase the following tests: 

¯ George Reid Andrews. Afro-Latin America. Oxford University Press, 2004. 
¯ Kwame Dixon and John Burdick, eds. Comparative Perspectives on Afro-Latin America. 

University Press of Florida, 2012. 
¯ Darien J. Davis, ed. Beyond Slavery: The MultilayeredLegacy of Africans in Latin 

America and the Caribbean. Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2007. 

We will also watch the following films that will be placed on reserve in the library: 

Lourdes Portillo, Mirrors of the Heart (Duke/UNC) 
Rolando, The Scorpion-Comparsa El Alacran (Duke) 

Geovanni Brewer and Michael Brewer, Bahia: Africa in the Americas (DukeiUNC) 
Juan Botero, Uprooted (Duke) 

Jeff Zimbalist, Favela Rising (Duke/UNC) 
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**Please note that the readings listed are a guide for the semester and are subject to change 
during the course of the semester, in which case students will be notified in advance. 

January 8: 

January 13: 

January 15: 

January 20: 

January 22: 

January 27: 

January 29: 

February 3: 

February 5: 

February 10: 

February 12: 

Week 1: Introduction 

Course Introduction/Overview and Map Pre-Test 

SECTION I: 
SLAVERY IN LATIN AMERICAN AND THE CARIBBEAN 

Week 2: 

Reid Andrews, "Introduction" in Afro-Latin America 

Gudmundson & Wolfe, "Introduction" in Blacks & Blackness in Central America 

*Film: Mirrors of the Heart (In Class) 

Week 3: 

MLK HOLIDAY (No Clas~) 

Offen, "Race and Place in Colonial Mosquitia, 1600-1787" (Chapter 3 in Blacks 

and Blackness in Central America) 

Week 4: 

Reid Andrews, Chapter 1 in Afro-Latin America 

Reid Andrews, Chapter 3 in Afro-Latin America 

Week 5: 

Lancaster, "Skin Color, Race & Racism in Nicaragua 

Week 6: 

Silva, "Black Abolitionist in the Quilombo of Leblon, Rio de Janeiro" 
(Chapter 5 in Beyond Slavery) 

Helg, "To Be Black and To Be Cuban" (Chapter 6 in Beyond Slavery) 

*Film: Rolando, The Scorpion-Comparsa El Alacran 

***FIRST CRITICAL RESPONSE ESSAY DUE*** 



SECTON II: 
BLACKNESS, AFROLATINIDAD AND CULTURAL DIFFERENCE 

Week 7: Race and Nation in Latin America 

February 17: Chapter 4, Afro-Latin America; "Black--but Not Haitian" (Chapter 15 in 
Comparative Perspectives on Afro-Latin America) 

February 19: Hernandez, "Racial Innocence and the Customary Law of Racial Regulation" & 
"Spanish American Whitening the Race" (Chapters 1 & 2 in Racial subordination 

in Latin America) 

Week 8: Mestizaje and Its Critics 

February 24: Vasconcelos, "Prologue" and "Mestizaje" in The Cosmic Race (Sakai) 
Freyre, "Man Situated in the Tropics," "On Brazilians as Luso-Tropical Men," 

February 26: Nascimento, "Genocide: The Social Lynching of Africans" 
Simmons, "Stirring the Sancocho: Dominicanness, Race, and Mixture in 

Historical Context" 

March 3: 

March 5: 

Week 9: Racial Democracy and Its Critics 

Chapter 5, Afro-LatinAmerica 

*Film: Bahia: Africa in the Americas 

Dulitzky, "A Region in Denial: Racial Discrimination and Racism in Latin 

America" (eres) 
Burdick, "The Myth of Racial Democracy" (Sakai) 

Week 10: SPRING BREAK!! 

March 10: 
March 12: 

NO CLASS 
NO CLASS 

March 17: 

March 19: 

Week 11: Gender, Race, and Sexuality 

Cruz-Janzen, "Latinegras: Desired Women--Undesirable Mothers, Daughters, 

Sisters and Wives" (In The Afro-Latin@ Reader) 
Williams. "Mucamas and Mulatas: Black Brazilian Feminisms, Representations 
and Ethnography" 

Lara, "Uncovering Mirrors: Afro-Latina Lesbian Subj ects" (In The Afro-Latin@ 

Reader) 

***SECOND CRITICAL RESPONSE ESSAY DUE*** 
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SECTON III: 
BLACK/AFRO SOCIAL MOVEMENTS IN THE 21sT CENTURY 

March 24: 

March 26: 

Week 12: Afro-Latin@s in the US 

Darity, Dietrich & Hamilton, "Bleach in the Rainbow: Latino Ethnicity and the 

Preference for Whiteness" (In The Afro-Latin@ Reader) 

Sawyer, "Racial Politics in Multiethnic America: Black and Latin@ Identities and 

Coalitions" (In The Afro-Latin@ Reader) 

Week 13: Colombia 

March 31: 

April 2: 

Wade, "Afro-Colombian Social Movements" (Chapter 6 in Comparative 
Perspectives on Afro-Latin America) 

Ng’weno, "Beyond Citizenship as We Know It" (Chapter 7 in Comparative 
Perspectives on Afro-Latin America) 

*Film: Juan Botero, Uprooted 

Week 14: Brazil 

April 7: 

April 9: 

Caldwell, "Women in and Out of Place: Engendering Brazil’s Racial Democracy" 

Hernandez, "Afro-descendant social justice movements and the new 
antidiscrimination Laws" (Chapter 5 in Racial subordination in Latin America) 
Hanchard, "Movements and Moments" (Chapter 5 in Orpheus an Power) 

Week 15: Venezuela 

April 14: Fernandes, "Barrio Women and Popular Politics in Chfivez’s Venezuela" 
Fernandes and Stanyek, "Hip hop and Black Public Spheres in Cuba, Venezuela 
and Brazil" 

April 16: Ramirez, "Active Marooning: Confronting Mi Negra and the Bolivarian 

Revolution" 
*Film: Jeff Zimbalist, Favela Rising 

Week 16: Social Movements 

April 21 : 

April 23: 

Hooker, "Negotiating Blackness within the Multicultural State" (Chapter 12 in 
Comparative Perspectives on Afro-Latin America) 

Morrison, "Social Movements in Latin America" (Chapter 11 in Comparative 

Perspectives on Afro-Latin America) 



FINAL EXAM: 

Tuesday, May 6th at 4:00pm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Williams, Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, January 9, 2014 8:15 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Syllabi for Spring 2014 Semester 

Af Am History Since 1865 Syllabus (Spring 2014).pdf; Black Intellectuals and the 
Internet (Spring 2014).pdf 

Dear Kenneth, 

Attached to this message are the syllabi for my two courses for this semester. 

All the best, 

Ron 

Ronald Williams II 
Assistant Professor of African American Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



DEPARTMENT OF AFRICAN, AFRICAN AMERICAN, AND DIASPORA STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 

AFRICAN AMERICAN HISTORY SINCE 1865 (AAAD-231) 

COURSE SYLLABUS 

Spring Semester 2014 
Tu/Th--9:30AM-10:45AM 

452 Hamilton Hall 

Ronald Williams 
306 Battle Hall 

ronald.williams@unc, edu 
(919) 843-6202 

Office Hours 
Tuesday--1:00PM-4:00PM 

(and by appointment) 

COURSE DESCRIPTION AND GOALS 

The purpose of this course is to explore the African American experience since the abolition of 
slavery in 1865. Beginning with the latter half of the Nineteenth Century, we will study the end 
of the Civil War and the beginning of Reconstruction. As we transition through the Twentieth 
Century and into the twenty-first, we will examine the major events, people, issues, and concepts 
that defined the African American experience during the American Century. Topics to be 
covered include the rise of the separate but equal doctrine, racial violence, the establishment and 
proliferation of Jim Crow, the New Negro, the rise of the modern civil rights movement, Black 
Power, electoral politics, political thought, and the rise of multiracialism. 

KEY LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

At the completion of this course, students should: 

¯ Understand the maj or themes and key people in African American history since 1865. 
¯ Have an awareness of the relationship between the African American experience and the 

American experience. 
¯ Develop their reading, writing, and critical thinking skills. 



Books 

REQUIRED TEXTS AND MATERIALS 

Deborah Gray White, Mia Bay, and Waldo Martin, Freedom on My Mind, Volume 2: A History 

of African Americans With Documents" (Boston: Bedford/St. Martin’ s, 2012). 

Manning Marable and Leith Mullings, Let Nobody Turn Us" Around." An African American 
Anthology, Second Edition (Lanham, MD: Rowman and Littlefield, 2009). 

W.E.B. Du Bois, The Souls" of Black Folk (Mineola, NY: Dover Publications, 1994). 

James Baldwin, The Fire Next Time (New York: Vintage, 1995). 

Eldridge Cleaver, Soul On Ice (New York: Delta Publishing, 1991). 

COURSE OUTLINE AND READINGS 

Week 1: January_ 9--Course Introduction 

Art Carden, "Dear Student: I Don’t Lie Awake at Night Thinking of Ways to Ruin Your 
Life," Forbes, 12 January 2012. Available at 

~:iiwww.forbes.comisitesiartcardeni2012iO1i12idear-student-i-dont-lie-awake-at- 

night-thinking-of-ways-to-ruin-your-life/ 

¯ Thomas H. Benton, "The 7 Deadly Sins of Students," The Chronicle of Higher 
Education, 14 April 2006. Available at http:iichronicle.comiarticle/The-7-Deadlv-Sins- 

of-Students/46719 

Week 2: January_ 14 and 16--The Civil War and Emancipation 

¯ Let Nobody Turn Us" Around, 70-113 
¯ Abraham Lincoln, "The Emancipation Proclamation," 1 January 1863. Available at 

http :iiwww. archives.goviexhibitsifeatured_documentsiemancipation~oroclamationi 
¯ John Hope Franklin, "The Emancipation Proclamation: An Act of Justice," Prologue 

Magazine, Vol. 25, No. 2 (Summer 1993). Available at 
http:iix~vw.archives.govipublications/prologue/1993/summer/emancipation- 

proclamation.html 
¯ Frederick Douglass, "Why A Colored Man Should Enlist." Available at 

http :/iwww.loc.goviresource/mfd.22006/#seq- 1 
¯ Frederick Douglass, "Address at a Meeting for the Promotion of Colored Enlistments, 

Philadelphia." Available at http :/iwww.loc. goviresourceimfd.22007i#seq- 1 
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Abraham Lincoln, "Abraham Lincoln to Horace Greely," New York Times, August 23, 
1862. Available at http:iimemo~.loc.govicgi- 

bin/query/r? ammemimal: @fi eld(DOCID+@lit(d4233400)) 

Week 3: January_ 21 and 23--Reconstruction 

¯ Freedom on My Mind, Chapter 8 
¯ LetNobody Turn UsAround, 122-135 

Week 4: January_ 28 and 30--Racism, Limited Freedom, and Black Responses 

¯ Freedom on My Mind, Chapter 9 
¯ LetNobody Turn UsAround, 150-195,209-216 
¯ Ida B. Wells, Southern Horrors: Lynch Law andAll its" Phases. Available at 

http :/iwww.gutenberg.org/filesi1497 5i1497 5-hi1497 5-h.htm 

Week 5: February_ 4 and 6--W.E.B. Du Bois, the Talented Tenth, and the Problems of the 
American Century_ 

W.E.B. Du Bois, The Souls" of Black Folk 

Film: W.E.B. Du Bois, An Autobiography in Four Voices, (on reserve at the Media 

Resources Center). 

Week 6: February_ 11 and 13--From Plantation to Ghetto: the Great Migration and the First 
World War 

¯ Freedom on MyMind, 494-504 
¯ Let Nobody Turn Us" Around, 224-253 
¯ David A. Davis, "Not Only War Is Hell: World War I and African American Lynching 

Narratives," African American Review, Vol. 42, No. 3/4 (Fall - Winter, 2008), pp. 477- 
491. 



Week 7: February_ 18 and 20--The New Negroes 

FILM RESPONSE #1 DUE IN CLASS ON TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 18 

¯ Freedom onMyMind, 504-515, 528-533 
¯ Let Nobody Turn Us Around, 253-273 
¯ Cornelius L. Bynum, "The New Negro and Social Democracy During the Harlem 

Renaissance, 1917-37" The Journal of the GildedAge and Progressive Era, Vol. 10, No. 
1 (January 2011), pp. 89-112. 

¯ Alain Locke, The New Negro, "Introduction" 

Week 8: February_ 25 and 27--African American Life During the Great Depression and the New 
Deal 

¯ Freedom onMyMind, 515-528, 534-540 
¯ Let Nobody Turn Us Around, 273-307 

Week 9: March 4 and 6--The Second World War, Struggle for Citizenship, and the Rise of 
Black Protest Politics 

¯ Freedom on My Mind, Chapter 11 
¯ LetNobody Turn UsAround, 308-325 

MIDTERM EXAM: THURSDAY, MARCH 6 

Week 10: March 10-14--Spring Break--No Classes 

Week 11: March 18 and 20--The Early Civil Rights Movement 

¯ Freedom on My Mind, Chapter 12 
¯ LetNobody Turn UsAround, 316-341,352-384 
¯ James Baldwin, The Fire Next Time 
¯ Martin Luther King, Jr., "Letter from a Birmingham Jail" 
¯ Film: 4 Little Girls 

Week 12: March 25 and 27-- From Civil Rights to Black Power 

¯ Freedom on My Mind, 665-681 
¯ LetNobody Turn UsAround, 385-444 
¯ Eldridge Cleaver, Soul on Ice 
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Week 13: April 1 and 3--Black Power (Continued) and the Rise of the Black Left 

FILM RESPONSE #2 DUE IN CLASS ON TUESDAY, APRIL 1 

¯ Freedom on My Mind, 681-709 
¯ Let Nobody Turn Us Around, 445-459 

Week 14: April 8 and 10--The Politics of Gender and Culture 

¯ LetNobody Turn UsAround, 459-463,501-512, 515-528 
¯ Freedom on My Mind, 709-717 
¯ Patricia Hill Collins, "The Social Construction of Black Feminist Thought," Signs, Vol. 

14, No. 4, Common Grounds and Crossroads: Race, Ethnicity, and Class in Women’s 
Lives. Summer 1989, pp. 745-773. 

¯ The Combahee River Collective, "A Black Feminist Statement," in Beverly Guy Sheftall, 
Words of Fire: An Anthology of African American Feminist Thought (New York: New 

Press, 1995). 
¯ Angela Davis, "Racism, Birth Control, and Reproductive Rights," in Marlene Gerber 

Fried (ed.), The Reproductive Rights Reader: Law, Medicine, and the Construction of 

Motherhood (New York: New York University Press, 2008), 86-94. 

Week 15: April 15 and 17--From Protest to Politics (and Policy) 

¯ Freedom on My Mind, Chapter 14 
¯ LetNobody Turn UsAround, 469-486, 513-515, 529-591 
¯ Film: Sex and Justice: Anita Hill v. Clarence Thomas 

Week 16: April 22 and 24--African Americans at the Turn of the Century_ 

FILM RESPONSE #3 DUE IN CLASS ON THURSDAY, APRIL 24 

¯ Freedom on My Mind, Chapter 15 
¯ LetNobody Turn UsAround, 600-641 

FINAL EXAM: FRIDAY, MAY 2, 2014 AT 8:00AM 



ASSIGNMENTS AND GRADING 

Midterm Exam: 40% 

The midterm for this class is scheduled for Thursday, March 6, 2014 from 9:30AM-10:45AM 

Final Exam: 40% 

The final exam for this class is scheduled for Friday, May 2, 2014 from 8:00AM-11:00AM. 

Film Responses: 20% 

Students are required to submit written response papers to the three films listed on the syllabus. 
Depending on scheduling, I may show one or more of them in class. However, with advanced 
notice you may need to watch them in the Media Resources Center at the University Library. On 
a basic level, you should provide a brief summary of the film; discuss its strengths, weakness, 
what it adds to our understanding of the subj ect of the week and African American History more 
broadly. Please be sure to balance summary and analysis in your response. In other words, tell 
me what you learned and what you think. Your essay is to be 3.5 pages long and submitted on 
letter-sized paper (8.5 x 11) with printing on one side of the paper only. Please use Times New 
Roman, 12-point font and 1-inch margins. 

Grading Scale 

You final grade and your grade for each of the four course components will be calculated using 
the following schedule: 

Point Value or Percentage 
93-100 
90-92 
87-89 
83 -86 
80-82 
77-79 
73 -76 
70-72 
67-69 
60-66 
0-59 

Letter Grade 
A 
A- 
B+ 
B 
B- 
C+ 
C 
C- 
D+ 
D 
F 

Incomplete Grades 

My basic policy on incomplete grades is that I do not give them. If you see yourself having 
difficulty meeting the deadlines or any of the requirements of the course, please consider taking 
another class. 
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Make Up Exams and Late Work 

All assignments should be submitted on time. At best, late work will be deducted one letter grade 
for each day late or not graded at all. Essays are to be submitted in person and not by email 
unless otherwise instructed. Finally, I generally do not give make up exams unless they are 
requested in advance and only reasons allowed by university policy. 

Potential Changes to Topics and Readings 

This syllabus is intended to guide our learning throughout the semester. In no case will the 
grading requirements change. Nor will the due dates for the assignments be any earlier than 
announced here. However, the readings and weekly topics are subj ect to change depending on 
the pace of the course. 

CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT 

Technology in the Classroom 

Generally speaking, this class is a technology free zone. As such, students are expected to refrain 
from electronic communication in class. This includes emails, text messages, and chat sessions. 
Cell phones should be turned off. Notebook/laptop computers are not to be used in class. Tablets 
such as the Kindle, iPad, Nook, etc., are allowed if they are used for reading electronic versions 
of texts. You should plan to use a pen and paper to take notes during lecture. 

Academic Integrity and the University Honor Code 

Students are expected to observe the highest standards of academic integrity. This means you 
must always submit original work and appropriately cite the ideas or words of others in a manner 
consistent with the conventions of academic writing, and university policy. If you have 
questions, please ask them before submitting your work. Any instances of plagiarism or other 
forms of academic dishonesty will be handled in accordance with the University Honor Code. 
For details, please see the following link: 
http :iistudentconduct.unc. eduisitesistudentconduct.unc, eduifilesi2012_2013_Instrument.pdf 

Expectations for Student Behavior 

As a general matter of classroom etiquette, students are expected to attend each class meeting on 
time and prepared to contribute. Students are also expected to respect themselves, the instructor, 
and the ideas of others in the classroom space at all times. Eating in class is not allowed. 

What You Can Expect From Your Instructor: 

As your instructor, you can expect me to attend each class prepared to lead the appropriate 
activity. I will also advise you on additional campus resources to support your learning needs and 
efforts. You can also expect me to always treat you with dignity and respect even in difficult 
situations. Finally, I will respond to emails in a timely fashion and give you my undivided 
attention during office hours. 



Accommodations for Students with Disabilities 

My third floor office in Battle Hall is inaccessible to people with limited mobility. Therefore, if 

you have a permanent or temporary physical disability that makes it impossible to get to my 
office, I will gladly make alternate arrangements to meet with you. If you plan to arrive during 
my scheduled office hours, please come to the department office at 109 Battle Hall, let me know 
that you are here and I will come down to meet you. Students with documented disabilities 
should also contact the Department of Accessibility Resources and Service located inn SASB 
North Building, Ste., 2126 (accessibility@unc.edu) for various forms of support to meet your 
particular learning needs. 



DEPARTMENT OF AFRICAN, AFRICAN AMERICAN, AND DIASPORA STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 

AFRICAN AMERICA: CONTEMPORARY ISSUES (AAAD-331) 

BLACK INTELLECTUALS IN THE AGE OF THE INTERNET 

COURSE SYLLABUS 

Spring Semester 2014 
Wednesday--3: 00PM-5: 50PM 

Hanes Hall, Room 0107 

Professor Ronald Williams 
306 Battle Hall 

ronald.williams@unc, edu 
(919) 843-6202 

Office Hours 
Tuesday--1:00PM-4:00PM 

(and by appointment) 

COURSE DESCRIPTION AND GOALS 

This course focuses on the rise and rhetoric of African American intellectuals in the late 
twentieth and early twenty first century. While engaging contemporary topics and personalities, 
this course situates current public intellectuals within a historical framework. As we examine the 

various public intellectuals active today, we will analyze their biographies as well as their written 
and spoken words (books, articles, talk shows, news commentaries, and speeches) and connect 
them to broader issues prevalent in African American political and social life. Given the recent 
death of anti-apartheid crusader and former South African President Nelson Mandela, this course 
will also give attention to learning about life in apartheid South Africa. 

KEY LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

This course is organized around the following learning objectives: 

¯ To further students’ understanding of contemporary issues prevalent in African American 
life. 

¯ To increase students’ awareness and appreciation for the ideological complexity of 
contemporary African American intellectuals and political leaders. 

¯ To help students’ sharpen their reading, writing, and critical thinking skills. 



REQUIRED TEXTS 

Angela Davis, The Meaning of Freedom: and Other Difficult Dialogues (San Francisco: City 
Lights Books, 2012). 

Fredrick C. Harris, !he Price of the Ticket: Barack Obama and the Rise and Decfine of Black 
Pofitics (New York: Oxford University Press, 2012). 

Melissa Harris-Perry, Sister Citizen: Shame, Stereotypes, and Black Women in America (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 2011). 

Mark Mathabane, Kaffir Boy: An Autobiog~v~phy The }~ue Stot~’ of a Black Youth’s Coming of 
Age in Apartheid South AJkica (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1998). 

Barack Obama, The Audacity of Hope:/houghts on Reclaiming the American Dream (New 

York: Crown Publishers, 2006). 

Condoleezza Rice, Extraordinary Ordinary People: A Memoir of Family (New York: Three 

Rivers Press, 2010). 

COURSE OUTLINE AND READINGS 

Week 1: January 8 

Course Introduction 

Week 2: January 15 

Read before class: Mathabane, Kaffir Boy, part 1 

Week 3: January 22 

Read before class: Mathabane, Kaffir Boy, part 2 

Week 4: January 29 

Read before class: Mathabane, Kaffir Boy, part 3 

Week 5: February 5 

Read before class: Obama, The Audacity of Hope, chapters 1-4 
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Week 6: February_ 12 

Read before class: Obama, The Audacity of Hope, chapters 5-9 
Due in Class: Essay 1 

Week 7: February_ 19 

Read before class: Harris, The Price of the Ticket, preface and chapters 1-3 

Week 8: February_ 26 

Read before class: Harris, The Price of the Ticket, chapters 4-6 

Week 9: March 5 

Read before class: Davis, The Meaning of Freedom, foreword and chapters 1-6. 

Spring Break: March 12--No Class 

Week 10: March 19 

Read b efore clas s: Davi s, The Meaning of Freedom, foreword and chapters 7-12. 
Due in Class: Essay 2 

Week 11: March 26 

Read before class: Rice, Extraordinary, Ordinary People, chapters 1-19 

Week 12: April 2 

Reading: Rice, Extraordinary, Ordinary People, chapters 20-38 

Week 13: April 9 

Read before class: Harris-Perry, Sister Citizen, introduction, chapters 1 and 2 

Week 14: April 16 

Read before class: Harris-Perry, Sister Citizen, chapters 3-5 

Week 15: April 23 

Read before class: Harris-Perry, Sister Citizen, chapters 6 and 7 
Due in class: Essay 3 

FINAL EXAM: FRIDAY, MAY 2, 4:00PM-7:00PM 



ASSIGNMENTS AND GRADING 

Your grade in this course is determined by your performance in the following five areas: 

Essay 1: 20% (Due February_ 12) 

For the first essay, students are required to write a paper based on the book Kaffir Boy and topics 
raised by our read and discussions of it. 

Essay 2: 20% (Due March 19) 

For the second essay, students are required to write a paper that engages Fredrick Harris’ The 
Price of the Ticket and Barack Obama’s The Audacity of Hope. 

Essay 3: 20% (Due April 23) 

For the third essay, students are required to write a paper that engages Angela Davis’ The 
Meaning of Freedom and Condoleezza Rice’ s Extraordinary, Ordinary People. 

Final Exam: 20% 

The final exam for this class will take place on Friday, May 2 from 4-7PM. Please anticipate an 
in-class final. However, with ample notice, I may give a take-home final exam instead. If the 
exam is take-home, I will give you a prompt on the last day of class (April 23) and you will, in 
turn, submit your exam in person on the scheduled exam day and time. You must submit your 
own exam, in person at the beginning of the scheduled exam time and stay until dismissed. 

Contribution: 20% 

Since this is a seminar, it is not only important to show up to class, but you must participate 
fully. That is, you should come to class having completed the assigned readings and be fully 
prepared to discuss them. I will take attendance at each class meeting. Each student is allowed 
one excused absence. Any beyond this will result in a failing grade in the course. 

Essay Guidelines 

Your essays are to be five double-spaced pages long and submitted on letter-sized paper (8.5 x 
11) with printing on one side of the paper only. Please use Times New Roman, 12-point font and 
1-inch margins. You should also include a cover page that says your name and course 
information as well as a "works cited" page at the end. Remember to give your essay a title and 
number the pages Finally, your essay should conform to the format guidelines from the Chicago 
Manual of Style. You can find the basic guidelines for Chicago at 
http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/tools_citationguide.html. 
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Grading Scale 

You final grade and your grade for each course components will be based on following schedule: 

Point Value or Percentage 
93-100 
90-92 
87-89 
83 -86 
80-82 
77-79 
73 -76 
70-72 
67-69 
60-66 
0-59 

Letter Grade 

A 

A- 
B+ 
B 
B- 
C+ 
C 

C- 

D+ 

D 

F 

Incomplete Grades 

My basic policy on incomplete grades is that I do not give them. If you see yourself having 
difficulty meeting the deadlines or any of the requirements of the course, please consider taking 
another class. 

Make Up Exams And Late Work 

All assignments should be submitted on time. At best, late work will be deducted one letter grade 
for each day late or not graded at all. Essays are to be submitted in person and not by email 
unless otherwise instructed. Finally, I generally do not give make up exams unless they are 
requested in advance and only reasons allowed by university policy. 

Potential Changes To Topics And Readings 

This syllabus is intended to guide our learning throughout the semester. In no case will the 
grading requirements change. Nor will the due dates for the assignments be any earlier than 
announced here. However, the readings and weekly topics are subj ect to change depending on 
the pace of the course. 



CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT 

Technology In The Classroom 

Generally speaking, this class is a technology free zone. As such, students are expected to refrain 
from electronic communication in class. This includes emails, text messages, and chat sessions. 
Cell phones should be turned off. Notebook/laptop computers are not to be used in class. Tablets 
such as the Kindle, iPad, Nook, etc., are allowed if they are used for reading electronic versions 
of texts. Since this is a seminar, your most useful technology will be a pen, paper, and the 
relevant texts. 

Academic Integrity and the University Honor Code 

Students are expected to observe the highest standards of academic integrity. This means you 
must always submit original work and appropriately cite the ideas or words of others in a manner 
consistent with the conventions of academic writing, and university policy. If you have 
questions, please ask them before submitting your work. Any instances of plagiarism or other 
forms of academic dishonesty will be handled in accordance with the University Honor Code. 
For details, please see the following link: 
http :i/studentconduct.unc. eduisites/studentconduct.unc, eduifiles/2012_2013_Instrument.pdf 

Expectations for Student Behavior 

As a general matter of classroom etiquette, students are expected to attend each class meeting on 
time and prepared to contribute. Students are also expected to respect themselves, the instructor, 
and the ideas of others in the classroom space at all times. Eating in class is not allowed. 

What You Can Expect From Your Instructor 

As your instructor, you can expect me to attend each class prepared to lead the appropriate 
activity. I will also advise you on additional campus resources to support your learning needs and 
efforts. You can also expect me to always treat you with dignity and respect even in difficult 
situations. Finally, I will respond to emails in a timely fashion and give you my undivided 
attention during office hours. 

Accommodations for Students with Disabilities 

My third floor office in Battle Hall is inaccessible to people with limited mobility. Therefore, if 
you have a permanent or temporary physical disability that makes it impossible to get to my 
office, please come to the department office at 109 Battle Hall. The staff will let me know that 
you are here and I will come down to meet you. Students with documented disabilities should 
also contact the Department of Accessibility Resources and Service located inn SASB North 
Building, Ste., 2126 (accessibility@unc.edu) for various forms of support to meet your particular 
learning needs. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wells, Chris <cjwells@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 2:00 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

AAAD 259 syllabus 

WellsAAAD259SyllabusSpring2014.pdf 

Hi Travis, 

Syllabus attached for printing. 



AAAD 259: Black Influences on Popular Culture 

Spring 2014, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Course Meetings: Tuesday & Thursday, 3:30-4:45pm, Hill Hall 103 

Instructor: Christopher ]. Wells cjwells@email.unc.edu 

Office Hours: Hill Hall 224, Tuesday and Thursday from lpm-3pm or by appointment. 

Course Overview: One need only look at the ubiquity of Hip-Hop in countries from 
Botswana to Japan to Sweden to see that black cultural practices and traditions have had a 
massive impact on popular culture globally. In this class, we will investigate the cultural 
traditions, sociopolitical dynamics, and systems of aesthetics and representation that have 
shaped black influences on popular culture over the past 200 years. We will study black 
influences on diverse forms of cultural expression including music, dance, sports, comedy, 
films, and political discourse as we trace the obvious and less-than-obvious impacts of 
black traditions and cultural life on American and global popular culture. 

Throughout the course, we will also critically examine the terms of discussion and the 
course title itself: What constitutes a "black influence", what does it mean for something to 
be "black", and who gets to decide? Is it possible for something to have a "black essence" or 
is blackness a construct produced and shaped through cultural production? What are the 
ethical dynamics surrounding adoption of black influences or practices by people who are 
not black themselves? What do we mean by "popular culture"? What are the historical 
dynamics of power and oppression that shape the playing field on which we must have 
these conversations? This semester, we will critically engage these issues while exploring 
the contributions of many performers, artists, and scholars as we seek to draw from rich 
and ongoing debates about these topics to build our own robust conversation. As scholar 
bell hooks once said, popular culture is "the primary pedagogical medium for masses of 
people globally who want to, in some way, understand the politics of difference." 

Course Objectives: By the end of this course, you will be able to: 

-Identify influences of African Diasporic cultural practices on diverse forms of 
popular culture. 

-Describe and critique the relationships between popular cultural production and 
broader systems of power and oppression. 

-Draw connections between past and present dynamics of cultural development, 
exchange, and appropriation. 

-Develop your own working definitions of "black influence" and "popular culture" 
after evaluating and/or synthesizing multiple schools of thought. 

-Apply critical perspectives on race and representation to contemporary and 
historical cultural expression. 



Course Texts (all required): 

Annemarie Bean (editor), ]ames V. Hatch (editor), Brooks McNamara (editor). Inside the 
Minstrel Mask: Readin~Ts in Nineteenth-Century Blackface Minstrelsy. Hanover, NH: Wesleyan 
University Press, 1996 ]Referred to as "BHM" throughout syllabus]. 

W. Fitzhugh Brundage (editor). Beyond Blackface: African Americans and the Creation of 
American Popular Culture, 1890-1930. Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 

2011. 

Leroi ]ones [Amiri Baraka] Blues People: Negro Music in White America. New York: Harper 

Perennial, 1999 [original W. Morrow, 1963]. 

Tricia Rose. Black Noise: Rap Music and Black Culture in Contemporary America. Hanover, 

NH, Wesleyan University Press, 1994. 

Grading Policy: Your course grade will come from a composite of your scores for 

assignments, quizzes and exams, and class participation, which will be weighted according 
to the grade breakdown below. Your total weighted score on a lO0-point scale will be 

converted to a final letter grade as follows: 

Score Grade 

94-100 A 

90-93 A- 

87-89 B+ 

84-86 B 

80-83 B- 

77-79 C+ 

74-76 C 

70-73 C- 

67-69 D+ 

60-66 D 

0-59 F 

Grade Breakdown: 
Class Participation - 15% 

Quizzes - 10% (5 quizzes, 2% each) 

Personal Reflection - 5% 
Newspaper Report - 5% 

Film Review - 10% 

Midterm Exam - 15% 
Research Paper- 20% 

Final Exam - 20% 



Class Participation: In this course, class participation means much more than just 
showing up. Everyone will be expected to arrive to class prepared to discuss the assigned 
readings and participate actively in class activities. I will regularly assign students 
individual readings to summarize and report on to the rest of the class. Similarly to a 
foreign language class, your participation will be graded daily according to a rubric. 

Quizzes: To be sure you’re keeping up with the assigned reading and understanding the 
material thoroughly, we will have quizzes, which may or may not be announced. 

Midterm Exam: The midterm will be a take home exam in which you will respond to one 
or two pieces of writing, which I will assign, by applying specific factual and theoretical 
knowledge gained during the first half of the term. 

Final Exam: The final exam will test both your factual knowledge and conceptual 
understanding of the course material. There should be no big surprises here, and we’ll take 
some time as a group to prepare in class. 

Writing Assignments: All written work should uploaded to the appropriate assignment 
space on Sakai by 11:59 pm on the listed due date. This is a hard deadline, so please don’t 
wait until the last minute or you subject yourself to the fickle whims of technology. 

Late Work Policy: Unless an extension is granted in advance or a compelling 
excuse (medical/family emergencies etc.) with documentation, the following 
penalties will be assessed on late work. 

¯ Assignments up to 24 hours late will be penalized one full letter grade. 
¯ Assignments between 24 and 48 hours late will be penalized two full letter 

grades. 
¯ Assignments between 48 and 72 hours late will receive a grade no higher 
than 50 (100-point scale). 

¯ No work will be accepted more than 72 hours late. 

Personal Reflection (1-2 pages): Discuss what the concept of "black influence" means to 
you. How do you perceive the role of race, and specifically "blackness," in your own life 
experience? What are you hoping to gain from taking this course? What are some 
reservations and/or concerns you may have? 

lVewspaper Report (2 pages): This assignment will introduce you to our online databases 
of historically black newspapers as a valuable research tool. You will decide on a popular 
culture practice, person, place or event of interest and discuss how it was reported in major 
newspapers including in the black press. 

Film Review (4 pages): You will choose a film from a list of options (an alternate film may 
be allowed w/instructor permission) and write a critical review that engages issues of 
cultural expression, representation, and appropriation. For this project, I will ask you to 
watch bell hooks’ "Cultural Criticism and Transformation" (available on YouTube) as a 
model for building a critical perspective. 



Research Paper (7-9 pages}: You will write an original research paper on a topic of your 

choice related to the course theme. You have a wide range of options here, though term 
paper topics must be approved by the instructor, and I will be available to discuss possible 

topics during my office hours or via e-mail. 

Attendance Policy: It is absolutely vital that all students attend class regularly, and I will 

expect students to sign the attendance sheet every class period. As such, each student may 
miss only TWO class periods without instructor permission in advance or a compelling 

excuse (medical/family emergencies etc.) with proper documentation. EACH UNEXCUSED 

ABSENCE IN EXCESS OF TWO WILL RESULT IN A PENALTY OF ONE HALF-LETTER ON 
YOUR FINAL COURSE GRADE. If you know in advance that you absolutely must miss class, 

please talk with me ahead of time so that we can work something out to be sure you don’t 
fall behind. Further detail on medical excuses, religious exceptions, etc. can be found here 

in the Undergraduate Bulletin: 

http:!!www.unc.edu!ugradbulletin!procedures 1.html#class attendance 

Honor Code & Academic Integrity: All students are expected to maintain high standards 

of academic integrity, and so am I as your instructor. As such, plagiarism or the receiving of 
unauthorized assistance will absolutely not be tolerated. In this course, we will follow 

UNC’s Honor Code, and any violations thereof may result in disciplinary action via the 
Honor Court. Please familiarize yourself with the UNC Honor Code’s definitions of various 

violations and its policies and procedures in the The Instrument of Student]udicial 

Governance found here: 

http: //studentc~nduct~unc~edu/sites/studentc~nduct~unc~edu/fi~es/Fa~~2~~2print~pdf 

Technology Policy: I encourage students to use whatever technological equipment they 
find useful to take notes in class so long as it does not distract others. However, students 
using technology for unrelated activities during class (Facebook, e-mail, chatting, etc.) will 
lose significant points on their class participation grade, and repeated problems may result 
in shifts towards a much more "conservative" stance on technology in the classroom. 

Accommodations for Disabilities and Learning Differences: I am happy to make 

reasonable accommodations for disabilities and learning differences. Requests for 

accommodations should follow the guidelines and procedures of UNC’s Accessibility 

Resources and Service: http:!!accessibility.unc.edu!students. 

The earlier I am informed of a student’s need for an accommodation, the more options we 

have, so please be proactive about this and note the following deadlines for Spring 2014: 

¯ Note-Taking Requests: February 10th 
¯ Faculty Notification emails: February 10th 
¯ Exam Scheduling: April 23rd 
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[Jnit 1: Foundational Concepts 

Thursday 1/9 

Introduction, syllabus review, first impressions 

Tuesday 1/14 

Defining "Black Influences" and "Popular Culture" 

Read: Omar Burgess "True Colors: Race, and the Misnomer of Hip Hop as ’Black Culture’" 

hiphopdx.com http: ! /www.hiphopdx.com /index / editorials /i d.194 7 /title.true-colors-race- 

and-the-misnomer-of-hip -hop-as -black-music 

Marcyliena Morgan and Dionne Bennett, "Hip-Hop and the Global Imprint of a Black 
Cultural Form" Daedalus 140, no.2 (Spring 2011): 176-196 (on Sakai) 

Greg Tate, "Nigs Are Us, or How Black Folk Became Fetish Objects" from Everything But the 

Burden: What White People Are Takingj~rom Black Culture (New York: Harlem Moon, 2003) 

(on Sakai) 

Thursday 1/16 

Cultural Appropriation and White Privilege 

Read: bell hooks "Eating the Other: Desire and Resistance" from Black Looks: Race and 

Representation (Boston: South End Press, 1992) (on Sakai) 

Mickey Hess "’Don’t Quote Me Boy’: Dynamite Hack Covers NWA’s Boyz-N-Tha-Hood’" 

Popular Music and Society 28, no.2 (2005): 179-191 (on Sakai) 

Nico Lang, "Cultural Appropriation is a Bigger Problem than Miley Cyrus" Thought 

Catalogue http: ! !thoughtcatalog.com !nico-lang! 2013 ! OS ! cultural-appropriation-is-a- 

bi__igger-problem-than-miley-cyrus ! 

Hayes Brown "The Obscuring of Black Culture or Why I Hate the Fake Harlem Shake Meme" 

Think Progress http: ! !thinkprogress.org!alyssa !2013 !O2 !15 !1601551/the-obscuring-of- 

black-culture-or-why-i-hate-the-fake-harlem-shake-meme! 



Unit 2: Minstrelsy and the 19th Century 

Tuesday 1/21 

The Genealogy of Jim Crow 

Read: BHM 3-27 (Eric Lott, "Blackface and Blackness: The Minstrel Show in American 

Culture) 

*PERSONAL REFLECTION ASSIGNMENT DUE (1/21) 

Thursday 1/23 

Dandy Jim and Black Male Sexuality 

Read: BHM 257-272 (Barbara Lewis, "Daddy Blue: The Evolution of the Dark Dandy") 

Tuesday 1/28 

Early Black Minstrel Performers 

Read: BHM 33-62, 163-175 (Ed. Eileen Southern "Black Musicians and Early Ethiopian 

Minstrelsy, Southern "The Georgia Minstrels: The Early Years") 

Thursday 1/30 

Comedy and Political Commentary 

Read: BHM 179-222 (William J. Mahar "Ethiopian Skits and Sketches: Contents and 

Contexts of Blackface Minstrelsy, 1840-1890") 

Tuesday 2/4 

Racial and Ethnic Politics, "White" Immigrant Performers 

Read: BHM 67-109 (Alexander Saxton "Blackface Minstrelsy", Robert C. Toll "Social 
Commentary in White Minstrelsy) 



Thursday 2/6 

Gender, Sexuality, and Black Bodies in Motion 

Read: BHM 223-256 (Marian Hannah Winter "]uba and American Minstrelsy", Annemarie 

Bean "Transgressing the Gender Divide: The Female Impersonator in Nineteenth-Century 
Blackface Minstrelsy") 

Unit 3: The Great Migration and Urban Mass Culture 

Tuesday 2/11 

Urbanism and the Great Migration 

Read: Brundage 159-189 (Davarian Baldwin "Our Newcomers to the City: The Great 
Migration and the Making of Modern Mass Culture") 

Thursday 2/13 

Race and Authenticity 

Read: Brundage 99-123 (David Krasner "The Real Thing") 

Tuesday 2/18 

Constructing and Deconstructing Stereotypes 

Read: Brundage 124-158 (Susan Curtis "Black Creativity and Black Stereotype: Rethining 
Black Popular Music in America", Thomas Riis "Crossing Boundaries: Black Musicians who 
Defied Musical Genre") 

Thursday 2/20 

Diasporic Consciousness and Political Solidarity 

Read: Brundage 259-288 (Clare Corbould "At the Feet of Dessalines: "Performing Haiti’s 
Revolution During the New Negro Renaissance") 



Tuesday 2/25 

The Black Body in Sports 

Read: Brundage 315-356 (Lewis A. Erenberg "More Than a Prizefight: ]up Louis, Max 
Schmeling, and the Transnational Politics of Boxing") 

*NEWSPAPER ASSIGNMENT DOE (2/25) 

Unit 4: Unpacking Amiri Baraka’s "Blues People" 

Thursday 2/27 

Read: ]ones/Baraka, Introduction and 1-50 

Tuesday 3/4 

Read: ]ones/Baraka, 50-122 

Thursday 3/6 

Read: ]ones/Baraka, 122-175 

SPRING BREAK 

Unit 5: Mass Media and Black Culture at Mid-Century 

Tuesday 3/18 

R&B, Rock & Roll, Soul, and Pop 

Read: Lawrence N. Redd, "Rock! It’s Still Rhythm and Blues" The Black Perspective in Music 

13, no.1 (Spring 1985): 31-47 

Phillip Brian Harper, "Synesthisia, ’Crossover’, and Blacks in Popular Music" Social Text 23 

(Autumn-Winter 1989): 102-121 



Thursday 3/20 

Television and Comedy 

Read: Hilton Als, "A Pryor Love: The Life and Times of America’s Comic Prophet of Race" 
from Everythin9 But the Burden (on Sakai) 

Simon Weaver, "The Other Laughs Back: Humour and Resistance in Anti-racist Comedy" 

Sociolo~ty 44, no.1 (February 2010): 31-48 (on Sakai) 

Melbourne S. Cummings, "The Changing Image of the Black Family on Television" The 

Journal of Popular Culture 22, no.2 (Fall 1988): 78-88 (on Sakai) 

Tuesday 3/25 

Black Pride, Afrocentrism, Black Arts Movement, Afrofuturism 

Larry Neal "The Black Arts Movement" The Drama Review 12, no.4 (Summer 1968): 28-39 

(on Sakai) 

J. Griffeth Rollefson, "The ’Robot Voodoo Power Thesis’: Afrofuturism and Anti-Anti- 
Essentialism from Sun Ra to Kool Keith" Black Music Research ]ourna128, no. 1 (Spring 

2008): 83-109 (on Sakai) 

*FILM REVIEW ASSIGNMENT DUE (3/25) 

Thursday 3/27 

Film, Blaxploitation 

Read: Kelsey Cowger, "Cultural Politics, Representation, and the Music of Shaft" 

VoiceXchan~te 1 (2004): 19-26 (on Sakai) 

Joe Wlodarz, "Beyond the Black Macho: Queer Blaxploitation" The Velvet Li~tht Trap 53 

(Spring 2004): 10-25 (on Sakai) 

Tuesday 4/1 

Athletics and Black Masculinity 

Read: Michael Eric Dyson "Be Like Mike? Michael Jordan and the Pedagogy of Desire" 

Cultural Studies 7 no. 1 (1993): 64- 72 (on Sakai) 

Rachel Alicia Griffin "The Disgrace of Commodification and Shameful Convenience: A 

Critical Race Critique of the N BA" ]ournal oj~Black Studies 43, no.2 (March 2012): 161-185 

(on sakai) 



Unit 6: Hip-Hop and the late 

Thursday 4/3 

Hip-Hop and Cultural Production 
Read: Rose Chapter 1 (1-20) 

20th Century 

Tuesday 4/8 

Contemporary Urban Geography 
Read: Rose Chapter 2 (21-61) 
Thursday 4/10 

Black Cultural Technologies 

Read: Rose Chapter 3 (62-96) 

Tuesday 4/15 

Black Music and Contemporary Politics 

Read: Rose Chapter 4 (99-145) 

Thursday 4/17 

Women in Hip-Hop, Sexuality, Patriarchy 
Read: Rose Chapter 5 (146-182) 

Unit 7: Case Study Contemporary New Orleans 

Tuesday 4/22 

Symbolic Economy and Cultural Memory 

Read: Helen A. Regis "Blackness and the Politics of Memory in the New Orleans Second 
Line," American Ethnologist 28, no.4 (November, 2001): 752-777. (on Sakai) 

*RESEARCH PAPER DUE (4/22) 

Thursday 4/24 

Soundscapes and Urban Resistance 

Read: Matt Sakakeeny, "Under the Bridge: An Orientation to Soundscapes in New Orleans" 

Ethnomusicology 54, no.1 (Winter 2010): 1-27. (on Sakai) 
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AAAD 259 again 
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AAAD 259: Black Influences on Popular Culture 

Spring 2014, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Course Meetings: Tuesday & Thursday, 3:30-4:45pm, Hill Hall 103 

Instructor: Christopher ]. Wells cjwells@email.unc.edu 

Office Hours: Hill Hall 224, Tuesday and Thursday from lpm-3pm or by appointment. 

Course Overview: One need only look at the ubiquity of Hip-Hop in countries from 
Botswana to Japan to Sweden to see that black cultural practices and traditions have had a 
massive impact on popular culture globally. In this class, we will investigate the cultural 
traditions, sociopolitical dynamics, and systems of aesthetics and representation that have 
shaped black influences on popular culture over the past 200 years. We will study black 
influences on diverse forms of cultural expression including music, dance, sports, comedy, 
films, and political discourse as we trace the obvious and less-than-obvious impacts of 
black traditions and cultural life on American and global popular culture. 

Throughout the course, we will also critically examine the terms of discussion and the 
course title itself: What constitutes a "black influence", what does it mean for something to 
be "black", and who gets to decide? Is it possible for something to have a "black essence" or 
is blackness a construct produced and shaped through cultural production? What are the 
ethical dynamics surrounding adoption of black influences or practices by people who are 
not black themselves? What do we mean by "popular culture"? What are the historical 
dynamics of power and oppression that shape the playing field on which we must have 
these conversations? This semester, we will critically engage these issues while exploring 
the contributions of many performers, artists, and scholars as we seek to draw from rich 
and ongoing debates about these topics to build our own robust conversation. As scholar 
bell hooks once said, popular culture is "the primary pedagogical medium for masses of 
people globally who want to, in some way, understand the politics of difference." 

Course Objectives: By the end of this course, you will be able to: 

-Identify influences of African Diasporic cultural practices on diverse forms of 
popular culture. 

-Describe and critique the relationships between popular cultural production and 
broader systems of power and oppression. 

-Draw connections between past and present dynamics of cultural development, 
exchange, and appropriation. 

-Develop your own working definitions of "black influence" and "popular culture" 
after evaluating and/or synthesizing multiple schools of thought. 

-Apply critical perspectives on race and representation to contemporary and 
historical cultural expression. 



Course Texts (all required): 

Annemarie Bean (editor), ]ames V. Hatch (editor), Brooks McNamara (editor). Inside the 
Minstrel Mask: Readin~Ts in Nineteenth-Century Blackface Minstrelsy. Hanover, NH: Wesleyan 
University Press, 1996 ]Referred to as "BHM" throughout syllabus]. 

W. Fitzhugh Brundage (editor). Beyond Blackface: African Americans and the Creation of 
American Popular Culture, 1890-1930. Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 

2011. 

Leroi ]ones [Amiri Baraka] Blues People: Negro Music in White America. New York: Harper 

Perennial, 1999 [original W. Morrow, 1963]. 

Tricia Rose. Black Noise: Rap Music and Black Culture in Contemporary America. Hanover, 

NH, Wesleyan University Press, 1994. 

Grading Policy: Your course grade will come from a composite of your scores for 

assignments, quizzes and exams, and class participation, which will be weighted according 
to the grade breakdown below. Your total weighted score on a 100-point scale will be 

converted to a final letter grade as follows: 

Score Grade 

94-100 A 

90-93 A- 

87-89 B+ 

84-86 B 

80-83 B- 

77-79 C+ 

74-76 C 

70-73 C- 

67-69 D+ 

60-66 D 

0-59 F 

Grade Breakdown: 
Class Participation - 15% 

Quizzes - 10% (5 quizzes, 2% each) 

Personal Reflection - 5% 
Newspaper Report - 5% 

Film Review - 10% 

Midterm Exam - 15% 
Research Paper- 20% 
Final Exam - 20% [FINAL EXAM TUESDAY APRIL 29th at 4pm] 



Class Participation: In this course, class participation means much more than just 
showing up. Everyone will be expected to arrive to class prepared to discuss the assigned 
readings and participate actively in class activities. I will regularly assign students 
individual readings to summarize and report on to the rest of the class. Similarly to a 
foreign language class, your participation will be graded daily according to a rubric. 

Quizzes: To be sure you’re keeping up with the assigned reading and understanding the 
material thoroughly, we will have quizzes, which may or may not be announced. 

Midterm Exam: The midterm will be a take home exam in which you will respond to one 
or two pieces of writing, which I will assign, by applying specific factual and theoretical 
knowledge gained during the first half of the term. 

Final Exam: The final exam will test both your factual knowledge and conceptual 
understanding of the course material. There should be no big surprises here, and we’ll take 
some time as a group to prepare in class. [FINAL EXAM TUESDAY APRIL 29th at 4pm] 

Writing Assignments: All written work should uploaded to the appropriate assignment 
space on Sakai by 11:59 pm on the listed due date. This is a hard deadline, so please don’t 
wait until the last minute or you subject yourself to the fickle whims of technology. 

Late Work Policy: Unless an extension is granted in advance or a compelling 
excuse (medical/family emergencies etc.) with documentation, the following 
penalties will be assessed on late work. 

¯ Assignments up to 24 hours late will be penalized one full letter grade. 
¯ Assignments between 24 and 48 hours late will be penalized two full letter 

grades. 
¯ Assignments between 48 and 72 hours late will receive a grade no higher 
than 50 (100-point scale). 

¯ No work will be accepted more than 72 hours late. 

Personal Reflection (1-2 pages): Discuss what the concept of "black influence" means to 
you. How do you perceive the role of race, and specifically "blackness," in your own life 
experience? What are you hoping to gain from taking this course? What are some 
reservations and/or concerns you may have? 

lVewspaper Report (2 pages): This assignment will introduce you to our online databases 
of historically black newspapers as a valuable research tool. You will decide on a popular 
culture practice, person, place or event of interest and discuss how it was reported in major 
newspapers including in the black press. 

Film Review (4 pages): You will choose a film from a list of options (an alternate film may 
be allowed w/instructor permission) and write a critical review that engages issues of 
cultural expression, representation, and appropriation. For this project, I will ask you to 
watch bell hooks’ "Cultural Criticism and Transformation" (available on YouTube) as a 
model for building a critical perspective. 



Research Paper (7-9 pages}: You will write an original research paper on a topic of your 

choice related to the course theme. You have a wide range of options here, though term 
paper topics must be approved by the instructor, and I will be available to discuss possible 

topics during my office hours or via e-mail. 

Attendance Policy: It is absolutely vital that all students attend class regularly, and I will 

expect students to sign the attendance sheet every class period. As such, each student may 
miss only TWO class periods without instructor permission in advance or a compelling 

excuse (medical/family emergencies etc.) with proper documentation. EACH UNEXCUSED 

ABSENCE IN EXCESS OF TWO WILL RESULT IN A PENALTY OF ONE HALF-LETTER ON 
YOUR FINAL COURSE GRADE. If you know in advance that you absolutely must miss class, 

please talk with me ahead of time so that we can work something out to be sure you don’t 
fall behind. Further detail on medical excuses, religious exceptions, etc. can be found here 

in the Undergraduate Bulletin: 

http:!!www.unc.edu!ugradbulletin!procedures 1.html#class attendance 

Honor Code & Academic Integrity: All students are expected to maintain high standards 

of academic integrity, and so am I as your instructor. As such, plagiarism or the receiving of 
unauthorized assistance will absolutely not be tolerated. In this course, we will follow 

UNC’s Honor Code, and any violations thereof may result in disciplinary action via the 
Honor Court. Please familiarize yourself with the UNC Honor Code’s definitions of various 

violations and its policies and procedures in the The Instrument of Student]udicial 

Governance found here: 

http: //studentc~nduct~unc~edu/sites/studentc~nduct~unc~edu/fi~es/Fa~~2~~2print~pdf 

Technology Policy: I encourage students to use whatever technological equipment they 
find useful to take notes in class so long as it does not distract others. However, students 
using technology for unrelated activities during class (Facebook, e-mail, chatting, etc.) will 
lose significant points on their class participation grade, and repeated problems may result 
in shifts towards a much more "conservative" stance on technology in the classroom. 

Accommodations for Disabilities and Learning Differences: I am happy to make 

reasonable accommodations for disabilities and learning differences. Requests for 

accommodations should follow the guidelines and procedures of UNC’s Accessibility 

Resources and Service: http:!!accessibility.unc.edu!students. 

The earlier I am informed of a student’s need for an accommodation, the more options we 

have, so please be proactive about this and note the following deadlines for Spring 2014: 

¯ Note-Taking Requests: February 10th 
¯ Faculty Notification emails: February 10th 
¯ Exam Scheduling: April 23rd 
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[Jnit 1: Foundational Concepts 

Thursday 1/9 

Introduction, syllabus review, first impressions 

Tuesday 1/14 

Defining "Black Influences" and "Popular Culture" 

Read: Omar Burgess "True Colors: Race, and the Misnomer of Hip Hop as ’Black Culture’" 

hiphopdx.com http: ! /www.hiphopdx.com /index / editorials /i d.194 7 /title.true-colors-race- 

and-the-misnomer-of-hip -hop-as -black-music 

Marcyliena Morgan and Dionne Bennett, "Hip-Hop and the Global Imprint of a Black 
Cultural Form" Daedalus 140, no.2 (Spring 2011): 176-196 (on Sakai) 

Greg Tate, "Nigs Are Us, or How Black Folk Became Fetish Objects" from Everything But the 

Burden: What White People Are Takingj~rom Black Culture (New York: Harlem Moon, 2003) 

(on Sakai) 

Thursday 1/16 

Cultural Appropriation and White Privilege 

Read: bell hooks "Eating the Other: Desire and Resistance" from Black Looks: Race and 

Representation (Boston: South End Press, 1992) (on Sakai) 

Mickey Hess "’Don’t Quote Me Boy’: Dynamite Hack Covers NWA’s Boyz-N-Tha-Hood’" 

Popular Music and Society 28, no.2 (2005): 179-191 (on Sakai) 

Nico Lang, "Cultural Appropriation is a Bigger Problem than Miley Cyrus" Thought 

Catalogue http: ! !thoughtcatalog.com !nico-lang! 2013 ! OS ! cultural-appropriation-is-a- 

bi__igger-problem-than-miley-cyrus ! 

Hayes Brown "The Obscuring of Black Culture or Why I Hate the Fake Harlem Shake Meme" 

Think Progress http: ! !thinkprogress.org!alyssa !2013 !O2 !15 !1601551/the-obscuring-of- 

black-culture-or-why-i-hate-the-fake-harlem-shake-meme! 



Unit 2: Minstrelsy and the 19th Century 

Tuesday 1/21 

The Genealogy of Jim Crow 

Read: BHM 3-27 (Eric Lott, "Blackface and Blackness: The Minstrel Show in American 

Culture) 

*PERSONAL REFLECTION ASSIGNMENT DUE (1/21) 

Thursday 1/23 

Dandy Jim and Black Male Sexuality 

Read: BHM 257-272 (Barbara Lewis, "Daddy Blue: The Evolution of the Dark Dandy") 

Tuesday 1/28 

Early Black Minstrel Performers 

Read: BHM 33-62, 163-175 (Ed. Eileen Southern "Black Musicians and Early Ethiopian 

Minstrelsy, Southern "The Georgia Minstrels: The Early Years") 

Thursday 1/30 

Comedy and Political Commentary 

Read: BHM 179-222 (William J. Mahar "Ethiopian Skits and Sketches: Contents and 

Contexts of Blackface Minstrelsy, 1840-1890") 

Tuesday 2/4 

Racial and Ethnic Politics, "White" Immigrant Performers 

Read: BHM 67-109 (Alexander Saxton "Blackface Minstrelsy", Robert C. Toll "Social 
Commentary in White Minstrelsy) 



Thursday 2/6 

Gender, Sexuality, and Black Bodies in Motion 

Read: BHM 223-256 (Marian Hannah Winter "]uba and American Minstrelsy", Annemarie 

Bean "Transgressing the Gender Divide: The Female Impersonator in Nineteenth-Century 
Blackface Minstrelsy") 

Unit 3: The Great Migration and Urban Mass Culture 

Tuesday 2/11 

Urbanism and the Great Migration 

Read: Brundage 159-189 (Davarian Baldwin "Our Newcomers to the City: The Great 
Migration and the Making of Modern Mass Culture") 

Thursday 2/13 

Race and Authenticity 

Read: Brundage 99-123 (David Krasner "The Real Thing") 

Tuesday 2/18 

Constructing and Deconstructing Stereotypes 

Read: Brundage 124-158 (Susan Curtis "Black Creativity and Black Stereotype: Rethining 
Black Popular Music in America", Thomas Riis "Crossing Boundaries: Black Musicians who 
Defied Musical Genre") 

Thursday 2/20 

Diasporic Consciousness and Political Solidarity 

Read: Brundage 259-288 (Clare Corbould "At the Feet of Dessalines: "Performing Haiti’s 
Revolution During the New Negro Renaissance") 



Tuesday 2/25 

The Black Body in Sports 

Read: Brundage 315-356 (Lewis A. Erenberg "More Than a Prizefight: ]up Louis, Max 
Schmeling, and the Transnational Politics of Boxing") 

*NEWSPAPER ASSIGNMENT DOE (2/25) 

Unit 4: Unpacking Amiri Baraka’s "Blues People" 

Thursday 2/27 

Read: ]ones/Baraka, Introduction and 1-50 

Tuesday 3/4 

Read: ]ones/Baraka, 50-122 

Thursday 3/6 

Read: ]ones/Baraka, 122-175 

SPRING BREAK 

Unit 5: Mass Media and Black Culture at Mid-Century 

Tuesday 3/18 

R&B, Rock & Roll, Soul, and Pop 

Read: Lawrence N. Redd, "Rock! It’s Still Rhythm and Blues" The Black Perspective in Music 

13, no.1 (Spring 1985): 31-47 

Phillip Brian Harper, "Synesthisia, ’Crossover’, and Blacks in Popular Music" Social Text 23 

(Autumn-Winter 1989): 102-121 



Thursday 3/20 

Television and Comedy 

Read: Hilton Als, "A Pryor Love: The Life and Times of America’s Comic Prophet of Race" 
from Everythin9 But the Burden (on Sakai) 

Simon Weaver, "The Other Laughs Back: Humour and Resistance in Anti-racist Comedy" 

Sociolo~ty 44, no.1 (February 2010): 31-48 (on Sakai) 

Melbourne S. Cummings, "The Changing Image of the Black Family on Television" The 

Journal of Popular Culture 22, no.2 (Fall 1988): 78-88 (on Sakai) 

Tuesday 3/25 

Black Pride, Afrocentrism, Black Arts Movement, Afrofuturism 

Larry Neal "The Black Arts Movement" The Drama Review 12, no.4 (Summer 1968): 28-39 

(on Sakai) 

J. Griffeth Rollefson, "The ’Robot Voodoo Power Thesis’: Afrofuturism and Anti-Anti- 
Essentialism from Sun Ra to Kool Keith" Black Music Research ]ourna128, no. 1 (Spring 

2008): 83-109 (on Sakai) 

*FILM REVIEW ASSIGNMENT DUE (3/25) 

Thursday 3/27 

Film, Blaxploitation 

Read: Kelsey Cowger, "Cultural Politics, Representation, and the Music of Shaft" 

VoiceXchan~te 1 (2004): 19-26 (on Sakai) 

Joe Wlodarz, "Beyond the Black Macho: Queer Blaxploitation" The Velvet Li~tht Trap 53 

(Spring 2004): 10-25 (on Sakai) 

Tuesday 4/1 

Athletics and Black Masculinity 

Read: Michael Eric Dyson "Be Like Mike? Michael Jordan and the Pedagogy of Desire" 

Cultural Studies 7 no. 1 (1993): 64- 72 (on Sakai) 

Rachel Alicia Griffin "The Disgrace of Commodification and Shameful Convenience: A 

Critical Race Critique of the N BA" ]ournal oj~Black Studies 43, no.2 (March 2012): 161-185 

(on sakai) 



Unit 6: Hip-Hop and the late 

Thursday 4/3 

Hip-Hop and Cultural Production 
Read: Rose Chapter 1 (1-20) 

20th Century 

Tuesday 4/8 

Contemporary Urban Geography 
Read: Rose Chapter 2 (21-61) 
Thursday 4/10 

Black Cultural Technologies 

Read: Rose Chapter 3 (62-96) 

Tuesday 4/15 

Black Music and Contemporary Politics 

Read: Rose Chapter 4 (99-145) 

Thursday 4/17 

Women in Hip-Hop, Sexuality, Patriarchy 
Read: Rose Chapter 5 (146-182) 

Unit 7: Case Study Contemporary New Orleans 

Tuesday 4/22 

Symbolic Economy and Cultural Memory 

Read: Helen A. Regis "Blackness and the Politics of Memory in the New Orleans Second 
Line," American Ethnologist 28, no.4 (November, 2001): 752-777. (on Sakai) 

*RESEARCH PAPER DUE (4/22) 

Thursday 4/24 

Soundscapes and Urban Resistance 

Read: Matt Sakakeeny, "Under the Bridge: An Orientation to Soundscapes in New Orleans" 

Ethnomusicology 54, no.1 (Winter 2010): 1-27. (on Sakai) 

10 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <cgi@unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 4:56 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Come to the Carolina Global Photography Exhibition! 

Attend the Global 

Janua~ 9,2014 

Photography Competition Exhibition 
Thursday, January 16 5:30PM o 8:00PM 
Nelson Mandela Auditorium, FedEx GEC 
View photography from around the world in this exhibition 
featuring works by UNC alumni, faculty, staff and 
students. 

Photographers who submitted winning images will be 
awarded competition prizes after presentations from 
students who have participated in global projects at UNC. 
Program participants form the Vimy Global Team, the 
Burch Field Seminar in Sustainability and Urban Planning: 
Germany, Sweden, and Denmark and the UNC in Costa 
Rica program will share their experiences. 

Please r÷f~ister to a~end, it’s free! 

CGI EVENTS + RESOURCES 
International Coffee Hour 

Pick up a free 2014 
Center for Global 
Initiatives Calendar 

Wednesday, January 15 5:00 o 6:00 PM 
EspressOasis Caf~, FedEx GEC 
Join us for a monthly social hour to bring together international UNC 
community members and students excited about international 
engagement. Chat about opportunities and challenges on campus. 
Meet staff from the hosting offices with great resources to share. This 

This year we received a 
record 7,000 requests for our 
calendars! Feel free to pick up a 



month’s hosts are The Center for Global Initiatives and the Study 
Abroad Office. 

Global Projects Showcase 
Thursd 

Januar 

Y 
16, 12:0 
0o 
1:00 
PM 
H itchco 
ck 
Multipu 
rpose 

Room, Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
Want to travel next summer? Need funding for your global project? 
Come enjoy a showcase of students’ research, experiences and travel 
stories from a variety of fields and global destinations. Learn more 
about past international summer projects the Center for Global 
Initiatives has funded from the students themselves. Lunch will be 
provided from Vimala’s Curryblossom Cafe. 

¯ Billy Gerhard, Shannon Steel, and Katie Overbey, 
Undergraduate Environmental Sciences, Biology, and 
Geography, "Water in our World: An Interdisciplinary Study of 
Water Quality in the Galapagos" in Ecuador 

¯ Samantha Tulenko, Undergraduate Public Health: 
Environmental Health Sciences, "Internship at ICDDR,B in 
Arsenic Research and Mitigation" in Dhaka, Bangladesh 
Natalie Deyneka, Graduate (J.D.), "Legal Intern with Human 
Rights First: Refugee Protection Program" in NYC 

Fulbdqht-NatGeo Diqital Storvtellin~ 
Fellowship Info Session 

Thursday, January 16 4:30 °6:30 PM 
FedE× GEC, Room 1009 
The Fulbright- National Geographic Digital 
Storytelling Fellowship is a new 
component of the Fulbright U.S. Student 
Program that provides opportunities for 
U.S. citizens to partcipate in an academic 
year of overseas travel and digital 
storytelling in up to three 

countries on a globally significant social or environmental topic. 
Fellows will use digital storytelling tools such as text, photography, 
video, audio, graphic illustrations, and social media to tell the stories of 
those they meet. They will then publish their work on National 
Geographic media platforms with support of National Geographic’s 
editorial team. For 2014-2015, applications will be accepted for topics 
related to: biodiversity, cities, climate change, cultures, energy, food, 
oceans, and water. 

More information on the fellowship is available on the official Fulbriqht 
website. 

VIMY Global Team Award Info Session 

Wednesday, January 22, 4:30 o 5:30 PM 
FedE× GEC, Room 1009 
Initial Application Deadline: Wednesday, February 19 @ 11:59 PM 
Win up to $15,000 to fund a summer team project 
abroad. One interdisciplinary team of students (Vimy Scholars) will 

copy from our offices in the 
FedEx Global Education Center. 
It features stunning photography 
from the Carolina Global 
Photography Competition, 
including the cover photo by 
Mijoo Kim, MFA ’15. 

FUNDING 

Presentation Awards 
These awards offer modest 
support to faculty and staff who 
are presenting important 
scholarly work at major 
conferences abroad. 

Faculty Workin# 
Groups 
These groups meet regularly to 
critique scholarly works, host 
visiting speakers, organize 
conferences, develop grant 
proposals, and embed research 
into the curriculum. 

Matchin# Funds 
Limited funds are available for 
globally-themed projects that 
deepen knowledge and 
understanding of our complex 
world. Projects must already 
have a financial commitment 
from another UNC unit. 

Student Learnin# 

These circles receive funding for 
an academic year to support 
activities such as speaker 
series, brown bag lunches, 
workshops, publications, film 
screenings, and service-learning 
projects. 

RESOURCES 

See Funded Proiects 
You can view a complete list of 
funding recipients and 
abstracts in our awardee 
directories. 

International 
internship Database 
Add your experiences and 
glean from others’ in this online 
resource for UNC students by 
UNC students with feedback 
on completed internship 
experiences. 



be selected to carry out the collaborative research or service project of 
their choice outside the United States. This award is made possible by 
the Global Education Fund. (Last year’s Vimy Team will be presenting 
January 16th at the Global Projects Showcase and the Global 
Photography Competition Exhibition.) 

Fulbdght-Clinton Public Policx Fellowsh~ 
Application Deadline: Wednesday, 
January 22 
The J. William Fulbright - Hillary 
Rodham Clinton Fellowship enables 
fellows to serve in professional public- 

policy-related placements in 
foreign service government 

ministries or institutions and to 
gain hands-on public sector experience 

in participating foreign countries, while simultaneously carrying out an 
academic study/research projects. Candidates with a master’s degree 
and 2+ years of work experience are encouraged to apply. Applications 
are due January 22. 

More information is available on the Fulbd~ht website. 

Global Summer Fundinq Info Session 
Tuesday, January 28 4:30-5:30PM 
FedEx Global Education Center, Room 1009 
Learn how you can get up to $5,000 for globally-focused 
work, service, or research this summer. Program staff will 
provide an overview of the International tnternshi!~ Award C.V. Starr 
Scholarshi# and Health Feltowshi# awards and be available to answer 
questions. Students should review the award descriptions (linked 
above) before the session as each of them have distinct eligibility 
criteria. (Also offered on 2/5) 

Faculty international 
ExpeRise Database 
Access over 800 bios of UNC 
faculty members with global 
interests. It’s a great resource 
for students when planning 
your own global engagement 
projects! 

MEDIA 
Watch Videos by CGI 
and Awardees 

Listen to the Global 
Music Show 

Pre-DisseRation Travel Award Application Deadline 
Friday, February 10 
The Center for Global Initiatives (CGI) offers awards get Ph.D. candidates into the field to do preliminary 
explorations of potential research materials/sites in preparation for writing a dissertation proposal. 

Curriculum Development Award Application Deadline 
Friday, February 10 
The Center for Global Initiatives (CGI) offers awards to support faculty in adding global content to existing 
courses that have little or no such content; adding comparative cases to courses that are currently area 
specific; or developing new courses with significant global content. 
Starting with the 2013-14 application cycle, we prioritize proposals that work to open access to global 
opportunities. 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Summer Underqraduate Research Fellowships (SURF} 
Application Deadline: February 27 4:00 PM 
Final SURF information session Tuesday January 28, 5:00-6:30 PM; FPG Student Union, Room 3408. More 
information here. 

Center for Global Inidadves 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel 

FedEx Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street t Campus Box 5145 
Chapel Hill, NO 27599o5145 GLOBAL 



919 962 3094 t cgi@unc.edu 

The mission of the Center for Global Initiatives is to expand globa~ oppo~unities at 

UNC through collaborative programs + pt~ects and competitive awards + fellowships that connect people across 

borders and disciplines, we are especially interested in opening access to global oppo~unities to students~ 

faculty, and staff traditionally underrepresented in this sphere. 

This message was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu from: 

Bevin Tighe I 301 Pittsboro Street Suite 3002 I CB 5145 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 5:06 PM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

Spring 2014 Calendar 

AAAD - SPRING SEMESTER 2014.docx 

Dear Colleagues, 

Happy New Year and I hope you had a wonderful holiday season. 

Please find attached this semester’s calendar. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: email.u~c.edu. 
To unsubscfibe click here: ~:iilists.ur~c.edula? 
id=(~5640425.f3e43cSdTb(~5eTa43c291cd78c74fz~ca&n=T&l=aaad&o=3408%52 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to lea~,e-34088852-(~5(~40425.f3e43cSdTb(~5eTa43c291 cd78c74fgca@listser~,.ur~c.edu 



SPRING SEMESTER 2014 

January 

1/8- Classes begin 
1/15- Department Faculty meeting- Hyde Hall 
1/20- Holiday, Martin Luther King, Jr. Day 
1/22- Last day for all students to drop a course using the web registration system 

February 

2/6- Faculty Colloquium- Incubator Room, Hyde Hall 
2/12- Meeting- Department Faculty- Hyde Hall 

2/28- * Textbook orders for Summer School Due* 
2/28- The Dunbar Stone Lecture - Graham Memorial 

March 

3/1- The Diaspora Student Undergraduate Conference - Graham Memorial 
3/5- Last day for Undergraduate Students to drop courses 
3/5- Faculty Colloquium- Incubator Room, Hyde Hall 
3/7- Spring Recess begins 5:00 P.M. 

3/17- Classes resume 8:00 A.M. 
3/19- Meeting - Department Faculty - Hyde hall 

3/28- *Textbook Orders for Fall Semester Due* 

April 

4/2- Faculty Colloquium- Incubator Room, Hyde Hall 
4/3-4/5 2nd Global Africana Annual Conference 
4/9- Department Faculty meeting- GEC 4003 
4/18- Holiday 
4/25- 
4/25- 
4/30, 
4/28- 

Classes End 
Absences (AB’s) from prior term (Fall 2013) change to F* for Undergraduate Students 
5/3- Reading Days 
Exams begin 

May 
5/6- Exams end 
5/10- Commencement Ceremony- Stone Center 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 8:25 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: this morning 

Thanks for the update, Travis. 

Please continue to work on getting AAAD 395 switched to Alumni 308. If that is not available, please let me 
know which other classrooms are available TR 8-9:15. Please try to finalize the change before lunch. 

Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of A~can, A~can American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 

From: Gore, Travis 

Sent: Friday, January 10, 2014 8:13 AM 

To: Janken, Kenneth R 

Subject: this morning 

Dear Kenneth, 

Yesterday I said I would be in at 8am but as it now turns out, I will not be in until 9am. Just wanted to let you know in 
case you were looking for me. 

Best, 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 9:45 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

McMillan, Tim <tj m 1 @email.unc. edu> 

RE: Sonia Colon’s email address 

Thank you Travis 

My ema[I address 

scolon@email.unc.edu. 

Thank 

Sonia 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, January 10, 2014 9:44 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: FW: Sonia Colon’s email address 

From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 5:17 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Sonia Colon’s email address 

Hi Travis -- 

Every address I have for Sonia bounces back -- have you got a working one? 

Tim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Younger, Sherry R <syounger@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 3:46 PM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] Reminder about large sections max enrollment of 90 and 
above for Fall 2014 

Hi Scheduling Officers, 

I know it’s a busy time, but one last reminder about the large auditoriums you are requesting for Fall 2014. This is a 

reminder that you no longer need to turn in the Large Classroom Request Forms. The only way that we will know which 

classrooms you prefer is if you list them in the building and room preferences. I know you still have until tomorrow to 

finish your work, but there are quite a few sections that only have one auditorium in the bldg. and room preference 

field. Please keep in mind that there is "a lot" of competition for these large classrooms. Listing only one room with a 
weight of 10 will not make it more likely that you will receive the classroom. The more building and room preferences 

you list then the more likely that you will receive a large classroom at the hour/day requested. Set the weight in the 

order of preference with 10 being ist choice: Hm 100 (10); Ho 104 (9); Sc 103 (8) etc. 

You have been completing the work over a number of weeks and sometimes late changes do not match with how your 

section was originally setup. Please review: 1) Did you add a bldg & room preference? If so do you have multiple bldg. 

& room preference? 2) Do you have multiple sections all asking for the same building and room preference at the same 

meeting pattern? 3) Is your max enrollment too large or too small for the bldg. & room preferences selected? 4) Do 

you have the correct instructor’s name listed on the section? 

If you have any questions please fee! free to emai[ or call me. 

Hang in there we have a long weekend coming up! 

Sherry 

Sherry Younger 

Construction Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

UNC - Chapel Hill 

Suite 3202, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Phone - 919 962-6093 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-34118464-34472124.d27a5a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 5:20 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Classroom 

Thanks! 

From: <Gore>, Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 5:12 PM 

To." Kia Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Classroom 

Hi Kia, 

We made a sign for your door and currently working on a room for you. 

Thanks[ 

Trav[s 

From." Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent." Tuesday, January 14, 2014 2:20 PM 
To." Gore, Travis 
Subject; Classroom 

Dear Travis, 

I was wondering if another classroom is available for my AAAD 460 class. I have 20 students in the class and the seminar 

table is too small for all of them to sit at it. We meet on T, Th at 2:00 in Caldwel1208. I will need another smart classroom if 

we move. 

I was also wondering if you could make up a sign for my office hours. They will be on T, Th from 11:00 to 12:30. 

Thanks, 

Kia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 10:26 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: add 

20140115164332103.pdf 

Dear Eunice, 

the attached is a list of 13 students who asked to be added to my AAAD-341 Law and Society Class. I await your 
approval. 

Cheers, 

Bereket 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 5:01 PM 

To: Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject: FW: add 

The one on the 2nd page is a student that came bythis afternoon. She said you sent her. 

Thanks, 

Travis 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 5:00 PM 

To: Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject: add 

Hello Professor Selassie, 

I have attached your request above. Can you send this to Eunice first and then after she approves it, she will send it 

back to me. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:~09 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 



p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mai! message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender bv reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the origina! message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 12:11 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Request to add a student to my AAAD 200 class 

Dea r Travis, 

As we discussed this morning, please add the student below to Fhunsu’s class. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

I:rom: Fhunsu, Donato 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 2:40 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N 
Gore, Travis 

Subject: Request to add a student to my AAAD 200 class 

Dear Eunice, 
I am writinQ to request that the following student be added to my AAAD 

). 
Thank you. 
Best regards, 
Donato 

(Gender and Sexuality in Africa) class. 

"We differ, blind and seeing, one from another, not in our senses, but in the use we make of them, in the imagination 
and courage with which we seek wisdom beyond the senses." 
"One can never consent to creep when one feels the impulse to soar." 
- Helen Keller 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

TIM Support <timsupport@unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 1:55 PM 

tim_administrators@listserv.unc.edu 
[tim_administrators] Reminder- Calendar Year End for EPA Employees 

Calendar Year End Information.pdf 

To: TIM Administrators 
From: TIM Support 
Date: January 16, 2014 
Subject: Reminder- Calendar Year End for EPA Employees 

Calendar Year End- EPA Deadlines 

* All 2013 leave taken by EPA employees must made effective as of a date in 2013 in TIM. 

* All 2013 leave taken by EPA employees must be entered in TIM by the EPA Sign off deadline, 5:00PM on Friday, 
January 24, 2014. 

* EPA Sign off removal requests must be received by 4:00PM on Friday, January 24, 2014. 

* Sign off will be applied to EPA timecards that have not been signed off by the deadline. 

Calendar Year End Information 

Please review the attached "Calendar Year End Information" document sent to TIM Administrators previously, which 
includes information about the following items: 

* Negative Vacation and Sick Balances 

* Calendar Year End Sign Off Schedule 
* Vacation Rollover 
* Pro-rated Holiday Hours 

The additional calendar year end documents, "Using the Accrual Reporting Period Genie," "Negative Year End Leave 
Instructions," and "Manual Carry Over Leave Balance Adjustment" are located online, 
http://finance.unc.edu/news/calendar-year-end-information-2/ 



Calendar Year End Information 

Negative Vacation & Sick Balances 

A negative vacation or sick leave balance cannot be carried over from one calendar year to the 
next; it must be deducted from the employee’s last paycheck of the calendar year or as soon 
after as allowable. 

Calendar Year End Payback for SPA Employees: 

¯ All departments will process the payback through TIM and will not submit a dock in 
pay. 

Calendar Year End Payback for EPA Employees: 

All departments will process the calendar year end procedure in TIM and will also 
submit a dock in pay. Because hours are not extracted from TIM to Payroll for EPA 
Employees, the calendar year end procedure will only update the employee’s leave 
balances in TIM. 

The ’Usin.q the Accrual Reportin.q Period Genie’ document attached to this communication 
provides detailed information on how to review employees’ accrual balances in TIM. 

NEW- the ’Accrual Reporting Period Genie’ snippet, 
http:i!www.unc.edu/financeifdic!pr!timicbtiaccrual reportin.qiaccrual reportin.q.htm has been 
posted online for your use. It is a short walk through of when and how to use the Accrual 
Reporting Period Genie. 

The ’Ne.qative Year End Leave Instructions’ document attached to this communication provides 
detailed instructions on how to payback negative balances in TIM. 

Calendar Year End (December 31 st) Sign Off Schedules 

Employee Type & Sign Off Due Date: 

¯ SPA Employees: 5:00PM on Tuesday, January 14, 2014 

¯ EPA Employees: 5:00PM on Friday, January 24, 2014 

All 2013 leave taken must be made effective as of a date in 2013 before the Sign off due dates 
shown above. 

Sign off will be applied to all SPA and EPA timecards that have not been signed off by the due 
date. 
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Vacation Rollover- SPA 

Vacation rollover to sick will occur automatically in TIM on January 1,2014 for active SPA Full 
Time and Part Time employees with 50%, 75%, and 80% FTE. FTE percentages are imported 
into TIM from the HR systems. 

SPA Employee Type, FTE Percentage, & Vacation Balance Limit: 

¯ Full Time 100%: 240 hours 
¯ Part Time 80%: 192 hours 
¯ Part Time 75%: 180 hours 
¯ Part Time 50%: 120 hours 
¯ All Other Part Time %: Manual Adjustment based on Actual FTE % 

The ’Manual Carry Over Leave Balance Adiustment’ document attached to this communication 
provides detailed instructions on how to process manual adjustments in TIM for SPA part time 
permanent employees, whose FTE percentage is not equal to 50%, 75% or 80% on January 1, 
2014. 

Vacation Rollover- EPA 

Vacation rollover to sick will occur automatically in TIM on January 1,2014 for all active EPA 
employees. Starting this year, all active EPA employees, Full Time and Part Time, have a 
Vacation Balance Limit of 240 hours. Therefore, manual adjustments for EPA employees will 
not be needed this year. 

EPA Employee Type, FTE Percentage, & Vacation Balance Limit: 

¯ Full Time 100%: 240 hours 
¯ Part Time 80%: 240 hours 
¯ Part Time 75%: 240 hours 
¯ Part Time 50%: 240 hours 
¯ All Other Part Time %: 240 hours 

Leave Box on your E-Paystub 

¯ Please note that the Vacation rollover to Sick will show as a negative amount in 
the "Used this Year" and the "Used this Cycle" rows for Vacation and as a 
positive amount in the "Earned this Year" and "Earned this Cycle" rows for Sick. 
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Holidays 

Holiday hours will appear automatically in TIM for SPA and EPA Full Time and Part Time 
employees with 50%, 75%, and 80% FTE. FTE percentages are imported into TIM from the HR 
systems. 

Employee Type, FTE Percentage, & Holiday Hours: 

¯ Full Time 100%: 8 hours 
¯ Part Time 80%: 6.4 hours 
¯ Part Time 75%: 6 hours 
¯ Part Time 50%: 4 hours 
¯ All Other Part Time %: 0 hours 

For part time permanent employees, whose FTE percentaqe is not equal to 50%, 75% or 80%, 
TIM Administrators must enter the Holiday pay code and the pro-rated amount of holiday hours 
on each holiday in the timecard. 

¯ If an employee is not eligible to receive a holiday that appears in the timecard, insert a row 
on the day with the holiday and select the "Holiday Forfeit" pay code and enter a negative 
amount of hours in the timecard. 

¯ Holidays do not always appear in future pay periods. They will appear when the Holiday is 
in the current week. 
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ConnectCarolina <connectcarolina_info@uncoedu> 
Thursday, January 16, 2o14 3:58 PM 
Gore, Tra’As <stgore@emailounc.edu> 
ConnectCarolina Newsletter for January 16, 2014 

Display problems? View this newsletter in your browser. 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter I January 16, 2o14 I Happy NewYear! 

iMPORTANT NOTICE 

Upcoming Outage 
There ~ill be an outage affecting ConnectCarolina and other systems on 

Thursday, Jan. 23, beginning at 5:oopm and ending at approximately 12:ooam 

as part of the Spring census activities. For details, visit our System Status page. 

HOT TOPIC 

Najor N~estone: We°re ~n the 
~ntegrat~on Testing 

Systems 

An important milestone has been reached as the ConnectCarolina project is in 

the Systems Integration Testing (SIT) phase. For the first time, Finance, 

HR/Payro11 and Campus Solutions en,Aronments are linked for testing and 

business owners are hands-on in the system. Read t.he ~:tfll story. 

The SIT ~nfographic 

Wondering how we make sure that 



ConnectCarolixaa is fully tested and 

ready for use? Cheek out this 

irffographie detailing how the system 

,~411 be tested to make sure it works 

for Carolinao 

257 ays to GooL ve! 
Learn more about the project and how you can get involvedo 

Know someone who needs to know more about ConnectCaro[ina? Forward 
this newsletter and encourage them to subscribe° Thanks! 

Unsubscribe - Edit your subscription 

ConnectCarolina 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ccinfo.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 4:06 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 2014 Nomination forms 

Good afternoon Professor Janken 

will be submitting to Sumer School tomorrow. I will be at AAAD all day. 

Thank you 

Sonia 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Thursday, January 16, 2014 4:01 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: Gore, Travis; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: 2014 Nomination forms 

Dear Sonia, 

approve the nomination forms. 

Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of A~can, A~can American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 10:00 AM 

To: Janken, Kenneth R 

Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: 2014 Nomination forms 

Good morning Professor Janken 

Please find attach, corrected Nomination Forms. 

To confirm, deadline for submission is February 3, 20:14. 

Thank you 

Sonia 



From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 2:29 PM 

To: Colon, Sonia; Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: 2014 Nomination forms 

Dear Sonia, 

Thank you for sending me the nomination forms. There is an error that needs to be corrected. Chris Wells is 
scheduled to teach in the first summer session; please change it back. I have asked Travis to contact Summer 
School and ask them to put his course in the first summer session as well. (What happened here is that Eunice 
and I switched him to the first session from the second session; that change never was made in the our proposed 
sechedule of classes.) 

I’ll be in Battle Hall tomorrow morning, and I can sign off on it then. 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 10:45 AM 

To: Gore, Travis; Janken, Kenneth R 

Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: 2014 Nomination forms 

Good morning Professor Janken and Travis 

Please see attached, nomination forms for FY 2014 Summer School, for first and second sections, for your evaluation 
and approval. 

I will like to point out that C. Wells appear on the second section on the Online Listing of Classes, so I corrected our 

previous nomination form according with.. Also, on the Online Listing, Professor Lisanza is not listed, however the report 

have listed under AAAD 101 - Staff, so I assume this is her. 

As soon as I get your approval, I will submit the form to the Summer School, deadline for submission is February 2013. 

Thank you 

Sonia 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 9:39 AM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R; Colon, Sonia 
Subject: FW: 2014 Nomination forms 



Dear Kenneth and Sonia, 

I am forwarding this email because I am not sure if it was sent to the both of you. It is due Feb. 3rd but I think this is 

what Sonia already did a few weeks ago. You can take a look at it if you would like. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Moseley, Erin S 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 9:42 AM 
To: Kent, Adam S; Isley, Alice B; Tufts, Amy Z; Davis, Barbara Taylor; Futrell, Betty S; Loftin, Beverly; Whitling, Brian E; 
Poole, Caroline Willoughby; Rogers, Charlotte H; Weaver, Cinnamon S; Deborah Edwards; Edwards, Deborah W; Harris, 
Deborah J; McLaughlin, Debra L; Toscher, Hope; Butler, Jennifer W; Washington, Jennifer Camelle; Jodie Turnbull; 
Sullivan, Kate; McNeil, Kathleen; Smith, Kelly B; McLain, Kelsea Beth; Allison, Kim A; Grey, Elizabeth B; Fulenwider, C. 
Lindsay; Leonard, Lindsay; Harris, Lori; Fholer, Marie A; Richardson, Mark; McAlister, Matthew Keith; Ray, Nancy L; 
Farris, Rebecca Brittany; McIver, Samelia; Eubanks, Shannon G; Coble, Sherry B; Williams, Susan Staples; Cox, Tammy L; 
Howell, Tia N.; kfbs_popet.con; Gore, Travis; Hopper, Trent; Bernhardt, Valerie M; Walker, Victoria Ward 
Cc: Cooke, Amy E; Perrin, Andrew J; Reynolds, Andrew S; Taylor, Beverly W; Roush, Chris; Teuton, Christopher Barrett; 
Gollop, Claudia J; Kubowicz Malhotra, Claudia Carolyn; Koelb, Clayton T; Song, Conghe; Johnson, Corey S; Hutchinson, 
Dale L; Gitterman, Daniel P; Padua, Darin A; Eaker-Rich, Deborah J; Malizia, Emil; Glish, Gary L; Shen, Haipeng; 
Hirschfield, James; Roberts, Jason Matthew; Cornell, Jeffrey Blair; Hirsch, Jeffrey Michael; Gates-Foster, Jennifer Erin; 
Booth, Karen M; Janken, Kenneth R; Kevin Jeffay; Abels, Kimberly Town; Leve, Lauren G; Hsiao, Li-ling; AIperin, Marc J; 
Willingham, Mary C.; Negrete, Merida; Becker, Misha K; Parikh, Nalin R; Mulligan, Neil W; Macy, Rebecca Jane; 
McLaughlin, Richard M; Amago, Samuel; Stewart, Kevin G; Hofweber, Thomas; Perucci, Tony; Brundage, W Fitzhugh; 

Parke, William R 
Subject: 2014 Nomination forms 

Attached are the 2014 nomination forms, a memo and the Calculating Summer Instructional Pay sheet. 

If you have received this email it is because your name was given to our department as the Summer School manager 

contact. If you are not the person that is responsible for completing these forms, please forward this email to the 

correct person or your Summer School administrator. I have copied the Administrators on this email. 

If you are no longer the person who should receive information from Summer School, please contact me ASAP. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thank you, 



Erin Moseley 

Erin Moseley, Director of Admissions 

Summer School 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

RM 200, CB# 3340 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3340 

http://summer.unc.edu/ 

919-966-4364 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 4:26 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Change to Summer School nomination form and schedule 

Hello Professor 

I will work on the change tomorrow morNng, and I will send the form to you, for evaluation, before submit it to 

Summer School° 

Thank you 

Sonia 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Thursday, January 16, 2014 4:23 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia; Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Change to Summer School nomination form and schedule 

Dear Sonia and Travis, 

I know that I approved the summer school nomination forms a few minutes ago, but right after I sent you that 
email, I discovered that a change is necessary. 

Sonia, please move Ronald Williams from Summer Session II to Summer Session I. By my calculation, we 
have room in that session’s budget, but let me know if I am wrong. 

Travis, please schedule Ronald Williams to teach AAAD 231 in Summer Session I at 1:15, and drop him from 
Summer Session II. 

Sincerely and with many thanks, 
Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @live.unc.edu> 

Monday,                11:00 AM 

The Sangam mailing list <sangam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sangam] Sangam LIstserv 

A weekly update ot~news and events provided by Sangam 

Sangam Links 

Sangam Homepage 

Sangam CNendar 

Sangam Photos 

Diaspora 

Mahatma Gandh~ 

Fe[[owsh~ 

Brought to you by Sangam, the South Asian Awareness 

Organization at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

*Note: Due to the changes on Webmail, you will need to click show 

images.* 

Upcoming Sangam Events/News... 

UNC Sangam Alumni Association 

Other Upcoming Campus Events/News... 

1. for RHA President 
2.Triangle Dance Festival For A~DS 

3. United Students Against Sweatshops NationN Conference 

UPCOMING SANGAM EVENTS/NEWS 

UNC Sangam Alumni Association 

To the Alumni and Current Members of Sangam, 

This initiative has been many years in the making and we are proud to 
announce the creation of the UNC Sangam Alumni Association! As you 

may all know, your involvement in Sangam has provided the 
organization with the solid foundation for its success over the last 25+ 
years and we want your involvement to continue. We hope that this 

alumni association for both alumni and current paid members will 

provide a great networking opportunity for its members to interact, 
share job opportunities and past experiences, and continue to grow the 
Sangam family. Please fill out the following form with your information 

if you wish to be a part of this new pillar of Sangam: 



We would also like to invite you all alumni and current paid Sangam 

members to join the UNC Sangam Group on LinkedIn: 

linkd.in/~_dlFKGL 

Sustaining the Sangam network is one of the principal roles of the UNC 

Sangam Alumni Association and the UNC Sangam LinkedIn group, and 

we hope that you all will become members. We hope to host an alumni 

event as well as many other events in the coming future. 

Please refer any questions and/or concerns 
to                @qmail.com 

OTHER UPCOMING CAMPUS EVENTS/NEWS 

remember to vote on 

Triangle DaNce Festiva~ For A~DS 

Triangle Dance Festival for AIDS cordially invites you to our ninth annual 

evening of performing arts on Friday,                starting at 7:00pm in 

Memorial Hall, where we seek to promote community involvement benefiting 

local and global AIDS organizations. 

Come witness the Triangle’s best in international, modern and urban dance 

performing groups with world music, spoken word, and a celebration of the 

worldwide battle against HIV/AIDS. The show will be followed by a c~tered 

reception with light refreshments and information from local AIDS outreach 

organizations. 

The purpose of this event is to gather and celebrate Triangle arts talent, raise 

funds for AIDS organizations caring directly for persons and communities living 

with HIV/AIDS and to educate and engage local audiences on issues of 

HIV/AIDS through a unique fusion of arts and advocacy. All proceeds will go to 

the North Carolina AIDS Action Network and The New Life Home Trust in 

Kenya. 



Tickets are *free* to anyone with a valid UNC ID, and $8 in advance/SlO at 
the door for the general public. There will also be a raffle for prizes and gift 

cards to local businesses. Reserve your tickets at Memorial Hall box office now 

and tickets will also be available in the pit from Monday, February 3rd to 
Thursday,            from lOam-2pm. 

United Students Against Sweatshops Nationa~ Conference 

Calling all students! 

It’s time for students and workers to raise our voices! This past vear 

we’ve seen an unprecedented wave of resistance, from Walmart 

workers and Chicago teachers striking for fair pay and respect, to 

fast food workers in New York City walking off the job, to 

undocumented students winning in-state tuition. This February, 

hundreds of students from across the nation are coming together at 

this pivotal moment in history to build a stronger movement for 

justice on campus. 

United Students Against Sweatshops (USAS) is a national 

organization run entirely by students. We campaign alongside 

workers on our campuses and abroad, using our leverage as 

students to win historic victories over billionaire corporations. And 

we want you to join us! 

~ister for the National Conference and be a part of buildin~ 
stronger movement of students and workers fighting for justice 

This year’s USAS National Conference will be 

. USAS members voted to hold the conference at the University 

of Texas at Austin, home of the Longhorns and where the weather 

is as unpredictable as its citizens.Here in the birthplace of right to 

work (for less), women’s health care is under attack, our immigrant 

community is under attack, and minorities are being attacked left 

and right. Students and workers are on the front lines fighting to 

reverse these attacks in one of the most hostile political climates of 

the country. 

Like USAS organizers on more than 150 other campuses, UT 

students are taking action together with campus workers and the UT 

community to stop the privatization of our university and the 

outsourcing of hundreds of jobs. We can’t wait to have you in our 

state to fight alongside our campus workers to stop the 

corporatization of UT. We hope to make this conference a once in a 

lifetime experience. 

The     National Conference is a unique chance to gather with 

hundreds of students committed to taking back our universities and 

demanding respect for workers and affordable quality education for 

all. At the conference, you will: 

Learn about and plan national USAS campaigns with 

workers who sew our schools’ clothes and with workers on 



our campuses, 

¯ Sharpen your orsanizin8 skills and set new ideas for your 
campus 8roup with workshops and traininss lead by veteran 

student and labor orsanizers. 
¯ Join teams of students already workin8 to build our 

student-labor movement, share experiences with orsanizers 

from all walks of life, and make our work more dynamic, 

creative and fun. 
Be part of a powerful, nationally-coordinated student 

movement that fishts for justice, and wins! 

Click here to register now, arid start £~ar~nir~g your group’s trave~ to 

Texas! 

Brought to you by your Publicity Chairs 

@live.unc.edu 

@gmail.com 

If you would like for your upcomin8 event to be included in UNC 

Sansam’s weekly update, please send us your event’s details by 5:00 

p.m. each Friday. Thank you[ 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
sangam as: <a href="mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</a>. To unsubscfibe send a blank 
<br> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams, Charlotte D <heaven@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, February 3, 2014 1:00 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tj m 1 @email.unc. edu> 

RE: MARCH 2014 SECURITY REQUEST 

Dro McMillan, 

The February 28 date is included in the January 13 e-mail message; please scroll down further on the page. 

Thank you, 

Charlotte 

From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 12:57 PM 

To: Williams, Charlotte D 
Subject: RE: MARCH 2014 SECURITY REQUEST 

Hi Charlotte -- 

I just wanted to make sure that we are booked for Friday afternoon (Feb 28) as well. Do we not need security then? 

Thanks. 

Tim 

From: Williams, Charlotte D 
Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 12:52 PM 
To: Riddle, Stephen Keller 

Cc: West, James Christopher; McMillan, Tim; Gore, Travis 
Subject: MARCH 2014 SECURITY REQUEST 

Officer Riddle, 

As of today, Monday, February 3, 2013, the only March request we have was sent to you via e-mail on Monday, January 

13o The request was for Saturday, March 1, 2014, 8:30 aomo - 3:30 pom. Please confirm this request. 

Should we receive additional requests, I’H notify you immediately° 

Thank you, 

Charlotte 

Charlotte D. Williams 

Facilities & Events Manager 

James M. Johnston Center for Undergraduate Excellence 

225 Graham Memorial, CB# 3510 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3510 

Tel: 919o843.7001 Fax: 919.962o1548 



From: Williams, Charlotte D 
Sent: Monday, January 13, 2014 2:30 PM 
To: Riddle, Stephen Keller 
Cc: West, James Christopher; McMillan, Tim; Gore, Travis 
Subject: FEBRUARY 2014 SECURITY REQUEST 
Importance: High 

Officer Riddle, 

As of today, Monday, January 13, 2014, here is the Security Request for February: 

Friday, February 28 

4:30 p.m.- 8:30 p.m. 

Saturday, March 1 
8:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. 

[Client: Please review the time frame for your events. Should changes need be made, please 

contact me immediately! Thank you.] 

Thank you, 

Charlotte 

Charlotte D. Williams 

Facilities & Events Manager 

James M. Johnston Center for Undergraduate Excellence 

225 Graham Memorial, CB# 3510 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3510 

Tel: 919.843.7001 Fax: 919.962.1548 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 8:21 AM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Thanks 

Yes please. Thanks Travis. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On Feb 12, 2014, at 8:16 AM, "Gore, Travis" <stgore@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dear Eunice and Sonia, 
> 
> Thanks for the teamwork yesterday. I am sorting out the mysterious key issue. I did return the envelope to its secure place 
yesterday. Eunice, would you like me to place the order for Panera bread? 
> 

> Best, 
> Travis 
> 

> Travis Gore 
> Administrative Support Associate 
> Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
> 109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
> p 919.966.5496 
> 

> 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
> the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
> review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
> please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: SaNe, Eunice N 
> Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 2014 6:24 PM 
> To: Colon, Sonia; Gore, Travis 
> Subject: Thanks 
> 
> Dear Sonia and Travis, 
> 
> Thanks for your hard work today. We now have just to ensure that Travis sorts out the Key issue. Speaking of which, Travis did 
you return the envelope with all the spare keys in its secure place? 
> 

> 

> Best wishes and stay warm, 
> Eunice 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 8:56 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course_scheduling_officers@listserv.unc.edu> 

[course_scheduling_officers] It might snow 

So we’ve heard it might snow. Just in case it does (snow) we wanted you all to know that the scheduling office will still be 
answering emails (possibly from home, if it snows). We will answer voice mails but probably not as quickly (you know, if it 
snows). If you have any questions, please let us know. (Except I can’t tell you for sure if it’s going to snow). 

If the power goes out at my house, however, I will be buried under many blankets with my Chihuahua and a book (and a 
flashlight). 

Stay safe (because they say it might snow)! 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 

rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto:schedulin~ office@listserv.unc.edu 
registrar.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

course_scheduling_officers as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-34244796-34472124.d27a5a94fl 81 lefe2b0159ed79e86e7e@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Williams, Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 11:12 AM 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Equipment Purchases 

Dear Sonia, 

I forgot to copy you on this message, but I want to use the summer session allocation of $230 toward this 
purchase and then we can charge the balance to my research funds. 

Many thanks. 

Ron 

Ronald Williams II 
Assistant Professor of African American Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Ronald Williams <rcw@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Equipment Purchases 
Date: February 12, 2014 at 11:06:30 AM EST 
To: "Gore, Travis" <~ore@email.unc.edu> 

Dear Travis, 

Per my conversation with Sonia, I would like to order the following equipment in support of my 
teaching and research: 

~://www.amazon.com/Brothero?~)S2000oSpeedoDocumentoScanner/d~iB007TN 1J20/re~sr 1 1 ? 
s=electronics&ie=UTFS&~id=l 392220722&sr=l o 1 &ken’words=brother+adso 
2000+high+s2)eed+documem+scarmer 

~:/iwww.amazon.com/Belkin-HioSpeedoUSBoCableolFeetidp/B00004Z5M1/ref= 

Please forward me the purchase confirmation after you have ordered these so I can fill out the P-card 
form. 

Many thanks. 

Ron 

Ronald Williams II 
Assistant Professor of African American Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 12:10 PM 

Williams, Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Equipment Purchases 

Sure, I am out of office, we can work this tomorrow. 
Sonia 

Sere from my iPhone 
Sonia Colon 

> On Feb 12, 2014, at 11:12 AM, "Williams, Ronald" <rcw@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 
> funds 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 
Betsy Cespedes <cespedes@blackphdnetwork.com> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 11:09 AM 

Call for Papers due 3/7: "Making the Connection" 

BDNC - CFP 2014 (2).pdf 

Dear Colleagues, 

I am writing to let you know that the Black Doctoral Network is inviting abstract submissions for its 

interdisciplinary Call for Papers "Making the Connection." Please see the attachment for the full description. 

The deadline to submit is March 7, midnight EST. 

You may access the CFP online and submit here: 

blackphdnetwork, submittable, corn/submit 

We hope you will join us this October at the BDN Conference to see Dr. Khalil Gibran Muhammad, Beverly 

Guy-Sheftall, and Boyce Watkins who are the plenary speakers. 

I would greatly appreciate your sharing this announcement with the rest of the academic community. 

Thank You, 

Betsy Cespedes 

Proj ect Associate 

Black Doctoral Network 

wwwNackphdnetwork, corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 
Betsy Cespedes <cespedes@blackphdnetwork.com> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 11:56 AM 

Black Doctoral Network: 2 days left to Submit an Abstract 

BDNC - CFP 2014 .pdf 

Dear Colleagues, 

The Call for Papers deadline is quickly approaching on March 7th at midnight EST. 
Please see the attachment. 

If you have not already submitted a short abstract, you can do so here: 

blackphd network.su bmittable.com/submit 

I hope you will join us this October to see Dr. Khalil Gibran Muhammad, Beverly Guy- 
Sheftall, and Boyce Watkins as well as the rest of the BDN community. 

Thank you, 

Betsy Cespedes 

Proj ect Associate 
Black Doctoral Network 
ww~,~N ackphdr~etwork, corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eddie Williams <          ~aol.com> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 6:54 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Invitation to connect on LinkedIn 

Eddie Williams would like to stay in touch on Linkedln 

I’d like to add you to my professional network on Linkedln. 

Eddie 

Confirm that you know Eddie 

Eddie Williams 

owner at Time-Out restaurants 
Raleigh-Durham, North Carolina Area 

You are rece vng Invtat on to Connect ema Is. Unsubscribe 
Learn why we included this, 

@ 2014, Linkedln Corporation, 2029 Stiedin Ct, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tj m 1 @email.unc. edu> 

Thursday,               5:01 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE:             Fellowship 

@unc.edu> 

Hi                -- 

I’ve put the recommendation in an envelope in my mailbox in Battle Hall. You can pick it up on Monday from Travis Gore (who is 
cc’d on this email.). 

take care. 

Sent: Thursday, 3:50 PM 
To: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: Re: Fellowship 

It is supposed to go back to me. So, you can email it to me, or I can come pick it up from you when you are done with it. 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On 
> 
> Where does this letter go? 
> 
> TMc 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: 
> Sent: Thursday, 
> To: McMillan, Tim 
> Subject: Re: 
> 

> Hi Professor McMillan, 

, at 2:23 PM, "McMillan, Tim" <tjml@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

12:58 PM 

Fellowship 

so I have time to write it before 

have a large interest in doing a project on 
> 
> Please let me know if you need anymore materials from me. 
> 
> Thanks again, 
> 

> 

> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 
>> On , at 9:50 AM, "McMillan, Tim" <tjml@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Hi 
>> 
>> I will be out of town starting Saturday night -- I’ll need any info for your letter by tomorrow 
I leave. 
>> 
>> take care. 
>> 

>> TMc 

> Concerning the recommendations, the application is very broad in how it wants them written. It says just to have two 
recommendations written. If you would like to see more on what the program is about, you can just go to " 
Fellowship." Do I need to send my resume again, or do you still have the previous one that I sent? Also, since they look for projects, I 



>> From: 
>> Sent: Thursday, 5:34 PM 
>> To: McMillan, Tim 
>> Subject: Fellowship 
>> 
>> Good Evening Professor McMillan, 
>> 
>> In regard to my visit with you and discussing the Fellows Program, I would like to know if you wouldn’t, 
once again, mind writing me a recommendation? I hate to inconvenience you but I figured you would be a great person to write about 
me, 
>> 
>> If possible, please let me know if you will be able to. The application is due i 
>> 
>> Thank you, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
> 



Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies: 2~TD GLOBAL AFRICANA 

ANNUAL CONFERENCE, APRIL 3-5, 2014 

Water, Health and Environment: Experiences from African, 
African American and Diaspora Geographies 

PROGRAM: 

APRIL 3, 2014, 5.30PM-7. OOPM (Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History- 
Hitchcock Multipurpose Room) 

Welcome: Eunice N. Sahle, (Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies and 
Curriculum in Global Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Opening remarks: Jonathan Hartlyn, Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and Global 
Programs, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

AAAD Students’ Project: 
Performing the Politics of Water: Rogers Road and Beyond 
Introductions: 
Reginald Hildebrand (Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies, UNC- 
Chapel Hill) 
Joseph Megel (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

APRIL 4, 2014 (9.15AM-3. OOPM, Toy Lounge) 

9.15am-9.30am: Coffee 

9.30am-10.45am: Gender, Race and Health 

Moderator: Margaret Lee (Department of African, African American and Diaspora 
Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Kia L. Caldwell, The Alyne Case: Gender, Race, and the Human Right to Health in Brazil 
(Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Wizdom Powell, Black, Male, and Blue: Unpacking Mechanisms Linking Everyday Racism, 
Mascufinity, and Black Men ’ s Depressive Symptomatology (Gillings School of Global Public 
Health and Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center, UNC-Chapel Hill) 



10.45am-12.25pm: Health, Representation and Aid 

Moderator: Kenneth Janken (Department of African, African American and Diaspora 
Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

12.25pm-2.00pm: Friday Keynote Address 

Introduction: Ronald Williams (Department of African, African American and Diaspora 

Studies) 
Kenneth Bailey, Speculations on Design, Environment and Justice (www.ds4si.org, Design 

Studio for Social Intervention) 

2.00pm-3.15pm: Water and Natural Resource Governance in Africa 

Moderator: Charlene Regester (Department of African, African and African American 

Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Pofitical Economy of Natural Governance in Africa (Department of 

African, African American and Diaspora Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Amy E. Cooke, Water-Food-Energy-Climate Nexus in Africa (Curriculum in Ecology, UNC- 

Chapel Hill) 

3.15pm-5. OOpm (Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History - Auditorium) 

Roundtable on Black Geographies: Politics and Poetics 

Moderator: Yousuf AI-Bulushi (Department of Geography, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Renee Alexander Craft (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Poetry by C. J. Suitt, Sacrificial Poets (http://sacrificialpoets.org/) 

Alexis Pauline Gumbs (http://alexispauline.com!) 
Artwork by Soraya Jean-Louis McElroy 

Howard Craft (http://www.howardcraft. cor!!) 



5. 30pm-. 7. 30pm (Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History - Hitchcock 
Multipurpose Room) 

AAAD Students’ Project: (final performance and a Q and A session) 
Performing the Politics of Water: Rogers Road and Beyond 

Introduction and Q and A Moderator: Reginald Hildebrand (Department of African, African 
American and Diaspora Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Panelists: Rev. Robert Campbell, David Caldwell, Rosie Caldwell, Joseph Megel and AAAD 
Students 

APRIL 5, 2014, 9.15AM-1. OOPM (Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 
- Hitchcock Multipurpose Room) 

9.15am-9.30am: Coffee 

9.30am-ll.30am: Environment, Justice and Place 

Moderator: David Pier (Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies, 
UNC-Chapel Hill) 

l l.30am-l.00pm: Saturday Keynote Address 

Introduction: Arturo Escobar (Department of Anthropology, UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Marilyn Machado Mosquera, Struggles for Territory, Livelihoods and Culture (The Black 
Communities’ Process in Colombia) 

Sponsored by: 

African Studies Center 
Institute for the Arts and Humanities 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Department of Geography 
The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History (Stone Center’s Okun Fund) 
Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, August 25,2011 12:02 PM 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20110825115941599.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scanr~er ] 
Sent: Thursday, August 25,2011 12:00 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 08.25.2011 11:59:41 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



1 
Changing Our 

Mind About Africa 

Most of us who are Americans kalow little about Africa. We might have 
studied Africa for a few weeks in school or glanced occasionally at news- 
paper headlines about Rwanda, Congo, or South Africa, but rarely have 
we actually thought seriously about Africa. Aa~d if we do want to learn 
about Africa, it is difficult to find ample and accurate information in our 
popular media such as television and newspapers. Africa and its people 
are simply a marginal part of American consciousness. 

Africa is, however, very much a part of the American subconscious. 
Ironically, even though we know little about Africa, we carry strong men- 
tal images of the continent. Once you begin to notice, you will find that 
Africa appears in the American public space quite frequently. Although it 
may not figure often in the news, it appears in advertising, movies, 
amusement parks, cartoons, and many other corners of our society. And 
although most Americans do not possess many facts about Africa, we do 
know certain general truths about the continent. We know, for example, 
that Africans live in tribes. And we ka~ow that Africa is a place of famine, 
disease, poverty, coups, and large wild animals. 

General images are useful and perhaps necessary for our collective con- 
sciousness. We can’t know everything about the world, so we have to 
lump some things into big categories that are convenient if lacking detail. 
Life is too short for most of us to become experts on more than a couple of 
subjects. Thus, these images help us to organize Africa’s place in our col- 
lective mind. A war in Congo? Ah yes, that’s more of the "African trou- 
ble" category. Elephants being used in a commercial? Yes, wouldn’t it be 
fun to have an elephant wash your car. There are lots of large animals liv- 
h~g in the wilds of Africa, aren’t there? 

If general categories are reasonably accurate, they help us navigate our 
complex world. If, however; riley are inaccurate, these categories can be 
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both dangerous and exploitative. If, for example, we are wrong about 
Africa’s supposed insignificance, we will be blindsided by political, envi- 
ronmental, or even medical events that affect how we survive. Or, if we 
think of Africa only as a place of trouble, a large zoo, or a storehouse of 
strategic minerals rather than as a place where real people live real lives, 
we will likely be willing to exploit the continent for our own purposes. 
France’s former president, Francois Mitterrand, demonstrated this possi- 
bility graphically when, speaking to his staff in the early i990s about 
Rwanda, he noted that "in some countries, genocide is not really impor- 
tant.’q Although in the short term the exploitation of Africa might help 
France or us, in the long term the planet’s society and environment will 
pay dearly for our failure to care. 

Speaking "African" 

Anyone who waists to study Africa in depth needs to learn an African 
language, because language is the major key to understanding how peo- 
pie mentally organize the world around them. Likewise, anyone who 
wants to understand Americans must examine the words Americans 
ka~ow, and use. You can begin to discover American ideas about Africa by 
tryingi:.some free association with the word Africa. Ask yourself what 
word~come to mind When you hear Africa. Note that this is not the time 
to "clean up your act" and impress yourself with your political correct- 
ness. You are searching for the words your society has given you to de- 
scribe Africa, some of which will seem positive, some negative, and some 
neutral. 

My students have helped me create lists of words that come to mind 
during such an exercise. Within a few minutes, a class frequently gener- 
ates thirty or forty words that Americans associate with Africa. Native, 
hut, warrior, shield, tribe, savage, cannibals, jungle, Pygmy, pagan, voodoo, and 
witch doctor are commonly associated with "traditional" Africa. "Tourism 
words" include safari, wild animals, elephant, lion, and pyramid. There are 
also "news words," including coup, poverty, ignorance, drought, famine, 
tragedy, and tribalism. And then there is a group of "change words" (indi- 
cating Western-induced change), such as development, foreign aid, peace- 
keeping, and missionary. Occasionally, the really honest person will come 
up with "racist words" they have heard, like spear chucker or j**ngle bunny. 

Although some American words might be positive--kinship, wisdom, or 
homeland--the overwhelming impression gained by studying American 
language about Africa seems to be that~’~frica is a~primitive place, full of 

trouble and wild animals, and in need of our help/A recent survey by a 
major American museum on popular perceptioi~of Africa found many 
widely held misconceptions such as the following: Africa is just one large 
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country; Africa is all jungle; Africans share a single culture, language, and 
religion; Africm~s live in "grass huts"; Africans mainly hunt animals for 
their subsistence; and Africa has no significant history. 

If you think you have escaped these concepts, you are either extraordi- 
narily lucky or you are easily able to fool yourself. The messages that per- 
petuate such impressions pervade American culture. They are ideas that 
have deep roots in American history as well as strong branches that en- 
twine our daily lives. In our history, white America once did not even 
consider Africans to be equal as humans! By comparison, today’s under- 
standing is positively enlightened. Yet historical misperception, igno- 
rance, stereotype, and myth still cast shadows upon our thinking. Once 
you begin to took for them, you will see inaccurate portrayals of Africa in 
which the blatant old images are reproduced in more subtle, modernized 
versions. In fact, it is a worthwhile exercise to ask yourself where the 
words listed above have come from. Home? School? Church? Friends? 
Television? Newspapers? Magazines? Movies? Books? Amusement 
parks? It is difficult to get complete and balanced views of Africa in 
everyday American life. This topic will be discussed further in Chapter 2, 
"How We Learn." 

This book investigates the histories of our inaccurate and stereotypicai 
~vords and ideas and suggests alternatives. For example, Africans are 
sometimes referred to in everyday America as "natives." You may or may 
not think that native is a negative word, but its use is a legacy of the colo- 
nial period in Africa when words were weapons employed by outsiders 
to keep Africans in their places. In the first part of the twentieth century, 
most Americans believed that Africans could be (indeed, should be) subju- 
gated because they ~vere primitives, natives. The problem is not the term 
itself, however. The first dictionary definition of native is someone who 
belongs originally to a place. Thus, "He is a native of Boston" is a neutral 
and acceptable use of the word. We also use native h~ a positive political 
way in the phrase "Native American," which implies that an "American 
Indian" has rights and connections that go beyond those belonging to the 
rest of us who are more recent immigrants. But the term "African native" 
evokes a negative connotation, whether intended or not, that is a 
holdover from its colonial meaning of "primitive," "savage," or "unen- 
lightened." It is interesting to ask why we can think of Africans as natives, 
but never the Chinese. The answer is that we have long thought of 
Africans as primitive and Chinese as civilized. Today, even when we do 
not intend to insult Africans, we have these leftover phrases and connota- 
tions that get in the way of conceiving of Africans as real people like our- 
selves. 

You can get around the "African native" and "native African" problem 
in a number of ways. For example, if you are referring to an African living 
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in a rural area, you can say "a rural African." If you mean someone who is 
an inhabitant of Africa, just say "an African." if you mean someone who 
belongs to the Kikuyu ethnic group, use the words "a Kikuyu." These 
phrases are more precise and therefore less likely to create images that 
evoke stereotypes. And, to escape even a hint of insult, you might avoid 
the use of phrases like "He is a native of Cape Town," which in most other 
contexts would be neutral but in the African context might elicit musings 
on whether you have spoken the word in the stereotypical mariner. 

The tlse and Misuse of Stereotypes 

In an ideal world, we would abandon our stereotypes about Africa and 
learn to deal with Africans as they really are. Humm~ cognition does not 
allo~v this, howevel: Everybody stereotypes. And we do it about practi- 
cally everything. The reason for this is, first of all, that we are biologically 
wired to try to make sense of reality, even when it makes no particular 
sense. Whether through science, history, literature, religion, or whatever, 
humans strive to understand and categorize what is in front of them. h~ 
fact, not trying to understand apparent reality is so extraordinary that 
B~ddt,ism, as one example, has made a philosophy out of it. Buddhism’s 
attempt to experience.the "is-ness" of reality directly, without thought, 
promises liberation from ordinary human consciousness and stfffering, 
but such salvation is sought only by a few. Most of us will continue our 
attempts to make sense of the reality in front of us. 

We also stereotype because it is virtually impossible to know every- 
thing that is going on in reality, and therefore we are bound to make our 
judgments on partial information. Like the proverbial blind men and the 
elephant, we each take our separate, limited experiences and extrapolate 
to make sense of the whole. Moreover, we often use ideas provided by 
our culture instead of investigating tl~ings for ourselves. If our culture has 
a premade picture of reality for us, we are likely to accept it. One way to 
think about this is to invert "seeing is believing," making it "believing is 
seeing." Once we "know" sometl~ng through our culture, we tend to fit 
new information into the old categories rather than change the system of " 
categorization. 

To say that we inevitably use stereotypes is really to say that we use 
mental models to think about reality. But the word "stereotype" also im- 
plies that our models are so limiting that they deform reality in ways that 
are offensive, dangerous, or ridiculous. Thus we need to strive to make 
our mental models as accurate as possible. We should, for example, study 
African art, history, literature, philosophy, politics, culture, mad the like so 
we can differentiate between Africans. We should also ask ourselves 
whether we cling to inaccurate models of Africa because they shore up 
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our self-image or allow us to do things that would be otherwise unthink- 
able. 

Below are brief discussions that explore different reasons for the persis- 
tence of our misconceptions about Africa. Later in the book there are ex- 
tended discussions of many of these topics. 

Leftover Racism and Exploitation 

During much of American history, racism and exploitation of Africa have 
been considered acceptable to a large majority of Americans. Although we 
never ruled colonies in Africa, Americans did enslave Africans and main- 
lain both a slavery system and segregation. Moreover, we profited tram 
our businesses in Africa, sent missionaries to change African culture, and 
did not protest the colonization undertaken by Europeans. This exploita- 
tion of Africa, whether direct or indirect, required thinking about Africans 
as hxferiors, h~ other words, our culture has had a lot of practice, htmdreds 
of years of it, in constructing Africa as interior. The legacy is obvious in 
the words and ideas that we call to mind when we hear the word Africa. 

Our legacy of negativity poses a question. Can we attribute a major 
portion of our modern stereotypes about Africa to the fact that we just 
haven’t gotten around to changing the myths we inherited from our racist 
and imperialist past? Perhaps we no longer need most of these myths, but 
they persist because only a few decades have passed since the end of the 
colonial period and a similarly brief period since the passage of the Amer- 
ican Civil Rights Act. A few decades in cultural history is really only a 
moment in time because cultures have momentum and are slow to 
change direction. Perhaps our myths about Africa are dying, but slowly. 

Support for this view comes from the fact that African independence 
and the civil rights movement have made it unacceptable for news re- 
porters and commentators to use the most blatantly negative of the words 
we once associated with race and with Africa. Likewise, schoolbooks are 
vastly improved in their treatment of Africa. One could argue that with 
greater sensitivity to the issue and more time, Americans will change. To 
put this idea another way, shouldn’t we give Americans the benefit of 
doubt and assume that most people do not consciously intend to exploit 
or misrepresent Africa? I believe that we should. 

Currant Racism 

I am assuming that most readers are not intentionally racist, because such 
people probably wouldn’t read this kind of book. But we have to take ac- 
count of the connection between our stereotypes about Africa and currefit 
racism in America. I do not need to argue that racism is still alive in 
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America. The most derogatory American images of Africa are so obvi- 
ously racist that they can no longer appear in public spaces, and therefore 
we must conclude that they persist because we learn them in the more 
private aspects of our lives, from family and friends, and often through 
jokes or offhand comments. Unfortunately, such private racism is difficult 
to eradicate because continuing efforts like this book can do little for 
those who would not seriously consider them. Others of us, perhaps most 
of us, are a different kind of racist, for although we truly want to believe 
that all humans are equal, we entertain undercurrents of racist doubt in 
our minds that make us susceptible to more subtle myths about Africa. It 
is this "real but unintentional" racism that concerns us here, because a 
deeper consideration of the issues can help us see Africans more clearly. 

It would be incorrect, however, to say that all or even most of the public 

stereotypes about Africa come from unintentional racism. First, each of us 
has negative stereotypes about others that are not racist. Second, not all of 
our stereotypes about Africa are negative. Inaccuracy and insensitivity are 
not necessarily racist, even when they have racist rootsand produce racist re- 
sults. This is a fine distinction to make, especially if you are a victim, but it 
seems a necessary distinction if we are to help decent, willing people to 

see Africa in new ways. 

Current Exploitation 

We also perpetuate negative myths about Africa because they help us 
maintain dominance over Africans. From our perspective in America, it is 
difficult for us to see how globally influential our country actually is. In 
simple terms, we are a superpower. To wield this kind of might and still 
think of ourselves as good people, we need powerful myths. Whereas, in 
the past, the myth of the racial inferiority of Africans was the major justi- 
fication for Western co~trol of Africans, now cultural inferiority is a more 
likely reason. Our news media, for example, are much more likely to in- 
form us about African failures than African successes. And the successes 
we do hear about tend to demonstrate that our own perspectives on real- 
ity are correct. It doesn’t take much imagination to figure out that modern 
Americans who deal with Africa--bureaucrats, aid workers, businesspeo- 
ple, missionaries, and others--might have an interest in describing Africa 
in ways that justify the importance of their own work. 

Entertainment 

If Africa were portrayed as being "just like us," it would be quite tn~- 
interesting. "Man bites dog" sells more papers than "Dog bites man." The 
word exotic describes the point; exotic portrays African culture as excit- 
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ingly different. Usually this is at the expense of African culture, an extra- 
ordinary portion of which is removed from its everyday context in a way 
that allows us to believe that the wider culture itself is wholly extraordi- 
nary. Movies and novels thrive on this sort of thing. In his book American 
Ways, Gary Althen describes an international student who was misled by 
myths about exotic America. He came to America after watching Ameri- 
can movies and expected to find a lot of women ready for sexual activity 
with him. Actually, he found them, but it took him nearly two years to fig- 
ure out that such easy women were also marginal and often disturbed 
and that more desirable women were not so readily available.2 

I will provide African examples in later chapters, but give a first illus- 
tration here. A recent issue of National Geographic included a short article 
on the gold of the current Asantehene, Otumfuo Opoku Ware It, king of 
the Asante people in Ghana.~ Ten beautiful photographs show the gold 
clothing and ornaments of the Asantehene, his court, and his relatives. 
But there is ahnost no effort to tell us how all of this fits into the life of the 
Asante or of the modern country of Ghana. Presumably, National Geo- 
graphic does not intend to portray Africans in stereotypical ways. Without 
(con)text, however, the reader might think almost anything. 

This is exoticism. Exoticism portrays only a portion of a culture and al- 
lows the imagination to use stereotypes to fill in the missing pieces. Most 
frequently, when we supply the ~r6ssing pieces, we extrapolate that other 
people are more different from us than they are similar. We can too easily 
sustah~ our myths about Africans and believe that words such as mysteri- 
ous and the darlc continent actually apply to Africa. 

Self-Definition 

Sometimes we use other people, including Africans, as a mirror. We want 
to know about them so we can know about ourselves. This very human 
activity accounts at least partially for our interest in people-watching in 
parks, sitcoms on television, movies, literature, history, and many other 
cultural phenomena. Yet this is a tricky business. For example, we know 
that people who spend a lot of time watching soap operas begin to con- 
ceive of the world as a soap opera and themselves as characters. And 
those who watch the local evening news feel that life is much more vio- 
lent and chaotic tJaan it really is. 

In the case of Africa, we might say that many of us want Africans to be 
a bit savage so we can feel more satisfied with our own lot in life. The 
Loony Toons announcer on the Cartoon Network puts it well: "Without 
nuts like these, the rest of us look crazy." Perhaps you have never thought 
of Bugs, Daffy, and Elmer as therapists, but doesn’t Africa often serve the 
same function? If we focus on ourselves without comparison to others, 
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don’t we took pretty messed up? But if we can see that others are poorer, 
less educated, or more chaotic, then it is easier to believe that we are fine 
despite our problems. To put it differently, we can’t be rich without the 
poor, developed without the underdeveloped, saved without the sinner, 
normal without the abnormal, civilized without the uncivilized, and so 
forth. Sometimes students tell me that they believe the reason they are re- 
quired to study other cultures in college is to demonstrate how good we 
have it in America. 

Our culture is especially snsceptible to this kind of thinking because of 
the way we conceive of time. Our idea of time as a continuum from the 
past to the future--rather than, for example, as a circle returning to a 
golden age of the past--is embodied in our concept of progress. For us, 
progress generally means going forward, moving on, getting over it, im- 
proving ourselves, growing up, and a whole collection of other images 
implying that the past is negative and the future is positive. Of course, if 
we believe this to be true, then we will expect reality to substantiate the 
belief. Indeed, one way we perceive African reality reveals this way of 
thinking. We see African community life as basic, but impossible to return 
to in our own communities. And tribalism is something we have gotten be- 
yond. It wouldn’t help to fi~d much of use in Africa, because that would 
c0nt~adict our understea~ding of progress. 

T~i~ same is true for the way we understand nature. Although we 
m[gfit believe abstractly in the balance of nature, or might desire that our 
lives resemble a peaceable-kingdom painting where friendly lions and 
lambs coexist, we have been more likely to see our lives in 
terms that conform to the law of the jungle. Africa can be a useful metaphor 
to help understand that jungle and our own place in it. Africa as the pro- 
totypical iungte is useful as a myth to substantiate our view of daily life as 
a jungle we escape from when we go home at night. 

Positive myths about Africa also serve Western self-definition. Those 
who are dissatisfied with modern American life might construct Africa to 
present viable alternatives. Some might search African customs for a 
more natural way to live. Some might look to Africa for a less racist cul- 
ture. Some, specifically African Americans, might be looking for their ide- 
alized personal and cultural roots. 

Stereotypes over Time 
As Europeans spread across the world from the 1400s onward, they had 
to make sense of the new peoples and places they encountered. Over 
time, and for reasons explained elsewhere in this book, Africans and 

Africa became representative of extreme "otherness." They were not the 
only representatives of difference, of course, because there were also Ab- 
origines, Native Americans, and so forth. But Africa certainly became a 

Changing Our Mind About Africa 
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primary symbol that Europeans and white Americans used to express dif- 

ference. Even black Americans found Africa’s difference useful at times. 
This is not all bad because, indeed, there is a great deal of difference be- 

tween African and Western cultures. Moreover, we know that humans 
tend to think symbolically, so it is natural that Africa should stand for 
something, rather than nothing, in our minds. The real problem has been 
that using Africa as a symbol of difference has meant that the continent 
has been treated as an object. As an object, Africa is described and manip- 
ulated, but Africans cannot speak for themselves or make comments on 
who we are. 

Fortunately, with each passing decade, Americans have been treating 
Africans with less prejudice. Perhaps we are in the midst of a real exit, 
however slow, from the myths of primitive Africa. Indeed, we cmmot af- 
ford such myths. Africa, by its shear size, population, resources, and 
modernization, will play an increasingly important role in the world, 
whether for good or ill, and will have to be taken seriously. Our long-term 
interest, in our shrinking world, is to understand Africa in as unbiased a 

fashion as possible. 
The point is not that an accurate and whole picture of Africa will be to- 

tally positive. Indeed, such a claim would be a continuation of our stereo- 
typing. What we should strive for is a view of Africa as a continent full of 
real people, both like us and not like us, similar and different. On the sur- 
face this seems easy: "It’s a small world after all! .... Why can’t we just get 
along? .... All we need is love! .... Just leave them alone." But these stereotyp- 
ical, facile solutions don’t automatically work in the real world. As you will 
see in the pages that follow, seeing others as fully human without desiring 
to change them into ourselves is exceedingly difficult. It may be, however, 
the only thing that will make our home--the planet~a safe place to live. 

A Word About Words 

Before we go any further, a warning is in order. As I wrote this text, I real- 

ized that some of the words I use regularly are problematic. For example, 
the word Africa is used h~correctly throughout the book, because I mean 
"Africa south of the Sahara." This is a problem that might be helped by 
replacing all occurrences of Africa with sub-Saharan Africa. However, read- 

ing would be awkward and the change would not solve the problem en- 
tirely: For example, not all sub-Saharan Africans are the subjects of the 
stereotypes discussed in this book, assuming that we consider the mil- 
lions of European Africans in South Africa, Zimbabwe, Kenya, and else- 
where to be "real" Africans. Following the example of other scholars, I 
have opted to use the convenient expression "Africa" instead of a more 
accurate term. I am assuming that readers will understand what is meant 

and will fill in missing qualifiers where needed. 
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Likewise, terms such as Westerners and Americans, ancl the pronouns we 
and our, are frequently distortions of the truth. There is, you will agree, no 
such thing as an average American, just as there is no such thing as an av- 
erage African. As I wrote this book, I found myself generalizing and per- 
haps overgeneralizing about Americans for the sake of calling attention to 
"our" stereotyping of Africans. We need to remember, however, that in 
every era there have been those Americans who did not accept the gen- 
eral view and who spoke out on behalf of Africans. 

One of the biggest difficulties with generalizing about American views 
of Africa concerns the inclusion of African-American views. The problem 
is complex because American culture is complex. Until at least the 1960s, 
for example, it was quite common for African Americans to think of 
Africans as having primitive cultures. This should not be too surprising, 
considerh~g the dominance of European culture and the fact that most 
formation about Africa was filtered through European-American eyes. 
Thus when i say that "we Americans" believed Africa to be primitive, it 
can be taken as somewhat accurate for black as well as white Americans. 

On the other hand, since before the American Revolution, African 
Americans have resisted white efforts to define black reality, and there- 
fore they cannot be said to have invented the idea of African primitive- 
~pss, even if they believed in portions of it. They were victims in much 
tt4e same way that Africans have been victims. Moreover, African Ameri- 
Cans largely rejected white Americ~ interpretations of race. Furthermore, 
there have always been African Americans who atte.mpted to teach Amer- 
ica about African achievements. Until the mid-twentieth century they 
were largely ignored, but their efforts make it more difficult to generalize 
about "Americans." 

In this book, I have usually focused on white American myths about 
Africa--because they have been the most dominant, the most negative, 
and the most in need of change. Although I have included a brief sum- 
mary of African-American perspectives in Chapter 5, I have not done the 
subject justice. Unfortunately, as far as I know, there have been no studies 
since the mid-1970s that have attempted to investigate the whole spec- 
trum of contemporary African-American attitudes toward Africa. With- 
out such studies, preferably ones undertaken by African Americans, I 
would not want to write much more thaw I have already. 

What seems most striking and most similar about white and black 
American perspectives on Africa is that all of us have generally "used 
Africa to think with." Whether Africa has been constructed in a negative 
or positive manner, we have used the continent to reflect upon who 
are in relation to each other and in relation to Africa. Much of this think- 
ing, negative and positive, has stereotyped Africa in ways that are ex- 
plained in this book. 

How We Learn 

In the 1970s, scholars of Africa reatized that American high school text- 

books were filled with stereotypes about Africa. The most glaring myths 
had disappeared with the independence of African countries in the 1960s 
and the American civil rights movement, but less obvious myths per- 
sisted. In a 1978 study, Africa in Social Studies Textbooks, Astair Zekiros and 
Marylee Wiley detailed the extent to which our public schools were per- 
petuating myths and inaccuracies about Africa. They noted that most 
textbooks were written by "’armchair’ authors who rely on weak sources 
for their own information." Thus, no matter what the textbook authors 
were discussing, they tended to make Africans look like the Africa they 
imagined rather than the one that existed.~ Fortunately, two decades later 

our textbooks are better. In fact, one of the coauthors of the 1978 study, 

Wiley, became the Africa specialist for the social studies textbook used by 
my local high school’s ninth grade,a 

On the other hand, schools have only a modest influence on how we 
think about Africa. Despite improved texts, by the time students get to 

college, most still have outdated ideas about Africa. Even college gradu- 
ates may not have corrected their misconceptions of Africa. In a recent 

study of preservice social studies teachers, 82 percent thought there were 
t~gers in Africa, 94 percent believed wild animals were common every- 
where on the continent, 74 percent understood that most Africans are illit- 
erate, and 93 percent were convinced that there are more kinds of dis- 

eases in Africa than in Asia and South America. Respondents commonly 
used stereotypical "African words" such as tribe (90 percent), primitive 
(69 percent), cannibals (60 percent), and savages (60 percent). Modern 
Africa was largely misunderstood.3 

If our high school social studies teachers do not understand Africa, 
surely improved texts will have only a minimal impact on students; stu- 
dents are far more likely to pick up their attitudes from teachers than 

from textbooks. But even more importantly, both teachers and students 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, September 1, 2011 3:28 PM 
McHale, James <ajmchale@email.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2126020 

Great! Thanks! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: McHale, James 
Sent: Thursday, September 01, 2011 3:28 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2126020 

Yes. I’ll come by then. 

James McHale, OASIS 

On 9/1/11 2:32 PM, "Gore, Travis" <stgore@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>Hi James, 
> 
>He said tomorrow at 9am would be great. Would that work for you? 
> 

>Thanks, 
>Travis 
> 

Original Message ..... 
>From: UNC-CH PTR [mail~imcha~e@emaiLtmc.ed~] 
>Sent: Thursday, September 01, 2011 2:06 PM 
>To: Gore, Travis 
>Subject: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2126020 
>Importance: Low 
> 

>Client Information 
>travis t gore, Location : 109 battle hall cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 
>27599 usa 
>Affiliation:, Department: african & african-amer studies 
>Phone: (919)966-5496 and Email: stgore@email.unc.edu 
>Short Description: Select a Short Description 
> 
>Email Text : Can this user wait until tomorrow? I am not staying on 
>campus much longer today. I have to do work off campus today. 
> 

>James McHale, OASIS 



Fall 2011 

AFRICAN STUDIES 521 

Instructor: Julius E Nyang’oro 

Office: 101 Battle Hall 

CONTEMPORARY EAST AFRICA 

Office Hours: T & Th 9.30-11.30 

Course Description 

This course is an in-depth analysis of the political economy of five countries - 

Burundi, Kenya, Rwanda, Uganda and Tanzania- countries which constitute the 

East African Community. These countries have an interesting history in terms of 

colonialism (Germany, Britain and Belgium) and in terms of recent events- war in 

the Great Lakes, genocide and electoral crisis. But they also form one of the best 

organized regional integration schemes in Africa (the East African Community). 

This course is an attempt to understand the region qua region, and the specific 

history of each country. 

Course Requirements 

Students are responsible for and must be prepared to discuss assigned readings at 

each class meeting. If you are unable to discuss the readings on a particular day, 

the instructor must be informed ahead of time. Class participation will account for 

10% of the final grade. Class attendance is mandatory. 

There will be a short term paper (10 pages), a mid-term and a final. 

Distribution of Grades 

Class Participation 10% 

Term Paper 20% 

Midterm Exam 30% 

Final Exam 40% 



UNC Honor Code 

UNC Honor Code is in effect in this course 

Pledge: The Instrument of Student Judicial Governance requires that you sign a 

pledge on all written work: ("On my honor, I have neither given nor received 

unauthorized aid on this assignment.") 

Required/Recommended Books 

Regional Focus: 

Felicia Arudo Yieke ed. East Africa: In Search of National and Regional Renewal 

Paul Kaiser and Wafula Okumu eds. Democratic Transition in East Africa 

Dani W Nabudere, Africa’s First World War: Mineral Wealth, Conflicts and War 

In the Great Lakes Region 

Burundi: 

Rene LeMarchand, Burundi: Ethnic Conflict and Genocide 

Kenya: 

Gavin Kitching, Class and Economic Change in Kenya 

Willy Mutunga, Constitution-Making From the Middle: Civil Society and Transition 

Politics in Kenya, :1992-:1997 

Herve Maupeu, et.al, The Moi Succession: Elections 2002 

Angelique Haugerud, The Culture of Politics in Modern Kenya 

Colin Leys, Underdevelopment in Kenya 

Nicola Sawinson, The Development of Corporate Capitalism in Kenya 

Rwanda: 

Catharine Newbury, The Cohesion of Oppression 

Mahmood Mamdani, When Victims Become Killers 

Gerard Prunier, The Rwanda Crisis: History of Genocide 

Tanzania: 

John Iliffe, A History of Modern Tanganyika 

Andrew Coulson, Tanzania: A Political Economy 



Issa G Shivji, Let the People Speak! Tanzania’s Road to Neo-Liberalism 

Uganda: 

Mahmood Mamdani, Politics and Class Formation in Uganda 

Holger Bernt Hansen and Michael Twaddle eds. Uganda Now: Between Decay and 

Development 

Holger Bernt Hansen and Michael Twaddle eds. Changing Uganda 

Class Schedule 

Part I: History of the Region 

Part I1: History of the East African Community 

Part II1: The Special Case of Rwanda and Burundi 

Part IV: Towards an Integrated East Africa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, September 6, 2011 10:30 AM 

Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth <sewall@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Profile and CV for departmental website 

Research brief for profile on UNC AFAM-African Studies website - 022011 .docx; CV - 
abbreviated.DOC 

Hi Stacey, 

I have attached the updates for Dale McKinley. 

Thank you so much!! 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, September 9, 2011 9:32 AM 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20110909093104325.pdf 

Here it is! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:sca~mer ] 
Sent: Friday, September 09, 2011 9:31 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 09.09.2011 09:31:03 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



UniverA~y of Nortb Caroliua-Chapd Hill, Departme~tt of AfKcan and Afro-Ama~4ca~ Studies, CB#3 3 95 tO6 Battle Hall UNC-Cbapd Hill, 

CbapdHill, NC 27Y99-3395 9t9-966-5496 
Jangalekau Alassane Fail: WOLOF 401 -ELEMENTARY WOLOF I* FM12011                                - 

Course Location: Global Cent~r- Room 5024, Time/ d~: / 0.~30-10:50 AM-MV/F 

9/9/11 

QUIZI" Tur: 

I: Fill in the blanks with the right pronoun (as verb to be). 

I" Moore, J~mgalekat ......................................... 

2:Yeen, ay clew ............................................ 

3: Noom, fan .................................... D’~kk? 

4:Yow, naka ................................ tudd? 

5: Nun, ay dawalkat .................... 

6: Man j’~mgalekat ................................... 

II: Ask 3 questions with" LII ..LAN LA ?" and 2 with "Kii kan la?" And provide answers 
that have some meaning in Wolof. ( i.e LII LAN LA ?’ LII kale LA) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

III: Translate these sentences into Wolof (you can use the progressive pronouns) 

1: My First name is Xadi 

2: Faal is my last name 

3: I live in Chapel Hill 

4: I am a basketball player/singer 

5: I am studying Wolof with Alasaan 



IV:Spelling/Dictation: Bindlecn baat yii ci Wolof 

1: 

4; 

V: Mengaleleen (Matching) 

,J M&ngaleleen: Matching 1: 
Sdect the appra]oriate response for each af the greetings below. 

t. Assalaamu aleykum! 
2. J~mm nga am? 
3. Sarlt via? 
4. Sa yaram 
5. Naka waakfir ga? 

a. J~.mm rekk! 
b. ~u riga fa rekk! 

c. J~_mm rekk! 
d. Aleykum salaam! 
e. Niaay! 

M~ngaleleen: Matching 2: 
You }are at ~vour friend’s place. The phone rings and she picks it up. You overbea~ her giving the follow- 
ing answers, and you t.~ to figure out whalthepffson at the ether end of the line is ask,~g. 

Your friend 
l. Aleykum salaam! 
2. J~mm rekk! 
3. j66b! 
4. Jfia-nm rekk! 

5. l’7,1u nga fa rekk! 

The otherja~ron 

? 
? 

\ / M{ngaleleen: Matching 1: 
-., . Sekct the appropriate response for each of the ques~’ons below. 

1. Na nga tudd? 
2. Fan nga dSkk? 
3. Fan la j6ge? 
4. Naka lea tudd? 
5, Fan ia d~kk? 
6. Naka la tudd? 
7. Fan nga j6ge? 

a. Kumba la tudd. 
b. Abdu nga todd. 
c. Atlanta la d~kk. 
d. Alasaan tea tudd. 
e. Amerig lea j6ge. 
f. Senegaa| la j6ge. 
g. New York lea d~kk. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, September 9, 2011 4:32 PM 
Huber, Evelyne H <ehuber@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Martin Luther King Planning Committee request 

It is afriafam@listserv.unc.edu 

Thanks 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Evelyne Huber [mailto:ehaber(a~email.unc.eda] 
Sent: Friday, September 09, 2011 4:24 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: FW: Martin Luther King Planning Committee request 

Travis, 
How do I send a message to the listserv? What is the address? 
Thanks, 
Evelyne 

Evelyne Huber 

Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 

Chair 
Department of Political Science 

CB# 3265 
University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

phone: (919) 962-3041 

fax: (919) 962-0432 

ehuber@unc.edu 

On 9/6/2011 3:20 PM, Gore, Travis wrote: 
Hi Dr. Huber, 

I have officially added you to our department listserv! Look forward to meeting you too. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Student Services Manager 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Evelyne Huber [mmlto:ehaber~?~emaiLunc.ed~] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 06, 2011 2:28 PM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: FW: Martin Luther King Planning Committee request 

Thanks for doing this - I am looking forward to meeting you. 
Evelyne 



> Evelyne Huber 
> Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
> Chair 
> Department of Political Science 
> CB# 3265 
> University of North Carolina 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
> phone: (919) 962-3041 
>fax: (919) 962-0432 
> ehuber@unc.edu 
> 

> 

> On 9/6/2011 1:34 PM, Buell, Agatha wrote: 
>> Hi Travis, 
>> 
>> Please add Dr. Evelyn Huber to the department listserv. 
>> 
>> Thanks ! 
>> 
>> Agatha 
>> 

>> ******** 

>> 

>> Agatha Buell 
>> 
>> Business Officer 
>> 
>> Department of Public Policy 
>> 
>> 217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 
>> 
>> Department of African& Afro-American Studies 
>> 

>> 109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 
>> 
>> University of North Carolina 
>> 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 
>> p. 919.962.2788 
>> 
>> f. 919.962.5824 
>> 
>> *From:*McMillan, Tim e~ai~ ~nc.ed~] 
>> *Sent:* Tuesday, September 06, 2011 1:31 PM 
>> *To:* Department listserv 
>> *Subject:* [afriafam] Martin Luther King Planning Committee request 
>> 
>> Dear Colleagues --- 
>> 
>> For the past many years our department has had a representative on the MLK Planning committee, which also includes staff, 
students, and administrators. This committee helps to choose the Martin Luther King Jr. speaker and also helps co-ordinate a variety 
of activities surrounding the speech. Our role as academic mentors on this committee is long standing and significant. I have served 
on this committee many times and am asking for a volunteer to serve for 2011. The committee meets once a week for an hour 
throughout the fall semester. 
>> 
>> Please let me know if you would be willing to serve in this important role. Later in the semester we will also need to have a 
representative for the MLK Jr. Scholarship committee- to evaluate the candidates for this important award. 
>> 
>> Thanks and hope the semester is off to a good start for everyone. 
>> 
>> Tim 
>> 
>> Timothy J. McMillan 



>> Senior Lecturer and Associate Chair 
>> 
>> Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
>> 
>> CB#3395 107 Battle Hall 
>> 

>> 

>> You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: abuell@email.unc.edu 
>> <mail~o :ab ~eR~emai~. ~mc.e&~>. 
>> 
>> To unsubscribe click here: 
>> ~://~ists~unc~ed~/~?id=32361543~3a5~3452eed7a(~65~71597~a~4463&n=T&~=af~afam&o=29~227~2 
>> <l"~p :,~/listsamc.edtv’~ ?id=3 236154 3.3a50034 5 2eedTa~(~ 50715970N764463&n=T&l=N~riafam&o=29822702> 
>> 
>> (It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
>> 
>> or send a blank email to 
>> leave-29822702-32361543.3a5003452eed7a6650715970af764463@listserv.unc.edu<maiFto:lea~,eo29822702o 
323(~ 1543.3a5003452eedTa6(~50715970mr7644(~3~lis~ser’~,.ur~c.edu> 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, September 12, 2011 10:52 AM 

McHale, James <ajmchale@email.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2132160 

Thanks James! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNC-CH PTR [ 
Sent: Monday, September 12, 2011 9:29 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2132160 
Importance: Low 

Client Information 
travis t gore, Location : 109 battle hall cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
Affiliation:, Department: african & african-amer studies 
Phone: (919) 966-5496 and Email: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Short Description: Select a Short Description 

Email Text : I can come by at 3:15 today. See you then. 

James McHale, OASIS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDL T)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=S TGORE> 

Tuesday, September 13, 2011 2:55 PM 

Dale T. McKinley"       @metroweb.co.za> 

RE: [afriafam] FW: Diaspora Festival of Black and Indpendent Film Double Feature on 
Thursday at 7pm! 

Oh wow! Sorry that it flooded your mailbox Dale! 

From: Dale T. McKinley [mailto      @metroweb.co.za] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 13, 2011 2:43 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: [afriafam] FW: Diaspora Festival of Black and Indpendent Film Double Feature on Thursday at 7pm! 

Hi Travis, 

Just wanted to let you now that I received this message (with accompanying 1MB attachment) about 
25 times in last hour ... hope that it was a temporary short-circuit on the email server or some such .... 

Be well, 
Dale 

From: Gore, Travis [mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: 13 September 2011 04:39 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Cc: Goodlett, Clarissa 
Subject: [afriafam] FW: Diaspora Festival of Black and Indpendent Film Double Feature on Thursday at 7pm! 

Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film 

Double Feature! 
Please join us on Thursday, September :1.5 at 7pro for the screening of "Contesting Race" and "The Place In 

Between". The double feature is part of our on=going Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film. This 

event is free and open to the public and will take place in the Hitchcock Room of the Sonja Haynes Stone 

Center. 

"Contesting Race" 

When 15 year old Anerisa Willem, a talented Xhosa girl, wins the Miss Teen India South Africa title for Eastern 

Cape, controversy follows. Set in the world of teenage ethnic beauty pageantry, "Contesting Race" accompanies 

Anerisa to the national finals in Durban, to see what happens when unwritten rules are broken. 

"The Place In Between" 

Sarah Bouyain’s debut feature focuses on the intertwined stories of African women riving in France. Amy, born 

in France as Aminata is the daughter of a mother from Burkina Faso and a white French father. Her bi-raciarity 

is one source of the film’s title, as she has always felt "in between." In a parallel story, a white women is 

learning Diou/a, a West African language spoken in Burkina Faso, from a taciturn woman named Mariam. In 

carefully precise scenes, Bouyain explores the displacement that both Madam and Amy face in a country that is 

familiar but not quite home. 

For more information on the Diaspora Festival or upcoming events at the Stone Center, please visit our website: 



http://sonjahaynesstonectr, unc.edu 

Ciarissa Good[err 
Program and Pubfic Communications Officer, Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

P: 919.962.0395 F: 919.962.3725 

cgoodlet@email.u nc.edu sonjahaynesstonectr.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: @metroweb.co.za. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32482359.8442de36845a8f2f57074c50bd445c00&n=T&l=afriafam&o=29875158 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29875158- 
32482359.8442de36845 a8f2f57074c50b d445 c00~li stserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, September 14, 2011 11:15 AM 

Carolina Copy <CarolinaCopy@aux-services.unc.edu> 

RE: New copier code 

Hi John, 

We tried the code but it did not work. If you could look into it for me that would be great° 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

From: Carolina Copy [mailto:CarolinaCopy@aux-services.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 08, 2011 8:39 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: New copier code 

done 

John Foust 
Operations Manager Carolina Copy, UNC Printing 
UNC - Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-962°2799 
Fax: 919-962-6215 

From: Gore, Travis [mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 07, 2011 4:00 plVl 
To: Carolina Copy 
Subject: New copier code 

Greetings: 

Please create the following copier code for machine #R10442 in Battle Hall: 

32879415 (Walter Rucker) 

Thanks! 

Travis 



Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, September 15, 2011 9:53 AM 

Townley-Tilson, Karla A <mcclurek@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 311 PE and Spring 2012 

Thanks Karla[ 

From: Townley-Tilson, Karla A 
Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2011 9:47 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: 311 PE and Spring 2012 

Travis, 
I have moved AFAM408 001 into PE 311 for the Spring 2012 term. 
Let me know if you need anything else. 
Thanks, 
Karla 

Karla A. Townley-Tilson 
General Purpose Classroom Scheduling Manager 

Office of the University Registrar 
UNC - Chapel Hill 
Suite 3100, SASB Nor[h, Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Phone - 919-962-9837 
Fax - 919-843-8709 

Check out our new website! registrar.unc.edu 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2011 9:37 AM 
To: Townley-Tilson, Karla A 
Subject: FW: 311 PE and Spring 2012 

Hi Kar[a, 

I was told to contact you about the message below. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 



From: Henshaw, Bob 
Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2011 8:45 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: 311 PE and Spring 2012 

Hi Travis. 

Professor Janken has contacted me about teaching again this spring in 311 Peabody. If you will, please call Karla 

Townley-Tilson at the University Registrar (962-9837) to confirm his spot in the room. Thanks. 

bob 

Bob Henshaw 

ITS Liaison to the Center for Faculty Excellence 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

bob henshaw@unc.edu 

919 962-9969/ 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Wednesday, September 14, 2011 9:44 PM 
To: Henshaw, Bob 
Subject: RE: 311 PE and Spring 2012 

Dear Bob, 

I’d love to teach in 311 PE in the Spring again. Here is information you asked for: 

1. AFAM 408.001 
2. MWF 10-10:50 

3. Travis Gore - 966-5496 and stgore@email.unc.edu 

The room is really a blessing! 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http://www.umass.edu/umpress/spr 97/i anken.html 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 



From: Henshaw, Bob [bhenshaw@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 13, 2011 10:27 AM 
To: The swivel mailing list. 
Subject: [swivel] 311 PE and Spring 2012 

Hi all. I hope the fall semester is off to a good start for each of you. 

I am working with the University Registrar to schedule 311 Peabody for the Spring 2012 semester. As always, I want to 

make it available to each of you before putting out a broader call. 

As of now, most slots are available. Please let me know ASAP if you are interested in using the room this spring or know 

others who are. I will need the following information: 

1. Course rubric/number (e.g. ECON 101) 

2. Course days/time 

3. Name of the scheduling officer for your department 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

bob 

Bob Henshaw 

ITS Liaison to the Center for Faculty Excellence 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

bob henshaw@unc.edu 

919 962-9969/ 

You are currently subscribed to swivel as: krjanken@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=35667925.10830d8604b08e94fc400e079dc776c2&n=T&l=swivel&o=29875049 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-29875049-35667925.10830d8604b08e94fc400e079dc776c2@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, September 15, 2011 4:05 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20110915160245385.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:sca~mer~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2011 4:03 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 09.15.2011 16:02:45 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Chapter 1 

REFRAMING CONTEMPORARY AFRICA 
Beyond Global Imaginaries 

Peyi Soyinka-Airewele 

Rita Kiki Edozie 

ne of the most rewarding aspects of studying Africa is the encounter with literature and conceptual 
Odebates that simultaneously provoke, reveal rich nuances, reflect African intellectual discourses and 

k for rappting with vast regional diversities and contradictions, 
socio olmcat reahnes, provide .a framewor .’ g -     ~ co ’ ent. The fifty-three counmes that make up 
and ~sturb the complacency ot our settled nonons of th~ __ntm 

Africa’s Northern, Southern, Eastern, Western, and Central regions draw the scholar into a maelstrom of 

vivid living histories, political debates, and urban and rural cultural and social dynamics that define and 

yet de~y simple explanations of their complex realities. In this chapter, we start with a voyage around the 

politics o~ representation o~ A~rican identities and spaces; next, we engage the organizing devices and con- 

cepts of schematic frames and imaginary significations that underlie popular discussions of the continent; 
and finally, we review some critical intellectual and theoretical traditions that have been employed in the 

study o~ Africa by interrogating the visions of the continent they have bequeathed and the implications of 

such sights and (mis)understandings for those who wish to study African countries today. 

introduction: Representation of African Identities and Spaces 
Those who teach a~cI study Africa today must learn to problematiz.e the issue of representation 

in order to locate and unpack the economic, political, personal, and other motivations that might 
underIie any particular image of Africa (Grinker and $teiner 1997, xxvi). 

In the aftermath of the terrorist bombings of September 11, 2001, and the terrifying reminder of human 

vulnerability, the undying Western identity problematic resurfaced through sharpened definitions of racial, 

national, cultural, and religious identities, and a reinvestment of meaning to the world of the known and the 

same time, it gave new 
" " " ed" and the ’ unovdlzed (Soyinka~Atrewele 2002-). At the 

unknown, the ClVlUZ 

meaning to the continuing strnggtes to contest the meanings and h~pact of imposed political, racial, and 

socioeconomic dichotomies. Unfortunately, the ensuing avalanche of interest in understanding the global 

Other cannot be said to have dented the myths and images of atavism and absence with which Africa, a 

region of abundant historical, socioeconomic, and political vibrancy and accomplishments, has historically 
been !{rained. It is not hard to discern some o~ the roots o~ that persistent ignorance: notions of European 

racial, social, technological, economic, and cultural exceptionalism; the substantive legacies of imperial 
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On Being Black and African 

Source: © Khalil Ber~dib, The Pen is Funnier than the Sword: CaTtoons That Speak Truth to Power. www.bendib.com. 

Reproduced with permission. 
Note: This cartoon shows the infamous slaying of Amadou Diallo, an unarmed immigrant from Guinea, by the New York Police 

Department Street Crime Unit. As he stood in the doorway of his apartment in the Bronx, just after midnight on February 4, 

1999, the 22-year-old West African died in a hail of forty-one police bullets fired by four plainclothes police officers who later 

claimed they thought Diallo’s wallet was a gun, The police officers were acquitted of murder, sending into motion widespread 

protests an~t a lawsuit. The United States Iustice Department decided in January 2001 that federal civil rights charges were 
unwarranted, but just before the case went to trial, the police department finally reached an out-of-court settlement with the 

family and lawyers five years after the incident. 

conquest; and the continuing dynamics of global power and interests partly shape the ideologies, political 

economies, and linguistic methods used in imagining and defining the African continent. 

Accordingly, Ella Shohat and Robert Stare have thrown the provocative challenge o! "u.nth!nk!ng 
Eurocentrism" at those disquieted by the continuing realities of a global core, which perststs m vxewmg 

the world from a "flattened landscape" that ignores the diversities and problems within its own sphere~ 

constructs the world’s realities in opposition to its ow~ ideals, and flattens the external landscape 

through homogenization, while highlighting the presumed inadequacies and limitations of that external 

landscape through sweeping generalizations-~ 

~ Ella Shohat and Robert Stare, Unthinking Eurocentrism, Multiculturalism and the Media, is a seminal work, invaluable 
for its indsive exposure of the nature of Eurocen~rism attd its proposal of new polycen~ric ways of seeing the world. 
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Since marginalized states are indelibly touched by the consequences of the choices, values, and priorities of 
the media, geopolitical, and academic core, perhaps one of the most important contributions of any collection 
of writings on the African continent is the deliberate presentation of frameworks for validating and rendering 
visible the multiple sodocultural, intellectual, political, transnational, and other prosaic realities that are typL 
cally delegitimized by that global core (Soyinka-Airewele 2002). hi talking about reat¢ties of the everyday and 
the prosaic, we refer, for instance, to the effervescent sociocultural presence and role of writers, musicians, and 
popular cinema; to political economies that include euduring local and transcontinental networks of market 
women and other entrepreneurs, as well as the hegemonial presence of global capital; and to the political spaces 
that reflect the power and force of indigenous monarchies, the state, and citizen agency and resistance. 

Consequently, our goal in this chapter is to explore preliminary issues in the representation of the African 
continent within news media, cinema, literature, and scholarship; to understand some of the ideologies and inter- 

ests that influence such maps; and to present alternative, debated frameworks. Above a/l, we hope to provoke 
and energize a broader desire to engage the African continent in all of its variegated realities. Such an approach 
would lend itself, as the various contributors to this volume undertake to do, to the construction of multiple 
discursive centers that support the unveiling of various strata of sociopolitical, economic, and cultural life in 
African countries. The racial and ideological notions and invested interests, which have shaped the language on 
Africa for so long, are troubling reminders that, more than ever, we cannot afford to trade the contemporizing 
authenticity of a historically global African world for fraudulent constructs of homogenizing notions and popular 
reductionist liberties that have long lost their ability to shroud the ghouls of ignorance that birthed them. 

it is no longer plausible to assume that Africa can be inscribed or studied from a site of unfettered or 
pure vision that is untroubled by the very act of representation itself. Beer reflects that tension in her 

reflections on the concept of representation: 

We favour currently the word "representation" because it sustains a needed distance between experience 
and formulation. It recognises the fictJve in our understanding. It allows a gap between how we see 

things and how, potentially, .they might be. It acknowledges the extent to which ideologies harden into 

objects and so sustain themselves as real presences in the world. The objects may be books, pictures, 
films, advertisements, fashion .... Representations rapidly become representative--those empowered to 
speak on behalf of their constituency: the authentic voices of a group. That is where the trouble starts 

when the claim is representing women: Are we offering and receiving formulations of an abiding group; 
offering accounts of a person, or a group of people, conceived as stable? (Beer 1989, 63-64). 

In her writing on "African women" or specifically "Nigerian women" and, even more specifically, as 
she carefully reminds us of the so-called characterization of "Nigerian market women," Ufomata rumi- 

nates on the dilemmas of representation and the quest for authenticity, or the faithful relaying of local 

realities by both "insider" and "outsider" scholars: 

I am aware of the implications of the methods 1 adopted in terms of the role of my own voice. I am not 
a market woman, and i write in English, a language that is not commonly spoken in the market .... 

I believe that my portrayal of market women presents the view of an insider, the most authentic possible 
through the eyes of another person. After all, as a Yoruba adage says, "the only reason a deaf person is 

vilified in front of his or her child(ten) is the certainty that the message will be delivered." As much as 

possible, I tried to represent the views of the women objectively. Like others, I realize that, "Speaking 
both for and as a woman (rather than ’like~ a woman), is the problem of women’s writing" (Jacobus 

1989, 55; Ufomata 2000). 
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Indeed, the gulf that exists between the worlds of the scholar and the realities of those about whom 
they write is not necessarily a function of racial difference, as Soyinka-Airewele also reminds us: 

Some years ago, I had the much awaited opportunity to conduct research situated at a richer interface of 

"scholar-practitioner" realities, an opportunity that would involve displacement, to an area of protracted 

conflict, of sharply opposed mythico-histories and deep political polarizations in an African country. 
Surely, not a particularly difficult undertaking, since I had the advantage of personal and linguistic famil- 
iarity with the location. Not for me the "fish out of water," "displanted" and "out of its elements" experi- 

ence, so chillingly defined in Roger’s handy thesaurus. Nevertheless, in the first week of fieldwork, I had 
the distinctly disturbing experience of being categorized as a saflari intellectual by a good friend and senior 
colleague, despite the fact that I had once lived and taught in this same community. Interestingly, the heated 

debate that ensued, on his part, bespoke a legacy of anger and frustration at the incompetence and super- 
ficiality of Western Africanists, irrespective of cultural belongings, who jaunted into town and made their 
reputations by recoding ill-understood local issues for the oft-arcane world of western academia.2 

kal assessment like this implies that the enterprise of studying African countries has often resembled a 
refined Hobbesian impulse--short lived, self-centered, impatient with collaboration, and certainly some- 
what brutish. This is not acceptable in a continent that disdains the deep-seated tendency in \gestern 
media and academia to view and use the region as a laboratory with pliable theory-supporting subjects.3 
It is apparent that we must, therefore, .continue to ask questions about who is speaking and what informs 
and filters their perspectives. Martin and Clifford rightly remind us that "... representations of Africa 
generally tell us far less about those who are being represented than they do about the preoccupations and 
prejudices of those engaged in the act of representing" (Grinker and Steiner 1997, xxvi). 

Representing Africa in Popular Media 

In October 2004, the National Geographic M~gazine issued this retraction titled "Revisiting the 
Elephant Hunters of Tanzania": 

We let you down: In the July 2004 issue,, we published a story about elephant hunting by the 
Barabaig people itt Tanzania. Soon after, a few.°f you pointed out that there are letters and num- 
bers on the tusk shown on page 78--faint but unmistakable in the printed magazine, yet not vis- 
ible in the prints we used while preparing the article. We now know that the photographer, Gilles 
Nicolet, borrowed the tusks from the Tanzanian Department of Wildlife and gave them to the 
hunters to hold. They are not, as the picture caption says, tusks taken by the Barabaig "from an 
elephant found dead in the bush." The caption was based on information provided us by Nicolet-- 
information that he insisted was true under tough questioning front us, until after the story was 

We later learnt that the two photographs 
on page 85--which the.caption identifies as showing a hunter reclaiming his spear from an 
elephant and then removing the tusks--were actually taken several years earlier in Cameroon. 

2 Peyi Soyinka-Airewele, "Navigating ’Realities,’ I~lusior~s and Academic Impulses: Displaced Scholars at Large,"GSC 

Quarterly no. 6 (Fall 2002). 

a ibid. 
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National Geograpbzc s "apology" for this "unwitting" violation was crafted to painstakingly protect 

its ’ s its timeJhonored"accuracy, honesty, "rigor, and"bond of trust" with 

the magazine s clam~ to                                                ¯     ¯    ’s 
readers. Consequently, it disclaimed any responsibility for photographer Gdles Ntcolet odious fatsifi~ 
cation. However, a more critical reading of this incident il~vokes very disquieting questions that should 

have been taken up by Bill Allen, the magazine’s editor. Why, for instance, did Nicotet assume that an 
image of African hunters holding spears and tusks supposedly taken from a dead elephant and of a 
hunter’s hand embedded in the bloodied flesh of an elephant would be so appearing to the editors of the 

magazine and its many readers? Why was it so unacceptable to convey the reatity that the tusks had 
been borrowed from Tanzania’s department of wildlife? Did Nicolet anticipate that revealing this fact 

would create a dangerous "de-exoticism" of the African continent by permitting the magazine’s reader- 
ship to glimpse a continent that had institutions of social organization like those of the rest of the 
world? After all, the existence of a department of wildlife is conclusively indicative of modern political 

and socioeconomic organization, officialdom, bureaucratic procedure, agd legality, as well as the exis- 

tence of distinct lines between humans, fauna, and flora. 
We must be willing to probe into the pressures, intellectual traditions, and myths that would impel 

a ptmtographer to falsify and insert old images from Cameroon~a country tapping the waters of the 
Bight of Benin, a bay of the Atlantic Ocean og the vast western coast of the world’s second largest 
continent~into a story on Tanzania, a country on the eastern coastline of the continent, bordering 
the lndian Ocean. What really is the dominant notion of a homogenous unspecific Africa, of black- 

ness and primitivism, to which those marketing their writings, scholarship, films, and images are 
expected to conform? A~d would the Geographic prove wilting to move toward a criticat sel~-examination 

of its own historic preferences and tendencies in the portrayal of the African continent and its peo- 
ples? Nicolet’s was a deliberate act o{ deception, but its central logic points us to an all-too-common 
desire to imagine "Africa" from withi~ particutar frames. It was from a weary, yet irate acknowledg- 
ment of such tendencies in literature, film, media, and scholarship that award-winning Kenyan writer 

Binyavanga Wainaina’s satirical primer "How to Write About Africa" offered the following infamous 
tips for budding writers of Africa: 

Never have a picture of a well-adjusted African on the cover of your book, or in it, unless that African 
has won the Nobel Prize .... If you must include an African, make sure you get one in Masai or Zulu 

or Dogo~ dress. In your text, treat Africa as if it were one country. It is hot and dusty with rolling grass- 
lands and huge herds of animals and tall, thin people who are starving. Or it is hot and steamy with very 
short people xvho eat primates. Don’t get bogged down.with precise descriptions .... Make sure you 
show how Africans have music and rhythm deep in their souls, and eat things no other humans eat .... Taboo subjects: ordinary domestic scenes, love between Africans (unless a death is involved), references 

school-going children who are not suffering from yaws or 
to African writers or intdlectuals, mention of Avoid having the African characters laugh, or struggle to 
Ebola fever or female genital mutilation .... 
educate their kids, or just make do in mundane circumstances .... 

African characters should be colour- 

ful, exotic, larger than life--but empty inside, with no dialogue, no conflicts or resolutions in their 
stories, no depth or quirks to confuse the cause (Wainaina 2006). 

Blinkered writing on Africa is clearly not necessarily spawned of apparently hostile, conservatively 

racist voices as Wainaina reminds his readers: 

Fin 
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Establish early on that your liberalism is impeccable, and mention near the beginning how much you 
Blame the West for Africa’s 

Describe, in detail, 

naked breasts (young, old, conservative, recently raped, big, small) or mutilated genitals, or enhanced 
Remember, any work you submit in which people look filthy and miserable will be referred 

to as the "real Africa," and you want that on your dust iacket. Do not feel queasy about this: you are 

trying to help them to get aid from the West (ibid.). 

Finally, in a sharp reminder of the language of bestiality with which Africans are likened to or 
contrasted with the denizens of the animal kingdom, Wainainna proposes that 

animals, on the other hand, must be treated as well rounded, complex characters. They speak (or grunt 

while tossing their manes proudly) and have names, ambitions and desires. They also have family values: 

see bow lions teach their children? Elephants are caring, and are good feminists or dignified patriarchs. 
So are gorillas. Never, ever say anything negative about an elephant or a gorilla. Elephants may attack 
people’s property, destroy their crops, a,~d even kill them. Always take the side of the elephant. Big cats 

have public-school accents. Hyenas are fair game and have vaguely Middle Eastern accents. Any short 
Africans who live in the jungie or desert may be portrayed with good humour (unless they are in conflict 

with an elephant or chimpanzee or gorilla, in which case they are pure evil) (ibid.). 

Despite its own obvious broad brushstrokes, Wainaina’s piece cannot be dismissed simply as a caus- 

tic exaggeration. Evidence points to continuing efforts to create and maintain a discourse around the 
African continent that fixes it in global opposition to all that is civilized, advanced, and thinking. Such 
forms of framir~g do not always emerge from a benig~ "ignorance" of facts, but sometimes from more 
deliberate distortions. In "Telling Africa’s Past in Literature: Whose Story Is It AnywayY’ Oyekan 
Owomoyela (2002, 221) insists that the mass of fabrications and misrepresentations of Africa’s past 

are at a critical historical juncture, especially after the European colonizing enterprise during which 
"Europeans felt it best to write their own histories of the continent." His scathing assault on the 
Othering of Africa calls to mind the writings of John and Jean Comaroff who argue that European 
discourses on Africa make it clear that the continent has been established as the dark stage of savagery, 
cannibalism, and backwardness into which "white men" write themselves. The representation of 

African identities thus emerged out of a relationship of "opposition and inequality" in which, by his- 

torical imperative, Europe stood to Africa as "civilization to nature, .... 
savior to victim, .... actor to 

subject" (Comaroff 1997, 691). Hence, the tendency we see in Gilles Nicolet’s photographic mirage of 
Barabaig elephant hunters is predated by an epoch of less subtle calls to inscribe Africa as the zone of 
"dark backwardness," irrespective of all social, political, and economic evidence to the contrary. 

With some apprehension perhaps that our imaginations might falter in transforming African reality 
into the desirable realm of the primeval, many have elected to play a more determined rote in the con- 
struction of a time-bound, primal Africa. Jamie Uys’s cult fi[m The Gods Must Be Crazy was received 

by thousands in Japan, France, Venezuela, Sweden, England, the United States, and several other coun- 
tries as a genial, "unsophisticated, slapstick cu|ture-ctasn come y, and it continues to be presented in 
many institutions as a "sophisticated" commentary on cultural relativism and a self-critique of Western 
modernism. (Three more Hong Kong feature films followed a sequel.) Keyan Tomaselli’s description of 
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the film captures its main elements. "Sociai harmony in a remote Bushman (San) clan supposedly based 
in the Katahari desert is disrupted by a Coke bottle which falis out of the sky, discarded by a passing 

pilot. For Xi’s clan, the Coke bottle is firstiy, ’one of the strangest and most beautiful things they have 
seen.’ Second, it becomes ’a real labor saving device’; third, they learn that it can make music. Finally 

it is recognized as ’the evil thing’ which has brought dissension and competition between individuals 

within the clan" (Tomase[li 1998). 
The film goes on to show how the clan makes a decision to remove the source of the conflict by 

returning the bottle to the gods. In his journey to achieve this goal, Xi encounters a zoologist, his "col- 
ored" helper, and a white woman who wants to teach far away from the city rat race. Interlaced through 
this narrative are buffoonish black guerrillas intent on overthrowing the banana republic government 

(see Tomaselli 1998). 
It is important to underscore the vast popularity of this film, an appeal well captured in the London 

Guardian obituary for Uys in 1994:4 

Jamie Uys, who has died of a heart attack aged 74, was the first South African film director to gain interna- 
tional recognition with the serendipitous box-office success of The Gods Must Be Crazy (1981). During the 
darkest-before-the-dawn days of apartheid, this unsophisticated, slapstick culture-clash comedy drew audi- 
ences everywhere. It became the highestrgrossing foreign movie ever in France where it showed for months, 
outdoing An Officer and A Gentleman and Tootsie, ran a year in Portugal, and broke all records in. Malaysia. 
The Queen Mother is supposed to have seen it three times. Explanations for the universal appeal of this story 

its animals, 

of a Bushman’s contact with clvfl~zat~on would be its artlessness, its reliance on visual comedy, 
its underlying ecological message and, above all, the natural playing of the Bushman himself. "I spent three 
to four months looking at and taking pictures of Bushmen in Namibia, Botswana and the northern Cape," 
explained Uys. ’°I wanted to see every Bushman in the whole world before I chose my man. I came back with 
40 to 50 photographs. He just stood ont." He was Nixau (pronounced with that unique Xhosa clicking 
sound), a hunter along the Namibia-Botswana border. "I knew from the start that to make a contract with 
him would not be easy. Money means nothing to him," Uys commented. "Most of the money he earned is 
still in a trust fired. To Nixau, making the film, like everything else the whites did, was a game." 

Here again, we are presented with an image of an artless and simple people, apparently portrayed as 
¯ 

ell-documented research and the direct, filmed testimony of Uys’s 
they exist in reality. To the contrary~ w., ~ c..~ a ..... ~ ,, Uvs in seekingto perpetuate 

;ae denressin ewaence ot purposmm u~, ..... b, 
star actor ~’~.xau; v-,,*.~    r       g                   ’ 

the notion o~ an African people immured in timeless tradition. Gugler’s critical analysis of the film has 
a telling subtitle, "The World According to Apartheid" (2003, 71), and he reveals that filmmaker Uys 

lied repeatedly in interviews. He claimed to have traversed the Kalahari landscape looking for the per- 
fect "native" to play !Xi and finally found N!xau, who had only ever seen one white man in his entire 
life and whose language had no concept of Work or money (Gugter 2003, 73). In fact, Marshall’s 
documentary released earlier shows the filming of The Gods Must Be Crazy in the Tshumkwi camp 

4 Bergan Ronald, "One Man’s Reality Bdore the Dawn in South Africa. Obittaary: Jamie Uys," The Guardian, February 

2~ 1996.                                                                                                 N!kau, or 
~ N!lai: The Story of a !Kung Woman. Doctmientary directed by John Marshall. Distributed in the U.S. by Documentary 
Educational Resources. Length. 59 minutes, 1979. Note that commentators spell N!xau as "Nixavl,’ ..... 
"Nikau." 
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established by the apartheid South African authorities, where much of the !Kung had been living in 
debilitating conditions. Ntai who plays !Xi’s wife had actually lost her adult son in this camp. Uys’s 
"Bushman" hunter star, N!kau Kganna, was never the hunter claimed by Uys in public interviews but 
had grown up as a herd boy on a farm in Botswana and had then worked as a cook in the Tshumkwi 

school where he was "discovered by Uys" (Gugler 2003, 74). 
Uys’s high-profile cinematic swindle reduces National Geographic’s Gilles Nicolet to an amateur. While 

Uys repeatedly informed the world that Ntkau had no use for or understanding of money, researchers have 
made it clear that, i_n fact, while N!kau was all too familiar with the uses of money, "he was paid a mere pit- 
tance, 2000 Rand, then about $1,700, for The Gods Must be Crazy, which made a fortune; the film cost $5 
million and earned $90 million in its first four years. Even after these record earnings, and after N!kau had 
become a national hero in Japan, he had to settle for 5,000 Rand and a monthly retainer of 200 Rand for the 
lead role in the sequel The Gods Must be Crazy Ii (Gugler, 2003, 74). In Darkest Hollywood (t993) dosed 
its segment on The Gods with an interview with N!kau, who insists that Uys actually had him dress in a 
loincloth and then imitate the customs of a Bushman. "I did not think it was right to do something that was 

not true," he said. "The right thin.g is to show things as they are." 
Consequently, we can hardly settle for Vincent Canby’s airy dismissal of his own struggles with the 

fihn’s patronizing nuances and disturbing political silences: 

The Gods Must Be Crazy is an innocuous enough tale about the comic conjunction of two wildly dif- 

ferent cultures as represented by one Kalahari bushman, whose tribe hasn’t yet reached the Stone Age, 

and by bumbling, neurotic whites and blacks who, in one way and another, cannot cope with contem- 
porary civilization. I think it’s safe to guess that Mr. Uys is certainly neither a racist nor an apologist. 
Nobody with the sense of humor that he displays in The Gods Must Be Crazy could be. Nobody who 
would take the time to choreograph the kind of elaborate sight gags that are the reason to see this film 
could support the sort of self-interest officially sanctioned by the South African. government. Such 

narrowness of vision is antithetical to the creation of laughter (Canby 1984). 

This disingenuous claim is quite unsupportable given that racism and "self-interest" are most com- 
patible with the pervasive commentaries on the African Other that often pass for comedy. Hollywood 
is littered with numerous comedies that maintain ideological, racial, or economic interests in framing 
African societies along such familiar pathways. In fact, slapstick and broad humor, as Gugler maintains, 
"are so persuasive that many Western viewers fail to perceive the underlying ideology," and in The 
Gods Must Be Crazy, "we are initiated into the world view of apartheid" (2003, 71). Indeed, the 
African types that Uys propagates are best understood in the context of the apartheid government’s 
effort to vigorously market to the world in the late 1980s its violent policies for the "idyllic" separation 
of races through forcible movement of the Black majority to marginal lands marked as Bantustans 
(black homelands).~ In the context of the film, this violent displacem.ent of a resistant Black population 

is reconstituted as the racist regime’s benevolence in permitting "tribal" and peaceful Africans to return 
"unwanted goods of civilization." (the symbolic Coke bottle) to the Whites and peacefully return to their 
harmonious wilds or desert, as the case might be. This, o[ course, is how filmmaker Uys distorts and 

6 Bantustans are so-called Black {derogatorily "Bantu") homelands, forcibly created by ~he apartheid regime m serve as 
pseudo-i~dependent Black colonies and reservoirs for labor arid to maiBtair: the myth of independence for the displaced 
Black majority citizens of South Africa. 
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subverts the African voicenboth through the character !Xi, who refuses to accept any monetary reward 
for his heroic acts, and the actor N!kau, who presumably also had no use for money. Again, these 
misrepresentations of reality fed into the ongoing global and national concerns and conversations about 

social justice and restitution for the ravages of apartheid. 
Despite his film’s much vaunted nonpolitical nature, Uys has created a powerfu~ commentary on the inde- 

pendence struggles in South Africa and neighboring countries through insidious typologies of an "African" 
nature and reality. Beyond the "traditional" African of the "Bush," Gugler shrewdly observes that there are 
three other unmistakable types: the "good" Africans, who sing and welcome the coming of the Whites; the 
"incompetent" Africans, who run their own countries and bring them to ruin; and the "bad" A}ricans, sym- 
bolized by the guerillas led by an outsider, who in name and looks uncannily resembles Sam Nujoma, leader 
of the liberation movement SWAPO, and Fidel Castro (Gugler 2003, 74-5). Thus, Uys adopts and conveys 
the apartheid South African government’s discourse on its independent neighbors (especially Zimbabwe), on 
Marxists, and on internal dissidents and, in so doing, erodes their voices with devastating humor. 

Uys does not quite trust in his viewers’ acceptance of the exotic, "unknowable" Otherness of the 
African and decides to help that latent imaginary alol~g by overlaying the !Kung language with extra 
clicks to enhance the sense of its incomprel~ensible distance from "normal" languages.7 While many 
Western. reviewers continue to insist on consuming tlae film as a harmless, apolitical treatise on culture, 
and as a fihn that is positively supportive of the rights of Africans to hold on to their innocent primeval 
existence, the South African government exhibited no such reservation about the service Uys rendered 
to the cause of apartheid. Although he had produced films for three decades, it was after the success of 
this film that he received th.e highest South African. civil decoration in 1983. The citation read in part, 
"And most especially for having given the example . . . of faith in the future of our country and our 
people"s (Tomaselli 1986, 26; Gugler 2003, 76). The ire of African commentators is understandable: 

When it comes to Africa, one can afford to indulge in approximations, generalizations, even illiteracy. 
Africa’s overall image is so negative that only the most pessimistic types of discourse conform to the logic 
that governs understanding of the continetm Publications as "prestigious" as the Financial Times, Der 
SI)eigel, or Time, can publish cover stories a~d surveys built upon falsehoods and factual errors without 
stirring up a storm of protest, no doubt because "experts" on Africa know that rebuttals wilf not damage 
their professiot~at reputations .... Having been brutally involved in sociopolitical turmoil in my country, 
Cameroon, and having worked and traveled extensively in various other African countries, where I became 
connected to different social networks, I felt t~rustrated by most of tl~e literature on the determinants 
of a successful process of democratization, the exact role of civil society in the curret~t changes, and 
the politlcat behavior of African people. The more i read, the more frustrated I became, because I could 

r Toby Alice Volkmatl’s 1988 "Out of South Africa: The Gods Must Be Crazy" notes teat while the !Kung language has 

clicks, d~ese sounds were added to increase the exoticism of the language. Cited in Josef Gugler’s African Film~ Re-Imagining 
a Continent, 73, Volkman’s paper is one of thirteen essays ~hat examines the mora! rights of the subjects of documentary 
film, photography, and television. Such image makers--photographers a,td filmmakers--have come under increasing 
criticism for portraying subjects in a "false light," appropriating thei~ images, and failing ~o secure "informed consent." 
They peculiarly question the moral obligations of minorities wEo image themsdves and the producers of autobiographical 
documentaries. See Larry Gross et al., Image Ethics: T[ge Moral Rights of Subjects in Photographs, Film, and Television 
(New York/Oxford: Communication and Society, Oxford University Press, !991). 

s Gugler transiated this commentary by TomaselE from the French. See Keyan Tomasei[i, 1986. "Le r61e de la Jamie Uys 
films dans ta cukure Afrikaner," CindmAction 39 (1986}: 24-33. 
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perceive in the political historiography of Africa the same contempt and disconnection I described, neither 
the academics nor the journalists were able (or willing) to capture what was the very essence of the social 
phenomena and the political movements that I had witnessed for years: the determination of people at the 
grassroots level to engage in the political arena, at any cost, in order to bring about some positive changes 
in the way they had been ruled for several centuries (Monga 1996, 38-39 and viii-ix). 

Myers and colleagues have produced some of the most instructive research to illuminate this crisis of 

representational U.S. news media "elected," they argue, to cast their coverage of the civil war in Rwanda 

a~d Bosnia in two different frameworks, despite the following striking similarities between the wars: 

Both conflicts emerged in relatively small, rural, agriculturally oriented, and densely populated states; 

were marked by appalling atrocities; produced comparable estimates of war-related deaths; and were 

obstinate in their duration, despite some external intervention. The theaters, political histories, and the 

progressions of the conflicts also indicate remarkable commonality, with similar legacies of Western 

imperialism’s cukivating and exploiting internal strife, roles of ethnic identities in fomenting the strug- 

gles, and terrains and strategies of warfare (Myers et al. 1996). Yet against this background, there was 

a startling discrepancy in the international press coverage of these wars. 

The application of computer-assisted discourse analysis to reporting on Rwanda and Bosnia during a four- 

year period revealed extreme discrepancies in the amount of coverage (a total of 560 reports referring to 

Rwanda and 14,11.4 referring to Bosnia) and in the language of cM1 war, ethnicity, and tribalisrn. Although 

there was near-total absence of "tribal" terminology in the Bosnian stories, it comprised the explanatory core 

of the Rwandan articles. Myers and colleagues found that only 1 percent of the occurrences of the word 

"tribal" in the Bosnia articles referred to Bosnian tribalism; the other instances referred to tribes in Rwanda 

and other parts of Africa. "Typical of such references might be a sentence beginning with phrases such as 
’" The characterization of the Rwandan 

conflict as tribal warfare opened the floodgates for other macabre journalistic depictions. As these writers 

deplored, "Rwanda’s war was simply ce,~mries-otd tribal savagery" or an orgy of blood and terror 

"unbounded by any rationality other than some sort of ritualistic, primitive logic." Ten articles in a two-week 

period in 1994 described events in Rwanda as an "orgy" of violence and revenge (Myers et al. 1996, 33). Yet 

in the Bosnian case, despite extensive documentation of repeated gang rape and mutilation of Muslim 

women, only one of the more than 14,000 articles during the four years of Myers’s study used the term 

"orgy." The selective cultural association is revealing: an "orgy" is defined in Webster’s "as a secret ceremo- 

nial rite.., usually characterized by ecstatic singing and dancing, drunken revelry or an excessive indulgence 

in an activity" (Myers et al. 1996, 33). In contrast to such representational prisms, Edozie has attempted to 

reconstruct the Rwandan genocide in its proper political and regional contexts through a close examination 

and reopresentation of the dilemmas around national ethnicities, democracy, and conflict in tandem with a 

consideration of neighboring Burundi {see Edozie 2008). 

Unfortunately, media feed rarely reflects such nuanced analysis. A Newsweek article on the first 

Liberian civil war (which ended in 1996) titled "Africa: The Curse of Tribal War" insisted that "an 

ancient plague, whose outbreaks are often bloody episodes like the one in Liberia, continues to afflict 

the people of sub-Saharan Africa." The writers of the article referred to the "wild profusion" of languages, 

religions, and ethnic groups i~ Africa and claimed "such unparalleled cultural diversity brings with it a 

This is discussed at length in Soyinka-Airewele, Invoking’ the Past, Conjuring the Nation, forthcoming 2009. 
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constant ~:isk of conflict and bloodshed.’’l° (See Campbell 1997, 57.) The re,a, der is expe,c, ted to uncriti- 

of Africa with the language of the primitive ( tribal war ); time-bound 
cally accept the association                    ,,         .     ,, 
societies ("ancient"); disease ("plague"); savagery ( bloody episodes ); the irrational, unknowable, and 
supernatural {"curse"); and nature ("wild profusion"). The prewar landscape in Liberia reveals a very 
different reality--a modern society beset by a sharply divided and oppressive sociopolitical system cre- 
ated with the assistance of the American Colonization Society through which the United States repatri- ated and resettled willing, freed slaves in the African continent where they could not incite the slaves of 

.... the violent implosion in Liberia was 
the New World. Far from being an ancient African plague, 

inevitable, given the structure of hierarchies legislated in favor of the resettled Americo-Liberians and 
an increasingly resentful indigenous African population. 

The world of scholarly writing on Africa is not immune to fictive lenses and philosophies. Yet we are 
unlikely to effectively address the crises of scholarship on Af,’ica until we acknowledge the need for added 

depth and breadth in explorations of the continent. For a typical American student, the first college-level 
Introduction to American Politics course is contextuahzed by possibly thirteen years of.multiple layers of 

formal and informal study, access to media, and a robust awareness of popular culture, political issues, 
and diversities in social, cultural, and economic realities. By contrast, few Western-based scholars have a 

context from which generalizations, misrepresentations, and scholarly errors on Africa can be challenged. 

Thus, the illusion is maintained that before colonialism was a void and after colonialism, the immolation of a self-destructing continent, as Schwab (2001) fancifully describes the region today. 
The tendency to succumb to a tidy way of classifying Africa is quite pervasive, as evidenced in one study 

of Africa, which featured a continental map with conntries labeled apparently to characterize the country’s 
nations 

dominant realities. Thus, South Africa is apartheid, and Nigeria is "corruption"; other African 

are reduced to single-word depictions that borrow heavily from Western social science discourse on 
Africa: "bureaucracy," "dependency," "civil society," "personal rule, "socialism," "state conaps , 

"Islam," class, "legitimacy," "race," etbmclty, "irredentism" (that, in the Horn of Africa), "preda- 
tory ru~e," and so on.*/ Such labels are generally considered objectionable when defining the complex 
%ssence" or "identity" of the nations of the globa~ core--for instance, the United States, France, Japan, 
and Canada~and should be even more unacceptable when describing countries in Africa with their 

deeply variegated and transitioning political systems, urban-rural divides, and sociocultural and geo- 

graphical diversities. There is also an urgent need to reconstruct African politics so that we can examine 
the appropriate impact and varied responses to the democratization that has occurred in Africa since the 
1990s. It is no longer adequate to merely fashion politics in Africa in a simple authoritarian regime ver.sus 
liberal democratic dualism. The complexity of democracy is in its variegated consequences and presentanon 

of challenges to Africa’s new polities (Edozie 2008b}. 

Beyond the characterization of politics in Africa, the reification of oppositional images of Western self 

and African Other (through language that inscribes difference in similar social constructs~be~ween, for 
.    . ¯ f the word "plague" clearly represents vhe cons;ruction of ethnicity in Africa and 

i0 C,te.d. }n Cm.n.pbeil (1,997} .T_,.h.e~u~e~..o~ ed to "ethnic" identities as a pathological co~dltmn, a disease As NgggT wa 

the pohttcs and issues that mlgnt uc ~,~,~,ect                                               universe imposed on Africa . . .    e must be a search fo~ a Iibera~ing perspective ~rom which the mental 
Thiong’o s~ressed, ther    . . _- _ ~ ..... ;~~ coldly and consciously view its relationship to itself and 
can be revised. Only in such a reconsrrncnon cat, t~,~ * ............. 
the rest of the world and seek self-definition. (See Ng~g; wa Thiong’o in Moving the Center: The Struggle for Cultural 

Freedoms, Oxford: James Currey, 1993). 
n See cover map in Alex Thomson, Introduction to African Politics (New York, Routledge, 2004). 
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instance, Halloween, psychics, and tarot-card readers versus African tribal superstitions and beliefs; 
designer cosmetics versus native face paint; bikini-clad women versus halfmaked African maidens; and 
Hollywood’s in-vogue °’labio-vaginal sculpting" versus "African female genital mutilation"--help main- 
tain a sense of logic regarding structures of global hierarchy and unspoken convictions of racial differ- 
ence and cultural superiority. Tragically, they evolve into structures of seeing that silence the historical 
legacies of Africa’s leading contributions to technology, architecture, medicine, algebra, the arts, socio- 
political and commercial organization, and global networking, which informed the development of 
societies in Europe and elsewhere, as Cheikh Anta Diop (1974),12 Martin Bernal (1987), and other 
leading historians have made clear. In tandem with such silencing, there is a similar reluctance to 
acknowledge that the historical an.d contemporary experiences of Euro-America provide evidence of 
problems similar to those confronted by Africa today, albeit to different degrees in the continuing chal- 
lenges of poverty and socioeconomic marginalization, politicai corruption, police brutality, identity 
tensions and violence, and contradictions in struggles for women’s equality and political participation, 
among other things. 

Schematic Frames and Imaginary Significations 

Inevitably, studying Africa, perhaps more than any other global region, requires we make decisions about 
the appropriate frames to employ to gain the ideal ideological sites from ~vhich to view the continent and 
the methodologies to use in our pursuit. In defining the parameters that guide our goal of refrarning and 
re-presenting, we begin the conceptual voyage with Obioma Nnaemeka’s striking reminder of an Igbo 
philosophy, in her musing on the multiplicity of the perspectives represented in discourses around Black 
and African feminisms. "As m.y ancestors philosophized: adiro, akwg ofu ebe enene nmanw (one does 
not stand in one spot to watch a masquerade). As with the dancing masquerade, vantage points shift and 

one must shift with them for the maximization of benefits" (1998, 3). 
We offer here a few thoughts provoked by this eloquent reflection on the way the sites from which we 

view ultimately define the sights we receive. Nnaemeka’s reminder of the shifts in our vantage points 
alludes to the notion of frames that we use in this book as textual structures that shape how we see, what 
we see, and how we process our visions. Like a photographer who adjusts his shutter to gain particular 
shots within his frames, one’s location and repositioning may be imperative for acquiring shots that cap- 
ture the shifting movements of the subject. The camera’s frames define, illuminate, maximize, and trans- 
form each shot and their con.tribution to the emerging image. "For those unfamiliar with the concept of 
masquerades, it is important to note that in many parts of Africa, masquerade performers do not merely 
entertain their audiences, they play a vital role in the social, spiritual, and cultural life of their societies. 
Often disguised flamboyantly to represent ancestors, animals, or ordinary human beings, their musical 
and dramatic rendering of narratives of societal histories, popular legends, and stories conveys and affirms 
social values, religious beliefs, or a political ethos and utilizes dance as a commentary on life, wisdom, and 
special knowledge." {Soyinka-Airewele, 2009). 

~!i ::.:. 
(New York: Lawrence Hill, 1974). 
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Consequently, our concept of refraining Africa as used in this book extends Nnaemeka’s interpretanon 

of the dance of the masquerade in various ways.a3 "In the first place, the masquerade is typically not 
confined to a stage in a theater but, instead, utilizes the living geographical and communal spaces, streets, 

city squares, and palace compounds the dancers choose. They define their message, how and where it is 
uttered, with audiences that move and shift in response to the dance of the masquerade. The student of 

Africa must hold first a sharpened awareness of a continent that is vastly different from the popular 
media notion of a confined dark and immobile entity, a historical fossil to be dissected within museum 

glass cases, entombed for cultural voyeurs and anthropological forays. We are confronted with a 
dynamic swirl of constantly contemporizing societies and their transforming social, political, and 

economic populations, landscapes, and realities. Like the audience of masquerades, the reader cannot 
define the voice--where or how it is spoken. This is of particular importance to the Western observers 
who often bemoan, to the ire of their hosts, their unsuccessful search for the real Africa, as against the 

Africa that strangely appears much like other places in the world with roads, bridges, televisions, traffic 
problems, congested cities and bustling towns, businesses and traders, politics, cinemas, and music" 
(Soyinka-Airewele, 2008). 

Second and most significant is that "within the context of many African societies, masqueraders are 
not the carnival-type entertainers with which many Westerners might be familiar. Rather, they serve as 
interlocutors and repositories of memory, influence, knowledge--engaging, critiquing, and provoking 
values and concepts in a constantly modernizing railieu.’’*4 The continuing tendency to imagine Africa 
as a source of entertainment, through the foibles of Hollywood’s Tarzan-like or naive natives in whose 

lives the noble and enlightened outsider is invested either as development agent, democracy tutor, or 
civilizing force, is a fallacy that has long outlived any capacity for toleration. Haite Gerima, director of 
Sanhofa, an unforgettable cinematic treatise on memory, enslavement, and the bonds between the 
African continent and its diaspora, spoke for many when he declaimed that "African culture in film 
should not be made to satisfy only the exotic curiosity of the developed countries. We are not exotic 
fixtures. Our cultures have values, our intellectual property has value .... If I make a movie it is because 

1 also want to empower my voice" (Uhadike 2002, 260-266). 

The third aspect of our use of Nnaemeka’s philosophical masquerade concerns its symbolism within a 
spatial dimension, through a cloaked entity of which the outer layers often appear to convey, obstruct, or 

limit apprehension of the inner performer. As Soyinka-Airewele argues, "the disguising of the inner per- 
former accentuates the message conveyed, perhaps with parallels in the symbolisms of certain masking 

and religious traditions in the West. The masquerader does not dance to celebrate Otherness, but often to 
engage through spheres that might be as distinct as spirit is to earth. The spiritual is humanized as much 

as the human is spiritualized, revealing the impossibility of simplistic distinctions between the society as a 
material calculus and the inner ethos of values, beliefs, and systems in which the society itself is anchored 

from life to the Beyond. Thus, the cloaking of the performer is not merely designed to cajole the audiences 

into a sense of difference between one human and another (either. the human audience and the human 
performer or the Western and African audience), but also to demonstrate how onq society--its political 
leadership and citizens--are most comprehensible through reference to their access to those from whom 

Soyinka-Airewele, "Insurgent Transnational Conversations," 2008. 

ibid. 
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they would otherwise be alienated, who through the disguised performer, belong, engage, and are 
engaged."ls This reading of masquerades is very much at variance with the one in Western scholarship and 
media in which masquerades are a stock symbol of the African difference, of an Otherness that presum- 
ably separates the continent with cultural performers alienated and inaccessible, watched by a bemused 
audience that cannot hear their voices because they lack the capacity to speak intelligibly. Mbembe in the 
seminal On the Postcotony put some meaning to the determined framing of an African Other: 

It is in relation to Africa that the notion of "absolute otherness" has been taken farthest. It is now widely 
acknowledged that Africa as an idea, a concept, has historically served, and continues to serve, as a 
polemical argument for the West’s desperate desire to assert its difference from the rest of the world. In 
several respects, Africa still constitutes one of the metaphors through, which the West represents the origin 
of its own norms, develops a self image, and integrates this image into the set of signifiers asserting what 
it supposes to be its identity.., whether in everyday discourse or in ostensibly scholarly narratives, the 

In this extremity of the Earth, reason is supposedly perma- 
nently at bay, and the unknown has supposedly attained its highest point. Africa, a headless figure .... 
quite innocent of any notion of center, hierarchy, or stability is portrayed as a vast dark cave where--the 
rift of a tragic and unhappy human history stand revealed:.., in short, a bottomless abyss where every- 
thing is noise, yawning gap and primordial chaos" (Mbembe 2001, 2-3). 

The construction of such a fantasy, of course, shocks with the profoundness of its extreme alienation 

from the realities with which most Africans know their own "normal" communities and societies. 

Mbembe argues that since, in principle, everything Africa says is translatable into human language, this 

alleged inaccessibility regarding Africa "must flow not from the difficulty of the undertaking, not from 

what therein is to be seen and heard, not from what is dissimulated, it flows from there being hardly 

any discourse about Africa for itself. In the very principle of its constitution, in its language and in its 

finalities, narrative about Africa is always pretext for a comment about something else, some other 

Thus, there is no need to look for the status of this discourse; essentially, 

it has to do at best with. self-deception and at worst, with perversion" (2001, 3). 

This book adds to the varied responses to Mbembe’s acerbic question, just what is going on? by grap- 

pling analytically with a range of issues--from discourses on representation and naming, to the contem- 

porary political economies, sociopolitical cultures of literature and cinerna, and gender dynamics and 

contradictions. The frames revealed by the masquerade and by this book ultimately criticize the sites of 

thought about which Mbembe has also argued that "whether dealing with Africa or with other non- 

European worlds, this tradition long denied the existence of any ’self’ but its own. Each time it came to 

peoples different in race, language and culture, the idea that we have, concretely and typically, the same 

flesh.., became problematic" (2001, 2). That is, the "theoretical and practical recognition of the body 

and flesh of ’the stranger’ as flesh and body just like mine, the idea of a common human nature, a humanity 

shared with others, tong posed, and still poses, a problem for Western consciousness" (2001, 2). 

Such a seemingly harsh diagnosis is at the heart of our objective--refraining contemporary Africa. This 

ambitious task does not suggest that we have conjured and are presenting entirely new evidence, information, 

and paradigms. But each topical contribution provides illuminating evidences, contexts, and understandings 

ibid. 
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that have the capacity to challenge and transform dominan~ schematic frames, or what have been called 
imagb~ary significations, that is, invented notions that paradoxically become essential to sustaining the 
world the West imagines for itself and the roles and practices it adopts towards others (Mbembe 2001, 2). 
More specifically, our use of the concept of "frame" borrows deliberately from the field of media studies, 
a field that increasingly seeks to study the overwhelming role of the media in constructing the Other and 
in normalizing such imaginary significations. Entman and Rojecki’s critique of the racial dimension in 
American media concludes that the Black image in the White mind is acquired primarily through media 
images and not personal encounters and that these images support and shore a sense of difference, conflict, 
and hierarchy (Entman and Rojecki 2000). Starting with a discussion of the mental processes by which 
imaginaries are created, they posit that we "more often approach life with assumptions that lead us to 
confirm e~cpectations rather than to inscribe fresh interpretations of daily experience upon a blank mental 
slate. This tendency toward mental inertia is the joint product of cogrfifive economy and of cultural influ- 
ence" (2000, 48). Mental shortcuts such as schemas and frames constitute the framework for sustain~g 
cognitive economy. A schema, argue Entman and Rojecki, is "a set of related concepts that allow people 
to make inferences about new information, based on already organized prior knowledge" (2000, 48}. This 
perm.its the association of, at a local level, %velfare" with "lazy," ’~glack person," "single mother," etc., 
and, at a global level, "Africa" with "tribes," irrespective of the pervasive evidence of African global trade 
networks, growing industry, and extreme|y large, bustling cities where socioeconomic activities far exceed 
those of many small-scale Western cities. 

Frames are quite similar to schemas, except that they are often deemed to "reside within media texts 
and pubtic discourse. Frames highlight and link data selectively to tell more or tess coherent stories that 
define problems, diagnose causes, make moral judgments, and suggest remedies. When we say a news 
report "framed" a drive-by shooting as a gang war story, we mean it selected certain aspects of the event 
that summoned an audience’s stored schematic understanding about gang members. The story may have 
included visuals illustrating turf consciousness, exaggerated attachment to symbolic clothing, hand 
signaling, weapons, and aimless loitering. By highlighting this gang "frarne," the report obscures other 
possible mental associations such as, perhaps, the shooter’s absent father, unemployment or low- wages, 
and clinical depression. The gang frame makes these more sympathetic connections less available to the 
audience (Entman and Rojecki 2000, 49). 

In the Anthropology of Anger, C~lestin Monga’s analysis of the failures of some of the dominant 
instruments of Western political science analysis concludes that "in recent years, the continent has 
become the Et Dorado of wild thought, the best place for daring intellectual safaris, the unregulated 
space in which to engage in theoretical incest, to violate the fundamentals of logic, to transgress disci- 
plinary prohibitions; in short, to give oneself over to all forms of intellectual debauchery--with impu- 
nity and in good conscience" (1996, 39). Schematic frames are evident in responses to some of the forms 
of intellectual debauchery that Monga deplores. Peter Schwab’s book dramatically titled Africa: A 
Continent Self-Destructs (2001) features a bloody skull on its front cover and attracted hea~ed 
responses from reviewers on a book Web site.~6 One reader enthusiasticMly endorsed the book for "tell- 
ing it like it is" and explained that "like many Americans, I scan the news of the third world more than 
I read it. So I opened this book in part to see if the sweeping generalizations about sub-Saharan Africa 

~s Amazon.corn book reviews, www,amazon.com. 

I’d 
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I’d come to believe, more through osmosis than analysis, were true or needed revision. The conclusion, 
unfortunately, is that it’s even worse than I thought. Corruption, disease, political instability, economic 
chaos, genocide are all part-and-parcel of Africa fore" decades after independence (give or take a few 
years, country to country/."17 This reader’s candid self-assessment of his osmotic method for thinking 
about Africa is an apt illustration of Entman and Rojecki’s arguments about how the "Black African" 
image emerges in the Western imaginary. 

It is true that many African countries are undergoing grave economic a~.d political crises, with atten- 
dant severe social privations, but when such ongoing problems are selectively harnessed to anecdotal 
evidence and excerpts from works of fiction by African novelists, they add up to a devastating schema 
of the continent, which lacks context and historicity. Students of Africa must question frames that 
diminish the reality of the vast disparities found across the continent, generalize the African conditio% 
and depend on imaginary signifiers. For instance, some other readers were able to deploy a range of 
critical thinking traditions to understand the Iimitatiol~s of Schwab’s conclusion about Africa. One such 
reader offered this commentary: 

Schwab is a master of sweeping statements like.., this one: "In Africa,. clean water is an oxymoronic con- 
cept" (p. 75). Reading Africa: A Continent Sel[-Destructs, one rapidly gets the impression that all Africans 
lead lives of constant suffering, forever at the mercy of armed thugs, deadly pestilence and malnutrition. 

Schwab’s argument is a little like saying "The horrors of Kosovo are a 
striking illustration of how Europe is falling apart." It’s a stretch, to say the least. Unfortunately, Schwab is 
hardly unique among Africa specialists in making such broad and empty generalizations. Africa: A Contitlent 
Self-Destructs concludes that Africa has broken down, perhaps beyond repair. Schwab finds nothing salu- 
tary in African culture, viewing it only as an obstacle to progress: "unless the negative vitality of tradition 
and tribalism is vitiated, the furore of globalization in suboSaharan Africa remains bleak indeed" (p. 139). 
The final chapter title is "Will Africa Survive?"--as if continents, or societies, could die.Is 

As the reviewer argues above, it is not that such problems as ~vater scarcity or political persecution 
that Schwab describes are imaginary; it is that they are his choices for defining the continent and that 
he tends to ignore the other critical realities that explain how a majority of Africans go about their daily 
business outside the limelight of war or other media-worthy events. Unfortunately, the everyday, pro- 
saic, and mundane business of "normal" life is rejected il~ favor of the construction of a powerful 
imagery that becomes the map through which students of Africa attempt to read and navigate its socio- 
political dramas. In the words of Grinker and Steiner, "just as observation is a form of control, so too 
is the process of writing and representing what has been observed" (1997, 18). 

We deliberately use the notion of schematic frames within the different refrained issues covered in this 
book. Although the popular non-photographic use of "framed" is most common in negative representa- 
tion, as in a "frame-up," he was "framed," and so on, we choose to recognize the use of frames as an 
inevitable part of any process of studying, viewing, and seeing. The distinctive flavor of this book lies in 
its recognition of the conscious and subconscious extant "framings" of Africa and the role of analysis in 
providing alternative frames (reframing) that allow the student to shi~t, as the audience of the masquerade, 

Amazon.corn book revie~v8, www.amazon.com. 

See readers’ reviews o:~ A[rica: A Continent Sell-Destructs, www.amazon.com. 
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to relocate within the context of a discourse, or the methodology of study because of a dawning awareness 
that they have missed critical shots, sights, and sites that would have helped them to understand the issues 

encountered in discourses about Africa, including those around contemporary problems such as demo- 
cratic transitions, HW/AIDS, conflict, and human rights dilemmas. Frames are embedded both in how we 
see things and how we represent them and several scholars have highlighted the structures that delimit 
such frames. "Our views are largely determined by the structures of observation. Each view frames an 
object or image that negates our liberation, for when we look at something we always, necessarily, look 

from somewhere else .... Pure vision is an illusion" (Grinker and Steiner 1997, 282). 
Spotless vision is indeed an illusion, and we do not pretend to supply such comprehensively chaste 

visions of Africa in this book. Such an undertaking would actually reduce the enormity of the felt expe- 
riences and subjectivities that--like the subiectively experienced traumas of colonialism in our chapter 
on colonialism in this volume--are vital to understanding the region. Refi’aming Contemporary Africa_, 
therefore, reflects the dilemmas of authorial and editorial choices. Like the photographer selecting shots 

that together build a desired outcome, each contributor and the editors ha-re attempted to add value, 
refreshingly and provocatively to the study of the continent. The disparate frames necessarily differ in 

relationship to the different topics, to the authors’ styles, perspectives, and goals, but together they open 
conversations and invite debate on dosed or silenced subjects; create ~ew understanding of social, 
political, and economic problerns through a vigorous, contextualized analysis; add new issues to the 
debate and discourse on Africa; and challenge extant representations, ideologies, and constructs. 

Reframing Africa: Conceptual Journeys and the Search for 
Liberating Methodologies 

So far, in this opening chapter, we have spoken about a corpus of intellectual thinking about Africa that 
exposes and presents counter-nar,’atives to the popular discourse on contemporary Africa. We now turn 
our attention to some of the broad theoretical traditions that have informed scholarship on African 

countries with a view to determining their continuing relevance to the study of the co~tinent. These 
traditions, in particular, the Euro-centered-liberal tradition and the Critical traditions, have been 
influential in defining the present, envisioning the future, and determining the prescriptions that are 
used in developing specific policies and institutions today. We have purposely said "Euro.~centered- 
liberal" tradition to distinguish the word "liberal" from its usual meaning in Western societies~"the 
opposite of conservative." In fact, what is typically described as the iiberal tradition in global analysis 
tends to incorporate the position of the conservative core in the West. 

The outworking of these traditions and their varied manifestations in African politics and society has 
been explored and reflected extensively in the literature. (See for instance, Harbeson et at. 1994 and 
Schraeder 2000.) In Schraeder’s informative study, he notes that the liberat, or Euro-centered liberal, 
paradigm has dominated the study of Africa through its assumptions that the progress and "develop- 
ment" of the newly independent African countries of the 1960s must proceed along the path of liberal 
democracies and free market economies adopted by their former colonizers and other Western societies. 
Despite the various divergences within the tradition and the shifts from the optimistic texts of the 1960s 
and 1970s to the pessimistic trends of the 1980s and 1990s, a disturbing thread links these Euro- 
centered liberal voices--the notion that the West provides a model for "modernizing change" in Africa. 
Such a perspective continues to be a powerful idea despite the obvious error of historicity: k ignores the 
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actual roots of Western economic growth and vibrancy, including the fact that the industrial revolutiola 
and its economic offshoots were embedded in the systems of slavery and global imperialism that spurred 

the global asceladancy of European and other Western powers. Schraeder chronicles the birth of this 

intellectual tendency: 

In 1995, David A. Apter captured the sentiments of an entire generation of Africanist scholars within 
the liberal tradition when he underscored the "tremendous sense of e×citement’~ associated with carry- 
ing out field research in the soon-to-be-independent African country of Ghana. For Apter and his con- 
temporaries, the African continent represented an inteltectua~ challenge which, similar to that faced by 
the Western explorers of the 18th and 19th centuries, offered the possibility of making discoveries that 
could ensure both fame and fortune within their given academic disciplines. Unlike the earlier explorers, 
however, the scholars of the 1950s carried with them an intellectual blueprint for understanding the 
development of Africa that became known as modernization theory (Schraeder 2000, 24). 

The concerns of these modern explorers ranged from prescriptions for stability and political order 

in Africa (Zolberg 1966), policy analysis (Rothchild and Curry 1979), and democratic experimentation 
(Bratton and van de Walle 1997). This rank of analysts includes Samuel Huntington, whose problematic 
formulations on glob al cultural difference in his 1996 Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of World 
Order followed his dire calls for institutionalization and observations on the difficulty of modernization 

’ ’ " ld" in the "less ctevelopea wor (1968). As is well known, modernization theory permitted the normaliza- 
tion of the well-propagated notions of African backwardness for liberals who felt themselves invested 
in achieving positive global change and who pushed an agenda that eventualiy worked in tandem with 
the economic and strategic goals of international economic institutions, financial agencies, Western 
governments, and nongovernmental organizations. Their disparate agendas brought social, economic, 
and other goals into cohesive statements in which the African Other would emulate and move through 
stages of growth (including the eradication of internal problems that they insisted were at the root of 
the continent’s malaise, poor leadership, poor ethics, etc.) till it finally attained the ultimate prize of 
modernization through the accoutrements ot urbanized, free market, industrialized, and democratic 
statehood. The failures of such a culturally misinformed ideological paradigm, with its narrow under- 

standing of historicity, its willful manipulation of African societies, incapacity to understand ongoing 
discourses around decolonization, and continued dependence on global superpower interest and 

resource exploitation, during and after the Cold War period, were not surprising. They were evident in 
the decades of splintering "Western liberal" policies and treatment by International Monetary Fund 
(IMF), World Bank, and world trade prescriptions that entombed African countries in a rising spiral of 

social, economic, and political crises. 
Opposition to such a liberal framing of reality, problems, and solutions led not only to reformist 

efforts at internal change, but also to a much broader groundswell of support for a multidimensional, 
oppositional paradigm loosely described by several scholars, including Schrader (2000), as the "critical 
tradition2’ In contrast to the image of a vibrant Africa, emerging through the model of Western societ- 

ies, scholars and policymakers, energized by the critical tradition, found voice in vigorous opposition 
to liberal paradigms and insisted through a changing range of models, that it would be the formation 
of socialist-style states that would free Africa for transformative development in the aftermath of formal 
colonialism. Although their roots derived from various affinities for or connections with Marxist ideals, 
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several of the scholars and political leaders ultimately identified with the critical tradition did not 

formally espouse classical Marxism but a socialist vision for Africa, often based on culturally embedded 

social values. 
Perhaps one of the most powerful intellectua! txends to gain a foothold in African universities and 

among its scholars and activists was dependency theory. University students in many of Africa’s capitals 

in the late 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s would certainly have been exposed to this body of literature, often 

called "structural economics," which in fact galvanized and helped to consolidate a language of protest 

that swept many African societies h~ opposition to IMF and World Bank policies on trade liberalization 

and privatization of social services. In contrast to the penchant of liberal scholars to insist that the 

source of crises was the lack of a civilizing, modernizing, and liberalizing cukure in Africa, dependency 

theorists variously located the crises in a logical outworking of a historical and structural problem that 

generated exploitative relationships between countries of the global core, consisting of the former colo- 

nizers, and countries of the global margins, which consisted primarily of the formerly colonized, for- 

mally indeper~dent, yet still subservient and marginatized countries of Africa, Asia, the Middle East, and 

Latin America. Relations between these sets of countries, they proposed, could never be equal or fair 

within the continuing terms of relations and would only continue to generate rising social, economic, 

and political disabilities. That is, rather than tend toward development, continued relations between the 

West and the Rest would only tend to the development of underdeve|opment {Schraeder 2000, 48}. The 

excitement generated by the wildly influential treatise of Walter Rodney (How Europe Underdez~eloped 
Africa 1972) continued to be evident in research by James Blunt (1992), Inikori, and numerous other 

researchers who provided evidence that Africa was proceeding along lines of growth similar to those 

Europe followed before the violent reversals caused by slavery displacement and colonialism. 

These were not mere academic discourses. Several of Africa’s political elite and postindependence 
leaders embarked on alternative struggles for a socialist statehood, while other more nationalist leaders 

sought to incorporate such socialist ideals within the agricultural, educational, health, cultural, and 

other sectors of their newly independent states. Presidents Kwame Nkrumah of Ghana, Sekou Toure of 

Guinea, Julius Nyerere of Tanzania~alI intetlectuals~sought to shape states based on differing forms 

of socialist or Marxist sociopolitical organizing ideals, which were variously described as "African 

consciencism," "African socialism," "Ujaama" systems, etc. The end of the Cold War and the seeming 

ascendancy of the global market imperative would appear to have struck a death toll on these ideals, 

but a paradox exists in Africa as elsewhere: while liberal markets dominate in practice, and most policy 

makers pledge allegiance to the agencies that sust.ain such systems, the language and demands of popular 

activism and political plaints is within the crkical tradition, even though there is a palpable sense of 
pessimism ttmt such radical changes, including the call for a new international economic order, would 

ever occur. 

If the dominant schools of thought that shaped the study of Africa have encounterM such critique or 

destab~lization, what then should guide our search for answers? A constantly evoMng web of intellec- 

tual schools has taken up the debates around the study of the African "postcotony" (itself a debated 

term). Structuralism, for instance, with its emphasis on analyzing the co~tinent as a complex, globally 

comparable system of in~errela;ed parts linking internal and external components, resonated with its 

dependency or structural economics dimensions and helped to explain the crisis in the continent. 

However, criticisms of the rigidity of the school amid political anxieties about change, new feminisms, 

changes in colonial formations, and resistance to communist coherence in Europe in the 1960s ted to 
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the emergence of yet another intellectual tradition, "post-structuralism," whose thinkers tend to be 
categorized by others rather than self-designated. As a chitd of social destabilization itself, post-structuratism 
was molded as a tool for destabilizing the reading of texts, for creating alternative and sundry perspec- 

tives, and for identifying fictional constructs that had hitherto assured us of our identities as readers of 

texts. Thus, as a collective, post-structuralist thinkers would seek to question our conceptualizatior~ of °’self" as a distinct and consistent entity, insisting rather that we read the self as the product of conflicted 

" " s. includin~ race, class, ethnicity, gender, religion, and age. It is an intellectual e , 
~ inc singly influential in contemporary readtngs of history and is an.d contradictory ~det.it’t.! 

~ " " ’ 
¯ 

disturbingly in evidence in a growing chasm in Africanist scholarship, in part, because of its suggesnon 
that the perception of meaning must take preeminence over the task of discerning or identifying an 
original authoriat or textual intent. In essence, post-structuralism urges that texts cannot and should 
not be limited to singular meanings or purposes and that it is the reader who constructs the signified, 
or the meal~ing, from a signifier using mar~y perspectives that might actually be discordant, emerging, 
if need be, from contradictory theoretical arguments and providing new meanings through the consi- 
deration of a range of variables involving reader, author, and text.~s 

How do these ongoing debates affect the study of Africa? We started this chapter with an expla~aation 

of popular imaginaries and schematic frames for seeing Africa and the.sites from which we view. These 
conceptual methodological frames determine how scholars search, process, and convey continental 
realities. The struggle of African societies against the mishandling of discourses on social and political 

identities, the exploitation of their landscapes, values, and institutions can be enriched or hampered by 
the evolving methodologies of intellectual inquiry. 

Three decades ago, in his 1976 lecture series, Michel Foucault succinctly summarized the general 
impetus of the post-structuralist movement as involving, since the 1960s, 

the immense and proliferating criticizability of things, institutions, practices, and discourses; a sort of 
general feeling ~hat the ground was crumbling beneatb our feet, especially in places where it seemed 
most familiar, most solid, and closest to us, ~o our bodies, to our everyday gestures. But alongside ;his 
crumbling and the astm~ishing efficacy of discontinuous, particular, and local critiques, the facts were 

also revealing something ¯.. beneath this wt~ole thematic, through it and even within it, we have seen 
what might be called the insurrection of subjugated knowledges (Foucanlt 1976). 

Such a penchant for deconstructing and destabilizing meaning and for interrogating the reader and 
the text has in many ways liberated the space for contrary thinking constrained by the cultural Othering 
and rigidities of the liberal school and the multiple institutions, policies, and crises the school spawned 
in Africa. On thh other hand, there is a strong feeling among many scholars that the school has also 

generated a crisis of permissibility, particularly in the arts and humanities as scholars read, redefine, and 
distort literary, visual, and cultural arts and artifacts with little appreciation for how such readings 
facilitate the continuity of willful cultural dispossessions in a contine~tt grappling with postcolonial self- 
retrieval, self-definition, and ownership. Indeed, it opens up space for the voicing of subjugated knowt- 

edges but calls into being a larger debate among several African scholars on whether the emergence of 

~9 See for instance, Peter Schraeder, African Politics and Society: A Mosaic in Transformation, 2nd ed. (Belmont, CA: 

Wadsworth Publishing, 2003). 
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the "post-" theories--postmodern, poststructural, and postcolonial--simply represent Western license 
for new hegemony and inscriptions of the African continent. 

Niyi Osundare, poet and writer, made clear his position: 

Either as a result of the politics of their provenance or an inherent crisis in their modes and methods of 
analysis and application (or both), "mainstream" Western post-structuralist theories have demonstrated 
iittle or no adequacy in the apprehension, analysis and articulation of .African writing and its !aug and 
troubled context. This essay is not intended to push an exclusivist, essentiatist viewpoint that "our" 
literature cannot be apprehended by "their" theory. But it is the case that the ethnocentric uni~’ersalism 
of contemporary theoretical practice; its reification of theory into some oracular Western canonical 
monologue, its fetishization of text and disregard for the deeper reaches of referentiality, its replacement 
of theory itself with masochistic theoreticism--all these crises bare produced a kind of radical conser- 
vatism, an anti-hegemonic hegemow which distance Western theory from the fundamental peculiarities 
of non-Western peoples (2002, 54). 

Theories matter, he agrees. "They provide a neat, handy background aid to methodological and 
analytical procedures. They foster and enhance a reflective globatity on issues while sharpening that 
predictive and speculative capability which facilitates the marriage of imagination and knowledge. As 
post-structuralist theories are begir~ning to accept, thanks to the Ne~v Historicism, alt theories are 
positional, contingent, connected, even partisan. In their originary, epistemological, and analytical 
presumptions, the ’major’ literary theories in the world today are exclusivisticatly Western and 
oracular. They have yet to demonstrate adequate capability for coping with issues and events in other 
parts of the world" (ibid., 54}. 

Consequently, as we consider the application of frames, schemas, and theoretical perspectives on the 
study of contemporary Africa, it is important to remember that resistance by African scholars is not 
merely to theoretical organizing devices, but also to the notion of a grand "master tl~eory" of the post- 
colonies emerging from the celebrated Western centers. Thus, Mamdani (in chapter two of this vol- 
ume), Osundare (2002), and Achebe (1989), alike, exhort an interrogation that does not reinscribe the 
colony within the same dichotomies and binaries of the fundamental racisms and ethnocentrisms that 
often creep unrecognized into the work of deconstructionist scholars, whose interrogative literary read- 
lugs, for instance, rarely prevent the importations of the same historical blindness that reinforces the 
notion of an African Otherness. For instance, Niyi Osundare contends that it is almost impossible to 
find Western critics of Conrad’s Heart of Darkness who demonstrate an ability or willingness to under- 
stand the African or to "sympathize with him/her as a victim of a Eurocentric discursive and cogr~itive 
violence," because understanding the African in this context would require the dismissal of "critics who 
practice ’historicism without history’ and the quest for critics fore-grounded in a thorough and compre- 
hensive understanding of both text and context, specifically, African historiography (a task Zeleza 
undertakes in this book). Conrad’s mis-creation of African savagery, of a space unspoken by howling 
natives lacking language, has been described as a ’practical; incontestable demonstration of this 
dehumanization and absencing’ of the African in Western writing on Africa. In spite of Chinua 
Achebe’s (1989) powerful critique of Conrad’s Heart of Darkness, a review of late twentieth-century 
Western critics concludes that most have sustained a process of ’preferred visions’ that continue 
Conrad’s silencing and negation of Africans" (Osundare 2002, 51-54). 
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Our final stop on this conceptual, voyage around the framing of Africa is at postcolonialism, a grow- 
ing coalescence of literature and criticai perspectives. Saurabh Dube gives us a sweeping sense of its 
growing influence within writings about the developing world: 

Over the past two decades, a variety of critical perspectives have questioned the place of the West as 
history, modernity, and destiny. First, recent years have seen vigorous challenges to unlvocal concep- 
tions of universal history under the terms of modernity. Imaginatively exploring distinct pasts forged 

¯ ¯ r these works have queried the imperatives of historical 
wlthln wider, mtermeshed, matrices O( po_~v~e:[~,~ b,~h closely bound to aggran&zmg representations of 
progress and the nature ot the academic arcmw, ...... 
a re!fled Europe (Amin 1995; Banerjee Dube 1999; Chakrabarty 2000; Dube 1998; Fabian 2000; 
Florida 1995; Hartman 1997; Klein 1997; Mignolo 1995; Price 1990; Rappaport 1994; Skaria 1999; 

see also Axel 2001; Mehta !999; and Trouillot 1995). 
Second, close to our times, dominant designs of a singular modernity have been increasingly inter- 

rogated by contending intimations of heterogeneous moderns. Such explorations have critically 
considered the divergent articulations and representations of the modern and modernity that have 
shaped and sutured empire, nation, and globalization. As a result, modernity/modernities have been, 
themselves, revealed as contradictory and contingent processes of culture and control, as checkered, 
contested histories of meaning and mastery~in their formation, sedimentation, and daboratlon ¯ ¯ ¯ 
(Chatteriee 1993; Cooper and Stoler 1997; Coronil 1997; Comaroff and Comaroff t997; Dube 
forthcoming; Ferguson 1999; Gilroy 1993; Gupta 1998; Hansen 1999; Prakasb 1999; Price 1998; 
Taussig 1987; see also Appadurai 1996; Escobar 1993; Harootunian 2000; Plot 1999; and Rofel 

1999). 
Third and finally, for some time now critical scholarship has contested the enduring binaries~for 

example, between tradition and modernity, ritual and rationality, myth and history, arid East and 
West~that have shaped influential understandings of pasts and key conceptions of cultures ¯ ¯ . (Asad 
1993; Bauman 1992; Comaroff and Comaroff 1992; Errington 1998; Gray 1995; Lander 2000; 
Mignolo 2000; Said 1978; Rorty 1989; Taussig 1997; see also Lowe and Lloyd 1997; Dube, 2002: 

197-8; and Scott 1999). 

Such scholarship increasingly appears to dominate many emerging Western intdlectuat discourses, 
certainly in relation to the study of the African continent and postcotonies of Asia and Latin America. 

This is not surprising. The most recent wave of violent struggles for political independence was in 
Africa, and the continent’s celebration of the 1993 collapse of apartheid, the brutal white separatist rule 
in South Africa, reminds us eloquently that colonialism is a raw and recent reality. Consequently, 
Osundare explained his discomfort with the very concept o~ postcolonialism as a handle for defining 

African experiences in this manner: 

,’Post-colonial" is a highly sensitive historical and geographical term which calls into significant atten~ 
tion a whole epoch in the relationship between the West and the developing world, an epoch which 
played a vital rote in the institutionalization and strengthening of the metropole-periphery, center- 
margin dichotomy .... We are talking about a term which brings memories of gunboats and mortars, 
conquests and dominations, a term whose accent is blood stained. We are talking about a term whose 
"name" and meaning are fraught with the burdens of history and the anxieties of contemporary reality 

(2002, 42). 
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Like Biodun jeyifo and other critics of postcolonial studies, there is protest over a "naming" that 
can be misread as not merely producing a sense of passing for a still painfully present past, but also 
endowing "its principal morpheme ’colonial’ with an originary privilege" in that the word "colonial" 
appears to carry the voice of the beginning, suggesting it is the moving force and the significant point 
of departure (ibid., 45-46). 

Such critics are weal aware of Gilbert and Tompkins’s reminder in Post-Colonial Drama: Theory, 

Practice, Politics, that the term "postcolonialism--according to a too-rigid etymology--is frequently 
misunderstood as a temporal concept, meaning the time after colonialism has ceased, or the time fol- 
lowing the politically determined Independence Day on which a country breaks away from its gover- 
nance by another state. Nor a naive teleological sequence which supersedes colonialism, postcolonial- 
ism is, rather, an engagement with and contestation of cotonialism’s discourses, power structures, and 
social hierarchies" (1996, 2). So it is perhaps what some deride as its "phatic" sense of itself as a nam- 
ing force, bestowing identity and authoritative referencing and definition on an otherwise blurred 

continent, that evokes resistance from a number of African scholars, writers, and activists to the critical 
perspectives offered in postcolonial studies. Is it the case then, as these scathing critics insist, that as a 
frame for understanding Africa, the "problem concerns the politics of the genealogy of theory, specifi- 
cally of post-colonial theory, its perceived imperialism and ethnocentrism, its rigidified location 
and attitudinalty located way of seeing that embeds itself with the same ease and complacency with 
which Western theories have taken over the global literary and intellectual arena, the way they inscribe 
themselves as though the world were a tabula rasa?.°’2° 

A careful reading suggests that at the core is a resistance to what is experienced as a continued imperial 
incursion, an appropriation o~ Foucault’s "subjugated knowledges" that should have been freed by these 
very insubordinate forms of intellectual inquiry and practice. Unfortunately, the troubled histories of 
conceptual journeys o{ the West around the African continent tempt scholars to jettison frameworks that 
might offer congruence with ongoing African-based scholarly traditions, with their indigenous modes of 
intellectual inquiry and critique that might not bear the label of "postcolonial" but, in fact, do share many 
concerns and practices, including the question of the continuing influences of the colonial in the colonizer 
and the colonized; questions of cultural identity, resistance, reclamation, and redefinition in colonized 
societies; the quandary of national identity in the postcolony; the structures, institutions, literatures, and 
other texts that sustain or challenge and transform the images, relations, hierarchies, and identities of the 
colonized and the colonizer. These internal struggles around memory and identity(ies) are themes that 
have occurred and continue to occur with much frequency in the memoirs, literary works, oral literature, 
and public discourses in African societies and presage the contemporary labels bestowed on similar critical 
readings termed "postcolonial" theory, postcolonial literature, and criticism. 

As emerging scholarship critiques a range of popular Western imaginaries about Africa, such challenges 
are embroiled in debates about the extent to which a focus on the redefinition of self becomes an exercise 
that evades the harsh scrutiny of internal realities and conditions. Arif Dirtik, for instance, contends that 
"in its preoccupation with Eurocentrism, postcolonial criticism has also refused to confront an increas- 
ingly audible revival of traditions that--while perhaps serving as antidotes to Eurocentrism--nevertheless 
present serious problems of their own, as the values they espouse are neither necessarily progressive nor 

z0 Niyi Osundare’s trenchant criticism, of postcolonial thought goes in many directions. His biting critique is echoed in 

presentations by numero~s other African writers, philosophers, and social scientists. 
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to the benefit of the peoples they purportedly represen.t" (2002, 613). His point is well taken and certainly 

speaks to a danger that accompanies many critiques of Eurocentric paradigms. However, Dirlik’s criticism 

does not speak to the robust, selfJaware engagement and critique of internal and external traditions by 

contributors to this book. The compelling strength of the arguments by Wole Soyinl~a, Anene Ejikeme, 

Plus Adesanmi, C~lestin Monga, and other contributors is located in their capacity to hold multiple 

realities in tension as critical and intersecting parts of the African. trajectory.2: Thus~ their eye on the 

past produces a logical relaying of larger truths and intersections in a manner similar to Titi Ufomata’s 

negotiation of her engagement with the colonial: 

I am not suggesting for a second that oppression or inequity did not exist in the traditional system prior 

to colonialism. Such a claim would be false. There was significant subordination of women to indigenous 
social structures that rendered them unequal in family, lineage and state matters. There is the issue of 
inheritance among several African societies, for example. One has to remember however, that the basis 

of subordination, for example wives to daughters of a family or wives to husbands does not parallel the 
idea of gender subordination pervasive in the literature. While a woman can be discriminated against as 
a wife, she has important rights as a daughter or sister. Secondly, the English language and history have 

Many 

records of female rulers exist irt Yorubaland. Only recently, the Regent of Ado, a major town in Ekiti 
State Of Nigeria, was a woman. There were a lot of womm~ in the traditional Oyo political structure and 
the positions were quite significant (Ufomata, 2000). 

The question then seems to concern the depth to which individual authors can burrow in the liberating 
spaces created by the tradition. Dirlik himself suggests that these spaces offer potential for much rigorous 
work. "By far the most important contributions have been those that have brought cultural questions into 
discussions of political economy, opening the way to a more holistic understanding of colonialism. Of these 
approaches, perhaps the most salient has bee~ the critique of claims to nation and national identity. 
Postcolonial criticism has revealed the impossibility of any clear-cut cultural distinction between colonizer and 
colonized, showing how the cultura! formations of one are incomprehensible without reference to the cultural 
formations of the other" (Dirlik 2002, 612-613). This compelling notion of a duality of currents between the 
domains of coloniality is simplified in Steinmetz’s description of the constitutive imperative and impact of the 
margins on the colonizing core. We cite him at length by way of emphasizing the possibilities opened up for 
reenvisioning Africa and the world through this cross-critical refraining: 

While "postcolonial studies" has been taken to mean many things, it is identified above al! with the claim 
Postcolonial 

Economic historians and his- 
torica! sociologists discussed the contribution of gold and silver from the American colonies to the emer- 
gence of capitalism in Europe. Other historians analyzed the impact of colonial products such as sugar, 

Indeed, one of the most 
vibrant areas of postcolonia! thinking has involved the reinterpretation of canonica[ works of European 
literature that are not ostensibly concerned with colonialism at all. Writers like Gayatri Spivak and Edward 

z~ These scholars do not necessarily identify as postcolonial thinkers. We merely reference vl~elr works, whicl: present 

concerns, perspectives, and methodologies found il: much postcolonial criticism. 
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Said have analyzed texts by "noncolonial writers" (Jane Austen, Mary Shelly, Charlotte Bront~, Baudelaire, 
Kafka, Shakespeare) as constituted by the colonial margin. Others have explored the ,vays in which the 
intertwining of core and periphery has shaped other aspects of European culture .... The new colonial 
studies have also started to disrupt entrenched ways of thinking about processes that are not colonial in 
any conventional sense. Historians have begun rewriting the history of intra-European state formation in 
the medieval and early modern periods as a colonial process, even though it was not construed as such by 
the actors at the time. The influx and growing awareness of postcolonials within the core societies is forc- 
ing Europeans to think about the long-term ramifications of colonialism for their own societies. Most 
dramatically, this shift can be understood as a "historical decentering" and a "reversal of colonial history" 
in which the center-periphery axis is destabilized and the "master’s language" is transformed into a form 

of creole (Steinmetz, 2003). 

Conclusion 

lnikori’s award-winning research (Africans and the Industrial Revolmion in England, 2,002) on the impact 

of African resources on European economies remains an important reminder of the vital importance of 

this trend in intellectual analysis. His research destabilizes and provides the data and evidences that chal- 

lenge settled Eurocentric imaginaries of Africa and the West and offers a most beguiling anchor for new 

work by African and Aflicanist scholars, that is, the use of this large body of critical traditions as a means 

of speaki~g back, interrogating and not merely refuting and defining the West itself via its intersections 
with and interventions on the African continent. As we conclude this initial voyage around theorizing 

Africa, it is clear that the evolving contours of postcoloniatism may offer critical pathways for future 

incursions in "refraining" Africa and the West. Clearly, there is need for what we call a fluid, polycentric 
thrust in studying the African continent, one that adopts some of the central concerns and tools of what 

is perhaps more cautiously termed studies of "coloniality" in which we reference Mignolo’s (2000) work 

on the space where the reconstitution of subaltern knowledge and border thinking takes place. Therefore, 

we reenter this conversation on flames with renewed vigor in the concluding chapter of the book, having 

allowed the reader the opportunity to engage in provocative, substantive discussions of a range of con- 

temporary social, economic, cultural, and political issues and problems that provide an informed land- 

scape flora which to demand certain requirements of a workable flame and methodology. 
As the various contributions to this book systematically destabilize the totalizing ways of reading 

history, identity, conflict, disease, culture, and the arts in African countries, we bring these concerns 

together in our concluding consideration of the value of a robust and gutsy form of theoretical criticism 

that meets the demand for new strategies of resistance and change at the local and global levels and 

supports the struggle to transform both the objective indicators of crises on the continent while embrac- 

ing the struggle for "voice," "representation," and "agency" of colonized peoples flora internal and 

external forces of oppression and exploitation. Such a frame offers a rigorous interrogation, which, as 

All Rattansi has noted, allows for the investigation of the mutually constitutive role played by colonizer 

and colonized, center and periphery, the metropolitan and the "native" in forming, in part, the identi- 

ties of both the Western powers and the non-Western cultures that they forged (1997). 
Reframing Contemporary Africa does not reify the validity of so-called African perspectives and 

voice as though they were irreproachable but supports a nuanced and transformative analysis of 

African political, economic, and cultural practice. As we show in the preface to this volume, the essays 
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’ ’ collectively expose global-nationalqocal nexus in problems of governance, political instability, and the 
: deterioration of social conditions in many African countries. Such realities are analyzed with an acute 
¯ understanding of context and historicity and with an obligation to introduce silenced voices through a 

language of discourse and analysis that embraces a critique of global reductionism without evading 
uncomfortable issues of local agency. Such a language of analysis generates a capacity, for instance, to 
confront and expose human suffering without consigning those who suffer into nameless wastelands 
of an African Otherness or suppressing the reality of their own capacities and complex, even conflicted, 

political and social positioning or identities. 
Scholars are, thus, engaged not merely in analysis that lends itself to the production of new knowledge, 

but also in acts of inscription, be they alien observers, differentially situated citizens, or authoritative 
brokers of memory and history,= and it is our hope that these goals and methodologies have converged 

in a provocative, intellectual production that confronts problematic discourses and realities in an ethical 
quest for justice, sociopolitical change, and peace in Africa. 
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Chapter 1 

REFRAMING CONTEMPORARY AFRICA 
Beyond Global Imaginaries 

Peyi Soyinka-Airewele 

Rita Kiki Edozie 

O ne of the most rewarding aspects of studying Africa is the encounter with literature and conceptual 

debates that simultaneously provoke, reveal rich nuances, reflect African intellectual discourses and 
sociopolitical realities, provide a framework for grappling with vast regional diversities and contradictions, 
and disturb the complacency of our settled notions of the continent. The fiR-y-three countries that make up 
Africa’s Northern, Southern, Eastern, Western, and Central regions draw the scholar into a maelstrom of 

vivid living histories, political debates, and urban and rural cuttural and social dynamics that define and 
yet defy sirnpte explanations of their complex realities. In this chapter, we start with a voyage around the 
politics of representation of African identities and spaces; next, we engage the organizing devices and con- 
cepts of schematic frames and imaginary significations that underlie popular discussions of the continent; 
and finally, we review some critical intellectual and theoretical traditions that have been employed in the 
study of Africa by interrogating the visions of the continent they have bequeathed and the implications of 

¯ such sights and (mis}understandings for those who wish to study African countries today. 

Introduction: Representation of African Identities and Spaces 

Those who teach and study Africa today mus~ learn to probtematize the issue of representation 
in order to locate and unpack the economic, political, personal, and other motivations that might 
underlie any particular image of Africa (Grinker and Steiner 1997, xxvi). 

In the aftermath of the terrorist bombings of September 11, 2001, and the terrifying reminder o~ human 
vulnerability, dae undying Western identity problematic resurfaced through sharpened definitions of racial, 
national, cultural, and rdigious identities, and a reLrtvestment of meaning to the world of the known and the 
unknown, the "civilized" and the "uncivilized" (Soyinka-Airewete 2002). At the same time, it gave new 
meaning to the continuing struggles to contest the meanings and impact of imposed political, racial, and 
socioeconomic dichotomies. Unfortunately, the ensuing avalanche of interest in understanding the global 
Other carmot be said to have dented the myths and images of atavism and absence with which Africa, a 
region of abundant historical, socioeconomic, and political vibrancy and accomptislmaents, has kistorically 
been framed. It is not hard to discern some of the roots of that persistent ignorance: notions of European 
racial, social, technological, economic, and cultural exceptionalism; the substantive legacies of imperial 
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On Being Black and African 

Source: © Khalil Bendib, The Pen is Funnier than the Sword: Cartoons That Speak Truth to Power. www, bendib.com. 

Reproduced with permission. 
Note: This carl.oon shows the infamous slaying of Amadou Diatlo, an unarmed immigrant from Guinea, by the New York Police 

Department Street Crime Unit. As he stood in the doorway of his apartment in the Bronx, just after midnight on February 4, 

1999, the 22-year-old West African died in a hail of forty-one pof~ce bullets fired by four plaindothes police officers who later 

claimed they thought Dia[Io’s wallet was a gun. The police officers were acquitted of murder, sending into motion widespread 

protests and a lawsuit. The United S~ates Justice Department decided in tanuary 2001 that federal civil rights charges were 

unwarranted, but just before the case went to trial, the ~oolice department finally reached an out-of-court settlement with the 

family and lawyers five years after the incident. 

conquest; and the continuing dynamics of global power and interests partly shape the ideologies, political 
economies, and linguistic methods used in imagining and defining the African continent. 

Accordingly, Ella Shohat and Robert Stam have thrown the provocative challenge of "unthinking 
Eurocentrisrn" at those disquieted by the continuing realities of a global core, which persists in viewing 
the world ~:rom a "flattened landscape" that ignores the diversities and problems within its own sphere, 
constructs the world’s realities in opposition to its own ideals, and flattens the external landscape 
through homogenization, while highlighting the presumed inadequacies and limitations of that external 
landscape through sweeping generalizations,s 

1 Ella Shohat and Robe~ Stam~ Untl~inleing Eurocentrism, Multfculturalism and tke Media, is a seminal work, invaluable 

for its incisive exposure of the nature of Eurocentrism and its proposal of new polycentric ways of seeing the world. 
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Since marginalized states are indelibly touched by the cut, sequences of the choices, values, and priorities of 

the media, geopolitical, and academic core, perhaps one of the most important contributions of any collection 
of writings on the African continent is the deliberate presentation of frameworks for validating and rendering 
visible the multiple sociocultural, intellectual, political, transnational, and other prosaic realities that are typi- 
cally delegifimized by that global core (Soyinka-Airewete 2002). Irt talking about reafiaies of the everyday and 

the prosaic, we refer, for ir~stance, to the effervescent sociocultural presence and role of writers, musicians, and 
popular cinema; to political economies that include enduring local ai~d transcontinental networks of market 
women and other entrepreneurs, as well as the hegemonial presence of global capital; and to the political spaces 

that reflect the power and force of indigenous monarchies, the state, and citizen agency and resistance. 
Consequently, our goal in .this chapter is to explore preliminary issues i~ the representation of the Afi-qcan , ¯ - scholarship; to tmderstand some of the ideologies and inter- 

continent within news media, cinema, literature, and 
ests that influence .such maps; and to present alternative, debated frameworks. Above all, we hope to provoke 
and energize a broader desire to e~gage the Africar~ continent in all of its variegated realities. Such an approach 
would lend itself, as the various contributors to this volume undertake to do, to the consmlction of multiple 
discttrsive centers that support the 0nveiling of various strata of sodopolitical, economic, and cultural llfe in 
A£rican countries. The racial and ideological notions and Lqvested interests, which have shaped the language on 

Af~ca for so long, are troublir~g reminders that, more than ever, we cannot a~ord to trade the contemporizing 

authenticity of a historically global African world for franduler~t constructs of homogenizing notions and popular 
reductionist liberties that have long lost their ability to shroud the ghouls of ignorance that birthed them. 

It is no longer plausible to assume that Africa can be inscribed or studied from a site of unfettered or 
pure vision that is untroubled by the very act of representation itself. Beer reflects that tension in her 

reflections on the concept of representation: 

We favour currer~tly the word "representation" because it sustains a needed distance between experience 
and formulation. It recognises the fictive in our understanding. It ailows a gap between how we see 
things and how, potentially, they might be. It ackixowtedges the extent to which ideologies harden into 
objects and so sustain themselves as real presences in the world. The objects may be books, pictures, 
films, advertisements, fashion .... 

Representations rapidly become representative--those empowered to 

speak on behalf of their constituency: the authentic voices of a group. That is where the trouble starts 
when the claim is representing women: Are we offering and receiving formulations of an abiding group; 
offering accounts of a person, or a group of people, conceived as stable? {Beer 1989, 63-64). 

In her writing on "African women" or specifica!ly "Nigerian women" and, even more specifically, as 
she carefully reminds us of the so-called characterization of "Nigerian market women," Ufomata rumi- 

nates on the dilemmas of representation and the quest for authenticity, or the faithful relaying of locaI 
realities by both "insider" and "outsider" scholars: 

I am aware o~ the implications of the methods I adopted in terms of the role of my own voice. I am not 
a market woman, and I write in English, a language that is not commonly spoken in the market .... 

I believe that my portrayal of market women presents the view of an insider, the most authentic possible 
through the eyes of another person. After alt, as a Yoruba adage says, "the onty reason a deaf person is 
vilified in front of his or her child{ten) is the certainty that the message will be delivered." As much as 

possible, I tried to represen~ the views of the women obiectively. Like others, I realize that, "Speaking 
both for and as a woman {rather than ’like’ a woman), is the problem of women’s writing" {Jacobus 
1989, 55; Ufomata 2000). 
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Indeed, the gulf that exists between the worlds of the scholar and the realities of those about whom 
they write is not necessarily a function of racial difference, as Soyinka-Airewele also reminds us: 

Some years ago, I had the much awaited opportunity to conduct research situated at a richer interface of 
"scholar-practitioner" realities, an opportunity that would involve displacement, to an area of protracted 

conflict, of sharply opposed myrhico-histories and deep political polarizations in an African counr_ry. 
Surely, nor a particularly difficult undertaking, since I had the advantage of personal nod linguistic famil- 
iarity with the location. Not for me the "fish out of water," "displanted" and "out of its elements" experi- 
ence, so chillingly defined in Roger’s handy thesaurus. Nevertheless, in the first week.of fieldwork, I had 

the distinctly disturbing experience of being categorized as a safari intellectual by a good friend and senior 
colleague, despite the fact that I had once lived and taught in this same community. Interestingly, the heated 
debate that ensued, on his pair, bespoke a legacy of anger and frustration at the incompetence and super- 
ficialiry of Western Africanists, irrespective of cultural belongings, who jaunted into town and made their 

reputations by recoding ill-understood local issues for the oft-arcane world of western academia.: 

An assessment like this implies that the enterprise of studying African countries has often resembled a 
refined Hobbesian impulse---short lived, self-centered, impatient with collaboration, and certainly some- 
what brutish. This is not acceptable in a continent that disdains the deep-seated tendency in Western 

media and academia to view and use the region as a laboratory with pliable theory-supporting subjects) 
It is apparent that we must, therefore, continue to ask questions about who is speaking and what informs 
and filters their perspectives. Martin and Clifford rightly remind us that ’% . . representations of Africa 
generally tell us far less about those who are being represented than they do about the preoccupations and 
prejudices of those engaged in the act of representing" (Grinker and Steiner 1997, xxvi). 

Representing Africa in Popular Media 

In October 2004, the National Geographic Magazine issued this retraction titled "Revisiting the 

Elephant Hunters of Tanzania": 

We let you down: In the July 2004 issue, we published a story about elephant hunting by the 
Barabaig people in Tanzania. Soon after, a few of you pointed out that there are letters and num- 
bers on the tusk shown on page 78---faint but unmistakable in the printed magazine, yet not vis- 

ible in the prints we used while preparing the article. We now know that the photographer, Gilles 
Nicolet, borrowed the tusks from the Tanzanian Department of Wildlife and gave them to the 
hunters to hold. They are not, as the picture caption says, tusks taken by the Barabaig "from an 
elephant found dead in the bush." The caption was based on information provided us by Nicolet-- 
information that he insisted was true under tough questioning from us, until after the story was 
published and we confronted him about the numbers .... We later learnt that the two photographs 

on page 85--which the caption identifies as showing a hunter reclaiming his spear from an 
elephant and then removing the rusks--were actually taken several years earlier in Cameroon. 

~ Peyi Soyinka-Airewele, "Navigating ’Realities,’ I[lusions and Academic Impulses: Displaced Scholars at Large,’~ GSC 

Quarterly no. 6 (Fall 2002). 

3 ibid. 
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National Geographic’s "apology" for this "unwitting" violation was crafted to painstakingly protect 

the magazine’s claims to its time-honored "accuracy," honesty, rigor, and "bond of trust" with its 
readers. Consequently, it disclaimed any responsibility for photographer Gdles Nlcotet odious falsifi- 

¯ . owever, a more critical reading of this incident invokes very disquieting questions that should 

~aat;~eeH~ taken up by Bill Allen, the magazine’s editor. Why, f°r instance’ did Nic°let assume that an 

image of African hunters holding spears and tnsks supposedly taken from a dead elephant and of a 
hunter’s Rand embedded in the bloodied flesh of an elephant would be so appealing to the editors of the 

magazine and its many readers? Why was it so unacceptable to convey the reality that the tusks had 
been borrowed from Tanzania’s department of wildlife? Did Nicolet anticipate that revealing this fact 

ma azine’s reader- 

would create a dangerous de-exot~clsm of the African continent by permitting the g 

ship to glimpse a continent that had institutions of social organization like those of the rest of the 
world? After all, the existence of a department of wildlife is conclusively indicative of modern political 

and socioeconomic organization, officialdom, bureaucratic procedure, and legality, as well as the exiso 

tence of distinct lines between humans, fauna, and flora. 
We must be willing to probe into the pressures, intellectual traditions, and myths that would impel 

a photographer to falsify and insert old images from Careeroonra country lapping the waters of the 
Bight of Benin~ a bay of the Atlantic Ocean on the vast western coast of the world’s second largest 
continent--into a story on Tanzania, a country on the eastern coastline of the continent, bordering 

the Indian Ocean. What really is the dominant notion of a homogenous unspecific "Africa," of black- 

ness and primitivism, to which those marke6ng their writings, scholarship, films, and images are 
expected to conform? And would the Geographic prove willing to move toward a critical self-examination 

of its own historic preferences and tendencies in the portrayal of the African continent and its peo- 

ples? Nicolet’s was a deliberate act of deception, but its central logic points us to an all-too-common 
desire to imagine "Africa" from within particular frames. It was from a weary, yet irate acknowledg- 

ment of such tendencies in literature, film, media~ and scholarship that award-winning Kenyan writer 

Binyavanga Wainaina’s satirica~ primer "How to Write About Africa offered the following infamous 

tips for budding writers of Africa: 

Never have a picture of a well-adjusted African on the cover of your book~ or in it, unless that African 
has won the Nobel Prize .... ~f you must include an African, make sure you get one in Masai or Zulu 

or Dogon dress. In your text~ treat Africa as if it were one country. R is hot and dusty with rolling grass- 
~ands and huge herds of animals and tall, thin people who are starving¯ Or it is hot and steamy with very 

short people who eat primates. Don~t get bogged down with precise descriptions .... Make sure you 
show how Africans have music and rhythm deep in their souls, and eat things no other humans eat .... 

Taboo subjects: ordinary domestic scenes, love between Africans (unless a death is involved), references 
to African writers or intellectuals~ mention of school-going children who are not suffering from yaws or 

Ebola fever or female genital mutilation .... Avoid having the Kfrican characters laugh, or struggle to 
educate thelr kids, or jus~ make do in mundane circumstances .... African characters should be colour- 

ful, e:(otic, larger than tife~but empty inside, with no dialogue, no confllcts or resolutions in their 
stories, no depth or quirks to confuse the cause (Wainaina 2006). 

Blinkered writing on Africa is clearly not necessarily spawned of apparently hostile, conservatively 

racist voices as Wainaina reminds his readers: 
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Establish eariy on that your liberalism is impeccable, and mention near the beginning how much you 

love Africa, how you fell in love with the place and can’t live without her .... Blame the West for Africa’s 
situation. But do not be too specific. Broad brushstrokes throughout are good .... Describe, in detail, 

naked breasts (young, old, conservative, recently raped, big, small) or mutilated genitals, or enhanced 
genitals .... Remember, any work you submit in which people look filthy and miserable will be referred 

to as the "real Africa," and you want that on your dust jacket. Do not feet queasy about this: you are 

trying to help them to get aid from the West (ibid.). 

Finally, in a sharp reminder of the language of bestiality with which Africans are likened to or 
contrasted with the denizens of the animal kingdom, Wainainna proposes that 

animals, on the other hand, must be treated as well rounded, complex characters. They speak (or grunt 
while tossing their manes proudly) and have names, ambitions and desires. They also have family values: 
see how lions teach their children? Elephants are caring, and are good feminists or dignified patriarchs. 

So are gorillas. Never, ever say anything negative.about an elephant or a gorilla. Elephants may attack 
people’s property, destroy their crops, and even kill them. Always take the side of the elephant. Big cats 

have publlc-school accents. Hyenas are £air game and have vaguely Middle Eastern accents. Any short 
Africans who live in the jungle or desert may be portrayed with good humour (unless they are in conflict 

with an elephant or chimpanzee or gorilla, in which case they are pure evil) (ibid.). 

Despite its own obvious broad brushstrokes, Wainaina’s piece cannot be dismissed simply as a caus- 
tic exaggeration. Evidence points to continuing efforts to create and maintain a discourse around the 
African continent that fixes it in global opposition to all that is civilized, advanced, and thinking. Such 
forms of framing do not always emerge from a benign "ignorance" of facts, but sometimes from more 
deliberate distortions. In "Telling Africa’s Past in Literature: Whose Story Is It Anyway?" Oyekan 
Owomoyela (2002, 221) insists that the mass of fabrications and misrepresentations of Africa’s past 

are at a critical historical juncture, especially after the European colonizing enterprise during which 
"Europeans felt it best to write their own histories of the continent." His scathing assault on the 
Othering of Africa calls to mind the writings of John and Jean Comaroff who argue that European 
discourses on Africa make it clear that the continent has been established as the dark stage of savagery, 
cannibalism, and backwardness into which "white men" write themselves. The representation of 
African identities thus emerged out of a relationship of "opposition and inequality" in which, by his- 
torical imperative, Europe stood to Africa as "civilization to nature, .... savior to victim, .... actor to 
subject" (Comaroff 1997, 691). Hence, the tendency we see in Gilles Nicolet’s photographic mirage of 
Barabaig elephant hunters is predated by an epoch of less subtle calls to inscribe Africa as the zone of 
"dark backwardness," irrespective of alt social, political, and economic evidence to the contrary. 

With some apprehension perhaps that our imaginations might falter in transforming African reality 
into the desirable realm of the primeval, many have elected to play a more determined role in the con- 
struction of a time-bound, primal Africa. Jamie Uys’s cult film The Gods Must Be Crazy was received 
by thousands in Japan, France, Venezuela, Sweden, England, the United States, and several other coun- 
tries as a genial, "unsophisticated, slapstick culture-clash comedy," and it continues to be presented in 
many institutions as a "sophisticated" commentary on cultural relativism and a self-critique of Western 
modernism. (Three more Hong Kong feature films followed a sequel.) Keyan Tomaseili’s description of 
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the film captures its ma~ elements. "Social harmony in a remote Bushman (San) clan supposedly bas.ed 
in the Kalahari desert is disrupted by a Coke bottle which falls out of the sky, discarded by a passing 
pilot. For Xi’s clan, the Coke bottle is firstly, ’one of the strangest and most beautiful things they have ¯ " ’. third, they learn that it can make music. Finally 

~ , . ’t becomes ’a tea! labor savmg~devlc.e, ,. sion 
oeen. Secon.d,] ,-~ .... ~l thin~’ which has brougl~t mssen 

and competition between individuals 

it is recognized as 
within .the clan" (Tomaselli 1998). 

The film goes on to show how the clan makes a decision to remove the source of the conflict by 
returning the bottle to the gods. In his iourney to achieve this goal, Xi encounters a zoologist, his "col- 

ored" helper, and a white woman who wants to teach far away from the city rat race. Interlaced through 
this narrative are buffoonish black guerrillas intent on overthrowing the banana republic government 

the LondOn 
(see Tomasdli 1998). 

It is important to underscore the vast popularity of this film, an appeal welt captured in 
¯ 

’s for Uys in 1994:4 G~ar&an obituary 

Jamie Uys, who has died of a heart attack aged 74, was the first South African film director to gain interna- 
tional recognition with the serendipitous box-office success of The Gods Must Be Crazy (1981). During the 

&ew audi- 
darkest-before-the-dawn days of apartheid, this unsophisticated, slapstick cultare~clasla c°medYfor months, 

tteman and Tootsie, ran a year m Pormgai, and bro.ke all records in Ma.faysia. 
ences everywhere. It became the highest-grossing foreign movie ever ha France where it showed 

.... ~m,o~ and A Gen        . -. ~,,1-~nations for the umversat appe,a[ o.f th~s. s_t_o_~ outaomg ~, ,-,n.~,. --~ ~ ~,~ve seen it raree ttmes, r-~v.~ . ,-- ..... visual comedy, tts antma~, 
Who Oueen Mother :s supposeu ~...~’- . ........ ~a f,o its artlessness, :ts re~im~ ,-*, three 
of a Bushman, s contact wtth "c~vtgzan°n wu~, .... ,, 

underlyhag ecological message and, above all, the natural playing of the Bushman tgmsetf. °’I spent 

Botswana and the northern Cape, 
its to four months looking at and taking pictures of Bushmen in Namibia, 

world before I chose my man. I came back with 

explained Uys. "I wanted to see every Bushman in the whole                 that unique Xhosa clicking 

40 to 50 photographs. He just stood out." He was Nixau (pronounced with ¯ - border. "I knew ~rom the start that to make a contract with 
sound), a hunter along the Namibia-Botswana                                          ,, 
him would not be easy. Money means nothing to him," Uys commented. "Most of the money he earned is 
still in a trust tim& To Nixau, making the film, like everyttgng else the whites did, was a game. Here again, we are presented with an image of an artless and simple people, apparently portrayed as 

the contrary, well-documented research and the¯direct, filmed testimony of Uys’s 
they exist in reality. To evidence of purposeful deception by Uys in seeking to perpetuate 
star actor Ntxau,s provide depressing 

of the film has 

the notion of a~ African people immttred in timeless tradition. Gugter’s critical analysis 

a telling subtitle, "The World According to Apartheid" (2003, 71), and he reveals that filmmaker Uys 

lied repeatedly in interviews. He claimed to have traversed the Kalahari landscape looking for the per- 
fect "native" to play !Xi and finally found N!xau, who had only ever seen one white man in his eritire 
life and whose language had no concept of work or money (Gugler 2003, 73). In fact, Marshall’s 
documentary released earlier shows the filming of The Gods Must Be Crazy in the Tshumkwi camp 

4 Berga~ Ronald, "One Man’s Reality Before the Dawn in South Africa. Obituary: Jamie Uys," The Guardian, February 

2, 1996. directed by ~ohn Marshall. Distributed in the U.S. by Documentary 

s N!,aJ, Tbg Story o~ aes!%t~.°7¢n~niDSu~ensm, e~;~; 
Educational Resourc ¯ o - ’ 

"Nikau." 
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established by the apartheid South African authorities, where much of the !Kung had been living in 
debilitating conditions. N!ai who plays !Xi’s wife had actually lost her adult son in this camp. Uys’s 
"Bushman" hunter star, N!kau Kganna, was never the hunter claimed by Uys in public interviews but 
had grown up as a herd boy on a farm in Botswana and had then worked as a cook in the Tshumkwi 

school where he was "discovered by Uys" (Gugler 2003, 74}. 
Uys’s high-profile cinematic swindle reduces National Geograpbic’s Gi!les Nicolet to an amateur. While 

Uys repeatedly informed the world that N!kau had no use for or understanding of money, researchers have 
made it clear that, in fact, while N!kau was all too familiar with the uses of money, "he was paid a mere pit- 
tance, 2000 Rand, then about $1,700, for The Gods Must be Crazy, which made a fortune; the film cost $5 
million and earned $90 million in its first foux yeats. Even after these recotd earnings, and after N!kau had 
become a national hero in Japan, he had to settle for S,000 Rand and a monthly tetainer of 200 Rand for the 
lead role in the sequel The Gods Must be Crazy It (Gugler, 2003, 74). In Darkest Hollywood (1993) dosed 
its segment on The Gods with an interview with N!kau, who insists that Uys actually had him dress in a 
loincloth and then imitate the customs of a Bushman. "I did not think it was right to do something that was 

not true," he said. "The right tbdng is to show things as they are." 
Conseque1~tly, we can hardly settle for Vincent Canby’s airy dismissal of his own struggles with the 

film’s patronizing nuances and disturbing political silences: 

The Go& Must Be Crazy is an innocuous enough tale about the comic conjtmction of two wildly dif- 
[erent cultures as represented by one Kalahari bushman, whose tribe hasn’t yet reached the Stone Age, 
and by humbling, neurotic whites and blacks who, in one way and another, cannot cope with contem- 
porary civilization, t think it’s safe to guess that Mr. Uys is certainly neither a racist nor an apologist. 
Nobody with the sense of humor that he displays in The Gods Must Be Crazy could be. Nobody who 
would take the time to choreograph the kind of elaborate sight gags that are the reason to see this film 
could support the sort of self-interest officially sanctioned by the South African government. Such 
narrowness of vision is antithetical to the creation of laughter (Canby 1984). 

This disingenuous claim is quite unsupportable given that racism and "self-interest" are most com- 

patible with the pervasive commentaries on the African Other that often pass for comedy. Hollywood 

is littered with numerous comedies that maintain ideological, racial, or economic interests in framing 

African societies along such familiar pathways. In t~act, slapstick and broad humor, as Gugler maintains, 

"are so persuasive that many Western viewers fail to perceive the underlying ideo!ogy," and in The 

Gods Must Be Crazy, "we are initiated into the world view of apartheid" (2003, 71). Indeed, the 

African types that Uys propagates are best understood in the context of the apartheid government’s 

effort to vigorously market to the world in the late 1980s its violent policies for the "idyllic" separation 

of ~aces through forcible movement of the Black majority to marginal lands marked as Bantustans 

(black homelands).~ In the context of the film, this violent displacement of a resistant Black population 

is reconstituted as the racist regime’s benevolence in permitting "tribal" and peaceful Africans to return 

=’unwanted goods of civilization" (the symbolic Coke bottle) to the Whites and peacefully return to their 

harmonious wilds or desert, as the case might be. This, of course, is how filmmaker Uys distorts and 

6 Bantustans are so-called Black (derogatorily "Bantu"> homelands~ forcibly created by the apartheid regime to serve as 
pseudo-independent Black colonies and reservoirs for Labor and to maintain the myth of independence for the displaced 
BIack majority citizens of South Africa. 
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the African voice--both through the character ~Xi, who refuses to accept any monetary reward 

these 
subverts 
for his heroic acts, and the actor N!kau, who presumably also had no use for money¯ Again, 
misrepresentations of reality fed into the ongoir~g global and national concerns and conversations about 
social justice and restitution for the ravages of apartheid, a powerful commentary on the inde- 

Despite his film’s much-vaunted nonpolitical nature, Uys has created 
pendence struggles in South Africa and neighboring countries through insidious typologies of an "African" 
nature and reality. Beyond the "traditional" African of the "Bush," Gugler shrewdly observes that there are 
three other unmistakable types: the "good" Africans, w~to sing and welcome the coming of the Whites; the 
"incompetent" Africans, who run their own countries and bring them to ruin; and the "bad" Africans, sym- 

bolized by the guerillas led by an outsider, who in name and looks uncannily resembles Sam Nujoma, leader 
of the liberation movement SWAPO, and Fidel Castro (Gugfer 2003, 74-5). Thus, Uys adopts and conveys 

the apartheid South African government’s discourse on its independent neighbors (especially Zimbabwe), on 
Marxists, and on internal dissidents and, in so doing, erodes their voices with devastat~g humor. 

Uys does not quite trust in his viewers’ acceptance of the exotic, "unknowable" Otherness of the 
African and decides to help that latent imaginary along by overlaying the !Kung language with extra 
clicks to enhance the sense of its incomprehensible distance from "normal" tanguages.7 While many 
Western reviewers continue to insist on consuming the film as a harmless, apolitical treatise on culture, 

and as a film that is positively supportive of the rights of Africans to hold on to their innocent primeval 
existence, the South African goverm’nent exhiNted no such reservation about the service Uys rendered 

to the cause of apartheid. Although he had produced films for three decades, it was after the success of 
this film that he received the highest South African civil decoration in 1983. The citation read in part, 

"And most especially for having given the example . ¯ ¯ of faith in the future of our country and our 
people,’s (Tomaselli 1986, 26; Guglet 2003, 76). The ire of African commentators is understandable: 

When it comes to Africa, one can afford to indulge in approximations, generalizations, even illiteracy. 
Africa’s overall image is so negative that 0nty the most pessimistic types of discourse conform to the logic 
that governs understanding of the continent. Publications as "prestigious" as the Financial Times, Der 

or Time, can publish cover stories and surveys built upon falsehoods and factual errors without 

Speigel,                              c~t^~ ~. ..... 1D involved in soctopolincal turmoil in my country, 
snrnng up a storm of pro.test, no doubt., be use "exoerts" on Africa know that rebuttals will not damage 
their professional reputanons .... Having u~=,~ ..... ~                            -          became 
Cameroon, and having worked and traveled extensively in various other African countries, where I 
cormected to different social networks, I felt frustrated by most of the literature on the determinants 

of a successfial process of democratization, the exact role of civil society in the current changes, and 
the political behavior of African people. The more I read, the more frustrated I became, because I could 

the !Kung language has 
ua e, Cited inJosef Gugier’s African Film: Re.Imagining 

7 Toby Alice ¥olkman’s 15)88 "Out of South, Africa: The Gods Must Be Crazy" notes that while 

dicks, these soma& ,.(.ere a~ded to ~,cr:2Seeg~:~::g:a~2r~:ht~:~:a~nes the moral ri@ts of, the s~)~ts. ~dde~]~ 
a Continent, 73, Voik~an s p~per ts~_u : .... makers~vhotog~aphers and filmmakers--nave cu ortra i~ subjects in a "{a~se light," appropriat’ g their images, and {ailing to secure "informed consent." 
film, photography, ann telev~smn. ~u~* ..... ~         ~ ~n ima e th{~selves and the p~odacers of autobiographical 
criticism fo~ p    Y g . , _u~:~.~;~ of minorities who    g ..... . .u ...... ~ Film and Telewsmn 
They oeculiarly question me morro uu~.s .... ns.~r." ~._ ~a~.,I oiobts ot 5uolects m rr~v~"vbs"     "          . 
documentaries. See Larry Gross et al., 1range e~otcs: ~u~ ......... o Press’, 1991).                               ’ " 
(New Yor~Ox~ord: Communication and Society, Oxford Unive~siw 

s Guglec translated this commentary by Tomaselli from the French. See Keyan Tomasdil, 1986. "Le r61e de ia Jamie Uys 

films dans la Culture A~rikaner," CindmAction 39 (1986): 24~33. 
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perceive in the political historiography of Africa the same contempt and disconnection I described, neither 
the academics nor the journalists were able (or willing) to capture what was the very essence of the social 
phenomena and the political movements that I had wimessed for years: the determination of people at the 
grassroots level to engage in the political arena, at any cost, in order to bring about some positive changes 
in the way they had been ruled for severai centuries (Monga 1996, 38-39 and viii-ix). 

Myers and colleagues have produced some of the most instructive research to illuminate this crisis of 
representation.9 U.S. news media "elected," they argue, to cast their coverage of the civil war in Rwanda 
and Bosnia in two different frameworks, despite the following striking similarities between the wars: 
Both conflicts emerged in relatively small, rural, agriculturally oriented, and densely populated states; 

were marked by appalling atrocities; produced comparable estimates of war-related deaths; and were 
obstinate in their duration, despite some external intervention. The theaters, political histories, and the 

progressions of the conflicts also indicate remarkable commonality, with similar legacies of Western 
imperialism’s cultivating and exploiting internal strife, roles of ethnic identities in fomenting the strug- 
gles, and terrains and strategies of warfare {Myers et al. 1996}. Yet against this background, there was 

a startling discrepancy in the international press coverage of these wars. 
The application of computer-assisted discourse ana|ysis to repoxxing on Rwanda and Bosnia during a four- 

year period revealed extreme discrepancies in the amount of coverage (a total of 560 reports referring to 
Rwanda and 74,114 referring to Bosnia) and in the language of civil war, ethnicity, and tribalism. Although 
there was near-total absence of "tribal" terminology in the Bosnian stories, it comprised the explanatory core 

of the Rwandan articles. Myers and colleagues found that only 1 percent of the occurrences of the word 

"tribal" in the Bosnia articles referred to Bosnlan tribalism; the other instances referred to tribes in Rwanda 
and other parts of Africa. "Typical of such references might be a sentence begilming with phrases such as 

’ethnic warfare in Bosnia or for that matter tribal war in Rwanda .... ’" The characterization of the Rwandan 
conflict as tribal warfare opened the floodgates for other macabre journalistic depictions, As these writers 
deplored, "Rwanda’s war was simply centuries-old tribal savagery" or an orgy of blood and terror 
"unbounded by any rationality other than some sort of ritualistic, primitive logic." Ten articles in a two-week 

period in 1994 described event~ in Rwanda as an "orgy" of violence and revenge (Myers et at. 1996, 33). Yet 
in the Bosnian case, despite extensive documentation of repeated gang rape and mutilation of Muslim 
women, only one of the more than 14,000 articles during the four years of Myers°s study used the term 

’~orgy." The selective cultural association is revealing: an "orgy" is defined in Webster’s "as a secret ceremo- 
nial rite.., usually characterized by ecstatic singing and dancing, drunken revelry or an excessive indulgence 

in an activity" (Myers et al. 1996, 33). In contrast to such representational prisms, Edozie has attempted to 
reconstruct flae Rwandan genocide in its proper political and regional contexts through a close examination 

and re-presentation of the dilemmas around national ethnlcides, democracy, and conflict in tandem with a 
consideration of neighboring Burundi (see Edozie 2008). 

Unfortunately, media feed rarely reflects such nuanced analysis. A Newsweek article on the first 

Liberian civil war (which ended in 1996) titled "Africa: The Curse of Tribal War" insisted that "an 
ancient plague, whose outbreaks are often bloody episodes like the one in Liberia, continues to afflict 
the people of sub-Saharan Africa." The writers of the article referred to the "wild profusion" of languages, 
religions, and ethnic groups in Africa and claimed "such unparalleled cultural diversity brings with it a 

This is discussed at length in Soyinka~kirewele, Invoking the Past, Coniuring the Nation, for~hcomir~g 2009. 
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constant risk of conflict and bloodshed.’!° (See Campbell 1997, 57.) The reader is expected to uncriti- 

cally accept the association of Africa with the language of the primitive ("tribal war"); time-bound 
societies ("ancient"); disease (" plague"); savagery ("bloody episodes"); the irrational, unknowable, and 
supernatural ("curse"); and nature ("wild profusion"). The prewar landscape in Liberia reveals a very 
different reality--a modern society beset by a sharply divided and oppressive sociopolitical system cre- 
ated with the assistance of the American Colonization Society through which the United States repatri- 
ated and resettled willing, freed slaves in the African continent where they could not incite the slaves of 
the "New World." Far from being an ancient African "plague," the violent implosion in Liberia was 

inevitable, given the structure of hierarchies legislated in favor of the resettled Americo-Liberians and 
an increasingly resentful indigenous African population. 

The world of scholarly writing on _Africa is not immune to fictive lenses and philosophies. Yet we are 

unlikely to effectively address the crises of scholarship on Africa until we acknowledge the need for added 

depth and breadth in explorations of the continent. For a typical American student, the first college-level 
Introduction to American Politics course is contextualized by possibly thirteen years of multiple layers of 

formal and informal study, access to media, and a robust awareness of popular culture, political issues, 
and diversities in social, cultural, and economic realities. By contrast, few Western-based scholars have a 

context from which generalizations, misrepresentations, and scholarly errors on Africa can be challenged. 

Thus, the illusion is maintained that before colonialism was a void and after colonialism, the immolation of a self-destructing continent, as Schwab (2001) fancifully describes the region today. 

The tendency to succumb to a tidy way of classifying A{rica is quite pervasive, as evidenced in one study 
of Africa, which featured a continental map with countries labeled apparently to characterize the country 
dominant realities. Thus, South Africa is "apartheid," and Nigeria is "corruption"; other African nations 

are reduced to single-word depictions that borrow heavily from Western social science discourse on ,, ¯ ............... ~ ~,,le .... socialism," "state collapse," 
, ~,~ " " n " ClVI[ society, pc~u~a~ ~ ,                        , ,i, 

Africa: bureaucracy, depende cy, , .... . , _. ,, ,.~._. ;- ,~o Horn of Africa/. ~reda- ,, ¯    ,, ,, .... ,, ,,-ooe " "emniciw,    lrreoenusm ~.LII~-~-, tli ~ ...... , 

"Islam," class, ~egmmacy, ~ ’        ,7 .... ,- .... :^--t, le when defining the complex 
tory rule," and so on)~ Such labels are generally consmerea OUlC~Uo,~’~" 
"essence" or "identity" o~ the nations o( the global core---for instance, the United States, France, Japan, 

and Canada~and should be even more unacceptable when describing countries in Africa with their 

deeply variegated and transitioning political systems, urban-rural divides, and sociocultural and geo- 
graphical diversities. There is also an urgent need to reconstruct African politics so that we can examine 
the appropriate impact and varied responses to the democratization that has occurred in Africa since the 
1990s. It is no longer adequate to merely fashion politics in Africa in a simple authoritarian regime versus 
liberal democratic dualism. The complexity of democracy is in its variegated consequences and presentation 

of challenges to Africa’s new polities (Edozie 2008b). 
Beyond the characterization of politics in Africa, the reification of oppositional images of Western sel~ 

and African Other (through language that inscribes difference in similar social constructs--between, for 

. ¯ rd " la~ue" clearly represents the construction o~ ethnicity in ADica and 
i0 Cited in Campbell (1997). The use o~ the w,o ,, P. v ,, ~’a__~;.’,~o as a ~arEolo~ical condition, a disease. As Ng~ag]" wa 

the politics and issues that might be connectea to emmc ~.~.~    v     ~ 
Thiong’o stressed, there must be a search for a liberating perspective from which tee mental universe imposed on Africa 

can be revised. Only in such a reconstruction can the continent coldly and consciously view its relationship to itsel~ and 
the rest o[ the world and seek se!~.definition. ISee Ngfig]" wa Thiong’o in Mo~ing the Center: The Struggle (or Cultura! 

Freedoms, Oxford: James Currey, 1993). 

aa See cover map in Alex Thomson, Introduction to A~rican Politics {New York, Routledge, 2004). 
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instance, Halloween, psychics, and tarot-card readers versus African tribal superstitions and beliefs; 
designer cosmetics versus native face paint; bikini-clad women versus half-naked African maidens; and 
HollDvood~s in-vogue ’°labio-vaginal sculpting" versus "African female genital mutilation"--help main- 
tain a sense of logic regarding structures of global hierarchy and unspoken convictions of racial differ- 
ence and cultural superiority. Tragically, .they evolve into structures of seeing that silence the historical 
legacies of Africa’s leading contributions to technology, architecture, medicine, algebra, the arts, socio- 
political and commercial organization, and global networking, which informed the development of 
societies in Europe and elsewhere, as Cheikh Anta Diop (1974),~2 Martin Bemal (1987), and other 
leading historians have made clear. In tandem with such silencing, there is a similar reluctance to 
acknowledge that the historical and contemporary experiences of Euro-America provide evidence of 
problems similar ro those confronted by Africa today, albeit to different degrees in the continuing chal- 
lenges of poverty and socioeconomic marginalization, political corruption, police brutality, identity 
tensions and violence, and contradictions in struggles for women’s equality and political participation, 

among other things. 

Schematic Frames and Imaginary Significations 

Inevitably, studying A~rica, perhaps more than any other global region, requires we make decisions about 
the appropriate frames to employ to gain the ideal ideological sites from which to view the continent and 
the methodologies to use in our pursuit, tn defining the parameters that guide our goal of refraining and 
re-presenting, we begin the conceptual voyage with Obioma Nnaemeka’s striking reminder of an Igbo 
philosophy, in her musing on the multiplicity of the perspectives represented in discourses around Black 
and African feminisms. "As my ancestors philosophized: adir9 akwu. ofu ebe enene nrnanw (one does 
not stand in one spot to watch a masquerade). As with the dancing masquerade, vantage points shift and 

one must shift with them for the maximi?ation of benefits" (1998, 3). 
We offer here a few thoughts provoked by this eloquent reflection on the way the sites from which we 

view ultimately define the sights we receive. Nnaemeka’s reminder of the shifts in our vantage points 
alludes to the notion of frames that we use in this book as textual structures that shape how we see, what 
we see, and how we process our visions. Like a photographer who adiusts his shatter to ga~ particular 
shots within his frames, one’s location and repositioning may be imperative for acquiring shots that cap- 
ture the shifting movements of me subject. The camera’s frames define, illuminate, maximize, and trans- 
form each shot and their contribution to the emerging image. "For those unfamiliar with the concept of 
masquerades, it is important to note that in many parts of Africa, masquerade performers do not merely 
entertain their audiences, they piay a vital role in the social, spiritual, and cultural life of their sodeties. 
Often disguised flamboyantly to represent ancestors, animals, or ordinary human beings, their musical 
and dramatic rendering of narratives of societal histories, popular legends, and stories conveys and affirms 

social values, religious beliefs, or a political ethos and utilizes dance as a commentary on life, wisdom, and 

specia! knowledge.’° (Soyinka-Airewele, 2009). 

12 Cheikh Anta Diop, The African Origins of Civilization: Myth or Reality, edited and translated by Mercer Cook 

(New York: Lawrence Hill, 1974). 
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16 ConsequentlY, our concept of refraining _Africa as used in this book extends Nnaemeka’s interpretation 

of the dance of the masquerade in various ways’13 "In the first place, the masquerade is typica!ly not 
confined to a stage in a theater but, instead, utilizes the living geographical and communal spaces, streets, 

city squares, and palace compounds the dancers choose. They define their message, how and where it is 
uttered, with audiences that move and shift in response to the dance of the masquerade. The student of 
Africa must hotd first a sharpened awareness of a continent that is vastly different from the popular 
media notion of a cor~ined dark and immobile entity, a historical fossil to be dissected within museum 

glass cases, entombed for cultural voyeurs and anthropological forays¯ We are confronted with a 
dynamic swirl of constantly contemporizing societies and their transforming social, political, and 

economic populations, landscapes, and realities. Like the audience of masquerades, the reader cannot 
define the voice-where or how it is spoken. This is of particular importance to the Western observers 
who o~te~ bemoan, to the ire of their hosts, their unsuccessful search for the real Africa, as against the 
Africa that strangely appears much like other places in the world with roads, bridges, televisions, traffic 
problems, congested cities and bustling towns, businesses and traders, politics, cinemas, and music" 

are 

{Soyiv.ka-Airewele, 2008). 
Second and most significant is that "within the context of many African societies, masqueraders 

might be familiar. Rather, they serve as 

not the carnival-type entertainers with which many Westerners                      and provoking 
interloct~tors and repositories of memory, influence, knowledge---engaging, critiquing, 
values and concepts in a constantly modernizing milieu’"*4 The continuing tendency to imagine Africa 
as a source of entertainment, through the foibles of Hollywood’s Tarzan-like or na’ive natives in whose 
lives the noble and enlightened outsider is invested either as development agent, democracy tutor, or " 
civilizing force, is a fallacy that has long outlived any capacity for toleration. Halle Gerima, director of 

Sankofa, an unforgettable cinematic treatise on memory, enslavement, and the bonds between the 
African continent and its diaspora, spoke ~or many when he declaimed that "African culture in film 
should not be made to satisfy only the exotic curiosity of the developed countries. We are not exotic 
fixtures. Our cutvares have values. Otar intellectual property has value .... If I make a movie it is because 

I also want to empower my voice" (uhadike 2002, 260-266)- The third aspect oi our use of Nnaemeka’s philosophical masquerade concerns its symbolism within a 
¯ " outer layers o~ten appear to convey, ob.struct, or_ 

. ¯     ¯ ....... ~, a cloaked enttty of whach the ......... s "the disguising of the tuner per 
soatiai ctimenslon, rm-uu~,-        ~    __ ao q,~,,inka-A~reweie at~,~, 
limit apprehenmon of the ~maer pertorm~ .... ~" 
former accentuates the message conveyed, perhaps with parallels in the symbolisms of certain masking 

and religious traditions in the West. The masquerader does not dance to celebrate Otherness, but often to 
engage through spheres that might be as distinct as spirit is to earth. The spiritual is humanized as much 

as the human is spiritualized, revealing the impossibility of simplistic distinctions between the society as a 
material calculus and the inner ethos of values, beliefs, and systems in which the society itself is anchored 

from life to the Beyond. Thus, the cloaking of the performer is not merely designed to caiote the audiences 

into a sense o{ difference between one human and another (either the human audience and the human performer or tb~e Western and African audience), but also to demonstrate how one society~its political 
leadership and citizens~are most comprehensible through reference to their access to those from whom 

Soyinka-Airewele, "Insurgent Transnatior~al Conversations," 21)08. 

ibid. 
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they would otherwise be alienated, who through the disguised performer, belong, engage, and are 

engaged.’ls This reading o£ masquerades is very much at variance with the one in Western scholarship and 

media in which masquerades are a stock symbol of the African difference, of an Otherness that presum- 

ably separates the continent with cultural performers alienated and inaccessible, watched by a bemused 

audience that cannot hear their voices because they lack the capacity to speak intelligibly. Mbembe in the 

seminal On the Postcotony put some meaning to the determined framing of an African Other: 

It is in relation to Africa that the notion of "absolute otherness" has been taken farthest. It is now widely 
acknowledged that Africa as an idea, a concept, has historically served, and continues to serve, as a 
polemical argument for the West’s desperate desire m assert its difference from the rest of the world. In 
several respects, Africa still constitutes one of the metaphors through which the West represents the origin 
of its own norms, develops a setf image, and integrates this image into the set of signifiers asserting what 
it supposes to be its identity.., whether in everyday discourse or in ostensibly scholarly narratives, the 
continent is the very figure of "the strange .... In this extremity of the Earth, reason is supposedly perma- 
nently at bay, and the unknown has supposedly attained its highest point. Africa, a headless figure .... 
quite innocent of any notion of center, hierarchy, or stability is portrayed as a vast dark cave where--the 
rift of a tragic and unhappy human history stand revealed:.., in short, a bottomless abyss where every- 
thing is noise, yawning gap and primordial chaos" (Mbembe 2001, 2-3). 

The construction of such a fantasy, of course, shocks with the profoundness of its extreme alienation 
from the realities with which most Africans know their own "normal" communities and societies. 
Mbembe argues that since, in principle, everything Africa says is translatable into human language, this 
alleged inaccessibility regarding Africa "must flow not from the difficulty of the undertaking, not from 
what therein is to be seen and heard, not from what is dissimulated, it flows from there being hardly 
any discourse about Africa for itself. In the very principle of its constitution, in its language and in its 
finalities, narrative about Africa is always pretext for a comment about something else, some other 
place, some other people .... Thus, there is no need to look for the status of this discourse; essentially, 
it has to do at best with self-deception and at worst, with perversion" (2001, 3). 

This book adds to the varied responses to Mbembe’s acerbic question, just what is going on? by grap- 
pling analytically with a range of issues--from discourses on representation and naming, to the contem- 
porary political economies, sociopolitical cultures of literature and cinema, and gender dynamics and 
contradictions. The frames revealed by the masquerade and by this book ultimately criticize the sites of 
thought about which Mbembe has also argued that "whether dealing with Africa or with other non- 
European worlds, this tradition long denied the existence of aW ’self’ but its own. Each time it came to 
peoples different in race, language and culture, the idea that we have, concretely and typically, the same 
flesh.., became problematic" (2001, 2). That is, the "theoretical and practical recognition of the body 
and flesh of ’the stranger’ as flesh and body just like mine, the idea of a common human nature, a humanity 
shared with others, long posed, and s~ill poses, a problem for Western consciousness" (2001, 2). 

Such a seemingly harsh diagnosis is at the heart of our objective--refraining contemporary Africa. This 
ambitious task does not suggest that we have conjured and are presenting entirely new evidence, information, 
and paradigms. But each topical contribution provides illttminating evidences, contexts, and understandings 
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that have the capacity to challenge and transform dominant schematic frames, or what have been called 
imaginary significations, that is, invented notions that paradoxically become essential to sustaining the 
world the West imagines for itself and the roles and practices it adopts towards others (Mbembe 2001, 2). 

More specifically, our use of the concept of "frame" borrows deliberately from the field of media studies, 
a field that increasingly seeks to study the overwhelming role of the media in constructing the Other and 

in normalizing such imaginary significations. Entman and Rojecki’s critique of the racial dimension in 
American media concludes that the Black image in the White mind is acquired primarily through media 

images and not personal encounters and that these images support and shore a sense of difference, conflict, 
and hierarchy (Entman and Rojecki 2000). Starting with a discussion o5 the mental processes by which 
imaginaries are created, they posit that we "more often approach life with assumptions that lead us to 
confirm expectations rather than to inscribe fresh interpretations of daily experience upon a blank mental 
slate. This tendency toward mental inertia is the ioint product of cognitive economy and of cultural influ- 

ence" (2000, 48). Mental shortcuts such as schemas and frames constitute the framework for sustaining 
cognitive economy. A schema, argue Entman and Rojecki, is % set of related concepts that allow people 
to make inferences about new information based on already organized prior knowledge" (2000, 48). This 

permits the association of, at a local tevel, "welfare" with "lazy," "Black person," "single mother," etc., 
and, at a global level, "Africa" with "tribes," irrespective of the pervasive evidence of African globaltrade 
networks, growing industry, and extremely large, bustling cities where socioeconomic activities far exceed 
those of many small-scale Western cities.    . 

Frames are quite similar to schemas, except that they are often deemed to "reside within media texts 

and public discourse. Frames highlight and link data selectively to tell more or less coherent stories that 
define problems, diagnose causes, make moral iudgments, and suggest remedies. When we say a news report "framed" a drive-by shooting as a gang war story, we mean it selected certain aspects of the event 

members. The story may have 
that summoned an audience stored schematic understanding about gang 

included visuals illustrating turf consciousness, exaggerated attachment to symbolic clothing, hand 

signaling, weapons, and aimless loitering. By highlighting this gang "frame," the report obscures other 
possible mental associations such as, perhaps, the shooter’s absent father, unemployment or low wages, 
and clinical depression. The gang frame makes these more sympathetic connections less available to the 
audience {Entman and Rojecki 2000, 49). 

In the Anthropology of Anger, C~lestin Monga’s analysis of tke failures of some of the dominant 
instruments of Western political science analysis concludes that "in recent years, the continent has 
become the E1 Dorado of wild thought, the best place for daring intdlectual safaris, the unregulated 

space in which to engage in theoretical incest, to violate the fundamentals of logic, to transgress disci- 
plinary prohibitions; in short, to give oneself over to all forms of intellectual debauchery--with impu- 
nity and in good conscience" (1996, 39}. Schematic frames are evident in responses to some of the forms 
of intellectual debauchery that Monga deplores. Peter Schwab’s book dramatically titled Africa: A 

Continent Self.Destructs (2001) features a bloody skull on its front cover arid attracted heated 
responses from reviewers on a book Web site)s One reader enthusiastically endorsed the book for "tell- 

ing it like it is" and explained that "like many Americans, [ scan the news of the third world more than 
I read it. So I opened this book in part to see if the sweeping generalizations about sub-Saharan Africa 

Amazon.corn book reviews, www.amazon.com- 
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I’d come to believe, more through osmosis than analysis, were true or needed revision. The conclusion, 

unfortunately, is that it’s even worse than I thought. Corruption, disease, political instability, economic 

chaos, genocide are all part-and-parcel of Africa four decades after independence (give or take a few 

years, country to country).’’17 This reader’s candid self-assessment of his osmotic method for thinking 

about Africa is an apt illustration of E~atman and Rojecki’s arguments about how the "Black African" 

image emerges in the Western imaginary. 
It is true that many African countries are undergoing grave economic and political crises, with atten- 

dant severe social privations, but when such ongoing problems are selectivdy harnessed to anecdotal 

evidence and excerpts from works of fiction by African novelists, they add up to a devastating schema 

of the continent, which lacks context and historicity. Students of Africa must question frames that 

diminish the reality of the vast disparities found across the continent’, generalize the African condition, 

and depend on imaginary signifiers. For instance, some other readers were able to deploy a range of 

critical thinking traditions to understand the limitations of Schwab’s conclusion about Africa. One such 

reader offered this commentary; 

Schwab is a master of sweeping statements like.., this one: "In Africa, clean water is an oxymoronic con- 
cept" (p. 75). Reading Africa: A Continent Self-Destructs, one rapidly gets the impression that all Africans 

¯ lead lives of constant suffering, forever at the. mercy of armed thugs, deadly pestilence and malnutrition. 
This, of course, is absolute bunk .... Schwab’s argument is a tittle like saying "The horrors of Kosovo are a 
striking illustration of how Europe is falling apart." It’s a stretch, to say the least. Unfortunately, Schwab is 

hardly unique among Africa spedalists in making such broad and empty generalizations. Africa: A Continent 
Self-Destructs concludes that Africa has broken down, perhaps beyond repair. Schwab finds nothing salu- 

tary in African culture, viewing it only as an obstacle to progress" "unless the negative vitatity of tradition 

and tribalism is vitiated, the future of globalization in sub-Saharan Africa remains bleak indeed" (p. 139)o 
The final chapter ride is "Will Africa Survive?"--as if continents, or societies, could die.u 

As the reviewer argues above, it is not that such problems as water scarcity or political persecution 
that Schwab describes are imaginary; it is that they are his choices for defining the continent and that 

he tends to ignore the other critical realities that explain how a majority of Africans go about their daily 
business outside the limelight of war or other media-worthy events. UNfortunately, the everyday, prd- 
saic, and mundane business of "normal" life is rejected in favor of the construction of a powerful 
imagery that becomes the map through which students of Africa attempt to read and navigate its socio- 
political dramas. In the words of Grinker and Steiner, "just as observation is a form of control, so too 
is the process of writing and representing what has been observed" (1997, 18). 

We deliberately use the notion of schematic frames within the different refrained issues covered in this 

book. Although the popular non-photographic use of "framed" is most common in negative representa- 
tion, as in a "frame-up," he was "framed," and so on, we choose to recognize the use of frames as an 
inevitable part of any process of studying, viewing, and seeing. The distinctive flavor of this book lies in 
its recognition of the conscious and subconscious extant "framings" of Africa and the role of analysis in 
providing alternative frames {reframing) that allow the student to shi£t, as the audience of the masquerade, 

Amazon.coat book reviews, www.amazon.com. 

See readers’ reviews o~ Africa: A Continent Self-Destructs, www.amazon.com. 
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actual roots of Western economic growth and vibrancy, including the fact that the industrial revolution 
and its economic offshoots were embedded in the systems of sIavery and global imperialism that spurred 
the global ascendancy of European and other Western powers. Schraeder chronicles the birth of this 
intellectual tendency: 

In 1995, David A. Apter captured the sentiments of an entire generation of Afficanist scholars within 
the liberal tradition when he underscored the "tremendous sense of excitement" associated with carry- 

ing out field research in the soon-to-be-independent African country of Ghana. For Apter and his con- 
temporaries, the African continent represented an intellectual challenge which, similar to that faced by 

the Western explorers of the 18th and 19th centuries, offered the possibility of making discoveries that 
could ensure both fame and fortune within their given academic disciplines. Unlike the earlier explorers, 
however, the scholars of the 1950s carried ~vith them an intellectual blueprint for understanding the 
development of Africa that became known as modernization theory (Schraeder 2000, 24). 

The concerns of these modern explorers ranged from prescriptions for stability artd political order 
in Africa (Zolberg 1966), policy analysis (Rothchild and Curry 1979}, and democratic experimentation 
(Bratton and van de Watle ~ 997). This rank of analysts includes Samuel Huntington, whose problematic 
formulations on global cultural difference in his 1996 Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of World 
Order followed his dire calls for institutionalization and observations on the difficulty of modernization 
in the "less developed world" (1968). As is well known, modernization theory permitted the normaliza- 
tion of the well-propagated notions of African backwardness for liberals who felt themselves invested 
in achieving positive global change and who pushed an agenda that e,~’entuatly worked in tandem with 
the economic and strategic goals of international economic institutions, financial agencies, Western 
governments, and nongovernmentai organizations. Their disparate agendas brought social, economic, 
and other goals into cohesive statements in which the African Other would emulate and move through 
stages of growth (including the eradication of internal problems that they insisted were at the root of 
the continent’s malaise, poor leadership, poor ethics, etc.) till it finally attained the ultimate prize of 
modernization through the accoutrements of urbanized, free market, industrialized, and democratic 
statehood. The failures of such a culturally misinformed ideological paradigm, with its narrow under- 
standing of historicity, its willful manipulation of African societies, incapacity to understand ongoing 
discourses around decolonization, and continued dependence on global superpower interest and 
resource exploitation, during and a~ter the Cold War period, were not surprising. They were evident in 
the decades of splintering "Western liberai" policies and treatment by International Monetary Fund 
(IMF), World Bank, and world trade prescriptions that entombed African countries in a rising spiral of 
social, economic, and political crises. 

Opposition to such a liberal framing of reality, problems, and solutions led not only to reformist 
efforts at internal change, but also to a much broader groundswell of support for a multidimensional, 
oppositional paradigm loosely described by several scholars, including Schrader/2000}, as the "critical 
tradition.’~ In contrast to the image of a vibrant Africa, emerging through the model of Western societ- 
ies, scholars and policymakers, energized by the critical tradition, found voice in vigorous opposition 
to iiberal paradigms and insisted through a changing range of models, that it would be the formation 
of socialist-style states that would free Africa for transformative development in the aftermath of formal 
colonialism. Although their roots derived from various affinities for or connections with Marxist ideals, 
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severaI of the scholars and political leaders ultimately identified with the critical tradition did not 
formally espouse classical Marxism but a socialist vision for Africa, often based on culturally embedded 

social values. 
Perhaps one of the most powerful intellectual trends to gain a foothold in African universities and 

among its scholars and activists was dependency theory. University students in many of Africa’s capitals 
in the late 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s would certainly have been exposed to this body of literature, often 
called °’structural economics,’~ which in fact galvanized and helped to consolidate a language of protest 

that swept many African societies in opposition to IMF and Wortd Bank policies on trade liberalization 

and privatization of social services. In contrast to the penchant of liberal scholars to insist that the 
source of crises was the lack of a civilizing, modernizing, and liberalizing culture in Africa, dependency 

theorists variously located the crises in a logical outworking of a historical and structural problem that 
generated exploitative relationships between countries of the global core, consisting of the former colo- 
nizers, and countries of the global margins, which consisted primarily of the formerly colonized, for- 
mally independent, yet still subservient and marginafized countries of Africa, Asia, the Middle East, and 
Latin America. Relations between these sets of countries, they proposed, could never be equal or fair 

within the continuing terms of relations and would only continue to generate rising social, economic, 

and political disabilities. That is, rather than tend toward development, continued relations between the 
West and the Rest wouid only tend to the development of underdevelopmenr (Schraeder 2000, 48). The 

excitement generated by the wildly influential treatise of Walter Rodney (How Europe Underdeveloped 
Ayrica 1972) continued to be evident in research by James Blaut (1992), Inikori, and numerofis other 
researchers who provided evidence that Africa was proceeding along lines of growth similar to those 
Europe followed before the violent reversals caused by slavery displacement and colonialism. 

These were not mere academic discourses. Several of Africa’s political elite and postindependence 

leaders embarked on alternative struggles for a socialist statehood, while other more nationalist leaders 
sought to incorporate such socialist ideals within the agricultural, educational, health, cultural, and 
other sectors of their newly independent states. Presidents Kwame Nkrumah of Ghana, Sekou Toure of 
Guinea, Julius Nyerere of Tanzania--all intellectuals--sought to shape states based on differing forms 

of socialist or Marxist sociopolitical organizing ideals, which were variously described as "African 
¯ " "African socialism," "Ujaama" systems, etc. The end of the Cold War and the seeming consciencism, ’ , ..... ~ ..... ~uck a death toll on these ideals, 

ascendancy of the global market imperative woula appear .......... 

but a paradox exists in Africa as elsewhere: while liberal markets dominate in practice, and most policy 
makers piedge allegiance to the agencies that sustain such systems, the language and demands of popular 
activism and political plaints is within the critical tradition, even though there is a palpable sense of 
pessimism that such radical changes, including the call for a new international economic order, would 
ever occur. 

If the dominant schools of thought that shaped the study of Africa have encountered such critique or 
destabilization, what then should guide our search for answers? A constantly evolving web of intellec- 

tual schools has taken up the debates around the study of the African "postcolony" (itself a debated 
term). Structuralism, for instance, with its emphasis on analyzing the continent as a complex, globally 
comparable system of interrelated parts linking internal and external components, resonated with its 
dependency or structural economics dimensions and helped to explain the crisis in the continent. 
However, criticisms of the rigidity of the schoot amid political anxieties about change, new feminisms, 
changes in cotonial formations, and resistance to communist coherence in Europe in the 1960s led to 
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the emergence of yet another intellectual tradition, "post-structuralism," whose thinkers tend to be 
categorized by others rather than self-designated. A~ a child of social destabilization itself, post-structuralism 
was molded as a tool for destabilizing the reading of texts, for creating alternative and sundry perspec- 
tives, and for identifying fictional constructs that had hitherto assured us of our identities as readers of 

texts. Thus, as a collective, post-structuralist thifikers would seek to question our conceptualization of 
"self" as a distinct and consistent entity, insisting:rather that we read the self as the product of conflicted 
and contradictory identities, including race, class, ethnicity, gender, religion, and age. It is an intellectual 
school that has certainly become increasingly influential in contemporary readings of history and is 
disturbingly in evidence in a growing chasm in Africanist scholarship, in part, because of its suggestion 
that the perception of meaning must take preeminence over the task of discerning or identifying an 
original authoriat or textual intent. In essence, post-structuralism urges that texts cannot and should 
not be limited to singular meanings or purposes and that it is the reader who constructs the signified, 
or the meaning, from a signifier using many perspectives that might actually be discordant, emerging, 
if need be, from contradictory theoretical arguments and providing new meanings through the consi- 
deration of a range of variables involving reader, author, and text.1~ 

How do these ongoing debates affect the study of Africa? We started this chapter with an explanation 
of popular imaginaries and schematic frames for seeing Africa and the sites from which we view. These 
conceptual methodological frames determine how scholars search, process, and convey continental 
realities. The struggle of African societies against the mishandling of discourses on social and political 
identities, the exploitation of their landscapes, vaiues, and institutions can be enriched or hampered by 

the evolving methodologies of intellectual inquiry. 
Three decades ago, in his 1976 lecture series, Michel Foucault succinctly summarized the general 

impetus of the post-structuralist movement as involving, since the 1960s, 

the immense and proliferating criticizability of things, institutions, practices, sod discourses; a sort of 
general feeling that the ground was crumbling beneath our feet, especially in places where it seemed 
most familiar, most solid, and closest to us, to our bodies, to our everyday gestures. But alongside this 

crumbling and the astonishing efficacy of discontinuous, particular, and local critiques, the facts were 
also revealing something.., beneath this whole thematic, through it and even within it, we have seen 

what might be caIled the insurrection of subiugated lcnowledges (Foucault 1976). 

Such a penchant for deconstructing and destabilizing meaning and for interrogating the reader and 
the text has in many ways liberated the space for contrary thinking constrained by the cultural Othering 
and rigidities of the liberal school and the multiple institutions, policies, and crises the school spawned 
in Africa. On the other hand, there is a strong feeling among many scholars that the school has also 
generated a crisis of permissibility, particularly in the arts and humanities as scholars read, redefine, and 
distort literary, visual, and cultural arts and artifacts with little appreciation for how such readings 
facilitate the continuity of willful cultural dispossessions in a continent grappling with postcolonial self- 
retrieval, self-definition, and ownership. Indeed, it opens up space for the voicing of subjugated knowl- 
edges but calls into being a larger debate among several African scholars on whether the emergence of 

~ See for instance, Peter Schraeder, African Politics and Society: A Mosaic in Transformation, 2nd ed. (Belmont, CA: 

Wadsworth Publishing, 2003). 
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the "post-" theories--postmodern, poststructura[, and postcolonia[--simply represent Western license 

for new hegemony and inscriptions of the African continent. 

Niyi Osundare, poet and writer, made clear his position: 

Either as a result of the politics of their provenance or an inherent crisis in their modes and methods of 

analysis and application (or both), "mainstream" Western post-structuralist theories have demonstrated 
little or no adequacy in the apprehension, analysis and articulation of African writing and its long and 
troubled context. This essay is not intended to push an exclusivist, essentialist viewpoint that "our" 

literature cannot be apprehended by "their" theory. But it is the case that the ethnocentric universalism 

of contemporary theoretical practice; its reification of theory into some oracular Western canonical 
monologue, its fetishization of text and disregard for the deeper reaches of referentiality, its replacement 

of theory itself with masochistic theoreticism--all these crises have produced a kind of radical conser- 
vatism, an anti-hegemonic hegemony which distance Western theory" from the fundamental peculiarities 

of non-Western peoples (2002, 54). 

Theories matter, he agrees. "They provide a neat, handy background aid to methodological and 
analytical procedures. They foster and enhance a reflective globality on issues while sharpening that 
predictive and speculative capability which facilitates the marriage of imagination and knowledge. As 
post-structuralist theories are beginning to accept, thanks to the New Historicism, all theories are 
positional, contingent, connected, even partisan. In their originary, epistemological, and analytical 
presumptions, the ’major’ literary theories in the world today are exclusivisticaliy Western and 
oracular. They have yet to demonstrate adequate capability for coping with issues and events in other 

parts of the world" (ibid., 54). 
Consequently, as we consider the application of frames, schemas, and theoretical perspectives on the 

study of contemporary Africa, it is important to remember that resistance by African scholars is not 
merely to theoretical organizing devices, but also to the notion of a grand "master theory" of the post- 
colonies emerging from the celebrated Western centers. Thus, Mamdani (in chapter two of this vol- 
ume), Osundare (2002), and Acbebe {1989), aiike, exhort an interrogation that does not reinscribe the 
colony within the same dichotomies and binaries of the fundamental racisms and ethnocentrisms that 
often creep unrecognized into the work of deconstructionist scholars, whose interrogative literary read- 
ings, for instance, rarely prevent the importations of the same historical blindness that reinforces the 
notion of an African Otherness. For instance, Niyi Osundare contends that it is almost impossible to 
find Western critics of Conrad’s Heart of Darkness who demonstrate an ability or willingness to under- 
stand the African or to "sympathize with himYher as a victim of a Eurocentric discursive and cognitive 
violence," because understanding the African in this context would require the dismissal of "critics who 
practice ’historicism without history’ and the quest for critics fore-grounded in a thorough and compre- 
hensive understanding of both text and context, specifically, African historiography (a task Zeleza 
undertakes in this book). Conrad’s mis-creation of African savagery, of a space unspoken by howling 
natives lacking language, has been described as a ’practical, incontestable demonstration of this 
dehumanization and absencing’ of the African in Western writing on Africa. In spite of Chinua 
Achebe’s (1989) powerful critique of Conrad’s Heart of Darkness, a review of late twentieth-century 
Western critics concludes that most have sustained a process of ’preferred visions’ that continue 

Conrad’s silencing and negation of Africans" (Osundare 2002, 51-54). 
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Our final stop on this conceptual voyage around the framing of Africa is at postcoloniatism, a grow- 

ing coalescence of literature and critical perspectives. Saurabh Dube gives us a sweeping sense of its 

growing influence within writings about the developing world: 

Over the past two decades, a variety of critical perspectives have questioned the place of the West as 
history, modernity, and destiny. First, recent years have seen vigorous challenges to unlvocal concep~ 
tions of universal history under the terms of modernity. Imaginatively exploring distinct pasts forged 

within wider, intermeshed matrices of power, these works have queried the imperatives of historical 
progress and the nature of the academic archive, both closely bound to aggrandizing representations of 

a re!fled Europe (Amin 1995; Banerjee Dube 1999; Chakrabarty 2000; Dube 1998; Fabian 2000; 
Florida 1995; Hartman 1997; Klein/997; Mignolo /995; Price 1990; Rappaport 1994; Skaria 1999; 

see also Axel 2001; Mehta 1999; and Trouillot 1995). 
Second, dose to our times, dominant designs of a singular modernity have been increasingly inter- 

rogated by contending intimations of heterogeneous moderns. Such explorations have critically 

considered the divergent articulations and representations of the modern and modernity that have 
shaped and sutured empire, nation, and globalization. As a result, modernity/modernities have been, 
themselves, revealed as contradictory and contingent processes of culture and control, as checkered, 

contested histories of meaning and mastery--in their formation, sedimentation, and elaboration. ¯ ¯ 
(Chatterjee 1993; Cooper and Stoler 1997; Coronit 1997; Comaroff and Comaroff 1997; Dube 

forthcoming; Ferguson 1999; Gilroy 1993; Gupta 1998; Hansen 1999; Prakash 1999; Price 1998; 
Taussig 1987; see also Appadurai 1996; Escobar 1993; Harootunian 2000; Not 1999; and Rofel 

t999). 
Third and finally, for some time now critical scholarship has contested the enduring binaries--for 

example, between tradition and modernity, ritual and rationality, myth and history, and East and 
West--that have shaped influential understandings of pasts and key conceptions ot~ cultures.. ¯ (Asad 
1993; Bauman /992; Comaroff and Comaroff 1992; Errington 1998; Gray 1995; Lander 2000; 

Mignolo 2000; Said 1978; Rorty 1989; Taussig 1997; see also Lowe and Lloyd 1997; Dube, 2002: 

197-8; and Scott 1999). 

Such scholarship increasingly appears to dominate many emerging Western intellectual discourses, 
certainly in relation to the study of the African continent and postcolonies of Asia and Latin America. 
This is not surprising. The most recent wave of violent struggles for political independence was in 
Africa, and the continent’s celebration of the 1993 collapse of apartheid, the brutal white separatist rule 

in South Africa, reminds us eloquently that colonialism is a raw and recent reality. Consequently, 
Osundare explained his discomfort with the very concept of postcolonialism as a handle for defining 

African experiences in this manner: 

"Post-colonial" is a highly sensitive historical and geographical term which calls into significant atten- 
tion a whole epoch in the relationship between the West and the developing world, an epoch which 

played a vital role in the institutionalization and strengthening of the metropole-periphery, center- 
margin dichotomy .... We are talking about a term which brings memories of gunboats and mortars, 
conquests and dominations, a term whose accent is blood stained. We are talking about a term whose 

¯ "name" and meaning are fraught with the burdens of history and the anxieties of contemporary reality 

(2002, 42). 
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Like Biodun jeyifo and other critics of postcolonial studies, there is protest over a "naming" that 
can be misread as not merely producing a sense of passing for a still painfully present past, but also 
endowing "its principal morpheme ’colonial’ with an originary privilege" in that the word "colonial" 
appears to carry the voice of the beginning, suggesting it is the moving force and the significant point 

of departure (ibid., 45-46). 
Such critics are well aware of Gilbert and Tompkins’s reminder in Post-Colonial Drama: Theory, 

Practice, Politics, that the term "postcolonialism--according to a too-rigid etymology--is frequently 
misunderstood as a temporal concept, meaning the time after colonialism has ceased, or the time fol- 

lowing the politically determined Independence Day on which a country breaks away from its gover- 
nance by another state. Not a naive teleological sequence which supersedes colonialism, postcolonial- 
ism is, rather, an engagement with and contestation of colonialism’s discourses, power structures, and 
social hierarchies" (1996, 2). So it is perhaps what some deride as its "phatic" sense of itself as a nam- 
ing force, bestowing identity and authoritative referencing and definition on an otherwise blurred 

continent, that evokes resistance from a number of African scholars, writers, and activists to the critical 
perspectives offered in postcolonial studies. Is it the case then, as these scathing critics insist, that as a 
frame for understanding Africa, the "problem concerns the politics of the genealogy of theory, specifi- 
cally of post-colonial theory, its perceived imperialism and ethnocentrism, its rigidified location 
and attitudinally located way of seeing that embeds itself with the same ease and complacency with 
which Western theories have taken over the global literary and intellectual arena, the way they inscribe 
themselves as though the world were a tabufa rasa?."2° 

A careful reading suggests that at the core is a resistance to what is experienced as a continued imperial 
incursion, an appropriation of Foucault’s "subjugated knowledges" that should have been freed by these 
very insubordinate forms of intellectual inquiry and practice. Unfortunately, the troubled histories of 
conceptual journeys of the West around the African continent tempt scholars to jettison frameworks that 
might offer congruence with ongoing African-based scholarly traditions, with their indigenous modes of 
intellectual inquiry and critique that might not bear the label of "postcolonial" but, in fact, do share many 
concerns and practices, including the question of the continuing influences of the colonial in the colonizer 
and the colonized; questions of cultural identity, resistance, reclamation, and redefinition in colonized 
societies; the quandary of national identity in the postcolony; the structures, institutions, literatures, and 
other texts that sustain or challenge and transform the images, relations, hierarchies, arid identities of the 
colonized and the colonizer. These internal struggles around memory and identity(ies) are themes that 
have occurred and continue to occur with much frequency in the memoirs, literary works, oral literature, 
and public discourses in African societies and presage the contemporary labels bestowed on similar critical 

readings termed "postcolonia!" theory, postcolonial literature, and criticism. 
As emerging scholarship critiques a range of popular Western imaginaries about Africa, such challenges 

are embroiled in debates about the extent to which a focus on the redefinition of self becomes an exercise 
that evades the harsh scrutiny of internal realities and conditions. Arif Dirlik, for instance, contends that 

"in its preoccupation with Eurocentrism, postcolonial criticism has also refused to confront an increas- 
ingly audible revival of traditions that--while perhaps serving as antidotes to Eurocentrism--nevertheless 
present serious problems of their own, as the values they espouse are neither necessarily progressive nor 

20 Niyi Osundare’s trenchant criticism of pus=colonial thought goes in many directions. His biting critique is echoed in 

presentations by numerous other African writers, philosophers, and social scientists. 
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to ~e benefit of the peoples they purportedly represent" (2002, 6i 3). His point is well taken and certainly 
speaks to a danger that accompanies many critiques of Eurocentric paradigms. However, Dirlik’s criticism 
does not speak to the robust, seIf-aware engagement and critique of internal and external traditions by 
contributors to this book. The compelling strength of the arguments by Woie Soyinka, Anene Ejikeme, 
Plus Adesanmi, C~testin Monga, and other contributors is located in their capacity to hold multiple 
realities in tension as critical and inter;ecting parts of the African trajectory,zl Thus, their eye on the 

past produces a logical relaying of larger truths and intersections in a manner similar to Titi Ufomata’s 

negotiation of her engagement with the colonial: 

I am not suggesting for a second that oppression or inequity did not exist in the traditional system prior 
to cofoniatism. Such a claim would be false. There was significant subordination of women to indigenous 
social structures that rendered them unequal in family, lineage and state matters. There is the issue of 
inheritance among several African societies, for example. One has to remember however, that the basis 
of subordination, for example wives to daughters of a family or wives to husbands does not parallel the 
idea of gender subordination pervasive in the literature. While a woman can be discriminated against as 
a wife, she has important rights as a daughter or sister. Secondly, the English language and history have 
served to masculinize things in such a way that even women’s accomplishments are masked .... MaRy 
records of female rulers exist in Yorubaland. Only recently, the Regent of Ado, a major town in Ekiti 
State of Nigeria, was a woman. There were a tot of women in the traditional Oyo pohtical structure and 

the positions were quite significant (Ufomata, 2000}. 

The question then seems to cormern the depth to which individual authors can burrow in the liberating 
spaces created by the tradition. Dirlik himself suggests that these spaces offer potential for much rigorous 
work. "By far the most important contributions have been those that have brought cultural questions into 
discussions of poli6cat economy, opening the way to a more holistic understanding of colonialism. Of these 
approaches, perhaps the most salient has been the critique of claims to nation and national identity. 
Postcolonial criticism has revealed the impossibility of any ctea>cut cultural dist~ction between colonizer and 
colonized, showing how the cultural formations of one are incomprehensible without reference to the cultural 
formatio,~s of the other" (Dirlik 2002, 612-613). This compellingnotion of a duality of currents between the 
domains of coloniality is simplified in Steinmetz’s description of the constitutive imperative and impact of the 
margins on the colonizing core. We cite him at length by way of emphasizing the possibilities opened up for 

reenvisioning Africa and the world through this cross-critical refraining: 

While "postcolonial studies" has been taken to mean many things, it is identified above all with the claim 
that colonialism has been as much about Europe and Europeans as about the colonized .... Postcolonial 
analysts are not the first to examine the impact of colonies on Europe .... Economic historians and his- 
torical sociofogists discussed the contribu6on of gold and silver from the American colonies to the emer- 
gence of capitalism in Europe. Other historians analyzed the impact of colonial products such as sugar, 
tobacco, pepper and spices, coffee and tea, and rubber on European culture .... Indeed, one Of the most 
vibrant areas of postcolonial thinking has involved the reinterpretation of canonica! works of European 
literature that are not ostensibly concerned with colonialism at nit. Writers like Gayatri Spivak and Edward 

n These scholars do not necessarily identify as postcoionial thinkers. We merely reference their works, which present 

concerns, perspectives, and methodologies found in much postcolonial criticism. 
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¯ " ’ rs" (Jane Austen, Mary Shelly, Charlotte Bront~, Baudelaire, 
Said have analyzed texts by O’noncolontat write 
Kafka, Shakespeare) as constituted by the colonial margin. Others have explored the ways in wgich the 
intertwining of core and periphery has shaped other aspects of European culture .... The new colonial 
studies have also started to disrupt entrenched ways of thinking about processes that are not colonial in 
any conventional sense¯ Historians have begun rewriting the history of intra-Enropean state formation in 
the medieval and early modern pqriods as a colonial process, even though it was Rot construed as such by 
the actors at the time. The influx and growing awareness of postcotonials vdthin the core societies is forc- 

ing Europeans to think about the long-term ramifications of colonialism for their own societies. Most 
dramatically, this shift can be understood as a "historical decen~ering" and a "reversal o[ colonial history" 

in which the center-periphery axis is destabilized and the "master’s language" is transformed into a form 

of creole (Stei~raetz, 2003). 

Conclusion award-winning research (Africans and the Industrial Revolution in England, 2002) on the impact 
of 

Inikori’s 
of African ~esources on European economies remains an important reminder of the vital importance 
this trend in intellectual analysis. His research destabilizes and provides the data and evidences that chal- 

lenge settled Eurocentric imaginaries of Africa and the West and offers a most beguiling anchor for new 
work by African and Africanist scholars, that is, the use of this large body of critical traditions as a means 

of speaking back, interrogating arid not merely refuting and defining the West itself via its intersections 
with and interventions on the African continent. As we conclude this initial voyage around theorizing 

evolving contours of postcolonialism may offer critical pathways for future 
Africa, it is clear that the Africa and the West. Clearly, there is need for what we call a fluid, polycentric 

,, ¯ ,, and tools of what 
incursions in refxammg 
thrust in studying the African continent, one that adopts some of the central concerns 

is perhaps more cautiously termed studies of "coloniality" in which we reference Mignoto’s (2000) work 
on the space where the reconstitutiou of subaltern knowledge and border thinking takes place. Therefore, with renewed vigor in the concluding chapter of the book, having 
we reenter this conversation on frames engage in provocative, substmative discussions of a range of con- 
allowed the reader the opportunity to 

temporary social, economic, cultural, and poetical issues and pr0blems that provide an informed land- 

scape from which to demand certain requirements of a workable frame and methodology. 
As the various contributions to. this book systematically destabilize the totalizing ways. of reading 

history, identity, conflict, disease, culture, and the arts in African cour~tries, we bring these concerns 
together in our concluding consideration of the value of a robust and gutsy form of theoretical criticism 
that meets the demand for new strategies o~ resistance and change at the local and global levels and 

supports the struggle to transform both the objective indicators of crises on the continent while embrac- 
ing the struggle for "voice," "represer~tation," and "agency" of colonized peoples from internal and 

external forces of oppression and exploitation. Such a ~rame offers a rigorous interrogation, which, as 
A|i Rattansi has noted, allows for the investigation of the mutually constitutive role played by colonizer 
and colonized, center and periphery, the metropolitan and the ~’native" in forming, in part, the identi- 
ties of both the Western powers and the non-Western cultures that they forged (1997). 

Refraining Contemporary Africa does not reify the validity of so-called African perspectives and 
voice as though they were irreproachable but supports a nuanced and transformative analysis of 

African political, economic, and cultura~ practice. As we show in the preface to this volume, the essays 
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collectively expose global-national-local nexus in problems of governance, political instability, and the 
deterioration of social conditions in many African countries. Such realities are analyzed with an acute 
understanding of context and historicity and with an obligation to introduce silenced voices through a 
language of discourse and analysis that embraces a critique of global reductionism without evading 
uncomfortable issues of local agency. Such a language of analysis generates a capacity, for instance, to 
confront and expose human suffering without consigning those who suffer into nameless wastelands 
of an African Otherness or suppressing the reality of their own capacities and complex, even conflicted, 
political and social positioning or identities. 

Scholars are, thus, engaged not merely in analysis that lends itself to the production of new knowledge, 
but also in acts of inscription, be they alien observers, differentially situated citizens, or authoritative 
brokers of memory and history,~2 and it is our hope that these goals and methodologies have converged 
in a provocative, inte!Iecmal production that confronts problematic discourses and realities in an ethical 
quest for justice, sociopolitical change, and peace in Africa. 
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B 
op.sE ,,LOVT five times a day, from 
Shanghai to Chicago, Jakarta to Tim~ 
buktu, the music of Islam’s call to 
prayer stirs the soul of devout Mus- 

lims everywhere. Whether cast from meta! 
loudspeakers over teeming city streets or lifted 
as the murmured song of camel drivers kneel- 
ing in the sand, it begins with the same Arabic 
phrase Muslims have used for nearly 1,400 

years, Islam’s melodic paean to the Creator. 
"Allah . , . u akbal;" the faithful sing out. 

"Altahhhhh. .. u akbar!---God is great!" 
Some 1.3 billion human beings--one per- 

son in five--heed Islam’s call in the modern 
world, embracing the religion at a rate that 
makes it the fastest growing on Earth, with 
80 percent of believers now outside the Arab 
world. For these people Islam is an intimate 

77 



INSIDE 
ISLAM 
FAITH AND POLITICS: AVOLATILE MIX 

For nearly 1,400 years Islam, though diverse in 

sectarian practice and ethnic tradition, has provided 

a unifying faith for peoples stretching from the Atlan- 

tic to the Indian Ocean and beyond. Starting in the 

1500s, Western ascendancy, which culminated in 

colonization, eroded once glorious Muslim empires 

and reduced the influence of Islam. After the breakup 

of the Ottoman Empire following World War 1 and the 

decline of European colonial empires following World 

War tl, Muslim nations adopted Western ideologies-- 

communism, socialism, secular nationalism, and 

capitalism. Yet most Muslims remained poor and 

powerless. Their governments, secular regimes often 

backed by the West, were corrupt and repressive. 

Muslims looked to their religion for answers, 

sparking an Islamic revival--whose proponents are 

known as lslamists--that has taken different forms 

in different countries. Westerners often cat] these 

movements "fundamentalism" and assume they are 

antimodern. However, not all fslamists, who range 

from moderate to militant, support rigid approaches 

to their religion, the universal imposition of sharia 

(Islamic law), or a return to premodern ways. Instead, 

they struggle to resist what they see as an invasion 

of Western culture and to find an Islamic way to 

reorder the institutions of their societies. 

When, in the 1970s, the movements began in ear- 

nest, Islamism drew its members mainty from the 

young and poor, the uneducated and uprooted. Today 

islamism reflects mainstream Muslim thought. Ini- 

tially inspired by the 1979 Islamic Revolution in Iran, 

Islamist groups such as the Muslim Brotherhood 

have become potent political forces secular govern- 

ments must contend with. tslamist 

groups have never been allowed to 

gain control of governments through 

elections; many, however, are repre- 

sented in legislatures. A few, start- 

ing in Iran, have established Islamic 

states. Most of these regimes, like 

their secular predecessors, have 

fai~ed to establish democracies or 

uphold human rights. The age-old Is- 

lamic vision of a peaceful, just, and 

humane society remains unfulfilled. 

In 1992 the military 
stopped an election 
rather than let the 
Islamic Saivatlon 
Front come to power. 
Since then 100,000 
people have died in a 
war of terror between 
Islamists and the 
government. 

Muslims: 31 million; 
t00% Sunni 
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[] Self-~oc~airned 
~slamie republic 

Popular demand has 
brought sharia to most 
of the Muslim north, 
reducing crime, Critics 
say Islamic law gives 
state governments 
too much authodty, 
Northern Christians 
have rioted. 

Muslims: 63 million; 
i00% Sunni 

Colonel Muammar 
Qaddafi allows o~ly 
one brand of Islam-- 
his Third Way of 
"Islamic socialism," 
a radical interpretation 
based solely on the 
Kor8~ and not on the 
words and deeds of 
Muhamrasd. 

Muslims: 5 million; 
100% Sunni 
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Modern Turkey was 
founded in 1923 as 
a Western, secular 
democracy. The army 
has intervened to 
remove tslamists 
from off~ce. Head 
scarves are banned 
on college campuses, 

Muslims: 66 million; 
95% Sunni, 5% Shiite 

[he rulers of the 
minority Alawite sect 
maintain their grip on 
power through force, . 
Faced with an uprising 
by Sunni lslamists in 
1982, they leveled the 
city of Hamah, killing 
perhaps 20,000. 

Muslims: 15 million; 
84% Sunni, 12% Ala- 
wire, 4% other 

Two decades after 
revolutionaries topp[ed 
the shah, the country 
is stil~ governed 
by clerics. Reformers 
hope to increase 
the powers of the 
elected president and 
parliament, fostering 
democracy. 

Muslims: 65 million; 
90% Shiite,.lO% Sunni 

BAHRAIN 

The oil-rich land of 
Islam’s birth is gay- 
emed by a wealthy 
monarchy, which 
imposes a strict inten 
pretation of islam-- 
Wahhabism--that it 
tries to export abroad. 
The minority Shiites 
are persecuted. 

Muslims: 21 million; 
85% Sunni, 15% Shiffe 

A fundamentslist 

military government 

in the Muslim Arab 

north pursues a jihad 

against the black 

African, mostly non- 

Muslim south. The 

conflict is now as 

much about oil and 

land as about religion, 

Muslims: 22 million; 

100% Sunni 

Muslim Brotherhood 
members serve in 
parliament, but the 
military-backed gov- 
ernment continues 
an official ban against 
the party, fearieg its 
ties to extremists who 
have attacked Egyp- 
tians and tourists. 

Muslims= 66 million; 
99% Sunni, 1% other 

COMOROS [] 

The royal family enjoys 
the ultimate in legiti- 
many.ascent f~om 
the Propaet; It has 
pursued a Western, 

secular course, while 
allowing Islamists to 
win seats and chaege 
laws in parliament. 

Muslims: 5 million; 
99.9% Sunni, 
0.1% Shiite 

Schooled in a conser- ¯ 
vative form of Islam 
when refugees in 

Pakistan, the militant. 
Taliban brought a 
cruel order to their 
country after its cMI 
war: Executions are 
common; women have 
virtually no rights. 

Muslims: 27 million; 
85% Sunni, !5% Shiite 

Created with the patti. 

" tion of India in 1947, 
this Muslim homeland 
combines secular and 
Islamic law and is now 
under military control. 
A moderate Isiamist 

¯ ~i. party offers education, 

health care, and an 
alternative at the polls. 

79% Sunni, 21%.Shiite 

Among Muslims in 
the northwest, an 
influx of Han Chinese, 
economic discrimina- 
tion, and the arrival 
of militant lslamism 
fuel separatist ten- 
sions and violence, 

Muslims: 38 million; 
99% Sunni, 1% Shiite 

In 1971 ~slamists 
fought against seces- 
sion from Pakistan 
and were jailed or 
killed, Today they 
play a major role in 
the country’s secular 
democracy, while 
rural clerics enforce 
Islamic laws+ 

Muslims: 111 million; 
99% Sunni, 1% Shiite 

Saddam Hussein 
tolerates no opposi- 
lion and exc]udes toe 
Shiite majority from 
power. Proven enemy 
of the West, he pre- 
sents his secular 
police state as the 
hope of the Muslim 
masses, 

Muslims: 23 million; 
60% Shiite, 40% Sunni 

MUSLIMS 
AND ARABS 

Although Islam began in 
Arabia, only about 
20 percent of 
Muslims live 
io the Arab- 
speaking 
world. Istam’s 
two main 
braonhes, the 
Sunni and the 
Shiite, arose f~om its 
earliest days in the seventh 
century, when the minority 
Shiites lost a dispute over 
who would rule the Muslim 
world. Since then the 
Shiites, many in Iran and 
Iraq, have struggled, some- 
times violently, against 
the majority Sunnis, 

In Kashmir. Pakistan- 
backed Muslim mili-. 
rants fight, for inde- 
pender~ce. Elsewhere 
Muslims--i2 percent 
of the p~puiatior~--ar{ 
a swing vote in a polFti 
cal scene dominated 
by Hindu nationalists. 

Muslims: 124 million; 
75% Sunni, 25% Shi~t 

of Muslims 
are Arabs 

5 percent of 
Arabs are 
non-Muslims 

[~ 1% Other 

THE WORLD’S 
LARGEST RELIGI� 

More than one-fifth of h~ 
kind fellows ~slam, wt~ic 
to high birthrates and c, 
sions, is the world’s fa~ 
growing religion. 

2 billion 

1.3 billion 

900 million 

HINDt 

BUDDHISM 

360 million 

INDIAN OCEAN 



personal connection to the same God wor- 
shiped by Jews and Christians, a source of 
strength and hope in a troubled world. 

The term itself, Islam, is an Arabic word 
meaning "submission to God," with its etymo- 
logical roots firmly planted in salam, or peace. 
That may come as a surprise to many non- 
Muslims, whose perceptions of the faith have 
been skewed by terrorists, many from the Mid- 
dle East, whose unspeakable acts in the name 
of Islam have been condemned by leaders 
everywhere. 
: "Peace is the essence of Islam;’ says Prince El 
Hassan bin Talal of Jordan, brother of the late 
King Hussein and a descendant of the Prophet 

¯ Muhammad. Prince El Hassan helps Iead the 
World Conference on Religion and Peace and 
spends much of his energy building bridges of 
understanding between the Muslim world and 
the West. "Respecting the sanctity of life is the 
cornerstone of our faith," he says, "and of all 
great faiths." 

Like Iudaism and Chris- 
tianity, Islam traces its lineage 
to the prophet Ibrahim (Abra- 
ham*), a wandering Bronze 
Age shepherd with whom God 
(Allah in Arabic) made cove- 
nants that became the foun- 
dation of the three faiths. 
Muslims revere the Hebrew 
prophets, including Moses, 
and regard the Old and New 
Testaments as an integral part 
of their tradition. They dis- 
agree with Christians about 
the divinity of Jesus but honor 
him as an especially esteemed 
messenger from God. The 
ultimate messenger for Mus- 
lims is the Prophet Muhammad. 

Born about A.D. 570 at Mecca in present-day 
Saudi Arabia, Muhammad was an orphan 
raised by his grandfather and uncle. He grew 
up to be a modest and respected businessman 
who rejected the widespread polytheism of 
his day and turned to the one God wor- 

shiped by the region’s Christian and Jewish 
communities. 

At about age 40 Muhammad retreated 
to a cave in the mountains outside Mecca 

*See "Abraham: Journey of Faith," by "lad Szulc, 
December 2001. 

to meditate. There, Mustims believe, he was 
visited by the archangel Gabriel, who began re- 
citing to him the Word of God. Until his death 
23 years later, Muhammad passed along these 
reveIations to a growing band of followers, 
induding many who wrote down the words or 
committed them to memory. These verses, 
compiled soon after Muhammad’s death, 
came the Koran, or "recitation;’ considered by 
Muslims the literal Word of God and a refine- 
ment of the Jewish and Christian scriptures. 

T 
HE KORAN consists of t14 suras, or 

chapters, and covers everything from 
the nature of God (compassionate 

and merciful) to laws governing the mundane 
affairs of men. Do not usurp one another’s 
property by unjust means, it commands. Kill 
no game while on pilgrimage. 

Its underlying message is % prescription for 
harmony in everyday life;’ says Sheikh Anwar 
al-Awtaki, the imam, or spiritual leader, of the 

Dar al-Hijara Mosque just outside Washing- 
ton, D.C. "In the Koran, God commands us to 
be merciful with one another, to live an ethical. 
life. These concepts are not new, of course; the 
Koran confirms many of the teachings already 
laid down in the Bible. In many ways God’s 
message in the Koran boils down to ’treat 
others better than they treat you:" 

For Muslims the Koran is also a poetic 
touchstone, a source of the pure Arabic 
ianguage memorized by Muslim school- 
children and recited by Muslim adults on every 
important occasion--weddings, funerals, 
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Created with the parti- 
tion of India in :1947, 
this Muslim homeland 
combines secular and 
Islamic taw and is now 
under military control. 
A moderate {slamist 
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alternative at the polls. 
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In 1971 islamists 
fought against seces- 
sion f~om Pakistan 
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the country’s secular 
democracy, while 
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Islamic laws. 

Muslims: 111 million; 
99% Sunni, 1% Shiite 

in I~ashmir, Pakistan- 
backed Muslim mili- 
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by Hindu nationalists° 
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Muhammad to declare his new faith among 
the people of his region--no small task, given 
the vicious tribal warfare and idol worship 
rampant in seventh-century Mecca, much of it 
focused on the Kaaba. This cube,shaped shrine 
was used for pagan rituals to honor a pantheon 
of deities. Muhammad and his followers, were 
ridiculed and violently attacked for their belief 
in a single, unseen God. 

After a decade of persecution Muhammad 
and his followers migrated to Medina, a city 
some 200 miles from Mecca, where the Proph- 
et won more converts and eventually came to 
govern the town. After several years he and a 
small army of the faithful returned to Mecca, 
took the city, destroyed the idols of the Kaaba, 
and rededicated it to the God of Abraham. 
From that time to this, pilgrims have revered 
the Kaaba as the holiest shrine in Islam, reen- 
acting the Prophet’s iourney to Mecca in the 
annual hajj, or pilgrimage, which draws as 
many as 2.5 million Muslims from all over the 
world to circle the Kaaba in the footsteps of 
Abraham and Muhammad. 

One of the Five Pillars of islam (along with 
fasting in the holy month of Ramadan, prayer, 
charity, and profession of faith), the haij is 
required of all who can manage it at least once 
in a lifetime. 

"I am now a hajji!" beamed 
Hamoudi bin Nweijah al- 
Bedoul, a Bedouin man of 
middle age living in the rock- 
strewn deserts southeast of 
the Dead Sea. His reaction 
was typical of Muslims re- 
turning from the haij for the 
first time. "It was me and my 
mother, and a million people 

iust like us. We took a bus for 
a week, all the way to Mecca. 
My mother cried the whole 
way back"’ 

By the time the Prophet 
died in A.D. 632, Islam was 
established throughout the 
Arabian Peninsula, bringing 
peace and unity to the tribes 
for the first time in memory. 
Within a century of his death 
the armies of Islam, empow- 
ered by faith, had conquered 
a vast swath of territory 

PAKISTAN 

stretching from India to the Atlantic coasts of 
Spain and Portugal, including North Africa 
and the Middle East. 

This Islamic world built on the intellectual 
achievements of the Roman and Persian cul- 
tures it usurped, sponsoring an explosion of 
learning unparalleled until the Renaissance. 
According to historian Bernard Lewis of 
Princeton University, Islam’s unsung heroes 
included its translators, who preserved the 

classics of the ancient world¯ in "epoch- 
making" Arabic versions of Greek texts on 
"mathematics and astronomy, physics and 
chemistry, medicine and pharmacology, geog- 
raphy and agronomy, and a wide range of other 
subjects including, notably, philosophy." At a 
time when Europe was languishing in the early 
Middle Ages, Muslim scholars and thinkers 
were giving the world a great center of Islamic 
learning (AI-Azhar in Cairo) and refining 
everything from architecture to the use of 
numbers. At the same time, seagoing Muslim 
traders were spreading the faith to southern 

Asia, China, and the east coast of Africa. 
Flourishing by the end of the first millen- 

nium, the realm of Islam was tested as western 
Europe, spurred by its contact with the Islamic 
Near East, awoke alld lashed ont, launching 
a series of armed Crusades to wrest the Holy 

islam’s artistic glory reflects from the 1494 tomb of Bibi Jawindi, a holy 

woman revered by Muslims in the Punjab. Like North Africa and the Mid- 

die East, Punjab fei] to Islamic armies after Muhammad’s death in 632. 
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Speaking the body language of islam-submission 

-Muslims pray in Mecca {far left), home of the 

Prophet Muhammad. Seen by Muslims as a culmina- 

tion of Judaism. and Christianity, Islam is practiced 

by a mosaic of cultures, from the sidewalks of Kuala 

Lumpur (left) Lo Lhe sands of Gusau, Nigeria, where 

a vendor sells the holy Koran. 

holidays. In a religion that forbids statuary and 
icons, this book is the physical manifestation of 
the faith, and small, tattered copies of it are 
found tucked into the pockets of every shop- 
keeper in the Muslim world. 

Just as verses of the Bible can be pulled out 
of context and made to march to a zealot’s 
cause, so is the Koran subject to distortion. A 
verse that counsels women to adopt modest 
dress and behavior is widely read as good prac- 
tical advice; other interpretations supply the 
Taliban with a rationale to imprison Afghan 
women in their homes. Verses prescribingfihad, 

or struggle, against the enemies of God are 
usually taken to mean the internal striving 
of each individual for spiritual purity and 
enlightenment. Others describe Muhammad’s 
armed struggle against his enemies and give 
the radicals of today a pretext, however twisted, 
for waging a holy war against nonbelievers. 

Such interpretations cannot be overruled, 
because Islam is a faith without an established 
hierarchy; there is no Muslim pope, no excom- 
munication of heretics. So while an imam can 
offer his congregants guidance and scholar- 
ship, in the end Islam’s authority resides in its 
scripture, freeing individuals to interpret the 
Word of God in their own way. The Koran itself 
acknowledges this dilemma in Sura III:7: 
"Some,.. verses are precise in meaning--they 
are the foundation of the Book--and others 
ambiguous. Those whose hearts are infected 
with disbelief follow the ambiguous part, so 
as to create dissension.., no one knows its 
meaning except God." 

God forbade religious coercion but directed 
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Whoever killed a human being, except as punishment for murder or other villainy in the land, 

shall be deemed as though he had killed all mankind. KoranV:32 

Land, including the Christian shrines of 
Jerusalem, from Muslim control. 

Though fragmented and initially overcome, 
Muslims rallied to ultimately defeat the invad- 
ing Christian armies, whose blood-soaked 
legacy--the indiscriminate killing of thou- 
sands of innocent Arabs, Muslim and Christian 
alike, as well as the Jews of Jerusalemmlives on 
in the minds of Middle Easterners to this day. 

As Europe rose to glory during the Renais- 
sance and beyond, the Islamic world continued 
to thrive after the creation of the Ottoman 
Empire in the late 1200s. This powerful state 
fell at the end of World War I, resulting in the 
subdivision of its mostly Muslim lands into the 
Middle Eastern countries we know today. 

Although a few Mustim nations are wealthy 
from oil resources, most are poor and increas- 
ingly demoralized by their position in the 
world. Few Muslim societies enjoy the range of 
civil liberties that Western nations take for 
granted, such as freedom of expression and the 
right to vote in a fair election. And their popu- 
lations are booming: Four people out of ten in 
Muslim countries are under the age of 15. 

Disaffected and disenfranchised, many people 
in these societies are turning to Islam, and to 
Islamic political movements, to assert their 
identity and reclaim power over their own lives. 
In addition many Muslims, especially in the 
Arab world, are angry at the United States for its 
support of Israel, its military presence in Saudl 
Arabia, land of Muslim holy places, and its 
continuing economic sanctions against Iraq, 
which are widely perceived to have spared Sad- 
dam Hussein but hit the people of Iraq--fellow 
Musli~ns--right between the eyes. Muslim 
societies also have a tong-standing love-hate 
relationship with U.S. popular cul- 
ture, and these days those intense 
feelings may be closer to revulsion 
than respect. 

"To many Muslims, especially 
those in traditional societies, 
American pop culture looks a lot 

like old-fashioned paganism, a cult 

that worships money and sex," says Imam 
Anwar al-AMaki. "For such people, Islam is an 
oasis of old-fashioned family values"’ 

Some Muslim nations, like Iran and Saudi 
Arabia, today base their governments on 
sharia, or Koranic laws and teachings, which 
are themselves subiect to debate and interpre- 
tation. Others, like Malaysia and Jordan, com- 
bine these traditional principles of justice with 
more modern, secular forms of government 
and society. 

B~ptore Islam in Amedca, lind 

a listing ot Web resources, 

and share your ~0ug~ts in 

our forum at ~ationalgeo 

grapNc.com/ngmi0201, 

AOL Keyword; N~tGeoMag 

F 
OR MOST of the world’s 1.3 billion 

.M,.,uslims, Islam is not a political system. 
It s a way of life, a discipline based on 

looking at the world through the eyes of faith. 
"Islam gave me something that was lacking 

in my life;’ says Jennifer Calvo of Washington, 
D.C. Calvo is 28 and looks as if she just stepped 
out of a painting by Botticelli, with aquiline 
features and striking blue eyes, set off by a 
white head scarf tucked neatly into her full- 
length robe. Calvo was raised Catholic and 
works as a registered nurse. 

"I used to get so depressed trying to con- 
form to our crazy culture and its image 

of what a woman should be;’ she said, "the 
emphasis we put on looking good--the hair, 
the makeup, the clothes--and our hunger for 
material wealth. It left me feeling empty all 
the time:’ 

Two years ago, as people have done for 1,400 
years, Jennifer became a Muslim by simply 
declaring the words: "La ilaha ilia Allah, 
Muhammad rasut Allah There is no god but 
God, and Muhammad is his Messenger." 

"Everything is so much simpler now;’ she 
said. "It’s just me and God. For the first time in 

my life I’m at peace’ 

For Catvo and most Muslims 
on Earth, that is what lslam’s call 
to prayer represents. Kneeling to 
God five times a day, in unison, 
facing Mecca from wherever they 
happen to be, they find peace in 
an act of surrender. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, September 16, 2011 1:57 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20110916135520332.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:sca~mer~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Friday, September 16, 2011 1:55 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 09.16.2011 13:55:20 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, September 16, 2011 4:26 PM 

Carolina Copy <CarolinaCopy@aux-services.unc.edu> 

RE: New copier code 

works now. Thanks! -Travis 

From: Carolina Copy [mailto:CarolinaCopy@aux-services.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 08, 2011 8:39 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: New copier code 

done 

John Foust 
Operations Manager Carolina Copy, UNC Printing 
UNC o Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-962-2799 
Fax: 919-962-6215 

From: Gore, Travis [mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 07, 2011 4:00 plVl 
To: Carolina Copy 
Subject: New copier code 

Greetings: 

Please create the following copier code for machine #R10442 in Battle Hall: 

(Walter Rucker) 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, September 16, 2011 4:31 PM 

Rucker, Walter (2 <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 

RE: New copier code 

Hi Walter, 

tested it out and it finally works!! 

Travis 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Monday, September 12, 2011 8:31 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: New copier code 

Thanks Travis. 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, September 08, 2011 1:24 PM 
To: Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: FW: New copier code 

You are all set! 

From: Carolina Copy [mailto:CarolinaCopy@aux-services.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 08, 2011 8:39 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: New copier code 

done 

John Foust 
Operations Manager Carolina Copy, UNC Printing 
UNC - Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-962-2799 
Fax: 9! 9o962-6215 

From: Gore, Travis [mailto:stqore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 07, 2011 4:00 PM 
To: Carolina Copy 
Subject: New copier code 

Greetings: 



Please create the following copier code for machine #R10442 in Battle Hall: 

(Walter Rucker) 

Thanks! 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, September 19, 2011 2:39 PM 

Sawin, Patricia E <sawin@unc.edu> 

RE: Sept 21 talk on the new National Museum of African American History and Culture 

Thanks[ 

From: Sawin, Patricia E 
Sent: Monday, September 19, 2011 2:38 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Sept 21 talk on the new National Museum of African American History and Culture 

And here is a poster that you can put up in the department. 
thanks, 
Patricia Sawin 

Patricia E Sawin 
Associate ProfessoL Depa~ment of Anthropology 
CB# 3115 
409oA Alumni Building 
~sociate Chair, Director of Graduate Studies, and 
Coordinator of the Folklore Program 
Depa£ment of American Studies 
CB# 3520 
228 Green[aw 
UniversiW of Noah Carolina 
Chapel Hill~ NC 27599 

From: Sawin, Patricia E 
Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2011 10:20 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Sept 21 talk on the new National Museum of African American History and Culture 

Hello, Travis, 
Would you share word of this talk with the faculty and students of African and Afro-American Studies? 
Thanks, 
Patricia Sawin 

Creating Space and Finding Voice" 
The Slavery and Freedom Exhibition at the 

National Museum of African American History and Culture 



Wednesday, September 21, 7:00 pm 
Donovan Lounge, 223 Greenlaw Hall 

Richard Rabinowitz is one of the leading public historians in the United States. Over the past 40 years 
he has led creative teams of scholars, curators, educators, artists, architects, designers, and 
institutional planners in fashioning over 500 successful and innovative history programs at sites like 
the New-York Historical Society, the Lower East Side Tenement Museum in New York; the 
Birmingham Civil Rights Institute; the National Underground Railroad Freedom Center in Cincinnati; 
and other sites in 33 states and the District of Columbia. Since 2005, he has curated six blockbuster 
history exhibitions at the New-York Historical Society, including Slavery in New York and 
Revolution! The Atlantic World Reborn. He is currently guest curator for the "Slavery and 
Freedom" exhibition at the new National Museum of African American History and Culture, to be 
opened in Washington in 2015. Rabinowitz has an A.B. summa cum laude and a PhD from Harvard 
University and is the author of many works in history and museum practice. He is currently a Fellow 
at the Gilder Lehrman Center for Slavery, Resistance, and Abolition at Yale University. 

http://www.a mericanhistoryworkshop.com/bios.htm 
http://www.neh .gov/news/hu manities/2008-07/exhibitry.html 

For information contact Patricia Sawin, sawin@unc.edu 962-4065 

Sponsored by the Department of American Studies, the Department of History, the Center for the 
Study of the American South, and APPLES Service Learning. 



* Image Credit: Watercolor by Jean-Baptiste-Antoine DeVerger; Anne S.K. Brown Military Collection, 
Brown University Library 

Patricia E Sawin 
Associate Professor, Depa~ment of Anthropology 
CB# 31],5 
409oA Alumni Building 
Associate Chair, Director of Graduate Studies, and 
Coordinator of the Folklore Program 
Depa~ment of American Studies 
CB# 3520 
228 Greenlaw 
University of Noah Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, September 19, 2011 5:01 PM 

Rupert, Janet M <jrupert@email.unc.edu> 

RE: AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER STUDIES       registration expired 

Thanks Janet! 

From: Rupert, Janet M 
Sent: Monday, September 19, 2011 5:00 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER STUDIES ~ registration expired 

Trav[s, 

Thank you for following up. These emails were system generated, in error. I could not tell who received them to get 
a message out. Fm sorry for the confusion - your registration is fine. 

My apologies, 

Janet 

Janet M Rupert, CPA 

Director, Logistics 

Procurement Services 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

104 Airport Drive, #2506 

CB 1070 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1070 

phone: 919-962-6267 

fax: 919-962-6271 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, September 19, 2011 3:21 PM 
To: Rupert, Janet M 
Subject: RE: AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER STUDIES registration expired 



Hi Janet, 

Can you tell me if my signature report was received today? 

Thanks[ 

Travis 

From: Janet Rupert [mailto:jrupert@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, July 23, 2011 1:05 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER STUDIES I registration expired 

Surplus Property Office 

Dear Mr. Gore: 

Your department registration with the Surplus Property Office has expired. 

Please Iogin to the Surplus Property Application, update your staff profiles (if necessary), then print out the signature report and forward a copy 
signed by each approved staff member to the Surplus Property Office. 

Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, September 20, 2011 2:51 PM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20110920143714588.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:sca~mer~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 20, 2011 2:37 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 09.20.2011 14:37:14 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 
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SEEING WITH THE EYES 

OF BLACK WOMEN 

Gender, Ethnicity, and Development 

From the window of the office of CoopMujeres, a women’s coopera- 

tive in the sottthwest Pacific town of Guapi, I had a clear view of the 

river that gave the town its name. The scenes below were reminiscent of 

the ones I had seen two months ago in Quibd6: mqueros punting long 

r~ts of logs (hand-hewn with axes and lashed together with vines) to 
sell dowrtriver; campesinos unloading bananas, coconuts, citrus, borojo, 

chontaduro, and other tropical fruit as well as fish and mollusks from 

their canoes; children bathing noisily on the riverbank while women 

washed clothes and pots nearby. A block away in the town’s main plaza, 

the produce and fish market was in full swing. Lining the plaza were dry 

goods stores stocked with the basic items necessary for life in the rural, 

riverine areas of the Pacific: rice, sugar, rubber boots, twine, fish hooks, 

gasoline, rum. A stall selling local handicrafts, an initiative of CoopMu- 

jeres, was a recent addition. 

I mined my attention to the bright, whitewashed room, alive with the 

energy of CoopMujeresmembers: several street vendors with whom I 
had haggled earlier that morning; Dora Ortiz, the artisana who had 
come down the stairs of the handicrafts stall so nimbly that I did not 

lmow she was blind; and Sylveria Rodr~guez, the director of CoopMu- 
jeres, with her serious eyes arid brilliant smile. There were two other 

visitors, the coordinators of a new Canadian-Colombian Program for 

Black Women. Sylveria was telling them about the future plans of the 

cooperative. Members wanted more training and help with income gen- 

’CSeeing with the Eyes of Black Women" I3r 

erating productive activities. In addition, they wanted workshops on 

the meaning of Mack identity and citizenship, political participation and 

leadership, women’s health, and interpersonal and family relations. 

FIELD NOTES~ APII.IL 3, 1995 

Black women have always been active and visible in Pacific life] but with 

the profound political changes atthe end of the twentieth century, their 

acrdvism and visibility took new forms. Besides being crucially important 
parts of ethnic movements, Afro-Colombian women, as the vignette 

from my field notes i!lustrates, were active members of development co- 

operatives. Emerging in the ~98os, these cooperatives became renewed 
targets of development attention in the ~99OS. The juxtaposition of 

economic development and black ethnic organizing created new pos- 

sibilities for afrocolombianad(Afro-Colombian women’s) activism. In the 
post-Law 7o period, Afro-Colombian women established autonomous 

networks of blad; women of the Pacific to address their gender needs 

and ethnic identity. While several 1,oN women activists were part of 
these women’s net~vorks, the vcr~ urged afrocolombianas to join With 

broader ethnic movements rather than orgariize independently. 
In this chapter, I map how afrocolombianas drew on prevailing dis- 

courses of development and ethnic identity to assert their right to or- 

ganize independently from state-led projects and from broader black 

movements while simultaneously being constituted as subjects of these 
forces. I argue that the networks of black women and black women’s ac- 

tivism are neither autonomous expressions of alternative (feminist, eth- 

nic, or non-Western) rationality for Pacific development and politics nor 

"instrument effects" of modernizing state power. Rather, by tracing the 
changing dynamics of afrocolombianas’ organizing, I show how black 

women’s subjectivity and agency are shaped differentially, unequally, 
and discursively by and against the political and cultural struggles. 

Development and Black Women’s Cooperatives 

Like ~vomen in other parts of the world, Mack women in the Pacific 

organize and work collectively around their quotidian tasks. Many of 

these traditional forms of organization and social relations began to 

change with the waves of modernization in the Choc6 (Escobar ~995; 

Lozano I996; Pvojas I996). Within the first post-World War Two decade 

of Third World development, women, especially those in rural areas, 
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o . - ¯ _,, ..... on~roductive" domestic and " . 

were considered part otme econormcway 1~ ~ ..~ 
subsistence sectors. Within policy circles, they appeared, if at all, as wel- 

fare recipients or targets of population-control and poverty-reduction 
programs (Braidotti et N. 1994-). In the early 198os, these representa- 

. .... 

tions gave way to "Growth with Equity" programs, which focused 
¯ 

on harnessing women’s labor" for economic growth and integrating 
women into mainstream development processes. Such programs were :.:i.. 

strongly influenced by Ester Boserup’s book Women’s l~ole in Economic 
.:. : 

Development, a landmark work published in 197o, which demonstrated 
that Third World women make a. considerable contribution to produc- . 

tire sectors, especially in agriculture. These programs were framed by 
the Women-in-Development (WlD) approach, which aimed to bring 
women up to par with men economically, and to ensure that they re- 

ceived equal benefits from development.2 " 

These general trends were reflected in development plans for the Pa- ~.:..).:..: 
with women appearing as beneficiaries in the populafion,.nutrition, ...... 

and rural health projects of President Betancur’s Integrated Develop- 

ment Plan for the Pacific Coast (3 LAD ~ i c o v) initiative and of the Plan ..... 
for Welfare Homes (Plan de Hogares de Bienestar), which was part of 
~resident Virgnio Barco’s Social Economic Vim for the Pacific Region 
(Escobar I995; Lozano I996). Vfb~e wornen were not the focus of agri- 
culture intensification projects, Betty Ruth Lozano (1996) and ieannevce 
Rojas (1996) note that large numbers of women became integrated into 
the agro-industrial sector as to,v-paid menial workers on shrimp farms 
and African oil palm plantations. In 1988, probably influenced by WlD 
approaches, an extended v ~v ~ c o v launched a women’s component 
to facilitate women’s contribution to the productive sector (Lozano .."~:~~:~"~.:..:. 

IXI tile I99OS, pLADI~ICO~P received funds from UNICEF and other 

international donors to encourage rural groups to establish savings .... 

and-loan cooperatives. The main aims of these cooperatives were to 
form large consolidated groups to qualify for loans, get technical help 
to improve artismaal and agricultural production, and obtain institn- 
tionN support for marketing their products: in short, to increase rural 
incomes. Severn cooperatives, including women’s cooperatives, were 
formed with vLA~EICO~’S support. Among them were CoopMujeres " 
(short for Cooperativa de Ahorro y Crddito de Mujeres Productivas 
de Guapi, or Savings and Loan Cooperative of Women Producers of 
Guapi) and Ser Mujer (short for Set Mujer Cooperativa de Ahorro y 
Crddito, or Womanlaood Savings and Loan Cooperative) in Tumaco.a 
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Ser Mujer came into existence when an association of eighteen groups 
of"bakers, seamstresses, commtmity mothers, vendors of fish, shellfish 
and street food, charcoal makers, and handicrafts makers" came together 
in 1992. This assodation, the Tumaco Women Delegates Group (junta 
de Delegados de Mujeres de Tumaco; yv~D~z~rzx), became a formal 
cooperative in r993. 

Up the coast in Buenaventura, the Foundation for the Development 
of the Women of Buenaventura (Fundacidn para el Desarrollo de la Mu- 
jer de Buenaventura), kno~vn as Ftmdemujer, emerged in 1989. Wom- 
en’s health, espedally pre- and postnatal care for young mothers, was 
a central concern of Fundcmujer. But the cooperative also supported 
women’s productive activities. 

Although most of the members were Afro-Colombian (given the 
demographics of the region), membership was not restricted to black 
women. Cooperative women trained in micro-enterprise management, 
estabfished rotating, low-interest credit schemes, and formal soda[ soli- 
darity networks, including emergency funds to aid women in times of 
acute domestic crisis. Besides the usual bureaucrats and development 
experts, a few feminists and soda[ activists sucla as Rojas and Lozano 
worked closely with these women’s groups, often serving as consultants 
(asesoras) to local or federal state programs and regional ~GOS. Kojas 
(1996) notes tha~: in keeping with the broader development aims in the 
region, the work of cooperatives was directed toward addressing basic, 
material needs, or what she and others call the tener part of women’s 
lives. Given the aims and structures of the cooperatives, however, there 
was little room for its members to discuss issues such as sexism, do- 
mestic violence, or ettmic and racial discrimination--regular aspects 
of experience though they were. Lozano (1996) considers these omis- 
sions a form of neutrality with respect to gender concerns within the 
cooperatives. 

By the time I visited in 1995, women’s cooperatives in the Padfic had 
an established organizational history behind them and seemed success- 
fully institutionalized. CoopMujeres claimed lZZ members, and Set Mu- 
jet claimed zzo. With twenty-five women’s groups and a total of eight 
hundred members, Fundemujer was by far the largest cooperative. In- 
come generation through productive activities was the central aim of 
most cooperatives, but with changes in the region’s political economy 
and ethno-cultural dynamics, new concerns began to appear on their 
agendas. While not quite as close to home, the buildup to the June 

~995 United Nations Women’s Conference in Beijing and international 



discourses about gender, development, and the environment also had 

some bearing on the changes occurring in the cooperatives. 
An important vehicle of change was the Program for Black Women, 

a new initiative fmaded through the Canadian and Colombian govern- 
ments and Foundation for Higher Education (Fundacidn para la Edu- 
cacidn Superior; F~s), a Call-based development ~ao. The coordina- 
tors of this program were 1Loins and Aria Isabel Arenas, the head of F~s’s 
Social Division, who had professional experience ,vorldng with gender 
and xvomen’s issues. In I994-, the program began working with women’s 
groups in BalSa Solano, Chocd, and funded projects on health, self- 
esteem, gender, and ethno-cultural identity, sustainable natural-resource 
use and management, and support for income-generating activities. 
The program’s approach was implicitly informed by the Gender and 
Development (cAD) frameworks, which were replacing the integration- 
ist WID perspectives and aimed to "empower" women to become key 
decision mal~ers in the household and community. Framed with criticaI 
insights from feminists and development professionals in the north and 
south, aAI) approaches aimed to transform existing gender relations by 
addressing women practical (everyday, immediate--tenet) needs and 
their strategic (long term, political--set) gender interests and identities 
(I<abeer I994-).÷ 

On April 3, 1995, I accompanied Rojas and Arenas on their visit to 
CoopMujeres to brainstorm ideas for potential projects under the Pro- 
gram for Black Women. After introductions, Arenas gave an overview of 
F ~ s and its various social and gender projects. Then Sylveria Rodr£guez, 
the director of CoopMujeres, spoke about the cooperative--its mem- 
bership, its functions_, and its furore needs. Many socigs (partners or co- 
operative members) wanted technical training to learn about obtaining 
credits, keeping accounts, and increasing the production and sale of their 
goods. Others chimed in with suggestions for workshops on women’s 
health, family relations, pofitical participation and dtizenship, and so 
on. One member asked if the cooperative could sponsor a talk about 
women and the meaning of Afro-Colombian ethnic identity. 

Joining the discussion, Arenas observed how gender often seemed to 
be a secondary element in conversations about development and floated 
the idea of self-esteem or women’s rights workshops. Rodrfguez re- 
sponded, "we already kn0m our rights. Now we need to learn how to ob- 
tain our rights, teach other people about our rights. We need to educate 
our men about women’s rights. Last year we celebrated Father’s Day, 
and many of our comioa~eros came. This year we are trying to make each. 
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member "win" her partner’s support and bring him to the ~vorkshop." 
When CoopMujeres celebrated Father’s Day, its members treated their 

attendant compa~eros (in this context, the term means husbands or do- 

mestic partners) to a delicious meal of dishes made ~vith regional prod- 

ucts. The event showcased how cooperative members help sustain and 

recover local produce and culinary traditions. After the meal, there were 
humorous sldts and songs about the various kinds of relations between 

men and women. One contrasted a home where sexism, jealousy, and 

abusive behavior abounded with another where the man helped with 

chores and child care and supported thewoman’s involvement in the co- 

operative. Many members agreed that their compafieros accorded them 

more respect when they brought more income into the household. The 

implication was dear: for members of the cooperative, more egalitar- 

ian relations with their compafieros were tied to economic security and 

income generation. 

After an animated exchange about the achievements and aspirations 
of the cooperative, a consensus was reached regarding its nex¢ goals: 
to concentrate on income-generating activities, but also to expand the 

collective aims of the group to explore members’ identities and rights as 

Afro-Colombians and women. Rojas and Arenas endorsed these ideas. 

They also discussed how concrete proposals, dear accounting, and ac- 

countability between parmer institutions were crucial for the coopera- 
tive to achieve its aims. 

On the following day, I met ~vith cooperative members again. Among 
them was Cipriana Diuza Montafio, a schoolteacher who had recently 

joined CoopMujeres because it was "organized, grounded and actively 

helped single women, single mothers, poor women, and heads of fami- 

lies." But she confessed that after hearing about Law 70 and black rights, 

she was curious about "the fuss about black women." According to 
Diuza Montafio, the folks from Cococauca, the vcN affliate in Guapi, 

who had organized the Law 7o worlcshop had "not told any stories about 

black women." When asked about her own understanding about being a 

black woman, she said, "We are black women, joyous but still enslaved, 

still afraid. We still need to learn to value our dialects, our religion, 
our dances." 

Diuza Montafio’s compafieras (in this context, the term means com- 

rades, sisters in struggle, friends), including those from cooperatives in ¯ 

other Pacific coastal states, expressed similar sentiments. Despite their 

curiosity about bla& identity and cultural rights, these women were not 

invoived with black regional organizations such as Cococauca or the 
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v cN. This tack of regional political ~afion ~so character~ed m~y 
members of Scr Mujer ~d F~demujer. As women’s ~oups, 

m~y helped ~eir members ad~ess ~e~ate materi~ needs. Some 

Se~ Mujer members lmew about Law 7o ~ough ~e N~o P~enque, 

but none were l~ed to ~e ~cN or p~dpated ~ el proceso. Over- 

~, ~e group felt ~at ~e p~enque’s work w~ l~gely co~ed 

r~ river~c co~fies ~d had ~e to do wi~ rc~es ~ T~aco. 
~ Buenaven~a, a few ~demujer membe~ su~ as Mercedes Se~ra 

actively engaged e~o-c~ s~ggles, bu~ as a group it rem~ed 

autonomous ~om ~e ~cN.. 
Despite ~e lack of close co~ecfions wi~ black movements, ~e mo- 

bfi~afio~ ~o~d AT 55 ~d Law 7o created space for black women 

to fi~ ~e issue of e~c ~d territor~ r~ghts wi~ ~e~ o~er con- 

cerns. Two regionwide black women’s ~n~uen~os (mec~gs)~ ~ Bue- 
navenmra ~ ~99~ ~d ~ Guap~ ~ ~99z--bad been org~ed by 

demujer ~d o~er women’s groups. Once ag~, fc~s~ ~c Koj~ 

played ~s~ent~ roles ~ or~z~g ~d obt~g ~ds ~ough 
yLADE~GOP, SWISSAID, ~d, later, ~e Pro~ for Black Women. 
~e ~c new PI~ Pac~co ~so had resources slated for e~ic, gender, 

~d enviro~¢nt~ projects, ~ese projec~ were s~ ~ ~e ~ stage, 
~d f~ds were not yet fo~co~g. At ~c Guapi encuen~o, black 

womc~ expressed ~c des~c to "create autonomous women’s org~a- 

fions ~at m~fcst ~d reflect o~ development, ~teres~ ~d e~c 
~ idenfi~." The Black Women’s Ne~0rk (~ed de Mujeres Negras) 

emerged ~erc wi~ ~s "to establish co~icafion ~d so~d~u 

be~vecn ~crent women’s ~d mLxed org~afions, to promote wom- 

effs org~za~om ~ough education ~d empowerment, to s~en~en 
e~c idenfiU, to study ~c re~fies ~d ~c nee~ of women ~d to 

m~e ~vomcn aw~e of ~e m~agement ~d s~able use of nam- 
r~ reso~ces ~d ~e cnvko~ent." P~cip~ts ~ ~e ne~vork agreed 

to abide by ~e pr~c~ples of "autonomy, ~afion of 
..... C~" idenfi~, respect, respons~b~ ~ co~cten (~o~ I996: 2~8), Coop- 

MBjeres, Set Mujer, F~demu~er ~d o~cr cooperatives soon jo~ed 

ne~ork. In its first few ye~s, ~¢ Black Women’s Ne~vork established 

region~ ~d loc~ oB~hoo~ ~ Guapi, Buenaven~a, ~d B~a Sol~o. 

Women from black region~ org~zafiom such as ~e rc~ ~so cl~ed 
mcmbers~p ~ the he,york. More ~ idea ~ ~ ~sfimfion~ s~c- 

rare, ~e nc~vork is given shape when member org~zafions conduct 
activities ~ i~ n~e. Consequently, ~cre ~c m~fiple ~derst~gs 

ofi~ orig~s ~d p~ose. 
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"Seeing through the Eyes of Black Women": 
Engendering Ethnic Struggles 

On August 23, ~995, I met with Patricia Moreno, Dora Alonso, Mercedcs 
Segura, and Myma Rosa Rodr~guez of Fundemujer. Among other is- 

sues, we spoke about the relations between women’s groups and ethno- 

cutmral struggles in the region. Recalling the experiences of the ~99o 

encuentro, the compafieras noted that the meeting had provided a space 

for black women to reflect on how they perceived their ethnic and gen- 
der identity, ask questions about their territorial rights, and discuss strat- 

egies to reclaim these rights. 

After a brief pause, Segura continued, "And then we had to discuss 

how to work with our first enemy, the man-friend." Elaborating on her 

enigmatic statement, Segura said that the ~first enemy" alluded not only 

to the menfolk at home but also to those within broader black strug- 

gles. Other Fundemujer members added that the cooperative helped in 
the Law 70 process, but that this was not recognized by the ~¢~. %Ve 

want to see eflmo-political struggles with the eyes of black women," 

one member told me. "But the yen does not want the two struggles 

together. Their position is that the gender struggle weakens the ethnic 

struggle."s 

Naming Margarita Moya, Zul~a Mena, Piedad C6rdoba, Marfa An- 

gulo, Leyla Andzea Arroyo, Libia Grueso, and others, the cooperative 

members proudly reflected on the visible role of black women as lead- 

ers in current black struggles, including in traditional partisan politics. 

What was less visible, they claimed, was the support provided by black 

women and organizations such as Fundemujer during the mobilization 

process to ratify.~w 55 and pass Law 70 and the support they continued 
to provide to black movements.6 I, too, had noticed that it was mostly 

women who answered telephones, managed the books, and took care of 

running the offices at the ~’cN, Cococauca, and OBAVO. Many women 

in the ~,cN told me that it was mostly women who organized work- 

shops, meetings and mobilizations, often on shoestring budgets.7 They 

bought supplies, cooked and served food, and cleared up after gather- 
ings. When there was no running water at the Bueno Aires Palenque, it 
was the women who figured out how to address the problem. Funde- 

mujer compafieras and others said that women’s logistical and adminis- 
trative contributions tended to remain invisible or undervalued within 

el proceso,a Even an important ~CN woman leader complained, in pri- 

vate, that male vCN members undervalued women activists’ political 
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and economic contributions.9 Giving an example of a black activist who 
was once closely allied to el proceso, she also noted that..women leaders 
~vho spoke too openly about women’s concerns and gender inequality 

within the organization risked marginalization. 
Although proud of bla& women leaders, activists outside the 

fek that their visibility obscured differences within the black communi- 
ties and unequal po~ver relations between Afro-Colombian women and 

¯ men. On the one hand, women were lauded for fostering a distinct black 
identity through their many quotidian tasks, such as growing and pre- 
paring specific foods, performing particular 6tuals, engaging in special 
health-care and healing practices. On the other hand, their essential po- 
sitions in maintaining black family and community life served to justify 
or obscure their more "domestic" roles in current ethnic struggles. 

Both women and men activists acknowledged that women’s gender 
roles restricted their ability to participate in the more "public" or "politi- 
cal:’ aspects of ethnic struggles. They also conceded that women have 
distinct experiences and concerns--such as being primarily responsible 
for meeting the immediate material, or tener, needs of their families-- 
arising from cultural understandings of their roles. But the movement 

found it difficult to address such "women’s" needs. In Quibd6, Victoria 
Tortes, a former executive committee (dire~va) member of AcIA, told 
me, "The directiva was always too busy with other important issues, and 

the problems of women always got shunted." 
The women Torres referred to were recent arrivals in Quibd6 from 

the Attato and other riverine communities. Often displaced by the very 
economic and.structural forces the black movements fought, they strug- 
gled daily to find work and provide food and shelter for themselves and 
their children. These poor women seemed to fall through the gaps in 
both the state Social Solidarity Network (l<ss) and the yet-m-be de- 
termined cultural-development alternatives of the black movements. It 
was m help such poor women that a few women in Ac~± organized 
a Women’s Section (Secci6n Mujer), ~vhich ran a small community 
tdtchen (codna popular) in Quibd6 m provide some work and food for 
poor women. Women from aeia and oBavo also teamed up to orga- 
nize a mass invasion (squatting) on the outstdrts of Quibd6 and to es- 
tablish a neighborhood for displaced and destitute women. Torres mid 
me that the Women’s Section did not sprit formally from acia because 
it is committed m the black movement’s ettmo-political project and to 
implementing Law 7o. 
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Tortes and others from aOIA’S Women’s Section were also associated 
with the Chocoan Women’s Network (Red de Mujeres Chocoanas), 
which had sponsored numerous events in March r995 m celebrate 
ternational Women’s Day in Quibd6. I participated in some of these 
and spoke to Adriana Parra and Nimia Teresa Cuesta, both members of 
the Chocoan Women’s Network, who had organized a worlcshop tiffed 
’Wgomen: Equality and Development" on March 7. As part of the work- 
shop, Parra and Cuesta asked participants m reflect on their notions of 
development for black women. One participant observed, ’’The term 
’development’ brings visions of progress, cement houses, nmning watdr: 
electricity, but what about development as equality for women? In our 
family, in our municipality, if we do not have equality for women, then 
there can be no development." During the rest of the workshop, the 
diverse group of rural and urban women discussed issues of inequality, 
domestic violence, sexual oppression, racial discrimination, the absence 
of black women in public office, and other experiences affecting them as 
Chocoan women. 

On the following day, many of the women who attended the work- 
shop assembled in Quibd6’s central square to march in the International 
Women’s Day parade. While waiting for the band that was to lead the 
parade to arrive, Tortes led the group (including many women from 
the cocina popular) in rally cries of "Mujeres organizadas jamas seran 
explotadas (Organized *vomen will never be exploited)" and "La mujer 
que no protesta es una mujer sin vergfienza (The woman who does not 
protest is a woman without pride)." Parra, one of the principal orga- 
nizers of the parade, handed out coconut popsides and ied the gath- 
ered women and girls m cdebrate black women with songs, poetry, 
and jokes. When the band finally arrived, the women marched through 
town amid much cheering, holding homemade banners. The messages 
on the banners were written in colloquial terms and proclaimed the need 
for attention m inequalities and abuses faced by women and celebrated 
women’s gender and ethnic roles. 

Among the marchers were women from oBavo. Their banners linked 
women’s concerns m Afro-Colombian struggles, listing the laws that 
guaranteed the rights of~vomen (Articles 40, 42, and 43) and of ethnic 
groups (Article 7, ~ 5~, and Law 7~) under the ,99~ Constitution. 

The ~ cN’s position with respect to btack women’s smaggles was simi- 
lar to the one portrayed on o~avo’s banners in that it also saw gender 
struggles as part of ethnic mobilizations. ~n an interview with Amaro 
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Escobar, v ¢~ members expressed the need to engage gender issues-- 
black women’s roles and needs, issues of sexism and power inequalities, 

Afro-Colombian women’s organizing--within spaces such as commu- 
nity councils (consejos comm~itarios) and the Black Women’s Network 
(Organizaci6n de Comunidades Negras I996: z36-6o), They acknowl- 

edged that sexism and uneqnal relations between men and women ~vere 
problems within black families and even in the black movements. But 
they believed that such issues should not be fodder, for the "new gen- 

der politics," which they claimed would compromise gender and eth- 
nic goals by encouraging women to split from ethnic movements and 
organize indepcndendy. In keeping with their broader ethno-cnttural 

politics, the ecN was also critical of "institutional" approaches to gen- 

der, arguing that the state’s development interventions exploit women’s 
vulncrabilities and rely on the cultural principles of solidarity and sup- 

port to insert black women into market cultures. These views were later 
echoed by Libia Grueso and Leyla Arroyo (zooz). For the P c~, gender 
relations, being social and cultural relations, were part of the internal 

dynamics of the black movement: 

Many of us recognize that the relations between men and women are fun- 

damentally cultural. This gender discourse as it has been unfolding is at the 

margins ot~ sodal, political and cultural processes. The gender discourse as it 
has been raised by the maiority of women’s organizations is an "exogenous" 

one. It refers to the problems of black women bur it does not take into ac- 

count black cultural dynamics .... 
Still the social movement of the black communities must solve ~e gender 

problem. We can thirN of it as "a stone in the shoe" or as an opportunity, a 

possibility. This is an issue for the ethnic movement, not just a women’s prob- 

lem. (Organizacidn de Comunidades Negras ~996: z59-:z6o) 

The rc~, especially its women leaders, perceived the Black Women’s 

Network as an important vehicle through which to expand discussions 

of gender ~vithin the P c~q and to gain more support for el proceso among 
black women (Grueso and Arroyo zooz). This was evident in remarks 
about the network made by its coordinating team (eqgipo dinamizador) 

at the ~anuary I996 Worlcshop on Gender and EthnJcity (Balanta et al. 

r997) and published in a special issue of the journal Es~eros.~ The equipo 

dinamizador, based in Buenavenmra, consists of five members ~ Olivia 
Balanta, Betty Rodriguez, Sonia Sinisterra, Piedad Quifionez, and Leyla 

Arroyo--all linked to the ecy. According to Balanta and colleagues 

(~997), it was the black mobilization process that played a pivotal role 
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in strengthening the Biack Women’s Network and in focusing attention 

on gender and erAnic needs. The political and organizational principles 
of the network paraiMed those of the 1,cx and emphasized autonomy 

from state interventions. According to their account, blad~ women’s ef- 

forts to organize in the region, including the dynamics in the coopera- 
tives, were relegated to secondary status, after the ethnic struggles. Still, 
Betty Rodriguez (1997), one member of the equipo dinamizador, noted 

that the work of the network involved addressing a series of ambigui- 

ties and conflicts with and against the VClq, regional women’s organiza- 
tions, and Coiombian feminists at large. 

The dynamics and dilemmas of the shared ethnic and gender project 

in the Pacific were also the focus of my conversation with Fundemujer 

compafieras. Patrida Moreno noted, 

HistoricaLly speaking, the issue of gender has reached here recently. It arrived 

at the same time as the ethnic and regional issue. But the question is how to 

Continue with the gender struggle without .drowning or being subsumed by 

the proceso? How to help the ethnic struggle without giving up the gender 

struggle? Because of the machista culture here, women, too, recognize profes- 

sionalism, but not womanhood. The women, too, forget their role. 

We all get lost in the hubbub of the Pacific (generalidad dd Padfico). One 

man in the vc~ told me that they are afraid that if we talk about gender, we 

will forget the ethnic struggle. 

They are afraid that gender issues from the interior [tlae Andean center of 

the country] wilt dilute the ethnic struggie. They believe that we do not feel 

our own oppression. It is outside forces that "research" us--as if we did not 

feel our sexual, physical subordination. 

But while the compafieras concurred with several elements of the e cN’s 

perspective on gender, they had a different understanding of the net- 

work’s origins and how to work to,yard their shared goals. 

~]dyrna Rosa Rodrfg~ez: As blade women, we also hold radical positions but 

differ from the "closed" radicalism of the v c~ regarding who are our allies. 

We do not want to replicate mestiza women’s mistakes .... 

Dora Alanso: I’m not with el proceso, but I befieve in the struggle. I am in- 

volved in it. The vc~ is very closed and jealous--jealous in the sense that 

if one is not physically "black," then one could not enter their struggle. 

I don’t face the same problem within Fundemujer. I am part of the Red 

de Mujeres Negras del Pacffico. [The] vcr~’s radical position cannot even 

recognize or resolve their internal differences. I am not "blade," but when 
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I support black issues, they look down on me. Bttt my husband and my 
children are black, yen folks are %ectists" [laughs as she tells me this is a 

pun on "sexist"]. 
M~rcedes Segura: After much discussion, we called oarselves the Red de 

jeres Negras, but does that exclude mesfza ~vomen? No. Dora is a mes- 

tiza but also a "black," not because she has a black husband, but because 
she cares; she gets involved. One could be white like Gabriella Castellano 

[the director of the Center for the Study of Women, Gender and Society 

at UniYalte] but also be "blacl~’ because she did not want to be superior to 

anyone. 
Pa~rid~ Morro: We want to learn from mestiza women’s struggles and black 

struggles. We do not want to militate against anybody; nor do we want ro 

be appropriated. 

Like members of the network’s equipo dinamizador, the Fnndemujer 
compa~eras saw the Black Women’s Network as the place from which 
black women could collectivdy and autonomously organize to address 
their ethnic and gender concerns. But autonomy for Fundemujer meant 
malting alliances with other entities, including the state, NGOS, and the 
i,c~. it also meant--and here Fundemujer leaders were quite clear--re- 

taining organizational independence from them all. Similar perceptions 
about black women’s struggles prevailed farther south in Guapi, where 
members of the local network saw themselves as autonomous black 
women working to uphold Afro-Colombian traditions and to meet 

their "practical and material needs." 

’Wgorldng from the Head Out": Black Women’s 
Self-Kevalidation and the Rescuingof Black Identity 

In October 1995, I met Tc6fila Betancourt, an doquent member of the 

Guapi Committee of the Black Women’s Network. We had heard about 

each other and finally connected at the Fundaci6n Habla/Scribe offices 

in Call We spoke for several hours about cthno-caltural movements and 

women’s struggles. According to Betancourt: 

Black women have helped Law 7o through their womanhood (s~r mujer). 

Hoxvever, they have lit-de or no visible public or political role as black women. 

This is also true in black women’s cooperatives. Black xvomen are discrim- 

inated against triply--as poor people, as women, and as blacks. This leads 
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them to undervalue themselves. Black women on the coast as well as in the cit- 

ies are straightening, coloring, or perming their hair to "whiten" themselves 
and adopt customs of mainstream Co!ombian society in an attempt to gain 
social acceptance. This is a loss of value and beauty. 

Like v c~ activists, Betancourt considered the revalidation oft heir iden- 
tity as black women to be an integral first task in the network’s broader 
aims of helping Afro-Colombian xvomen and their ramifies, "so Net- 
work members organized hairdressing and hairstyting competitions 
(encuent~os y concursos de zoeinado) among black women in Guapi. Now 
more than haft the GuaiSirefias sport cornrows, braids, and other tradi- 
tional Afro-Colombian hairdos. YVe need to work from the "head out" 
to regain our external identity as black women, to reflect on and affirm 
ourselves as negrua, as we are ~vith our own culture."n Betancourt said 
that as a CoopMujeres member, she both benefited from and hdped 
with its work among Guapirefias. But having come from a small riverine 
vereda (district), she lmew there was a need to address economic and 
social concerns among women living in remote rural areas of Cauca. 
Because these communities were beyond the reach of CoopMujeres, she 
began to organize rural black women living along the extensive network 
of Cancan rivers through the network’s Guapi Committee. Betancourt 
invited me to visit Cauca and learn more about the network’s work. 

Four years later, in ~uly I999, I went to Guapi and spoke to Betan- 
court and her compafieras, among them Yolanda Garda, Luz Marina 
Cuero, and a young woman named Eden)z The compafieras also shared 
with me several published and unpublished manuscripts about and by 
the Guapi Committee, which had expanded to embrace seventy-four 
river-based and regional women’s groups from Cauca. Later that eve- 
ning, they showed me a videotape of the second meeting of women 
from Cauca and Nartfio held in Timbiqu~, Cauca, in May I997. 

The compafieras told me how a few self-help groups--Promod6n de 
la Mujer from R(o Saija, Grupo de Apoyo a la Mujer from R~o Timbiqul, 
Fundacidn Chiyangua from Rfo Guapi--had emerged and organized 
around their chores: subsistence farming, collecting shellfish, maldng 

g~arapo and biche (types of liquor) from sugarcane, taldng goods for sale 
to the market. These groups organized to obtain better economic re- 
rams for their traditional activities and to share their experiences. Luisa, 
a woman from the Gmpo Mafia Auxiliadora de! itdo Saija, describes 
the work of black women in a copla (poem or popular song mostly 
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composed and sung by women in the Choc6 region) calted Trabajo de la 

Ca~a (Sugarcane ’VVork): 

Son ins cinco de ta mafiana 

Me levanto a cocinar 

Voy a filar mi machete 

Para irme a trabajar 

Ay! Pobre mujer 

Qu4 bonita est~is (bis) 

Llegando at cafiaverat 

Me encomieazo a rociar 
Y recojo mi cafiita 

Para irla a cargar. 

Yo le digo a mi comadre 

Que me venga ayudar 
Llamando nuestro hijos 

Y mi espos ddnde estfi? 

Lo mando a cortar la lefia 

Pal’ guarapo cocinar 

Ay! Marido, yo [e digo 
A1 tonel lo vamos a echar 

Ya d guarapo est~ fuerte 
Lo vamos a destilar 

Voy a arreglar mi cockito 
Y elviche sacando ya. 

A mi comadre una bote[la 

Que me vino ayudar 
g el resto que nos queda 

Lo vamos a negodar 

Este es nuesto proceso 
Para el vice sacar 

Si ustedes lo quieren 
Pat’ Satja a trabajar. 

It is five 

I wake up to cook 

I will sharpen my machete 

And go ro work. 

Chorus 

Ay! Poor woman 

How lovely you are (repeat) 

¯ On reaching the sugarcane field 

I begin to weed 

And collect my cane 

To take it with me. 

I ask my girl friend 

To come work with me 

Galling our children 

But my husband, where is he? 

I send him to cut firewood 

To make guarapo 

Ay! Husband, I tell him 

We will put it in the barrel. 

Now that the guarapo is strong 

We will distill it 

I am going to fix my vessel 

And we will brew viche. 

A bottle for my girl friend 

Who came co help me 

Whatever is left 

We will serf. 

This is our process 

To distill viche 

If you want it 

Come to Saija m work. 

"Seeing with the Eyes of Black Women" 

According to members of the l~undacidn Chiyangua: 

The organizing force of biad~ women comes from work, from life itself. When 

women go in search ofchocotatilto [a plant used in basket maldng] or to fish, 

they often leave for up to live days. Others stay in the house. For example, 

ones who are pregnant or unwell stay back with all the children. If t go, I ieave 

the children with the neighbor, and she takes care of them. If I have an older 

daughter, she rakes care of all the children, including the neighbors’ children. 

That is the traditon, and it becomes a form of work. (EI Hilero t998: I6) 

The groups from Pdo Guapi promoted the use of plants from their 
azoteas and patios, and developed menus of traditional dishes; the R~o 
Timbiqu~ groups raised pigs and chickens for food and sale; the groups 
in 132o Saija focused on extracting traditiona[ products from locai food 
crops (such as molasses from sugarcane). Others formulated projects to 
build houses, promote primary health care, find better transportation to 
and from regional markets, and obtain basic education for black women 
and their children. According to Tedfila, each group engaged in activi- 
ties that arose from its members’ "needs, perceptions, and experiences as 
black women, and represented their collective strength." 

To symbolize this strength, in ~996 the Guapi Committee of the Blade 
Women’s Network adopted an elaborate name: the Red de Organiza- 
ciones Femeninas del PacLfco Caucano Matamba y Gnash: Fuerza y 
Convocatoria de la Mujcr del Pacffico Cancano (The Matamba y Guas~ 
Network of Women’s Organizations of the Cauca Coast: Strength and 
Convocation of the Woman of the Pacific Coast). The matamba is a 
very strong vine; the guas~i, as noted previously, is a musica~ instrument 
traditionally played by women. The compafieras told me that Matamba 
y Guas~ organized several successful events not long after its formation. 
Laughingly, they recalled the Timbiqu( gathering in I997: 

We had money from the Proyecto BioPacfflco to organize a meeting for about 

sixty women. But ~6o people turned up! Proyecto BioPacffico was worried 

about housing and feeding so many people. But we accommodated everyone 

in hotels, homes, land] schools, and shared the adventure and chaos. 

It was great to see so many women together. Many had never left their 

veredas before, and now they were there to share their views and feelings, to 

speak. We discussed our rights, our identities; we cooked~ we ate, we had a 

parade and danced--just us women! 

At one point when we.all finished eating, we said that the washing up ought 

to be done by the men. The mrat women were horrified at the idea of asking 
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the men to do the washing up. But we explained that this was all part of asking 

for women’s rights--the rights of women in everyday life. 

The Guapi Committee members noted that they neither think of them- 
selves as subordinate nor consider their work antagonistic to that of 
their menfolk. Yet Eden said that their organizing "took a lot of work, 
especially for those who have men in their household." Of the seventy- 
four groups linked to the network, seventy were for "women only." In 
fact, men were welcome in these groups, noted the compafieras, as long 
as they "behaved themselves." While men were allowed to participate in 
group activities and meetings, only women made decisions. 

Matamba y Guas~i’s efforts ~vere aided through an Ecofondo-Proyecto 
BioPacffico grant for a project called Rios Vivos (Living Rivers or Rivers 
Alive), which Ftmdaddn Habla/Scribe had helped facilitate. Ftmdadtn 
Habla/Scribe had tong-term experience working in the region, .indud- 
hag in remote areas, and believed that groups like Matamba y Guas~ 
1mew their realities best. In keeping with their overall philosophy, they 
supported local organizing and mobilizing in pragmatic and imaginative 
ways. Through the Rios Vivos project, they helped Matarnba y Guas~ 
obtain funding for events such as the Timbiqu{ gathering and produce 
printed and audiovisual materials about their activities (Proyecto Rios 
Vivos 2ooo). 

Given the importance of orality and wordplay in Afro-Colombian 
culture, much organizing and mobilizing is done through sharing com- 
plaints, news, and experiences in the form of stories, songs, poetry, and 
coplas (su& as the one by Luisa). Fundaddn l-labia/Scribe helped col- 
iect and disseminate these and other statements and interviews about 
Matamba y GuasL 

As it grew, Matamba y Guas~i drew increasing attention from state 
agencies and NGos, who began supporting its efforts and calling on 

tile organization to participate in conservation and development proj- 
ects- and in the implementation of Law 7o. Funding from the Proyecto 
BioPacffico, for example, supported "productive" projects, such as cul- 
tivation and recuperation of native food crops and medicinal plants, as 
well as "conservation" projects that focused on agricultural and silvi- 
cultural practices to conserve the environment arid biodiversity (Asher 
2oo÷))a Network members also became active in community councils 
and worked with Ecofondo and the Rs s on territorial zoning: demarcat- 

ing collective property boul~daries, dr~g community-devdopment 
plans, and outlining local efforts to preserve ethnic diversity. 

"Seeing with the Eyes of Black Women" 

I asked the compafieras what they thought about claims that, by 

gaging with state programs, their efforts would be co-opted or their eth- 

nic struggles would be wealcermd. They insisted that "most of our ideas 

come from within the groups, r~ot from the outside" and that only a few 

of the Matamba y Guas~ efforts (such as its work with territorial zoning) 

depended on external funding. Members of the Fundacitn Chiyangua 

noted in an interview, 

This is another regional interest that unites those of us ~vomen who are work- 

ing with it: the appropriation of territorial and ethnic rights as recognized in 
Law 7o of 1993. I£ anyone lives in constant relation with the land, it’s women. 

The collective tiding of land and socioeconomic development are two themes 

of much interest to grassroots organizations of the region, not just women, 

but also to men and young people, because we are defining what we want to 
do now to guarantee the future of tt{e communities. (El Hitero ,998: ~7) 

They considered the he,york a place to bring together "women defend- 
ing their ethnic and territorial rights, and worldng for the welfare of 

their families and their communities" (Red Matamba y Guas~ ~997), 
and from which to establish alliances with broader cultural, political, 

and ecological processes in the region. Such alliances were not with- 

out tensions. As a member of the Fundacitn Chiyangua, Betancourt 

participated in state-sponsored "etlmo-science" workshops. While she 

spoke positively of the information and knowledge exchanged during 

these workshops, she expressed skepticism about the utility of national 

"biodiversity databanks" for local communities: "We do not trust too 
many institutions and agencies. We speak with you because we know 

you especially through Fundaci6n HablaiScribe. But we prefer not to 

get involved in things we do not understand or with people and groups 

that we do not care about." With respect to their relations with the a? 

another Matamba y Guas~ member noted: 

We work or help the process from our set mujer. We have our own meth- 

odology, our own way of doing things. We do not help them formally in 

the [~¢>~], but there are some things that we do in parallel, and at other 
times we are involved in different issues with different methods and different 

objectives. 

We meet them in public spaces, but we maintain our characteristics. We 
interact and reach a consensus, but we do not want to get involved in dien- 

teiist networEs. Rather than obtaining representation and power, we look for 

spaces of participation for black women. 
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Addressing my question about how they dealt with the differences 

among them, the compafieras said that they.were aware of the differ- 

ences but that they had chosen to identify and ally arom~d commonali- 

ties and to reject the notion that black women are primarily "victims" 
who need aid from outside. These issues are underscored in the vision 

and political perspective of the Black Women’s Network: 

It is important to clarify that the meeting spaces [of the network] are gener- 

ated and constructed by us, with our own initiatives. We have been struggling 

for recognition of women in our region and to overcome [the obstacles to 

recognition]. Activities such as ours imply sacrifices, imply surrender to make 
our dreams come true and to achieve the proposed objecrives. Beginning from 

these principles today we are ready to identify ourselvds as women and come 

together as a gender, to recognize our similarities and differences. 

We do not want to be represented by anyone. We want to be considered 

protagonists of our lives and of our world. (Red Matamba y Guas~ I997-I998: 

~s-~6) 

Though not quite as visible as Matamba y Guasd, several more locally 
based black women’s networks in the Pacific were also actively orga- 
nizing around ethnic identity arid gender concerns in the post-Law 7o 
period. Such activism involved Afro-Colombian women asserting the 
primacy of crhnicity to demand that the state address their concerns as 
women and as blacks. By invotdng their experiences and perceptions as 
black women, they simultaneously engaged and went beyond struggles 
to obtain black ethnic and territorial rights. 

Reflecting on the energy and determination of black women’s orga- 
nizing, it is easy to romanticize their gender and ethnic subjectivity and 
agency. But I want to caution as much against such romantic assertions 
of Afro-ColombiaJa women’s organizing and resistance as agairmt de- 
valuations that prodaian it co-opted by the state and market forces. 

Reading Afro-Colombian Activism: 
Differences, Discourses, mad Dialogues 

Issues of women’s needs aild gender identity are central to the discourses 
of the Black Women’s Network of the Pacific. The network’s claims 
about identity, autonomy, self-representation, relations to land, and 
politics emerging from everyday experience closely parallel rdae ethno- 
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.cuitural discourses of the wider black movement. Indeed, while not nam- 
ing groups such as Matamba y Guasfi specifically, Grueso and Arroyo 
(2002) celebrate black women’s activism as clear examples of anti- 
globalization, where women contest outside impositions from "lopropio 
(their mvn perspective)." They write, "l~lace_bascd women’s struggles in 
the Pacific confront the market-led model ofneoliberal globalization by 
opposing the accompanying cultures of consumption, food dependence, 
and erosion ofautonomyin other basle elements of well-being" (Grueso 
and Arroyo 2002: 70). At the same time, the ianguage ofdevdopment 
and environment that frames the new political-economic changes in 
the ,vgion also constitutes "black women" as a developmen.t category 
(~ilvarez 2000). Such ianguage is actively appropriated by the women 
themselves, A copla presented during the second working meeting of 
Matamba and Guas~ in Timbiqtff in I997 is a case in point: 

La Biodiversidad es parte 

De nuestra preocupaci6n 

Y pot eso en el evento 

Fue un teIna de atenci6n 

Y en los tiempos de ahora 
Nadie se puede quejar 
Pues organizadiras 

Mucho podemos lograr 

Capacitacidn queremos 

En tdcnica agropecuaria 

Formaddn socia/ 

Y iideres comunitarios 

Fue un tema de atencidn 

Para invitarlos a todos 

A segnir con los cultivos 

En los tiernpos de ahora 

Las mujeres de estas tierras 

Nos estamos preocupando 

Por d progreso, el cxlltivo 

Y pot seguir organizando 

BIODIVERS~TY 

Biodiversity is part 
Of our concern 

That is wh.y it was 

A theme of our meeting 

In these times 

We cannot complain 
Because organized 

We can gain much 

We want to train ourselves 

In agricultural technologies 

Social formation 

A~d community leadership 

It was an important theme 

To invite all 

To continue with our plantings 

In these times 

We women of these lands 

Are concerned 

About progress, about co!rare 

And about continuing to organize 



Es un trabajo muy duro 

No hay quien diga no es verdad 

Con sacrificios y esfuerzos 

Se llega a un buen final 

It’s very had work 

Nobody cat~ deny it 
With sacrifices and strength 

We can reach a good end 

Written (or, mostly likely, sung first) in traditional form, the copla en- 

gages recently arrived concepts such as "biodiversity," "training," "agri- 

cultural tedmologies," and "progress’~ that form the basis of mainstream 

economic development. The juxtaposition of conservation, develop- 
" 

ment, and women’s sacrifices alert us to the limitations of considering 

afrocolombianas’ organizing merely as resistance or empmverment. .:~ 

Indeed, ~vomen are becoming participants and decision makers in eco- 
nomic and cnlmral processes that affect them and their communities. :....... 

But through their use of and engagement with the language and institu- 
" 

fions of development interventions, they help produce such discourses. :’: 

The organizational structures in women’s networks are also increasingly : : 

bureaucratic, ~vith secretaries, treasurers, regional coordinators, and 

other "officers" coordinating the groups’ efforts. 
One could see such engagement with development and gender inter- 

ventions as "an appropriation of the material and cultural resources oflo- .::~: 

caI struggles," as 1, cz~ activists feared. But celebrations of black women’s 
place-based activism by the ~" c~ through formulations such as Grueso 

¯ 

and Arroyo (zooz) could just as well be seen as appropriation of black 

women’s gender struggles by ethnic movements. 

Conceptualizing black women’s activism (or, indeed, ettmo-cnltnral 
struggles) in binary terms--autonomous assertions of alternatives to " 
globalization on the one hand and subject constitution by state and de- 
vdopment discourses on the other--is not helpful, precisely because it 
fails to capture the complexities of how local movements become re-        :. 

hides for interventions such as those of the market and the state. Dis- 
courses of gender, women’s rights, and revalidation of black ethnic and    ! ~::i{ " 

cultural identity are used in the Pacific to contest the hegemonic no- 
tions of state-sponsored development. At the same time, black women’s ........... i: 

subjectivities (as with At?o-Colombian agency in general) are shaped 

through and against political-economic interventions. Ettmo-cultural 

politics compficates but does not negate this relationship. 

This does not mean relegating the network’s engagement with ’fin- 

stitutional" interventions and outside entities to the category of"coop- 

ration." Such an explanation underestimates the importance of work 
invoiced in building networks across both similarities and differences-- 
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*york that blade women regularly undertake. It also risks viewing these 

alliances as a natural affinity rather than a politics of solidarity. Since the 
late I99Os, the political and economic realities of the Pacific lowlands 

(as of other parts o£ Colombia) have tal<en a turn for the worse. There 

is an increasing presence of armed forces (guerrilla, paramilitary, and 

military) and drug dealers in the region. As I discuss in the next chapter, 
local communities get caught in the crossfire of the escalating violence; 

their lands become battlefields without warning or recourse; and they 
face massive and repeated involuntary displacement from their homes. 

Given the inability of the Colombian state to ensure the basic human 
rights of its citizens in the context of such complex pofitical realities, 

viewing black women’s activism as either autonomous organizing or co- 

optatlon by the state is too shnpfistic. 

Going beyond the limits of mainstream liberal (struggle for equal- 
ity) and marxist (Struggle against class-based exploitation) approaches, 

feminist scholars explore how Latin American women’s political par- 

tlcipation is shaped by a variety of factors including capitalism, colo- 
nialism, nationalism, racism, and sexism (Alvarez I99o; laquette 199+; 

Jelin I99o; Sara 199o; Schiid I998; Westwood and Radcliffe I993). The 

experience of Afro-Latino women (see "Mujeres negras, Latinoamerica" 

I995), including that of Afro-Colombian women (see Camacho 2004-; 
"Mujeres Negras e Indigenas Dcfiniendo Futuro" 1997), is key to under- 

standing the dynamics of both women’s activism and broader cultural 
and political movements. 

Local movements engage development interventions in paradoxical 

ways. Based on her work on women’s movements in Ecuador, Amy 
Lind (2OO5:I9-ZO) emphasizes "the political and economic paradoxes of 

women’s struggles for survival, as a way to illustrate how women and 
men, in Ecuador and throughout Latin America, interpret and negotiate 

ideas about development, state modernization, globalization, and mo- 

dernity in complex ways." While being constituted as a "development 
category," black women simultaneously channeled stare attention and 

resources to their identity and needs as black women (fillvarez 2ooo). 

Pondering a development policy for and by ~vomen in the Colombian 
Pacific, Maria del Rosario Mind (1995) writes, "We have a basic interest: 

to work together among ourselves and with others to propose a politics 

of development for Afro-Pacific women that corresponds with our basic 

existence (ser), from which it is possible to identify the material and social 

conditions and needs (tenet), that guarantee that existence." For Mind, 

a focus on material needs is not at odds with recovery of, and pride in, 



identity. In her formulation, ser (existing) and tener (having that which 
guarantees existence) are linked. For black women to participate in state 
projects is not just to forsal~e their identity and traditions to obtain the 
things that development promises. On the contrary, according to Mina, 
to engage with development is to engage in the struggle for power to 
define what is understood by"needs" and to devise means to meet them. 
This requires ~vomen to. engage strategically with development interven- 
tions as well as with ethnic struggles. Even as they are constituted as 
development’s subjects in the political and economic agenda of the state, 
afrocolombianas and the "new gender politics," are disrupting cultural 
relations as they have been constructed. To cite a single example, the 
vc~ now explicitly and increasingly engages women and gender con- 
cerns (Fldrez-Fldrez 2oo4). 

Black women’s concerns and the responses of afrocolombianas’ net- 
works emerged within the context of multi£aceted, intertwined, and 
mutuklly constitutive relations of power-- of gender (as women), of race 
or culture (as blacks), of class (as poor people), and of location (as rural, 
Pacific residents) at a time when blacks were granted special rights and 
black social movements were in the process of"ethnidzation" to trans- 
late new laws into concrete results. Predictably, each struggle affected the 
others: meeting basic needs remained a central concern of black wom- 
en’s cooperatives because prevalent economic models destroyed or failed 
to provide adequate livelihoods. Nor had the broader black struggles yet 
provided concrete economic alternatives; productive activities therefore 
remained central to women’s concerns. At the same time, as local lead- 
ers of the network such as Sylveria Rodr~guez and Te6fila Betancourt 
noted, these political-economic concerns were linked to the marginaliza- 
tion and exploitation of Afro-Colombians. That afrocolombianas were 
aware of the multiplidty and complexities of these realities and were 
negotiating them skillfully is evident from the astute remarks of network 
members. Stressing that the primary aim of the Black Women’s Net- 
work was "revindication of ethnicity, gender and appropriation of terri- 
tory," black women’s groups attempted to strengthen the organizational 
links between and among black communities and establish political alli- 
ances beyond the region (El Hilero 1998; Red Matamba y Guas~ I997, 

I997-I998). Afrocolombianas ~vere also keenly aware of their audiences,. 
knowing well what could and could not be articulated within the frac- 
tured political economy and cultural politics of the Pacific. 

The example of black women’s cooperatives and the Black Women’s 
Network highlights how afrocolombianas’ subjectivities and organiza- 
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tions are .shaped by the language and practices of development institu- 
tions and their gender politics, as wall as by broader black cuitural and 

political movements. In turn, black women drew on the prevalent terms 

and resources of development initialSves and regional cultural discourses 

to address their needs and reshape the agendas of both the state and 

ethnic struggles. Througla such mutual but u~even constitution, they 
l~elped to institutionalize state interventions but also channeled state re- 

sources and discourses to address their ethuic and gender needs. Black 

women in the Pacific region 15rfl~ed their set and tenet both thetoricaliy 
and practically, to speak about their experiences, analyze them, and 

propose ~vays to overcome their marghaalization. In the post-Law 7o 

period~ A~ro-Cotombian women’s strategies were shaped through their 

active engagement with and against the devdopment practices of the 

Coiombian state and black ethnic movements. 
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Stirring the Sancocho 

Dominicanness, Race, and Mixture in Historical Context 

The history ofsancocho, also Spanish for "pig slop7 is all about raising the least 

to the most, the ordinary to the extraordinary... Call us alchemists. The Afri- 

can Diaspora’s always done what it could with what it’s had, transmuting base 

metals into gold. We’ve turned table scraps into feasts, curd into cheese, sour 

grapes into wine, lemons into lemonade. It’s hard work, disarming bombs. 

And we season our efforts well. It’s how Dominicans have alchemized into a 

national dish the hodge-podge stew... Proudly we hold up humble bowls, as 

an expression of identity, abundance, celebration, and communion. 

Nelly Rosario, "Feasting on Sancocho before Night Falls: A Meditation" 

A bleaker, commonly held belief about sancocho’s origins points to the days of 

slavery, during which there was surely little difference between the table scraps 

thrown to the troughs and what was tossed aside to the slave quarters. Later, 

sancocho came to refer to the "plantation stew" cobbled together by folks from 

neighbors’ crops... Today, sancocho has ascended as the revered national dish 

of the Dominican Republic. It’s served as tourist fare or on special occasions 

or on Sundays or during inclement weather (Rosario 2oo7, 263-64). 

Perhaps it is ironic that the origin of the national digh of the Dominican 

Republic has its roots in slavery and an African past. Ironic because the dis- 

course surrounding race and identity seldom references Africa--or being of 

African descent--since Dominican racial identity, as constructed, privileges 

mixture and emphasizes European and indigenous pasts. Asa metaphor, 

however, sancocho captures this sense of mixture as the national dish of the 

Dominican Republic. As Rosario points out, sancocho is similar to a stew 

filled with various ingredients--chicken, pork, and other meat, potatoes, 

yucca, plantains, sweet potatoes, pumpkin, and corn on the cob in a flavorful 

chicken stock--and a culinary favorite for family gatherings and celebra- 

tions. In no particular order, and not suggesting that all parts are equal, 

these various ingredients represent diversity--ethnic, color, gender, class, 

and regional--and the stock represents the common "stock" of Dominican- 

ness or the sense of being Dominican in racial and national terms. 
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I remember the first time 1 had sancocho. It was in the fall of 1998, and 

my husband, David, our oldest daughter, Asha, and I were in the campo 

(countryside) in Dajab6n near the Dominican-Haitian border With a friend 

we came to refer to as Tin (Aunt) Nancy and her ramify. It was prepared the 

traditional way in an outdoor kitchen in a large black pot over an open fire. 

Tin Nancy’s niece started to stir the sa~tcocho, but it didn’t stir easily. The tu- 

bers and other ingredients created a resistance in the pot that was symbolic 

of the resistance of the enslaved people who had created the dish itself, After 

the sancocho simmered, we all sat down to enjoy a bowl. 

Today, as the national dish, sancocho represents resultant mixture from 

generations of intermarriage and "marrying up" practices.1 Sancocho is 

among other stews in the African diaspora that have been used to capture 

the sense of racial mixedness. For example, in the film Black Is... Black 

Ain’t (1995), Marlon Riffs used gumbo to describe skin color variation and 

other differences among African Americans, while awara soup symbolized 

creolization in French Guyana in the film Awara Soup by Marie Cl~mence 

Blanc-Paes in 1995. The idea ofsancocho is represented by the use ofindio (a 

skin color category representing mixture) on the cddula (the national iden- 

tification card) and mestizo on the census (in previous years). 

In this chapter, using sancocho as a metaphor, I explore how racial and 

national identities were constructed and articulated in the Dominican Re- 

public without a direct reference to an Africa~ past, both before and dur- 

ing the dictatorship of Rafael Leonidas Trujillo,.hinting at the shift that has 

taken place in recent years to reclaim that past. This chapter gives a brief 

historical overview contextualizing Dominican racial socialization and illus- 

trating how the African past was, in effect, buried as European immigrants 

entered the country and as Haitian and other Caribbean itnmigration to the 

Dominican Republic was curbed by immigration policies at the hand of Tru- 

ji[lo. 2-hus, this chapter seeks to make visible the ways in which Dominican 

blackness was constructed, buried, and relegated to being behind the ear 

(Candelario 2007). 

Throughout the chapter, I describe the cultural significance of domini- 

canidad or Dominicanness with respect to mestizaje (process of"race mix- 

ture") and hispanidad (appreciation of everything Spanish). I suggest that 

Dominican peoplehood has encompassed, and continues to encompass, 

notions of race and that the nation was largely defined along racial lines 

as people moved back and forth across borders throughout the twentieth 

century. In the early 1900s, Dominicanness was defined vis-a-vis immigrant 

groups entering the county as well as Dominican nationals leaving the coun- 

try, resulting in the stirring of the sancocho, moving away from ideas of an 
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African past, where the construction and articulation of Do minicanness was 
expressed in terms of being mixed, Catholic, and Spanish-speaking, moving 

away from the Africanity of sancocho. 

"Somos una Mezcla" (We Are Mixed) 

During interviews, whenever 1 asked a question about Dominican race 

and identity, the most common initial response was "Somos una mezda. 

No somos puros" (We are mixed. We are not pure.) (Simmons 2005). The 

Dominican Republic is not unique in terms of espousing ideas of mixture. 

As in other places in Latin America and the Hispanic Caribbean, race and 

nation are connected in the formation of nationness (or sense of national 

belonging). In this case, being Dominican means being mixed where the idea 

of mixture is a given due to socialization, naming practices, and internalized 

notions of race. Historically, the Dominican state played an important role 

in the creation of racial, and later color, categories on the census and c~dula, 

thereby naturalizing nationality in terms of an essential being. Dominicans 

interact with these categories on a daily basis, both formally (with institu- 

tions) and informally (with each other). 

While mixture is a common feature throughout the African diaspora, it is 

the idea of mixture combined with specific categories that is perhaps unique 

to the Dominican case. In colonial and postcolonial contexts throughout the 

African diaspora, the term mulatto defined and categorized the offspring of 

Africans and Europeans (Yelvington 2001; Rahier 2003), but this is not how 

the Dominican state categorized Dominicans of similar ancestry. Mulatto 

implies having African ancestry, and this is not what the Dominican elite 

wanted to imply (Martinez-Vergne 2005). Instead, the preferred category 

was indio or mestizo, thus privileging Ta~no (indigenous) and European an- 

cestries (over African ancestry). As racial and color catego~es, indio and 

mestizo were created and re-created by the state and inhabited by people as 

they learned the cultural significance of the categories as a part of their.own 

racialization (Omi and Winant 1994). 
Indio was and continues to be the most prevalent color category used 

to talk about, identify, and define Dominican mixture. Some have argued 

that indio was a preferred state category since it did not signify Africanity 

(Torres-Saillant 2000; Howard 2001; Duany 2002) despite African presence 

on the island for much of the nineteenth century. Indio has a place on the 

national identification card while mestizo represented mixture on the Do- 

minican census. Mestizo first emerged as a racial category on the census in 
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1935 and became a color category in 1950 (see appendix I). Indio became an 

o~cial cddula2 color category during the dictatorship of Trujillo although it 

was also used informally among Dominicans as an umbrella term encom- 

passing a range of skin tones. The two most common color descriptors of in- 

dio are light (claro) and dark (oscuro), however, cinnamon (canela), medium 

light (medio claro), and medium dark (medio oscuro) are also used among 

other color terms.3 On the cddula, however, the indio category represents 

the entire range of shades between indio claro and indio oscuro. 

Again, the Dominican Republic is not alone in assigning racial or color 

categories based on ideas of mixture. Venezuela, Puerto Rico, and Brazil 

are among some of the other countries in the Americas that recognize skin 

color variation due to mesgizaje or race mixture (Yelvington 2001; Whitten 

and Tortes 1998; Wright 1990; Rahier 2003; Duany 2002; Twine 1998; Go- 

dreau 2002; Caldwel12007). By way of comparison, the United States is not 

usually listed as a country with recognized ideas of mixture often because of 

the historic "one-drop rule" defining anyone with any African or biack an- 

cestry as black. However, before nil people of African descent became black 

in the United States, some people were defined as mulattos. At that point 

in time, racial classifications tended to mirror those in Latin America and 

the Hispanic Caribbean with regard to African Americans (Simmons 2008). 

Before 1920, mulatto was a racial category on the U.S. census, and before 

that, there were categories such as octoroon and quadroon ("quantifying" 

the amount of’~kfrican" or black blood). These categories existed as a result 

of mixture stemming from the colonial period in the United States. In effect, 

over time, this mixture helped to create the range of skin tones we find in 

the black community today. In this way, African Americans and Domini- 

cans are similar in terms of the range of skin color and also because of the 

intra-group color categories or what I term co[orization practices. African 

Americans’ color categories are very similar to that of Dominicans. Terms 

such as light-skinned, brown-skinned, and dark-skinned describe skin tone 

and color variation withir~ the community and are commonly used among 

African Americans who are all defined in racial terms as black. 

Looking at other examples in the Americas, we see similar patterns of 

color labeling and naming or colorization. In Venezuela,4 socio-racial cat- 

egories such as pardo, casta, zambo, mufato, moreno, and negro were used at 

different points in time to define, position, and quantify peoples of African 

descent (Wright 1990). Now, since official categories no longer exist, and the 

census no longer records or reports race, Venezuela claims to be a country 

without racial distinctions. Using "care con leche" (coffee with milk) as a way 
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of talking about and describing mixture resulting from years of blanquea- 

miento, or whitening practices, Venezuelans, like Dominicans and African 
Americans, encouraged ideas of "marrying up" (marrying a person with a 

lighter skin tone) to "lighten" offspring and to "improve the race." 

We tend to think of blanqueamiento in biological terms, but it was also a 
cultural strategy as Saga has noted (2005, 1998). In Puerto Rico, for example, 

this cultural strategy involved, attaching negative values to blackness and 

positive values to whiteness that Puerto Ricans then internalized (Whitten 
and Torres 1998; Godreau 2002). Defined by hair texture as well as facial 

features and skin color, white, black, and mulatto represent three primary 

physical "types" in Puerto Rico (Duany 1998). It has also been argued that 

the racial/color spectrum is more fluid in Puerto Rico than in the United 

States and reflects more of a continuum, or "rainbow" (Rodriguez 2000). 
In Venezuela, the state effectively reminded AfrooVenezuelans of their 

ancestry, their racial heritage, and their social location and place in society 

through cartoons and caricatures despite not having racial categories on the 

census (Wright 1990). "this is the key difference between Venezuela, Puerto 

Rico, and the Dominican Republic. In the Dominican Republic, negative 
values and stereotypes were not linked to mulato or dark-skinned Domini- 

cans--theywere linked to Haitians. Dominicans were not reminded of their 

ancestral ties to slavery--they were reminded of Haitians’ past with slav- 

ery (Moya Pons 1995). Moya Pons (1995) suggests that the agrarian, cattle- 

ranching society in the Dominican Republic after the Spanish Creoles emi: 

grated to other countries, during the end of the nineteenth century and the 

beginning of the twentieth, was a significant shift that left much of the sugar 

production activities in Haiti--possibly contributing to the idea of slavery 

being associated with Haiti (Martinez 1999). Although this cattle-ranching 

period continued to witness social stratification, poor Spanish Creoles, mu- 

lattos, and blacks were considered to be more or less in the same economic 

situation and involved in trade with Haiti. 

Race, Nation, and Social Class: The Simmering of the Sancocho 

By the mid-1800s, the Dominican Republic and Haiti had become nation- 
states with an intertwined history and complex relationship. El pueblo do- 

minicano (the Dominican people) emerged as a way of talking about Do- 

minican culture, experience, and race (see Hoetink 1982). Thepueblo evokes 

a sense of peoplehood and shared experience. It also tends to homogenize 

difference as people are linked to territories: "in linking territory with a 
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sense of peoplehood, nationalist projects homogenize difference by defining 

shared characteristics which mark the persons who inhabit that territory as 

the same ’kind’ of people" (Medina 1997, 760). When differences exist, they 

are actually homogenized in the formation of nationness and peoplehood, 

and this homogenization takes place in the form of historical memory and 

the creation of a "we" as products and achievements of history (Foster 1991). 

Importantly, homogenization only encompasses certain traits, histories, and 

"types" in the formation of peoplehood. With the increased movement of 

people across borders, the articulation of a homogenized "we" is in relation 

to a not-yet homogenized "they:’ As groups enter new territories, they often 
find themselves defined in different ways and as "friends" and "strangers" 

with attention given to their "place" of origin (Simme11950). 

While individuals and groups are defined and labeled as friends and 

strangers, they are also subjected to other processes of inclusion and exclu- 

sion. In her work, Ong (I996) found that Asian immigrants were subjected 

to either a "whitening" (affluent Chinese immigrants) or "blackening" (Cam- 
bodian "refugees") process when entering the United States and were treated 
differently based on their human capital (that is, money and education) and 

social capital (that is, family and other networks). Haitian immigrants in the 

Dominican Republic are considered to have little human and social capital 

and are subjected to a blackening process while European immigrants are 
subjected to the whitening process because of their human and social capi- 

tal. 

For Afro-Latin American and Caribbean people, social class and race 

have been, and continue to be, interconnected. Looking historically, we have 

a better sense of prevailing perspectives and attitudes regarding race. By 

the time of the Atlantic slave trade and the formation of the New World, 

European colonizers already had firm ideas of who Africans were although 
they were not sure about Native Americans (Wade 1997). It has been well 

documented that Europeans considered Africans and Native Americans to 

be inferior, and for that reason, they were assigned a social status based 

on prejudicial beliefs (Baker 1998). The social status of Africans and Native 

Americans determined whether or not they were enslaved or indentured 

workers as well as the type of work they performed. Despite emancipation 

and "racial democracies" throughout the region, this previously imposed "in- 

ferior" status on both African- and indigenous-descended groups continues 

to have a lingering effect today--so much so that ideas of racial difference 

led to the formation of a stratified society in the United States (Baker 1998) 

and throughout the Americas. These differences link class and race in Latin 
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America today: "By the nineteenth century it had become well established 
that African origin implied slavery. The Cuban economy run with slave la- 

bour perpetuated colour prejudice as a conventional device to justify slavery. 

The criterion chosen to classify the population hierarchically was physical 
appearance and particularly skin colour, this initially being the most consis- 

tent and also the most salient difference between the two groups" (Martfnez- 

Alier 1989, 80). 
Throughout Latin America and the Caribbean, social class and status hi- 

erarchy were established along racial and color lines. Class is often evident 

when examining differences in Latin America, but what may be less evident 

is the racial foundation on which the class system is based. Tortes (1998, 

288) aptly put it: "In the past, scholars who compared the racial-color con- 
tinuum in Latin America and the Spanish-speaking Caribbean to the racial 

bifurcation in the United States and elsewhere demonstrated how race and 
class are interrelated (Hoetink 1967; Mintz I971; Duany 1985). However, for 

the most part, these scholars argued that class relations in Latin America 

and the Spanish-speaking Caribbean took precedence over race relations., 

and thereby they failed to analyze how discourses aboutclass relations eu- 

phemize race and provide a means to deny the existence and persistence 
of racist practices:’ Social class is tied to ideas of race and rooted in the 

colonial period when people were assigned a class-based status due to their 
perceived racial difference. As we look throughout the Americas, we notice 

that Africans had the lowest status when compared to American Indians 

(Wade 1997), the Chinese (Martinez-Alier 1989); and East Indians (Segal 

1993). And again, labor was assigned to individuals based on perceived ra- 
cial "types:’ For example, in the Dominican Republic, cutting sugar cane has 

been historically linked to slavery and associated with "Haitians’ work:’ 

Historical Construction of Dominicanness 

How do the ideas of belonging to a nation and changing notions of people- 

hood take shape over time and space as people migrate? As people move 

across borders, they become involved in a process where racial and national 

identities are co-constructed in the articulation of nationness (Harrison 

1995; Williams 1989). I had read about immigration to and from the Do- 

minican Republic and wondered what this meant in terms of a Dominican 

national identity as well as race and color categories. I decided to take a his- 

torical approach to look at immigration by considering census data as well 
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as documents discussing immigration strategies to see what this revealed 

about race and nation as well as changing notions of identity, Looking his- 

torically provides insight into some of the more salient periods when some 

identities were articulated over others in the construction of nationness. The 

historical data reveal that Dominicanness has its roots in periods of emigra- 

tion out of and immigration into the Dominican Republic, where ideas of 

race and culture were constantly re-formed with distance from blackness. 

I identified and named two historical periods in the Dominican Republic, 

1900-1930 and 1930-1961, to show how early ideational seeds were planted 

that came to shape the present along the lines of racial and national identi- 

ties. The first period I consider is the pre- Trujillo era (U.S. occupation era) 

when Dominicans were referred to in local print media as being "of color;’ 

and the second period is the dictatorship, known as the trujillato, where 

these ideas were challenged and changed; Dominicanness was firmly ce- 

mented during the trujillato. 

~ihe census and other historical data suggest that much of what happened 

in 1930-1961 was a reaction to earlier circumstances involving a decrease 

in the population of Spanish Creoles and an increase of negro immigrants 

(Moya Pons 1998). There was also a growing anti-Haitian sentiment during 

the trujillato that was rooted in what was called the "Haitian Invasion" of the 

Dominican Republic in 1822-1844 when the Spanish colony was unified as 

one with Haiti (Paulino 2005; Sili~ 1976; Derby 1994).s 

During the unification, the Haitian president, Jean Pierre Boyer, invited 

different foreign groups to come and reside in what was then Haiti. One of 

these groups consisted of black Americans affiliated with the African Meth- 

odist Episcopal Church (AME) in Philadelphia (M. Davis 1994, 1983, 1981). 

They left the United States and settled in Samana Bay, on the eastern penin- 

sular coast of the Dominican Republic (see Mayes forthcoming 2009 for a 

discussion of immigration and experience in San Pedro). 

Today, some have maintained the tradition of speaking English and are 

still members of the AME Church. In addition to the black Americans, Je- 

hovah’s Witnesses also settled in the Dominican Republic during this time. 

These two groups alone introduced more religious diversity in a place where 

the Catholic Church had a very strong influence. Before the unification, the 

Catholic Church had been the "church" of the people. Along with increasing 

religious diversity, Boyer also ordered the abolition of slavery in the Do- 

minican Republic. Some scholars r&fer to this period in history as Haitian 

"liberation" instead of Dominican "invasion" (Paulino 2005). 
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~ente de Color (People of Color) 

Historians have shown that the present-day population of the Dominican Re- 

public is the result of the intense mixture of peoples of European, African, 

and, to a lesser extent, Amerindian origin. By the end of the ~8th century, 

the majority of Dominicans were classified as colored--that is mu[attos and 

blacks or, in contemporary parlance, pardos and morenos. 

Jorge Duany, ~Reconstructing Racial Identity" 

I found it interesting that there were references to being "of color" in the early 

/900s in Dominican newspapers. Widely used today to encompass African 

Americans,.Latinos/as, Asian, and Native Americans in the United States, 

the term "colored" was used to describe the majority of the Dominican pop- 

alafion during a time of increased immigration to the Dominican Republic 

[rom Europe and other places. The majority of the "of color" population was 

defined as "mestizo" according to the census at the end of the nineteenth 

century and the beginning of the twentieth. In fact, in the first Dominican 

national census of I920, there were three official state-sanctioned racial cat- 

egories (hlanco, mestizo, and negro). The mestizo category included both the 

"mixed" population as welt as Asian immigrants, and negro included darker- 

skinned Dominicans as well as Haitians (see appendix D). Mestizo came to 

categorize the population in racial terms on the census, while the Domini- 

can print media .used "of color" to refer to the majority of Dominicans. 

It is often the case that an elite group creates the official.state categories. 

And in the case of the Dominican Republic, the elite was composed of.very 

light-skinned people (Mart~nez-Vergne 2005; Mayes forthcoming 2009). In 

fact, since the emigration of Spanish Creoles at the end of the nineteenth 

century and the beginning of the twentieth, a light-skinned mestizo/mulato6 

elite has been the normative group (Mart[nez-Vergne 2006; San Miguel 

2006).7 Torres-Saillant (2000, 134) elaborates: "The decay of the plantation 

and the virtual destitution of whites helped to break down the social barriers 

between the races, stimulating interracial marital relations and giving rise to 

an ethnically hybrid population. The racial integration and ethnic hybridity 

that characterized seventeenth-century Santo Domingo explain the emer- 

gence of the mulatto as the predominant type in the ethnic composition of 

the Dominican population:’ The mestizo/mulato elite defined everyone in 

relation to themselves; Haitians were negro (black), and the European immi- 

grants were blanco (white). Locally, mestizo was the category of choice even 

as scholars outside of the Dominican Republic often used mulato to define 

and describe Dominicans.s 
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Dominican newspapers in the early twentieth century used terms like de 

color (of color) in advertisements and in opinion pieces. In El Diario, in one 

advertisement for a particular hair product, Dominicans were described as 

being "damas y caballeros de color" (ladies and gentlemen of color).9 On 

the first page of El Diario, the Dominican Republic was listed as being in 

Santiago de los Caballeros, Dominican Republic and "in the West Indies."1° 

This was 1918, and the fact that the Dominican Republic was imagined to 

be composed of people of color and "in the West Indies" during this time is 

very significant because it suggests a plantation past, slavery, and a connect- 

edness with other Caribbean islands. This image soon changed during the 

dictatorship of Rafael Leonidas Trujillo (1930-I961) with references to "the 

West Indies" and anything black or African being buried in the historical 

memory. 

Against the de color backdrop, there was immigration to the Dominican 

Republic (as throughout the Americas at the time). Tables A and C in the 

appendices show the type of immigration that occurred to the Dominican 

Republic at the beginning of the twentieth century. I wanted to have a sense 

of the type of immigration that was taking place, how the state documented 

this immigration, and what this immigration meant in terms of race and 

constructions of race over time. The Santiago census of 1903 was the first 

census to provide a way of categorizing race and national origin. We see 

that early on there was an emphasis on classifying people as "Dominican" 

and "non-Dominican, paying close attention to national origin and gen- 

der:’it Of note in the t903 census (see appendix A) is that there were more 

Dominican women than men; however, there were more Spanish, Italian, 

Arab (Lebanese), American, Cuban, and Haitian men than women. The 

prevalence of more men than women had implications for intermarriage 

with Dominican women, tn fact, many of the upper-middle-class women 

1 met in Santiago talked about having European and/or "Arab" heritage. 

In 2003, Reina, one of our neighbors, invited us over for a party. "Vamos 

a comer la comida ~rabe" (we’re going to eat Arab [Lebaneset food). We 

had quipe (kibbe), tabouli, and other foods. Now q~ipe is part of the larger 

Dominican culture and cuisine where people go out and enjoy quipe as they 

would empanadas. At the time, of the nine families in our building, two 

families claimed Lebanese ancestry, one family claimed Mexican ancestry 

(and made Mexican food on special occasions), one family was from Gua- 

temala, and the rest of the families d~scribed themselves as Dominican and 

did not refer to other ancestries. 

While different nationalities were named in 190~ in the census, it wasn’t 
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until the 1916 census in Santiago (see appendix B) that the category of 

"foreign" emerged to categorize Dominican and non-Dominican,, creating 
a "we--they" or "us--them" dichotomous relationship. "Dominican" and 
"Foreign" became categories signifying-national belonging and "not belong- 

ing" and religion began to be represented by the categories of"Catholic" and 
"Other:’ "Catholic" later became understood as a part of the definition of be- 

ing Dominican. As in 1903, there were more women than men, which could 
have led to intermarriage with Dominican men, over time contributing to 

the idea of the Dominican sancocho. 
In 1916, resident foreigners were surveyed and categorized according to 

national groups (see appendix C). In total, there were seventeen national 
origins representing the 1,607 foreigners as a result of this wave of immigra- 

tion to the Dominican Republic (and U.S. i916-1924 occupation12). During 
this time, we see that there were more Haitians in Santiago (and in other 

places in the Dominican Republic) than there had been in 1903 because of a 

growing need for labor in the sugar cane fields for the export of sugar (Mar- 

tinez 1999). ~he "Arabs" (Lebanese) were an active part of the commercial 
life as merchants, and the Chinese were involved in laundry services and 

restaurants (Hoetink 1982). All of this points to a growing diversity in the 

Dominican Republic. 

The first national census of 1920 reveals some of the most important and 

defining markers in the Dominican Republic of the time, classifying Domini- 

cans and foreigners with attention to religion and racial composition (see 
appendix D). There were three national racial categories in the Dominican 
Republic in 1920 (blanco, mestizo, and negro). Btanco included both Euro- 

pean-descended Dominican nationals and foreigners of European descent. 

Mestizo referred to "mixed" Dominicans and also included Asians (this 

changed in later years), and negro referred to dark-skinned Dominicans and. 
included Haitians. I suspect that negro also included the immigrants from 

other Caribbean countries who, along with Haitian laborers, also worked in 

the sugar cane fields. These immigrants were often from the British, Dutch, 

and Danish Islands of the Caribbean.la 

It is important to note that the United States occupied both the Domini- 

can Republic and Haiti during this time. While in the Dominican Repub- 

lic, from 1916 to 1924, the U.S. Marines established a U.S. military govern- 

ment and the Guardia Nacional Dominicana (Dominican National Guard, 

or GND); this is where the "post-intervention" president Rafael L. Trujillo 
received his military training. When I examined some of the declassified 

memos from this time period, from the U.S. Department of State, it was 
clear that the United States viewed Haiti as a "black country~’ This was tan- 
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guage that was used. What is less clear, however, is how the United States 

viewed the Dominican Republic in relation to Haiti. Around this same time 

in the United States, the mulatto category was dropped from the census, and 
all mulattos legally became black due to the historic "one-drop rule" defining 

anyone with any African "blood" as black (Davis 1991; Smedley 1993). 

Since the idea of mulattos existed in the United States, wouid the U.S. 
Marines view mulato Dominicans as they did mulattos in the United States? 

Perhaps, but the United States had a different racial history with black and 

mulatto people, power relationships, eventual white-black reiational catego- 

ries, legal segregation, and institutional forms of racism restricting access to 
resources. But as the United States exercised military control of both Haiti 

and the Dominican Republic, the question remains: Did the Marines play a 

role in the distinction between mulato and negro as such a distinction ex- 

isted in the United States? Even when mulattos became black in the United 

States they often enjoyed an elevated sociaf status (Davis 1991). In fact, some 

mulattos were part of organizations and social group based on being 
latto--as was the case in Charleston, South Carolina and the founding of the 
Brown Fellowship Society.~4 

Immigration to the Dominican Republic during the early 1900s facilitated 

a process by which the nation-state began to define itself as Dominican, as 
mixed (mestizo), and as Catholic. While many Spanish Creoles emigrated 

from the Dominican Republic to other countries in the region, Haitians and 

black Caribbean people immigrated to the Dominican Republic to work in 

the sugar cane fields. 1he fact that there was a decrease in the Spanish Cre- 

ole population (a blanco group) concurrent with an increase in Haitian and 

other Caribbean immigrants (negro groups) is very significant as the racial 

discourse soon moved away from one of color (de color) to one embracing 

everything Spanish (hispanidad). 

Hispanidad: Rafael Leonidas Trujillo and the Distance from 

Genre de Color (1930-1961) 

The old aristocracy had marked their superiority through the metaphor of 
"blood~’ which indexed filiation with the respectable families o.f either the in- 
terior town of Santiago or Santo Domingo, the capital, while expressing at 
least an ideal type of phenotypicaI whiteness or "purity of bloodI’ In this pre- 
dominantly mulatto society, race and class were inextricably associated and 
mutually reinforcing. The closed character of the traditional elite can be seen 

in the proclivity of the old families for cousin marriage, which was the norm, 
particularly in the interior, into the 1930S. 

Lauren Derby, "’[he Dictator’s Seduction" 
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"lhe period before Trujillo witnessed emigration from and immigration 

to the Dominican Republic. All of these groups now residing in the Do- 

minican Republic were listed and recorded on the national census as part 

of the national body. Haitians did not seem to have any more prominence 

than any other national group. All of this changed as Rafael TrujiIlo came to 

power and institutionalized categories and immigration policies that would 

later have an effect on how the Dominican nation would be reimagined and 

reconfigured at the end of the twentieth century. 

During the trujillato, the racial discourse shifted from being de color to 

hispanidad where everything "Spanish" was embraced (Sag~s 2000; Be- 

tances 1995; Cass~ 1975; Winn 1992). ~Ihis meant identifying with and ap- 

preciating Spanish culture and society. In this way, Spain became a point of 

reference and a link to understanding Dominican life and people. ~l-he idea of 

mixture still existed as it did before, but Trujillo gave social currency to the 

term indio as representing Dominican mixture. So, on the one hand, there 

was a privileging of Spanish ancestry while, on the other hand, there was a 

simultaneous recognition of mixture highlighting Spanish-indigenous an- 

cestry. While indio literaily means "Indian;’ or "indigenous;’ it socially repre- 

sents skin color variation due to mixture over time. It is most often used as a 

color category, but it also serves as a racial "type" on the national identifica- 

tion card (see chapter 2) since it defines a racial location between black and 

white.Mestizo, however, did not disappear; it continued to be used as a racial 

category on the census during this same time. For tight-skinned Dominican 

elites, mestizo and indio were preferred race!color categories over mulato 

since they did not imply African ancestry. For that reason, a mulato identity 

was not articulated on a national level--mestizo was used in place of mulato 

on the census, and indio became the institutionalized color category on the 

c~dula,is 

One of the first steps Truiillo made in casting the international image of 

the Dominican Republic was by hosting international fairs (Derby 2000) 

and displaying photos of Spanish immigrants and very light-skinned women 

(with captions stressing the beauty of Dominican women).16 Perhaps it was 

an attempt to change the image of the Dominican Republic from being con- 

structed as a country of people of color to a very light, almost white ideal. 

A cursory glance at descriptions of the Dominican Republic from the 1930s 

to the 1960s, from outside the country, often used words like "mixed" or 

"mulatto" to describe the majority of the population. Truiillo went against 

this and promoted mestizo and indio to racially represent the majority of 

Dominicans instead of mulato. 

Xhe shift away from being "de color" not only pertained to race, color, and 
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ancestry, but also to geography. Dominican newspapers, like El Diario, that 
had once referred to the Dominican Republic as being in the West Indies 

dropped the reference nit together. I suggest this was because of emergent 

ideas of hispanidad, which called for references to Spain, not to the Afro- 

Caribbean region. During the trujillato, the term "people of color" became 

a way of talking about Haitians who were blamed for the "browning" of the 

Dominican Republic during the unification of the island in 1822-1844. The 

idea was that Haiti was Africa, and Africa was Haiti; Haitians became the 
"undesired" immigrants17 while Europeans became the "desired" immi- 

grants. Looking toward Europe, Trujillo issued a "call for immigrants" in 

the newspapers and government memos (see appendices E and F); this was 

the beginning of a targeted immigration policy to. promote blanqueamiento 

(whitening) in the Dominican Republic. People from Europe also immigrated 

to other Latin American countries and also to the United States (Roediger 

2006; Foner 2002) during the early twentieth century. While Europeans did 
settle in the Dominican Republic, more went to other countries in the re- 

gion, such as Argentina. So, Trujillo was not as successful in attracting the 

number of Europeans as other countries. Nonetheless, Trujillo encouraged 

European immigration while restricting the immigration of Dominicans to 

other countries (Torres-Saillant and Hernfindez 1998). 

While the Dominican Republic grew in diversity, the census also shows 
that ideas of Dominicanness were forming in terms of categorizing who was 
Dominican and who was foreign. Returning to the idea of the sancocho for 

a moment, immigration played a role in facilitating a process of diversity, 

but at the same time, there were homogenizing efforts to define what being 
Dominican was and what it meant. The National Population Census of May 

13, 1935 (see appendix G) reflected this shift. Like previous censuses, this 

one made distinctions between Dominicans and foreigners, however, for 

the first time, foreigners of "all races" was a category, perhaps also because 

the Dominican Republic was now being seen and reinforcing itself as an 

independent state, and Haitians were counted and categorized in terms of 

gender and location (urban/rural zones). This isolation of Haitians is signifi- 

cant because their presence was recorded two years before the matanza, or 

massacre, of the Haitians at the request of Trujillo (Turits 2002; Det:by and 

Turits 1993; Paulino 2005). 

While Dominicanness and ideas of race and nation were firmly planted 

during the trujillato, social class andstatus also took shape. Someone com- 

mented to me during an interview that "even the poorest Dominican is bet- 

ter off than a Haitian:’ referring to the poverty and the chnditions in which 

many Haitians find themselves. Haitians residing in the Dominican Republic 
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are often marked as "poor;’ "dirty;’ "disease-ridden," and people who are to 
be "feared" (because of Haitian voodoo and the "belief" that "Haitians eat 
people"),is Strong anti-Haitian nationalist sentiments emerged that led to 
the mistreatment and discrimination of Haitians over time (Sag~s 2000; Sili~ 
1976; Paulino 2005; Adams 2006; Dore Cabra11987))9 As Derby (1994, 495) 
suggests, anti-Haitianism has a long history in the Dominican Republic: 
"Anti-Haitianism must be understood as more than racism as such. It arose 
initially as consciousness of colonial difference, an identity marked first by 
tanguage (French versus Spanish; the import of the linguistic ascription of 
alterity still lingers today), then by a series of derivative collective asser- 
tions of differences originating in colonial rivalries between the French and 
Spanish. Anti-Haitianism’s second layer of meaning stemmed from Saint 
Domingue’s (which later became Haiti) former economic supremacy and 
colonial grandeur, in stark contrast to the poverty of the Spanish colony:’ 

While hispanidad advanced the absolute appreciation of everything 
"Spanish;’ it also firmly established and rooted the idea of blanqueamiento, 
and by extension, mestizaje. It was said that Trujillo declared that the Do- 
minican Republic was the most Spanish of the Americas and that Domini- 
cans should identify with everything Spanish (Moya Pons 1998; Winn 1992). 
Toward this end, he ordered the rewriting of Dominican history textbooks 
in order to erase the presence of West Africans and to suggest that the Af- 
ricans who were brought as slaves to the Dominican Republic were from 
North Africa (Winn 1992; Torres-Saillant 1995). ~his burial of the African 
past extended to music and the national music of the Dominican Republic, 
the merengue, as Trujitlo ordered the removal of one of thedrums used in 
merengue music because it sounded "too African" (Austerlitz 1997). The 
sancocho, once prepared and consumed by slaves--at once recognizing their 
resourcefulness and resistance--came to represent immigration and then 
the homogenizing effect of mixture as in mestizo and indio. Sancocho was 
out of context and recast in the national imaginary. ~II~e newly altered histor- 
ical accounts became part of the official Dominican history as it was told and 
retold in textbooks as well as in oral tradition, explaining, in part, why many 
Dominicans do not cqnsider themselves to be of African descent--they did 
not learn that they were of African descent in terms of their socialization 
(Simmons 2006). The category indio was attractive to Trujillo--it implied 
racial mixture and could be used as a color denominator to describe skin 
color (for example, indio claro/light-skinned or indio oscuro/ dark-skinned) 
without referencing African ancestry. While indio never appeared on the 
census, Trujillo was effective in institutionalizing it as he set in motion its 
usage on the c~dula, the national identification card (Torres-Saillant 1995). 
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The construction of indio as a non-black, mixed, race/color category is 

in relation to Haitians, who were defined on the census as black.2° Again, 

as Moya Pons (1998) suggests, Haitians were closely associated with slavery, 

strenuous manual labor, and being black. Over time, the usage of indio color 

descriptors and categories had the effect of distancing Dominicans from 

their African heritage and ideas of blackness in an attempt to create an affin- 

ity toward Spanish ideals against an indigenous (Taino) landscape. The effort 

to advance hispanidad not only meant a cultural affiliation with Spain but 

also a phenotypic one. Btanco Was used to classify Someone of Spanish (or 

other European) ancestry, and negro was used to classify someone of African 

ancestry (Haitian or other West Indian). 

Trujillo was successful in ci~eating images, giving meaning to categories, 

and maintaining a level of appreciation of everything Spanish and scorning 

anything that had to do with Haiti. Looking at some of his memos and other 

correspondence, in Bernardo Vega’s work (1986), it is clear that Trujillo cre- 

ated a systematic fear of Haitians and a belief that they were not to be trusted 

and needed to be closely monitored. He did this by reminding peopie that 

the Dominican Republic had been "invaded" by Haiti in 1822 and that this 

was never to happen again. In interview after interview, people commented 

on how Haitians had invaded the Dominican Republic and symbolically 

darkened the country. 

Relying on the media and the educational system to perpetuate these 

ideas, Trujillo in effect not only orchestrated a racialized immigration proj- 

ect but also planted and sowed seeds for growing anti-Haitian sentiment 

that culminated in the extermination of thousands of Haitians residing in 

the Dominican Republic in 1937, an event known as the matanza (massa- 

cre). 

The Haitians living near the border were completely marginal to Do- 

minican society and the territory they occupied functioned as an ex- 

tension of Haiti. Haitian currency circulated freely in the Cibao, the 

main agricultural region of the country, and in the south it circulated 

as far as Azua, only 120 kilometers from Santo Domingo. Trujillo did 
not want to accept that fact. He traveled to the frontier at the begin- 

ning of October 1937, and there gave a speech announcing that the 

occupation by Haitians of the frontier territories must not continue. 

Afterwards, he ordered that all Haitians remaining in the country be 

exterminated. In the days following October 4, 1937, the army assas- 

sinated all Haitians on sight. Eighteen thousand Haitians were killed. 

Xhe only ones able to save their lives were those who managed to cross 
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the border and those protected by the sugar mills, which did not want 

to lose their Haitian labor force. (Moya Pons 1995, 368) 

Trujillo promoted mixture and "needed" European immigrants to help 

"lighten" certain areas of the country. Toward that aim, Trujillo granted per- 
mission for Jewish refugees to settle in the northern part of the Dominican 
Republic (see appendix H) at the request of his daughter who had befriended 

a Jewish woman in Europe years earlier. The irony here though is that the 
Jewish refugees, once viewed as "non-white" in Nazi Germany, represented 

whiteness to Trujillo, and that the Dominican Republic was a refuge for the 

Jews and a place of peril for many Haitians. Trujillo’s acceptance of the refu- 
gees also gave him a way to redeem himself in the eyes of the international 

community after word had spread about the rnantanza. 

Following international and public protest against this horrific massa- 

cre,21 Trujillo allegedly paid large sums of money to Haiti for damages and 

suggested that there had been border disputes between the two neighboring 

countries. The present-day tensions between Dominicans and Haitians, as 

well as contemporary images, have their roots in the trujillato. Importantly, 

despite efforts to remove Haitian immigrants, they and their descendants 

still have a presence in the Dominican Republic. Although their lives in 

the Dominican Republic are difficult, involving performing arduous tasks, 

working long hours for little pay (for example, in construction work, sugar 
cane fields, and other plantations, and so forth), and in the face of tremen- 

dous discrimination, many Haitians continue to cross the border in search 

of employment opportunities. 

The effect of both the matanza on the negro population and the immigra- 

tion of Europeans on the blanco population is evident when comparing the 

census data of 1935 to that of 1950 (see appendix I). Xhere was a significant 

increase of blancos between 1935 and 1950, and at the same time, a decrease 

in negros (following the matanza of the Haitians in the Dominican-Haitian 

border communities). There was also an increase in mestizos and amaril- 

los during this same time. Trujillo’s targeted immigration policies were at 

play, and while the idea was to increase the mixed population, the group 

that increased the most was blanco. Some of the newly arrived Europeans 

intermarried with Dominicans, but others did not. In fact, there were com- 
munities of Spanish and Italian immigrants who formed their own enclaves 

and social groups. The Spanish established a Spanish society in 1965 and 

the exclusive country club Centro Espafiol (Spanish Club) in 1966. Today, 

the Centro Espafiol is still the most exclusive country club in Santiago with 

an initial membership fee of more than nine thousand U.S. dollars, making 
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it "the club" of upper-middle-class and wealthy Dominicans. According to 

its website (centroespanol.com), the Centro Espafiol "surge pot la necesidad 

que tenia la pequefia coionia espafiola" (came about because of the needs 

of the small Spanish colony). Today, according to the website, the Centro 

Espafiol is "un club social y deportivo creado y dedicado fundamentalmente 

al fomento de las culturas Espafiola y Dominicana" (a social and sports club 
dedicated fundamentally to the growth of the Spanish and Dominican cul- 

tures). It was my experience that people with Spanish ancestry said that they 

were Dominican but also referred to having Spanish heritage. It was also the 
case that Dominicans who claimed Spanish, Lebanese, Argentine, and/or 

Italian ancestry were the ones who were classified as white on their c~dulas 

if they were very light-skinned with straight hair (distinguishable physical 

features that marked them as white). 
There are some significant shifts that followed the census of 1935 that 

set a precedent. In particular, the census of 1950 moved away from race and 

racial classifications in favor of color, and for the first time color and nation- 

ality were defined in the following terms:22 

Color--Se determin6 et color, no la raza, de ias personas empadronao 

das. Se clasific6 la poblacidn en blanca, negra, mestiza y amarilla, 
segfin et caso, y de acuerdo a la apreciacidn del empadronador, 

quien fu6 instruldo para que salvo en circunstancias especiales, 

hiciese esta pregunta (xiv). 

Nationalidad--Esta pregunta cubri6 dos aspectos: en primer tugar se 
anot6: "dominicano;’ "naturalizado dominicano;’ o "extranjero:’ de 

acuerdo con la declaraci6n de la persona interrogada. Si ~sta de- 
claraba set naturalizada dominicana, en un segundo rengl6n, como 

consecuencia a esta primera anotacidn, se hizo constar a que na- 

cionalidad pertenec/a antes de haber adquirido ta nacionalidad do- 

minicana. Si por el contrario la persona declar6 ser extranjera, en 

este mismo segundo rengldn se anotaba su nacionalidad (xiv). 

(Color--The color, not the race, was determined of registered people. 

The population was classified into white, black, mixed, and yellow/ 

Asian [Chinese] categories, according to each case, and according 
to the census taker, who was instructed to ask questions [about the 

person’s color] in special circumstances [when color could not be 

determined]. 

Nationality--Xhis question covered two aspects: first the census taker 
noted: "from the Dominican Republic;’ "naturalized in the Domini- 

can Republic;’ or "foreigner;’ depending on the person’s declara- 
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tion of nationality. If naturalized in the Dominican Republic, on a 

second line, as a result, it was noted that there was a diffe~’ent na- 
tionality before having acquired Dominican nationality. However, 

if the person declared to be foreign, on this same second line, the 

nationality was noted.) 

"/his shift may have followed other trends in the region moving toward the 

idea of a racial democracy with no "distinct" racial groups (like in Brazil 
and Venezuela). By definition, mestizaje involves racial mixture, and if mes- 

tizaje and blanqueamiento were the objectives during the trujillato, the ideal 

would be a mixed one with a range of color possibilities, not racial ones. In 

1950,we also see a wedding of color and nation in the categorization of"La 

Repfiblica;’ (the republic); this was used on the census for the first time in 

1950 (see appendix J) as a complete representation of the population. The 

year 1950 also witnessed an increase in religious categories (see appendix K); 

Buddhist and Adventist were among the new categories added to the census 

of 1950. The Dominicanization process would soon emphasize Roman Ca- 

tholicism and the Spanish language. 

The perceived social and cultural threats against Dominican people in 

terms of language, religion, and cultural practices were clearly a part of 

feared Haitianization of the Dominican Republic. Dominicaniza~ion coun- 

tered Haitianization .by solidifying ideas of"who Dominicans were" in terms 

of mixture, language, religion, and hispanidad. In other words, "We are not 

like ~hem’.’ 

In theory and practice, the Dominicanization process sought to define 

the nation in terms of its members, affirm the importance of religion (Ro- 

man Catholicism), and assert the importance of language (Spanish). During 

the Trujillo period the government monitored the usage of Kreyol in part 
through censuses and took preliminary efforts to prevent this language from 

being spoken (see appendix L). On the one hand, Kreyol was described by of- 

ficials as a strange language, and on the other hand, as a dialect with a direct 

comparison to Spanish as the "superior" language, and the preferred one. It 

was believed that Spanish needed to be introduced as a way to increase the 

sense of patriotism in the Dominican Republic. Yet, in order to implement 

programs to dissuade some religious practices and [anguages, the state had 
to first identify them, and the census helped to facilitate this process. 

The sancocho, arguably African in origin, has been recast as the national 

dish representing diversity and mixture without reference to African ances- 

try. The census data and memos point to the emergence of Dominicanness 
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and mixture cast as mestizo. The next chapter explores the institutionaliza- 

tion of another color category--indio--as a way to describe mixture and the 
range of light to dark by the state (on the national identification card known 

as the c4dula), by people themselves as a form of colorization practice, and 
in popular culture. 
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Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, September 21,2011 3:17 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

The Triangle African American History Colloquium 

TAAHC CFP 2011-2012.pdf 

Greetings, 

The Triangle African American History Colloquium announces its sixth annual New Perspectives Conference. 
Our theme this year is "Defining Freedom in African American History and Culture," and the conference will 
be held February 24-25, 2012 at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. The Conference Committee 
welcomes single papers or complete session panels related to the conference theme from faculty and graduate 
students. Please see the attached announcement for more information. 

Sincerely, 
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To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday,                  9:47 AM 

Miller, Haeran <hrmiller@email.unc.edu> 

RE: need your help 

No problem[ Glad to help[ 

From: Miller, Haeran 
Sent: Monday, 9:47 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: need your help 

Thanks for your help, Travis. 
It [s very helpful[[ 

Haeran 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, ,9:46 AM 
To: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: FW: need your help 

Here it is! 

From: Miller, Haeran 
Sent: Monday, 9:40 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: need your help 

Hi Travis, 
Could you please check the room number for the people and correct them in case either they are blank or wrong? 

Thanks!!! 

Julius Nyang’oro 101 

104 

Robert Porter 

Tim McMillan 107 

Dept. Manager/Acct. Tech 108 

FAX 109 

Travis Gore 109 

Perry Hall 202 

Charlene Regester 204 

David Pier 205 

Lydia Boyd 207 

Kia Caldwell 208 

Bereket Selassie 209 

Reginald Hilderbrand 210 

Kenneth Janken 301 

Eunice Sable 302 

Mamarame Seck 304 



Alphonse Mutima/ 

Walter Rucker 

Smith 

Hall 04 

Basement 

3O5 

Alassane Fall/Esther Lisanza 

Smith Hall 03 

Basement 

Haeran Miller 
Acct. Tech 
Dept. of Public Policy 
Tel. 919.962.4854 
Fax. 919.962.5824 
Dept. of African and Afro-American Studies 
Tel. 919.966.1295 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, September 26, 2011 11:10 AM 

Tanner, Beth <btanner@email.unc.edu> 

RE: AFAM and AFRI courses taught 

Hi Beth, 

Thank you so much! Also, thank you for getting it to us so quickly! I will send this to Professor Janken. 

Thanks again! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of Aft[can and Afro-American Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

From: Tanner, Beth 
Sent: Monday, September 26, 2011 10:44 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Coleman, Gina 
Subject: RE: AFAM and AFRI courses taught 

Hi Travis, 
Fve attached the data you requested. There are 4 tabs in the file: 2 are lists of all of the courses separated out by AFAM 

and AFRI; the other 2 are summary tables that show which terms the courses were taught and how many times. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or need anything further. 

Thanks, 

Beth 

Beth Tanner 
Report Programmer 

Office of the University Registrar 

Suite 3100, SASB North, CB 2100 

E-mail: btanner@email.unc.edu 
Phone: 919-962-9857 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, September 23, 2011 1:27 PM 



To: Tanner, Beth 
Subject: RE: AFAM and AFRI courses taught 

Thank you so much Beth! That sounds great. I really appreciate your help on this! 

Travis 

From: Tanner, Beth 
Sent: Friday, September 23, 2011 12:07 PM 
To: Gore, Travis; registrar’s office 
Subject: RE: AFAM and AFRI courses taught 

Hi Travis, 
I can pull the data, but not sure I can have it in time for a meeting at noon on Monday. I’ll certainly try and will 

keep you posted on my progress so you can let Professor Janken know. 

Thanks 

Beth 

Beth Tanner 
Report Programmer 

Office of the University Registrar 

Suite 3:100, SASB North, CB 2:100 

E-mail: btanner@email.unc.edu 
Phone: 9:19-962-9857 

From: Gore, Travis [mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 23, 2011 11:04 AM 
To: registrar’s office 
Subject: [academicdata] FW: AFAM and AFRI courses taught 

Would the request at the bottom of this page be possible? 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

From: Roberts-Coleman, Joan 
Sent: Friday, September 23, 2011 8:27 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: AFAM and AFRI courses taught 



Reporting data is available from the Registrar’s websiteo If you have questions, simply submit 
using the email at the bottom of the page. 

Thanks! 
~]oan 

Joan Roberts-Coleman 
Records Service Coordinator 

Office of the University Registrar, UNC-Chapel Hill 
31oo SASB NoAh, CB #~1oo, Chapel Hill, NC ~7599-~1oo 
Tel: 919-96~-9861 Fax: 919-96~-3349 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, September 22, 2011 3:42 PM 

To: Roberts-Coleman, Joan 
Subject: FW: AFAM and AFRI courses taught 

Hi Joan, 

Is the request down below possible? Hope you are doing well! 

Thanks, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919o966o5496 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Wednesday, September 21, 2011 2:24 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: AFAM and AFRI courses taught 

Dear Travis, 

I would like a list that contains the AFAM and AFRI courses we have taught since Fall 2006. I 
don’t need summer school courses, and I don’t need the language courses. I’d like the list to 
contain the number of times each course has been taught and the most recent time it was taught. 
This information will help me and the undergraduate curriculum committee get a clearer picture 
of what students who are maj oring in AFAM or AFRI are getting from the maj or. Can you 
generate this list? There is a committee meeting next Monday at 12, and I’d like to have it by 
then, but if that is an impossible request, please let me know when you could have it by. 

I do not need the names of the instructors, but if that is information that you’d capture anyway in 
the course of gathering the information, please let me know. 

Thanks! 

Kenneth 



Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 

Click on a link for information about my publications: 

Ravford W. Logan and the Dilemma of the African-American Intellectual: 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpre ss/spr_97/j anken.html 

Walter White, Mr. NAACP: 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 26, 2011 4:42 PM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc. edu> 

Spring 2012 courses 

Springl2.LGLA.Agatha.xls; Springl2.SWAH.Agatha.xls; Springl2.WOLO.Agatha.xls; 
Spring 12Afam4Agatha.xls; Spring 12Afri4Agatha.xls 

Here they are! 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 



iBuilding Room Title 

GC 1009 

Course SectonNum MeetngType Instructor       MaxEnro ment StartTme EndTme DoNotSchedue Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fr 

LGLA 

LGLA 



Building Room Title            Subject Course Section Num Instructor                 Max Enrollment StartTime End Time Do Not Schedule Sun Mon Tue Wed 

PH    0220 ELEM KISWAHILI SWAH 402 001 LISAN7A, ESTHER MUKEWA 25 11:00 AM 11:50 AM F M W F 

II 

W 
F 

II 
MU 0204 KISWAHILI 4 SWAH 404 001 MUTIMA, SINAMENYE A 252:00 PM 2:50 PM F M W 

HM 0519 SWAHILI LAC SWAH 408 001 32’00 PM 2’50 PM F M 

MT 0205 KISWAHILI 4 SWAH 404 002 MUTIMA, SINAMENYE A 253:00 PM 3:50 PM F M W F 

SC 0201 KISWAHILI VI SWAH 406 001 MUTIMA, SINAMENYE A 1512:00 PM 12:50 PM F M W F 







Building Room Combined Section Id Title 

GC 1005 ,} ,il"NTRODUC-i-!ON TO AFRICA 

PH 0215 INTRODUCTION TO AFRICA 

GC 1005 INTRODUCTION TO AFRICA 

0004A-F INTRODUCTION TO AFRICA 

,iINTRODUCTION TO AFRICA 

............................................ ................................. "i’~’~’~’~:~" .................................................................... "i~66"~’~’6"~"’~6 AFRICA 

GC    1009 POL PROB IN AFRI ST 

GC 1005 

SC 0210 

Subject Course Section Num iInstructor 

AFRI 

AFRI 101        1002                 SELASSIE,BEREKET H 

AFRI 101 990 McDonnell,Carol B 

McDonnell,Carol B 

ANDERSON,BARBARA S 

AFRI 370 001 SEL~SSIE,BEREKET H 

AFRI 

KEY ISS/AFRI/AFRO L 
’i AFRI 

CONTEMPORARY AFRICA 

AFRICA IN GLOBAL SYSTEM 

375 001 

DE 303A 

VN G307 CENTRAL AFRICA 

HM 0519 0191A-A HONORS RESEARCH II 

AFRI 

Max Enrollment IStartTime End Time 

602:00 PM 3:15 PM 

6011:00 AN 12:15 PN 

6012:30 PN 1:45 PN 

lO12:oo AM AM 

BOYD,LYDIA C 

CASHION,JODY W 

FALL,ALASSANE 

NZONGOLA-NTALAJA, GEORGES 

JANKEN,KENNETH R 

1512:00 AM 12:00 AM 

112:00 AM 
12:00 AM 

2511:00 AM PM 

302:00 PM 3:15 PM 

302:00 PM 3:15 PM 

58:00 AM 8:50 AM 

351:00 PM 1:50 PM 

303:00 PM 5:50 PM 

35 10:00 AM 10:50 AM 

~6"i ’i"~"i’~’ A M 10:50 AM 

6012:00 
PM 12:50 PM 

303:00 PM 5:50 PM 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDlBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, September 26, 2011 4:57 PM 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 
20110926165450140.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [x~ai~to:scmm~x~c.edt~] 
Sent: Monday, September 26, 2011 4:55 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 09.26.2011 16:54:49 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



PART 

ONE 



Okonkwo was well known throughout the 

nine villages and even beyond. His fame 

rested on solid personal achievements, As a young man of 

eighteen he had brought honor to his village by throwing 

Amalinze the Cat. Amalinze was the great wrestler who for 

seven years was unbeaten, from Ltmuofia to Mbaino. He was 

called the Cat because his back would never touch the earth. 

It was this man that Okonkwo threw in a fight which the old 

men agreed was one of the fiercest since the founder of their 

town engaged a spirit of the wild for seven days and seven 

nights. 

The drums beat and the flutes sang and the spectators 

held their breath. Amalinze was a wily craftsman, but 

Okonkwo was as slippery as a fish in water. Every nerve and 

every muscle stood out on their arms, on their backs and their 

thighs, and one almost heard them stretching to breaking 

point. In theend Okonkwo threw the Cat. 

That was many years ago, twenty years or more, and 

during this time Okonkwo’s fame had grown like a bush-fire in 

the harmattan. He was tall and huge, and his bushy, eyebrows 
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and wide nose gave him a very severe look. He breathed 
heavily, and it was said that, when he slept, his wives and 

children in their houses could hear him breathe. When he 
walked, his heels hardly touched the ground and he seemed to 

walk on springs, as if he was going to pounce on somebody. 
And he did pounce on people quite often. He had a slight 
stammer and whenever he was angry and could not get his 

words out quickly enough, he would use his fists. He had no 

patience with unsuccessful men. He had had no patience with 

his father. 
Unoka, for that was his fath&s name, had died ten years 

ago. In his day he was lazy and improvident and was quite 
incapable of thinking about tomorrow, tf any money came his 

way, and it seldom did, he immediately bought gourds of 
palm-wine, called round his neighbors and made merry. He 
always said that whenever he saw a dead man’s mouth he saw 
the folly of not eating what one had in one’s lifetime. Unoka 

was, of course, a debtor, and he owed every neighbor some 
money, from a few cowries to quite substantial amounts. 

He was tall but very thin and had a slight stoop. He 
wore a haggard and mournful look except when he was drink- 
ing or playing on his flute. He was very good on his flute, and 
his happiest moments were the two or three moons after the 
harvest when the village musicians brought down their instru- 
ments, hung above the fireplace. Unoka would play with 

them, his face beaming with blessedness and peace. Some- 
times another village would ask Unoka’s band and their danc- 

ing e.qwu.qwu to come and stay with them and teach them their 
tunes. They would go to such hosts for as tong as three or four 
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markets, making music and feasting. Unoka loved the good 

fare and the good fellowship, and he loved this season of the 

year, when the rains had .stopped and. the sun rose every 

morning with dazzling beauty. And it was not too hot either, 

because the cold and dry harmattan wind was blowing down 

from the north. Some years the harmattan was very severe and 

a dense haze hung on the atmosphere. Old men and children 

would then sit round log fires, warming their bodies. Unoka 

loved it all, and he loved the first kites that returned with the 

dry season, and the children who sang songs of welcome to 

them. He would remember his own childhood, how he had 
often wandered around looking for a kite sailing leisurely 

against the blue sky. As soon as he found one he would sing 

with his whole being, welcoming it back from its long, long 

journey, and asking it if it had brought home any lengths of 

cloth. 

That was years ago, when he was young. Unoka, the 

grown-up, was a failure. He was poor and his wife and chil- 

dren had barely enough to eat. People laughed at him because 

he was a loafer, and they swore never to lend him any more 

money because he never paid back. But Unoka was such a 

man that he always succeeded in borrowing more, and piling 

up his debts. 

One day a neighbor called Okoye came in to see him. 

He was reclining on a mud bed in his hut playing on the flute. 

He immediately rose and shook hands with Okoye, who then 

unrolled the goatskin which he carried under his arm, and sat 

down. Unoka went into an inner room and soon returned with 



a small wooden disc containing a kola nut, some alligator 

pepper and a lump of white chalk. 

"l have kola," he announced when he sat. down, and 

passed the disc over to his guest. 
"Thank you. He who brings kola brings life. But [ think 

you ought to break it," replied Okoye, passing back the disc. 

!’No, it is for you, I think," and they argued likethis for a 

few moments before Unoka accepted the honor of breaking 

the kola. Okoye, meanwhile, took the lump. of chalk, drew 

some lines on the floor, and then painted his big toe. 

As he broke the kola, Unoka prayed to their ancestors 

for life and health, and for protection against their enemies. 

When they had eaten they talked about many things: about 

the heavy rains which were drowning the yams, about the 

next ancestral feast and about the impending war with the 

village of Mbaino. Unoka was never happy when it came to 

wars. He was in fact a coward and could not bear the sight of 

blood. And so he changed the subject and talked about music, 

and his face beamed. He could hear in his mind’s ear the 

blood-stirring and intricate rhythms of the ekwe and the udu 

and the 0ge~e, and he could hear his own flute weaving in and 

out of them, decorating them with a colorful and plaintive 

tune. The total effect was gay and brisk, but if one picked out 

the flute as it went up and down. and then broke up into short 

snatches, one saw that there was sorrow and grief there. 
Okoye was also a musician, He played on the ogene. But 

he was not a failure like Unoka. He had a large barn full of 

yams and he had three wives. And now he was going to take 
the ldemili title, the third highest in the land. It was a yew 
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expensive ceremony and he was gathering all his resources 
together. That was in fact the reason why he had come to see 
Unoka. He cleared his throat and began: 

"Thank you for the koia. You may have heard ot: the title 
I intend to take shortly." 

Having spoken plainly so far, Okoye said the next half a 
dozen sentences in proverbs. Among the Ibo the art of con- 
versation is regarded very highly, and proverbs are the palm- 
oil with which words are eaten. Okoye was a great talker and 
he spoke for a long time, skirting round the subject and then 
hitting it finally. In short, he was asking Unoka to return the 

two hundred cowries he had borrowed from him more than 
two years before. As soon as Unoka understood what his 
friend was driving at, he burst out laughing. He laughed loud 
and long and his voice rang out clear as the ogene, and tears 

stood in his eyes. His visitor was amazed, and sat speechless. 
At the end, Unoka was able to give an answer between fresh 

outbursts of mirth. 
"Look at ~hat wail," he said, pointing at the far walt of his 

hut, which was rubbed with red earth so that it shone. "Look 
at those lines of chalk;" and Okoye saw groups of short per- 
pendicular lines drawn in chalk. There were five groups, and 
the smallest group had ten lines. Unoka had a sense of the 
dramatic and so he allowed a pause, in which he took a pinch 
of snuff and sneezed noisily, and then he continued: "Each 
group there represents a debt to someone, and each stroke is 

one hundred cowries. You see, I owe that man a thousand 
cowries. But he has not come to wake me up in the morning 
for it. I shall pay you, but not today. Our elders say that the 



sun will shine on those who stand before it shines on those 
who kneel under them. I shall pay my big debts first." And he 
took another pinch of snuff, as if that was paying the big 
debts first. Okoye rolled his goatskin and departed. 

When Unoka died he had taken no title at all and he was 
heavily in debt. Any wonder then that his son Okonkwo was 
ashamed of him? Fortunately, among these people a man was 
judged according to his worth and not according to the worth 
of his father. Okonkwo was clearly cut out for great things. 
He was still young but he had won fame as the greates’c wres- 
tler in the nine villages. He was a wealthy farmer and had two 
barns full of yams, and had just married his third wife. To 

crown it all he had taken two titles and had shown incredible 
prowess in two inter-tribal wars. And so although Okonkwo 
was still young, he was already one of the greatest men of his 
time. Age was respected among his people, but achievement 

was revered. As the elders said, if a child washed his hands he 
could eat with kings. Okonkwo had clearly washed his hands 
and so he ate with kings and elders. And that was how he 

came to look after the doomed lad who was sacrificed to the 
village of Umuofia by their neighbors to avoid war and blood- 

shed. The ill-fated lad was called Ikemefuna. 

CHAPTER Two 

Okonkwo had just blown out the palm-oil 

lamp and stretched himself on his bamboo 

bed when he heard the o_4ene of the town crier piercing the stilt 

night air. Gome, _4ome, gome, gome, boomed the hollow metal. 

Then the crier gave his message, and at the end of it beat his 

instrument again. And this was the message. Every man of 

Umuofia was asked to gather at the market place tomorrow 

morning. Okonkwo wondered what was amiss, for he knew 

certainly that something was amiss. He had discerned a clear 

overtone of tragedy in the crier’s voice, and even now he 

could still hear it as it grew dimmer and dimmer in the dis- 

tance. 

The night was yew quiet. It was always quiet except on 

moonlight nights. Darkness held a vague terror for these peo- 

ple, even the bravest among them. Children were warned not 

to whistle at night for fear of evil spirits. Dangerous animals 

became even more sinister and uncanny in the dark. A snake 

was never called by its name at night, because it would hear. It 

was called a string. And so on this particular night as the 

crier’s voice was gradually swallowed up in the distance, si- 



lence returned to the world, a vibrant silence made more in- 
tense by the universal trill of a million million forest insects. 

On a moonlight night it would be different. The happy 

voices Of children playing in open fields would then be heard. 

And perhaps those not so young would be playing in pairs in 

less open places, and old men and women would remember 

their youth. As the Ibo say: "When the moon is shining the 

cripple becomes hungry for a walk." 
But this particular night was dark and silent. And in all 

the nine villages of Umuofia a town crier, with his ogene asked 

ever9 man to be present tomorrow morning. Okonkwo on his 

bamboo bed tried to figure out the nature of the emergency-- 

war with a neighboring clan? That seemed the most likely 

reason, and he was not afraid of war. He was a man of action, 

a man of war. Unlike his father he could stand the look of 
blood. In Umuofia’s latest war he was the first to bring home a 

human head. That was his fifth head; and he was not an old 
man yet. On great occasions such as the funeral of a village 
celebrity he drank his palm-wine from his first human head. 

In the morning the market place was full. There must 

have been about ten thousand men there, all talking in low 

voices. At last Ogbuefi Ezeugo stood up in the midst of them 

and bellowed tour times, "Umuofla kwenu," and on each occa- 
sion he faced a different direction and Seemed to push the air 

with a clenched fist. And ten thousand men answered "Yaa~." 

each time. Then there was perfect silence. Ogbuefi Ezeugo 
was a powerful orator and was always chosen to speak on such 

occasions. He moved his hand over his white head and 

stroked his white beard. He then adjusted his cloth, which 
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was passed under his right arm-pit and tied above his left 

shoulder. 

"Umuofla kwenu," he bellowed a fifth time, and the crowd 
yelled in answer. And then suddenIy like one possessed he 

shot out his left hand and pointed in the direction of Mbaino, 

and said through gleaming white’ teeth firmly clenched: 

"Those sons of wild animals have dared to murder a daughter 

of Umuofia." He threw his head down and gnashed his teeth, 

and allowed a murmur of suppressed anger to sweep the 

crowd. When he began again, the anger on his face was gone 

and in its place a sort of smile hovered, more terrible and 

more sinister than the anger. And in a clear unemotional voice 

he told Umu0fia how their daughter had gone to market at 

Mbaino and had been killed. That woman, said Ezeugo, was 

the wife of Ogbuefi Udo, and hepointed to a man who sat 

near him with a bowed head. The crowd then shouted with 

anger and thirst for blood. 

Many others spoke, and at the end it was decided to 

follow the normal course of action. An uItimatum was immedi- 
ately dispatched to Mbaino asking them to choose between 

war on the one hand, and on the other the offer of ayoung 

man and a virgin as compensation. 

Umuofia was feared by all its neighbors. It was powerful 

in war and in magic, and its priests and medicine men were 

feared in all the surrounding country. Its most potent war- 

medicine was as old as the clan itself. Nobody knew how old. 

¯ But on one point there was general agreement--the active 

principle in that medicine had been an old woman with one 

leg. In fact, the medicine itself was caIled a.qadi-nwayi, or old 
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woman. It had its shrine in the centre of Umuofia, in a cleared 

spot. And if anybody was so foolhardy as to pass by the shrine 

after dusk he was sure to see the old woman hopping about. 

And so the neighboring clans who naturally knew of 

these things feared Umuofia, and would not go to war against 

it without first trying a peaceful settlement. And in fairness to 

Umuofia it should be recorded that it never went to war unless 

its case was clear and just and was accepted as such by its 

Oracle--the Oracle of the Hills and the Caves. And there 

were indeed occasions when the Oracle had forbidden 

Umuofia to wage a war. If the clan had disobeyed the Oracle 

they would surely have been beaten, because their dreaded 

a.qac~i-nwayi would never fight what the Ibo call a fl~bt of blame. 

But the war that now threatened was a just war. Even the 

enemy clan knew that. And so when 0konkwo of Umuofia 

arrived at Mbaino as the proud and imperious emissary of war, 

he was treated with great honor and respect, and two days 

later he returned home with a lad of fifteen and a young 

virgin. The luffs name was Ikemefuna, whose sad story is still 

told in Umuofia unto this day. 

The elders, or ndichie, met to hear a report of Okonkwo’s 

mission. At the end they decided, as everybody knew they 

would, that the girl should go to Ogbuefi Udo to replace his 

murdered wife. As for the boy, he belonged to the clan as a 

whole, and there was no hurry to decide his fate. Okonkwo 

was, therefore, asked on behalf of the clan to look after him in 

the interim. And so for three years Ikemefuna lived in 

Okonkwo’s household. 
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Okonkwo ruled his household with a heavy hand. His 

wives, especialIy the youngest, lived in perpetual fear of his 

fiery temper, and so did his little children. Perhaps down in 

his heart Okonkwo was not a cruel man. But his whoIe life was 

dominated by fear, the fear of failure and of weakness. It was 

deeper and more intimate than the fear of evil and capricious 

gods and of magic, the fear of the forest, and of the forces of 

nature, malevolent, red in tooth and claw. Okonkwo’s fear was 

greater than these. It was not external but lay deep within 

himseIf. It was the fear of himself, lest he shouId be found to 

resemble his father. Even as a little boy he had resented his 

father’s failure and weakness, and even now he still rem,em- 

bered how he had suffered when a playmate had told him that 

his father was agbata.. That was how Okonkwo first came to 

know that agbala was not only another name for a woman, it 

could aIso mean a man who had taken no title. And so 

Okonkwo was ruled by one passion--to hate everything that 

his father Unoka had loved. One of those things was gentle- 

ness and another was idleness. 

During the planting season Okonkwo worked daily on 

his farms from cock-crow until the chickens went to roost. He 

was a very strong man and rareIy felt fatigue. But his wives and 

young children were not as strong, and so they suffered. But 

they dared not complain openly. Okonkwo’s first son, Nwoye, 

was then twelve years old but was already causing his father 

great anxiety for his incipient laziness. At any rate, that was 

how it Iooked to his father, and he sought to correct him by 



constant nagging and beating. And so Nwoye was developing 

into a sad-faced youth. 
Okonkwo’s prosperity was. visible in his household. He 

had a large compound enclosed by a thick wall of red earth. 

His own hut, or obi, stood immediately behind the only gate 

in the red walls. Each of his three wives had her own hut, 
which together formed a half moon behind the obj. The barn 
was built against one end of the red walls, and long stacks of 
yam stood out prosperously in it. At the opposite end of the 
compound was a shed for the goats, and each wife built a 

small attachment to her hut for the hens. Near the barn was a 

small.house, the "medicine house" or shrine where Okonkwo 
kept the wooden symbols of his personal god and of his 
cestral spirits. He worshipped them with sacrifices of kota nut, 

food and palm-wine, and offered prayers to them on behalf of 
himself, his three wives and eight children. 

So when the daughter of Umuofia was killed in Mbaino, 

lkemefuna came into Okonkwo’s household. When Okonkwo 

brought him home that day he called his most senior wife and 

handed him over to her. 

"He belongs to the clan," he told her. "So look after him." 

"is he staying long with us?" she asked. 

"Do what you are told, woman," Okonkwo thundered; 

and stammered. ’%Vhen did you become one of the ndichie of 

Umuofia?" 
And so Nwoye’s mother took Ikemefuna to her hut and 

asked no more questions. 
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As for the boy himself, he was terribly afraid. He could 
not understand what was happening to him or what he had 

done. How could he know that his father had taken a hand in 
killing a daughter of Umuofia? All be knew was that a few 
men had arrived at their house, conversing with his father in 

low tones, and at the end he had been taken out and handed 
over to a stranger. His mother had wept bitterly, but he had 
been too surprised to weep. And so the stranger had brought 
him, and a girl, a long, long way from home, through lonely 
forest paths. He did not know who the girl was, and he never 

saw her again. 



Okonkwo did not have the start in life which 

many young men usually had. He did not in- 

herit a barn from his father. There was no barn to inherit. The 

story was told in Umuofia, of how his father, Unoka, had 

gone to consult the Oracle of the Hills and the Caves to find 

out why he always had a miserable harvest. 

The Oracle was called Agbala, and people came from far 

and near to consult it. They came when misfortune dogged 

their steps or when they had a dispute with their neighbors. 

They came to discover what the future held for them or to 

consult the spirits of their departed fathers. 

The way into the shrine was a round hole at the side of a 

hill, just a little bigger than the round opening into a 

henhouse. Worshippers and those who came to seek knowl- 

edge from the god crawled on their belly through the hole 

and found themselves in a dark, endless space in the presence 

of Agbala. No one had ever beheld Agbala, except his priest- 

ess. But no one who had ever crawled into his awful shrine 

had come out without the fear of his power. His priestess 

stood by the sacred fire which she built in the heart of the 
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cave and proclaimed the will of the god. The fire did not burn 

with a flame. The glowing logs only served to light upvaguely 

the dark figure of the priestess. 

Sometimes a man came to consult the spirit of his dead 

father or relative. It was said that when such a spirit appeared, 

the man saw it vaguely in the darkness, but never heard its 

voice. Some people even said that they had heard the spirits 

flying and flapping their wings against the roof of the cave. 

Many years ago when Okonkwo was still a boy his fa- 

ther, Unoka, had gone to consult Agbata. The priestess in 

those days was a woman called Chika. She was full of the 

power of her god, and she was greatly feared. Unoka stood 

before her and began his story. 

"Every year," he said sadly, "before I put any crop in the 

earth, I sacrifice a cock to Ani, the owner of all land. It is the 

law of our fathers. I also kill a cock at the shrine of Ifejioku, 

the god of yams. I clear the bush and set fire to it when it is 

dry. I sow the yams when the first rain has fallen, and stake 

them when the young tendrils appear. I weed--" 

"Hold your peace1" screamed..the priestess, her voice ter- 

rible as it echoed through the dark void. "You have offended 

neither the gods nor your fathers. And when a man is at peace 

with his gods and his ancestors, his harvest will be good or 

bad according to the strength of his arm. You, Unoka, are 

known in all the clan for the weakness of your machete and 

your hoe. When your neighbors go out with their ax to cut 

down virgin forests, you sow your yams on exhausted farms 

that take no labor to clear. They cross seven rivers to make 
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their farms; you stay at home and offer sacrifices to a reluctant 

soil. Go home and work like a man." 
Unoka was an ill-fated man. He had a bad chi or personal 

god, and evil fortune followed him to the grave, or rather to 

his death, for he had no grave. He died of the swelling which 

was an abomination to the earth goddess. When a man was 

afflicted with swelling in the stomach and the limbs he was 

not allowed to die in the house. He was carriedto the Evil 

Forest and left there to die. There was the story of a very 

stubborn man who staggered back to his house and had to be 

carried again to the forest and tied to a tree. The sickness was 

an abomination to the earth, and so the victim could not be 
buried in her bowels. He died and rotted away above the 

earth, and was not given thefirst or the second burial. Such 

was Unoka’s fate. When they carried him away, he took with 

him his flute. 

With a father like Unoka, Okonkwo did not have the 

start in life which many young men had. He neither inherited 

a barn nor a title, nor even a young wife. But in spite of these 

disadvantages, he had begun even in his father’s lifetime to lay 

the foundations of a prosperous future. It was slow and pain- 

ful. But he threw himself into it like one possessed. And in- 

deed he was possessed by the fear of his father’s contemptible 

life and shameful death. 

There was a wealthy man in Okonkwo’s village who had 
three huge barns, nine wives and thirty children. His name 
was Nwakibie and he had taken the highest but one title 
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which a man could take in the clan. It was for this man that 

Okonkwo worked to earn his first seed yams. 

~He took a pot of palm-wine and a cock to Nwakibie. 

Two elderly neighbors were sent for, and Nwakibie’s two 

grown-up sons were also present in his obi. He presented a 

kola nut and an alligator pepper, which were passed round for 

all to see and then returned to him. He broke the nut saying: 

"We shall all live. We pray for life, children, a good harvest 

and happiness. You will have what is good for you and I will 

have what is good for me. Let the kite perch and let the eagle 

perch too. If one says no to the other, let his wing break." 

After the kola nut had been eaten Okonkwo brought his 

palm-wine from the corner of the hut where it had been 

placed and stood it in the center of the group. He addressed 

Nwakibie, calling him "Our father." 

"Nna ayi,"he said. "I have brought you this little kola. As 

our people say, a man who pays respect tO the great paves the 

way for his own. greatness. I have come to pay you my re- 

spects and also to ask a favor. But let us drink the wine first." 

Everybody thanked Okonkwo and the neighbors 

brought out their drinking horns from the goatskin bags they 

carried. Nwakibie brought down his own horn, which was 

fastened to the rafters. The younger of his sons, who was also 

the youngest man in the group, moved to the center, raised 

the pot on his left knee and began to pour out the wine. The 

first cup went to Okonkwo, who must taste his wine before 

anyone else. Then the group drank, beginning with the eldest 

man. When everyone had drunk two or three horns, Nwakibie 
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sent for his wives. Some of them were not at home and only 

four came in, 

"Is Anasi not in?" he asked them. They said she was com- 
ing. Anasi was the first wife and the others could not drink 

before her, and so they stood waiting. 
Anasi was a middle-aged woman, tall and strongly built.’ 

There was authority in her bearing and she looked every inch 

the ruler of the womenfolk in a large and prosperous family. 

She wore the anklet of tier husband’s titles, which the first 
wife alone could wear. 

She walked up to her husband and accepted the horn 

from him. She then went down on one knee, drank a little and 
handed back the horn. She rose, called him by his name and 
went back to her hut. The other wives drank in the same way, 

in their proper order, and went away. 
The men then continued their drinking and talking. 

Ogbuefi Idigo was talking about the palm-wine tapper, 
Obiako, who suddenly gave up his trade. 

"There must be something behind it," he said, wiping the 

foam of wine from his mustache with the back of his left hand. 
"There must be a reason for it. A toad does not ran in the 
daytime for nothing." 

"Some people say the Oracle warned him that he would 
fall off a palm tree and kill himself," said Akukalia. 

"Obiako has always been a strange one," said Nwakibie. 

"I have heard that many years ago, when his father had not 
been dead very long, he had gone to consult the Oracle. The 
Oracle said to him, ’Your dead father wants you to sacrifice a 

goat to him.’ Do you know what he told the Oracle? He said, 
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’Ask my dead father if he ever had a fowl when he was alive.’" 
Everybody laughed heartily except Okonkwo, who laughed 
uneasily because, as the saying goes, an old woman is always 

uneasy when dry bones are mentioned in a proverb. Okonkw0 

remembered his own father. 
At last the young man who was pouring out the wine 

held up half a horn of the thick, white dregs and said, "What 

we are eating is finished." "We have seen it," the others re- 
plied. "Who will drink the dregs?" he asked. "Whoever has a 

job in hand," said Idigo, looking at Nwakibie’s elder son 
Igwelo with a malicious twinkle in his eye. 

Everybody agreed that Igwelo should drink the dregs. 
He accepted the half-full horn from his brother and drank it. 
As Idigo had said, Igwelo had a job in hand because he had 
married his first wife a month or two before. The thick dregs 

of palm’wine were supposed to be good for men who were 
going in to their wives. 

After the wine had been drunk Okonkwo laid his diffi- 
culties before Nwakibie. 

"I have come to you for help," he said.-"Perhaps you can 
already guess what it is. I have cleared a farm but have no 
yams to sow. I know what it is to ask a man to trust another 
with his yams, especially these days when young men are 

afraid of hard work. I am not afraid .of work. The lizard that 
jumped from the high iroko tree to the ground said he would 
praise himself if no one else did. I began to fend for myself at 
an age when most people still suck at their mothers’ breasts. If 
you give me some.yam seeds l shall not fail you." 

Nwakibie cleared his throat. "It pleases me to see a 
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young, man like you these days when our youth has gone so 

soft. Many young men have come to me to ask for yams but I 

have refused because I knew they would just dump them in 

the earth and leave them to be choked by weeds. When I say 

no to them they think I am hard hearted. But it is not so. 

Eneke the bird says that since men have learned to shoot 

without missing, he has learned to fly without perching. I have 

learned to be stingy with my yams. But I can trust you. t know 

it as I look at you. As our fathers said, you can tell a ripe corn 

by its look. I shall give you twice four hundred yams. Go 

ahead and prepare your farm." 
Okonkwo thanked him again and again and went home 

feeling happy. He knew that Nwakibie would not refuse him, 

but he had not expected he would be so generous. He had not 

hoped to get more than four hundred seeds. He would now 

have to make a bigger farm. He hoped to get another four 

hundred yams from one of his father’s friends at Isiuzo. 

Share-cropping was a very stow way of building up a 

barn of one’s own.. After all the toil one only got a third of the 

harvest. But for a young man whose father had no yams, there 

was no other way. And what made it worse in Okonkwo’s case 

was that he had to support his mother and two sisters from his 

.meagre harvest. And supporting his mother also meant sup- 

porting his father. She could not be expected to cook and eat 

while her husband starved. And so at a very early age when he 

was striving desperately to build a barn through share-crop- 

ping Okonkwo was also fending for his father’s house. It was 

like pouring grains of corn into a bag full of holes. His mother 

and sisters worked hard enough, but they grew women’s 
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crops, like coco-yams, beans and cassava. Yam, the king of 

crops, was a man;s crop. 

The year that Okonkwo took eight hundred seed-yams 

from Nwakibie was the worst year in living memory. Nothing 

happened at its proper time; it was either too early or too late. 

It seemed as if the world had gone mad. The first rains were 

late, and, when they came, lasted only a brief, moment, The 

blazing sun returned, more fierce than it had ever been 

known, and scorched all the green that had appeared with the 
rains. The earth burnect like hot coals and roasted all the yams 

that had been sown. Like all good farmers, Ok0nkwo had 

begun to sow with the first rains. He had sown four hundred 

seeds when the rains dried up and the heat returned. He 

watched the sky all day for signs of rain clouds and lay .awake 

all night. In the morning he went back to his farm and saw the 

withering tendrils. He had tried to protect them from the 

smoldering earth by making ~;ings of thick sisal leaves around 

them. But by ~he end of the day the sisal rings were burned 

dry and gray. He changed them evew day, and prayed that 

the rain might fall in the night. But the drought continued for 

eight market weeks and the yams were killed. 

Some farmers had not planted their yams yet. They were 

the lazy easy-going ones who always put off clearing their 

farms as long as they could. This year they were the wise 

ones. They sympathized with their neighbors with much 

shaking, of the head, but inwardly they were happy for what 

they took to be their own foresight. 
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Okonkwo planted what was left of his seed~yams when 
the rains finally returned. He had one consolation. The yams 
he had sown before the drought were his own, the harvest of 

the previous year. He still had the eight hundred from 

Nwakibie and the four hundred from his father’s friend. So he 
would make a fresh start. 

But the year had gone mad. Rain fell as it had never 
fallen before. For days and nights together it pot~red down in 
violent torrents, and washed away the yam heaps. Trees were 

uprooted and deep gorges appeared everywhere. Then the 
rain became less violent. But it went from day to day without a 
pause. The spell of sunshine which always came in the middle 
of the wet season did not appear. The yams pu~c on luxuriant 
green leaves, but every farmer knew that without sunshine the 
tubers would not grow. 

That year the harvest was sad, like a funeral, and many 

farmers wept as they dug up the miserable and rotting yams. 
One man tied his cloth to a tree branch and hanged himself. 

Okonkwo remembered that tragic year with a cold 

shiver throughout the rest of his life. It always surprised him 
when he thought of it later that he did not sink under the load 

of despair. He knew that he was a fierce fighter, but that year 
had been enough to break the heart of a lion. 

"Since I survived that year," he always said, "I shall sur- 

vive anything." He put it down to his inflexible wilt. 
His father, Unoka, who was then an ailing man, had said 

to him during that terrible harvest month: "Do not despair. I 

know you will not despair. You have a manly and a proud 
heart. A proud heart can survive a general failure because such 
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a failure does not prick its pride. It is more difficult and more 

bitter when a man fails alone." 
Unoka was like that in his last days. His love of talk had 

grown with age and sickness. It tried Okonkwo’s patience be- 
yond words. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

"Looking at a king’s mouth," said an old man, 

"one would think he never sucked at his 

mother’s breast." He was talking about Okonkwo, who had 

risen so suddenly from great poverty and misfortune to be one 

of the lords of the clan. The old man bore no ill will towards 

Okonkwo. Indeed he respected him for his industry and suc- 

cess. But he was struck, as most people were, by Okonkwo’s 

brusqueness in dealing with less successful men. Only a week 

ago a man had contradicted him at a kindred meeting which 

they held to discuss the next ancestral feast. Without looking 

at the man Okonkwo had said: "This meeting is for men." The 
man who had contradicted him had no titles. That was why 

he had called him a woman. Okonkwo knew how to kill a 

man’s spirit. 

Everybody at the kindred meeting took sides with Osugo 

when Okonkwo called him a woman. The oldest man present 

said sternly that those whose palm-kernels were cracked for 

them by a benevolent spirit should not forget to be humble. 

Okonkwo said he was sorry for what he had said, and the 

meeting continued. 
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But it was really not true that Okonkwo’s palm-kernels 

had been cracked for him by a.benevolent spirit. He had 

cracked them himself. Anyone who knew his grim struggle 

against poverty and misfortune could not say he had been 

lucky, if ever a man deserved his success, that man was 

Okonkwo. At an early age he had achieved fame as the great- 

est wrestler in all the land. That was not luck. At the most one 

could say that his cbi or personal god was good. But the Ibo 

people have a proverb that when .a man says yes his cbi says 

yes also. Okonkwo said yes very strongly; so his cbi agreed. 

And not only his cbi but his clan too, because it judged a man 

by the work of his hands. That was why Okonkwo had been 

chosen by the nine villages to carry a message of war to their 

enemies unless they agreed to give up a young man and a 

virgin to atone for the murder of Udo’s wife. And such was the 

deep fear that their enemies had for Umuofia that they treated 

Okonkwo like a king and brought him a virgin who was given 

to Udo as wife, and the lad lkemefuna. 

The elders of the clan had decided that Ikemefuna 

should be in Okonkwo’s care for a while. But no one thought 

it would be as long as three years. They seemed to forget all 

about him as soon as they had taken the decision. 

At first lkemefuna was very much afraid. Once or twice 

he tried to run away, but he did not know where to begin. He 

thought of his mother and his three-year-old sister and wept 

bitterly. Nwoye’s mother was very kind to him and treated 

him as one of her own children. But all he said was: ’%Vhen 
shall I go home?" When Okonkwo heard that he would not 

eat any food he came into the hut with a big stick in his hand 



and stood over him while he swallowed his yams, trembling. 

A few moments later he went behind the hut and began to 

vomit painfully. Nwoye’s mother went to him and placed her 

hands on his chest and on his back. He was ill for three 

market weeks, and when he recovered he seemed to have 
overcome his great fear and sadness. 

He was by nature a very lively boy and he gradually 

became popular in Okonkwo’s househ01d.,..especiaily with the 

children. Okonkwo’s son, Nwoye, who was two years 

younger, became quite inseparable from him bec.ause he 

seemed to know everything. He could fashion out flutes 

bamboo stems and even from the elephant grass. He knew the 

names of all the birds and could set clever traps for the little 

bush rodents. And he knew which trees made the strongest 

bows. 

Even Okonkwo himself became very fond of the boy-- 

inwardly Of course. Okonkwo never showed any emotion 

openly, unless it be the emotion of anger. To show affection 

was a sign of weakness; the onIy thing worth demonstrating 

was strength. He therefore treated Ikemefuna as he treated 

everybody else--with a heavy hand. But there was no doubt 

that he liked the boy. Sometimes when he went to big Village 

meetings or communal ancestral feasts he allowed Ikemefuna 

to accompany him, like a son, carrying his stool and his goat- 

skin bag. And, indeed, lkemefuna called him father. 

Ikemefuna came to Umuofia at the end of the carefree 
season between harvest and planting. In fact he recovered 
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from his illness only a few days before the Week of Peace 
began. And that was also the year Okonkwo broke the peace, 
and was punished, as was the custom, by Ezeani, the priest of 
the earth goddess. 

Okonkwo was provoked to justifiable anger by his youn- 
gest wife, who went to plait her hair at her friend’s house and 
did not return early enough to cook the afternoon meal. 
Okonkwo did not know at first that she was not at home. 
After waiting in vain for her dish he went to her hut to see 
what she was doing. There was nobody in the hut and the 
fireplace was cold. 

"Where is Ojiugo?" he asked his second wife, who came 
out of her hut to draw water from a gigantic pot in the shade 
of a small tree in the middle of the compound. 

"She has gone to plait her hair." 

Okonkwo bit his lips as anger welled up within him. 

"Where are her children? Did she take them?" he asked 
with unusual coolness and restraint. 

"They are here," answered his first wife, Nwoye’s mother. 
Okonkwo bent down and looked into her hut. Ojiugo’s chil- 
dren were eating with the children of his first wife. 

"Did she ask you to feed them before she went?" 

"Yes," lied Nwoye’s mother, trying to minimize Ojiugo’s 
ithoughtlessness. 

Okonkwo knew she was not speaking the truth. He 
walked back to his obi to await Ojiugo’s return. And when she 
returned he beat her very heavily. In his anger he had forgot- 
ten that it was the Week of Peace. His first two wives ran out 
in great alarm pleading with him that it was the sacred week. 
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But Okonkw0 was not the man to stop beating somebody 

half-way through, not even for fear of a goddess. 
Okonkw0’s neighbors heard his wife crying and sent 

their voices over the compound walls to ~isk what was the 

matter. Some of them came over to see for themselves~ It was 
unheard of to beat somebody during the sacred week., 

Before it was dusk Ezeani, who was the priest of the 

earth goddess, Ani, called on Okonkwo in his obj. Okonkwo 

brought out kola nut and placed it before the priest. 

"Take away your kola nut. I shall not eat in the house of a 

man who has no respect for our gods and ancestors." 

Okonkwo tried to explain to him what his wife had 

done, but Ezeani seemed to pay no attention. He held a short 

staff in his hand which he brought down on the floor to em- 

phasize his points. 

"Listen tome," he said when Okonkwo had spoken. "You 

are not a stranger in Umuofia. You know as well as 1 do that 

our forefatherg ordained that before we plant any crops in the 

earth we should observe a week in which a.man does not say a 

harsh word to his neighbor. We live in peace with our fellows 

to honor our great goddess of the earth without whose bless- 

ing our crops will not grow. You have committed a great evil." 

He brought down his staff heavily on the floor. "Your wife was 

at fault, but even if.you came into your obi and found her lover 

on top of her, you would still have committed a great evil to 

beat her." His staff came down again. "The evil you have done 

can ruin the whole clan. The earth goddess whom you have 

insulted may refuse to give us her increase, and we shall all 

perish." His tone now changed from anger to command. "You 
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will bring to the shrine of Ani tomorrow one she-goat, one 

hen, a length of cloth and a hundred cowries." He rose and 

left the hut. 

Okonkwo did as the priest said. He also took with him a 

pot of palm-wine. Inwardly, he was repentant. But he was not 

the man to go about telling his neighbors that he was in error. 

And so people said he had no respect for the gods of the clan. 

¯ His enemies said his good fortune had gone to his head. They 

called him the little bird nza who so far forgot himself after a 

heavy meal that he challenged his chi. 

No work was done during the Week of Peace. People 

called on their neighbors and drank palm-wine. This year they 

talked of nothing else but the nso-ani which Okonkwo had 

committed. It was the first time for many years that a man had 

broken the sacred peace. Even the oldest men could only 

remember one or two other occasions somewhere in the dim 

past. 

Ogbuefi Ezeudu; who was the oldest man in the village, 

was telling .two other men who came to visit him that the 

punishment for breaking the Peace of Ani had become very 

mild in their clan. 

"It has not always been so," he said. "My father told me 

that he had been told that in the past a man who broke the 

peace was dragged on the ground through the village until he 

died. But after a while this custom was stopped because it 

spoiled the peace which it was meant to preserve." 

’;Somebody told me yesterday," said one of the younger 

men, "that in some clans it is an abomination for a man to die 
during the Week of Peace." 
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"It is indeed true," said Ogbuefi Ezeudu. "Theyhave that 

custom in Obodoani. If a man dies at this time he is not buried 

but cast into the Evil Forest. It is a bad custom which these 

people observe because they tack understanding. They throw 

away large numbers of men and women without burial. And 

what is the result? Their clan is full of the evil spirits of these 

unburied dead, hungry to do harm to the living." 

After the Week of Peace every man and his family began 

to clear the bush to make new farms. The cut bush was left to 
dry and fire was then set to it. As the smoke rose into the sky 

kites appeared from different directions and hovered over the 

burning field in silent valediction. The rainy season was ap- 

proaching when they would go away until the dry season 

returned. 

Okonkwo spent the next few days preparing his seed- 

yams. He looked at dach y~m carefully to see whether it was 

good for sowing. Sometimes he decided that a yam was too 

big to be sown as one seed and he split it deftly along its 

length wi~h his sharp knife. His eldest son, Nwoye, and 

Ikemefuna helped him by fetching the yams in long baskets 

from the barn and in counting the prepared seeds in groups of 

four hundred. Sometimes Okonkwo gave them a few yams 

each to prepare. But he always found fault with their effort, 

and he said so with much threatening. 

"Do you think you are cutting up yams for cooking?" he 

asked Nwoye. "If you split another yam of this size, I shall 

break your jaw. You think you are still a child. I began to own 
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a farm at your age. And you," he said to Ikemefuna, "do you 
not grow yams where you come from?" 

Inwardly Okonkwo knew that the boys were still too 
young to understand fully the difficult art of preparing seed’ 

yams. But he thought that one could not begin too early. Yam 
stood for manliness, and he who could feed his family on 

yams from one harvest to another was a very great man in- 
deed. Okonkwo wanted his son to be a great farmer and a 
great man. He would stamp out the disquieting signs of lazi- 
ness which he thought he already saw in him. 

"I will not have a son who cannot hold up his head in the 
gathering of the clan. I would sooner strangle him with my 
own hands. And if you stand staring at me like that," he swore, 
"Amadiora wilt break your head for your" 

Some days later, when the land had been moistened by 
two or three heavy rains, Okonkwo and his family went to the 

farm with baskets of seed-yams, their hoes and machetes, and 
the planting began. They made single mounds of earth in 
straight lines all over the field and sowed the yams in them. 

Yam, the king. of crops, was a very exacting king. For 

three or four moons it demanded hard work and constant 
attention from cock-crow till the chickens went back to roost. 
The young tendrils were protected from earth-heat with rings 

of sisal leaves. As the rains became heavier the women planted 
maize, melons and beans between the yam mounds. The yams 

were then staked, first with little sticks and later with tall and 
big tree branches. The women weeded the farm three times at 
definite periods in the life of the yams, neither early nor late. 

And now the rains had really come, so heavy and persis- 
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tent that even the village rain-maker no longer claimed to be 

able to intervene. He could not stop the rain now, just as he 

would not attempt to start it in the heart of the dry season, 

without serious danger to his own health. The personal dyna- 

mism required to counter the forces of these extremes of 

weather would be far too great for the human frame. 

And so nature was not interfered with in the middle of 

the rainy season. Sometimes it poured down in such thick 

sheets of water that earth and sky seemed merged in one gray 

wetness. It was then uncertain whether the low rumbling of 

Amadiora’s thunder came from above or below. At such times, 

in each of the countless thatched huts of Umuofia, children 
sat around their mother’s cooking fire telling stories, or with 

their father in his ohi warming themselves from a log fire, 

roasting and eating maize, it was a brief resting period be- 

tween the exacting and arduous planting season and the 

equally exacting but tight-hearted month of harvests. 

Ikemefuna had begun to feel like a member of 

Okonkwo’s family. He still thought about his mother and his 

three-year-old sister, and he had moments of sadness and de- 

pression. But he and Nwoye had become so deeply attached 

to each other that such moments became less frequent and 

less poignant. Ikemefuna had an endless stock of folk tales. 

Even those which Nwoye knew already were told with a new 

freshness and the local flavor of a different clan. Nwoye re- 

membered this period very vividly till the end of his tile. He 

even remembered how he had laughed when Ikemefuna told 

him that the proper name for a corn cob with only a few 

scattered grains was eze-agadi-nwayi, or the teeth of an old 
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woman. Nwoye’s mind had gone immediately to Nwayieke, 

who lived near the udala tree. She had about three teeth and 
was always smoking her pipe. 

Gradually the rains became lighter and less frequent, and 

earth and sky once again became separate. The rain fell in 

thin, slanting showers through sunshine and quiet breeze. 

Children no longer stayed indoors but ran about singing: 

"The. rain is falling, the sun is shining, 

Alone Nnadi is cooking and eating." 

Nwoye always wondered who Nnadi was and why he 

should live all by himself, cooking and eating. In the end he 
decided that Nnadi must live in that land of Ikemefungs favor- 

ite stow where the ant holds his court in splendor and the 

sands dance forever. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

The Feast of the New Yam was approaching 

and Umuofia was in a festival mood. It was an 

occasion for giving thanks to Ani, the earth goddess and the 

source of all fertility. Ani played a greater part in the life of 

the people than any other deity. She was the ultimate judge of 

morality and conduct. And what was more, she was in close 

communion with the departed fathers of the clan whose bod- 

ies had been committed to earth. 

The Feast of the New Yam was held every year before 

the harvest began, tO honor the earth goddess and the ances- 

tral spirits of the clan. New yams could not be eaten until 

some had first been offered to these powers. Men and women, 

young and old, looked-forward to the New Yam Festival be- 

cause it began the season of plenty--the new year. On the 

last night before the festival, yams of the old year were all 

disposed of by those who still had them. The new year must 

begin with tasty, fresh yams and not the shriveled and fibrous 

crop of the previous year. All cooking pots, calabashes and 

wooden bowls were thoroughly washed, especially the 

wooden mortar in which yam was pounded. Yam foo-foo and 
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vegetable soup was the chief food in the celebration. So much 

of it was cooked that, no matter how heavily the family ate or 

how many friends and relatives they invited from neighboring 

villages, there was always a large quantity of food left over at 

the end of the day. The story was .always told of a wealthy 

man who set before his guests a mound of foo-foo so high that 

those who sat on one side could not see what was happening 

on the other, and it was not until late in the evening that one 

of them saw for the first time his in-law who had arrived 
during the course of the meal and had fallen to on the oppo- 

site side. It was only then that they exchanged greetings and 

shook hands over what was left of the food. 
The New Yam Festival was thus an occasion for joy 

throughout Umuofia. And every man whose ann was strong, 

as the Ibo people say, was expected to invite large numbers of 

guests from far and wide. Okonkwo always asked his wives’ 

relations, and since he now had three wives his guests would 

make a fairly big crowd. 

But somehow Okonkwo could never become as enthusi- 
astic over feasts as most people. He was a good eater and he 

could drink one or two fairly big gourds of palm-wine, But he 

was always uncomfortable sitting around for days waiting for a 

feast or getting over it. He would be very much happier work- 

ing on his farm. 

The festival was now only three days away. Okonkwo’s 

wives had scrubbed the walls and the huts with red earth until 

they reflected light. They had then drawn patterns on them in 

white, yellow and dark green. They then set abbut painting 

themselves with cam wood and drawing beautiful black pat- 



terns on their stomachs and on their backs. The children were 

also decorated, expecially their hair, which was shaved in 

beautiful patterns. The three women talked excitedly about 

the relations who had been invited, and: the children reveled 
in the thought of being spoiled by these visitors from the 

motherland. Ikemefuna was equally excited. The New Yam 

Festival seemed to him to be a much bigger event here than in 

his own village, a place which was already becoming remote 

and vague in his imagination. 

And then the storm burst. Okonkwo, who had been 
walking about aimlessly in his compound in suppressed anger, 

suddenly found an outlet. 

"Who killed this banana tree?" he asked. 
A hush fell on the compound immediately. 

"Who killed this tree? Or are you all deaf and dumb?" 

As a matter of fact the tree was very much alive. 

Okonkwo’s second wife had merely cut a few leaves off it to 

wrap some food, and she said so. Without further argument 

Okonkwo gave her a sound beating and left her and her only 

daughter weeping. Neither of the other wives dared to inter- 

fere beyond an occasional and tentative, "It is enough, 

Okonkwo," pleaded from a reasonable distance. 

His anger thus satisfied, Okonkwo decided to go out 

hunting. He had an old rusty gun made by a clever blacksmith 

who had come to live in Umuofia long ago. But although 

Okonkwo was a great man whose prowess was universally 

acknowledged, he was not a hunter. In fact he had not killed a 

rat with his gun. And so when he called Ikemefuna to fetch his 

gun, the wife who had just been beaten murmured something 
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about guns that never shot. Unfortunately for her, Okonkwo 

heard it and ran madly into his room for the loaded gun, ran 

out again and aimed at her as she clambered over the dwarf 

wall of the barn. He pressed the trigger and there was a loud 

report accompanied by the wail of his wives and children. He 

threw down the gun and jumped into the barn, and there lay 

the woman, very much shaken and frightened but quite un- 

hurt. He heaved a heavy sigh and went away with the gun. 

In spite of this incident the New Yam Festival was cele- 

brated with great joy in Okonkw0’s household. Early that 

morning as he offered a sacrifice of new yam and paIm-oil to 

his .ancestors he asked them to protect him, his children and 
their mothers in the new year. 

As the day wore on his in-laws arrived from three sur- 

rounding villages, and each party brought with them a huge 

pot of palm-wine. And there was eating and drinking till 

night, when Okonkwo’s in-laws began to leave for their 

homes. 

The second day of the new year was the day of the great 

wrestling match between Okonkwo’s village and their neigh- 

bors. It was difficult to say which the people enjoyed more-- 

the feasting and fellowship of the first day or the wrestling 

contest of the second. But there was one woman who had no 

doubt whatever in her mind. She was Okonkwo’s second wife, 
Ekwefi, whom he nearly shot. There was no festival in all the 

seasons of the year which gave her as much pleasure~ as the 

wrestling match. Many years ago when she was the village 

beauty Okonkwo had won her heart by throwing the Cat in 

the greatest contest within living memory. She did not marry 
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him then because he was too poor to pay her bride-price. But 

a few years later she ran away from her husband and came to 

live with Okonkwo. All this happened many years ago. Now 

Ekwefi was a woman of forty-five who had suffered a great 

deal in her time. But her love of wrestling contests was still as 

strong as it was thirty years ago. 

It was not yet noon on the second day of the New Yam 

Festival. Ekwefi and her only daughter, Ezinma, sat near the 

fireplace waiting for the water in the pot to boil. The fowl 

Ekwefi had just killed was in the wooden mortar. The water 

began to boil, and in one deft movement she lifted the pot 

from the fire and poured the boiling water over the fowl. She 

put back the empty pot on the circular pad in the corner, and 

looked at her palms, which were black with soot. Ezinma was 

always surprised that her mother could lift a pot from the fire 

with her bare hands. 

"Ekwefi," she said, "is it true that when people are grown 

up, fire does not burn them?" Ezinma, unlike most children, 

called her mother by her name. 
’~(es," replied Ekwefi, too busy to argue. Her daughter 

was only ten years 01d but she was wiser than her years. 

"But Nwoye’s mother dropped her pot of hot soup the 

other day and it broke on the floor." 

¯ Ekwefi turned the hen over in the mortar and began to 

pluck the feathers. 

"Ekwefi," said Ezinma, who had joined in plucking the 

feathers, "my eyelid is twitching." 

"It means you are going to cry," said her mother. 

"No," Ezinma said, "it is this eyelid, the top one." 
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"That means you will see something." 

"What will l see?" she asked. 

"How can I know?" Ekwefi wanted her to work it out 

herself. 

"Oho," said. Ezinma at last. "I know what it is--the wres- 
tling match." 

At last the hen was plucked clean. Ekvcef~ tried to pull 

out the horny beak but it was too hard. She turned round on 

her low stool and put the beak in the fire for a few moments. 

She pulled again and it came off. 

"EkwefiI" a voice called from one of the other huts. It was 

Nwoye’s mother, Okonkwo’s first wife. 

"Is that me?" Ekwefl called back° That was the way peo- 

ple answered calls from outside. They never answered yes for 

fear it might be an evil spirit calling. 

"Will you give Ezinma some fire to bring to me?" Her 

own children and Ikemefuna had gone to the stream. 

Ekwefi put a few live coals into a piece of broken pot and 

Ezinma carried it across the clean swept compound to. 

Nwoye’s mother. 

"Thank you, Nma," she said. She was peeling new yams, 

and in a basket beside her were green vegetables and beans. 

"Let me make the fire for you," Ezinma offered. 

"Thank you, Ezigbo;" she said. She often called her 

Ezigbo, which means "the good one." 

Ezinma went outside and brought some sticks from a 

huge bundle of firewood. She broke them into little pieces 

across the sole of her foot and began to build a fire, blowing it 

with her breath. 
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"You will blow your eyes out," said Nwoye’s mother, 

looking up. from the yams she was peeling. "Use the fan." She 

stood up and pulled out the fan which was fastened into one 

of the rafters. As soon as she got up, the troublesome nan- 

nygoat, which had been dutifully eating yam peelings, dug her 

teeth into the real thing, scooped out two mouthfuls and fled 

from the hut to chew the cud in the goats’ shed. Nwoye’s 

mother swore at her and settled down again to her peeling. 

Ezinma’s fire was now sending up thick clouds of smoke. She 

went on fanning it until it burst into flames. Nwoye’s mother 

thanked her and she went back to her mother’s hut. 

Just then the distant beating of drums began to reach 

them. It came from the direction of the ilo, the village play- 

ground. Every village had its own ilo which was as old as the 

village itself and where all the great ceremonies and dances 

took place. The drums beat the unmistakable wrestling dance 

mquick, light and gay, and it came floating on the wind. 

Okonkwo cleared his throat and moved his feet to the 

beat of the drums. It filled him with fire as it had always done 

from his youth. He trembled with the desire to conquer and 

subdue. It was like the desire for woman. 

"We shall be late for the wrestling," said Ezinma to her 

mother. 

’q’hey will not begin until the sun goes down." 

"But they are beating the drums." 

;’Yes. The drums begin at noon but the wrestling waits 

until the sun begins to sink. Go and see if your father has 

brought out yams for the afternoon." 
"He has. Nwoye’s mother is already cooking." 
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"Go and bring our own, then. We must cook quickly or 

we shall be late for the wrestling." 

Ezinma ran in the direction of the barn and brought back 

two yams from the dwarf wall. 

Ekwefi peeled the yams quickly. The troublesome nanny- 

goat sniffed about, eating the peelings. She cut the yams into 

small pieces and began to prepare a pottage, using someof the 

chicken. 

At that moment they heard someone crying just outside 

their compound. It was very much like Obiag.eli, Nwoye’s 

sister. 

"Is that not Obiageli weeping?" Ekwefi called across the 

yard to Nwoye’s mother. 

"Yes," she replied. "She must have broken her waterpot." 

The weeping was now quite close and soon the children 

filed in, carrying on their heads various sizes of pots suitable 

to their years. Ikemefuna came first with the biggest pot, 

closely followed by Nwoye and his two younger brothers. 

Obiageli brought up the rear, her face streaming with tears. In 

her hand was the cloth pad on which the pot should have 

rested on her head. 

"What happened?" her mother asked, and Obiageli told 

her mournful story. Her mother consoled her and promised to 

buy her another pot. 

Nwoye’s younger brothers were about to tell their 

mother the true story of the accident when tkemefuna looked 

at them sternly and they held their peace. The fact was that 

ObJageti had been making inyanga with her pot. She had bal- 

anced it on her head, folded’her arms in front of her and 
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began to sway’her waist like a grown-up young lady. When 

the pot fell down and broke she burst out laughing. She only 

began to weep when they got near the iroko tree outside their 

compound. 

The drums were still beating, persistent and unchanging. 

Their sound was no longer a separate thing from the living 

village. It was like the pulsation of its heart. It throbbed in the 

air, in the sunshine, and even in the trees, and filled the village 

with excitement. 

Ekwefi ladled her husband’s share of the pottage into a 

bowl and covered it. Ezinma took it to him in his Obj. 

Okonkwo was sitting on a goatskin already eating his 

first wife’s meal. Obiageli, who had brought it from her 

mother’s hut, sat on the floor waiting for him to finish. Ezinma 

placed her mother’s dish bet:ore him and sat with Obiageli. 

"Sit like a woman!" Okonkwo shouted at her. Ezinma 

brought her two legs together and stretched them in front of 

her. 

"Father, will you go to see the wrestling?" Ezinma asked 

after a suitable interval. 

"Yes," he answered. "Will you go?" 

"Yes." And after a pause she said: "Can I bring your chair 

for you?" 

"No, that is a boy’s job." Okonkwo was specially for~d of 

Ezinma. She looked very much like her mother, who was once 

the village beauty. But his fondness onty showed on very rare 

occasions. 

"Obiageli broke her pot today," Ezinma said. 
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"Yes, she has told me about it," Okonkwo said between 

mouthfuls. 

"Father," said Obiageli, ’!people should not talk when 

they are eating or pepper may go down the wrong way." 
"That is very true. Do you hear that, Ezinma? You are 

older than Obiageli but she has more sense." 

He uncovered his second wife’s dish and began to eat 

from it. Obiageti took the first dish and returned to her 

mother’s hut. And then Nkechi came in, bringing the third 

dish. Nkechi was the daughter of Okonkwo’s third wife. 

In the distance the drums, continued to beat. 



The whole village turned out on the ilo, men, 

women and children. They stood round in a 

huge circle leaving the center of the playground free. The 

elders and grandees of the village sat on their own stools 

brought there by their young sons or slaves. Okonkwo was 

among them. All others stood except those who came early 

enough to secure places on the few stands which had been 

built by placing smooth logs on forked pillars. 

The wrestlers were not there yet and the drummers held 

the field. They too sat just in front of the huge circle of 

spectators, facing the elders. Behind them was the big and 

ancient silk-cotton tree which was sacred. Spirits of good chil- 

dren lived in that tree waiting to be born. On ordinary days 

young women who desired children came to sit under its 

shade. 

There were seven drums and they were arranged accord- 

ing to their sizes in a long wooden basket. Three men beat 

them with sticks, working ~:everishly from one drum to an- 

other. They were possessed by the spirit of the drums, 

The young men who kept order on these occasions 
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dashed about, consulting among themselves and with the 

leaders of the two wrestling teams, who were still outside the 

circle, behind the crowd. Once in a while two young men 

carrying palm fronds ran round the circle and kept the crowd 

back by beating the ground in front of them or, if they were 

stubborn, their legs and feet. 

At last the two teams danced into the circle and the 

crowd roared and clapped. The drums rose to a frenzy. The 

peopIe surged forward. The young men who kept order flew 

around, waving their palm fronds. Old men nodded to the 

beat of the ~drums and remembered the days when they wres- 

tled to its intoxicating rhythm. 

The contest began with boys of fifteen or sixteen. There 

were only three such boys in each team. They were not the 

real wrestlers; they merely set the scene. Within a short time 

the first two bouts were over. But the third created a big 

sensation even among the elders who did not usuaIly show 

their excitement so openly.. It was as qu!ck as the other two, 

perhaps even quicker. But very few people had ever seen that 

kind of wrestling before. As soon as the two boys closed ifl, 

one of them did something which no one could describe be- 

cause it had been as quick as a flash. And the other boy was 

fiat on his back. The crowd roared and clapped and for a 

while drowned the frenzied drums. Okonkwo sprang to his 

feet and quickly sat down again. Three young men from the 

victorious boy’s team ran forward, carried him shoulder high 

and danced through the cheering crowd. Everybody soon 

knew who the boy was. His name was Maduka, the son of 

Obierika. 
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The drummers stopped for a brief rest before .the real 

matches. Their bodies shone with sweat, and they took up 

fans and began to fan themselves. They also drank water from 

small pots and ate kola nuts. They became ordinary human 

beings again, talking and laughing among themselves and with 

others who stood near them. The air, which had been 
stretched taut with excitement, relaxed again. It was as if wa- 

ter had been poured on the tightened skin of a drum. Many 

people looked around, perhaps for the first time, and saw 

those who stood or sat next to them. 

"t did not know it was you," Ekwefi said to the woman 

who had stood shoulder to shoulder with her since the begin- 

ning of the matches. 

"I do not blame you," said the woman. "I have never seen 

such a large crowd of people. Is it true that Okonkwo nearly 

killed you with his gun?" 

"It is true indeed, my dear friend. I cannot yet find a 

mouth with which to tel1 the story." 

’~(our chi is very much awake, my friend. And how is my 

daughter, Ezinma?" 

"She has been very well for some time now. Perhaps she 

has come to stay." 

"I think she has. How old is she now?" 

"She is about ten years old." 

"I think she will stay. They usually stay if they do not die 

before the age of six." 

"I pray she stays," said Ekwefl with a heavy sigh. 

The woman with whom she talked was called Chielo. 
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She was the priestess of Agbala, the Oracle of the Hills and 

the Caves. In ordinary life Chielo was a widow with two 

children. She was very friendly with Ekwefi and they shared a 

common shed in the market. She was particularly fond of 

Ekweffs only daughter, Ezinma, Whom she called "my daugh- 

ter." Quite often she bought beancakes and gave Ekwefi some 

to take home to Ezinma. Anyone seeing Chielo in ordinary 

life would hardly believe she was the same person who proph- 

esied when the spirit of Agbala was upon her. 

The drummers took up their sticks and the air shivered 

and grew tense like a tightened bow. 

The rv¢o teams were ranged facing each other across the 

clear space. A young man from one team danced across the 

center to the other side and pointed at whomever h.e wanted 

to fight. They danced back to the center together and then 

closed in. 

There were twelve men on each side and the challenge 

went from one side to the other. Two .judges walked around 

the wrestlers and when they thought they were equally 

matched, stopped them. Five matches ended in this way. But 

the really exciting moments were when a man was thrown. 

The huge voice of the crowd then rose to the sky and in every 

direction. It was even heard in the surrounding villages. 

The last match was between the leaders of the teams. 

They were among the best wrestlers in all the nine villages. 

The crowd wondered who would throw the other this year. 

Some said Okafo. was the better man; Others said he was not 
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the equal of lkezue. Last year n~ither of them had thrown the 

other even though the judges had allowed the contest to go 

on longer than was the custom. They had the same style and 

one saw the other’s plans beforehand. It might happen again 

this year. 

Dusk was already approaching when their contest began. 

The drums went mad and the crowds also. They surged for- 

ward as the two young men danced into the circle. The palm 

fronds were helpless in keeping them back. 

Ikezue held out his right hand. Okafo seized it, and they 

closed in. It was a fierce contest. Ikezue strove to dig in his 

right heel behind Okafo so as to pitch him backwards in the 

clever ege style. But the one knew what the other was thinking. 

The crowd had surrounded and swallowed up the drummers, 

whose frantic rhythm was no longer a mere disembodied 

sound but the very heartbeat of the people. 

The wrestlers were now almost still in each others grip. 

The muscles on their arms and their thighs and on their backs 

stood out and twitched. It looked like an equal match. The 

two judges were already moving forward to separate them 

when Ikezue, now desperate, went down quickly .on one knee 

in an attempt to fling his man backwards over his head. It was 

a sad miscalculation. Quick as the lightning of Amadiora, 

Okafo raised his right leg and swung it over his rival’s head. 

The crowd burst into a thunderous roar. Okafo was swept off 

his feet by his sup~2orters and carried home shoulder high. 

They sang his praise and the young women clapped their 

hands: 

"Who wilt wrestle for our village? 

Okafo wilt wrestle for our village. 

Has he thrown a hundred men? 

He has thrown four hundred men. 

Has he thrown a hundred Cats? 

He has thrown four hundred Cats. 

Then send him word to fi’ght for us.;’ 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

For three years lke.mefuna lived in Okonkwo’s 

household and the elders of Umuofia seemed 
to have forgotten about him. He grew rapidly like a yam 
tendril in the rainy season, and was full of the sap of life. He 
had become wholly absorbed into his new family. He was like 
an elder brother to Nwoye, and from the very first seemed to 
have kindled a new fire in the younger boy. He made him feet 

grown-up; and they no longer spent the evenings in mother’s 

hut while she cooked, but now sat with Okonkwo in his obi, or 
watched him as he tapped his palm tree for the evening wine. 
Nothing pleased Nwoye now more than to be sent for by his 

mother or another of his father’s wives to do one of those 
difficult and masculine tasks in the home, like splitting wood, 
or pounding food. On receiving such a message through a 

younger brother or sister, Nwoye would feign annoyance and 
grumble aloud about women and their troubles. 

Okonkwo was inwardly pleased at his son’s development, 
and he knew it was due to Ikemefuna. He wanted Nwoye to 

grow into a tough young man capable of ruling his father’s 
household when he was dead and gone to join the ancestors. 
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He wanted him to be a prosperous man, having enough in his 

barn to feed the ancestors with regular sacrifices. And so he 

was always happy when he heard him grumbling about 

women. That showed that in time he would be able to control 
his women-folk. No matter how prosperous a man was, if he 

was unable to rule his women and his children (and especially 

his women) he was not really a man. He was like the man in 

the song who had ten and one wives and not enough soup for 

his foo-f0o.. 

So Okonkwo encouraged the boys to sit with him in his 

obi, and he told them stories of the land~masculine stories of 
violence and bloodshed. Nwoye knew that it was right.to be 

masculine and to be violent, but somehow he still preferred 

the stories that his mother used to tell, and which she no 

doubt still told to her younger children--stories of the tor- 

.toise and his wily ways, and of the bird eneke-nti-oba who chal- 

lenged the whole world to a wrestling contest and was finally 

thrown by the cat. He remembered the story she often told of 

the quarrel between Earth and Sky long ago, and how Sky 

withheld rain for seven years, until crops withered and the 

dead coiald not be buried because the hoes broke on the stony 

Earth. At last Vulture was sent to plead with Sky, and to 

soften his heart with a song of the suffering of the sons of 

men. Whenever Nwoye’s mother sang this song he felt carried 

away to the distant scene in the sky where Vulture, Earth’s 

emissary, sang for mercy. At last Sky was moved to pity, and 

he gave to Vulture rain wrapped in leaves of coco-yam. But as 

he flew home his long talon pierced the leaves and the rain . 

felt as it had never fallen before. And so heavily did it rain on 
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Vulture that he did not return to deliver his message but flew 
to a distant land, from where he had espied a fire. And when 
he got there he found it was a man making a sacrifice. He 
warmed himself in the fire and ate the entrails. 

That was the kind of story that Nwoye loved. But he 
now knew that they were .for foolish women and children, and 

he knew that his father wanted him to be a man. And so he 
feigned that he no longer cared for women’s stories. And 

when he did this he saw that his father was pleased, and no 
longer rebuked him .or beat him. So Nwoye and lkemefuna 

would listen to Okonkwo’s stories about tribal wars, or how, 
years ago, he had stalked his victim, overpowered him and 
obtained his first human head. And as he told them of the past 
they sat in darkness or the dim glow of logs, waiting for the 
women to finish their cooking. When they finished, each 
brought her bowl of foo-foo and bowl of soup to her husband. 
An oil lamp was lit and Okonkwo tasted from each bowl, and 
then passed two shares to Nwoye and lkemefuna. 

In this way the moons and the seasons passed. And then 

the locusts came. It had not happened for many a long year. 
The elders said locusts came once in a generation, reappeared 

every year for seven years and then disappeared for another 
lifetime. They went back to their caves in a distant, land, 
where they were guarded by a race of stunted men. And then 
after another lifetime these men opened the caves again and 

the locusts came to Umuofia. 
They came in the cold harmattan season after the har- 

vests had been gathered, and ate up all the wild grass in the 

fields. 
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Okonkwo and the two boys were working on the red 
outer walls of the compound. This was one of the lighter tasks 

of the after-harvest season. A new cover of thick palm 

branches and palm leaves was set on the walls to protect them 

from the next rainy season. Okonkwo worked on the outside 
of the wall and the boys worked from within. There were little 

holes from one side to the other in the upper levels of the 

wall, and through these Okonkwo passed the rope, or tie-tie, to 

the boys and they passed it round the wooden stays and then 
back to him; and in this way the cover was strengthened on 

the wall. 
The women had gone to the bush to collect firewood, 

and the little children to visit their playmates in the neighbor- 

ing compounds. The harmattan was in the air and seemed to 

distill a hazy feeling of sleep on the world. Okonkwo and the 

boys worked in complete silence, which was only broken 
when a new palm frond was lifted on to the wall or when a 

busy hen moved dry leaves about in her ceaseless search for 

food. 
And then quite suddenly a shadow-fell on the world, and 

the sun seemed hidden behind a .thick cloud. Okonkwo 
looked up from his work and wondered if it was going to rain 

at such an unlikely time of the year. But almost immediately a 

shout of joy broke out in all directions, and Umuofla, which 
had dozed in the noon-day haze, b~:oke into life and activity. 

"Locusts are descending," was joyfully chanted every- 

where, and men, women and children left their work or their 
play and ran into the open to see the Unfamiliar sight. The 
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locusts had not come for many, many years, and only the old 

people had seen them before. 

At first, a fairly small swarm came. They were the harbin- 

gers sent to survey the land. And then appeared on the hori- 

zon a slowly-moving mass like a boundless sheet of black 

cloud driPcing towards Umuofia. Soon it covered half the sky, 

and the solid mass was now broken by tiny eyes of light like 

shining star dust. It was a tremendous sight, full of power and 

beauty. 

Everyone was now about, talking excitedly and praying 

that the locusts should camp in Umuofia for the night. For 

although locusts had not visited Umuofla for many years, ev- 

ewbody knew by instinct that they were very good to eat. 

And at last the locusts did descend. They settled on every tree 

and on every blade of grass; they settled on the roofs and 

covered the bare ground. Mighty tree branches broke away 

under them, and the whole country became the brown-earth 

color of the vast, hungry swarm. 

Many people went out with baskets trying to catch 

them, but the elders counseled patience till nightfall. And 

they were right. The locusts settled in the bushes for the night 

and their wings became wet with dew. Then all Umuofla 

turned out in spite of the cold harmattan, and everyone filled 

his bags and pots with locusts. The next morning they were 

roasted in clay pots and then spread in the sun until they 

became dry and brittle. And for many days this rare food was 

eaten with solid palm-oil. 

Okonkwo sat in his obi crunching happily with 

Ikemefuna and Nwoye, and drinking palm-wine copiously, 
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when Ogbuefi Ezeudu came in. Ezeudu was the oldest man in 

this quarter of Umuofia. He had been a great and fearless 

warrior in his time, and was now accorded great respect in all 

the clan. He refused to join in the meal, and asked Okonkwo 

to have a word with him outside. And so they walked out 

together, the old man supporting himself with his stick. When 

they were out of earshot, he said to Okonkwo: 

"That boy calls you father. Do not bear a hand in his 

death." Okonkwo was surprised, and was about to say some- 

thing when the old man continued: 

"Yes, Umuofia has decided to kill him. The Oracle of the 
Hills and the Caves has pronounced it. They will take him 

outside Umuofia as is the custom, and kill him there. But I 

want you to have nothing to do with it. He calls you his. 

father." 

The next day a group of elders from all the nine villages 

of Umuofia came to Okonkwo’s house early in the morning, 

and before they began to speak in iow tones Nwoye and 

lkemefuna were sent out. They did not stay very long, but 

when they went away Okonkwo sat still for a very long time 

supporting his chin in his palms. Later in the day he called 

Ikemefuna and told him that he was to be taken home the 

next day. Nwoye overheard it and burst into tears, whereupon 

his father beat him heavily. As for Ikemefuna, he was at a loss. 

His own home had gradually become very faint and distant. 

He still missed his mother and his sister and would be very 

glad to see them. But somehow he knew he was not going to 

see them. He remembered once when men had talked in low 
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tones with his father; and it seemed now as if it was happening¯ 

all over again. 

Later, Nwoye went to his mother’s hut and told her that 

lkemefuna was going home. She immediately dropped her 

pestle with which she was grinding pepper, foldedher arms 

across her breast and sighed, "Poor child." 

The next day, the men returned with a pot of wine. They 

were all fully dressed as if they were going to a big clan 

meeting or to pay a visit to a neighboring Village. They passed 

their cloths under the right arm-pit, and hung their goatskin 

bags and sheathed machetes over their left shoulders. 

Okonkwo got ready quickly and the party set out with 

lkemefuna carrying the pot of wine. A deathly silence de- 

scended on Okonkwo’s compound. Even the very little chil- 

dren seemed to know. Throughout that day Nwoye sat in his 

mother’s hut and tears stood in his eyes: 

At the beginning of their journey the men of Umuofia 

talked and laughed about the locusts, about their women, and 

about some effeminate men who had refused to come with 

them, But as they drew near to the outskirts ofUmuofia si- 

lence fell upon them too.                      ,. 

The sun rose slowly to the center of the sky, and the dry, 

sandy footway began to throw up the heat that lay buried in 
it. Some birds chirruped in the forests around. The men trod 

¯ dry leaves on the sand. All else was silent. Then from the 

distance came the faint beating of the ekwe. It rose and faded 

¯ with the wind--a peaceful dance from a distant clan. 

"It is an ozo dance," the men said among themselves. But 

no One was sure where it was coming from. Some said Ezimili, 
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others Abame or Aninta. They argued for a short while and 

fell into silence again, and.the elusive dance rose and fell with 

the wind. Somewhere a man was taking one of the titles of his 

clan, with music and dancing and a .great feast. 

The footway had now become a narrow line in the heart 

of the forest. The short trees and sparse undergrowth which 

surrounded the men’s village began to give way to giant trees 

and climbers which perhaps had stood from the beginning of 

things, untouched by the ax and the bush-fire. The sun break- 

ing through their leaves and branches threw a pattern of light 

and shade on the sandy footway. 

Ikemefuna heard a whisper close behind him and turned 

round sharply. The man who had whispered now called out 

aloud, urging the others to hurry up. 

"We still have a tong way to go," he said. Then he and 
another man went before Ikemefuna and set a faster pace. 

Thus the men of Umuofia pursued their way, armed with 

sheathed machetes, and Ikemefuna, carrying a pot of palm- 

wine on his head, walked in their midst. Although he had felt 

uneasy at first, he was not afraid now. Okonkwo walked be- 

hind him. He could hardly imagine’ that Okonkwo was not his 

real father. He had never been fondof his real father, and at 

the end of three years he had become very distant indeed. But 

his mother and his three-year-old sister . . . of course she 

would not be three now, but six. Would he recognize her 

now? She must have grown quite big. How his mother would 

weep for joy, and thank Okonkwo for having Iooked after him 

so well and for bringing him back, She would want to hear 

everything that had happened to him in all these years. Could 
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he remember them all? He would tel1 her about .Nwoye and 

¯ his mother, and about the locusts .... Then quite suddenly 

a thought came upon him. His mother might be dead. He 
tried in vain to force the thought out of his mind. Then he 

tried to settle the matter the way he Used to settle such mat- 

ters when he was a little boy. He still remembered the song: 

Eze elit;a, etina; 

Sata 

Eze itikwa ya 

Ikwaba akwa oligholi 

Ebe Danda necbi eze 
Ebe Uzuzu nete egwu 

Sala . 

He sang it in his mind, and walked to its beat. If the song 
ended on his right foot, his mother was alive. If it ended on 

his left, she was dead. No, not dead, but ill. It ended on the 
right. She was alive and well. He sang the song again, and it 

ended On the left. But the second time did not count. The first 
voice gets to Chukwu, or God’s house. That was a favorite 

saying of children. Ikemefuna felt like a child once more. h 

must be the thought of going home to his mother. 

One of the men behind him cleared his throat. 
tkemefuna looked back, and the man growled at him to go on 

and not stand looking back. The way he said it sent cold fear 

down Ikemefuna’s back. His hands trembled vaguely on the 
black pot he carried. Why had Okonkwo withdrawn to the 
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rear? Ikemefuna felt his legs melting under him. And he was 

afraid to look back. 
As the man who had cleared his throat drew up and 

raised his machete, Okor~kwo looked away. He heard the 
blow. The pot fell and broke in the sand. He heard Ikemefuna 
cry, "My father, they have killed reel" as he ran towards him. 

Dazed with fear, Okonkwo drew his machete and cut him 
down. He was afraid of being thought weak. 

As soon as his father walked in, that night, Nwoye knew 
that lkemefuna had been killed, and something seemed to give 
way inside him, like the snapping of a tightened bow. He did 
not cry. He just hung limp. He had had the same kind of 
feeling not long ago, during the last harvest season. Every 
child loved the harvest season. Those who were big enough to 

carry even a few yams in a tiny basket went with grown-ups to 
the farm. And if they could not help in digging up the yams, 
they could gather firewood together for roasting the ones that 
would be eaten there on the farm. This roasted yam soaked in 
red palm-oil and eaten in the open farm was sweeter than any 
meal at home. It was after such a day at the farm during the 
last harvest that Nwoye had .felt for the first time a snapping 
inside him like the one he now felt. They were returning 
home with baskets of yams from a distant farm across the 
stream when they heard the voice of an infant crying in the 

thick forest. A sudden hush had fallen on the women, who 
had been talking, and they had quickened their steps. Nwoye 
had heard that twins were put in earthenware pots and thrown 
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away in the forest, but he had neveryet come across them. A 

vague chill had descended on him and his head had seemed to 

swell, like a solitary walker at night who passes an evil spirit 

on the way. Then something had given way inside him. It 

descended on him again, this feeling, when his father walked 

in, that night after killing Ikemefuna. CHAPTER EIGHT 

Okonkwo did not taste any food for two days 

after the death of Ikemefuna. He drank palm- 

wine from morning till night, and his eyes were red and fierce 

like the eyes of a rat when it was caught by the tail and 

dashed against the floor. He called his son, Nwoye, to sit with 

him in his obj. But the boy was afraid of him and slipped out of 

the hut as soon as he noticed him dozing. 

He did not sleep at night. He tried not to think about 

Ikemefuna, but the more he tried the more he thought about 

him. Once he got up from bed and walked about his Com- 

pound. But he was so weak that his legs could hardly carry 

him. He felt like a drunken giant walking with the limbs of a 

mosquito. Now and then a cold shiver descended on his head 

and spread down his body. 

On the third day he asked his second wife, Ekwefi, to 

roast plantains for him. She prepared it the way he liked-- 

with slices of oil-bean and fish. 

"You have not eaten for two days," said his daughter 

Ezinma when she brought the food to him. "So you must 

finish this." She sat down and stretched her legs in front of 
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her. Okonkwo ate the food absent-mindedly. ’She should 

have been a boy,’ he thought as he looked at his ten-year-old. 

daughter. He passed her a piece of. fish. 

"Go and bring me some cold water," he said. Ezinma 

rushed out of the hut, chewing the fish, and soon returned 

with a bowl of cool water from the earthhn pot in her mother’s 

hut. 

Okonkwo took the bowl from her and gulped the water 

down. He ate a few more pieces of plaintain and pushed the 

dish aside. 

"Bring me my bag," h.e asked, and Ezinma brought his 

goatskin bag from the far end of the hut. He searched in it for 

his snuff-bottle. It was a deep bag and took almost.the whole 

length of his arm. It contained other things apart from his 

snuff-bottle. There was a drinking horn in it, and also a drink- 

ing gourd, and they knocked against each other as he 

searched. When he brought out the snuff-bottle he tapped it a 

few times against his knee-cap before taking out some snuff on 

the palm of his left hand. Then he remembered that he had 

not taken out his snuff-spoon. He searched his bag again and 

brought out a small, fiat, ivory spoon, with. which he carried 

the brown snuff to his nostrils.                      . . 
Ezinma took the dish in one hand and the empty water 

bowI in the other and went back to her mother’s hut. "She 

should have been a boy," Okonkwo said to himself again. His 
mind went back to Ikemefuna and he shivered. If only he 

could find some work to do he would be able to forget. But it 

was the season of rest between the harvest and the next plant- 

ing season. The only work that men did at this time was 
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covering the walls of their Compound with new palm fronds. 

And Okonkwo had already done that. He had finished it on 

the very day the locusts came, when he had worked on one 

side of the wall and Ikemefuna and Nwoye on the other. 

"When did you become a shivering old woman," 
Okonkwo asked himself, ;’you, who are known in all the nine 

villages for your valor in war? How can a man who has killed 

five men in battle fall to pieces because he has added a boy to 

their number? Okonkwo, you have become a woman indeed." 

He sprang to his feet, hung his goatskin bag on his 

shoulder and went to visit his friend, Obierika. 

Obierika was sitting outside under the shade of an or- 

ange tree making thatches from leaves of the raffia-palm. He 

exchanged greetings with Okonkwo and led the way into his 
obj. 

"I was coming over to see you as soon as I finished that 

thatch," he said, rubbing off the grains of sand that clung to 

his thighs. 

"Is it well?" Okonkwo asked. 

"Yes," replied Obierika. "My daughter’s suitor is coming 

today and I hope we will clinch the matter of the bride-price. 

I want you to be there." 

Just then Obierika’s son, Maduka, came into the obi from 
outside, greeted Okonkwo and turned towards the compound. 

"Come~ and shake hands with me," Okonkwo said to the 
lad. "Your wrestling the other day gave me much happiness." 

The boy smiled, shook hands with Okonkwo and went into 

the compound. 

"He will do great things," Okonkwo said. "If I had a son 
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like him I should be happy. I am worried about Nwoye. A 
bowl of pounded yams can throw him in a wrestling match. 
His two younger brothers are more promising. But I can tell 
you, Obierika, that my children do not resemble me. Where 
are the young suckers that will grow when the old banana tree 
dies? If Ezinma had been a boy I wouId have been happier. 
She has the right spirit." 

"You worry yourself for nothing," said Obierika. "The 
children are still vew young." 

"Nwoye is old enough to impregnate a woman. At his 

age I was already fending for myself. No, my friend, he is not 
too young. A chick that will grow into a cock can be spotted 
the very day it hatches. I have done my best to make Nwoye 
grow into a man, but there is too much of his mother in him." 

"Too much of his grandfather," Obierika thought, but he 
did not say it. The same thought also came to Okonkwo’s 
mind. But he had long learned how to lay that ghost. When- 
ever the thought of his father’s weakness and failure troubled 

him he expelled it by thinking about his own strength and 
success. And so he did now. His mind went to his latest show 
of manliness. 

"I cannot understand why you refused to come with us to 
kill that boy," he asked Obierika. 

"Because I did not want to," Obierika replied sharply. "I 

had something better to do." 

"You sound as if you question the authority and the deci- 

sion of the Oracle, who said he should die." 
"1 do not. Why should I? But the Oracle did not ask me 

to carry out its decision." 
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"But someone had to do it. If we were all afraid of blood, 
it would not be done. And what do you think the Oracle 

would do then?" 

"You know very well, Okonkwo, that I am not afraid of 

blood; and if anyone tells you that I am, he is telling a lie. And 

let me tell you one thing, my friend. If I were you I would 

have stayed at home. What you have done will not please the 

Earth. It is the kind of action for which the goddess wipes out 

whole families." 

’The Earth cannot punish me for obeying her messen- 

ger," Okonkwo said. "A child’s fingers are not scalded by a 

piece of hot yam which its mother puts into its palm." 

"That is true," Obierika agreed. "But if the Oracle said 

that my son should be killed I would neither dispute it nor be 

the one to do it." 

They would have gone on arguing had Ofoedu not come 

in just then, It was clear from his twinkling eyes that he had 

important news. But it would be impolite to rush him. Obier- 

ika offered him a lobe of the kola nut he had broken with 

Okonkwo. Ofoedu ate slowIy and talked about the locusts. 

When he finished his kola nut he said: 

"The things that happen these days are very strange." 

"~Vc’hat has happened?" asked Okonkwo. 

"Do you know Ogbuefl Ndulue?" Ofoedu asked. 

"Ogbuefl Ndulue of Ire village," Okonkwo and Obierika 

said together. 

"He died this morning," said Ofoedu. 

"That is not strange. He was the oldest man in Ire," said 

Obierika. 
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"You are right," Ofoedu agreed. "But you ought to ask 

why the drum has not beaten to tell Umuofia of his death.’~ 

’~Thy?" asked Obierika and Okonkwo together. 

"That is the strange part of it. You know his first wife 

who walks with-a stick?" 

’Yes.. She is called Ozoemena." 

"That is so," said Ofoedu. "Ozoemena was, as you know, 

too old to attend Ndulue during his illness. His younger wives 

did that. When he died this morning, one of these women 

went to Ozoemena’s hut and told her. She rose from her mat, 

took her stick and walked over to the obi. She knelt on her 

knees and hands at the threshold and called her husband, who 
was laid on a mat. ’Ogbuefi Ndulue,’ she called, three times, 

and went back to her hut. When the youngest wife went to 

call her again to be present at the washing of the body, she 

found her lying on the mat, dead." 

"That is very strange, ’ indeed," said Okonkwo. "They will 

put off Ndulue’s funeral until his wife has been buried." 

"That is why the drum has not been beaten to tell 

Umuofia." 

"It was always said that Ndulue and Ozoemena had one 

mind," said Obierika. "I remember when I was a young boy 

there was a song about them. He could not do anything with- 

out telling her," 

"I did not know that," said Okonkwo. "I thought he was a 

strong man in his youth." 

"He was indeed," said Ofoedu. 

Okonkwo shook his head doubtfully. 

"He led Umuofia to war in those days," said Obierika. 
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Okonkwo was beginning to feel like his old self again. 
All that he required was something to occupy his min& If he 

had killed Ikemefuna during the busy planting season or har- 

vesting it would not have been so bad; his mind would have 

been centered on his work. Okonkwo was not a man of 
thought but of action. But in absence of work, talking was the 

next best. 

Soon after Ofoedu left, Okonkwo took up his goatskin 
bag to go. 

"l must go home to tap my palm trees for the afternoon," 

he said. 
’%Vc’ho. taps your tall trees for you?" asked Obierika. 

"UmezuIike," replied Okonkwo. 

"Sometimes I wish I had not taken the ozo title," said 
Obierika. "It wounds my heart to see these young men killing 

palm trees in the name of tapping." 

"It is so indeed," Okonkwo agreed. "But the law of the 
land must be obeyed." 

"l don’t know how we got that law," said Obierika. "In 
many other ctans a man of title is not forbidden tO climb the 

palm tree. Here we say he cannot climb the tall tree but he 

can tap the short ones standing .on the ground. It is like 

Dimaragana, who would not lend his knife for cutting up 
dogmeat because the dog was taboo to him, but offered to use 

his teeth." 

"l think it is good that our clan holds the 0z0 title in high 
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esteem," said Okonkwo. "In those other clans you speak of, ozo 

is so. low that every beggar takes it." 

"I was only speakingin jest," said Obierika. "In Abame 

and Aninta the title is worth less than two cowries. Every man 

wears the thread of title On his ankle, and does not lose it even 

if he steals." 
"They have indeed soiled the name of ozo," said 

Okonkwo as he rose to go. 

"It will not be very long now before my in-taws come," 

said Obierika,. 
"I shall return very soon," said Okonkwo, looking at the 

position of the sun. 

There were seven men in Obierika’s hut when Okonkwo 

returned. The suitor was a young man of about twenW-five, 

and with him were his father and uncle. On Obierika’s side 
were his two elder brothers and Maduka, his sixteen-year-old 

son. 

"Ask Akueke’s mother to send us some kola nuts," said 
Obierika to his son. Maduka vanished into the compound like 

lightning. The conversation at once centered on him, and 

everybody agreed that he was as sharp as a razor. 

"l sometimes think he is too sharp," said Obierika, some- 

what indulgently. "He hardly ever walks. He is always in a 

hurry. If you are sending him on an errand he flies away be- 

fore he has heard half of the message." 

"You were very much like that yourself," said his eldest 

brother. "As our people say, ’When moth~r-cow is chewing 
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grass its young ones watch its mouth.’ Maduka has been 

watching your mouth." 

As he was speaking the boy returned, followed by 

Akueke, his half-sister, carrying a woodendish with three kola 

nuts and alligator pepper. She gave the dish to her father’s 

eldest brother and then shook hands, very shyly, with her 

suitor and his relatives. She was about sixteen and just ripe for 

marriage. Her suitor and his relatives surveyed her young 

body with expert eyes as if tO assure themselves that she was 

beautiful and ripe. 

She wore a coiffure which was done up into a crest in the 

middle of the head. Cam wood was rubbed lightly into her 

skin, and all over her body were black patterns drawn with uti. 

She wore a black necklace which hung down in three coils 

just above her full, succulent breasts. On her arms were red 

and yellow bangles, and on her waist four or five rows ofji~aida, 

or waist beads. 

When she had shaken hands, or rather held out her hand 
to be shaken, she returned to her mother’s hut to help with 

the cooking. 

"Remove your jigida first," her mother warned as she 
moved near the fireplace to bring the pestle resting against the 

wall. "Every day I tell you that ji9ida and fire are not friends. 

But you will never hear. You grew your ears for decoration, 

not for hearing. One of these days yourfigida will catch fire on 

your waist, and then you will know." 

Akueke moved to the other end of the hut and began to 

remove the waist-beads. It had to be done slowly and care- 

fully, taking each string separately, else it would break and the 
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thousand tiny rings would have to be strung together again. 

She rubbed each string downwards with her palms until it 
passed the buttocks and slipped down to the floor around her 

feet. 
The men in the obi had already begun to drink the palm- 

wine which Akueke’s suitor had brought. It was a very good 
wine and powerful, for in spite of the palm fruit hung across 
the mouth of the pot to restrain the lively liquor, white foam 
rose and spilled over. 

"That wine is the work of a good tapper," said Okonkwo. 
The young suitor, whose name was Ibe, smiled broadly 

and said to his father: "Do you hear that?" He then said to the 
others: "He will never admit that I am a good tapper." 

"He tapped three of my best palm trees to death," said 
his father, Ukegbu. 

"That was about five years ago," said lbe, who had begun 
to pour out the wine, "before I learned how to tap." He filled 
the first horn and gave to his father. Then he poured out for 
the others. Okonkwo brought out his big horn from the goat- 
skin bag, blew into it to remove any dust that might be there, 
and gave it to Ibc to fill. 

As the men drar~k, they talked about everything except 
the thing for which they had gathered. It was only after the 
pot had been emptied that the suitor’s father cleared his voice 
and announced the object of their visit. 

Obierika then presented to him a small bundle of short 
broomsticks.-Ukegbu counted them. 

"They are thirty?" he asked. 
Obierika nodded in agreement. 
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"We are at last getting somewhere," Ukegbu said, and 
then turning to his brother and his son he said: "Let us go out 
and whisper together." The three rose and went outside. 
When they returned Ukegbu handed the bundle of sticks back 
to Obierika~ He counted them; instead of thirty there were 
now only fifteen. He passed them over to his eldest brother, 

Machi, who also counted them and said: 
’%Vc’e had not thought to go below thirty. But as the dog 

said, ’If I fall down for you and you fall down for me, it is 
play’. Marriage should be a play and not a fight; so we are 
falling down again." He then added ten sticks to the fifteen 
and gave the bundle to Ukegbu. 

In this way Akuke’s bride-price was finallysettled at 
twenty bags of cowries. It was already dusk when the two 

parties came to this agreement. 

"Go and tell Akueke’s mother that we have finished," 
Obierika said to his son, Maduka. Almost immediately the 
women came in with a big bowl of foo-foo. Obierika’s second 
wife followed with a pot of soup, and Maduka brought in a 
pot of palm-wine. 

As the men ate and drank palm-wine they talked about 
the customs of their neighbors. 

"It was only this morning," said Obierika, "that Okonkwo 
and I were talking about Abame and Aninta, where titled men 
climb trees and pound foo-foo for their wives." 

"All their customs are upside-down. -They do not decide 
bride-price as we do, with sticks. They haggle and bargain as 
if they were buying a goat or a cow in the market." 

"That is very bad," said Obierika’s eldest brother. "But 



what is good in one place is bad in another place. In Umunso 

they do not bargain at alI, not even with broomsticks. The 

suitor just goes on bringing bags of cowries until his in-laws 

tell.him to stop. It is a bad custom because it always leads to a 

quarrel." 

"The world is large," said Okonkwo. "! have even heard 

that in some tribes a man’s children belong to his wife and her 

family." 

"That cannot be," said Machi.."You might as well say that 

the woman lies on top of the man when they are making the 

children." 

"It is .like the story of white men who, they say-, are white 

like this piece of chalk," said Obierika. He held up a piece of 

chalk, which every man kept in his obi and with which his 

guests drew lines on the floor before they ate kola nuts. "And 

these white men, they say, have no toes." 

"And have you never seen them?" asked Machi. 

"Have you?" asked Obierika. 

"One of them passes here frequently," said Machi. "His 

name is Amadi." 

Those who knew Amadi laughed. He was a leper, and 

the polite name for leprosy was "the white skin." 

CHAPTER N NE 

For the first time in three nights, Okonkw0 

slept. He woke up once in the middle of the 

night and his mind went back to the past. three days without 

making him feel uneasy. He began to wonder why he had felt 

uneasy at all. It was like a man wondering in broad daylight 

why a dream had appeared so terrible to him at night. He 

stretched himself and scratched his thigh where a mosquito 
had bitten him as he slept. Another one was wailing near his 

right ear. He slapped the ear and hoped he had killed it. Why 

do they always go for one’s ears? When he was a child his 

mother had told him a story about it. But it was as silly as all 

women’s stories. Mosquito, she had said, had asked Ear to 

marry him, whereupon Ear fe!l on the floor in uncontrollable 

laughter. "How much longer do you think you will live?" she 

asked. "You are already a skeleton." Mosquito went away 

miliated, and any time he passed her way hetold Ear that he 

was still alive. 

Okonkwo turned on his side and went back to sleep. He 

was roused in the morning by someone banging on his door. 

"Who is that?" he growled. He knew it must be Ekwefi. 
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Of his three wives Ekwefi was the only one who would have 

the audacity to bang on his door. 
"Ezinma is dying," came her voice, and all the tragedy 

and sorrow of her life were packed in those words. 
Okonkwo sprang from his bed, pushed back the bolt on 

his door and ran into Ekwefi’s hut. 
Ezinma lay shivering on a mat beside a huge fire that her 

’mother had kept burning all night. 

"It is iba," said Okonkwo as he took his machete and 
went into the bush to collect the leaves and grasses and barks 
of trees that went into making the medicine for iba. 

Ekwefi knelt beside the sick child, occasionally feeling 
with her palm the wet, burning forehead. 

Ezinma was an only child and the center of her mother’s 
world. Very Often it was Ezinma who decided what food her 

mother should prepare. Ekwefl even gave her such delicacies 
as eggs, which children were rarely allowed to eat because 
such food tempted them to steal. One day as Ezinma was 
eating an egg Okonkwo had come in unexpectedly from his 
hut. He was greatly shocked and swore to beat Ekwefi if she 
dared to give the child eggs again. But it was impossible to 
refuse Ezinma anything. After her father’s rebuke she devel- 
oped an even keener appetite for eggs. And she enjoyed above 
all the secrecy in which she now ate them. Her mother always 

took her into their bedroom and shut the door. 
Ezinma did not call. her mother Nne like all children. She. 

called her by her name, Ekwefi, as her father and other grown- 
up people did. The relationship between them was not only 
that of mother and child. There was something in it like the 
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companionship of equals, which was strengthened by such 

little conspiracies as eating eggs in the bedroom. 

Ekwefl had suffered a gooddeal in her life. She had 

borne ten children and nine of them had died in infancy, 

usually before the age of three. As she buried one child after 

another her sorrow gave way to despair and then to grim 

resignation. The birth of her children, which should be a 

woman’s crowning glory, became for Ekwefl mere physical 

agony devoid of promise. The naming ceremony after seven 

market weeks became an empty ritual. Her deepening despair 

found expression in the names she gave her children. One of 

them was a pathetic cry, Onwumbiko----"Death, I implore 

you." But Death took no notice; Onwumbiko died in his fif- 

teenth month. The next child was a girl, Ozoemefia--"May it 

not happen again." She died in her eleventh month, and two 

others after her. Ekwefi then became defiant and called her 
next child Onwuma--"Death may please himself." And he did. 

After the death of Ekwefi’s second child, Okonkwo had 
gone to a medicine man, who was also a diviner of the Afa 

Oracle, to inquire what was amiss. This man told him that the 

child was an ogbanje, one of those wicked children who, when 

they died, entered their mothers’ wombs to be born again. 

"When your wife becomes pregnant again," he said, "let 

her not sleep in her hut. Let her go and stay with her people. 

In that way she will elude her wicked tormentor and break its 
evil cycle of birth and death." 

Ekwefi did as she was asked. As soon as she became 

pregnant she went to live with her old mother in another 

village. It was there that her third child was born and circum- 
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cised on the .eighth day. She did not return to Okonkwo’s 

compound until three days before the naming ceremony. The 

child was called Onwumbiko. 

Onwumbiko was not given proper burial when he died 

Okonkwo had called in another medicine man who was fa- 

mous in the clan for his great knowledge about ogbanje chil- 

dren. His name was Okagbue Uyanwa. Okagbue was a very 

striking figure, tall, with a full beard and a bald head. He was 

light in complexion and his eyes were red and fiery. He al- 

ways gnashed his teeth as he listened to those who came to 

consult him. He asked Okonkwo a few questions about the 

dead child. All the neighbors and relations who had come to 

mourn gathered round them. 

"On what market-day was it born?" he asked. 

"Oye," replied Okonkwo. 

"And it died this morning?". 

Okonkwo said yes, and only then realized for the first 
time that the child had died on the same market-day as it had 

been born. The neighbors and relations also saw the coinci- 

’ dence and said among themselves that it was very significant. 

"Where do you sleep with your wife, in your obi or in her 

own hut?" asked the medicine man. 

"In her hut." 
"In future call her into your obi." 

The medicine man then ordered that there should be no 

mourning for the dead child. He brought out a sharp razor 

from the goatskin bag slung from his left shoulder and began 

to mutilate the child. Then he took it away to bury in the Evil 

Forest, holding it by the ankle and dragging it on the ground 
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behind him. After such treatment it would think twice bet~ore 

coming again, unless it was one of the stubborn ones who 

returned, cawing the stamp of their mutilation--a missing 
finger or perhaps a dark line where the medicine man’s razor 

had cut them. 

By the time Onw-umbiko died Ekwetl had become a very 

bitter woman. Her husband’s first wife had already had three 

sons, all strong and healthy. When she had borne her third 

son in succession, Okonkwo had slaughtered a goat for her, aS 

was the custom. Ekwefi had nothing but good wishes for her. 
But she had grown so bitter about her own chi that she could 

not rejoice with others over their good fortune. And so, on 

the day that Nwoye’s mother celebrated the birth of her three 

sons with feasting and music, Ekwefi was the only person in 

the happy company who went about with a cloud on her 

brow. Her husband’s wife took this for malevolence, as hus- 

bands’ wives were wont to. How could she know that Ekwefl’s 

bitterness did not flow outwards to others but inwards into her 
own soul,, that she did not blame others for their good fortune 

but her own evil cbi who denied her any? 

At last Ezinma was born, and although aiIing she seemed 

determined to live. At first Ekwefi accepted her, as she had 

accepted others--with listless resignation. But when she lived 

on to her fourth, fifth and sixth years, love returned once 

more to her mother, and, with love, anxiety. She determined 
to nurse her child to health, and she put all her being into it. 

She was rewarded by occasional spells of health during which 

Ezinma bubbled with energy- like flesh palm-wine. At such 

times she seemed beyond .danger. But aI1 of a sudden she 



would go down again. Everybody knew she was an o9banje. 

These sudden¯ bouts of sickness and health were typical of her 

kind. But she had lived so long that perhaps she had decided 

to stay. Some of them did become tired of their evil rounds of 

birth and death, or took pity on their mothers, and stayed. 

Ekwefi believed deep inside her that Ezinma had come to stay. 

She believed because it was that faith alone that¯ gave her own 

life any kind of meaning. And this faith had been strength- 

ened when a year or so ago a medicine man had dug up 

Ezinma’s iyi-uwa. Everyone knew then that she would live be- 

cause her bond with the world of ogbanje had been broken. 

Ekwefi was reassured. But such was her anxiety for her daugh- 

ter that she could not rid herself completely of her fear. And 

although she believed that the iyi-uwa which had been dug up 

was genuine, she could not ignore the fact that some really 

evil children sometimes misled people into digging up a spe- 

cious one. 

But Ezinma’s iyi-uwa had looked real enough. It was a 

smooth pebble wrapped in a dirty rag. The man who dug it up 

was the same Okagbue who was famous in all the clan for his 

knowledge in these matters. Ezinma had not wanted to coop- 

erate with him at first. But that was only to be expected. No 

ogbanje would yield her secrets easily, and most of them never 

did because they died too young--before they could be asked 

questions. 
"Where did you bury your iyi.uwa?,, Okagbue had asked 

Ezinma. She was nine then and was just recovering from a 

serious illness. 

"What is ;yi-uwa?" she asked in return. 
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"You know what it is..You buried it in the ground some- 

where so that you can die and return again to torment your 

mother." 

Ezinma looked at her mother, whose eyes, sad and plead- 

ing, .were fixed on her. 

"Answer the question at once," roared Okonkwo, who 

stood beside her. All the family were there and some. of the 

neighbors too. 

"Leave her to me," the medicine man told Okonkwo in a 

cool, confident voice. He turned again to Ezinma. "Where did 

you bury your iyi-uwa?" 

"Where they bury children," she replied, and the quiet 

spectators murmured to themselves. 

"Come along then and show me the spot," said the medi- 

cine man. 

¯ The crowd set out with Ezinma leading¯ the way and 

Okagbue following closely¯ behind her, Okonkwo came next 

and Ekwefi ¯followed him. When she came to the main road, 
Ezinma turned left as if she was going to the stream. 

."Bui you said it was where they bury children?" asked the 

medicine man. 

¯ . "No," said Ezinma, whose feeling of importance was 

manifest in her sprightly walk. She sometimes broke into a run 

and stopped again suddenly. The crowd followed her silently. 

Women and children returning from the stream with pots of 

water on their heads wondered what was happening until they 

saw Okagbue and guessed that it must be something to do 

with ogbanje. And they all knew Ekwefi and her daughter very 

well. 
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When she got to the big udala tree Ezinma turned left 

into the bush, and the crowd followed her. Because of her size 
she made her way through trees and creepers more quickly 

than her followers. The bush was alive with the tread of feet 

on dry leaves and sticks and the moving aside of tree 

branches. Ezinma went deeper and deeper and the crowd 

went with her. Then she suddenly turned round and began to 

walk back to the road. Everybody stood to let her pass and 

then filed after her. 

"If you bring us all this way for nothing I shall beat sense 

into you," Okonkwo threatened. 

"I have told you to let her alone. I know how to deal with 

them," said Okagbue. 
Ezinma ted the way back to the road, looked left and 

right and turned right. And so they arrived home again. 

"Where did you bury your iyi-uwa?" asked Okagbue 

when Ezinma finally stopped outside her father’s obi. 

Okagbue’s voice was unchanged. It was quiet and confident. 

"It is near that orange tree," Ezinma said. 

"And why did you not say so, you wicked daughter of 

Akalogoti?" Okonkwo swore furiously. The medicine man ig- 

nored him. 

"Come and show me the exact spot," he said quietly to 

Ezinma. 
"It is here," she said when they got to the tree. 

"Point at the spot with your finger," said Okagbue. 

"It is here," said Ezinma touching, the ground with her 

finger. Okonkwo stood by, rumbling like thunder in the rainy 

season. 

qBring me a hoe," said Okagbue. 

When Ekwefi brought the hoe, he had already put aside 

his goatskin bag and his big cloth and was in his underwear, a 

long and thin strip of cloth wound round the waist like a belt 

and then passed between the legs to be fastened to the belt 

behind. He immediately set to work digging a pit where 

Ezinma had indicated. The neighbors sat aroundwatching the 

pit becoming deeper and.. deeper. The .dark top soil soon gave 

way to the~bright red earth with which women scrubbed the 

floors and walls of huts. Okagbue worked tirelessIy and in 

silence, his back shining’with perspiration. Okonkwo stood 

by the pit. He asked Okagbue to come up and rest while he 

took a hand. Bul; Okagbue said he was not tired yet: 

Ekwefi went into her hut to cook yams. Her husband had 

brought out more yams than usual because the medicine man 

had to be fed. Ezinma went with her and helped in preparing 

the vegetables. 

"There is too much green vegetable," she said. 

"Don’t you see the pot is full of yams?" Ekwefi asked. 

"And you know how leaves become smaller after cooking." 
"Yes," said Ezinma, "that was why the snake-lizard killed 

his mother." 

"Very true," said Ekwefi. 

"He gave his mother seven baskets of vegetables to cook 

and in the end there were only three. And so he killed her," 

said Ezinma. 

"That is not the end of the story." 

"Oho," said Ezinma. ’!I remember now. He brought an- 
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other seven baskets and cooked them himself. And there were 

again only three. So he killed himself too." 

Outside the obi Okagbue and Okonkwo were digging 

the pit to find where Ezinma had buried her iyi-uwa. Neigh- 

bors sat around, watching. The pit was now so deep that they 

no longer saw the digger. They only saw the red earth he 

threw up mounting higher and h!gher. Okonkwo’s son, 

Nwoye, stood near the edge of the pit because he wanted to 

take in all that happened. 

Okagbue had again taken over the digging from 

Okonkwo. He worked, as usual, in silence. The neighbors and 

Okonkwo’s wives were now talking. The children had lost 

interest and were playing. 
Suddenly Okagbue sprang to the surface with the agility 

of a leopard. 

"It is very near now," he said. "I have felt it." 

There was immediate excitement and those who were 

sitting jumped to their feet. 

"Call your wife and child," he said to Okonkwo. But 

Ekwefi and Ezinma had heard the noise and run out to see 

what it was. 

Okagbue went back into the pit, which was now sur- 

rounded by spectators. After a few more hoeduls of earth he 

struck the iyi~uwa. He raised it carefully with the hoe and 

threw it to the surface. Some women ran away in fear when it 

was thrown. But they soon returned and everyone was gazing 

at the rag from a reasonable distance. Okagbue emerged and 

without saying a word or even looking at the spectators he 

went to his goatskin bag, took out two leaves and began to :.. 
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- chew them. When he had swallowed them, he took up the rag 

with his left hand and began to untie it. And then the smooth, 

shiny pebble fell out. He picked it up. 

"Is this yoursp" he asked Ezinma. 

"Yes," she replied. AIt the women shouted with joy be- 

cause Ekwefi’s troubles were at last ended. 

All this had happened more than a year ago and Ezinma 

had not been ill since. And then suddenly she fiadbegun, to 

shiver in the night. Ekwefi brought her to the fireplace, spread 

her mat on the floor and built a fire. But she had got worse and 

worse. As she kneit by her, feeling with her palm-the wet, 

burning forehead, she prayed a thousand times. Although her 

husband’s wives were saying that it was nothing more than iba, 

she did not hear them. 

Okonkwo returned from the bush carrying on his left 

shoulder a large bundle of grasses and leaves, roots and barks 

of medicinal trees and shrubs. He went into Ekweffs hut, put 

down his load and sat down. 

¯ "Get me a pot,!’ he said, "and leave the child alone." 

Ekwefi went to bring the pot and Okonkwo selected the 

best from his bundle, in their due proportions, and cut them 

up. He put them in the pot and Ekwefi poured in some water. 

"Is that enough?" she asked when she had poured in 

about half of the water in the bowl. 

"A little more . . , I said a little. Are you deaf?;’ 

Okonkwo roared at her. 
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She set the pot on the fire and Okonkwo took up his 

machete to return to his obL 

’~’ou must watch the pot carefully," he said as he went, 

"and don’t allow it to boil over. If it does its power will be 

gone." He went away to his hut and Ekwefi began to tend the 

medicine pot almost as if it was itself a sick child. Her eyes 

went constantly from Ezinma to the boiling pot and back to 

Ezinma. 

Okonkwo returned when he felt the medicine had 

cooked long anough. He looked it over and said it was done. 

"Bring me a low stool for Ezinma," he said, "and a thick 

mat," 
He took down the pot from the fire and placed it in front 

of the stool. He then roused Ezinma and placed her on the 

stool, astride the steaming pot. The thick mat was thrown 

over both. Ezinma struggled to escape from the choking and 

overpowering steam, but she was held down. She started to 

cry. 

When the mat was at last removed she was drenched in 

perspiration. Ekwefi mopped her with a piece of cloth and she 

lay down on a dry mat and was soon asleep. 

Large crowds began to gather on the village 

as soon as the edge had worn off the sun’s heat 

and it was no longer painful on the body. Most communal 

ceremonies took place at that time of the day, so that even 

when it was said that a ceremony would begin "after the mid- 

day meal" everyone understood that it would begin a long 

time later, when the sun’s heat had softened. 

It was clear from the way the crowd stood or sat that the 

ceremony was for men. There were many women, but they 

looked on from the fringe like outsiders. The titled men and 

elders sat on their stools waiting for the trials to begin. In 

front of them was a row of stools on which nobody sat. There 

were nine of them. Two little groups of people stood at a 

respectable distance beyond the stools. They faced the elders. 

There were three men in one group and three men and one 

woman in the other. The woman was Mgbafo and the three 

men with her were her brothers. In the other group were her 

husband, Uzowulu, and his relatives. Mgbafo and her brothers 

were as still as statues into whose faces the artist has molded 

defiance. Uzowulu and his relative, on the other hand, were 
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whispering together. It looked like whispering, but they were 

really talking at the top of their voices. Everybody in the 

crowd was talking. It was like the market. From a distance the 

noise was a deep rumble carried by the wind. 

An iron gong sounded, setting up a wave of expectation 

in the crowd. Everyone looked in the direction of the egwu..awu 

house. Gome, gome, gome, oaome went thegong, and a powerful 

flute blew a high-pitched blast. Then came the voices of the 

Nwu_qwu, guttural and awesome. The wave struck the women 

and children and there was a backward stampede. But it was 

momentary. They were already far enough where they stood 

and there was room for running away if any of the egwugwu 

should go towards them. 

The drum sounded again and the flute blew. The egwugwu 

house was now a pandemonium of quavering voices: Aru oyim 

de de de deit filled the air as the spirits of the ancestors, just 

emerged from the earth, greeted themselves in their esoteric 

language. The egwugwu house into which they emerged faced 

the forest, away from the crowd, who saw only its back with 

the many-colored patterns and drawings done by specially 

chosen women at regular intervals. These women never saw 

the inside of the hut. No woman ever did. They scrubbed and 

painted the outside walls under the supervision of men. If they 

imagined what was inside, they kept their imagination to 

themselves. NO woman ever asked questions about the most 

powerful and the most secret cult in the clan. 

Aru oyim de de de dell. flew around the dark, closed hut like 

tongues of fire. The ancestral spirits of the clan were abroad, 
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The metal gong beat continuously now and the flute, shrill 

and powerful, floated on the chaos. 

And then the e.Owu.qwu appeared. The women and chil- 

dren sent up a great shout and took to their heels. It was 

instinctive. A woman fled as soon as an egwu..awu came in sight. 

And when, as on that day, nine of the greatest masked spirits 

in the clan came out together it was a terrifying spectacle. 

Even Mgbafo took to her heels and had to be restrained by 

her brothers. 

Each of .the nine e_Owu.Owu represented a village of the 

clan. Their leader was called Evil Forest. Smoke poured out of 

his head. 
The nine villages of Umuofia had grown out of the nine 

sons of the first father of the clan. Evil Forest represented the 

village of Umueru, or the children of Eru, who was the eldest 

of the nine sons. 

"Umuofia kwenu;" shouted the leading egwugwu, pushing the 

air with his raffia arms. The elders of the clan replied, "Yaa~." 
"Umuofia kwenu!" 
"gaa!’ 

Evil Forest then thrust the pointed end of his rattling 

staff into the earth. And it began to shake and rattle, like 

something, agitating with a metallic life, He took the first of 

the empty stools and the eight other egwugwu began to sit in 
order of seniority after him. 

Okonkwo’s wives, and perhaps other women as well, 

might have noticed that the second e_qwug~vu had the springy 
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walk of Okonkwo. And they might also have noticed that 

Okonkwo was not among the titled men and elders who sat 

behind the row of egwugwu. But if they thought these things 

they kept them within themselves. The e.awugtou with the 

springy walk was one of the dead fathers of the clan. He 

looked terrible with the smokedyaffia body, a huge wooden 

face painted white except for the round hollow eyes and the 

charred teeth that were as big as a man’s fingers. On. his head 

were. two powerful horns. 

When all the egwugwu had sat down and the sound of the 

many tiny bells and rattles on their bodies had subsided, Evil 

Forest addressed the two groups of people facing them. 

"Uzowulu’s body, I salute you," he said. Spirits always 

addressed humans as ’!bodies.". Uzowulu bent down and 
touched the earth with his right hand as a sign of submission. 

"Our father, my hand has touched the ground," he said. 

"Uzowulu’s body, do you know me?" asked the spirit. 

"How can I know you, father? You are beyond our 

knowledge."                               " 

Evil Forest then turned to the other group and addressed 

the eldest of the three brothers. 

’q’he body of Odukwe, I greet you," he said, and 

Odukwe bent down and touched the earth. The hearing, then 

began. 

Uzowulu stepped forward and presented his case. 

"That woman standing, there is my wife, Mgbafo: I mar- 

ried her with. my money and my yams. I do not owe my ~n- 

laws anything. I owe them no yams. I owe them no coco, 

yams. One morning three of them came to my house, beat me 
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up and took my wife and children away. This happened in the 

rainy season. ~.I have waited.in vain for my wife to return. At 

last I went to my in-laws and said to them, ’You have taken 

back your sister. I did not send her away. You yourselves took 

her. The law of the clan is that you should return her bride- 

price.’ But my wife’s brothers said they had nothing to tell me. 

So I have brought the matter to the fathers of the clan. My 

case is finished. I salute you." 

"Your words are good," said the leader of the egvau_qwu. 

"Let us hear Odukwe. His words may also be good." 

Odukwewas short and thickset. He stepped forward, 

saluted the spirits and began his story. 

"My in-law has told you that we went to his house, beat 
him up and took our sister and her children away. All that is 

true. He told you that he came to take back her bride-price 

and we refused to give it him. That also is true. My in-law, 

Uzowulu, is a beast.¯ My sister lived with him for nine years. 

During those years no single day passed in the sky without his 

beating the woman. We have tried to settle their quarrels time 

without number and on each occasion Uzowulu was guilty---" 

"It is a lie!" Uzowulu shouted. 

"Two years ago," continued Odukwe, "when she was 

pregnant, he beat her until she miscarried." 

"It is a lie. She miscarried after she had gone to sleep 

with her lover." 

"Uzowulu’s body, I salute you," said Evil Forest, silencing 

him. "What kind of lover sleeps with a pregnant woman?" 

There was a loud murmur of approbation from the crowd. 

Odukwe continued: 



"Last year when my sister was recovering from an illness, 

he beat her again so that. if the neighbors had not gone in to 

save her she would have been killed, we heard of it, and ~d 

as you have been told. The law of Umuofia is that if a woman 

runs away from her husband her bride-price is returned. But in 

this case she ran away to save her life. Her two children be- 

long to Uzow~lu. We do"not dispute it, but.they are too 

young to leave their mother. If, in the other hand, Uzowulu 

should recover from his madness and come in the proper way 

to beg his wife to return she will do so on the understanding 

that if he ever beats her again we shall cut off his genitals for 

him." 
The crowd roared with laughter. Evil Forest rose to his 

feet and order was immediately restored. A steady cloud of 

smoke rose from his head. He sat down again and called two 

witnesses. They were both Uzowulu’s neighbors, and they 

agreed about the beating. Evil Forest then stood up, pulled out 

his staff and thrust it into the earth again. He ran a few steps 

in the direction of the women; they all fled in terror, only to 

return to their places almost immediately. The nine e.,awugwu 

then went away to consult together in their house. They were 

silent for a long time. Then the metal gong sounded and the 

flute was blown. The egwugwu had emerged once again from 

their underground home. They ¯saluted one another and then 

reappeared on the ito. 

"Umuofia kwenu!’ ¯roared Evil Forest, facing the elders and 

grandees of the clan. 

"Yaa~." replied the thunderous crowd; then silence de- 

scended from the sky and swallowed the noise. 
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Evil Forest began to speak and all the while he spoke 

everyone was silent. The eight other egwugwu were as still as 

statues. 

"We have heard both sides of the case," said Evil Forest. 

"Our duty is not to blame this man or to praise that, but to 

settle the dispute." He turned to Uzowulu’s group and allowed 

a short pause. 

"Uzow-ulu’s body, I salute you," he said.. 

"Our father, my hand has touched the ground," replied 

Uzowulu, touching the earth. 

"Uzowulu’s body, do you know me?" 

"How can I know you, father? You are beyond our 
knowledge," Uzowulu replied. 

"1 am Evil Forest. 1 kill a man on the day that his life is 

sweetest to him." 

"That is true," replied Uzowulu. 

"Go to your in-laws with a pot of wine and beg your wife 

to return to you. It is not bravery when a man fights with a 

woman." He, turned to Odukwe, and allowed a brief pause. 

"Odukwe’s body, I greet you," he said. 

"My hand is on the ground," replied Odukwe. 

"Do you know me?" 

"No man can know you," replied Odukwe. 

"I am Evil Forest, i am Dry-meat-that-fills-the-mouth, I 

am Fire-that-burns-without-faggots. If your in-law brings wine 

to you, let your sister go with him. r salute you." He pulled his 

staff from the hard earth and thrust it back. 

"Umuofia kwenut" he roared, and the crowd answered. 
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"I don’t know Why such a trifle should come before the 

e_cwugwu," said one elder to another. 

"Don’t you know what kind of man Uzowulu is? He will 

not listen to any other decision," replied the other. 

As they spoke two other groups of people had replaced 

the first before the e_qwugwu, and a great land case began. CHAPTER F~LEVE N 

The night was impenetrably dark. The moon 

had been rising later and later every night un- 
til now it was seen only at dawn. And whenever the moon 

forsook evening and rose at cock-crow the nights were as 

bIack as charcoal. 

Ezinma and her mother sat on a mat on the floor after 
their supper of yam foo-foo and bitter-leaf soup. A palm-oil 
lamp gave out yellowish light. Without it, it would have been 

impossible to eat; one could not have known where one’s 
mouth was in the darkness of that night. There was an oil 

lamp in all the four huts on Okonkwo’s compound, and each 
hut seen from the others looked like a soft eye of yellow half- 
light set in the solid massiveness of night. 

The world was silent except for the shrill cry of insects, 
which was part of the night, and the sound of wooden mortar 
and pestle as Nwayieke pounded her foo-foo. Nwayieke lived 

four coml2ounds away, and she was notorious for her late 
cooking. Every woman in the neighborhood knew the sound 

of Nwayieke’s mortar and pestle. It was also part .of the night. 

Okonkwo had eaten from his wives’ dishes and was now 
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reclining with his back against the wall. He searched his bag 

and brought out his snuff-bottle. He turned it on to his ldt 

palm, but nothing came out. He hit the bottle against his knee 

to shake up the tobacco. That was always the trouble with 

Okeke’s snuff, it very quickly went damp, and there was too 

much saltpeter in it. Okonkwo had not bought snufffrom him 

for a Iong time. Idigo was the man who knew how to grind 

good snuff. But he had recently fallen ill. 

Low voices, broken now and again by singing, reached 

Okonkwo from his wives’ huts as each woman and her chil- 
dren told folk stories. Ekwefi ]nd her daughter, Ezinma, sat on 

a mat on the floor. It was Ekweffs turn to tell a story. 

"Once upon a time," she began, "all the birds were in- 

vited to a feast in the sky. They were very happy and began to ¯ 

prepare themselves for the great day. They painted their bod- 

ies with red cam wood and drew beautiful patterns on them 

with uti. 

"Tortoise saw all these preparations and soon discovered 

what it all meantl Nothing that happened in the world of the 

animals ever escaped his notice; he was full of cunning. As 

soon as he heard of the great feast in the Sky his throat began 

to itch at the very thought. There was a famine in those days 

and Tortoise had not eaten a good meat for two moons. His ¯ 

body rattled like a piece of dry stick in his empty shell. So he 

began to plan how he would go to the sky." 

"But he had no wings," said Ezinma. 

"Be patient," replied her mother. "That is the story. Tor- 

toise had no wings, but he went to the birds and asked to be 

allowed to go with them. 
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"’We know you too well,! said the birds when they had 
heard him. ’You are full of cunning and you are ungrateful. If 
we allow you to come with us you wilt soon begin your mis- 

chief.’ 

, ’You do not know me,’ said Tortoise. ’I am a changed 

man. I have learned that a man who makes trouble for others 

is also making it for himself.’ 

"Tortoise had a sweet tongue, and within a short time all 
the birds agreed that he was a changed man, and they each 

gave him a feather, with which he made two wings. 

"At last the great day came and Tortoise was the first to 

arrive at the meeting place. When alI the ¯birds had gathered 

together, they set off in a body. Tortoise was very happy and 

voluble as he flew among the birds, and he was soon chosen as 

the man to speak for the party because he was a great orator. 

"’There is one important thing which we must not for- 

get,’ he said as they flew on their way. ’When people are 

invited to a great feast like this, they take new names for the 

occasion. Our hosts in the sky will expect us to honor this 

age-old custom.‘¯ 

’¯’None of the birds had heard of this custom but they 

knew that Tortoise, in spite of¯his failings in other directions, 

was a widely-traveled man who knew the customs of different 

peoples. And so they each took a new name..When they had 

all taken; Tortoise also took one. He was to be called All of 

2go~t. 

"At last the party arrived in the sky and their hosts were 

very happy to see them. Tortoise stood up in his many- 

colored plumage and thanked them for their invitation. His 
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speech was so eloquent that all the birds were glad they had 

brought him, and nodded their heads in approval of all he 

said. Their hosts took him as the king of the birds, especially 

as he looked somewhat different from the others. 
"After kola nuts had been presented and eaten, the peo- 

ple of the sky set before their guests the most delectable 

dishes Tortoise had even seen or dreamed of. The soup was 

brought out hot from the fire and in the very pot in which it 

had been cooked. It was full ofmeat and fish. Tortoise began 

to sniff aloud. There was pounded yam and also yam pottage 

cooked with palm-oil and fresh fish. There were also pots of 

palm-x4ine. When everything had been set before the guests, ... 

one of the people of the sky came forward and tasted a little 

from each pot. He then invited the birds to eat. But Tortoise 

jumped to his feet and asked: ’For whom have you prepared 

this feast?’ 
.... For all of you,’ replied the man. 

"Tortoise turned to the birds and said: 5"ou remember 

that my name is AIt of you. The custom here is to serve the 

spokesman first and the others later. They will serve you when 

I have eaten.’ 

"He began to eat and the birds grumbled angrily. The 

people of the sky thought it must be their custom to leave all 

the food for their king. And so Tortoise ate the best part of 

the food and then drank two pots of palm-wine, so that he . 

was full of food and drink and his.body filled out in his shell. , 

"The birds gathered round to eat what was left and to " 

peck at the bones he had thrown’ all about the floor. Some of 

them were too angry to eat. They chose to fly home on an 
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empty stomach. But before they left each took back the 

feather he had lent to Tortoise. And there he stood in his hard 
shell full of food and wine but without any wings to fly home. 

He asked the birds to take a message for his wife, but they all 

: refused. In the end Parrot, who had felt more angry than the 

others, suddenly changed his mind and agreed to take the 

message. 

"’Tell my wife,’ said Tortoise, ’to bring out all the soft 

things in my house and cover the compound with them so 

that I can jump down from the sky without very great danger.’ 

"Parrot promised to deliver the message, and then flew 

away. But when he reached Tortoise’s house he told his wife to 

bring out all the hard things in the house. And so she brought 

out her husband’s hoes, machetes, spears, guns and even his 

cannon. Tortoise looked down from the sky and saw his wife 

bringing things out, butit was too far to see what they were. 

When all seemed ready he let himself go. He fell and fell and 

fell until he began to fear that he would never stop falling. 

And then like the sound of his cannon he crashed on the 

compound." 

"Did he die?" asked Ezinma. 

"No," replied Ekwefi. "His shell broke into pieces. But 

there was a great medicine man in the neighborhood. Tor- 

toise’s wife sent for him and he gathered all the bits of shell 

and stuck them together. That is why Tortoise’s shell is not 

smooth." 

"There is no song in the story," Ezinma pointed out. 

"No," said Ekwefi. "I shall think of another one with a 
song. But it is your turn now." 
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"Once upon a time," Ezinma began, "Tortoise and Cat 

went to wrestle against Yams--no, that is not the beginning. 

Once upon a time there was a great famine in the land of 

animals. Everybody was lean except Cat, who was fat and 

whose body shone as if oil was rubbed on it . . ." 

She broke off because at that very moment a loud and 

high-pitched voice broke the outer silence of the night. It was 

Chielo, the priestess of Agbala, prophesying. There was noth- 

ing new in that. Once in a while Chielo was possessed by the 

spirit of her god and she began to prophesy. But tonight she 

was addressing her prophecy and greetings to Okonkwo, and 

so everyone in his family listened. The folk stories stopped. 
"Agbala do-o-o-o; Agbata ekeneo-o-o-o-o," came the voice like 

a sharp knife cutting through the night. "Okonkwo~. Agbata ekene 
gio-o-o-o~. Agbata cbolu ifu ada ya Ezinraao-o-o-o~." 

At the mention of Ezinma’s name Ekwefi )erked her head 
sharply like an animal that had sniffed death in the air. Her 

heart jumped painfully within her. 

The priestess had now reached Okonkwo’s compound 

and was talking with him outside his hut. She was saying 

again and again that Agba!a wanted to see his daughter, 

Ezinma, Okonkwo pleaded with her to come back in the 

morning because Ezinma was now asleep. But Chielo ignored 

what he was trying to say and went On shouting that Agbala 

wanted to see his daughter. Her voice was as clear as metal, 

and Okonkwo’s women and children .heard from their huts all 
that she said, Okonkwo was still pleading that the girl had 

been ill of late and was asleep. Ekwefi quickly took her to. their 

bedroom and placed her on their high bamboo bed. 
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The priestess screamed. "Beware, Okonkwol" she warned. 
"Beware of exchanging words with Agbala. Does a man speak 
when a god speaks? Beware!" 

She walked through Okonkwo’s hut into the circular 
compound and went straight toward Ekwefi’s hut. Okonkwo 

came after her. 
"Ekwefi," she called, "Agbala greets you. Where is my 

daughter, Ezinma? Agbala wants to see her.;’ 

Ekwefi came out from her hut carrying her oil lamp in. 

her left hand. There was a light wind blowing, so she cupped 
her right hand to shelter the flame. Nwoye’s mother, also 
carrying an oil lamp, emerged from her hut. The children 
stood in the darkness outside their hut watching the strange 
event. Okonkwo’s youngest wife also came out and joined the 

others. 
"Where does Agbala want to see her?" Ekwefi asked. 

"Where else but in his house in the hills and the caves?" 
replied the priestess. 

"i will come with you, too," Ekwefi said firmly, 
"Tufia-a;." the priestess cursed, her voice cracking like the 

angry bark of thunder in the dry season. "How dare you, 
woman, to go before the mighty Agbala of your own accord? 
Beware, woman, lest he strike you in his anger. Bring me my 
daughter." 

Ekwefi went into her hut and came out again with 
Ezinma. 

"Come, my daughter," said the priestess. "I shall carry 
you on my back. A baby on its mother’s back does not know 
that the way is long." 
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Ezinma began to cry. She was used to Chielo calling her 

"my daughter." But it was a different Chielo she now saw in 

the yellow half-light. 

"Don’t cry, my daughter," said the priestess, "lest Agbala 

be angry with you." 

"Don’t cry," said Ekwefi, "she will bring you back very 

soon. I shall give You some fish to eat." She went into the hut 

again and brought down the smoke-black basket in which she 

kept her dried fish and other ingredients for cooking soup. 

She broke a piece in two and gave it to Ezinma, who clung to 

her. 

"Don’t be afraid," said Ekwefi, stroking her head, which 

was shaved in places, leaving a regular pattern of hair. They 

went outside again. The priestess bent down on one knee and 

Ezinma climbed on her back, her left palm closed on her fish 

and her eyes gleaming with tears. 
"Agbala do-o-o-or Agbala ek~neo-o-o-ol . . " Chielo began 

once again to chant greetings to her god. She turned round 

sharply and walked through Okonkwo’s hut, bending very low 

at .the eaves. Ezinma was crying loudly now, calling on her 

mother. The two voices disappeared into the thick darkness. 

A strange and sudden weakness descended on Ekwefi as 

she stood gazing in the direction of the voices like a hen 

whose only chick has been carried away by a kite. Ezinma’s 

voice soon faded away and only Chielo was heard moving 

farther and farther into the distance. 
"Why do you Stand there as though she had been kid- 

napped?" asked Okonkwo as he went back to his hut. 
"She will bring her back soon," Nwoye’s mother said. 
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¯ But Ekwefi did not hear these consolations. She stood for 

a while, and then, all of a sudden, made up her mind. She 
hurriedthrough Okonkwo’s hut and went ou’cside. "Where are 

you going?" he asked. 

"1 am following Chielo," she replied and disappeared in 

the darkness. Okonkwo cleared his throat, and brought out 

his snuff-bottle from the goatskin bag by his side. 

The priestess’ voice was already growing faint in the dis- 

tance. Ekwefi hurried to the main footpath and turned left in 

the direction of the voice. Her eyes were useless to her in the 

darkness. But she picked her way easily on the sandy footpath 

hedged on either side by branches and damp leaves. She be- 

gan to run, holding her breasts with her hands to stop them 

flapping noisily against her body. She hit her left foot against 

an outcropped root, and terror seized her. tt was an ill omen. 

She ran faster. But Chielo’s voice was still a long way away. 

Had she been running too? How coutd she go so fast with 

Ezinma on her back? Although the night was cool, Ekwefi was 

beginning to feel hot from her running. She continually ran 

into the luxuriant weeds and creepers that walled in the path. 

Once she tripped up and fell. Only then did she realize, with 

a start, that Chielo had stopped her chanting. Her heart beat 

violently and she stood still. Then Chielo’s renewed outburst 

came from only a few paces ahead. But Ekwefi could not see 

her. She shut her eyes for a while and opened them again in 

an effort to see. But it was useless. She could not see beyond 

her nose. 



There were no stars in the sky because there was a rain- 

cloud. Fireflies went about with their tiny green lamps, which 

only made the darkness more profound. Between Chielo’s out- 

bursts the night was alive with the shrill tremor of forest in- 

sects woven into the darkness. 

"Agbala do-o-o-o~... Agbala e~eo-o-o-ol..." Ekwefl 

trudged behind, neither getting too near nor keeping too far 

back. She thought they must be going towards the sacred 

cave. Now that she walked slowly she had time to think. 

What would she do when they got to the cave? She would not 

dare to enter. She would wait at the mouth, all alone in that 

fearful place. She thought of all the terrors of the night. She 

remembered that night, tong ago, when she had seen Ogbu- 

agali-odu, one of those evil essences loosed upon the world by 

the potent "medicines" which the tribe had made in the dis- 

tant past against its enemies but had now forgotten how to 

control. Ekwefi had been returning from the stream with her 

mother on a dark night like thi~ when they saw its glow as it 

flew in their direction. They had thrown down their water- 

pots and lain. by the roadside expecting the sinister light to 

descend on them and kill them. That was the only time Ekwefi 

ever saw Ogbu-agati-odu. But although it had happened so long 

ago, her blood still ran cold whenever she remembered that 

night. 

" The priestess’ voice came ar longer intervals now, but its 

vigor was undiminished. The air was cool and damp with dew. 

Ezinma sneezed. Ekwefi muttered, "Life to you." At the same 

time the priestess also said, "Life to you, my daughter." 
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Ezinma’s voice from the darkness warmed her mother’s heart. 

She trudged slowly along. 

And then the priestess screamed. "Somebody is walking 

behind me!" she said. "Whether you are spirit or man, may 

Agbala shave your head witI~ a blunt razor! May he twist your 

neck until, you see your heels!" 

Ekwef~ stood rooted to the spot. One mind saidto her: 

"Woman, go home before Agbala does you harm." But she 

could not. She stood until Chieio had increased the distance 

between them and she began to follow again. She had already 

walked so long thai she began to feel a slight numbness in the 

limbs and in the head. Then it occurred to her that they could 

not have been heading for the cave. They must have by- 

passed it long ago,. they must be going towards Umuachi, the 

farthest village in the clan. Chielo’s voice now came after long 

intervals. 

It seemed to Ekwefi that the night had become a little 

lighter. The cloud had lifted and a few stars were out. The 

moon must be preparing to rise, its sullenness over. When the 

moon rose late in the night, people said it was refusing food, 

as a sullen husband refuses his wife’s food when they have 

quarrelled. 

"Agbata do-o-o-o! U~nuachit Agbata ~k~e unuo-o-o~" It was just 

as Ekwefi had thought. The priestess was now saluting the 

village of Urnuachi. It was Unbelievable, the distance they had 

covered. As they emerged into the open vilJage from the nar- 

row forest track the darkness was softened and it became pos- 

sible to see the vague shape of trees. Ekwefi screwed her eyes 

up in an effort to see her daughter and the priestess, but 
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whenever she thought she saw their shape it immediately dis- 

solved like a melting lump of darkness. She walked numbly 

along. 

Chiel0’s voice was now rising continuously, as when she 

first set out. Ekwefi had a feeIing of spacious openness, and 

she guessed they must be on the village ilo, or playground. 

And she realized too with something like a jerk that Chielo 

was no longer moving forward. She was, in fact, returning. 

Ekwefi quickly moved away from her line of retreat. Chielo 

passed by, and they began to go back the way they had come, 

It was a long and weary journey and Ekwefi felt like a 

sleepwalker most of the way. The moon was definitely rising, 

and although it had not yet appeared on the sky its light had 

already melted down the darkness. Ekwefi could now discern 

the figure of the priestess and her burden. She slowed down 

her pace so as to increase the distance between them. She was 

afraid of what might happen if Chielo suddenly turned round 

and saw her. 

She had prayed for the moon to rise. But now she found 

the half-light of the incipient moon more terrifying than dark- 

ness. The world was now peopled with vague, fantastic figures 

that dissolved under her steady gaze and then formed again in 

new shapes. At one stage Ekwefi was so afraid that she nearly 

called out to Chielo for companionship and human sympathy. 

What she had seen was the shape of a man climbing a palm 

tree, his head pointing to the earth and his legs skywards. But 

at that very moment Chielo’s voice rose again in her possessed 

chanting, and Ekwefi recoiled, because there was no humanity 

there. It was not the same Chielo who sat with her in the 
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market and sometimes bought beancakes for.Ezinma, whom 
she called her daughter. It was a different woman--the priest- 
ess of Agbala, the Oracle of the Hills and Caves. Ekwefi 
trudged along between two fears. The sound of her benumbed 
steps seemed to come from some other person walking behind 
her. Her arms were folded across her bare breasts. Dew fell 
heavily and the air was cold. She could no Ionger think, not 
even about the terrors of night. She just jogged along in a 
half-sleep, only waking to full life when Chielo sang. 

At last they took a turning and began to head for the 
caves. From then on, Chielo never ceased in her chanting. She 
greeted her god in a multitude of names--the owner of the 
future, the messenger of earth, the god who cut a man down 
when his life was sweetest to him. Ekwefi was also awakened 
and her benumbed fears revived. 

The moon was now up and she could see Chielo and 
Ezinma clearly. How a woman could carry a child of that size 
so easily and for so long was a miracle. But Ekwefl was not 
thinking about that. Chielo was not a woman that night. 

"A.abala do-o-o-o! Agbala ekeneo-o-o-o~ Chi ne.~bu madu ubosi 
ndu ya nato ya uto daluo-o-ot . . ." 

Ekwefi could already see the hills looming in the moon- 
light. They formed a circular ring with a break at one point 
through which the foot-track led to the center of the circle. 

As soon as the priestess stepped into this ring of hills her 
voice was not only doubled in strength but was. thrown back 
on all sides. It was indeed the shrine of a great god. Ekwefi 
picked her way carefully and quietly. She was already begin- 
ning to doubt the wisdom of her coming. Nothing would 
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happen to Ezinma, she thought. And if anything happened to 

her could she stop it? She would not dare to enter the under- 

ground caves. Her coming was quite useless, she thought. 

As these things went through her mind she did not real- 

ize how close they were to the cave mouth. And so when the 

priestess with Ezinma on her back disappeared through a hole 

hardly big enough to pass a hen, Ekwefi broke into a run as 

though to stop them. As she stood gazing at the circular dark- 

ness which had swallowed them, te~irs gushed from her eyes, 

and she swore within her that if she heard Ezinma cry she 

would rush into the cave to defend her against all the gods in 

the world. She would die with her. 
Having sworn that oath, she sat down on a stony ledge 

and waited. Her fear had vanished. She could hear the priest- 

ess’ voice, all its metal taken out of it by the vast emptiness of 

the cave. She buffed her face in her lap and waited. 

She did not know how long she waited. It must have 

been a very long time. Her back was turned on the footpath 

that led out of the hills. She must have heard a noise behind 
her and turned round sharply. A man stood there with a ma- 

chete in his hand. Ekwefi u~ered a scream and sprang to her 

feet. 

"Don’t be foolish," said Okonkwo’s voice. "I thought you 

were going into the shrine with Chielo," he mocked. 

Ekwefi did not answer. Tears of gratitude filled her eyes. 

She knew her daughter was safe. 

"Go home and sleep," said Okonkwo. "l shall wait here." 

"I shall wait too. It is almost dawn. The first cock has 

crowed." 
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As they stood there together, Ekwefi’s mind went back to 

the days when they were young. She had married Anene be- 

cause Okonkwo was too poor then to marry. Two years after 

her marriage to Anene she could bear it no longer and she ran 

away to Okonkwo. It had been early in the morning. The 

moon was shining. She was going to the stream to fetch wa- 

ter. Okonkwo’s house was on the way to the stream. She went 

in and knocked at his door and he came out. Even in those 

days he was not a man of many words. He just carried her into 

his bed and in the darkness began to feel around her waist for 

the loose end of her cloth. 



On the following morning the entire neigh- 

borhood wore a festive air because Okonkwo’s 

friend, Obierika, was celebrating his daughter’s uri. It was the 

day on which her suitor (having already paid the greater part 

of her bride-price) would bring palm-wine not only to her 

parents and immediate relatives but to the wide and extensive 

group of kinsmen called umunna. Everybody had been invited 

--men, women and children. But it was really a woman’s 

ceremony and the central figures were the bride and her 

mother. 

As soon as day broke, breakfast was hastily eaten and 

women and children began to gather at Obierika’s compound 

to help the bride’s mother in her difficult buthappy task of 

cooking for a whole village. 

Okonkwo’s family was astir like any other family in the 

neighborhood. Nwoye’s mother and Okonkwo’s youngest 

wife were ready to set out for Obierika’s compound with all 

their children. Nwoye’s mother carried a basket of coco~yams, 

a cake of salt and smoked fish which she would present to 

Obierika’s wife. Okonkwo’s youngest wife, Ojiugo, also had a 
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basket of plantains and coco-yams and a small pot of palm-oil. 

Their children carried pots of water. 

Ekwefi was tired and sleepy from the exhausting experi- 

ences of the previous night. It was not very long since they 

had returned. The priestess, with Ezinma sleeping on her 

back, had crawled out of the shrine on her belly like a snake. 

She had not as much as looked at Okonkwo and Ekwefi or 

shown any surprise at finding them at the mouth of the cave. 

She looked straight ahead of her and walked back to the vii. 

lage. Okonkwo and his wife followed at a respectful distance. 

They thought the priestess might be going to her house, but 

she went, to Okonkwo’s compound, passed through his obi and 

into Ekwefi’s hut and walked into her bedroom. She placed 

Ezinma carefully on the bed and went away without saying a 

word to anybody. 

Ezinma was still sleeping when everyone else was astir, 

and Ekwefi asked Nwoye’s mother and Ojiugo to explain to 

Obierika’s wife that she would be late. She had got ready her 

basket of coco-yams and fish, but she must wait for Ezinma to 

wc~ke. 

"You need some sleep yourself," said Nwoye’s mother. 

"You look very tired." 

As they spoke Ezinma emerged from the hurl rubbing 

her eyes and stretching her spare frame. She saw the other 

children with their water-pots ~nd remembered that they were 

going to fetch water for Obierika’s wife. She went back to the 

hut and brought her pot. 

"Have you slept enough?" asked her mother. 

"Yes," she replied. "Let us go." 
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"Not before you have had your breakfast," said Ekwefi. 
And she went into her hut to warm the vegetable soup she 
had cooked last night. 

"We Shall be going," said Nwoye’s mother. "I will tell 

Obierika’s wife that you are coming later." And so they all 
went to help Obierika’s wife--Nwoye’s mother with her four 
children and Ojiugo with her two. 

As they trooped through Okonkwo’s obi he asked: "Who 
will prepare my afternoon meal?" 

"I shall return to do it," said Ojiugo. 
Okonkwo was also feeling tired, and sleepy, for although 

nobody else knew it, he had not slept¯ at all last night. He had 
felt very anxious but did not show it. When Ekwefi had fol- 
lowed the priestess, he had allowed what he regarded as a 
reasonable and manly interval to pass and then gone with his 
machete to the shrine, where he thought they must be. It was 
only when he had got there that it had occurred to him that 
the priestess might have chosen to go round the villages first. 
Okonkwo had returned home and sat waiting. When he 

thought he had waited, long enough he again returned to the 
shrine. But the Hills and the Caves were as silent as death. It 
was only on his fourth trip that he had found Ekwefi, and by 
then he had become gravely worried. 

Obierika’s compound was as busy as an anthill. Tempo- 
rary cooking tripods were erected on every available space by 
bringing together three blocks of sun-dried earth and making 
a fire in their midst. Cooking pots went up and down the. 
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tripods, and foo-foo was pounded in a hundred wooden mor- 

tars. Some of the women cooked the yams and the cassava, 

and others prepared vegetable soup. Young men pounded the 

foo.foo or split firewood..The children made endless trips to 

the stream. 

Three young men .helped Obierika to slaughter thetwo 

goats with which the soup was. made. They were very fat 
goats, but the fattest of all was tethered to a peg near the wall 

of the compound. It was as big as a small cow. Obierika had 
sent one of his relatives all. the way to Umuike to buy that 
goat. It was the one he ~rould present alive to his in-laws.. 

"The market of. Umuike is a wonderful place," said the 
young man who had been sent by Obierika to buy the giant 

goat.. "There are so many people on it that if you threw up a- 
grain of sand it would not find a way to fall to earth again." 

"It is the result of a great medicine;" said Obierika. "The 
people of Umuike wanted their market to grow and swallow 
up the markets of their neighbors. So they made a powerful 
medicine. Every market day, before the first cock-crow, this 
medicine, stands on the market ground in the shape of an old 
woman with a fan. With this magic fan she beckons to the 

market all the neighboring clans. She beckons in front of her 
and behind her, to her right and to her left." 

"And so everybody comes," said another man, "honest 
men and thieves. They can steal your cloth from off your 
.waist in that market:" 

"Yes," said Obierika. "i warned Nwankwo to keep a sharp 
eye and a sharp ear. There was once a man who went to sell a ’ 
goat. He led it on a thick rope which he tied round his wrist. 
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But as he walked through the market he realized that people 

were pointing at him as they do to a madman. He could not 

understand it until he looked back and saw that what he. led at 

the end of the tether was not a goat but a heavy log of wood." 

"Do you think a thief can do that kind of thing single- 

handed?" asked Nwankwo. 

"No," said Obierika. "They use medicine." 

When they had cut the goats’ throats and collected the 

blood in a bowl, they held them over an open fire to burn off 

the hair, and the smell of burning hair blended with the smell 

of cooking. Then they washed them and cut them up for the 

women who prepared the soup. 

All this anthill activity was going smoothly when a sud- 

den interruption came. It was a cry in the distance: Oji odu 

achu ijiji-o-o~ (The one that uses its tail to drive flies awayO Every 

woman immediately abandoned whatever she was doing and 

rushed out in the direction of the cry. 

"We cannot all rush out like that, leaving what we are 

cooking to burn in the fire," shouted Chielo, the priestess. 

"Three or four of. us should stay behind." 

"It is true," said another woman. "We will allow three or 

four women to stay behind." 

Five women stayed behind to look after the cooking- 

pots, and all the rest rushed away to see the cow that had 

been let loose. When they saw it they drove it back to its 

owner, who at once paid the heavy fine which the village 

imposed on anyone whose cow was let loose on his neighbors’ 

crops. When the women had exacted the penalty they 
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checked among themselves to see if any woman had failed to 

come out when the cry had been raised. 

"Where is Mgbogo?" asked one. of them. 

"She is ilt in bed," said Mgbogo’s next-door neighbor. 

"She has iba." ’ 

"The only other person is Udenkwo," said another 

woman, "and her child is not twenty-eight days yet." 

¯ Those women whom Obierika’s wife had not asked to 
help her with the cooking returned to their homes, and the 

rest went back, in a body, to Obierika’s compound. 

"Whose cow was it?" asked the women who had been 

allowed to stay behind. 

"It was my husband’s," said Ezelagbo. "One of the young 

children had opened the gate of the cow;shed:" 

Early in the .afternoon the first two pots of palm-wine¯ 

arrived from Obierika’s in-laws. They were. duly presented to 

the women, who drank a cup or two each, to help them in 

their cooking. Some of it also went to the bride and her atten- 

dant maidens, who were putting the last delicate touches of 

razor to her coiffure and cam wood on her smooth skin. 

When¯the heat of the sun began to soften, Obierika’s 

son, Maduka, took a long broom and swept the ground in 

front of his father’s obi. And as if .they had been waiting for 

that, Obierika’s relatives and friends began to arrive, every 

man with his goatskin bag hung on one shoulder and a rolled 

goatskin mat under his arm. Some of them. were accompanied 

by their sons bearing carved wooden stools. Okonkwo was 



one of them. They sat ~in a half-circle and began to talk of 

many things. It would not be long before the suitors came. 

Okonkwo brought out his snuff-bottle and offered it to 

Ogbuefi Ezenwa, who sat ne×t to him. Ezenwa took it, tapped 

it on his kneecap, rubbed his left palm on his body to dry it 

before tipping a little snuff into it. His actions were deliberate, 

and. he spoke as he performed them: 

"l hope our in-laws will bring many pots of wine. Al- 

though they come ~om a village that is known for being 

closefisted, they ought to know that Akueke is the bride for a 

king." 
"They dare not bring fewer than thirty pots," said 

Okonkwo. "I shall tell them my mind if they do." 

At that moment Obierika’s son, Maduka, ted out the gi- 

ant goat from the inner compound, for his father’s relatives to 

see. They all admired it and said that that was the way things 

should be done. The goat was then led back to the inner 

compound. 

Very soon after, the in-laws began to arrive. Young men 

and boys in single file,.each carrying a pot of wine, came first. 

Obierika’s relatives counted the pots as they came. TwenW, 

twenty-five. There was a long break, and the hosts looked at 

each other as if to say, "t ~cold you." Then more pots came. 

Thirty, thirty-five, forty, forty-five. The .hosts nodded in ap- 

proval and seemed to say, "Now they are behaving like men." 

Altogether there were fifty pots of wine. After the pot-bearers 

came ibe, the suitor, and the elders of his family. They sat in a 
half-moon, thus completing a circle with their hosts.The pots 

of wine stood in their midst. Then the bride, her mother and 
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half a dozen other women and girls emerged¯ from the inner 

compound, and Went round the circle shaking hands with all. 

The bride’s mother led the way, followed by the bride and the 

other women. The married women wore their best cloths and 
the girls wore red and black waist-beads and anklets of brass. 

~hen the women retired, Obierika presented kola nuts 

to his in-laws. His eldest brother broke the first one. "Life to 
all of us," he said as he br0ke it. "And let there be friendship 

between your family and 0urs." 

The crowd answered: 

"We are giving you our daughter today.She will be a 

.good wife to you. She will bear you nine sons like the ¯mother 

Of our. town 

will 
The oldest man in the camp of the visitors replied: "It 

be good for you and it will be good for us." 

" "Ee +e : " " 

youF 

"This is not the first time my people have come to marry 

daughter. My mother was one ofyou." 

"And this will not be the last, because you understand us 
and we .understand you. You are a great family." 

Ee-e-et. 

"Prosperous men and great warriors." He. looked in the 

direction of Okonkwo. "Your daughter will bear us sons like 

You, 

The kola was eaten and the drinking of palm-wine be- 
gan. Groups Of four or five. men sat round with a pot in their 
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midst. As the evening wore on, food was presented to the 

guests. There were huge bowls of foo-foo and steaming pots 

of soup, There were also pots of yam pottage. It was a great 

feast. 

As night fell, burning torches were set on wooden tri- 

pods and the young men raised a song. The elders sat in a big 

circle and the singers went round singing each man’s praise as 

they came before him. They had something to say for every 

man. Some were great farmers, some were orators who spoke 

for the clan; Okonkwo was the greatest wrestler and warrior 

alive. When they had gone round the circle they settled down 

in the center, and girls came from the inner compound to 

dance. At first the bride was not among them. But when she 

finally appeared holding a cock in her right hand, a loud cheer 

rose from the crowd. All the other dancers made way for her. 

She presented the cock to the musicians and began to dance. 

Her brass anklets rattled as she danced and her body gleamed 

with cam wood in the soft yellow light. The musicians with 

their wood, clay and metal instruments went from song to 

song, And they were all gay. They sang the latest song in the 

village: 

"If I hold her band 

She says, ’Don’t toucb~.’ . 

If r~ hold her foot 

She says, ’Don’t touch;’ 
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But when I hold her waist-beads 
She pretends not to k~ow.’" 

The night was already far spent when the guests rose to 

go, taking their bride home to spend seven market weeks with 

her suitor’s family. They sang songs as they went, and on their 

way they paid short courtesy visits to prominent men like 

Okonkwo, before they finally left for their village. Okonkwo 

made a present of two cocks to them. ¯ 



CHAPTER THIRTEEN 

Go-di-di-go-go-di-go. Di-go-go-di-go. It was 

the ekwe talking to the clan, One of the things 

every man learned was the language of. the hollowed-out 

wooden instrument. Diiml Diim! Diiml boomed the cannon at 

intervals. 

The first cock had not crowed, and Umuofia was still 

swallowed up in sleep and silence when the ekwe began to talk, 

and the cannon shattered the silence. Men stirred on their 

bamboo beds and listened anxiously. Somebody was dead. 

The cannon seemed to rend the sky. Di-go-go-di-go-di-di-go- 

go floated in the message-laden night air. The faint and dis- 

tant wailing of women settled like a sediment of sorrow on the 

earth. Now and again a full-chested lamentation rose above 

the wailing whenever a man came into the place of death.He 

raised his voice once or twice in manly sorrow and then sat 

down with the other men listening to the endless wailing of 

the women and the esoteric language .of the ekwe. Now and 

again the cannon boomed. The wailing of the women would 

not be heard beyond the village, but the ekwe carried the news 

to all the nine villages and even beyond. It began by naming 
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the clan: Umuofia obodo dike, "the land of the brave." Umuofla 
obodo dike~ Idmuofia obodo dike; It said this over and over again, 

and as it dwelt on it, anxiety mounted in every heart that 

heaved on a bamboo bed that night. Then it went nearer and 

named the village: "Iguedo of the yellow grinding-stone/’ It was 

Okonkwo’s village. Again and again tguedo was called and 

men waited breathlessly in all the nine villages. At last the 

man was named and people sighed ’%u-u, Ezeudu is dead." A 

cold shiver ran down Okonkwo’s back as he remembered the 

last time the old man had visited him. "That boy calls you 

father," he had said. "Bear no hand in his death." 

Ezeudu was a great man, and so all the clan was at his 

funeral. The ancient drums of death beat, guns and cannon 

were fired, and men dashed about in frenzy, cutting down 

every tree or animal they saw, jumping over walls and dancing 

on the roof. it was a warrior’s funeral, and from morning till 

night warriors came and went in their age groups. They all 

wore smoked raffia skirts and their bodies were painted with 

chalk and charcoal. Now and again an ancestral spirit or 

e!leou.Owu appeared from the underworld, speaking in a tremu- 

lous, unearthly voice and completely covered in raffia. Some 

of them were very violent, and there had been a mad rush for 

shelter earlier in the day when one appeared with a sharp 

machete and was only prevented from doing serious harm by 

two men who restrained him with the help of a strong rope 

tied round his waist. Sometimes he turned round and chased 

those men, and they ran for ¯their lives. But they always re- 
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turned to the long rope he trailed behind. Hesang, in a. terri- 

fying voice, that Ekwensu, or Evil Spirit, had entered his eye. 

But the most dreaded of all was yet to come. He was 

always alone and was shaped like a coffin. A sickly odor hung 

in the air wherever he went, and flies went with him. Even the 

greatest medicine men took shelter when he was near. Many 

years ago another egwugwu had dared to stand his ground be- 

fore him and had been transfixed to the spot for two days. 

This one had only one hand and it carried a basket full of 

water, 

But some of the egwu_~wu were quite harmless. One of 

them was so old and infirm that he leaned heavily on a stick, 

He walked unsteadily to the place where the corpse was laid, 

gazed at it a while and went away againuto the underworld. 

The land of the living was not far removed from the 

domain of the ancestors. There was coming and going be- 

tween them, especially at festivals and also when an old man 

died,’ because an old man was very close to the ancestors. A 

man’s life from., birth to death was a series of transition rites 

which brought him nearer and nearer to his ancestors. 

Ezeudu had been the oldest man in his village, and at his 

death there were only three men in the whole clan who were 

older, and four or five others in his own age group. Whenever 

one of these ancient men appeared in the crowd to dance 

unsteadily the funeral steps of the tribe, younger men gave 

way and the tumult subsided. 

It was a great funeral, such as befitted a noble warrior. As 

the evening drew near, the shouting and the firing of guns, the 
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beating of drums and the brandishing and clanging of ma- 

chetes increased. 

Ezeudu had taken three titles in his life. It was a rare 
: achievement. There were only four titles in the clan, and only . 

:: one or two men in any generation ever achieved the fourth 

and highest. When they did, they became the lords of the 

land. Because he had taken titles, Ezeudu was to be buried 
after dark with only a glowing brand to light the sacred cere- 

mony. 

But before this quiet and final rite, the tumult increased 

¯ : tenfold. Drums beat violently and men leaped up and down in 
frenzy. Guns were fired on all sides and sparks flew out as 

machetes clanged together in warriors’ salutes. The air was full 

:. 
of dust and the smell of gunpowder. It was then that the one- 

:. 
handed spirit came, carrying a basket full of water. People 

~’ made way for him on all sides and the noise subsided. Even 

the smell of gunpowder was swallowed in the sickly smell that 

now filled the air. He danced a few steps to the funeral drums 

and then went to see the corpse. 

"Ezeudul" he called in his guttural voice. "If you had been 

poor in your last life I would have asked you to be rich when 

you come again. But you were rich. If you had been a coward, 

I would have asked you to bring courage. But you were a 

fearless warrior. If you had died young, I would have asked 

you to get life. But you lived long. So I shall ask you to come 

again the way you came before. If your death was the death of 

nature, go in peace. But if a man caused it,do not allow him a 

moment’s rest." He danced a few more steps and went away. 

The drums and the dancing began again and reached 
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fever-heat. Darkness was around the corner,~ and the burial 

was near. Guns fired the last salute and the ca.nnon rent the. 
sky. And then from the center of the delirious fury came a cry 

of agony and shouts of horroi’. It was as if a spell had been 

cast. All was silent. In the center of the crowd a .boy lay in a 

pool of blood. It was the dead man’s sixteen,year-old son, who 
with his brothers and half-brothers had been dancing the 

traditional farewell to their father. Okonkwo’s gun had ex- 

ploded and a piece of iron had pierced the boySs heart. 

The confusion that followed was without parallel in the 

tradition of Umuofia. Violent deaths were frequent, but noth- 

ing like this had ever happened. 

The only course open to Okonkwo was to flee from the 

clan. It was a crime against the earth goddess to kill a clans: 

man, and a. man who committed it must flee from the land. 

The crime was of two kinds, male and female. Okonkwo had 

committed the female, because it had been inadvertent. He 

could return to the clan after seven years. 

That night he collected his most valuable belongings 

into head-loads. His wives wept bitterly and their children 

wept with them without knowing why.Obierika and half a 

dozen other friends came to help and to console .him. They 

each made nine or ten trips carrying Okonkwo’s yams to store 

in Obierika’s barn. And before the cock crowed Okonkwo and 
his family were fleeing to his motherland. It was a little village 

called Mbanta, just beyond the borders of Mbaino. 
As soon as the day broke, a large crowd of men from 
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Ezeudu’s quarter stormed Okonkwo’s compound, dressed in 

garbs of war. They set fire to his houses, demolished his red 

walls, killed his animals and destroyed his barn. It was the 

justice of the earth goddess, and they were merely her mes- 

sengers. They had no hatred in their hearts against Okonkwo. 

His greatest friend, Obierika, was among them. They were 

merely cleansing the Iand which Okonkwo had polluted with 

the blood of a clansman. 

Obierika was a man who thought about things. When 

the will of the goddess had been done, he sat down in his obi 

and mourned his friend’s calamity. Why should a man suffer 

so grievously for an offense he had committed inadvertently? 

But although he thought for a long time he found no answer. 

He was merely led into greater complexities. He remembered 

his wife’s twin children, whom he had thrown away. What 

crime had they committed? The Earth had decreed that they 

were an offense on the land and must be destroyed. And if the 

clan did not exact punishment for an offense against the great 

goddess, her wrath was loosed on all the land and not just on 

the offender. As the eiders said, if one finger brought oil it 

soiled the others. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, September 26, 2011 5:08 PM 

Markstein, Lara <laram@email.unc.edu> 

RE: War Stories with Andrew Reynolds 

Hi Laura, 

I sure will! 

Thanks for keeping us informed about the events! 

Travis 

From: Markstein, Lara 
Sent: Monday, September 26, 2011 3:23 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: War Stories with Andrew Reynolds 

Hi Travis, 

Could you possibly help us publicize the first of our War Stories events by sending this information to your listservs? 

Andy is going to be talking about the possibilities for democratization in Libya and Egypt--so it should be of interest to 

African and Afro-American Studies folk! 

Thanks so much in advance for your help! 

Lara Markstein 

Departmental Manager 

Global Studies 

Fedex Global Education Center, 301 Pittsboro St. CB# 3263 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ph. 919-962-5442 

laram @email.u nc.edu 

http://www.global.u nc.edu/globalstudies 

The curriculum in Global Studies is pleased to present 

War Stories: A semester-long speaker series 

This fall, join us as we explore the struggles of nations 

affected by war and the battles of individuals fighting for 

change. 

Co-sponsored by the College of Arts and Sciences, UNC 

Global, and the Center for Global Initiatives. 



"The Arab Spring: Hopes for Democracy in Libya and Egypt" with Dr. Andrew 

Reynolds 
Friday, October7th I 12 Noon I Nelson Mandela Auditorium, FedExGIobalEducationCenter 

The first speaker of the fall semester series, Dr. Andrew Reynolds, will 

discuss the critical developments in and potential hopes for the uprisings 

that have shaken not only the Arab world, but the entire globe. 

Andrew Reynolds is the author of Designing Democrc~cy in c~ Dc~nqerous 

World (Oxford, 2011). In June and September of this year, he was an 

adviser on constitutional design issues in Egypt and Libya. Reynolds is an 

associate professor in the department of Political Science at UNC and 

chair of the curriculum in Global Studies. 

The series will continue to explore the hopes and desperation of conflict with an expert on the 

civil wars of Central America Dr. Sandy Smith-Nonini on October 19th in Room 1009 of the FedEx 

Global Education Center. Alexandra Fuller, the bestselling author of memoirs from her childhood 

in war-torn central Africa, will conclude the program on November 8th in the Nelson Mandela 

Auditorium of the FedEx Global Education Center. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, September 27, 2011 2:51 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

RE: instructional tools 

Thanks[ 

From: Janken, Kenneth R [mailto:krjanken@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 27, 2011 2:42 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] instructional tools 

Dear Colleagues, 

I attended this morning’s fall semester meeting of directors of undergraduate studies. I wanted to call your 
attention to two items of interest. 

First, is the Academic Early Warning. This is available to you on your course rosters in ConnectCarolina. 
Look for the link in the upper right quadrant of the screen when you are viewing the roster for each course you 
teach. This a convenient way to notify students in your courses who are having difficulty. Please use it. Here 
is a link to a web page that describes it more fully: http://www.studentsuccess.unc.edu/content/earlywarnings. 

Second, the folks concerned with student retention in conjunction with the Center for Faculty Excellence will 
come to your classes and present workshops on a discrete number of topics related to student success at 
Carolina. Workshop topics include: Utilizing University Resources; Academic Resiliency and Self-Advocacy; 
Setting Goals and Developing Habits for Academic Success; Time and Motivation: Managing the Most 
Valuable Student Resources; and Innovate, Research and Discover: How to Make the Most of A Research 
University. If you think your students could benefit from a 50-minute presentation on one or more of these 
topics, please consider signing up. Here is a link to a page that has more information: 
http://www.studentsuccess.unc.edu/images/Student Success Workshops.pdf. 

Sincerely, 
Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 

Click on a link for information about my publications: 

Rayford W. Logan and the Dilemma of the African-American Intellectual: 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpre ss/spr_97/j anken.html 

Walter White, Mr. NAACP: 

http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 



You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: stgore@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361534.d 19c27ea4325 cffb39a9456d99719bcb&n=T&l=afriafam&o=29974115 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29974115-32361534.d 19c27ea4325cffb39a9456d99719bcb@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, September 30, 2011 9:49 AM 
Speagle, Allison M <speagle@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Discussion groups AFAM 101 

That is great that you were able to get the same room for all of them. Thank you!! 

From: Speagle, Allison M 
Sent: Friday, September 30, 2011 9:48 AM 
To: Gore, Travis; Rizzardi, Joe 
Subject: RE: Discussion groups AFAM 101 

Hi Travis, 

I have reserved MU 115 for all of the days and times listed. This room seats 35 and does have multi-media equipment. 

you need anything else please let us know. Thank you and have a good day. 

O~’ice of U~iversity Regisb~:, UNCCH 
SASB Nort:l’~, S~its 3209 
Camp~s Box 2100 
450 Ridge Rd 
Ct~ape~ Hill NC 27599 
919~96%6093 
919843~87()9 ~ax 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, September 30, 2011 9:14 AM 
To: Speagle, Allison M; Rizzardi, Joe 
Subject: FW: Discussion groups AFAM 101 

Allison, here are the details below of what we discussed on the phone. I know you said you had to go to a meeting, so if 

Joe is able to do it now that would be great just because the Professor needs to announce it to his class. Joe, if you have 

any questions, you can give me a call. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 



From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Sunday, September 18, 2011 4:02 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Discussion groups AFAM 101 002 

Travis would you please find recitation rooms for my section of AFAM 101~ 

I will take any rooms that can accommodate 25 people on these dates and times: 

MONDAY, OCTOBER 3rd: 9-9:50, 10-10:50, 11-11:50 

MONDAY, OCTOBER 24th: 9-9:50, 10-10-50, 11-11:50 

Thanks much. -Reg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, September 30, 2011 9:53 AM 
Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Discussion groups AFAM 101 

Here it is! 

Hi Travis, 

I have reserved MU :1:15 for all of the days and times listed. This room seats 35 and does have multi-media equipment. 

you need anything else please let us know. Thank you and have a good day. 

A~lis~>~ Speagle 

O~ce of U~i~ersi~} Registmc UNCoCH 
SASB No~l~, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 

Cl~apel Hill, NC 27599 
91%96%6093 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, October 4, 2011 9:17 AM 

Speagle, Allison M <speagle@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Room Change AFAM 398 

Hi Allison, 

Thanks for checking, am going to ask him if he can do without MMCand I will get back to you. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Speagle, Allison M 
Sent: Tuesday, October 04, 2011 8:24 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Room Change AFAM 398 

HI Travis, 

Unfortunately we do not have any rooms that are MMC, can seat 40+ and have movable chairs at the time requested. 

The only other rooms I was able to find are BI :10:1 and :108. Neither of these rooms have MMC and they have the same 
seating style as MU 304; movable tablet arm chairs. The only difference with these rooms is that they are able to seat 

40+ and MU 304 only seats 33. Sorry I was not able to be anymore help. Let me know if you need anything else. Thank 

you and have a good day. 

Office of Universib Regisbr-aro UNCoCH 
SASB Nor11~, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Rd 
Ct~apel Hill, NC 27599 
919%26093 
919°843 °8709° fax 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, October 03, 2011 4:43 PM 
To: Speagle, Allison M 
Subject: FW: Room Change AFAM 398 

Hi Allison! 

Can you help out with this? 

Thanks in advance! 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Sunday, September 18, 2011 3:51 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 



Subject: Room Change AFAM 398 

Would you please find a room that seats 40 with moveable chairs that I can use for AFAM 398 this semester. I have split 
the class and some meet with me at noon, but they number who remain for 3-5:50 are two large for the space I have at 
the Stone Center. 304 Murphey is where they meet, but the fixed chairs are not good for a discussion class. 

Please find me a room anywhere with moveable chairs, that seats 40, for 3-5:50, on Wednesdays, for AFAM 398. 

Thanks much. -Reg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, October 4, 2011 11:23 AM 

Slocum, Kafla <kslocum@unc.edu> 

RE: Summer School 2012 

Hi Karla, 

I was told that the deadline has passed. I think it was September 30th. If you find out that it is still possible then let me 

know. 

Thanks! 
Travis 

From: Slocum, Karla 
Sent: Tuesday, October 04, 2011 10:41 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Summer School 2012 

Travis, 

Is it too late to propose a Maymester course? 

Karla 

From: Gore, Travis [mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 04, 2011 10:37 AM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] Summer School 2012 

If you are interested in teaching in either of the summer sessions in 2012, please send the following information 
to Travis by October 10: 

¯ A list of courses, in order of preference you would like to teach. 
¯ The session you would like to teach. 
¯ The times you would like to teach. 

We have not yet received our salary allocation, so we do not know how many sections we will be able to offer; 
nor do we know if anyone will be able to offer more than one class. Last summer, most of our classes were 
pretty well enrolled; AFRI 101 and AFAM 101 were especially popular, so please consider making one of these 
courses one of your choices. 

Thanks! 

Travis 



You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: kslocum@unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32482269.bd3b6591 ccaa5 f61 f8b 847a04ac0c653 &n=T&l=afriafam&o=30017524 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30017524-32482269.bd3b6591 ccaa5f61 f8b847a04ac0c653 @listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, October 4, 2011 3:43 PM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc. edu> 

RE: Need Assistance with Flyer 

Sounds good[ I wgll email her and cc you. 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Tuesday, October 04, 2011 3:36 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: Need Assistance with Flyer 

Hi Travis, 
Can you please respond to Kia (if you haven’t already) and cc me? This seems like a good project for 

Thanks[ 
Agatha 

r[ght? 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of Af?ican & Af?ooAmerican Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University ofNorthCarolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
£ 919.962.5824 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Monday, October 03, 2011 12:07 PM 
To: Buell, Agatha; Gore, Travis 
Cc: Seck, Mamarame 
Subject: Need Assistance with Flyer 

Hi Agatha and Travis, 
Would you please ask 

Please see below for more details. 
to make a flyer for Mamarame’s upcoming talk for the faculty colloquium? 

Thanks, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
CB #3395, Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
http://www.unc.edu/depts/afriafam 



African and Afro-American Studies Faculty Colloquium 

Tuesday, October 18, 2011 
3:30 - 4:40 pm 
Hyde Hall, Incubator Room (2nd floor) 

Title: Sufi oral narratives and the practice of Islam in Senegal 

This paper explores the unstudied rich Wolof Sufi oral cultural productions and their contribution to the 
knowledge about Islam in Senegal. It only focuses on oral production by Sufi leaders and their followers. This 
consists of an oral corpus of the life stories of past and current Sufi leaders, woven by multiple (re) tellers 
across generations, designed in such a way that they can give Sufi adepts examples to follow and, possibly, 
reproduce. The storytelling varies according to the speaker’s skills and charisma, the audience’s expectations 
and context of the performance. The combination of all these factors makes the structure of the stories unique, 
especially compared to those coming from western cultures. 

Dr. Mamarame Seck is a native Wolof speaker from Senegal. He received his PhD in linguistics from the University of Florida in 
Gainesville. He is now an assistant professor and the African languages program coordinator in the Department of African and 

African-American Studies at the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill. Dr. Seck’s research interests include African language 

pedagogy, Wolof language and linguistics, Wolof Sufi discourse and Islam in Senegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday,               4:15 PM 

Oldham, Ann B. <aoldham@email.unc.edu> 
Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc. edu> 

Sub letters 
.pdf 

Hi Ann, 

I have two substitution letters scanned and attached to this email from our Director of Undergraduate Studies for our department. 
Please let me know if this should go to someone else. 

Thanks 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Student Services Manager 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 



DEPARTMENT OF AFf~ICAN & 

Jo9 BATTLE HALL 

~:AMPUS BOX 3395 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

I approve the following course s.ubstitution in the requirements for the major in African and 
Afro-American Studies with a concentration in Afro-American Studies for 

): 

AFAM , Sprh~g Semester , with Prof. Jeanette BoxiI1 (Grade A-) for AFAM 

If you have any questions on this matter please fee free to contact me. This is my last official 
action as DUS for African and Afro-American Studies. Prof. Kenneth R. Janken is the new DUS 

Sincerely, {~ @ 
" 

Reginald F. Hildebrand 
Director of Undergraduate Studies 



UNC 
COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES 

DBPAB.TMENT OF AFlklCAN &- 

AFRO AMEIk:~CAN STUDIES 

ic.9 BATTLE HALL 

CAMPUS BOX 3395 

CHAF’EL HILL. NC 2,7599-3395 

T 9~9.966.5496 

F 919.962.2694 

Academic Advising 
Campus Box 3110 
Carolina Campus 

Dear Advising Office: 

is pursuing a minor in African Studies. I approve her request to use AFRI 
one of the courses from "List A" of the minor requirements, which are listed on p. 61 of the 
Undergraduate Bulletin for 

as 

Sincerely, 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor and Director of Undergraduate Studies 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, October 5,2011 9:21 AM 

Lisanza, Esther Mukewa <lisanza@email.unc.edu> 
FW: scan book chapters 

20111004133945386.pdf 

Here it is! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:sca~mer ] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 04, 2011 1:40 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 10.04.2011 13:39:45 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 
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"He has married Okadigbo’s second daughter," said 

Obierika. 
"That is very good," said Okonkwo. "I do not blame you 

for not hearing the cock crow." 
When they had eaten, Obierika pointed at the two 

heavy bags. 
"That is the money from your yams," he said. "I sold the 

big ones as soon-as you left. Later on I sold some of the seed- 
yams and gave out others to sharecroppers. I shall do that 
every year until you return. But I thought you would need the 
money now and so t brought it. Who knows what may hap- 

pen tomorrow? Perhaps green men will come to our clan and 
shoot us." 

"God will not permit it," said Okohkwo. "l do not know 
how to thank you." 

"I can tell you," said Obierika. "Kill one of your sons for 

"That will not be enough," said Okonkwo. 

"Then kill yourself," said Obierika. 

"Forgive me," said Okonkwo, smiling. "I shall not talk 

aboUt thanking you any more." 

CHAPTER SIXTEEN 

When nearly two years later Obierika paid an- 

other visit to his friend in exile the circum- 
stances were less happy. The missionaries had come to 
Umuofia, They had built their church there, won a handful of 
converts and were alrea.dy sending evangelists to the sur- 
rounding towns and villages. That was a source of great sor- 

row to the leaders oi: the clan; but many of them believed that 
the strange faith and the white man’s god would not last. 

None of his converts was a man whose word was heeded in 
the assembly of the people. None of them was a man of title. 
They were mostly the kind of people that were called efulefu, 

worthless, empty men. The imagery of an efulefu in the lan- 
guage of the clan was a man who sold his machete and wore 

the sheath to battle. Chielo, the priestess of Agbala, called the 

converts the excrement of the clan, and the new faith was a 
mad dog that had come to eat it up. 

What moved Obierika to visit Okonkwo was the sudden 
appearance of the latter’s son, Nwoye, among the missionaries 

in Umuofia. 
"What are you doing here?" Obierika had asked when 



after many difficulties the missionaries had allowed him to 

speak to the boy. 

"I am one of them," replied Nwoye. 

"How is your father?" Obierika asked, not knowing what 

else to say. 

"I don’t know. He is not my father," said Nwoye, unhap- 

pily. 
And so Obierika went to Mbanta to see his friend. And 

he found that Okonkwo did not wish to speak about Nwoye. 

It was only from Nwoye’s mother that he heard scraps of the 

story. 

The arrival of the missionaries had caused a considerable 

stir in the village of Mbanta. There were six of them and one 

was a white man. Every man and woman came out to see the 

white man. Stories about these strange men had grown since 

one of them had been killed in Abame and his iron horse tied 

to the sacred silk-cotton tree. And so everybody came to see 

the white man. It was the time of the year when everybody 

was at home: The harvest was over. 

When they had all gathered, the white man began to 

speak to them. He spoke through an interpreter who was an 

Ibo man, though his dialect was different and harsh to the ears 

of Mbanta. Many people laughed at his dialect and the way he 

used words strangely. Instead of saying "myself" he always said 

"my buttocks." But he was a man of commanding presence and 

the clansmen listened to him. He said he was one of them, as 
they could see from his color and his language. The other four 
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black men were also their brothers although one of them did 
not speak lbo. The white man was also their brother because 
they were all sons of God. And he told them about this new 

God, the Creator of all the world and all the men and women. 
He told them that’ they worshipped false gods, gods of wood 
and stone. A deep murmur went through.the crowd when he 
said this. He told them that the true God lived on high and 
that all men when they died went before Him for judgment. 

Evil men and all the heathen who in their blindness bowed to 
wood and stone were thrown into a fire that burned like palm- 
oil. But good men who worshipped the true God lived forever 
in His happy kingdom. "We have been sent by this great God 
to ask you to leave your wicked ways and false gods and turn 
to Him so that you may be saved when you die," he said. 

"Your buttocks understand our language," said someone 
light-heartedly and the crowd laughed. 

"What did he say?" the white man asked his interpreter, 
But before he could answer, another man asked a question: 
"Where is the white man’s horse?" he asked. The lbo evange- 

lists co~asulted among themselves and decided that the man 
probably meant bicycle. They told the white man and he 
smiled benevolently~ 

’Well them," he said, "that I shall bring many iron horses 
when we have settled down among them,. Some of them will 

¯ even ride the iron horse themselves." This was interpreted to 
them but very few of them heard. They were talking excitedly 
among themselves because the white man had said he was 

.going to live among them. They had not thought about that. 
At this point an old man said he had a’question. "Which 



is this god of yours," he asked, "the goddess of the earth, the 

god of the sky, Amadiora or the thunderbolt, or what?" 

The interpreter spoke to the white man and he immedi- 

ately gave his answer. "All the gods you have named are not 

gods at all. They are gods of deceit who tell you to kill your 

fellows and destroy innocent children. There is only one true 

God and He has the earth, the sky, you and me and all of us." 

"If we leave our gods and follow your god," asked an- 

other man, "who will protect us from the anger of our ne- 

glected gods and ancestors?" 

"Your gods are not alive and cannot do you any harm," 

replied the white man. "They are pieces of wood and stone." 

When this was interpreted to the men of Mbanta they 

broke into derisive laughter. These men must be mad, they 

said to themselves. How else could they say that Ani and 

Amadiora were harmless? And Idemiti and Ogwugwu too? 

And some of them began to go away. 

Then the missionaries burst into song. It was one of 

those gay and rollicking tunes of evangelism which had the 

power of plucking at silent and dusty chords in the heart of an 
Ibo man. The interpreter explained each verse to the audi- 

ence, some of whom now stood enthralled. It was a story of 

brothers who lived in darkness and in fear, ignorant of the 

love of God. It told of one sheep out on the hills, away from 

the gates of God and from the tender shepherd’s care. 

After the singing the interpreter spoke about the Son of 

God whose name was Jesu Kristi. Okonkwo, who only stayed 

in the hope that it might come to chasing the men out of the 

village or whipping them, now said.. 
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"You told us with your own mouth that there was only 

one god. Now you talk about his son. He must have a.wife, 

then." The crowd agreed. 

"I did not say He had a wife," said the interpreter, some- 

. what lamely. 

"Your buttocks said he had a son," said the joker. "So he 

must have a wife and all of them must have buttocks." 

The missionary ignored him and went On to talk about 

the Holy¯ Trinity. At the end of it Okonkw0 was fully con* 

vinced that the man was mad. He shrugged his shoulders and 

went away to tap his afternoon palm-wine. 

But there was a young lad who had been captivated. His 

name was Nwoye, Okonkwo’s first son. It was not the mad 

logic of the Trinity that captivated him. He did not under- 

stand it. It was the poetry of the new religion, something felt 

in the marrow. The hymn about brothers wh0 sat in darkness 

and in fear seemed to answer a vague and persistent question 

that haunted his young soul--the question of the twins crying 

in the bush and the question of Ikemefuna who was killed. He 
¯ felt a relief within as the hymn .poured into his parched soul. 

¯ The words of the hymn were like the drops of frozen rain 

: melting on the dry palate of the panting earth. Nwoye’s cal- 

.. low mind was greatly puzzled. 



1 

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN 

The missionaries spent their first four or five 

nights in the marketplace, and went into the 
village in the morning to preach the gospel. They asked who 

the king of the village was, but the villagers told them that 

there was no king. "We have men of high title and the chief 

priests and the eiders," they said. 

It was not very easy getting the men of high title and the 

elders together after the excitement of the first day. But the 

missionaries persevered, and in the end they were received by 

the rulers of Mban~a. They asked for a plot of land to build 

their church. 

Every clan and village had its "evil forest." In it were 

buried all those who died of the really evil diseases, like lep- 

rosy and smallpox. It was aIso the dumping ground for the 

potent fetishes of great medicine men when they died. An 

"evil forest" was, therefore, alive with sinister forces and pow- 

ers of darkness. It was such a forest that the rulers of Mbanta 

gave to the missionaries. They did not really want them in 

their clan, and so they made them that offer which nobody in 

his right senses would accept. 
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"They want a piece of land to build their shrine," said 

Uchendu to his peers when they consulted among themselves. 

"We shall give them a piece of land." He paused, and there 

was a murmur of surprise and disagreement. "Let us give them 

a portion of the Evil Forest. They boast about victory over 

death. Let us give them a real battlefield in which to show 

their victory." They laughed and agreed, and sent for the mis- 

sionaries, whom they had asked to leave them for a while so 

that they. might "whisper together." They offered them as 

much of the Evil Forest as they cared to take. And to their 

greatest amazement .the missionaries thanked them and burst 

into song. 

"They. do not understand," said some of the elders. "But 

they wi!l understand when they go to their plot of land to- 

morrow morning." And they dispersed. 

The next morning the crazy men actually began to clear 

a part of the forest and to build their house: The inhabitants 

of Mbanta expected them all to be dead within four days. The 

first day passed and the second and third and fourth, and none 

of them died. Everyone was. puzzled. And then it became 

known that the white man’s fetish had unbelievable power. It 

was said that he wore glasses on his eyes so that he could see 

and talk to evil spirits. Not long after, .he won his first three 

converts. 

Although Nwoye had been attracted to the new faith 

from the very first day, he kept it secret. He dared not go too 

near the missionaries for fear of his father. But whenever they 

came to preach in the open marketplace or the ~illage play- 
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ground, Nwoye was there. And he was already beginning to 

know some of the simple stories they told. 

"We have now built a church," said Mr. Kiaga, the inter- 

preter, who was now in charge of the infant congregation. 

The white man had gone back to Umuofia, where he built his 

headquarters and from where he paid regular visits to Mr. 

Kiaga’s congregation at Mbanta. 

"We have now built a church;" said Mr. Kiaga, "and we 

want you all to come in every seventh day to worship the true 

God." 

On the following Sunday, Nwoye passed and repassed 

the little red-earth and thatch building without summoning 

enough courage to enter. He heard the voice of singing and 

although it came from a handful of men it was loud and confi- 

dent. Their church stood on a circular clearing that looked 

like the open mouth of the Evil Forest. Was it waiting to snap 

its teeth together? After passing and re-passing by the church, 

Nwoye returned home. 

It was well known among the people of Mbanta that 

their gods and ancestors were sometimes long-suffering and 

would deliberately allow a man to go on defying them. But 

even in such cases they set their limit at seven market weeks 

or twenty-eight days. Beyond that limit no man was suffered 

to go. And so excitement mounted in the village as the sev- 

enth week approached since the impudent missionaries built 

their church in the Evil Forest. The villagers were so certain 

about the doom that awaited these men that one or two con- 

verts thought it wise to suspend their allegiance to the new 

faith. 
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At last the day came by which all the missionaries should 

have died. But they were still alive, building a new red-earth 

and thatch house for their teacher, Mr. Kiaga. That week they 

won a handful more converts. And for the first time-they had a 

woman. Her name was Nneka, the wife of Amadi, who was a 
prosperous farmer. She was very heavy with child. 

Nneka had had four previous pregnancies and child- 

births. But each time she had borne twins, and they had been 

immediately thrown away. Her husband and his family were 

already becoming highly critical of such a woman and were 

not unduly perturbed when they found she had fled to join 

the Christians. It was a good riddance. 

One morning Okonkwo’s cousin, Amikwu, was passing 

by the church on his way from the~ neighboring village, when 

he saw Nwoye among the Christians. He was greatly sur- 

prised, and when he got home he went straight to Okonkwo’s 

hut and told him what he had seen. The women began to talk 

excitedly, but Okonkwo sat unmoved. 

It was late afternoon before Nwoye returned. He went 

into the obi and saluted his father, but he did not answer. 

Nwoye turned round to walk into the inner compound when 

his father, suddenly overcome with ~ury, sprang to his feet and 

gripped him by the neck. 

"Where have you been?" he stammered. 

Nwoye struggled to free himself from the choking grip. 

"Answer me," roared Okonkwo, "before I kill you!" He 
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seized a heavy stick that lay on the dwarf wall and hit him two 

or three savage blows. 

"Answer meI" he roared again. Nwoye stood looking at 

him and did not say a word. The women were screaming 

outside, afraid to go in. 
"Leave that boy at once!" said a voice in the outer com- 

pound. It was Okonkwo’s uncle, Uchendu. "Are you mad?" 

. Okonkwo did not answer. But he lefft hold of Nwoye, 

who walked away and never returned. 

lie went back to the church and told Mr. Kiaga that he 

had decided to go to Umuofia where thewhite missionary had 

set up a school to teach young Christians to read and write. 

Mr. Kiaga’s joy was very great. "Blessed is he who for- 

sakes his father and his mother for my sake," he intoned. 

"Those that hear my words are my father and my mother." 

Nwoye did not fully understand. But he was happy to 

leave his father. He would return later to his mother and his 

brothers and sisters and convert them to the new faith. 

As Okonkwo sat in his hut that night, gazing into a log 

fire, he thought over the matter. A sudden fury rose within 

him and he felt a strong desire to take up his machete, go ~o 

the church and wipe out the entire vile and miscreant gang. 

But on further thought he told himself that Nwoye was not 

worth fighting for. Why, he cried in his heart, should he, 

Okonkwo, of all people, be cursed with such a son? He saw 

clearly in it the finger of his personal god or cbi. For how else 

could he explain his great misfortune and exile andnow his 

despicable son’s behavior? Now that he had time to think of 

it, his son’s crime stood out in its stark enormity. To abandon 
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the gods of one’s father and go about with a lot of effeminate 

men clucking like old hens was the very depth of abomina- 

tion. Suppose when he died all his male children decided to 

follow Nwoye’s steps and abandon their ancestors? Okonkwo 

felt a cold shudder run through him at the terrible prospect, 

like the prospect of annihilation. He saw himself and his fa- 

thers crowding round their ancestral shrine waiting in vain for 

worship and sacrifice and finding nothing but ashes of bygone 

days, and his children the while praying to the white man’s. 

god. If such a thing were ever to happen, he, Okor~kwo, 

would wipe them off the face of the earth. 

Okonkwo was popularly called the "Roaring Flame." As 

he looked into the log fire. he recalled the name. He. was a 

flaming fire. How then could he have begotten a son like 

Nwoye, degenerate and effeminate? Perhaps he was not his 

son. Nol he could not be. His wife had played him raise. He 

would teach her! But NwoYe resembled his grandfather, 

Unoka, who was Okonkwo’s father. He pushed the thought 

out of his mind: He, Okonkwo, was called aflaming fire. How 

could he have begotten a woman for a son? At Nwoye’s age 

Okonkwo had already become famous throughout Umuofia 

for his wrestling and his fearlessness. 

He sighed heavily, and as if in sympathy the smoldering 

log also sighed. And immediately Okonkwo’s eyes were 

opened and he saw the whole matter clearly. Living fire begets 

cold, impotent ash. He sighed again, deeply. 



CHAPTER EIGHTEEN. 

The young church in Mban{a had a few crises 

early in its life. At first the clan had assumed 

that it would not survive. But it had gone on living and gradu- 

ally becoming stronger. The clan was worried, but not over- 

much. If a gang of efulefu decided to live in the Evil Forest it 

was their own affair. When one came to think of it, theEvil 

Forest was a fit home for such undesirable people. It was true 

they were rescuing twins from the bush, but they never 

brought them into the village. As far as the villagers were 

concerned, the twins stiIl remained where they had been 

thrown away. Surely the earth goddess would not 9isit the sins 

of the missionaries on the innocent villagers? 

But on one occasion the missionaries had tried to over- 

step the bounds. Three converts had gone into the vilIage and 

boasted openly that all the gods were dead and impotent and 

that they were prepared to defy them by burning all their 

shrines. 
"Go and burn your mothers’ genitals," said one of the 

priests. The men were seized and beaten until they streamed 
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with blood. After that nothing happened for a long time be- 

tween the church and the clan. 

But stories were already gaining ground that the white 

man had not 0nly brought a religion but also a governm’ent. It 

was said that they had built a place of judgment in Umuofia to 

protect the followers of their religion. It was even said that 

they had hanged one man who killed a missionary. 

Although such stories were now often told they looked. 
like fairy-tales in Mbanta and did not as yet affect the rela- 

tionship between the new church and the clan. There was no 

question of killing a missionary here, for Mr. Kiaga, despite 

his madness, was quite harmless. As for his converts, no one 

could kill them without having to flee from the clan, for in 

spite of their worthlessness they still belonged to the clan. 

And so nobody gave serious thought to the stories about the 

white man’s government or the consequences of killing the 

Christians. If they became more troublesome than they al- 

ready were they would simply be driven out of the clan. 

And the little church was at that moment too deeply 

absorbed in its own troubles to annoy the clan. It all began 

over the question of admitting outcasts. 

These outcasts, or osu, seeing that the new religion wel- 

comed twins and such abominations, thought that it was pos- 

sible that they wouId also be received. And so one Sunday 

two of them went into the church. There was an immediate 

stir; but so great was the work the new religion had done 

among the converts that they did not immediately leave the 

church when the outcasts came in. Those who found them- 

selves nearest to them merely moved to another seat. It was a 
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miracle. But it only lasted till the end of the service. The 
whole church raised a protest and was about to drive these 

people out, when Mr. Kiaga stopped them,and began to ex- 
plain. 

"Before God," he said, "there is no slave or free. We are 
all children of God and we must receive these our brothers." 

"You do not understand, said one of the converts. "What. 
wilt the heathen say of us when they hear that we receive osu 
into our midst? They will laugh." 

"Let them laugh," said Mr. Kiaga. "God will laugh at~ 

them on the judgment day. Why do the nations rage and the 

¯ peoples imagine a vain thing? He that sitteth in the heavens 
shall laugh. The Lord shall have them in derision." 

"You do not understand," ~;he convert maintained. "You 
are our teacher, and you can teach us the things of the new 

faith. But this is a matter which we know." And hetold him 
what an osu was. 

He was a person dedicated to a god, a thing set.apart--a 

taboo for ever, and his children after him. He could neither 
marry nor be married by the free-born. He was in fact an 

outcast, living in a special area of the village, close to the 

Great Shrine. Wherever he went he carried with him the mark 
of his forbidden caste--long, tangled and .dirty hair. A razor: 
was taboo to him. An osu could not attend an assembly of the 
free-born, and they, in turn, could not shelter under his roof. 
He could not take any of the four titles of the clan, and when .... 
he died he was buried by his kind in the Evil Forest. How 

couldsuch a man be a follower of Christ? 
"He needs Christ more than you and 17 said Mr. Kiaga.:fl 
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’Then I shall go back to the dan," said the convert. And 
he went. Mr. Kiaga stood firm, and it was his firmness that 
saved the your~g church. The wavering converts drew inspira- 

tion and confidence from his unshakable faith. He or&red the 
outcasts to shave off their I0ng, tangled hair. At first they were 
afraid they might die. 

"Unless you shave off.the mark of your heathen belief I 
will not admit you into the church," said Mr. Kiaga. "You fear 
that you will die. Why should that be? How are you different 
from other men who shave their hair? The same God created 
you and them. But they have cast you out like lepers. It is 
against the will of God, who has promised everlasting life to 
all who believe in His holy name. The heathen say you will 
die if you do this or that, and you are afraid. They also said I 
would die if I built my church on this ground. Am I dead? 
They said 1 would die if I took care of twins. I am still alive. 
The heathen speak nothing but falsehood. Only the word of 

¯ our God is true." 
The two outcasts shaved off their hair, and soon they 

were the strongest adherents of the new faith. And what was 
more, nearly all the osu in Mbanta followed their example. It 
was in fact one of them who in his zeal brought the church 
into serious conflict with the clan a year later by killing the 
sacred python, the emanation of the god of water. 

The royal python was the most revered animal in 
Mbanta and all the surrounding clans. It was addressed as 
"Our Father," and was allowed to go wherever it chose, even 
into people’s beds. It ate rats in the house and sometimes 

swallowed hens’ eggs. If a clansman killed a royal python acci. 
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dentally, he made sacrifices of atonement and performed an 
expensive burial ceremony such as was done for a great man. ’ 

No punishment was prescribed for a man who killed the py- 

thon knowingly. Nobody thought that such a thing could 

ever happen. 

Perhaps it never did happen. That was the way the clan 

at first looked .at it. No one had actually seen the man do it. 

The stow had arisen among the Christians themselves. 

But, all the same, the rulers and elders of Mbanta assem- ¯ 

bled to decide on their action. Many of them Spoke at great.... 

length and in fuw. The spirit of wars was upon them.¯ 

Okonkwo, who had begun to play a part in the affairs of his 

motherland’ said that until the abominable gang was chased 

out of the village with whips there would be no peace. 

But there were many .others who saw the situation differ- . 

ently, and it was their counsel that prevailed in the end. 
"It is not our custom to fight for our gods," said one of 

¯ them. "Let us not presume to do so now. If. a man kills the : 

sacred python in the secrecy of his hut, the matter lies be-. 

tween him and the god. We did not see it. If we put ourselves. 

between the god and his victim we may receive blows in-..~ 

tended for the offender. When a man blasphemes, what do we:: 

do? Do we go and stop his mouth? No. We put our fingersII:. .,. 

into our ears to stop us hearing. That is a wise action." 

"Let us not reason like cowards," said Okonkwo. "Ii a : 

man comes into my hut and defecates on the floor, what do 

do? Do I shut my eyes? No! I take a stick and break his head.¯¯¯¯:: 
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over us, and Okeke says we should pretend not to see." 

Okonkwo made a sound full of disgust. This was a womanly 

clan, he thought. Such a thing could never happen in his 

fatheHand, Umuofia. 
"Okonkwo has spoken the truth," said another man. "We 

should do something. But let us ostracize these men. We 

would then not be held accountable for their abominations." 

Everybody in the assembly spoke, and in the end it was 

decided to ostracize the Christians. Okonkwo ground his 

teeth in disgust. 

That night a bell’-man went through the length and 

breadth of Mbanta proclaiming that the adherents of the new 

faith were thenceforth excluded from the life and privileges of 

the clan. 
The Christians had grown in number and were now a 

small community of men, women and children, self-assured 

and confident. Mr. Brown, the white missionary, paid regular 

visits to them. "When I think that it is only eighteen months 

since the Seed was first sown among you," he said, "I marvel at 

what the Lord hath wrought." 

It was Wednesday in Holy Week and Mr. Kiaga had 

asked the women to bring red earth and white chalk and water 

to scrub the church for Easter; and the women had formed 
themselves into three groups for this purpose. They set out 

early that morning, some of them with their water-pots to the 

stream, another group with hoes and baskets to the village 

red-earth pit, and the others to the chalk quarry. 



Mr. Kiaga was praying in the church when he heard the 

women talking excitedly. He rounded off his prayer and went 

to see what it was all about. The women had come to the 
church with empty waterpots. They said that some young 
men had chased them away from the stream with whips. Soon ::~:ii 

after, the women who had gone for red earth returned 
empty baskets. Some of them had been heavily whipped. The 

chalk women also returned to tell a similar story. 
"What does it "all mean?" asked Mr. Kiaga, who was 

greatly perplexed. 
"The village has outlawed us," said one of the women... 

"The bell-man announced it last night. But it is not our custom 

to debar anyone from the stream or the quarry." 
Another woman said, "They want to ruin us. They willi] 

not allow us into the markets. They have said so." . ’ 

" Mr. Kiaga was going to send into the village for his men-.i 
converts when he saw them coming on their own. Of 

they had all heard the bell-man, but they had never in all their 

lives heard of women being deban:~d from the stream. 
"Come along," they said to the women. "We will go with::::::: 

you to meet those cowards." Some of them had big sticks and 

some even machetes. 
But Mr. Kiaga restrained them. He wanted first to 

why they had been outlawed. 
"They say that Okoli killed the sacred python," said 

man. 

"It is false," said another. "Okoli told me himself that i~ 

:,: 
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Okoli was not there to answer. He had fallen ill on the 
previous night. Before the day was over he was dead. His 
death showed that the gods were still able to fight their own 
battles. The clan saw no reason then for molesting the Chris- 

tians. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, October 5,2011 3:35 PM 

Esther Mukewa <         @yahoo.com> 

RE: [afriafam] Summer School 2012 

Hi Esther, 

Here are the dates! 

Summer Session I 
(ss~) 
Maymester (MM) 
Classes Begin SSl and IVIIVI 
Last Day for Late Registration 
MM 
Last Day for Late Registration 
SSl 
Holiday 
Classes End/Exams MM 
Classes End SSl 
Exam Days SSl 

2012 

Tues. May 15 
Tues. May 15 

Wed. May 16 

Second Summer 
Session 
Classes Begin Thu. June 21 
Last Day for Late Registration Fri. June 22 
Holiday Wed. July 4 
Classes End Tues. July 24 
Exams Days July 26, 27 

(Th, F) 

Mon. May 28 
Thu. May 31/Fri. June 1 
Fri. June 15 
June 18, 19 
(M, T) 

2012 

From: Esther Mukewa [mailto:        @yahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 04, 2011 12:0’1 PM 
To= Gore, Travis 
Subject= Re: [afriafam] Summer School 2012 

Dear Travis, 
When is summer school? Thank you, 
Esther 

From: "Gore, Travis" <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
To: Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, October 4,2011 10:36 AM 
Subject: [afriafam] Summer School 2012 

Hi All, 

If you are interested in teaching in either of the summer sessions in 2012, please send the following information 
to Travis by October 10: 
¯ A list of courses, in order of preference you would like to teach. 
¯ The session you would like to teach. 
¯ The times you would like to teach. 

We have not yet received our salary allocation, so we do not know how many sections we will be able to offer; 
nor do we know if anyone will be able to offer more than one class. Last summer, most of our classes were 



pretty well enrolled; AFRI 101 and AFAM 101 were especially popular, so please consider making one of these 
courses one of your choices. 

Thanks! 
Travis 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: ~¥ahoo.com. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=41529230.1 d610c3239c 1 f37813bb49d8dffe37b 8&n=T&l=afriafam& o=30017524 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30017524-41529230.1 d610c3239c 1 f37813bb49d8dffe37b 8@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, October 6, 2011 1:56 PM 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20111006132959186.pdf 

First one! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:sca~mer ] 
Sent: Thursday, October 06, 2011 1:30 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 10.06.2011 13:29:58 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Chapter 3 

African Leaders of the 20th Century 

Two major events took place in Africa in the 20~ century. 

The In’st was the achievement of independence in the 1960’s. In this 
sense, the 20t~ century was Africa’s century. It produced leaders who 
had a shared vision, dedication and commitment to the quest, for 
freedom and independence. They recognized the importance of human 
factors in political development. Monte Palmer (1970) credited the 
effectiveness of any political system to, among other things, the skills, 
attitudes, and behavior of those individuals charged with running the 
system. These pre-independence African Ieaders seem to possess 
Palmer’s description of leadership traits. 

The second major event in Africa in the 20t~ century was the 
tragic failure of African leaders to fulfill the promise of independence 
for their people. The hope that the first generation of post- 
independence African leaders represented was shattered and the image 
of the continent battered. Contrary to expectations, independence did 
very little, if anything, to resolve Africa’s basic problems. A Ghanaian 
scholar, Ayittey (1998) wrote, "true freedom never came to much of 
Africa, nor did development." In the same vein, Ake (1996) asserted 
that development has never been on the agenda of African leaders. 
Hadjor (t987) was equally critical of African leaders when he noted, 
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Chapter 3 

African Leaders of the 20th Century 

Two major events took place in Africa in the 20’~ century. 
The first was the achievement of independence in the 1960’s. In this 
sense, the 20t~ century was Africa’s century. It produced leaders who 
had a shared vision, dedication and commitment to the quest for 
freedom and independence. They recognized the importance of human 
tZactors in political development. Monte Palmer (1970) credited the 
effectiveness of any political system to, among other things, the skills, 
attitudes, and behavior of those individuals charged with running the 
system. These pre-independence African leaders seem to possess 
Palmer’s description of leadership traits. 

The second major event in Africa in the 20~ century was the 
tragic failure of African leaders to fulfill the promise of independence 
for their people. The hope that the first generation of post- 
independence African leaders represented was shattered and the image 
of the continent battered~ Contrary to expectations, independence did 
very little, if anything, to resolve Africa’s basic problems. A Ghanaian 
scholar, Ayittey (1998) wrote, "true freedom never came to much of 
Africa, nor did development." In the same vein, Ake (i996) asserted 
that development has never been on the agenda of African leaders. 
Hadjor (1987) was equally critical of African leaders when he noted, 
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very little, if anything, to resolve Africa’s basic problems. A Ghanaian 
scholar, Ayittey (1998) wrote, "true freedom never came to much of 
Africa, nor did development." In the same vein, Ake (1996) asserted 
that development has never been on the agenda of African leaders. 
Hadjor (1987) was equally critical of African leaders when he noted, 
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"with every year that passed, Africa proved less capable of realizing the 
most elementary aspirations of its people." 

Any attempt to figure out the causes of Africa’s dismal 
performance since independence is a serious endeavor. The bulk of the 
critique in the literature is directed toward the shape and meaning of the 
African state. African states have been depicted as "soft", "collapsed", 
"failed", "shadow", or "quasi", Ergas (1987), Forrest (1988), Zartman 
(1995), Jackson (1990), and Boyart (t993). Davidson (1962) and other 
scholars blame the nation-state as the curse of Africa, which also has in 
African leadership. Houngnikpo (1998) presented a paper at the 
African Studies Association in 1998 in Chicago, "Stuck at the Runway: 
African Leadership at the Crossroads." He was very critical of African 
post-independence leadership. He argued that, "although African 
leaders negotiated a bad deal based on the thought that bad 
independence was better than no independence, their own failure 
proves to be the curse of, and the deepest wound inflicted upon the 
continent." To understand the complexities of African leadership and 
its challenges, it is necessary to study the life and works of the leaders 
themselves. Thus, the purpose of this chapter is to present the profiles 
of African leaders before and after independence. These profiles are 
designed to enhance our knowledge of selected major individual 
African leaders, their leadership roles, and styles. It also provides a 
foundation for generalizing leadership theories and models in Africa. 
The selection criteria included diversity in backgrounds and leadership 
styles, geographical and ethnic representation, and leadership relative 
impact. 
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Thomas Joseph Mboya (1930-1969) 

Kenya is a republic in East Africa that is a member of the 
Commonwealth of Nations. The population of Kenya in t999 was 
around 28.8 million and is home to many different landscapes, about 
seventy different etlmic groups, and thirty-two major indigenous 
groups. Today, 64% of the countries in Africa that are dealing with 
food emergencies are located in East Africa. Kenya was formerly a " 
British colony, but gained its independence in t963 and has been a 
republic since 1964. Today Kenya is the twenty-second poorest 
country in the world with a gross-national product of $280 and most of 
the population survives on tess than $1 per day. 

Thomas Joseph Mboya is often referred to as a man that was 
truly in love with his motherland Kenya and the statistics of today’s 
Kenya are nothing like the dreams he had for its future. Thomas 
Joseph Mboya was born on the fifteenth of August, 1930, about twenty 
miles northeast of Nairobi at Kitma Mbogu. He was born of Luo 
parents, which is the second largest tribe in Kenya. Tom Mboya’s 
’father, Leonard Ndiege, was a hard working Iaborer that had a deep 
love for his family. He was also a traditional man that had great respect 
for, and obedience to his Luo linage, which he passed on to his son. 
Mboya’s mother, Mareella, was a devout Catholic, a caring wile, and 
devoted mother. 

Because of his mother’s involvement with the Catholic 
church, the Kilimanbogo Catholic Mission played a veryimportant role 
in Mboya’s early education, spiritual ethic, and moral character. 
Mboya attended a series of additional mission schools and finally 
concluded his early formal education near the place of his birth at Holy 
Ghost College at Mangu, referred to as the Royal Sanitary Institute at 
Kabete. Although he was not a scholar, Mboya was stimulated enough 
by his education that he became a significant figure in Kenya’s history. 

tn 1951 Mboya was trained as a sanitary inspector in the city 
of Nairobi and was quick to recognize the differences of unthirness 
between the European workers and the African workers. After 
acquiring leadership skills and experience as a health inspector, he soon 
earned the position of the Chairmanship of the Kenya Health 
Inspector’s Association. It was after this promotion that Mboya began 
to take steps toward confronting the British about independence for his 
count’ry. 

Aider the arrest of Mzee Jomo Kenyatta on October 20t~l, 1952 

Mboya becam.e involved in the Kenyan trade union movement, founded 
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the Kenya Labor Workers Union (KLWU) and began serving as the 
National Secretary General. By October 1953, he became the Secretary 
General of the Kenya Federation of Registered Trade Unions, KFRTU, 
which changed in 1955 to the Kenya Federation of Labor, a position 
that he held until 1963. Then in March of 1955, Mboya made his first 

front page appearance in the news throughout East Africa because of 
his role in the Mombassa dock strike, which only added to his 
popularity and crucial role in Kenya politics. The British government 
began to take a dim view of Tom Mboya. 

Mboya became a threat to British rule and as a result, they 
attempted to control his involvement in politics by intimidating the 

union membership and placing restrictions on meetings and on Mboya 
himself. His response was not to withdraw, but to become more 
involved, so he announced his candidacy as a future worker for the 
Legislative Council. After a challenging run, Mr. Mboya came out 
victorious, defeating his opponent, Luo lawyer, C.M.G. Arwings- 
Kodek. He was only one of eight African members, but his attitude and 
personality would ensure that he would never be forgotten. Mboya 
opposed the colonial government’s unfair, and unresolved plan for 
multiracial representation in Kenya that was put forth in March 1954, 
by Oliver Lytteton. This plan proposed a Legco membership ratio of 
three Europeans, two Asians and one African. 

After gaining Legco powers and organizational skills, Mboya 
quickly and quietly formed a Kenya independence movement in the 
council in 1957, the People’s Convention Party (PCP) in Nairobi which 
he led as President. Mboya also entered politics as a union organizer 
and was elected to the colony’s Legislative Council in 1957. On July 1~ 
1958, Mboya gave one of his most memorable speeches in the 
auditorium of Makerere College in Kampala, Uganda at the First Pan 

African Students Conference. It was here that thirteen African 
countries and African student groups in France, India, and Ireland 
heard Mboya unveil his vision of a new and better Africa. After 

Mboya finished his speech, he met the response of applause and respect 
that traveled across the continent of Africa. Prime Minister Kwame 
Nkrumah of Ghana was impressed with Mr. Mboya’s Pan-African 

vision. 
On December 8th, 1959, in a conference hall in Accra, Ghana, 

Mboya called the two hundred-forty delegates from the twenty-eight 
African countries to silence and attention as President of the People’s 
Conference Chairman under a banner that read, "HANDS OFF 
AFRICA! AFRICA MUST BE FREE!" Guests included Ghana’s 
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Prime Minister, Governor General Lord Listowel, Guineas Sekou 
Toure, and numerous other high level officials. After the conference, 
Mboya earned the respect of atl the delegates and observers and the 
reputation as a major continental leader of high intelligence, creativity 
and purpose. 

In t960, the fight for independence began and until his death 
in 1969~ Mboya served as Secretary General of the Kenya African 
National Union. He fought for the release of Mr. Jomo Kenyatta. 
After his arrest in 1952, Kenyatta had come to represent the black 
man’s struggle against colonial oppression and the building block that 
would eventually help Kenya reach its independence. On January 15a’, 
i960 an American attorney and later Associate Justice of the United 
States Supreme Court, Thurgood Marshall and Mboya as the Secretary 
of the Kenya delegation, were able to make secure agreements needed 
for Mzee’s release from detention and Kenya’s ultimate independence. 
On May 28tll, 1963 Join0 Kenyatta’s release stimulated the 
independence process, and he was invited to form a government. On 
June 1st, 1963 Jomo Kenyatta was appointed the first Prime Minister of 
a self governing Kenya. Mboya was appointed Minister of Justice and 
Constitutional Affairs. Finally on December 12t~, 1963, Kenya became 
an independent nation, the thirty-forth African nation to achieve 
statehood.. During the next several years, Mboya played and served 
many important roles in Kenya’s history. He served admirably as 
Minister of Economic Planning and Development from 1964 until 
1969. 

On July 5~t~, 1969, Thomas Mboya was assassinated during the 
day by a Kikuyu gunman in downtown Nairobi, the capital of Kenya. 
The murder was the nature of tribal hatred. He was survived by his 
wife Pamela and many followers, worshipers and admirers. At his 
funeral in Nairnbi’s All Saints Cathedral, hundreds of sobbing Kenyans 
of all races prayed for his soul to rest in peace. Mboya accomplished a 
lot for Kenya and probably would have gone on to accomplish more for 
his country. He was a major asset to Kenya and a powerful 
spokesperson that held more than political offices, but held high hopes 
and dreams for Kenya. Mboya fought the battle of equality and 
freedom for Kenya and won, and for that reason he is considered a hero 
in Kenya. 
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President William V.S. Tubman (1895-1971) 

William Vacanarat Shadrach Tubman was born on November 

29, 1895 to Alexander Tubman and Elizabeth Barnes in the black 
American colony, Harper, of Eastern Liberia. In 1834, Tubman’s 
great-grandparents migrated back to West Africa from Atlanta, 
Georgia, after being freed from slavery upon the death of their 
Caucasian slave master, and settled in Liberia. In 1872, Tubman’s 
mother left Atlanta, Georgia with her parents to settle there as well. 

Tubman grew up under strict discipline without much money. 
His father, a stonemason, forced him and his siblings to go to daily 
prayer services, church, and school. His parents emphasized character 
development. Tubman finished elementary school and his secondary 
education at the Cape Palmsa Methodist Seminary from 1903 to 1913. 
At first, Tubman wanted to be a preacher and was accredited at the age 
of nineteen as a Methodist lay pastor. He then became a junior 
collector of customs and while working, began to study law after hours. 
Persuaded by his father to pursue a career in law, he passed the bar 
examination at age twenty-three and became a practicing lawyer, tn 
1928, he became a law preacher in the Methodist church, thus 
representing Liberia at a Methodist conference in Kansas City, 
Missouri, United States. While studying law, William became 
interested in politics as well. 

Tubman’s goal was to see Liberia become the capital of the 
black world. With this goal in mind, he was elected to the senate in 
Maryland County at the age of twenty-eight, He was the youngest 
Liberian Senator ever. He labeled himself the "Convivial Cannibal 
from the Downcoast Hinterlands" and quickly moved to advance the 
constitutional rights of the majority tribes people. By t937, Tubman 
was one of the most popular and promising Presidential possibilities. 
But he had alienated the highly conservative Liberian elite, who 
regarded him as a dangerous revolutionary. He was so effective, 
however, in his maneuvers that the leadership of the True Whig Party 
(his party) helped to get him elected to the Supreme Court in 1937, 
where he served as an associate justice until 1943. In 1944, he won the 
bid for President of Liberia through fair democratic elections and 
served as President until his death in 1971. Tubman had won office by 
his advocacy of "unification" bringing all Liberians into a government 
"of the people, by the people and for the people." 

Liberia was permeated by inescapable home needs. President 
Tubman had a relentless drive to make his country productive and 
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satisfy these needs, As President, he "encouraged foreign capital 
investments, granted the franchise to women, encouraged tribes people 
to participate in government, built up public schools, and expanded 
revenues, public services, and the army. He insisted that customary 
tribal lawsbe maintained, but also tried to encourage the immigration 
of westernized Blacks from the United States, the West Indies, and the 
British West African colonies". 

One of President Tubman’s first acts as President was the 
declaration of war against Nazi Germany and Japan. Soon after the 
second World War, Liberia celebrated one hundred years of 
independence in 1947. One of President Tubman’s top priorities was 
education. He expanded Liberia College to become the University of 
Liberia. President Tubman also expanded teacher training schools and 
increased educational opportunities in Liberia. Another achievement 

by President Tubman was the development of the iron ore indushaj in 
Liberia. The Liberian Mining Company of Bomi Hills was the first 
company to export iron ore, one of the highest quatity in the world. 
With this new revenue from the iron ore, President Tubman began to 
develop the Capital of Monrovia. In 1949, a new capital building was 
completed as well as a hydroelectric plant on the St. Paul River. 

Liberia began ship registrations.    Many ships began 
registraring under the Liberian flag, sometimes called the "flag of 
convenience", because it was far less expensive than any other country. 
The revenue from the ship registrations allowed Liberia to be solvent 
for the first time in its history in I951. He was a strong-willed 
president with no intentions of retiring. He ruled Liberia for twenty- 
seven years. He died in London, England on July 23, 1971 of natural 
causes. 
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Festus Okotie-Eboh (1912-1966) 

Okotie-Eboh was born in 1912 in Wan’i, Delta State in 
Nigeria. He was the son of a chief of the Itsekiri people in the Delta 
State. Okotie-Eboh studied at the Baptist school located in Sapele, and 
after a year as a municipal clerk, taught for several years. In 1935 
Okotie-Eboh worked as a clerk with the Bata Shoe Company in Sapele. 
By 1942 he was promoted to accountant and chief clerk in Lagos and 
then became a deputy manager of the Sapele branch. Later on he 
traveled to Czechoslovakia where he studied and received a diploma in 
business administration. He learned to speak the Czech language and 
witnessed the communist coupe d’e’ tat of t948. 

Upon returning to Nigeria, Okotie-Eboh decided to go into 

business for himself. He became a timber and rubber merchant and the 
owner of a chain of schools and enterprises that laid the foundations for 
his own personal fortune. In 1951 he entered political life when he was 
elected to the western region House of Assembly. He had been chosen 
to fill this position, and served as the First Secretary of the Warri 
National Union and Secretary General of the ltsekiri National Society. 
Now a politician, Okotie-Eboh moved to the Federal House in 1954 
where he served as Member of Parliament (M.P.). He was M.P. for the 
division of the Warri and in the same year became treasurer for the 
National Council of Nigeria and the Camerons (N.C.N.C.). Okotie- 
Eboh was appointed Federal Minister of Labor, and in 1958 while 
taking over the portfolio, became leader of the N.C.N.C. Federal 
Parliamentary Party. He was the first Nigerian to hold the key portfolio 
of finance in the federal government. 

In 1957 he became Finance Minister, this was three years 
before Nigeria’s independence and an office he held until he was 
kidnapped in the military coup d e’tat. White holding the position of 
Finance Minister, Okotie-Eboh was well known in the western world 
and searched for capital investment for his country. He was a man of 
great wealth and the embodiment of capitalism. As the Minister of 
Finance, he had a flamboyant lifestyle, and was known to show up at 
independent ceremonies in flowing garments with yard-long trains. He 
used his money lavishly to support political causes, and at the time of 
the election in 1959, Action Group newspapers attacked him and 
accused him of corruption. Okotie-Eboh received a lot of bitter 
criticism, partly because he was a man of power and influence. Okotie- 
Eboh was mentally sharp with good business acumen and extremely 
popular. Inevitably, his life was always at risk. 
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Okotie-Eboh’s aim was to accelerate foreign investments in 
manufacturing, and in the supplying of services. He was a grassroots 
politician but an imaginative economic manager and fiscal 
disciplinarian. Chief Okotie-Eboh, a prudent businessman, had 
embarked on a global campaign to invite foreign investment into 
Nigeria’s agricultural sector. When he died, plans were already far- 
gone for investment in oil palm and rubber production from Asia, and 
sugar, rice, and grain production from Europe and the USA. Okotie- 
Eboh also planned ways to expand Nigeria’s dairy and meat production 
industry by developing in these areas a capacity for export. Sadly, 
these plans were aborted when he was killed because his personal touch 
had played a great part. It was not long before off shore investors had 
confidence to invest in a newly independent African nation. It was 
because of Okotie-Eboh’s acumen. He was a charmer, a womanizer, 
and an extrovert who had a sly streak of humor, and cunning in his 
make-up. He used these traits in local politics as well as on the 
international scene to work to his advantage. Whenever he traveled, his 
costuming was designed to draw all attention to him to the detriment of 
any rival delegation, and he succeeded. 

In 1964 the Federal Government released a ten-year economic 
development plan that was largely crafted by Okotie-Eboh and his team 
of advisors. In that plan Okotie-Eboh desired and planned to expand 
the route of the Nigerian Railway Corporation in the southern states. 
The expansion proposed by Okotie-Eboh would take place along the 
axis to the Niger delta; his idea was to enhance the carrying capacity 
for goods and to make it a viable addition to the seaport network. He 
also proposed to develop a network of routes from Lokoha to Benin 
City, Koko, Warri, and on to Onitsha. Okotie-Wboh was responsible 
for making many of the proposals that must be considered even today 
in order for Nigeria’s thrust for economic reform and liberalization. 
Okotie-Eboh founded the NIDB, banking institutions that have now 
been mutilated during the years of economic debility which the military 
ushered in. None the less, the NIDB when established were truly 
viable and feasible instruments of a vision. The NIDB could have 
brought about the same economic revolution, which several of the 
present government’s economic advisers are Struggling to midwife. He 
founded the Sapele Boy’s Academy and a secondary school, Zik 
Academy, in Sapele. To his credit, these educational institutions 
produced thousands of Nigerian youth who have made significant 
contributions to Nigeria and Africa. 
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Okotie-Eboh teft a legacy that is praised because of the good 

sense and effective planning contained in his budget speeches. The 

tributes that he receives are unanimous from close friends and 
dignitaries; they lament at his shrewd and wise intellect that was lost. 
He has been honored in spite of the criticisms that have been levied on 
him because of his wealth, lavish costuming, make-up, and extravagant 
lifestyle. Nigeria enjoyed its most creditworthy reputation among 
foreign bankers whenever Okotie-Eboh put in a fiscal request. There 
can be no greater tribute than to acknowledge the fact that much of 
what needs to be done to bring Nigeria back to economic life can be 
found in the legacies of economic policy which Okotie-Eboh left 

behind. 
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IdiAmin Dada Outnee (1925- ) 

General Idi Amin Dada Oumee, President of Uganda (1971- 
79) emerged as one of Africa’s most controversial leaders of Uganda 
when he seized power in a coup d’etat January 25, 1971 by 
overthrowing President Milton Obote. General Idi Amin Dada Oumee 

is married, he has the four wives permitted to him by the Muslim 
religion, and Amin has seven children as well. 

General Amin was born in the year 1925, in the village of 
Koboko in the West Nile district in the northwestern part of the British 
protectorate of Uganda. Born in a poor farming family of the Kakwa 
tribe, he spent much of his boyhood working in the fields and tending 
goats. Amin had little formal education; he only reached the fourth 
grade. 

Instead of pursuing an education, Idi Amin began a military 
ca~’eer at the age of eighteen with the Eleventh East African division of 
the Kings African Rifles and fought as a rifleman in the Burma 
campaign toward the end of World War 1I. In 1949, Amin was 
promoted to corporal for fighting against tribal marauders in northern 
Uganda. When he returned in 1957 he attained the rank of sergeant 
major. By the end of 1963, he was a major, and by 1964 he was a 
colonel and deputy commander of Uganda’s army and air force. His 
rapid rise to the top of the military chain would help him greatly in the 
future to gain political power as well. Amin was one of the few 
Ugandan soldiers elevated to officer rank before Ugandan 
independence in 1962, and he became closely associated with the new 
nation’s prime minister and president, Milton Obote. However, 
problems were to arise between the two men. There was a conflict with 
Obote, and on January 25, 1971, Amin staged a successful military 
coup. People that worked closely with him were surprised at his power 
driven skills. According to Henry Kyemba, author of A State of Blood, 
he was shocked to fred out about Amin’s rise to presidency. 

Amin’s rule was direct and harsh, and he thrived on the 
amount of power he had attained in such little time and took full 
advantage of it. He was known for his rapid mood changes, fi-om being 
jovial to being shrewd, from being gentle to being a tyrant. He was 
extreme in his decisions and enjoyed the suffering of others. He was 
known as a tyrant by many and was compared to Adolf Hitler for his 
outspokenness and harsh acts of violence. Within the first two years of 
his "Reign of Terror" (as it was called) he tortured, and killed many 
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innocent people. He claimed that he was doing good by cleaning up 
the country. 

One of his first decisions as president was an expulsion of all 
Asians in 1972; he had said that he had been told to do so by God. A 
result of this abrupt action was a suffering economy for the Asian race 
who counted for 90% of people who contributed to their economy. 
When Great Britain and the United States offered assistance, Amin’s 
response was negative. 

Amin always had the desire to be on the center stage, lie 
enjoyed giving orders for the sake of having them followed. He once 
said, "I do not want to be controlled by any superpower. I consider 
myself the most powerful figure in the world and that is why i do not 
let any superpower control me." In 1972 he reversed the once healthy 
relationship Uganda had with the lsraelis and created new relations 
with the Muslims. According to Amin, the Israelis were not 
contributing anything to anyone: "Hitler was right about the Jews, 
because the lsraelis are not working in the interests of the people of the 
world, and that is why they burned the Israeiis alive with gas in the soil 
of Germany." In the same year, he adopted Islam as the state religion~ 
He then directed his fire against Uganda’s 3,000,000 Roman Catholics, 
with mass arrests of clergy and expulsion of foreign missionaries. 
Christian missionaries were being persecuted. Refugees told terrible 
stories of massacres of Christians by Muslims. One case in particular 
had received attention was when Thomas Melady (last U.S. 
Ambassador to Uganda) was told that it would be dangerous to 
continue seeing a Christian friend of his. Several weeks later the friend 
"disappeared". Later it became known that Amin had ordered "the 
water treatment", which meant holding a person under icy water until 
he drowned. Many writers have noted several cases where Christians 
were persecuted although there are no exact numbers as to how many 
were murdered. 

Perhaps one of the most shocking events during Amin’s reign 
was the execution ordered by him of more than 300,000 tribal 
Ugandans. The number of civilians unlawfully killed by the Amin 
regime was disputed - it was often estimated at 300,000 and may have 
been as high as 500,000. However, it was mainly the Acholi and Langi 
tribes that were eliminated; this was because they had supported former 
President Obote. Amin had told them that they should forget past 
quarrels because the new Republic of Uganda was based on 
brotherhood of all men, that the military government would accept all 
Ugandans in the army and would not victimize anybody for the 
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mistakes of others (the mistakes he spoke of was of Obote’s 
presidency). After a September 1972 coup attempt orchestrated by 
Obote from Tanzania, Amin grew more brutally repressive. Members 
of the Acholi and Langi ethnic groups, who had formed Obote’s support 
base, were targeted. Not only the tribes were persecuted but any 
Ugandan who criticized Amin or whom the gove~nment considered 
potentially dangerous to the regime were seized by squads of soldiers 
and were killed immediately; their bodies were often found 
dismembered and horribly mutilated. 

In the early 1970’s, there was much coverage on a certain 
prison in Uganda called Makindye Prison. There, many of the tribes 
were sent, tortured, and then killed. One account there was a time 
when thirty senior Acholi and Langi officers were put into a room with 
heavy explosives. They were all killed. A military spokesman said 
that the explosion heard in the district was simply destruction of faulty 
explosives. The bodies were not found until later. In August of 197 I, 
two American reporters wanted to investigate the massacres and 
disappeared. Amin set up a search party and then sent it to court and 
the judge assigned to the case was killed by one of Amin’s senior 
officers, Amin’s response was that the judge had a prejudiced mind. 
There are many more accounts of tragedies such as these but there can 
be no full catalogue of the atrocities committed by Amin and his 
regime.    Murder and massacre became too generalized and 
indiscriminate for any records to be kept. 

Portrayed by some as comic, dismissed by others as a mad 
man, this cruel and vicious tyrant was condemned by much of the 
international community for his brutality. However, he did not seem to 
care. He expressed hate in everything he did. An admirer of Adolf 
Hitler, he gave the world an ugly impersonation of his characteristics 
and methods. Murders of at least 500,000 Ugandans were the result. 
Uganda has taken years to shake off the atrocities of Amin’s "Reign of 
Terror". Amin’s nine-year leadership record of dictatorship and lack of 
regard, for human life has impaired Uganda’s development and has left 
a future that is uncertain. 
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Jerry John "JJ" Rawlings (1947- ) 

Throughout history, a select group of men and women have 
had the courage and ability to fight oppression, corruption and 
discrimination. Jerry John Rawlings, the president of Ghana from 1992 
to 2000, was one such individual. In his twenty years as a key political 
pivot man and later as president, he was responsible for reforming 
Ghana’s economy, improving Ghana’s democratic sensibility, and 
giving power back to the people. Though he was forced to step down 
as president of Ghana in January of 2001 because he had already served 
the maximum (two four-year terms), his legacy will be felt for 
generations to come. J.J. Rawlings, as he was commonly known in 
Africa and throughout the rest of the world, was a man of principle; 
fighting injustice and oppression in the face of heated debate and 
obstacle. Political bureaucracy or personal shortcomings never slowed 
his lofty pursuits of empowering the people and creating economic 
stability, and for these lofty pursuits, Ghanians will likely never forget 
him. 

J.J. Rawlings was born on June 22, 1947 in Accra, Ghana. He 
was the son of a Ghanian mother from Dzelukope, near Keta, in the 
Botta Region, aad a Scottish father. He was educated at the Achimota 
School where he obtained his General Certificate of Education "O" 
Level in 1966. In August 1967 he enlisted as a Flight Cadet in the 
Ghana Air Force and subsequently was selected for officer training at 
the Ghana Military Academy and Training School, Teshie, in Accra. 
Rawlings was soon posted to report to Takoradi in the Western Ghana 
Region to continue his courses in military science. He passed out of 
school in January of 1969, as a commissioned Pilot Officer. He won 
the "Special Bird Trophy" as the best Air Force cadet in Flying and 
Airmanship, later earning the rank of Flight Lieutenant in April of 
1978. During these early years as a student of the Ghana Air Force 
Academy and Military Academy, Rawlings developed close rapport 
with his fellow students and officers, something which would serve 
him well in the coming years. 

During his service with the Ghana Air Force, he witnessed the 
deterioration of discipline and morale, reflecting the corruption of the 
regime of the Supreme Military Council (SMC) at that time. As 
promotions and rank brought him into closer contact with the 
privileged and upper-classes, his eye for social inequity and injustice 
grew much keener and perceptive. Here was a man who understood the 
aspirations of the common man. Soon, the harsh inequality and 
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injustice bestowed upon lower classes, which was synonymous of the 
attitudes of the highest reaches of the Ghanian political and military 
arenas got the best of Rawlings’ conscience, and he began to surround 
himself with books, literature, and other "Ghanians of all political 
persuasions (who) justly look(ed) back with pride to the late 1950s 
when Ghanal led by Kwame Nkrumah, became the first sub-Saharan 
African country to throw off the yoke of imperialism. He was thus 
regarded with some unease by the SMC. On May 28, I979, Fit. Lt. 
Rawlings, together with six others appeared before a General Court 
Martial in Accra, charged with leading a mutiny of junior officers and 
men of Ghana Armed Forces on May I5, 1979. Strong public reaction 
soon followed, and a growing number of sympathizers swelled in 
numbers after Rawlings’ statement of purpose of the coup was read in 
court, explaining the injustice and corruption he hoped to cease. 

In early June of 1979, Rawlings and other jailed officers were 
forcibly released, and with the support of the Ghana military and 
civilians, he led a successful military coup with the purported aim of 
purging the military and public life of widespread corruption. He and 
his Armed Forces Revolutionary Council (AFRC) ruled for 112 days, 
during which time the former heads of state, General Ignatius Kutu 
Acheampong and General Fred W.K. Akuffo, were tried and executed. 
Rawlings then yielded power to a freely elected civilian president Hilla 
Limann0 who promptly retired Rawlings from the air force. The 
government of the People’s National Party (PNP), which Limann 
headed, pledged to wage a relentless war on poverty and corruption. 
However, under Limann and the PNP, the gap between the wealthy and 
the poor grew even wider, as corruption and mismanagement 
flourished. Flt-Lt. Rawlings, then in private life, once again became 
concerned about the worsening situation. 

Compelled to once again correct the direction of Ghana’s 
future, Rawlings, with the help of a section of the armed forces 
overthrew the PNP administration on December 31, I981. A 
Provisional National Defense Council (PNDC) composed of both 
civilian and military members, was established with Rawlings being 
selected as Chairman. The banner of the revolution was initially 
designed to unite a diverse constituency, including the lower echelons 
of the armed forces, workers, radical intellectuals, businessman, 
professionals, chiefs and peasantry. The first action of Rawlings and 
the PNDC was to establish Committees for the Defense of the 
Revolution, originally called People’s Defense Committees, which were 
responsible for establishing the structure of what would become the 
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new Ghana political structure. In the past, experiences had proven that 
corruption and injustice could not be completely eliminated while 
keeping the existing political structures intact. Rawlings and his staff 
concluded that the only way to end wide spread corruption was to 
totally break down the existing political structure and basically start 
from scratch with the people being directly involved and responsible. 
Rebuilding such crumbling and chaotic political and economic 
structures meant that policies had to be enacted and enforced which 
were aimed at boosting the national economy through involving the 
people directly, not letting officials in a distant capital of a region to 
make decisions from afar. 

Although Rawlings was praised by many for his populist 
measures which were media friendly and pushed Ghana into the 
international limelight, they were not as successful as he and others 
may have hoped. Despite the imprisomnent of Limann and some 200 
other politicians, it became clear by 1983, the work of the Peoples 
Defense committees had failed. Rawtings, realizing that his country of 
nearly 20 million was not inclined to see yet another government 
promise changes and never deliver, began to feel pressure. 
Conservative economic policies, including the dropping of subsidies 
and price controls in order to reduce inflation, the privatization of many 
state-owned companies, and currency devaluations in order to stimulate 
exports became national economic initiatives. These free-market 
measures enacted by Rawlings ’who had studied both the Marxism and 
Adam Smith,’ revived Ghana’s sagging economy, which by the early 
1990s had one of the highest growth rates in Africa. 

Over the course of the 1980s, in Ghana, under Rawlings and 
the Provisional National Defense Council, there was little political 
wrangling as an attempt to correct the nation’s economy and provide 
social justice became national priorities. Subsequently, a culture of 
silence ensued after Rawlings PNDC regime took back control of the 
Ghanian government in 1981 with many people living in fear of 
detainment, liquidation or public molestation. This meant a ban on 
political activities until May of 1992. However, when Rawlings stood 
for the Presidential Elections on the ticket of the National Democratic 
Congress (NDC) he won. By 1994, Rawlings had cut a very different 
figure. Where as he had once poured scorn on ’mere elections’, he now 
occupied the office of President. He had ceased to be a member of the 
Armed Forces and had traded in his Air Force overalls for an 
immaculate suit. Though some criticized Ghana for not allowing 
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elections and such in the 1980s, the 1990s were characterized by rapid 
industrial and economic growth. 

Modernization has allowed many industries such as mining, 
the ability to prove to the West that Africa can efficiently and 
economically operate big business at a profit. One such mining 
company is Ashanti Goldfields, the first black-African-run mining 
company on the New York and London stock exchanges. Rawlings 
also launched Vision 2020 in the early 1990s, which aims to make 
Ghana a middle class country by then. Part of this vision of Rawlings’ 
means spinning of responsibility for local governance to district 
assemblies, shifting the jobs of housing, feeding, educating, and 
picking up the garbage of Ghana’s population to trained technocrats. 
What Rawlings has envisioned for the Ghana people is to further loosen 
the government’s reigns on daily life and allow the people of Ghana to 
run the country themselves. Ambitious yes, wholly democratic like 
Western neighbors, hopefully. Ghana has always exerted a greater 
influence over African affairs and over external perceptions of the 
continent than its limited size and population might lead one to expect. 
The country has repeatedly served as a social laboratory for the 
continent as a whole. It is in this tradition which Rawlings was able to 
succeed, and in the shadow he has cast, which Ghanians hope to 
prosper in the 21 st century. 

Pinpointing just one contribution of J.J. Rawlings, who 
successfully guided Ghana and their nearly 20 million citizens from 
1992 until 2000, is a testament to his courage and knack for leadership, 
especially in the face of subversion and neo-colonialism. Rawlings, 
who enjoys reading building model aircraft, horse-riding, and 
swimming, may best be characterized by his vision for the future. 
Rawlings and his wife Nana Konadu Agyemang Rawlings, have four 
children, three girls and one boy. Perhaps it is because of the four kids 
the two of them have raised that Rawlings’ compassion for Ghana’s 
future is such a critical matter. Rawtings was convinced by both 
internal and external forces, including the International Monetary Fund, 
that democracy was the cinly wise course toward sustainable economic 
development in Ghana. Observers, incIuding this author, continue to be 
intrigued by Rawlings’ ability to transform a military government into 
what now appears to be a beacon of democracy in Africa. 

At the time of writing, J.J. Rawlings and his party had lost the 
2000 elections. Charges of corruption by the Rawlings administration 
are being made. The hope is that the new president, Kaufura, a lawyer 
by training and profession, will follow the past of democracy. 
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Ahmed Sekou Toure (1922-1984) 

Aluned Sekou Toure was born in Guinea in 1922. The son of 
a Muslim farmer, Sekou Toure was educated in the Koran at an early 
age and then went on to a French technical school in Conakry at the age 
of 14. Sekou Toure was expelled in t937, after only one year of 
training, and worked several different jobs until he passed his 
examination, qualifying him to take a position with the Post and 
Telecommunications (PTT) Service in 1941. In 1945 he became 
Secretary General of the PTT Workers’ Union and a founding member 
of Houphouet-Boigny’s Rassemblement Democratique Africaine 
(RDA) in 1946. He was married in 1953 and had one child with his 
wife. He had a second child out of wedlock. By 1956 Sekou Toure 
won the Parti Democratique du Guinee (PDG) seat and became Mayor 
of Conakry. A staunch Anti-Gaullist, Sekou Toure led the resistance to 
the French leader, De Gaulle, and the De Gaulle Referendum on 1956 
proclaiming, "We prefer poverty in liberty to riches in slavery." 

From 1958 until 1962 the country’s President, Sekou Toure, 
tolerated multi-party politics. Thereafter, however, he started purging 
the country of its intellectuals and professional classes, and the 
government adopted a one-party state policy, an approach that was then 
very much in vogue in Africa. 

Under Sekou Toure, Guinea suffered a repressive, personal 
rule, which did not allow for the development of any autonomous 
political or social institutions. The ruling party and the state became 
one, and all organs of the state were subordinated to the executive, 
which, in essence, was President Sekou Toure. High level corruption 
was reported as the norm. The state also assumed the character of the 
President’s ethnic group, the Malinke. The regime forced into exile 
members of other ethnic groups, while others were killed, tortured, 
"disappeared", or imprisoned under the Preventive Detention laws. 
This period also saw the economic decay of the country. Economic 
entrepreneurship did not thrive in a climate where scholarship and 
political discourse were interpreted as political dissent and thus not 
encouraged. 

Throughout this period the official Guinean position on human 
rights held that people’s collective rights took precedence over 
individual rights -- an excuse that the government used to justify a lot 
of human rights violations. However, Guinea ratified the African 
Charter on Human and Peoples Rights in 1982. 
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As his policies failed, Sekou Toure filled the vacuum with 
ever-increasing centralized rule and social tyranny. By the time of his 
death in 1984, life expectancy in Guinea dropped to 40 years, business 
nearly evaporated, Conakry was in shambles, and the per capita GDP 
dropped to US $ 290. 

Amidst the turmoil of his rule in Guinea, Sekou Toure was 
able, it seemed, to focus his creative energy in his writing, while the 
treacherous world of politics in volatile Africa consumed his daily 
affairs. His.career as a poet was limited to his Poemes militants (1978). 
A terse volume of revolutionary poetry, Poemes militants can be 
regarded as much as a treatise as an artistic expression. Austere and 
direct, what it lacks in literary creativity it makes up for in vehemence 
and fervor. Poemes militants reflects Sekou Toure’s charismatic 
leadership style. It is a raw expression of his vision, void of 
encumbering description. 

The life of Sekou Toure has always been a topic of 
conversation when speaking about African independence in the 
Twentieth Century. In fact, Guinea native, Manthia Diawara, upon 
returning from America to his homeland, chronicled the life of Sekou 
Toure in a documentary film. Despite his efforts, there is no doubt that 
Sekou Toure’s life in the public eye was both scrutinized and criticized. 
Victor Dubois, who wrot~, The Decline of the Guinean Revolution: 
Economic Development and Political Expediency, was clearly critical 
of Sekou Toure. Some of his sentiments as well as those of someone 
else, obviously not too pleased with the condition in which Sekou 
Toure left his country, shared: 

In spite of the impeccably non-tribal basis on which it had 
been founded, the P.D.G. had slowly but inexorably taken on a tribal 
complexion over the years. By the late sixties, it was dominated by 
Sekou Toure’s own people, the Malinke. Worse still, his immediate 
relations became increasingly prominent in the leadership.,,By the last 
year of his life, Sekou Toure was completely enmeshed in the net of 
neo-colonialism...He left behind him a country impoverished, indebted 
~md divided. His historic decision to take Guinea out of the system of 
French neo-eolonialism had effectively been reversed. His dream of 
African unity was as far from realization as it had ever been. In short, 
his was ultimately a story of failure. (Phineas Mallnga, Ahmed Sekou 
Toure: An African Tragedy, 1985). 

No one is more responsible for the present chaos than the 
President of the Republic. For all his admitted qualities .as a shrewd 
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and loquacious politician and militant African nationalist, Sekou Toure 
had been and is, a monumental inept Chief of State. He has ruled 
Guinea by whim and impulse, using his country as a laboratory to try 
out experiments of social and economic development whose grave 
implications he only vaguely understands, and whose negative results 
he is insensible to, even when they inflict severe hardship on his 
people. 

Had Guinea been in the hands of a more prudent leader, or 
even a less vainglorious one, over these last seven years, it is probable 
that today it would be one of the most prosperous countries in Africa, 
ahead even of the much-admired Ivory Coast and Nigeria. That it is 
instead on the brink of bankruptcy is mainly due to the poor and 
demagogic quality of leadership Sekou Toure has provided the nation. 
(www.guinee.net!Ture_Seku/AST.html) 

Sekou Toure was the symbol of the opposition to the western 
imperialism. This trade unionist was trained as a Marxist. There was 
no question that he had an effect on the country of Guinea, because 
repression was omnipresent in Guinea during Sekou Toure’s reign, and 
it was not justified all the time. But it should be reminded that, because 
of the special circumstances in which he had led his people to 
independence, Sekou Toure lived constantly with a paranoia that made 
him believe that he was victim of a "permanent plot." This was 
perhaps, at least partly, the reason for the brutality of his regime. 
Although a Pan-Africanist, Sekou Toure’s term as president was marred 
by controversy, but not for lack of effort, or lack of desire to succeed, 
on behalf of his family, his people, and all Africans. 

Sekou Toure died in 1984, and the military under General 
Lassana Conte seized political power. General Conte promised to 
liberalize Guinea politically and economically, which he did to some 
extent. In the I990s, as elsewhere on the continent, democratic forces 
demanded a return to a multi-party system. Elections took place, 
although they also brought to the fore existing polarization between the 
three dominant ethnic groups, the Fula, Malinke and Susu. General 
Come won the elections, although some disputed the results. He was 
sworn in in 1994 under a new constitution. 
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Desrnond Tutu (1931- ) 

In 1931, J.B. Hertzog, who first implemented apartheid in 
South Africa and the leader of the Afrikaners, was at the height of his 
political power. The South African province of Transvaal was 
suffering the most in the country from the racial policy being imposed 
by the Afrikaners, which was stricter than the national government’s 
regulations. Although Transvaal was feeling the pain and agony of 
apartheid during this time, on October 7 of that year the hope and 
inspiration of South African freedom was born, Desmond Mpilo Tutu. 
Tutu was born to Zachariah mad Arletta Tutu in the gold mining town 
of Krugersdorp, Witwatersrand. Zachariah, who originally came from 
the Xhosa tribe, was a successful teacher, while his wife, Arletta, was a 
domestic servant from the Tswana tribe. Neither one of his parents 
could have ever dreamed or imagined what their newborn son would 
mean to their homeland and black South Africans in years to come -- 
Tutu was the key motivating force that helped end apartheid finally in 
1994. 

Although Tutu is known for his Anglican religion today, he 
was baptized as a Methodist first because his father worked for 
Methodist schools at the time of his birth. The Tutus then changed 
denominations when Tutu’s older sister enrolled in an Anglican school. 

The Tutu family moved to Johannesburg when Tutu was 
twelve years old because his parents found better jobs there. It was his 
mother’s job as the Anglican missionaries’ cook that began Tutu’s 
interest in the Anglican Church. Because the church was based on the 
concept of acceptance of all human kind, the white missionaries treated 
Tutu’s mother and family unlike any other white South Africans that 
Tutu had see before. The Anglican Church’s acceptance of all human 
kind would later become Tutu’s platform for freeing black South 
Africans from oppression. He was both stunned and astounded by this 
idea. 

In 1943 the Tutus met a missionary, Trevor Huddleston, who 
would change Tutu’s life forever. Huddleston immediately becan~e 
involved in the fight against apartheid upon his arrival in South Africa. 
It was Huddleston’s fundamental concept of human behavior and action 
that inspired Turn to get involved in the Anglican religious life, 
following his mentor’s footsteps. 

Although Tutu had plans to attend medical school after high 
school, he could not because his family could not afford the tuition. 
So, instead he decided to become a teacher like his father. He earned 
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his bachelors or art degree from the Bantu Normal College in Pretoria. 
Tutu then began his teaching career at Johannesburg High School from 
1954-55, eventually returning to his hometown to teach at a high school 
there from 1955-57. In between these two jobs he married Lear 
Nomalizo, who was by his side during the entire fight to end apartheid. 

Tutu quit the teaching profession after the government, under 
J.G. Strijdom, implemented a second rate state run Bantu education 
system. This system would teach black South Africans trades and the 
Afrikaner language - both signs of oppression, as the white South 
Africans were receiving a real education that would help them succeed 
in life. Tutu then turned his interest back to the Anglican Church 
where he began theological training under the priests of the Community 
of Resurrection, Father Huddleston’s religious order. He was ordained 
a priest in 1961 after he completed his studies at the St. Peters’ 
Theological College in Johannesburg. 

As a priest in his early years, he worked at many different 
churches, while at the same time earning a bachelor’s degree in divinity 
and a master’s degree in theology at King’s College in London. Tutu 
went on to be a lecturer for area universities, and then returned to 
Britain in t 972 as the associate director of the Theological Education 
Fund. As the associate director he awarded World Council of Churches 
scholarships for three years. 

He returned to his homeland in 1975 as the Anglican Dean of 
Johannesburg. Next, he was chosen as the Lesotho bishop. As the 
Lesotho bishop, Tutu encountered his first peacekeeping effbrt in the 
fight to end apartheid. After violence broke out in Soweto when angry 
black South African students protested the government for the unfair 
education they were receiving, Tutu wanted to bring peace between the 
two parties before the tension escalated and got out of hand. He did 
this by writing J.B. Vorster, the prime minister of South Africa, to wam 
him of the consequences of the government’s actions if they did not put 
a stop to apartheid soon. Vorster ignored Tutu’s plea to end apartheid 
and on June 16, 1976, over 600 people were killed, while thousands of 
others were injured in one of the most violent riots in South African 
history that started with 15,000 students protesting. The Soweto 
Uprising was the first of many situations Tutu prophesized would 
happen if apartheid continued. 

As the first African secretary general of the South African 
Council of Churches, Tutu encouraged the national organization of the 
World Council of Churches to aid him in the fight to end apartheid. 
The only problem was that the Afrikaner population of Christians did 
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not belong to this order because it did not want a black South African, 
Tutu, to represent them. But, the South African Council of Churches 
played an important role in the fall of apartheid as it filled the void of 
the Nationalist African parties that the government had outlawed. By 
this time, Tutu had upset P.W. Botha, the country’s president, twice. 
The first offense Tutu committed against the government was 
denouncing the Group Areas Act of 1950 that called for black South 
Africans to be moved out of the urban areas into the rural, 
underdeveloped parts of town. Tutu told the government this would 
only make his people stronger and more militant than ever instead of 
hurting them. 

Tutu then asked all foreign countries to withdraw their 
investments from South Africa, which really upset the government and 
called for his passport to be revoked so that he could not travel for 
awhile. Once his passport was returned, Tutu hit the road again, 
namely in the United States, to gain support for his cause. When he 
returned from the U.S., his passport was again confiscated. 

Although the South African government tried to sabotage 
Tutu’s fight against apartheid by accusing the South African Council of 
Churches and him of wrong doings each time they were acquitted. 
Tutu might have been making little progress in South Africa, but 
countries around the world were noticing his determination and 
persistence. In 1984, the Norwegian Nobel Peace Committee awarded 
Tutu with the Nobel Peace Prize for his grassroots efforts to end 
apartheid. Egil Aarvik, chairman of the Nobel Peach Committee said, 
"the award to Tutu should be seen as a renewal of the recognition of the 
courage and heroism that Africans had showed in the struggle against 
apartheid." Because the Nobel Peace Prize Committee offered their 
support in the effort to end apartheid when presenting Tutu with the 
award, the international advocacy intensified the pressure against the 
Nationalist government of South Africa. 

After receiving the award, the National Anglican Committee 
elected Tutu the first African Anglican bishop of Johannesburg on 
November 3, 1984. Then two years later he was chosen as the 
archbishop ofCape Town, becoming the first black to be named to this 
position - he retired from this post in 1996. 

In 1991, Tutu and the rest of South Africa saw the last laws of 
apartheid be repealed; Tutu had finally seen the results of his fight for 
equality for black South Africans. Nelson Mandela, the first black 
South African president to be elected, appointed Tutu, the best witness 
of the struggle of black South Africans, as the head of the Truth and 
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Reconciliation Commission in 1995. This committee investigated the 
political crimes and injustices that took place during apartheid. Tutu 
and his commission completed its final report in 1998, which in turn, 
provided reparations to those who the government violated during 
apartheid. It was only fitting that Tutu, the ieading anti-apartheid 
activist, close the book on such a horrible part of South African history, 
which opened the doors to a whole new world of opportunities for 
future generations. 

Tutu is generally regarded as the voice of African hope and 
inspiration during the most difficult and dangerous times. He was 
committed to the Anglican doctrine of accepting all human kind, even 
the Afrikaners who fought against him for so long. Tutu just wanted 
equal rights for everyone. 
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Antonio Augustinho Nero (1922-1979) 

Antonio Augustinho Neto was born on September 17, ! 922 in 
Icolo-e-Bengo, Angola. Antonio was the second son of a Methodist 
minister of mestico, or mixed race, descent. He completed his 

schooling through the secondary level at Luanda. He attended the 

Liceu Salvador Correia High School and graduated in 1944. From 

graduation to 1947, Nero worked in the Portuguese Colonial Health 

Services and as a personal secretary to a Methodist church leader. He 

played a significant role in building Luanda’s cultural society where 

political organizations were forbidden. 

In 1947, Nero received a university scholarship and began 
studying medicine h~ Coimbra, Portugal at the University of Coimbra. 
He transferred later to the University of Lisbon. In Lisbon, he became 

openly anti-colonial. He became active in the Portuguese youth 

movement and in 1952, was imprisoned for taking part in 

demonstrations. After serving a three month sentence, he was released. 

Nero was imprisoned a second time, from February 1955 to June 1957, 

for publishing a book of nationalist poetry that was considered 

subversive. 

Upon being freed, he qualified as a doctor and helped found 
the Anti-Colonial Movement (MAC) in Lisbon. MAC embraced 

nationalists from all Portugal’s overseas colonies. He returned to 

Angola accompanied by his wife, a Portuguese woman named Eagenia 

Da Silva, whom he had married as a student in Portugal, and set up a 

private practice in December 1959. In June 8, 1960, Neto was again 

arrested, this time for involvement in political activities. 

Demonstrations mounted by people of his village and Portuguese 
troops responded by burning their village. Thirty People were killed 
and around two hundred were injured. 

Nero was deported to the Cape Verde islands in September 
1960. In 1961 he was transferred to Aljube prison in Lisbon. In March 

t962, he was released into house arrest. He managed to escape to 

Leopoldville (Kinshasa), Congo (now Zaire) and became president of 
the Movimento Popular de Libertacao de Angola (MPLA). 

The MPLA held its first national conference in December 
1962 in Leopoldville. Nero emerged as President. His main objective 

was to organize a war of liberation in Angola by traveling the globe to 

solicit morn] and Financial support. Nero also concentrated on 

organization within Angola. The socialist and nonracial equality 
MPLA policies attracted a strong following. 
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Patrice Emery Lumumba (1925-1961) 

Patrice Emery Lumumba was born on July 2, 1925 in the 
village of Onalua in the Sancuru district, in the northern province of 
Kasai, the son of an ordinary farmer. His family was from the Batetta 
tribe, a sub-division of the Bamongo who are spread across the center 
of Zaire. His father, Francois Tolenga, wished him to become a 
teacher, and sent Lumumba to local Roman Catholic missionary 
schools until at fourteen, he rebelled and switched to a Methodist 
mission. At eighteen, he was expelled for getting a girl pregnant and 
lacking application in his religious studies. 

While at school, Lumumba read widely and grew into a 
religious free thinker after learning from Karl Marx and Jean-Paul 
Sartre. He was strongly attracted by the ideas of the French 
Enlightenment (!8th century) found in the works of Voltaire and 
Rousseau:- He also read books by Hugo and Moliere and began writing 
poetry. 

In 1943, at age 18, Lumumba went to work in Kindu-Port- 
Empain, working for a local tin-mining company, Symetain. There he 
became active in the club of the ~votu~s (educated Africans). He began 
to write essays and poems for Congolese journals. Lumumba next 
moved to Leopoldville (now Kinshasa) and worked as a tax clerk and 
then as a postal clerk, and he went on to become Assistant Postmaster 
in Stanleyville (now Kisangani). He continued to contribute to the 
Congolese press. He campaigned for independence through newspaper 
articles and cultural associations, which the Belgian authorities 
tolerated. He became President of the African Staff Association of 
Stanleyvilte, and other 6volu~ pro-political organizations. In 1954, he 
received his immatriculation card, recognizing him as an ~volu~, 
affording him special privileges. Not yet critical of Belgian 
colonialism, he believed in western values. He established relations 
with the minister for colonial affairs and established contacts within the 
colonial administration. In i955, Lumumba confirmed his role as the 
local leader of the African elite when he met with the Belgian King and 
Minister for the Colonies, causing substantial irritation to the local 
administration and jealousy among rival leaders. In 1955 Lumumba 
became regional president of a purely Congolese trade union of 
government employees that was not affiliated, as were other unions, to 
either of the two Belgian trade-union federations (socialist and Roman 
catholic). He also became active in the Belgian Liberal Party in the 
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Congo. Although conservative in many ways, the party was not linked 
to either 0fthe trade-union federations, which were hostile to it. 

He was invited to visit Belgium in June 1956. He returned to 
Kisangani on July 6 and was immediately arrested, charged with 
embezzling 126,000 Belgian Francs during his postal career. He was 
convicted and condemned one year later, after various reductions of 
sentence, to 12 months’ imprisonment and a fine. He claimed he had 
taken responsibility for theft by his subordinates. His imprisonment 
gave him international publicity, making Lumumba more popular than 
ever by crowning him as a martyr. In prison, he wrote the book, Is the 
Congo the Land of the Future, Threatened? The book was never 
published. 

After being released from prison, Lumumba became more 
active in politics, making Leopoldville (Kinshasa) the center of 
political activity. He worked as a sales director of the Bracongo 
brewery, giving him direct contact with all the leaders of the elite. He 
founded think tanks, Cercle Liberale (CERS) and the Federadion des 
Batetla from which he drew his tribal support. In August 1958, 
General DeGaulle visited the Congo offering the French Congolese a 
choice between membership of the French Community as an 
autonomous republic and complete independence. Within days, 
Lumumba wrote a memorandum respectfully demanding full 
independence. On October 5, 1958 he founded the Congolese National 
Movement (Mouvement National Congolais; MNC) from those 
organizations, the first nationwide Congolese political party. It was a 
full-blown anti-tribal, pan-African political party. In early December 
he attended the first All-African People’s Conference in Accra, Ghana, 
where he met nationalists from across the African continent, including 
Kwame Nkrumah, and was made a member of the permanent 
organization set up by the conference. His outlook and terminology, 
inspired by pan-African goals, now took on the tenor of militant 
nationalism. 

In 1959 the Belgian government announced a program 
"intended to lead in five years to independence, starting with local 
elections in December 1959. The nationalists regarded this program as 
a scheme to install puppets before independence and announced a 
boycott of the elections. The Belgian authorities responded with 
repression. On October 30, there was a clash in Stanleyvilte that 
resulted in 30 deaths. Lumumba was imprisoned on a charge of 
inciting to riot. The MNC decided to shift tactics, entered the elections, 
and won a sweeping victory in Stanleyville (90 percent of the votes). 
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In January 1960 the Belgian government convened a Round Table 
Conference in Brussels of all Congolese parties to discuss political 
change, but the MNC refused to participate without Lumumba. 
Lumumba was thereupon released from prison and flown to Brussels, 
arriving on January 26, 1960. The conference agreed on a date for 
independence, June 30, with national elections in May. Although there 
was a multiplicity of parties, the MNC came out far ahead in the 
elections, winning 37 of the 137 seats, and Lumumba emerged as the 
leading nationalist politician of the Congo. Maneuvers to prevent his 
assumption of authority failed, and he was asked to form the fin’st 
government, which he succeeded in becoming the state’s first prime 
minister June 23, 1960. 

A few days after independence, some units of the army 
rebelled, largely because of objections to their Belgian commander. In 
the confusion, the mineral-rich province of Katanga proclaimed 
secession. Belgium sent in troops, ostensibly to protect Belgian 
nationals in the disorder. But the Belgian troops landed principally in 
Katanga, where they sustained the secessionist regime of Moise 
Tahombe. 

On July 24, 1960, Lumumba flew to New York to ask the 
United Nations to see to it that all Belgian officials and troops left the 
Congo, and asked for economic and technical assistance. As prime 
minister, Lumumba.did what little he could to redress the situation. 
UN troops began arriving on July 16. His army was an uncertain 
instrument of power, his civilian administration untrained and untried; 
the United Nations forces were condescending and assertive, and the 
political alliances underlying his regime very shaky. The Belgian 
troops did not evacuate, and the Katanga secession continued. 

Since the United Nations forces refused to help suppress the 
Katangese revolt, Lumumba appealed to the Soviet Union for planes to 
assist in transporting his troops to Katanga. He asked the independent 
African states to meet in Leoploldville in August to unite their efforts 
behind him. His moves alarmed many, particularly the Western powers 
and the supporters of President Kasavubu, who pursued a moderate 
course in the coalition government and favored some local autonomy in 
the provinces. 

On September 5, President Kasavubu dismissed Lumumba. 
The legalities of the move were immediately contested by Lumumba. 
There were now two groups claiming to be the legal central 
government. On September 14, power was seized by the Congolese 
army leader Colonel Joseph Mobutu (President of Zaire as Mubutu 
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Sese Seko), who later reached a working agreement with Kasavubu. In 
October the General Assembly of the United Nations recognized the 
credentials of Kasavubu’s government. The independent African states 
split sharply over the issue. 

In November, learning of a plot between tile U.S. Central 
Intelligence Agency and President Kasavubu to arrest him for treason, 
Lumumba sought to travel from Leopoldville, where the United 
Nations had provided him with provisory protection, to Stanleyville, 
where his supporters had control. With the active complicity of foreign 
intelligence sources, Joseph Mobutu sent his soldiers after Lumumba. 
He was arrested at a river crossing after several days of pursuit and 
spent three months in prison at Leopoldville, while his adversaries were 
trying in vain to consolidate their power. He was severely beaten along 
with his comrades. Finally, aware that an i~nprisoned Lummnba was 
more dangerous than a dead Prime Minister, he was flown to 
Elizabethville (now Lubumbashi) on January 17, 1961, to the Katanga 
secessionist reghne, the stronghold of his enemy Moise Tshombe, 
where he was executed the same night of his arrival. 

The reasons that Lumumba provoked such intense emotion are 
not immediately evident. His viewpoint was not exceptional. He was 
for a unitary Congo and against division of the country along tribal or 
regional lines. Like many other African leaders, he supported pan- 
Africanism and the liberation of colonial territories. He proclaimed his 
regime one of "positive neutralism," which he defined as a return to 
African values and rejection of any imported ideology, including that of 
the Soviet Union. 

Lumumba was, however, a man of strong character who 
intended to pursue his policies, regardless of the enemies he made 
within his country or abroad. The Congo, furthermore, was a key area 
in terms of the geopolitics of Africa, and because of its wealth, size, 
and contiguity to white-dominated southern Africa, Lumumba’s 
opponents had reason to fear the consequences of a radical or 
radicalized Congo regime. Moreover, h~ the context of the Cold War, 
the Soviet Union’s support for Lumumba appeared at the time as a 
threat to many in the West. He died an unfulfilled hero, a martyr to the 
cause of African nationalism. 
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Halle Selassie I (1892-19 75) 

Halle Selassie I, the last emperor of Ethiopia (1930-1974) was 
born near Harer on July 23. He was originally named Tafari 
Makonnen. Selassie was a grandnephew of Emperor Menelik lI. 

In 1916 Tafari ousted Menelik’s successor, Lij Iyasu, 
replacing him with Zanditu, the old emperor’s daughter, and made 
himself regent. When Zanditu died in 1930, Tafari succeeded her, 
taking the name Halle Selassie I, which means "Might of the Trinity". 
His other titles included Conquering Lion of the Tribe of Judah, Elect 
of God, and King of Kings. 

Ethiopia, formerly called Abyssinia, is one of the oldest 
Afi’ican nations. According to the first emperor of Ethiopia, Menelik I 
was the son of Queen of Sheba and King Solomon of Israel. Many 
later rulers claimed descent from Solomon and Sheba. Emperors and 
kings ruled Ethiopia for about 2,000 years, making it the oldest 
monarchy. 

tn 1931 Selassie granted his people a constitution. Although 
limited, it established a Parliament and a court system. All formal 
power, however, remained with the emperor. In 1935, the ltalians 
invaded Ethiopia, and Selassie, after attempting to resist them and 
making an impressive but vain plea for help before the League of 
Nations, went into exile in England in May 1936. Then he helped the 
British plan the campaign that led to the liberation of Ethiopia and his 
return to power in t942. The emperor then began rebuilding his war- 
torn country. Among his accomplishments were a major land reform 
(1942 and t944), emancipation of slaves (1942) and a revised and 
somewhat broadened constitution (1955) that provided for universal 
suffrage. 

Beyond his effbrts to democratize Ethiopia by creating its first 
written constitution in 1931, Selassie was an international figure. He 
laid the foundation for the 1994 new constitution and the I995 first 
multiparty parliamentary elections in Ethiopia. At the Accra 
conference in 1958, Selassie declared the establishment of scholarships 
for the brightest and the best of African students to study at the 
University of Addis Ababa. He recognized the need to link Ethiopia to 
modern Africa after many years of isolation from the rest of Africa. As 
a matter of personal privilege, this author was a recipient of the Halle 
Selassie African Scholars. While in Addis Ababa in 1959, I was 
privileged to serve as the secretary of the Halle Selassie Scholars. I had 
the opportunity, on several occasions, of representing the scholars at 
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the Palace and presenting their agenda and concerns to Halle Selassie. 
These are memorable occasions for me. 

It is also important to note that Selassie played an important 
role in the quest for African unity. In 1963, Selassie was successful in 
helping to create the Organization of African Unity (OAU) with 
headquarters in Addis Ababa. He also played a significant role in 
world politics and cultures. In the late 1920’s, a religious and political 
movement, Rastafarianism, began in the Caribbean island of Jan~aica. 
The name Rastafarian comes from Ras Tafari, a title held by Halle 
Selassie. Many early Rastafarians proclaimed that Halle Selassie was a 
god. It is important to note however, that Selassie did not consider 
himself a god. In fact he was puzzled by Rastafarians who tried to 
worship him when he visited Jamaica. Today, however, Rastafarianism 
has become a world-wide religious movement. Members live in 
Jamaica and other Caribbean islands, but also in the United States, 
Canada, New Zealand, South Africa, Ghana, and the South Pacific 
islands. The followers of the movement were sometimes called Rastas 
or Dreads, are perhaps best known by the popular musical style called 
reggae, for the use of marijuana, and for wearing their hair in long, 
rope-like braids called dreadtocks. 

Selassie’s international political activities took him to different 
parts of the world where he made far-reaching speeches, including his 
appeal to the League of Nations in 1936; at the White House in 
Washington, DC in 1967; the Jamaican Parliament; address to the 
American Committee on Africa; address to the Belgrade Conference; 
numerous addresses at the United Nation, t963; and his formal 
acceptance of the title, "Defender of the Faith." 

In his speech to the American Committee on Africa on 
September 18, 1960, Selassie urged the American people to abandon its 
policy of non-involvement with Africa: 

It must be recognized...that Africa, its people, its present and its future, 
are of vital concern to everyone, no matter how far removed 
geographically. In the past, America has too often been content to 
remain relatively unconcerned about events in Africa, too ready to stand 
on the sidelines of African history as a disinterested observer. This 
policy will not serve today, and the attitude which the American people 
and government now adopt towards Africa indicates that they too 
realize that a new Africa has emerged on the world scene. As a result, 
however, Americans have been largely uniformed about us, our peoples, 
our problems....The American people can make a significant 
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contribution to guaranteeing that a deep and abiding friendship exists 
between Africa and the United States of America. 

After more than four decades, Selassie’s remarks are, for the 
most part, as correct today as they were then. A1though at the time of 
writing there appear to be an American policy shift toward Africa, the 
impact of the shift on African development and valuing African 
civilization remains to be seen. The cause which Selassie espoused for 
African and American relations continues to be an enduring challenge 
in international relations. 

An attempt to overthrow Selassie in 1960 while the emperor 
was in South America was quickly aborted by loyalist factions. By 
1974, however, worsening conditions - alleged corruption in 
government, inflation, drought, starvation, prostitution, and economic 
stagnation - led to a revolt by the army and Selassie’s removal from 
power. He was formally deposed in September 1974 and died in Addis 
Ababa on August 27, t975. 
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Felix Houphouet-Boigny (1905-1993) 

Felix was born in 1905 in Yamoussoukro, Ivory Coast. He 
was educated as a medical doctor. Medicine was his passion. Soon 
after his education, he moved on to agriculture and became a very 
successful planter. The planting part of his life will later prove to be 
very powerful and crucial in regards to his aspects and all that he did 
for the Ivory Coast and its economy. Finally, after his involvement in 
medicine and then planting, he turned to politics. The politics in his 
life had many different aspects that need to be discussed in order to get 
a better understanding of who exactly this great man was and all that he 
accomplished. 

Before any of these aspects need to be discussed, his family 
life and background should be acknowledged and appreciated. Felix 
was born into wealth .and never had to worry about poverty or other 
misfortunes. This is one of the reasons he was able to do and 
accomplish so much. According to his obituary, "He was born Dia 
Houphouet into a family of tribal chiefs. His family held cocoa and 
coffee plantations, and their relative prosperity allowed him to attend 
school. I find it very interesting that he self changed his name from 
"Dia" which means divine healer to Felix. Felix was very much 
opposed to human sacrifice, converted to Roman Catholicism, and this 
is why he changed his name. Felix had an older sister who was very 
involved in politics as well. It has been quoted, if Felix Houphouet 
Boigny was the father of the Ivorian nation, his elder sister was the 
mother, the equivalent of Winnie Mandela in South Africa perhaps, or 
the Queen Mother in Britain. In addition to this, it is important to note 
that Felix’s mother died when he was just a baby, so it was his sister, 
Mamie Faitai, who practically raised him. 

Before we examine his activities and political associations, I 
feel it is important to fwst understand a little information about the area 
that he lived in and helped. Some people may not even know where the 
Ivory Coast is. The Ivory Coast is an area in the southern part of 
Western Africa. It has a population of nineteen million people with 
sixty different ethnic groups (Presentatioa AAS l12A). The major 
ethnic groups are "Baoule, Bete, Senoufou, Malinke, and Agni" 
(Presentation AAS 112A). The two main religions are Islam and 
Christianity. 

Additionally and importantly, the two major export crops to 
this area are cocoa and coffee. These two crops have led the Ivory 
Coast to many great benefits. For example the cocoa and coffee have 
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contributed to somewhat of a miracle according to the people of the 
Ivory coast. "A strong economy was central to Houphouet-Boigny’s 
popularity. During the f~rst two decades of independence, the ’Ivorian 
Miracle’ owed much to the stable world markets for Cote d’Ivore’s two 
principle export crops, cocoa and coffee" (Health, 670). 

The Ivory Coast was colonized by France and achieved its 
independence on August 7, 1960. This is an important date for Felix. 
When the independence came he was easily elected the president of the 
Ivory Coast. According to Mark DeLancey, Ph.D. and Professor of 
Government and International Studies at the University of South 
Carolina, Houphouet-Boigny "helped bring independence to the Ivory 
Coast and other French-controlled African areas" (DeLancey, 290). 

Houphouet-Boigny began his political career as a co-founder 
of the African Agricultural Syndicate, formed by disgruntled African 
planters in 1944 to protect their interests against European settlers. He 
was elected as a deputy to the French Nation Assembly in the first and 
second year the Ivory Coast had its elections. During this time he 
founded a party, the Democratic Party of Cote d’Ivoire (PDCI). The 
party was affiliated with the French Communist Party and was an 
important component of the interterritorial French West African 
Federation pa~-ty, the African Democratic Rally, of which he was also 
president. 

However, when the Communist Party decided to go against 
France on all accounts, Houphouet-Boigny chose to break ties with the 
Communists and aligned and cooperated with the French. The whole 
time he was cooperating with the French he was building his own party 
and working on his own interests. Between 1956-1960 he divided his 
time between France, where he was a member of the National 
Assembly and a cabinet minister, and Cote d’tvoire, where he was 
president of the territorial assembly and mayor of Abidjan as well as 
overall party leader. Then comes the independence. The independence 
happened in 1958 when President Charles de Gaulle offered the French 
territories to join a new federal community or to become independent. 
Houphouet-Boigny campaigned successfully for self-government 
within the French Community. He became Prime Minister of the Cot 
d’Ivoire government in 1959 and was elected the first president of the 
independent country in 1960, 

Houphouet-Boigny served and was reelected as the president 
of the Ivory Coast till the end of his life. The elections took place at 
five-year intervals,. He was reelected first in 1965 and then continued 
on being reelected up to 1990, Under his leadership the country 
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achieved some degree of great accomplishments. He was considered 
very. skillful. He used different techniques to win people over who 
were opposed to his one-party rule. His leadership style has been 
described by the three "C’s", cooperation, consensus, and cooperation. 

In addition to the opposition of his one-party ruling, Felix 
organized numerous public forums. At these events citizens could 
voice and make public their problems and complaints. Houphouet- 
Boigny would then pick some of the problems, give money, then blame 
government officials for not dealing with the probIems any earlier. 

From the start of his leadership he took advantage of the fact 
that the country had great amounts of cocoa and coffee. The fact that 
he used to be very involved with agriculture and planting helped this 
success. Under his leadership, the country became a major exporter of 
9ocoa, toffee, pineapples, and palm oil. Houphouet-Boigny welcomed 
foreign investment and cooperated closely with France in economic 
matters, even going so far as to employ thousands of French technical 
and managerial personnel to ensure his country’s development. The 
coffee and cocoa led the country to have a relatively strong economy. 
This strong economy led to the continued popularity of Felix. 

Another factor that led to economic growth of his country was 
foreign investment from other countries. Countries were drawn to the 
Ivory Coast for its free market policies. This investment made the 
economy stronger and helped to keep Felix’s popularity in high 
standing. It is important to note also, that the French government was 
still continuing to support Houphouet-Boigny as much as possible. It 
has been quoted, "His political longevity may have been due to the 
relative economic prosperity induced by his politics of slow 
Africanization, encouragement of foreign investment, and French aid." 

People are always going to be criticized by someone 
somewhere. In the later part of his presidency, Houphouet-Boigny 
began to be criticized and lost some of his popularity. He was also 
criticized for overspending on various different projects. For example, 
he was said to have spent too much on the building and construction of 
different projects. Attention was focused on the huge basilica he built 
in Yamoussoukro - - Notre Dame de la Paix, completed in 1989 at an 
estimated cost of $200 million. He allowed multi-party elections for 
the first thne in 1990 and still won. He died on December 10, 1993 
while still in office and was buried in his hometown in Yamoussoukro. 
After he died, President Henri Konan Bedie took the presidency. 
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Moammar AI-Qaddafi (Gadhafi) (1942- ) 

The Libyan head of state, Moammar A1-Qaddafi (Gadhaft), is 
known not only for his title, but for his profound hatred of the United 
States and the West in general. Gadhafi is the youngest son of a 
nomadic family and was born in a Bedouin tent in the region of Sirte in 
1942. Before being sent to Sidra in 1956 for his education, Gadhafi 
was itnmersed in tales of the exploitation of his people by "foreigners," 
like the Italian colonist who killed his grandfather in 191 t. Gadhafi 
was at the Sebha preparatory school from 1956 to 196t where he 
received a traditional religious education, Gadhafi, while in school in 
Sidra, became friends with a small group of people who were as 
militant as he was, and they became the revolutionary leaders that 
would one day rule the country. Even though Gadhafi was described as 
a good student, he was expelled in t961 for his political activism. 

After being expelled, Gadhafi followed the path that his role- 
model Gamal Abdul Nasser took and enrolled in the Military Academy 
in Benghazi where he continued his revolutionary militant political 
activism with people whose goal was to overthrow the pro-Western 
monarchy by forming a group called the Free Officers Movement. 
After graduating from the academy in 1965, Gadhafi was sent for 
further training in Britain only to remm a year later as a commissioned 
officer in the Signal Corps, which was a division of the army trained to 
operate as a professional signal service. 

On September I, 1969, Col. Gadhafi and the secret army that 
he had been building since in prep school started a "bloodless, 
unopposed coup d’etat" in Tripoli, the capital, overthrowing King Idris 
Senussi I and seizing complete control of the country in just a few days. 
In January of 1970, only three months after the uprising, Gadhafi 
assumed power in the Libyan Arab Republic, or so it would be called. 

Gadhafi based his regime on what he called Islamic socialism, 
which he def"med as "a blend of Arab nationalism aspects of the welfare 
state and what he termed direct, popular democracy." This political 
statement made by Gadhafi was said by ABC newsmakers to be a 
facade and a lie. They said that Gadhafi has been known to respond to 
domestic and external opposition through violence. A great example of 
Gadhafi’s violence and unequaled tyranny happened in February of 
1980. Gadhafi’s advisors informed him of problems with some of the 
Libyan dissidents living abroad. Gadhafi’s response was quick; he sent 
hit squads to all ends of the world to silence such opponents of his 
regime. 
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In 1977, Gadhafi changed the name of his country from Libya 
to the Socialist People’s Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, a year after 
publishing his Green Book, in which he re-defined the idea of his 
socialist state. Again Gadhafi sought to live up to his rote-model, 
Nasser’s ideas of pan-Arabism, by becoming an ardent supporter of 
pan-lslamism, which is the idea of a union of all Islamic countries and 
the people within. Nasser died on September 28, 1970, and shortly 
thereafter, Gadhafi tried to assume Nasser’s job as ideological leader of 
Arab nationalism. In 1972, Gadhafi tried to combine the Arab states of 
Libya, Egypt, and Syria into a pan-Arab state, but the three countries 
couldn’t agree on the exact terms of such a world-changing event. 

After the failure of the aforementioned pan-Arab state, 
Gadhafi became a strong supporter of the Palestine Liberation 
Organization (PLO), and was known to criticize other Arab states for 
their lack of total commitment to this cause. Gadhafi’s extreme 
involvement in the PLO hurt Libya’s relationship with Egypt, and in 
1979 Egypt finished and signed a treaty with Israel; Gad_haft called for 
the total isolation (political and economic) of its neighbor. 

Now, as Egypt’s support shifted to the West, Gadhafi made 
stronger ties with the Soviet Union. Although Libya was the first 
country outside of the old USSR to purchase the supersonic MIG-25 
combat aircraft, the Soviet Union, now Russia, remained distant 
because of Gadhafi’s infamous volatile temper. 

Throughout the 1970’s, his regime was implicated in ten’orist 
activities in both Arab and non-Arab countries, and for giving support 
to revolutionary movements all over the world. By the mid-1980’s, 
Gadhafi was regarded in the West as the main money (man) behind 
most international terrorism. It was during the Reagan administration, 
which tried to overthrow Gadhafi that tensions between Libya and the 
United States reached a peak. This period in American history is 
characterized by air raids on Libya and attacks by Libya on Western 
interests. In 1986, the US bombing of Libyan sites in response to 
terrorism led to the death of Gadhafi’s infant daughter. Two weeks 

after this attack, Gadhafi said, "American soldiers must be turned into 
lambs and eating them is tolerated." 

In 1988, flight 103 exploded over Lockerbie, Scotland, killing 
270 innocent people for terrorist reasons. The two people Libyans 
accused of planting a bomb on the Pan American jet sought safety in 
Libya, where Gadhafi refused to extradite the two. Because of his 
refusal to follow UN policy, Libya, for most of the 1990’s, was forced 
to endure economic sanctions and diplomatic isolation. It wasn’t until 
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Nelson Mandela, the South African President, made a visit to Gadhafi 
in 1997 that Gadhafi agreed to hand over the two accused to the 
Netherlands for trial under Scottish law. Since then, LrN sanctions have 
been suspended, but the US sanctions against Libya remain. 
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Hastings Kamuzu Banda (1906-1997) 

Dr. Hastings Kamuzu Banda was the founder and the first 
president of the Republic of Malawi. He brought development to a 
poverty stricken and disease infested country in Africa. His life was 
surrounded by controversy. 

The birthday of Hastings Kamuzu Banda was given as May 
14, 1906, but he was believed to have been born before the turn of the 
century. His place of birth was near the district of Kasungu, British 
Central Africa Protectorate, which is now known as Malawi. He was 
the son of a peasant and received his earliest education in a mission 
school. In his late teens he studied and worked in South Africa. He 
went to the United States in the 1920’s and graduated from the 
University of Chicago in 1931. In 1937 he received a medical degree 
from the Meharry Medical College in Nashville, Tennessee. He then 
took another medical degree at the University of Edinbm’gh in 1941. 
After World War II and the completion of his education, Banda 
established a practice in London, (I 945-1953) wh~re his office became 
a meeting place for exiled African leaders. 

Banda first became involved in politics when white settlers in 
his country demanded the federation of the Rhodesia and Nyasaland 
(now Zimbabwe and Zambia) in 1949. Banda and others in Nyasaland 
strongly objected to this extension of white dominance. In 1953, the 
cofonial government decided to join the colonies of Southern and 
Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland in the Federation of Rhodesia and 
Nyasaland, against bitter opposition from their African inhabitants. 

These negative features of colonial rule prompted the rise of a 
nationalist movement. From its humble beginnings during the period 
between the world wars, African nationalism gathered momentum in 
the early 1950s. Of special movement was the imposition of the 
federation, which nationalists feared as an extension of colonial power. 
The full force of nationalism asan instrument of change became 
evident after 1958 under the leadership of Banda. 

From 1953 until 1958 Banda practiced medicine in Ghana. 
Starting in 1956, Banda was nnder increasing pressure from Nyasa 
nationalists to return. After living abroad for over 40 years he returned 
to Nyasaland in 1958 to lead his country’s movement towards 
independence. 

As president of the Nyasaland African congress, he toured the 
country making anti-federation speeches and was held partly 
responsible by the colonial government for increasing African 
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resentment and disturbances. In 1959 a state of emergency was 
declared, the British colonial authorities then imprisoned him. He was 
released in t 960, and a few months later accepted British constitutional 
proposals granting Africans in Nyasaland a majority in the Legislative 
Council. 

in 196t, Dr. Banda became minister of natural resources and 
local government. In 1963 the federation was dissolved and Banda 
became the prime minister. He retained the post of prime minister 
when Nyasaland achieved independence in t964 under the name of 
Malawi. 

Shortly after independence, some members of Banda’s 
governing cabinet resigned in protest against his autocratic methods 
and his accommodation with South Africa and the Portuguese colonies. 
In 1965 a rebellion broke out, ted by two of these former ministers, but 
it failed to take hold in the countryside. Malawi became a republic in 
1966 with Banda as president. He headed an austere, autocratic one- 
party regime under the Malawi Congress Party, maintained firm control 
over all aspects of the government, and jailed or executed his 
opponents. In 1971, he was declared president for life. 

In external relations Banda pursued a policy at variance with 
that of most of the recently independent countries of tropical Africa and 
his foreign policy was deadly pro-Western. Banda concentrated on 
building up his country’s infrastructure and increasing agricultural 
productivity. He accused the Organization of African Unity (OAU) of 
adopting attitudes that it was powerless to support. He also established 
fi’iendly trading relations with South Africa and other neighbors 
through which landlocked Malawi’s overseas trade had to pass, and 
appealed to other African leaders to be more realistic in their attitude 
toward racial problems. 

Banda was responsible for the transition to multi-party politics 
for Malawi. He was very active in politics after his return to his 
homeland in 1958. He ted the Malawians in the struggle for self-rule 
and independence. In his pursuit for independence he established the 
Malawi Congress Party and fought against colonialism and 
imperialism. His party aimed to achieve political independence and 
nationhood. In addition, he helped the people of Malawi gain higher 
standards of education and developed a greater awareness of the 
environment. 

In the 1980s Banda ruled with an iron hand and oversaw many 
changes for the Republic of Malawi. Later in the early 1990s 
opposition to his regime intensifted, as did international pressure to 
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improve Malawi’s human rights record. Dr. Banda’s goals were to 
bring the lives of Malawians up to the standards of the rest of the 
world, however this was very difficuIt to do since Malawi has always 
ranked as one of the world’s least developed countries. 

in 1992 domestic anti-government protests became 
widespread and the withdrawal of western financial aid forced Banda to 
legalize other political parties. In 1993 he was forced to abandon one- 
party rule and his life presidency. The following year in a democratic 
multi-party election, Bakili Muluzi, leader of the United Democratic 
Front Party, defeated Banda. 

In 1995, Dr. Banda was tried in court along with two others 
for the 1983 murder of three cabinet ministers and a member of 
parliament. The four men, who were captured on the evening of May 
17, 1983 and taken into custody by the special branch, were butchered 
by police officers in a manner designed to appear that they had died in 
a car accident while fleeing Malawi. The accepted motive was that 
these killings were related to some sort of revenge against the four 
victims for lawful democratic activities, in criticizing the government - 
in particular the President - for incompetence and mismanagement. 
Due to a lack of evidence and a potentially misguided jury, Dr. Banda 
and the other two men were acquitted on all charges. 

In July of 1997 Dr. Hastings Kamuzn Banda announced his 
retirement from politics because of age and failing health. On 
November 17, 1997 he was flown from his home in Malawi to South 
Africa to receive medical treatment from a specialist. However he 
succumbed to old age on November 25. He was buried in Lilongwe 
with full state honors. 

Upon Banda’s death, a great deal of controversy arose since he 
had no wives, children, or immediate family to leave his wealth. The 
only person mentioned in his wilt was his long time companion, 
political confidante, and official hostess Cecilia Kadzimira. He left her 
a fortune that totaled a little under $320 million. 

There were many people who praised Dr. Banda’s life for his 
good deeds, and there were some that labeled him as an impostor. He 
gave Malawi the image of a well cared for country by means of 
tolerance. He often jailed and killed opponents. To many people this 
appeared as a mode of survival for their country, however many of his 
actions affected his image as a well-liked leader. 

The life of Hastings Kamuzu Banda was surrounded by a great 
deal of politically negative rhetoric, however his impact on the 
Republic of Malawi will not be forgotten. This highly educated 
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insuperable. We shall surmount them because the unified wilt of our 
people is that they should be surmounted." In these words, Sir Milton 
was a Prime Minister, A Sierra Leone statesman, a leader, and a father 
for whom on April 27, 1961 marked the fulfillment of his cherished 
dreams, and the coming alive of his lifelong ambition. Sir Milton 
Margai’s life and impact on Sierra Leone is a matter of historical 
record. But it is important to note that the legacies of Margai are yet to 
be translated into a healthy and vibrant nation capable of improving the 
quality of life of the people of Sierra Leone. 
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Leopold Sedar Senghor (1906- ) 

Leopold Senghor was both a poet and a statesman. He was 
born at Joal-la-Portugaise, about one hundred kilometers (70 miles) 
south of Dakar. His father was of noble decent and very wealthy. The 
first seven years of his life were spent in Djilor with his mother and 
matelx~al aunts and uncles. At the age of twelve he attended the 
Catholic mission school of Ngazobit. He continued his studies at the 
Libermann Seminary. He was forced to leave the seminary after 
participating in a protest against racism, He attended Lycee Van 
Lollenhoven finishing secondary school education in 1928. His family 
was "Serere" and held property. They were Catholics. His father was a 
Serer and his mother Fulani. 

¯ - Senghor won a scholarship to study in France. Whileat the 
prestigious EoIe Normale Superieure in Paris, he studied contemporary 
French literature, including tile work of Charles Bandelaire, on whom 
Senghor wrote his thesis.    He also studied the intellectual 
underpinnings of French political thought between the two world wars. 

Senghor taught classics at schools in Tours and Paris. He was 
drafted into the French Army at the start of World War II (1939-1945). 
Outside class he absorbed the intellectual ferment of Paris in the 1930s. 
Black students, writers, and artists from Africa, North America, and the 
Caribbean were discovering their common roots and defining their 
identities in opposition to colonial rule. The Pan-American Congress, 
the writings of W.E.B. Du Bois, and the Harlem Renaissance all 
recognized and celebrated a growing black confidence and 
consciousness. This intellectual awakening deeply influenced Senghor 
and his contemporaries. 

In 1932 Senghor met Aline’ Cesaire, a writer from Martinique 
who would become an influential literary figure. Cesaire and Senghor 
co-founded a newspaper called L’Etudiant noir (The Black Student) 
and founded a new artistic and intellectual movement, Negritude. The 
movement went beyond opposition to colonialism to attack white 
racism. Negritude sought to explore the common experience of peoples 
of African descent and to formulate a new black identity. Senghor 
would later say that the philosophy embodied the "sum total of African 
values of civilization." 

The years after World War lI were the high point of Senghor’s 
political career. In t945 and 1946 he, along with his politica! mentor, 
Lamine Gueye, was elected to represent Senegal in the French 
Consituent Assembly (later called the National Assembiy). He won 
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reelection and served in the National Assembly until 1958. Meanwhile, 
in 1948 he becanae a professor at the Ecole Naitonale de la France 
d’Outre mer. Senghor became president of the parliament of the 
Federation of Mall, comprised of present-day Senegal and Mall, when 
it became independent in April 1960. Several months later the 
federation collapsed and Senghor was elected the president of Senegal. 
As a Serer Christian leading a predominately Muslim and Wolof 
country, his political career can itself be considered an expression of 
Negritude. His African cultural background enabled him to serve and 
lead his people despite these differences. 

Senghor launched his literary career in 19,15. His first book of 
poetry was Songs of the Shadow. Two years later, in collaboration with 
fellow Senegatese Atioune Diop, he helped launch the journal Pt’esence 
Africaine, which showcased African literature including Senghor’s 
writing. Senghor’s poetry presents a personal confrontation with the 
African past and present. "Black Women," one of his most famous 
poems, uses classical Western themes to describe the figure of an 
African woman and, by extension, black humanity. 

Throughout the next two decades a number of other poetry 
volumes followed and received critical acclaim for their vivid 
language, imagery, and broader themes. While he was president (t 960- 
1980) Senghor published less. However, he won the Apollinaire Prize 
for Poetry in 1974. 

As Sengalese President during the 1960s and 1970s, he 
implemented a moderate (pro-Western) form of African socialism, in 
which the state played a major role in the economy in alliance with the 
established indigenous elite. He also replaced Senegal’s multi-party 
democracy in the early 1960s with a one-party authoritarian state. 
Problems continued for Senghor and he retired from office in 1980. He 
was one of the few African leaders to voluntarily relinquish power. He 
left a legacy of relative stability and freedom of expression in Senegal. 
However, he also monopolized power and discouraged debate and 
opposition, and thus contributed to stagnation of Sengalese politics. 

Since his retirement Senghor has resettled in Verson, France, 
the hometown of his wife. In 1988 he published a philosophical 
memoir entitled Ce queje crois (What i Believe). During the 1990s he 
published poetry and lives in a quiet seclusion. 

Jean-Paul Sartre has hailed Leopold Senghor as foremost 
among those black intellectuals who proclaimed "the true revolutionary 
poetry of our time." His biographer, Irving Leonard Markovitz (1969) 
has characterized him as a modem rarity: a successful politician who 
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has also made a considerable contribution to 20th century political 
thought. This first full-length study of what the author terms Senghor’s 
political "ideology" emphasizes the evolution that has taken place in 
Senghor’s thir~king of the years. Other observers have called Senghor 
one of Africa’s foremost architects of a reinvigorated, dynamic 
socialism; they held him responsible for a dramatic cultural and moral 
break with the values of Western civilization and the creation of a new, 
uniquely African civilization and system of values. 
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Dr. [I.E. Kenneth David Kaunda (1924-) 

H.E. Kenneth David Kaunda was the president of Zambia 
from 1964-1991. Many call him "KK". He was born the eighth child 
of Milawian migrants. Both of his parents were teachers and he was 
also a teacher from 1944-1947. Kaunda was a man who was brought 
up Presbyterian by his parents. Kaunda and his wife, Betty, were 
happy and replenished worshipping regularly with fellow citizens of all 
denominations represented in Zambia. 

Kaunda’s political career began with involvement in the 
Northern Rhodesia African Congress. He was elected secretary in 1950 
and rose quickty through the ranks. In 1953 he was elected Secretary 
General of the organization, which was renamed the African National 
Congress (ANC). Within a few months he was arrested for his 
opposition to the white ruled Central African Federation. In 1955 he 
was arrested again and this time was put in prison. After a trip to 
England, Kaunda returned to Northern Rhodesia in 1958. He was very 
disillusioned by the moderate stance of the ANC leader, Harry 
Nkumbuta. Kaunda broke away and founded the Zambian African 
National Congress (ZANC). The colonial administration banned the 
ZANC in 1959 and imprisoned Kaunda. 

Shortly after his release in 1960, Kaunda was elected president 
of the newly formed United National Independence Party (UNIP). 
Kaunda ran for a seat in the legislative assembly as a UNIP candidate 
during the 1962 elections. He took a ministerial post and established 
himself as the most powerful African in the government. In the face of 
civil disobedience organized by Kaunda and other nationalists, the 
British government finally acquiesced to demands for independence, 
and abolished the federation in 1963. In the 1964 elections, UNIP’s 
sweeping victory won Kaunda the office of prime minister. 

Zambia finally received independence on October 24, 1964, 
with Kaunda as its first president. Kaunda faced numerous obstacles, 
including ethnic partisanship that erupted in violence during the 1968 
elections. In 1972 Kaunda was intolerant of opposition mad banned all 
political parties but the UNIP. He turned Zambia into a one-party state. 

Kaunda’s policies, including nationalization of the copper 
industry and reliance on food subsides for the poor, made Zambia 
increasingly dependent on revenues from copper exports. As president 
of a Front Line State, a country bordering the nations that were still 
under minority rule and subject to sanctions, Kaunda had to balance a 
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commitment to majority rule against his continued vulnerability to 
economic sabotage and military attack. 

Kaufida served as the chairman of the Organization of African 
Unity (OAU) from 1970-1971, and again from 1987-1988. 

By the mid-1980s the Kaunda regime had lost public support. 
With corrupt government officials at the helm and a failing economy, 
calls for a return to multi-party politics increased. It was the end of a 
cold war with former friends, big po~vers, including the United States. 
Th~ U.S. mined against him and supported his opponent. During this 
time Kaunda had to deal with the worst drought in recorded central 
African history, resulting in a very hungry population, an 
overwhelming AIDS epidemic which claimed his own son’s life, and a 
very young, discontented population with no sense of Dr. Kenneth 
Kaunda’s historical accomplishments. Eventually, Kannda gave in and 
called for multi-party elections in 1991. Kaunda was defeated by 
Frederick Chituba’s movement for Multi-party Democracy (MMD). 
Kaunda was very much a political victim of the times. 

In I993 Kaunda announced his plans for retirement from 
political life. He came out of retirement the next year and challenged 
the MMD, but he was unable to run because Chiluba insti.tuted 
constitutional amen&nents stating that candidate’s parents must be 
Zambian. The UNIP and other opposition parties boycotted the 1996 
elections, and Chiluba consequently won reelection. 

In August 1997, Kaunda suffered bullet wounds when police 
opened fire on his car. He charged the government with attempted 
assassination, and though evidence indicated that senior police officers 
had ordered his shooting, the government denied his charges. In 
October 1997, a group of drunken soldiers attempted a coup. Kaunda 
was accused of plotting the coup and was detained, despite a lack of 
evidence. He served as leader of the UNIP until 2000, when he 
announced his retirement from politics. Some observers doubt that 
Kaunda will remain completely out of politics. 

Dr. Kenneth Kaunda is a brilliant man. Despite an intense, 
never-ending work schedule, he had time to write a number of powerful 
books, including Black Government, Zambia Shall be Free, Letter to 
My Children, and Kaunda on Violence. As a contemporary and 
comrade of Kwarne Nkrumah of Ghana, Kaunda was an advocate of 
Pan-Africanism and an enemy of neo-colonialism. At the international 
commemoration of the birth of Osageyfo Dr. Kwame Nkrumah in 
Accra, Ghana (i999) Dr. Kaunda was the leading figure at the 
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Nnamdi Azikiwe (Zik), 1904-1996 

"Zik was one of the most practical, most pragmatic people that 
t knew during my political life. Whenever he was in London, I was 
always very, very happy to welcome him to my residence at 8 
Aylestone Avenue, Brontesbury Park, for our group discussions about 
our individual and collective fight for independence and self-rule. Zik 
would listen quietly as so and so said this and that and as arguments 
and discussions would stray fi-om reality. When Zik finally spoke in 
his careful, measured and logical way, it would refocus our discussions 
to the more practical and achievable objectives. I had great admiration 
for his intellect, his logic and most of all, his intense love for his 
motherland, Nigeria". That’s what Dr. H. Kamuzu Banda, the founding 

President of Malawi, said about Dr. Nnamdi Azikiwe. Zik, as he was 
known, was a successful student, businessman, and politician who 
spent his life fighting for the independence of his native Nigeria. ¯ 

Benjamin Nnamdi Azikiwe was born on November 16th, 1904 
in Zuinguru, Northern Nigeria, to Onitsha Ibo parents. He was first 
exposed to the inequities of colonialism when his father, Obed-Edom 
Chukwaemeka Azikiwe was forced to leave his job as clerk for a 
British Army regiment because of discrimination. The action bothered 
Nnamdi so much that he dropped his first name. Zik started formal 
schooling at the Roman Catholic and Church Missionary Society’s 
Anglican missions at Onitsha where he excelled at both academics and 
sports. Zik then moved on to the Wesleyan Boys High School in Lagos 
before studying at the Hope Waddell Training Institute in Calabar. 

After growing up in Nigeria and learning several languages 
including English, Zik traveled to the United States to continue his 
education. In 1925, when he was 21 years old, he enrolled at Storer ¯ 
College in Harper’s Ferry, West Virginia where he spent one year while 
also enrolling in an intensive correspondence course in American Law 
and Procedures through LaSalle Law School of Chicago. In 1926, he 
went to Howard University in Washington D.C. and then to Lincoln 
University in Pennsylvania where he was able to get a steady on 
campus job to support his schooling and complete his undergraduate 
degree in political science. Next, he moved on to Columbia University 
where he was a part time teaching assistant and received a certificate of 
journalism while editing the Columbia University Summer Sessions 
Times. Zik went back to Lincoln University in 1930 where he received 

his MA in Political Science with honors and also publizhed his first 
book, Liberia in Worm Politics. Finally, in 1932 he attended the 
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University of Pennsylvania on a scholarship where he earned a M. Sc. 
With honors in Anthropology (www.nigeriannation.com). 

After Zik graduated in t934, he traveled back to Africa to put 
his education to work. While in the Gold Coast, now Ghana, he met a 
well-known newspaperman, I.T. Wallace-Johnson of Sierra Leone. 
Wallace-Johnson offered Zik a job as editor of the African Morning 
Post. He worked there for three years. He was once arrested for 
pubtis~hing a treasonous article. The charge was later dropped during 
appeal. In t937, he was forced by British officials to return to Nigeria 
with the dream of opening a nationwide African-owned printing and 
publishing business. While in the Gold Coast he met Kwame Nkrumah 
and helped him to go to the U.S. to study. His experience with 
Wallace-Johnson allowed him to do just that. He soon was able to 
round up enough investors and on November 1st, 1937, he began 
operation. His first paper was the West African Pilot. Zik was 
immediately lobbied by investors to give them positions at the paper so 
they could shape the articles. He refused, causing some investors to 
recall their loans. Regardless, the Nigerian public was impressed and 
circulation grew and within one year, the West African Pilot was 
profitable. In 1940, Zik formed the Zik Group of Newspapers, Books 
and Periodicals. On February 8th of that year the first of these daily 
papers began circulation. .The Eastern Nigeria Guardian began 
publication under the motto, "That universal brotherhood become a 
reality". On February 12th, 1943, The Nigerian Spokesman began 
publication in Onitsha, Zik’s hometown. The paper’s motto was, "That 
man shall not be a wolf to man". Next came the Southern Nigerian 
Defender followed by the Daily Comet in Northern Nigeria. Zik was 
also focusing on his publishing business. He published and distributed 
hundreds of educational titles that were written by esteemed Nigerian 
scholars and educators and were primarily aimed at the youth of the 
country as a way of building pride in their nation, self-respect, 
resilience, and self-sufficiency. 

In !~47, after much success, Zik set aside daily management 
of his book and newspaper business to enter the political arena for the 
first time. He ran for a seat in the Lagos Legislative Council and won. 
Enjoying politics, he ran for a seat in the Western House of Assembly 
in 1951 and won a chance to represent the nation’s capitol of Lagos. In 
1953, Nigeria became a Federation of three regions. Lagos became a 
federal territory. A new constitution was made and approved and a 
cabinet was appointed. In January of 1954, Zik was sworn in as 
Minister of Local Government. Later that year in October, Zik was 
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sworn in to the high office of Premier of Eastem Nigeria where he 
made it his goal to improve the life of his people and to bring Nigeria 
into worldview. During this period Zik was amassing a reputation as a 
leader of great integrity and a politician to be reckoned with. 

Zik used his growing political base to form the Nigerian 
Youth Movement (NYM) and the National Council of Nigeria and the 
Cameroons (NCNC). He used these powerful political action groups to 
support his plans in the East Region. His goal was to bring an end to 
the tribalism that divided the east and the rest of the nation. He wanted 
independence from Britain and self-rule. He wanted to bring all the 
regions of Nigeria together to form one nation. He knew that a unified 
country was the only way to gain independence from Britain. He spent 
his time travelling throughout the Eastern Region and the rest of the 
country preaching unity and independence, all the while, gaining a 
formidable political following. His hard work paid off when, on 
November 27th, 1958, while giving a speech to nearly 60,000 people in 
Lagos, he announced that Britain had agreed in principal to grant 
independence and self-government to Nigeria which would take effect 
October 1st, 1960. Zik’s other efforts were paying offas well. Schools 
and clinics were being built throughout the region resulting in 
economic prosperity and people coming together for the greater good. 

In 1959, Zik was elected to the Nigerian House of 
Representatives. After that he was appointed Minister of Local 
Government. In 1960, he was sworn in as President of the Nigerian 
Senate. On November 16th, 1960, he took the oath as Nigeria’s first 
indigenous Governor-General and Commander, in-Chief of the armed 
forces. Sir Abubakar Tafawa Balewa was serving as Nigeria’s first 
Prime Minister. The same day that Zik was sworn in, Queen Elizabeth 
11 appointed him to the Queen’s Privy Council. He was the first 
Nigerian to be on the council. The culmination of Zik’s political career 
came on October 1st, 1963, when Nigeria became an independent 
Federal Republic and he became the first President, appointed 
unanimously by the Federal Parliament. 

Zik served as President of Nigeria for three years before being 
removed from power during a military coup d’etat January 14-15, 1966, 
resulting from pre-election political rioting throughout the country. 
The Chairman of the National Military Government, General Johnson 
Aguiyi Ironsi, succeeded him. Deeply disappointed, Zik left Lagos and 
returned to his country home in Nsukka to write and contemplate his 
future. Here he also founded the University of Nigeria, modeled after 
the American higher education system. This was a turbulent time for 
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Nigeria. Following a second Coup in July of t966, an estimated 35,000 
Ibo were massacred in the north and at least two million lbo refugees 
flooded the east. In 1967, the Eastern Region attempted to secede from 
the Republic through a unilateral declaration of independence for a new 
state of Biafra. Zik initially supported Biafra in order to make peace. 
When that failed, he called for a peaceful settlement and a united 
Nigeria. During an address in I969 at Oxford, while laying out his 
peace proposals for ending the civil war, he won enough sympathy to 
get airlifted food supplies and medicine from the United Kingdom, 
Europe, and the United States. In 1970, when Biafra’s forces were 
finally overcome, Zik traveled the country trying to settle tempers, aid 
refugees and gather international support. 

Zik would spend his later days promoting education and 
sports. He organized amateur football and was involved with boxing. 
He took over as Chancellor of the University of Lagos from 1972-1975. 
His autobiography, My Odyssey, was published in t 970 in London and 
New York. Zik campaigned for President one more time in 1983; it 
was not to be as General Mohammed Buuhari re-established military 
rule as chairman of the Supreme Military council. Military rule 
continued in Nigeria until the general election of 1999 which elected 
Obasanjo as President. Zik retired to his home in Nsukka with his 
second wife, Dr. Uche Azikiwe where he stayed until his death on May 
11, 1996. He spent his entire life trying to bring freedom and peace to 
Nigeria, yet he wasn’t always loved. Some thought he compromised 
too much. But his ability to compromise, especially when it was 
necessary was good for Nigeria and political leadership theory in 
Africa. Compromise is a political reality. Perhaps this was the secret 
of Zik’s success as a scholar, an educator, a journalist, and a politician. 
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Ahmed Ben Bella (1916-19 ) 

Ahmed Ben Bella was an important figure in Algerian history 
to say the least. He was the principal leader of the Algerian War of 
Independence against France. He became the first Prime Minister 
(1962-63) and first elected President (1963-65) of the Algerian 
republic. 

Ben Betla was the son of a farmer and small businessman in 
Maghnia in the d~partement of Oran. There, he successfully completed 
his early studies at the French school, until the age of thirteen, and 
continued his education in the neighboring city of Tlemcen, ~vhere he 
first became aware of racial discrimination and also mingled with the 
fringes of the nationalist movement. This early recognition of the 
hardships others had to bear made Ben Bella start to realize what he 
was destined for. 

He was conscripted into the French army in 1937, served in 

World War II, and was awarded the Croix de Guerre (1940) and the 
M~dailte Mititaire (1944). These were both considered high honors in 
the French armed forces. On his return to Maghnia, Ben Bella resumed 
his nationalist activities, refusing to be intimidated by the French 
authorities’ confiscation of his farm. He left Maghnia, joined Messali 
Hadj’s underground movement, and soon became one of the "Young 
Turks" who, after the rigged election of Governor Marcel-Edmond 
Naegelen (t948), considered illusory any hope of achieving 
independence democratically. He founded with his friends in Messali 
Hadj’s party, the Organisation Sp~ciale (OS), whose aim was to take up 
arms as quickly as possible. 

After robbing the post office at Oran (1950) to obtain funds 

for the nationalist movement, Ben Bella was sentenced to prison, but he 
managed to escape after serving only two years of his term. He went 
underground again a~d moved to Egypt, where he was promised help 
by the revolutionary supporters of Gamal Abdel Nasser. 

In November 1954, Ben Bella and the Algerian 6migr~ leaders 
resident in Egypt, who had met secretly in Switzerland with those 
leaders who were still living in Algeria, came to two major decisions: 
to create the National Libertarian Front (Front de Lib6ration Nationale 
[FLN]) and to order an a~ned insurrection against the French colonists. 

Ben Bella played an important political role in the leadership 
of the FLN, while simultaneously organizing the shipment of foreign 
arms to Algeria. in 1956 he escaped two attempts on his life, one at 
Cairo and the other at Tripoli, Libya. In the stone year, he was arrested 
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in Algiers by the French military authorities while in the process of 
negotiating peace terms with the French premier; Guy Mollet. 

His imprisonment (1956-62)kept him dissociated from those 
errors of military conduct committed by the FLN, and, when he was 
freed after the l~vian agreements with France were signed in 1962, his 
reputation was intact. 

The situation in independent Algeria was chaotic. The leaders 
of the FLN had formed conservative provisional government 
(Provisional Government of the Algerian Republic), while the party’s 
congress at Tripoli had elected a socialist-oriented government at the 
end of the war. It was this latter "Bureau Politique" that Ben Bella ran. 

The intervention on his behalf by colonel Houari 
Boumedienne, chief of the Army of Nationai Liberation (Arm6e de 
Lib6ration Nationale [ALN]), assured both the success of the Bureau 
Politique and of Ben Bella, who was elected unopposed and with an 
immense majority to the presidency of the Algerian Republic in I963. 

Ben Bella reestablished order in a country disorganized both 
by the massive departure of French colonists and by the clashes of 
armed groups. He created a state out of nothing and set aside one- 
quarter of the bridget for national education. Above all else, he 
inaugurated, under the title autogestion, a series of major agrarian 
reforms, including the nationalization - but not the direct state conlrol - 
of the former colonists’ huge farms. 

Ben Bella allied himself with the anti-Zionist Arab states and 
developed eultural and economic relations with France. He also 
extricated the country from an important border dispute with Morocco. 

Ben Bella’s method of government pleased the Algerian 
people, but the effects of his policies were not always as beneficial as 
his generous intentions. Through lack of either time, political lucidity, 
or planning, Ben Bella governed from day to day in a series of 
improvised acts, some of which - like his appeal to Algerian women to 
donate their jewelry to the state - were more spectacular than useful. 
Ben Bella was unable to restore the FLN, nor was he able to win for it 
that popular support that would have helped to keep Boumedienne in 
check. 

On June 19, 1965, Ben Bella was deposed in a coup led by 
Bottmedienne, who installed himself as president; Ben Bella was 
detained and had little contact with the .outside world for 14 years. 
Following the death of Boumedienne h~ 1978, restrictions on Ben Belta 
were eased in July 1979, though he remained under house arrest. On 
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October 30~ 1980, he was freed. He spent 10 years in exile, returning 
to Algeria in I990. 
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Stephen Bantu Biko (1946-1977) 

In the 1950s and 1960s in South Africa, the oppressiveness of 
apartheid had control of many blacks that formed the majority of the 
country. "Apartheid" was a policy of racial segregation practiced in fine 
Republic of South Africa. In simple terms, it was harsh racism towards 
blacks in South Africa. 

One person who fought his whole life against apartheid was 
Steve Bantu Biko. Steve Biko was born in Eastern Cape, South Africa. 
He was born on December 18, 1946. His parents gave him the name 
"Bantu" which means people, in 1965, Steve completed his schooling 
at St. Francis College, a Roman Catholic school in Marianhill near 
Pinetown and won a bursary to study medicine at the University of 
Natal. While at the University of Natat b,e became more aware of the 
white-minority government of South Africa and its racial policies. 

At the University of Natal, Steve was one of the founders of 
the Black Conscious Movement (BCM) in the late 1960s. The BCM 
followers were many students from universities Within South Africa. 
As a delegate for an organization called National Union of South 
African Students, Steve attended and participated in the annual 
conference. During the conference in July 1967 at Rhodes University, 
Biko was outraged that the black students at the conferences were given 
accommodation~ further away at the church hall. On the other hand the 
white student delegates were placed at the university residence hall. 
Steve saw this as an outrage to black students. He thought that black 
students should have the same rights as white students. So in 1968 
Steve founded the South African Students’ Organization (SASO), 
which operated as a black group separate from the white-run Natio~al 
Union of South African Students. The goal of South African Students’ 
Organization was to remove the inferiority complex many blacks had 
and replace it with a positive image. They thought that blacks should 
be proud to be black. In 1969 Steve became the first President of the 
all-black South African Students Organization. 

Steve wanted to push blacks to be leaders. He believed if 
whites helped push blacks to the top this would reinforce the idea that 
blacks are not capable of doing this for themselves. For this reason 
Steve started night-class schools encouraging educatiou and the 
development of more skills, He thought that everyone should advocate 
diversity and everyone has a different skill he or she is good at. 

In I972 he became honorary President of the Black People’s 
convention, a coalition of over 70 black organizations. That same year 
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he was suspended from the University of Natal as a result of his 
political activities and his studies were over. This of course did not 
slow his fight against apartheid. 

Steve opposed apartheid, he also opposed violence. One can 
compare him to Martin Luther King Jr. in the United States. Because 
he opposed violence he gained international recognition. He 
challenged U.S. politicians to get involved with banning apartheid. 
This of course did not work because many U.S. companies were 
heavily invested in South Africa. The South African government saw 
Steve as a threat to the govermnent. There were rumors that Steve’s 
organization had a possible alliance with the racially integrated African 
National Congress (ANC). 

Because of his political activities and rumors in 1972 he was 
served with a banning order severely restricting his movement and 
freedom of speech and association. As an activist he was arrested and 
detained many times, including 137 days in 1975 and 101 days 1976. 
Every time he was released the banning orders given to him in 1972 
were applied more strictly. 

In March and July 1977 he was arrested but later was released 
as not guilty. On the night of August 18, 1977, Steve and friend, Peter 
Jones, were stopped by a police roadblock in the city of Grahamstown. 
He was arrested outside the King William Town district on the charge 
that he had broken banning orders. For breaking his banning orders he 
was charged under the South Africa’s Terrorism Act. They were taken 
to prison ceils without any due process. 

Steve was chained to a bedpost naked for the first 20 days in 
prison. He was only able to leave his cell for interrogations. During 
one of the interrogations Steve was badly beaten by police. On the 
morning of September 1 lth, a guard at the prison found Steve foaming 
at the mouth and semi-conscious. He was taken to a nearby hospital in 
Pretoria where he died on September 12th. At the time of his death,. 
Steve had a wife, Ntsiki; two sons - Nkosinathi and Khaya; plus a 
daughter, Bandi. 

The South African government ruled the death the result of a 
hunger strike of 6 days. This statement brought international 
condemnation. It led to some sanctions against South Africa from the 
U.S. and United Nations. Soon the South African government changed 
the cause of death to brain damage, which he incurred during the 

. questioning by the police. Steve was never found guilty of breaking the 
banning order. After his death he was falsely accused of participating 
in sabotage and unrest. 
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Steve was one of many people that brought to the forefront the 
problems with apartheid. He made people of the world stand up and 
take another look at apartheid. There is even a movie about his life and 
daily struggies entitled Cry Freedom. 

One must look at Steve Biko and see a man that would not be 
brought down. It took death to stop hhn from trying to stop apartheid 
in his homeland of South Africa that he loved. It is perhaps not an 
exaggeration to suggest that Biko was the Martin Luther King, Jr. of 
Africa. 
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Atnilcar Lopes Cabral (1924-1973) 

Amilcar Lopes Cabral was born on September 12, 1924 in 
Bafat~, then the Portuguese West African colony of Guinea. He was 
born to a relatively well to do father, Juvenal Ant6nio da Costa Cabral, 
a primary school teacher and his mother, Ira PinheI Evora, the owner 
of a small hotel and shop. The family lived in Guinea until 1928 when 
they moved back to Cape Verde, Amilcar’s parents’ hometown. Ira 
returned to Guinea with her children, as she was no longer living with 

their father, Juvenal. Amilcar remained in Guinea until 1933 when he 
went back to Cape Verde to live with his father’s family for a year. 
When Amilcar was twelve, he began primary school in Praia, S~o 
Tiago. Later his mother moved him once again to Mindelo, Sao 
Vivente, so that Amilcar could attend the Liceu Git Eanes, the only 
secondary school in the archipelago. In 1945 Amilcar was awarded a 
scholarship given by the Casa dos estudates do Imp6rio in Lisbon, to 

the best Cape Verdean student whose family did not have the financiat 
means to continue his education. Amilcar left for Lisbon that October 
to study agronomy, and was awarded his degree on March 27, 1952. 

It was in Lisbon that Amilcar began to cultivate the political 
seed his father had planted in him. Amilcar also began to meet more 
students that were from the Portuguese colonies. Most of these 
students were from humble backgrounds and were at the university by 
the hard work and sacrifice of their families. These students were 
aroused by the tangible facts of colonial exploitation operating at the 
levet of the mass of the people and whose effects, albeit to a lesser 
degree, they experienced in their material and social lives. Those who 
had reached the advanced training institutes bore the stigmata of revolt. 
Their consciousness of the negation of the colonized man calne at the 
same time from their objective material situation and from their 
aggression to which their cultural personality as Africans was 
subjected. Armed with a privileged education, these assimilados were 
faced with a dilemma: either struggle for their self-advancement within 
the framework of colonial society or to arm themselves culturally to 
challenge and destroy the system of domination. In 1951, Arnilcar 
helped other African students to create the Centro de Estudos Afficanos 
in Lisbon. This center not only organized social and sporting activities, 
but also cultural events such as poetry readings and lectures on African 
culture. 

In December 1951 Amilcar married his first wife Maria 
Helena Rodrigues and was soon in charge of a research station near 
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Bissau, as a second class engineer in the colonial service. His main 
focus at tlle station was to improve the cultivation of existing crops and 
to try to introduce new ones. In 1953, his first child, tva, was born and 
Amilcar sent for the rest of his family. In 1954, Amilcar was asked to 
conduct a countrywide agricultural census under the colonial 
government. During this census he was able to visit all the ethnic 
groups iu every section of the colony. Cabral was able to learn, analyze 
and assess the various economic systems, customs and traditions of the 
many different ethnic groups within Guinea-Bissau. His knowledge 
gave him a unique advantage in orchestrating the colonial revolution 
because he understood the realities of Guinea society. On September 
19, 1956 along with Luis Cabral, Aristides Pereira, Rafael Barbosa, and 
two others, Amilcar founded the African Party of Independence of 
Guinea-Bissan and Cape Verde Islands (PAIGC), and was its leader 
until his death in 1973. According to Chabal, the "PAIGC was the 
most successful nationalist movement in Black Africa and the first to 
achieve independence through armed struggle." 

In order for the liberation of Guinea-Bissau to be successful 
Amilcar knew that he had to be well prepared and patient. Amilcar was 
criticized for taking so long by another African revolutionary thegrist, 
Frantz Fanon. Amilcar responded by saying "it is better to begin the 
armed struggle with an apparent delay, but with guarantees of being 
able to continue, than to start at some premature moment, before we 
have established all the conditions to ensure its continuity and victory 
for our people." Amilcar understood and studied the scientific theory 
of revolution and of Marxism-Leninism, which was introduced to him 
by the Portuguese communist Party in Lisbon. Thus, Amilcar closely 
aligned himself with the socialist community. He visited the Soviet 
Union often and sent some of his young officers for military training in 
countries such as China, Morocco, Tunisia and Algeria. 

1962 marked the beginning of the PAIGC’s arn~ed struggle for 
independence from Portugal. On the night of June 3(I, 1962 a series of 
sabotage raids were carried out from bases in Guinea, by January 1963 
the guerilla campaign had spread in the southern half of the country. 
The revolution was a success and Amilcar has been admired for being 
able to keep the war clean. It was clean in that he did not target or 
terrorize civilians on either side of the strnggle. He also banished, 
incarcerated or eliminated (depending on the severity of the crimes) 
those of his commanders who turned to wartordism. 

Amflcar was successful in that he was able to set up a judicial 
system, a healthcare system, and an education system in liberated areas. 
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The judges in the judicial system were chosen democratically from 
an~ong the villagers. Through international aid Amilcar was able to get 
medicine, equipment and training to create an efficient network of 
clinics and hospitals that served the armed forces and peasants. 
Amitcar encouraged education, "for it was through education that the 
people would be inculcated with the spirit of sacrifice and commitment 
necessary to join the revolution and armed struggle...education would 
prepare the young people for training as doctors and nurses...and would 
provide youth, with an understanding of their relationship to Portuguese 
colonialism and westem imperialism." 

Amilcar succeeded in holding free democratic elections in the 
liberated areas. Unfortunately Amilcar did not live to see the 
independence of Guinea-Bissau on September of 1973. On January 20, 
1973 he was assassinated at Conakry, Guinea. His assassin was 
Innocencio Kani, an agent of the Portuguese colonialists who had 
infiltrated the PAIGC three years earlier. Amilcar was survived by his 
second wife, Ann Maria Cabral and their 3 children. Amilcar’s 
revolution was amazing in that he ted a tiny country of 600,000 people 
(2/5 the size of Portugal), 99 percent of them illiterate and with only 14 
university graduates in the entire country, to freedom. Furthermore, 
Portugal had support from NATO allies. 

Amilcar leaves an extensive list of honors and 
accomplishments. Not only did he help found the PAIGC he also 
helped found the Movimiento Popular Leberta~ao de Angola. He 
created several conferences such as the Confer~ncia das Ol’ganiza~Oes 
Nacionalistas das colonias Portuguesas, in 1961. Amiicar held 
numerous public offices and was published extensively throughout his 
life. He was a member of the Presidency of the World Peace Council. 
In 1972 he received the Gamal Abdel Nasser Medal at the 5th 
Conference of the Organization of Solidarity of the African and Asian 
Peoples, the Frederico Joliot-Curie medal by the World Peace Council, 
an Honorary Doctorate of Law degree by Lincoln University in 
Pennsylvania, and an Honorary Doctorate of Political and Social 
Sciences by the African Institute of the Academy of Science of the 
USSR. After his death he was awarded the Gold Medal of Fidelity to 
the People by the president Ahmed Sekou Toure in the name of the 
Central Committee of the Democratic Party of Guinea Conakry. In 
April 1973, he was given the Medal of the Anti-Imperialist Unity by 
the Democratic World Youth Federation. In May of that same year the 
World Peace Council created the Amilcar Cabral Award to recognize 
organizations and groups for exemplary contribution in the struggle 
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against colonialism and imperialism. One of the principal squares in 
Argel, Tunisia is named Amilcar Cabral Square. In the Republic of 
Congo one of the principal avenues was renamed Amilcar Cabral 
Avenue. In Pavia, Italy the Amilcar Cabral elementary school is named 
in his honor, in Rome the Liberation and Development Committee 
created the Amilcar Cabral Center of Documentation. The Indian 
government also created the Amilcar Cabral Scholarship to be awarded 
annually to an African student, preferably a militant of a movement for 
Afiqcan liberation or the fight against racism. The United States and 
Sweden have also created Amilcar Cabral Institutes. 

Politicians and social scientists alike should study Amilcar’s 
ideas and contributions, for they might gain a more selfless view of 
nations and societies. World powers and revolutionaries alike should 
emulate the humanitarianism he had for his people before, throughout, 
and after the revolution. His use of culture as a means to nationalize 
and polarize his people, as well as a means of expression, was a unique 
aspect of Cabo Verde’s revolution and should also be emulated. 
Amilcar Cabral has left an amazing legacy and is an example of one of 
the great, unsung leaders of the 20th Century. 
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Muhammad An war E1-Sadat (1918-1981) 

Muhammad Anwar El-Sadat was born December 25th, 1918 
in the Egyptian village of Mit Abul Kum in the delta of the river Nile, 
forty miles North of Cairo. Anwar E1-Sadat was born into a poor 
family of thirteen children. By the time Sadat was born, Egypt had 
been colonized by the British. Because of crippling debt, the Egyptian 
government had been forced to sell its interests in the French 
engineered Suez Canal. Both the French and the British subsequently 
used these resources to gain enough political control over Egypt to turn 
the territory into a British colony. From a very early age, Sadat was an 
anti-colonialist. 

In 1936, as part of a deal between the British and Wafd party, 
the British agreed to create a military academy in Egypt. Ironically, 
after finishing his education ha Muslim schools, Anwar EI-Sadat was 
one of the first students admitted to the Abbasia Military Academy of 
Cairo. Sadat graduated from the military academy in 1938 and was 
appointed an officer in the Signal Corps and assigned to a remote 
government outpost. It was there that he met Gamal Abdel Nasser and 
formed a long nationalist, political association that eventually became 
the revolutionary group that overthrew the British rule in Egypt. 
During this period, Anwar married his first wife, Ekbal Mohammed 
Madi in November of 1940. They had four daughters: Rawia; Rokaya, 
Rawia, and Cametia. Their first daughter named Rawia died when she 
was ten months old and the second Rawia was named after her. 

Daring World War II, Sadat plotted with the Germans to expel 
the British from Egypt. Sadat was arrested and jailed in 1942 for 
assisting a fellow officer escape from prison but escaped in 1944. It 
appears that Sadat became the leader of the resistance movement 
against the British government after his escape. From 1945-1949, 
Sadat was again inaprisoned, this time for allegedly participating in 
terrorism against pro-British Egyptian officials known as the Osmans. 
During this prison stay, Sadat taught himself French and English and 
learned all the he could about world affairs. It was during this thirty- 
month prison stay that Anwar met and felt in love with the cousin of his 
good friend, Hassan Izzat, Jehan Safwat Raouf. When Anwar finally 
told his first wife about his feelings for Jehan, Ekbal became enraged. 
She initially refused to accept Anwar’s proposal that he have Jehan as 
his second wife. By the time she concede to this arrangement, she and 
Anwar had been separated for several months. Unfortunately for 
Ekbat, by the time she had made her decision, she was served with 
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divorce papers in March of 1949, stating that Anwar Sadat had already 
divorced her. 

Anwar Sadat was acquitted of all charges stemming from the 
assassination attempts. After his release from prison, Anwar Sadat met 
with Jehan’s family to express his intent. However Sag,vat Faouf, 
Jehan’s father, initially refused to give permission because of Anwar’s 
involvement in politics. After a meeting with Safwat, Anwar 
reluctantly agreed to give up politics and accept an offer to join the 
construction company ofHassm~ Izzat. On May 29, 1949, he and Jehan 
were mm~ried. They had three daughters, Loubna, Noha, and Jehan, 
and a son, Gamal. He remained married until his death. Jehan was a 
central figure in Anwar’s later political activities. 

During this same year, Sadat reestablished co~mections with 
his old revolutionary associates, including Gamal Abdel Nasser. 
Through Nasser, Sadat’s army command was restored in 1950. Sadat 
joined the Free Officers Movement, an organization led by Nasser, that 
pledged to overthrow the Egyptian monarchy during this same year. 
On July 23, t952, the Free Officers Organization staged a successful, 
bloodless coup that overthrew King Farouk I. Nasser appointed his 
trusted lieutenant Sadat as his public relations minister. Between 1952 
and 1970, Sadat held various, other high positions in the new 
government. Some of these included Public Relations Minister, 
Secretary General of the National Union, Chairman of the National 
Assembly (1960-1968) and Vice-President (! 964-1966) and again from 
1969-1970. 

Sadat was given the duty of overseeing the official abdication 
of King Farouk. The transitional government had the daunting task of 
becoming recognized by their superpower rivais. After Nasser 
nationalized the Suez Canal in 1956, Britaiu, France and Israel 
launched an attack on Egypt in an attempt to reestablish colonial 
control over the Canal and its profits. The 1956 war ended with United 
States intervention and Egypt became the hero of it’s fellow non- 
aligned countries because it successfutIy resisted colonial powers and 
maintained it’s control over the Suez Canal. 

Because Nasser closed a major trade route between Israel and 
the rest of the free world, Israel decided to launch a pre-emptive attack 
on Egypt to reopen this route and regain what they believed to be their 
land. On June 5th, t 967 the Israeli Air Force made a surprise strike on 
Egypt. That strike destroyed 309 of the 340 combat aircrafts belonging 
to Egypt. Israel then moved in their ground forces to complete the 
attack, leaving heavy Egyptian casualties, but very minimal casualties 
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for Israel. Some estimates indicate that at least 3000 Egyptian soldiers 
were killed during this attack. Israel’s first strike in the war was 
amazingly successful. The Israeli military was able to move through 
the Sinai to the Suez Canal. Nasser’s prominence diminished 
significantly because of the success of the Israeli campaign. The 
devastation caused by this attack nearly bankrupted the Egyptian 
government. In the aftermath, internal squabbling among the Arab 
nations and the growing Palestinian movement eventually contributed 
to the collapse and death of President Nasser on September 29, 1970. 

After Nasser’s death, Sadat was elected President with more 
than 90 percent of the vote in a national referendum. Even though he 
was virtually unknown when he came to power, Sadat was able to 
prove his leadership abilities during his reign. Anwar Sadat was 
described by the West as an obscure leftist politician who would not be 
able to overcome Egypt’s economical and military dependence on the 
Soviet Union. The powers in the West dismissed Sadat because they 
did not believe he had the power or the inclination to severe ties with 
the Soviet Union. One of his first accomplishments after the Six-Day 
War was to offer the Israelis a peace treaty in exchange for the return of 
the Sinain lands taken in their attack. However, the Israeli government 
refused to relinquish this land. Then, in 1972, Sadat expelled 15,000 
Soviet advisers because he felt he was receiving inadequate military 
support from the Soviet Union to help with his proposed military 
operations. Faced with the continued refusal of the Israeli government 
to return the Sinai land, Sadat planned to retake the land by force. On 
October 6, 1973, with what some view as exceptional military 
precision, the Egyptian army crossed the Suez back into the Sinai and 
began driving the Israeli army into the desert. 

Along with growing economic hardships in Egypt, this attack 
opened the way for renewed peace talks between Egypt and Israel. In a 
speech to the Egyptian parliament in 1977, Sadat expressed his 
willingness to negotiate peace with the Israelis anywhere in the world, 
including a trip to the Israeli parliament. The Israeli parliament 
responded by inviting him and Sadat’s speech to the Israeli Knesset in 
November of 1977. Anwar E1-Sadat Began working with Israeli Prime 
Minister Menachim Begin to iron out an acceptable peace initiative for 
both sides. Although the first steps had been taken, progress was not 
easily achieved. Eventually, U.S. President ,lin~my Carter invited both 
Sadat and Begin to continue their efforts in Camp David. This effort 
eventually culminated in the 1978 Camp David Accords and a final 
peace treaty between Egypt and Israel signed on March 26, 1979. For 
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their efforts, Anwar El-Sadat and Menachim Begin shared the 1978 
Nobel Peace Prize. 

The success of the Peace Accords greatly increased Sadat’s 
popularity in the Western World. However, his popularity among his 
own people fell dramatically. After his return to Egypt following the 
Peace Accords, Sadat’s new relationship with the West and his peace 
treaty generated considerable domestic opposition. The fundamentalist 
Muslim groups were strongly opposed to his views. In an attempt to 
stem the growing tide of resistance, Sadat negotiated a number of loans 
to support domestic improvements. At the same time, he enacted laws 
outlawing protest and declared that the Shari’s would be the basis of alI 
new Egyptian law. This move was seen as Sadat’s attempt to suppress 
public dissent to his policies and therefore further incited his 
opponents. As a result, on October 6, t981, Anwar Ei-Sadat was 
assassinated in Cairo by fundamentalist Muslim assassins during a 
military review celebrating the eighth anniversary of the 1973 Suez 
crossing. The assassins succeeded on their third of five planned 
attempts to kill Sadat. On his tombstone, these words are written: 

President 
Mohammed Anwar El Sadat 
Hero of War - Hero of Peace 

Lived in Peace and Martyred for His Principles 
1918-1981 

This inscription epitomizes all that Anwar El-Sadat dedicated 
his life to. Throughout his life, Sadat worked for an Egypt free from 
colonial pale and Israeli interference. His military training provided 
him with the tools necessary to make successful military advances. His 
abilities as a negotiator and politician enabled him to author plans that 
would ensure the continuation of those military successes. Sadat was a 
man who realized that peace, at all costs, was something to cherish. He 
seemed to always have the best interest of the majority of his people 
utmost in his heart and in his mind. His never-ending struggles to see 
his Egypt free ultimately led to his death. However, he did live long 
enough to see some fi~uits from his labors. 
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Jomo Kenyatta (1897-1978) 

Any Hollywood scriptwriter can write a story of the triumph 
of the spirit. These stories draw people into movie theaters with tales 
of heroics and courage. But perhaps no story is ever as great as the true 
stories. Individuals coming face to face with adversity and their 
struggle with it are the ones that inspire those cinematic tales. Man’s 
individual battle with himself to find the strength to fight the battle of 
an entire nation would be the introduction to the tale of the life of Jomo 
Kenyatta. Kenyatta fought for the freedom of his people against a 
colonial power, and later came to lead those people into the middle of 
the twentieth century. His story is in a rare circumstance fortunate and 
unfortunate. It is unfortunate that any man has to face the adversities 
he was forced to face. It is fortunate in the sense that somewhere along 
the course of his life and based on the events of his life he found the 
courage to fight that battle. 

Jomo Kenyatta was originally born Kamau wa Ngengi in what 
is today Kenya. He adopted the surname Kenyatta, from the Kikuyu 
word for a beaded belt he wore, and later the first name Jomo. The 
exact year of his birth is unknown, but most leading scholars will agree 
that it was in the late 1890s, perhaps 1897. Kenyatta was born into 
Kenya’s largest ethnic group, the Kikuyu. Records of such things such 
as dates of birth were not kept by the Kikuyu. Memories of the near 
past were based upon whatever was happening in the community at the 
time, such as famine or a battle with a neighboring tribe, rather than 
significant events in an individual’s fife. He was bona in Ngenda, 
twenty-five miles northeast of Fort Smith. At the time of Kenyatta’s 
birth, Kenya was still a part of British East Africa, and Fort Smith was 
one of the forts established by the British. His father was called Muigai 
and his mother Wambui. His parents were shamba folk who were 
simpIe, ordinary people who worked the land and bred animals. After 
his mother gave birth to his younger brother Knogo, Kenyatta’s father 
died. According to Kikuyu laws, his mother was passed to his father’s 
youngest brother, Ngengi to whom she bore another son. Kenyatta’s 
new father was a harsh man who made life in Ngenda difficult for Jomo 
and his mother. Soon after the birth of her son with Ngengi, Wambui 
took her newborn son and returned to her own people farther north. 
Shortly after her return, Wambui died and Kenyatta set off across his 
country in search of his youngest brother. He carried the baby back to 
Ngenda in his arms and received the assistance of Wambui’s co-wives 
and sisters to help with the baby. 
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In 1909 Kenyatta began spending time at a Scottish 
Presbyterian mission called Thogoto. He first a~ived in November of 
1909 after many African herd boys had done before him to search for a 
change of pace from looking after sheep and goats. At Thogoto he 
washed dishes, learned how to sew, and worked in the garden. He 
arrived at Thogoto in complete defiance of any previous custom or 
authority of his people. He spent time with Europeans, who by their 
very presence in Kenya worsened the lives of his people. Here he 
began attending elementary school and learned how to be a carpenter. 
He finished elementary school in 1912 and began to work as an 
apprentice carpenter. Kenyatta began a family of his own in t920. He 
met a girl named Grace Wahu who was attending a missionary school 
antt whose family was from near his own land in Ngenda. Kenyatta 
and Grace had their first child named after Kenyatta’s father, Muigai on 
November 20, 1920. Despite his new family, Kenyatta did not wish to 
make a life of farming. His experience at the mission caused him to 
seek out lucrative new jobs working for Europeans. By 1921 Kenyatta 
had moved to Nairobi to seek out this different life. It was also in 
Nairobi that Kenyatta joined the Kikuyu Central Association (KCA) 
which earmarked his first foray into politics, although his name would 
not be publicly linked to the KCA until the beginning of 1928. The 
KCA was mainly concemed with fighting for native rights to their land, 
and having those rights def’med by some form of a government 
document. Kenyatta knew the possible consequences of infringing 
upon colonial politics and he knew that if he violated any of these rules 
he would be exiled. 

On February 16, 1928 Grace gave birth to their second child, a 
daughter named after Kenyatta’s mother, Wambui, later baptized 
Margaret. Kenyatta was willing to put his family aside while his work 
within the KCA grew. He was determined to go to England to present 
their demands to return African land to Africans and to increase 
political and economic opportunities for natives. In March of 1929 
Kenyatta arrived in Britain for the first time where he wrote articles 
entitled "Give Back Our Land" published, in British papers. He 
returned back to Kenya in 1930 only to return the following year in 
1931. This time he planned to present KCA opinions before a 
Parliamentary Commission, only to be ignored. After this, he enrolled 
at Quaker College in Woodbrooke, England. This would be the first of 
many universities around Europe that Kenyatta would actually attend. 
In August of 1932 he enrolled at Moscow University by the invitation 
of George Padmore, a West Indian radical. From 1934-1938 Kenyatta 
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studied at University College in London, and later entered the London 
School of Economics where he studied under Bronislaw Malinowski, 
the famed anthropologist. In 1938 he published his most famous work, 
Facing Mount Kenya in England. In Facing Mount Kenya, Kenyatta 
gives a description of harmonious life among the Kikuyu people only to 
be completely upheaved by colonial rule. It was with this book that 
Kenyatta finally established himself in Europe as a true spokesperson 
of his people. 

After World War II, Kenyatta became an outspoken 
nationalist, demanding Kenyan self-government and independence 
from Great Britain. He worked with Kwame Nkrumah, a political 
activist in Ghana to organize the fifth Pan-African Congress in Great 
Britain to affirm the goals of the African Nationalist movement against 
colonialism. Finally in September of 1946 he returned to Kenya and 
the following year he assumed the Presidency of the first African 
political organization across the colony, the Kenyan African Union 
(K.AU). The leadership of the KAU found itself committed to a policy 
of deliberately breaking Westem and Christian conventions of 
behavior. They sought to find support from both Kikuyu and non- 
Kikuyu to fight for self-government under African leadership. The 
group was not successful, however, and their efforts began to take a 
more militant front. In 1952 an extreme group of Kikuyu called the 
Mau Mau began to advocate violence against the government and the 
colonists. Kenyatta was never an advocate of the Mau Mau, but despite 
that fact he and five other leaders within the KAU were arrested in 
October of 1952 for leading these extremists. The men were convicted 
in April 1953, when Kenyatta began his almost nine year stay in prison 
for crimes he did not commit. 

During Kenyatta’s stay in prison things were beginning to 
change in Kenya. The movement for independence was not set back by 
the incarceration of one of its greatest advocates. In fact the country 
was quickly moving towards the former KAU goal of self-governance 
under African leadership by the time Kenyatta was released in 1961. 
He became a leader in the Kenya African National Union Party, which 
was founded in 1960, and led them to victory in the pre-indepeudence 
elections in May of 1963. Kenyatta was named Prime Minister of 
Kenya in June 1963 and it was just six months later when Kenya gained 
formal independence from Britain. Colonial rule in Kenya had ended, 
and Kenyatta was at the helm of the new government when he became 
Kenya’s first President in December of 1964. Kenyatta had a difficult 
assignment being the first president in a newly independent nation. 
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There were wounds that needed to be healed from the hold colonialism 
had on Kenya for so long. He needed to reunite a nation of people, 
both Africans and whites that had been divided for such a long time. 
Kenyatta adopted the slogan "Harambee" which means in Swahili, 
"let’s all pull together" to try and reunite the two races. He promoted 
capitalism to encourage economic growth in Kenya and adopted a pro- 
Western stance that included encouraging foreign investments in the 
nation. However, according to Murray-Brown, author of Kenyatta, he 
was a firm believer in a one-party state because he felt it presented a 
slrong sense of unity, which was exactly what the new nation needed. 
The construction of a one-party state relies most heavily on the 
personality of the Ieade~; and as president the people ah’eady referred to 
Kenyatta as "mzee", which is Swahili for "old man" or "Father of the 
Nation". He represented all things to all people in Kenya. His picture 
could be found in aI1 shop windows, his face appeared on the new 
currency, and his daily activities were monitored by radio and 
television crews. Kenyatta truly believed that the past could be the 
past, and hoped for a stronger Kenya that could spring strength from 
the injustices of the past. He saw a group of people being kept down 
and tried to bring them back up again. Kenyatta died in office in 1978. 
He accomplished his goal and so many others for his people. 

According to his biographers, Kenyatta’s greatest legacy was 
"to live under God in hope for the future, and not in regret for the past". 
That was his legacy for not only his people but for all people 
everywhere. Kenyatta aimed for a strong Kenya that included white 
setllers and native Africans. He envisioned a unified state that included 
all people that loved and wanted to work for a strong Kenya. He did 
not wish revenge upon the British who settled in his country and tried 
to make it their own. He wanted to only look to the past in order to 
gain strength for the future. He hoped to make friends with the past 
rather than enemies, and that is exactly Kenyatta’s legacy. It is a clich6 
that is used perhaps too often in everyday language but never has it 
been more appropriate to be applied to one man as it is to Jomo 
Kenyatta: forgive and forget, and through that you will triumph. 
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Along the way in Garang’s fight, John has dealt with many 
world leaders. He has been looked down upon by many, and has been 

exalted by others. John Garang has written two books up to date that 

describe the trials and tribulations of both Sudan and himself. The first 
is John Garang Speaks, which provides a comprehensive and moving 
account of the founding and objectives of the Sudan People’s 

Liberation Movement (SPLM) and the SPLA.    It clarifies 
misunderstandings regarding the aims and actions of the movement. 
Through writing the book, John attempts to provide a clear picture of 
the means by which his group hopes to achieve freedom for the country 
as a whole. In his second book, The Call for Democracy in Sudan, 
John continues his account of the SPLM and the SPLA. The goals and 

objectives are the same, fighting for the rights of all of Sudan’s people. 
Today John Garang is the Chairman of the Sudan Peoples 

Liberation Movement (SPLM), Commander-in-Chief of the Sudan 
Peoples Liberation Army (SPLA), a member of the Leadership Council 

of the National Democratic Alliance (NDA), and Chairman of the NDA 
Joint Military Command. Some see Garang as the next president of 
Sudan. Although the fiature is unknown, one thing is for sure. John 
Garang is a man who has fought for what he believes. The battle has 
been tough and is still to be resolved, but Garang’s impact has been 
great. John Garang has and is continuing to show the world that peace 
and civil rights are worth living and dying for. 
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Robert Gabriel Mugabe (1924-) 

Robert Gabriel Mugabe was born on February 21, 1924, at 
Kutama Mission, formerly Southern Rhodesia, which is now 
Zimbabwe. In 1941, Robert was qualified to teach primary school in 
his hometown of Kutama until 1943. After studying privately for his 
matriculation certificate, he earned a cherished scholarship to Fort Hare 
University College in South Africa in 1950. At the university, he 
encountered members of the Youth League of the African National 
Congress (ANC). He also read Marxist Literature, and talked with 
South African Communists. After earning his BA degree at the 
University, he returned to Southern Rhodesia h~ 1952 to teach at 
various schools near Salisbury and Gwelo. In 1955, after earning a 
bachelor’s degree in education by correspondence, he went to the 
Chatimbana Training College in Northern Rhodesia. He taught in 
Ghana for a little while, and then turned his attention to nationalist 
politics. While in Ghana, he et his future wife, Sarah (Sally) Heyfron. 
She would later be arrested and detained for her political activities in 
Southern Rhodesia. Sarah Heyfron was his only wife and he did not 
have any children. 

While on a home leave from Ghana in 1960, Robert Mugabe 
joined the National Democratic Party. After he attendeda protest rally, 
he changed his. mind about going back to Ghana to teach. This was 
where the political stage in his life started to excel. At the rally, he was 
asked to speak and got good applause from the crowd, later, Mugabe 
was elected information and publicity secretary of the NDP and helped 
to organize the youth wing of this organization. On August 8, 1963, 
Robert Mugabe was elected secretary general of the Zimbabwe African 
National Union (ZANU). However, when ZANU was banned in 1964, 

~ Mugabe was arrested with the other leaders and remained in jail for ten 
years. A lot of Mugabe’s education came in the ten years that he was 
in jail. While he was in jail, he earned degrees in Law and 
Administration from the University of London and studied for a 
master’s degree in Law as well. From prison, Mugabe was named to 
replace the former leader of ZANU. In the years to come, Mugabe 
would press his ideals and gain political respect. On April 18, 1980, 
Robert Gabriel Mugabe became the first Prime Minister of the 
Republic of Zimbabwe. 

After refusing to use his power for revenge, Robert Mugabe 
called on all of the people of Zimbabwe to build a new nation that was 
free of racism and any form of discrimination. He wanted a Zimbabwe 
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with a single loyalty. The fact that Mugabe’s task was done quickly, 
and with little disturbance, showed that the depth of his commilrnent to 
reconciliation was very deep indeed. After the elections in 1985, 
Mugabe continued to show overwhelming strength in his region. This 
was when Mugabe seriously dedicated himself to unity with the other 
region of ZAPU (Zimbabwe African People Union). In December of 
1987 the two parties merged under the combined name of ZANLI- 
Patriotic Front. As the office of prime minister was abolished, Mugabe 
became the Executive President. With a united party at the 1990 
elections, Mugabe won 78% of the popular vote for President. In the 
first ten years of Zimbabwe’s independence, Mugabe received awards 
for government policies that promoted food production. Mugabe led 
Zimbabwe to become the breadbasket of the region. 

Some of Mugabe’s major contributions were evident. 
Education was a major success story. Zimbabwe educated more 
students at the primary-school level in the first six years of 
independence than the white minority regime did in ninety years. In 
1989, four thousand students qualified for admission to the university. 
However, only two thousand could be accepted. This was a problem 
that many African countries would like to have, but it created a volatile 
political situation for Zimbabwe. Health care was also a priority for 
Mugabe. The governrnent had to resettle over t.6 million displaced 
people. In doing so, they reversed the priorities. They sent resources 
to the rural areas to strengthen primary health care, and sent less to 
urban hospital for high tech curative medicine. The results were that 
more people than ever had access to health care in Zimbabwe, but the 
services remained inadequate. Mugabe also noted that the survival of 
Mozambique was also the survival of Zimbabwe, and that the 
independence of the two countries was intertwined. Therefore, in 1982, 
Zimbabwe assisted Mozambique in resisting South African 
destabilization. In 1986, Mugabe was elected chair of the 101-member 
Non-Aligned Movement (NAM). His leadership featured priorities to 
end the areas race, to end intervention in regional disputes, and to call 
for a just international economic order. His leadership in NAM lasted 
for three years. 

Even though Mugabe was known for what he did for 
Zimbabwe, there were also criticisms against him. People criticized 
that the rise of a new but small class of wealthy bureaucrats and 
industrialists were charged with corruption. Mugabe referred to 
himself as a socialist, one who is concerned with economic equality. 
Even though the economy of Zimbabwe remained primarily capitalist, 
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the state has had to intervene in some sectors. Some of these being 
banks, news media, and pharmaceuticals, resulted in criticisms of 
Mugabe from both the left and the right sides. The people on the left 
wanted to see the land reform taken seriously. They also wanted a 
national plan for gradual state intervention in the vital industries. 
Those on the right said that the restrictions on foreign exchange and 

prices discouraged investment. Despite his personal preference, by the 
end of 1991, Mugabe’s inclinations toward socialism and one party 
government grew increasingly more difficult to maintain. 

In conclusion, Mugabe is a well known political leader of the 
Zimbabwean Nation. He became known to be the father of 
Zimbabwe’s Political movement. He has been the backbone of many 
substantial movements, including an award he won for increasing the 
national food production in Zimbabwe. It should be noted, however, 
that at the time of writing, Zimbabwe’s political future may be 
uncertain. The country has just completed its 2002 elections in which 
Mugabe was declared victorious. According to international observers, 
the election was characterized by fraud and irregularities. It was 
alleged that Mugabe used various strategies, including intimidation of 
his opponents, corruption, and disfrachisement of the members of the 
opposition party. At the age of 78, the re-election of Mugabe as 
President guarantees him the monopoly of power for life. He has 
served as head of state since the independence of Zimbabwe in 1980. 
Thus far, Zimbabwe has not prospered as expected by the people of 
Zimbabwe. It is unlikely that this trend wilt change under Mugabe’s 
leadership unless major changes and policies are instituted. 
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Nelson Mandela (1918-) 

Netson Mandela is one of the truly great African leaders of the 
twentieth century. Dedicating his life to social justice and equality, 
Mandela became the international figure in the South African anti- 
apartheid movement. It has been a long, tenuous battle, but as Mandela 
once wrote, "I can rest only for a moment, for with freedom comes 
responsibilities, and I dare not linger, for my long walk is not yet 
ended" (Mandela, 1994). 

Nelson Mandela was born on July 18, 1918 in the village of 
Mvezo on the banks of the Mbashe River. His father, Gadla Henry 
Mphakanyiswa, was chief of the Thembu tribe, part of the Xhosa 
nation, and had four wives, the third being Nossekeni Fanny, 
Mandela’s mother. Soon after Mandela was born, his father lost both 
his fortune and his title because he had disobeyed orders sent by a 
magistrate. Mphakanyiswa was, ,...guided not by the laws of the king 
of England, but by Thembu custom". 

With her three daughters and young Nelson in tow, Nossekeni 
Fanny moved her family to Qunu, north of Mvezo, to be closer to 
friends and relatives. Mphakanyiswa visited often and Mandeta’s early 
childhood years were happy. Seen as an exceptionally bright child, 
Mandela was enrolled at the local school when he was seven years old. 
On his first day his teacher gave him his Christian name, Nelson, and 
from there he received a very biased British education. 

When Mandeta was nine years old, his father died of natural 
causes. Prior to falling ill, however, he had recognized the importance 
of Mandela’s education and made arrangements with his cousin, Chief 
Jongintaba, who resided in the royal residence at Mqhekezweni. Soon 
after his father passed away, Mandela moved to his new home and new 
school. It was there that he developed a passion for African history and 
an understanding of what it meant to be a great leader. 

During tribal meetings at the royal hall, Mandela watched and 
studied the regent who had the task of listening to all that spoke and 
then drawing a consensus from the group. From these times Mandela 
wrote, "As a leader, I have always followed the principles I first saw 
demonstrated by the regent...I have always endeavored to listen to what 
each and every person in a discussion had to say before venturing my 
own opinion" (Mandela, 1994). 

After passing standard five, Mandela was sent to Clarkebury 
Institute, a boarding school, then to Wesleyan College, and then, at the 
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age of twenty, to Fort Hare College, the first University for black South 
Africans. 

During his second year at Fort Hare, in 1939, Mandela, who 
had already made a few small political waves on campus, was elected 
to serve on the Student Representative Council. A boycott regarding 
the quality of food served on campus led to Mandela resigning from the 
council and then being expelled from school. The headmaster offered 
to readmit him if Mandela agreed to serve on the student council. 
Mandela never returned. 

Back in Mqhekezweni, Mandela discovered that Chief 
Jongintaba, acting in accordance to Thembu law, had arranged his 
marriage. Fearing the unknown, Mandela fled to Johannesburg where 
he found work as a night watchman in a gold-mining operation on the 
Witwatersrand.    His experiences there further deepened his 
determination to work for social justice. 

He continued to study by correspondence and in 1942 passed 
his final examination at the University of South Africa. From there he 
became the only black student enrolled in the law department at the 
Afrikaans University of Witwatersrand. During his studies he was, 
"...exposed to Indian and white students and to radical, liberal,, and 
Africanist thought" (Middleton, 1997). 

In 1944 Mandela became a founding member of the Youth 
League within the African National Congress. Frustrated with the 
conservative leaders of the ANC, Mandela and his peers sought to 
create an organization that was, based on grass-roots involvement in the 
struggle for black rights and freedom. 

During the early years of the Youth League, Mandela met and 
married Evelyn Muse. They had four children together but soon 
Mandela’s political commitment outweighed his marital commitment 
andin t 955 Muse left him. 

In 1948 the National Dutch Afrikaans party took control of the 
government, introduced apartheid, "apartness", and began to enforce 
segregation. Racist legislation divided cities and outlawed mixed 
marriages. With laws in their favor, white South Africans were feared 
and disliked more than they had ever been. 

Mandeta, who was now working in a law firm, remained 
active with the youth League. In response to the Afrikaners’ racist 
stance, the Youth League decided it was time to branch out, to gain 
both attention and Support. By 1949 the League was organizing strikes, 
boycotts, and mass demonstrations. 
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Two other political groups, the Communist Party and the 
Indian Congress, declared May 1, 1950 "Freedom Day" and 
encouraged African workers to stay home in protest. Although he was 
supportive of their efforts, Mandela did not participate and remained 
focused on the ANC and his job at the law firm. More than two-thirds 
of the African workers did participate, however, and during a quiet 
rally that same night, eighteen Africans were killed due to police 
brutality. A few weeks later the Community Party was outlawed. 

Fearing the ANC would be next on the government’s list, 
Mandela realized it was time to unite with the other groups. On June 
26, 1952, the ANC, with Mandela serving as the Youth League 
president, agreed to join forces with South African communists and the 
Indian Congress in a Defiance Campaign. Mandela, embracing 
Ghandi’s passive-resistance means of protest, convinced demonstrators 
that a, "...non-violent conflict required more courage and determination 
than more violent forms of aggressive political action" (Benson, 1994). 

The Defiance Campaign, which lasted almost six months and 
included numerous boycotts and orderly protests, failed to reverse any 
racist legislation but it did force Mandela further into the political arena 
and allowed the ANC more exposure. 

On July 30, 1952, Mandela was arrested for violating the 
Suppression of Communism Act and on December 2 was found guilty 
of "statutory communism". He was sentenced to nine months but 
taking into account the demonstrations were held peacefully, the judge 
suspended the punishment for two years and banned him from 
attending any meetings political or social, for six months. Of this time 
Mmadela wrote, "i had come of age as a freedom fighter" (Mandela, 
1994). 

Before long, Mandela had created a system of underground 
networks which allowed for the exchange of information without 
having to organize a meeting. The "M-Plan", as it would be called, 
wasn’t as successful as many had hoped but it created a basis for the 
underground movement that had yet to come. 

In 1952, Mandela busied himself with the opening of the f~rst 
black law firm in Johannesburg with law partner Oliver Tambo. Soon 
atter, he started writing articles for the Liberation journal. Outlining 
his political ideas, Mandela spoke passionately about equality and 
criticized the government time and time again. 

Parliament passed the Bantu Education Act in 1953 which 
encouraged apartheid practices in the classroom, limiting and 
discouraging the education of black South Africans. This blow would 
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only solidify the ANC movement even more, inspiring them to create a 
congress of the people and to draw up a Freedom Charter for the 
Democratic South .Africa of the future. 

On December 5, 1956, Mandela was arrested and charged with 
high treason and conspiring to overthrow the government. During an 
early recess, Mandela met and fell in love with Nomzamo Winnifred 
"Winnie" Madikizela, a social worker in Johannesburg. They were 
soon married and together had two children. She became an active 
member of the ANC, supporting her political husband wholeheartedly. 

In the midst of the Treason Trial, the Pan African congress 
was formed. Separating itself from the ANC, the PAC called for a 
black movement for black people only. On March 21, 1960 it 
organized demonstrations in various communities. In the small 
township of Sharpeville, tensions flared and sixty-nine black South 
Africans were killed, most shot in the back as they fled from police. 
Thrust into the spotlight, the world was now watching South Africa and 
it’s government. 

On March 29, I961, the Treason Trial came to a close and 
Mandela was found not guilty. Kamwing his freedom was temporary, 
Mandela fled to the underground. He traveled secretly, attending 
meetings at night, disguising himself during the day. Frustrated with 
what few successes the ANC had achieved, Mandela decided it was 
time to abandon the non-violent practices and start a military campaign. 

Soon the Spear of Nation, or MK, was formed. Seeking help 
from the white communists who had already incorporated violence into 
their resistance movement, Mandela educated himself on how to form 
and lead an army. 

tn February of 1962 he smuggled himself to Addis Ababa to 
attend the Pan-African Freedom Movement Conference. From there he 
headed to Egypt to leam more bout African history, then to Algeria to 
receive military training, and then to England in search of books on 
warfare. 

When he returned to South Africa he was immediately 
arrested for illegally leaving the country and inciting workers to strike. 
He was found guilty and sentenced to five years. That punishment was 
changed to life in prison after police raided the ANC’s main office and 
found Mandela guilty of sabotage and conspiring to overthrow the 
government. He was sent to Robben Island. 

Mandela remained politically active in prison while Winnie 
continued to fight for his freedom in the outside world. As the years 
passed, western nations began to take a greater interest in the anti- 
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apartheid movement and in Mandela’s future. In 1982 an international 
"Free Mandela" campaign was formed and while he rejected then- 
President Botha’s offer to compromise his political beliefs in exchange 
for his freedom, Mandela’s relations were slightly better with Botha’s 
successor, de Klerk. In 1990 Mandela was granted his freedom. 

The two men were jointly awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 

1993 and a year later, on April 27, 1994, Nelson Mandela was chosen 
president in the first non-racial democratic elections. 

Once in power, Mandela faced the daunting tasks of bridging 
the gap between whites and blacks, both socially and economically. 
When he asked his constituents to be patient and not to expect changes 
to occur overnight, he was criticized. This "lack of urgency" led to 
disillusionment amongst some of his more liberal followers (DeLuca, 

2000). 
He was also criticized for appointing friends and associates to 

prominent positions in his cabhaet including his wife Winnie whom he 
eventually dismissed and divorced when she was accused of 

mishandling funds. 
Mandela m~rried again to another woman, Gracha Machel on 

his eightieth birthday and declined to run for a second term as president 
in 1999. He recently viewed hinaself as a "decoration" in the day to 
day operations for the South African government (DeLuca, 2000). 

As the founding father of South African democracy, Mandela 
sought to unite all races and ethnic groups. He maintained his dignity 
and held firmly his belief in social equality during his tumultuous 
career. Rising above the title of political leader, Nelson Mandela is a 
true freedom fighter, but the task of real nation-building in South 

Africa has just begun. 
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Kwame Nkrumah (1909-1972) 

Kwame Nkrumah was born in the village of Kkorgul, which is 
in the southwestern region of what used to be a British West African 
colony, the Gold Coast, and is today Ghana. The specific date of his 
birth is speculative. Kwame was baptized Roman Catholic and 
according to his baptism records the date of his birth was September 
twenty-first, 1909, which he accepted. 

His name, Nkrumah, is reflective of the fact that he was born 
into the world on a Saturday, which is in concurrence with the stern 
Akan tradition. He was born to two good willing parents, his father a 
goldsmith and his mother was a housewife who was very virtuous and 
loving. Nkrumah was an only child at birth and never went on to have 

any siblings. 
::          Kwame Nkrumah’s undoubtedly enthusiastic appetite for 

education and knowledge developed at an early age. He first attended a 
Roman Catholic primary school in 1926. During his attendance there 
he qualified to attend the Prince of Wales College at Achimoto. Here 
he trained and eventually earned his teaching credentials. Nkrumah 
exhibited excellent self-discipline in every aspect of his life. His days 
as a student were planned exactly and his personal ethics and values 
remained strong throughout his entire life. 

While attending the Prince of Wales College Nkrumah 
encountered a man that would go on to remain one of the strongest 
influences in his life, Dr. Kwagyir Aggrey, Dr. Aggrey was an 
educator trained in America and also the schools Vice Prh~cipat, Based 
on his studies in America, he had developed a vision that as with black 
Americans, the future of Africa depended on its people’s self- 
improvement and eventual result of achieving equality through 
education. This vision was very appealing to Nkrumah and remained 

in his mind. 
After Nkrumah taught for a year at a Catholic primary school 

he moved on to become Headmaster at another Catholic primary school 
at Axim in Nzemaland. There he fbcused on developing a challenging 
academic environment for his students. He also formed literary clubs 

and academic societies for his students. Nkrumah was satisfied in the 
role he fulfilled as headmaster but his true passion was in public affairs 
and politics. In 1935 he left the Gold Coast to further his education in 
theUnited States. His goal was to gain higher education, which he 
viewed as the key to solving the problems of his homeland. He 
guaranteed he would at some point return to Africa and play a major 
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role in delivering his fellow countrymen from their political, economic, 
and social bondage. 

Between 1935 and 1945 Nkrumah studied at Lincoln 
University in Pennsylvania for an undergraduate degree and then went 
on to obtain a Master’s degree from the university of Pennsylvania. By 
the time he was ready to leave the United States he had earned 
Bachelor of Science degrees in economics and sociology, a Bachelor of 
Theology degree, a Master of Science degree in education and a master 
of Philosophy degree. Also, he had completed the majority of his work 
at the University of Pennsylvania towards his Doctorate Degree in 
philosophy. 

While a student in the United States Nkrumah formed an 
African students organization becoming a popular speaker advocating 
the liberation of Africa from European colonialism. He also supported 
Pan-Africanism, a movement that supported the cooperation amongst 
all African people as well as for the political union of an independent 
Africa. 

As an advocate for an independent Africa Nkrumah had the 
desire to expand his political philosophies. He did so by attending 
many socialist as well as communist meetings. Nkrumah also began 
writing, tn 1943 he published his first article Education and 
Nationalism in Africa. In the article Nkrumah discussed Africa’s 
history and colonial suppression. He also discussed Africa’s growing 
insistency to rule themselves and resolve their own destiny. Nkrumah 
then went on to write Toward Colonial Freedom, which criticized 
colonial rule and claimed it to be a threatening method, which cheated 
Africa’s native citizens of their legal God-given prosperity. 

In late 1945 Nkrumah left the United States for London, 
England. While there he would go to lectures on politics an.d socialism 
given at the London School of Economics and Political Science. He 
also published The New African, which was an anti-colonial newspaper 
with which he passionately argued his demand for self-government and 
independence in Africa. The focal point of his argument was on the 
economic and political exploitation of Africa by imperialist Europe. 
Most importantly he became affiliated with the organization of the 
West African Chapter of the Pan-African Congress, to which he was 
later elected secretary. In preparing to become part of the congress 
Nkrumah met George Padmore. Padmore was a West-Indian socialist 
as well as an anti-colonial writer and agitator. In collaboration with 
Padmore Nkrumah drafted a powerful closing declaration demanding 
African freedom and self-rule. Nkrumah and Padmore maintained their 
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close relationship over the years and worked together in editing the 
African Interpreter, the New African, as well as the Pan-African. 
Nkrumah and Padmore inundated London and other areas in the United 
Kingdom capable of making decisions with pamphlets and posters 
fighting for their cause. Due to his tremendously hard work with the 
Pan African Congress and his determined mission to free Africa from 
colonial rule Kwame Nkrumah’s name became "synonymous with the 
demand for independence and self-rule of the Gold coast and for the 
Pan-African interests of all Africa." 

On November 14, 1947 Nkrumah finally decided to return to 
his homeland and pursue his goal of giving the Gold Coast its 
independence. Shortly after his arrival Nkrumah was elected General 
Secretary of the United Gold Coast convention Party. Because of 
certain political and personality conflicts Nkrumah experienced with 
the United Gold Coast convention Party he resigned from his position 
as General Secretary. On June 12, 1949 he began his own political 
party - the Convention People’s Party. In 1951 the Convention People’s 
Party won the In-st Gold Coast general elections for internal self- 
government. After this victory Nkrumah became the Leader of 
Government Business. In 1956 the Convention People’s Party again 
won the second general elections for internal self-government. 
Following this victory Nkrumah became the country’s first Prime 
Minister. 

As Prime Minister, Nkrumah immediately began to formulate 
plans that would help in the improvement of Africa. Great advances 
and improvements were made in medical services, new roads were built 
and old ones were fixed to meet most weather standards, and the Tema 
township and harbor were built. Nkrumah focused a huge amount of 
resources on the improvement of Ghana’s export agricultural base as 
well. Formerly Iargely dependent on cocoa, Nkrumah’s plan focused 
on endorsing other cash crops as an effort to reduce the fragile 
dependency on cocoa. He formed the Industrial Deyelopment 
Corporation to assume full range of industrial projects. He also 
developed the Ghanian Business Bureau to increase and take care of 
small to medium size Ghanian-owned businesses. 

The citizens of Africa stood behind Nkrumah and his efforts 
with total enthusiasm. They saw his vision and supported it 
completely..Nkrumah sponsored many self-help programs throughout 
the nation such as the building of new schools, clinics, village and town 
centers, roads, drained and irrigation systems and the people of Africa 
were ready and willing to help. On March 6, 1957 Kwame Nkrumah’s 
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vision of an independent and self-governing Gold Coast became a 
reality. Thanks to Nkrumah’s relentless efforts "the Gold Coast became 
the first African country, south of the Sahara, to gain political 
independence from colonial rule. On that very same day Nkrumah 
renamed the Gold Coast Ghana, after the old West African Empire. In 
July of 1960 he affirmed Ghana a Republic and as a result became the 

country’s first president. 
Kwame Nkrumah was one of the most powerful leaders in 

Afi’ica. He served as ruler of Ghana from I957-1966. In 1966 he fell 
out of office in a violent military coup while on his way to China to 
find resolutions to the Vietnam War. Consequently, he ended up living 
in Exile in Guinea and in t 972 died of cancer while residing in a 
Romanian Hospital. Although Nkrumah’s passing was greatly mourned 
by the people of Africa, his triumphs and visions that led Africa to her 
independence will never be forgotten. 

Nkrumah will particularly be remembered in Africa as the 
leader who brought the first Pan-African Conference to Africa when in 

1958 he convened the Accra conference of all African leaders in 
Ghana. Several subsequent other Afi’ican conferences followed and in 
1963 the organization of African Unity (OAU) was established in 
Addjs Ababa, Ethiopia. 
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Gamal Abdel Nasser was born on January 15, 1918, in the 
poor Alexandrian suburb of Bacos to two southern Egyptian parents. 
Being raised by the son of a postman, Nasser had the guidance and 
resources to become a knowledgeable reader and writer who practiced 
frequently. Reflecting back upon his childhood Nasser says, "I am 
proud to belong to this small village of Beni Morr. And 1 am more 
proud to be a member of a poor family from that village. I am saying 
these words for history that Nasser was born in a poor family and I 
promise that he will life and die a poor man". 

Nasser was very close with both of his parents although his 
family relationships seem almost traumatic. Early in his life, Nasser’s 
mother, whom he was very attached to, died in 1926 and his father was 
transferred from his job in Alexandria to a poor village on the edge of 
the delta. During this time, Nasser was away living with his uncle in 
Cairo and was not even informed of his mother’s death until he returned 
to Khatatbah, several months later, when it came as a great shock. 
Nasser was recorded as saying, "My mother’s death was a cruel blow 
that will be imprinted indelibly on my mind." 

After attending E1 Nahdia in Cairo, the most active secondary 
school in student politics, he entered the Royal Military Academy and 
graduated in 1938. During his time there, he formed very good 
friendships with a few fellow officers and with them, they created a 
secret revolutionary society that they called the Free Officers. The Free 
Officers was created after Nasser wrote in anger and frustration to a 
friend condenming the action and insulting the inability of the Egyptian 
army to act. 

Shortly after creating the Free Officers, Nasser married Tahia, 
th~ daughter of a small businessman. She was to prove to be a loyal 
and wonderful wife, eventually bearing five children and living in the 
suburbs of Cairo with Nasser for the rest of his life.    .." 

At this particular time in Egypt’s history, Egypt was ruled by a 
small landowning class that possessed one third of the Iand and had a 
huge factor in dominating parliament. Between the persistent presence 
of the British to the irresponsible acts set by King Farouk I (the young 
man in his early twenties who Nasser patronizingly referred to as "The 
Boy"), The Free Officers plotted to rid Egypt of the British and the 
King. 

On July 23, 1952, the Free Officers staged a takeover and 
overtttrew King Farouk. The attack plans were to lead units to key 
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posts, particularly Army Headquarters in Cairo. Other targets included 
the main airport, the telephone exchange, and the radio station. 
Although Nasser was the real leaders, he initially remained in the 
background during the oust and by the next morning a bloodless coup 

had been completed. 
Once the takeover was initiated, radical measures were soon 

instituted. Landownership was limited and the political parties were 
banned. During the time to appoint a new prime minister, All Maher, a 
former prime minister was asked to act as an interim. In 1953 the old 
monarchy under King Farouk was abolished and new light was in store 
for the citizens of Egypt. General Muhammad Naguib first headed 
Egypt, but in 1954 Nasser decided to stop in and assume power. Once 
Nasser was able to negotiate a treaty with the British, by which Egypt 
was evacuated after 72 years of occupation, Nasser was officially 

elected president in 1956. 
Following the Randung Conference in 1955, where Nasser 

emerged as a world figure, his relations with the west deteriorated. In 

1956, Britain and the United States decided to withdraw their fmaucial 
support from his "Aswan High Dana" project, tn order for Nasser to 
complete this important water dam project, he then nationalized the 
Suez Canal. This brought a lot of aggression from France and Britain 
in alliance with Israel. With added pressure from the United States, the 

three countries were forced to withdraw, and a United Nations 
emergency force was later placed as a buffer between Egypt and Israel. 

By this thne Nasser had become a hero in the Arab world. 
According to Robert Stephens, "Nasser achieved unprecedented 
popularity throughout the Arab world. He was admired for his rousing 
support of Arab Nationalism and his domestic social programs, which, 
for the first time in Egypt’s history, sought to better the lot of the ¯ 
peasant majority". In 1958 Syria and Egypt united under his 
presidency forming the United Arab Republic, however, the union 
broke up in 1961 after a coup in Syria. Nasser subsequently espoused a 
program of Arab socialism, in which banks and utilities were 

nationalized to f’mance a program of industrialization. 
By 1967 the Arab-Israeli situation had deteriorated. After the 

United Nations peacekeeping force, at Nasser’s request had been 
withdrawn, and the Egyptian guns blockaded the Gulf of Aqaba two 
Israeli ships were taken down, Israel attacked Egypt and occupied the 
entire Sinai Peninsula up to the Suez Canal resulting in the Six Day 
War. Shortly after the defeat in 1967, Nasser resigned, but thousands 

of citizens marched in his support. For the next three years, Nasser did 
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his best to rebuild the Egyptian army and he almost succeeded. His 
death on September 28, 1970 of a serious heart attack sent shock waves 
throughout the Arab world. In a stunning display of emotion, millions 
of Egyptians followed his funeral precession through the streets of 
Cairo. 

The opinions of Nasser are sharply divided depending on who 
you talk to. To some, he was known as the great Arab leader who 
fought against his own country in order to find peace and happiness for 
himself as well as for the citizens of Egypt. On the other hand, people 
may refer to him as a coward and stress his police-state methods and 
criticize his foreign policies, which also involved Egypt in a war in 
Yemen in 1962. However he was and will always be considered the 
foremost Arab leader of his time who restored Arab dignity after the 
long humiliation of western domination. 
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Julius Nyerere, (1922-1999) 

One of Africa’s most respected figures, Julius Nyerere, was a 
politician of principle and intelligence. Known as Mwalimu or teacher, 
he had a vision of education that was rich with possibility. 

Julius Kamberage Nyerere was born on April 13, 1922 in 

Butiama, on the eastern shore of Lake Victoria in northwest 
Tanganyika, now Tanzania. His father was the chief of the small 
Zanaki tribe. He was 12 before he started school; he had to walk 26 
miles to Musoma to do so. Later, he transferred for his secondary 
education to the Tabora Government Secondary School. His 
intelligence was quickly recognized:by the Roman Catholic priests who 
taught him. He went on, with their help, to train as a teacher at 
Makerere University in Kampala, Uganda. On gaining his Certificate, 
he taught for three years and then went on a government scholarship to 
study history and political economy for his Master of Arts degree at the 
University of Edinburgh; he was the first Tanzanian to study at a 
British university and only the second to gain a university degree 
outside Africa. In Edinburgh, partly through his encounter with Fabian 
thinking, Nyerere began to develop his particular vision of connecting 
socialism with African communal living: 

On his return to Tanganyika Nyerere was fbrced by the 
colonial authorities to make a choice between his political activities and 
his teaching. He was reported as saying that he was a schoolmaster by 
choice and a politician by accident. Working to bring a number of 
different nationalist factions into one grouping he achieved this in 1954 
with the formation of TANU, the Tanganyika African National Union. 
He became President of the Union, a post be held until 1977, entered 
the Legislative Council in 1958 and became chief minister in 1960. A 
year later Tanganyika was granted internal self-government and 
Nyerere became premier. Full independence came in December 1961 
and he was elected President in 1962. 

Nyerere’s integrity, ability as a political orator and organizer, 
and readiness to work with different groupings was a significm~t factor 
in independence being achieved without bloodshed. In t 964, following 
a coup in Zanzibar and an attempted coup in Tanganyika itself, Nyerere 
negotiated with the new leaders in Zanzibar and agreed to absorb them 
into the union government. The result was the creation of the Republic 
of Tanzania. 

As President, Nyerere had to steer a difficult course. By the 
late 1960s Tanzania was one of the world’s poorest countries. Like 
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many others it was suffering from a severe foreign debt burden, a 
decrease in foreign aid, and a fall in the price of commodities. His 
solution, the collectivization of agriculture, villagization and large- 
scale nationalization was a unique blend of socialism and communal 
life. The vision was set out in the Arusha Declaration of 196% The 
focus, given the nature of Tanzanian society, was on rural development. 
People were encouraged and sometimes forced to live and work on a 
cooperative basis in organized villages or ujamaa. The idea was to 
extend traditional values and responsibilities around kinship to 
Tanzania as a whole. 

Within the Declaration there was a commitment to raising 
basic living standards and an opposition to bad consumption and large 
private wealth. The socialism he believed in was people-centered. 
Humanness in its fullest sense rather than wealth creation nmst come 
first. He believed that societies become better places through the 
development of people rather than the gearing up of production. This 
was a matter that Nyerere took to be important both in his public and 
private life. Unlike many other politicians, he did not amass a large 
fortune through exploiting his position. 

The policy met with significant political resistance especially 
when people were forced into rural communes and little economic 
success. Nearly 10 million peasants were moved and many were 
effectively forced to give up their land. The idea of collective farming 
was less than. attractive to many peasants. A large number found 
themselves worse off. Productivity went down. However, the focus on 
human development and self-reliance did bring some success in other 
areas notable in health, education and in political identity. 

A committed pan-Africanist, Nyerere provided a home for a 
number of African liberation movements including the African 
National Congress and the Pan African Congress of South Africa, 
Frelimo when seeking to overthrow Portuguese rule in Mozambique, 
Zanla in their struggle to unseat the white regime in Southern Rhodesia 
now Zimbabwe. He also opposed the brutal regime of Iddi Amin in 
Uganda. Following a border invasion by Amin in 1978, a 20,000- 
strong Tanzanian army along with rebel groups, invaded Uganda. It 
took the capital, Kampala, in 1979, restoring Uganda’s first President, 
Milton Obote, to power. The battle against Amin was expensive and 
placed a strain on government finances. There was considerable 
criticism within Tanzania that he had both overlooked domestic issues 
and had not paid proper attention to internal human rights abuses. 
Tanzania was a one party state and while there was a strong democratic 
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element in organization and a concern for consensus, this did not stop 
Nyerere from using the Preventative Detention Act to imprison 
opponents. In part this may have been justified by the need to contain 
divisiveness, but there does appear to have been a disjuncture between 

his commitment to human rights on the world stage, and Iris actions at 

home. In 1985 Nyerere gave up the Presidency but remained as chair 

of the Party Chama Cha Mapinduzi (CCM). He gradually withdrew 
from active politics, retiring to his farm in Butiama. In 1990 he 
relinquished his chairmanship of CCM but remained active on the 
world stage as chair of the lntergovernmental South Centere. One of 
his last high profile actions was as the chief mediator in the Burundi 
conflict in t996. He died in a London hospital of leukemia on October 

14, t999. 
Nyerere’s admirers feel that his life and career are an 

inspiration to the many Africans who dismiss the notion current in elite 
African circles today that justice, dignity and freedom should be 
subordinated to the single-minded pursuit of prosperity through 
economic liberalization and structural adjustment. They seem to be 

suggesting that Africa needs morel leaders of Nyerere’s quality, 

integrity and wisdom. 

As I conclude this chapter, I learned about astonishing men 
who led their countries during extraordinary times. Those years when 
African countries struggled to be free of the shackles of colonialism, 
were sometimes violent, sometimes peaceful, sometimes successful, 
and sometimes doomed. These profiles help illustrate both the good 
and evil in all of us. In the lives of these leaders we see good and bad. 

The desire for freedom kept them alive when nothing else could. 
When at last these men tasted the independence they fought 

and worked so hard to attain, some led their nations to soaring heights, 
and some watched their countries crumble. Many of these patriarchs 
were admired and revered by their people, but some ruled by fear with 
an iron fist. Africa is ever changing. Her politics must conform to the 
times. Independence Day has come for all her countries, but the 

bondage of colonialism still lingers. 
I-lamilton Wright Mabie once said, "Real freedom comes from 

the mastery, through knowledge of historic conditions and race 
character which makes possible a free m~d intelligent use of experience 
for the purpose of progress., By studying these revolutionaries, we are 
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able to see historic conditions that drove them, We gain their 

experience, acquire inherent knowledge and move forward in our own 
lives having felt a little bit of the pain they knew so well. 
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Okonkwo was well known throughout the 

nine villages and even beyond. His fame 

rested on solid personal achievements. As a young man of 

eighteen he had brought honor to his village by throwing 

Amalinze the Cat. Amalinze was the great wrestler who for 

seven years was unbeaten, from Umuolqa to Mbaino. He was 

called the Cat because his back would never touch the earth. 

It was this man that Okonkwo threw in a fight which the old 

men agreed was one of the fiercest since the founder of their 

town engaged a spirit of the wild for seven days and seven 

nights. 

The drums beat and the flutes sang and the spectators 

held their breath. Amalinze was a wily craftsman, but 

Okonkwo was as slippery as a fish in water. Every nerve and 

every muscle stood out on their arms, on their backs and their 

thighs, and one almost heard them stretching to breaking 

point. In the end Okonkwo threw the Cat. 

That was many years ago, twenty years or more, and 

during this time Okonkwo’s fame had’grown Iike a bush-fire in 

the harmattan. He was tall and huge, and his bushy eyebrows 
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and wide nose gave him a very severe look. He breathed 

heavily, and it was said that, when he slept, his wives and 

children in their houses could hear him breathe. When he 

walked, his heels hardly touched the ground and he seemed .to 

walk on springs, as if he was going to pounce on somebody. 

And he did pounce on people quite often. He had a slight 

stammer and whenever he was angry and could not get his 

words out quickly enough, he would use his fists. He had no 

patience with unsuccessful men. He had had no patience with 

his father. 

Unoka, for that was his father’s name, had died ten years 

ago. In his day he was lazy and improvident and was quite 

incapable of thinking about tomorrow. If any money came his 

way, and it seldom did, he immediately bought gourds of 

palm-wine, called round his neighbors and made merry. He 

always said that whenever he saw a dead man’s mouth he saw 

the folly of not eating what one had in one’s lifetime. Unoka 

was, of course, a debtor, and he owed every neighbor some 

money, from a few cowries to quite substantial amounts. 

He was tall but very thin and had a slight stoop. He 

wore a haggard and mournful look except when he was drink- 

ing or playing on his flute. He was very good on his flute, and 

his happiest moments were the two or three moons after the 

harvest when the village musicians brought down their instru- 

ments, hung above the fireplace. Unoka would play with 

them, his face beaming with blessedness and peace. Some- 

times another village would ask Unoka’s band and their danc- 

ing egwugwu to come and stay with them and teach them their 

tunes. They woUld go to such hosts for as long as three or four 
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markets, making music and feasting. Unoka loved the good 

fare and the good fellowship, and he loved this season of the 
year, when the rains had stopped and the sun rose every 

morning with dazzling beauty. And it was not too hot either, 

because the cold and dry harmattan wind was blowing down 

from the north. Some years the harmattan was very severe and 

a dense haze hung on the atmosphere. Old men and children 

would then sit round log fires, warming their bodies. Unoka 

loved it all, and he loved the first kites that returned with the 
dry season, and the children who sang songs of welcome to 

them. He would remember his own childhood, how he had 
often wandered around looking for a kite sailing leisurely 

against the blue sky. As soon as he found one he would sing 
with his whole being, welcoming it back from its long, long 

journey, and asking it if it had brought home any lengths of 

cloth. 
That was years ago, when he was young. Unoka, the 

grown-up, was a failure. He was poor and his wife and chil- 

dren had barely enough to eat. People laughed at him because 

he was a loafer, and they swore never to lend him any more 

money because he never paid back. But Unoka was such a 

man that he always succeeded in borrowing more, and piling 
up his debts. 

One day a neighbor called Okoye came in to see him. 

He was reclining on a mud bed in his hut playing on the flute. 

He immediately rose and shook hands with Okoye, who then 

unrolled the goatskin which he carried under his arm, and sat 

down. Unoka went into an inner room and soon returned with 
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a small wooden disc containing a kola nut, some alligator 

pepper and a lump of white chalk. 

"I have kota," he announced when he sat down, and 
passed the disc over to his guest. 

"Thank you. He who brings, kola brings life. But ! think 

you ought to break it," replied Okoye, passing back the disc. 

"No, it is for you, I think," and they argued like this for a 

few moments before Unoka accepted the honor of breaking 

the kola. Okoye, meanwhile, took the lump.of chalk, drew 

some lines on the floor, and then painted his big toe. 

As he broke the kola, Unoka prayed to their ancestors 

for life and health, and for protection against their enemies. 

When they had eaten they talked about many things: about 

the heavy rains which were drowning the yams, about the 

next ancestral feast and about the impending war with the 

village of Mbaino. Unoka was never happy when it came to 

wars. He was in fact a coward and could not bear the sight of 

blood. And so he changed the subject and talked about music, 

and his face beamed. He could hear in his mind’s ear the 

blood-stirring and intricate rhythms of the ekwe and the udu 

and the o_aene, and he could hear his own flute weaving in and 

out of them, decorating them with a colorful and plaintive 

tune. The total effect was gay and brisk, but if one picked out 

the flute as it went up and down and then broke up into short 

snatches, one saw that there was sorrow and grief there. 

Okoye was also a musician. He played on the ogene. But 

he was not a failure like Unokal He had a large barn full of 

yams and he had three wives. And now he was going to take 

the Idemili title, the third highest in the land. It was a very 
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expensive ceremony and he was gathering all his resources 

together. That was in fact the reason why he had come to see 

Unoka. He cleared his throat and began: 

"Thank you for the kola. You may have heard of the title 

I intend to take shortly." 

Having spoken plainly so far, Okoye said the next half a 

dozen sentences in proverbs. Among the Ibo the art of con- 

versation is regarded very highly, and proverbs are the palm- 

oil with which words are eaten. Okoye was a great talker and 

he spoke for a long time, skirting round the subject and then 

hitting it finally. In short, he was asking Unoka to return the 

two hundred cowries he had borrowed from him more than 

two years before. As soon as Unoka understood what his 

friend was driving at, he burst out laughing. He laughed loud 

and long and his voice rang out clear as the 0gene, and tears 

stood in his eyes. His visitor was amazed, and sat speechless. 

At the end, Unoka was able to give an answer between fresh 

outbursts of mirth. 
"Look at that wall," he said, pointing at the far wall of his 

hut, which was rubbed with red earth so that it shone. "Look 
at those lines of chalk;" and Okoye saw groups of short per- 

pendicular lines drawn in chalk. There were five groups, and 

the smallest group had ten lines. Unoka had a sense of the 

dramatic and so he allowed a pause, in which he took a pinch 

of snuff and sneezed noisily, and then he continued: "Each 

group there represents a debt to someone, and each stroke is 

one hundred cowries. You see, I owe that man a thousand 

cowries. But he has not come to wake me up in the morning 

for it. I shallpay you, but not today. Our elders say that the 
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sun will shine on those who stand before it shines on those 
who kneel under them. I shall pay my big debts first." And he 
took another pinch of snuff, as if that was paying the big 
debts first. Okoye rolled his goatskin and departed. 

When Unoka died he had taken no title at all and he was 
heavily in debt. Any wonder then that his son Okonkwo was 
ashamed of him? Fortunately, among these people a man was 
judged according to his worth and not according to the worth 
of his father. Okonkwo was clearly cut out for great things. 
He was still young but he had won. fame as the greatest wres- 
tler in the nine villages. He was a wealthy farmer and had two 
barns full of yams, and had just married his third wife. To 

crown it all he had taken two titles and had shown incredible 
prowess in two inter-tribal wars. And so although Okonkwo 
was still young, he was already one of the greatest men of his 

time. Age was respected among his people, but achievement 

was revered. As the eiders said, if a child washed his hands he 
could eat with kings. Okonkw0 had clearly washed his hands 
and so he ate with kings and elders. And that was how he 

came to look after the doomed lad who was sacrificed to the 
village of Umuofia by their neighbors to avoid war and blood- 

shed. The ill-fated lad was called Ikemefuna. 

CHAPTER TWO 

Okonkwo had just blown out the palm-oil 

lamp and stretched himself on his bamboo 

bed when he heard the O._aene of the town crier piercing the still 

night air. Gome, gome, gome, gome, boomed the hotlow metal. 

Then the crier gave his message, and at the end of it beat his 

instrument again. And this was the message. Every man of 

Umuofia was asked to gather at the market place tomorrow 

morning. Okonkwo wondered what was amiss, for he knew 

certainly, that something was amiss. He had discerned a clear " 

overtone of tragedy in thecrier’s voice, and even now he 

could still hear it as it grew dimmer and dimmer in the dis- 

tance. 

The night was very quiet. It was always quiet except on 

moonlight nights. Darkness held a vague terror for these peo- 

ple, even the bravest among them. Children were warned not 

to whistle at night for fear of evil spirits. Dangerous animals 

became even more sinister and uncanny in the dark. A snake 

was never called by its name at night, because it would hear. It 

was called a string. And so on this particular night as the 

crier’s voice was gradually swallowed up in the distance, si- 
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lence returned to the world, a vibrant silence made more in- 
tense by the universal trill of a million million forest insects. 

On a moonlight night it would be different. The happy 
voices Of children playing in open fields would then be heard. 

And perhaps those not so young would be playing in pairs in 
less open places, and old men and women would remember 
their youth. As the lbo say: "When the moon is shining the 
cripple becomes hungry for a walk." 

But this particular night was dark and silent. And in all 
the nine villages of Umuofia a town crier with his ogene asked 
every man to be present tomorrow morning. Okonkwo on his 

bamboo bed tried to figure out the nature of the emergency-- 
war with a neighboring clan? That seemed the most likely 

reason, and he was not afraid of war. He was a man of action, 
a man of war. Unlike his father he could stand the look of 
blood. In Umuofia’s latest war he was the first to bring home a 

human head. That was his fifth head; and he was not an old 
man yet. On great occasions such as the funeral of a village 
celebrity he drank his palm-wine from his first human head. 

In the morning the market place was full. There must 
have been about ten thousand men there, all talking in low 
voices. At last Ogbuefi Ezeugo stood up in the midst of them 

and bellowed four times, "Umuofia kwenu," and on each occa- 
sion he faced a different direction and seemed to push the air 

with a clenched fist. And ten thousand men answered "Yaa;" 
each time. Then there was perfect silence. Ogbuefi Ezeugo 

was a powerful orator and was always chosen to speak on such 

occasions. He moved his hand over his white head and 
stroked his white beard. He then adjusted his cloth, which 
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was passed under his right arm-pit and tied above his left 

shoulder. 

"Umuofia kwenu," he bellowed a fifth time, and the crowd 
yelled in answer. And then suddenly like one possessed he 
shot out his left hand and pointed in the direction of Mbaino, 
and said through gleaming white teeth firmly clenched: 

"Those sons of wild animals have dared to murder a daughter 
of Umuofia." He threw his head down and gnashed his teeth, 
and allowed a murmur of suppressed anger to sweep the 
crowd. When he began again, the anger on his face was gone 

and in its place a sort of smile hovered, more terrible and 
more sinister than the anger. And in a clear unemotional voice 
he told Umuofia how their daughter had gone to market at 

Mbaino and had been killed. That woman, said Ezeugo, was 

the wife of Ogbuefi Udo, and he pointed to a man .who sat 

near him with a bowed head. The crowd then shouted with 
anger and thirst for blood. 

Many others spoke, and at the end it was decided to 

follow the normal course of action. An ultimatum was immedi- 
ately dispatched to Mbaino asking them to choose between 
war on the one hand, and on the other the offer of a young 

man and a virgin as compensation. 
Umuofia was feared by all its neighbors. It was powerful 

in war and in magic, and its priests and medicine men were 
feared in all the surrounding country. Its most potent war- 
medicine was as old as the clan itself. Nobody knew how old. 

But on one point there was general agreement--the active 
principle in that medicine had been an old woman with one 

leg. In fact, the medicine itself was called agadi-nwayi, or old 
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woman. It had its shrine in the centre of Umuofia, in a cleared 
spot. And if anybody was so foolhardy as to pass by the shrine 

after dusk he was sure to see the old woman hopping about. 

And so the neighboring clans who naturally knew of 

these things feared Umuofia, and would not go to war against 

it without first trying a peaceful settlement. And in fairness to 

Umuofia it should be recorded that it never went to war unless 
its case was clear and just and was accepted as such by its 

Oracle the Oracle of the Hills and the Caves. And there 

were indeed occasions when the Oracle had forbidden 
Umuofia to wage a war. If the clan had disobeyed the Oracle 

they would surely have been beaten, because their dreaded 

agadi-nwayi would never fight what the Ibo call a fight of blame. 
But the war that now threatened was a just war. Even the 

enemy clan knew that. And so when Okonkwo of Umuofia 

arrived at Mbaino as the proud and imperious emissary of war, 

he was treated with great honor and respect, and two days 

later he returned home with a lad of fifteen and a young 

virgin. The lad’s name was lkemefuna, whose sad story is still 

told in Umuofia unto this day. 

The elders, or ndichie, met to hear a report of Okonkwo’s 

mission. At the end they decided, as everybody knew they 

would, that the girl should go to Ogbuefi Udo to replace his 

murdered wife. As for the boy, he belonged to the clan as a 
whole, and there was no hurry tO decide his fate. Okonkwo 

was, therefore, asked on behalf of the clan to look after him in 
the interim. And so for three years Ikemefuna lived in 

Okonkwo’s household. 
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Okonkwo ruled his household with a heavy hand. His 

wives, especially the youngest, lived in perpetual fear of his 

fiery temper, and so did his little children. Perhaps down in 

his heart Okonkwo was not a cruel man. But his whole life was 

dominated by fear, the fear of failure and of weakness. It was 

deeper and more intimate than the fear of evil and capricious 

gods and of magic, the fear of the forest) and of the forces of 

nature, malevolent, red in tooth and claw. Okonkwo’s fear was 

greater than these. It was not externaI but lay deep within 

himself. It was the fear of himself, lest he should be found to 
resemble his father. Even as a little boy he had resented his 

father’s failure and weakness, and even now he still remem- 
bered how he had suffered when a playmate had told him that 

his father was a.qbala.. That was how Okonkwo first came to 

know that agbata was not only another name for a woman, it 

could also mean a man who had taken no title. And so 

Okonkwo was ruled by one passion--to hate everything that 

his father Unoka had loved. One of those things was gentle- 

ness and another was idleness. 

During the planting season Okonkwo worked daily on 

his farms from cock-crow until the chickens went to roost. He 

was a very strong man and rarely felt fatigue. But his wives and 

young children were not as strong, and so they suffered. But 

they dared not complain openly. Okonkwo’s first son, Nwoye, 

was then twelve years old but was aIready causing his father 

great anxiety for his incipient laziness. At any rate, that was 

how it looked to his father, and he sought to correct him by 
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constant nagging and beating. And so Nwoye was developing 
into a sad-faced youth. 

Okonkwo’s prosperity was visible in his household. He 
had a large compound enclosed by a thick wall of red earth. 

His own hut, or obi, stood immediately behind the only gate 

in the red walls. Each of his three wives had her own hut, 
which together formed a half moon behind the obj. The barn 
was built against one end of the red walls, and long stacks of 
yam stood out prosperously in it. At the opposite end of the 
compound was a shed for the goats, and each wife built a 

small attachment to her hut for the hens. Near the barn was a 

small house, the "medicine house" or shrine where Okonkwo 
kept the wooden symbols of his personal god and of his an- 
cestral spirits. He worshipped them with sacri~ces of kola nut, 
food and palm-wine, and offered prayers to them on behalf of 
himself, his three wives and eight children. 

So when the daughter of Umuofia was killed in Mbaino, 

Ikemefuna came into Okonkwo’s household. When Okonkwo 
brought him home that day he called his most senior wife and 

handed him over to her. 
"He belongs to the clan," he told her. "So look after him." 

"Is he staying long with us?" she asked. 
"Do what you are told, woman," Okonkwo thundered, 

and stammered. "When did you become one of the ndichie of 

Umuofia?" 
And so Nwoye’s mother took Ikemefuna to her hut and 

asked no more questions. 
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As for the boy himself, he was terribly afraid. He could 
not understand what was happening to him or what he had 

done. How could he know that his father had taken a hand in 
killing a daughter of Umuofia? All he knew was that a few 

men had arrived at their house, conversing with his father in 

low tones, and at the end he had been taken out and handed 
over to a stranger. His mother had wept bitterly, but he had 
been too surprised to weep. And so the stranger had brought 
him, and a girl, a long, long way from home, through lonely 

forest paths. He did not know who the girl was, and he never 
saw her again. 



Okonkwo did not have the start in life which 

many young men usually had. He did not in- 

herit a barn from his father. There was no barn to inherit. The 

story was told in Umuofia, of how his father, Unoka, had 

gone to consult the Oracle of the Hills and the Caves to find 

out why he always had a miserable harvest. 

The Oracle was called Agbala, and people came from far 

and near to consult it. They came when misfortune dogged 

their steps or when they had a dispute with their neighbors. 

They came to discover what the future held for them or to 

consult the spirits of their departed fathers. 

The way into the shrine was a round hole at the side of a 

hill, just a little bigger than the round opening into a 

henhouse. Worshippers and those who came to seek knowl- 

edge from the god crawled on their belly through the hole 

and found themselves in a darkl endless space in the presence 

of Agbala. No one had ever beheld Agbala, except his priest- 

ess. But no one who had ever crawled into his awful shrine 

had come out without the fear of his power. His priestess 

stood by the sacred fire which she built in the heart of the 
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cave and proclaimed the will of the god. The fire did not burn 

with a flame. The glowing logs only served to light up vaguely 

the dark figure of the priestess. 

Sometimes a man came to consult the spirit of his dead 

father or relative. It was said that when such a spirit appeared, 

the man saw it vaguely in the darkness, but never heard its 

voice. Some people even said that they had heard the spirits 

flying and flapping their wings against the roof of the cave. 

Many years ago when Okonkwo was still a boy his fa- 

ther, Unoka, had gone to consult Agbala. The priestess in 

those days. was a woman called Chika. She was full of the 

power of her god, and she was greatly feared. Unoka stood 

before her and began his story. 

"Every year," he said sadly, "before I put any crop in the 

earth, I sacrifice a cock to Ani, the owner of all land. It is the 

law of our fathers. I also kill a cock at the shrine of lfejioku, 

the god of yams. I clear the bush and set fire to it when it is 

dry. I sow.the yams when the first rain has fallen, and stake 
them when the young tendrils appear. I weed--" 

"Hold your peacel" screamed the priestess, her voice ter- 

rible as it echoed through the dark void. "You have offended 

neither the gods nor your fathers. And when a man is at peace 

with his gods and his ancestors, his harvest will be good or 

bad according to the strength of his arm. You, Unoka, are 

known in all the clan for the weakness of your machete and 

your hoe. When your neighbors go out with their ax to cut 

down virgin forests, you sow your yams on exhausted farms 

that take no labor to clear. They cross seven rivers to make 
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their farms; you stay at home and offer sacrifices to a reluctant 

soil. Go home and work like a man." 

Unoka was an ill-fated man. He had a bad chi or personal 

god, and evil fortune followed him to the grave, or rather to 

his death, for he had no grave. He died of the swelling which 

was an abomination to the earth goddess. When a man was 

afflicted with swelling in the stomach and the limbs he was 

not allowed to die in the house. He was carried to the Evil 

Forest and left there to die. There was the story of a very 

stubborn man who staggered back to his house and had to be 

carried again to the forest and tied to a tree. The sickness was 

an abomination to the earth, and so the victim could not be 

buried in her bowels. He died and rotted away above the 

earth, and was not given the first or the second burial. Such 

was Unoka’s fate. When they carried him away, he took with 

him his flute. 

With a father like Unoka, Okonkwo did not have the 

start in life which many young men had. He neither inherited 

a barn nor a title, nor even a young wife. But in spite of these 

disadvantages, he had begun even in his father’s lifetime to lay 

the foundations of a prosperous future. It was slow and pain- 

ful. But he threw himself into it like one possessed. And in- 

deed he was possessed by the fear of his father’s contemptible 

life and shameful death. 

There was a wealthy man in Okonkwo’s village who had 

three huge barns, nine wives and thirty children, His name 

was Nwakibie and he had taken the highest b~t one title 
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which a man could take in the clan. It was for this man that 

Okonkwo worked to earn his first seed yams. 

He took a pot of palm-wine and a cock to Nwakibie. 

Two. elderly neighbors were sent for) and Nwakibie’s two 

grown-up sons were also present in his obi. He presented a 

kota nut and an alligator .pepper, which were passed round for 

all to see and then returned to him. He broke the nut saying: 

"We shatl all live. We pray for life, children, a .good harvest 

and happiness. You will have what is good for you and I will 

have what is good for me. Let the kite perch and let the eagle 

perch too. If one says no to the other, let his wing break." 

After the kola nut had been eaten Okonkwo brought his 

palm-wine from the corner of the hut where it had been 

placed and stood it in the center of the group. He addressed 

Nwakibie, calling him "Our father." 

"Nna ayi," he said. "I have brought you this little kola. As 

our people say, a man who pays respect to the great paves the 

way for his own greatness, l have Come to pay you my re- 

spects and also to ask a favor. But let us drink the wine first." 

Everybody thanked Okonkwo and the neighbors 

brought out their drinking horns from the goatskin bags they 

carried. Nwakibie brought down his own horn, which was 

fastened to the rafters. The younger of his sons, who was also 

the youngest man in the group, moved to the center, raised 

the pot on his left knee and .began to pour out the wine. The 

first cup went to Okonkwo, who must taste his wine before 

anyone else. Then the group drank, beginning with the eldest 

man. When everyone had drunk two or three horns, Nwakibie 
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sent for his wives. Some of them were not at home and only 

four came in. 

"Is Anasi not in?" he asked them. They said she was com- 

ing. Anasi was the first wife and the others could not drink 

before her, arid so they stood waiting. 

Anasi was a middle-aged woman, tall and strongly built. 

There was authority in her bearing and she looked every inch 

the ruler of the womenfolk in a large and prosperous family. 

She wore the anklet of her husband’s {itles, which the first 

wife alone could wear. 
She walked up to her husband and accepted the horn 

from him. She then went down on one knee, drank a little and 

handed back the horn. She rose, called him by his name and 

went back to her hut. The other wives drank in the same way, 

in their proper order, and went away. 

The men then continued their drinking and talking. 

Ogbuefi Idigo was talking about the palm-wine tapper, 

Obiako, who suddenly gave up his .trade. 

"There must be something behind it," he said, wiping the 

foam of wine from his mustache with the back of his left hand. 

"There must be a reason for it. A toad does not run in the 

daytime for nothing." 

"Some people say the Oracle warned him that he would 

fall off a palm tree and kill himself," said Akukalia. 

"Obiako has always been a strange one," said Nwakibie. 

"I have heard that many years ago, when his father had not 

been dead very long, he had gone to consult the Oracle. The 

Oracle said to him, ’Your dead father wants you to sacrifice a 

goat to him.’ Do you know what he told the Oracle? He said, 
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’Ask my dead father if he ever had a fowl when he was alive.’" 

Everybody laughed heartily except Okonkwo, who laughed 

uneasily because, as the saying goes, an old woman is always 

uneasy when dry bones are mentioned in a proverb. Okonkwo 

remembered his own father. 
At last the young man who was pouring’ out the wine 

held up half a horn of the thick, white dregs and said, "What 

we are eating is finished." "We have seen it," *he others re- 

plied. "Who will drink the dregs?" he asked. "Whoever has a 

job in hand," said Idigo, looking at Nwakibie’s elder son 

Igwelo with a malicious twinkle in his eye. ¯ 

Everybody agreed that Igwelo should drink the dregs. 

He accepted the half-full horn from his brother and drank it. 

As ldigo had said, Igwelo had a job in hand because he had 

married his first wife a month or two before. The thick dregs 

of palm’wine were supposed to be good for men who were 

going in to their wives. 

After the wine had been drunk Okonkwo laid his diffi- 

culties before Nwakibie. 

"l have come to you for help," he said. "Perhaps you can 

already guess what it is. I have cleared a farm but have no 

yams to sow. I know what it is to ask a man to trust another 

with his yams, especially these days when young men are 

afraid of hard work. I am not afraid of work. The lizard that 

jumped from the high iroko tree to the ground said he would 

praise himself if no one else did. I began to fend for myself at 

an age when most people still suck at their mothers’ breasts. If 

you give me some.yam seeds I shall not fail you." 

Nwakibie cleared his throat: "It pleases me .to see a 
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young, man like you these days when our youth has gone so 

soft. Many young men have come to me to ask for yams but I 

have. refused because I knew they would just dump them in 

the earth and leave them to be choked by weeds. When I say 

no to them they think I am hard hearted. But it is not so. 

Eneke the bird says that since men have learned to shoot 

without missing, he has learned to fly without perching. I have 

learned to be stingy with my yams. But 1 can trust you. I know 

it as I look at you. As our fathers said, you can tell a ripe corn 

by its look. I shall give you twice four hundred yams. Go 

ahead and prepare your farm." 

Okonkwo thanked him again and again and went home 

feeling happy. He knew that Nwakibie would not refuse him, 

but he had not expected he would be so generous. He had not 

hoped to get more than four hundred seeds. He would now 

have to make a bigger farm. He hoped to get another four 

hundred yams from one of his father’s friends at lsiuzo. 

Share-cropping was a very slow way of buiIding up a 

barn of one’s own. After all the toil one only got a third of the 

harvest. But for a young man whose father had no yams, there 

was no other way. And what made it worse in Okonkwo’s case 

was that he had to support his mother and two sisters from his 

meagre harvest. And supporting his mother also meant sup- 

porting his father. She could not be expected to cook and eat 

while her husband starved. And so at a very early age when he 

was striving desperately to build a barn through share-crop- 

ping Okonkwo was also fending for his father’s house. It was 

like pouring grains of corn into a bag fuI1 of holes. His mother 

and sisters worked hard enough, but they grew women’s 
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crops, like coco-yams, beans and cassava. Yam, the king of 

crops, was a man’s crop. 

The year that Okonkwo took eight hundred seed-yams 

from Nwakibie was the worst year in living memory. Nothing 

happened at its proper time; it was either too early or too late. 

It seemed as if the world had gone mad. The first rains were 

late, and, when they came, lasted only a brief moment. The 

blazing sun returned, more fierce than it had ever been 

known, and scorched all the green that had appeared with the 

rains. The earth burned like hot coals and roasted ali the yams 

that had been sown. Like all good farmers, Okonkwo had 

begun to sow with .the first rains. He had sown four hundred 

seeds when the rains dried up and the heat returned. He 

watched the sky all day for signs of rain clouds and lay awake 

all night. In the morning he went back to his farm and saw the 

withering tendrils. He had tried to protect them from the 

smoldering earth by making, rings of thick sisal leaves around 

them. But by the end of the .day the sisal rings were burned 

dry and gray. He changed them every day, and prayed that 

the rain might fall in the night. But the drought continued for 

eight market weeks and the yams were killed. 

Some farmers had not planted their yams yet. They were 

the lazy easy-going ones who always put off clearing their 

farms as long as they could. This year they were the wise 

ones. They sympathized with their neighbors with much 

shaking of the head, but inwardly they were happy for what 

they took to be their own foresight. 
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Okonkwo planted what was left of his seed-yams when 
the rains finally returned. He had one consolation. The yams 
he had sown before the drought were his own, the harvest of 

the previous year. He still had the eight hundred from 

Nwakibie and the four hundred from his father’s friend. So he 

would make a fresh start. 
But the year had gone mad. Rain fell as it had never 

fallen before. For days and nights together it poured down in 

violent torrents, and washed away the yam heaps. Trees were 
uprooted and deep gorges appeared everywhere. Then the 
rain became less violent. But it went from day to day without a 

pause. The spell of sunshine which always came in the middle- 
of the wet season did not appear. The yams put on luxuriant 
green leaves, but every farmer knew that without sunshine the 
tubers would not grow. 

That year the harvest was sad, like a funeral, and many. 
farmers wept as they dug up the miserable and rotting yams. 
One man tied his cloth to a tree branch and hanged himself. 

Okonkwo remembered that tragic year with a cold 
shiver throughout the rest of his life. It always surprised him 
When he thought of it later that he did not sink under the toad 
of despair. He knew that he was a fierce fighter, but that year 
had been enough to break the heart of a lion. 

"Since I survived that year," he always said, "I shall sur- 
vive anything." He put it down to his inflexible will. 

His father, Unoka, who was then an ailing man, had said 
to him during that terrible harvest month: "Do not despair. I 
know you will not despair. You have a manly and a proud 
heart. A proud heart can survive a general failure because such 
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a failure does not prick its pride. It is more difficult and more 

bitter when a man fails atone." 
Unoka was like that in his last days. His love of talk had 

grown with age and sickness. It tried Okonkwo’s patience be- 
yond words. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

"Looking at a king’s mouth," said an old man, 

"one would think he never sucked at his 

mother’s breast." He was talking about Okonkwo, who had 

risen so suddenly from great poverty and misfortune to be one 

of the lords of the clan. The old man bore no ill will towards 

Okonkwo. Indeed he respected him for his industry and suc- 

cess. But he was struck, as most people were, by Okonkwo’s 

brusqueness in dealing with less successful men. Only a week 

ago a man had contradicted him at a kindred meeting which 

they held to discuss the next ancestral feast. Without looking 

at the man Okonkwo had said: "This meeting is for men." The 

man who had contradicted him had no titles. That was why 

he had called him a woman. Okonkwo knew how to .kill a 

man’s spirit. 

Everybody at the kindred meeting took sides with Osugo 

when Okonkwo called him a woman. The oldest man present 

said sternly that those whose palm-kernels were cracked for 

them by a benevolent spirit should not forget to be humbte. 

Okonkwo said he was sorry for what he had said, and the 

meeting continued. 
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But it was really not true that Okonkwo’s palm-kernels 

had been cracked for him by a benevolent spirit. He had 

cracked them himself. Anyone who knew his grim struggle 

against poverty and misfortune could not say he had been 

lucky. If ever a man deserved his success, that man was 

Okonkwo. At an early age he had achieved fame as the great- 

est wrestler in all the land. That was not luck. At the most one 

could say that his chi or personat god was good. But the Ibo 

people have a proverb that when a man says yes his chi says 

yes also. Okonkwo said yes very strongly; so his chi agreed. 

And not only his chi but his clan too, because it judged a man 

by the work of his hands. That was why Okonkwo had been 

chosen by the nine villages to carry a message of war to their 

enemies unless they agreed to give up a young man and a 

virgin to atone for the murder of Udo’s wife. And such was the 

deep fear that their enemies had for Umuofia that they treated 

Okonkwo like a king and brought him a virgin who was given 

to Udo as wife, and the lad lkemefuna. 

The elders of the clan had decided that lkemefuna 

should be in Okonkwo’s care for a while. But no one thought 

it would be as long as three years. They seemed to forget all 

about him as soon as they had taken the decision. 

At first Ikemefuna was very much afraid. Once or twice 

he tried to run away, but he did not know where to begin. He 

thought of his mother and his three-year-old sister and wept 

bitterly. Nwoye’s mother was very kind to him and treated 

him as one of her own children. But all he said was: "When 

shall I go home?" When Okonkwo heard that he would not 

eat any food he came into the hut with a big stick in his hand 
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and stood over him while he swallowed his yams, trembling. 

A few moments later he went behind the hut and began to 

vomit painfully. Nwoye’s mother went to him and placed her 

hands on his chest and on his back. He was ill for three 

market weeks, and when he recovered he seemed to have 

overcome his great fear and sadness. 

He was by nature a very lively boy and he gradually 

became popular in Okonkwo’s household, especially with the 

children. Okonkwo’s son, Nwoye, who was two years 

younger, became quite inseparable from him beqause he 

seemed to know everything. He could fashion out flutes from 

bamboo stems and even from the elephant grass. He knew the 

names of all the birds and could set clever traps for the little 
bush rodents. And he knew which trees made the strongest 

bows. 

Even Okonkwo himself became very fond of the boy-- 

inwardly of course. Okonkwo never showed any emotion 

openly, unless it be the emotion of anger. To show affection 

was a sign of weakness; the only thing worth demonstrating 

was strength. He therefore treated Ikemefuna as he treated 

everybody else--with a heavy hand. But there was no doubt 

that he liked the boy. Sometimes when he went to big village 

meetings or communal ancestral feasts he allowed lkemefuna 

to accompany him, like a son, carrying his stool and his goat- 

skin bag. And, indeed, Ikemefuna called him father. 

lkemefuna came to Umuofia at the end of the carefree 

season between harvest and planting. In fact he recovered 
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from his illness only a few days before the Week of Peace 

began. And that was also the year Okonkwo broke the peace, 

and was punished, as was the custom, by Ezeani, the priest of 

the earth goddess. 

Okonkwo was provoked to justifiable anger by his youn- 

gest wife, who went to plait her hair at her friend’s house and 

did not return early enough to cook the afternoon meal. 

Okonkwo did not know at first that she was not at home. 
After waiting in vain for her dish he went to her hut to see 

what she was doing. There was nobody in the hut and the 

fireplace was cold. 

"Where is Ojiugo?" he asked his second wife, who came 

out of her hut to draw water from a gigantic pot in the shade 

of a small tree in the middle of the compound. 

"She has gone to plait her hair." 

Okonkwo bit his lips as anger welled up within him. 

"Where are her children? Did she take them?" he asked 

with unusual coolness and restraint. 

"They are here," answered his first wife, Nwoye’s mother. 

Okonkwo bent down and looked into her hut. Ojiugo’s chil- 

dren were eating with the children of his first wife. 

"Did she ask you to feed them before she went?" 

"Yes," lied Nwoye’s mother, twing to minimize Ojiugo’s 
thoughtlessness. 

Okonkwo knew she was not speaking the truth. He 

walked back to his obi to await Ojiugo’s return. And when she 

returned he beat her very heavily. In his anger he had forgot- 

ten that it was the Week of Peace. His first two wives ran out 

in great alarm pleading with him that it was the sacred week. 
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But Okonkwo was not the man to stop beating somebody 

half-way through, not even for fear of a goddess. 

Okonkw6’s neighbors heard his wife crying and sent 

their voices over the compound walls to ask what was the 

matter. Some of them came over to see for themselves. It was 

unheard of to beat somebody during the sacred week. 

Before it was dusk Ezeani, who was the priest of the 

earth goddess, Ani, called on Ok0nkwo in his obj. Okonkwo 

brought out kola nut and placed it before the priest. 

"Take away your kola nut. I shall not eat in the house of a 

man who has no respect for our gods and ancestors." 

Okonkwo tried to explain to him what his wife had 

done, but Ezeani seemed to pay no attention. ’ He held a short 

staff in his hand which he brought down on the floor to em- 

phasize his points. 

’!Listen to. me," he said when Okonkwo had spoken. "You 

are not a stranger in Umuofia. You know as well as t do that 

our forefathers ordained that before we plant any crops in the 

earth we should observe a week in which a man does not say a 

harsh word to his neighbor. We. live in peace with our fellows 

to honor our great goddess of the earth without whose bless- 

ing our crops will not grow. You have committed a great evil." 

He brought down his staff heavily on the floor. "Your wife was 

at fault, but even if-you came into your obi and found her lover 

on top of her, you would still have committed a great evil to 

beat her." His staff came down again. "The evii you have done 

can ruin the whole clanl The earth goddess whom you have 

insulted may refuse to give us her increase, and we shall all 

perish." His tone now changed !rom anger to command. "You 
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will bring to the shrine of Ani tomorrow one she-goat, one 

hen, a length of cIoth and a hundred cowries." He rose and 

left the hut. 

Okonkwo did as the priest said. He also took with him a 

pot of palm-wine. Inwardly, he was repentant. But he was not 

the man to go about telling his neighbors that he was in error. 

And so people said he had no respect for the gods of the clan. 

His enemies said his good fortune had gone to his head. They 

called him the little bird nza who so far forgot himself after a 

heavy meal that he challenged his cbi. 

No work was done during the Week of Peace. People 

called on their neighbors and drank palm-wine. This year they 

talked of nothing else but the nso-ani which Okonkwo had 

committed. It was the first time for many years that a man had 

broken the sacred peace. Even the oldest men could only 

remember one or two other occasions somewhere in the dim 

past~ 

Ogbuefi Ezeudu, who was the oldest man in the village, 

was telling two other men who came to visit him that the 

punishment for breaking the Peace of Ani had become very 

mild in their clan. 

"It has not always been so," he said. "My father told me 

that he had been told that in the past a man who broke the 

peace was dragged on the ground through the village until he 

died. But after a while this custom was stopped because it 

spoiled, the peace which it was meant to preserve." 

"Somebody told me yesterday," said one of the younger 

men, "that.in some clans it is an abomination for a man to die 

during the Week of Peace." 
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"It is indeed true," said Ogbuefi Ezeudu. "They have that 

custom in Obodoani. If a man dies at this time he is not buried 

but cast into the Evil Forest. It is a bad custom which these 

people observe because they lack understanding. They throw 

away large numbers of men and women without burial. And 

what is the result? Their clan is full of the evil spirits of these 

unburied dead, hungry to do harm to the living." 

After the Week of Peace every man and his family began 

to clear the bush to make new farms. The cut bush was left to 

dry and fire was then set to it. As the smoke rose into the sky 

kites appeared from different directions and hovered over the 

burning field in silent valediction. The rainy season was ap- 

proaching when they would go away until the dry season 

returned. 

Okonkwo spent the next few days preparing his seed- 

yams. He looked at each y~im carefully to see whether it was 

good for sowing. Sometimes he decided that a yam was too 

big to be sown as one seed and he split it deftly along its 

length with his sharp knife. His eldest son, Nwoye, and 

lkemefuna helped him by-fetching the yams in long baskets 

from the barn and in counting the prepared seeds in groups of 

four hundred. Sometimes. Okonkwo gave them a few yams 

each to prepare. But he always found fault with their effort; 

and he said so with much threatening. 

"Do you think you are cutting up yams for cooking?" he 

asked Nwoye. "If you Split another yam of this size, I shall 

break your jawl You think you are still a child. I began to own 
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a farm at your age. And you," he said to Ikemefuna, "do you 
not grow yams where you come from?" 

Inwardly Okonkwo knew that the boys were still too 
young to understand fully the difficult art of preparing seed- 

yams. But he thought that one could not begin too early. Yam 
stood for manliness, and he who could feed his family on 
yams from one harvest to another was a very great man in- 
deed. Okonkwo wanted his son to be a great farmer and a 

great man. He would stamp out the disquieting signs of lazi- 
ness which he thought he already saw in him. 

"I will not have a son who cannot hold up his head in the 
gathering of the clan. I would sooner strangle him with my 

own hands. And if you stand staring at me like that," he swore, 
"Amadiora will break your head for you~" 

Some days later, when the land had been moistened by 
two or.three heavy rains, Okonkwo and his family went to the 
farm with baskets of seed-yams, their hoes and machetes, and 

the planting began. They made single mounds of earth in 
straight lines all over the field and sowed the yams in them. 

Yam, the king of crops, was a very exacting king. For 

three or four moons it demanded hard work and constant 

attention from cock-crow till the chickens went back to roost. 
The young tendrils were protected from earth-heat with rings 
of sisal leaves. As the rains became heavier the women planted 

maize, melons and beans between the yam mounds. The yams 

were then staked, first with little sticks and later with tall and 
big tree branches. The women weeded the farm three times at 

definite periods in the life of the yams, neither early nor late. 
And now the rains had really come, so heavy and persis- 
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tent that even the village rain-maker no longer claimed to be 

able to intervene. He could not stop the rain now, just as he 

would not attempt to start it in the heart of the dry season, 

without serious danger to his own health. The personal dyna- 

mism required to counter the forces of these extremes of 

weather would be far too great for the human frame. 

And so nature was not interfered with in the middle of 

the rainy season. Sometimes it poured down in such thick 

sheets of water that earth and sky seemed merged in one gray 

wetness. It was then uncertain whether the low rumbling of 

Amadiora’s thunder came from above or below. At such times, 

in each of the countless thatched huts of Umuofla, children 

sat around their mother’s cooking fire telling stories, or with 

their father in his obi warming themselves from a log fire, 

roasting and eating maize. It was a brief resting period be- 

tween the exacting and arduous planting season and the 

equally exacting but light-hearted month of harvests. 

Ikemefuna had begun to feel like a member of 

Okonkwo’s family. He still thought about his mother and his 

three-year-old sister, and he had moments of sadness and de- 

pression. But he and Nwoye had become so deeply attached 

to each other that such moments became less frequent and 

less poignant. Ikemefuna had an endless stock of folk tales. 

Even those which Nwoye knew already were told with a new 

freshness and the local flavor of a different clan. Nwoye re- 

membered this period very vividly tilt the end of his life. He 

even remembered how he had laughed when Ikemefuna told 

him that the proper name for a corn cob with only a few 

scattered grains was eze-agadi-nwayi, or the teeth of an old 
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woman. Nwoye’s mind had gone immediately to Nwayieke, 

who lived near the udala tree. She had about three teeth and 

was always smoking her pipe. 

Gradually the rains became lighter and less frequent, and 

earth and sky once again became separate. The rain fell in 

thin, slanting showers through sunshine and quiet breeze. 

Children no longer stayed indoors but ran about singing: 

"The rain is falling, the sun is sbinin~, 

Alone Nnadi is cooking and eating." 

Nwoye always wondered who Nnadi was and why he 

should live all by himself, cooking and eating. In the end he 

decided that Nnadi must live in that land of Ikemefuna’s favor- 
ite story where the ant holds his court in splendor and the 

sands dance forever. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

The Feast of the New Yam was approaching 

and Umuofia was in a festival mood. It was an 

occasion for giving thanks to Ani, the earth goddess and the 

source of all fertility. Ani played a greater part in the life of 

the people than any other deity. She was the ultimate judge of 

morality and conduct. And what was more, she was in close 

communion with the departed fathers of the clan whose bod- 

ies had been committed to earth. 

The Feast of the New Yam was held every year before 

the harvest began, to honor the earth goddess and the ances- 

tral spirits of the clan. New yarn.s could not be eaten until 

some had first been offered to these powers. Men and women, 

young and old, looked forward to the New Yam Festival be- 

cause it began the season of plenty--the new year. On the 

last night before the festivaJ, y~ms of the old year were all 

disposed of by those who still had them. The new year must 

begin with tasty, fresh yams and not the shriveled and fibrous 

crop of the previous year. All cooking pots, calabashes and 

wooden bowls were thoroughly washed, especially the 

wooden mortar in which yam was pounded. Yam foo~foo and 
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vegetable soup was the chief food in the celebration. So much 
of it was cooked that, no matter how heavily the family ate or 
how many friends and relatives they invited from neighboring 
villages, there was always a large quantity of food left over at 
the end of the day. The story was .always told of a wealthy 
man who set before his guests a mound of foo-foo so high that 
those who sat on one side could not see what was happening 
on the other, and it was not until late in the evening that one 
of them saw for the first time his in-law who had arrived 
during the course of the meal and had fallen to on the oppo- 
site side. It was only then that they exchanged greetings and 
shook hands over what was left of the food. 

The New Yam Festival was thus an occasion for joy 
throughout Umuofia. And every man whose arm was strong, 
as the lbo people say, was expected to invite large numbers of 
guests from far and wide. Okonkwo always asked his wives’ 
relations, and since he now had three wives his guests would 
make a fairly big crowd. 

But somehow Okonkwo could never become as enthusi- 
astic over feasts as most people. He was a good eater and he 
could drink one or two fairly big gourds of palm-wine. But he 
was always uncomfortable sitting around for days waiting for a 
feast or getting over it. He would be very much happier work- 
ing on his farm. 

The festival was now only three days away. Okonkwo’s 

wives had scrubbed the walls and the huts with red earth until 
they reflected light. They had then drawn patterns on them in 
white, yellow and dark green. They then set about painting 
themselves with cam wood and drawing beautiful black pat- 
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terns on their stomachs and on their backs. The children were 

also decorated, expeciaIly their hair, which was shaved in 

beautiful patterns. The three women talked excitedly about 

the relations who had been invited, and the children reveled 

in the thought of being spoiled by these visitors from the 

motherland. Ikemefuna was equally excited. The New Yam 

Festival seemed to him to be a much bigger event here than in 

his own village, a place which was already becoming remote 

and vague in his imagination. 

And then the storm burst. Okonkwo, who had been 

walking about aimlessly in his compound in suppressed anger, 

suddenly found an outlet. 

"Who killed this banana tree?" he asked. 

A hush fell on the compound immediately. 

"Who killed this tree? Or are you all deaf and dumb?" 

As a matter of fact the tree was very much alive. 

Okonkwo’s second wife had merely cut a few leaves off it to 

wrap some food, and she said so. Without further argument 

Okonkwo gave her a sound beating and left her and her only 

daughter weeping. Neither of the other wives dared to inter: 

fete beyond an occasional and tentative, "It is enough, 

Okonkwo," pleaded from a reasonable distance. 

His anger thus satisfied, Okonkwo decided to go out 

hunting. He had an old rusty gun made by a clever blacksmith 

who had come to live in Umuofia Iong ago. But although 

Okonkwo was a great man whose prowess was universally 

acknowledged, he was not a hunter. In fact he had not killed a 

rat with his gun. And so when he called lkemefuna to fetch his 

gun, the wife who had just been beaten murmured something 
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about guns that never shot. Unfortunately for her, Okonkwo 

heard it and ran madly into his room for the loaded gun, ran 

out again and aimed at her as she clambered over the dwarf 

wall of the barn. He pressed the trigger and there was a loud 

report accompanied by the wail of his wives and children. He 

threw down the gun and jumped into the barn, and there lay 

the woman, very much shaken and frightened but quite un- 

hurt. He heaved a heavy sigh and went away with the gun. 

In spite of this incident the New Yam Festival was cele- 

brated with great joy in Okonkw0’s household. Early that 

morning as he offered a sacrifice of new yam and palm-oil to 

his ancestors he asked them to protect him, his children and 

their mothers in the new year. 

As the day wore on his in-laws arrived from three sur- 

rounding viilages, and each party brought with them a huge 

pot of palm-wine. And there was eating and drinking till 

night, when Okonkwo’s in-laws began to leave for their 

homes. 

The second day of the new year was the day of the great 

wrestling match between Okonkwo’s village and their neigh- 

bors. It was difficult to say which the people enjoyed more-- 

the feasting and fellowship of the first day or the wrestling 

contest of the second. But there was one woman who had no 

doubt whatever in her mind. She was Okonkwo’s second wife, 
Ekwefi, whom he nearly shot. There was no festival in all the 

seasons of the year which gave her as much pleasure as the 

wrestling match. Many years ago when she was the village 

beauty Okonkwo had won her heart by throwing the Cat in 

the greatest contest within living memory. She did not marry 
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him then because he was too poor to pay her bride-price. But 
a few years later she ran away from her husband and came to 

live with Okonkwo. All this happened many years ago. Now 
Ekwefi was a woman of forty-five who had suffered a great 
deal in her time. But her love of wrestling contests was still as 
strong as it was thirty years ago. 

It was not yet noon on the second day of the New Yam 
Festival. Ekwefi and her only daughter, Ezinma, sat near the 
fireplace waiting for the water in the pot to boil. The fowl 
Ekwefi had just killed was in the wooden mortar. The water 

began to boiI, and in one deft movement she lifted the pot 
from the fire and poured the boiling water over the fowl. She 
put back the empty pot on the circular pad in the corner, and 

looked at her palms, which were black with soot. Ezinma was 
always surprised that her mother could lift a pot from the fire 

with her bare hands. 
"Ekwefi," she said, "is it true that when people are grown 

up, fire does not burn them?" Ezinma, unlike most children, 
called her mother by her name. 

"Yes," replied Ekwefi, too busy to argue. Her daughter 
was only ten years old but she was wiser than her years. 

"But Nwoye’s mother dropped her pot of hot soup the 
other day and it broke on the floor." 

Ekwefi turned the hen over in the mortar and began .to 
pluck the feathers. 

"Ekwefi," said Ezinma, who had joined in plucking the 

feathers, "my eyelid is twitching." 
"It means you are going to cry," said her mother. 
"No," Ezinma said, "it is this eyelid, the top one." 
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"That means you will see something." 

"What will I see?" she asked. 
"How can I know?" Ekwefi wanted her to work it out 

herself. 

"Oho," said Ezinma at last. "I know what it is--the wres- 
tling match." 

At last the hen was plucked clean. Ekwefl tried to pull 
out the horny beak but it was too hard. She turned round on 
her low stool and put the beak in the fire for a few moments. 

She pulled again and it came off. 

"Ekwefl!" a voice called from one of the other huts. It was 
Nwoye’s mother, Okonkwo’s first wife. 

"Is that me?" Ekwefi called back. That was the way peo- 

ple answered calls from outside. They never answered yes for 
fear it might be an evil spirit calling. 

"Will you give Ezinma some fire to bring to me?" Her 
own children and Ikemefuna had gone to the stream. 

Ekwefi put a few live coals into a piece of broken pot and 
Ezinma carried it across the clean swept compound to 
Nwoye’s mother. 

"Thank you, Nma," she said. She was peeling new yams, 
and in a basket beside her were green vegetables and beans. 

"Let me make the fire for you," Ezinma offered. 
"Thank you, Ezigbo," she said. She often called her 

Ezigbo, which means "the good one." 
Ezinma went outside and brought some sticks from a 

huge bundle of firewood. She broke them into little pieces 

across the sole of her foot and began to build a fire, blowing it 

with herbreath. 
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"You will blow your eyes out," said Nwoye’s mother, 

looking up.from the yams she was peeling. "Use the fan." She 

stood up and pulled out the fan which was fastened into one 

of the rafters. As soon as she got up, the troublesome nan- 

nygoat, which had been dutifully eating yam peelings, dug her 

teeth into the real thing, scooped out two mouthfuls and fled 

from the hut to chew the cud in the goats’ shed. Nwoye’s 

mother swore at her and settled down again to her peeling. 

Ezinma’s fire was now sending up thick clouds of smoke. She 

went on fanning it until it burst into flames. Nwoye’s mother 

thanked her and she went back to her mother’s hut. 

Just then the distant beating of drums began to reach 

them. It came from the direction of the ilo, the village play- 

ground. Every village had its own ito which was as old as the 

village itself and where all the great ceremonies and dances 

took place. The drums beat the unmistakable wrestling dance 

quick, light and gay, and it came floating on the wind. 

Okonkwo cleared his throat and moved his feet to the 

beat of the drums. It filled him with fire as it had always done 

from his youth. He trembled with the desire to conquer and 

subdue. It was like the desire for woman. 

"We shall be late for the wrestling," said Ezinma to her 

mother. 

"They will not begin until the sun goes down." 

"But they are beating the drums." 

"Yes. The drums begin at noon but the wrestling waits 

until the sun begins to sink. Go and see if your father has 

brought our yams for the afternoon." 

"He has. Nwoye’s mother is already cooking." 
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"Go and bring our own, then. We must cook quickly or 
we shall be late for the wrestling." 

Ezinma ran in the direction of the barn and brought back 
two yams from the dwarf wall. 

Ekwefi peeled the yams quickly. The troublesome nanny- 
goat sniffed about, eating the peelings. She cut the yams into 
small pieces and began to prepare a pottage, using some of the 

chicken. 
At that moment they heard someone crying just outside 

their compound. It was very much like Obiageli, Nwoye’s 

sister. 
"Is that not Obiageli weeping?" Ekwefi called across the 

yard to Nwoye’s mother. 
"Yes," she replied. "She must have broken her waterpot." 

The weeping was now quite close and soon the children 
filed in, carrying on their heads various sizes of pots suitable 

to their years, lkemefuna came first with the biggest pot, 
closely followed by Nwoye and his two younger brothers. 

Obiageli brought up the rear, her face streaming with tears. In 
her hand was the cloth pad on which the pot should have 

rested on her head. 
"What happened?" her mother asked, and Obiageli told 

her mournful stow. Her mother consoled her and promised to 

buy her another pot. 

Nwoye’s younger brothers were about to tell their 
mother the true story of the accident when Ikemefuna looked 
at them sternly and they held their peace. The fact was that 
Obiageli had been making inyanga with her pot. She had bal- 

anced it on her head, folded ’her arms in front of her and 
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began to sway her waist like a grown-up young tady. When 

the pot fell down and broke she burst out laughing. She only 

began to weep when they got near the iroko tree outside their 

compound. 

The drums.were still beating, persistent and unchanging. 

Their sound was no longer a separate thing from the living 

village. It was like the pulsation of its heart. It throbbed in the 

air, in the sunshine, and even in the trees, and filled the village 

with excitement. 

Ekwefi ladled her husband’s share of the pottage into a 

bowI and covered it. Ezinma took it to him in his obi. 

OkOnkwo was sitting on a goatskin already eating his 

first wife’s meal. Obiageli, who had brought it from her 

mother’s hut, sat on the floor waiting for him to finish. Ezinma 

placed her mother’s dish before him and sat with Obiageli. 

"Sit like a womanI" Okonkwo shouted at her. Ezinma 

brought her two legs together and stretched them in front of 

her. 

"Father, will you go to see the wrestling?" Ezinma asked 

after a suitable intervaI. 

"Yes," he answered "Will you go?" 

"Yes." And after a pause she said: "Can I bring your chair 

for you?" 

"No, that is a boy’s job." Okonkwo was specially fond of 

Ezinma. She looked very much like her mother, who was once 

the village beauty, But his fondness only showed on very rare 

occasions, 

"Obiageli broke her pot today," Ezinma said. 
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"Yes, she has told me about it," Okonkwo said between 
mouthfuls. 

"Father," said Obiageli, "people should not talk when 
they are eating or pepper may go down the wrong way." 

"That is very true. Do you hear that, Ezinma? You are 
older than Obiageli but she has more sense." 

He uncovered his second wife’s dish and began to eat 
from it. Obiageli took the first dish and returned to her 
mother’s hut. And then Nkechi came in, bringing the third 
dish. Nkechi was the daughter of Okon.kwo’s third wife. 

In the distance the drums continued to beat. 
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Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, October 6, 2011 5:13 PM 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

RE: [course_scheduling_officers] associated class numbers 

You can add my request to the folder" ) 

Thanks! 

From: Sherman, Renee A [mailto:renees@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, October 06, 2011 4:25 PM 
To." departmental course scheduling officers 
Subject." Re:[course_scheduling_officers] associated class numbers 

Umm, it looks like you will be getting this report tomorrow but you will get it. I’m making a special folder for the requests! 

To say the response is overwhelming is putting it mildly! © 

Renee Sherman 

Scheduling Team Lead 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 

Forum member 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
course_scheduling_officers as: <a href="mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</a>. To 
unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, October 10, 2011 9:59 AM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc. edu> 

RE: Meetings with Hartlyn 

Got it. Thanks! 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Monday, October 10, 2011 9:57 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: Meetings with Hartlyn 

Here is the list. 
Thanks! 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University ofNorthCarolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
~ 919.962.5824 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Thursday, October 06, 2011 3:46 PM 
To: ’corefac3287@listserv.unc.edu’ 
Cc: Clarke, Tiffany D 
Subject: Meetings with Hartlyn 

Dear All, 
Attached is a revised schedule of meeting with Dean Hartlyn. I apologize for the changes, and appreciate your 

flexibility. Please let me know ASAP if there are any problems with this. 

Georges - your meeting time hasn’t been confirmed, but it will be on that Tuesday. 

Best, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 

217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 



109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, October 10, 2011 3:26 PM 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

RE: Associated Class Numbers report 

Thanks Renee! 

From: Sherman, Renee A 
Sent: Monday, October 10, 2011 3:13 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Associated Class Numbers report 

Below you will find a table with your courses and their associated class numbers. Included are those courses which 

contain section numbers 001-850 and 956-974. These are the courses that should not have the same associated class 

number if there is more than one section of the lecture. You will have to make note of any issues and send them to me 

to be changed because you are unable to do so at this time. 

You do not have to change the associated class number on the master’s thesis and doctorate courses. These should not 

cause any registration issues. 

This report gives you the opportunity to check any issues that may result from incorrectly linking the lecture and 

recitations. Please let me know if you have questions about this. 

Thanks, 
Renee 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, October 11,2011 2:18 PM 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber@ad.unc.edu> 

RE: website 

Thanks, Evelyne! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Evelyne Huber [maiho:elmbe@ad.tmc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 11, 2011 12:54 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Huber, Evelyne H; Buell, Agatha 
Subject: Re: website 

Excellent - thanks, Travis. It will be good to have Walter listed on the 
existing website for now. And I’ll be happy to take a look at the new 
one whenever you are ready. 
Evelyne 

On 10/11/2011 11:36 AM, Gore, Travis wrote: 
> Dear Dr. Huber, 
> 
> Thank you for your email. I apologize for not responding earlier this morning but I was in a summer school meeting. I have added 
Walter Rucker to the new site but since nobody can see it yet I will make sure he is added to the old website for now. I should be able 
to get that up today. I am going to take another look over the new website today and then it would be great if sometime later this week 
that you, Agatha, Tim, and Kenneth could review it and provide any comments or suggestions. 
> 
> Thank you, 
> Travis 
> 

> Travis Gore 
> Student Services Manager 
> Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
> 109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
> p 919.966.5496 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Evelyne Huber [.mailto:elmbe~ad.mlc.edtt] 
> Sent: Tuesday, October 11, 2011 9:35 AM 
> To: Gore, Travis 
> Cc: Buell, Agatha 
> Subject: website 
> 

> Hi Travis, 
> I understand that you have been working on a major overhaul of the 
> website, but that it still will take some time to finish. In the 
> meantime, could you please add Walter Rucker to the website as is? He 
> said that people have had problems locating him, and that has meant 
> missed letters of recommendation and invitations to conferences. Please 
> let me know when you think you can add him. Please also try to come up 
> with an estimate on when the new website is likely to be ready. If you 
> think it would be good to get some paid help with it, e.g. for putting 
> up faculty CVs and links to personal faculty web sites, please let me know. 
> Thanks, 
> Evelyne 
> 



Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair~ Department of Political Science 
University of North Carolina 
Campus Box 3265 
Chapel Hill~ NC 27599-3265 

phone: 919-962-3041 

fax: 919-962-0432 
email: ehuber@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, October 11,2011 2:55 PM 

Braxton, Wayne (Life Safety & Access) <Wayne.Braxton@facilities.unc.edu> 

RE: Battle Hall 

Thanks Wayne. I will show this to my business manager and then get back to you. - Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

From: Braxton, Wayne (Life Safety & Access) [mailto:Wayne.Braxton@facilities.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 11, 2011 2:25 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Battle Hall 

Travis 

Estimate on rekeying Battle Hall would be approximately around $2000 dollars 

Labor 51700 

Keys 5315 

If don’t run into any problems, this should about cover it 

This is just a estimate 

If you have any questions, please give me a call. Also please let me know what you decide so I will know what to do with 

this work order. 

Thanks 

Wayne Braxton 
Facilities Services Keyshop 
CB # 1800 962-1269 

~ac. unc. edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, October 11,2011 3:52 PM 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20111011154125542.pdf 

Things Fall Apart 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:sca~mer ] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 11, 2011 3:41 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

ScanDate: 10.11.2011 15:41:25 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 
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away in the forest, but he had neveryet come across them. A 

vague chill had descended on him and his head had seemed to 

swell, like a solitary walker at night who passes an evil spirit 

on the way. Then something had given way inside him. It 

descended on him again, this feeling, when his father walked 

in, that night after killing Ikemefuna. CHAPTER EIGHT 

Okonkwo did not taste any food for two days 

after the death of lkemefuna. He drank palm- 

wine from morning tiI1 night, and his eyes were red and fierce 

like the eyes of a rat whefl it was caught by the tail and 

dashed against the floor. He called his son, Nwoye, to sit with 

him in his obj. But the boy was afraid of him and slipped out of 

the hut as soon as he noticed him dozing. 

He did not sleep at night. He tried not to think about 

lkemefuna, but the more he tried the more he thought about 

him. Once he got up from bed and walked about his com- 

pound. But he was so weak that his legs could hardly carry 

him. He felt like a drunken giant walking with the limbs of a 

mosquito. Now and then a cold shiver descended on his head 

and spread down his body. 

On the third day he asked his second wife, Ekwefi, to 

roast plantains for him. She prepared it the way he liked--- 

with slices of oil-bean and fish. 

"You have not eaten for two days," said his daughter 

Ezinma when she brought the food to him. "So you must 

finish this." She sat down and stretched her legs in front of 
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her. Okonkwo ate the food absent-mindedly. ’She should 
have been a boy,’ he thought as he looked at his ten-year-old 

daughter. He passed her a piece 0f fish. 
"Goand bring me some cold water," he said. Ezinma 

rushed out of the hut, chewing the fish, and soon returned 
with a bowl of cool water from the earthen pot in her mother’s 

hut. 
Okonkwo took the bowl from her and gulped the water 

down. He ate a few more pieces of plaintain and pushed the 

dish aside. 

"Bring me my bag," he asked, and Ezinma b3rought his 
goatskin bag from the far end of the hut. He searched in it for 
his snuff-bottle. It was a deep bag and took almost the whole 
length of his arm. It contained other chings apart from his 
snuff-bottle. There was a drinl~ing horn in it, and also a &ink- 

ing gourd, and they knocked against each other as he 
searched. When he brought out the snuff-bottle he tapped it a 

few times against his knee-cap before taking out some snuff on 
the palm of his left hand. Then he remembered that he had 
not taken out his snuff-spoon. He searched his bag again and 
brought out a small, flat, ivory spoon, with which he carried 

the brown snuff to his nostrils.                     ¯ 
Ezinma took the dish in one hand and ~:he empty water 

bowl in the other and went back to her mother’s hut. "She 
should have been a boy," Okonkwo said to himself again. His 
mind went back to Ikemefuna and he shivered. If only he 
could find some work to do he would be able to forget. But it 

was the season of rest between the harvest and the next plant- 
ing season. The only work that men did at this time was 
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covering the walls of their Compound with new palm fronds. 
And Okonkwo had already done that. He had finished it on 

the very day the locusts came’ when he had worked on one 
side of the wall and lkemefuna and Nwoye on the other. 

"When did you become a shivering old woman," 

Okonkwo asked himself, ~’you, who are known in all the nine 

villages for your valor in war? How can a man who has killed 

tlve men in battle fall to pieces because he has added a boy to 

their number? Okonkwo; you have become a woman indeed." 

He sprang to his feet, hung his goatskin bag on his 

shoulder, and went to visit his friend, Obierika. 

Obierika was sitting outside under the shade of an or- 

ange tree making thatches from leaves of the raffia-palm. He 

exchanged greetings with Okonkwo and led the way into his 
obj. 

"I was coming over to see you as soon as 1 finished that 

thatch," he said, rubbing off the grains of sand that clung to 

his thighs. 

"Is it well?" Okonkwo asked. 

"Yes," replied Obierika. "My daughter’s suitor is coming 

today and I hope we will clinch the matter of the bride-price. 

I want you to be there."          .. 

Just then Obierika’s son, Maduka, came into the obi from 
outside, greeted Okonkwo and turned towards the compound. 

"Come and shake hands with me," Okonkwo said to the 
lad. "Your wrestling.the other day gave me much happiness." 

The boy smiled, shookhands with Okonkwo and went into 

the compound. 

"He will do great things," Okonkwo said. "If I had a son 
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like him I should be happy. I. am worried about Nwoye. A 

bowl of pounded yams can throw him in a wrestling match. 

His two younger brothers are more promising. But I can tell 

you, Obierika, that my children do not resemble me. Where 

are the young suckers that will grow when the old banana tree 

dies? If Ezinma had been a boy l would have been happier. 

She has the right spirit." 

"You worry yourself for nothing," said Obierika. "The 

children are still very young." 

"Nwoye is old enough to impregnate a woman. At his 

age I was already fending for myself. No,.my friend, he is not 

too young. A chick that. will grow into a cock can be spotted 

the very day it hatches. I have done my best to make Nwoye 

grow into a man, but there is too much of his mother in him." 

"Too much of his grandfather," Obierika thought, but he 

did not say it. The same thought also came to Okonkwo’s 

mind. But he had long learned how to lay that ghost. When- 

ever the thought of his father’s weakness and failure troubled 

him he expelled it by thinking about his own strength and 

success. And so he did now. His mind went to his latest show 

of manliness. 
"I cannot understand why you refused to come with us to 

kill that boy," he asked Obierika. 

"Because I did not want to," Obierika replied sharply. "I 

had something better to do." 

"You sound as if you question the authority and the deci- 

sion of the Oracle, who said he should die." 
"I do not. Why. should I? But the Oracle did not ask me 

to carry out its decision." 

~~ 

¯ ... . . . ’-<.. ...... .. ¯. ..... ̄ , ....:.:.,~:~’5.~ 
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"But someone had to do it. If we were all afraid of blood, 
it would not be done. And what do you think the Oracle 

would do then?" 

’~(ou know very well, Okonkwo, that I am not afraid of 
blood; and if anyone tells you that I am, he is telling a lie. And 
let me tell you one thing, my friend. If I were you I would 
have stayed at home. What you have done will not please the 
Earth. It is the kind of action for which the goddess wipes out 

whole families." 
"The Earth cannot punish me for obeying her messen- 

ger," Okonkwo said. "A chiId’s fingers are not scalded by a 

piece of hot yam which its mother puts into its palm." 

"That is true," Obierika agreed. "But if the Oracle said 
that my son should be killed I would neither dispute it nor be 

the one to do it." 

They would have gone on arguing had Ofoedu not come 

in just then. It was clear from his twinkling eyes that he had 

important news. But it would be impolite to rush him. Obier- 

ika. offered him a lobe of the kola nut he had broken With 

Okonkwo. Ofoedu ate slowly and talked about the locusts. 

When he finished his kola nut he said: 

’q’he things that happen these days are very strange." 

"What has happened?" asked Okonkwo. 

"Do you know Ogbuefl Ndulue?" Ofoedu asked. 

"Ogbuefi Ndulue of Ire village," Okonkwo and Obierika. 

said together. 

"He died this morning," said Ofoedu. 

"That is not strange. He was the oIdest man in Ire," said 

Obierika. 
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"You are right," Ofoedu agreed. "But you ought to ask 

why the drum has not beaten to tell Umuofia of his death." 

"V~hy?" asked Obierika and Okonkwo together. 

"That is the strange part of it. You know his first wife 

who walks with .a stick?" 

"Yes. She is called Ozoemena." 

’q’hat is so," said Ofoedu. "Ozoemena was, as you know, 

too old to attend Ndulue during his illness. His younger wives 

did that. When he died this morning, one of these women 

went to Ozoemena’s hut and told her. She rose from her mat, 

took her stick and walked over to the obi. She knelt on her 

knees and hands at the threshold and called her husband, who 
was laid on a mat. ’Ogbuefi Ndulue,’ she called, three times, 

and went back to her hut. When the youngest wife went to 

call her again to be present at the washing of the body, she 

found her lying on the mat, dead." 

"That is very strange, indeed," said Okonkwo. "They will 

put off Ndulue’s funeral until his wife has been buried." 
"That is why the dram has not been beaten to tell 

Umuofia." 
"It was always said that Ndulue and Ozoemena had one 

mind," said Obierika. "I remember when 1 was a young boy 

there was a song about them. He could not do anything with- 

out telling her." 

"I did not know that," said Okonkwo. "1 thought he was a 

strong man in his youth." 

"He was indeed," said Ofoedu. 
Okonkwo shook his head doubtfully. 

"He ted Umuofia to war in those days," said Obierika. 
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Okonkwo was beginning to feel like his old self again. 

All that he required was something to occupy his mindl If he 

had killed Ikemefuna during the busy planting season or har- 

vesting it would not have been so bad; his mind would have 

been centered on his work. Okonkwo was not a man of 

thought but of action. But in absence of work, talking was the 

next best. 

Soon after Ofoedu left, Okonkwo took up his goatskin 

bag to go. 

"I must go home to tap my palm trees for the afternoon,". 

he said. 

"Who taps your tall trees for you?" asked Obierika. 

"Umezulike," replied Okonkwo. 

"Sometimes I wish I had not taken the ozo title," said 
Obierika. "It wounds my heart to see these young men killing 

palm trees in the name of tapping." 

"It is so indeed," Okonkwo agreed. "But the law of the 

land must be obeyed." 

"I don’t know how we got that taw," said Obierika. "In 

many other clans a man of title is not forbidden to climb the 

palm tree. Here we say he cannot climb the tall tree but he 

can tap the short ones standing on the ground. It is like 

Dimaragana, who would not lend his knife for cutting up 

dogrneat because the dog was taboo to him, but offered to use 

his teeth." 

"I think it is good that our clan holds the ozo title in high 
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esteem," said Okonkwo. "In those other clans you speak of, ozo 

is so low that every beggar takes it." ¯ 

"I was only speaking in jest," said Obierika. "In Abame 

and Aninta the title is worth less than two cowries. Every man 

wears the thread of title on his ankle, and does not lose it even 

if he steals." 
. "They have indeed soiled the name of ozo," said 

Okonkwo as he rose to go. 

"It will not be very long now before my in-laws come," 

said Obierik~. 

"I shall return very soon," said Okonkwo, looking at the 

position of the sun. 

There were seven men in Obierika’s hut when Okonkwo 

returned. The suitor was a young man of about twenty-five, 

and with. him were his father and uncle. On Obierika’s side 
were his two elder brothers and Maduka, his sixteen-year-old 

son. 

"Ask Akueke’s mother to send us some kola nuts," said 

Obierika to his son. Maduka vanished into the compound like 

lightning. The conversation at once centered on him, and 

everybody agreed that he was as sharp as a razor. 

"1 sometimes think he is too sharp," said Obierika, some- 

what indulgently. "He hardly ever walks. He is always in a 

hurry, if you are sending him on an errand he flies away be- 

fore he has heard half of the message." 
"You were very much like that .yourself," said his eldest 

brother. "As our people say, ’When moth~r-cow is chewing 
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grass its young ones watch its mouth.’ Maduka has been 

watching your mouth." 

As he was speaking the boy returned, followed by 
Akueke, his half-sister, carrying a woodendish with three kola 

nuts and alligator pepper. She gave the dish to her father’s 

eldest brother and then shook hands, very shyly, with her 

suitor and his relatives. She was about sixteen and just ripe for 

marriage. Her suitor and his relatives surveyed her young 

body with expert eyes as if to assure themselves that she was 

beautiful and ripe. 

She wore a coiffure which was done up into a crest in the 

middle of the head. Cam wood was rubbed .lightly into her 

skin, and all over her body were black patterns drawn with uti. 

She wore a black necklace which hung down in three coils 

just above her fuI1, succulent breasts. On her arms were red 

and yellow bangles, and on her waist four or five rows ofji_.aida, 

or waist beads. 

When she had shaken hands, or rather held out her hand 
to be shaken, she returned to her mother’s hut to help with 

the cooking. 

"Remove your ji.qida first," her mother warned as she 
moved near the fireplace to bring the pestle resting against the 

wall. "Every day I tell you that jigida and fire are not friends. 

But you witl never hear. You grew your ears for decoration, 

not for hearing. One of these days yourjigida wilt catch fire on 

your waist, and then you will know:" 

Akueke moved to the other end of the hut and began to 

remove the waist-beads. It had to be done sloMy and care- 

fully, taking each string separately, else it would break and the 
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thousand tiny rings would have to be strung together again. 
She rubbed each string downwards with her palms until it 

passed the buttocks and slipped down to the floor around her 

feet. 
The men in the obi had already begun to drink the palm- 

wine which Akueke’s suitor had brought, tt was a very good 
wine and powerful, for in spite of the palm fruit hung across 
the mouth of the pot to restrain-the lively liquor, white foam 

rose and spilled over. 
"That wine is the work of a good tapper," said Okonkwo. 
The young suitor, whose name was Ibe, smiled broadly 

and said to his father: "Do you hear that?" He then said to the 
others: "He will never admit that l am a good tapper." 

"He tapped three of my best palm trees to death," said 
his father, Ukegbu. 

"That was about five years ago," said lbe, who had begun 

to pour out the wine, "before 1 learned how to tap." He filled 
the first horn and gave to his father. Then he poured out for 
the others. Okonkwo brought out his big horn from the goat- 
skin bag, blew into it to remove any dust that might be there, 

and gave it to Ibe to fill. 
As the men drank, they talked about everything except 

the thing for which they had gathered. It was only after the 
pot had been emptied that the suitor’s father cleared his voice 
and announced the object of their visit. 

Obierika then presented to him a small bundle of short 
broomsticks. Ukegbu counted them. 

"They are thirty?" he asked. 
Obierika nodded in agreement. 
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"We are at last getting somewhere," Ukegbu said, and 
then turning to his brother and his son he said; "Let us go out 
and whisper together." The three rose and went outside. 

When they returned Ukegbu handed the bundle of sticks back 
to Obierika. He counted them; instead of thirty there were 
now only fifteen. He passed them over to his eldest brother, 

Machi, who also counted them and said: 
"We had not thought to go below thirty. But as the dog 

said, ’If I fall down for you and you fall down for me, it is 
play’. Marriage should be a play and not a fight; so we are 
falling down again." He then added ten sticks to the fifteen 
and gave the bundle to Ukegbu. 

In this way Akuke’s bride-price was finally settled at 
twenty bags of cowries. It was already dusk when the two. 
parties came to this agreement. 

"Go and tell Akueke’s mother that we have finished," 
Obierika said to his son, Maduka. Almost immediately the 
women came in with a big bowl of foo-foo. Obierika’s second 
wife followed with a pot of soup, and Maduka brought in a 

pot of palm-wine. 

As the men ate and drank palm-wine they talked about 
the customs of their neighbors. 

"It was only this morning," said Obierika, "that Okonkwo 
and I were talking about Abame and Aninta, where titted men 
c~imb trees and pound foo-foo for their wives." 

"All their customs are upside-down. They do not decide 
bride-price as we do, with sticks. They haggle and bargain as 
if they were buying a goat or a cow in the market." 

"That is very bad," said Obierika’s eldest brother. "But 
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what is good in one place is bad in another place. In Umunso 

they do not bargain at all, not even with broomsticks. The 

suitor just goes on bringing bags of cowries until his in-laws 

tell him to stop. It is a bad custom because it always leads to a 

quarrel." 
"The world is large," said Okonkwo. "I have even heard 

that in some tribes a man’s children belong to his wife and her 

family." 
"That cannot be," said Machi. "You might as well say that 

the woman lies on top of the man when they are making the 

children." 
"It is like the story of white men who, they say, are white 

like this piece of chalk," said Obierika. He held up a piece of 

chalk, which every man kept in his obi and with which his 

.guests drew lines on the floor before they ate kola nuts. "And 

these white men, they say, have no toes." 
"And have you never seen them?" asked Machi. 

"Have you?" asked Obierika. 
"One of them passes here ffeqttently," said Machi. "His 

name is Amadi." 
Those who knew Amadi laughed. He was a leper, and 

the polite name for leprosy was "the white skin." 

For the first time in three nights, Okonkwo 

slept. He woke up once in the middle of the 

night and his mind went back to the past three days without 

making him feel uneasy. He began to wonder why he had felt 

uneasy ~it all. It was like a man wondering in broad daylight 

why a dream had appeared so terrible to him at night. He 

stretched himself and scratched his thigh where a mosquit.o 

had bitten him as he slept. Another one was wailing near his 

right ear. He slapped the ear and hoped he had killed it. Why 

do they always gO for one’s ears? When he was a child his 

mother had told him a story about it. But it was as silly as all 

women’s stories. Mosquito, she had said, had asked Ear to 

marry him, whereupon Ear fell on the floor in uncontrollable 

laughter. "How much longer do you think you will live?" she 

asked. "You are already a skeleton." Mosquito went away hu- 

miliated, and any time he passed her way he told Ear that he 

was still alive. 

Okonkwo turned on his side and went back to sleep. He 

was roused in the morning by someone banging on his door. 

"Who is that?" he growled. He knew it must be Ekwefi. 
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Of his three wives Ekwefi was the only one who would have 

the audacity to bang on his door. 
"Ezinma is dying," came her voice, and all the tragedy 

and sorrow of her life were packed in those words. 
Okonkwo sprang from his bed, pushed back the bolt on 

his door and ran into Ekwefi’s hut. 
Ezinma lay shivering on a mat beside a huge fire that her 

’mother had kept burning all night. 

"it is iba," said Okonkwo as he took .his machete and 
went into the bush to collect the leaves and grasses and barks 

of trees that went into making the medicine for iba. 
Ekwefi knelt beside the sick child, occasionally feeling 

with her palm the wet, burning forehead. 
Ezinma was an only child and the center of her mother’s 

world. Very often it was Ezinma who decided what food her 

mother should prepare. Ekwefi even gave her such delicacies 

as eggs, which children were rarely allowed to eat because 

such food tempted them to steal. One day as Ezinma was 

eating an egg Okonkwo had come in unexpectedly from his 

hut. He was greatly shocked and swore to beat Ekwefi if she 

dared to give the child eggs again. But it was impossible to 

refuse Ezinma anything. After her father’s rebuke she devel- 

oped an even keener appetite for eggs. And she enjoyed above 

all the secrecy in which she now ate them. Her mother always 

took her into their bedroom and shut the door. 
Ezinma did not call her mother Nne like all children. She 

called her by her name, Ekwefi, as her father and other grown- 

up people did. The relationship between them was not only 

that of mother and child. There was something in it like the 
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companionship of equals, which was strengthened by such 

little conspiracies as eating eggs in the bedroom, 

Ekwefi had suffered a good deal in her life. She had 

borne ten children and nine of them had died in infancy, 

usually before the age of three. As she buried one child after 

another her sorrow gave way to despair and then to grim 

resignation. The birth of her children, which should be a 

woman’s crowning glory, became for Ekwefi mere physical 

agony devoid of promise. The naming ceremony after seven 

market weeks became an empty ritual. Her deepening despair 

found expression in the names she gave her children. One of 

them was a pathetic cry, Onwumbiko---"Death, I implore 

you." But Death took no notice; Onwumbiko died in his fif- 

teenth month. The next child was a girl, Ozoemena--"May it 

not happen again." She died in her eleventh month, and two 

others after her. Ekwefi then became defiant and called her 

next child Onwuma--"Death may please himself." And he did. 

After the death of Ekwefi’s second child, Okonkwo had 
gone to a medicine man, who was also a diviner.of the Afa 

Oracle, to inquire what was amiss. This man told him that the 

child was an ogbanje, one of those wicked children who, when 

they died, entered their mothers’ wombs to be born again. 

i’When your wife becomes pregnant again," he said, "let 
her not sleep in her hut. Let her go and stay with her people. 

In that way she will elude her wicked tormentor and break its 

evil cycle of birth and death." 

Ekwefi did as she was asked. As soon as she became 
pregnant she went to live with her old mother in another 

village. It was there that her third child was born and circum- 
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cised on the eighth day. She did not return to Okonkwo’s 

compound until three days before the naming ceremony. The 

child was called Onw-umbiko. 
onwumbiko was not given proper burial when he died. 

Okonkwo had called in another medicine man who was fa-. 
mous in the clan for his great knowledge about ogbanje chil- 

dren. His name was Okagbue Uyanwa. Okagbue was a very 

striking figure, tall, with a full beard and a bald head. He was 

light in complexion and his eyes were red and fiery. He al- 

ways gnashed his teeth as he listened to those who came to 

consult him. He asked Okonkwo a few questions about the 

dead child. All the neighbors and relations who had come to 

mourn gathered round them. 
"On what market-day was it born?" he asked. 

"Oye," replied Okonkwo. 

"And it died this momingT" 

Okonkwo said yes, and only then realized for the first 

time that the child had died on the same market-day as it had 

been born. The neighbors and relations also saw the coinci- 

dence and said among themselves that it was very significant. 
"Where do you sleep with your wife, in your obi or in her 

own hut?" asked the medicine man. 

"In her hut." 

"In future call her into your obj." 

The medicine man then ordered that there should be no 
mourning for the dead child. He brought out a sharp razor 

from the goatskin bag slung from his left shoulder and began 
to mutilate the child. Then he took it away to bury in the Evil 

Forest, holding it by the ankle and. dragging it on the ground 
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behind him. After such treatment it would think twice before 
coming again, unless it was one of the stubborn ones who 

returned, carrying the stamp of their mutilation--a missing 

finger or perhaps a dark line where the medicine man’s razor 

"had cut them. 

By the time Onwumbiko died Ekwefi had become a very 

bitter woman. Her husband’s first wife had already had three 

sons, all strong and healthy. When she had borne her third 

son in succession, Okonkwo had slaughtered a goat for her, as 

was the custom. Ekwefi had nothing but good wishes for her. 

But she had grown so bitter about her own cbi that she could 

not rejoice with others over their good fortune. And so, on 

the day that Nwoye’s mother celebrated the birth of her three 

sons with feasting and music, Ekwefi was the only person in 

the happy company who went about with a cloud on her 

brow. Her husband’s wife took this for malevolence, as hus- 

bands’ wives were wont to. How could she know that Ekwefi’s 

bitterness did not flow outwards to others but inwards into her 
own soul,- that she did not blame others for their good fortune 

but her own evil cbi who denied her any? 

At last Ezinma was born, and although ailing she seemed 

determined to live. At first Ekwefi accepted her, as she had 

accepted others--with listless resignation. But when she lived 

on to her fourth, fifth and sixth, years, love returned once 

more to her mother, and, with love, anxiety. She determined 

to nurse her child to health, and she put all her being into it. 

She was rewarded by occasional spells of health during which 

Ezinma bubbled with energy like flesh palm-wine. At such 

times she seemed beyond danger. But all of a sudden she 
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would go down again. Everybody knew she was an ogbauje. 

These sudden bouts of sickness and health were typical of her 

kind. But she had lived so long that perhaps she had decided 
to stay. Some of them did become tired of their evil rounds of 

birth and death, or took pity on their mothers, and stayed. 
Ekwefi believed deep inside her that Ezinma had come to stay. 
She believed because it was that faith alone that gave her own 

life any kind of meaning. And this faith had been strength- 

ened when a year or so. ago a medicine man had dug up 
Ezinma’s iyi-uwa. Everyone knew then that she would live be- 

cause her bond with the world of o.qbanje had been broken. 

Ekwefi was reassured. But such was her anxiety for her daugh- 
ter that she could not rid herself completely of her fear. And 

although she believed that the iyi-uwa which had been dug up 

was genuine, she could not ignore the fact that some really 

evil children sometimes misled people into digging up a spe- 

cious one. 

But Ezinma’s iyi-uwa had looked real enough. It was a 

smooth pebble wrapped in a dirty rag. The man who dug it up 

was the same Okagbue who was famous in all the clan for his 

knowledge in these matters, Ezinma had not wanted to coop- 

erate with him at first. But that was ¯only to be expected. No 

ogbanje would yield her secrets easily, and most of them never 

did because they died too young--before they could be asked 

questions, 
"Where did you bury your iyi-uwa?" Okagbue had asked 

Ezinma. She was nine then and was just recovering from a 

serious illness. 
"What is iyi-uwa?" she asked in return. 
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"You know what it is..You buried it in the ground some- 

where so that you can die and return again to torment your 

mother."                         " 

Ezinma looked at her mother, whose eyes, sad and plead- 

ing, were fixed on her. 

"Answer the question at once," roared Okonkwo, who 

stood beside her. All the family were there and some. of the 

neighbors too. 

"Leave her. to me," the medicine man told Okonkwo in a 
cool, confidentvoice. He turned again to Ezinma. "Where did 

you bury your iyi-uwa~" 

"Where they bury children," she replied, and the quiet 

spectators murmured to themselves. 

"Come along then and show me the spot," said the medi- 

cine man. 

The crowd set out with Ezinma leading the way and 

Okagbue follo~cing closely behind her. Okonkwo came next 

and Ekwefi followed him. When she came to the main road, 
Ezinma turned left as if she was going to the stream. 

?’But you said it was where they bury children?" asked the 

medicine man. 

. "No," said Ezinma, whose feeling of importance was 

manifest in her sprightly walk. She sometimes broke into a run 

and stopped again suddenly. The crowd followed her silently, 

Women and children returning from the stream with pots of 

water on their heads wondered what was happening until they 

saw Okagbue and guessed that it must be something to do 

with o.qbanje. And they all knew Ekwefi and her daughter very 
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When she got to the big udala tree Ezinma turned left 

into the bush, and the crowd followed her. Because of her size 
she made her way through trees and creepers more quickly 

than her followers. The bush was alive with the tread of feet 

on dry leaves and sticks and the moving aside of tree 

branches. Ezinma went deeper and deeper and the crowd 

went with her. Then she suddenly turned round and began to 

walk back to the road. Everybody stood to let her pass and 

then filed after her. 
"If you bring us all this way for nothing 1 shall beat sense 

into you," Okonkwo threatened. 

"I have told you to let her alone. I know how to deal with. 

them," said Okagbue. 
Ezinma led the way back to the road, looked left and 

right and turned right. And so they arrived home again. 

"Where did you bury your iyi-uwa?" asked Okagbue 

when Ezinma finally stopped outside her father’s obj. 

Okagbue’s voice was unchanged. It was quiet and confident. 

"It is near that orange tree," Ezinma said. 

"And why did you not say so, you wicked daughter of 

Akalogoli?" Okonkwo swore furiously. The medicine man ig- 

nored him. 
"Come and show me the exact spot," he said quietly to 

lqzinma. 
"It is here," she said when they got to the tree. 
"Point at the spot with your finger," said Okagbue. 
"It is here," said Ezinma touching, the ground with her 

finger. Okonkwo stood by, rumbling like thunder in the.rainy 

season. 
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"Bring me a hoe," said Okagbue. 

When Ekwefi brought the hoe, he had already put aside 

his goatskin bag and his big cloth and was in his underwear, a 

long and thin strip of cloth wound round the waist like a belt 

and then passed between the legs to be fastened to the belt 

behind. He immediately set. to work digging a pit where 

Ezinma had indicated. The neighbors sat around watching the 

pit becoming deeper and deeper. The .dark top soil soon gave 

way to thebright red earth with which women scrubbed the 

floors and walls of huts. Okagbue worked tirelessly and in 

silence, his back shining" wi{h perspiration. Okonkwo stood 

by the pit. He asked Okagbue tocome up and rest while he 

took a hand. But Okagbue said he was not tired yet. 

Ekwefi went into her hut to cook yams. Her husband had 

brought out more yams than usual because the medicine man 

had to be fed. Ezinma went with her and helped in preparing 

the vegetables. 

"There is too much green vegetable," she said. 

"Don’t you see the pot is full of yams?" Ekwefi asked.. 

"And you know how leaves become smaller after cooking." 

"Yes," said Ezinma, "that was why the snake-lizard killed 

his mother." 

"Very true," said Ekwefi. 

"He gave his mother seven baskets of vegetables to cook 

and in the end there were only three. And so he killed her," 

said Ezinma. 

"That is not the end of the story." 

"Oho," said Ezinma. ’!I remember now. H.e brought an- 



other seven baskets and cooked them himself. And there were 
again only three. So he killed himself too." 

Outside the obi Okagbue and Okonkwo were digging 

the pit to find where Ezinma had buried her iyi-uwa. Neigh- 
bors sat around, watching. The pit was now so deep that they 
no longer saw the digger. They only saw the red earth he 
threw up mounting higher and higher. Okonkwo’s son, 
Nwoye, stood near the edge of the pit because he wanted.to 
take in all that happened. 

Okagbue had again taken over the digging from 

Okonkwo. He worked, as usual, in silence. The neighbors and 
Okonkwo’s wives were now talking. The children had lost 
interest and were playing. 

Suddenly Okagbue sprang to the surface with the agility 

of a leopard. 
"It is very near now," he said. "l have felt it." 

There was immediate excitement and those who were 
sitting jumped to their feet. 

"Call your wife and child," he said to Okonkwo. But 

Ekwefi and Ezinma had heard the noise and run out to see 
what it was. 

Okagbue went back into the pit, which was now sur- 

rounded by spectators. After a few more hoe-fuls of earth he 
struck the iyi-uwa. He raised it carefully with the hoe and 
threw it to the surface. Some women ran away in fear when it 

was thrown. But they soon returned and everyone was gazing 
at the rag from a reasonable distance. Okagbue emerged and 
without saying a word or even looking at the spectators he 
went to his goatskin bag, took out two leaves and began to 
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chew them. When he had swallowed them, he took up the rag 

with his left hand and began to untie it. And then the smooth, 

shiny pebble fell out. He. picked it up. 
"Is this yours?" he asked Ezinma. 

"Yes," she replied. All the women shouted with joy be- 

cause Ekwefi’s troubles were at last ended. 
All this had happened more than a year ago and Ezinma 

had not been ill since. And then suddenly she hadbegun to 

shiver in the night. Ekwefl b~ought her to the fireplace, spread 
her mat on the floor and built a fire. But she had got worse and 

worse. As she knelt by her, feeling with her palm the wet, 
burning forehead, she prayed a thousand times. Although her 

husband’s wives were saying that it was nothing more than iba, 

she did not hear them. 

Okonkwo returned from the bush carrying on his left 

shoulder a large bundle of grasses and leaves, roots and barks 

of medicinal trees and shrubs. He went into Ekwefi’s hut, put 

down his load and sat down. 

"Get me a pot," he said, "and leave the child alone." 

Ekwefi went to bring the pot and Okonkwo selected the 

best from his bundle, in their due proportions, and cut them 

up. He put them in the pot and Ekwefi poured.in some water. 

"Is that enough?" she asked when She had poured in 

about half of the water in the bowl. 

"A little more.... I said a little. Are you deaf?;’ 

Okonkwo roared at her. 



She set the pot on the fire and Okonkwo took up his 

machete to return to his obi. 

"You must watch the pot carefully," he said as he went, 
"and don’t allow it to boil over. If it does its power will be 
gone." He went away to his hut and Ekwefi began to tend the. 

medicine pot almost as if it was itself a sick child. Her eyes 

went constantly from Ezinma to the boiling pot and back to 

Ezinma. 
Okonkwo returned when he felt the medicine had 

cooked long anough. He looked it over and said it was done. " 

"Bring me a low stool for Ezinma," he said, "and a thick 

mat.!’ 

He took down the pot from the fire and placed it in front 

of the stool. He then roused Ezinma and placed her on the 

stool, astride the steaming pot. The thick mat was thrown 

over both. Ezinma struggled to escape from the choking and 

overpowering steam, but she was held down. She started to 

cry. 

When the mat was at last removed she was drenched in 
perspiration. Ekwefi mopped her with a piece of cloth and she 
lay down on a dry mat and was soon asleep. 

Large crowds began to gather on the village ilo 

as soon as the edge had worn off the sun’s heat 

and it was no longer painful on the body. Most communal 

ceremonies took place at that time of the day, so that even 

when it was said that a ceremony would begin "after the mid- 

day meal" everyone understood that it would begin a long 

time later, when the sun’s heat had softened. 

It was clear from the way the crowd stood or sat that the 

ceremony was for men. There were many women, but they 

looked on from the fringe like outsiders. The titled men and 

eiders sat on their stools waiting for the trials to begin. tn 

front of them was a row of stools on which nobody sat. There 

were nine of them. Two little groups of people stood at a 

respectable distance beyond the stools. They faced the. eiders. 

There were three men in one group and three men and one 

wom~n in the other. The woman was Mgbafo and the three 

men with her were her brothers. In the other group were her 

husband, Uzowulu, and his relatives. Mgbafo and her brothers 

were as still as statues into whose faces the artist has molded 

defiance. Uzowulu and his relative, on the other hand, were 
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whispering together. It looked like whispering, but they were 

really talking at the top of their voices. Everybody in the 

crowd was talking. It was like the market. From a distance the 

noise was a deep rumble carried by the wind. 

An iron gong sounded, setting up a wave of expectation 

in the crowd. Everyone looked in the direction of the egwugwu 

house. Gome, gome, gome, go~ne~ went thegong, and a powerful 

flute blew a high-pitched blast. Then came the voices of the 

egwugwu, guttural and awesome. The wave struck the women 

and.children and there was a backward stampede. But it was 

momentary. They were already far enough where they stood 

and there was room for running away if any of the egwugwu 

should go towards them. 

The drum sounded again and the flute blew. The egwugwu 

house was now a pandemonium of quavering voices: Aru oyim 

de de de deit filled the air as the spirits of the ancestors, just 

emerged from the earth, greeted themselves in their esoteric 

language. The egwugwu house into which they emerged faced 

the forest, away from the crowd, who saw only its back with 

the many-colored patterns and drawings done by specially 

chosen women at regular intervals. These women never saw 

the inside of the hut. No woman ever did. They scrubbed and 

painted the outside walls under the supervision of men. If they 

imagined what was inside, they kept their imagination to 

themselves. No woman ever asked questions about the most 

powerfuI and the most secret cult in the clan. 

Aru oyim de de de dei; flew around the dark, closed hut like 

tongues of fire. The ancestral spirits of the clan were abroad. 
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The metal gong beat continuously now and the flute, shrill 

and powerful, floated on the chaos. 

And then the egwugwu appeared. The women and chil- 

dren sent up a great shout and took to their heeis. It was 

instinctive. A woman fled as soon as an egwugwu came in sight. 

And when, as on that day~ nine of the greatest masked spirits 
in the cIan came out together it was a ter’rifying spectacle. 

Even Mgbafo took to her heels and had to be restrained by 

her brothers. 

Each of the nine egwugwu represented a village of the 

clan. Their leader was calted Evil Forest. Smoke poured out of 

his .head. 

The nine villages of Umuofia had grown out of the nine 
sons of the first father of the clan. Evil Forest represented the 

village of Umueru, or the children of Eru, who was the eldest 

of the nine sons. 

"Umuofia kwenut’" shouted the leading egwugwu, pushing the 
air with his raffia arms. The elders of the clan replied, "Yaat" 

"Umuofia kwenut" 

"Yaa ! " 

"Umuofia kwenu;" 

"Yaa!" 

Evil Forest then thrust the pointed end of his rattling 
staff into the earth. And it began to shake and rattle, like . 

something agitating with a metallic life. He took the first of 

the empty stools and the eight other egwu..awu began to sit in 

order of seniority after him. 

Okonkwo’s wives, and perhaps other women as wel!, 
might have noticed that the second egwugwu had the springy 
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walk of Okonkwo. And they might also have noticed that 

Okonkwo was not among the titled, men and elders who sat 

behind the row of egwu_qwu. But if they thought these things 

they kept them within themselves. The egwu9wu with the 

springy walk was one of the dead fathers of the clan. He 

looked terrible with the smoked raffia body, a huge wooden 

face painted white except for the round hollow eyes and the 

charred teeth that were as big as a man’s fingers. On-his head 

were two powerful horns. 

When all the egwugwu had sat down and the sound of the 

many tiny bells and rattles on their bodies had subsided, Evil 

Forest addressed the two groups of people facing them. 

"Uzowulu’s body, 1 salute you," he said..Spirits always 

addressed humans as ’!bodies." Uzowulu bent down and 

touched the earth with his right hand as a sign of submission. 

"Our father, my hand has touched the ground," he said. 

"Uzowulu’s body, do you know me?" asked the spirit. 

"How can I know you, father? You are beyond our 

knowledge." 

Evil Forest then turned to the other group and addressed 

the eldest of the three brothers. 

"The body of Odukwe, I greet you," he said, and 

Odukwe bent down and touched the earth. The hearing then 

began. 

UzowuIu stepped forward, and presented his case. 

"That woman standing there is my wife, Mgbafo. 1 mar- 

ried her with my money and my yams. I do not owe my in- 

laws anything. I owe them no yams. I owe them no coco~ 

yams. One morning three of them came to my house, beat me 
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up and took my wife and children away. This happened in the 

rainy season.-I have waited in vain for my wife to return. At 

last I went to my in-laws and said to them, ’You have taken 

back your sister. I did not.send her away. You yourselves took 
her. The law of the clan is that you shouId return her bride- 

price.’ 13ut my wife’s brothers said they had nothing to tell me. 

So I have brought the matter to the fathers of the clan. My 

case is finished. I salute you." 

"Your words are good," said the leader of the 
"Let us hear Odukwe. His words may also be good." 

Odukwe was short and thickset. He stepped forward, 

saluted the spirits and began his story. 

"My in-law has told you that we went to his house, beat 
him up and took our sister and her children away. All that is 

true. lie told you that he came to take back her bride-price 

and we refused to give it him. That also is true. My in-law, 

Uzowulu, is a beast. My sister lived with him for nine years. 

During those years no single day passed in the sky without his 

beating the woman. We have tried to settle their quarrels time 

without number and on each occasion Uzowulu was guilty--" 

"It is a liet" Uzowulu shouted. 
"Two years ago," continued Odukwe, "when she was 

pregnant, he beat her until~ she miscarried." 

"It is a lie. She miscarried after she had gone to sleep 

with her lover." 

"Uzowulu’s body, I salute you," said Evil Forest, silencing 
him. "What kind of lover sleeps .with a pregnant woman?" 
There was a loud murmur of approbation from the crowd. 

Odukwe continued: 
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"Last year when my sister was recovering from an illness, 

he beat her again so that if the neighbors had not gone in to 

save her she would have been killed. We heard of it, and did 
as you have been told. The law of Umuofia is that if a woman 

runs away from her husband her bride-price is returned. But .in 

this case she ran away to save her life. Her two children be- 

long to Uzowulu. We do not dispute it, but they are too 

young to leave their mother. If, in the other hand, Uzowulu 

should recover from his madness and come in the proper way 

to beg his wife to return she will do so on the understanding 

that if he ever beats her again we shall cut off his genitals for 

him." 
The crowd roared with laughter. Evil Forest rose to his 

feet and order was immediately restored. A steady cloud of 

smoke rose from his head. He sat down agatn and called two 

witnesses. They were both Uzowulu’s neighbors, and they 

agreed about the beating. Evil Forest then stood up, pulled out 

his staff and thrust it into the earth again. Heran a few steps 

in the direction of the women;, they all fled in terror, only to 

return to their places almost immediately. The nine egwu.qwu 

then went away to consult together in their house. They were 

silent for a long time. Then the metal gong sounded and the 

flute was blown. The egwugwu had emerged once again from 

their underground home. They .saluted one another and then 

reappeared on the ilo. 

"Umuofia kwenu;" roared Evil Forest, facing the elders and 

grandees of the clan. 

"¥aat" replied the thunderous crowd; then silence de- 

Scended from the sky and swallowed the noise. 
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Evil Forest began to speak and all the while he spoke 

everyone was silent. The eight other egwu~wu were. as still as 

statues. 

"We have heard both sides of the case," said Evil Forest. 
"Our duty is not to blame this man or to praise that, but to 

settle the dispute." He turned to Uz0wutu’s group and allowed 

¯ a short pause. 

"Uzowulu’s body, I salute you," he said.. 

’;Our father, my hand has touched the ground," replied 

Uzow3.tlu, touching the earth. 

"Uzowulu’s body, do you know me?" 

"How can I know you, father? You are beyond our 

knowledge," Uzowulu replied. 

"t am Evil Forest. I kill a man on the day that his rife is 

sweetest to him." 

"That is true," replied Uzowulu. 

"Go to your in-laws with a pot oic wine and beg your wife 

to return to you. It is not bravery when a man fights with a 

woman." He turned to Odukwe, and allowed a brief pause. 

"Odukwe’s body, I greet you," he said. 

"My hand is on the ground," replied Odukwe. 

"Do you know me?" 

"No man can know you," replied Odukwe. 

"l am Evil Forest, [ am Dry-meat-that-fills-the-mouth, I 

am Fire-that-burns-without-faggots. If your in-law brings wine 

to you, let your sister go with him. I salute you." He pulled his 

staff from the hard earth and thrust it back. 

: "Umuofia kwenu!" he roared, and the crowd answered. 
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"I don’t know. Why such a trifle should come before the 
egwugwu," said one elder to another. 

"Don’t you know what kind of man Uzowulu is? He will 

not listen .to any other decision," replied the other. 
As they spoke two other groups of people had replaced 

the first before the egwu..awu, and a great landcase began. CHAPTER ~ELEVEN 

The night was impenetrably dark. The moon 

had been rising later and later every night un- 
til now it was seen only at dawn. And whenever the moon 

forsook evening and rose at cock-crow the nights were as 

black as charcoal. 

Ezinma and hermother sat on a mat on the floor after. 
their supper of yam foo-foo and bitter-leaf soup. A palm-oil 
lamp gave out yellowish light. Without it, it would have been 

impossible to eat; one could not have known where one’s 

mouth was in the darkness of that night. There was an oii 
lamp in all the four huts on Okonkwo’s compound, and each 
hut seen from the others looked like a soft eye of yellow half- 

light .set in the solid massiveness of night. 

The world was silent except for the shrill cry of insects, 
which was part of the night, and the sound of wooden mortar 
and pestle as Nwayieke pounded her foo-foo. Nwayieke lived 
four compounds away, and she was notorious for her late 

cooking. Every woman in the neighborhood knew the sound 

of Nwayieke’s mortar and pestle. It was also part .of the night. 

Okonkwo had eaten from his wives’ dishes and was now 
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reclining with his back against the wall. He searched his bag 

and brought out his snuff-bottle. He turned it on to his left 

palm, but nothing came out. Fie hit the bottle against his knee 

to shake up the tobacco. That was always the trouble with 

Okeke’s snuff. It very quickly went damp, and there was too 

much saltpeter in it. Okonkwo had not bought snufffrom him 

for a long time. ldigo was the man who knew. how to grind 

good snuff. But he had recently fallen ill. 

Low voices, broken now and again by singing, reached 

Okonkwo from his wives’ huts as each woman and her chil, 
dren told folk stories. Ekwefi and her daughter, Ezinma,.sat on 

a mat on the floor. It.was Ekweffs turn to tell .a story. 

"Once upon a time," she began, "all the birds were in- 

vited to a feast in the sky. They were very happy and began to 

prepare themselves for the great day. They painted their bod- 

ies with red cam wood and drew beautiful patterns on them 

with uti. 

"Tortoise saw all these preparations and soon discovered 

what it all meant. Nothing that happened in the world of the 

animals ever escaped his notice; he was full of cunning. As 

soon as he heard of the great feast in the sky his throat began 

to itch at the very thought. There was a famine in those days 

and Tortoise had not eaten a good meat for two moons. His 

body rattled like a piece of dry stick in his empty shell. So he 

began to .plan how he would go to the sky." 
"But he had no wings," said Ezinma. 

"Be patient/’ replied her mother. "That is the story. Tor- 

toise had no wings, but he went to the birds and asked to be 

allowed to go with them. 
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"’We know you too well,! said the birds when they had 

heard him. ’You are full of cunning and you are ungrateful. If 

we allow you to come with us you will soon begin your mis- 

chief.’ 

"’You do not know .me,’ said Tortoise. ’I am a changed 

man. I have learned that a man who makes trouble for others 

is also making it for himself.’ 

’Tortoise had a sweet tongue, and within a short time all 

the birds agreed that he was a changed man, and they each 

gave him a feather, with which he made two wings. 

"At last the great day came and Tortoise was the first to 

arrive at the meeting place. When all the birds had gathered 

together, they set off in a body. Tortoise was very happy and 

voluble as he flew among the birds, and he was soon chosen as 

the man to speak for the party because he was a great orator. 

"’There is one important thing which we must not for- 

get,’ he said as they flew on their way. ’When people are 

invited to a great feast like this, they take new names for the 
occasion. Our hosts in the sky will expect us to honor this 

age-old custom." 

’!None of the birds had heard of this custom but thgy 

knew that Tortoise, in spite of his failings in other directions, 
was awid~Iy-traveled man who knew the customs of different 

peoples. And so they each took a new name. When they had 

all taken, Tortoise also took one. He was to be called All of 

you. 

"At last the party arrived in the sky and their hosts were 

very happy to see them. Tortoise stood up in his many- 

colored plumage and thanked them for their invitation. His 
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speech was so eloquent that all the birds were glad they had 

brought him, and nodded their heads in approval of all he 

said. Their hosts took him as the king of the birds, especially 

as he looked somewhat different from the others. 
"After kola nuts had been presented and eaten, the peo- 

ple of the sky set before their guests the most delectable 
dishes Tortoise had even seen or dreamed of. The soup was 

brought out hot from the fire and in the very pot in which it 

had been cooked. It was full ofmeat and fish. Tortoise began 

to sniff aloud. There was pounded yam and also yam pottage 

cooked with palm-oil and fresh fish. There were also pots of 

palm-vCine. When everything had been set before the guests, 

one of the people of the sky came forward and tasted a little 

from each pot. He then invited the birds to eat. But Tortoise 

jumped to his feet and.asked: ’For whom have you prepared 

this feast?’ 
""For all of you,’ replied the man. 

"Tortoise turned to the birds and said: ’You remember 

that my nameis All of you. The custom here is to serve the 

spokesman first and the others later. They will serve you when 

I have eaten.’ 

"He began to eat and the birds grumbled angrily. The 

people of the sky thought it must be their custom to leave all 

the food for their king. And so Tortoise ate the best part. of 

the food and then drank two pots of palm-wine, so that .he 

was full of. food and drink and his body filled out in his shell. 

"The birds gathered round to eat what was left and to 

peck at the bones he had thrown’ all about the floor. Some of 

them were too angry to eat. They chose to fly home on an 
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empty stomach. But before they left each took back the 

feather he had lent to Tortoise. And there he stood in his hard 

shell full of food and wine but without any wings to fly home. 

He asked the birds to take a message for his wife, but they all 

refused. In the end Parrot, who had felt more angry than the 

others, suddenly changed his mind and agreed to take the 

message. 

"’Tell my wife,’ said Tortoise, ’to bring out all the soft 

th!ngs in .my house and cover the compound with them so 

that ! can jump down from the sky without very great danger.’ 

"Parrot promised to deliver the message, and then flew 

away. But when he reached Tortoise’s house he told his wife to 

bring out all the hard things in the house. And so she brought 

out her husband’s hoes, machetes, spears, guns and even his 

cannon. Tortoise looked down from the sky and saw his wife 

bringing things out, butit was too far to see what they were. 

When all seemed ready he let himself go. He fell and fell and 

fell until he began to fear that he would never stop failing. 

And then like the sound of his cannon he crashed on the 

compound." 

"Did he die?" asked Ezinma. 

"No," replied .Ekwefi. "His shell broke into pieces. But 

there was a great medicine man in the neighborhood. Tor- 

toise’s wife sent for him and he gathered all the bits of shell 

and stuck them together. That is why Tortoise’s shell is not 

smooth." 

’q’here isno song in the story," Ezinma pointed out. 

"No," said Ekwefi. "! shall think of another one with a 
song. But it is your turn now." 



"Once upon a time," Ezinma began, "Tortoise and Cat 

went to wrestle against Yams--no, that is not the beginning. 
Once upon a time there was a great famine in the land of 

animals. Evewbody was lean except Cat, who was fat and 
whose body shone as if oil was rubbed on it . . ." 

She broke off because at that very moment a loud and 
high-pitched voice broke the outer silence of the night. It was 
Chielo, the priestess of Agbala, prophesying. There was noth- 

ing new in that. Once i.n a while Chielo was possessed by the 
spirit of her god and she began to prophesy. But tonight she 
was addressing her prophecy and greetings to Okonkwo, and 
so everyone in his family listened. The folk stories stopped. 

"A_,abata do-o-o-or Agbata ek~eo-o-o-o-o," came the voice like 
a sharp knife cutting through the night. "Okonkwo~. A,jbala ekene 
gio-o-o-o~. Agbala cholu ifu ada ya Ezinmao-o-o-o!" 

At the mention of Ezinma’s name Ekwefl jerked her head 
sharply like an animal that had sniffed death in the air. Her 
heart jumped painfully within her. 

The priestess had now reached Okonkwo’s compound 
and was talking with him outside his hut. She was saying 
again and again that Agbala wanted to see his daughter, 

Ezinma. Okonkwo pleaded with her to come back in the 
morning because Ezinma was now asleep. But Chieto ignored 
what he was trying to say and went On shouting that Agbala 
wanted to see his daughter. Her voice was as clear as metal, 

and Okonkwo’s women and children heard from their huts all 
that she said. Okonkwo was still pleading that the girl had 
been ill of late and was asleep. Ekwefi quickly took her to their 
bedroom and placed her on their high bamboo bed. 
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The priestess screamed. "Beware, Okonkwol" she warned. 

"Beware of exchanging words with Agbala. Does a man speak 

when a god speaks? Beware!, 

She walked through Okonkwo’s hut into the circular 

compound and went straight toward Ekwefi’s hut. Okonkwo 

came after her. 

"Ekwefi," she called, "Agbala greets you. Where is my 

daughter, Ezinma? Agbala wants to see her." 

Ekwefi came out from her hut carrying her oil lamp in 

her left hand. There was a light wind blowing, so she cupped 

her right hand to shelter the flame. Nwoye’s mother, also 

carrying an oil lamp, emerged from her. hut. The children 

stood in the darkness outside their hut watching the strange 

event. Okonkwo’s youngest wife aim came out and joined the 

others. 

"Where does Agbala want to see her?" Ekwefi asked. 

"Where else but in his house in the hilIs and the caves?" 
replied the priestess. 

"I will come with you, too," Ekwefi said firmly. 

"Tufia-a!’ the priestess cursed, her voice cracking like the 

angry bark of thunder in the dry season. "How dare you, 

woman, to go before the mighty Agbala of your own accord? 

Beware, woman, lest he strike you in his anger. Bring me my 

daughter." 

Ekwefi went into her hut and came out again with 

Ezinma. 

"Come, my daughter," said the priestess. "I shall carry 

you on my back. A baby on its mother’s back does not know 
that the way is long." 
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Ezinma began to cry. She was used to Chielo calling her 

"my daughter." But it was a different Chielo she now saw in 

the yellow half-light. 

"Don’t cry, my daughter," said the priestess, "lest Agbata 

be angry with you." 

"Don’t cry," said Ekwefi, "she will bring you back very 

soon. i shall give you some fish to eat." She went into the hut 

again and brought down the smoke-black basket in which she 

kept her dried fish and other ingredients for cooking soup. 

She broke a piece in two and gave it to Ezinma, who clung to 

her. 

"Don’t be afraid," said Ekwefi, stroking her head, which 

was shaved in places, leaving a regular pattern of .hair. They 

went outside again. The priestess bent down on one knee and 

Ezinma climbed on her back, her left palm closed on her fish 

and her eyes gleaming with tears. 
"Agbala do-o-o-o; Agbata ekeneo-o-o-o~. . . ." Chieto began 

once again to chant greetings to her god. She turned round 

sharply and walked through Okonkwo’s hut, bending very low 

at .the eaves. Ezinma was crying loudly now, calling on her 

mother. The two voices disappeared into the thick darkness. 

A strange and sudden weakness descended on Ekwefi as 

she stood gazing in the direction of the voices like a hen 

whose only chick has been carried away by a kite. Ezinma’s 

voice soon faded away and only Chielo was heard mox(ing 

farther and farther into the distance. 
"Why do you stand there as though she had been kid- 

napped?" asked Okonkwo as he went back to his hut. 
"She will bring her back soon," Nwoye’s mother said. 
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¯ But Ekwefi did not hear these consolations. She stood for 
a while, and then, all of a sudden, made up her mind. She 
hurried through Okonkwo’s hut and went outside. "Where are 

you going?" he asked. 
"I am following Chielo," she replied and disappeared in 

the darkness. Okonkwo cleared his throat, and brought out 
his snuff-bottle from the goatskin bag by his side. 

The priestess’ voice was already growing faint in the dis- 

tance. Ekwefi hurried to the main footpath and turned left in 

the direction of the voice.Her eyes were useIess to her in the 

darkness. But she picked her way easily on the sandy footpath 

hedged on. either side by branches and damp leaves. She be- 

gan to run, holding her breasts with her hands to stop them 

flapping noisily against her body. She hit her left foot against 

an outcropped root, and terror seized her. It was an ill omen. 

She ran faster. But Chielo’s voice was stiil a long way away. 

Had she been running too? How couId she go so fast with 

Ezinma on her back? Although the night was cool, Ekwefi was 

beginning to feel hot from her running. She continually ran 

into the luxuriant ¯weeds and creepers that walled in the path. 

Once she tripped up and fell. Only then did she realize, with 

a start, that Chielo had stopped her chanting. Her heart beat 

violently and she stood still. Then ChieIo’s renewed outburst 

came from only a few paces ahead. But Ekwefi could not see 

her. She shut her eyes for a while and opened them again in 

an effort to see. But it was useless. She could not see beyond 

her nose. 
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There were no stars in the sky because there was a rain- 
cloud. Fireflies went about with their tiny green lamps, which 

only made the darkness more profound. Between Chielo’s out- 
bursts the night was alive with the shrill tremor of forest in- 

sects woven into the darkness. 
"Agbala do-o-o-o;.... A.gbata ekeneo-o-o-o!..." Ekwefi 

trudged behind, neither getting too near nor keeping too far 
back. She thought they must be going towards the sacred. 

cave. Now that she walked slowly she had time to think. 

What would she do when they got to the cave? She would not 

dare to enter. She would wait at the mouth, all alone in that 
fearful place. She thought of all the terrors of tt~e night. She 
remembered that night, long ago, when she had seen Ogbu- 

agati-odu, one of those evil essences loosed upon the world by 

the potent "medicines" which the tribe had made in the dis- 

tant past against its enemies but had now forgotten how to 
control. Ekwefi had been returning from the stream with her 

mother on a dark night like thi~ when they saw its glow as it 

flew in their direction. They had thrown down their water- 

pots and lain-by the roadside expecting the sinister light, to 
descend on them and kilt them. That was the only time Ekwefi 

ever saw Ogbu-agali-odu. But although it had happened so long 
ago, her blood still ran cold whenever she remembered that 

night. 

~ The priestess’ voice came at longer intervals now, but its 

vigor was undiminished. The air was cool and damp with dew. 

Ezinma sneezed. Ekwefi muttered, "Life to you." At the same 

time the priestess also said, "Life to you, my daughter." 
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Ezinma’s voice from the darkness warmed her mother’s heart. 

She trudged slowly along. 

And then the priestess screamed. "Somebody is walking 

behind reel" she said. "Whether you are spirit or man, may 
Agbala shave your head witl~ a blunt razor! May he twist your 

neck until, you see your heelsl" 

Ekwefi stood rooted to the spot. One mind saidto her: 

"Woman, go home before Agbala does you harm." But she 

could not. She stood until Chielo had increased the distance 

between them and she began to follow again. She had already 

walked so !ong that she began to feel a slight numbness in the 

limbs and in the head. Then it occurred to her t.hat they could 

not have been heading for the cave. They must have by- . 

passed it long ago; they must be going towards Umuachi, the 

farthest village in the clan. Chielo’s voice now came after long 

intervals. 

It seemed to Ekwefi that the night had become a little 

lighter. The cloud had lifted and a few stars were out. The 

moon must be preparing to rise, its sullenness over. When the 

moon rose late in the night, people said it was refusing food, 

as a sullen husband refuses his wife’s food when they have 

quarrelled. 

"A_qbata do-o-o-o;. Umuacbil A~bata ekene unuo-o-ol" It was just 

as Ekwefi had thought. The priestess was now saluting the 

village of Umuachi. It was unbelievable, the distance they had 

covered. As they emerged into the open village from the nar- 

row forest track the darkness was softened and it became pos- 

’ sible to see the vague shape of trees. Ekwefi screwed her eyes 

up in an effort to see her, daughter and the priestess, but 
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whenever she thought she saw their shape it immediately dis- 

solved like a melting lump of darkness. She walked numbly 

along. 

Chielo’s voice was now rising continuously, as when she 

first set out. Ekwefl had a feeling of spacious openness, and 

she guessed they must be on the village ito, or playground. 

And she realized too with something like a jerk that Chielo 

was no longer.moving forward. She was, in fact, returning. 

Ekwefi quickly moved away from her line of retreat. Chielo 

passed by, and they began to go back the way they had come. 

It was a long and weary journey and Ekwefi felt like a 

sleepwalker most of the way. The moon was definitely rising, 
and although it had not yet appeared on the sky its light had 

already melted down the darkness. Ekwefi could now discern 

the figure of the priestess and her burden. She slowed down 

her pace so as to increase the distance between, them. She was 

afraid of what might happen if Chielosuddenly turned round 

and saw her. 
She had prayed for the moon to rise. But now she found 

the half-light of the incipient moon more terrifying than dark- 

ness. The world was now peopled with vague, fantastic figures 

that dissolved under her steady gaze and then formed again in 

new shapes. At one stage Ekwefi was so afraid that she nearly 

called out to Chieto for companionship and human sympathy. 

What she had seen was the shape of a man climbing a palm 

tree, his head pointing to. the earth and his legs skywards. But 

at that very moment Chielo’s voice rose again in her possessed 

chanting, and Ekwefi recoiled, because there was no humanity 

there. It was not the same Chielo who sat with her in the 
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market and sometimes bought beancakes for Ezinma, whom 

she called her daughter, tt Was a different woman--the priest- 

ess of Agbala, the Oracle of the Hills and Caves. Ekwefi 

trudged along between two fears. The sound of her benumbed 

steps seemed to come from some other person walking behind 

her. Her arms were folded across her bare breasts. Dew fell 
heavily and the air was cold. She could no longer think, not 

even about the terrors of night. She just jogged along in a 

half-sleep, only waking to full life when Chielo sang. 

At last they took a turning and began to head for the 

caves. From then on, Chielo never ceased in her chanting. She 
greeted her god in a multitude Of names--the owner of the 

future, the messenger of earth, the god who cut a man down 

when his life was sweetest to him. Ekwefi was also awakened 

and her benumbed fears revived. 

The moon was now up and she could see Chieto and 

Ezinma clearly. How a woman could carry a child of that size 

so easily and for so long was a miracle. But Ekwefi was not 

thinking about that. Chielo was not a woman that night. 

"Agbala do-o-o-o;. Agbata ekeneo-o-o-o! Cbi negbu madu ubosi 

ndu ya nato ya uto datuo-o-o; . . ." 

Ekwefi could already see the hills looming in the moon- 

light. They formed a circular ring with a break at one point 

through which the foot-track led to the center of the circle. 

As soon as the priestess stepped into this ring of hills her 

voice was not only doubled in strength but was. thrown back 

on all. sides. It was indeed the shrine of a great god. Ekwefi 

picked her way carefully and quietly. She was already begin- 

ning to doubt the wisdom of her coming. Nothing would 
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happen to Ezinma, she thought. And if anything happened to 

her could she stop it? She would not dare to enter the under- 

ground caves. Her coming was quite useless, she thought. 

As these things went through her mind she did not real- 

ize how close they were to the cave mouth. And so when the 

priestess with Ezinma on her back disappeared through a hole 

hardly big enough to pass ahen, Ekwefi broke into a run as 

though to stop ’chem. As she stood gazing at the circular dark- 

ness which had swallowed them, tears gushed from her eyes, 

and she swore within her that if she heard Ezinma cry she 

would rush into the cave to defend her against all the gods in 

the world. She would die with her. 
Having sworn that oath, she sat down on a stony ledge 

and waited. Her fear had vanished. She could hear the priest- 

ess’ voice, all its metal taken out of it by the vast emptiness of 

the cave. She buried her face in her lap and waited. 

She did not know how long she waited. It must have 

been a very long time. Her back was turned on the footpath 

that led out of the hills. She must have heard a noise behind 

her and turned round sharply. A man stood there with a ma- 

chete in his hand. Ekwefi uttered a scream and sprang to her 

feet. 

"Don’t be foolish," said Okonkwo’s voice. "I thought you 

were going into the shrine with Chielo," he mocked. 

Ekwefi did not answer. Tears of gratitude filled her eyes. 

She knew her daughter was safe. 

"Go home and sleep," said Okonkwo. "I shall wait here." 

"I shaI1 wait too. It is almost dawn. The first cock has 

crowed." 
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As they stood there together, Ekwefi’s mind went back to 

the days when they were young. She had married Anene be- 

cause Okonkw0 was too poor then to marry. Two years after 

her marriage to Anene she could bear it no longer and she ran 

away to Okonkwo. It had been early in the morning. The 

moon was shining. She was going to the stream to fetch wa- 

ter. Okonkwo’s house was on the way to the stream. She went 

in and knocked at his door and he came out. Even in those 
d’ays he was not a man of many words. Hejust carried her into 

his bed and in the darkness began to feel around her waist for 

the loose end of her cloth. 



CHAPTER TWELVE 

On the following morning the entire neigh- 

borhood wore a festive air because Okonkwo’s 
friend, Obierika; was celebrating his daughter’s uri. It was the 
day on which her suitor (having already paid the greater part 
of her bride-price) would bring palm-wine not only to her 
parents and immediate relatives but to the wide and extensive 

group of kinsmen called umuuua. Everybody had been invited 

--men, women and children. But it was really a woman’s 

ceremony and the central figures were the bride and her 

mother. 
As soon as day broke, breakfast was hastily eaten and 

women and children began to gather at Obierika’s compound 

to help the bride’s mother in her difficult but happy task of 
cooking for a whole village. 

Okonkwo’s family was astir like any other family in the 
neighborhood. Nwoye’s mother and Okonkwo’s youngest 
wife were ready to set out for Obierika’s compound with all 
their children. Nwoye’s mother carried a basket of coco-yams, 
a cake of salt and smoked fish which she would present to 

Obierika’s wife. Okonkwo’s youngest wife, Ojiugc~, also had a 
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basket of plantains and coco-yams and a small pot of pa!m-oil. 
Their children carried pots of water. 

Ekwefi was tired and sleepy from the exhausting experi- 
ences of the previous night. It was not very long since they 
had returned. The priestess, with Ezinma sleeping on her 
back, had crawled out of the shrine on her belly like a snake. 

She had not as much as looked at Okonkwo and Ekwefi or 
shown any surprise at finding them at the mouth of the cave. 
She looked straight, ahead of her and walked back to the vil- 
lage. Okonkwo and his wife followed at a respectful distance. 
They thought the priestess might be going to her house, but 

she went to Okonkwo’s compound, passed through his obi and 
into Ekwefi’s hut and walked into her bedroom. She placed 

Ezinma carefully on the bed and went away without saying a 
word to anybody. 

Ezinma was still sleeping when everyone else was astir, 
and Ekwefi asked Nwoye’s mother and Ojiugo to explain to 

Obierika’s wife that she would be late. She had got ready her 
basket of coco-yams and fish, but she must wait for Ezinma to 

wake. 
"You need some sleep yourself," said Nwoye’s mother. 

"You look very tired." 

As they spoke Ezinma emerged from the hurl rubbing 

her eyes and stretching her spare frame. She saw the other 

children with their water-pots and remembered that they were 
going to fetch water for Obierika’s wife. She went back to the 

hut and brought her pot. 

"Have you slept enough?" asked her mother. 

"Yes," she replied. "Let us go." 
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"Not before you have had your breakfast," said Ekwefi. 

And she went into her hut to warm the vegetable soup she 

had cooked .last night. 

"We shall be going," said Nwoye’s mother. "I will tell 

Obierika’s wife that you are coming later." And so they all : 

went to help Obierika’s wife---Nwoye’s mother with her four 

children and Ojiugo with her two. 
As they trooped through Okonkwo’s obi he asked: "Who 

will prepare my afternoon meal?"                            . 
"t shall return to do it," said Ojiugo. 

Okonkwo was also feeling tired, and sleepy, for although 

nobody else knew it, he had not slept at all last night. He had " 

felt very anxious but did not show it. When Ekwefi had fol- ~: 

lowed the priestess, he had allowed what he regarded as a 

reasonable and manly interval to pass and then gone with his . 

machete to the shrine, where he thought they must be. It was : 

only when he had got there that it had occurred to him that 

the priestess might have chosen to go round the villages first. 

Okonkwo had returned home and sat waiting. When he 

thought he had waited, long enough he again returned to the 

shrine. But the Hills and the Caves were as silent as death. It 

was only on his fourth trip that he had found Ekwefi, and by 

then he had become gravely worried. 

Obierika’s compound was as busy as an anthill. Tempo- 
rary cooking tripods were erected on every available space by 
bringing together three blocks of sun-dried earth and making 
a fire in their midst. Cooking pots went up and down the 
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tripods, and foo-foo was pounded in a hundred wooden mor- 

tars. Some of the women cooked the yams and the cassava, 
and others prepared vegetable soup. Young men pounded the 

foo-foo or split firewood. The children made endless trips to 

the stream. 

Three young men .helped Obierika to slaughter the two 

goats with which the soup was made. They were very fat 
goats, but the fattest of all was tethered to a peg near the wall 

of the compound, h was as big as a small cow. Obierika had 

sent one of his relatives all the way to Umuike to buy that 

goat. It was the one he Would present alive to his in-laws. 

"The market of Umuike is a wonderful place," said the 

young man who had been sent by Obierika to buy the giant 

goat. "There are so many people on it"that if you threw up a 

grain of sand it would not find a way to fall to earth again." 

"It is the result of a great medicine;" .said Obierika. ’;The 
people of Umuike wanted their market to grow and swallow 

up the markets of their neighbors. So. they made a powerful 

medicine. Every market day, before the first cock-crow, this 

medicine stands on the market ground in the shape of an old 

woman with a fan. With this magic fan she beckQns to the 

market all the neighboring clans. She beckons in front of her 

and behind her, to her right and to her left." 

"And so everybody " " ’ comes, said another man, "honest 
men and thieves. They can steal your cloth from off your. 

.waist in that market:" 

"Yes," said Obierika. "I warned Nwankwo. to keep a sharp 

eye and a sharp ear. There was once a man who went to sell a " 

goat. He led it on a thick rope which he tied round his wrist. 



But as he walked through the market he realized that people 

were pointing at him as they do to a madman. He could not 

understand it until he looked back and saw that what he led at 

the end of the tether was not a goat but a heavy log of wood." 

"Do you think a thiet: can do that kind of thing single- 

handed?" asked Nwankwo. 

"No," said Obierika. "They use medicine." 

When they had cut the goats’ throats and collected the 

blood in a bowl, they held them over an open fire to burn off 

the hair, and the smell of burning hair blended with the smell 

of cooking. Then they washed them and cut them up for the 

women who prepared the soup. 

All this anthill activity was going smoothly when a sud- 

den interruption, came. It was a cry in the distance: Oji odu 

achu ijiji-o-o; (The one that uses its tai~ to drive flies away;.) Every 

woman immediately abandoned whatever she was doing and 

rushed out in the direction of the cry. 

"We cannot all rush out like that, leaving what we are 

cooking to burn in the fire," shouted Chielo, the priestess. 

"Three or four of us should stay behind." 

"It is true," said another woman. "We will allow three or 

four women to stay behind." 

Five women stayed behind to look after the cooking- 
pots, and all the rest rushed away to see the cow that had 

been let loose. When they saw it they drove it back to its 

owner, who at once paid the heavy fine which the village 

imposed on anyone whose cow was let loose on his neighbors’ 

crops. When the women had exacted the penalty they 
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checked among themselves to see if any woman had failed to 

come out when the cry had been raised. 

"Where is Mgbogo?" asked one. of them. 

"She is ill in bed," said Mgbogo’s next-door neighbor. 

"She has iba." 
"The only other person is Udenkwo;" said another 

woman, "and her child is not twenty-eight days yet." 

Those women whom Obierika’s wife had not asked to 

help her with the cooking returned to their homes, and the 
rest went back, in a body, to Obi.erika’s compound. 

"Whose cow was itS" asked the women who had been 

allowed to stay behind. 

"It was my husband’s,!’ said Ezelagbo. "One of the young 

children had opened the gate of the cow:shed." 

Early in the afternoon the first two pots of palm-wine 

¯ :.:    arrived from Obierika’s in-laws. They were duly presented to 

the women, who drank a cup or two each, to help them in 

their cooking. Some of it also went to the bride and her atten- 

dant maidens, who were putting the last delicate touches of 
: razor to her coiffure and cam wood on her Smooth skin. .,. 

When the heat of the sun began to soften, Obierika’s 

son, Maduka, took a long broom and swept the ground in 

front of his father’s obi. And as if they had been waiting for 

that, Obierika’s relatives and friends began to arrive, every 

man with his goatskin bag hung on one shoulder and a rolled 

goatskin mat under his arm. Some of them were accompani’ed 

by their sons bearing carved wooden stools. Okonkwo was 
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one of them. They sat ~in a half-circle and began to talk of 

many things. It would not be long before the suitors came. 

Okonkwo brought out his.snuff-bottle and offered it to 

Ogbuefi Ezenwa, who sat next to him. Ezenwa took it, tapped 

it on his kneecap, rubbed his left palm on his body to dry it 
before tipping a little snuff into it. His actions were deliberate, 

and he spoke as he performed them: 

"I hope our in-laws will bring many pots of wine. Al- 

though they come from a village that is known for being 

closefisted, they ought to know that Akueke is the bride for a 

king." 

"They dare not bring fewer than thirty pots," said 

Okonkwo. "I shall tell them my mind if they do." 

At that moment Obierika’s son, Maduka, led out the gi- 

ant goat from the inner compound, for his father’s relatives to 

see. They all admired it and said that that was the way things 

should be done. The goat was then led back to the inner 

compound. 

Very soon after, the in-laws began to arrive. Young men 

and boys in single file;, each carrying a pot of wine, came first. 

Obier~ka’s relatives counted the pots as they came. Twenty, 

twenty-five. There was a long break, and the hosts looked at 

each other as if to say, "I ~old you." Then more pots came. 

Thirty, thirty-five, forty, forty-five. The hosts nodded in ap- 

proval and seemed to say, "Now they are behaving like men." 

Altogether there were fifty pots of wine. After the 1dot-bearers 

came Ibe, the suitor, and the elders of his family.. They sat in a 

half-moon, thus completing a circle with their hosts. The pots 

of wine stood in their midst. Then the bride, her mother and. 
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half a dozen other women and girls emerged from the inner 

compound, and went round the circle shaking hands with all. 

The bride’s mother led the way, foIlowed by the bride and the 

other women. The married women wore their best cloths and 
the girls wore red and biack waist-beads and ankIets of brass. 

When the women retired, Obierika presented kola nuts 

to his in-taws. His eldest brother broke the first one. "Life to 

all of us," he said as he broke it. "And ’let there be friendship 

between your family and ours." 

The crowd answered: "Ee-e-e~." 

"We are giving you our daughter today. She will be a 

good wife to you. She will bear you nine sons like the mother 

of our-town." 

will 

The oldest man in the camp of the visitors replied: ".It 

be good for you and it will be good for us." 

your 

"This is not the first time my peol21e have come to marry 

daughter. My mother was one ofyou." 

"Ee-e-e!" 

"And this will not be the last, because you understand us 
and we understand you. You are a great family." 

"E~-e-e!" ¯ . 

"Prosperous men and great warriors." He. looked in the 
direction of Okonkwo. "Your daughter will bear us sons like 

you." 

"Ee-e-e~" 

The kola was eaten and the drinking ofpalm-wine be- 

gan. Groups of four or five men sat round with a pot in their 
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midst. As the evening wore on, food was presented to the 

guests. There were huge bowls of foo-foo and steaming pots 

of soup. There were also pots of yam pottage; It was a great 

feast. 

As night fell, burning torches were set on wooden tri- 

pods and the young men raised a song. The elders sat in a big 

circle and the singers went round singing each man’s praise as 

they came before him. They had something to say for every 

man. Some were great farmers, some were orators who spoke 

for the clan; Okonkwo was the greatest wrestler and warrior 

alive. When they had gone round the circle they settled down 

in the center, and girls came from the inner compound to 

dance. At first the bride was not among them. But when she 

finally appeared holding a cock in her right hand, a loud cheer 

rose from the crowd. All the other dancers made way for her. 

She presented the cock to the musicians and began to dance. 

Her brass anklets rattled as she danced and her body gleamed 

with cam wood in the soft yellow light. The musicians with 

their wood, clay and metal instruments went from song to 

song. And they were all gay. They sang the latest song in the 

village: 

"g I hold her hand 

Sh~ says, ’Don’t touch;’ 

If I hold her foot 
She says, ’Don’t touch! 

But when I hold her waist-beads 
She pretends not to know." 

The night was already, far spent when the guests rose to 

go, taking their bride home to spend seven market weeks with 

her suitor’s family. They sang songs as they went, and on their 

way they paid short courtesy visits to prominent men like 

Okonkwo, before they finally Ieft for their village. Okonkwo 

made a present of two cocks to them.. 



CHAPTER THIRTEEN 

Go-di-di-go-go-di:go. Di-go-go-di-go. It was 

the ekwe talking to the clan. One of the things 

every man learned was the language of the hollowed-out 

wooden instrument. Diim! Diimi Diim! boomed the cannon at 

intervals. 

The first cock had not crowed, and Umuofia was still 

swallowed up in sleep and silence when the e~we began to talk, 

and the cannon shattered the silence. Men stirred on their 

bamboo beds and listened anxiously. Somebody was dead. 

The cannon seemed to rend the sky. Di-go-go-di-go-di-di-go- 

go floated in the message-laden night air. The faint and dis- 

tant wailing of women settled like a sediment of sorrow on the 

earth. Now and again a full-chested lamentation rose above 

the wailing whenever a man came into the place of death. He 

raised his voice once or twice in manly sorrow and then sat 

down with the other men listening to .the endless wailing of 

the women and the esoteric language ,of the ekwe. Now and 

again the cannon boomed. The wailing of the women would 

not be heard beyond the village, but the eJ~we carried the news 

to all the nine villages and even beyond, It began by naming 
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the clan: Umuofia obodo dike, ’ithe land of the brave." Umuofia 

obodo dike~. Umuofla obodo dike~ It said this over and over again, 

and as it dwelt on it, anxiety mounted in every heart that 

heaved on a bamboo bed that night. Then it went nearer and 

named the village: "Idudo of the yellow _qrindin~-stone~." tt was 

Okonkwo’s village. Again and again Iguedo was called and 

men waited breathlessly in all the nine villages. At last the 

man was named and people sighed "E-u-u, Ezeudu is dead." A 

cold shiver ran down Okonkwo’s back as he remembered the 
last time the old man had visited him. "That boy calls you 

father," he had said. "Bear no hand in his death." 

Ezeudu. was a great man, and so all the clan was at his 

funeral. The ancient drums of death beat, guns and cannon 

were fired, and men dashed about in frenzy, cutting down 

every tree or animal they saw, jumping over walls and dancing 

on the roof. It was a warrior’s funeral, and from morning till 

night warriors came and went in their age groups. They all 

wore smoked raffia skirts and their bodies were painted with 

chalk and charcoal. Now and again an ancestral spirit or 

egwugwu appeared from the underworld, speaking in a tremu- 

lous, unearthly voice and completely covered in raffia. Some 

of them were very violent, and there had been a mad rush for 

shelter earlier in the day when one appeared with a sharp 

machete and was only prevented from doing serious harm by 

two men who restrained him with the help of a strong rope 

tied round his waist. Sometimes he turned round and chased 

those men, and they ran for their lives. But they always re- 
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turned to the long rope he trailed behind. He sang, in a terri- 

fying voice, that Ekwensu, or Evil Spirit, had entered his eye. 

But the most dreaded of all was yet to come. He was 

always alone and was shaped like a coffin. A sickly odor hung 

in the air wherever he went, and flies went with him. Even the 
greatest medicine men took shelter when he was near. Many 
years ago another egwugwu had dared to stand his g~ound be- 

fore him and had been transfixed to the .spot for two days. 
This one had only one hand and it carried a basket full of 

water. 
But some of the e.Owugwu were quite harmless. One of 

them was so old and infirm that he leaned heavily on a ’stick. 

He walked unsteadily to the place where the corpse was laid, 

gazed at it a while and went away again--to the underworld. 
The land of the living was not iar removed from the 

domain of the ancestors. There was coming and going be- 
tween them, especially at festivals and also when an old man 

died, because an old man was very close to the ancestors. A 

man’s life from.birth to death was a series of transition rites 
which brought him nearer and nearer to his ancestors. 

Ezeudu had been the oldest man in his village, and at his 

death there were only three men in the whole clan who were 

older, and four or five others in his own age group. Whenever 

one of these ancient men appeared in the crowd to dance 
unsteadily the funeral steps of the tribe, younger men gave 
way and the tumult subsided. 

It was a great funeral, such as befitted a noble warrior. As 

the evening drew near, the shouting and the firing of guns, the 
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beating of drums and the brandishing and clanging of ma- 

chetes increased. 

Ezeudu had taken three titles in his life. It was a rare 

achievement. There were only four titles in the clan, and only 

one or two men in any generation ever achieved the fourth 

and highest. When they did, they became the lords" of the 

land. Because he had .taken titles, Ezeudu was to be buried 
after dark with only a glowing brand to light the sacred cere- 

mony. 

But before this quiet and final rite, the tumult increased 

tenfold. Drums beat violently and men leaped up and down in 

frenzy2 Guns were fired on all sides and sparks flew out as 

machetes clanged together in warriors’ salutes. The air was full 

of dust and the smelI of gunpowder. It was then that the one- 

handed spirit came, carrying a basket full of water. People 

made way for him on all sides and the noise subsided. Even 

the smell of gunpowder was swallowed in the sickly smell that 

now filled the air. He danced a few steps to the funeral drums 

and then went to see the corpse. 

"EzeuduI" he called in his guttural voice. "If you had been 

poor in your last life t would have asked you to be rich when 

you come again. But you were rich. If you had been a coward, 

I would have asked you to bring courage. But you were a 

fearless warrior. If you had died young, I would have asked 

you to get life. But you lived long. So I shall ask you to come 

again the way you came before. If your death was the death of 

nature, go in peace. But if a man caused it, do not allow him a 

moment’s rest," He danced a few more steps and went away. 

The drums and the dancing began again and reached 



fever-heat. Darkness was around the comer,¯ and the burial 

was near. Guns fired the last salute and the cannon rent the 
sky. And then from the center of the delirious fuw came a cry 

of agony and shouts of horror. It was as if a spell had been 

cast. All was silent. In the center of the crowd a,boy lay in a 

pool of blood, It was the dead man’s sixteen.year-old son, whO 
with his brothers and half-brothers had been dancing the 

traditional farewell to their father. Okonkwo’s .gun had ex- 

ploded and a piece of iron had pierced the boy’s heart. 

The confusion that followed was without parallel in the 

tradition of Umuofia, Violent deaths were frequent, but. noth- 
ing like this had ever happened. 
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17 Ezeudu’s quarter stormed Okonkwo’s compound, dressed in 
garbs of war. They set fire to his houses, demolished his red 

walls, killed his animals and destroyed his barn. It was the 

justice of the earth goddess, and they were merely her rues. 

sengers. They had no hatred in their hearts against Okonkwo. 

His greatest friend, Obierika, was among them. They were 

¯ .: merely cleansing the land which Okonkwo had polluted with 

the blood of a clansman. 

Obierika was a man who thought about things. When 

the wilt of the goddess had been done, he sat down in his obi 

and mourned his friend’s calamity.~ Why should a man suffer 

¯ so grievously for an offense he had committed inadvertently? 

But.although he thought for a long time he found no answer. 

He was merely led into greater complexities. He remembered 

his wife’s twin children, whom he had thrown away. What 

crime had they committed? The Earth had decreed that they 

were an offense on the land and must be destroyed. And if the 

clan did not exact punishment for an offense against the great 

goddess, her wrath was loosed on all the land and not just on 

the offender. As the elders said, if one finger brought off it 

soiled the others. 

The only course open to Okonkwo was to flee irom the 

clan. It was a crime against the earth.goddess to kill a clanS~ 

man, and a. man who committed it must flee from the land.. 

The crime was .of two kinds, mate and female. Okonkwo had 

committed the female, because it had been inadvertent. He ’ 
could return to the clan after seven years. 

That night he collected his most valuable belongings. 

into head-loads. His wives wept bitterly and their children 

wept with them without knowing why. Obierika and half a 

dozen other friends came to help and to console him. They. 

each made nine orten trips carrying Okonkwo’s yams to store 

in Obierika’s barn. And before the cock crowed Okonkw0 and 
his family were fleeing to his motherland. It was a little village 

called Mbanta, just beyond the borders of. Mbaino. 
As soon as the day broke, a large crowd of men from 
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To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, October 12, 2011 4:40 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

RE: tentative Summer School offerings 

Thank you for the list! 

Travis 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Wednesday, October 12, 2011 3:18 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: tentative Summer School offerings 

Dear Travis, 

Attached is a tentative list of summer school courses. You need to fit them into timeslots. Please pass along to 
Agatha to see if we can fund all of them. Rucker will be teaching only one class. We need to decide if we can 
offer AFAM 102 in both summer sessions - if we think we can, then Walter should teach AFAM 102. I’ll also 
ask Perry if he ever taught AFAM 258 in the summer and what the enrollment was. 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 

Click on a link for information about my publications: 

Rayford W. Logan and the Dilemma of the African-American Intellectual: 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpre ss/spr 97/ianken.html 

Walter White, Mr. NAACP: 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, October 13, 2011 10:53 AM 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@ad.unc.edu> 

FW: new instructors 

Hi Stacey, 

I am just double checking again to see if Mamarame had provided you the information. I would be happy to give it to you if you still 
need it. Also, could you add Walter Rucker wmcker@email.unc.edu to Faculty on our website. Our new website should be up soon 
so hopefully this will be my last request! 

Thanks 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, October 05, 2011 3:39 PM 
To: ’Stacey Sewall’ 
Subject: RE: new instructors 

Hi Stacey, 

Just checking to see if Mamarame provided you with this information already. 

Thanks ! 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stacey Sewall [mailto:sewa~l~ad.ur~c.eda] 
Sent: Sunday, October 02, 2011 2:41 PM 
To: Seck, Mamarame; Gore, Travis 
Subject: new instructors 

Hi Mamarame, 

It was fun to see everyone from SEALLF again this weekend! I was 
wondering if you can email to me the names, email addresses, and CVs 
for the new instructors the department has hired to teach Wolof and 
Swahili so I can put them on both the ASC and Afri-Afam websites. I’ve 
copied Travis on this email... Travis, maybe you have this info? 

Thanks 
Stacey 

Stacey Sewall 
Assistant Director 
FLAS Coordinator 
African Studies Center 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-1522 (phone) 
(919) 843-2102 (fax) 
sewall@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, October 14, 2011 9:20 AM 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20111014091756404.pdf 

Here it is! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:sca~mer ] 
Sent: Friday, October 14, 2011 9:18 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 10.14.2011 09:17:56 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



CONTEMPORARY ART 

OF SENEGAL 



’TRODUCTION 

"ffhe spiritual forces which animate a people may have to tie dormant in silent 
catacombs for centuries; then, with miltenial vigour, as it were, they suddenly surge 
forth in the new and different forms .of the modern era." 

Jacques Las~aigne 

The renaissance of the arts in .Senegal can be explair~ed by a series of 

historical and cultural events, and .it"is an integral part Of these events. 
Our first major consideration is not Senegalese independence as such, but 

the importance of culture in .the plan for the development of new infra- 
structures and in the country’s general development program, which .was 
started in 1960. 

It was a risky venture to launch a direct attackon the economic front, with afl 
of its climatic and other uncertainties, and at the same time to become 
involved in activities aimed at stirring up dormant cultural energies and 
rediscovering the source of the collective identi~y which for centuries the 
slow process of deculturation had undermined. 

The interminab[e period of artistic lethargy which preceded Senegal’s 
independence was due in part to cofonization and its attendant crusade for 
Christianization, through which the masks and statuettes of animist gods 
and ancestors were dispersed~ This accounts for th~ abundance of African 
art in private Eur6pean collections and museums. The second reason was 
Islamlzation, uhder which the Koran forbids ~he making of carved images. 
tt was therefore necessary to re-establish art in the city. Although, Senegal, 
unlike ivory Coast, Dahomey, Nigeria and Mali, did not have a continuous 

plastic arts tradition, there is no doubt that art of a religious, functional or 
formal nat,ure was important in some homes in Cape Verde which lies at the 
beginning of a curve which follows the course of the Niger and goes.as far as 
the Congo Basin. Within thisarea the languages spokenbelong to the same 
group and the arts have flourished. 

It must be borne in m!nd that Senegal,with its present boundaries, the result 

of an artificial division, belonged in the past to the great Malian empire and 

then to the Tekrur empire, Wars and migrations were very extensive in 

Africa. Population groups were mixed, tribes rose and fell, and there was 7 " 

interaction between conquerors and conquered. The resultant influences ":!iii’ 

were diverse and so little-known that there is room for much speculation. 
But since Senegal is a country of oral traditions, it i~ virtually essential to 
delve into the inexhaustible mine of information represented by the recol- 
lections of the old people. Some of them, who were taught these things by 
their fathers’ fathers, in the Cape Verde, Sine-Sa|oum or Casamance regions, 
enthusiastically describe the magnificent weaving and leather work pro- 
duced in the outdoor workshops. As early as the 18th century Ritchie and 

¯ chambonneau, in Deux textes sur le S6n~gal, extolled the craftsmanship 
and artistic creation that went into the rich. garments, interwoven with 
charms, worn .by the inhabitants of the Waalo. 

The Senegalese and even the Sudano-Sahelian castes were named after the 
areas of endeavour of their members, who were weavers, wood carvers, 
silversmiths, leather workers, blacksmiths, potters, vocalists, canoe-makers 
and fishermen. 

The renewal which we are examining and which has been occurring over the 

past fifteen years or so, could not have taken place in such short time, had 
the revamping of the structures and programs of the School of Arts.not been 
completed by the creation of the National Arts Institute; had a modern 
theatre not been made available to the Daniel Sorano Theatre Company; 

had the modern and fiJncti0nal Mus~e Dynamique not been able to house 

the largest and most opulent exhibition of negro art ever staged in the world 
-- an exhibition in a class of its own in terms of the quality, quantity, and 
historical value of the items exhibited. Also, Dakar was the focal point to 
which were drawn huge numbers of th~ best artistic talents from Africa and 
around the world on the occasion of the first World Festival of Negro Arts, 
held in a climate in which the values of the black civilization were 
celebrated, while at the same time there was serious contemplation mixed 
with the excitement at the Festival site itself, a few miles from Gorge Rock. 
Another contributing factor was the transformation of the little weaving shop 

at the School of Arts into ~.tapestry works. Finally, a contribution was made 
by Leopold Senghor, Senegal’s Head of State, who proved that he was an 
attentive and wise patron of the arts. 

In April 1966, atthe opening of a memorable symposium on Negro art, Mr. 
Senghor made the following remarks:. 

"... The time of slavery is past. To use a current and immediate 
example, in Senegal today, and particularly here in Dakar0 where 
images and ideas are borne about by the four winds, we are 
witnessing a new wave of national art, which has its roots in the 
black basalt of Cape Verde. Negro art uplifts us in times of 

despair, encourages us in our efforts at economic and social 
development and sustains our will to survive. I am talking about 
our poets, our storytellers, our singers and dancers, painters, 
sculptors and musicians. Whether they are painting violent 
mystical abstractions or the noble elegance of courtly ~ove, 
sculpting a lion like the one on our coat of arms or a fantastic 
monster, whether they are dancing in celebrationof the Devel- 



opment Plan or singing about cultural, diversification, our Black 

African, Senegalese artists are helping us to live fuller and better 

lives. A fuller life is a more intense life, characteristic of the 
north-Sudanese aspect of Black African civilization. A better life 
is one which will lead to a solution of the concrete problems 
which we must face as we move forward into the future. 
"1 do not wish to create the impression that negro art is nothing 
more than a technique or series of techniques by which to serve 
and increase th,e comfgrt of a materially-oriented civilization. 
Let me make one thing clear: I am speaking about development 
-- not just economic growth, but the correlative and comple- 
mentary totality of matter and sp!rit, the economic and the 
soGal, the body and the soul. I am thinking of production as well 
as material and spiritual benefits. My concept of the black 
heritage is a civilization in which art is related to both technique 
and vision, craftsmanship and prophecy; in which art expresses, 
as was stated by Ogotemm61i, ’the identity of physical, move- 
ment and spiritual, forces’. On another occasion this old black 
man said: ’.The weaver sings while his shuttle carries the thread 
back and. forth, and his voice is woven into the material, as it 
were, strengthening and perpetuating the ancestral tradition.’" 

Today’s Senegalese artists all have their own very personal styles of 

describing the world. As writers conscious of their Black heritage they afl feel 
a"need for identity, as essential element of man’s dignity and a part of him". 
Each in his own language proves the useless arrogance of that genocidal 
undertaking which consists of "Cutting the roots of their history, their land, 
their traditional beliefs and their:cultural heritage". 

We should not attempt to pigeonhole these artists into anytype of figurative 
or abstract genre~ The totality of their works is immersed in a sort of 
.mythology of which the mysterious depths have been defined in psychiatric 
language as the collective unconscious. Here nature is not copied but is 
interpreted and. placed in new contexts. It is the medium by which expres- 
sion and depth are atta~ined. In hyperbolic and graphic terms or in a mute 
language of’interlaced colours and curves it is an expression of things that 
are born, are transformed and which do not die, within the Vast animist 
cosmos m invisible to the layman -- in which symbiotic sequences of the 
cosmos unfold, bringing into play the gods and their interaction with man, 
with the vegetable~ animal and mineral domains, and with space. Perma- 
nence and death are excluded from this process of symbiosis, which is 
nothing other than the eternal passage of time outside of measured time, 
that comfortably divided span of days and nights, seasons and years, birth 
and death, in which we are imprisoned. 

In this symbiotic world, things appear and then disappear: Sounds are heard 
and then fade away, transposed into another register. In his treatise on 
painting, Leonardo da Vinci counselled the young artists of his time 1~o 
contemplate the stains on an old wall to try to find outlines for new forms in 
them. Spontaneously, without having studied da Vinci, Senegal’s plastic 
artists can decipher impu Ises which at one time were lost in a worldly form 

of sign language but which today have been endowed with a higher 

purpose..It is as if they were interpreting arcane writings. As they advance 
and subdue the telluric forces which inhabit or surround them,they move 

into the "circle of coloured incandescence called the creative beauty of the 
world". Without losing touch completely, they live on the edge of a cosmic 
vertigo. Obsessions of unknown origin rise to the fore. in an unfai[ing[y 
original aod fresh way they translate the mythical .forms which they feel 
stirring within themselves. This is why so many of their canvases are 
symbolic and emblematic narrations. - 

As in the past, when their predecessors .did majestic work in sculpture and 
iron in total anonymity, knowing and feelingthat theywere servingtl~e gods, 
the ancestors and the whole community, Senegalese artists do not work in 
isolation. This colourful people, who could not read or write, but who would. 
sing, dance, sculpt, weave, interpret the stars, and the flight of the birds, can 
still be found today, in the quiet expanse of a canvas, in the raised surface of 
a collage or in a tapestry. 

At times one artist is sufficient to reveal the quality of a physical and human 
environment. 

By reconstructing fragments Of ’unconscious memory, the artist makes an 
item of sacred pottery. The important thing is not the material, but the 
sensitivity which has co]oured it, the imaginary use of the hands which have 
shaped it and which have given it this incorporeal, anamorphic form 
reminiscent of both the steatopygous Ho!~tentot Venus and the fragile grace 
of the amphora.                                  ~ 

The nude, with or without characteristic attributes, a subject which is rarely 
depicted, is a religious illustration of the power of nature, not decadent 
sensuality, in which there can be no conception without progenitors, those 
elementary or superior forces which stimulate i~ in the incomparable 
harmony of the cosmos and attest to the eternity of the species. There is no 
exuberance -- no blood-reds, onfy petal-reds. There are no tumults which 
do not ultimately subside. There are no cries, apart from a protest uttered in 
a dialogue, or the far-off, somniferous drone of a muezzin at sunrise or 
sunset. 

The sun is rarely seen; only that.which it shines on is visible. The breezes are 

sof~, like the silky, changing motion of a woman’s garment. 

From early times to the present, this country has been beset by complex 
foreign cultures. But despite the vicissitudes and destruction wrought by 
cultural genocide it has created a native civilization in which the unity and 
power are comparable to the architectural wonders of ancient dvili7ations 

in their time, 

’ ASSANE SECK 
Minister of State for Culture, Republic of Senegal 



Nil~or FAYE, Portrait tll Diriank6 (Cat. 64) 

Ill~llllllll III ~ II 

GLASS PAINTING I,N SENEGAL 

Glass painting is one of Senel~aFs most vibrant forms of popular art. It is 
essentially an urban phenomenon, and it illustral~es the culture of the great 
Aft[can cities, something which is too often neF~lected or ignored in African 
studies, in which the tendency is to focus attention only on the traditional 
artistic forms of rural Africa. 

This living and constantly developing art is a part of this new Africa of great 
cities, where various races and cultures meet and intermin.gle. On the 

~imaginary and oneiric planes, it expresses the concerns, customs and daily 
habits of the ordinary people of the towns, while at the same time it shows 
their deepest aspirations, their religious and mythical beliefs, their past and 
their legends. 

This art, which came from the East and was probably of Arab-Berber origin, 
has spread with urbanization, it is impossible to give the precise date of its 
introduction to Senegal, but it probably started with the creation of the first 
modern cities. Historically, glass painting is usually seen as a popular form of 
painting. It exists in Central Europe, especially Romania, where it is a 
widespread pursuit, and also in the provinces of E~stern France. it is afso 
done in the countries of the Middle East, in the Mediterranean area, in the. 

¯ Maghreb, and especially in Tunisia. From Black Africa it has spread to the 
countries of the Black diaspora, and today it is one of the most thriving 
artistic pursuits of the West Indies. 

The "’reverse glass" or "on glass" technique, as it is called, is a simple one. It 
consists Of tracing a drawing, that is often copied several times from a 
modeI on cardboard or paper and then freely interpreted, on to small 

plates of glass. 

The drawing is painted with bright water colours, and asimpie frame is 
provided. The picture is shown with the smooth unpainted side exposed. 
The painted Surface is protected by a sheet of paper or cardboard. This is a 
simple reproduction technique, one which leaves room for artistic creativity, 
both in interpreting the mode~,, especially, where non-religious modets are 
concerned, . and in the choice of colours. These coiours may be con- 

ventional, that is, they may conform to a predetermined pattern,, especially 
in the case of religious works. 

The artists are professionals who sell their work on a commercial basis. They 
do conventional subjects or original ones, or they may be commissioned to 
do portraits and the Eke for Senegales families. 

The main centres for this workare the poorer districts of Dakar, Saint-Louis, 

Thins, Diourbel and Kaolack, plus the towns a!ong the River, The current 

popularity of this type of art among Europeans has created a new cliente[.e 

and has transformed the market conditions. This new demand and the 

speculation engendered by it have provided the artists with an outlet and 

changed the creative pattern of their work. 

Ill 



10 Sources and themes 

Glass painting can be classified in accordance with sources of inspiration. 

I. Islam-inspired religious themes 
a) Koran Cycle (subjects usually based on modelb (Arabic drawinl~s)) 

Biblical scenes, fuch as Adam and Eve, Paradise 
The Tern pl~ation 
The Flood, Noah’s ark 
Abraham’s sacrifice 

Scenes from the life of Mohammed, such as Mohammed’s mystical 
voyage on his flying horse. 

b) Mouridique cycle (original Senegalese subjects) 
Scenes from the fife of Ahmadou Bamba 

c) .Representation of Islamic scenes in Senegal, for example, the marabout 
and his talib& 

Historical and legendary cycle 
Heroes from national history. 
For example: Lat Dior on horseback-- scenes from the life of Lat Dior 
Epic combats and great battles. 

Mythical cycle 

Theme of Mamiwata (D.iinni woman of the waters). ¯ 

Monster theme (representation of monsters, animals -- metamor- 

phoses of genies and of "d~m", or man-eating sorcerers). 

Grotesque cycle 
These humouristic scenes are based on recurrent themes, such as the 
hunter becoming the hunted, or the sleeping man awakened by a 
ferocious animal. 

5. Ornamental cycle 
Birds, flowers and animals -- the parrot, the rooster, the turtle; flowers 
and garlands. 

6. Rustic scenes 
Fulah shepherds, villages. 

Portraits 
Commissioned portraits or idealized portraits. These portraits often 

exhibit very fine techniques. Some of them are masterpieces which 

admirably portray an elegant, distinctive female face, or one wearing a 

melancholic or serene expression. They are proof that glass painting is 

not only a "naive" art form but that it is eminently capable of rendering 

the subtlest shades of expression. 

Amadou SECK, Bird-man (cat. 11_~) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, October 17, 2011 9:47 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

Oct. 20 AAAS talk on photography and identity during apartheid 

ATT00001.c; AAAS_Working_Group_l 0.20_flier.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: cynthia.greenlee-donnell@duke.edu [ reenleeodormel1 ] 
Sent: Monday, October 17, 2011 9:11 AM 
To: melanie.mitchell@duke.edu; nina.ricci@duke.edu; teka.selman@duke.edu; Lundeen, Liz; dante.james@duke.edu; 
jonesr@nccu.edu; ssmckoy@ncsu.edu; Gore, Travis 
Subject: Please forward: Oct. 20 AAAS talk on photography and identity during apartheid 

The Duke African and African American Studies Graduate Student Working Group will present a talk by Sarah Stacke, "From the air 
we breathe: Apartheid-era portraits," on Thursday, October 20, at 5 p.m. in 225 Friedl Building. Light refreshments will be served. 

Photographer and Duke MALS student Sarah Stacke analyzes portraits by four South African photographers to explore the social 
identities both formed and denied by individuals in apartheid-era South Africa. The images reveal a dialogue between the person in 
front of the camera, the person behind the camera, and the person who sees the finished image. What does this delicate alliance reveal 
about the dynamics of South African society? Stacke’s research places a group of multiracial photographers -- Anne Fischer, Daniel 
Morolong, David Goldblatt and Cedric Nunn -- in conversation with one another (and her own images) and argues that, as a group, 
they offer a channel to reflect upon the shifting balance of political power and social and economic privilege within apartheid South 
Africa. As scholar Ardis Cameron recognizes, the collective act of looking calls forth both "narratives of difference -- of us and others, 
of home and away, of the citizen and the alien, of the normal and the deviant -- and of communities of belonging" within a society 
known for exclusion. 

The African and African American Studies Graduate Student Working Group welcomes presentations by graduate students, faculty, 
and community members. For more information about the group or to suggest a program or presentation, e-mail Cynthia Greenlee- 
Donnell at cgreend@duke.edu. 



African and African American Studies Working Group presents 

"From the Air We Breathe: Apartheid-Era Portraits" 

Photographer and MALS student Sarah Stacke analyzes portraits by four South African 

photographers to explore the social identities both formed and denied by individuals in 

apartheid-era South Africa. The images reveal a dialogue between the person in front 
of the camera, behind the camera, and the person viewing the finished product. 

does this delicate alliance reveal about the dynamics of South African society during 
apartheid? Stacke’s research places a group of multiracial photographers - Anne 

Fischer, Daniel Morolong, David Goldblatt and Cedric Nunn - in conversation with one 

another (and her own images) and argues that, as a group, they offer a channel to 

reflect upon the shifting balance of political power, and social and economic privilege, 
within apartheid South Africa. As scholar Ardis Cameron recognizes, the collective act 

of looking calls forth both "narratives of difference- of us and others, of home and 
away, of the citizen and the alien, of the normal and the deviant - and communities of 

belonging" within a society known for exclusion. 

The A#ican and A#ican American Studies Working Group welcomes 
presentations by graduate students from Triangle institutions, faculty, and 
community, For more information about the group or to suggest a program 
idea, e-mail Cynthia Greenlee-Donne/I at cgreend@duke.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, October 17, 2011 2:05 PM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20111017133547077.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:sca~mer~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Monday, October 17, 2011 1:36 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 10.17.2011 13:35:46 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Latin American Perspectives in the Classroom 

Series Editor: Ronald H. Chilcot¢ 

Rereading Women in Latin America and the Caribbean: The Political Economy 

of Gender 
Edited by Jennifer Abbassi and Sheila L. Lutjens 

Development in Theory and Practice: Latin American Perspectives 

Edited by Rortald H. Chil¢ote 

Venezuela: Hugo Chavez and the Decline of an "Exceptional Democracy" 
Edited by Steve Elbaer and Miguet Tinker S~las 

Contemporary Latin American Social and Political Thought: An Anthology 

Edited by Ivfin M~irquez 

Mayan Lives, Mayan Utopias: The Indigenous Peoples of Chiapas and the 

Zapatista Rebellion 
Edited by Ion Rus, Rosalva Aids Hern~indez, and Sharman L. Mattiace 

Latin American Social Movements in the Twenty-first Century: Resistance, 
Power, and Democracy 

Edited by Richard Stahler-Sholk, Harry E- Vanden, 
and Glen David Kuecker 

Transnational Latina/o Communities: Politics, Processes, and Cultures 

Edited by Carlos G. V6tez-tbfifiez and Anna Sampaio, 

with Manolo GonzAlez-Estay 

LATIN AMERICAN SOCIAL 
MOVEMENTS    IN THE 
TWENTY-FIRST    CENTURY 

Resistance, Power, and Democracy 

Edited by 
Richard Stahler-Sholk, Harry E. Vanden, 
and Glen David Kuecker 

ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD PUBLISHERS, INC. 

Lanham . Boulder - New York ¯ Torouto ¯ Pll, mouth, UK 
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Politics is Uma Coisinha de Mulher 
(a Woman’s Thing) 

Black Women’s Leadership in 
Neighborhood Movements in Brazil 

Keisha-Khan E Pert7 

Pol~tica ~ coL~a pra macho 

ouvi isso a vida inteira. 
Politics is a man’s game 
I heard that all my Iife. 

--Benedita da Silva, t 997, original translation 

T H~ ASOV~. ~.XC~RVT OF A ~’O~ written by Afro-Brazilian politician Benedita 

da Silva, formerly the Brazilian minister of social action and a neighbor- 
hood and women’s rights activist in Rio de janeiro, provides a poignant cri- 

tique of existing masculinist and classist definitions of political engagement. 

Silva’s rise in Brazilian politics from a domestic worker and neighborhood ac- 

tivist to the federal government suggests that black women in Brazil have been 

able to defy social prescriptions and redefine politics not as a "man’s game;’ 

but rather as a robust space for black women to occupy and lead (Silva, 1997). 

This chapter analyzes bIack women’s struggles in urban neighborhoods 

against the forced removal of poor black communities during urban modern- 

ization and revitalization processes in Brazilian cities. I centralize the experi- 

ences of the women of Gamboa de BaixO, a coastal community located in take 

center of Brazil’s northeastern city of Salvador. These activists are still consid- 

ered to be the unlikely leaders of the grassroots organization in their neigh- 

borhood. Black people in Brazil, particularIy women, are understood to be 

apolitical, and their communities are thought to be easy targets for urban re- 
newal without much challenge or organized protest (Catdwell, 2007; Johnson, 

1998; Pinheiro, 2002). Although black women are rarely visibIe leaders in po- 

litical parties or in state-level politics, my ethnographic analysis of the Gain- 

boa de Baixo neighborhood association supports the claim that they are 
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..... indeed the everyday leaders of their communities. In Brazilian cities, black 

women wage very real and arduous political struggles in the marginal spaces 

they occupy, and their exclusion from broader cit)rwide and national politics 

does not negate their achievements at the neighborhood level (Silva, 1999). 

State officials have heard black women’s voices, and their actions demon- 

strate that community organizations led by black women are capable of 

changing public policies historically rooted in slavery and colonialism. George 

Reid Andrews (1991) and Kim Butler (1998) suggest that colonialism is at the 

core of racist ideologies and social stratification in Brazilian cities, including 

racial segregation and economic and racialized hierarchig_~Uks Butler writes, 
ur~an-~Yfiggles against dxscnmmatmn m Salvador have emerged to dism - 

fie discrimination against people of African descent" (1998: 18). While Afro- 

Brazilians were able to prevent legalized segregation (128), they have r~ot been 

(~c ble to escape widespread poverty, a legacy of plantation slavery. As is widely 

knowledged, "poverty has a face in Brazil," and the color of g~.(~.a_~s~black. 
Grassroots acti,~ ~-~-a~°~-~°a~;~gh~U-t~he city of Salvador 

forces us to expand definitions of mass mobilization as well as to reconsider the 

multitude of ways in which black women’s political actions draw attention to 

the ggndemd_0,fg~__o.~.B_La....z_ilia.~o~�~e._r.elafions (Caldwell, 2007; Twine, 1998). 

Through a look at how and why women lead the neighborhood association in 

Gamboa de Baixo, this chapter represents a theoretical reflection on black 

women’s key role in social movements in Brazilian cities. The ethnographic 

data I have collected over the past decade suggests that female leadership pre- 

dominates in this case because women play important roles in social and polit- 

ical networks, such as organizing funerals and demanding potable water, it is 

not difficult to explain why the political meetings in the Garnboa de Baixo 

(-~.eigh,b, orhood became known as urea coisinha de mulher, or "a woman’s little 
thing.’ Meetings are widely perceived as what women do in Gamboa de Baixo, 

The uniqueness of women’s political mobilization and the leadership roles, they 

have always occupied in the Gamboa de Baixo neighborhood illustrate the 

place of the bairro, "the neighborhood;’ particularly the social and spatial loca- 

tion of Gamboa de Baixo in the formation of black women’s gendered antiblack 

racism politics focused on issues of urbanization and land rights. 

This analysis incorporates the voices from activists from Gamboa de Baixo 

who speak from a social location that reveals the link between the politics of 
the neighborhood and the workplace. It supports my claim that black 

women’s political work is deeply informed by" their knowledge of an en- 

trenched racial and gender hierarchy that provides little economic opportu- 

nity for them beyond._dpmestic work, which continues to be one visible re- 
minder of Brazil’s neo-stave~ ~tt~tu-~es and practices toward black women’s 

labor..In this regard, domestic work matters greatly. Whi!e m~¢ research did not 
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initially focus on these connections between gendered racism, labor practices, 

and the formation of female-led social movements, I could not ignore ac- 

t1 isis consistent tesumony of the heightened ractal, gender, and class con-~ 

sciousness that arises from their subjugated positions as blacks, women, and,) 
workers (see also R. Gonz~lez, 2004), From this key insight, ! draw upon btack 

feminist, critical race, and social movement theories to explain black women’s 

militancy against interlocking forms of oppressions, particularly at the grass- 

roots level, and to centralize the. political actions of"quern ~empre 5e rebelou 

contra a servidao [those who always rebelled against servitude]" (Otiveira, 

2000:104). This essay provides a concrete example of the relationship between 

systemic racialization and feminization of poverty and the emergence of gen- 

dered dass-based antiracism activism throughout the African diaspora. More- 

over, social movements have become a crucial site for black women who are 

not generally expected to reshape policy or to engage in the global transfor- 

mation of ideologies and practices of modern urban development. 

History of Gamboa de Baixo’s Struggle for Urban Land Right~ 

To explain the unique development of black women’s activism and leadership 
in Gamboa de Baixo, it is important to outline the neighborhoods recent so- 
cial and political history. In the 1960s, the technocratic and authoritarian gov- 
ernment of the military dictatorship elaborated the Piano Diretor, an urban 
development plan intended to modernize all Brazilian cities. The plan forbade 
community participation in urban planning and considered poor communi- 
ties, the majority of which in the city of Salvador were black, to be "incapazes 
de a¢~o e decisao [incapable of taking action and making decisionst" (Associ- 
a~o Amigos de Geg~ dos Moradores da Gamboa de Baixo, A~sociaq~o dos 
Moradores do Nordeste de Amaralina, Conselho de Moradores do Bairro da 
Paz, Grupo de Mulheres do Alto das Pombas, 2001).. 

In 1962, this government was responsible for the construction of the Con- 
torno Avenue (Avenida do Contorno) that runs along the coast of the Bay of 
All Saints, which demolished numerous homes and removed families, some of 
whom resisted displacement without much success. The road’s construction 
separated Gamboa into two neighborhoods: Gamboa de Cima (Upper Gain- 
boa) and Gamboa de Baixo (Lower Gamboa). That physical separation iso- 
lated the fishing colony Gamboa de Baixo, located below the Contorno Av- 
enue, and denied the community basic services such as sanitation, electricity, 
and water. Isolation and abandonment exacerbated unequal social relations 
between working-class Gamboa de Baixo and its bourgeois neighbors above 
the Avenue (Campo Grande, Vitoria, Gamboa de Cima). 



The abertum democr~tica (democratic opening) of the military regime in 
the mid-I970s and the transitional democratic government of the early 1980s 

promoted the political organization of poor urban communities such as 

Gamboa de Baixo. Neighborhood associations became a new political arena 
for black communities to engage in struggles for citizenship rights and make 

urban demands for material resources such as better schooling, housing, and 

working conditions. Moreover, the growth in grassroots-based political par- 

ties such as the Workers’ Party (PT) established what Ruth Corr~a Leite Car- 

doso (1992) identifies as a set of "new relations between excluded citizens 

and the state apparatus" (29 I), which not only reinvigorated broader politi- 

cal participation, but also heightened class-based expectations in the devel- 

oping social democracy project. Furthermore,"bui]ding autonomous associ- ¯ 

ations endowed with a new role, local neighborhood groups made their 

demands in ways that revealed their ability to bypass traditional mechanisms 

of political co-optation" (292). 

Benedita da Silva (1997) affirms that many women leaders .in neighbor- 

hood movements emerged during these years of military rule during which 

the persecution of male organizers was widespread (45). For women who had 

previously "played a backstage role within the neighborhood associations" 

(,t5), political leadership became increasingly possible. The Women’s Associ- 

ation in Gamboa de Baixo organized in the I980s was one such example of 

black women’s efforts to mobilize local residents to demand social programs 

for women in Salvador’s impoverished neighborhoods. When the municipal 

government terminated the free milk programs at the end of the 1980s, the 

Women’s Association stopped functioning as a political representative for the 

neighborhood. However, after the outbreak of cholera in Bahia in 1992, 

which caused several deaths in Gamboa de Baixo, the women began to or- 

ganize themselves again. With the direct assistance of the mayoral office, they 

founded the organization A~socia~to Amigos de Geg~ dos Moradores da Guru- 

boa de Baixo (Gamboa de Baixo Friends of Geg~ Neighborhood Association), 

Gianpaolo Baiocchi (2005) describes this form of civic engagement as 

"government-induced activism" in other Brazilian cities such as Porto Alegre 

(51), and Willem Assies (1994) explains that the increasing numbers of mid- 

die-class left-wing militants, church activists, and nongovernmental organi- 

zations (NGOs) who understood themselves to be "at the service of the 

movements" and as "external agents" and "social articulators" played key 
roles in the formation of popular organizations (93). However, neighbor- 
hood associations have been autonomous organizations that extend from al- 

ready existing political and social networks in local communities. 

Led by the women of the neighborhood association, Gamboa residents 
went to radio stations to bring attention to the cholera outbreak and the con- 
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tamination of their tap water. One important act of protest was their demand 

for the state to test the natural water sources and the public water pipes in 

the neighborhood. Testing proved that the victims of cholera had died from 

contaminated water provided by the city and not from the neighborhood’s 

natural water fohntalns. After these actions, the community received some 

social service interventions such as the construction of the chafariz, a central 

water fountain in the area. During this same period, Dana Juana, an elderly 

Italian nun, conducted social work with women in the neighborhood focus- 

ing on sewing and adult and child literacy, l~rom her work, she perceived the 

necessity of buying land and constructing a permanent space in the commu- 

nity for these activities, a space that was later named the Elementary School 

and Community Center of Gamboa de Baixo. For poor black women in 

Gamboa de Baixo, the training courses offered them practical skills necessary 
to seek employment and advance their education. More important!y, the 

school became a regular meeting place where the women shared knowledge 

of everyday happenings in the neighborhood and articulated social and po- 

litical concerns about the city, the nation, and the world. The work of Dana 

Juana typified the work of elderly nuns such as Sister Dorothy Stang-- 

recently killed as a result of her advocacy work in the Amazon--who have 

used their roles as ’~external agents" (Assies, 1994) to propagate ongoing local 

discussions of global social justice issues. 

With the main issue of water resolved during the early I990s, the neigh- 

borhood association remained politically dormant for a few years after the 

cholera outbreak in Gamboa de Baixo. The resurgence of the neighborhood 

association occurred in 1995 when news of the Contorno Avenue Revitaliza- 
tion Project reached Gamboa de Baixo residents. The development project in- 

valved the gentrification of the area along Contorno Avenue to promote 

tourism activities. The Bahian press then announced that the revitalization 

project involved the relocation of the families of Gamboa de Baixo to a new 

housing development located in the distant periphery. As the project received 

a lot of media attention, the Bahian state development agency started to col- 

lect demographic information on the homes in Gamboa de Baixo. The resl- 
dents feared that their relocation was imminent. Hence, the community 

movement against expulsion started out of fear of leaving the locale most of 
them had known all their lives. 

That fear led to anger, and residents reported to newspapers that govern- 

ment social workers were conducting surveys in Gamboa de Baixo without 
any explanations. Residents suspected that social workers were documenting 

the conditions of the population for probable expulsion from the urban 

center. At the end of 1995, the government expelled seventy-five families 
from a coastal community situated on Contorno Avenue, approximately one 
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kilometer away from Gamboa de Baixo. Residents watched as the govern- 
ment advanced in their plans to displace all the poor black communities 
from along the Contorno Avenue. The city government conducted a rapid 
and thorough "cleansing" of the city-center and displaced all the residents 
from the restored historic buildings and monuments. Daring 1995 and 
1997, community activism focused on getting detailed information about 
the Contorno Avenue Revitalization Project, mobilizing Gamboa de Baixo 
residents to participate in street protests, and developing alternative urban- 
ization projects for the improvement of their community. 

Like the Women’s Association during the previous decade, the neighbor- 
hood association found its leadership and support firmly based in the 
women Of Gamboa de Baixo. Their fear was a crucial factor in pushing for- 
ward the grassroots struggle against "black clearance" and "slum Clearance" 
from the city-center. This stemmed from a dozen or so women who began to 
cause alarm, shouting, "Look what’s happening.." The women worked with 
NGOs such as the Corniss~o de Justi~a e Paz da Arquidiocese de Salvador 
(Commission of lustice and Peace of the Archdiocese of Salvador--ClP), the 
Centro de Estudos e A¢ao Social (Center for Social Action Studies---CEAS), 
the Movimento Negro Unificado (United Black Movement--MNU), arid the 
Uniao de blegros peIa Igualdade (Union for Black Equatity--UNegro) in mo- 
bilizing the community and in discussing the global neoliberal roots of city- 
wide revitalization projects. These organizations also contributed signifi- 
cantly to this intellectual and political empowerment of black women in 
Gamboa de Baixo and shifted class-centered debates on social inequality to 
include racial and gender oppression. This shift implied alterations in black 
women’s definition of themselves as capable of being leading political actors 
in urban social movements and contributors to the democratization of 
Brazilian society. Moreover, the women maintained local autonomy while 
calling upon leftist NGOs and politicians as resources to decipher their rights 
as citizens and communities (Cardoso, 1992: 301). This relationship between 
neighborhood associations and NGOs and political parties was crucial for 
building activists’ knowledge of and fight against the destructive and exclu- 
sionary practices of urbanization in Salvador. 

The I996 Habitat II conference organized by the United Nations was a!so 
crucial for Brazilian social movements organized around issues of urbaniza- 
tion and housing rights. PoEtical groups like neighborhood associations, the 
landless movement, and the homeless movement used the Habitat Agenda as a 
tool for demanding national and state commitment to infrhstructurat im- 
provement and f~Jr land and housing distribution. Conference discussions 
centered on marginalized groups---specifically racial minorities, women, and 
children--and the Habitat Agenda hdd particular meanings for the future 
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development of Brazilian cities. The United Nations Educational, Scientific, 

and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) presented a disparaging report on 
Brazilian cities in which they confirmed the rapid guetiza#o (ghettoization) of 

poor neighborhoods where the majority of their residents were black and 

brown (Folha de S~.o Paulo, August 16, 1996). The report Claimed that these ac- 

tions resulted in the creation of "new frontiers" in the city, reflecting the dis- 

parity between the .spaces where the poor and rich, blacks and whites live. In 

Salvador, the government’s plan to expand housing on the periphery for fami- 

lies like those from Gamboa de Baixo provoked debates among activists about 

the systemic elimination ofpretos (blacks) and pobres (poor people) from the 

better areas of the city and generated critiques of Brazil’s supposed commit- 

ment to poverty alleviation, gender justice, and housing and land reform. 

Gamboa de Baixo activists used their knowledge of these international de- 

bates to advocate for the intervention of Viver Melhor (Better Living), a fed- 

eral program of the Projeto Habitat Brasil (Brazil Habitat Project) designed 
after the Habitat II conference and responsible for the urbanization of poor 

communities in the state of Bahia. They were able to incorporate some of their 
needs into the project and guaranteed the construction of eighty new homes, 

the exclusion of the construction of a road within the neighborhood, the 

restoration of the homes that already existed, and the permanence of all fam- 

ilies in their place of origin. Today, the Gamboa de Baixo neighborhood asso- 

ciation continues to fight to achieve their demands for the improvement of 

houses that were constructed by the government less than ten years ago, the 

complete installation of water pipes and sewer systems, and environmental re- 

form. Gamboa de Baixo remains intact as a community amidst the construc- 

tion of luxury apartment complexes, yacht dubs, and museums. 

Domestic Work, Insider Knowledge, and Grassroots PoIitics 

As the outline of Gamboa’s political history reveals, organizing and leading 
a grassroots movement against land expulsion and for improved living con- 
ditions represents no easy task for community leaders in the Gamboa de 
Baixo neighborhood association, Most meetings and protests conflict with 
the personal and professional responsibilities of the working women, such 
as thirty-three-year-old activist Rita, who works as a domestic worker from 
sunrise to sunset and takes care of her own household duties at night. Her 
dedication to the neighborhood association reflects her willingness to take 
on the triple’duty day of a worker, mother, and activist. Managing domestic 
and the political spheres simultaneously poses a tremendous challenge for 
this group of women activists. 
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tn a class system that relegates black women to the bottom of the socioeco- 
nomic hierarchy, domestic workers give special insights into how gendered 
racism operates in Brazil and the challenges to resisting that racism. Domes- 
tic work is the number one form of employment for black women in the 
country (IBGE, 2004). Based on information collected from a community 
census designed in collaboration with the neighborhood association in 2003, 
more than 80 percent of working adult and adolescent females in the Gamboa 
de Baixo neighborhood are domestic workers. I attempt to examine how these 
women carve out political spaces in their everyday" lives to organize a resis- 
tance movement. Theirs is a situation filled with a very stark contradiction: 
they carry out the least valuable and most dehumanizing forms of work on a 
daily basis, and yet, they are the predominant leaders of Gamboa de Baixo’s 
community politics. 

In 2003, at a board meeting of the Gamboa de Baixo neighborhood associ- 
ation, Rita recounted the story of the work conditions in the home of a wealthy 
Bahian musician who lived in the elite Rio Vermelho coastal neighborhood. At 
the time, it was a few days before Christmas, and Pdta sadIy remarked that her 
employer toId her that he would not pay her the state-mandated thirteenth- 
month year-end salary bonus. Fully expecting and anticipating the extra 
money, she asked the other neighborhood association board members what 
her legal rights were as a domestic worker and if domestic workers tradition- 
ally received the extra salary. Her boss had already refused to sign her worker’s 
card, which left her without any legal recourse, and he was paying her below 
the minimum wage requirement. She earned R200 per month while the na- 
tional minimum salary was R240 (about U5570). As Rita claimed, there were 
three generations living in her employer’s household and there was a lot of 
hard work. She hand washed the clothes of five adults, as well as those of Wvo 
children. Like most domestic workers, she complained that she suffered acute 
back pains from the denning and ironing, and that her hands were "raw" from 
all the washing."They can afford to buy a washing machine;’ Rita affirmed, but 
like most Bahians, they preferred to have their clothes washed by hand. Black 
women provide an available and cheap labor alternative to the expensive new 
technologies that make domestic work easier. 

Being cheated out of a fair salary was a usual complaint of domestic workers 
in Bahia and led to the political organization of the Sindicato das Ernpregada~ 
Domdsticas (Domestic Workers Union of Bahia~INDOMJ~STICO) and the 
Sindicato das Lavadeiras (Washerwomen’s Union) during recent decades. A 
more common complaint of domestic workers is employers’ refusal to pay the 
necessary social security taxes, obstructing workers’ ability to receive retirement. 
benefits after many years of work. After hearing Rita’s stor5 Ann Cristina, a 
thirty-four-year-old resident of Gamboa de Baixo and-neighborhood associa- 
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tion board member, told of her own mother’s enduring struggle to retire even 

though her hands were severely damaged from many years of hand washfiag. 
Ann Cristina also admitted that for several years as an adolescent and young 

adult, she worked as a domestic worker in her h~te sister s house in Gamboa 

de Baixo without receiving a salary. Working in that household provided her 

with shelter and food as well as the freedom to move about her neighborhood 

and to participate in community politics. However, Ann Cristina perceived her 
unpaid labor as a form of racial exploitation common to other black domestic 

workers in Gamboa de Baixo and throughout Salvador. 

A discussion about what Rita should do about her exploitative working 

conditions erupted during the neighborhood association meeting. Ririnha, a 

social worker from CEAS, suggested that they contact a lawyer, and Rita said 

that she was already planning not to return to work with the family after the 

holidays. The women of the Gamboa de Baixo neighborhood association reg- 

ularly confront the police fearlessly and shout in the face of state officials dur- 

ing meetings aud group demonstrations, but they struggle with individual 

empowerment to overcome the oppressive conditions they deal with in other 

aspects of their lives. As Ann Cristina reminded Rita during the meeting, the 

Gamboa de Baixo struggle is not just about the empowerment and improve- 

ment of the neighborhood, but also about reinventing themselves as black 

women and realizing their ownprojetos de vida, their own "personal life proj- 

ects." The incident with Rim raises the question of how and why black women 

like her have been able to mobilize on a collective basis in their communities 

around issues of housing and land rights, but have not been able to resist on 

an individual level at the workplace or even at home. In addition to tales of 

everyday struggles for fair salaries, accounts of employers who make sexual 

advances on young, attractive Gamboa girls are commonplace. 

Although women tell me the various ways that they try to resist these 

kinds of exploitation, the vast majority continue to work under difficult cir- 

cumstances, do not participate in unions, and are not registered with the 

Brazilian government as "formal" workers. They are oftentimes unaware 

that unions exist or that there are certain rights guaranteed to workers in 

their profession, even when working without legal documentation. To my 

kaowIedge, no woman in the Gamboa de Baixo neighborhood is affiliated 
with a domestic workers’ union or a union that addresses their needs. These 

black women workers in Bahian society are oftentimes disposable and ren- 

dered invisible and are not valued as real work in Brazil. Poor women 

throughout the country are usually afraid to resist because domestic work is 
the only kind of job that they can find. 

Social movement theorist Robin D. G. Kelley (1993), in his analysis of black 

working-class opposition in the U.S. urban South during the 1930s and 1940s, 
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encourages us to rethink our conceptualization of black women’s resistance 

that may privilege "mainstream politics" in the struggle against the oppressive 
conditions of domestic work. Kelley argues that their daily acts of black re- 

sistance and survival have a "cumulative effect on power relations" (78). This 

infrapolitical approach to politics refocuses our discussion on why (rather 

than how) people participate in social movements. 

Kelley’s argument helps analyze what motivates black women to lead grass- 

roots organizations in the battle against exclusionary urban policies and aggres- 

sion from the state. From this perspective, black women’s political conscious- 

ness in neighborhood movements stems from the very strategies, actions, and 

experiences that drive Ann Cristina to work in exchange for food and shelter and 

Pdta to abrupdy leave her job. Some women from the neighborhood who work 

in the high-rise buildings that overlook Gamboa de Baixo explain that working 

in close proximity to their homes allows them to know the everyday happenings 

and to attend to emergencies in their homes and community. 

in addition, Patricia Hill Collins, in her groundbreaking text Black Femi- 

nist Thought:. Knowledge, Consciousness, and the Politics of Empowerment 

(2000), writes that "U,S- Black women’s critical social theory lay in the com- 

mon experiences they gained from their jobs" (10). According to Collins, 
forging strong ~’familial" ties with their white employers, black women con- 

struct "insider relationships" (I0). However, these women witness and un- 
derstand racism firsthand and know that while they f’md themseNes navi~ 

gating the intimate terrains of white people’s lives, they "could never belong 

to the white ’families’" (11 ). In fact, Collins states that domestic workers re- 

main"outsiders-within;’ socially and economically marginalized from white 

society. She argues that black women who work as domestics not only main- 

tain relationships within their all-black communities but also develop com- 

plex relationships within the homes where they work. Navigating the homes 

of white families on a daily basis, they bdong as workers, but they are per- 

manent economic and social C’outsiders-within?’ 

in another essay, Collins (2001) emphasizes that black women are never 

"like one of the family;’ which reflects how racial and gender power operates 

within the private realm of domestic work. This form of social organization 

also indicates the "politics of containment:’ which for black women "marked 

with the status of subordinated workers:’ means that they are "tolerated as 

Iong as they remain in their proscribed places" (5). At the same time, domes- 

tic workers gain access to the particularities of racial ideologies and practices 

that they take back to their home spaces and share with each other, thereby" de- 

veloping a collective social critique of gendered, class-based racism. 

This understanding of black women’s standpoint constructed from their 

experiences as social outsiders in their places of work elucidates the collective 
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action of black women in Brazilian urban communities, tn Gamboa de 

Baixo, the knowledge black women gain as domestic workers is a source of 

political empowerment as well as organizing creativity. Women like Rita 
might not overtly resist their employers’ actions, but they share their cri- 

tiques wfth other women in their neighborhoods in spaces like an association 

meeting. Understanding that colonialism and racism are the root causes of 

their exploitation, these black women contemplate collective ways to over- 

come that exploitation and transform society. Still, Collins’s formulation of 

black women’s standpoint theory does not explain the relative lack of politi- 

cal action in the work place. 

IGan Tajbakhsh’s book The Promise of the City: Space, Identity, and Politics 

in Contemporary Social Thought (2001) offers a formulation of the relation- 

ship between work and political identity formation that can be applied" to 

Gamboa de Baixo. tn cities like Salvador, labor organizations rarely concern 

themselves with racial justice and housing rights. This absence of a class con- 

sciousness that includes the racialized poor discourages black communities 

from organizing around a shared class position. From this perspective, btack 
women in Gamboa de Baixo prefer to mobilize as "moradores" (residents of a 

neighborhood) and not as "workers:’ 

In their neighborhood organizations, black women link their class posi- 

tions as poor workers to their racial and gender conditions in a structurally 
unequal cir. They understand that they are poor because they are black 

women, experienced through their heightened racial and gender sensibilities 

at work and at home. They self-identify as residents of an urban neighbor- 

hood under siege by the police, development agencies, and private companies 
because Gamboa de Baixo is preto e pobre (black and poor). The neighbor- 

hood, unlike the workplace, is an important site of political autonomy and 
liberation for poor black women in Salvador urbancommunities. They fight 

to preserve the land where they have built their homes, forged social networks, 

and generated material resources necessary to sustain their families. 

Female Leadership as a Challenge to Gendered Hegemony 

Black women workers in Gamboa de Baixo continue to represent the major- 
ity of board members and primary actors in meetings and street protests. The 

female-centered space of the neighborhood association has not allowed for 
male leadership and domination to flourish, rais~g concerns about the way 

gendered racial hegemony operates and its effect on grassroots politics. Helen 
Davis (2004) writes that one aspectof hegemony              "points" to the subordinated 
class’s willingness to collude and negotiate With the dominant power bloc" 
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(47). When most politicians approach neighborhood groups to garner votes, 

they almost always approach male residents, some of whom have bargained 

with the state for personal gain such as political appointments. 

In contrast, black women leaders of the Gamboa de Baixo neighborhood 

association have been unwiIling to negotiate on an individual basis because 

they see their community’s collective interests as congruent with their own. 

This represents a crucial aspect of why female-led organizations tend to be rel- 

atively successful in preserving collective community rights such as access to 

land and improved social conditions. Patricia Hill Collins (t998) argues that 

these kinds of moral and ethical principles stem from women’s experiences in 

religious institutions and underline their ideological position in black politi- 

cal struggles. She writes that this follows the black feminist tradition in com- 

munity activism: 

This moral, ethical tradition, especially as expressed within black Christian 

churches, encouraged black women to relinquish their special interests as 

women for the greater good of the overarching community. Rejecting individu- 

alist strategies that they perceived as selfish, black women caxne to couch their 

sues as black women within the egalitarian, collectivist ideological framework of 

black women’s community work, an approach that works well within womanist 

approaches to black women’s politics (Matthews, t989; Poster, 1995). Within this 

interpretative framework, fighting for freedom and social ~u~tice for the entire 

black community was, in effect, fighting for one’s own personal freedom. The 

two could not be easily separated. (27) 

Similarly, in Braz~l, black women’s morality informed by Christianity, and 

more importantly, by Afro-Brazilian religious traditions, also heavily female 

dominated, encourages women to abandon their special interests and fight on 

behalf of the entire community. Activists in Gamboa de Baixo see the collec- 

tive community interests as coinciding with their own individual needs as 

poor black women. 

Studying b]ack women’s leadership in Brazilian urban social movements 

quires an analysis of"how mobilization takes places in day-to-day community 

work" (Robnett, I997: 15) that determines different gendered social move- 

ment experiences. Their POlitical autonomy challenges the definitions of 

women’s leadership that social movement theorists Karen Sacks (1988) and 

Belinda Robnett (1997) describe in their studies of union organizing and the 

U.S. civil rights movement, respectively. On the one hand, Sacks focuses on 
- "centerwomen" or "key actors in network formation and consciousness shap- 

ing" who rarely accepted their titles as leaders and preferred to stay in the 

background (quoted in Robnett, 1997:18). On the other hand, Robnett offers 
the term "bridge leaders" to describe the women who "were able to cross the 
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boundaries between the public life of a movement organization and the pri- 
vate spheres of adherents and political constituents" (19). Gamboa de Baixo 
women activists embody the leadership characteristics of both c~nterwomen 

and bridge leaders because they do the groundwork necessary to mobilize 
community participation in the social movement, and they have also been the 
formal leaders who have accepted the charge of representing the collective in- 
terests in negotiations with the state and other societal organizations. 

These collective interests are maintained even when black female commu- 
niW leaders work with the few politicians who have supported the neighbor- 
hood’s cause against land expulsion. In many Brazilian urban neighborhoods, 
local residents tend to see politicians as aproveitadores (users) or as those who 
take advantage of the material desperation of poor communities during the 
electoral process to garner votes. Reflecting the general perception of black 
residents of Salvador’s poorest neighborhoods, Gamboa de.Baixo activists ex- 
press that they have little confidence in the politicians who c/aim to represent 
the interests of Iocal communities, on the one hand, but also support public 
policies that evict blacks from urban land, on the other. This critical relation- 
ship between the Gamboa de Baixo neighborhood and politicians provides an 
example of activists’ rejection of class reductionism. This is particularly true 
with politicians who organize around class interests, but do not include race 
and gender in their analyses, claiming that they benefit poor black women 
workers and their urban neighborhoods. 

Conclusion 

In 2004, a group of mostly white male Swiss graduate students visited Gain- 
boa de Baixo to learn about grassroots organizing in Salvador and through- 
out Brazil. After traveling to other parts of Brazil, including the Amazonian 
region, they were greeted by a group of femate community leaders ha Gum- 

¯ boa de Baixo. I served as the transiator for the Swiss group, and many asked 
questions about the age and gender of the local activists. In large part, the 
activists were comprised of young women like Lu, a woman in her early 
twenties, and Ann Cristina, a then active thirty-year-old. Shocked, to say the 
least, the students commented that they had expected older men to be at the 
forefront of the movement. In fact, they had brought with them a masculine 
Swiss watch to present to the neighborhood association’s president, who 
they had expected to be male. 

When presenting the gift, they apologized for their assumptions and ex- 
pressed that the female leadership and participation challenged their own in- 
ternalized social prescriptions of women’s political agency. Furthermore, they 



stated that to see black women in these positions of leadership was a brave de- 

fiance of the overt racism they were surprised to have witnessed during their 

trip to Brazil. With knowledge of social movements in indigenous and black 

communities, ~their previous conceptions of Brazil’s "racial democracy" had 

been shattered. Moreover, one man expressed in an emotional tale that, hav- 

ing been previously bombarded by negative over-sexualized representations 

of black women as prostitutes in Europe, female-led political mobilization in 

Brazil made him face his own racism and sexism. 

The preceding description of the group of European males visiting Gum- 

boa exemplifies the globaI perception of black women .and the lack of knowl- 

edge of black women’s politics throughout the African diaspora. While it is 

difficalt to believe that their experiences on one day in Gamboa de Baixo 

might have completely changed their individual and collective views of black 

women, my understanding of this global invisibility of black women was 

heightened. Though black women have always been key figures in black liber- 

ation struggles worldwide, the likes of Fannie Lou Hamer, Luiza Mahim, L~tia 
Gonzales, and Amy Jacques Garvey have been ignored. Thus, serdst andracist 

notions regarding black women’s ability to produce political knowledge and 

lead political organizations are reproduced. 

Defying expectations of their roles as workers, mothers, fisherwomen, and 

activists, poor black women in Gamboa de Baixo, with their unique political 

assertion, have disrupted the usual social and political order in Salvador. Black 

women, who represent the largest numbers in domestic work, are viewed on 

a daily basis as subservient, submissive, and obedient. In fact, the only" black 

women that most of the elite whites who govern the city ever interact with, 

often throughout their Iifefimes, are the housekeepers and babysitters who 

work in their homes. For black women to occupy a dominant political space 

in meetings aad protests as leaders of their communities challenges prevalent 

disparaging stereotypes of poor black women and forces us to consider them 

as important agents of social change. 

The experiences in Gamboa de Baixo show that the neighborhood associa- 

tion represents an important political space for black women to assert their 

local power and leadership. Women’s everyday interactions such as removing 

their neighbors’ clothes from the line when it starts to rain or discussing land 

disputes on each other’s doorsteps provides a visible example of just how 

much the personal and the political mingl9 at the community level. Organiz- 

ing in the neighborhood enacts radical social change from the home place " 
where black people live, work, and play. Furthermore, as leaders of these kinds 

of organizations, black women bring to the forefront their unique ideas and 

methods of social protest that expand our knowledge of racial and gender 

consciousness, at all levels of society. Gamboa de Baixo activists Organize as 
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blacks, women, and poor people, leading to more expansive definitions of 
black womanhood and social movements on a global scale. 

Moreover, the ethnographic examples from the Gamboa de Baixo neigh- 
borhood association show that black women’s political actions constitute a 
continuation of their everyday acts of community building. The participation 
of black women in grassroots orgarfizations is not an anomaly, but visible fe- 
male leadership continues to be sparse in most neighborhood associations. I 
emphasize that domestic workers are key" to the development of female lead- 
ership as a result of their knowledge gained as "outsiders-within?’ My argu- 
ment also supports the idea that these women have common interests as 
workers; their work experience affects the maintenance ot~ their home spaces. 
More importantly, poor black women choose to organize as residents of their 
neighborhoods rather than as workers because they understand that the dom- 
inance of domestic work, oppressive at its core, should not be preserved. In 
their social movement to improve their neighborhood, black women demand 
improvements in their social conditions, primarily for access to education that 
will prepare them for other areas of employment. 

Furthermore, there are gendered differences in grassroots organizing that 
impact the outcome of negotiations with the state. From the experiences of 
the female Gamboa de Baixo activists, I conclude that their relative success 
is the result of the women’s reluctance to deal with the state individually and 
their preference for collective social transformation. As black feminist theo- 
rists such as Patricia Hill Collins have argued, women activists in black liber- 
ation struggles have worked for the collective benefit of their communities. 
The challenge remains, however, how to negotiate between personal and com- 
munal transformation as part of their overall political projects. This challenge 
reflects a complex relationship of gender and racial oppression that black 
women experience as invisible workers, while underlining their vision for lib- 
eration from this form of enslavement. 
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movements can use state structures to make positive changes. Holloway 
(2002:215) concludes his book with the question, "How then do we daange 
the world without taking power?" and then provides his answer: "We do not 
know:’ It is easy to criticize one path, but perhaps irresponsible to do so with- 

out suggesting viable alternatives. 
State structures continue to play an important role in the implementation 

of neoliberal economic policies, and popular movements need to challenge 
these structures whether as part of civil society, a political party, or an armed 
struggle. The case ofIndigenous movements in Ecuador would seem to un- 
derscore the argument that it is not possible to change the world without 
taking power, but neither is taking power all that it takes to change the 
world. As a. social movement, CONAIE could disrupt the exercise of state 
power, but in entering government Pachakutik failed to change neoliberal 
economic policies. In struggling with these issues, Indigenous peoples in 
Ecuador are little different from activists elsewhere. Changing the world is a 
puzzling but pressing issue that Indigenous activists, along with the rest of 
us, continue to try to solve. 
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Transnational Black Social 
Movements in Latin America 

Afro-Colombians and the 
Struggle for Human Rights 

Kwame Dixon 

T HIS CI-IAtWER ANALYZES BLACK SOCIAL MOVEMENTS with particular emphasis 

on Afro-Colombians, as national, regional, and transnational actors. It 

examines the relations between race and citizenship in Latin America by an- 

alyzing the current struggles of Afro-Latin peoples in Latin America and the 

Caribbean. From Los Angeles to Rio de taneiro, from the Bronx to Salvador 

Bahia--brown, black, and Indigenous peoples are challenging racial in- 

equality, while at the same time constructing alternative models for political 

participation. The struggle to be flail citizens, on the one hand, and the day- 

to-day human fights violations faced by Afro-Latin Americans, on the other, 

serves to reinforce the shared experiences of black peoples in the Americas. 

It is argued that deeply entrenched racial and social prejudices and other 

forms of discrimination are the foundations for the de facto disenfranchise- 

ment of the hemisphere’s populations; in many black communities through- 

out the region, glaring poverty, widespread human rights violations, and the 

discriminatory impact of neoliberal agendas underscores the urgent need 

for constructing a common paradigm of social action in the Americas 

(Dzidzienyo and Oboler, 2005: 5). By analyzing and investigating the com- 
plex interactions and interrelations among culture, race, and politics, this 

research focuses on the cultural politics enacted by Afro-Latin social move- 

ments as they articulate and implement new visions and practices of citi- 

zenship, democracy, social relationships, and development (Alvarez, 
Dagnino, and Escobar, 1998b: 2). 
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Afro-Latin Social Movements at a Glance 

Starting in the late sixties, new forms of popular protest emerged from grass- 

roots and popular organizations in Latin America. These new social move- 

ments reflected broad participation by groups, organizations, and associations 

such as squatter movements, neighborhood councils, human rights commit- 

tees, indigenous organizations, various black formations, women’s groups, en- 
vironmental organizations, and cultural and artistic groups (Evers, 1985: 43). 

They are new compared to traditional political actors in that they either mo- 

bilized different people or they are the same people acting in more sponta- 

neous, democratic, decentralized ways, or because they are introducing new 

participatory strategies outside of the traditional political arena. These move- 

ments may also be responding to new forms of social subordination (Hell- 

man, 1992: 53, 167), often sharpened by neoliberal policies. 
Contemporary black social movements are part of this trend, but Afro- 

Latin social movements in Latin America and the Caribbean have long histo- 
ries. Their antecedents include maroon communities during slavery; the Hait- 

ian Revolution; the massive slave revolts in Bahia, Brazil, in 1835; and the 
Cuban Independent Party of Color in 1908 (Sara, 1998: 11). At times, blacks 

in Latin America fashioned their own independent formations such as slave 

runaway communities (Palenques), black militias, religious practices, and mu- 
tual aid societies. Other times, they forged tactical alliances with whites, Indi- 

ans, and mestizos to create multiracial movements that had a profound effect 

on the region. The independence armies, the national liberal parties of the 

1800s and early 1900s, the labor unions of the same period, and the popular 

parties of the mid-1900s, were broad-based movements that included the core 

participation and support of Afro-Latin Americans (Andrews, 2004: 8). In 

Latin America where the two-party system was allowed tO function, most po- 
litically active blacks and mulattoes identified with liberalism, contributing 

materially to liberalism’s eventual triumph throughout the region. Liberalism 

brought to power most of the black and mulatto presidents who held office in 
Spanish America during the 1800s. The black-liberal contribution also created 

a tradition of anti-oligarchical political unions that would later pave the way 

for a major twentieth-century political movement--labor-based populism 

(Andrews, 2004: 93-100). 
Throughout the Americas black social movement groups are now kncreas- 

ingly using sophisticated strategies and tactics to challenge racial and gender in- 

equality. A ~aew landscape has emerged as blacks are demanding more political 
and cultural space to advance social, cultural, and economic rights, while si- 

multaneously articulating opposition~d racial discourse. The literature on Afro- 

Latin social movements is sparse and focuses heavily on Afro-Brazilians, with 
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insufficient attention to the intersection of race and gender and the cultural pol- 
itics of constructing citizenship and democracy. One notable exception is A1- 
varez, Dagnino, and Escobar’s Culture of PoIitic~ Politics of Culture: Re-visioning 
Latin American Social Movements (1998a). In particular, the chapter on Colom- 
bia by Libia Grueso and Carlos Rosero, well-known Afro-Colombian activists/ 
intellectuals, and Arturo Escobar examines the constitutional reform process of 
1991 and the socio-organizational activities related to collective mobilization of 
Afro-Colombians. it focuses on processes of black identity construction and the 
intersect[on of race, territory, biodiversity, culture, and development. The au- 
thors explore racial discrimination, collective organizing~ political enfranchise- 
ment, and developmental strategies, highlighting how Afro-Colombians at a 
unique historical juncture responded to discursive practices related to citizen- 
ship, human rights, and democratic inclusion. Another important exception is 
Michael Hanchard’s Orpheus and Power: The Movimento Negro of Rio de Janeiro 
and Sao ]?aulo, Brazil, 1945-1988 (1994), which provides a highly critical assess- 
ment of the strengths and weaknesses of Brazil’s black social movements. Hun- 
chard argues that the process of raciz] hegemony (promoting racial discrimina- 
tion while simultaneously denying its existence) has effectively neutralized 
racial identification among non-whites, making it an improbable point of mass 
mobilization among Aft’o-Brazilians in Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo. This re- 
suits in the reproduction of social inequality between Whites and nonwhites 
while promoting a false premise of racial equality between the races. 

Building on these cultural insights, I focus on the way black social move- 
ments have constructed identities woven around discourses of human rights, 
allowing them to link to transnational networks in the era of globalization. 
Social movements are transnational when they involve conscious efforts to 
build transnational cooperation around shared goals that include soci~d 
change. Through regular communication and organization, activists are able 
to share technical and strategic information, coordinate parallel activities, or 
even mount truly transnational collectives (}’. Smith, Pagnucco, and Chatfield, 
1997: 243). Afro social movements in the Americas like other groups (indige- 
nous and women) in the region are transnational as many now have regional, 
national, and global support and connections. Additionally, many share com- 
mon political or ideological views such as challenging racial and gender dis- 
crimination in education or the workplace. Along with the struggle against 
radal and gender discrimination, many Afro-Latin social movements have 
waged popular resistance to neoliberal policies of Latin American and 
Caribbean governments. 

Black human rights activists throughout the region--including the United 
States--have forged common agendas around combating and denouncing 
racism and racial and gender discrimination. On a regional level, groups like 
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La Alianza Estrat~gica de Af-ro-Latinoamericanos and Organizaci6n Negra 

Centroamericana are working to develop common strategies to address racial 

and gender oppression as well.as build a movement that represents the inter- 

est of their communities (which are often economically marginalized and 

therefore suffer disproportionately from neoliberal policies). 

Throughout the region Afro-Latin groups are emerging as powerful social 

movement actors in various countries, like the Afro-Venezuelan Network 
(Venezuela); Mundo-Afro (Uruguay); Coordinadora Nacional de Organiza÷ 

clones Negras .Panamefias (Panamh); the Process of Black Communities in 

Colombia (PCN); the National Movement for the Human Rights of Black 

Communities of Colombia, or Cimarr6n, and the Association of Internally 

Displaced Afro-Colombians, or AFRODES (Colombia); and Geled~s, the In- 

stitute for Black Brazilian Women, and CEERT, the Center for Research on 

Race Relations in the Workplace (Brazil). Many of these NGOs (nongovern- 

mental organizations) function on shoestring budgets, are often excluded 

from national human rights discourse and face the daunting challenge of 

representing communities that are often dispersed, displaced, and suffer 

from low levels of self-identity. Their work over the years has been quite im- 

pressive as they have developed national, regional, and transnational net- 

works, and by doing so, have been able to more forcefully articulate their 

struggle from a wider lens that includes comparative and international 

human rights perspectives. For example, since 1998 La Alianza Estrat~gica 

de Afro-Latinoamericanos has brought together Afro groups throughout 

Latin America and the Caribbean, offering capacity building, leadership 

training, and strategic planning, as well as providing a forum for groups to 

address common regional strategies. 

The 1990s presented new historic opportunities for Afro-Latin Americans 

in the transnational arena as these social movements began to effectively use 

transnational networks, strategies, and contacts to elevate their struggle be- 

yond national borders. This kind of"globalization from below"was part of the 

new wave of social movements that responded in part to the neoliberal era- 

sure of borders for global capital The transnationalization of Afro-Latin so- 

cial movements provided new space for black groups across the Americas to 
build sustained relations throughout the region and the world. It was during 

this time that the struggles of Afro-Latin Americans became more visible and 

mobile within a transnatior~al context. Three crucial factors explain the 

transnatinnalization of Afro-Latin social movements. 
First, Afro-Latin groups over the years had laid strong infrastructural foun- 

dations in their countries after many years of intensive grassroots mobilizao 

tion and organization. In Brazil and Colombia, black groups fought success- 
fully for black rights legislation and had built strong social movements. Brazil, 
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oftenconsidered a model for other black groups in the region, spawned an 

impressive network of diverse groups starting in the 1970s, with progressive 

black formations like the Movimento Negro Unificado (Unified Black Move- 

meat), cultural groups like Ilfi Aiy~, and newer groups like Geledts. Some of 
these groups were also intertwined with resistance against the market-ori- 

ented model of globalization that had produced the exclusionary "Brazilian 

economic miracle;’ and the authoritarian political model that sustained social 

and economic exclusion. 

Second, starting in the 1990s international civil society groups such as the 

Ford Foundation, Intenaafional Human Rights Law Group, and the Minority 

Rights Group began to include Afro-Latin communities in their work and re- 

ports. In particular, the Ford Fotmdation and the International Human Rights 

Law Group began to fund projects and to work directly with Afro-Brazilian 

groups. In 1995, the Minority Rights Group published No Longer Invisible, 

and continued to publish reports on the status of black populations through- 

out the region. Also during this time, universities, researchers, and policy 
makers started to increase their focus and dedicate more studies (beyond 

those focused on slavery) of blacks in the Americas. Blacks from the Americas 

were also being increasingly invited to the United States and Europe to discuss 

Afro-Latin America. 

qYhe third factor explaining the rise of transnational Afro-Latin social 

movements is the role of the United Nations and to a lesser extent the Inter- 

American Development Bank (IADB). In 1997, the United Nations decided to 

convene a World Conference against Racism, Racial Discrimination, and 

Xenophobia held in Durban, South Africa, in 2001. Leading into the main 

conference were a series of sessions and expert seminars held ha different re- 

~ons of the wo]cld in preparation for the conference in Durban. Afro groups 

throughout the region,--for example, in Brazil, Colombia, Uruguay, Panama, 

and Veuezuela~would play a central and defining role in this historical con- 

ference. In preparation for the World Conference against Racism, many Afro- 

Latin groups began to use the strategies, tactics, and language of international 

human rights discourse to advance democracy in their countries. Also, many 

groups in the region were being trained for the Conference against Racism by 
the generous support provided by Gaye McDougal, then the head of the Ita- 

ternafional Human Rights Law Group. The International Human Rights Law 

Group trained movement activists and lawyers from Brazil on the procedural 
and technical aspect of international human rights taw in preparation for the 

World Conference against Racism. 

Before the Conference against Racism, other events were unfolding. In 1995 
(Brazil) and 1997 (Colombia), respectively, the United Nations Special Rap- 

porteur on Racism produced two excellent reports on the status of black 
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communities (Gele-Hanhanzo, 1995, t997). Written squarely within the con- 
text of international law and human rights, these special reports on human 
rights violations brought into sharp focus issues of racial and gender discrim- 
ination, labor force exclusion, tow rates of education, poor housing, and other 
critical factors that affect blacks in the region. At the time, these reports were 
seen as an obiective evaluation of the black experience in Brazil and Colom- 
bia and thus became crucial organizing tools for black social movements in 
their struggle for human rights. Moreover, given the nonpoliticized nature of 
these particular reports by the United Nations Commission on Human 
Rights, both the Brazilian and Colombian governments reluctantly acknowl- 
edged that Afro communities in their countries were subjected to forms of 
discrimination rooted in race. In short, the publication of these reports was a 
maior tactical victory for the black movements in Brazil and Colombia. 

In many ways the preparatory meeting and seminars served as a motor 
force propelling black social movements further into the broad network of 
transnational actors. Afro activists from Brazil were probably the largest black 
delegation from Latin America, with approximately 150 to 200 attending. Ad- 
ditionally, the World Conference against Racism allowed the issues of Third 
World peoples, and the struggle of racial and ethnic minorities from advanced 
first world countries, to take center stage within the broader frame of the 
largely white-led, -controlled, and -elitist human rights movement, This re- 
configuration of the struggle brought Afro-Latin Americans into the heart of 
what might be broadly labeled the global justice movement. 

In this context, the transnationalization of Afro-Latin social movements 
and their strategic adoption of international human rights discourse have 
been key to the resurgence of black identity-based organizing, as I will illus- 
trate by focusing on the Colombian case. 

The Emergence of Black Social Movements in Colombia 

Colombia has the second largest African-descended population in South 
America, after Brazil. It is difficult, however, to determine precisely the size of 

Colombia’s African population: estimates range from 15 to 35 percent of the 

overall population of about 44 million. The largest concentration of .adm- 

Colombians is found on the Pacific Coast where the black population is said 
to be roughly 80 to 90 percent (Dixon, 2002: 82). Afro-Colombians are not 

homogenous~culturally, historically, or politically. There are six sociocultu- 
ral regions with a strong black presence: the Caribbean Coast, the Pacific 

~j~.i~ 
Coast (Choc6), the Magdalena, the Cauca and Patia river valleys, and the Eng- 

lish~speaking Archipelago of San Andr6s and Providencia (Alvarez, Dagnino, 
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and Escobar, I998a: 201). Large concentrations of blacks are also found in 

many of the Colombia’s largest cities, and their numbers are growing because 

of the armed conflict that is displacing thousands of black peasants. These 

communities constitute a range of political visions and historical experiences 

and therefore possess, different perspectives, strategies, and approaches on 

their complex political situation. 

Afro-Colombians, like other black groups in the Americas, have faced insti- 

tutional racism that is compounded by the ideology of racial democracy. Ac- 

cording to the anthropologist Peter Wade, a leading scholar on Colombia, the 

concept of blackness and discrimination are deeply embedded in Colombian 

society. Drawing deeply on his extensive anthropological field research, Wade 

presents a composite picture of Colombian society governed by racial stereo- 

types and institutional discrimination against blackness and pervasive atti- 

tudes that are masked by Colombians’ erroneous perception of racial equality. 
In Colombia, and in other parts of the black Americas, blackness is an obsta- 

cle to economic and social progress. The solution proposed by dominant 

racial ideologies is the process of whitening, or blanqueamiento (Wade, t993). 
In Colombia the historical position of Afro-Colombians in the political 

economy--including slavery---and the ideological construction of Afro- 
Colombians as nonpersons, Indians as subpersons, mestizos as half-persons, 

and whites as full-persons, suggest that blacks, until recently, did not have real 

legal standing and thus, were not considered legitimate concerns of the state. 

In short, Afro-Colombians were socially constructed as noncitizens and had 

no real legal or juridical personality before the constitutional reforms enacted 

in the 1990s. These changes, and the constitutional reform process, will be an- 

alyzed in the context of the Afro-Colombian struggle for human rights and 

democracy. It is argued that Afro-Colombians, through human rights dis- 

course and social movements, challenged the state’s narrowly constructed 

conception of "citizen"--read, "as white"---and reframed and expanded the 

concept to include Aft’o-Colombians, at least theoretically. 

Many black social movements in Latin America fit the characteristics that 
define new social movements. Black-based movements are not entirely new, as 

black slave and maroon societies have historically challenged systems of dom- 

ination. However, black social movements in the Americas are advancing an 

ideological refraining of Afro-Latin identity and collective rights, emphasizing 
the myriad ways in which race and gender, as well as other crucial factors, 

shape, determine, and affect the life chances of Afi’odiasporic populations. 

Morever, Afrodiasporic communities posit a race~ and gender-centric frame- 

work along with innovative strategies to combat racist and gender violence. 
The various blac.k movements throughout the Americas have drawn on their 

new transnational networks to develop a specific vocabulary and language to 
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better understand the codes of racial and gender discrimination. By doing so, 

Af:rodiasporic communities have made significant contributions to recasting 

social movements in Latin America, as part of the broad demand for recogni- 

tion of collective rights in an era when the liberal individualistic concept of 

citizenship was proving unable to meet basic needs. 

Starting in the 1970s and throughout the 1980s, black, urban, educated col- 

lege students mainly from the Pacific Coast began to deconstruct racist prac- 

tices and ideas by challenging prevailing hegemonic structures. In 1975, ]uan 

Dios Mosqueros, along with other progressive, young student militants, 

founded a university student group called Soweto. These were students--with 

strong ties working in the burgeoning student movement in Colombia--who 

had become dissatisfied with traditional social movements. During this pe- 

riod in Colombia, left-leaning progressive groups lacked serious theoretical 

approaches to race and ethnicity. Moreover, they did not understand the 

unique historical reality of Afro-Colombians. Given these circumstances, 

Afro-Colombians took it upon themselves to construct a new social move- 

ment methodology, vocabulary, and language in order to better understand 

the multiple forms of oppression and marginalization existing in their com- 
munities (Dixon, 1994-2000 [1995]). In doing so, they had to create new 

frameworks in order to deconstruct patterns of racial and gender discrimina- 

tion, develop new methodologies to organize their communities, and devise 

new strategies to defend their varied interests. 

In 1975, Amir Smith C6rdoba, another young black militant, founded the 

Center for the Investigation of Black Culture in Bogota, which produced a 

newspaper called Presencia Negra- Many of these young progressives were in- 

fluenced by the writings of Martin Luther King ]r, Malcolm X, Frantz Fanon, 

and Angela Davis. At the same time, a growing interest in A.fro-Colombian 

and black culture was on the rise throughout the region. In 1977, the historic 

First Congress of Black Culture in the Americas was held in Ca!i, Colombia, 

which marked an important historical iuncture in black organizing in the 

Americas. Black groups from Colombia and Ecuador and elsewhere in the 

Americas came together to discuss common regional problems. The founding 

of Soweto, the Center for the Investigation of Black Culture, and the meeting 

of the First Congress on Black Culture represented the beginning of a new 

type of social movement activity. 

In the early 1980s, the left-leaning black student group Soweto was trans- 

formed into Cimarr6n, or National Movement for the Htmaan Rights of Black 

Communities of Colombia ( Movimiento National por los Derechos Humanos 

de las Comunidades Negras de Co!ombia). Throughout the I980s, Cimarr6n 
continued to build its organization and, along with other black based groups, 

increased its organizing efforts through grassroots mobilization and political 
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education. By the early 1990s, the various black soda[ movements in Colom- 
bia through grassroots education, ~oalitlon building, and wide-.~cale mobi- 

lization had created new institutional space for organizing around ethnic 

rights, which led to the black rights law known as Law 70. 

Social Movements and Constitutional Changes: 

The Black Rights Law (Law 70) 

In 1990, a unique historic movement emerged as Colombia prepared to make 
substantial changes to its constitution. A new Constituent Assembly began 
work to replace the 1886 constitution. The assembly’s main task was to develop 
a special legal mechanism that would make indigenous peoples’ rights perma- 
nent as recognized by Law 89 of 1890 (De Friedeman and A.rocha, 1995: 67). 
Afro-Colombians as a group were totally excluded and had no representation 
in the assembly. The chal_lenge for black groups, who were being excluded from 
this historic political process, was to seek inclusion--to get a seat at the table. 
Building on the organizing successes of the preceding twenty years, Aft-o- 
Colombian groups, including Cimarr6n, began to organize and mobilize their 
constituents through grassroots mobilization, peaceful protests, and an intense 
lobbying campaign that targeted select indigenous leaders and politicians. 
Their aim was to be represented in the Constituent Assembly. 

Concretely, along with wanting their interests represented in the assembly, 
Afro-Colombians from the Pacific Coast demanded a special article that 
would grant them collective titles to riverbank and jungle lands of the Pacific 
Coast region and other areas where they, had exerted ancestral territorial do- 
main. Their demands, however, were soundly rejected. The Colombian Insti- 
tute for AgrarianReform, which was largely responsible for analysis of the 
land claims, argued that there were no ethnic minorities in Colombia apart 
from indigenous peoples. Dismayed but not discouraged, Afro communities 
redoubled their grassroots mobilizations efforts by collecting signatures and 
peacefully seizing government buildings in the city of Quibdo, the capital of 
the department of Choc6. Afro-Colombians argued that their ethnic claim 
was linked to their ancestral ties to the lands on the Pacific Coast where they 
had lived for centuries. 

The Colombian case illustrates some of the mixed implications of recent 
advances by indigenous social movements in Latin America. Collective rights 
gained as a result of multicultural citizenship have included the recognition of 
indigenous customary law as official policy, collective property rights, and of- 
tidal status of minority languages and guarantees of bilingual education 
(Hooker, 2005: 285). ]uliet Hooker argues that the question of cultural and 
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ethnic identity in Latin America is linked to a group’s ability to successfully ar- 

ticulate multicultural constitutional demands. For indigenous groups, these 

demands have linked land rights (habitat) to a broad agenda of territorial self- 

governance and cultural rights of difference (Mattiace, 2003). In almost every 

case of multicultural reform in the region, indigenous groups have been much 

more successful in gaining collective rights from the state than Afro groups 

(Hooker, 2005: 286). In Colombia, for example, the legislation for Afro- 

Colombian communities on the Pacific Coast is in no way comparable to sim- 

ilar laws for indigenous peoples, whose lands, or resguardos, are autonomous 

territorial units (in contrast to Afro-Colombian collective territories). 
The main difference is that the resguardos receive direct fmancia! support 

from the Colombian national budget. (Without such support, the neoliberal 

model would have a devastating impact on indigenous subsistence communi- 

ties, as in Mexico where the 1992 "reform" of Article 27 of the Constitution 

y~hreatened the survival of ejidos.) Also, the territory apportioned to each 

group relanve to their size is not comparable. In&genous groups are esnmat d 

to be roughly 4 percent of the Pacific Coast population and have legal title to 
1.6 million hectares. In contrast, Afro-Colombians make up 90 percen of the 

Pacific Coast population and have been granted legal title to only 1.5 million 

~.~i.’!hectares (Oakley, 2001:2 !). Hooker argues that the main criteria used to de- 
~termine the recipient of collective rights in Latin America has been the pos- 

session of a distinct cultural or ethnic identity. Therefore, the question of 

racial framing (race, culture, and ethnlcity) is crucial to understanding the 

struggle for black rights in Colombia 

It is against this backdrop that Transitory Article 55 was established. Tran- 

sitoryArticle 55 was presented as a compromise by the National Organization 

of Colombian indigenous Peoples (Organizaci6n National Indfgena de Colom- 

bia). This article called for establishing a Special Commission for Black Com- 

munities, tt is through this mechanism that Afro-Colombians would have 

legal standing to pursue land claim issues on the Pacific Coast as well as other 

civil and political rights. Article 55 would lead to the elaboration of the Black 

Rights Law referred to as Law 70 (Dixon, 1994-2000 [19961). 

Law 70 allows black communities in rural areas of Colombia’s Pacific Coast 

region to apply for collective land titIes, untit now considered state lands or 

unoccupied territories (Wade, 2000: 1). This very important law also con- 

tained provisions to improve black education, training, and access to credit, 

and to improve living conditions for bIack communities nationally. It also cre- 

ated two seats reserved for the black communities from the Pacific Coast in 

the congress and a Special Ministry of Government for black community af- 

fairs. In addition, discrimination against black communities was outlawed, 
and Law 70 included provisions that aggravate criminal penalties for specific 
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.crimes if they are inspired by racial or ethnic intolerance or discrimination. To 

date, however, it is unclear if an individual or organization has been tried suc- 

cessfully for racial discrimination, illustrating how the neoliberal fiction of in- 

dividual rights fails to protect community rights. 

In this context another important group, the Process of Black Communi- 

ties (Proceso de Comunidades Negra~PCN) was born. The PCN is a progres- 

sive network of roughly 120 black pea]ant organizations and, like Cimarr6n, 

is an important player on Colombias political scene today. Representing 

mainly the interests of black peasants, PCN enjoys widespread support and 

grassroots legitimacy, and it places a strong emphasis on black cultural iden- 

tity. The regional focus of the PCN is the southwest of Colombia, concentrat- 

ing on the cities of Buenaventura.(the location of the PCN headquarters), 

Cali, Tumaco, and their surrounding rural areas. This region indudes the 

southern half of Colombia’s Pacific Coast region, predominantly rural and in- 

habited mainly by black people. 

The PCN has worked to clarify and interpret the meaning of Law 70 by 

translating the legal aspects of the legislation into practical application for 

poor black communities who may not be able to fully comprehend its com- 

plexities, contradictions, and nuances. A major concern of the PCN has been 

pursuing the land title claims that rural black communities on the Pacific 
Coast region can make under Law 70. The PCN also has a broader socio- 

cultural agenda as it seeks to carve out a space for bIack identity. And, while 

the PCN participates in local and regional electoral processes, they are not 
connected to mainstream institutional parties or traditional party politics. 

They focus not so much on racism but on cultural difference. Rather than 

working for integration, PCN sees a future of equality based on cultural dif- 

ference and autonomy in which black people control territories--rather than 

plots of land~constructing ways of~ife rooted in local black cultural practices 

of production, kinship, and ritual (Wade, 2000: 2). 

The stellar work of the PCN has not gone unnoticed by the international 

community. It was the recent recognition of the work of the PCN and Libia 

Grueso that demonstrates the transnational dimensions of the struggle for 
human rights in Afro-Colombia and their significance. In 2004, Libia 

Grueso~an Afro-Colombian human rights activist, intellectual, mother, and 

cofounder of PCN--was awarded a Goldman environmental prize (the largest 

of its kind, considered the "Nobel Prize for the Environment") for her sus- 

tainable development projects in the Colombian southwest. Like the famous 
case of rubber-tapper activist Chi¢o Mendes in the Brazilian Amazon, sus- 

tainable development in Afro-Colombian regions represents a challenge to 

globalization and to the mega-investment projects seeking to convert natural 

resources into private commodities on the global market (stripping away the 
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self-determination claims of local communities). A social worker and envi- 
ronmental educator, Grueso is one of the many forces behind Law 70 and is 

known throughout Colombia and the world for her defense of black rights. 

WhiIe Afro movements in Colombia and the region had already achieved in- 

ternational visibility, the Goldman award offered flesh opportunities to culti- 

vate and build new allies in the transnational community. 

Consequences and Implications of Law 70 

Law 70 is uneven, unclear, and has been hotly contested. While the law was 
welcomed by broad segments of Mro-Colombian dvil society, there is no com- 
mon agreement regarding its significance and relevance. S6me argue that Law 
70 lacks real porter of enforcement, while other movement leaders argue it is an 
effective tool for black empowerment. However, the most crucial provisions of 
the law (regarding collective rifles) only apply to Afro-Colombians of the Pacific 

~. Coast and not to the Afro population of the Atlantic Coast, therefore leading 
some to conclude that the law is divisive, as it favors one group over another. 
This illustrates another dilemma of identity-based movements, as interests are 

not necessarily homogenous within any racial or ethnic group, highlighting the 
importance of linking identity-based struggles to their global context. 

Notwithstanding these debates, the law had several significant .effects on 
Colombia’s complex sociological landscape. First, it brought the issue of black 
rights squarely within the parameters of mainstream discourse. Second, it in- 
creased black mobilization and organizing while simultaneously forcing 
"blacks" to come out of the closet and accept their blackness as a cultural and 
social reality. Third, it forced the Colombian state to deal with, though unevenly, 
growing black demands on the status and standing of Afro-Colombians as an 
ethnic group. Fourth, it should be interpreted as a major victory for black social 
groups and movements in Colombia. Lusty, it helped to propel their struggle to 
a regional and internationa! level, and now as a consequence, the black struggle 
in Colombia has strong regional, national, and transnafional links. Most im- 
portantly this law recognizes and codifies the rights of Afro-Colombians and 
bestows upon them rights that the state must recognize. It is the relationship be- 
tween race and social citizenship that Afro-Colombians sought to address as 
they effectively challenged the notion of Colombia being a mainly white or mes- 
tizo nation. So with Law 70--at least in theorymAfro-Colombians became real 
citizens for the first time in the history of Colombia. By Connecting to a transna- 
tionalized construct of human rights, black movements in Colombia inserted 

the collective identity of race into the concept of.citizenship, challenging the 
neoliberal framework of rights based on individuals in a global marketplace, 
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With Law 70, a new level of intensiW was achieved with respect to black 
mobilization. Small black NGOs blossomed while issues of black rights 
dominated the Colombian social landscape like never before. The years of 
black grassroots organizing had finally paid off, as Afro-Colombians now 
were seen as an ethnic group with a history, identity, and status, and as an 
official part of Colombia’s national identity. In Amilcar Cabral’s framework 
(1979), Afro-Colombians, like all peoples subject to forms of oppression, 
had reclaimed their past and in doing so had recaptured their culture, his- 
tory, and identity. 

While all aspects of the law are important, few are as problematic as the 
provisions of the law allowing for the issuance of titles to black communities 
on the Pacific Coast. Many Afro-Colombians complain that since the passag~....,.~ 
of the law, few communities have been granted titles to their properties. It is 
difficuIt, therefore, to judge the efficacy of this provision given that it is hard 
to determine precisely how many communities are negotiating, requesting, 
and receiving titles at any given time. Also, for those communities who have 
applied for such tifles~successfully or unsuccessfully--it is not always clear 
on what basis such a determination was made. Moreover, since the passage of 
the law, land values have increased exponentially on the Pacific Coast, while at 
the same time, Colombia’s four-decade-old armed conflict has spread to 

Choc6 and surrounding communities, resulting in the large-scale displace- 
ment of Afro-Colombians and the loss of huge portions of their lands. 

Afro-Colombian communities on the Pacific Coast occupy some of the most 
strategic and valuable land in the region, and the inhabitants are caught be- 
tween their struggle to obtain titles for lands and a myriad of complex state and -’) 
nonstate actors, including the drug traffickers, the arm),, the paramilitary/ 
groups--who are supported by the army--and the guerrillas. The Afro- 
Colombian struggle can be seen as a conOict of loc£ communities seeldng the 

right to define their own priorities, against powerful geopolitical and global~ 
economic interests. According to a United Nations Special Rapporteur’s report 
on Colombia, black populations are seriously affected by violence as they are 
trapped in the crossfire between the drug traffickers, the army, the paramili- 
taries, and the guerrillas. In rural areas, where the problem of land ownership 
and use includes whether to grow lawfuI or unlawful crops or to exploit min- 
eral resources, indigenous and black leaders are murdered by members of 
military organizations (armed by landowners or the military), drug traffickers, / 
or guerrilla groups. The establishment of military bases on indigenous territo~/ 
rles and black communities is perceived as an act of cultural aggression (Gete- 
Hanhanzo, 1997:11). Moreover, each party to the conflict (the paramilitaries, 
formal military, drug traffickers, and the guerrillas) expects the communities 
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to support their strategy, with total disregard for the communities’ basic living 
conditions, and as a result the opposing party in the conflict considers them 
enemies and legitimate targets. 

~\ 
,~�.,’6The logic of the Afro-Colombian situation is further complicated by the 
t*’ neolJberal reforms sweeping across the region and aggressively promoted by 

Colombian president Alvaro Uribe. Given the vast mineral resources and the 

~ 
strategic locations of Afro-Colombian communities, transnafional corpora- 
tions (pharmaceuticals, petroleum, and agribusiness) have taken a keen inter- 
est in the Pacific coastline. Many black Colombians are often forced to choose 
between staying on their lands, which means putting their lives on the line; 
abandoning their properties in order to save their lives; or selling their prop- 
erties (at reduced values) to land speculators. Thus, the struggle to enforce 
Law 70, based on assertion of black identity and rights, becomes a direct chab 

~cr nge to the neoliberal agenda promoted by global capital seeking access to lu- 
ative extraction and investment opportunities in Colombia. While Afro- 

Colombian movements have engaged with the state for purposes of passing 
the Black Rights Law, the slim protection offered by that legislation has 
obliged them to remain constituted as a social movement outside the frame- 
work of institutionalized politics. 

Reports by the United Nations and other groups estimate that Afro-Colom- 
bians make up about 33 percent of internally displaced peoples (IDP). Afro- 
Colombians constitute a large part of the 3 million Colombians who have 
been forced to leave their homes since 1985 due to the gratuitous violence of 

the illegal armed groups and the Colombian military, as well as the U.S.-- 
backed anti-drug fumigation campaigns. Displaced A~ro-Colombians from 
the coastal regions now swell urban slums such as the popular neighborhood 
Nelson Mandela located on the edge of Cartagena de Indies (U.S. Office on 
Colombia, 2003: 1). Many of these displaced families are headed by women. 
The human rights violations committed against Afro-Colombians under- 
scores the tensions between individual and group conceptions of human 
rights. Conceptually, Afro groups, like indigenous peoples, often see the group 
as the focal point and not necessarily the individual. Moreover, these groups 
focus on collective and identity issues within a human rights framework. 
Black and indigenous groups have broadened the conceptual, legal, and philo- 
sophical debates surrounding human rights and, in doing so, have helped to 
shift the discourse. 

As a consequence of the war, scores of Afro-Colombian leaders have been 
killed or forced to seek exile. In response to the violence and displacement, 
Afro-Colombians have organized in their communities, and groups like 
AFRODES (the Association for Internally Displaced Afro-Colombians) now 
work with Afro-Colombians to assist them in reestablishing their lives. 
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AFRODES believes that communities of the southern Pacific region, and gen- 
erally most Afro-Colombian communities, have suffered from the neglect of 
the Colombian state, racial discrimination, and social exclusion, as well as 
from the violation of their most fundamental rights and aggressions against 
their lives, culture, land, and forms of organization by armed actors. 

Conclusion 

Social movements in black Colombia are now transnational in scope and 
recognition. Like never before, the struggle of Afro-Colombians for land 
rights, decent housing, education, and other rights is becoming more known 
around the world. Afro-Colombians have established strong ties with groups 
in the United States, Canada, and Europe. The work of Afro-Colombians 
and their struggle is increasingly recognized by the international human 
rights community. 

L~ke other groups in the region, in the 1970s Afro-Colombian social move- 
meats had spent a tremendous amount of time working in their communi- 
ties, laying a solid infrastructuraI foundation and building regional and na- 
tional networks. By the 1990s, Afro-Colombian social groups and networks 
had sprung up across the cotmtry. Also, civil society groups, U.S.-Latin Amer- 
ican solidarity networks, and intergoverrmaental organizations, had started to 
take a keen interest in Afro-Latin issues. The 2001 World Conference agaimt 
Racism provided the historic opportunity for blacks and indigenous groups 
~rom the Americas to talk about their issues as well as build more networks 
and other forms of transnationa2 solidarity. 

By inscribing their struggles within the discourse of human rights and con-~ 

necting to transnafional networks, Afro-Latin movements are reconstructing ~ 

identities in ways that both challenge, the narrow neoliberal version of citi- ,~ 
zenship and strategically resist the disempowering impact of globalization. 
Their battles for legal and constitutional reform represent toeholds in the 
re¢onceptualization of citizenship to include collective !denfity-based~_r_2ghts. ~" 
For Afro-Colombian communities found in strate’--g~c areas in the new process 
of global capital accumulation, asserting black identity in the framework of 
global human rights is key to survival. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, October 17, 2011 4:52 PM 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@ad.unc.edu> 

FW: checking in on cv/bio stuff 

Rucker Master CV 10-11.pdf; Rucker.JPG 

Hi Stacey, 

Walter Rucker sent me some information for the website : ) 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Monday, October 17, 2011 1:15 PM 
To: Buell, Agatha; Gore, Travis 
Cc: Barbara Anderson 
Subject: RE: checking in on cv/bio stuff 

Dear Agatha (Travis, and Barbara), 

I’m forwarding this information to Travis since he requested all the included and attached items last week. Please see 

the information I’ve listed below (!’m using the format currently on the departmental website": 

Full name: Waiter C. Rucker 

Title: Associate Professor (I’m officially "visiting" for this semester, but will be an associate professor with tenure 

beginning January 20:12). 

Teaching Interests: Slave Culture and Resistance; Identity Formation in the African Diaspora; The Black Atlantic. 

Research Interests: Professor Walter Rucker has authored articles appearing in the Journal of Black Studies, the Journal 

of Negro History, The Black Scholar, and the Negro Educational Review. His books include "The River Flows On": Black 

Resistance, Culture, and Idendty Formation in Early America (Baton Rouge: LSU Press, 2005), a twomvolume work, co- 

edited with Jim Upton, entitled The Encyclopedia of American Race Riots (Westport, CT.: Greenwood Press, 2006}, and a 

three-volume work, co-edited with Leslie Alexander, entitled The Encyclopedia of African American History (Santa 

Barbara: ABC-CL!O, 20:10). Professor Rucker is currently completing a book-length treatment that will focus on Diasporic 

culture, community, and identity formation. 

Let me know if you need any additional information. I have attached a pdf cv and a photo to this emaik Thanks. 

Best, 

Walter 



LTNC~Cllapel Hill 

Cl~apel Hill, NC g7599~3395 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Monday, October 17, 2011 12:25 PM 
To: Fall, Alassane; Lisanza, Esther Mukewa; Rucker, Walter C 
Cc: Barbara Anderson 
Subject: FW: checking in on cv/bio stuff 

Dear Alassane, Esther and Walter, 
Please see the request below. [f you could send you information to me this week, I would appreciate it. 

Best, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & A*?o-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University ofNorthCarolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
~ 919.962.5824 

From: Barbara Anderson [mailto:b anderson@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 17, 2011 12:23 PM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: checking in on cv/bio stuff 

Hi Agatha: 
We are really trying to get our web site caught up with the new faculty (and, of course the Department 
updates!). I think Stacey may have tried to get this, but it’s on my plate today. Could you please send the 
information for Esther, Allasane, and Walter? Full name, CV, courses, and research interest statement is what 
we need. Thanks! Barbara 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b anderson@unc.edu 
http://africa.unc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, October 19, 2011 5:14 PM 

Boyd, Lydia (2 <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 

RE: picture for website 

Thanks 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Boyd, Lydia C 
Sent: Wednesday, October 19, 2011 5:13 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: picture for website 

Hi Travis, 
I never added a picture for my profile on the department website. When you are able, you can add this one. 

thanks, 
Lydia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, October 24, 2011 10:28 AM 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@ad.unc.edu> 

FW: picture for website 

IMG_0651.JPG; ATT00001.c 

p.s. Rucker’s profile looks great!. Thanks! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, October 24, 2011 10:26 AM 
To: ’Stacey Sewall’ 
Subject: FW: picture for website 

Hi Stacey, 

Hope you had a nice fall break! Here is a picture for Lydia Boyd. Did you get website info for Esther? Barbara requested it when I 
was out but Agatha sent it to her. The new website is almost ready but one thing is holding it back. It shouldn’t be too much longer! 

Thanks ! 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Boyd, Lydia C 
Sent: Wednesday, October 19, 2011 5:13 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: picture for website 

Hi Travis, 
I never added a picture for my profile on the department website. When you are able, you can add this one. 

thanks, 
Lydia 





Lydia Boyd, PhD 

Assistant Professor 

Department of African and African American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

lydia.boyd@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, October 24, 2011 10:54 AM 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@ad.unc.edu> 
RE: picture for website 

That’s great Stacey! Thanks again! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stacey Sewall [mailto:sewall2~ad.tmc.eda] 
Sent: Monday, October 24, 2011 10:50 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: FW: picture for website 

Hi Travis, 

Thanks! I put Lydia’s picture up just now, and have Walter and Esther’s 
profiles up. I didn’t get a picture from Esther but the rest is there. 
Just starting on Allasane. 

Talk to you soon, 
Stacey 

On 10/24/2011 10:28 AM, Gore, Travis wrote: 
> p.s. Rucker’s profile looks great!. Thanks! 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Gore, Travis 
> Sent: Monday, October 24, 2011 10:26 AM 
> To: ’Stacey Sewall’ 
> Subject: FW: picture for website 
> 
> Hi Stacey, 
> 
> Hope you had a nice fall break! Here is a picture for Lydia Boyd. Did you get website info for Esther? Barbara requested it when I 
was out but Agatha sent it to her. The new website is almost ready but one thing is holding it back. It shouldn’t be too much longer! 
> 
> Thanks! 
> Travis 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Boyd, Lydia C 
> Sent: Wednesday, October 19, 2011 5:13 PM 
> To: Gore, Travis 
> Subject: picture for website 
> 
> Hi Travis, 
> I never added a picture for my profile on the department website. When you are able, you can add this one. 
> 
> thanks, 
> Lydia 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, October 24, 2011 2:48 PM 

Speagle, Allison M <speagle@email.unc.edu> 

RE: room 

The professor will be really happy to hear about this! Thank you!! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

From: Speagle, Allison M 
Sent: Monday, October 24, 2011 2:46 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: room 

Hi Travis, 

This request is complete. Please let us know if you need anything else. Thank you. 

A~ison Speag~e 
Schedul r~g Spec al st 
Office of Urfiversity Registrar UNCCH 
SASB North~ Suite 3209 
Catullus Box 2100 
450 Rdge Rd 
Chapel HII, NC 27599 
919-962-6093 
919-843-8709- fax 

From: Travis Gore [mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 24, 2011 2:39 PM 
To: Speagle, Allison M 
Subject: room 

Hi Allison, 

We will take that room that holds 28. I hope it is still available! The class is AFAM 440. 

Thanks! 

Travis 



Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, October 24, 2011 3:05 PM 

Kapur, Geeta <          ~aol.com> 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc. edu> 

RE: AFAM 440 

Good afternoon Geeta, 

I have good news for you. I checked on a room for you today and I was able to get you one! It is Saunders 204. (Great 

location!) It seats 28 and has the long tables that you like. The room comes fully loaded with a Blu-Ray Player, Control 
system, Dimmable Lighting, Doc Camera, In-house computer, laptop connections, VCR, Overhead projector, room audio, 

video projector, white board, and wireless mouse. You can take a look at it here : 

http://www.hotline.u nc.edu/index.cfm? 
fuseaction=classroom.classview&roomlD=349&CFID=298260&CFTOKEN=4736120 I think you will really enjoy this 

classroom. 

Take care, 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

From: Kapur, Geeta [mailto:        @aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 19, 2011 1:31 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: AFAM 440 

Travis, 
You are wonderful and ! trust that you will find the perfect room for my class. Thank you. 

Geeta Nadia Kapur 
Attorney & Counselor at Law 
Adjtmet Professor, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Mailing Address: 
P.O. Box 51035 
Durham, NC 27717 
919.26o.1977 phone 
919.682.8111 faseimile 

~aol.eom 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
To: Kapur, Geeta <         ~aol.com> 
Cc: Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu> 



Sent: Wed, Oct 19,2011 9:29 am 
Subject: RE: AFAM 440 

Hi Geeta, 

I checked on classrooms 

Thanks, 
Travis 

for you today but no luck. 

Travis Gore 
Student Services Manager 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

I will try again next week! 

From: Kapur, Geeta [.mailto         @aol.com] 
Sent: Monday, October 17,2011 9:50 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: Re: AFAM 440 

Travis, 
Peabody 306 was available when I talked with Agatha last. I guess it got taken. I have to teach in a high tech classroom 
so I hope something opens up. Thanks for checking regularly. 
Geeta 

Geeta Nadia Kapur 
Attorney & Counselor at Law 
Adjunct Professor, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Mailing Address: 
P.O. Box 51035 
Durham, NC 27717 
919.260.1977 phone 
919.682.8111 fascimile 

@aol.com 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Travis Gore <st.qore@email.unc.edu> 
To: gkapuratty,         @aol.com> 
Cc: Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Fri, Oct 14,2011 9:43 am 
Subject: AFAM 440 

Hi Geeta, 

I just wanted to let you know that I have followed up about your classroom and scheduling has informed me that 
unfortunately there are not any rooms available at this time but I will be checking every few days in case something 
opens up. I will check next Monday and Wednesday because things do sometimes open. 

Have a great weekend! 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Student Services Manager 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 



109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, October 24, 2011 3:21 PM 

Harris, Lori <leharris@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Smith 

Hi Lori, 

That is good news about our offices although I am sorry about yours! Thanks for mentioning the bathroom issues to 

John. I can let Facilities know about it. Sorry you are having to deal with all of that going on over there but thanks for 

keeping me up to date! 

Travis 

From: Harris, Lori 
Sent: Monday, October 24, 2011 11:51 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Smith 

Hey Travis, 

Just saw John Murphy from EHS. He had the results of the air sampling he did last week, and the surprising good news is 

that your offices were fine. So are Undsay’s. Mine have mold in the air because I’m just lucky that way. ;-) 

Nobody’s been paying any attention to the bathroom as far as I know, but I brought it up to John and told him what you 

said. He said that the exhaust fan there probably isn’t really large enough/strong enough/whatever to provide all the 

ventilation the space needs, which would make sense with why it runs all the time. Since the door to the bathroom is 

usually left open, whatever odor or air quality issues it has are contributed to the general space. And according to John 

there’s some pipe running through the wall between your office #3 and the bathroom that is not well insulated; he said 

it just has paper towels stuffed around it (like between the pipe and the wall), so that is likely a source of transmission of 

both odors and noise from the bathroom. If you get Facilities to patch that up, maybe it will help. 

Lori 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, October 24, 2011 10:20 AM 
To: Harris, Lori 
Subject: RE: Smith 

Hi Lori, 

Thanks for the update! I don’t have any problem with you holding on to the key. it is probably a good idea. That is 

great that they are working on this. Some of my people also mentioned that the bathroom fan constantly runs and is 
very loud and distracting to the office next to it. They have said there might be possible mold in there as well. I am not 

sure if the workers are dealing with the bathroom or not but just wanted to bring it to your attention. Thanks again! 

did take fall break off but it went by really fast! 

Travis 



From: Harris, Lori 
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2011 2:30 PM 
To: Gore, Travis; Fulenwider, C. Lindsay 
Subject: Smith 

Dear Lindsay & Travis, 

Here’s the latest news from Smith: the EHS guy is over there right now taking samples and testing the air. This will show 

whether there are mold spores in the air or not. He’ll share the results with the HVAC guys that have been working over 

there (and with me), and if he finds that all is still not well (after replacing the air units), they’ll figure out what to do 

about it next. This is just what I’ve been wanting to happen; I think it’ll be good to have some definite facts, so either we 

know the offices are OK and people can go back to work, or we know there’s a problem and can try to fix it. Right now 

some of my people are just spooked. Anyway, I’ll keep you posted on this as I know more. 

I have another question to pose to you both. As I think you know, I have the master key that opens all the doors in that 

wing; I got it from Travis who got it from Psychology, who had it because they were previously being assigned that whole 

space. Now that no one department controls that whole wing, this is a key that really shouldn’t exist and that nobody 

has the right to have, and I had planned to turn it back in after the HVAC work. However, l’m having second thoughts, 

and would like to know if you guys have any objection to my holding onto this key. There’s no telling how long it’ll take 

to resolve the extant issues down there, if they can be resolved, and it may be helpful for someone to be able to let in 

people like EHS and Facilities to wherever they need to go, rather than them having to coordinate with all three of us. I 

think l’m the closest to Smith, and certainly don’t mind going over there to let people in as needed. 

Another thing that affects you and me, Travis: the AC unit they just replaced serves your two offices and one of mine (3, 
4, 5). It both heats and cools, and each office has a remote control to control it with. (Good news for you too, Lindsay-- 

it looks like they used the remote controls from the old system they took out to replace the missing ones in your rooms, 

so that’s no longer a problem.) You know how the weather at this time of year is weird and indeterminate--one day 

you might need the heat and the next day you might need the AC. Well, this thing basically operates by majority rule--if 

two of the offices are set to cooling and one is set to heating, cooling is what they’ll all get. So I can envision, especially 

with faculty occupants who aren’t there all the time or even on campus every day, that there might be occasional 

problems. But that’s just F¥1 to let you know how it works, and we can deal with any issues as they arise. 

I hope you both are having a good fall break, whether you’ve chosen vacation or getting things done in peace. 

Lori 

Lori Harris 

Department Manager 

Department of Asian Studies 

http://www.u nc.edu/depts/asia 

919-843-5340 

919-843-7817 fax 

CB 3267 

113 New West 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3267 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, October 24, 2011 3:41 PM 

Markstein, tara <laram@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Graduate Programs in International Affairs Information Session 

Hi Lara, 

sure will, along with the one about the Global Health as well! 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Markstein, Lara 
Sent: Monday, October 24, 2011 10:48 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Graduate Programs in International Affairs Information Session 

Hi Travis, 

Could you possibly help us publicize this event? Representatives from distinguished graduate programs in international 

affairs will be holding an information session on Monday, November 7th that we think your students might be interested 

in attending. 

Thanks so much in advance for your help! 

Lara Markstein 

Departmental Manager 

Global Studies 

Fedex Global Education Center, 301 Pittsboro St. CB# 3263 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ph. 919-962-5442 

laram @email.u nc.edu 

http://www.global.u nc.edu/globalstudies 

INTERESTED IN INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS? 

ATTEND AN INFORMATION SESSION ON GRADUATE PROGRAMS IN INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS! 

Monday, November 7th I 5:30 PM - 7:00 PM I FedEx Global Education Center, Nelson 

Mandela Auditorium 

Featuring representatives from Columbia University, Johns Hopkins University, Georgetown University, 
Princeton University and Tufts University 

Representatives from leadin8 8raduate prosrams in international affairs will 
discuss academic prosrams, admission requirements, financial aid, and career 



opportunities for students who wish to undertake advanced study in the field. 

The FedEx Global Education Center is located at the corner of Pittsboro and McCauley streets. Parkinl~ may be 

available in the l~aral~e under the buildinl~ after 5 p.m. on a first-come, first-served basis. For a campus parkinl~ 

map, visit www.dps.unc.edu 

For additional information, contact the Office of Admissions at The Johns Hopkins University, Paul H. Nitze 

School of Advanced International Studies at admissions.sais@jhu.edu or 202-663-5700 or on the web at: 

www.sais-jhu.ed u/ad missions/recruitinl~-sched ule.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, October 25,2011 2:54 PM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu>; Huber, Evelyne H <ehuber@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Indep Study report 

Hi All, 

I am working on putting together the additional information now. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2011 2:52 PM 
To: Huber, Evelyne H 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: FW: Indep Study report 

Dear Evelyne, 
Travis will send you shortly the additional info about grades that have already been changed. As far as student who currently have 
AB/IN for spring 2011, Travis reports that there are none. 

Take care, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 
f. 919.962.5824 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Evelyne Huber [maillo:elmber~email.tmc.edtq 
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2011 2:23 PM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: FW: Indep Study report 

Hi Agatha, 

Thanks to you and Travis for doing this. I would also like this 
information for the spring semester of 2011. 



Also, if it is not too much trouble, it would be good to have those 

studems who first had an AB or IN and whose grades were changed, for 
spring 2011 and both summer sessions. 

Thanks so much, 

Evelyne 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 

Chair 
Department of Political Science 

CB# 3265 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

phone: (919) 962-3041 

fax: (919) 962-0432 
ehuber@unc.edu 

On 10/25/2011 1:48 PM, Buell, Agatha wrote: 
Hi Evelyne, 

Here is the list that Travis put together. Please let us know if you 
would like a list including all smdems who already have letter grades. 
This list is only those with AB/IN curremly listed. 

Take care, 

Agatha 

Agatha Buell 

Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

>f. 919.962.5824 

*From:*Gore, Tmvis 
*Sere:* Tuesday, October 25, 2011 1:34 PM 
*To:* Buell, Agatha 
*Subject:* RE: Indep Study report 



Hi Agatha, 

There were not any AB’s or IN’s for the Spring. I have included both 
sessions of Summer School in the report. 

Thanks ! 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, October 25,2011 4:48 PM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu>; Huber, Evelyne H <ehuber@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Indep Study report 

Indep Study report.xls 

Dear All, 

Here is the updated version of the Independent Study report. I hope this information is helpful! 

Thank you, 

Travis 

Note* This information was gathered from the grade rosters that I had access to as proxy. However, there were some sections that I 
did not have access to. For those particular ones, I looked up each student individually, and I did not see any changes made. The 
question is- Do changes show up in Connect Carolina on a student’s academic record? I called the registrar and they were not able to 
provide me with a definite answer. They do know that changes would not show up on a student’s official transcript. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2011 2:52 PM 
To: Huber, Evelyne H 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: FW: Indep Study report 

Dear Evelyne, 
Travis will send you shortly the additional info about grades that have already been changed. As far as student who currently have 
AB/IN for spring 2011, Travis reports that there are none. 

Take care, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 

f. 919.962.5824 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Evelyne Huber [maiho:ehuber~emaiLunc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2011 2:23 PM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: FW: Indep Study report 

Hi Agatha, 

Thanks to you and Travis for doing this. I would also like this 
information for the spring semester of 2011. 



Also, if it is not too much trouble, it would be good to have those 
studems who first had an AB or IN and whose grades were changed, for 

spring 2011 and both summer sessions. 

Thanks so much, 

Evelyne 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 

Chair 
Department of Political Science 

CB# 3265 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

phone: (919) 962-3041 

fax: (919) 962-0432 

ehuber@unc.edu 

On 10/25/2011 1:48 PM, Buell, Agatha wrote: 

Hi Evelyne, 

Here is the list that Travis put together. Please let us know if you 

would like a list including all smdems who already have letter grades. 

This list is only those with AB/IN curremly listed. 

Take care, 

Agatha 

Agatha Buell 

Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

>f. 919.962.5824 

*From:*Gore, Tmvis 
*Sere:* Tuesday, October 25, 2011 1:34 PM 
*To:* Buell, Agatha 

*Subject:* RE: Indep Study report 

Hi Agatha, 

There were not any AB’s or IN’s for the Spring. I have included both 
sessions of Summer School in the report. 

Thanks ! 



> 

> Travis 
> 



NAME COURSE 

AFAM 

AFAM 

AFRI 

GRADE 

AB 

AB 

AB/A 

Instructor of Record 

Charlene Regester 

Charlene Regester 

Julius Nyan~’oro 



NAME COURSE GRADE Instructor of Record 

Julia E. Hayes AFAM 396 001 AB Tim McMillan 

Eric D. Hines AFAM 396 001 AB Tim McMillan 



NAME 

Benjamin Pratt Brumley 

Carla Jai Ollison 

Juaquan Savage 

COURSE GRADE 

AFAM 396 002 AB/A 

AFAM 396 002 AB/A 

AFAM 396 002 AB/A 

Instructor of Record 

Hildebrand 

Hildebrand 

Hildebrand 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, October 25,2011 5:40 PM 

Mamarame Seck < ~gmail.com> 

RE: Dr. Selassie’s talk 

That’s what I thought you meant! Thanks. 

From: Mamarame Seck [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2011 5:39 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Dr. Selassie’s talk 

Sorry I meant November 6 :) 

On Tue, Oct 25,2011 at 4:53 PM, Gore, Travis <stgore~email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Thanks but October 6tl~ has already passed! 

From: Mamarame Seck [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2011 4:47 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Dr. Selassie’s talk 

Dear Travis: 

Please find below the announcement of Professor Bereket. Selassie’s talk, Please make a flyer. 

"The Ethics and Politics of Famine Relief: The Horn of Africa Experience." 
Professor Bereket Selassie 

Tuesday, October 6, 2011 

3:30-4:30 pm 
Hyde Hall, Incubator Room (2nd Floor) 

Dr. Bereket Selassie is William E. Leuchtenburg Professor of African Studies, and Professor of Law 

For over thirty years, his research interest has focused on African history, law and politics. Dr. Selassie has 
published several books and articles in his fields, which include: The Executive in African Governments (1974), Conflict 
and Intervention in the Horn of Africa (1980), and Constitution Making in Eritrea (2002)]. 

Best regards, 
Mamarame 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, October 25,2011 5:42 PM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc. edu> 

tentative Summer School offerings 

Summer 2012 course offerings -tentative.xls 

Here it is! 



Tentative Summer School Course Offerings 
revised October 11,2011 

Instructor Course Session Days/Time Notes 

Lambert, Michael AFRI 368 SSI Maymester course 

Porter, Robert AFAM 101 S SI 
Regester, Charlene AFAM 101 S SI 
Hildebrand, Reginald AFAM 101 SSI 

Hall, Perry AFAM 102 SSI 

Hall, Perry AFAM 259 SSI 

Regester, Charlene AFAM 276 SSI 

Porter, Robert AFAM 304 SSI 

Mukewa, Esther AFRI 101 SSI 

Nyang’oro, Julius AFRI 101 SSI 

Mutima, Alphonse SWAH 112 SSI 

McMillan, Timothy AFAM 101 SSII 

McMillan, Timothy AFAM 101 SSII 

Option A: If two sections of AFAM 102 are offered,this will be 

Rucker, Walter AFAM 102 SSII the course Rucker will teach 

Option B: If only one section of AFAM 102 is offered, this will 

Rucker, Walter AFAM/AFRI 474 SSII be the course Rucker teaches 

Option C: If only one section of AFAM 102 is offered, this will 

Rucker, Walter AFAM 258 S SII be the course Rucker teaches 

Selassi, Bereket AFRI 101 S SII 

Lee, Margaret AFRI 101 S SII 

Lee, Margaret AFRI 101 S SII If a third section is offered 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, October 26, 2011 10:33 AM 

Goodlett, Clarissa <cgoodlet@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Stone Center hosts professor and author Mark Auslander this Thursday at 3:30pm 

No Prob ! 

-Travis 

From: Goodlett, Clarissa 
Sent: Wednesday, October 26, 2011 10:32 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Stone Center hosts professor and author Mark Auslander this Thursday at 3:30pm 

Thanks Travis! 

-Clarissa 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, October 26, 2011 10:26 AM 
To: Goodlett, Clarissa 
Subject: RE: Stone Center hosts professor and author Mark Auslander this Thursday at 3:30pm 

Hi Cladssa, 

sent it! 

Travis 

From: Goodlett, Clarissa 
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2011 11:08 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Stone Center hosts professor and author Mark Auslander this Thursday at 3:30pm 

Travi s, 

Can you send this the Afram list serve? 

Thanks! 
Clarissa 

Mark Auslander to discuss new book-- The Accidental 
Slaveowner: Revisting a Myth of Race and Finding an 
American Family 

Thursday at 3:30 pm, the Stone Center will host noted author and professor Mark Auslander as he discusses his 
new book, The Accidental Slaveowner: Revisiting a Myth of Race and Finding an American Family (University of 
Georgia Press, 2011). The discussion is part of Lhe SLone CenLer’s WriLer’s Discussion series and is co-hosLed by Lhe 
Bull’s Head Bookshop. The event is free and open to the public and will take place at the Bull’s Head 
Bookshop (207 South Road, Chapel Hill, N(:). 



For over a century and a half, white and African American residents of Oxford, Georgia, the birthplace of Emory 
University, have told and retold stories of an enslaved woman known as "Kitty" and her owner, prominent Methodist 
Bishop James Osgood Andrew, the first president of Emory’s board of trustees. The Accidental Slaveowner explores 
the ways different communities understood the status of Kitty. The book revisits a long debated story of slavery, 
faith, and liberation in hopes of revealing its fascination and historical prominence across generations of both white 
and African American storytellers. 

Auslander, an Associate Professor of Anthropology and Museum Studies and Director of the Museum of Culture and 
Environment at Central Washington University, will be joined by UNC African/American Studies Professor Timothy 
McMillan. McMillan has spent time documenting and studying the lives of enslaved individuals at UNC-Chapel Hill. 

C[arissa Goodiett 
Program and Public Communications O.f.ficer, Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

P: 919.962.0395 F: 919.962.3725 

cgoodlet@email.u nc.edu sonjahaynesstonectr.u nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, October 27, 2011 3:54 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: 

20111027155156586.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scanr~er ] 
Sent: Thursday, October 27, 2011 3:52 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 10.27.2011 15:51:56 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Migration and Development 
in Sub-Saharan Africa 

Oliver Bakewell 

Migration in sub-Saharan Africa, as in the rest of the world, has 
always been an essential element in historical processes of social, politi- 

cal and economic change. Development (however defined) and migra- 
tion are intertwined in a set of complex, heterogeneous, and changing 
relationships in which causality is never one way. In short, migration 

can be seen as both a cause and consequence of development and, equal- 
ly, development is both a cause and consequence of migration. The 
analysis of the overlap between the two processes has often been rele- 
gated to the margins of development studies. It is oniy in the 2000s that 
questions about the extent to which migration can help or hinder devel- 
opment have moved to the center of both academic and policy agendas, 
including that of the field of poiitical economy. 

Studies of African migration have tended to offer a somewhat con~ 
tradictory picture of movement and its relationship with development on 
the continent. Two key strands of literature have largely existed in paral- 
lel with limited contact. On the one hand, there are many studies that 
highlight the mobility of the peoples of Africa, which has given rise to a 
rich diversity of intertwined languages, cultures, and traditions whose 
historical threads can be traced far across the continm~t. Mi~ation is 
presented as a norm of life, one that plays an essential role in sustaining 
livelihoods--diversifying income sources and diffusing risk--and dis- 
seminating goods, skills, and labor across Africa (Bilger and Kraler, 
2005; de Bruijn et al., 2001; de Haan and Rogaly, 2002). 

On the other hand; a.large body of literature tends toward a more 
negative view (Burawoy, 1976; Murray, 1981; Amin, 1995; Akokpari, 
2000; Epstein and Jezeph, 2001). This literature also relates migration to 
livelihoods, but presents it as the result of structural forces, the failure of 

121 



122 The Migration-Development Nexus 

individuals to make ends meet where they live, or crises--such as cot 
flict, environmental degradation, and/or natural disasters--that make 
life intolerable. Moreover, those who move can create new problems 

both their areas of origin, such as by reducing agricultural productiol 
and the areas in which they settle, such as increasing pressures on urban 
infrastructure. Hence migration has been seen as a symptom and 
of exploitation and underdevelopment; either way, it has been treated ai 
a problem that needs to be addressed. It is only in the Iast decade 
the picture of migration as a development problem has come to be rou-:.:i 
tinely challenged, with the "discovery" of remittances and a newfou: 
enthusiasm for identifying policies and approaches that can secure 
maximum benefits of migration for countries of origin, countries of, 
tinadon, and migrants themselves in so-called win-win-win scenarios 

To a large extent, the on-off relationship between development 
migration in Africa echoes trends in the rest of the world. For 
enthusiasm for understanding the potential engagement of the diasporas in 
development in Africa is part of a global interest in such issues (Mohan 
and Zack-Witliams, 2002; Ionescu, 2006; Davies, 2007; Thomas, 2008).:i 
These broad debates about the relationship between migration and devel 
opment and the impact of remittances are discussed by Ronald Skeldon 
the previous chapter. Rather than reprising those discussions here; i will 
instead focus on some of the distinctive features of sub-Saharma 
that have shaped both the conduct of academic debates and polic 
responses within the region. 

In the next section I argue that the experience of colonialism left 
indelible mark on the political economy of Africa, shaping both the pat- 
terns of migration and their impact across the continent. The European 
powers created the boundaries of nearly all the modern sub-Saharan 
African states, and these borders have had a profound effect on mobi 
Moreover, in their attempts to marshal the labor of Africans to serve the 
colonial enterprises in the profit centers of plantations and mines while 
maintaining traditiouaI ways of life in the rural areas, the colonialists 
established migration systems that remain important to this day; exam- 
ples include the labor migrations to the coast of West Africa and the 
mines of southern Africa. They also established an ideoIogy of state 
control of mobility that continued after independence. Another " 
rant legacy of the colonial era is the institutionalization of concepts 
development, which have tended to cast rural-urbma migration as a 
leni to be addressed. Hence, in many parts of sub-Saharan Africa, tire 
notion of development has become inextricably linked with the control 
of mobility. I suggest that this "sedentary" bias is echoed in develop, 

Migration and Development in 5ub-Saharan Africa 123 

strategies across the continent today. The subsequent section 
outIines the changing directions and scale of migration in sub- 
Africa. I argue that the dynamics of migration on the continent 

shaped by shifts in political mad economic conditions at the 
;national, regional, and global levels. I also highlight the fact that, 

the preoccupation of policymakers and academics in Europe, a 
ilarge majority (more than 70 percent) of sub-Saharma African migrants 

.~ withiu Africa. 
Having set the scene, I then tur~ to the relationship between ruination 

in sub-Saharan Africa. The discussion focuses on four 
that are particularly prominent in the debates on Africa. These are 

of migration on income and inequality and the contribution of 

remittances; the emigration of skilled workers and the issues generally 
/summed up in the phrase "the brain drain"; the attempts by development 
actors to engage African diasporas in their development activities; and the 

of the protracted displacement of refugees on development 
The conclusion draws attention to an inherent contradiction in 

.!"..". many contemporary discussions about the links between migration and 
hand, migration and the contribution of migrants 

being feted for offering new avenues to achieve the elusive goal of 
On the other hand, these mainstream 

:...conceptions of development, to which they are expected to contribute, 
deeply embedded within them sedentary assumptions that cast 

migration as a symptom of development failure. 
It is important to note that although the focus of this chapter is on 

:sub-Saharan Africa, migration patterns cross regional and even conti- 
boundaries. For instance, despite the portrayal of the Sahara as a 

: natural border that separates North Africa from the rest of the continent, 
khe desert has long been crossed by well-established migratory routes. 
The use of such routes has ebbed and flowed over the decades, but the 
settlement of sub-Saharan Africans in North Africa is not a new phe- 

i;i nomenon. The history of trans-Saharan migratibn is particularly impor- 
:taut to bear in mind in the face of growing European unease about tran- 
sit migration, which tends to stem from an assumption that all those 
moving north across the Sahara are migrants en route to Europe. 

¯ African Mobility 

has long been portrayed as a continent of people on the move (de 

Bruijn et al., 2001). The myths of origin of many ethnic groups draw on 
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narratives of great migrations--for example, the Bantu expansion 

movement from Central Africa, the Hamitic myth of migration frora~ 
north to south, and even the Voortrelckers’ so-called Great Trek in 
Africa. While some of these migrations may be little more than legends[ 
they all serve an important function in the (mythic) construction 
Africa and its people in the modern world (Bilger and Kraler, 2005).: 

Across Africa, migration has always played an important role 
sustaining and expanding people’s livelihoods in many different wayg 
(de Haan, 1999). These include expansion into new areas to 
to natural resources, such as land, minerals, water, game, and fish; 
conquest of neighboring groups to capture both their goods and 
labor, either directly through slavery or indirectly through the payment 
of tribute; and the expansion of networks to gain access to new 
for both goods and labor. Migration has also been driven by conflicts 
different levels, ranging from family disputes to wars.              ¯ 

From the early days of their encounters with African populations 
European powers sought to control this mobility. Once the 
transatlantic slave trade had been abandoned, they turned their attentic " 
to controlling the movement of Africans within the continent to 
that labor was available to serve their colonial endeavors. They 
dnced measures such as forced labor, little removed from slavery, which 
was practiced in Portuguese colonies until the middle of the 
century (Henderson, 1978); the imposition of hut and poll taxes; 
expropriation of the best land for settler agriculture; and the provision 
services to attract wage laborers. Such policies drew Africans into 
cash economy as wage laborers in the mines of southern Africa; in 
rubber, cocoa, coffee, and tea plantations of East, Central, and 
Africa; and in the colonial administration via armies and police 
across the continent. Thus they stimulated the large-scale movement 
people across Africa. Most notably, in West Africa, the colonial 
saw widespread labor migration from Benin, Niger, Mall, and Togo tc 
the plantations and mines of Ghana, Nigeria, and C6te d’Ivoire 
(Schuerkens, 2003). In southern Africa, the mines of South Africa 
the Zambian (then Northern Rhodesia_n) Copperbelt drew in hundreds 
thousands of laborers from across the region, n~hese colonial policies 
established patterns of migration that continue to this day. For example; 
inSouth Africa, the recruitment of young men on short-term contracts 
from Mozambique, Botswana, Lesotho, Swaziland, and Malawi to work 
in the gold and diamond mines was highly organized. During th~ 

apartheid years, "immigration policy was a naked instrument 
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hut, despite attempts to reduce dependence on foreign 
ae workers since 1994, recrnitment has continued at increasing levels 

2003). 
The international borders that divide mainland Africa into 48 sepa- 
states are another legacy of the colonial period that has had a pro- 

influence on migration across the continent. Most of these were 
European powers in the late nineteenth century. These coin- 

lines on the map paid little respect to language and cultural bound- 
cutting across traditional chieftainships and separating kinsfolk. 

-"Nany run over huge distances in very remote areas. Formal crossing 
are relatively rare; many of the borders are unmarked and can be 

crossed with no government control (Griffiths, 1996). 
A number of authors have suggested that, lacking legitimacy or 

these borders mean little in the day-to-day lives of African 
and thus international migration in Africa should be treated as an 

extension of internal migration (Skeldon, 2006: 19; Adepoju, 
. or "cross-border" migration (Deshingkar and Natali, 2008: 180). 

::i4Jthough there is certainly a case for breaking down the sharp distinc- 
between internal and international migratiml, the significance of 

can borders may be downplayed too often.~ Skeldon may be right to 
laim that sub-Saharan Africa contains more borders imposed by colo- 

~owers "without regard to underlying social and politicai realities" 
does Asia (Skeldon, 2006: 19). However, his contention that the 

of such borders should be treated as internal migration is less 
.g. As he himself argues, when people cross borders, their 

their relationship with the state, and even their self-identities 
Skeldon, 2006: 19). The colonial borders were created to mark 

institutional regimes, for taxation, social policies, 
service, the language of education, and so forth. The Europeans 
their power by the territory they controlled, and the borders 

defined the extent of their authority. This immediately created incentives 
for Africans to cross to the more favorable side. For example, the intro- 

of taxes in Zambia by the British stimulated movement into 
ola. The Portuguese practice of forced labor in Angola 

people to move the other way into Zambia (Pdtchett, i990; 
yon Oppen, 1995). Crossing borders has also meant finding protection 

war for many thousands of refugees across Africa. Hence the 
these international borders introduced a new set of con- 

and opportunities that have become an important part of African 
lives, whether they cross to avoid taxation and violence, gain 

,I 



protection, or find jobs, markets, education, and health care (Nugent and 
Asiwaju, 1996; Miles, 2005). 

A third legacy of the colonial intervention in Africa is a concept of 
development that is inherently "sedentary" (Bakewell, 2008a). As noted. 
earlier, the functioning (and profitability) of the colonial state 
that people move to work. At the same time, the colonial authorities 
took great care to ensure that these migrants did not settle permanently: i 
in the new urban centers (Rakodi, 1997a). Migrant laborers were expect- 
ed to retain links with their homelands; ideally, when they finished tt 
contract or retired, they would return to the village to make 
laborers. In order to encourage this circular migration, the colonial " 
authorities encouraged African labor migrants to maintain their village 
homes and traditional ways of life. In many areas, these were assumed 

to be largety sedentary, based around stable villages in fixed locations 
populated by particular (static) tribes. Such views were embedded in the 
work of strnctural-functionalist anthropologists. Migration featured very ~ 
little in their conservative analysis, which portrayed many African soci- 
eties as homogeneous, largely unchanging, and isolated from other 
groups (Evans-Pritchard, 1940; Radcliffe-Brown, i952). Moreover, the 
colonial systems for the collection of taxes, the imposition of coloniai 
law, and the provision of government services all relied on the knowl- 
edge of people’s whereabouts. Mobility left the Europeans confused. As 
James Ferguson remarks, 

colonial rulers were dismayed at the b.igh mobility exhibited by villagers 
in Northe~ Province [of Zambia] and could not understa.ud why people 
did not stay put in "proper villages." They were sure that such behaviour 
was not "traditional" but the result of recent pathology brought on by 
industrial development and the "migrantqabour system." Smalt tempo- 
rary villages, with people moving about in an undisciplined manner 
between them, they felt sure, were a sign of the "breakdown" of tradi- 
tional institutions, a breakdown that government policy would have to 
check if "detribalization" was to be avoided. (!999: 39) 

This concern over migration came to be fixed in the foundations of 
social and economic development thinking across Africa. Out-migration 
from rural areas was widely seen as creating economic and social prob- 
lems, from the decline in agricultural production to the erosion of rural 
societies. Although the practice of sending remittances from urban areas 
back to the villages was widespread, these were thought to be used for 
consumption rather than investment and tended to increase inequality 
within rural communities (Lipton, 1980). In urban areas, unplanned in- 
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migration was seen as overwhelming the embryonic urban structures 
enormous social pressures (Rakodi, 1997a). 

As African states gained their independence in the second half of the 
twentieth century, this maalysis remained largely unchanged. The new 

governments dropped many of the colonial restrictions on urban settle- 
ment and pursued policies of industrialization and modernization focused 
on the cities (Rakodi, 1997b), but they were still anxious to control 
migration. Many development aid programs focused on the improvement 

of rural areas, which was seen as essential to encourage people to stay in 
the villages rather than try their luck in the ever-growing cities. There 
were massive government investments in rural development programs, 
agricultural extension, and rural infrastructure (such as roads, water sup- 
ply, health facilities, and schools). Policies such as Tanzania’s so-called 
villagization "arguably reinforced a mindset amongst policy makers that 
development was best promoted through interventions in rural areas that 
would reduce the need for migration" (Black et ai., 2004: 27). 

Such policies have had very limited impact on rural migration; 
urbanization across Africa has increased regardless (Rakodi, 1997c). 
Development in the forms of improved incomes, education, and infra- 
structure has tended to be associated with higher levels of mobility. It 
may change the conditions of migration (for example, by reducing trans- 
port costs) and enable different people to move (as income levels 
increase, migration becomes a more affordable option), but it does not. 
reduce the scale of migration (de Haan, 1999: 20). Despite this insight, 
gained over many years, the belief that development progress will be 
marked by reduced migration--whether rural-urban migration or 
African-European--is deeply embedded in contemporary approaches to 
development by donors and African states. Both the European 
Commission and the African Union have claimed that poverty is the main 
cause of migration and that creating development opportunities and jobs 
in Africa will serve to reduce the flow of migrants from the continent: 

Turning to the migration and development agenda, the prime challenge 
is to tackle the main push factors for migration: poverty and the lack of 
job opporttmifies, Tile EU must recognize that creating jobs in devel- 
oping countries could significantly reduce migratory pressure from 
Africa. (CEC, 2006a: 5) 

Migration can be art effective tool for development .... However, 
poverty is one of the main causes of migration. Creating development 
opportunities in countries of origin would mitigate the main reasons 
for young people to engage in migration. (African Union, 2006: 4) 
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Changing Patterns of African Migration 

Having forged both the political boundaries of nation-states and an ecoi 
nomic system based largely on primary production and resource extrac 

tion, colonialism has left an indelible mark on the political economy 
sub-Saharan Africa. This is still clearly reflected in the postindepen,.. 
dence patterns of migration. For example, the divisions between    " 
nial powers have tended to channel movement within European, 
cially Anglophone and Francophone, language zones. There have 
targe population exchanges between Ghana and Nigeria, and 
migrants have circulated within the East African Community 
Uganda, and Tanzania. Francophone migrants have tended to mov~ 
within Francophone West and central Africa. Nevertheless, such colo~ 
nial patterns of migration have been reshaped by local, regional, 
global shifts in political and economic conditions in the decades 
African states gained their independence. In this section, I pick out 
few examples to illustrate these changes. 

Across the continent, newly independent governments adopted vari, 
ous strategies to enhance the processes of nation building. Many 
focused on consolidating the loyalty of citizens to the state via, 
example, the philosophies of Ujamaa (African socialism) in Tanzania 
Harambee ("All Pull Together") in Kenya. By contrast, in West Africa,. 
the relatively prosperous countries of Ghana and C6te d’Ivoire 
a strong anticoloniaI ideology of pan-Africanism, which had a dire~ 
impact on migration. In the early years of independence, both countries. 
especially the Iatter, welcomed immigrants to work and stay (Anarfi an~[. 
Kwankye, 2003). They attracted large numbers of people from countries 
such as Togo and Nigeria (who went mainIy to Ghana), Burkina Fast 
and Guinea (who went mainly to Crte d’Ivoire), and Niger and Mali 
(who went to both).. 

However, this ideology was inevitably tempered by economic and 
political upheavals. In Ghana, a coup in 1966 was followed by ’ 
ing repression, a declining economy, and rising unemployment. The 
immigrant community in Ghana became a scapegoat for the deteriorat- 
ing situation, and in 1969 the Ghanaian government enacted the AIiens 
Compliance Order, leading to a mass expulsion of an estimated 155,000 
to 213,000 migrants working informally in the cocoa industry, 
nantly Nigerians. Ghanaians also started emigrating in large numbers2 
An estimated 2 million Ghanaian workers left Ghana between 1974 
1981, their primary destinations being Nigeria and C6te d’Ivoire.:. 
Skilled Ghanaians such as teachers, doctors, and admini~ 
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to Nigeria, Uganda, Botswana, and Zambia. Since the mid-1980s, 
aians have increasingly migrated to a range of destinations in 
)e and North America (Van Hear, 1998; Anarfi and Kwankye, 
Bump, 2006). 

While migration to Crte d’Ivoire continued, oil-rich Nigeria took 
place as West Africa’s major migration pole when oil prices 

se dramatically in 1973. However, misguided economic policies and a. 

or decline in oil. pro.ruction and prices soon heralded a tong period 
economic downturn alongside sustained political repression. In 1983 

1985, Nigeria followed the Ghanaian example and expelled an esti- 

2 million low-skilled West African migrants, including more than 
million Ghanaians (Arthui:, 1991; Bump, 2006). As Ghana had done 

Nigeria transformed itself from a net immigration to a net emi- 
country (Black et ai., 2004: 11), although many immigrants (in . 

,articular Beninois and Ghanaians) have remained. Toward. the end of 
1990s, C6te d’Ivoire’s position as West Africa’s most important 
ation destination was reversed as it entered into a civil war and a 

~ economic crisis, creating a new population of refugees. 
At the other end of the continent, the southern African labor migra- 

tion system had been transformed by the end of apartheid in Sot~th 
Africa. Until !994, the mines of South Africa drew in migrants from the 

bor reserve countries of the region, uamely Lesotho and Mozambique, 
migrants from further a~field in Africa were few and far between. 

the end of apartheid, the situation has changed dramatically, and 
the last fifteen years South Africa has become a major pole for 

.i utigrants from all over the continent (Crush, 2003). 
In east, central, and southern Africa, conflict and violence have played 

much larger role in shaping postcolonial migration. Beginning in the 
1960s, prolonged liberation wars such as those in Algeria, Eritrea/EthJopia, 
Angola, Zimbabwe, Mozambique, and Namibia, as well as civil wars such 
as those in Sudan and Somalia, forced millions of refugees to flee to neigh- 

countries (and millions more to become internally displaced per- 
sons) over generations. The end i~f the Cold War in the late 1980s helped 

some of the prolonged conflicts to an end, but during the 1990s new 
and brutal civil conNcts ernpted in West Africa (namely Sierra Leone and 
Liberia), Rwanda, and the Democratic Republic of Congo, creating more 
refugees and internal displacement. 

The plight of refugees in different regions of Africa has quite rightly 
been the subject of great concern and policy interest and has stimulated 
major aid interventions over ma~y years. While highlighting the situa- 
tion of refugees has been essential with respect to some parts of 
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Africa--in particular the Horn and East and central Africa 

2006)--doing so has cast other forms of migration into the shadow 
This focus on refugees epitomizes what can be called the "misery 
course" of migration in snb-Saharan Africa: "In this region, 

grounded in poverty, emigration pressure is compounded by demo 
ic dynamics, unstabie politics, endemic ethnoreligious conflicts, persis 
ent economic decline, and environmental deterioration" (Adept 
2008b: 21). Such factors have always played an important role in 
ing African migration. Farmers and pastoratists have been driven 
land by falling yields and crop prices, erratic economic growth h 
failed to keep step with growing populations, and migration is a strati 
widely employed to diversify income streams and reduce household, ri: 

(Stark and Levhari, 1982). 
In order to understand the evolution of contemporary 

migratiou, it is also necessary to recall the rapidly changing global con:; 
text in which Africans are moving. Despite its weak position, Africa 
embedded within the globalized political economy; hence Africa~: 
migration processes are driven by the same broad forces of 
tion that shape migration in the rest of the world. As a result, 
of African migration share many features with those of the rest of t 
world in that they are becoming more complex, involving a wider ran 
of people moving to more destinations over longer distances. Like the" 
rest of the world, the real costs of travel in Africa have decreased with 
the slow expansion of road networks and air routes. Although air 
remains the most exclusive form of transport, fares have 
and it is more affordable for more people. This is helping to 
opportunities for ordinary people across Africa: for example, 
market traders are now moving between Accra and China (Awumbila e~ 
al., 2009). 

Africa may lag behind the rest of the world in access to new 
mation technologies, but the latter are still having a profound 
across the continent. Satellite television beaming images of 
parts of the world can be found even in very remote areas of sub2 
Saharan Africa, expanding the horizons of potential migrants. Perhapg 
more important, mobile telephony penetration is growing rapidly, and 
with the deveiopment of community phone schemes, phones reach far 
beyond individual subscribers,a African migrants anywhere in the world 

are now able to maintain links with.families, friends, and business con~ 
tacts in their countries of origin relatively cheaply. This facilitates 
development of sustained transnational relationships over tong 
and many years. 
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:.:..Such factors are likely to have contributed to the marked feminiza- 

of migration in sub-Saharan Africa (Adepoju, 2006), albeit at a 
slower pace than we have seen in parts of Asia (Yamanaka and 
2005). According to empirical research by the Southern African 

Project, the proportion of women, especially younger single 
among inter~ational migrants in the region was increasing in 

although a iarge majority was still male (Dodson et al., 2008). 

The impact of gtobalization can also be seen in the diversification of 
for African migrants (Zlotnik, 2006: 30). Table 7.1 shows 

gtknates of stocks of migrants by region of origin in Africa and destina- 
across the world. It is important to note that a large majority --more 

remain within the continent (see also Sander and 
Mairnbo, 2003; Ratha and Shaw, 2007). Even in West Africa, where 

to the industrialized countries is higher than elsewhere in sub- 
Africa, regional migration is still at least seven times greater 
2006). Thus, despite popular views of an invasion of sub-Saharan 
into the EU, the actual numbers remain very limited compared to 

from Eastern Europe and North Africa (de Haas, 2008). 

Origin and Destination of African Migrants by Continent 

(in thousands) 

Destination 

South Latin 

and America 

Western East North and the 
Europe Asia Asia Africa Oceania America Caribbean Total 

1,032 231 100 3,091 63 350 11 4,878 

606 36 59 2,243 1 52 10 3,008 

4,367 2,229 172 1,007 45 326 19 8,165 

249 11 18 388 107 113 3 889 

996 99 168 6,452 6 398 16 8,136 

7,250 2,606 517 13,182 223 1,239 59 25,075 

Source.. Global Migrant Origin Database, v. 4, http://www.migrationdre.org. 
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However, it should be no surprise that, with the rapid developm.ent of 
global social, economic, and technological networks, net migration fro 
Africa to wealthier regions of the world has likely growr~ since 199 
European census data show flint 14 percent of the foreign-born people 
ing in the EU were from Afl~ca, forming the second largest group 
EU immigrants (Katseli et el., 2006). Italy, Spain, 
reported significant increases in migration from Africa. The overall 
for migration from Africa to the United States has also been upward since 
the 1990s. Tt~e African-born population in the United States grew from 
percent of the total US population in 1995 to 3 percent in 2005--a four-: 
fold increase in absolute numbers from 270,000 in 1995 to 1.1 mitlion 
2005.3 Today African migration represents a small but growing segment i]:i 
of the overall migration picture in the United States.4                 . 

Changes in the global poiitical economy are not only driving 
increases but also decreases in African migration. As the ecot 
across the world moves into recession and resource prices plummet, 
demand for African migrant workers will shrink, both within the conti- 
nent and beyond. For example, there have been large-scale layoffs 
Zambian Copperbelt; similar retrenchment in the past has led to the 
return of large numbers of workers to rural areas (Ferguson, 1999; Ports 
2005}. The tightening of job markets in Europe, North America, and . 
Asia is likely to reduce the already limited employment opl: 
for African graduates in the global labor market. Furthermore, wide- 
spread concerns about terrorism across the world have resulted in migra, 
lion being increasingly linked to security. In both Europe and Africa, 
national security is commonly cited as a rationale for imposing 
immigration controls as governments erect ever stronger bureaucratic ...., 
and physical barriers to limit movement. 

The Relationship Between 
Migration and Development in Africa 

This very brief survey of migration patterns illustrates that 
migration is strongly related to processes of economic, social, and 

ical change. Development progress may facilitate migration, 
instance by providing new transport routes, but may also render i~:: 
unnecessary by creating new livelihood opportunities in local areas. In .i~ 
very general terms, it is not the poorest people who migrate; 
countries have higher levels of out-migration than do the least devel- 
oped.s This suggests that as countries increase their incomes, we may )) 
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expect to see higher levels of mobility among their populations. In other 
words, increasing development is likely to be associated with increased 

Unfortunately, to date, the levels of development in much of sub- 

: Saharan Africa remain very low. By almost every development indicator, 
Africa remains the least developed region of the world. Of 

the forty-one states in mainland sub-Saharan Africa, twenty~nine are cat- 
egorized as least developed countries by the.United Nations (UN), and 
thirty are low-income countries according to the World Bank. Sub- 

::i:. Saharan African countries take thirty-one of the bottom thirty-three 
? places in the ranking for the Human Development index, which is calcu- 

¯ ’ Iated on the basis of income, literacy, and life expectancy (UNDP, 2009). 
Moreover, it is in sub-Saharan Africa that the least progress has been 
made toward meeting the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). 

countless development interventions in the region absorbing bil- 
lions of dollars since the middle of the twentieth century, it seems little 
has been achieved. Indeed, the structural adjustment programs imposed 
by the International Monetary Fund across the continent in the 19.80s, 
which drastically cut back state subsidies in an effort to introduce compe- 

:;: thien to stimulate developing economies, succeeded only in entrenching 

poverty and increasing inequality (Milanovic, 2007). 
Given the consistent failure of conventional development progrmns 

in sub-Sabra’an Africa, the recent reassessment of the potential impact of 
migration on development has offered the tantalizing prospect of a new 
set of approaches. The turnaround in thinking was foreshadowed by 
Douglas Massey and his colleagues, who argued that the prevailing view 
of the impact of migration on economic development was "unduly pes- 
simistic and harsh," based on inadequate theory and data (1998: 272). 
The World Bank’s Global Development Finance Report 2003 helped to 
propel the issue up the policy agenda by drawing attention to the mas- 
sive growth in remittances (Rathe, 2003). As Devesh Kapur has some- 
what ironically put it, remittances have become "the new development 
mantra" (2004). 

There is a vast and rapidly growing literature on the links between 
migration and development (SCrensen et el., 2002; Chamie and 
Dall’Oglio, 2008; Castles and Delgado Wise, 2008; Naik et el., 2008). 
Much of the empirical research is based on cases of migration from 
poorer to wealthier regions of the world, especiaily Mexico-US migra- 
tion. Research on the impacts of migr~ition on development and poverty 
reduction within poor regions such as sub-Saharan Africa has only 
recently come to the fore (Black et el., 2006; Hujo and Piper, 2007; 
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Ratt~a and Shaw, 2007). The emerging literature shows that the specifiC...). 
nature of the relationship appears to be very complex and heteroge- 
neous. As the broad debates are outlined in Chapter 6, my discussion 
focused on four themes that are particularly pertinent in the context of 
sub-Saharan Africa: the impact of migration on income and ’ 
and the contribution of remittances; the impact on human 
tion, particularly the brain drain; the engagement of the Africml din 
in development; and the consequences of protracted displacement on 
development progress. 

Income, Inequality, and Remittances 

There are some indications that the extent to which migration enab|e 
migrants and their families to improve their livelihoods depends critica|~., 
ly on whether or not they stay within the continent. Iu ge~leral, migration 
~vithin the continent is less remunerative. For instance, studies ¯ 
ed in Burkina Faso (Hampshire, 2002; Wouterse, 2006) suggest 
internal and international migration within the African continent 
primarily be seen as means to enhance livelihood security througl~i 

income diversification and that welfare gains are relatively small. 
mainly migration to Europe that allowed househoIds to accumulate sub- 
stat~tially more wealth and stabilize incomes. 

It is also important to bear in mind that regional migration is gener~ 
ally less cosily and there[bre more accessible for the relatively poor than 
is intercontinental migration. It is therefore not surprising to find that 
migration to Europe also tends to exacerbate household inequalities~ ... 
whereas regional migration is associated with a reduction in inequality 
(Wouterse, 2008). The latter may not enable households to diversify 
income and spread risks as widely as can longer-distance migration, 
even modest income increases can make a huge difference to their liveli- 
hoods and substantially reduce poverty levels. In short, it is possible that 
intra-African migration may have a much greater positive impact on 
poor communities. 

The major mechanism by which migration enhances household 
incomes is through remittances. According to the most recent estimates 
posted by the World Bank at the time of writing, 
to sub-Saharan Africa through official sources totaled US$21 billion in .,. 
2008, having more than doubled since 2005.6 Whether these 
are a reflection of real increases in remittance flows or simply improved 
reporting is not clear,7 in any case, the actual flow of remittances is like- 
ly to be, much higher, as many transfers are made informally. For exam- 
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: World Bank data suggest that remittances to Ghana were on the 
of US$100 million in 2006, whereas Ghana’s president, John 

was reported as claiming they were about US$4 billion (Ratha 
and Shaw, 2007). The data on the scale or direction of remittances trans- 

by migrants within Africa are even less reliable. In general, for- 
channels for sending remittances within the continent are more 

and harder to access than those for doing so from Europe to 

:i~i.:. Africa. For migrants moving between neighboring countries, reliance on 
informal channels and the personal delivery of cash and goods is likely 

to be much easier (Ratha and Shaw, 2007). 
That said, recorded remittances in sub-Saharan Africa do appear to 

be rising more slowly than those in other regions and remain less than 
official forms of development aid in many countries. They do make a 
vital contribution to the balance of payments and, of course, to recipient 
households and communities (Sander and Malmbo, 2003). The highest 

;ales of dependence are found in smaller states, where remittances rep- 
resent a very significant portion of gross domestic product (GDP): 
examples include Lesotho (24.5 percent), The Gambia (12.5 percent), 
and Cape Verde (12.0 percent) (Ratha and Xu, 2008). However, they 
tend to be highly concentrated in other conntries as well. According to 
the World Bank estimates, remittances to Nigeria accotmt for over half 
of the recorded remittances to Africa, and 80 percent of total remittances 

are sent to just six countries (Nigeria, Sudan, Kenya, Senegal, Uganda, 
and South Africa). Granted, such figures must be treated with caution. If 

remittances to Ghana did indeed reach US$4 billion in 2006, it would 
place Ghana second only to Nigeria in the league table of remittance- 
receiving nations in sub-Saharan Africa. 

The debate about the extent to which remittances actually contribute 

to development is ongoing in Africa, as it is in the rest of the world. This 
debate is reflected clearly in the discussions in other chapters in this sec- 

tion of the volume. Research from sub-Saharan Africa remains limited 
(Montclos, 2005; Azam and Gubert, 2006), and the conclusions may 
reflect particular understandings of development as much as the findings 
of empirical resem’ch. For example, studies of remittances sent by intra- 
regional migrants from five countries of southern Africa (Botswana, 

, Lesotho, Mozambique, Swaziland, and Zimbabwe) have shown that the 

vast majority of migrant-sending households receive remittances, mostly 
in the form of cash, from both male and female migrants (Pendleton et al., 

2006; Dodson et at., 2008). A large portion of these remittances are spent 
on food and there is very little evidence of their being invested in income- 
generating activities. As Wade Pendleton and his colleagues conclude: 
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Clearly migration and poverty are closely related in this region. 
migrant-sending households of Southern Africa are generally poor 
atthough the degree of poverty does vary. Migration is a Iivelihood 
strategy of the poor. Remittances in cash and kind keep poverty at bay 
but they do not do much else. There is very little evidence, as yet, that 
remittances in Southern Africa have developmental value, as conve~- ¯ 
tionatly defined. Equally, they are critical for poverty alleviation in 
many households. (2006: 40) 

A significant reduction in poverty through remittances does repro. 
sent a very real improvement in people’s well-being. Hence, while the 
remittances may not have developmental value "as conventions 
defined," they do enable people to achieve a better quality of life 
they might manage without them. Whether or not they contribute 
development depends on one’s concept of development. 

Human Capital Formation 

Although relatively few African migrants leave the continent, those who:: 
do travel to Europe and North America include a high proportion of 
pie with tertiary education. Africa is the main sending region of highly 
skilled migrants to Europe (13.5 percent of all highly skilled foreigners 
living in the EU are African). In general, the United States attracts more 
highly skilled migrants than does Europe, including those from. 
(data from Katseli et al., 2006). Migrants of African origin are the best- 

educated foreigners in the United States, showing higher rates of 
school completion (95 percent) than any other immigrant group: 
(Schmidley, 2001: 37). 

Due in part to the predominance of highly educated people amon 
African migrants, migration has come to be seen as a major 
ment issue for the continent. Such figures demonstrate the so-called 

brain drain that deprives many African states of their few highly skilled 
personnel. In both Ghana and Mozambique, for exmnple, the emigration’ 
rate for people with tertiary education is over 40 percent (Ratha and Xu, 
2008). These people are commanding large incomes relative to those 
available in their countries of origin, and they are generating 
flows of remittances. The extent to which their financial contribution 
outweighs the cost of their training and the loss of their .skills has long 
been at the center of the migration and development debates. 

There has been particular concern about the exodus of trained doc- 
tors and nurses from various countries in sub-Saharan Africa. In Ghana, 
one of the worst affected countries, more than half the doctors and a 
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of nurses trained in the country emigrate, according to some 
)~stimates (Ratha and Xu, 2008). The exit of health professionals has 

been held responsible for the shortage of trained staff in many 

clinics across Africa, especially in rural areas. However, recent studies 
est that the evidence to support this causal link is quite limited. 

1stead, they argue that the parlous condition of the health sector is 
other issues, such as lack of investment and poor governance. 

ration of staff is a reflection of the very poor working condi- 
dons and lack of professional opportunities within the domestic health 
sector. Moreover, there is little evidence to suggest that even if health 
vorkers did remain in Africa, they would actually take up posts in rural 

meet health needs there (Clemens, 2007; OECD, 2007c). 

ling the A~rican Diaspora in Development 

recognition of ongoing transnational linkages between migrants 
and their descendants) and their counuies of origin has spurred a grow- 

interest in the role of diasporas in development, as indicated by 
;keldon in the previous chapter. From the perspective of African states, 

only do diaspora communities provide resources to fl~eir countries of 
.).origin in terms of both finance and skills~ but they can also be portrayed 

¯ .:as members of the nation in a way that is impossible for other donors. 
Both official and nongovernmental organization (NGO) donors in 

~e can communicate with African communities through their 
migrants, whose knowledge of the language and culture gives them an 

;: inside track to understanding development priorities and allows them to 
bypass or challenge the corrupt institutions of African states. African 

)oras are now seen by some as "a potentially exploitable if underde- 
veloped resource" (Davies, 2007: 64). 

Thus, there are increasing efforts in both Africa and Europe to facil- 
itate different ways for diasporas to engage i~ the mainstream practice 
of development. Major development NGOs and European development 
ministries such as the UK Department for International Development 
and the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs have been looking for ways to 
collaborate with diaspora organizations through funding and capacity- 
building initiatives (de Haas, 2006). Maintaining or reestablishing con- 
tact with the diaspora has also become an important policy concern for 
many African governments. For example, in 2001, Ghana changed its 
citizenship law to allow dual nationality (Akyeampong, 2006: 303). It is 
also considering introducing a special stares for the African~American 
diasporas to enable them to buy property and invest in the country. 
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There have also been various schemes to harness the skills 
expertise of migrants to support development. For example, the 
based diaspora organization African Foundation for Develo 
(AFFORD) has established a Diaspora Development Profession~ 
Network with the aim of supporting Africans who are 
opment organizations. There have also been multilateral programs 
engage the diaspora in development initiatives (Ghosh, 2000), Th 
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) program for the 
Transfer of Knowledge Through Expatriate Nationals (TOKTEN), 
Iished in 1976, has operated in various African countries with the aim 
mitigating the effects of brain drain by assigning migrants with appropri: 
ate expertise for short-term consultancies in their countries of origin. 
2001, the International Organization for Migration (IOM) 
Migration for Development in Africa (MIDA) as a 
program, which helps to mobilize competencies acquired by African 
nationals abroad for the benefit of Africa’s development.’’a Howe 
these efforts by development circles to engage African migrants appea 
to make few concessions to the long-standing practices of so-called!: 
hometown associations and other diaspora organizations. These 
beer~ providing informal support to their areas of origin for 
(Lampert, 2009; Mazzucato and Kabld, 2009). Such associations 
taken seriously only with respect to the potential impact of their 
engagement in countries of origin, especially in conflict and postconflict 
situations, as we ghall see (MontcI0s, 2005; Mohan, 2008). 

What is almost completely missing from this picture is any consid: 

eration of the African diasporas within Africa, which are likely 
include a much larger number of peopIe. The growing body of research.~ 
and policy initiatives regarding the rote of diasporas in the development 
of Africa is almost exclusively concerned with Africans living 
the continent (Henry and Mohan, 2003; SCrensen, 2007). As Nauja 
Kleist points out, in the case of Somalia, "the ’diaspora’ refers 
Somalis living in the West and the Gulf states and not, it seems, to the’i: 
hundred thousands of Somali refugees in neighboring countries" 
2007: t19). There is virtually no interest in the potential contribution 
say, Congolese living in Nigeria (Bakewell, 2008b). 

Protracted Displacement 

Finally, we turn briefly to consider the impact of the prolonged displace: 
ment of people by conflict on development in sub-Saharan Africa. Abo~l 
20 percent of the migrants in Africa are refugees; many more 
have been internally displaced. Many in these groups have been in 
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~ periods, and there is increasing concern about the impact of such 

,tracted displacement on their identities and livelihoods, as well as on 
)ithe security and stability of the source and host countries. Protracted 

populations constitute over 70 percent of the world’s refugees 
!:i :(Crisp, 2003; UNHCR, 2008). The long-term presence of refugee popu- 

in much of the developing world has come to be seen by many 
lost states as a source of insecurity. In response, they have enacted poli- 
cies of containment by placing refugees in isolated and insecure camps, 

the arrival of additional refugees, and, in extreme cases, 
in forcible repatriation (Loescher and Milner, 2005). 

The human consequences of this protracted displacement in Africa 
material deprivation, psychosocial and gender issues, social ten- 

sion, and violence. To cope with their situation, displaced persons resort 
to various ~survival strategies, often with adverse conseq.uences for 
:hemselves and their hosts; examples include sexual exploitation, 

illegal and unsustainable farming, the manipu- 

lation and maximization of humanitarian aid, negative coping mecha- 
Nsms such as theft and substance abuse, reliance upon remittances, and 
migration (Crisp, 2003). 

It is clear that such circumstances are inimical to development. 
However, it is important to consider forced migrants in a wider context 

that of humanitarian responses. Refugees are often enmeshed in 
~snatioual livelihoods, which may span their countries of origin, mul- 

:an countries of first asylum, and resettlement countries, main- 

::ly in Europe, North America, and Australasia. For example, Somalis in 
~s of northern Kenya are in close contact with the large and eco- 

nomically active Somali community in Nairobi as well as relatives and 
:i" friends in Europe, the United States, the Gulf, and Somalia itself (Horst, 

2006; Kleist, 2007, 2008; Lindley, 2007). This dense network can pro- 
Somalis with the crucial and to some extent autonomous support 

lies largely beyond the power and control of aid agencies and even 
Whether this exercise of freedoms (or at least subversion of 

unfreedoms) and capabilities in the face of incredible constraints con- 
tributes to development may be ope~ to question. However, without it, 
the situation for many Somalis would likely be considerably worse. 

are many other facets to the relationship between migration and 

development in sub-Saharan Africa that are not explicitly covered here, 

such as the transfer of social remittances (Levitt, 1999). However, while 
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I do not claim it to be comprehensive, I believe the foregoing 
illustrates some of the contradictions running through the current 
course on migration and development. As I have outlined, there 
beer~ a tIramatic shift in the analysis of the potential contributions 
migration to development in sub-Saharan Africa; there has also been 

fundamental reappraisal of the evidence on remittances and the 
drain, which has resulted in a much more positive assessment than: 

one criticized by Massey and his colleagues (1998). 
African migrants are increasingly being regarded as agents of 

opment who may be harnessed to pull the new development bandwa 
However, what is rarely considered is the path on which this wago~ 
rolling. While migration and migrants are being celebrated for theh" 
tribution to development, many polieymakers still seem to be concerne 
with enabling people to stay at home. Activities that do not reflect 
initiatives are often mm-ginalized. For instance, the autonomous activities 
of diaspora hometown associations tend to be regarded as 
The contributions of migrants living outside the centers of the 
ment industry in Europe are largely ignored. The remittances of re 
migrants in southern Africa are seen as merely reducing poverty 
than contributing to development. Moreover, forced migrants who 
been effectively trapped in refugee camps and who develop their 
diaspora networks of support are seen as a potential threat to security. 

Rooted in its colonial origins, the discourse of de,~elopment in AfriC~ 
remains resolutely sedentary. It is largely concerned with enabling 

to establish better lives where they are. Mobility still confuses the pid~,:ii 
lure. Most development initiatives are framed around intervention~ 
particular geographical locations. The assessment of develo 
progress is based on measurements within national boundaries. The 
gration of people is still seen as a symptom of development 
(Bakewell, 2008a). Studies of the colonial and more recent t 
that attempts co use development policy as a lever co control 
are likely to fail. The attempt to use migration as a policy lever 
late development seems equaily problematic insofar as the 

development paradigm fails to account for people’s aspirations, 
may well entail increased mobiIity. In the context 
the virtuous circle --whereby migration from the region stimuIates devel~ 
opment processes (through remittances, other transfers, and 
lion), resulting in reduced migration--seems likely to remain 
Unfortunately~ it appears to be on such a fantasy that many 
policies on migration and development in Africa are based. 
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1. Discussions of the international migration of Africans usually focus on 
¯ intercontinental aspects, largely dismissi~tg the implications of intracontinen- 
mobility. A different logic seems to apply eIsewhere. Intra-European borders, 
instance, are becoming ever more porous, especially in the expanding 

en zone, but no one suggests that migration between European states is 
,t really international. 

2. The International Telecommunications Union (2008) estimates that 
~hone signal coverage reached 40 percent of the population in rural 

of sub-Saharan Africa in 2006. 
3. MPI Data Hub, http:iiwww.migrationinformation.org/datahubi 

4. Data from the "dearbook of Immigration Statistics 2005, http:i/ 

5. For example, the emigration rate as a percentage of population is 
2.1 percent for low-income countries, compared to 3.6 percent 

-income countries. Based on data from¯ the Global Migrant Origin 
)atabase v. 4, updated March 2007, http:iiwww.migrationdre.org; World 

Prospects 1950-2050 Database, 2006 Revision, Department of 
gconomic and Social Affairs, UN Population Division, New York. 

6. World Bank Remittance Data November 2009, http:i/sitereso~rces 

7. The World Bank’s own Migration and Remittances Factbook 2008 
2(Ratha and Xu, 2008) estimated 2007 remittances¯to sub-Saharan Africa to be 

bilIion, but subsequent revisions have pushed the figure upward. 
8. IOM Migration for Development in Africa (M1DA): http://www.iom.int 

:i (accessed April 14, 2009). 
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9 We Are Bridging Cultures 
and Countries 
Migrant Organizations and 
Development Cooperation in 
the Netherlands 

Ton van Naerssen 

It is currently widely acknowledged that overseas migrants can play a 
tire role in development processes in the countries of origin. Remittances 
by individual migrants to their families at home, who use the money for i 
food, consumer goods, education of children, construction, and small busi- ::i. 
hess enterprises, attract most of the attention but it is also pointed out tha{ 
migrants abroad as well as circular and return migrants transfer knowledgei 
offer access to capital and information for companies, constitute market 
that ~vould otherwise not exist, and are a source of tourism back hom~ 
(United Nations, 2006; World Bank, 2006). They initiate what Farrant 
MacDonald & Sriskandarajah (2006) called diasporic flows, consisting of 
a triad of knowledge, investment, and trade that has a direct and visible 
impact on the economic development in countries of origin. 

In addition to being embedded in individual transnational networks 
migrants have their.own social ne~vorks in the host countries. Migrants cre- : 
ate formal and informal ethnic, national or regional associations 
away from home and to accommodate and facilitate the arrival and stay of 
newcomers in a foreign and largely unknown environment. Although these 
organizations are mainly meant for socializing in the host countries, they usu- . 
ally maintain or develop multifarious linkages with the areas of origin and i 
in this way impact on their social and economic development. In due time, :: 
contributing collectively to development at home could be an explicit goal of 
the associations, which then commit themselves to small-scale development .: 
proiects and programmes in the fieldof education, health, and infrastructure 
in the communities and regions of origin. Migrants might also contribute 
through knowledge transfer, for example through networks of higb.ly skilled 
migrants (Goethe & Hillmann, this volume; Meyer & Brown, 1999). These . 
philanthropic financial and social remittances (Opiniano, 2005) and other. 
forms of altruistic collective behaviour also have a welfare and symbolic 
value, and keep transnational networks alive? Thus there are good reasons to 
study migrant organizations and their role as actors in development processes 
(Ionescu, 2006; United Kingdom Parliament, 2004). 
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Besides contributing to economic development through remittances, 
individual migrants can also play an important role in social change by 
consciously or unconsciously to break through traditional customs and 
taboos and, for example, promote the emancipation of women and minor- 

ity groups in countries of origin. Alternatively, migrant organizations 
might also strive to encourage political debates and democracy, and to 
strengthen civil society through sustaining local organizations. Naturally 
the countries of origin, where the existence of patron-client relations and 
authoritarian attitudes are usually the rule, do not always appreciate this 
role. Even more problematic and contentious is the role of migrant and 
diasporic organisations in home politics, as for example analyzed by Ellis 
&; Zafar Khan (2002) for the Kashmiri diaspora and Oestergaar&Nielsen 
(2002) in the case of the homeland politics of Kurds in Germany. This role 
builds on a tradition (cf. Nell in this volume; Sheller, 1986) and can be 
traced back to the Third World movement of the mid-sixties in the case of 
diasporic organisations involved in human rights advocacy at home? This 
tradition has been continued through the current interest in the role of the 
diaspora in conflict interventions and peace initiatives {Nyberg-Sorensen, 
Van Haer, & Engberg-Pedersen, 2002; University for Peace, 2006). 

" National governments have discovered that they can make use of this 
potential. A well-known case concerns the Mexican hometown associations 
and the Mexican government programme 3+1, whereby for each dollar 
collected and transferred home by migrants, the federal, state and munici- 
pal governments each will contribute one dollar (see the contribution of 
Rivera & Escala, this voIume). This example of a good practice has led to an 
interest in the role of home governments in capitalizing on diaspora initia- 
tives (World Bank, 2006 p. 70). As a matter of fact, a~ far as the economy 
concerns, many developing countries now appreciate the role of migrant 
organizations. International migration is considered as a major instrument 
of national economic development, in which a combination of migration, 
remittances, brain-gain, government, and organized migrants support might 
contribute to an economic take-off in countries of the south. 

However, not only are the governments of sending countries increas- 
ingly recognising the potential of migrants and migrant associations for 
development processes but also in host countries there appears to be a 
growing interest. Governmental and non-governmental development agen- 
cies have discovered migrant associations as agents for change and actors 
in development cooperation. They consider family remittances as a pri- 
vate matter but they are willing to support migrant collective transnational 
engagement for development cooperation. Moreover, as far as Europe con- 
cerns, there is an increasing pressure to manage and regulate international 
migration. Thus governments in host countries have attempted to pro- 
mote development as a means of alleviating the adverse conditions causing 
underdevelopment and conflict, while at the same time reducing propensi- 
ties for migration to Europe. 
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In this respect, the French co-d~vefopment policy and its Spanish equiva~ 
lent Of co-desarrotlo (co-development) deserve attention. The French initia- 
tive, which started in 1997, attempts to forge a link between immigration 
control and development processes in sending countries. It built on already 
established transnational development initiatives by the African diaspora 
in France. The policy advocates possibilities for temporary immigration for 
(vocational) training or facilitation of business creation, along with mort 
conventional measures such as repatriation support. It specifical.ly aims 
involve state agencies and migrants’ associations and business and profes: 
sional networks as well. The officially stated rationale is that by boosting . 
development in countries of origin, migration pressure will be reduced. 

Although it has not been proven that the latter objective has been reached:, 
migrants and migrant associations have shown a certain distrust toward thh ..i 
programmes, which are mainly perceived as vehicles to push migrants back.i 
to their home countries. The programmes are being continued currently 
without an explicit link with migration control (Abad, Aragall, et al., 200Sl. 
From the development point of view, however, the effort to establish 
of cooperation between development agencies and migrant associations is " 
of major importance. 

The challenge is now to link development cooperation agencies in host 
countries with migrant organizations or networks, without intervening too 
much in spontaneous initiatives and processes. In this respect programmes 
such as Migration and Development (MIDA) and Transfer of Knowledge 
through Expatriate Nationals (TOKTEN) initiated by the International 
Organisation for Migration (IOM} deserve attention (cf. Oucho, 2007~::.: 
for African return migration initiatives). Another example is the United 
Kingdom-based diaspora network African Foundation for Development 
(AFFORD), which has alzeady gained a reputation by advocating migrant 
rights, development programmes and research (Akologo, 200S) and is sup- 
ported by United Kingdom development agencies) 

In this chapter we focus on (a) the role of migrant organizations in devel- 
opment and (b) their relations with governmental and nongovernmental 
development agencies in the Netherlands. It should be stated beforehand 
that although the Dutch government and Dutch funding agencies have 
demonstrated their interest in the migration-development nexus, the prac- 
tice of policies is still in the experimental phase. The examples are .drawn 
from Southeast Asian and African migrant organizations in the Nether- 
lands. We consider the fairly broad range organizations that define them- 
selves as such, including refugee organizations and second-generation 
migrant’s organisarions to be migrant organizations. All migrant organiza- 
tions with explicit development objectives, even although their major goat 
is to support integration in the host country are regarded as development 
migrant (diaspora) organizations (DMOs). Development is considered in a 
broad sense comprising economic, social, and political dimensions as well. 
A major part of this contribution is based on interviews among African 
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DMOs in the Netherlands, mainly carried out in 2006 (Naerssen, Kusters, 
& Schapendonk, 2006).4 

THE DUTCH MIGRATORY AND DEVELOPMENT 
COOPERATION CONTEXT 

The population of the Netherlands numbers around 16.4 million persons. 

Of these 16.4 million, some 1.7 million are born abroad and 3.2 million 
are considered as attochtonen,~ a specific Dutch expression indicating that 
someone or one of his parents is born outside the Netherlands---it makes 
no difference whether this person is a Dutch passport holder or not. People 
born in the Netherlands to original Dutch parents are called autochtonen.~ 
Large allochtonen groups originate from the former colonies: Indonesian 
(Dutch East Indies) born and their descendants are currently estimated at 

;:-:. some 450,000, whereas around 330,000 persons are of Surinamese origin. 
Two other large groups concern the former immigrant workers from Tur- 
key and Morocco and their descendants, who both number over 320,000 
persons (CBS, 2007). Other conspicuous nonwestern migrant groups are 
from Viemam, Iraq, Iron, Afghanistan, Cape Verde, Somalia, and Ghana. 
In the Randstad, which includes the four largest cities of the Netherlandsr, 
over 40% of the population is allochtoon. By consequence, transnational- 
ism and loyalty toward the host country and the country of origin as well 
are common. 

For many years the interest of the Dutch government in the migration- 
development nexus, and particularly of the Directorate General of Interna- 
tional Cooperation (DGIS) at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs was focused 
on the reasons for migration, brain drain, and return migration. After 1990 
transnationalism and the role of migrant communities received more atten- 
tion, but it was only after the turn of the century that a real change in the 
discourse took place (Spoon, Hi[lmann &van Naerssen, 2005). In addition 
to the DGIS, Dutch cofinancing agencies (CFAs) partly subsidized by the 
Dutch government, such as Cordaid, HIVOS, ICCO and OxfarrdNOVIB, 
followed their own trajectories in efforts to engage with migrant organiza- 
tions. In the LINKIS programme, DGIS and the CFAs came together to 
cofinance small-scale development projects being run by Dutch civil society 
organizations, including migrant and refugee organizations, up to a maxi- 
mum of 100,000 Euro {http//www.tinkis.nl). 

At another level the discourse on migration and development was given 
new impetus by the publication of a policy paper Development and Migra- 
tion, written on behalf of both the Minister of Development Cooperation and 
the Minister for Foreigners Affairs and Integration. The latter is significant: 
The discourse on migration and development became connected to the inter- 
nal probtems of the Dutch society regarding legal and undocumented immi- 
gration and the multiculturaI society. The two variables used are remittances 
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and human capacity building. The general conclusion of the policy. 
that the impact of international migration on development depends on the 

development environment, constituted by variables such as political stabi 

ity, economic growth, quality of government, policy, and business 

and whether the emigrants are high or low skilled. 

Based on this analysis, a new policy has been devised. Among others, 

policy paper states that the government will involve migrant organizations:~ 

more intensively in the design of Dutch development cooperation and in 
debate on brain drain. Moreover, efforts of migrant organizations to c0n2 

tribute to development in the countries of origin will be supported. 

considers the promotion of circular migration as a suitable strategy that m 

ties the interests of the migrants, the countries of origin, and the destination. 

countries. These conclusions imply that the governmental policy acknowt~: 

edges that the transnational links of migrant organizations have 

potential for economic and political development in the home countries. 

Following this policy document, the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affair~ 

and the IOM organised a workshop in February 2005 focusing on 

migration and development nexus and titled 

Development Policy Agendas. At this workshop, a call was made to en 

organized migrants as agents for development. Various initiatives such as 

support to migrant networks, the participation of migrant organizations 

the process of policy making in development programmes and the estabiish: 

meat up of a database were discussed. Later, encouraging return and circu- 

lar migration aS well as the temporary migration of higher skilled migrants 

were added to the agenda.                                              ..... 

It is not the intention of this contribution to give an overview of all initia 

tires. In h~s report commissioned by Oxfam/NOVIB, Hein de Haas (2006) 

gave a fairly comprehensive overview of the activities of the Ministry of. 

Foreign Affairs in the field of international migration and development. 

referred to a nnmber of recent policy documents, severM initiatives con- 

cerned with return migration in programmes such as MIDA, a rather modest 

interest in facilitating private remittances, and a strong link with civil soci~ 

ety development initiatives through the Dutch cofinancing agencies {CFAs). 

His overview showed that the Ministry of Foreign Affairs is intensively fol- 

lowing the migration and development debate but a clear policy with regard 

to the role of migrant organizations in development in the home countries 

has not yet been developed. 

SOUTHEAST ASIAN DIASPORAS AND 

DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVES 

The first wave of nonEuropean immigrants in the Netherlands occurred 
shortly after World War II when many tens of thousands of people of Indo- 
nesian-Dutch (mestizos or of mixed European-Indonesian origin bearing 
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~uropean family names) and Moluccan soldiers in service of the colonial 
army, left Indonesia. The ~ormer group and their descendants now number 
about 400,000. The latter group was initially considered temporary immL 
grants, as they {were) expected to return to the Moluccas after the planned 
establishment of an independent Moluccan Republic. However, because this 

never came about in an independent Indonesia, they stayed in the 

Netherlands and their current number has been estimated at about 40,000 
~eople (Beets, Walhout & Santo Koesoebjono, 2002). 

The colonial past of the Netherlands and the multiple links of the Dutch, 
whether or not from mestizo origin, with Indonesia explain the existence 

of many local organizations that support small-scale projects in Indonesia. 
The majority of these projects are private initiatives. Mohiccans have their 
own transnational networks. The ideal of a free Moluccan republic, the 
adat (traditional law) and pela (kinship) connections still play a strong role 
in constituting the Moluccans as a migrant group with a clear, well-defined 
identity. Another factor reinforcing their cultural identity is the fact that 
many Moluccans were housed in specific ethnically homogenous neighbour- 
hoods, because they and the Dutch government initially expected their stay 
as temporary. Kinship relations are important in keeping up the links with 
Moluccan islands in East Indonesia and are considered more important 
than religion (most of the Moluccans are Christian but there is an Muslim 
minority). Remarkably the younger third generation is engrossed with their 
Moluccan identity, and emphasize Moluccan values and the Malay language 
(Verkuyten, Calseijde & Leur, 1999). 

In 1999-2001 violent ethnic and religious conflicts occurred in the region 
of origin, during which at least 5,000 people died and 500,000 were dis- 
placed. Many Christian villages were attacked by armed Islamic groups and 
vice versa. Rumours blamed the Indonesian army for deliberately creating 
unrest and in this way trying to abort the newly established Indonesian 
democracy of 1998.~ The Moluccans in the Netherlands undertook vari- 
ous initiatives and demonstrations to express their solidarity, thereby stress- 
ing joint efforts by Christian and Muslim Moluccans. Political pressure for 
peace to be made and calling for an end to the violence was exerted, both on 
pofiticians in the Netherlands and in Indonesia, and a delegation of promi- 
nent members of the diaspora twice visited political leaders in Indonesia. 

The diaspora also became much involved in relief efforts. Campaigns 
were held to co[lect money, at the national level by way of a national aid 
campaign supported by t~vo Dutch mayors and the Dutch t~ed Cross as well 
as by numerous local activities. The national campaign raised 5.5 million 
Dutch guilders {around 2.75 million Euros) in 2001. Steijlen (2004) suggests 
that the interethnic conflict of 1999-2002 has reinforced ethnic identity of 
the diaspora and strengthened transnational ties. In due time the emergency 
assistance developed into development-oriented small-scale projects. 

The second example of a migrant group in the Netherlands supporting 
development in the region of origin is much more small scale. It concerns 
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the Papuans in exile and their descendants from West Papua (Irian 
renamed Irian Jaya in 1973). The region was separated from the rest 
Indonesia by the Dutch during the transfer of sovereignty in 1949. 
intervention from the United Nations, it became a province of Indonesia 
1962. The Papuans and their descendants in the Netherlands only numbe 
a few hundred. They are a much smaller group than the Moluccans, and:. 

by consequence there are only a few diaspora organizations. Nevertheles~i 
these have remained active over the years.                           . ¯ 

The core of the MDOs consists of Papuans but their 
Dutch sympathizers, HAPIN (Hulp ann Papua’s in Nood), which stands 
Support to Papuans in Distress, is a case in point. It claims to have 12,0[ 
member-contributors. It combats human rights abuses by the 
authorities and the army in West Papua and supports the regional 
and decentralization laws o~ Indonesia that should lead to greater inclusii 
of Papuans in regional decision-making. HAPIN also has 
activities, such as support to four boarding schools, 
tion, and support to refugees in Papua New Guinea. In 200312004 
were given to 450 students for higher education both in West 
where in Indonesia. Besides, a small~scale project fund supports initiat 
of local populations in the field of small-scale production and 
The fund has been supported since 2002 by the Dutch funding org~ 
Oxfam/NOVIB through the LINKIS programme (see the next section). 

Our third example concerns the Philippine migrants in the Netherlan&~i 
According to the Dutch Central Office of Statistics there are about 
allochtonen of Philippine descent, which includes some 3,000 lc 
grants from the Philippines and 6,400 of their children. To these we ~ 
add an estimated 3,000 undocnmented immigrants, which gives the 
of around 12,400 first- and second-generation Filipinos in the Neth~ 
The Philippine migrant group in the Netherlands is well organized ahd. 
comprises national and regional organized socializing groups, groups 
different political adherence and various DMOs. An example of an initla, 
tire supported by the Dutch government is a project of the 
organisation PASALI, an organisation of Filipino seafarers. It initiated 
project from brain drain to brain gain, with the aim of using the knowledg~ 
and skills of expatriate Filipinos tO develop the fishery and agricultural 
tor; to foster the economic and social reintegration o1~ returnees and to 
avoid the migration of Filipino graduates. Another initiative concerns the 
Katapiran Foundation, which started its activities in 1990. At current 
comprises eight organizations and a number of individuals who are imple;’ 
menting community-based projects in the field of micro-credlt, literacy, 
street children on the island of Mindanao in the Southern Philippines. Kate-"i: 
piran is also supported via the LINKIS programme.                    " 

These examples of diaspora groups from Southeast Asia demonstrate 
{a) how the relations between migrant groups and their countries of 
could be inter-generational and maintained for decades; (b) the 
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development initiatives ranging from small scale projects to peace and 

,nstruction programmes; and (c) the interest of Dutch funding agencies 

the Dutch government in mobilizing the resources of migrant organiza- 

or~s for development. 

:"AFRICAN DMOS IN THE NETHERLANDS 

Some 180,000 persons of (subSahara) African origin are currently living 
[n the Netherlands. The largest groups are from Somalia /16%), Cape 

¯ Verde (11%) and Ghana (10%; Foquez Etnomarketing, 2005). They are 

organized (van Hee[snm, 2004; van Heelsum, 2006; Kessel & Tel- 
legen 2000). The majority of them are oriented toward home making 

the Netherlands, but quite a few aim to support the wel£are in their 
and regions of origin. The following sections are based on a sur- 

: vey among 30 DMOs that was carried out in 2006.~ We explored the 
)ment activities of the African DMOs, their views on development 

expectations of Dutch development cooperation, on the base of 
which we draw some policy conclusions. 

The African DMOs in the Netherlands vary substantially with regard 
to size, reach, budget, types of initiated projects and the political and eco- 
nomic context wherein these projects need to be realized. The majority of 
the DMOs are less than ten years old and their members are first genera- 
tion immigrants mainly. They usually start their activities as refugee or 
migrant organizations with as major obiectives to look after the interests 
of their supporters, to facilitate integration into the host country’s society 
and to maintain their commonality by social and cultural events. Provid- 
ing information on the Dutch culture, to interpret, to advice in matters of 
finance, study and employment are main activities. Some DMOs ~vere set 
up with an explicit political aim and the other objectives of facilitating 
integration and supporting development projects are derivatives of the 
major one. Although there are exceptions, they seldom call themselves 
explicitly a development organisation. The maiority of the African DMOs 
start with their development activities after a relatively short period of 
around two or three years. It depends on the nature of the organization 
whether a clear view on development exists or not. 

The DMOs are supported by various Dutch organisations and insti- 
tutions such as the Dutch CFAs, local governments and Charity orga- 
nizations. Private business is less involved. Roughly speaking, one can 
distinguish large DMOs that are supported by the Dutch development 
cooperation agency and/or CFAs, and a broad circle of smaller organiza- 
tions around them. An example of a large professionally run DMO is the 
Somali organization HIRDA (Himilo Relieve and Development Associa- 
tion; cf. <http:!/www.hirda.org>) It started its activities in 1998 and cur- 
rently has a membership of 120,~ HIRDA maintains good relationships 
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with the CFAs. It has an annual budget of about one million Euros arid 
engaged in a fairly large number of projects in Somalia, where it establist 
a branch office with a considerably larger staff than that in the Nether[ai 

amounting to 69 full-timers end 35 part-timers in 2006. 

Contrary to HIRDA, most of the DMOs are small. Half of them ate 

dations with a limited number of members, often relatives or close 
Sometimes the Board includes people from Dutch origin, a t 

is a foundation run by an African-born medical doctor and his 
membership of ten people (their diaspora in the Netherlands is also sinai 

This is not say that these DMOs are less effective or efficient than the 

ones. These organizations that operate outside the institutional 

ment cooperation arena are either recently founded, deliberately want 

be small, or they belong to a country of origin that is not considered a~: 

core country for Dutch development cooperation and consequently are 
entitled to funding. The reach of these small organizations can also be 

than one would expect. One such small organization, for example, claims t.6i 

have an Internet mailing list of 900 people, who live in the Netherlands ~ 

the United Kingdom as well. 

In most cases respondents indicated that their organizations are open 
and accessible to everyone regardless of ethnicity or nationality. In 

there are examples of ethnic differences and tensions within the 

tions. In particular when the country of origin or the migrant group is 

(D.R. Cong% Sudan) the organizations tend to be regionally bound. Nuba 

Mountains Solidarity Abroad (NMSA) aims at the Nuba in Sudan 

Organ!sat!on of Southern Sudan Community in the Netherlands is r~ 

ally oriented, as is the case of Gowraar Aid Organization, specialised 

health matters in the area of Gedo. As for this regional attachment, a 
ond-generation migrant commented: 

Many migrants are focussed at their supporters in the home 

We want to get rid of this attitude and to be open. We opted for guar!:ii! 
anteeing the heterogeneity of our organization. Everyone must be 

to identify ~vith us, that is why we get support from migrants from 

parts of thecountry. 

In many cases DMOs are linkedto umbrella organizations, such as the~ 
Dutch Refugees Organization (Vluchtelingen Organisatie Nederland 

VON), Afroneth (a platform of African diaspora organ!ran 

erlands) (cf. <http://www.afroneth.nl>) and Afrika Netwerk. Informal cori!. 

sultative structures are of major importance. Once migrant 
are established, theyoften search for possibilities to cooperate in ordert6:i 

enlarge the impact of their activities. This often involves joint 

the Netherlands, such as the organization of an African festival. The coop 

eration is often temporary and nonformat but offers the 

which to connect each other quickly when it is needed. 
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DMOS, THHR PROJECTS AND 

EWS ON DEVELOPMENT 

ects of the DMOs in the countries of origin are mostly small scale. 

~heir impact is local but their reach ranges from a few dozen people to sev- 

eral hundreds. They are particularly represented in the sectors of education, 
ihealth care, and microcredit. A large organization such as HIRDA has more 

~ucompassing projects, among others a regional hospital that covers an area 
70,000 inhabitants. But this example is not representative for the 

majority of African DMOs. 

¯ Examples in the education sector are: the building o~ schools in the 

countryside, a carpenter workshop for town orphans, scholarships 
for secondary school pupils~ and computers for students. 

¯ Health projects include: the collection of glasses for people with river 
blindness and financial and material support for a regional hospital. 

¯ Infrastructural projects concern an engine to pump water from a river 
for irrigation purposes, the organization of a solid waste collection 
system in t~vo urban neighbourhoods, and a bus project. 

¯ Livelihood projects receiving assistance are a poultry project and 
farmers’ cooperative to provide microcredits. 

¯ Socially oriented examples include a women’s empowerment project 
and a remigration project. 
In the field of politics we find lobbying for good governance and an 

awareness programme for peace and human rights. 

Nevertheless, the reach of small-scale projects can be fairly large such as in 

programmes of microcredit (400 beneficiaries) and awareness rising (250). 
Unfortunately, the question of the sustainability of the projects is hard to 

answer because most o~ these projects started only recently; much depends 

ou the local situation too. Most often relatives and/or friends who are 
closely involved constitute the social capital of these projects. Tile projects 

usually take place in the hometown or region from where the initiators of 

the proiects come. 

When I visited the village where my father lives, I noticed that not much 
has changed since I left; the development of the village stagnates. That 
is why I decided to do something. Education is important for develop- 
ment. With knowledge a positive cumulative process can set in motion. 
Therefore, our foundation has been set up to give as many children 
as possible a scholarship to go to school. However, it turned out that 
the school was not capable of giving good teaching. The school build- 
ing was dilapidated and the teaching material ~vas outdated. By conse- 
quence, we broadened our aim to the improvement of education and 
the building of schools in the region. 
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Informal relations with the village chief are often mentioned as 

importance. The reasons for not engaging with local formal structures: 

assumed) corruption and lack of efficiency. 

So we have that project of c~llecting glasses in the Netherlands for " 
people in our region. We started with 700 glasses, which we succee~ 
to obtain by co-operating with an optician in the town we live 
land. We took them with us at our own cost. We consider 
important not only because people will see better, also because in. 
way they will be socially included. The project has a fairly large reach:.4 
we now have hundreds of glasses available in the Netherlands. A 
lage chief has offered us a piece of land to start something 
in future, for example, a clinic for eyes.                        .. 

Now we have this micro-finance project that enables women to obtain. 
a loan. We require candidates to send their children to school. The 
of the tribe is responsible for these women it is by way of him that 
loans wilt be arranged.                                            , 

We don’t want to co-operate with the formal devdopment institutions and 
authorities since we don’t want to disturb the efficienw 
We want to work directly to avoid bureaucracy. 
levd the village chief and the village council are engaged in 

It appears that there are differences in attitude between first-, 
second-generation migrants. The latter has tess personal ties with 
of the country of origin, which has both advantages and 
disadvantage is that the second generation is usually less engaged in 
vidual remittances but an advantage is that they are inclined to 
lective remittances. Among the Cape Verdian community 
agglomeration (where it is concentrated), the first generation activities 
localized in the locality of origin, although the second generation takes 
distance of the locality and prefers a structural approach (Zappey, 

A successful development project contributes to sustainable welfare" 
improvement and empowerment of the target group. The success factors 
African DMOs are the same as the ones of Dutch agencies and 
oriented organisations. Apart ~rom factors related to the specific regional o! 
country contexts, the major factors that contribute to success are ade~ 
anticipation of the demand, visible results, professionalism of the 
initiators, and, especially, ownership of the project by the target group. 

In the beginning people were only out to get money and they 
afraid of being exploited, as has happened some time before. The 
trust has been broken through because our organization has ~’ .... 
our projects work.                                            " 
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The project is well received by the local community. The women who 
participate in the project are members of a farmers’ association. In the 
beginning we were waiting anxiously since yon introduce something 
new into the community and relations will shift, but it went well. 

The strength of our project is the consultation with the people there; we 
have looked at their demand. Now we reach some 90 families. 

We are ~vell aware of the fact that our projects must be fit in with local 
initiatives. Sustainability, transparency, and ownership are important. 

i Professionalism concerns technical skills and social awareness (whether a 
~roject will be sustainable embedded in local structures) as well. Under- 
standably the respondent DMOs did not elaborate on failed projects but 

did mention the probtems they met: political instability, corruption, 
differences in mentality, bad communication, and a lack of a suitable fol- 
low-up. 

There is much miscommunication and because of the bad infrastructure 

the project proceeds slowly. 

In the beginning the computer project was a success. However, the key 
to success was lacking: sustainability. We paid for Internet for a period 
of three months but after that we noticed that people were not able or 
willing to maintain payment for the Internet connection, 

The political situation is unstable and might cause the sudden standstill 

of a project, a reliable government that guarantees security does not 

exist, so you must be prepared that everything can happen at once. 

Last June a warlord entered the region, ,vhich caused much tension and 

unrest and had a negative impact on our projects. There is not much 
you can do against it. 

Along with collective remittances African DMOs consider knowledge trans~ 
fer and irfformafion to potential migrants as major tasks, 

It is important to raise awareness among migrants and to encourage en- 
thusiasm for development cooperation. With their expertise and knowl- 
edge migrant organizations can mean much for the countries of origin. 

Attention must be paid to the youth in African countries. Their ideas 
about life in Western Europe need to be changed. That is why our 
foundation tells them that it is not all roses here and that one needs to 
work hard and will miss things such as the language, the family, and 
all kind of customs. 
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Many respondents expressed their interests in remigration projects. 
should occur in cooperation with the Dutch goverrrment and the gov~ 
ernment of the home country or reliable nongovernmental organizatio~ 
(NGOs) as well. Some DMOs had already been involved ,vith return mlgra~:iil 
lion in the past.                                                       " : 

Up to 1993 re-migration was normal. Students went abroad and 
turned. Since then the labour market for skilled people has deterior: 
in many African countries and re-migration has decreased. At presen{: 
we discuss re-migration in terms of: What kind of employment can re, 
turn migrants find back home?                                 .: . " 

African DMOs are generally well aware of the broader context in 

the projects are implemented. They know that development is more 

erecting a building or donating computers to students. The need to involve :ii 

the community is common wisdom and the complexity of develo 

processes is acknowledged. However, one has to start somewhere and 

resources are limited. With the support of CFAs, some DMOs are iuw 

in peace-building processes. Only a small number of MOs are 

involved in issues of good governance and processes of 

(mostly in the form of information campaigns). Initiatives in this direction 

deserve strong support; the more so because these are issues that the 

themselves consider crucial to the development process and that are 

the agenda of Dutch development cooperation. 

AFRICAN DMOS AND DUTCH 

DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION 

In 2005, participants of diaspora organisations in the Netherlands came: 
together at a roundtable workshop of the Dutch Institute of Mutticultura[ 
Development FORUM to make a self-analysis of the strengths and weak: : 
nesses and the threads and opportunities of the diasporas with regard to 
migration-devdopment nexus,al As weaknesses they found that:         i: :: 

* the majority of the DMOs works as solo performers and in its own 
interests, there is a lack of trust in each other and in the concept:;:. 
of unity; 

¯ there is a lack of knowledge and resources (finance, office space) 
encourage cooperation; 

¯ there is a lack of professionalism in how they present themselves 
the outside world, in part because of a lack of knowledge of 
language; 

o a dependency on funding agencies exists; 
o there is lack of self-criticism, seIf-analysis, and a common vision. 
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The workshop considered the tack of the latter as crucial. It admitted 
*hat more attention has to be paid to capacity building and the creation 

networks of migrant organizations but it also demanded the participa- 
.:lion of diasporas in any decision making on migration and development 

cooperation matters. Specific expertise appears the strongest asset of the 
migrant organizations: they know the regions and the target groups and 
dispose of transnarional social capital. Transnationalism is also consid- 
:red as a strong point because migrant organizations are able to build 

:bridges between the cultures of migrants (allocbtonen) and the native 
)utch {autochtonen), and between the Netherlands and the countries of 

::.:: origin. Our interviews of African DMOs confirm this self-image. Even 
.: more potently, many interviewees consider loyalty to the country of ori- 

: gin as an asset. Migrants are faithful and show perseverance, they know 
the misery there and want to improve the situation. They are willing to 

inform the Dutch: 

The Dutch government and the academic world should talk more often 
with migrant organizations in order to obtain a better view with regard 
to the rote of remittances in development cooperation. 

The majority of the DMOs are small, which in many cases is considered as 
an advantage: It is easy to have an overview over what happens within the 
organization, the communication structure is effective and these advance 
the quality of the projects. One DMO mentioned that the small size enforces 
specialization, which it considers as desirable. The reliance on volunteer 
work, which creates uncertainties, constitutes a threat. The need to cooper- 
ate is often expressed: 

We need to continue with our current activities and at the same time 
create a think tank with similar organizations. We should exchange in- 
formation. We have to leave the island policies that separate our mi- 
grant organizations. We should create more networks and unite instead 
of these island policies. 

As mentioned earlier a world wide change has taken place in the relation- 
ship between the governments of countries of origin and MOs. Emigrants 
are no longer viewed as defectors but a~ citizens abroad who can contribute 
to development. Ghana is a case in point. The country supports initiatives 
of knowledge transfer, among others the MIDA (migration and develop- 
ment) programme Ghana Health project coordinated by IOM-Netherlands. 
Another example is Cape Verde~ which aims to encourage migrants’ invest- 
ments and is considering cooperation with the IOM to initiate a return 
migration programme. In our interviews, reference was made to the efforts 
of the representatives of Burkina Faso and Kenya in the Nett~erlands to link 
with their diasporic groups for development purposes. 
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In other European countries there are other, and more large scale exax " 
ples of cooperation between governments and their diasporas, such as 
co~d~vetoppernent programmes of France (since 1997) and the initiat 
of ACCORD in the United Kingdom. The earlier mentioned initiatives 
the Mexican and Philippine diasporas with their governments are also 
case in point. Nevertheless, it appears that the African DMOs in the 
erlands are not inclined to influence or exert pressure to realize this kin:d::::: 
of policies: they expect little from their home government. As expressed by 
a respondent: 

The major obstacle to development is our own government, in par: 
ticular the local governments. They are badly structured, corrupt 
usually very slow.                                              . . .~ 

Although there is a certain unwillingness to cooperate with the 
government, the DMOs expect advice and financial support from 
Dutch government and CFAs. Nevertheless, this is also a field of much: 
misunderstanding and pitfafls. More attention and dialogue and a stron2 :: 
get involvement in Dutch development policy are high on the agendas of 
the DMOs. The CFAs are important for the MOs. They 
fessionalism among the migrants and their support enables 
and projects to be implemented at a larger scale. From their viewpoint 
the development projects of the DMOs are often ad boc and not emb, 
ded in a well thought-out development strategy. They also lack a profes41: 
sional basis. 

On the other hand, among the DMOs widespread criticism of 
exists and the fact that some countrJ.es--and by consequence the 
organizations concerned--are excluded from development coo 
funding is not well understood.~2 Many DMOs admit that they have to 
improve their capacity to have a larger development impact but they ale0 : 
want more understanding for the problems caused by their dependency on. 
volunteer work. Some migrant organizations view the attempts to " 
diaspora activities with formal development aid as unnecessary since they .. 
consider themselves capable of running operations themselves in an 
and autonomous way. The existence of a field of tension is expressed by two 
CFA representatives: 

Migrant organizations differ from each other, so ,ve should not 
alize. But what they say about our but-eaucracy, our lack of decisive-". 
hess and the like, unfortunately, is true. The difficulty is also that our " 
choice for a selective group of countries is difficult to explain. 

a great problem of the CFAs and the migrant organisations 
sides are arrogant. They both think that they know everything, instead 
of cooperating to share knowledge and join forces. 
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coNCLUSION: DO DIASPORAS MAKE A DIFFERENCE? 

.. rote of the diasporas in Dutch development cooperation is a contested 
: one. Although proponents of the involvement of DMOs in development 

¯ . cooperation argue that they should play a larger role (de Haas, 2006), oth- 
put their role into perspective or are sceptical (Meet, 2006; Zoomers, 

2006). The question is whether the strong assets of the DMOs, namely their 
strong motivation, transnational networks and local knowledge constitute 
an added value compared to the activities of Dutch development agencies. 
However, it is not yet clear as to what extent local knowledge and personal 
and social capital are decisive for the success of projects. 

First of all, the tendency to treat diaspora associations as a homogenous 
entity has much to do with what Pries {2005) called methodological nation- 
alism. It is often overlooked that such a homogenous diaspora does not exist 
and that migrant communities are divided among lines of class, ethnicity, 
and political orientation. The gender dimension in diasporic initiatives is 
also unclear and under-researched. For example, Piper reminds us that the 
hometown associations of Latin American diaspora in the United States are 
male dominated, while women might have a more prominent role in profes- 
sional organizations suchas those formed by nurses (2006 p. 154). Such 
differences might have a different impact on local development in origin 
countries (cf. Proceedings, 2006). 

Second~ social networks arid intimate knowledge of a foreign culture 
can be a strength as welt as a weakness in development processes. Because 
DMOs usually possess social networks and knowledge at the local and 
regional level, it might well be that, viewed from the national level, their 
development efforts will work out negatively for example in enlarging 
local and regional disparities. Social networks are useful but they might 
also constrain development since strong links and obligations might lead 
to less objectivity and efficiency. For Ghana, Akologo (2005) has dem- 
onstrated that it makes a substantial difference whether the collective 
remittances are guided by traditional chiefs, local development councils 
or development NGOs (he preferred the latter). Local knowledge and 
local relations are, of course, important but it should also be realized 
that they are no substitute for professional and technical skills. Finally, 
the perception of people in the home countries regarding emigrants is not 
necessarily always positive. 

There are several hundreds of initiatives undertaken by Dutch civil society 
in the field of development cooperation with nonwestern countries. These 
NGOs are mostly locally or regionally based, their projects are small scale 
and their funding sources diverse. The development-oriented African MOs 
fit into this pattern. Although they possess specific assets such as knowledge 
of foreign cultures and languages, there are no reasons to give them a privi- 
leged position for participation (having a say) in development cooperation 
and funding. The major criterion for funding should be the professional 
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qualities of the implementers and the quality of the project. The target 
development is not here but there, in the home countries of the MOs. ¯ 

However, the deve!opment potential of migrants and their or 
is a different matter. To a large extent DMOs exist because of transn~ 
ism, the feeling of being rooted in and part of two countries and the 
!our that fits the feelings. Like all people, migrants have mutti~ 
and identities. The difference with nonmigrants is that migrants are 
willing and able to built bridges between countries, regions and culture 
Development projects in countries of origin may constitute pillars of such 
bridges and have a beneficial impact on local and regional welfare as Well.i 
In short, transnationalism offers a huge potential for development 
eration. Tiffs potential should be exploited, and opt!raised among 
by dialogues, information on funding opportunities, and capacity 
programmes. Special attention should be paid to the second or even 
generation of migrants, who, as we tried to demonstrate with the example ;:i 
of Indonesian diasporas, could be as well motivated as their parents " ’... 

The dialogue between Dutch development agencies and DMOs is of 
recent origin. Small-scale projects, peace and reconstruction initiatives, and 
return migration are now on the agenda. This agenda could be broade~ 
by paying attention to and encouraging collective remittances, transnational : 
entreprenenrsiffp, private investments and tourism in countries of or! 
Special attention should also be paid to opportunities of DMOs to 
programmes in the field of good governance and democrat!sat!on 
in the countries of origim DMOs do not act in a vacuum and useful lessons 
could be learned from earlier experiences and practices, in particular with 
regard to lobbying national governments for migrants’ rights and faci|itat; 
ing collective remittances. Lessons could also be learned from existing initia- 
tives and programmes in other European countries.                     . 

NOTES 

1. Guarnizo (2003) reminds us ~hat along with contributing to development pro- 
cesses and keeping the homelands alive, motives such as obtaining status and 
recognition in the places of origin might also play a role. 

2. As the author of this chapter can testify, because he has been involved in 
activities of diasporic organizations advocating and lobbying for human rights 
in various Southeas~ Asian countries between 1965-1995. 

3. For an overview of European-linked multilateral initiatives see Haas (2006), 
who referred to the Cotonou Agreement-a framework initiated by the Afri- 
can, Caribbean, and Pacific (ACP) countries and the partnership of countries 
in the Mediterranean region. 

4. The sources for this section are the expert meeting on International Migration 
and National Development: Viewpoints and Policy Initiatives in the Couu-. 
tries of Origin (Nijmegen, August 2006}; a survey among BArican MOs in the 
Netherlands registered at the Chambers of Commerce (Van Naerssen, Kusters 
& Schapendonk, 2006); some of the author’s o~vn experiences with Southeast 
Asian migrant organizations over the years. 
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5. This translates as aliens, immigrants, foreigners. 
6. This translates as indigenous, native. 
7. Amsterdam, Rotterdam, The Hague, and Utrecht. 
8. After It. Sukarno, the first president of Indonesia, was toppled by a coup 

General Suharto held office from 1967 to 1998. The so-called New Order was 
a military dictatorship that ended after the Asian crisis of 1997 and domestic 
unrest in 1997-1998. Since then a delicate balance exists between the elected 
president and the army. 

9. The survey was part of a larger research programme on International Migra- 
tion and National Development commissioned by the Dutch Ministry of For- 
eign Affairs and the Ministry of Social Affairs. (Zoomers & van Naerssen, 

2006). The programme focused on sub-Sahara: Burkina Faso, Burundi, Congo 
(Democratic Republic), EtNopia, Ghana, Cape Verde Islands, Kenya, Nigeria, 
Rwanda, Sudan, and Uganda. On the basis of information from the Dutch 
development agencies, Internet and other sources of information, DMOs con- 
necred to these countries were listed. We focused on formal DMOs registered 
with the Dutch Chambers of Commerce. At the end, the list comprised 67 
DMOs (Kusters et at., 2006}, from which is selection was made. For each 
country two organizations were selected randomly. In addition, a number of 
umbrella and net’work associations and two CFAs were interviewed. However, 
not all the selected DMOs could be reached, among others because the survey 
was held during June-July, which is partly the holiday period in ~he Nether- 
lands. With respect to Kenya, only one MO could be reached, and we were 
unable to find a DMO for Burkina Faso. 

10. Ir had a membership of 400 before but many Somali le~t for the United King~ 
dom since. 

11. The meeting took place 17th June 2005. Although the participants were 
mainly from the traditional large migrant groups (Turkish, Moroccan), we 
feel tllat the self-analysis also applies to the African DMOs. 

12. The Dutch government has a list of countries on which development coopera- 
tion should be focused; conntries that are not on the list, e.g., when they are 
not considered to be one of the poorest, are not eligible for Dutch develop- 
ment aid. 
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10 The Diaspora Option as a 
Tool Toward Development? 
The Highly Qualified Ghanaian 
Diaspora in Berlin and Hamburg 

Katharina Goethe and Felicitas Hillmann 

Since the early 1960s, when the first African states gained independence, 

thousands of students as well as many highly qualified workers have left 

their countries of origin in pursuit of better working and living conditions, 

higher wages, or better training. Many of them left permanently. In general, 

this brain drain is considered as having negative consequences for the coun- 

tries of origin. However, a recent development strategy stresses the positive 

impact of emigration, especially the involvement of migrant communities 

in development cooperation with their home country: the diaspora option? 
Skilled migrants and businessmen occupy a special position in this strat- 

egy, which assumes that the transfer of money (remittances) and know-how 

have a positive development impact at home in the country of origin and 

reflects the extent of those transnational activities. This chapter focuses on 

the highly qualified Ghanaian diaspora in Hamburg and Berlin (Germany), 

and examines the question of whether or not it contributes to the develop- 

ment in its country of origin. Most of the African migrants in Germany 
come from subSaharan Ghana. Until now academic research on this group 

is sparse and little is known about the structure and the role of the Ghanalan 

community in terms of migration and development. 

The structure of our chapter is as follows: A short description of the 

diaspora option and its argumentative background, focusing on the field of 

knowledge transfer, will be followed by a historical outline of the Ghanaian 

migration to Germany. Afier that we discuss the results of a recent qualitative 

and explorative study on knowledge transfer by highly qualified Ghanaian 

migrants to their country of origin.2 Finally, we discuss the particular features 

of the diaspora option in Germany and highlight those measures of develop- 

ment cooperation, which might be relevant for the diaspora option. 

THE DIASPORA OPTION 

Since the 1960s, when the emigration of highly qualified personnel from less 

developed countries to the industrialized, developed countries first increased 
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substantially, the consequences of this brain drain 
economies of the countries of origin have usually been regarded as 
tire. Several attempts to combat the problem of outflow of skilled personnel 
were made and some strategies were tested in the context of 
preparation of its reverse transfer of technology concept. According to 
approach, either emigration of the highly qualified should be prevented, 
measures should be taken allowing a fair compensation for the losses 
feted by the countries of origin. Restrictive measures included 
the highly qualified from emigration through appropriate legislation 
border controls. The possible destination countries were asked to refrain 
from granting permanent work permits to highly qualified personnel 
developing countries. Retention measures were meant to keep the 
qualified from emigrating by offering them an attractive research ~ 
ment and paying them attractive salaries (Lucas, 2001). Also 
qualified emigrants in order to cut the emigration countries’ economic los: 
was discussed after being proposed by Bhagwati in 1976 (Bhagwati, 1976 
However, this concept of taxing the immigrants was difficult to implement 
and soon lost impact (Galliard & Galliard, 1997).                   " 

Owing to the limited success of restrictive, preventive or ret; 
sures like Bhagwati’s tax proposal, many countries strove to support 
temporary emigration of their highly qualified personnel and thbir 
quent return to their country of origin. Various emigration countries, such:).: 
as China, Ghana, Guyana, Iran, Colombia, Peru, the Philippines, Sri 
and Taiwan (Ghosh, 2000 p. 195), established to support return mlgration :i 
organizationally and finartcially. These programmes showed strong regional::.! 
differences. The examples of Taiwan {cf. Meyer et al., 1997 p. 287) 
South Korea (Song, 1997} show that a fast-growing economy, the 
involvement of the respective governments through incentive 
active engagement by the private sector, and headhtmting for returnees 
the developed countries were crucial for the success of the programmes.~ : 
in contrast, return programmes of countries without comparably 
nomic growth rates were unable to attract highly qualified emigrants or.: 
were successful only for a short period because the returned personnel 
the country again after a couple of years (Ghosh, 2000 p. 196). In summaryi. 
apart from single success stories, the majority of the programmes should 
considered as barely effective in the short and long term. 

More recentty~ the diaspora option has been advocated as 
for satisfying the interests of the highly qualified, the countries 
the more developed host countries at the same time. Along with the 
interest in transnational migration, transnational social spaces, and 
tional communities, the focus is on new aspects on the relationship 
migration and development. The remittance of financial assets has 
earlier been described as a positive side effect of emigration 
& Martin, 1991 p. 3). The active dissemination of new knowledge 
thoughts, advertisement for native goods in foreign markets, the expansion 
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i::i of the tourism industry through home visits of the emigrants, the exertion 

of political influence, and several other ways for the emigrants to contribute 
to the development of their home countries are now being addressed as new 
fietds of interest. The nexus of migration and development has since become 
widely known among international organizations and politicians concerned 

’: with development (cf.-IOM, 2003; Nyberg Sorensen, Van Hear & Engberg- 
pedersen, 2002). We refer to these policies attempting to advance and pro- 

" mote the development potentials of emigrants as the diaspora option. Here, 
are defined as ’ethnic minority groups of migrant origins residing 

in host countries but maintaining sentimental and material links with their 
countries of origin--their homelands’ (Sheffer, in Koser 2003 p. 5}, Accord- 
ing to this definition, diaspora also includes migrant communities whose 
members do not necessarily live in forced exile. It does not inevitably imply 
the dispersion of emigrants to different countries, or living in diaspora over 
several generations, or the exiled wishing to return home. Diaspora refers to 
an established and settled community rather than to a group of temporary 
migrants who wish and are able to return to their homelands (Newland & 
Patrick, 2004 p. 1). 

Unlike earlier policies, the diaspora option in the sense of this definition 
is not particularly aimed at the physical repatriation of the emigrants but at 
the mobilization of the distant diaspora and its resources. Although the con- 
tacts between the diaspora and the home countries are close, they are often 
organized individually. The diaspora option now attempts to increase these 
contacts, to expand them and to include more participants, aiming to sys- 
temize them. The new interest is primarily connected with the rising impact 
of globalization and the increased mobility going along with it. In addi- 
tion, politicians face faltering economic growth in many places and decreas- 
ing investment in official development aid, and thus do show an increasing 
interest in finding alternative sources of funding. The different aspects of 
the diaspora option vary in importance with respect to the development 
potential of the highly qualified. Obviously, the transfer of knowledge from 
the diaspora to the country of origin plays a crucial role. Other components, 
such as remittances or political involvement, are not restricted to the highly 
qualified, but are also practiced by a large number of other, variously quali- 
~ed mmnbers of the diaspora or the transnational community. 

The new academic and political interest in knowledge transfer from the 
diaspora back to the countries of origin is, as stated earlier, connected to 
the process of globatization. Transnational corporations provide the instb 
tutional framework for intracompany transfer of personnel (cf. Rudolph 
& Hillmann, 1998). Faster, easier, less expensive means of travel, as well 
as the highly advanced information and communication technologies, 
altow highly qualified emigrants to transfer the knowledge they have 
acquired back to their countries of origin and become employers. The 
new information and communication technologies also play a central role 
in the establishment of networks. Such networks now make it much easier 
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for scientists to get in touch with each other--as well as with colleg 
in their home countries--across borders and over long distances. 
networks are designed to promote professional and scientific exchal 
between highly qualified emigrants and their colleagues and research in 
tutes intheir countries of origin (cf. Meyer & Brown, 1999, who identifie~l 

41 such networks). 
Networks may vary in their regional extension, in the purpose of thai 

work and by ethnic affiliation. The example of Asian-born 
who run IT businesses in Silicon Valley illustrates this point. 
study showed that new IT businesses in Taiwan, India, and China 
mainly established by entrepreneurs from Silicon Valley who today 
businesses in both the United States and the Asian country of origin. 
preneurs who operate businesses in both their host and their home, 
not only created jobs in their home countries as a result of direct 
ments, but also were able to provide knowledge transfer through the tech~7 
nology that is used to create the products (Saxenian, 2000, 2002). 
entrepreneurs might thus be regarded as a new avant-garde of transnational 
entrepreneurs.                                                          ¯ 

Unlike local area networks of entrepreneurs, other networks are not..! 
restricted to certain regions or occupational groups and are not 
ily designed to promote the professional careers of their members, but 
advance the members’ home countries. Of the networks identified by Me 
and Brown (1999) 25 out of 41 can be assigned to this care wer~ 
all independently initiated and established by members of the dis 
of the largest and most active networks are CALDAS (The Colombian Net- 
work of Researchers and Engineers Abroad) and SANSA (The South Afri-. 
can Network of Skills Abroad), whose members are organized in 30 and 57 : 
different countries respectively (Meyer & Brown, 1999 p. 7). The modes 
knowledge transfer include the arrangement of temporary stays in the honie 
countries in order to resolve certain labour market imbalances, the organi: 
zation of conferences in cooperation with research institutes in the 
countries~ as well as initiating discussions on such topics as the means and 
possibilities of technology transfer. CALDAS also conducts collaborative 
research projects for Colombian network members and scientists (Meyer et 
al., 1997 p. 304ff.). 

Yet another kind of international network of the highly qualified are the 
programmes now conducted by international organizations like IOM.to. 
ensure knowledge transfer from the highly qualified diaspora through fixed- 
term, one-off or recurrent stays in the home countries on a voluntary or 
paid basis. Two such programmes are Migration for Development in Africa 
(MIDA) run by the International Organization for Migration (IOM) and 
Transfer of Knowledge Through Expatriate Nationals (TOKTEN) operated 
by the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP). 

MIDA was launched in 2001 by IOM in cooperation with the Organiza- 
tion for African Unity (OAU). Its objectives include the development of an 
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extensive database of qufllified African-born people in Europe and North 
America as well as the identification of sectors in the African countries with 
a shortage of qualified personnel, and the temporary filling of the identified 
positions with suitable members of the database. To increase the effec- 
tiveness of such operations, the participants attended special preparatory 
courses in their home countries. The first project phase, in which highly 
qualified personnel from Rwanda, Burundi, and the Democratic Republic 
of Congo currently living in Belgium were placed in their home countries, 
finished in 2004 and was evaluated positively (DGDC & IOM, 2004). 
The Belgian government.has assured follow-up funding. Further projects 
involving other European and African partner countries have entered the 
implementation phase {cf. Goethe 2005; Spaan, Hillmann & van Naers- 
sen, 2005). 

The UNDP-operated TOKTEN has been established for a long time and 
pursues an objective similar to that of MIDA. D uring the first twenty years of 
its existence, between 1977 and 1997, 5,000 qualified workers were placed 
on voluntary short-time assignments in 49 different countries {Newland & 
Patrick, 2004 p. 29). One example of the programme’s work is the TOK- 
TEN Mati regional programme. Between 2000 and 2001, twelve Malians 
then living abroad returned to Mall to become guest lecturers, thus taking 
over vacant positions that could not be filled otherwise. (Johnson & Sedaca, 
2004 p. 60). Today, programmes are conducted in collaboration with other 
partner countries, such as Bosnia and Herzegovina, Turkey, Syria, Pakistau~ 
and Lebanon. 

As stated earlier, Ghanaians form the largest African Community in Ger- 
many. So we might ask whether their emigration should be considered as a 
brain drain from Ghana--as would appear to be the case on first sight, in 
addition, we want to investigate the different possibilities of cooperation 
between highly qualified Ghanaians and their country of origin~ Ghana. 
Which forms of cooperation do they use and to what extent do these actions 
live up to the expectations of development politics? If there is no coopera- 
tion, what might be the reasons for not doing so and not making use of the 
diaspora option? 

Most of the Ghanaian citizens living in Germany are registered in Berlin 
and Hamburg, so our empirical study centred on those two cities. The next 
section presents some background information on the structure of the Gha- 
naian community in Germany. Afterwards the results of our exploratory 
qualitative study are presented, concerning respectively questions of money 
transfer and knowledge transfer. 

THE GHANAIAN COMMUNITY IN GERMANYs 

When looking at the available statlstical data on Ghanaian migrants 
in Germany, it becomes clear that the role Ghana played in Germany’s 
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migration history is in no way comparable to that of the recruitmet 

countries of Gastarbeiter (guest worker), such as Italy, Turkey, Yu 

via, and later Morocco, and Tunisia. Although several African 

had proposed recruitment agreements in the past, the German govern~ 

merit steadfastly refused to couclude such an agreement with any of the~ 

subSaharan countries (Schihnw~ilder, 2004 p. 249f). This may be part of 

the explanatiou why there is a relatively low number of nonEuropean 

foreigners compared to the overall foreign population (currently about 

6.8 million) in Germany. Only one tifth (~19.4%) of the overall fore! 

population are from nonEuropean countries: 4% are Africans, 

Ghanaians are the largest group (20,609 individuals or 0.3% of the 

all foreign population) from the subSaharan countries.4              .:... 

Three regional concentrations of Ghanaiaus can be identified: 

burg, North Rhine-Westphalia, and Berlin, these being the three federal 

states with the largest population of Ghana!an citizens (Federal Statist!; 

cal Office Germany, 2006~). Hamburg (5,538) has the largest number of: 

inhabitants with Ghana!an nationality, followed by Berlin (1,945), 

men (1,072), Diisseldorf (1,060), Frankfurt (59S), Essen (488), Hanover.: 

(495), and Dortmund (434).~ 

Although in the first years after Ghana gained independence in 1957 
was mainly students who migrated to Germany, iri the 1970s the gro~ 

of immigrants became more and more heterogeneous. One of the 

of the severe economic crisis in Ghana iu the late 1970s and early 

was that even more educated academics (mainly doctors and 

left the country (Addy, 1997 p. 4). Repressive domestic policies and ne0-:~ 

liberal economic reforms resulted in further emigration, and when Great 

Britain tightened its immigration laws, many Ghauaians chose the Neth;: 

erlands and Germany as alternatives (ibid.). 
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Figure 10.1 Development over time of the number of Ghana!arts in 
and female (1967-2005). 

Source: Federal Statistical Office Germany (20071; Graph: K Goethe. 
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With 5,769 and 6,994 applicants respective!y, the years 1986 and 1992 

saw the largest number of applications for political asylum ever (Federal 
Office for Migration aud Refugees). As a result, in the 1990s, for the first 

time, the majority of the over 2.0,000 Ghauaians living in Germany were reg~ 
:. istered as asylum seekers (Addy, 1997 p. 3). However, the number of asylum 

applications actually granted was al,vays low and never higher than 0.8 % in 

1994. Family reunions, which have gained more and more importance since 

the 1980s, resulted in a higher percentage of women immigrants. In the 
1990s, Ghana’s economic situation was as precarious as before, but when 

the German government passed a considerably more restrictive law regulat- 

ing foreigners in 1993, the number of immigrants decreased significantly. 
!:i Today, the number of Ghana!an students in the overall Ghana!an popula~ 

finn in Germany is marginal and is actually lower than in the ~960s. 

The majority of the Ghanaians registered in Germany hold a safe resi- 

dence status: By December 31, 2004, 5~932 permanent residence permits, 

2,813 residence permits, and 7,189 limited residence permits were granted 

(Federal Office for Migration and Refugees). During our talks with experts 

and our interviews with Ghanaians, however,, we were often reminded of 
i:~." the large number of Ghanaians who live in Germany illegally. Also, since 

the 1990s, more Ghanaians with permanent residence status have become 

self-employed, so that today there are not only doctors in private practice in 

many German cities, but also " Ghanamn-run travel agencies, grocery stores, 
ethnic shops, taxi firms, and night clubs (Addy, 1997 p. 5). This informa- 

tion could be regarded as evidence for the relatively successful integration of 

Ghanaians into the Get.man society. Nevertheless, for reasons of alien and 

labour laws or due to discrimination, many (highly) qualified Ghanaiaus are 

still forced to accept employment be!ow their level of qualification (Addy, 

1997 p. 5; Haferkamp, I995 p. 17~)~ 
Recent years have seen a deve/oping institutional and organizational envi- 

ronment: several cultural organ.izations exist in cities with a large Ghanaian 
community. Many of these organizations focus on individual ethnic groups 

of Ghanaians. With the founding of the All Ghana Union in May 2004, the 

initiators hope to achieve a nationwide union of all the Ghanaian organiza- 

tions as welt as a network of a!l Ghanaians, regardless of their religious or 

ethnic background (The African Courier, 2004 p. 14). 

The local groups of the Ghana Union in Berlin and Hamburg were founded 
in 1990 and 2002, and now number about 100 and 150 members, respectively. 

Both local groups consider the support of the Ghanaian-horn population of 

Berlin and Hamburg to be the main focus of their work. Even though financial 

aid is collected for development projects in Ghana~such as the construction 

of wells, equipping hospitals, and helping street children, as well as supporting 

the Ghanaian national soccer team~this work is only of secondary priority. 

In one case the Ghana Union also collects information about the req uirements 

for establishing a new business in their country for those members who are 

inteuding to return to Ghana. Neither of the groups currently maintains a 
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stable network for knowledge transfer. Both groups consider themselves as a: .[i ;: 

connecting resource between Ghana’s government or its embassy in German 

and the Ghanaian diaspora. The Ghana Unions are nonpartisan organizations 

and are entirely funded through membership fees, 

It should be stressed, however, that despite the recendy increasing 
working and organizational activities, and compared to other communities of 

immigrants (the Turkish community, in particular), the Ghanaian communie 

is still loosely organized, No Ghanaian scientific network as described 

Saxenian or Meyer seems to exist in Germany. This might be due partly 

the relatively low total number of Ghanaians in Germany, but also the often 

precarious residence status of many Ghanaians might add to this.7 

The Structure of the Interview Sample                             . 

A total nmnber of eleven qualitative, guided, biographical interviews were 

conducted for this exploratory study. Iuterviewees had been contacted ..: 

through snowball sampling. Through additional conversations 

in both cities, Hamburg and Berlin, representatives of Ghanaian and other 

African associations emphasized the existence of a well-established dias:. : 

pora community in the interview sample. The interview structure comprised 

questions on the migration background, that is, date and reasons for emi: 

gration, subsequent destinations, and the immigration to Germany. Specia! 

attention was given to educational and professional development as welt as 

to a set of questions on the relationships with Ghana {e.g., travels, contacts 

to family and friends, remittances, other kinds of engagement).. 

A total of eleven highly qualified migrants were being interviewed. 

the 11 interviewees, three were women and eight were men, all were 

between 32 and 64. All interviewed persons held a university deg~ 
of the interviewees were already part of the second generation of immi- 

grants. With the sole exception of a woman who had come to Germany iri 

the 1990s, all interviewees of the first generation had immigrated to 

many in the 1960s. Four of the interviewees were Ghanaian citizens, sLx 

held German nationality, and one of the interviewees claimed to possess 

dual German-Ghanaian citizenship. The immediate families of all interview : 

partners lived in Germany. Although there was exchange with the larger.. 

family and a circle of friends in Ghana, Germany had definitely become 

their centre of life. The results of our exploratory study show that they had.. 

contacts with Ghana; however, except for exchanges via mail and telephone; 

these contacts happened in most cases on an irregular basis. 

MONEY TRANSFER 

During the time of our research, all of our interviewees were engaged in paid 
work. Seven subjects of our sample were self-employed; four were engaged in . 
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standard employment as salaried employees. Among the self-employed were 

three doctors in private practice, one person working in the field of logistics, 

one lawyer in private practice, one freelance journalist, and one designer. 

The group of the salaried employees consisted of a hospital doctor in an 

outstanding professional position, an employee of an international organi- 

zation, a member of a development organization who worked as an educa- 

tional consultant for a Christian church, and a landscape planner who was 

preparing for a two-year working stay in Accra at the time of interview. 
From the results of our interviews, it is possible to give a rough impres- 

sion of the remittance behaviour of the Ghanaian immigrants. Remittances 
were sent by all but one of the interviewees--so there is continuous activ- . 

ity in this respect. The money was transferred to family members, usually 

parents, nieces and nephews, and in most cases, the money was spent on 

school fees, health care, and house renovations.. The size of these transac- 

tions varied significantly among the various interviewees, and while some 
sent as much as �2,000 per year, the amounts usually tended to be much 

smaller. Surprisingly only two of the interviewees transferred set amounts 

on a regular monthly basis. The others sent money sporadically, some per- 

haps only every few years. 

Apparently the intensity of the personal relationship to the people receiv- 

ing the money, rather than the amount of income in Germany, turned out to 

be the decisive factor for the total arnount of money sent and the regularity 
with which it was transferred: One of the two people sending money on a 

regular basis was a 31-year-old landscape planner who was born in Ger- 

many to Ghanaian parents. Although he had just finished university he had 

been sending �100 per month for the last three years to his fiancee living in 

Ghana in order to help bet complete her studies. Another influencing factor 

on the decision to remit money apparently was the numbers of years after 

emigration: The longer the time since our interviewees had left Ghana, the 

looser their relationship to those left behind became. Three of them, all of 

whom immigrated to Germany in the 1960s, stated that they had remitted 

more money in earlier years. However, the example of the interviewee who 

remitted the largest amount of money sho,vs that a close relation to the 

recipients was not necessarily a decisive factor for the size of remittances. 

One of our respondents, a professional in the medical field, remitted �2000 

per year. This person was also one of two interviewed persons who were 

also active members of Ghanaian-based organizations in Germany. In this 

case the nongovernmental organization sought to support children from 

poor families in their education and was the recipient of most of the money 

this person sent back as remittances. 

Our study shows that in most cases, the money was transferred through 

informal channels. These results paraltel the findings of Black and Tiemoko, 

who found that highly qualified migrants travel more frequently to their 

countries of origin (or know others who travel and entrust the money to 

them) and thus they do have more possibilities to take money in cash than 
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less qualified persons (Black, Tiemoko & Waddington, 2003 p. 7). Unlike .:: 

the results of other studies, our research indicates that the money is 

often spent on consumer goods and likewise. Although the previously men, 

tioned monies might not be considered direct investments in businesses, they 

should still not be disparaged as merely consumptive, but those investments 

in the education of the young generation should be judged rather more as . .~.:i~ 

investments in the future. The amounts, the infrequent character of the 

transactions, and the purposes for which the money was spent also corre, 

spond with the irfformation the interviewees provided about their cornpara. : 
tively well-to-do families, who did not need to rely on regular payments to 

sustain their everyday needs. The results of our study are in line with those 

of earlier studies in so far as apparently highly qualified workers often come 

from rather well-off families that were not in need of money or other forms 

of support (cf. Lowell, 2001 p. 20). 

KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER 
.. 

As stated earlier, the dimensions of knowledge transfer are difficult to be 
traced. One of the most striking results concerning the educational struc- 
ture of our respondents was that all of them had studied in Germany. Only. 
one of them had already earned a first university degree in Ghana before 
his or her emigration. At this point it becomes debatable to classify this .~: 
type of migration as brain drain in a narrow sense. In Germany, a country 
where the~e are no tuition fees, the government covers the costs. In ac 
to university education free of charge, some of the interviewees had also 
received grants from the German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD) oi 
other German organizations, so these costs were not borne by the families 

in Ghana themselves (and thus, indirectly, the Ghanaian economy} but by. 
the German government. 

Nevertheless, this finding does not contradict other findings that Ghana 
has suffered for a long time from an exodus of its qualified personnel. It 
does suggest that these people rarely emigrate to Germany but rather to 
other countries. One of the interviewees, a doctor, recalled from his own 

experience:                                                                . ......: 

No, these people [i.e. the qualified personnel in the medical sector] 
go to Germany or to Europe, not even to the States. People go 
Saudi Arabia or Eastern Africa. 

In our interview sample, nine out of the eleven respondents had received 

unrestricted work permits, in most cases through marriage to a 

by having a German parent, and thus, had privileged access to the German 

labour market. All of them had at the time of the interviews a job 

ate to their level of education. However, the interviewees repeatedly 
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that they had experienced discrimination in the German labour market in 

the past. For example, the person working in the field of logistics stated that 
after having finished his degree in engineering he was unable to find a iob. 

That was when he then completed a second degree in business in ot’der to be 

independent from German employers. In the context of our question, this 

is interesting in so far as professional careers inhibited in this way result in 
timited opportunities to gain work experiefice and, thus, limited possibili- 

ties of knowledge transfer. This again might result in restricted knowledge 
transfer and remittances. Apparently, a large number of highly qualified 

Ghanaians in Hamburg and Berlin are not given the opportunity to find 

work appropriate to their level of qualification owing to Germany’s restric- 

tive legislation regulating foreigners.~ 
Knowledge transfer was conducted differently in the past than currently 

and it was possible to differentiate various forms of transfer. First, a slnalt, 

but well prepared group of doctors had returned to Ghana or other places in 

Africa in the 1970s, with the intention of staying permanently or for a lon- 

ger term. All of the members of this group were highly specialized and well 

known in their field of expertise. They all had a strong wish to help their 

home country’s development process. The inability to work was not the 

reason for leaving Germany; they had all already at that time been granted 

unlimited residence and work permits. However, after four and two years 

respectively, two of them returned to Germany, demotivated by Ghana’s 

poorly equipped hospitals: 

Problems everywhere. The Ghanaian government, in those days, used 
to spend money rather on arms than on medical equipment for hospi- 
tals. The patients had to bring their own razor blades for .an operation 
and we had to sew the wounds with hair yarn. 

For one of them, an additional deciding factor was that his German wife 

wanted their children to be schooled in Germany. Another doctor, who was 

working in a hospital at the time the interviews were conducted, belonged 

to this group as well; at the invitation of the country’s Ministry of Health, 

he had gone to Liberia to help with the construction of a hospital, but 

owing to the mititary coup in Liberia in 1980, he was forced to return to 

Germany prematurely. 

In our study a second group could be identified, whose members had per- 

manent residence in Germany, but who regularly returned to Mr[ca for short- 

term stays to transfer their knowledge in courses and lectures. Among the 

members of this group was a designer who had already worked as a design 

consultant several times a year on behalf of different development organiza- 

tions in Ghana and other African countries. Focusing mainly on the sustain- 

able preservation of Ghanaian craftsmanship, the 39-year-old designer, who 

had spent his childhood in Germany, also tried to convince the people of 

Ghana of the necessity to regain ’respect for their own culture.’ 
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There have been enough masks and drums by no*v--you can’t 

that anymore. In order to maintain the local arts markets in Africh 

a sustainable basis, you need to create new things, you need 

[,., ] Andthe import of design through designers from abroad 

sustainable.                                                 ¯ " 

At the time the interviews ~vere conducted, a hospital doctor had ot 
an ultrasound course in Cape Town, South Africa, for the second c~ 

year, in which doctors from different African countrles~ including 
participated. It was our interviewee’s own idea to initiate these courseslarid 

to run them without pay during his vacations.                      .:, 
A third group of such Ghanaians who provided knowledge transfer W 

those who worked at that time on development projects for different or 

nizations in Ghana and other African countries. They made use of 

knowledge in the everyday practice of their professions as well, but, 

the second group, they did not offer it through teaching. One member. 

this group was a doctor who provided dental treatments in Ghana 

there during the holidays.                                            ::.~,~: ~ 

Apart from this directly traceable knowledge transfer by the three 

tots in private practice, both in the past and in the present, technology 
been transferred as well; the doctors have always tried 

equipment free of charge and ship it to Ghana to ensure ade¢ .... 

in the country. From this it is apparent how strongly technology 

depends on the occupations practiced in the host country. However, 

doctor had already given up collecting and shipping these items, 

by the difficulties he encountered. 

It’s so much effort. Even ii you managed to get all this 

in Hamburg, you face so many problems with the 

Ghana; you have to pay so many fees if you want to import 
ments. I just can’t afford that. 

back 

Our findings show that, contrary to what one might expect, 

transfer for the interviewees ,vas not organized through a knowledge 

work of the diaspora community. Although the exchange often took 

through the interviewees’ private or professional networks 

were never primarily designed for knowledge exchange. In every case, 

knowledge transfer was initiated by the interviewees themselves and 

means of a network designed for this particular purpose. 
It can be assumed that the case of the.highly qu~ 

Germany differs from other diasporas as mentioned by Meyer 

(1999) because their relative small number might not allow for a 

and effective network. Interviewees complained that the Ghanalan gover 
ment had announced its willingness to cooperate more actively with 

diaspora, but that no concrete measures had followed this announcemel. 
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, far; an African cuItural institute whose members included ambassadors 

ibf several African Countries saw itself acting as a possible initiator for the 
i.development of such a network in the future. One interviewed doctor-- 

!!:himself a member of said cultural institute--stated that, given support by 

the institute, he would arrange the setting up of a database of highly quali- 
.-d Africans in Germany. However, it must be emphasized that knowledge 

xchange is currently exclusively provided at the initiative of individuals 

d that none of the interviewees is actively involved in a scientific network 
diaspora that is specificalIy designed for cooperation with the respec- 

~e home countries. 

Similarly, political engagement is not being realized within diaspora orga- 
zations. It exists at two levels. Two of the interviewees had been actively 

involved in the political affairs of their home country. One was a freelance 

urnalist who has published articles in several German newspapers about 

Ghana°s political situation but also about the situation of Ghanaian people 

and foreigners in general in Germany. He was the only one who stated that 

he had emigrated for political reasons. The other interviewee was work- 

ing in the field of logistics and was working at the same time as campaign 
manager for an influential Ghanaian party. Although the majoritys were not 

involved in politics, they still participated in a regular exchange of 

information with their home country, which leads to the assumption that 

they acted as catalysts for new ideas and norms. Apart from this influence 

at a rather private level, four of the interviewees who worked in develop- 
or. as a lawyer in Ghana and elsewhere, were particularly likely to 

make a contribution to the country’s development by introducing western 

concepts of democracy and human rights, as well as changed expectations 

benefits. 

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

In view of our findings, the question arises why there is this rather weak con- 

nection between the members of the diaspora in Germany and their home 

country. Contrary to the ongoing international discussion on the potential of 
the diaspora to assist the development of the countries of origin, what we see 

in the diaspora community in Germany is that this potential does exist, but 

it could not really be considered as capable of expansion under the current 

circumstances. There are several obstacles that slow down, if not completely 

prevent, the closer exchange of knowledge by the Ghanaian diaspora. 

Our results indicate that strong integration into the German society can 

be named as one reason for the fluctuating temporal and financial involve- 

ment: With family and work based in Germany this detracts attention from 

Ghana. Hence, it seems that with one exception, none of out interview part- 

~ers can actually be classified as transnational migrant--living in between 

here and the county of origin. It can be concluded that owing to the strong 
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ties with Germany, any sense of commitment to Ghana takes second 

the temporal and financial requirements arising from life in Germany. It can 
further be assumed that in general only weak relationships were establishe~ 

with highly qualified workers in the country of origin since the immigrantS’ 

university studies were completed in Germany, which has consequences for 

any possible later cooperation with former fellow students. 

Another bottleneck is the legal situation of highly qualified Ghanaians 

in Germany. For the transfer of knowledge and remittances, it is of vital 

importance to have a qualified and appropriately paid job in the country 

of residence. However, Germany has a very restrictive policy on granting 
work permits. Even though this affected our interviewees to a lesser e×tent, 

they confirmed that the general impact of these regulations on Ghanaia~s 

living in Germany is high. Finally, the situation in Ghana itself acts as a 

bottleneck. The majority of the interviewees indicated that the country’s 

economic situation was the reas6n for their engagement on a mainly volun2 

tary basis in their country of origin. 
Even if the sample in our study was rather small, it was possible to state 

that today there is no direct brain drain in the sense of scientists migrating 

to Germany after completing their studies in Ghana. In the past, three of 

the four interviewed doctors have attempted to return to Ghana, but had 

to abandon their plans owing to tl~e poor working conditions abroad. It 

mus~ therefore be noted that if these doctors had stayed in Ghana, the 

country would have experienced a brain loss in the sense of an economic 

loss caused by a situation that forces highly qualified persons to take up 

work below their level of qualification. In light of these facts, the question 

must be carefully considered as to whether there really is a brain drain. On 

one hand, Ghana was deprived of essential knowledge and skills because 

medical personnel stayed in Germany. On the other hand, the doctors 

were not provided with the opportunity to take up employment in their 

profession in Ghana that corresponded with the standards of their edu- 

cation in Germany. Our interviews therefore confirmed the existence of 

a problem that Ammassari and Black have referred to before: often, the 

qualification of the returnees or the diaspora does not meet the urgently- 

needed qualification requirements in the country of origin (Ammassari & 

Black, 2001 p. 5). 

In short, although there is a general involvement in the development 

of Ghana, this engagement does not quite live up to the high exl; 

placed in the current diaspot’a option by many politicians concerned witl~ 

development. Partially, this is due to the incomplete use of existing poten- 

tials, but also to unrealistic expectations of members of the diaspora. 

However, there are positive signs that the situation is improving. The 
development of Education and Research in Ghana has made significant 

progress over the last two decades, so that despite the limited possibilities’ i 
for scientific cooperation in the past, there are good chances that these 

sibilities may arise iu the future. The political situation in Ghana can be 
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described as stable and, provided that this stability tasts, this wilt positively 

affect the highly qualified interviewees’ willingness to involve themselves 

more strongly in the future. 

What might be possible approaches to a better use of existing potentials, 

with particular regard to development cooperation? In the first place, net- 

works and organizations of the diaspora need support to be able to perform 

time-intensive and more complex cooperation tasks with their home coun- 

try, which cannot be performed today, because most of the work in these 
organizations is carried out by volunteers. It should be a careful examitta- 

tion of which of the existing organizations are best qualified for the respec- 

tive tasks. If an organization is currently focused mainly on the integration 

of migrants into German society, a stronger involvement in the coopera- 

tion wi~h the home country might result in less successful completion of the 

organization’s current work. 

It is further necessary to facilitate stronger integration of the highly 

qualified diaspora as advisors and consultants in the technical cooperation 

of German development organizations. In this way, it would be possible to 

integrate those who cannot commit themselves to voluntary humanitarian 

engagement owing to financial reasons or prior commitments. The high 

number of informally sent remittances by our respondents proves that it 

might be necessary to create an infrastructure that allows more remittances 

to be transferred also through official channels. This can only be achieved 

in the long term through the improvement of Ghana’s banking sector and 

through [ower transfer fees as a result of increased competition. A first step 

in this direction could be an overview of the transfer fees of different banks 

on the website of the Ghanaian embassy. Generally, the creation of a secure 

savings and investment climate in Ghana would facilitate the remittances 

and such would then not only reach the migrants’ families, but also benefit 

the national economy. Finally, programmes similar to the Mexican 3+1 

Programme9 might also increase the willingness of the Ghanaian diaspora 

to donate to local development projects. 

Measures to support the diaspora canno~ be implemented as isolated 

processes in the effort to solve the so-called brain drain problem. It is only 

recently, for example, that doctors have been able to pursue their profes- 

sion in Ghana in a way that is appropriate to their qualification. More- 

over, dlaspora-aided scientific networks of Colombia and South Africa 

show that these networks can only work efficiently when a basic stock of 

scientists in the home countries already exists. The diaspora-aided way 

of development can therefore only be one of a whole range of measures 

of development cooperation to counteract imbalances in the labour mar- 

kets of the developing countries and to further their improvement. Our 

exploratory study may have shown that, before starting to work on the 

diaspora option as a tool for development, there is a.strong need to learn 

more about this group of immigrants. Far too little is known yet about the 

structure of the community, about the motives and about the potentials 
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that shape all further action addressed to the country of origin. The little 

that is known is often contradictory or not yet researched in depth. ..! 

NOTES 

1. Literature uses the term diaspora in different ways. In this paper, it is applied 
in the sense of established migrant communities. On the semantic change of 
the term diaspora from exile communities to more general communities see 
Spaan, Hittn~ann & van Naerssen, 2005 p. 36. 

2. Highly qualified is understood as persons with a university degree. 
3. If not stated otherwise, all data used in this chapter are parr of requested: ::i 

cross-sectional statistics provided by the statistical offices at the provincial and ". 
federal level and the Federal Office for Migration and Refugees. The respe~:,: i: 
tire office is indicated in italics. 

4. Cf. <www.destatis.de>, Tables 12521-0002 and 12521-0004. 

6. Statistisches Amt fi~r Hamburg und Schleswig-Holstein (2006); Statistisches 
Landesamt Berlin {2006), Statistisches Landesamt Bremen, Statistisches Lan- 
desamt Nordrhein-Westfalen, Hessisches Statistisches Landesamt.          : 

7. However Nieswand stresses the importance of modernist churches for the 
integration of Ghanaians in Germany and emphasizes the transnational char- 
acter of theses churches (Glick Schiller et el., 2005 p. 33f). 

8. Although we did not have the opportunity to interview highly qualified persons in 
employments below their level of qualification, most of the interviewees referred 
to this as a fact. In addition, a large number of our interview partners witha 
German spouse or a German parent pointed our that for Ghanaians 
such family relations the chances of obtaining a residence and work permit a~e 
slim---a statement that also corresponds with the biographies of those affected. 

9. Under the. Mexican 3+1 Programme, the Mexican federal state, the prow 
inces and local governments each provide one dollar for each dollar spent by 
migrants on certain local development projects. 
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11 The Development Potential of 
Caribbean Young Return Migrants 
Making a Difference Back Home 

Robert B. Potter and Dennis Conway 

For many Caribbean islanders, relatively permanent migration or tem- 
porary circulation has long been a strategic response to the realities of 
island existence: small territorial size, limited and skewed resource bases, 
colonial and post-colonial social inequalities, and numerous environ- 
mental vulnerabilities (Conway i998; Potter, Barker, Conway & Klak, 
2004; Klak & Conway, 1998). The range of movements has been vcide 
and varied, extending from permanent migrations--both voluntary and 
coerced~to transient or circular, temporary movements. A common 
feature, however, is that many international migrants intend to return 
home~ sooner or later (see, for example, Byron, 1994; Rubenstein, 1979; 
Thomas-Hope, 1998 among many others). And, that intention to return 
has manifested itself in the generation of return flows, even though per- 
manent emigration and nonreturn also feature prominently as Caribbean 
migration outcomes (Conway, 1988, 2004b). 

Emerging from current discourse on international population move- 
ment in today’s new era of globalization has been the identification of 
transnational migration~ where the people involved interact in multilo- 
cat transnational networks of communication, movement, exchange of 
knowledge, skill acquisition~ business entrepreneurialism and social and 
cultural hybridity. Caribbean transnational migrants live between two 
worlds; their new migrant communities in the metropolitan North-- 
North America and Europe~ar~d their home communities in the Carib- 
bean (Conway & Potter 2007). Far from being an homogeneous category 
of failed migrants, who are returning because they could not make suc- 
cessful transitions abroad, Caribbean transnational return migrants are 
demographically selective, socioeconomically diverse, highly varied in 
their risk-taking and risk-averse propensities, and they possess differing 
stocks of human and social capital. Their transnational experiences and 
multilocal social networks provide social support systems of immersion 
and acculturation that help prepare them for trausnational livelihoods 
and behaviours {including return migration(s}}. Consequently, contem~ 
porary transnational migrants have divergent attitudes, contrasting and 
varied images of their island homelands, and constitute a global potpourri 
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’Keeping Them in TheirPlace’: 
the ambivalent relationship between 
development and migration in Africa 

OLIVER BAKEWELL 

In the past decade migration has risen to the top of the development agenda 
after being of marginal interest to development studies and deveIopment 
policy and practice for many years. Today the potential contribution of 
migration to development is being trumpeted by states---especially indus- " ii 
trialised states--multilateral organisations, non-governmental organisations 
(NGOs), wider civil society and academics. The old rhetoric of migrants’ 
remittances being used for ’conspicuous consumption’ is being supplanted by 
an analysis which highlights both the scale and the economic multiplier 
effects of the money sent home. Migrants who, having left their country, were. 
once seen as embodying the problem of the °brain drain’ are now being 
courted as agents of development.                                      .. 

The ongoing search for approaches to migration that simultaneousl 
maximise its benefits for areas of origin and destination and for the migrants 
themselves has generated a huge volume of new research, policy initiatives 
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and interventions, in which the relationship between migration and develop- 
ment is often portrayed as operating in a virtuous circle. This envisages the 
process of migration generating remittances and increases in human capital, 
which flow back to the countries of origin through financial transfers, trans- 
national linkages and return migration. This increases the level of develop- 
ment in sending regions, which in due course reduces the rate of emigration. 

What is missing from this analysis is any critique of the concept of 
development under consideration; questions are posed about how migration 
affects the process of development, without asking what development means. 
In this article, I argue that this is a critical flaw, as there is a persistent 
sedentary bias in much of the theory and practice of development, which 
makes it impossible to incorporate migration into the development agenda 
without fundamentally reassessing the cot~cept. In particular, I suggest that 
migration raises challenging questions about the nature of the good life, the 
focus on the nation-state and the inherent paternalism found in the current 
notions of development. 

The article focuses on the particular context of ’interventionist~ develop- 
ment approaches as they are commonly applied across the African continent. 
It starts by reflecting on the roots of the ’development project’ in Africa and 
shows how it has long been associated with the colonial concern about the 
control of mobility. This has been continued by development actors, who 
have consistently framed both internal and international migration as a 
problem to be addressed, with the widespread expectation that development 
progress will reduce inigration pressures. The recent enthusiasm for exploring 
the links between migration and development has not been accompanied by a 
significant change in development actors’ ambivalent views of migration; 
there remains an underlying assumption that development is about enabling 
peopie to stay at ’home’. It argues that these concepts of development fail to 
take account of people’s different development goals, struggle to cope with. 
transnationalism, which takes development beyond the borders of nation- 
states, and maintain echoes of cotonial paternalism. In conclusion, it calls for 
development to be reconceptualised for a mobile world. 

While the arguments of this article may have broader application, its scope 
is limited in three ways. First, the discussion is restricted to the concepts of 
development arising from the ’modernist ideology’ shared by the modernisa- 
tion, dependency and world-systems schools of thought in development 
studies. These hold to a fundamental beIief in the concept of progress. Such 
development ideas have been fundamentally questioned by ’post- 
development’ authors, such as Escobar, but,. while such literature has 
stimulated important and ongoing debates, it has had limited impact on the 
practice of development. ~ 

This is the second limitation of this article; it is coming from the pers- 
pective of interventionist development studies, which is concerned both with 
development as a vision for progressive change or idea of a desirable future 
state, and with how to bring about such change. It focuses on the ideas and 
world of development aid as a distinct area of practice, conducted by 
development organisations staffed by development professionals, and often 
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informed by academics engaged in development studies. This includes line 
ministries in developing countries, development departments in donor govern- 
ments, multilateral organisations (such as World Bank, United Nations 
Development Programme, African Development Bank) and civil society 
organisations, in particular national and international development NGOs. 

The significance of such development aid as a driver of change within 
developing countries may often be overstated, especiaIly by development 
actors. In many cases it may be of marginal importance compared with many 
other factors like politicaI reform, new private sector investments and 
technological advances. However, it still constitutes a significant portion of 
the national economy in many countries in the poorest regions of the world. 
In particular, in Africa official development aid represents over a quarter of 
GDt’ in 11 of the 53 countries across the continent.~ Sub-Saharan Africa is the 
only region of the world where official development assistance still Outweighs 
remittances and foreign direct investment. Hence, the third limitation of this 
paper is that it focuses primarily on interventionist development ideas as they 
are put into practice in At’rica. 

Colonial roots of development in Africa 

The origins of the notion o~" development as a distinct arena of social practice 
are commonly traced back to the middle of the 20th century with the 
establishment of the Bretton Woods institutions and a concern to ensure that 
newly independent states moved firmly into the capitalist global order. 
However, while this period may represent the beginning of the inst[tutiona- 
lisation of development practice, and of the field of development studies, the 
concept has much deeper roots.3 Cowen and Shenton argue that the notion 
of ’development’ emerged as an attempt to address the perceived chaos 
caused by the rapid technological, social and economic change of the 
industrial revolution in the 18th century. More °advanced’ societies were seen 
as having a responsibility.to introduce ideas of tolerance and rationality to 
replace primitive custom in order to create the conditions for development. 
Such arguments directly underpinned the colonial doctrine of ’trusteeship’, 
which aimed ’to create conditions under which education, choice, indivi- 
duality in a word development--might occur’,a 

Although these roots in colonial administration are seldom acknowledged 
by those engaged in development today, they were clearly carried across into 
postcolonial ideas of development as a ’professional’ practice. Many of the 
early development practitioners had transferred from colonial service and 
there were close parallels between ideas of trusteeship and the theories of 
modernisation which dominated development studies in the 1960s.5 While the 
theories and practice of development appear to have moved away from such 
blatant hangovers from the colonial past, many of these roots remain in 
place; in particular, the ongoing ambivalence, or at times hostility, towards 
human mobility that is outside the control of states. 

From the earliest days of widespread European incursions into Africa a 
major concern was to gain control over the movement of people in order to 
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direct it towards the aims of the invaders. This took its most brutal form in 
the transatlantic slave trade as the export of the people’s labour power 
was the primary interest. As the Europeans established their colonies and 
directed their attention to the massive exploitation of the mineral wealth and 
natural resources that lay within the continent, they faced the challenge of 
how to engage the labour of At’ricans in the colonial endeavour. This was 
achieved by various means, including the use of forced labour; the 
introduction of hut and poll taxes, the expropriation of the best land for 
settler agriculture, and the provision of services for wage labourers. Such 

¯ policies served to ensure Africans had to provide their labour for the mines, 
plantations and colonial administrations across the continent. 

Thus the functioning (and profitability) of the colonial state relied on the 
migration of labour. It needed large concentrations of populations to come 
together to provide the labour for mines, plantations and the coIonial 
administration. At the same time, with this mass movement of people there 
was great concern to ensure that such people did not settle permanently in 
these r~ew centres.6 kabourers were welcome but they should retain their link 
with their homelands and ideally, when they finished their contract or came 
to retirement, they would return ’home’ to make way for new labourers. 

While the colonial authorities established a labour system based on the 
continuous (circular) migration of Africans, they were also keen to encourage 
them to maintain their ’traditional’ way of life in the villages; to preserve the 
’homes’ to which labour migrants could return. In many areas this was 
assumed to be a largely sedentary existence based around stable vitlages in 
fixed locations populated by particular (static) ’tribes’. The c.olonial systems 
for the collection of taxes, the imposition of colonial law, and the provision 
of government services all relied on a good understanding of who was where. 
Mobility confused the picture: 

Colonial rulers were dismayed at the high mobility exhibited by villagers in 
Northern Province [of Zambiat and could not understand why people did not 
stay put in ’proper villages’. They were sure that such behaviour was not °tradi- 
tionaF but the result of recent pathology brought on by industrial development 
and the ’migrant labour system’. Small temporary villages, with people moving 
about in an undisciplined manner between them, they felt sure, were a sign of the 
’breakdown" of traditional institutions, a breakdown that government policy 

would have to check if *detribalization’ was to be avoided] 

As African states gained their independence in the second half of the 20th 
century, the control of urban growth remained an urgent policy concern. In 
South Africa the apartheid state implemented its racist pass laws in order to 
control permanent urban settlement and try to ensure the black African 
population remained in their ’homelands’. In other parts of the continent, while 
many of the newly independent states showed an urban bias in policies of 
industrialisation and modernisation in the cities, many aid programmes focused 

on the development of rural areas, which was seen as essential to enable peo1~le 
to stay in their vilIages rather than try their luck in the ever growing cities.~ 
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There were massive government investments in rural deveiopment 
programmes, agricultural extension, and rural infrastructure (such as roads, 
water supply, health facilities and schools). The generations of rural 
development initiatives supported by donors left a legacy of office 
compounds, broken down vehicles and reports in district centres across 
Africa, but did not bring the desired change in the rural economies or a 
reduction in rural emigration.9 

This is not to suggest that the control oF rural-urban migration was the only 
reason for such rural development policies. Conditions in many rural areas 
were appalling and increasing agricultural production, both to ensure the food 
supply to the growing cities and for export crops, was a critical issue. How- 
ever, throughout these development initiatives, whether they arise from states 
or NGOs, there has been an underlying sedentary bias and desire to control 
mobility.~° A common belief is that improved conditions in rural areas will 
reduce rural-urban migration and consequently reduce the growth of urban 
poverty. Based on this belief, many rural development interventions have been 
justified partially on the grounds that they will reduce urban migratiom~l 

What is remarkable about these attempts to control rural~rban migration 
through rural development and controls in urban areas is that they have been 
IargeIy futile. Development in areas of origin has usually been accompanied 
by increased migration. ~z Far from being an indicator of successful develop- 
ment, reverses in rural-urban migration have been associated with economic 
decline and the collapse of employment opportunities in urban areas.~3 

Migration moving to centre stage 

Therefore, from its earliest roots, development practice in Africa has 
commonly seen a reduction in migration as either an (implicit or explicit) aim 
of intervention or an indicator of a programme’s success. While many early 
anthropological studies explored the complex relationship between migration 
and change in rural and urban societies, the emerging field of development 
studies focused on the negative impact of out-migration on rural production, 
growing inequality, the use of" remittances for consumption rather than 
investment and growing pressure on embryonic urban structures. In general, 
within the development literature, migration has been framed as a problem: a 
response to crisis rather a ’normaF part of people’s lives.14 

The longstanding concerns about rural-urban migration are clearly 
mirrored in current debates about international migration from developing 
countries to industrialised states. International migration is widely seen to be 
driven by relative poverty and the lack of opportunity in developing coun- 
tries (push factors) and by a growing demand for labour in industrialised 
states (pull factors). In the same way that migration was seen as reducing 
productivity in rural areas, the disproportionate presence of highly educated 
and skilled people among migrants from Africa has provoked widespread 
concern about the impact of this ’brain drain’ on their countries of origin. 
While migrants’ remittances provide large flows of income to some 
developing countries, it has often been argued that their contribution to 
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development is limited because they are used for consumption and exacerbate 
inequality as they do not benefit the poorest households, who are not con- 
nected to migrant networks.IS Thus, analogous debates about the costs and 
benefits of migration have been rehearsed for movements from developing 
countries (the new ’villages’) to industrialised states (the new ’cities’). 

Such truths about migration and development have heId sway in much of 
the literature over many years, despite the weakness of the theoretical and 
empirical base of many of them. In 1998 Massey et al concluded in their 
review of migration theories: 

Because neither theory nor data have been up to the task of evaluating 
migration’s effects on economic development, and have Iargely asked and 

answered the wrong ~questions; we believe the prevailing view is unduly 
pessimistic and harsh. 

However, the picture has changed dramatically ia the past decade as the 
relationship between migration and development has moved to the centre 
stage of academic interest, policy and practice. This sI~ift is all the more 
striking when ot~e recalls that until very recently the subject of migration was 
often absent from mainstream development discourses. Eor example, neither 
migration nor migrants are mentioned in the Millennium Development 
Goals--except with respect to the spread of disease. 

A number of factors explain this renewed interest in migration and 
development. First, since the late 1990s international migration, in particular 
the increases in migration from the developing regions to the Western world, 
has frequently been portrayed as a global crisis demanding urgent attention. 
However, the scale of migration in proportion to the world’s population is 
not unprecedented.; there have been historical antecedents for much large 
movements of people in the last quarter of the 19th century.~ What has 
increased dramatically is the diversity of migrants and migrants~ destinations. 
Migrants are now concentrated in industrialised states (63%), a reverse from 
the 1960s, and since the 1990s net migration from Africa to wealthier regions 
of the globe has grown.~s The very visible forms of undocumented migration 
from Africa into Europe through people smuggling, trafficking and other 
illegal routes have helped to make immigration a major political priority in 
the EU. The pictures of young African men arriving on boats in the tourist 
destinations of the Mediterranean and Canary Islands give a popular 
impression of migration out of control, even though the numbers of people 
involved are relatively small. Such movements are seen to be driven by 
desperation and poverty, in other words by the failure of development, and 
they create a huge pressure to find solutions that stop such desperate 
measures.~9 The other side of the story is the need for labour within the EU, 
which cannot be met from its own population. While ever more stringent 
measures t9 stop illegal movement are devised, there is every incentive for 
people to come and for businesses to employ them.~° 

Second, the issue of migration was thrust into the foreground in 
mainstream development circles when the World Bank Global Development 
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Finance 2003 report drew attention to the massive growth in migrants’ 
remittances, which were dwarfing levels of official aid and foreign direct 
investment in many developing countries. According to the World Bank, 
migrants’ remittances sent to developing countries rose from US$85 billion in 
2000 to an estimated $199 billion in 2006.2a In 2002 Africa received $12 
billion in remittances, 15% of the global total. Two-thirds of this was sent to 
North Africa, in particular to Egypt and Morocco. In sub-Saharan Africa 
recorded remittances are rising more slowly than in other regions and are still 
considerably less than official development aid, but they still make a vital 
contribution to the balance of payments and, of course, to recipient 
households and communities. The developmentpotential of these funds has 
therefore become a subject of extreme interest.27 

Striking a more sceptical note, Kaput observed that the ’new development 
mantra’ of remittances is not simply the result of new research findings but 
also a reflection of changing ideologies and the failure of other development 
approaches. After half a century of development interventions there is still 
very limited progress. This is especially the case in Africa, which is frequently 
discussed in apocalyptic terms of worsening crisis, disaster and decline. 
Development as practised over the past 60 years has not delivered the hoped- 
for results. In other regions there is significant progress towards the 
MiIlennium Development Goals, but across Africa the prospects of achieving 
many of them remain very slim to vanishing, Remittances ’strike the rigb.t 
cognitive chords’ as they resonate with participatory approaches of self-help 
and because, as private flows, they do not need expensive (and corrupt) 
government bureaucracies to direct aid. ’Immigrants, rather than govern- 
ments, then become the biggest provider of "foreign aid’".~ 

Third, alongside this interest in remittances, there is also a growing recog- 
nition of the importance of transnational practices in shaping the relationship 
between migration and development. Migrants maintain links with the 
country of origin through a complex network of cultural, economic, social 
and political relations, which can now be sustained through new technologies 
(internet, mobile telephony) and cheaper travel.24 This regognition of the 
ongoing transnational linkages between migrants (and their descendants) and 
their countries of origin has spurred a growing interest in the role of these 
diasporas in development. Until recently the concept of ’diaspora’ was seen as 
the preserve o f cultural studies and appeared rarely in development studies (or 
African studies) literature, which maintained an ’ostrich-like detachment from 
issues of race artd diasporan concerns’.Z~ Today it is firmly established in the 
development lexicon and there is a rapidly expanding literature on the 
potential engagement of the diaspora in development processes.26 

Development actors and migration 

As a result of such factors, the links between migration and development 
have become a topic of immense importance across the world and generated 
a huge range of initiatives, for example those of UN High Level Dialogue on 
International Migration and Development in 2006 and the Global Forum on 
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Migration and Development in 2007. Despite these shifts in recent academic 
and policy debates, many actors engaged in development practice, such as 
African governments, international development NGOs and donors, have 
maintained at best an ambivalent, or more commonly a negative view of 
migration, if they consider the subject at all. Development practice still clings 
to its sedentary roots within fanny African governments, NGOs and many 
donors. 

The attitudes of African governments towards migration can be seen it~ the 
way in which they incorporate it into their development planning. In 2003 the 
Sussex Centre for Migration Research conducted a review of the Poverty 
Reduction Strategy Papers (PRSPs), which are developed in collaboration 
with s~ates, donors, the World Bank and civil society to lay out the 
framework for national development plans. It found that most PRSPs which 
mentioned migration did so in pejorative terms, Of the 22 African PRSPS 
included in the survey, only six had anything positive to say about migration: 
Cape Verde, Ethiopia, Mall, Niger, Rwanda al~d Senegal. In Nigeria 
migration has hardly figured as a policy concern and until recently no 
connection was made between international migration and development. 
There has been much more focus on internal rural-urban migration, which 
was considered to cause social dislocation and create urban unemployment. 
In Nigeria’s PRSP there is the warning that, if internal migration continues, 
’the rate of urban unemployment could become unmanageable. ~The 
implications for poverty--and crime, conflict, and the maintenance of 
democracy--are grave’. In Ethiopia, the PRSP suggests, perhaps unsurpris- 
ingly, that controlled migration, which occurs as part of the state policy of 
planned resettlement from lowlands to highlands can be beneficial; in 
contrast, spontaneous migration causes natural resource degradation.~7 

The negative rhetoric of ’mainstream’ international development NGOS is 
equally striking. For example, sifting through the websites of Oxfam 
international, ActionAid, Save the Children UK, Christian Aid and Concern 
Worldwide, the references to migration almost invariably cast it as the cause 
or symptom of multiple problems in developing regions, especially Africa. It 
is portrayed as: 

increasing labour demands on those left behind; 
making a negative impact on the crisis in agricultural production-- 
alongside the production of illicit crops; 
a desperate measure to avoid poverty; 
causing the spread of HIViAIDS; 
undermining traditional institutions; 
undermining health services,za 

Of course this is by no means representative of all development NGOs 
working across Africa but it illustrates the perspectives of some of the larger 
international organisations that have greater access to current research and 
policy debates than most African NGOs. Moreo~’er, the former are often 
acting as conduits for donor funds through partnership agreements with 
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national NGOs. As a result, they play a major role in shaping development 
practice, tt is hard to find any evidence of African development NGOs that 
depart significantly from this negative view of the relationship between 
migration and development. 

Many development donors appear to holdto the view that migration is a 

result of poverty, and that investment in development can serve the purpose 
of reducing the levels of out-migration from rural areas to cities or from 
developing regions .to industrialised states. For example, in Ethiopia the 
African Development Bank has given loans and grants to a total of $86 
million to the Ethiopian government to ’control what it sees as a massive 
explosion in rural to urban migration’.29 

In its review, The Global Approach to Migration One Year On: Towards a 
Comprehensive European Migration Policy, the European Commission makes 
its view of the link between migration and development quite explicit: 

Turning to the migration and development agenda, the prime Challenge [s to 
tackle the main push factors for migration: poverty and the lack of job 
opportunities. The EU must recognise that creating jobs in developing 
countries could significantly reduce migratory pressure from Africa, Migrants 
should be supported in contributing to the development of their countries of 
origin... Promoting investments in labour intensive sectors in regions with 
high outward migration will be an important priority.~° 

In contrast to such attitudes, the UK Department for International 
Development (DFID) has taken a lead in bringing migration as a positive 
factor into its development agenda. In March 2007 it published a poIicy paper, 
Moving out of Poverty--Making Migration Work Better for Poor Peap[e-- 
which sets out its strategy for future work on migration and development. It 
appears to place migration in the centre of development processes, stating that 
’DFID believes that actions to allow the movement of people deserve as much 
attention as the movement of capital, goods and services, to enable the 
benefits of globalisation to be sustained and shared equitably’. 

It highlights a range of policy priorities for DFID, incorporating migration 
issues into its work to ~maximise the benefits and minimise the risk of 
migration for poor people and developing countries’. These include 
~managing migration’ at natiot~al regional and international levels, creating 
opportunities for legal migration, improving migrants’ access to their human 
rights, facilitating the flow of remittances, and supporting positive diaspora 
activity and circular migration. The DFID document illustrates the growing 
concern among donors to bring about the win-win-win scenario, where 
migration is good for the country of origin, the country of destination and 
the migrants themselves.)~ 

Rethinking development in a mobile world 

Throughout this reappraisal of the links between migration and development 
the underlying model of sedentary development remains largely intact. 
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A win-win-win situation can be achieved by a virtuous circle, in which 
migration contributes to development through mechanisms such as 
remittances and increases in migrants’ skills. As the economic conditions in 
the country or region o1" origin improve, this reduces inequality between 
countries and provides new opportunities for people at ’home’. As a result, 
there is less incentive for people to leave their country and the flow of 
migrants will slow down. Indeed, as the conditions improve further, the flow 
ofmigration may be reversed as otd migrants return to their country of 
origin. This rests on the assumption that migrants will be able and keen ~o 
maintain links w~th their country of origin and at some stage return to it.32 

While it may be realistic to expect that improved economic conditions will 
change the pattern of migration and may even reduce the net outflow of 
people in the long term (for instance, drawing on the experience of Ireland, 
Italy and Portugal), many of the policy statements about migration suggest 
that investing in development is a means to reduce migration. They are 
phrased in terms that suggest sympathy for those who are forced to leave 
their homes on account of poverty to search for opportunity elsewhere. They 
use the technical language of migration management to ensure the legal 
movement of people under the control of states. 

The trouble with this virtuous circle is that it assumes that all the actors 
involved have a common view of the ~good’ ends to which the process leads 
them. It operates on the assumption that the normaI and desirable state for 
human beings is to be sedentary. However, all the evidence suggests that, as 
people get more opportnnities to move, they take them up in ever larger 
numbers. It is not the poorest of the poor who migrate--they cannot afford 
it--but it is those with lower-middle incomes. Mobility is a privilege of the 
relatively wealthy.33 This is not to suggest treat everyone would become a 
migrant given the chance--far from it. However, it is very likely that more 
people would move given the chance and, once they have moved, is it safe to 
assume they will want to return? 

Moreover, too often the programmes that aim to increase the contribution 
of migration to development are still focused on initiatives to improve the 
livelihoods of people at home, with the expectation that they will then stay in 
their place. For example, it is hard to see the difference between the 
International Organisation for Migration’s (IOM) Migration for Development 
[n Africa (MIDA) Guinea Women’s Project, which supports women’s micro- 
enterprise development with training provided by members of the Guinean 
diaspora, and many other similar projects using training from other sources.34 
Mobility is still excluded from the underlying model of development. 

In order to make sense of the complex interaction between migration and 
development, it is necessary to go further than analysing how far migration 
affects development as it is currently conceived. The contribution of migrants 
to existing development practices may be valuable (to the extent that existing 
development practice is valuable), but it is based on the ideal that everyone 
should be able to stay at ’home’ or go ~home’. It is impossible simply to bring 
migration into development~ without raising fundamental questions about 
the nature of development and how it is put into practice2 These include 
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asking about the conception of the good life in development goals; about the 
appropriateness of models of development based on the nation-state; and 
about the inherent paternalism of development practice. 

Different conceptions of good life 

The goals and objectives of development organisations can be characterised as 
being concerned with improving the quality of life of those wlao are living in 
appalling poverty. This necessarily entaits having a conception of what 
constitutes an improved quality of life; how do we know this good life when 
we see it? The work of development organisations is framed by a (usually 
implicit) conception of the good life to which people will (or should) aspire. 
Over the past 50 years development goals have evoIved from an early focus on 
improvements in income, to a broader analysis of poverty, livelihoods and 
more recently notions of’well-being’. This has been accompanied by a grow- 
ing concern within development organisations to understand the perspectives 
of the people with whom they work; to move away from ’blueprint’ planning 
and undertake ’bottom-up’ development, embracing notions of ’participa- 
tion’, ’empowerment’ and ’ownership’ of the development process. 

Most development initiatives are focused on geographical areas and aim to 
have an impact on the lives of people within the programme area--the 
nation, the region, the district, the city’ or the village. A ’successful’ 
development programme will help to create the conditions in that area in 
which people are able and willing to live and flourish. They will improve the 
quality of life to such an extent that people do not feel the desire to move 
away. Therefore, in general, a reduction in out-migration is taken to be an 
indicator of development success. A development programme operating in a 
particular area will be seen as a failure if there is a continued exodus of 
population from the area.3~ 

When it comes to migration there still appears to be a gulf between 
development organisations’ conception of the good life and that of many 
people with whom they work. While the former look to a future where people 
can achieve a better quality of life at ’home’, the latter may see improved 
quality of life re~ated to new opportunities, which may include moving and 
establishing a new ’home’ elsewhere. Such autonomy is an essential part of 
the notion of development-as-freedom put forward by Sen but it is not clear 
how it can be incorporated into the mainstream of development practice.~v 

Part of the problem may be the longstanding concern of development 
initiatives to preserve people’s ways of life as far as possible. This echoes the 
colonial interests in maintaining ’tradition’ and reflects static, essentialised 
notions of culture, at least with respect to place of residence.3~ For example, 
it is easy to assume that subsistence farmers want to make their way in 
agriculture rather than have aspirations to become traders in the cities. Of 
course, many farmers may want to maintain their rural livelihoods, but is it 
reasonable to assume that they (and future generations) wilI always hope for 
the same rural existence, especially as their horizons expand with improved 
education, communication and transport links, which expose them to 
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(and prepare them for) the possibilities of life in the city or overseas?39 The 
life of a subsistence farmer is tough and may offer few chances for 
improvement over the generations. If anything the prospects .are shrinking 
across Africa as it engages in the global economy and more people are likely 
to move off the land--and see it in their best interests to do so.4° SimilarIy, 
life in Asmara, for instance, may be hard and if you can take a chance to get 
to Italy to pick tomatoes, it will be difficult but you may see more chance of 
fuffilling your aspirations. Thus, such sedentary development initiatives may 
be aiming to maintain a way of life which a significant portion of their ’target 
groups’ may wish to abandon, given the chance. 

National models of development 

Apart from the sedentary assumptions underlying development goals and 
practices, the concept of development is spatially bound by its focus on 
’developing’ or ’underdeveloped’ states.4’ Throughout the development 
industry the nation-state is the primary unit of analysis for the assessment of 
leveIs of development. The broad concern of most development actors is to 
see the situation of people living in particular territories improve. If those 
people move outside the development sphere, say to Europe, to a large extent 
they are no longer interesting to development actors, except in as far as they 
maintain their links with people who remain in place. 

The fact that the individuals who migrate may increase their income many 
times over, be able to send their children to sehoot, have access to good 
healthcare and the other benefits of Western life (alongside.the many costs), 
counts for little in development terms. As Rimmer has put it: 

No matter how remunerative migration might be, it is tikeIy to be thought an 
unsatisfactory answer to the question of how Africa is to be developed. 
Individuals and their kin become better-off, but their places of origin remain 

backward or under-developed. But this percep~iort signifies only in the context 
of a world we divide into nations or states. In this context Sudan counts for 
more than the Sudanese, Nigeria for more than the.Nigerians, E~hiopia for 
more than the Ethiopians.4~ 

It is obvious why both donors and deve!oping states must be drawn into 
models of development bound by national borders. It is unsurprising that 
national NGOs in developing countries focus on their ow~ country. It is less 
clear why international development NGOs, which purport to care about 
global inequality and injustice, uniformly follow the same path. 

If we look at development within nation-states, assuming people have the 
resources and the freedom to move, we expect to find changing patterns of 
residence in response to changes in the economy, technology, the environ- 
ment, culture and many other factors. As economies have developed, there 
has been a general shift from rural areas to the cities and the proportion of 
the population engaged in agricultural production has gone down 
dramatically. Looking at the USA, the overall population has doubled since 
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the 1930s, but huge areas have seen high levels of out-migration and 
population decline in that period. The population of a contiguous area of 
Kansas and South Dakota larger than Ghana fell by 28% between 1930 and 
1990. If such large areas in the USA cannot hold their populations, despite 
the wealth available in the nation to support the rural infrastructure and 
rural livelihoods, it raises the question of whether there are similar areas 
across Africa which might be destined for such decline into ’ghost countries’. 
It is important to emphasise that this is not to suggest that the people are in 
decline but, given the option in the long term, they may vote for the country 
and a lifestyle with their feet to find ’better’ lives elsewhere. Development 
action to sustain some rural areas or even whole countries may be attempting 
to create artificial incentives to keep people in their place. In some cases it 
could perhaps be asked if investing such aid is wasteful when migration may 
be a more attractive and sustainable option for those people who have the 
opportunity to take it,43 

Pritchett suggests that, while the focus of development policy is on nation- 
states and nationa[ development, in some cases the easiest way of improving 
the living standards of peopte may be to allow them to move out of their 
country: 

to insist on the interests of nation-states to control their borders over all other 
considerations--including the well-being of human beings, who through no 
action or fault of their own are tra~ped in economically non-viable regions--is 
not a normatively attractive view."’ 

This view is echoed by Rimmer, who argues that the extent to which 
migration is allowed into advanced economies from Africa and other poor 
regions is ’an exacting test of how serious we are about reducing inequality in 
the world’. He suggests that most advocates of international aid fail this 
test.as Such ideas raise profound challenges for the development industry and 
its relationship with international migration, 

Paternalist paradigms 

The prevailing paternalism of development discourse is another major 
obstacle to development actors accepting the possibility that migration may 
be an important strategy for many people in poor countries to improve their 
qnality of life. Not only does this mean that development organisations often 
assume sedentary goals which may fail to match the interests of their ’target 
groups’ as noted above. It also means that they .fail to understand the ratio- 
nale for people’s mobility and tend to assume away the agency of migrants, 
especially poor migrants, casting them as victims who need assistance. 

It is easy to portray the migrants caught up in this global labour market as 
powerless in the face of a vicious system. Indeed, many of them may be. 
Amin, writing from a structuralist position, argues that the migrant 
’rationalises the objective needs of his situation’ so the necessity to migrate 
becomes an ideal, always underpinned by an economic rationale. He is then 
able to write off individual motivations as ’nothing but rationalisations of 
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behaviour within the system’.46 However, this does not explain why some 
move while others remain at home; nor does it make sense of why people stilt 
migrate in the face of large obstacles and reasonable opportunities that 
would enable them to stay at home. 

This is not to deny that many of those who migrate across borders start 
their journeys as reluctant migrants, who would prefer to stay at home. Many 
are exploited, cheated and abused along the way. However, having suffered 
such hardships on the road, many look forward to a new life in a new country. 
Migration can be a rite of passage for the young. It may not be a comfortable 
process, it may be dangerous but it will remain a very important option for 
people who are looking to improve their lives and move out of poverty. 
Development agencies are quite rightly concerned to fight against the abuse of 
rights and exploitation, but they struggle to understand and respect people’s 
decisions to take such risks. They tend to focus on international migration as 
the problem rather than looking at the abusive institutional framework within 
which it has to occur. People want to move, but for many often the only means 
to do so is through irregular channels which are often exploitative.4r 

The discourse can become very moralistic. There is an underlying sense 
that African migrants must be desperate to abandon their families and take 
the dangerous journey to reach Europe as a last resort. Any idea that they 
may have other options yet choose this route is unacceptable. The world of 
migrants becomes divided into the morally acceptable victims, who have no 
choices and need protection, and the morally irresponsible, who choose to 
take risks, or worse make money from organising people’s journeys, and can 
therefore be criminalised. 

The language of both development studies and migration studies has been 
replete with examples of emotive and moralising terms about migrants over a 
long period. It is still commonplace to hear complaints of their remittances 
being used for conspicuous or ostentatious consumption in the home areas, 
such as purchasing televisions or cars.4s Apart from the large volume of 
research over many years challenging the ’myth’ of conspicuous consump- 
tion,49 the term comes loaded with moral connotations of extravagance and 
recklessness which seem to be easier to apply to migrants from developing 
countries than Europeans loaded up with electronic goods on their return 
from Japan. Terms such as ’brain drain’ and "brain waste’ both suggest some 
failure of people either to contribute as they should to their country of origin 
or to make the best of themselves. The current interest in migrant’s 
engagement in development is overlaid with an expectation that migrants 
should want to maintain their links with the country of origin and, moreover, 
want to contribute to its development. Of course, as much recent work has 
shown, migration is often part of a household strategy and many, if not most, 
migrants retain multiple obligations to their families and wider community. 
The point here is not to deny this reality, which has been empirically verified, 
but to object to the moralistic overtones of the assumption that migrant 
Africans should provide support not only to their kin but to the broader 
’nation’ for development. The idea of a migrant from Africa moving to a 
European state, changing citizenship and cutting links with his/her place of 
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origin, without any particular interest in supporting its development, remains 
an uncomfortable one. 

The discourse of migration and development in Africa is in danger of 
operating with an essentialised notion of*belonging’ to a particular place that 
even carries over generations through the diaspora. Of course, today it is 
becoming easier to sustain and develop transnational identities and networks 
that constitute important elements of many people’s livelihoods and also 
make a vital contribution to development. The point here is to ask whether it 
is reasonable to assume that all peopte share such an interest and to imbue it 
with a sense of moral superiority. 

Conclusion 

In this paper i have suggested that the rediscovery of the relationship 
between migration and development raises major questions for the nature of 
the concept of development found within the ’interventionist’ development 
industry, especially within Africa. The negative view of migration is changing 
and the hunt is on for the win-win-win scenario where migration is good for 
countries of origin, countries of destination and migrants themselves. The 
challenge which is being widely presented is how to identify the conditions 
under which this triple win can be achieved. However, the deeper challenge, 
which is often neglected, is to agree on the nature of the ’good’ for the 
different actors involved. 

While migration and development have risen up the agenda, mainstream 
development agencies remain ambivalent about how they should bring 
migration into their work, or if they should do so at all. This article has argued 
that this is a reflection of the sedentary nature of their concept of ’deve- 
lopment’ in Africa, which can be traced back to its roots in colonial practice. 
Although in many areas of development practice it may be possible to ignore 
the colonial inheritance--at least enough to provide a cloak of respectability 
to allow the industry to function--the current emphasis on migration and 
development makes such subterfuge unsustainable. The internal contra- 
dictions in a concept of development that says that migration can support 
development, but it is better if people stay at home, become too blatant. 

For international development organisadons, mostly based in industria- 
lised states, casting migration as a problem conveniently fits with a model of 
development that keeps poor people ’out there’. This remains acceptable in 
the wealthy constituencies of international development organisations. 
However, as Skeldon observed a decade ago, °poli~ies that accept the wider 
mobility of the population are likely to accord with policies that will enhance 
the welt-being of greater numbers of people’,s° It wil! be a brave chief 
executive of a European development Nun who suggests that facilitating 
higher levels of migration from developing countries into Europe may be a 
more effective way of reducing poverty than the launching of another 
development programme in Africa. 

II~ there is to be a move away from paternalistic notions of development 
that assume that people want to stay in their place, it may be better to 
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consider the broader processes of social transformations which are not bound 
to particular ’developing’ regions of the world. If migration is analysed as a 
global phenomenon, shared by all humanity, the task for scholars is then to 
understand the complex relationship between migration and social transfor- 
mations. This then raises questions of how mobility affects changes for better 
and worse in any society, rather than discussing it as an exceptional problem 
for Africa.5~ This might make it easier to avoid the assumption that mobility 
is normal for the wealthy, international elite, but a symptom of failure among 
the poor. 
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’Remittances are Beautiful’?1 Gender 
implications of the new global 
remittances trend 

RAHEL KUNZ 

We are gathered here today because of the shared belief that there is a h~age 
potential for scaling up the impact of remittances on poverty reduction efforts 
m developing countries.- 

Migration and remittances are not new phenomena. Migration has existed 
since the beginning of humankind and migrants have sent home and invested 
their money for a long time and in a number of ways. Over the past few years, 
however, a new trend has emerged within the international community, 
which I call the new global remittance trend (GRT). In brief, this trend refers 
to the process whereby government institutions, international (financial) 
organ[sations, non-governmental organisations and private sector actors 
have become interested in migration and remittances and in their potentia[ 
for poverty reduction and development, and have started to devise 
institutions and policies to harness this potentiaI.~ The emergence of the 

THE NEW GLOBAL REMITTANCE TREND AND ITS GENDER IMPLICATIONS 

GP, T can be situated against the backdrop of a number of ongoing global 
transformations, such as the increase in international migration and 
remittances over the past decade or so, and the crisis in development 
financing to achieve the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). 

Increasing international migration has lead to a growing awareness of 
migratory processes. The UN estimates that about 190 million people lived 
and worked outside the country of their birth in 2005, up from around 150 
million in 1990, and 75 million in 1960.4 This global increase in international 
migration has been accompanied by a growing sum of remittances. 
According to World Bank statistics, remittance flows to developing countries 
are estimated to have reached US$161 billion in 2004 and $239 billion in 
2007.s 

Given the current crisis in development finance, vast sums like these have 
warmed the hearts of members of the international community. Although the 
international community has agreed on a common framework for develop- 
ment the MDGs--there is a .constant lack of resources to finance the 
achievement of these goals. Multilateral development aid has decreased 
during the past decade, while world-wide remittance flows exceed total 
development aid and have become the second-largest--and for some 
countries even the largest--financial flow to developing countries after 
foreign direct investment. This has spawned interest among the international 
community to harness remittances for development. 

Over the past few years a mainstream way of framing the links between 
migration, remittances and development has emerged within the GRT. 
References to women or gender issues are scarce within this framing. Thus, at 
first sight, the GRT seems to be gender-neutral, ie without gender-specific 
dimensions and implications. However, as feminist scholars have been 
demonstrating for some time, many discourses that seem, or claim, to be 

gender-neutral are in actual fact based upon gendered assumptions and 
representations.6 Similarly, this article suggests that the GRT is not gender- 
neutral but gender-blind, ie the projected gender-neutral stance obscures the 
gendered assumptions and realities within which the GRT is embedded. 

An overview of the literature reveals that there is a number of critical 
voices,7 but gender analyses of the GRT are still scarce. In order to start filling 
this gap, the objective of this article is twofold: first, to trace the emergence of 
the GRT and the way the link between migration, remittances and 
development is framed within it; and, second, to subject the GRT to a critical 
gender perspective to explore its gendered foundations and its gender-specific 
implications. 

The article uses two analytical tools: the concept of framing and gender 
analysis. The concept of framing can be defined in terms of a two-part 
process: ’one, drawing attention to a specific issue (such as the environment 
or urban unemployment); two, determining how such an issue is viewed’.~ 
The aim of framing is to get ’an issue to be seen by those that matter, and 
ensure that they see it in a specific way’, whereby; framing can ’limit the power 
of potentially radical ideas to achieve change’.9 Thus, specific discourses, 
representing the interests of certain actors, acquire the status of common 
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sense white counter-discourses are de-legitimised. Framing practices include 
both conceptual and institutional cornponents, and are embedded in power 
constellations. The concept of framing serves to examine how the links 
between migration, remittances and development came to be put on the 
agenda of the international community, which institutions were iuvolved, 
how the issue was presented and what the implications are. 

Generally, the term ’gender’ can refer both to a dynamic that structures 
social life, and to a tool for analysis. In the former meaning it is used as 
referring to a historically and culturally specific social construction which 
operates through various mechanisms--such as representations, social 
structures and institutions, etc--and which has concrete implications in 
determining how women and men think, act and live. As defined by Peterson 
and Runyan, a gender-sensitive lens enables us ’to "see" how the world is 
shaped by gendered concepts, practices, and institutions’.~° This article uses 
gender as an analytical tool, in order to examine the GRT through a gender- 
sensitive lens. 

Background to the new GRT 

The GRT refers to the heightened interest of different actors--governments, 
international organisations, nongovernmental organisatior~s and private 
sector actors--in the development potential of international migration and 
remittances, and the strategies they have designed to harness this potential. 
What is new about the GRT is the way in which migration and development 
have become linked in tb~eoretical and practical ways; the number and variety 
of institutions that have become involved in numerous activities; the ways in 
which new institutions and policies have been set up at the international, 
national and Iocal levels; and the extent to which migration and remittances 
have gained popularity as an instrument to finance development and poverty 
reduction. 

At the heart of the GP,r lies a major shift in thinking about migration and 
development. Traditionally, there was a tendency to perceive migration as 
either a completely distinct area of concern from development, or as the 
outcome of lacking or failed development. Within this view poverty is seen as 
the root cause of migration and it is believed that through aid and 
development migration can be prevented or at least mitigated. For a long 
time this conventional view was the mainstream approach within the 
international community, adopted by states and international institutions 
alike. The Council of the European Union, for example, declared in its 
conclusions of the Conference in Seville in 2002: 

The European Council considers that combating illegal immigration requires a 
greater effort on the part of the European Union and a targeted approach to ¯ 
the problem, with the use of all appropriate irtstrumeats in the co~text o[" the 
European Union’s external relations, To that end, in accordance with the 
Tampere European Council conclusions, an integrated, comprehensive and 
balanced approach to tackling the root causes of illegal immigration must 
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remain the European Union’s constant long-term objective. With this in mind, 
the European Counci| points out that closer economic cooperation, trade 
expansion, development assistance and conflict prevention are all means of 
promoting economic prosperity in the countries concerned and thereby 
reducing the underlying causes of migration flows. ~ 

In the 1990s a new paradigm emerges, whereby the two areas of migration 
and development become linked in the so-called ’migratio~development 
nexus’.~z Migration is no longer seen as a problem, but as a too! for 
development. Within this approach migration is taken as a fact and the aim is 
to manage migration and harness remittances in such a way as to increase 
their impact on development in the countries of origin. Thus, the linkages 
between migration and development are perceived in a positive way and there 
is a tendency to instrumentatise migration and remittances for development. 
This shift was emphasised by the InternationaI Conference on Migrant 
Remittances in 2003: 

[Migration] is no longer simply seen as a failure of development but increasingly 
as an integral part of the whole process of development with a potentially 
important role to play in the alleviation of poverty.~3 

It is important to note that the emergence of the migration-development 
nexus has not meant a complete paradigm shift, as some have it, or the 
eradication of the conventional paradigm. Rather, different institutions 
adopt the two paradigms to different extents and in different ways, as we shall 
see below. In some cases there is a combination of the two approaches, which 
may result in the coexistence of inconsistent policies.~4 

This shift in thinking about the links between migration and development 
resulted in efforts by the international community to find out more about the 
nature of these links, and how they could be influenced in order to increase 
the positive impacts of migration and remittances on development. In this 
way remittances have become the centre of attention, which led to the 
emergence of the GRT. The GRT consists of a number of conceptual and 
institutional components and its emergence can be traced in documents, 
conference and other activities by the international community. In what 
fo{lows, a few milestones wilt be used to trace the emergence of this trend. 
This is by no means an exhaustive list, but merely an account of some of the 
most significant events. 

The main actors involved in the GaT are international organisations (eg the 
International Labour Organisatiot~ (ILO) and the international Organisation 
for Migration (tOM)); international financial institutions (eg the World Bank, 
IMF and inter-American Development Bank (~DB)); national development 
agencies of migrant-receiving countries (eg the UK Department for 
International Development (DFID) and the US Agency for International 
Development (USAID)); NGOs (eg Inter-American Dialogue, Women’s World 
Banking); and government institutions of major migrant-sending countries 
like Mexico and the Philippines. The GRT consists of a wide range of 
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activities: research, conferences, setting up of taskforces and encouraging 
norm-setting, for exampte in the transfer of remittances, facilitating the 
transfer and investment of remittances, and setting up migration-linked 
development projects. Over time more and more members of the interna- 
tional community have become involved in the CaRT in one form or another. 

The ILO was among the first international institutions to point to the 
importance of migrant remittances. As early as 1949 the International 
Labour Organisation Convention on Migration for ¯Employment (No 97) 
refers to the ’earning and savings of the migrant’ and urges countries to allow 
migrants to transfer remittances]5 However, at this stage, the iLO did not 
make an explicit link between migration, remittances and development. 

The IOM is something of a piotxeerof the new migration-development 
paradigm. According to its Mission Statement, the IOM is ’committed to the 
principle that h~tmane and orderly migration benefits migrants and society’ 
and acts to ’encourage social and economic development through migra- 
tion’. ~6 Thus, linking migration and development and focusing on its positive 
linkages have been part of IOM’S mission right from the start. In 1964, well 
before the broad emergence of the new paradigm, the IOM (then called ICEM) 
launched the ’Migration for Development’ programmes ’aimed at recruit- 
ment and placement of highly qualified migrants to developing countries in 
Latin America’, and in 1974, the ’Return of Talent’ programme for Latin 
Americans residing abroad.~r Within the broader international community 
these were rather isolated efforts to link migration to development and are 
certainly to be understood as the raison d’dtre of the institution itself. In 
addition, the GRT focus was not explicitly on the development potential of 
migrant remittances. 

One of the first milestones in the emergence of the GRT was the Cairo 
Programme of Action, which noted in 1994 that migration has potential 
benefits for both tile country of origin, which receives remittances, and for 
the country of destination, which obtains needed human resources.Is The 
programme also urged source countries to implement policies to facilitate the 
transfer of" remittances and to ct~annel them towards productive investment. 

In November 2000 the ILO organised a conference on ’Making the Best of 
Globalisation: Migrant Worker Remittances and Micro-Finance’ in order to 
’assess possibilities and constraints for channelling remittances through 
micro-finance institutions towards productive investments’.~ 

The issue of remittances was also addressed in tl~e Monterrey Consensus. 
This Consensus is part of the report adopted at the International Conference 
on Financing for Development (FFD summit) which was held in 2002 in 
Monterrey (Mexico). The aim of the conference was to consider new sources 
to ~nanee development and efforts to achieve the MDGs. It was the first 
United Nations-hosted conference to address financial and development 
issues and provides ~the new global approach to financing development’.~° 
The issue of remittances is addressed within the area o~" domestic financial 
resources. The Consensus states: ’It is also important to reduce the transfer 
costs of migrant workers’ remittances and create opportunities for 
development-oriented investments, including housing’.~ 
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in response to growing awareness of the implications of international 
migration the Global Commission on International Migration (GRIM) was 
established in 2003, with the encouragement of the UN Secretary-Genera!.a2 
Its main mandate was to ’anayls[e] gaps in current policy approaches to 
migration and examin[e] inter-linkages with other issue:areas’, such as 
development: trade, security and human rights.2~ 

Before 2003 the World Bank was a relatively minor player in the GRT. This 
changed rapidly with the publication of the Global Development Finance 
Annual Report in 2003, entitled Wor]~e~"s Remittances: An Importam and 
Stable Source qf External Development Finance. In this report the World 
Bank for the first time took formal notice of remittances as a source of 
development finance, raising global awareness of the deveIopment potential 
of migration and remittances. Chapter 7 suggests that remittances have 
become an important source or" development financing, and discusses 
measures to increase remittances and thereby their positive impact on 
development.2a Remittances are referred to as ’an increasingly prominent 
source of external funding for many developing countries’,zs 

This publication illustrates the approach of the World Bank to the issue, ie 
taking as its main focus the financial aspects of the issue and the transfer of 
remittances. It also ted to a number of World Bank empirical studies ~vithin 
its Research Program on International Migration. What is interesting to note 
is that the World Bank does not explicitly mention earlier efforts by other 
institutions, such as the ILO for example, to address the issue of remittances. 

Later in 2003 the first international meeting focusing entirely on migrant 
remittances, the ’International Conference on Migrant Remittances: Devel- 
opment Impact, Opportunities for the Financial Sector and Future 
Prospects’, took place in London. The conference was organised jointly by 
DFID and the World Bank in colIaboration with the International Migration 
Policy Programme (IMP). It attracted over 100 participants from 42 countries: 
representatives of banks, and non-bank financial institutions, government 
officials, multilateral and bilateral donors, UN and other international 
institutions, NOOs, academics and consultants,26 The conference report 
raakes reference to the Monterrey Consensus and aimed to ’identify and 
establish collaborative strategies between interested stakeholders to strength- 
en the development impact of remittancesL27 

At the Sea Island Summit in 2004 the G8 adopted the Action Plan 
’Applying the Power of Entrepreneurship to the Eradication of Poverty’. This 
Action Plan recognises the key role remittances can play in private-sector 
development efforts, and commits to reducing the transfer costs for 
remittances and increasing financial options for the recipients of remittances 
in order to maximise their developmental impacts.=s 

In 2005 the first International Forum on Remittances took place at the IDB 

headquarters in Washington, DC, organised by the Multilateral Investment 
Fund (MIF).29 Prompted by the increase in remittances in Latin America and 
the Caribbean region, the MIF started to get involved in the GRT at the 
beginning of the new millennium and has become one of the major players in 
the field of remittances, focusing on activities such as research, the 
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organisation of conferences, and concrete remittancedinked development 
projects. In May 2001 the [DBiMIF organised the first ever Latin American 
conference on remittances entitled ’Remittances as a Development Tool: A 
Regional Conference’]° Also in 2005 the tmernational Forum on 
Remittances included a session on gender and remittances for the first time, 
which was co-organised by United Nations International Research Training 
Institute for the Advancement of Women (UN-[NSTR.AW) and brought 
together experts from academia and the international community)~ 

In Mam[1 2006 the Conference on Migration and Development took place 
in Brussels, jointly organised by the Betgian government, the toM, the Worm 
Bank and the European Commission. The purpose of the conference was to 
discuss ’how migration and related policies can contribute to economic devel- 
opment in countries of origin or transit, and how development policies in turn 
can address root causes of migration such as poverty and lack of socio-economic 
prospects, and ease the pressures on people to emigrate unwillingly’.32 

The Brussels conference also aimed at preparing an input for the United 
Nations High-Level Dialogue Meeting on International Migration and Devel- 
opment. Launched in December 2003 through General Assembly Resolution 
58/208, the first High-Level Dialogue took place in New York in September 
2006 and brought together a broad range of actors. The Dialogue aims: 

to discuss the n-mltidimensional aspects or" international migration and 
development in order to identity appropriate ways and means to maximize 
its development benefits and minimize its negative impacts. Additionally, the 
hlgh-level dialogue should have a strong focus on policy issues, including the 
challenge of achieving the internationally agreed development goals, including 
the Millennium Development Goals (MDGS).33 

As a result of the High-Level Dialogue, many.states expressed their interest in 
continuing the dialogue by means of an informal, voluntary and state-led 
forum, which led to the establishment of the Global Forum on Migration 
and Development (GFMD). The f~rst meeting of the GFMD took place in 
Brussels in July 2007, to mark the start of a new global process designed to 
enhance the positive impact of migration on development (and vice versa) by 
adopting a more consistent policy approach, identifying new instruments and 
best practices, exchanging experience about innovative tactics and methods, 
and establishing cooperation between the various actors involved.34 

Later in 2007 the second International Forum on Remittances took place 
in Washington, DC, organised by the MIF in co-operation with the 
International Fund for Agricultural Development (1FAD). The aim of this 
conference was ’to shed light on the rural dimension of [remittance] flows, 
estimated at 40 per cent of total flows, [to] explore the links between 
remittances and banking, technology and microfinance, and discuss ways to 
integrate development agencies’ agendas on remittances’.~5 The conference 
emphasised the potential of remittances to empower women: 

Women represent almost half of the estimated 200 million economic migrants 
in the world, and they are also ofter~ the heads of households that receive 
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remittances. Remittances can enhance the economic status of women and 
change traditional gender roles and ideologies. However, very little research has 
been conducted on the gender dimension of remittances. The development 
potential of remittances can be increased by looking at remittances from a 
gender perspective.~ 

The aforementioned miIestones in the emergence of the GRT illustrate the ¯ 
broad variety of institutions involved in it, creating a dense network of 
activities in the field. These different institutions focus on different aspects of 
the GRT and adopt different ways of framing the links between migration, 
remittances and development. Despite this variety, there are several key 
assumptions that are shared by most institutions involved in the GRT and 
have become the basis of a mainstream framing within it. The next section 
outlines the different framings of the GRT and how t~.ey have shifted over 
time. 

Framing the GRT 

In general it can be observed how over the years the framing ot7 the issue of 
migration, remittances and development has shifted with the changing 
constellation of institutional involvement in the GRT, as shown in the last 
section. For a long time, it was mainly the ILO and the IOM that deait with 
issues linked to migration and devdopment. Their focus was on protecting 
migrant’s rights in terms of decent working conditions arid the right to remit, 
and on harnessing the potential development impact of their return to the 
country of origin. This approach adopts a rather cautious view when it comes 
to the consequences of migration, taking into account the potentially 
negative effects of migration and remittances. It also warns that evidence on 
the positive correlation between remittarices and the economic performance 
of the migrant-sending country is still rather shaky:s7 

When the issue was taken up by international financial institutions, such as 
the World Bank, the IMF and the regional development banks, it was 
refrained in more narrowly, such that the focus moved towards the financial 
aspects of migration--remittances--and their potential to reduce poverty 
and to finance development. According to this framing, remittances are the 
most visible feature of international migration and they are seen as being 
endowed with many positive characteristics and the potential to contribute to 
development and poverty reduction in the sending countries. Thus, for 
example, World Bank documents present remittances as ’beautifuF, ’vital to 
the economy’, or ’a powerful tool to reduce poverty’.3s Using such positively 
connoted adjectives creates an image of remittances as a ’good’ and powerful 
force that will help to soive the problems of development and poverty. Within 
this framing, a note of caution is raised pointing to the fact that remittances 
are private money, and there is some awareness that remittances might have 
problematic impacts that need to be addressed.39 However, optimism about 
the development potential of remittances predominates, and the challenges of 
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migration and remittances are seen to be outweighed by their positive 
impacts. 

Thus the emergence of the GRT has been accompanied by framing conflicts. 
Broadly speaking, we can distinguish between two competing ways of 
framing within the GRT: the rights-based, people-centred approach based on 
a broad understanding of the finkages between migration and development 
(adopted by the ILO and the IOM for example), versus the more narrow 
economic, money-based approach (adopted by the international financial 
institutions). This frame competition occurs not only between different 
institutions, but also between different departments w~thin institutions.4° 

Over the past few years the money-based framing has become the 
mainstream within the international community. However, this shift does not 
mean that the rights-based framing no longer exists, or that institutions such 
as the ILO and the IOM are no longer active in the field. There is a continued 
debate over the framing of the issue taking place in different platforms,,such 
as the UN High-level Dialogue on International Migration and Development 
and the Global Forum on Migration and Development. It remains to be seen 
whether this dialogue will contribute to reinforcing the mainstream framing, 
or to a refraining of the issue, which could broaden the agenda and place 
more importance on non-financial aspects of the nexus between migration 
and development. 

The mainstream framing within the GRT consists of a number of key 
assumptions that most institutions involved in the GR~f have come to share. 
First, migration is generally perceived as a positive process or as a given, and 
its development potential is emphasised. The objective is to manage 
migration in order to maximise its positive impacts on development and 
poverty reduction. Second, remittances are typically defined in financia! 
terms as ’money sent home by immigrant workers abroad’.4~ Third, the focus 
is generally on the positive characteristics of remittances: Compared with 
other sources of external finance (such as foreign direct investment (FDI) and 
aid) remittances are said to be relatively stable; counter-cyclical (in they 
increase in times of economic downturn); evenly distributed among 
development countries; and received mainiy by low-income countries and 
even by so-called ’failed states’. Thanks to these characteristics remittances 
are alleged to have positive impacts for developing countries in terms of 
poverty alleviation and an increase in well-being; economic growth; private 
sector reconstruction; micro-finance; debt repayment; and creditworthiness. 
The following two quotes illustrate this: 

Remittances help to lift recipients out of poverty, increase and diversify 
household incomes, provide an insurance against risk, enable Family members 
to benefit from educational attd trainiug opportunities and provide a source o[’ 
capital for the establishment of small businesses,a2 

Remittances augment the recipients’ incomes and increase their country’s 
foreign exchange reserves. If remittances are invested, they contribute to output 
growth; if they are consumed, they generate positive multiplier effects.43 
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Thus, within the GRT there is a general attitude of optimism towards the 
benefits of migration and remittances for development, and a belief that the 
challenges posed by migration and remittances can be addressed successfully 
to create ’win-win-win’ solutions fordeveloping and developed countries and 
for migrants.~ Subjecting the framing of the GRT to a gender perspective 
means to critically examine these assumptions and their implications. 

Gendering the GRT 

Picking up a few core aspects of the mainstream GRT framing, this section 
outlines some key entry points for unpacking the gender implications of the 
GRr. The analysis proceeds in three main steps: first, it focuses on the gender- 
blindspots of the mainstream framing within the GRT, revealing what is °left 
out’ and how existing analyses have tried to ’bring it back in’. The second 
step critically examines what is already there, analysing gendered representa- 
tions and stereotypes. In a third step, the gender-specific implications of such 
representations are explored. 

Revealing gender-blindness 

Within the mainstream framing of the GRT, most documents do not include 
references to women or gender issues. Thus, at first sight, it seems to be 
gender-neutral.45 However, I argue that the GRT iS riot gender-neutra! but 
gender-blind: this appearance of gender neutratity is a result of the narrow 
definition of remittances and the level of abstraction within which the issue of 
remittances is framed. Uncovering the underlying realities and contextualis- 
ing remittances reveals the gendered assumptions and implications of the 
GR’r framing. 

As outlined above, one of the key assumptions within the GRT is that 
remittances are a sum of money with mainly positive characteristics and a 
strong potential for alleviating poverty. This definition is based upon a 
narrow, financial notion of remittances as a source for development funding, 
and an abstract and maeroeconomic perspective, focusing mainly on the 
(positive) implications of remittances at the international level. 

This understanding of remittances is problematic because it evades delving . 
into the complex and varied human, social, political and economic realities, 
within which remittances are embedded, and which are an integrM part of the 
phenomenon and make them possible in the first place. Moreover, portraying 
remittances as a powerful force to solve the problems of poverty and 
development in migrant sending countries draws our attention away from the 
negative impacts of remittances, obscuring the problematic realities which 
underlie the remittance issue, such as the human and social costs of migration 
for the migrants themselves and for their non-migrant relatives and home 
communities. Thus, there [s a need to broaden the perception of the issue of 
remittances and situate remittances within their underlying contexts. This 
goes hand in hand with breaking through the tevels of abstraction and 
directing attention beyond the macro aspects of the issue, without losing sight 
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of the bigger picture. In this way the social dynamics within which 
remittances are embedded--such as gender, class and ethnicity--become 
visible. 

Critical gender analyses of the link between migration, remittances and 
development are still scarce. However, there is a number of contributions 
which have started to chalIenge the narrow notion of remittances and to 
reframe the issue in broader terms. Some of these contributions do not 
explicitly mention gender issues, but they open up theoretical space to move 
beyond seeing remittances as a mere sum of money, and broadening the focus 
beyond the macro tevel, which holds the promise for a gender analysis. A 
short overview of the literature reveals four types of contributions that can 
lay the groundwork for such an analysis. 

The first type of contribution consists of different typologies of 
remittances. Establishing such typologies contributes to countering the 
image of remittances as a °unitary package’ and to stretching the definition of 
remittances. Among the most influential contributions is Durand’s 
typology that distinguishes between different types of ’migradolares’ 
according to their use or function: remittances as wages or salary (sent to 
support relatives); remittances as investment (directed at buying land or 
building a house); and remittances as capital (money to be spent on 
productive investments).47 Based on Dnrand, Goldring established an 
elaborate typology of remittances, distinguishing between family!individual, 
collective and investment remittances.~s This disaggregating of remittartces 
has opened up space for stretching the definition of remittances. 

The second type of contribution has broadened the term of remittances tO 
include non-economic remittances. Levitt has introduced the concept of 
%ocial remittances’, as distinct from ’economic remittances’, in order to 
complement the picture of transnational flows.4� Social remittances are 
defined as ’the ideas, behaviours0 identities, and social capital that flow from 
receiving to sending-country c0mmunities’.5° Nichols has used the term of 
°technical remittances’ to refer to the f[ows of knowledge, skills and 
technology associated with migration.5~ Others have focused on ’political 
remittances’, ie the transformation in political identities, discourses and 
practices associated with migration.52 These contributions hoId potential 
entry point for a gender analysis to expIore the gender implications of social 
remittances, for example. 

Third, the literature on transnationalism has also made a contribution. In 
their pioneering work Basch el al define transnationalism .as ’the processes by 
which immigrants forge and sustain multi-stranded social relations that link 
together their societies of origin and settlement’.53 This literature situates 
remittances within transnationalism more broadly and refers to remittances 
as a transnational activity. Such a transnational framework portrays 
remittances not in isolation, but a~ part of a larger whole, rendering visible 
the underlying realities within which remittances are embedded. These 
realities include, among others, the context within which the decision to 
migrate is taken; the human, social, political and economic consequences for 
migrants and non-migrants; the networks which enable migratim~ and 
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remittances; the legal status of migrants who send remittances; the power 
structures which permeate processes of migration and remittances; and the 
socioeconomic status of migrants. All these realities are part of the issue of 
remittances and are essential for producing this sum of money in the first 
place, as Ramirez et at observe: 

Remittances are more than just periodic financial transfers; they are the result 
of complex processes of negotiation within households that are immersed in 
intricate ne~work of relations between the Diaspora and the countries of 
origin.~ 

Reframing remittances as a transnationat activity renders visible how the 
muted realities, silenced by the mainstream framing, are influenced by a 
variety of social dynamics--such.as gender, ethnicity and class. This serves to 
reveal the complexity and variety of remittances as transnational processes 
and to uncover the underlying social relations. Realising the potential that a 
transnational framework holds for including a gender analysis, some authors 
have started to reveal the gendered realities underlying remittances. They ¯ 
emphasise the ways in which gender influences the migration experience and 
vice versa: the gendered character of migration; the gendered characteristics 
of the international division of labour; the ways in which gender aspects 
influence who sends and who receives remittances, how they are being used, 
who decides what they are being used for; and the gendered power relations 
linked to the remittance process,s5 

Ethnographic research into the implications of remittances for the lives of 
migrant and non,migrant people constitutes a fourth type.of contribution. 
This research shows how in concrete contexts migration and remittance 
processes play out in. many different ways. It also documents tlae many 
negative ’side-effects’ of migration and remRtances, affecting women and 
women migrants in particular ways. These negative effects include the 
trafficking and forced migration of women; the often traumatic experiences 
for women migrants and non-migrant women staying behind while their 
husbands migrate; the exploitative situations that women migrants face, for 
example in the domestic sector or the sex industry; and the social 
transformations that non-migrant women have to deal with.56 In my own 
fietdwork with Mexican rural communities ]~ have observed these gendered 
ways in which migration and remittances play out at the level of families and 
communities in complex and somewhat contradictory ways.~v Raising 
awareness about the negative aspects of migration and remittances is 
essential to challenge the mainstream perception of remittances as a neutral 
sum of money or a largely positive force. 

These four types of literature have made important contributions to the 
development of a gender analysis of remittances by challenging the gender- 
blindness of the seemingly neutral way of framing remittances, broadening 
the narrow perception of remittances and revealing the gendered social 
realities within which remittances are embedded. However, 1{ want to suggest 
that there are two main shortcomings in the literature that need to be 
addressed. First, existing studies tend to focus mainly on what is missing, and 
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then add the missing aspects. Thus, for example, they criticise the lack of 
attention paid to migrant women, and consequently focus on migrant women 
and their remitting behaviour, emphasising the need for sex-disaggregated 
data taking into account the sex of the senders and receivers of remittances. 
This is a necessary and important step, but I would argue that we also need to 
eriticaIly examine what is already there, ie what is actually being said about 
women and gender in the GRT, how it is said, who gets to say it, and why it is 
said in this specific way. This means directing our attention to gendered 
forms of representation and stereotypes. 

Second, existing studies tend to be rather descriptive. They often limit 
themselves to describing how women behave differently from men in 
remittance activities. This is an important first step, as it entails disaggregat- 
ing gender-blind statements within the GRT. However, I would argue that We 
need to move beyond, in order to explain why women behave differently 
from men in a specific context, ie we need to look at the gendered 
representations, norms and institutions that influence the behaviour of 
women and men in remittance activities, and how remittance activities in 
return inttuence gender relations. 

Exploring gendered representations and stereotypes 

As shown above, the ORT framing is largely gender-blind and there is scant 
reference to women or gender issues. Thus, for example, World Bank 
publications within the contain almost no references to women and gender 
whatsoever. Similarly, IDBiMtF documents also rarely mention gender and 
women, apart from ~enerating sex-disaggregated profiles of remittance 
senders and receivers.)° Examining one of the key publications within the 
GRT, the Report of the Global Commission on International Migration, we find 
two references to gender and women in connection with remittances: 

It is also noteworthy that migrant women and lower-paid migrants at times 
transfer a higher proportion of their income than others.59 

Households and communities in countries of origin should be assisted to make 
effective use of remittance receipts through the provision of appropriate 
training and access to microcredit facilities. Some studies indicate that women 
make the most effective use of remittances, therefore speciM efforts should be 
made to target women in such initiatives,s° 

These two quotes illustrate how women’s specific roles in the remittance 
activity are represented through gender stereotypes: The GCIM report does 
not indicate where the evidence for these statements about women’s specific 
behaviour in remittance activities comes from, and what ’some studies’ (cf the 
quote above) refers to. When I asked a member of the Commission at the UK 
launch of the report (December 2005) where the information for these types 
of statements had come from, the answer was that the GCIM had not done 
studies or case studies on the gender aspects of remittances that would 
support these statements. Instead, they were based on information from the 
World Bank and World Bank informants. Given that the World Bank has 
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little to say about the gender dimensions of migration and remittances and 
uses a Iargeiy gender-blind discourse, it seems crucial to critically evaluate 
such statements. 

Another key publication in the field, the BRIDGE Cutting Edge Parle on 
’Gender and migration’ .(2005), asserts that ’It is generally believed that 
women send home a greater share of their earnings in remittances’.6~ This 
statement is based on a quote from an article by Ninna Nyberg-Sorensen 
which reads: 

Despite female migrants’ lower incomes, it is generally assumed that women by 
and large send back home a greater share of their earnings in remittances than 
men and also tend to be better savers. In addition to being the largest receivers 

of remittances, women--when in control, of remittances--are also believed to 
channel overseas financial transfers into better health, nutrition and education 
for their entire, family, hereby supporting the deveIopment of stronger and more 
productive communities.~2 

At the presentation of this Cutting Edge Pack: at a DFID workshop on 
’Migration and Gender’ in London, the only reference to gender and 
remittances was that women tend to send more remittances than men and 
that therefore, more opportunities for women to migrate could be good for 
the sending country, although this could present an additional burden for 
women migrants, 

Fina!ly, in the 2006 issue of id21 insights an article by Sarah MahIer on the 
gender dimensions of remittances asks: 

Do financial institutions, or indeed the women themselves, know that migrant 
women dedicate a higher percentage of remittances than men to capital and 
asset-building? This finding could empower women to demand more access to 
finance --such as toans and insurance--and shows that incorporating gender is 
one of the most promising routes to improving policy.6~ 

These examples show how gender-related statements within the GRT are 
mostly limited to focusing on women’s behaviour in the remittance process, 
reducing gender to women. Such statements about women’s behaviour are 
Iargely based upon secondary data sources, assumptions or stereotypes that 
often emerge through generalisations from one concrete case study. 
Alternatively they are based upon gendered assumptions or expectations 
about the social roles of women and men, such as the ’women= mothers’ 
bias; Within the GRT the most commonly used stereotypes include the 
following:~4 

Men are mainly remittance senders and women are mainly (passive) 
remittance receivers. 
When women are remittance senders; they tend to send more remittances 
than men. 
W~men make better use of remittances than men 
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There are two ways to deal with such gender stereotypes: to examine whether 
they can be empirically verified, and to explore their implications. Empirical 
research into the gender dimensions of remittances provides contradictory 
and complex findings. 

The first stereotype, ie that women are mainly (passive) remittance 
receivers, has been somewhat overhauled by the evidence that women now 
represent almost half of the migrants world-wide and the majority in certain 
countries, such as the Philippines.65 However, iF, the Mexican context, the 
representation of migrant men as active breadwinners and women as passive 
remittance receivers is still very present. In my lieldwork in rural Mexico I 
have observed that in many cases women are neither passive nor remittance 
receivers. With the migration of their male family members many women are 
left in charge of child care, household work, administering resources, livestock 
and agricultural work and in addition take on some income-generating 
activity to make ends meet. Often there is a considerable time lag before 
remittances arrive and sometimes they never do or dry out after a while. In 
addition, the out-migration of a family member is usualiy linked to 
considerable expenses which have to be reimbursed, And, on top of it all, 
women also often face social pressure when they live without their husband. In 
rural Mexican areas, for example, it is considered inappropriate for women to 
leave their houses without male company. Thus women have to devetop ways 
of performing their additional tasks under difficult circumstances.66 

The second stereotype, ie that women remit more than men, has been 
challenged by a variety of ethnographic studies. Evidence from. a recent study 
on Filipina and Filipino migrant Workers by Semyonov and Gorodzeisky 
reveals that men send more money than women, and that therefore. 
households with male migrants have a higher income level than households 
with female migrants.6v Another study by Zontini on Filippina and Moroccan 
migrants in Barcelona shows how ~for Moroccan women the obligation to 
send remittances is not as strong, as for Filipinas’, revealing the cultural 
specificity of remittance practices, * She also notes that Moroccan women: 
migrants often do not send remittances at all, as they migrate in order to 
escape rigid gender roles within their society of origin.~9 These studies 
challenge the stereotype that women a priori send more remittances than men 
and illustrate the importance of context. 

Empirical evidence into the gendered use of remittances reveals the variety 
of ways in which gender influences remittance behaviour. Some studies do 
indicate that women spend money differently from men in certain 
circumstances. However, a number of issues need to be considered: what is 
the context within which remittances are spent and which are the options? 
What does ’better’ or more effective use of remittances mean? Who 
determines the criteria for a more or less effective use of remittances? My 
own fieldwork shows that the spending of remittances involves complex 
processes of decision making and negotiating among the members of a 
household, based on gendered power relations. In many cases women are 
advised how to spend remittances by the migrant or some male family 
member. 
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Thus, empirical studies can contribute to unsettling and challenging 
gendered representations and stereotypes. They suggest that generalisations 
about the gender dimensions of remittances are problematic and context 
specificities need to be taken into account. While it is important to subject 
representations and stereotypes to a ~reality check’, it is also important to 
explore their implications, as they can have very real effects even if their 
empirical foundation is shaky. 

Analysing gender implications 

Broadly speaking, we can identify two main types of impIications of gendered 
representations and stereotypes. On the one hand, they portray a certain type 
o f behaviour as ’normal’ and thereby naturalise and reproduce existing gender 
norms and gendered forms of behavionr. Thus° for example, the above quoted 
statements contribute to the reproduction of social expectations of women’s 
roles and behaviour in the remittance process, and the social pressure that 
goes with it. They also homogenise the experiences of different groups of 
women and men. In this way they may hamper efforts to transform gender 
roles and empower women, and may even impede deveIopment. 

On the other hand, gendered representations and stereotypes contribute to 
shaping policy-making and development initiatives. Thus, for example, the 
way women’s roles in the remittance process are portrayed influences the 
types of interventions that are designed to harness the development potential 
of migration and remittances. This link between the discursive use of 
representations and stereotypes and their implications for policy making is 
emphasised in the GC][M report: ’Some studies indicate that women make the 
most effective use of remittances, therefore special efforts should be made to 
target women in such initiatives)v° 

Depending on the context, gendered representations and stereotypes can 
have positive or negative policy implications. In some cases they have proven 
useful from an advocacy point of view. Thus, for example, the stereotype of 
women being the ’poorest of the poor’ has been very effective in getting donor 
money for projects aimed at women,vt However, stereotypes can also have 
detrimental effects, or negative long-term implications. This has been 
demonstrated in the case of micro-credit strategies targeting women, which 
have become the most prominent poverty reduction tool in the international 
development community. While some women might experience micro-credit 
projects as empowering and enhancing their well-being, it has beer~ documented 
that such strategies can have negative impacts for women, ranging from 
increased violence against women to increased child labour to debt cycles,w 

To examine the implications of gendered representations and stereotypes 
within the GRT we need to look at specific contexts. This can be illustrated with 
an example from my fieldwork in Mexico. When asked about the role of women 
and gender in the remittance process, a Mexican government official answered: 

I think women’s role is very important because now they are doing productive 
work, it’s not the same ... imagine, ~f you lived ~n Mexico and your husband 
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went to the US and sent you remittances, let’s say $500 a month, but you 
wouldn’t do anything, you just receive the money and that’s it, no? Well, ok, 
you eat, you dress and you bring the kids to school, but you don’t do anything 
productive, you .~ust receive the money, yes? So, I think that these productive 
projects are women’s contribution as a counterpart to remittances, so that apart 
from receiving remittances from their husbands, they also produce.73 

Thus, women are portrayed as passive remittance receivers who are not doing 
anything ’productive’. This reflects the general discourse prevalent in Mexico, 
which portrays migrant men as heroes and non-migrant women as passively 
waiting at home for remittances to arrive]4 Confronting this statement with 
the lived realities in rural Mexican communities reveals a striking 
discrepancy: as described above, rural women don’t just ’eat and dress and 
bring the kids to school’, but take on the totality of biological and social 
reproduction tasks while also engaging in income-generating activities. 

Their shaky empirical foundation notwithstanding, these gendered 
representations have very real implications for policy making and lead to a 
complex and somewhat contradictory situation. On the one hand, women 
portrayed as passive remittance receivers are often not deemed in charge of 
the decision making on the use of remittances and are therefore excluded 
from participation in remittance-linked activities. In terms of policy making 
the implication is that women are often ignored when it comes to the design 
and implementation of remittance-linked development projects. Thus, for 
example, the major migration-linked development initiative in Mexico, the 
’Iniciativa 3xl’, targets migrants, based on the representation of the active 
migrant ia control of financial decisions.75 Furthermore, projects implemen- 
ted within the Iniciativa 3xl often do not take into account gender 
dimensions and women’s specific needs and preferences. On the other hand, 
women have become the target of initiatives to set up productive projects in 
order to generate income, based on the ’unproductive remittance receiver’ 
stereotype. As shown above, this is based on the assumption that women 
have been ’unproductive’ and should be included in the ’productive’ sector. 
This reopens the debate about the definition of ~being productive’, and the 
gender distribution of social reproduction chores. Fieldwork in rural Mexico 
reveals how such initiatives have led to an increase in women’s workload and 
an intensification in the social pressure they face.76 

This example illustrates how gendered representations and stereotypes 
have concrete context-specific policy implications and lead to complex and 
seemingly contradictory processes of gender exclusion and inclusion within 
the GRT, which can be made visible through a gender analysis. 

Conclusion 

Moving beyond existing gender analyses, this article focuses on gendered 
representations and stereotypes to reveal the powerful gender implications of 
the GRT. TO further develop such a gender analysis a number of key areas 
must be explored. First, there is a need to monitor closely the struggle over 
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the framing of the GP..T, in order to seize the Windows of opportunity opening 
up spaces for gendering the GRT. The ongoing UN High-level Dialogue on 
International Migration and Development and the Global Forum on 
Migration and Development might present such an opportunity to broaden 
the rather narrow mainstream GRT framing and to include the wider realities 
within which remittances are embedded. 

Second, we need more context-specific analyses of the gender implications 
of the GRT on the ground. This means moving beyond generalising about 
women’s and men’s remittance behaviour to examine why people behave in 
certain ways in specific contexts, and how their behaviour is linked to 
gendered representations and social norms. Such context-specific analyses 
could feed into context-specific gender-sensitive policy making. 

Third, collective remittance processes constitute another important entry 
point for gender analysis. So far, the focus has largely been on gender-specific 
forms of behaviour in the individual remittance process. There is a general 
lack of research examining the different dimensions of collective remittance 
processes, such as in the organisation of migrant money collection in the 
country of destination, in decision-making processes regarding the ways in 
which the money will be spent, in the communication and co-operation 
between the migrants and the communities of origin, and in the design and 
implementation of specific migration-linked development projects. Such 
research could contribute to pushing for the inclusion of a gender assessment 
of migration-Iinked development initiatives, such as projects implemented 
within the Iniciativa 3xl in Mexico, which tend to ignore gender dimensions. 

It is only at the cost of ignoring tile underlying gendered social realities 
that remittances can be presented as beautifui. Given the potentially adverse 
gendered realities and implications~ remittances may not be so beautiful after 
all--at least not for everybody. 
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Development and Return Migration: 
from policy panacea to migrant 
perspective sustainability 

MARIEKE VAN HOUTE & TINE DAVIDS 

Increasingly restrictive asylum policies in Europe, as well as a growing 
emphasis on the return of rejected asylum seekers, refugees and irregular 
migrants, have increased the attention of governments and international 
organisations to the processes of return migration.~ Return [s increasingly 
seen as the natural thing to do for migrants, while at the same time positive 
influences for the country of return are attributed to it. Return is seen as an 
indicator of the maturing of a state and a way of contributing towards peace 
processes of post-conflict countries or, in the case of former Yugoslavia, as a 
means of reversing ethnic cleansing. The most recent buzzword in 
emphasising the bright side of return is that it could be linked to the 
development of the home country.2 

European policy makers have been quick to embrace this view and to 
incorporate it into their migration policies. In 2003, for instance, the Dutch 
minister for Integration and Alien Affairs, Rita Verdonk, suggested that 
development co-operation should be used as a strategy to cor~tain the influx 
of migrants,3 The minister for Devetopment Co-0peratiom Agnes van 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, October 27, 2011 4:05 PM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc. edu> 

RE: AFRI 266 

I sure can! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Thursday, October 27, 2011 4:03 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: AFRI 266 

Hi Travis, 
Can you please send Lydia a link to the Course Submission Guidelines this week - probably on the registrar’s website (or Maya might 
know). 
Thanks ! 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

f. 919.962.5824 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Wednesday, October 26, 2011 2:07 PM 
To: Boyd, Lydia C 
Cc: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: RE: AFRI 266 

Hi Lydia -- 

I’m pretty sure that Amy Cooke created this class (if not, she took it over from Julius) and that it started from an environmental studies 
perspective but was originated in our department (where Amy taught for a number of years.) We have had seats cross-listed both 
ways (AFRI and ENVR) in the past but that would be open to renegotiation. I think for the future a new course on Health/Illness in 
Africa would be an excellent idea. I know there are discussions going on about a more integrated approach in the department -- i.e. 
courses that deal with both Africa and the Diaspora -- so I would discuss this course with the Curriculum Committee before I put too 
much work into the design. To propose a new course you have to generate a model syllabus and then fill out a form that we (as a 
department) then submit. I believe Travis or Agatha can point you to the course submission guidelines. 

Hope that helps. 

take care 

Tim 

From: Boyd, Lydia C 
Sent: Wednesday, October 26, 2011 12:37 PM 



To: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: AFRI 266 

Hi Tim, 
I was just wondering about the history of AFRI 266 (population, health, environment). Was this a course developed in our 
department? Or was this something developed by and for the environmental studies program? I just got an email from Amy Cooke, 
who is a lecturer in environmental studies and who also apparently teaches this course. I am slated to teach it next semester -- which 
is fine -- but I wasn’t planning on following any particular environmental studies curriculum. Just wanted some background before I 
met with her. 

Also, perhaps I should develop my own course on health and disease in Africa so as not to step on her toes. How do I go about 
proposing and submitting a new course? 

Thanks 
-Lydia 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 
Assistant Professor 
Department of African and African American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
lvdia.boyd~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 28, 2011 11:48 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

Spring 2012 Final Version 

Spring2012FinalVersion.xls 

Please review the attached Spring 2012 final course schedule. This is the completed version but let me know 

immediately if you happen to notice any mistakes because students begin registering next week! I have included a link 

so that you can view your classrooms, http://www.hotline.unc.edu/index.cfm?fuseaction=classroom.classroom 

Thanks! 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 



’~]~’~’~Course Section Num Title Instructor 

AFAM 101 001 BLACK EXPERIENCE I MCMILLAN,TIMOTHY J 

AFAM 101 002 BLACK EXPERIENCE I REGESTER, CHARLENE B 

AFAM 101 BLACK EXPERIENCE I PORTER, ROBERT S 

AFAM 101 990 BLACK EXPERIENCE I REGESTER, CHARLENE B 

Max Enrollment Start Time ~’~’°’°’T°’°’: ........ ’~ .................... End T~me Daysmet Building Room Combined Section Id 

60 11:00 AM 12:15 PM TR GA 0105 

6012:30 PM 1:45 PM TR GA 0105 

604:00 PN 5:15 PN 

10 12:00 AM 12:00 AM 

AFAM 101 BLACK EXPERIENCE I REGESTER, CHARLENE B 1512 00 AM 12:00 AM 0003A-F 

REGESTER, CHARLENE B li12:00 AM 12:00 AM 0003A-F 

602:00 PM 3:15 PM TR      HO     0203 
, RUCKER, WALTER~ C 

60 9:00 AM 9:50 AM,~MWF GA    0105 

PORTER, ROBERT S 

AFAM 101 992 BLACK EXPERIENCE I 
........................................... ~ ........................................ ,i,i ................................................................... 
AFAM 101 004 BLACK EXPERIENCE I 

AFAM 102 001 BLACK EXPERIENCE II 

AFAM 102 002 BLACK EXPERIENCE II 

AFAM 254 951 BLACKS IN LATIN AMER 

AFAM 266 001 BLACK WOMEN 

AFAM 276 BLACKS IN FILM 

AFAM 278 001 BLACK CARIBBEANS 

BLACKS IN NORTH CAROLINA 

DIASPORA ART 

AFAM 356 001 HISTORY OF HIP HOP 

FIELD RESEARCH 

AFAM SEMINAR 

Race, Justice and Law 

PORTER, ROBERT S 

CALDWELL, KIA L 40 2:00 PM 

REGESTER, CHARLENE B 403:30 PM 6:20 PM T GA 0105 

" MCMILLAN,TIMOTHY 3 402:00 PM 3:15 PM TR GA ........................ 0105 

,~JORDAN,JOSEPH F 4011:00 AM 12:15 PM TR SC    0209 

HALL, PERRY A 402:00 PM 3:15 PM 

MCMILLAN,TIMOTHY J 10 12:00 AM 12:00 AM 

JANKEN,KENNETH R 30 10:00 AM 10:50 AM ]MWF ~E 0311 

,iKAPUR, GEETA NADIA 28 3:30 PM 4:45 PM ,i, TR 10204 



Subject Course Section Num Title 

AFRI 101 001 INTRODUCTION TO AFRICA 

AFRI 101 INTRODUCTION TO AFRICA 

OO3 

005 INTRODUCTION TO AFRICA 

AFRI 262 001 AFRICAN LITERATURE 

001 CONTEMPORARY AFRICA BOYD,LYDIA C 

AFRI 370 001 POL PROB IN AFRI ST SELASSIE,BEREKET H 

AFRI 375 001 CULTURAL PRODUCTION PIER, DAVID 

AFRI 416 001 SOCIAL JUSTICE MOVEMENTS SAHLE,EUNICE N 

"’SECK, MAMARAME AFRI 001 l’~’~’guages of Africa 
,~, 

001 KEY ISS/AFRI/AFRO L RUCKER, WALTER C 

SOUTHERN AFRICA SAHLE,EUNICE N 

001 EAST AFRICAN SOCIETY NYANG ORO,JULIUS E 

WEST AFRICA 

AFRI 

Instructor Max Enrollment Start Time 

i ,NYANG ORO,JULIUS E 602:00 PM 

6011:00 AN 

60i12:00 PM 

40i2:00 PM 

4011:00 AM 

352:00 PM 

35 ~11:00 AM 

309:30 AM 

3010:00 AM 

3011:00 AM 

30i2:00 PM 

Section Id 

1:45 PM TR GC 1005 

lO:5O GC 1005 
12:50 PM MWF GC 1005 

1005 

12:15 PM TR SC 0210 

TR GC 

12:15 TR PE 

3:15 PM MW    DE 303A 



SWAH 402 001 

SWAH 402 002 

SWAH 404 001 

SWAH 404 002 

Subject Course Section Num Title 

ELEM KISWAHILI LISANZA, ESTHER MUKEWA 

ELEM KISWAHILI LISANZA, ESTHER MUKEWA 

MUTIMA, SINAMENYE A KISWAHILI 4 

KISWAHILI 4 
i, MUTIMA, SINAMENYE A 

001 KISWAHILI VI MUTIMA, SINAMENYE A 

Enrollment Start Time ’~ ................................ End Time Daysmet Building Room 

25 11:00 AM 11:50 AM MWF PH 0220 

251:00 PM 1:50 PM MWF KR 0172 

25 2:00 PM 2:50 PM 



25110:00 AM 



Title          Subject Course Section Num Instructor       Max Enrollment Start Time End Time Daysmet Building Room 
ELEM LINGALA LGLA 402 001      FHUNSU,DONATO          1510:00 AM ’~’~"i’~’~"’~""’~i’~ .......................... l~’e .............................. ~f6g~ .......... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, October 28, 2011 2:43 PM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc. edu> 

RE: Various Friday things 

Thanks, Agatha! 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Friday, October 28, 2011 2:41 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Various Friday things 

Thanks Travis, 
Yes, adjusting your schedule to leave 30 minutes early on Monday is fine, as well as taking vacation on Wednesday, 
Thursday and Friday. 

Take care, 
Agatha 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, October 28, 2011 2:39 PM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: RE: Various Friday things 

Hi Agatha, 

I am sorry you still aren’t feeling well but we can definitely meet Monday afternoon. I scheduled Evelyne for the 

conference room. 

Ok, so I finally have the wedding vacation days set! In addition to the Thursday and Friday that we had talked about, 

know we had mentioned the possibility of that Wednesday as well and after thinking about it, it would be helpful to me 

to have that day too. So it would be Wed, Thurs, and Fri. 

Also, In our staff meeting we talked about Halloween(Monday) and I was wondering about the possibility of still working 

8 hours but leaving 30 minutes early. I wouldn’t be able to make up the time earlier in the morning so I was thinking of 

have a reduced lunch to half an hour. The schedule would look like this: 9am-:12pm. :12pm-:12:30 (lunch) 12:30- 

5:30pm 

Hope you feel better! 

Travis 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Friday, October 28, 2011 12:11 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Various Friday things 

Hi Travis, 
I am sorry that I can’t meet today - let’s meet Monday afternoon when I am regularly in Battle Hall. Email or call me if 
there are any time sensitive issues (like what days you’ll be out next week). 

Also, can you please reserve the conference room for Evelyne from 4:45-5:45 on Tuesday, Nov 1st? Thanks! 
Agatha 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, October 28, 2011 4:56 PM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc. edu> 

RE: [afriafam] Spring 2012 Final Version 

Ok, Thanks! 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Friday, October 28, 2011 4:52 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: [afriafam] Spring 2012 Final Version 

Hi Travis, 
Please go ahead and try to switch the room as requested in #2. If is or it’s not available, please email Donato to let him 

know. 

Also, please email him to let him know that the request to lower enrollment needs to be made to Evelyne. Generally, 

the Curriculum Committee is standardizing the # of students in courses based on level (ie. 200 level, 300 level, etc). 

Thanks! 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Departmem of Public Policy 
217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Departmem of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University ofNo~hCarolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
£ 9!9.962.5824 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent," Friday, October 28, 2011 4:35 PM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Subject," FW: [afriafam] Spring 2012 Final Version 

Hi Agatha, 

Donato called this afternoon with requests and asked him to ema[I me. Below are the requests. I haven’t made any 

changes to it. 



Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Fhunsu, Donato 
Sent: Friday, October 28, 2011 1:53 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: [afriafam] Spring 2012 Final Version 

Hola caballero Gore, 
As by our telepone conversation, here are the corrections I need: 
(1) AFRI 262: change the cap from 40 to 35. 
(2) LGLA 402: change the room from GC 1009 to GC 3033. 
Gracias. 
Donato 

From: Travis Gore [stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, October 28, 2011 11:47 AM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] Spring 2012 Final Version 

Please review the attached Spring 2012 final course schedule. This is the completed version but let me know 

immediately if you happen to notice any mistakes because students begin registering next week! I have included a link 

so that you can view your classrooms, http://www.hotline.unc.edu/index.cfm?fuseaction=classroom.classroom 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: dfhunsu21 @unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361637.675 e78563334b206b70e862e96b49e 11 &n=T&l=afriafam& o=30177468 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-30177468-32361637.675e78563334b206b70e862e96b49el l@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, October 31,2011 9:35 AM 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 

FW: article 

20111031093107971.pdf 

Here it is! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:sca~mer ] 
Sent: Monday, October 31, 2011 9:31 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 10.31.2011 09:31:07 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 
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Inside the New Africa 

Karl Maier 

John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 
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74 Into the House of the Ancestors                            "    ~:": 

most votes ira key central provinces. Elected members of the former 
warring armies took up their seats in a multiparty national assembly. 
Nearly 2 million refugees left their sanctuaries in neighboring coun- 
tries and returned home to their farms and villages to begin the dif- 

ficult process of rebuilding the nation. 
Through it all, the village of Mungoi held together. The con- 

frontation with the hard-liners in l~relimo had long since subsided 

once the army commander Satan, who had publicly vowed to kill :.~:. 

the spirit, was himself gunned down one night in Manjacaze town 
F~e was shot by a single assailant who disappeared into the darkness: 

So far had Frelimo come in its attitude toward traditional institu- 
tions that it authorized the establishment of nationwide asso       . 
representing chiefs and healers. The irony of its initial campaigni 

against the chiefs and obscurantismo is that capitalism is the 

party’s new creed; socialism has been jettisoned; and the govern-: 

ment has desperately sought the support of traditional rulers. 
ing the election campaign, two senior party officials traveled 
Maputo to the village of Mungoi to request the spirit’s support~ 

Their plea was politely refused. "I told them I was neutral," 
said a few days after the polls. "I made a great appeal to the 

parties, whether¯ Renamo or Frelimo, to ensure that the 
finished." 

Mungoi has heard about the role of the United Nations and 

ers of both Frelimo and Renamo in ending the war, but it 

that the spirits of the ancestors deserve a lot of the credit too. 
in fact, the result of a meeting ot the spiritual minds. "There was 

really a conference of the spirits at the national level, ~ Mungoi 

as his attendants clapped their hands and snapped their 
three times in unison just as they had four years before. 
force which there is in this region testifies to the fact that there i~ 

will of the spirits of all Mozambicans to end the war, to make . 

is the past. My children and I know nothing of these ¢or~flicts..1 
children were maltreated and many were killed. Now there 

to be peace, and we are thanklul that the politicians 

voice of the people." ; 

The Healing Touch 

~Iamming her fist into the palm of her hand, Merci Manci shouts 
_~ a strict schooImarm: *Only when it’s erect!" For a 

¯ moment, the pupils sit in stunned silence, hardly believing their 

..eyes and ears. As the seconds pass, the bolder ones glance from side 

sneaking a peek at their colleagues. Then a wave of uncon- 
:~trolled laughter sweeps over the gathering. Some giggle through 

::clenched teeth, while others stamp their feet in a vain attempt to 

the merriment. The source of the mirth is a stiff tubelike 
.:.l~iece ot rubber which Manci, coolly straight-faced, is waving 

front of her as she outlines the demonstration. When she 
er charges are not paying sufficient attention, she sud- 

shifts position so that the piece of rubber sticks out from her 

and she emphasizes the point by thrusting her. hips forward 
In her hands is a large dildo. More hilarious still is the sight 

sixty-year-old mother, Mary, passing handfuls of dlldos 
the room and insisting that everyone practice how to cover 

with clear rubber sheaths. From the grown men and women 

elaborate headdresses of feathers, beads, and amulets, to 
e younger ones with white chalk on their legs to indicate their ap- 

as traditional healers, inyan~as, everyone is trying to fit 
condoms. 

meeting has brought thirw-two South African traditional 
and sangomas, or diviners, many of whom came by horse and 

to Holy Cross Hospital, first established by the Anglican 
the heart of the Transkei, the birthplace of Nelson Man- 

Their assignment is simple: Attend a two-day workshop to 



76 Into the House of the Ancestors 

learn ways to prevent infection by the ltlV virus which causes AIDS. 
The course is part of a novel campaign launched by the T~aditionat 
Doctors’ AIDS Project and a nongovernmental organization, AIDS. 
COM, to enlist the healers in the war against A!DS. The idea is to . 

train approximately thirty healers each session, and each of them in 
turn will train another thirty who will do the same for thirty more.. 

Besides their practice oft manipulating condoms, there are sessions..: 
on using only new razor blades for incisions, the healers" equivalent ii.. 

of injections, and on educating the community to adjust to the pres. 
ence of AIDS victims, not ostracize them, and to help them find pro~ :i 

ductive jobs.                                                .. 
When the meeting was originally called, many of the healers: 

voiced serious reservations about traveling to Holy Gross. Becausei:[:.i’ 

of its association with the Anglican Church, the hospital in 

view is a symbol of unwanted Western penetration in the 
Like their counterparts throughout Africa, South Alrica’s in 

and sangomas remain highly defensive toward Western culture,..a 
hostility nurtured over the years when the National Party govern. 

ment professing the apartheid ideology actively suppressed tradili.: 

tional medical practitioners. Yet once t_he healers arrived at 
Cross, they received a warm welcome by the local hospital 

Manci says the choice of location was deliberate. "We have 

the two sides together. No one can fight this KIDS alone."     ’. ; 
The most contentious moment .during Mand’s lecture 

when a young man makes a show of shaking his head in 
merit. Like Manci, he is a sangoma, a practitioner who sp 

diagnosing illnesses that are manifestations of the spiritual 
Manci asks what is troubling him. He replies that he cannot 

the idea that AIDS is a disease that can be prevented by 

or a condom. I-Iall of his patients are suffering with problems 
either to sexually transmitted diseases or to AIDS. That is true tot fi 

the healers, he says, glancing around ttxe room to find 

nodding in agreement. As a sangoma, he knows, and 
should know, that venereal diseases do not strictly 

rote an illness. They are the resnit of sleeping with evil spirits. 

Manci, a stylish thirty-year-old, flips her plaited hair 

looks at the ceiling as she considers an appropriate response. 

too, has had to come to grips with this very issue. She first 
that her calling was to be a sangoma in the mid-1980s when i 

dreamed of the death of Samora Machel, the 
of Mozambique whose victory over Portuguese cole 

The Healing Touch 77 

a generation of young South Africans to resist the apartheid regime. 
Machel died in mysterious drcumstances in October 1987 when his 

presidential plane strayed into South Africa and crashed into a hilI- 
side, months after, Manci says, she had dreamed of his demise. 

Lowering her gaze back to the classroom awaiting an answer,. 

lV[anci engages the debate. "It is true that there are many disagree- 
ments about how this AIDS started," she says. "But we called this 

workshop to fight the disease. As a sangoma myself, I can confirm 

that these preventative measures," she points to the dildo covered in 

a condom, "do stop this thing called AIDS." Her declaration triggers 
an uproar of arguments between the rows of healers, half support- 

ing Manci’s views and the other half sticking by the young sangoma. 
Waving the dfldo in her Iek hand, Manci gradually restores order. 

Then she delivers the hammer blow. "The choice is simplej she bel- 

lows impatiently. "You can tel1 your people that they can ekher ab- 

stain from sex until marriage and then remain loyal to that one per- 

¯ son, or they must learn how to use condoms." The gathering pauses 
briefly and then sets about the condom calisthenics with renewed 

The session at Holy Cross marks a small but vital step in the 
or a lormidabie, if sometimes uneasy, alliance of researchers, 

:~...doctors, social workers, and healers who have decided that they 
must engage the battIe for Africa’s heaIth at ground zero. They form 

Iront line in a war that potentially dwarfs ali the other conflicts in 
against enemies such as the big killer diseases of malaria and 
armed with overwhelming firepower. Barring miracle vac- 

to the poor in Africa and Asia, not simply to the rich 

the West, the fight will have to be all-embracing, targeting body, 
and spirit, if it is. to be won. This is espedally critical in the case 

against which Africa, despite its widespread poverty and de- 
health services, does have some potent weapons. The ex- 

and its uetwork o~ responsibility must be bolstered to 
::i~re for the sick and orphans Ieft behind; education by community 

on how to prevent infection must be strengthened; tradi- 
healers must be given a high-protile rote alongside doctors. 

Irt the past, meetings such as the one at HoIy Cross have been 

rare since healers and practitioners of Western-style med- 
~e inhabit distinct philosophical realms. While a medical doctor is 

with physical manifestations and scientific causes 

in the traditionaI world sickness touches on the individ- 
physical and spiritual state, as well as the person’s relationship 
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with the greater community, the living and the ancestors. Remedies 

can involve everything from applying straightforward medicinal 

plants to holding ceremonies to appease ancestral and angry spirits,t 

To some doctors, healers are little better than "witch doctors" 
dispensing hocus-pocus, whiIe the traditionalists see Western physi- .. 

clans as proponents of "white man’s medicine," alienated from the ’ 
culture of those they are meant to serve. 

Yet, as messengers of the need to change society’s behavior, tra- 

ditional healers, Africa’s doctor of choice, enjoy immense 

rages over their Western-trained ~011eagues. An estimated 80 
cent of South Africans still frequent the country’s two hundred"::- 

thousand healers, who outnumber medical doctors by about ten 

one. In the rest of Akica, the healers enjoy equal if not greater 

utarity. "It’s important to train the traditional healers because 
overwhelming majority of the black population comes to us," sa¥~ 

Manci. "They believe in the traditional way of healing, 

lieve in us because we still have the culture." 
Long known as effective in cases of mental illness, healers 

also shown themselves skilled in treating diarrhea, 

youngsters, and headaches. In other parts of the developing 

such as Brazil and India, traditional medicine has been taken 
seriously by governments than in Africa. In India, traditional 
cine is offered in the hospitals and university curricula-z 

into traditional African medicines has been minimal, 
equally from prejudice and the widespread reluctance of the 

themselves to reveal their medical secrets. 
The sheer gravity o~ Africa’s modern health crisis is 

sides of the medical divide to seek compromise of the type 

in an earlier chapter by Chief Sibongile Zungu of the 

The explosion of AIDS, together .with the renewed 

gang of lethal diseases such as pulmonary tuberculosis, 
and new, highly virulent strains of malaria, has pummeled 
nent that already had the highest rates of infant mortality 

lowest life expectancy in the world.-The gains scored by the 

nation campaigns, launched by many newly independent 
ments as the colonial powers began their withdrawal in the 

have suffered sharp reversals in just two 
growth, economic decline, rising levels of corruption, and 
con[hct have been the main culprits behind dramatic 

capita spending on health. By the early 1990s, just 
demic was detonating throughout the continent, African 
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spent a ridiculously small amount on health, on average $24 per 

person each year. 

The fact is that most governments are under severe pressure from 

internationaI lending institutions and Western banks to place a 

higher priority on keeping up payments on their Ioreign debts than 

providing medical care for their people. Uganda, trumpeted as Af- 
rica’s economic success story by many.in the West, spends $3 per per- 

son on health for every $17 on the foreign debt. Scores of other 
.. countries face simiIar debt-to-health-care ratios. Cold economic logic 

has nurtured the building blocks of pestilence: poverty, dependence, 

and disease. The result is too few hospitals with too few beds and too 

few resources to purchase essential drugs, to pay doctors decent 

¯ ¯salaries, and to ensure steady supplies of water and electridty. The di- 

Iapidated facilities themselves become breeding grounds for disease. 
¯ :~.. Before the spread of AIDS was properly understood, transfu- 

of blood tainted by the HIV virus were common, and hospitaIs 

recycIed syringes or, in the case of traditional healers, 
blades. Lmpoverished living conditions, poor hygiene, and 

population displacements caused by drought, war, and po- 

unrest only made things worse. Even diseases other than 
that can be treated relatively simply have surged forward for 

of resources, education, and access to the victims. In 1995, 

afflicted four hundred thousand Africans and killed at 
ousand. In the month of July I994 alone, cholera slaugh- 

ten thousand Rwandans who had fled in the aftermath of the 
camps at Goma, Zaire. Malaria claims the lives of at least 

African children every year. 
the AIDS epidemic first struck, the response was at best 

from African governments stung by Western suggestions 

their countries were to blame for the outbreak of the virus. 

refused to publicly address the probIem and regularly under- 
extent of the crisis. Ugandan President Yoweri Museveni, 

country was among the first to feel the awesome conse- 

of the epidemic, is rare among his colleagues in discussing 
in almost every major speech. In 1992, sub-Saharan 

spent about $90 miIlion on AIDS prevention programs, just 

e as much.money as Thailand. 

is gripped by nothing short of a modern-day plague. 
gathered by the World Health Organization make 

reading: 13 million African adults infected with 

virus by mid-1996, a figure expected to rise to 30 million by 
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the turn of the century. Already, the epidemic has overwhelmed : 

Africa’s hospitals. From Abidjan, C6te d’Ivoire, and Kampala, 

Uganda, to Lusaka, Zambia, and Lilongwe, Malawi, the percentage 

of hospital beds filled by HIV-infected patients ranges from 50 to 80 

percent. At the main Parirenyatwa Hospital in the Zimbabwean cap-. 

ital, Harare, AIDS is the number one killer of children. An estimated 
eight hundred people are newly infected with HIV every day in. 

South Africa. 
Because HIV is spread overwhelmingly through heterosexual 

sex in Africa, most of the deaths’ occur in the twenty-five- to forty::.; 

year-old age range. The victims should be in the prime of their; 

lives--high school and college graduates, experienced workers, and.:;: 

usually parents. The impact on Africa’s drive to reverse a 
of economic decline will be devastating as scores of workers, 

coted civil servants, and young mairfly women farmers 

World Bank believes that AIDS could slow Africa’s economies 
one-third of a percentage point, a huge figure on a co~ 
growth has remained slow and often stagnant in recent 7 
could be a low estimate. A study carried out in Kenya in 

that by the year 2000 the direct and indirect costs of AIDS could 

resent 15 percent of the gross domestic product.3 

In a sense, South Africa is at the end of the line in AIDS’ 
through Africa. The KIV virus embarked on its journey in the 
tral African countries of Zaire, Uganda, and Kenya in the mid-19~ 

and traveled south along the truck routes down through 

Burundi, Tanzania, Malawi, and Zambia, where former 

Kenneth Kaunda lost a son to AIDS. Within a decade, it 
Zimbabwe, to the north of South Mrica across the Limpopo 

HIV’s first targets were the urban elites who have the 

travel and to pay for sex. Although AIDS shares a 
other mass killer diseases of thriving on political and 

chaos, in reality it much prefers the fruits of economic 
Collapsed infrastructure and poor transport links inhibit its 
In Zimbabwe, the virus encountered something rare 

an excellent road network. It was able to penetrate the 

land by piggy-backing on buses and trucks plying 
thousand miles of tarred roads. The thoroughfares were 

the days of Ion Smith’s Rhodesia so that the troops of the 

nofity government could reach the more remote areas to p 

guerrilla units fighting for independence. A decade later, 

conspired in spreading the pandemic to the heart of southern i 
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the potential economic powerhouse of the continent. Zimbabwe is 

currently the scene of the worst ravages of the epidemic, losing five 

hundred people to AIDS each week.4 
The crisis has undermined the important strides Zimbabwe has 

made in the health sector since the country won its independence 

in I980. Robert Mugabe’s incoming government took a number of 
important steps that brought a dramatic turnaround in health con- 

ditions for the black majority, who had suffered glaring neglect as 
second-class dtizens under the Rhodesian regime. The new admin- 

istration immediately eliminated radal barriers to health services. It 

.;.j0ined hands with international aid agencies and villages themselves 

to improve sanitation and provide clean water in the rural areas. An 

:::.:aggressive immunization campaign covered 80 percent of the coun- 

against the main killers of Africa’s young: measles, tu- 

whooping cough, tetanus, diphtheria, and polio. Within 
years o4 independence, Zimbabwe slashed it~ inlant mortality 

nearIy half. By any reckoning it was a remarkabIe achieve- 
¯ " ment, one that showed what could be accomplished with the neCes- 

’ commitment. 
It did not last. Overspending on inefficient state-owned compa- 
and a bloated dvil service, which served in part as a system of 

to maintain the popularity of President Mugabe’s ruling 

African National Union (ZANU), chalked up massive bud- 

and fueled a rise in the foreign debt to nearly $4 billion. 

adjustment program known as I?SAP, imposed at the 

of the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund, 
the economy more effident but has worsened unemployment 

food prices soaring. It also committed the government to 

cutting deeply into medicaI services. Zimbabwe’s 
began sliding toward collapse. 

costs, the Ministry of Health introduced charges for pre- 

checkups .and hospital treatment. The impact was immediate, 

~ to Health Minister Timothy Stamps. The maternal mortal- 
rose from 25I per i00,000 in the late I980s to 350 per 

1992. Morale has plummeted as working conditions de- 

"We are exporters of human capital, and this tended to 
in the health sphere in the last five years with the open- 

of South Africa,~ says Stamps. His ministry’s figures show 
1995 there were 1,500 medical practitioners in Zimbabwe, 

111 since independence, despite the graduation of 80 

per year. The reason is simpie. A doctor with ~our 
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years’ experience .could expect to earn 6,000 Zimbabwe dollars a 
month in J~995, or about $650, often less than the average salary for 

a rivate secretary "On Air Zimbabwe flights, many of the air host. 
P            " -o -        ~t’s the same with bank tellers 

esses are fully qualifiea nurses. ~                            " 

They’re better paid," Stamps says. 
While wealthy Zimbabweans, mainly ZANU party apparatchiks, 

white farmers and businessmen, and a tiny black middle class can 

turn to well-equipped private clinics, the public health services for 
the poor suffer. The rising cost of living means that fewer and 
patients can afford to travel t6:the local hospital, and there are 
enough beds for them even if they could. "The poor are just getting 

poorer," says Dr. Monica Glenshaw, the administrator of 
hospital in the remote central town of Murambinda, with 
[our thousand inhabitants. "They used to come back for reexamina~: 

tion, but now they cannot afford to. The AIDS epidemic 

knocked the stuffing out of the poor." 
By January 1996, Zimbabwe’s main hospitals ran out 

food, and essential medicines after the government slashed 

Health Ministry’s monthly budget allocation by one-quarter. 
two months before, members of parliament voted pay ’ 

between 34 and 116 percent for themselves and Pr 
Fifteen years after independence from the white minority 
ment of Rhodesia, racial discrimination has been pushed 

class distinction. The underdass, the vast majority o[ the 

fion, is being hammered just as zimbabwe is witnessing, in 

words, a "ripening of the [AIDS] epidemic.~ 

In its wake, the AIDS offensive has left thousands of 
corpses which evoke its nicknames, the "slimming disease" 

"wasting syndrome." Surveys suggest that between 25 and 40 
cent of Zimbabwe’s sexually active population is infected. 

American Corporation, the country’s biggest employer, 
one-quarter of its workers are HIV-positive and has begun 

two and three people for each post. By the year 2005, 
babweans will probably have died of AIDS and related 

such as pulmonary tuberculosis and pneumonia. 
The number of deaths is rising so quickly that one of the..( 

try’s largest funeral services, Mashfords, seriously 
the dead vertically to save space. The scale of human 

shocked even the most experienced of observers. Richard 
British doctor who volunteered to work at a rural hospital 

ern Africa in 1995, wrote in the British Medical & 
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cided to work in AIrica I believed I appreciated how bad the AIDS 

problem was. Now I do not believe anybody really does."s 
Catherine Office does. Three years ago, Catherine, a shy, soft- 

spoken seventy-year-old, was a contented grandmother living in 

her ~our-room brick house in I-Iighfields, a tightly packed township 

oI one-story dwellings on the outskirts of Marare, and the queen of 

a relatively thriving extended family. Life was by no means easy. 
prices of food, especially the staple corn meal, soared when the gov- 

ernment abolished state subsidies under its free-market economic 

policies. Armed robbery was an increasing danger. Her home is just 
around the corner from a particularly rough neighborhood called 

the Beira Corridor where a number of notorious tsotsi criminal gangs 
lived and, from time to time, died in shootouts. But the family was 

and there was always enough food. Two of her daughters 

iwere married to men with jobs, and between them they had seven 
~: : children. Her youngest son, Moses, had steady work at Castle Brew- 

her eldest daughter, Annah Muzamani, was earning $30 a 
nth as a rice packer; and Catherine’s husband Ganizani was a 

:.:ifarm worker outside the town of Bindura, about fifty miles north of 
dry. In a society where on average eight people depend upon a 
le salaried worker, the family was keeping well above the 

line. 

Then came the plague. The first AIDS casualty in the family was 
.~atherine’s second daughter, Lateness, who succumbed to the dis- 

in May 1994, leaving four children. Then in November, her 

Eva, mother of three, expired. Their husbands, who Catherine 

are also infected, ran off. All seven orphaned grandchit- 

aged three to twelve, were left in Catherine’s care. One of 
seven-year-old James, received treatment at a government 

clinic before doctors made a firm diagnosis of what 

suspected: he too is I!IV-positive. She could not sue the 
~sbands for child support because she had no money to pay for el- 

the transport to court or the cost of filing the suit. But even 

alI the additional expenses, Catherine was getting by. Then, in 
1995, her daughter Annah lost her job when the ~’ice-pacldng 

z where she worked went bankrupt. 

is desperate. She has taken in a lodger for about 
month and convinced her son Moses to contribute another 

month for eIectricity and water fees. Otherwise, there is no 

for Iood, clothes, or blankets for the children, who must 
,::on the cement floor. Catherine’s husband Ganizani returns 
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home from Bindura when he can take time off, but he does not stay 

as long as he once did: ~iUle does not like all the children around, so 

he just says hello, stays awhile, and goes away." The family survives 

ofi donations from friends and from the Mashambanzou Care Trust, a 
nearby hospice and holistic care center for AIDS sufferers funded by 
Norway and Britain. Mashambanzou--derived from the Shona 

words for "to wash" and "elephant7 meaning "Dawn of a New 

Day," referring to the early morning hours when elephants wallow 
in the river--is administered by Catholic nuns. Catherine, deeply¯ 

religious herself, found out about Mashambanzou at her local church 

St. Mary’s, where she is a regular worshipper. Mining to fortify ex:..:.. 
tended families in need, Mashambanzou runs a variety of AIDS-re@.i.. 

luted projects, including an eleven-bed unit [or terminally ill 
tients at St. Anne’s Hospital, an outpatient crisis center, day care 
HIV-positive children, and workshops about the disease at schooh 

beer halls, and churches. 
Without the help the center provides, Catherine says 

would not make it. Each montl~ Mashambanz~u, if its 
adequate, provides a bit of vegetable oil and a bag of corn 
which forms the basis of sadza, the thick white porridge that 

staple of the Zimbabwean diet. "What we eat depends on 
friends and the Sisters give us. Where would we be without the 

ter? Preparing meals is hard. If I am short of food, then we go 
out lunch at all, or maybe some soup. If there is food that day, 

t prepare sadza, and then in the evening, sadza again. 
we eat is sadza. I try to find some vegetables to make relish, 

vegetables are very expensive these days." 

But Ior Catherine, the occasior~al food donations and the 
care facilities for her grandchildren wtfich Mashambanzou 
however welcome, are not the Trust’s or~ly benefit. Just 

rant to her is the concern shown by Mashambanzou’s nuns 

unteer workers, who routinely visit Catherine’s home to see 

the family is getting along. It lifts her spirits and provides a 
companionship. "At least I lmow someone else is thinking oIil. 

family," she says. "This AIDS makes old .people like me feel 
The tragedy of Catherine’s family is hardly unique. 

to the pavement in front of her house, she explains that all 
the stree~ young adults are dying. ~At the house next door, 

the children is at the [AIDS] center, and they have already 
daughter. My young cousin was buried on Saturday. She 
children behind. Another family on the street has lost 
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and a third one is sick." Roughly 7 million children in Africa have 

lost their mothers to AIDS, and the figure is growing exponentially. 

It current projections are correct, one-third of all Zimbabwean dill- 

dren will be orphans by the year 2010. Kenyan Vice President 
George Saitoti has said that 1 million Kenyan children could be 

"AIDS orphans~ by the turn of the century. 
If Zimbabwe and other countries stricken by AIDS are to have 

any hope of bringing the epidemic under control, it will take a her- 
culean education campaign to change popular attitudes. As the 
noted Zimbabwean novelist Chenjerai Hove wrote in his collection 

¯ of short stories, Shebeen Tales, "i.iarareans dismiss the AIDS virus and 
the threat it poses with the contempt of new graffiti on bus-stop 

¯ shelters and other public places: ’AIDS: American Idea for Discour- 

aging Sex.’’6 

Many traditional healers harbored the same attitudes at the ini- 

stages of the epidemic. They believed AIDS to be another 

!rceapon in what they see as the Western world’s campaign to tur- 

undermine African culture. "Many of our traditional commu- 

thought that AIDS was a Western tactic," says Peter Sibenda, 

publicity secretary of the forty thousand-strong Zimbabwe Na- 
Traditional Healers Association, or ZINATHA. "But we real- 

that from whatever direction this disease came, it was a reality 

to deal with.~ 

to that realization, Zimbabwe serves as an excellent ex- 
of how cooperation between the two medical worlds can suc- 

Suspicion and hostility remain, but since the scope of 
crisis became apparent, the traditional authorities have be- 

an integral part of the Zimbabwe government’s hattie plan. 

are working on cultural laws to complement Western laws,~ 
says with a knowing smile, which betrays a keen sense of 

that the government and the medical world are beginning to 
the healers seriously. ZINATHA launched its own AIDS educa- 

g.program in 1988, both to make healers aware of the need to use 

razor blades when appIying medicine and to maintain good 
ZINATHA has also targeted customs that promote HIV in- 

and that medical doctors simply cannot address. 

only way to change people’s behavior and Iight this disease 
the people’s culture, to involve their lifestyle," Sibenda 

"Anyone who comes in and orders people to change 

will fail. During colonialism, we managed to stick to 

despite Christiarfity. We survived under the carpet, 
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undisturbed. Only the elite were corrupted. Traditional beliefs are 
still alive." The point now is to use those traditional beliefs and the 
influence of the healers to fight mv contamination. 

Take, for example, the common practice of biting patients whom 
the healers deem are afflicted by spirit possession. Sibenda’s 
ZINATt-IA is committed to. banning this, and its sanction will carry .’ 
far more weight than a government decree outlawing the practice. ::. 

Another is the tradition of inheritance, in which a widow and all her 
belongings are inherited by the late husband’s brother. The cus-. 
tom was intended originally to ensure that the woman and .... 

dren were not abandoned but fell under the care of the extended 
family. In the new capitafist order, however, inheritance has 
perverted into a money-grubbing exercise often completely at 
with its inter~ded purpose of looking aRer the dead man’s 
The heightened risk of spreading HIV is apparent, because thel 
widow elfectively becomes the brotRer’s wife even if the 
died ot AIDS. The changes Sibenda and other leading 
healers want to see are the rigRt of women to agree voluntarily 
being inherited and. the choice of using condoms with her 

husband. 
Likewise anti-AiDS activists condemn the widespread 

of polygamy as backward and guilty of spreading ttlV. 
attempting to abolish it altogether and force it 
ZINATHA has focused its efforts on promoting Iidelity within 
polygamous marriage. "On polygamy, AIDS education must be 
from racism," Sibenda snaps. "It would be unfair to 
polygamous marriages which are in existence already." In any 

the institution will die in its own time, he believes, 
can afford it anymore. 

The way Sibenda sees it, AIDS is not strictly a medical 
but proof that Africa has abandoned its indigenous culture 
coirmaunity responsibilities it imposes, a spiritual payback 

decision to embrace Western materiaiism and individualism, 
Professor Mazrui’s words, it is the curse of the ancestors. In 
ditional law of most African cultures, promiscuity and 
are extreme forms of antisocial behavior; but in just a few 
they laave become widely accepted as part of modern lite, 
Western scientists agree with Sibenda’s views on the 
of the cultural breakdown. They theorize that while the 
has been present in central Africa for decades, it remained 
benign as long as the social mores of traditional rural iile 
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check. As migration and urbanization shredded the moral strictures 

of village life, AIDS broke out of the straitjacket and roamed free.7 
In Zimbabwe; the traditional mores first came under severe pres- 

sure a century ago when Cecil Rhodes’s Pioneer CoIumn and his 

vasina mabvi--"men without knees," as the people called the white 

invaders with trousers--rode in from South Africa and expropriated 

a land that had been settled by the Shona people for one thousand 

years. Coloniat rule, migrant labor, the independence war, and, 
more recently, Western-style "economic freedom~ have been telling 

blows. Lawrence Vambe, a Harare-based writer and businessman, 
vividly describes the wrenching impact on village life in his classic 
work on the history of the Shona, An Ill-Fated People: "... the ma- 

¯ j0fity of the young people were more than willing to be sucked into 

the materialistic machine of the white man. In fact they hurled 
themselves into the new order with an enthusiasm that made the 

and despair of their eiders seem aiI the more hopeless. 
were lured from their tribal environment by the promises of 

and economic enterprise, which, with their emphasis on 

fulfilment, were now clearly the main motivating forces. 
:,.... in this ~vay the old bonds of tribal and family cohesion, loyalty, 

idiscipline, and other things which had kept the VaShawasha people 

in the past were torn asunder. "~ 

With the demise of the moral codes of tight-knit villages admin- 

:.i.listered by councils of elders and chiefs, customary restrictions on in- 
i~est, premarital sex, and adultery have been cast aside Ior the West- 

fascination with consumption and immediate gratification. "I 
Africans are living in two worlds," Sibenda says. "At home 

’ are more traditionalist than me, but at work and in public they 
This brings confusion to the communities on how they 

change their sexual behavior to reduce this high rate of trans- 

AII)S.~ 

lamentable the weakening of the traditionaI mores, 

z are breaking down. Vambe recalls the public outrage at the up- 

of the first prostitute in the village of Chishawasha on the 

of Harare. "As I remember only too well, they were not 
horrified by Misi’s moral depravity, her obvious lack of shame 
her defiance .... They were also afraid that Misi would lead 

some ot the other women .... They had visions of their hith- 

dean-living tribal: settlement turning into a hot-bed of ira- 

which they believed was the hallmark of European dvi- 
mercial sex is booming for two reasons. Urbanization 
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has attracted legions of single men to the cities and mines; and 

growing numbers oI single women, in an environment of increasing. 
unemployment and rising prices of food, health care, and school 
fees [or their children; have turned to prostitution. MDS itsell has " 

exacerbated the problem, as widows in the rural areas gave been : 
left with a stark choice: either farm the family plot or engage in 

commercial sex to earn enough money to feed their children. "It’s a. 

simple question of money," says Nancy Masara, a social worker 

Murambinda in central Zimbabwe.                             ": 
Since she started working ~s an anti-AIDS activist, the strangest’::! 

things have been happening to Nancy after she tunas out the 

and goes to bed. One Friday after midnight, she and her 
Bannister were awakened by an uproar outside their home. Whei~. 
they peered discreetly out the window, they saw a group of 

dearly intoxicated patrons of the local bar, standing on the road at th~ 

edge of her front yard and calling out Nancy’s name. "They 

front oI my house, shouting, ’You are having 
but we can’t because we don’t have condoms! Please give us 

Nancy g~ggles asshe recalls the incident. "You see, the men had 
out of condoms over at the beer hall, so they came to my house 

look for some. Unfortunately, I only keep them in the office." 
Another time Nancy and Bannister woke as usual just after 

rise, shared a cup of tea, and walked out the front door together, 

their way to work. At the front gate, they nearly tripped over a 
of condoms--used condoms dumped there the night before. 

is not one for much self-doubt, but she admits that the 
a momentary reflection on the wisdom of her chosen 

She was curious, too, about who was to blame for the 
though there was no shortage of suspects. The bar owners 

upset with her preaching to their clients, as were the 

the police with her attempts to reform the.local pro 
took it in stride, realizing that whoever carried out the deed, 

have a silver lining, tter months of hard work were 

least I knew they were using the condoms," she says. 

was getting the message." 
Nancy’s mission is to preach safe sex. It is not a moral 

but a practical effort to save lives. At the beginning, her 
campaign was a tough sell. The local men suspected 

a moralistic meddler trying to curb their sex drive..~ 
titutes, or "commerdai sex workers," as they are 

thought just the opposite. They regarded her admc 
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clucing the number of customers as an angle to steal their business. 
But with her hard work and seemingly endless enthusiasm, Nancy 

has gone a long way to winning them over, so much so that they 

show up at her house at all hours. Throughout Murambknda, Nancy 

is atfecfionateIy known as "the condom Iady." "A few still laugh and 
make jokes, but most people now know what I am trying to do,~ she 

says. "Everyone has been affected by AID S." 
The suddenness of the AIDS attack on Murambinda has been 

breathtaking. Before 1986, the disease did not even merit a mention 

i~ the hospital’s annual reports. Officially known as a "growth 
p0int," Murambinda serves as a gateway for miners in the nearby 

area and tens of thousands of people living in the sur- 

villages who pass through the town on their way to the 

~aajor urban centers of Harare, Masvingo, and Bulawayo to the 

Murambinda itself consists of the mission hospital, founded 

, the Little Company of Mary Catholic Order in 1969, several gen- 

i .~ral goods retailers, a butchery, two bars, seven liquor stores, a sta- 

an open-air market, and right next to it, the bus depot. 
is the most likely spot where the HIV virus alighted on its first 

in Murambinda, probably some time in the early 1980s. 
Now AIDS is raring out of control, says Dr. Glenshaw, the hospi- 

administrator. "The truly tragic result is that the epidemic has be- 

normal part of Iife; it’s almost accepted as just another killer 

malaria. All waIks of life are affected. Twenty-five percent of my 

staff is HIV-positive now, and it’s difficult to fill their posi- 

But despite everything, there’s still a core of pride in this 
The people feel they are Zimbabwean, and they know the 

has to come from within." 

activists like Nancy Masara have taken up that chal- 
e in Murambinda and in many parts of Africa. What they Iack in 

they more than make up in sheer energy and ingenuity. 
’ first saw the impact of MDS when she was a social worker at 

Parirenyatwa Hospital, where seemingly overnight it fell 
blanket of death on the pediatric wards. In 1992, she moved 

with Bannister after he accepted a new assignment 

a general goods store. Nancy did not know what to do 

such a tiny town. "I just didn’t want to stay at home. 
no children, and sitting in that house all alonel I knew I 

start thinking too much and go crazy or something." Bannis- 

in agreement. "She has too much energy to sit at home. 

something to do, to keep busy, or she’s unhappy." 
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Bored and increasingly frustrated, she derided to visit the mis- 

sion hospital to see if they needed any volunteer help. A local pro. 

ject called panan,~i, a word meaning ,’unconditional love* in 5bona, 

the language of Zimbabwe’s biggest ethnic group, was taking off at ....~ 

the time. Nancy joined immediately. She worked on a new program 
called "home-based care," which entailed traveling to the villages " 
outside Murambinda to visit AIDS patients who have been dis,:.. 

charged from the hospital to live out their days with their families. 
While she came to understand how hard AIDS was hitting even 
mote rural areas, she knew that ~4ihout a change in people’s attit 
tndes, the spread of the disease would simply accelerate. Dananai 

" " n " anit::i 
decided to start a parallel project called "peer ectucatao , 
Nancy, a born organizer, snapped up the chance to lead the effort. 

A tall, broad-shouldered thirty-year-old with a b 
and infections smile, Nancy emanates a sense of physicat and 
real determination that impresses everyone around her. Her 

day begins at 7:30 A.M. at the Catholic Mission t{ospital in the 
cramped offices which have been set aside for the Dananai 

Sitting at a wooden table and warming her hands by caressing 

hot mug of sweet milky tea, she plans the day’s activities 
commander ol a civilian militia with her unlikely shock 

prostitutes. 
For her campaign to be e[iective, she has had to infiltrate 

Iavorite breeding ground: the popular rowdy "beer halls," 
typically consist of huge airy rooms serving as half bars 
coth~ques where massive stereo speakers blare the twangy 
rhythms of. zimbabwe’s internatiormlly renowned Jit Jive 
Chimurertga music. Success deper~ds on reaching 

three hundred prostitutes. So the fixst thing she did was to 
two "commerdal sex workers." "I try to pick the very 
because they are the best at motivating the others. I like 
smokers, even those who take mbanje [marijuana]. I have to 

the pub dressed like a prostitute. Anyone who wears 
rings, and has their hair done, and goes to the pubs is 

prostitute in onr calture. Then i try to make friends, 

cial and work problems, acting as if I am one of them. 
were very suspicious, thir~king that I was trying to 
wanted to take them to the police. Bnt after a while, 

their confidence, I encouraged them to have fewer partners 

ways, always use condolr~s."                              . : 
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Someone is obviously listening. Murambinda is literally over- 
flowing with condoms. There is not a bar or Iiqu0r store in town 

where you cannot lind boxes of condoms, and when the owners run 

out, they come to Nancy to replenish their stocks, lest a random spot 

check by "the condom lady~ result in another of her patented 

tongueqashings. In one October alone, Nancy and her assistants dis- 
tributed 55,613. The high demand, .she explains with her usual 

sense of humor, is due to "bonus fever~ for the annual holiday salary 

bonus awarded in November. That month, however, the figure was 

even higher. "Bonus time!" she shouts in a booming voice. Distrib- 
ution peaked in December at 68,000, or I7 condoms for every man, 

woman, and child in Murambinda. "New Year spirit." She laughs. 

riven in January, the figure of58,000 is astounding by any measure. 

"Single sisters looking tor school fees," Nancy says, clearly contented 
’ her clinical anaIysis of the condom market. 

Rather than mount a frontal and inevitably vain assault on pros- 

the philosophy behind peer education is to develop a snow- 

ball effect by convincing a small group of prostitutes to join the anti- 
campaign and then allow them to carry the message forward. 

ns" are set up to discuss safe sex and the need 

seek immediate treatment for sexually transmitted diseases such 

gonorrhea and syphilis, both of which are very common and dra- 

increase a woman’s risk of catching the tfft-V virus. The 
Fiealth Organization estimates that the chance of an infected 

the virus to a woman in a single act of unprotected sex 

me in one hundred, but id the woman already has a sexual disease, 
odds rise to one in twenty-five. In fact, clinical research 

Zimbabwe and Tanzania has shown that one of the best ways 

the spread of the virus is to treat sexually transmitted diseases. 
"Our message is, ’No condom, no sex,’" Nancy says. A simple 

perhaps, but one that many women do not have the lux- 

follow, especially at a time when high prices and scarce jobs 
Mt single women with few alternatives to selling their bodies 

"Most of them don’t want to be prostitutes, but they 
no other means of income, ~ Nancy explains. "Some have been 

ase they could not have children, and in other cases, 

died." The going rate tor sleeping with a man is 
,Zimbabwe dollars, or about $1.25, so the average prostitute in 

:Is seven clients to buy one forty-five-pound bag ol 
!meal. 
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One of Nancy’s peer educators, Cathryl~e, says she resorted to 

part-time prostitution afteT her husband Davious died in I993. She 

was left with three boys--nine-year-old twins and a seven-year-old. 
q had nothing to do," she says. "No income." She moved in with 

her mother to save on expenses, but she had to earn money. "laot 

single sisters like me, what is the choice? There are no jobs, and I 
have to look after the children and bring in some money for my::: 

mother. The other single¯ sisters have the same problem.~ Eventually 

she met Nancy, who offered her work as a peer educator. "A lot of 

my friends and relatives had died, and I got a job with the AIDS 
counselor’s here. Tl~ey helped me with some money so I didn’t have 

to work so much. My mother supports my work at Dananai because : 

she thinks it helps me behave better. The other commerdal 
workers used to tell me I was talking nonsense, but now they come !::~:..:. 

to my home when they need condoms." 
The peer education work of Cathryne and others like her 

made for some strange bedfellows in trying to clean up the 

trade. They convinced the police, for example, to impose 
babwean dollar fine, just over $5, on any man they iound in 

hushes with a woman. In return, when wanted criminals flee. 
Harare or Masvingo to lie low in Murambinda, the prostitutes tip 

the cops. Nancy also holds *peer education workshops" with the 

lice, a critical target because like the soldiers they earn 
salaries and can pay foI sex, and an estimated 50 percent of 

Zimbabwe are HIV-positive. 
The involvement of prostitutes landed Nancy in trouble with . 

local representatives of the powerful Roman Catholic Church. 
nuns at the mission were none too keen about the presence of 

titutes on hospital grounds to work out of the Dananai office, 

the Vatican opposes the use of condoms as a means 
The breakthrough came when the local priest 
are all sinners in the eyes of the Lord" and ofiered the chapel 

meeting place for Nancy’s "single sister associations." 
Nancy believes that the depth of the AIDS crisis re, 

times unorthodox metho.ds. In Murambinda, there are 
meetings under a tree or on a large rock in open view of the 

street during which a dozen sex workers prove how quickiy 

can slip a condom over a plastic penis with their eyes dosed. 
have also been discussions with schoolgirls about the 

lowing themselves to be seduced by their potentially 

teachers and rich "sugardaddies." On one occasion, Nancy 
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several prostitutes to hold a group session with miners’ wives to re- 
veal their tricks of ensuring mate sexual satisfaction so that the mar- 

fled men woutd not stray from home so much. That took some con- 

vindng, espedally since some of the sex workers could see the 

potemiaI .threat to their comlnerce. Nancy appealed to female soli- 
darity. "This AIDS disease affects all the sisters, because women in 

zimbabwe have no control over tl~eir, lives." 
The heavy toll on young women carries additional disastrous 

consequences, such as undermining food production. The World 
Bank estimates that 60 percent of Africa’s total agricultural output is 

produced by women. They are the backbone oI the rural economy. 
They keep the family together by taking care of children, the sick, 
~d the elderly while the men are away working on plantations, in 

ttte mines, or in the cities. The vast majority of African women in- 
fected with HIV are, however, neither prostitutes nor promiscuous. 

~ighty percent of them are monogamous, the wives of husbands 

who sleep around or of miners and casual Iaborers who might re- 

: ~um home only once or twice a year, infecting their wives with 

:¯whatever sexual diseases they have picked up along the way. 
The issue is one of power. Most men have it; most women do 

Wives who refuse sex or demand that their husbands use con- 
.donas can expect a severe tongue-lashing or a beating. "Men always 

their way," says Nancy, shrugging her ample shoulders. "But 
has become a question of survival, and relations are chang- 

Maybe if something positive emerges from this AIDS crisis, it 
¯ ?.~l be that women have a greater voice." The problem of women 

vulnerabilit~ is intimately linked with their subservience is 
One that Peter Sibenda and his traditional healers" association also 

ge. "Women who are married must be able to use con- 

if they feel the risk is too great," Sibenda says. "There have to 
the marriage. ~ For prostitutes, it is a far more tiff- 

matter. Economic realities leave the sex workers with few 
but to compromise on the strict condom policy. Such de- 

mands on their clients, or their "husbands," as they call them, often 

them business. "The soldiers are especially difficult," says 
"If you ask them to use a condom, they refuse." 

g answer, says Nancy, is that "the commercial sex work- 
chef way of living." So, as they gather on a rock behind 

~or store ior their weekly meeting, Murambinda’s single sis- 
have added an item wi*h a twist to their usual 

ida topics of sex and condoms: They talk about new business 
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ventures, or ~income-generating projects." For them, the best hope 

for escape from the life of prostitution and the threat of A13)S seems 

to be in selling sweaters and bedspreads, and setting up a coopera- 

tive vegetable stall at the central marke~. ~Id we can substitute one 
form of income generation for another, then we are halfway there," 

Nancy says. ~The problem is that most of these girls are probably al, 
ready infected by this virus, but iI we can save just one or two, then 

my work is justiIied." 
It is a sentiment that Dr..Glenshaw echoes as she waiks 

the strangely hollow cement ~brridors of the hospital at the end 
another ten-hour working day. *The worst part is that no mattei!::: 

what the anti-AIDS campaign accomplishes now, it’s too late to save:¯ 

all those people who are already infected," she says. ~I just tell 

self that my patients are not going to live as long as they used to, but: 

I still have to care for them." 
The commitment to caring for those who have already 

tracted the disease is the central plank of scores of initiatives 

fall under the rubric of ,’home-based care." They have 

success, particularly in Zimbabwe and in Zambia, 
bor, which are cleaved by the great Zambezi River as it roars 
from central Africa to the balmy embrace of the Indian 

Home-based care accomplishes three things. It 

on overworked hospitals; it puts patients in family 
and it strengthens that highly developed, though increasingly e 

battled social safety net that has served Africa well for 

the extendedfamily system. Its advocates are a core of nurses 

doctors who, armed with a few medidnes and loads of 
believe that placing AIDS patients back in their homes pro: 
family solidarity and understanding of a disease that has 

fized communities. 
¯ *People want to help their relatives, but they are afraid or 

know what¯to d°,~ says Surudzai Rwafa, whom everyone calls 

ter" Rwafa because she is a nurse at the mission hospital in 

binda. "It’s my task to teach them that these patients are 
blame for their condition and they must be cared for." 

is to travel to villages and homesteads within a 50-mile 
Murambinda each day to visit a few of the 180 [ 

been¯ seen at the hospital and sent home to make the best 
maining time. Because there are so many patients, 

only see them once every several months unless she 
emergency message from relatives. I-Ier tasks involve 
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from bathing AIDS sufferers and prescribing painkillers and antibi-. 

otics to holding meetings with families and neighbors to explain that 

the virus is nothing to be ashamed of and that the victims must be 

made comfortable. 
The sun is an orange firebalI sliding down a duI1 blue western 

sky by the end of this typical day’s work of home-based care. Su- 
rudzai walks briskly along a dirt path through a corn field and ap- 

proaches a cluster of wattle-and, daub huts. "One of my patients 

lives here," she says over her shoulder,.explaining her mission. At 

the center of the homestead, an infant in a tattered blue dress is 
¯ lying in the shade on a reed mat. a few feet from an immense sleep- 

ing pig. Surudzai kneels in the dust and gently pulls two-year-old 

gsitsi to her breast. Tsitsi hardly responds. She is lethargic. "This lit- 

tle one misses her mother," Surudzai says, hugging the child and 

back and forth. "She too is infected and will probably die 

aon." Shooing away a horde of pesky flies, Surudzai brushes the 
dust from the toddler’s hair. She lowers her face to the child’s 

and hums a tune in her light, high-pitched voice. Try as she 

might, though, she cannot erase the dull look of bewilderment 
across Tsitsi’s face. "It’s pitiful," she whispers with a de- 
air. ~She has forgotten how to laugh," 

Tsitsi’s grandfather emerges from the main hut. The little girl has 

sick for the past week, he says. It seems to be an infection. 

around the area is ill these days. Even the rotund pink pig 

ifeeling poorly. Is Tsitsi eating? No, she will not take in anything. 

,%m~dzai reaches into a bulging white bag she brought from her 
pickup truck and scoops out a handful of corn meal. She 

mixes up a little mound of porridge on a plastic red pIate. 
Tsitsi back onto her lap, she coaxes the child into accepting 

~oonfuls. "This Iittle one lost her parents and her brother~ 

only four--last year," Surudzaisays. "Now she has to stay 

grandparents." Tsitsi suddenly belches, momentarily lifting 
of doom hanging over.the compound, It is proof that she 

*She may last two more years like this, maybe four. But 

in the ruraI areas, especially with the drought, there’s very 
:food, and children with AIDS don’t resist very long." 

ts with Tsitsi a few minutes before handing some an- 

pills to the grandfather and explaining the dosage. Make 
she has clean water, she insists. Tsitsi represents a routine case, 

from the double curse of being an orphan and born HIV- 

in a continent where each day nine hundred children are 
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infected by their mothers, often through breastfeeding, according to. 

the World Health Organization. zal stands and smacks the dust from her blue jeans before 

Surud ..... -o ~,~k down ~he path toward the truck. 
turning d j Y ........ ~ A~ s of dust she gazes " s eeds along t~e trac~ l~aw~ ~ud        ,          .: 
the p~ckup p     .      ¯ ....... ads "Look at all those tomb- ¯ 

[gdow at t~e passing aomca~ ¯ 
¯ 

out the w .... ~: ..... ~ne out of three o~ four 
stones, fresk and new. MI over tm~ ~*~-, 
homes has a new tomb in the garden. So m~7 people are d~ing. 

now that there ~e funerals all the timeJ she says in her singsong 

voice, as ff she is about to burst into tears. "EveW da~ some of 
. .., 

patients I go to ~sit are .alread~ dead." 
T~e journey from reafizing her chitdkood dream of becom~ng.£ 

nurse to dealing with the day-to-day realities of MDS in mode~~: 
Mfica has bee~ a painful education for Surudz~. After 
her degree at Parirengatwa Hospital, she was assigned to 
binda, which because oi its t~g size and limited cultural life 

depressing first posting. I~tialiy SurudzN simply went 
motions, Dopey to complete a two-year assignment in 
binda before she could return to Harare. She reported for work 

time and left. ~I was just going to work to get my salary 

was starting to make a big impact on the co--unity" she says, 

efing her voice. "Then Charles ~ed.~ Charles was SumdzN’s 

brother, who was a bus condu~or in Harare, an occug 

ties an extremel~ ~igh gW-infection rate. "I told him to be 
I told him about MDS. Bus drivers and conductors are at Ngh 

because they travel a lot and sleep around." 
Charles’s death brought home t~e tragedy of ~DS i~ 

her work at the hospitN had never done. "~en I was 

feted by AIDS, that’s when I could 
tients felt, how t~eir Ia~Iies ielt, what it reag7 means 

by this virus. I thougkt it was my job to put t~ese people in 

ture, to give ~em some hope. Somekow when I visit a fatuity, 

like I ~ caring for my brother." 
The memory ol Charles gas equipped Surudzai with great:. 

tional resilience and personal understanding of what 

~DS rictus are expefiendng- She needed both whe~ 
the home of S~lek, a twenty-five-~ear-old woman she 
for months. She had been maNng regutar stops in s~lek’s 

Vhirifi, however, because of its abnormally high ~fection 
some reason VM~ri has been Nt more ~an other visages 

here," Surudzai said as she reached the edge of the 
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her voice over the roar of a pas£ing truck. "It’s probably because it’s 

on the bus and truck route. Many of the young people move to 
ttarare to look for work, and when they return, they bring the dis- 

ease with them. ~ 
Along the main road that slices Vhiriri in two, Surudzai pulled 

into the driveway. She knew immediately that this would be her last 

call, Smoke rose from the front yard. Half a dozen women in bright 

blue and pink sweaters sat around the fire stirring huge black iron 

pots of sadza. More smoke billowed out of the small doorway of a 
mud hut. "Oh no. I.,~hink,we’re too late," Surudzai said, her soft 

voice barely audible. They re in mourning..Someone has died." She 

. approached the gathering shyly, as if she felt that somehow the fam- 
~i:ily might hold her responsible. Sytek died three days before, they 

01d her, and the aunts were preparing sadza for relatives who were 
:.i~i’.istill streaming in from outlying areas to grieve for her loss. AIDS not 

steals the youngest and strongest, it can actually bankrupt a 

;family. The communal mourning and funerals forcethe average 

t° dig deep into their savings or go into debt. 
As Surudzai entered the homestead, a woman disappeared into 

of the houses to retrieve a plastic mat which the hospital lent 

family for Sylek to tie on. "We don’t need this anymore," she 

folding it neatly. A five-year-old gift in a pink dress named 
wandered back and forth from her elders in the .smoky hut 

~those gathered around the cooking pot confused about the cere- 

,. No one, it seemed, was able to explain to her that her mother 
When Surudzai reached the outdoor kitchen, the elderly 

~ed hallheartedly in unison to welcome her. It was dear 

moment that they did not bIame her. Suddenly one of the 

shouted that she did not understand what was happening. 

to Surudzai and asked, "Why are all our children dying? 

, is it that the young ones are dying and leaving us older people 

their orphans?" Surudzai stared at the ground. There was 
she could sag. 

search for answers to such questions otten creates new 

The parents of one of Surudzai’s patients, a man of thirty- 

looks fifty, have abandoned their house because a tradi- 
healer said the son’s illness was the work of an ngozi, an evil 

the home. A chiel living just outside Murambinda 
that AIDS is caused by a malidous wind brought 

g the government’s derision to take away the powers of the tra- 

leaders over judidal matters and land. Strange explanations 
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are not the sole domain of Africa. In I986, two British astronomers 
seriously argued that the HIV virus came from outer space.1° 

One of the most frustrating practices to combat has been the 

propensity of healers, known in Zimbabwe as inyangas, to announce 
miracle cures for AIDS. Some healers see the "wasting syndrome" as 

a potential moneymaker, and for patients who believe they are in- 

fected, news of a magical antidote has obvious attractions. But in- 

yangas are not alone in wanting to make money out of fake reme- 
dies. In March 1996, Arthur Obel, a leading Kenyan doctor and 
self-declared chief scientific adviser to President Daniel arap Moi, 

unveiled a treatment called Pearl Omega which he claimed 

both reverse AIDS symptoms and rid the body of the HIV infection.. 

The price tag of the treatment, which was slightly intoxicating, was 

a whopping $600. Sixty thousand people took the drug, Obel said~.. 

until the government banned it in February 1997. Obel claimed 

treatment was based on an indigenous herb, 
permits the use of traditional medicines, he was allowed initially 
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miIlions of plants, and it is almost certain that among them are to be 

found the sources of therapeutic drugs. Discovering these will de- 

pend on repeating the new partnership between healers and re- 

searchers in Zimbabwe across Africa and the rest of the Third World, 

and doing so quickly. The world’s botanical map is shrinking. Tropi- 

cal forests are under attack on many fronts, from war refugees and 
loggers in central and West Africa to cattle ranchers and gold miners 

in Brazil. 
Already, herbal-based medicines are the main weapons in the 

rearguard action doctors of all stripes are waging against malaria, 
Africa’s number one killer. Quinine, historically the most reliable 

drug, was extracted from the bark of the cinchona tree, and the most 

promising of the new treatments is a traditional Chinese medicine 
called qinghaosu, derived from the sweet wormwood plato, that 

been using for two thousand years.11 

; AN EXTRAORDINARy PARTNERSHIP between the two medical worlds 
administer it. " 

In Zimbabwe, Health Minister Stamps publldy chided soldier., 
.can be found just a mile or so from the banks of the Niger River, 

50 percent of whom medical experts believe to be HW-positive, 
next to what appears to be an abandoned military installation on a 

spreading AIDS among teenage girls in a mistaken belief 
hill above the dusty capital of one of the poorest countries 

by several traditional healers that sex with a virgin would 

them immune to the virus. One doctor in the posh klarare 
Mount Pleasant says that he knows ol two cases in which 

girls were gang-raped by soldiers who were seeking such a cure. 
Sibenda’s ZINATHA and Stamps worked out a clever 

deal with the problem of miracle cures. They appealed to the 

ers’ suspicion of foreign doctors by warning them that if they 

nounced their remedies, the Western medical world would 
down and steal them. If the healers agreed to keep quiet about 

antidotes, the govermnent would forward them to Harare’s 

gious Blair Research Laboratory for stringent analysis. 
treatment be proven effective, the healer who pioneered it wou 

certainly become a wealthy person. So tar, while no 

have been discovered, there have been far fewer 
quick fixes. If nothing else, such cooperation has a chance of 

ing the balance of pride and coaxing traditional healers 

the rest of the anti-AIDS program. 
Perhaps an equally valuable result of the cooperation 

cess the Blair Laboratory now has to the hundreds of herbs 

medicinal plants provided by the healers. Africa is home 

the world. At first glance, there is little in Bamako, Mall, to sug- 

anything other than poverty and underdevelopment. The main 
’}0ad into the city from the north is filled with potholes and traIiic 

ares of creaking minibuses and cars and goats, and streams of peo- 

walk the slow but steady pace dictated by the sun of the 
:.i~ahel, that dry swath of scrub and savannah Which shields the moist 

West Mrican coast from the furnace of the Sahara Desert. Only a 

!0uple of buildings in the entire city stand at over two stories, and 

in the suburbs turn from tarmac to dust less than 
it.mite from downtown Bamako. 

y up a long, winding road at the back of the city to the 
School of Medicine takes about fifteen minutes, but a visit to 

Malaria Research and Training Center inside the campus involves 

ical crossing from an underdeveloped Third World 

with all the attendant problems of unemployment, poverw, 
to the cutting edge of world-class research. Cross the 

from the taxi rank and the bustling roadside market, walk 

the university entrance, and take an immediate lett, two 

up to the Department of Epidemiology and Parasitic Infec- 

and there is the latest equipment: computers, microscopes, 
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scanners, and a host of other machines with jaw-breaking names, 

such as the Programmable Thermal Controller, which analyzes the 
malaria parasite’s DNA. Outside, market women haggle over prices 
of fruit and vegetables in the hope of earning a few dollars a day. In...: 

side, a group of top-flight scientists who are among the best in their 

Iield pore over blood samples in pristine laboratories, conduct re.. i 

search on the MedLine database on CD-ROM, and communicate 
with the outside world by e-mail. 

Unlike other major research centers in Africa, the scientists 
Bamako are Africans, mostly~Malian, but with a sprinkling of re-". 

searchers from neighboring African countries. This is not a case 
Europeans or Americans taking a mobile First World lab 

it up in the African bush. Rather, it is a center of scientific excel-: 
lence, which is administered-by Malians, where the.research 

ducted by Mullahs, and where the most immediate benefits fall to . 
MullahS, though the ramifications are invaluable to Africa and th~ 

entire world. 
The stakes could not be higher. Malaria is the biggest 

AIrica today, more ruthless than cholera, yellow fever, measles, 
outdistancing the latest more tfighly publicized crazes, such as 

Ebota virus, and even, at least for the time being, 

AIDS. No one in Hollywood ever made a movie about malaria, but 

Africa it claims the lives oI neafl!¢ 1 million children each 
Ninety percent of the 300 million to 500 ufitlion clinical cases 
occur each year are in Africa. In some par~s of Marl, especially in 
rice-growing areas on the banks oi the Niger River, one out of 
children die before the age of five, most of them from malaria.~ 

What sets the center off most from other such bodies 

ir~ the villages and its close relationship with traditional 

healers. Ogobara Doumbo, head of the Department 

and Parasitic Infections at the School of Medicine in Bamako, 
lieves that not only must the researchbe relevant to the lives 
dinary Malians but modern science has much to learn from 
"Traditionally in Africa, Western researchers come for a 

cure the information they require, and then they are off. 

to create the link between the research and the ¢ 
need health development. It is a philosophy of estab[ishin~ 

doctors in collaboration with the local communities. That is 

namic that we have created here." Altruistic as Doumbo’s views may seem, they reflect the 

culation that village communities have as much to teach 
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researchers as the researchers have to teach the. villagers. In effect, 

the center is attempting to do what so many universities, govern: 
merits, and professional organizations have failed to do: build a 

bridge between the so-called traditional and modern faces of Africa. 

0nly in-depth fieldwork can address some of the key questions that 

must be answered before there is real understanding of the malaria 

parasite and the mosquito. From ~.h¢ point of view of pure research, 

the villages furnish the center w~th a constant supply of blood sam- 
ples from the hottest malarial batflefronts, which allow the scientists 

to track how the parasite is mutating. By working with community 
elders, traditional healers, and especially important target groups, 

such as women, Doumbo’s field workers are able both to help peo- 

ple save their children’s lives and to set up an unparalleled observa- 
tion post from which they can view the enemy. 

~Before we begin our research, I send in an anthropological 
i.team to find out how the community works, and what its members 
:need and want. In that way, you avoid any conflict," Doumbo says. 

:~We learn what we can do and what we cannot do. And we always 

iwork with traditional healers. They are a social power in the society. 

; not fair for us to come in and ignore them. On all our visits, we 

go to the chief. When we come, we have a community meeting. 

they give us feedback." When the scientists listen to the 

the traditional leaders return the favor. The same 
tree with midwives, mothers, village chiefs, and rural teachers. 

spinoff has been that Doumbo and the center have convinced 

chloroquine in their bags for those areas 
is still effective against malaria. 

Rural Mali has provided more than a testing ground, however. 
healers have developed their own medicines, and unlike 

Western and African scientists, Doumbo and his colleagues 

enough to admit that the healers often are way ahead of 

such as chloroquine losing the battle against 

a drug called Fansidar is one of a dwindling number of 

treatments forming the last line of defense. Even the most 
new treatments, such as. qinghaosu, that to date have 

effective against some resistant strains of l~lasmodium falci- 

have [imitations. French researchers treating a Frenchman 

down with P1asmodium falciparum malaria after a trip to 
~ found resistance to qinghaosu derivatives. ~3 

MaIi center has discovered another traditional remedy. Ma- 
5 is a combination of three herbal medicines used for years 
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by Malian healers. Together with the Ministry o[ Health, the center 

has tested Malaria 5 and proved that it too has effectively battled 

malaria strains which chloroquine can no longer fight. This discovery 
Doumbo cites as an example of cooperation between .Western and 

African medidne. "The reason it works in Mall is that we have a de. 
partment of traditional medicine which has organized the work of 
traditional healers very well since 1976. We have scientists who are 

working with them and they study which of the medicines work. And 
there is now no doubt about it. Malaria 5 works! We have proved it 

scienfificalIy. Some of the treatments these txaditional healers are 

using have been handed down from generation to generation. They 
have been tested in the community, and just like the ingredients in 

Malaria 5, they would not be using them unless they had some im~ 
pact. These people tmow what they are doing."                 ¯ . 

To strengthen the villages’ own health systems, the malaria cen-’ 

ter also supports a program to train community health workers 
to build drug dispensaries, using local materials and labor. 

the multitude of local radio stations created since Mall returned 
democratic governmer~t in 1992, the arttimalaria message is 

out on the airwaves. Teachers are being enlisted to educate 
dents. "It works in .Mall because of the democratic system," 

says. "People now must rely on their own initiative. If ,you have 
own health organization in your community, yon can do it. In 
experience, the system began to work with democracy. It gave the 

people initiative." 
Like AIDS, malaria’s toll on the population goes far 

sheer death rate. It accelerates.poverty and 
undermining the health and work capacity of hundreds of 

ol people. Anyone who has survived a bout with the dreaded 
mMiumfaIciparum strain knows it to be rio Iaughing matter. Unless 

is treated, Ptasmodium falciparum can kilt its victim in less than 
days. As it becomes increasingly resistant to standard treatmen 
such as chloroqnine, the death toll is rising. From South Africa:! 

the south to Mauritania in the north, the legions of malaria are 

the march, and with each passing rainy season, as the parasite. 
sorbs the blows of the latest medicines developed by the world’s 

entific community, it adapts, to emerge ever stronger. It can 

Doumbo says, because "the parasite is very, very clever.~’ He 

kr~ow. In his native Dogon region near the Niger River 

Mopti, more children die of malaria than any other d 
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asite is so clever, in fact, that while most Airican adults are immune 

to malaria if they remain in their home area, should they travel out- 
side the region, they encounter a slightly different parasite and their 
immunity is useless. Doumbo cites another example. Most infants 

remain safe from malaria as Iong as they are breastfeeding, because 

their mother’s immunity h~is been passed along. But as soon as they 
stop, the chiIdren become vuinerable: 

The driving forces behind the Mail center are Doumbo and his 

entomologist cotIeague Y~ya Tour~. Both were trained by Philippe 

Ranque, a French scientist based at the World Health Organization 

(WFIO) in Geneva, who set up the Department of Epidemiology in 
1973. There is also close collaboration with the universities of Mary- 

land, MarseilIes, Rome, and Tt~!ane; the last regularly sends a grad- 

uate student to Bamako. "We have succeeded in creating a culture 

of scientific research here," Doumbo. says. The/act that a Saturday 
was the only time he was free to hold an interview already says 

about the center’s work ethic. "Weekends, weekdays, there is 
difference for us. Maybe, in fact, we accomplish more on week- 

ends because it is quieter. During the week, we have so many visi- 

t. tots and meetings about grants that there is not much time ior any- 
.thing else." 

The visitors and grants are critical to the center’s survival how- 
.: ever. The government oi Mall, rated as the third poorest country on 
::earth, is only able to provide the institute with space at the univer- 

and to guarantee water and electricity. While it is true that the 

center relies on foreign funds, principalIy from the U.S. Agency 

:iNternational Development (USAID), the U.S. National Institutes of 
¯ :Itealth (NIH), and the WHO, unlike most aid programs in Africa, it 

compete for its funds. USMD provides some core funding, but 
enough to secure jobs for [our of the thirty fuiI-time stail and 

twenty students Irom Mall’s medical school and neighboring 
:i~0untries. Funds for the rest have to come from grants. 

The fact that the center has succeeded in attracting the money 
the past four years is testimony to the quality of work by 

Tour~, and others. "I have sat in on their presentations 

they come over to the States, and it’s astounding," says 

Sakai, a Hawaiian-born resident scientist ol the NII-t. 
when some of my coIleagues in the United States hear that 

scientists are around looking for money, they have the 
conception that their presentations will be second-rate. But after 
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Doumbo or Tour~ is through, they are speechless. It’s not that their 

presentations are good relative to other Africans. They are simply as 

good or superior to anything they have heard anywhere. ~ 
The center engages the battle against malaria like a military 

headquarters planning a pincer movement Doumbo works 
one team of researchers who focus on the parasite itself, testing its 
DNA to see how it has mutated from one rainy season to another, 

and correlating its findings with the drugs needed to treat it. The::!:. 

conclusions, pictured on a map,. are relayed to the Ministry of::;:. 

Health so that chloroquine is still used in areas where it is effective,:;. 

and other drugs, such as Pansidar, are sent to regions where the par. 
asite has passed the resistance threshold. That way drugs are n0t’:~ 

wasted and resistance to them does not occur before its time. 
Tour~ leads ateam of entomologists who study the malaria-car; 

tying mosquito, Anopheles gambiae, to understand why sometimes 
carries malaria and other times it does not. They have already dis.. 

covered differences in chromosomes, and they are hoping to 

out how to use the mosquito’s natural ability to block the 

ment of the parasite inside its own stomach to create a genetically: 

altered mosquito. 

One of the most valuable resources available to the center is 
medical school on the same campus. The deans are coo 

they allow thecenter to take credit for its own research 
to administer itself, and most importantly, the school provides 

army of students from which Doumbo can choose to 

search capabilities in both the laboratory a~xd the field. "It is very imi 

portant that we can select our own collaborators. They come 
say, ’I would like to work with you,’ and I say, ’Are you sure?’ 

I put them in a village, maybe for six months, and see how 
We pay them about one hundred dollars a month, but it’s 
Without that pool of students, we could not work. They 

us. They love to do it. I don’t have to force them.~ 
Energized by such infusions of new blood, Doumbo be 

the bridge between his researchers and the villages represents 

optimistic future of medicine in Africa. "I grew up in a 
know how things work and how to avoid conflict. Nobody 

change my mind about that. It takes time. If you know what 

need to accomplish, and you take time to listen to the 
you can create a social contract," Doumbo says. "This is the 

way to go if Attica is to have any relevance in the x 

attle forthe Mind 

¯ /"~ptimism fills the warm morning air as the pure voices of two 
~hundred children resound through the halls of the university 

¯ : campus on the outskirts of the Somali capital, Mogadishu. The 

.youngsters sit deep in concentration side by side in crisp new blue 
~: i and gray uniforms, chanting the Somali alphabet with their eyes 

¯ .i, glued to their teacher at the head of each classroom. The open court- 

.yard outside is abuzz with the sounds of motion and buiIding. Young 
men hanuner away at new, Ireshly cut wooden benches, while yen- 

university custodians sweep dust and refuse from the side- 

. :walks. Over the area drifts the aroma of woodsmoke, a welcome tell- 
) tale sign that the cooks have Iit the fire for the morning tea. Ixt the 

ramshackle offices and lecture rooms of what used to be the Univer- 
) :Sity of Somalia, hundreds of displaced families Iook on with surprise 

as they contemplate the daybreak with a difference. For 

two years, the classrooms are being put to the use for 
they were originally built, although the age of admission has 

i~: ::Mlen dramatically. The campus of the University oI Somalia is being 

elementary school. 

The school is the brainchild of an independent Somali women’s 

known as Ida, which decided that it was time, no matter how 
.dim the prospects, to start the laborious process of rebuilding Soma- 

:::lia by educating its children. "We say that since the men have 

i.br0ught the country to such a state, it is now our turn,~ laughs 
Haji Abdullahi, a high-spirited former university lecturer 

is the head of Ida’s education department. "We think one of 

best ways to attack the violence, ignorance, and poverty which 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, October 31,2011 10:44 AM 

Harris, Lori <leharris@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Smith update 

Thanks for the very detailed report, Lori! I wil! be sure to pass this information along to al! of our people with offices 

over there. 

Thanks again, 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

From: Harris, Lori 
Sent: Wednesday, October 26, 2011 7:50 PM 
To: Gore, Travis; Fulenwider, C. Lindsay 
Subject: Smith update 

Dear Travis & Lindsay, 

I just went around today with EHS and Facilities people, and here’s the latest. 

First of all, the building is ancient and badly in need of foundation work. They showed me all kinds of problem stuff on 

the outside--bricks where the mortar has eroded away, damaged brickwork, problem drains, need for waterproofing, 

etc. The foundation issues are really the principal cause of all the water/humidity problems that are causing other 

problems (mold, damage to walls from leaks, etc.). But it’s going to be a major piece of work to fix, and they’re probably 

going to bid the foundation work out to some external contractor. So that’s going to happen, but in a longer (don’t 

know how long) time frame. Until it does, the building’s likely to be chronically troubled. They’ll fix stuff, but months 

from now either the same or different/similar stuff will probably go wrong again. It’s not (currently) severe enough for 

EHS to shut it down and declare any of the space uninhabitable, so we’re probably looking at just continuing to have 

problems for some time. I think the best we can do is push for anything that can be done, and definitely encourage the 

inhabitants to be vigilant about reporting any new issues. My chair is also planning to get back to our SAD and let him 

know what condition this lovely space they issued us is in and what we’re dealing with. 

Now here’s some stuff they’re doing in the near term: 

¯ In SM 05 (my office that had the visible mold), they’re going to rip a hole in the wall to look at the interior of the 

wall, which is full of leaks, water damage, mold, who knows what. The point is to find out what, and fix it. 

Oddly, this is an interior wall, and on the other side is one of Lindsay’s vacant rooms. They may end up tearing 

out part or all of the wall on that side too--just depends what they find once they get in there. They’re hoping 

to get to this next week. 

¯ There’s a counter/cabinet in the hall, and if you open the right door it leads directly to a super-sketchy sump 

pump. The EHS guy said this is a possible cause of odors, moisture, and he mentioned insects (though haven’t 

had any complaints on that front, thank goodness), and they’re going to seal it off. 
¯ In the bathroom, they’re going to caulk up around that connecting pipe to SM 03 (AFAM office), to prevent 



transmission of odors. They weren’t focused on the noise issue, but hopefully it’ll help there as well. 

¯ There are now 2 HVAC systems, the new one that they just put in (3, 4, 5) and the corresponding old one on the 

other side (6A, 6B, 6C, 7), and another heating system that’s connected to all that ductwork all over the ceilings. 
They’re going to turn off the main unit to that (outside the building), open it up, and check for signs of mold. 

Apparently there’s some condensation apparatus in there that they can look at and tell if there’s mold in the 

ducts or not. 

Things EHS recommends that the occupants should do to help improve the air quality situation: 

¯ Keep the bathroom door closed all the time (I think the practice has been to leave it open when not in use) 
¯ Leave office doors open as much as possible, i.e. whenever people are there 

¯ Keep the temperature in all offices set around 73-74F 

That’s it for now. 

Lori 

Lori Harris 

Department Manager 

Department of Asian Studies 

http://www.u nc.edu/depts/asia 

919-843-5340 

919-843-7817 fax 

CB 3267 

113 New West 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3267 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN= STGORE> 

Monday, October 31,2011 10:56 AM 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 

FW: New Course Proposal 

CourseSubmissionForm_CAS_l 1.22.10.doc; criteria_l 1-05-08.pdf 

Lydia, 

Agatha wanted me to send this to you. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966o5496 

Hi Travis, 
Can you please send Lydia a link to the Course Submission Guidelines this week - probably on 
the registrar’s website (or Maya might know). 
Thanks! 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
1@9 BattZe HaZZ, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
f. 919.962.5824 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: McMillan, Tim 



Sent: Wednesday, October 26, 2011 2:07 PM 
To: Boyd, Lydia C 
Cc: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: RE: AFRI 266 

Hi Lydia -- 

I’m pretty sure that Amy Cooke created this class (if not, she took it over from Julius) and 
that it started from an environmental studies perspective but was originated in our 
department (where Amy taught for a number of years.) We have had seats cross-listed both 
ways (AFRI and ENVR) in the past but that would be open to renegotiation. I think for the 
future a new course on Health/Illness in Africa would be an excellent idea. I know there 
are discussions going on about a more integrated approach in the department -- i.e. courses 
that deal with both Africa and the Diaspora -- so I would discuss this course with the 
Curriculum Committee before I put too much work into the design. To propose a new course you 
have to generate a model syllabus and then fill out a form that we (as a department) then 
submit. I believe Travis or Agatha can point you to the course submission guidelines. 

Hope that helps. 

take care 

From: Boyd, Lydia C 
Sent: Wednesday, October 26, 2011 12:37 PM 
To: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: AFRI 266 

Hi Tim, 
I was just wondering about the history of AFRI 266 (population, health, environment). Was 
this a course developed in our department? Or was this something developed by and for the 
environmental studies program? I just got an email from Amy Cooke, who is a lecturer in 
environmental studies and who also apparently teaches this course. I am slated to teach it 
next semester -- which is fine -- but I wasn’t planning on following any particular 
environmental studies curriculum. Just wanted some background before I met with her. 

Also, perhaps I should develop my own course on health and disease in Africa so as not to 
step on her toes. How do I go about proposing and submitting a new course? 

Thanks! 
-Lydia 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 
Assistant Professor 
Department of African and African American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
lydia.boyd#unc.edu 



Section 1 

Instructor information: 

Name 

Email address 

Phone number 

Course Submission Form 

Additional contact (i.e. scheduling officer): 

Name 

Email address 

Phone number 

Submission Type: 

[] New Course Proposal: Complete all applicable sections. 

[] Course Deletion: Complete this page only. 

[] Course Revision Proposal: Fill out only items that need to be changed. 
Please note: Non-sponsor units in a cross-list may only make changes to questions #8 and #9 in section 2. All other 
changes must come from the sponsor unit. 

*Proposed effective term: [] Fall [] Spring []Summer Year 

*Academic Organization (department, curricula, unit): 

*Subject code (e.g., ENGL, SPAN): *Catalog number: ~ 

*Academic Career: [] UGRD [] GRAD    [] MED [] PHCY [] DENT [] LAW 

If you’re not sure which Career to choose, it may be helpful to check the career associated with existing courses for your 
unit in the ConnectCarolina Course Catalog. Please note: courses for undergraduate and/or graduate students in the 
400-699 range should use the UGRD career. 

For deletion proposals only: 

Course title: 

Is this course cross-listed? [] YES [] NO 

If yes, list course(s): __ 

Will all courses in the cross-list (listed above) be deleted? [] YES [] NO 

If no, which courses will remain active? __ 

*Required field in CRAS Page 1 



Section 2: Course Details 

"1. Short Title/Description (Maximum of 30 characters, including spaces) 

Note: This title appears on class roils and student transcripts 

*2. Long Course Title (Maximum of 100 characters, including spaces) 

Note: This title appears in the Undergraduate Bulletin, Graduate Record, and ConnectCarolina 

*3. Long Description (Maximum of 50 words): 

Note: This description appears in the Undergraduate Bulletin, Graduate Record, and ConnectCarolina 

*4. Course credit hour type is: [] Fixed 

[] Variable 

Enter hours: 

Minimum hours: Maximum hours: 

Note: The number of class contact hours in organized instruction is one factor affecting the amount of credit earned. 
Courses must meet for a minimum of 750 minutes per semester for each hour of credit earned. (Example: a traditional 3 
credit-hour course includes 42 class periods of 50 minutes each on MWF and 29 class periods of 75 minutes each on 
TTH. Final examinations, required in all undergraduate courses, provide an additional 180 minutes of instruction. MWF 
classes provide a total of 2280 instructional minutes; TTH classes, a total of 2355 instructional minutes.) This ratio should 
be observed for organized instruction, which excludes laboratory, independent study, special topics, and 
thesis/dissertation research courses. 

*5. Repeat for credit: [] No [] Yes 

Allow multiple enrollments within a single term: [] No [] Yes 

Total Units Allowed: 

Total completions allowed: __ 

*6. Grading basis (select only one): 

[] GR1 - Ugrd (A, B, C, etc) 

[] G R 4 - Law 

[] GR 6 - Phrm 

[] CPF - Pass/Fail ONLY 

[] GR3- Grad (H, P, L, etc.) 

[] GR5- Dent 

[] Med - 1st [] Med -2nd [] Med 3-4 

7. Is this course included in a current proposal to establish or revise a major or minor? [] Yes [] No 

Note for undergraduate programs: The course must be approved by the Administrative Boards first before the revision to 
the major or minor can be approved. 

*Required field in CRAS Page 2 



*8. Academic Group 

[] CAS: College of Arts and Sciences 

[] KFBS: Kenan-Flagler Business School 

[] SILS: School of Info & Lib Science 

[] SOE: School of Education 

[] SO J: School of Journalism 

[] SON: School of Nursing 

[] SPH: School of Public Health 

[] GRAD: Graduate School 

[] LAW: School of Law 

[] SOD: School of Dentistry 

[] SOG: School of Government 

[] SOM: School of Medicine 

[] SOP School of Pharmacy 

[] SSW: School of Social Work 

9. Any pre/corequisites for this course? (Pre/corequisites must be courses) [] Yes 

If the course has prerequisites, enter subject and catalog number(s): 

If the course has corequisites, enter subject and catalog numbers(s): __ 

[] No 

Examples: MUSC 122; BIOL 101 and 101L; PSYC 101, and 222 or 230 
Note: Pre/corequisites appear in the long course description in the Undergraduate Bulletin, Graduate Record, and 
ConnectCarolina. This information should also be included in the course description (see item #3). 

10. Is special preparation required/recommended for this course? __ 

Note: This information should also be included in the course description (see item #3), following any pre/corequisites. 

1 1. If permission to enroll is needed, which statement below best describes who gives permission? 

[] Permission of the instructor [] Permission of the instructor for students lacking the prerequisite 

[] Permission of the instructor for nonmajors [] Permission of the instructor for undergraduates 

[] Permission of the program director [] Permission of the director of undergraduate studies 

[] Permission of the department [] Permission of the school 

Note: This information should also be included in the course description (see item #3), following any 
required/recommended preparation. 

"12. Primary Component (lecture or lab) __ 

Graded component [] No [] Yes 

"13. Will this course contain additional components? 

[] Recitation 

Graded component [] No 

[] Lab 

Graded component [] No 

[] Separately numbered as __ 

[] Yes [] Included and contributes __ 

[] Yes [] Included and contributes __ 

and contributes 

credit hour(s) 

credit hour(s) 

__ credit hour(s) 

*Required field in CRA8 Page 3 



14. Does the addition of this course have any impact on your current curriculum (majors, concentrations, 
minors, etc)? 

[] No [] Yes If yes, please explain: __ 

15. Additional Course Request Details. (Maximum of 75 words): 

Note: Please use this section to provide additional information about this course. For example, does the course restrict 
enrollment by student classification, by college, or major? 

16. Course Document 

Please attach the course syllabus. The syllabus should include a brief description of the course, basic and 
recommended texts (authors, title, year of publication), a list of principal topics covered, class schedule or 
course calendar, number of examinations, contact hours, work required of students, and the basis for 
determining the final grade. 

Note on cross-fisted courses: Currently, a moratorium on estabfishing new cross-fisfings between courses is in 
effect. 

Continue to Section 3: General Education Requirements, if applicable. 

*Required field in CRAS Page 4 



Section 3: General Education Requirements 

Subject + catalog number: 

¯ For revision requests: 
1. Does this course already fulfill General Education requirements? [] Yes [] No 
2. If Yes, which ones:__ 

To request additional General Education requirements, complete the information below. 
¯ For new courses, complete all applicable information below. 

By answering the following questions accurately, you will expedite the review and approval of your courses by 
the Administrative Boards and its Curriculum Committee. Courses that meet General Education requirements 
must include in the course syllabus adequate information to permit the Curriculum Committee to assess 
course content against the criteria specified for each General Education category. To satisfy the criteria, the 
answers to each group of questions should all be "yes." The course syllabus should give evidence that the 
criteria have been met. As the norm, no more than two General Education designations will be approved for 
any new or revised course. 

The criteria document is available at http://www.unc.edu/depts/uc/docs/criteria_l 1-05-08.pdf. 

Criteria applicable to all General Education courses: 
¯ Does the course syllabus include a final examination? (Foundations, First Year Seminars, and EE-only 

courses are an exception to this requirement) [] Yes [] No 
¯ Does the course syllabus make it clear that at least 10 pages of writing or the equivalent in intellectual 

effort are required? [] Yes [] No 
¯ For science, math, and performance courses, where little writing is typically assigned, does the course 

require the intellectual equivalent of at least 10 pages of writing outside of class? [] Yes [] No 
¯ Does the course involve recitation meetings or allow for regular discussions in other ways? 

[] Yes [] No 
¯ For science and math courses, where regular discussions may not be appropriate, does the course 

require students to apply their acquired knowledge to challenging problems? [] Yes [] No 

Foundations 

[] English Composition and Rhetoric (CR) 

[] Foreign Language (FL) 

[] Quantitative Reasoning (QR) 

¯ Does the course focus on mathematics, data analysis, statistics, computing, probability, or modeling? 

[] Lifetime Fitness (1 credit) 

Approaches 

Please answer the relevant questions if the proposed course fulfills an Approach. The proportion of course 
content is estimated by counting the number of class sessions or weekly themes devoted to the subjects 
considered. A course can fulfill only one Approach. 

[] Physical and Life Sciences: With lab? [] Yes (PX) [] No (PL) 

¯ Does the course focus on scientific content and scientific method? 

¯ If there is a laboratory component, is enrollment in the laboratory optional? 

*Required field in CRAS Page 5 



[] Social and Behavioral Sciences, nonhistorical (SS) 

¯ Does the course focus on the scientific study of individual or collective behavior? 

¯ Does the course draw on established quantitative and/or qualitative methods of analysis? 

[] Social and Behavioral Sciences, historical analysis (HS) 

¯ Does the course focus on the past and change over time, rather than the contemporary world? 

¯ Does the course place human behavior in social or cultural contexts? 

[] Visual and Performing Arts (VP) 

¯ Does the course emphasize aesthetic content (e. g., art, architecture, music, drama, design, 
performance studies, film) that is nonliterary? 

Does at least 2/3 of the course content involve analysis of, or creative expression within, the visual and 
performing arts? (The Curriculum Committee determines the proportions of course content by 
counting the number of class sessions or weekly themes devoted to the subjects considered.) 

[] Philosophical and Moral Reasoning (PH) 

¯ Does the course address the social dimensions of philosophical reasoning? 

¯ If yes, does at least 1/5 of the course content address questions of morality and values? (The 
Curriculum Committee determines the proportions of course content by counting the number of class 
sessions or weekly themes devoted to the subjects considered.) 

¯ Does the course focus on understanding and critically assessing the truth, adequacy, defensibility, or 
value of the ideas being explored? 

[] Literary Arts (LA) 

¯ Does at least 2/3 of the course content involve the reading/analysis/creation of literary texts? (The 
Curriculum Committee determines the proportions of course content by counting the number of class 
sessions or weekly themes devoted to the subjects considered.) 

¯ If the course covers literature in foreign languages, the syllabus should indicate the language of 
instruction. 

Connections 

Please answer the relevant questions if the proposed course fulfills one or more Connections. Please note 
that the proportion of course content is estimated by counting the number of class sessions or weekly themes 
devoted to the subjects considered. 

[]Communication Intensive (CI) 

¯ Is the course taught in English, with an emphasis on how oral and written communication function in 
the discipline? 

¯ Does the course require that all students present at least one oral presentation? 

*Required field in CRAS Page 6 



¯ Does the course require that all students revise for a grade a substantial piece of written work or an 
oral presentation? 

¯ Does the instructor provide feedback to guide this revision? 

¯ Does the evaluation of communication skills constitute at least 1/5 of the grade in the course? 

[] Quantitative Intensive (QI) 

¯ Does half the course content involve one or more of the following: modeling, development of 
algorithms; interpretation of data; constructing sound arguments on the basis of quantitative 
information and mathematical reasoning? (The Curriculum Committee determines the proportions of 
course content by counting the number of class sessions or weekly themes devoted to the subjects 
considered.) 

[] U.S. Diversity (US) 

¯ On what form(s) of diversity does the course focus? 

¯ Does the course give systematic attention to the perspectives/experiences of the social group(s)? 

[] Global Issues (GL) 
¯ Does the course feature transnational or transregional relationships, issues, or dynamics? 

¯ Does at least 2/3 of the course content focus on transnational content? (The Curriculum Committee 
determines the proportions of course content by counting the number of class sessions or weekly 
themes devoted to the subjects considered.) 

[] The World before 1750 (WB) 

¯ Would the course meet the criteria for the Historical Analysis category? (This is required.) 

¯ Does at least 2/3 of the course content focus on the period before 1750? (The Curriculum Committee 
determines the proportions of course content by counting the number of class sessions or weekly 
themes devoted to the subjects considered.) 

[] North Atlantic World (NA) 

¯ How does the course introduce students to the history, geography, or culture of North America or 
Europe? 

¯ Does at least 2/3 of the course content focus on a North Atlantic region? (The Curriculum Committee 
determines the proportions of course content by counting the number of class sessions or weekly 
themes devoted to the subjects considered.) 

[] Beyond the North Atlantic (BN) 

¯ How does the course introduce students to the history, geography, or culture of a particular region 
outside the North Atlantic (Asia, Africa, the Middle East, Latin America, Eastern Europe, or the 
Pacific)? 

¯ Does at least 2/3 of the course content focus on a region or regions beyond the North Atlantic? (The 



Curriculum Committee determines the proportions of course content by counting the number of class 
sessions or weekly themes devoted to the subjects considered.) 

[] Experiential Education: 

¯ If the course is proposed under the rubric of undergraduate research, is original student research at 
the heart of the course? 

¯ Does the research process and product comprise at least half of the final grade? 

¯ How does the research process influence the allocation of instructional time? 

¯ If the course is proposed for EE under one of the other rubrics (faculty-supervised field work, 
internships, service-learning, engaged creative process), does the course meet the minimum hours 
requirement specific to the category? 

[] Field Work (at least 30 hours) 
[] Approved Internship (at least 100 hours) 

[] Creative Work Culminating in Public 

Programming (at least 30 hours) 

[] Study Abroad 

[] Mentored Research/Honors Thesis 

[] Service Learning (at least 30 hours) 

Please remember to attach a course syllabus (see item #16 from section 2 above). 
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Approved by the Curriculum Review Steering Committee 3/03; Revised by the Administrative B oards of the 
General College and the College of Arts & Sciences 12/06/06 and 11/05/08. 

CRITERIA FOR GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS: 

GUIDELINES FOR THE SUBMISSION AND REVIEW 
OF COURSE PROPOSALS 

The criteria described below clarify the guidelines established in "Making Connections: An 
Initial Proposal to Revise the General Education Curriculum" (version 1.4). It is intended to 

assist members of the Arts and Sciences Divisional Committees, the Subcommittee on General 
Education, and the Administrative Boards of the General College and the College of Arts and 
Sciences as they review and approve proposed courses for the General Education curriculum. It 
is also intended to help faculty in departments, curricula, and schools to understand the standards 
by which their faculty colleagues will make judgments about course proposals. This version of 
the document, which was approved in spring 2003, has been revised for clarity, style, and 
consistency by the General Education Implementation Committee. Although faculty can take this 

as the authoritative statement and we do not expect the general principles or course requirements 
to change in substantial ways, it is a living document, subject to revision and refinement as we 
discover issues in the submission, approval, and implementation process. 

COMMON PRINCIPLES 

All courses satisfying General Education requirements are subj ect to review and approval by 
three faculty committees: the Divisional Committee, the Subcommittee on General Education, 
and the Administrative Boards of the General College and the College of Arts and Sciences. 
During the implementation phase, proposals for courses in the new general education curriculum 
will be due February 16, 2004. After that, submissions for the new general education curriculum 
will be due at the Office of Undergraduate Curricula by the usual deadlines: September 15 or 
January 15. We cannot guarantee that courses submitted after February 16, 2004, will be 
reviewed and approved in time to take effect in fall 2006, when we begin the new general 
education curriculum. 

The following criteria, originally established by the Curriculum Review Steering Committee in 
March 2003, serve as guidelines for identifying appropriate courses to satisfy each of the 
requirements. This document is meant to be fluid, and as such allow for criteria to be clarified 
and refined. However, any substantial revisions of it will need to be approved by the General 
Education Implementation Committee (until fall 2006), the Subcommittee on General Education, 
and the Administrative Boards of the General College and the College of Arts and Sciences. In 
general, the following criteria apply to all courses satisfying General Education requirements: 
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Curricular goals of General Education courses: 

1. Whenever possible, preference is given to small classes that make regular use (at least 
weekly) of discussion in or out of the classroom, use problem-based or essay 
examinations, and contain ample student-instructor interaction. 

2. The foundational skills of English composition, quantitative reasoning, and foreign 
language require small class sizes for effective learning so 19 to 25 students per class for 
these entry-level skills courses is desirable. 

3. Course content and assignments should be significant within the rubric of each particular 
academic discipline, including but not limited to research papers, electronic proj ects, 
substantial creative projects, laboratory reports, mathematical analysis, etc. "Significant" 
should generally be construed to mean at least 10 pages of written work over the course 
of the semester, excluding pages written for essays on in-class examinations. This 
written work may be composed in an alternative medium or format, as long as the 
materials represent the equivalent intellectual investment of 10 pages of written work. 
Students in classes which typically require little writing (math, some sciences, etc.) will 

be required to complete other work (homework exercises, lab reports, etc.) equivalent to 
ten pages of writing by virtue of the intellectual labor expended. Take-home 
examinations which take the form of an assigned essay or essays may count toward 
fulfilling this requirement. 

Additional requirements for General Education courses: 

1. Final exams are mandatory; courses with one hour of academic credit may administer their 
final exams during the last class period; all others must follow the published Final 
Examination Schedule. First Year Seminars and composition courses are exempt from 
the requirement of an in-class final exam; Experiential Education and composition 
courses may have some form of final proj ect or final evaluation of student work in lieu of 

a traditional final exam. 
2. No courses that satisfy General Education requirements may be taken Pass/D/Fail with the 

exception of Lifetime Fitness, and some of the requirements for the Experiential 
Education requirement. 

3. No General Education requirements may be satisfied with Independent Studies, 
Internships, Special Topics, Directed Readings, or similar courses. The only exception is 
Experiential Education, as specified within that description. 

4. Courses that do not require papers - or their equivalent - and only offer objective 
examinations will not be considered as satisfying most General Education requirements 

in the Humanities, Fine Arts, and Social Sciences. 
5. Foundations, Approaches, and Connections courses may count toward major and minor 

credit, unless otherwise specified. An Approaches course may meet one or more 
Connections requirements, and a Connections course may simultaneously meet an 
Approaches requirement or multiple Connections requirements. Foundations courses 
may not count for either Approaches or Connections credit except in the following cases: 
1) A second Quantitative Reasoning (QR) Foundations course may satisfy the 
Quantitative Intensive (QI) Connections requirement. 2) Except when a foreign language 
placement exam has "placed" the student in level four of a language, thus requiring that 
level four be completed to satisfy the FL Foundations requirement in that particular 
language, a level four foreign language course may be used to satisfy the Foreign 
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Language Enhancement (FI) Connections requirement. 
6. Courses that meet multiple requirements may do so only in so far as reasonable and 

practicable. For example, one course could not contain a 50% quantitative component 
AND have 50% of the assignments conducted in a foreign language, AND have a 20% 
portion dedicated to effective communication. In other words, the sum of the 
components cannot exceed 100%. 

7. Under usual circumstances, any single course can satisfy only one requirement in the 
Foundations and Approaches areas of the curriculum. So a course might be appropriate 
either as Historical Analysis or Philosophical and Moral Reasoning, but not both; a 
course might be appropriate as a Social and Behavioral Sciences or as a Physical and Life 
Sciences, but not both. However, as noted above, a course may satisfy an Approaches 
requirement and also meet one or more Connections requirements. 

8. The General Education Implementation Committee has designed a system to identify all 
General Education courses in the printed bulletin and online catalog. Those two-letter 
course identifiers will be added by the Office of Undergraduate Curricula. In the printed 
and online listings of courses the General Education identifiers will appear in parentheses 
after the course number. For example: Reli 140, Religion in America (HS, US, NA) 
would indicate that this course in Religious Studies meets the General Education 
requirements for Historical Analysis (HS), North Atlantic World (NA), and U.S. 
Diversity (US). The two-letter course identifiers are included below in parentheses at the 
first mention of each requirement. 

FOUNDATIONS COURSES 

English Composition and Rhetoric A and B (CR) 

First-year students, with the exceptions noted below, are required to take a two-course sequence 
of Rhetoric courses (RHET A and B). RHET A offers a general introduction to college written 
and oral argumentation, composition, research and information literacy skills, and rhetorical 
analysis. RHET B extends this introduction into specific disciplinary contexts and requires that 
students learn how to write papers and construct oral presentations of greater length and 
complexity than required in RHET A. 

Course goals for RHET A and B: 

1. To master the technical aspects of writing and speaking (including standard spelling, 
punctuation, and grammar) in the context of academic work. 

2. To write short papers and develop short oral presentations by revising early versions of 
work based upon feedback. 

3. To incorporate appropriate source material in written and oral presentations (this includes 
learning how to distinguish between scholarly and non-scholarly sources, to use 
electronic resources critically, to avoid plagiarizing, and to use standard citation and 
reference formats). 

4. To use graphic and audiovisual materials as part of oral and written presentations. 
5. To identify the similarities and differences among various purposes for written and oral 

communications, and to understand that different contexts require different approaches. 
6. To shape written and oral arguments according to purpose and audience. 
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7. To develop oral delivery skills suitable to topics, purpose, and audience, and to adapt 
delivery to audience responses. 

8. To read and listen critically (that is, to discern main ideas, to identify and evaluate 
supporting details, and to recognize explicit relationships among ideas). 

9. To read and listen in order to pose and respond to questions and comments concisely. 

Additional course goals for RHET B: 

1. To write papers and give oral presentations of substantial length and of greater complexity 
than required in RHET A (as in RHET A, students in RHET B revise earlier versions of 
work based upon feedback from other students and the instructor). 

2. To synthesize and evaluate written and oral messages by drawing logical inferences and 
conclusions and assessing the acceptability of evidence and the validity of arguments 
(this includes learning to detect biases in received messages and in students’ own 
reception of evidence and arguments put forward by others). 

3. To incorporate source material in their written and oral presentations according to the 
conventions, methodologies, and values of particular disciplinary discourse communities. 

4. To identify the similarities and differences among various purposes for written and oral 
communications within particular disciplines, and to understand that different 
disciplinary contexts require different approaches. 

5. To work on collaborative projects. 

Exceptions to the requirement of RHET A and B are the following: 

1. Students who demonstrate sufficient mastery of communication skills as to warrant 
enrollment directly into RHET B are required to take only RHET B and are awarded 

"PL" credit for RHET A. 
2. Students who are admitted to UNC with English-language deficiencies are offered 

appropriate instruction in small-enrollment classes tailored to their particular needs 
before being permitted to begin the Rhetoric sequence. 

Foreign Language (FL) 

All students must successfully complete level 3 of a foreign language, except as noted below. In 
an increasingly interconnected world, a secure working knowledge of at least one language other 
than English and an acquaintance with the cultures and peoples employing that language is 
appropriate. Students should therefore learn: 

1. To communicate directly, orally and in writing, with speakers of the acquired second 
language. 

2. To read and understand texts of average complexity written by and for native speakers of 
the second language. 

3. To be conversant with the behavioral norms and cultural practices--frequently quite 
different from ours--of the relevant speech community. 

It is highly desirable that level 3 and 4 language courses include content to enhance cultural 
understanding (analysis of the culture of a society, nation, or region in which the language is 
spoken) and introduce to students the challenges and complexities of understanding different 
societies and cultures. 
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Exceptions to the requirement of level-3 competence are the following: 

1. Students who place into level 4 must successfully complete level 4. 

2. Students who place beyond level 4 are exempt from this requirement. 
3. Students who place into level 1 of the language studied in high school (and who continue 

study in that language) must successfully complete level 3, but will not receive credit 
toward graduation for level 1. 

4. Successful completion of RHET A and B constitutes satisfaction of this requirement for 
nonnative speakers of English. 

Quantitative Reasoning (QR) 

Every student is required to take, or have Advanced Placement or transfer credit, for a course in 
the mathematical sciences where the central goal is to develop skills and understand concepts in 
these fields. These courses should also extend their abilities to think critically about, and with, 
the numerical information they encounter daily. The successful student should be able to 
recognize quantitatively unreasonable solutions or conclusions, and demonstrate facility in using 

numbers. 

Courses satisfying this requirement must focus on mathematics, data analysis, statistics, 
computing, probability, or modeling. Students should recognize situations where quantitative 
methods can be used to model and solve problems and identify the appropriate tools to use in 
formulating and solving a particular problem. The content of the course should be explicitly 
quantitative and directed toward the development of skill in the use of those tools, at a level 
beyond that required for admission to the University. 

Lifetime Fitness (LF) 

Every student must take a one-hour academic course that combines instruction in, and practice 

of, a sport or physical activity that can be sustained in later life together with instruction in life- 
long health. 

1. A substantial portion of the course should be devoted to a specific physical activity or 

sport and include instruction on the rules and history of the sport on which written 
examinations can be based. 

2. The course must also contain engagement in the sport or activity 
3. At least one quarter of the course should be devoted to developing healthy behaviors 

related to physical exercise and well-being An ideal course would continually connect 
these healthy behaviors to the specific sport or activity. 

4. Because the course will carry academic credit, it must include written final exams as is 
customary in undergraduate courses. The course grade cannot be based solely on skill- 
level in a sport or physical activity. 
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APPROACHES COURSES 

Physical and Life Sciences (PL) 

Students must take two courses in science, at least one of which has a required laboratory 
component (lab science courses normally constitute four hours of credit). Courses fulfilling the 
Physical and Life Sciences requirement emphasize a physical science, a life science, the 
scientific basis of technology, or a combination of these topics. 

1. Appropriate courses will focus on scientific content and the scientific method. At the 
completion of the course students should be able to demonstrate their understanding of a 
relevant article in a general science magazine, such as Scientific American. 

2. A significant field experience, for academic credit, may be used to satisfy the laboratory 
requirements if approved by the Administrative Boards. A significant field experience 
would generally require a minimum of 30 hours in the field. 

3. Courses may satisfy this requirement if they focus on scientific content but devote a 
significant amount of time (perhaps one quarter of the course) to the science’s broader 
perspective (e.g., historical development of scientific thought, the social impact and 
public policy implications of the science, etc.). 

Social and Behavioral Sciences 

Students must take three courses in social and behavioral sciences, at least one of which 
emphasizes historical analysis (see below). These three courses must be from at least two 
different departments or curricula. 

A. (Non-Historical) Social and Behavioral Sciences (SS) 

1. Courses fulfilling the (non-historical) Social and Behavioral Sciences requirement focus 
on the scientific study of individual or collective behavior. They consider the individual, 
family, society, culture, politics, or economy. 

2. "Scientific" here means that instructors draw on established quantitative or qualitative 
methods of analysis and interpretation. Quantitative methods include, but are not limited 
to, statistical analysis of data and controlled experiments. Qualitative methods include, 
but are not limited to, fieldwork, surveys, document analysis, and interviews. 

3. Theoretical reflection on empirical findings also is understood as part of the work of the 

Social and Behavioral Sciences. 

B. Historical Analysis (HS) 

Students must take at least one course that emphasizes Historical Analysis. Historical analysis 
involves the systematic study of human behaviors in past times, with an emphasis on how such 
behaviors change over time. This temporal dimension--particularly the priority given to change 
over time--distinguishes historical analysis from other forms of social and behavioral analysis. 
Although historical analysis may be conducted in various ways, explore diverse topics, and 
employ any number of methodologies, it is always concerned with people, or, more broadly, with 
social and cultural expressions, patterns, and processes shaped by or affecting humans, in past 
times. 
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1. Courses fulfilling the Historical Analysis requirement should focus on the study of some 

aspect or aspects of human behavior in the past. Such courses may cover broad periods 
of time or particular historical eras. Some may treat problems relating to the material 

world, while others will focus largely on cultural questions or intellectual concerns. 
2. The primary emphasis should be on historical rather than contemporary phenomena, and 

should concern human behavior in social or cultural context. 
3. Courses concerned primarily with "formal" matters (e.g., Italian Baroque Painting or 

History of the Renaissance Motet, etc.) normally would not be considered suitable for 
fulfillment of this requirement. 

4. Courses that focus on the history of a discipline (e.g., the history of Anthropology) are 
appropriate if the course is sufficiently broad in conception to allow students to 
understand the history of the discipline in relation to the broader social and intellectual 
currents. 

5. Finally, courses fulfilling the Historical Analysis requirement are expected to demand 

substantial written work. As a rule of thumb, "substantial" should be construed to mean 
at least 10 pages of written work over the course of the semester (over and above any 
essays written as part of in-class examinations). 

Humanities and Fine Arts 

A. Philosophical and Moral Reasoning (PH) 

One course in Philosophical and Moral Reasoning is required. The course must address 
philosophical questions--that is, fundamental questions about central areas or aspects of human 
experience or endeavor. The course must also teach methods of reasoning, analysis, and 
interpretation appropriate to such inquiry. 

1. Philosophical questions often concern important topics such as knowledge, truth, reality, 
meaning, consciousness, identity, freedom, beauty, happiness, religion, social and 
political norms, obligation, justice, virtue, the good, and other topics when explored with 
philosophical complexity. The course need not focus on a single topic, since development 
of philosophical knowledge and skill is often well served by comparison, or by 
considering philosophical topics in combination. In courses that treat the social 
dimensions of philosophical reasoning, however, a significant portion (at least one-fifth) 
of the course should address questions of morality and values. 

2. Philosophical inquiry may be undertaken in conjunction with sociological, 
anthropological, scientific, political, historical, literary, and other kinds of analysis. 
Courses fulfilling the philosophical requirement will focus on understanding and 
critically assessing the truth, adequacy, defensibility, or value of the ideas being explored. 
They should also help students understand the range and specificity of philosophical 
thinking. 

3. In order to encourage students to evaluate philosophical ideas critically, the course must be 
designed to develop skills in critical reasoning and to compare multiple points of view 
concerning the questions under consideration. Courses fulfilling the Philosophical and 
Moral Reasoning requirement are expected to demand substantial written work. As a rule 
of thumb, "substantial" should be construed to mean at least 10 pages of written work 
over the course of the semester (over and above any essays written as part of in-class 
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examinations). 

B. Literary Arts (LA) 

One course in Literary Arts is required. A literary text is a written expression in any language of 
human experience or cultural artifact derived from different historical periods and cultural 
origins. It is ordinarily but not exclusively an imaginative work and will typically take the form 
of poetry, narrative fiction, drama, essay, etc. The text is defined in terms of a relationship 
among author, reader, society, and the historical circumstances of its creation. 

A literature course is an organization of literary texts around unifying concepts such as themes, 
historical periods, genres, theories of criticism and analysis, or the creative writing of such texts. 
Such a course can include inter-disciplinary links to other studies in the humanities, fine arts, and 

social sciences, etc. In all cases, however, at least two-thirds of the course content should involve 
the reading/analysis/creation of literary texts. All courses satisfying this requirement must 
require a substantial writing component involving analysis and evaluation of literary texts, or the 
creation of such texts. "Substantial" here means that the assignments, not counting in-class 
midterm and final examinations, include at least ten written pages, or their equivalent. 

C. Visual & Performing Arts (VP) 

One course in the Visual or Performing Arts, related to art, architecture, music, drama, design, 
performance studies, or film that emphasizes aesthetic content that is non-literary, is required. 
Such a course can include inter-disciplinary links to other studies in the fine arts, humanities, and 

social sciences, etc. In all cases, however, at least two-thirds of the course content should 
involve analysis of, or creative expression within, the visual or performing arts. Courses that 
satisfy this requirement are meant to foster critical thinking and creative practice, expand 
available means of expression, provide perspective into the human condition, and encourage life- 
long engagement with the fine arts.\ 

The wide range of courses that might fulfill the requirement may focus either on the study or the 
creation of artistic expression. They must include substantial creative activity, or written 
assignments that examine creative activity. The following examples are all appropriate: 

1. Courses on the history of painting, or other forms of the visual arts, as well as those 
requiring that paintings, or other visual arts, be created. 

2. Courses about the history of film or making films. 
3. Courses about various aspects of theatre production or design. 

4. Courses about making music, writing music, or studying a variety of musical styles. 
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CONNECTIONS COURSES 

Courses that satisfy these requirements may also satisfy one of the Approaches requirements, 
another Connections requirement, or a requirement in the maj or and/or minor. 

Foundations Across the Curriculum 

One Communication intensive course is required. (CI) 

Content-area courses with an emphasis on written and oral communication in the English 
language are intended to prepare students to write and speak effectively in their disciplinary 
area(s). They should directly or indirectly help them recognize that different disciplines have 
different discourses. Students should be encouraged, though not required, to take a 
Communication Intensive course in their maj or or minor area of study. 

1. A content course that carries the "CI" designation must integrate writing and speaking into 
the subj ect matter of the course in evident and important ways, making effective 
communication of the content a substantial portion (at least 20%) of the grade for the 
course. The emphasis of the course must be on the content as well as on the way in 
which the content is communicated. 

2. Written and oral assignments should reflect course content and promote the revision of 
writing or speaking in response to feedback and discussion. 

3. Courses that incorporate communication only in the form of one research paper and/or oral 
report at the end of the term, or written and oral reports with no opportunity for revision, 
are not eligible for the "CI" designation. 

One Foreign Language Enhancement course is required (FI). 

Language Enhancement is intended to make students aware of the importance and relevance of 
the study of languages so they better understand the diverse languages, peoples, and cultures 
around the globe. Students can fulfill this requirement in several ways: 

1. A language course beyond the foreign language Foundations requirement. It must be 
level 4 for students who placed below level 4, or at a level beyond 4 for students who 
placed into level 4. 

2. Study-abroad in a country in which the target language is spoken. 
3. A Language across the Curriculum course in any academic discipline. Such courses 

must entail significant use of the foreign language in reading, writing, and discussion. 
"Significant" in this context means that at least 50% of the reading and writing 
assignments and discussion sessions must be conducted in the foreign language, and that 
at least one hour per week of instruction (normally a recitation section) be conducted in 
the foreign language. LAC courses normally require only level-3 competency for 
successful completion. 

4. A language course in a second foreign language, i.e., a language other than that used to 
meet the Foundations requirement in foreign language. 

One Quantitative intensive course is required (QI). 
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This second-level requirement is intended to develop and refine quantitative-reasoning skills in 
context and to integrate the foundational skills across the curriculum, acquainting the student 
with how quantitative methods are applied in his or her major fields of interest. Students should 
be encouraged to take a Quantitative Methods course in their major or minor area of study, or an 
allied field, when feasible. This course can either be (a) an additional core mathematical sciences 
course (as described in the Foundations component above); or (b) a course in any department 
with a substantial quantitative component (at least half). The course would include content 
involving some of the following: 

1. Quantitative methods to model and solve problems, including the development and 
implementation of computational algorithms. 

2. Numerical reasoning above the level of basic algebra and trigonometry. 
3. Collecting and interpreting quantitative data. 
4. Constructing logically sound arguments and recognizing fallacies by using quantitative 

information, mathematical analysis, formal logic, and proofs. 
5. Expressing ideas and concepts from the mathematical sciences orally and in writing. 
6. Connecting the role of the mathematical sciences to cultural change, to other sciences, and 

to the arts and humanities. 

Local, National, and Global Connections 

A. Experiential Education (EE) 

One course that connects academic inquiry with a structured, active learning experience is 
required. Experiential education takes many forms and develops many skills. It might develop 
research skills, promote global awareness, enhance career development, encourage community 
service, support creative expression, or promote closer relationships among students, faculty, 
staff, and the wider community. Many, though not all, of the sanctioned learning experiences 
will be outside the classroom or off-campus. (Examples of appropriate on-campus learning sites 
include the North Carolina Memorial Hospital, the Frank Porter Child Development Center, 
WUNC-TV, and WUNC-Radio.) 

The Experiential Education requirement may be satisfied by completing a course, or program of 
Study Abroad, in any of the following six categories: 

1. Undergraduate Research: sustained, mentored research experience for academic credit. 
2. Approved Service Learning: Such courses must be approved by the Administrative Boards 

of the General College and College of Arts and Sciences, and require at least 30 hours of 
supervised service, meeting community-identified needs in an off-campus placement. 

3. A course with a substantial field trip or fieldwork component: These courses must include 
at least 30 hours of appropriate off-campus fieldwork or field trips. The fieldwork 
component of the course should integrate a wide range of subj ect matter and provide an 
active opportunity for the student to investigate original problems and apply techniques 
used by professionals in the discipline. 

4. Departmental or University-Unit Internship or Experiential Independent Study: 
Internships and experiential independent study courses must (a) be administered by an 
academic school, department, curricula, or university-unit; (b)require a minimum of 100 
hours of service or work; and (c) have a unit or departmental faculty adviser to assist 
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students with setting appropriate goals and providing guidance throughout the 
experience. 

5. Approved Study Abroad Program: These programs include only those approved by the 
UNC-Chapel Hill Study Abroad Office or the Summer School. 

6. Direct and sustained engagement in a creative process: Coinciding with a literary, musical, 
dramatic, or studio arts class, a student may participate in a supervised community arts 
program or use their art for community purposes under faculty supervision culminating in 
at least 30 hours of work during the semester. Courses in any department or university 
unit that require at least 30 hours of faculty-supervised work and culminate in public 
programming may also satisfy the Experiential Education requirement. 

B. U.S. Diversity (US) 

One course that aims to help students develop a greater understanding of diverse peoples and 
cultures within the United States and, thereby, enhance their ability to fulfill the obligations of 
U.S. citizenship, is required. 

1. Courses must systematically explore the perspectives/experiences of at least two US 
groups of subcultures (or important groups within these larger communities). Such 
groups might include African-Americans, Asian-Americans, European-Americans, 
Latinos, Native Americans, or distinct subcultures within these broad categories. Other 
culturally distinct groups not identified here may qualify if a case can be made for their 
cultural/historical significance. A course that addresses in systematic fashion other 
aspects of diversity such as age, class, gender, sexuality, region, or religion may also 
satisfy the US Diversity requirement. Courses from many different departments may 
satisfy this requirement, and the content of the courses may vary widely. 

2. Each course should be reasonably balanced and well integrated in its treatment of the 
groups studied. For example, a course that examines the Civil Rights Movement from 
the perspective of African Americans and European Americans would satisfy this 
requirement, as would a course that focuses on comparative analysis of the religious 
practices of two or more groups. In contrast, a course focusing solely on Native 
American artistic expression would not satisfy this requirement. 

3. Courses fulfilling the U.S. Diversity requirement are expected to demand substantial 
written work, at least 10 pages of written work (or an equivalent component) over the 

course of the semester. 

C. The North Atlantic World (NA) 

One course that focuses on the North Atlantic World is required. This course may address the 
history, culture, or society of the region. The purpose of the requirement is to assure that students 
understand the world in which they live. ("Focuses on" here means more than two-thirds of the 
course content, as determined by the reading assignments and class sessions.) The "North 
Atlantic World" is a phrase that at once has geographical and cultural referents. On the North 

American side, the North Atlantic World refers to the United States and Canada, and it includes 
the cultures of Native Americans. In Europe, the boundaries are more difficult to draw, but we 
use the notion of language fatuities to map the borders: the requirement refers to cultures and 
societies whose dominant language belongs to either the Germanic or Romance language 
families. We recognize that using that criterion does not solve all difficulties, since the European 
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boundaries still change over time and include some complicated cases (e.g., Finland and 
Hungary), but this standard should be a useful guideline in most instances. Because of the 
region’s influences on Western Europe and North America, the southern boundaries of the North 
Atlantic World extend to the Mediterranean--from the Iberian Peninsula to Greece. As with 
other boundaries, we realize that this one is difficult to draw: the borders shift over time and 
change depending on the issue at hand. For that reason, courses dealing with some periods of 
ancient and medieval history of Mediterranean cultures from Spain to Greece might be 
understood as "Beyond the North Atlantic World." Courses that satisfy this requirement will 
normally involve substantial analytic written assignments, meaning a minimum often pages, 
excluding in-class essay exams. 

D. The World Before 1750 (WB) 

One historically-oriented course that focuses on the period prior to 1750 CE is required. 
("Focuses on" here means at least two-thirds of the course content, as indicated by the assigned 
readings and class sessions. "Historically-oriented" means that the course either deals explicitly 
and substantially with change over time or that it situates the course material within a cultural, 
political, or social context.) This requirement, which aims to provide some chronological scope 
to the curriculum, is included because pre-modern periods of human history differed 
significantly from our own, and pre-modern ideas, practices, and institutions continue to exert a 
profound influence on the contemporary world. 

1. Courses fulfilling this requirement should focus on human beliefs, practices, or institutions 
in the period prior to 1750 CE. Such courses may cover broad periods of time or a 
particular pre-modern era (i.e. before 1750). The broad standards regarding this 
requirement are similar to those developed for the HistoricalAnalysis requirement. In 
the case of this requirement, however, the additional expectation is that courses will 
devote at least two-thirds of the class time and out-of-class assignments to the pre-1750 
period. This focus should be reflected in the assigned readings and class sessions. 

2. Exposure to a historically-oriented course focusing on the period prior to 1750 will help 
students to attain a broader and deeper understanding of pre-modern history and insight 
into the ways in which events and processes occurring hundreds or thousands of years 
ago continue to affect us today. 

3. Courses that satisfy this requirement will normally involve substantial analytic written 
assignments, meaning a minimum of ten pages, excluding in-class essay exams. 

E. Beyond the North Atlantic (BN) 

Asia, Africa, the Middle East, Latin America, Eastern Europe, and the Pacific have been 
important in world affairs, and knowledge of the history, geography, and culture of these regions 
is necessary for effective citizenship. One course focusing on at least one of these regions is 
required. That means that at least two-thirds of the course must deal with one of these regions to 
insure that students have some understanding of a culture that is geographically distant from the 
United States. 

1. Courses fulfilling this requirement focus on a society or region outside North America and 
Western Europe, as that area is defined by the North Atlantic World requirement. In other 
words, this course in a region "beyond" the North Atlantic world will deal with Asia, 
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Africa, the Middle East, Latin America, Eastern Europe, or the Pacific. The course may 
concern itself with a specific aspect of culture--such as literature, religion, or art--or 
may involve historical or other social scientific analysis of the experiences of the people 
in the society or region. 

2. Courses that satisfy this requirement will normally involve substantial analytic 
written assignments, meaning a minimum of ten pages, excluding in-class essay exams. 

F. Global Issues (GL) 

One course that provides students with knowledge and understanding of transnational 
connections and global forces is required. Global forces entail interrelationships among cultures, 
societies, nations, and other social units, and they include transnational processes such as 
migration, urbanization, trade, diplomacy, and information flow. Courses treating global forces 
might analyze globalization in general or focus on particular case studies. For example, the case 
studies might consider international economics and politics, focus on the changing demography 
or environment, or highlight transnational issues concerning ethnicity, gender, religion, or 
language. 

1. Coverage of natural phenomena or technology (e.g. earthquakes or computers) that does 
not place at least half of its emphasis on human dimensions (perspectives and behaviors 
of people involved) would not qualify. For example, a course on water resources 
worldwide, if it treated only the engineering technicalities, might not qualify; however, if 
it included human dimensions, it could. 

2. Courses satisfying this requirement must focus on transnational connections between two 
or more nations or the transnational dynamics of global forces. ("Focus" here means that 
at least two thirds of the course must deal with this topic.) 

3. Courses that satisfy this requirement will normally involve substantial analytic 
written assignments, meaning a minimum of ten pages, excluding in-class essay exams. 

SUPPLEMENTAL GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS 
FOR A.B. STUDENTS IN THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 

A.B. students in the College of Arts and Sciences may fulfill this requirement in one of two 
ways: 

The Distributive Option: Crossing Divisions 

A.B. Students in Arts and Sciences may meet the requirement by taking three non-introductory 
courses in the College of Arts and Sciences. The purpose of this requirement is to add greater 
breadth to the student’s undergraduate experience. 

1. The three non-introductory courses must include one in each of the three Divisions 
of the College of Arts and Sciences outside the student’s maj or field of study. 

2. "Non-introductory" courses are defined as those numbered 200 or above in the 
course numbering system that takes effect in fall 2006. 
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3. The Supplemental General Education requirement may not be satisfied with 
Independent Studies, Internships, Directed Readings, or similar courses. 

OR 

The Integrative Option: Interdisciplinary Cluster Programs 

The Integrative Option for fulfilling the supplemental College of Arts and Sciences General 
Education requirement encourages students to make connections as they cross disciplinary 
boundaries to explore issues or solve problems. In this option, students enroll in an approved 
Cluster Program. Each of these Interdisciplinary Clusters, which will be proposed by faculty 
members and listed in the Undergraduate Bulletin, require that students take nine credit hours 
(usually in three courses) that are linked in some way and that focus on a single theme. Some 
examples might include: "Landscape" (with faculty from Geography, Environmental Science, 
and Art History); "Race" (with faculty from Anthropology, English, Sociology, and History), or 
"Evolution of the Cosmos" (with faculty from Physics, Religious Studies, and Biology). 

The Implementation Committee will establish further guidelines and solicit Cluster proposals 
after the initial deadlines for the submission of renumbered and General Education courses in 
2004. However, some of the already established guidelines include the following: 

1. A Cluster Program usually will be constituted by three thematically related courses of 
three credit hours each. 

2. Each Cluster will include an introductory or culminating course, whichever seems more 
appropriate. That course may be j ointly taught, though that is not required. 

3. The faculty members who teach in the Cluster must have primary appointments in least 
two different Divisions or Schools, at least one of which is in the College of Arts and 
Sciences. 

4. To insure that the courses will be available when students need them, the list of the 
Cluster’s required courses must include at least twice the number of courses needed to 
meet the requirement. That means in most cases a Cluster must include a common 
introductory or culminating course, and at least four others from which students may 
select two. 

5. It is desirable that students approach interdisciplinary study from a firm disciplinary base, 
so no more than three credits in the Cluster may also count toward the student’s primary 
maj or, secondary maj or, or minor. 

6. Courses in the Cluster may also be used to fulfill one or more Connections requirements. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, October 31, 2011 11:36 AM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc. edu> 

RE: schedule 

[ will. [ am sure she wil! be able to change it. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Monday, October 31, 2011 11:32 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE:        schedule 

Okay, can you ask her if it is possible to change her schedule this week and come in for 3 hours on Wed or Fri when I will 

be there (see previous email for exact times). If so, please let me know the specific times that she will be there. 

If she can’t change the schedule, we wil! ’give’ her those hours but she doesn’t need to come in (since this is our change, 

not hers). 
Thanks! 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Departmem of Public Policy 
217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Departmem of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University ofNoahCarolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
£ 919.962.5824 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, October 31, 2011 11:28 AM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: RE:        schedule 

That’s ok, I initially thought that is what you meant! 

and Tuesday. 

I think Walgreens may have birthday cards. Thanks[ 

Travis 

Thursday from l:15pm to 4:15pm. Her other days are on Monday 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Monday, October 31, 2011 11:24 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE:        schedule 



Sorry, what is her WORK schedule on those days? 

Feel free to get her a card or something with your p-card (give Haeran the receipt). 

Thanks! 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Departmem of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & AfrooAmerican Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University ofNorthCarolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
£ 919.962.5824 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, October 31, 2011 11:19 AM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: RE:        schedule 

Hi Agatha, 

On Wednesday she has class from 8to 11 and then she is done for the day. Thursday has one class from 11 to :12:15 

and then she normally would work from :1::15 to 4::15 in the office. Her Friday schedule is the same as Wednesday from 

8 to :1:1. I also think that her birthday is tomorrow! 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Monday, October 31, 2011 10:49 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject:        schedule 

Hi Travis, 
What is regular schedule on Wed/Thurs/Fri? 

Thanks! 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 

217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 



109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
f. 919.962.5824 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, October 31,2011 1:26 PM 

Williams, Veda Elaine <vedawms@email.unc.edu> 
RE: website 

Hi Veda, 

I have tried a few times to log in to plone for our department website but it keeps telling me log in failed. I have never 

had an issues with it in the past. I was wondering if it is a problem with the server. 

Thanks[ 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

From: Williams, Veda Elaine 
Sent: Thursday, October 13, 2011 10:31 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: website 

Hi Travis, 

Sorry, we had to restart the server. Give it a moment, and it should be back up. It’s a problem we’re aware of 
and working on. 

Cheers, 

-Veda 

On Oct 13,2011, at 10:29 AM, Travis Gore wrote: 

Hi Veda, 

We are working on finishing up our website for Department of African and Afro-American Studies so that it can go live 

soon but there is a problem with the Courses page. It will not load when I click on it. It will sag that the page you are 

looking for is temporarily unavailable. Please try again later. So I am not sure what to do about it. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 
Student Services Manager 



Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

To submit issues to the Web Services group, email: help-webservices@unc.edu 

Sign up to receive OASIS-related communications: http://oasis.unc.edu/ 

Veda Williams 
Web Developer, Web Services 
Office of Arts & Sciences Information Services 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 3056, 103 Howell Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3056 

(Cell) 
vedawms (Skype) 
vedawms@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, October 31,2011 2:35 PM 

Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Textbooks 

Hi Walter, 

That is not a problem. Just as soon as you are able to will be fine. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

::[09 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Monday, October 31, 2011 2:31 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Textbooks 

Dear Travis, 

When is the deadline to submit textbook orders? I didn’t receive your initial email because I only recently became part 

of this listserv. 

Thanks. 

Best, 

Walter 

W~e~ R~cke~ 
Associal~e Pm~esso~ 
A~icall ~’~ A~m~Ame~icm~ 5*udies 

C]~ape] Hill, NC ~599~5595 

From: Gore, Travis [mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 31, 2011 2:19 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] FW: Textbooks 



Importance: High 

REMINDER 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, October 04, 2011 11:50 AM 
To: ’Department listserv’ 
Subject: Textbooks 
Importance: High 

Please submit your textbook orders for Spriag 2012 

Thanks! 

Travis 

1) 

2) 

3) 

Five Easy Ways to Order Textbooks 

Use the Student Stores website: 
http ://www. s to re. unc. e du/ 

Fax your order to: 962-3334 

Email: 
Textbook Office 
George Morgan 
Frank Bellamy 

textbook@unc.edu 
KfmorKan@store.unc.edu 
fbellamv@email.unc.edu 

4) Send your order by campus mail to the Course Materials Department at Campus Box 
#1530 

5) Stop by the Textbook Office, 1st floor, Student Stores 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: wrucker~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=44413101.049f9b 847d2f331 b22265 fa8d0c5 fl a5&n=T&l=afriafam&o=30193130 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30193130-44413101.049f9b847d2f33 lb22265fa8d0c5fla5~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, November 1,2011 11:34 AM 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Emailing: Carolina Course Evaluations Report Instructions 

Carolina Course Evaluations Report Instructions.pdf 

<<...>> 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Hirth, Garrett Michael 
Sent: Thursday, October 13, 2011 2:24 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Emailing: Carolina Course Evaluations Report Instructions 

Your message is ready to be sent with the following file or link attachments: 

Carolina Course Evaluations Report Instructions 

Note: To protect against computer viruses, e-mail programs may prevent sending or receiving certain types of file attachments. Check 
your e-mail security settings to determine how attachments are handled. 



Carolina Online Course Evaluation Reports 

Instructions for Department Chairs and Designated Coordinators 

Chairs and their designated coordinators are given access to results of all the evaluations conducted for the 

course sections owned by their departments. This access allows users to view response rates, create custom 

or ad hoc reports, and download data that can be imported into other tools for further analysis. 

Chairs and coordinators were initially identified in fall 2010 when they registered their departments to 

participate in the online course evaluation process. Each term, chairs will be asked to review the list of 

persons who have department-wide view access to their evaluation results and add or remove them as 

appropriate. Chairs or coordinators can ask the Office of Institutional Research and Assessment (see contact 

information at the end of this document) to prepare special batches of evaluation reports as needed - for 

example, to provide primary instructors of lecture courses with evaluation reports on TAs who staffed their 

associated recitations and labs. 

Course instructors are allowed to see only reports generated from evaluations of their own courses, unless the 

chair has approved them for other levels of access. Instructors receive an email message with a link they can 

use to log in to the system and download copies or create ad hoc reports and files containing their data using 

some of the same features described below. In the future, the course evaluation system will automatically 

send reports directly to individual instructors as email attachments. 

How to Access Results 

Click on the following link or copy and paste it into your web browser. 

https://www.digitalmeasures.com/Iogin/unc/faculty 

When prompted, Iogin using your ONYEN and password. You should see a screen with images of the 

University’s logo, "Welcome, (your name)", and the Digital Measures logo across the top. 

On the left side of this screen, you should see several blue-colored sidebars linked to the reporting functions 

described below. 

Selecting Report Options 

View Respondents -- Clicking on this link will allow you to view response rates for the entire department or 

for selected courses. You can also download an Excel-readable file containing a course-by-course table of 

response rates. 

Run Custom Reports - (Easiest Method) Selecting this option will provide you with a standard report that 

was especially designed for departments using the Basic course evaluation instrument. It is similar to the 

report instructors received from the old paper evaluation system. The report displays summary statistics 

including frequencies, means, and medians for items with quantitative or scaled response choices, and a list of 

all comments made in response to open-ended questions. To produce these reports: 

1. Select the report to run - Select the default "Course Evaluation Report" if your department has only 

one instrument. If your department used multiple instruments, you will need to select one 



instrument at a time and run the reports for those sections, and then repeat the process for each 

instrument separately. 

2. Select the term(s) to use - Default is the most recently completed term. 

3. Select who to include -- 

a. "All" -- the default. This produces a document containing individual reports for each course 

section and primary instructor, separated by page breaks. You can save this document to your 

local computer or server and print the reports as needed. 

b. Specific courses or instructors -- Select "click here" if you would like to specify in detail the 

reports you want to produce. Options are available to select by: Course, Course Prefix, 

Course Prefix and Course Number, Department, and Instructor. If you make selections from 

any of these links, be sure to scroll all the way to the bottom of that screen and "Save" your 

choices. 

4. Select the file format and page size -- Output options include Excel, MS Word, HTML, and Adobe PDF. 

Reports will be separated by page breaks so you can identify and print out specific reports. All 

reports fit regular 8.5x11" pages with no need for adjustment, so the default "Letter" is usually 

preferable. 

5. Click "Build Report" in the lower right hand corner. 

Run Ad Hoc Reports - Use this function to: 

Select your own report format and specifications from a longer list of options than what was offered 

under "Run Custom Reports". 

Download individual responses (not identifiable) into a file that can then be saved and imported into 

other software for further analysis. Output formats include: MS Word, Adobe PDF, HTML, Raw data - 

comma delimited, and Raw data -XML. The raw data formats can be read by Excel, SPSS, SAS, MS 

Access, and similar tools. 

For Additional Information 

If you have any questions about the reports or have trouble accessing them, please contact Garrett Hirth in the 

Office of Institutional Research and Assessment (gmh@email.unc.edu or 962-1500). 

Note: One problem that was reported involved instructors with dual roles: (1) as a TA serving as instructor of 

a section being evaluated, and, (2) as a graduate student who evaluated courses they took that term. After 

logging in to view their evaluation reports, some of these instructors reported seeing a list of the courses they 

had been asked to evaluate as a student that term and a message that the evaluation period had ended. They 

should ignore that information, and instead look in the upper left hand corner of the screen to find the blue- 

colored links to View Respondents, Run Custom Reports, and Run Ad Hoc Reports. Clicking on those options 

should enable them to view their reports. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, November 1,2011 2:13 PM 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

I sure will! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Tuesday, November 01, 2011 11:55 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: 

Travis, I need one more favor, and you can do this after lunch if you are on your way out. They want the class rolls for the classes I 
am teaching now, so they can contact students. When you get a chance, would you send those to me as email scans so I can send them 
withthe evaluations? AFAM 101 AND AFAM 398. Thanks. -Reg 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, November 01, 2011 11:51 AM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: RE: 

Thank you for the compliment! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Tuesday, November 01, 2011 11:47 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: 

You’re a genius!! Thanks. -Reg 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, November 01, 2011 11:45 AM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: FW: 

Here it is! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scanner,q3;anc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 01, 2011 11:43 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 11.01.2011 11:43:02 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, November 7, 2011 2:04 PM 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20111107132712861.pdf 

Here it is! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:sca~mer ] 
Sent: Monday, November 07, 2011 1:27 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 11.07.2011 13:27:12 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



AFRICA 
Promoting Economic Development 
and Political Stability 

Brett D. Schaefer 

ACTION: Increase economic ties to the region to 
boost development prospects, increase political 
stability, and combat terrorism in the world’s 
poorest region while protecting the investments 
of American consumers and businesses. 

THE ISSUE IN BRIEF 

Sub-Saharan Africa is the world’s second poorest region; only 
South Asia is poorer. In 2002, per capita income in sub-Saharan 
Africa was only 29 percent of that in North Africa and the Middle 

East, 15 percent of that in Latin America and the Caribbean, and 
60 percent of that in East Asia and the Pacific) The following 

facts indicate the economic-development challenge confronting 
this region. 

The average sub-Saharan African country had a per capita 
GDP or $568 in 2000. 

To reach middle-income status of $1,500 in GDP per capita, a 
typical country in sub-Saharan Africa would have to average a 
growth in GDP per capita of more than 5 percent a year for 
the next 20 years. 

The average sub-Saharan African country with a per capita 
GDP of $568 must average growth in GDP per capita of 
approximately 5 percent for over 80 years to become as 

1. All per capita GDP data from World Bank, World Development Indicators 
2002, at www. worldbank.org/data. 
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wealthy as the United States is today, with a per capita GDP 
of $31,996. (Of the more than 100 developing countries for 
which data are available, only two achieved this rate of 
growth during the past 20 years. By contrast, 40 averaged a 
compound per capita growth rate of 0 percent or lower.) 

Africa’s poverty is an American foreign policy concern. In The 

¯ National Security Strategy of the United States of America, the Bush 
Admimstration states that 

In Africa, promise and opportunity sit side by side 
with disease, war, and desperate poverty. This threat- 
ens both a core value of the United States--preserving 
human dignity--and our strategic priority--combat- 
ing global terror. American interests and American 
principles, therefore, lead in the same direction: we 
will work with others for an African continent that 
lives in liberty, peace, and growing prosperity.2 

While poverty, in itself, does not cause terrorism, the lack of eco~ 
nomic freedom causes both poverty and the resultant resentment 
that breed terrorism as wel! as the instability and vioIence that 
have plagued Africa. As a case in point, five o[ the seven state 
sponsors of terrorism that have been identified by the U.S. 
Department of State--Cuba, tran, Libya, North Korea, and 
Syria--were rated among the world’s least economically free 

economies in the 2003 tndex of Economic Freedom.3 In addition, 
although Sudan was suspended from grading in the Index because 

of a brutal civil war that was being ~vaged by the government 
against its own people and Iraq was not ranked because of a pau- 
city of data, both of these countries clearly exhibit repressive eco- 
nomic policies. 

Poverty is a condition that is imposed on a people through ill- 
conceived and repressive economic policies. A major step toward 
alleviating poverty is to provide greater economic freedom, 
because only economic freedom can create the opportunities that 
lead to greater growth. As noted in The National Security Strategy 
of the United States of America, "Ultimately the path of political 

2. The National Security Strategy of the United States oj America, The White 
House, September 2002, p, 10. 

3. Gerald P. O’Driscoll,Jr.. Edwinj. Feulner, and Mary Anastasia O’Grady, 
2003 Index q~ Economic Freedom (Washington, D.C.: The Heritage Fotmda- 
tion and DowJones @ Company, lnc., 2003). 
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and economic freedom presents the surest route to progress in 
sub-Saharan Africa, where most wars are conflicts over material 
resources and political access often tragically waged on the basis 
of ethnic and religious difference.’’4 

WHAT HAPPENED IN 2002 
The President announced several initiatives focused on Africa, 
among them increasing funding for education, addressing epidem- 

ics of HIV/AIDS, reducing trade barriers, increasing economic lib- 
eralization, and bolstering peace and security. Specifically, 
President Bush signed into la~v the Sudan Peace Act,5 which out- 

lines the depIorable actions of the Sudanese government against 
the Christian and animist people in the south of the country, 
urges the President to use "all means of pressure" to resolve the 
war in Sudan, condemns pervasive slavery and human rights 
abuses in the country, authorizes $100 million in annual assis- 
tance for 2003 to 2005 to areas of the country not controlled by 
the government, and mandates reports and certifications regard- 
ing the situation in Sudan. President Bush also authorized U.S. 

Trade Representative Robert Zoellick to begin negotiations for a 
free trade agreement with the Southern African Customs Union 
(SACU, comprised of Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia, South Africa, 
and Swaziland). 

Regrettably, with an estimated 14 million people facing starvation 
in southern Africa, some countries refused food assistance offered 
by the United States, citing concerns about genetically engineered 
agricultural products. As recently as October 29, 2002, Zambia 
refused to distribute U.S. grain, citing the "precautionary princi- 
ple" as U.S. grain often is modified through biotechnology. 
Underlying this excuse is a concern that the European Union 
would refuse imports from Zambia if it accepted the U.S. grain. 

WHAT TO DO IN 2003 
America’s strategy in Africa should focus on two priorities: 
increasing economic freedom and strengthening the region’s abil- 
ity to address political instability. To do this, Congress and the 
Administration should work together to: 

4. The Nationa! Security Strategy of the United States of America, p. 10. 

5. P.L. 107-2~-5, October 21, 2002. 
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Pass a free trade agreement ~vith the Southern African Cus- 

toms Union. Free trade benefits the consumers of all nations 

involved in the agreement. SACU countries are among the 

freest in Africa and are therefore well-positioned to reap the 

benefits of free trade with the United States. 

Authorize the President to negotiate a free trade and invest- 
ment agreement with sub-Saharan Africa. Congress and the 
Administration should cooperate to expand the successful 
trade preferences initiated under the African Growth and 
Opportunity Act. This would benefit African entrepreneurs, 
promote growth and development, and increase America’s 
access to the region’s vast oil and gas resources. 

Press for free trade through the World Trade Organization 
(WTO), including dimination of agricultural barriers. 
Africa’s competitive advantage includes low-cost agricultural 
products. Ho~vever, this advantage has been substantially 
diminished by enormous subsidies that developed countries 
give to their own farmers. In forthcoming WTO negotiations, 
America should follow the ambitious agenda set forth by U.S. 
Trade Representative Zoellick at the Doha WTO negations-- 
particularly his efforts to liberalize agricultural markets and 
press for the elimination of barriers to genetically modified 
foods that have served as a protectionist barrier to trade. 

Increase the capacity of the region to deal with political 
instability. Africa’s greatest challenge is political instability. 
America should focus on strengthening the region’s capacity 
to police itself with support from outside stakeholders 
through a strategy focused on bilateral diplomacy and coali- 
tions of the willing, anchored by regional powers such as 
South Africa and Nigeria. As noted in The National Security 
Strategy of the United Stazes of America, America should work 
with its allies to "help strengthen Africa’s fragile states, help 
build indigenous capability to secure porous borders, and 
help build up the law enforcement and inteIIigence infra- 
structure to deny havens for terrorists."6 To this end, the 
United States should support bilateral efforts to promote 
peace, such as that envisioned in the Sudan Peace Act, while 
closely monitoring the situation to ensure that both the 
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Sudanese government in Khartoum and the Sudan People’s 
Liberation Army (SPLA) live up to their obligations in the 

peace process. 

--Brett D. Schaefer is the Jay Kingham Fellow in 
International Regulatory Affairs in the Center for 
International Trade and Economics at The Heritage 

Foundation. 
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Accumulation by Dispossession 

living labour in production) under conditions of ’peace, 

property and equality’. These assumptions allow us to see 
what will happen if the liberal project of the classical 

political economists or, in our times, the neo-liberal pro- 

~ \"ject of the economists, is realized. The brilliance of 
Marx’s dialectical method, as Luxemburg for one clearly 

recognizes, is to show that market liberalization--the 
credo of the liberals and the neo-liberals--will not pro- 

duce a harmonious state in which everyone is better off. It 

will instead produce ever greater levels of social inequal- 
ity (as indeed has been the global trend over the last thirty 

years of neo-liberalism, particularly within those coun- 

tries such as Britain and the United states that have most 
closely hewed to such a political line). It will also, Marx 

predicts, produce serious and growing instabilities culmi- 

nating in chronic crises of overaccumulation (of the sort 

we are now witnessing). 
The disadvantage of these assumptions is that they 

relegate accumulation based upon predation, fraud, and 

violence to an ’original stage’ that is considered no longer 

relevant or, as with Luxemburg, as being somehow 

’outside of’ capitalism as a closed system. A general re- 

evaluation of the continuous role and persistence of the 

predatory practices of ’primitive’ or ’original’ accumula- 

tion within the long historical geography of capital accu- 
mulation is, therefore, very much in order, as several 

commentators have recently observed,s Since it seems 

peculiar to call an ongoing process ’primitive’ or ’original’ 
I shall, in what follows, substitute these terms by the con- 

cept of ’accumulation by dispossession’. 
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Accumulation by Dispossession 

A closer look at Marx’s description of primitive accumu- 
lation reveals a wide range of processes.6 These include 
the commodification and privatization of land and the 
forceful expulsion of peasant populations; the conversion 
of various forms of~pr6perty rights (common, collective, 
state, etc:) into exclusive private property rights; the sup- 
pression of rights to the commons; the commodification 
of labour power and the suppression of alternative 
(indigenous) forms of production and consurfiption; colo- 

nial, neo-colonial, and imperial processes of 4~ppropriation 
of assets (including natural resources); the. Lmonetization 
of exchange and taxation, particularly of land; the slave 
trade; and usury,the national debt, and ultimately the 
credit system as radical means of primitive accumulation. 
The state, with its monopoly of violence and definitions of 
legality, plays a crucial role in both backing and promot- 
ing these processes and, as I argued in Chapter 3, there is 

considerable evidence that the transition to capitalist 
development was and continues to be vitally contin_jBg~t 
upon the stance of the state. The developmental role of 
the state goes back a long w--’-’ay, keeping the territo~’ial and 
capitalistic logics of power always intertwined though not 
necessarily concordant. 

AI1 the features of primitive accumulation that Marx 
mentions have remained powerfully present within capit- 
alism’s historical geography up until now. Displacement of 
peasant populations and the formation of a landless prole- 
tariat has accelerated in countries such as Mexico and 
India in the last three decades, many formerly common 
property resources, such as water, have been privatized 
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(often at World Bank insistence) and brought within the 

capitalist logic of 0ccumulation, alternative (indigenous 
and even, in the case of the United States, petty commod- 
ity) forms of production and consumption have been sup- 
pressed. Nationalized industries have been privatized. 
Family farming has been taken over .by agribusiness. And 

slavery has not disappeared (particularly in the sex trade). 
Critical engagement over the years with Marx’s 

account of primitive accumulation--which in any case 
had the qualifY) of , a" sketch rather than a systematic 
exploration--suggests some lacunae that need to be 

remedied. The process of proletarianization, for example, 
entails a mix of coercions and of appropriations of pre- 
capitalist skills, social relations, knowledges, habits of 

mind, and beliefs on the part of those being proletarian- 
ized. Kinship structures, familial and household arrange- 
ments, gender and authority relations (including those 
exercised through religion and its institutions) all have 

their part to play. In some instances the pre-existing struc- 
tures have to be violently repressed as inconsistent with 
labour under capitalism, but multiple accounts now exist 
to suggest that they are iust as likely to be co-opted in an 

attempt to forge some consensual as opposed to coercive 
basis for working-class formation. Primitive accumula- 
tion, in short, entails appropriation and co-optation of 
pre-existing cultural and social achievements as well as 
confrontation and supersession. The conditions of strug- 
gle and of working-class formation vary widely and there 

is, therefore, as Thompson among others has insisted, a 
sense in which a working class ’makes itself’ though never, 
of course, under conditions of its own choosing,v 

The result is often to leave a trace of pre-capitalist social 
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relations in working-class formation and to create distinc- 
tire geographical, historical, and anthropological differ- 

entiations in how a working class is defined. No matter 
how universal the process of proletarianization, the result 
is not the creation of a homogeneous proletariat,s 

Some of the mechanisms, of primitive accumulation 
that Marx emphasiZ+d have been fine’tuned to play an 

even stronger role now than in the past. The credit system 
and finance capital became, as Lenin, Hilferding, and 
Luxemburg all remarked at the beginning 0fthe twenti- 
eth century, major levers ofpredati0n, fraud;..and thievery. 
The strong wave of financialization that set j..n after 1973 
has been every bit as spectacular for-its sp~dulative and 

predatory style. Stock promotions, ponzi schemes, struc- 
tured asset destruction through inflation, asset-stripping 
through mergers and acquisitions, and the promotion of 
levels of debt incumbency that reduce whole populations, 
even in the advanced capitalist countries, to debt peonage, 
to say nothing of corporate fraud and dispossession of 
assets (the raiding of pension funds and their decimation 
by stock and corporate collapses) by credit and stock 
manipulations--all of these are central features of what 
contemporary capitalism is about. The colIapse of Enron 
dispossessed many of their livelihoods .and their pension 
rights. But above all we have to look at the speculative 
raiding carried out by hedge funds and other major insti- 
tutions of finance capital as the cutting edge of accumula- 
tion by dispossession in recent times. 

Wholly new mechanisms of accumulation by disposses- 
sion have also opened up. The emphasis upon intellectual 
property rights in the WTO negotiations (the so-called 
TRIPS agreement) points to ways in which the patenting 
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and licensing of genetic material, seed plasma, and all 
manner of other products can now be used against ~vhole 
populations whose practices had played a crucial role in 
the development of those materials. Biopiracy is rampant 
and the pillaging of the world’s stockpile of genetic 
resources is well under way to the benefit of a few large 

pharmaceutical companies. The escalating depletion 
of the global environmental commons (land, air, water) 
and proliferating habitat degradations that preclude 
anything but ~:capital-intenslve modes of agricultural 
production have likewise resulted from the wholesale 

commodification of nature in all its forms. The corn- 
modification of cultural .forms, histories, and intellectual 
creativity entails wholesale dispossessions (the music 
industry is notorious for the appropriation and exploita- 
tion of grassroots culture and creativity). The corporati- 
zation and privatization of hitherto public assets (such as 
tmiversities), to say nothing of the wave of privatization 

(of water and public utilities of all kinds) that has swept 
the world, indicate a new wave of ’enclosing the com- 

’f’ mons’. As in the past, the power of the state is freqdently 

| used to force such processes through even against popular 

~1 will. The rolling back of regulatory frameworks designed 
"~to protect labour and the environment from degradation 

has entailed the loss of rights. "[’he reversion of common 
property rights won through years of hard class struggle 
(the right to a state pension, to welfare, m national health 
care) to the private domain has been one of the most egre- 
gious of all policies of dispossession pursued in the name 
of neo-liberal orthodoxy. 

Capitalism internalizes cannibalistic as well as preda- 
tory and fraudulent practices. But it is, as Luxemburg 
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cogently observed, ’often hard to determine, within the 
tangle of violence and contests of power, the stern laws of 
the economic process’. Accumulation by dispossession 
can occur in a variety of ways and there is much that is 
both contingent and haphazard about its modus operandi. 

So how, then, does accumulation by dispossession help 
solve the overaccumulation problem? Overaccumulation, 
recall, is a condition where surpluses of capital (perhaps 
accompanied by surpluses of labour) lie idle with no 

profitable outlets in sight. The operative term ,.here, how- 
ever, is the capital surplus. What accunaulat_i.o.n by dispos- 
session does is to release a set of assets-(inclqding labour 
power) at very low :(and in some instaneeS.f:zero) cost. 

Overaccumulated capital can seize hold 0fs0ch assets and 
immediately turn them to profitable use. In the case of 
primitive accumulation as Marx described it, this entailed 
taking land, say, enclosing it, and expelling aresident pop- 
ulation to create a landless proletariat, and then releasing 
the land into the privatized mainstream of capital accu- 
mulation. Privatization (of social housing, telecommuni- 
cations, transportation, water, etc. in Britain, for example) 
has, in recent years, opened up vast fields for overaccu- 
mulated capital to seize upon. The collapse of the Soviet 
Union and then the opening up of China entailed a mas- 
sive release of hitherto unavailable assets into the main- 
stream of capital accumulation. What would have 
happened to overaecumulated capital these last thirty 
years if these new terrains of accumulation had not 
opened up? Put another way, if capitalism has been ex- 
periencing a chronic difficulty of overaccumulation since 
1973, then the neo-liberal project of privatization of 
everything makes a lot of sense as one way to solve the 
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problem. Another way would be to release cheap raw 
materials (such as oil) into the system. Input costs would 

be reduced and profits thereby enhanced. As the news- 
paper baron Rupert Mt~rdoch observed, the solution to 

our current economic woes is oil at $20 rather than $30 or 
more a barrel. Small wonder that all of Murdoch’s news- 
papers have been such avid supporters of war against 

Iraq.9 
The same goal can be achieved, however, by the devalu- 

ation of existing:capital, assets and labour power. Devalued 
capital assets can be bought up at fire-sale prices and 
profitably recycled back into the circulation of capital by 
overaccumulated capital. But this requires a prior wave of 

devaluation, which means a crisis of some kind. Crises 
may be orchestrated, managed, and controlled to rational- 
ize the system. This is often what state-administered 
austerity programmes, making use of the key levers of 
interest rates and the credit system, are often all about. 
Limited crises may be imposed by external force upon one 
sector or upon a territory or whole territorial complex of 
capitalist activity. This is what the international financial 

system (led by the IMF) backed by superior state power 
(such as that of the United States) is so expert at doing. 
The result is the periodic creation of a stock of devalued, 
and in many instances undervalued, assets in some part of 

the world, which can be put to profitable use by the capital 
stlrpluses that lack opportunities elsewhere. Vqade and 
Veneroso capture the essence of this when they write of 

ttae Asian crisis of 1997-8: 
Finan cial crises have always caused transfers of ownership and 
power to t.hose who keep their own assets intact and who are in 
a position to create credit, and the Asian crisis is no exception 
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¯.. there is no doubt that Western and Japanese corporations 
are the big winners .... The combination of massive devalua- 
tions, IMF-pushed financial liberalization, and IMF- 
facilitated recovery may even precipitate the biggest peacetime 
transfer of assets from domestic to foreign owners in the past 
fifty years anywhere in the world, dwarfing the transfers from 

domestic to US ownefs.~jn Latin America in the 1980s or in 
Mexico after 1994. One recalls the statement attributed to 
Andrew Mellon: ’In a depression assets return to their rightful 
owne r S ¯ ’ 10 

Regional crises and highly localized p!a.c.,evhased deval- 

uations eme~)ge as a primary means by whi:ch capitalism 

perpetually creates its own ’other, in 6rder to],feed upon it. 

The financial crises of East and South-EastAsia in 1997-8 

were a classic case of this. 1 ~ The analogy with the creation 

of an industrial reserve army by throwing people out of 

work is exact¯ Valuable assets are thrown out of circulation 

and devalued. They lie fallow and dormant untiI surplus 

capital seizes upon them to breath new life into capital 

¯ accumulation. The danger, however, is that such crises 

might spin out of control and become generalized, or that 

the ’othering’ will provoke a revolt against the system that 

creates it. One of the prime functions of state interven- 

tions and of international institutions is to orchestrate 

devaluations in ways that permit accumulation by dispos- 

session to occur without sparking a general collapse¯ This 

is the essence of what a structural adjustment programme 

administered by the IMF is all about. For the main capi- 

talist powers, ¯such as the United States, this means 

orchestrating these processes to their specific advantage, 

while proclaiming their role as that of a noble leader 

organizing ’bail-outs’ (as in Mexico in 1994) to keep 
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global capital accumulation on track. But there is, as with 

any speculative gamble, a danger of losing: the sudden 

evident panic of the US Treasury and the IMF in 

December 1998 after Russia, with nothing left to lose, had 

simply declared bankruptcy and when it seemed that the 

South Korean economy (after several months of hard bar- 

gaining) was about to crash and possibly spark a global 

chain reaction, illustrates how close to the edge such 

fo?ms of calculation can go. lz 

/ The mixture.-of coercion and consent within such bar- 

~/gaining activity varies considerably, but we can now more 

/~ clearly see how hegemony gets constructed through 
financial mechanisms in such a way as to benefit the hege- 

mon while leading the subaltern states on the supposedly 

golden path of capitalist development.. The umbilical cord 

that ties together accumulation by dispossession and 

expanded reproduction is that given by finance capital and 

the institutions of credit, backed, as ever, by state powers. 

The Contingency of It All 

How; then, can we uncover the iron laws within the con- 

tingencies of accumulation by dispossession? We know, of 

course, that a certain level of this goes on all the time and 

that it can take many forms, both legal and illegal. 

Consider, for example, a process in US housing markets 

known as ’flipping’. A house in poor condition is bought 

for next to nothing, given some cosmetic improvements, 

then sold on at an exorbitant price, with the aid of a mort- 

gage package arranged by the seller, to a low-income 

family looking to realize its dream of home ownership, if 
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the family has difficulty meeting the payments or dealing 
with the serious maintenance probIenas that almost cer- 

tainly emerge, then the house is repossessed. This is not 

exactly illegal (buyers. beware!) but the effect is to prey 
upon low-income families and biik them of whatever little 

savings they have. This is accumulation by dispossession. 
There are innutnerable activities (legal and illegal) of this 

kind that affect the control of assets by one class rather 

than another. 

But how, when, and why does accumulationby dispos- 
session emerge from this background s.ta~e.:~6become the 

dominant form of accumulation relative :~6 expanded 

reproduction? In part .this has to do with.how and when 

crises form in expanded reproduction.B{~t it can also 

reflect attempts by determined entrepreneurs and devel- 

opmental states to ’join the system’ and seek the benefits 

of capital accumulation directly. 

Any social formation or territory that is brought or 

inserts itself into the logic of capitalist development must 

undergo wide-ranging structural, institutional, and legal 

changes of the sort that Marx describes under the rubric 

of primitive accumulation. The collapse of the Soviet 

Union posed exactly this problem. The result was a sav- 

age episode of primitive accumulation under the heading 

of ’shock therapy’ as advised by the capitalist powers 

and international institutions. The social distress was 

immense, but the distribution of assets that resulted 
¯ through privatization and market reforms was both 

lop-sided and not very conducive to the sorts of invest- 

ment activity that typically emerge with expanded repro- 

duction. Even more recently, the turn towards 

state-orchestrated capitalism in China has entailed wave 
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the dominant regime of neo-liberal imperialism foisted 

upon the world by the hegemonic capitalist Powers. 

Imperialism as Accumulation by 

Dispossession 

When Joseph Chamberlain led Britain into the Boer War 

through the annexation of the Witwatersrand at the 

beginning ~f the twentieth century, it was clear that the 

gold and diamond resources were the prime motivation. 

Yet, as we earlier saw, his conversion to an imperialist logic 

arose out of the inability to ~nd any internal solutions to 

the chronic problem of overaccumulation of capital within 

Britain. This inability had everything to do with the inter- 
nal class structure that blocked any large-scale application 

of surplus capitals towards social reform and infrastruc- 

turat investments at home. The drive of the Bush admin- 
istration to intervene militarily in the Middte~ East 

likewise has much to do with procuring firmer control 

over Middle Eastern oil resources. The need to exert that 
control had ratcheted steadily upwards since President 

Carter first enunciated the doctrine that the United States 
was prepared to use military means to ensure the uninter- 

rupted flow of Middle Eastern oil into the global economy. 

Since recessions in the global economy correlate with oil 

price hikes, so the general lowering of oil prices can be 

seen as one tactic in seeking to confront the chronic prob- 

lems of overaccumutation that have arisen over the past 

three decades. As occurred in Britain at the end of the. 
preceding century, the blockage of internal reform and 
infrastructural investment by the configuration of class 
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interests during these years has also played a crucial role 

in the conversion of US politics towards a more and more 

overt embrace of imperialism. It is tempting, therefore, to 

see the US invasion of Iraq as the equivalent of Britain’s 

engagement in the Boer War, both occurring at the begin- 

ning of the end of hegemony. 

But military interventions are the tip of the imperialist 

iceberg. Hegemonic state power is typically deployed to 

ensure and promote those external and international 

institutional arrangements through which the asymmet- 

ries of exchange relations can so~vork a:s.t6 benefit the 

hegemonic power. It is through such.m(a~(i that tribute is 

in effect extracted fr0m the rest of the vcorId. Free trade 

and open capital markets have become primary means 

through which to advantage the monopoly powers based 

in the advanced capitalist countries that already dominate 

trade, production, services, and finance within the 

capitalist world. The primary vehicle for accumulation by 

dispossession, therefore, has been the forcing open of 

markets throughout the world by institutional pressures 

exercised through the IMF and the WTO, backed by the 

power of the United States (and to a lesser extent Europe) 

to deny access to its own vast market to those countries 

that refuse to dismantle their protections. 

None of this, however, would have assumed the impor- 

tance it currently does if there had not emerged chronic 

problems of overaccumulation of capital through expanded 

reproduction coupled with a political refusal to attempt any 

solution to these problems by internal reform. The rise in 

importance of accumulation by dispossession as an answer, 

symbolized by the rise of an internationalist politics ofneo- 

liberalism and privatization, correlates with the visitation 
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of periodic bouts of predatory devaluation of assets in one 
part of the world or another. And this seems to be the heart 

of what contemporary imperialist practice is about. The 

American bourgeoisie has, in short, rediscovered what the 

British bourgeoisie discovered in the last three decades of 

the nineteenth century, that, as Arendt has it, ’the original 

sin of simple robbery’ which made possible the original 

accumulation of capital ’had eventually to be repeated lest 

the motor of accumulation suddenly die down’.29 If this is 

so, then the.:’,new imperialism’ appears as nothing more 
than the revisiting ; of the old, though in a different 

place and time. Whether or not this is an adequate concep- 

tualization of matters remains to be evaluated. 
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Imperialism of the capitalist sort arises 0ut orr£ dialectical 
relation between territorial and capitiii~stic I0glcs of power. 
The two logics are distinctive and inno way reducible to 

each other, but they are tightly interwoven. They may be 

construed as internal relations of each other. But outcomes 
can vary subs[antially over space and time. Each logic 
throws up contradictions that have to be contained by the 
other. The endIess accumulation of capital, for example, 
produces periodic crises within the territorial logic because 
of the need to create a parallel accumulation of polit- 

ical/military power. When political control shifts within 
the territorial logic, flows of capital must likewise shift to 

accommodate. States regulate their affairs according to 
their own distinctive rules and traditions and so produce 
distinctive styles of governance. A basis is here created for 

uneven geographical developments, geopolitical struggles, 
and different forms of imperialist politics. Imperialism 

cannot be understood, therefore, without first grappling 
with the theory of the capitalist state in all its diversity. 

Different states produce different imperialisms, as was 
obviously so with the British, French, Dutch, Belgian, etc. 
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Please let me know if you have questions. 

Best, 

Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Of~cer 

Department of Public Policy 



217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Departmem of African & Afro-American Studies 
!09 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
5: 919.962.5824 

From: Kapur, Geeta 
Sent: Thursday, October 27, 2011 7:38 PM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Cc: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: RE: Department Website 

Agatha, 
Thank you for your email. I would like an excerpt like everyone else has along with a photo. I can come by for Travis to 
take the photo and write something up about what I teach, where I work, etc. Thank you. 
Geeta 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Thursday, October 27, 2011 10:24 AM 
To: Kapur, Geeta 
Subject: FW: Department Website 

Hi Geeta, 
Please let me know what (if anything) you would like listed for your contact information. Also, FYI, we will be going live 

with a new department website in the coming months. 

Take care, 

Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Departmem of Public Policy 
217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University ofNorthCarolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
£ 919.962.5824 

From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Thursday, October 27, 2011 10:00 AM 
To: Huber, Evelyne H; Buell, Agatha 
Subject: FW: Department Website 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Thursday, October 27, 2011 9:23 AM 



To: McMillan, Tim 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: Department Website 

Can we do this, Tim? -Reg 

From: Kapur, Geeta         ~aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 26, 2011 4:48 PM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: Department Website 

Dr. Hildebrand, 
I think it is important that I be included in the listing of Faculty on the Department’s website as several students have 
asked how to contact me. My official title is Adjunct Assistant Professor and my appointment is until dune of 9015. Will 
you please make this happen? Thank you so much. 

Geeta 

Geeta Nadia Kapur 
Attorney & Counselor at Law 
Adjunct Professor, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Mailing Address: 
P.O. Box 51035 
Durham, NC 97717 
919.96o.1977 phone 
919.689.8111 faseimile 

~aol.eom 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 
To: Kapur, Geeta,         @aol.com)          @aol.com). 
Sent: Tue, Oct 25,2011 7:10 am 

~aol.com> 

Geeta, if you will put together a statement on the public program, and sent to me, I will ask Olympia Friday to put it in 
press release format, and send it out, or advise us how to send it out. She actually has more experience at this that 
Clarissa does. -Reg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 9, 2011 5:57 PM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Summer School Schedule 

SummerSchool2012.xls 

Hi, 

I have attached the Summer School schedule. Please let me know if you notice any mistakes or have any suggestions 

because I will go ahead and enter it into the system since it is due on Friday. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 



NAME 

Alphonse Mutima 

Charlene Regester 

Charlene Regester 

Esther Lisanza 

Julius Nyang’oro 

Perry Hall 

Perry Hall 

Reginald Hildebrand 

Robert Porter 

Robert Porter 

CLASS 

SWAH 112 

AFAM 101 

AFAM 276 

AFRI 101 

AFRI 101 

AFAM 102 

AFAM 259 

AFAM 101 

AFAM 304 

AFAM 101 

DAYS 

M,T,W,TR, F 

M,T,W,TR, F 

M,T,W,TR, F 

M,T,W,TR, F 

M,T,W,TR, F 

M,T,W,TR, F 

M,T,W,TR, F 

M,T,W,TR, F 

M,T,W,TR, F 

M,T,W,TR, F 

TIME 

9:45am-11:15am 

11:30am-1pm 

3pm-4:30pm 

9:45am-11:15am 

9:45am-11:15am 

9:45am-11:15am 

11:30am-1pm 

11:30am-1pm 

11:30am-1pm 

1:15pm-2:45pm 

Classroom 

GC 1009 pr 1005 

Gardner 

Gardner 

Gardner 105 



NAME 

Lee, Margaret 

Lee, Margaret 

McMillan,Tim 

McMillan,Tim 

Rucker, Walter 

Selassie, Bereket 

CLASS 

AFRI 101 

AFRI 101 

AFAM 101 

AFAM 101 

AFAM 258 

AFRI 101 

DAYS 

M,T,W,TR, F 

M,T,W,TR, F 

M,T,W,TR, F 

M,T,W,TR, F 

M,T,W,TR, F 

M,T,W,TR, F 

TIME 

9:4Sam-11:1Sam 

11:30am-1pm 

9:4Sam-11:1Sam 

11:30am-1pm 

1:15pm-2:45pm 

11:30am-1pm 

BUILDING 

Venable G311 

Venable G311 

Venable G311 

Venable G311 

Caldwell 103 

Gardner 105 



NAME CLASS    DAYS TIME ROOM 

Mike Lambert AFR1368 M,T,W,TR, F 9am-12:15pm multimedia and close to Battle 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday,                  1:33 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20111108135049178.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:sca~mer~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 08, 2011 1:51 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 11.08.2011 13:50:48 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Accumulation by Dispossession 

living labour in production) under conditions of ’peace, 

property and equality’. These assumptions allow us to see 
what will happen if the liberal project of the classical 

political economists or, in our times, the neo-liberal pro- 

~ \"ject of the economists, is realized. The brilliance of 
Marx’s dialectical method, as Luxemburg for one clearly 

recognizes, is to show that market liberalization--the 
credo of the liberals and the neo-liberals--will not pro- 

duce a harmonious state in which everyone is better off. It 

will instead produce ever greater levels of social inequal- 
ity (as indeed has been the global trend over the last thirty 

years of neo-liberalism, particularly within those coun- 

tries such as Britain and the United states that have most 
closely hewed to such a political line). It will also, Marx 

predicts, produce serious and growing instabilities culmi- 

nating in chronic crises of overaccumulation (of the sort 

we are now witnessing). 
The disadvantage of these assumptions is that they 

relegate accumulation based upon predation, fraud, and 

violence to an ’original stage’ that is considered no longer 

relevant or, as with Luxemburg, as being somehow 

’outside of’ capitalism as a closed system. A general re- 

evaluation of the continuous role and persistence of the 

predatory practices of ’primitive’ or ’original’ accumula- 

tion within the long historical geography of capital accu- 
mulation is, therefore, very much in order, as several 

commentators have recently observed,s Since it seems 

peculiar to call an ongoing process ’primitive’ or ’original’ 
I shall, in what follows, substitute these terms by the con- 

cept of ’accumulation by dispossession’. 
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Accumulation by Dispossession 

A closer look at Marx’s description of primitive accumu- 
lation reveals a wide range of processes.6 These include 
the commodification and privatization of land and the 
forceful expulsion of peasant populations; the conversion 
of various forms of~pr6perty rights (common, collective, 
state, etc:) into exclusive private property rights; the sup- 
pression of rights to the commons; the commodification 
of labour power and the suppression of alternative 
(indigenous) forms of production and consurfiption; colo- 

nial, neo-colonial, and imperial processes of 4~ppropriation 
of assets (including natural resources); the. Lmonetization 
of exchange and taxation, particularly of land; the slave 
trade; and usury,the national debt, and ultimately the 
credit system as radical means of primitive accumulation. 
The state, with its monopoly of violence and definitions of 
legality, plays a crucial role in both backing and promot- 
ing these processes and, as I argued in Chapter 3, there is 

considerable evidence that the transition to capitalist 
development was and continues to be vitally contin_jBg~t 
upon the stance of the state. The developmental role of 
the state goes back a long w--’-’ay, keeping the territo~’ial and 
capitalistic logics of power always intertwined though not 
necessarily concordant. 

AI1 the features of primitive accumulation that Marx 
mentions have remained powerfully present within capit- 
alism’s historical geography up until now. Displacement of 
peasant populations and the formation of a landless prole- 
tariat has accelerated in countries such as Mexico and 
India in the last three decades, many formerly common 
property resources, such as water, have been privatized 
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(often at World Bank insistence) and brought within the 

capitalist logic of 0ccumulation, alternative (indigenous 
and even, in the case of the United States, petty commod- 
ity) forms of production and consumption have been sup- 
pressed. Nationalized industries have been privatized. 
Family farming has been taken over .by agribusiness. And 

slavery has not disappeared (particularly in the sex trade). 
Critical engagement over the years with Marx’s 

account of primitive accumulation--which in any case 
had the qualifY) of , a" sketch rather than a systematic 
exploration--suggests some lacunae that need to be 

remedied. The process of proletarianization, for example, 
entails a mix of coercions and of appropriations of pre- 
capitalist skills, social relations, knowledges, habits of 

mind, and beliefs on the part of those being proletarian- 
ized. Kinship structures, familial and household arrange- 
ments, gender and authority relations (including those 
exercised through religion and its institutions) all have 

their part to play. In some instances the pre-existing struc- 
tures have to be violently repressed as inconsistent with 
labour under capitalism, but multiple accounts now exist 
to suggest that they are iust as likely to be co-opted in an 

attempt to forge some consensual as opposed to coercive 
basis for working-class formation. Primitive accumula- 
tion, in short, entails appropriation and co-optation of 
pre-existing cultural and social achievements as well as 
confrontation and supersession. The conditions of strug- 
gle and of working-class formation vary widely and there 

is, therefore, as Thompson among others has insisted, a 
sense in which a working class ’makes itself’ though never, 
of course, under conditions of its own choosing,v 

The result is often to leave a trace of pre-capitalist social 
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relations in working-class formation and to create distinc- 
tire geographical, historical, and anthropological differ- 

entiations in how a working class is defined. No matter 
how universal the process of proletarianization, the result 
is not the creation of a homogeneous proletariat,s 

Some of the mechanisms, of primitive accumulation 
that Marx emphasiZ+d have been fine’tuned to play an 

even stronger role now than in the past. The credit system 
and finance capital became, as Lenin, Hilferding, and 
Luxemburg all remarked at the beginning 0fthe twenti- 
eth century, major levers ofpredati0n, fraud;..and thievery. 
The strong wave of financialization that set j..n after 1973 
has been every bit as spectacular for-its sp~dulative and 

predatory style. Stock promotions, ponzi schemes, struc- 
tured asset destruction through inflation, asset-stripping 
through mergers and acquisitions, and the promotion of 
levels of debt incumbency that reduce whole populations, 
even in the advanced capitalist countries, to debt peonage, 
to say nothing of corporate fraud and dispossession of 
assets (the raiding of pension funds and their decimation 
by stock and corporate collapses) by credit and stock 
manipulations--all of these are central features of what 
contemporary capitalism is about. The colIapse of Enron 
dispossessed many of their livelihoods .and their pension 
rights. But above all we have to look at the speculative 
raiding carried out by hedge funds and other major insti- 
tutions of finance capital as the cutting edge of accumula- 
tion by dispossession in recent times. 

Wholly new mechanisms of accumulation by disposses- 
sion have also opened up. The emphasis upon intellectual 
property rights in the WTO negotiations (the so-called 
TRIPS agreement) points to ways in which the patenting 
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and licensing of genetic material, seed plasma, and all 
manner of other products can now be used against ~vhole 
populations whose practices had played a crucial role in 
the development of those materials. Biopiracy is rampant 
and the pillaging of the world’s stockpile of genetic 
resources is well under way to the benefit of a few large 

pharmaceutical companies. The escalating depletion 
of the global environmental commons (land, air, water) 
and proliferating habitat degradations that preclude 
anything but ~:capital-intenslve modes of agricultural 
production have likewise resulted from the wholesale 

commodification of nature in all its forms. The corn- 
modification of cultural .forms, histories, and intellectual 
creativity entails wholesale dispossessions (the music 
industry is notorious for the appropriation and exploita- 
tion of grassroots culture and creativity). The corporati- 
zation and privatization of hitherto public assets (such as 
tmiversities), to say nothing of the wave of privatization 

(of water and public utilities of all kinds) that has swept 
the world, indicate a new wave of ’enclosing the com- 

’f’ mons’. As in the past, the power of the state is freqdently 

| used to force such processes through even against popular 

~1 will. The rolling back of regulatory frameworks designed 
"~to protect labour and the environment from degradation 

has entailed the loss of rights. "[’he reversion of common 
property rights won through years of hard class struggle 
(the right to a state pension, to welfare, m national health 
care) to the private domain has been one of the most egre- 
gious of all policies of dispossession pursued in the name 
of neo-liberal orthodoxy. 

Capitalism internalizes cannibalistic as well as preda- 
tory and fraudulent practices. But it is, as Luxemburg 
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cogently observed, ’often hard to determine, within the 
tangle of violence and contests of power, the stern laws of 
the economic process’. Accumulation by dispossession 
can occur in a variety of ways and there is much that is 
both contingent and haphazard about its modus operandi. 

So how, then, does accumulation by dispossession help 
solve the overaccumulation problem? Overaccumulation, 
recall, is a condition where surpluses of capital (perhaps 
accompanied by surpluses of labour) lie idle with no 

profitable outlets in sight. The operative term ,.here, how- 
ever, is the capital surplus. What accunaulat_i.o.n by dispos- 
session does is to release a set of assets-(inclqding labour 
power) at very low :(and in some instaneeS.f:zero) cost. 

Overaccumulated capital can seize hold 0fs0ch assets and 
immediately turn them to profitable use. In the case of 
primitive accumulation as Marx described it, this entailed 
taking land, say, enclosing it, and expelling aresident pop- 
ulation to create a landless proletariat, and then releasing 
the land into the privatized mainstream of capital accu- 
mulation. Privatization (of social housing, telecommuni- 
cations, transportation, water, etc. in Britain, for example) 
has, in recent years, opened up vast fields for overaccu- 
mulated capital to seize upon. The collapse of the Soviet 
Union and then the opening up of China entailed a mas- 
sive release of hitherto unavailable assets into the main- 
stream of capital accumulation. What would have 
happened to overaecumulated capital these last thirty 
years if these new terrains of accumulation had not 
opened up? Put another way, if capitalism has been ex- 
periencing a chronic difficulty of overaccumulation since 
1973, then the neo-liberal project of privatization of 
everything makes a lot of sense as one way to solve the 
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problem. Another way would be to release cheap raw 
materials (such as oil) into the system. Input costs would 

be reduced and profits thereby enhanced. As the news- 
paper baron Rupert Mt~rdoch observed, the solution to 

our current economic woes is oil at $20 rather than $30 or 
more a barrel. Small wonder that all of Murdoch’s news- 
papers have been such avid supporters of war against 

Iraq.9 
The same goal can be achieved, however, by the devalu- 

ation of existing:capital, assets and labour power. Devalued 
capital assets can be bought up at fire-sale prices and 
profitably recycled back into the circulation of capital by 
overaccumulated capital. But this requires a prior wave of 

devaluation, which means a crisis of some kind. Crises 
may be orchestrated, managed, and controlled to rational- 
ize the system. This is often what state-administered 
austerity programmes, making use of the key levers of 
interest rates and the credit system, are often all about. 
Limited crises may be imposed by external force upon one 
sector or upon a territory or whole territorial complex of 
capitalist activity. This is what the international financial 

system (led by the IMF) backed by superior state power 
(such as that of the United States) is so expert at doing. 
The result is the periodic creation of a stock of devalued, 
and in many instances undervalued, assets in some part of 

the world, which can be put to profitable use by the capital 
stlrpluses that lack opportunities elsewhere. Vqade and 
Veneroso capture the essence of this when they write of 

ttae Asian crisis of 1997-8: 
Finan cial crises have always caused transfers of ownership and 
power to t.hose who keep their own assets intact and who are in 
a position to create credit, and the Asian crisis is no exception 
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¯.. there is no doubt that Western and Japanese corporations 
are the big winners .... The combination of massive devalua- 
tions, IMF-pushed financial liberalization, and IMF- 
facilitated recovery may even precipitate the biggest peacetime 
transfer of assets from domestic to foreign owners in the past 
fifty years anywhere in the world, dwarfing the transfers from 

domestic to US ownefs.~jn Latin America in the 1980s or in 
Mexico after 1994. One recalls the statement attributed to 
Andrew Mellon: ’In a depression assets return to their rightful 
owne r S ¯ ’ 10 

Regional crises and highly localized p!a.c.,evhased deval- 

uations eme~)ge as a primary means by whi:ch capitalism 

perpetually creates its own ’other, in 6rder to],feed upon it. 

The financial crises of East and South-EastAsia in 1997-8 

were a classic case of this. 1 ~ The analogy with the creation 

of an industrial reserve army by throwing people out of 

work is exact¯ Valuable assets are thrown out of circulation 

and devalued. They lie fallow and dormant untiI surplus 

capital seizes upon them to breath new life into capital 

¯ accumulation. The danger, however, is that such crises 

might spin out of control and become generalized, or that 

the ’othering’ will provoke a revolt against the system that 

creates it. One of the prime functions of state interven- 

tions and of international institutions is to orchestrate 

devaluations in ways that permit accumulation by dispos- 

session to occur without sparking a general collapse¯ This 

is the essence of what a structural adjustment programme 

administered by the IMF is all about. For the main capi- 

talist powers, ¯such as the United States, this means 

orchestrating these processes to their specific advantage, 

while proclaiming their role as that of a noble leader 

organizing ’bail-outs’ (as in Mexico in 1994) to keep 
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global capital accumulation on track. But there is, as with 

any speculative gamble, a danger of losing: the sudden 

evident panic of the US Treasury and the IMF in 

December 1998 after Russia, with nothing left to lose, had 

simply declared bankruptcy and when it seemed that the 

South Korean economy (after several months of hard bar- 

gaining) was about to crash and possibly spark a global 

chain reaction, illustrates how close to the edge such 

fo?ms of calculation can go. lz 

/ The mixture.-of coercion and consent within such bar- 

~/gaining activity varies considerably, but we can now more 

/~ clearly see how hegemony gets constructed through 
financial mechanisms in such a way as to benefit the hege- 

mon while leading the subaltern states on the supposedly 

golden path of capitalist development.. The umbilical cord 

that ties together accumulation by dispossession and 

expanded reproduction is that given by finance capital and 

the institutions of credit, backed, as ever, by state powers. 

The Contingency of It All 

How; then, can we uncover the iron laws within the con- 

tingencies of accumulation by dispossession? We know, of 

course, that a certain level of this goes on all the time and 

that it can take many forms, both legal and illegal. 

Consider, for example, a process in US housing markets 

known as ’flipping’. A house in poor condition is bought 

for next to nothing, given some cosmetic improvements, 

then sold on at an exorbitant price, with the aid of a mort- 

gage package arranged by the seller, to a low-income 

family looking to realize its dream of home ownership, if 
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the family has difficulty meeting the payments or dealing 
with the serious maintenance probIenas that almost cer- 

tainly emerge, then the house is repossessed. This is not 

exactly illegal (buyers. beware!) but the effect is to prey 
upon low-income families and biik them of whatever little 

savings they have. This is accumulation by dispossession. 
There are innutnerable activities (legal and illegal) of this 

kind that affect the control of assets by one class rather 

than another. 

But how, when, and why does accumulationby dispos- 
session emerge from this background s.ta~e.:~6become the 

dominant form of accumulation relative :~6 expanded 

reproduction? In part .this has to do with.how and when 

crises form in expanded reproduction.B{~t it can also 

reflect attempts by determined entrepreneurs and devel- 

opmental states to ’join the system’ and seek the benefits 

of capital accumulation directly. 

Any social formation or territory that is brought or 

inserts itself into the logic of capitalist development must 

undergo wide-ranging structural, institutional, and legal 

changes of the sort that Marx describes under the rubric 

of primitive accumulation. The collapse of the Soviet 

Union posed exactly this problem. The result was a sav- 

age episode of primitive accumulation under the heading 

of ’shock therapy’ as advised by the capitalist powers 

and international institutions. The social distress was 

immense, but the distribution of assets that resulted 
¯ through privatization and market reforms was both 

lop-sided and not very conducive to the sorts of invest- 

ment activity that typically emerge with expanded repro- 

duction. Even more recently, the turn towards 

state-orchestrated capitalism in China has entailed wave 
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Accumulation by Dispossession 

the dominant regime of neo-liberal imperialism foisted 

upon the world by the hegemonic capitalist Powers. 

Imperialism as Accumulation by 

Dispossession 

When Joseph Chamberlain led Britain into the Boer War 

through the annexation of the Witwatersrand at the 

beginning ~f the twentieth century, it was clear that the 

gold and diamond resources were the prime motivation. 

Yet, as we earlier saw, his conversion to an imperialist logic 

arose out of the inability to ~nd any internal solutions to 

the chronic problem of overaccumulation of capital within 

Britain. This inability had everything to do with the inter- 
nal class structure that blocked any large-scale application 

of surplus capitals towards social reform and infrastruc- 

turat investments at home. The drive of the Bush admin- 
istration to intervene militarily in the Middte~ East 

likewise has much to do with procuring firmer control 

over Middle Eastern oil resources. The need to exert that 
control had ratcheted steadily upwards since President 

Carter first enunciated the doctrine that the United States 
was prepared to use military means to ensure the uninter- 

rupted flow of Middle Eastern oil into the global economy. 

Since recessions in the global economy correlate with oil 

price hikes, so the general lowering of oil prices can be 

seen as one tactic in seeking to confront the chronic prob- 

lems of overaccumutation that have arisen over the past 

three decades. As occurred in Britain at the end of the. 
preceding century, the blockage of internal reform and 
infrastructural investment by the configuration of class 
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interests during these years has also played a crucial role 

in the conversion of US politics towards a more and more 

overt embrace of imperialism. It is tempting, therefore, to 

see the US invasion of Iraq as the equivalent of Britain’s 

engagement in the Boer War, both occurring at the begin- 

ning of the end of hegemony. 

But military interventions are the tip of the imperialist 

iceberg. Hegemonic state power is typically deployed to 

ensure and promote those external and international 

institutional arrangements through which the asymmet- 

ries of exchange relations can so~vork a:s.t6 benefit the 

hegemonic power. It is through such.m(a~(i that tribute is 

in effect extracted fr0m the rest of the vcorId. Free trade 

and open capital markets have become primary means 

through which to advantage the monopoly powers based 

in the advanced capitalist countries that already dominate 

trade, production, services, and finance within the 

capitalist world. The primary vehicle for accumulation by 

dispossession, therefore, has been the forcing open of 

markets throughout the world by institutional pressures 

exercised through the IMF and the WTO, backed by the 

power of the United States (and to a lesser extent Europe) 

to deny access to its own vast market to those countries 

that refuse to dismantle their protections. 

None of this, however, would have assumed the impor- 

tance it currently does if there had not emerged chronic 

problems of overaccumulation of capital through expanded 

reproduction coupled with a political refusal to attempt any 

solution to these problems by internal reform. The rise in 

importance of accumulation by dispossession as an answer, 

symbolized by the rise of an internationalist politics ofneo- 

liberalism and privatization, correlates with the visitation 
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of periodic bouts of predatory devaluation of assets in one 
part of the world or another. And this seems to be the heart 

of what contemporary imperialist practice is about. The 

American bourgeoisie has, in short, rediscovered what the 

British bourgeoisie discovered in the last three decades of 

the nineteenth century, that, as Arendt has it, ’the original 

sin of simple robbery’ which made possible the original 

accumulation of capital ’had eventually to be repeated lest 

the motor of accumulation suddenly die down’.29 If this is 

so, then the.:’,new imperialism’ appears as nothing more 
than the revisiting ; of the old, though in a different 

place and time. Whether or not this is an adequate concep- 

tualization of matters remains to be evaluated. 
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Consent to Coercion 

Imperialism of the capitalist sort arises 0ut orr£ dialectical 
relation between territorial and capitiii~stic I0glcs of power. 
The two logics are distinctive and inno way reducible to 

each other, but they are tightly interwoven. They may be 

construed as internal relations of each other. But outcomes 
can vary subs[antially over space and time. Each logic 
throws up contradictions that have to be contained by the 
other. The endIess accumulation of capital, for example, 
produces periodic crises within the territorial logic because 
of the need to create a parallel accumulation of polit- 

ical/military power. When political control shifts within 
the territorial logic, flows of capital must likewise shift to 

accommodate. States regulate their affairs according to 
their own distinctive rules and traditions and so produce 
distinctive styles of governance. A basis is here created for 

uneven geographical developments, geopolitical struggles, 
and different forms of imperialist politics. Imperialism 

cannot be understood, therefore, without first grappling 
with the theory of the capitalist state in all its diversity. 

Different states produce different imperialisms, as was 
obviously so with the British, French, Dutch, Belgian, etc. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, November 11,2011 2:37 PM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc. edu> 

RE: New AFRI-AFAM Website 

That sounds great! 

Thanks[ 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Friday, November 11, 2011 2:27 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: New AFRT-AFAM Website 

Thanks Travis, 
Jeff and I figured that out when I spoke to him earlier, thank you! I’m going to talk with him about a few more 

programming changes and then we can have some faculty review it, and go live... 

Thanks, great work, 

Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Departmem of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of Af?ican & Af?ooAmerican Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University ofNorthCarolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
£ 919.962.5824 



From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, November 11, 2011 11:32 AM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: RE: New AFRI-AFAM Website 

This is great. I had Toneshia put on the people pages yesterday if you want to take a look at it and see what you think. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Friday, November 11, 2011 10:52 AM 
To: VanDrimmelen, Jeff; Huber, Evelyne H 
Cc: Lang, Andrew; Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: New AFRI-AFAM Website 

Hi Jeff, 

didn’t realize that you all could supply so much help! Yes, we need it. 

Specifically, there are a few issues with the banner that we would like resolved and we would like to add a simple page 

for each professor. I would be happy to meet with whoever could help with that (or a phone conversation) to give more 

specifics. Please let me know who to contact and when. 

Thanks so much, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Departmem of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & AfrooAmerican Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University ofNorthCarolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
£ 919.962.5824 

From: VanDrimmelen, Jeff 
Sent: Thursday, November 10, 2011 4:08 PM 
To: Huber, Evelyne H; Buell, Agatha; Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Cc: Lang, Andrew 
Subject: New AFRI-AFAM Website 

Hey AFRI-AFAM Folks, 

Veda is out for the month of November as I think y’all heard. I wanted to drop you a line to check on see 



where you were at on the new AFRI-AFAM site. I just took a look and it is looking good 
here: https://plonedev.unc.edu/st¥1e-afam 

I know a lot has been transferred and y’all are working on it. Is there anything I can do to help as you 
reimagine your new site and your department and get it ready to go live to the world? Here are a few things I 
might do to help this month to help your new site get out the door: 

I have quite a few workstudy students we are putting to work with departments to help them with their 
sites. I can point some to work with y’all if you need some content editing. 
I can arrange for someone to meet with you to help discuss content and little last minute changes that 
need to happen on the site. 
If you need some help getting pictures on your site I could arrange for someone to come and take 
pictures. 
You could send me any changes you need done and focus on the content and I can focus on the 
technology for you. 

In short, I’m here to help. Let me know what I can do to help y’all get your new shiny site out and ready for the 
world to see! 

Feel free to call me to discuss, or shoot me an email. What ever works best for you. 

-Jeff 
OASIS 
919-724-4556 



SMSPiMSPfSTUDIESi10 10~’~ November, 20t I 

CHARLEX Development Corporation LLC, 
8510 McAIpi.ne Park Drive, Suite 204, 
Charlotte, NC 28211 
The United States of America. 

Dear Sir, 

RE: SYSTEil/t APPROACH TO SUSTAINABLE ENERGY. 

Reference is made to your document with executive summary on "system approach to 
Sustainable Energy". 

TANESCO appreciates your interest to invest in Tanzania’s development projects such as 
electric power generation, transmission and distrit~ution. This wilt increase more usage of 
electric energy and hence accelerating Social and economic developments in Tanzania. 

We have gone through your document and observed the following: 

!) Generation t00MW energy from dual fuel generators will have significant in put to our 
national grid. 

2) Development of wind energy is a good idea since it has no environmental impact, 

3) Past experience, in similar activities (power generation, transmission and distribution 
business) especially in Africa is not given. 

4) A Company profile needs to be submitted. 

5) 25 years term of PPA seems to be too !ong, we propose 2-5 years term of renewable 
PPA depending on the reliability of power supply from your sources. 

6) No expected possible output voltage from your generators (33kV or 1 lkV). 

Regarding to your interest of working with TANESCO we wish if we can have a meeting with 
you for further discussion and you can also arrange to give presentation for further details 
and understanding in January 2012.Dates to be agreed in advance. 



At the agreed date, while arriving at TANESCO head office at Ubungo, kindly proceed to ~he 
office of Senior Manager Strategic Planning !ocated at 9th FIoor, room No.B920B 

Yours faithfully, 
For: TANZANIA ELECTRIC SUPPLY COMPANY LIMITED 

Decktan P. Mhaiki 
Ag. MANAGING DIRECTOR 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, November 11,2011 5:05 PM 

Budihardj o, Maya Kimberley <mbudihar@email.unc.edu> 

RE: New AFRI-AFAM Website 

Sorry just getting back to you but I had been working on the summer schedule that was due today! Glad your computer 

is up and running. Yeah we can do Italy next week. That guy from Guru should do private parties! Lol Have a good 

weekend ! 

From: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Sent: Friday, November 11, 2011 10:39 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: New AFRI-AFAM Website 

The computer is so awesome now! Italian sounds good. Maybe someday next week? I told so many people about our 

incident at Guru’s. I wish we could have recorded it. It was so surreal! 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, November 11, 2011 10:04 AM 
To: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Subject: RE: New AFRI-AFAM Website 

Oh it was Graduate admissions training. That explains why I didn’t have to go. We don’t have a graduate program! 

Wow all this time you were working on a busted computer! Hahah. Sorry for laughing! 

I can see why your work study is very jealous of you. I hear Windows 7 is the latest and greatest thing. Lucky u! Id keep 

an eye out on your work study if they become too jealous! I know of an Italian spot we can hit up for lunch sometime. 

don’t think we have done Italian yet! I just can’t promise the same level of entertainment as we had at Gurus! 

From: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Sent: Friday, November 11, 2011 8:31 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: New AFRI-AFAM Website 

I went to training for Graduate Admissions. I’m so happy that we changed systems from last year (for once)! It is much 
easier to use. So how about my computer is getting re-imaged. For the past couple of months, my computer has been 
running extremely slow. I would get OASIS to come and they’d do something and it would run fine for a couple of days 
and then get slow again. So it got so bad that it was messing up my Outlook. James took another look at it and 
apparently when my computer was originally imaged, they did it incorrectly. I have half of my data not accessable which 
makes my computer run SLOW. So he is finishing up fixing that this morning. He’s also installing Windows 7. I have no 
idea what that means but our work study was jealous. 

Lunch soon? 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, November 10, 2011 4:55 PM 
To: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Subject: RE: New AFRI-AFAM Website 

Ah yes that is for me! Haha thanks! The wedding was great! Thanks for asking. So what training did you go to today?! 



From: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Sent: Thursday, November 10, 2011 4:18 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: New AFRI-AFAM Website 

Hi Travis, 

I think this goes to you instead of me! 

How was the wedding? 

Maya Budihardjo 
Student Services Manager 
Department of Public Policy 
214A Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 
p. 919.962.1600 

From: VanDrimmelen, Jeff 
Sent: Thursday, November 10, 2011 4:08 PM 
To: Huber, Evelyne H; Buell, Agatha; Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Cc: Lang, Andrew 
Subject: New AFRI-AFAM Website 

Hey AFRI-AFAM Folks, 

Veda is out for the month of November as I think y’all heard. I wanted to drop you a line to check on see where 
you were at on the new AFRI-AFAM site. I just took a look and it is looking good 
here: https://plonedev.unc.edu/st¥1e-afam 

I know a lot has been transferred and y’all are working on it. Is there anything I can do to help as you reimagine 
your new site and your department and get it ready to go live to the world? Here are a few things I might do to 
help this month to help your new site get out the door: 

¯ I have quite a few workstudy students we are putting to work with departments to help them with their 
sites. I can point some to work with y’all if you need some content editing. 

¯ I can arrange for someone to meet with you to help discuss content and little last minute changes that 
need to happen on the site. 

¯ If you need some help getting pictures on your site I could arrange for someone to come and take 
pictures. 

¯ You could send me any changes you need done and focus on the content and I can focus on the 
technology for you. 

In short, I’m here to help. Let me know what I can do to help y’all get your new shiny site out and ready for the 
world to see! 

Feel flee to call me to discuss, or shoot me an email. What ever works best for you. 

-Jeff 
OASIS 
919-724-4556 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, November 11,2011 5:09 PM 

Tanner, Beth <btanner@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Student data 

Thank you Beth! This looks exactly like what ! need. It will be very helpful. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

From: Tanner, Beth 
Sent: Friday, November 11, 2011 1:02 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Coleman, Gina 
Subject: Student data 

Hi Travis, 
I’ve attached the data you requested. Please let me know if you have any questions or need anything further. 

Thanks, 
Beth 

Beth Tanner 

Report Programmer 

Office of the University Registrar 

Suite 3500, SASB North, CB 2500 

E-mail: btanner@email.unc.edu 

Phone: 959-962-9857 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, November 14, 2011 9:40 AM 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

RE: SS1 

Hi Renee, 

Sorry about that! All of them can be set to 40 for enrollment, 

Thanks[ 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Ha[[, Cg# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

From: Sherman, Renee A 
Sent: Monday, November 14, 2011 9:22 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: SS1 

Travis, 
Hi, I was hoping you could take a look at these SS1 courses and give me the correct enrollment. 

Thanks, 

Renee 

Enrollment 

Renee Sherman 
Scheduling Team Lead 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 

rsherman@eraail, unc. edu 
raailto:scheduling office@listserv.unc.edu 

Forum member 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, November 14, 2011 11:22 AM 

Kapur, Geeta <gkapur@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Guess who 

That’s great!! Website almost updated. I’ll let you know. 

Travis 

From: Kapur, Geeta 
Sent: Monday, November 14, 2011 11:21 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Guess who 

Travis, 
My email finally works!! So let me know when the website is updated. Thanks. 
Geeta 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, November 14, 2011 1:25 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: 

20111114132226041.pdf 

Scans from the green book! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scarmer ] 
Sent: Monday, November 14, 2011 1:22 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 11.14.2011 13:22:25 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



14 Introduction to Part 

the tensions inherent between colonial aftermath and postcolonial nationalisms 
as these are reflected in leaders’ grappling with AIDS and its implications for a 

post-indeper~dence unity. 
Equally important to colonial antecedents is how Africans and the international 

community responded in the early days of AIDS. Much early response focused on 
finding the origins of the virus within Africa, an endeavor that proved controver- 
sial around what an answer about origins of HIV would tell us about the disease 
and its distribution. For some, knowing the origins would tell us more about the 
virus and its evolution over time; for others, origins would do little in the way of 
scientific elucidation but much more in the way of creating discourses of blame. 
In this case, such discourses were especially damaging because.they imbricated 
with existing neocolonial perceptions of Africa as the cradle ofdisease, famine, 
and other disasters of apocalyptic magnitude (Chirimuuta and Chirimuuta 1989; 

Helen Epstein 1999). According to Chirimuuta and Chirimuuta (1989), origins 
investigations targeting Africa resulted in strained geopolitical relations, diminu- 
tions in interr~ational aid to African countries, and damage to regional tourist 

industries. Though still inconclusive, the most recent evidence from genetic 
"fingerprinting" still suggests central Africa as the original birthplace of HIV, 
where it began as Simian Immunodeficiency Virus in chimpanzees and eventu- 
ally spread to humans. Questions remain about how and when this leap from 

simian to human retrovirus occurred (cf. Hooper 1999; Epstein 1999). 
Another t~enchant question, as Schoepf points out, is why it took so long for the 

international community to respond to the growing epidemic, and why biomed- 
ical knowledge was privileged among the interpretations eventually circulating. 
Recognizing the interactions of discursive representations and material practices, 
Schoepf decries biomedical research that focused on prostitutes as "’reservoirs of 
infection" for the misguided policies it has informed and the damaging misun- 

derstandings it has generated of the epidemic. Simultaneous with growing bio- 
medical interest in and predominance over behavioral models of HIV 

transmission in Africa in the 1980s was the initiation of structural adjustment 
programs by the World Bank and the International Monetary Ftmd. Designed to 

boost economies by diverting resources into export industries and curtailing 
domestic spending, these programs were implemented across sub-Saharan Africa 
with the result, argues Schoepf, of not only exacerbating poverty in almost every 
instance, but consequently of catapulting thousands of individuals into 

heightened vulr~erability (see also Lurie et al. this volume). Only by understand- 
ing these separate but related spheres of influence in the early years of AIDS in 

Africa can we comprehend the pattern of epidemic today. 

NOTE 

1. Examples include Turshen 1999b, 1984; Feierrnan and Janzen 1992; Ernst and Harris 1999; 

Vaughan 1991. 

Chapter ! 

AIDS, History, and Struggles over 
Meaning 

Brooke Grundfest Schoepf ¯ i’ 

introduction 

Disease epidemics are social processes. The 
spread of infection is propelled by. history, 
political economy, and culture. Beset by 
grinding poverty, AIDS, drought, rampant 
malnutrition, genocide, and war, the world’s 
poorest continent has suffered a quarter cen- 
tury of profound, multiplex crisis. Structural 
violence is a term used to encompass the con- 
catenation of adverse social, economic, and 
political conditions in- which the world’s poor 

live out their lives. The destructive impact of 
ongoing economic crisis on the health of poor 
communities takes forms less dramatic than 

violent conflict,, yet which may be just as dev- 
astating. Structural and social violence has 

contributed decisively to the dissemination of 
the Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) on 

the African continent. As economic crisis 
spread across the continent in the late 1970s, 
the HW virus silently spread as well. Seem- 
ingly m’~related, the two phenomena are in fact 
intimately entwined. The effects of poverty 
accelerated the spread of the virus in the 
1980s. By the 1990s the ravages of AIDS in 
turn plunged afflicted regions deeper into eco- 

nomic crisis. 

Internationally, as in the United States, AIDS 
is "an epidemic of signification." Many re- 
sponses have been moralizing and stigmatiz- 
ing. ]h-fitially recognized among elites in many 
countries, HIV rapidly spread along "the fault- 
lines of society" to the poor and disint~erited. 

Response to AIDS is political everywhere, in 
Africa no less than in the West. Knowledge is 

socially situated, built on previous know- 
ledges with the power to de~e how we 
know, and to determine what facts shall be 
considered "’real." Public health action takes 
place on a terrain of contested meanings and 
unequal power, where different forms of 
knowledge struggle for control. In the case of 
AIDS in Africa, the defining power lay in the 

international biomedical arena, but these def- 
initions met with enduring disease representa- 
tions mid practices, especially with respect to 

contagion and "disordered" sexuality in af- 
flicted societies. The contradictions between 

situational need and societal response have 

been particularly sharp. This can be explained, 
at least in part, by discourses surrounding 
the appearance and spread of the new virus. 

AIDS brings forth representations that support 

and reproduce already constituted gender, 
color, class, and national hierarchies. Societal 
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responses to AIDS, including disease control 

policies, are propelled by cultural politics 
forged in the history of relations between 
Africa and the West. 

My understanding of the cultural politics 

of AIDS comes from participation in the 
struggle to discover and reshape meanings 

of AIDS in Africa and the West. In 1985 I 
joined with colleagues to form the transdiscip- 
linary CONNAISSIDA Project in what was then 

Zaire (now Democratic Republic of Congo, 
or DRC).l Formed from the French words 
connaisance (knowledge) and Sida (AIDS), 
CONNAISSIDA means "ka~owledge of AIDS." 

We investigated popular representations of and 
responses to AIDS, and compared these with 
what was known in the biomedical research 
community. Grounded in medical and eco- 

nomic anthropology, the project incorporated 
understandings from several other fields, in- 

cluding social psychology, public health, and 
development studies: 

From February 1985 through June 1990, 
CONNAISSIDA conducted more than 1,800 

open-ended interviews, mainly in Kinshasa 
and Luburnbashi, but also in the smaller 
cities of Matadi and Kikwit. Interviews with 
many individuals and groups were repeated 
over time, and supplemented by participanb 
observation in several popular neighborhoods 
and elite networks, and collection of life- 
hLstory narratives.2 For the most ’part, re- 

searchers lived as accepted members of the 
communities where they worked. Topics 

ranged widely, as people variously situated 
socially were asked what they knew about 

AIDS, what problems they saw in ensuring 
their own protection and that of persons close 
to them, and, given their understanding of 
their culture, how obstacles might be over- 
come. Results were used to design conzrnu- 

nity-based education using participatory 
empowerment methods b~sed on group dy- 
namics (Schoepf, Walu, Rukarangira et al. 
1991; Schoepf 1993).3 The action-research gen- 

erated local attempts at social change, some of 
which were successful, and led to new under- 

standings of the dynamics of social structure, 
agency, and negotiated couple relations.4" s 

This research is related to current theoretical 

and methodological advances in anthropol- 
ogy. It is especially attuned to listening to 

h~owledge "from below" and to viewing cul- 

ture through the lens of gender relations. 
Linking macro-level political economy 
to micro-level ethnography, case studies illu- 
minate women’s risk. They show how racism, 

poverty, inequality, and gendered discourses 
about AIDS hamper prevention (Schoepf, 
Rukarangira et al. 1988a, b; Schoepf 1988, 

1992a). Many findings have been replicated 
by research undertaken elsewhere in sub- 
Saharan Africa. 

An Historical Note 

The cultural potitics of AIDS are now well 
understood; their effects were to increase the 

velocity of the pandemic, rather than to slow 

it. At ~he outset, epidemiologists in government 
agencies designated entire populations as "risk 
groups," obscuring differences among people 
assigned to the categories. A focus on risk 
groups implies that everyone not included 
within the bo~mdaries of stigma is not at risk. 

Common in public health discourse, such con- 
structions are part of a "hegemonic process’" 

that helps dominant groups to maintain, re- 
inforce, reconstruct, and obscure the workings 

of the established social order. 
In the 1980s Western epidemiologists and 

health plaxmers in the development agencies 
greatly underestimated the potential magni- 

tude of HIV/AIDS in Africa. The risk group 
paradigm fostered belief in AIDS as an urban 

disease, in both biomedical and popular 
circles. High risk was believed to be limited 

to bounded groups of "core transmitters." 
These included sex workers and their clients, 
the military, and long-distance truckers, all of 

whom were recognized as having multiple sex 
partners. A corollary was that rural areas, with 
"traditional" sexual morality and practices, 

would be spared. Since Africa’s populations 
were maLnty rural, they reasoned, the impact 
of AIDS would be lJ_rnited. Critical social scien- 

tists argued against this view, which we 
call fire "’merrie Africa" paradigm. Charles 
Hunt, a sociologist, Randall Packard and 
Leroy Vail, historians, pointed to linkages be- 
tween AIDS and a century of extensive male 

labor migration in central and southern Africa 
that brought about the transformation of 
family relations. 
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Conditions were somewhat different in 
Kinshasa and other cities of Zaire, where sex 
ratios were virtually equal. Our previous re- 
search had indicated the importance of gender 
in the context of deepening poverty. We noted 
the pertinence of cosmology related to con- 
structions of sexuality, reproduction, and 
health discovered in previous research. Given 

the powerful socio-economic and cultural 
forces driving the epidemic, we argued that 
information and education (IEC) campaigns 

could increase knowledge, but would not suf- 
fice to reduce the spread of HIV. We feared 
that withou~ broad social mobilization a het- 
erosexual epidemic of long-delayed ma~Lfest- 
ation would attain catastrophic proportions. 
We identified groups in civil society that we 

proposed to involve in determining the 
changes necessary to stop HIV infection that 
could promote changes in social relations 
among their members. We submitted project. 

proposals to the Zaire government, official 
agencies, and foundations in 1986 and 1987. 

Dismissing concerns about a potentially 
catastrophic pandemic, officials in control of 
American AIDS funds proposed to control 

AIDS by targeting prevention efforts to those 
identified as "core transmitters." The rationale 
was that as these were the people who would 
transmit HW to more than one other person, 

such targeting would be cost-effective. In con- 
trast, they reasoned, i~ffected women in 

long-term relationships would only risk trans- 
mission to one other person: their next infant.6 

The epidemiological model was largely driven 
by unwillingness to commit funds to a wider 
effort. One recent report states blandly that the 
wives of men with AIDS are likely to become 
hffected. 

Prevention was essentially viewed as a tech- 
nocratic problem of behavior change based on 
access to information and condoms. STD treat- 
ment was later added on a pilot basis. Only 

rarely were free diagnosis and antibiotics 
made widely available, most often to sex 
workers. Where they were, incidence of new 
infection was significantly reduced in the popu- 

lations served. A few research projects have 
included counseling of "discordant couples" 

in which only one partner was I~IW positive. 
Their labor-intensive efforts were most success- 

ful in promoting consistent condom use when 

the infected partner was female. None of these 
employed the participatory action-research 
methodology or other devices that CONNAIS- 
SIDA found so useful. Most prevention efforts 

to date have been limited in scope, and merely 
paid lip-service to the economic and cultural 
constraints that prevent many Africans from 

protec~g themselves and their children from 
AIDS. 

Ignoring declining health services, gender 
inequality, and mounting poverty, planners 
funded ."KAP" surveys of AIDS knowledge, 

attitudes, and sexual Practicesaround the 
world. They acted ~s th0u~I~.~:~ncreased infor- 

mation would be suffiCient:t~0~.~:hange com- 
plexly determined .actions:m, id as though 
individuals could exercise control over the 
social and cultural constraints to prevention. 

They focused on individuals in special "’risk 
groups" and their "’high risk behaviors," 
rather than on processes of economic em- 

powerment and sociocultural change. The 
result of this blindness, as noted above, is 
what ~s now recognized: the effects of AIDS 

in A~ica are already in some countries, and 
will be in still others, nothing short of cata- 
strophic. 

The question addressed here is: why did it 
take so long for the potential of the AIDS pan- 
demic to be recognized in the international 
community? Or to put it another way: by 

what processes was the scientific imagination 
stifled? My questions are related to a question 
posed recently by Professor Domes Haraway, 
who asked: "What does it take for facts to be 
recognized as "real’?’’7 The answer, of coUrse, 

is that the facts must be put about by those 
who are socially authorized to do so. In the 

domain of epidemic disease, these persons 
are epidemiologists and specialists in public 
health, not social scientists, and above all, not 
ethnographers who use qualitative methods to 

examine culture: social relations, meanings, 
and their contexts. 

But this short answer is misleading. From 

the early 1990s, critical anthropologists and 
other social scientists were joined by phys- 
icians, epidemiologists, and health planners 
in describing social forces propelling the HIV 
epidemic in Africa. These physicians, how- 
ever, were not those conducting biomedical 
research in big labs with multimillion-dollar 
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government and foundation grants. That, too, 

is part of Haraway’s answer. Only members of 
the research "establishment" are socially au- 

thorized to produce knowledge. The critical 
physicians were public health specialists of a 
particular kind, dedicated to social medicine 
and community health. They sought to read 

social patterns from seroprevalence numbers, 
rather than simply seeing individual "risk 
factors." They also sought to dispel the racist 
assumptions and the moralizing that accom- 
panied constructions of "African sexuality." 

Full responsibility for moralizing discourses 
and resulting social demobilization cannot be 
laid solely at the feet of biomedical policy- 
makers, for the discourses and policy are em- 
bedded in the public culture of late.20th-century 
Western societies and exported to Africa. The 
currently dominant biomedical model incorp- 
orates capitalist economic assumptions about 
health resulting from individually chosen life- 
styles. It leaves little scope for understanding 

how behaviors are related to social conditions, 
or how communities shape the lives of their 

members. The officially situated epidemiolo- 
gists’ focus on individual sexual behavior, 
their claim to exclusive, value-neutral objectiv- 
ity, and reliance on surveys as the sole method 

of "’science" are very much their responsibility, 
however. The late Dr. Jonathan Mann, architect 

of the World Health Organization’s Special 
(later Global) Program on AIDS, was self- 
critical when he wrote: 

The focus on individual risk reduction was 

simply too narrow, for it was unable to deal con- 

eretely with the lived social realities.., applying 

c|assical epidemiological methods to HW/AIDS 

ensures - pre-determines - that "ri~k" wi|l be 

defined in terms of individual determinants and 

individual behavior... (Mann 1996:3) 

The epistemotogical failure was political rather 
than disciplinary, however. Critical traditions 

in epidemiology and social medicine long 
have "situated the primary origins of epidemic 
diseases in economic misery," beginning in the 
mid-19th century with Rudolph Virchow 

(Dubos 1965:394): 

the history of epidemic diseases must form part 

of the cultural history of mankind. Epidemics 
correspond to large signs of wan-ring which tell 

the true statesman that a disturbance has oc- 

curred in the development of his people which 
even a policy of unconcern can no longer over- 
look (Virchow 1848, cited by Dubos 1965:393). 

Virchow developed a concept of health as what 

economists today would call a "public good," a 
public rather than an individual responsibility. 
He maintained that gover~m~ents have a re- 
sponsibility to preserve the public’s health, 
and conversely, that medicine must intervene 

in social and political affairs to prevent epidem- 
ics. It took another century for health .to be 
considered a human right, enshrined in UN 
convention, although honored more by rhet- 

orical flourishes than by actual resource alloca- 
tion. By the 1980s, this concept was no longer 

part of mainstream discourse. Privatization 
became the watchword in the West, as.in struc- 
tural adjustment programs (SAPs) mandated ’ 

in the south. Struggles over meaning were 
international and interdisciplinary, as African 
and Western researchers contested the narrow 
paradigm and its implications. They were 
ignored. 

CONNAISSIDA’s research, with its 

examples of empowering community-based 
prevention based on cultural understandings~ 
failed to gain credence in official circles. Per- 
haps the international community had decided 

that Africans (or African men) were too cul- 
ture-bound and too driven by sex to change. 

Obviously, Western dictates could not make 

the changes happen. But African intellectuals 
with deep roots in popular culture could use 
forms of "consciousness-raising" to work out 

with others ways to reduce risks. For some 
effects of the dominant paradigm, see my crit- 
ical assessment in Annual Review of Anthropol- 
ogy (Schoepf 2001). 

Mann (who was provided with pre-publica- 
tion copies of CONNAISSIDA’s results in 
February 1988) noted two reasons for limiting 

the focus to individual risk behaviors. One was 

medical dominance: "... a desire by public 
health workers to ’own’ the problem .... by 

keeping the discourse at a medical and public 
health level .... "Another was to avoid".., the 
inevitable accusation that public health is 
’meddling’ in societal issues which ’go far 

beyond’ its scope and competence and inevit- 

ably puts [researchers]... potentially ’at odds’ 
with governmental and other sources of power 
in the society" (Mann 1996:6). 
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In other words, marginalization of the critical 
social sciences, including social medicine and 

public health, was a consciously chosen strat- 

egy, deliberately maintained. Ethnographic 
research on the political and economic inequal- 
ities that drive the pandemic was kept from 
the tables de partage where AIDS funds were 
apportioned,s Reid (1992) charged that the 

physicians who crafted international AIDS 
policy lacked "’epistemic responsibility" in 
their neglect of gender inequality. Mann con- 
curred that sexism in the GPA caused them 
to overlook risk to women.9 Upon leaving 
World Health Organization (WHO) to found 
an independently funded institute, Mam~ 
became a leading proponent of health and 
human rights. 

Discourses of Stigma and Racism 

In the U.S. and Western Europe, the focus on. 

"risk groups" reverberated in discourse about 

risk and responsibility. Once placed in a risk 
category, individuals are separated from other 
sources of identity, henceforward stigmatized 
and degraded by definition~ Creation of alter- 

ity, or "’otherness," allows those in power to 
dehumanize, to scapegoat, to blame, and thus 
to avoid responsibility for sufferers. Accused 

witches, lepers, and other people who are 
assigned the status of "dangerous others" in 
various times and places are believed to be 
morally contagious and often sexually pollut- 

ing. The results are broadly similar: such 
people may be consigned to limbo and to 
social or corporeal death. The struggles of 
people with HIV and AIDS to resist this 

"othering" process were charted from the be~ 
ginning of ethnographic research on AIDS. 

Homosexual men, Haitians, and Africans 
were placed on the "’other" side of the social 
fault-line and stigmatized as "promiscuous" 
a notion so imprecise and value-laden that it 

cannot be used scientifically. Stigma rapidly 

led to discrimination, in what Farmer (1992b) 
calls a "geography of blame." Haitians were 
denied housing, dismissed from jobs, and re- 
quired to m~dergo tests to enter the United 
States. In Europe, Africans were targeted. In 
Russia, several African students were killed by 

mobs; others interrupted their studies and fled 
home (Osman Kabia, personal conm~unica- 

tion, May.2000). In Britain, African sex workers 

were hounded from their homes and denied 
service in local shops (Sabatier 1996). 

With respect to Africa, some early writers, 

novices to African Studies, produced rapid as- 
sessments and cobbled-together surveys. The 
worst literature searches tore bits of erotica 
from context. Sweeping statements were made 
abO~t ~ special "African sexuality," based on 

"traditional" (i.e., unchanging) marriage pat- 

terns tliat were different from those of Europe 
and Asia. Culture was designated as tt~e culprit 
of HIV spread. But while culture was the con- 
eept most bandied, abOu~; ~6~i~’],scientists spe- 
cialized in the study of. cultur6were left out of 
the loop. African and Afri~a~t anthropolo- 

gists were ignored by biomedical researchers 

and by major funding agencies. This, too, was 

a political stm~ce. Blaming cultural differences 
for situations clearly linked to economic and 
political inequality supports the status quo. 
Social scientists of my generation will recall 
the 1960s struggle against the "culture of pov- 

erty’" notion that became a substitute for under- 
standing the socio-economic and psychological 
effects of racism and poverty on families in the 
inner cities of the U.S. and elsewhere in North 

America. As a result, the victims were blamed 
for causing their woes. 

When anthropologists were taken on board in 

AIDS research, they were not full partners in 

the setting of the research agenda. Most were 
asked to conduct KAP surveys. Frankenberg 
(1995) describes the travails of anthropologists 
struggling with the categories imposed by 
epidemiologists in interdisciplinary teams: An- 
thropologists were "... token members on re- 

search projects [directed] by scientists who 
regarded "culture’ as an obstacle" (Obbo 
1999:69). Some, like myself, worked on small 
grants without salaries in order to maintain 

their independence. 
Critics disputed the premises and methods 

of authors who misapplied genetics and ethol- 
ogy (studies of animal behavior) to human 

populations. They challenged racist represen- 
tations surrounding heterosexual transmission 

of HW. They showed how elements of raciolo- 
gie used to justify slavery and colonial domin- 
ation were adapted in AIDS discourse. They 
contested notions of culture as fixed and 

immutable, posing insurmountable barriers to 
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protection from HIV. These critics included 
anthropologists, historians, biologists, and 

physicians. 
Emphasis on the supposed uniqueness of het- 

erosexual transmission in Africa, published in 
scientific journals and sensationalized in the 

mass media, supported the contention of some 
critics that AIDS was being blown out of propor- 
tion by Western governments. Many criticized 
the statements about promiscuity, redolent of 
colonial discourse. Some researchers argued 

that the sexual transmission paradigm had 
closed off the search for organic co-factors that 
made weakened bodies unable to fend off HIV 
infection. Others viewed concern with AIDS 

and sex in Africa as a diversionary ploy by con- 
servative Western politicians strongly influ- 

enced by the moralizing of the Christian right, 
who sought to justify drastically reduced assist- 
ance to Africa in the 1980s. The moralizing res- 
onated within African churches, where 

clergymen proclaimed AIDS to be "the wages 
of sin" and assured women that they would be 
in no danger if they remained faithful to theLr 
husbands. Many African leaders and intellec- 

tuals ~lso adopted moralist discourses, and re- 
fused to countenance the wide distribution of 

condom publicity and supplies. Not unexpect- 

edly, stigma aroused defensive reactions among 
African officials, intellectuals, and journalists, 

not only making it difficult to conduct culturally 
sensitive, in-depth, qualitative research on con- 
temporary sexuality. In the early years, one 

could be called to task for supplying condoms 
to adults who requested them on the grounds 
that "condoms promote immorality" (field 
notes, Kinshasa, November 1987; Kampala, 
February 1992). 

In Africa, the dominance of bio-power was 

limitedby competing representations in several 
arenas. The example of Zaire is instructive. 
AIDS was first diagnosed among Zairians in 

Europe in 1983, and international biomedical 
research of Projet SIDA began in Kinshasa in 

1984. Still, AIDS remained a politically tabooed 
subject. Public discussion was muted and little 

information appeared in national news media. 
Prodded by international donors, however, the 

government campaign began in 1987. As health 
officials, mass media, and voltmtary organiza- 

tions cautiously began to provide information, 
people started talking more about AIDS. Ideas 

regarding transmission and prevention, dis- 
ease origins and etiology varied widely and 
changed over time. Urban elites, who had 

access to television, international publications, 
and friends in the health professions, were most 
informed. On the other hand, most people’s 
knowledge was sketchy, and misinformation 

common. For example, the media told of insect 
transmission and, despite later disclaimers, 

people continued to cite it. On the other hand, 
few were aware of the risk of mother - infant 
transmission.           ..~, 

Popular co~structions of AIDS changed over 

time. At first, people denied that AIDS was 
"’real." Since some rich and powerful men 
widely reputed for their sexual exploits appar- 
ently were unaffected, people said that AIDS 
could not be too serious in Kinshasa. Several 
jokes spread on radio trottoir, the "sidewalk 

radio" that carries popular culture in Africa’s 
cities, reinforced this denial. Beginning with 
university students in Kinshasa in 1985, then 

spreadIng elsewhere, the acronym for AIDS 

was given a humorous ~neaning. AIDS (SIDA, 
in French) was dubbed a Syndrome Imaginaire 

pour Ddcourager les Amoureux, "an imaginary 
syndrome to discourage lovers." People were 
aware that mm~y Westerners stigmatized Afri- 

cans for "having [what Westerners, poor be- 
nighted things, considered] too much sex, 
and too many children." Belittled by this 

clever phrase, the potential danger of the epi- 
demic could be denied, and its implications 
avoided. This disn~issive political construction 

was elaborated and spread along the radio trot- 
toir in numerous other countries across 
Africa. 

Skepticism also was related to unfamiliarity 

with people with AIDS (PWAs). Women and 
youth, especially, suspected that churches and 
government officials sought to control their 
sexuality. When AIDS was recognized as real, 
it was declared to have come from "else- 
where." Not only in Africa, but elsewhere in. 

the Third World, American military men, busi- 
nessmen, and sex tourists were made into 
plausible sources; deliberate biological warfare 

seemed a possibility to many during the cold 
war; a laboratory accident or a result of vaccine 

testing, all had their supporters. There were 
also fantasmic scenarios, some drawn from the 
wells of history. For example, Euro-American 
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suggestions of monkey’s blood, used in love 
magic or voodoo rites, were matched in Africa 

by attribution of AIDS’ origin to European men 
who paid African women to have sex with dogs 

(or chimpanzees, or horses). The latter built on 
an old construction of STD origins found across 
the continent and recirculated in relation to 
AIDS. 

While sophisticates could joke about Euro- 

peans" notions, the emphasis in public health 
advice and in Western mass media on promis- 
cuity and on sex with prostitutes reinforced the 

perception that Westerners continued to stig- 
matize Africans’ sexuality as "excessive," "dis- 
eased," and "dirty." Depiction of prostitutes as 
"a reservoir of infection" fueled local construc- 
tions of AIDS as "a disease of women," or of the 

"’lower orders," from whom the "morally 
pure’" required protection.~° Advice to "avoid 

prostitutes" was heard, but just who is a prosti- 
tute? Some working-class men believed them-. 
selves to be free of risk even while they engaged 

in risky behavior. For example, two garage 
mechanics in their twenties said that AIDS is 

not a danger for them, because: "We are too 
poor to travel to all those foreign places. 

Anyway, our girlfriends are young and healthy 
schoolgirls." 

Advice to "stay faithful to one partner" was 
impractical for many and misleading for those 
whose partners were already infected. Advice 

about safer sex was extremely limited and 
seldom cited by the public. As predicted, mes- 
sages of the mass campaign created consider- 
able awareness of AIDS, but relatively few 
people chm~ged their sexual behavior suffi- 
ciently to reduce their own risk of infection or 
to protect partners. Mass media campaigns did 
not adequately inform the public about the 
slow action of the virus. People found it diffi- 

cult to grasp that a healthy-looldng person 
could harbor a fatal HIV infection, could infect 

others, and would be likely to die in a few 
years. Failure to comprehend the lengthy and 

variable incubation period contributed to con- 
fusion and blame-casting. CONNAISSIDA 
designed exercises to promote these under- 
standings. The most successful was the meta- 
phor of a tree that harbors unseen termites. 
The tree goes on living for many years, matiI 
slowly it begins to lose its leaves. Once that 
happens it is too late to smoke them out, and 

the tree d~es: Trees 9re potent symbols of life. 

Represented by graphics, the death of a tree 
can provoke expression of concern and discus- 
sion about how to avoid HIV.~a 

In mid-1987 the most common reaction 

to AIDS in Kinshasa was denial. At the 
same time that most HIV prevention interven- 

tions..t, argeted low-status and stigmatized 
groups, wealthy and powerful high-status 
men were rarely mentioned in official dis- 
course. Yet, as holders of "the triptyd~ of mas- 
culinity, seniority and renown" (Eboko 
1999:47), such men .possessed the means to 
attract (and discard)multipl~!.-~xual partners. 

They could have trigger4d an:e’,~a~l, y sea-change 
in situations that put wom6n~a~d children at 

risk. Instead, many denied their risk and their 

responsibility. The Zairian cabinet minister, 
who in August 1986 told me that "I just 

don’t want to think about AIDS,’" expressed a 
c0rmnonly held view. Another cabinet 
minister took home an informational leaflet 
handed out in a cabinet meeting in June 
1987.~2 He placed it on his w~fe’s night table, 
but avoided discussion. His wife wondered if 

he was indirectly accusing her of infidelity 
(field notes, Kinshasa, July 1987; see Schoepf 

1992a). 
in April 19871 devised a game called "score- 

board" to help men break through their denial 

of risk as a way to opening small group dis- 
cussion about risk and responsibility. Players 
chart their total number of partners for the 
previous month, the last year, and the past 
five years. The result is often a gasp of aston- 
ishment. Without showing their slips to the 
group, they then discuss HW risks and ways 
to lower them. Initially, I had titled the exercise 
"Russian roulette," but as the participants 

were unfamiliar with that game, I changed it 

to "’scoreboard." At the end of the exercise, 
I explained the original rifle. Participants im- 
mediately understood that without condoms, 
they were playing sexual Russian roulette. 
Most men in the groups with whom this exer- 

cise was used expressed resolve to change. 
Some, however, said that they could not. One 

man who said that he would stop hitting on 
students, later confessed somewhat shame- 
facedly that he only did so after his blood 
was tested for a transfusion donation and 
found negative. 
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Denial was not simply aCongolese predilec- 

tion. Each country appears to have gone 
through a stage of refusal early in the epi- 
demic. For example, a Zanzibari .cabinet min- 

ister interviewed during a plapming mission 
focused on AIDS risk to sailors and fishermen. 

When I asked him if government officials are 
likely to sleep alone when they travel, his face 
turned gray. He managed a small smile and 
turned to other matters (field notes, Zanzibar, 
October 1991). At the time, seroprevalence in 
the islands was quite low. 

Many people across the continent construe 
AIDS as "a disease of women.’" The attitudes 

expressed by one highly educated Zairian uni- 
versity official interviewed over a three-year 

period evolved from skepticism to blame. In 
1985 the informant considered AIDS to be an 

invention of Western propagandists seeking to 
discredit Africans. He believed that this "im- 

aginary syndrome" was intended not only to 
discourage African lovers, but also to discour- 

age European and Japanese tourists and in- 
vestors whose money is needed to redress the 

economic crisis. Why else, he reasoned, would 

scientists engage in irresponsible speculation 
about an African origin for MDS? In 1987 this 
informant said that since he became aware of 

the danger, he had limited l~is sexual relations 
to three current wives. If he should find him- 
self infected he "knew" that it would be due to 
their infidelity. He did not believe that he 

might have been infected by previous part- 
ners. "Women are the major transmitters of 

AIDS, because they are more promiscuous 
than men, who if they desire a woman, marry 

her." By 1988 his fear of AIDS had increased. 
He said that seropositive women should be 
quarantined. The prospect of interning thou- 
sands of women for many years did not give 

him pause. Nor did he recognize that infected 
men would continue to spread the virus. It was 

difficult to record his views without starting 
an argument. I went into the kitchen to help 
his third wife, whom he was visiting that after- 

noon, prepare his meal. 
The identification of AIDS as an STD made it 

plausible to blame "promiscuous" women for 
its spread, as many .African cultures attribute 
such co1~ditions to a wife’s adultery or failure 

to observe various cleansing rituals. The wife 
of a former cabinet minister related: 

Several of my neighbors are said to have died of 

AIDS. There is Doctor [X]’s first wife and her last 

child, as wetl as his second wife. He is still well 

and though he rnigl~t be a healthy carrier, people 
suspect the women of Infidelity. A professor 

down the street also died of AIDS. Since his 

wife is a long-distance trader, people are sure 

that she gave him the disease. (Interview with 
Mine, Miriam Lobho, August 1996) 

As the epidemic went on, deaths from this "long 
and painful sickness" mounted in Kinshasa. By 

1987, the popular imagir}gtion began to reflect 
the epidemic’s economic roots. Another phrase 
built from the acronym expressed the evolving 
understanding of AIDS’ (SIDA’s) social epi- 
demiology: "’Salaire Insuffisant Depuis des 
Anndes."’13 In anglophone Africa the same 

causal relationship was expressed as ’~the Ac- 
quired Income Deticiency Syndrome." That is, 
although still constructed as a "disease of 
women," AIDS came to be widely understood 

as a disease brought on by poverty, unemploy- 
ment, and the strategies that poor women com- 
monly adopted for survival. In Zaire, as in 
Uganda, Tanzania, and Senegal, resistance 
from many religious leaders and community 
eiders continued strong into the early 1990s2 

Alarmed governments nevertheless instituted 
imaginative forms of education and made free 
STD treatment and condoms widely available. 
These, and growing awareness of deaths from 
"a long and painful illness," understood as 
AIDS, rendered protection acceptable and pos- 

sible among young people. Crisis notwith- 
standing, infection prevalence apparently has 
remained stable in Kinshasa from 1988, while 

in Uganda people aged 15-29 registered de- 

dines from 1996. More recently, the epidemic 
seems to have stabilized in Zambia and 
Zimbabwe. Elsewhere in DRC and other coun- 
tries the virus continues to spread, not only in 
cities, but in rural towns and in countries appar- 
ently HIV-free in the 1980s. 

High Politics 

The racism and moralizing texts were "’words 

that kilL" for prevention was retarded by re- 
luctance to address the issues. The defensive 

response of many governments was to try to 
keep the lid on news of AIDS. Scientists in 

Kinshasa were periodically told not to talk to 
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the press. The official response reverberated in 
international policy circles. Many in the U.S. 

feared that the biomedical projects would be 
shut down. USAID and other bilateral lenders 
channeled most funds for AIDS research and 

prevention through the World Health Organ- 
ization. The latter, as a UN agency, at the time 

worked only with governments. Funds 
remained centralized in health ministries. 
Governments insisted on the assurance that 

programs be closely controlled, centralized, 
and vertical. African Health Ministries, peren- 
nially short of funds and especially starved by 
structural adjustment programs (SAPs), wel- 
comed AIDS programs as a major source of 

international funds bringing perquisites such 
as foreign travel, vehicles, cash, and patronage 
jobs. Among the weaker ministries in terms of 
policy implementation, this frequently meant 
that AIDS prevention largely remained con- 
fined to the capital. It also over-determined 

the focus on politically powerIess risk groups. 
International bionredical research offered 

Western and African. professionals opportun- 
ilies for advancement in careers and for mul- 
tiple roles in the national political economy. 
Some of the silences within Africa that made 
it difficult to conduct social research on AIDS 

were linked to economic interests of policy- 
makers, who feared their business would be 

harmed. Like many authoritarian states, Zaire 
prevented community-based mobilization of 
imaginative educational responses rooted in 
popular culture. 

AIDS and Accusation 

Stigma not only retarded prevention cam- 
paigns. By fostering social isolation, it added 

to the suffering endured by sick people and 
their families. In several countries, "free 

women," living without male protection, were 
made scapegoats, rounded up and deported to 

rural areas where they were unable to make a 
living; others were imprisoned and raped. 
Women whose HIV/AIDS was known or sus- 
pected were evicted from their homes and de- 
prived of livelihoods and children. Some were 
accused as witches. While witchcraft may be an 
"imagined violence," accusations often have 
social and material effects. 

Accusations of blame are related to older 
representations of disease ’as "sent sickness." 
AIDS became part of the many "reinventions" 

of tradition, including sorcery accusations, that 
increased with socio-economic changes, in- 
cluding labor migration, markets, and sharp 
competition for jobs, housing, and other re- 

sou~c~s.in the cities. Some link AIDS to witch- 
craf{ and to illnesses believed to be sexually 
transmitted and caused by "polluted" women. 
Although some African healers were cautious 
in the face of a new, fatal disease, many claimed 

to cure AIDS.. Across the continent, too, there 
were healers who told their i~l~ti~bmale clients to 
have sex with a virgiri:.to rM;~emselves of 
AIDS, transposing old ideas ~l~out "sickness 

in the blood," contagion, and ~ure. 

New healers have emerged as desperately 
sick people search both for cures that biomedi- 

cine cannot offer, and for explanations of why 
they have fallen sick. The numbers of "trad- 
itional" practitioners expanded markedly.14 
While many have knowledge of herbal remed- 
ies, the claims of others to treat a wide variety 
of unrelated symptoms, and diseases such 

as cancers, tuberculosis, and AIDS, suggest 
charlatanism. Evangelical Christian "healing 
churches" have attracted numerous converts 

in this crisis period. Their pastor-prophets 
claim to heal by means of prayer and the laying 
on of hands. Some healers combine various 

forms of herbal medicine with spirit medium- 
ship and divination. The newest trend is a bri- 
colage of these elements with prophetism, and 

New Age discourse, replete with dietary fads, 
healing crystals, and notio~s of balance (field 

notes, Kinshasa 1985-9). While such construc- 
tions are perhaps harmless in themselves, and 
may bring some conffort to those for whom 
biomedicine has little to offer, they come at a 
price. Many families have expended scarce re- 
sources in the search for cures, and following 

the death of the sufferer, poor survivors are 
often left penniless. Home care of the sick and 
dying places additional burdens on women in 
their role as caretakers. 

Given the material and psychological 

burdens of so much fatal disease, reliance 
upon poor extended families and communities 

to shoulder the burdens of caring for AIDS 
orphans (or for those who have lost parents 
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in Africa’s civil wars and genocide) is urtreal- 
istic. Due to the stigma surrounding the deaths 
of their parents, AIDS orphans may be 
shunned and left to roam the streets. Even 

when they are accepted by relatives, poverty 
makes many of these children vulnerable to 
HIV infection in their turn. 

Another old belief has been entwined with 

new practices applied to the AIDS tragedy. 
Despite the efforts of many extended families 
and commm~ities, many are unable to cope. 
Some orphans who are fostered in poor fam- 
ilies have been accused of killing their parents 
through sorcery. They are believed to be 
"witch children," who kilt, not out of evil 
intent, but as a result of bewitchment by a 

sorcerer, an enemy of the parent. One young 
man accused by his aunt was set upon by 
neighbors, who attempted to burn him alive 

by "nec!dacing’" with a gasoline-filled tire. 
This method, used on suspected police inform- 
err in South Africa, became part of the ethnic 
cleansing of Tutsi in Kinshasa in 1998. Accus- 
ations of children became a socially acceptable 

way to rid a family of troublesome orphans 
whom they are expected to foster, but who 
constitute an intolerable burden. More than 

2,000 such children were living on the streets 

of Kinshasa in 1999 (MSF 2000). 
Community care, cast as a "traditional prac- 

tice," is one more panacea, a salve to the 
consciences of those who leave Africa to cope 

with AIDS without adequate support from 
the international commurtity. A recent World 

Bank report estimates that quality orphan care 

and education requires expenditure of about 
$450 per child when provided in a group 
home. This puts a price to the reproductive 
labor that women do without pay. It i~ more 

than many entire families in Congo see in a 

year, and more than the government’s per 
capita expenditure for health and education 
combined. 
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sistance. HIViAIDS strikes with special sever- 

ity in poor African commum es struggling 
under the burdens of continent-wide economic 
crisis. From the 1980s the institutions of inter- 
national finance (IFIs) began to impose a series 

of "structur._..___al ad’ust~t pro~s," which 
they claimed would restore health to stagnant 
African economies. The IFIs imposed SAPs on 

38 governments in sub-Saharan Africa in the 
1980s and 1990s as a condition for new loans. 

In Africa the goals were to further debt reim- 
bursement and create pf’Ofitable ¯conditions for 

new foreign investment in the resources the 

Social Medicine, Structural Violence and 
AIDS 

Despite some prevention successes in a few 
countries, the AIDS crisis gathers momentum. 
Few governments seriously address the prob- 
lems involved in a comprehensive manner; the 
international community provides limited as- 

Western world needs from Africa, namely oil 
and minerals. Their policies contributed to 
deepening a global economic and political 
crisis, and during this time, HIV, AIDS, and 
tuberculosis gained a stranglehold on the 
countries of east and southern Africa. In 

many countries AIDS further slowed the al- 

ready unfavorable per capita income growth 
(see SchoepL Schoepf, and Millen 2000). 

My second chapter in this book shows how 

the forces of SAPs, poverty, and gender in- 
equality come together in the life of a poor 
woman in Kinshasa, Zaire, now the Democratic 
Republic of Congo (DRC). This section sum- 

marizes the macro-level political and economic 
processes that cause suffering and death for so 
many people, emphasizing the international 
context in which these patterns emerged. In 

1980 leaders of conservative alliances won elec- 
tions that put them in control of governments in 

western Europe, Britain, Japan and the U.S. 
Neoclassical economic theory became dogma 
in the "conservative revolution." Their claim 

¯ to authoritative wisdom rested upon the 

power embodied in the conservative alliance, 
and their social positioning in the institutions of 
international finance (IFIs). Their neutral- 
sounding technicaI calculus was similar to the 

dominant public health discourse of the period. 

It re-presented policies discredited in the late 
1960s and 70s by extensive scholarly research 
on development. Their discourse masked the 
convergence of economic prescriptions with 

circles of power and interest. Firmly under the 
sway of large corporate interests, they made 
concerted assaults on the welfare state, "down- 
sizing" government bureaucracies in the name 
of efficiency. They set about restructuring pro° 
duction systems in aid of increasing the shar~ of 
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the product accruing to capital and manage- 
ment, reducing labor’s share and leaving 
many unemployed and the poor without a 

social safety net. De-industrialization and civil 
service shrinkage threw many out of work. At 
the same time that they imposed "fiscal discip- 
line" on African governments, the IFIs in effect 
operated "bailouts" for private banks that had 

made bad loans and governments that insured 
the loans. Bilateral development lending was 
drastically reduced. The IFts became African 

governments’ most important source of foreign 
funds, and the "enforcer" of debt reimburse- 
ment. Much of Africa stagnated, while such 
growth as occurred failed to "trickle down" to 
ordinary people. 

SAPs not only failed to remedy the deep 

causes of Africa’s crises. They visited the 
brunt of austerity measures on the most vul- 
nerable and powerless people. Successive cur- 
rency devaluations and cheap food imports¯ 
undermined the viability of rural peasant 
economies, prompting massive labor migra- 
tion. Free trade led to de-industrialization 

that, coupled with downsized governments, 
worsened urban unemployment, degraded 
the condition of poor women, and left health 

systems to founder. Privatization of all public 

services became a dogma of SAPs. Support for 
primary health care was jettisoned. In severely 

affected countries, three decades of achieve- 

ment in health - including longer life expec.t- 
antics and reduced mortality among infants 
and young children - were annulled in the 

1990s due to the mutually reinforcing effects 

of poverty and AIDS. 
Health was no longer viewed as an entitle- 

ment, as a motor of development, or as a 

public good. Instead, discourse about health 
as a hmnan right was relegated to the margins. 
The goal of "’Health for all by the Year 2000". 
proclahned in 1978 became an empty slogan. 
Two deca de s_K_o_LLL~fonm~’..le-ff..mor.~ ~A frica ns.- 

poorer and less healthy_than ir2._th~e~cu~4~oars 
f~l o]-6"~h~-~i{~endence. The gap between rich 
and poor widened not only within Africa, but 

between Africa and the West, and created a 
postmodern world that Professor Ida Susser 
calls a "’new world disorder." As a result of 

these dislocations, of the social violence and 
civil wars to which they have given rise in 
many areas, vast numbers of people are at 

increased risk .for HIV infection. Such eco- 

nomic and social factors, rather than hormones 
raging out of control or a special "African 

sexuality," explain wliy HIV spreads so rap- 
idly on¯the continent. ~ 

Somewhat belatedly, the World Bank ac- 

knowledged AIDS as a key development 

issu._e< ..Dot sin~ply a health problem; that is, 
AIDS is exerting a dramalic impact in sub- 
Saharan Africa by increasing poverty and re- 
ducing life expectancy and productivity 

(World Bmlk 1999). Yet a project paper by 
one Bank health analyst, who drew on a pre- 
publication Copy¯ O~~f(~d/~a~ian Journal art- 

icle,~, framed HW/AiDS in~these terms in 
i988. The project.propos6g*:~0r Zaire was 

shelved (interview, Kinshasa} May 1988). The 
foremost proponent of¯SAPs is now the single 

largest lender for AIDS prevention efforts in 
Africa. 

Zaire/Democratic Republic of Congo 

The crisis in Zaire was among the earliest and 

most profound (see Nzongola-Ntaladja 2002). 
Renamed the Democratic Republic of Congo 
following Mobutu’s ousting in 1997, the coun- 
try continues to suffer the legacy of the 
Mobutu years. The everyday popular practices 
of survival strategies do not suffice to maintain 
health. Structural violence once more has 

turned into corporeal violence, as it has at 
different political jtmctures in the Congo’s 
past. Resumption of the name of the first re- 
public is thus far an empty promise, for DRC 
has yet to undergo a democratic transition. In 
the 1990s, while the Western powers criticLzed 
Mobutu for his corrupt admirfistration, they 
refused to support the pro-democracy forces, 
and allowed political terrorism to prevail. In 
1997, in the aftermath of genocide in Rwanda,. 
as Zaire played host to armed perpetrators and 

their political leaders, Mobutu was over- 
thrown. DRC remains riven by civil war and 

autocratic repression. 
Government health services are weak 

or non-existent over much of the territory. Pri- 
vatization had serious consequences for 

the quality of care provided to the approxi- 
mately 30 percent (mainly in cities) who 
could obtain it. According to a joint WHO/ 
UNICEF report: 
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Right now in Congo, the vast majority of the 

health and education services is a business in 

which struggling workers have to play off their 

family’s survival against that of patients and 

pupils... Rational treatment and prescribing are 

abandoned where giving fewer drugs or more 

appropriate drugs can be detrimental to [the 

health worker’s] income. (cited WHO 2001) 

Actually, the situation described in this report 

has been ongoing since the lnid-1980s; it was 
exacerbated with SAPs and the neglect of 
public health. The general features of social 
decay are compounded in eastern DRC, where 
the grinding poverty of the Mobutu era, and 
conflict over land, has been made even more 

desperate by six years of civil wars. Armed men 
terrorize a broad swath of eastern Congo, the 

site of "Africa’s First World War." The pursuit 
of genocide terrorists by Rwanda has turned 
into general anarchy. Leaders of armed 
men from eight other com3tries, some quite dis- 
tant, seek to get rich from the DRC’s mineral 

wealth (see Review of African Political Economy, 

Nos. 93-94, 2002). Gender violence, including 
rape and mutilation by armed gangs, and 
increasingly by neighbors, as well, is sure to 

increase the numbers of the infected, as it 
has wherever rape is used as a weapon of 

war (Brittain 2002). Withdrawal of Rwanda’s 
army leaves the field to local gangs that con- 
tinue the chaos. The poisoned legacy of 
the Mobutu era constitutes an enormous chal- 
lenge. 

This bleak economic and political picture 

does not mean that nothing can be done. Infec- 
tion prevalence has declined in several coun- 

tries, and in specific populations, over the past 
five years. There are also some indications of 
reduced incidence of new infections. These 
successes have occurred despite extremely 
harsh conditions. Where peace prevails, it 

may be possible to use primary health care 
(PHC) organization as a focal point for demo- 
cratic change, as was intended in the early 

1980s by social medicine proponents who 
framed the 1978 Alma Ata Declaration. Social 
mobilization is crucial both for health mainten- 

ance and for behavior change. Gender 
and power issues will have to be addressed, 
and ways found to circumvent cultural con- 
straints. 

Conclusion 

Just as the international health institutions 
avoided and delayed recognition of the social 
causes of AIDS, so the international financial 
institutions avoided and delayed recognition 
of the effects of policy reforms on poverty. 
While AIDS, corruption, and civil war appear 

to be internal African problems, the power 
wielded by the IFIs, Western governments, 
and transnational corporations over African 
governments, economies; m~d peoples remains 

decisive. Economic recovery depends upon 
transformation of the enduring legacy of dis- 

torted production and power structures that 
keep Africa a supplier of cheap raw materials. 
Recovery from AIDS depends upon reconsti- 
tuting public heatth systems to treat classic 

sexually transmitted infections and distribute 
condoms, to find and treat tuberculosis, to de- 

liver and mordtor antiretroviral drugs. Making 
health services available is crucial, but not suf- 
ficient. Prevention also depends on changing 

moral and material constructions of gender 
relations that impede recognition of risk and 
responsibility. At some levels gender relations 
are subject to negotiation, but women’s efforts 

to improve their condition take place in cir- 
cumstances not of their own making. Poverty, 

violence, and pervasive gender inequality con- 
tinue to make it especially difficult for women 

and girls to avoid unsafe sex. Change can be 
preceded and supported by imaginative mass 
media commm~ications, but community-based 

problem solving in t~igh-prevalence areas is 
crucial to reduce stigma and enable effective 

prevention and treatment. 
In DRC and in many other countries, health 

systems, education, and social services must 

be rebuilt from the ground up. The challenge 
is to institute successful prevention methods 
on a national scale in quantities matched to 
need, without deadening people’s creativity 
in the bureaucratic process and without be- 

coming mired in corruption. A recent study 
commissioned by WHO estimates that it will 

take $25 billion annually to support health 
systems that can rid the world’s poor of 

major diseases, including HIV/AIDS, tubercu- 
losis, and malaria, and to render motherhood 

safe (Sachs 2001). Those resources must come 
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from outside. While it may sound like a huge 

sum, it pales in comparison with the resources 
currently devoted to war. Despite pledges of 

support for the tight against AIDS, Africa’s 
debt and international donors" reluctance con- 
tinue to impede effective response. AIDS con- 
trol cannot be done on the cheap. 

AUTHOR’S NOTE 

Many citations to the comparative literature 
have been omitted. They can be found in 

earlier cited publications. Initial fm~ding for 
this research was provided by my family. In 
1987 the Rockefeller Foundation’s Health Sci- 

ences Division awarded a three-year grant that 
allowed us to expand the work. Additional 

funds came from small grants from OXFAM/ 
UK, the Wenner Gren Foundation, and LAME, 
NEH in 1988, and the Bunting institute of 
Radcliffe College in 1989. 

NOTES 

1. Founding members of CONNAISSIDA were 
Professor Pascal Ntsomo Paym~zo, sociologist; 
Dr. Alphonse wa Nkera Rurarangira, public health 
specialist; and Mine. (now Dr.) Veronique Engundu 
Walu, medical and economic anthropologist. The 
project was back-stopped in the U.S. by Claude 
Schoepf, an agricul~ural economist. 
2. These include ethnographic studies using par- 
ticipant-observation of household economics and 
famiIy life by Walu and myseK. In 1987 Dr. Walu 
recorded 18 monthqong women’s budgets in a 
World Bank spoi~ored project (Schoepf and Walu 
1991; Schoepf, Walu, Russell and Schoepf 1991}. Dr. 
Rukarangixa conducted participant-observation in 
the Informal economy and cross-border trade in 
southeastern Katanga between 1983 and 1987, 
under my direction. The final month of his research 
was funded by the World Bank (Rukarangira and 
$choepf 1991). I also collected life histories of 
women in Lubumbashi and Kinshasa between 1975 
and 1990 with the aid of Dr. Walu and the late Mmes. 
Beatrice Hateyana Makyla, Bernadette Nsengimana, 
and Noella M’Nkulira Ngirabakunzi. 
3. Professor Payanzo contributed his extensive 
knowledge of Kinshasa, its civil society and national 

polities. He: was president of Kinshasa Region’s par- 

liamentary caucus in the Nationai Legislative Cotm- 

cil from 1984 to 1987. In 1989-90 he was consultm~t to 

the USAID-funded Social Marketing Project, and in 

1991 became Minister for Higher Education and 
entitle Research. At that time it would have been 

possible to restart CONNAISSIDA, but I was chary 

of the violence in Kinshasa, and unwilling to con~ 
tinug..:dealing with the Mobutu regime. At the time, 
Drs~Rukarangira and Wain were abroad, the former 

as a consultant to WHO, the latter pursuing graduate 

studies. At present, Professor Payanzo teaches soci- 

ology at the University of Kinshasa, and once more 

serves asa consultant to PSI. He is seeking funds to 

reestablish Proiet CO~¢NAISStD~:.~, 
4. Fqr descriptions Of CON~AiS~I,.DA’s action re- 

search, see Schoepf, Walu;~ Rukarfingira et al. 1991; 
Schoepf 1993, 1995. : " " 
5. The Zaire Department of Hedlth officially closed 

the CONNAISSIDA Project in April 1987, despite its 
evident success. Thus we were unable to benefit 

from international funds. Research continued with 

the tacit approval of the Ministry for Higher Educa- 
tion and Scientific Research. 

The Coordinator of the National AIDS Control 

Program later offered to have CONNAISSIDA hold 

workshops for government leaders m~d businessmen 

instead of poor and work2ag-class people. He was 

killed shortly thereafter, allegedly murdered be- 

cause, as a prot~g~ of the late Dr. Jonnathan Mann, 
foundh~g Director of the WHO Global Program on 

AIDS, he had tried to keep a firm hand on the purse- 

strings. 

6. Dr. Joseph Foumbi, UNICEF’s AIDS coordinator 

for Africa, personal communication, December 1991. 
7. Public lecture at the Radcliffe Institute, Harvard 

- University, Cambridge, MA, April 24, 2002. 

8. CONNAISStDA’s exclusion was systematic. 

Despite encouraging letters from Dr. Mann and his 

collaborators from 1996, I was told privately by a 

Tanzanian sociologist, who had spent thne 

Geneva at the WHO!GPA, that there was no way 
CONNAISSIDA would get funds, for our perspec- 

tive was considered "too radical" (Professor Eustace 
Muhondwa, pets. con~an. February 1988). In 1988, 

Dr. Rukarangira and I presented a paper on the 
action-research at a conference on AIDS education 
in Mexico. The editor of a WHO-supported newslet- 

ter asked to publish it as an example of a successful 
intervention. Two years later, we received word that 

Dr. Mmm had rejected the paper on the grounds that 

since not every woman had been able to convince 

her husband, or ai1 her clients, to use condoms, it 

was not a "success story." 
The organizer of a conference sponsored by two 

leading foundations m~d held In my home town 
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initially failed to invite me. When I pointed out how 

odd thai would look, a collaborator prevailed upon 

the orgaa~izer to admit me to the first (public) session. 
This professor neglected to mention in his Depart- 

ment’s yearly activities’ roster the talk on women 

and AIDS that I had presented in his department. 

9. Response to a question posed by the author 
following iris Harvard lecture on "AIDS and 

Human Kights," Department of Social Medicine, 

April 1996. 
10. The stiglnatizing depiction of sex workers is not 

limited to central Africa. It is found among many 

people in Europe, Africa, Latin America, Asia, the 
Caribbem~, and the United States. 

11. Adapted from a poster pubhshed by the Ethi- 
opian national campaign. 
12. Financed by OXFAMi UK, the leaflet, written in 

French, was first distributed to government officials. 

Later that year, OXFAM passed on a request to 

Dr. Rukarangira to write a series of brochures for 

the Catholic Diocese of Kinshasa. These were the 

first public hfformation made generally available in 

Kinshasa, where seroprevalence had already 

reached 6 percent of adults in 1985. 

13. Meaning "insufficient salaries for many years." 

14. B.G. SchoepL interviews~ Abidjan, May 1997; 

Professor Seri Dedy, personal communication, June 
1997. See Schoepf 1986, 1991b.     : 

Chapter 2 

Politics, Culture, and Medicine: 
An Unholy Trinity? Historical 

Continuities and Ruptures  i n   :,she 
HIV/AIDS Story in 

John Lloyd Lwanda 

Balala! balala! (Sca~ter! Sca~er!) 

Mabwto mbuyomo! (Trouble foIIows behind!) 

T~ye~i ~hQwe! (Let ~s all ru~ away!)~ 

Introduction 

The relationship between culture, social medi- 
cine, and politics in Malawi and Africa has been 

noted (Baker 1975; Feierman and Janzen 1992; 
Lwanda 1993; Mitchell 1952; K. Phiri 1998; 

Schoffeleers 1997; Vaughan 1991). Some (Cha- 
vtmduka 1973; Hours 1986; Ciekawy and 
Geschieri 1998) view traditional medicine h~ 
terms of power - socially healing, cohesive, 
accumulative, or destructive. Traditional medi- 
cine and allied cultural practices emerge as im- 

portant pillars supporting various socially 
cohesive constructs. I argue that these con- 
structs, inherited from precolonial traditions, 
continue to inform indigenous attitudes to 

Western medicine, particularly in the case of 
HW/AIDS. This chapter, using some markers, 
reflects on traditional medicine’s historical abil- 
ity to treat and "prevent," in the broad sense, 
illness, m~d takes a more robust and holistic 

view of traditional beliefs and medicine. 
Traditional medicine had, and has, purely med- 

ical [and surgical] function[sl independent of 
the social dimensions (Jolmston 1897:439-452; 
Msonthi 1982:81-85; Roles 1966:570-594; 

Wemer 1906:80-81). The markers include: 
malaria (malungo), a "classical disease" (Karlen 

1995); rheumatism (Nyamakazi), a symptom of 
musculoskeletal disease;2 fortification against 

disease, failure, or enemies (kukwima), a pre- 
ventive power act; witchcraft (ufiti); and HIV/ 

AIDS (Edzi), a disease new to both traditions. 

A Brief Precolonial Cultural and Political 
History of Malawi 

A southern African Bantu cultural context is 

supported by historical, linguistic, and archaeo- 
logical work (cf. Guthrie 1967-71). The Maravi 
(Malawi) - Mang’anja, Chewa, Nyanja, Lomwe, 
Yao, etc. - share oral historical traditions, lin- 

guistic and settlement patterns, and some cul- 
tural practices (Mitchell 1956; K. Phiri t983; 

Schoffeleers and Roscoe 1985) show similarities. 
In this context, I include the Yao in the Maravi 
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through government outreach and prevention, Ghana and Nigeria are witnessing 
an alarming increase kn their rates of transmission. Oppong and Agyei-Mensah 
explore the reasons for this pattern, touching upon the impacts of civil war, 
migration, military presence, drcumcision, and the influence of Islam. Their 

conclusion is that reasons behind different rates of transmission are not mono- 
lithic but rather multivalent, with some factors such as religious-based cultural 

practices staying relatively constant while others such as war or famine pertain at 
particular moments in time. The heightened vulnerability to HIV resulting from 
famine or war and subsequent rise in AIDS rates nonetheless remain as a more 

enduring teslarnent to hardship. 

Chapter 3 

Perceptions and Misperceptions of 
AIDS in Africa 

Joseph R. Oppong and Ezekiel Kal!pef i 

Introduction 

H1ViAIDS, easily the greatest disease problem 

the world has faced in our times, continues its 
march around the world. According to 
UNAIDS, as of December 2002, 42 million 
people worldwide had HIV, the virus that 
causes AIDS. With close to 70 percent of the 
global total of HIV-positive people, sub- 
Saharan Africa bear~ the brunt of the havoc 

and destruction that HIV/AIDS has left in its 
trail. An estimated 13.7 million Africans have 

already died from the epidemic, which is 
quickly erasing the hard-earned gains in life 
expectancy in some countries. In southern 
Africa, where life expectancy at birth rose from 
44years inthe early 1950s to 59 in the early 1990s, 

it is expected to fall back to iust 45 between 2005 
and 2010 because of AIDS. While both men and 
women are at risk, recent research suggests that 
between 12 and 13 African women are currently 

infected for every ten African men. Infected 
women infect their children in turn, although 
new evidence indicates that HIV impairs wo- 

men’s fertility. Ninety percent of the world’s 
mother-to-child transmission in 1999 occurred 
in Africa. 

Data compiled by UNAIDS suggests that 
H1ViAIDS in Africa has reached epidemic pro- 
portions, particularly in the so-called AIDS epi- 
center in central and southern Africa where up 

to 25 percent of the urban population may be 
infected. Rates of infection are assumed to be 
even higher for certain sectors of society such as 
commercial sex workers, pregnant women in 
urban areas, and truck drivers. As Good (1995) 

points out, ,the "long wave" character of the 
AIDS epidemic will continue to spiral out of 
control in many African countries. While it is 

currently understood that there is not just one 

epidemic but multiple local and sometimes na- 
tional epidemics with different characteristics 

and patterns, many approaches to the study of 
the factors that facilitate the transmission of the 

disease have been largely simplistic overgener- 
alizations. Indeed, as Nicoll and Brown (1994) 
point out, the images of Africa conjured in 
Western minds and perpetuated by the biased 
media have been those of an oversimplified 
exotic place variously depicted as a game park 
or an apocalyptic vision of fmnine and civil war. 
Recent ominous accounts by ~otable journalists 

such as Kaplan (1994) have tended to perpetu- 
ate such stereotypes. 
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In the medical and epidemiologicat arena, 
the different pattern of AIDS infection ex- 
hibited by African countries has resulted in a 
plethora of research which, as Packard and 
Epstein (1991) note, resembles earlier narrow- 
minded colonial efforts to understand the epi- 

demiological patterns of TB. and syphilis. 
Indeed, current research on the AIDS epidemic 

in Africa majors on explaining Africa’s unique 
epidemiological patterns. Explanations invari- 

ably blame peculiarities of African sexuality 
and reproduction customs, traditions, and be- 
haviors but neglect sigt~ificant factors such as 

the colonial historical context, poverty, de- 
pendency, and underdevelopment (Packard 
and Epstein 1991). 

In this chapter we confront some viewpoints 

that have guided recent AIDS research in 
Africa, focusing particularly on those works 
that overgeneralize, are ethnocentric, and 
somehow misrepresent Africa through cul- 
kural stereotyping. We argue that such view- 

points contribute little to understanding AIDS 
epidemics in Africa and encourage a prema- 
ture narrowing of research questions, as 
happened during the colonial era in the cases 
of tuberculosis (TB) and syphilis (see, for 

example, Fendell 1963; Packard 1987; Packard 

and Epstein 1991). For the purpose of this 
chapter, we divide these works into four 

major categories - Overgeneralization, African 
Sexual Behavior, Patriarchy, Marriage, and 
Kinship, and finally, Urban Sexuality. We con- 

dude by suggesting new directions for explan- 
ation of Africa’s AIDS epiden’dcs. 

The Overgeneralization Syndrome 

Overgeneralization frequently characterizes 
r~s~r~.on..A~i~i~ (Of6i:b~6ah~1995 ): S~d 

i6~ i~"e£t on specific national oK_people ~ps 

"assume an ~ff$~.~r.s~.vSah~&~.~..~ 
~h6h~~ ~omes to pub~cafion of resets. ~us, a 

study 0n AIDS’in UgMda ~ a special focus 
on ~e ~kai District or Buganda re,on is 

cafied AIDS in A~ica (BameR and Blaikie 
1992). Moreover, despite ~e d& cultural 

mosaic and differences in geo~ap~cal, ec~ 
no,c, and ~stofical experiences, A~ica 
is po~tr~y~.,as..¢~t~l~Y-.h~gR~,:,...F°r 

example, Rushing (1995) por~ays a sex- 
positive ~can cul~re, which sees sex as a 

recreation activity, and thus "guides women 
into prostitution more easily than Western cul- 
ture does" (1995:73-74), as a major causal 

factor of AIDS in Africa. While generalizing 
results is a critical step for theory development 
in the search for universalism in social science 

(Nachimas and Nachimas 1981), lo___o..se_~.e_.n_e__r_a~l~- 
izations are inappspp.~0Ie. 
¯ -Aaa~ttigf-6f~}nple of inappropriate general- 

ization is the African urban hierarchical diffu- 

sion thesis which argues that, like the 
West, the spread of HIViAIDS in sub-Saharan 
Africa follows a hierarchical diffusion pattern, 
spreading from the most urban to the more 

rural areas (Ca!dwell 1995; Gould 1993). 
Oppong (1997) argued that this urban diffu- 
sion thesis might be more mythical than fact in 

some places, primarily because it is an artifact 
of the data collection process. Geographical 
variations in availability and quality of health 
care services, which usually favor urban 

centers, generate spatial variations in the qual- 
ity of AIDS data (Smallman-Raynor and Cliff 
1991). Completeness of reporting is likely to be 

higher in major towns, the loci of most AIDS 
testing and tleatment facilities. Shortage of 
biomedical care and modern laboratory facil- 

ities in rural areas likely produces significant 
underreporting. Moreover, because rural resi- 

dents are only likely to be diagnosed when 
they visit urban health facilities, this is bound 
to inflate the urban AIDS statistics. 

Through creating the impression that 
Africans are homogeneously promis~u0u._s~. 
and discussing Africa as tho}igh it were one 
countl:y~ n6i sd~efifty nations with hundreds 

0f different ethnic groups and cultures, ~ 
~g..(~9~5) epitomizes., t!~.e_ ~_gY~:ger~eralizafi°n- 
syndrome in African ¯¯AIDS¯ research. This 
work ignores the reality that Western, Islamic, 

and SOnq~es t~ditional c~!turaLinfluenc~es,_.. 
may alt operate simultaneously within the 
same locality, a fact thai Mazrui (1986) calls 

Africa’s triple heritage. Several quotations will 
illustrate Rushing’s rather careless overgener-.. 
alizations: 

h~ contrast to Americans, who usually view sex 

morally and think that people who have multiple¯ 

parmers (even if mmaarried) are immoral and 
tmfaithful, most Africans do not judge sexual 

behavior in such terms at all. They experience 
little guilt about sex, and they enter into sex 
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more casually and have more sexual partners 

th0a~ Westerners do (1995:62) 

Most African societies are sex-positive .... Pre- 
marital sex for females is accepted. (1995:65) 

h~ sum, for females as welt as males, fairly per- 
missive.., sexual attitudes are found generally 

across sub-Saharan Africa, (1995:66) 

]For most of Africa social norms permit and even 

encourage sex with mu!tiple partners. Polygam- 
ous sexual relations are thus widespread for the 

married no tess than the unmarried. Tt’ds is the 
hallmark of a sex-positive culture. It also facili- 

tates the spread of HIV. (1995:66) 

Rushing advances four main factors that con- 
tribute to the proliferation of the AIDS epi- 
demic in Africa. First, poor nutrition and 

infectious diseases such as malaria, malnutri- 
tion, tuberculosis, or trypanosomiasis in the 
African enviromnent ultimately compromise 

the immune system and increase susceptibility 
to HIV infection. Second, blood transfusions 
and injections are often used in a range of 

therapeutic settings in which adequate steril- 
ization procedures are usually lacking. Lack of 

¯ blood-screening facilities for HIV and other 
sexually transmitted diseases as well as the 

shortage of disposable hypodermics ultimately 
results in the reuse of needles without proper 
sterilization and increases the risk of HW in- 
fection. Third, the widespread nature of STDs 
such as syphilis~ and gonorrhea which, pur- 

portedly, rank among the top five diseases in 
some African countries among persons seek- 
ing treatment at clinics is a major factor. 

Finally, and most important, is the omnipres- 
ent polygamous behavior among all African 
societies whom he interchangeably refers to 

as "tribes" in spite of his acknowledgment 
that the term "tribe" was introduced by Euro- 

pean colonialists who used it pejoratively be- 
cause Africans were considered "backward" 

and "’primitive." Citing ethnographic studies 
such as Radcliffe-Brown (1950) and Southall 
(1961), Rushing concludes that having mul- 
tiple sexual partners is a universal cultural 
practice in many African societies, that such 
behavior is culturally determined and con- 

sidered normal and appropriate by Africans, 
and that it facilitates the spread of HIV/AIDS. 

Rushing thus invokes the behavioral paradigm 
to account for the widespread nature of the 
HIV/AiDs epidemic in Africa. It is this kind 

of rush to find a cause, "the sexual life of the 
natives," and to prescribe an immediate solu- 
tion, "’modification of sexual behavior," that 

obscures the real risk factors, namely, the his- 
torical, social, political, and economic contexts 
within which such risk behaviors are played 
out. 

Once the central factor in the proliferation of 
HI~)’~DS fff~t-ric~ii~ ii:I~iiti~6d ~~6miscu- 
od~ ~ei~vfgr;~Rushin~ ~f~e°g~~itrationalize it 

~,o,~._ ii th~ ii~Oss~e~iltu~l_~,_f_r.~a~,~e~.Prk:-Th~e 
central id6~~ in ~s~~-e-iX;ork is that ’~behav- 
for patterns that exist¯ in one society but not in 

others or in varyingdegreeS jl~’dffferent soci- 
eties .are the result of differencies..          .~ in the way 
societies structure and,give me~r~ing to behav- 

ior." In the context of Africa.nsocieties, exotic 
or almost primitive.marriage, sexual, and kin- 

ship arrangements are highlighted as the cul- 
prits for the proliferation of AIDS in both rural 

and urban settings. Paradoxically, the dis- 
course in the paper reads like Africa was a 
monocultural society td~e-~dfif~gt4dwith an- 

"6th6~~6iiS~fil~~-l’~6~i6t:y~all4d America. It 

siiSu|d " b~’~ ~i~ff ~6~1~d~6’ tlia~ ’both 
Africa and North America are in themselves 
multicultural rather than monoculturat soci- 

eties, as noted earlier, and that the application 
of the cross-cultural perspective must fairly 
treat the many cultural differences that exist 

among and within African groups if it is to be 
a meaningful paradigm in the etiology of 
HIV/AIDS in Africa. This is a glaring weak- 

ness of the entire discourse in Rushing’s paper. 

Next, we discuss marriage/kinship patterns 
and sexual relations and the unfortunate 

stereotypical aspects of African societies as a 
sexually craved people. 

Sexual Behavior Paradigm 

Initial work such as Caldwell, Caldwell, and 
Quiggin (1989), Rushton and Bogaert (1989), 

Caldwell (1995), and Rushing (1995) con- 
structed theories based on the eccentricities of 
African sexuality and in the case of Rushton 
and Bogaert outright racial determinism. 

Gould (1993) tr,,_ac.__e~ t__h,e_~9~.igi~,of_,t!~~ .~!~S 

ep!d~c t~,.~!~n.monkeys and ..argues that 

inif!~!..d~i~}! !~ fyi~a.n ~ad¢~@, ~s~ye~I 
.trie~ ~ga!ated i.t.~o,~,~£~d. The two books by 
Gould (1993) ~ci Shannon, Pyle, and Bashshur 
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(1991), both of which are conjectural in orienta- 
tion, indirectly influenced the representations 

of Africa as a "diseased continent" with little 
hard evidence about the spread of AIDS to the 
rest of the world. 

Current knowledge confirms that sexual be- 

havior, the primary target of AIDS prevention 
efforts worldwide, is deeply embedded in in- 
dividual desires, social and cultural relation- 

ships, and enviromnental processes (UNAIDS 
1999b). Because sex takes place in context, 
sociocultural factors surrounding the individ- 

uals must be considered in designing preven- 
tion interventions. Besides, larger issues of 
structural and environmental determinants 

play a significant role in sexual behavior 
(Sweat 1995). Thus, giving information alone 
is not sufficient to induce behavioral change 
among most individuals. 

chhi~ge .thro.ugh .informa~on .dissemination 
has undermined th~ ,~e~..a~!. ~gpacity..,9~ re- 

search totma6~~d~.th~ complex~t~ 6fHW 

transmisSi6n"~r{d control (UNAIDS 1999b). 

ignores the interactive relationship of behavior 
in its social, cultural, and economic dimen- 

sions and thus misses the opportunity to fully 
understand crucial deterrr6nants of sexual be- 

havior. As Aggleton (1996) points out, 
ations for sex are comp.!ic~ted, unc!ear,...and 

may not be thought through in advance. Soci- 
etal norms, religious criteria, and gender - 
power relations infuse mem~ng into sexual 
behavior and facilitate or impede both positive 

and negative changes, in short,,d~e,.t.,.ex~...ni~’B~r~ts 
of sexual behavior should be seen as a function 
not only of.individual and social but of struc- 
tural and enyi.ro~_e.n.~a!, fa¢.~o~s,as,,well (Cara~l 

1997; Sweat 1995; Tawit 1995): 

Patriarchy, Marriage and Kinship 

Rushing and many other researchers (see, for 
example, Hrdy 1987; Brokensha 1987; Green 

1988; Sharmon and Pyle 1989) blame the 
"exotic" nature of marriage and ldmship 

systems prevalent in traditional African soci- 
ety for the African AIDS crisis. These works 

usually discuss polygyny, patritineage, the 

culture of sexual permissiveness, and gender 
stratification at great length and attempt to 

show that the sex-positive nature of traditional 
society, which has been grafted onto contem- 
porary urban society, accom~ts for widespread 
prostitution and AIDS. Proliferations of sexu- 
ally transmitted diseases and AIDS in 
both urban and rural settings are thus products 

of deeply ingrained promiscuous sexual 
behavior. 

These studies blame multi-partner sexual 

relations typified by polygamy as a major 
factor in Africa’s AIDS crisis. Based on the 
fact that an estimated 30~50 percent of African 
marriages (3-5 percent elsewhere in the world) 

are polygamous, they conclude that multiple 
wives increase the spread of STDs and AIDS in 

a population and account for the balanced rate 
between males and females. While this argu- 

ment may sound appealing, the evidence does 

not support it. ~ed_ olp2jZga...~ were such a 
potent means off-spreading HIV, the Islamic 
societies of Northern Africa should exhibit 

larger than usual HIV rates since polygamy 
is the normative form of marriage in these 
societies. Yet evidence suggests otherwise. 
In North Africa and the Middle East HIV 

is spreading, but more slowly than elsewhere 

in the world (Tastemain and Coles 1993). 
Oppong (1998b), examining the geography of 
AIDS in Ghana, showed that the region with 

the least polygyay, Eastern Region, had the 
highest AIDS rate while the region with the 
highest polygyny, Northern Region (44 per- 

cent) had the least AIDS rate. Th~n is~ 
that polygamy is not synonymous with prom- 
iscuity. Senegal, where 93 percent of the popu- 

lation is Muslim and polygamy is the norm, 
provides an excellent example. While nearly 

half of all married Senegalese women are in 
polygynous unions, they rarely have partners 
besides their husband. In a 1997 Dakar study 
reported by UNAIDS (1999b), 99 percent of 
married women said they had not had 

sex with anyone except their husband in the 
months. Besides, sex before preceding 12 

marriage is traditionally uncommon for Sene- 

galese women. Thus, while poly-partner 
sexual activity may be an important vehicle 
for spreading HIV, the context of this poly- 
partner relationship, whether a closed 
polygamous unit or unstable liaisons with 

multiple partners, is the critical determining 
factor. 
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In short, polygamy does not automatically 

produce rapid transmission of sexually trans- 
mitted diseases; it all depends on marital 
norms. Furthermore, the often-cited 30-50 per- 

cent prevalence rate of polygamy in Africa 
may be an exaggeration. Recent data from cen- 

suses and the Demographic and Health 
Surveys (DHS) of the mid-1980s and early 

1990s indicate much lower rates ofpolygam- 
ous unions in most African countrieS: For 
example, in most southern and east African 
com~tries, marriage for women is universal 
but mostly monogamous. In Malawi census 

data show that only 20 percent of men over 
40 years have more than one wife (World Bank 
1992a). In the DHS data only 9 percent of men 

reported having more than one wife and 20 
percent of women reported being in polygam- 

ous unions (Malawi National Statistical Office 
1994). In a number of African countries such as 
Ghana, Malawi, Zambia, Namibia, and Bot- 

swana, the proportion of husbands in a polyg- 

amous union is around 10-15 percent among 
those below age 30 and about 40 percent for 
those over age 50 (Ghana Statistical Service 
1989; Malawi National Statistical Office 1994; 
Galsie 1993; Lesetedi 1989; Katjiuanjo 1993). 

Younger men and women are more likely to 
be in monogamous unions than polygamous 
ones (Bledsoe 1990a). Paradoxically, HIV! 

AIDS rates are much lower among the most 
polygamous age group, those over 50 years, in 
comparison to the less polygamous group, 
those below age 40. 

In typical traditional society, women in pol- 
ygamous unions were expected to be faithful 

to their husbands, and husbands were 
expected to be faithful to their wives, since 

failure to do so would result in tragedy of 
one sort or another such as the husband or 

child dying. For example, among the Chews 
of central Malawi, Zambia, and parts of 

Moza~nbique, there is a disease called tsemph0 
which has been discussed at great length in 
ethnog-raphic studies (Hodgson 1913:129-131; 
Rangeley 1948:34-44; Williams6n~ 1956; Mar- 
wick 1965:66-68). Tsempho, a potentially fatal 

wasting disease, is attributed to promiscuous 

sexual relationships or to the indulging of 
sexual intercourse by spouses during pro- 
hibited periods. The disease, which affects 
men and women as well as young children, is 

purportedly caused by.another’s social trans- 
gression. Thus, wives and husbands were fore- 

warned of the dangers of promiscuity. 
Variations of the tsempho sexual taboo exist 

among other ethnic groups of central, south- 
ern, and eastern Africa such as the Bemba, 
Luapula, Tonga, Ndembu, etc. (Richards 

1956; C~nnison 1959; Colson 1958, 1960; Col- 
son;~ii~l Gluckman I961; Maxwell 1983; Gibbs 

1988; Ouma 1996). In other words, traditional 
societies were not predominantly promiscuous 

or sex-positive as Rushing and others would 
like us to believe. 

¯ Underlying pol~igamyi.:.a~<~’; promiscuity, 

the patrilineal kinship System, i~:blamed as one 
of the major etiological facfi~rff ~n the African 

pattern of H1ViAIDS. It is ~rgued that patri- 
archy gives men the incentive to acquire as 
many wives as possible because of the value 

of children as economic assets, and, as 
such, promotes polygamous behavior oufside 

of marriage, interestingly, matrilineal descent 
systems are quite common in Africa, especially 
central Africa arid parts of west Africa such as 

Ghana. Often men have to move to the wife’s 
village, sometimes in a subservient position. In 
these societies women have been known to rise 

to positions of power in society and generally 
enjoy some autonomy in comparison to women 
in patrilineal societies (Chitivumbo 1975). In 
both patrilineal and matrilineal societies pre- 
marital sex is taken very seriously. Although 
rules of chastity differ radically, in patrilineal 
societies (such as the Tumbuka, Ngonde, 
Sukwa, and Ngoni of central Africa) stress is 

laid on a girl’s chastity before marriage, in the 
orthodox form of chastity rules, the .girl’s vix- 

ginity on the eve of a wedding determines the 
value of bridewealth (Southall 1961; Chlli- 
vumbo 1975). Among the Bemba and Chews 
(matrilineal groups) girls go through Chisungu 

or Chinamwali, a puberty rite that initiates them 
through the symbols of life and death in order 

to give social form and meaning to their sexual- 
ity (Richards 1956; Yoshida 1993; Helitzer- 
Allen 1994). One of the worst things that could 
happen to a girl in Bemba traditional society 
was to bear a child before she had been initi- 
ated, a sign that premarital sex was not con- 
doned. Such a child was considered a creature 

of ill-omen and both the father and mother 
could be banished. 
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In short, several social and religious sanc- 

tions impact sexual behavior in both patrilin- 
eal and matrilineal societies. Sex is not merely 

a transaction or an ordinary activity in which 
rnen are expected to give women money and 
gifts as an expression of affection, respect, and 
gratitude for sexual favors. Sex is never con- 
sidered as a form of recreation as Rushing 

claims; it is much more than this, a sacred 
undertaking in most traditional societies. Pre- 

marital sex, pregnancy out of wedlock, homo- 
sexuality, and other forms of sexual deviance 
are considered to be abhorrent bebaviors and 
are rarely encouraged. Thus, to argue, as Rush- 

ing does, that Americans usually view sex 
morally and tl~nk that having multiple part- 

ners constitutes immorality and unfaithful- 

ness, while most Africans do not judge sexual 
behavior in such terms and have a positive-sek 

culture, is indeed to go against reality. 
If anything, it could be argued that Ameri- 

cans are more sex-positive than Africans are. 
In the United States and Europe, commercials 

on TV and billboards often utilize sen-d-nude if 

not completely nude models. In the United 
States and other Western nations, business in 
pornographic movies, sexually explicit TV 
progranrs, and pornographic magazines is lu- 
crative and vigorous. If indeed most Ameri- 
cans were morally upright as far as matters of 

sex are concerned, such activities would have 
been banned long ago. The French scientist 
Luc Montagnier, who was the first to isolate 
HW, supports the theory that a mycoplasma, a 
bacterium-like organism, is the trigger that 

turns a slow-growing population of AIDS vir- 
uses into killers. Montagnier believes that the 
explosion of sexual activity (our emphasis) in 
the United States during the 1970s fostered the 

spread of a hardy, drug-resistant strain of the 
mycoplasma and that the AIDS epiden-dc 

began when the mycoplasma got together 
with HW, which had been dormant in Africa 
(Ungeheuer 1993). 

Homosexuality and AIDS in Africa - the myth of the 

bisexual African homosexual 

An excellent example of the bias that charac- 

terizes these works is Rushing’s treatment 

of homosexuality in Africa. Beginning with 

Western notions about causal factors of _H~’_i 
AIDS, specffica~l_ly j~s,hq~in._o.s.o.e_x.u.~.l,~e_g~nnings ~n 
NiJ~idr-A~e~a, Rushing sets out 

h6~6s-eXh~-iity in Africa. Postulating a genetic 

component to homosexuality as factual, al- 
though "medical experts believe that in certain 
Atrican countries, such as Kenya, homosexual- 
ity is uncommon" (1995:84), the ~co_.m..pg.~en~.~t !_s" 

robabl as common ar~2~g; Africans as other 

p6~tflations. "But gay subcultures are not as 

search shows that,g~y. _s_~u~b,_c._u~l~.r.~...~o~,n~..ot exi~st 

e~-6f-~i~~ ih most African societies..h_9om_42_ 
se~u~l~~ are...~eye.r_.e.!y.~,~.06tracized.’" However, 

sin~e Ru~hing’s paradigm requires fiading 

homosexuality as a comm.on practice, despite 
the evidence, he creates a mythical bisexual 
homosexual: 

It is tmderstandable, therefore, that African homo- 

sexuals would take great care to conceal their 
homosexu~a] orientation, just as Amefi.ca~._h_omo- 

~6~tials di~iii.D~ignat~l 6p~ff:i~ih~es for 

(b~ir~, disc0s, bath_houses), not to speak of gay mar- 
riages, are vi~tuall.¥ 9~;~r~.ti;..ety ~9.~7 e~xi_’ ~to e.~.~ .~-.m. ° st 

African countries today Men have sex with other 
men iii moi~ i~! ~a ~ ~)~ s~tfings. But African men 

dre obliged bz their kinship unit to marry, some- 
times tS Ni;re-~-aii ~a6-~6ii~fiT-a~i~i-~0 produce 

many children. As a result, men who engage 
homosexual liaisons are apt to be bisexual. 

On the flawed assumption that homosexuality 

is a universal phenomenon, Rushing looks 
across the continent to find homosexual popu- 
lations, gay bathhouses, and other elements of 
a homosexual cultural landscape. Fating to 
find it, instead of rejectingthe thesis 6f homo- 

h~n~Jg~}4u~lity must be carefully concealed. 

creation, must be under extreme social pres- 
sure to conceal his identity because society 
frowns on homosexuality and promotes het- 
erosexual marriage. Thus the mythical African . 
homosexual, to conceal his true identity, will 

marry because African culture expects men to 
marry. The mythical African male homosexual 

is bisexu~-dh-d~-~’-flF°be a maior source for 
¯ @i0-ffeli2n~-AIDS.~-TI~6y~-]~l have, homosexual 
feNatf6gg~lr~ ~Jrban centers and heterosexual 
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activity with their spouses in rural areas, cre- 
ating a high-risk, poly-partner, poly-sexual 
enviromnent. An entire theory about the 
spread of AIDS i~e~}~-~6~i ~ifft6i]}~ ~hred 

"~nce. Pe}tq~ii~d~’Rfigl~i~i~~an provide 
some hard data to support this theory: How 
many homosexuals are there in each African 
comrtry? What proportion of men in each Af- 
rican country is homosexual, ¯married to 
women, and thus involved in bisexual~ poly- 
partner sexual relationships? 

Urban Sexuality and AIDS 

Urban sexuality has been blamed for Africa’s 
AIDS crisis. Rural-urban differentials in AIDS 

rates have been attributed to high rates of 
STDs in urban areas, rapid urbanization 
amidst deeply ingrained polygamous behav- 

ior, and the partial erosion of traditional cul- 
tures in the urban setting, including those for 
regulating sexual relations and practices. C~n-~ 
tral to the proliferation of AIDS in urban~s 

is the widespread nature of prostitution which, 
supposedly, has become one of the four main 
roles to emerge for women in urban Africa 

alongside being housewives, sellers of cooked 

food, a~d brewers of illegal liquor. Opporttm-~ 
ities for women are considered to be better in 
urban than rural areas and such opportunities. 
include sexual strategies for gaining access to. 
economic resources from men. 

An excellent but unbelievable example of the 
far-fetched stereotypical assertionsof these 

works is Rushing’s assertion of a normative 
acceptance that makes trading in se~ as accept- 
able as trading in other services and that Afri- 

can cultures simply guide women into 
prostitution much more easily than Western 
culture does. Rushing seems to indicate that 
virtually all women in Africa trade in sex both 

within and outside marriage for economic gain 

and that most Africans experience little guilt 
about sex, and that they enter into sex more 

casually and have more sexual partners than 
Westerners do. 

While it cannot be denied that prostitution 
exists in Africa, Rushing’s explanations are 

simplistic and smack of the earlier "dressed 
native" and "sexually craved native" colonial 

explanations of tuberculosis and syphilis in 

Africa. It :typifies the tack of cultural under- 

standing that pervades intellectual discourse 
on the African condition. In explaining the 
different pattern of TB among Africans, med- 
ical experts reflected wider stereotypical per- 
ceptions about Africans, which were current in 

European colonial society. Africans were per- 
ceived as "’primitive" and in the process of 
mal4{~’ difficult adjustments to conditions of 

a "civilized" industrial world. Thus, Africans@~ 
were susceptible to TB because they had not 
adjusted to the conditions of a civilized indus- 
trial society; symbolized by ,their incomplete 
adoption of Westerfl::~16~ingi~d their failure 

to observe proper dietary an4 sanitary laws 
(Packard 1987). Nothing ab6iii~.~e low wages ~ 

and inadequate housing po!ides of employers 
and government officials came into the dis- 
course and the prescribed control measures 

focused naturally on education rather than 
social and economic reform (Packard and 
Epstein 1991). The pattern of syphilis infectiol~ 

alnong Africans was also attributed to the im- 
moral behavior of Africans, to the neglect of 

other avenues of transmission. In parts of east- 
ern Africa there was an outbreak of non- 
venereal syphilis during the early years of 

colonial rule. Non-venereal syphilis, also 
known as endemic syphilis, is similar to ven- 

ereal syphilis but is spread through bodily 
contact in warm climates. Thus syphilis was 

misdiagnosed and a theory was readily con- 
structed to explain its extraordinary rate of 
spread, based on assumptiot~s about the ex- 
treme sexuality of Africans (Packard and 

Epstein 1991). Rushing’s current study fits 
nicely into the preexisting assumptions about 
African sexuality and disease, that is, the 

"sexual-positive culture" paradigm. As Pack- 

ard and Epstein (1991) note, the point is not 

that the sexual behaviors Rushing highlights 
.do not occur or that they are insignificant in 
promoting the proliferation of AIDS transmis- 

sions, but rather that this kind of study my- 
opically promotes one single paradigm which 

suggests that Africans frequently have mul-. 
tiple sexual partners to the exclusion of the 
broader patterns of,everyday sexual activity 
which in many cases are both less exotic and 
more monogamous in character. In the 
following section we offer a more inclusive 
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paradigm that looks at the social, historical, 

and economic contexts of sexuality, promiscu- 
ity, and the proliferation of AIDSiHIV. In a 
similar vein to that proposed by Packard and 
Epstein (1991) and Craddock (1996), other 
equally important factors in the etiology of 
AIDS, such as the political economy, the role 

of background infections and malnutrition, 
and needle use, also need to be given their 
proper place in the proliferation of AIDS 
within the African context. 

Towards a Reformulation 

We have argued that Rushing’s work clearly 
has several major problems. It suffers from a 
common pitfall in cross-national research, 

namely, ethnocerttricity. RusKing simply 
looks at African culture through an American 

lens. It is full of overgeneralizations in its con- 
clusions and creates the false impression that 
Africans are homogenously sex-positive and 

promiscuous. Consequently, it is the sexual 

life of Africans that is responsible for the 
HIV/AIDS problem in Africa. This conclusion 

is simply not supported by the facts, nor is it 
~ logical. If there is a unified, coherent, African 

cultural approach to sexuality and reproduc- 
tion that increases the likelihood of the trans- 
mission of HW!AIDS, why is there such a 

varied patchwork of prevalence and infection 

rates across the continent (Hunt 1996)? Such 
shallow and somethnes simplistic explan- 
ations frustrate serious efforts to explore 
other avenues of HIViAIDS transmission 
since once they have been accepted, they 
shape the course of subsequent research by 

privileging or marginalizing certain lines of 
inquiry (Packard and Epstein 1991). 

~ Moreover, such simplistic explanations lead 
to simplistic and unworkable solutions. If 
HIViAIDS is not spread through homogenous 

promiscuity of all Africans but through the 

sexual practices of selected high-risk groups 
and unsanitary medical practices in biomed- 
ical facilities, condom distribution to the gen- 

eral population, wl~le useful, is not the 
solution. That would be similar to recent at- 

tempts to reduce fertility through distribution 
of contraceptives to women who have no 

desire to reduce fertility.~s t___he 
@economic conditions that make it _d_e.s.~ir.a~bl~e_to 

~ ~-a’~37 ’~tVfiTd ~-~(f6~’d’~’~ ~5 ~-~1"~; g h infant 

mortality rates and cultural values that man- 

date large family sizes to assure future security 
and agricultural labor), contraceptives, even if 
distributed freely, will have little impact on 
birth rates. Similarly, appropriate solutions to 
the African HIV/AIDS crisis must be based on 
appropriate explanations of the problem. 

@ We suggest that more plahsible explanations 
of the HW/AIDS epideirtic in Africa may be 
found in the migfantl~ilbbr---~e__s_~s~(Hunt 1996; 
Bassett and ~ ~ct~~lson, Mothibeli, 

and Leger 1991) which provides a social, his- 
torical, and economic context for urban sexu- 

ality, and unsafe medical practices. The 
migrant labor thesis asserts that the establish- 

ment of wage labor on the continent, particu- 
larly in eastern, central, and southern Africa, to 
support the mining, agricultural plantations, 
and other economic activities of the colonial- 

ists, created a situation where migrant labor, 
mostly young men, was contracted for long- 

term work (1-3 years). Because families were 
not encouraged to accompany the laborer, 
farming and traditional activities, such as rais- 

ing, feeding, and educating children, became 

the responsibility of women (without their hus- 
bands) in rural areas. The women’s limited abil- 

ity to increase the productivity of the land led to 
declining fertility of the land and ultimately, 

absolute shortage of food and malnutrition. 

@When agricultural production becomes u~ten- 
able as a means of survival, such women often 
migrate to the city where some engage in one of 

the very few options open to them: prostitution, 
an activity that, with a morbid irony, serves as 
their only lifeline tO economic survival in the 
short term at the same time as posing an enor- 
mous risk of curtailing their survival in the long 

term (Craddock 2000). 
~ Male migrant workers, away from their fam- 

ilies for long periods of time, use alcoholism 
and frequent visits to prostitutes to deal with 
their loneliness and boredom. For men and 

women in eastern, central, and southern 

Africa, these long separations lead to break- 
down in the stability of the family, divorce, 
and a definitive increase in the numbers of 
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sexual partners for both men and women. 
Thus, the relatively high number of sexual 

partners is not the result of a longstanding{} 
cultural attribute of Africans or an innate 

craving by Africans for more sex, or promiscu- 
ity, but is directly a consequence of the eco- 
nomic and labor markets. Women definitely 

do not turn to prostitution because African 
culture encourages prostitution mbre i easiIy 

than Western culture does, as Rushing argues 
they do. As Craddock (1996) shows, women 
living in households where there is chronic 
undernutrition, who are most nutritionally at 

risk, are the ones most likely to seek other 
options, including prostitution, for survival. 

Epidemics of gonorrhea and syphilis in east-~ 
ern, central, and southern Africa in the 1960s 
and 1970s, the migrant labor thesis points out, 
resulted from this migrant labor system. Since 
the transmission of HIViAIDS is assisted by 

previously untreated sexually transmitted dis- 
eases, the previous epidemics of sexually 
transmitted diseases in this area increase the 

likelihood of transmission. In other words, the@ 

population in eastern, central, and southern 
Africa is predisposed to sexually transmitted 
diseases and HIV/AIDS because not only are 
they socially structured to be vulnerable to the 

disease itself, but previous vulnerability in- 
creases present vulnerability (Hunt 1996). 

It is important to note that the migrant labor 
thesis does not overgeneralize for the entire 
continent, as Rushing does. It also allows a 
ready amplification for the spread of sexually 
transmitted diseases in the so-called AIDS 

belt of Africa, which could also be applied 
west Africa. When migrant workers (male or 
female) are too ill to work, they return home 

to be cared for by fmnily, which also means 
that the disease that caused the illness returns 
with them to the labor reserve. Thus, HIV/~ 
AIDS and other diseases are transmitted into 

the rural network, where previously unex- 
posed populations fall prey and provide 
fertile grotu~ds for the explosive growth of 
epidemics. 

In west Africa similar patterns of labor mi- 
gration prevailed, mostly centered on the 
export cropping zones of Cbte d’Ivoire and 
Ghana (Stock 1995). Prior to 1960, Ghana 

received more migrants than any other west 
African country, primarily those seeking to 
work on cocoa plantations. The steady decline 

of tlie Ghanaian economy and the relative pol- 
itical and economic stability of C6te d’Ivoire 
pushed C6te d’Ivoire to the top after 1960. 
Some 1.4 million people, about one-fifth of 

the Ivoirian population, was of foreign nation- 
ali~~the late 1960s, with an extremely high 

concentration in Abidjan, the national capital, 
where the ratio was one-tl-drd. As Ghana’s eco- 

nomic crisis deepened after 1970, increasing 
numbersof Ghanaians left for other countries, 
particularlyNigerid:.~nd:~-c~te’:i:l’..Ivoire. A very 

important factor is the urban:f0cns of migrant 
labor in west Africa. -O~e~%.f~alf of C6te 
d’Ivoire’s immigrants live in., Cities, particularl} 

Abidjan, compared to only one-third of indi- 
genous Ivoirian citizens (Stock 1995). This high 

concentration of migrant labor, particularly in 
Abidjan, may be an important explanatory 
factor for the high H1V!AIDS rate in this city, 

also known as the sexual, crossroads of Africa 
(Gould 1993). According to Gould, 24 percent 

of Abidjan’s prostitutes tested for other dis- 
eases were positive for HIV-1 by 1987, but the 
figure was 50 percent by 1989. In the city hos- 

pital, HW-itffected patients came from over 
twenty countries, and in one of them, Niger, 

all 25 men diagnosed with AIDS in Niamey 

had lived for malty months, even years, usu- 
alty in C6te d’Ivoir6 (1993:84). 

Several writers explain Ghana’s HW/AIDS 
pattern with reference to migrant workers, 
particularly prostitutes in neighboring C6te 
d’Ivoire and specifically Abidjan (Agadzi 

1989; Decosas et al. 1995). U,-dike other parts 
of Africa, AIDS in Ghana strikes twice as many 
females as it does males. According to Agadzi 

(1989), AIDS was imported into Ghana primar- 

ily by female prostitutes in neighboring C6te 
d’Ivoire (Agadzi 1989). Decosas et al. (1995) 
observe that more than half of all professional 
prostitutes in Abidjan are Ghanaian, many 
from the Krobo tribe in the Eastern Region of 

Ghana. Moreover, "80% of those who are still 
working as prostitutes in Abidjan are infected 

with HIV" (Decosas et al. 1995:827). Accord- 
ingly, the female:male ratio of AIDS patients in 
the Eastern Region, home of the Krobo tribe, is 
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5:1 compared to the national rate of 2:1. 
Decosas et al. explain this in terms of female 
prostitutes infected with H1V who return to 
Ghana for treatment. 

Another important source of the spread of 

HIV/AIDS is unsafe medical practices. In fact, 

unsafe medical practices and medical careless- 
ness may be far more important than sexual 
activity in explaining the geography of H!Vi 
AIDS in Africa (Minkin 1991). Unfortunately, 
studies like Rushing’s have been so don-dnant 

and influential that priorities for HIViAIDS 
control have largely focused on sexual activity. 

In the United States and elsewhere, needle 
sharing is a major source of infection, particu- 
larly among intravenous drug users. Gould 

and Wallace (1994) report that by March 
1992, needle sharing by drug addicts ac- 
cotmted for approxhnately 23-29 percent of 
reported AIDS cases in the United States. 
While needle sharing through intravenous 

drug use is currently not a problem h~ Africa, 
needle sharing through repeated use of unster- 
ilized needles and syringes for injections to 

~ cure various ailments such as malaria is. Thi._~s 

is pa.rtl"cula, rly true for those who have to relX 

bush doctors for medical supplies and most of 
their health care needs. Blood tests such 
as those for malaria and sexually transmitted 

diseases constitute a potential source of HIV 
infection. If not properly sterklized, contamin- 
ated syringes used for blood tests could result 

in large outbreaks of HIV and related blood- 
borne diseases. Yet, amazingly, multiple use of 
syringes and needles is quite standard prac- 
tice, particularly in rural areas. For example, in 
Zaire, five needles were used to inject up to 

400 patients daily at a mission hospital. 
The needles were rinsed in water and steril- 
ized once a day (Scale 1986). Moreover, the 

demand for injectable medications is high 
throughout Africa (Alubo 1994; Mir&in 1991). 

~ Thus, such unsafe medical practices, combined 

with the migrant labor sexual practices neces- 
sitated by the political economy thesis, account 
for the geography of A1DS in Africa, not 
some homogenous craving for sex among all 
Africans. 

Conclusion 

The issue is not that HIV does not spread 

through poly-partner sexual activity, whether 
as polygamy or simply multiple-partner sexual 
activity within or outside a marriage relation- 

ship. Wherever poly-partner sexual activity is 
practiced, whether h~ Africa, Australia, or the 
United States, participants are at an increased 
risk of getting the HIV virus. What is at stake is 
whether Africans are pol)Zsexual by nature, 

and whether African culture (if:.we can think 
about one homogenous African culture) pro- 
motes and rewards poly-sexual behavior. Is 
being promiscuous and poly-sexual an African 
culture trait or is poly-partner sexual activity a 
survival response dictated and enhanced by a 

vicious political econonzic system engendered 

by colonialism and globalization? Our ap- 
proach to solving the problem hinges critically 
on our answer to this question. 

We have argued that this view is erroneous, 
based on ethnocentrism, and that it overgener- 
alizes. It fails to explain the geographical vari- 
ations in the incidence of HIViAIDS across the 
continent. The simplistic solutions that result 
from such explanations, which advise on be- 
havior modification and condom distribution, 

may provide little help to the rural women 
who out of necessity are unable to turn away 
paying customers who refuse to use condoms. 
They do not reach rural residents who get HIV 

while getting injections from an itinerant drug 
vendor (IDV) or a bush doctor, the only source 

of health care, to cure malaria. They do not 
protect the many people privileged to receive 
services in urban health facilities who face un- 

sterile procedures, including injections, blood 
tests, and transfusions, daily. Moreover, it fails 
to stop the spread of HIV. 

Why do such ridiculous explanations as 
Rushing’s persist? Obviously, there is an 

urgent need to find quick answers that can be 
easily translated into programs. After all, it is a . ~ 
lot easier to distribute condoms in urban 

Africa than to change the socio-political and 
economic contexts that condition the spread of 
HIV. Nevertheless, any interventions that fail 

to address the broader issues of African social. 
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and economic life, not merely the sexual prom- 
iscuity of Africans, are bound to fail. 

NOTE 

1. It is important to emphasize that recent careful 
reexamination of the medical evidence on syphilis in 

east Africa revealed that what was considered an 

epidemic of venereal syphilis, transmitted sexually, 

was simply endemic syphilis which is transmitted 
through bodily contact in warm climates (Dawson 

1983). Thus syphilis is not always a sexually tram- 

mired disease and the presence of sypl~Ris in a 

population should notbe taken as evidence of prom- 

iscuity as Rushing does. 
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Introduction 

The specter of HIViAIDS in sub-Saharan 
Africa continues to get worse rather than 

better, a fact that generated much discussion 
in the latest international AIDS conference in 

Durban, South Africa. As with many broad- 
based conferences, the results of the high- 
level talks in Durban produced few innovative 
recommendations: they stressed more research 
into the underlying factors of HIV transmis- 

sion, and more effective prevention programs. 
While these suggestions seem self-evident, 
their implementation is fraught with the com- 

plexifies of a syndrome embedded within 
international and regionalized social econ- 

omies, cultural codes of meaning, sexual net- 
works, and interpersonal power dynamics. 
This chapter seeks to highlight some of these 
complexities within a broad-based overview of 
the current patterns of HW and AIDS in east- 

ern and southern Africa, prevention programs 
already in place, and prevention strategies that 
might be considered in the future. 

In this chapter we use data from various 

sources, the most important being the Human 

Development Report produced by the United 

Nations Development Program and Country 
Epidemiological Fact Sheet on HIViAIDS and Sexu- 
ally Transmitted Diseases by UNAIDS. Other 

sources include Country Health Statistics Report 
by the Center for International Health Infor- 
mation in the United States and, wherever 
available, specific national health statistics. 
The data need to be used with caution. Most 

data on country-wide rates of HIV!AIDS, for 
example, are extrapolated from small study 
samples, usually of pregnant women seeking 
prenatal co_re or those with STDs seeking din- 
ical care. How representati.ve these samples 

are is questionable, yet it is the only data avail- 
able for most southern African countries. 

There are numerous problems with data on 
HIV and AIDS. Due to gaps in diagnosis, 
underreporting, and reporting delays, offi- 

cially reported AIDS and other diseases repre- 
sent only a portion of all cases in any country. 
For countries in southern and eastern Africa, 

the repo~ting of HIV/AIDS cases depends in 
part on the availability of clinics for testing and 
treatment, and on the political sensitivities sur- 
rounding the syndrome. For example, Oppong 
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(1998a) notes that some African governments 
may conceal the real dimensions of the 
AIDS problem out of a sense of shame and 

concern that the real figures would drive in- 
vestors and tourists away. Although national 

data may not accurately reflect the current situ- 
ation of health and disease, they can, neverthe- 

less, be used to offer insights into general trends 
such as regional cross-country vari~fions. 
Recently, small but well-conducted Sample 

surveys have begun to yield important stat- 
istics enabling cross-country comparisons. An 
example of these surveys is the Demographic 
and Health Surveys of the late 1980s and the 
1990s. 

Geographic Patterns 

What the data show is that sub-Saharan Africa 

is currently thought to have fully two-thirds of 
the total world number of people living with 
HIV. Yet within this overall statistic lies sig~i- 

cant variations in levels of infection across the 
continent (see Figure 4.1). Southern Africa con- 

tinues to be the part of the continent worst 
affected by HW. A 2001 UNAIDS report indi- 
cates that by the end of 1999,. there were an 
estimated 4.2 million South Africans living 

with HIV and AIDS. tn Botswana the propor- 
tion of adults living with HIV has more than 
doubled over the past five years, to the point 
that it now has the highest infection rate in the 
world, at 38.8 percent (UNAIDS 2003:17). In 
1998, an average of 43 percent of pregnant 
women tested in major urban centers such as 
Frm~cistown were HIV positive, h~ Zimbabwe, 

infection was estimated at one in five adults in 
1996, and one in four by 1999. In Harare, 

32 percent of pregnant women were already 
infected in 1995. In Beit Bridge, a city in South 

Africa, the proportion of HIV-positive pregnant 
women shot up from 32 percent in 1995 to 59 
percent in 1996, and in Free, North Cape, 
Mpumalanga, Northern and North West States, 

infection rates among the same population 
sector rose from less than 1 percent in 1990 to 
21 percent in 1998 (UNAIDS 2003). Although 

levels in cities were slightly higher than in rttral 
areas, the difference was not great. I_n on__q~_Iown 

near the South African border with_~a~la_.r~ge 

p_o_pulation of migrant workers, seven pregnant 

women inl ten. tested HIV positive in 1995 

(UNAIDS and WHO 1999). 
East Africa was one of the first areas to 

suffer a massive regional epidemic. By the 
end of 1999 the number of people living with 
HIViAIDS in Kenya reached 210,000, and 
there were 820,000 for Uganda, 400,000 for 
Rwanda and 360,000 for Burundi. Kenya’s es- 
timidest’ adult rate for PLWAs at the end of 

1999 approached 14 percent, while Uganda, 
Burundi, and Rwanda’s estimates reached 

8.3, 1!,32, and 11.2 percent, respectively The 
cumulati~ce humber of deaths from AIDS in 
these countries fofi~69~ioi~,:~ached 369,000 
(UNAIDS 2000a). uganda w~:a~ong the first 

tO respond with opeN, and �:~{ih~rted efforts to 

prevent, the spread ofthe vires. For Uganda, 
this seems to be paying off. All three of the 
surveillance sites for which figures are now 
available show infection levels of between 5 

and 9 percent, representing a decrease of 
about one-fifth compared with 1996 (UNAIDS 

and WHO 1999). 
]h~ comparison, west Africa has seen its rates 

of infection stabilize at much lower levels than 
in east and southern Africa. However, some of 
the most populous countries in west Africa are 

the exception to this rule. For exan~ple, the Na- 
tional AIDS Program estimates that 2.2 million 
people are currently living with HW in Nigeria, 
a country whose response to the epidemic 

needs strengthening (for a fuller discussion of 
the AIDS/HIV situation in west Africa see 
Chapter 5 by Joseph Oppong and Samuel 
Agyei-Mensah in this volume). 
@ From a geographic point of view, through- 
out southern and sub-Saharan Africa in gen- 
eral, urban areas have been hit hardest by the 
epidemic in c’omparison to rural areas (see 

Gordon 1996; also see Figure 4.2). For example, 
estimates compiled from blood donors, 
women coming to antenatal clinics, and people 
undergoing testing when applying for life in- 
surance reveal that well over 30 percent of the 

adult population in the major urban areas of 
Blantrye and Lilongwe, Malawi, may have 
been infected by the virus (Miotti et al. 1992). 

This could be explained by a number of 
factors. Cities sometimes lack the capability 

to absorb workers cHsplaced from impover- 
ished rural areas and migrating to urban 
centers in search of employment; un- or 
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Southern Africa 

Angola 

Narnibia 

Fignre 4. I African HIV- t seroprevalence for lower-risk urban populations in east and southern Africa 
Source: Adapted from U,S. Bureau of the Census, Population Division, Internationaf Programs Center, 1999. HIV/AIDS Surveillance Data 

Base, February 1999. Washington, DC: U.S. Bureau of the Census. 

underemployment in turn increases the 

vulnerability of migrants, especially women, 
if they are forced to turn to commercial 

sex work in attempts to gain adequate in- 
comes (Schoepf 2000; Craddock 2000). There 
is also a grea~er chance for unscrutinized 
behavior among migrant populations away 
from home, families, m~d the often more 
confining moral systems characterizing rural 
life. 

~, While urban areas lead in rates of infection, 
the disease is spreading rapidly in rural areas, 

propelled by rural-urban linkages, lower 
levels of knowledge about HIV in rural areas, 

and disrupted sexual economies caused by 
conditions of migration and employment. 
While highly complex in cause and pattern, 
rural-urban migration in Burundi, Rwanda, 

Kenya, and Uganda may in part be explained 
by the declirdng contribution of the agricui- 
rural sector to GDP since 1980: Burundi from 

62 to 58 percent, Rwanda from 50 to 39 per- 
cent, Kenya from 33 to 29 percent, and Uganda 
from 72 to 44 percent (World Bank 1999).~ Yet 

most migrants retain links to their rural vil- 

lages, creating both circular movements and a 
two-way flow of people that help facilitate the 

HIViAIDS exchange, h~ addition, in southern 

Africa, rural areas have from colonial times 
traditionally sent thousands of its yom~g men 

to the mines of South Africa to work on two- to 

@three-year contract arrangements. In~ ~th~ ca~se~ 
of Malawian workers, migrants spend a week 
or so in the cities having a "’good time" before 
going back to their home villages in the com~- 
tryside (Kalipeni 1995), or during the course of 
their contract they turn to commercial sex 

workers servicing the mines (cf. Campbell 
this volume). It is esiirnated lhat nearly half 

of the mine workers returning to rural areas 
after a work stint in South Africa are infecting 

their wives and other women (Gould 1993). 

Indeed, the rapid diffusion of the disease in 
this region has been ascribed to a high level of 

"~ty" - to such factors as men’s 
premarital and extramarital sexual activity 
during frequent work-related absences from 
home, institutionalized conzmercial sex work 
in the towns, the lack of other economic oppor- 
tunities for divorcees and widows, and 

polygyny and related postpartum sexual ab- 
stinence for wives, but not for husbands 
(Campbell 1997; Cara~l 1996; Chilivumbo: 

1975). As a result, recent data from southern 
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Figure 4,2 Urban-ruraJ differentiaJs in HJV infection 

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census. 

Africa show that rural-urban differentials 

have begun to disappear (see Figure 4.3). 

Neglected Routes of Transmission 

Gender and age have become foci of AIDS 
researchers for the ominous in~plications indi- 

cated by recent trends in data. The ma)ority of 
AIDS cases are in the 20--49 age group, with 

the lowest rates in the 5-14 age range. The 0-4 

age group shows significantly higher numbers 
of infection, an indication that infants are 
being infected either in the womb before birth 
or while being taken care of by infected 
mothers (see Figure 4.4). One interesting 
trend in the data is that women appear to be 

exposed to the disease at earlier ages than 

men. For example, there is a preponderance 
of females in the age range 15-24 while men 

are slightly more predominant in the age 
groups above 30 years. The "Sugar Daddy"~ 
phenomenon can be invoked he~-e as a pTaus- 

~ble explanation for the age!sex mismatch. Re- 
searchers elsewhere in Africa frequently reveal 
that older men in particular are looking 
toward schoolgirls for sexual exchange. As 
these men begin to realize the real and quite 
personal danger of intercourse with their usual 
"’girlfriends," they entice young girls 10-15 
years of age into sexual relationships, hoping 
that this age range may be relatively free of 
infection. The age/sex disparities shown in 
Figure 4.4 seem to support this assertion. 
Throughout the world, the ratio of female to 
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Figure 4.3 Differentials between urban and rurat HIV infection rates for pregnant women in southern Africa 

Source’. Authors; data from UNAIDS 2000. 

male cases is rising, but women in sub-Saharan 
Africa are at greatest risk, and show the 
highest seroprevalence. Reasons for this are 

not entirely understood, but stem from the 
convergence of inequitable systems of gender 
politics and resource allocation, domestic vio- 

lence, lower rates of education, higher risk of 
un- and underemployment,2 rape as a weapon 

of war, and disproportionate impact of struc- 
tural adjustment programs, as will be further 
discussed below (cf. Lurie, Ackeroyd, and 
Kelby this volume; Schoepf et al 2000). 
~ One of the groups at highest risk in many 
countries is young people between 15 and 24, 

where the majority of new infections are con- 
centrated. In one study in Zambia, over 12 

percent of the 15- and 16-year-olds seen at 
antenatal clinics were already infected with 

HW (UNAIDS and WHO 1999). Girls appear 

to be especially vulnerable to infection, but 
Uganda has recently shown encouraging evi- 
dence that in some city sites infection rates 
have halved among teenage girls since 1990. 
Even there, however, the rates remain un- 
acceptably high, with up to one pregnant teen- 
ager in ten testing HIV positive. That rate is six 
times higher than in boys of the same age 
(UNAIDS and WHO 1999). 

In South Africa, infection rates of pregnant 
women less than 20 years old rose from less 
than 2 percent in 1991 to 20 percent by 1996 

(UNAIDS 2001a). In Botswana the infection 
rate stood at 28 percent for the same group in 
1997. Sometimes, young people know of the 
risks of unprotected sex but feel AIDS could 
not possibly happen to them. In~ost~ 
young men and women know how HIV is 
transmitted and how it can be prevented. 
When asked, however, many said they felt 
invulnerable to the virus. Some 90 percent of 

teenage boys said they were at no risk or at 
redni.rnal risk of infection, eve~ though nearly 
half of them reported at least one casual sex 
partner over the last year, and condom use 

was low (Bandawe n.d.). 
Men having sex with men is a phenomenon 

that is either denied in most regions, or about 

which nothing is known (National Research 
Council 1996). AIDS in sub-Saharan Africa is 
considered to be overwhelmingly heterosexual 

in its transmission, but this perception might 
be obfuscath~g sexual exchanges that include 
males having sex with other men even if the 
term "’homosexuality/" as understood in the 

U.S. or Europe, is unknown. Finally, another 
route of transmission occurs between mother 
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and child, with HW being passed to the hffmat 

either during the birth process, or during 
breastfeeding. 

Broader Contexts 

Most east African countries recognized the 
problem of AIDS and instituted some form of 
preventio~x program by the mid- of late 1980s 
(Serwadda et al. 1994). With some degree of@ 

variation, these programs have been character- 

ized as ~ehavioral change through 
educational outre~i~ff-~’~-ii-~sed condom 

" availability. Educational outreach has meant, 
for most countries, making their constituencies 
more aware of AIDS as a serious problem, 
and increasing levels of knowledge about 
how HW can and cannot be transmitted. 
Making condoms more available has usually 
memxt both subsidization and distribution. 

¯ These strategies, while constituting a neces- 
sary first step in AIDS prevention, have 
proven to be of limited value ha diminishing 
transmission of HIV in most regions. The 
reasons for this are too many to cover compre- 
hensively in this chapter, but the final section 
attempts to tease out some of the primary 
factors. 

@ One of the problems inherent in educational 
outreach is that greater awareness of AIDS 
does not necessarily mean fire ability to change 
risky behaviors. Outreach campaigns are 
based implicitly on the notion of rational be- 

havior, that is, that with new knowledge 
comes automatic adjustment in social or sexual 

@practices. Thi_s a~.c_h~..e.!~i__d~e~_._[h_~r~.qter 
context of power relations, economic necessity, 
and resource limitations within which HIV 

transmission occurs. It is little wonder, then, 
that knowledge of AIDS and its transmission 
routes is rarely a predictor of less risky behav- 
ior in studies that have examined this associ- 

ation (National Research Council 1996). 

Condom use, for example, has increased con- 
siderably in some regions, but not in others. 
The reasons behind the failure of most coun- 

tries to raise condom usage encapsulate some 
of the problems inherent in current prevention 

strategies. 
Whether men or women use condoms in 

their sexual exchanges depends on a number 
of factors that are slowly being illuminated 

(Treichier: 1992a; NSC 1996; Miles 1993). One 
factor is the power dynamics within which 
sexual exchange takes place. As in most soci- 
eties, women in east and southern African 
countries by mad large are not considered of 

equal status to men socially, nor does equity 
tend to characterize women’s personal reta- 

tio,n,~s~ps with men. Where sexual exchange 
is d’oncemed, this impacts women in two pri- 
mary ways. First, it means that women cannot 
always dictate the terms of sex because they do 

nothave the social capital to do so. Purported 
beliefs in some regi.9ns that men by nature must 
have sex ff~quenfly..:IC-"~ild@~4iil~.and Caldwell 

1993)~ combine with social hierarchies to create 
sexual exchanges whos~ te}~.~hre established 

more by men than by Women"Second, it means 
that women are not always in the economic 

position to say no to partners who will not 
assent to using condoms. Wh~ether in a mar-~ 

ri~at the woman relies u_u_p_p~_for financial 
reasons, o-7 ~ co~ercia---~ sexual--e--diSYffinges, 

-th~ q~c ~n-fft~ogsibittty’~O f 

Second, condom use is embedded in varied 

cultural sttuc~ures of meaning that impinge 
upon its widespread acceptance. Some studies 
have determined, for example, that both men 

and women perceive condoms as impedin~ 
sexual pleasure (Msapato et al. 1990), or that in 
precluding the ejaculation of semen into the 
vagina, condoms disrupt the underlying value 

of sexual exchange. As described by Philip Setel 
in his study of AIDS in northern Tanzania, sex 
for young men was like a market transaction 
where taking a man’s semen was part of 
the woman’s bargain. Using a condom in this 

context "was like getting cheated in a deal’" 
(Setel 1996:1175). Finally, condoms are seen in 
many regions of east Africa as symbols of prom- 
iscuity. Asking one’s partner to use a condom is 
thus tantamount to accusations or admissions 
of sexual promiscuity (NSC 1996). 

A better assessment of how condoms might 

be made more acceptable is in part contingent 
upon better awareness of sexual behaviors and 
their many regional differences. This hinges, 
inter alia, upon better maderstandings of pri- 
mary relationships and their different config- 
urations under particular circumstances, and 
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the highly variable conditions, definitions, and 
circumstances in which commercial sexual ex- 

change takes place. 
One of the difficulties of gaining better iiffor- 

mation about sexual behaviors in different 

regions of east and southern Africa centers 
around the definition of concepts such as mar- 
riage (NSC 1996). Not only do many regions 
practice some form of polygyny, but long-term 
and recent social economic changes have 
fostered new forms of relationships that may 
or may not be defined as marriage (Sete11996). 
Establishing sexual relationships outside of 
marriage is relatively common in many areas 

of east and southern Africa, for exan~ple. These 
relationships may be casual and short term, 

they may be with commercial sex workers, 
or they may be stable and enduring (Ndinya- 
Achola et al. 1997; NSC 1996; Akeroyd 1997). 
These relationships tend to be more common 

with men, yet are not unknown to women, h~ 
one study undertaken in Nairobi, for example, 

last sex was with a commercial sex worker or 
casual partner for 26 percent of those men 

living with a spouse (Ndinya-Achola et al. 
1997:506). Two or more partners during the 
past year were also reported for 82 percent of 
the men surveyed, and 25 percent of the 

$ women. Migrativ o_~e._r.ns add to the chances 

that men will establish second families in their 

place of work, or that women left behind will 
seek other relationships in their husband’s ab- 
sence. Many studies are also finding that ado- 
lescents of both sexes become sexually active 

early, sometimes by 13 or 14 (Heli~zer-Allen 

1994), and have had several partners by the 
q~ time they enter into marriage. These examples 

simply serve to enforce greater recognition of a 
growing diversity of sexual unions evolving in 
response to changing social economic land- 

scapes, and that asking study participants 
about their marital status is not necessarily a 

predictor of vulnerability to HIV. 
¯ Many studies on AIDS in sub-Saharan Africa 

focus on the role of con’unercial sex workers 

(CSWs) in transmitting HIV, yet few bother to 
problematize the meaning of that term or to 
analyze why women enter into commercial 

sexual exchanges. In regions of east and south- 
ern Africa, wome3~ may enter into relationships 

with men for various financial reasons, and 
with broadly discrepant results in terms of 

their risk for HIV. ~�.C.S__Ws work usually ~ 
in cities or in eft-urban truck sIop.s, but even 

here their wof]~-~~es various forms and entails 
varying degrees of risk. In one study based in~ 
Nairobi, HIV seroposifi_vity was found in 66 

percent of CSWs of tow socio-economic status, 
but in 31 percent of those of higher socio- 
economic status (Kreiss et al. 1986). Most 
CSWs working h] African cities face extremely 

high risk of acquiring H_W, but more studies 
need to elucidate why some are at higher risk 

thmx others, and under:!what ~!rcumstances 
condoms may become a possible and even ac- 
ceptable part of sexual exchange. Recent stud-@ 
ies have suggested, for example, that women 
identifying themselves as sex workers might 

have greater leverage in negotiating condom 
use than those who do not identify as sex 
workers but who use sex exchanges as strat- 

egies for survival (Schoepf 2001). 
Many women who do not consider them- 

selves CSWs engage in other forms of sexual 
relationships that incorporate some form of 
financial exchange. These may come in the 

form of teenaged girls servicing businessmen 
in return for school fees or gifts (the Sugar 
Daddies mentioned above), longer-term rela- 

tionships in which money or gifts are occasion- 
ally bestowed, or infrequent paid sexual 
exchanges to supplement incomes earned 
from trading or other occupations (NSC 1996). 
All of these relationships may be considered 
commercial to the extent that financial gain is 

involved, yet they are widely divergent in their 
form, duration, nature, and risk. As long as 
"prostitution" and "con’unercial sex workers" 
remain undefined and undifferentiated terms 
in research on AIDS, little understanding will 

come of the reasons why women engage in 
different forms of sexual exchange, the condi- 

tions under which these exchanges take place, 
or of the kinds of interventions needed. 

@Finally, we assert that effective prevention 
programs cannot be established until there is 
better understanding of why women enter into . 
commercial sexual exchanges that might in- 

crease their risk of HW. In many areas of east 
and southern Africa, underemployment is a 
problem for both men and women, a factor 
that puts into motion a number of contingen- 
cies ~mderlying HIV risk. Men tend~e- 
quently than women to migrate in search of 
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jobs in both east and southern Africa (NSC 
1996), while women often have few income- 
earning opportunities available to them ff they 
are not financially supported by their hus- 
bands. For those women with little formal edu-@ 

cation, prostitution or infrequent commercial 
sexual exchange can be the only way to make a 
viable living. In this case, expandLng employ- 
ment opportunities makes a more effective 
AIDS prevention strategy than simply trying 
to make conditions less risky once women 
have already entered into commercial sexual 
exchanges. 

Strategies for the Future 

Current prevention strategies have increased 
knowledge about HIV m~d AIDS in many 
African countries, but they have not made an 
overall difference in rate of transmission. More 
effective prevention strategies will need to ad- 
dress those underlying causes of HIV and AIDS 

that are rooted in inequitable gender relations, 
lack of employment opportunities for both men 
and women, and cultural meanings surround- 
ing forms and functions of sexual exchange. But 
it also means disrupting current institutional 
practices at the international level that are nega- 

tively impacting national economies and local 
livelihoods. There is not enough time to ad- 

equately address international-scale relation- 
ships to HIV transmission in this chapter, so 
two examples will have to suffice. First, IMF-~ 
dictated structural adjustment policies almost 
certainly have a negative effect on AIDS in sub- 
Saharan Africa. 

As the economies of poor southern African~ 

countries such as Malawi, Zambia, and Angola 
failed in the 1980s, financial and technical as- 
sistance from multilateral organizations such as 

the World Bank was conditioned by the World 
Bank’s structural adjustment programs (SAPs)¯ 

The SAPs were initiated to promote greater 

econoTih-’~efficiency and economic growth to 
make sub-Saharan economies more competi- 

tive in today’s global economy (Aryeetey- 
Aftoh 1997; Asthana 1994). As Aryeetey-Attoh 

(1997) notes, candidates for structural adiusb 
ment were those with budget deficits, balance- 

of-payment problems, high inflationary rates, 
ineffective state bureaucracies, inefficient agri- 
cultural and industrial production sectors, 

overvalued currencies, and inefficient credit 
institutions. SAPs have a number of 

features which have negatively affected the 
position of the urban poor, women and chil- 
dren, but major features include trade liberal- 

ization, government expenditure reduction, 
devaluation of currencies, reduction of controls 
oveF.foreign currency, and trade union restric- 
tions. 

Evidence indicates that the deleterious 
effects of SAPs on health and social services 

throughout.¯Africa have been far reaching. 
Livin conditions for.urban arid rural popula~ 

-- ~ 
fions have deteriorate~t; th~’.~ticational infra- 
structure has crumbled; a~d.¯~the health care 
services are in dire sffai~s (P0~ 1995; Lensink 

1996; Lurie et al, 1995; .Tevera 1997). For 
example, Lensink (1996) notes that with re- 

spect to Africa the number of people between 
the ages of 6 and 23 who received education 
decreased during the 1980s and the number of 
people per doctor and per nurse increased 
significantly. Generally, adiustment programs 

have had dramatic negative effects on quality 
of care, health service utilization due to the 
imposition of user fees, search for alternative 

sources of health care, changes in mortality 
and morbidity, and nutritional status. Others 
have analyzed these issues for various regions 
(Schoepf et al. 2000, Lurie et al. this volume), 
but we will briefly discuss them here in terms 

of southern Africa. 

Decreased expenditure on health care is one ~ 
outcome of SAPs that has hit southern African 

countries hard. Tevera (1997) clearly demon- 
strates that in the course of the 1980s govern- 
ment funding for the health sector in 

Zin~babwe became inadequate for the provi- 
sion of basic health services, and even more so 
for the support of community-based health 

care (Tevera 1997). Zimbabwe is one of the 
few com~tries in southern Africa that managed 

to increase government health expenditure in 
real terms during the 1980s (Chabot et al. 
1995). However, this policy of consistent real ~ 

increases in public financing of health services 
could not be sustained under the conditions of 

the structural adjustment programs that 
started in 1991. As a result, real per capita 
public expenditure on health dropped by a 
total of 35 percent between 1991 and 1994 

(Chisvo and Munro 1994). 
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~ Tevera (1997) notes that the health sector in 

Zimbabwe has suffered from across-the-board 

cuts in government expenditures since 1991 
and that these cuts have reversed the upward 
trend in expenditure that had occurred since 
independence. The end result of the cuts in 
Zimbabwe’s health care expenditure was a 10 

percent decline in the number of nurses per 
person employed by the Ministry of Health 
and Child Welfare between 1991 and 1992, 

from more than 9 per 10,000 to just over 8 per 
10,000 population. By mid-1992 about 800 
health workers had been retrenched and 400 

nursing posts had been abolished. This was 
followed by a substantial decline in the public 
funding of drugs and the imposition of user 
fees as part of cost-recovery. The stringent in~- 
plementation of fee collection together with 

the requirement of advance payment, particu- 
larly for maternity care, has already had a 
deterrent effect in terms of utilization of gov- 

ernment services in Zimbabwe (Tevera 1997). 
Drugs are in short supply and their costs have 
increased sharply and are beyond the reach of 

@ most of the low-income earners. Perhaps the 
most tragic consequence in Zimbabwe is a 
steady increase in deaths from diseases (for 
example, easily treatable infant diseases and 

TB) that in the past had been brought under 
control. This is in large part because of the 
indirect effects of structural adjustment on nu- 
trition, unhealthy living conditions, and pov- 
erty. Similar narratives can be told for health 

care delivery systems in Botswana, Malawi, 
Zambia, Zaire, Angola, and Mozambique (see, 
for example, McPake 1993). 

¯ . In Zambia poverty is now a major national 
problem where it is estimated that as much as 

42 percent of the urban population lives below 
the poverty line (Kalumba 1990). The price 
of basic commodities, such as chicken, has in- 
creased more than tenfold during the past 
decade, whereas in the same period wages 
only doubled. Studies suggest that the con- 

sumption pattern in poor households is 
changing from relatively protein- and energy- 

rich food toward less expensive, bulkier foods, 
with a decreasing number of meals per day 
(Streefland et al. 1995). 

This process of impoverishment hits women 
harder than men, in particular because SAPs 
reinforce an already existing process of mar- 

ginalization of women’s production. Where 

SAPs lead to an increase in production, they 
stimulate the production of cash crops for 
export - such as cotton, cocoa, tea, and coffee 
- often to the detriment of household con- 

sumption (Streefland et al. 1995). The increase 

in cash crop production, usually controlled by 
men, also leads to increase in workloads for 

0 female family members. Further, women must 
bear the brunt of the social consequences of 
adjustment measures. Sinc6 they are also re- 
sponsible for social andihealth gspects within 

the family, it is they who must cope with the 
increased burden of disease and hunger. In 

short, structural adjustment programs have 

had a disproportionate impact on increasing 
their workload while often yielding very few 
benefits health-wise and economically. 

There is growing evidence of the impact of 
structural adjustment on the health of mothers 

and infants. Costello et al. (1994) argues that 

most of the child mortality rates presented in 
World Bank tables should be viewed with 
suspicion, as such data are based on extrapo- 
lation rather than direct measurements. Dir- 
ectly measured estimates for Zambia show a 
rise in infant mortality from 176 to 190 per 
thousand live births in the period between 

1975 and 1992. As already indicated above, 

the Zambia Demographic and Health Survey 
data confirm this finding. In Zimbabwe, infant 
and child mortality exhibited a downward 
trend throughout the early and mid-1980s. 
The infant mortality rate declined from be- 

tween 120 and 150 per thousand live births 
before 1980 to 61 by 1990, whereas the child 

mortality rate (children one to five years of 

age) declined from around 40 to 22 per thou- 

sand during the same period (Chabot et al. 
1995). However, as UNICEF (1994, 1996) data 
indicate, evidence is accumulating thai both 

indicators began to rise in the late 1980s and 

~ 1990s. In addilion to economic decline, deteri- 
orating health services, and drought, the " 

impact of HIV/AIDS is suspected to have con- 
tributed significantly to these observed 
changes in infant, childhood, and maternal . 
mortality rates in countries such as Zimbabwe,: 

Zambia, Botswana, and Malawi. These views 
have been held widely and forcefully enough 
to cause the World Bank members at recent¯ 
meetings to list debt forgiveness among future .. 
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actions. However, there is great need for con- 

tinued criticism of these policies and the insti- 
tutions such as the IMF and the World Bm~k 

that prioritize loan repa~nent before people’s 
lives. 
~The decision by the World Health Organiza- 
tion to encourage women in sub-Saharan coun- 
tries not to breast_feed their babies in order 

to curtail mother-to-child HtV tr~smission 
shows a sin-dlar lack of political morality. 

Although represented as a difficult choice 
between H1V transmission and increased dys- 

entery from bottle feeding, the WHO failed to 
mention that they might have brought their 
considerable political weight to bear upon 

pharmaceutical companies to donate AZT and 

other life-saving drugs as a humanitarian ges- 
ture in the face of overburdened health care 

systems and widespread poverty. Interference 
in the lives of poor African women and their 
children is apparently more expedient than 
interfering in the profit motives of corporate 

giants. Though the pricing policies of multi- 
national pharmaceutical giants have recently 

been contested (see Craddock this volume), 
the issue of pharmaceutical profit versus 
people’s lives remains trenchant. In summary, 
prevention strategies need to get beyond the 
rhetoric of "more research" and "more educa- 

tion" to hit hard at the international, national, 
and local economic contingencies feeding the 

flakes;of the AIDS epidemic. 

¯ ~, NOTES 

L The reasons ~o~ ~u~J’to i~L~b~’~igrat~on are of 

co~rs~ mu~h mo~e Compli~tec~ ~d va~ed than a 
deprecia~n~ agri~U]~u~a~s~�~o~~ ~r more thorough 
overviews of the connecti0ns, b.,e~een rural poverty, 
migration, and risk of ttlV/AIDS, see Schoept et al. 
2000; Farmer et al. 1996; Lurie this volume). 
2. In Bnrundi, Kenya, Rwanda, and Uganda female 
labor force participation rates ranged between 46 
and 50 percent (World Bank 1999). Female illiteracy 
in Burundi is nearly 78 percent, in Kenya 30 percent, 
Rwanda 48 percent, and Uganda 50 percent (World 
Bank 1999). 
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Chapter 3 

Confronting AIDS with Debt: 
° 

~ Africa s Silent Crisis 

Nana K. Poku 

In less than generation, has become one of the leading: ii rs african 
continent, but its long-term impacts on the continent’s already fragilg"i.development 

capacity threatens to be particularly devastating. In both men and women, the virus 
is impacting heaviest on the most productive sectors of African economies -prime- 
aged adults - robbing these already besieged economies of scarce skills, children of 
their parents and a continent of a generation in the prime¯ of their working lives 

(Poku 2002; Whiteside 2002). CruciaIly, these losses - in both human capital and 
intergeneration knowledge - are taking place against a background of declining 
economic capabilities with its related structural indebtedness; weak states with their 

deteriorating infrastructures; and societies already reeling from two decades of 
adjustment pressures. Herein lies A " ’ 

fnca s predicmnent: on the one hand, how to 
respond effectively to the multipie demands of HIViAIDS, whilst on the other, 
struggling with a debt overhang which is undermining investments in social welfare. 
In what foIlows, I will argue that any effective engagement with HIViAIDS in 

Africa must simultaneously engage with the continent’s economic decline, if it is to 
be effective and sustainable. 

AIDS in the Context of Economic Retrogression 

The latest economic indicators from the African Development Report 2002 
underline the extent of the continent’s economic decline. The Report’s celebrated 
headline growth of 3.5 per cent in Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in 2002 compared 
to 3.2 per cent in 200I, belies the systematic decline observable in real per capital 
GDP growth from 1.0 per cent to 0.8 per cent in the same period - see Figure 3.1 
(ADB 2002). In developmental terms, this means that the combined economies of 
Africa actually shnmk by 0.2 per cent in the 12 months up to the end of 2002. To put 
this in context, all other regions are already out-performing Africa, and efforts to 
redress this poor performance over the past two decades have not been successful 
see Table 3.2. In 2002, for example, the average Gross National Product (GNP) per 
capita in the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 
countries was $28,086, compared with $528 in Africa. This means that the 
industrialised countries are roughly 5I times wealthier than African states. 
Assuming that the OECD countries could stop stretching this development gap 
further, and hoping that African economies could grow at an annual rate of 3.5 per 
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cent over the coming years, it would take the continent some 135 years to reach 
today’s level of wealth enjoyed by OECD countries. 

The scale of the continent’s economic decline is brought into even sharper focus 
by looking at the latest indicators from the United Nations Development Progrmnme 
(UNDP). According to this data, some 80 per cent of the low human deveIopment 
countries - these are countries with high population growth rates, low income, low 
literacy, and low life expectancy in 2002, are located in Africa (UNDP 2002). 
There are only eleven African countries in the middle category - Algeria, Botswana, 
Egypt, Gabon, Libya, Mauritius, Morocco, Seychelles, Swaziland and South Africa; 
five of which have a combined population of just 4.6 million - Mauritius, 
Seychelles, Botswana, Gabon and Swaziland. The ~:~naainin~ 4i countries on the 
continent are in the low human development category. This, however, does not tell 
the entire story. There are 55 countries in this category, which means African 
countries account for 85 per cent of the category. Even more telling, is that, of the 30 
countries with the lowest human development indices, 26 (or 89 per cent) are 
African. Not surprisingly, poverty has increased at a faster rate on the continent than 
anywhere else in the world. With a fifth of the world population, the continent is 
home to one in three poor persons in the world (World Bank 2002) and four of every 
ten of its inhabitants living in what the World Bank classifies as ’a condition of 
absolute poverty.’ More worrying still, Africa is the only region in the world where 
both the absolute number mad the proportion of poor people are expected to increase 
during this millennium (UNDP 2000). 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Years: 1997-2002 

[] Real GDP Growth 
Rate 

[] Real per Capita 
GDP Growth Rate 

Source: Adopted from ADB Statistics 2002 and IMF 

Figure 3.1: Economic indicators in Africa, 1997-2002 

The report also highlights a number of equally depressing statistics about the general 
state of the continent. Take for example, the continental situation with respect to 
health, food, nutrition and education. The percentages of the population having 
access to health services, safe water mad sanitation are 59, 45 and 31, respectively; 
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and average catorie supply per capita is only 92 per cent of the daily requirement of 
the World Health Organisation (WHO). In the sphere of education, only 49 per cent 
of adults can read and write while the enrolment ratio for all levels is 35 per cent, 

s.uggesting a very low level of human capital formation. Critical as the general 
s~tuation is, it is even worse for children and women. The mortality rates for infants 
(under twelve months) and children (under’ five years) are, at 101 and 160 
respectively, again the highest of all regions in the world. The percentages of 
children who are underweight, wasted and stunted are 31, 13 and 44 respectively. 
Trained medical personnel attend 0nly 40 per cent of births and only 49 per cent of 
one-year-olds are fully immunized. The literacy rate. of women is only 60 per cent of 
that of men and the corresponding figure for mean years.of se~0’~Iihg’~i~’0.per cent 
that of men. Similarly, the gaps in school em’olment are als0 wid~,:thelJfi 

~s being 
level education, respectively. While the life expectancy of women,is :b.igh~- ~fian that of 

men, other indicators of health are biased against women. Ma[ernal mortality rate is 
700 per 100,000 live births, and only 64 per cent of women get prenatal care (UNDP 
1999a). There have also been reversals in school enroIment ratios and increases in 
school dropout rates relative to the appreciable gains made in the 1960s and 1970s. 

Beyond this general depiction of Africa’s economic retrogression and decline lies 
an un.foIding story of human misery. If we remove territorial boundaries from our 
cognitive map, we are left with the picture of people across the African continent 
attempting to pursue basic subsistence within the hostile and unpredictable 
environment of the national and gIobal economies. Households are attempting to 
secure these basic needs in conditions of extreme adversity, as governments and 
state managers either fail to, or are unable to, pursue policies that will increase the 
human security of their citizens. Indeed, in the process of globalisation, Africa has 
simply been left behind, in terms of any of the spoils of the process. Moreover, 
many of the features of modem societies, which Africans have been exposed to are 
withering: trucks no longer mn because there are no spare parts and roads have 
become impassable due to degradation and neglect. A recent World Bank report 
described the continent’s predicament in the foilowing way: 

Many institutions are deteriorating, both in physicat and in tk~.eir technical and financial 
ability to perform efficiently, although the picture varies from country to com~try, even 
those with good [development] records in the 1970s and 1980s are now ~acing serious 
d~fficulties. In short, the economic and social transformation of Africa, begun so eagerly 
and effectively in the early years of independence, are tzow behlg 

halted and reversed. 
Any account of the continent’s condition must attempt to uuravel what is cause and 
what is effect. It is precisely at the level of interpretation, however, that one must be 
careful not to resort to simplistic causalities or reduce its plight to a series of causal 
or tautological cliches, most of which carry distinct racist connotations. Clearly, 
decades of domestic economic mismanagement with its associated corruption, 
violence and resultant debt, cannot be overlooked. But in emphasising these factors, 
we must also be careful not to overlook the fact that the continent has also been a 
victim of particularly bad advice. Kwesi Asante of Ghana, spokesperson of the 
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United Nations Office for Emergency Operations in Africa, summarised the position 
this way: 

Afi-ica’s problem - Africa’s biggest problem - is too many people going around the 
continent with solutions to problems they didn’t understand. Many of these solutions are 
half-baked. But this is not to put all the blame on the North. Some Africans don’t 
understand the African problems (Poku 2003). 

James Wolfensohn, the president of the World Bank, pursues the theine further, 
noting: 

have failed in Africa, along with everybody else. We ha~e not fuliy understood the 
problems. We have not identified the priorities. We have not always designed our projects 

But we will continue to try (Poku 2003). 

This admission of failure by Wolfensohn belies the true culpability of the World 
Bank and other international financial institutions (lFIs) in shaping contemporary 
Africa’s disheartening reality. Over the past two decades, African governments have 
had to adopt Structural Adjustment Programmes (SAPs) as a crucial prerequisite to 
receiving vitally needed loans from these IFIs - particularly International Monetary 
Fund (IMF) and the World Bank. The immediate context for these was the 
continent’s unsustainable debt overhang and its deepening economic state in the 
early 1980s. The volume of world trade, which had expanded at 5.7 per cent yearly 
in the 1970s, virtually stagnated between 1981 and 1983, with average annual GNP 
growth rate of African’s trading partners falling from 4.4 per cent in the t970s to 1.8 
per cent between 1980-81. Similarly, the growth in demand for primary products 
and for fuel dropped between the 1970s and 1981 from 2.0 to 0.5 (IMF, 198%). 
With the sharp downturn in commodity prices and the increase in the prices of 
manufacturing products, the overall terms of trade of Africa fell by 7 per cent 
between 1981 and 1985 (IMF I989a). Nominal interest rates on the foreign debt 
mushroomed to record high levels of 18-20 per cent during 1980-83. The decline in 
nominal rates observed, since then has not been paralleled by a commensurate 
decline in real interest rates. Because of the debt crisis of 1982, gross capital flows 
declined sharply after 1983. Net capital flows dropped even more dramatically, from 
$10 billion in 1982 to about $2.5 billion in 1985. These external shocks produced 
immediate adverse effects on inflation and, in turn, created balance of payment 
problems. 

Against this backgrom~d, SAPs were designed to initiate two crucial 
developments in African economies: fiscal stability and economic growth. The IMF 
was charged with the former and its primary aim was to reduce short-term 
disequilibrium, especially budget and balance of payment deficits and inflation; 
while the World Bank sought to deliver the latter by reorienting the structures of 
African economies for greater efficiency and growth potential in the medium-tenn. 
In practice, this distinction was blurred because the World Bank programmes were 
atmost never implemented without an IMF programme in place. The impact on the 
ground was a critical tension between the demand management approach of the IMF 
on the one hand, and the supply-oriented thrust of the World Bank on the other. 
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Two decades on, there are no signs of these programmes achieving their desired 
objectives. Yet, their socio-economic impacts have been particularly devastating. 
Table 3.1 shows the knock-on effects of SAPs for essential services on the 
continent. The cumulative impact has been a severe deterioration in basic services in 
adjusting countries. Cuts in government expenditure, for example, have forced up 
the costs of primary education and health care. beyond the reach of many ordinary 
Africans (Wallace 1999). Similarly, rushed’~)i~)atisation has resulted in the laying 
off of tens-of-thousands of workers (Tangri and Mwenda 2001); the removal of 
price controls and the devaluation of the national currency have resulted in the cost 

¯ oreover, the promotmn of exports for debt 
repayment and the cutting of public expenditur~ 6n "welfare,.in a region where 280 
million people are undernourished; wberetbere is 1 d~ctor"f6i?. ~i~l~:~i~i,00~0 people, 
compared with 1 for 400 people in industrial countries; and wfiere~iri~ ~t~oftbe ten 
HIV infected people worIdwide reside, is a scandal’ (Poku2002) 

Perhaps the most insidious aspect of all is the relationstiip ’b~tw;e;~ adjustment 
programmes and the spread of HIViAIDS. Peter Not, the director of UNAIDS, puts 
the position this way; ’structural adjustment raises particular problems for [AfricanJ 
governments because most of the factors which fuel the AIDS pandemic are also 
those factors that seem to come into play in ~tructural adjustment programmes’ (Piot 
2001). The state of Africa’s health care system is a particular point in mind. At a 
time when up to 70 per cent of adults in some hospitals are suffering from AIDS- 
related illnesses - placing extreme pressure on health services - many African 
commies are still cutting health expenditure in order to satisfy IMF and World Bank 
conditionalities. For example, in Tanzania - where over half a million children are 
orphans as a result of AIDS (UNAIDS 2002) - the government spends only around 
US$3.20 per person per year on health provision, a quarter of what the World Bank 
itseIf estimates is necessary to provide basic care (World-Bank 2002). The 
Tanzanian government spends in excess of three times more on debt servicing each 
year than it does on health care - see Table 1.2. Similarly, in Malawi where nearly 
16 per cent of the population are either living with HIV or AIDS, where there is only 
one doctor for every 50, 000 people, government spending on health care was 
dwarfed by debt repayment by two to one - see Table 3.2. 

Table 3.1: Circle of decline and vulnerability: the impacts of SAPS on African 
societies 

t~cy 

To reduce 
g ~ernment 
exl~ enditure 

I Policy 
Response 

Introduce user 
fee for health 
services 

Domestic Impact 

Reduce access to 

health services; 
decline in general 
health of the 
population 

implications for the 
spread of HIV/AIDS 

Reduced awareness of 
health issues, incIuding 
HIViAIDS; poor general 
health; reduced treatment 
for opportunistic infections, 
particularly STDs 
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To increase 
export 
earnings 

~ hatroduce user 
fee for 
education 

Decrease 
spending 0n 
health and 
education 

Public sector 
redundancies 
and wage 
freezes 

Removal of 
price subsidies 
on food, fuel 
mad other basic 
conmmdities 

Reduced civil 
services 

Promote large 
export- 
orientated 
proj ects 

Children, 
particularly girls, 
removed from 
schools; 
marginalisation of 
large section of 
population to 
informal sector like 
prostitution with 
associated risk ¯ 

Reduce quality and 
quantity of 
facilities; lack of 
equipment; fewer 
and less trained 
staff 

Unemployment; 
;taft shortages 
leading to reduced 
quality and 
quantity of 
education and 
health services 

Reduced quality 
i and quantity of 
food; declining 
calorie 
consumption per 
head 

Reduced 
administrative 
capacity 

Workers migrate to 
jobs from home; 
decrease food 
production; 
restructure 
domestic 
production patterns 
leading to decrease 

i in consmnable food 
for domestic 
societies; rural to 
urban migration 

Reduced education; 
increased illiteracy; 
increased risk of HIV 
transmission due to poor 
educational knowledge. 
Particular vulnerability of 
women due to lack of 
formal education 

InC"eased vulnerability to 

infection 

Increased vulnerability to 
infection 

Poor health means greater 
vulnerability to infection, 
increased in informal sector 
activities with increased 
risk of HIV infection 

Governments less able to 
promote AIDS prevention 

Workers more likely to 
engage in risky behaviour 
with increased risk of HIVi 
AIDS contraction.; 
spreading of HIV through 
migration; returning 
migrants infecting local 
communities 
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Table 3.2: Debt to health and education profile: selected African countries 

Country 

Malawi 
Mozambique 

Rwanda 

Tanzania 

Uganda 

Zambia 

Percentage of 
Adult 
Population 
with HIVi 
AIDS * 

15.5 

13.0 

8.9 

17.8 

:21.5 

Percentage of 
Govt. Spending 

Percentage of 
Govt, 

.on primary 
education ** 

Percentage of 
Govt, Spending on 
Debt Servicing 
2001"*** 

Spending on 
Health *** 

34 

57 

32 

42 

Various sources. * UNAIDS 2002 (December), ** ¯World Bank.(vari~U~ ~Ou~(es), 
¯ ** WHO (2002 Health Reports), **** UNDPiWodd Bank figures 

In aggregate terms, the total long-term debt of the continent stood at US$315 billion 
in 2000 (World Bank 2001). Although this figure is quite modest by global 
standards Brazil, for example, owed more than US$120 billion at the end of 2000 
- compared to the continent’s ability to repay, the debt is enormous. Africans can 
pay offthe debt only with earnings in foreign currency; that is, they must use money 
from exports, from aid or from new foreign loans. Take the case of Ethiopia, one of 
the poorest countries in the world. Its debt of US$t0 billion ($179 a person) at the 
end of 1999 may not seem like much compared to the US$98 billion the American 
government released for emergency response to ground-zero after the terrorist attack 
of 2001. But Ethiopia’s debt is almost thirteen times the amount the country earned 
in exports in i997. Ethiopia used the equivalent of 45 per cent of its US$783 million 
in export earnings on debt payments. Even after such a crushing payout, Ethiopia’s 
debt is still unsustainable. Or consider the trade-offs with investments in health care. 
In 2000, 75 per cent of the world’s new AIDS infections were in sub-Saharan 
Africa. So were four-fifths of all deaths from AIDS that year. Yet among all African 
countries only South Africa was spending more on health care than on debt service. 
For most African countries, the entire annual health budget is less than US$10 a 
person. Health care, moreover, is only one of the urgent needs requiring investment. 
This perverse anomaly is reducing the already limited ability of governments across 
Africa to provide even the basic levels of health care for their people at a tinae when 
the pressures of HIViAIDS threatens to overwhelm existing health services (Sachs 
2001). 

The potent mix of debt and adjustment makes it virtually impossible for any 
African country to treat those with the virus effectively, or to undertake successful 
campaigns to reduce high-risk behaviour while also providing essential resom’ces in 
the fight against the pandemic. Hence, why some presidents as well as governmental 
technical and consulting staff deliver messages which, at the very least, can be 
characterised as ambiguous, tn this vein, the former president Lissouba of Congo- 
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Brazzaville regularly evoked his country’s determination to confront the pandemic 
during interviews with foreign press, while not hesitating to characterize HIV 
infection as the primary symbol of social and political disorder in his country in 
1993 and 1994. More recently, in July 1999, the president of Kenya declared war on 
AIDS, while affirming in the same speech his staunch opposition to all initiatives to 
promote condom use in his country. 

Indeed, until very recently a culture of indifference and denial existed among 
Africa’s ruling elite regarding HIViAIDS. Even where denial was conquered, the 
types of intervention proposed and pursued by governments often exacerbated the 
problem. As recently as the 15 August 2000 (some 15 years since the first reported 
HIV case in his country) President Bakili Muluzi of M~lawi was calling on his 
police force to intensify swoops on known brothels to Slow down the spread of 
AIDS. So convinced was the President of the relationship between high prevalence 
and the sex industry that he proposed to give police greater powers to restrict the 
’civil liberties’ of known prostitutes and their clients. Similarly, in Swaziland, 
Tfohlongwane Dlamini, the chairman of the powerful Swaziland National Council 
Standing Committee, told delegates at a recent conference that H1V-afflicted people, 
’should be kept in their own special place if we want to curb the spread of the 
disease’. The statement followed an earlier parliamentary debate where Swazi King 
Mswati III called for HIV-positive citizens to be ’stedlizedand branded’. 

At one level it is not difficult to see why African leaders have opted to play this 
dual game. In many of the countries worst affected by HIViAIDS, poor economic 
management, high inflation, rampant corruption, and deteriorating infrastructure are 
commonplace, and conflicts and population displacement are far from rare. The 
contribution of AIDS to this generally grim picture is to further exacerbate the 
already precarious situation on the continent. In Zambia and Zimbabwe, for 
example, H1V-infected patients occupy 50 to 80 per cent of all beds in urban 
hospitals. The services provided meet only a fraction of the needs. Yet spending on 
AIDS care is crowding out spending on other life-saving, cost-effective 
programmes. On average, treating an AIDS patient for one year is ab6ut as 
expensive as educating 10 primary school students for one year. Not surprisingly, 
governments have taken the view that scarce resources are better spent on rival 
health priorities. 

In reality, this argument is less effective than it sounds because often measures to fight 
AIDS also serve other medical and social objectives. Better post-maternity counselling, 
for example, can cut mother-child HIV transmission; it also reduoes infant mortality more 
generally. Equally, treamaent of venereal diseases such as syphilis slows the spread of 
HIV; it is also good in itself. In the end, a determined effort against AIDS is likely to 

i.::i.:.:.ii:.. 

Adj ustment and Poverty: The Context of Vulnerability 

To be clear, SAPs do not cause HIV or AIDS, but they do create an extremely fertile 
environment for the spread of HIV/AIDS - see Table 3.1. Of particular interest here. 
is the correlation between adjustment programmes and poverty on the one hand, and 
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poverty and vulnerability to HIViAIDS on the other. Africa’s experience with SAPs 
shows a strong correlation between their implementation and a rise in poverty (van 
de Walle 2001). Poverty is closely linked with high unemployment, hunger and 
malnutrition, lack of basic Services, inability to pay for or access health care, 
disintegration of families, vulnerability, homelessness and often hopelessness. 
Mainstream biomedical literature has long documented the methods by which this 
combination of factors can undermine the bott~’S specific and non-specific immune 
response (Farmer 1999; Kim, Millen et al. 2000). Hence, we know that protein- 
energy malnutrition (general calorie deficit) and specific micronutrient deficiencies, 
such as vitamin A deficiency, weaken every part of the body’s immune system, 

including the skin and mucous membranes, which’ are particularly !mportant in 
protecting the body from STDs, including HIV (Jakab."260~))~::M~’rgt~er, in an 
enviromnent of poverty, parasite infestation plays a dual rote.ih ~Uppi:~g§i,n.g immune 
response. It aggravates malnutrition by robbing the body 6f;eSg~nfia};if~ents ~d 
~ncreasmg calorie demand; and in addition, .the presence of parasiie~i"~hronically 
triggers the immune system, impairing its ability to fight infdcti~fi from other 
pathogens. 

One of the key societal legacies of poverty in Africa is the existence of 
undiagnosed and untreated sexually transmitted diseases among many Africans. 
Data for 2000 indicate that Africa has the highest incidence of curable STDs at 284 
cases per 1,000 people aged 15-49 years, compared to the second highest of I60 
cases per 1,000 people in South and South-East Asia. There is now growing 
recognition of the public health implications of curable STDs (especially those 
causing genital ulcers) by virtue of their frequency of occurrence as well as their 
ability, when present, to facilitate the transmission of HIV (World Bank 2000b). 
One study suggests that the presence of an untreated STD can enhance both the 
acquisition and transmission of H-IV by a factor of up to ten (MEDILINKS 2001). 
Such viral STDs are relatively uncommon in rich countries because of the 
availability of antibiotics. Yet, in Africa, even when the poor have access to health 
care, the cIinics may have no antibiotics to treat those STDs that act as cofactors for 
AIDS. Sub-Saharan Africa is not the only region where malnutrition is associated 
with HIViAIDS. Among all iow and middle-income countries, H1V prevalence is 
strongly correlated with falling protein and calorie consumption. 

Alongside STDs is the perennial issue of poverty-induced migration. A by- 
product of commodity specialisation - a central facet of SAPs - is the focusing of 
African economies on the production of specific products. The plantations, mines 
and industries, though development enclaves from one point of view, have required 
and attracted massive quantities of labour not only from the traditional rural areas, 
but also from neighbouring and regional states. The dislocation of so many millions 
of people from their traditional places of residence significantly increases their 
probability of contracting HIV or indeed, passing the virus on. Decosas and Adrien 
note that migrants have higher infection rates than those who do not migrate, 
independent of the HIV prevalence at the site of departure or the site of destination 
(Deeosas and Adrien 1997). 

The mining community in Carletonville, South Africa, is a tragic but powerful 
reminder of how mobility provides an environment of exlyaordinary risk for HIV 
contraction. With a mine-working population of 85,000 people, of whom 95 per cent 
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are migrant workers, Carletonvitle is the biggest gold-mining complex in the world. 
These migrant workers leave their families behind in rural villages, live in squalid 
alt-male labour hostels and return home maybe once a year. Lacking formal 
education and recreation, these hardworking men rely on little else but home- 
brewed alcohol and sex for leisure. For these men, there is a 1 in 40 chance of being 
crushed by falling rock, so the delayed risk of HIV seems comparatively remote. 
Astonishingly, some 65 per cent of adults in Carletonville were HIV-positive in 
1999, a rate higher than any region in the world (Williams, Gilgen et al. 2000). 
When these men return back to their families, they often carry the vires into their 
rural communities. A study in a rural area in th+ South African province of 
KwaZulu-Natal, for example, showed that 13 percent of..,women whose husbands 
worked away from home two-thirds of the time were infected with HIV (Morar, 
Ramjee et al. 1998). Among women who spent two-thirds of their time or more with 
their husbands, no HIV infection was recorded (Lurie, Williams et al. 2000). 

Poverty structures not only the contours of the pandemic, but also the outcome 
once an individual is sick with complications of HIV infection¯ A strong feature of 
HIV infection is that it clusters within families, often resulting in both parents being 
HIV-positive and in time falling sick and dying. Poor families have a reduced 
capacity to deal with the effects of tnorbidity and mortality than do richer ones, for 
very obvious reasons. These include the absence of savingsand other assets that can 
cushion the impact of illness and death. The poor are already on the margins of 
survival, and are unable to deal with the costs associated with H1ViAIDS. These 
include the cost of drugs - when available - to treat opportunistic infections, the cost 
of transport to health centres, reduced household productivity through illness and 
diversion of labour to caring roles, loss of employment through illness and job 
discrimination, funeral and related costs, and so on. In the longer term such poor 
households never recover even their initial level of living, since their capacity is 
reduced through the loss of productive family members through death and 
migration, and through the sales of any productive assets they once possessed. As a 
result, a true process of immiseration is now observable in many parts of Africa, 
particnlarly southern Africa. 

Take this powerful image from a field worker in Zambia: 

In the field you are often led into somebody’s home. The first thing that hits you is tbat the ~ ’’:: 
patient will be on the floor. If that household was not poor before HIViAIDS infected 
somebody, then by the end of the first few years, poverty will come to the household as all 
of their assets are sold off to pay for healtheare. Children have been taken out of school - 
daughters, particularly to become caregivers. Invariably, the person you have come to. 5:1 
see will be on the floor without a blanket or a pillow. If you look around that mud hut for :.:.:.i 
food, you won’t see it, and you won’t smell people cooking. There is no food (Poku 2003)... 

There is thus enormous strain on the capacity of families to cope with the 
psychosocial and economic consequences of illness, such that many families 
experience great distress and often disintegrate as social and economic units. Even 
where they do not, by eliminating the breadwinners - often both parents - the 
process further exposes the rest of the family members to poverty, which then 
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increases their chances of contracting the virus. This is particularly so for young 
women, who will often be forced to engage in commercial sexual transactions, 
sometimes as casual .sex workers, .as a survival strategy for themselves and their 
dependants. The effects of these behaviourai patterns on HIV infection in women 
are only too evident. In part, this also accounts for the much higher infection rates in 
young women, who are increasingly unable to sustain themselves by other work in 
either the formal or informal sectors. 

HIPC and HIV/AIDS 

Against this background, the introduction of the Heavily.Iffdebted,,P~l~ Countries 
(HIPC) initiative in 1996 by the World Bank and lMl~ appeared!as a S~;i.p the right 
direction - not least because it seemed to recognize the imp0s:~ibili~:idie resolvin~ 
the ,co,ntl,.nent’s ~ebt crisis by simply postponing payment~ "(the :rid~£ infamou~ 
rescne~mmg policies of the late 1980s and early 1990s)1 Soine""debt, creditors 
ac~lowledged, would have to be cancelled, including debt owe~t :to the multilateral 
institutions themselves (which accounts for almost one-third of Africa’s total debt)¯ 
Creditors agreed that, in principle, as much as 80 per cent of external debt could be 
cancelled. The unanswered questions, however, were under what conditions, how 
much, how fast and who wouId pay for it. Typically, the international financial 
institutions imposed rigid economic adjustment programmes as a condition for 
participation in HIPC. By September t998 only eight countries, including five in 
Africa, had qualified for debt relief packages adding up to about US$6.5 billion¯ 
Uganda was the only African country that had actually reached the ’completion 
point’, receiving about US$650 milIion in debt reduction (Cheru 2001). To 
supplement World Bank and IMF funds, 15 donor countries (not including the 
United States) had paid or pledged about US$300 million for th~ initiative by late 
1998. 

In view of the challenges facing Africa, it was clear by the end of 1998 that the 
HIPC initiative was not even close to meeting the continent’s needs for debt 
cancellation. It was in this context - not to mention intense NGO pressure - that at 
the G7 meeting in Cologne in June 1999 the leaders of the industrialized countries 
announced the HIPC II initiative. This initiative proposed incremental, but 
noteworthy steps towards the modernization of the original HIPC initiative. Chief 
among these was the proposal to grant larger reductions of the total accumulated 
debt (the ’debt overhang’), quicker reductions in debt service payments, and finally 
placing poverty reduction at the heart of the enhanced new framework¯ The devil, 
however, was in the detail (Cheru 2000). Eligibility for debt relief under the 
enhanced HIPC initiative was made conditional upon ’good performance’ in the 
implementation of an enhanced structural adjustment progrmnme (to be renamed the 
poverty reduction and growth facility - PRGF) for a period of three years instead of 
six years under the original HIPC (Cheru and Figueredo 2000). Having reached the 
decision point after the first three years of good economic performance, the country 
must then demonstrate that its debt-servicing requirement is unsustainable, 
following designated threshold values with respect to the ratio of debt to exports, 
and the ratio of debt to fiscal revenues. If the country finally qualifies for relief, its 
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debt-servicing payment is brought down to what is deemed within the terms of the 
initiative to be a sustainable level, only after reaching the completion point, or a 
further three-year waiting period. 

This less than generous arrangement would still leave the qualifying country 
diverting a sizeable portion of its scarce foreign exchange earnings towards debt 
servicing for an indefinite period of time. Moreover, ~vhile expenditures on 
education and health services will be expanded under the new HIPC, the structural 
factors that induced poverty were not addressed by conventional structural 
adjustment programmes. More worryingly, while debt,.relief is important in the short 
run, the extent to which additionaI fresh resources would be available for H1PC 
countries is not certain. Debt relief alone is not gging to ~’be enough to put these 
marginalized countries on a path of sustained growth. 

Not surprisingly, there exists a great deal of scepticism about the willingness of 
Western creditors, in particular the multilateral development banks, to break the 
chain of debt-bondage of the HIPC countries, not to mention about the adequacy of 
funding for HIPC to wipe the slate clean. Conditionality and external control remain 
the core guiding principles of the enhanced HIPC initiative, despite the claims of the 
architect of the plan that poverty eradication is its real objective. Moreover, linking 
debt relief to successful implementation of ’good governance’ is a major mistake 
and is bound to delay much-needed relief to countries desperately in need of fresh 
resources to fix collapsed social systems. 

Zambia is a clear case in point. It is one of the worst H_IV-infected countries in 
the world, with a prevalence rate of 21.5 per cent among its adult population - see 
Table 3.2. The annual nmnber of deaths has been increasing slowly and wilt reach 
127,000 per annum or nearly 350 per day by 2005 (Ministry-of-Health 1997). This 
means that one in five of Zambians now over the age of 15 will die at a young age 
from this disease, mostly over the next five to ten years. The overall impact of the 
virus on life expectancy is particularly noteworthy: life expectancy, which stood at 
54 years a few years ago, has plunmaeted to 37 and is expected to decline in the 
coming decade to 30 years. As adult mortality from A1DS rises, people with 
essential skills account for a significant percentage of HIViAIDS-retated deaths. 
Teachers, accountants, civil servants and other professionals are dying in large 
numbers (UNECA 2000; LrNAIDS 2002). As a result, labour productivity has been 
diminishing and HIViAIDS is now the central eoncern of firms. One review of 33 . " 
businesses in Zambia showed a dramatic increase in average annual mortality from " .... 
0.25 per cent in 1987 to 1.6 per cent by 1992. Barclays Bank of Zambia has lost 
more than a quarter of its senior managers to AIDS. On a large sugar estate, 55 per 
cent of the deaths between 1992 and t 993 were HIV-related. Part of the reason for ! 
increased absenteeism is the time employees spend attending funerals. Additional ’. 
trairffng costs will be incurred as labour turnover increases and businesses will have 
to pay out more in medical care, salary compensation for the families of the 
deceased, and funeral gran~. 

Zambia belongs to the category of the HIPC zone wherein the debt burden has 
been a major contributor to the persistence of underdevelopment, it has taken a 
heavy toll on public budgets, severely shrunk the resources available for 
development and greatly reduced the prospects for growth. Even before HIViAIDS 
became recognised as the greatest threat to human development in Zambia, the 
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country’s external debt was regularly serviced at the expense of vital social 
prograrmnes. Thus, finding lasting solutions to Zambia’s debt can open up a 
strategic opportunity to contain the threat of the HIViAIDS pandemic to sustainable 
human development. The total external debt of Zambia stood at US$6.5 billion in 
1998. Of this, 46 per cent is owed to the muItilateral institutions, such as the IMF, 
the World Bank and the African Developmejat 13ank. Because multilateral debts are 
’preferred and exempt’ debts, they cannot be rescheduled or canceIled, and they take 
precedence over other debts. Debt service payments falling due in 1998 amounted to 
US$123 million and were paid to creditors accordingly: US$89 million to 
multilateral and US$30 million to Paris Club creditors - composed largely of 
western govermnents. The US$123 million in debt .service, pa~menti~s about 69 
per cent of the funds budgeted for the social sectors, ye~"noTnatib~,i:~n de 
wath?.ut educated and healthy citizens, no matter how faith~m,r ;~:L-^-:.._~5:-~ .o v, el, o.p 
servicing requirements.    ~z!~.~,.-~ay.!m~[ ~ts aeot- 

The Zambian government has pursued a policy of ’debt’fb~iveness and 
rescheduling in order to reduce the country’s debt burden. During the: period 1992- 
7, various creditors extended debt relief amounting to a total of US$1.873 billion, of 
which US$1.44 billion was provided by the Paris Clnb creditors, and the balance by 
both non-Paris Club and commercial creditors. The multilateral creditors have 
offered no debt relief. It is possible now that Zambia can qualify for debt relief 
under the enhanced HIPC initiative, if the govermnent successfully fulfils numerous 
macroeconomic and governance conditionalities that creditor countries are 
demanding. At the earliest, the government can hope for real debt relief three years 
from now. Like many other countries on the continent, Zambia’s progress towards 
qualification for debt relief under the enhanced tIIPC initiative hinges largely on the 
government’s capacity to show real and tangible progress on the promise it made 
during the last consuItative group meeting to institute fundamental governance 
reform. While there is little wrong with this in principle, the fear is that the critical 
resources needed to tackle the AIDS pandemic might be held up indefinitely if 
progress on governance reform falters. As a consequence, the excellent work that 
NGOs and civil society are doing with meagre resources to prevent the spread of 
HIViAIDS will be completely wiped out. In the context of the pandemic, action is 
needed now; not three years down the road, by which time millions more Africans 
will have been infected with or died of the HIV virus. 

As other highly indebted countries strnggIe to meet the criteria for HIPC relief, it 
is time to face the facts. The case of Zambia has, perhaps more clearly than any 
other, laid bare the myth of HIPC debt relief. Even with the full application of the 
HI-PC initiative, Zambia’s debt crisis will not be lessened, its government will be no 
more able to address the national health emergency and its peopIe will be no tess 
tied into a cycle of deprivation. On average, countries that receive HIPC relief see 
reductions of only about one-third in their debt service payments. As Kofi Anuan, 
Secretary-General of the United Nations, concluded in a September 2000 report, 
’the enhanced HIPC Initiative does r~ot provide an adequate response to HIPCs’ debt 
problems’, and therefore °a bolder approach will have to be taken’. The current debt 
relief framework has failed Zambia, just as it has failed other highly indebted poor 
countries across Africa and throughout the developing world. 
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The Moral Calculus of Inactivity 

Table 3.3 illustrates the magnitude of Africa’s economic challenge. Other regions of 
the world have demonstrated a much greater ability to attract FDI over the past few 

years (arguably over the past two decades) than Africa. The table does not fully 

reveal the highly selective patterns of FDIs. Of the US$18.52 billion FDI that 
flowed into Africa during the 1990s, just two countries (Angola and Nigeria) 

accounted for US$11.672 billion - both of them lucrative mining or oil-producing 
countries (ADB 2002). If South Africa is excluded (both as a recipient and a source 
of FD1), five other countries accounted for anothe~ US$4 billion - Republic of 
Congo, C6te d’Ivoire, Equatorial Guinea, Namibia alXd Sudan leaving ,the 
remaining 40 countries of the continent to compete for just US$3.275 billion in FDI 
flows over the decade (Sadik 2002; UNDP 2002). According to African 
Development Indicators 2002, official aid has followed a similar selective trend 
over the past decade m~d is falling in terms of total volume. Aid levels in t999, for 
example, were US$10.8 billion compared to US$17.9 billion in t992, when 

development assistance to Africa reached its highest ever levels. 

Table 3.3: Foreign direct investment (as percentage of global FDI flows), 
1997-2002 

Indicators 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 

Developed countries 56.8 69,8 77.2 79.1 80.1 

Developing countries and economies 39.2 27.2 20.7 18.9 18.0 

Asia 22.4 13.8 9.3 11.3 11.2 

Latin America 14.9 12.0 10.3 6.8 6.8 

Africa 2.3 1.2 1.0 6.7 0.7 

Africa (as a percentage of developing 5.88 4.63 4.72 3.78 3.87** 3.11"* 
countries) 

Source: ADB Statistics Division and IMF 
Note: * UCTAD data 2002 ** UNDP2002 

Not surprisingly, many organizations - particularly UN agencies working in Africa, 
such as the United Nations High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR) - haye 
repeatedly pointed to the unequal treatment of Africa by the donor community. For 
example, in 1999 donors provided less than three-fifths of the US$800 million the 
UN requested for emergencies in sub-Saharan Africa. Similarly, _the World Food 
Programme announced in September 2000 that it would curtail its feeding 
programme for nearly 2 million refugees in Sierra Leone, Liberia and Guinea after 
receiving less than 20 per cent of requested funding. An emergency appeal in the 
summer of that same year to feed and shelter at least 600,000 Angolans who had 
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been displaced in that country’s long-standing civil war - a number nearly equal to 
Kosovo’s refugees brought minimal initial response and predictions of mass 
starvation. In the Great Lakes region of Congo, Burundi and Rwanda, the UN 
estimated it would need US$278 million to take care of nearly 4 miliion peopie 
crowded in refugee camps. By late October 2000, only 45 per cent of that amount 
had been donated. By contrast, Kosovo and Bosnia have been able to generate one 
of the biggest international responses in recent memory. 

The reason for the differing responses by the international community is simple: 
Kosovo and Bosnia were ’loud crises’ unfolding in front of television cameras.and 
affecting largely people of European descent; the HIViAIDS pandemic in Africa 
and the deveIoping world is a ’silent crisis" affecting largely poor black people 
(mainIy Africans), who, in the eyes of the Western media;m.e,i.~n.s .L~..t!y portrayed 
as being in a state of permanent crisis. Indeed,.racism must not’b~ undei_,estimated in 
any analysis of why the Western nations have responded ~0.:!mlf-I~e~dly to the 
AIDS pandemic. The position is perfectly summarised by S~lihBoOk~r~ director of 
the Africa Fund/American Committee on Africa, when he cOnclade~that ’AIDS is a 
black plague; it is mainly killing black people... And tbat is the cruel truth about 
why the world had failed to respond with dispatch’ (Booker 2001). Consider this 
cruel irony: the World Bank as a sponsor of UNAIDS - is charged with funding 
strategies to alleviate poverty and to reduce HIV infectivity in the developing world. 
Yet it couid write concerning the pandemic that ’if the only effect of the AIDS 
pandemic were to reduce the population growth rate [in developing countries], it 
would increase the growth rate of per capita income in any plausible economic 
model’. Moreover, the Bank has developed the idea of ’disability-adjusted life year’, 
or DALY, to measure the number of years lost to illness and death. ’By this 
calculation,’ reported the Washington Post, ’a country that spent US$1,000 a year to 
save the life of someone earning US$500 a year would suffer a net economic loss .’ 

Conclusion 

Although. the proximate cause of Africa’s AIDS crisis is HIV, the underlining 
societal causes are much broader and familiar. Across the continent, poverty 
structures not only the contours of the pandemic but also the outcome once an 
individual is infected with HIV. Thus, until poverty is reduced there wiI1 be littie 
progress with either reducing transmission of the virus or creating an enhanced 
capacity to cope with its socio-economic consequences. It follows that sustained 
hmnan development is an essential precondition for any effective response to the 
pandemic in Africa. Herein lies Africa’s predicament: how to achieve the 
sustainable development essential for an effective response to the pandemic under 
conditions where the pandemic is destructive of the capacities essential for the 
response - namely, killing the most economically productive members of the 
continent’s people. Simple answers to this problem do not exist, but recognition of 
its nature is a step towards its solution. The next step has to be the development of 
policies and programmes that addi’ess the interrelationships between poverty and 
development and actually to put in place those activities that cm~ make a difference 
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for development outcomes. Central to these activities are programmes that address 
poverty today so as to facilitate socio-economic development tomorrow. 

The recent WHO Report puts the position this way: ’With bold decisions in 2002, 
the world could initiate a partnership between rich and poor [countries] of mkrivalled 
significance, offering the gift of !ife itself to millions of the world’s dispossessed 
and proving to all doubters that globalization can indeed work to the benefit of all 
humankind’ (Sachs 2001). Central here is the perennial problem of Africa’s 
overwhelming debt and the necessity of its unequivocal cancellation. To be sure, 
debt cancellation is not a panacea for Africa’s AIDS crisis, but it is a hugely 
important step in enabling the continent’s states to engage more effectively with the 
challenges posed by HIViAIDS. With the best wi|i in the’ world, no country can 
physically afford to make the investments necessary in social services while being 
forced to give priority to debt repayments. The argument that cancelling the debt of 
African countries would foster financial irresponsibility by debtors does not hold up. 
On the contrary, it is necessary for countries on the edge of economic marginality to 
take responsibility for the use of future resources - however limited - in the fight 
against HIViAIDS. 

Moreover, a mechanism could be devised whereby the conditions of debt 
cancellation would be determined by a governance structure that incorporated civil 
society and elected governments in the affected states. This would be a particularly 
powerful safeguard against corruption and would expose domestic strategies to 
public scrutiny in both debtor and creditor countries. Clearly, any such strategy must 
be driven by political wilt, within both lender states and their omnipresent 
institutions of economic governance - mainly the IMF mad the World Bank. 
Ominously, the rhetoric of political will on the part of these bodies has not been 
supported by context-relevant strategic initiatives - such as total debt cancellation 
for the heavily indebted countries confronting tile modern incarnation of Dante’s 
inferno that is AIDS. Yet unless these dominant players mobilise quickly and 
effectively, the futm’e prospects for Africa look decidedly gloomy. In this sense the 

moral calculus of inactivity could be beyond computation. 
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IN 2001, WHEN multi-national corporations were meant to be invincible, 
demonstrators pressured international pharmaceutical firms into abandoning 

court action seeking to prevent the government from importing cheaper generic 
medicines (TAC 2001). In 2003, the government succumbed to pressure and 
sanctioned a plan to distribute anti-retrovirat medication (ARVs) to people living 

with HIViAIDS (TAC News Service 2003a). 
The common thread between these events was the Treatment Action 

Campaign (TAC): it was responsible for the 2001 demonstrations and played a 
pivotal rote in a campaign to win access to ARVs for people infected with HIV 

and AIDS. The second victory helped confirm the TAC’s iconic status 
internationally and at home. The TAC and its chair, Zackie Achmat, were 

nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize (TAG News S~rvice 2003b). It has also 
been cited repeatedly as a model of a sodal movement that has won gains for 

its constituency: it was reportedly a model for a campaign by the South African 
Council of Churches and National Land Committee for the expropriation of 

land from absentee landlords (Kindra 2001). 
The TAC is a movement that campaigns for affordable treatment for people 

living with HIV and AIDS. It was launched on 10 December 1998, International 

Human Rights Day, to ’campaign for greater access to treatment for all South 

Africans, by raising public awareness and understanding about issues surrounding 
the availability, affordability and use of I-llV treatments’. The TAC says it also 

’campaigns against the view that AIDS is a "death sentence" ’. 2 It is regarded by 
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many as the most successful of the South African social movements since it is 
seen to have led the campaign that pressured the cabinet into approving the 
roll-out of ARVs to people living with AIDS and to have played a role in pressuring 
international pharmaceutical companies into abandoning their court case against 

the importation of generic drugs. 

Is the TAC a model for social movements? Are its metho~ds’effective? Has it 
developed ways of winning gains that could be adopted by-otherg"demanding 
social equity? And does the TAC offer an approach that enables the poor to 
claim the rights promised by democratic citizenship? 

These questions have ramifications well beyond the important question of 
how people infected with HIViAIDS can be heard. Unlike a previous wave of 
democratisation, the current international spread of democracy has not reduced 

social inequality: the poor have been unable to use democratic rights to win 
effective egalitarian policies because changes in the labour market, which exclude 
them from the formal workplace, have deprived poor people of traditional 
means of organisation (Friedman 2002). There is, therefore, a pressing need 
for approaches that enable the poor and weak to use democratic freedoms to 
win greater equity. The TAC’s experience may shed light on possibilities for 
effective social activism in current circumstances. 

The Political Environment 

The opportunities and constraints that face social movements are determined 

not only by their efforts but also by the external environment. Social movement 

theorist Sidney Tarrow thus proposes the notion of a ’political opportunity 

structure’ to describe ’dimensions of the political environment which either 

encourage or discourage people from using collective action’. The most salient 

changes in opportunity structure result from tile opening of access to power, 

the availability of influential allies and cleavages within elites: changes within 

states provide the openings that ’actors can use to create new movements’ 

(Tarrow 1994: 18). 
I~ post-apartheid South Africa, two dynamics could offer opportunities for 

collective action in social movements: changes in the political environment 

and in social conditions. The key change in the political opportunity structure 

is democratisation since 1994. This opened up opportunities by reducing the 

threat of repression - and creating opportunities for influence, such as the use 

of the constitutional court or engagement with government. But it also ended 
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a key reason for popular action, apartheid. On the second score, the growth of 

social movements is frequently linked to government macro-economic policy 
that is said to have worsened social conditions, creating new rationales for 
collective action (Interview, McKinley, 25~05:04).~ How applicable are these 

explanations to the TAC?      7: 
The environment has changed, creating new opportunities and constraints. 

But there are strategic continuities: ’Many of us with activist backgrounds are 
doing old things in a new environment’ (IntervieW, The 

constitutional court is seen as a resource: but, while tI~g. r!gh~.gat make a 

court challenge possible now were not available before 1994,. ~d~.’~0urts were 
used under apartheid by unions and by activists contesting residen{ial segregation 

and influx control. And, while an activist accuses the TAC of over-reliance on 
the law, he acknowledges that .the ’w£c ha~ managed to find a balance between 
(using the courts) and the masses in the streets’ (Interview, Desai, 19.05.04). 
The use of international solidarity, broad alliances and civil disobedience also 
show continuities with tactics under apartheid. 

But despite considerable conflict with the government, the TAC now has 
allies as well as opponents within it (Interviews, Mthathi, 19.02.04; Heywood, 
29.03.04). Another key asset, the support of people who are strategically placed 
in society, is also a product of a post-apartheid opportunity structure. And 
apartheid’s end has opened the space of activism on HIViAIDS because it can no 
longer be seen as a diversion from the anti-apartheid struggle. 

Democratisation has also created new strategic challenges for social 
movements. Winning and retaining public opinion is of greater concern now 
than during the anti-apartheid struggle when support could often be assumed. 
The legitimacy of the government and popularity of the ruling party are new 
realities that activists forget at their peril: ’A major tactical error would be to 
lose support among our members as other social movemetxts have done when 

they are seen to be threatening democratically elected leaders’ (Interview, 
Achmat, 19.02.04; see also Chance and Mbali 2004). The TAC is unusual among 
social movements in its appreciation of the need to change strategic calculations 
to accommodate formal democracy. 

It is harder to see the TAC as a response to government failure to improve 

the conditions of the poor: it was originally envisaged as a vehicle to challenge 
pharmaceutical companies, not the government (Interview, Heywood, 29.03.04). 
But government’s failure to address the needs of poor people living with¯ HIV 
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and AIDS may well have created opportunities for activism and enhanced support.. 

for the TAC. 
The issue on which some of these considerations crystallised is the 2003 

civil disobedience campaign in response to government failure to sign an 
agreement consenting to an AIDS treatment plan. Mthathi recalls: ’Civil 
disobedience was a difficult decision because it was historiyally used against a 
government most people did not support. There ~vere fears ~hat it,mould make 

us politically vulnerable if we seemed anti-government’ (Interview, Mthathi, 
19.02.04). COSATU did not participate because ’we felt our members would see 

this as an attempt to overthrow the government. It also placed them at risk’ 
(Interview, Mpolokeng, 17.05.04). Decisions that would have been straight- 
forward before democracy became complicated under democratic conditions. 

The TAC leadership opted for disobedience because it judged that the 
campaign could be conducted in a way that would not lose it the moral high 
ground: ’We were forced to enter into a civil disobedience campaign because 

we had exhausted all other means. We recognise the legitimacy of the state and 

are fully prepared to take the consequences of breaking the law’ (Interview, 
Achmat, 19.02.04). It was essential that the campaign be conducted in a manner 
that showed that the TAC behaved non-violently and accepted the consequences 
of defying legitimate laws. The methods used were also underpinned by the 
TAC’s concern to maintain a moral consensus in its support: ’We found ourselves 
engaging with police officers on HIV issues in their families and commm~ities’ 
(Interview, Achmat, 19.02.04). The calculation appears to have been vindicated: 
the cam.paign is seen in the TAC as a success and is credited with achieving the 

cabinet decision to ’roll out’ ARVs (although the evidence for this is inconclusive). 
The campaign may indicate the challenges and potential rewards of a 

democratic environment. It shows that, in a democracy, careful sn’ategic 

calculations are needed if social movements are to maintain a successful coalition. 
But it shows too that, if the need to retain the support of key allies and the 
public is taken seriously, social movements can.win major gains under democratic 
conditions without sacrificing the mobilisation that is their lifeblood. 

Tlw TAC and the Government 

The relationship between social movements and governments depends to a 
degree on the nature of the. political system - and on the movements’ per- 
ceptions of it. 
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Where a political system is hostile to social movements, the relationship 

will be adversarial- relations between the apartheid state and resistance 

organisations are an .example. Even where movements use levers provided by 
the system, this will not mdan co-operatid~ ~ngagernent with government: it 

may produce what students of the labour movement call ’militant abstentionism’ 

(Buhlungu 2000: 90; Von Holdt 2003). Some social movement approaches 

exhibit this. The state is seen as an enemy (Ngwan~ 200~)~..~@ ~.th&~ystem solely 
2004). The .TAG s approach assumes a more as a source of inequity (Vally ’ 

complicated relationship in which co-0peration employed 

together. Behind this is an assumption that ’we can win gains.fmm this system 

- far-reaching reform is possible’ (Interview, Heywood, 29.03.04). 

This is particularly so since the cabinet decision to approve an ARV ’roll 

out’. Ensuring that it is implemented is a key TAC goal - its statements on the 
’roll out’ insist that it is an enthusiastic partner with government in this venture. 

A critic suggests that ’joining with government to provide ARVs will cost the 

TAC its independence’ (Interview, Desai, 19.05.04). But the TAC and government 

leaders know the ’roll out’ is not the unfolding of a voluntary government 
strategy but a reluctant response to pressure. Nor has the government displayed 

great enthusiasm for partnership with the TAC. Given this, the TAC’s intention 

to make the ’roll out’ succeed is primarily a means to hold the government to 
its promise. This could entail further confrontation and court action (Interviews, 

Achmat, 19.02.04; Geffen, 19.02.04). It is ~not an abandonment of mobilisation 
for change but an intention to pursue the battle by other means. The TAC 

leaders acknowledge, as many movements that have won policy changes know, 

that, where concessions are reluctantly made to campaigns by governments, 

ensuring that they do what they say they wilt do is as much a challenge, if not 

more of one, than ~vinning the concession. 

That said, its strategy on the ’roll out’ does ir~dicate an approach to 

engagement with the government unusual in South African social movements. 

The TAC’s primary goal is not to help the government but to ensure ARVs for 

people with AIDS. While this may reqnire continued campaigning, it will entail 

co-operatior~ as well as conflict. The TAC wants the ’roll out’ to work, for it 
gains little if government fails, much if it succeeds. The issue-based 

incrementalism that the TAC pursues creates an interest in strengthening 

government that is rare among social movements. Mthathi observes: ’The TAC’s 
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relationship with government wilt always be difficult. But we would like to be 

engaging more constructively’ (Interview, Mthathi, 19.02.04). 

¯ The government may vastly exaggerate the threat posed to it by social 

movements - a senior government politician is said to have told TAC activists it 
feared being overthrown by the wac’s campaign (Interview, Geffen, I9.02.04)! 
The government, suggests an activist, ’sees the TAC as political competition’ 

(Interview,. Kunene, 24.03.04). This may reflect a wider government fear of 
’populist’ movements that causes it to overstate their power (Interview, Political 

Analyst, 29.06.04). But when authorities implement the ’roll out’, the TAC’s 

activities become an important resource to them. Just as the Social Development 
ministry has discovered that mobilising civil society organisations can help ensure 

that people access the social grants to which the law entitles them, so might a 
government official concerned to ensure effective ’roll out’ come to see the 

TAC as a resource. Social movement activism can also be an important resource 

for governments on issues on which they share goals championed by the 
movements. As long as the TAC relies on government delivery to achieve its 

goals, they will remain, to a degree, mutually dependant, regardless of the 

conflict between them. 
Making sure that concessions won by campaigns are implemented poses 

significant challenges to movements concerned with winning gains rather than 

¯ acting only as vehicles of resistance. The delicate strategic challenge of knowing 

how to combine co-operation and conflict, partnership and challenge, poses 

far more complicated dilemmas tha~ the politics of winning the concession. 
The TAC does not see the government as a monolith and has allies within 

it. It has lobbied sympathetic cabinet members, even during open conflict 
(Interview, Mthathi, 19.02.04). Several interviewees suggested relations with 

their provincial health departments were good (Interviews, Mpongose, 12.12.03; 
Mkhutyukelwa, 28,01.04; Ramoth,vala, 18.03.04; Xaba, 02.12.03) in contrast 

to tension with national government. A strategy based on using every possibility 

for engagement with the government clearly presents challenges: ’On the one 

hand we are offering help to the minister of health and on the other we are 
saying she is mad’ (Interview, Geffen, 19.02.04). But influence depends on 

accepting the challenge. 

The TAC’s mode of engagement with government, in which co-operation 
and conflict .are intertwined, is not simply born of convenience, it does also 
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recognise that, while the power of democratic governments could be used against 
the grassroots, they are elected and so cannot be dismissed as ’enemies of the 
people’. The TAC’s approach concedes that alliances with democratic government 

are possible and that co-operation and coti’fi:ontation can be complementary 
strategies. 

The Bigger Picture: The TAC and the Redistribution of Power and 

A key function of social movements is said to bethevehi~¢i~e~~.~.~t~r the poor 

for exercising power, albeit in a limited sphere (Desai. 2002i.~(D~es the TAC 
empower the poor and marginalised? Does it enhance¯ the deepening of 
democracy and the redistribution of resources? 

TAC leaders insist that it gives people, particularly the most powerless, a 

sense of their ability to become active citizens: ’Our members are not used to 

thinking of themselves as people with agency and power. Participation in the 
TAC makes them aware of what they can do’ (Intervie,v, Heywood, 29.03.04). 
The TAC has also become a vehicle for grassroots initiatives (Interview, Mambo, 
28.01.04). The TAC’s role in fighting the stigma of HIV/AIDS and giving people 
living with it a sense of efficacy is itself an important contribution to changing 
roles in society. And basic information on the virus and how to cope with it 
helps participants take control of a vital aspect of their lives. 

The. level of grassroots participation suggests that the TAC is doing far more 
than providing a vehicle for people to find medical relief from a deadly 

condition - although even that may empower its members (Interview, Geffen, 
19.02.04). It offers members an opportunity to become active citizens rather 

than passive subjects (Mamdani 1996). And this is empowering them to become 
more active in the TAC. ’Branch members used to keep quiet in meetings but 
are beginning to participate actively - it started small but then grew’ (Interview, 
Kunene, 24.03.04). The TAC aids democratisation by ensuring that people are 
better able to participate as democratic citizens. 

Winning in the courts is also said to ’facilitate empowerment’ of members 
(Interview, Mvotho, 18.02.04). Gains are thus paralnount: ’We do not just want 

a voice, we want to win our demands’ (Interview, Geffen, 19.02.04). At the TAG 
as well as in the union movement during the 1970s and 1980s, gains are a 

means by which grassroots people become more aware of their capacity to change 
their world. There is, however, a widespread view among TAC activists that it 
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needs to deepen its roots in society: ’we are working to make the TAC .more 
visible in the communities’ (Interview, Mvotho, 18.02.04)÷ Similarly, there are 

plans for grassroots members to play a greater role. 
The TAC is pursuing a redistributive agenda, albeit one that its critics feel is 

not thoroughgoing enough. It has, with its allies, pressed, multi-national 
companies to make medication available at lower prices q?" to give up their 
right to exclusive supply to manufacturers of generic medicine in ~change for 

a royalty (Interview, McKenna, 28.04.04). It has also prompted the government 
to agree to use its resources to provide ARVs to people who cannot afford them. 
The TAC, despite its focus on an issue not automatically associated with poverty 
eradication, is working, with some success, towards the redistribution of social 
power and resources. 

The Politics of the Moral High Ground 
The TAC’s senior leadership readily acknowledges that it has not won major 

gains because of organised strength in numbers. While it has a larger 
membership and more organised structure than most other social movements, 
its leaders and activists in other movements agree that its power lies elsewhere. 

But where? 
Achmat is specific on the TAC’s prime source of stre,~gth - morality. ’The 

TAC is not a numbers game. it is more about the ability to create a moral 
consensus. The button we were aiming to push (in planning civil disobedience) 
was that the government is morally weak. Morality is usually left to the churches 
but we all have a duty to be moral. The left needs to give a sense of morality to 
politics’ (Interview, Achmat, 19.02.04). Morality is thus a principle and an 
important weapon. The ’politics of the moral high ground’ is a key resource for 
the TAC because winning the moral argument gains it and its cause substantial 
support and weakens its opponents. A company executive notes: ’Whatever we 
might feel about their campaign, the TAC and other activist organisations did 
persuade us to see the need for a middle ground between our need for returns 
on investment and the poor’s need for medication’ (Interview, McKenna, 

28.O4.04). 
Analyses that assume an irreconcilable conflict between those who wield 

power and those over whom they wield it imply that the weak can gain po~ver 
only by forcing the powerful to concede it. Even if a compromise is possible, 
this can be seen purely as the outcome of a ’game’ in which actors use their 
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strategic resources to wield power over their opponents.4 But the TAC’s experience 
suggests that persuading a range of audiences that the actions of a power-holder 
are immoral is itself a vital source of power. 

At first glance, this is trite: all movemen~ that make redistributive demands 
seek to portray their denial as immoral. The difference lies in the way in which 
morality is understood and the uses to which it is put. If redistribution can be 

gained only by rallying the powerless to seize ..power from the powerful, 
movements might see morality as a convenient ’weapon’ :ithat.:~ rally their 
constituency to their cause (since other social interests are .assumedii~,0;be beyond 
moral appeal). But in this view, morality is a tactic us~d=f6~?;~’~fic purpose 

and is not central to the movement’s manner of operating.. 
The TAC’s objective has been far more ambitious. Seeking a ’moral consensus’ 

assumes that it is possible to win supp0rt,, including among constituencies that 

may be hostile to redistribution, by using moral argument. Thus a government 
could be morally weak because important constituencies on which it relies are 
persuaded that its conduct or position on an issue is immoral. Being seen as 
immoral may also be damaging simply because humans prefer to feel their 
actions are moral- why else would authoritarians surround themselves ,vith 

people who assure them they are moral? The TAC approach assumes, therefore, 
that a small movement with limited organisational power can compensate by 

appealing to a sense of compassion and fairness across many of the social barriers 
that are often assumed to impede a common morality. Since morality in this 
view is an indispensable resource, it must become a permanent part of the 
movement, not a tactic to be used or discarded depending on circumstance. 
Paradoxically, morality may be most effective as a strategy when it is not seen as 
a strategy, but as an indispensable element of a struggle for rights or entitlements. 

This has important strategic implications. If morality is an integral part of 

how a movement operates, it must become essential to all activity - from 
financial management and internal decision-making to the way in which 
campaigns are designed - since losing the moral high ground would be to lose 
one of the movement’s reasons for existence. This means accepting constraints 
that do not apply when morality is seen only as an occasional strategic device. 

The politics of the moral high ground requires that tactics be evaluated not 
only by whether they enhance the movement’s ability to force others to do 
what it wants them to do, but by whether they retain the ’moral consensus’ 

which underpins its work. ’Tactics which show militancy but alienate people 
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destroy that consensus’ (Interview, Achmat, 19.02.04). As the civil disobedience 

campaign shows, this does not mean avoiding all militancy. But action must be 
morally justifiable beyond the core of committed activists. Thus one activist 
notes that the TAC’s first step in fighting a campaign would be to communicate 
with government. ’If this didn’t work we would consider litigation and failing 
this we would turn to demonstrations and protest’ (Interqiew, Mtheth~va, 

03.12.03).                                        >"~    .~ 
It could be argued that moral consensus was possible only because of the 

issue on which the TAC organises. In this view, the denial of medication to 

people infected with a deadly virus morally offends even those who would oppose 
broader social change. Certainly, health issues are amenable to the politics of 
the moral high ground: ’Business is far more vulnerable to moral attack on 

medicines and health issues. Many people see making a profit out of illness as 
immoral, no matter how much we show that without us people would not have 
effective medicine,’ pharmaceutical executive Kevin McKenna observes 

(Interview, 28.04.04). But HIViAIDS may not be the automatic source of 
consensus that those who hold this view suggest. 

So broad has the moral consensus underpinning HIV and AIDS become that 
its considerable potential to be divisive has been ignored. A moral assault on 

the TAC position, which began by picturing the demand for ARVs as an attack 
on intellectual property rights needed for the fight against disease, could have 
been accompanied by an attempt to portray people living with H1V and AiDS as 

the cause of their own infection. The racial element in attitudes to HIViAIDS - 

racists tend to stigmatise it as a ’black disease’ - may have given the government 
a powerful incentive not to stigmatise victims but might also have given sections 

of international opinion a reason to see HIViAIDS much as bigots see conflict in 
Africa, as a sign of the primitivism of Africans. So the fact that denying 
treatment to people with AIDS is seen by world opinion as morally repugnant - 
a key pressure impellin.g the government to concede the ’roll out’ - can be 
attributed to the effectiveness of the moral campaign waged by a variety of 

organisations and movements, into which the TAC effectively tapped. It was 
hardly inevitable that HIViAIDS would be seen so widely as a cause for sympathy. 

Activism made it so. If that is acknowledged, the potential for morality to become 
a key element of campaigns in many other policy areas may be substantial. ¯ 

The TAC experience shows that the politics of the moral high ground can 
help win single-issue demands. It does not say the same about wider redistributive 
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programmes. But there are few demands for greater equity on which moral 
appeals are likely to be ignored by everyone excepting a social movement’s 
constituency. The moral high ground may, therefore, be available to social 

movements on a wide range of issues, as lorig’~is each is approached separately. 
This implies a need for movements to engage in strategic thinking on potential 
recruits to a moral consensus - and to. analyse potential for recruiting allies 
beyond their normal constituency for each demand. 

" "~ ,, " -i:::i:~. ~ 

Thinkitlg Alliatwes                           " " " " : : ’’ , .,:; ....... 

Allied to the politics of the moral high ground in the TAC’g: arm0fi,;y is a stress 

on alliances. Alliance politics is not simply a matter of gratefults}accepting the 

support of those who agree. It requires, firstly, rejection of a purism that insists 
on working only with natural allies: it assumes that common ground can and 
should be found with those who differ. Secondly, it needs an acknowledgement 

that alliances - like morality - are rarely cost-free. Where it entails reaching 
out to those who have different interests or goals, the politics of alliances requires 
compromises. In the TAC’s situation, this is so even in the case of a like-minded ¯ 

ally such as COSATU~ Its unwillingness to support civil disobedience disappointed 
some in the TAC. Nevertheless, concessions were made to retain it as an ally. 
COSATU says the campaign was called a ’protest’ in an attempt to dispel the 
impression that it was a rebellion against government authority and it was agreed 
that COSATU’s failure to participate would not jeopardise the alliance (Interview, 
Mpolokeng, 17.05.04). 

The TAC- COSATU alliance is a natural ’fit’, given their similarity in approach 
and that some of COSATU’s members are affected by HIViAIDS (Interview, 
Mpolokeng, 17.05.04). But some TAC alliances required adjustment on each 
side - such as that ,vith the Catholic Church opposing condoms, which are 
considered essential by the TAC to curb the spread of HIViAIDS. In this case, the 
alliance acknowledges difference and seeks co-operation despite it. Alliance 
politics does not mean suppressing ’controversial’ opinions - Mthathi has insisted 

on raising the occupation oflraq in donor meetings (Interview, Heywood, 29.03.04) 
and Achmat called for the defeat of President Bush at meetings in the United 
States (Schindler 2003). But it may be necessary for the TAC to adjust its actions 
and strategies to maintain allies. Achmat insists that his activist past taught ’the 

development of united fronts despite differing views’ (Interview, 19.02.04). The 
concern to form alliances seems to have become ingrained: in Khayelitsha, 
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local organisers plan to seek co-operation with youth and religious groups, schools 
and business (Interview, Mvotho, 18.02.04). A social movement activist says a 
positive aspect of the TAC’s performance has been its ability to use the media: 

’Even when they brought in drugs illegally, they got media support’ (Interview, 
Desai, 19.05.04). While the media are not a TAC ally, strategy presumably must 

take into account a need not to alienate them 
A penchant for alliances does not mean working wit~ ever~[3ne on any 

terms. The TAC, in its initial phase, fought heated battles in the AIDS Consortium, 
the network that brings together all sources of AIDS activism in South Africa, 
to establish treatment as a key goal against those who favoured an exclusive 
stress on prevention. The TAC is also accused of refusing to work with other 

social movements because it fears their militancy will jeopardise its attempts to 
build ~vinning coalitions (Interview, Desai, 19.05.04). The TAC insists it is not 
afraid of their militancy but believes that their tactics and approach will not 
yield change. Almost by definition alliances entail conflict and co-operation, a 

strategic appreciation of who, on any given issue, is an opponent as well as an 
ally. 

The TAC leadetship approaches issues in a way that can be described as 
’thinking alliances’, indispensable to the planning of any campaign is considering 
where support can be sought from significant constituencies, including unlikely 
ones. Thus, one rationale behind the People’s Health Campaign is the 
expectation that the middle class has a strong interest in health reform 

(Interview, Achmat, 19.02.04). Whether or not this is vindicated, it demonstrates 
an approach that assumes that, without the support of key constituencies, a 

campaign wilt be pushed to the fringes of the policy debate. Chances of success, 
therefore, depend on attracting the support of influential allies. Absolutely 

indispensable is a refusal to assume that a constituency is beyond reach of a 
campaign unless thorough analysis indicates this - as well as avoidance of purism 
in selecting or rejecting potential allies for particular campaigns. And this 

assumes a politics that sees winning particular issues and demands as desirable. 
This propensity to ’think alliances’ is particularly important when we 

consider current constraints to redistributive politics. Mainstream development 
approaches, by insisting that anti-poverty programmes be targeted so that the 
’non-poor’ do not benefit, politically isolate the poor and may create conflicts 

between the poor and less poor, thereby obstructing alliances in support of 
redistributive programmes (Friedman 2002). Since the poor and marginalised 
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lose influence when they are isolated, strategies are likely to strengthen the 
voice of the poor only if they transcend isolation. The more campaigns for 
social equity are restricted to weak sections of society forced to act on their own, 
the likelier it is that they will be ignored.~-Since none of the constituencies 
pressing for equity are majorities, only coalitions can win gains. In principle, 

the TAC, by ’thinking alliances’, is opening new potential frontiers for effective 
action against inequality by raising the possibility, that, on most issues, those 

¯ , . ~-    : ~ "’:. : ¯ , , i,’ ~ ~. campaigning for change can find allies and so win-aseernmgl3~:?.unwlnnable 
campaign. While the days in which the poor, ~rganisedl.iiii0.0.n.i~,!;a~nd labour 
parties, could win redistributive social programmes by form~.du~.ie electoral 
alliances (Przeworski 1987) may be over, issue-based allianc4~~may be more 

possible than they seem. 

Hands Across the Sea: The International Dimension 
The TAC’s most strategically important alliance may have been the ones formed 
with international allies. International support has been important in two ways. 
It placed pressure on pharmaceutical companies because their head offices abroad 

feared being portrayed as unsympathetic to the poor (Interview, McKenna, 
28.04.04). And the fact that the TAC and other organisations secured 
international opposition to government policy on ARVs must, given government 
sensitivity to international opinion, have played a role in winning the ’roll out’. 
A background in Trotskyite activism taught him ’an understanding of 
international solidarity’, according to Achmat (Interview, 19.02.04). 

This is important because, while globalisation is frequently seen as a 
constraint to collective action for equity, it may be a resource. The claim that 
states are unable to chart their social and economic policy directions lacks 
compelling evidence (Friedman 2002). However, advances in communications 
technology have ensured that ideas and information can travel more quickly 
than ever. An environment in which a company official can face immediate 
unfavourable publicity in the North because of actions in Africa offers 
considerable scope for activists. International solidarity has also given the TAC 

access to information it has been able to use to campaign more effectively 
(Interview, Achmat, t9.02.04). A key feature of international alliances in the 
era of electronic communication is that they can be sustained without significant 
resources - ’~ve don’t need a direct presence abroad to build international 
support’ (Interview, Morgm~, 01.04.04). 
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But international alliances are also not cost-free. In the same way that the 
anti-apartheid movement discovered that its international allies felt entitled to 
a veto over compromises, such as the ANC decision to lift sanctions in the early 
1990s, so, it appears, did some TAC allies. ’When we agreed with two drug 
companies on a formula which made cheaper medicine available while 
recognising some of their concerns, our allies said we should have taken them 
to the competition tribunal’ (Interview, Morgan, 01.04.04). ’The TAC leadership 
insists that alliances need not erode its autonomy: ’We are always careful in our 
contact ~vith international organisations to stress that we are involving ourselves 
as equals and are not being told what to do’ (Interview, Achmat, 19.02.04). 
Like the ANC in the 1990s, the TAC has made compromises opposed, by 
international alties. And, while at least one cross-national alliance did collapse 
as a result of strategic differences, most continue despite them. 

The TAC is seeki,~g to broaden its international base by strengthening a 
Pan-African network of AIDS treatment activists. Passing on experience in 
coalition building is a key goal since it believes that, in many African countries, 
treatment activism is restricted to people living with HIViAIDS and that this 
isolates it and renders it ineffective. One rationale is a need to share its experience 
and resources. But solidarity also enables regional pressure for treatment. The 
network engages the secretariat of the Southern African Development 
Community and African Union, potentially creating ne~v momentum towards 
treatment in South Africa and other countries. And the regional focus 
concentrates on international equity issues such as global trade regulation and 
its effect on the availability of anti-AIDS drugs. South African trade negotiator, 
Xavier Carrim, ’says we have made his life easier’ (Interview, Morgan, 01.04.04). 

This last observatioi~, raises the possibility again that activism can be an 
asset as well as a challenge to African governments, strengthening pressure for 
a fairer international economic order. While there are few examples of 
governments seeing independent activism as a resource ’it is too pessimistic to 
say that activist-government co-operation is impossible’, Morgan insists. 

International activism remains a key resource for the TAC. It has won it 
significant gains. But cross-national activist networks have not managed yet to 
make inroads into what are seen as structural inequities in the international 
system that militate against adequate treatment for people living with AIDS in 
Africa. A campaign against the us administration’s AIDS policy may indicate 
that these issues are being pursued with increased vigour (TAC News Service 

2004b). 
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Beyond Race? 

Is the TAC able to transcend the politics of race? While left social movement 
activists might insist that, in the struggle for justice, common interests override 
racial identity, that is not the view of the Landless People’s Movement’s Andile 
Mngxitama: ’To date, what has: often happened in these social movements 

i~ South Africa is that historically dominant voices - primarily white-left 
intellectuals - have been the main mediators of the identity and aspirations of 
the poor.., we are witnessing the re-inscription-of ~[~l:::d~~ii"nation...’ 

(Mngxitama 2004).                                  ~. .:~ :~ ....... ~: 

That race could be a source of division within the TAC. ~dcurred to Health 
Minister Manto Tshabala.Msimang, who launched a racial attack on the TAC 

national treasurer Mark Heywood:s It occurred also to Thandoxolo Doro, 

national organiser of the National AsSociation of People LMng with HIViAIDS 

(NAPWA), who, at a meeting in March 2004, is said to have attacked Heywood 

and a whitemember of the AIDS Consortium. A consortium statement 
questioned NAPWA’s motives (TAC News Service 2.004a). But, even if these claims 
are accurate, the power of race may lie precisely in the reality that people can 
use it to hide questionable motives. 

Given this background, it is significant that the attempt to introduce racial 

division into the TAC has failed thus far. Heywood insists that black members 
have enthusiastically supported him against these attacks (Interview, 29.03.04). 
This seems cortfirmed by the fact .that race did not emerge as an issue, overtly 

or in veiled reference, in any of our interviews at all levels of the TAC. 
This does not necessarily mean that the TAC has defied the laws of South 

African political gravity by ’transcending race’. If circumstances emerged in 

which grassroots frustration could be linked to the prominent role of white 
activists, racial sentiments might surface. But, thus far, like the union movement 
and other activist organisations, the TAC’s experience seems to show that people 
in a society with South Africa’s history of racial division can co-operate across 
race barriers in search of a common interest in social equity. 

As Mngxitama’s critique implies, however, this does n6t mean the TAC can 
afford to assume that, in this environment, ’colour-blindness’ is possible: failure 
to take seriousiy a history of racial disadvantage could privilege whites whose 

access .to resources gives them a dominant position. If that were allowed to 
continue unfettered, black frustration would be probable. The TAC is aware of 
this - it is Committed to developing grassroots leadership and recognises that 
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race must play a role in appointments. The TAC has not ’transcended’ race, but 
it is managing it thus far. Continued success will depend on nurturing black 
leadership. 

What is New? 

Is the TAC a model for ’new social movements’? This depen.ds 6n whether it can 
be seen as ’new’ - or, indeed, a social movement. For, if’i{: is, irf the eyes of 

some, the most successful of these movements, it is also different to most others. 
Activists in other movements say the chief divide ties in its failure to situate its 
campaign in a critique of government macro-economic policy (Interviews, Desai, 
19.05.04; McKinley, 25.05.04). Its frequent use of the law is also seen as 
distinguishing, it is criticised because it ’seems to work within the corridors of 
power’. It is seen to rely too heavily on ’a bureaucracy of full-time personnel 

who could become the decision-makers’ (Interview, Desai, 19.05.04) and to 
distance itself from other social movements: ’They seem to see us as wild 
troublemakers - they need to recognise that we could work together’ (Interview, 
McKinley, 25.05.04). 

BUt the difference may be more fundamental than.differing attitudes - it 
may lie in the reality that the TAC, unlike many other movements, engages 
with the post-apartheid system and accepts that rights can be ~von within it. To 

use the law implies that it is not inherently biased against the poor. To lobby 
politicians implies that those who demand equity can find allies in mainstream 
politics. To help the ’roll out’, albeit in a way which may require confrontation, 
implies that the government can, with prodding, meet the needs of poor people 
living with HtViAIDS. 

Many social movement intellectuals would be more inclined to endorse this 

view: ’The post-apartheid state is primarily the guardian and protector of... 
dominant economic interests and the guarantor of capitalist property relations 
...’ 0gally 2004). While this view does not necessarily exclude the possibility of 

reform, it does deny a central element in the TAC’s approach - the assumption 
that mxgagement with the post-apartheid system within its rules can redistribute 
power to the poor. Logically, then: ’It seems increasingly unlikely that open 
confrontation with the repressive power of the post-apartheid state can be 
avoided’ (Desai 2002: I47). In this view, engaging with the state is futile since 

the problem is not that poor people have faiied to assemble the power they 
need to influence the state, but that it can never be i~xfluenced by the poor. 
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The TAC’s strategy of engaging with and winning incremental gains from 

the state sets it apart from many other social movements, even if it is not unique 
(Habib 2003: 18). It also categorises it as a cM1 society association, one that 

’interact(s) with the state but (doesn’t) want.~:0:take it over’ (Chazan t993: t4). 
This describes a form of engagement with the democratic state that is held to 

enrich democracy since citizens claim the right to be heard through their 
associations. It also describes the TAC’s approach to democratic government. 
There is no contradiction between being a social ffi0ve~:fir*di~perating in 
civil society: ’~ghen civil society networks join ~:orces 0nla Sc~l~. a~d.~er a time 

span significant enough to force through more fundamenta~t:c~rfg~, they can 
be classified as social movements’ (Edwards 2004: 33; see also ’Habib 2003). 
And so we best understand the TAC as a social movement that chooses to operate 

in civil society. 
Seeing social movements as a type of civil society association that relies on 

mobilisation is not what many champions of ’new social movements’ have in 

mind. For them, social movements are defined by more than mobilising people. 
Two broad criteria are said to distinguish them - their agenda and mode of 
operation. On their agenda, one study emphasises that they intentionally seek 
a far-reaching restructuring of society (Zirakzadeh 1997). Similarly, social 
movements are defined as ’politically and/or socially directed collectives ... 

focused on changing one or more elements of the social, political and economic 
system...’ Another definitim~ sees them as ’purposive collective actions whose 

outcome in victory, as in defeat, transforms the values and institutions of society’ 

(Castells 1997: 3). 
The movements may be seen as vehicles of fundamental change - ’the torch- 

bearers of the new socialist revolution’ (Mngxitama 2004). Activist Trevor 
Ngwane thus talks of the need to ’fight with your own national bourgeoisie’ 
(Ngwane 2003). Alternatively, inteIlectuals may see them not as attempts to 
overthrow the existing order but to create an alternative within it (Desai 2002; 

Centre for Civil Society 2004). Neither view sees movements as a means of 
winning gains from the state by engaging with it in that mixture of conflict and 
co-operation employed by the TAC as it operates in civil society. 

But the weakness of defining social movements by their aims is revealed 
when ~ve apply it to the TAC. It is unclear why a movement seeking subsidised 
electricity for the poor is pressing for structural change, and one which wants 
poor people to enjoy free MDS medication is not. And defining social movements 
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by how radical the describer believes them to be is arbitrary. If the TAC is a 
social movement because it seeks to change the distribution of resources in 
society, most of civil society would be included. If social movelnents are 
characterised by something other than reliance on mobilisation, this something 

must be more fundamental than their demands. 
Social movements are therefore distinguished by some ~n their mode., of 

action. ’This movement.., is about creating new forms oi~ orgariisation... It 

is about creating and enacting horizontal networks instead of to p-down structures 
like states, parties or corporations. ÷. it does not seek to solicit hegemony as a 
part of civil society...’ Instead, it seeks to ’reinvent daily life as a whole’ (Desai 
2002). For others, refusal to engage in mainstream politics is vital: ’Social 
movements.., result from protests against predominant social structures. This 
implies a natural opposition to established politics’ (cited by Sachs 2003: 24) - 
’the vote is meaningless unless we can rm~ our own economy’ (Desai quoted in 
Kingsnorth 2003: 121). 

Added to this is a suggestion that new forms of action are being empioyed - 
so new that they are defined only in the negative.. Social movements are thus 
not an advocacy network, not a labour movement - indeed, not anything the 
author is willing to define (Waterman 2003: 28). Another view is more 
descriptive, taIking of’largely atomized and prolonged mobilization with episodic 
collective action, and open and fleeting struggles without clear leadership, 
ideology or structured organization’ (cited by Fakir 2004: 143). Others talk of 
multiple, hybrid forms of action. But, while definition is often vague, the 

consensus is that social movements offer a new form of activism (Cock 2003: 
21) - one in which the rules of civil society engagement do not apply. 

If this is what defines social movements, the TAC does not fit since its strategies 
are entirely consistent with those of civil society organisations as understood 
here. It too seeks to engage with the state without taking it over and employs 

the methods of civil society engagement - lobbying and coalition building, public 
protest and legal action: organisations that mobilise people are firmly within 
civil society if they also engage with the state to win concessions. Nor is civil 

disobedience incompatible with operating in civil society: ope~ly and non- 
violently breaking the law to dra,v public attention to a perceived injustice is 
compatible with the loyalty to the state and willingness to respect its rules 
associated with civil society. But if we understand social movements as associations 
that mobilise people, the TAC clearly qualifies. Thus its activists want it to be 
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seen as a social movement since they associate the term with advocacy and are 
adamant that the TAC will always remain ’a campaigning organisation’ 
(Interviews, Heywood, 29.03.04; Morgan, 01.04.04; Mthathi, 19.02.04). The 
TAC is, clearly, a social movemer~t. But it is hard to see in what way it is ’new’. 

Much more isat stake than definitions. The stress on ’new’ social movements 
assumes that ’classic’ democratic modes of engagement with the state cannot 
deliver gains for the poor, and that something new is needed. But if the most 

successful of the ’ne~v’ movements is not ’new’, the TA~ demo.~-s~ates that 

mobitising in the traditional way in civil society can yieldr~ai~gain~~:ii~ the poor 
and marginatised and that no new approach is needed. ~l~. its"~{~ess on the 

moral high ground, its use of alliances and its tactical flexibility aic~’ all-important 

assets that may provide useful pointers to more effective action for equity in 
the current environment, none suggest that a significantly new form of activism 

has emerged. The lesson of the TAC’s experience, then, is that it remains possible 
to use the rights guaranteed and institutions created by liberal democracy to 
win advances for the poor and weak. The daim that a new form of action is 
needed is not vindicated by the TAC’s experience. 

But this too must be qualified. The TAC’s experience has much to teach 

about how social movements or civil society organisations can win single-issue 
batdes. It cannot point to strategies for more fundamental change because that 
has not yet been its goal. Whether this approach can win the sustained policy 

changes and programmes that will enable the poor and marginatised to claim 
their place as full citizens remains untested. But, by suggesting that the possibility 
of winning allies across divides is greater than we may think, that ’globalisation’ 
provides unprecedented opportunities for cross-national action, and that the 
politics of the moral high ground and its assumption that all humans have a 

moral sense and are vulnerable to shame can be effective, it has held out the 
possibility that organisatiotas of the poor that apply these lessons can make an 
impact on the structure of inequality as well as its symptoms. 

Notes 

This chapter is an abbreviated version of’A Rewarding Engagement?: The Treatment Action Campaign 

and the Politics of HIViA[DS’ which can be accessed on the ~vebsite of the Centre for Civil Society, 

University of KwaZu[u-Natal and ’A Moral to the Tale: The Treatment Action Campaign and the 

Politics of HIViAIDS’ (see CCS Research Report 27, http:iiwww.ukzn.ac.zaiccsi 
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default.asp?3,45,10,2061 and long research report available at http:/iwww.nu.ac.zaiccsifilesi 
FRIEDMAN%20MOTIIER%20A%20MORAL%20TO%20THE%2£q’ALE%20LONG%20VERSION.PDE 

Information on the informal workings of the TAC can be.~ound in those papers and ~vill not be 

repeated here. 

’About TAC?. www.tac.org.za. 

A more nuanced view is offered by, for example, Bhorat (2003}. Clearly, however, many people 

continue to live in dire poverty, creating potential fue! for activism. 

For an analysis that blends both perspectives see Przeworski (1987). 

The Minister said people ’come with busses and go m commissions where they wait (£r the white man 

to tell them what to do... Our Africans say: Let us wait for the white man to deploy us; to say to us: 

toyi-toyi (protes0 here’ (MassiveEffort.org 2003). 
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Dynamics of a ’Mini-Mass Movement’ 
¯ Origins, Identity and Ideological 

Pluralism in the So,veto Electticiwi~Crisisi:~ommit~ee 
~. .- ~. ~, 

YOUNG MEN ILLEGALLY reconnect the electricity supplies of householders and 
shop-owners in Soweto - on one occasion they even reconnect a police station. 
Twenty.five thousand people march from Alexandra Township to San&on to 

protest the way in which the Johannesburg World Summit on Sustainable 
Development has seemingly been ’hijacked’ by ’the rich and powerful’. Activists 
from Soweto meet with comrades from Chatsworth and delegates from the 
Indian Dalit Peoples’ Movement and join in a march in Durban that is larger 
than the ’official’ African National Congress/Tripartite Alliance rally at the 

World Conference A.gainst Racism. The anr~uaI general meeting of two aliied 
movements in Diepkloof combine populist socialism and religious revivalism. 
And 87 activists - many of them elderly pensioners - are arrested after shots 

are fired when the protesters try to disconnect the mayor of Johannesburg’s 
electricity, becoming in the process ’the first political prisoners of neoliberalism’ 
in the eyes, at least, of the international resistance movement to g[obalisation 

(Resist 2002). 
These historical snippets and snapshots of struggle illustrate in brief maw 

of the themes and issues, personalities, alliances and collective contentious 
actions of a small but significant social movement organisation (SMO) of protest, 
the Soweto Electricity Crisis Committee (SECC). While fundamentally focused 
on a limited issue - provision of affordable (where possible free) electricity to 
the poor of Soweto - the SECC discourse and praxis links access to services to a 
critique of economic gtobalisatiot~ mad advocacy for democratic socialism. Though 
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AIDS, Science & the Making of a Social Movement 

AIDS Activism & Biomedical Citizenship 

in South Afi’ica 

introduction~ 

It was not AIDS that was killing our loved ones, the dominant onalyeis went. It was witchcraft. 

Fingers were pointed at suspected neighbours. 
(Thokozani Mtshali, Sunday Times, 28 April 2002) 

The biggest ohallenge for doctors in rural KZN is g~tting HIV-positive women to ask for treat- 

ment: A bitter pil! to swallow.                        (Mail & Guardian, 23 August 2002) 

This monograph discusses the vexed question of HI¥iAIDS ... It also accepts that the HIVi 

AIDS thesis [is’] informed by deeply entrenched and centuries-old white racist beliefs 

concepts about Africans and black people .,. Irt our own country, the unstated assamptiou 

about everything to do with ttrV/AIDS is that, as a so-ca~ted ’pandemic’, H1V/AIDS is exclu- 

sively a problem mmfifested among the A[fiean people. (Castro Hlongwans, March 2002) 

Mrican children’s faces have been paraded in the media in the name of giving a face to AIDS, 

I agree the disease must be given a face - but it should be human, not African ... Parad- 

ing Mrican children in the media adds to the stigma already suffered by those hffected and 

affected by HIWAIDS. 
(Phumzili Simelela, Mail & Guardian, 6 December 2002) 

This chapter focuses on how South African AIDS activists a~d government inter- 
preted and responded to the AIDS pandemic. In South Mr~ca responses to HIV/ 
AIDS have included forms of activism that, like the tsansnafional housing activ- 

ism case study in Chapter 4, could best be described as ’globalisation frombelow’ 
This chapter ]~enefited from the generous comments and contributions of a number of people espedally 

Sarah Bologna, Nathan G~ffen, Inn Sco~nes, MeHssa Leach, Tobi~ Hecht, Kees van der Wa~l, Lyta 

Moths, Chris Colvin, and Zackie Achmat and eoun0.ess TAC activists ¢ho have been the inspiration for 

this research project. I would also Hke to thank John Caveats and ntm~erous other participants in the joint 

Schoo~ of Government, University of the Western Cape and Institute for 9evelopraont Studies, Sussex 
University project on Citlze~ship, pa~:ticipation and Accountability. 1 would also Hke to thank Jonathan 
Shapir~ for allowing us to use his fantastically insightful HIV/AIDS cartoons. Finally, I would hike to 

thank Lau~en Muller for consistent support add er~courageraeet. 
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(Appadura~ 2001). The Treatment Action Campaign (TAC), the major AIDS activ- 
ist organisafion in South Africa, was founded by Zackie Achmat in 1998, and in 
2001 TAC and Mddecins san~ Fronti~res (MSF - Doctors Without Borders) estab- 
lished South Africa’s first and largest anti-retroviral (ARV) treatment programme at 
Khayelitsha, Cape Town. At the time the South African Government was resalutely 
against providing ARVs in the national public heahh system. TAC and MSF drew 
on rights to health care and mainstream ~DS science in a prolonged battle for 
access to cheap generic drugs. In response, President Mbeki and AIDS dissident 
supporters drew on arguments about ’Big Pharma’ conspiracy theories in which 
TAG was port,ayed as a front for profiteering pharmaceutical companies that were 
using Africans as guinea pigs to experiment with their toxic and lethal medicines. 
Underlying President Mbeki’s position was a belief that AIDS activists and scien- 
tists were compliclt in a racist assauh on the dignity of Africans, an o~slaught that 
portrayed Mr/can (male) sexuaiities as dysfunctional and dangerouS/The media 
responded by portraying TAC and President Mbeki as occupying diametrically 
opposed positions in a raging battle between scientific truth and irrationality. 

In their struggles for AIDS treatment, TAC and MSF responded to the pandemic 
in ways that drew oa mainstream AIDS science and biomedicine, but they also went 
well beyond conventional biomedical approaches. These extra-medical activities 
included grassroots mobilisation in South Africa’s townships, litigation against the 
global pharmaceutical industry and the South African Government, and the estab- 
lishment of treatment euppm~ groups and campaigns that involved trax~slating and 
mediating biomedical and rights discourse. In the course of these diverse activities 
TAC m~d MSF’s approach confronted ’dissident’ and ’denialist’ views that persis- 
tently q~estioned mainstream AIDS science and treatment technologies. 

This case study shows how AIDS activists, together with a global community 
of scientists, health professionals and janrnalist~, drew on arguments about rights 
and responsibilities and moral and scientific truth in their responses to what they 
claimed was President Mbeki’s AIDS denial. The deniahst argument was framed 
by’ collectivist and historically embedded interpretations of race and identity that 
were a product of South Africa’s colonial and apartheid past. It will be argued that 
whereas President Mbeki drew on a nationalist and communitarian response to this 
historical legacy, TAC emerged from an NGO-social movement partnership that 
deployed global dlscou~rses of science, medicine, liberal rights and social justice 
together with grassroots mobilisation. This globally connected popular struggle for 
cheaper anti-i-etroviral (ARV) generic drugs, m~d for free access to anfi-retroviral 
drags in the public health system, was in some respects similar to the housing 
activists’ strategies of ’grassroots glabalisation’ that were discussed in Chapter 4. 
Like the SDI, PD and SAHPF activists in the preceding chapter, the MSF-TAC 
alliance forged an NGO-social movement partnership that also had to negotiate 
complex and contradictory political processes at local, national and global levels. 

These global-local struggles for treatment generated new forms of bio!ogical 
and therapeutic citizenship, gendered identities and political subjectivities. In the 
com’se of their campaigns, TAC and MSF also had to find ways of dealing with the 
complex ways in which assumptions about bodily autonomy usually associated with 
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liberal ’fights talk’ and biomedicine collided with patriarchal cuhural ideas and 

practices that prevented many women, including many of their own members, from 

accessing biomedical technologies and intelwentions (for example, condoms, HrV 

testing and treatment). The global biomedical paradigm that underpinned TAC’s 

treatment literacy and grassroots mobilisation campaigns also had to address ’local’ 

cultural understandings of misfortune and illness, including beliefs about the occult. 

In other words, while TAC adopted globally connected biomedical and rights-based 

approaches to fight the pandemic, they also had to grapple with locally embedded 

social and euhm-al obstacles to treatment access. These activist interventions strad- 

dled the contradictions and complexities of local, national and global discourses. 

Science became a key site of contestation, with AIDS gtatisties becoming a particu- 

larly volatile site for speaking about AIDS, race, colonialism and apartheid. 

The colour of science in a global age: AIDS, 

race & (nee)colonialism 

AIDS statistics in South Africa have unleashed an extraordinat7 amount of political 

heat, controversy and contestation, with the government persistently questioning 

the reliability of such figures and projections (See Zapiro cartoon p. xv}. Matters 

came to a head in 2001 with the ’leak’ to the press of a Medical Research Council 

(MRC) report which estimated that ’AIDS accounted for about 25% of all deaths 

in the year 2000 and has become the single biggest cause of death’. The govern- 

meat’s initial response to the MRC report was to challenge its findings by claiming 

that violent death, not AIDS, was the single biggest cause of death. This triggered 

a major controversy that raged in the media, culminating in tile government’s con- 

certed effurts to delay the release of the MRC report, while applying considerable 

pressure on the MRC Board chair to institute a forensic enquiry to uncover the 

source of the press leak. 

The MRC President, Dr Malegapuru Makgoba, was also subjected to pressure 

to withdraw the report, with government spokespersons claiming that its findings 

were ’alarmist’ and ’inaccurate’ (See Zapiro cartoon p. xiv). In response, he stated 

in 2002 in MRC News that the long-term effects of political interference threatened 

’the whole national system of innovation in general’, while posing ’the greatest 

threat to the MRC and health research in particular’.~ Makgoba also reminded 

his readers of the dangers of the ’Sovietisation of science’ and drew attention to 

Stalin’s direct role in ensuring that Lysenko’s views dominated Soviet science in 

the early decades of the twentieth century. In what appeared to be a direct refer- 

ence to the political interference of President Mbeki and the minister of health in 

scientific research in South Africa, Dr Makgoba noted: 

Let us also remember what collusion between scientists and the State did for the Nazis, 
apartheid South Africa. Finally, let us also remember what happened to science in post- 
colonial Africa ~ it has been decimated by uni~fformed and foolish political decisions and 
choices. African political leadership should be ashamed of itself in this regard. 

~ MRC News, 2002, p. 6. 
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By the end of 2003, the controversy concerning the MRC Report, dissident science 

and AIDS statistics seemed to be something of the past? President Mbeki was also 

no longer publicly supporting the AIDS dissidents, and his Cabinet had committed 

R12 billion to a national anti-retroviral therapy (ART) programme. However, in 

February 2004 the stats wars were again in the newspaper headlines with Presi- 

dent Mbeki claiming that it was necessary to establish a commission to investigate 

whether official AIDS mortality figures wer~ accurate or not. Meanwhile, his minis- 

ter of health, Mmtto Tshabatala-Msimang, continued claiming in press statements 

and at conferences that African traditional medicine and a diet of African potatoes, 

garlic, beetroot and olive were viable alternatives to ARVs, which the president 

and some senior government officials had earlier claimed were dmlgerous, toxic, 

ineffective, too costly and inappropriate for Third World cbntexts:. "::"i: 

One of the possible interpretations of this response from government was that 

the statistics were perceived to imply that the government..was n~t:’~anaging the 

pandemic effectively, the situation was out of control, and this could have negative 

impacts in terms of much needed overseas investment. Other possible reasons for 

this change include discomfort ~dth the findings amongst certain sectors of govern- 

ment and the ruling ANC party who believed that the report reinforced media and 

popular beliefs and prejudices that AIDS is a ’black disease’ concentrated in the 

rural areas of the former black ’homelands’ of KwaZulu-Natal and the Eastern Cape 

provinces. This racial and geographical profiling of AIDS, it would appear, shaped 

both state and citizen responses. The questions of race and identity, I argue, lie at 

ihe heart of responses to the AIDS pandemic and to AIDS science. The racialised 

character of these responses was not, however, co~ffined to President Mbeki’s inner 

circle. It has been far more widespread. 

In December 2002, the Human Science Research Council (HSRC) released a 

study that questioned popular perceptions about the racial and geographical dis- 

tribution of AIDS. A large-scale household survey was conducted to determine the 

HIV prevalence rates in different provinces, among races, sexes and geographical 

locations. In an article entitled ’AIDS Survey Shatters Stereotypes’, the Mail and 

Guardian reported that ’KwaZutu-Natal has shaken off the tag of having the high- 

est HI¥-prevalenee rate [and~ the Western Cape4 gets a wake-up call because its 

HI¥ prevalence rate of I0.7% is higher than the 8.6% revealed by [MRC] ante- 

natal survey.’ The article also noted ’a surprising finding is that the Eastern Cape 

has the lowest prevalence rate (6.6%).’ In contrast to studies that indicated that 

AIDS prevalence was highest among poor, rural, uneducated black people of the 

The South African writer and jotmmlist, Pdan Malan, attempted m reopen the statistics debate hy ques- 
tioning the accuracy of o~eial statistics an AIDS deaths. He cla~med that these l~gures were grossly 
overestimated and that existing statistical model~ were fundamentally flawed. Malan’s ’dissident’ position 
was vigorou.~ly challenged by TAC activists. See Malau, Cat~ Times, 17 October 2003; Rolling Stone, 22 
November 2001; Noseweek, Decombe~ 2003; The Spectator, 13-20 December 2003; ’Can we Trust Aids 
Statistics?’, Sunday Times, 3.9 October 2003. Responses to Malan inel.udcd letter~ from Prof. Ed Rybieki, 
Department of MeIecular and Cell Biology, University of Cape To~a, ’Aids Dissent Based on Fallacies’, 
~d Nathan Geffen, TAC Nation~t Manager, ’ttian Malan Spreads Corffusian about AIDS Statistics’, beth 
in Sunday ~me~, 2 November 2003. 

This historically while and Coloured province was assumed to be the least vulnerable to AIDS prior to the 
HSRC tlndings. 
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former homelands, the HSRC study found that highly mobile urban people in the 

informal settlements and townships, as well as the middle classes in the suburbs, 

were most certainly at risk2 

Notwithstanding this challenge to AIDS stereotypes and prejudices, the ’cold 

£aets’ of AIDS statistics are likely to continue to produce competing interpreta- 

tions, including those that construct AIDS as a ’black dlsease’,s It is therefore quite 

conceivable that African nationalists such as President Mbeki interpreted these 

statistles as evidence of a long colonial and apartheid legacy of scientific racism. 

In other words, they were read through the velour-coded lens of colonial histories 

of discrimination and dispossession. For Mbeki and his dissident supporters, such 

findings were not the produet of neutral, rational and universal scientific enquiry, 

but were understood as the products of historically constructed and politically 

driven processes embedded in specific histories of colonialism, apartheid and 

capitalism. He more or less stated this in a speech at the University of Fort Hare 

in October 2001. Having referred to medical sehoals as racist institutions where 

black people were ’reminded of their role as gelzn carriers’, he added, 

thus does it happen that others who eonsider themselves our leaders take to the streets car- 

tying their placards, to demand tha~ because we are ge~xn carriers, and hmnan beings of a 
lower order that cannot subject its [sic] passions to reason, we must perforce adopt strange 
opinions, to save a depraved and diseased people from perishing from serf-inflicted dYseaee 
... Convinced that we are but natural-born, promiscuous carriers of germs, unique in the 
world, they proclaim that our continent is doomed to an inevltable morto~ end because of our 
unconquerable devotion to the sin of lust.7 

in South Africa, the highly politicised dissident debate, ’stats wars’ and the 

numerous cultural obstacles encountered when implementing AIDS prevention 

programmes have forced scientists, NGOs, AIDS activists and government to 

acknowledge and respond to local and lay interpretations of AIDS that challenge 

the scientific truth claims of global biomedicine. These include the blaming of 

AIDS on witchcraft, as well as a variety of AIDS conspiracies: whites who want 

to contain black population growth; white doctors who inject patients with AIDS 

when they go for tests; the CIA and pharmaceutical companies who want to create 

markets for drugs in Africa; the use of Africans as guinea pigs for scientific experi- 

ments with AIDS drugs; beliefs that sex with virgins, including infants, can cure 

AIDS; and beliefs that anti-retrovirals are dangerously toxic. But perhaps the most 

daunting problem for AIDS activists and health professionals was the president’s 

Mail & Guardian, 6 December 2002. The HSRC study estimated the overall HIV prevalence in the South 

African population at 11.4 per cent, or ahem 4.5 million people. Other estimates put the figure at beU~een 

5 and 7 mittiou. 

Although the HSRC 2002 AIDS prevalence report found that all races ~ere at r~sk, Afxicans l~ad the high- 

est incidence rate w2th 18.4 per ccnt~ Whites and Coloureds ~ere around 6 per vent and lndian* 1.8 per 

cent. The 6 pvr cent rate for whites was up fi.m 2 per cent in 2000, at a t~me when the white populatior~ 

was perceived to be eight years behind ti~e prevaAence in the African population (M. Col’do e~ M., 2000, 

cited in T. Marcus, ’Yd.ssing the Cobra: Sexuality and High Risk in a Generallsed Epidemic - a Case 

Study’, paper presented for the conferance ’AIDS in Context’, University of the Wit~atersrand, Johan- 

nesburg, I~larch 2~01). 

Mail & Guardian, ’Mbeki in Bizarre AIDS Outburst’, 26 October 2001. Cited in Deborah Pose!’s chapter 

on AIDS in Steres Robins a~d Nick Shephard (eds) N~t~ Somh African Keywordz (in press). 
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initial flirtation with AIDS dissident theories and the implications this had in terms 

of attempts to establish AIDS treatment programmes. The President’s position, 

along with a plethora of popularly held ’AIDS myths’ and the stigma and shame 

associated with AIDS, contributed towards defensive responses and AIDS denial 

amongst both the general population as well as within the president’s inner circle 

of polieymakers and politicians. Wha~ are the implications of all this for eontem2 

porary debates on the role of NGOs and social movements in mediating science 

and citizenship in a gtobalising world? ....... 

Mediating science: the role of NGOs and soeiaI movements 

The AIDS pandemic in South Africa raises a nun~ber 6f~mufiling’,dilemmas for 

NGO and social movement attempts to globalise and demoeratiseos~ienee and 

biomedicine, especially in the Third World. Given the relati~ve weaki~ess of Afri- 

can states and the extremely thin spread of scientific knowledge and institutions, 

what can ’citizen science’, popular epidemiotogy, ethnoscience and indigenous 

knowledge do to deal with a lethal pandemic such as AIDS? Or would state legiti- 

misation of these public knowledges not further undermine already weak scientific 

institutions and biomedical knowledge regimes? What does ’citizen science’ mean 

in contexts where eontestation between the public’s and experts’ forms of knowl- 

edge and science threatens to undermine biomedical scientific authority and AIDS 

interventions that could potentially save lives? What about contexts where con- 

testation over AIDS science beeomes highly politicised because governments are 

distrustful of the autonomy of the scientific establishment, or where indigenous 

knowledge and local solutions are reified as part of cultural nationalist ideologies 

and progranmaes? What about situations where peopIe’s own knowledge and prac- 

tices result in AIDS denial, violence and oppression - as when, for instance, the 

South African AIDS counsellor Gugu Dlamini revealed her HIV-positive status to 

rural villagers, who responded by killing her for bringing shame and disease to her 

community? 

This case study explores notions such as the ’democratisation of science’ for 

NGOs and social movements located within the epieentre of the worst pubtic health 

hazard in Africa’s history. It focuses on the opportunities and cons~aints that exist 

for NGOs and social movements to create favourable conditions for mediation and 

negotiation between various experts and publics, given this state of emergency 

(see Leach et al. 2005). The AIDS pandemic raises particularly difficult questions 

concerning the role of these actors in facilitating deliberative and inelusionary 

processes in scientific domains: Who is to be invited into what ford? What do these 

deliberative processes mean in contexts where scientific authority is distrusted 

both by powerful individuals within the state, and by large sections of the public? 

By focusing on the responses and strategies of government, AIDS activists m~d 

civil society organisations such as TAC, it is possibIe to begin to address some of 

these questions. This case study investigates TAC’S creative engagement with a 

global community of experts - scientists, lawyers, doctors, NGOs and so on - as 
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well as its grassroots constituencies, mid examines the opportunities and limits 
that framed TAC’s interactions within these global-local spaces. 

The ’AIDS dissident debate’ in South Africa is not merely aeademlc. For exam- 

pie, certain lay knowiedges and alternative, fringe, scientific perspectives (AIDS 

dissident science) have translated into support for AIDS myths and conspiracy 
theories that have, according to AIDS activists and health professionals, had a 

devastating impact on public health interventions, directly contributing to the loss 

of tens of thousands of lives. Some AIDS activists blamed dissidents and AIDS     " 
denialists within government for failing to provide ARV treatment, and thereby 
contributing towards 600 AIDS deaths each day. Dr ’Costa Gazi of the Pan Affi- 

canist Congress (PAC) went as far as claiming that this shortcoming constituted 

a crime against humanity and complicity in genocide. The self-identified HIV- 

positive Justice Edwin Camet~on, of the Supreme Court of Appeal, ultimately saw    .. 

the triumph of apartheid thinking in the deniers:                                   .. 

We have a crisis of AIDS in our country. On the one hand that crisis is one of illness and 

suffering and dying - dying on a larger scale and in conspicuously differertt patterns 
before; on a scale globally that dwarfs any disease o~ epidemic the world has known for more 
than six centuries. On the other hand that crisis is one of leadership and management ... 
The most fundamental crisis in the AIDS epidemic is our nation’s struggle to identify and 
confront and act on the truth about AIDS .... The denial of AIDS represents the ultimate relic    . 

of apartheid’s racially imposed consciousness, and the deniers achieve the ultimate victory 

of the apartheid mindset3 

While the dissident debate raged on, TAC activists, health professionals and the 

trade unions took to the streets and the courts in the struggle for AIDS treatment 

based on citizens’ constitutionally-enshrined rights to health care. Zapiro,9 the 

best known of South Ah’ica’s political cartoonists, graphically captured this by 

depicting the president as playing the dissident fiddle while Rome was burning 

(See Zapiro cartoon p. xv). In the face of relentless criticism of the President’s 

pro-dissident stance, his spokespersons and supporters argued against the guild- 

like exclusivlsm of the scientific community and insisted upon the democratic 

fight of the President to participate in debates on AIDS science. AIDS activists 

and health professionals made the counter-argument that the President role in 

the debate was undemaining publie heatth institutions and the scientific authority 

and autonomy of experts, scientists and health professionals. While this case of 

high-levei political interference in the scientific arena may appear extreme and 

exceptional, it nonetheless draws attention to more general questions relating to . 

science, medicine, politics and citizenship in an age of glabalisation. 

Nationalist solidarities versus cosmopolitan science 

AIDS is a global disease that has devastated communities struggling under the 

burdens of poverty, inequality, economic crisis and war (Shoepf 2001). AIDS is 

~ This quote is fi’om Judge Edwin Can~emn’s Sl2~ech deliwred at dm launch cffphnto~apher Gideon Mendel’s 

book A BroWn Lar~cape, at ~e South Afiican National Gallery, Cape To~, Saturday 13 April 

9 Zspiro’s r~al name is Jonathan Shapiro. 
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also ’an epidemic of signification’ (Treichler 1999) and responses to it have been 

unrelentingly moralising and stigmatising. In Africa, this ’geography of blame’ 

(Farmer t992) has contributed towards racist representations of African sexuali- 

ties as diseased, dangerous, promiscuous and uncontrollable. This in turn has 

triggered defensive (nationalist) reactions that draw on dissident A!DS science, 

conspiracy theories and AIDS denial among African politicians, officials, intel- 

lectuals and j ournallsts. 

Representational politics have plagued’AIDS debates and interventions in 

South Africa. These issues have had a profound impact upon the ways in which 

civil society and the state responded to the pandemic. VirtualXy every aspect of the 

pandemic - from AIDS statistics, to them-los about the causal link between 

and AIDS, to studies on AIDS drug therapy - led to eontestation between govern- 
ment on the one side, and AIDS activists, scientists, heMth p~’o~iibnals and the 

media on the other. Given perceptions that AIDS fuels racist rep~entations of 

Africans, it was perhaps not surprising that responses from-President Mbeki took 

such a defensive turn.                                     " " 

The AIDS dissident debate in South Africa can be narrated from a variety of 

angles. It cmt be told as a stray of how a small but powerful policy network was 

built around President Mbeki, and how this ’inner circle’ was able to shape the 

direction of AIDS policy in South Africa. It is also the story of the Treatment Action 

Campaign (TAC) and a highly organised and globally connected community of 

scientists, health professionals, and civil society organisations who contested this 

dissident line. By November 2002, after three years of mass tnobilisation, court 

cases, civil disobedience campaigns and demonstrations calling for AIDS treat- 

ment, the dissidents were on the retreat and ARV treaUnent was in sight. In August 

2003 the Cabinet announced that it had decided to go ahead with a national ARV 

programme. But how and why did South Africa follow this tortuous path? 

It was only in the late 1980s that AIDS in South Africa began to be acknowl- 

edged as a serious public health problem. Prior to this it was widely perceived to 

be a North American ’gay disease’, with San Francisco and New York at its centres. 

It took almost a decade for the seriousness of the AIDS pandemic to filter into the 

consciousness of South African citizens, the media and policymakers. By the time 

of the World AIDS Conference in Durban in July 2000, most South Africans were 

aware that the country was in the midst of an epidemic of catastrop)aic proportions. 
This conference also exposed the international AIDS connnunity to the deep 

rift between mainstream AIDS scientists and government supporters of the AIDS 

dissidents. Versions of the dissident view were articulated by President Mbeki and 

senior ANC figures such as the late Parks Mankahlana and Peter Mokaba, both 

of whom are believed to have died of AIDS?° In a press statement reported in the 

Mail & Guardian newspaper on 19 April 2002, a few months before his death, 

Mokaba, the ANC chief electoral officer, presented the AIDS dissident position in 

It is unclear how far these views were SheLved within the top echelons o~" tbe ANC govomraem. There are 

nonetheless indications that there was cor~siderabh disagzeemeat with Mbeki’s stance, ever~ wltkin his 
cabinet. The s~ror~gest internal criticism came f’mm the ANC’s Tripartite Alliance partners, the South 
African Communist Par~y (SACP) and the Congress of South African Trade Unions (COSATU). 
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the following terms: 

The story that HtV causes AIDS is being promoted through lies, pseudo-science, violence, 
torrorisr~ mad deception ... We are urged to abandon science and adopt the religion of super- 
sfitlan that HIV exists and that it causes AIDS. We refuse to be agents for using our people as 

guinea pigs and have a responsibility to defeat the intended genocide and dohumanisation of 

the African family and society)~ 

This line of argument, which was elaborated in detail by South African and inter- 

national dissidents, was mercilessly challenged and lampooned by cartoonists and 

journalists. Its critics also included academics, opposition parties, AIDS activists 

and health professionals. Yet despite a considerable challenge to the dissident 

view, even within the ruling party, it nonetheless came to r6present the official gov- 

ernment position on AIDS. This culminated in President Mbeki’s establishment of 

the President’s Select Advisory Panel of AIDS experts comprising an equal weight- 

ing of ’establishment scientists’ and AIDS dissidents (See Zapiro cartoon p. xiv). 
In March 2002 a controversial AIDS dissident document was posted on the A~NC 

website. Its full title was Castro Hlongwane, Caravans, Cats, Geese, Foot & Mouth 

and Statistics: HIV/AIDS and the Struggle for the Humanization of the African)s 

The document was subjected to intense criticism and rldicule from AIDS activists 

and the media, who portrayed it as an endorsement of President Mbeki’s eccentric 

views. It quoted numerous scientific studies and journalistic forays questioning 

’mainstream’ AIDS science,t~ Throughout, the anther(s) referred to the ’omnipotent 

apparatus’ that sought to bring about the dehumanisation of the African family and 

humillate ’our people’ (that is Africans). Citing numerous newspaper articles and 

scientific findings, the Castro Hlongwane document blamed AIDS dt-ags and phar- 

maceutical companies for ’the medicallsation of poverty’ and for systenmtically 

destroying the immune systems of A.fricans. The posting also claimed that ’for the 

omnipotent apparatus [which includes the media, the medical establishment and 

drug companies] the most important thing is the marketing of the anti-retroviral 

drugs.’ It concluded with the following statement: 

No longer will the Africans accept as the unalterable trutl~ that they are a dependent people 

that emanates from and inhabits a continent shrouded in a terrible darkness of destructive 
superstitlon~ driven and sustained by ignorance, hunger and underdevelopmem, and that is 

~ Cited in Gitay, J. ’Rhetoric, Politics, Sciet~¢e, Medicine: The South Mfi~an HIV/AIDS Controversy’ 

(unpublished paper, Centre for African Studies, University of Cape Town, lg September 2002), p. 2. 
tz The Castro Hlor~zan~ document was allegedly posted on the ANC website by Peter Mokaha and is a 

lengthy exposition of the dissident position. TKo anonymous author, fer exar~ple, ’rejects sa baseless and 
self-serving the assertion that millions of our people are HI¥ positive ÷,. It therefore rejects the sugges- 
tloa that the chalJ.ange of AIDS in our couon’y can be solved By resort to anti-ret.ro~iral drugs ... It rejects 
the a~seaiort that, among rite nations, we have the highest incidence of HI¥ infection and AIDS deaths, " 
caused hy sexuat imraora~ity of cur people.’ Tlae author goes on to ciaim in Chapter VI, ’We do not know 
how many of our people have died poeeause scientists and doctors] at Chris Hani B~ragwacath Hospital, 
c~ndaeted oxpo~4mer~ts on our people or "treated" them [~ith anti-retrovirals], relying on dangerously 
tendentious results of clinical [trials] sponsored by the pha~-raaceutieal compzaties.’ 

t~ The documant a~so included numm~us literary, journa~,istio and academic citations ranging f~rn Adam 
Hochschild’s King Lsopold’s Ghos~ (1998), Herbert Marcuse’s Eros & C~vilisation (1970), Paul Farmer’s 
AIDS and Accusation (1993) atxd Angels Davis’s Women, Race and Cla~s, to a smaaed.rxg of t~uotes from 
a diverse group of w’titezs such as Henry Louis Gates, Jr., W.B- Yeats, Mark Twain, Jeffrey Sacils, John le 
Carry, Sun Tan and many others. 
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victim to a self-lnfiicted "disease" called HIV/AIDS. For centm’~es we have carried the burden 

of the c’dmes and falsities of ’scientific’ Eurocentricism, it~ dogmas imposed t~pon our being as 
broads of a definitive, ’universal’ trttsh. Against this, we/rave, in strttggle, made the stat.ernent to 
which we will remain loyal - that we are human a~td African.t (italics in origin@ 

Although officially the ANC attempted to distance itself from the document in 
response to fierce general criticism, it became evident that the document’s focus 
on the legacies of colonialism, ~nderdevelopment, poverty, the Eurocentricism of 
science and racist representations of AfriCans as a ’diseased Other’ appealed to a 
small group of African nationalists within the ANC leadership. Castro Hton~ane 
reads as an African nationalist defence of the AIDS dissident position in the face 
of what its authors claimed was a racist representation of AIDS as a ’black disease’ 

associated with sexual promiscuity and the inability 0f,,Afrisans.:,t? control their 
sexual appetites. More generally, racist narratives about the sexually, promiscuous 

black Afri6an fuelled Mokaba and Mbeki’s African nati~n~liSt response. This may 
help explain support for their dissident ideas. 

TAC adopted a very different approach by seeking to" destigmatise and 
depathologise African sexualities. For instance, in Jack Lewis’s much acclaimed 
documentary film on TAG, entitled Alata Continua, the key male and female char- 
acters, both of whom are black HI¥-positive AIDS activists, consciously seek to 
affirm black African sexualities. They state that there is nothing to be ashmned 
about in having multiple partners, and it is quite normal and acceptable as long 
as safe sex is practised. This sexuaI permissiveness, together with TAC’s open 
support for gay and lesbian sexual rights, led to attempts by some senior ANC 
politicians to discredit TAC by claiming that its hidden agenda, apart from being 
a front for ’Big Pharma,’ was to introduce liberal ideas about sexuality that were in 
line with those held by the international gay and lesbian movement. 

Historically, Third World nationalist intellectuals have been vet3~ active in chal- 
lenging what they have perceived as western ethnocentricism, especially when it 
comes to matters of culture, women and the family, sexuality, spirituality, religion, 
and so on. Partha Chatterjee (1993) has shown how anti-colonial nationalists in 
India produced their own domain of sovereignty within colonial society before 
beginning their political battle with the imperial power. This involved staking out 
an autonomous spiritual sphere represented by religion, caste, women and the 
family and peasants. Not surprisingly, African nationalists, like their Indian coun- 
terparts, generated their own gendered nationalisms that accepted the western 
culture of the state, while simultaneously era-ring out sovereignty in the domain of 
African culture, and African women and the family. However, AIDS threatens the 

integrity of this domain of sovereignty by appearing morally to condemn African 
male sexualities, as well as declaring the failure of the African family to live up 
to the western nuclear family ideal. It is resistance to this perceived moral and 
cultural onslaught that animates the African nationalist response to AIDS. Just 
as the dissident view attributed AIDS to African poverty and disease reproduced 
through western racism, colonial conquest, capitalism and underdevelopment, it 
also challenged attempts to attribute the African AIDS pandemic to dysfunctional 
sexualities and family structures. 
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Rhetoric, rights and scientific relativism 

While active dissident support may have been limited to a relatively small circle of 

intellectuals, j oar-nalists and politicians, this position resonated with, and possibly 

gave credibility to, popular forms of AIDS denial and alternative and traditional 

explanations for AIDS and illness. This popular coutestation of establishment 

AIDS science is hardly surprising given that many South Africans, like citizens 

in Europe and Noah America, are suspicious of expertise from which they have 

always been excluded. As a result, HIV/AIDS has been assimilated into a variety 

of popular epistemologies and local ways of making sense of disease and misfor- 

tune, for example, witchcraft and Christianity)~ 
Following two years of confusing mixed messages, in 2002 President Mbeki 

appeared to distance himself from the dissidents, claiming that public perception 

of the government’s support for the dissidents reflected a ’failure of communica- 

tion on our side’.’s But was this simply ’a failure of communication’? Responding 

to President Mbeki’s forays into AIDS science, Joshua Gitay concludes that politi- 

cians, who ’lack scientific tools’, should not be allowed to base their health policies 

ot~ rhetoric, but should instead fotlow the consensus of the health sciences: the 
experts’ translation of the scientific data (Gitay 2002: 25). In support, he quotes 

approvingly from Sulcas and Gordin, who argue that ’HIV/AIDS is not a freedom 

of speech issue, It is about scientifically verifiable facts. There are findings that, 

after testing, an ove~svhelming number of scientists consider accurate’ (emphasis 

added),zs 
While AIDS activists and the media described the positions of Mbeki and 

Mokaba as inational, politically-motivated, and incompatible with western sci- 
ence, it would appear that the dissidents were insisting on their democratic right 

to eriticise the selenee establishment. They did this by drawing attention to their 

alternative science. ANC spokespersons attempted to justify this high-level gov- 

ernment intervention by referring to it as an expression of freedom of thought: a 

matter of rights. They described Nbekl as a latter-day Galileo burned at the stake 

by the media for refusing to conform to scientific orthodoxy. Calls for Mbeki to 

withdraw from the debate were described as attempts by the ’scientific guild’ to 

shut down and stifle debate on questionable scientific findings. Mbeki’s spokesper- 

sons also described his interventions as an attempt to open up what was perceived 

to be a narrowly technical, biomedical framing of the AIDS pandemic that ignored 

conditions of poverty and underdevelopment. Whereas much of this critique of 

the biomedical paradigm would have sat comfortably with most left-leaning South 

African AIDS and public health activists, the questioning of the link between the 

HI virus and AIDS was what went beyond the pale. It was this strand of the dis- 

sidem critique that was perceived to be discontinuous with the global consensus 

~a I am grateftd, to Renee Fox (perpetual commtt~ication) for basighffut e-moil discussions on the reiationslfip 

between ’dissident’ views and "populm" religious and spiritual beliefs about ilhmas and disease derived 
from her work with Malden;ins Sans Fronti~res in Khayelitsha, Cape Town, and other par~s of the world. 

~5 Ca~ 7~mes, 25 April 2002. 
~ A, Sulcas, J. Gordin, Sunday Independent, 23 Apri! 2000. 

Science, conspiracies and biomedical Citizenship ...... .: ~.~:~ 

Given the histm;¢ of South Africa, it is perhaps not surprising that race and cultural 

identity came to assume such a central place in public discourses on AIDS. By 

the time AIDS began to take such a visible toll on South Mrica, the countt-i had 

barely surfaced from apartheid, a political system characterised by extreme forms 

of social and economic inequalities and ideological domination that systematically 

denigrated and dehumanised black people. As a result of this history’, as well as 

colonial legacies of deep distrust of western science and modernisation policies,~s 

President Mbeki was able to make the claim that AIDS was being interpreted 

through a profoundly racialised (and racist) lens: African sexualities are dysfunc- 

tional, and AMcans are to blame for their morally irresponsible and destructive 

sexual behaviour. The president no doubt felt compelled to challenge these racist 

readings of black bodies and sexualities, as did many other African nationalists. 

It would seem that AIDS had become a Rorschach, an ideological screen upon 

which a range of fears and fantasies could be projected. Mbaki’s response sug- 

gests that he believed that there was a widespread view that it was the socially 

irresponsible, excessive and immoral sexual practices of Africans that was the root 

.: cause of the spread of the AIDS pandemic: the victim is to blame. Although HI¥/ 

AIDS exists amongst white, middle-class heterosexual communities tlnroughout 

the world, the stigma of its early associations with homosexuals, bisexuals, blacks, 

sex wod<ers and drug users has continued to stick. This troubling genealogy of 

the disease continues to shape the AIDS debate in South Africa. It explains the 

intense sense of shame associated with AIDS as well as the attraction of dissident 

AIDS science and nationalist views, especially amongst young, educated black 

i:ii. :: South Mricans. A TAC activist spoke of a limited degree of support for Mbeki’s 

dissident views amongst intellectuals and educated tovmsbip youth, while in the 
~v vo~v.tae.~-g.za/corrmm~ity/keystatistics 

~a Africa has a long colonial legacy of contestation over "~eientific’ versus ’~ocal’ knowledge about environ- 

raental degradation relating to pastoralism, fo~’est rnanagement, and soil and water c~t~servation. Africans’ 

distrust of ~western science’ and ’development’ often resuhed in fierce rasist~ce to coloniaI cattle culling 
policies that were justified on the basis of foot and mouth disease or overstocking. In meaty eases such 
grievances concerning colonial development and eonsen,atien interventions contributed towards swellit~g 

the ranks of the liberation movements and advanced the cause of antl-co!onial straggles, 
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on AIDS science. Notwithstanding the status of the president as the leader of the 

ANC, a former national liberation movement that continues to command deep !oy- 

alty from the vast majority of South Africans, his deployment of race and nationalist 

rhetoric in bis challenge to mainstream AIDS science appeared to fail to win wide- 

spread support from within his own party, the trade union movement and the broader 

public. Yet, along with his health minister’s persistent promotion of dietary alterna- 

tives to ARVs, the president’s interventions had an undeniably adverse impact on 

public health efforts to expand treatment:,aeeess. By 2008 only 371,731 (42%) of 

an estimated 889,000 people who needed treatment, were receiving ARVs through 

the public health sector.~ AIDS activists and public health professionals blamed 

this slow pace on lack of political will and leadership from the president down. 
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rural areas she encountered mm’e widespread AIDS denial and myths. It appeared 

that while TAC may have won the battle for AItV treatment, and in the process 

mobilised thousands of people living with AIDS, it had not yet won the war against 
misirfformation, fear, denial, silence and shame. The contestation and politicisa- 

tion of AIDS science and ARVs continued, as did numerous AIDS conspiracies 

and controversies. 
In Jannary 2005 TAC’s Zackie Achmat argued in a newspaper article that ’sci- 

ence, or truth, does not modify itself for our ideoIogical wishes’ (Mail & Guardian, 

21 January 2005). Achmat is also known to express his utter disdain for post-struc- 

turalist reconstruction, especially when it comes tO issues relating to AIDS. This 

brand of deeply held ’scientific positivism’, perhaps verging on ’techno-fundamen- 

taiism’, emerged in the context of ongoing contestation about a variety of aspects 

relating to AIDS science, ARYs and so on. These debates reirfforced the beliefs of 

many South African citizens that science was indeed highly politicised and ideo- 

logical. Whereas science is usually portrayed in the formal education system as an 

apolitical, technical and objective enterprise, the persistent AIDS controversies 

circulating in the mass media fundamentalXy questioned this assumption. One of .:i:: 

the unintended consequences of this scientific contestation was that many South 

Africans became increasingly aware of the complex relationship between science, 

politics and ideology, for instance in terms of the ideological shaping of research, 

the (mis)use of scientific results, control over funding, and the use of science- 

as-ideology. 

This growing public recognition of the politicised, ideological and instrumental 

character of AIDS science is part of a broader worldwide phenomenoxa of citizen :i 

distrust of science and expertise. It is also related to increasing calls for citi- : 

zen participation in scientific juries and the adjudication of scientific knowledge 

(Beck 1992; Epstein 1996; Leach, Scoones and Wynne 2004). Distrust in sci- 

entific authority has also found expression in Nigeria, where a ~oup of Islamic 
clerics in the northern state of Kano led an immunisation boycott, claiming that 

the polio vaccine was part of a US-led plot to render Muslims infertile or infect 

them with the HI virus (Associated Press, 13 January 2005). Similarly, a telephone 

survey conducted by RAND Corporation and Oregon State University indicated 

that a significant number of African Americans sure’eyed believed that US govern- 
ment scientists created HI¥ to eradicate or control African-American populations 

(Kaiser Daily HIV/AIDS Report, 2 February 2005). This distrust of science and 

medicine is of course not cortfined to Africa. As Melissa Leach (2005) has shown, 
citizen mobilisation against the British Health Department’s compulsory MMR 

vaccinations of children revealed similar levels of citizen distrust of sclenee and 
medielne. A number of UK parents recently challenged the safety of MMR, argu- 

ing that there is a direct link between MMR vaccinations aud forms of childhood . 

autism their children suffel: They also claimed that scientists were being co-opted 

by the pharmaceutical companies and the state to provide scientific 

porting the government’s vaccination programmes. All this consplraey talk 
distrust of mainstream science and the medical industry sounds quite familiar to ~ 

South Africans, where contestation of orthodox AIDS science and treatment teeh-;i 
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nologies continues to be reported in the media. It also explains the urgency with 

which Zackie Achmat sought to combat these forms of popular scientific relativism 

by asserting that scientific truth should not be sacrificed in the name of political 

¯ ideology. 
Former president Mandela also attempted to contain this ’confusion’ by publicly 

stating that his son had died of AIDS. It was part of his explicitly stated effort to 

get South Africans to treat AIDS as an ordinary treatable and manageable cta’oaic 

illness like tuberculosis (TB), cancer ov~di~betes. It was also ml attempt to assert 

the scientific reality of HIV/AIDS as the leading cause of death in South Africa 

in the face of persistent AIDS denial. Mandela’s statement was iinmediately chal- 

lenged by the United States-based AIDS dissident David Rasniek, who claimed 

that it was antiretrovirat (ARV} drugs, not AIDS, that had killed Makgatho Man- 

dela (Sunday Times, i6 January 2005).              ’    "’ ’i(1 

Rasnick was not alone in claiming that ARVs were~t0xic. Foz example, the 
national Health Minister Munro Tshabalala-Msimang, the South African Tra- 

ditional Healers Organisation (THO), the Mattias Rath Foundation, the writer 

and journalist lliaa Malan, and an anonymous author on the ANC website all 

questioned TAC’s credentials and motlvatio~s for lobbying for ARV treatment. 

THO and Ruth Foundation were affiliates of the Treatment Information Group, 

an organisation that accused TAC of being the salespersons of the pharmaceuti- 

cal industry, and claimed that Dr Rath’s multinutrients could reduce the risk of 

developing AIDS by 50 per cent. These organisations also claimed that TAC was 

exaggerating AIDS statistics, and using Africans as guinea pigs for the marketing 

of toxic AIDS drugs (Mail & Guardian, 24 December 2004). What these coordi- 

nated attacks revealed was the emergence of a network that implicitly aligned 

itself with President Mbeki and AIDS dissident scientists such as David Rasni~k 

and Peter Duesberg and. their supporters. These South African and US dissidents 

claimed that there was clandestine collusion between AIDS activists, scientists 

and the pharmaceutical industry. They suggested that these powerful networks 

and political influences controlled scientific research in order to serve the busi- 

ness interests of ’Big Pharma’. Notwithstanding all this conspiracy talk, the South 

African Government facilitated the pharmaceutical giant Aspen’s programme for 

the large-scale manufacture of ARVs in Port Elizabeth 

Despite the decision by government to establish a national ARV programme, the 

health minister and her supporters claimed that drug companies, in collusion with 

scientists, were undermining the credibility of natural and traditional medicines. 

Her response was to promote a diet of virgin olive oil, onions, the African potato 

and garlic, which she claimed could boost the immune systems of AIDS sufferers. 

She also claimed that HIV-positive eltizens should be given the right to choose 

their own treatment, be it traditional and alteruative medicines or ARVs. Aetivistg, 

scientists and public health professionals insisted that rigorous scientific testing 

ought to determine the range of treatment options; biomedical citizenship, in other 

words, required that patients had scientific information at theK disposal so that 

they could make reasonable decisions about their health. 

By 2008, the debate on the efficacy and safety of ARVs and traditional medicines 
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for AIDS patients was far from resolved. Meanwhile, the South African government 
had aldowed health care centres to provide complementary and traditional medi- 
cines to HIV-positive patients. This decision was based on department of health 
estimates that up to 70 per cent of South Africans consult traditional healers. 
However, South African doctors and scientists remained sceptical about claims 
concerning the benefits of herbal and traditional medicines for AIDS patients, 
especially those on AR¥ therapy (Sunday Independent, 30 January 2005). Their 
argument, like the position of TAC’s Zackie Achmat, was that traditional medicines 
had to be scientifically tested. As Achmat put, it was necessary to modemise tra- 

ditional healing through regulation and rigorous t,esting of the efficacy and safety 

of these medicines.                                   ’ 
For TAC activists the Ruth Foundation’s promotion of conspiracy theories and 

alternative and traditional remedies for HI¥/AIDS had life and death consequen-     " 

cos. From this perspective there was no room for cultural or scientific relativism, 
and TAC’s lass/ors resorted to legal challenges and hard-nosed scientific evidence 
to challenge the claims of the Minister of Heahh, the Ruth Foundation and the 

Traditional Healers Organisation. 
TAC ladders and activists were not alone in perceiving scientific relativism 

as a potential threat to human lives. Bruno Latent, the doyen of Science Studies, 
questioned his own role in promoting the idea that political networks comprising 
scientists, research institutes, universities, industry and funding agencies col-    " 
lude in ways that influence the construction of scientific facts. Latour and his 
colleagues also devoted their intellectual careers towards trying to demonstrate 
the absence of scientific certainty in_herent in the construction of facts. Latour’s 

path-breaking work demonstrated the Mtuence of ’extra-scientific’ factors ema- 
nating from beyond the confines of the laboratory. He argued that the polities of 
research funding, scientific networks, research committees and the peer-reviewed 
journal system all played a decisive roIe in maintaining or ’closing dehorn’ scientific 
controversies and debates. Scientific truth, Latent had argued, was established 

ttnough the networks, funding circuits and power plays that scientists were obliged 

to. participate in. 
Latour (2005) has reflected on the unintended consequences of his earlier 

.: 

writings on the social construction of scientific facts as possibly being an 
mistake.He ildustrates his concern with the example of Mr. Lutz, a conservative US 
Republican strategist, who advises his clients that they ’need to continue to make 
the lack of scientific certainty [about global warming] the primary issue’. While 
Latour tells us that his project has been to ’emancipate the public from premao 
turely naturalised objectified facts’, this Republican strategist was using the same 
approach to assist conservative and ecologically ur, friendly corporate interests to 
sustain scientific controversy in the name of profit margins. For Latour this kind of 
scenario raises serious political, ethical and scientific dilemmas. . 

The Ruth Foundation has drawn on similar strategies to maintain scientific 

uncertainty about key aspects of AIDS science. This occurred despite the fact that 

the AIDS dissident position was dismissed and discredited in mainstream scien- 
tific circles in Europe and North America as early as the mi&1980s. South Africa’s 
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dissidents also sought to flame the AIDS debate within anti-racist and anti-colonlal 

discourses that blame the spread of the pandemic in Africa on structural condi- 

tions of racism, poverty and underdevelopment. While many South African public 

health professionals acknowledge the need to understand the impact of poverty 

and inequality in driving the pandemic iu Africa, they stress the link between HtV 

and AIDS and the fact that AIDS in Ah-ica is primmiIy a heterosexually transmit- 

ted disease. They argue that HI¥/AIDS is a product of human agency as welI as 

structural conditions of poverty and in~quality. TAC activists and public health 

experts thus argue that part of the task of AIDS activism is to create the conditions 

for production of ’responsibilised citizens’ (See Chapter 6). 

It is not clear to what degree the Rath Foundation’s conspiracy theories about 

the hidden links between AIDS science, medicihe and kh.e pharmaceutical indus- 

try resonated with the views of ordinary South Xflicans. Bdt i~fg.~hlear that TAG 

took Rath’s organisation sufficiently seriously to litigate against" the foundation’s 
misinformation campaigns and to publicly refute Rath’s"dla~msi~t ARVs were 

toxic and that his multivitamins were a better remedy for HI¥iAIDS. It would 

seem that Rath’s conspiracy theories resonate with growing global scepticism and 

distrust of science and the multi-billion dollar drug indust~y. It is within this 

higtfly politicised context of ongoing scientific controversies and contestations of 

mainstream AIDS science that TAC launched its litigation strategies, treatment 

literacy m~d grassroots mobilisation campaigns. Addressing questions of AIDS 

science, scientific authority and biomedical citizenship became a central task for 

TAC activists. 

For those HIV-positive, unemployed and working-class black mothers who 

joined TAC, AIDS denial and dissident and conspiracy theories did not resonate 

with their all-to0-real experiences of contracting the virus front HIV-positive men 

and losing chiIdren to AIDS, a tragedy that they believed could be averted through 

prevention of mother-to-child-transmission (PMTCT) programmes. For example, 

V, a young bIack female TAC volunteer, tells the story of how, following the trauma 

of rape by an uncle who later committed suicide, she was diagnosed with AIDS, 

hospitalised and told that she ’must wait for my day of death’. V eventually joined 

TAC and received ART. For V, TAC literally saved her life, ’Now I can stay alive 

for a long time. I have my whole life’. The organisation became the family that she 

lost when she was diagnosed I-IIV-positive: 

I started the medicine [ART] and I am happy now because my immu~e system is p~ekiag up. 
So I tell the youngsters they must wake up and fight HI¥ ... TAC has helped me a Iot. Before 
I was scared to go on TV or newspaper, but now I am nat, because they give me a lot of sup- 
part ... Mandla and Zackie are like my brother and my fathe~ ... They are not big guys - they 
are coming down to us. 

V’s account of her confrontation with AIDS and the spectre of death suggests why 

the abstract and ideological language of cultural nationalism and conspiracies did 

not resonate for her. It also draws attention to the experiential dimensions of belong- 

ing that TAC is able to provide for Hi-V-positive people who, once they reveal dmir 

HIV status, are often exposed to stigma and rejection from their families and com- 

munities. Such trauma highlights the limits of ideological mobilisation in terms of 
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shaping people’s understanding of their identities, subjectivities and their place 

in the world. For TAC activists living openly with AIDS, abstract denialist ide- 
ologies, nationalisms or ’imagined communities’ cannot easily be conjured up in 
the absence of experientially based understandings stud social realities. However, 
these abstract ideologies may indeed appeal to those living beyond the sphere of 

influence of the broad church of AIDS activism. 
The following section provides a brief history of TAC in order to reveal how this 

globally cannected social movement was able to mediate ideas about biomedicine 
and rights as well as catalyse and mobilise a powerful sense of community belong- 
ing and identity formation amongst its members. It also provides the historical 
context for the following chapter, which examines, how belonging to TAC aud get- 

ting on to treatment programmes can contribute to profound transformations in 
subjectivity that result from illness and treatment experiences, what I refer to in 

Chapter 6 as the passage from ’near death’ to ’new life’. 

Treatment Action Campaign (TAC): mediating rights 

and new subjectivities 

TAC was established on_ 10 December J.998,. International Human Rights Day, 

when a group of about fifteen people protested on the steps of St George’s Cathedral 

in Cape Town to demand medical treatment for people living with the virus that 

causes AIDS. By the end of the day, the protesters had collected over a thousand 

signatures calling on the government to develop a treatment plan for all people 

living with HIVY 
TAC’s membership has grown dramatically over the past few yems. The rank- 

and-file comprises mainly young re’ban Ml.icans with secondary schooling. 

However, the organisation has also managed to attract health professionals and 

university students. The international face of the organisation is Zackie Achmat, 

a forty-something Muslim former anti-apartheid and gay activist. He is also a law 

graduate and an openly HI¥-positive person. Until recently Achmat had made it 

known publicly that he refused to take ART until it was available in the public 
health sector. Other TAC leaders include African men and women who j oined TAC 

as volunteers and moved into leadership positions over time. The majority of the 

volunteers are young African women, many of them HIV-positive. 

When TAC Was founded, it was generally assumed that anti-AIDS drugs were 

beyond the reach of developing countries, condemning 90 per cent of the world’s 

HIV-posifive population to a painfu], and inevitabIe death. While TAC’s main 

objective has been to lobby and pressurise the South African government to pro- 
vide AIDS treatment, it has increasingly addressed a much wider range of issues. 

These have included tackling the global pharmaceutical industry in the media, the 

courts and the streets; fighting violence and discrimination against HIV-posifive. 

people, gay, lesbian citizens and women; challenging AIDS dissident science; 

t9 For a detailed account of the early histo~, of TAC and its carapaiga for MTCT prevention programme, se~ 
Treatmen$ Action: An O.versiew, !998-2001, po 2 in wwa.tac.org.za. 
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taking the government to court for refusing to provide MTCT programmes in public 
health facilities.~° During these campaigns, TAC mobilised within worklng-class 
black communities and the trade union movement, and used a variety of methods 
to pressurise the global pharmaceutical indust~ and the South Mrican govern- 
ment to provide cheap ARVs. These modes of mobillsafion created the political 
space for the articulation of new forms of health/biological citizenship l~nked to 
attempts to democrafise science in post-apartheid South Africa. 

Soon after its establishment, in 1,998 TAC, together with the South Mri, 
can government, became embroiled in a lengthy legat battle with international 
phmanaceutical companies over AIDS drug patents and the importation of cheap 
generics to treat mi11ions of HI¥-positive poor people in developing countries. As 
a result of highly successful global m~d national, medla.campaigns, TAC managed 
to convince international public opinion, and the Pha’rmac~u~i~iManufacturers’ 
Association (PMA), that it was moral and just for drug com_pa~i.e~ to bring dovm 
their prices and allow developing countries to manufactt~r~ gene~id~. In the face of 
international pubIic opinion in favour of’TAC, PMA withdrew thelr case- no doubt 
influenced by the costs of adverse publicity that cotporate greed was responsible 
for millions of deaths in Africa. 

Despite TAC’s highly suecessfal ~obaI networking, much of TAC’s energy" 
was devoted to more local matters: mobilising poor and working-class communi- 

ties, using the courts to compel the ministry of health to provide ARVs at public 
facilities, and campaigning to protect the autonomy of scientific institutions 
government interference. Although grassroots mobilisafion was primarily in black 
African working-class areas, TAC’s organisational structure and support networks 
crossed race, class, ethnic, occupational and educational lines. 

TAC volunteers were involved in AIDS awareness and treatment literacy 
campaigns. In addition, TAC disseminated reports, scientific studies, website 
documents (see Wasserman 2003)~t and media briefs refuting govermnent claims 
that ARV treatment was dangerously toxic, ineffective, too costly, and could not 
be implemented due to infrastructure and logistical problems such as inadequate 
management structures, shortages of trained staff and so on. The organisation 
also came out in strong support of doctors, hospital superintendents, medical 
researchers and the MRC who, by virtue of their report findings or provision of 
ARV treatment, found themselves on the wrong side of government, and subject to 
high-level political interference and intimidation. 

AIDS activism and ’ globalisation from below’ 
TAC’s mode of activism could be described as grassroots globalisation or ’glo- 
balisation from below’ (Appadurai 2002 a and b). Following the precedent of the 

hi May 2008, TAC, MSF and the AIDS Law Project became centrally involved in advocating for the rights 
of thousands of refugees who were expelled from townships during waves of xenophobic "dolence that 

spreads across the country, hi July 2008, Zackie Achm~t [aanchsd the Social. Justice Coalition to fight 

poverty, disease, v~elence, crime and substance abuse ia poor coramunifies, However, HIV/AEDS ~eraains 

at the ceaVce of TAG’s campaigns. 

Wassermaa has a chapter on TAC artd .the Intemet’s potential for eivi!, society groups iu Sonth Africa. 
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divestment campaigns of the anti-apartheid struggle, TAC activism straddled local, 

national and global spaces in the course of struggles for access to cheaper AIDS 

drugs. This was dm~e through the courts, the Internet, the media and by networking 

with South African mid international civil society organisations. Widely publicised 

acts of ’civil disobedience’ also provided TAC with visibility within a globally 

connected post-apartheid public sphere. By concentrating on access to AR¥ treat- 
ments for working-class and poor people, TAC was participating in a class-based 

polities that departed significantly from the cultm’al nationalist!identity politics 

promoted by the new ruling elite of Mbeki aud Mokaba. It was not coincidental 

that COSATU, having lost thousands of workers to the pandemic, readily joined 

the TAC campaign.                           ~"      , 
The ’Christopher Moraka Defiance Campaign’ was perhaps a defining moment 

in TAC’s pro-poor political mobilisation around AIDS. It began in July 2000, 

after HIV-positive TAC volunteer Christopher Moraka died, suffering from severe 

thrush. TAC’s spokespersous claimed that the drug flueonazole could have eased 

his pain and prolonged his life, but it was not available on the public health system 

because it was too expensive. In October 2000, in response to Moraka’s death, 

TAC’s Zaekie Aehmat visited Thailand where he bought 5,000 capsules of a cheap 

generic fluconazole. When TAC announced Aehmat’s mission in a press conference 

the international public outcry against the pharmaceutical giant Pfizer intensified 

as it became clear how inflated were the prices of name-brand medications; no 

charges were brought against Achmat, and the drugs were successfully prescribed 

to South African patients. By March 2001, Pfizer had made its drugs available free 

of charge to state clinics. 
This David and Goliath narrative of TAC’s successful challenge to the global 

pharmaceatiesl giants captured the imagination of the internationa[ community 

and catapulted TAC into the global arena. Preparation for the court case also 
consolidated TAC’s ties with international NGOs such as Oxfam, Mgdecins Sans 

FrontiOres, the European Coalition of Positive People, Health Gap, and Ralph 

Nader’s Consumer Technology Project in the United States. It seemed as if this 

was indeed a glimpse i~to what a progressive global civil society could look like. 

TAC activists nevertheIess stressed that grassroots mobilisation was the key 

to their sucdess. This was done through AIDS awareness and treatment literacy 

campaigns in schools, factories, community centres, churches, shebee~ (informal 

drinking places), and through door-to-door visits in the African townships. By far 

the majority of TAC volunteers were poor and unemployed African women, many 

of them HIV-positive mothers desperate to gain access life-saving drugs for them- 

selves and their childi-en. 

TAC was also able to rely on support from middle-class business professionals, 

health professionals, scientists, t.he media, and ordinary South African citizens, 

and used rights-based provisions in the South African Constitution to secure poor 
people access to AIDS treatment. These legal challenges created the space for the 

articulation of a liberal democratic discourse on health eitizefish~p. TAC’s grass- 

roots mobilisation and its legal challenges blurred the boundaries between the 

street and the courtroom. The Constitutional Court judges could not but be influ- 
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enced by growing public support for TAC. The campaign aehleved extraordinary 
media visibility and shaped public opinion through sophisticated networking and 
media imaging. It wase able to give passion and political and ethical content to the 
’cold letter’ of the Constitution mad the ’cold facts’ of AIDS statistics. 

Flexible politics for flexlble times 

In December 2001, TAC’s. tegai representatives successfulIy argued in the High 

Court of South Africa that the state had a constitutionaLtykbound obligation to 

promote access to health care, and that this could be extended to AIDS drug 

treatment.= This ted to the government being ordered by the court to establish 

PMTCT progTatnmes throughout the public health system. Wl~ile the thrust of the 

TAC case focused on socio-economic rights, and sp~cific~ll~~i~ens’ rights to 

health care, their lawyers raised broader issues retatin~g.t? _q. uest.iq~ns of scientific 

authority and expertise. The court was obliged to addressthe ongofng contestation 

over the scientific ’truth’ on AIDS that raged between TAC; th~ trade unions, and 

health professionals on the one side, and government and the ANC on the other. 

By the end of 2003 it looked as if TAC and its allies had won this hattie for ARV 

treatment. 

Despite efforts to avoid being perceived as anti-government, TAC’s criticism 

of President Mbeki’s.support for AIDS dissidents created dilemmas and difiqcul- 

ties. TAC activists were publicly accused by government spokespersons of being 

’unpatriotic’, ’anti-African’ and salespersons of the international pharmaceutical 

industry. This locally situated cultural politics of race and nations! identity was 

addressed through a variety of strategies, including workshops, treatment literacy 

programmes and public meetings. TAC developed ways of combating what it per- 

ceived to be smear campaigns and attacks on its political credibility orchestrated 

by government spokespersons, it also managed the difficult feat of straddling 

the grey zones between cooperation with and opposition to government policies. 

Indeed, TAC’s legal and political strategies reveal a dear understanding of the 

polities of contingency in contrast to an i~fflexible antagonistic politics of binaries: 

us and them. 

TAC avoided being slotted into the conservative white camp through the cre- 

ative reappropriation of locally embedded political symbols, songs and styles of 

the anti-apartheid struggle. For example, the Christopher Moraka Defiance Cam- 

paign resonated with the historic anti-dompas (pass law) defiance campaigns of 

the apartheid era. By mobilising tovntship residents, especially working-dlass and 

unemployed black women, TAC challenged attempts by certain government offi- 

cials to whitewash it as ’anti-black’. By bringing the trade union movement on 

board, TAC also challenged accusations that it was a front for white liberals, the 

drug companies, and other ’unpatriotic forces’. By positioning themselves as sup- 

porters of the ANC, SACP and COSATU Tripartite Alliance, TAC activists have 

The S~uth At’flesh Constitution is unique in providing for water and housing (along vdtt~ health care and 
a dean environnaent) as basic rlght~ in the Bill of Rights, 
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managed to create a new space for critical engagement with the ANC government. 

They have also introduced new concepts of health citizenship that have raised 

questions about the relationship be~een science, medicine, rights and citizen 

participation in South Africa. 
TAG’s strategic engagement with politics of race and class emerged from the 

organisational memory of AIDS activists who participated in the United Demo- 

cratic Front (UDF) in the t9gOs. This expressed itself through songs at marches, 

demonstrations and f~nerals, and the regular press releases and colfferer~ces, 

website information dissemination, television documentaries and national and 
interuational networking. This political style is asophisticated refashioning of 

1980s modes of political activism, &’awing on the eourts,,the media, and local and 

transnational advocacy networks, along with grassroots mobilisation mad skilful 

negotiations with business and the state. 
Perhaps the most important reason for the successes of TAG’s grassroots mobili- 

sation has been its capacity to provide poor a~d unemployed ttlN-positive black 

South Africans with a biomedical and a psychological lifeline, often in contexts 

where they experience hostility and rejection from their eomarnnities, friends and 

families. The story of V (see above) draws attemion to how experiences of sexual 

violence and AIDS can mamp cultural nationalist ideologies and race solidarities. 

The politics of class, and the access to life-saving drugs for poor people, seemed to 

offer an alternative to an elite-driven polities of race and cultural identity. 

Health activism in local spaces 
In December 2003, TAG activist Lorna Mlofana, aged 21, was gang-raped at a 

Khayelitsha (Cape Town) shebeen toilet, and beaten to death when she told her 

attackers that she was HIV-positive. For a period after Mlofana’s brutal murder 

many TAG activists in Khayelitsha were afraid to wear the TAG HIV Positive 

t-shlrts. The Campaign’s response to this traumatic event was to hold protests 

outside the Khayehtsha magistrate court, and to launch educational ’blitzes’ on 

trains and at clinics. Activists also made door-to-doer visits to households in Town 
Two; the area in which Mlofana was killed, to educate people about AIDS. This 

shocking HI¥iAIDS-retated murder took place despite the fact that MSF and TAG 

had mmmged to establish exceptionally successful AIDS prevention and treatment 

programmes in IGaayelitsha. 
A number of studies have drawn attention to sexual violence and AIDS myths, 

conspiracies, stigma and denial in many parts of South Mrica,showing how par- 

ticularly pe~wasive they are in rural areas and poor communities that have had 

little exposure to AIDS activism, treatment literacy campaigns and grassroots 
mobilisation. It is also xddely doeume~ted0 for example, that in many parts of the 

country, women are not able to make independent decisions about contraception, 

or whether to take the HIe test and join ARV and PMTCT programmes if they 

ttI¥-positive. These soeio-cuItural obstacles clearly have serious implications in 

terms of access to HIV programmes. The pat~s of the country that have the highest rates of uptake for PMTCT and 

AR¥ programmes have tended to he the urban centres of the Western Cape, Kwa- 
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Zulu Natal (KZN) and Gauteng, areas where TAC and MSF activity has, until 

recently, tended to be concentrated.~ NGO and social movement parmerships 

have played a significant role in creating the conditions for the uptake of bio- 

medical interventions such as PMTCT and ARV treatment. It would also seem 

that organisations are incl, easingly introducing new ideas about health citizenship 

in rural areas where traditional practices often clash with notions of female bodily 

autonomy and individual responsibiliq;~or.onq’s health. In South .AA’rica, a massive 

AIDS indust~� targeting an estimated 5.5 million South Africans living with AIDS 

is part of a global health intervention that involves the massive expansion of repro- 

ductive health, immunisation, and TB, malaria and AIDS programmes throughout 

the Global South..As will be discussed in the next chapter, these programmes are 

contributing towards establishing new forms of therapeutic cit~.2enship (Nguyen 

2005) that draw on liberal individualist conceptions of self-fash!gnlng, ’responsi- 

bilised citizenship’, and ’eating of the self’ (Rose 2007):’ ~ ’" " ": 
Although TAG can be desetbed as a rights-based social m0~ement that uses 

the courts and constitutional rights to health care, it is also a grassroots, working- 

class social movement that goes beyond liberal individualism and fights talk. At 

the recent TAG national conference in Durban, I witnessed a particularly powerful 

session in which members gave impromptu testimony. Each highly charged tes- 

timony was followed by outbursts of song, dance and struggle chants: ’Long live, 

Zaekie, long live. Long live, TAG, long live!’ The following excerpts suggest that 

through grassroots mobilisation and treatment literacy campaigns TAG is able to 

articulate new forms of healttffhiological citizenship and political subjectivities 

that resonate amongst young, educated black youth in South African townships. 

Many of the testimonies demonstrated a sophisticated understanding of fights talk 

as well as intimate biomedical knowledge relating to AIDS treatment. They also 

expressed a quasi-religious sense of collective purpose, solidarity and belonging: 

I’m a person living with HIV. I received counselling before and after I tested. The counse!Iors 

at the hospit!l where I work as aa admin clerk gave me nothing. I just found out I wa~ H1V- 

positive and that was that. Three times I tried to commit suicide. Now I’m more positive than 

HIV-positive, thanks to TAG. 

(Tlfirty-something black man} 

When I go to my doctor I[ tell him exactly what medicines I need. He asks me ff I’ve trained 

in medicine at the university. No, I say to him. It w~ TAg tha~ taught me. 

(Thirty-something black woman) 

Thank you to MSF. My CD4 count was 28 now it is 54,3. Thank you to TAG. 

(Twenty-somethlng bl~ck man) 

I’m Dudu. I was tested in 1.996. In ~.999 my CD4 eoum was below 200. I have lost many 

things in my Iife. But now with AtlVs my CD4 count is 725 and the vires is undetected. I’m a 

person living with HIV. Today I have a ~ife. I can have a family. But it’s painfid when I take my 

medicine [ARVs] because I know someone is d)dng because he can’t get treatment. 

(Twenty-somethlng black man, my emphasis} 

TAG and NSF have recently eztabllshed treatment programraes in rural Lusildsiki (former Transkei) in 

the Eastern Cape 
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These ritualised illness and treatmeut testimonies suggest that participants at the 
TAC conference in Durban had overcome stigma, fear, denial, witchcraft beliefs 
and other barriers to H1-WAIDS testing, disclosure and treatment. They also 

appear to have undertaken a quasi-rellgious conversion process that is discussed 
in more detail in the chapter that follows. This fervent behef in medical solutions 
expressed through public statements of positive living and commitment to ARV 
treatment, contrasts strikingly with the numerous obstacles to treatment access 
I encountered in 2003 during a visit to rural parts of Mpumatanga. While Nevlrap- 
ine~+ was available at many of the PMTCT clinics, a dlz2ying an’ay of socio=cukural 

obstacles, as well as political, logistical and capacity problems, seemed to stymie 
the implementation of PMTCT prugrammes at every turt~. ’ 

Sociology professor Reuse Fox, in a personal communication, January 2004, 
recounted to me her experiences in Khayelitsha during a discussion with a group 
of research fieldworkers ~rom the area, wh~ were preparing to conduct interviews 

on local attitudes to HIViAIDS. Fox asked the fieldworkers whether it would be 
possible to avoid resistance to questions relating to witchcraft by framing the 
questions differently, for example, by asking whether the respondents thought that 
angry and envious thoughts and feelings, the breaking of certain taboos, or seeking 
the intervention of a magico-religious specialist to do harm to another, could cause 

AIDS. She was surprised by the responses: 

At first the group met what I said with term silence. But then they began tc resportd. One 

person said jokingly, ’There are those wlio believe that God will punish them [with AIDS] if 

they dor~’t go to church on Sunday.’ Another person suggested that etlmrs believed ’the ances- 

tors’ might punish you in this way if you broke taboos. Then, someone else exclaimed, ’How 

is it possible that in this beautiful, free land of ours’ such an epidemic of AIDS could come to 
pass? This was a sheer outcry of a question of meaning. What followed rapidly were sugges- 
tions that some people believe that ~foreigners’ can cause AIDS - ’foreigners’ being defined 
as other black Africans i~nroigratlng to South Africa from surrounding countries, as well as 
whites; that condoms could cause AIDS (rather than prevent it); and that AR¥ treatment 
and modem Western medicine more generally could do harm. At the end of this discussion 
with this field team, t wasn’t sure any longer whether they were sitnply describing beliefs 
of othem, or whether they themselves subscribed to the same bellefs. (Renee Fox, personal 

communication) 

Tobias Hecht, an anthropologist working in Mandela Park, Hour Bay, encountered 
similar views and was told by Xhosa-speaking residents that ’God sent AIDS to 
punish us for our sins’, and that becoming HIV-positive through witchcraft was the 
most lethal mode of transmission (Tobias Hecht, personal communication, March 

2004). Both Fox and Hecht are nncertain whether their informants shared these 
beliefs, or whether they were simply reporting on other members of the commu- 
nities in which they lived. It is quite possible that people living in places such 
as IClaayelitsha and Mandela Park, like most people, are able to believe in both 
universalist biomedical truth and spirituaUcaltural interpretations of illness. The 
healing powers of western biomedicine, Christianity and the spiritual forces of 
the occult are not necessarily viewed as incompatible. These examples of double 

~+ Nevirapine is an ant[-retwvira], chug that is used both for the prevention of vertical transmissio~ of HIV 

fa’om mother to d~ild as well ~ part o+ the triple-therapy ARV regimen. 
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or triple consciousness question public health arguments that it is necessary for 
patients to abandon traditional beliefs in order fully to embrace biomedical truth. 

My initial impression from my visit to Mpumalanga was that, to imprnve access 
to AIDS treatment, rural viI1agers should be exposed to a strong dose of TAG and 
MSF health activism and grassroots mobilisation of the sort that emerged in the 
urban centres of Cape Town, Johannesburg oaxd Durban. However, while there can 
be little doubt that TAC and MSF have contributed enorumusly towards creat- 
ing the conditions conducive to the up~e of biomedical HIV/AIDS interventions 

such as ARV treatment, this does not mean that rank-re,d-file TAC members have 
been unambiguously converted to biomedicine. While many of the participants in 
the ARV trials at Khayelitsha appear to have accepted the biomedical truths and 
rights-based approaches to health citizenship promoted by thei~:MSF doctors, this 
does not necessarily exclude beliefs in the occult or Other faith-based and spiri- 
tual forms of healing. Conversion to mainstream AIDS sei~nc6 r~y be partial and 
precarious: for instance, a TAC activist recounted how even some of their seasoned 
volunteers had been seduced by President Mbeki’s dissident views. Religious, 
spiritual and traditional explanations and modes of heali,tg are significant con- 
tenders in the struggle to fight and make sense of HIV!AIDS. Again, Tobias Hecht 
and I visited the MSF clinic in Khayelitsha to find out what had happened to an 
HlV-positive TAC member who, we were told, had thrown hex ARVs away after 
joining the local branch of the (Brazilian) U~iversal Church of the Kingdom of 
God (UCKG). An MSF nurse told us that TAC activists had successfully persuaded 
the woman to return to ARV treatment. We later visited a UCKG pastor who tried 
to convince us that numerous HIV-posltive congregation members had become 
HIV-negative through prayer: ’If Jesus could heal leprosy, then why not AIDS?’, 
he asked. 

Despite the partial character of TAC and MSF’s conversion process, it is nonethe- 
less clear that they have contributed enormously towards combating AIDS fear and 
stigma, and promoting easier access to PMTCT and ARV treatment programmes. 
These forms of health activism also appear to have succeeded in overcoming many 
of the socio~cultural obstacles to HIV testing and treatment referred to above. They 
have contributed towards creating new forms of belonging, citizenship, scientific 
knowledge and subjectivity that resemble those emerging from the people’s health 
movements in Europe as well as developing countries such as Brazil. Instead of 
being rejected by family, friends and comnmnity, many HIV-positive TAC mem- 
bers are now able to belong to local and global activist communities that recognise 
and celebrate their humanity and vitality; they are no longer the ’walking dead’ to 
be pitied or avoided. They are ~more positive than HIV-positive, thanks to TAC’?s 
Politicising the right to health care has empowered citizens. 

z~ 
Renee Fox, personal communication, reminded me that saying +I am stronger now thanks to MSF and 
TAC+ does not necessarily refer exclusively to physieal health. It could also be a ~ta~ement about th~ role 
of ARYs in producing a spiritua~ strength in the baals ag~.inst the oceuh and ’eviP fo~ces of envy and 

jealousy. This spiritual empowerment, however, does not mesh with TAC and MSF’s s~r~dertfly ase~ar and 

scientific cosmology. As a result, puhIic testimonies of the sun that were made at the TAG Durban Confer- 

¢nce eraphssised secular rationalist discourses on empowexmeat tt~ough access to ~eientific and medical 

knowledge. 
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However, there is a downside to this seeming wholesale endarsement of the 

power of biomedicine. In an interview with Eric Gocmaere (Khayelltsha, 20 May 
2004), an MSF doctor in Khayelitsha, it became clear that MSF and TAC are 
acutely aware of the Janus-like character of ARVs and other biomedical technolo- 
gies. Goemaere pointed out that whereas anti-retroviral therapy can undoubtedly 
prolong lives, it can also become a conduit for the ’medicalisation of poverty’ and 
the creation of dependencies on medical experts and drugs. Although MSF con- 
sciously seeks to counter disempowering mid normalising biomedical discourses 
by stressing citizen rights to health care and medical and scientific knowledge, 
such messages are seldom heard in the public health cliniq,s. instead, clinic nurses 
and doctors tend to reproduce hierarchical and patenlalistic expdrt-patient rela- 
tions. Language, class, race, ethnic and education divides and socio-cultural 
barriers also collude to reproduce the passivity and disempowerment of working- 
class users of public health facilities. 

The hierarchical and authoritarian cultures of many public health facili- 
ties can create obstacles in terms of access to AIDS programmes, particularly 
in areas untouched by social mobilisation and health activism. These problems 
are exacerbated in contexts where patriarchal ideas and practices prevent women 
from accessing health facilities, for instance, for HIV-testing and participation 
in PMTCT progrmnmes. The testimonies of young women at the 2003 TAC con- 
ference (cited above) allude to TAC and MSF’s challenges to deeply embedded 
patriarchal and biomedical ways of controlling female bodies and minds by creat- 
ing the conditions for women to exercise agency in relation to male family members 
and medical experts. 

While the dissident debate now appears to be mere history, stigma, fear, 
denial and patriarchal attitudes are likely to continue to be serious obstacles to 

AIDS prevention and treatment programmes. For example, ’Thembeka’, a young 
HIV-positive AIDS counsellor in Mandela Park, Hoot Bay~ told me how she was 
sU’uggllng to access residents in this informal settlement. She mentioned that while 
her visits were appreciated when her l-IIV-positive ’clients’ were seriously ill and 
desperately needed home-based care, they were furious with her when she visited 
them in shebeens and other public places, where, in the eyes of residents, her mere 
presence associated those she visited with AIDSY~ They would ’disappear’ when 
they were relatively healthy and reappear when they became critically ill. TAC, 
MSF, public health professionals and other civil society organisations clearly have 
their work cut out for them in places such as Mandela Park. 

Health professionals, church groups, and organisations such as MSF and TAC 
are emerging as catalysts for attempts to democratise science and public health, 
often in contexts of chronic poverty, evelyday violence, AIDS denial, and beliefs 
in witchcraft and other alternatives to AIDS science. It remains to be seen in 
what ways, if at all, these organisations and HIViAIDS inte~wentions are able to 

~ "Thembeka’ spoke of having tried, unsuccessfully, to use the AIDS counselling raethods she learnt at Khay~ 

elitsha, where she receive~ ARV therapy at ~e MSF elinic. She reported that ~andela Park’s HIV-posi~ve 

~sidents remained ha a state of AIDS denial, and that the two AIDS support groups ~t the area were clan- 

de~titae as their members did not want to be exposed to the stigma so pervasive in the eommurdty. 
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challenge such socio~cultural obstacles. Nor is it clear to what degree they could 
unwittingly be promoting the dependencies and ’medicalisation of poverty’ about 
which Goemaere expressed concern. It also remains to be seen how AIDS activ- 

ists and public health professionals will address ’alternative’ (non-biomedical) 
interpretations of disease and illness. Will a national ARV treatment programme 
extend normalising biomedical discourses and reduce citizens to docile consumers 
of medical technologies and scientific expertis~?.Or wiI1 citizens be able to engage 
with biomedicine in empowering ways? 

Conclusion 

........ !;:-.~... 
South Africa’s devastating HIV/AIDS statistics, President Mbeki’s controversial 
support for the ’dissidents’, and TAC’s widely pubticised court vict0ri~a ~’~;er both 
the South Afkican government and the multinational pharmaceutical giar~ts, thrust 
the South African AIDS pandemic onto the global stage. ~beki’s African national- 
ist response to the AIDS pandemic illustrates the workings of a cultural politics of 
identity that diverted attention frmn working-class and poor people’s struggles for 
access to life-saving AIDS treatment that is accessible to the middle classes. The 
responses of Mrican nationalists and dissidents within government and the ruling 
party clashed with the class and r~ghts-based mobilisation of AIDS activists and 
trade unionists who insisted that ARVs be made freely available in public health 
facilities as part of citizens’ constitutional rights to health care. The ease study of 
these starkly cont~-asting responses to AIDS draws attention to the potential pitfalls 
as well as the emancipatory possibilities that exist for democratising science in a 
time of AIDS. 

TAC’s mode of activism captivated the imagination of AIDS activists, journal- 
ists and millions of supporters throughout the world: here was the archetypal David 
and Goliath epic. tn their quest fgr AIDS drugs, a small group of committed activ- 
ists were able to build a globally connected social movement - a form of practised 
citizenship - that successfully persuaded phmanaceutical giantsmad the South 
African.government to put rneasu,’es in place for the provision of AIDS treatment. 

The AIDS pandemic, and the ways in which responses t.o it have unfolded in 
South Africa, raise important concerns about the social responsibilities of, and 

relationships between, the state, business and civil society. It has also drawn atten- 
tion to the role of scientific expertise and trust in expert systems, as welt as issues 
of political and scientific authority and moral legitimacy, and the ways in which 
publlcs relate to these. In addition to the profound confusion and uncertainty 
experienced by South African publics as a result of President Mbeki’s questioning 
of conventional AIDS science, it has become apparent that people’s interpretations 
of the AIDS pandemic are far more complex and differentiated than either the gov- 

ernment or TAC originally anticipated. Journalists and researchers have uncovered 
a proliferation of AIDS myths and cultural interpretations of HIViAIDS, includ- 
ing patriarchal conceptions of sexuality, which threaten to undermine treatment 
and prevention progrmnmes. AIDS science and scientific authority were certainly 
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undermined by the politicised nature of the dissident debate, but not all blame can 
be pinned onto the President. 

TAC drew on a rights-based approach as well as grassroots mobilisation in 
working-class black communities. Its dramatic courtroom victories, along with 
its innovative forms of mobilisation, were part of a largely working-class struggle 
to gain access to life-saving, drugs. It was also a campaign to assert the right of 
citizens to scientific knowledge, treatment information and the latest research find- 
ings: a post-apartheid expression of health citizenship. 

TAC’s mode of social mobilisation operated at a number of levels: global, 

national m~d local. At the global level, it challenge.d, the intellectual property 
regime and drug pricing protocols and regulations imposed by the pharmaceuti- 
cal industry; at the rmtional level, it posed a fundamental challenge to the South 
Mrican government’g AIDS treatment policies; and at the local level, it mobilised 
working-class black communities, creating the conditions for the articulation of 
forms of healthfoiological citizenship as well as new gendered identities and sub- 
jectivities that challenged traditional and patriarchal ideas and practices. While 
TAC’s mobiIisation practices and treatment access campaigns operated at all three 
levels simultaneously, its activities have been, until rece~atly, largely confined to ¯ 
urban areas, where it has drawn in young, black secondm~Mschool leavers and 
students. It remains to be seen to what degree MSF and TAC will be able to extend 
their social mobilisation and treatment access campaigns to other contexts, for 
instance the countryside of the former homelands, where patriarchal cultures and 
the politics of shame and denim continue to frustrate efforts to make the public 
health system more accessible to HIV-positive people, especially women.27 Is it 
possible to replicate and ’scale up’ TAC and MSF’s dramatic successes in urban 
cemres such as Khayelitsha as part of the national ARV programme? What lessons 
from the MSF and TAC programmes in Khayelitsha and Lusiklsiki can be exported 
to other ARV roltout sites?~ 

It also remains to be seen what role TACiMSF will play in mediating these 
universalist biomedical understandings of disease and illness in South African 
communi6es where there are competi~ag explanations for misfortune, ill-health, 
and sexuality. In what ways will MSF and TAC continue to be a catalyst for the 
spread of new notions of health citizenship, sexual rights and the democratisation 
of science in post-apartheid South Africa? The following chapter explores new 
fo~s of community-based AIDS activism that suggest ways of extending the reach 
of the successful r~ghts-based approach of TAC. 

See S. Robins, "ReclaimS.ng Bodies, Extending Citizenship; Health Activism in a Time of AIDS’ (tmpub- 

~ished paper, Association of Anthropology in Southern Africa conference, University o1~ Cape Town, 24-7 

August 2003). 

It is also unclear whether the So~tth A~rica~t government and public heaIth officials responsible for run- 

ning an extzemely over-burdened public health system will agree, once and for all, to bury- the ’dissident 

hatchet’ and work together w~th TAC, ~SF and o~her civil society organisations. While it is clear that 

many prnvincial asxd ~oca~ government health manager~ and public health practitioners look favourably 

upon such partnerships, it is uaclea~ whether the politieai fa!lout from ~e dissident debate will continue 

to sUmie national, government responses to the epidentic. In 2008 the prospects of state--civil society 

cn@eratlon look resson~y optimistic, notwithstanding the health minister’s bizarre attempts to promote 

gaelic, heeavot and eIive o~1 as part of ~er anti-AIDS ~utrition cocktail 

6 
Rights Passages from ’Near Death:~to ’New Life’ 
AIDS Activism & New HIV-identities 

in South Africa 

This chapter investigates how the moral politics of AIDS activism in South Africa 
is contributing towards new forms of subj ectivity, identity and citizenship. Whereas 
Chapter 5 focused on the politics of AIDS and the emergence of a rights-based 
social movement, this chapter is concerned with the relationship between indi- 
vidua! and co!lective experiences and inte~gretations of the extreme experiences 
of the iliness and stigmatisation of AIDS sufferers. I argue that it is precisely the 
extremity of ’near death’ experiences of full-blown AIDS, and the profound stigma 
and ’social death’ associated with the later stages of the disease, that produce the 
conditions for AIDS survivors’ commitment to forms of ’responsibilised citizen- 
ship’ (Rose 2007) and social activism. It will be argued that it is the NGO and 
social movement involvement in the mediation and retelling of these traumatic 
experiences that can contribute towards facilitat.ing the individual’s commitment 
to ’responsible’ lifestyles and ’positive livingL It is the profound negativity of 
stigma and social death that animates the a " " ’ ’ ctw~st s construction of a new positive 
HIV-positive identity and understanding of what it means to belong to a social 
movement and comnmnity of people living ~th AIDS. 

This case study, like the others in this book, highlights the ambiguous and 
contradictory character of rlghts-based approaches to political mobilisation in 
po~t-apartheid South Africa. For instance, it questions widely held assumptions 
about ti~e indivldualising and depoliticising nature of rights talk and biomedical 

TbSs chapter could not have been w~itten without the geuerous assistance of rturaerous peopl~ including 
Phurnzi~e hrywag~, Akhona ~tsa2uba, Chris Cairn, Andrew Boulle, Jean Comaroff, Lauren Muller, Ruth 
Corniek, Hennart Router, Kees van der Waal and numerous other TAC and ,"riS F activist~. I wou~d als~ !Jke 

to thank John Gaventa, Meiissa Leach, Inn S~oones, Bettina yon Lieres, and other participants ia the joint 

Schoot of Government, University of the Western Cape, and Institute for Development Studies, Sussex 
University pn~ject oa Citizenship, Participation arid Accountability. I am particularly indebted to Brahm 
Fleisch for lfis suggestion d~at I turn to Victor Tumor’s ar~alysis of ~tual processes. I am also especially 

grateful to Melissa Leach and Chfs Colrin for exceptionally heyfu[ eo~m~ents on earlier vm’sions of this 
paper. 
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This presentation is dra~vn from a larger project which investigates a historical "fault line" in African American cultural production 
which has evolved from structurally separated free and enslaved communities as their respective attendant experiences developed 
within the larger context of an emerging "racial modernity" that shaped the structure and fabric of early American society. Those 
who lived in zones of freedom, and those who escaped to them, inhabited a world where structural conditions both enabled literacy, 
and in fact made it necessaly for even marginal survival and stability in the context of the modern world taking shape around them. 
Cultural activities and products on this side of the fault line - diaries, essays, novels, journalism, poems etc. - form the historical basis 
of a literaly African American cultural tradition. On the other side, where 90 percent of blacks were situated at the time of 
Emancipation, the condition of enslavement restricted literacy, while also impelling retention of cultural/aesthetic sensibilities and 
orientations brought from Africa. These factors led to an emphasis on oral expressive forms, most especially music, as the major 
modes of cultural transmission on this side of the cultural divide. 

Dra~ving from different parts of this larger project, the presentation will focus first on a deconstruction of the conventional 
conceptual hierarchy that posits literacy as a sequentially more advanced form of expression in relation to orality - which is seen in 
this discourse as an indication of "primitiveness" and lack of "higher" or "abstract" thinking abilities. The next section will present 
forms of jazz as examples of expression that embody levels of abstraction and sophistication equivalent to literate forms within an 
orally derived tradition of African American musicality. These developments further disrupt the premise which assumes that literacy 
represents a sequential stage necessary to move from orality to abstract "higher level" thinking, and that orality occupies an inferior 
position relative to access to these capacities. 

Professor Perry Hall is an Associate Professor of African-American Studies in the Department of African and Afro-American 
Studies at UNC Chapel Hill. Dr. Hall is also a member of the executive board of the National Council for Black Studies. His recent 
book In The Vineyard: Working in African American Studies (Tennessee 1999) provides an insider’s look at the evolution of African 
American Studies from student movement to institutionalized field of study. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 9:25 AM 

Miller, Haeran <hrmiller@email.unc.edu> 

RE: [pcardholderreconciler] Recent Pcard emails (PCARD - Action Required) sent to 
cardholders 

You’re welcome! 

Travis 

From: Miller, Haeran 
Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2011 6:57 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: [pcardholderreconciler] Recent Pcard emails (PCARD - Action Required) sent to cardholders 

Thanks! 

Haeran 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, November 16, 2011 4:10 PM 

To: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: FW: [pcardholderreconciler] Recent Pcard emails (PCARD - Action Required) sent to cardholders 

From: Hua Shen [mailto:hua_shen@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 14, 2011 10:59 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: [pcardholderreconciler] Recent Pcard emails (PCARD - Action Required) sent to cardholders 

To: P-cardholders/reconcilers 

From: Martha Pendergrass, Director, Procurement Services 

We have received a high volume of calls and emails concerning emails recently received by cardholders 

regarding their Pcard transactions. 

If commodity codes have not been entered in the Pcard system, the cardholder will receive an email every 5 

days, reminding them that commodity code information needs to be entered before the 15th of every month. 

This email is sent to cardholders only, as the reconcilers for a department may change, but the cardholders will 
always be identifiable. However, due to Finance Central running on any one of three servers, the cardholder 
will receive three identical emails at approximately the same time. 

Our Pcard team is currently working on reducing the number of emails received to one email every five days, 
but until a fix is installed, please disregard the duplicate emails. 

Several departments have also inquired about cc’ing additional people on these emails (reconcilers, business 

managers, etc.) These email addresses are pulled directly from the current cardholder list, as they are the 

responsible party. Currently, there is no mechanism for anyone else to receive these emails. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday,                  5:18 PM 

@gmail.com> 

FW: INFORMATIONAL: Are you or is someone you know expecting twins? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobody@notify.unc.edu [mail~omobodv,~)~otif.y.unc.edu] On Behalf Ofjessica beattie@med.unc.edu 
Sent: Monday, November 14, 2011 8:49 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: INFORMATIONAL: Are you or is someone you know expecting twins? 

This is a bilingual message. Please see below for Spanish. 
Este es un mensaje bilingle. Por favor, vea abajo para el espaqol. 

Are you or is someone you know expecting Twins? 

The Early Brain Development in Twins Study is a research study at the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. We are currently recruiting 
women expecting same sex twins for this study. 

Participants receive: 
- 1 free prenatal ultrasound (during the third trimester) 
- $50 for the prenatal ultrasound 
- $50 per child for each postnatal visit (potential total of $950). 
- Reimbursement for mileage and parking 
- Free testing to determine/confirm your twins are identical or 
fraternal 

We need your help! By participating in this study you will be helping 
improve our understanding about normal brain and cognitive development 
in twins. Please share this message with friends or family. 

To learn more about this study please call Jessica Beattie (919) 
966-9290 or (866) 849-0541 (Toll Free), or send an email to 
jessica beattie@med.unc.edu with your name, phone number and times that 
you canbe reached. This is a confidential study: we will not share 
your email address with anyone outside of the study. Visit our website 
at www.earlybrainresearch.org and click on "Twins" for more information. 

The principal investigator for this study is John Gilmore, MD, UNC 
School of Medicine, Department of Psychiatry & Co-Investigator, Honor 
Wolfe, MD, School of Medicine, Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology. 

The Early Brain Development in Twins Study and this message have 
received approval from the UNC Bio Medical IRB on 10/25/11, Study 
#03-PSYCH-198. 

?Esta esperando gemelos? O, ?conoce alguien que este esperando gemelos? 

E1 Estudio del Desarrollo Temprano del Cerebro en Gemelos es un estudio 
de investigacisn realizado por la Universidad de Carolina del Norte en 
Chapel Hill. En la actualidad buscamos mujeres esperando gemelos del 
mismo sexo para iste estudio. 

Las participantes reciben: 
-1 ultmsonido prenatal gratis (durante el tercero trimestre) 



-$50 para el ultrasonido prenatal 
-$50 para cada niqo para cada visita postnatal (suma posible de $950). 
-Reembolsamos lo gastos de viaje y estacionamiento 
-Pmeba gratis para determinar/confirmar si sus gemelos son identicos o 
fraternales 

!Le necesitamos! A1 participar en este estudio usted ayudara a mejorar 
nuestro entendimiento sobre el desarrollo normal y cognicisn del cerebro 
en gemelos. Por favor, comparte este mensaje con sus amigas y familia. 

Si desea averiguar mas sobre el estudio, por favor llama Jessica Beattie 
(919) 966-9290 or llama gratis al (866) 849-0541 o envma tm correo 
electrsnico ajessica beattie@med.unc.edu con su nombre, nzmero de 
telifono y horarios en los que podemos contactade. No compartiremos su 
direccisn de correo electrsnico con personas ajenas a esta 
investigacisn. Pare obtener mayor informacisn, visita nuestro sitio en 
Internet www.earlybrainresearch.org y hace clic en "Twins." 

E1 investigador principal de este estudio es John Gilmore, MD, 
Departamento de Psiquiatrma y Departamento de Obstetricia Ginecologma de 
la Escuela de Medicina, ambos pertenecientes a la Universidad de 
Carolina del Norte. 

E1 estudio del Desarrollo Tempmno del Cerebro en Gemelos y este mensaje 
fueron aprobados por la Junta de Revisisn Institucional de la 
Universidad de Carolina del Norte en Chapel Hill (UNC), 10/25/11, 
estudio #03-PSYCH-198. 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Psychiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, logon to the on-line directory web site at 
~tt~s :iTdir.unc.edu!dir/update. 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Psychiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at , and select 
"Update Personal Information". 
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(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, November 18, 2011 10:22 AM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc. edu> 

FW: Update Course Descriptions for Summer 2012 

Summer Schoo1_2012 Course Description Memo.pdf; African and Afro CD from 2011 
(revised).docx 

Hi Agatha, 

Here it is! 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Jennings, Jeanette 
Sent: Thursday, October 13, 2011 9:29 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Update Course Descriptions for Summer 2012 

Attached is a memorandum outlining preparation of Summer 2012 course descriptions and a copy of your unit’s 2011 

course description listing. Please return your updated course description listing to Summer School as an email 

attachment to Jeanette Jennings (jenningj@email.un.edu) with the track-changes feature revisions in red or mail a hard- 

copy with updates in red (CB# 3340) by Friday, November 18th. 

Thank you, 

Jeanette Jennings 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Summer School 

134 East Franklin Street, Campus Box 3340 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3340 

919.966.4364 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: University Managers/Administrative Assistants 

FROM: Jeanette Jennings 

DATE: October 13, 2011 

RE: Updating Course Descriptions 

Attached is your department or school’s listing of Summer 2011 courses. Please update the 

descriptions to reflect Summer 2012 course offerings and return the updated listing to Summer 

School electronically to (iennin~i@email.unc.edu) or via campus mail (CB# 3340). 

¯ The course descriptions submitted to our office must match the official description 

used in the undergraduate and graduate bulletins. 

¯ Special topic courses should be highlighted with subtitles up to fifty words to 

describe the topic. 

¯ Denote "late afternoon", "online" or "evening" at the end of course descriptions 
where appropriate. Maymester courses should be listed in 1St session with 

"Maymester" noted at the beginning of the course description. 

¯ Denote special scheduling, i.e., "four hours, three days per week" at the end of 

course descriptions where appropriate. 

¯ Denote any in-class laptop requirements for the course. Examples of phrases to use 

are "Extensive use of laptop computer in class," or "The use of a laptop computer in 

class is essential and required." 

¯ During the online course scheduling period (October 10 - November 11) mark cross- 

listed courses as well as courses meeting General Education requirements in the 

footnote section. 

Please return your updated course listing to the Summer School no later than Friday, 

November 18. Summer School will update our website with these changes and return them to 

you in early December for final edits. Should you have any questions, please contact us at 966- 

4364. 



African and Afro-American Studies, 966-5496 

Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

FIRST SESSION, 2011 

AFAM 101 The Black Experience (3). An interdisciplinary course designed to provide a broad 
survey of the black experience in the Americas with special emphasis on the sixteenth, 
seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries. 

AFAM 259 Black Influences on Popular Culture (3). This course examines the influence of 
African American expressive culture, particularly popular music, on American mainstream 
culture. 

AFAM 263 Foundations of Black Education (3). Special emphasis on the post-Civil War 

period. 

AFAM 276 The African American in Motion Pictures: 1900 to the Present (3). This course 
analyzes the role of the African American in motion pictures, explores the development of 
stereotypical portrayals, and investigates the efforts of African American actors and actresses to 
overcome these portrayals. Extended class periods, four days per week. 

AFAM 280 Blacks in North Carolina (3). This course is an overview of the black experience in 
North Carolina with special emphasis on Chapel Hill and Wilmington. 

AFAM 474 Key Issues in African and Afro-American Linkages (AFRI 474) (3). For 
advanced undergraduates and graduate students. This course is intended to explore theoretical 
and methodological issues concerning the historical linkages between African and African 
American peoples. 

AFRI 101 Introduction to African Civilization (3). As an introduction to the African 
continent, this course is intended to fulfill two primary purposes: to acquaint students with the 
African environment, its peoples, culture, past and contemporary society; and to develop an 
appreciation for African civilization, which has made a major contribution to American society. 

AFRI 368 Political Protest and Conflict in Africa (3). MAYMESTER Much news coverage 
of Africa has focused on outbreaks of political conflict. This course examines the nature, causes 
and historical roots of these conflicts and how these conflicts are resolved. What impact these 
conflicts have on the everyday lives of ordinary Africans is also addressed. This active learning 
class examines these questions through case studies and students examine an issue of interest that 
is presented by political conflict in Africa. 

SWAH 112 Intensive Kiswahili 1-2 (6). This course covers the material in the SWAH I and 
SWAH II sequence in a single session. Extended class time, five daysper week. 



SECOND SESSION, 2011 

AFAM 101 The Black Experience (3). An interdisciplinary course designed to provide a broad 
survey of the black experience in the Americas with special emphasis on the sixteenth, 
seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries. 

AFAM 102 The Black Experience (3). An interdisciplinary course designed to provide a broad 

survey of the black experience in the Americas with special emphasis on the post-emancipation 
developments. 

AFRI 101 Introduction to African Civilization (3). As an introduction to the African 
continent, this course is intended to fulfill two primary purposes: to acquaint students with the 
African environment, its peoples, culture, past and contemporary society; and to develop an 
appreciation for African civilization, which has made a major contribution to American society. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 18, 2011 12:01 PM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc. edu> 

Track Changes 

African and Afro CD from 201 l(revised).doc 

Hi Agatha, 

I have made the changes. I will take a look at it again when I get back from lunch. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 



African and Afro-American Studies, 966-5496 

Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

FIRST SESSION, 2011 

AFAM 101 The Black Experience (3). An interdisciplinary course designed to provide a broad 
survey of the black experience in the Americas with special emphasis on the sixteenth, 
seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries. 

AFAM 102 Black Experience since 1865 (3). Special emphasis on postemancipation 
developments. 

AFAM 259 Black Influences on Popular Culture (3). This course examines the influence of 
African American expressive culture, particularly popular music, on American mainstream 
culture. 

AFAM 276 The African American in Motion Pictures: 1900 to the Present (3). This course 
analyzes the role of the African American in motion pictures, explores the development of 
stereotypical portrayals, and investigates the efforts of African American actors and actresses to 
overcome these portrayals. Extended class periods, four days per week. 

AFAM 287 African American Art Survey (ART 287) (3). See ART 287 for description. 

AFAM Blacks in Britain and British North America to 1833 (3). This course looks at blacks 
in the British world to 1833, with particular attention on the 13 colonies and the lands that would 
eventually form the Dominion of Canada. 

AFRI 101 Introduction to African Civilization (3). Introduction to principal features of 
African civilization through examination of geopolitical context; historical themes; and selected 
social, political, economic, religious, and aesthetic characteristics of both traditional and modern 
Africa. 

AFRI 368 Political Protest and Conflict in Africa (3). MAYMESTER Much news coverage 
of Africa has focused on outbreaks of political conflict. This course examines the nature, causes 
and historical roots of these conflicts and how these conflicts are resolved. What impact these 
conflicts have on the everyday lives of ordinary Africans is also addressed. This active learning 
class examines these questions through case studies and students examine an issue of interest that 
is presented by political conflict in Africa. 

SWAH 112 Intensive Kiswahili 1-2 (6). This course covers the material in the SWAH I and 
SWAH II sequence in a single session. Extended class time, five daysper week. 



SECOND SESSION, 2011 

AFAM 101 The Black Experience (3). An interdisciplinary course designed to provide a broad 
survey of the black experience in the Americas with special emphasis on the sixteenth, 
seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries. 

AFAM The Civil Rights Movement (3). An examination of the struggle by black Americans for 
social justice since World War II and of the systemic responses. 

AFRI 101 Introduction to African Civilization (3). As an introduction to the African 
continent, this course is intended to fulfill two primary purposes: to acquaint students with the 
African environment, its peoples, culture, past and contemporary society; and to develop an 
appreciation for African civilization, which has made a major contribution to American society. 

AFRI 265 Africa in the Global System (3). A seminar that critically examines the historical and 
theoretical basis of the state’s centrality in economic development in African countries. Relevant 
case studies drawn from sub-Saharan Africa. "Online" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 18, 2011 2:09 PM 

jenningi@email.unc.edu 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Updating Course Descriptions 

African and Afro CD from 201 l(revised).doc 

Hi Jeanette, 

I have attached the updated course descriptions. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

The corrections were pulled from the undergraduate bulletin. 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 



African and Afro-American Studies, 966-5496 

Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

FIRST SESSION, 2011 

AFAM 101 The Black Experience (3). An interdisciplinary course designed to provide a broad 
survey of the black experience in the Americas with special emphasis on the sixteenth, 
seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries. 

AFAM 102 Black Experience since 1865 (3). Special emphasis on postemancipation 
developments. 

AFAM 259 Black Influences on Popular Culture (3). This course examines the influence of 
African American expressive culture, particularly popular music, on American mainstream 
culture. 

AFAM 276 The African American in Motion Pictures: 1900 to the Present (3). This course 
analyzes the role of the African American in motion pictures, explores the development of 
stereotypical portrayals, and investigates the efforts of African American actors and actresses to 
overcome these portrayals. Extended class periods, four days per week. 

AFAM 287 African American Art Survey (ART 287) (3). See ART 287 for description. 

AFAM 304 Blacks in Britain and British North America to 1833 (3). This course looks at 
blacks in the British world to 1833, with particular attention on the 13 colonies and the lands that 
would eventually form the Dominion of Canada. 

AFRI 101 Introduction to African Civilization (3). Introduction to principal features of 
African civilization through examination of geopolitical context; historical themes; and selected 
social, political, economic, religious, and aesthetic characteristics of both traditional and modern 
Africa. 

AFRI 368 Political Protest and Conflict in Africa (3). MAYMESTER Much of the news coverage on 

Africa has focused on outbreaks of political conflict on the continent. In this course we will look 

behind the often sensational coverage of these events in order to gain a deeper understanding 

of conflict in Africa Through a case study approach, we will examine issues concerning these 

conflicts such as: the nature of and causes of these conflicts, the historical roots of these 

conflicts, the unfolding of peace and reconciliation in the affected areas, and the impact of 

these conflicts on the everyday lives of ordinary people. Among the cases studies we will be 

examining are the Lord’s Resistance Army and the recruitment of child soldiers in Uganda, the 

Congolese civil war, peace and reconcilliation in Libreria and Sierra Leone, and land reform in 



Zimbabwe. This course is designed to be accessible to all students, from those with a strong 

background in African Studies to those for whom this will be their first exposure to the 

continent. This course has been modified to take full advantage of UNC’s Maymester format. 

We will explore audio visual materials that cannot be incorporated in a traditional class format 

and students will have the opportunity to select and examine an issue or situation presented by 

political conflict in Africa that is of particular interest to them. 

SWAtt 112 Intensive Kiswahili 1-2 (6). This course covers the material in the SWAH I and 
SWAH II sequence in a single session. Extended class time, five daysper week. 

SECOND SESSION, 2011 

AFAM 101 The Black Experience (3). An interdisciplinary course designed to provide a broad 
survey of the black experience in the Americas with special emphasis on the sixteenth, 
seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries. 

AFAM 258 The Civil Rights Movement (3). An examination of the struggle by black 

Americans for social justice since World War II and of the systemic responses. 

AFRI 101 Introduction to African Civilization (3). As an introduction to the African 
continent, this course is intended to fulfill two primary purposes: to acquaint students with the 
African environment, its peoples, culture, past and contemporary society; and to develop an 
appreciation for African civilization, which has made a major contribution to American society. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, November 18, 2011 2:55 PM 

Miller, Haeran <hrmiller@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Laptop Inventory 

From: Miller, Haeran 
Sent: Friday, November 18, 2011 2:55 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RF: Laptop Inventory 

Haha, you’re funny, Travis! 

Haeran 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, November 18, 2011 2:54 PM 
To: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: RE: Laptop Inventory 

A A    A A 

From: Miller, Haeran 
Sent: Friday, November 18, 2011 2:50 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Laptop Inventory 

A A 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, November 18, 2011 2:49 PM 
To: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: RE: Laptop Inventory 

Ok, great! I w[[[ and you have a good one too! 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Miller, Haeran 
Sent: Friday, November 18, 2011 2:48 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Laptop Inventory 

No, you don’t have to be sorry. Thanks for trying. 

You have a great weekend!! 

Haeran 



From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, November 18, 2011 2:47 PM 

To: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: RE: Laptop Inventory 

No problem. I am just sorry that I wasn’t able to help you : ( but I think it will be fine if we wait til Monday. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Miller, Haeran 
Sent: Friday, November 18, 2011 2:26 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Laptop Inventory 

Hi Travis, 

I just came back from AOB and...J guess I will leave it for now and wait until he comes back. 

Sorry that you tried and couldn’t find it. 

Thank you for your time!!! 

Haeran 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, November 18, 2011 1:27 PM 
To: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: RE: Laptop Inventory 

Hi Haeran, 

I went upstairs. ! thought I would just be able to get the number off the back of the computer but ! read the email that 
said I need to turn it on. I did that but I am not very familiar with Macs and it will not let me get to where Dave is talking 

about. I hate for you to have to come all the way over here. What should we do?! 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Miller, Haeran 
Sent: Friday, November 18, 2011 12:00 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Laptop Inventory 

That will be great. Thanks and enjoy your lunch! 

Haeran 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, November 18, 2011 11:59 AM 
To: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: RE: Laptop Inventory 

Hi Haeran, 

Sure, I can do that. I was actually on my way out to lunch. Is it ok to do it when I get back? 

Thanks, 



Travis 

From: Miller, Haeran 
Sent: Friday, November 18, 2011 11:58 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: Laptop Tnventory 

Hi travis, 
If you are not too busy, could you do me a favor? I need David Pier’s laptop information and he is out of town. Could you 

go to his office and find the serial number of his Mac as he explained below? if you are buy, I will understand and just let 

me know so I can drop by the office later. 

Thanks!! 

Haeran 

From: Pier, David 
Sent: Friday, November 18, 2011 11:21 AM 
To: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: Re: Laptop Tnventory 

Haeran -- 

I am sorry for being so negligent. Unfortunately I am at a conference till Monday. Perhaps Travis can go into 
my office and get the serial number from my computer? He would have to start it up and look under the apple 
symbol dropdown menu under "About this Mac." 

--Dave 

On Nov 17, 2011, at 11:03 AM, Miller, Haeran wrote: 

Hi Dave, 

In case you have information about your laptop in the office, could you please send it to me so that I can complete the 

department’s laptop inventory list? 

Thanks! 

Haeran 

From: Pier, David 
Sent: Thursday, November 03, 2011 11:17 AM 
To: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: Re: Laptop Inventory 

Haeran, sorry it has taken me a while to get back to you. I have two laptops, one at the office, the other one at 
home. 

Here is the information for the one at home. I will send information about the office one in a separate email. 

Primary user: David Pier 
ONYEN: dpier 
Primary location: home 
Model: MacBook 
Serial number: 67E3F9C6-4DEA-5FE6-A070-3CC2DA162F78 



On Nov 1,2011, at 2:08 PM, Miller, Haeran wrote: 

Hi Dave, 

Since I haven’t heard from you, I thought I would remind you to let me have your laptop information in case you are 

using any laptop computers for university business. It would be greatly appreciated if you could send me the information 

soon. 
Thank you, 

Haeran 

From: Miller, Haeran 
Sent: Wednesday, October 19, 2011 12:40 PM 
To: Boyd, Lydia C; Caldwell, Kia L; Fall, Alassane; Hall, Perry A; Hildebrand, Reginald F; Janken, Kenneth R; Lambert, 
Michael C; Lee, Margaret Carol; Lisanza, Esther Mukewa; McMillan, Tim; Nyang Oro, Julius E; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; 
Pier, David; Regester, Charlene B; Rucker, Walter C; Sahle, Eunice N; Seck, Mamarame; Selassie, Bereket H; Mutima, 
Sinamenye A 
Cc: Buell, Agatha; Travis Gore (stgore@email.unc.edu) 
Subject: Laptop Inventory 

Dear All, 

The department is asked to maintain an inventory of ALL UNC-owned laptop computers and ANY laptop computers 

being used for university related business in order to protect our sensitive data. 

In case you have ANY laptop computer that is being used for university business, please let me have some information as 

below: 

* Primary User 

* Primary User ONYEN 

* Primary Location 

* Manufacturer and Model 

* Serial Number 

It would be greatly appreciated if you could respond to me at your earliest convenience and please let me know if you 

have any questions. 

Thank you ! 

Haeran Miller 
Acct. Tech 
Dept. of Public Policy 
Tel. 919.962.4854 

Fax. 919.962.5824 
Dept. of African and Afro-American Studies 
Tel. 919.966.1295 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, November 18, 2011 3:32 PM 

Jennings, Jeanette <j enningj @email.unc.edu> 

RE: Updating Course Descriptions 

Thank you Jeanette! 

Have a great weekend too! 

Travis 

From: Jennings, Jeanette 
Sent: Friday, November 18, 2011 3:19 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Updating Course Descriptions 

Hi Travis, 

Wonderful - thank you so much, Travis. Please be in touch if I may ever be of assistance. 

Have a great weekend, 

Jeanette 

Jeanette Jennings 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hil! 

Summer School 
:134 East Franklin Street, Campus Box 3340 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3340 

9:19.966.4364 

From: Travis Gore [mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, November 18, 2011 2:09 PM 
To: ’jenningi@email.unc.edu’ 
Cc: Buell, Agatha; Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Updating Course Descriptions 

Hi Jeanette, 

I have attached the updated course descriptions. The corrections were pulled from the undergraduate bulletin. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, November 18, 2011 5:35 PM 

~nc.rr.com 

RE: Peebles Newsletter 

Got it! 

From:     ~nc.rr.com [mailto:    @nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 18, 2011 5:33 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Fw: Peebles Newsletter 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From:                         :@unc.edu> 
Date: Fri, 18 Nov 2011 15:39:47 +0000 
Subject: Peebles Newsletter 



a. o~o ........ 

NEW THIS SEASON: 
Chape! Hi!! 

We 



Prefer not to receive this newsletter? Please reply to this email, and we will remove you.from the list. 

Have other guests you would like to receive this newsletter? We are also happy to add names to the list! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, November 21,2011 10:27 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20111121102415725.pdf 

Here it is! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:sca~mer ] 
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2011 10:24 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

ScanDate: 11.21.2011 10:24:15 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Chapter 15 

Socioeconomic Obstacles to HIV 
Prevention and Treatment in 

Developing Countries: The Roles of 
the International Monetary Fund and 

the World Bank 

Peter Lurie, Percy Hintzen, and Robert A. Lowe 

Introduction 

By the year 2000, 90 percent of all HIV in- 
fections will have occurred ha &eveloping 
countries (World Heaith Organization 1992). 
Worldwide efforts to stem the HIV epidemic 
have to date emphasized inducing behavior 
change .in individuals at high risk for HW 

infection. In this review we argue that social 
and economic forces have also played a critical 
role in promoting the spread of HIV, and that 
these have been largely overlooked in favor of 
factors that operate at the individual level. The 
failure to consider all aspects of HIV transmis- 
sion may be inhibiting our ability to reduce the 
spread of HIV infection. (Although our discus- 

s~on focuses on socioeconomic conditions ha 
¯ developing countries, many of the same forces 

operate in the industrialized world.) 
...... The epidemiology of H1Er in developing 

countries reflects these powerful social and 

~economic factors. HIV seroprevalence is gener- 
ally highest in urban centers (Nzilambi et el. 
1988), along trade routes {Carsweil et al. 1989), 
among commerdal sex workers (CSW) (Bonacci 
1992), and among male migrant w6rkers 

(Parker 1991). The~e~observations can best be 

understood by ~0__ns~d~.~r~_.~ how s.oc~ia.! a,~nd~eco- ...: 

ges~ ~at low socioecono~c slams is ~ ~dw .,~:~.~ 

p~dent pte~ctor of ~eased mo[t~i~ ~om 
HW disease, even a~er co~ol~g for potenfi~ 
confo~ders such as age, disease stage, ~d 
access to heal~ care (Hogg et el. 1994). 

To underst~d ~ese socioeconoMc fasces,: 
one must consider ~o related economic con- 
cep~: ~c~oecono~c measures ~d 
adjus~t- Macroecono~c measures 

afiy evaluate national econo~c perfor~nc~ 
~g ag~egate ~dicators such as per 

gross nafionai product (G~), 
rate ~ ~e formal economy, and 
rate. Modern a~empts to improve macroeco:] 
no~c ~dlces ~ develop~g co~ 
~der ~e rubric of s~uc~ 
complex of poticies ~at 
grow~ i~ ~e private s~tor ~d tc 
expot~ sector ~ co~ies 
pa~xa~t deficit. ~ t~s review 

Socioeconomic Obstacles to HIV Prevention and Trea~ent in DevelopJ~g Countries 

this approach, which took hold in the early$ 
1980s and is spearheaded by the Internationai 
Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank, 
may have created conditions favoring the 
spread of HW infection. 

We are we[1 aware of the hazards of describ- 
ing the sorts of relationstfips described ha this 
~eview as causal. Of necessity, this analysis 
depends in substantial part on ecological 
data, which by their nature require caution in 
interpretation. The legacies of colorfialism, cor- 
rnp~ion, inefficiencies in production, global re~ 
cession, and numerous other factors have no 
doubt also played a rote in these phenomena. 
We do not, therefore, seek to posit atructural~ 
adjustment programs as the sole cause of the 
relationships described here; in some cases 
they may have only exacerbated preexisting 
circumstances or simply failed to reverse ad- 
verse trends. Rather, we seek to extend the 
debate over the determinants of HIV infection 
in developing countries to include economic 
policies. 

205 

The Historical Origins of Structural 

Adjustment Programs 

Between 1950 end 1973, growth in the economies 
of industrialized nations increased demand for 
the exports of developing countries, leading to a 
considerable expansion in exports from these 
countries (Murdoch 1980). Thus, many de- 
veloping countries did no~ have substantial for- 
eign exchange deficits and some even enjoyed 
foreign exchange surpluses.(iglarfis 1986). The 
exports of many deveIoping countries had 
guaranteed access to industrialized counln’y 
markets, often at negotiated prices, and for pre- 
determined quantities of goods (Hintzen 1995). 
Job oppommittes for the growing middle class 
in developing countries expanded in both the 
public and private sectors. Benefiting from such 
prosperity, developing countries emulated the 
social policies of western Europe, providing 
government support for health, education, and 
welfare programs. 

This relatively favorable economic environ- 

:~.:.ment suffered a devastating blow in the 
early 1970s. The Organization of Petroleum 

Countries oil embargo of 1973 quad- 

rupled oil prices, producing a doubling of 
9ornmodity prices in industrialized countries 

and a 43 percent increase in the cost of exports 
(Girvan 1984). The resufting recession in the 
industrialized world led to significant de- 
creases in demand for developing country 
products, and consequently to reductions in 
the prices and volumes of goods produced ha 
these countries. Because of the Lnilationary# 
conditions that accompanied the post-1973 re- 
cession, many developing countries found 
themselves with an excess of imports in the 
face of lagging exports,’ producing mounting 
debt (Todaro 1989b). 

Initially, most developing countries 

sponded to this loss of income by obtaining 
foreign credit to pay for vital services and the 
importing of such essential i~ms as food, 

medicines, fuels, and raw materials. Because 
prevailing interest rates in the industrialized 
economies (particularly the United States) de- 
termine the interest rates on outstanding debts 
paid by developing countries, when inflation 
due to a second oil shock in 1979 drove interest 
rates upward (as high as 16 percent in the 
United States in 1981), developing country 
borrowing could no longer be sustained’(GilLis 
et al. 1992). Debtor countries borrowing at flex-~ 
ibte rates or seeking to refinance loans found 
themselves with enormous, unpredictable 
interest payments. An international recession 
in 1980 and 1981 further decreased demand for 

developing country export commodities (Gillis 
et al. !992). 

In 1982, private industrialized country 
lenders decided that further loans to develop- 
ing countries were too risky and severely 
limited credit to many developing counl~es 
(Feinberg 1992; Frieden 1991). Rocked by eco-~ 
nomic crisis, developing countries were forced 
to turn to the l!VIY for loans to cover their 
foreign debts. This assistance came at the 
price of agreeing to "stabilization programs/" 
an early form of structural adjustrner~t. Under 
these programs, developing countries were 
forced to enter into agreements to meet speci- 
fied macroeconomie targets - first with 
the ]MF and later with the World Bank 
(Dell 1984). One critical element of both 
IMF and World Bank loans is that, unlike 
loans from private banks, these agencies 
cannot reschedule debt (i.e., allow a country 

more time to pay the principal and interest on 
its debt). 
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While IMP loans usually emphasize short- 
te~m stabilization, aiming to reduce inflation 
as well as budget and trade deficits, World 

Bank adjustment programs seek to remove 
economic distortions over the long term (An- 

onymous 1993a). Because ~he IMP offers both 
stabilization and adjustment programs, and 

because entering into an agreement with either 

the 12vIF or the World Bank is often a condition 
for lending from the other institution 
onymous 1993a), we discuss both programs 
together under the term structttral adjustment 

programs (SAP). 
During the 1980s, the IMF, the World Bank, 

bilateral aid agencies, and private inter- 
national banks increasingly cooperated to set 

similar preconditions for all forms of inter- 
~national credit. Developing counlries, espe- 

cially poorer ones, were often forced to enter 

into SAP in order to obtain IMP or World Bank 
loans and sometimes even as a precondition 

for borrowing on private financial markets 
(Harris 1988). hadeed, the incorporation of pol- 
icies associated with SAP has become a leading 

criterion for assessing developing country cre- 

ditworLhiness. Consequently, many developing 
countries were compelled to institute their 

own "home-grown" economic recovery pro- 
grams that included the structural adjustment 
eIements advocated by the IMP and the World 

Bank (Loewenson 1993), amplifying these in- 
stitutiorts’ impact on the developing world 
economy and blurring distinctions between 

SAP and non-SAP countries. 
~ In summary, worsening developing country 

debtor status over the last two decades created 
econotnic conditions that permitted industrial- 
ized countries to impose SAP- While some 
policy elements of SAP existed prior .to the 

debt crisis, SAP for the first time consolidated 
and coordinated these macroeconornic pol- 

icies, and then applied them in a manner that 
gave developing countries little choice other 
than to drastically restructure their economies 

along the lines mandated by the programs. 

The Characteristics of SAP 

~SAP typically include eight components: 
(1) concessions to foreign investors, including 

tax incentives and tariff e~rnirmt~on; (2) eco- 
nomic and trade liberalization, often exposing 

and Robert A. Lowe 

developing country producers to competition 
from imported goods; (3) sgmulation of eco- 
nomic activity directed toward export rather 
than toward domestic demand; (4) currency 

devaluation leading to b3ghar prices for 
imported goods; (5) curbs on consumption in 
developing countries by making loans more 
expensive and less available; (6) increases in 

the prices of goods and Services to bring them 
in line with world market prices; (7) personal 

income and consumption tax increases; and 

(8) reductions in government spending, in- 
cluding cut-backs in health and social services. 

~In summary, these measures seek to stimulate 

the growgn of the private and expo.r~s,,e, cto.r.s m 
developing countries (Stiglitz lVV~), mus 
making their economies more compeg, tive on 

the international market¯ From ~he industrial- 
ized cotmtry perspective, they enhance the se- 
curity of loans, benefiting international lenders. 
and others involved in trade with developing 

countries.                                            " 
The expansion of .SAP. has been rapid. 

Whereas in 1980 only u-tree sub-Saharan 

African co~mes ~.ere ~.olved in "Wor!d.. ’~:. 
Bank SAP, in 1989 this had increased to 
countries (Figure 15.1~. Thirty-two of 

sub-Saharan African countries entered into a 

World Bank SAP at some time between 

1980 and 1990 (Elmandorf and 
1993). Worldwide, a total of 89 
ing countries received 24:l World 
structural adjustment loans and 325 ~ 
bilization or structural adjustment loans be- 

tween 1980 and 1991 (Bello et el. 1994). 
present, approximately one-quarter 
U.S. $5 billion) of annual World Bank 
ing [s in the form of SAP (Etmendorf ... 

R0seberry 1993). 

~ An important consequence of these loan 
icies has been spiraling debt in 
world, largely due to interest payment 
loans. Total developing world debt rose 

U.S. $562 billion in 1982 to 1020 
(Kanji et al. ]991); in sub-Saharan Africa 

now exceeds the ~eg~on’s annual GNP 
onymous 1993a). Dependence on EVIF 

World Bank loans increased over the 
ungl in 1988 40 percent of 

U.S. $218 billion debt was owed to 
institutions (Kanji et el. 1991). While in 

there was a net flow of U.S. $40 billion 
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45 

4O 

Figure 15.1 Percentage of sul>Saharan African countries (n = 44) w~ Wadd l~ank s~’~c~ura! adjustment prograrn~ 

1980-90 

Seurce: D~te adapted from Elmendorf and Roseberry 1993. 

industrialized to developing countries, interest 
payments soon outstripped new loans, and by 
the end of the 1980s U.S. $60 billion was being 
transferred in the opposite direction annually 
(Kanji et el. 1991). 

Ironically, even on the macroeconomic in- 
dices emphasized by the LMF and the World 
Bank, the performance of snb-Saharan African 
Countries has been less than stellar. Pots 

iii.ii"i, example, per capita GNP hx the 44 poorest 
countries had an average armual growth of 

i:.i: 1 1.2 percent between 1965 and 1980; between 
¯ " 1980 and 1987 there was an average annual 

.:i decrease of 1 percent in this index (United 

Development Program 1990). The 
:::i:) ii)real value of exports from sub-Saharan Africa 

": declined by 0.8 percent armually between 1982 
:ii.: ~:and 1987 (Kanji et al. 1991). 

Furthermore, a frequent result of the focus@ 
:On national macroeconom~c measures is to 

other economic indices, such as pov- 
unemployment, and income distribution. 

1980s, per capita income in sub-Saharan 
fell by over one-quarter and in most 

in the region unemployment in- 
:~eased (Kanji et al. 1991). In 1985, almost 

one-third of the population of developing 
countries, more than 1 billion people, were 
IivLng below the World Bank-defined poverty 
Ieve! (World Bank !990). If present trends con- 
tinue, the share of income accruing to the 
poorest 40 percent of the population in de- 
ve!oping countries will drop from 9.8 percent 
in 1975 to 6.5 percent by the year 2000 (Todaro 
1989b). 

These problems are particularly acute in 
sub-Saharan Africa. ha Nigeria, a coun~xy that 
entered into seven IMP and World Bank SAP 
beginning in I983 (ElmendorI and Roseberry 
1993; Bello et al. 1994), oil exports were largely 
responsible for the 6.9 percent average annual 
growth in GNP between 1965 and 1980. How- 
ever, by the mid-1980s living standards had 
fallen precipitously and were lower than they 
had been in the 1950s. GNP actually decreased 
at an average annual rate of 1.1 percent be~ 
tween 1980 and 1988. Similarly, while private 
consumption increased at an average annual 
rate of 5 percent between 1965 and I980, it 
decreased at an average annual rate of 0.1 
percent between 1980 and 1988. These latter 
trends, which were doubtless the result of 
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many interacting social and economic factors 
including SAP, have intensified during the 
1990s as the debt crisis worsens (World Bank 
1990). 
i~ In recent years the World Bank has sought to 
Iimit the adverse social consequences of SAP 
by becoming more involved in health care 
issues. These areas include HIV prevention 
and treatment (U.S. $600 million in loans be- 
tween 1986 and 1994) (Brown 1994), develop- 

ing employment and trainhag p=ogra,ms, and 
targeting health and educational programs 
toward disadvantaged groups. However, 
these efforts have been criticized as coming 
too late, being too limited in scope, too reliant 
upon the private sector, and consequently 
as reinforcing a two-tier health care system 
(Loewenson 1993; Bose 1994). 

Peter L,,rie, Percy C. Hintzen, and Robert: A, Lowe 

people in rural areas are often forced to leave 

their families in search of work. Those who 
roanain Ln the rural areas often depend on re- 
mittances from their migrant family members. 

tTn~matet~ these migration patterns may be 
~,=-,    ;" -, ~� t-IIV, as we discuss 
linked to the spreau ~" 

The Impact of SAP on the HIV Epidemic 

The effects of these SAP have beeu documen- 
ted by the United Nations Children’s Fund 
(UNICEF) and others (Sanders and Samba 
~991; Anonymous 1990; Comia et al. 1987). 
Four phenomena that may result from SAP 
have conspked to undermine the soda[ fabric 

of many developing cotmtrtes, potentially pro- 
mating behaviors that place their citizens at 
increased risk for HIV infection: (1) declining 
sustainability of the rural subsistence econ- 
omy; (2) development of a transportation in- 
frastructure; (3) migration and urbanization; 
and (4) reductions in spending on health and 
social services. 

below. 
Even some agricultural exports undermine at ecOnOmY’ Small-scale subsistence 

me rut -- laced to less ferffie land (Hunt 
~s farming " ~. ~fion of food for local cam 

1989) and the pro.u-_~ b,~ the vroducfion of 
sumpfion is replace~ ;     "    for con- 
commodities suitable for export or             i 
surnption by the growing urban population 
(Sadik 1992). Much of the wealth generated 

by agricultural exports does not devolve to 
the farmer; instead it is expropriated by 

urban international traders and later by indus- 
trialized cotmtry investors who benefit from    : 

the value added once these commodities arrive 
in the industrialized world. The need to pur- 
~,-~^ increasingly expensive agricultural ma- 

1991).een 1969 and 1985, per capita food pro- 
Betw       ~ "~ 51 developing countries ¯ 

ductiOnincreaseddeCti~, e.um ~1,’, 43. This decline led tO :’::’: and ..... ~,, food self-sufficiency, with 
detenoratm~ ~" 

Declining sustainabil~ of the rural s.bsistence 

economy 

Currency devaluation, investment conces- 

sions, and other efforts to promote exports 
under SAP disrupt rural subsistence econ- 
omies. Small farmers and crMtspeople find 
themselves facing stiff and sophisticated for- 
eign competition as declines in local i~come 
shrink the demand for their p~oducts. The 
shift to large-scale export agriculture, logging, 
and mining displaces rural subsistence produ- 

~cers. The rural population thus becomes a 
cheap labor pool for export manufacturing ac- 
tivities (w~ch tend to be concentrated in large 

cities), export agriculture, and mining, and 
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I 
Transportation routes may also facilitate the~ These migration trends have profound ira- 

spread of HIV as truck drivers and other plications for patterns of sexual reIations. Male 
workers carry the virus from the cities to migrant workers may leave a single sexual 

casual partners along the road.ways (Carswell partner in the countryside for multiple casual 
et al. 1989). At Kenyan truck stops, young girls~ partners in the city. Indeed, in a study of male 
often have intercourse with truck drivers and factory workers in Zimbabwe, HIV-posttive 

,     local boys have sex with the same CSW who men were more likely to live apart from their 
serve the truck drivers (S. Nzyuko 1993, pets. wives and to have multiple sexual partners 
comm.). In Tanzania, HtV infections duster than I-FV-negative men (Bassett et al. 1990). 
arotmd truck stops, fishing camps, mir~g Women in rural areas remain dependent on 
centers, and refugee camps (Okie 1992). High their male partners for financial support, de- 
sexoprevalences of H1V among truck drivers creasing the women’s ability to negotiate for 
have also been reported in Kenya (Bwayo et al. safe sex when rite men return to the rural 

1991), the Sudan (Burans et aI. 1990), and Ni- areas, and fostering the sprear~ of HIV from 
geria (Gashau et al. 1992). Similarly, Abidjan, cities to rural areas (Huband 1991). Women 
im international business hub and ’major port who remain in rural areas fOl; protracted 
in C6te d’Ivoire, is a focal point of the HIV periods without their male partners may also 
epidemic in west Africa (De Cock et al. 1989). take other partners, increasing their HIV risk 

In India, 64-~82 percent of truck drivers fre- (Packard and Epstein 1991). 
quent CSW (Black et al. 1992; Ahmed 1992; Lack of adequate employment opportunity 
Singh et aL 1992). Almost all the truck drivers has forced workers from Botswana, Malawi, 

on the Delhi-Bombay route have contracted Swaziland, and Mozambique to seek work 
sexually transmitted diseases (STD) at one in South African mines; significant preva- 
time, and 6 percent of the truck drivers in one lences of HIV infection among blacks in 
study were HIV positive, with projected in- South Africa were first detected arnong these 

creases to 30 percent within 5 years (Black m~grant workers (Lone 1987). I~ Zambia, a 
et al. 1992). cotmtry with nine IMP or World Bank struc- 

tural adjustment loans between 1980 and 1991 
(Bello et al. 1994), the Copper Belt contains 45 

~ligration and urbanization 
percent of reported AIDS cases, far greater 

Structural adjustment and other development ~ than the percentage of the Zambian population 
programs may also contribute to increasing that lives there (United Nations Development 
HIV risk behavior by promoting urbanization, Program 1990; Black et aL 1992). Camps for 
a phenomenon that preceded SAP but has predominantly male migrants working in the 
been hastened by these programs’ emphasis mining and forestry Lndustries in Australia, 
on export activity, which is usually concen- Papua New Guinea, Malaysia, and Indonesia 
trated in urban areas (Sanders and Samba may also predispose to encounters with CSW 
1991; Hunt 1989). The annual urban popula- (Moodie and Aboagye-Kwaneng 1993). 
ti0n growth rate for sub-Saharan Africa be- Events in Thailand, which had five IMF or 
tween 1960 and 1990 was 5.2 percent, higher World Bank structural adjustment loans be- 
than in any region in the world (United tween 1980 and 1991 (Be]lo et al. 1994), illus- 
Nations Development Program 1991). For de- trate a possible cascading relationship between 
veloping countries as a whole, urban popula- rural impoverishment, urbanization, and H1V 
tiorts are increasing 3.6 pefcent per year - 4.5 infection. Road construction, reforestation pro- 
times faster than urban populations in indus- jects, and !ogging encroach on the land of the 
trialized countries and 60 percent faster than rural population by turning vast areas of the 

: ~ rural populations in developing countries countryside over to corporate interests. The 

(Sadik 1992h While some of this increase was@ rural population has become poorer, forcing 
:".i. due to natural growth in ~g co--’h-6~ttlry them to migrate to urban centers such as 

~rb~"p~i-~e~dVp’e~’dn’fft~T’~e in- Chiang Mal, where the HIV epidemic has 
cF~’d~’Ts" es~a’~tt"to-~esul~frot~-’~t~dgr~tion been particularly severe (Nelson et al. t993; 
(I~I~hti~98~)v ................................. Celantano et al. 1994). Faced with a declining 

cereal impo~ts increasing substantially. 
thermore, food prices increased significantly, 

in part because of cm-rency devaluation 
grams under structural adjustment (Sadik .~::: 
.... These factors may contribute to declines . 
~z/. ¯ ~otentiallv increasing the 

in nutrifi°~al’sta~:’cffr~dersi°n’(M°°rerisk for t-IlV set et al..!:i::il};)i.!’.!;t. 

Development of a tronSpottaf~on ~nfrastmcture 

ortation networks that develol: Transp. _ ~ e,~licit components of SAP).::;! 

moted by                          " prorsonal       - neea ~s of svbsistence farmers,.      ... 
or pe ,- ~÷bs connecting outlying areas 

~Thus, neva u-~                     outlylng.:i 
export centers (rather than to other      . 

, aevelo,~ed, connecting rural areas t6 
areas) u      r .i. ~" ~- 
urbam centers w~tt~ n~gn 
This facillta£es Permanent or seasonal 
tion to large cities by ~ural dwellers 

for wa~e employment" 
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rural economy and a paucity of jobs for 
partners less likely to be HIV-infected (Sachs 

women in urban centers (Hunt 1989), ~, mdttion 
1994). 

Thai women have gravitated to the sex indus- 
try, while men can earn money in the drug    Reductions in spending on heal[h and sac~at ~er~ces 
trade and may initiate drug use themselves " 
(Karm-neren and Symonds 1992). The HW ser- ~While SAP create circumstances that could en- 

oprevalence is 65 percent among some¯ groups 
courage high-risk behavior, they also decrease 

of CIW in Chiang Mai (Celentano et el. 1994) the resources available to reduce those behav- 

and 43 percent among injecting drug users in 
iors and to treat HIV irdecfion and its compti- 

Bangkok (Choopanya et at. 1991). CSW who 
cations- Tax reductions and other concessions 

test HIV positive may be sent back to the 
to foreign investors have decreased govern- 

rural areas where they originally lived, redu- 
merit revenues in many developing countries. 

cing their access to health care services and ,~Scarce goverranent resources are frequently 

potentially introducing HIV into these regions 
allocated to meet the infrastructural needs of 

(Saclis1994). 
foreign investors rather than the health 

Large-scale migration of CSW from poorer 
and welfare needs of the local population, 

to richer countries is also common and may 
and consequently many services and facilities 

spread HW infection. Approximately 10,000 
have been eliminated, particularly in poorer 

Thai CSW work in Japan, while womea~ from 
regions. Between 1980 and 1985 there was a 

Laos, Myanmar (formerly Burma), and south- 
26 percent decline in spending on health, edu- 

em China engage in commercial sex work in cation, and welfare in sub-Saharan Africa 

Thailand (Moodie and Aboagye-Kwaneng 
(Urdted Nations Development Program 1990). 

1993). 
Spending on education for all low-income de- 

SAP also advocate increased investment in 
veloping countries (excluding India and 

the tourist industry as a means for earning 
China) declined from 21 percent of national 

foreign exchange and meeting macroeconomic budgets,    din indropped1972 to 9 fromPercent5.ginto1988’2 8 andpercenthealthof 
targets. Foreign tourists may have been 

spen g 
national budgets over the same per~oa ~umtea 

instrumental in spreading H_IV in some areas 
Nations Development Program 1990). l]ecause 

tbxough sex with CSW (Smith 1990). In 
Thailand, sex tourism from Europe, North levels of per capita social spending were ex- 
America, At~stralia, and Japan is common tremely low prior to the debt crisis, these fig- 

@ures are even more telling. The average annual 
and, at least in the past, condoms were rarely 

per capita health-care expenditure by African 
used (Wflke and Kleiber 1991). governments at the beginn~g of the 1990s wa~ 

Brazil, which has one of the highest total 
foreign debts in the developing world and U.S. $2 (Weeks 1992). 

which received seven IMF or World Bank 
As a result, only 2.8 percent of global ex: 

structural adjustment loans between 1980 and 
penditures for HIV prevention go to sub-Sa’ 

1991 (Bello et el. 1994), also illustrates the role 
herren Africa, which contaLns 10 

of commercial sex work as a link between pov- world’s population and accounts for 

erty and HIV. There are now 8 million Brazil- 
thirds of the world’s HIV infections (Anonym: 

aouS 1992, 1993b). The Urdted States 
ian children out of school, in part because the ~government spends U.S. $2.95 per capita ¯ 
state decreased spending on education, and 
children were forced to enter the informal nually for HIVprevention, 

economy. With escalating poverty rates came 
regard as insufficient, but still far 

an increase in child abandomment; many of 
the U.S. $0.07 devoted to this task 

these children were forced into commercial merits in suboSaharan Africa (Cameron 

sex work to survive and may have irdtiated 
Sl~epard 1992). Under these circumstances, 

drug use. The prevalence of HIV infection 
is abnost impossible to launch an 

among one sample of street ch]tdren was 9 
campaign to reduce high-risk behavior or 

pc=cent and is likely to increase (Perlman provide resources such as c 

1992). In many parts of the globe, demand for needles for preventing 

child prostitutes has increased as men seek 
rates of illiteracy, ii~ part the consequence 
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diminished educational expenditures, further 
reduce the effectiveness of H1V prevention 

programs that depend upon written materials 
(Chowdhury 1991). 

While numerous economic studies have 
focused on the impact of HIV irdection on 
developing country economies (Nabarro and 
McCormell 1989; Over 1992; Rowley et al. 
1990), less attention has been paid to the huge 
potential savings that could be realized if HIV 
prevention activities were adequately funded. 
In 1993, the World Health Organizaffon (WHO)O 
estimated that a comprehensive HIV preven- 
tion program, which would include condom 
promotion and distribution, treatment of 
ST[3, education programs in the schools and 
media, screening of the blood supply, and 
needle exchange programs, could cut the cu- 
mulative number of HIV infections in the de- 
veloping world in half (by 9.5 million 
infections) by the turn of the century. WHO 
estimated that a program of this sort would 
cost U.S. $2.5 billion per year but would save 
U.S. $90 billion in the direct and indirect costs 
of HIV h~ection by the year 2000 (Global_ AIDS 
News 1993). 

Developing countries have been forced to 
charge fees for previously free medical treat- 
ment services (McAfee 199I), sometimes with 
devastating results. For example, when the$ 
World Bank mandated that Kenya impose 
charges of U.S. $2.15 for STD clinic services, 
attendance fell 35-60 percent, potentially in- 
creasing the burden of untreated STD and 
thereby increasing the risk of HIV transmis- 
sion (Moses et al. 1992; Manji et al. 1992; 
Creenblatt et al. 1988). Similar decreases in 
clinic utilization following increases ha user 
fees have been reported in Mozambique, 
Zaire, Ghana, and Zimbabwe (Kanji 1989; 
De Bethune e~ al. 1989; Wadding-ton and 
Enyimayew 1989; Logic 1993). The Bamako 
Initiative, which advocates charging develop- 
ing country residents for essential pharma- 
ceuticals and using the proceeds to purchase 
more drugs, has been similarly criticized for 
potentially leading to the denial of critical 
health services (Kanji 1989; Anonymous 1988). 

Decreased access to health services may 
important implications ~or health status. 

In the northern Nigerian region of Zaria, the 

user fees. The 56 percent increase in the 
number of maternal deaths following these 
changes has been attributed to the Nigerian. 
SAP (Ekwempu et el. 1990). 

Treatment resources for the H!V-infected 
are also scarce. Whereas the United States 
spends U.S. $32,000 per year to treat each 
AIDS patient, sub-Saharan African countries 
average under U.S. $400 per patient per year 
(Cameron and Shepard 1992). Declining healfl~ 
expenditures, currency devaluation, and for- 
eign exchange shortages have contributed 
to severe pharmaceutical shortages in many 
African countries, including Zambia, Uganda, 
and The Gambia (Sanders and Sambo 1991). In 
most developing countries, the cost of drugs to 
treat HIV and its complications is pro[-dbit~ve 
and z~doxrudine or other antiretroviral drugs 
are essentially unavailable (De Cock et el. 
1993). Resources for treating STD are simdlarly 
limited, although some recent World Bank 
loans have included funding for this purpose 
(Elmendorf and Roseberry 1993). 

State cut-backs in health care spending can 
also lead to the emigration of professionals, 
technicians, and managers as their jobs are 
eliminated, their conditions of work deterior- 
ate, and their costs of living escalate. Medical 
personnel, whose skills are in high demand on 
the international market, often leave their 
countries of origin at times when they are 
most needed. The number of foreign nurses 
admitted to the United States increased from 
4,701 in 1982 to 16,237 in 1990, with most 
coming from developing, partieularIy Asian, 
countries (American Medical Association 
1990). Fifty-six percent of nfigrating physicians 
in the world emigrate from developing coun- 
tries and fewer than 11 percent of all migrating 
physicians have other developing countries 
as their destinations. In Jamaica, the efflux of 
nurses, many of whom had been trained using 
Jamaican government funds, was so substan- 
tial that nursing vacancy rates exceeded 

50 percent, forcing the Ministry of Health to 
close wards and reduce sezvices (World Bank 
t993b). 

The breakdown of health delivery systems 
that may accompany SAP also inhibits surveil- 
lance and testing for HIV. In many clMcs in 
East and Central Africa, for example, patients 
are treated solely on the basis of their clinical 
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findings, without even rudimentary laboratory 
support or HIV serotesting (Cameron and She- 

pard 1992). Even HIV screening of blood used 

for transfusion can be limited; in some coun- 
tries only 50 percent of blood transfusions 
were screened (Cohen 1992). Funding short- 
ages also encourage the reuse of disposable 
syringes, potentially contributing to H[V trans- 

mission (Matin et al. 1986). 

Toward an Alternative Development 
Strategy 

The preceding discussion highlights the need 

for social and economic interventions in stem- 
ruing the spread of HIV and in treating those 

infected- While biomedical scientists world- 
wide have risen to meet the challenges offered 

by the HIV epidemic, the socioeconomic aspects 
of the epidemic have often been ignored. For 
HIV transmission in developing countries to 
be substantially reduced, economic policies 

that may have promoted disease spread must 
be modified. 

What are the elements of an alternative de- 
velopment strategy? First, the satisfaction of 
basic human needs such as food, housing, 

and transport must become a primary goal; 
this can be accomplished in large part by 
reducing spending on military and luxury 
commodities (Stewart 1989). A relatively inex- 

pensive example of this would be altering 
long-distance truck drivers’ work schedules 

so that they spend less time away from home, 
potentially decreasing the frequency of sexual 

contact with casual partners. Second, to ensure 
regional self-sufficiencY, emphasis should shift 

from the production of a small number of pri- 
mary commodities for export to the diversifi- 

cation of agricultural production (Anonymous 
1993a; Kanji et al. 1991; Logic and Woodroffe. 

1993). Third, marginal producers and subsist- 
ence farmers must be supported. Thus, large 
Lrffrastructure projects that are often environ- 
mentally destructive and socially disruptive 

must be de.emphasized and more attention 
paid to smaller-scale projects using appropri- 
ate technology (Anonymous 1993a; French 

1994). Fourth, because the economic value 

added in the production process results 
largely from the technological innovations 

that occur in industrialized countries, greater 
emphasis must be placed on human resource 
development in developing countries (An- 
onymous 1993a; Loewenson 1993). Fifth, the 
kind of paternalistic "top-down" approach 
favored by the ~ and the Worid Bank must 

make way for a truly cooperative development 
policy, in which the desires of developing 
country citizens can be heard (Kanji et al. 
1991; Logic and Woodroffe 1993). Finally, the 
charters of the ~ and the World Bank must 

be altered to permit the cancellation or re- 
scheduling of debt. In the meantime, those 
institutions should play a leading role in the 
restructuring of debt owed to private lenders 
(Logic and Woodroffe 1993). 

H1V infection will be an unwelcome guest 
for the foreseeable future. In recognition of 
this, the IMF and the World Bank should re- 
quire AIDS Impact Reports (analogous to the 
now common Environmental Impact ReP0rt~), 
which would require the parties to any 
loan agreement to explicitly stipulate the 
potential impact of the proposed loan on HIV 
transmission. 

In closing, the advice of one commentator 

bears heeding: "[The] epidemic of HIV-I sero- 
pnsitivify [in Africa] is a social event, not 
sh~ply a biological occurrence. Although a 
biological understanding of HIV-1 is neces- 

sary, it is inadequate. The epidemic of HIV-1 
seropositivity and AIDS in Africa must 
understood socially, in its historically 
context, or not at all" (Hunt 1989). 
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(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, November 21,2011 3:19 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

Reminder-Afri/Afam Colloquium Dec. 1 

African & Afro-American Studies 
Faculty Colloquium 

"Orality, Literacy, and Musicality in African American 
Cultural Production" 

Dr. Perry Hall 

African & Afro-American Studies 

UNC Chapel-Hill 

Thursday, December 1, 2011 

3:30 pm 

Hyde Hall, Incubator Room (2nd Floor) 

This presentation is drawn from a larger project which investigates a historical "fault line" in 
African American cultural production which has evolved from structurally separated free and 
enslaved communities as their respective attendant experiences developed within the larger 
context of an emerging "racial modernity" that shaped the structure and fabric of early 
American society. Those who lived in zones of freedom, and those who escaped to them, 
inhabited a world where structural conditions both enabled literacy, and in fact made it 
necessary for even marginal survival and stability in the context of the modern world taking 
shape around them. Cultural activities and products on this side of the fault line - diaries, 

essays, novels, journalism, poems etc. - form the historical basis of a literary African American 
cultural tradition. On the other side, where 90 percent of blacks were situated at the time of 
Emancipation, the condition of enslavement restricted literacy, while also impelling retention 
of cultural/aesthetic sensibilities and orientations brought from Africa.These factors led to an 



emphasis on oral expressive forms, most especially music, as the major modes of cultural 

transmission on this side of the cultural divide. 

Drawing from different parts of this larger project, the presentation will focus first on a 

deconstruction of the conventional conceptual hierarchy that posits literacy as a sequentially 

more advanced form of expression in relation to orality - which is seen in this discourse as an 

indication of "primitiveness" and lack of "higher" or "abstract" thinking abilities. The next 

section will present forms of jazz as examples of expression that embody levels of abstraction 

and sophistication equivalent to literate forms within an orally derived tradition of African 

American musicality. These developments further disrupt the premise which assumes that 

literacy represents a sequential stage necessary to move from orality to abstract "higher level" 

thinking, and that orality occupies an inferior position relative to access to these capacities. 

Professor Perry Hall is an Associate Professor of African-American Studies in the Department 

of African and Afro-American Studies at UNC Chapel Hill. Dr. Hall is also a member of the 

executive board of the National Council for Black Studies. His recent book In The Vineyard: 

Working in African American Studies (Tennessee 1999) provides an insider’s look at the 

evolution of African American Studies from student movement to institutionalized field of 

study. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, November 28, 2011 5:36 PM 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Did you mean to send this to me? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Fall, Alassane 
Sent: Monday, November 28, 2011 5:35 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: 

Can I email you tomorrow morning to let you know if I will be in my office? 
We should be able to meet tomorrow for sure. I will make time for it. 
in addition, we can meet on Wednesday and Friday before class. 
Again, keep the good work 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, November 28, 2011 1:33 PM 
To: Fall, Alassane 
Subject: FW: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [maillo:scmmer ] 
Sent: Monday, November 28, 2011 1:28 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 11.28.2011 13:28:06 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, November 29, 2011 11:57 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

Last Call for Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares Campaign! 

***PLEASE NOTE: In order for contributions to count towards participation for the purposes of divisional awards, forms must be 
received no later than 5:00 p.m. on Wednesday, November 30. 

This year, for the first time, payroll deductions and credit card 
donations can be made online - an easy, convenient, and secure way to 
support your favorite charity. The website features new search options 
that will make it even easier to find the charity of your choice. If you 
wish to pledge by payroll deduction or credit card, please click this 
link to GIVE NOW: 
~s:/ir~cseccx~picsolt~tions.or~/~csecc/cm~/Start~?accotmlNm-~ber=706291. Follow the instructions below to enter your personal 
user ID and password. In addition to online giving, paper forms are available for all faculty and staff who wish to pledge by cash, 
check, or payroll deduction. Click here for a pledge form: ~:,4/www.unc.edu/secc/formsi2011%20PLEDGE%20FORM% 
20Workplace%20 

I know that many of you still want to participate in this year’s 
campaign, but have not yet had the time to submit your pledge. Won’t you 
please take a minute to contribute right now? The campaign supports 
hundreds of charities that count on your support to provide a wide range 
of services. Every dollar makes a difference and your donation, combined 
with the donations of others, has the power to transform the lives of 
people in our own communities and around the world. 

Click here for a final call to action: 
outu°be .corn/w, atch?v=J cvoxrdr~NEg 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobody@notify.unc.edu [ ] On Behalf Of hr@unc.edu 
Sent: Monday, November 14, 2011 8:29 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FORMAL NOTICE: Final Call -- Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares Campaign 

TO: All Faculty and Staff 

Nine weeks ago when the Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares campaign began, 
we asked you to participate in this year’s campaign as a way for the 
Carolina community to come together and contribute to the well-being of 
our fellow North Carolinians. We know that it doesn’t take much to make 
a significant difference in the lives of others, and we also know that 
every contribution - regardless of the amount - provides help and 
support to those in need. 

To date, nearly 18 percent of UNC-Chapel Hill employees have joined the 
2011 Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares campaign efforts - that’s roughly 
2,100 employees who have made contributions totaling over $612,800! 
These donations are truly a representation of Carolina’s charitable 
heart. Thank you! 

If you have questions regarding the pledge process, please contact your 
Division Leader: 
~:/iwww.ur~c.ed~isecciformsi201 l%20CCCS%20V~B%20o%20DL%20co~tacts%20 

THANK YOU for your support of this year’s campaign. 



Sincerely, 

Brenda R. Malone 
Vice Chancellor for Human Resources 
2011 Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares Campaign Chair 

Instructions for accessing the SECC website: 
User ID: Your Onyen 
Password: The first two letters of your last name + your birth date (in 
the format mmddyyyy) + an exclamation point. 
For example, if your last name is "Taylor" and your birth date is 
01/05/1981, 
your password would be: ta01051981! 

This email is sponsored by: Office of Human Resources 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, November 30, 2011 5:37 PM 

@yahoo.com 

FW: 

20111130145508708.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:sca~mer~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2011 2:55 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 11.30.2011 14:55:08 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



THE DIRECTOR OF THE PEACE CORPS 
WASHINGTON. 

December 2011 

On behalf of the Peace Corps, and most especially the Peace Corps Volunteers an~i St~lb 

members who have had the honor and pleasure of serving in Tanzania, I would like to.:,eNtend 
our warmest congratulations to the people of Tanzania as you celebrate 50 years of 
independence. 

Since 1962, more than 2,300 Peace Corps Volunteers have been privileged to live and work 
in warm and cooperative partnership with the Tanzanian people and to contribute in a 
meaningful way to Tanzania’s development goals. Today, Volunteers are engaged with their 
Tanzanian counterparts on education, environmental, and health projects in communities 
throughout Tanzania. All those Volunteers have experienced and appreciated the generous 
hospitality of the Tanzanian people who have opened their hearts and their homes and 
embraced them as friends. 

In turn, those Volunteers have returned home to their communities in the United States 
enriched by their time in Tanzania and have shared their positive experiences with families 
and friends. Through this process, ties of enduring friendship and understanding have been 
forged between the people of the United States and Tanzania; ties that will continue to 
flonrish in the years to come. 

As Tanzania celebrates its 50th year of independence and contemplates its future, know that 

the Peace Corps and its Volunteers stand ready as friends and working colleagues to assist 
you in your endeavors. 

Again, congratulations on achieving the historic milestone Of 50 years of independence. 

Director 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, December 1,2011 1:20 PM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc. edu> 

Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley <mbudihar@email.unc.edu>; Miller, Haeran 
<hrmiller@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Staff Meeting 

Hi, 
Either Monday or Tuesday works for me! Anytime is fine. 
Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Thursday, December 01, 2011 1:14 PM 
To: Gore, Travis; Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Subject: RE: Staff Meeting 

Travis, Maya, 

What works for you? 

Thanks, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business O~cer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & A~?ooAmerican Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

UniversityofNorthCarolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
£ 919.962.5824 

From: Miller, Haeran 
Sent: Thursday, December 01, 2011 7:00 AM 
To: Buell, Agatha; Gore, Travis; Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Subject: RE: Staff Meeting 

Hi, 
Monday, 12/5 will work for me. 

Thanks! 

Haeran 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2011 4:34 PM 
To: Gore, Travis; Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley; Miller, Haeran 

Subject: Staff Meeting 



Hi All, 
I would like to reschedule tomorrow’s staff meeting, because Haeran has a training that is important, but conflicts with 

our meeting - I apologize for the late notice, we just found out about this yesterday. 

Please let me know if you are available to meet on Monday, 12/5 or Tuesday, 12/6 and what times are best for you. 

Thanks[ 

Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University ofNorthCarolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
£ 919.962.5824 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, December 1,2011 1:24 PM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu>; Miller, Haeran <hrmiller@email.unc.edu>; 
Budihardj o, Maya Kimberley <mbudihar@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Staff Meeting 

Ok, great! 

Travis 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Thursday, December 01, 2011 1:23 PM 
To: Miller, Haeran; Gore, Travis; Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Subject: RE: Staff Meeting 

Thanks All, 
Let’s meet in Battle Hall (conference room) at 2pm on Monday, 12/5. One thing we will discuss is major projects that 

you are currently working on or that are upcoming between now and the end of January (things like, Admissions, closing 

out grant x, working with a new Chairperson, etc) - please bring a list of 2-5 major things/projects to share. 

Take care, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Departmem of Public Policy 
217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Departmem of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University ofNo~hCarolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
~ 919.962.5824 

From: Miller, Haeran 
Sent: Thursday, December 01, 2011 7:00 AM 
To: Buell, Agatha; Gore, Travis; Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Subject: RE: Staff Meeting 

Hi, 
Monday, :12/5 will work for me. 

Thanks! 

Haeran 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2011 4:34 PM 
To: Gore, Travis; Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley; Miller, Haeran 
Subject: Staff Meeting 



Hi All, 
I would like to reschedule tomorrow’s staff meeting, because Haeran has a training that is important, but conflicts with 

our meeting - I apologize for the late notice, we just found out about this yesterday. 

Please let me know if you are available to meet on Monday, 12/5 or Tuesday, 12/6 and what times are best for you. 

Thanks[ 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University ofNorthCarolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
£ 919.962.5824 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, December 6, 2011 3:35 PM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc. edu> 

RE: TIM - Wed 11/23 

Thanks for the reminder! Doing it now! 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Tuesday, December 06, 2011 3:30 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: TIM - Wed 11/23 

Hi Travis, 
I think you took a vacation day on 11/23 (day before Thanksgiving), right? 

Please add it to TIM or let me know ill am mistaken. 

Thanks! 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

Unive~ity ofNorthCarolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
£ 919.962.5824 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, December 6, 2011 4:18 PM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc. edu> 

FW: 

20111206161555986.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:sca~mer~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 06, 2011 4:16 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 12.06.2011 16:15:55 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, December 9, 2011 3:07 PM 

Budihardj o, Maya Kimberley <mbudihar@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Sakai 

Thanks Maya! Let me know if you make any additions : ) 

From: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Sent: Friday, December 09, 2011 1:48 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Sakai 

Well here’s a good place to start: https://sakai.unc.edu/portal/site/!gateway/page/2840d96f-c137-4883-875c- 

8762b7569bbdo 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, December 09, 2011 11:54 AM 
To: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Subject: RE: Sakai 

That was actually going to be my idea for you! Lol. 

From: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Sent: Friday, December 09, 2011 11:44 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Sakai 

Sounds good! You do the work and I’ll forward it © Hahah, kidding. 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, December 09, 2011 11:42 AM 
To: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Subject: RE: Sakai 

Hey Maya! 

Lets coordinate! 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Friday, December 09, 2011 11:25 AM 
To: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley; Gore, Travis 
Subject: Sakai 

Hi Maya and Travis, 

Can you two coordinate to get info about the switch to Sakai for spring 2012 and then send info (including useful links) 

out to faculty. I assume that they have gotten some direct info from the IT folks, or something, but I don’t know for 

su re. 

Last I heard, Blackboard was not going to be available after this fall (2011)... 

Thanks! 
Agatha 



Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University ofNorthCarolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
£ 919.962.5824 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, December 12, 2011 4:31 PM 

Lisanza, Esther Mukewa <lisanza@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Grade Roll 

Do you want to call the office and I can try to talk you through it? 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Monday, December 12, 2011 4:25 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Grade Roll 

One is due at 5.00pm today. The other one tomorrow! 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, December 12, 2011 4:24 PM 
To: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject: RE: Grade Roll 

Oh I thought you were at the offic!! Will you be in tomorrow? When are the grades due? 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Monday, December 12, 2011 4:22 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Grade Roll 

Hi Travis, 
I’m at home! What do we do? Thanks, 
Esther 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, December 12, 2011 4:20 PM 
To: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject: RE: Grade Roll 

Hi Esther, 

Are you still there? Let me know and I can come show you! 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Monday, December 12, 2011 3:59 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Grade Roll 

Dea r Travis, 
I have followed the instructions you gave to access grade roll but I can’t see the 2nd link you say we click! Help please, 
Esther 

From: Gore, Travis 



Sent: Monday, December 12, 2011 10:52 AM 
To: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject: RE: Grading 

Ok, Great! You are welcome! 

Travis 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Monday, December 12, 2011 10:34 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Grading 

Hi Travis, 
I just wanted to learn more about the system! I will be fine! Thank you, 
Esther 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, December 12, 2011 10:04 AM 
To: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject: RE: Grading 

Hi Esther, 

I think the system will still be available but Agatha will be checking to make sure that the grades are in on time. Let her 

know if you think you won’t be able to make the deadline. 

Thanks! 
Travis 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Thursday, December 08, 2011 5:09 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Grading 

Dea r Travis, 
Is the system unavailable after 72 hours? Thank you, 
Esther 

From: Gore, Travis [stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 08, 2011 4:53 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] Grading 

Hi All, 

Don’t forget that grades are due within 72 hours following the scheduled date of your final examinations. You will need 

to go into Connect Carolina to the Faculty Center and click on the 2nd link from the left (it looks like a person in front of a 

blackboard) to access your grade roll. As you are assigning grades, please remember to save often. For large classes, 

remember to click over to the next page as it only shows the first 20 students in your class. When you are done, switch 

your "Approval Status" (under "Grade Roster Action") as "Approved" and hit save. If you plan on entering grades in 
multiple sessions, you may find it convenient to check the "Display Unassigned Roster Grades Only" box. This way, you 

are only presented with students without grades assigned. Students should be able to see their grades on their portal 

within 24 hours of you hitting approved and saved. 



For reference on how to assign grades, please visit: http://registrar.unc.edu/AcademicServices/Grades/CCM3 031357. 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: lisanza@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=41529230.1 d610c3239c 1 f37813bb49d8dffe37b 8&n=T&l=afriafam& o=30446854 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-30446854-41529230.1d610c3239clf37813bb49d8dffe37b8@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, December 12, 2011 5:09 PM 

Lisanza, Esther Mukewa <lisanza@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Grade Roll 

Don’t worry, it is your first time! Have a good evening. 

Travis 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Monday, December 12, 2011 5:08 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Grade Roll 

I am sorry Travis! I thought accessing it will be as easy as the blackboard! I will see you tomorrow morning around 
11.00am I hope to be done with the Afri 101 by then. Good evening, 
Esther 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, December 12, 2011 5:05 PM 
To: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject: RE: Grade Roll 

Oh ok, Once you know how to do it then it will be easy! I will see you tomorrow. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Monday, December 12, 2011 5:03 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Grade Roll 

Yes is one class. I’m done with the grading, I was just to enter the grades if I could have accessed the link. The other 
one is due tomorrow at 5.00pm. The one for tomorrow am still finishing the grading. It is Afri 101 which has many 
students. Thanks, 
Esther 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, December 12, 2011 4:58 PM 
To: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject; RE: Grade Roll 

Hi Esther, 

Would it be just past the deadline for that one class? If you are unable to do it, I will be here tomorrow and I can show 
you. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 



Sent: Monday, December 12, 2011 4:40 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Grade Roll 

Hi Travis, 
May I come tomorrow? I hope it will not be too late. 
Esther 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, December 12, 2011 4:24 PM 
To: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject: RE: Grade Roll 

Oh I thought you were at the offic!! Will you be in tomorrow? When are the grades due? 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Monday, December 12, 2011 4:22 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Grade Roll 

Hi Travis, 
I’m at home! What do we do? Thanks, 
Esther 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, December 12, 2011 4:20 PM 
To: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject: RE: Grade Roll 

Hi Esther, 

Are you still there? Let me know and I can come show you! 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Monday, December 12, 2011 3:59 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Grade Roll 

Dea r Travis, 
I have followed the instructions you gave to access grade roll but I can’t see the 2nd link you say we click! Help please, 
Esther 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, December 12, 2011 10:52 AM 
To: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject: RE: Grading 

Ok, Great! You are welcome! 

Travis 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 



Sent: Monday, December 12, 2011 10:34 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Grading 

Hi Travis, 
I just wanted to learn more about the system! I will be fine! Thank you, 

Esther 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, December 12, 2011 10:04 AM 
To: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject: RE: Grading 

Hi Esther, 

I think the system will still be available but Agatha will be checking to make sure that the grades are in on time. Let her 
know if you think you won’t be able to make the deadline. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Thursday, December 08, 2011 5:09 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Grading 

Dea r Travis, 
Is the system unavailable after 72 hours? Thank you, 
Esther 

From: Gore, Travis [stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 08, 2011 4:53 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] Grading 

Hi All, 

Don’t forget that grades are due within 72 hours following the scheduled date of your final examinations. You will need 

to go into Connect Carolina to the Faculty Center and click on the 2nd link from the left (it looks like a person in front of a 

blackboard) to access your grade roll. As you are assigning grades, please remember to save often. For large classes, 

remember to click over to the next page as it only shows the first 20 students in your class. When you are done, switch 

your "Approval Status" (under "Grade Roster Action") as "Approved" and hit save. If you plan on entering grades in 

multiple sessions, you may find it convenient to check the "Display Unassigned Roster Grades Only" box. This way, you 

are only presented with students without grades assigned. Students should be able to see their grades on their portal 

within 24 hours of you hitting approved and saved. 

For reference on how to assign grades, please visit: http://registrar.unc.edu/AcademicServices/Grades/CCM3 031357. 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: lisanza@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=41529230.1 d610c3239c 1 f37813bb49d8dffe37b 8&n=T&l=afriafam& o=30446854 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-30446854-41529230.1d610c3239clf37813bb49d8dffe37b8~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, December 13,2011 2:25 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Student data 

R991 AFAM MAJORS AND MINORS.xls 

Here it is! 

From: Tanner, Beth 
Sent: Friday, November 11, 2011 1:02 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Coleman, Gina 
Subject: Student data 

Hi Travis, 
I’ve attached the data you requested. Please let me know if you have any questions or need anything further. 

Thanks, 
Beth 

Beth Tanner 
Report Programmer 

Office of the University Registrar 

Suite 3-100, SASB North, CB 2~L00 

E-mail: btanner@email.unc.edu 
Phone: 9_19-962-9857 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, December 13,2011 4:18 PM 

Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley <mbudihar@email.unc.edu>; Buell, Agatha 
<abuell@email.unc.edu>; Miller, Haeran <hrmiller@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Staff Lunch 

Perfect! Count me in too! Thanks Agatha! 

From: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2011 4:17 PM 
To: Buell, Agatha; Miller, Haeran; Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Staff Lunch 

Sounds great to me! 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2011 4:07 PM 
To: Miller, Haeran; Gore, Travis; Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Subject: Staff Lunch 

Dear Travis, Maya and Haeran, 

I would like to take the three of you out for lunch to celebrate lots of things: 
beginning of the semester... 

the new year, the 

How about 12pm on Thursday, January 5th? 

(FYI - we are also scheduled for a staff meeting on Wed, Jan 4th at 10:30am) 

Take care, 

Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University ofNorthCarolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 

£ 919.962.5824 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, December 15,2011 2:54 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20111215145118208.pdf 

Here it is! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scarmer ] 
Sent: Thursday, December 15, 2011 2:51 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

ScanDate: 12.15.2011 14:51:17 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, December 15,2011 2:54 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20111215145235533.pdf 

Here it is! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:sca~mer ] 
Sent: Thursday, December 15, 2011 2:53 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 12.15.2011 14:52:35 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday,                  5:47 PM 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Final paper with attached works cited 

Final Paper.docx; Works Cited.docx 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto ~li~;e.tmc.edt~] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:54 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Final paper with attached works cited 



From: 

Sent: 2:48 PM 

To: ~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: 

Attach: 20111216142859259.pdf 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, 

I just sent you the reading materials for Swab in addition to the related syllabus. 

I hope everything goes smoothly. I sent the scanned materials from our main office. 

Best, 

Alphonse 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [maiho:scmmer ] 
Sent: Friday, 2:29 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date:          14:28:59 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday,                 3:19 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20111216142859259.pdf 

Here it is! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:sca~mer ] 
Sent: Friday, 2:29 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date:          14:28:59 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, December 19, 2011 9:37 AM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc. edu> 

RE: Fall Grades 

Ok, Thanks[ 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Monday, December 19, 2011 9:25 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: Fall Grades 

Hi Travis, 
I have let Evelyne and Eunice know about this and I will deal with it. If asked, just remind/let Julius know that you no 

longer have access to assist with entering grades. 

Take care, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University ofNorthCarolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
£ 919.962.5824 

From: Nyang Oro, Julius E 
Sent: Monday, December 19, 2011 5:54 AM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Cc: Gore, Travis; Nyang Oro, Julius E 
Subject: Fall Grades 

Dear Agatha: 
For the past couple months I have had serious probles logging onto Carolina Connect. For the past few days, I have tried 
to log in and post my grades remotely but the sytem tells me I am logged out. It is frustrating to say the least. Here are 
my grades and I can attempt to come in on Friday to see if the system can be fixed and do everythng else I need to do. 

AFRI 



Sincerely, 
JEN 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, December 19, 2011 10:51 AM 

Slocum, Kafla <kslocum@unc.edu> 

RE: [afriafam] New Department Website 

Thanks Karla. 

I=rom: Slocum, Karla 
Seat: Monday, December 19, 2011 10:33 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: [afriafam] New Department Website 

Travi s, 

I will get my changes to you soon. 

Kafla 

On Dec 19, 2011, at 10:10 AM, "Gore, Travis" <stgore@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi All, 

We have a new Department website! The site is now live at http://afriafam.unc.edu. I have received 
the changes that everyone sent and I will work hard to get them updated as soon as possible. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

:~09 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:~9.966.5496 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: kslocum~unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32482269.bd3b6591 ccaa5 f61 f8b 847a04ac0c653 &n=T&l=afriafam&o=30502998 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30502998- 
32482269.bd3b6591 ccaa5 f61 f8b 847a04ac0c653 ~,listserv.unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, December 20, 2011 9:27 AM 

Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc. edu> 

RE: Update re: Faculty Course Assignments, 2006-2010 

Walter, 

It looks like there were quite a few people who submitted their course assignments in your box late afternoon 

yesterday. This list includes: Selassie, Porter, Georges, Regester, Mutima, and Alassane. 

I also put what I had of the course information that you needed from me in your box yesterday as well. We can go over 

it when you come in and you can check it against the list you have and let me know if there is anything else I can get for 

you. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Tuesday, December 20, 2011 4:33 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: Update re: Faculty Course Assignments, 2006-2010 

Dear Travis, 

Do you have an update about the faculty course assignments? I really need that information this week as a couple of 

faculty did not turn in teaching proposals to me and I will need to use their past course assignments as a guide for 

creating the 2012-13 teaching schedule. I will be in the office later today (and possible on Wednesday), but I will be 

leaving town from this Thursday through January 2. With that said, I will need this information before I leave so I can 

avoid working on the schedule while l’m travelling. Thanks. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rucl~er 

Associate Pro{essor 

A{rican ~-~ A{ro-American Stu~Iies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

505 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27500-5595 

ww~r.unc.edu/depts A{~ria{am/{ac sta{~/~rucke~r/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, December 20, 2011 9:40 AM 

Jennings, Jeanette <j enningj @email.unc.edu> 

RE: Summer 2012 (African & Afro-Amer Studies) Course Descriptions -Final 
Review/Edits 

That’s Great! Thanks! 

From: Jennings, Jeanette 
Sent: Monday, December 19, 2011 8:12 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Summer 2012 (African & Afro-Amer Studies) Course Descriptions - Final Review/Edits 

You are absolutely fine -thank you for confirming, Travis! 

Very best, 

Jeanette 

Jeanette Jennings 

Summer School 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
:134 East Franklin Street, Campus Box 3340 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3340 

9:19.966.4364 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, December 16, 2011 5:15 PM 
To: Jennings, Jeanette 
Subject: RE: Summer 2012 (African & Afro-Amer Studies) Course Descriptions - Final Review/Edits 

Hi Jeanette, 

Sorry but I completely lost track of time!! Hope this is not late. No changes. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 9:19.966.5496 

From: Jennings, Jeanette 
Sent: Wednesday, December 07, 2011 9:01 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Summer 2012 (African & Afro-Amer Studies) Course Descriptions - Final Review/Edits 



Attached is a copy of your unit’s Summer 2012 course description listing. It has been reviewed by Summer School, so 

please note any changes or additions that may have been made - most typically due to cross-listings or the 2011-12 

Undergraduate Bulletin description. Please make a final review of the attached listing. If there are changes, submit a 

final updated listing no later than Friday, December 16~. If the attached listing is correct, please reply that there are 

no changes. Summer 2012 course descriptions will be posted to Summer School’s new website the following week, so 

your timely response is deeply appreciated by our office and prospective students who are eagerly awaiting this 

information. 

Thank you so much for your assistance during this busy time of year. Please send your revised listing, a ’no changes’ 

message or any questions to me at jenningj@email.unc.edu 

Very best, 

Jeanette Jennings 

Summer School 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street, Campus Box 3340 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3340 

919.966.4364 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, December 21,2011 10:03 AM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc. edu> 

RE: grades 

Perfec!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Wednesday, December 21, 2011 10:01 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: grades 

Great, thanks ! 
I have entered and approved the grades for AFRI 521, at Evelyne’s request, so we should be all set. The other one that I see is a AFRI 
101_851, which I believe is a correspondence course through the Friday Center (probably Julius’s). They deal with their own grades, 
so we are all set. 
Thanks, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 
f. 919.962.5824 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scanner ] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 21, 2011 9:54 AM 
To: Gore, Travis; Buell, Agatha 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 12.21.2011 09:54:28 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, December 22, 2011 2:01 PM 

Speagle, Allison M <speagle@email.unc.edu> 

Re: logsheet 

Thank you!! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 22, 2011, at 1:42 PM, "Speagle, Allison M" <speagle@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks for letting me know. ! went ahead and left AFAM so this request is complete. I hope you have a 

good holiday! 

Allison Speagle 
Scheduling Specialist 
Office of Ur~iversity Registrar, UNCCH 
SASB North Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919962-6093 
9:19-8438709 fax 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, December 22, 2011 12:10 PM 
To: Speagle, Allison M 
Subject: Re: Iogsheet 

Hi Allison 
We definitely need to keep Afam 692h. So if you could only cancel Afri 692h. Nobody will take that course 

in the spring. I am not sure how it got cross listed. Thank u for checking with me first. Happy Holidays! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 22, 2011, at 8:41 AM, "Speagle, Allison M" <speagle@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Travis, 

I received your faxed log sheet but I have a question. It looks like AFRI 692H.001 is cross listed 

with AFAM 692h.001. The one you requested to cancel, AFRI, is the sponsor. Do you want 

both of these courses cancelled for the Spring term? Thanks. 

A[[iso~ Speag[e 
Scheduling Specialist 
Office of University Registrar, UNC-CH 
SASB North Sure 3209 



Cam~}us Box 2100 

450 Rd£e Rd 

Chapel HII~ HC 27599 

9199626095 

919 843~8709 fax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 3, 2012 11:01 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Jan’s Number 

Hi Eunice, 

Jan Boxil’s number is 962-3317. She said she would email you but also asked me to give you her number to call her 

about the academic plan. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, January 3, 2012 11:08 AM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc. edu> 

RE: AFRI 261 

K~ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Tuesday, January 03, 2012 11:06 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: AFRI 261 

Okay, but emailing the log sheet to the listserv should be clearer than calling them. 
Thanks ! 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 

Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 

f. 919.962.5824 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, January 03, 2012 10:51 AM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Cc: Rucker, Walter C; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: AFRI 261 

Happy New Year Agatha! 

I just filled out the log sheet and I am going to call classroom scheduling to bring it to their attention and ask that they get it into the 

system right away because I think Connect Carolina shuts down this afternoon for maintenance and we want to go ahead and have it in 

the system! 

Thanks 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Buell, Agatha 

Sent: Tuesday, January 03, 2012 10:45 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 

Cc: Rucker, Walter C; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: AFRI 261 

Hi Travis, 
Can you get this course set up in Connect Carolina today? THIS IS FOR SPRING 2012! If you have any questions about enrollment 
limits, etc, please ask Walter. 



This course will take the time, place and location of LGLA 404. 

LGLA should still be set up, but with location and time as TBA. 

This way, Donato can work with his one student in LGLA 404, but we will also have a classroom for the new addition of AFRI 261 
(which we would otherwise probably not be able to find a good space for at this point). Does that make sense? Give me a call if you 
have questions about what I am requesting. 

Secondly, please make a simple poster to advertise this (see description, etc below). Send to me to review and then we will email to 
other departments, and post in the office. It would be ideal to have this out and posted before tomorrow (Wednesday) at 12pm. 

Welcome back and thanks! 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 
f. 919.962.5824 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 
AFRI 261: African Women: Changing Ideals and Realities 

Focus: African Women Writers and Peace 

The course will focus on the writings and lives of key African women intellectuals, many of whom have received the Nobel Peace 
Prize. We will see how these women conceptualize and practice peace in order to bring about individual and social transformation. We 
will reflect on how their lived ideals and realities can contribute to our understanding of peace in the global community. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, January 3, 2012 4:12 PM 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 
RE: AFRI 261 001 

We’l! take it! Thanks! 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

From: Sherman, Renee A 
Sent: Tuesday, January 03, 2012 3:56 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: AFRI 261 001 

This is set up but no rooms in GC available. How about SC 209? 

Renee Sherman 

Scheduling Team Lead 
Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto:scheduling office@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, January 3, 2012 5:50 PM 

Morgan, George Fredrick <gfmorgan@store.unc.edu> 

RE: book order 

Thanks George!! That is great. I really appreciate it! 

Travis 

From: Morgan, George (Student Stores) [mailto:GFMORGAN@store.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 03, 2012 5:21 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Morgan, George Fredrick 
Subject: RE: book order 

Happy New Year, Travis. A good one for us all. 

Thank you for this. No problem; we’ll do what we can. 

Best, 
George 

From: Travis Gore [mailto:stqore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 03, 2012 12:53 PM 
To: Morgan, George (Student Stores) 
Subject: book order 

Hi George, 

Happy New Year!! 

I actually got a book order request from a faculty member while I was on vacation! I wish I could have sent it to you 

sooner but I didn’t have computer access and then the University was closed for the holidays. I know it is cutting it 

extremely close but hopefully the books can arrive on time! 

Professor Julius Nyang’oro 

AFRI 101 enrollment currently at 60 with waitlist capacity of 5 right now 

Martin & O’Meara; Gordon & Gordon; A Grain of Wheat 

Afri 540 Class capacity at 30 

Previous materials used by Margaret Lee if you have it on record. 

Thanks again George and please call me if you have any questions! 

Travis 



Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, January 4, 2012 1:42 PM 

Morgan, George Fredrick <gfmorgan@store.unc.edu> 

RE: AFRI 540 

Hi George, 

You didn’t bother us at all. Thank you for taking the time to help with this! 

Best, 

Travis 

From: Morgan, George (Student Stores) [mailto:GFMORGAN@store.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 04, 2012 11:13 AM 
To: Nyang Oro, Julius E; Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sockell, Charles W 
Subject: RE: AFRI 540 
Importance: High 

Please ignore the message below: the paperback is available, it is the cloth that is remaindered. 

Sorry to have bothered everyone unnecessarily. 

Best wishes, 
george 

From: Morgan, George (Student Stores) 
Sent: Wednesday, January 04, 2012 10:12 AM 
To: Nyang Oro, Julius E.; Gore, Travis 
Cc: ’Chuck Sockell’ 
Subject: AFRI 540 

Dear Professor Nyang’oro, 

One of the two books you have requested for your AFRI 540 class in Spring, _Wonga Coup_ by Roberts (published by 

Public Affairs/Perseus Books, ISBN 9781586483715), is a publisher’s remainder--which means that it is only offered by 

bargain book companies, because it is going out of print. We cannot order from bargain book companies, as they 

generally require that we place a large order (many more copies than we would need for your class). 

Our wholesalers do not have used copies of this title. Amazon has some used copies, but as Amazon does not give us a 

discount or allow us to return unsold books, we cannot order sufficient copies for your class from them. What we could 

do, if you approve, is order a few used copies from Amazon to have on the shelf, and you could let your students know 

that they can find the book at Amazon, if we run out at the store. 

Please let me know if that works for you. 
Another possibility is that our Custom Publishing department might be able to get permission to produce the book as a 

coursepack--although since the book is not technically out of print yet, the publisher might not give permission. If you 

would like to try that, please contact Chuck Sockell (Csockell@email.unc.edu), the manager of Custom Publishing. 

Please let me know what you would like to do. 

Thank you for your help. 

Best wishes, 
George Morgan, Textbook Buyer 

UNC Student Stores 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, January 4, 2012 2:00 PM 

McHale, James <ajmchale@email.unc.edu> 

Laptop 

Hi James, 

I got it! Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 
Student Services Manager 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, January 9, 2012 1:21 PM 

McHale, James <ajmchale@email.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2208045 

Hey James, 

That would be great! 5 monitors in room 104. 

Thanks ! 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Student Services Manager 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNC-CH PTR [ email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, January 09, 2012 12:48 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2208045 
Importance: Low 

Client Information 
travis t gore, Location : 109 battle hall cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
Affiliation:, Department: african & african-amer studies 
Phone: (919) 966-5496 and Email: stgore@email.unc.edu Short Description: Select a Short Description 

Email Text ¯ Hey, Travis. If you let me know where you have those monitors stored, I can send a work study over to pick them up. 
Can you give me a number count as well? Thanks! 

James McHale, OASIS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, January 9, 2012 2:49 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20120109144653006.pdf 

Here it is. Let me know if you would rather have it in a different format. 

Thanks ! 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [maillo:scmmer~tmc.edt~] 
Sent: Monday, January 09, 2012 2:47 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 01.09.2012 14:46:52 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 
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Colleq.e...,of Arts & Sciences African and African-Amer Studies - Subject: AFROAMER STUDIES 

Subject Catalog Nbr Section Class Nbr 
AFAM i01 001 2939 

Bldg: Gardner Room: 0105 

CourSe Title Component Units Topics 
BLACK EXPERIENCE ¯ Lecture 3 

{Face to Face Instruction} 
Days: TuTh Time: Ii:00 - 12:15 

Rank: INST Load: 100 Xnstructor: MCMILLAN,TIMOTHY J 

Class. Enrl Cap:60 Class Enrl Tot:60 Class Wait Cap: 5 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Attributes: HS~ Historical Analyslsl US- U.S. Diversity 
Special Grading: 

AFAM i01 002 2961 BLACK EXPERIENCE I 

Bldg: Gardner Room: 0105 Days: TuTh ¯ Time: 

Class Enrl Cap:60 

(Face to Face Instruction} 
12:30 13:45 

Rank: INST 

Class Enrl Tot:60 Class Wait Cap:5 Class Wait Tot:0 

Load: 100    Instructor: REGESTER, CHARLENE B 

Class Min Enrl:0 Foot note: 

Attributes: HS~ Historical Analysis~ US- U.S. Diversity 
Special Grading:GRl 

AFAM           i01 003 2965 BLACK EXPERIENCE 

Bldg: Gardner Room: 0105 Days: MW 

Class Enrl Cap:60 Class Enrl Tot: 6~ 

Lecture 3 
(Face to Face Instruction} 

16:00 - 17:15 
Rank: INST Load: 

Class Wait Cap: 10 Class Wait Tot: 0 

10O Instructor: PORTER,ROBERT S 

Class Min Enrl: O Foot note: 

Attributes: HS- Historical ’Analysis, US- U.S. Diversity 
Reserve Capacity:        01~NOV-2010 RC CLAS UGRD EXCLUDE SR Reserve Enrl Cap: 35 

Special Grading:GRl 

R~serve Enrl TOt:    35 

AFAM i01 004 10960 BLACK EXPERIENCE 

Bldg: Chapman Hall Room: 0125 Days: TuTh 

Ciass Enrl Cap:60 

Time: 

Lecture 
(Face to Face Instruction) 

i4:00 - 15:15 
Rank: INST 

Class Enrl Tot=60 Class Wait Cap: 5 Class Wait Tot:0 

Load: I00     Instrustor: ~UCK~R,WALTER C 

Class Min Enrl~0 Foot note: 

Attributes: HS~ Historical Analysis, US- U.S. Diversity 
Special Grading: GRI 

AFAM i01 855 S100 BLACK EXPERIENCE I 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time:’TBA 

Class En~l Cap: 5 Class Enrl Tot:0 Class Wait Cap: 0 

Correspondence 
(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: INST 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Load: i00    Instructor; Staff 

Cla.ss Min Enrl:0 Foot note: 

Session 
A 

A 

A 



Attributes: HS- Historical Arlalysls, US- U.S. Diversity 

AFA~ 102 001 2956 BLACK EXPERIENCE II 

Bldg: Gardner Room: "0105 Days: MWF Time~ 

Class Enrl Cap: 60 Class Enrl Tot: 59 

Lecture 3 
(Face to Face Instruction) 

09:00 - 09:50 
Rank: INST’ Load: 

Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Class Wait Cap: 5 

Attributes: HS- ~Storical Analysis, US- U.S. Diversity 

AFAM 102 002 10967 BLACK EXPERIENCE II 

Bldg: Chapman Hall Room: 0125 Days: MW Time: 

Class Enrl Tot: 60 

(Face to Face Instruction) 
18:00 - 19:15 

Ran~: INST 

Class Wait Cap: 5 Class Enrl Cap: 60 

Attributes: MS- Historical Analysis, US- U.S. Diversity 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Special Grading:GRl 

100    Instructor: JANKRN,KRNNRTH R 

Foot note: 

AFAM 266 001 10988 BLACK WOMEN 

.Bldg: Venable Room: G311 Days: TuTh 

Class Enrl Tot:40 

(Face to Face Instruction) 
Time: ~4:00 - 15:15 

Rank; INST 

Special Grading:GRl 

Load: i00    Instructor: ~0RTE~,~0BERT S 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note; 

Class Enrl Cap:40 

Attributes: SS- Social and Behavioral Science 

Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait 

Special @rading:G~l 

Load: 100 

AFAM           276 001 4605 

Bldg: Gardner Room: 0105 

BLACKS IN FILM 

Days: Tu 

Lecture 
(Face to Face Instruction) 

Time: 15:30 - 18:20 
Rank: INST 

Class Enrl Tot: 40 Class Wait Cap:5 Class Wait Tot: 0 

Instruotor: CALDWELLoKIA L 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Class Enrl Cap:40 

Attributes: VP- Visual or Performing Arts 

AF/~4 278 001 4690 

Bldg: Davie Room: 0301 

BLACK CARIBBEANS 

Days: MWF 
(Face to Face Instruction) 

Time: 12:00 - 12:50 
Rank: INST 

Class Enrl Tot: 40 Class Wait Cap:5 Class Wait Tot: 0 

Special Grading:GR1 

Load: i00    Instruotor: REGESTER,CHARLENE B 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Class Enrl Cap:40 

Special Grading:GRl 

Load: I00    Instructor: SLOCUM, KA~LA 

Class Min Enrl:0 Foot note; 

A 

A 

A 

Special Grading:GRl 
Attributes~ SS- Social and Behavioxal Science 
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AFRO A~R STUDIES 

Subject 
AFAM 

Catalog Nbr Section Class Nbr Course Title Component ~nits 
2~0 001 10968 BLACKS I~ NORTH CAROLINA Lecture 3 

{FaCe to Face Instruction) 
Gardner                Hoom: 0105         Days: TuTh         Time: 14:00 - 15:15 

Rank: IN~T Load: 100 

Topics 

Instructor: MCMILLAN, TIMOTHY G 

Class Enrl Cap:40 Class Enrl Tot: 40 Class Wait Cap: 5 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl:0     Foot note: 

Attributes: MS~ Historical Analysis, US~ U.S. Diversity 
Speclal G~ading:GRl 

AFAM ~40 001 4691 DIASPORA ART 

Bldg: Stone Center Room: 0209 Days: TuTh 

Class Enrl Cap:40 

Time: 

Lecture 
{Face to Face Instruction) 

11:00 - ~2:15 
Ran~: INST 

Class Enrl Tot: 40 Class Wait Cap:5 Class Wait Tot: 0 

Load: 100    Instructor: JORDAN~JOSEPH F 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Attributes: vP- Visual or Performing Arts 
Special Grading:QRl 

AFAM 356 

Bldg: Stone Center 

Class Enrl Cap:40 

001 4687 HISTORY OF HIP HOP Lecture 
{Face to Face Instruction) 

Room: 0210 Days: Tu~h Time: 14:00 - 15:15 
Rank: INST 

Class Enrl Tot:40 Class Wait Cap: 5 Class Wai~ Tot: 0 

Load: i00    Instructor: HALL, PERRY A 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Attributes: VP~ Visual or Performing Arts 
Special Grading:GRl 

AFAM 395 001 4607 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap:f0 

FIELD RESEARCH 

Days: TBA Time: 

Lecture 
{Face to Face Instruction) 

O0:00 ~ 00:00 
Rank: INST 

Class Enrl Tot: 5 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot:0 

3 

Load: i00    ~nstructor:~ MCMILLAN,T%MOTHY J 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Attributes: E4~ Field Work, E6- Mentored Research 
Special Grading:GR1 

AFAM 398 001 ~611 AF~ SEMINAR 

Bldg: Stone Center Room~ 0200 Days: TuTh 

Class Enrl Cap:~5 

Time: 

Lectur~ 
{Face to Face InStructien} 

12:30 - 13:45 
Rank: INST 

Class Enrl Tot: 15 Class Wa~t Cap:0 Claes Wa~t Tot:0 

Load: I00    Instruotor~ HALL,PERRY A 

Class Min Enrl:0 Foot note: 

Session 
A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

Spscial Grading:G~l 



AFAM 408 001 4706 

Bldg: Peabody Room: 0311 

BLACK THOUGHT 

Days: MWF 

Lecture 3 
(Face to Face Instruction) 

Time: I0:00 - 10:50 
Rank: INST Load~ i00 Instructor: JANKEN,KENNETH R 

A 

Class Enrl Cap:30 Class Enrl Tot: 26 Class Wait Cap: 5 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl:0 Foot note~ 

Special Grading: GRI 
Attributes: HS- Historical /inalysis 

AF~4 440 001 10973 

Bldg: Saunders Room: 0204 

Race, Justice and Law 

Days: TuTh Time: 
(Face to Face Instruction) 

15:30 - 16:45 
Rank: INST Load: i00 Instructor: ~APUR,GEETA NADIA 

A 

Clase Enrl Cap:28 Class Enrl Tot:2S Class Wait Cap: 5 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl:0 Foot note: 

Attributes: HS- Historical Analysis 
Reserve Capacity:       06-OCT-2011 RC CMB CLAS UGRD SO JR SR Reserve Enrl Cap: 30 

Special Grading:GRl 

Reserve Enrl Tot:    28 

AFAM 474 001 4612 

Bldg: Phillips Room: 0328 

KEY ISSiAFRIiAFRO L Lecture 3 
(Face to Pace Instruction) 

Days: TuTh          Time: ii:00 - 12:15 
Rank: INST Load: Instructor: RUCKER,WALTER C 

A 

Class Enrl Class Enrl Tot:27 Class Wait Cap: 3 Class Wait Tot:0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 
Attributes: HS~ Historical Analysis, GL- Global Issues 
Combined Section ID: 0257(AFRI 474!AFAM 474)      AFRI 474(#4718) 

AFAM 530 001 4693 

Bldg: Peabody Room: 0306 

RACE/CULTURE IN BRAZIL Lecture 
(Face to Face Instruction) 

Days: TuTh         Time: 09:30 - 10:45 
Rank: INST Load: 100 Instructor: CALDW~LL,KIA L 

Class Enrl Cap:20 Class Enrl Tot:28 Class Wait Cap: 5 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl:0 Foot note: 

Special Gradlng:GRl 
Attributes: SS- Social and Behavioral Science, GL- Global Issues 

AFAM 692H 001 

Bldg~ TBA 

4770 HONORS RESEARCH II 

Room: TBA Days: MWF 

Lecture 
(Face to Face Instruction) 

Time: 08;00 - 08:50 . 
Rank: INST Load: i00 Instructor: CALDWELL,KIA L 

Class Enrl Cap: 3 Class Enrl Tot:0 Class Wait Cap:0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading: 
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Colleq% of Arts & Sciences - African and African-Amer Studies - Subject: AFRO AMER STUDIES 

Subject    Catalog Nbr Section Class Nbr 
AFAM           692H            002          14909. 

Course Title Component Units Topics 
HONORS RESEARCH II Lecture 3 

IFace to Face Instruction) 
Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 1 ClaSs Enrl Tot:l Class Wait Cap: 0 

Rank: INST 

Class Wait Tot: 0 

Load: 200    Instructor: MCMILLAN,TIMOTHY J 

Class Min Enrl:0 Foot note: 

Session 
A 

Special Gradlng:GR1 

AFAM 692H 003 

Bldg: TBA 

14910 

Room: TBA 

HONORS RESEARCH II 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 
{Face to Face Instruction) 

’Rank: INST Load: 10O    Instructor: SAHLE, EUNICE N 

Class Enrl Cap: 1 Class Enrl Tot: O Class Wa~t Cap:0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min E~rl:0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 
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Colleqe of Arts & Sciences - African and African-Amer Studies - Subject: LINGALA LANGUAGE 

Subject Catalo~ Nbr Section Class Nbr 
LGLA 402 001 4648 

Bldg: Global Center Room: 1009 

Course Title Component Units Topics 
ELEM LINGALA II Lecture 3 

(Face to Face Instruction) 
Days: MWF            Time: i0:00 - 10:50 

Rank: INST 

Class En~l Cap:15 Class Enrl Tot:3 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot:0 

Load: I00    Instructor: FH[E~SUjDONATO 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

A 

Special Grading:GRl 
Attributes: FL- Foreign Language 

LGLA 404 001 4649 

BIds: Bingham Room: 0309 

LINGALA IV 

Days: MWF 
{Face to Face Instruction) 

Time: Ii:00 - 11:50 
Rank: INST Load: 100 Instructor: FHUNSU,DONATO 

Class Enrl Cap: 15 Class Enrl Tot: 1 Class Wait Cap:O Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot nots: 

Special Grading:GRl 
Attributes: FL- Foreign Language 
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Subject Catalog Nbr Section Class Nbr 
SWAM 402 001 4652 

Bldg: Phillips Room: 0220 

Course Title Component Units Topics 
ELEM KISW~ILI II Lecture 3 

(Face to Face Instruction) 
Days: MW~          Time: II:00 - 11:50 

Rank: INST 

Class Enrl Cap:25 Class Enrl Tot:25 Class Wait Cap:5 Class Wait Tot:0 

Seesion 
A 

Load: 100    Instructor: LISANZA,ESTHER MUKEWA 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 
Attributes: FL- Foreign Language 

SWAM           402 002 4653 

Bldg: Hanes Art Center Room: 0215 

ELEM KISWAHILI II 

Days: MWF 

Lecture 
<Face to Face Instruction} 

Time: 13:00 - 15:50 
Rank: INST Load: I00 Instructor: LISANZA,ESTHER MUKEWA 

Class Enrl Cap;25 Class Enrl Tot:25 Class Wait Cap: 5 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 
Attributes: FL- Foreign Language 

SWAH 404 001 4654 

Bldg: Murphey Room: 0204 

Class Enrl Cap:25 

KISWAHILI 4 

Days: MW 

Class Enrl Tot: 15 

(Face to Face Instruction) 
Time: 14:00 14:50 

Rank: INST 

Clas~ Wait Cap:5 Class Wait Tot~0 

Load: i00    Instructor: MUTIMA,SINAMENYE A 

Class Min Enrl:0 Foot note: 

A 

Special Grading:GRl 
Attributes: FL- Foreign Language 

SW/~q           404 002 10941 

Bldg: Mitchell Room: 0205 

Class Enrl Cap:25 

KISWAHILI 4 

Days: MWF Time: 

Lecture 
(Face to Face Instruction) 

15:00 - 15:50 
Rank: INST 

Class Enrl Tot: 2 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot:0 

Load: i00    InstruCtor: MUTIMA, SINAMENYE A 

Class Min Enrl; 0 Foot note: 

A 

Special Grading:G~l 
Attributes: FL- Foreign Language 

SW!J{ 406 001 10943 

Bldg:. Stone Center Room: 0201 

KISWAEILI Vi 

Days: MWF Time; 

Lecture 3 
(Face to Face Instruction) 

12:00 - 12:50 
Rank: INST Load: Instructor: MUTIMA,SINAMENYE A 

Class Enrl Cap:t5 Class Enrl Tot:2 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot:0 Class Min Rnrl:0 Foot note: 

Special Grading: 
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WOLOF LANGUAGE 

Subject 
WOLO 

Bldg: Phi!lips 

Class Enrl Cap:25 

Attributes: 

Catalog Nbr Section Class Nbr 
402 001 4650 

Room: 0220 Days~ MWV 

Class Enrl Tot:f2 

FL- Foreign Language 

Course Title Component Units Topics 
WOLOF II Lecture 3 

(Face to Face Instruction) 
Time: i0:00 - 

Rank: INST 

Class Wait Cap:5 Class Wait Tot:0 

Load: i00    Instructor: FALL,ALASSANE 

Class Min Enrl:0 Foot note: 

Session 
A 

Special Grading:GRl 

WOLO 404 001 4651 WOLOF IV 

Bldg: Greenlaw Room: 0107 Days:.MWF 

Lecture 
(Face to Face Instruction) 

Time’: 12:00 - 12:50 
Rank: INST Load: 100 Instructor: SECK~MAMAP~AME 

Class Enrl Cap:20 Class Enrl Tot: 6 

Attributes: FL÷ Foreign Language 

Class Wait Cap: 3 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 
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Sub~ect Catalo~ Nbr Section Class 
AFRI 101 001 2958 

Bldg: Global Center Room: 1005 

Course Title Component Units Topics 
INTRODUCTION TO AFRICA’ Lecture 3 

(Face to Face Instruction) 
Days: TuTh         Time: 14:00 - 15:15 

Rank: INST 

Class Enrl Cap: 60 Class Enrl Tot:60 Class Wait Cap: 5 Class Wait Tot: 0 

Load: 100     Instructor: NYD/qG ORO,JT/LIUS E 

Class Min Enrl:0 Foot note: 

Session 
A 

¯ Special Grading:GRl 
Attributes: SS- Social and Behavioral Science, BN- Beyond the North Atlantic, GL- Global issues 

AFRI I01 002 2959 

Bldg: Phillips Room: 0215 

Class Enrl Cap:60 

INTRODUCTION TO AFRICA¯ Lecture 
(Face Zo Face Instruction) 

Days: TuTh         Time: ii:00 - 12:15 
Rank: INST 

Class Enrl Tot:60 Class Wait Cap:5 Class Wait Tot: 0 

Attributes: SS- Social and Behavioral Science, BN- Beyond the North Atlantic, GL- Global Issues 

Load: I00     Instructor: SELASSIE,BEREKET 

Class Min Enr1:0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:ORl 

AFRI           i01 003 2960 

Bldg: Global Center Room: 1005 

class Enrl Cap:60 

INTRODUCTION TO AFRICA Lecture 
(Face to Face Instruction} 

Days: TuTh         Time: 12:30 - 13:45 
Rank: INST 

Class En~l Tot:60 Class Wait Cap: 5 Class Wait Tot: 0 

Load: 100    Instructor: BOYD,LYDIA C 

Class Min Enrl:0 Foot note: 

Special Gradlng:G~l 
Attributes: SS- Social and Behavioral Science, BN- Beyond the North Atlantic, GL- Global Issues 

AFRI i01 004 10950 INTRODUCTION TO AFRICA Lecture 5 
(Face to Face Instruction) 

Bldg: Davie                    Room: 0112          Days: MWF "         Time: 10:00 - 10:50 
Rank: INST Load: 

Class Enrl Cap: 60 

I00 Instructor: LIS~!~ZA~ESTHER MU~EWA 

Class Enrl Tot:60 Class Wait Cap: Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:QR1 
Attributes: SS- Social and Behavioral Science, BN- Beyond the North Atlantic, GL- Global Issues 

AFRI i01 005 10952 INTRODUCTION TO AFRICA Lecture 3 
(Face ~o Face Instruction) 

Bldg~ Global Center        Room: 1005         Days; MWF          Time: 12:00 - 12:50 
Rank: INST Load: i00 Instructor: FALL,ALASSAIqE 

A 

Class Enrl Cap:60 Class Enrl Tot:60 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot:0 Class Min Enrl:0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GR! 



Attributes: SS~ Social and Behavioral Science, BN-Beyond the North Atlantic, GL- Global Issues 

AFRI ]01 851 9096 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA 

Class Enrl Cap: 5 

INTRODUCTION TO AFRICA 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap:0 

Correspondence 
(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: 

Class Wait Tot: 

Load: I00    Instructor: Staff 

Class Min Enrl:0     Foot note: 

A 

Attributes~ SS~ Social and Behavioral Science, BN- Beyond the North Atlantic, GL- Global Issues 
Special Grading:GR1 

AFR[        261           001       14950         AFRIC~!q WOMEN                     Lecture      .. 
(Face to Face Instructionl 

Bldg: Stone Center         Room: 0209         Days: MWF          Time: 12:00 - 12:50 
Rank: INST 

Class En~l Cap:40 Class Enrl Tot:33 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot:0 

Load: 100    Instructor: EHU~SO,DONAT0 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

A 

Attributes: SS- Social and Behavioral Science, BN- Beyond the North Atlantic 
Special Grading:G~l 

AFRZ 262 001 3086 AFRICAN LITERATURE 

Bldg: Global Cen~er Room: i~05 Days: MWF 

Class Enrl Cap:40 

Time: 
(Face to Face Instruction) 

14:00 - 14:50 
Rank: INST 

Class Enrl Tot: 40 Class Wait Cap:5 Class Wait Tot: 0 

Load: i00    ~nstructor: ~HLUqSU, DONATO 

Class Mi~ Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Attributes: LA- Literary Arts, BN- Beyond the North Atlantic 
Special Grading:GRl 

AFR[ "266 001 3087 CONTEMPORARY AFRICA 

Bldg: Stone Center Room: 0210 Days: TuTh Time: 

Class Enrl Cap:40 

Lecture 
(Face to Face Instruction) 

11:00 - 12:15 
Rank: INST 

Class Enrl Tot: 40 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 

Load: I00    Instructor: BOYD,LYDIA C 

Class Min Enrl:0 Foot note: 

Attributes: SS~ Social and Behavioral Science, BN- Beyond the North Atlantic 
Special Gradlng~G~l 

AFRZ 370 001 3088 FOL PROB ZN AFRI ST 

Bldg: Global Center Room: 1009 Days: TuTh Time: 

Class Enrl Cap:35 

Lecture 3 
(Face to Face Instruction) 

14:00 - ~5:15 
Rank: INST Load: 1O0 Instructor: SELASSIE,BEREKET H 

Class Enrl Tot:35 Class Wa~t Cap: 5 Class Wait Tot:0 Class Min Enrl:0 ’Foot note: 

Special Grading:G~l 
Attributes: SS~ Social and Behavioral Science; BN- Beyond the North Atlantic 
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Subject 
AFRI 

Catalog Nbr Section Class Nbr 
375 001 4719 

Bldg: Peabody Room: 0306 

Course Title Component Units 
CULTUP~AL PRODUCTION Lecture 3 

(Face to Face Instruction) 
Days: q~/Th          Tim.e: 11:00 - 12:15 

Rank: INST Load: ]00 

Topics 

Instructor: PIER,DAVID 

Class Enrl Cap:35 Class Enrl Tot:35 Class Wait Cap:5 Class Wait.Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl:0 Foot note: 

Special Grading: GRI 
Attributes: VP- Visual or Performing Arts, BN~ Beyond the North Atlantic 

AFRI 396 001 3089 INDEPENDENT STUDIES 

Bldg: TBA Room: TBA Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 
(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: INST 

1 - 6 

Load: I00    Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap:0 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 Class Wait Tot: 0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

AFRI 416 001 13635 

Bldg: Bingham Room: 0517 

Class Enrl Cap:30 

Special Grading:GEl 

SOCIAL JUSTICE MOVEMENTS 

Days: TuTh Time: 

Lecture 
(Face tc Face Instruction) 

09:30 - 10:45 
Rank: INST Load: i00 Instructor: SAHLE,EUNICE N 

Class Enrl Tot:30 Class Wait Cap:0 Class WaitTot:0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 
Attributes: SS- Social and Behavioral Science 

AFRI 421 001 4741 

Bldg: Alumni Room: 0207 

Class Enrl Cap:30 

Languages of Africa Lecture 
(Face to Face Instruction) 

Days: MWF            Time: 10:00 - i0~50 
Rank: INST 

Class Enrl Tot:30 Class Wait Cap: 5 Class Wait Tot:0 

Load: i00    Instructor: SECK,MAMARAME 

Class Min Enrl: 0     Foot note: 

Attributes: BN- Beyond the North Atlantic 

AFRI            474 001 4718 

Bldg: Phillips Room: 0328 

KEY ISSiAFEI/AFRO L Lecture 
(Face to Face Instruction) 

Days: TuTh         Time: ii:00 - 12:15 
Rank: INST 

Class Enrl Cap:10 Class Enrl Tot:8 Class Wait Cap:3 Class Wait Tot:0 

Load: i00 

Class Min Enrl:0 

Special Grading:GRl 

Instructor: RUCKE~,WALTER C 

Foot note~ 

Session 
A 

A 

A 

A 

Special Grading:GRl 
Attributes: ~S- Historical Analysis, GL- Global Issues 



AFAM 474 Combined Section ID: 0257(AFRI 474iAFAM 474) 

AFRI 520 001 3090 

Bldg; Howell Room: 0201 

SOIrfHERN AFRICA 

Days: TuTh 

Lecture 
{Face to Face Instruction) 

Time: 11:00 - 12:15 
Rank: TA Instructor: Ai-Bulushi,Yousuf Mussa 

Class Enrl Cap: 30 Class Enrl Tot:f6 Class wait Cap: 5 Class Wait Tot= 0 Class Min Enrl:0 Foot note~ 

Special Grading: GRI 
Attributes: HS- ~istorical Analysis, BN- Beyond the North Atlantic 
Con%blned Section ID: 0104(A~RI 520/PWAD S20 OOl) - PWAD 220(#6089) 

AFR[ 521 001 4638 

Bldg: Wilson Room: 0202 

EAST AFRICAN SOCIETY Lecture 
(Face to Face Instruction) 

Days: W               Time: 15:00 - 17:50 
Rank: INST Load: 100 Instructor: NYANC ORO,JULIUS E 

Class Enrl Cap:30 Class Enrl Tot:t5 Class Wait Cap:0 Class Wait Tot:0 Class Min Enrl:0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 
Attributes: SS- Social and Behavioral Science, BN- Beyond the North Atlantic 

AFRI ~22 001 4639 WEST AFRICA 

Bldg: Dey Hall Room: ~03A , Days: MW Time: 

Lecture 3 
(Face to Face Instruction) 

14:00 - i5:15 
Rank: INST Load: 100 InStructor: FALL,AIASSANE 

Class Enrl Cap:30 Class Enrl Tot:f4 Class Wait Cap:0 Class Wait Tot:0 Class Min Enrl:0 Foot note: 

Special Grading: GRI 
Attributes: HS- Historical Analysis, BN- Beyond the North Atlantic 

AFRI 523 001 3091 CENTRAL AFRICA 

Bldg: Venable Room: G307 Days: TuTh 

Class Enrl Cap: 30 

Lecture 
{Face to Face Instruction) 

Time: 14:00 - 15:15 
Rank: INST 

Class Enrl Tot: 9 Class Wait Cap: 5 Class Wait Tot:0 

Load: i00     Instructor: NZONGOLA-NTAI~AJA,GEORCES 

Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

AFRI 540 001 13658 

Bldg: Kenan Laboratories Room: B125 

21ST CENTURY SCRAMBLE Lecture 
(Face to Face Instruction) 

Days: TuTh         Time: 12:30 - 13:45 
Rank: INST 

Class Enrl Cap:30 Class Enrl Tot= 30 Class Wait Cap~0 Class Wait Tot:0 

Special Grading:GRl 

A 

Load: I00    Instructor: I~YAMG ORO,JULIUS E 

Class Min Enrl:0 FOO~ note: 

Special Grading:GRl 
Attributes: HS~ Historical Analysis, BN- Beyond the North Atlantic, GL- Global Issues 



SR201 UNC-Chapel Hill 
Semester Section Book For 2012 Spring 

College of Arts & Sciences - African Studies - Subject: AFRICAN STUDIEg 

Page No. 17 of 2571 
Run Date: 01/09/2012 
Run Time: i0:36:43 

Subject Catalog Nbr Section Class Nbr 
AFRI 550 001 3093 

Bldg: Oey Hall Room: 0313 

Course Title Component 
DEMOCRATIC GOVERNANCE Lecture 

(Face to Face Instruction) 
Days: W             Time: 15:00 - 17:50 

Rank: !NST 

Units Topics 
3 

Load: I00 Instructor: NZONGOLA-NTAI~AJA,GEORGES 

Class Enrl Cap:30 Class Enrl Tot: 12 Class Wait Cap:5 Class Wait Tot:0 Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading ~ 
Attributes: GL- Global Issues 

AFRI 692H 001 

Bldg: TBA 

3094 

Room: TBA 

HONORS RESEARCH II 

Days: TBA Time: TBA 

Lecture 
(Face to Face Instruction) 

Rank: INST Load: Instructor: Staff 

Class Enrl Cap:5 Class Enrl Tot: 0 Class Wait Cap: 0 .Class Wait Tot: 0 "Class Min Enrl: 0 Foot note: 

Special Grading:GRl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, January 10, 2012 3:36 PM 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 

RE: classroom for Afri52 

Woollen Gym Rm 0302 

From: Fall, Alassane 
Sent: Monday, January 09, 2012 10:25 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: classroom for Afri52 

Dea r Travis, 
Most likely I will be working from home 
Could you, please, update me bu email when you have new information concerning the new classroom request. 
Thank you and, I appreciate all your help. 

A.F 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, January 11, 2012 10:12 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Student data 

R991 AFAM MAJORS AND MINORS.xls 

Hi Eungce, 

Here it is. It was sent on November 11 so it is recent and therefore should be up to date and accurate. 

Thanks[ 

Travis 

From: Tanner, Beth 
Sent: Friday, November 11, 2011 1:02 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Coleman, Gina 
Subject: Student data 

Hi Travis, 
I’ve attached the data you requested. Please let me know if you have any questions or need anything further. 

Thanks, 
Beth 

Beth Tanner 

Report Programmer 

Office of the University Registrar 

Suite 3100, SASB North, CB 2::[00 

E-mail: btanner@email.unc.edu 
Phone: 9:~9-962-9857 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 11, 2012 1110 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

JankenAfam.xls 

Here is the AFAM part and I have AFRI and Languages on the way! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 



Instructor 

AI-Bulushi,Yousuf Mussa AFRI 520 001 

CASHION,JODY W 

CASHION,JODY W 

AFRI 

FHUNSU,DONATO 

FHUNSU,DONATO 

Liston,Casey 

McDonnell,Carol B 

McDonnell,Carol B 

NYANG ORO,JULIUS E 

NZONGOL~-NTAL~A, GEORGES 

[NZONGOLA-NTALAJA, GEORGES 

PIER, DAVID 

AFRI 540 001 

001 

SAHLE,EUNICE N AFRI 001 

SECK, MAMAR~ME 421 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 11, 2012 4:03 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

AFRIJanken.xls 

Here is AFRI. Now all I have to do is the languages! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 



Title Subject Course Section Num Instructor 

~6’~’~’~"~"’~’~’~’ ...................... ~ ’ ~6~~ ..................... 
,iuu ’~ .................................................. 

~’~ BRo,,.1 u LI U S E 

INTRODUCTION TO AFRICA SELASSIE,BEREKET H 

INTRODUCTION TO AFRICA 

INTRODUCTION TO AFRICA 

INTRODUCTION TO AFRICA 

POL PROB IN AFRI ST 

BOYD,LYDIA C 

AFRI 

101 ANDERSON,BARBARA S 

ANDERSON,BARBARA S 

AFRICA IN GLOBAL SYSTEM 

AFRICA IN GLOBAL SYSTEM 

SOUTHERN AFRICA 

WEST AFRICA 

CENTRAL AFRICA AFRI 

CULTURAL PRODUCTION 

DEMOCRATIC GOVERNANCE 

AFRI 265 990 

AFRI 265 ,]991       kJston,Casey 

992 ,ICASHION,JODY W 

523 001 NZONGOLA-NTALAJA, GEORGES 

PIER, DAVID 

NZONGOLA-NTALAJA, GEORGES 

EAST AFRICAN SOCIETY AFRI 521 001 

SOCIAL JUSTICE MOVEMENTS AFRI 416 001 

NYANG ORO,JULIUS E 

SAHLE,EUNICE N 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, January 12, 2012 11:35 AM 

Lisanza, Esther Mukewa <lisanza@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Scanning 

Oh great[ Thanks! 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Thursday, January 12, 2012 11:33 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Scanning 

Hi Travis, 
Yes, things are in motion now! Actually, she can do it next week or the week after! I don’t need them immediately. Good 
luck with your work. Thank you, 
Esther 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, January 12, 2012 9:55 AM 
To: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject: RE: Scanning 

Hi Esther, 

I hope you are having a good first week of class! Wel! I am very busy right now but there is a possibility that our work 

study student might come today but I am not sure yet. If she comes then she could definitely do it for you. I can let you 

know if she comes! 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Thursday, January 12, 2012 8:38 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Scanning 

Dea r Travis, 
I hope you are well. Do you have time to scan some pages for me? If not I will understand. I know you are extremely 
busy with the office work. Have a great one, 
Esther 



Website Profile 
Perry A. Hall 

Title 
Associate Professor, African and Afro-American Studies 

Education and Background 
Dr. Hall has been a member of the UNC Department of African and Afro-American 
Studies since 1992. He received a bachelor’s degree in Psychology from the University 
of Michigan, and a doctorate in Education and Social Policy from Harvard University. 
For 13 years he was involved in the development of the Black Studies program at Wayne 
State University in Detroit. During that period he was also active in the National Council 
for Black Studies, chairing the committee that produced the first report on Black Studies 
core curriculum in 1980. Dr. Hall currently serves as a member of the Council’s Board 

of Directors. 

Teaching Interests 
In addition to teaching the survey introductory course, he had developed course that 
examine various forms phases of African American cultural production, focusing 
especially on popular music. These include a course that surveys the historical influence 

of African American popular culture, and one that specifically examines the history of 
hip hop. Also, in addition to leading the capstone senior seminar for Afro-American 
Studies majors, he has taught courses pertaining to the Black Freedom Struggle, and 
development of African American social and political leadership. 

Research Interests 
Aspects of much of Dr. Hall’s experience in the field are reflected in his book, In the 
Vineyard." Working in African American Studies. In addition he has published articles 
and book chapters exploring cultural production in conjunction with issues of class and 
identity, and defining theoretical issues and approaches in African American Studies. He 
is currently working on a book that examines orality and literacy in relation to African 
American cultural production and political representation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday,                4:36 PM 

< @live.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Hi 

mentioned something about this. I am asking our Business Manager because she would know if it was possible. 

will let you know when I hear back from her. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of Aft[can and Afro-American Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From:    [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:52 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

Hello My name is 
your department. I am a 
any positions available. 
Thanks For Your Time 

and I asked my friend       about jobs for students who do not               in 
in need of a simple job on campus and I was sending this email to inquire if you had 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, January 18, 2012 1:38 PM 

@yahoo.com 

FW: 

20120118114410384.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:sca~mer~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 18, 2012 11:44 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 01.18.2012 11:44:10 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



INVOICE 

To: Ambassador Mwanaidi Sinare-Majaar 

Embassy of the United Republic of Tanzania 

Washington DC 

From’ Professor J ulius E Nya ng’oro ..~-/~’"/~f 

Date: January 18, 2012 

Re: Reimbursement for Payment Advance for Research Expenses in Tanzania 

Madam Ambassador: 

In August 2010 while working in Dar es Salaam on the Embassy of Tanzania’s 

publication project to celebrate 50 years of US-Tanzania relations, I gave an 

advance payment of to Professor Daudi Mukangara, my research 

counterpart in Dar es Salaam to pay his two assistants for their services. By this 

note, I am requesting a reimbursement of the same. Below are my banking 

details: 

Name: Julius E Nyang’oro 

Bank: 

Account Number: 

Routing Number: 

The account is in 

With Thanks. 

CC Lilly Munanka, Head of Chancery, Embassy of Tanzania, Washington, DC 

Edward Masanja, Finance Officer, Embassy of Tanzania, Washington, DC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=REC1PIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, January 23, 2012 10:45 AM 

UNC PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

RE: Your problem ticket 2225305 has been updated 

Thankyou! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNC-CH PTR [mailto:arsvs 05.isis.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, January 23, 2012 10:44 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Your problem ticket 2225305 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Sending to AS-COMPUTING-SPECIALISTS 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:/iwww.unc.edu!aro 
bir~A~ebsubiindcx,        check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, January 23, 2012 1:22 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

RE: Hours this week 

Hi 

Approved! 

From:       [mailto:      @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, January 23, 2012 11:59 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Hours this week 

Hey Travis, 

Instead of working on Friday from 10:00-12:00, can I work on Tuesday and Thursday from 8:00-12:00. On Friday I will 
be leaving 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, January 23, 2012 1:30 PM 

Goodlett, Clarissa <cgoodlet@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Join us for Lunch at the Stone Center on Feb 8 

No problem 

From: Goodlett, Clarissa 
Sent: Monday, January 23, 2012 1:30 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Join us for Lunch at the Stone Center on Feb 8 

Thanks Travis!! 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, January 23, 2012 1:29 PM 
To: Goodlett, Clarissa 
Subject: RE: Join us for Lunch at the Stone Center on Feb 8 

Hey Clarissa, 

Just did! 

From: Goodlett, Clarissa 
Sent: Monday, January 23, 2012 1:26 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Join us for Lunch at the Stone Center on Feb 8 

Hey Travis 

Can you pass this along to the Af-am list serv? 

Thanks! 

Clarissa 

C~arissa Good~ett 
Program and Pubfic Communications Officer, Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

P: 919.962.0395 F: 919.962.3725 

cgoodlet@email.u nc.edu sonjahaynesstonectr.unc.edu 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center Faculty and Staff Focus Group 

Wednesday, February 8, 12pro 

Stone Center Hitchcock Room 

Dear UNC Faculty and Staff, 

We need your input! Please join us for lunch on Wednesday, February 8 at 12pm in the Hitchcock Room of 

the Sonja Haynes Stone Center. 



The Stone Center is hosting a series of focus groups to gauge expectations and campus impact of the Stone 

Center. 

Lunch is on us .... and we only need 1thing from you: A willingness to openly share and discuss your thoughts 

on this q uestion--- Considering the Stone Center’s mission, what are your expectations of the Sonja Haynes 

Stone Center? 

If you’ve never heard of the Stone Center, don’t know what the mission is, or just want to learn more about 

the Stone Center and what we do, this is a great opportunity to do so. 

If you can join us on Wednesday for lunch and discussion, please RSVP on our Facebook 

(facebook.com/stonecenter) page or email us at stonecenter@unc.edu by Tuesday, February 7 at 3pro. 

We look forward to seeing you on Wednesday! 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center Staj~j~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, January 24, 2012 8:28 AM 

~@live.unc.edu> 

FW: Website CV and Picture for Storage 

Rucker CV 2-12 Web Version.pdf; Rucker.JPG 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Tuesday, January 24, 2012 6:58 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Website CV and Picture for Storage 

Hi Travis, 

Please keep these items and all other cvs and pictures you receive on the Y drive in a folder marked "Dept Website". In 

this way, we should avoid the dilemma we are in right now. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter l:~ucker 

~sociate Professor ~’~ Associate Chair 
African ~-~ Afro~American Studies 

~C-Chapel Hill 
1~ Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC ~599~5595 
Phone: 919-962-2542 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, January 24, 2012 8:49 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

FW: Web files 

walter rucker.jpg; anderson_cv.doc; barbara_anderson 2.jpg; bereket_selassie.jpg; cv.doc; 
david~)ier.j pg; fall_cv, doc; georges_nzongola.j pg; j ulius ny angoro_2.j pg; 
kenneth_ianken.jpg; kia_caldwell.jpg; lambert_cv.doc; lee_cv.doc; lisanza_cv.doc; 
lydia boyd.j pg; margaret lee.j pg; mcmillan information, doc; michael_lambert.j pg; 
mutima.jpg; nzongola_cv.doc; perry_hall.jpg; Publications_Fall2010.pdf; 
reginald_hildebrand.jpg; robert~)orter.jpg; rucker cv.pdf; seck_cv.pdf; tim mcmillan.jpg 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stacey Sewall [mailto:sewall@ad~unc~edu,:] 
Sent: Monday, January 23, 2012 12:02 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Barbara Anderson 
Subject: Web files 

HI Travis, 

Attached are all the images and CVs the old web site had. Here are some 
caveats: 

1) many people are missing either an image, a CV, or both. This is 
because many people never gave me one. 

2) even for people who have an image or CV, they are hopelessly out of 
date in many cases. People should be asked to update them. 

3) the new website was done by oasis in such a way that if an image is 
missing it puts a red x - it should be fixed by them so that if there’s 
no image, it just leaves the space blank and doesn’t try to load the 
image. They can fix this if they want to. Alternately, you can take a 
picture of each faculty member so no one will have a red x. In the old 
site it didn’t matter because each person’s page was hand coded so if we 
didn’t have an image, it just left the space blank. 

talk to you soon, 
Stacey 

Stacey Sewall 
Assistant Director 
FLAS Coordinator 
African Studies Center 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-1522 (phone) 
(919) 843-2102 (fax) 
sewall@email.unc.edu 























My Current title: Adjunct Assistant Professor and Associate Chair 
My Education is the same as before 
Recent Publications: Entires on Wilson Swain Caldwell, William Henry 
Singleton, Pomp, Candy, and Jacob Vanderpool in the African American 
National Biography Henry Louis Gates Jr. and Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham 
Eds. Oxford University Press (2008) 
Current Teaching: Defining Blackness First Year Seminar, Blacks in 
North 
Carolina 









Kia Lilly Caldwell 

Publications 

Single-Authored Books 

Negras in Brazil: Re-envisioning Black Women, Citizenship, and the Pofitics of Identity (Rutgers 

University Press, 2007). 

Edited Volumes 
Co-edited with Kathleen Coil, Tracy Fisher, Renya Ramirez and Lok Siu, Gendered Citizenships: 

Transnational Perspectives on Knowledge Production, Political Activism, and Culture (Palgrave 

Macmillan, Comparative Feminist Studies Series, 2009). 

Journal Articles 
"A Institucionaliza(~o dos Estudos Sobre a Mulher Negra: Perspectivas dos Estados Unidos e o Brasil," 

[The Institutionalization of Black Women’s Studies: Perspectives from the United States and Brazil], 

Revista ABPN, spring 2010 (electronic journal). 

"Mulheres Negras, Militancia Politica, e Justi(~a Social no Brasil,’[Black Women, Political Activism, and 

Social Justice in Brazil], G~nero (Brazil), vol. 8, no. 2, 2008, pp. 53-69. 

Co-authored with Margaret Hunter, "Creating a Feminist Community on a Women of Color Campus," 

Frontiers: A Journal of Women Studies, vol. 25, no. 1, 2004, pp. 23-38. 

"’Look at Her Hair’: The Body Politics of Black Womanhood in Brazil," Transforming Anthropology, vol. 

11, no.2, 2003, pp. 18-29. 

"Racialized Boundaries: Women’s Studies and the Question of ’Difference’ in Brazil," The Journal of 
Negro Education, vol. 70, no. 3, 2001, pp. 219-230. 

"Fronteiras da diferen(;a: ra(;a e a mulher no Brasil," Revista Estudos Feministas (Journal of Feminist 
Studies-Brazil), vol. 8, no. 2, 2000, pp. 91-108. 

Book Chapters 

"Advocating for Citizenship and and Social Justice: Black Women Activists in Brazil." In The Public and 

The Private: Latin American Women’s Movements, edited by Nathalie Lebon and Elizabeth Maier 

(Rutgers University Press, 2010). 

"Black Women, Cultural Citizenship, and the Struggle for Social Justice in Brazil." In Gendered 

Citizenships: Transnational Perspectives on Culture, Activism, and Knowledge Production, edited by Kia 

Lilly Caldwell, Kathleen Coil, Tracy Fisher, Renya Ramirez, and Lok Siu ( Palgrave Macmillan, 2009). 

Co-authored with Kathleen Coil, Tracy Fisher, Renya Ramirez, and Lok Siu. "Collectivity and 

Comparativity: A Feminist Approach to Citizenship." In Gendered Citizenships: Transnational 

Perspectives on Culture, Activism, and Knowledge Production, edited by Kia Lilly Caldwell, Kathleen 

Coil, Tracy Fisher, Renya Ramirez, and Lok Siu (Palgrave Macmillan, 2009). 

"Transnational Black Feminism in the 21st Century: Perspectives from Brazil." New Social Movements in 

the African Diaspora, edited by Leith Mullings (Palgrave Macmillan, 2009). 

"lntersectional Health Policy in Brazil: Race and Gender as Determinants of Health and Wellness." In The 

Intersectional Approach: Transforming Women’s and Gender Studies through Race, Class, and Gender, 

edited by Michele T. Berger and Kathleen Guidroz (University of North Carolina Press, 2009). 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, January 24, 2012 9:48 AM 

Slocum, Kafla <kslocum@unc.edu> 

RE: Film requests from Duke 

Ok, great° 

From: Slocum, Karla 
Sent: Tuesday, January 24, 2012 9:34 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Film requests from Duke 

Thanks, Travis. I’ll get it tomorrow. 

Karla 

From: "Gore, Travis" <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 24 Jan 2012 08:53:41 -0500 
To." "kslocum@unc.edu" <kslocum@unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Film requests from Duke 

Hi Karla, 

have the form ready for you [ 

Thanks, 
Trav[s 

From: Slocum, Karla 
Sent: Tuesday, January 10, 2012 10:08 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Film requests from Duke 

Thanks, Travis! 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, January 10, 2012 9:30 AM 
To: Slocum, Karla 
Subject: RE: Film requests from Duke 

Hi Karla, 

will fill it out this week and let you know when it is ready. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Slocum, Karla 
Sent: Friday, January 06, 2012 12:11 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Film requests from Duke 



Hi Travis, 

Can you complete a film request form (P-108) for obtaining a from Duke for my spring 2012 AFAM 278 class so that I can 

take the form to the Media Resource Center? 

The films and dates I want to view them are: 

My American Girls, Feb 1 

Motherland, Mar 30 

Thanks, 

Karla 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday,                9:51 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: Afri 

Sorry there was a bit of confusion on when the drop/add forms went into effect. It turns out today is the day that it 

starts. So at this point you will need to get the form from Steele Building and just have the professor initial it then take it 

back to Steele. Again, sorry about that. Not quite sure why it didn’t go through the first time but the drop/add form 

should get it taken care of! 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-marl and destroy all copies of the original message. 

F rom: 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Afri 

~live.unc.edu] 
6:27 AM 

Mr. Gore, 

I noticed that I am still not added to Mr. Selassie’s AFRI    course that takes place at 11:00 on Tuesday’s and 
Thursday’s. Could you please make sure to add that to my schedule today? Thanks in advance. 
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SECTION 1 

The Sudanese states and Empires 

I The Trans-Saharan trade 

The history of West Africa, like that of most regions or countries in the world, 
is the result of internal and external factors. The internal or local factors, 
which are usually more fundamental and far more important, consist of the 
people or the inhabitants of the region and their geographical resources such 
as the land, vegetation, minerals, rainfall and cliinate. After all, history is 
primarily a study of what man has made of his intellectual and geographical 
resources. The foreign, or external factors consist of a whole variety of new 
forces - trade, religion, new tools or weapons, new means of transport or 
warfare, new technologies or different ways of making things and new people 
- that are brought or introduced into the area. 

We will discuss the internal factors as we go along, but in these first two 
chapters let us look at two of the external factors thathave had a very 
important impact on the history of West Africa, namely, the trans-Saharan 
trade and the coming of Islam. 

Beginnings and development 
The trans-Saharan trade or the caravan trade, that is, the trade that linked 
together North Africa, the. Mediterranean world and EuroPe, the Sahara, the 
savanna and forest areas of West Africa, began, according to the latest 
evidence, in the third or fourth c.entury. Its .development gathered a great 
deal of momentum from the seventh century onwards and reached its peak 
and intensity between the fourteenth and sixteenth centuries, that is, between 
1300 and 1600. It decreased relatively in volu.me during the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries especially in the western areas. But it appears to have 
picked up in volume especially in the central and eastern areas in the 
nineteenth century and the trans-Saharan trade did not come to an end on 
some of the routes till the twentieth century. How, then,, do we account for 
the rise and development of this trade? How was it cond..uc~e_d..a_.nd wheat 
commodities were involved in it, gnd, finally, what impact did it make or what 
effect did it have on the peoples and states of West Africa? 

The rise and development of the trans,Saharan trade was more or less. 
historically inevitable. In the first place, each of the regions involved in the 
trade produced certain commodities that could be sold or were urgently 
required in one or the other of th.e zones. These were the industrial goods of 
the. Mediterranean world, Europe and North Africa; the salt, copper and 
dates of the Sahara, the ivory, gold, slaves and provisions of the savanna, and 

~ 
the gold and kola nuts of the forest areas. Particularly important in this 

context were the items of salt, iron, gold, and slaves. Salt and iron were in hot 

1 



nd in the savanna and forest areas while gold and slaves were equally 
~d in the Sahara, Europe and the Mediterranean wor!d. Indeed, as 
:ion has pointed out: ’U__nfil~th.e_di~co__~_y_x~~,-ltle Su~the 
ipal ~ource of gold both fpr_~_tho~e o.Mus~m_ wo~.l.d an..d_£.o_r__Emko_p__e2_a~Jhat 
~--)i~’~fi--~~.t-~c~,third~f the world’s produ~.tj~ame 
the Sa~u~~shthe raw materia---~]~’~ tii~ .European~m.ints.’ 
~l~~rtant reason for the development o~ the trans-banaran 

was the introduction of the camel into North Africa. After much heated 
arly debate, it seems to be generally agreed now that the camel was 
ctuced into North Africa by the Romans during the first century AO, that 
ring the first hundred years of the Christian era. This was an animal 
:-made by nature for use in the desert since it can travel for days without 
or water and can carry quite a load, while its Bat feet can cope easily with 
;ands of the desert. It is not surprising, then, that the Berbers of the 
ra adopted it from the Romans and used it in their migrations 
awards. They settled in the oases in the desert down to the southern 
es of the Sahara where they established trading relations with the 

mese or black inhabitants between the second and fifth centuries. It was 
~ubsequent spread of the use of the camel from the seventh century 
ards that greatly quickened the pace of the development of the 
~-Saharan trade in that and the f011owing centuries. 
The third reason for the development of the trans-Saharan trade was the 

t~le of North Africa by the Arabs from the Mi.ddl.e Ea,,st 
~een 641 and 708 A~). In the first place, this conquest undoubtea~y 
~ased the Use of the camel in North Africa as well as the Sahara. 
redly, among the soldiers were not only religious zealots, as we shall see 
;, but also traders. Moreover, following the conquest, traders from the 
ern parts of the Muslim world especially from Iraq migrated to North 
ca and settled in the termini of the caravan routes from the Sudan. Later, 
e o~ them especially the Ibadites moved further inland and settled in such 
.van centres as Ghadames, Ghat, Tadmekka and. Awdaghost, all in the 
ara itself. These people combined trading with missionary activities, and it 
they and their Berber converts in the Sahara who were to increase the 

~me of the trans-Saharan traffic and to open new routes especially 

~¢een ihe eighth and the eleventh centuries. 
The fourth reason for the development of the trans-Saharan trade was 

poiitical"--~developments that took place in the western Sudan between the 
~nth and the sixteenth centuries. Those centuries saw the emergence of a 
abet of kingdoms and empires such as Ghana, Kanem, Mall, Songhai, 
;no and finally the Hansa states. The rulers of all these states contributed 
~r promoted the growth of the trans-Saharan trade in a number of ways. In 
first place, they ensured the safety, security and provisioning of the in- 

ning Muslim traders. Secondly, even where local ruler~ did not~embrace 
tm until much later, (as was the case of Ghana,) they guaranteed absolute 
~dom of worship to the incoming Muslims, .who were allowed to settle in 
ir own quarters of the towns, the zongo or foreign quarters. They also 
~ured that justice was done to the foreign traders and that any official who 
~d to cheat or take advantage of them was punished. It is reported that a 
.ssufa (Berber) trader who had been underpaid by an official at the Walata 
rket was able to complain to the rulerl Mansa Sulayman of Mall who 

immediately summoned the official to the capital, ordered him to pay the full 
price and then dismissed him. Above all, the rulers ensured the security and 
maintenance of the trade routes; some of them dug wells on the routes, while 
others extended their control northward into the Sahara and established 
friendly relations with the rulers of the Barbary states and even with the 
Sultan of Turkey. Finally, the rulers took part in the trade themselves. All 
gold nuggets for instance were by law reserved for the kings of Ghana who 
obviously sold them into northern markets. In all these ways, then, the rulers 
secured and promoted the free flow of traffic across the Sahara. 

A fifth important reason for the development of the caravan trade and 
for its~’rd~vt--h~, espec~-35]l-y-in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, was the 
contribution made by Islam. How Islam was introduced, how it spread and its 
impact in the political and social fields will be discussed later. Here we shall 
confine ourselves to the impact of Islam in the economic field and in particular 
on the development of the trans-Saharan trade from the seventh century. 
In the fir_s~e, some of the early great Islamic authorities issued 
the injunc~-gn that ’Trade to the territory of the enemy and to the land of the 
Sudan is reprehensible,’ and by. this they meant trade to the land of the 
infidel. Once the Sudan became Islamised, this order no longer applied. 
Secondly, these traders must also have felt much more at home in the 
I~eourts and towns of these empires and kingdoms than before, 
especially since Islam encouraged the spread of Arabic as a lingua franca. 
~, Islamic dress habits followed the spread of Islam and this must have 

g~ven a great boost both to the import trade in textiles and later to the local 
textile industries in which the Hausa soon became great experts. _Fourthl_2, the 
introduction of Islam led to ~~ej~_Islamic learningand ed~ 
in the Western Sudan, and this, in turn, greatly-encouraged the_~e in. 

lp 
aper, book.s~. Leo Africanus who visited the Western Sudan 

h~1-510, was greatly struck by the brisk b, usiness being done by the 
bookshops in Timbuctu. To quote his words: Here is a great store of 
doctors, iudges, priests and other learned men that are bountifully 
maintained at the king’s cost and charges, and hitherto are brought diverse 
manuscripts or written books out of Barbary, which are sold for more money 
than any other merchandise.’ 

There is no, doubt, however, that the gre__atest c nQ_~xtribution which Islam 
m~de to the growth of the caravan trade was the pilgrimage~ha~ 
demanded of its members. Many of the Sudanese ruler~ of the perio-~ took 
this obligation very seriously and went on the pilgrimage to Mecca thus 
drawing attention of the Muslim world to their states and further attracting 
traders and scholars. 

The final, and undoubtedly one of the most important reasons for the 
growth of the caravan trade, especially from the fourteenth to the sixteenth 
centuries, was the extension of the trans~Saharan trade into the savanna and 

t fo~0_I~t areas to the sourest by-"~l-h~qgiande m general and the Dyula or 
~ Wangara in particular, and then by the Hausa. Following the fall of both 
~ Ghana and Mall in the twelfth and f~urteenth centuries, the Mande migrated 

in large numbers, southwards into the gold and kola producing areas of 
modern Sierra Leone, Ivory Coast and Ghana. In these areas, which they 
probably reached in the thirteenth century, they pioneered the trade in gold 
and kola nuts, first into the area of the Niger bend or middle Niger, and then 
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into Hausaland. It was for the effective conduct of this trade that the Mande 
founded first Begho in the northern fringes of the forest belt in the fourteenth 
century and later Bobo Dyulaso, Kong and Buna to act as the main trading 
and collecting centres for the forest products. Some of the Dyula also settled 
in the Mossi kingdoms where they became known as the Yarse. The Mande 
also migrated eastwards into Hausaland and Air, during the second half of the 
fourteenth century. Wherever they went the Mande developed the regional 
and trans-Saharan trade network. From the sixteenth century onwards the 
Hausa themselves took over or.joined the trade with northern Ghana..It was 
the extension of the caravan trade iIlto the gold and kola producing areas that 
further accounts for the tremendous increase in the volume and value of the 
.trade, especially between the fourteenth and sixteenth centuries., This 
increase is borne out by. the fact that the annual average volume of. gold 
exported by the Akan northwards rose, according to Garrard, from 250 000 
oz by 1400 to 500 000 oz by 15130 and 850 000 oz by 1600. 

i 

Decline in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries 

The trans-Saharan trade continued in the seventeenth and eighteenth, 
centuries. However, by all accounts, there was a relative decline especially in 
the volume of trade in the western sector. This is borne out again by the 
figures provided by Garrard in his recent study which show that the annual 
volume of gold exported northwards dropped from 850 000 oz in 1600 to 
500 000 oz in 1700 and to 400 000 oz by 1800. This should not surprise us. In 
the first place, the Sudan was marked by some instability following the 
conquest and overthrow of Songhai by the Moroccan forces in the 1590s. 
Thus, though the caravan trade did not cease as some historians used to think, 
recent research has confirmed that its volume decreased considerably along 
the western routes. It is true that some of the traders moved into Hausaland 
and Borno; but the power struggle in Hausaland and the outright decline of 
Borno during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries could not have 
provided the stability and safety of the pre-sixteenth century period, trade, 
therefore, must have been reduced. 

But an even more important reason for the relative overall decline was 
the increasing commercial, activity of th_e.oEu_rg_peans, on the coast of West 
Africa which began in the first half of the fifteenth century. F~~ 
seventeenth century onwards, far more gold was being exported by sea than 
by land, as Garrard’s figures clearly show, Thus, while the total volume of 
Akan gold exported northwards had dropped to 500 000 oz by 1700, the gold 
exported southwards and by sea to Europe rose from only 550 000 oz by 1600 
to 1500 000 oz by 1700. 

In discussing this decline, however, it should be emphasised that the 
western sector of the trade, that is between the area west of the Niger bend 
and Morocco, suffered a greater decline than the Hausalaod and Borno 
sectors. The volume of trans-Saharan trade rose again during the firsthalf of 
the nineteenth century as the accounts of European explorers such as 
Denham, Clapperton and Barth clearly show: This was undoubtedly due to 

TRANS-SAHARAN TRA 

It used to be thought that the trans-Saharan trade came to a compl~ 
halt in the 1860s and 1870s. However, recent research has shown conclusiw 
that while the trade in the western zone sharply declined in the 1870s and 
ceased completely by 1900, tlie traffic through and from Hausaland 
Borno continued and even reached a boom period between the 1870s 
1890s. It was not until 1913 that partly because of the opening of the. rail~ 
from Kano to Lagos in 1912 and the Italo~Turkish wars of the same year, 
centuries:old traffic came to a complete halt. 

The caravan routes . 
How then was this ancient traffic conducted? Let us first discuss the rou 
that were used. The trans-Saharan trade was carried on along seven princi 
routes all running from north to south with their sub-branch 
These were (t) Fez-Marrakesh-Wadan-Audaghost-Takrur/Ghana; (2) F 

Sijilmasa-Taghaza-Tichit-Walata-JennefFimbuctu.Mali; (3) Algiers-In Sal 
Arawan-Timbuctu; (4) Qarawayn (Kairouan)-Wargla,Tadmekka-G 
(5) Tripoli-Ghadames-Ghat-Takedda!Agades_KatsinaiKano; (6) Trip 
Fezzan-Bilma-Kanem/Borno/Hausaland; and (7) Cyrenaica-Kufra-Wadai. 
all these routes the shortest and the one which remained in continu, 
use for the longest time was route 6, also known as the old Garamanl 
route. These were a few West-east routes, the most important be 

Timbuctu!Gao-Takedda-Agades-Bilma.Tibesti and Cairo, and the Timbu~ . 
Gao-Tadmekka-Ghat-Fezzan-Aujila_Cairo route. 

From the savanna, further routes radiated southwards into the fo~ 
areas. The most important of" these routes were the Jenne-B~ 
Dyulasso-Kong-Begho-Kumasi route; the Katsina-Say-Fada N’ Gun 
S ansannemango-Yendi-Salaga-Kumasi route; the Kano-Zaria-Bi~ 
Yauri-Nikki-Djougou-Yendi-Salaga-Kumasi route; the Kano-Zaria-Old O 
Benin route; and finally Katsina-Kano-Bauchi-Wukari route. 

It is important to note that the volume of traffic on these routes chan 
with the centuries depending very much on the political conditions in 
Sudan and the security of the routes. From the eighth to the eleve 
centuries, that is during the heyday of ancient Ghana, it appears that the n 
important were routes (1) to (3): Between the eleventh and fourte~ 
centuries when Mali and Kanem were the dominant powers, routes 
(3) and (6) were the most active. From the fourteenth to the sixte~ 
centuries, the centuries of the Songhai and Borno empires, routes (2), (3), 
and (6) became the leading routes while in the seventeenth and eighte~ 
centuries, the period of the Hausa states, routes (5) and (6) were easily 
most important. Finally, in the nineteenth century, following the rise of 
Sanusiyya and the kingdom of Wadai, routes (6) and especially (7) remai 
in active use; the latter was used by the final caravans in the twenl 
century. It was also between the fourteenth and the sixteenth centuries 
the southern routes radiating .from Jenne in the west and Katsina in the 
into the gold and kola producing countries came into prominence. 
Gao-Ghat-Fezzan-Aujila-Cairo route became the principal route for 
pilgrimage to Mecca. 
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TRANS-SAHARAN TR 

Each of these routes had four main important points. These were 
northern termini, the rende_~yous or meeti_n~, the r.e~fresh~_ent cen 
o~ ’co~oling’ stations ~nd t~ s’0-ut~{ni. These are all i~i~ated o~-~ 
map ~it~~bols. The northern termlm contains the homes of s. 
of the great merchants, The rendezvous or meeting-points were the cei 
where all the caravans assembled, where provisions and camels were bow 
where camel drivers and guides could be hired and where some of 
financiers lived. T.~h_h?..~o__~al~g’ stations were usually situated in the fertile 
where water andfood could always be obtained and guides could be chan 
At~i-i~~~-n~e~c~ravans remained for long periods, and goods from 

oorth and south were exchanged.. Some of the big traders and financiers 
or had their agents here. 

The caravans, as a rule, left the Barbary states or North Africa betv 
September and October, and departed from the Sudan at the beginning o: 
rainy season in April or May each year. The size of each caravan varied 
one consisting of only five camels to one of 2000 camels. The caravans 
led by professional guides who were usually Berbers, the indigenous pec 
of the Sahara and who knew where the wells and the watering-points 
The whole journey, which lasted from seventy to ninety days dependin 
the size of the caravan, was an exceedingly dangerous one and.whole cara 
could perish if they lost their way. Other dangers were sandstorms, 
could bury caravans alive, and shortage of water due to the unexpected d~ 
up of wells. 

What were the goods involved in the trans-Saharan trade? First, : 
Europe and the Muslim world came manufactured goods which were m: 
textiles and garments, made from wool; and later also from silk, broc 
velvet or gatin. In the nineteenth century bleached and unbleached call 
together with metals such as brass, copper, silver, tin and lead were 
items of trade. From the Barbary states or North Africa, horses were am~ 
the most important exports and remained in great demand throughou 
centuries. These horses were Used in warfare and were sold almost exclus 
to the rulers of the trading states. Other exports from the Mediterra 
world were books, writing paper, cowries (which became the main curi 
throughout the Western Sudan except Borno), tea, coffee, sugar, 
jewellery, perfumes, bracelets, looking-glasses, needles, razors, snuff-b, 
scissors, knives, trinkets, carpets and beads. 

The main exports from the Sahara were first and foremost salt, 
remained the mainstay of the caravan trade to the south throughout all 
centuries. It was used not only for cooking but also for the care of ani~ 
the making of dyes and i3ther industrial purposes. This salt was mined fi 
Awlil and then at Taghaza, Taodeni, Idjil and Bilma. It was mined in b 
and sent into the Sudan where each block was broken into small pieces b 
being exported as far south as the forest areas. Copper was the second le; 
Saharan export, mined mainly at Takedda, and it is believed by 
authorities that it was exported as far south as Yorubaland and Benin. ( 
Saharan exports were tobacco and dates. 

In exchange for all this, the Western Sudan or the savanna 
exported, millet, sorghum, wheat and livestock into the Sahara, it 
exported gum, shea butter, ivory, ostrich feathers, Kano cloth, gold 
Bambuk and Bure (known in the Arabic records as Wangara,) and s! 
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into the Sahara and the Barbary states. To the south, the Western Sudan 
exported the important commodity of natron, mainly from Borno, which was 
used in the making of soap, in dyeing and tanning, as animal feed and as salt. 
Other exports included manufactured goods such as cloth and dresses from 
Hausaland, Nupe and Timbuctu, and leather goods such as bags, cushions, 
sandals and shoes. 

The forest and southern savanna areas in turn exported first and 
foremost gold from the Akan and Lobi goldfields, then kola nuts, ivory and 
slaves, While, as we have seen, the volume of gold declined from the 
seventeenth century, kola nuts remained the most important export from the 
forest area till the end of the traffic. 

How were these goods exchanged? The medium of exchange or the sale 
of goods varied from place to place. The most common system of exchange 
which remained throughout the centuries was one of barter in the market 
places in the Sudan. Under this system a certain weight of gold was exchanged 
for salt, or a piece of Kano or European cloth or a number of kola nuts. In 
addition to barter, various types of currencies were used. The first to come into 
use not only in the Western and Central Sudan but also in the forest regions 
to the south as well as the Sahara were cowriesl Later, French francs, 
Spanish and Austrian or Maria Theresa "Ihalers (dollars) were also used. In 
Borno, Wadai and Bagirmi where cowries were not accepted, strips of 
cotton of different sizes were used in small purchases while major exchanges 
involving ivory, slaves, horses, natron, were done by bartbr. 

The impact of the trans-Saharan trade 
Such then was the trans-Saharan trade. The final question, then, is what 
impact did this trade make or what effect did it have on the peoples and states 
of West Africa. Or, to put the question differently, what was the importance 
of the trans-Saharan trade in the history of West Africa? There is no doubt 
that it had far-reaching political, social and economic effects in West Africa. 
Tl2e first olitic effec s its_contribution t9 the formation of states and 
~ West A__f_ris.a". Even before ti~~e~-£1opmel~t of the trans~ffaharan 

trade, a num~er---o~-ri~ferent communities, villages and even towns had 
already emerged. One of the things that the trans-Saharan trade did was to 
create in the rulers of these communities the desire to establis_h, ~o._n_tro_~l~ver 
k~e trade, routes t_hat we.re~e.~erging, as welI~-6~v-’~ t~-fi~-~-~s t-hat could 
produce ~b-lWh--fi--d other comm0-d]~ie~ such as salt or kola needed in the new 
trade...It was su.rely with a view to controlling the trade routes as well as the 
salt mines that, f6r instance, the rulers of Ghana, in 990 AO, conquered 
Awdaghost, while those of Mali and Songhai extended their conquests into 
the Sahara as far north as Taghaza and Takedda, the salt and copper 
producing areas, and those of both Kanem andBorno extended their control 
as far north as the Fezzan. In other words, the caravan trade greatly 
encouraged the formation of large kingdoms and empires. 

Secondly, the trans-Saharan trade provided the means for undertaking 
,r,o ,~,rs of conquest and expansion through the supply of effective means-of 

"° "-’~ ~- ÷~,~ man~ffacttlre of arms such 

TRANS’SAHARAN IllAI 

as spears, arrowheads, or axes. There is no doubt that it was the use of caval 
by the rulers of the Sahel and }he savanna which enabled them to establi 
large kingdoms and empires. 

The third political effect or impact of the caravan trade was to grew 
increase the power of the rulers, first by ensuring a regular source of incor 
through the custom duties that they were able to impose on imports a 
exports, and secondly, by enabling the rulers to gain control or monop~ 
.over goods of great political importance, such as horses, and probably meta 
~mported into the country. 

The caravan trade also brought about great improvements in the politi, 
administration of the kingdoms through the employment of the usu~ 
well-educated Muslim traders whom the trans-Saharan trade attracted i~ 
the Sudan as advisers, civil servants and ministers. As we shall see, e~ 
non-Muslim rulers such as those of Ghana, appointed some of the Musl 
traders and scholars as secretaries and ministers. 

The final political effect of the trans-Saharan trade was to bring ~ 
states and peoples of West Africa first to the attention of and then in tot 
with the Barbary states north of the Sahara in particular and the Mug 
world in general. As early as the eighth century Ate, before even 
introduction of Islam, Ghana was already known in the courts of the Abba 
caliphs of Baghdad as the ’land of gold’. 

No less important were the economic and social effects of the cara, 
trade in West Africa. Economically, the trade greatly promoted 
exploitation of natural resources. Surely, the Western Sudan would not h 
become so famous throughout Europe and the Muslim world as 
gold-producing area, nor would the salt mines of the Sahara have been 
exploited but for the stimulus provided by the caravan trade. Also, 
encouraging the export of foodstuffs and provisions into the Sahara, 
caravan trade must have stimulated agriculture in the Sudan. Above all, 
caravan trade greatly stimulated the development of the textile industry 
which the Sudan in general and Timbuctu and Kano in particular becam~ 
famous from the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries onwards. It is ind 
believed by some scholars that the technique of weaving cloth may have b 
imported into the Sudan from either Egypt or the Barbary states by 
Muslim traders who came in from the north. 

Socially, the trans-Saharan trade, promoted urbanisation, that is 
development of small villages and settlements into large towns and oil 
Such towns as Kumbi Saleh, Jenne, Timbuetu and Gao owed their founda 
or rapid development to the trans-Saharan trade. Nowhere is this more’ 
than in Hausaland, where there were only numerous fortified agricult 
villages and small towns, until the increase in trade from the fifte~ 
century onwards when villages like Kano, Katsina, Gobir and Zaria be 
their rapid development into towns and cities. This happened because 
caravan trade made them centres into which £oreign traders as well as 1 
merchants came to settle. 

Secondly, not only was the development of the trans-Saharan t~ 
assisted by Islam but the caravan trade itself also greatly accelerated 
spread of that religion itself in the Western Sudan. It should always be b, 
in mind that in Islam there was no clear distinction between a trader a 
teacher or evangelist, and that teachers, except a few clerics or holy ~ 
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and religious standing, among their subjects. Indeed~ it is because of the 
acquisition of this power that the ha]j was and is still so popular among 
Muslims, especially Muslim rulers. 

Secondly, the hajj brought pilgrims into contact with the technology and 
scholarship at the centre of the Muslim world, which .were often adopted and 
introduced when the pilgrims returned home. For instance, as will be seen 
later, Idris Alooma of Borno brought back from his pilgrimage a group of 
musketeers and Turkish military instructors and created a musketeer corps in 
his army Which enabled him to extend the frontiers ofh~s state with relative 
ease. The haj] also enabled rulers to meet and invite some of the leading 
theologians, architects, judges and other experts of the Muslim world. At the 
same time it also enabled the pilgrim rulers to establish diplomatic relations 
with other Muslim rulers abroad as Mansa Musa and Idris Alooma did with 
those of Egypt and Tunis respectively. Finally the haj] undoubtedly gave great 
publicity to the states of the rulers who undertook them. 

In all these ways, then, Islam did have a decisive positive and 
far-reaching impact on the Western Sudan. But in some respects, Islam had a 
negative effect. In the first place, it challenged traditional African religion, 
weakening the basis on which some of the Sudanese states such as Kanem and 
ancient Ghana rested, contributing to their downfall. Secondly, it. often 
divided the ruling group into Muslim and non-Muslim factions, conflict 
between which further weakened some of the states such as Songhai. 
Thirdly, the ]ihad not only caused periodic outbreaks of instability and chaos 
in the Western Sudan but also precipitated the downfall of some states - the 
Hausa states, for example, as wilt be discussed later. 

Socially, Islam introduced literacy as well as Muslim education into the 
Western Sudan, and with these factors emerged an educated class, some of 
whose members, as we have seen already, were employed by the rulers of the 
Sudanese states. Literacy also made possible the preservation of the history 
and the oral traditions of some of the states in books. Examples of such books 
are the Tarikh al Fattash and the Tarikh as-Sudan written in Timbuctu in the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Literacy also enabled people in the 
Western Sudan to gain access to the invaluable Islamic literature, sciences 
and philosophy which broadened their knowledge, improved their statecraft 
and widened their horizons. Furthermore, as its schools and educational 
centres tended to be situated in towns, Islam contributed to urbanisation, 
that is to the growth of large towns and cities, in the Western Sudan. Such 
towns as Jenne, Timbuctu, Gao, Kano and Katsina were as much creations of 
the Islamisation of the Western Sudan as they were of the trans-Saharan 
trade. 

In concluding this chapter on the spread of Islam, however, it should be 
emphasised that although its impact on state formation and development was 
considerable, it remained, even as late as the end of the eighteenth century, 
very much the religion and culture of the rulers, the administrators, the 
foreign merchants and the town dwellers; indeed, as a recent authority has 
pointed out, Islam ’made little impact on the way of life and beliefs of the 
farmers, fishermen and the people in the rural areas in general’. 

3 Ancient Ghana 

On the attainment of independence in 1957, the Gold Coast was renar 
Ghana after an empire that rose and fell between about 500 An and 125~ 
the region between the bend of the Niger and the middle reaches of 
Senegal and Gambia rivers. Ghana was, of course, not the only state 1 
emerged in that region. There were also the states of Takrur, Mall, Song 
to the west, and the Hausa states of Kano, Katsina, Zaria, Gobir and 
Chadic states of Kanem and Borno to the east. 

The rise of Ghana 
In the case of Ghana, the first important reason for its rise, and this is tru 
all the savannah states, was the early growth of settled population in 
area. Mainly because of the desiccation of the area of the Sahara, w] 
started about 5 000 Bc and reached its peak by 1000 Bc, the inhabit 
migrated north and south into the M~aghreb and the savaflna t 
respectively. 

The growth of population in the savanna must have been fur 
accelerated by the independent neolithic revolution, that i~, the change f 
gathering to the cultivation of food crops. Many historians and archaeolol 
are now coming round to the view that there was an independent revolu 
in agriculture or the cultivation Of certain crops by the Mande people i~ 
areas between the Niger Bend and the upper reaches of the Senegal and 
Gambia rivers by 1000 Bc and that from there that knowledge sp: 
westwards and southwards. 

Another factor which must have further increased the rate of popul~ 
growth was the use of iron. Whether there was also an independent invet 
of the use of iron in the Western Sudan or whether it was introduced 1 
either the Maghreb or Meroe in modern Sudan or both is a matter of dis 
among scholars. Whatever the case may be, it is certain that iron tools, 
being used in the Sahara and savanna areas by about 500 Bc and this ~ 
have greatly facilitated agricultural activities. 

It.. seems obvious then, that as a result of all these factors, there ~ 
more rapid growth and a far greater concentration of population in 
savanna belt by, say, the beginning of the first century AD, than anywhere 
in West Africa. Moreover, this population must have been greater ir 
Sahel region which was by then certainly more fertile and more habitable 
than it is now, and more in the Niger-Senegal area than elsewhere. 
populations were Mande-speaking, and, as recent archaeological excava 
in the Tichit-Walata and Jenne areas have shown, they were organised 
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into settlements by 1000 Bc, then into villages by 600 ~c and then 
chieftaincies with administrative capitals; some of these villages or settlem, 
had developed into large urban centres Such as Old Jenne between 400 
900 AO. The most northern of these people were the Soninke and it was I 
who founded the empire of Ghana, and not any white invaders as it used t. 
thought. 

The ~son for the emergence of ancient Ghana 
eeonorm~-~velopment rst o oca and regional trade 
seco~Eb-fi-dly the trans:Saharan trade. Inter-regional trade between 
inhabitants of the Sahara and those of Sahel and the rest of the savanna ~ 
have started very early on, probably from about 500 Bc onwards. 
consisted of an exchange of salt and copper of the Sahara for the gold, sl~ 
rice, dried figh and other staples of the savanna. Excavations at Old J~ 
have produced iron objects dated to 250 Bc-50 ,~r). Since there are no sot 
of iron in the whole of the inland delta region, the iron at Old Jenne : 
have been imported from the nearest source of abundant iron in 
Benedugu area, near San to the west. Similarly, copper ornaments 
found dated to 400-900 Ao and the closest sources of copper ore are i~ 
Sahara at Akjoujt, Nioro and in A~r. This clearly shows first that there w 
inter-regional trade between the Sahara and Jenne-Jeno by 500 ~,D, and 
the Niger was. being used as a commercial highway by as early as that 
Evidence from the Jenne excavations has suggested that the early found 
of Jenne-Jeno in 250 ac and its rapid development into a large urban c 
between 400 and 900 Ar~ must have been due to its dual position as a trad. 
rich agricultural centre. This early development of inter-regional trade 
also have further accelerated the evolution of more and more chiefdo~ 

There is no doubt, however, that the caravan or trans-Sahara 
contributed most significantly to the conversion or development of so1 
these chiefdoms into very large kingdoms and empires. The general w; 
which the trans-Saharan trade contributed to this process have. already 
discussed in Chapter One. 

However, the Soninke chiefdom of Ghana had one specific adva 
over all the others, particularly with regard to the fruits of the trans-Sa 
trade caravans: namely, its strategic position.. Geographically, the-So 
chiefdom emerged in the very area o~ the meeting point between the S 
and the savanna, ~hus enabling it to play the crucial role of middleman 
developing trade between the Maghreb and the Sahara to the nort 
the savanna areas, to the south. That Ghana played this role is clearly 
out by !his extract from the book written by Yaqut as early as betweel 
and 1229: 

’Ghana is a great tov¢n to the south of the Maghrib, adjacent to the I. 
the Sudan [i.e. of the Blacks]. Merchants meet in Ghana and from 
one enters the arid wastes towards the land of Gold. Were it not for ( 
this journey would be impossible, because the land of Gold is in ~ 
isolated from the west in the land of the Sudan. From Ghana the met 
take provisions on the way to the land of Gold... ’ 

It played a leading and decisive role to present a united force agair 
nomads and to achieve a wider and more effective control over trade, 
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Ghana was not only the northernmost o,f all the Sahelian_states but also the 
main controller of the trade in gold, it must have felt the pressure earlier 
and more than the other states such as Takrur or Kanem. It is not 
surprising, then, that it was the first to grow into a large defensive empire. 

Unfortunately, owing to the lack of evidence, we do not know exactly 
how the conversion of the small Soninke chiefdom into the empire of Ghana 
was accomplished. However, it is reasonable to assume that this conversion 
must have been done mainly through military conquests under the leadership 
of some great, but unknown kings. By the .end of the tenth century Ghana 
had developed into a large empire. What, then, was it like at the peak of its 
power by the middle of the eleventh century? 

The government of Ghana 
First, what was the area of Ghana at the peak of its power? It appears from 
two Arabic sources - al-Bakri (1067) and al-Idrisi (1154) - that the empire 
extended as far as the Senegal river which marked it from the independent 
kingdom of Takrur to the west, as far as the Niger to the east, as far as the 
boundaries of the gold-producing region of Bambuk to the south while it 
included the Berber trading centre of Awdaghost to the north. 

For what was ancient Ghana best known to the outside world? It was 
best known for its wealth in gold. On this all the early Arab writers of the . 
,eighth to tenth centuries agree. A1-Bakri and al-Idrisi also confirm this view; 

’~ aI-Bakr_i states that gold was so 
\k t  _ore writing in 
l ii52[,--~as al-~--~-~ (on---~mced that the king a- m is possession ’a nugget of pure 

gold weighing 30 lb of absolutely natural formation’. It appears from these 
accounts, however, that a great deal of this gold was not mined in Ghana 
itself, but in the region of Bambuk and Bure to the south.. 

That the ordinary Ghanaians were quite well off, mainly as a result of 
the caravan trade, is clear from their high standard of living which surprised 
the Arabic writers. According to al-Bakri, while only the king and heir 
apparent could wear sewn clothes, all the other people wore robes of cotton, 
silk or brocade ’according to their means’. Al-Idfisi also wrote nearly a 
hundred years later: ’The clothing [of the Ghanaians] consists of robes, 
loin-cloths and mantles, everybody dressing himself according to his means.’ 

How was the empire governed? In the first place it seems that at the peak 
of its power Ghana consisted of two parts: metropolitan Ghana and provincial 
Ghana. The former was the nucleus and the latter consisted of the states that 
had been conquered and annexed. At the head of the entire empire was the 
king whose title according to al-Bakri was !Ghana’ though according to the 
Tarikhs of Timbuctu it was ’Kaya-Magha’ or ’Tunkka’, a Soninke word 
meaning king ot sovereign. He was regarded as divine by his people and when 
they approached him, they would ’fall on their knees and sprinkle dust on 
their heads for this is their way of greeting him’. ¯ 

In administering the empire, the king was assisted by a Council of 
ministers and the governor of the capital city. According to al-Bakri, the 
kimt’s.interpreter, the official in charge of the treasury, and a majority of his 
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ministers; were all Muslim. A detailed description of the capital city, Kun 
Saleh or Ghana, from which the king administered the empire, is given 
al-Bakri: 

’The city of Ghana consists of two towns situated on a plain. One of th 
towns, which is inhabited by Muslims, is large and possesses twe 
mosques in one of which they assemble for the Friday prayer. There 
salaried imams and muezzins as well as jurists and scholars. In the envir, 
are wells of sweet water, from which they drink and with which they gl 
vegetables. The king’s town is six miles distant from this one and. bears 
name of at-Ghaba [the forest]. Between these two towns there 
continuous habitations. The houses of the inhabitants are of stone ~ 
acacia wood. The king has a palace and a number of domed dwellings 
surounded With an enclosure like a city wall. In the king’s town, and not 
from his court of justice, is a mosque where the Muslims who arrive at 
court pray.’ 

Provincial administration was left in the hands of the- kings of the conque 
states. It appears that in order to ensure their continued allegiance, the ki 
of Ghana insisted on the son of each vassal king being sent to the sover~ 
court. A1-Bakri informs us that when the king of Ghana sat in state, he 
flanked not only by his ministers but also by ’the sons of the vassal kings ol. 
country, wearing splendid garments and their hair plaited with gold’. For 
defence of the kingdom, the kings of Ghana could call upon an arm~ 
200 000 of.whom 40 000 were archers. According to al-Idrisi, their wea~ 
were mostly bows and arrows but they also use ’maces which they mak 
ebony with much cunning and craft’. 

The administration of justice in ancient Ghana was also 
responsibility of the king. According to al-Idfisi, the king went out every 
on his horse and commanded everyone who had suffered injustic~ 
misfortune to come before him and stay till the wrong was remedied. Tri~ 
wood was also practised in ancient Ghana. ’When a man is accused of den 
a debt or having shed blood or some other crime,’ writes al-Bakri, ’the off 
in charge takes a thin piece of wood, which is sour and bitter to taste, 
pours upon it som~ water, which he then gives to the defendant to drin 
the man vomits his innocence is recognised and he is congratulated. If he, 
not vomit and the drink remains in his stomach the accusation is accept~ 
justified.’ 

To meet the cost of administration, the Soninke rulers of Ghana 
definite sources of income. In the first place, according .to al-Bakri, 
nuggets [of gold] found in all the mines of his country are reserved for 
king, only the gold dust being left for the people.’ The reason for this was 
’but for this the people would accumulate gold until it lost its value’. V 
kings also paid annual tribute, But the bulk of the state’s income must 
come from customs duties. According to al-Bakri: ’On every donkey-lo~ 
salt when it is brought into the country their king levies one golden dinar 
two dinars when it is sent out. From a load Of copper the king’s due 
mithqals, and from a toad of other goods ten mithqals.’ Considerin~ 
briskness of the caravan trade at the height of Ghana’s power, the im 
from these duties must have been very considerable. 
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The culture of Ghana 
Some aspects of the culture of ancient Ghana should be discussed here since 
they are surprisingly similar to those of the forest peoples of West Africa in 
general and those of the Akan of modern Ghana in particular. (The custom, 
for example, of reserving all gold nuggets for the king is also observed among 
the Akan.) Most of the Arabic writers were amazed at the fact that the system 
of inheritance, at least of the King’s office, was matrilineal, and not patrilineal 
as in their own states; Tunka Manna, King at the time that al-Bakri wrote, 
was said to be the nephew Of his predecessor, King Basi. AI-Bakri recorded: 
’This is their custom and habit.., that the kingdom iS inherited only by the " 
son of the king’s sister.’ The reason given for this is, interestingly enough, the 
very reason given by some Akan of modern Ghana for the same system of 
inheritance. To quote the words of the Arabic scholar written nearly a 
thousand years ago: ’The king has no doubt that his successor is a son of his 
sister while he isnot certain that his son is in fact his own, and he does not 
rely on the genuineness of this relationship.’ 

Not only does the system of inheritance in ancient Ghana remind one of 
the present-day.Akan practice, but so also do the king’s palace, the court 
etiquette, the use of drums, the burial of the king and the system of worship. 
The king lived in a palace which consisted of a number of domed dwellings 
surrounded by an enclosure like a city wall. When he sat in state, he adorned 
himself, ’like a woman [wearing necklaces] round his neck and [bracelets] on 
his forearms and he puts on a high cap decorated with gold and wrapped in a 
turban of fine cotton. Behind the king,’ the description goes on, ’stand ten 
pages holding shields and swords decorated with gold.’ It is interesting to note 
that audience was announced by the beating of a drum. Another author also. 
states that a drum, covered with skin and making ’an awesome sound’ when 
beaten, was used to assemble the people. 

The way in which the kings of ancient Ghana were buried also has a 
familiar ring: 

When their king dies, they construct over .the place where his tomb will be 
an enormous dome of saj or [teakJ wood. Then they bring him on a bed 
covered with a few carpets and cushions and place him beside the dome. At 
his side they place his ornaments, his weapons and, the vessels from which 
he used to eat and drink, filled with various kinds of food and beverages. 
They place there too the men who used to serve his meals. They close the 
door of the dome and cover it with mats and furnishings. Then the people 
assemble who heap earth uponit until it becomes like a big hillock and dig a 
ditch around it until the mound can be .reached at only one place. 

Equally familiar and interesting is the religion of the Soninke of Ghana. 
Like most of the forest and savanna peoples of West Africa, the ancient 
Ghanaians worshipped many gods. It appears that the state had its own gods 
served by priests who lived in one sector of the king’s town. As al-Bakri puts 
it: 

Around the king’s town are domed, buildings and groves and thickets 
where the sorcerers of these people, men in charge of their religious cults, 
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live. In ihem too are their idols and the tombs of their kings. These ~ 
are guarded and none may enter them and know what is there. 

This bears very close resemblance to the Nanampow of the Fante o: 
stool-rooms of the Akan~ The ancient Ghanaians also believed in anc 
worship and therefore made Sacrifices ’to their dead and made offerin 
intoxicating drinks’, They also believed in magic and witchcraft. !In al 
countries especially in Ghana,’ wrote al-Umari (d.1399), ’magic was ~ 
employed. They are for ever litigatingbefore their king because of s~ 
such a one has killed my brother or son or daughter or sister by sorcery 
killer is sentenced to punishment by retaliation and the sorcerer is p 
death.’ In spite of their attachment to their traditional religion, it is ob 
from al-Bakri’s accounts that the kings of Ghana allowed freedom of rel 
and worship to the Muslims, and even went so far as to provide a mosq 
their Own part of the city for those Muslims who came to visit or do bu~’ 
with them. 

Thus with a civil service, a strong monarchy, a cabinet, an arm 
effective system of administering justice and a regular source of inc 
Ghana ,certainly .presented, in the words of Davidson, ’the familiar pictt 
a centralised government which has discovered the art and exerci 
taxation, another witness of stability and statehood’. Equally fascinat 
the fact that many aspects of ancient Ghana’s culture are virtually ide 
with those of the Akan of modern Ghana and so even if the Akan di 
migrate from ancient Ghana, they can certainly claim to look upon t 
their cultural ancestor. 

The fall of Ghana 

in spite of its splendour, opulence and. wealth, evident by the middle ~ 
eleventh century, the empire of Ghana had collapsed by the middle ~ 
thirteenth. What then brought about its fall? The answers can be found 
weakness of the structure of the empire, the introduction of Islam in~ 
Western Sudan, the impact of the activities of the Almoravids, and final 
defeat and conquest of Ghana, first by the Susu kings and then by th~ 
Mali. 

The first reason for the fall of Ghana was the weakness of its stru 
The empire had no political, ethnic or cultural unity; it was made up of 
states and peoples, and the kings of Ghana failed to weld them into 
nation-state. Different peoples such as the Soninke, the Susu, the Ser~ 
Berber and the Tukulor each with its own distinctiveculture and lan 
owed allegiance to the kings of Ghana. States which were conquered sl 

¯ Takrur, Sitla, Diara and Kaniaga were left under their own traditional 
and were only expected to pay annual tributes and contribute continge 
levies to the kings of Ghana’s army in times of war. As these conquered 
and peoples were always anxious to regain their independence, the surv 
the empire came to depend on the military strength of the central gover: 
of Ghana. It follows, therefore, that when that military power b, 
weakened, the empire was bound to break Up into its component part~, 
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was exactly what happened from the" second half of the eleventh century 
onwards, owing firstto the introduction of Islam into the Sahara and the 
Western Sudan, and secondly to the activities of the Almoravids. 

By the middle of the eleventh century, though the rulers of Ghana 
themselves and a majority of their subjects had not embraced Islam, some of 
the rulers of the ~iassal states such as those of Silta, Diara and Takrur had. 
Some of the enterprising Soninke traders had also become Muslim. Thus, in 
addition to the division of Ghana into metropolitan Ghana and provincial 
Ghana, it was further divided into Muslim and non-Muslim vassal states, which 
further weakened the structure of the empire. 

Another factor was the activities of the Almoravids, whose rise and 
development was mentioned in Chapter 2. The exact nature of Almoravid 
.involvement in the collapse.of the Ghana empire is one of bitter Controversy 
among modern scholars, many of whom now contend that the Atmoravids did 
not overrun the empire and capture its c~pital Kumbi Sateh but that they 
maintained an interdependent relationship with Ghana which was by no 
means always hostile. 

However, even .taking such arguments into account, we do know that in 
1054 the Almoravids conquered Awdaghost in the north of Ghana’s empire; 
this conquest alone must surely have weakened metropolitan control, 
encouraging other vassal states such as Takrur, Silla and Diara to break away. 

EquallY seriously, the activities of the Almoravids must have had a 
disastrous effect on Ghana’s role in the trans-Saharan trade and on the 
revenue that both the rulers and many of their subjects derived from it. It 
used to be thought that the activities of the Almoravids caused a decline in the 
trans-Saharan trade, but recent research has shown that far from ruining the 
trade, the Almoravids .rather increased it. However, because of the 
Almoravid capture of both Awdaghost and Sijilmasa the Almoravids and the 
Berbers rather than the Ghanaians must have been the main beneficiaries of 
the prosperous trans-Saharan trade. At the same time, because of the 
disturbances on the ~traditional Marrakesh-Wadan-Awdaghost route, trade 
shifted eastwards into the Sijilmasa-Taghaza-Walata route into the rapidly 
developing commercial centres first of Watata, and then Timbuctu, Mali, Gao 
and Jenne, and so beyond the control of the rulers of Ghana. Awdaghost, the 
great Ghanaian commercial centre, was replaced by Walata in importance, 
and by the time of al-Idrisi in 1154 it had become ’a small town in the desert 
with little water. Its population is not numerous and there is no large trade.’ 
All this meant then that Ghana lost a great deal of the revenue that it derived 
from the trans-Saharan trade which could not but have had disastrous effects 
on its economy and military power. 

However, perhaps the most immediate reason for the collapse of the 
empire were the defeats inflicted on Ghana first by the Susu rulers and then 
by those of Mali. In 1203, Sumanguru Kante, king of Susu - formerly a vassal 
state - conquered and reduced Ghana in turn to a tributary state. But the 
Susu empire itself had only a brief spell of life. In 1235, Sumanguru was killed 
by the ruler of Mali, another rising empire and five years later the capital city 
Ghana was razed to the ground by the Mali army. 

Thus, divided by Islam, weakened politically and economically by the 
Almoravids, defeated first by the Susu and then by Mali, the ancient Empire 
of Ghana disappeared from the stage of imperial history. Its place had, by the 

4 The rise and fall of Mali 

Mali seems to have started life as a small Mandingo or Malinke chief 
called Kangaba by some historians. Its chpital was the town of Jeriba situ 
near the junction of the river Sankarani and the Niger - not far from 
modern town of Bamako. The evolution of this little principality from a g: 
of independentfamilies living in small villages, probably similar to tho,’ 
the Tichit~Walata tradition, appears to have been completed by .the t 
century. Let us first look at some of the reasons for its transformation int~ 
centre of the Mall empire. 

If you look at the map of the Western Sudan, you will see that Kan 
occupied an even more advantageous position geographically than an. 
Ghana. It was situated right within the savanna belt and it contr, 
particularly the very fertile plains of the Sankarani river, a tributary o 
Niger. This good position meant that the Malinke people of Kangaba c 
make their living and derive as much wealth from agriculture and fishi~ 
from trade. Indeed, they became great farmers, cultivating millet, rice 
sorghum which they exported to the people of the Sahel and the desert. 
kings of Mali not only had their own farms, where slaves produced foo 
the royal household but they also obtained a profit on agriculture gen~ 
through taxation. Even more important, Kangaba was just on the edt 
the gold-producing regions of Bure and Bambuk and its rulers 
succeeded in conquering these districts. Thus, while ancient Ghana ~ 
actually controlled the gold-producing regions, Mali had control over 
right from the beginning of its rise, and the kings of Mall made good u 
this advantage. Thirdly, because of their position, the Malinke of Kan 
became the ffreatest beneficiaries when the Akan and Lobi gold-fields t 
south were opened by the Dyula in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuri 
is not surprising, then, that Mali was to become so fabu!ously rich b 
middle of the early decades of the fourteenth century. 

Without the trans-Saharan trade, however, the Malinke could not 
made full use of these favourable natural resources. By the end of the tv 
century, the caravan trade had already been established and the Man, 
empire-builders must have enjoyed all the benefits that trade generated 
in view of their superior resources, made considerably more profit tha 
Soninke of Ghana ever did. A further benefit was the diversion o[ the 
traffic as a result of Almoravid activity (see Chapter 3), since the 
preferred routes terminated in Mali. 

With all these advantages, it is not surprising that by the middle ~ 
fourteenth century, four towns in Mati - Niani the capital, Jenne, Tim 
and Gao, had become the main commercial centres of the Western Sud~ 
1353, Ibn. Khaldun, the famous historian, met the King of Takedd~ 
copper-producing region, who told him that there, passed through his. ~ 
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that year a caravan, of 12 000 loaded camels on its way to Mali. It was the 
same lbn Khaldun who wrote that the capital of Mall was ’an extensive place, 
well-watered, cultivated and populated. It has brisk markets, and is now a 
stopping place for trading caravans from the Maghrib, Ifriqiya and Egypt. 
Wares are brought here from every country.’ 

Another important factor that contributed to the rise of Mali was the " 
introduction of Islam. Unlike Ghana, Mali really started and ended as an 
Islamic or Muslim state. In its rise to power, therefore, Mali undoubtedly 
benefited from the new statecraft, the new system of administering justice and 
the literacy introduced into the Sudan by Islam. According to al-Umari, the 
kings of Mali had scribes and chancelleries and maintained correspondence 
with external powers obviously in Arabic, and if non-Muslim Ghana used 
educated Muslims as civil servants and ministers, it is obvious that Muslim 
Mali would have done so to an even greater degree. Finally, as we shall soon 
see, the royal pilgrimages had the effect of strengthening Mali as a Muslim 
state and as a centre for the propagation of Islam into Hausaland and areas 
to the south. 

However, there is no doubt that the most important factors for the rise 
of Mali were political. First of all, the weakening of the Soninke of Ghana 
created a political vacuum which was only briefly filled by the Susu empire of 
Sumanguru Kante. The weakening of the Soninke also meant that the 
Malinke of Mali did not encounter any really strong resistance or opposition 
in their drive to control the commercially important Sahelian areas. 

But even more important were the political conditions among the 
Malinke themselves. Mainly as a result of the trans-Saharan trade ..and, as the 
excavations of ancient Jenne have clearly shown, by the eleventh century, the 
Mandingo had formed a number of chiefdoms in the area to the south of the 
Soninke under various noble Malinke clans. Among them were Kiri ruled by 
the Traore, Do or Dodougon by the Konate, SiN by the Kamara and finally 
Kangaba by the Keita. More important still, cutting across these political 
divisions, were the various hunters’ associations among the Malinke. These 
associations were armed groups which could therefore be easily organised 
into a strong military force. Indeed, some of the earlier rulers of Kangaba 
used the hunters’ associations in such a way that by the end of the twelfth 
century Kangaba had already become dominant among the other Malinke 
chiefdoms. This meant that any.future ambitious ruler of Kangaba had the 
military basis for developing a large .kingdom or empire. 

The possibility of doing this was greatly enhanced by two other political 
factors, namely, the conquest and subjugation of the Malinkechiefdoms by 
Sumanguru Kante, the king of Susu and the emergence, first of Sundiata as 
king of Kangaba, and then two of his successors, Mansa Musa and Mansa 
Sulayman. After overthrowing ancient Ghana, Sum.anguru Kante turned his 
attention to the Malinke chiefdoms, which he had conquered by the end of 
the third decade of the thirteenth century. His rule over the Malinke also 
turned out to be very tyrannical and oppressive. He is said to have imposed 
heavy taxes on the people and one report says that he deprived the Mandingo 
of ’their most beautiful women as well as their food and gold’. All of them 
therefore longed to regain their independence and were ready to revolt if a 
leader could be found. 

THE RISE AND FALL G 

The reign of Sundiata (1234-55) 
A leader was indeed found in the person of Sundiata, or Mari Jata 
known in oral sources. Tradition varies as to the reasons Sundiata 1. 
home at the court in Niani and entered into exile; it may have bee 
direct result of Sumanguru’s invasion, or as an earlier reaction to ri 
within the royal family. Similarly we cannot be sure whether from hi 
Sundiata personally resolved to exploit the favourable political conditio 
convert the chiefdom of Kangaba into an empire, or whether as in 
versions of the oral traditions of Mali, it was the hunters’ associations 
Mandingo which planned the war of liberation against Sumanguru and i 
Sundiatato lead it. Whatever the reason might have been, Sundiata re~ 
to his state at the head of a strong army including a cavalry wing; wJ 
assistance of the Malinke chiefs who hailed him. as a saviour, he inflict~ 
defeat after another on the Susu and finally seized the throne of Kant 

According to Niane’s transcription of the Sundiata’ epic, after 
initial victories, Sundiata assembled all the Malinke chiefs at Sibi at 
unity against Sumanguru was confirmed. It was as the head of the army 
Malinke nation that he defeated and killed Sumanguru at the famous b~ 
Kirina in 1235. This battle assured the independence of the Malinke p 
Again, following Niane’s account, Sundiata convened, another meel 
Kaba or Kangaba at which the Malinke chiefs recognised him a,, 
sovereign ruler and swore the oath of allegiance to him; each of ther 
accepted his own chiefdom from Sundiata. After this great meeting, Su 
moved to Niani which was then in ruins, but which he soon developed il 
capital, first of the new united Malinke kingdom and then of the Mati e~ 

Having thus created an independent and united Malinke kin 
Sundiata embarked on a career of conquest. From Kirina, he pressed 
occupied what was left of ancient Ghana in 1240. Next, he turned sout 
to the gold-producing region of Bambuk which he conquered and con 
westwards to defeat the king of the Jolof. By the end of his reign, Su 
had extended the frontiers of the small chiefdom of Kangaba to i 
Ghana and the Western Sahel in the north, Upper Senegal and Gambi~ 
west, and ttie gold-producing regions of Bambuk and Bure in the sout 
the middle Niger in the east. 

Sundiata was not just a conqueror, but also an able administrator 
said to have divided his empire into provinces, and to have placed one 
generals in charge of each of them. He died in 1255 after having effe 
established the empire of Mall. 

MansaMusa (1312-1337) 
Between 1255 when Sundiata died and 1312 when Mansa Musa becam~ 

¯ there was a period of instability: continuity of rule within the royal ram 
broken and there were no less than seven accessions to the throne of M 
both the royal office and the central government of the empire mus 
been greatly weakened at the time of the accession of Mansa Munsa. Tt 
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fact that he was able to remain on the throne for twenty-five good years and 
he was smoothly succeeded first by his son Mansa Maghan, who reigned for 
four years, and then by his brother Mansa Su!ayman, who reigned for twenty 
years (1341-1360) shows that Mansa Musa did succeed in establishing 
continuity and stability as well as respect for the institution of monarchy. 
This, surely, must be reckoned as his first political achievement. 

His second political achievement was to maintain, strengthen and extend 
the empire that he inherited. It used to be thought that Mansa Musa extended 
the frontiers of the empire by conquering Walata, Timbuctu, Takedda and 
Gao. Recent research has shown conclusively that all these areas except the 
last were part of the empire before his accession to office, having been 
conquered either by Mansa Uli (1255-1270), the immediate successor of 
Sundiata, or by Sakura or by both of them. There is no doubt, however, that 
the control of the kings over these peripheral regions of the empire had 
become greatly weakened as a result of the instability at the centre. 

What Mansa Musa did then was to use his army which was said to be 
100 000 strong, (of which 10 000 were horsemen) to tighten-the grip of the 
central government on the provinces to ensure peace and order and to 
reconquer those states such as Gao that had broken away during the period of 
instability. Mansa Musa is also reported by the contemporary writer 
at-Umari to have said that he had conquered twenty-four cities ’each with its 
surrounding districts and villages and estates’. If Mansa Musa was correct and 
was not merely boasting, then he must also have extended the frontiers of the 
empire most probably in the eastern and southern areas. Mansa Musa 
therefore not only strengthened the empire but brought it to its widest 
territorial extent. 

His third political achievement was that he improved upon the 
administrative machinery of the empire. There were at least fourteen 
provinces in the south including the .province of Mali, the chief province in 
which the king’s capital Niani was situated. Most of the provinces, according 
to al-Umari, were ruled by governors or emirs (dya-mana-tigi) who were 
usually famous generals. Others, such as the Berber provinces, were 
governed by their own sheikhs. Some of the important commercial centres 
also had governors or farbas of their own. All these provincial administrators 
were responsible to the Mansa or King, and they were all well paid. Some 
were given fiefs while other received as much as 1 500 mithqats of gold every 
year, as welt as horses and clothes. 

With a view to obtaining more devoted service, Mansa Musa also 
instituted national honours, the highest being the National Honour of the 
Trousers. ’Whenever a hero adds to the list of his exploits,’ A1-Dukhari, (who 
had lived in Niani during the reign of Mansa Musa and his successor), told 
AI-Umari, ’the king gives him a pair of wide trousers, and the greater the 
number of a knight’s exploits, the bigger the size of his trousers. These 
trousers are characterised by narrowness in the leg and ampl.eness in the seat.’ 

Besides all this, Mansa Musa is said to have regularly invited and dealt 
with any complaints and appeals against oppression by the governors. His 
impartiality and great sense of justice were remembered and admired long 
after his death. 

The other notable political achievement of Mansa Musa was the friendly 
relations he established with other African states especially with Morocco and 
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Egypt. Ibn Khaldun recorded that there were diplomatic relatior 
exchanges of gifts between Mansa Musa and the contemporary K 
MorOcco, Sultan Abu al-Hasan, and ’that high-ranking statesmen of tl 
kingdoms were exchanged ai ambassadors’. Mansa Musa’s suc~ 
maintained these contacts and exchanged gifts. 

The empire of Mall enjoyed not only stability and good gover 
under Mansa Musa but also commercial prosperity. As hot 
salt-producing regions and the gold districts came under its control 
naturally attracted traders from the north as well as from the 
Furthermore, the king’s team of efficient governors and his strong arm 
able to maintain order even among the turbulent Berber of the south-v, 
regions of the Sahara, so that traders and travellers could travel to a 
with ease and a sense of security. Thus, commerce became very bri: 
traders from as far away as Egypt and Morocco could be found 
commercial towns of Mall, such as Timbuctu, Gao, and Niani the in 
capital. 

Important as trade was, it must have been limited to a small perc 
of the Malinke, most of whom were mainly engaged in agriculture, fishi 
cattle-breeding. There were also castes or groups of people who special 
blacksmiths, weavers and carvers. As specialists, agriculturalists and t~ 
the people of Mall became wealthy and enjoyed a high standard of 
They lived in good houses - their kings in palaces and the ordinary pe. 
mud houses. A1-Umari has written an interesting description of the s 
building in ancient Mall, and this sounds strikingly and fascinatingly sin 
the indigenous style still in vogue on the west coast: 

’Building is by means of clay, like the walls of the gardens of Dan 
They build up clay to the height of two-thirds of a cubit and then leax 
it dries. Then a like amount is added again and so on till the end 
roofs are built of timber and reeds mostly in the form of circular do 
camel backs like vaults. The floors are earth mixed with sand.’ 

One of the reasons why Mansa Musa became so famous was his work 
religious f~etd. Contemporary sources confirm that he was a very pio~ 
and a great lover of virtue. Indeed, he is reported to have told the El 
tourist officer who tookhim round Cairo during his famous pilg 
(1324-25) that he would hand over his throne to his son and return to 
to live near the sanctuary. Only death prevented him from fulfilli 
wish. It is not surprising then that he devoted a great deal of his 1 
purifying, strengthening and spreading Islam in Mali. 

The pilgrimage of Mansa Musa 
About no other activity of Mansa Musa has so much been written 
pilgrimage to Mecca which lasted from 1324 to 1325. This pilgrima! 
undertaken on a scale unheard of before. Before setting off, Mans~ 
ordered provisions from all over the empire. According to al-Umari, 
Mall with the fantastic amount of 100 camel-loads of gold (Ibn Khald 
the figure at 80). Five hundred slaves were also said to have gone bet 
king, each carrying a gold staff weighing 4 lb. He also took wi 
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thousands of his subjects including slaves to carry his.personal effects, soldiers 
to protect the entire caravan and officials and dignitaries, as well as his senior 
wife who was attended by 500 slaves and maids. 

Mansa Musa and hisentourage and caravan !eft Niani, proceeded along 
the Niger to Mema and thence through Taghaza to Tuat and eastwards to 
Cairo which they entered in July 1324. They remained there for three months 
and then left for Mecca in September 1324. After staying there for about four 
months, Mansa Musa returned to Cairo, and then. through Ghadames and 
Timbuctu to Niani. Though he took so much gold with him, Mansa Musa was 
so generous in Cairo and Mecca to rulers, officials, dignitaries and so on and 
he made so many purchases of his own that he ran out of money. 
Consequently, he had to borrow money at fantastic rates of interest before he 
could return home. A1-Umari, who visited Cairo twelve years later, wrote 
that Mansa Musa ’left no emir or holder of a royal office without a gift of a 
load of gold. He and his company gave Out so much gold that they depressed 
its value in Egypt and caused its price to fall.’ 

However, the more interesting aspect of this rather extravagant 
pilgrimage was the effect that it had on Mansa Musa himself and on his state. 
First and foremost, the haj] definitely gave a great deal Of publicity to Mall; 
the empire appeared, for the first time on a European map, the ’Mappa 
Mundi’ or ’Map of the World’ drawn by Angelino Dulcert in 1339, (that is, 
only two years after the death of Mansa Musa) and on later maps too, it 
appeared in greater detail. Secondly, trade between Mall and Egypt 
increased. According to Ibn Khaldun, Egyptian traders frequented Mall after 
the pilgrimage; Mansa Musa and his entourage bought all sorts of goods while 
in Cairo and it is exceedingly likely that these commercial relationships with 
Egypt continued after Mansa Musa returned home. 

Mansa Musa himself returned to Mall filled with a renewed 
determination to purify and strengthen Islam, to promote education and to 
introduce some of the new things that he had seen on his journey; to this end 
he brought with him religious scholars, missionaries and technical experts 
such as the Spanish scholar, poet, and architect called Abu Ishag al-Sahili, an 
Ismaili missionary al-Muammar, whom he met in Ghadames on his return 
journey and four sharifs of the Prophet’s group (the Quraysh) from Mecca ’so 
that the people there would be blessed by their looking at them, and the 
country would be blessed by their footprints.’ 

He began his reforms by ordering that the five pillars of Islam should be 
strictly observed. To facilitate worship he commissioned the Muslim architect, 
al-Sahili, to build a number of mosques. The greatest of these was the Friday 
mosque at Timbuctu where al-Sahili settled and died in October 1346. It was 
probably Mansa Musa who ruled that the imams of that mosque should 
always be Sudanese, that is blacks. A1-Sahili also built a palace for Mansa 
Musa which was described by one of Ibn Khaldun’s informers as ’a square 
building with a dome plastered over and covered with coloured patterns’ so 
that it turned out to be the most elegant of buildings. It is generally admitted 
that al-Sahili’s style of building influenced architecture in the Western Sudan. 
Mansa Musa also promoted Islamic learning by sending Malinke students to 
study in Fez, a practice which was continued by some of his successors. He 
also laid the foundation ofwhat Timbuctu later became, the. commercial and 
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educational-centre of the Western Sudan, not only by having the F~ 
mosque built there but also by attracting scholars. 

Mansa Musa’s achievements 
So, despite the unprecedented extravagance of his pilgrimage, which : 
have caused unnecessary hardship in his own country, Mansa Mu: 
primarily r~membered as a great ruler who succeeded in establishing 1~ 
and order in Mall, in promoting trade and commerce, in purifying 
strengthening Islam and giving his state a decidedly Islamic atmosphere 
outlook, and finally, in making the name of Mall .known both in Europe 
throughout the Muslim world. At the time of his death, the empire of 
stretched from Takrur and the Gambia in the west to Gao and Tadmekl 
the east and from the Sahel and Walata in the north to the Upper Niger il 
south. His years were, indeed, the golden age of Mali. It is not surprising 
after his death in 1337, his name was remembered and cherished for r 
centuries. 

Mali after Mansa Musa. 
His immediate successor was Mansa Maghan who had a brief and uneve 
reign from i337 to 1341. Then Mansa Sulayman, Mansa Musa’s bro 
became king and he reigned till 1359. Fortunately for posterity, Ibn Bat 
the celebrated Arabic scholar and one of the greatest travellers of history, 
sent by Abu Inan, Sultan of Morocco, to Mall in 1352-3, and he has le 
eye-witness account of the empire. It is absolutely clear from his accou 
well as those of al-Umari, that Mansa Sulayman was another extre~ 
competent, devout ruler and a worthy successor of Mansa Musa. 

Ibn Battuta was also struck by the order and racial tolerance 
prevailed in Mall, and the care with which the people observed prayers i~ 
empire:    1 

The Negroes [that is the people of Mall] are seldom unjust, and ha 
greater abhorrence of injustice than any other people, Their Sultan st 
no mercy to any one guilty of the least act of it. There is complete sec~ 
in their country. Neither traveller nor inhabitant in it has anything to 
from robbers or men of violence. 

Surely, this could be said of only very few contemporary European or Mi 
Eastern states in the middle of the fourteenth century. 

The fall of Mall 
During the latter half of the fourteenth Century, the decline of the empir~ 
in. This and its eventual collapse can be traced internally to the inordi 
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ambition, frivolity and incompetence of the ruling dynasty and the court of 
Mali, and externally to the attacks of the Mossi and Tuareg from the south 
and north respectively, and the rise of Songhai to the east. 

The history of the kings of Mali from the end of the reign of Mansa 
Sulayman to the end of the fourteenth century was nothing but a record of 
assassinations, insurrections and coups d’ttat. Sulayman was succeeded by his 
son Qasa but the son of Magha I who had succeeded Mansa Musa, called Marl 
Djata, organised a rebellion against him. This led to a civil war which lasted 
nine months in which Qasa was killed. Mari Djata then became king and 
managed to remain on the throne for fourteen years. He was, however, a very 
extravagant, wicked and corrupt ruler who emptied the state t~easury and, as 
Ibn Khaldun put it, ’nearly pulled down the structure of government’. He 
died of sleeping sickness in 1373 and was succeeded by his son, Mansa Musa 
II (1373-1387). ~Though he had the best of intentions, he was a very weak 
ruler and power was seized by one of his ministers who is said to have placed 
him under house arrest. In short, within the period of thirty years from 1360 
to 1390, as many as seven rulers sat on the throne~ three of whom were killed 
after a reign of a year or less each, clear evidence of instability, anarchy and 
weakness at the centre. 

As one would expect, some of the vassal states such as the Soninke 
states of Diara, Diafunu and Meme, the Songhai state of Gao and the Wolof 
and Toro states, took advantage of the weakened power of Mali and broke 
away. Clearly, then, just as the Almoravid defeat of Ghana in 1076 signalled 
the disintegration of Ghana, so the struggle for power among the members 
of the ruling family and the courtiers heralded the disintegration of Mall. 

Had Mall been lelt alone, perhaps yet another Sundiata or Mansa Musa 
or Sulayman would have emerged and rebuilt the fortunes of the state. But 
in the following century, Mali was attacked not by one but three different 
powers. During the first half of the fifteenth century, it was attacked from the 
north by the Tuareg and from the south by the Mossi. By 1433, Arawan and 
Timbuctu and other parts of the Sahel had been captured by the Tuareg, led 
by their famous king Akillu Akamalwal. At the same time, the Mossi raided 
the south-eastern districts of Mali, sacked Timbuctu and forced the 
representative of Mali there to escape; they also raided the Middle Niger and 
the Lake Debo area in1430. In 1477, they attacked Masina and from there 
besieged Walata in 1480, where they were defeated in 1483 and driven back to 
their country by Sunni Ali. By the middle of the fifteenth century, Mali had 
lost virtually all its northern and Sahelian vassal states .and with that lost its 
control over the trans-Saharan trade which further accelerated its decline. 
The final blow was, however, delivered by.the new star that arose to the east 
of MaIL That’new star was Songhai, and its rise and achievements are the 
subject of the next chapter. 

5 The Songhai empire 

The einpire of Songhai, which replaced Mali during the second hal 
fifteenth century, grew out of the kingdom of Gao or al Kawkaw fou~ 
the Din dynasty with Kukiya as its capital. This kingdom was founde~ 
Songhai at about the same time as the Soninke kingdom of Ghana 
between 500 and 700 At), probably in the seventh century. Writing in’ 
scholar al-Masudi refers to al-Kawkaw ’as the greatest of all the king, 
the as-Sudan’ and adds that many kingdoms were dependent on A1-K 

That at-Kawkaw shoutd have emerged about the same time 
should not surprise us, since both of them were essentially the produc 
trans-Saharan trade in which both were involved at the same time. 
the trans-Saharan trade, another factor accounting for its early forma~ 
that al-Kawkaw, unlike Ghana but rather like Mali, arose in the fertil 
savanna area. The river on whose bank both Kukiya and the)’later 
Gao, were situated also afforded excellent opportunities for fishing, 
Songhai made full use of these natural resources. By the time they ent 
stage of history, they were already divided into three specialised prot 
groups: the Sorko, who were the fishermen and were mobile and war 
Gow or Gabibi, who were hunters and the Do who concentr 
agriculture, cattle-rearing and hunting. Thirdly, it has also been see 
ruler of Gao was probably the first Sudanese or black ruler to embrac 
In its early development, therefore, al-Kawkaw must have greatly b~ 
from all the new ideas and advantages that Islam introduced into the 
Sudan. 

However, while its contemporary state, Ghana, had develope 
large empire by the middle of the eleventh century, Gao or al-Kaw 
still a relatively small, homogeneous kingdom confined to the valle 
Niger around its two main towns of Gao and Kukiya. After the fa 
Soninke empire of Ghana in the thirteenth century, Gao still did n~ 
.prominence, but as we saw in the previous chapter, became a tributar,~ 
Mali; it was not until the last quarter of the fourteenth century t 
completely regained her independence. 

The fascinating questions raised in the case of Songhai, then, ar 
in the case of Ghana and Mali, why an empire arose but rather why i 
rise to greatness until towards the end of the fifteenth century, and, s 
why it also followed its predecessors into obscurity exactly a hundr 
later. 

The first obvious answer to the first question relating to the delay of 5 
rise to greatness is the geographical position of the nucleus of the 
As is evident from the map of the Western Sudan, though the So 
Kukiya lived in the Sudan savanna and therefore enjoyed all the ad 
that the-Malinke enjoyed, they were much further away f~ 
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gold-produclng areas of Bambuk and Bure than both the Soninke Of Ghana 
and the Malinke of Mall, and much further south of the meeting-point of the 
Sahara. Indeed, it was not until the extension of the trans-Saharan trade into 
Hausaland in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries that Songhai became the 
focus of the trade routes from both the north-west and the north-east. Until 
the fifteenth century, then, the motivation for expansion could not have been 
as great among the Songhai as it was among the Soninke and the Malinke to 
the west and the Kanuri to the east. 

Secondly, there was lack of continuity and stability at the centre in 
Songhai. Unlike Mall, and more notably the later Kanem-Borno states, 
Songhai had as many as three different dynasties. Such fundamental changes 
of the basis of power and authority could not but delay the process of political 
evolution or development. 

Thirdly, it is clear from the available evidence that a!l the rulers of the 
second dynasty, the Sunni dynasty, were attached to their traditional religion 
more than to Islam, and paid far more attention to their idols, priests and 
diviners than to the Koran and the mallams. Indeed, they became known as 
magician-kings, and as Levtzion has pointed o.ut: ’even after~ they had lost 
temporal power, the Sohantyr, descendants of Sunni Ali, .retained their 
prestige as powerful magicians,’ Sunni Ali himself, though generous to the 
Muslims, did not hesitate to punish or persecute them if they stood in his way. 
Throughout his reign, the traditional Songhai religion remained the basis of 
his authority, and it was only because Islam was gaining ground in the western 
part of his kingdom that Sunni Ali had to keep up an outward Muslim 
appearance by saying prayers, fasting and so on. 

Thus, during the period of the Sunni rulers, Islam never became the 
religion of the state and could not therefore provide the stimulus or the 
state-building devices that it did for say Mall or Takrur, or, as we shall see 
later, for Kanem. It was not until the time of the third dynasty, the Askia 
dynasty, that Islam became the basis of the state religion and of royal 
authority, with consequences to be discussed later. 

But probably the most important reason for the relatively la~e 
emergence of the Songhai empire was that the necessary political 
prerequisites or suitable conditions were lacking. As has already been 
indicated, from the eleventh until the fifteenth century, the Songhai were on 
the defensive; so preoccupied were they with remaining independent, first 
from the Soninke, then the Susu, and finally the Mandingo, that they were 
unable to embark on any wars of expansion. They regained their 
independence from Mall towards the end of the thirteenth century, thanks to 
the ability and bravery of two princes° All Kolen and his. brother Salman (or 
Sulayman) Mari; according to al~Sadi’s account, they escaped from the court 
of Mall, where they were being held as royal hostages, freed Gao from its 
vassal status, and founded the Sunni dynasty. But this period of independence 
was short-lived; probably by the beginning of the fourteenth century Mall was 
once again in control. Certainly this was the case when Ibn Battuta visited the 
Western Sudan in t353. It was not until about twenty years later that the 
Songhai were able to finally overthrow the yoke of Mall and regain their 
independence. 

However, it was not until the second half of the fifteenth century and the 
I~!~ ~’~ t’t~n,aort the, Jr kingdom 
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into the empire of Songhai. Why did they achieve what they had been ul 
to do all these five centuries? There are two main answers: the pol 
conditions were suitable, and leaders with the necessary drive, abilit, 
ambition emerged in the persons of Sunni All and Askia Mohammed. 

As we have seen, though the Mall empire had collapsed by the end 
fourteenth century, up to the middle of the following century, no star, 
emerged to fill the vacuum created by Mall’s collapse. Furthermore, in 
of the raids of the Mossi up and down the Western Sudan and the oppr~ 
andextortions of the Tuareg ru!ersof Timbucta and the other sahelian s 
the people of the area must have been looking for a deliverer. Inde 
was the people of Timbuctu who, feeling the Tuareg rule particuIarl 
bearable, extended an invitation to the then Songhai ruler, Sunni All, to 
to their rescue soon after he became king. 

The reign of Sunni All (1464-1492) 
Fortunately, like Sundiata in Mall, Sunni Ali who mounted the thr~ 
1464, had the courage, tact, shrewdness and ability to turn the pc 
situation to his advantage and also to that of Gao. Having consolidat 
position at home and built a strong army consisting of cavalry and 
wings, and above all a very powerful fleet of ships manned by 
fishermen for use on the Niger, he embarked on a career of conquest. 
turned .his attention northwards and using the invitation of the pec 
Timbuctu as an excuse, he marched on that town in 1469 and captl 
without any difficulty. From there he invaded Azawad, north,e 
Timbuctu in t470. These two invasions ensured the security 
north-western regions. 

From there, he turned south-westwards and attacked Jenne whi 
then a very prosperous commercial town as well as a great 
educational centre. He took that town in 1473, after a siege said by tr 
to have lasted seven years, seven months and seven days. From Jenne 
Ali attacked Mali itself, and annexed at least its province of Kata. In 1~ 
succeeded in driving the Mossi out of the Walata-Baghana areas and 
them into their own country. He launched other expeditions westwm 
Masina against the Fulbe. He then turned south-westwards and con 
the regions south of Timbuctu as far as the northern borders of Yatet 
attempted to subdue the Mossi. In November, 1492, Sunni Ali was re 
from one of his campaigns in that region when he died inrather my~’ 
circumstances. 

In extending the frontiers of his kingdom, Sunni All reatised the 
an effective system of government. He divided his conquests into pr~ 
Over some of these provinces, he appointed new governors, but in 
where the rulers readily submitted, he left them in control provided tt 
an annual tribute. He also appointed a commander-in-chief, or rath 
naval officer, called the hi-koy, for his fleet. For the administratio~ 
turbulent Hombori region, that is the region to the south of Timbu 
north of the Mossi kingdom, he created a special governor ca] 
tondifari, a Songhai term meaning a governor of the mountains. 
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Sunni Ali was ruthless to anybody who tried to defy his authority. Thus, 
he is said to have murdered most of the clerics and scholars of Timbuctu, 
because, according to the Tarikh as-Sudan, Sunni All claimed that ’they were 
close friends of the Tuareg and that it was on this account he hated them.’ On 
the other hand, he treated the scholars of Jenne who readily submitted, with 
marked generosity. Sunni Ali was said to have been particularly hostile to the 
Fulani. One chronicle relates that ’he hated no enemy more bitterly than the 
Fulbe [i.e. the Fulani], he could not see one, whether learned or ignorant, 
man or woman, without wanting to kill him. He admitted no Fulbe into the 
administration or judiciary. He so decimated the Sangara tribe [a Fulani 
group] that the remnant which survived could have been gathered under the 
shade of one tree.’ This was most probably because of the fact that not only 
were the Fulani conducting raids but they would not acknowledge the 
jurisdiction of the empire into which they were steadily infiltrating. 
Furthermore, they dominated the vital Niger waterway between Timbuctu 
and Jenne. 

Within a period of twenty-eight years, Sunni Ali converted the little 
kingdom of Gao into the huge empire of Songhai stretching from the Niger in 
the eastto Jenne in the west, and from Timbuctu in the north to Hombori in 
the south. However, the Muslim Sudanese chroniclers were, not surprisingly, 
hostile in their tributes to Sunni Ati. One of them called him ’an impious 
monarch and horrible tyrant’; a second described him as ’a great oppressor 
and destroyer of towns, with a hard and unjust heart’, and a third as, ’a 
sanguinary despot who slaughtered so many thousands of people that God 
alone knows their number; he was cruel to the pious and wise, he humiliated 
them and put them to death’. Such chronicles perhaps overlooked the fact 
that Sunni Ali laid the solid foundation on which his immediate successor, 
Mohammed Askia, was able to build a Muslim State. 

At least one chronicler favoured Sunni All. ’He surpassed all the kings, 
his predecessors, in numbers and valour of his soldiery,’ he wrote, ’his 
conquests were many and his renown extended from the rising to the setting 
of the sun. If it is the will of God, he will be long spoken of.’ Sunni Ali was 
certainly long spoken of by the Sudanese scholars but, alas, not in 
complimentary terms. It is to be hoped that modern African scholars will be 
more generous to him for he was a clever politician, a brave soldier and an 
able administrator. 

Askia Mohammed the Great 
Sunni Ali died before he could complete the consolidation of his conquests 
and the establishment of an effective system of administration for his empire. 
Furthermore, his wars had greatly interrupted commerce, and Islam also 
suffered because of the treatment he gave to some of the devout Muslims and 
scholars. His successor, Mohammed Askia, then, had to complete his 
administrative work, pacify Timbuctu and exploit its strategic situation, 
strengthen and purify Islam, and revive trade and commerce dislocated by 
Ali’s wars. Above all, he had to consolidate himself and his family on the 
,h,,~,,,~. Mohammed Askia was not a member of the royal family of Songhai 

THE SONGHAI 

but rather one of Sunni Ali’s senior commanders, who had come to the 
as a result of a coup d’6tat; he had organised this with the assistance 
pro-Muslim faction at the court against his master’s son and successo 
Bakr Dan in April 1493. In his coup d’dtat, his closest ally was Marts 
chief of Bara, south-west of Timbuctu, while Sunni Dan was supported 
Dendi-Fari, the commander of the eastern part of Songhai. Thus th~ 
could be interpreted as the revolt of the Islamised part of the empire 
Timbuctu against the eastern part of Songhai proper. 

As one would expect, the first problem that Askia Mohammed 
was that of strengthening his position on the throne and ensuring ~ 
children, or family, would continue to rule in Songhai. First of all, h~ 
killed or expelled from the empire the surviving members of the previ, 
dynasties, the Din or Za and the Sunni dynasties. MOhammed Askia 
successful in this that the dynasty which he founded and which became 
as the Askia dynasty, continued to rule in Songhai till the fall of the ~ 

Next he tried to win the support and allegiance of the 
Mohammed naturally saw Islam as the alternative power base to tra 
religions and did all he could to use it to win the allegiance and respe< 
Songhai people and the scholars, to unify his kingdom and develop Ti 
as a rival to Kukiya, the Traditional religious centre of the Songhai. 
immediately after his accession to the throne, he started court 
friendship of the mallams and devout Muslims whom his predeces 
persecuted. He showered gifts on them, especially those of Wal 
Timbuctu, and appointed many of them as his advisers and courtier 

More notably as if to remove any doubts about the change 
attitude to Islam and the Muslims, he went on the pilgrimage to 1~ 
October or November 1496, that is only three years after staging tt 
and returned in August 1498. The very fact he was able to leave 
pilgrimage and to stay away for two years shows quite clearly thal 
firmly established his control over the state prior to his departure. 

This pilgrimage was probably deliberately organised on a sc 
surpassed that of Mansa Musa. Askia Mohammed was said to ha’ 
accompanied by 1000 infantry and 500 horsemen carrying 300 500 mi 
gold. He spent this huge amount on alms, presents and on a hostel, 
bought in Cairo for the use of Sudanese pilgrims. 

The first and most important effect of this ha]] was that it prov: 
and his dynasty with the very respect and legitimacy that he so 
needed. He brought back not only the usual highly coveted title of a~ 
he also acquired the even more valued baraka; he also acquired th 
title of Caliph of the Blacks (Khalifatu biladi al-Takrur) and its 
namely a green gown, a green cap, a white turban and an Arabi~ 
which became the insignia or emblems of the throne of Songhai from 
Levtzion has pointed out the significance of the title: ’as a c~ 
became the acknowledged head of the community of believers in the 
Sudan, including the scholars of Timbuctu.’ Furthermore, the hajj 
Askia Mohammed to establish direct contact with some of th~ 
scholars of the day and to take advice from them. The best known 
was the distinguished scholar Jatal al-Din at-Suyuti whom he met 
The. Songhai court also began to attract some ot~ these scholars 
among whom was, as we have seen already, Mohammed al-Maghit 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, January 25, 2012 1:44 PM 

Parker, Mary Lide <marylide~arker@unc.edu> 

Re: faculty photos for website 

Sounds good! Thanks Mary! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 25, 2012, at 11:41 AM, "Parker, Mary Lide" <marvlide~arker@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Travis, 

I have burned the photos I have from your department onto a CD. They are sized at 800x533 at 
300dpi. If you find that you need different sizes when you try to upload them to the new website, 
I’ll be happy to re-size them for you. Will you be around this afternoon? I have to photograph an 
awards luncheon shortly but I’ll try to drop off the CD for you after 3pm today. 

Best, 
Mary Lide 

Mary Lide Parker 919.962.9269 

Multimedia Producer 

College of Arts and Sciences 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

205 South Building, CB #3100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

Web: http://college.unc.edu 
Facebook: http ://www.facebook.com/UNC.College 
Twitter: http ://twitter.com/unccollege 
YouTube: http://¥outube.com/user/UNCCollege 

From: "Gore, Travis" <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Mon, 23 Jan 2012 10:51:50 -0500 
To." "Parker, Mary Lide" <marylide parker@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: faculty photos for website 

Hi Mary, 

I was thinking about the format of the pictures and they will be used as profile pictures so whatever you 

think is best then I know it will be fine! 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 
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Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Parker, Mary Lide 
Sent: Tuesday, January 17, 2012 3:07 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: faculty photos for website 

Hi Travis, 

My apologies - I just realized I confused you with another guy I worked with named Travis this past summer. 

Complete brain fart there, sorry about that. Yes, I’ll be happy to burn the photos of the African and Afro- 

American Studies faculty onto a cd for you. Just let me know the size and resolution you need and if you prefer 

the photos to be vertical or horizontal. 

Best, 

Mary Lide 

Mary Lide Parker 919.962.9269 

Multimedia Producer 

College of Arts and Sciences 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

205 South Building, CB #3100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

Web: http://college.unc.edu 

Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/U NC.College 

Twitter: http://twitter.com/unccollege 

YouTube: http://youtube.com/user/U NCCollege 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, January 26, 2012 3:51 PM 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 

RE: desktop pass word 

No problem 

From: Fall, Alassane 
Sent: Thursday, January 26, 2012 3:50 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: desktop pass word 

Thanks Travis 
Appreciated 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, January 26, 2012 3:48 PM 

To: Fall, Alassane 
Subject: RE: desktop pass word 

His cell is              You must enter the area code for it to work. He can reset the password for you! It would 

probably be best if you call him since you are in smith building and he may have questions for you. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Fall, Alassane 
Sent: Thursday, January 26, 2012 3:12 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: desktop pass word 

password 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, January 26, 2012 4:57 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20120126165103336.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:sca~mer~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Thursday, January 26, 2012 4:51 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 01.26.2012 16:51:03 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 
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Human Rights (Cambridge, Massachusetts: BelknapiHarvard University Press° 

2005), p. 98. See also Burgers, "The Road to San Francisco," pp. 455-459. For 

a fuller account of the Bemheim case, see Simpson, Human Rights and the End 

of Empire, pp. 142-143. 

CHAPTER 2 

World War II and its Aftermath 

World War II is notorious for the massive scale of human fights 
violations that took place during it.1 In addition to the Rape of Nanking 
leading up to the war, the sometimes appalling treatment of POWs, and 

of course the Holocaust, there was extensive aerial bombardment of 
cities where it was not possible to pretend to distinguish between 
civilians and combatants. The Allies’ nuclear bombardments of 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki were the most extreme cases. Brat, according to 

one estimate, area bombing of Germany killed more than 300,000 non- 
combatants. A firestorm from incendiary bombs on the night of July 27, 
1943 killed 40,000 people in Hamburg. And by the commencement of 
the area bombardment of Germany, 30,000 British had been killed by 
German bombing. In early 1945, a fire bombing of Tokyo killed 
approximately 100,000 people in one night,z As a matter of Allied.self- 
interest, none of these bombardments were made part of the postwar war 
crimes prosecutions. The end. of defeating the forces of Nazism and 
Fascism was thought by some to justify the use by the Allies of these 
extraordinary means of warfare? And the German we,~macht had no 
compunction in using ainaost unlimited means of warfare. The war is yet 
another demonstration of the fact that the history of international law is 
not a simple one of linear progress; regression is always possible. As 
Edwin Borchard, reflecting on the war shortly after its end expressed it: 

[T]he legal limitations thrown around war by several hundred 

years of practice seem to be abolished - we play havoc with 
established maritime law ... we drop all pretense of chivalry, 
we .approve postwar forced labor, .we annihilate the enemy 
country and many of its citizens ... [W]e concurrently 
exterminate civilians wholesale by the use of the atomic bomb.4 
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The Allies fought to defeat Nazi Germany whose leading ideologies 
were based on anti,Semitism and "Aryan" supremacy. There is thus 
considerable tragic irony in racism on the part of the Allies. Segregation. 
in the American armed forces~ as well as at home was perhaps the 
leading example of this racism, but racial Stereotyping of the Japanese 
enemy was also. ironic given that such stereotyping was the 
stock-in-trade of Nazi ideology. Allied attitudes on race had real 
consequences for the policies adopted, during the war and further 
"coloured" Allied countries’ ambivalence toward human rights and, in 
particular, toward any international legal recognition of the equality of 
races. China took up the cause of racial equality at Dumbarton Oaks 
and, like Japan at Versailles, left that meeting empty-handed. 

The existence of a tenacious Allied racism is important because it 
demonstrates that the principle of equality and non-discrimination was 
ultimately one recognized through difficult struggle in the face of 
opposition that often came from Western powers such as the U.K., the 
U.S.A., Canada and Australia.6 This shows that another critical aspect 
of human rights was not imposed by hegemonic Western states, but 
rather ultimately given recognition in spite of those states. Success in the 
struggle was due largely to the activism Of various NGOs as well as a 
number of smaller states, 

Rather than a simple tale of human rights emerging in response to 
the "outrages" of the Holocaust which "shocked the conscience" of 
humankind, what is more remarkable is the persistence of, for example, 
British and American anti-Semitism and racism during and after the war, 
with the images of Auschwitz, Dachau and Belsen still clear in the 
public mind.~ The following examples tell of these attitudes: the turning 
out of port of one thousand Jewish refugees by the U.S.A., the passivity 
of many Christian churches amid the Holocaust, the anti-Semitism of 
Churchill, Stalin and many British and American officials, the Allies’ 

prevention of the immigration of Chinese and Indians .during World War 
lI, the continued defence of the British Empire, and the internment of 
people of Japanese "descent" in Mexico, Canada and the U.S.A. One 
American draftee; in words that anticipate some of the comments of 
Malcolm X and Mohammed Ali in reference to the Vietnam War, 
summed up the absurd hypocrisies with this exasperated plea: "Just 
carve on my tombstone ... Here lies a black man, killed fighting 
yellow man, for the protection of a white man.’’s 

World War II and its Aftermath 

A particular question related to these matters of prejudice is whether 
the Allies did enough to respond to the persecution of Jews in Europe. 
Allied efforts fell welt short in many ways: restrictive and 
discriminatory immigration systems continued to exctude Jews; asylum 

was often not given to Jewish escapees; serious rescue plans were not 
implemented; neutral states were not used as a conduit for humanitarian 
aid; and those who purchased So-called "exit visas" to assist Jews were 
even prosecuted for "trading With the enemy.’’~ In February 1943 a 
British M.P., Eleanor Rathbone, stressed that the West could bring 
pressure to bear on German satellite countries in order to push them to 
arrange for the .evacuation of Jews to "safe havens." But, according to 
the historian Richard Breitman, officials from the U.K. actually "feared 
that the Nazis might release large numbers of Jews" who would then be 
unwelcome in Britain. In contrast, in Hungary, American military action 
and other pressures prevented the deportation of Jews and demonstrated 
that such an approach could have saved many Jewish lives elsewhere,t° 
Breitman’s study provides further evidence of the weakness of the 
British and American responses to atrocities committed against Jews in 
Europe. By late 1941, British intelligence personnel knew of Nazi 
Germany’s systematic kiIling of Jews. This knowledge came from 
British deciphering effbrts in 1941 that revealed "dozens of open 
reports" of Nazi massacres under the direction of "Higher SS and Police 
Leaders," and conducted by "the Order Police and Waffen-SS.." In 
February 1942 the World Jewish Congress, London, gave a long report 
(entitled "Jews in Nazi Europe: February 1933 to November 1941") to 
the British Foreign Office. The report described in detail the course Of 
various Nazi atrocities before and in the early years of World War II. 
The British Ministry of Information, in its "Third Report on Jewry" 
(January 22, 1942) wrote that the "Germans clearly pursue a policy of 
extermination against the Jews ... [An official German document] states 
the only things Jewish that will remain in Poland will be Jewish 

cemeteries." British officials also had access to information about the 
Auschwitz concentration camp, but either failed ~o examine the 
intelligence properly or refused to believe the accounts.~ 

In the face of this kind of scepticism, a Polish Jew, Szaaaul 
Zygielbojm, whowas working for the Polish National Council in 
London, distributed a comprehensive report on behalf of the Jewish 

’ Socialist Bund, which was operating clandestinely in. Poland. The report 
included details of the Nazis use of Einsatzgruppen (travelling killing 
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corps) in Eastern Europe, including Lithuania and Poland during the 

summer of 1941: 

... men, fourteen to sixty years old, were driven to a single 

place, a square or a cemetery, where they were slaughtered or 
shot by machine guns or killed by hand grenades. They had to 
dig their own graves. Children in orphanage~ inmates in old- 
age homes, the sick in hospital were shot, women were killed in 
the streets. In many towns the Jews were carried off to "an 
unknown destination" and killed in adjacent woods, 

The report described the use of gas vans in Chelmno, .Poland, to kill one 
thousand people daily during the period from the winter of 1941 to 
March 1942. It estimated that some 700,000 jews had already been 
killed, and it demonstrated an understanding of the massive scale of 
Hitler’s extermination plan. ha that. same year, a compatriot of 

Zygielbojm, the Jewish diplomatJan Karski, made his way under cover, 
with his life in peril, into the Warsaw ghetto, and smuggled copies of 
documents out by secreting microfilm in a key. I-ie cabled what he had 
found to the World Jewish Congress in a desperate and distraught 

telegram packed with abbreviated descriptions of deportations, killings 
of women and children and death camps. But when Karski repeated the 
substance of his cable in a meeting with .Justice Felix Frankfia’ter of the 

U.S. Supreme Court, the only response the judge could muster was "I 

don’t believe you." 
The .British and the Americans also received reliable intelligence 

regarding the Holocaust from U.S. embassies maintained in Berlin, 
Budapest, Bucharest and Vichy France. in November 1942, Rabbi Wise 

(a personal associate of FDR) told a press conference in Washington, 
D.C. that he and the State Department had credible intelligence that at 

least two million Jews had already been killed by the Nazi regime. But 
this flood of information me~ with incredulity, apathy, timidity and even 

anti-Semitic hostility on the part of the Allies. Very little was done. In a 
suicide note written during May 1943, despairing of the world’s 

inaction, Zygielbojm wrote: 

Responsibility for this crime of mudering the entire Jewish 
population of Poland falls in the first instance on the ¯ 
perpetrators, but indirectly als~o it weighs on the whole of 
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humanity, the peoples and governments, of the Allied states, 

which so far have made no effort toward a concrete action for 
the purpose of curtailing this crime. By passive observation of 
this murder of defenseless millions and of the maltreatment of 
children, women, and old men, these countries have become the 
criminals’ accomplices ... 

He took his own life on May 12, 1943.r2 
In July 1941 the British Ministry of Information gave advi~e on 

¯ how the ’.’Nazi threat" ought to be presented to the public: "[H]orror 
stuff [about Nazi atrocities] must be used sparingly and must deal 
always with treatment of indisputably innocent people. Not with violent 
.political opponents. Andnot with Jews.’’13 This almost seems to call 
into question the innocence of Jewish victims of Nazi atrocities. It 
strategically appeals to any anti-Semitism among the British people. The 
advice is further illuminated by an understanding of official British 
wariness of singling Jews out as a "separate people:" This wariness was 
due to the anticipated (or imagined) foreign policy effects of doing so: 
including, for example, the implications for Palestine, and the possibly 
negative reactions of Arab leaders. There was even, ironically, the fear 

On the part of the British administration that mentioning the persecution 
of Jews wotdd lead credence to Nazi propaganda that - in a pejorative 
characterization designed to appeal to anti-Semitic resentments -the 
Allies were really waging war "on behalf of the Jews" of the world_ 
Pushing the interests of Jewish victims further into the background was 
the overriding pressure on the Allies to prevail in the war.14 On October 

18, 1943, Winston Churchill, speaking Of the time devoted to postwar. 
planning, �olourfully referred to the apocryphal Mrs Glasse’s "recipe for 
jugged hare: ’First catcl~ your hare.’’’is The war had to be won .by the 

Allies first and foremost, on this view. 
This motivation also proved important in undermining the. 

ostensible mission of the U.S. War Refugee Board that FDR established 
in January 1944. The board was instructed to take"all measures within 
its ~..S.] policy to rescue victims of enemy oppression .in imminent 
danger of death" and to give "relief and assistance consistent With 

successful prosecution of the war.’’16 However, the War Department 
opposed any humanitarian commitments that might impede the goat of 
winning the war as soon as possible. But the Allies did at least make 
some declarations in i 942 concerning commitments to punish anyone 
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who had committed atrocities during the war. On December 17, 1942, 
for example, there was the joint Allied Declaration Condemning the 
German Policy of Extermination of the Jewish Race and the denial to 

Jewish persons of"the most elementary human rights.’’t7 
A variety of scholars, activists, professional bodies, social 

movements and what would now be called national and international NGOs contributed to the development and defence of international 

human rights during World War It. Such actors made contributions in. 
their own right as well as by responding critically to official human 
rights proposals and general plans for international organization,. 
especially in the Atlantic Charter, at Dumbarton Oaks, at the San 
Francisco conference, and during the drafting of the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights.    . ,, . ,, 
The English novelist, futurist, utopian, socialist and publicist H. 

G. Wells wrote a letter to The Times on October 23, 1939, suggesting the 
need for the Allies to clarify their war ainas, and to make human rights 

protection a chief outcome of any ultimate victory in the war. There was, 
he wrote an "extensive demand for a Statement of War Aims on the part of the young and old, who want to know more precisely what we are 

statements 
- ’ for" fighting ~, ¯ British officials had until then avoided detailed 

of war aims that could, as they thought, restrict realpolitik and 

unJaelpfully elevate expectations regarding the nature of international 
relations at war’s end. Although it is true that the U.K. Foreign 
Secretary, Lord Halifax, had spoken vaguely in 1939 of "the rights of 

peoples tO decide their own destinies." In conjunction with a committee 
of eminent citizens, including Lord Sankey (formerly the Lord 
Chancelior and the sole lawyer on the .coramittee) and Norman Angell 

(Nobel Peace Prize winner for 1933), Wells wrote a.number of articles 
on human rights, for .the English Daily Herald newspaper. Ultimately he 
wrote the book The Rights of Man or What Are We Fighting For?, 
which was distributed in some 48 countries and translated into many 
languages. His ".Declaration of Rights" included a non-discrimination 
clause and various rights to freedom of speech (broadly conceived), to 
humane imprisonment, to freedom of movement, .to protection ~om 
violence (including torture), compulsion or intimidation, and to housing, 
medical care, education and work. There were also rights to 
conscientious objection, and freedoms of discussion, association and 
worship. It was translated into Arabic, Esperanto, Hindi and Swahili. 

Wells then actively promoted these rights, contacting Franklin and 
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Eleanor Roosevelt, the former Czech leader Eduard Beneg (who had also 
been a co-founder of the Academic diplomatique internationale in 
1926), anti-imperialist leader Jawaharlal Nehru and Mohandas Gandhi 
of India, and various Chinese piiilosophers. And in 1940 he undertook a 
lecture tour around the U.S.A. From these experiences; Wells tearer the 
importance of paying attention to the variety of philosophies in the 
world (and in particular to the ways in which fights and duties were 
related to each other) in the construction of any charter proclaiming 
universal human rights.IS, 

In August 1940 a British War Aims Committee was established in 
response to growing public demand. Both Lord Halifax and Harcourt 
Johnstone (Secretary for the Department of Overseas Trade) developed 
rough statements of British war aims. Halifax wrote of "the absolute 
value ... of every human soul," "the moral principle of respect for 
personality and conscience," of the need for "equal opportunity" and of 

the uphold!ng of democracy. !nteresfingly; Johnstone’s plan set out.not 
only the rights but also the "duties of citizens," including "the duty to 
give due service to the community." Surprisingly - given the much more 
conservative stance of most British officials - his list of fights included 

"the right of freedom from discrimination on the grounds of race" and~ 
quite remarkably (in light of generally prevailing views), on the grounds 
of sex. Given President Roosevelt’s famous "Four Freedoms"speech the 
following year, it is of note also that, in a paper dated December 4, 1940, 

Halifak. spoke of "It]he right to live without fear, either of injustice.or of 
want," and of"[t]he social principle of individual liberty, based on equal 
opportunity, economic security and the rule of law.’’~9 

Altho(lgh this book does not endorse Burgeis’ conclusion that 
before World War II "the idea of giving human rights an international 
status was only advocated by [sic] some limited circles,"~~ NGOs were 
certainly very active in the war. There were League of Nations 
Associations, the Atlantic Charter Society .(London), the Movement for 
Federal Union, the International League for the Rights of Man, World 
Citizens Association, and the Commission to Study the Organization of 
Peace (CSOP), among others)z The CSOP, in its fourth report (May 
1944), entitled International Safeguard of Human .Rights, wa~ very 

¯ prescient in its recommendations, given what we know about the later 
¯ course .of events in the development of human rights. The CSOP made 
four main recommendations: that a United Nations conference on human 
rights be organized, that a "permanent" United Nations commission on 
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human rights be established to fashion standards and means of 

proiecting human rights, that the main civil rights be incorporated in 
°’national constitutions" with teeth for enforcing them, and that 

individuals and groups be given a r.ight to petition the human rights¯ 
commission for relief "after exhausting local remedies.’’2z The CSOP 

report predictably took the Axis powers to task for gross human rights 

abuses, but also condemned the "double standards" of the Allies.z3 
In 1944 the American Law Institute published its Statement of 

Essential Rights, which was produced by a committee of advisers drawn 

from diverse cultures around the world.2~ It set for itself the task of 
ascertaining "how rights ... on which all can unite can be expressed in a 

manner acceptable to their different traditions and cultures.’’zs Although 

carrying the name of the American Law Institute, this appellation should 

be understood in its broadest sense, since jurists from Latin America and 

from all over the world had a significant impact, including the former 

President of Panama, Ricardo J. Alfaro, Huh Shih (Chinese Ambassador 
to the U.S.A. from 1938 to 1941), Henri Laugier, former Dean of 

Algiers University and hadian businessman K. C. Mahindra. It listed a 

range of civil and political, social and economic rights, and was to 

become an important mc/del for the initial draft of the UDHR.26 The 

statement included rights to education, sound cortditions of work, 

adequate housing and food, and social security. It also included a general 

protection ctause.~7 
The international labour movement also played an important role in 

the development of human rights standards. The 26th session of the 
International Labor Conference was held in Philadelphia in April 1944.~s 

Forty-one countries approved the Declaration of Philadelphia. The 

declaration proclaimed rights to "material well-being" and "spiritual 

¯ development" in "freedom and dignity," "economic and social security 

and equal opportunity.’’z9 Other commitments declared at Philadelphia 

included the following: the achievement of "full employment" and the 

raising of the standard of living; a minimum "living wage"; better 

working conditions, and social security measures (including a "basic 

income in case of inability to work"); comprehensive medical care; child 

and maternity welfare; and ."equality of educational and vocational 

opporttmity.’’3° 
This conference was influential in the development of a right to 

work for the UDHR, as was the private initiative of the French 

sociologist Georges Gurvitch’s La Ddclaration des droits sociaux. This 
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declaration included the Social rights of workers (Articles X-XXXII), of 

consumers and users (XXX-XLVIII) and of the eornmon man (XLIX- 
LVIII). There were, additionaIly, "Social Duties and Social" Rights 
Concerning Property" (XLIII-XLVItI). Specific.worker rights included 
the "right to labour," to strike, and to create and join unions. Historian 

¯ Brian Simpson conceded that "in spite of its long-winded and repulsive 
style" many of the rights Gurvitch’s declaration recognized could later 
be found in the UDHR, such as the right to work under humane 
conditions, to form and participate in trade unions, to recreation and rest, 
to social security and to an adequate standard of living, and to participate 
fully "in cultural life.’’31 In February 1945, the so-called Chapultepec 

Conference (the Inter-American Conference on Problems of War and 
Peace) was held. At the conference labour groups, social organizations 
and educational bodies continued discnssion of human rights along the 

lines that had been pursued at Philadelphia.3~ 
Anticotonial movements continued to press their twin causes of 

self-determination and equality of treatment of humans, regardless of 
race. The Institute of Pacific Relations demanded that the Allies provide 
economic and political justice for all persons regardless of race. The 

Pan-African and Universal African Movements, and the Council on 
African Affairs, continued similar forms of advocacy during the war, 
and the American National Association for the Advancement of Colored 
People (NAACP) poetically captured the twin causes in their "Double- 
V" campaign: victory over the Axis enemies abroad, and the triumph 
over racism at home.3~ Historian Penny M. Von Eschen has drawn 
attention to a. humanitarian universalism that encompassed African 
American, pan-African, and other human rights campaigns: 

[Africans and African Americans were engaged in] articulating 
links between movements in Africa and the struggles of 
African-Americans for civil and economic rights in the United 
States ... In their specific interpretations of... [World War II] 
and anticolonial struggles, black intellectuals and journalists in 

the United States, Britain, West Africa, and the Caribbean 
elaborated a conception of democracy that focused on the 
straggles of black peoples and their potential democratic 
transformations, yet also embraced a universalism that linked 
all struggles for democracy and independence.3~ 
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Or, as the celebrated African American poet Langston ttughes put it~ in 
1942, with U,S. segregation laws squarely in mind: 

From Harlem to hadia to Africa’s land 
Jim Crow St.arted his last stand. 
Our battle yet is far from won, 

But when it is, Jim Crow’ll be done! 

On 3aauary 6, 1941, President Roosevelt made his famous "Four 

Freedoms" speech to Congress. His motivation in doing so was partly to 
reinforce American support for the Allied effort, in particular to 

encourage support of the Lend-Lease funding scheme for Britain and the 
Allies,36 but was also consistent with his domestic New Deal agenda, 

which expanded the role of the state in social security in response to the 
- 37 I-Ie proclaimed "four essential freedoms", of speech 

Great Depressxon. 
and expression and of worship, as well as freedoms from want .and from fear "everywhere in the world." lie proclaimed that "Freedom ... means 

" e "~ Burgers argues that the 
the supremacy of human rights everywner .          . 
Four Freedoms "formula was entirely of his own making.’’39 A 
distinctive aspect .of this formula was its recognition of economic and 

social rights as well as a broad interpretation of freedom from fear that 
identified the threats of aggressive war and the spread of weapons of 
mass destrttcti°n’4° But Roosevelt also meant by "freedom from fear" 

that people ought to be free from any oppression from their own state.~ In contrast, British political scientist Tony Evans has argued that 
freedom from want "did not mean freedom from economic deprivation 

of barriers to 
" e" or a right to soon! .wettar ¯ but, rather, the dismantling 

global free trade.4z He bases this view largely on one passage of 
Roosevelt’s speech to Congress in 1941, namely: "The third is freedom 

from want - which translated into world ten, as, means economic 
understandings .which will secure every nation a healthy peacetime life 
..."~3 But Evans is v.nable to show that this was merely a camouflage for 

free trade policies, nor to reconcile his view with Roosevelt’s New Deal. 
policies which, he recognized, "increased the role of the federal 
government in civil rights and weKare issues ... [and] alarmed many ,,4~ ~ Evans’ view, these groups should be a liberal 
conservative groups. ,_,n 
(in the strict sense of the word), capitalist constituency that Roosevelt 
would be eager to appeal to not alienate. Therefore, the better view is 

that Roosevelt’s 
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insincere4s and did not dovetail with a unidimensional comaiitment to 
global free trade. As Burgers argues, such a "restrictive interpretation" 
distorts what Roosevelt meant by "freedom from want." Roosevelt 
repeatedly’emphasized the philosophy of the New Deal in which 
governments were to be held accountable not only for civil and political 
rights but also for their performance in advancing the welfare of citizens¯ 
This commitment .was evident in Roosevelt’s strong call for an 
"Economic Bit! of Rights," particularly in his State of the union speech 
to Congress on January 11, 1944.46 

One of the influences on FDR’s advocacy of economic and social 
rights seems to have been the very progressive draft national bill of 
rights produced by the U.S. National Resources Planning Board (NRPB) 
in January 1943. It included the;following rights: the right to work; to 
"fair pay"; to ~’adequate food, c]~othing, shelter and medical care"; "to 

security with freedom from fear of old age, want, dependency, sickness, 
unemployment and accident"; "to equality before the law, with equal 
access to justice in fact"; "to education for work"; "to rest, recreation 
and adventure" and more. Many of these rights have not to this day been 
recognized or even modestly realized in the U,S.A.47 The very 
progressive nature of these.rights was too much even for l~oosevelt’s 
administration, which hastened the board’s end in 11944 by denying it 
funding. As historian Brian Simpson noted, the NRPB’s "combination of 
socialism and hedonism" was a bitter pill that the Congress was not 
prepared to swallow.4~ Thus it was that Roosevelt’s generally 
progressive views did not preclude official American ambivalence 
toward, and indeed resistance to, international legal recognition of 
human rights, and, ironically, specifically on the question of the 

protection of ecoiaomic and social rights. This ambivalence, indeed often 
hostility, was reflected in later debates during the drafting of the UDHR 
and in the subsequent years of the Cold War. And even at the time of the 
Four Freedoms speech the U.S.A. was a strong defender of the 
principles of inviolable state sovereignty and non-intervention in the 
domestic matters of states.49 

The Atlantic Charter of t941, formally known as the Anglo- 
American Eight Point declaration, (August 14, 1941)so was initially 
drafted by Prime Minister Churchill, then adapted by Roosevelt and his 
entourage. The Charter made reference, to a right of democratic 
self-determination for all peoples, to "improved labor standards, 
economic advancement, and social security" and to the "freedom from 
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fear and want." The Charter .also drew ~tttention to the need for "a wider 
and permanent system of general security" in the world, which would 
"afford to all nations the means of dwelling in safety within their own 
boundaries." The Charter received the support of the ILO and was an 

important influence on New Zealand’s Prime Minister Peter Fraser and 
Deputy Prime Minister Walter Nash. It especially influenced Fraser’s 
thinking in regard to conditions of labour and social security.5~ 

Furthermore, the apparent universalism of the Charter’s 

proclamations inspired various dependent and oppressed peoples around 
the world, and gave them a focal point through which to concentrate the 
energies of their critique of colonialism. The heat from this 
concentration was felt acutely by those who continued to defend 

imperial power, notably Prime Minister Churchill. He made it cleat that 

the Charter "had no reference to the internal affairs of the. British 
Empire." In a speech on November 10, 1942, he wanted to "make.th!s 
clear, in case there should beany mistake in any quarter. We mezln to hold our own. I have not become the King’s First Minister in order to 

....... :-- -� *~e British Empire." This attitude .was 
preside over the nqultmuu~’,"~ ."~ .... ._. toward self-determination, 
representative of Britain s nosunty 

particularly on the part of the Colonial Office. Britai~i wanted to retain 
the British Empire, but ultimately in a paternalistic fashion it hoped to 
act as a trustee: bringing about the transition of suitable colonies toward 
Dominion status but not ful~ independence in the American sense of the 
term. Britain did not want the deceased League of Nations mandates 

system reincarnated in any other scheme for international moni[oring 
and enforcement. As Churchill noted in a minute of January 8, 1943, 
Britain could tolerate foreign states having "a means of expressing their 

reasonable and legitimate interest in colonial territories without affecting 

... [Britain’s] sovereignty or exclusive authority, or allowing them to 
meddle in constitutional questions, or establishing international bodies. 

possessing powers of interference divorced from responsibility-" 
Moreover there was some basis for Britain to question the bona tides of 
the U.S.A. as an advocate for colonial peoples, given that state’s desire 

to secure military bases on Pacific islands-~z Still, the Charter managed 
to inspire many in the developing world. One person undaunted by the 
cynical clawing back from the Charter by Western states was the South 
African lawyer Nelson Mandela. His attitude exemplified the hope that it 
could encourage, a hope that could, however, deepen the deflation 
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experienced by dependent peoples if its principles were not ultimately 
tal~en seriously and applied without discrimination: 

The Atlantic Charter of 1941 .~. reaffirmed faith in the dignity 
of each human being and propagated a host of democratic 
principles. Some in the West saw the Charter as empty 
promises, but not those of us in Africa. Inspired by the Atlantic 
Charter and the fight of the Allies against ~ranny and 
oppression, the ANC [African National Congress] created its 
own Charter, called African Claims, which called for full 
citizenship for all Africans ... and the repeal of all 
discriminatory legislation. We hoped that the government and 
ordinary South Africans would see that theprinciples they were 
fighting for in Europe were the same ones we were advocating . 
at home.53 

The Charter became useful as a reference point for criticizing the double 
standards of the Allied powers in relation to race and colonialism. Racial 
segregation in the U.S.A., racis( immigration laws in Allied countries 
and the plight of indigenous peoples in the colonies were exposed to 
light.~4 

The Charter was followed on January 1, 1942 by the Declaration of 
the United Nations (a term coined.by FDR and used at that time to refer 
to the Allied states) which 26 and ultimately 46 countries signed. In 
addition, foreign affairs ministers of the American republics supported 
the Charter and the Declaration.~5 The signatories, including Haiti, Cuba, 
India and China, were exhorted to win the war to provide a "decent life, 
liberty, independence and. religious freedom" to all individuals. The 
relevant states pledged to adhere to the Charter and to "preserve human 
rights and justice in their own lands as well as in other lands.’’56 But 
poverty and racial and sexual discrimination in signatory states 
embarrassed the Allies and frustrated anti-colonial ~ctivists and hum~m 
rights proponents generalty.~7 _ 

Even conservative politicians such as the Republican American 
Wendell Witkie saw at least the strategic danger of failing to establish 
greater protection of human rights at homed This kind of perception 
was at times used by human rights supporters to enhance a pragmatic 
argument for skeptical domestic audiences: to win their support for the 
"idealism" of human rights by showing that better human rights 
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conditions on the domestic front were¯indeed in "the national raterest. 
As Wilkie conceded, "It]he defense of democracy against the forces that 

threaten it from without has made some of its failures to fianction at 
home glaringly apparent. Our very proclamations of what we are 
fighting for have rendered our own inequities self-evident. When we 

talk of freedom and opportunity for all nations the mocking paradoxes in. 
our own society become so clear they can no longer be ignored.’’59 But 
even this strategic concern was insufficient to prevail at this stage over 

the British and American adminislxations’ shared commitment to a 
strong notion of state sovereignty and their consequent resistance to 

international guarantees of htmaan rights.d° These obstacles are well 
reflected in a speech by U.S. Secretary of State Cordell Hull on July 23, 
1942. He noted that "advances - in political freedom, in economic 

betterment, in social justice, in spiritual values - can be achieved by 
each nation primarily through its own ... wise policies and actions..They 
can be made only where there is acceptance and cultivation of the 
concepts and spirit of human rights and human freedora.’’!! Moreover, 
Britain (and, more specifically, England), includingits aristocratic civil 
service, which was variously enamoured with Austinian positivism, 
Benthamite utilitarianism, Diceyan consfitutionalism and B~kean 
conservativism, was often sceptical about what it deemed, the 

extravagant declarations of human rights of the "Continental" or 
American variety.dz As J. L. Briefly (Professor of International Law at 

Oxford from 1922 to 1947, and author of the standard British text on the 
subject) noted, "lain English lawyer is perhaps not well qualified to 
judge the probable effect in other countries of a mere declaration; he 
comes to such a question with an ineradicable distrust of .attempts to 
create rights without creating remedies for their violation.’’6~ There is in 
Brierly’s statement the assumption that really only domestic remedies 
were likely to be effective and appropriate. In a House of Lords debate, 
Lord Chancellor Simon emphasized that "lilt is the existence in this 
country of o.. effective practical remedies of procedure which have ¯ - ...... t all ,,da And in a 

red lm ortant rights, and not any aeclaratton a ¯ secu. """ P ....... orei~ Office to the American 
sardonic response by .the ,~.rmsn r, ~u       ,’           . 

Carnegie peace commlsston s (CSOP s) report on The Latematlonal 
Safeguard of Human Rights," one H. St. L. B. Moss wrote that "once 

[its] generalities have been left behind and the possibilities of 
.international pressure[havebeen] envisaged, [there will be] a degree of 
interference with municipal law that no State, and certainly no Great 
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Power, is likely to tolerate. It is hard to imagine the US ~recognizing the 

rights of individuals’ e.g. negroes in the South ’to petition the United 
Nations Commission on Human Rights’ to obtain redress.’’6~ 

Yet there were developments in the U.S.A., U.K., Australia and 
New Zealand that fostered economic and social rights under the 

umbrella of an emerging welfare state, one that emerged out. of the 
stormy days of the Great Depression. In the U.S.A. there were various 

schemes, laws and bodies associated with the New Deal and in the U.K. 
there was the Beveridge Report (1942), which proved to be the blueprint 
for a "universal" welfare state. Despite various anti-communist ~’Red 
Scares" in Australia in the first half of the twentieth century there was at 
this time a much more utilitarian attitude to "what the government could 
do for us," to twist President John F. Kennedy’s subsequent exhortation. 
Even in the U.S.A., where the socialist tradition was and is much 
weaker, and where state intervention at tlaat time, and thereafter during 
the Cold War, might well be branded "communistic," developments 
favourable to domestic economic and’ social rights emerged. With FDR’s 
sponsorship, New Deal social legislation was introduced and an 
"Economic Bill of Rights" was mooted. Roosevelt created an Advisory 
Coramittee on Postwar Foreign Policy with a Subcormnittee on Political 
Problems. Sumner Welles was its Chair. The subeomanittee identified 
various goals for postwar organization, including the advancement o£the 
principle of equality, of decolonization and of the welfare of indigenous 
peoples (a surprisingly progressive c0neern).~ 

The U.S. State Department, circa 1942, additionally established a 
Special Subcommittee on Legal Problems to discuss formulations for an 
international bill of rights.~7 It drew on the classic bills of rights as well 

as on formulations from the F~d~ration internationale des droits de 
l’homme, Institut de droit international, American Institute of 
International Law and the CSOP. In addition to the so-called classic civil 
and political rights, the subcommittee recommended commitments to 
equal protection under the law, and socio-economie rights such as a 
minimum standard of living and a right to education.~8 Importantly, or at 
least so it seemed on the face of it, the subcommittee proposed that the 
international bill of rights end with the following paragraph: 

These human rights shall be guaranteed by and constitute a part 
of the supreme law of each state and shall be observed and 
enforced by its administrative and judicial authorities without 
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discrin~inati°n °n the basis °f nati°nality’ language’ race’ 

!i:,! 

political opinion or religious belief, any law or constitutional 
. 

provision to the contrary notwithstanding’69 

Such a declaration seemed to augur a substantial erosion of U.S. 
state sovereignty, but U.S. State Department official Durward Sandifer, 

a lawyer on the subcommittee, pressed for an international bill of rights 
that would not have legal sanction or enforcement mechanisms]° His 
view held sway with the U.S.A, and with the other Great Powers, as we 
will see, at Dumbarton Oaks. It is uRimately reflected in the fact that the 

UDHR was originally proclaimed as only a non-binding declaration, a 

point ironically emphasized by no less a figure than Eleanor Roosevelt. 
In classified advice, Sandifer ~ged that having a bill Of rights without 

enforcement provisions: 

... would represent the simplest and least complicated method       .:!~::i:~i4: 

of putting an international bill of rights into effect ... it is a 
device used many times in the. past, States agree on the 
adoption of new rules of law or a formulafi0n of existing rules 

and proclaim them to the world in a formal international 
agreement. Reliance is placed primarily upon the good faith of 

the contracting parties ... Such a procedure has the advantage 
of provoking the minimum of opposition, which is important in 
a step as radical in character as giving universal legal 
recognition to individual human r~gn s. 

Int2rnational Relations Realists would no doubt utteran exasperated 

"Of course, of course!" to this apparent Machiavellianism. Yet there are 
ambivalences here, hinting that avoiding provocation 0f resistance to 

human rights with legal force was a tactical, choice. . by human..rights 

roponents. The ach!e.~ ..... ,~ ~ ~ A could be put in jeoparay ~ me 

more radical step ot prov ~, 
Certainly the legal subcommittee put the view that "It]he necessity of 

prohibiting any discrimination ... requires no comment. It is the heart of 
any modern bill of rights, national or internati°nal’’’yz But it was 
Sandifer again who concluded that state racial segregation laws need not 
be disturbed by any international ban on discrimination. This view was.. 
purported to be based on federal and constitutional principles, and,. more 
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plausibly~ at least in terms of nation-state motivation, on arguments. 

abom national sovereignty.~ The idea that the U.S.A. could make an 

international commitment to non-discrimination and retain laws for 
r~cial segregation is not 0nly contradictory, but also reinforces the view 

that Sandifer’s comments were more about the maintenance of good 

international standing than a prudent, tactical move to introduce the legal 

recognition of international human rights without causing unnecessary 

domestic controversy. However, an international bill of rights that would 

not cause much anxiety for serious violators of human rights would be if 

not a completely hollow then certainly a rather disappointing 

achievement. 
Sandifer’s views were made more explicit and heartily endorsed by 

U.S. Secretary of State CordellHull who stated that any human rights 

bill "requiring a derogation of national sovereignty" would "meet the 

opposition" of the U.S.A.74 The commitment of the U.S.A. to human 

rights principles without any challenge to or change in American laws, 
which this kind of view on its best characterization seems to suppose, 

can be reconciled only if a brand of American constitutional chauvinism 

is accepted: that the U.S. Constitution, legal system and culture already 

protected the relevant human rights at the highest level, setting the 

standard for other states and cultures. This perception is not dissimilar 

to England’s traditional view of the "genius of the coiranon law," the 

English "Constitution," and Parliament in guaranteeing the rights of 

"freeborn Englishmen." For example, English constitutional tl3eorist Ao 

V. Dicey was, in the nineteenth century, to entrench an English legal 

antagonism toward the "Continental" and American fetish for bills of 

rights and formal constitutional codifications (an inverse of American 

scepticism toward "non-American" ways of realizing rights). Similarly, 

a long-serving prime minister of Australia, in the postwar decades, R. G. 

Menzies, summed up his faith in the English constitutional tradition by 

proclaiming that "responsible government" in the Westminster tradition 

was effectively Australia’s Bill of Rights]s 

In addition to the Special Subcommittee on Legal Problems, a 

Special Subcommittee on International. Organization wrestled with 

similar conundrums. This special subcommittee produced a model for 

"international Organization" under which a wide range of fights were to 

be protected: civil, political, economic and social (the latter 

encompassing public provision of education and guarantees of 

"minimum standards of well-being"). Crucially, a non-discrimination 
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and equal protection clause was inch~ded, prohibiting discrimination on 
the basis of religion, race, language, nationality or political views or 

affiliations. The subcommittee concluded that the non-discrimination 

assured and those of all may be undermined." However, the U.S. 

domestic politics of race and segregation ensured that enforcement 

measures Were not included in the subcommittee’s draft.7.6 
In 1944 representatives of the U.S.A., U.K, and the U.S.S.R. met for 

fox" the first part of the talks, but was later invited by the Great Powers to     " 

participation of Asiatic peoples, the conference will have no meaning for 
half of humanity.’’Ts The draft charter for the United Nations which    . 
emerged from the talks only included one rather weak and vague 

provision on human rights:                                           . 

IT]he Organization should facilitate solutions of international        ..~ .....   ob,om  
’ 79 

respect for htmaan rights and fundamenta~ freedoms. 

It is interesting to observe that the provision included reference to 
economic, social and other humanitarian problems, given later American 
resistance to the notion of economic rights during the Cold War. 

The U.S.S,R. and the U.K, in the name of state sovereignty, resisted 

the inclnsion of this or any other general human rights obligations in the 
United Nations charter. There was some support for a general provision 

that the postwar organization would be. "required to promote the ~,80 

observance of human rights, but we must recall here my discussion of 
Sandifer’s classified advice¯ When it came to racial equality, or to 

binding legal obligations, the U.S.A. showed its true position in being as 
intransigent as the other Great Powers. As Benjamin Cohen, FDR’s 

personal representative, wrote in an early proposed clanse for the 
Charter, "[t]he International Organization should refrain from 
intervention in the internal affairs of any state, it being the responsibility 
of each state to see that conditions prevailing within its jurisdiction do 
not endanger international peace and security, and to this end, to respect 

the htwnan rights and fundamental freedoms ...,,s~ The Chinese put 
forward the following proposal for the United Nations postwar 

organization: 
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1. .The International Organization shall be universal in 
character, to include eventually all states. 

2. The principle of equality of all states and all races shall be 
upheld.8z 

The proposal was defeated by a united front of the Great Powers. The 
Soviet Union stressed that human rights should not be the focus of an 
"international security organization."s3 The U.S.A., with the more 
conservative Secretary of State Cordell Hull and his Undersecretary 
Edward Stettinius at the helm - replacing Sumner Welles - opposed the 
inclusion of any racial equality clause, for reasons already discussed, 

thus departing from the more sympathetic position, prior, to Dumbarton 
O~-(S.84 

As we have noted, the British Prime Minister Winston Churchill did 
not accept that the Atlantic Char~er or Declaration of the United Nations 
(January 1, 1942) applied to people in British colonies, bluntly 
declaring: "Why be apologetic about Anglo-Saxon superiority ... ? We 
are superior.’’85 This imperialist spirit was also evident at Dumbar~on 
Oaks where the interests of the British Empire and of restrictive national 
immigration polices meant the rejection of. China’s proposalf6 
Sir Alexander Cadogan, ~he leader of the British group, sent a telegram 
to the British Foreign Office: 

Discussion has taken place ... on racial equality ..o Argument 
strongly advanced .is that it would be against our interest and 
tradition as a liberal power to oppose the expression of a 
principle denial of which figures so prominently in Nazi 
philosophy and is repugnant to the mass of British and 
American relations in a sphereof greatest deticacy .by 
supplying arrmaunition to critics who accuse us of reactionary. 
policy in the Far East.87 

In a fashion reminiscent of Sandifer, Cadogan continued: 

Recognition of the principle commits us to nothing more than 

we have always stood for. But there might be a revival of the 
quite unfounded fears of 19i9 that immigration problems are 
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involved. These are, of course ... matters of domestic 
jurisdiction ... We may be sure that if it were thought that such 
questions were involved by the recognition of the principle, the 
United States Delegation would oppose it.~s 

That is exactly what happened. None of the Great Powers supported 
China’s proposal, and the U.S. Senate resolved that if the U.S.A. were to 
be part of any particular international organization it would only do so if 
a robust domestic jurisdiction clause were agreed to. So the draft charter 
emphasized the rights of states rather than of individnals, did not refer to 
race or to colonies, and gave no human rights functions to the proposed 
General Assembly or Security Cotmcil.~9 Countering the view that 
rights were imposed by the Western states on the non-Western world, at 
Dumbarton Oaks China alone was prepared to surrender sovereignty in 
the name of human rights!9° " 

Criticism of the Dumbarton Oaks proposals centred around the lack 
of inclusivity of the process,91 the grievances of the developing world 

(colonialism, racism, the denial of self-determination) and the weakness 
of its sole provision on htmaan rights. Many of these issues were 

discussed at the Inter-American Conference on Problems of War and 
Peace, held in Mexico City in March 1945. Latin American states were 
particularly disappointed not to have been invited to Dumbarton Oaks 
when earlier the U.S.A. had promised consnltation regarding the 
character of postwar organization. Twenty Latin American states 
produced a Final iAct of the Conference that called for an international 
declaration of human rights (including the rights of women and children 
and a declaration of economic and social rights), the. punishment of war 
crimes and an end to racial discrimination. Innovatively, many of the 
states stressed the interconnections between the international rights and 
duties of nations and individuals. Cuba prepared a Draft Declaration of 

the International Rights and Duties of Man. An inter-American 
convention on human rights~ was also contemplated. Other states that 
were influential in the critique of the Dumbarton Oaks proposals 

included India, Australia. and New Zealand. Australia and New Zealand 
agreed to a joint position in November 1944. They wanted more say for 
smaller powers, an international, trusteeship for indigenous peoples and 
express human rights (in particular, social welfare and economic 
rights).~z In their joint declarationof January 29, 1944, the two 
governments proclaimed that as a result of the Atlantic Charter " 
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’trusteeship, ... is applicable in broad terms to all colonial territories in 
the Pacific and elsewhere ... [for] the welfare of the natives peoples and 
their social, economic and political development.’’93 The stage was now 
set for the 1945 San Francisco Conference. Before turning myattention 
to that conference (in the next chapter), i want to discuss the 
implications of the postwar war crimestrials (and some of their 
predecessors) for the development and justification of universal human 
rights.94 

The war crimes trials, that followed in the wake of World War II 
were certainly procedurally imperfect and partial in their almost 
exclusive focus on the abominations of the vanqtfished.~5 Yet the trials 
made massive contributions to strengthening universalist dimensions of 
international humanitarian and human rights law. Moreover, even 
"victors’ justice" - if one concedes this characterization as accurate - 
was an achievement in the context of more visceral forces for revenge. 
Even "victors’ justice" was far removed from vengeful injustice, from 
victors" ve~geance. Indeed the victors were at times reluctant to hold 
the trials at all. Of special significance is the fact that there were some 
non-Western dimensions of the war crimes trials and their precedents, 
often neglected, which can be discerned in the Ottoman trials following 
the Great War, and in the trials in the Far East at the end of World War ’ 

As far as the augmentation of universalist dimensions of 
international humanitarian law is concerned, the World War II war 
crimes trials clarified and extended earlier notions of "the laws of 

humanity"gr and "crimes against humanity.’’~8 These notions, as the 
political scientist Gary Bass has demonstrated in his important archivatly 
based work, have a much longer history than has been commonly 
recognized. For instance, "crimes against humanity" were not created - 
let alone fabricated - at Nuremberg, but rather .can be traced back to at 
least the time of the Turkish massacre of Armenians in 19157~ They 
figured prominently, also, in various speeches and reports made by 
prominent British officials (such as Prime Minister Asquith, Lloyd 
George and Attorney-General Frederick Smith) during and after the 
Great War.~°°    Indeed the basic principle behind crimes against 
humanity goes back to the calls for humanitarian intervention in the 
nineteenth century. 

A noted American international legal scholar, Professor Quincy 
Wright,.~°~ who had held positions at Harvard, Minnesota and Chicago, 
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drew attention to possible analogies between the prosecution of crimes 
against humanity and cooperation on an international scale in relation to .... .    as "murder, rape, mayhem, arson, 
’~tmiversallY recogrnzed crimes s.uc~... ’ -,~ho.zzlement and theft." 

piracy, robbery- forgery, counter~emng, ~ ....... "         -~- 
hasized the references in the Hagu,,e Convention tv 

Wright .fu~h.erflmp],.,,~,~ ,, tho. °’laws of humanity, noting that the 
On Land wartare i.tyvJ) ~v ~- 
victims of their violation could be nationals, not only aliens. 

Respecting the jurisdiction to try alleged offenders for crimes 
twar trials at Nuremberg, in the Far East and 

a,ainst humamty, the pos .... ~_^ oo called " "universality 

&where,, cleansed   2tgo Te a 2 of urisdiction, notions of 
principle. Departing trom           s 
untraramelled state sovereignty, domestic jurisdiction and the depiction 

of individuals as mere objects of international law; this principle 

provided that there was universal jurisdiction to t~ war criminals. A_ny 
state could prosecute and try any person anywhere for a crime alleged to 
have been committed against anyone, regardless of nationality"~°a Those . 

persons committing crimes against humanity do just that - they threaten 
the community of humankind and make themselves, in the age-old 

phrase, "hostis humani generis.’" They are enemies of humankind’~3 
These principles of customary internatio~aal law have come to be 
incorporated in the 1949 Geneva Conventions and gave been vindicated 

in both the Israeli Eichmann case (1962) (whatever other defects this 
case displayed), and in the American case ofFitartiga v Peha-IraIa 
(1980), in which a Paraguayan citizen successfully.sued in the U.S.A. a 
Paraguayan ex-policeman, who was illegally in the U.S.A. at the time, " ’ in Paraguay.~°4 
for the torture death ofhm brother 

Immediate precursors to the Nuremberg trials included the Moscow 
Declaration (November 1, 1943), the Yaita Conference (February 11, 
1945) where the leaders of the Big Three declared their "inflexible 

purpose to ... bring all war criminals to just and swift punishment", and 
the Berlin Conference (August 2, 1945) where these powers "regarded it 

as a matter of great importance that the trial of those major criminals 
should begin at the earliest possible date?’~°s In the Moscow Declaration, 

which followed the creation of a United Nations WarCrimes 
Commission (UNWCC) in October 1943, Roosevelt, Stalin and 
Churchill said that Germans 

responsible for, or having taken a consenting part in the ..~ 

atrocities, massacres and executions, will be sent back to the 
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countries in which their abominable deeds were done in order 
that they may be judged and punished according to the laws of 
these liberated countries and of the free g0vemments which 
will be created therein]°~ 

This view is consistent with that of the American international lawyer 
Willard B. CoMes (Judge Advocate General’s Department) which he 
expressed in 1945: "... every independent State has jurisdiction to 
punish war criminals in its custody regardless of the nationality of the 
victim, the time it entered the war, or the place where the offence was 
committed?’t°7 The Moscow Declaration provided that "major criminals, 
whose offences have no particular geographical localization" ~ or, more 
accurately, were so widespread and of such a notoriously gross nature, 
would be ’~punished by the joint decision of.the Governments of the 
Allies.,,~°~ 

The Nuremberg Charter (Article 6) attached to the Agreement for 
the Establishment of an International Military Tribunal - signed by the 
U.S.A., France, the U.K. and the U.S.S.R. on August 8, 1945 - provided 
for three offences: crimes against peace, war erime~ and crimes against 
ht~manity. Twenty-two alleged senior German offenders were tried in 
the main trial, with three acquitted, but many others were tried in other 
contexts. The most important developments at Nuremberg in terms of 
international haman rights taw were the reinforcement of the notion of 
individual responsibility on the part of the leaders for the planning, 
carrying out and involvement in an illegal war; and on the part of anyone 
- military and political leaders and subordinates - engaged in the 
"systematic" mistreatment of "any civilian population." Such a 
systematic mistreatment could be a crime against humanity, regardless 
of the discredited doctrines of sovereign immunity, "superior orders" or 
authorization by "local laws." In this we can see a universalistic 
approach: a crime against humanity, for example, is a crime against 
humanity as s~tch.~°9 As Geoffrey Robertson, the famous Australian 
human rights lawyer, has explained at length: 

These Were not war crimes against enemy soldiers, but against 
Germaneivilians ... who were regarded as pseudo-humans. 
They were not committed because of the exigencies of war, but 
because of the vicious racism of Nazi leaders. Unlike the 
crimes of pirates and slavetraders, the traditional targets of 
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individt~al responsibility in international law, they did not need          . 
any international or transborder ¯element to attract ju~Ssdiction: 
these were crimes that the world could not suffer to take place 

anywhere, at any time, because they shamed everyone. They          ... 
were not, for that crucial reason, crimes against Germans 

(which therefore only Germans should punish); they were 
....: 

crimes against humanity, because the very fact that a fellow 

" 

" them diminishes every 
human could conceive and coram~t                              .:, 
member of the human race,n° 

The Nuremberg Charter provided for "an international military tribunal 
for the trial of war criminals whose .offences have no particular 

geographical location." Article 7 of the Charter provided that "The 
official position of defendants, whether as Heads of States or responsible 
officials in Government Departments, shall not be considered as freeing ¯ t" Article 8 of the 
them from responsibility or mitigating pumshmen ¯ 

Charter stated, in part, that "’the fact the defendant acted pursuant to the 
order of his Government or of a superior shall not flee him from 
responsibility, but may be cons" ered in mitigation of pumshmen .-. 

¯ .      ,.    ibilitv, t~ tribunal proclaimed that "the very 
On mdlvadual respons ~. ...... ~-ave international duties which 

is that mmvmuais ~                           - essence of the Charter. ...... :-~^sed b’~ the individual state ... 
transcend the national om~gauon~ .~p, 

~ . ¯ 

the state in anthorizing action moves 
outside its competence 

an 

internatlonat law. 
But the achievement of the Nuremberg Charter could not have been 

predicted, even given the record of Nazi abominations during World 
War II. The path to Nuremberg was a rocky one indeed, with much 
ambivalence, resistance and even outright opposition from West.era_ 
states, and their national populations, along the way This history ~s a 
less well known, less commonly told, account, drowned out by the 
deafening chorus that the Allies were meting out "victors’ justice" to the 
Nazis. Moreover, Gary Bass has amply demonstrated that the Western 

resistance to the proposals to try Nazis for war crimes had early 
precedents in the post-World War I experience. The U,S.A., for 
example, despite the internationalism of President Woodrow Wilson, :.:. arm. neutral or even hostile toward the plansfor 

was alternattvely lukew. . ..... m-eat War ~ let alone a trial of 
he trial of Germans at me ena .o.~..,m~ ,~,~_~ ~ .... t~v of State .Robert 

politicm teauer~.. _’.2 .... ~ ~ A’s neutrality meant mat tt ~n 
Lansing maintameCI ma~ m~ 
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favour "the policy of avoiding all protests on account of inhuman 
methods of warfare by. belligerents which are in violation of 
international law.’’~ While Lansing admitted, for exampte~ that the 
German bombardment of Antwerp, Belgium, had been "an outrage 
against humanity," he then cautioned that "[i]f we begin to make 
protests general in nature as to violations of civilized and. humane 
methods of s.laughter where are we going to stop?’, Indeed. Consistent 

with this approach, there was no American protest when Germany 
invaded Belgium; and a Zeppetin attack on London in 1915 was 
dismissed by President Wilson as "none of our business.’’~ 

On the proposed trial of Wilhelm II (1859-1941), Wilson was 
equally unenthusiastic. "I am not convinced", he said, "that the Kaiser 
was personally responsible for the war or the prosecution of it ~.. The 
Kaiser was probably the victim of circumstance and environment. In a 
case of this sort you Can’t with certainty put your finger on the guilty 
party.’’~ Official American outrage tended to be reserved for American 
victims, especially those who had fallen to Germany’s sttbmarine 
warfare,n~ The 1919 Peace Conference Commission on the 
Responsibility of the Authors of the War and the Enforcement of the 
Penalties was chaired by Robert Lansing, whom President Wilson 
directed to write a minority reportagainst the High Tribunal and the trial 
of Wilhelm II. The upshot was that the U.S.A. would not be involved in 
any war crimes tribunaI.~7 Despite more than sixty thousand Australian 

soldiers dying in World War I, Prime Minister W. M. "Billy" Hughes 
¯ was even more blunt in his opposition to war crimes trials: "You cannot 

indict a man for making war. War has been the prerogative of the right 
of all nations from the beginning, and if you say, well, as a result of this 
war, millions have died, you can say that much of Alexander and of 
Mose~ and of almost anybody.’’~ ~ 

Another example of American reluctance regarding the prosecution 
of international criminals is the U.S.A.’s response to the Turkish 
massacre of Armenians in 1915. Giving the rationalization that the 
Armenians were undermining the Turkish war effort by rendering aid to 
the Russians, the Turkish Government m-ranged for the killing of 
Armenian community leaders, and of Armenian. soldiers in the Ottoman 
forces, and also exposed many Armenian citizens to a "death march" 
across the Ottoman Empire. It has been estimated that approximately 
one million Armenians died as the result of this Turkish "ethnic 
cleansing.’’v~ 
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Within the Allied war crimes commission American representatives 

opposed inquiry into violations of "the laws of humanity" and the      ":: 
prosecutior~ of Turkish crimes aga:inst humanity. Ultimately this 
position was reflected in the Treaty of Lausanne (1923), which gave 
amnesty to those accused of the Amaenian massacre-~z° Christopher 

Blakesley has reminded his readers of the encouragement this weak     .i:;: 
response gave to Adolf Hitler as his genocidal plans took shape, 
reportedly asking sarcasticallY, "And who now remembers the 

Armenians?,,12~ 
In contrast to the American response, as far back as 1915 war 

crimes trials were formally a British war aim that had been endorsed by 
cabinet. Winston Churchill and British prime ministers Asquith and 

Lloyd George were at times strong advocates for the trial of the German 
Emperor Wilhelm II and of others accused of crimes under international 
law.~z2 But, ultimately, the escape ofWithelm II and the Crown Prince 

to the Netherlands in 1918 (which state refused to surrender them to the 
Allies), the limited success of the trials at Leipzig of Gemaan and 
Austrian defendants in the German Supreme court (Reichsgericht) in 

.23 ........ man Empire’s trials (1918-1923), soured official 
1920,’ ana otmeu~u ~,.-~1. That was how Leipzig and ¯ toward war crimes tt~n~, 

’ that feeling ..... ~’e "forgotten," a repressed memory 
Constantinople cam~ ~,, ~     ~ precedents for the trial of war 
precluded their being much noticed as 

crimes at Nuxemberg-~:~ " 
Despite resotmding Allied conderrmations between 1943 and 1945 

of Axis war crimes, Allied commitment to trials of any sort (and to 

seeking the justice due to those who had suffered crimes against 
humanity, especially Holocaust victims) often wavered. Following the 

" "c American and British public opinion, there was 
lead of .antagomst~_ ’ d officials in Britain, the U.S.A. and, le.ss substantial support ~mong Alhe 
surprisingly, the U.S.S.R., for military executions of at least the malor 
German criminals without any trial whatsoever’lz~ 

Abandoning his positive stance toward war crimes trials at the Great 
War’s end, Prime Minister Winston Churchill came up with a list of 50 
Nazis who would upon capture be shot without trial. The British 

Foreign Secretary, Anthony Eden, claimed that "the guilt of such as 
Himmler is so black that they fall outside and go beyond the scope of 

any judicial process." Lord Chancellor Simon chimed in that the 
"question of the fate of the Nazi leaders ... is a political, not a judicial, 
question. It would not rest with judges, however eminent or learned, to 
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decide finally a matter like this, which is of the widest and most vital 
public policy.’’a~6 In part their opposition was due to what they 
considered’the proposed trial’s unprecedented nature, and the lack of a 
clear foundation for it in international.law, which would thus render any 
convictions in violation of the nullum crimen sine lege ("no crime 
without law") maxim against retrospective criminalization and 
punishment. However, paradoxically and ironically, despite rhetoric 
from some Allied leaders, the opposition was also coloured, as Gary 
Bass has shown, by precedents such as Leipzig and Constantinople 
(which to their minds had turned out disastrously), as well as by the 
usual pressures of public opinion on politicians (especially in 
democracies) amid understandably mw desires for revenge,zz7 

At a foreign ministers conference in Moscow in November 1943, 
U.S. Secretary of State Cordell Hull seethed that if he could have his 
way he "would take Hitler and Mussolini and Tojo and their 
accomplices and bring them before a drumhead court martial, and at 
sunrise the following morning there would occur an historic incident."t~ 
In 1944, General Dwight Eisenhower expressed his desire, in a very 
unfortunate turn of phrase, to"exterminate all of the [German] General 

staff," numbering some 3500 people, including all members 0t’ the 
Gestapo and many senior Nazi Party members,a~9 

These kinds of sentiments were ultimately reflected in the American 
Morgenthau Plata of September 5, 1944 which came close to final 
approval. The plan was named after .its chief proponent, Henry 
Morgenthau, Jr., U.S. Treasury Secretary, and had garnered the support 

of Roosevelt and Churchill. "A list of the arch criminals whose obvious 
guilt has generally been recognized" by the Allies was to be made; the 
list was to be given to the "military attthorities"; and persons on the list 
were to be identified and apprehended. Then, according to the plan, "the 
person identified [by an officer at the rank of at least a General] shall be 

¯ put to death by firing squads made up of soldiers .of the United Nations 
[that is, of the Allies] 

It is reasonably common to find criticisms directed at the 
Nuremberg trial for the alleged dubiousness in law of its charges of 
crimes against peace and crimes against ht~manity, but tess commonly 
noted is the Allies’ own ambivalence toward a trial for the perpetrators 
of the Holocaust and their at least initial lack of enthusiasm for the 
notion of crimes against humanity. Although there were precedents for 
such crimes to be tried under intemational law, the post-Worid War I 
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experience of war crimes trials deterred the Allies from pursuing such 
methods and helped to suppress even the existence of those precedents. 
Rather, Allied, and especially American, emphasis was on punishing 
Nazi Germany for instigating World War IIY~ Prosecutor Robert 
Jackson, in the trial of the major Gemaan defendants, stressed the 
necessary nexus between Nazi atrocities and the preparations for and 
conduct of a war of aggression. This nexus continued some time after 
Nuremberg to be an element that would have to be proved to establish a 
crime against humanity.13~ At Nuremberg, Jackson argued that:. 

[t]he reason that this program of extermination of Jews and 
destruction of the rights of minorities becomes an international ¯ 
concern is this: it was part of a plan for making illegal war. 
Unless we have a war connection as a basis for reaching them, I 
would think We have no basis for dealing with atrocities. They 
were part of the preparation for war in so far as they occurred 
inside of Germany and that makes them our concern)33 

The possible fotmdation for prosecution of crimes against humanity in 
their own right, on the basis of the precedent of the Leipzig and 
Constantinople trials, was lost in Allied amnesia. 

Furthermore, there was only limited reference to the atrocities 

against Jews in official Allied speeches. For instance, the Moscow 
Declaration only indirectly referred to the Holocaust .as "the slaughters 
inflicted on the people of Poland" and made no explicit remarks 
regarding Jews)~4 The relative weakness of the Allied response 
generally to the Holocaust - the meagre efl’orts to assist European Jews, 
Britain’s failure to receive Jewish children escaping Vichy and its 
refusal to bomb the access to the Auschwitz camp because it would risk 
"valuable" (that is, British) lives~s - was an important .factor in the 
emphasis on Nazi aggression. But so were anti-Semitism, purported 
doubts .about the legality of any trial, and, at times, a lingering 
attachment to older notions of state sovereignty. This continuing 
attaclgnent was a particularly tragic irony, given that the shield of 
sovereignty had done so much to protect, hide i~nd sustain the atrocities 
conmaitted against German nationals, and especially,. Jews. D.B. 
Somervell, Britain’s Attorney-General, had, for instance, said that "the 
primary .... justifieation for punishing Hitler and his colleagues is the 
policy which they have pursued in bringing about and conducting~the 
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war-"~z~ And the British Foreign Office resisted any expansion of the 
brief of the United Nations War Crimes Commission to include the 

investigation of Nazi crimes committed against German nationalsj~7 As 
Bass concluded, "this hedging wa~a step back for Britain which had not 
hesitated in 1915 to condemn theOttoman Empire for atrocities against 

Armenians who were Ottoman subjeets.,,~)s 
Ultimately, however, the advocacy of Henry Stimson (the U,S. 

Secretary of War and the so-called "arehflect of Nuremberg") for a trial 
won out with President Trtmaan and the Allies. Important support came 
from U.S. Supreme Court Justices Felix Frankfurter (despite, Or in 
atonement for, his earlier scepticism about reports of massacres of Jews) 
and Robert Jackson.~9 Significantly, Stimson was successful because he 
found a way to eharmel public and official animus against Germany and 
the Nazis. He did this through conspiracy charges, the notion of 

corporate criminal liability (which included the German "govermnent," 
the Nazi Party and other "terror organizations") and by use of the 
category of "crimes against the peace.,,~40 For the sake of justice, the 
"nightmarish reports" from Allied forces coming Out of the liberated 
camps at Dachau and Belsen in April i945 forced the Holocaust into the 
brief of the Nuremberg trial. 

StilI, there were critical deficiencies at Nuremberg. The sound 
principles and serviceable trial processes were not applied at all to the 
Allied side. This was largely due to the tribunM’s exclusion oftu quoque 
("I did it, but so did you") evidence.m In addition, no traditional war 
crimes on the part of the Allies were put to triM, including submarine 

warfare, "wanton destruction," mistreatment of POWs, and Allied 
bombings of civilian targets - indeed even Ax~s bombings were excluded 
to avoid heightening Allied embarrassment,~a3 We "left out of our draft 
the destruction of villages and towns of Germany," 

~ ,,,-cucu prosecutor Robert Jackson, because, he admitted, "I think you wilt have great 

difficulty distinguishing between the military necessity for that kind of 
destruction as distinguished from some done by the Germans, assuming 
the war to be legitimate. It seems to me that those subjects invite 

recriminations that would n.ot be useful in the trial.,,~4. Allied crimes 
against humanity, Particularly by the Soviets (who notoriously blamed 
the massacre Of Polish officers in Katyn Forest on the Nazis), were not 
tried either]~ Another kind of improper selectivity was evident in the 

immunity granted to Nazi scientists and business leaders whose skills 
could serve the East or the West in a Cold War world]4~ 
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The International Military Tribunal for the Far East (the Tokyo 

Tribunal) was set up in 1946 to try Japanese officials and soldiers for eace, traditional war crimes and crimes against 
crimes against p ..... ~ .... a 1~,,~ torture, killings and 
humanity - including deam marcne~, ~,,,~ ..... ur,            forces 
massacrSs. The pattern for the horrendous conduct of Japanese . 

during the war was set by the "Rape of Nanking" in 1937, in which 
Japanese soldiers committed scores of thousands of ¯rapes of Chinese    .. 
women and girls, and killed more than 200,000 civilians in the Chinese 
capital. Japan was a signatory to, but had not ratified, the 1929 Geneva 

Convention for the humane treatment of POWs, and their soldiers were 
products of a brutal, fascistic, military regime of hierarchy and 
unqualified demands for obedience. One outcome of this was the 
appalling treatment of POWs by the Japanese: 36,375 out of a total of 
132,784 POWs perished - almost 28 per cent (with more than 35 per 
cent of Australian POWs, the highest percentage of Allied troops, dying ...:::’,’ 

in Japanese captivity))47 One scholar has described the character and 
conduct of the Japanese military during World War II as follows: 

... its armed forces ... had become exceptionally authoritarian 
... men were irained to blindly follow orders without question. 
Beatings had become a common method of enforcing 
discipline. Surrender had become the supreme disgrace ... 
[Japanese]f°rces during W°rld War II generall’ behaved with 
utter barbarity. The contempt that Japanese forces now felt          . 
towards POWs and civilians in occupied territories resulted in 

extensive incidents of war crimes and atrocities ..- tortm’e .... 
murder, rape and other cruelties ... ~4~ 

As with Nuremberg, the Allied prosecution team (led by the 

American Joseph Keenan) and the Tokyo Tribunal concentrated their 

efforts on Japanese responsibility for aggression. Thirty-six of the 55 
charges related to crimes against peace. Again, the application of the 
category of crimes against peace was skewed)4~ Judges Rabinod Pal 
(India) and Bernard R01ing (Netherlands) drew attention to Allied 
violations of the laws of war, especially its bombings (including the use 

of atomic bombs), which had not come within the purview of the trials. 
Rdling reflected that "lilt was horrible that we went there [Japan] for the 
purpose of vindicating the laws of war ... and yet saw every day how the 
Allies had violated them dreadful y. 
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Loss of Western resolve in the prosecution and trial of Japanese war 
crimes was evident in the deal struck not to prosecute Japan’s Emperor 
Hirohito despite his significant command of Japanese national and 
foreign policy,TM and in American pressure for the winding up of the 
Australian war crimes trials of Japanese. With the support of the 
American General Douglas MacArthur - in charge of occupied Japan- 
the need to maintain some political stability and unity in occupied Japan 
led to a decision to. preserve a place for the Emperor in peacetime and 
for the indefinite future. After all, the strategic value of Japan to the 
West in the emerging .Cold War was Well understood by the U.S. 
administration. The prosecution thus dutifully steered away from any 
responsibility on Hirohito’s part for war crimes,tSz When the Tokyo 
Tribunal delivered¯ its judgment in November 1948, American pressure 
was brought to bear on Australian military authorities to wind up their 
proceedings against the Japane, se. The U.K. terminated its war trials 
program in December of that year)~ 

While obviously imperfect, the trial of war crimes in the Far East 
moved some way beyond Nuremberg in the cultura! diversity of the 
Tokyo Tribunal’s bench (including judges from India, the Philippines,. 
China and the U.S.S.R.),~ in the ready availability of Japanese lawyers 
for the defence~, and in the geographical reach of the trials. Trials were 
conducted in the Far East and Pacific by the U.S.A., U.K., Australia (in 
Morotai, Labuan, Wewak, RabauI, Darwin, Singapore, Hong Kong, 
Marius), the Netherlands, France, the Philippines and China. There were 
well over two thousand trials across the region. 

Additionally, countries such as China had an important role in 
international declarations on war crimes such as the January 1942 St 
James PalaceDeclaration and the Cairn Declaration of December 1943, 
and in the Far Eastern and Pacific Sub-Committee of the United Nations 
War Crimes Commission (UNWCC) established in August 1942 

(China’s Ambassador to the U.K. was its first Chair). The Far-Eastern 
and Pacific Sub-Commission of the UNWCC was based in Chungking, 
China)s~ The prosecutors in these various trials sought justice for a 
diverse range of victims across the Far Eastern region, including Chinese 
nationals, indigenous peoples., Manchurians, Formosans mad Koreans.:sT 

War crimes trials were not at all the exclusive preserve of Western 
powers. More than 20,000 Japanese and Germans were convicted in 
trials held across Asia, the Pacific and Europe, "conducted by almost 
every country that had fought or been occupied by the Germans or the 
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japanese."~s~ In this respect, these war crimes trials welded a link 
between the. faltering Constantinople trials held in the .Ottoman Empire 

at the end of the Great War and international criminal justice at the end 
of World War II. Under pressure admittedly, the Ottoman a&ninistration 

took an initially active role in investigating the killing of Armenians and 
the mistreatment of British POWs.~59 The administration drew up lists of 
offeiaders, with little regard for their governmental position or official 
status and p°wer" Indeed’ Turkey rec°gnized the categ°ry °f crimes 

against humanity, arrested alleged offenders and secured con5ricti°ns of    . 

at least two high-ranking officials - among the first convictions of their 
kind. 

The Ottoman minister of the interior compiled a list of 60 persons 

accused of responsibility for the Armenian massacres. In February 1919, 
Turkish authorities arrested around 50 prominent leaders and citizens, 

including the grand vizier Said tlalim Pasha; justice, finance, public 

works, interior, public instraction, and foreigaa affairs ministers; the    ... .... 
governor of Lebanon; and former directors of police and intelligence’tr°    .::. 
in convicting a lieutenant governor of the Yozgat district, and the 
commander of the Yozgat police (who, respectively, received .. 

¯ 
nians the Ottoman war crimes court announced that de orting Arme , ¯ , ...... .~ oa,wTation The are never 

P ainst numamty ~uu ..... t. 
¯ Y ....... 

"[a]ll these facts are ag ._t. .... 
n considerations- Moslena supreme,. 

comp tible in any manner to m~ ..... 
justic~ consider [sic] these events as murder, pillage, robbery, ann 
crimes of enormous magnitude’’’a~a ....... 

Raphael Lelrddn, a Polish Jew who studied linguistics and law at the 
University of Lvov, and who was fluent in several languages, made his 

way to New York where he invented the word "genocide". from Ancient 
Greek and Latin roots-16~ He made the prohibition of genocidal condnct 

his life’s obsession. As with !tersch Lauterpacht,a~ members of his 
family had been killed by the Nazis, and he was similarly’ convinced that 

warped positivistic conceptions both of international concern and 
sovereignty needed to be drastically refashioned. It was, he thought, a to an 

contrary to ’ mvfl~zatmn and good sense "that selling drug 
individual is a matter of worldly concern, while gassing millions of 

h~u~an beings might be a problem of internal coneern-’’~6~ ConsequentlY, 
for Lemkin, sovereignty meant matters such as "conducting an 
independent foreign and internal policy, building schools, construction 
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of roads ... all types of activity directed towards the welfare of people," 
not "the right to kill millions of innocent people.’’~6 

Lemkin’s early lobbying for a. genocide convention met with 
indifference when, working as an international law adviser for the U.S. 
War Department in 1944, he sought out FDR~s Vice-President Henry 
Wallace, mad then wrote a memorandum to FDR. Lemkin turned to the 
representatives of developing countries, from whom he received a much 
more positive reception. He was able to persuade representatives from 
Panama, Cuba and India, with the support of Saudi Arabia, to fasliion a 
draft resolt~tion on genocide for consideration by the U,N. General 
Assembly. He initiated and facilitated an international cormnittee against 
genocide that was linked to groups in 28 countries and thereby claimed 
to act on behalf of more than 200 million people. Furthermore, China 
played a pivotal role in the development of the Genocide Convention. 
China’s draft convention, for example, was adopted for consideration in 
I948 in preference to a U.S. one]67 China also supported an expansive 
conception of genocide, .consistent with Lemkin’s view, that went 
beyond physical destruction of a group to. incorporate cultnral genocide. 
It promoted, also, the notion of universal jurisdiction and of the idea of 
having an international court to adjudicate upon allegations of 
genocide]6~ In a similar vein, Lemkin had argued that those persons who 
instigate and commit acts of genocide "should be punished wherever 
they were caught, regardless of where the crime was committed, or the 
criminals’ nationality or official status.’’~69 To China’s contribution were 
added those of Brazil, Egypt, Iran and Uruguay, all of which had seats 
on the drafting committee.~7° 

In stark contrast, despite some early U.S. support for the passage of 
the Genocide Convention,. particularly among lawyers in the State 
Department, and sporadically from President Truman, it was savagely 
criticized in the Senate and by a number, of private organizations, most 
notoriously by the American Bar Association (ABA). There was an 
alliance between sections of the Senate and the AI3A that killed the 
possibility of U.S, ratification of the Convention.m 

The ABA was at the tinae an almost exclusively white organization, 

with very few African American members. In its opposition to the 
Convention, the ABA was motivated by xenophobic, racist isolationism. 

The ABA’s president, Frank H01man, and its Committee on Peace and 
Law, chaired by one Alfred T. Schweppe, depicted the Convention as 
part of a communist plot of U.N. "world government"; not surprisingly 
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finding in this strategy firm allies in Senators John Bricker (who later 

sought to weaken the presidential power in relation to treaties) and the 
ubiqtfitons Joseph McCarthy)72 The Convention would, in their view, 

interfere with the constitutional rights of states and threaten freedom of 

speech. But it was the improbable threat to state Jim Crow segregation 

laws that was, at the end of the day, the real reason for their opposition to the Convention. In fnlly paranoid, or .simply cynical, flights of 

ested that the lynching of a single 
.amagmatlon, the ABA. even s.ugg . f a few "Chinamen" {to 
African American, or tide rtmmng out of town o 

use Schweppe’s ugly hypothetical) could constitute genocide under the 

treaty, as could causing "mental harm" to blacks through segregation in 

the South. The)e was no moral embarrassment evident in those who 
spoke of these actions, but rather indignation that they could be. 

outlawed by the international community when in their own minds they 
were so clearly internal matters)73 

As indicated, the ABA forged a strong alliance with sections of the 

Senate that unapologetically defended a rigid sovereignty over the 
domestic sphere in the U.S.A) 
Relations Committee, Democratic Senator Cormally from Texas, 

opposed any "treaties that bind us to do things in our domestic 

jurisdiction,’,lv~ In 1950, Senator Alexander Wiley, a Republican from 
Wisconsin, "didn’t think the peoples of the earth [were] in any position 

where they can tell this great people on morals, politics and religion how 

they should live’’)76 Raphael Lemkin.-even had to endure Congressional 
tion to his "foreign" i~:aekground, and was denied the 

slights in rela - . ¯ .... :n~S related to the ratification ¯ testi at Congressxona~ noun ~ . . 
opportumty to    fY _~ .... a ct of his own thinking and 

of the Convention that was so much , 

tireless, obsessive labours. 
On December 9, 1948, 55 delegates voted for the Genocide 

Convention, none against. The following states ratified the Convention 

with no reservations whatsoever: Cambodia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, E1 Salvador, Ethiopia, Guatemali~, Haiti, Israel, Jordanl Liberia, Panama, 

Monaco’ Republic of Korea, Saudi Arabia, Sri Lanka and Turkey. 
However, in the U.S.A. a meeting of the Senate Foreign Relations 

Committee was adjourned without debate on September 17, 1951. The 
Convention was not considered again until fully two decades later. And 

it was not until 1986 that the Convention would be ratified by the 

U.S.A., albeit with a burden of many reservations and declarations that 

drastically weakened its potential impact)7~ 
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CHAPTER 3 

The U.N. Charter and the Universal. 
Declaration of Human Rights 

¯ The United Nations Conference on International Organization in San 
Francisco in 1945 provided the many critics of.the plans decided upon 
at Dumbarton Oaks with an historic opportunity - one that the critics 
seized, despite the resistance they faced. The conference was notable 
for its improved representativeness and for the critical role played by 
NGOs2 There were 300 official delegates and 2,500 advisers present: 
Historian Paul Lauren has concluded that "[n]ever before in the history 
of the world had so many nations of such various sizes been so widely 
represented at such a high-level international conferencel Never before 
had Asia and the Pacific Rim been given so much recognition.’’2 

While the use of committees and "working commissions" meant 
that the conference was unusually democratic,~ this view must balanced 
by acknowledgement of the reality of the Great Powers’ influence. This 
influence was ultimately seen in the preeminence of the Security 
Council and the predominance of. the Permanent Five. within it. 
Nevertheless, far from being a hegemonic imposition by the .Western 

powers on an unwilling world, the recognition of human rights in the 
U.N. Charter was the hard,fought,~ and none too certain, result ot" the 
advocacy and lobbying of small and middle powers (especially Latin 
American countries) and NGOs, and of the impetus from world public 
opinion.4 

What, then, was the attitude of the Great Powers, and, in particular, 
the U.S.A., toward human rights, culminating at San Francisco? The 

;American historian Rowland Bracken, in a work based on extensive 
research, has traced a shift in the early 1940s in the U.S.A.’s 

stance on .human rights, from the more sympathetic and expansive 

¯117 
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views Of President Wilson (though we have to remember the significant 

blind spots in them) and the early Roosevelt administration, to the 

latter’s more conservative, years and those of the Harry Truman and 

Dwight Eisenhower presidential administrations.~ 
It is a complex task to determine the nature and ~uthenticity of 

Franklin Roosevelt’s and the U.S. State Department’s .support for 

human rights, given internal divisions and changes over time, as well as 

the difference between human rights rhetoric and actors’ und~)!ying 

motives and real policy intentions.6 One aspect of the internal divisions 

in the State Department was the rivalry between the more conservative 

Secretary of State Cordell Hull and the .more progressive 
Undersecretary Sumner’Welles. Another conflict revolved arotmd State 

Department resistance in the summer of 1943 to "pleas by scholars and 

activists to grant some measure of jurisdiction over human rights issues 

to an international organization.’’7 

Human rights invocations by Roosevelt during the war, as well as 

the Atlantic Charter, Were inspirational rallying calls. But the focus on 

wiiming the war, its accompanying devastation, American domestic 

racial politics8 (and the racial politics of the British Empire), and the 

lessons of the League of Nations (especially the U.S.A.’s failure to join 

it), contributed to the U,S.A.’s dilution of its stated commitments to 
human rights. Instead, non-intervention, national sovereignty, and an 

emphasis on national and international security became key themes. In 

1944, the postwar Informal Political Agenda Grot~p made only one 

reference to human r!ghts, and decided not to include reference to them 

in the list of purposes of the proposed postwar International 
Organization. This was an indication of internal departmental and 

Allied reluctance. The pursuit of an international bill of rights and 

commission on human rights became less pressing for Roosevelt and 

was met, respectively, with "indifference" and "opposition" from 

Churchill and Stalin. The U.S.S.R., for example, wanted the postwar 

organization to devote itself almost exclusively to peace and security 

issues, with non-intervention a governing principle? The British were 

anxious that their imperial interests not be interfered with.a° 

Early in 1944, U.S. Secretary of State Cordell Hull retreated from ~ 

commitment to human rights, referring to "self-government" only 

peoples who were "qualified," and laying stress on "non-intervention" 
and "national sovereignty." On December 19, 1944, Roosevelt cast 

doubt on the Atlantic Charter as a source of real obligation. A deal was 
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also struck between the State Department and leading conservative 
senators, including an assurance to them that there would be no 

"domestic interference" with local state race laws.I1 
As previously discussed, there was only a very modest provision in 

relation to human fights in the Dumbarton Oaks proposals. Bracken 
has, I think~ explained one of the puzzles of the Dumbarton Oaks 

conference - that is, American opposition to, and support for, human 
fights. He notes the claim by some historians~2 that the U.S.A. battled 
for inclusion of a human rights clause in the face of British and Soviet 
opposition,a~ However, he concludes that "the Americans never favored 
a strong human rights plank,’’~ were uncertain about whether there 
should even be an Economic and Social Council, and emphasized that 
"It]he international organization should refrain from intervention in the 
internal affairs of any state ..."~ So, because the American delegation 
wanted to minimize incursions into American sovereignty, their 
lobbying for "the inclusion of a general, inconspicuous human rights 
clause somewhere in the outline for an international orgar!ization’’~6 
was perfectly consistent. Nevertheless, domestic pressure from 
organizations such as the American Jewish Committee led to some 
changes to the Dumbarton Oaks proposals: including the "promotion of 
human rights" as a purpose of the United Nations Organization, a role 
for the General Assembly in making "human fights recommendations," 

and in spfnsoring a bill of rights, and the. proposed establishment of an 
expert human rights commission which could receive individual 
petitions. In response to further pressure, and to the necessity of 
"selling" the idea .of the U.N. to the American public, U.S. 
Undersecretary of State Edward. Stettinius, Jr., invited 42 private 
organizations to participate in the San Francisco Conference as 
"consultants." The two critical factors in the achievement of the human 
rights clauses in the U,N. Charter were the advocacy and pressure of 
diverse states other than the Great Power Allies; and the activism of a 
multitude of NGOs. The Great Powers focused their attention on 
securing the dominance of the Security Council (and their dominance 
in it), the rights of states, and the continuation of colonialism.~V 

Latin American states provided passionate support for the human 
fights cause. Guatemala and Paraguay (together with Egypt and 
Mexico) argued for human rights to be recognized as an essential 
purpose of the United Nations. Brazil, the Dominican Republic and 
Mexico called for "respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms 
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without discrimination against race, sex, condition or creed.’’1~ Bolivia,    .. 
Cuba, Panama and Mexico sought to include a bill of rights in the U.N. 
Charter. Chile declared that human rights ought to prevail over national     .: 
sovereignty. India, New Zealand, Norway and Lebanon, like Cuba, 
agreed that explicit, universal human rights should be included at the 
start of the U.N. Charter. China took the baton from Japan in arguing 

for the ~ecognition of principles of racial equality and 
self-determination, and Australia and New Zealand, surprisingly (even 
given their governments’ mildly socialist leanings) advocated a 
Trusteeship Committee to concern itself with the human rights of 
people in colonies and dependent territories. And, in the perhaps safer 
language of "development" (encompassing "welfare," "social," 
"economic" and "political" aspects), Dr. Herbert Evatt of Australia and 
Peter Fraser of New Zealand drew attention to the U.N.’s obligation to 

address the condition of indigenous peoples. Australia and New i..: 
Zealand were prominent, also, in advocating the recognition of 

economic and social rights, including a ri.ght to "full employment" 
which was branded by theU.S.A, as "too communistic." In contrast to 
the U.S.A.’s position, most delegates at the San Francisco Conference 
closely examined a wide range of economic and social rights.1~       " 

Delegates of medium and small powers were given solid backing 
from a variety of NGOs.z° The NGO consultants at San Francisco 
ranged from religious groups to internationalist organizations and those . 
concerned with racial issues,zl They had "extraordinary and 
unprecedented influence,’’2~ a "remarkable impact ... exerted on the 
very genesis of human rights in the U.N. system:"~                     ..~:.~ 

In contrast, true to the period leading up to San Francisco, the 
U.S.A. had remained very focused on security issues, a position held by ":.: 
leading U.S. delegate Virginia Gildersleeve-:4 In response to her views 
a letter was drafted by representatives from the American Jewish 

Committee and a consultant from the American Association of the 
United Nations. It called on the American delegation to include human 
rights in the purposes of the U.N. and to create a human rights 
commission, and was signed by 21 consultants. The U.S. delegation 

relented to the pressure brought to bear upon it and brought the 
proposals before the Big Four on May 2, 1945. They accepted that the. 

ftmdmnental U.N. should promote "respect for human rights and            .. ~.~,. 
advancl g . :~.:~I~’:;:... freedoms," that the General Assembly would have a role in "n ............ " ..... 

them without discrimination, and that the U.N.’s Economic and Social 
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Council (ECOSOC)would be able to establish a human rights 

cormnission.~ Brucken argues that "Stettinius and the American 
delegation knew that securing the agreement of the forty-two other 
nations present might be hard to achieve, for several governments and 
American pressure groups thought the Big Four amendments too 

conservative.’aa Thus, far from the Charter’s proposed human fights 
being foisted on an unwilling world by .the U.S.A., the U.S.A. was 
criticized for not going far enough in protecting human rights. Indeed, 
the U.S.A. continued to oppose the more radical proposals of Latin 
America and the U.S.S.R., and lobbied for a domestic jurisdiction 

clause (which is now Article 2(7) of the U.N. Charter)Y William 
Korey, the author of a large-scale study of human rights NGOs, seems 
to. imply that it was really only the American NGOs that were 
responsible for the inclusion of human rights provisions in the U.No 
Charter,~ but this is a lopsided account. For a start, many American 
consultants had international links, including the National Association 
for the Advancement. of Colored People (NAACP) and groups from 
other countries also had an intluence: the World Trade Union Congress, 

Provisional World Council of Dominated Nations, West Indies 
National Council, Sino-Korean People’s League, and Non-European 
United Committee (based in Cape Town, South Africa) among them)9 

Historian Carol Anderson has, further, persuasively documented 
the impact of an African American internationalism in the lead-up to 
the creation of the U.N., and in its early days. As this book has 
demonstrated, African American groups in the U.S.A. were able to 
expose parallels between the plight of those li’~ing under the yoke of 
imperialism and colonialism in nearer or far-flung lands (and, indeed, 
regarding the condition of all people of color), and that of African 
Americans, ..from slavery to segregation. African Americans were 
suffering not only as blacks in a United States stained by racism, but as 

"coloreds in a white dominated world." Their suffering, empathetic 
capacity, solidarity and fate were, on this view, inextricably linked with 
the persistence and perishing of "white colonialism." National civil 
rights and international human rights had to be fought for in a double 
straggle: "the struggles for human and civil fights were interwoven, and 
African Americans were determined to bring about human rights and 
decolonization in the postwar world.’;~° 

An example of this linked struggle was the "Third World’s" 
rejection of American attempts to forestall India’s complaint to the 
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U.N. (dated June 22, 1946) over South African discrimination against 

Indian workers in South Africa. The U.S.A. had tried to take the 
complaint completely outside the jurisdiction of the U.N. The U.N. 
General Assembly rejected the U.S. proposal, based on Article 2(7) 
(,’domestic jurisdiction") of the Charter, reiterating that every state 
signatory of it had "made a certain renunciation Of their sovereignty," 

and that it "imposed upon each [U.N.].member an obligation to refrain 
from policies based upon race discrimination." South Africa, in a 
victory for the Third World in coalition with the Soviet Union, and to 
the bafflement of the U.S.A., was formally censured ina 1947 General 
Assembly ¯resolution for breaching the human rights standards of the 
U.N. Charter. As Anderson observed, the "UN action seemingly Set an 

outstanding precedent. If the emerging system of apartheid was a 
violation of human rights, then certainly Jim Crow [segregation in the 

U.S.A.] had to be as well.’’3~ 
Dr. W. E. B. Du Bois of the NAACP had earlier criticiged the 

Dumbarton Oaks Conference and organized a colomal conference on 
April 6, 1945 to prepare for San Francisco. It brought together scholars 
and other:representatives hailing from Indonesia, British Guiana~ 
Uganda, the Gold Coast, Burma, Puerto Rico, India, Jamaica, and from 
other regions of Asia, Africa and the Caribbean. The conference 
proposed the establishment of a colonial commission which would set a 
timetable for the move toward independence of every colonial territory, 
and have the U.N. enforce adequate economic, political and social 
standards in every territory, whether a mandate or not~ Moreover, the 

U.N. would be required to ensure that any Mandatory Power exercising 
discrimination in such a territory would have its administering power 
stripped from it. The commission was also to "secure industrialization, 

economic advancement, and social services in all colonial areas, an 
anticipation in a sense of Third World advocacy o£ a right to 

development.3z 
American and Allied resistance to the recognition of human rights 

in the U.N. Charter, together with the fact that the views of the NGOs 
ultimately largely prevailed, are sufficient to rebut historian Kristen 
Sellars’ thesis that the American government had all along 
committed to human rights and a commission, and simply manipulated 

the NGOs; giving them a false sense of autonomy as they pressured 
the U.S. government to do what it had already intended to do23 
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When formally agreed, the U.N. Charter34 referred to human rights 
in a number of its provisions. The Preamble reaffirms "faith in 
fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human 
person, in the equal rights of men and women ... to promote social 
progress and better standards of life in larger freedom." Article 1(3) 
urges "intemationaI cooperation in solving international problems of an 
economic, social, cultural, or humanitarian character" and the 
promotion and encouragement of "respect for human rights and for 

fundamental freedoms for all without distinction, as to race, sex, 
language or religion ..." Articles 10, 11 and 13 concern the General 
Assembly. Article 13 empowers the General Assembly to. initiate 
studies and make recommendations to promote "international 
cooperation in the economic, social, cultural, educational, and health 
fields," and to assist "in the realization of human rights and 
fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, 
language, or religion." Article 22 describes the General Assembly’s 
power to establish "subsidiary organs," including those relating to 
human rights. Articles 58, 60, 62 and 66(2) concern specialized 
agencies and the responsibilities of the General Assembly and 
Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC). Article 62, for example, 
provides that ECOSOC "may make recommendations for the purpose 
of promoting respect for, and observance of, human rights and 
fundamental freedoms for all"; and authorizes the drafting of 
conventions (3) and the arrangement of ¯conferences (4). Article 68 
requires that ECOSOC "set up commissions in economic and social 
fields and for the promotion of human rights." Article 73 mandates 
respect for "the interests of the inhabitants" of non-self-governing 
territories; and Article 76 similarly refers to the encouragement of 
"respect for human rights" in the context of the trusteeship system.~ 

Article 55 provides that, in order to foster stable, peacefu! and 
friendly international relations ("based on respect for the principle of 
equal rights and self-determination of peoples"), the United Nations 
shalt promote: 

a. higher standards of living, full employment, and 
conditionsof economic and social progress and 
development; 
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b. solutions of international economic, social, health, and 
related problems; and international cultural and 

educational co-operation; and 

c. universal respect for, and observance of, human rights 

and fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to 
race, sex, language or religion.             - 

The article is significant in drawing, attention to links between human 
rights violations within a state, international dysfunctions of various 
kinds, and instability predisposing the world to conflict. Domestic 
tyranny, oppression or deprivation could increase the likelihood of 
aggressive foreign policy.36 Anticolonialist struggles and Wilsonian 
ideals, are reflected in ~the reference to the "equal rights and 
self-determination of peoples." The article also embodies the concerns 
at the time of many social-democratic welfare states s~ach as Australia 
and New Zealand, by referring to socio-economic conditions, standards 
of living, employment, development and health. All of this is consistent 
with the burgeoning of international cooperation and organizations in 
the nineteenth century. Axticle 55 also includes a long-sought 

non-discrimination clause. 
These provisions¯ are not at all confined to Western or European 

experience, or, in particular, to a narrow statist focus on 
"Enlightenment" civil and political liberties as conventionally 
conceived. Their attention to "macro" international dilemmas makes 
recent debates over the global probldmatique, for example, seem much 
less novel. Unfortunately these provisions have not always been taken 

seriously. 
Article 56 states that all UoN. members "pledge themselves to take 

joint and separate action in cooperation with" the U.N. "for the 

achievement of the purposes set forth in Article 55." 
Common criticisms of the human rights provisions ha the Charter 

are that the language used is uncertain and that there is much 
about whether they create international legal obligations, and, if so, of .. 
what kind.~7 On the first point, the breadth of the language has some 
advantages: allowing for the evolution of standards over time, for 
instance in relation to unforeseen circumstances and new insights, and 

in maximizing cultural inclusiveness. In terms of the second point, 
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use of the word "shall" in Article 55 and "pledge" in Article 56 clearly 
suggests legal obligation38; the U.N. Charter is,. after all, an 
international treaty?9 Any weakness is to be found in the nature or 
substance of the obligatioh, "promotion" being a matter of degree. 
International lawyer Peter Malanczuk concludes that "the vagueness of 
the language probably leaves a wide discretion to states about the speed 
and means of carrying out their obligations." He also argues that the 

¯ provisions do not give individuals rights, but rather only confer benefits 
on them - a resurrection of the old line on indi~viduals as at best 
"objects" of international law.~° However, he cites no legal authorities 
for his conclusion, which is inconsistent with the plain Words 
"human rights" (emphasis added) and the overall tenor of Article 55. 

As we have seen, the U.S.A. was particularly concerned that any 
international organization not interfere in domestic issues. Article 2(7) 
provides that:- 

Nothing contained in the present Charter shall authorize the 
United Nations to intervene in matters which are essentially 
within the domestic jurisdiction of any state or shall require 
the Members to submit such matters to settlement under the 
present Charter; but this principle shall not prejudice the 
application of enforcement measures trader Chapter VII. 

Any supranationalism in the Charter couid thus be undermined by this 

commitment to national sovereignty or non-intervention, consistent 
with a realist model of independent states acting upon each other like 

impenetrable billiard balls. Nevertheless, over time the language of 
Article 2(7) has proven to be. elastic, and compatible with at leas~ the 

legal doctrine (if not always the realization) of the protection of human 
rights. A state’s confol~ity to its own law¯will not excuse a violation of 
law at the intemational level.~ Moreover, thecry of "domestic 
jurisdiction" is much less likely to be accepted these days as a defence 
to a charge that a state has violated human rights. This fact helps to 
advance the Nuremberg principle. Over time the extent of what can be 

considered a "domestic" issue has contracted, as has the traditional 
supremacy accorded to state sovereignty, as ¯ former U.N. 
Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali . once announced. 
Concurrently, the understanding of what constitutes a "threat to the 
peace, breach of the peace, or act of aggression" (U.N. Charter, Article 
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39) has expanded. The impact of.this has been that intrastate conduct, 
such as gross human rights abuses, may be adjudged a threat to 
international peace and security (for example,bY resulting in a civil 
war that spills across borders, provoking r~prisals, or prompting 
military and/or humanitarian (or other) intervention in or against the 
offending state). These .developments are evident in the humanitarian .. 
interventions since the 1990 G~lf War, with Security Council backing, 

in, for example, .Haiti, Somalia, the former Yugoslavia, Rwanda and 
Kosovo under Chapters VI and VIi of the U.N. Charter. In any event, 
on its face Article 2(7) does not suggest that a state or other official 
body committing human rights violations is not acting ufilawfully; 
rather it declares that the United Nations may not intervene (except 

under Chapter VII) in such matters. What is meant by "intervene" is 
obviously ambiguous, and it is not clear that it would preclude, say, 

diplomatic representations. So Article 2(7), even on a fairly 
conservative reading, does not deny that a state’s actions may be in 
violation of international human rights law, althot~gh acting within its 

domestic jurisdiction; nor does it give a state immunity from legal 
¯ consequence or sanction for its violations.4~ 

Despite these newer consm~ctions, Article 2(7) remains something 

of an obstacle to punishment of human rights violations. The 
undemocratic nature of the Security C~uncil, the relative weakness of 

the General Assembly, the lack of independent funding and .military 
forces, the absence of compulsory international adjudicati°n (in which 
individuals would have standing) and enforcement mechanisms, and 
the iirnitations of the trusteeship scheme43 are among the familiar 
criticisms of the constitution of .the U.N. Nor was there yet an 

international bill of rights. 
The UDI-IRa~ has been criticized for, among other things, the lack 

of representativenessof the process that led to its creation, as well as 
the. supposedly "Western" nature of the norms it contains. The legal 
Scholar Makan Mutua,~5 for example, has argued that the philosophy 
behind the UDHR and the human rights regime is "essentially 

European," with "non-Western" views being "largely unrepresented," 
According to Mutua, the "West" imposed its human rights philosophy 

on the world, able to do so because of its dominance in the U.N. in 
1948. He argues that "most African and Asian states" were not able to 
participate in the drafting process because of the impediments of 
colonialism, Further, economic, social and cultural rights were, on his 
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view, "downgraded" in the UDHR, compared with the (presumed to 
be) Western civil mad political rights; despite what he terms the 
"ineffectual resistance" of the "minority socialist bloc." And he alleges 
that the individual drafters of the UDHR were mainly Europeans or 
"Westerners," or were non-Western in only a nominal or tokenistic 
sense. This last-mentioned point is commonly made by those who wish 
to argue against the apparent cultural diversity of the drafters. Mu~ua 
quotes international legal scholar Virginia Leary as emphasizing that 
the non-Europeans Pen-Chung Chang (China) and Charles. Malik 
(Lebanon) were "educated in the West.’’~6 Leary’s view raises questions 
of cultural authenticity and representation as well as cultural 
determinism: is a particular worldview transmitted by education in "the 
West" (a term which can suggest a dangerous, misleading 
homogenization); one which cannot be evaluated or transcended - if 
need be -by a person so educated? 

Mutua, himself a graduate of Harvard Law School and, at the time 
of writing, Director 0fthe Human Rights Center at S.U.N.Y. at Buffalo, 

New York, wrote that while the drafters seemed to be a "culturally 
diverse" group (three from Latin America, two from Asia, and two 
from Europe) ~’it was in reality Eurocentric" because Chang had studied 
at Clark College and Malik at Harvard University, where he had also 
spent some time teaching.4~ The irony, if one accepts his own argttment 
about Western education, of the Western-educated Mutua advocating a 
"non-Western" view of human rights should be evident. 

The drafters were. in fact a diverse lot, neither illegitimately 
aligned with nor able to be readily manipulated by the West. In addition 
to Malil~ and Chang, the draRers included F~lix Nieto del Rio and 

Hern~n Santa Cruz from Chile, Osman Ebeid and Omar Loufli of 
Egypt, Ghasseme Ghani from Iran, German Gil Guardia of Panama, 
General Carlos P, Romulo from the Philippines, Hansa Mehta 
representing India and Otero J. Morn of Uruguay. Hansa Mehta, 
educated at the University of Bombay and then the LoS.E., was hardly a 
puppet of Western imperial designs. She had been the head of the All 
India Women’s Conference, had written a pamphlet (Civil Liberties 

(1945)) decrying Britain’s use of emergency powers in her cotmtry, and 
the censorship, confiscation of property and detention without trial that 
was associated with it.. Indeed, she had even endured imprisonment in 
the years 1930, 1932 and 1940-1941 at the hands of colonial 

authorities for her civil disobedience activities in India. As the Harvard 
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legal scholar Mary Ann Glendon reports, General gomulo thought of     " 
himself as a "third world soldier." He was one of the strongest and 

most outspoken critics of colonialism, and a persistent advocate for the 

entrenchment of the principle of equality of treatment of persons under     ;:i 
international law. A Lebanese Arab, Malik was influenced by growing :::i 

up in a country where he was exposed to Christian, Islamic, Arabic and 
French cultures. With regard to the claim that he was liable to be 
manipulated by Western forces, the lonely Malik was a fiercely 
independent member of the Commission on Pluman Rights. Moreover, 
he came to be heavily engaged in Middle East politics, especially 
through his role as the main spokesman for tl~e Arab League. Chang 
had been Dean of Tsing Hun College and a professor at Nankai 
University in China. He was familiar with Islamic culture, having been 
China’s ambassador to Turkey from 1940 to .1942. He had also held an 
ambassadorial post in Chile during the war. He was a commiited anti- 
imperialist. As Glendon emphasizes, Chang "deplored the efforts of 
colonial powers to impose on other peoples a standardized way of 
thinking and a single way of life. That sort of uniformity could be 
achieved, he said, only by force at the expense of truth. It could never ¯ 
last." Both Chang and Santa Cruz were staunch supporters of economic 
and social fights. According to the U.N.’s John Humphrey, Chang and 

Malik were the dominant intellectual forces when it came to the drafting the UDI-IR. This evidence regarding the diverse backgrotmd of 

the drafters can be deployed to rebut claims similar to Mutua’s that :;. 
have been made by other scholars4~ 

British political scientist Tony Evans has been one of the principal 
exponents of the view of"the Project of Universal Hmr~an Rights" as a 
projection of "US Hegemony-’’49 Evans proceeds on the basis that the : 
UDHR was a result of the exercise of hegemonic power by the U.S.A. " 
in its own interests. Evans’ argument can be broken down into three 

main phases. In the first phase, Evans describes the U.S.A. as a 
hegemon that put "universal" human rights to the forefront..:. 
internationally. Influenced by Gramscian hegemonic and regime..:: 
theories, Evans argues that such human rights were in the interests of, 

and provided a legitimating cloak for, the United States. Some 
key interests he identifies include the following: the role of the rhetoric.. 
of human rights as a moral mobilizer of American society during World 

War II (principally as a way of countering popular American:::. 
isolationist resistance to the U.S.Ao’s becoming involved in a "forei: 
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war); the legitimation of American intervention internationally, 

particularly in order to establish a global free-trade regime; as a symbol 
for the "Americanizing" of the World in the image of liberal capitalism; 
and as a propaganda weapon against the communist bloc as the 
Cold War intensified.5° For Evans, universal human rights were used by 
the U.S.A. as a "symbol of solidarity" to gain popular approval of "a 
new international political and economic order with the United States 
adtively at its centre.’’~1 

In the second phase (arguably dating, for Evans, from the 
mid-1950s, but he is unclear on this), human rights expanded in 
directions that the U.S.A. did not approve of, and that conflicted with 
its interests. Communist states, for example; pressed for recognition in 
the UDHR of rights to work, to social security, and for a strong role for 
the state in realizing rights; despite, also, the U.S.S.R. givin.g these a 
strongly positivist character, and providing a staunch defence of state 
sovereignty and non-intervention. What Evans calls less developed. 
states (including the Latin American "bloc") advocated that human 
rights be legally guaranteed, that humanitarian intervention in the cause 
of human rights not be frustrated by any doctrine of state sovereignty, 
and - especially critical for the U.S.A. - that economic, social and 
culturat rights be accorded a respect equal to that given to civil and 
political rights with which they were intertwined. Evans argues that 
while economic, social and cultural rights found a place in the UDHR, 
they were degraded relative to civil and political rights by special 
qualifications. Other international developments described by Evans as 
contrary to American interests included the leadership role of the 
U.S.S.R. in relation to developing states’ claims for equality of states, 
racial equality, seIf-determinationand decolonization.52 

Evans seems baffled that the American hegemon was not able to 
prevail on the question of the nature of the international human rights 
regime. In relation to the contrary developments just described, Evans 
concludes that: 

[f]inding such demands unacceptable and irresistible, the 
United States withdrew its early support for a human rights 
regime, leaving the regime without hegemonie leadership ...5~ 
[F]ollowing the attempt by the USA to establish the idea of 
human rights in the immediate postwar years, it became 
increasingly difficult to limit the debate to those areas that best 
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suited America’s interests ... [There were] features of the. 
early debates on human rights [that] weakened both the will 

and the capacity’of the USA to develop a strong [human 
rights] regime ... [So the] United States became increasingly 
aware that it could not hope to limit the extent of the regime to 

its own interests ... [A]ttempts to construct a regime were 
conducted within the context of the Cold War and rapid 
decolonisation. Taken together, these political conditions 
meant that the USA couM not resist the growing movement to 
cast human rights in a way that challenged its interests ... To 
avoid [the] risk [of being outvoted by the developing 
countries’ bloc in the U.N. General Assembly], with its 
attendant perceived loss of status and increasing unrest among 
domestic groups ... the. United Statescalculated that the 
withdrawal from the debate was politically preferable ... 
These forces caused the hegemon to change its emphasis in an 
attempt to marginalize an issue [human rights] that promised 
to gain an importance beyond its control and against its own 
interests.54 

My point in recording some of Evans’ statements, as the added 
emphasis in the quotations no doubt implies, is to stress the extent to 
which he acknowledges that the U.S.A. did not get its own Way in 
setting the agenda for an international human rights regime. If a 
"hegemon" has not been successful in constructing a regime that 
coincides with its principal interests, is it still hegemonic with regard to 
that regime? I would have thought not. Evans accepts that all states, 
even hegemonic ones, operate under certain "constra!nts,’’55 but .he 
nevertheless urges that such constraints can be "ameliorated if the 
hegemon is Successful in gaining legitimacy for a set of rights that 
reflect its own existing social order, beliefs and practices.’’~ But, on his 

own account, that is precisely what the U.S.A. was unable to do. The 
international community embraced a conception of human rights that 
went well beyond Evans’ construction of them as a liberal, capitalist 
American phenomenon. It is inconsistent to say that the U.S. 

not successful was not entrenched in the U.N. system (that is, it was " in 

gaining legitimacy for a set of rights that reflect.its own existing social . 
order, beliefs and practices")57 but that U.S. hegemonic power was i 

:. 
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fundamentally tmdiminished. Moreover, Evans tmderestimatesthe 
degree of diversity within the U.S.A. on the issue of hurnan rights,. 

Evans’ creative solution to this dilemma can be :described in the 
context of what I have called the third phase of his argument: fhat 
because the international human rights regime expanded in a direction 
contrary to U.S. interests, the U.S.A. determined to exercise hegemonic 

power by undermining that regime, by making the UDHR non-binding, 
by emasculating economic, social and cultural fights (for example, the 
creation of separate covenants for civil and political and economic, 
social and cultural rights), and by withdrawing from U.N..processes of 
human rights norrn-creation.5~ it is true that these American influences 
had a weakening effect on the human rights regime; but, overall, it is 
more consistent to conclude, as Evans himself does in several places, 
that the U.S.A. was not successful in installing a human rights regime 

that dovetailed with its interests, at least as those interests are 
characterized by Evans. 

As we have seen; and as I wilt further elaborate, part of the 
bafflement Evans experiences comes from his exaggeration of the 
U.S.A.’s wartime and postwar "early enthusiasm for human rights.’’59 
While recognizing domestic forces hostile to human rights as pressures 
on the American hegemon, he underestimates the extent to which those 
hostile forces (combined with traditions of understandable respect for 
America’s constitutional system, and with isolationism, libertarianism 
and racism) were at times explicitly, at other time implicitly, consistent 
with the interests of the American state. We have seen this in relation to 
the limits of Wilsonian idealism, American wariness of humanitarian 
intervention and war crimes triaIs, and reluctance, to address human 
rights at Dumbarton Oaks and at San Francisco..My point here is that 
the entrenchment of a diverse human rights regime at the international 
level was achieved at times despite American and Western resistance to 
it. 

Incidentally, Evans often falls into the trap of equat.ing the 
"Western" approach with that of the liberal-capitalist U.S.A. However, 
as we wiI1 see, that is a grave mistake. There were differences between 
the various Western states. For example, on the question of economic 
and social rights, while there was some American resistance (but this is 
still more complex than Evans seems to understand - especially 
considering the continuing influence of the spirit of the New Deal kept 
alive by Eleanor Roosevelt) to some conceptions and forms of 
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implementation in relation to these rights, other Western states 
wholeheartedly embraced them (for example, France, whose 1946 
constitution protected such rights; Australia; New Zealand; the British, 
though-less consistently; and much of Europe) 

Moreover, it is a misrepresentation, as the debates on the UDHR 
bear out,6~ tO imply, as Evans does, that the developing states were not 
really interested in so-called "traditional" civil and political rights.6z 
Having suffered violations of these rights in an acute form under 

colonial rule (for example, lack of political participation in a 
democratic system, racial discrimination, slavery and slave labour), 
again and again one fmds representatives of developing states lending. 
support to the recognition of these rights.63 What, after all, is a right to 
equal treatment, and, especiall¢, the right not to be subject to racial 
discrimination (which Japan and China, for instance, advocated, backed 
by a vast array of national, international and transnational forces 
against racism and colonialism), if not a civil right? So it is.crude to 
conctude in relation to the UDHR, as Evans does, that "it is important 

to note that only Articles 22-27 deal With the group of rights of central 
concern to socialist and less developed states, The remainder are of an 
overwhelmingly political and civit nature and reflect the dominant view 

of the western majority in the Assembly."64 
One might also note here a common criticism of the UDHR on the 

basis that there are fewer economic, culturat and social rights 
provisions in the UDHR. This is true, but again a rather crude point. 
The recognition of economic, social and cultural rights cannot simply 
be determined by the relative number of articles devoted to them. For 
example, one could make the obvious point, necessary given how often 

reference is made in the literature to the number of articles in criticism 
of the UDHR, that one might have~ for the sake of argument, a single, 
but very detailed, article on economic, social and cultural rights in a 
declaration, but several articles on, say, the rights of prisoners. One 

could not, surely; conclude from this that the rights of prisoners have 

been given a priority over economic, cultural and social rights in this 
hypothetical declaration. One would have to look, for example, at the 
content of the respective articles, and the overall tenor of the 
declaration. We.will return to such issues later in this chapter, but we 

should keep in mind the robustness and breadth of some of the 
economic, social and cultu)al rights that do appear in the UDHR. Take, 
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[e]veryone, as a member of society, has the right to social 
security and is entitled to realization ... of the economic, 
social and cultural rights indispensable for his dignity and the 
free development of his.. personality. 

Consider, also, Article 25(1), which declares, in part, that 

[e]veryone has the right to a standard of living adequaie for 
the.health and well-being of himself and of hisfamily ... 

Ironically, despite Evans’ call for scholars to pay more attention to 
the politics of human rights, his account seems to have been influenced 
by taking some of the Cold War human rights propaganda, or at least 
rhetoric, on "both" sides at face value. For example, he says: 

According to the socialist countries those [ci*il and political 
rights] developed in the US and Europe during the seventeenth 
and eighteenth centm’ies were nothing less than a reactionary 
attempt to legitimate a set of outmoded, middle-class, 
bourgeois values that did little for the interests of the poor and 
excluded.6~ 

In fact, as Stephen Marks has shown, at least various French 
declarations Of the eighteenth century included proto-socialist notions 
mad rights guarantees for the poor.66 

As an" alternative to .Evans’ three-phase argument, I want to 
provide one of my own as a brief smnmation of my critique of his 
approach (which is not to say that I do not see the value of his 
exploration, nor that there is no common ground between,our views). 

The first phase of the argument accepts that the U.S.A. was a 
hegemonic power at the end of World War II, but one that was often 
resistant to international human rights. This resistance was consistent 
with a tong history of isolationism. Even under the relatively 
internationalist Wilson administration there had been, as we have seen, 
resistance to humanitarian intervention, to the Japanese-sponffored 
racial equality clause, and to war crimes trials. There was much 
opposition to the trial of those accused of committing war crimes 
during World War Two. Official U.S. government support for 
international human rightS at Dumbarton Oaks and at San Francisco 

for example, Article 22, which provides, inter alia, that 
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was weak at best. There was also resistance to the Genocide 
Convention (1948). .The U.S.A. was not enthusiastic about 
decolonization, and racism was a pivotal force in domestic politics. The 
U.S. :Government was strongly committed to the principles of state 
sovereignty and non-intervention, arguing successfully (along with the 
U.S.S.R,) for the "domestic jurisdiction" clause in the U.N. Charter. 
Segregation, lynchings and restrictive immigration supported by a 
combination of racism, libertarianism and "a strong anti-communist 

federalism played their part: "liberals" criticizing American race 
relations were accused of being in league with soclahst~c central 
government tyramay or even’ world government dictatorship under the 
cover of the United Nations. Constitutional arguments were also called 

in aid by organizations such as the American Bar Association. All of 
these tendencies were given expression in the U.S. Senate, which had 
earlier excluded the U.S.A. from the League of Nations.67 

In speaking of U.S. resistance to human rights, however,, we must 
keep in mind the complexity involved here. For while there was 
substantial resistance to international human rights in the U.S. State 
Department and from a variety of conservative organizations and actors 
(including U.S. Senators and the American Bar Association),68 there 
were the contrasting supportive eftbrts of Eleanor Roosevelt and a 
coalition of home-grown human rights activists.~9 My primary focus 

here is on official American government resistance. 
The examples of American government resistance to international 

human rights are many. The U.S.A. pressured Eleanor Roosevelt to 
push for a non-binding human rights declaration rather than a treaty, 
and the U.S. State Department often undermined her efforts,~ It 
unsuccessfully opposed the reference to "rebellion against tyranny and 
oppression" in the Preamble of the UDHR. Eleanor Roosevelt 
suggested that such a phrase "could be interpreted as conferring a legal 
character on uprisings against a government that was in no way 
tyrannical," or, similarly, it could be "invoked by subversive groups 
wishing to attack or undermine genuinely democratic Governments.’" 
Ironically it was a Cuban. representative who retorted that such a right 
to rebellion was to be found in the speeches of Thomas Jefferson-71 
The U.S.A. also opposed the inclusion of economic and social rights. 
From his unmatched archival research into the drafting of the UDHR 
Johannes Morsink concluded that the U.S.A. was alone in interpreting 

the distinction between civil and political and economic and social::ii!ii 
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rights in a "malignant" fashion, in a way that undermined the latter 
rights. With the possible exception of the U.K, but only upon occasion, 

the other drafters accepted the unity, equality and synergy between all 
human rights in the UDHR.7z The U~S. delegation, aec0rding to one 
scholar, also tried to emasculate human rights relating to healthcare, 
social security, tertiary education, labour standards, and immigration 
and asylum.7~ .It assisted in thwarting plans for a system to eoiaduet 
human rights investigations based on individual petitions,TM and helped 
influence the U.N. Commission on Human Rights’ judgment that it 
lacked power to act on the approximately 1000 petitions it had received 
(the so-called "self-denying rnle").75 It advocated a "federal," 
"non-self-executitig" clause. Such a clause would have precluded 
international human rights obligations applying locally unless they had 
been specifically implemented by legislation.76 The U.S. Senate, in 
particular, was a vociferous opponent of the Genocide Convention 
(I948), fearing that its provisions might apply to lynchings and to 
vilification of, and other, discrimination toward, African Americans. 
The U.S. State Department opposed the category of "cultural 

genocide," the principle of universal jurisdiction, and the Convention’s 
possible application to fine treatment of African Americans. These facts 
are striking and tragic given how recently Allied troops had been 
trudging on the Cold dirt of Dachau, Belsen and Auschwitz.. Its ann 
strengthened by the American Bar Association and other conservative 

groups, the U.S. Senate failed to ratify the Convention. It thus resisted 
the entreaties of the Truman Administration, strong domestic support 
from NGOs in the U.S.A. mad the overwhelming international approval 
of the Convention. The Senate Was not swayed by James Rosenberg 

(leader of the U.S. Committee for a Genocide Convention), who had 
presented to Undersecretary of State Robert Lovett an inventory of 
groups in favour of the Convention with an aggregate of more than 
twenty million members; The Genocide Convention was unanimously 
adopted by the U.N, General Assembly, but it would not be until four 
decades later that the U.S. Senate would ratify it.77 

The second phase of the argument suggests that the U.S.A. and its 
allies were pushed to keep the promises they had made during the war, 
and even to go beyond them. Those who pushed the Allies included the 
Latin American states,, the socialist bloc, China, other smaller powers, 
domestic andinternational organizations (for example, the ILO), 
NGOs, social movements, and committed idealists, activists and 
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scholars, including leading lights from the American civil rights and 

Pan-African movements. These actors were able to transform the weak 
recognition of international human rights ~nto the stronger 

acknowledgement in the U.N. Chm’ter, and still more robust protections 
of the UDHR. The U.S. hegemon, contrary to Evans’ view, was not 
able to win out on fundamental, issues regarding universal human 
rights. Evans argued that "the hegemon must sustain a view of human 
rights that demands little change to existing social practices.’’78 Clearly, 

the U.S.A. was not able to sustain such a view. The character of the 
international human rights regime that emerged was not a simple 
outline of an American hegemonic footprint. The sources of vociferous 
American domestic Opposition to that regime are perfectly consistent 
with this view: the American view as described by Evans did not 

prevail on decolonization, racial equality or economic and social rights. 
The third phase of the argument is that the U.S.A. was effectively 

defeated in its efforts (on Evans’ view) to reduce the UDHR .to a mere 
copy of the American Bill ofRights. An emerging transnafi0nal civil 
society supporting human rights, the interventions of small states, the 

socialist bloc, and the nascent "Third World" ensured that the UDHR 
accommodated decolonization, racial equality and the duties of the 
individual, and paid attention to world conditions required for the 
realization of universal human rights (see Article 28, UDHR). That is 

why American withdrawal from the international human rights regime 
(including the long delay in the U.S.A.’s ratification of international 
hmnan rights instruments) is more plausibly understood as being what 
it looks like: not an innovative exercise of hegemonic power to 
undermine the existing regime, but a defeat of the hegemon on a 
number of its interests (at least at the level of normative standards). 

As an elaboration of this argument, I now want to examine more 
closely the drafting of the UDHR. Johannes Morsink, whose work on 
the origins and drafting of the UDHR is probably the most detailed 
archive-based study in English,v9 concluded as follows: 

The lingering allegation of ethnocentrism [against the UDHR] 
is in part caused by the fact that very few people seem to 
know what was said and done during the drafting process. 
This ignorance has led to numerous misconceptions about how 
the document was written and what it and its various parts 
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mean ... [T]he two-year-long process of drafting the 
Declaration was a very inclusive one ,..s° 

Morsink identifies a preparatory phase followed by seven further 

drafting "stages." In the preparatory phase, a "nuclear" committee 

received contributions from many NGOs on the question of human 

rights, as well as human rights bill drafts from a number of Latin 

American statesY The Nuclear Committee recommended that the 

Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) "should at aI1 times pay due 

regard to equitable geographical distribution,’’82 and this was reflected 

in the appointments to the Commission on Human Rights responsible 

for developing the UDHR, namely: Australia, Belgium, Byelomssian 

Soviet Socialist Republic (B.S.S.R.), Chile, China, Egypt, France, 

India, Iran, Lebanon, Panama, Philippine Republic, U.K.; .U.S.A., 

U.S.S.R., Uruguay and Yugoslavia3a 

Stage 1 of the drafting process involved the first session of the 

Commission on Human Rights. (January-February 1947). The 

Chairman (Eleanor Roosevelt - U.S.A.), Vice-Chairman (Pen-Chung 

Chang - China), and Rapporteur (Charles Malik - Lebanon) were to 

"mldertake, with the assistance of the [U.N.] Secretariat, the task of 
formuiating a preliminary draft international bill of human rights.’’~4 

They were authorized to "consult any document or person deemed by 

them of relevance to their work.’’s5 There was criticism by the U.S.S.R., 

Canada, Chile, Czechoslovakia and France that the initial drafting 

group of Roosevelt, Malik, Chang and Humphrey was too small and 

unrepresentative. In response, the drafting committee was increased, to 

eight members: Australia, ChiIe, China, France, Lebanon, U.S.S,R., 

U.K., U.S.A. John Humphrey, a Canadian, was appointed Director of 
the Secretariat’s Division on Human Rights and was asked in the first 

instance by Roosevelt, and then more formally by ECOSOC, to 

complete a draft international bill of rights,s6 Humphrey was heavily 

influenced by Latin American jurists~7 and by his own socialist 

commitments. Humphrey’s draft became the "basic" one for 
discussion as a model for the. UDHRy 

Humphrey based his draft on a number of drafts the U.N. 

Secretariat had at its disposal. ¯ These included the "Sankey Bill,’’s9 

which had been inspired by H. G. Wells’ activism in London, and ones 

by international law scholar Hersch Lauterpacht£ the American Law 

Institute and the Institut de droit international. Humphrey observed in 
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his memoirs that "[w]ith two exceptions, all these texts crone from 
English-speaking sources and all of them from the democratic West. 
The documentation which the Secretariat brought together ex post facto 

in support of my draft included texts- extracted from the constitutions of 
many countries. But I did not have this before me when I prepared my 
draft.’’9° It is misleading, however, to emphasize the predominance of 
English-language human rights drafts as examples for Humphrey’s 
draft. For instance, while Humphrey found the American Law 

Institute’s draft to be "the.best of the texts on which I worked," the 
American Law Institute was not a U.S.. organization. We may recall 

that the Statement of Essential Human Rights produced by .that Latin 
American Institute was the result of "two years’, worth of work by a 
committee of advisers representing the major cultures of the world.’’9~ ¯ 
Humphrey himself emphasized that the American Law Institute draft 
had been proposed without success by Pananaa at San Francisco, and 
that it had been written "by a distinguished group representing many 
cultures ..."9~ These drafts, then, were not merely refl~ctions of the 
interests and values Of European, developed states. Further, the fact .that 
the draft could be correlated with so many constitutional provisions 

around the world, albeit ex post facto, is not without significance. "      > 
In Stage 2, the enlargeddrafting committee ofeight was appointed 

(April 8, 1947). It discussed a number of drafts, including ones from a 
range of countries and NGOs, but agreed to use Humphrey’s. It became ....... 
known as the Secretariat Outline. A Temporary Working Group. 

comprised of representatives from France, Lebanon, and the U.K. asked 
Rend Cassin (France) to polish Humphrey’s drafr.93                 . 

Stage 3, for Morsink, covered the second session of the full 
Commission on Human Rights, at which, in addition to being present at. 
meetings of the Drafting Committee, many NGOs94 participated. 

NGOs, individuals and various states (China, U.K., France, Chile, 
Ecuador, Cuba, panama, India and the U.S.A.) presented their own 

human rights bill drafts. The Commission produced the. so-called 
"Geneva Draft" in this session. Of thirty-eight states given the 

opportunity to respond to the Geneva Draft, fourteen did so: Egypt, 
Norway, South Africa, Pakistan, Canada, the Netherlands, Australia~ 

U.S.A., New Zealand, India, Sweden, Brazil, France and 
Stages 4 and 5, covering May-June 1948, involved sessions 
Drafting Committee and Commission. Stage 6 refers to the Third.: 

(Social and Humanitarian) Committee of the General Assembly.’sl 
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meetings between September and December 1948. Finally, Stage 7 
covers the final debate in the Plenary Session of the Third General 
Assembly which adopted the UDHR unanimously on December 10, 
1948.9~ 

While Morsink acknowledges the impac~ of eighteenth-century 
declarations on the UDHR, and especially the Preamble and Article 1, 
he argues that it is a mistake to conclude that the UDHR simply 
mirrored those declarations. While the phraseology of the Virginia 
Declaration of Rights (1776), the American Declaration of 
Independence and French Declaration (1789) found its way into the 
UDHR, Morsink emphasizes the UDHR’s more complete embrace of 
secularism.~ The most important underlying features of.UDHR rights 
according to Morsink are their inalienability, universality and what he 
calls "inherence"97: 

[H]uman ... rights ... [areJ located in human beings simply by 
virtue of their own humanity, and for no other extraneous 
reason, such as social conventions, acts of governments, or 
decisions ofparlialllents or courts.98 

Article I of the UDHR declares that "All human beings are born 
free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowe~t with reason and 

conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of 
brotherhood." The first recital of the Preamble similarly declares that 
"recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable 
rights of all members of the human family is the foundation of freedom, 
justice and peace in the world." These provisions embody principles of 
the "moral equality" of people and inalienability. The UDHR 
recognizes human rights - they are not given by anyone and thus 
cannot be taken away. They are inherent, it pays to note that it was in 
accordance with a proposal from China that "conscience" was included 
in Article 1. The Chinese equivalent of the. word implied 

two-man-m~ndedness, or an empathetie disposition toward a fellow 
human being..It was not an exclusively Western conception.99 

Morsink concludes that. despite the obvious Enlightenment 
influences, precedents from the Enlightenment did not have a "great 
role" in the UDHR’s drafting.~°° hastead, throughout his major work on 
the making of the UDHR he emphasized the significance of the 
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Holocaust, national mad intemational NGOs, Latin American countries, . 
and socialist states. 

Stephen Marks, a Harvard htmaan rights scholar who has 
undertaken a great deal of primary research into French Revolution 
documents on rights, treats them as having a significant "impact on the 
form and content of the UDHR.’’~°~ In part I thinkhis view is a result of 
where he was looking, but, nevertheless, even Marks identifies a range 
of other significant influences on the UDHR from ancient thought, the 
natural law tradition, Marxism and socialist philosophy, practice and 
state systems, and views that had their genesis outside the West.1°~ In 
answer to a frequently cited article by the historian of religion Elaine 
Pagels,~°~ Marks notes that "certain ideas of equality, fairness, charity, 
and dignity have origins far earlier and culturally less confined than the . 
Enlightenment.’’t°4 As far as French Revolution. documents are 
concerned, Marks concludes that "the heritage of those texts, whiie 
strongly felt in twentieth century texts, has been enriched by other 
streams of thinking to the extent that it would be erroneousto dismiss 
internationally recognized human rights as a prodnct of Western 
cultural imperialism.’’~°5 

Moreover, Marks’ research is important in counteracting the 
stunted, inaccurate view that the Enlightermaent overall, and especially 
Frendh Revolution documents, embodied a narrow, disconnected liberal 
individualism (in tune with other "straw persons" of liberalism),t°6 This .. 
misleading view, which Marks challenges, could be said to neglect 
~galitd andfraternitd in the revolutionary slogan. He draws attention to 
elements of "solidarity:’ in the declarations, to limits on rights, and to 
duties to the community, to proto-socialist values emerging.out of the ....... 
Rousseauian tradition, and to economic, social, welfare and cultural -.... 
rights.1°7 He concludes that the "complexity of the debate in the 
eighteenth century, ~nd the balancing of Locke and Rousseau in the ::~.i.:..: 

spirit of that age, should raise considerable suspicion over the 
reductionism by which human rights come under attack as privileging 
egoism over the needs of society.’’~°8 ... 

Let us look more closely at the heritage of the French Revolution. ’i’. 
Specific articles of the 1789 French Declaration were used as "points 
reference" during the drafting of the UDHR, especially in relation to 
the Preamble and Article t of the UDHR, and concerning criminal "due 
process" (including the presumption of innocence- which, it must be::i:~.’. 

said, was also well known to the common law World), and res~stan 
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to oppression." Reference was made to the 1789 Declaration not only 

because of its obvious fame and cIarion tone, but because it had 

constitutional status at the time of the creation of the UDHR, 

incorporated (via the 1791 French constitution) in France’s 1946 

constitution.~°9 

’. Equality was given pride of p/ace over liberty by the French 

Constituent Assembly, Article I of the 1789 Declaration stating, in 
part, that "[mien are born and remain free and equal in rights ~.." The 

1789 Declaration also referred to equality in "’public employment, 

taxation, and ownership of property." However, as this book has 

already noted, the Declaration did not attempt to deal with gender or 

racial equality - two large gaps that the UDHR sought to fill. 

In the spirit of this seriousIy limited egaIitarianism, various French 

declarations of the eighteenth century sought to protect economic, 

sociaI and cultural rights. In so doing, they anticipated what we now 

call the "indivisibility" of human rights. It has often beer~ claimed, 

¯ inaccurately as! have argued, that the UDHR was mainly a reflection 

of Enlightenment thought, which meant that civil and political rights (in 

a Cold War caricature, the "reaI" human rights) dominated it, and were 

only supplemented by ’°new,""second generation" (nineteenth- and 

twentieth-century) economic rights at the behest of the socialist bloc. 

But this view is doubly mistaken: first, in attributing too much to the 

influence of the Enlightenment on the UDHR; and second, in 

characterizing that Enlightenment influence as a narrowly "Iiberal" or 
libertarian one that knew little, if anything, of economic (with the 

exception of property) and social rights. Indeed, social, cultural and 
economic rights were welt known in the Enlightenment and represented 

in eighteenth-century declarations in France. They answered the 

revoIutionary call for ~galit~.m According to Marks, "[i]n the mind of 
many representatives of the Third Estate, human rights began with the 

rights that today we call economic, social and cultural ..." And the 

writers of the Declaration of t789 conceived of the enmeshing of 

social, cultural~ economic and civiI and political rights, not their 

distinction.~ ¯                                                 . 

The 1789 Declaration provided rights to education, work and 

"puNic assistance." The French constitution of 1791 includes a Title I, 

unaamental Provisions Recognized by the Constitution," which 

demonstrates the bread~ of rights protections acknowledged by France 

in the eighteenth century. Equai access to empIoyment, equal taxation¯ 
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"in proportion to means," equal punishment of offences, "public relief 
fo~ abandoned children, infirm paupers, and persons who have not 
found work" and "free pubtic basic education" were. all recognized in 
1791.t~4 Other French draft declarations of the late eighteenth century, 
and the 1793 Declaration reinforced a broad conception of human 

rights. For example, a draft by Abb~ Sieyfs (a representative £rom 
Nemours in the Estates General) included a human right of a citizen 
"unable to satisfy his needs ... [to] the assistance of his fellow 
citizens.-’~ Similarly, the 1793 Declaration proclaimed that "public 
assistance" was a "sacred debt" that meant, in pr~tcticaI terms, finding 

work for, or publicly assisting, unfortunates. The Declaration also made 
reference to a notion of "social protection": which spoke of society’s 
obligation to ensure its members’ enjoyment of rights.116 

The Preamble of the UDHR refers to the "disregard a~d contempt 

for human fights [that] have resulted in barbarous acts which have 
outraged the conscience of mankind." Morsink has .argued that the 
"moral outrage" of the drafters toward the Nazi regime and the 
Holocaust lay "behind the acceptance of the entire range ox riga in 
the UDIqR.lt7 The UDH_R was, on this view, a systematic response tO 

the lessons of Nazism. Articles 1 and 2 of the UDHR reflect the 
inherent, equal dignity of all human beings without discrimination, the 
"unity of the human race’’l~s in contrast to the radical, racist 
dehumanization of Nazism.~19 Articles 3 and 4 proclaim rights to "life, 

liberty and security of the person" and a prohibition on slavery and 
servitude, motivated partly by the Nazi attitude of contempt for human 

life, its slave labour, forced prostitution, and exploitation of POWs. 
Article 5 prohibits "torture, cruel and inhuman treatment Or 
punishment" of Which Nazi medical experimentation on humans was 
just one gruesome example.’z° Articles 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 declared 
various rights related to legalism, rule of law and constitutionalism. 
Jews had been deprived of rights on the basis of German courts holding 
them to be "legally dead" and "incompetent." Thus, Article 6 
recognizes a right to legal personality (it is useful to recall here my 
discussion of the personality of individuals under international law). 
Lhaked to this, Article 15 of the UDHR provides that everyo.ne has the 

right to a nationality, and that no one is either to be arbitrarily deprived 
of it, nor denied a right to change it. This article was in part a response 
to the cynical Nazi cancellation of the nationality of Jews before 
were killed or deported as "stateless" persons. The Nazi 
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Eichmann, of the obscenely named Bureau of Jewish Affairs, explained 
this Nazi strategy as follows: 

[T]he legal-experts drew up the necessary legislation for 
making the victims stateless; which was important on two 
counts: it made it impossible for any country to inquire into 
their fate, and it enabled that state in which they Were resident 
to confiscate their property.!z~ 

Article 7 speaks of "equality before the law," flagrantly violated 
under the racist Nazi "legal" system. The inclusion of Article 7 had 
been opposed by both the U.K. and the U.S.A, ironically most likely for 
reasons of race, which we have already discussed in a number of 
ptaces.Articles 9, 10 and 11 were an understandable response in part to 
the capricious, corrupt and politicized Nazi "legal" and ~’judicial" 
systems,m    For example, Nazi prosecutors used the warped 

pseudo-biological classification of "criminal ’type.’’’~ Morsink 
elaborated on this issue as follows: 

The Nazi model of criminals as sick people dismissed the need 
for ... the presumptioia of innocence, the need for a public 
trial, the right to the means for one’s defense and protection 
from being charged under a retr0aetive law.TM 

Articles 19 and 20 on freedom of expression and of assembly and 
association.were a response to the intolerant, repressive Nazi regime 
where political opponents were brutally attacked or eliminated. Article 
16 acknowledges a right to marry and establish a family, unlike the 
Nuremberg Laws (1935) ~vh!eh prohibited sexual relations or marriages 
between Jewish and non-Jewish Germans. Article 26set the limits, of 
acceptable education: it "shall be directed to the full development of the 

human personality and to the strengthening of respect for human rights 
and fundamental freedoms. It shall promote understanding, tolerance 
and frie0dship among all nations, racial or religious groups ..." The 
article rejected the Nazi state’s totalitarian monopoly of education as 

indoctrination, and its intrusion into families. 
The Nazi system and the Holocaust made the contours of human 

dignity and rights based on an inherent, universal humanity clearer 
through their tragic negation. Philosopher and psychologist John 
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Glover has given an illuminating account of how Nazis attacked the 
to economic and social justice and to a concern for human welfare. 

humanity of perpetrators and victims by numbing proper human 
Article 1 (Right to Live), for example, provided in part that 

empathetic relations, not to mention moral impulses and requirements. 
Victims were humiliated, degraded and stripped of their dignity. Nazis 

.: Every man is a joint inheritor of all the natural resources and 

distanced and dehumanized their victims, deploying corrosive 
" of powers, inventions and possibilities accumulated by our 

stereotypes. This removal of the protective layers of human dignity 
forerunners. He is entitled, within the measure of these 

"breached a moral barrier" and made it "easier to go the wbole way in 
resources and without distinctioia of race, Colour or professed 
belief or opinions, to the nourishment, covering and medical- 

atrocity.’’1a6 care needed to realize his full possibilities and mental 
The economic and social rights in the UDItR are the result of 

wide-ranging influences and support: including social-democratic and 
development from birth to death... 

socialist ideas, the revolutionary experiences of the eighteenth, 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the ILO and other international and 
The Sankey Bill places importance on the fulfilment of basic human 

transnational organizations, Latin American Constitutional experience, .:::i: 
needs through the reciprocal duties of the individual, the community 

and even American experience (despite subsequent Official state 
and the state. It is strong evidence to contradict the notion thai 

resistance to the rights))~7 The principal drafters Ren~ Cassin (France) 
"..~i:-: : 

Humphrey had before him only narrowly liberal-capitalist Western 

and John P. Humphrey (Canada) were committed ~o many socialist and 
. ::::i:.- docttments. The individual had the duty, under .Article 3, "not only to 

social-democratic values. The reformed Latin American constitutions 
"i::i’:.::!::i. respect but to uphold and to advance the rights of all other men 

of the 1930s and 1940s, as well as the Mexican constitution of 1917, 

throughout the world," and to contribute service to (and services for) 

became useful models for Humphrey, as did draft human rights bills 
the community. Fulfilment of this duty would "ensure the performance 

from panama, Chile and Cuba. There is also a significant overlap ":"ii.!!i 
of those.necessary tasks for which the incenti4ces which will operate in 

between the provisions of the UDHR and the Latin American Bogot~ 
a free society do not provide." This constitutes not only a reinforcement 

Declaration (1948))~ In his memoirs, Humphrey recalled that he "did 
of civic and social duties, but an implicit critique of any principal 

not need to be told" that "civil and political rights ... can have little 
reliance on profit incentives to deliver necessai’y social services. It was 

~,129 

meaning without ... economic, social and. cultural rlghts, 
only by ~’doing his quota of service that a man can justify his 

Were Humphrey ever to waver from this imperative he would have 
partnership in the community." The Declaration also guaranteed rights 

been quickly brought back into line by the character and content of one 
to knowledge, information and education (Article 4), and a right to 

of the main drafts he had before him, the so-called °’Sankey Bill" 
work (with pay according to the contribution it made to "the welfare of 

" ’A 
.the community" (Article .6)), as well as constraints on "anti-social 

(formally Styled, in a truly Victorian formulation, as 
Declaration 

of the Rights of Man’: A Charter prepared in 1940, under the 
activities" by speculators, profiteers and corporations (Article 6). And 

Chairmanship of Lord Sankey, and originally drafted for discussion by 
if a child were "without parental protection in whole or in part, the 

H. G. Wells"). A lawyer, Sankey had been President of the House of 
5.. community, having due regard to the family traditions .of the child" 

Lo~ds and involved with the Acaddmie diploma~ique internationale ~.~ 
would "accept or provide alternative guardians" for her or him.m 

The Declaration~s "~ntroduction" refers to "men’s ability either to co- 
NaturaIly, also, FDR’s Four Freedoms speech (194i) and a ¯1942 

operate with, or to injure and oppress one another, and to consume, 
draft bill of rights (including Article II,. which provided that "[a~ll 

develop or waste the bounty of nature." It condemns governments that 
p~rsons ... have the right .to enjoy such minimum standards of 

have fallen "under the sway of .monopolist productive and fina~cia! .?. 
economic, social and cultural well-being as the resources of the 

orgartizations," as well as inveigh~g against "war and          " 
country, effectively used, are (apable of sustaining")m were influences 

kept alive by Eleanor Roosevelt’s advocacy, despite her own State 
explmtanon. The Sankey Bill has socialist, collectivist or.....~:..:: 
communitarian qualities. A nascent environmentalism was even linked :..:..~!i: ...... 

Depam~aent’s attempts to hobble her, and the further retreat from 
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support for international httman rights in the middle and later stages of 
President Roosevelt’s government, and under the Truman and 
Eisenhower administrations. The retreat was in part a response to 

various domestic social, economic, legal and political pressures but it 
was also, as this book has argued, because the government and the 
various anti-human fights lobbies often shared common interests.13~ 

But, despite being opposed by her own government and monitored by 

the F.B.!. for her "communistic" views, Eleanor Roosevelt Continued to " " 

emphasize th~ n.ecessity of a "New Deal" for the world if there were to 
be a real and enduring peace.TM Consistent wi~h this emphasis, 
Eleanor Roosevelt had a long interest and involvement in relieving the 
miseries of poverty, for those living in slum conditions or being ..... 
exploited in sweatshops. She also had a keen interest in the welfare of ...... 

women and children)3~                                             ":< 
Eleanor Roosevelt also saw clearly that domestic and international 

failures on these issues made it very difficult for the U.S.A. to "win the 
hearts and minds" of those in developing countries during the Cotd 
Wax: she declared that ."oar great struggle today is to prove to the 
world that democracy has more to offer than commums . voice :.:~ 

was a rare, and sometimes a lone, voice on these issues in official .... .,:. 
American circles, although one that sometimes prevailed)3~ .. 

While the U.S.A., and at times the U.K., were the states most 
retuctant to embrace economic and social fights, it is inaccurate to     ~:: 
conclude that the inclusion¯ of economic and social rights was simply . 
the result of Soviet bloc and Latin American pressure. As Mary Ann 

Glendon concludes, "support for these ideas was very broad-based.’’t38 

,F, or instance, the substance of Articles 23 and 24 of the UDHR wa ..’, .::i::~]!.: . already, the common stuff of labor legislation in most liberal 
ocrac~es decent working conditions including paid vacations and 

. limits on working hours; protection against unemployment; the right to 
form and join trade unions).’’~w Indeed, Sir Hersch Lauterpacht, a 
Cambridge law professor, and not particularly noted for social 
radicalism, recogqaized in very clear terms the interdependence (and 
what came to be called the indivisibility) of civil and political ri 
and economic and social rightsi and, moreover, he recognized the 
socially embedded and contextualized nature of property rights 

market freedoms. The xs,. he wrote: 
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a wide and growing acceptance of the view that personal and 
political freedom is impaired- if notrendered purely nominal 
- unless its enjoyment is made practicable by a reasonable 
guarantee of social and economic freedom ... [Rights] of 
personal liberty and political freedom may become a hollow 
mockery for those whom the existing social and economic 
order leaves starving, insecure in their livelihood, illiterate and 
deprived of their share in the progress and well-being of the 

society as a whole., .~40 

I now want to analyze some of the economic and social rights more 
closely, begirmii~g with the right to property.TM Article 17(1) of the 
UDHR declares that "Everyone has the right to own property alone as 
well as in association with others.!’ The concept of property in this 
article is an expansive one; even owning property "alone" is not 
confined to private property. The phrase "alone as welt as in 
association with others" had its origins in a U.S.S.R. proposal, the 
purpose of which was to make it clear that the article could 

accommodate capitalist, communist or hybrid economies)~ MoreOver, 
the right to property was not an unlimited one. Of course, ¯even 
classical liberal and neo-classical theorists rarely espoused such an 
unlimited right. The right is limited by Article 29, as well as by its 
location in the context of other economic, social and cultural rights. 143 
As Morsink concludes: 

[T]he deep impulse behind property fights in the Universal 
Declaration is not the one so often associated with Western 
"possessive individualism," but one that has deeper 
communitarian roots than is normally thought ... i44 

Socialist lxaditions again played their part in work-related fights in 
the UDHR. Cotmtries making important contributions to discussion and 
formulation of these rights incIuded Chile, Cuba, New Zealand, 
U.S.S.R., B.S.S.R., Panama, Australia, the Philippines and Argentina. 
In contrast, the U.S.A., in a 1951 U.N. debate, resisted a right to work, 

believing that it augured a centralized economy in which the workforce 
would be centrally controlled in pursuit of the goal of full 
employment.:4~ 
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Article 24 - "Everyone has the right to rest and leisure, including    : 
reasonable limitation of working hours and periodic holidays with 
pay." - has sometimes been derided as exemplifying just how utopian a     ’ 
document the UDHR is.146 Yet, in this regard, it is salutary to note that    .: 
a right to leisure was protected in the constitutions of several states (for 
example, Brazil, Costa Rica, Cuba, Ecuador, Gtiatemala, Honduras, 
Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama). Article 25 recognizes that "Everyone has 
the right to a standard of.living adequate for the health and welt-being 
of himself and of his family, including food, clothing, housing and 
medical care ..." China, the U.S.S.R, the ILO and Australia were 
especially prominent in their support of this article.147 Pen-Chung 
Chang (China) asserted that he "did not see what possible objection 
there could be to that phrase [in the proposed Article 25] when millions 
of people throughout the world were deprived of food and clothing."l~8 
An Australian representative urged that "Freedom from want, the third 

of the Four Freedoms, had. been widely accepted in the world: At the 
present stage in world history people were especially interested in 

.... ,,149 economic and social ~rs well as pohtlcal rights ...    This sentiment 
was supported by Chile, China and France.15° Some resistance to the 
character of the article came from the U.S.A. and the U.K. 
UncharacteristicalIy, it was Eleanor Roosevelt who. implied that Article 
2~ perhaps went too farbecause the "covenant" was intended, for every 
state, "not ordy for a progressive state like Australia.’’~1 Likewise, a 
British delegate insisted upon the necessity to distinguish "between. 
human rights and fundamental freedoms on the one hand, and those 
things which were necessary for the development of the full life of the 
individual."t~ 

The U.S.S.R. lent vital support to the rights to housing and medical 
care. Many countries provided domestic rights protections in relation to 
healthcare, in contrast to the U.S.A. They included several Latin 
American countries, China, U.S.S.R. and Yugoslavia. There was a right 
to housing in at least ten of the constitutions of Latin American 
countries. Despite British and American resistance, the Chinese 
proposal on food, clothing, housing and medical care was adopted as 
part of Article 25.~3 

Johannes Morsink has concluded that the hunaan being identified 
in the UDHR is not an isolated, self-centred, disengaged individual 
outside cultural and social contexts, indifferent to society. Human 

beings are not like those asocial, calculating, competitive, possessive. 
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individualists one finds in caricatures of liberal theory. Httmans are 
connected to a range of communities and have duties toward them. We 
might reiterate here the long-running connections between human 
rights and duties from the classical period onward which I have traced 
in this book. Article 29(1)declares that 

Everyone has duties to the commtmity in which alone the free 
and full development of his personality is possible [emphasis 
added]i 

Strong support for the inclusion of duties in the UDI-IR came from 

Cuba, China (although, interestingly, along with the U.S;A., it opposed 
Attstralia’s proposal for the inclusion of the word "alone" in Article 

"considered29)’ Australia,thatthe U.S.S.R., France and even the U.K.TM Co’bet (U.K.) 

[having the word "alone" in the clause] stressed the essential 
fact that the individual could attain the full development of his 

personality only within the framework of society,~ 

Ren6 Cassin (France) emphasized that 

man must be envisaged not only in his relations with the state, 
but with the social groups, of all sorts to which he belongs: 
family, tribe, city, profession, confession, and more broadly 
the global human community.~6 

In his memoirs, 1ohn Humphrey reported that delegate Charles Dukes, 
a British trade unionist and Labour Party member, "retorted [to 

opponents of Article 29] that unrestricted individual liberty was 
impossible in any modem ~ommuni ."                 .. 

"coexistence" and "m,,~. ~._:, . _ty., and. that. there was a 
individual and the o~o,5~7°’~:y- ,~a~!t ,.mtemepenctence" between the 

o,,~,~, z~u ~ustranan representative considered that 
the purpose of allowing a limitation of rights in Article 29 was "to 

emphasize that every right had its obligations.,,z~8 Under the UDHR 
individuals are to be respected as ends in themselves, as unique human 
be!ngs. But .individuaIs are not characterized in the UDHR 

!: decontextualized: "’everyone’" is"s’~matea- in families, communities, 

workplaces, associations, societies, CUltures, nations, and an 
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international order." Indeed, the UDHR "begins and ends with 
exhortations to solidarity:’’159 

Glendon has further explained that the UDHR does not limit 
"responsibility for protecting human rights" to the nation-state. It 
extends, rather, "to persons and groups below and above the nation 
levelJ’1~° This is evident in the Preamble of the UDHR, which calls on 
"every individualand every organ of society [emphasis added]" to 
"secure" the "universal and effective recognition and observance" of 
the human rights in it)61 

The UDHR gave limited and only indirect protection to 
minorities.16: The orthodox view is that the UDHR does not recognize 
human rights directly and colleetively held and exercised by a minority, 
but, rather, relevant human rights are held by individual members of 
minorities.1~3 There is no explicit mention of minorities in the UDHR, 
but the theme of non-discrimination, embodied in provisions such as 
Articles 2 and 7, is obviously relevant to sustaining a min0rity.TM Other 
rights that facilitate minority cultures include rights of association and 
assembly, to freedom of conscience and religion, a~d of "Everyone’s 
... fight freely to participate in the cultural life of the community ..." 
(Article 27).~ 

Conceivably, Article 29(2) could allow for limitations to rights in 
the interests of minorities, providing that such limitations are 

"determined by law solely for the purpose of Securing due recognition 
for the rights and freedom~ of others and of meeting the just 
requirements of morality, public order and the general welfare in a 
democratic society," and not "aimed at the destruction of any of the 
rights and freedoms" (Article 30)in the UDHR (emphasis added). It is 

not unreasonable to argue that a sophisticated, multicultural, 
democratic, pluralist society might seek to protect minorities from 
oppression, discrimination, .assimilation or other mistreatment under 
Axticles 29 and 30 of the UDHR. Nevertheless, clearly it would have 
been better had specific clauses on minorities (and on indi 
peoples) been included in the UDHR. 

Indeed, Humphrey had included an article on minorities in his first 

draft of the UDH~, based on arguments by Lauterpacht that the UDHR 
should at least offer equivalent protection to that .which had been 
promised under the League of Nations regimeJ~ The U.S.A. was 
sole strong opponent" of Humphrey’s minority clause]67 Eleanor 
Roosevelt warned, somewhat surprisingly given her activism on behalf 
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of African Americans, that. "provisions relating to rights of minorities 
had no place in a declaration of human rights" and that "in the United 

States, there was no minorityproblem.,,Lrs There was also opposition 
from China, Australia, some Latin American countries (worried about 
its potential abuse by irnmigrants), and colonial powersJ~9 Some 
Australian representatives were particularly resistant to minority rights. 
A. J. D. Hood, for example, was sceptical about giving rights to 
"groups as such." He argued that "assimilation oral! groups ... [was] in 
the best interest of all in the long run." Another Australian 
representative, still more menacingly, saw "the dispersal of groups 
rather than the formation of minorities" as the goalJTM Given the 
existence of the "White Australia" policy and the history of the 
mistreatment of indigenous peoples, and of immigrant groups such as 
the Chinese, these disturbing sentiments were not exeepfionaI for the 
time at which they were expressed. A B.S.S.R. delegate, one 
Kaminsky, was scathing in responding to claims of this ilk: 

Australia had carried out a policy of forceful elimination of its 
aboriginal groups and ... the North American Indian had 
almost ceased to exist in the United States ... [I]n coionial 
territories too there were no signs that indigenous culture was 

being developed and encouraged ... ~7~ 

In contrast to the view that the UDHR was an American 
hegemonic project, we may now draw further attention to the many and 
culturMIy diverse s~ates that contributed to its development. While Asia 
and Africa were not adequately represented, the drafters nevertheless 
crone from countries with diverse religious, political, economic and 

cultural experience,m In addition to the principal drafters from Canada, 
France, China, Lebanon, Chile, UIS.S.R. and the U.S.A., many other 
countries were represented as secondary drafters: Argentina, Australia, 

Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, B.S.S.R., Cuba, Denmark, Dominican 

Republic,. Egypt, Ecuador, Greece, Haiti, India, Lebanon, Mexico, the 
Netherlands, New Zealand, Pakistan, Panama, Philippines, Poland, 
Saudi Arabia, Syria, Turkey, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, 
Union of South Africa, U.S.S.R., U.K., Uruguay, Venezuela and 
Yug°slavia]z3 Glendon~7~ describes the delegates coming from 58 
states as representing four-fifths of the global population. She gives a 
geographical breakdown as follows: the Americas (21), Europe (16), 
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Asia (14), Africa (4), Oceania (3). In politico-cultural terms, she gives 

a different distribution: socialist bloc (6), Islamic (11), Buddhist (4), 
Judeo2Christian (37). Consider, also, Philippe De La Chappelle’s 

estimate of U.N. membership in 1948: 

North and South America with 21 countries represented 36% 

of the total, Europe with 16 countries 27%, Asia with 14 

countries 24%,. Africa with 4 countries a mere 6%, and the 
South Sea Islands with three countries 5%. 

For two years, the UDHR was dissected and debated in the U.N. by 

these many states,a76 
At least four particular contributions wer~ made by smatler states 

to the final character of the UDHR.177 Latin American, Asian, Middle 
Eastern and socialist bloc states were committed to socio-economic 
rights. The rights of women were advanced by representatives from 
countries such as India, Dominican Republic, Pakistan and Denmark in 
conjtmction with the U.N. Commission on the Status of Women. 
Despite opposition from the U.S.A. and China, the strenuous efforts of 
a number of delegates (and particularly women delegates) from 
Denmark, the U.S.S.R., India and the Dominican Republic ensured that 

the UDHR would apply to all persons - men and women - equally and 
without discrimination. The UDHR refers to "human beings" 

(Article 1) and throughout to "all," "everyone" and "no one". 
Nevertheless, there is, unfortunately, some use of generic male 

language in the UDHR- for example, the reference to "spirit of 

brotherhood" in Article 1, to "man" in the Preamble; and the use of 
"he" and "his" in various articles. But these references are not 
sufficient to shake the conclusion that the UDHR was to apply to men 
and women equally.17s This conclusion is certainly consistent wi~h 

Eleanor Roosevelt’s impeccable commitment to the human rights 

women, and to feminist causes from her involvement in the New York 
Consumers’ Leag~ae and the League of Women Voters to her. role as 
Director of Women’s Activities in the Democratic Party in 1928.179. 

Smaller states were also critical to the adoption of an 
anti-discrimination clause in the UDHR, with South Asian delegates to 
the forefront. And the cause of decolonization was supported by 
Haiti, Pakistan, Egypt and Yugoslavia, among others. Yugoslavia’s 
proposal that the UDHR apply to all, even to those living in 
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"dependent" areas, was adopted despite the vigorous opposition of 
~otonial powers. 

Famously, the UDHR was adopted Without a sing~le dissenting 
vote, but there were eight abstentions, six from the Soviet socialist bloc 
as well as South Africa and Saudi Arabia. What is the significance of 
these abstentions? Certainly, we must conclude that not all states were 
prepared at this time to endorse the UDHR, South Africa refused to 
endorse the UDHR principally because its contents challenged the 
racist political, legal and social organization of apartheid. Saudi 
Arabia’s abstention tumed on its opposition to Article 16 (equality of 
marriage rights) and Article I8 (freedom to change religion or 
belief),~sl Concerning Article 18, at least, however, the Saudi view 
should not be taken to .represent a typical stance from Arabic and/or 
Islamic states. Article 18 received endorsement from Karim Azkoul 
(Lebanon) in the following terms: the article was necessary to allow 

the possibility of each individual to determine his own destiny~ 
That was the reason for the special mention .., of the freedom 
for an individual to change his belief, as such change might be 
at the root of a new spiritual impulse.18z 

Muslim states such as Syria, Iran, Turkey and Pakistan voted in favour 
of the UDHR.~8~ 

The abstentions of the Soviet bloc were tainted by Cold War 
politics, and by the fear, ironically shared with the U.S.A., that the 
UDHR could erode state sovereignty. The U.S.KR. often pushed for 
the state to guarantee the respective rights in accordance with a state’s 
laws; claiming that this was better than. espousing "bourgeois" ideals 
that would not be implemented. However, the majority of delegates 
saw this approach as a Trojan horse for a kind of positivism that would 
likely leave human rights at the mercy of a state - that suchrights could 
be given and taken away as laws are passed, repealed or amended.~s4 
Other specific criticisms from the socialist abstainers included the 
following: that there was no condemnation of "war-mongering and 
fascist ideas," that a right to street protests should have been included, 
that there was no explicit protection of minorities, that "It]here was no 
mention of the duties which an individual owed to his neighbors, his 
family, his group, or his nation," and that collective rights needed to be 
acknowledged.~s5 But "none of these countries voted against the 
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Declaration. If any thought that there was no such thing as human 
rights, their behavior and most of what they said did not show it."is6 

The UDHR was not the result of a U.S. hegemonio project. The 
advancement of universal human rights depended un widespread 
support from myriad states, organizations and individuals from around 
thewortd, and on sometimes surprising coalitions. Indeed, the UDHR 
was achieved in the face of often staunch U,S. resistance, at the official 
level and from many conservative groups domestically. 
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CHAPTER 4 

The 1966 Covenants 

The U.N. Commission on Human Rights (CHR) from the Economic 
and Social Council (ECOSOC) was originalIy charged with three 
drafting responsibilities in relation to human rights: the creation of a 
non-binding declaration, of a binding convention and of an instrument 
concerning implememation or enforcement machinery for realizing 
human rights. As is commonly known, the "triptych" ultimately came 
in another form: the "side panels" reflecting legally binding covenants 
on civil and political, and economic, social and cultural, rights, flanking 
the UDHR.1 Together, the UDHR, International Covenant on .Civil and 

Political Rights (ICCPR) and International Covenant on Economic, 
Social and.Cultural Rights (ICESCR) came to be known colloquially as 
the International Bill of Rights. The CI-[R worked simultaneously on a 
binding human rights covenant (convention or treaty) and the UDHR, 
especially intensively between 1949 and 1954. The Covenants were 
adopted by the U.N. General Assembly in 1966, and came into force in 
1976. In this chapter I trace the development of the Covenants and 
assess the implications for the tmiversality of international human 
rights law.2 

At the first session of the CHR (January2February 1947) it was 
decided to pursue the writing of an international bill of rights 
encompassing a non-binding human rights declaration (ultimately the 
UDHR), a covenant (binding treaty) and an instrument relating to 
implementation or enforcement of human rights,a As Czech scholar 
Vratislav Pechota notes, "[t]his conception enabled the General 
Assembly first to set general p.rinciples or standards and then, building 
upon those general principles, to define in a convention signed and 
ratified by states specific rights as well as limitations or restrictions on 
the exercise of those rights.’’4 

175 
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A drafting committee was established to work on the declaration, a 
convention, and an instrument relating to implementation, with a 
working group associated with each undertaking. By the end of the 
second session of the CHR (1947), a draft covenant on human rights, 
focused on civil and po~litical rights, had been completed, and was then 

circulated to governments for their .responses. In answer to the General 
Assembly’s resolution adopting the UDHR on December 10, 1948 
(General Assembly resolution 217. (III), Part E), the CHR rededicated 
itself in its fifth session to finalizing a human rights convention-s 
Although the initial draft Cov.enant was based on civil and political 

rights, the CHR had before it additional suggested articles on economic, 
social and cultural rights for which the U.S.S.R. was one of the 
principal sources. The CHR asked the Secretariat to "survey" U.N. 
agencies and other organs relevant to these suggested rights so that it 
might be better informed to analyze the rights.6 

Pechota has given a useful chro.nology and summary of the main 
stages of the drafting of the Covenants from 1949 to 1954. At its fifth 
session (May-June 1949), the CHR discussed the critical draft 
Covenant line by line. The draft covered in some detail most of the civil 

and political rights in the UDHR] At the next session (March-May 
1950), the CHR reconsidered the draft, taking into account the 

governments’ responses. It also devised suggested means of 
implementation. In the seventh session (April-May 1951), the CI-]R 
spent most of its time discussing proposed articles on social and 
economic rights and the question of whether they were to be included 
in a single, comprehensive, covenant or separate covenants. The CItR 
decided in its eighth session (April-June 1952) to create two covenants, 
one on civil and political, another on economic, ’ social and cuttural 

rights; reversing 
its earlier decision in favour of a single, 

comprehensive covenant. The ninth session (April-May 1953) 
concentrated on the creation, nature and functioning of the proposed 

Human Rights Committee. At the tenth session, drafts of bothii~ 
covenants were completed, including a "federal-state" clause and 

were then, as territorial (or colonial) clause.8 The completed drafts 
already mentioned, rigorously and ’vigorously debated and revised over 
the next twelve years, and were adopted in 1966. 

The drafting of the 1966 Covenants revolved around four mare 

issues with implications for the universality of human rights: 
question of whether one covenant or two covenants ought to be created. 
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(and the way in which economic, social and cultural rights might bear 
on that question); the debate over the so-called "colonial clause"; the 
issue of self-determination; and the "federal-state" clanse. 

The initial draft Covenant tr~velled a tortuous path, forking into 
the 1966 Covenants that were ultimately adopted. Debates whether to 
create one or two covenants were often intertwined with debates over 
whether economic and social (and cultura!) rights ought to be ingluded 

in any legally binding intemati0nal instrument, and over which, if any, 
international implementation or enforcement machinery was suitable 
for human rights. This was despite the fact that neither logic nor good 
policy necessarily dictated such an entanglement of issues. 

The drafting and debating process in relation to the question of 
"one or two covenants" resembled a crowded, and sometimes 
unfriendly, game of volleyball. Various drafts, amendments, proposals, 
recommendations, resolutions, reports and pieces of advice floated and 
ricocheted between the U,N. General Assembly (and, its Third 
Committee), ECOSOC, the CHR, specialized agencies and 
governments. I do not intend to give a point-by-point deseriptionhere 
of this "game", but to set out the main features of it. 

In 1947 the U.N. decided to produce a tripartite International Bill 
of Rights? A First Draft Covenant focused on poIitical and civil rights 
for individuals in line with British and American predilections.~° 
International legal scholar Kitty Arambulo claims that the U.N. 
originally intended to have one legally binding covenant containing 
economic and social as well as civil and political rights,n At the fifth 
session of the CHR (June 23, I949) the U.S.S.Ro. and Australia 
proposed having economic and social rights recognized in any covenant 
agreed upon]~ France, along with some other Western states, supported 
the recognition of such rights but in another covenant]~ In November 
1950, the Third Committee of the General Assembly urged the CHR, 
via ECOSOC, "in accordance with the spirit of the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights to include in the Covenant a clear 
expression of economic, social and cultural rights in a manner which 
would relate them to the Civic and political freedoms to be proclaimed 
by the Covenant."~ But in December 1950 the U.N. General Assembly 
determined that the U.N. would draft one Covenant containing civil and 
political rights only;l~ albeit anticipating later covenants "dealing with 
economic, social, cultural ... and other categories of httman rights.’’~6 In 
1951-1952, the U.N. decided to draft two separate covenants on civii 
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and political, and economic, social and cultural rights respectively.17 In 

Resolution 543 (VI) the U.N. General Assembly "requested the 
ECOSOC to ask" the CHR18 

[t]o draft two covenants on human rights ... one to contain 
civil and political fights and the other to contain economic, 
social and cultural fights, in order that the General Assembly 
may approve the two covenants simultaneously and open them 
at the same time for signature, the two Covenants to contain, 
in order to emphasise the unity of the aim in view and to 
ensur~ respect for and observance of human rights, as many 
similar provisions as possible.19 

In 1951 the CHR began to work on a Covenant recognizing 
economic, social and cultural rights, drafting fourteen articles, and 
taking account of input from the ILO, UNESCO and WHO.2° By 1954, 
Draft Covenants on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and on Civil 
and Political Rights were completed and submitted to ECOSOC and the 
General Assembly for consideration, debate and ultimate adoption,zl 

During the preparation of the 1966 Covenants some of the leading 
states of the developed Western world were resistant to the recognition 
of economic and social rights. This resistance usually coloured the 
views of those who advocated separate covenants. The U.K. and the 
U.S.A. were among the chief advocates of separate, covenants along 
these lines. But advocacy of separate covenants did not necessarily 
mean opposition simpliciter to the validity of economic and social 
rights generally. For the British, in particular, their resistance to 
including such rights in a legally binding covenant was due especially 
to a legalism and positivism in accordance with which it was doubted 
~vhether such rights were justiciable. In Benthamite spirit, it was felt 
better to have fewer "real" legal rights than extravagant goals that could 
not be adjudicated and enforced in any sensible way. For example, 
according to one tradition of the common law, there can be no effective 
rights without "remedies," and there was some British scepticis 
whether there were effective remedies to sanction a state breaching ii:: :i 
economic and social rights.22 Furthermore, so the argument went, there~.ii 
might be better ways to advance social and economic welfare than 

through legal devices. This approach may be contrasted with 
Eisenhower administration’s rather more cynical 1953 commitment to a. 
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human fights "Action Plan" - depending on education and the like - in 
place of the ratification of internationaI, legally binding human fights 

covenants.~3 Nonetheless, the generalization that leading Western 
powers tended to resist the inclusion of economic and social fights in a 
single, comprehensive human fights covenant is largely accurate. On 

. the other hand, Afro-Asian, Latin American, and other developing 
states, the U.S.S.R. and the socialist bloc (togetherwith 

social-democratic Western states such as Australia) strongly supported 
the recognition of all kinds of human rights, and, in particular, 
economic and social rights, in a single, comprehensive covenantp4. 

Even before the avalanche of decolonization in the early 1960s, 
non-Western states came to have significant majorities in a number of 
U.N. institutions. Political scientist Howard Tolley, Jr. calculates that in 
the years .1947 to 1954, Latin America and Asia provided 40 per cent of 
the total number of representative~ in the. CHR, compared with a 
Western representation of 34 per cent. In this period the following 
countries were represented on the CHR: Egypt, China, India, Iran, 
Lebanon, Pakistan, Philippines, B.S.S.R., Poland, Ukraine, U.S.S.R., 
Yugoslavia, Chile, GuatemaIa, Panama, Uruguay, Australia, Belgium, 
Denmark, France, Greece, Norway, Turkey, UoK. and U.S.A?5 Of 
"Near Eastern", Asian and Latin American states in the U.N., American 
scholar James Green wrote in 1956, in a study for The Brookings 
Institution, that "[t]his group, which usually controls a majority of 
votes, has succeeded in including in the draft covenants [of 1954] many 
provisions about which they feel deeply.’’:6 Among "underdeveloped 
countries," together with the U.S.S.R. and satellites, there was 
tenacious support for the recognition of economic, social, cultural, civil 
and political fights in a single covenant.~ As early as 1951, the U.S. 
State Department recognized that there was majority support in the 
U.N. General Assembly for the inclusion, of economic and social fights 
in a single covenant, and it even seemed that it might respect that 
majority:~ 

To press for the separation of those provisions in the face of 

majority opposition in the Assembly would only invite a great 
deal of ill-will against the United States and rebound 

unfavourably with respect to the general political position of 
the United States vis-h-vis other countries, particularly in the 
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case of the many underdeveloped countries urging the 

inclusion of these provisions in the Covenant.~9 

Despite the caution shown by the U.S. State Department on this 

occasion, it joined the U.K. in opposing the inclusion of economic and 
social rights in any covenant,, and, if .that opposition were not    :. 

successful, in calling for a separate (and preferably later) covenant to 
contain them. The U.K. and the U.S.A. would have preferred any 

covenant to contain predominantly, if not exclusively, .civil and 
political rights. In this stance they were joined by some European and 
Commonwealth countries, despite widespread constitutional and 
ordinary legal recognition of certain economic and social rights in 
Europe and Latin America)° It must noted, however, that the U.S.A. 
had at times contemplated international provision for economic and ::.~:.ii:¯ 

social rights.31 But, as Green says, the U.S.A. would "find it difficult t° 
accept a treaty containing economic, social and ct~ltural rights, because 
these went far beyond the rights contained in the United States 
Constitution and were not enforceable - apart from particular 

legislation - by the federal and state courts in the United States.’’~2 On 
the other hand, as Tolley observed, [s]om representatives of Western 
liberal regimes accepted as consistent with emerging welfare state 
ideals promises of free public education, food, clothing, housing, 
medical care and necessary social services, the fight to work, and to 

paid holidays.’’33 Even so, there was significant Western resistance at 
the official level to the inclusion of economic and social fights in any 

covenants. Obviously, Cold War politics abroad and at home was 
central to the U.S.A.’s position, as it sought to undercut the U.S.S.R.’s 
propaganda about its success in the economic and social arena, with a 
state that claimed to provide for all the needs of its citizens from 
"cradle to grave." Additionally, the U.S.S.R. proclaimed this state 
responsibility as an important dimension of its u_n.ders_t.a~d!ng .of 
"socialist," compared with "bourgeois," democracy. ’the t).b.A, atso 
had to deal with an inflammatory combination of ant~-communlsm, 
anti-collectivism and states’ rights at home.34 

But the U.N. decided to include economic, cultural and 
rights in any covenant it adopted - and on that position it 
immovable. In the face of this, the U.S.A. sought, especially in 

1952, to persuade the U.N. to overturn its decision to have only 
comprehensive human fights covenant)5 Green refers to the "intensive.. 
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efforts by the United States in foreign capitals and in United Nations 
lobbies and committee rooms, in favor of the two covenantsg’~6 

Arguments in favour of two covenants centred On the supposed 
differences between civil and political rights on one hand, and 
economic, social and cultural rights on the other. On this basis, it was 
argued that it was necessary to have different implementation methods 
and machinery for each kind of right. Were these different methods and 
machinery contained in the one instrument, it was argued that such a 
"covenani within a covenant" would create incoherence.37 

A series of dichotomies was employed by the U.S.A., U.K. and 
some other Western states, which were intended to demonstrate why 
separate covenants were needed. Civil and political fights were said to 
be "absolute," "enforceable," fundamental, "immediately applicable", 
justiciable, focused on the rights of the individual against the state, not 
resource-intensive, within a state’s power to achieve, and suitable for 
implementation via an inter-state complaints system. By contrast; 
economic and social rights were characterized as conditional, 
unenforceable, secondary, to be progressively fulfilled, non-justiciable, 
requiring "positive action" from the state, expensive, dependent on 
forces outside the state’s power (for example, upon global .economic 
forces) and suited to a "soft" system of regular state reporting.3~ 

There has been an extensive .debate in the literature over these 
contrasts. I fred the differentiation crude and often unpersuasive. There 
is, for example, a failure to identify precisely which rights are being 
analyzed and compared. For every argument made by proponents of 
separate covenants there is a rebuttal. The UDHR provides for 
limitations of certain civil and political rights in certain circumstances. 
Further, the protection and realization of many civil and political rights 
is resource-intensive and dependent on positive state action (for 
example, the infrastructure necessary to ensure fair and free elections, a 
fair trial, lawful policing and so forth). Economic fights can also, like 
civil and political rights, be immediately applicable, even if their 
fulfilment might be a matter of degree dependent on "available 
resources." Moreover, many economic and social rights are readily 
justiciable. One thinks, for example, of countries with constitutional or 
.legislative protection of such fights, and with anti-discrimination and 
industrial tribunals to .adjudicate upon them. And the maintenance of 
civil and political rights can also be vulnerable to international forces 
(for example, a government might be undermined or overthrown by 
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outside forces). U.N. Special Rapporteur Danilo Turk has confirmed 
that the violation of social, economic and cultural fights can have legal 
consequences, and that states should set up administrative and judicial 
review machinery in relation to them. Under the so-called Limburg 
principles the ICESCR Committee has determined that certain ICESCR 
rights are "capable of immediate application by judicial and other 
organs in many national legal systems." Examples of such rights 
include equality of rights for men and women, "equal pay for equal 
work," trade union rights and the fight to free primary education. The 
idea of justiciable economic and social rights is hardly an implausible 
or heterodox one. Doctrines, rules and remedies relating to economic 
rights (for example, in property, contract, family, tort, corporations, and 
commercial law) are pervasNe in most legal systemsfl9 

At the thirteenth session of ECOSOC (30 July-21 September 
1951) a resolution put forward by Belgium, the U.K. and the U.S,A. 
was passed.4° It proposed that ECOSOC "invite the General Assembly 

to reconsider its decision in resolution 421(V) to include in one 
Covenant articles on economic, social and cultural rights together with 
civil and political rights.’’4I There was a vociferous response to this 
proposal from many non-Western states. A number of states, among 
them the U.S.S.R., Iraq, Pakistan and Yugoslavia, doubted whether it 
was legal for ECOSOC to seek to disturb an already established 
General Assembly resolution.~z And non-Western states (for example, 
Mexico, Saudi Arabia and Syria) pressed arguments in favour of 
economic and social rights and of a single, comprehensive covenant. 
They argued that economic and social .rights were of equal status to 
civil and potifical rights, were not easily distinguished, and were 
dependent on each other for their utility. They also argued that one 
ought not try to put them in some kind of hierarchical relation.43 Suchl 
states, also, .and with good reason, doubted the bona tides of Western 

states’ arguments in favfttr of separate covenants, seeing them as 
rationalizations for the undermining of the protection of economic 
social rights.4~ A representative from Iraq even declared that "no great 

harm would be done if some countries used the inclusion of articles on 
economic, social, and cultural rights as a pretext not to ratify the. 
covenant".4~ 

As it turned out, however, it was a compromise on the part 
non-Western states that led to the outcome of separate covenants. The 
compromise w~s motivated by the dual objectives of ensuring the 
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widest possible ratification of civil and political rights and Laving the 

prospects for economic and social rights.4~ As Green put it in 1956, 
some non-Western states were prepared "to acquiesce, reluctantly, in 
the separation of the two covenants in order to make it possible for the 
United States, the British Commonwealth, and others to ratify at least a 
covenant on civil and political fights."47 As it happened, of course, the 
U.S.A. failed to ratify either covenant, under the new policy of the 

Eisenhower administration,4s 
The General Assembly reso.Iution proposing the drafting of two 

separate covenants was adopted on February 4, 1952.49 It stressed the 
interdependence, interconnectedness, unity and equality of both kinds 
of rights, and "insisted on ... simultaneous preparation and approval of 
the two documents.’’~0 The resolufion also required the CHR "to include 
as many similar provisions as POssible in the two documents to 
illustrate their unity of purpose.’’5~ Despite the fact that separate 
covenants were now proposed, the recognition of wide-ranging 
economic, cultural and social fights in the drafts completed in 1954 was 
of significant benefit normatively to the non-Western world,~ Their 
recognition was assessed by the U.S.A. as such a challenge to its 

economic interests and national sovereignty that it set its jaw still more 
strongly against international human rights treaties. Green concludes~3 
that 

[t]he economic, social and cultural rights [in the drab 
covenants] follow the general pattern of the Universal 
Declaration, but they are far more detailed. This resulted in 
part from the overriding concern of the majority with this 
category of fights and their determination to spell them out at 
length° 

in this regard, it is telling that the U.S.A. failed in its various attempts 
to include a fight to own property in the covenants.~ 

During the drafting of the 1966 Covenants, key colonial and 
administering powers sought through the device of a so-called 
"colonial" or "territorial" clause to limit and control the extension of 
human fights protections to inhabitants of relevant colonies or 

territories.5~ The U.K.,.Franee and other colonial powers, supported by 
the U.S.A., sponsored the inclusion of a colonial clause that would 
make the application of the Covenants to their territories dependent 
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upon accession to the treaties by a metropolitan power on their behal£ 
This would effectively make human rights protections for inhabitants of 
colonial and equivalent territories dependent on the decision of an 
administering power. Initial drafts (including one produced in 1947) of 
the Covenant, as it then was, contained such an article.5~ This. article, 
refined in 1949 by the CHR, meant that the covenant:would apply to all 
Non-Self-Governing, Colonial and Trust Territorieg, but. only if the 
relevant metropolitan, administering state "acceded to the covenant on 
behalf of such colony or territory."57                  " 

Colonial or so-called "administering powers’’~8 put. forward a 
number of argtmaents in favour of a colonial clause. First, they argued 
that they needed to have discretion over which territories would come 
under the covenant59 given that such territories had various levels of 
development.6° While states sponsoring the clause claimed to be 
committed to assisting territories’ transition to independence, this was 
said to be an evolutionary process involving gradual education and the 
development of the required institutions.61 Second, and relatedly, they 

argued that premature, automatic and universal application of the 
covenant to such territories ran the serious risk of undermining the 
human rights regime. They argued that the standards embodied in any 
human fights covenant would have to be lowered so that poorer 
territories would be able to fulfil its demands. It was better, so it was 
said, "to allow developed states to ratify, while also giving less 
developed countries time to realise their aspirations. In short, the 
Covenant should be applied immediately and in its entirety in those 
countries .where suitable conditions already prevailed, but. should be 
introduced by degrees in those countries that the [U.N.] Charter 
recognised as presently unfit for full independence.’’62 Third, the 
powers argued that were they to subject the territories to human rights 
obligations, effectively without their consent (since international 
relations was usually the province of metropolitan powers), they would 
be interfering with the domestic autonomy and democracy of such .: 
territories. It was argued that the question of undertaking human rights 
obligations ought to be left to such territories themselves to decide. 
upon gaining their independence.63 This was an argument particularly 
favoured by the U.K.~4 It explained that "[a]lthough it retains 

ultimate sovereignty in regard to its colonial territories, and, although, ]~ 
of course, it speaks for and represents its colonial territories in" 

,.:;. 
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international matters, the United Kingdom G~vernment is not, in 

general, responsible for legislation in .the colonial territories.’’aS 
.Opponents of the colonial .clause from the non-Western world 

argued, however, that it was hypocritical for administering powers to 
espouse respect for democratic processes in relation to colonial and 
quasi-colonial inhabitants, when these processes had been strongly 
resisted in relation to self-determination.ra To such opp(;nents, the 
clause simply maintained racist, imperialistic values that rationalized 
the vested economic interests of the administering powers.67 Non- 
Western states opposed to the clause further argued that "human )ights 

were universal and that the effectiveness of the Covenant would be 
diminished if it was [sicJ not made applicable to dependent territories, 
which needed human rights protection even more than the metropolitan 

states.’’68 Regarding the argument that automatic and universal 
applicability of the human rights Covenant would impinge upon the 
autonomy of the territories, states that opposed the colonial clause 
urged the colonial powers to commit to the implementation of the 

Covenant and come to agreement with the territorial anthorities.~ 
Representatives from India, Pakistan and Haiti reinforced this argument 
by referring to the fact that no local legislature would refuse to enact 
laws mandated by a colonial power.7° An alternative to the proposed 

colonial clause was one attributed to the U.S.S.R.7~: 

the present Covenant shall extend or be applicable both to the 

metropolitan territory which is.signatory to the present 
Covenant, as well as to all the other territories 
(non-self-governing, trust, and colonial territories) which are 
being administered or governed by the metropoIitan power in 
question,n 

After various internal U.N. machinations7~ and a slight rewording, this 
alternative clause was passed (December 4, 1950) as General Assembly 

resolution 422(V):                              " 

The provisions of the present Covenant shall extend to or be 

applicable equally to a signatory metropolitan State and to all 
the territories, be they Non-Self-governing, Trust or Colonial 
Territories, which are being administered or governed by such 
metropolitan State.7~ 
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The CHR agreed to this clause for the Covenant With no debate.7S 
Ultimately the clause was not, however, included in the 1966 

Covenants because so much had occurred to advance the principle of 

self-determination and the.practice of decolonization by the time of the 
adoption of the Covenants that such a clause was seen by most U.N. " 
states as unnecessary.76 By t960, for example, the General Assembly 

had adopted the Declaration on the Granting of"~Independence to 
Colonial Countries and Peoples.77 

The experience of the attempted inclusion of a cotonial clause, and 
its ultimate failure, demonstrates yet again that the U.S. and other 
leading Western powers were unable to impose their will regarding a 
critical part of the international human rights regime. The Soviet 

resolution that became 422(V) was, as Evans concedes,n "a resolution 
diametrically opposing the intentions of the United Kingdom and other 
colonial powers’ ... [tit was an anticolonial clause ..." Western 
"hegemonic" powers were defeated by the anti-colonialist majority in 
the U.N. Inconsistently with his characterization of the early years of 
the U.N. as dominated by the West, Evans79 wrote that 

[w]ith the mood in the [U.N. General] Assembly growing 
avowedly anticolonial .by 1950, the colonial clause offered 

even greater opportunities for less developed and socialist 

countries to denounce colonial powers. 

He further accepted that by 

1950 the membership of the Assembly included a large bloc of 
Arab and Muslim states who were in regular contact with 
Algerian and Moroccan leaders. During the debate on the 

colonial clause, members of this bloc would often read out 
extracts of communications from these leaders detailing the 

contempt with which France treated its North African 
colonies. Vociferous among those who spoke regularly against 
the colonial clause were Afghanistan, Egypt, Ethiopia, Iraq, 
Lebanon, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Turkey and the 
Yemen.~o                                   . 

States voting in favour of the anti-colonial clause were Afghanistan, 
Burma, B.S.S.R., U.S.S.R., Chile, China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Egypt, 
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Ethiopia, Guatemala, Haiti, India, Indonesia, Iran, kaq, Israel, 

Lebanon, Liberia, Mexico, Pakistan, Philippines, Poland, Saudi Arabia, 

¯ Syria, Ukrainian S.S.R., Uruguay, Venezuela, Yemen and Yugoslavia.. 

Those voting against were the Netherlands, New Zealand, Turkey, 

South Africa, U.K., U.S.A., Australia, Belgium, Canada and Greece.8~ 

Green,~2 writing in 1956, expressed some dismay that the U.S.A. 
and the rest of the "Western World" were unable to .prevail on the 

colonial issue: 

The [Soviet anti-coIonial] article was vigorously¯ opposed by 
the administering powers, which warned that inclusion of this 
provision ¯would make it difficult for them. to accept the 
covenant; but they were decisively defeated by a vote ... This 
decision of the Assembly was accepted without debate by the 
Commission on Human Rights ... These decisions, like .the 
inclusion of the article on self-determination, reflect the desire 
of the majority of nonadministering members to write their 
own views of the colonial problem into the covenants even 

though this may make ratification impossible for the minority 
of administering members. This would hardly seem to be the 
most satisfactory method of concluding a treaty that is 
supposed to represent the whole world community. 

Self-determination had been recognized in the Atiantic Charter of 
1941, and the United Nations accepted an ¯obligation in its Declaration 
of 1942 to "respect the right of all peoples to choose the form of 
government under which they will live.’’s3 Article 1(2) of the U.N. 
Charter declared one of the purposes of the U,N, to be the development 
of "friendly relations among ¯nations based on the respect for the 

principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples ...,,84 
Chapters XI, XII and XIII regarding the transition of dependent 
territories to "self-government" are also relevant.8~ Although the 
UDHR did not refer to self-determination by name, in Article 2 it did 
proclaim that 

no distinction shall be made on the basis of the political, 

jurisdictional or international status of the country or territory 
to which a person belongs, whether it be independent, trust, 
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non-serf-governing or under any other limitation of 
sovereignty. 

Also relevant are provisions relating to rights of participation (’:The 
will of the people shall be the basis of the authority of govemment ...": 
Article 21(3)) and to °’a social and international order in which the 
rights and freedoms" of the UDHR could be "fully realized" 

(Article 28). 
From 1950 to 1954, the idea of self-determination was discussed 

and propelled forward in the U.N. by an anticolonialist momentum. At 
the 311th meeting of the Third Committee, Afghanistan and Saudi 
Arabia asked the CHR to "study ways and means which would ensure 
the rights of peoples and nationsto self-determination". Not a single 
European state gave its support for the proposal.86 In contrast, many 
non-Western, "Third World" countries urged the introduction of 
self-determination to a covenant or covenants, including Afghanistan, 
Saudi Arabia, Chile, Burma, Egypt, India, Indonesia, Iran, ]~raq, 
Lebanon, Pakistan, Philippines, Syria and Yemen.s7 In 1952, Chile 

added a new element to the right of self-determination: 

The right of the peoples to self-determination sl’iall also 

include permanent sovereignty over their natural wealth and 
resources. In no. case may a people be deprived of its own 
means of subsistence on the grounds of any fights that may be 
claimed by other states.88 

The opposing c01onial and administering powers criticized 
self-determination on a number of counts. Self-determination was 
characterized as a contentious and conditional political principle rather 
than an individual legal right. It was further contended that a collective 
right such as self-determination was out of place in a covenant or 
covenants predominantly committed to individual rights. 
Self-determination was also regarded as a threat to nationat unity, 
sovereignty and territorial integrity (for example, it was argued that. 
minorities might seek for themselves territory and the apparatus of the 
state). The doctrine was also said to be plagued by uncertainty: 
did "self-determination" and "peoples" mean? Which peoples had a 
right to it?’The opposing powers also assertedthat many societies were: 
unprepared to assume the responsibilities self-determination bringsr) 
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Finally, it was strongly urged that civil and political rights should be 
entrenched before the grating of self-determination.S9 

Supporters of self-determination argued in response that it enabled 
individuals to avail themselves of the full range of human rights in the 
UDHR and the covenant(s). It is true that simple independence for a 
country does not guarantee a democratic system and protection of 
hurnan rights, but the doctrine of self-determination has for a 

considerable time now, if not always, been muchmore than simpIe 
independence. In its combination with the value of self-government, it 
has for a considerable period at least favoured, if not presupposed~ 

democracy.9° This was certainly the case following the writing of the 
U.N. Charter, although this value has always been in tension with other 

constitutive norms such as sovereignty, non-intervention and domestic 
jurisdiction as reflected in Article 2(7).91 During the covenant debates 
an Indian delegate captured the reinforcing relationship between 
self-determination and an individual’s well-being by insisting that "the 
individual could not enjoy his full rights unless he was a member of a 
self-determined society." Article 55 of the U.N. Charter guards against 
individual human rights being undermined by self-determination 
claims. On its.face, it is open to the interpretation that "universal 

respect for ... human rights" is the "underpinning" for "stability," 
"well-being" and "peaceful and friendly" intemationai relations "based 
on respect for the principle of equal rights and self-determination of 
peoples," rather than the other way around.9z We should also recall the 
communitarian and collectivist dinaensions of the human rights regime, 
including the UDHR, described earlier. A further defence against any 
undermining of an individual’s human rights in the pursuit or 
maintenance of self-determination can now be found in common 
Article 5(1) of the 1966 Covenants: 

Nothing in the present Covenant may be interpreted as 
implying for any State, group or person any right to engage in 

any activity or perform any act aimed at the destruction of any 
of the rights and freedoms recognized herein or at .their 
limitation to a greater extent than is provided for in the present 

Covenant. 

Regarding the argument that self-determination was a political 
principle rather than a legal right, we may observe that this formalistic 
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distinction is not persuasive given the room for interpretation of the 

relevant articles, the fluid nature of international law, the role of the 
practice of states and international organizations in the development, 
specifically, of customary imemational law, and the inconsistency in 
making precision of terminology a criterion for whether a claim can be 

considered a legal right?~                            ~~ 
As far as interpretation of Article 1(2) of the U.N. Charter is 

concerned, it can be read as requiring concurrent respect for the 
self-determinati0n of peoples and for the equaI rights not jnst of 
individuals but also of peoples. It refers to the principle of equal rights 
and self-determination, not principles, which lends some plausibility to 
this, perhaps uaaorthodox, interpretation. In full, it describes one of the 

purposes of the U.N.: 

To develop friendly relations among nations based on 
respect for the principle of equal rights and 
self-determination of peoples, and to take other 
appropriate measures to strengthen universal peace ... 

Falk9~ has questioned the materiality of the contrast between a principle 
and a right in this context, arguing that the realization of any principle 
under ir~ternational law will inevitably impose and confer relevant 

duties and rights. To similar effect, Pechota has argued that 

[t]he futility of the debate~ which centred on the question of 
whether self-determination was a political principle or a lega.1 
right, is demonstrated by the fact of decolonization and by 
later developments in the political organs of the United 
Nations, where a series of resolutions gave practical effect to 

the right and declared it to be a legally binding principle of the 
Charter. The arguments made against the right, as well as the 
assertion thata cover~ant on human rights was not the place to 
enunciate collective rights, were brushed aside by the 
majority, and the provision was formulated in a forceful and 

unambiguous manner.9s 

On the question of uncertainty regarding the conceptualization 
self-determination, non-Westeru proponents wondered wh3 
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was not Considered fatal in other debates over terms such as "fair 
wages," "adequate standard of living," "aggression" and "peace.’~ 

in addition to Western powers’ resistance to self-determination 
because of its potential to cause fragmentation in a state (through. 
secessionist claims by, for example, competing nationalist splinter 
groups, historic ethno-nafions or minorities of various kinds),97 they 
were very anxious over the economic dimension of self-determination. 
Tony Evans has gone so far as to suggest that during the debates over a 
human rights covenant, "economic arguments were the cause of most 
concern for western industrialized countries.’’gs 

Recall that in 1952 Chile put forward a self-determination proposal 
that incorporated a people’s tight of permanent sovereignty over their 
country’s natural wealth and resources so that its subsistence could be 
maintained.99 Western states, and especially colonial and administering 
powers, regarded this proposal as a threat to their economic interests. It 
had the potential, so they thought, to legitimate a "new" state’s 
nationalization of industries (especially mining industries), 
expropriation of foreign property without proper compensation, and/or 
revocation or repudiation of international treaties and contracts 
respectively. 

In answer, non-Western states rightly pointed out that the 
economic dimension was vital to self-determination and to the 
fulfilment of human rights. They also drew attention to the unfair 
economic advantages imperial powers had long gained through 
mercantilism, including "’cheap raw materials," cheap labour and 
strategic spheres of influence.~°~ They argued that "the purpose of the 
article was not to threaten foreign investment as suggested but to 
prevent such foreign exploitation as would deprive the local population 
of its means of subsistence.’’t°z It was inconsistent, for Western powers 

to use a paradigm of sovereignty based on values of non-intervention, 
territorial integrity, domestic jurisdiction, political supremacy and so 
on, to deny claims for political self-determination, and then to use 
another model of limited "sovereignty" to deny newly independent 
states fuI1 control of their economies and resources (subject only to 
relevant international legal regulation). 

If Western states had been consistent, and employed the 
understanding of sovereignty they believed applicable to themselves, 
they would not have been able to deny economic self-determination to 
non-Western statesl One can imagine the answer Western states would 
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be likely to give to a stipulation that ~hey could not "for their own ends, 
freely dispose of their natural wealth and resources," and that they 
could be "deprived of ... [their] own means of subsistence." Their 
answer would in all likelihood be that such a stipulation would be in 
violation of their sovereignty. For example, ihe International 

Commission Of Jurists (Aaland Islands dispute) advised in ~l,~920 that "in 
the absence of express provisions in international treaties, the right of 
disposing of national territory is essentially an attribute of the 

sovereignty of every State?’~°~ 
Indeed, control of a territory, national sovereignty as a form of 

proprietorship or dominion over territory (for example, over land, 
territorial sea, airspace), is essential to the definition of a state under 
international law. Following the Montevideo Convention on the Rights 

and Duties of States (1933), the Restatement of the Foreign Relations 
Law of the United States defines a state as "an entity that has a defined 

territory and permanent population, under the control of its own 
government, and that engages in, or has the capacity to engage in, 
formal relations with other such entities.’’~°4 So, in catlingfo~" economic 
self-determination of the kind that Chile proposed, non-Western states 
were only making explicit a standard feature of state sovereignty, while 
adding a modest minimum regarding subsistence (one entirely 

consistent with the commitments of the U.N. Charter, UDHR and 
Covenants to social and economic rights and to improving human 

development).~ 
In any event, supporters of economic self-determination sought .to 

allay some of the fears of Western states by removing the phrase 
"permanent sovereignty" and adding the qualification that a "people’s" 
free disposal of their wealth and resources would be "without prejudice 
to any obligations arising out of international economic cooperation, 
based upon the principle of mutual benefit, and international law" 

(common Article 1(2), ICCPR,ICESCR). What are we to make of this 
rather opaque language? On its face, it seems to be reassuring 
"non-disposing" states that the principle ofpacta .sunt servanda1°6 (that 
treaties obligations bind) will generally be compiled with, and that such 
states, along with all others, will be subject to international law. 

~107 

might then be an embodiment of "economic sovereignty    as 
"responsibly conceived.’’~°8 

I want to emphasize that, in criticizing some Western powers for 
being inconsistent in relation to their use of conveniently differing 
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conceptions of sovereignty to respond to arguments for political and 
economic self-determination by non-Western states (resisting 
fragmentation of Western states by defending their sovereign control 
over their territory while denying non-Western states control of their. 
"natural wealth and resources" because that was somehow beyond the 
power of their sovereignty), I do not endorse any conception of state 
sovereignty that makes it a paramount norm of international relations. 
A parochial state sovereignty that is indifferent or hostile to 
international regulation has done much to impede the work of the 
global body politic. The development of universal human rights 
(including humanitarian intervention, erga omnes obligations, 

declarations and treaties, international criminal law and universal 
jurisdiction) ~s vital in overcoming such an obstacle. In this sense, 
although Weston discusses responsibility in the context of developing 
countries, I am sure that he would agree that a goal of international law 

should be to make all states’ exercise of sovereignty responsible.~09 
International law seems to recognize this requirement of 

responsibility. While a state is entitled to independence, as a subject of 
international law (for example, through the doctrine of recognition), 
that independence is to be exercised subject to the law. To use a 
sporting analogy, a coach might release a soccer player to "follow the 

ball" (and thus not to play in a designated POsition), to play freely and 
independently, but this is no licenee to play outside the laws of the 
game. The laws of the game are outside and superior to the coach’s 

power: just as (supranational) international law is outside and 
normatively superior to the power of any state. One must remember, " 
however, that just as the. laws of the game of soccer seek to 
accommodate (and allow some freedom, autonomy, discretion, 
decision-making and power to) various .actors in the game (for 
example, coaches, referees and players), so too has international law 
(for example, in the contracting "domestic jurisdiction" ciause). One 
could think of the iriterplay of forces in a federal constitutional system 
or the principles of "margin of appreciation" and "sabsidiarity" in 
European Union law. As Shaw has put it: 

[I]nternational law permits freedom of action for states, unless 
there is a rule constraining this° However, it must be 
emphasized that such freedom exists within and not outside 
the international legal system and it is therefore international 
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law which dictates the scope and content of the independence 
of states and not the states themselves individually .and 
unilaterally,n° 

The issues discussed here have been particulasly keenly debated in 

the context of the international law relating to a state’s ~propriation of 
foreign property)11 Despite Article 47 of the ICESCR ("Nothing in the 
present Covenant shall be interpreted as impairing the inherent right of 

all peoples to enjoy and utilize fully and freely their natural wealth and 
resources").~t2 (see, also, Article 25, ICESCR), the implied, reassurance 
to non-Western states regarding expropriation was well supported in 
internation~i1 law up to at least the adoption Of the Covenants, and, 
arguably, up to the present day. Any expropriation of foreign property 
was required to be lawful (according to international law and, arguably, 
more generally, in the sense that it complied with notions of the rule of 
law that precluded vengeful, venal or arbitrary expropriations), for a 
public purpose or in the public interest, non-discriminatory (and not in 
violation of international human rights law) and compensated for.113 

More radical communist and/or Third World perspectives argued that 
the history of colonial exploitation and the detrimental impact of many. 
transnztional corporations on developing countries’ economies, quality 
of life, environment, political autonomy and stability, and human rights 
meant that compensation was not mandatory. This stance is consistent 
with the critical views of a wide range of schools of thought that have 

criticized the. inequity in North-South relations, especially regarding 
the economic realm. These schools have included Marxists and 
socialists, "dependency" theorists, World System theorists, World 
Order theorists and Critical Theorists. But certainly a complete 
rejection of the compensation principle has not found strong roots in 

international law.114         . 
The prevailing law is better.captured in the 1962 Declaration on 

Permanent Sovereignty over Natural Resources (UNGAA Res. 1803 
(XVII)).~25 Paragraph 4 of the Declaration.provides as follows: 

Nationalization, expropriation or requisitioning: shall be based 
on grounds or reasons of public utility, security or the national 
interest which are recognized as overriding purely individual 
or private interests, both domestic and foreign. In such cases 
the owner shall be paid appropriate compensation, in 
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accordance with the rules in force in the State taking such 
measures in the exercise of its sovereignty and in accordance 
with international law.1~ 

While the Declaration is notable for its reinforcement of the main 
pillars of the orthodox conception of international law in this area, to a 
significant degree it also promoted the interests of developing 
countries; including the references to "permanent sovereignty," to 
public, societal or national interests that may prevail over "pui’ely 
individual or private interests," to the rules of a state in this field, and to 
"appropriate" rather than to "adequate" compensation (which was the 
criterion Western states had traditionally preferred).J.~7 We might note, 
however, that, subsequently (and outside the period this book 
examines) developing countries presented .a forceful challenge to the 
supremacy of traditional principles relating to expropriation, 
particularly in their push for a New International Economic Order in 
1974.1j8 

Even with the qualifications to the economic self-determination 
embodied in Article 1 (2) of the Covenants, the majority of Western 
states still perceived it as a grave threat to their economic interests. But 
it was the non-Western, states, aswe know, that largely prevailed on 
this issue,a~9 

Common Article 1(I) of the 1966 Covenants refers to the right of 
all peoples to "freely pursue their economic, social and cultural 
development." Article 1(2) declares that "In no case may a people be 
deprived of its own means of subsistence." Article 2(1), ICESCR, 
provides, in part: 

Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to take 
steps, individually and through international assistance and 
cooperation, especially economic and technical, to the 
maximum of its available resources, with a view to achieving 

progressively the full realization of the rights recognized in the 
present Covenant by all appropriate means ... [emphasis 

added] 

Article 6, ICESCR, refers to the "steps" that states are obliged to take 
in pursuit of "steady economic, social and cultural development." 
Article 11, ICESCR, recognizes "the right of everyone to an adeqnate 
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standard of living" ("including adequate food, clothing and housing," 
and freedom from hunger). Article 12, ICESCR, recognizes "the .right 
of everyone to the enjoyment o( the highest attainable standard of 

." " . ’ le physlcat and mental health. Attic 13, ICESCR, recognizes "the right 
of everyone to education." Article 15, ICESCR, recognizes "the right of 
everyone ... to take part in cultural life." Louis B. Sghn, a pioneering 
human rights scholar, has persuasively discerned in provisions of this 
nature a right to development; a right that has often beenconsidered as 
a recent innovation, as a "third generation" right. This latter perspective 
makes sense if one conceives of the right to development as ,merely" a 
right of a developing state to modernization, equitable participation in 
the global economy, international aid, and so forth; but a right to 
development need not be so circumscribed. It is best regarded as a right 
to human development. It can be understood as a synthesis of all the 
ways in which the realization of human rights fulfils human needs and 
promotes human flourishing (which obviously, on my view, would still 
require equitable participation in the global economy, and so on). In 
this way, the indivisibility of civil and political and economic social 
and cultural rights is preserved, and economic development is not set 
up in competition with human rights protection (the so-called rights- 
development trade-off))2° An exclusive focus on development and 
economic growth does not guarantee just distributive outcomes, nor the 
realization of social and econornic rights. It is telling that the greatest 

ambition for this model is that wealth will "trickle down" to the 
poverty-stricken in society, in circumstances that demand a steady and 
substantial flow. And civil and political rights ought not to be jettisoned .. 
in development’s name. As political scientist Jack Donnelly says, the 
"ultimate purpose of development is to lay the basis for realizing 
human dignity." In recent years, the notion of "sustainable 
development" has emerged in a phrase that tries to capture something 
of holistic human development: economic development, social and 
economic justice, respect for human rights and environmental stability. 
In this it echoes the speeifieation of "World Order Values" by scholars 

such as Richard Falk of the WOMP (World Order Models 
which flourished in the 1960s and 1970s and continues to this day. 
notion of sustainable development has been elaborated and discussed": 
through the U.N. Development program and in a series of U.N. and. 

regional conferences, along with the idea of "governance" 
example, at the 1992 Rio Conference on the environment and the 
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. Vienna Conference on human rights). These values have even entered 
the rhetoric of some actors in the international economic regime (for 

example, the World Bank), although they often sit uneasiIy with an 
aggressively neo-liberal agenda (privatization, deregulation, free 
"marketization" and so on).m This holistic approachz22 to human 
development has, however, a long lineage;, examples include ancient 
religious norms of economic justice, and ideals of economic and social 
rights and human welfare during the Enlightenment and among early 
socialists. The holistic approach is reflected in a number of provisions 
of the Covenants. For example, the Preamble of the ICESCR provides 
that ~he "ideal of free human beings enjoying freedom from fear and 
want can only be achieved if conditions are created whereby everyone 
may enjoy his economic, social and cultural rights, as well as his civil ¯ 
and political fights" [emphasis added]. Article 4 of the ICESCR 
provides that any limitations on the rights must be "determined by law" 
and extend "only in so far as this may be compatible with the nature of 
these rights and solely for the purpose of promoting the general welfare 
in a democratic society." It c/early answers in the negative those who 
would argue that human rights can be sacrificed at the altar of a state’s 
economic development: 

Nothing in the present Covenant may be interpreted as 
implying for any State, group orperson any right to engage in 
any activity or perform any act aimed at the destruction of any 
of the rights and freedoms recognized herein, or at their 
limitation to a greater extent than is provided for in the present 

Covenant [emphasis added].. 

According to Sohn, with whom I agree, a link is present between 
self-determination and development, though I cast it as human 
development, as discussed above. Sohn cites provisions of the 
Declaration of Philadelphia (1944) (now part of the ILO Constitution 
(1946)), the U.N. Charter, UDHR, the Teheran Declaration (1968), 
UNESCO’s Declaration on Race and Racial Prejudice (1978) and the 
African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights (1981), among other 
instruments, in support of his view.z23 The 1960 Declaration on the 
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples provided 
the model for common Article 1 of the 1966 Covenants, which is 
identically wordedTM The link between self-determination and 
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development is also evident in the 1970 Declaration on Principles of 
International Law Concerning Friendly. Relations125 (to use a short 
title), the 1986 Declaration on the Rights of Development126, Principle 

3 of the Rio Declaration (1992) and the Vienna Declaration (1993).12v 
The Vienna Declaration sums up the symbiotic relationship between 
development and human rights. While ’,the right to d,.evelopment is a 
’universal and inalienable right and .an integral part of fundamental 
human rights,’" the Declaration warns that "the lack of development 
may not be invoked to justify the abridgement of... human rights.’’~2s 

The U.N. Draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples 

(1994)129 similarly attempts to reconcile development, cultural 
autonomy and environmental concerns in a non-assimilationist fashion. 

For example, Article 4 provides:                         :i i: !... 

Indigenous peoples have the right to maintain and strengthen 
their distinct political, economic, social and cultural 
characteristics, as well as their legal systems, while retaining 
their rights to participate fully, if they so choose, in the 
political, economic, social and cultural life of the State. 

Article 26 declares, in part, that 

[i]ndigenous peoples have the right to own, develop, control 
and use the lands and territories, including the total 
environment ... and other resources which .they have 
traditionally owned or otherwise occt~pied or used. This 
includes the right to flail recognition of their laws, traditions 
and customs, land-tenure systems and institutions for .the 
development and management of resources .~. 

Article 30 provides that indigenous peoples have "the right to 
determine and develop priorities and strategies for the development or 
use of their lands, territories and other resources." It also provides 
indigenous peoples, can insist upon "their free and informed consent 
prior to the approval of any project" having an impact upon their 
resources, "particularly in comlection with the development, utilization 
or exploitation of mineral, water, or other resources," and, with snch:i 
peoples’ "agreement," to receive "just and fair compensation ... 
mitigate adverse environmental, economic, social, cultural or spiritual::. 
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Impact." Article 31 recognizes, "as a specific form of exercising their 
right to self-determination," that indigenous peoples "have the right to 
autonomy or self-govemment in matters relating to their internal and 
local affairs including [inter alia] culture, religion, education ,.. health, 
housing, employment, social weifare, economic activities, land and 
resources, management, environment and entry by. non-members, as 
weI1 as ways and means for financing these autonomous functions." 

In light of the criticism that the International Bill of Rights is too 
individualistic, and thus does not adequately cater for collective claims, 
I will now assess th~ potential for the 1966 Covenants to accommodate 
culturaI fights and group claims, paying particular attention to the 
realization of the rights of minorities and indigenous peoples under the 
banner of self-determination Or otherwise. 

Given the great messiness of ttie definition, applicability, 
significance and extent of the right of self-determination under 

international law, it will be useful to try to identify its main 
characteristics. Before doing so, however, it is critical to appreciate the 
great fluidity and. ambiguity regarding the conceptualization and 
experience of self-determination under international lawJ~0 As Falk~3~ 

has observed: 

IT]he contours of the right of self-determination have never 
been and aren’t now fixed in the concrete of rigid legal " 
doctrine. The right has been Continuously evolving 

conceptually and experientially in response to the pressure of 
events, geopolitical priorities and the prevailing moral and 
political climate. This combination of factors tends to produce 
a confusing pattern of historically conditioned precedents, 
Reaving considerable room for widely disparate interpretations 
bearing on legal doctrine ... The law of self-determination is 
in fltoc, especially pertaining to indigenous peoples, and is . 
likely to remain so for the indefinite future, reflecting the ebb 
and flow of both practice on the ground, doctrine interpreted 
by various concerned actors, and above all the realities of 
power and the vagaries of geopolitics. 

Of course, such fluidity is not unique to this field of international law, 
nor to international law compared with other kinds of law; and some 

contours can be discerned in sharper and more resilient relief than 
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others. With these cautions in mind, we may now attempt to identify 
some of the leading dimensions of self-determination under 

international Ia~v.13z 
First, it is clear that the self-determination of peoples includes a 

right of "external" self-determination. This fight is int~iaded to ensure 

that an entire people within a defined territory is free from "alien," 
colonial rule. When a people formerly under a colonial power obtains 
independence it assumes the full apparatus of a state under international 

law (independence, equality, self-government, national unity, territodai 
integrity, and so on). Nevertheless, the territorial boundaries of.the 
former colony are preserved (uti possidetisjuris doctrine)-~ 

Second, at least since the coming into force of the 1966 Covenants 

(common Article 1), the fight applies to all peoples, and is thus not 
confined to the colonial situation, but can also apply to independent 

states. However, generally, self-determination must not be used as a 
legal instrument to dismantle sovereign stateS)~ 

Third, one can, nevertheless, find in international instruments, 
doctrine and practice support for a dual right to self-determination and 
secession in circumstances of the continuation of colonialist practices 

despite formal independence, and/or where there.is no democratic, 
representative government in a state representing me "whole people" 
(since, on one view, territorial integrity is only guaranteed ~o such a 

state). Arguably, gross denials of human rights or of political 
participation to a people (within the "whole people") might also qualify 
- as in the case of a country operating an apartheid-like system. 
Further, a right of secession is similarly more likely to be recognized in 

colomahst situations where there is continuing, gross~ irremediable 

discrimination, persecution or genocidal threats or practices.~ 
Fourth, conventionally international law has not re 

minorities (members of which collectivities are accorded fights under 
Article 27, ICCPR) or indigenous peoples as "peoples" within Article 
of the 1966 Covenants. And because they do not come within the 

article, self-determination, let alone secession, is not available to them. 
But this view has increasingly come under challenge, as it should.~ 

Fi~th, the norm, law and practice of self-determination can and do . 
include much more than a possible fight of secession.~7 The anxiety of 
national governments over secession, and the fetishization of it 
ethno-nationalist groups (sometimes accompanied by exclusivist, 

and genocidal mentalities, identities and practices) has tended 

obscure this aspect of self-determination. In this regard, there is much 
to commend a sophisticated norm of internal self-determination, 
together with the practices, constitutions and laws of "autonomy 
regimes.’’~38 These regimes can often advance the interests and rights of 
indigenous peoples alike - accommodating territorial, pt~litieal, 
cultural, legal and economic claims, while developing a tolerant, 
diverse polity that applies international human rights to all "citizens" 
(in the broadest sense of that word). 

This approach to self-determination’ which extends the view 

beyond secessionist myopia, has a number of other virtues. It does ~ot 
promote and entrench some of the unhealthier dimensions of statism 
and nationalism, especially when they are joined with an exclusive, 
monocultural outlook, it does not hold out the state as a symbolic 
trophy for a particular "people," and as a vehicle of power. Thus, there 
is potential for the recommended kind of self-determination to enhance 
therespect for common human needs within a state. -~dditionatly, it 
does not fragment the state as a political and economic entity.139 While 
human rights advocates are justified in constraining the state’s power 
and propensity to harm human beings, it is also important to protect the 
state as an enhancer of human well-being. The fragmentation Of a state 
through secession can undermine the capacity (for example, through 
education, law, resources, and so on) for a strong but "humane" state 
that can promote human rights values and embody them in relevant 
institutions.~ Think, for example, of a stable and healthy democratic, 
welfare state that can strengthen anti-discrimination regimes; facilitate 
multiculturalism; regulate govenament and the private sector; help fulfil 
political, economic, social and cultural rights; and ameliorate harsh 
impacts due to globalization. A fragmented state might find it much 
harder to sustain these valuesand to work toward these goals. This 
weakening effect is ofparticular concern given that a secessionist group 
succeeding to state power might well reject the values of the humane 
state (in this, an analogy with the way in which federalism has 
sometimes undermined human rights protections is instructive). Of 
course my support here for a morecreative approach to self- 
determination assumes the existence of a state/government with a 
democratic character and a commitment to human rights that, 

realistically, will always be a matter of degree. 
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ProbabIy the best-known definition of a minority - and there is no 
clear, formal definition in international law~41 - comes from Professor 
Capotorti: ..... 

[A] ... group numerically inferior to the rest of the population. 
of a State, in a non-dominant position, whose members - 
being Nationals of the State -possess ethnic, religious or 
linguistic characteristics differing from the rest of the 

population and show~, if only implicitly, a sense of soIidarity, 
directed towards preserving their culture, traditions, religion or 
language. ~4~ 

Of course, as Steiner and Alston have pointed out, describing a group in 
a state as a minority still leaves undetermined the question of what its 
cultural, political and economic character, identity and circumstances 
are. It could have friendly relations with the majority or not, be more or 
less "integrated" with other cultures within the state (in a more or less 
voluntary way), and its differentiation from the majority (in terms of 
values and practices, and so forth) may be stark or minimal.!43 There 
has also been an at times frustrating, but nevertheless important, debate 
over whether indigenous peoples are subsumed in the term. 

"minorities." Certainly indigenous peoples usualiy, constitute a small 
fraction of any country’s population. Malanczuk refi~ses to accept that 
indigenous peoples have characteristics that warrant their being 
conceived of and treated in a different way from "other minorities?’144 
But, as we will see, understandings of indigenous peoples in 
international law have moved in the direction of a three-fold hybridity: 
that for certain purposes (for example, under the. principles of 
non-discrimination) indigenous peoples may be regarded as "ordinary" 
minorities, for others as "special" minorities, and, for other~ still, as.. 
indigenous peoples capable of exercising rights of at least internal (and, 
in exceptional circumstances, external) self-determinationJ45 

Having defined minorities, we may then ask do they have any 
self-determination rights? Traditional internationaMaw doctrine after 
World War II has tended to deny external self-determination (including 
a right of secession) to a minority, treating the matter as one entirely 
different from that of the emergent but subjugated nation-state. It ~. ~:;.:.:..::. 
interesting to note that this is quite different from the earlier doctrine of 
the Wilsonian era, which was characteristically concerned with captive ~:i. 
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ethnic nations within state borders obtaining their independence, 
equality of status and just treatment. ~6 As international lawyer Diane 

Orentlicher has observed: 

By defining the ’self entitled to exercise the fight in strictly 
territorial terms, the postwar rendering of self-determination 
drained the principle of its rich interwar meaning. 

Soil-determination was thus transformed from a principle for 
state-making into a corrective to the historical injustice of 
alien subjugation.~4~ 

This is a reasonably accurate description if it :is remembered that the 
interwar principle she describes often did not come into fruition, as the " 
Aaland Island dispute shows.. 

It is clear from the historical record of the debates over the ! 966 
Covenants that the majority of states, incl~ding non-Western states, 
were not prepared to grant full self-determination, conceived of as 
involving the automatic grant.of a right of secession, to minorities, but 
rather more limited rightsJ~8 For example, during the debates a New 
Zealand representative declared that the 

principle [of self-determination] w~s opposed to the idea of 
colonialism and related to the. wishes of the majority 
occupying a given area or territory, and it should not be 
confused with rights of minorities scattered throughout the 

territory who might be seeking equality of treatment with the 
majority, but not political separation J49 

It should be noted, however, that the representative overlooks 

something here: what if a minority is not "scattered" but consolidated 
in a territory with which it has historic connections? What if, as in the 
usual case that causes controversy, a minority is’ seeking "poIitical 

separation"? A representative from India put the matter more starkly 
and clearly: 

the problem of minorities should not be raised.in connexion 

with the implementation of the right to self-determination, as 
it was completely different. 
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A Syrian delegate explained that 

the word "people" which was the keyword in the statement of 
the principle of the right to self-determination, meant the 
multiplicity of hnman beings constituting a nation, .or the 

aggregate of the various national groups governed by .a single 
authority. 

To similar effect, a G~eek representative said that "it should be made 
clear that the problem at issue was that of national majorities not of 
minorities.’’15° 

We have already mentioned a possible exception to the doctrine 
that a right of secession is ¯unavailable to a minority. This exception 
may be termed external self-determination in extremis. As the 
commissions involved in determining the Aaland Islands dispute. 
hinted, secession may be a possibility when a minority is subjected to 
gross denial of its (hnman) rights within a state (especially in the 
postwar period, and if it involves discrimination or genocidal actions). 
In this we can see an overlap between self-determination in extremis, 
humanitarian intervention, the Nuremberg principles and the 
prohibition on genocide, and endorsement of general, human rights 

protections.151 The Aaland Island Rapporteurs explained that 

[t]he idea of justice and of liberty, embodied in the formula of 
’ " 

self-determination, must be applied an a reasonable manner to 
the relations between States and .the minorities they included .::~ 

... IT]he ethnical character and the ancient traditions of these ..... 
:~;:~~ 

minorities should be respected as much as possible, and... . 

they should be especially authorised to practise freely their ~:~ 

religion and to cultivate their language The separation of a : 

minority from the State of which it forms part ... can only be 
considered as an altogether exceptional solution, a last resort 
when the State lacks either the will or the power to enact and 
apply just and effective guaranteesY2 

Thus, as early as 1921, the right of a.minority to protection of its civil 
and cultural rights and autonomy was recognized, building on the 
heritage of earlier treaties (which, for example, granted rights related to 
religious belief and practice) and the League of Nations. To put it. 
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¯ another way, minorities have a right to internal self-determination, and, 

excepfio.nally, to secession. In a similar, but more generous, vein than 
the Rapporteurs, AIan Buchanan~53 understands "the right to secede" as 

a last-resort remedy to address the following injustices: "(!) persistent 

and serious violations of individual httman rights"; "(2) past 

unredressed seizure of territory’; and, less certainly, [3] "discriminatory 

redistribution (or, as it is sometimes called, internal colonialism or 

regional exp.,loitation)." Probably only (I) and [3] have some foundation 

in international law, ~with (2) being left to the fate of a civiI war or 

revolution, and the international community’s recognition of .a 
minority’s control of any relevant territory (re)seized by it. Howeverl 

such a matter is complex and might fall foul of the U.N. prohibition on 

the use of force under Article 2(4) of the Charter.~54 

Generally a minority can hope to have its rights and interests 

protected through some kind of "autonomy regime" or internal 

self-determination, buttressed by general and specific (such as 

Article27, ICCPR) human rights provisions]ss An early, but still 

valuable, account of some of the goals of such autonomy regimes in 

relation to minorities can be found in the Minority Schools in Albania 

case (1935) (Permanent Court of International Justice - PCIJ) 

concerning the League of Nations system. A principal goal in such a 
regime is 

to secure for certain elements incorporated in a State, the 
population of which differs from them in race, language or 
religion, the possibility of living peaceably alongside that 
population and co-operating amicably with it, while at the 
same time preserving the characteristics which distinguish 
them from the majority, and satisfying the ensuing special 
needs, a56 

At another point, the PCIJ argued that 

[i]n order to attain this object; two things were regarded as 
particularly necessary ... The first is to ensure that nationals 
belonging to racial, religious or linguistic minorities shall be 
placed on a footing of perfect equality with other national[s] 
of the State. The second is to ensure for the minority ... 
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suitable means for the preservation of their ... peculiarities, 

their traditions and their national characteristics.~v ~. 

Autonomy regimes offer sophisticated, flexible potential to safeguard 
a~d facilitate the rights and interests of minorities - a spectrum along 
which are arrayed cultural rights, forms of self-government, access to 
state resources, development of local law, territorial controls and 
resource management, conferral of membership, and so on,~sa 
International jurists Steiner and Alston identify three main kinds of 
autonomy regimes: "personal law regimes," often involving the 
application of traditional, religious or cultural law peculiar to a group or 
to members of that group, and to those members only; "territorial" 
regimes, where a minority exercises some power over a territory 
through a federation, regional governance or other devolution; and 
"power-sharing regimes" which provide ethnic groups with distinctive 
opportunities for participating in political, economic or other domains 
(for example, representation in a national or local’legislature; or the 
requirement 6f special majorities if various legal, constitutional br 
administrative protections of their rights and interests are to be 
disturbed). There are innumerable possibilities for these regimes to be 
combined in various ways, giving a minority varying kinds and degrees 

of autonomy within a stateY9 
Various human rights provisions have a bearing on the parameters 

and content of autonomy regimes: for example, the non-discrimination 
provisions in the UDHR, the 1966 Covenants, the 1965 Convention on. 
the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, and customary international 

law; civil and political rights tO free expression, assembly, association, 
religious expression and to political participation; tO cultural )ights; 
principles .prohibiting genocide and endorsing hnmanitarian 
intervention. In combination, these provisions and principles assist a. 
minority in the creation and maintenance of variot~ institutions and 

"ways of life,’’1~° 
In addition to these general human rights provisions, there are a 

number of specific provisions that bear upon the rights of minorities. 
Chief among them are Article 27, ICCPR, and the Declaration on the 
Rights of Persons Belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious or 
Linguistic Minorities (U.N. General Assembly, 1992).t61 Article 27,: 

ICCPR, reads: 
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In those States in which ethnic, religious or linguistic 

minorities exist, persons belonging to such minorities shall not 

be denied the right in community with the other members of. 

their group, to enjoy their Own culture, to profess and practice 

their own religion, or to use their own language: 

Just by looking at the words of the article, one can grasp its apparently 

individualistic orientation ("persons belonging to such minorities," 
rather than the minorities themselves), its negative formulation (a state 
"shall not" deny to such persons), and the apparently limited nature of 
the rights enumerated. But upon another interpretation, one that has 
received some support from the U.N. Human Rights Committee (see 

General Comment No. 23 on Article 27), collective dimensions can be 
identified. The relevant persons have to belong to a particular minority, 
and a "minority" is obviously .a collective entity. Every right is to be 
exercised "in community with the other members of the group," and the 
specific rights enumerated (religion, language and culture) are all 
characteristically communal enterprises, or social phenomena. 
Moreover, the conferral of a righton a person to enjoy the culture of 
"their" group presupposes the existence and .continuing vitality. (or at 
least functioning) of that culture. In all of this, inten~ational legal 
scholar MalcoIm Shaw’s observations1~ are apt: 

In recent years [in the U.N.] ... more attention has been given 
to various expressions of the concept .of collective rights, 
although it is often difficult to maintain a strict differentiation 
between individual and collective rights. 

In any event, the UoN. Hmnan Rights Committee, in its General 

Comment No. 23, indicated, that under Article 27 astate was 
responsible to act positively to protect a minority’s "way of life" and its 
"identity" and to "ensure the effective participation of members of 
minority communities in decisions which affect them.’’~3 

After noting that the 1966 Covenants give ’~explicit 
acknowledgement of group claims as a specific and distinct dimension 
of human rights,’’~4 FaN assesses that there is much potential for the 
U.N. to create "policy .instruments for the realization of affirmative 
group rights, and schemes for devolution, autonomy, Self-government, 

federalism, and self-administration.’’a~5 A modest contribntion to this 
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cause has been made by the U.N. Declaration on the Rights of Persons " 
Belonging to National or Ethnic or Linguistic Minorities (1992).16.6 

Elaborating or responding to Article 27, ICCPR, the Declaration 
provides in Article 1 that 

States shall protect the existence and the national or 
etlmic, cultural, religious and linguistic identity of 
minorities within their respective territories and shall 
encourage conditions for the promotion of that identity. 

2. States shall adopt appropriate legislative and other 

measures to achieve those ends: ~v 

Under Article 4(4), "States should, where appropriate, take measures in 
the field of education, in order to encourage knowledge of the history, 
traditions, language and culture of the minorities ..."trs One could 
argue that such attention to education is not directed only toward 
members of a particular minority, but also .toward collectivist 

objectives. These include the enhancement of the knowledge, 
understanding and tolerance of the wider community; and the 
facilitation of the cul~ural resources that a minority transmits to its 

members as a way of maintaining the group’s existence and identity. 
These objectives are compatible with some of the provisions of the 

Genocide Convention (1948).169 
The status of indigenous peoples under international law is 

unclear: sometimes they are regarded as "peoples," sometimes as 
"minorities." in 1994, the U.N. Human Rights Committee referred to 

"certain minority rights, in particular, those pertaining to indigenous. 
peoples, [that] might consist of a way of life closely associated with 
territory and the use of resources, such as fishing, htinting and the right 
to live" in enclaves "protected by law.’’17° Indicia associated with the 
definition of indigenous peoples include the following: their ancient 

connections with the natural environment; their continuous connections . 
with "premodern practicesand institutions";171their common 
under colonialism, neo-colonialism, genocidal and 
policies; and their unique place as First Peoples of the territory 
inhabitY2 However; while there is a basis for solidarity among. 
indigenous groups nationally and transnationalty, it is well to keep in 
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mind their great diversity, including the way in which they respond to 

modernity,m J. R. Martinez (U.N. Special Rapporteur) has .provided an 
extended definition of indigenous peoples that includes their "historical 
continuity with pre-invasion and pre-colonial societies," their 
"non-dominant" place in society today, their desire "to preserve, 
develop and transmit to future generations their ancestral territories, 
and their ethnic identity," as well as their individual recognition of 

themselves. (which is duly recognized internally) as indigenous.TM 
There remains some doubt over the existence of a right of 

indigenous peoples in international law to Claim the full rights of 
self-determination (including secession), except in extremis, along the 
lines I have discussed in relation to minorities. There is also some 
doubt in relation to the practicality or desirability of a right to 
secession.17~ However; there is absolutely no doubt regarding 
indigenous peoples’ right to internal self-determination, embodied in 
autonomy regimes, to the same extent as for minoritiesY6 As with 
minorities, such a right has been enhanced by general human rights 
provisions concerning non-discrimination and civil, political, economic 
and cultural rights; by Article 27, ICCPR; and by specific instruments 

such as the ILO’s .Convention No. 169 and the U.N. Draft Declaration 
on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (1994).177 

The latter instruments can be used as frameworks for domestic 
attt0nomy regimes of various kinds.~Ts ILO Convention No. 169~79 is an 
important, wide-ranging instrument binding upon those ILO members 
that have ratified it (Article 38). It reaffirms the applicability of general 

¯ hnman rights provisions (and especially, as noted in the preamble, those 
relating t9 "the prevention of discrimination"), and seeks to address 
present inequalities regarding indigenous peoples’ participation in the 
dominant society, while rejecting assimilationist modeIs of 
development, instead, indigenous peoples should have "control over 
their own institutions, ways of life and economic development and [be 
able] to maintain and develop their identities, languages and religions, 
within, the framework of the States in Which they live ..." It seeks to 
foster and institutionalize cultural autonomy, self-development and 
management, political, economic and social participation, equitable 
treatment, and degrees of self-government, though it does not explicitly 
guarantee indigenous peoples a full right of self-determination. For 
example, Article 1(3) provides that "[t]he use of the term ’peoples’ in 
this Convention shall not be construed as having any implications as 
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regards the rights which may attach to the tema under {~temational    ’i:: .... 

law." The Convention (Preamble) also notes "that in many parts of the 
world these peoples are unable to enjoy their fundamental human rights 
to the same degree as the rest of the population of the States in which ¯ 

theYoftenlive,been anderodedthat..their., laws, values, customs and perspectives have 

In support of these objectives, the Convention contains articles on 
governments’ responsibilities to "protect the fights of these peoples and . 
to guarantee respect .for their integrity" (Article 2(1)), including their . 
"social, economic and cultural rights ... with respect for their social and 
cultural identity, their customs and traditions and their mst~tutlon 

(Article 2(2)(b)) "without hindrance or discnmmatlo (Article 3(1)). 
To this end, governments must take "[s]peeial measures ... as 
appropriate for safeguarding the persons, institutions, property, labour, 
cultures and environment of the peoples concerned" (Article 4(1)) (see, . 

also, Articles 2-5).. 
Indigenous peoples are to be consulted ("in particular through their 

representative mst~tutmn ) in relation to laws or "administrative 
measures" that would affect them (Article 6(l)(a)), to be given equal 

opportunity to participate in a country’s "decision-making" processes, 
and to have "means for the full development" of their own 

"institutions" (Article 6(IXb) and (c)~.                            " 
Under the Convention, indigenous peoples have "the right to 

decide their own priorities for the process of development as it affects 
their lives, beliefs, institutions and spiritual well-being and the lands 
they occupy or otherwise use, and to exercise control, to the extent ..::i: 
possible, over theirown ec°n°mic, s°cial and cultural devel°pment "’" 

[and to] participate in the formulation, implementation and evaluation ’ 
of plans and programs for national and regional development which 
may affect them directly" (Article 7(1)). Development projects must be 
carried out with due regard for "the social, spiritual; cultural 
environmental impact" on indigenous peoples (Article 7~3)). The. 
national legal system is to take account of, and give a place to, 
indigenous peoples’ "customs Or customary laws" (Article 8(1)) 
provided they are compatible with the "national legal system" and .... 

mternatmnally recogmsed human rights" (Articles 8(2), 9). 
Provisinn is made for what has compendiously been known as .. 

indigenous peoples’ ’°land rights" in all their forms (Articles 
for self-management of natural resources (including rights to be 
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consulted, to have their ¯consent or its withdrawal taken into account 
(Articles 15(2), 16, 17), and for "fair compensation for any damages 
they may sustain" as a result of development (Articles 15(2)~ 15-19 
generally). 

Further, the Convention contains provisions on economic and 

social rights, including: conditions of recrui~lent and the workplace, 
training programs (Articles 20-21); indigenous "[h]andicrafts, rural and 
community-based industries, and subsistence economy and traditional 
activities ... such as hunting, fishing, trapping and gathering" (Article 
23; and see, generally, Parts IlI and IV); and social security, health and 
education (Parts V, VI).      " 

Part VI of the Convention stipulates that "[e]ducafion programs 
and services" for indigenous peoples "shall be developed and 
implemented in co-operation with them to address their special needs, 
and shall incorporate their histories, their knowledge, and technologies 
... [and] their value systems ..." (Article 27). Part VI also refers to the 
maintenance of indigenous peoples’ languages a~d to the development 
and sustaining of their own educational institutions (Articles 27~28). 
Article 31 prescribes that "[e]ducational measures shall be taken among 
all sections Of the national community [emphasis added] ’" to combat 
"prejudices" against indigenons peoples and to prevent distorted 
accounts of them. 

The Convention has interesting international and Wansnational 
dimensions: "Governments ... [are to] take appropriate measures, 
including by means of international agreements, to facilitate contacts 
and co-operation between indigenous and tribal peoples across borders, 
including activities in the economic, social, cultural, spiritual and 
environmental fields" (Article 32). 

The non-binding .U;N. Draft Declaration on the Rights of 
Indigenous Peoples (1994) has reiterated and further developed the 
kinds of norms and rights to be found in ILO Convention No. 169. The 
Draft Declaration was largely the work of a Working Group on 
Indigenous Populations, created from the U.N. Sub-commission on 

Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities, which 
answered to the U.N..Commission on Human Rights. It was staffed by 
"independent expert members." The armual meetings of the Group are 
said to be "among the most broadly participatory in the entire UN 
system.’’~0 
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¯ Article 3 of the Draft Declaration recognizes thaf.~’[i]ndigenous 
peoples have the right of self-determination" through which "they 
freely determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, 

,sffcial and cultural development." Key Article 4 provides that 
[i]ndigenous peoples have the right to maintain and strengthen their 

distinct political, economic, social .and cultural characteristics, as well 
as their legal systems, ~vhile retaining their rights to participate fully, if 
they So choose, in the political, economic, social and cultural life of the 
State?’ Other articles relate to indigenous peoples’ rights to 
participation, in decisions affecting them, through their own and other 

institutions (Articles 19, 20); their "free and informed consent" to 
measures having an impact on them (Article 20); and their rights 
relating to land, resources and development (Articles 25-27, 30).¯ 
Article 31,. going beyond ILO Convention No. 169, declares that 
indigenous peoples, "as a ¯specific form of exercising their right to 
self-determination, have the right to autonomy or self-government in 
matters relating to their internal and local affairs", including: religion, 
culture, education, media, information, housing, health, social welfare, 

employment, land and resources management, economic matters, 
environment, access given to non-members, and the financing of these 
"autnomous functions". Article 34 states that indigenous peoples have 
"the collective right to determine the responsibilities of individuals to 
their communities" [emphasis added].181 

We should recall here, also, the relevance of the U.N. Declaration 
on the Rights of Persons Belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious 
and Lingnistic Minorities. Other instruments and doctrines with 
significance for the human rights of indigenous peoples have emerged 
out of the contexts of standard-setting for the protection of the 
environment and for so-called "sustainable development" - See, for 
example, the Rio Declaration and Agenda21 (1992), and the U.N. 

Declaration on the Right of Development (1986) 
To recapitulate, the efforts to include articles relating to 

self-determination in the 1966 Covenants met with staunch resistance 
from a number of Western states that saw it as a threat to colonial 
interests, to national unity and territorial integrity, and to their 

economic in(crests. Nevertheless, non-Western states succeeded in 
having self-determination included in the 1966 Covenants. Despite its ~.. 
limitations, the doctrine of self-determination has proven to be a useful 
normative and legal framework within which collective human n 
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claims can be made. The rights of minorities and of indigenons peoples 
have been discussed here as instructive examples. 

The final issue I will explore in relation to the 1966 Covenants 
concerns the so-called federal-state clause that the U.S.A., Canada and 
Australia, in particular, sought to include,tS~ The intended purpose and 
effect of a federal clause was to differentiate between federal and 
unitary states regarding their international human rights obligations. 

The intended differentiation has been well summarized by Pechota: 

A proposed federal clause would have enabled the 

governments of federal states to apply those [human right~] 
articles they regarded as appropriate for federal action and to 
accept the obligation to bring those provisions they considered 
appropriate for action by their constituent units [states, 
provinces and so on] to the latter’s attention with a favorable 
recommendation,~84 

Part of the argument on behalf of a federal clause was that, in certain 

federal states, constitutionally, authority, power, responsibility or 
jurisdiction were said to be split between the federal (central) unit and 
the constituent unit~, so that many human rights provisions would come 

within the competence of the constituent units. That being the case, so ¯ 
i:iii it was argued, the central government would not be able to guarantee 

the adoption, fulfilment or enforcement of human rights provisions in 
that field. Federal states (and their governments) in this position were 
thus being asked, on this view, to accept international legal obligations 
in a covenant or covenants that they would lack the power to guarantee. 
Thus, such federal nation-states claimed that they would not be ableto 
ratify such a covenant or covenants without the inclusion of a federal 
elat~se.~8~ 

The U.S.A. was the Chief proponent of a federal clause, and 
"fought vigorously" to have it in any human rights covenant.186 One 
American representative, for example, drew attention to a range ¯of 
issues that were said to be within the jurisdiction of the states under the 
U.S. Constitution, including "due process," freedom of expression, 
freedom of religion, equality before the law, freedom of assembly and 
legal sanction for violations of rights by private persons in a constituent 

state.~87 International law scholar Manouchehr Ganji insightfully notes 
that those nation-states which had supported the inclusion of a "colonial 

..:.~;~ ¯ 
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clause" (discussed above) in any covenant also sponsored the inclusion 
of a federal clause.~ss 

In 1947, the U.N. Commission on Human Rights accepted in its 
draft Covenant a federal clause produced by the relevant Working 
Group. It was apparently modelled on a provision in the ILO 
Constitution (1946) (Article. 19(7)).189 The clause was as follows: 

In the case of a Federal State, the following provisions shall 
apply: 

(a) With respect to any Articles of this [human rights] 
Covenant which the federal Government regards as 
wholly or in part appropriate for federal action, the 
obligations of the federal government shall, to this extent, 
be the same as those parties which are not federal States; 

(b) In respect Of Articles which the Federal govermnent 
regards as appropriate under its constitutional system, in 
whole or in part, for action by the constituent States, 
Provinces or Cantons, the federal government shall bring 
such p~ovisions, with a favourable recommendation, to 
the notice of the appropriate authorities of the States, 
Provinces and CantonsJ9° 

There seems to be some uncertainty in the literature as to when 
momentum in the U.N. turned against a federal clause. Evans claims ¯ 

that "as early as 1950 it was clear that the majority in the Assembly 
would not tolerate any special considerations for federal states.’’t91 
Nevertheless, on December 4, 1950 a General Assembly resolution 
asked ECOSOC to produce 

recommendations which will have as their purpose the 
securing of the maximum extension of the Covenant to the 
constituent units of federal States, and the meeting of the 
constitutional problems of federal States. ~92 
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Still, it does seem that the General Assembly placed more 
importance on the former over the latter consideration. A wide range 
of arguments was marshalled against the federal clause. They generally 
focused on the view that it would undermine the universaiity, binding 
quality and effectiveness of any covenant’s human rights provisions, 
and discriminate uniMrly between unitary and federal states,a93 Such a 
clause could also "cause dispute~, differences and uncertainties 
concerning the exact obligations of federal states.’’~4 Additionally, 
serious doubts were also expressed about the constitutional (and, 
indeed, one could add, international legal) basis for arguments in favour 
of a federal clause.~9~ Under the U.S. ConStitution (Article V1),~9~ a 
treaty that has properly become a part of American federal law is 
"supreme law" and would prevail over inconsistent state laws. This was 
a consideration which motivated conservative "states’ rights" groups to 
agitate for a federal clause,a97 

The American approach to the relationship between international 
law and mtmicipa! law can be-characterized as a seriousIy qualified 
monism. That is, it is monist only in relation to so-called. 
"serf-executing" treaties (the criteria for which it determines) and 
effectively dualist in relation to "non-serf-executing" treaties. 
Non-self-executing treaties require implementing legislation for a party 
to pursue relief in an American court. The nebulous distinction between 

self-executing and non-self-executing treaties has some similarity to the 
doctrine of justiciability or standing, the "political questions" doctrine, 
and related conceptions of the separation of powers (with concomitant 
understandings of the proper functions, in democratic and 
constitutionalist terms, of the legislature and judiciary).~ 98 

It is alt very well for a court to answer the question "What is a 
serf-executing treaty?’~ with "One that is not enforceable in a domestic 
court of law without implementing legislation"; but that does not tell us 
either what kinds of treaties are not to be justiciable in this way, or why 

certain treaties attracting automatic applicability in courts do SO,199 The 
test outlined in Sei Fujii (1952 .(38 Ca!. 2d 718, 742, P. 2d 617))~° is as 
follows: 

In determining whether a treaty is serf-executing courts look to 
the intent of the signatory parties as manifested by the 
language of the instrument0 and, if the instrument is uncertain, 
recourse may be had to the circumstances surrotmding its 
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execution... In order for a treaty provision to be operative 
without the aid of implementing legislation and to have the 
force and effect of a statute, it must appear that the framers of 
the treaty intended to prescribe a rule that, standing alone, 
would be enforceable in the courts .. 

To this test, Section III of the Restatement (Third) Foreign Relations 
Law of the United States (1987) adds that a treaty is non-serf-executing 

(b) if the Senate in giving consent to a treaty or Congress by 
resolution, requires implementing legislation, or 

(c) if implementing legislation is constitutionally requiredf°2 

Overall, it is reasonable to conclude that the UIS. federal govermnent 

has the authority to enact legislation that incorporates a treaty in the 
domestic legal system, overriding existing or prior legislation,z°~ 

Regarding Australia, another supporter of the federal clause, it also 
’has, and had at the time, the power to enact federal legislation. 
implementing international treaties. But Australia takes a consistently 
dualist approach to the relationship between international ~d 
municipal law (originally following the approach of the U.K.)f°4 At the 
time of the debate over the Covenant(s), Australia was less willing to 
use federal legislation under the "external affairs" power 
(Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act (1900) (Imp.), s. 
51 (xxix))~°5 to implement a treaty in a way that would encroach on the 
states’ powers than it would be now. However, the ¯trend of 
constitutional interpretation in Australia had for a long time been 
toward centralization of power in the Commonwealth (federal) 
government, eroding state jurisdiction, resources, and power - a trend 
accelerated by the necessities of World War II, the development of a 

welfare state, the domination of taxation power and so on. The 
relevance of all this to the federal clause is that Australia could . 
legislated to bind constituent states, using s. 51 (xxix) of the constitution 
in combination with s. 109 (which, to put it roughly, provides that 
the event of a conflict between a Commonwealth (federal) la~v and 
state law, the Commonwealth law prevails to the extent 
inconsistency between them). Like the U.S.A., the push for a federal.. 
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clause can be better understood in light of the traditionalIy conservative 
role of constituent states~ rights,a°6 This is seen in the "races po~ver" in 
the Australian Constitution (s. 5 l(xxvi)) which, before its amendment 
in 1967, provided (emphasis added): 

The Parliament shall, subject to this Constitution, have power 
to make laws for the peace, order, and good government of the 

Commonwealth with respect to:- ... (xxvi) The people of any 
race, other than the aboriginal race in any State for whom it is 
deemed necessary to make special laws. 

The italicized words were deleted in 1967. The provision was a 
compromise between the Commonwealth and the states at the time of 
the constitution’s creation in 1900. While the federal government 

would regulate, in particular, immigrant labour, the ’°welfare" of 
indigenous peoples would be left to the states (whose economies 
benefited from the exploitation of Aboriginal labour, particularly in the 
pastoral sector)f°7 A Royal Commission On the Constitution considered 
whether s. 51 (xxvi) ought to be extended to "the aboriginal race," but 
concluded: 

We recognize that the effect Of the treatment of aborigines 
[sic] on the reputation of Australia furnishes a powerful 
argument .for a transference of control to the Commonwealth 
[Federal Government].. But we think that on the whole the 
States are better equipped for controlling aborigines than the 
Commonwealth. The States control the police and the lands, 
.and they to a large extent control the conditions, of industryf°s 

Thus, the role of states in Australia can be compared with the role of 
some American states in seeking to maintain, and shield from 
international scrutiny or regulation, the structures of racial segregation 
and economic exploitation.~o9 

tn terms of internationat-Iaw argttments, it was clear, trader public 
international law of the time, that a nation-state could not use its own 
laws or constitutional tribulations in relation to compliance with 
international legal obligations as a defence to a violation of human 
rights (a principle later embodied in the Vienna Convention on Treaties 

(1969), Article 27)f~0 Ste]ner and Alston have concluded: 
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Generally it is not relevant from an international-law 
perspective whether a treaty is self-executing, since a state is 
obligated under international law to do whatever, may be 
required under its internal law (such as legislative enactment) 
to fulfil its treaty commitments,z~l 

In 1950, the U.S.A. had proposed a federal clause, again without 
success.212 In 1952, and again in 1954, versions of a federal clause 
were presented but were defeated.~13 

Meanwhile, during the years t951-1954, the battle of the notorious 
"Bricker Amendment" was fought in the U.S. Senate and in American 
politics generally. There was a loose coalition of conservative forces in 
the U.S.A. who were alarmed by international and domestic human 
rights and civil rights developments. Among these forceswere the 
American Bar ,association, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, the 
National Association of Manufacturers and conservative senators. 
Among the developments that provoked such groups were President 
Franklin’s Roosevelt’s "New Deal" legislation, the human rights 
articles in the U.N. Charter, the Presidential Commission on Civil 
Rights (1946), the UDHR (and its influence on various legal systems), 
the Genocide Convention (1948), other regional and treaty human 
rights protections, and the character of the proposed human rights 
covenant(s).2~4 

Regarding the U.N. Charter and the UDHR, conservative 
opponents of international human rights in the U.S.A. were not satisfied 
with assurances, official and otherwise, that these instruments would 
not intrude upon the domestic political, legal and social scene. A legal 
adviser to the U.S. Department of State stated in 1947 that Articles 55 
and 56 of the U.N. Charter were not considered "as imposing a’ legal 
obligation to guarantee observance of specific human rights and 
fundamental freedoms without distinction as to race, sex, language or 
religion.’’za~ Sei Fujii v State, 1952 (38 Cal. 2d 718, 242, P. 2d 6 ! 7)~6 is 

sometimes cited in support of that view. But in Fujii, the Supreme 
Court of California accepted that 

[i]t is not disputed that the [U.N.] charter is a treaty, and our 
federal Constitution provides that treaties made under the 
authority of the United States are part of the supreme law of 
the land and that judges in every state are bound thereby: U.S. 
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Const., art. VI ... [MJember nations have obligated 
themselves to cooperate with the international organization in 
promoting respect for and observance of human rights ... 

[emphasis added]zl7 

Thus, the judgment was not based on the understanding that the U.N. 
Charter did not create legal obligations regarding human rights - rather, 
it recognized the opposite. It was based on the interaction’ of those 
obligations with the American legal system in the form of the 
distinction between self-executing and non-self-executing treatiesl The 
court concluded that the U.N. Charter was a non-self-executing treaty. 
This conclusion, however, only has significance at the domestic level. 
In stronger terms than in Fujii, Murphy J in Oyama v California (332 
U.S. 633) (U.S. Supreme Court) (1948) -a case concerning the 
position of aliens under land law in California - emphasized that 

this nation has recently pledged itself, through the United 
Nations Charter, to promote respect for, and observance of, 
human rights and fundamental freedoms for all. without 

distinction as to race, sex, language and religion. The Alien 
Land Law [which prohibits aliens from owning real property 
in California] stands as a barrier to the fulfillment of that 
national pledge. Its inconsistency with the Charter, which has 
been duly ratified and adopted by the United States, is but one 

-more reason why the statute must be condermled.2~8 

Some commentators have confused the question of whether there is a 
legal obligation in the Charter regarding human rights with the question 
of what its nature is (if it exists).~9 While I am not convinced that the 
language in the Charter referring to human rights is impossibly vague 
compared with language that abounds in innumerable other treaties, or 
that it could not be justiciable, neither of these cases supports the view 
of the State Department legal adviser that there is no "legal.obligation 
to guarantee observance of specific hnman rights." That is one reason 
why conservative fears were not allayed; together with the fact that 
later human rights instruments have achieved greater Specification of 
the human rights referred to in the Charter, in addition to customary 
law entrenchment of some human rights. Article 2(7) of the Charter on 

"domestic jurisdiction" does not doctrinally (regard/ess Of its practical 
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impact) preclude or prevent monitoring ofa grate’ s treatment of its own 

citizens, of municipal laws and practices, in the way that the U.S. 

Government had intended it to. "Thus, the investigation, discussion and 

condemnation (’droit de regard’) of human rights violationsin a state, 

has become compatible with the sovereignty of that state .. 
In 1948, Eleanor Roosevelt, seeking to alleviate domestic anxieties 

in the U.S.A., and no doubt under the direction of the State Department, 

explained: 

In giving our approval to the declaration today, it is of primary 

importance that we keep clearly in mind the basic character of 

the document. It is not a treaty; it is not an international 

agreement. It is not and does not purpor~ to be a statement of 

law or of legal obligation. It is a declaration of basic principles 

of human rights and freedoms, to be stamped with the 

approval of the General Assembly by formal vote of its 

members and to serve as a common standard of achievement 

for all peoples of all nations.~2~ 

Despite this understanding, the UDHR quickly came to have an impact 
on the laws and constitutions of many countries, a trend that has 
continued to the present day. The UD1-LR was reflected in: the 
constitutions of Indonesia, Costa Rica, Syria, E1 Salvador, Haiti,. 
Jordan, Federal Republic of Germany, Puerto Rico; .instruments for 

¯ Eritrea, Libya, Somaliland; and the peace treaty with Japan. The UDHR 

has also been cited in the International Court of Justice and in 
municipal courts,z22 The Charter of the Organization of American 
States (put before the U.S. Senate in 1949) incltxded reference to 

"cooperation on economic, social and cultural standards." Thi~ 
prompted a reservation by the U.S.A. in terms similar to the proposed 

223 ’                                  ’ federal clause. The degree to which the U.S.A. was resistant to 
international human rights provisions is demonstrated in starkly ironic :~ 
fashion by the Japanese peace treaty. The treaty was subjected to 

criticism in a ratification debate in the U.S. Senate because its preamble 
proclaimed Japan’s pledge to comply with the UDHR.2~4 The State 
Department even produced an official memorandum on the issue 
which demonstrated American anxiety that the formerly fascist 
(whose military had committed atrocities on a large scale during 
War II) new commitment to human rights could constitute 
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precedent for international interference in the U.S.A. on the basis of its 
human rights record.~ The memorandum emphasized, with an eye on 

the U.S.A., that                                      ’ 

It]here is nothing in the peace treaty which makes human 
rights a matter of international contract or which gives any 
Allied nations the right to interfere in Japan’s internal affairs 
on account of human rights. There is no article of the treaty 
which mentions human rights ... It]he preamble of the treaty 
contains a mtmber of declarations of intention as is customary 
... Japan [states] that she intends ’to strive to realize the 
objectives of the universal declaration of human rights and 
fundamental freedoms.’ Some wanted the treaty to include a 
.legal obligation to respect human rights and fundamental 
freedoms. This was done in the case of the. Italian satellite 
treaties. However; there has developed in the United States 
considerable objection to trying to make human rights a matter 
of enforceable treaty obligation because,, under our 
Constitution, treaties become ’the supreme law of the land’ 
and a treaty on human rights might perhaps impair states’ 
rights in relation to this subject. Therefore, we did not make 

human rights a matter of ~reaty obligation.2~6 

When it became clearer to American conservatives that a federal 
ctause was unlikely to be accepted,~7 they pushed still harder for what 
became known as the Bricker Amendment. In short, this anaendment 
sought to achieve at the domestic level, through constitutional 
amendment, what the federa! clause was designed to achieve at the 
international level: namely, to prevent the imposition of human rights 
obligations on constituent states through the simultaneous overriding of 

~ii:i.iiiil local laws (especialIy those relating to race),z~8 

Senator John Bricker (Rep., Ohio), an unsuccessful Vice- 
Presidential candidate in the 1944 presidential election, put forward a 
resolution in the Senate that would decIare the human rights Covenant 
in violation of the American Bill of RightsY9 It also called on the 
president to reject the Covenant, and for the U.S.A. "to withdraw from 
further negotiations with respect to the Covenant on HumanRights, and 

. all other covenants, treaties, and conventions ... which if passed by 
Congress as domestic legislation wouId be unconstitutional.,,z30 The 
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so-calIed "Bricker Amendment" was .put forward in final form on 
January 7, 1953. It was supported by 62 senators. The amendment 
aimed to amend the Constitution with regard to the executive’s 
treaty-making powers, and in relation to the effect of a ratification of a 
treaty. In effect, if passed, it would have transformed the U.S.A. from a 
partially dualist to a completely dualist state: international law would 
be valid and take effect in the U,S.A. only through implementing 
legislation,z31 The Amendment was ultimately narrowly defeated in the 
Senate on February 25, 1954.~2 The defeat was due, in part, to a 
pragmatic concern in the new Eisenhower administration that the 
amendment could jeopardize authority for U.S. membership in the U.N. 
and NATO. ~t was also due to Eisenhower’s new policy on human 
rights, which took some of. the heat out of the debate as far as 
conservative opponents were concerned,z33 

The new policy jettisoned any possibility of U.S. support for 
legally binding U.N. international human rights covenants. Instead, the 
U.S.A. proposed an "Action Plan" that involved the pronaotiou of 
human rights outside international law, through such vehicles as 
self-reporting of human rights by states, consultation, research (making 
use of experts), education and training.234 U.S. Secretary of State Dulles 
announced the new policy to the Senate, on April 6, 1953,~3~ in the 
following terms: 

The present administration intends, to encourage the promotion 
everywhere of human rights and individual freedoms, but to 
favor methods of persuasion, education, and example rather 
than formal undertakings, which commit one part of the ¯world 
to impose its particular social and moral standards upon 
another part of the world community, which has ¯different 
standards. That is the point of view I expressed in 1951 in 
relation to the Japanese peace treaty. Therefore, while we shall 
not withhold our entresol from those who seek to draft a treaty 
or covenant on human rights, we do not ourselves look upon a 
treaty as the means which we would now select as the proper 
and most effective way to spread throughout the world the 
goals of human liberty to which this nation has been dedicated 
since its inception. We therefore do not intend to become a 
party to any such covenant or present it as a treaty for 
consideration by the Senate.2~6 
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Eleanor Roosevelt, too independent for the new administration’s liking, 
was replaced by the more pliant Oswald B, Lord, who was drilled on 
the new policy by Secretary of State Dulles.Z37 The international 

commtmity was sorely disappointed by the U    ’       " 

.S.A. s announcement that 
it would not ratify any U.N. human rights covenant, nor participate much in the further drafting of the covenants?38 According to Greenz~9, 
the new U.S. policy "reflected the basic philosophy ,.. that the 

promotion of human rights is essentially a matter for the state and local 
community in the United States and not ordinarily a matter tbr federal 
legislation or for international treaties." Most other countries rightly 

doubted the bona tides of the U.S.A. regarding its new policy 

direction,~° some describing it frank!y as camouflage for racist laws 
and policies.2~ " 

With opposition to any federal clause increasing, and the U.S.A. 
having taken itself off-stage, so to speak, the arguments of states such 
as Pakistan, Poland, China and Egypt prevailed in 1954 against the 
proposed clause.Z,z Sounding somewhat, wounded, GreenZ,3 gave the 
following account of its demise: 

The [predominantly non-Western] majority was consistently . 
unable or unwilling to understand the constitutional problems 
of the [predominantly Western] minority a~d insisted that the 
federal states, which had adhered to many different kinds of 
treaties in the Past, should not insist on special privileges with 

respect to the covenants. The Soviet bloc did not hesitate to 
charge that it was primarily the problem of racial 
discrimination that led the United States to demand the special 

priyileges, a charge that probably had some irff!uence on many 
of the delegations that were especially color-conscious. 

A Soviet proposal in 1954 that the Covenants "shaI1 extend to all parts 
of federal States without ashy limitations or exceptions" was adopted, 
and now finds its place in Article 28, ICESCR, and Article 50, 

ICCPR?~4 So, on another issue of critica/importance to their interests 
(as defined by their governments), key Western states, including the 
U.S.A., were not able to impose their will upon the Covenants. 

If the U.S.A. and other Western powers were unable to prevail on 
issues of key importance to them as early as the mid-1950s, this was 
truer still of subsequent years, as the wave of decolonization crashed 
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over them, In 1955 the so-called Bandung Conference was held in 

indonesia, bringing together 29 countries from Asia and Africa. T.he 

delegates were said to represe~at 1.5 billion people, "united," said 
President Sukanao of Indonesia, by "a common detestation" of racism 

. and colonialism, The conference eonsolidated the rise of the Third 
World and ushered in its Non-Aligned Movement. In the postwar 

period many countries received .thdir independence, including the 

following: Ghana, Guinea, the Philippines, India, Pakistan, Burma, Sri 

Lanka, Indonesia, Laos, Cambodia, South Vietnam, Tunisia and 
Morocco. in 1960 alone many African states emerged, including 

Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, Congo, CGte d’Ivoire, 
Dahomey, Gabon, Senegal, Mauritania, Togo, Upper Volta,and Zaire. 

In the early 1960s, Sierra Leone, Tanganyika, Algeria, Burundi, Kenya, 

Malawi, Rwanda, .Uganda, Zambia, Cyprus, Jamaica, Kuwait, 

Mongolia and Trinidad and Tobago realized their right to self- 

determination. These developments had an immediate and dramatic 

impact as the non,Western states obtained and consolidated majority 

control of U.N. institutions, especially the General Assembly. Afro- 

and helped secure the adoption of the International Convention on the 
Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination in 1965, An 
extremely diverse set of states contributed to the deve!opment of the 

Covenants and adopted them. They were not cast from the hegemonic 
mould of the U.S.A. nor of any other Western state; which is why a 

frustrated Eiserthower administration walked further away from legally 

bindittg international human rights standards..As early as 1953, John 
Hickerson, at the time the U.S. Assistant Secretary of State for U.N. 

Affairs, wrote that the "Covenants will no doubt serve as accepted 

standards of conduct after their approval by the kiN, whether the United 

States does or doesn’t ratify them.’? His assessment has proven to be 

accurate .245 
.:. 
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198 Steiner and AlSton, International Human Rights in Context, pp. 1022-1029, 

1052-1054. See also Malanczuk, Akehurst’s Modern Introduction to 

InternationatLaw, pp. 65-70; Shaw, International Law, pp. 102-103, 114-t 2 I. 

See also Borgwardt, A New Deal for the World, p. 267-268. 
~99 Cf. Shaw, International Law; pp, 118-119. 

~0 Extracted in Steiner and Alston, International Human Rights in Context, pp. 

1026-1028. 

zoa Per Gibson C J, quoted in ibid., pp. 1027-1028. 
~0~ Cited, quoted and discussed in ibid., p. 1025. 

~o3 Pechota, "The .Development of the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights", 

p. 50; Ganji, International Protection of Human Rights, pp. 218-219; 

Malanczuk, Akehurst’S Modern Introduction to International Law, pp. 66-67. 

See also Brucken, "A Most Uncertain Crusade," p. 211 (citing the U.S. 

Supreme Court case o~Missouri v. Holland, 252 U.S. 416 (1920) - see, also, 

other eases cited at p. 252, note 6). 
~04 On monism, dualism, and the relationship between international, and 

municipal law, see Shaw, lntqrnationat Law, pp. 100-103, 114-121; 



246 Universal Human Rights." Origins and Development 

Ma]anczuk, Akekurst’s Modern Introdz~ctiOn to International Law, eh. 4; 

Steiner and Alston, International Human Rights in Context, pp. 573-582, 588-- 

591, 986-990, 999-1008, 1012-1018, 1022, 1025-1029. On the position in 

Australia, see, for. instance, Piotrnwicz and Kaye, Human Rights in 

International and Australian Law, oh. t0; G. Williams, Human Rights under 

the Australian Constitution (Oxford: .Oxford University Press, 2002), pp: 18- 

23, 
z05 Reprinted in Blackshield and Williams, Australian Constitutional Law and 

Theory, pp. 1337-t357. 
~06 On the "external affairs" power (s. 51 (xxix)), see Williams, Human Rights 

under the Australian Constitution, pp. 18-t9. On s. 109 and the "federal 

balance," see Blackshield and. Williams, Australian Constitutional Law and 

Theory, ch. 6; and especially pp. 370-372. On the often conservative 
implications of federalism in Australia, see H. Chartesworth, "Australia’s Split 

Personality: Implementation of Human Rights Obligations in Australia," in P. 

Alston and M. Chiam (eds.), Treaty-making and Australia: Globalization 

Versus Sovereignty? (Sydney: The Federation Press, 1995), pp. 129-140~ at p. 
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to be bound by a treaty has been expressed in violation of a provision of its 

internal law regarding competence to conclude treaties invalidating its consent 
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fundamental importance.") - extracted in Steiner and Alston, this note, pp. 

1~58-1461. The prohibition in Article 27, Vienna Convention, is also 

general principle of international law" (according to Shaw, International Law, 

p. 662; citing Applicability of the Obligations to Arbitrate under Section 2~ of 

United Nations Headquarters Agreement case (ICJ)(1988) and the Alabama 

Claims arbitration (I 898)). See also Malanezuk,.Akehurst’s Modern 

Introduction to International Law, pp. 64 ("the general rule of international law 

is that a state cannot plead a rule of or a gap in its ow~ municipal law as a 

defence ~o a claim"), 65, 81 ("it is the federal state which is regarded as 

responsible in international law,; not constituent states), 220; Lockerbie case 

(t992), cited and discussed in Shaw, InternationaILaw, p. 103 (and see, 
generally, Shaw, International Law, pp. 102-t03); U.N. Committee on 

Economic, Social and Cultural Rights General Comment No. 9 (1998), 

extracted in Steiner and Alston, International Human Rights in Context, pp. 

1013-1014, especially at p. 1013; D. L Harris, Cases andMateriats on 

International Law, sixth edn. (London: Sweet and Maxwell, 2004), p. 829. 
2~2 Evans, US Hegemony and the Project of Universal Human Rights, pp. 107 

108. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday,               ~:28 AM 

Mutima, Sinamenye A <smutima@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Air Force ROTC Opportunity for Swahili Students 

From: ~gmail.com [mailto: ~gmail.com] On Behalf Of 
Sent: Saturday, 2:16 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Air Force ROTC Opportunity for Swahili Students 

Dear Mr. Gore, 

The AFROTC program is extremely interested in Language majors, in fact giving them preferential treatment in the highly 
competitive enrollment allocation process and other areas. I am inquiring as to whether your students might be interested 
in this unique career opportunity. If you will, please forward the following message as you see fit. 
Thank you for your help. 

Respectfully, 

AFROTC Det 590 - UNC Chapel Hill 

Dear Swahili Student, 

Simply put, Language Majors are in high demand for the Air Force. In fact, language majors, along with nursing, 
mathematics, physics, chemistry have very high acceptance rate into the Officer Corps, providing a guaranteed job upon 
graduation in addition to numerous undergraduate benefits and opportunities. If you are a freshman or sophomore 
student, AFROTC is a great place to start your career exploration. Now, joining a program like ROTC can be a bit 
intimidating, so I’d like to take this opportunity to share some more information and answer a few questions about our 
program here at UNC while expounding upon this unique career opportunity. 

What is life like as an Air Force ROTC cadet? For freshmen and sophomore students, only five hours a week are 
required to be part of the program: 

Weekly Schedule: 
One-hour workout session (x2) 
Two-hour Leadership Laboratory class (AERO 500) 
One-hour academic class (AERO 101, 102,201, or 202) 
TOTAL: 5 hours a week 

Can I remain involved in other campus organizations? As you can see, you can be part of AFROTC and still have 
time to get involved in your favorite campus organizations. In addition to fulfilling my ROTC commitments, I have 
continued to remain active in my social fraternity, been involved in Public Service Scholars, worked with Student 
Government and even studied abroad in Sevilla. ROTC has truly enhanced my time here at Carolina, introducing me to 
an exciting career while allowing me to remain an active student. 

What if I don’t want to "fly planes"? While it is true that many cadets in Air Force ROTC envision themselves breaking 
the sound barrier while shooting down a few dozen MiGs, there are hundreds of jobs within the Air Force. Cadets from 



Carolina have gone on to be doctors, lawyers, engineers, physicists, linguists, ministers, nurses, accountants, financial 
managers, dentists and much more (please visit ~tt~):/i’,^~w~,~.afrotc.com/caree~s/o~)~)ort~nities for more information - with 
special attention to the "technical" section for which your major qualifies). You can do pretty much any job within the Air 
Force, utilizing any major, so don’t let that be a deterrent. 

What are these "AERO" classes like? Each week while UNC is in session, we have two hour-long physical training 
sessions where you get to work out with your fellow cadets. On Tuesdays, we wear our Air Force uniforms on campus 
and attend the two hour Leadership Laboratory class that focuses on Air Force knowledge, preparation for active-duty, 
and professional communication skills. Each freshman and sophomore student also enrolls in a one credit hour class 
(which has a median grade of A), which count towards a minor in Aerospace Studies. 

AFROTC is a wonderful opportunity that guarantees a job upon graduation and doesn’t involve any commitment until your 
Junior year. There are numerous scholarship opportunities, making AFROTC a pretty great deal. Please check out the 
aforementioned af~otc.com, or visit our local sites at ~frotc~r~c.ed~ or http://~,~.f~cebook.com/UNC.~FF~O=rC.DE=r5~0 to 
see some of our activities. I highly encourage you to find out if the Air Force is right for you! 

Please contact me at            ,~,unc.edu, our active duty recruiting officer,                at     ,~,live.unc.edu, 
or simply stop by the Armory (the building with the big cannon on South Columbia) if you have any questions about the 
program or want more information. We’d be very happy to help! 
Thanks again for your interest! 

Respectfully, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday,                ):13 AM 

< @live.unc.edu> 

FW: Website message 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Friday, January 27, 2012 9:18 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: Website message 

Dear Travis, 

Please post this to the website when you get a chance. 

Best, 

Walter 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Thursday, January 26, 2012 2:12 PM 

To: Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: Website message 

Dear Walter, 

Please post the following item under News: 

Title: Honors information session set for February 9 at 5 p.m. in 307 Dey Hall 

Text: Students who are currently juniors and who are interested in doing Honors in African Studies or Afro- 
American Studies should attend an information session on Thursday, February 9, from 5-6 p.m. in 307 Dey 
Hall. Students will learn about the requirements for undertaking an Honors thesis, the deadlines for applying to 
research and write and write it, and available funding to support your work. Contact Prof. Janken at 
krj anken@email.unc, edu or 962-1519 for more information. 

In the future, would you like me to send things like this directly to Travis? 

Kenneth 



Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpress/spr97/i anken.html 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday,                9:55 AM 

@live.unc.edu 

Afam 

Hi 

I looked back to find out what the problem was earlier and it was max overload. I checked and you currently have 16 

hours but I think you told me you were allowed to have 19 hours so I am guessing it shouldn’t be a problem with the add 

form that Porter said he would sign. 

Thanks! 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday,              ; 10:27 AM 

@ edu> 

RE: Summer Swahili Enquiry 

You’re welcome! 

From: ’@ 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:42 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Summer Swahili    Enquiry 

Thank you very much for your help! 

,edu] 

On Mon, at 9:57 AM, Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I am going to pass you a long to our Language Director to see if he can help you. Dr. Mamarame Seck and is number is 

919-962-2347. If he is unable to help you then let me know and I will try to redirect you to someone else! 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: @! 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:22 AN 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Summer Swahili    Enquiry 

.edu] 

Dear Travis, 

Thank you so much for your help, I hope it wasn’t any inconvenience. 

Sincerely, 

History & Anthropology 

On Mon, at 8:44 AM, Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Let me see who can answer these questions for you. 

Thanks! 

Travis 



Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disc!osure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy al! copies of the original message. 

From: [mailto: ~ edu] 
Sent: Sunday,, 9:34 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Summer Swahili    Enquiry 

Dear Travis, 

Professor Alphonse Mutima referred me to you with regard to enrolling in the intensive summer 
Swahili course that he will be offering this summer at UNC. I had written Professor Mutima in 
November asking if it would be possible for a student outside of UNC to enroll in the course, and he 
responded saying that I should contact you and let you know that he had allowed me to enroll in Swah 

I am currently a      at i            in Massachusetts, studying African History and 
Anthropology. I’m not sure what the process is for enrolling, and neither have I been able to find 
information regarding the tuition, term dates and so forth online. I was hoping that you might be able 
to point me in the right direction with regards to the next step in the process (e.g. is there an 
application or enrollment form that I should fill out?), and, if you have the information on hand, let 
me know the dates and costs of the course as I would like to begin making travel and other 
arrangements soon. 

If it would be better for me to direct these questions to someone else, might you be able to provide 
their email address? 

I look forward to hearing from you, 

Thank you, 

History & Anthropology 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, February 2, 2012 1:10 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: mtg with eunice 

ANDERSON CV 2012 abbrev., docx 

Here it is! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Barbara Anderson [maiho:b_..anderso ] 
Sent: Thursday, February 02, 2012 12:44 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth 
Subject: Re: mtg with eunice 

Here you go, Travis. B 

[Stacey: this can replace what we have on our website] 

On 2/2/2012 8:28 AM, Gore, Travis wrote: 
> Hi Barbara, 
> 
> Eunice asked if you could email your CV to me for the meeting. 
> 
> Thanks! 
> Travis 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Barbara Anderson [mai~to:b anderso~ ] 
> Sent: Wednesday, February 01, 2012 9:42 AM 
> To: Gore, Travis 
> Subject: Re: mtg with eunice 
> 
>Thanks! B 
> 
> On 2/1/2012 9:39 AM, Gore, Travis wrote: 
> 
>> Hi Barbara, 
>> 
>> I put you down for 2pm on Thursday if that works for you! 
>> 
>> Thanks, 
>> Travis 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Barbara Anderson [maiF~o:b anderso~c.ed~] 
>> Sent: Monday, January 30, 2012 5:10 PM 
>> To: Gore, Travis 
>> Subject: mtg with eunice 
>> 
>> Dear Travis: 
>> I had forgotten to set a meeting with Eunice. Anything available on 
>> Thursday, 2/2? Thanks. B 
>> 

>> Barbara Shaw Anderson 
>> Associate Director, African Studies Center Lecturer, Department of 
>> African and Afro-American Studies African Studies Center, CB#7582 
>> 3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
>> University of North Carolina 



>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
>> (919) 962-1406 office 
>> (919) 843-2102 fax 
>> b_anderson@unc.edu 
>> ~:iiaf~ica.~mc.ed~/ 
>> 

>> 

>> 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center Lecturer, Department of 
African and Afro-American Studies African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b_anderson@unc.edu 
~:iTa~ca,mac,edui 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies African Studies Center, 
CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b_anderson@unc.edu 
http:ila~rica.m~c.ed~i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, February 2, 2012 1:50 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20120202134531058.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:sca~mer~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Thursday, February 02, 2012 1:46 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 02.02.2012 13:45:30 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



T 9~9.966.4364 

To: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Summer School Managers 

Jan Yopp, Dean 

January 18, 2012 

Thank you for your patience in waiting for the 2010-2011 Personnel Cost Comparison information from 

Summer School. 

As we shared at the breakfast last September, we have had some difficulty in getting the unit 

breakdowns for credit hours and receiptsthat allow us to produce our finadcial information sheets that 

we typically share with you. 

Because summer was one term in 2011, we did not get credit-hour production per session per unit along 

with receipts. The information was reported to us for the term. So, for 2011, you will get onlv the term 

information in the cost comparison sheet enclosed. We cannot produce the usual historical information 

by session by unit. We expect to have the session information in 2012 as we return to two terms so that 

we can resume providing that information to Vou. 

Our overall cost per credit hour¯ remained unchanged between the two years. Some of you might see 

some increase in your cost per hour, in some cases attributed to higher-paid faculty, lfyou have any 

questions, please call me at 962.82.66. 

Many thanks for all you do for Summer School. 

Erin Moseley 

Janet Gautier 



2010-2011 Personnel Cost Comparison 1117/2012 

ARTS & SCIENCES 

2010 

Credit Cost Per 

Enroll Hours Stipends Hour 

Afam 519 1,590.0 139,566 87.78 

Amst 36 108.0 21,700 200,93 

Anth 156 465.0 60,981 131.14 

Art 231 660.0 82,856 125.54 

Asia 60 259.0 65,903 254.45 

Biol 1,028 2,665.0 203,474 76,35 

Chem 1,009 1,990.0 178,730 89.81 

Clas 48 163.0 35,955 220.58 

Comm 419 1,171.0 168,387 143,80 

Comp 71 176.0 10,300 58.52 

Dram 78 222.0 27,850 125.45 

Econ 493 1,406.0 t67,451 119.10 

Engl 377 1,062.0 167,784 157.99 

Enst 36 124.0 22,753 183,49 

Exss 705 1,939.0 233,834 120.60 

Geog 92 246.0 27,798 113,00 

Geol 98 201.0 25,333 126.03 

Germ 26 94.0 19,200 204.26 

Hist 294 822.0 t49,’~15 181.41 

Int$ 0 12.0 0 0.00 

Ling 14 42.0 7,798 185,67 

Masc 9 30.0 8,017 267.23 

Math 551 1,540.0 170,567 t10.76 

Muse 292 811.0 82,133 101.27 

Phil 468 1,215.0 118,900 97.86 

Phys 406 730.0 t03,858 142,27 

Plan 9 24,0 5,200 216.67 

Plcy 41 117.0 14,800 126.50 

Po|i 281 80t40 117,252 "146,38 

Psyc £36 2,644.0 237,857 89.96 

Reli 47 135.0 21,795 161,44 

Roml 557 1,744,0 285,080 163.46" 

Slav 12 39.0 8,386 215.03 

Soci 316 900,0 88,633 98.48 

Stor 14! 392,0 43.533 111.05 

Wrest 44 219.0 16,127 73.64 

Subtotal 9,900 26,758 3,138,906 117.31 

ARTS & SCIENCES 

2011 

Credit Cost Per 

Enroll     Hours Stipends Hour 

Afam 469 1,388,0 150,653 108.54 

Amst 35 ~05.0 27.644 263.28 

Anth 165 513.0 84,435 .164.59 

Art 186 514.0 89,123 173.39 

Asia 91 335.0 89,03I 265.76 

Bio[ - 1,047 2,756.0 189.556 68.78 

Chem 1,136 2,405.0 168,267 78.28 

Clas 40 122,0 26.732 219.11 

Comm 452 1,304.0 171,~16 I31.61 

Comp 94 281.0 16,200 57.65 

Dram 73 219.0 38,489 175.75 

Econ 584 1,743.0 170,128 97,61 

Engl 347 999.0 161,927 162.09 

Enst 29 87.0 29,686 341.22 

Exss 809 2,059,0 242 006 117.54 

Geog 107 261.0 30,798 I18,00 

Geol 8I 132.0 29,800 225.76 

Germ 43 152.0 19,530 128.49 

Hist 336 987.0 147,643 149.59 

Ints 0 0.0 0 0.00 

Ling 17 36.0 12,400 344,44 

Masc 13 21.0 8,017 381.76 

Math 514 1,575,O 175,505 111.43 

Musc 194 537.0 84,796 157.91 

Phil 459 1,218.0 136,497 I12.07 

Phys 379 784,0 90,489 115,42 

Plan 18 49.0 17,700 361.22 

Pity 38 9940 24,446. 246.93 

Poli 240 754.0 115,480 153,16 

Psyc 926 2,636.0 236,747 89.81 

Reli 57 188,0 31,000 164.89 

Roml 642 1,992.0 298,502 149.85 

S lav 3 9,0 700 77.78 

Soci 351 1,065.0 94,633 86,86 

Stor 157 453.0 48,233 106.47 

Wrest 26 165,0 t0,700 64.85 

Subtotal !0,138 27,943.0 3,289,109 117.71 

PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS 

Busi 620 1,402.5 267,898 I9t.01 

Educ 432 1,384.0 183,215 132.38 

Inls 247 736.0 75,209 102,19 

Jomc 502 1,340.0 161,290 120.37 

Law 91 372.0 61 ~600 165.59 

Sow.o 165 536.0 59 848 111,68 

Subtotal 2,057 5,770.5 809,058 ~40.21 

PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS 

Busi 

Educ 

Inls 

Jom~. 

Law 

Sowo 

717 1,703.0 272,109 159,78 

620 1,289.0 208,756 161.95 

235 661 0 67A53 I01,59 

451 1;292.0 189,035 146.31 

93 376.0 74000 196.81 

181 439.0 70,658 160,95 

Subtotal 2.297 5,760.0 881 711 153.07 

TOTAL 11,957 32,528.5 3,947,964 121.37 TOTAL 12,435 33,703 4,170,820 !23.75 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, February 2, 2012 1:50 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20120202134614631.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:sca~mer~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Thursday, February 02, 2012 1:46 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 02.02.2012 13:46:14 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH (~AROLINA 

nit CHAPEL HILL 

I34 E FI(ANKLIN STI~.EET 

CAMPUS BOX 3340 

CHAPEL HILL NC Z7599-3340 

T 919.966.4364 

MEMO 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

DATE: 

Summer Administrator in African & Afro-American Studies 

Janet E. Gautier, Director 

Non-personnel Funds for Summer School 2012 

January 24, 2012 

The amount of non-personnel funds available to your unit is shown below. This allocation is 
tied to. your 2011 course enrollments, credit-hour production, and 2011 expenditures. We tried to keep 
your allocation as close to the 20I 1 amount as possible. 

The amount being transferred to your account is $12,500 

You must cover your transit fee out of this allocation. 

We intend to allocate these funds in the supplies line (2000) by January 31. In previous years, 
spending freezes may have prevented your unit from spending the Summer School allocation. We 
recommend that you spend this allocation by the end of April. Any charges carried over to next 
fiscal year will need to be covered by you from other funds. 

As a reminder, do not transfer these funds out of your 102 account. If you cannot use the 
funds, please notify Summer School. 

Should there be furore budget cuts required of UNC Chapel Hill, please note that Summer 
School funds cannot be used to offset reductions required of your unit. Should you be asked to use 
your Summer School funds for budget reductions, please contact me immediately. 

Summer School Policy Regarding Non-Personnel Funds 

A large share of the non-personnel funds allocated to you are from the per credit hour Education and Technology fee. I 
advise that you keep account of your expenditures from these funds in case of future review by the Student Fee Audit 
Committee. These funds should be used toprovide education and technology assistance (not meaning only computers) that 
enables or enhances" the summer course offerings and educational experience for students. This can include administration 

as well as teaching. 

cti~c Administrative Manager 



Your unit can get extra non-personnel money if 100 percent of your summer 
courses are either set up in Sakai or have evidence that course migration is 
underway by April 20, 2012. 

As you probably know, any course in Blackboard at the end of December will 
disappear, so it’s extremely important that faculty migrate all their courses within 
the next 11 months. Our effort is to assist Information Technology Services (ITS) 
in reaching the remaining faculty who have not moved their course materials. 

Please encourage your faculty who will teach in summer (those who will be paid 
by Summer School) to begin the migration now if they haven’t already. If a 

graduate student is teaching a course this summer, that course material needs to 
migrate as well. 

ITS will provide us with a list of courses that are in Sakai or in process for summer 

2012 as of April 20. If all your summer courses are there, we will transfer an 

additional $100 in nonpersonnel funds to be spent by the end of the fiscal year. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, February 2, 2012 1:50 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20120202134731422.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:sca~mer~mc.ed~] 
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To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

RE: 

University Managers/Administrative Assistants 

Jan Jotmson Yopp, Dean ~- ~ 

January 31, 2012 

Summer School Policies and Procedure Manua! Update 

Attached are revised sections of the current Summer School Policies and 
Procedures Manual. The additions are highlighted. Please review and provide a copy to 
your unit’s Summer School administrator before inserting it in your Manual. These 
updates will be incorporated in next year’s edition of the Manual distributed at the 
Administrative Breakfast. 

Thank you. Please contact us at 966-4364 with any questions or concerns. 

Enclosure 



V. PLANNING COURSE OFFERINGS 

Each school or department shares in the mission of Summer School to offer courses that 
meet curricular goals and other purposes of the respective faculties and the academic 
needs of students. A unit’s schedule of course offerings should not lose money because 
Summer School operates on a receipts basis. Thus, there are often trade-offs to be made 
between high enrollment classes and specialized or developmental courses that will not 
pay for themselves as well as between hiring full professors and teaching assistants. 

Summer School Administrators in each unit submit a schedule of courses to be offered 
per session, including the number of credits and a description of each course. 

A. Planning 

Planning is very important. It is critical that the initial schedule of course 
offerings be realistic. The original schedule that goes online in December 
should remain as stable as possible so that students can plan with minimal 
risk. It is the enrollment of students in the summer that provides all the 
financial support for Summer School and affects the unit’s allocation for 
the following year. Good planning begins with a review of courses and 
enrollments in the past summer. Courses that are popular during the fall 
and spring semesters are likely to be successful in the summer. 
Enrollment trends and changes in curriculum requirements have 
implications for the enrollment in summer courses. 

Summer course offerings should be based on the needs of students, not the 
desires of faculty to teach a favorite course. Once the schedule of courses 
is annomlced in December, students make plans based on that schedule. 

Changes in courses or time of offering must be approved by Summer 
School; only in extraordinary circumstances will changes be allowed. 
Once registration begins, changes in class times will not be considered. 

See the planning calendar for deadlines. 

Courses especially designed to attract first-year students or courses with a 
high enrollment of public school teachers should be offered in Second 
Session because the public school calendar overlaps with First Session. 
Courses attractive to teachers and others with daytime jobs might be 
offered in the late afternoon or night class schedule. No first-year 
seminars should be offered. 
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The unit Summer School Administrator must certify that all courses 
included in the summer schedule have been approved by the proper 
administrative board in time to be listed in course offerings in December. 

o Courses offered in Maymester serve the same pool of students and should 
not be offered in First Session. Consideration should be paid to courses 
offered online to avoid duplicating course sections. 

Independent study or directed reading courses can be set up by the units 
and must follow the College of Arts & Sciences or appropriate unit 
guidelines for such courses. Units might have limits on the number of 
those courses faculty can teach in any one session, particularly if faculty 
are teaching face-to-face or other courses in summer. 

In rare circumstances, a course that has a waiting list and needs to be 
taught can be added after registration begins. Permission is granted by the 
Dean of Summer School after consultation with the unit Summer School 
Administrator. 

If any course is initially created with an instructor designation of "staff," 
that designation should be changed to the name of the instructor of record 
no later than April 30. 

Budget Considerations 

Each school or department has the challenge of trying to provide the best 
instructional staff it can for the proposed course schedule and yet keep the 
cost of instruction as reasonable as possible. Specific past enrollment 
statistics should be evaluated with regard to course offerings. When a 
class continues to be very small for several years, Summer School 
Administrators should consider eliminating or replacing the course. As 
programs develop, we expect that some different courses may need to be 
added. We also expect that some previous offerings may no longer be the 
most desirable. 

Actual course enrollments for a specific summer program affect budget 
allocations for the next summer. Courses with low enrollments that are 
not cancelled usually reduce the school or department’s budget allocation 
for the following year by the cost of the instructor’s salary. 

Be aware that trade-offs cannot be made between your allocations for First 
Session and Second Session because these are in different fiscal years. 
Summer School can make adjustments in unit allocations within sessions 
when it learns of a surplus in one schoo! or department and an extra need 
in another. 
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Provisions can usually be made for additional sections of courses for 
which-there is a demand, as-evidenced by actual student registration or 
waitlist figures. Approval must be obtained from Summer School which 
makes arrangements for schedule changes with the University Registrar. 

C. Class Times and Contact Hours 

Classes should be scheduled using the allowable time periods as shown in 
the calendar. (See Section III). 

Classes meeting at other hours are discouraged because that could prevent 
a student from registering for additional coursework during adjacent class 
hours. If none of the students involved is affected by this consideration, 
more flexible schedules can be approved. 

A course for graduate credit should not meet more than three contact hours 
per day. The Graduate School guidelines require at least one week of 
class contact per credit hour. 

Contact Hours. Generally, a three-credit hour course should have a 
minimum of 37.5 contact hours equaling 2250 minutes (final examination 
time may be included). Faculty are expected to hold class meetings at the 
scheduled times and locations. Any change should have approval of the 
unit Summer School administrator or chair/dean. Guidelines for courses 
with other numbers of credit hours are roughly proportional. Activity 
courses, studio courses, field courses, and laboratory courses count three 
hours as equivalent to one contact hour. 

Maymester courses must meet 13 days, and the final exam time is 
included. Maymester course sections are designated by O1M, 02M, etc., 
and must be scheduled in the three times outlined in Section III (Summer 
Calendar). 
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VIII. FACULTY 

UNC-Chapel Hill faculty can be nominated to teach within the guidelines outlined below. 
Non-UNC-Chapel Hill faculty must be appointed as visiting faculty, following the 
appropriate procedures for the respective units. Special attention should be given to 
academic credentials that might be required by a particular school or college. Summer 
School staff" does not check those credentials. Each unit is responsible for nominating 
appropriate faculty to teach and for following the correct process. No SPA personnel 
can be hired to teach in Summer School. 

A. Responsibilities 

The responsibilities of faculty members employed for a session of 
Summer School begin on the first day of classes. Faculty members must 
be personally present for final examinations and remain in residence until 
the grades are submitted. Grades must be submitted and verified by the 
Administrator for faculty to be paid. 

Faculty members should not be nominated for Summer School instruction 
unless a firm agreement for their services can be guaranteed. Release from 
agreement is made in exceptional circumstances such as a very good 
research opportunity that could not have been foreseen or illness. The 
teaching assignment can be transferred to a qualified substitute instructor. 
Such a release requires approval of the Dean of Summer School. 

B. Teaching Load 

A faculty member should be scheduled to teach no more than 2 courses or 7 

credit hours in on-campus Summer School courses, including five-week 

online courses offered through Sununer School. Teaching one typical three- 

credit-hour course is expected to take 15-20 hours per week time (7.5 hours in 

class, plus preparing, grading and meeting with students during office hours, 

etc.). In case of a special need in staffing, the administrator must make a 

written request to the Dean of Summer School to allow a faculty member to 

teach an overload. In March, Summer School administrators should review all 

course offerings for summer to assess faculty teaching load. 

In Summer School, a faculty member can be paid to teach only two courses 

across both sessions, but a faculty member can teach for no pay, whether an 

overload or not. In that event, a nomination must be made, and Summer 
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School will issue a no-pay contract. A request for a compensation overload 

above 1/3 of the nine-month ~alary must be approved by the Provost. 

A faculty member can add an independent study or a directed readings course 
in summer in accordance with the respective unit’s or College’s guidelines for 
those courses. Faculty members are expected to file grades for those courses 
in ConnectCarolina at the end of each session. 

Only one instructor should be assigned as supervisor/instructor for multiple 
lab sections of the same course. Teaching assistants may be assigned for 
science laboratory instruction at a rate of 1 per every 14 enrolled students. 

A professor may be paid for directing seminars, internships, problems courses, 
or directed readings only if the usual course requirements regarding minimum 
contact hours, regular meeting hours, and minimum enrollment are met. 
Otherwise, these type courses and the direction of theses and dissertations 
(993 and 994) are not considered in the teaching load determinations; these 
are regarded as overall faculty responsibilities. However, faculty should 
remember that grades need to be submitted via ConnectCarolina for these 
courses each session. 

An instructor may not be scheduled to teach a regular session course that 
overlaps any days with the instruction by the same person of a concentrated 
short session course such as Maymester. 

Calculating the Stipend 

1. UNC-Chapel Hill Faculty (Including Faculty from Health Affairs) 

ao The stipend for a UNC-Chapel Hill faculty member teaching in 
Summer School is based on the individual’s nine-month base 
salary for teaching and research as of December 31 including 
stipends for temporary or permanent distinguished professorships. 
This does not include stipends received for administration or 
advising, or for departmental chairs, deans, or directors, nor does it 
include one time teaching and research prizes or other awards. 

Calculating the stipend is a two-step process. First, divide the nine- 
month salary by nine (9) to get the summer base salary. Second, 
multiply this summer base salary by the appropriate teaching load 
factor. The following table illustrates the teaching load factor for 
some common summer teaching assignments. 
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TEACHING LOAD 

Lecture Science + Lab 

0 1-2 
1-1.5 0 

2 0 
3 0 
3 1-2 

4 0 
6 0 
7 0 

Teaching Load 
Factor 

0.5 to 1.0 
0.5 

0.7 

1.3 
2.0 

eo 

Regardless of the salary determined by the formula, no regularly 
appointed full-time UNC faculty member may be paid more than 
$12,000 for a three-credit-hour course or $15,600 for a four- 
credit-hour course. This does not apply to faculty in professional 
schools that set their own tuition rates. 

Regardless of the salary determined by the formula, no regularly 
appointed full-time UNC faculty member may be paid less than 
$1,800 per credit hour. This does not apply to visiting or part- 
time faculty. 

If your budget is tight and a faculty member wishes to teach for a 
lower salary, the summer Administrator should furnish a letter 
from the individual recognizing this arrangement to the Dean of 
Summer School. If a unit wants a cap that is less than Summer 
School’s $12,000 cap, a request can be made to the Dean of 
Summer School for a reasonable and justifiable cap. The request 
for a unit cap should be made in general early in the fall semester 
prior to the instructor assignments. This cap may be desired to 
offer the broad array of courses needed and to maintain a viable 
cost per hour. Such a cap applies to all faculty members in the trait. 

Faculty in the Summer Bridge program receive a summer salary 
equivalent to afour-credit hour assignment. They receive the entire 
amount in Second Session. 

Short sessions such as Maymester are scheduled in each regular 
session. The classes meet for three hours or longer per day, 
depending on the nature of the activity, and may offer three 
semester hours of credit. An instructor teaching a short session 
course is paid at the same rate as in a regular 5 ½-week session. 
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Faculty teaching one concentrated course cannot teach a second 
course during the same time period. 

2. Visiting, Retired, and Part-time Faculty 

Visiting or retired faculty are hired by individual units. Salaries 
should not exceed the salary paid to your comparable UNC faculty, 
considering rank, experience, and accomplishments. 

bo Part-time faculty and full-time adjunct faculty who are paid for 
teaching in fall or spring terms on a per course basis should receive 
a stipend about 2/3 that received for teaching a course in the 
falFspring terms. This is a comparable proportion to that used for 
regular full-time faculty and TAs. 

No commitment can be made to a visiting or retired faculty 
member for an appointment to teach in Surmnaer School without 
prior approval of the dean of the appropriate college or school 
based on submission of the appropriate forms. 

3. Dual or 12-Month Employment 

When an instructor who holds a full-time, 12-month appointment 
is employed to teach and is considered the instructor of record, and 
has not been approved for an overload, the school or department 
may receive reimbursement in non-personnel money, not to exceed 
$5,000. The amount of reimbursement is made by the Dean of 
Summer School after consulting with the unit administrator. If the 
assignment is consistent with the policy on overloads for EPA 
employees, and a request for an overload is approved by the 
Provost, the instructor may be paid directly. Overload approvals 
must be secured prior to submission of EPAWeb actions. The 
stipend paid is based on 9/12 of the annual salary to get a nine- 
month equivalent. Then, the calculation as in item C.l.a above is 
used. Overload pay cannot exceed 20% of the base salary in a 
calendar year. Overload approvals must be obtained prior to a 12- 
month faculty being nominated to Summer School or EPA web 
actions being submitted to Summer School. 

The same determination as in 3.a. above applies for a visiting 
instructor employed on a 12-month appointment by another agency 
of the State, or branch of The University of North Carolina. This 
is considered dual employment. See "Dual Employment" at 
www.tmc.edu/finance/busman for instructions. 

If a faculty member has taught in Summer and is converted from a 
9-month to a 12-month appointment, the procedure in C.3.a. would 
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be followed to calculate the new salary. 

Phased Retirement 

Faculty on phased retirement earn half of their base fall/spring 
salary for half a workload during fall!spring. If they were on the 
optional retirement plan, they can also teach and be paid in the 
summer term. If they were on the State retirement system, they 
have a final compensation on which their retirement benefits are 
calculated. To the extent that this is higher than the base for their 
half-time salary, extra earnings for teaching in the summer are 
allowable. They lose retirement benefits if their total earnings in a 
calendar year exceed 50% of their retirement-based salary. 

bo There are no blanket rules, but each case must be determined by 
the faculty member. If one decides to teach in the summer, the base 
salary is double the phased retirement salary. 

Post-Doctoral Scholars 

Do 

ao Any post-doctoral scholar assigned as a summer course 
instructor must have an appointment processed as a lecturer 
for the summer term. 

The stipend for a post-doctoral scholar depends on whether the 
appointee is on a 9-month or a 12-month contract and follows the 
pattern for the respective situation. An alternate method is to 
follow the 2/3 pattern for a part-time lecturer (item C.2.b above) 
using the salary earned for teaching a course in the fall or spring. 

Instructor Nomination and Teaching Assignment Form 

Nomination forms are to be done neatly and accurately. All information 
must be typed. Summer School uses the forms to prepare the letters 
offering employment. Accuracy in salary, faculty name and titles, and 
course assignment is critical. 

Nomination forms are available in this manual and can be emailed in 
electronic form to each administrator in the fall. Download the forms and 
type in the information. The forms can be returned electronically via email 
to Summer School. 

Use the "Instructor Nomination Form" for UNC instructors with a 
full-time nine-month salary and for teaching assistants; 
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bo Use the "Other Instructor Nomination Form" for all other cases 
such as t2 month employees, part-time, phased retirement, and 
visiting faculty; 

The due dates for the nomination forms are given in the Planning 
Calendar, Section IV. 

Incomplete nomination forms will be returned. Accuracy in salary, faculty 
name and titles, and course assignment is critical. Be sure to use updated 
information. Do not fax forms. 

Indicate the schooUdepartment, CB#, address, department number, 
session, and a person to contact for further information. 

Give the full title (Dr., Prof., Mr., or Ms.), name and PID of the 
person being nominated. 

When nominating visiting faculty, give the full mailing address 
and zip code (use additional paper, if necessary). 

List ranks using codes defined on the bottom of the form. Graduate 
assistants without full responsibility for a class are classified as 
21p. Visiting lecturers or post-doctoral scholars are 5V. 

eo For entries on the Instructor Nomination form, list the annual base 
salary of record as of December 31 (c.l.a above). For entries on 
the "Other Instructor" form, note the rationale for determining 
salary following guidelines in section C above. 

f. List the course(s) assigned and specify the applicable credit hours. 

When a faculty assignment is changed, Summer School must be notified. 
Use a change form to provide only the new or changed information. Do 
not copy and overwrite the previously submitted form. Such notification 
is required to maintain accurate records of employment for payroll 
purposes. We cannot accept changes by phone or fax. 

Stipend 

Faculty are paid in two equal installments per session. Payment will be 
made to the individual teaching. No payments will be made to a second or 
third party. Payments will be made during the session that the faculty 
teaches. Checks will be available from Summer School for pick-up by 
departmental!school representatives on the dates given in the Planning 
Calendar, Section IV. 
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Summer School does not use direct deposit. The second check should 
not be distributed until all responsibilities for the teaching assignment 
have been completed, including final examination and reporting of 
grades. Checks will be available from Summer School for pick-up by 
unit representatives on the dates given in the Planning Calendar, Section 
IV. Checks will not be distributed individually to faculty. 

The designated school and department staff prepare all appropriate payroll 
actions by logging into the EPAWeb Personnel Action System using their 
Onyen and password. Failure to submit actions on time could affect the 
unit’s budget. Processing could take more than three weeks from the date 
of submission. Payroll actions not completed in First Session cannot be 
carried to Second Session because it operates in the next fiscal yeax. 

Search for the person to be put on Summer School payroll; click on 
their PID to begin. If the person does not exist in the EPAWeb 
system and this is a summer only appointment, choose New 
Employment with a pay cycle of "S" and service period of "6". 

On the EPAWeb tool bar, click Actions drop down box and click 
on Lump Sum Payments, then Appointing Departments- 
Appointing Department or External Department. 

c. On the EPA Lump Sum Payment Screen enter the following: 

Effective Date: First Session: 
Second Session: 

05/15/2012 
06/21/2012 

Amount: Enter amount person is to receive for summer 
assignment 

Type of Payment : Click Summer School-102 Purpose Drop 
Box 

Period Start Date: First Session: 
Second Session: 

05/15/2012 
06/21/2012 

Period End Date: First Session: 
Second Session: 

06/19/2012 
07/27/2012 

Justification: Enter summer assignment and summer term 

FRS: 2 xxxx2 1312 (faculty) 
Important: Use object code 1312 ONLY 
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Distribution Amount: Enter amount person is to receive for summer 
assignment 

Hit Submit 

State and Federal income taxes are deducted from stipends as required by 
the Internal Revenue Service (Circular E). Retirement payments are 
deducted from stipends of eligible faculty members who are participating 
in UNC-Chapel Hill plans. Social Security tax is also withheld as required 
by law. 

Visiting Faculty should complete a W-4 withholding tax form listing the 
appropriate exemptions. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, February 3, 2012 9:46 AM 

Lisanza, Esther Mukewa <lisanza@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting with Eunice today 

Fantastic! 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Friday, February 03, 2012 9:34 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Meeting with Eunice today 

Hi Travis, 
Yes, that will do. Thank you, 
Esther 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, February 03, 2012 9:02 AM 
To: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject: RE: Meeting with Eunice today 

Hi Esther, 

2:30pm today! Can you do it? 

Thanks, 

Travis 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Wednesday, February 01, 2012 11:58 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Meeting with Eunice today 

Hi Travis, 
This has nothing to do with the meeting on 23rd. There is some information I need to find out from her and can’t wait 
until 23rd. I need like 20 minutes. Thanks, 
Esther 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, February 01, 2012 10:29 AM 
To: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject: RE: Meeting with Eunice today 

Hi Esther, 

Eunice scheduled you for :lpm on February 23rdo Does that fit into your schedule? 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 



Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Tuesday, January 31, 2012 8:07 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Meeting with Eunice today 

Hi Travis, 
Can tomorrow or Thursday 2.00pm work? Thank you, 
Esther 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, January 30, 2012 1:36 PM 
To: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject: RE: Meeting with Eunice today 

Hi Esther, 

It turns out that Eunice has another meeting tomorrow morning. Can you give us another day and time? Most of her 

mornings are booked. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Monday, January 30, 2012 11:56 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Meeting with Eunice today 

Hi Travis, 
Thank you so much for the room. I will be waiting about the meeting! 
Esther 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, January 30, 2012 11:51 AM 
To: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject: RE: Meeting with Eunice today 

Hi Esther, 

let her know about today but I am waiting to hear about tomorrow and will let you know as soon as I can. Good news 

is that I got you a room! Greenlaw 3:18 from 5 to 5:50 on Thursdays. It seats 30 and has multimedia! 

Thanks, 



Travis 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Monday, January 30, 2012 11:48 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Meeting with Eunice today 

Dea r Travis, 
This is to confirm that I won’t be able to see Eunice at 2.00pm. Did tomorrow morning work? Thank you, 
Esther 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, February 3, 2012 10:07 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

website 

On the website, Eunice would like for us to create the following categories of faculty in the "people" listing: core 

faculty, senior lectures, lecturers, and adjunct faculty. To help guide you in this effort, I list below everyone by 

category: 

Core Faculty 

Lydia Boyd 

Kia Caldwell 

Perry Hall 

Reginald Hildebrand 

Kenneth Janken 

Joseph Jordan 

Michael Lambert 

Margaret Lee 

Julius Nyang’oro 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 

Charlene Regester 

Walter Rucker 

Eunice Sahle 

Mamarame Seck 

Bereket Selassie 

Karla Slocum 

Senior Lecturers 

Tim McMillan 

Lecturers 

Barbara Anderson 

Alassane Fall 

Donato Fhunsu 

Esther Lisanza 

Alphonse Mutima 

Robert Porter 

Adjunct Faculty 
Geeta Kapur 

Dale McKinley 

Use the blue bars in the "people" listing to separate these categories. 

Thanks! 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday,               11:19 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

For any of those who might be interested, we are gearing up for another semester of meetings for the UNC Race 
and Ethnicity Working Group, hosted by graduate students in the Sociology Department. Meetings will be held 
bi-weekly, on Fridays from 10am-12pm in Hamilton 271. Food will be provided. 

Below is a list of upcoming dates and presenters: 

January 27 -i 
February 10- 
February 24 - 
March 2 - 
March 16- 
March 30-31 - 1 st Annual Triangle Race Conference, co-sponsored by UNC R/E WG, Duke R/E WG, & 
NCCU 
April 6- 
April 2O- 

Please let me know if you are interested in attending and I will add you to the 
listserv: unc_race_workshop@listserv.unc.edu 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
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the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, February 6, 2012 9:48 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Minutes 

Revised Department Meeting Minutes Jan 18.docx 



Dept. of African & Afro-American Studies, January 18th. (Convened at 11 

Update of the Review 
The Chair reported that the College review has been completed. The College is considering 
confidentiality issues regarding students, University personnel, and other matters as it thinks 
through the next step of the review. The Chair will keep the Department informed of 
developments on the review. 

Announcements Re: Personnel 
The Chair reported that two finalists for the Business Manager position will be interviewed on 
Thursday, January 19. We will continue to share this position with Public Policy. 

The Chair reported that Travis Gore, the Administrative Assistant, will have his work roles 
clarified and the Chair will circulate a memo to the department highlighting what he can be 
asked to do for faculty. In the meantime, no faculty should ask him to do work for them before 
10:30a. 

The Chair reported that Karla Slocum has shifted all of her faculty line to Anthropology and may 
become an adjunct in the Department in the future. 

The Chair reported, given anticipated leaves in 2012-2013, that the Department will look to hire 
temporary faculty to teach AFAM courses. 

Special Projects 
The Chair reported that Reg Hildebrand will be working on a proposal during summer 2012 to 
develop a W.E.B. Du Bois Conference to be held in March 2013 in memory of the 50th 

anniversary of Du Bois’ death. Other ideas in association with the conference (e.g., a 
faculty/students working group and community engagements) were discussed by the faculty. 

The Chair discussed the University’s current theme "Water in the World." The Chair indicated 
that the Provost’s office has appointed a steering committee on the theme of which she is a 
member and ways in which departmental faculty could incorporate the theme in their 
professional activities for instance in their courses, faculty working groups, research on water 
issues in Africa and the African Diaspora, and public/community engagement projects. The 
effort to link this theme to local communities will, in part, be spearheaded by the Chair’s Liaison 
Committee and both Reg Hildebrand and Charlene Regester. 



Governance Structure Document 
The Chair distributed and discussed, at length, the new Governance Structure document. All 
department faculty, with the exception of adjuncts only teaching one course, are invited to serve 
on the new standing committees. Committee membership will be for five year terms. All details 
regarding the standing committees, their membership, and their charge can be found in the 
"Governance Structure" Document. 

On a related issue, the Chair announced that future Department meetings will be held on the 
second Wednesday of each month from 11 a to noon. 

Recognition 
Agatha Buell, Joseph Jordan, Tim McMillan, Kenneth Janken were recognized by the Chair for 
their service to the Department. 

(Meeting Adjourned at 12:06p). 

Respectfully submitted, 

Walter Rucker 
Associate Chair 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, February 6, 2012 11:54 AM 

Foust, John H Jr <jhfoust@aux-services.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2229531 

Ok, I will let you know. Thanks! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Foust, Johu (Carolina Copy) [mailto:~HFOUST~aax-services~unc.eda] 
Sent: Monday, February 06, 2012 11:49 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2229531 

When the port is on VLAN 260 let us know and we will move it to the new port. 

Have a good day. 

Johu Foust 
Operations Manager Carolina Copy 
UNC - Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-962-2799 
Fax: 919-962-6215 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis [ maiLunc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 06, 2012 11:42 AM 
To: Foust, John (Carolina Copy) 
Subject: FW: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2229531 

Hi John, 

We are wanting to move the copier aprox. 8ft to a different part of the room. I contacted Oasis about the data port. Is there anything 
else we need to do? 

Thanks 

Travis 

Travis Gore 
Student Services Manager 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



..... Original Message ..... 
From: McHale, James 
Sent: Monday, February 06, 2012 11:13 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2229531 

Excellent. How do the copier guys want to approach that? Are they going to need assistance moving it? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, February 06, 2012 11:12 AM 
To: McHale, James 
Subject: RE: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2229531 

Hi James, 

Actually we would like to have the copier moved before the end of next week! 

Thanks, 

Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: McHale, James 
Sent: Monday, February 06, 2012 11:08 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2229531 
Importance: Low 

The gentleman at ITS Networking when the Carolina Copy printer will be getting moved. Is this planned for the near future? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNC-CH PTR [mailto:dam~v smbbs ] 
Sent: Monday, February 06, 2012 11:03 AM 
To: McHale, James 
Subject: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2229531 
Importance: Low 

Client Information 
james j mchale, Location : 
Affiliation:, Department: arts & sci info services 
Phone: (919) 901-0883 and Email: ajmchale@email.unc.edu Short Description: Network 

Email Text : James, 
Do you happen to know when the copier folks are scheduled to install this copier? If it’s going to be a while, then I may go ahead and 
close out this ticket? 
Thanks, 
Danny 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, February 7, 2012 2:00 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Mid-Year Review 

MidYearReview-TravisGore-Jan2012.doc 

I think this is the one! 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Thursday, January 05, 2012 4:56 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Mid-Year Review 

Hi Travis, 

Here is the draft and we will discuss tomorrow. After that I will share with Eunice and Walter. 

See you at 10:30 tomorrow, 

Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University ofNorthCarolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 
£ 919.962.5824 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, February 7, 2012 4:24 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FlyerinWord 

FlyerinWord.pdf 



African & Afro-American Studies 
Faculty Colloquium 

"Musical Style and Language Ideology in a Ugandan 
Proletarian Pop Genre" 

Dave Pier 
African & Afro-American Studies 

UNC Chapel-Hill 

Thursday, February 23, 2012 
3:30-4:40 pm 

Hyde Hall, Incubator Room (2nd Floor) 

Kadongo kamu is a music that gives voice to the concerns of the Ugandan lower classes, from smallholding 
farmers, to slum-dwelling day laborers, to underpaid schoolteachers. In its gritty realism about the lives of the 
poor, it stands apart from contemporary pop genres on radio and television that embrace globalized fantasies of 
consumer capitalism and the prosperity gospel. In this talk, I show how poetry and musical style combine in 
kadongo kamu to foster an awareness of "deep" vernacular language around which a resistant--at times 
nativist--proletarian identity may be constructed. 

Dave Pier is an Assistant Professor in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies, specializing in 
ethnomusicology. He received a PhD in Music from the Graduate Center of the City University of New York. 
His recent article about Ugandan dance and commercial branding appears in the j ournal Africa, and he is 
currently working on a book tentatively titled Our Brands, Our Songs, which is about musical production in 
neoliberal Uganda. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, February 8, 2012 9:47 AM 

Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth <sewall@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Falculty Colloquium 

FlyerinWord. docx 

Hi Stacey, 

See if tNs one works better for you ! 

Thanks, 
Travis 



African & Afro-American Studies 
Faculty Colloquium 

"Musical Style and Language Ideology in a Ugandan 
Proletarian Pop Genre" 

Dave Pier 
African & Afro-American 

UNC Chapel-Hill 
Studies 

Thursday, February 23, 2012 
3:30-4:40 pm 

Hyde Hall, Incubator Room (2nd Floor) 

Kadongo kamu is a music that gives voice to the concerns of the Ugandan lower classes, from smallholding 
farmers, to slum-dwelling day laborers, to underpaid schoolteachers. In its gritty realism about the lives of the 
poor, it stands apart from contemporary pop genres on radio and television that embrace globalized fantasies of 
consumer capitalism and the prosperity gospel. In this talk, I show how poetry and musical style combine in 
kadongo kamu to foster an awareness of "deep" vernacular language around which a resistant--at times 
nativist--proletarian identity may be constructed. 

Dave Pier is an Assistant Professor in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies, specializing in 
ethnomusicology. He received a PhD in Music from the Graduate Center of the City University of New York. 
His recent article about Ugandan dance and commercial branding appears in the journal Africa, and he is 
currently working on a book tentatively titled Our Brands, Our Songs, which is about musical production in 
neoliberal Uganda. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN STGORE> 

Thursday, February 9, 2012 10:19 AM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @ema~l.unc.edu> 

RE: Interactive classrooms available for Fall 2012 semester 

Forgive me but my German has gotten a little rusty in the past few weeks! 

From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Thursday, February 09, 2012 10:02 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Interactive classrooms available for Fall 2012 semester 

Danke mein Herr 

T 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, February 09, 2012 9:56 AM 

To: McMillan, Tim 
S,,bject: RE: Interactive classrooms available for Fall 2012 semester 

I got you 218 Peabody! No Dey for you! 

From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Wednesday, February 08, 2012 10:25 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
S,,bject: FW: Interactive classrooms available for Fall 2012 semester 
Hi Travis -- 
Do you want to see if you can schedule me in 218 Peabody for my AFAM 50? Give it a try! 

T 

From: Platz, Gina B [gina@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 07, 2012 9:47 AM 
To: Spring_GPC"s 
Subject: [spring2012] Interactive classrooms available for Fall 2012 semester 

UNC instructors, 

Do you make use of small group activities, class discussion, or other interactive instructional techniques? If so, you may be interested in two mid-sized 

classrooms available during the Fall 2012 semester designed to facilitate student interaction and engagement. 

311 Peabody Hall {seats 48) and 218 Peabody Hall {seats 40) use fixed tablet desks that swivel 360 degrees, making it easy to transition between lecture 

and active learning techniques. The design promotes eye contact among students and provides dedicated aisle space for instructors to move about the 

room. 

For more information, visit the Classroom Hotline’s information pages for each classroom: 

311 Peabody: http://tinyurl.com/Stkmw6p 

218 Peabody: http://tinyurl.com/6w3py89 

To learn more about what faculty members and students think about this classroom design, you can access the evaluation report for the Fall 2010/Spring 

2011 pilot at http:!!cfe.unc.edu!pdfs/311PE_pilotRPT_AUG2011.pdf. 

There are openings available for the Fall 2012 semester for both classrooms on a first come-first serve basis. If you are interested in teaching in either 

room this fall, please have your departmental scheduling officer contact Karla Townley-Tilson with the University Registrar at mcclurek@email.unc.edu no later 

than February 16. 

The designs for these two classrooms are among several being explored by the Center for Faculty Excellence, ITS-Teaching and Learning, and interested 

academic units. We will continue to keep you updated as other interactive classrooms become available. 

Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks. 

Bob Henshaw 

ITS Liaison to the Center for Faculty Excellence 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

bob henshaw@unc.edu 

919 962-9969/445-9470 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN STGORE> 

Thursday, February 9, 2012 10:51 AM 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Colloquium 

Great[ 

From: Seck, Mamarame 
Sent: Thursday, February 09, 2012 i0:44 AM 

To: Gore, Travis; Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: RE: Colloquium 

It looks fine to me. 

Thanks, 

Mamarame 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, February 09, 2012 10:12 AM 

To: Seck, Mamarame; Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: FW: Colloquium 

Hi Marnarrne and Kia, 

How do these changes look? I wanted to check with you before I send it out. 

Thanks[ 

Travis 

From: I [mailto: Nive.unc.edul 
Sent: Thursday, t:59 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Colloquium 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 9:57 AM 

To: 

Subject: FW: 

African & Afro-American Studies Faculty Colloquium 
"Musical Style and Language Ideology in a Ugandan Proletarian Pop Genre" 

Dave Pier 
African & Afro-American Studies 

UNC Chapel-Hill 

Thursday, February 23, 2012 
3:30-4:40 pm 

Hyde Hall, Incubator Room (2nd Floor) 

Kadongo kamu is a music that gives voice to the concerns of Ugandan lower classes, from smallholding farmers, to slum-dwelling day laborers, to underpaid 
schoolteachers. In its gritty realism about the lives of the poor, it stands apart from contemporary pop genres on radio and television that embrace globalized 
fantasies of consumer capitalism and the prosperity gospel. In this talk, I show how poetry and musical style combine in kadongo kamu to foster an awareness 
of "deep" vernacular language around which a resistant-at time nativist-proletarian identity may be constructed. 

Dave Pier is an Assistant Professor in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies, specializing in ethnomusicology. He received a PhD in Music 

from the Graduate Center of the City University of New York. His recent article about Ugandan dance and commercial branding appears in the journal Africa, 
and he is currently working on a book tentively titledOurBrands, Our Songs, which is about musical production in neoliberal Uganda. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, February 13, 2012 9:59 AM 

Foust, John H Jr <jhfoust@aux-services.unc.edu> 

FW: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2229531 

Hi John, 

James at OASIS verified that the port is on VLAN 260 now. So I guess we are now ready when you are. I will be out of 

the office this Tuesday and Wednesday but I will be here today, Thursday and Friday. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of Aft[can and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: McHale, James 
Sent: Monday, February 06, 2012 1:36 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2229531 

This has been done. 

James McHale, OASIS 
(919)901-0883 

..... Reply message ..... 
From: "Gore, Travis" <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
To: "McHale, James" <aimchale@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2229531 
Date: Mon, Feb 6, 2012 1:26 pm 

Just heard back from the copier people. See below. Thanks! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Foust, John (Carolina Copy) [mailto:JHFOUST@aux-services.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 06, 2012 11:49 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 



Subject: RE: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2229531 

When the port is on VLAN 260 let us know and we will move it to the new port. 

Have a good day. 

John Foust 
Operations Manager Carolina Copy 
UNC - Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-962-2799 
Fax: 919-962-6215 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis [mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 06, 2012 11:42 AM 
To: Foust, John (Carolina Copy) 
Subject: FW: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2229531 

Hi John, 

We are wanting to move the copier aprox. 8ft to a different part of the room. I contacted Oasis about the data port. Is there anything 
else we need to do? 

Thanks 

Travis 

Travis Gore 
Student Services Manager 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain 

confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday,                 10:15 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

RE: Tuesday 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:54 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Tuesday 

I can come in early on Thursday at 8. On Friday I don’t know if I will be available to work after 12 and today I am not 
done with class until 2:50. 

From: Gore, Travis [stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, ’.8:51 AM 
To: 
Subject: Tuesday 

Hi 

I will not be in on Tuesday or Wednesday of this week. 

even come today if you want. Just let me know. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Would you like to come at any other time this week? You can 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the origina! message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday,                 11:04 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

RE: Question about Lingala 

You’re welcome! 

From: [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:56 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Question about Lingala 

Hi Travis, 

Great, and thanks for doing that! 

Thanks, 

From: Gore, Travis [staore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:43 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Question about Lingala 

No problem! I actually already sent it to him so he may contact you before class but if he doesn’t then you can talk with 

him tomorrow. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: [mailto: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:39 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Question about Lingala 

Hi Travis, 

Okay, thanks for following up! I can also ask Professor Fhunsu when I see him in class tomorrow, if that is easier. 

Thanks, 

From: Gore, Travis [stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:34 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Question about Lingala 

will turn this over to Professor Fhunsu and one of us will get back to you! 

Thanks, 
Travis 



Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966,5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disc!osure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy al! copies of the origina! message. 

From: ’ [mailto @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, .10:28 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Question about Lingala 

Hi Travis, 

My name is                and I’m a current student in Lingala . I’m writing because I just checked the My UNC 
registration system and noticed Lingala    is not listed in there as being offered in Fall    . As I am hoping to take 
Lingala    in the fall, I just want to ask if there is someone I can ask about this matter and/or if there is still the 
possibility the course will be available then. 

Please let me know if you have any questions for me as well. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, February 21, 2012 11:32 AM 

Miller, Haeran <hrmiller@email.unc.edu> 
FW: Event for 2/23 

9506.htm 

HI Haeran, 

Eunice asked if you could provide us with an account number for this° 

Thanks! 

Trav[s 

From: Sottile, Jillian (Carolina Dining Services) [mailto:JBSO-I-FILE@aux-services.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 21, 2012 11:29 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Event for 2/23 
Importance: High 

Hi Travis, 

Attached is the invoice for your event for this Thursday. Please reply back with your Account number that is should be 

charged too. The number that is listed is a fake number so I could book it for you but I need the correct University 

Account number. 

Please let me know if you have any changes and thank you for choosing Carolina Catering. 

ib so’c’cile@a ux-se r-vices.u n c.ec[ u 

Visi’c ouc wetpsi’ce a’c www.carolinaca~cerin,~,.ca~cerkrax.com 
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<style type="text/css"> 
table.invoiceSectionHeader { color: #000000 !important; width: 100% 

!important; border-collapse: collapse !important; border-style: none !important; font-size: 12px 
!important; } 

td.invoiceSectionHeaderTDLeft { color: #666666 !important; border-style: none 
!important; background-color: #CCCCCC !important; padding-left: 2px !important; width: 50% 
!important; padding-right: 20px !important; background-image: 
url(Catertrax_lmages/prod_tr.gif) !important; background-repeat: no-repeat !important; 
background-position: top right !important; } 

td.invoiceSectionHeaderTDRight { border-style: none !important; background- 
color: #FFFFFF !important; width: 50% !important; } 

table.invoiceSection, table.adminlnvoiceSection { color: #000000 !important; 
width: 100% !important; border-collapse: collapse !important; border-width: 2px !important; 
border-style: solid !important; border-color: #CCCCCC !important; } 

table.invoiceSection td, table.adminlnvoiceSection td { border-width: 2px 
!important; border-style: solid !important; border-color: #CCCCCC !important; background- 
color: #FOFOF0 !important; } 

table.invoiceSectionHighlight, table.adminlnvoiceSectionHighlight { color: 
#000000 !important; width: 100% !important; border-collapse: collapse !important; border- 
width: 2px !important; border-style: solid !important; border-color: #FFFF00 !important } 

table.invoiceSectionHighlight td, table.adminlnvoiceSectionHighlight td { border- 
width: 2px !important; border-style: solid !important; border-color: #FFFF00 !important; 
background-color: #FOFOF0 !important; } 



div.cartContentsDIV table { color: #000000 !important; width: 100% !important; 
border-collapse: collapse !important; border-width: 2px !important; border-style: solid 
!important; border-color: #CCCCCC !important; } 

div.cartContentsDIV td { border-width: 2px !important; border-style: solid 
!important; border-color: #CCCCCC !important; background-color: #FOFOF0 !important; } 

div.cartContentsDIV tr.cartContentsHeaderTR td { color: #666666 !important; 
border-style: none !important; background-color: #CCCCCC !important; padding-left: lpx 
!important; background-image: none; } 

</style> 
<html> 

<head> 

<script type="text/javascript"> 
_editor._url = "../htmlarea3/"; 
_editor_lang = ..... en, 

</script> 
<script type="text/javascript" src="../htmlarea3/htmlarea.js"></script> 

<STYLE TYPE=’text/css’> 
div.menubar{ 
color :#000000; 
background-color :#FOFOFO; 
width :100%; 
padding :3px } 

a.menu{ 
width="100%"; 
background : url(catertrax_images/cat_bkg.jpg); 
text-align:center; 
text-valign : middle; 
font-family: Verdana; 
font-style: Bold ; 
font-size: 8pt; 
font-weight :bold; 
color :#000000; 
text-decoration: none; 
padding :1 px; 
border-style : outset ;border-color :#FOFOF0 ;border-width : 1 } 

a.menu:hover{ 
color :#666666; 
background :#FFFFCC; 
border-style :inset ;border-color :#FFOFOFO ;border-width : 1 } 

a.menul{ 
width :100%; 
text-align:center; 
font-family: Arial; 



font-style: Bold ; 
font-size: 8pt; 
font-weight :Bold; 
color :#000000; 
text-decoration: none; 
background-color :000000; 
padding :3px; 
border-style : outset ;border-color :#FOFOF0 ;border-width : 3 } 

a.menul :hover{ 
color :#666666; 
background-color :#000000; 
border-style :inset ;border-color :#FFOFOFO ;border-width : 3 } 

.insetborder {border: inset; border-width: 1 ;} 

.title { 
background: #CCCCCC; 
color: #ffffff; 
font-family: Impact; 
font-style: Bold ; 
font-size : 12pt; 
font-weight :normal; 
padding: 3px lOpx; 
margin-bottom: 10px; 
border-bottom: lpx solid black; 
letter-spacing: 2px; 

} 
</style> 

</head> 
<body bgcolor="#FFFFFF" leftmargin="l 0" topmargin="l O"><center> 

<TR> 

<div class="divlnvoice" style="font-family: Verdana, Helvetica, Sans-Serif;padding:5"><div 
id="divHeader">MINIMUM GUARANTEED ATTENDANCE MUST BE RECEIVED WITHIN 72 
BUSINESS HOURS OF EVENT. IF ATTENDANCE FALLS 
BELOW THE GUARANTEED NUMBER THE CLIENT WILL BE CHARGED FOR THE 
GUARANTEED NUMBER. GUARANTEED NUMBER 
MUST BE RECEIVED BY DATE/TIME INDICATED.</div> 

<table width="95%" border="0" align="center" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" 
style="border: 1 px solid black; "> 

<tr> 
<td style="text-align: center;"> 

<table width="100%" border="0" align="center" 
cellpadding="l 0" cellspacing="l" bgcolor="#FFFFFF"> 

<tr> 



<td> 
<form name="statusform"> 
<table width=’100%’ 

height=’144’ border=’0’ align=’center’ cellpadding=’5’ cellspacing=’0’ bgcolor=’"’#FFFFFF’"’> 
<tr> 

<td 
style="padding-left: 10px !important; padding-right: 4px !important; width: 50%; vertical-align: 
top; text-align: left;"> 

<img 
src="images\CarolinaCateringLogo161 .jpg" align="left"/> 

<div 
style="font-family: Arial, Helvetica, Sans-Serif; font-size: smaller; font-weight: bold;">Carolina 
Catering</div> 

<div 
style="font-family: Arial, Helvetica, Sans-Serif; font-size: xx-small;"> 

100 Friday Center Drive ,Chapel HilI,NC 27599<br/> 

(919) 962-0336 (Campus Catering)<br/> (919)962-2638 (Conference Catering) 
</div> 

</td> 

<td style="padding- 
right: lOpx !important; padding-left: 4px !important; width: 50%; vertical-align: top; text- 
align:right"> 

<div 
style="font-size: medium;">lNVOICE&nbsp;#9506</div> 

style="font-size: xx-small; font-weight: bold;"> 
<div 

Thursday, 2/23/2012<br> 

style="font-size: xx-small">Ordered On:&nbsp;2/17/2012</div> 

</div> 
<div 

&nbsp;<img 
src=Catertrax_lmages/G_peg.gif border=0 align=’absmiddle’ ALT=’Confirmed’><span 
style=’font-family:verdana; font-size:xx-small’><b> Confirmed</b></span> 

</td> 
</tr> 

<tr> 
<td style="padding- 

left: 10px !important; padding-right: 4px !important; width: 50%; vertical-align: top; text- 
align:left"> 

<div 
style="margin-top: 8px; width: 100%;"><table class="invoiceSectionHeader"><tr><td 
class="invoiceSectionHeaderTDLeft" ><span id="splnvoiceHeader">Customer 
Information</span></td><td class="invoiceSectionHeaderTDRight"><ltd><ltr><ltable><table 



id="invoiceSectionCustomer" class="invoiceSection" onclick= .... title=’"’><tr><td align="right" 
style="width: 30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 100%;">First 
Name:</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" 
style="width: 70%;" >Travis </span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" style="width: 
30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 100%;">Last Name:</span></td><td 
style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" 
>Gore</span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" style="width: 30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" 
style="width: 100%;">Address:</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span 
id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" >CB # 3395 </span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" 
style="width: 30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 100%;">City:</span></td><td 
style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" >Chapel 
Hill</span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" style="width: 30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" 
style="width: 100%;">State:</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span 
id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" >NC</span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" 
style="width: 30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 100%;">Zip:</span></td><td 
style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" 
>27599</span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" style="width: 30%;;"><span 
id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 100%;">Company or Department:</span></td><td 
style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" >African 
American Studies</span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" style="width: 30%;;"><span 
id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 100%;">Email:</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" 
align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" >stgore@email.unc.edu 
</span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" style="width: 30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" 
style="width: 100%;">Phone:</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span 
id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" >(919) 966-5496 </span></td></tr><tr><td 
align="right" style="width: 30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 100%;">Client 
Classification,:</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" 
style="width: 70%;" >Faculty/Staff</span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" style="width: 
30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 100%;">Tax Exempt :</span></td><td 
style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" 
>True</span></td></tr></table></div><br><div style="width: 100%; margin-top: 8px;"><table 
class="invoiceSectionHeader"><tr><td class="invoiceSectionHeaderTDLeft" ><span 
id="splnvoiceHeader">Payment Information</span></td><td 
class="invoiceSectionHeaderTDRight"></td></tr></table><table id="invoiceSection Payment" 
class="invoiceSection"><tr><td align="right" style="width: 30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" 
style="width: 100%;">Payment Type :</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span 
id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" >University Account</span></td></tr><tr><td 
align="right" style="width: 30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 100%;">University 
Account Number:</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" 
style="width: 70%;" >6-54321-3931 </span></td></tr></table></div> 

</td> 
<td style="padding- 

right: 10px !important; padding-left: 4px !important; width: 50%; vertical-align: top; text- 
align:left"> 

<div 
style="width: 100%;margin-top: 8px;"><table class="invoiceSectionHeader"><tr><td 
class="invoiceSectionHeaderTDLeft" ><span id="splnvoiceHeader">Delivery / Pickup 
Information</span></td><td class="invoiceSectionHeaderTDRight"></td></tr></table><table 
id="invoiceSectionDelivery" class="invoiceSection"><tr><td align="right" style="width: 



30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 100%;">Method:</span></td><td 
style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" 
>Delivery</span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" style="width: 30%;;"><span 
id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 100%;">Delivery Contact:</span></td><td style="width: 
70%;" align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" >Travis 
Gore</span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" style="width: 30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" 
style="width: 100%;"><b>ls this a Green Event?</b>:</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" 
align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" >No</span></td></tr><tr><td 
align="right" style="width: 30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 
100%;">Address:</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" 
style="width: 70%;" >CB # 3395 </span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" style="width: 
30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 100%;">City:</span></td><td style="width: 
70%;" align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" >Chapel 
Hill</span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" style="width: 30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" 
style="width: 100%;">State:</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span 
id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" >NC</span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" 
style="width: 30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 100%;">Zip 
Code:</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" 
style="width: 70%;" >27599</span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" style="width: 30%;;"><span 
id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 100%;">Company:</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" 
align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" >African American 
Studies</span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" style="width: 30%;;"><span 
id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 100%;">Delivery Phone/Cell:</span></td><td style="width: 
70%;" align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" >(919) 966-5496 
</span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" style="width: 30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" 
style="width: 100%;">Event Name:</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span 
id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" >TBD</span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" 
style="width: 30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 100%;">Catered 
By:</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 
70%;" >Carolina Catering</span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" style="width: 30%;;"><span 
id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 100%;">Building:</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" 
align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" >Hyde 
Hall</span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" style="width: 30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" 
style="width: 100%;">Room #:</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span 
id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" >Incubator Room - 2nd 
Floor</span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" style="width: 30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" 
style="width: 100%;">Purpose of Event:</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" 
align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" >PM 
Break</span></td></tr></table></div><br><div style="width: 100%; margin-top: 8px;"><table 
class="invoiceSectionHeader"><tr><td class="invoiceSectionHeaderTDLeft" ><span 
id="splnvoiceHeader">Event Information</span></td><td 
class="invoiceSectionHeaderTDRight"></td></tr></table><table id="invoiceSection Event" 
class="invoiceSection"><tr><td align="right" style="width: 30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" 
style="width: 100%;">Guest Count:</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span 
id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" >30</span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" 
style="width: 30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 100%;">Event 
Date:</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 
70%;" >Thursday, 2/23/2012</span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" style="width: 
30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 100%;">Event Start Time:</span></td><td 



style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" >3:15 
PM</span></td></tr><tr><td align="right" style="width: 30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" 
style="width: 100%;">Event End Time:</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" 
align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" style="width: 70%;" >4:45 PM</span></td></tr><tr><td 
align="right" style="width: 30%;;"><span id="splnvoiceLabel" style="width: 100%;">Access to 
Room:</span></td><td style="width: 70%;" align="left"><span id="splnvoiceData" 
style="width: 70%;" >3:00 PM</span></td></tr></table></div> 

</td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 

<td style="padding- 
left: 10px !important; padding-right: 10px !important; text-align: left; vertical-align: top; text- 
align:left" colspan="2"> 

<font 
size=l ><br><table width=’100%’ border=’0’ cellpadding=’0’ cellspacing=’0’ 
bordercolor="><tr><td align=’left’ nowrap><table cellpadding=’0’ cellspacing=’0’ 
border=’0’><tr><td bgcolor=’#CCCCCC’ height=l 0 width=150><font size=’1’ face=’Verdana’ 
color=#666666><b>FOOD</b></td><td width=’1’ align=’right’ valign=’top’ 
bgcolor=’#CCCCCC’><img src=’catertrax_images/prod_tr.gif’></td></tr></table></td><td 
align=’center’ nowrap width=’74’><font size=’1’ face=’Verdana’ ><B>Qty.</b></td><td 
align=’center’ nowrap width=’74’><font size=’1’ face=’Verdana’><b>Price</B></td><td 
align=’center’ nowrap width=’74’><font size=’1’ 
face=’Verdana’><B>Ext.&nbsp&nbsp&nbsp</B></td></tr></table><div><table width=’100%’ 
border=’1" cellpadding=’2’ cellspacing=’0’ bgcolor=’#CCCCCC’ bordercolor=’#CCCCCC’ 
><tr><td bgcolor=’#FOFOF0’ align=’left’ height=40 ><div style="background-color: 
#FOFOF0;border:lpx #FOFOF0; padding:3px;font-size: 14px; font-family: Verdana; font-weight 
:bold;">Lemon Poppyseed Bread - per Ioaf</div>&nbsp;&nbsp;</td><td align=’center’ nowrap 
width=’70’ bgcolor=’#FOF9FF’><font size=’1’ face=’Verdana’>l </td><td align=’center’ nowrap 
width=’70’ bgcolor=’#FOF9FF’><font size=’1’ face=’Verdana’>$13.25</td><td align=’center’ 
nowrap width=’70’ bgcolor=’#FOF9FF’><font size=’1’ 
face=’Verdana’>$13.25</td></tr></table></div><div><table width=’100%’ border=’1" 
cellpadding=’2’ cellspacing=’0’ bgcolor=’#CCCCCC’ bordercolor=’#CCCCCC’ ><tr><td 
bgcolor=’#FOFOF0’ align=’left’ height=40 ><div style="background-color: #FOFOF0;border:l px 
#FOFOF0; padding:3px;font-size: 14px; font-family: Verdana; font-weight :bold;">Banana Nut 
Bread - per Ioaf</div>&nbsp;&nbsp;</td><td align=’center’ nowrap width=’70’ 
bgcolor=’#FOF9FF’><font size=’1’ face=’Verdana’>l </td><td align=’center’ nowrap width=’70’ 
bgcolor=’#FOF9FF’><font size=’1’ face=’Verdana’>$13.25</td><td align=’center’ nowrap 
width=’70’ bgcolor=’#FOF9FF’><font size=’1’ 
face=’Verdana’>$13.25</td></tr></table></div><div><table width=’100%’ border=’1" 
cellpadding=’2’ cellspacing=’0’ bgcolor=’#CCCCCC’ bordercolor=’#CCCCCC’ ><tr><td 
bgcolor=’#FOFOF0’ align=’left’ height=40 ><div style="background-color: #FOFOF0;border:l px 
#FOFOF0; padding:3px;font-size: 14px; font-family: Verdana; font-weight :bold;">Southern 
Hospitality Collection</div>&nbsp;&nbsp;</td><td align=’center’ nowrap width=’70’ 
bgcolor=’#FOF9FF’><font size=’1’ face=’Verdana’>3</td><td align=’center’ nowrap width=’70’ 
bgcolor=’#FOF9FF’><font size=’1’ face=’Verdana’>$17.00</td><td align=’center’ nowrap 
width=’70’ bgcolor=’#FOF9FF’><font size=’1’ 
face=’Verdana’>$51.00</td></tr></table></div><font size=l ><br><table width=’100%’ 
border=’0’ cellpadding=’0’ cellspacing=’0’ bordercolor="><tr><td align=’left’ nowrap><table 
cellpadding=’0’ cellspacing=’0’ border=’0’><tr><td bgcolor=’#CCCCCC’ height=10 



width=150><font size=’1’ face=’Verdana’ color=#666666><b>BEVERAGES</b></td><td 
width=’1’ align=’right’ valign=’top’ bgcolor=’#CCCCCC’><img 
src=’catertrax_imageslprod_tr.gif’><ltd><ltr><ltable><ltd><td align=’center’ nowrap 
width=’74’><font size=’1’ face=’Verdana’ ><B>Qty.</b></td><td align=’center’ nowrap 
width=’74’><font size=’1’ face=’Verdana’><b>Price</B></td><td align=’center’ nowrap 
width=’74’><font size=’1’ 
face=’V erdana’> < B> Ext. &nbsp&nbsp&nbsp<lB> <ltd> <ltr> <ltable> < div> <table width=’100%’ 
border=’1" cellpadding=’2’ cellspacing=’0’ bgcolor=’#CCCCCC’ bordercolor=’#CCCCCC’ 
><tr><td bgcolor=’#FOFOF0’ align=’left’ height=40 ><div style="background-color: 
#FOFOF0;border:lpx #FOFOF0; padding:3px;font-size: 14px; font-family: Verdana; font-weight 
:bold;">Beverages by the Gallon - Starbucks&#174; Regular Coffee - per 
gallon</div>&nbsp;&nbsp;</td><td align=’center’ nowrap width=’70’ bgcolor=’#FOF9FF’><font 
size=’1’ face=’Verdana’>2</td><td align=’center’ nowrap width=’70’ bgcolor=’#FOF9FF’><font 
size=’1’ face=’Verdana’>$16.50</td><td align=’center’ nowrap width=’70’ 
bgcolor=’#FOF9FF’><font size=’1’ face=’V erdana’> $33. 00<ltd> <ltr> <ltable> <ldiv> < div> <table 
width=’100%’ border=’1" cellpadding=’2’ cellspacing=’0’ bgcolor=’#CCCCCC’ 
bordercolor=’#CCCCCC’ ><tr><td bgcolor=’#FOFOF0’ align=’left’ height=40 ><div 
style="background-color: #FOFOF0;border: 1 px #FOFOF0; padding:3px;font-size: 14px; font- 
family: Verdana; font-weight :bold;">Beverages by the Gallon - Lemonade - per 
gallon</div>&nbsp;&nbsp;</td><td align=’center’ nowrap width=’70’ bgcolor=’#FOF9FF’><font 
size=’1’ face=’Verdana’>2</td><td align=’center’ nowrap width=’70’ bgcolor=’#FOF9FF’><font 
size=’1’ face=’Verdana’>$10.00</td><td align=’center’ nowrap width=’70’ 
bgcolor=’#FOF9FF’><font size=’ l ’ face=’V erdana’> $20. OO<ltd> <ltr> <ltable> <ldiv> < div> <table 
width=’100%’ border=’1" cellpadding=’2’ cellspacing=’0’ bgcolor=’#CCCCCC’ 
bordercolor=’#CCCCCC’ ><tr><td bgcolor=’#FOFOF0’ align=’left’ height=40 ><div 
style="background-color: #FOFOF0;border: 1 px #FOFOF0; padding:3px;font-size: 14px; font- 
family: Verdana; font-weight :bold;">Beverages by the Gallon - Ice Water - per 
gallon</div>&nbsp;&nbsp;</td><td align=’center’ nowrap width=’70’ bgcolor=’#FOF9FF’><font 
size=’1’ face=’Verdana’>2</td><td align=’center’ nowrap width=’70’ bgcolor=’#FOF9FF’><font 
size=’1’ face=’Verdana’>$2.50</td><td align=’center’ nowrap width=’70’ 
bgcolor=’#FOF9FF’><font size=’ l ’ face=’V erdana’> $5. 00<ltd> <ltr> <ltable> <ldiv> <font 
size=l ><br><table width=’100%’ border=’1’ cellpadding=’0’ cellspacing=’0’ 
bordercolor=’#CCCCCC’><tr><td width=’70%’ align=’center’ valign=’middle’><table 
width=’100%’ cellpadding=2 cellspacing=2 border=’0’><tr><td colspan=2 bgcolor=#FOF9FF 
align=center height=30><font size=’1’ face=’Verdana’><b>Order 
Summary<lb><lfont><ltd><ltr><tr bgcolor=#FOFOF0><td align=center><font size=’1’ 
face=’Verdana’><b>Beverages</td><td align=center><font size=’1’ 
face=’Verdana’><b>Food</td></tr><tr bgcolor=#FOFOF0><td align=center><font size=’1’ 
face=’Verdana’>$58.00</td><td align=center><font size=’1’ 
face=’Verdana’>$77.50<ltd><ltr><ltable><font size=l face=verdana>* The administrative 
charge is not intended<br>to be a tip, gratuity, or service charge for<br>the benefit of 
employees 
<br><br> 

** Due to Health Department Regulations, no food or alcohol may be taken from a catered 
event. It is the goal of Carolina Catering that every event is attractively presented and 
proportioned for the last guest as it is for the first. Due to this attention to presentation, there 
may be extra plates, cutlery, napkins, etc remaining at the end of your event. This service 
ware will not be billed to the customer and is not available for take out. Any missing service 



ware will be added to the final invoice.</font></td><td width=’30%’><table width=’100% 
’border=’0’><tr><td height=30 colspan=’2’ align=’Center’ bgcolor=’#FOF9FF’><font size=’1’ 
face=’Verdana’><b>Order Totals <lb><lfont><ltd><ltr><tr><td align=’right’ nowrap 
bgcolor=’#FOFOF0’ width=’60%’><font size=’1’ face=’Verdana’><b>Sub Total</b></td><td 
align=’right’ nowrap bgcolor=’#FOFOF0’ width=70><font size=’1’ 
face=’Verdana’>$135.50</td></tr><tr><td align=’right’ nowrap bgcolor=’#FOFOF0’ 
width=’60%’><font size=’1’ face=’Verdana’><b>Administrative Fee</b></td><td align=’right’ 
nowrap bgcolor=’#FOFOF0’ width=70><font size=’1’ face=’Verdana’>$20.32</td></tr><tr><td 
align=’right’ nowrap bgcolor=’#FOFOF0’ width=’60%’><font size=’1’ face=’Verdana’><b>Order 
Total</b></td><td align=’right’ nowrap bgcolor=’#FOFOF0’ width=70><font size=’1’ 
face=’Verdana’>$155.82</td></tr><tr id="balanceRow"><td align=’right’ nowrap 
bgcolor=’#FFFFCC’ width=’60%’><font size=’1’ face=’Verdana’><b>Balance Due</b></td><td 
align=’right’ nowrap bgcolor=’#FFFFCC’ width=70><font size=’1’ 
face=’Verdana’><B>$155.82<lb><ltd><ltr><ltd><ltr><ltable><ldiv><ltable><ldiv> 

</td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 

<td style="padding- 
left: 10px !important; padding-right: 10px !important; padding-top: 10px !important; vertical- 
align: top;" colspan="2"> 

<div style="margin-top: 8px; 
width: 100%;"><table class="invoiceSectionHeader"><tr><td 
class="invoiceSectionHeaderTDLeft" ><span id="splnvoiceHeader">Special 
Instructions</span></td><td class="invoiceSectionHeaderTDRight"></td></tr></table><table 
id="invoiceSectionCustomer" class="invoiceSection" onclick= .... ></table></div> 

</tr> 
</table> 

</td> 
</tr> 
<!-- Legal Disclaimer(s) --> 

<~d> 

</tr> 
</table> 
</form> 

<~d> 
</div> 

<tr> 
<td colspan="100%" align="center" style="font-weight:bold; font- 

size:9pt; padding-bottom:5px; color:#AAAAAA"> 
<div id="divFooter">lnvoice #9506</div> 

</td> 
</tr> 

</table> 
</div> 
<div id="divFooter"><center>A $200.00 cancellation fee will be incurred for 

any cancellation within 7 days of event. A $100.00 fee will be incurred for any additional setup 
on the 



day of the event. I have read the above contract and agree to the terms and conditions as 
well as any terms and conditions on any contract 
addendum’s which I may sign. 

Client: 
Date: </br></br> 

***FAILURE TO RECEIVE A SIGNED CONTRACT MAY PREVENT CAROLINA CATERING 
FROM SERVICING YOUR EVENT.***</br></br> 
If you need assistance from Catering on the day of your Event, please contact our Catering 
Manager, Desmond Scott @ 919-730-3887.</center></div> 

<script type="text/javascript" src="detectMobileBrowser.js"></script> 
<script type="text/javascript"> 

try { 
$(document).ready(function0 { 

$(".adminlnvoiceSection").mouseover(function0 { 
$(this).toggleClass("invoiceSectionHighlight", true); 
$(this).toggleClass("invoiceSection", false); 

}); 
$(".adminlnvoiceSection").mouseout(function0 { 

$(this).toggleClass("invoiceSectionHighlight", false); 
$(this).toggleClass("invoiceSection", true); 

}); 
}); 

} catch (e) {/* JQuery not loaded */}; 
</script> 
</body></html> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, February 22, 2012 1:55 PM 

Budihardj o, Maya Kimberley <mbudihar@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Fall 2012 

Ok sounds good! I called to ask about first day of registration and she told me Monday but the date she gave me was 

Sunday so I still don’t know! 

From: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Sent: Wednesday, February 22, 2012 1:44 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Fall 2012 

I talked to her for a bit today and she thinks Agatha’s last day will be that Thursday. I told Haeran to start thinking when 

and where she’d like to go for lunch one day. 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, February 21, 2012 4:56 PM 
To: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Subject: RE: Fall 2012 

Ok cool deal! 

From: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Sent: Tuesday, February 21, 2012 4:55 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Fall 2012 

Oh Ralphie! OK, about to head out--I’ll talk to Haeran tomorrow about what she’d like to do and if she knows what 

Agatha’s plan is. 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, February 21, 2012 4:54 PM 
To: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Subject: RE: Fall 2012 

These are questions that I just don’t have the answers to : ( but we are gonna put you in charge of finding out! 

From: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Sent: Tuesday, February 21, 2012 4:51 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Fall 2012 

Yes! Will Agatha be here on Haeran’s last day? Do you know when Agatha’s last day is? 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, February 21, 2012 4:50 PM 
To: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Subject: RE: Fall 2012 

Are we going to give Haeran her last meal?! 



From: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Sent: Tuesday, February 21, 2012 4:44 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Fall 2012 

know! I feel like I’ve looked all over the Registrar’s website, but can’t find a starting date for registration. 

Yes ~) We are the only staff people left! 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, February 21, 2012 4:42 PM 
To: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Subject: RE: Fall 2012 

Hey! I am not sure but I feel like it starts soon! You better let me know when you find out haha. Did you hear that 

Haeran is leaving?! 

From: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Sent: Tuesday, February 21, 2012 4:11 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Fall 2012 

Do you know when students begin registering for Fall classes? 

Hope you are well! Next week is a big week! 

Maya Budihardjo 
Student Services Manager 

Department of Public Policy 

University of North Carolina 

Abernethy 214A, Campus Box #3435 

Chapel Hill, 27599 

P 919.962.1600 

F 919.962.5824 

mbudihar@email.unc.edu 

PLCY on Facebook ¯ PLCY on Twitter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN STGORE> 

Thursday, February 23, 2012 2:47 PM 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Faculty Colloquium 

Hi Namarame, 

I am sending this to you and I hope you will be able to make copies, I am sorry but I ran out of time and I am late to my dentist appointment! 

Thanks! 

African & Afro-American Studies Faculty Colloquium 

"Law, Politics, and the Paradoxes of Post Colonial Liberalism in Zambia" 

Jeremy Gould 
University of Jyvaskyla (Finland) 

Thursday, March 1, 2012 
3:30-4:40 pm 

Global Education Center (4th Floor) 

The vestiges of colonial legality-characterized by a paradoxical admixture of liberalism and executive exceptionalism-live on in contemporary African law and the politics in frames. The 
modern constitution of Zambia, for example, retains crucial sections of the late colonial constitution of Northern Rhodesia (as Zambia was previously known). Significantly, the power to 
declare a state of emergency- the schmittian hallmark of sovereignty-that allowed the colonial Governor to freeze legal constraints on his mandate was transferred intact to the postcolonial 
President. 

This talk interrogates some of the continuities and ruptures binding postcolonial to colonial law in order to problematize the interconnection of presidentialism and liberalism in 
postcolonial African politics. The presentation examines the evidence and outcomes of two parallel ’abuse of public office’ trials of the late Frederick Chiluba, Zambia’s second president, 
in search of an understanding of postcolonial government that resists the neoliberal juxtaposition of human rights against sovereignty. 

Jeremy Gould, an anthropologist by training, is professor of Development and International Cooperation at the University of Jyvaskyla (Finland). He has studied and published about 
Zambia for 25 years. He is currently completing a book with the working title of PostcolonialjurisTrudence. Political legality and popular politics in Zambia’s Third Republic. His recent 
publications also include an edited volume about the politics of aid, The New Conditionality (Zed 2005), to which he also contributed an essay on Tanzanla’s first Poverty Reduction 
Strategy Paper. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, February 28, 2012 1:24 PM 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu> 

FW: exam schedule spring 2012 

I found it! Let me know if you need help with it again! 

Thanks, 

Travis 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, January 30, 2012 2:37 PM 

To: Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject: FW: exam schedule spring 2012 

Below is the exam schedule. Let me know if you need help with it! 

Thanks for the coffee! 

Travis 

From: Travis Gore [mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 03, 2012 5:37 PM 

To: Fall, Alassane 
Subject: exam schedule spring 2012 

Here it is! 

http://registrar.unc.edu/ccm/groups/public/@registrar/documents/content/ccm3 033093.pdf 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, February 29, 2012 1112 AM 

Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges <nzongola@email.unc. edu> 

RE: Meeting 

Oh sorry! The talk in New York! 

Thanks, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Wednesday, February 29, 2012 11:02 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Meeting 

Which talk? 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 

Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

USA 
Tel.. +1 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, February 29, 2012 10:59 AM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Meeting 

Hi Georges, 

I believe both of those times are available so I can put you down for 9am if that is ok with everyone. 

Also Georges, could you send me the title and date of your upcoming talk so that I can put it on the website. 

Thanks 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Wednesday, February 29, 2012 10:55 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Meeting 

The best time for me is between 9 and 10 am or between 12 and 1 pm on Thursday, March 1. Otherwise, we could meet next week. 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 



Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. +1 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, February 29, 2012 9:05 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: Meeting 

Dear Travis, 

Kindly check my calendar for tomorrow and get in touch with Georges to see what time would be good for he and I to meet. This 
meeting is part of the dialogues I have been having with faculty since Jan. 31. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Eunice SaNe, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and 
Curriculum in Global Studies University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
109 Battle Hall, #3395 
Chapel Hill, 27599-3395 
Tel. 919-962-2341 
Fax 919-962-2694 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 
Wednesday, 1~ 11:28 AM 

( ~live.unc.edu) 

FW: Correct Date for Kia’s Presentation on HIV Prevention 

Seminar Flyer_Caldwell.pdf 

From: Caldwell, Kia L [mailto:klcaldwe@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 28, 2012 1:24 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] Correct Date for Kia’s Presentation on HIV Prevention 

Dear Colleagues: 
I am sending a new flyer with the correct date for my presentation. It will take place on March 30, instead of March 29. 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-2345 
Fax: 919-962-2694 
klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
http://afriafam.unc.edu! 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: stgore@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361534.d 19c27ea4325cffb39a9456d99719bcb&n=T&l=afriafam&o=30969740 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-30969740-32361534.d19c27ea4325cffb39a9456d99719bcb@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 2:53 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
new draft! 

Rough Draft! Feel free to add to it before I send it out! 

Dear Majors, 

This email is being sent out on behalf of Dr. Eunice Sahle, Chair of the Department of African and Afro-American Studies. 

Please reply to this email if you are still a Major in our department. Dr. Sable would like to invite you to a special event 

to be announced at a later date. 

Many thanks, 

Travis 

Travis Gore 
Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 3:16 PM 

Miller, Haeran <hrmiller@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Hi 

From: Miller, Haeran 
Sent: Tuesday, March 13, 2012 3:04 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Hi 

Oh, thanks, Travis. 

hope you are doing well and keep in touch!! 

Haeran 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, March 13, 2012 3:02 PM 
To: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: RE: Hi 

Hey! 

Thank you ! 

am glad you are adjusting to your new environment. 

removed you Monday morning so you shouldn’t get anymore emails but please let me know if you do. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro=American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e=mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: Miller, Haeran 
Sent: Monday, March 12, 2012 12:53 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Hi 

Welcome Back, Travis~!! 
I hope you had a great time. 

It was a long and quiet week for me working at this new place, but I am getting better. 

By the way, can you please take me off from AFRI/AFAM’s listserv? I’m still getting the dept. emails and I don’t need 

them anymore. 

Thanks and I will talk to you later~ 

Haeran 

Haeran Miller 

NC TraCS Institute, CB# 7064 

Home of the UNC Clinical and Translational Science Awards (CTSA) 
F.919.843.9443 

hrmiller@email.unc.edu 

www.tracs.u nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 4:08 PM 

Markstein, Lara <laram@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Larry Diamond at UNC on March 22 

Thanks Lara! Hope you had a great spring break too! 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Markstein, Lara 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 12:48 PM 
To: Gore, Travis; Cave, Tracey 
Subject: Larry Diamond at UNC on March 22 

Hi Travis and Tracey, 

We wanted to let you guys know about Larry Diamond’s visit to UNC on March 22. He’ll be presenting a lecture about 

the ebb and flow of democratization, which we are certain your faculty and students will be interested in attending, 

especially since much of his work deals with cases in Africa. if you could help us spread the word, that would be 

wonderfu!! 

Thanks so much hope you are both having a marvelous spring break! 

Lara Markstein 

Department Manager 

Curriculum in Global Studies 

Fedex Global Education Center, 301 Pittsboro St. CB# 3263 
UNC Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ph. 919-962-5442 

laram @email.u nc.edu 

http://www.global.u nc.edu/globalstudies 

The curriculum in Global Studies is pleased to present: 

The Ebb and Flow of Democratization: 
A Lecture with Larry Diamond 

Thursday, March 22 I 5:30 PM I Nelson Mandela Auditorium, FedEx 



Global Education Center 

Larry Diamond is one of the foremost experts on establishing democracy across the globe. He has 

served as a consultant to the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) and advised the 

World Bank, the United Nations and the State Department, among other organizations. 

Diamond is a senior fellow at the Hoover Institution and the Freeman Spogli Institute for 

International Studies, where he directs the Center for Democracy, Development and the Rule of 

Law. He is also the founding co-editor of the Journal of Democracy and serves as a senior 

consultant at the International Forum for Democratic Studies of the National Endowment for 

Democracy. 

During 2004, Diamond acted as a senior adviser on governance to the Coalition Provisional 

Authority in Baghdad. He has since written extensively on the challenges of stabilization and 

reconstruction in post-conflict countries. His latest book, The Spirit of Democracy: The Struggle to 

Build Free Societies Throughout the World draws on this experience, as he explores the sources of 

democratic progress and stress and the prospects for future democratic expansion. 

Based out of Stanford University, where he is a professor in political 

science and sociology, Diamond has taught extensively on comparative 

democratic development and post-conflict democracy building. In 2007, 

his passion for his subject earned him the Dinkelspiel Award for Distinctive 

Contributions to Undergraduate Education for his popular classes, which 

according to students "transcend political and ideological barriers." 

For more information on Larry Diamond, visit 

http://www.stanford.edu/~ldiamond/ 

Co-sponsored by the support of the College of Arts and Sciences, the Global Education Fund and the 

Center for Global Initiatives. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 
Tuesday, March 13, 2012 4:18 PM 
Wold, Jackie <jwold@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Battle Hall Window Locks 

Got it! I sent Wendy an email to let her know when I would be available. 

Thanks! 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Wold, Jackie 
Sent: Tuesday, March 13, 2012 3:43 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: Battle Hall Window Locks 

You got lkis? 

Thx, 
Jackie 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Hillis, Wendy (Facilities Planning) [mailto:Wends, Millis~facilities.tmc~edu,] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 13, 2012 3:02 PM 
To: Buell, Agatha; Gore, Travis 
Cc: Todd Snyder <tsnyder@progressivecci.com> (tsnyder@progressivecci.com) 
Subject: FW: Battle Hall Window Locks 

Agatha and Travis, 

Will one of you be able to let our contractor into offices at Battle Hall Thursday and Friday of this week? So information below. 

Thanks, 

Wendy 

Wendy Hillis, AIA, LEEDTM AP 
Campus Historic Preservation Officer 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill CB# 1090, Giles F. Homey Building 
103 Airport Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1090 
Office: (919) 843-3238 
Fax: (919) 962-9103 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Todd Snyder [mailto:*sn~ der~;essivecci.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 12, 2012 5:23 PM 
To: Hillis, Wendy (Facilities Planning) 
Subject: Battle Hall Window Locks 

Wendy 

I still need to fix the window locks at Battle Hall. We have lacied on two separate occasions however the person with building keys has not been 
available either time. I would like to send Felipe to the site Thursday and Friday of this week to complete the work. Can you check to make 
sure we can get into lke offices of Battle on those days? 

Thanks, 

Todd Snyder 
Progressive Contracting Co., Inc. HUBZone Certified 
143 Charlotte Ave 
Suite 201 
Sanford, NC 27330 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 4:25 PM 

Dale T. McKinley <drdalet@metroweb.co.za> 

RE: Please take me off the departmental faculty list 

No worries Dale. Sorry your box was getting flooded with emails! 

Best, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dale T. McKinley [mailto:drdalet~metroweb.co.z~] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 13, 2012 3:44 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Please take me off the departmental faculty list 

Thanks Travis - I did not realise that there were two separate lists. I have sent email to unsubscribe and hope that works. 

Be well, 
Dale 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis [ emaiLunc.ed~] 
Sent: 13 March 2012 08:14 PM 
To: Dale T. McKinley 
Subject: RE: Please take me off the departmental faculty list 

Hi Dale, 

Sorry that you are still receiving emails. I removed you from our listserv on Feb. 7th but now I see what has happened. You are also 
on a listserv at the African Studies Center. Barbara Anderson usually sends out emails from there and Stacey Sewall is the one that 
runs that listserv. I think there might be an unsubscribe button at the bottom of the last email you received. 
If you want to give that a try then I think that should take care of it but if it doesn’t then let me know and I will contact Stacey and ask 
that you be removed. Thanks! 

Cheers, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dale T. McKinley [mailto:drdalet(&metroweb.co.zal 
Sent: Tuesday, March 13, 2012 12:15 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Please take me off the departmental faculty list 

Hey travis, 

I sent the email below back on 7th February - but I am still getting faculty listserv emails. 

Please would you ensure that I am taken off the list (and confirm this with me). 

Many thanks, 
Dale 

From: Dale T. McKinley [mailto:drda~et(&metroweb.co.za] 
Sent: 07 February 2012 07:07 PM 



To: ’Gore, Travis’ 
Subject: Faculty list 

Hey Travis, 

Forgot to ask you to please ensure that I am now taken off the departmental faculty list (latest email on list received today as below). 
Alongside the termination of my online teaching, Professor Huber has also informed me that my position as Adjunct Associate 
Professor will be rescinded - thus I am no longer, in any way, part of the faculty. 

Thanks much. 

Best, 
Dale 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Barbara Anderson [mailto:b anderson~)~unc~edu] 
Sent: 13 March 2012 02:51 PM 
To: The asc faculty mailing list. 
Subject: [asc faculty] Teach In on LRA? 

Dear Colleagues: 
I am certain you are aware of the recent Invisible Children campaign, "Kony 2012." Many of us have found this quite disturbing, and 
the Center is being flooded by requests from students to participate (which we are declining). 
I am trying to determine faculty interest in putting together a "Teach In" 
on the African context for the LRA and the current situation. Please email me right away if you might be able to participate and/or if 
you have a perspective you feel is important to include. We will also create, on our homepage, a list of urls for students from African 
journalists, bloggers and the like, so feel free to send any you recommend. Thanks for a speedy reply to this request. 
Warm regards, Barbara 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies African Studies Center, 
CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b_anderson@unc.edu 
~:iiafricaamc.ed~/ 

You are currently subscribed to asc faculty axsd: drdalet@metroweb.co.za. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to 
leave-31058885-20842262.e47f65939a562d55ce9d0a626543a84b@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, March 14, 2012 9:13 AM 



Cc: 

Subject: 
Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Important Reminder from Dr. Sahle 

Just a kindly reminder to RSVP right away if you are interested in attending the play. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

Good evening Majors, (If you are not a Major please ignore this emafl) 

This is Travis Gore writing on behalf of Dr. Eunice Sahle (Hi Dr. Sahle) to invite you to attend a performance on Monday 

:1__@_9th of the award-winning play Blood Knot by the Tony Award- winning South African playwright, Athol Fugard. Details 

are below. 



To ensure we have enough tickets, kindly RSVP to me (Travis-please do not click REPLY TO ALL) by tomorrow 

Wednesday March 15th by ~pm at the latest. Dr. Sahle would be very delighted if you attended this performance with 

her and other faculty members and staff in the department. If you are coming, please note that we will meet at the 

Arts Center in Carrboro at 7pm at the latest. 

~Athol Fugard’s Blood Knot is the story of two South African brothers whose lives are twisted by the 
madness of apartheid. The New York Times describes the play as "a contemporary classic.., both a deeply 
human experience and a symbolic statement." The powerful allegorical story continues to resonate deeply in a 
world still unable to deal openly with issues of race and wracked by seismic shifts in response to social injustice 
from the Arab Spring to Occupy Wall Street. Featuring J. Mphonse Nieholson and Lucius Robinson, and 
directed by Joseph Megel.~ 

Sincerely, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mai! message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, March 14, 2012 4:50 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: meeting 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Wednesday, March 14, 2012 4:49 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: meeting 

Hi Travis, 
That time won’t work. Sorry. 
Esther 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, March 14, 2012 4:01 PM 
To: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject: meeting 

Hi Esther, 

She just got to the offic!! She wants to know if 11am tomorrow would work? 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, March 15, 2012 8:42 AM 

Todd Snyder <tsnyder@progressivecci.com>; ’Hillis, Wendy (Facilities Planning)’ 
<Wendy.Hillis@facilities.unc.edu> 

RE: Battle Hall Window Locks 

Thanks 

Travis Gore 
Student Services Manager 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Todd Snyder [maiIto:tsl!5,der(&progressive~ci.coml 
Sent: Wednesday, March 14, 2012 3:11 PM 
To: ’Hillis, Wendy (Facilities Planning)’; Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Battle Hall Window Locks 

Travis, 

Felipe Cervantes with my company will be working on the windows. He will be on site tomorrow and Friday. 

Just in case, Felipe’s contact number is 919-625-3475 and my contact number is 919-718-5454 x 202. 

Thanks, 

Todd Snyder 
Progressive Contracting Co., Inc. HUBZone Certified 
143 Charlotte Ave., Suite 201 
Sanford, NC 27330 
P: 919-718-5454 x 202 
F: 919-718-5455 
www.progressivecci.com 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Hillis, Wendy (Facilities Planning) [mailto:We~<HiNs~2facilities.unc.ed~] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 13, 2012 5:22 PM 
To: Gore, Travis; Todd Snyder <tsnyder@progressivecci.com> 
(tsnyder@progressivecci.com) 
Subject: RE: Battle Hall Window Locks 

Thanks Travis! I have copied Todd Snyder on this reply. He or one of his guys will be getting in touch with you. 

Wendy 

Wendy Hillis, AIA, LEEDTM AP 
Campus Historic Preservation Officer 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill CB# 1090, Giles F. Homey Building 



103 Airport Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1090 

Office: (919) 843-3238 

Fax: (919) 962-9103 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis maiktmc.edt~] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 13, 2012 3:15 PM 
To: Hillis, Wendy (Facilities Planning) 
Subject: RE: Battle Hall Window Locks 

Hi Wendy, 

I will be available on Thursday from 830am to 1130am and 130pm to 430pm and on Friday from 830am to 1130am and 130pm to 
330pm 

Thanks 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Student Services Manager 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Hillis, Wendy (Facilities Planning) [mailto:Wendv.Hillis(~Scili~ies.m~c.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 13, 2012 3:02 PM 
To: Buell, Agatha; Gore, Travis 
Cc: Todd Snyder <tsnyder@progressivecci.com> (tsnyder@progressivecci.com) 
Subject: FW: Battle Hall Window Locks 

Agatha and Travis, 

Will one of you be able to let our contractor into offices at Battle Hall Thursday and Friday of this week? So information below. 

Thanks, 

Wendy 

Wendy Hillis, AIA, LEEDTM AP 
Campus Historic Preservation Officer 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill CB# 1090, Giles F. Homey Building 
103 Airport Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1090 
Office: (919) 843-3238 
Fax: (919) 962-9103 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Todd Snyder [maillo:tsr~;de ssivecci.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 12, 2012 5:23 PM 
To: Hillis, Wendy (Facilities Planning) 
Subject: Battle Hall Window Locks 

Wendv 



I still need to fix the window locks at Battle Hall. We have tried on two separate occasions however the person with building keys has 
not been available either time. I would like to send Felipe to the site Thursday and Friday of this week to complete the work. Can you 
check to make sure we can get into the offices of Battle on those days? 

Thanks, 

Todd Snyder 
Progressive Contracting Co., Inc. HUBZone Certified 
143 Charlotte Ave 
Suite 201 
Sanford, NC 27330 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, March 19, 2012 4:36 PM 

Smith, Jane C. <j ane_smith@unc.edu> 

RE: Commencement Information Day Reminder 

Hi Susan, 

Thanks for adding the information to the site. It looks good. We did make a change and were wondering if you could 

update it for us. Instead of Hitchcock room, it will now be in the Stone Center Theatre. Sorry about that. 

Thanks[ 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

:109 Battle Ha[[, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Smith, Jane C. 
Sent: Monday, March 19, 2012 10:01 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Commencement Information Day Reminder 

Thanks. [ will get this posted today. 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, March 19, 2012 09:45 AM 
To: Smith, Jane C. 
Subject: RE: Commencement Information Day Reminder 

Hi Jane, 

We now have a place and time for our department graduation. Would you be able to include it in the Departmental 

Ceremonies on the Commencement website? 

African and Afro-American Studies 

Stone Center Hitchcock Room 
Saturday, May 12, 11:00AM 

Travis Gore, (9:19) 966-5496, stgore@email.unc.edu 

Thanksso much[ 



Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disc!osure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Smith, Jane C. 
Sent: Monday, March 12, 2012 11:34 AM 
To: Montgomery, Summer; Quick, Myra C; iuliacar@physics.unc.edu; Mitchell, Shannon Michelle; Rogers, Charlotte H; 
esbradshaw@store.unc.edu; Haven, Ben; Gore, Travis; Phillips, Nell K; Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley; Diallo, Ashante N.; 
Turner, Carolyn L; Miles, Kim S; Hoffman, Phyllis J; Walker, Victoria Ward; turnbull@cs.unc.edu; Bernhardt, Valerie M; 
Bethea, Brenda S; Copeland, Rachel; Jaeger, Beth; amculle@emaill.unc.edu; Wilcox, Sandy; Kintz, Robert S; LeBlanc, 
Nicholas; Iori@unc.edu; Harris, Deborah J; carterl@email.unc.edu; Berg, Vilma Gabriele; jworkman@unc.edu; 
jbkang@unc.edu; Poythress, Courtney Machelle; Fallin, Jill Marie; Stone, Theresa; Barnes, Ash 
Cc:           @gmail.com; Siedentop, Nicholas J 
Subject: Commencement Information Day Reminder 

This is a reminder that Wednesday, March 14 is Commencement Information Day. All the Commencement related 

departments will be providing information to graduating Seniors in the Great Hall of the Student Union from 10 AM until 

5 PM. If you can I would appreciate it if you would also send an email reminder to your students about this important 

event. There is a link on the Commencement home page at http://commencement.unc.edu/may.php 

Commencement Information Day 
Wednesday~ Hatch 14~ 2012 
Great Hall~ Student Union 
IO AH - 5 PH 

Jane C. Smith 

Associate Director, University Events 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

208 W. Franklin Street 

Campus Box 2050 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2050 

919-962-0045 Office 

Blackberry 

919-843-6319 Fax 



For Commencement questions, visit www.unc.edu/commencement 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN STGORE> 

Tuesday, March 20, 2012 11:15 AM 

~live.unc.edu) 

FW: Faculty Colloquium 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Tuesday, March 20, 2012 11:14 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Faculty Colloquium 

Hi Travis, 
I think it looks good. Please just add the word Abstract (in bold and centered) above the paragraph. Once that’s done, please send it out. 

Thanks, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-2345 

Fax: 919-962-2694 

klcaldwe@email, unc.ed u 

http://afriafam.unc.ed u/ 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, March 20, 2012 10:29 AM 

To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: F3/V: Faculty Colloquium 

How does this look? 

Thanks[ 

Travis 

From:        Imailto:       ~live.unc.edul 
Sent: Tuesday, March 20, 2012 10:19 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Faculty Colloquium 

African & Afro-American Studies Faculty Colloquium 
"The Poetics of Black Being: Metaphor, Desire, and Doing" 

Rebecka Rutledge Fisher 
UNC Chapel-Hill 

Thursday, March 29, 2012 
4:00-5:30 pm 

Global Education Center, Room 1009 

African American literary metaphors have long demonstrated a penchant for voicing being or consciousness, and thus they have consistently participated in a 
genealogy of African American and, more broadly, Western philosophical thought whose historiography largely excludes them. These might be such metaphors 
as "I’ll make me a world," which James Weldon Johnson uses in his 1927 poem, "The Creation." Johnson’s metaphor carries at least two senses: in the first 
sense, the poet indicates an intention of creating a world around him or her; in the second sense, the poet collapses the distinction between self and world by 
articulating his/her intention to remake him/herself as a world, as a viable sphere of habitation for the spirit, soul, and mind. Philosophical metaphors are said to 
accomplish this world-making process through such modes as resemblance, deviance, and analogy. In my talk, I will focus on those modes that are described as 
epistemological and ontological, those that, like Johnson’s metaphor, are specifically concerned with the nature and meaning of being, the possibilities and desire 
inherent to notions of freedom, and the agency required to actualize concepts and radical, visionary intentions. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, March 20, 2012 11:27 AM 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu> 
FW: MEU Deployment Training schedule, march 20 

MEU Deployment Preparation_Agenda.docx 

Here it is! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Seck, Mamarame 
Sent: Tuesday, March 20, 2012 11:23 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: MEU Deployment Training schedule, march 20 

Travis, please find attached the information about the program. 

Thanks, 
Mamarame 

From: Wayne Lee [welee@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 19, 2012 8:27 AM 
To: Seck, Mamarame; Bill Lucas; Barbara Anderson; Peter D Feaver; Crescenzi, Mark J; Tamari, Shai; Reynolds, Andrew S; Gray, 
David H; Caddell, Joe; Selassie, Bereket H; Lee, Wayne E 
Subject: Re: MEU Deployment Training schedule, march 20 

All, 
Just a reminder. The Marine training event is tomorrow. I’ve again attached the agenda as a reminder of your time slot. 
Hamilton 272 has a computer and projector. I am teaching much of the day tomorrow, and will not be there to introduce all of you. 

I have sent bio’s to them. Captain Juan Ramos will be keeping people on schedule. 

If questions or emergencies, my cell is I’ll be on campus the whole day. 

Wayne 

Wayne E. Lee 
Professor of History 
Chair of the Curriculum in Peace, War, and Defense wlee@unc.edu www.unc.edu/-welee 
www.amazon.com!Wayne-E.-Lee/e/B001KHRXKW/ref=ntt athr_dp~oel_ 1 

On 3/2/2012 6:58 PM, Wayne Lee wrote: 
All, 
Everyone is confirmed, and we are on track. The Marines are pleased 

with the lineup, and indeed have asked for a bigger room and were 
going to charter a 2nd bus! We, however, don’t have a bigger room in 
the middle of Tuesday. 

At any rate, they have asked if it would be OK to film the 
presentations. I am asking you if anyone objects? 

Wayne 

Wayne E. Lee 
Professor of History 
Chair of the Curriculum in Peace, War, and Defense wlee@unc.edu 
www.unc.edu/-welee 

> www.amazon.com!Wayne-E.-Lee/e/B001KHRXKW/ref=ntt athr_dp~oel_ 1 

On 2/27/2012 3:37 PM, Wayne Lee wrote: 



>> All, 
>> Please find attached my draft agenda for the MEU training event on 
>> March 20. Please send me your changes to the titles, or objections 
>> regarding the time. Note the location in Hamilton Hall. Please send 
>> me a response even if you have no objection, so that I know you are 
>> on board! 
>> 

>> For David and Joe: I am waiting to hear of David’s availability; if 
>> he is not available Joe is up. 
>> 
>> Capt. Ramos: Please note that this is a draft, but it should give 
>> you some idea of our probable timing and topics. 
>> 

>> best, 
>> Wayne 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday,               3:09 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Great! Thanks! 

F rom: 
Sent: Thursday, 2:58 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: AFRI 

Hi Travis, 

I’m in Chicago at the moment, but I’ll be back in town next week. I’ll stop by on Monday morning to sign the letter. 

Best, 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: AFRI 

11:15 AM 

No Problem 

We have a letter for you from Summer School. I believe it is the contract that you will need to sign. If you could stop by 

the office at some point that would be great. I should be around except between 12 and i when I take my lunch. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-marl message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

F rom: 
Sent: Thursday, 11:03 AM 
To: Gore, Travis; Sahle, Eunice N 



Subject: RE: AFRI 

Thanks Travis! I’ll let the student know. 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, 9:46 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: AFRI 

Hi 

I looked into this and was told that there was a glitch in the system and that they have been working on it this morning. 

They said that they have fixed it and the student should be able to register now. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

F rom: 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: AFRI 

9:21 AM 

Dear Eunice and Travis, 

Do either of you have any idea how I should respond to this student’s question below about AFRI : 
summer session? 

Thanks, 

for the first 

F rom: 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: 
Subject: AFRI - -- 

8:16 AM 
@live.unc.edu] 



Good Morning, 

I tried enrolling in your AFRI       class section but it says there are reserved seats and that I haven’t met the 
requirements. Can you please go over those requirements or enroll me in the class? 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, March 23, 2012 10:03 AM 

Wold, Jackie <jwold@email.unc.edu> 

From: Wold, Jackie 
Sent: Friday, March 23, 2012 10:00 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: AFAM Work Study Student 

Hi Travis- 

What’s the name of the’ in AFAM? 

Thx 

dackie Wold 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB# 3435 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
f. 919.962.5824 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, March 27, 2012 11:23 AM 

Wold, Jackie <jwold@email.unc.edu> 

RE: AFAM File Cabinets? 

Cool, Thanks! 

From: Wold, Jackie 
Sent: Tuesday, March 27, 2012 9:01 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: AFAM File Cabinets? 
Importance: High 

I gave Trey your contact info for delivery of the file cabinets since you are usually there and know where they are 

supposed to go. 

Thanks, 
Jackie 

From: Wold, Jackie 
Sent: Tuesday, March 27, 2012 9:00 AM 
To: Trey Jones 
Subject: RE: AFAM File Cabinets? 
Importance: High 

Hi Trey, 

Actually contact Travis Gore, he is in the main office where the cabinets are to be delivered and he has knowledge of 

where they are supposed to goo He is in the main office in Battle Hall (where the chair samples should go as well) - he 

can be reached at 966-5496. 

Thanks, 
Jackie Wold 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB# 3435 

Department of African and Afro~American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
f. 919.962.5824 



From: Miller, Haeran 
Sent: Tuesday, March 27, 2012 8:25 AM 
To: Trey Jones 

Cc: Wold, Jackie 
Subject: RE: AFAM File Cabinets? 

Please contact Jackie Wold for all the purchase for AFR!/AFAM. I am no longer working for them. 

She is copied here. 

Thanks!! 

Haeran 

From: Trey Jones [mailto:trey@trian~leofficeequipment.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 27, 2012 8:23 AM 
To: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: RE: AFAM File Cabinets? 

The cabinets were billed to be set up for delivery yesterday - who should be the contact? 

Trey Jones 

Triangle Office Equipment 

300B South Elliott Rd 

Chapel Hill NC 27514 

Office 919.929.4203 

Fax 919.929.7647 

Mobile 

www.triangleofficeequipment.com 

From: Miller, Haeran [mailto:hrmiller@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 27, 2012 8:10 AM 
To: Trey Jones; Wold, Jackie 
Subject: RE: AFAM File Cabinets? 

That sounds good and yes, please let your team to track down the cabinets. Thanks for your follow up. 

Haeran 

From: Trey Jones [mailto:trey@trianqleofficeequipment.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 27, 2012 8:08 AM 
To: Miller, Haeran; Wold, Jackie 
Subject: RE: AFAM File Cabinets? 

Hey 

I am still out - I forwarded this message to my team to track down the cabinets. I also have sample chairs scheduled to 

be delivered to you Jackie. Sorry for the delayed response. 



Have a good day 

Thanks 

Trey Jones 

Triangle Office Equipment 

300B South Elliott Rd 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 

Office 919.929.4203 

Fax 919.929.7647 

Mobile 

www.triangleofficeequipment.com 

From: Miller, Haeran [mailto:hrmiller@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 26, 2012 10:54 AM 
To: Wold, Jackie 
(~c: Trey Jones (trey@trianqleofficeequipment.com) 
Subject: RE: AFAM File Cabinets? 

Hi Jackie, 
Yes, I placed an order for two file cabinets through Triangle Office Equipment. One for Eunice in her office in black and 

one for room 109 for Travis (Gray) since Eunice wanted him to have a file cabinet which he can lock up. 

Please contact Trey Jones in case he hasn’t followed up. I am forwarding an emafl that I sent to him about the file 

cabinets. 

Thanks, 
Haeran 

From: Wold, Jackie 
Sent: Monday, March 26, 2012 10:44 AM 
To: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: AFAM File Cabinets? 

Hi Haeran, 

Do you know if any file cabinets were ordered for the main office in AFAM? No one is sure if an order has been placed 

and we don’t want to duplicate anything. 

Thanks, 

Jackie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday,         ¯     9:50 AM 

<     . @live.unc.edu> 
Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

RE: AFAM    Fall 

Hi 

This is an online course with the Friday Center so there is not a web registration in Connect Carolina. Go to 

fridaycenter.unc.edu/cp/cco. This course does have an additional fee and Dean’s permission is required to take more 

than 1 online course. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-marl message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:43 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: AFAM    Fall 

Hi, 

I am currently trying to register for the online course of AFAM    and am unable to for fall      I am a 
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1 
Introduction 
From Revolution to Rights 

We did not ~ay our struggle against ap~xtheid w~ a ~iv~l fi~ s~g~e. We s~d it ~ a 

liberation s~g~. ~ere is ac~y a d~rence .,, A l~erafion s~ggle iadude~ soci~ 

econo~c issue, i~ includes power relation. It includes stmcture~ of s~ie~, etc. ~ere~ 

civil figh~ i~ a leg~is~c no,on; For instance; you wou~d a~ee, s~]y; ff we ch~ge ~e Mw 

on the figh~ of women ~fith ~s~ct to prope~ lhat wr~d not ae~u~[y e~cipate womea 

... So, when people were ~king today, in ~e [G8 P~liamea~ff 

women’s 6~, it ~ ~ite a limited, legalistic fo~ulafiom ~ofe~r Ben Tmok, ~ ~can 

Na~o~ Confess Me~e~ of P~mnt, N~ Age~a, Issu~ 19, 2005:i&15). 

Discomo~ of fighm a~ld respo~mib~ties convo~enfly east fl~e powe~ of economy and state 

re~fiwiy beni~ at a histo~c~ moment when both seem ne~ly ~sailnble ~ay. 

Introduction~ 

During South Africa’s first decade o£ democracy, cuitttral rights claims took varied 

mid fascinating forms. For example, shortly after the orrival of democlacy in 1994, 

delegations of" middle-class white Afrikaners converged on UN-sponsored indig- 

enous rights meetings in Geneva ~,ad elsewhere claiming to be indigenous peoples 

just like the Inult, the Son, Aborigines, Maoris, and so on. At reughly the same 

time, similarly minded Afi-ikaners established the all-white Volkstaat (HomeImad) 

of 0Ianjo in an attempt to live out their ideals of ethnic self-deter~rnation in 

a post-apartheld constitutional democracy that protected language and eultucaI 

On the other side of the racial divide, in January 2007, animal rig~ts aetiv- 

ists fi:om the SPCA contested the right of senior A£riea National Congress (ANC) 

politician Terry Yeugani to spe~ a bull at a family ritual. Vigorous publle debates 

ensued ha the media.about Yengeni’s ’cruet spearing’ of the bull before it was 

’ Acknowledgements - Brakm Fieisch, Chris CoLv~n, Jean Ccmaroff, Lauren Muller, Thomoa Koe~ble, Kees 
~an dec Wad, ~ii.denne Ward, Harry Gamba ~d cddeagues at the Cenlre for .~can Studies, U~d~ersiiy 
of Cape 
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slaughtered at a cleansing ceremony for the four months that he spent in prison far 

defrauding parharneat,z In response, Mongezl Gums, the chairman of the Caltural, 

Religion and Linguistle Rights Commission, claimed that criticism of this age-old 

Xhosa ritual violated the constitution. As Gums told the press, "It is ethnocentric 

and undermining to hide behind animal rigJtts and deny human beings their righta 

to uphold and practice their cultures and religions. Even more serious is the temp- 

tation to violate the constitution, which protects the culturaI and religious rights of 

all who live in South Mrica’? Another corf~fissioner, Nokozula Mndende, explain- 

ed that Yengeni had not speared the bull bat merely *prodded’ it widr a spear 

to make the ball ’burp," or make any other sound, to indicate that the ancestors 

had accepted the ritual slaughter? Meanwhile, the Minisa’y of A~s mad Culture 

spokesperson, Saudile Marne[a, reiterated the constitution’s protection of the fight 

of all indigenous people to perform rituals that connected them with their ances- 

tors? The Minister of Labour, Membathisi Mdladtana, responded by extending an 

invitation to the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (SPCA) ’to join us 

as we will be slaughtering a bull without [anaesthetizing] it... We want the btdl to 

bellow - and then we’ll sing the praises of our. ancestors’.6 Follovdng initial eriti7 

cism of these ritually prescribed slaughter methods, the SPCA’s executive director, 

Hareelle Meredith, decided to accept the invitation to attend Mdladlana’s cer- 

emony, stating that ’we are as.oared there is no suffering, if the slaughter is carted 

out in the traditional manner by a skilled person, taking into account the transport, 

handling and restraining of the animal’,r Clearly, culturalrights, animal rights, and 

’rights talk’ more genera.3.y, have hecotne an integral part of pubhc discourse in 

the new South Mrica. ’Rights’ talk has also proven to be sufficiently flexible to be 

mobilised by widely divergent ends of the political spectrum. 

South Africa’s relatively peaceful transition to a fights-based constitutional 

democracy has been praised internationally as a ’miracle’. The ~arger-than-fife 

figures of former President Maadala and Archbishop Tutu came to embody the 

possibility of peaceful democratic transitions in even the most violent and con- 

l~ict ridden societies. South Africa’s Truth and Reconciliation Cmnmission (TRC) 

became a number one expert to countries struggling to overcome legacies of vio- 

lence, brutality, and authoritarianism. Similarly, South Africa’s ’state-of-the-art’ 

constitution, with its emphasis on stele-economic, l~nguistic and culiural rights, 

as wet[ as and sexual and gender equality, has been touted as one of the most pro- 

greasive on the planet. However, a decade after democracy the gap has ividened 

between this bright vision of a ’rights paradise’ and the grim everyday social, eeo- 

nmnic and pohrcal realities experienced by the majority of South Africa’s citizen. 

This book tracks the twists and turns of ’rights talk" and South Mrica’s liberal 

democratic revolution. 

Vusumum Ka Nzapheza, ’Circumstances, not practice c~" slaughter probed, says SPCA.’ Cap.~ Times, 24 
January 2007, p. 4, 

"~Yengeni cmly prodded bull": Cdturai ~ane~ ~eekz talks with SPCA on nil groups’ nte.~." Cape T~r,~s, 25 
Janum’y 2007, p. 5. 

s Ibid. 
s ’Mdlad~.ana irtvJ~es SPCA ts ~Jmcss slaughtering of btdl.’ Caps 7~m~s. 29 January 2007, p. 
~ ’SpC_A to see ritual slaughter a~ ~’diadlana’s rural hera÷ after st~L" ,L’a~e T~ses. 31 Janum3’ 2~X)7, p. 3. 
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Rights, revolution and the limits of liberation 

Durit~g the course of the ANC’s dramatic transformatinn from ill’oration movement 

to ruling party there was a seismic shift in its politica~ lexicon. Radical keywords 

and concepts such as socialism, nafiona~ hberafen, class straggle, peoples’ revo- 

lution, resistance to racial capitalism and colonialism-of-a-special type, were 

replaced with tamer words such as rights, citizenship, liberal democracy, nation- 

building, t.ransformation, black economic empowerment (BEE) and so on. This 

dominant language, of liberal ’rights’ and citizenship is still regLdarly challenged 

by the revolutionary rbetoric of the popular Left in the trade union movement and 

the South At’dean Communist Party (SACP). 

Whereas the militant [anguage of national liberation euvisioned the revohi- 

tionary seizure of state power, the ANC government was soon rudely reminded 

of the limits of political power in a cbuntry charactedsed by c~nturies of social 

and economic inequality .and racial domination (Te~reblanche 2002). During the 

anti-apartheid struggle, scholars on the leh had described apartheid as a system 

of racial capitalism whose overthrow wbuld require more thou simply taking, rac- 
ially-based legislafian off the statute books. Addressing the raw facts of deeply 

entrenched race and class inequality, it was argued, weird require nothing less 

than a socialist revolution. However, with the collapse of the Berlin Wall and the 

break-up of the former Soviet Union, sedalism was no longer on ~m cards for a 

liberated South Africa. These constraints become increasingly visible as the ARC 

took over the mantle of political power. 

This sobering recognition of the limits to liberation after apartheid (Robin~ 

2005) was accompanied by a noticeable shift in tile ANC°s political ideology and 

economic programmes. It also invoived significant shifts in political language, 

including the introduction of a new set sf hberal democratic keywords. Further- 

more, post-apartheid NGOs and sncial nmveuleut activists have increasingly 

recognised the emancipatory potential of righis-based approaches. 

In 2005, a decade after the first demoeratlc electians, Zackie Achmat from South 

Africa’s Treatment Action Campaign (TAC) was nominated for a NebelPeace Prize., 

Although the prize was uhimately not awarded to Achanat, his international visibil- 

ity as the moral voice on HIViAIDS in the Third World was undisputed. TAC had, 

since its establishment in 1998, become recognised internationally as one of the 

most effective AIDS social movements. This was. l~’u’gely due to its dramatic legal 

victory over the global pharmaceutical industry, which was trying to prevent devel~ 

aping countries h’om importing m~d manufacturing antiretroviral generic drugs. 

Meanwhile, in South Africa, TAC had acquired an equally impressive reputation 

for its successful cm~ victories and modes of popular mabilisation that evemu- 

ally compelled a recalcitrmat state to provide antiretroviral therapy (ART) to South 

African citizens ~iving with AIDS (see Chapter 5). 

Ahhough post-apartheid South Africawitnessed the emergence ofa prol~eration 

of NGOs and social movements in the la~ad, housing, labour and health sectors, 

amongst others, TAC’s innovative fnrms of rights-based activism captured the 
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intagination of South Africans and international health and development agencies, 

governments, and civil society organisa~ions. 

These new forms of political activism, however, were paralleled bynew, sometimes 

uncorofortablc, forms of economic reorganisation. [n the same year as Achmat’s Nobel 

nomination, the South African Broadcasting Corporation (SABC) aired the South 

African version of Donald Trumps fntnehised reality television shnw The Apprentice. 

South Africa’s home-gown Trump is the revolutlonary-turned-billlanaire, Tokyo 

Sexwale. Sexwale, an ex-Mdcan National Congress fi’eedom fighter, became one of 

the country’s most wealthy men in the space of a few years folio*dug the transition 

to democracy in the early 1990s. Tbe meteoric rise of former-revolutionaries-turned- 

corporate ehtes such as Sexwale and the former trade mrionish Cyfi~ Ramaphosa, 

rein:[arced a ’home-grown’ ideology of? me~itucracy that implied that anyone could 

become filthy rich if they were sufficiently single~minded, talented and determined. 

In 2007 reports bad circulated in the media that Sexwale and Ramaphesa were 

leading contenders to succeed President MbekJ when he steps down in 2009. 

Whereas the liberation struggle mob[heed ~k~e work~.ng class and the ’masses’, 

in the post-apartheid period it appeared that the culture of corporate capitalism 

rewarded individuals with drive and ab~ity.~ Black economic empowerment (BEE) 

initiatives by the new government created opportunities for the extraordinarily 

rapid accanmlati~n of wealth by a small group of black capitalists. At the same 

time, however, in a number of speeches in 2006 and 2007, President Thabo Mbeki 

lashed out against the greed and seff-aggrundisement of these who used access to 

political office and pohtical connections to accumulate personal wealth. In fact, 

many of the post-apartheid black corporate elites, together with their partuers in 

the state, also preached ~d preheated the eommunitarian virtues of the Mrican 

Renaissance, conununity development, and ubuntu.9 

This combination of higldy individualistic and competitive ideologies of economic 

liberalism, together witia communitarian notions of ’African renewal’, resonated iu 

interesting ways vdth new forms of’Asian liberalism’ which, according to Aihwa Ong 

(19~9: 48), promote both ruthles~iy contpetitive capitalism and developmental pro- 

grammes initiated by ’caring’ and paternalistic Asian states)s I~ other words, rather 

than seeing the past-apartheid transition as simply a shift to a nee-liberal package of 

hyper-indivldua]ism, ’fights talk" and %ee market’ capitalism, it would seem that the 

political and economic realities reveal a hybrid cocktail comprising both nee-liberal 
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features - for instance, privgtisafion and economic liberahsatio~ policies - as well 

as discourses of ubuntu commnnitarianism and welfare, housing, land and health 

programmes typically associated with the African development state.’a 

The corporate capitalist ideology of nee-liberalism and meritocracy did not go 

down well with all political g~oupings within the ANC. A decade after democracy, 

the tensions between President Mbeki’s embrace of hberal capffalism - Mbeki Inc. 

- and the Left’s vision of socialist transformation culminated ~n bruising politieal 

battles between supporters of the President and those who lined up behind former 

Deputy President Zuma, Zuma, who in December 2007 replaced President Mb~ki 

as presrdent of the ANC, was touted as a ’man of the Left’ by his supporters within 

the Congress of South African Trade Unions (COSATU), the South Af6can Commu- 

nist (SACP) and the ANC Youth League. He was also able to present himself as an 

Mrican populist and Zulu traditionalist, in stark contrast to the corporate image of 

President Mbeki as a liberal modernist reformer who promoted sexual and gender 

equality through gender.equffy quotas and same-sex raardage laws (see Chapter 

7). These leadership conflicts culminated in Zuma’~ supporters demanding that he 

should .become the next President, notwithstanding President Mbeki’s dismissal 

of Zuma in 2005 from his position as Deputy President following allegaZfians of 
corruption. This succession crisis split the ANC into pro-Mbeki and pro-Zuma 

factions; a division that reflected deep ideological rifts withirt the ANC and ~ts all;- 

once partners, the SACP and COSATU. The succession eon~ct also revealed some 

of the deep flssu~es and contradictions embedded within South Africa’s extraordi- 

nary transition from apartheid authoritarianism to liberal democracy. 

This book is not about these national political developments and eomficts over 

ANC political ideology, pdicy and succession. Instead, it focuses more narrowly 

on how social ~novements and NGOs have mabilised locally in order to leverage 

access to state resources such as land, housing and health care. In the process 

th~se organisafiens have strategically engaged vdth the ANC govenu-nent, the new 

rights-based eonstitutionaI democracy and global cirri so~iety. The ease studies are " 

specific@ concerned with the dynamics of NGO and soci~t movement parmer- 

ships, including how they secure access to state resources by deploying both local 

rights-based strategies and globally connected modes of collective mobi~isatian 

in marginalised communities. These medea of activism, this book argues, refledt 

a growing n’end amongst social move~nents towards forms of political mobilisafion 

that have been referred to as "graasroots globalisation’ or’globalisatian from below’ 

(Appadural 2002a, b; Folk 1993). The case studies focus on these twin processes 

of globalisatJon and lecalisation, and investigate how NGO and social movement- 

mediated fortes of popular polities are emerging in these interstitial spaces. 

It is an understatement to note that life and politics at the social margins in 

Mrica is a highly uncertain, provisional, and precarious state of allah’s. Susan 

Reynolds Whyte (2002), in a study of AIDS in Uganda, identifies an ’African 

~t The ~ini~ter o f Finance, Tre-cor Manual, scorned to make a ~reilar point when he suggested that, e~t~ary 

to fl~e dair~s of Left critic, the Growth, Employme=t ~nd ~edls~ibut~en (GEAR) macro economic policy 
t~ the ANC g~venament wa~ n~ part of a rise@ eon~er~ive n~-hb~ri p~ect but was in~ead the 
vehicle [’or realhing the developmental goals ~fzh~ ANC’s Reco.struotion axtd Develop,n~nt Progr~nrao 

([~DP). Trevor Manuel, ’:l de~icate be/macing act’. S~da7 7~t,ms, I3 August 2006, p. 21. 
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pragmafics" and prantlcal knowledge oi" everyday life that requires ’trying out alter- 

natives’ and opting for provisional solutions (cf. Werbner, 2062: 15). This dearly 
has implications for the political identities and subjectivities of the poor, as well as 

for the NGOs and social movements that seek to mobflise them. While rights may 

be significant and efficacious in settings where there is a relatively well resourced 

and responsive state, it may make more sense to invest in social networks, clien~ 

talistic relations and communal forms of belonging in places where the state is 

extremely thin on the gromul. 

In post-colon{a! contexts like South Africa it makes eminem sense for social 

actors to speak both the languages of rights m~d culture. Even traditional leaders 

reso~t to ’r~ghts" and litigation to buttress their claims to chiefly role, property and 

authority.= tlVarlords and shackiords living in South Africa’s shantyto~nas also draw 

on rights, as do the crime syndicate kingpins andstreet gangsters who run Cape 

Town’s multi-billion drug trafficking industry. Rights is increasingly the accepted 

language of political claims in the new South Africa. 

For ordinary citizens, these fights-based approaches are mabilised, often with 

the help of social movement and NGO activists, to make claims on the state for 

housing, land, health care and other resources. In other words, rights discourses 

have been assimilated into popular political culture in post-apartheid South Africa. 

Yet, although the state is central to the lives of millions of South African citizens, it 

is net the mdy game in town. Traditional leaders, clan membersiffp, patrun-elient 

relations, religions affihariun and so on, are also extremely important for those 

living at the margins of the state. 

The book focuses on NGO and social movement-driven struggles for margina- 

Iised citizens to access lmtd, housing and health care. Th~ case studies show how, 

in nee-liberal, post-colonial contexts, llm poor and marginalised must respond 

to uncertainty and radical contingencies on a daily basis. This requires multiple 

slrategies - often deployed opportunistically. Tiffs suggests an engaged, situated 

citizenship, one that is linked to daily struggles ~or survival .as ~ell as organised 

collective moifflisation around rights claimed both at the individual and ~x~up 

level. So how does this ’popular politics’ relate to processes of democratlsation in 

post-apartheid Sunth Mr~ca? 

In a great deal of the pohtical and academi9 corranentary on the contemporary 

world order, this kind of complexity and situational strategising ~s flattened and 

occluded in favour of a number of simplistic, overate!flag theoretical propositions. 

These propositions claim to explain the new historical moment postco!onial citL 

zens in planes llke South Africa occupy~ but the ¯case studies in this b~ok call these 

propositions h~to serious question. 

Proposition t is that we are Ii’dng in a Post-Culd War, neo-llberalorder that spells 

not orfly the ’end of history’ (Fukuyama 1992), but also zm epoch characterised by 
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’the end of politics’, a condition largely associated with nee-liberalism and eondi- 

tians of hypar-individualisation, voter cynicism, and generalised political apathy 

in the advanced capitalist countries of the ’overdeveloped" North. Proposi~ion 2 

follows the binary logic of Samuel Huntington’s sweeping claims abou~ a Post-Cold 

War ’clash of civilizations’ between the ’Western liberal democracies’ and ’Eastern 

Islamic theocracies’. This chsh of civillsationz thesis implies a series of binaries 

that continue to haunt Westen~ popular and scholarly discourses; liberal versus. 

authorita-~an; rights versus culture; modern versus traditional; secular versus reli- 

gious, and so on. Proposition 3 consists of a widely heId view, promoted by political 

scientists, policy academics, donors and NGOs, that ’civil society’ is a space of 

popular, participatory democracy and horizontal relations of trust and ’positive’ 

social capital. Partha Chatterjee (2004) challenges this uncritical and romantic 

vision of’civil society’ by arguit~g that civil society in India, and elsewhere in the 

Global South, is essentially an enclave of the educated eli!e that is sequestered 

from the popular classes, or what he calls ’political society’. Wifflo subscribing to 

some aspects of Chatterjee’s critique of conventional ideas about civil society, the 

book argues that Chatrerjee is too sweeping in his charanterisation of civil society 

as an ehte enclave. The case studies in this book question the neat analytic sepa- 

rations between the state, civil society and the popular classes that Chatte~jee’s 

model implies. 

By focusing on new NGO and social movement partnerships that have emerged 

in South Mrica since apartheid, this book interrogates the underlying assumptions 

of these three proposffions. Before surveying the key elements nf the argument 

presented in this book, I will provide a brief overdew of the three propositions 

memio~ed above. 

Propositio~ 1: ’The end of polities’ (for whom?) 

The cover of Zymunt Bauman’s (t999) tn Search of Politics has a photograph of 

an dderly man sitting alone in a park surrounded by empty benches. This image 

captures Bauman’s bleak assessment of the possibility of re-building pubhc space 

and collective poIitics in Europe in a late modem age of rampant privat~sation 

of everyday life. Bauman argues that individual liberty can only be a product of 

collective work; yet eontemporany life in the West is characterised by a movement 

towards a privafisatiun of the means to secuxe individual libeW. Banman (2001) 

takes up similar themes in Community: Seeking safety in an insecure world. Here 

the cover consists of a photograph of seven free-falling parachutists holding hands 

as they plummet towards earth with the last traces of a blood-red sun setting on 

fire horizon. For Busman, the parachutists represent the hyper-lxansience of tire 

expei-imental communities of late modernity - communities built on the freedom 

to ch~ose to belong and the fxeedom tt~ terminate membership on short notice. This 

freedom to ’bail out’ at will represents community without long-term commitments. 

This image is, for Bauman, an illustration of the °end of (collective) politics’ in the 

advanced capitalist countries of the North. 
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A number of contemporary political, theo~-~sts argue that liberal ratianahties of 

goverrmlent in Europe and North America are contributing towards hyper-indi- 

vldualisation and the depolitieisation of citizens. These processes are seen to be 

reinforced by new nealiberal forms of governmentality and ’government-at-a-dis- 

tance’ (Barry, Osborne and Rose 1996; Rose 2007; Rose and Novas 2005; Scott 

1999). Writing prhnarily about the UK, Nikalas Rose (1996) argues that in contrast 

to analyses that stress the reduced role of gover~m~ent within free market ecano- 

mies, neotiberalism governs-at-a-distance by allowing new social actors to become 

’subjects of respens[bihty, autonomy and choice’, or what Barry et el. (1996) refer 

to as ’responsibiIised citizens’. These new forms of guvernmentality and biopower 

are produced through public health discourses, including those pwmoted by inter- 

nadonal health agencies, NGOs, social moveraents and community orgas~isatioas 

(Nguyen 2005). They have become particularly powerhd sites for the promotion 

of new forms of self*management and ’therapeutic citizenship’ (Nguyen 2005), for 

example by encouraging citizens to take individual responsibility for preventative 

health and hygle ,~ic measures such as washing one’s hands, eating healthily, exer- 

cising; practising safe sex and so on (Paley 2002: 483; see Chapters 5 and 6 in this 

volume). For some critics, these forms of’governance-at-a-distance’ cotfform to the 

logic of Tony Blalr’s "Third Way’ managurialism, and undermine the possibility of 

radical collective mobilisatian. 

For some critics of the global hegemony of neollberal capitalism, liberal 

democracy and the ubiquitous model of the serf-interested and autor~omous rights- 

bearing citizen signal the death knell for collectivist politics. As John Comaroff 

has remarked, in the contemporary" era, class action seems to have replaced class 

struggle (see also Brown 1995). Similarly, critics argue that liberalism’s celebration 

of the ’freedom to choose’ all too seamlesaly slides into the ’postmodern’ spectre 

of the depoliticised consumer citizen whose search for meaning and ideutity is 

reduced to ceaseless shopping. Marxist intellectuals once understood bourgeois 

democracy, with its emphasis on individual rights, as an obstacle to ~zue class-cone 

scionsness and a socialist utopia that depended on the interventions of vanguard 

Communist parties and centralised states. With ideas such as class, socialism and 

revolution virtually absent - Or having ’disappeared’ - from Post-Cold War aca- 

dcntic and popular discourses, ’fights,’ ’civil society’ and ’citizenship’ have become 

the keywords in both political studies and the donor-driven democracy industry. 

Yet, as the recent history of trade unionism mtd tim rise of a popular Le~t in South 

Africa, Broil and Latin America shows, revolutionary ideas and grand n~m~ati~es 

of socialist ~ransformation continue ~o animate politics in many parts of the world. 

Liberalism’s critics also a~gue that procedaral democracy, with its fetishisation 

of the ballot, ’the law’ and multi-party polltics, threatens to erase earlier concerns 

with mass mobihsat~on, especially those associated with the revolutionary politics 

of socialist and 1abner movements. In its place, the ’postmodern tu~’ has created 

the conditions for the dizzying prolL~eration of new identity-based and single- 

issue soc~a[ movements that address diverse issues, usually ~]~mugh recom-se to 

the legal system. Wendy Bro~rn (1995) argues that this tm-n to legal institutions 

to adjudicate ar redress practices of discrimination and social injury threatens 
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to u~dermine the emancipatory pro~ects of new social movements. What is hap- 

?ealng, Brovm argues, is the cememement of pohtics to ’repressive, reg~Aatory and 

depoliticising [state] institutions that themselves can-y elements of the [repressive] 

regime whose subversion is being s~ught’ (ibid: ix-x). 

For critics such as Brown, what appears under the guise of ’progressive politics’ 

is ohen an embrace of’litigiousness as a way of political life’ (1995: ix}. She argues 

that engaging with ’the law’ and liberal discourses of individual rights and respon- 

sibilities unwittingly ’increases the power of the state and its various regulatory 

discourses at the expense of political freedom’ (ibid: 28). This turn to the law to 

regulate and redress social injlEy, obscures the ~ays in which domination is repro- 

duced through the double hegemony of capitalism and the state. Brown concludes 

that disc~plina~ power is ’extraordinarily effective in "colonising" allegedly free 

subjects, for example, those highly iudividuated, self-interested subject~ produced 

by liberal culture and capitalist economics’. It is precisely the behefin their indi- 

viduation and false ~antouomy, Brown argues, that renders them so susceptible to 

disciplinar~ power (ibid: 

Critics of liberalism find that the fragmentation, individualisatinn and depoliti- 

eisafion resetting from ’~ights talk’ and identity politics, together with widespread 

citizen apathy, have transformed liberal citizenship into rite meaningleas ritual- 

ised act of voting every few years. Yet, even these rituals of liberal democracy are 

plagued by low voter turnout~ Within this ’past-political’ and post-sociahst world, 

l~beral individualist conceptions of rights might indeed seem ~o undermine collec- 

tive forms of emancipator’/politics. 

Tiffs critique of the currant moment can also be found in the pest-~nodern mrn 

~n social movement theory, much of which argues fl~at new social moveaner~ts have 

moved towards increasingly depollticised and individuahst forms of identity 

thereby fragmenting any possibility of substantival political challenges to structural 

inequafities, especially those be~veen rite North and the South (Edehnan 2001). 

In recent decades there h~ been a proliferation of studies celebrating the sphc- 

~acutar growth of globally connected soelal movement~ from Sea~t]e to Johannesburg 

(see Cohen and Rai, 2000). Marc Edelman (20(}1:285) in an extensive re’flew of 

the social movements literature~ notes that theories of collective action have under~ 

gone a nmnber of paradigm shifts from ’mass behaviour’ to °~esouroe mobilisation’, 

’political process’, and ’new social movementsU~ Edetman argues that, in the 

1970s, theorists of new social movements sought to address a number of conceptual 

conundrums and theoretical bli~dspots of earlier approaches, in particular the 

Edelmrm identifies these paradigm sh~ls vfith four majr~ theoretical appn~aehe.-s to tmde.z’standiss col- 
lective action ia ~e ~anfi~th center, and dra’~a attention t~ th~ coneeptu,’,] limi~ cf these theories. 
Fir~t, fur~riortali~tfra~rk~ viewed eoll~e~ve behavlo~ ~ irrational ma~s response~ to ~Ccietal hreak- 
do,,na, hut could zot explain ~enL~ such a~ the ca~’~tercult~n~ hil~py m~’ement~ cf the 196{)s ~at ~zok 
p~ac~ ~a~dst alra~t unpr~edentad North Amezican afftu~ and pdYde~l stahi]iiy. Secottd, ratgonal 
aetarappwaches unde~teod a~clal movements ss t5� sum of par’deiptm~’ strategic £ndiv~d~al].y oriented 
�haloes, but could not account for seemingly a]l~islio deoiaions taken by 196~s coun~r-eultuze ~tudents 
in Eur~pe a~d North America lo ’d~op out’ ~f middle~l~s ~eer t~’ajectories, Third, traditional Mar~iat 
approaches ~¢iewed the beurge~)~si~ a~d the proletariat ~ ~b_e central mategoni~ta in capitel.~st scciel~es, 
yet it t~eeame c]ess ths[ m~.~ of ~l~-Se movemenl~ had leaders from ~aidd]Le-~],a~5 backgr~a=ds and had " 
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functionalist and rational actor orientation of these approacl~es. Edehuan [den- 

titles Ala[n Touraine (1974; 1981) as one of the first scholars to theorise the 

emergence in Europe in.the 1970s and 1980s of the ’new’ environmentalist, peace 

and anti-nuclear, woraen’s, gay liberation, minority rights, and student and youth 

movements (see also Melucci 1989). Since then the list of new movements has 

grown to include straggles for human rights and dernocratismion, the rights of 

indigenous peoples and the needs of the rural landless and urban slum dwellers. 

Edelrnan seeks to make sense of this proliferation of causes by considering the 

cla~shScation of old and new movements. In terms of d~is cmlceptual grid, the old 

socia[ movements were those eancerned with old labour or working class struggles 

in terms of which class was the eentral social divide, category o~ analysis, principle 

of arganisation and political issue (1999: 417). The new movements, by contrast, 

rejected class as fire master category and sought to achieve their goals outride c~ 

existing institutional channels and pat~y political sn’uctures. These new move- 

merits were more concerned with qllnstions of cultural struggles over mear~i~gs, 

symbols, collective identities and figl~ts to difference (Alvarez et aL 1998; Escobar 

and Alvarez 1992). Given this cultural atru it is not suiprising that these move- 

ments have been criticised for being more conservative and reformist than ’elder’ 

class-based movements. New social movements (/NSMs) have also been crlticised 

for being concerned w~th questions of cul~ral recognid.on0 differed(co and identity 

in ways that end up reproducing the fragmentation of popular struggles against 

global capital and its allies. 

Implicit in ~ these analyses is the argmnent that active citizenship ~s under 

siege in this post-pohtical world in which the free m~ket, rapacious consumer- 

ism and hype~-individualism reign supreme. This post-polltical scenario does not 

completely square up with recent global developments, for instance, the rise cf 

ethno-nationsJism from Burundi to the Balkans, and the political fallout in the 

aftermath of 9/I1 - the US invasions of Afghanistan and Iraq, the War oar Terror, 

the rise of militant political Islam, and the subsequent growth of US patriotism and 

Ialamophobia in Europe and North America. Neither does it explain the vibrancy 

of laborer movements in France, South At’tier and Brazil, or ilae spectacular elec- 

toral victories nf the Left h~ Latin and South America. in fact, politics seems far 

from dead and buried in the heartland of Empire and ~ts posteolonial peripheries. 

As xfll be demonstrated throughout this book, even in this age of neo-~iberafism 

and global consumerism, ~ollective politics continues to be generated by due con- 

~adictions and aneven char’actor of capitalist development in South Africa and 

beyond. So, while some of these critiques of ~iberalism may indeed resonate in 

certain respects with post-apartheid developments - for example ~n the ease of 

highly individualistic and morally laden biomedical AIDS and tuberculosis treat- 

meat and prevention programmes (see Chapters 5 and 6) - the case studies in this 

book also draw attention to alternatlve conceptions and outcomes of these forms of 

so!Z-government and ’responsibflised citizenship’. 

The analysis in this book raises questions concentiug the mfiversahty of these 

critiques of the post-political era by demonstrating that politics and eoIlective mobili- 

cation are alive and well in post-apartheid South Africa, The analysis drmvs on case 
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studies of NGOs and soei~ movements that have conlaSbuted towards the produc- 

tion of sociaiity mad popular struggles over access to state resources. It al~o shows 

how some of these organisations self-consciously draw upon the militant polifcal 

cuhure of the anti-apartheid movement while simu[tansously introducing new forms 

of political engagement ,~ith the South African state that depart in significant ways 

from those deployed during the liberation struggle (see Chapter 5). While many 

commentators on South .b.fTica’s transition to democracy predicted the systematic 

depol[ticisation and b~eancratisat~ou of South Affcan society along the lines of 

Ettromodern liberal democracies, the case studies in d’fis book question these uni- 

veraslising and toleologlcal assumptions. The vibrancy and ~alitaney of post-199~ 

social movernents and trade tn’6o~, like ~ose in Lafn America, surest that po~t- 

apa_,’theid South Africans have not simply morphed into the doc~le consumer citizens 

deemed so central to the needs of ueoliberal capitalism. There is instead a complex 

a~d differentiated transformation afoot in South Africa that defies the simple roles 

implied in the post-potltical scenarios sketched by Baumaa a~d others. 

Proposition 2: Rights versus eUImre (and other binaries) 

The dichotomies of r~ghts versus cultm~e and modernity versus tradition, have a 

long history. These binaries rece~dy made a return to political theory on Africa 

through the work of Mahmood blamdani (I996) amangst others. I.n his acclaimed 

book Citizen and Subject, Mamdani draws a neat artd categorical line between 

t~e liberal ir~dividualist citizens of the African city and the effmic subjects of the 

conntryside~ Mamdani’s claim that Affcan rural populatiqns continue to censist of 

ethrfc subjects living in ’traditional commurfities’ under the yoke of despotic rulers 

(traditional authorities) reproduces timeless binafes. Mamdani also argues that 

the pwblem with democratisat~an itt post-eolan~a~ Africa has been that it left intact 

the late colonial legacy of indirect rule. Maradani’s analysis - with its urbaninn’al 

and citizen/subject dichotomies - does not, however, engage ~,fth the complex, 

hybrid and situated subjectivities of post-colonial citizen-subjects. In its quest for 

symmetry and conceptual ctm’ity, ~fis account sacrifices the more anthiguous and 

’messy’ forms of everyday life in the post-colony. 

Donors,policy-makers and academics have debated extensively a~d exhaustively 

the relationship between liberal individualist notions of citizenship and co!lectivist 

c0nceplions of culture and communal belonging (Cowan, Dembour .and Wilson 2001; 
Mmndani ~996). Numerous ethnographic studies reveal that the conception of fire 

cifizan as an atomised and autonomous rights bearing subject is generally at odds 

with African realities, in terms of which intersabjec~vity and interconnectedness 

are highly vafued (W’erbner 2002; Nyamnjoh 2002). These studies demonstrate 

¯ at it is precisely the extreme vulnerability and uncertainty of everyday life in 

many parts of Africa that demand that postcotonial subjects negotiate their sub- 

jection through relatlonships with o~ers. Clientehsm, communltarian forms of 

c~tizenship, couviviality and sociallty may indeed also be valued precisely for their 

capacity to hold powerful state actors, traditional leaders and patrons accountable 
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in terms of the delivery of material and social goods (see Chapter 4), 

But this does not mean that people in Africa are not open to rigbts-based 

approaches when these offer possibilities of access to resources and resolving 

other social, palitical, and cu.ltural colnqicts. This dearly has imphcations for 

social movement and NGO strategies for engaging citizens and states. It ~uggests 

that social movements and NGOs, as well as goverrm~enta and donors, need to 

recognise that their °clients’ and ’target populations’ often Iive their hoes as beth 

citizens and subjects (~yamnjub, 2002: 112). What appears to he an autonnmous 

rights-beating citizen in one setting may, in another Context, morph into an ’effmic’ 

subject invoking indigenous values, traditional beliefs, and forms of sociality and 

cIientelism based on family, dan, neighbourhood and community. 

Notwithstanding this political complexlty~ outmoded modernization para- 

digms continue to draw on modem/traditional binaries and timeless conceptiotis 

of self-reproducing equilibrium models of African traditional systems, which are 

regarded as obstacles to progress and devehipment. One imphcation of this line 

of thinking is that, with time, Mricans will ultimately become just like the hberat 

citizens of ’the West’. This binary logic implies a citizen versus subject binary, of 

the sort referred to above. These examples of linear and binary thinking coutkaan 

to animate contemporary schdarly and policy writing on Africa. This takes piace 

despite a burgeoning literature on ’alternative modernities’ (Chakxaharty 1999; 

Gannkar 1999),~.Affican and Asian modernities (Deatsch, Prebst and Submidt 

1999; Ong 1999) and ’alternative democracies’ (Patty 2002: 484) that question 

these binaries of modern and traditional; liberalism and communitasianism; and 

rights and culture (Cowan, Dembanr and Wilson 2001; Ong 1999). 

A re~ection of these dichotomies can begin to dear the ground for the recognition 

of the pardcalatties of diverse and situated forms of belonging, rights, citizdnsbSp 

and subjectivity. While scholars still struggle to grasp these hybrid postcolonial 

realities, activists’face them clase-up in their everyday encounters with donors, 

governments and citizens, The NGOs and social movemenLs discussed in this 

book have developed sophisticated strategies of political engagement that are usu- 

aIty more nuanced than the simplistic binar~ thinking of many poligcal analysts, 

donors and media commentators on Africa. 

The book will argue that,, in posteolonial settings such as South Africa, NGOs 

and social movement activists increasingly recngnise the strategic value of engag- 

ing with both liberal ’rights talk’ and communal forms of mobihsatian. The urban 

and rural poor also appear to readi.[y acknowledge the need to mubilise collectively 

in order to stand a chance of realizing their individual rights.to health care, lmus- 

ing, land, clean water and so on. Indeed, while post-apartheid South Mrica has 

one of the most progressive Constitutio~ on the planet, for citizens to suecessfuily 

access these _rights usua~y requires effective m~d sustained political mabilisabon. 

Even when their organizations have suificient resources for litigation, activists 

often recngnise that court cases and rights-based clalms may need to be supple- 
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mented by grassreots mobilisatlan. Whereas political theorists regularly juxtapose 

the cifizan and the subject - or rights and culture - as diame~eally opposed 

forms of political engagement, activists and citizens seem to understand the need 

to straddle rights and ethnic-based discourses. Activists and citizens also do not 

seem to believe that one form of political engagement (rights) will (or should) even- 

tually replace other forms in a kind of teleological progression. 

Proposition 3: �ivil society as an etitc enclave 

(but what about the leaks.’?) 

One of the most celebrated and debated concepts to emerge in the so-called post- 

political ~ra has been clvJl society. The idea of civil society carries considerable 

conceptual and symbtfic freight in the social sciences and political philosophy, as 

well as in the streets, the mass media, donor 0nuncios and public spheres. John 

and Jean Comaroff Q.999: 6) ~rite that the term civil society has extraordinary 

’traas~tatianal appea! as a trope of moral imagining’. Concepts such as democracy, 

the state and citizenship are equally capable of ~apturing and generating popu- 

lar aspirations and moral concerns. While the political meanings and resonance 

of ideas such as civil society, democracy, rights and citizenship appeared to be 

relaffvely cleareut to anti-apartheid activists during the 1980s, their meanings 

have become increasingly ambiguous in recent years, The post-apartheid period. 

has highlighted the different connotations and competing interpretations of these 

terms i~a both pop~ar and elite disco~ses. 

In the West, in the past two decades there has been considerable interest 

amongst governments and donors in strengthening civil society and creating active 

citizenship especially in relatlon to transitions to democracy. In the context of fire 

collapse of the Soviet Union arrd the fat! of the Berlin Wall, as well as popular 

struggJes against apartheid, dictatorships, and military regimes in Mrica, Asia and 

Latin America, civil society came to take on particularly petant significance in the 

popular imaginary as well as in donor-drlven democracy programmes. However, 

celebrations of eivJ! society and transitions to democracy have, in recent years, 

given way to cynical assessments, including the circulation of new terms such as 

low intensity democracy (Gilis ct al. 1993) and democracy lite (Paley 2002: 469). 

Notwithstanding this disenchantment, the idea of civil society continues to ho 

equated with democratic renewal and this has spurred the proliferation of NGOs. 

As Steven Sampsou~5 noted in an ethnography of a Danish agency involved in 

democracy programmes in Albania, ’few blGOs meant less democracy, more NGOs 

meant more democracy’ (Sampson 1996:128, of. Paley 2002: 482). 

Most studies of this democracy industry have been conducted by political scien- 

tists interested in questions of procedural democracy and issues relating to formal 

pohfical institutions, regime transition, elections and party politics. For instance, 

.~s ¯ Stewn Sampson, 1996. q’he social llfe of project: ~cnporting civil society to Albania’, in 1-1arm, C. and 
Dutan, Eo (Ms), "~996. Civi! Society: Challenging Western M~delz, New York: IRon*ledge, pp. 121~42. 
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low voter turnout in the United States and Europe spurred numerous studies and 

democracy programmes concerned with the role of social capfial (Putnam I993), 

citizen participation, NGOs and voluntary nrgmfisations, all viewed as m~tidotes to 

these ’democratic deficits’. ~ For many libera!_ and radical critics alike, civil society 

nrgaaisations continue to he seen as the panacea for promoting active citizenship 

in contexts of growing voter and civic apathy and depoliticisation. 

Notwithstanding this proliferation of studies and programmes, there has been 

very little ethnographic investigation into what these experiments in strengthen- 

ing civil society’ and democracy actually entail. In addition, most accounts of civil 

society draw on antiquated anthropological and modemisation theory assump- 

6ons, which, like bad dreams, keep returning to hanr~t social scientific think~ug. 

These modemisation narratives imply that Western society has progressed from a 

’traditional’ to a ’modern’ stage ef development, and that the non-Western warld 

is still in a state of slow transition towards this Ettro-nmdern future. It is assumed 

that Mthoagh non-Western societies remain communitarian ia nature they will 

ultimately" come to be characterised by the dominance of universal individualist 

values of post-Enlightenment Western cultures (O~g !999: 48). Alsa implied in 

this narrative is the idea that modurnisatian wil! produce in the non-Western world 

modern, virtuous citizens along the lines of Euro-modem liberal conceptions of the 

autonomous tights-bearing subject. 

Africa has become a particularly prominent place for donors to exercise this 

linear and teleological sociological imagination. Civil society organisations and 

democracy prugrammes are conceived of as the vehicles for h-ansfurnfing this ’dark 

continent’, implied in this [[baral modernist narrative is the idea that all human 

beings will one day become modem consumer citizens. 

There have been significant critiques, however, of the cultural and historical 

¯ assumptions of these Eurocentric ideas (Chatterjee I993; Comaroff and Coma- 

ruff 1999; Haan and Duan 1996). One critical model of civil society holds that 

this term refers only to a narrower class of educated elites. Partha Chatterjee 

(2004.: 4) draws on the specific ease of India to argue that the term ’civil soci- 

ety’ refers to ’a ¯closed association of modern elite groups, sequestered ~rum the 

wider popular life of the communities, walled up within enclaves of civic free- 

dom and rattans! law’J~ These elites constitute the reXatively small educated, 

~ an ~ssay entitled Ev~ryday D~m~c~ac:y, T~m BentIey~ ~he th~‘~t~r ~f the UK-~ased dem~cra~y think 
lsak Demos, ~eeks Io address voter apathy and cynicism by arguing ~’or t~e rehuild~n~ of UK politfeal 
culture ’Odium Ihe bonern up’. He cotes that e~ectorA and parliar~entary r~for~ and Ihe t~elruct~ring 
of UK p~ifical i~sfitufions is inadequate without creating oppor~unilies for pe~zple to make pemozta]. 
ehoiee~ ~n their dai].y lives in ways that contribute to the ~ommo= goad. See 5~’a.demos.eo.uk. 
G~atteriee (200~: 4} suggests that there is an irdaerent conflict that *lie5 at the heart of m~dern poll. 
ti~s ia Host of the world ... It is the opposition between the un~.cer~al ideal ofe~v~l nalionallzm, based 
on ind~vidu~ freedom~ and equal righLs ~rrespeeti,se el distinetion~ of relic.on, race, language, or 
tur% and the particular demands af eultara~ ident~ty,~hich ca]] f~r differential treatment of p~rtieular 
~’~ups ~n grounds of vu~erability or backwardness or historical injustice, or indeed for numerous 
other r~asonz.’ Ghatt~rj~e adds ~tat this opposition is ’~ymptomali¢ of the transition that ceeurred ~n 
modem politic8 ia the course of the twentieth century from a eoncept~oncfdem~eratie p~lit~ez ground- 
ed ia the idea of popular sowreig=ty to orte in which democratic polities is shapecl by governmen 
tality." 
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bourgeois section of the population in Third Wodd countries. The majority of 

the ~orld’s population, Chatterjee argues, belong to the.popular classes, what he 

calls ’political society’. NGOs, social movements and pohticians have to navigate 

between the apparently quite distinct spheres of the state, civil society and the 

popular classes. 

The ease studies in this book, however, question the analytic value o~" both the 

maquestioning teleological model of civil society ~s the new democratic common, 

as well as the more critical analytical separations between the state, civil society 

and political society. This is especially the case whan neat conceptual catego- 

ries are canfiated with complex realities. The borders bctwean these spheres can 

in fact be extremely porous. For instance, grassroots AIDS activists belonging to 

TAC became brokers and mediators of biomedical citizenship, rights and papular 

discourses. They were able to seamlessly straddle these discourses in ways that 

challenge Chatterjee’s conception of civil society as a distinct and sequestered 

domain of the bourgeois, chattering classes who read newspapers, earn regular 

salaries, and participate in the liberal democratic public sphere. Whild there are 

often divides and tensions between the middle-class leadership and grassroots 

members of social movements, this does not mean that the latter are completely 

excluded from fl~e inner sanctum of civi! society. 

A more useful aspect of Chatterjee’s analysis concerns how the popular classes 

become the ’target populations’ of state-driven development and weffare pro- 

grammes and pohcies. Chatterjee (2004: 41) writes that they are the subjects of 

govemmentality, which appears to limit their role as agents of mass action and 

poligeal mobitisatlon: 

Civil society, then, restreted to a small section of et~turally equipped citizens, ~epreseats 

in countries like India the high g~r~nnd r~t" raod~rai~y, So do~s tho constitutional model of the 

state. But in aetna2 practice, gw~rrtrnental ag~rtcies must descend from that h~gh ground to 

th~ t~rrairt ofpol~.tical society in order to renew their legitimacy as providers ~f well-boWleg 

and thereby corffrom ~,hatever is the current corfflguration of politically mobiIised domand~ 

(emphasis added). 

This portrait of paternalistic intervention on behalf of needy clients does capture 

an important aspect of the political dynamics in post-~partheld South Africa. The 

ease studies in this book suggest, however, that ’the popular classes’ are not only 

’target pnpulations’ and ’docile bodies’ shaped by, and susceptible to, modern sta~e 

discourses of development and governmentatity; instead they often straddle mul- 

tiple political discourses and logics in their strategic and situated encounters with 

the mcderu state, donor agencies, NGOs, and other sites of power. The chaptere 

on AIDS activism, for example, draw attention to the ageucy of activists, notwith- 

standing their intimate engagement with powerful biomedical technologies (e.g., 

antiretroviral therapy, for example) and state institutions and practices of public 

health {see Chapters 5, 6 and 7). 

Like India, South Africa is a country wbere the majority of the population seem 

to stand outside the elite enclaves of Chatterjee’s civil society. While acknowledg- 

ing the value of Chatterjee’s analysis, it appears that the borders of this model of 

eiviI society are relatively permeable and incorporate members that do not come 
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h’om the educated middle classes. Similarly, those from the popular classes, as 
well as members of civil society orgatfisations, sometimes find their way to the 

upper echelans of the state. The South African liberation struggle, for example, 

prodnced thmtsands of working-class activists who, through their iavotveme~tt in 

anti-apartheid activism, were inducted into civil society, and later became sig- 

ni£cam players in big busiuess and the post-apartheid state. Some, hke former 

deputy president, Jacob Zuma, who had minimal forma!, schooling, acquired their 

education and political hteracy through decades of involvement in the liberation 

struggle. Activists such as Zmna were able to take up top positions within the ARC 

and the post-apartheid state. Similarly, large numbers of rank-and-file trade tmion- 

ists and township activists made their way into the top echelons of the state and 

private sector by drawing on struggle networks and political literacies that co~d be 

converted into currencies deemed valuable by business and the modem state. 

For the majority of Soufi~ Africans, however, the post-apartheid transition has 

rot provided these kinds of opportunities. With the arrival of democracy in 1994, 

mm~y highly effective grassroots activists were unable to convert their politi- 

cal skills and credentials into the forms of cuhural capital required by the new 

bureancratlc state. Jobless grov,~& and structural unemployment have crested 

barriers to upward mobility and participation in tniddle-elass civil society. This 

does not mean, however, that the excluded masses are living in some pro-modem 

politica!, and cuItural backwater. Moreover, millions of black working-class South 

Mricans.are highly literate in the lang~uage of rights, equality, citizenship and 

social justice. Members of civil society organisations, as well as ordinary citizens, 

seem particularly adept at straddling elite and popular discourses and deploying 

the state’s discourses of rights, citizenship and development. However, access to 

these potifcal literacles is no guarantee of access to jobs or full membership of fire 

inner circle of middle-class civil society. 

The conceptual opposition posited by Chatterjee @004) -between the state, civil 

society and political society - collapses under the weight of the everyday seciaI 

realities of those hying in the margins of the South African state and the formal 

economy, ~at is the majority of South Africa’s population. For most South Afri- 

cans, claiming rights is not necessarily incompatible with claiming cemmunitarian 

identities and eelturat and group rights. Both of these purportedly antagonistic and 

oppositional political logics can be asserted by the same actors simultaneously, or 

deployed separateIy depending on the speci£c contexts and audiences. 

Rather than subscribing to the binary logics and neat anai~ic categories of 

Mamdani’s and Chattetjee’s political theories, this book argues tbat most people in 

South A:hlca act as both cidzens and subjects, and they s~’ategically and situafion~ 

ally engage with ’fights talk’ and the political discourses of Iiberal democracy. In 

other words, they do not seem to be stralghtjaeketed into the categories and political 

spheres, 1Lke ’civil society’, that analysts seek to impose upon them. Citizens and sub- 

jects in rnany parts of the glubal South straddle the continuum of political discourses 

that stretch between the poles of ’liberal rights’ and ’commu~itadan cultures’. 

The central argument in this book is that in post-apartheid South Mrica, irmova* 

tire NGO-social movement strategic partnerships - [or instance, between People’s 
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Dialogue (PD) and the SA Homeless People’s Federation (SAHPF) (Chapter 4), 

and Mgdecins Sart~ Fronti~res (MSF) and TAC (Chapter 5) - have played a oert* 

tral role in mediating between state-centric fights discourses and popular politics. 

They have also bturred the borders bettveen the domains of civil society and the 

popular classes, thereby complicating Chatterjee’s model The case studies &aw 

attentio~ to the highly improvisational and situational character of these experi- 

mental forms of NGO-social movement mobilisation in ~he margins of the state and 

global capitalism. 

Recent South Africm~ history can be narrated as an epic revolut~onary struggle 

against an oppressive apartheid regime. It can also be fraaned as a liberal modern- 

ist struggle for democratic rights that began in I912 with the formation of.the ANC 

and came to fruition in I994 with the.inangura6on of President Nelson Mandala 

as president of the new democratic South Africa. Evdnts such as the Treason Trial 

of 1956, the Rivonia Trial in 1963, when Mandela and the top leadership of the 

ANC were sentenced to long-term imprisomnent on Robben Island~ the Sharpevitie 

massacre of 196]., and the Soweto Uprising of 1976 were key tnoments in this tong. 

march to freedom. 

This historical account usually focuses on the vanguard role of modemising 

nationalist elites: Nelson Mandela, Oliver Tambo, Waiter Sisulu, Coven Mbel~i, Joe 

Slovo, Chris Hani and numerous other icons of the liberation struggle. These mod~ 

cruising nationalists challenged the legitimacy of ~aditionat leaders who, together 

with the apartheid state, propped up the ethific ’homelands’ and nation states. Tbey 

dismissed traditional leaders as backward and anti-democratic collaborators in the 

indirect rule pohcies of the colonlal and apartheid regimes. They also rejected the 

Iegitimacy of the homelands - Trm~skei, Ciskei, Bophuthatswana, Vends, Qwaqwa, 

Lebowa, Gazankulu, KwaNdebale, and KwaZulu)~ From the perspective of the 

ANC’s revolutionary leadership, homelands and traditional leadership had to be 

systematically dismantled. These separate developmem policies created the condi: 

tions for mass resistance to apartheid’s ~ban influx control measu:~es and ultimately_ 

led to the massive g~owth of shantytowns in Soudt Africa’s cities.~They also swelled 

the ranks of anti-apartheid civic organisations and the liberation movements° 
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During the height of apartheid in the 1970s, Marxist intellectuals within the 

liberation movements developed powerful critiques of liberal political theorists 

who argued that apartheid was simply an irrational and backward political system 

whose racial laws were an obstacle to hhe emergence of modern, free market capi- 

talism. Marxists such as Hmrold Wolpe challenged this view by arguing that the 

apartheid state syotem was a specific form of racial capitalism that could ouly be 

transformed through radical transformations in the relations of production. From 

this perspective, apartheid’s racial policies underpinned forms of labour control 

and exploitatian that had to be systematically dismantled; it was insufficiet~t to 

simply get rid of raeially based legislation. Rights and legal reform alane would 

be inadequate. What was actually required was the revolutionary seizure of state 

power and the nationalisation of key assets such as land and the mines. 

By the mid-I990s, however, the new ANC-lcd government appeared to aban- 

don theories of socialist revolution for liberal de~nocracy and tMF~friendly 

nee-liberal macro-economic policies?~ Whereas the Left within the ANC sub- 

scribed to a ’two-stage theory’ in terms of which national liberatian wanld be 

followed by socialist transformation, by rite early 1990s it had become clear that 

the second stage had been indefinitely stalled. 

Throughout the mid-1980s a proliferation of mostly urban-based civic, la~ou~, 

and community*based urgarfisarians challenged the apartheid state using the lib- 

eral language of rights, citizenship and democracy alongside the radical rhetoric 

of revolutionary struggle and national liberation. These anti-apartheid organisa- 

lions, which were aifidiated to the United Democratic Front (UDF), also rejected 

the Bantustan system and instead called for the creation of a unitary, non-racial 

democratic nation-state. The UDF comprised a broad coalition of hundreds of 

organisations and came to be seen as the ’internal wing’ of the ANCd~ The ARC 

and UDF, together with a range of other anti-apartheid organisations, ultimately 

brought the repressive apartheid state to its knees, h~ 1990, former president 

F.W. de Klerk began the negotiation process by announcing the release of Nelson 

Mandela and unbanning the liberation movements. This brief historical sketch 

of the road to democracy shows how hberal, socialist and ’ethnic’ poIhical dis- 

.courses have always been intertwined in political life in South Africa. Rhetorics 

and- strategies may have changed with new circumstances and ’enemies’, but 

it has always been complex and situa6onah It is precisely the hybrid aud impre- 

visional quality ot’ politics in South Africa that is explored in the ease studies 

that follow. 

The J.990s also ~¢itness ed post-modernist and p~s~structm-al thecvi and eulhu--a[ studies replacing _’flarx~ 
ism in the ettrrieula of most South African uttiveesities. Studies of new ~oeial movemens, ’ei,h-I ~oalety’ 
and ’figh~’ were deemed, us~’u! for under.landing South .M~fican political realities. Since the demise of 
~ar~ism, howsver, t~er~ has been very little systematic ~eorisafion cd" ~Jae South Afa’iean stale. While 

have tended to be fcrm~hiic and have often failed to lake cog~isaace o.f the fact that ~h* S~uth African 
state’s social spending budget i~ massive by any standards. Neither haw such analyses fully adthes~ed 
the c~rapering ideologica!, and political t~ndendes w~thin the Tripartite AlIiance of the ANC, South .~ri~ 
can Communist Pamy (SACP} and the Congress ~f South Ah’iean Trade Unions ICOSATU). 
There were also rallir.ma political movemems such as the Pan~Afrieanist C~ngress (PAC), the Maai~ 
People’s Organisation (AZAPO), the New UrS~ I~Iovement and Qibla. 
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Strategic p~taershlps; NGOs and social movements after apartheid 

While the legacies of the political culture of the anti-apartheid struggle remain, 

a plethora of new community-based organisations and social movements have 

emerged since the mid-1990s that depar~ from the tnore m~litsnt a~d revolutionary 

political styles, objectives and modes of mobi]isatien of the apartheid era. Most 

post-apartheid social movements and NGOs have adopted pragmalic s~ategies 

to access donor funds and state resources. Meanwhile, fire ANC has transformed 

itself from a revolutionary liberation movement into a political par~y, a bureau- 

cratic machine and a corporate state structure. These seismle shifts have resulted 

in surprising outcomes. For example, while there was eonsidermble popular resis- 

tance to the Bantustan system in the 1980s, during the 1990s there were efforts 

by the ANC government to rehabilitate former Bantustan traditional leaders and 

ethnic political entrepreneura~ Apartheid-era ethnic politics transmogrified into 

rights-based community claims for access to land, culture and language. The Truth 

& Reconciliation Cnmmission (TRC) and the Land Restitution processes also &ew 

on rights-based approaches to redress the apartheid past. 

Alongside this dramatic shift from revolution to rights has been the emergence of 

new forms of eflmogenesis in temps of wtfich identity a~ad community ~e reconsti- 

tuted through cultural and intal[ectual property rights. These new forms of’ethnlc’ 

mobilisation sometimes involve lucrative business deals. For exampIe, following 

theh" successful land elaim il~ 1999, fire ~khotnani Sun’s laxqer Roger Chennels, 
together with the South Ahican San Institute (SASI), entered into negotiations to 

sell San crafts to dollar-laden tourists who shop at the upmarket stores at South 

Africa’s international airports. Another San success came out of negotiations over 

the sale of indigenous San knowledge concerning the use of the ttoodia gordordi 

plant to a global pharmaceutical company interested in marketing the plant as a 

natural appetite suppressant and weight loss product (see Chapter 3)- While the 

San land elaira i~self has not generated significant income, Chennels’ negotiation 

of the San crafts and Hoodia deals certainly has. 

These forms of commodification of eultu:~e and indigenous knowledge can be 

aptly describsd as Ethn~city lrw.(see Comaroff & Comaroff forthcomiug). Another 

example of this phenomenon is the case of fl~e Bafokeng Kingdom of North West 

Province:= which in 1999, won a 10-year legal battle for royalty payments from 

Impala Platinum Holdlngs (Implats). These payments, which were calculated on 

~he basis that Implats had mined platinum on Bafokeng land since the 1960s, 

amounted to an estimated R827 mii~l_ion at fire end of the 2002 financial ye~. The 

Bafokeng have used these massive deposits of platinum, the lm’gest outside of 

Russia, to reprnduce ’tribal’ traditions and build modem irffrastructure including 

schools, clinics, hospitals, spor~s and recreation facilities and a major Science and 

Teclinolegy Academy. 

Th~ ‘Bafoke~g n~i~ ex~ds ~ver 7~ hee~are~ a~d is sub~di’dded inm 72 wadt~i~na~ dikg~r~ (wards)~ 

each of which is zeguiated by a hereditar] d~gosana (headman) and mmmft~gosana (headman’s 
anthropologist, Susan Cock, ~ done extensive work on the Bafokeng Fdngdom. 
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It would seem that access to these resources - indigenous knowledge and plati- 

num deposits - have facilitated the ’reinvention’ of these indigenous eananunlties, 

These processes reveal new ways in which NGO lawyers are assisting communities 

to draw on intellectual and cuhural property 6ghts in order to access resources 

that can then be used both to reconstitute collective identity and hasten moderu 

froThS of socio-eeonomie development, The case studies summarised below dem- 

onstrate that fights-based struggles such as those forged hy the San, do not merely 

produce post-politioaI conditions of liher~ individualism, as some critics suggest. 

Neither are these rights-based approaches necessarily incompatlble with more 

conventional forms of collective action and cultm’al reproduction. 

While a fledgling indigenous rights movement was emerging in rural Namaqua- 

land in the 1990s, a number ofnlilitant social movements were flexing their musctes 

throughout South Africa. These inchided anti-globahsation and popular Left move- 

ments that challenged what they perceived to be the nee-liberal capitulation of 

the ANC government. Left intellectuals w~thin these movements, including those 

based at ~he Canoe for Civil Society in Durban, regarded tim tratmition from apart- 

heid as a form of’elite pacfing’ that killed the socialist revolution and replaced it 

with a capital-friendly, nee-liberal democracy (Bond 2000; Morals t998).= They 

blamed the ANC government’s macro-econonfic pohcies for contributing to jobless 

growth, the privatisatiou of state assets, and a downsized neo-libara! state. The 

shortcomings of the post-apartheid state in the realm of soclo-economic transfor- 

mation, jobs, housing and social services have allowed cixdl society organisafions, 

including NGOs and new social movements, to step into the breach. 

Since¯ 1994 the following social movements have come into existence: the South 

Mrican Homeless People’s Federation (1994), the Treatment Action Campaign 

(1998), the Concerned Citisens Forum 0999), the Anti-Eviction Campaign, the 

Artti-Privatisation Forum, the Soweto Electricity Crisis Committee (2000), the 

Lm~dless Peoples Movement, the Coalition of South Africans for the Basic Income 

Grant (2001), Abahlali base Mjondolo (The Durban Shack Dwellers’ Movement 

2005). The formation of these movements can be seen as civil society responses to 

the perceived failures of the post-apartheid state to address issues of HIV/AIDS, 

land redistribution, job creation, housing, poverty, etc. 

Although South Mrica has a vibrant civil society comprising hundreds of NGOs 

and civil society arganisations, this book focuses specifically on three NGO-sccial 
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moveraent partnerships that have been involved in collective mobilisafion by estab- 

lishing an indigenous peoples movement, a transnafional urban poor movement, 

a~d a globally connected AIDS activist movement. While there are distinct bodies 

of literatttre on NGOs and social nmvetnents, this hook ia one of very few that 
investigates the specific dynamics of NGO-social movement partnerships. It is sig- 

nificant to note that many of the most successful forms of political mobilJsation after 

apartheid have come in the form offl~ese NGO-soeial movement partuerships. This 

hook explores the conceptual and empirical dimensions of these partnerships and 

shows how they are responsible for introducing news forms ofrights-hased political 

mobillsatlon. It will also be argued that these partnerships have contributed towards 

expanding conventional conceptions of civil society, rights and citizenship. 

In al~ of the cases discussed in the book, the grassrants participants in these 

social movements were from marginalised communities, and these expefments in 

rights-claiming and collective mohilisatian took place after apartheid. The Nama 

(Khai) and San communities in the Northern Cape Province, the Xhosa-speaking 

~zomen belonging to the SAHPF, and the predominantly black working class AIDS 

acfvists of TAC, have also all had the common experience of livlng on the margins 

of South Africa’s modem capitalist economy. A central problem for these NGO- 

social movement parmerabips has beer~ to create conditions of social belonging 

and solidarity for people living at the margins of the state and the formal economy.. 

This is paxticu[arly difficult given the ways in which povelty tends to reproduce 

conditions of social fragmentation, anmnie and isolation. How then do NGOs and 

social movements go about deploying rights-based approaches and producing new 

forms of solidarity and sociality amongst such marginalised populations? How are 

such solidarities and forms of collective mobilisation produced in post-revo[u- 

fiona~ settings such as South Aft’ion, where nee:liberal capitalism and rampant 

consumer culture appear to be the only games in tm~m? 

NGOs, social movements, the state msd beyond 

Notwithstanding the structural constraints and ’bruits of liberation’ (Robins 

2005) that have been identified by Left critics of nea-iiberalism, Santh Africa 

has a relatively ’Big State’ that includes a progressive Constitution fl~at enshrines 

¯ socio-economic rights, as well as a public sector vdth considerable resources at 

its disposal, including significant military and security capacity and social wal- 

fare, housing, land redistribution and public health progianmaes3~ Miltimm of 

marginahsed citizens perceive engagemeut with the post-apartheid state and its 

programmes as an important element in their multi-stranded and multi-sited sur- 

vival strategies. These fluid and dispersed multi-sited livelihood strategies are 

deployed in a hostile economic environment where long-term employment is 

It is slso evident that the S~ufl~ Ah~an ~tata remain~ a key player for NGOs, sociz2 mover~en~s and miI- 
lions of citizens. Given the wealth, s~e and reach of the S~uth Africa state, it is not smpaslng ~at civil 
s~eiety actors and citizens take the State seriously. This is n~t th~ kind of de~pofie and au thorilm’ia~ state 
eafca|umd ia much ~ntemp~ra~ ~ckolarly and met~a con~nentary on Afzie~. Neither is it the classical 
rig~t-s~ed n~-~Jheral stale that is routinely denounced by ~ome Left eritie~, 

I 
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increasingly difficult to find and the casualisation of labour and informalisatlon 

of the economy look llke[y to stay. Yet, pensions and welfare and disability gTants, 

along with heusir~g subsidies, continue to feature centra21y in the lives of millions 

of poor people. These conditions make it difficalt ff not impossible for the South 

African state and civil society actors to totally eaptm’e the loyalties of its citizens. 

At the same time, the South AfJdcan state is sufficiently well resottrced to ensure 

that its citizens cannot afford to compIetely circumvent or ignore it. 

As a consequence, the urban and rural poor in South Mrica, as well as else- 

where in rite developing world, commit enormous resources and energy to ensuring 

the social reproduction of kinship, ctlentship, clan, and neighboarhogd ties and 

networks. Given prevailiug conditions of jabless growth and struetura~ unemploy- 

ment, it is not surprising that these social bonds are seldom sacri£ced for the 

eIusive dream of ’suburban bliss’ with its nnrraadve nmdet of the nuclear family, 

private property and i~tdividual, bo~geois subjectivity. 

It is in this context - of a ’big’, but dia~rusted state, and a welter of other pos- 

sible networks and strategies for social reproduction - that the NGO has flourished 

in post-aparfl~eid South Africa. Many see this growth as an index of the health of 

its democracy. Certainly, NGOs are ~ften associated with the virtuous values of 

civil society, development, demecracy and accountability. The mainstream NGO 

literature tends to portray NGOs as autonomous, participatory and accountable. 

These days, however, such descriptions of NGOs are also reutine~y deconsnatcted 

as ’NGO myths’. Over the past few years, it has becmne increasingly common to 

hear that NGOs have become the handmaidens of neoliberalism and global capital 

(Hardt and NeD4 2000; Kamat 2003, 2005; Pe~as and Velt~aeyer 2003). 

Critics claim that NGOs have lost their critical edge as they have come increas- 

ingly under pressure to mans~ge their programmes on a profitable basts, with state 

subsidies being cut and soft loans and grants for devalopn~et~t pregrammes being 

minimised by the IMF and World Bank via Structural Adjustment Programmes 

(SAPs) (Kamat 2005:152). Some have argued that the term ~’anchise state’ 

accurately describes the new relations between NGOs and the state in neolib- 

eral contexts wherein NGOs subcontract the management and administration of 

essential services from the state (see Alvarez 1998; Petras 1997). Similarly, Sonia 

Alvarez (1998: 152) argues that there has been a transformation of ~adicaI femi- 

nist ~novements in Latin America, what she calls the ’NGOisation of feminism,’ 

that has resulted in women’s issues being professionully managed in.ways that are 

similar to state institutions. NGOs are also routinely challenged for introducing 

processes of ir~dividualisation and depoliticisation that undermine the possil~il- 

ity of collective mobilisation and promote the interests of the s~ate and neohberal 

capital. For instance, Sm~geeta Kamat (2005: 148) argues tl~at NGOs are often 

responsible for ’nota~lalising’ a fornt of rights-based pohtics that is only acceptable 

within a narrowly circumscribed liberal democratic framework. 

South African NGOs have faced sirailar accusations and criticisms. Fori~stance, 

NGOs such as Mgdecins Sans Fronti~res (MSF) and TAC activists are routinely 

accused by AIDS d[ssidents, includlng those in the ruling party, of being ’salesper- 

sons’ and fronts of the global pharmaceutical industry. Similarly, the South African 
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gevernment and President/vlbeki’s sp@espersons have labelled anti-glabalisation 

NGOs and social movements as ’~wa-Leftist’ ~oupings ~th unpatfiotlc agendas 

and shadowy foreign gfiliations. " 
These critiques of NGOs are also erecting’in a context of towing donor inter- 

est in democracy pro~ammes ~at seek to premiere community p~iclpation, state 

accountab~ity, c~t~en empowe~ent, ~d soci~ capital. Left c~cs ~e that 

these Western donor isteres~ doveta~[ needy ~th ’~t~-statist’ nee-liberal pro- 

gammes of s~c~ral adjustment. These donor interests ~e ~so often seen to be 

p~ of stretches by the World Bank, I~IE WTO ~d o~er g~obal ~ci~ insfi- 

~tions to impose econo~e hberabsation policies and the do~sizing of states, 

especially ~ase in the Third World. 

A pa~ieul~ly h~h cfiti~e of NGOs can be found ~n Michael H~dt and 

Antonio Ne~g (2000) Empire. H~dt and Ne~ state ~at ’mar~ inte~entiuns" 

by NGOs may be more si~c~t than milit~ inte~e~tion in shoring up the 

soverei~ty of ~e new politic~ order of globalisation that ~ey refer to ~ Empire.~ 

For Hardt and Nell, NGOs are especi~y wall placed to do this work of mor~ 

inte~antion ’precisely because they ~e not ~n directly by gov~men~, [and] are 

ass~ed to act on the bm[s of e~ical or morM impera~ves’ (ibid: 3~). H~dt and 

Ne~ reg~d hum~it~an NGOs such as A~*esty lntemation~, O~am, ~d MSF 

~ ’some ~f the most powerful pacific weapons of the new world order - the ch~- 

t~le campers ~d the men’cant orde~ of Empire’ (ibid: 36). Thes~ NGOs, they 

~e, ’conduct ’~ust w~" ~thout ~*s, ~thout violence, wi~out borders’ (~bid). 

Comping ~em to Do~nie~ ~d Jesuit mission~es of e~lier ~nc~ations 

Empire, Hardt ~d Ne~ clam ~at ~ese org~isa~ons ~stg~e to ~dent@ ~ivers~ 

needs and defend h~an rights’ wifi~e sita~eously elea~ng ~e mor~ ~ound 

for miht~ ~nte~entian ~d intema6onally sanctioned po~ce action. 

These sweeping cfit~es of NGOs as ~e hand’dens o~ Empire can in 

be cfificlsed for furling to acknowledge ~e heterogeneous chm’acter of N@s ~d 

development agencies. Given the d~e~ntiation in the fo~s, functions and rela- 

tionships of N~s, how can Ha~t and Ne@ legitimately l~et 

ThUd World as me~ semants of the neo-~barM p~oject of glob~ capita. Howe~ 

such a hete~geneous categ0~ share common ideolo~cM and politic~ ~end~? 

These cfiti~es Mso m~e no rgerence to the c~mp[ex ~d simafion~ ways 

which ’benefici~as" engage wi~ NGOs. Agency, s~jectifi~ and unintended out- 

comes ~e ~ien concepts in the~ sea~ng c~tlcisms of NGOs and ’development’. 

Like ~e inte~enfions of Ct~sfian missionaries before ~em, the ultimate 
~ ForH~t~dNo~,Empi~pr~en~anewpohlic~ob~isationthal~hemina~iw~ 

6taler ~al ~septs no bo~d~e5 or ~ts. T~s newly emer~ng Empi:e is coupled ~d~ ~te impefi~- 

i~ ofEmp~ ~ee ~d capi~t ex~ion d e~lie~ epo~s. Tsday~ glob~ Empi~ ~aimilal~ 
elemen~ of US c~titutionMism in ~ays th~ uzde~ne Ihe fo~da~sns of the nation, o~ei~, race ~d 
peoples by multipl~ng ~ha ins~ces ~ contest ~d hybfi~sation. In th~s way it 
into a system of ~use nsfiouM mad supr~o~ fnsfimfions. 

~s H~dt ~d Na~ isolate a specie z~zet of NGOs, ~,e., hum~t~ or~is~o~ that include h~ 
~ o~aisa~io~s (aueh ~ Amity lntem~onal ~d Amefic~ Watch), ~eaee ~D. ~d ~e =~edieM 
m~d f~ne ~gef ~onci~ (such ~ O~ ~d M(~cim s~ Frou~r~) (3X3). H~t ~d 
~t ~n ~ese p~¢~ ~ene~e5 ~ ~m their ¢~e~6n that "~e eeriness ~ ~ese N~s ~inoide 
~ ~e wcrP~ga of Empi~ "beyond ~olit~es," on the teg~n of bispoxver, msefi~g th~ needs of ~e ilse~ 
(313 14). 
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outcomes of NGO projects are often unanticipated and counter-intuitive. Early 

twentieth-century missionaries, for example, could not have anticipated that mis- 

sionary education weald later be seen as the catalyst for the emergence of a critical 

black consciousness that contributed tuwards the ANC’s revolutions9" struggle 

against apartheid; similarly, today’s donors and NGOs cannot be 4nti~ely sure what 

their interventions will end up looking hke. Regardless of the mission statements 

and ideological commitments of their donor supporters in Europe and North A~er- 

ica, NG0s in developing conntries usually recoguise that they need to ’indigenise’ 

their projects in Ways that resonate .with the needs and popular aspirations in the 

pazticulax settings within which they work. The pragmatic imperatives of having 

to intervene and ~nobilise at local, national, regional and global levels require¯ 

sophisticated localised strategies and discursive framings. None of this complexity 

and agency is evident in Negri and Hardt’s tatalising critiques of NGOs. Neither 

do they acknowledge the efficacy of the mobilisation strategies of NGO-sociat 

movement partnerships that successfu!ly ieverage access t~ state resources for 

¯ hyper-marglnalised populations. 

In sum, there aye two schools of thought on NGOs. The first school views them 

as benevolent agencies that provide solutions to pnhtical and hmnanitarian crises 

that states and markets cannot and/or are tmwiRing to address - poverty, famine, 

torture, starvation, massacre, irupfisonmant and social justice, for example. In con- 

trast, critics regard NG0s as the ideological conduits of nen-hberal capital (Petras 

and VeItmeyer 2001; Petras 1987). For example, James Petras argues that ’while 

global eapilal attacks the powers of the nation-s~.ate from above, NGOs attack 

"from below", presenting the community face of neo-fiberalism’. Both schools of 

thought seem to agree, however, that the growth of global capital has contributed 

towards a reduction in the autonomy and reach of the state, and created opportuni- 

ties for rite &antafc expansion of an i~ternatlonal civil society. The retreat of the 

neo-libaraI state has also created the conditions for the emergence of gIobal civic 

anfdn that presents alternative discourses of development and de~n~crntlcisation 

(see Escobar and Alvarez 1992; Escobar 1995). 

There has not only been a massive explosion in the nmnbers of NG0s but also a 

dramatic emergence of new functions and organisational linkages. William Fisher 

(1997: 441) notes, for example, that NGOs have "forged complex and wide-rang- 

ing formal and informal ]inkages with one another, with government agencies, 

with social movements, with international development agencies, with individual 

INGOs (international NG0s), and with transnatlonal issue networks’. But do these 
linkages constitute the constellation of networks that Hardt and Nagri describe 

as ’Empire’? Are NGOs the conduits of global capital and processes of indMdu- 

alisation, depoliticisatian and nee-liberalism? Have the anti-apartheid NG0s and 

social movements of the liherafian straggle in South Africa merely transmogrified 

into the ideological instruments 9f Empire? 

The case studies in this book will show that while NG0s and social, movements 

are indeed often the mediators of liberal modernist ideas and practices relating 

to rights and citizenship, this need not be at the behest of global capital or at 

the expense of popular forms of collective mobilisatian. Furthermore, adopting 
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rights-based approaches does not automatically transform ’be~eficiaries" into %ne 

citizens’ whose consciousness is completely eolanlsed by liberal ~ndividualist 

conceptions of citizenship. The roles and outcomes of NG0 inte~antions are con* 

siderably more compIicated. The case studies in this book draw attention to these 

partnerships’ capacity to straddle b~th rights-based politics and collective forms 

of mobilisation. 

~&apter s~a=~aries 

The chapters in this book were mastly written in the decade after South Africa’s 

first democratic elections in 1994. I had returned to South Africa in ~.993 after 

having studied anfln’opoIogy at Columbia University ~n New York and completed 

my doctoral thesis on land redistribution in Zimbabwe. Soon after my return to 

South Mi’ica, I turned my ethnographic attention to some striking new develop- 

ments in post-aparlheid political life. I became htcreasingly interested in the 

compl~ ways in which NGOs and civic activists in Namaqualand’s Reserves in 

the Nurthern Cape Province were making cmmectians between the ANC’s ideol- 

ogy of’non-racialism’ and national liberation and new forms of indigenous identity 

politics, in this case Nama (Kl~oi) identity (see Chapter 2). By focusing on indig- 

enous land fights, these NGOs and couwaunity activists also came into i~ereasing 

contact w~th globally connected indigenous fights movements in Australia, New 

Zealand, North America and elsewhere. 

This politics of inddgenoas identity lonked very different to anti~apartheld 

modes of mass mobiIisation with their emphasis on class, race and nation. As an 

anthropo|ogy student at the Unlvar~ity of Cape Town (lJc’r) in the early 1980s, I 

had been drawn to Mar:dsm’s abihty to make sense of the political implications of 

the mtderlying economic structures at" apartheid, ~r what the Left then referred to 

as a specific fm~n of racial capitalism. According to this economistie logic, matters 

relating to culture~ ide~tity and religion were simply snperstrnctmal ref~ectim~s 

of the underlying economic base. My 8A Honom’s ethnographic research had 

focused on the social and economic impact of the forced removal of hundreds of 

thousands of ex-farm wurkers and their families front Orange Free State commer* 

cial farms ~o the overcrowded and intpoverished South Sotho ethnic ’homeland’ of 

Qwaq’wa. These removals of labour rendered ~surp[us’ by the increasing mecha- 

nisafion on white commerciat farms, highlighted ~he devastating consequences 

of apartheid’s Bantustan policies. At the time, ~ese developments seemed to 

reveal the brutal machinations of a!~ unhridtetI and rapacious species of racial 

capitalism. 

A decade later, studying indigenous identity in the Northern Cape in the mid- 

I990s entailed a major intellectual shift. Studying identity rather than the effects 

of capitalism reflected the seismic political and intellectual shifts of the period: 

the collapse of state socialism in Eastern Europe, the decline of Marxism in the 

anademy, the ’cuitui’al turn’ and growing influence af post-structm’alism and post- 

modernism, k was within this dramatically changed political and intellectuai 
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milieu, as well as South Afi’ica’s own particular post-apartheid t~vists and turns, that 

identity politics became central to my work. However, the social organisation and 

strategies of identity politics after apartheid were strikin~y different to identity 

politics in the North. 

This difference was reflected in the rise of new social movements that depluyed 

both rights-based activism and popular forms of collective mobilJsatlon that were 

similar, in many respects, to the political culture of ~he anti-apartheid struggle, 

It was the emergence of new transnational social movements that captured my 

attention, and ultimately led me to focus on globally connected forms of land, 

housing and AIDS activism, or what has come to be understood as ’giobalisation 

from below’ (see Chapters 3, zb and 5). The focus on AIDS activism was perhaps 

to be expected, given concerns about a devastating pandemic that had, by 2008, 

resulted in the infection of 6 million South Africans (see Chapters 5, 6 and 7). 

Chapter 2 discusses how, in the late 1980s, South Africa witnessed the first 

rumblings of an indigenous rights movement, This took place when ’Coloured" 

communal farmers in the North Cape Province ’Co[oured Reserves’ reclaimed 

their Nama identity in the course of their struggles against apartheid state inJtia- 

rives aimed at privatising the commons. These commuuifies, together with their 

NGO allies, drew on rights-based legal discourses to buttress their claims that 

they were the living embodiment of indigenous Nama euIture in terms of which 

private property had no place, or precedent. This ’ethnic revitahsafion’ movement 

contributed towards wider attempts to reclaim Khoi and San culture, history and 

identity after apartheid. In fact, it signalled the beginnings of a South _aA~rican 

indigenous rights movement. This case study supports the centra~ argumeut of the 

book by showing how activists and marg~nalised corantanities straddled the fights 

versus culture divide. 

Chapter 3 takes up a similar theme. This case dem~nslxatos how Afrikaans- 

speaking ex-fann workers in the North Cape Province, together with their lawyers 

and NGO allies, successfully used the ANC guvemment’s Land Restitution Act to 

win a land claim that created the conditions for them to reconstitute themselves 

as ’bushmen’ hunter-gafl~erers. The case focuses on the cultural politles of the 

;~khmnani San land daim in the Kalahari in the Northern Cape Province. Like the 

Namaqualand case, the San land daim contributed towards the grnwth in South 

Africa of a globally connected indigenous peoples movement. It also encouxaged 

South African anthropologists to critically engage with antItrapological and cul- 

tural studies debates on ’the invention of tradition’ (Hobsbawm and Ranger t983), 

’staged etlrnlcity’ (Boonzaier and S~arp i994; Robins 1997), ’hybridity’ {Appiah 

1992; Bhabha 1990; Gil~oy 1993) and ’strategic essentialism’ (Spivak 1988). The 

case study illustrates the tensions and contradictions that arise when donors and 

NGOs deploy essentialist indigenous discou~es of ’traditional bushmen’ along- 

side liberal individuahst rigl~ts ~alk. It ’also draws attention to the creative agency 

m~d hybrid repertoire of strategies used by ’bushmen’ citizen-sub, eels who are 

constituted as beneficiaries of nation-state and global donor mad NGO progxammes 

and projects. 

Chapter 4 focuses onthe activist ideology, practices and networks of the People’s 
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Dialogue (PD), an NGO that established a slrategic partnership with the South 

Mdcan Homeless People’s Federation ($AHPF), a transnatlonal urban poor 

movement. The case study draws attention to the disjuncture between the offi- 

cial ideology of the Slum ~vellars Intematlonal (SDI). to which both PD and the 

SAHPF are affiliated, and the everyday ideas and practices of.the rank-and-file 

members of the SAHPE It shows how the horizontal, non-party-political, non- 

hierarchical, democratic ideology of PD and SD! came to dash with the ANC 

patronage networks and leadership cliques ~hat developed amongst the grasaroots 

housing activists in the townships. Whereas SDI and PD were interested in pro- 

muting horizontal forms of social capital and deep democracy, a small group of 

veteran housing activist leaders used their connections to the ANC and NGO lead- 

ership in order to entraneh hierarchies and amass personal and material power. 

The case study focuses on the complex forms of mobillsation deployed by PD and 

SAHPF activists to leverage access to donor funding and state housing subsidies. 

It also interrogates the SDI concept of deep democracy and higlflights tensions 

between rights-based approaches to ’development’ and localIy embedded political 

cultures of patronage, hierarchy and authority. Tl:e case study tdtimatoly begs the 

question: how deep is deep democracy and how grassrcots is ’grassmots globalisa- 

rich’ (see Appadurai 200])? 

Chapter 5 also takes up this theme of grassroots globahsation in its investi- 

gation of AIDS activism and the politics of science, citizenship and cultural 
aafonalism in South Africa. It shows how MSF and TAC created an extranrdinar[ly 

effechve NGO-sociaI movement paxtnership that resembled, in many respects, 

the SDI model of ’globahsation from below’ (see Chapter 4, and Appadurai 2001, 

Falk 1993).s It also shows how an NGO~secial movement partnership was able to 

effectively deploy both rights-based approaches and community-based, but glob- 

ally connected, forms of social nmbilisation. TAC captured the imagination of AIDS 

anfivists,jom’nalists and supporters throughout theworld iu their David and GoI~ath 

~ega[ battles for ant~-hIDS drugs. Formed in Cape Town in 1998, TAC emerged as 

a globally connected social movement that successfully used the courts, the media, 
and social mobil~sation in the townships, to persuade global pharmaceutical giants 

and the South African government to put measures in place for the provision of 

AIDS treatment. 

Chapter 6 follows on from the previous chapter by focusir~g on the i~lness nar- 

ratives and treatment testimonies of former ?�ISF and TAC activists. It hlve?tigates 

how an e~nerging moral politics of MDS activism in South Africa has contrib- 

uted towards new forms of ’caring for the self’ and self-fashloning ~at Vihn-Kim 

Nguyen calls ’therapeutic citizenship’ (Nguyen 2005). The chapter havesfgates the 

relationship between fl~e rights~b~ed approach of TAC, and the social.movement’s 

processes of building collective identity mad belm~;ing. It argues that people living 

with AIDS in South Africa mad elsewhere are not simply autonomous rights-bear- 
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ing citizens seeking state health and social welfare resources; they a~e also active 

members of a strong social movement. This chapter argues that it was precisely the 

extremity of’near death’ experiences of fnlf-blown AIDS, and the profound stigma 

m~d ’socis] death’ associated with the later s~ages of the disease, that produced the 

conditiens for AIDS survivors’ commitment to ’new life’, ’responsibilised citizen- 

¯ship’ and social actlvism~ These profound changes at the level of subjectivity and 

identity produced forms of ’respansibilised citizenship’ that were s~multaneousIy 

highly individualised and socially and poIitlca!ly active. They emerged from near 

death into a new ~.fe both as objects of individualising biomedical interventions as 

we~l as the snb~ects of a collective social movement. 

Chapter 7 fecuses on post-apzxtheid masc~ginitles in relation to, fi~stly: the 

sexual politics that surrounded the 2006 rape trial of she former Deputy President 

Jacob Zuma, and second the establlshmant of Khulaleka, a commmtity-based HIY 

men’s supper[ group in Gugulethu, Cape Town. These two eases, it will be argued, 

re’teal, new forms of sexual politics that highligh~ competing eunceptians of rights, 

morality, religion, cnl[ure and political leadership. They also reveal the tensions 

between liberal sexual rights and pan’iarchal sexual cuttm:es, for instance, and 

~he gap between South Africa’s progressive constitution and the everyday realities 

of gender aud sexual inequality. Like the other chapters, tiffs case study shows 

how ]~GOs and community-based activists seek to navigate their way through this 

contested tes’ain. 

2 
Activist Mediations of ’Rights’ & indige,~ous Identity 
Land Struggles, NGOs & indigenoua Rights 
in Namaqualand 

I am an African. 

I o~e my being to the hills and ~� valleys, the tnountains a~d the glades, the rivers, the 

deseX0 the ~ees, the flowers, the seas and the eve~-ehaoglng seasons that define the fa¢~ of 
our native land. 

I owe my being to the Khai and the San whose desolate souls haunt the g~at ~panses of 
Lhe beautiful Cape they ~ho fell r~etim to th~ most merciless genocide otw natiw lm~d has 

ever seen, they who wane the first to Iose their lives in the str~ggle to d~ead our freedom and 
d~pendenee and they who, as a people, perished in the result. 

Today, as a cotm0s/, we keep an audible silence about these ancestors of tits generations tha~ 
live, fearful to admit the horror of a fo~aee deed, seeking to obliterate from our memories a 

creel occurrence which, in its remembering, shou]d teach us not and never to ba inhuman 
again. 

(Statement of Deputy Prssident Thabo Mbeki, on behalf of the African Nations] ConD’ess on 
the occasion eL" the adoption by the Constitutional Asses~,bly of the Republic of South Ahiea 
Constitutional Bill 1996; Cape Town, 8 May 1996) 

During the apartheid period, it was widely believed that indigenous Nama and San 

peapIe had become ’extinct’ or else assimilated into the ’Coloured’ popu[afioh. In 

fact, ~n 1996 Deputy President ~beki made a similar claim about the Fdaoi and the 

San having perished in ’tins most merciless genocide our native land has ever seen’. 

Yet, in the mid-1990s, Nama and San people were becoming increasingly visible 

in the public sphere as they turned to the court~ to reclaim land from wlfich they 

were evicted nnder apartheid. In 1998 the 4000-strung indigenens Nama (t~oi) 

community in the Richtersveld Reserves of Namaqualand in the Nor’~hern Cape . 

Province began a legal battle to reclaim land f~om which they were removed in 

!927. In 2006, following lengthy litigation, they eventually won the case and were 

awarded financial compensation. Similarly, in 1999, the :~khomsni San won back 

land from which they were evicted by the apartheid state (see Chapter 3). In both 

ca~es, lawyers and NGO fie~d workars from the Legs] Resources Centre (LRC), 

Surplus Peoples Project (SPP) and the South African San hlStitute (SASI") played 

a central role in both the litigation and contributing towards the emergence of an 
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to a different type of NGO-soeial movement parmership, and lfighlights the ways " 
in which local community networks and individual powar broker~ and gatekeepers 
belonging to ~he South Afiiear, Homeless Peoples Federation (SAHPF) were a3le . ..",i~ 
to circumvent ~md reinterpret some of the key democratic ideas and practices of 
the global social raovement to which they belonged - the Slum Dwellers Intema- . 
tional (SDI). Chapter 4 draws attention to the successes and limits of the efforts of ...:i:~.~.v,~ 

the face of poweffu! lneal actors and networks i~ Phillipi to~vnshlp in Cape Tovm. 

::~:~ .~; :.. 
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4 
’Civil Society’ & Popula~- Politics in the Postcolony 
’Deep Democracy" & Deep Authoritarianism 

at the Tip of Africa? 

Introduction: 

On 17 September 2002, about two hundred people frets diverse race, class and 

ethnic backgrounds gathered at the Centre for the Book in Cape Town’s city centre 

to hear the internationally known housing activist, Sheela PateL talk about the 

work of an alliance of Mmnbai-based slum dweller’s federations that are part of the 

global network of ~e Slum Dwellers International (SDI). The audience included 

a large group of black South Africm~ women and young people from the South 

African Homeless PeopIe’s Federation ($AHPF), activists, menabers of parliament, 

judges, academics and ordinary citizens. This was Patei’s twentieth visit to Cape 
Town ~s part of a decade-long exchange programme between housing activists and 

sluro dwellers ~rnm India, Thailand, South Af6ea and eleven other developing 

countries. Patal spoke of her org~nisation’s strategies for empowering the u~ban 

poor in India - of the ’horizontal exchanges’, savings schemes, ’toilet festivals’,~ 

self-enumeration and serf-census exercises and var’[ous other ~arapoccelraeut rit- 

nais’ deployed by these Indian women’s federations. Patel concluded by noting 

~ This chapter would n~t hare been p~ssSble ~dth~ut the s~ppo~t and ~ssistzaco of a nun~ber of people, 
especis~ly Bert[ha ton I~e~ a~d Sar’,th I~ologlm. ~ would also 1;ke to thank Joel Bohfick, TeA Bamn~, 
.Leo Podlashuo, Diana Miili~, Kathy G~over, Thez~i Maq.ula~a, TEam.as Kos)ble~ David Chidester, 
=amorous me~the~ of the South African Hero,lass Peap]ffs F~deration aech ~ Xolani and Bantu for 
fi~eir ge~xer~t~ assistance, l wo~]d al~o like to thank Naisoa Ngoma, Ranjita Mohanty, Nails Ksbeer, Alex 
Shar~].and, Lisa Thompson, John W’~iams, and John Gaventa a~d numezv~s other pa~d.eipa=t~ in 
De~dopment R~o~rc~ Centre (])RC) project eft Cilizen~klp, Profit[pat[an and Acd(~untabilily. Thanks 
also go ~o the Hm~a~_ Sciences Re~eareh Council (}tSRC) for supporting the research that w~nt into ~ 
eliapte~. 

z For m~ ~xcdlenl account of SDI,~ pkilosephy and practice see Leopold Podlashue,s d~toml ti~esia ,Class 
l’or itse~ Shaeld~lum 3wailers Internafi[mal: the praxis of a lrensnafforml urb~t peer m~ement." 
uliy OF 14umanifie~ and Social ~ienccs, Univ~w~iff OF Teohnology, Sydney, 2066. Also se~ Arjnn Appa- 
du~ai’~ (2002b) f~einating account of ShHPF’s SDI pozmers ~n Benday in wliioh he ~alysos ~hcir 
of ’toilet i’~sfi~als" and "the poliffcs of shift. Ha shews how a can~[val.esque spirit of tza~sgt¢~itm and 
ba~(din~s pr~vulh dm~’=g toilet in~pecfior~ in the presence of middle-class goverim~snt ss~d World 
ofilcial~. This is interpreted by Appaduad as an attemp~ to rechiine tt~ private ant d ~.umiLhlierL and 
surfacing -shi~ng in tl~e operL- into a scene of teohnical irmovation a~d self-dignificaticn, h is seen as 
an innovative "politic5 of recogniffon f~am below’. 
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that houses, savings, good gogemanee and aocountaJ~ility were not the 

ob.~eetives of these shim dwellers’ organisations. Instead, the aim was to create 

South-South poor people’s networks in order to fight the isolation and disernpow_ 

cement produced by conditions of poverty. SAHPF members, many of whom had 

visited India, spoke of their own experiences in establishing sav~ngs groups and 

building their houses in Cape Tovm’s African townships. They spoke of how orga- 

nising as a Federation - and as ,nen,bers oi" a social movement.~GO partnership 

- had assisted d~,em in accessing the state housing subsidies. The Indian model of 

savings and housing federations had also provided these women wit}, the leverage 

they needed to access state and donor resources. This town hall meeting in the 

heart of a still by-per-segregated post-aparthe~d city seemed to provide a g~irnpse 

into what Arjun Appaditrai (2000; 2002b).’ Judith Green (1999) and other SDI 

intellectuals refer to as grassroots globalisatian and "deep democracy’. 

T}n’ee years after Patti’s visit to Cape Town, the Cape To~na SAHPF and its 

NGO partner, People’s Diulogue (PD), were in a state of deep crisis as a result of 

financial mismanagement and serious cmfflict between middle-class professionals 

and the SAHPF’s working-class leadership based at the Victoria lt, fxenge (VMx) 

Federation in Cape Towel Deep divisions also surfaced between the VMx lead- 

ership and rival federations in the Western Cape Prov~nca~ As a result of these 

intractable conflicts, in 2005 it was decided to disband People’s Dialogue. It had 

become @parent that the YMx leadership had accumulated extraordinary influ- 

ence and power in ways that undermined the SDI’s model for deep de,nocracy 

with its emphasis on non-hlerarchical, decentralised leadership and grassmots 

mebilisation. Instead of promoting this SDI model, the VMx Ieadership had estab- 

lished a centralised style of leadership that tightly controlled faderatiou resources 

in fundamentally anti-democratic ways. Whereas the SDI’s model seemed to work 

well in India, and other pasts of Asia m~d Ah’ica, it had produced an authoritarian 

leade~-ship in Cape Town’s predominantly Xhosa-speaking township of Phillipi. 

Rather than viewing this state of arrears simply as a reflection of a political culture 

specific to the townships of the Westen~ Cape, this chapter will argue that the VMx 

case study telis us something more general about the politics of patronage in the 

posteolnny. 

For NGO activists, academics, donors and policymakers, the emergeuce of 

social movements such ~ SDI reflects the bttrgeo~fing of a global civil society that 

offers prospects of a rer:ewal and deepening of l~beral democracy ~n the Global 

Santh~ Yet, in many eases these well-intentioned civil, society interventions end up 

looking like anything but ’deep democracy’. This chapter wilt show how attempts 

to deepen democracy flarongh the SAHPF network ended up m~wittingty re~rfforc~ 

ing local power asymmetries m,d patronage networks. It demonstrates that the 

SDI modeI of deep democracy, when viewed from Cape To~,ra’s African townships, 

failed to produce ’horizontal networks" and democratic forms of social capital and 
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Instead, it revealed the ambiguous, and at times highly contradictory, 

: relationship between SDI’s global vision ef denmcraey and the everyday tocal 

walitles and political practices of the community-based leadership of this social 

movement for the urban poor. 

Th~s chapter cantinas itse~ to a single federation, the Victoria Mxenge (V~Ix) 

scheme at Phi~Lipi in Cape Tuwn, and does not claim to generalise its findings 

to t}te hundreds of other federations spread throughout South Africa, India and 

many other parts of the Global South. It does, bowever, raise questions about the. 

social experiments initiated by globally connected movements such as SAHPF. 

For instance, to what degree did the rat~k-und-file SAHI:’F members at VMx (Phil- 

lipi) share the official SDI ideology, and how did rids ideoiogy resonate with local 

poliOeal ideas and practices? Exploring these issues can throw Iight on the ple~h~ 

era of experiments in ’grassroots globulisatian’ and what is anmetimes referred to 

as international civil society. 

The World Bank, NGOs, donors, activists and anthropologists have become fas- 

cinated with ghiba! networks such as SDI. These social experi~nents "are referred 

to in the literature as transnational advocacy networks (TANs), cross-border activ- 

ism and ’examples of ’globalisation from be~ow’.’ These global networks are also 

increasingly recognlsed as playing a c~eial role in the creatio~ of an international 

civil society representing the needs of the poorer 80 per cent of the population 

of the world (now totalling 6 billion)~ For Arjun Appadurai (2002b~, for example, 

through participation in these transnationul networks ’the glohul and the local can 

become reciprocal instruments of the deepening of democracy’ [ibid.: 25). These 

social movements, often in partnerships with NGOs, are seen to have found r~ew 

ways of combirfing local activism with horizontal, global networking. But what 

happens when these models of h~rizontal, networking land in settings ebaracter- 

issd by verticul and centralised political cultures and styies of leadership? 

The case study of the SAHPF-VMx draws attention to the Janus-faced char- 

acter of ’civil society’: its denmcratic and emaneipatory face, as well as its 

illiberal and authoritarian tmderbe!ly. It also highlights the obse~cation that for 

the popular classes in the Global South it is seldom possible to entirely avoid 

having to engage with the undenmcratic and anthoritarian political institutions 

and practices of uncivil society. Before turning to a discussion of the SAHPE it 

is necessary to situate these experiments in ’deep democracy’ and globalisation 

from below within the context of current debates on popular politics in the Mri~ 

can postcolony. 

G¢msiderah]e zeholm’ly and publio policy ~teafion has ~o ~en Wen to ~=~onM advoe~y ne~cr~ 
~Ns) ~d ~ob~y co,acid soc~M mov~an~ s~eh as ~o~ ~iate~ m SDL Thee dev~pmen~ ~ 

~egk 1~5; Taylor 1996; cited M Jo~e~ ~d Gaventz 2~fi2}. ~e ~b~sation of ~e aati-~ob~satjon 

Dave,, Geno~ D~bm, Jo~b~g, ~d B~ncs Aims. M~while, d~no~, acade~cs ~d ~fivis~ 
that ~ere hm been a p~i~ shift ~m ~e we~ worn m~a ’~ink ~ob~y, ~t i~y" to the n~ 

~ng e~: ’~ ~ccMly~ ~t g~ba~y.’But it ~s n~t yet cle~ ~at ~o ~ob~y co~cted ami-~ob~aUon 
d~mo~nr ~m Dave~ m D~rhm~ ~ ~d s~ ~e e~rgence ~’globM oi~[ ~ocie%’or ~st this 
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Patronage polities in the Afromodern posteolony 

Africa is persistently perceived as being plagued by pat~imonialism, conununi. 

tsrianism and other political irrafinnalities. Analyses of the "politics of fl~e 

and "kteptecratic states’ have become the staple of AMean studies (Bayart 19931 ." 

Bayart, Ellis and Hibou, 1999; Mbemhe 2001). In sum, AtMca has come to he~ 

seen as a place of undemocratic and’illiberal polities za~d "faiIed,’ "weak,’ ’partial,’: 

’criminal’ and ’shadow’ states (see Migdal 1988; Reno 1995, cited in Roitman 

2004: 193): As Celesrne Mnnga puts it, Ali’ica is ’the E1 Dorado of wild thought’ 

(l~ionga !996: 39, cited in Dos and Perle 2004: 

Alongside this failed-state paradigm is a bargeoning scholarly 

peddles images of the exotic ’0therness’ of Africa in which the continent is cl 

acterised by "unciv[I" societies awash in witchcraft, everyday violence, civil wars 

corruption, diseaac~ famine, and social, economic and pohrcal col]@se and disin- 

tegration. While these phenome~m do indeed exist in many parts of the continent,.: 

African states and political realities are far more complex and differentiated than..: 

these sweeping generalisafions suggest. Neither are these palitical rnalities un]que 

to the Mrican continent. 

While citizens in the West are portrayed as individualistic, increasingly eyni- " 

ca[ or depolilieised, Africans are represented as either pi~mordial, ’tribaP subjects, 

or e]se as frenzied zombies driven to violence by occult forces and subjected 

iPdheral, irrational and tyrannical rulers. From this perspective, the prognosis for :: 
Iiberalism, democracy and rights in .6_fries looks very 

the eagerness of Western donors to expol~ this political system to the Third World. 

The paradox of this donor-driven clwilising mission is that, despite its desire 

to modernise and demoerarse ~he Third World, it reproduces images 

mental 0therness. This democracy industry-, in its desire to protnote Western-style 

democratic c~tizenship and gpvernanee, also tends to ignore how, in nee-liberal, 

post-colonial settings, the poor and marginalised are compalled to respond to uncer- 

tainty and radical contingencies on a daily basis. This requires multiple strategies 

that include clientelistic relationships as well as social mobilisation to claim rights 

from the state. In other words, everyday politics in the postcolouy often comprises 

a complex mix of rights-based claims and strategic engagements with non-state 

actors and institutions, often of a non-democratic, violent and hierarchical nature. 

Donor-driven democratisatian and governm~ee programmes are unlikely to suc- 

ceed unless they take cognisance of these hybrid political cuhuros. 

Polities in Ai’rica has been shaped by multiple pohrcal traditions, including . 

colonial indirect role, anti-colonial nationalism and varieties of Iiberalism, state 
authoritarianism and socialism. South Africa’s ANC, for example, was established 

in 1912 as a liberal modernist nationalist orgauisation that challe~ged the con- 

tradictions between the purportedly u~’Aversal principles of liberalism propagated 

by Europeans and the authoritarian and racist forms of coleuial rnIe. After the 

Second World War, the ANC was increaslngIy influenced by both anti-colo]ral ~nd 

socialist polircal traditions. By 1994, when democracy ariived, the ANC n~Iing 
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par~y found itself" subject to a post-Cold War, nee-liberal world order. While South 
Africa’s version of liberal democracy differs in significant respects from contem- 

porary Euro~American democracies, it also shares many features. It is mdy by 
investigating the speeificities of the South African situation that it is possible to 

g~asp the complex relationships between its ’local’ specil%ities and its global or 

universal affinities. 
Notwithstanding the thoroughly hybrid]sod character of African modernities, 

political commentators and donors have persisted in reprodgcing a ’great divide’ 

between Euro-Amefican and African political realities. Af:riean communities con- 

tinue to be perceived as being bulh upon the ’ethnic’ foundations of primardialist 

political imagination and collectively shared myths of natural belonging. These 

con~munities also tend to he portrayed as characterised by involuntary membership 

and long-term, life-long commitments and solidarities. While African communi- 

ties are understood to rely on narratives of cultural and historical con6nulty and 

coherence, the hyper-transient communities of t]te West appear to have no such 

requirements - anyone is free to sign up as long as you pay your membership fees! 

Maintaining these transitory experimental communities, however, requires consid- 

erable effort to avoid dissolution, whereas traditional communities @pear to take 

on a natu~alised sense of permanence. 

This chapter challenges these age-old binaries by highlighting the difficulties 

SAHPF faced in creating and sustaining a social ~novement of the urban poor 

ander South Mrican conditions of chronic poverty, underdeve!opment, racial and 

class inequalities, structural unemployment, disease, and violence. The SAHPF 

shows that South African society is not characterised by primordial ties of tradi- 

tion and communal solidarity, but neither does it comprise atorsised lone citizens 

of the variety that are deemed to irthabit modern Western democracies. Instead, 

South Africa is a modem state.~ith a constitutional democracy that promotes llb- 

oral ~ndiv[dualist notions of the rights-hem’ing citizens wkile als<~ accommodating 

and protecting traditXonal leadersklp and African eo~nmunharian values. South 

Africa also has a strong modern economy and a large state bureaucracy that is 

capable of delivering services and resources to ~ts cifizans,s Activists from the 

PD and SAHPF were acutely aware of these realities, and this strongly i~Nuenced 

the forging of pragmatic strategies that sought to leverage access to these state 

resources. While scholars, donors and policy makers often struggle to grasp these 

hybrid postcolonial realities, activists are constandy challenged to develop new 

strategies to address these complex]ties. These strategies tend to be considerably 

more nuanced than the binary thinking of many of the donor think-tanks that dxive 

the democracy industry (see Chapter 1). 
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See~g like the democracy ~dustry: clientellsm and other blindspots 

One of the most glaring gaps in the academic and policy writing on democracy and 

’civil society" is a serious engagement with popular forms of state and non-state 

elientelism arid patronage that pervade everyday political hfe in many parts of 

the ~obal South. There has instead been a tendency to valorise forms of citizen- 

ship and community participution that resonate with the normative preferences of 

researchers, i"qGOs, and donors, ignoring less normatively attractive vertical rela- 

tions of exchange and political prantice. It would seem, from this perspective, that 

to be a ’real. citizen’ it is necessary to refrain from being a client, as ~f clientelJsm 

were a deceit position: a ~’orm of negative or perverse social capital. In other won:ls, 

ouly certain forms of agency are recognized ~thin this highly normative democ- 

racy discourse. Yet, as this ease study of SAHPF-VMx in Cape Town suggests (see 

below), clientehsm is very much part of political t~fe ~n many parts of the wsrld 

today. Some of the NGOs and social movements d~scussed in this book have~ how- 

ever, reeognised the need to strategically engage with these non-democratic and 

illiberal political discourses. 

While clientalistic politics may indeed have negative and anti-democratic con- 

~equences, they remain dominant forms of pohtical culture in many oountr~ss 
the Global South. To deny clientelism’s political sat~ance on the basis of norma- 

tive assumptions is clear}y problematic for reseaxeliers, activists, NGOe, dznors 

and govarnmems Mike. Such an approach obscures the complex ways in which 

citizens and elients straddle competing political logics, institutions and practices. 

The significance of claim-making as a client is particularly pervasive ~n develop- 

i~g counties where strategies of su~’ival and well-being depend on the ability 

to establish multiple strateg;.c relationships and become legible to a number of 

powerful actors, be they state fancdonares, NGOs, religious and occult lead- 

ers and orgunisations, kinship groups, ’big men" or traditional leaders. While to 

outside obsetWers these eelalionships may appear to reproduce dependency and 

disempowerment-the antithesis of liberal individualist conceptions of citizenship 

- they can also create the condffions for access to resources. These clientelis- 

t[cre~atim~ships, whether they are with state funcdonarles, NGOs, donors, tribal 

elders, warlords, shacklords, or local power brokers, also allow citizen-subjects 

to make demands as elients of powerful patrons. Furthermore, should patrons fail 

to deliver, clients can exercise agency by shifting allegiance to another pa~on or 

acting to harm or undermine the legitimacy of the patron. Patrons need clients as 

much as clients need pau’ons, and this can produce a kind of mutual dependency, 

and a form of accountability within these re[utionships. ~ other words, patronage 

regimes do not necessarily obliterate individual agancy. 

These kinds of patronage regimes may indeed work for people in ways that a 

more abstract, distant citizen-state relationship cannot. In certain contexts they 

may also work more effectively than client-NGO relationships. This is espealaIly 

evident in settings where the capacity of tire state or NGO to deliver is sevdre[y 

constrained. By establishing cIic~tellstic relationships with ’big men’, including 
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state functtonanes and pohtzc~ans, clients may be able to leverage access to state 

resoUrces- It is therefore not surprising that, while the African National Congress 

(ANC) government promotes a liberal modernist constitutional democracy, in cer- 

taJrt circmnstancas zmd contexts it operates in terms of patronage logics. However, 

this pat.rimonial state is also regularly subjected to accountability through the Con- 
sfit~tional Cam% statutory bodies as wel~ as the agency of its client-citizens. Local 

government restructuring in post-apartheid South At~ca, for instance, is replete . 

with examples of how members of poor communities are using patronage relation- 

ships, together with s~reet action, and at times violent protest, to leverage access to 

housing, land and oilier state resources and s~rvices. For example, in 2006, daring 

South Africa’s tocal government elections, residents ~ ICqutsong township, furious 

with the ANC government’s decision over provincial demarcations, e~ffut’ced a suc- 

cessful electoral boycott and burnt houses belonging to ANC candidates and party 

agents. Township activists claimed that the ANC government had not consulted the 

community over its decision to include Khutsong in North West Province, a histori- 

cally impoverished part of the country. Rather than exercise their vote or engage in 

further deliberation, these tradition@ ANC supporters took to the streets in what 

amounted to a successful, albeit violent and coercive, election boycott; only 300 

out of 30,000 residents voted (Ma~l & Guardian, 3 March 2006). 

These examples of eitizert agency suggest that the relationship between ’the 

citizen’ and ’the state’ in many Third World settings seldom resembles the kinds of 

deliberative democ~tic models of cltizen participation promoted by ~GOs, donors 

and der~ocracy thlnk-tanks. In fact, it could be argued that people in poor neigh- 

boneheads, wbether in South Africa, India or Brazil, often stand to lose r~uch by 

entering these deliberative spaces and abandoning patronage politics and popu- 

lar demonstrations. I~tead, it mak~ sense tu engage sim~taneously in ~nuhipIe 

domains of politics, ineh~dirtg those of the atute, NGOs, rehgious arganisafions, 

and powerful pa~’ons and ’big men’. The NG0s, activists and social movements 

discussed in this book have found themselves imbricated in these comple× webs 

of relat~onshlps, solidarities, and networks, including those eha~actefis~d by 

h0th democratic and clientelislic pah~ical logics and practices. Without a deep 

tmderstanding of these pelltlcal processes, it is likely that donor programmes will 

continue to be hijacked hy political forces that may be more committed to pro~ 

four,ally authott.taran and illiherM styles of leadership. 

How deep is ’deep democracy’? 

Recent explosians of ethnic and religious-based conflicts throughout the world, 

including Africa, suggest that liberal individualist conceptions of citizenship are 

not the only game in town. Yet, in tee’ms of conventional liberal deraocrstic theory, 

citisenship is meant to erode loc~d, "ethnic’ and communlta_ran hierarchies, statuses 

a~d privileges in favour of national jurisdictions and contractual relations based 

~n principle on equably of fights and the individual fights-bearing citizen (Appa- 

dural and Holston 1996). In other words, the ~berat model of citizenship implies a 

self-~nterested and autonomous citlzen-subjact.~ A~thropologists w~’iting on post- 

~ .~ohrt Gavetaa (2002: ~) points ~ut that tiffs construct has been ’e~t~ed by e~mrnu~taran~ who ~rgue 
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colonial African subjectivities (see Werbner 2002) have challenged this liberal 

individualist conception by arguing that the image of the ’lone citizen’ fighting for 

his or her rights is generally at odds ~th African realities (see Chapter 1}. Richard 

Werbner (2002) and Francis Nyamnjoh (2002), for instance, have noted that 

viviality, intersubjecfivity and interconnectedaess are especially highly valued in 

contexts of vulnerability and uncertainty that charaoterise everyday lifo in many 

parts of Afr’2ca. These erifiques of Iiberal individualism, which also appear in the 

documents of People’s Dialogue and SDI, need to be token particularly seriously 

in places like South Africa where, in certain settings, the liberal model of citizen- 

ship bears little relation to actually existing social and political realities,r 

Critiques of liberal individuahsm come especially alive in post-apartheid 

South African debates on the role of traditional leaders in local government struc- 

tures, customary law and land allocation (Comaroff and Comaroff 2005; Koelbte 

arid LiPnma 2005; Ntsebeza 2005; Robins 2005; Von Lieres 2005;). The AYC’s 

modernist vision of a non-racial, non-sexist post-apartheid society nnderpirmed 

by a liberal democratic Constitution, h~ been forcefi~y challenged by tradi- 

tiona~ leaders determined to ],,old onto political power and land o~mership h~ 

fomaer ethnic homelands (Bamustans). This mode of traditional governance has 

its violent and authoritarian counterpart in South Africa’s informal settlements 

and townships where warlord-politic;arts and powerful taw owners, gangsters, and 

local businesapeaple *reld extraordinarypolitical power and influence. It is here 

at the grassroots level that the visions of ’deep demecracy’ shared by Appadurai 

artd SDI intellectuals are most likely to be contested. Vie~rng the SDI’s project of 

grassroots globalisafion from local spaces such as Cape Town’s Phillipi to~nmhip, 

highlights some of. fl,‘e tnost obvious challenges to secial movement attempt, to 

deepen democracy in South Mrica and elsewhere in the South? 
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Global citizens in local spaces: local is not always tekker P 

T~ese days concepts such as gtobal ~:itizenship, ~oba[ civil society and globalisa- 

tion from below are common currency and in constm,‘t circulation in academic, 

activist and donor and policy discourses (Appadurai 2001, 2002b). They have 

emerged in a neoqiberal global order in wbich the nation state is sees to be increas- 

ingly incapable of delivering resources in the form of enforceable rights to goods 

and services and political participation. In additi~m the ~nfluence af multinational 

and intergovernmentsl institutions over people’s iives calls for the acknowledge- 

racnt of the need for accountability and rights to be enforceable across national 

borders (Beck 1995, cited in Jon~s and Gaventa 2002: 20). Even the World Bank 

~i.i~ has got in on the act "Mth international conferences on ’connecting the local to the 
global’. Global connectivity has also been linked to calls from Third World leaders 

such a~ President Thabo Mbeki to ’narrow the dJgltal divide’. Concepts such as 

’dighal citizenship’ circulate notwithstanding the extremely limited distribution of 

cyber techn0Iogy ~dthin deve!oping countries)~ 

Wkile terms such as ’g[obal civil society’ and ’global citizenship’ and ’distal 

citizenship’ conjure up optimistic images of Emanuel Castctl’s networked infar~ 

wation societies, it would seem that for the vast majority of poor people in the 

developing world the benefits of global civil society seem elusive, and their social 

lives remain as parochial and isolated as ever. Whereas ’community’ continues 

to suggest feelings of comfort, safety and security, ~t is often elusive, especially 

for the chronically poor who are.in most need of its protection and security. For 

the poorest of the poor, the ghetto has become a space that represents ’the impos- 

sibility of community’, a place of social d~sintegratiou, atom~satlon and anemic 

(Wacquaat in Banman 2001: 122); as a document on the SDI website puts it: 

’poverty is a relentless isolator’. According to Wacquant, ’Whereas the ghetto 

in its classical form acted partly as a protective shleid against the brutal racial 

exclusion, the hyper-ghetto has lost its positive role of collective buffer, nmking 

it a deadly machinery for ~aked social regulation a~d sodial isolation’ (ibid.; see 

also Merry, 2001)o Meanwhile the trfiddle classes in the leafy suburbs retreat 

behind electrified fences, "dcious dogs and private sectafty companies and 

confine themselves to gated communities and mass private spaces such as mega- 

shopping malls and entertainment centres (Davis 1990; Robins 2003). Given 

these conditions of poverty, inequality and social segregation and isolation, what 

role can 31GOs and social movements such as PD and SAHPF play in building 

~ 
I~kker in a ~idely used Afrikaans w~rd for ’=i.ee’. By ruing the phrase 1,~cal i.m’t ~I~ays ~e~er, I ~ refer- 
ring to the quh~ obvious ob~e~afion ~ ~s ~ke eo~ c~ haw a m~tipl~eity d ~e~. It 
c~ ~ote eo~o~ ~ec~ty ~d pr~tecfion~ but it e~ equ~y ~present d~g~, fl~t ~d exclusion. 

~ G!o~MIy co~ect~ sociM mrvomen~s ~e m~omed 6at ad~ss a ~vo~e ~y of is~u~ ind~d~ 
A~S, medi~ t~Molo~, biotechno~o~, the ~en~, in~genoua I~d fi~ts, ThUd World debt, 
~de ~erMisa~on, ho~ing, ~ w~ ~ ~es ov~ ~ion ~d ~y ~gh~ and the c~ polities 
d~e~M, ~n~isfie ~d elh~e pride. This fine in :glob~ eY6ze~ action’ h~ bee= de~e6bed h a ~ast mad 

b~o~ng ~ade~c lite~tme as e~s~ho~ar activism. However, ~afively ~t~e rafloetion ~s gone 
into ms~ng e~c~y who beb.n~ ~ t~is ~ob~ eJfize~ ~d what th~sa fo~s of ~l~ng ~d ~ob~ 
ctfize~hip aetuMly me~ for ~veme p~¢ple in ~erent p~ 6f~ world. 
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intercounectivifies, networks, socia! capitaI and solidarities amongst the urban 

poor? What kinds of tensions and contradictions emerge out of their engagement 

with SDFs vision of’deep democracy’ gnd locally embedded forms of c!ientelism, 

conviviality, solidarlty and intersubjectivity? In other worda, what does SDI’s ver- 

sion of grassroots global!sat!on look like from Cape Town’s townships at the tip 

of Mrica? 

During the liberation struggle, activists sought to render the townships ungov- 

ernable as part of popular resistance to apartheid. These days post-apartheid city 

managers and government officials respond to demonstrations against evictions in 

the townships by calllng for ’zero-tulerunce’ policing to re-establish governance 

in these ’unruly’ cotmnunities. As a result, tnwnsMp residents who cannot afford 

to pay rent or e!ectricity and water bills often have these services terminated or 

are e~cted from their homes. Opposition to evictions, water and electriclty cut- 

offs, or street demonstrations against poor state delivery nf housing and services 

incur the wrath of the state. New social movements such as the Soweto EIecta’icity 

Crisis Committee (SECC), Abablall base Mjeudolo (The Durban Shack Dwell~ 

ere’ Movement), the Anti-Eviction Campaign (AEC), the Anti-Privatisation Forum 

(APF), and the Concerned Citizen’s Forum have mabilised township communities 

in popular struggles against evictions and cut-offs, These forms of cornmarfity- 

based mobil!sat!on have not always been appreciated by the ANC as courageous 

~assruots activism. Instead, they are often portrayed by government and ruling 

party officials as irresponsib!e behaviour instigated by ’the uhru-Left.’ Meanwhile, 

black youth, once praised as courageous ’Young Lions’ of the anti-apartheid strug- 

~e, are routinely represented in the media as the dangerous and ungovernable 

"lost generation’, prone to crime, drugs and vioience. Working-class townships, 

once celebrated as spaces of heroic resistance to apartheid, are increasingly char- 

acterised by city 0~ficials and the media as places of social pathologies: crime, 

violence, illegal drug trade, gmrgsterism, disease, teenage pregnancies and sub- 

stance abuse (see Robins 2002). These representations of to~ship dystopias are 

produced under conditions of extreme racial and class inequalities that fuel tn~d- 

die-class fears that the urban poor will eventually rise up in revolt against their 

state of subjugation and abjection. 

NGOs and social movements such as PD a~d SAHPF have daily encounters 

with farms of local power and authority that do not always fo!iow democratic prac- 

tices. These local community realities - the illiberal face of uncivli society - clash 

with SDI’s vision of ’deep democracy’ and global civil seciety. They also raise 

more general questions about the natm’e of civil society in the Global South. For 

instance, Partha Chatterjee (2004) argues that the middle classes are the bedrock 

of an Indian civil society that is constituted as .an elite enclave that represents the 

popular classes, or what he calls °pulitical society’. In Chatterjee’s (2004: 4) analy- 

sis, Indian ’civil society’ refers to ’a closed association of modern dite groups, 

sequestered from the wider pop~ar life of the communities, walled up within 

enclaves of civic freedmn and rational law’. These ehtes constitute the relafivel 

small educated, bourgeois section of the population in Third World countries. 

The majority of the world’s population, Chatterjee argues, belong to the popular 
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!.i:’.;:!:..: classes, and the state has to draw this class in through development and welfare 

~~::~}:i::::= 
projects of govcrnmen).ality. 

.... Chatterjee’s understanding of Indian civil society, notwithstanding its bit~ary 

logic and failure to acknowledge the porous and changing character of civil soeiety, 

can perhaps explain the vast chasm bet~veen the SDI and PD conception of ’deep 
democracy’ mul the centre!!sad and non-democratic political culture that emerged 

at the VMx F~deration. It would seem that the NGO professionals from PD, as 

well as other co-authors o~ SDI’s philosophy aud practice, come from the relatively 

small elite ann!ave of the educated middle cla~ses. By contrast, the SAHPF-VMx 

leadership that challenged PD came ~rem worklng-class communities; being more 

embedded in popular polities and lecal po!itical cultures, which includes clien- 

telJstic styles of popular leadership, meant they did nut necessarily share the same 

politica) values as the middie-class NGO professionals who were genernlly respan- 

slbla for elaborating SDI’s sophisticated ptfilossphy and practice,n 

SDI keywords 

Slum Dwellers International’s philosophy and pract~ce 

A scan of SDI publications, including its webs!re, provides a clear indication of 

the official ideological orientation and organ!sat!one! practices of the SDI and its 

affiliates (see Podlashuc 2006)?* The SD! literature reveals a deep scepticism 

of the role of experts and vanguards, and of the technacr&tic state’s capacity to 

sradlcate poverty and comply with its social contract to its citizenry. It is. equally 

sceptical of the ability of traditional trade unions, left-wing political parties and 

rlghts-based social movements to provide the kind of long-term capacity-building 

that orgartisatim~s of tHe poor teeN!re in order to strengthen themselves atthe local 

level The SDI is primar~Jy concerned with building a soeiaI movement whose 

members have self-capacity, agency and autonomy. The anonymous author of the 

document cited below calls for peer communities to engage in practices of active 

dt~zenship rather than becoming passive recipients of development by experts, 

the state, or through party political patronage and largesse. Contrary to nee-liberal 

ideologues and free marketers, however, SDI ideology does not call for the dis- 

mending or dm~aasizing of fl~e development state, but rather the empowerment of 

a There~reofcout~e~omestrikJngexcept~ons. Fori~stance,.Tcc~inApurchara, a.q~ctiat~slum<lwelIer, has 

b~orae z central leader~hlp fig~re and crgaofe int*[!~tual ,Mtl,Jn the SD[. 

= See L~opald Pcdlsshuc’s ~006 dsotoral thesis for a syster~atic discuss!an of the ofigim, ir~u~ces md 
formation of SDI. Podla~huc’s study of the SDI Ys an investigstion of the phitosoph~eal underpirmings and 
organisational practm~ of tiffs exwaordinary transnationa) ~rban social movement. He argues ihat slum 
d~vellera e~nstitulo a lo~mponprofetariat ~fith the eapal~lity, Ihrough social rac>voment activism, to acquire 
forms of cfiffcal consciousness and radical pal!des2 subjocfi’~ty. His exploration of the ontology of $DI 
p~’ds includes an o~er,Aew of ~be theorefioal and philosephicai strands ~mt i~rm th~ SDFs praxiz 
and made~ ef mobil;sat!on, poHlashue’.s theoretical exposition mal~ out the philosophical roars of SDt 
pray!elegy, t~o~gh the writings of A~tmtio Gr’arasci, Karl Korseh, G~,)rg Lukacs, the Franlfftta School of 
Critical Theory, Etch F~’omm, Paulo FreLre (’prax~s of pedagogy’), Frm~L~ Fanort and South A~r~ean BTac)~ 
C0nsc~ou~ness the~iSsi, Steve Bi~c. The study s]so foeu~ err the SD[’s cote operational rituals ~f Say- 
hags, Exchanges, and Fedexsfinn, s~ welt ~ its mobi)Ssing to~ts ~:~ Enumeration, Ho~se-modolling, House 
b,,iidiug mad Sa~i~atioa, which are discussed laler in the chapter. 
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poor communities.to enable them to pressure and lobby the state tn meet their own 

clearly-defined developmental needs. 

They [the SDI federations] see themselves as opponent~ of cent~allsed state power, backed 

by these global agencies - the United Nations sad the I,aternational Monetary Fund and 

World Bank ... They a21 share a common visiom that th~ State on its own cannot solve prob. 

lems of poverty and underdevelopment. While the State, especially in Southern countries, has 

a monopoly on power, it* ~cry relationship to this power and to :he local and global economy 

makes it a very weak instrument for the delivery of’resources and services needed to eradi- 

cate poverty ._ [Tlze SDI] constantly seeks situations that enable those ~ho are affeoted by 

poverty to become orga~ised and united Ln e,~er-expanding networks and to play a definlng 

role in the way in which Governments and muiti/aterals d~sgharge their obligations to the 

peo~. This is in sharp contradiction to the figl~ts-based social movements cr the micro- 

finance organisations, or even archaie social movements of the pa~t, such as earlier rural 

and urba~.movernen~s cf th~ poor, ineIuding trade unions and left*wing poetical p~ufies ... 

SDI is an attempt to r~q~ a~ayfrom sporadic imp=lse~ to sustained, long-term ir~ves~mentz i~ 

localfederaffons of the urban poor. SD1, as a network of these federations, opens opportnni- 

fies at the inlernational love1 in order to strengthen it, member orgat~isst one (SD[ 21302: 1, 

emphasis added) 

These SDI publications represent the federation affiliates and their members as 

belonging to a transnationaI citizenry of the urban poor, hence their use of the 

all too famiUar slogan: ’think global, act local’ (SDI 2002: 14). This ’cosmopoli- 

tan’ perspective seeks solidarities and alliances of the urban poor across national, 

ethnic and religious Unes. It appears to promote a sense of global eitizenstfip 

rather than being confined to local, regional or national spaces and identities. 

SDI also represents the work of the federations as providing a clear alternative.to 

mainstream development thinkhtg and modem state development ideas and prac- 

tices. Although SDI publications are critical of centralised, top-down state-driven 

deve!opment interventions, they do nat fotlow fl~e adversar!a! ~ogic of anti-globali- 

sation social movements. Instead, these statements seem to imply that through the 

combination of pressure, persuasion and negotiation, the state can be convinced, 

or if necessary shamed and pressured, into complying with its ’social contract’ and 

developing ’p0or, friendly’ policies and urban development strategies. 

The ’rituals’ of the Federation savings schemes are meant to facilitate face-to- 

face encounters between members on a daity basis. It is these everyday interactions, 

along with the horizontal exchanges at the city, regional and international level, 

that are seen to create community netwurks and empower federations by strength- 

ening the bargaining power in negotiations with officialdom, including the national, 

regional and local state. These rituals are performed to inscribe and embody the 

SDI’S ideology of ;building people not thin~’. Savings schemes are meant to build 

beth social capital and houses. SDI’s approach to social caplk~l, wlfich differs quite 

significantly from conventional political science de£ntitions (Putnam 1993), hinges 

on the fact that about 90 per cent of members ace women. This gendered compo: 

simon of the federations is perceived to be an advantage for social mobillsaden 

since women are generally the de facto mm~agers of poor households, with the 

household being the primary site of social reproduction. The following section 

shows how People’s D!alugue has elaborated its theories of intervention based an 
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these ..... spoons of social capital. It lays the greundwork gr later discussions an 

the dangers of reifying ’positve’ and ’progressive’ social capital [n local spaces 
cbaracter~sed by undemocratic and authoritarian politics. 

’Deep democracy’ is a keyword in SDI orgaaisational discourse. Arjtm Appa- 

durai’s (2002b) work on SDI-affihated housing activist groups in Mumbal draws 

attention to the emaneipatory possibilities that globalisation presents in tern~ of 

deepening democracy and faeilitatlng and strerigthenibg cr0ss-border activism 

and transnational advocacy networks. According to Appadurai (ibid.)these ~ans- 

national SDI networks provide the possibility of deepening democracy through 

’new horizontal modes for articulating the deep democratic politics of the locality’. 

Borrowing from an eclectic mix of John Dewey’s pragmatist philosophy, Appa- 

dura~’s writings, organisational devalopment and whole systems theories, the PD 

and SDI’s coneeptualisation of’deep democracy’ highlights the organising prin- 

ciple and image of the network and ’the interconnected web of social actors’. This 

thee~isati°n °f’deep dem°cracy~ b°n°ws freely fr°m diverse literatures including 
social capital, interpersonal communication, conflict resolution, learning organi- 

sations, commun~tarian and eommanity participatlan theories. ’Deep democracy’ 

is presented as an alternative to theliberal individualist conception of the ditizen 

as *an autonomous agent seeking to defend and expand his or her own piece of 

the pie [i.e., rights and interests] agNnst other autonomous interests mediated 

by government structures to reduce confLict~ (People’s Dialogue 2003: 19). This 
challenges both the liberal democratic idea of the citizen as an autonomous rights- 

bearing subject, as well as essentialist and reified understandings of community" 

and culture. This conception of "deep democracy’ is outlined in an unpublished 

PD doemnent (lbld.). 

iadMdual pruIerences through voting and rati~naI choice, but by exe,c~sing the democratic 
arts of part~eipaffon. It is hosed on public convocation, ~,~here one begl~ to listen to 
know the "other’. It becomes the e~ranchissment of the serf ila dally life, transforming one’s 
self iderttity into one of inclusion in. and responsibility for, an expanding circle of commurfity. 
In contrast, we wish to posit tha idea of deep democracy, in order to emphasise the sncial 
nature of the human - the idea that a person’s identity is d~rived from his or her reI~it~onships 
~th others, The image of the autonomous ~eg-inter~ted h~dividuzl gives vcay in th~ aIterna- 

the connections in the web. Deep democracy, ~ we see it, does a,x privilege the concept of 
community by ~’effying it into a single set of values. (People’s Dialogue 2005: 19) 

S0 how has the SAtlPF emb~ked upon building ’deep d ..... cracy’ ia South 
Africa? With the steady support ofi~s NGO pamper, SAttPIP, also known in 7dross 

as ~Mfdandawonye waBantg BaseMjondolo, has grmw~ into a 100,000 strong 

post-apartheld community-based organisation (CB0} - perhaps even a social 

movement in the making-that is both locally embedded and globally .... coted. 
The SAHPF-PD and SDI website documents reveal that these organisatians ~u’e 

challenge °expert’ forms of knowledge and power. This website literature also draws 
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attention to debates on various strategies for negotiating and lebbylng with officia~ 

dam to access state resources and abhft the balance of power between pour 

and hierarc}fical, technocratic and bureaucratic states. What this all 

that globalisation is not only a source of structural disempowernmat for mil]ioe~ 

o~ poor people in developing countries, but ~t also offers opportunities for creative 

financial, technical, cultural and social transactions and 

fessionals, activists, state officials, donors and hundreds of thousands ofhome[~ 

people and shack dwellers from Cape Town to Co2eutta and beyond.¯ But what k~nd 

of’deep democracy’ is emerging tln’ough tfiese global exchanges? 

Case study of Victotha Mxenge (VMx) Federation, Phillipi, (]ape Towaa 

2"he SAFIPF-PD partnership was formed in 1991 and comprises mnsily 

can members, d whom mo~e than 85 000 (85%) are women. It ~s part of the SDI 

network of affiliates ranging in size from a few hundred in Zambia to more than a : 

million-and-a-hal~ in India (SD1 2002: i). The stated objective’ of the SDI federa- 

tions is for members to assume ’ownership of problems and the 

local solutions that are participatory and inclusive [m~d] by doing so 

matically create new nodal points of governance, ~n which organised communitie~ 

of the urban poor assmne their right[ul place as development actors’ (SDI 2002i 

14). The SAHPF slogan: ’We do nor collect money, we collect 

the organisation’s concern with social capital, Drawing largely upon the Indian 

¯ experience over the past two decades, the SAHPF-PD partnership promotes 

savings as a ritual that produces high level.~ of participa6on and mutual interne-. 

finn between federatinn mouthers - these daily encounters are perceived to be the:. 

social glue that binds communities. In addition, through investing limited funds, 

members have a material stake in their organisation and its decision-making. Nut 

arty d~ daily savings encourage regular interaction but they also create a spase.(: ~ 

for the central participation of women in hfformal settlements and townships that 

tend to be dominated by patriarchal local structures. It is also meant to shift the :.::~ 

balance of power and expert knowledge from mehnocrnfic and h~erarchical state¯ 

structures to local, decentralised federations. Savings and loans ~dso e~mble fed- 

orations to develo, caoaeity to manage and control finance and to display this local 

competence to tht~ omt’sh’de world. Members learn housing design, construction and :::~ 

finance, layout design, brick making, toilet construction, crafts and a range Of 
other competencies including bookkeeping, census enumeration and information : .::~)~ 

.... o gathenng (for example, self-surveys), methods for xdennf:dng vacant land thr ugh 

physical mapping and visits to the deeds offices, and the development Of negOtia- 

tion skills in order to scene laud from the state. These activities are consciously 

framed as public performances of local competence and innovation. This has a 

number of purposes including posing a challenge to exasang class cultures and 

beliefs about where expertise lies. It is an expression of a politics of visibility and 

a public demonstration of ’autogovernmentality" or ’governance from below’ (see 

Appadttrai 2002b, my emphasis). 
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Hoa5zomal exchange is perhaps one of the most important of these rituals 

: because of its ability to foster direct learni~g expet%nces from peers as opposed to 

:: the usual expert-driven methods of formal training. These visits also facihtate the 
f ~ew transnafioaal solidarities and networks, as well as being a catalyst 

".’: ifn~ cross-cultural reflection and analysis by federation members. However, this 

:: chapter draws attention to the gap between the official ideulogy and ’praxiology’ 
f~le SDI and PD on the one side, and the everyday practices and local political 

: :cultures of one of the SAHPF affiliates, the Victoria Mxenge (VMx) Federation in 

¯ i pbjl!ipi, Cape Town. 
YMx is a low-income housing scheme situated on the outskh’ts of Cape Town. As 

~ women’s organisation that has been able to build significant numbers of houses, 

donor, NGO and state support, it has captured the imagination o~ 

:~.tourlsts, government officials, NGOs, academics, diplomats, palificlans and inter- 

. nations2 figures such as HSlary and Bill Clinton. VMx Housing Project comprises 

single and double-story brick houses with neat gardens. It can be described as a 

These VMx houses are noticeably 

r than the million tiny government subsidy houses built in South Africa’s 

black townships since 1994. What is partimdarly interesting about this project is 
than a decade its members have travelled to era’ions parts of Africa, 

Latin America to meet with housing and savings organisations. They are 

of the SDI network of slmn dweller organisafians based in 14 counn’ies 

and including such cities as Bombay, Calcutta, Hairabi, Bangkok, Karachi and 

~!i:: ..: Bogota, This global network seems to embody what is increasingly seen to be the 

~"-’~,’~ ,.. e~nergence of an international civil society of global citizens. 

}r’!’i:" :":" VMx comprises predominantly working-class black Afdcan women who belong 

to savings schemes that are affiliated to ~e SAHPF, a national organisation that 

i::;(~ works in partnership with the PD, a Cape To,m-based NGO comprising urban 

iiiiii~:.).::: planning professionals. SAHPF is a women’s orgardsaOon of the urban poor that 

~i:!,i::!:ii:": is involved in a wide range of activities including savings clubs, housing and land 

:~i~.:ii.ill. issues, lucerne-generation projects, community policing, AIDS intervention and 
L’-. .. so on. 

We are doing the daiIy savin~ not only to collect money but to collect the lives of tha people. 

~.:.!i.:,.i;i: "~: We do this so that they can know what ia happening next door, what is happening today mtd 

~ :.:i~!:~!. i: Capet .... To~m,°W’ how I canjuly 2002)help’ h .... 
e can iavol ..... h other daily. (Member of SAHPF. P/fiEipl, 

~. !:i:. The language ~f the Federation is saarrated with [social_ capital] imagery: ’W~ build h~nusez 

i’" :. : in order to build people’; ¢ive don’t collect money, we collect people’. That is all’ over the 

i7( :: show¯ (Joel Bolnick, Director and founder of People’s D~alogue, the NGO partner of SAHPF, 

~!:.~i:.: Obser~zatory, Gape Towrt, July 2002) 

.PD and SAHPF define their objectives and ideological commitments in similar 

i ;.!i terms to uthe~ SDI affiliates. While the SAHPF shares these objecti’ves and meth- 

odalogles, there are certain ~ocalised dimensions to SAI-1PF sav~ngs schemes and 

leadership styles. Before discussing these ~ocalised practices, Jt is worthwhile 
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drawing attention to the ideological orientation of PD, the NGO.supportng the 

SAHPE 

The PD manifesto presented at the launch of the 5AHPF on 21 March 199� 

presents a ’radical’ critique of the state and technocratic development, The higtdy 

polemical and poetic language of this PD docnmeut represents a ssident critique 

of what is perceived to he the inevltable rise of the post-apartheid technocratic 

state. Barely a month after the tumultuous ceiebrations el the ANC’s landslide 

victory in the first democratic elections of April I994, th~ PD message is one of 

profound s~epticisln and distrust ofthe intentions of the new political and bureau- 
cratic ehte, Tile anonymous autbor warns that ’now that the Great Cause has been 

won, the average men and women in this land wilt witness the gross spectacle of 

politicians and other elites [using] the Cause to further their own personal hunger 

for power ... The State will use an army of technecrat~ and planners, equipped 

with the Great Cause, to conn’N the social life of its subjects ... Their primary 

concern will be the circulation of things, and of human beings trapped in a w0rld 

of things: caius, trains, commodities, sewerage. Poor people have to try to tear these 

topdogical chains asunder.’ This anti-development language is suggestive of a 

radical alternative to ’development as usual’.. Whereas these days PD works in 

close partnership with the ANC govex~lnlent, the PD’s early lnanifesws represent a 

radical critique of state-led technocratic development reminiscent of recent post- 

development ctitiques (Escobar 1995; Sachs 1992).. 

A~though current PD discourse can be characterised as critical engagement 

w~th govenament and ’devdopment’, PD nonethelass remains critical of stme~ and 

private sector-driven low-income housing dNivery that faiIs to build poor peo- 

ple’s capacity. Beneficiaries of state subsidy housing are provided with a physical 

struct~e but not the means to survive under conditions of extreme poverty. As 

PD respondents noted, in many cases unemployed recipients of the government 

housing s~thsidies end up renting or selling their subsidy houses for extreraely 

low prices and moving back into informal settlements because the houses are too 

small and they cannot afford to extend using formal building materials, and/or they 

cannot afford to pay rates and servtce fees.is These product-driven housing dehv- 

cry schemes aiso tend to reproduce relaticn~ of dependency and passivity amongst 

development beneficiaries (’the poor’}: houses become ’projects’ and ’products’ 

rather than opportunities for long-term income generation and community build- 

ing. The PD response has been to concensate on direct, experiential learning 

and capacity-building rather than a narrow ~ocas on housing de~ivery. Although 

securing finance, land and housing remains central to PD’s approach, there has 

been a growing recognition of the need to return to SDt first principles, that is to 

build social capital by addressing a range or" other issues inNuding health, income 

generation, education, and youth development. 

A PD proposa( to begin a process of collecting statistics on ltIWAIDS prev- 

alence within the federatians revealed the influence of SDI theorising on the 

knowledge-power nexus, especially the role of censuses, statistics and sur~eys 

~3 In 21~)~ a gaver~ment housi~g subsidy consisted sf R4,3,000 for the top struet~’e only. In addition, ~n- 
efieim~es reeeir’ed land and a serviced site at ~o c~t :o them. 
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irt the reproduction of bureaucratic state power. Instead of resisting these forms of 

state power, the SDI affdlated federations sought to appropriate and recast these 
bareancratic practices and use them as leverage for accessing state resonrces~ 

for instance health case resources and AIDS treatment," Soil’-enumeration and 

ioformation gathering are also seen as crucial for engaging the State on more equal 

terms and holding it accountable to its citizens. These practices reflect a sophisti~ 

catad understanding of the political and bureaucratic machinations of the modern 

State. By appropriating these rituals of bureaucratic State power, the federations 

acquire Xeverage in their negotiations with d~e State to secure resources such as 

housing and health. 

Iu an anonymous PD document circulated to the S~uth African federations, 

the anthoris draw attention to the potentially emanclpatory logics of practices of 

enumeration, censuses and surveys traditionally associated with the state. What 

emerges is a sophisticated re-reading of Foueault. The document entitled, ’Some 

notes ~u enumeration’, questions certain Foucaultian critiques of governmentality 

that suggest that these state technologies inevitably buttress bureaucratic state 

power (Escobar, 1995), and are part of the repressive surveillance apparatus of the 

moderu state (Scott, 1998}. Whereas James Scott (ibid.) and Arturu Escobar (ibid.) 

portray these practices as bureaucratic forms of state domination and discipIin- 

ary power that render populations legible and susceptible to state processes of 

governmentullty, the SAHPF-PD ’rituals’ of self-enumeration are precisely abont 

rendering the federation members more legible to the State in order to lobby for 

access to state resources. People’s Dialogue intetlectuaIs and their SDI partners 

suggest that there is nothing inherent in such state practices that pro-determine 

the outcomes of their application. However, while these SDI intellectuals have 

fashioned sophisticated tons such as self-enumeration for empowering SAHPF 

members, there appears to be a widening gap between SDI’s official ideNagy and 

the ideas, desires, practices and commitments of the federation leadership and 

ordinary members. 

Mind the gap:global ideologies and local realities 

During inter~’iews with PD and SAHPF-VMx members it becarae clear that there 

was a vast chasm between SDI official ideology and the ideas and practices of VMx 

leaders and members from Phillipi, Cape Town. While PD endorsed SDI thinking 

that stressed the importance of horizontal relations of trust and non-hierarehal and 

decenu:alised political structu~e~ mrd practices within and between federations, 

by 2002 the SAHPF national leadership in Cape Tow~ had established highly 

eentralised decision-making structures. "fhis leademlrip was u~willlng to celia- 
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quish its control and authority over ’junior’ federations, resuking power cliques 

and patronage netwarks that allowed certain individuals to act as gatekeepers. 

A member of PD suggested that the VMx Federation leadership was as hierarchical, 

eeutralised, violent and intolerant of competition as the nee-traditional male 

leadership structures that emerged in many urban and rural informal settlements 

throughout South Mdea. He made the comparison between the eu~ent [edera- 

tlon leadershlp and the nee-traditional and patsia:~ehal leadership sa~ctures that 

emerged in Crossroads during the i980s (see Cole 1987; Robins 1998). In addi- 

tion to allegations of undemocratic practices sad centra~ised political leadership, 

some SAHPF members accused the leadership of financial mismanagement. This 

culminated in general disillusionment with savings schemes and large-scale with- 

drawal of federation members from participation in these schemes. As PD’s Cathy 

Glover put it, ’The federation has still been very successful in securing land in the 

city and initiating housing developments’ but once people get these resources they 

often see no reason for continuing to belong to savings schemes sad they tend to 

~thdruw from federation activKies. 

The national leadership style of the SAHPF, which was based at VMx (Phillipi) 

in the Western Cape. contradicted ~he liberal democratic and egalitarian visions 

efSDI and People’s Dialegue. However, it proved to be extremely difficult to alter 

these hierarclrieal political styles a~d power dynamics. This was especially the 

case at gae showpiece Victoria Mxenge Federation, which was regularly visited 

by dignitaries, donors and government o~eials. One s~rategy advocated by PD in 

order to decentre and dismantle these concentrations of power was to re~arIy 

reinvent the orgauisational stsucture of the federations, for example by means of 

rotational leadership and by resuscitating Iocal savings schemes and devolving 

decision-making powers to these schemes. According to Bolnick, it is necessary to 

constandy reinvent and restruct~e the organisation to prevent the ossification and 

consohdafion of local power nodes and community structures, As Bolnick explained 

in an inte~iew: ’On the one leval, since ~994 when the Federation was farmed, we 

have triggered a process where the Federation sa-uctu~es have changed four times: 

at ~mtional, regienal and local [levels]. It hss not been an easy role at all ... Every 

time cont~adicfions emerge inside the Federation, our response has been no* to 

change the leadership, but to change the structure and in that way to change the 

leadership ... So that is how the reinvention process happens.’ These initiatives, 

however, encountered fierce oppesition from a powerful SAHPF-VMx leadership 

that was determined to hold onto power and to resist attempts to decentraliss the 

decision-making sO’uctures. This contributed towards ongoing clashes between PD 

and the SAHPF-VMx leadership, cuinlinatng in the closing dow~a ~ PD in 2006 

and the breakaway from the SAttPF to foma a new organisafion, the Federation of 

the Urban Poor (FEDUP). Moreover, it seemed that the global exchanges merely 

setwed to reinforce the social power and prestige of the leadership at the expense 

of the rank-and-file members,ts It also contributed towards undenninhag the objec- 

tives of the SDI philosophy. Ted Banman, the Exeeufivs Director of PD’s Utshani 

~ ¥ou~ a~o complained that the YMx leadership, comprising a group of veteran ANt Wom~n’s Le.~ga~ 
member~, sidelined them and undermined any ~aitiative~ that V~x youth attempted ~ est ablisI~. 
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Fund reflected on these problems at Cape Town’s VMx Federation: 

in Cape Town ... the loc,d SAHPF ieaderslfip, based at the weil-k3w.m Victoria Mxenge 

development, constructed an elaborate structure of contre~ over ~es0utces, deoisi~n-making. 

and access to housing opportunities for ordinary SAHPF members all over the city, There is 

always an incentive for commm~ity leaders to position themselves as ’gatekeepers’, control- 

hug access m outside ~sou~ee~. One ~eason the SAKPF was f~nded w~ to c~het ~his phe- 

somenon by mob[being ordinary women savers to exercise their o~rn decision-maklng ~ather 

than rely on ’leaders" m act as champions on thei~ behalf. Over the yearg it became dear 

that some Cape To~ SAHPF leaders, who appea~ed to embrace this vision rhetorica~dy, ~n’ 

practice sought gatekeeper, power for themselves. They no isnger sought to mobi~ise ordinary 

women into savings groups, or help them to identify and act on their development ~ptions. 

fi~stead, they positizned themselves as ’champions’ of a passive mass of the poor, fighting on 

their behalf to ex~act ressuzces frem the NGO. In return for this ’de3¢ery’, these ’champions’ 

c~.d extr~t rewake: power and material he~efita ~ themsdves. Sometimes th~s fight could 

be very dkty. By being too fi~ee with subsidy prefinmace 1cans and other NGO rssomaea, 

therefore, we had sncsnscieasIy re~goreed the ~,ery conditions we sought to overcome. And 

as 1fag as Utshani ~’und continued to work tin.ugh these leaders, we reinforced their posit~on 

~nd thereby undermined oo~ own development vision and r~ssion. T}fis was the antithesis d 

o~ wisYon and mission. (Bauman 2S06) 

There were numerous other divergences between the desires, agendas and objec- 

fives of the NGO and its CB0 partner. For instance, the PD, like the SDI and 

its Indian aff~iates, believed that tong-term processes of creating and scaling-up 

of social capital and canmlmfity building was more important than either rights- 

based approaches or product-driven concerns such as housing construction. 

However, this developmental vision was not always shared by SAHPF members, 

many of whom disappeared once they received the object of their desire - the sub- 

sidy house. Consequently, unlike their counterparts in India, many South Mrican 

federation members did not buy into dai~y savings and other federation rituals and 

modes of building social capital. 

One oft, he possible reasons for thls difference between South African and Indian 

federudons is that the latter seem to recruit the poorest of the poor whereas the 

SAHPF’s working-class members are genera~y relatively well-off, when compared 

to their Indian counterparts. Many of these SAHPF members envisage parfieipa- 

tion in SAHPF as a way of neh~orking with i’qGOs and state o~cials in order to 

access state and donor resources such as a forma[ brick house. They also sought 

technical know~edge and professional and leadership skills that would equip them 

in their cp~est for upward socio-economic mob~llty. Unlike the pent-colonial situa- 

tion of their ~ndian counterparts, social ~ransfornaatlon programrnes and affirmative 

action policies In post~apastheld South Africa have indeed created oppor~nities 

for skilled black women in the bus~ness, NGO and the public sectors. Member- 

ship of organisatlons such as PD and SAHPF became a conduit tow~ds such 

resources and upward soelal mohilit-y. The motivations for belonging t~ a federa- 

tion in Bombay and Cape Town were clearly very different. This explains why 

savings rituals and other SDI practices that work wet/amongst the urban poor and 

structttrally mlemployed in Bombay failed to take off in Cape Town, a relatively 

wealthy city with a small population. 
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Another key area of difference relates to the paliticaI culture of the South Mri- 

can Federations. While these organisations w~re meant to be non-party political, 

a number of the leadership figures were seasoned ANC Women’s League veterans 

who were deeply enmeshed in local, regional and national ANC networks. Further, 

whereas PD believed in crltlca2 engagement with the government, many of the ArC- 

aligned SAHPF leadership were less inclined to crhiclse the ANC goverument and 

leadership. Instead, a number of SAHPF leaders were prepared to allow federation 

networks tobe used as ANC political resources, in addition, unlike their Iedian 

,vernment patronage politics and technocratic state development visions rather 

:than striving towards becoming more self-sufficient ttmough [nag-term investment 

n building social and financial eapltal (through daily savings, for example). These 
’expectations of modernity’ (Ferguson, 1999) could perhaps also explain wiry local 

patronage and centralJsed leadership practices emerged at VMx. 

as a powerful patronage machine that could be accessed thrangi~ party political i    ~iii~i:i: 4 Although the VMx Federation, with the assistance of NGO professionals in PD, 

contacts and channels. This perception of a powerful state was reinforced by the .: ~i"~ ii!i;1:..¢:..::: managed successfully to access state housing subsidies, it failed to produce the 

reality of the R16,500 state housing subsidies. The state was not only perceived ..: ::.if~ 51i~:! i kinds of horizontal networks and forms of social capital and democratic practice 

to he a powerful provider of material resources, but also a repository of tec[rmieal :::.if~ ~i~2! .:.. ~nvJsaged by the SDI and PD leade~hip. Whereas not a!l federation members saw 

expertise and know-how. This SAIi-PF perception of the power of the technocratic". ’iii~ :~::!i/,i".: themselves as belonging to a rights-based social movement, the SAHPF drew on 

state was ve~ different to the anti-teehnicist anti-hlerarehicat anti-~ro;ec, o~J ¯ .:~;:~ :i-: ..:i:: mass mobiLisation to leverage goverranent into converting it~ rhetoric on ’the right 
...    -s ~. .. ,~ ...... ; ...... ’_, cn~ ? _,~ ~’~ .~i~% :,i~?)~ ! :. m housing’ rote reality. Hmvever when it came to the SDI’s vision about ’deep 

mm-nureaucraue perspeeave m z~ ann o~+. whereas ru anu ~u~ prouueea : .:~ [:~:;;. :. , , :~ , . J + ~* , + , o ..... ,. ¯ .... r" ......... oem0cracy mere was a gtanng gap uerczeen col rnetone ann ~artrt reanUes 
eloquent anti-technocratic tracts that challenged the expert/client relationship it..;.;i:51{{i i":?-.!))::;,:    .... ’ .............. " 

n    .t. L-J- -t_’           ~ ?. "~?~. .’!~Z’::: In aunlhon, whereas tt~e ~Lrl souglat to create terms el social capital through say- 

rags m many cases federatmn members jumped sh~p once they got flmlr houses always as eomn~tted to this anti-technocratic post-development agenda ~ 

~, ................. " - : ,:::~:~? #:,:! :.: Contrary to the democratic ethos of SDI federation leaders at V)/Ix became ~ower 

..... lobs! ideolo ’ and the eve " "iti "’ " f ~ t" ~ ; ,: :,~.I-’L~ i~?;~:.i:: brokers and gatekeepers in order to accumulate personal resources and power 

rienced, and that net all federation members embraced the SDI development. ".j:~ ~:ii!i~ The chapter has argued that these developments can be exptanred by takmg 

paradigm.    This was         partleularly evident wlien federation members withdrew from                                             . "~’~’~ -’,:;~:::: ~ ~:" : into account the specific political and econmnic context Mthin which social move- 
~ .~ ¯ c , ’ ¯ t. ........ t. ...... ~,:__ ~ ,~. .......... ,: i:i~ ~2:x:~:.’-: monte such as the South African federations operate Whereas in India federations 

- - - ~- - - r ..    . . " .::¢~-= ~:: :: appear to have a good record when it comes to mutua! coot)oration and savinzs, of their nooses, these competing unoerstan~mgs ot ~evetopment pem~eaten many .: ~’.~ ~::. : 
~ ~ .... ,~ ,~ ................. /::£4~ :~/’,::.:: South African federations such as VNx are notorious for the high leveIs of mlsap- 

.it’..~,-1 newsletters advocated 1-n~ t ........ it., !.,,ildin2 who,.o.~ ~ho ~a~P~" ::.:~:~ ~:~!:).v,: pmprlation of fnnds distrust and intense conflict. These differences have a lot to 

do ~nth the high stakes revolved m the South African development game as well as members and [eadership tended to stress housing delivery. This focus on heusinz :;(i~’.~ ::.:-~() , 

hffrastruct~_r .... ohen at the exp ..... f less tangible outcmnes such as seelai " i!~!~ @:!?::::: a ,p.artmularly rap ..... s and md,,~da~stm made-m-Sa In’and of.neoIibera.l ~a.pi- 
tahsm Many SAHPF leaders and rank and file members reeogmsed that jmnmg capita! democratic and accountable governance and social fabric develop~nents i ::?14~ .<i :...       ’                             - - 

such ~£ recreational spaces and c~ches        ’     .                         ::. ~’~.dL. ; ": " VMx could be a ticket to a state housing subsidy as wel! as financial loans. Since 

Despite these deviations from the SDI’s objectives and methodo!ogies, the 

VNx Federation had successes in attracting international media attention, ..."~)$ 

donors and visiting dignitaries such as Hillary Cl~tan. This gap between SDUPD 

official ideology and the everyday practices of SAHPF members may lie in the very .: 

different historical experiences of the South Mricm~s and their Indian counter- ’.:’).~z 

parts. Whereas the Indian organisatlorm, for instance the Nationa! Slum Dwellers 

Federation (NSDF), have been around since the mid-1970s, the SAHPF-PD ".~9;.’~ 
::.)::.~!:~ 

partnersbXp was only estahhshed m the early 1990s. In add~tmn, wh~le the Indam’~ . :~N. 

have had five decades to come to terms with the ~imits o~ liberation and state- 

driven development, file South African federations are relative newcomers to 

democracy, and have far more faith in the capacity of the modern development state 

to addres s poverty. This faith is not entirety misplac ed as the South African state does 

indeed have the capacity to hand out large development resources, for example 

the housing subsidies. As a result, many of the SAHPF members bought into 

:i!)ii::.. Indian federations do not have access to such sizeable resources there is more of 

an imperative to develop the kinds of socia! capital - wealth in people - that SDI. 

ii i:iI where black ...... mie empowerment (BEE) mi]]ionai ..... em to emerge eyesight. 

)’i];i..:? and where extraordinary wealth is visible ever1~vhere. Desire to access these state 

iiii:(::! 
resources and sources of instant wealtit appear to undermine attempts by social 

!~..). i::: movemeuts to build long-term social capital tt is within this context that housing 

~:!;!::.:: : aetivists have sought to embed the SDI philosophy of social capital formation. 

)?:~i!::?. This chapter also investigated what SDI’s official ideology and everyday prac- 

~i:.i..i :; tices (rituals such a~ ’daily savings’, "horizontal exchange’ and ’self-emunerafion’) 
actually meant to rank-and-file SAI-IPF membem from Cape Town’s Victoria 

Mxenge Housing Scheme. This study suggests that the forms of social capital 

and horizantaI networks developed through these SDI at~d PD rituals contributed 

towards solidarities and collective action at local, reginald, national and global 
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levels. However, despite SDI and PD’s comra~tments towards deepenini 

not all VMx Federation members in Cape Totem shared this long-term vision o 

building ’deep democracy’. For some federation members the attainment of ’the 

product’ {land or the house) led to decisions to bail out o~"canamunity’. In addition; 

the Victoria Mxenge case study showed that soma SAHPF leadership figures used 

their global connections, ANC networks and forms of social capital to strengthen 

their positions as gatekeepers and powerbrokers. PD workers had to try to reconcile 

these gaps and contradictions between the SDI’s official ideo]og2. 

realities and cultures of politics at Phillipl and other townships in South 

These findings question an uncritical celebration of the SDI’s brand of graas[ 

roots globalisafion. Instead, [t would appear that the SDI’s experiments 

democracy’ have to be situated within specific localities, historical, moments and 

politipa[ trajectories. For instance, the Indian and South Afi’ican experiences 

very different. ’Deep democracy’, whether in Africa or Asia, remains an un_,-cmished: 

and ongoing project¯ characterised by setbacks and defeats as well as victeries 

and progress. The successes of the SAHPF in establishing conununities such 

Victoria Mxenge, for example, ~uggest ~hat some of these housing 

indeed Capable of adth’easing the shortcomings and deficits of the 

and liberal individualist conceptions of the citizen as an autanonaous a 

same time, the adoption and recon:figuratioa of ~ese SDI democratic inn,various 

in Phillipi produced undemocratic outcomes that required eonstar~t NGO iater-’..:~ 

venfion, including the reinvention of leadership structures as a means of rotating. 

leadership. There was, however, oonstam tension between the local impetus t9 

consolidate the VMx leaderstfip, and calls from individuals within PD to rotate 

leadership. These conflicts culminated in the PD’s director eventually movi~t 

another progranmae in the SAHPF, mad a key VMx leader being co-opted 

This did act resolve the problems and PD was eventually shut doyen.         ¯ . 
It may well be that the urban and rural poor in South Africa, firing as they i;~i~ 

do under the hm’sh, uncertain and vulnerable condhions of nee-liberal eapital2 

ism, are obliged to try out all sorts of alternatives including liberal rights 

stress individualism and communitafian commitments that valofise intersubjecfiv2 

hy and interconnectedness (Werbner 2002). Survival under such conditions 

also require forms of collective belonging and solidarity that at times appear tO 

be undemocratic and contradict liberal indlvidua[ist conceptions of citizenship;. 
rights, duties and responsibilities. 

Sanitised and romantic versions of ’deep democracy’, ’glubal citizenship’ and 

the ’vartuous poor’ are hkely to obscm:e these contradlctmns and gaps hetweeu: 

rhetoric and realities. They are a~so likely to ignore the 

iments in ’g~assroots globalisation’ whether in hadia or South Africa. 

writings of Appaduxal, for example, create the impression that SDI rituals such 

as daily savings and horizontal exchange embody deeply felt commitments to cot2 

lective suzvival aud solidarity mnongst the railhons of urban poor in Indian cities 

such as Mumbal (Bombay). Although the indian sMe of the SDI story is no doubt 

considerably more complex and uneven, it does seem to provide a stark contrast 

the hierarchical, centmlised and anthofitaxian political cu!l:m’es of Phillipi, Cap~ 
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Town- Notwithstanding the democratic deficits documented in the VMx ease, PD 

and SAHPF were nonetheless highIy successful in mebilising rights to state resent- 

by leveraging access to housing subsidies and securing donor funding that 

~a~ced the bu[Idir~g of thousands of houses in Phi~[ipi, and elsewhere in South 

Africa, Mobilising rights and social and ecanoraic resources under conditions of 

¯ ~sxtreme poverty and m~zginahsation can indeed tm’n out to generate the kinds of 

ions mad cantradictions that emerged at the Victoria Mxenge Federation. 
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AIDS, Science & the Making of a Social Movement 

AIDS Activism & Biomedical Citizenship 

in South Africa 

Introduetio~t1 

It was not AIDS that was ld~ng cur !oved ones, the deminant analysis went. it was witched’aft. 

Fingers were po~nted at suspected neighl~eurs. 

{’rhokozaul Mt~hali, Sumts~’ 77rues, 28 April 2002) 

The biggest challenge for doetor~ ia rural ICON is getting H]V-positive women to ask for treat- 

ment: A bkt~r pill to swallow. 
(Mai~ & Guardian, 23 August 2002) 

Tkis monograph discusses tlm vexed questlo~ ol" HIWAIDS .. It also accepts that dee I-llg/ 

AIDS thesis [is] informed by" deeply entrenched and centuries-old white racist beliefs and 

concepts hi’out Mric~ms and black people ... In our o~n e~unL% the nnstated assun~pti~n 

al~out e~ery~hing to d~ vdth HIWAIDS is that. as a so-called ’pandemic’, I’IW/AIDS is exclu- 

sively a problem mm~2fested araong the Aft:lean people. 

(Castro Hlongwane, Maxcb 2002) 

Mrican ct~.dren’s faces have been paraded ~n the media in the name of givlcg a face to AIDS. 

! agree the disease must he given a lace - but it should be human, not M:rlcan ... Parad- 

ing African children in the media adds to ~e stigma already suffered, by those i~ffec~ed and 

affected by HIV/A1DS. 

(Phumzili Simetela, Mail & Guardian, 6 December 2002) 

This chapter focuses on how South .African AIDS activists and government inter- 

preted and responded to the AIDS pandemic. In South Mr~ea responses to HIW 

AIDS have included forms of activism that, like the transnational housing activ- 

ism case study in Chapter 4, could best be described as "glabalisatian h’om.below’ 

This chapter benefited h~ the generous cerements and eon~ha~5ons of a number of people ~peoiaIly 
Sarah ltolagna, Nath~ Geffen, 5m $coones, Melissa Leach, Tobias ttesht, Kees cart der Wahl, Lyla 
M~tha, Chiis Calvin, and Za&de Achmat and eomatlesa TAG activists who have been the ~piratio~ for 
this research project. I would a!~o like to thank ,Iobn Caveats and numerou~ 6t~er parfidpant s in lh~j~int 

School of t?_~vermnent, Uniwrsity of ~e Western Cape a~xd Institute l’or Development Studies, Slls~x 
University t~mjeet onCit2zer~hip, Participation and A ..... tabiliw. I would ~o like ~o thank J~nathan 
SEep’ire foraIlowio       "agusto     use his fantastically insightful HtV/MDS ear:~ons. Realty, I would like m 
thank Lauren Muller for consistem ~upport and encouragement+ 
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(Appadarai 2001), The Treatment Action Campaign (TAC), the major AIDS activ- 

ist organlsatian in South Africa, was founded by Zackie Achma~ in 1998, and in 

2001 TAC and Mddecins sans FrontiOres (MSF - Doctors Without Bordem) estab- 

lished South Africa’s first and largest anti-retroviral (ARV) tzeatmant programme at 

I~tayelltsha, Cape Town, At the time the South Africa~t Government was resalutely 

against providing ARVs in the aational, public health system. TAG and MSF drew 

on rights to heakh care and mainstream AIDS science in a prolonged hattie for 

access to cheap generic drugs. In respunse, President Mbeki aJad AIDS dissident 

supporters &ew on arguments about ’Big Pharma’ conspiracy theories in which 

TAG was portrayed as a front for profiteering pharmaceutical companies that were 

using Africans as guinea pigs to experiment with their ioxic and lethal medicines. 

Underlying President Mbeki’s position was a belief that AIDS activists and scien- 

tists were eomplicit in a racist assault on the dignity of Africans, an onslaugbt that 

portrayed African (male) sexualities as dysfunctional and dangerous. The media 

responded by portraying TAC and President Mbeki as occupying diametrically 

opposed positions in a raging battle between scientific tntth and irrationality. 

In their straggles for AIDS treatment, TAC and MSF responded to the p~demic 

in ways that drew on mainstream AIDS science and biomedicine, but they also we~t 

wetI beyond conventional biomedical approaches. These extra-medical activities 

included grassroots nmbil~sation in South Africa’s townships, l~tigafon against the 

global pharmaceutical ~ndustry and the South African Government, and the estab- 

hshment of treatment support groups and campaigns that involved translating and 

mediating biomedical and rights discourse. In the course of these diverse activities 

TAC and MSF’s approach corffronted ’dissident’ and ’denialist’ views that persis- 

tently questioned mainstream AIDS science and treatment technoIog~es. 

This case study shows how AIDS activists, together with a global community 

of scientists, health professionals and journalists, drew on argumems about rights 

and responsibilities and maral and scientific truth in their responses to what they 

alaimed was President Mbeki’s AIDS deniM. The denialist argument was framed 

by collectivist and historically embedded ~nterpretations of race and identity that 

were a product of South Africa’s colonial and apartheid past. It will be argued that 

whereas President Mbeki drew on a nationalist and commuuitarian response to this 

histotcal legacy, TAC emerged from an NGO~soeial movement partnership that 

deployed global discourses of science, medicine, liberal rights and social justice 

together with grassro0ts mobilisatiom This globally connected popular struggle for 

cheaper anti-retroviral (ARV) generic drugs, and for free access to anti-retroviral 

drugs in the public health system, was in some respects similar ~o the housing 

activists’ strategies of ’grassroots globalisation’ that were discussed in Chapter 4. 

Like the SDI, PD and SAHPF activists in the preceding chapter, the MSF-TAC 

alliance forged an NGO-social movement partnership ~at also had to negotiate 

camplex and contradictory political processes at local, natiorml and global levels. 

These global-local straggles for t,2eatment generated new forms of biological 

and therapeutic citize~hip, gendered identities and political subjecti’dties. In the 

course of their campaigns, TAC and MSF also bad ~o find ways of dealing with the 

complex ways in which assumptions about bodily autonomy tmually associated with 
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liber~ ’rights ~k’ and biomedicine co~ded ~& pa~ch~ c~turM ide~ ~d :. Bythe e~d of 2003, the controve~y conee~ngthe MRC Repo~, dissident science 
practices that prevented m~y women, including ~nany of their own members, from ¯ ~d AIDS statistics seemed to be something of die past.~ President ~ibe~ was also 
accessing biome~c~ technolooes ~d ~nte~enfions (for exmnple, condoms, ~ ~j-::: no longer publicly supposing the AIDS dissidents, and his Cginet had commhted 

testing and ~eatment). The glob~ blomedle~ p~i~ ~at unde~t~ed TACg            ~12 billion to a natian~ ant~-re~ovir~ ~erapy (ART) pro~amme. However, in 

~ea~ent literacy ~d ~sroom mobi!~sation c~p~g~ ~so had to ~ess ’locM’ . ’~’;~ " . . Feb~ 2004 the stats w~ were ag~x in ~e newspaper headlines with Presi- 

cd~ ~de~t~dings of~sfo~une and illnass, including boilers ~out ~e occ~t .:          dent Mheki claiming ~at it was necess~ to est~liab a commission to investigate 

In other words, while TAC adopted glohally connected blomedlca~ and r~ghts-based 

approaches to fight the pandemic, they also had to grapple with locally embedded 

social and cultural obstacles to treatment access. These activist interventions strad- 

dled the contradiclions and cDmplexit~es of local, national and global discourses. 

Science became a key site of contestation, with AIDS statistics becoming a panicu- ) 

larly volatile site for speaking about AIDS, race, colonialism and apartheid. 

The eolour of science in a global age: AIDS, 

race & (neo)eolonlallsm 

AIDS statistics in South Mriea have unleashed an exl:raordinary amount ofpolit~ca~ :::;i~ 

heat, controversy and contestafion, with ~e govermnent persistendy questioning 

the re~iability of such figures and projections (See Zapiro cartoon p. xv). Matters ~.:~ 

came to a head in 2001 with the ’leak’ to the press of a Medical Research Council 

(~RC) report which estimated that ’AIDS accounted for about 25% of all death~ .:i: ::~! 

in the year 2000 and has become the single biggest cause of death’. The govern: ’~ 

ment’s initial response to the MRC report was to challenge its findings by claiming 

1bat violent death, not AIDS, was the single biggest cause of death. This triggered 

a major controyersy that raged in the media, culminating in the government°s con- 

certcd efforts to delay the release o~ the MRC report, while applying considerable i::.!i~ 
pressure un the MRC Board chair to institute a forensic enquiry to uncover the 

source of the press leak. 

The MRC President, Dr Malegapuru Makgoba, was also subjected to pressure 

to withdraw the report, with government spokespersans claiming that its findings 

were "alarmist’ and ’~_aecurate" (See Zapiro canaan p. xiv). In response, he stated 

in 2002 in MRC News that the tong-term effects of pohticalinterference threatened 

’the whole national system o~r im~ovafion in general’, while posing ’the 

threat to the MRC and health research in particularV Makgoba also reminded 
his readers of the dangers of the ’Sovietisatian of science’ and drnw a~ention to:.~ 

Stalin’s direct role in ensuring that Lysenko’s v~ews 

the early decades of the l~ventieth centm?. In what appeared to be a direct refer=i: 

once to the political interference of President Mbek~ and 

scientific research in South Africa, Dr Makg~ba noted: 

I~t us aloe remember wl~at col].usion beiween s~ientlsts and the State d~d for t]~e Nazi.. 

apartheid South Africa. Finally, let us a~o ~emember what hal~pened to scmnca m pst- 

colonial Africa - it has bean decimated by uninformed and foolish pol~t~cal 

choices. Mfican polltical leaderslfip should be ashamed of itself in this regard. 

~ MRG New~, 2{3C,2, p. 6. 

:. wb~ther official AIDS mortality figures were accurate or not. Meanwldle, his minis- 

ter of hea.lth, Monte Tababalala-Msimang, continued claiming in press statements 
and at conferences that African traditional medicine and a diet of At’rican potatoes, 

garlic, bcetreot and 0hoe were viable alternatives to At~Vs, which the president 

and some senior government officials had earlier claimed were dangerous, t~xlc, 
ineffective, too costly ned inappropriate for Third World contexts. 

One of the possible interpretations of this response hvm government was that 

~he statistics were perceived to imply that the government was not managing ~e 

pandemic effectlvely, the situation was out of control, and this c0uId have negative 

~mpacts in terms of much needed overseas investment. Other possible reasons for 

this change include discomfort with the findings amongst certain sectors of govern- 

ment and the ruling ANC party who believed that the report reinforced media and 

rural areas of the former black ’homelands’ of KwaZala-Natal and floe Eastern Cape 

provinces. This racial and geograpkica] proffii=g of/kIDS, it would appear, shaped 

both state and citizen resp ...... The questions of race and identity, I argue, lie at 

the heait of responses to the AIDS pandemic and to AIDS sci ..... The rncialised 
character of these responses was not, however, confined to President Mbeki’s inner 

circle. It has been far nmro widespread. 

I= December 2002, the Human Science Research Council (HSRC) released a 

tribution of AIDS. A lasge-scMe household SLU~ey was conducted to determine the 

locations. In an aFticle entitled ’AIDS Sur~ey Shatters Stereotypes’, the Mail and 

Guardian reported that ’KwaZulu-Natal has shaken off the tag of having the high- 

est HIV-prevalence rate [and] the Western Cape~ gets a wake-up call because its 

HIV prevalence rate of 10.7% ~s higher than the 8.6% revealed by [MRC] ante- 

natal survey.’ The article also noted ’a surprising finding is that the Eastern Cape 

has the lowest prevalence rate (6.6%).’ In contrast to studies that indicated that 

AIDS prevalence was highest among poor, rural, uneducated black people of the 

Th~ South A.fri~an writer andn~um~at, Rian Malaa, attempted to reopen the ~ta~stics daba~ by ques- 
tioning the accuracy of o~]eia~ stall,tics on AIDS deaths. He claimed ;Lhat ~hese 
o’~ras’firnat ad m~d that exisl~g st a~J~ffcal m~:lel~ we.r~ f~nda~nmll]rtlawedo 

November 20~1; Nas~gek, December 2003; The Sp~c£a~r, 13-20 D~ce~=ber 2003; ’Can w~ Ta’ust Aids 
Statistics?’, Sunday 7~m~s, I9 October 2001}. Re~po=ses to Melon included letters from Prof. Ed Ryhicki, 
Dep~e=t of Molecular and Cell Biology, 
and Nathan Geffen, TAC ~aficnal Manage, ’Rian Malan Spread~ Coaf~si~a about AIDS S~affsfics’, hath 
in Sunday Times, 2: ~ovember 2003. 

T~s Idslofieany white and Co!cured pro~nnce w~ a~Lmmd to he dm lasst ~h~r’~e to AIDS pr~cr t~ ~e 
H$t~C findings. 
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former homelands, the HSRC study found that highly mobile urban people in the 

inf’ormal settlements and townships, as well as the mlddlc classes in the suburbs,. 

were most certainIy at risk? 

Notwithstanding this ch~dlet~ge to AIDS stereotypes and prejudices, the "cold 

facts’ of AIDS statistics are likely to continue to produce competing interpreta. 

tinny, including those that construct AIDS as a ’black disease’? It is therefore quite 

conceivable that African nationalists such as President ~rfbeki interpreted these .. 

statistics as evidence of a long colonial and apartheid legacy of scientific racism. 

In ether words, they were read through the cutout-coded lens of colonial histories 

of discrimination and dispossession. For 5qbekl and his dissident supporters, such 

findings were not the product of neutru~, ratietml and universal scientific enquiry 

but were understood as the products o~" historically constructed and political|; 

driven processes embedded in spech% histories of colonlalism, apartheid and 

capitalism. He more or less stated this in a speech at the University of Fort Hare 

in October 2001. Having referred to medical schools as racist institmions where 

black people were "reminded of their role as germ carriers’, he added, 

tbua does it happen that othe~s who c~nsider themselve~ our lead~r~ take to fl~e streets c~r- 
r~ing theh" placards, tc demand that because we are gemt carriers, and human beir~gs of a 
lower order that cannot subject i~ [sgc] p~ssions to mason, we mu~t perforce adopt strange 
opi’aions, to save a depraved ~nd diseased people from pershing fTsm self-inflicted disease 
... Convinced that we sze but natural-b~m,promiscuous carriers of gems, unique in the 
world, they proclaim that ou~ cominent is doomed to an inevitable moasl end because cf oar 

unconquerable devotion to the sin of inst.7 

In South Af~ca, the higMy palificised dissident debate, ’stats wars’ and the. 

numerous cult~al obstacles encountered When implementing AIDS prevention 

programmes have forced scientists, NG0s, AIDS activists mtd government to 

acknowledge and respond to local and lay interpretations of AIDS that ch~dlenge 

the scientific truth claims of global biomedicine. These include the blaming of 

AIDS ~n witchcraft, as well as a variety of AIDS conspiracies: whites who ~ant 

to contain black population growth; white doctors who inject patients with AIDS 

when~d~ey go for tests; the CIA and pha.nnaceutical companies who want to create 

markets for d~ugs in Africa; the use of Africans as guinea pigs for scientific e×peri- 

merits with AIDS drags; beliefs that sex with vh’gins, including infants, can cure 

AIDS; m~d beliefs that anti-retrevirsls are dangerously toxic. But perhaps the most 

daunting problem for AIDS activists and health professionals was the president’s 

initialflirt~tion with AIDS dissident theories and the implicatimts this had in terms 

of attempts to establish -MDS treatment prugrammes. The President’s position, 

£ong with a plethora o~ popularly held ’AIDS myths’ and the stigma and shame 
associated with AIDS, contributed towards defensive responses and AIDS denial 

amongst both the general population as weld as within the president’s ~nner c~rele 

of pollcymakers and politicians. What are the implicagons of all this for contem- 
porary debates on the ~ole ef NGOs and social movements in mediating science 

and citizenship in a globalising world? 

.i:! ~~ ~-:~!i::(.:::i:i:::: (.:i Mediating science: ,he role of NGOs and social movements 

’:::~;i~:...:..:::: :. biomedicine, especially in the Third World. Given the relative weakness of 

. :ill! ~"iiii:.: can states and the extremely thin spread of scientific k~owledge and ingtituti 

...:~ i!ii!:~!i what can ’citizen science’, popuIar epidemiotogy, ethnoscienee artd indigenous 

i!:i:. : knowledge do to deal with a lethal pandemic such as AIDS? Or would state leghi- 

~ii!ii:i;::i: misafion of those public knmdedges not i’urther undermine already weak scientific 

¯ [~ ::.!: .’i: institutions and biomedical knowledge regimes? What does ’citizen science’ mean 

i::i:, is . ~a contexts where conte~tation between the public’s and experts’ forum of knowl- 

:.::!!~ ~:[i ’. edge and science tl~reatens to undermine biomedical scientific authority and AIDS 
........~!~ interve3tmns that could potentially save lives? What about contexts where con- 

testatian ever AIDS science becomes highly pohticised because governments are 

distrustful of the autonmny of the scientLfic establishment, or whore indigenous 

e and local solutions are reified as part of cahura[ nationalist ideologies 

and programmes? What about situations where people’s own knowledge and prac- 

tices result in AIDS deniM, violence and oppression - as when, for instance, the 

South African AIDS counsellor Gugu D|anfini revealed her HIV-posit[ve status to 

..~ii~~::::::=:: .= ..... ~ral ~in~gcrs, ,,he responded by killing her for bringing shame and disease to her 
.... .! commmtity? 

i ~’iii{iill~-~- ~i 
This case study explores notionssuch as the ’democratisafion of science’ for 

NGOs and sscial movements located within the epicentre of the worst public health 

!:!i’i:’~ i!i: hazard in Africa’s history. It fo ....... the opportunities and .... traints that exist 

. .!i id~.j :...:: for NGOs and social movements to create favourable conditions for mediation and 

gotiation betw .... arious experts and publics, given this state of emergency 

" =.~"~ :ii’i!.i" (see Leach st al. 2005). The AIDS pandemic raises psztieularly diffictth questions 
coucenaing the role of these actors in facilitating deliberative and h~clusienary 

processes in scientific domains: Who is to be invited into what ford? What do these 

deliberative processes mean in contexts where scientific authority is distrusted 

bath by powerful individuals within the state, and by large sections of the public? 

By focusing on the responses and sa’ategies ef governntent, AIDS actbgsts and 

civi~ society organisations such as TAC, it is possible to begin to address someof 

these questions. This case study investigates TAC’s creative engagement with a 

global community of experts - scientists, lawyers, doctors, NGOs and so on - as 

--_ _ ’ " _l~- _ " _ - II    -.-      ! .... - -. - -. 
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welI as its grassroots constituencies, and examines the opportunities and limits 

that framed TAC’s interactinns within these global-local spaces. 

The ’AIDS dissident debate’ in South Africa is not merely academic. For exam- 

ple, certain Fay knowledges and alternative, fringe, scientific perspectives (AIDs 

dissident science) lmve translated intu support for MDS myths and conspiracy 

theories that have, according to AIDS activists and health professiormls, had a 

devastating impact on public health interventions, directly oontributing to the ]0ss 

of tens of thousands of lives. Some AIDS activists blamed dissidents and AIDS 

denialists wititin government for failing to provide ARV treatmefit, and thereby 

contributing towards 600 AIDS deaths each day. Dr Costa Gasi of the Pan Mri- 

canist Congress (PAC) went as far as claiming that this shortcoming constituted 

a crime against humanity and complici*y in genocide. The self-identified FI/V. 

positive Justice Edwiu Cameron, of the Supreme Court of Appeal, ultimately saw 

doe triumph of apartheid thinking in the deniers: 

We have a crisis of AIDS in our couhtry. On tim one hand that crisis is one of i~Ineas and 
suffofing and dying - dying on a larger scale and in conspicuously different pattenm from 
before; on a scale gloha?dy that dwarfs any disease or epidemic dm worId has knovm for rntro 
than six centuries. On the other hand lbat crisis Js one d’ leadership mM management ... 

The most fundamaontal orlsis in the MDS epid~naic is our nation’s struggle to identify 
coati’out and act ot~ the truth a£out AIDS, .oo The denial of MDS represems the ultimate rdlc 

of apa~heid’s racially imposed oonsciouaness, and the deniers achieve the ultimate victory 
of the apartl~¢id raindset.* 

While the dissident debate raged o~, TAC activists, health professionals and the 

trade unions took to the streets and the courts in the struggle for AIDS treatment 

based an citizens’ constitutionally-enshrined rights to health care. Zapiro? the 

best known of South Africa’s political cartoonists, graphic@ captured this by 

depicting the president as playing the dissident fiddle while Rome was burning 

(See Zapire cartoon p. xv). In the face of relentless criticism of the President’s 

pro-dissident stance~ his spokespersans and supporters argued against the guild- 

like exclusivism of the scientific community and insisted upon the democrati~ 

riga~lt of the President to participate in debates on AIDS science. AIDS activists 

and health professionals made the counter-argument that the President’s rde in 

the debate was undermining public health institutions aa~d the scientffie authority 

and autonomy of experts, scientists and health professionals. While this case of 

high-level political interference in the scientific arena may appear extreme and 

exceptional, it nonetheless &aws attention to more general questions relating to 

science, medicine, politics and citizenship in an age of globalisation. 

Nationalist solidarities versus cosmopolitan science 

AIDS is a global disease that has devastated communities strag~ing under *he 

burdens of poverty, inequality, economic crisis and war (Shoepf 2001). AIDS is 
s Tki5 quote i~ from Judge Edison Careered* speech ddi,~ered at the h~a~ch o[ photographer Gideon Mendel’s 

book, A Brol~ Lar_daca.o~, at th~ South Afrieat~ Nadunal Gallery, Cape Town. Saturday 13 April 2002. 

~ Zapiro’s ~al name is Jonatha~ Shapiro. 
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i . also ’an epidemic of signification’ (Treichler 1999) and responses to it have been 

~arelentingly moralising and stigmatising. In Africa, this ’geography of blame’ 

has contributed towards racist representations of African sexuali~ 

ties as diseased, dangerous, promiscuous and uncontrollable. This in turn has 
triggered defensive (nationalist) reactions that draw on dissident AIDS science, 

conspiracy theories and AIDS denial among African politicians, officials, intel- 

lectuals and joutxlalists. 

Representational polities have plagued AIDS debates and interventions in 

South Africa. These issues have had a profound impact upon the ways in which 

civil society and the state responded to the pandemic. Virtually every aspect of the 

pandemic - from AIDS statiatfcs, to theories about the causal link between HIV 

)":.: and AIDS, to studies on AIDS drug therapy - led to contestation between govern- 

raent o~ the ~ne side, and AIDS activists, scientists, health professionals and the 

media on the other. Given perceptions that AIDS fuels racist representatinns of 

Africans, it was perlmps not surprising that responses from President Mbeki took 

sach a defensive turn. 

The AIDS dissident debate in South Africa can be narrated from a variety of 

angles. It can be told as a story o~ how a small but powerful policy network was 

hurt around President Mbeki, and how this ’inner circle’ was able to shape the 

; .": ¯ direction of AIDS policy in South Africa. !t is also the story of the Treat~nent Action 

Campaign (TAC) and a highly organised and globally connected community of 

scientists, health professionals, and civil society organisations who contested this 

dissident line. By i"qovember 2002, after three years o£ mass mobilisation, court 

cases, civil disobedience campaigns and demonstrations calling for AIDS treat- 

ment, the dissidents were on tire retreat and ARV treatu~ent was in sight. In August 

2003 the Cabinet announced that it had decided to go ahead with a national ARV 

programme. But how and why did South Africa follow this tortuous path? 

It was only in the late 1980s that AIDS in South Africa began to be ackmowl- 

edged as a serious public health problem. Prior to this it was widely perceived to 

he a North American ’gay disease’, with San Francisco and New York at its centres. 

It took ahnost a decade for the seriousness of the AIDS pandemic to Klter into the 

consciousness of South Aftican citizens, the media and pollcymakers. By the time 

of the World AIDS Conference in Durban in July 2000, mcst South Africans were 

aware that the country was in the midst of an epidemic of catastrophic proportions. 

This conference also exposed the internationO AIDS community to the deep 

rift between mainstream AIDS scientists and-government supporters of the AIDS 

dissidents. Versions of the dissident view were articulated by President Mbeki and 

senior ARC figures such as the late Parks Mankah[ana and Peter Mokaba, both 

of whom are believed to have died of AIDS.’~ In a press statement reported in the 

i;. i):.. J4ail & Guardian newspaper on 19 April 2002, a fe .... ths before his death, 

~aokaba, the A~C chief electoral of£eer, presented the AIDS dissident position in 
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vict;m m a serf-inflicted "di+ease" ca[led HIWAIDS. For centuries wa haw carried the bunlen 

of the chines aad fagsities of ’~cie~ific’ Euroceatrici~n~ 
bra~ds of a definitive, ’~,rti~mal’ ~ntth, Agab~t thlz, we have, in struggle, made 

~hi~h ~e mi~l rern~irt loyal- that we are human at~d A/rican! 

: Al~ough officially the ANC attempted to distance itself from the document in 

¯ !~iil :.:i response to fierce general criticism, it became evident that the document’s focus 

on the legacies of coloniuli ...... derdevelopmant, poverty, the E ..... tr~cism of 

science and racist ~epresentations of Africans as a ’diseased Other" appealed to a 

sr~I1 group of African nationalists w~thin ~he ANC leadership. Castro Hlon~wane 

reads as an African nation,hot defer~ee of the AIDS dissident position in the face 

of,that its anthers claimed was a racist representation of MDS as a "black disease’ 

associated with sexual promiscuity and the inability of Ai¥[cans to control their 

sexual, appetites. More g .... ally, racist ~a~atives about the sexually promiscuous 

black AFrican fuened Mekaba and Mbeki’s Aft] .... ationalist response. Thi ..... y 
help explain snppo~ for their d~sside=t ideas. 

TAC adopted a very different approach by seeking to destignmtise and 

depathulogise Mrican sexualJfies. For insta .... in Jack Lewis’s much aeclain,ed 

documentary filin on TAC, enfilled A!nta Continua, the key male and female char- 

acters, both of whom are black HIV-pos[tive AIDS activists, consciously seek to 

aff:a~a black African sexualifies. They state t[mt there is netlfing to be ashamed 

about in having multiple parmers, and it is quite uom~ul and acceptable a~ long 

as safe sex is practised. This sexual permissiveness, together with "FAG’s open 

support for gay and lesbian sexual rights, led to attempts by some ~enior ANC 

pohticians to discredit TAC by claiming that its hidden agenda, apart from being 

fine )6th those held by the international gay and [cab[an movement. 

Historically, Third World nationalist intellectuals have been very active in chal- 

ler~ing wliat ~cy have perceived as westem etlm .... ~cism~ especially when ]t 

comes to matters of culture, women and the family, sexuali% spirituality, rehgion, 

and so on. Partha Cbatte~jee (1993) has shown how anti-colonial ~mtionMists in 

India produced their own domain of sovereignty within colonial society before 

beginning their poht~cal hattie ~6th the imperia~ power. Tiffs involved staking out 

an autonomous spiritual sphere represented by religion, caste, women and the 

family and peasants, Not surprisingly, Afri ..... ationalists, like their Indi ........ 

ter~a~, generated their m~ gendered narianalisms that accepted the western 

culture of the state, wbfle simultaneously caring out sovereignty in the domain of 

Ate]can cuku~e, and African women and the l~amily. However, AIDS threatens the 

integrity of this domain of sovereignty by appearing morally to condemn Africa~ 

male sexualities, as well as declaring the failure of the African family to live up 

to the western nnelear family ideal. It is resistance to @s perceived moral and 

cultural onslaught that animates the Mrican nationalist response to AIDS. Just 

as the dissident view attributed AIDS to African poverty and disease reproduced 

through western racism~ colonial conquest, capitalism and underdevelopment, it 

also challenged attempts to attribute the African AIDS pandemic to dysfunctional 

sexualities and family structures. 
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Ilhetorie~ righl~ and scientific relati-dsm 

While active dissident support may have been limited to a relatively small circle oi 

intellectuals, journalists and politicimm, this position resonated with, and possibl, 

gave credibility to, popular forms of AIDS denim and alternative and 

explanations for AIDS and illness, This popular contestation of establi 

AIDS scierwe is hardly surprising given that many South Africans, like citizens 

in Europe and North America, are suspicious of expertise from which they have 

always been excluded. As a result, HrWAIDS has been assimilated into a variety 

of popular epistenloIogies and loca! Ways of making sense of disease and misfor- 

tune, for example, witchcraft and Christianity.t4                              ¯’: 

Following two years of confusing mixed messages, in 2002 President Mbeki 

appeared to distance himself tlrom the dissidents, claiming that public perccpti6n : 

of the government’s support for the dissidents reflected a ’failure of communica- 

tion on our side’.’~ But w~s this simply ’a failure of communication’? Responding ¯ 

to President Mbeki’s forays into AIDS science, Jashua Gitay conaludes that politi-. 

clans, who ’lack scientific tools’, should not be allowed to base their health policies 

on rhetoric, but should ir~stead follow the consensus af the health sciences: the 

experts’ translafi?n of the scientific data (Gitay 2002: 25). In support, he quotes 

approvingly from Sulcas and Gordin, who argue that ’t’HV/AIDS is not 

of?eech issue. It is about scientifically verifiabIe ~acts. There are findings that," 

after testing, an avelwhehning number o.r scientists consider accurate" (empimsis 
addad).l~                                                            .- 

While AIDS activists and the media described the positinns of Mbeki 

Mokaba as irrational, polltieally-motivated, and incompatible with western sci- ’::% 

ence, it would appear that the dissidents were insisting on their democratic right 

to criticise the science astablisbment. They did this by drawing attention to their 
alternative science. ANC spokeapersoas attempted to justify this high-level toY-::.::~} 

eminent intervention by referring to it as an expression of freedom of thought: a 

matter of rights. They described Mbeki as a latter-day Galileo burned at the stake ¯ 

by the media for refusing to conform to scientific orthodoxy. Calls for Mbeki to 

withdraw from the debate were described as attempts by ~he ’scientific guild’ to 

shut dsw~ and stifle debate ~n questionable sdentific findings. Mbeki’s apokesper~ 

sons also described his interventions as an attempt to open up what was perceived. 

to be a narrowly technical, biomedical framing of the MDS pandemic that ignored 

eondi6or~s of poverty and underdevelopment. Whereas much of this critique of 

the biomedical paradigm would have sat comfortably with most left-iear6n 

African AIDS and public health activists, the questioning of the link 

HI virus and AIDS was what went beyond file pale. It was this strand of the dis- 

sident critique that was perceived to be discantinuous with the global conse~sas 

~ I am ~gatefuho Renee Fox (pemcnal cemra~-micafien} for insightful e-mail discussions on ~h* ~tafio~shiP 
be~ssn ’dissident’ ~Aews m~d "popular’ religious m~d spiritual beliefs akeut illne~ ard disease derX~d : 
fmm her work with M~decins Sans Frordi&es in XhayeK~ha, Caps Tom~, and other pszts of the world° 

~s C~ps Times, 25 April 2002. 

~ A. 5tdcas, J. Gsrdi~, S~u~a?" h~dspsndst~, 23 April 2000. 
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¯ : oa AIDS science. Notwithstm~ding the status of the president as the leader of the 

ANC, a loaner national liberation movement that continues to com~nand deep toy- 

r from the vast majority of South Africans, his deployment of race and nafior~alist 

fie in his challenge to mainstream AIDS science appeared to fail to win wide- 

spread support from within his own party, the trade union movement and the broader 
along ~dth his health minister’s persistent promotion of dietary alteraa- 

: fives to ARVs, ~he president’s interventions had an undeniably adverse impact on 

public health eftbrts to expand treatment access. By 2008 only 371,731 (42%) of 
estimated 889,000 people who needed treatment, were receiving ARVs through 

!i’.il;. ~ the pttblic health sector2’ AIDS activists and public health professionals bIamed 

this slow pace on tack of political will and leadacsh[p from the president down. 

Seience~ conspiracies and liiomedical citizenship 

¯ .::. Given the history of South Africa; it is perhaps not surprising that race and cultural 

¯ .: identity came to assume such a centraI place in public discourses on AIDS. By 

=. the time AIDS began to take such a visible toll on South Africa, the country had 

bsrely surfaced frmn apartheid, a political system characterised by extreme forms 

f social and economic inequalities and ideological domination that systematically 

deNgrated and dehumanised black people. As a result of this Mstory, as well as 

legacies of deei~ distrust of western science and modemisation policies/~ 

President Mbaki was abIe to make the claim that AIDS was being interpreted 

!::f i) through a profoundly ra~ialised (and raeist) lens: African sexualities are dysfunc- 

i:.i:[: :.(i tioaa], and Ai’ricans ace to blame for their moral]y irresponsible and dessuetive 

sexual behaviour, The president no doubt felt compelled to challenge these racist 

~eadings of black bodies and sexualities, as did many other African aatianalists, 

It would seem that AIDS had become a Rorschach, an ideological screen upon 

sbich a range of fears and fantasies could be projected. Mbeki’s response sug- 

gests that he believed thnt thero was a widespread view that it was the socially 

:rrespensible, excessive and immoral sexual practices of Mricans that was the mot 

cause of the spread of the AIDS pandemic: the victim is to blame. Ahtmugh HIV/ 

AIDS exists amongst white, middle-class heterosexual communities fl~roughout 

the world, the stigma of its early associations with homosexuals, bisexuals, b~acks, 

sex warkers and drug users has continued to stick. This ~ouhling genealogy of 

the disease continues to shape the AIDS debate in South Africa. It explains the 

intense sense of shame associated with AIDS as well as the attraction of dissident 

AIDS science and nationalist views, especially amongst young, educated black 

South Africans. A TAC activist spoke of a limited degree of support for Mbeld’s 

dissident views amongst intellectuals and educated township youth, whiIe in the 

~ w~-~’.mc.org.za/c omm tmity/ke ys In6 s ffc ~ 

~ Africa kes s Icr~g eotonial k:gacy of c~ntestation o.¢ar ’sci~nlifie" versus %cal" knowledge about environs 
mental degradation relatms to pasturali~rn, forest ma~ageraertt, and soil s~ad water comer~ation. Africans’ 
dislx’us~ d ~western science’ ~md ’devebpraent’ often resulted in fierce resJ.stat~ce to co]on2al cattle culling 
l~l~cies that were ~uslified ~t~ the basis af foot and m~uth disease or 6verstucldng. In many ea~es such 

eke ranks of th~ l~beration raovemers~ and advanced dm ca~e of aatbcot~niaI struggles. 
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rural areas ~he encountered more widespread AIDS denial and myths. It apl~eare 

that while TAC may have won the battle for ARV treatment, and in the process¯ 

mobil!sod thousands of people living with AIDS, ii had not yet won the war against.’ 
misi~fformation, fear, denial, silence and s~mme. The contestation and politicisa. 

tion of AJDS science and ARVs continued, as did numerous AIDS consph’acies 

and controversies.                                                                     . 

tn January 2005 TAC’s Zackie Achmat argued in a newspaper arti~]e that ’sci- 

ence, or truth, does not modify itself for our ideal~gical wishes’ (Mail & Guardian 

21 January 2005). Achmat is also known to express his utter disdain for post-struc: 

rural!st decoustruction, especially when it comes to issues relating to 

brand of deeply held ’selenti.fi¢ posffivism’, perhaps ver~ng on ’technc-fundamen.i ][~’!i 

taliem’, emerged ~n ~he context of ongoing contestatian about a va~ety of 

relating to AIDS science, ARVs and so on. These debates reinforced the beliefs Of 

many South African citizens that science was indeed hlghly politic!sod and ideo- 

logical. Whereas science is usually portrayed in the formal education a 

apolitical, technical and objective enterprise, the persistent AIDS controversi, 

circulating in the mass media fundamentally questioned this assumption. One 

the unintended consequences of this scientific contestation was that 

Africans became increasingly aware of the complex relationship between science~ 

politics and ideology, for instance in terms of the ideological shaping of research~ 

the (rots)use of scientific results, c~ntro~ over ftmding, and the use of sci, 

as-ideology. 

This growing public recognition of the pditicised, ideologlcal and instrumentaY 

character of AIDS science is part o~ a broader worldwide phenomenon of citisen 

distrust of scier~ce and expe~ise. It is also related to increasing calls ~or eiti-( 

zen participation in scientific juries and the adjudicatSon of scientific knowledgeT: 

(Beck 1992; Epstein I996; Leach, Scoones and Wynne 2004). Distrust in 

entitle autharity has also faund expression in Nigeria, where , of Islamic 

clerics in the northern state of Kano led an immunisadan 

the polio vaccine was part of a US-led plot to render Muslims infertile or infect 

~hem with the HI virus (Associated Press, 13 Janua~ 2005). Similarly, a telephon~ 

survey conducted by RAND Corporation and Oregon State U~fiversity indicated 

that a s~gnifioant number of Mr~can Americans storeyed believed that US govern- 

ment scientists created HIV to era~cate or control African-Amerlcan populations 

(Kaiser Daily HtT/AIDS Report, 2 February 2005). This distrust or" science and 

¯ medicine is of course not confined to Africa. As Melissa Leach (2005) 

citizen mobillsation against the B~itish Health Department’s compulsory 

vaccinations of children revealed similar levels of citizen distrust of science and 

medicine. A number of UK parents recently challenged the safety of MMR, argu- 

ing that there is a direct llnk between MMR vaccinations and ~orms of childhood 

autism theirchildren stiffer. They also cla~med that scientists were bei~ 

by the pharmaceutiaal companies and the state to 

porting the government’s vaccination programmes. All this conspiracy talk and 

distrust of mainstream science and the medical industry sounds quite familiar to 

South A~ricans, where contesta6on of orthodox AIDS science and treatment lech: 
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r~ologias continues to be reported in the media. It also explains the urgency with 

~hich Zackie Achmat souglit to combat these forms of popular scientific relativism 

. by asserting that scientific truth should nut be sacrificed in the name of political 

~[" .. ’: Former president Mandela also attempted to contain this "comfusian’ by publicly 

i[~::[: : stating that his son had died of AIDS. It was part d !fis explicitly stated effort to 

!:i:: :. get South Mricans to treatAIDS as an ordinary treatable and manageable chronic 
ilh~ess llke tuberculosis (TB), cancer ~r d~abetes. It was also an attempt to assert 

the scientific reality of HIV/AIDS as the !eading cause of death in South Africa 

in the face of persistent AIDS denial. Mandela’s statement was immediately chal- 

lsnged by the United States-based AIDS dissident David Raanick, who claimed 

that it was antiretreviral (ARV) drugs, net AIDS, that had killed Makgatho Man- 

de[a (Sunday Ti .... 16 ~anuary 2005). 

Rasnlck was not alone in claiming that ARVs were toxic. For example, 

r~ational Health M~nister Manta Tshabalala-Msimang, the South African Tra- 

ditional Healers Organisation (THO), the Matdas Ruth Foundation, the writer 

and journalist Rian Ms!an, and an anonymous author on the ANC webs!to all 

THe and Ruth Foundation were affiliates of the Treatment Information Group, 

an organisatlon that accused TAC of being the salespersons of the pha.mmceuti- 

ca! industry, and claimed that Dr Ruth’s multinutr~ents could reduce the risk of 

developing AIDS by 50 per cent. These organisatlons also claimed that TAG was 

exaggerating/kIDS statbstics, and using Africans as guinea pigs for the marketing 

of toxic AIDS drugs (Mall & Guardian, 24 December 2004). What these coordi- 

nated attacks revealed was the emergence of a network that implicitly aligned 

kself with President Mbeki and AIDS dissident scientists such as David Rasnick 

and Peter Duesberg and their supporters. These South African and US dissidents 

claimed ~hat there was clandestine collusion between AIDS activists, scientists 

and the pharmaceutical induslaT. They suggested that ~bese powerful networks 

and political irdtuences contTolled scientific research in order to serve the busi- 

ness interests of ’Big Pharma’. Notwithstanding all this conspiracy talk, the South 

African Government facilitated the pharmaceutical giam Asperes prograrrm~e for 

the lazge-scale mauufactm’e nf ARVs in Port Eliza.beth. 

Despite the decision by government to establish a national ARV programme, the 

health ruin!star and her supporters claimed that drug companies, in coflusion vdth 

scientists, were mrdm~nining the credibility of natural and traditiunal medicines. 

Her response was to promote a die~ of virgin ~live oil, onions, the African potato 

and garlic, which she claimed could boost the immune syste~ns 6f AIDS sufferers. 

She also claimed tlmt HiV~positive citizens should be given the right to choose 

their own treatment, be it traditional and alternative medicines or ARVs. Activists, 

scientists and public health professionals insisted that rigorous scientifte testing 

ought to de,ermine the range of treatment options; biomedical citizenship, in other 

words, required that patients had scie~dfic i~ffarmatlon at their disposal so that 

they could make reasonable decisions about their health. 

By 2008, the debate on the efficacy and safety of ARVs and traditiona! medicines 
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for AIDS patients was far fi’tan resolved. Meanwhile, the South African government 

had allowed health care centres to provide complementary and traditional medi- 

cines to Hug-positive patients. This decision was based on department of health 

estimates that up to 70 per cent of South Africans consult traditional healers. 

However, Sonth African doctors and scientists remained sceptical about claims 

concerning the benefits of herbal and traditional medicines for AIDS patients, 

especially ~hose on AflV therapy (Sunday Independent, 30 January 2005). Their 

argument, like the position of TAC’s Zackie Achmat, was that traditional medicines 

had to be scientifically tested. As Achmat put, it was necessary to nmderaise tra- 

ditional healing through regulation and rigorous testing of the efficacy mad safety 

of these medicines. 

For TAC activists the Ruth Foundation’s promotion of conspiracy theories and 

alternative and traditional remedies for HIWAIDS had life and death consequen- 

ces. From this perspective there was no room for cultural or scientific relativism, 

and TAC’s lawyers resorted to legal challenges and hard-nosed scientific evidence 

to challenge the claims of the Minister of Health, the Rath Foundation and the 

Traditional Healers Organisation. 

TAC lawyers and activists were not alone in perceiving scientific reIatlvism 

as a potential tbxeat to human lives. Bianm Latour, the doyen ef Science.Studies, 

questioned his own role in promoting the Men that pohfical networks cemprising 

scientists, research institutes, universities, industry and funding agencies co!- 

Iude in ways that influence the construction of scientific facts. Latour and his 

colleagues also devoted their intellectual careers towards trying to demonstrate 

the absence of scientific certainty inherent in the construction of facts. Latour’s 

paN-breaking work demonstrated the influence of ’extra-scientlfic’ factors ema- 

nating from beyond the confiues of the laboratory. He argued that the politics of 

research funding, scientific networks, research committees and the peer-reviewed 

journal system all played a decisive role in maintaining or ’closing do~nt’ scientific 

controvers[as mad debates~ Scientific truth, Latour had argued, was established 

ttu’ough the networks, funding circuits and power plays that scientists were obliged 

to participate in, 

Latour (2005) has reflected on the unintended consequences of his earlier 

~ritings ou the social construction of scientific facts as posslbIy being an awful 

mistake, He illustratas his concern with the example of Mr. Lutz, a conservative US 

Republican strategist, who advises his clients that they ’need to continue to make 

the lack of scientific certainty [about global warming] the primary issue’, while 

Latour tells us that hia project has been to ’emancipate the public from prema- 

tnraly trsturalised objectified facts’, this Republican strategist was using die same 

approach t.o assist conservative and eedoglcally unfriendly corporate ~nterests to 

sustain scientific controversy in the name of profit margins. For Latuur this kind of 

scenario raises se~:ous political, ethical and scientific dilem~nas. 

The tlath Foundation has drawn on similar s’a’ategias to maintaiu scienti~e 

uncertainty abeut key aspects of AIDS science. This occurred despite the fact that 

the AIDS dissident position was dismissed and discredited in mainstrearo scien- 

tific circles in Europe and North America as early as the mid-1980s. South Africa’s 
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dissidents also sought to frame the AIDS debate ~6thin antl-racist and antl-colonlal 

discourses that blame the spread of the pandernie in Africa on structural condi- 

tions of racism, poverty and underdevelopment. While many South African public 

health professionals aeknmgledge the need to understand the impact of poverty 

and inequality in driving the parademic in Africa, they stress the llnk between 

and AIDS and the fact that AIDS in Africa is primarily a heterosexually transmit- 

ted disease. They argue that HIWAIDS is a product of human agency as we]l as 

structural conditions of poverty and inequality. TAC activists and public health 

experts thus argue that part of the task of AIDS activism is to create the conditions 

for production of ’rcsponsibilised citizens’ (See Chapter 6). 

It is not clear to what degree the Ruth Foundation’s conspiracy theories about 

the hidden links between AIDS science, medicine and the pharmaceutical indus- 

try reso~mted with the views of ordinary South Africans. But it is clear that TAC 

took Rath’s urganisation sufficiently seriously to liggate against the foundation’s 

misinformation campaigns and to publicly refute Ruth’s claims that ARVs were 

toxic and that his multivitamins were a better remedy for HIV/AIDS. It would 

seem that Ruth’s conspiracy theories resonate with growing global scepticism and 

distrust ef science and the mnlti-billion dollar drug indusa’y. It is within this 

lfighly polifieised context of ongoing scientific controversies and contestations of 

mainstream AIDS science that TAC launched its litigation strategies, treatment 

literacy and grassroots mobillsation campaigns. Addressing questions of AIDS 

science, scientific authority and bimnedical citizenship became a central task for 

TAC activists. 

For those HIV-positive, unemployed and workiug-class black mothers who 

joined TAC, AIDS denial and dissident and conspiracy theories did not resonate 

with their all-too-real experiences of contracting the virus from HIV-positive men 

and losing children to AIDS, a tragedy that they believed could be averted through 

prevention of mother-to-child-transmission (PMTCT) programmes. For example, 

¥, a yonng black female TAC volunteer, tefis the story of how, following the trauma 

of rape hy an uncle who late~ co~nmitted suicide, she w~s diagnosed with AIDS, 

hospitalised and told that she ’must wait for my day of death’. V eventually.iciued 

TAC and received ART. For V, TAC literally saved her life, ’Now I can stay alive 

~or a 1aug tinm. i have my whale hfe’. The arganisatian became rite family that she 

lost when she was diagnosed HIV-positive: 

I started the medicine [ART] and I am happy now because my immune system is picking up. 
So I tel1 the yoangster~ they must wake up a~d fight HIV ... TAG has helped ~ne a lot. Before 
I was scared to go on TV or new~paper, but now I am not, because dmy giw me a l~t of sup- 

pen .- Mandla and Zackie are Iike ray brother and ray father ... They are not b~g gays - they 
are coming down to us. 

V’s account of her confrontation witt~ AIDS aud the spectre of death suggests why 

the abstract and ideological language of’ cultural nationalism and conspiracies did 

not resonate for her. It also draws attention to the experiential dimensions of bdong- 

ing that TAG is able to provide for HIV~positive people who, once they reveal their 

HUg status, are often exposed to stigma and re~ection from their families and 

munities. Such trauma highlights the limits of ideological mobllisation in terms of 
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shaping people’s under~tanding of their identities, subjectivities and their place 

in the world. For TAC activists living openly with AIDS, abstract denialist ida~ 

singles, nationalisms or ’imagined commmfties’ cannot easily he conjured up [n :..:. 

the absence of experientially based understandings and social realities. However, 

these abstract ideologies may indeed appeal to those living beyond the sphere o 

inhuence of the broad church of AIDS activism. 

Tire following section provides a brlef hlstory of TAC in order to reveal how this 

globally connected eociM movement was able to mediate ideas about i 

and rights as we!J. as catalyse and mobilise a powerful sense of community belong- 

ing m~d identity fot~nation amongst its members. It aIso provides the historical 

context for the following chapter, which exami~res how belonging to TAC and get- 

ring on to treatment programmes can contribute to profound transformations in 

subjectivity that result from illness and treatment experiences, what I refer to in ¯ ¯ 

Chapter 6 as the passage from ’near death’ to ’new hfe’. 

Treatment Aetlon Campaign (TAIC): mediating rights 

and new sub.iec~vities 

TAC was established on i0 December 1998, International Hmnan Rights Day, 

when a group of about fifteen people protested on the steps of St George’s Cathedral 

in Cape Town to demand medical treatment for people living with the vires tl~at 

causes AIDS. By the end of the day, the protesters had collected over a thousa=d 

signatures calling on the government to develop a treatment plan for all people 

living with Hrv.~9 

TAC’s membership has grown dramatically over the past few years, The rank- 

and-Kle comprises mainly young urban Africans with secondary schooling. 

However, the organisation has also managed to awract health professionals and 

university students. The international face of tlae orgardsation is Zackie Aelunst, 

a forty-somethlng Muslim former anti-apartheid and gay activist. He is also a [aw 

graduate and an openly HIV~positive person. Until recently Achmat had made it 

known publicly that he refused to take ART until it was available in the public 

health sector. Other TAC leaders include Mrican men and women who joined TAC 

as volunteers and moved into leademhip positions over time. The majority of the 

vo]unteers are young African wnmen, ninny of them HIV~positive. 

When TAC was founded, it was generally assumed that anti-AIDS drags were 

beyond the reach of developing coun~es, condemning 90 per cent of the world’s 

HiV-positive population /.o a paitffu[ and inevitable death. While TAC’s m~n 

objective has been to lobby and pressurise the South Ati’ican goverrm,ent to pro- 

vide AIDS treatment, it has inCl~asingly addressed a much wider range of issues. 

These have included tackling the global pharmaceutical industry in the media, the 

courts and the streets; fighting violence and dise6minafion against HIV-positive 

people, gay, lesblan citizens and women; challenging AIDS dissident science; and 

~ For a derailed account of the ~ady histc~ of TAC and its campaign for NTCT prevention programme, see 
7#eatment Actior," An Overffeo~, .[998-2001, p. 2 ~n mnv.tamcrg.za. 
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taking the government to cour~ for refusing to provide MTCT programmes in public 

health facilities,s During these campaigns, TAC mobilised wiflfin worklng-class 

black communities and the trade union movement, and used a variety af methods 

to pressurise the global pharmaceutical industxy and the South African govern- 

ment to provide cheap ARVs. %ese nmdes of mobilisation created the political 

space for the articuIation of new forms of health/biological citizenship linked to 

attempts te democradse science in post-apartheid South Africa. 

Soon alter its establishment, in 1998 TAC, tpgether with the South 

can government, became embroiled in a lengthy legal battle with international 

ph~maceudcal companies over AIDS drng patents and the importation of cheap 

generics to trea~ millions of HIV-posi~ive poor peopIe in developing countries. As 

a rasnlt of highly successful global and national media campaigns, TAC maunged 

to convince international public opinion, and the Pharmaceutical Mantffaemrers’ 

Association (PMA), that it was rueful and ~ust for drug companies to bring down 

their prices and allow developing countries to raantffacmre generics, h~ the face of 

internati~nul public opinion in favour of TAC, PMA withdrew their case- no doubt 

influenced by the costs of adverse publicity that corporate greed was responsible 

for millions of deaths in Africa. 

Despite TAC’s highly successful global networldng, much of TAC’S energy 

was devoted to more local matters: mobilising poor and warking~class communi- 

ties, using the courts to cdmpel the ministry of health to provide ARVs at pubhc 

facihties, and campaigning to protect the autonomy of scientific institutions from 

government interference. Although grassmots mobihsat~on was primarily in black 

African worklng-class areas, TAC’s organisational structure and support networks 

crossed race, cIass, ethnic, occupational and educational lines. 

TAG volunteers were involved in AIDS awareness and treatment literacy 

campaigns. In addition, TAC disseminated reports, scientific studies, website 

documents (see Wasserman 2003}~ and media briefs refuting government claims 

that ARV treatment was dangerously toxic, ineffective, too costly, and could not 

be implemented due to infrastn~cture and logistical problems such as inadequate 

management structm’es, shortages of trained staff and so on. The organlsatian 

also came oat in strong support of doctors, hospital superintendents, medical 

researchers and the MtlC who, by virtue of their report findings or provision of 

ARV treatment, found themselves on the wrong side of government, and subject to 

hlgh-level political interference and intimidation. 

AIDS activism and ’globalisation from below’ 

TAC’s mode of activism could be ~tescribed as grassroots globalisation or 

balisation from below’ (Appadm’ai 2002 a a~d b). Following the precedent of the 

I~t May 2~8~ TA C~ NSF and ~e MDS Law Pr~e~t ~e~a~e ~ntra~y inv~ved in a~v~ca~ing f~r ~e righta 

~f thousands of refugee~ whe w~ e~elled from t~mships during waves ef xenoph<~bic ~i~lence that 
spreads across Ihe country, In J~Iy 2(108, Zar~k~e Ashmat b.unctmd the Scci~ Justice Coal.~tion to fight 
poveriy, dSse~se,.~Jolence+ crime mad suhslance abu** i~ 13o~r coramunities. However, HI%r/AIDS remains 
at the eent~o of TAC’v campaignn. 
Waasennan ha-~. a chapter on TAC and the I~]tcrn~t’s potential [~r civil s0eiety gtoup~ in Seuth N/iica. 
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divestment campaigns .f the antl-apartheid struggle, TAC activism straddled local. 

national, and globa!, spaces in the course of siruggles for access to cheaper A!DS ¯ 

drugs. This was done thrangh the courts, the Internet, the media and by networking 
with South African and international civil society organisations. Widely pubiicised 

acts of ’civil disobedience" also provided TAC with visibility within a globally 

connected post-apartheid public sphere. By concentrating on access to ARV treat. 

monte for working-class and poor people, TAC was participating in a class-based 

poetics that departed sigrfifieantly fi’om the cultural aafionalistiidentity politics 
ted by the new riding elite of Mbeki and Mokaba. It .... not coincidental .!. 

that COSATU, having lest thousands nf workers to the pandemic, readily joined 

the TAC campaign.                                      ::. :i~ 

Tfie ’Cln-istopher Moraka Defiance Campaign’ was perhaps a defining moment 

in TAC’s pro-poor political mobilisation around AIDS. It began in July 2000, 

after HI’V-positive TAC volunteer Christopher Moraka died, suffefng from severe 

thrush. TAC’s spokespersans claimed that the drug flucunasale could have eased < 

his pain and prolonged his life, but it was not available on the public health system 

because it was too expensive. In ¯October 2000, in response to N!oraka’s death, 

TAC’s Zackie Achmat visited Thailand whero he bought 5,000 capsules of a cheap 

generic ttneonazole. When TAC announced Achmat’s mission in a press eo~fference 

the international public outcry against the pharmaceutical giant Pfizer intensified 

as it became clear how inflated were the prices of name-brand medications; no 

charges were brought against Actmaat0 and the drugs were successfully prescfhsd 

to South African patients. By March 2001, Pfizer had made its drugs available free 

of charge to state clinics. 

This David and Goliath narrative of TAG’s successful challenge to the global 

pharmaceutical giants capt~ed the imag~natlon of the international community 

and catapulted TAC into the global arena. Preparation for the court case also 

consohdated TAC’s des with international 5~GOs such as Oxfan~, Mgdecins Sans 

Fronti~res, the European Coalition of Positive People, Health Gap, and Ralph 

Nader’s Consmner Technology Project in the United States. It seemed as if ttds 

was indeed a glinapse into what a progressive global civil society could look tlke. 

TAG activists nevertheless stressed that grnssroots mobiIisation was the key 

to their success. This was done through AIDS awareness and treatment literacy 

campaigns in schools, factories, community centres, chttrches, shebeens (informal 

drinking places), and through door-to-door visits in the Mrican townships. By far 

the majority of TAC volunteers were poor and unemployed African women~ many 

of them HIV-pasitive mothers desperate to gain access life-saving drugs for them- : 

selves and their children.                                                ¯ .;’~:~ 

TAC was also able to rely on support from middle-class business professionals, 

health professionals, scientists, the media, and ordinary South African citizens, 

and used rights-based provisions in the South African Constitution to secm’e poor 

people access to KIDS tream~ent. These legal challenges created the space for the 

articulation of a liberal democratic discourse on health citizenship. TAC’s grass- 

roots mohi~sation and its legal chal_lenges blurred the boundaries beWv~en the 

street and the courtrobm. The Constitufional Court judges couId not but be influ- 
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enced by gtx~wing public support for TAC. The campaign achieved extraordinary 

" media visilnillty and shaped public opinion through sophisticated networking and 

media imaging. It wase able to give passion and political and ethical content to the 

"cold letter’ of the Constitution and the ’cold facts’ of AIDS statistics. 

Flexible politlcs for flexible times 

In December 2001, TAC’s legal representatives successfully argued in the H~gh 

Court of South Africa that the state had a constitutiona!~y~bouud obligation to 

promote access to health care, and that this could be extended to AIDS drug 
treatanent.~ This led to the government being ordered by the court to establish 

pbITCT programmes throughout the public healer system. While the thrust of the 

TAC ease focused on socio-econorrfic rights, and spe.eifically citizens’ rights to 

health ears, their lawyers raised broader issues relating to questions of scientffie " 

authority and expertise. The court was obliged to address the ongoing contestatlon 

over the scientLfic ’truth’ on AIDS that raged between TAC, the trade unions, and 

health professionals on the one side, and gove~aament and the ANC on the other. 

By the end of 2003 it ~ooked as ifTAC and its allies had won this battle for ARV 

treatment. 

Despite efforts to avoid being perceived as anti-government, TAC’s criticism 

of President Mbeki’s support for AIDS dissidents created diIemwms and difficul- 

t2es. TAC activists were publicly accused by govcrranent spokaspersons of being 

’anpaLfotic’, ’anti-African’ and salespersons of due international pharmaceutical 

industry. This locally situated cultural politics of race and national identity was 

addressed fln’angh a variety of strategies, inclnding workshops, treatment literacy 

programmes and public meetings. TAC developed ways of combating what it per~ 

ceived to be snmar campaigns and attacks on its political credihillty orchestrated 

by government spokesparsons. It also managed the difficult feat of straddling 

the grey zoues between cooperation with and opposition to government pohcies. 

Indeed, TAC’s legal and pohtieal strategies reveal a clear understanding of the 

politics of contingency i~ contrast ~.o an inflexible antagonistic polities of binaries: 

us and them. 

TAC avoided being slotted into the conservative white camp through the cre- 

ative reappropriafian of locally embedded political symbols, songs and styles of 

the anti-apartheld struggle. For example, the Christopher Moraka Defiance Cam- 

paign resonated with the h~stofc anti-dompas (pass law) defiance campaigns of 

the apartheid era. By mobilising township residents, especially working-dlass and 

unemployed black women, TAC challenged attempts by certain government offi- 

cials to whitewash it as ’anti-black’. By bringing ~e trade union movement on 

beard, TAC a2s0 challenged accusations that it was a front for white liberals, the 

drug companies, and other ’unpatriotic forces’. By positioning themselves as sup- 

porters of the AN�, SACP and COSATU Tripartite Alliance, TAC activists have 
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managed te create a new space for critical engagement with the ANC government. 

They have also introduced new concepts of health citizenship that have mined 

questions about the ~elaticnslfip between science, medicine, rights and citizen " 

p~rticipatiou in South Africa. 

TAC’s strategic engageme*~t with politics of race and class emerged Lrom the 

organisational memory of AIDS activists who participated in the United Demo- 

cratic Front (UDF} in the t980s. This expressed itself through songs at marches, 

demonst.rat]ons and funerals, and the regular press releases and conferences, 

websit~ information dissemination, ~etevision documentaries and national and 

international networking. This pt~lifical style is a sophisticated refashioning of 

1980s modes of political activism, &awing on the courts, the media, and tocal and 

transnatianal advocacy networks, along with grassroots mobilisation and skied 

negotiations with business and the state. 

Perhaps the most importam re,on for the successes of TAG’s grassroots achaia- 

nation has been its capacity to provide p~or and unemployed HtV-positive black 

South Africans with a biomedlcul and a psychological lifeline, often in contexts 

where they e~xperience hostihty and rejection from their communities, friends and 

farailies. The story of V (see above) draws attention to how experiences of sexual 

v~alence and AIDS can trump cultural nationalist ideologies and race salidafitias. 

The polities of class, and the access to t~fe-savlng drugs for poor people, seemed to 

offer an alternative to a~ ehte-d£ven politics of race and cultural identity. 

Health activism in local spaces 

In December 2003, TAC activist Loma Mlofana, aged 21, was gang~raped at a 

Khayelltsha (Cape Town) shebean toilet, and beaten to death when she told her 

attackers that she was H!V-positive. For a period after Mlofmm’s brutal murder 

~tany T~C activists ~n I~aye32tsha were afraid to wear the TAC HIV Positive 

t-shirts. The Campaign’s response to this t~anmatic event was to hold protests 

outside the Khayelltsha magis~rate’s court, and to launch educational ’blitzes’ on 

trains and at clinics. Activists also made door-to~door visits to households in Town 

TWo, rite area in which ~lofana was killed, to educate people about AIDS. This 
shocking H/v/AtDS-retated murder took place despite the fact that MSF and TAG ::::i~ 

had managed to establish except]anally successful AIDS pre~,cntion and treatment 

prcgrammes in IO~ayelJtsha. 

A number of studies have drawn attention to sexual violence and AIDS myths, 

conspiracies, stigma and den~al in many parts of South Mrica, showing bow par- 

ficular~y pervasive they are in rural areas and poor com~nur~ties that have had 

little exposure to AIDS activism, treatment literacy campaigns and grassrnots 

mebilisation. It is also widely documented, for example, that in many parts of the 

country, women are not able to make independent decisions about contraception, 

or whether to take the HI¥ test and join AR¥ and PMTCT progranames if they are 

HI¥-positive. These antic-cultural obstacles clearly ha, ca serious imp]ications t~ 

terms of access to HIV prngrammes. 
The par~s of the eour}try that have the highest ra~es of uptake for PMTCT and 

ARV pmgrammes have tended to be the urban centres of the Western Cape, Kwa- 
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zftltt Natal (KZN) and Gauteng, areas where TAC and MSF activity has, until 

recently, tended to be concentratedY NGO and social movement partnerships 

ttave played a sigrfificant role in creating the conditions fnr the uptake of bin- 

medical interventions such as PMTCT and ARV treatment. It would also seem 

fltat ergarSsation~ are increasingly introducing new ideas about health eifizens~p 

in rural areas where ~radifionul practices often clash with notions of female hod@ 
autonomy and individual responsibility for one’s health. In South Africa, a massive 

AIDS industry targeting an estimated 5.5 rrfillion South Africans living with AIDS 

is part of a global health intervention that ievoives the massive expansion of reprn- 
ducfive health; immunisafion, and TB. malaria and AIDS programmes throughout 

the Global South. As wail be discussed in the next chapter, these programmes are 

contributing towards establishing ~ew forms of therapeutic citizenship (N~uyeta 

2005) that draw on liberal individualist conceptions of self-fashioning, ’responsi- 

bi!~sed citizenship~, and "caring of the self’ (Rose 2007). 

Although TAC can be described as a rights-based social movement &at uses 

~he courts hnd constitutional rights to health care, it is also a grassroots, working- 

da~s socia[ move~nent that goes beyond liberal indi~ddualism and rights talk. At 

the recent TAC national corderence in Darban, I witnessed a particularly powerful 

session in which members gave impromptu testimony. Each highly eha~ged tes- 

timony was foDowed by outbursts d song, dance and struggle chants: ’Lang live, 

Zackie, long live. Long live, TAC, long live!’ The following excerpts suggest that 

t]~rough grassreots mobi!~sa~on and treatment literacy campaigns TAC is able to 

articulate new forms of health/biological citizenship m~d political subjectivities 

that resonate amongst young, educated black youth in South African townships. 

Many of the testimonies demonstrated a sophisticated understanding of ~ights talk 

as well as intimate biomedical knowledge relating to AIDS treatment. They also 

expressed a quasi-religious sense of collective purpose, solidarity mad belonging: 

Fm aper~on living w~th ~ I received cou~e~ling berate and Mter I ~ested. The counsellom 

at ~e h~p~ wher~ I work ~ ~ admin clerk gave me ending. I just fo~d out I w~ ~V- 

positive m:d ~t was ~at. T~e times [ ~ed to commit suicide. No~ I’m mo~� positive th~ 

HIV-po~iti~o, day,ks to TAG. 

~iay-something black 

When I go to my doctor I tell him exactly what medJeine~ I need. He ~k* me ff ~’re trained 

in mediehte at the ~versi~. ~o, I say to him. It ~ TAC that taught 

(Thi~-somedfing b~ck womb) 

~k you to MSE My CD4 co~t w~ 28 ~ow it i~ 543. ~ you to TAG. 

ffwen~-some~ing black m~) 

I’m Dudu. ~ waz te~ted, ir~ 19%. In 1999 rny CD4 c~tmt was below 2~0. I ha’,’e last r~ny 

things in my ]fie. But now with ARVs my CD4 comet is 725 and the vLrus iz undetected. I’zn a 

pors~n living with ~ Today l hays a l@. Ican have a family. But ~t’s painfid whsn I tal~ my 

medicir~ [ARYa] because I l~now sorneor~ is dying beeau~ h~ can’t get treatot~nt. 

(Twenty-somethlng black man, my emphasis) 

TAC and MSF have recently established t~ealme~t pmgra~m~ in rural LusikSsiki (former TranzkeJ) in 
~h~ Eastern Cape 
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These ritualised illness and treatmenttestimonies suggest that participants at the 

TAC conference in Durhan had overcome stigma, fear. denial, witchcraft beliefs 

and other barriem to HIV/AIDS testing, disclosure and treatment. They also 

appear to have undertaken a quasi-religious conversion process that is discussed 

in mere detail in the chapter that follows. This fervent belief in medical solutions 

expressed through public statements of positive living and cmnmitment to ht/¥ 

treatment, contrasts strikingly with the numerous obstacles to treatment access 

I encountered in 2003 during a visit to rural parts of.?vIpumalanga. While Nevirap- 

ine~ was available at many of the PMTCT clinics, a dizzyi~g array of socio-cultural 

obstacles, as wetI as political, logistical and capacity prehlems, seemed to stymie 

the implementation o~ PNTCT programmes at every turn. ’ 

Sociology professor" Renee Fox, in a personal communication, January 2004, 

recounted to me her experiences in Khayelitsha during a discussion with a group 

of research fieldworkers from the area, who were preparing to conduct interviews 

on local attitudes to HIV!ALDS. Fox asked the fieldworkers whether it would be 

possible to avoid resistance to questions rdaffng to witchcraf: by framing the 

questions differently, for example; by asking whether the respondepts thought dmt 

angry and enviens thoughts and feelings, the breaking of certain taboos, or seeking 

the intervention of a magico-religious specialist to do harm to ano~er, could cause 

AIDS. She was surprised by the responses: 

At flr~t ~e group met what t said ~th to~a[ ailenee. But then ~ey began to respond. One 
person said Sokingly. ’There at, those ~ko behsw that God M~ punis~ ~¢m [Mth ~DS] 
t~ey don’t go to ch~ch on SmMay.’ Anoflter pemon auggested daat oflmrs 5elie~ed ’the ames- 
tern" might puNsh you in ~tis way if you broke ~. Then, someo~te else exclaimed, ’How 
is it possible Nat in thi~ beaut~, free laud of aura’ ~uch ~ epidemic of AIDS could come to 
p~s? ~ia w~ a slicer outc~ ~f a ~eat[an of meath~g. ~t fo~owed xapidly were 
ao~ that some people be~eve flint go~i~e~’ can cause AIDS - %~i~em’ be~g d~ned 
as other black M~c~s imputing to South Africa from ~o~di~ counties. ~ weK 
white~; ~at condoms could cause MDS (~th~ ~an p~vent it); ~d that ARV ~eatment 

and modem Weslem me,clue more gener~y ea~d do ha~. At ~e end of this discussion 
witk fl~a Keld team, I won’t aure any longer w~ether they ~ere simply descriNng beK~s 
~ offsets, ~r whether they themselves a~scfibed to th~ s~e beliefs. ~enee Fox, pe~onal 
eommunicaion) 

Tobias Hecht, an anti~’~polo~st work~ in Mandela Pak, Hour Bay, encountered 

siNlar views and was told by Xhosa-speaking residents ~at ’God sent MDS to 

punish us for o~ sins’, ~d that becoming HW-positive through Mte~er~t was the 

mast teth~ ~node of ~ans~ssion (Tobias Hecbt, pe~anM commm~cafion, 

2004). Both Fox and Heeht are unceeain whether ~eir i~o~an~ shoed these 

belids, or whether ~ey were simply repoaing on ether membe~ of ~e co,re- 

alties in which they bred. It is ~uite possible Nat people h~g h~ places sue~ 

as ~ye~tsha and Mandela Pak, like nmst people, are ~le to believe in bot~ 

univemahst biomeNeN ~th ~d xpifim~cult~M inte~retafions of i~ness. The 

heMing powe~ of western biomedicine, Ch6sfianity and the spKitual fm’ces of 

the ace@ ~e not necessa~ly viewed as incompatible. These examples of dogie 

a Ne~apia¢ is ~ ~ti-re~ovkM ~g lhat is reed bo~ for Iho p~vendon a~v~c~ ~nsn~/on of 

~m mo~er Io child ~ ~e~ a~ pa~ of ~e Mple-~py ARV r~me~. 
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or triple consciousness question public health azguments that it is necessary for 

patients to abandon traditional beliefs in order fully to embrace biomedical truth. 

My ir~itial impressior~ from my visit to Mpnmalanga was time, to improve access 

to AIDS treatment, rural villagers should be exposed to a strong dose of TAC and 

MSF health actlv]sm and grassreots mobilisation ef the sort that emerged in the 

urban centres of Cape Town, Johannesburg and Duthan. However; while there can 

be httle doubt that TAC and MSF have contributed enormously towards creat- 

ing the conditions conducive to the uptake of bimnedica] HIV/AIDS interventions 

such as ARV treatment, this does uot mean that rank-and-file TAC members have 

been unambiguously converted to biomedicine. While many of the participants in 

the ARV trials at Khayellt~ha appear to have accepted the biomedical truths and 

rights-based approaches to health citizenship premoted by their MSF doctors, this 

does not necessarily exclude beliefs in ~e occult or other faith-based and spiri- 

tual forms of healing. Conversion to mainstream AIDS science may be partial and 

precarious: fur instance, a TAC activist recounted how even some of their seasoned 

volunteers had been seduced by President Mbeki’s dissident ~ews. Religious, 

spiritual and tradiffnna[ explanations and modes of healing are sign!ficant con- 

tenders in the struggle to fight and make sense of HIV/AIDS. Again, Tobias Hecht 

and I visited the MSF clinic in Kliayelitsha to find out what had happened to an 

HI¥-positive TAG member who, we were told, had ~hrown her ARVs away after 

joining the local brmmh of the (Brazilian) Universal Church of the Kingdom of 

God (UCKG). An MSF nurse told us that TAC aetlv~sts had successfully persuaded 

the woman to return to ARV treatment. We later visited a UCKG pastor who tried 

to convince us that nmnerous HIV-positive ceng~cegation members had become 

HIV-negative through prayer:. "if Jesus could heal leprosy, then why not AIDS?’, 

he asked. 

Despite the partial character of TAC and NSF’s conversion process, it is nonethe- 

less clear tJ~at they ’h~ive contributed enormously towards combating AIDS fear and 

stigma, and promoting easier access to PMTCT and AR¥ treatment programmes. 

These forms of health aeti~sm also appear to have succeeded in overcoming many 

of the socio-eultoral obstacles to HIV testing and Lreatment referred to above. They 

have contributed tmvards creating new form~ of belonging, ckizenship, scientLfic 

knowledge and subjectivity that resemble those emerging from the people’s health 

movements in Europe as well as d~veloping counn’ies such as Brazil. Instead of 

being rejected by fanfily, friends and community, many HIV-positive TAC mem- 

bers are now able to belong to local and global acti~st eommtm]ties Nat reeognise 

and celebrate their humanity and vitality; they are no longer the ’walking dead’ to 

be pitied or avoided. They are ’more positive than HIV-positive, thin,ks to TAC’Y 

Politieising the r~ght to health care has empowered citizens. 
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However, there is a downside to tiffs seeming wholesale endorsement of the 

power of biomedicine. In an interview with Eric Goemaere (Khayelitsha, 20 May 

2004), an MSF doctor in Khayelitsha, it became clear that MSF and TAC are ¯ 

acutely aware of the Janus-like character of ARVs and other biomedical technolo- 

gies. Goemaere pointed out that whereas anti-retroviral therapy can undoubtedly. 

proIong lives, it can a~so become a conduit for the ’mediealisa6on of poverty’ and 

the creation of dependencie~ on medical experts and drugs. Although MSF con- 

seious[y necks to counter dlsempoweriag and normalising biomedical dlscoc, rses 

by stressing citizen fights to health care and medical and scientific knowledge, 

such messages are seldom heard in the public health alinics. Instead, clinic nurses 

and doctors tend to reproduce hierarchical and paternalistic expert-patidnt rela- 

tions. Language, class, race, ethnic and education divides and socio-caltural 

barriers atso collude to reproduce the passivity and disernpowernaent of working- 

class users of public health faeilltles. 

The hieratvhieal and authoritarian" cultures of many public health facile- 

ties .can create obstacles in terms of access to AIDS pragrammes, particularly 

in areas untouched by soeia[ mobillsation and health activism. These prebleras 

are exacerbated in contexts where patriarchal ideas and practices prevent women 

from accessing health facilities, for instance, for HIV-testing and 

in PMTCT pmgrammes. The testimonies of young women at the 2003 TAG con- i . 

ference (cited above) allude to TKC and MSF’s chaiienges to deeply embedded 

patriarchal and biomedical ways of controlling female bodies and minds by creat- 

ing the conditions for women to exercise agency in relation to male family me,abets 

and medical experts. 

While the dissident debate now appears to be mere history, stigma, fear, 

denial and patriarcha~ attitudes are likely to cnntinue to be serious obstacles to 

AIDS prevendan and treatment programmas. For example, ’Thembeka’, a young 

HIV-pasitive MDS comasellor in Mandela Park, Heut Bay, told me how she was 

struggling to access residents in this informal settlement. She mentioned that while 

her visits were appmelated when her HIV-positive ’clients’ were serinusly ill and 

desperately needed home-based c~e, they were furious with her when she visited 

them in shebeenz and other pubhc places, where, in the eyes of residents, her mere 

presence associated these she visited with AIDSY~ They would ’disappear’ when 

they were relatively healthy and reappear when they became critically ill. TAC, 

MSF, public health professionals and other cirri society organisations clearly have 

their work cut out for them in places such as Mandela Park. 

Health professionals, church groups, and organisations such as MSF m~d TAC. 

are emerging as catalysts for attempts to democratise science and public health, 

often in contexts of chronic poverty, everyday violence, AIDS denial, and beliefs 

in witchcraft and other alternatives to AIDS science, tt remains to be seen in 

what ways, if at all, these organisations and HIV/AfDS interventions are able to 

~6 ,Thembeka, spok~ ~f ha~4n~ tried, u=success fully, ~o use the AIDS cotmselJheg methods she le~ at ~ay~ 
elitsha, whereshe ~ves ARV ~erapy at the MSF chic. She rep~ed ~at 

d~tine ~ ~heir membe~ ~ .eZ want to b~ ~pcsed Io ~e s~a 
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~ such socio-cultural obstacles. Nor is it clear to what degree they could 

unwittingly be promoting the dependencies and ’medicaiisation of povei’~y’ about 

which Goemaere expressed concern. It also remains to be seen hew AIDS activ- 

ists and public health professionals will address ’alternative’ (non-biomedical) 

interpretations of disease and illness. Will a national ARV treatment programme 

extend normalising biomedical discourses and reduce citizens to docile consumers 

of medical technologies and scientific expertise? Or will citizens be able to engage 

,,@h biomedicine in empowering ways? 

Eonel~ion 

Soatli Afidca’s devastating Hi’V/AIDS statistics, President MhekFs controversial 

support for the ’dissidents’, and TAC’s widaly pubficised court v~ctolies over both 

the South African government and the multinational pharmaceutical giants, thrust 

the South African AIDS pandemic onto the global stage. _Mbeki’s African national- 

is~ respouse to ~he AIDS pandemic illustrates the workings of a cultural polities of 

identity that diverted attention from worklng-alass and poor people’s struggles for 

access to life-saving AIDS treatment that is aecesslble to the middle classes. The 

responses of African nationalists and dissidents within government and the ruling 

party clashed with the class and rights-based mobilisation of AIDS activists and 

trade unionists who insisted that ARVs he made freely available in public health 

facilities as part of citizens’ constitutional rights to health care. The case study of 

these star!dy contrasting responses to AIDS draws attention tn the potential piffa!]e 

as well as the emancipatory poasibi~ities that exist for deraocrahsiug science in a 

time of AIDS. 

TAC’s mode of activism captivated the imagination of AIDS activists, journal- 

isis and m~tIJena of supporters throughout the world: here was the archetypal David 

and Goliath epic. In their quest for AIDS drugs, a small group of committed activ- 

ists were able to build a globally connected sncial movement - afo~ of practised 

ci~zenship - that successfully persuaded pharmaceutical giants and the South 

African government to put measures in place for the provision of AIDS treatment. 

The AIDS p~deraic, and the ways in which responses to it have urffolded in 

South Africa, raise important concerns about the social responsibilities of, and 

relationships between, the state, business and civil society. It has also drawn atten- 

tion fo the role of scienti:fie expertise and trust [a expert systems, as well as issues 

d political ~d scie~ttific authority and moral legitimasy, and the ways in which 

pubIics relate to these. In addition to the profound confusion and uncertainty 

experienced by South African publics as a resuk of President Mbeki’a questioning 

of conventional AIDS science, it has become appazent that people’s interpretations 

of the AIDS pandemic are far mare camplex and differentiated than eilher the gov- 

ernment nrTAG eriglnally anticipated. Journalists and researchers have uncovered 

a proliferation of AIDS myths and cultural interpretations of HIV/AIDS, inefud- 

ing patriasch~ conceptions of sexuality, which threaten to tmdermine ~’eatment 

and prevention programmas. AIDS science and scientific authority were certainly 
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be pinned onto the President..                                              ., :~.~ 

TAC dre’; .... rights-based approach as well as grassroots mobilisation in 

working-class black communities. Its dramatic courtroom victories, along with 

its innovative forms of mobilisation, were pm¢ of a l~gely working-class straggle. 

to gain access to life-saving drugs. It was also a campaign to assert the 6ght of 
citizens to scientific knowledge, txeatraant information and the latest rese~chfind_ 

ings: a post-apartheid expression of health citizenship.                        ¯ 

TAC’s mode of social mobilisation operated at a nunfi2er of levels: globa~ 

national and iocal. At the glabal level, it 

regime and drag pricing protocols and regulations 

cat indusla’y; at the national level, it posed a fundamental challenge to the 

African g<~vernment’s AIDS treatment policies; and at the local level, it mobilised 

worklng-ctass black communities, creating the conditions for the articulation of i 

forms of healthlbiologieal citizenship as well as new tendered identities and sub: 

jectivities that challenged traditional and patriarchal ideas and practices. While 

TAC’s mobilisation practices and treatment access campaigns operated at all three 

levels simultaneously, its activities have been, until recently, larsely comVmed to " 

urban areas, where it has drawn in yotmg, black secandmy-seheot Ieavers and 

students. It rernains to be seen to what degree MSF and TAC will be able to extend 

ttieir social mobilisation mad treatment access campaigns to other contexts, for 

instance the countryside of the former homelandsi where patriarchal cultures and 

the politics of ohm’he and denial continue to frustrate efforts to make the public 

health system mare accessible to HIV-positive people, especially women37 Is it 

possible to replicate and ’seals up’ TAG and MSF’s draraatic successes in urban 

centres such as Khayelitsha as part of the national ARV programme? What lessons 

from the MSF and TAC programmcs in Khayelltsha and Lusikisild can be exported 

to other ARV rollout sites?~ 

It Mso remains to be seen what rote TAC/MSF will play in mediating these 

universabst biomedlcal understandings of disease and illness in South African 

colmmunides where there are competing explanations for misfortune, i!J.-health, 

and sexuality. In what ways will MSF and TAC eonrinue to be a catalyst ~’or the 

spread o~’ new notions of health citizenship, sexua~ rights and the demecratisstion . 

of science in post-apartheld South ALrlca? The foIlowlug chapter explores new 

forms o~" comrnurfity-based AIDS activism that suggest ways of extending the reach 

of the successful rights-based approach of TAC. 

6 
Rights Passages frotn ’Near Death’ to ’New Life’ 
AIDS Activism & New HIV-identities 
in South Africa 

Introductionx 

This chapter investigates how the moral politics of AIDS activism in South Africa 

is contributing towm’ds ne.w forms of subjectivity, identity and citizenship. Whereas 

Chapter 5 focused on the polities of AIDS and the emergence of a rlghts-based 

soeia| ~novement, this chapter is concerned with the relationship betwden indi- 

vidual and collective expetiences and interpretations of the extreme experiences 

of the itIness and etigmatisation of AIDS sufferers. I argue that it is precisely the 

extremity of’near death’ experiences of fall-blown AIDS, and the profound stigma 

and ’social death’ associated with the later stages of the disease, that produce the 

Conditions for AIDS survivors’ commitment to forms of ’responsibilised citizen- 

ship" (’Rose 2007) and social activism. It will be argued that it is the NGO and 

social movement involvement in the mediation and retelling of these traumatic 

experiences that can contribute towards facilitating the individual’s conmaitmer~t 

to ’responsible’ lifestyles and ’positive ~iving’. It is the profound negativity of 

stigma and social death that animates the activist’s construction of a new posirve 

HIV-positive identity sz~d understanding of what it memos to belong to a socia! 

movearent and community of people hying with AIDS. 

This ease study, like the others in this book, highlights the ambiguous and 

contradictory character of rights-based approaches to political mobilisation in 

post-apartheid South Ai’rica. For instance, it questions widely held assumptions 

about the ~ndividualising and depoliticising nature of rights talk and b~omedical 
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underrnined by the politic[sod nature of the dissident debate, but not all blame Can 

be pinned onto the President. 

TAG drew on a rights-based approach as well as grassroots mobilisatian in 

working-class black communities. Its dranmtic courLroorn victories, along with 

its innovative forms of rnobilisation, were part of a largely working-class struggle 

to gain access to life+saving drugs. It was a!so a campaign to assert the 6ght of 

citizens to scientific knowledge, treatment information and the latest research find- 

ings: a post-apar~heid expression of health citizensklp. 

TAG’s mode of social mobilisatinn operated at a number of levels: global, 

national and local. At the globa~ level, it challenged the intellectual property 

regime and da’ug pricing protocols and regulations imposed by the phannaceuti- 

ca] inducts7; at the nationa~ leve~, it posed a fundamental challenge to ~e South 

African government’s AIDS treatment policies; and at the local loyal, it mobil[red 

working-class black communities, creating the conditions for the articulation of 

forms of health!hieing[cat citizenship as well as new gendered identities and sub- 

jectiv~ties that challenged traditional and patriarcha! ideas and practices. While 

TAG’s mobi[isatlon practices and treatrnent access campaigns operated at allthree 

levels simultaneously, its activities have been° until recemIy, largely cmnfined to 

u~ban areas, where it has drawn in young, black secondary-school louvers and 

students. It remains to be seen to what degree MSF and TAG will be able to extend 

their social mobilisation and ~eatment access campaigns to other contexts, for 

instance the countryside of the former homelands, where patriarchal cultures and 

the politics of shame and derdal continue to frustrate efforts to make the public 

health system more accessible ~o HIV-positive people, especially women?~ is it 

possible to replicate and ’scale up’ TAG and MSF’s dramatic successes in u~ban 

centres such as Khayelitsha as part of the national ARV programroe? Vq3mt lessons 

from the MSF and TAC programmes in Khayelitsha and Lusikisiki can be exported 

to other ARV rellout sites?~ 

It also remains to be seen what role TAC!MSF will play in mediatisg these 

ar~iversahst biomedical understandings of disease and illness in South African 

communities where there are competing explanations for misfortnne, ill-health, 

and sexuality. ID what ways will MSF and TAG continue to be a catalyst for the 

spread of new notions of health citizenship, sexual fights and the democratisatian 

of science in post-apartheid South Africa? The following chapter explores new 

forms of commnnlty-b~ed AIDS activism that suggest ways of extending the reach 

of the successful rights-based approach of TAG. 

See S- Robins, ’Reclainfins ]~SlLies, Extending Citizenship: Heakb Activism in a Time of AIDS’ (unpub- 
lished paper, Association of Anthmpoingy L~ Southern Afros co,florence, U~fiversity ~f Caps To,m, 2g-7 
August 2003). 

~t i~ a~so unclzar whether the Sanfl~ ~cm~ ~wmme~t ~d p~c h~ o~siMs respansible 
ning ~ a~mely over-b~dened p~e hed~ system ~ a~e, onc~ ~d for ~l, to b~ :h~ "~sside~t 
hatchet’ sad work tsgether ~th TAG, MSF and o~er ci~l SSelety o~g~isatiom. ~iIe it is ele~ that 
m~y p~v~cinl ~d loo~ goremmezt h~th man~e~ ~d public heath pr~fifion~m lash 
upon such p~e~Hp~, it i~ ~ele~ whether ~e pdific~ f~ont ~om ~e ~5sYdetu debateM~ 

~ sW~ie nafi~n~ gave~em ~po~ to ~e epfdem~c, l~ 2~8 the pwspsc~ of slm~ivil s~gety 
c~p~m~on leek r~on~ly opfi~sfic, no~ths~ng the heMth minister’s b~a~e a~t~mpts ~ pwmots 
g~c, beet:oct ~d oliqs ell m p~ of her ~-A~S nntfinon 

6 
Rights Passages from °Near Death’ to ’New Life’ 

AIDS Act[viers &. New HIV-identities 
in South Africa 

This chapter investigates h~iw the moral politics of AIDS activism in South Africa 

is contributing towards new forms of subjectivity, identity and citizenship. Whereas 

Chapter 5 focused on the politics o~ AIDS and the emergence of a rights-based 

social movement, this chapter is concerned with the relationship betwee~a indi- 

vidual and collective experiences and interpretations of the extreme experiences 

of the illness and sfgmatisatian ef AIDS sufferers. I argue that ~t is precisely the 

extremity of’near death’ experiences of full-blown AIDS, and the profound stigma 

and ’social death’ associated with the later stages of the d~sease, that produce the 

conditions for AIDS survivors" commitment ~o forms of ’respoasibilised eitizan- 

ship’ {Rose 2007) and social activism. It will be argued that it is the NGO and 

socia! movement inwlvement in the mediation mad retelhng of these traumatic 

experiences that can contribute towards facilitaffng the individual’s commitment 

to ’responsible’ lifestyles and ’positive living’. It is the profound negativity of 

stigma and social death that intimates the activist’s co~struction era new positive 

HW-pasitive identity and understanding of what it means to belong to a socia! 

movement and conmaunity of people living with AIDS. 

This ease study, hke the others is this book, highlights the ambiguous and 

coneradicto~y character of rights-based approaches to political mobilisation in 

post-apartheid South Africa. For instance, it questions wideIy held assumptions 

about the individual[sing and depoliffeising nature of fights talk and biomedical 

Tiffs ehsptes" could ~ot have been we[nee ~rithout the ~eneroDs assists.nee at numerous peaple including 
Phmnzile NDqagi, Akhsna Ntsalub~ Chris Cdvi=, Andrsw.Bo~le, gean Czineroff, Lau~n MuLler, Ruth 
Con~tck, Herman Renter, Kee~ van der Weal arid numet~u~ other TAG and MSF aclLdsts. [ would also Like 
to ~hank John G~vsat a, Meliesa Le~ch, Im~ Sco~n~, Betrna yon IAere.s, and other p~rLicipant~ in the joint 

School ~ G~vernment, University of the Western Cape, and Institute for Develc@ment 5tudie~, Sussex 
UvJrersily project on Citizenship, Pardsipation and Accouutab~ty. ~ am parffcuinrly indebted ~o grah~ 

~ois~h far ~ sugg~tion that I tuxa ta Vi~t,~r T~wr~e£s anod.ysis ,zf ~tual proce,~es. I am also e@peoial~y 
~0~’at el’ul m Meli~sa L~aeh and Cb~s Colvin for exeeptiatmlly helpf~ comments on e~rfier ve~ions of this 
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discourses on ’responsibilised’ citizenship (Barry, Osborne and Rose 1996; Rose, 

2007). Rather than vie~ting public health conceptions of ’responsibiIisation’ as 

mere reflections of the cultural hegenmny of biocapital (Sundar Rajah 2006) and 

the downsizing ne<~liberal state’s imperatives of governance-at-a-distance, this 

case study draws a~tention to the diverse political rationalities and identities that 

emerge at the interface of biomedicine, the individual patient-citizen and NGO- 

social movement aetivisra. The outcomes of these complex interactions include 

hybrid political discomses that defy the enduring binary categories of citizens and 

subjects, liberal and communitarian and so on. The illness narratives and treat- 

mant testimonies discussed in this case draw attention to the improvisational and 

situational character of responses to AIDS activist interventions and public health 

programmes in post-apartheid South Mrica. 

The case explores how the combination of illness experiences and enrelment 

in the Treatment Action Campaign (TAC) and .MSdecir~ Saw FrontiOres (MSF) 

treatment programmes has, in many cases, dramatically altered the hvas, sub- 

jectivities, identities, life-narratives and futures of people living with HIWAIDS 

(PLWItAs). It investigates these issues in the context of AIDS activist struggles 

free treatment ~n South Africa’s public health sector. While these activist organisa- 

tious are generally understood as rights-based social, movements (Friedman and 

Mottiar 2004), the i11nass narratives and treatment testimonies that are analysed 

in this chapter suggest that experiences of illness, treatment and participation in 

TAC and MSF can produce radical transformations in subjectivity and identity that 

go well beyond conventional liberal democratic conceptions of’rights’ and citizen- 

ship. At the same time, these changes in subjectivity can, in certain cases, produce 

the kinds of responsibihsed citizens that public health prefessicnals believe are 

required for safe and effecgve AIDS treatment to take place. 

There has been considerable public debate in the South African media about 

the need to balance individual r~ghts and responsibilities when it comes to HI"// 

A!DS. This is not surprising given the ~videspread fear that poor treatment adher- 

ence could produce multi-drug resistant HIV. Sor~e public heaIth p~ofesslonals 

have sought to justify compulsory testing and status nptification, and the oven- 

riding of individual rights to treatment for those who shoW’signs that they may no~ 

be able to adhere to treatment (Cape 7~mss, 15 April 2005). For example, Professor 

Sully Benatar, the director of the Bioethics Centre at the Univershy of Cape Towr~, 

has calIed for a balance between the rights of individuals and the public health 

needs of society. To maxi~nise adherence to AR¥ treatment, he argued, ~:equired 

that patients take some responsibifity for their own health (ibid.). There have 

also been calls fa=om progressive public health circles for a new contract beLwean 

provider and client that would replace the paternalistic surveillance model of 

direct observation therapy (DOT} TB treatment. The latter, it is argued, cannot 

,~ork with life-long ARV treatment, and what is needed are responsibilised citi- 

zens and knowledgeable and empowered HI¥-positive clients. But how can these 

new rights and responsibilities approaches take hold in contexts characterised 

by extreme fortys of AIDS stigma, shame, denial and fear? What role should ~he 

state, public health practitioners and civil society organisatioas play in prompting 
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responsibility in such contexts? What kinds of subjectivities, mad social, eco- 

nomic and cultural conditions, oxe necessary for safe and effective treatment d 

IfIViAIDS? 

Drawing on illness narratives and treatment testimonies, ! ~iI[ argue that these 

rights and respeasibitities approaches to pubhc health, important as they are, do 

not adequately acknowledge the consequences of the profoundly traumatic and 

transformative nature of HI¥ illness and trea~nent experiences. Neither do they 

take sufficient coguisance of the complex mix of religious, communal, biomedical 

and activist mediations and narrations of illness and treatment experiences, and 

how these can, under certain conditions, contribute towards creating .the kinds of 

responsibilised citizens that public health practitioners and rights activists desire. 

IAberalindividualist rights talk, I argue, does not address the radically transforma- 

tive character of the new biosocial subjectivities and HrV-positlve identities that I 

discuss in this chapter. The latter are not simply the product d !iberal modernist 

discourses on the rights-bearing citizen. Instead, they are forged in the course of 

the traumatic journeys from ’near death’ (’bare life’) to ’new life’ that I refer to as 

fights passages. 

The central character in tlfis case is Phumsile Nywagi, a forty-five-year-old 

activist hying with AIDS in Cape Town. In Chapter 7 I discuss how Phumzile, a 

former MSF a~d TAC activist, founded Khululeka, a suppo~4 group for HIV-positive 

men. KhuIuIeka is an offshoot from the Treatment Action Campaign (TAC) a~d was 

formed largely in response to Phuarzile’s balief that tmvnship men were sexually and 

socially ’irresponsible’ mad were conspicuously absent from public cIinlcs and III¥/ 

¯ AIDS support groups. Whereas TAC is a rights-based movement largely cansisting 

ef women, Phumzile and his support group have a;tempted to address specifically 

men’s issues, including dominant male sexual cultures. This chapter focusbs on 

how activists such as Phumzite have imbibed MSF and TAC’s commitment to 

AIDS activism and hberal democratic conceptions of rights mad responsibilities. 

The case shows how a new mora!, politics is being constructed by AIDS activists 

and people living with AIDS through the deployment of religious, communal, bio- 

medical, rights-based and social activist discursive framings. People living with 

AIDS often draw on these multiple framings to make sense of their illness and 

social suffering. These framings, I argue, can contribute to the production of’posi- 

tive" HIY-positive identities and new forms of sociality and citizenship for AIDS 

sufferers in Third World settings wlrere stigma and social isolation are pervasive 

and access to treatment continues to be a life-and-death smuggle. It will be argued 

that while these fi’arnings may draw on rights-based discourses, they exceed liberal 

individualist conceptions of citizenslfip in their engagement with religious, com- 

muual, social and existential dimensions of illness and suffering. 

Animating AIDS activism: from ’bare life’ to ’new life’ 

Hannab Arendt (1958) noted tha~ the modern state had become increasingly con- 

cerned Mth biological existence and the management of qffe processes’. Similarly, 
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Gioi’gio Agantheu (1998) claims that both modem and archaic political orders have 

been preoccupied with the capacity to control life by excluding it from meaningful 

social and political existence. Drawing on the ideas of both Arendt and Agamhen, 

Jean Cornaroff argues that in the modem world the management and politics of 

’bare life’ has shifted centre-stage: it is both the object of state enforce~nent and 

the subject of projects of democratic emancipation and citizenship (Comaroff n.d.: 

14). According to Comaroff, the political history of the West leads us to a situation 

whereby there is ’an unprecedented capacity and concern to enhance life [which] 

is rlvalled only by t~:e power to destroy it’ (ibid.). Comaroff reminds us that Again- " 

ben draws on homo saner - the archaic Roman law figure wbo ’could be killed but 

not sacriSced’ - to ~llustrate that modem life is ’simultaneously sacred, and utterly . 

dispensable’ (ibid.: I5). Whereas Agamben is specifically concerned with the rein- " 

fi~n between homo saner and sovereign power, Comaroff notes that scholars such 

as Joan Biehl (2001) z~,d Ulrike Kist,~er (2004) are beginning to draw connections 

between this Roman law figure and ’the Third World HIViAIDS sufferer: a being 

condemned to callous exclusion, to death without meani~g OI" sa~.r~nial v~luc, ill 

an age of widespread htu~aanitarian empathy; a being Ieft untreated in an era of 

pharmacological salvation’ (Comaroff a.d.:15). Comareff draws our attention to a 

moral politS.es of AIDS activism in places like Brazil and South Africa that insists 

on ’making death saexSficial mrce more’. In other words, through NGO and social 

movement activism death is made socially meaningfal. 

Pain, illness and suffering are often represented as iuherendy private and 

physical phenomena that have hire to do with the social world. Yet, numerous 

scholars have pohited out that the experience of pain stud suffering is fundamen- 

tally social. For anth_ropologists this observation is neither new nor surprising. 

Writing in the 1960s, Victor Turner (1961,1969) showed hew Ndenthu interpreted 

the sick individual body as a sign of disease and disorder in the wider social 

body; here, healing involved the realignment of the socia2 order. Biomedicine, by 

contrast, tends to depoliticise and individualise illness. Paul Furrner is amongst a 

number of scholars who have challenged these depolitJcising and individu~sfng 

discourses by drawing attention to broader social, political and economic struc- 

tures that detarmine the epidemidogical dis~bution and subjective experience d 

disease and suffering in the Tltird World. Farmer (2004) draws on the concept of 

’st.~uctural violence’ to show how conditions of chronic poverty, gender inequality, 

waumatic violence, and infectious diseases limit the life choices of the women he 

encounters at his HIViAIDS clinic in rural FIaifi. Ti~ese patients are the literal 

embodiment of global structures of inequality. 

¯ Fartaer’s hnlrng of the individual AIDS ~ody to structural processes resembles 

anthropological accounts of how small-scale soe~efies interpret the sick individual. 

body as a s~gn of disease within the broader social body. South Afrean AIDS 

activists belonging to TAC mad MSF make similar connections between individual 

PLWHAs and the body politic. Here the wider social world is charactefised by 

conditions of unequal and inadequate health care reproduced by the gree~ mid 

profiteering of global pharmaceutical companies. These health inequalities are 

algo understood by act2vists as the product of a legacy of apartheid racism, as well 
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as more recent forms of state indifference and inaction in relation to the provision 

of AIDS treatment in the publlc sector. W~th the South African government’s deci- 

sion in October 2003 to establish a national ARV progrannne, activist attention 

has inereaaingly shifted towards monitoring this programme and dravgng atten- 

tlon to rJ~e regional inequalities and ’blockages’ within the national public health 

system. 

Santh Africa now has one of the largest AIDS treatment progran~mes in rite 

world- In 2008 nifty 371,731 (42%) of an estimated 889,000 people who needed 

anti-retrcviral therapy were accessing free treattnent through the public health 

system. This limited access to treatment is particularly worrying given current 

estimates that there are between five and six million H1-V-posltive South Africans. 

Not~ithstanding the introduction of a massive national ARV programroe, AIDS 

activists find themselves having to continue to challenge the global phammceuti- 

cal indush’y’s patents, policies z~d pricing structures, the national hiadership’s 

perceived lack of political will when it comes to treatment, as wen as AIDS dissi- 

dents who persist in questioning the link between HIV and AIDS, th~ scale of the 

AIDS pandemic and the efficacy and safety of anfiretrovlral ~herapy. This chapter, 

however, is concerned with another d~mansion 0fTAC activism, namely its capac- 

ity to create the conditions for the production of new subjectivities and identities 

out of the traumatic experiences of illness and stigmatisatlon of individual AIDS 

sUfferers. The study focuses on the ways in which experiences of ~h~ess, treatraent 

and activism can together con~bute towards profound changes in the lives of" 

people with HIViAIDS. 

Revisil~tg ;the ritxtat process~: treatment activism 

and ’responslbilised citize~ts’ 

One useful way of interpreting these profound transformations is ¥ictor Tumer’s 
pioneering work on the ritual process. Tamer’s analysis provides a rich heuristic 

device and analytical lens through which to interpret how the extremity, of ’near 

death’ experiences of full-blown AIDS, followed by ’mlraeulous’ recovery through 

ARV treatment, can produce the conditions for AIDS sm-v~vers’ eommltment to 

’new life’ and social activism. It is the activist mediation and the retelling of t~ese 
traumatic experiences, I will argue~ that facilitates TAC’s highly successful grass- 

roots mobilisations, tt will also be argued that it is precisely these processes of 

illness, srgma and treatment that provide activists with the raw materials with 

which to constroet rights-based politics and new I-IIY-posltive identities and social 

soJ.idarities.. Rights-based mobllisation, it is argued, is often the outcome of these 

kinds of tr~msformative experiences. 

These activist mediations of illness and treatment experiences can be dis- 

tinguished from AIDS treatnrent ~n file pubhc sector, which is shaped by the 

conventional doctor-patient dyad and highly technicist m~d depalifeised modes 

of biomedical intervention in the private spaces of doctors’ ceusuhancy .rooms. 

By contrast, TAC acrvism creates the conditions for more collectivist responses 
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to HI¥ and treatment. This AIDS activist culture has been veil present at the 

two MSF-Department of Health ARV prograrmnes in Khayelitisha, Cape To~m, 

and Lusikisfki, Eastern Cape Province. Whereas public health practitioners 

repor~ that most of their HIViAIDS patients wish to re~aln anonymity and invis- 

ibility at a!l costs, TAC successfully advocates the transformation of ~e stigraa 

of AIDS into a badge of pride that is publicly displayed on T-shir~s at to~vnship. 

funerals, demonstrations, workshops and other public spaces. It is through these 

activist mediations that it becomes possible for the social reintegration and revi- 

tat[sat[on of lm’ge numbers of isolated and st[groat[sad AIDS sufferers into a social 

~novement and a caring commmfity, However, file majority of public sector ARV 

programmes in South Mr[ca aze character[sad by hierarchical, and authoritarian 

doctor-nurse-patient iuteractlons. Doctors and nuzslng staff working in these set- 

tings also believed that most of their HIV~posirive patients would probably wa~t to 

avoid involvement in AIDS activism precisely because of its emphasis on public. 

visibility and disclosure (Dr Ruth Cornick, personal commhment). So ~hat kinds 

of social and ritual processes can create the conditions for people living with AIDS 

to turn AIDS stigma, isolation and shame into a ’badge of pride’? 

In The Recovering Alcoholic, Non’nan Denzln (]_987: 12) draws attention to the 

role of Alcoholics Anonymous {AA) n’eannent ~’it~als in ’fiLe transfonnatians 

experience that produce situational, and long-tem~ commitments to the identity 

of the "recovering aIcoholic". Denzln describes these AA rituals as processes of 

’adult soeialisation’ and ’identity transformation or conversion’, terms that ’refer to 

the process by which the self of the person actively enters into the acquisition of 

new self-images, new languages of self, new relations with o~hers, and new bonds 

or ties to the social order’ (ibid.: 19). In his accom~t of ’the social WDrlds’ of the 

recovering alcoholic, Denzin identifies the central r~le of AA rituals - the "Twelve 

Steps’ and "Twalve Traditions’ and. rituals of storytelling - in O~e treatment and 

recovery- process (ibid.: 118-21). While ritual may not appear at fi~st glance to be 

a useful and appropriate concept for describing AIDS activism and social moh~li- 

sation, this chapter will draw on Tun~er’s (3969) analysis of the ritual process to 

understand the extraordinary biosocial power of ARV treatment and AIDS acfiv- 

~sm in a context of hyper~sfigma and AT])S traumas of social and biological death. 

Tiffs will be done by analysing the treatment narratives of two AIDS activists on 

life-long AR¥ treatment. Discussion of these case stadies wilt rely on Turner’s use 

of Arnold Van Gennep’s (1960) identification of the three stages of rites of pas- 

sage: separation; liminality/communitas; and reintegrstion. RJtua~ analysis offers 

analytical insights into the radical transformational power of these death-to-life 

n:ansitions that PWAs personally experience, or witness. Tm-~er’s work can 

throw hght on the social status shifts that r~ke place when the st[groat[sad and 

isolated sick recover and become reintegrated into TAC as healthy and socially 

active members of society. 

While it is problemaSc to generalise beyond these individual cases, I suggest 

that the two illness and treatment testimonies analysed below do indeed resonate 

wi~ nmTatives of AIDS experience that are widely shared and circulated within 

TAC. These narratives have become part of the coliectlve cultuzal repertoire of 
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TAC even though not all members have personally been through these illness and 
trSa~Lent experiences. Although AIDS activists may not frame illness and treat- 

~e3t experiences through ritual analysis, it would seem that the transfcm~ations 

and transitions from ’neaz deaflr’ to ’new hfe’ can be illuminated thzough the ana- 

lytical heu~stic of fights of passage. But what is the nature of these transformations 

and how do we relate these to questions of citizensLip and subjectivity? 
AIDS activism in South Mr[ca shares sirn~tarities with idenrity-based illness 

movements elsewhere in the world (Epstein .1.996; Pet~zna 2002). Concepts such 

a~ ’biologicnl citizenship’ (PetTyna ibid.)~ speak to a range of illness-based move- 

ments that have mobilised a~ound nuclear radiation, breast cancer, psychiatric 

illnesses and HIViAIDS. As was mentioned earlier, qay expe~tification’ (Epstein 

[hid.) and ’citizen science’ (l~in ].995) are increasingly used to describe citizen 

responses to unpredictable and poorly managed health and environmental haz- 

ards. These deveiopmants, which often result in citizen scepticism and distrnst 

of mainstrean~ science and expertise, are linked to what UIrich Beck (1992) and 

Anthony Giddens (1991) refer to as contemporary conditions of reflexive moder- 

nity a~d ’world risk society’. For Beck and Giddens, both o]" whom are writing 

specifically about the advanced eapitallst countries of the West, citizens have 

become increasingly distrustful of scientists and the scientific findings prodaned 

by governments and business. It is within this context that ’citizen science’ (Irwin 

1995), ’expertification from below’ and the making of blologiea[ citizens is taking 

place. These processes intersect wi~ the popular fascination - at leazt in the US 

~d Ew-ope - ~,rith ’risk faetor’.epidemiology, a technicist discom’se that involves 

ever finer cahbration m~d endless attempts to control risk in eve~] aspect of our 

lives (Dr Chris Colvin, personal correspondence). 

TAC and MSF activists argue that they a~e not only interested iu medical, treat- 

ment, but that they are also concerned with creating empowered citizens who 

w’~derstand the connections between biomedicine and the wider social world and 

political economy of health. Tiffs is evident in their legal challenge ~o the drug pat- 

ents and pricing structures of the global pharmaceutical companies (see Chapter 

5). TAC activisls also share similar concerns with the No~thern ilhmss-based move- 

ments that have enmrged as a result of citizen perceptions of inadequate scientific 

and government responses to a range of l:ealth and environmental hazards, for 

example, BSE, foot and month, bioteelmology and GMOs, pesticides, MDS, global 

wamffng mad so on. TAC also has its roots in distrnst of government’s response to 

¯ e pandemic, especially President Mbeki’s ]hast[on with AIDS dissident science 
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and his government’s initial reluctance ~o provide antiretroviral treatment to 

sufferers. It is this broad range of health and environmental concerns that are driv- 

ing the growth of these illness-based social movements. 

While the linking of biology and health to identity and social movements is cer- 

tainly not new, what are new are the ways in which b~olegical identities, and the 

interest groups formed in their name, are emer~ng in different parts of the worId 

(Petryua 2002: I4). These movements have important impllcatior~ in terms of 

extending liberal democratic notions of citizenship. In South Afi’ica, for example, 

there Ires been a recent ealI for public health experts for a new contract between 

provider and c/lent (see Coetzee and Schneider 2004). The advocates of this contract 

suggest that the passive and paternalistic surceillance model of direct absolution 

therapy {DOT) TB treatment is not a viable solution for life-long ARV treatment. 

Instead what is needed, they argue, are 1,Aghly motivated, ’rosponsibiIised’ a~d 

knoMedgeable HIV-positive cheats. But they do not seem to be able to provide 

clear indications as to how the punic health system will be able to make tFfis seis- 

mic shift from DOT paternalism to a more cllent-eent~ed approach to HI¥/AIDS. 

It is perhaps not entirely coincidental that ’]’esponsibilisafion’ also appears in 

the recent work of palitica~ theo6sts writ]ng about contemporary liberal rationS- 

ties of government (see Barry et al. i996). Hero the term refers to the ways in which, 

under tiberaliso~ and nee-liberalism, ’the governed are encouraged, freely 

rationally, to conduct themsdves’ (ibid.: 29). Barry, Osborne and Rose argue that 

neo-lJlberal rafionalities of government encore:age the governed to become respon- 

sible for issues prev~qusly held to be the responsibility of government authorities 

(ibid.). These ideas about respoasibilised citizens are clearly by-products of-this 

post-socialist and (neo)liberai age. But how do people living with AIDS engage 

with these calls for a new run,act between health providers and empowered and 

responsibillsed clients? 

’AIDS is in ray bloodh l]lncss narratives a~d treatment testimonies 

’AIDS has been a "blessing in disguise"’ 

’Thembeka’ (not her actual name) is a thirty-something HIV-positive TAC activist 

in Lasikisild, a small rural town in the former Transkei homeland in the 

Cape. She told me that discovering her HIV status and joini~ 

AI/V treatment programme had dramatically improved her life: "thanks to TAG 

and MSF I’m flying, l~ve got wings to fly." I recall being shocked 

ftrst described her experience of HI’V as a ’blessing in disguise’. Yet, as I got to 

know her, it became clear that being tested for HIV, joining TAG and the MSF ARV 

prugraname in Lusildsiki had indeed ushered in for her a new and better life. She 

recalled the trauma of sexual abuse by an uncle as a young girl, being sent away 

to stay with her tnother’s Mends as a teenager wlfile her younger sister stayed at 

home and attended a good ’Model C’ school. She also tearfully recollected a violent 

gang rape by four youths and being unable to tell her parents about it because sloe 

feared.that they weald not believe her. Her rape led to pregnancy and her decision 
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to have an abortion, while her later discovery of her HIV status led ~o her decision 

to have a sterilisation operation. 

After I had my VCT [Voluntary Counselling & Tes£ng~ the counsellor told me that l’ra HW 

positive and that all my drem’~s a~e finished and i’m going to just die, And then they told me 

that all my kids would be l’!]V-po~itive, h’s either I’ll eondemise, o~ if my husband sometimes 

doesn’t want to use c~nd~m~ tl~en I aboutd just use steril]sati~n. That’s the way that they can 

¯ help me. Because the more babies i have the more q~ekly [ will die. 

Thembeka’s life story included accounts of child sexuaI abuse, rape, abortion, 

sterilisation and the onset of serious debilitating illness, culminating in her dis- 

revery in 2001 that both she and her baby were ltIV-positive: ’I was very sick but 

then I found TAC and NSF and my life changed ... TAC is my mother, MSF is my 

father’. While her mother, who was a nurse, subsc6bed to the Minister of Health’s 

controversial nutritional diet of garlic, lemons, olive oil and the ’African potato’ 

for HIV-positive peopte, Tharnbeka’s involvement with MSF and TAC led to laer 

rejection of these alternative and traditional remedies and her participation in 

anti~’etmviral therapy at the MSF programme in Lusikisiki. The health minister’s 

promotion of this nutritional advice ~as interpreted by AIDS activists such as 

Thembeka as tacit support for the dissidents’ claims that ARVs ~ere dangerously 

toxic, As her health improved under ARV treatment, Thentheka became integrated 

into the closely-knlt and supportive network of TAC activists and NSF doctors and 

nurses, She learnt AIDS awareness training skills and acquired basic scientific 

knoMedge about HIV/AIDS, prevention and treatment. She was also pm’sonally 

handed her ARVs by former president Nelson Mandela when he otiicially lannehed 

the ARV pragramme ia Lusikisiki in 2003. When I met her in 2004 she was being 

headhunted by.NGOs in the Eastern Cape but had decided to stay on as an MSF 

treatment literacy practitioner ~LP) and youth organiser in Lusikisiki, She spoke 

about her work as "preaching the gospel’. 

’I ant like a Born Again, ARVs are now my life’ 

Phumzile,s the founder of I~daululeka (see Chapter 7), told me how in 2001 he 

became desperately il!. He had headaches, dizziness, he suffered from a range of 

other opportanisfc infections, he had lost almost 30 ki!ograrus, his CD4 coanP 

was down to ii0, his viral load was 710;000, he cou].d not walk, he was barely con- 

scious at times, and he secluded himself in a room in his sister’s house waiting for 

death. On 12 November 2001 he became one of the first 50 cKents to participate 

in MSF’s ARV treatment programme in IG~ayelitsha. His recovery was dramatic: 

after sLx months his viral load had &opped td 215,000, his CD4 were up and he 

was feeling much stronger. When I met Phumzite in 2004, his viralload was m~de~ 

~ Taped inter~ier~s with Pt~umzl/e Ny~ag~ were conducted in Cape Town ~ 15 September and 4 October 
2005. I also ~ngaged wi~h Phumzile over a numl~er of year~ and thank }~b~a fur his Mendship, in~gh~, 

courage ~d gener~g~. 
~ 

The CD4 count r~’ea~ W the rmmber ef CD~ cells (r-helper Iymphocytes with the CB4 cell smface moxker). 
CD4 counts are used for a varie~ o~pur0oses, inetud[ng to a~sess a person~ immune status, suscept~bJlity 

~> cpportm~sfio infections, the need for Ant~trovhal Therapy (AR~I~ and opportunistic [N’eetions (0~) 

pwphyNxJs and for defining AIDS. Tn South Africa a GD6 ec~mt of leas than 200 is a~ indicator that a 
parson needs to begin ART. It is also u~ed to de’me when a person li,,q~g with HIV is abl£ t~ access the 
D~sabiIity Grant. 
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celebrity ~d was regularly inte~ewed by jou~mlists, filmmake~ and academics ’::::~::": . I’m Pbnmzile ~m Cape %we in flee Western Cape, [ w~ dia~osed in 200I three days 
~out his e~efiences - for imtanee, he had represented South Af~ca at a South- ¯ ~ ~5::}~2’ ;’.i: .. my biahday. I w~ ve~ sick. When you get sick yen just i~ore it. You say, ’Oh, it’s just ~e 

em African Develop .... t Carmnunlty (SADC) meeting in Lesotho on AIDS, and ’:::::~:~ ::(: :,: flu’. You’re ~ ~e deni~ ~s. You say y ..... i~bour is a ~tch ... We thouNt this dise~e 

he w~ in demand from medicM and soci~ science researcbe~ involved in H~/ ::. :’:~! ~:: : : 
bdoaged to other people elsm~hem ~ Mfiva~ From my point of view H1V is ~N, it~ here. l 

AIDS rose.oh project. ~: ~::~-A~~ 
~er tlwught I would be here to~ I co~dn’t sta~, I w~ sick. My CD4 count w~ 110 and 

At ~e ti .... , ~ting this chapter, Phumzile w= working at a private heMth . };~’:]-~ ~:::: :: 
my v#al load w~ 710,000. Then 1 started ARgo w.h MSF in .~aydits~. Y~ P,,t smong. 

insurance company where he tele-counselled H!V-positive clients who were 

refer~ed to the call centre by general practitioners who detected treatment adher- 

ence and related problems. As a result ofrequesta from some clients for face-to-fac~ 

meetings, Phumzile sometimes visited them at their hmnes. Even though the call 

centre was established to create the conditions of anonymity and cordldentlalhy. .: ::if{ 

Phumzile’s .... eropositive status and his highty personal style of teie-eouasel- 

ling elicited requests for more personal fo ..... f interaction. A ..... ult he spent 

many weekends visiting people living with AIDS in Cape Town and elsewhere ie 

the country. As he put it: ’I am cmmnitted to my AIDS work, AIDS iz in my blood.’ :.".~ 

Tale-counselling could not adequately meet hi ...... ds fo 

to-face interactions. 

Clinical indicators such as ’normal’ CD4 counts and ’undetectable viral loads’ 

do not adequateIy convey the sense of social, psycholagieal and spiritual reeove£y 

that Phum~ile a~d others have experienced on their.journeys from ’near death’ to ::.’~:~ 

viewed HIV as ~a hless~g in disguise’. For Phum~ile, getting his life back through 

ARV treatment ..... g;ft from God that he could not afford to squander:      : 

of a sick beggar on the mad. Jesus comes by and te!ls the beggar to stead up, And 
up, The miracle of Jesus revived him ~om death so that lm could lmal other 
~he belief that Jesus is on earth. Faith is in y .... If. If you don’t believe in yourself, 

you believe in? C~d brought me back ~o life for a purpose. He wants me to go oat there and :.: :~ 
talk to people. He’s glvlng me another chance. A day could cost me slot ifI don’t speak absut 
HI3/... At Groote Schuttr [Hospital] I prayed a lot. I was thinkirg of my children growing up 

s~ ~i.g,. AaV~ ..... ~ ~fo. 

At tim 2003 TAC national conference in Durban, I witnessed a particularly power- 

ful session in which members gave impromptu testimony of their treatment experi- 

ences. Each h~ghly charged testimony was followed by outbursts of song, dance 

and struggle chants: ’Long live, Zackie, long live. Long live, TAC, long live[’ (see 

Chapter 5). As was mentioned in the previous chapter, these treatment tastmonies 

- with their references to CD4 counts, viral loads and the role of TAC in giving 

’new life’ - seem to blur tJ~e lines between science and religion, medicine az~d 

spirituality, and technology and magic. Even though TAC is a modernist and secu- 

lar organisation, the quasbrel~glous quality of these testimonies was evident in 

Phumzile’s testimony at the Darban nmeting in 2003. The testhnony also expresses 

the sense of personal empowefment that comes from having survived the passage 

Phumzile’.s double-entendre, ’AIDS is in my blood’, captm’es the extraordinary 

agency and sense of purpose that Phumzi[e and many other activists llving with 

AIDS seem to share 

Dise~t~ssion of the treatment testimonies: 

the ritual process revisited 

Turner’s method of ritual analysis offers a valuable way to interpret the processes 

of personal transf~rmatlon in the context of social movements. In The Ritua~ 

Process (1969), Turner identifies three stages of ’rites de passage" - Separation, 

hminality!cmmnunitas and reintegration, tt wmdd seem possible, based on the 

treatment narratives discussed earlier, that the extremity oi" the forms of stigma, 

ostracisatian and isolation ~hat PWAs experience are analogous to the stage of 

ritualised ’Separation’ identified by Turner (see Biefi12005). Daring this first stage 

the individual becomes sick, is afflicted with opportunistic infections and may 

akeady be in an advanced stage of AIDS. The illness may be understood by sick 

persons, fanfily members and neighbottrs to be the work of abashakathi (witch- 

craft), a sign of having been chosen by the ancestors t6 be a sanguine (diviner), or 

simply an ’ordinary’ illness such as flu or tuberculosis. Alternatively, the onset of 

these illnesses may lead to testing and Om confirmation of an HIV-posifive status. 

This extreme state of ilhless often results in the withdrawal of the sick person 

from everyday social spaces. The ’smell of death’ may also heighten stigmatisafon, 

fitualised avoidance and social and physical isolation by neighbours and family 

members..For example, ’Nemsa’, a twenty-year-old HIV-positive woman I met in 

Lusikisiki in the Eastern Cape Province, spoke of hmv, upon disciasing her HIV- 

positive status to her fatally, she was given her urea plates and utensils to eat with. 

Thereafter her stepfather chased her from his home and she moved to her mother’s 

home, Isolation is also produced by the illness itseff. An H/V chnician who works 

at an ARV rol!out site in Cape Town tried to explain to me the obstacles to cmn- 

manicating ,with patients with fully blo~ AIDS, ’They are so sick that it is often 

very difi%ult to have a conversagon with them. They are sometiraes like walking 

skeletons.’ These descriptions are strikingly similar to the musselmans (’the walk- 

ing dead~) of the concentration earops ~mt Primo Levi (1979) wrote about in "The 

Drowa~ed and the Saved’. 

In the second phase the sick person may seek biomedical treatment for oppor- 
tanistic infections, join a TAC support group, and carol, depending on clinical 
indicators, for ARV treatment with MSF. The patient-activist learns basic scientific 
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and biomedical knowledge about HI¥iAIDS, including its symptoms and 

treatment. During this stage patients are in a state of liminality as their furze 

health status remains precarious and uncertain. They are betwixt mad between in 

that it is not clear whether they are dying or on the path to recovery and health. 

They may have to wait to find out whether the drugs ~tll work.and whether there 

wi!l be serious side-effects. Meanwhile, recruitment into TAC allows them access 

to a supportive community and nen-~rrierarchical social space that is analogous to 

the expe~ience of ’communitas’ that Turner describes as cha~acterising states of 

liminallty. 

Finally, the recovery of the patient-activist with HIV/AIDS can be likened ta 

Turner’s third phase of ’reincorporation’. In this third stage, the individual starts 

getting physically and psychologically well, the CD4 count increases, the viral load 

drops, and the person begins patting on weight and rediscovers his or her appetite 

for food, sex and sociality. This phase usually iuv91ves social incmrporaton into 

the TAG and and possibly also the wider community and society. It can transf0mr 

the stigmatised and dying AIDS sufferer into an activist-citizen empowered with 

knowledge about HIV/A1DS and an ability to speak out in pubhc spaces. O~ course 

there is no inexorable linear treatment trajectory’, and rejection and expulsion from 

community cannot be excluded as a possible ~reatment outcome. For Phumz~le and 

Thembeka, however, this phase cul:~ninated in personal empowerment and spiri- 

tual awakening that convinced them ’HIV is a blessing in disguise’. TAG members 

with HIViAIDS are hereby reinstated into the social world ms human beings with 

digni~y; they have a new positive HI’d-positive status. In the case of Phumzite and 

Thembeka it was clear this process of social reinte~’ation also invoIyed a com- 

mitment to a ’new llfe’ and social activism. This is what I mean by the biosocial 

passage from ’near death’ to ’new life-’ 

~aile it is clearly not useful to force too ~ght a fit between Tin’net’s model of 

the ritual process and the actual experiences and subjectivities of patient-activists 

with H-IV/AIDS, this approach helps to accomrt for why ARV t~eatment and TAG 

rnobihsation appears to trove been so successful at reconfiguring the stigma, isolation 

and suffering of AIDS into a positive and lffe-a_~rraing HIV-posifive identity and 

quasi-raligions commitment to ’new life’ and social acti~ism. In this sense it extends 

social movement theories beyond thnse that simply atuibute activist commitments 

to instxumental rationality, ratiana~ clioice, educa6on and conscientisafion. 

Turuer’s The Ritual Process is also instructive in its .identificaton of cmrmron 

themes and stroctural features in millenarian raligious movements, hippies and. 

Franciscans; all these movements comprise 

who are cemmiged to the eradication of distinctions based on inequality and prop- 

erty. They aze decLicated te the levelling of status and a communltarima ethos of 

m~selfish commitment to collectively shared ideals. According to Turner, 

movements strive to instantiate a permanent s~ate of ~iminality and 

- a statusless egalitmian~sm - that is not that different to the middle passage of 

~u’aditional’ rites of passage. 

Like the social groups identified by Tu~er- mitlenarians, hippies 

cans - TAC consists largely of’soclal raarginals’ - that is the sick and stigmatised 
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poor, especla!ly young unemployed black women. It is not surprising that this 

social category of ’mazgi~als’ would he drawn to a.social movement that strives to 

eradicate distinctions based on status and liierarchy. These wmnen are either HI¥ 

positive themselves ar they have family members wla0 have been deeply affected 

by the epidemic. They are also in many instances members of a generation that 

the liberation struggle has left behind. Unlike the high profile anti-apartheid activ- 

ists of the 1980s, the majority of whom are now in government or business, TAG’s 

rank-and-file members are generally withnut jobs and career prospects: This post- 

re~olutlonary generation of young peopie ~e caught in li~ninal space - betwixt 

and between struetaral maxginalisatioe and the dream of post-apartheid libera- 

tion. Many of them do not have the material means, education or cultural capital 

to move beyond this structural location of marginality and liminaIity. In addition, 

they face the very real threat of social and bidogical death from AIDS, making it 

unlikaly that t~rcy will be able to move t~u’ongh the life cycle rituals and trajecto- 

ries of persanheod of their pazents’ generation. Whereas Turuer"s social movements 

embraced liminality as a positive space, it wou~d seem that TAC consists of reluc~ 

~ant members era raarginalised social category t~apped in the zone af liminallty in 

which the transition from youth ~o adulthood and alder status is being blocked by 

structural unearployment and the lethal eqt~ation: sex=death. Such circumstances 

make it extremely difficult to participate in social and bialogical reproduction and 

life cycle rit.ua~s. It is here, in the shadow o~ social and biological death, ~bat the 

combination of APtVs and TAG offers such a compelling possibility for ’new l~e’. 

Tlie limits of social movement theories 

Scholars working within science and technology studies (STS) have extended 

the scope of the social movements ~terature by addressiug new fo~ms of citizen 

participation and social, mubitisa~on in the fields of biotechnology, biomedicine, 

environmental activism and so on (Epstein 19915; Leach et al. 2005, Rose 2007). 

This new dh’ectlon in science studies also intersects with a growing literature that 

focuses on the diverse ways h~ which biomedical technologies are radically consti- 

tuting new subjecSvities and folxns of citizenship (see Pctryna 2002; Biehl, 2001, 

2004, 2005; Nguyen, 2005;~ Rose 2007). Th~s case study has focused speclfi- 

ca!ly on fl~e ways in which treatment activism and the in~roduction of antiretroviral 

tt~erapy (ART) within the public health system have transformed subjectivities 

~ 
Viab-KimNg~yen(2f~5:12~)~s~th~n~t6ft~erape~:t~i~z~nshipwdescrtbe~v~r~dsyprac- 
flees and tochnique~ thai produce nmv kinds ~f subj~cL~ ~md forms of life ~ AIDS activis~, 

viruses, and t he~.peutic ¢iSzehs. F~r example, l’,lgnye n ~rltes abtut Kfrican ~DS activis~ who vse their 
activist ner~orks ~o gel inrited to E~ropean AI~DS cmff~rene~ea so that tt~ey can access A2~.Vs; in many 
cases ~hey remain in E~rop~ in o~ar to slay on Izeatment. For ~hes~ uctivi~ts access to trea~men~ depends 
upon devalop~rng social relations and capital~i~g an social uncorks (2~’5: 183~. Nguyen’s notion~ 
therapeutic citizer’.abip also r~er to how HW h~s hera abie to ~titcb together such sp~.arenfly disparate 
p’eenom~na ~ condom demonstrations, CD4 co~t~, sexual empow~rme=~, retroviral genotyp~eg: an ~thie 
of sexual resp~r~s~bi~ty, ~d aamplianee with complex thug x~egiraens, into a r~m~kably stable worIdwtde 
formation’ (ibid.: 126). As l’qguyen pu~s it. "therspeutic eitizens]~ip is a biopaiitlcal eiiizens~p, a system of 
clams and ethical p~ojeets that arise out of the coejunation of techniques used. to ~vern populalioas and 
manage indiv~d=al bodies’ 
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and contributed towards the emergence of a new AiDS activist movement ]n South 

Conventional theories about rights-based soci~ .......... ts tend to posit 

inst~unent~ ratio~allty ~a individu~ ration~ Ghoic¢ a~ the rafion~e for p~. 

ticipafion. Critics cf this approach clam ~at r~ghts t~k generally con~butes 

tow~ds depolitic~sation, indi~dualisation ~d ~e pmverbial ’end of poetics’ (See 

Chapter 1). Such theo~es cannot, however, adequately account for how the 

~ut’M conStions of m~nality, the political culture of ~e anti-apa~heid s~ggIe, 

and experiences of illness ~d treatment have con~Sbu~ed towa’ds fi~e Iommfion 

and eye,day practices of org~[sations such as TAG. Neither can ~ese 

adequately account for how the experience of illness a~d spoiled identities ~soci- 

ated with AIDS stigma, denim ~d discrminatiou ~e reconfi~red and ~ansf0nned 

by TAG activists ~nto a badge of pride, a new HIV-pos[five idvnfity and fo~ of 

sociaI belon~ng. T[fs new identity, I suggest, cannot be unde~tood simply 

t~s of the ins~ment~ist lo~c of ~ts and pofit~c~ and leg~ s~ggles 

access to heath resources. Neffher ~s ~is s~e for recognffion and hum~ dig- 

ni~ in the face of tl~eats of sy[gma a~d social and biotogic~ death necess~ly 

confined to h~er-ma~nMised menders of socie~. This perhaps ~plaias why, 

dthou@ the majofiV of its me~ers ~e working-class or unempIoyed, TAE also 

appeMs to HW-positive mid~e-e[ass students and professionals. The organisa- 

citizens who see in TAC~ leademhip ~d mobflisat~on s~ate~es a heroic and pro- 

~ssive vision of’mar~ ~th’ and soci~ justice. Clearly TAG is able to a~cul’ate 

common~ities aerass a range of d~erences in ways that resenthle the multi-class, 

multi-ethnic and non-racial compasiOon of the United Democratic Front (UDF), 

~ anti-ap~he~d umbrella organ~saEon that emerged in S~uth ~rica i~ fi~e mid- 

2980s. ~otwithstandlng the cxtraordin~ successes of TAG, it appears ~at the 

majority of HW-poshive South Mricans prefer to avoid joining an organisation 

¯ at encourages, ff not ob!~gas, its H~-positive members to publicly disclose their 

s~tus. This may Mso explain why relaovely few HIV-pos~t[ve people who ~e p~- 

vats healfl~ c~e are ~ng to we~ the HIV-pos~tlve T-sh~a and ’out" themsdves. 

Like the Slum Dwellers Inte~ation~ (SDt) actirst~ who ~e tha~ they ~e 

concerned with much m~re than housing (see Chapter 4), MSF and TAG activate 

claim that they provide much more th~ AIDS dm~, condoms and ~e prom~se 

of a more equit~le access to heath c~e. They also provide the possibfii~ 

mea~ng and human di~ty for people facing a profoundly sti~aatisiag and lethM 

pandemic. To reduce TAG and MSF to a fights-b~ed movement so]ely conce~ed 

Mth access to health reso~ces underes~mates the movement’s work at the level 

of ~e bo~y, subjectivity ~d identity. Neither can mainsu’eam social mo~ement 

theo~ account for the powe~l ways ~ w~ch act~sts ~t5 HIVi~S make 

me~ing of their tm~f~ng and traumatising journeys, from the shadow of death 

’sew Iife’. It ~s in ~is passage from the ~pace of sociM and biplo~cal death 

TumeFs analysis of tee £tud process can ~uminate how n~* H~r-sta~ses, poStV 

e~ subjectivities ~d convictions ~e rooted a~d couti~ised. 
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Some concluding thoughts on ’biological citizens’ 

z~d ~responsibilised subjects’ 

Rights-based sla’uggles for health care have increasingly become catalysts for the 

p~oduction of new forms of biomedica! citizenship. For example, Adriana Petryna 

(201)2) writes about how, following the Chen~abyl disaster, the newly indepen- 

dent Ukrainian state, radiation research clinics and NGOs "mediated an informal 

economy of ill.heSS and claims’ that she re~ers to as ’biological citizenship’. This 

new form of citizenship involved selective access to social welfare based on sei- 

eatLfic and legal criteria that both acknowledge injttry and provide compensation 

far it. These struggles for blological citizenship tmfoIded in a context of the failure 

of the Ukrainian state to address massive unemployment, inflation and pervasive 

corruption. WithJn this !:ontext sufferers became dependent on being able to make 
’claims for biomedical resources, social equity, and human rights" (Petryna, 2002: 

]92). Similarly, unemployed and poverty-stricken South Africm~s draw on the sci- 

entific language of CD4 counts a~d viral loads in order to access the disability 

grants provided to HIV-pasitlve citizens with CD4 counts below 200. It was also 

reported in the press that saree poor and mmmployed citizens are consciously 

infecting themselves, or threatening to stop ueatment, in order to access this 1R780 

per month dlsability grant. These are examples of the ways in which, in places 

such as the Ukraine and South Mr/ca, relafonships between cifzens and the 

state are being redefined in the course of life-and-death sla’uggles over access to 

health care and social we3"are. Another example is the TAG’s Censtitutioi~al Court 

challenge that compelled the South African Government to provide Nevirapine to 

pregnant mothers as part of a national prevention of mothm~to-ckild transmission 

(PMTCT) programme. 

AIDS acti~sm in South Africa has also contributed towards new forras of health 

citizenship that ate concerned with both rights-based snuggles ~d creating col- 

lectively shared meanings of the extreme experiences of illness and stigmatisation 

of h~divldual ,aIDS s~fffere~. Drawing on ~he successes of MSF treatment pro- 

grammes and TAG treatment literacy campaigns in Khayelitsha and Lusiklsiki, 

public health professionals have ce~lled for the creation of an empowered citizenry 

with high ievels of understanding of AIDS issues reinforced by community advo- 

cacy and mohiBsation processes that prmnote the rights of people livhag with 

AIDS. According to the David Coetzee and Helen Schneider (2004: 1), a ’public 

health revalution’ is necessary if ART is to succeed: 

Ah~mative approaches t~ the traditlonrl mm~agement of ckronic discerns, such as ’di~ct~y 

~bserved ~erspy’o aze needed if the stringent adherence requirements of ART ore to be 
dchieved. The evidence from pilot p~jects is that high levels of adherence stem fr~za ’a new 
kind of contract bet~ee~ pr~rders and client’÷ The contract is premised ~ very high levels 

of understandlag, treatrasnt Literacy and pxe[~arati~n on the part of t~ers, the e~tab[ishraent of 
expIicit support systems axoand u~ers, and comanunity advocacy processes that promote 
rights of peoplc living w~th H1WMDS, The responsibility fo~ adherence is given to the client 
wlthin a clear framework of empowerfaent and snpporL This is very different to the tradhional 
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pzternali~fie and paosive relationship benwert healfl~ care worke~ and patients ~ ehanOng 
this represem~ the key innovution ch~enge of an ART p~o~amme. 

(Cosmos and Schneider 2004: 

T~e idea of a contract - ~itten or umm’k~en ~ he~veen providers ~d e~ient~ 

not new in the p~1ie health field. However, the nature ~d scale of the AIDS pan- 

demie, Mong with the requirement of ills-long treatment, reinvigorated c~s f~r 

a change in the paternalistic eMture associated ~th conventional public health 

inte~entions. These ea~ took pines in a context in which the national ~ealth 

minister had conceded that DOT-TB programmes were failing, largely because of 

’insu~cient hmnan rose.cos to supervise ~ld monitor implementatim:’. This had 

resulted in a decti~ng c~ rate ~or TB of only 53 per cent (Cape ~mes, 12 October 

20~). In ~he texas of thise~l for ~ p~adi~ shift, d~ents would be entitled to free 

government health e~, including ~firetrovir~ drngs, but they ~ould ~so need to 

demonstrate ~at they were ’responsibili8ed clients’, ~mu~ ~atment adherence, 

disclosing their HIV status, using co~doms, abs~iniog from a~oohol ~use aM 

sm&ing, ~d having healthy diets and lifes~les. 

’Responsibillsation’ also appeam in political theorists’ w~tings ~out eomem- 

por~u liberal rationOifies of government in the UK arid Europe. For exmnple, 

B~ e* ~L (1996) use ~e term to refer to ~m ways in which, undm" eontem- 

poraU ve~ions of llberallsm, UK citizens are encouraged to govern themselves. 

Instead of burdening the National HeOth $e~ice (NHS), ~ey ought w take care 

of 6~emselves and become responsible for health issues pre~ously held to he the 

responsib0i~ of the state. Sou~ Afrean public health professionals and 

~e c~ing for something different. They ~e t~at what is needed for AIDS ~eat- 

ment and prevention presumes to succeed is a weH-resoureed and responsive 

public sector health system and empowered, knowledgeable ~d ’responsPnilised’ 

cHeat-citizens. ~ey ~e soling for an effective health system together with new 

forms of community paa~cipation ~d eitizens~p, or what A~un Appadur~ 

descfbes as auto-gove~ent~ity or ’governance ~om b~o~¢. 

Phumzile Nyw~i’s testimony reveals that HIV illness and treatment expe~ences 

are often n~ated in ways that roved hybrid subjectivities and multiple inters- 

tat~ve frames, including religious, communal, biomedical and lther~ mode~fist 

6ghts~based diseou~es. ~fis suggests that the ~responsibilised’ and empowered 

citizen-patient that p~Hc he~ profession~s desire may net be simply a product 

of modem, libezO individualist e~nceptions ~ the ~ghts-be~ng citizen, h is for 

this reason that T~er’s m~ysis of tim 6~ process can sere ~ a useful heu- 

fis~c device for producing a mere comptex and nuanced ~ders*an~ng of iEness 

~d trea~ent experiences. Tumor’s approach suggests that the tra~sfe~ation into 

a"respons[hilised citizen’ is the product of more th~ HIViAIDS aw~eness eam- 

pai~s, s~ education, treatment literacy and rational choice. It ~s animated by ~e 

~ansforma~ond (ritual) process ~f pin.easing fi’om ’near death’ to ’new life.’ 

Phumz[Ie~ testimony also reveals how a creative combination 9freli~ous, eom- 

rnun~ and activist mediations and interpretations of these traumade transitions 

can, under ce~n eon~tions, son.buts mwads the eonve~on of ~-posidve 

people into om~fitted activists a~d responsibilised citizens. However, AIDS 
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activists, like any other soelal actors, are able to shift discursive and narrative 

frames depending on the specific context and audience. For instance, the illness 

experience/personal transformation frame may appear in testimonies in a particu- 

lar form when used to rally others collectivdy, while shifting again into the more 
abstract and generic responsibilised citizen frame in interactions with patients at 

clinics, treatment literacyaudiences, t~!SF staff, public health professionaIs and 

pohcy makers and so on. Social movement theories are generally incapable of 

appreciating the fluid and situational character of these discursive framings and 

the complex ways in which these are deployed in social movements. Finally, tire 

moral politics of AIDS discussed in ~is chapter has produced collectively shared 

mdauings and fortes of lmlitical subjeeti,Aty and citizenship that have transformed 

representations of the Third World AIDS victlm-suffm’er as homo sacer, the lloma~r 

law figure who could be killed but not sacrifice& 

The following chapter describes how Phumz~Ie Nyrvagi, having survived this 

journey from ’near death’ to ’new life’, went on to establish Khululeka, a 

men’s support group in gugvlethu, Cape Town. It focuses on Khululeka’s attempts 

to reconstitute the lives of its members Mter HIV diagnosis and treatment. The 

chapter describes how this process involved engaging with questions of masculin- 

ity and social reproduction in a post-apartheid setting eharacterised by competing 

traditions of constitutional democracy and deeply entrenched cultures of patriar- 

chy, another clash between rights and culture, 
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7 
Sexual Rights & Sexual Cultures 

AIDS Activism, Sexual Politics & ’New Masculinities’ 

after ApartheidI 

l~troductlon 

The AIDS pan~Jemic in South Africa has contributed towards prising open ques- 

tions on sexuality m~d sexual fights in ways that were unprecedented in the past. 

Partly as a result of exposure to HIWAIDS prevention progammes driven by the 

interuafim~al health agencies, the state, NGOs and social movements such as ’ 

the Treatment Action Campaign (TAC), parents and polltieians are increasingly " 

compelled to talk openly about sex and sexual rights in ~he home and in public 

domains. Meanwhile gender, gay, AIDS and anti-rape activists have respor~ded    . 

to the pm~dentic by highlighting the need to activate and reatise the gender and 

sexual rights provisions in South Afi~ca’s progressive constitution. However, the 

AIDS pandemic and the promotion of new sexual and gender rights has also trig- 

gered a conservative backlash from religiqus leaders and ’traditionalists’. It is 
within this contested setting that new forms of AIDS activism and sexual citizen- 

ship are emerging. 

~iodem d ....... ties everywbmv are increasingly ........ ed with q~estions of 

sexual equality between homosexuals and heterosexuals, as wet~ as between men    .. 

and women (Fassln 2006). ’The politicisagon of sexuality’, Eric Fassin concludes. 

’partakes in a broader prooess of denatu~alisat~on of the social order [and is] there- 

fore an object of democratic debate ... This is why.sex is the [latest! frontier in 

the democratic definition of ore" societies’ (ibid.: 92). In South Africa, the AIDS 

pandemic, same~sex marriages legislation, gender equity policies, and high profile 

sexual harassment cases all comfibuted towards the sexualisation ofpollt~cs and 

the politicisation of sexuality. In 2006 the media reported on a nmnber of high 

profile sex scandals ~hat involved senior poIiticlans and govemment officials. The 

expulsion of former African Naronal Congress (ANC) chief whip Mbulelo Gon~we 

from parliament and party structures in 2006 appeared to signal a zero tolerance 

I would like ~ thank ~’ean Comaroff, Chris C~I,An m~d the anonymous JSAS reviewer~ for their insight~ 

c~mments ~n earlier ~rafts of thi~ paper. I would a!so tik* m thank Mamn~et Bi~dm, Phurazile r, lywa~ 

and members of Khulu].eka for fl~eir supporl and insights. 
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policy towards sexual harassment. It also signalled the gruwing influence of gender 

and sexual equality activism w~thin the ANC. The ANC government’s promotion of 

same sex marriage legislation in 2006 in the face of strong conservative oppositinn 

was another indication that sexuaI equality was becoming a new frontier of democ- 

ratisation in post-apm~eid South Mriea. 

This chapter ~ focus an Nose post-ap~heid sexuM developments in rela- 

tion to, firstly, ~he sexual poI~tics that s~ounded the 2006 rape ~ial of Ne 

former deputy president Jacob Zuma, and secondly the estubl/shment by Phumz- 

ile N~ag~, a fo~er TAC ~d MSF activist, of ~Ululeka, a ¢ommuni~-b~ed 

HIV men~ suppo~ group in Gu~lethu, Cape Town. These ~o caseo, it wilt be 

ar~ed, reflect new fom~s of sexual pohfics that hig~[{ght contested interrelations 

of fi@ts, m~rallty, reliNon, c~mre and politicM leadership. They also sere ~ 

a mi~or onto the tension between sexu~ fi@ts and pa~iarch~ tulles. Soci~ 

movements. NG0s and communi)-based initiatives such ~ TAG and KhuluIeka 

~ave to constantly navigate ~eir way through this higlAy contested te=ain. 

Whereas race ~d class dominated oppositlonM politics duri~g the @~heid 

ara, sexual and gender rights now compete for space in the post-ap~heid public 

sphere. There is a gl~ng gap. however, between fl~e progessive ch~acter of o~- 

dal state, coust[mtionN m~d NGO earle=emerita of gender and sex~ equNJty 

on t~e one ~d. and the deeply e~edded ide~ ~d practices that reproduce 

gender and sexu~ ine~ty on ~e o~er..Idea~ised conceptions of civil socie~ - 

often shared by the elite educated middle classes, including activists, academies, 

NGOs, and jo~alists - generally fNI to adequately acknowledge its um~ly m~d 

uncivil character? 

The discussion is divided into ,~o seerions. ~e ~st section focuses an the 

contested nature of the sepal politics that su=ounded the Jacob Zuma ra~e ~ial, 

and hi@lights the respouses of Zuma suppomem, NG0s, activists ~d journ~ists. 

It shows how ~ese responses reve~ a deep-seated cl~h be~een the sexu~ ~d 

gender equMity ideMs ens~ned in the constitution and promoted by progressive 

civil society organisations, and the sexuN cease,attain of Zuma’s suppo~ers and 

the broader public. This sectiou Nso focuses on how ideas ~om traditianM Zalu 

m~cu~nity were represented and performed ~n ~e Zurna t~al, Nereby higHight- 

ing a tension hereon eo~stitufionaI eonc@tiom of universa~istic sexual fights on 

the one h~d, and pa~iculafistic ~exual c~tures on ~e other. This tension, I ~gue, 

is reproduced through Ne rhetorical producti~ of a series of bingos: modem 

and traditionN, ri@ts, and culture, l~eral democracy and ~ean communitY,- 

ism. This conflict of values w~ also evident in media and popM~ responses to 

the Zuma rape ~, including activist mobihsafions, ~d pubhc debates on politi- 

cal leade~hip ~d sexual fi~ts. The section concludes hy locating disco~ses on 

~egemonie masanlin~ties ~fin the context of the pditical ~d moral economy of 

sex in contempor~ South Africa. 

z ~e Zu~a rap~ Ifi~ &ew a~entian ~ ~he complexities, ~t~ ~ant~di~tic~ ~d to,ions ~lhin ~ 

~c~ Nmiona[ Caagess (ANC) ~ng p~ m~d government ~t J5 c~mmitt~ ~o a pm~cssiva, figh~ 
b~d co~fi~g¢~ d~mo~r~cy w~t ha~ to aeeo~cdme ~d placate s~o~z ~, l~de~hip 
ff~s ~d r~-~d file membe~ who endorse soci~ c~nse~afism flon~ide ~e~r poIificM ra~e~sm. 
~e Zuma ~a@, it wo~d seem, s~tch~d this politics of mDde~o~ and ~amrn~at~cn to i~ l~m~ts. 
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Tlie second section is c~ncerned with innovative attempts by a group of young 

men in Cape Town to create ’alternative maseulinities’ (Connetl !996) in a rinse of 

AIDS. It focuses on Khulideka, a Cape Town town’hip-based support group for men 

living with AIDS. KhuIuleka is an offshoot from the AIDS social movement Treat. 

meat Action Campaign (TAC). It was formed laxgely in response to the belief of 

its founder, Pbumzile Nywagi, that to,unship man were conspicuously absent from 

public clinics mad HIWAIDS support groups. Whereas TAC tends to be a predomi- 

nantly rights,based movement Iargely comprising women, Khulu~eka has attempted 

to address men’s issues, including dominant male sexual cultures. It has sought to 

fashion new alternative maseulinities at a time when African men are increasingly 

singled out in the media and popular discottrse as the scarce of sexual violence 

and HIV infection. Rather than ronmnticising these interrogations of traditlonahst 

maseul~rdties and pertraying them as heroic cmmter-hegemonic forms of resistance 

from below, a close reading of the aceom~ts of Kbululeka members reveals ambiva- 

lent responses to these hegemotfic maseulinities. This suggasts that the Khululeka 

case, like the other case studies in this book, challenges the binaries ~f modern and 

traditional, rights and ctdtnre, llberalism and communitariarSsm. The Khululeka 

ease also raises a nuwber of other questions. For instance, how different axe these 

reconstructions o~ dominant masanlinltles and calls for ’sexual responsibility" from 

those promoted by public health professionals, global health agencies, religious 

conservatives and traditionalists? What are the hnplications of fiaese discourses 

on sexuality for responding to HI¥/AIDS and for furthering our understandings 

of post-apartheid politics, sexual fights, citizenship, and liberal democracy? 

Situating sexual politics after apartheid 

Same-sex marriage laws and anti-sexist legislation, as well as provisions to 

tact the rights of women, gay and lesbian citizens and people hying witli AIDS, 

are all by-products of South Africa’s progressive cm~stitufional democracy. The 

constitution, together ~6_th grassroots activism, has also contributed towards gener- 

ating new forms of sexual politics in which concepts such as misognmy, patriarchy, 

sexism, homaphobia and harassment have entered into mainsU’eam public dis- 

com’se. MemawliiIe, social movements such as the Treatment Action Campai~ 

(TAC), as wall as public health professionals, NGOs and researchers, ba~e hi@- 
lighted the importance of gender equality and sexual rights and respensthilities in 

the fight aga~ns~ HIViAIDS. However, these rights-based advances in the name of 

sexual and gender equality have also been catalysts for a conservative backlash in 

South Africa. These developments suggest that state and civil society advocates 

of these rights constitute a relatively small, educated, middle:class enclave wilhin 

a sea of sexual conservatism. Like tile legalisation of abortion mad the abolition 

of the death pena].ty, sexual equality provisions such as same-sex marriage would 

probably be banished were they to be put to a referendum. 

This brand of conservatism is of coarse not uniquely South African. Whereas 

South Africa sexual conservatism is promoted and defended by the popuIace in 

face of progressive state legislation, in the United States it was President George 

W. Bush and liis faith-based administration wile sought to banish sume-sex mar- 
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tinge laws and HIViAIDS prevention initiatives timt promote cnndoms and sexual 

education2 In response ~o theinternationalisatinn of gender and sexual rights 

programmes, the Bush Administration systematically cat the funding of domestic 

and global health programmes involving abortion and condom distribution. These 

faith-based interventions reflect an attempt by religious conservatives to prevent 

what they perceive to be the erosion of tradifimml Christian family values2 In addi- 

tions to these examples of faith-based conservatism, global AIDS and sexual health 

programmes have also encountered widespread questioning of bo~ sexual rights 

discourses and biomedical explanations of HtViAIDS. These challenges to global 

health interventions raise questions about the sweeping claims of critical theo- 

~sts of biomedicine who, foIlowh~g Foucanlt, have stressed file al!-encompassing 

nature of the regulatory and disciplinary aspects of medicine and public health 

programmes (Adams and Pigg 2005; Singer 1990; Turner 1992)2 They also raise 

questions about the ability of NGOs, social movements and activists to mediate 

these new forms of sexual citizenship. ¯ 

TMs chapter facuses specLf!.caLly on the contested character of sexual r~ghts dis- 

courses that have been introduced by a post-apartheM state and ~nediated by NGOs, 

social mnvements and community activists. Whereas Chapters 5 and 6 fecused on 

the role of social ~novemems and NGOs in promoting health citizenship in relation 

to ARV treatment, section two of this chapter is concerned w:th a communlty-based 

initiative that attempts to mediate new forms of ’responsibilised masculinity’ in 

contexts characterised by deeply embedded cultures of patriarchy and ’traditi0nal 
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masculinifies’. The discussion of the sexual politics surrounding the Zuma rape trial 

suggests that whereas gender and sexual, equality is enshrined in the South African 

Constitution, promoted by the political leademltip and cPvil society m’ganisatlons, 

a]~d enthraced by certain sections of the public, the claiming of these fights ~tas gen, 

crated a gronndswell of canservative opposition in the broader society. This does not 

mean, however, that local cmununfities have completely rejected rights-ba~ed dis, 

courses. Instead, it is the.chiming of specific gender and sexual rights-for instance 

same-sex masriage - that has produced such profound disconffort and opposition 

amongst ma~y South Africans. Contrary to idealised conceptions of civil society as 

a v~rtuous space of liberal democratic values, South Ah:ican civil society, as in other 

parts of the world, is a highly contested, eontradictary and ambiguous space. 

Opposition to same-sex mat~’iage was also evident in the respor~ees of settle 

members of the ANC political leadership, For example, speaking at Heritage Day 

celebrations in KwaZulu-Natal province on 24 September 2006, former deputy 

president ]’scab Zun~a told a large crowd of supporters that: ’When I was growing 

up an ungqingili (a gay) would not have stood in front of me. I would knock him 

out.’ Zuaxa was also quoted as saying that same-sex marriages were ’a disgrace to 

ilae nation aud to G~d’.6 Yet, as a result of an avalanche of critlcisax froax human 

rights and gay and ].esbiaa activists, Zuma apoleg:ised for his statements, sayit~g 

that the ’Constitution clearly states that nobody should be discriminated against ~n 

any greur~ds, including sexual orientation, and I uphold and abide by the Constitu- 

tion of our land’? Zuaxa’s response reflected his ow~ mnbivalence and unease in 

relatlon tu the tensions between sexual rights and sexual culture. These tensians 

are also part of il~e political landscape within which social axovements, NGOs and 

community activists operate. 

The public particPpat~o~ debates suEounding the Civil Unions Bill also ~evealed 

widely held homophebic and patrla~chal attitudes that were sanctioned and pro- 

moted by citizens and consercative retiootts, political and n:aditional leaders. For 

example, in October 2006 a conservative Christian group, the Marriage Alliance 

South Africa, organ~sed a axareh to the Unlo~ Buildings to dehver a memorandum 

opposing same-sex marriage. Opposition to the Civil Unions Bfll also eaxanated 

from tim Congress ~f Traditional Leaders (Contralesa). Contralesa incurred the 

wrath of gay activists by c[aiaxlng that homosexuality, fi~e Civil Unions Bill, and 

the recognition of same~sex marriage were t’undamenta!/y ’un-AfEcan’o Nonhlan- 

[fla Mkhize o~’the D~ban gay and lesbian eomaxunity and health centre responded 

by cla~ming that Contralesa’s leaders were in deu~al about the existence of Afri- 

can lesblan and gay people: ’Their is ample research illustrating African people 

have engaged in same-sex relationships th~oughont our history. For example, in 

Namibia, Kenya, Nigeria and South Af6.ea, bond ~iendships, ancestral wives, 

female husbands and male wives have existed for centuries as forms of same-sex 

relationships. All these relationships were accepted and respected in Mrica before 

colo~6alism and apartheid’? Gay actPvists were outraged by the overt hostility to 
6 ~lfai/& Guardian, 26 September 2006. 
¯ Ibid. 
~ Angels Quint, "Gay~ a]taek t~ad~fional leaders: ~"htop ~ay]ng homosexual activities ~e 

Cape 2"imez, 27 Oetobar 2005. p.5. 
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same-sex marliage and gay rights exposed at these public hearings. For instance, 

Jouathan Berger, a lawyer from AIDS Law Project (ALP), in his submission to the 

home affairs parliaaxentary portfolio comaxittee on the Civil Unions Bill, noted that 

’the ataxosphere [at the hearings] generally was extreax,~ly homophobic’.~ Porffnlio 

committee members had asked people who appeared before the oommittee ques- 

tions such as ’What is gay?’, ’How do two men have sex with each other?’ and ’How 

do two women have a baby together?’.’e 

The hearings revealed a chasm between progressive sexual rights and conserva- 

tive public reactions.~ They also revealed that, although NGOs and civil society 

organlsatians were vocal and vlsible in the public sphere, in Snuth Africa, a~ 

in many other parts of the Global South, their metnbers appeared to be largeiy 

confined to ~e relatively small elite enclave of the educated middle classes (Chat- 

terjee 2004). Similarly, while social movement, NGO and pubIic health responses 

to d~e AIDS pandemic may have contributed towards a ’sexual revolution’ i]a terms 

of which formerly taboo topics on sex have morphed into morally respectable sub- 

jects for discussion and. debate in both private arid public spaces, thls had not 

translated into the realisation of the sexual and gender equality as envisaged by 

the architects of ~k~e constitution. Fax- from romanticising civil society as a space 

of grassroots democracy, AIDS and gender activists viewed the Zuma trial as a 

disturbing Iens onto sexist and authoriSarlan tendencies within South Africa’s ’(un) 

civil society’. WhiIe progressive NGOs and civil society organisations such as tim 

TAC and MSF have had considerable success axed visibility in their struggles to 

proaxote sexual and gender equably and health citizenskip, they have aJso had to 

confront deeply conservative sexual ideas and practices. 

Section 1 - ’The Zttma Affair’: A lens ortto hegemonic maseulhfities? 

In a context of entrenched patriarchal cultures, conservative religious movements, 

HIV/AIDS and extraordinarily high levels of sexual vialence and rape, it is per- 

haps not surprising that ~he promotion of sexual rights has provoked such heated 

debate. The rise of MDS, gay and gender activism has cont6bnted towards trans- 

forming private sexual matters into contested public concerns. In addition, like the 

United States and other parts of the world, a conservative reaction to this sexual 

revolution is being fuelled by the rise of Evangelica] Christianity and the pro- 

motion of moralising discourses en family values, in South Africa, this backlash 

has also been fuelled by President Thabo Mbeki’s promotion nf gender equality 

within ANC party and government structures. Tbese calls for gender and sexual 

equality have catalysed a conservative mobilisation and re-articulation of deeply 

embedded discourses on African tradition and Christian family values. 

~ Mail & Guardian, 20 Octob,~-, p .23. 
’° ~bid. 
n T~* dis~anctuze between c.nstitutior~ally casbah.ned sexual 6~hts an~ ~ve~day gend~r~d rea~i~iez is abe 

~vident in the e~aord~arily ~igb ~ne~dence ~ rape mad sexual violence Ln S~tt~ .,~J.etm sociely. For 
example, it i~ estimated ~at ut 2ansi o~e [~ three South A£r~can ~omen w~.11 be raped ~n her lifetime (see 

~offott, 2006:129). 
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This clash of values around sexuality was very evident during Jacob Zuma’s 

rape trial, in May 2006. During the trial, which was held in the Johannesburg High 

Court, the former deputy president and his defence counsel argued that the rape 

accuser had seduced Zurna by wearing ’revealing clothes’ (See Zapiro cartoon, p. 

xvi). The clothing referred to here was the kanga, a traditional African cloth that is 

worn in villages throughout the subzoontinent. As Mail & Guardian reporter Nicale 

Johnston pointed out the Mrican kangu ’has been the hMlmark of female modesty 

and respectability [and is] handed out at poli6cal rullies emblazoned with slogans 

and the faces of political leaders" (Mail & Guardian, 5 May 2006, p. 2). Daring the 
trial, however, the mundane cotton kanga was sexualised and transformed into an 

object of seduction, much like the i~ffamous cigar during the Monies Lewinsky and 

Bill Clinton scandal. Responding to what they perceived to be a systematic attempt 

to discredit file rape accuser and portray her as an unscrupulous seducer, a small 

group of gender and anti-rape activists from the People Opposing Women Abuse 

(POWA) faced a huge crowd of jeering Zmna supporters when ~hey demonstrated 

outside the Johannesburg High Court dressed in cotton kangas. As the journahst 

Johnston concluded, they were demonstrating to ’re-appropriate their right to wear 

the kanga - anywhare, any time" (Mail & Guardian, 5 May 2006, p. 2). 

Zuma was ultimately acquitted and the rape accuser was portrayed by Justice 

Willern van der Merwe as a mauipulative seductress, a pathological liar and a serial 

rape accuser. The judge also lashed out at the media, activists and Zuma support- 

are for prejudging the case and being mare interested in sexual and gender politics 

than the actual evidence presented in the rape case, The judge chastised pressure 

groups, NGOs, governmental organisatians and the media for having ’breached the 

subjudice ru~e’. In the preface ~o his 174-page judgement delivered in tire Johan- 

nesburg High Court on 4 May 2006, the judge argued that ’it is not acceptable that 

a court be bombarded with political, personal or group agendas and comments. 

As one contributor ~o a daily newspaper very carrectly put [it]: "This trial is more 

about sexual politics and gender relations than it is about rape."’ ~n his f~_nal con- 

cluding statement, the white judge also lambasted Zuma for having unprotected 

sex with an HIV-positive woman and being unable to control his sexual desires. 

Parapt~rasing Kipling, Judge van der Menve concluded, ’ff you can control your 

sexual urges, then you are a man, my son’.= This statement revealed how llngerng 

colonial legacies of racial paternalism continued to discursively link sex, gender 

and race in post-apartheid South Africa. 

Th~s moralisi~g tone from the white judge, as well as similar utterances from 

other quarters including the media, NGOs and religious ~eaders, provoked angry 

respo~es from Zurna’s supporters. In a public statement on 25 May 2006, Seraeni 

Zokwaua, the president of the National Union of Mineworkers (NUM), attacked the 

hypocrisy of those who drew on ’Christian morality" to judge and condemn Zuma 

for h~s sexual babaviottr. According to Zokwana, not all NUM’s members were 

Ch_6.stlanso and not a~[ of them adhered to the ’Ten Commandments’, in particular 

the prohibition on adu~te~. Th~s statement, made in a 6eeply Christian couuU-y-, 
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ur~surprisingly unleashed heated discussions on the Friends of Jacob Zuma (FJZ) 

website about the relationship between sexuality~ morality, Christianity and the 

secular state?~ Many pro-Zuma wabsite contributors belonging to the trade anion 

movement, tire SACP and ANC and Communist Party youth leagues supported Zok- 

wana’s statement, and portrayed Zuma as a ’man of the people’, a heroic fighter for 

the liberation of the black working class, the downtrodden and destitute. ’Lekua’, a 

vehemently pro~Zuma contributor to the website, defended Zurna’s moral integrity, 

and Z~k~,ana’s statement, in a posting on 25 May 2006: 

On the selective mo~ality, ~amely that ~t is alright for a ~oman to tay a false rape charge but 
it is uncaP.ted for JZ to have breached his marriage vov,-s, NUM [Zokwana] said: ’N~3M does 
not subscribe to the Ten Commandments, especially the one that says ’°l"]mu shall not commit 
aduh~ry."" Tkis hardline stance ,by Cosata and its largest affiliate. NUM, clearly shawa tha~ 
th~ whole nation is getting impat~nt with the hypoerftes who behave as if they are holliet~ [sic] 

th~a~ JZ ar:d all of us, Their d~ctatorial tendencies has [sic] inspired the who~ nation into action 

to reclaim the AN�from th~ elita~ and mstere it to th~ rnaas~s who are still poor a~d destitude 
[sick. (my emphasis)a~ 

Here we see liow questions of sexual behaviour and religious morality were recon- 

figured into populist rhetoric on African nationalism and the need ~to reclaim the 

ANC from the elites and restore it to the rnasses’. These responses were set against 

the backdrop of braising polkieal batdes between supporters .of President Thabo 

Mbeki and former deputy president Zuma. Zuma’s supporters comprised a mix of 

trade unionists, communists, ANC Youth League figures and Zulu neo-traditlon- 

alists. This powerful support base demanded that their leader should become the 

next president, notwithstanding President Mbeki’s dismissal, in 2005, of Zuma 

from his position a~ deputy president. This foil.owed the decision by the pros- 

ecuting authority to prosecute Zuma on corruption m~d, some months later, rape 

charges. These trials, as well as President Mbeki’s calls fo~" the next president to 

be a woman, were seen to be part of mr elaborate anti-Zuma conspiracy arches- 

trated by the office of the president. The conspirators were a~so portrayed an the 

FJZ website as a part of President Mbeki’s ’Xhosa nostra’. Postings on the web- 

site also claimed that President Mbeki wanted his female Xhosa-speal6ng deputy 

"president, Phumzile Mlambo-Ngcuka, to succeed trim in order to prevent Zuma 

becmning the next president: 

So the president h~ spoken the next president of RSA should be a "~’om~n’. And every one 
knows lhat ’:vo~an’ word read Ngeuka’s wife [sic] ._ According to the intelligent Mbeki al~ 
men are unp~:oductive and al~ women are [productive]. When are we going to have a gay or 
lesbian president? At present I da not ~ee any woman that is ready to rule this country)5 

Zuma supporters were especially upset with President/tibeki’s introduction of 

qnrtas for woman in political office and ANC structures. Mbeki’s ANC government 

was also perceived to be undermining the powers of traditional leaders tl~ough 

local, government reform. Demonstrations outside the court included the presence 

of iinyanga (traditional healers) using herbal medicines to ensure that Zuma was 

See httl~:#w,nw.friendsc~z~co.za 

http:ll~’~3nendso~z.co.za]vie~nne~age.asp 

Ndosi, O6105f2006, hap:l/ww~.friend~o~z.co.zalvJewmes~age.asp 
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successfully acquitted in his trial. Meanwhile amakosi (chiefs) dressed in tradi- 

tional skins occupied the front seats of the courtroom daring proceedings. The FJZ 

website also had hundreds of postings alleging plots perpetrated by Mbeki’s inner 

circle, the media, big business, nee-liberals, and even Christians+ These claims 

circulated in the media and on the FJZ website well after Zuma’s acquittal on the 

rape chargesJ~ 

The Zuma rape trial became a key diseurslve site in an ongoing leadership 

struggle between Zuma’s supporters, including the SACP and COSATU en the one 

side, and President Mbeki and his followers on the other+ This ~eadership strug81e 

split the ANC into two factions, those who supported Zuma’s papuEst (and tradi- 

tionalist) leadership style, and those who supported Mbeki’s more centralist and 

managerialSst democratic approach. This divide also coiticided with deep ideologi- 

cal cleavages ~th+n the tripartite alliance of the ANC, COSATU and the SACP. 

From the perspective of COSATU and the SACP, President MbekFs nee-liberal 

economic policies benefited big business and global capital rather than the work- 

ers. The ANC appeared to be split dew+ the middle by ideological divisions and 

President Mbeki’s leadership style. The sexual politics sur,~oundlng ~e rape trial 

provided a public space for lhe express~on of these deep divides. 

For media commentators and gender activists, the trial was a lens onto a deeply 

embedded authoritarian culture of patriarchy, misogyny, and sexual violence. 

However, few cotrmmntators reflected on fl~e historical ~ransformations that pro- 

duced these cultural forms and social practices (see below). Instead, commentary 
was focused on the visceral itrmaediacy of events inside and outside the court. For 

example, journalists covering the daily demonstxatiorts outside the Johannesburg 

High Court reported on Zuma supporters who bur~t photographs and eLfigies of the 

rape accuser ~d chanted "bta’n the bitch’. Zuma’s supporters, many of whom wore 

’~00% Zulu Boy’ T-shirts, were also accused of intimidating anti-rape activists 

protesting outside the court. The latter had launched a ’One in Nine Campaign’ to 

draw attention to $~e fact that so few women aze prepared to report their rapes to the 

police. Rape activists higblighted the ~act that there were 55,000 reported cases 

of rape in 2004/05 whereas the South African Law Reform Commission had pro- 

vided estimates of 1.69 .million rapes per year.~¢ Gender activists also questioned 

the judge’s decision to permit the defence to lead testimony on the cmnplainant’~ 
sexual history, a decision that activists believed was designed to demonstrate that 

she had a history of false rape accusations going hack to her childhood. The judge 

demolished the complainant’s evidence and endorsed Zuma’s claim that he had 
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consensaal sexat his home in November 2005. Activists argued in the press that 

the treatmeut meted out to Zmna’s rape accuser by beth the judge and Zuma’s sup~ 

porters would simply reinforce this ~one in nine’ syndrome amongst rape victims. 

After the judgement against, the ’kanga-clad seductress’, gender activists 

appeared to have even stronger grounds for believing the judicial system would 

continue to be perceived by rape victims as unsympathetic to the[," predicament. 

Some activists also clairoed that the relentless cross-examinatlon of the complain- 

ant by Zuma’s defence lawyer constituted ’secondary rape’ of the v~ctim by the 

criminal justice system. Zuma’s acquittal, they argued, would also be interpreted 

by tnany of Iris fot!ower~ as vindication Of their patriarchal behefs and claims that 

women are predisposed to fabricate rape in order to access money and power. 

It was not ordy the gender activists who were enraged by Zuma’s sexual bchav- 

ioun Zuma lind also angered AIDS activists with his court testimony that he had 

sex without a condom with an HIV-positive woman because he had calculated 

that the risk of irtfection was low. Zuma also told the court that by showering Mter 

he had sex with the rape accuser he intended ~o reduce the risk of infection (See 

Zapiro cartoon, p. xiv). Accorddng to AIDS activists, these statements contributed 

towards widespread confusion and misirfformation abom HIWAIDS, including the 

proliferation of AIDS myths, dissident theories, and popular beliefs that sex with 

virgins could cure AIDS and that the disease was caused by witchcraft. In his 

press conference a day after the acquittal Zuma apologiscd for hav~ng made a ’mis-. 

take’ ~y having ’unsafe sex’ with an HIV-positive woman. He stated that be would 

recommit himself to promoting AIDS prevention progranunes. Yet, he still sought 

to justify his shower statement by telling a female journalist, ’If you’ve been in the 

kitchen, my de~, peeling onions, you wash your hands, not so? What’s so funny 

about washing my hands after doing smnething?’~a 

Gender and AIDS acfixrsts and media commentators argued that Zuma’s trial 

highlighted the deaply entrenched character of patriarchy in South Mrican soci- 

ety. They also claimed that the trial reflected the dismal ~ailure of the national 

political leadership to confront sexual violence and HIWAIDS. After all, Zuma 

had been the president of both the Moral Regeneration Campaign and the Soufl~ 

African National AIDS Commission (SANAC), government bodies that activists 

regarded as enth’ely ineffecttml (See Zapko cartoon, pp xiv and xv). These fail- 

ures of government were perceived to be especial!y disturbing in a country vdth 

a ’rape pandemic’ and an ~stimated 5.6 million people li’rng with A1DS.*~ So, 
notwifl*standing a progressive constitution that promised sexual rights and gender 

equalhy, as well as better health care for all, there seemed to be deeply embedded 

social and cultural barriers in the way of realising these fights. 

Mail & Guardian, 12 May 20L~6, p. 31. 

t~cveraia~ denim Cf ~e .~e ~f ~e pandemic, 
suppoa for ~asident cl~ ~at ~drelro~r~ ~s (ARgs) w~e d~gem~ly l~ic (~ Robins, 20~). 
Si~arly, ~e ~ster cf heath had i~ated AIDS activists by ~uppo~ing ~e d~ious k~S remedies 
~f vlmmin ~n~aetmer Dr Mauhi~ ~th and promoting her own ’Afhcan sdufisn’ for AI~S comprising 

we~, ~om the pempective ~ acCOsts, yet ~t~er leade=hi~ 
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Performing ’Zutu manhood’: sexual rights versus sexual cultures? 

During the liberation struggle questions of sexuality and sexual rights were gener- 

ally sidehned and subordinated within anti-apartheid political disco~se. By 

2006 this had significantly changed,.and sexual politics seemed to bc on the rise. 

Judge v~m tier Merwe claimed that the Zuma rape trial l~ad been transformed into 

a public drains about sexual politics. The trial was also transformed by the media 

into a morality tale that ended up reinforcing racist stereotypes about sexually 

irresponsible African men. Such representations of African sexuality had been 

vehemently contested by President MbekL In fact, the President’s AIDS denlalism 

seems to have been fuelled by his belief that AIDS and auti-rape activism rein- 

forced racist western ideas about promiscuous and disorderly Mrlcan sexualities 

(see Chapter 5). This was also evident in President Mbeki’s attack on the anti-rape 

activist Charlene Smith. In his weekly ~etter posted on the AiVC Today wsbsits, 

the President claimed that Snffth’s canunentary on South Africa’s shocking rape 

statistics reproduced racist stereotypes of blank men as habitual rapists. A similar 

attack was 1an.ached by ANC portfolio committee menLbers against filmmaker Chff 

Besta]] for p~oducing a devastating television documentary on baby rape. Although 

these troubling questions about African sexuaIity had been vigorously challenged 

by ~he president and ANC national leadership, the Jacob Zuma rape trial appeared 

to re-lnsert sexuality and mascufinib] squarely within the public domain. 

In the Johannesburg High Court in May 2006, Soath Africans witnessed a tele- 

vised postmodern spectacle in which a tribal elder-cam-liberation struggle icon 

performed ’Zulu tradiSonal mascuhn@’ for c~nsumptian by both the court and 

the broader citizenry. According to Zuma’s version of African masculinity, in Zalu 

culture ’leaving a woman in that state [of sexual arousal]’ was the worst thing a man 

could do. ’She could even have you arrested and charged with rape’, he told the 

attentive court, tu other words, he would have v~olated and disrespected her had he 

not had sexual intercourse with her. Addressing the judge as "nkosi’- yenkantolo 

(the king of the eoLL~t), Zuma referred to his accuser’s private parts as is~bhaya sika 

bab’~akhe (her father’s kraal). He conceded that he entered ’the kraal’ without 0’azi 

ka rnkhwenyana (the groom/husband’s coat, i.e., a condo@. These translations of 

isiZulu idioms are usually associated with deep ~ral KwaZulu-Natal. To those 

attending the Johannesburg High Court hearing, and millions of others following 

the trial through the exteusive roedia coverage, these words sigu~fied that Ztmla 

was indeed a ’real’ Zalu man: ’100% ZUln Boy’ as his supporters’ T-shiVs put it. 

Here again, images of ’Zulu virility’ seemed to represent and erubsdy a broader 

post-apartheid pohtica~ process of African retradit~onahsation. 

It was in his discussion cf lobola (bridewealth) that Zama publicly performed his 

’Zulu masculinity’ most vividly, In response to questions about two aunts who had 

attempted to initiate lobola negotiations with the complainant, Znma answered 

he ’had his cows ready’. As he put it, ’Labels is an issue between the girl ... ~Ld 

the fa~ffly. Should [Kwezi] have told these two ladies that "Yes, I want Zuma to pay 

lobola", t would definitely do it.’ This discussion on lobola sought to valorise tradi- 

tional Zulu masculinity and thereby normaliae and redeem h~s sexual behavio~. 
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Zuma’s court statements suggested that he was indeed an authentic Zulu tradi- 

tionalist. This representation of Zuluness was mediated to South Africans and the 

wider world rid television, radio, the tnternet and a local and international press 

fascinated with primordiatist fantasies of Zalu cultEre. This representation of the 

’100% Zulu man’ was strategic and effective in making the case that the sex had 

indeed been consensual. Zuma’s behaviour was, after all, how Zu[u men aremeant 

to act, so this patriarchal argument went. This particular understanding of Zulu 

masculinity was seff-canscionaly fashioned and situationally deployed by Zuma 

in the Johannesb~g High Court as a sign of a revltalised Zulu traditionalism. It 

contrasted starkly with the image of President Mbeki as the (-Xhosa) modernist 

architect of South Afr{ca’s rights-based constitutional democracy that is widely 

perceived to challenge African culture by undermining traditional leadership and 

promoting gender equity. 

Zuma’s performance of African masculinity was not that different to the ideas 

about Zaluness and customary law produced by $hepstone and countless other 

colonial officials. Historians and anthropologists have shown how these histori- 

cal constructions of tradition and customary law were produced through ongoing 

conversations between colonial administrators and tribal eiders (Channock 1985; 

Hamilton 1998; ]~lamdani 1996;). Zuma’s version of Zulu masculinity performed at 

the Johannesburg High Court was packaged as primordial ethnic essence, and was 

designed to prop up Ztmra’s legal defence of consensual sex. This strategy was no 

doubt perceived by his legal team to be effective precisely because South Af~oa 

is a postcnlonial country in which reified conceptions of African cuItm’e carry con- 

siderable clant in the courts and on the streets. 

Zuma’s performance of unblemished virile Zuh masculitfity in court, as well a~ 

his homophobie comments" at Heritage Day celebrations in September 2006, mir- 

rored popular perspectives on sexuality, gender and masculinity. Tiffs also partly 

explains Zuma’s popularity across a variety of constituencies, social classes and 

ideological camps including traditionahs~s, fire ANC Youth League and the popu- 

lar Left, For Zuma and his supporters within the SACP, ANC, and trade anions, 

being a ’traditional Zulu man’ and a ’modem revo[utlonary’ was n~ither contrachc- 

tory nor incompatible. Zuma’s populza’ity was precisely because of his ability to 

invent himself as a ’man for all seasons’ and idealogical persuasions, a post-ldeo- 

logical position that straddled the political binaries of Left and Right, modern and 

traditianal. It also reflected the compatibility of pulitical radicalism with social 

conservatism. What united Zuma’s diverse constituency was the linking of African 

populism with traditional masculinity and conservative sexual politics2 This tradi- 

tionagmodern binary was rhetorically and politically highly productive. 

The following section interrogates this binary by drawing attention to transform- 

ing social and economic structures and how these have in turn influenced changing 

conceptions of African masculinity. This section ~uestions timeless stereotypes of 

irresponsible, ttaditional African men by locating these maseulinltles within his- 

torical processes. It also decoastmcts the ahistotical version of Zulu n~ascalinity 

performed by Jacob Zurna in tire Johannesburg High Court. 
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Historic~s~ng hegemonic mascutinities and sexual conservatism 

A South African Department of Health Report (2003) entitIed Men in HIViMDS 

Partnership: ’Men care enough to act’ reported on a series of consultative work- 

shops in which men identified the following themes aud strategies for tackling 

HIWAIDS: unequal sexun] and gender relations, culture and traditional values 

such as polygamy, lobola (bridewealth), virginity testing, gender stereotypes and 

masculinity. The workshops concluded tdmt there was a need to embark upon edu- 

cation and awareness prograuunes that targeted young boys from the age of five 

to eighteen year~ in order to ’challenge the status quo and the men’s world view’ 

(ibid.: 1!). Despite identifying these strategies and objectives, government pro- 

grammes have done very little in terms of grappling with these questions of culture, 

identity and masculinity. 

The report’s ahistor~ca[ conception of ’African sexuMity’ igrmres a growing 

literature on changing historical constructions of Afrlca~ masctthnities and sex- 

ualities (Cornwall and Lindisfarne 1994; Delius mad Glasar 2002; Fieald 1995; 

Hunter 2006; Head et al. 2005; Moodie 1994; Mills and Ssewakiryanga 2005; 

Morrell 2001; Niehans 2002; Ouzgane and Me=ell 2005; Reid and ~alker 2005; 

Richter and Morrell 2006;). Mark Hunter’S (2006) work in rural KwaZulu Natal, 

for example, focuses on changes in tire ’political economy of sex’ that are partIy 

respon*ib~e for fuellihg fire South Africa AIDS pandemic. Hunter challenges ste- 

reotypes that blame AIDS on Aft-loan culture. He also questions political economy 

approacbas that attribute the pandemic p~imarily to legacles of racial capitalism 

and apartheid and the destructior~ of African family structttres through the system 

of circular male-migration. ~aile not denying the historical role of apartheid in 

undermining African family structures, Hunter’s work highlights relatively recent 

changes to the political economy of sex. He shows bow, since the 1970s, dramatic 

changes in cultures of sexuality have occurred as a result of the conthinatieu of 

rising social inequalities, structural unemployraent, greatly reducedrfiarital rates 

and new forms of domestic and sexual fluidity {see Spiegel, 1995 on domestic flu- 

idly). These devdopments have rendered both men and women mare vulnerable. 

Studies suggest that the combination of male dlsempowerment and chronic poverty 

has, in certain cases, contributed towards aggressive male sexualitles, which has 

in turn fuelled the spread of the pandemic (Hunter 2006; Wood and Jewkes 2001). 

These devalopments have also introduced changes in female sexuali% including 

forms of ~ransactional sex for both sur~ivaI and to support modem consumer ISle- 

styles and identities (Hunter 2006; Leclerc-Nadlala 2004). 

Historians and anthropologists have also shown that ~n the past, in many parts of 

Africa, there were high!y structured and culturally mediated ways in which yotmg 

people were initia~ed into adulthood and adult forms of sexual activity (see Deliun 

and Glaser 2002; Hnnter 1979; Hunter 2~306). For example, during the nineteenth 

century in parts of sou~ern Africa, penetrative sex, fathering and fatherhood were 

linked to building a home {Hu3ter 2006). These cultural practices were subject to 

rapid and dramatic social change, tu the early decades of the twentieth century, 

when increasing numbers of young men began to ntigrate to South African dries 
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to search for work, they gained some independence in terms of i~ob~ga payment. 

This allowed them to build their own families and homesteads without having to 

rely on their fathers’ permission and help. However, with fl:e dechne of the migrant 

labour system since the 1970s it has becoming increasingly difficult for y~ung men 

in Sou~em Africa to find perrnanent jobs. This era of strnctural unemployment 

has in turn made it extremely difficult for young men to pay ilobola and thereby 

get ’properly married’. These dramatic changes are of course not confined to South 

Africa but are being experienced acutely in many pro’is of sub-Saharun Africa. Yet, 

responses to these changing structural conditions of everyday life on the African 

continent are often interpreted and politicised through the lens of ahistorical ste- 

reotypes about a singular African sexuality. 

Not~dthstandlng the economlstic emphasis of Mark Hunter’s (2006) study of the 

’political economy of sex’ - possibly to the neglect of question* of agency, desire 

and subjectivity - his work provides an important countenqeight tO the abistorlcal 

representations of African sexuality that circulate in popular and pubhc health 

discourses. These essentiahst stereotypes of African masculinity and sexuality 

can be deployed for a vaziety of purposes. In the case of the Zuma rape ulal, for 

instance, these ideas were deployed to normalise Zuma’s sexual behaviom’. For 

man} men, including the modernist militants of the trade union movement and the 

popular Left, these traditionalist conceptions of Africza~ ma~ahood were the bed- 

rock of identity and belonglng. The following section probes how these ideas, and 

alternatives to them, circulate in the lives of a group of men 1lying with AIDS. 

Section 2 - ’Broflmrs are doing it for themselves’: 

alternative maseulinities in a time of AIDS? 

The Oscar-winning South African fihir Tsotsi tells the story of a fearless and violent 

township g~ngstar who, as a young boy, ran’away fl’om home after his abusive father 

refused to let him near his mother who was dying of AIDS; the father behevec! that 

his son could be i~ffected by touching his HIV~pesltive mother. One day Tstosi 

shoots a black woman while hijacking her ear outside her middlemlass subuxban 

home, As he speeds off from the house in the woaran’s BMW he hears a baby crying 

in the back seat of the ear. He eventually decides to take the baby to his township 

hon*e and this dranratieaJ.Iy changes his life. Through Wing to care for the irffant, 

%otsi goes on a ’road to Damascus" conversion process, and Ire decides to return 

the i~ffant to its parents. The film ending hints that he decided to runt his back on 

crime and gangsterism. This redemptive storyline also suggests that even violent 

young men may be amenable to radical change and reform. It also hints that father- 

hond cm~ become a catalyst for the construction of new ’respon*ible masculinifies’ 

in the context of patriarchal cultm’es. Tiffs powerful cinematic narrative also con- 

tests popular anal media images of young black men as ~ae sotmee of dee problem 

of HIViAIDS, domestic and sexual vldence, rape a~d crime. The following section 

shows hew Tsotsi’s redemptive narrative resonates in certain respects with the sto- 

ries ¢f young men living xrith AIDS who have sought to tra~lsferm their lives as a 
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result of illness experiences and their recognition of the need to lead healthy and 

sexuMly responsible lifestyles and assmne the ’proper’ social roles of fatherhood. 

Men behaving ’responsibly" 

It is well documented that South African men tend to stay away from public health 

clinics, few get tested for HIV,, and even fewer join AIDS support groups. When 

men do tLmt up at HIV, TB and STI clinics, they are often labeIIed by nurses and 

counsellors as the villains of the piece. They are blamed for being in’esponsibie 

in their sexual byes, health and lifestyles. Given that public health clinics are not 

known for being male-friendly, it is hardly surprisingthat clinics in South Africa 

remain largely wemetes spaces. This perhaps also explains why seven out of ten 

adults accessing antire~roviral therapy (ART) are women. 

Notwithstanding the difficulties of integrating men into the public hea~th systena, 

they are increasingly being exposed to HIV prevention and treatment messages 

that call for responsible sex and lifestyles. This is especially the case for those 

men who test H1V-pasitive. For instance, HIV-posltive patients have to meet a 

number of criteria to access antiretroviral therapy (ART). These selection criteria 

include disclosme of their status to at least one other individual, and participation 

in psychosecial counselIing and peer support groups. Patients are also expected 

to refrain from emtsuming alcohol and drugs, and they have to agree to adhere 

healthy diets, healthy lifestyles and drug adherence. These selection criteria can 

end up functioning as a fm’m of soeiaI triage by screeni.ng out and excluding thq 

poorest of the poor, especiMly unemployed men, wlio are more likely to be vulner- 

able to dr~g and alcohol abuse, and hence perceived to be hiss drug-adherem. 

The Western Cape Prov~nce and MSF treatment programme in Khayalitsi~a, 

Cape To,mr, is an example of a donor-funded programme that bus been able to 

produce exceptionally high levels of drug adherence. These pregcammes have also 

contributed towards profound transformations in patients’ subjectivities and sexual 

lives (see above). These changes, which have been promoted through TAC com- 

munity mobilisation and treatment literacy workshops, have contributed towards 

creating empowered, knowledgeable and drug-adherent patients. By March 2006, 

16,234 people had pas~ed through th~s ART programme in Khayelitsha. ThC and 

MSF also estabIished a successful treatment programme in rm’al Lusikis~ki 

merly Trunskel) in the Eastern Cape Province. Many of the protocols and practices 

developed by MSF and TAC at these highly successful pregrammes have informed 

the national ART programme that commenced in April 2004. These kinds of 

community-based patient mobilisation programmes encourage new forms of thera- 

peutic citizenship and responsibilised citizenship (see Chapter 6). The targets of 

these HIV prevention and ~’eatment literacy programmes are required to develop 

new ways of earing for the self and beiug responsible in their sexual lives, diets 

and lifestyles (see Nguyen 2005). 

A few years ago, Phumzite complained to me that Xhosa initiation rituals were 

no longer capable of tefiehing young men to act responsibly. This discussion 

emerged in the eom’se of a ~mnther of discussions during which Phum.ziIe told 

me about his youth, employment history, marriage and separation, his ckronle ill- 
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nesses as a result of HIV, and how he eventually joined the TAC and e~ol[ed in an 

ARV prpgranmre at ~myelitsha, Cape Town. Reflecting on the role of initiation [n 

an age of AIDS, Phumzile claimed that most young men returned from initiation as 

sexually irresponsible as they were before they went to "the bush’. 

You know, irdtiation ~s it i~, it doean’t mean anything nowadays. It’s just pain, it ~eems. It 
doesn’t gE,e any way fot~aa-d to life. One woutd just go to initiation for the sake of going d3.e~re÷ 
Bat not knowing the concept traditionally, how our rituals [demand] that you h~ve to change 
yo~ lifestyle, to know yourself ... One wouM go to initiation and come and do the ~ame thing 
ttmt he used to do. I mean them don’t seem to be regulations around sex, I mean young people 
can sleep around with wh~ they want. Or am I wrong? The church may say tb;ngs, but do 
people listen? Parent~ may say one th~ng, but do they listen? Is there any autlmrity, or is it the 
case that it’s anarchic, and youth can do a~ they v:ant?~° 

Phumzile’s account of the failure of initiation stemmed frmn his frustration with 

counselling men about HIV prevention and treatment. He stated that he preferred 

Counselling women as they, m~[ke men, rook HIV seriously. Phumzile aIso told 

me about his ovna high risk sexual lifestyle and how he becmne ill as a resutt of 

HIV. Phumzile’s i~ness and treatment experiences (see above) created the condi- 

tions for dramatic changes in his hfestyle. It also created the conditions for other 

changes ~n subjectivity, including his commitment to engaging with questions of 

responsible sexual behav~our and masculinity. 

tn September 2005, Phumzile established IG~ululeka Men’s Support Group in 

Gugulethu, a working-class Xhosa-speaking township in Cape Town. Kttululeka 

is a Xhosa word for %eedom’, ’to be free’, or, as Phumzile put it, ’It means to fed 

free to talk about HIV.’ The suppor~ group consists of a group of twenty young men, 

many of whom have participated in MSF and TAC antiretmviral (ARV) treatment 

(ART) pragrammes in Khayalitsha, Cape Town. It is one of a haz~dful of HIV sup- 

port groups in South Africa that focuses spee~eally on men’s issues. Klmluleka 

was started in response to Phumzile’s observation that men were virtually invisible 

in community health clinics and AIDS support groups. AL~ of the members of this 

group were open about their seropositive status, and their aim was to provide ’safe 

sex’ education and treatment literacy in the communities in which they lived. In 

addition, since most of Khululeka’s members were unemployed, the group warned 

to develop opportunities for skills training and job creation. 

The membem of IG~ululeka regarded men as their primary target in their efforts 

to challenge AIDS stigma and pro~note healthy lifestyles and sal’e sex practices. 

They also address problems of unemployment, poverty, and HIV impacting on 

men’s sense of identity and dignity, According to Phumzile, ’When you are HI’V- 

positive, and on top of that you are mrempleyed, you can lose everytlfing. Your wife 

and children don’t respect you because you are sick, Mthuut a job, attd now you 

cammt provide for them. You are nobody, You are useless. This is why we have cre- 

ated Khululeka, to hdp men discover their manhood and digrfity again:" ’Themba’, 

another Khululeka member stated ~e following: ’We saw that teen were nowhere 

to be seen at support groups and clinics. They onIy visit clinics when they are seri- 

ously ill. They also sleep around, drink and snmke too much, and this is a problem 

~o Taped interview with Phum~.Ie Ny,vagi, Cape Town, I September 20f~5. 
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when you take ARVs. Tiffs is why we decided we need to work with men.’ 

All of the members of Khululeka llve upenly with HIV, and they spoke about 

how disclosure allowed them to ’feel i~ree,’ and that this equipped them, both 

physically and psychologically, to deal with HIV and AIDS. According to ~Vuyo’, 

’HIV is just a mind game’ and unless you develop the right psychological atti- 

tude you will be broken down and lose all strenOh and hope: ’HIV is just a mind 

game. But if you treat it like any other disease, like TB, then you can chaIlenge 

it ... If you are diaguosed, your Erst thought is you will die. But now it is differ- 

ent - we have ARVs. Now behaviours need to change and so do our life styles.’ 

Vuyo also referred to how illness could infanfilise and undermine one’s sense of 

marthood and dignity: ’My dreams vanished when I was diagnosed. When I was 

first diagnosed, I couldn’t wash myself, walk or feed myself ... It was as if you are 

turned around back into being a baby.’ It was this traumatic transition from being 

a healthy man to being a helpless ’baby’ that rocked the existential foundations of 

Phumzile an~t Vuyo. These profoundly unse!tting experiences destabiIised their 

prior sense of self and identity. This extreme.vulnerability facilitated O~e condi- 

finns for beginning a process of critical reflection on their pre-HIV lifestyles m~d 

identities, thereby creating the possibility of imagining new identities and ways of 

being in the ~ofld. 

These radical changes in individual subjectivity and identity o[ten accompanied 

a renewed commitment towards family, neighbours, and community, in particular 

in relation to fighting the pandemic. Khululeka was involved in numerous cotmnu- 

nity-based activities, including AIDS awareness and sex education campaigns ia 

public spaces such as to~,mship shebeena (taverns), railway stations and taxi ranks, 

on community radio taIk shows, and at funerals of people who died of AIDS, They 

were also involved in collecting money for families that were unable to pay funeral 

costs, and visiting HIV-positlve people in hospitals and their homes. The group’s 

meeting place was a Rotary Club-funded shipping container in the backyard of 

Phumaile’s house in Gugulethu. They had outings and braais (barbecues) where 

they soeialised and discussed matters of common concern. These rituals of togeth- 

erness contributed towards the production of sociality under conditions of illness 

that are usually characterised by extreme s~Jgnta and social isalation. 

Many of ~mluleka’s members carry the double burden of HIV/AIDS and struc- 

tm’al m~employment?~ Many also had children, but because cf m~emp|oyment they 

were unable to formalise tl~ese relationships ~3unugh marriage. One of the reasons 
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for the establishment of IZd~ulaleka was to address unemployment and thereby 

enhance the capacity of men to fulfil the social roles of fatherhood. Now that AttVs 

had given them their lives back, notwithstanding the long-term health uncertain- 

ties about living with HIV, they now had to reclaim their social lives, which in 

many cases had been put on hold as a result of illness. Finding a job was a crucial 

starting point in this production of ’new Iife’. 

For Khululeka’s metnbers, being permanent volunteer TAC activists was no 

longer financially viabte. Most of the men were between thirty and forty years old 

and were keen to establish stable families. Having managed to come to grips with 
their, sere-positive status, and having accepted the reality of life-long commitment 

to ARV ~eatmant, they turned their attention to new challenges. Whereas Phuraz- 

lie envisaged that Khululeka members would seek out work as ~xeatment literacy 

practitioners,z~ patient advocates and counsellors within the public health sector, 

it became apparent that they desired more eonvantionally masculi~fist forms of 

labour rather than working within a largely feminised laealth services sector. 

This expressed itself in fl~e lack of interest amongst most Khululeka members for 

health-related training. It was therefore net au~rising that by 2007 only two Khu- 

luleka members, both of whom had been trained as treatment literacy practitioners 

by TAC and MSF, had full-time employment. 

Htness rtarrati’t~es, treutmertt testimonies a~td ’new’ mascuti~titles 

For ARV and HIV prevention programmes to succeed it is necessary to have both a 

well-run and responsive public sector health system and empowered, knowledge- 

able and ’responsibilised’ clieni-citize~s. Public health professionals arid activists 

are in fact calling for an effective health system together with new forms of com- 

munity participation and citizenship, or what Ar~un Appadurai (2001) describes 

as ’governance from.below’. It is these concerns that are at the heart of the focus of 

MSF, TAC and tGmluleka on innovative cmnmmffty~based initiatives in sex edu- 

cation, treatment literacy and social and economic support for people hying with 

AIDS. These approaches have created the conditions for the emergence of new 

socia! idenfties, including the ’new mascu~nities’ that seem to be emerging as a 

result of community-based initiatives such as Khululeka.:~ However, it would seem 

that these new masculinities and identifies are very much in the making and these 

men often end up drawing on more established and hegcmonic ideas ahou~ mascu- 

linity. Khaluleka members are also acutely aware that problematic mal.e behavlour 

such as alcohol abuse remains a serious challenge for some of their members. In 

Treatmc~t literagy pra~fifianar* ~’ere trained by t~a Treannent Anion C~p~ ~AC) ~d MSF to pro- 
fide HIV/A~S prove=finn ~d ~tment ~owle~e to its me~em ~d to ~e bm~er co--unity. 

MSF, TAC and ~ka a~ subsc~e to this "gove~ance ~om be!ow’ sppraach, y~t fi~y ~ also qnite 
different ~n Ihei~ szci~ composition and ofi~ntado=. MSF is a ~ob~ NG0 of he~ professionMs, TAG 
a anti,nat ot~ni~afion ~ed largely by pmfe~sianal* with popular p~cipation rues@ hy un~ployad 
black M~can ~¢men, and Kh~uleka is a gr~sr~ts Community-$~ed 0rg~satizn (GB0) o~ =nem~ 
ployed ~d worHng-class ~osa men led by someone ~ teN~ ~u*~*n and emplo~ent. N~th- 
s~nding ~ese differences, ~1 ~ree ~rg~sations have been 1m’olv~ in comm~ A~S activist p~jects 
and app~aches ~ha~ have cr~ffted d~e oondltio=s for the emergence of new scei~ identities, includ- 
i=g ~e new ma~c~initie~ ~hat s~em ~o be emoting ~ a result of communi~-based initiatives such 
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other words, these ideas about sexuality and masculinity are still very, much in the 

process of being f!eshed out and negotiated. 

Dur2ng a grnup discussion with Khuhileka members in Gugulethu or~ 18 Feb- 

runty 2006, ’Thabo’, a forty-something-year-old former ANC liberation fighter, 

described bow diagnosis with AIDS could destroy one’s sense of manhood and 

hope for the future. He recalled that after his diagnosis he had had virtually no 

support, "Even my brothers wouldn’t support me.’ Thabo explained how illness, 

AIDS stigma, and the fear of dying were a devastating concoction, especially for 
African men whose identity was intimately tied to sexuality and reproduction. So 

while Khnluleka members were self-conscigusly seeking to fashion new masculin- 

itles they were eonsn’ained by their ambivalence and tacit acceptance of dominant 

conceptions of wimt it means to be a ’real African man’: 

Especially here in Africa, sexual issues axe men’s pride. Here as an African man ynu are 
being judged according to how many women you have. I mean especially amtmg young ones, 
it’s very tare that you find a young man having one githfr2end, for example. Most of the time 

,., me, nm..x’] more than one wife .,. Every man jvdges his future and well being according 
to the size of his family [laughter from othzr~ in the roans]÷ So the doctor says, ’My friend, 
I’m very sorry you’re HIg-positive? So you just have to stop eveD~thing. Imagine that. This 
makes a vacuum in somebzdy’s keart [laugkter]. All the plans you kave are gone. So you find 
out you are HIV~positive za~d yen say, ~I am n~3 longer a man, I have to do away with all my 
girlfriends.’ S~ this is when the fear and stigma starts. Many people believe that if you’re 

tfftV-pesJtlve you only have a period of 3 or 5 years and then yon’re gone [laughter]. And you 
had all these plans. 

Apa~ from material needs for employment and livelihoods, the need for dignity 

and respect as a man was a key reason given by members f~r May Khululeka 

was established. The need for a safe space for men to address specifically male 

issues was also pot forward as the reason for Khululeka’s existence. However, as 

was mentioned earlier, members also tacitly acknowledged that men, including 

themselves, remained caught wi~in the discursive webs of dominant masculini- 

ties. There seemed to be considerable ambivalence when it came to squa~5ng up to 

these hegemonic maseulinities. This seemed, at tinms, to be an unwitting confirma- 

tion of their endorsement d these hegemonie African maseulinkies, even as they 

were seeking to construct new a~ternafives. The follmvlng quotes from participants 

who attended at a Khululeka workshop at Gordon’s Bay, Cape Town, in December 

2005 reveal both critical reflexivity and ambi~,alenceas to what it means to be an 

African man. Many of the statements were also ambiguous as to whether they were 

refen’~ng to ’other ruen’ or to tlie participants themselves: 

Men often expect to have sex w~thout ,q cot~dom because they have ’paid’ for their wives 
tlrcough labels [bfide,~ealth]. 

Sctrte men wao.t to sleep around to feel stronger. 

I rdten ask ’Where a~e the guy~ in support gs~ups and treatment lJteraey meetings?" I ask 
women where their pammrs are. Many say that they have left them. 

Domestic violence is dc~ne by us ... "We axe trying to change. 

For me, it is very strange to tell my sexual, issues to a woman. 

Men don’t come out openly [abaut their status]. They are not like women, they are u~ually 
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~¢ared. This is the purpose of a men’s suppor~ group. We t,dk together about th~ngs we can’t 

discuss "~ith female pro-triers. 

Most men think that having sex ,Mth women is a necessity, but sexual activity generally 

decreases after diagnosis. 

Black men have been oppressed - they tack jobs, housing, shelter, which leads ~o a higher 

r~sk of encountering other social ills such as prostitution ... This is not a colonr question: It 

is about poverty and traditions. 

Conoems about how to be a responsible father also featured prominendy in my 

discussions with Phumzile. He sp&e about how, following his diagnosis, he had 

suicidal thoughts, ’But then I thought about my children, and what it would be 

like for them to grow up without a father.’ He claimed that even though he had 

separated from his first ~rfe, tfis illness had in fact strengthened Ms relationship 

with his children. He wanted to provide them with fatherly direction and support. 

Having got his life back through ARYs, Phumzile was determined to build a future 

for himself and his family. He remarried an HIV-positive ~oman and their irffant 

recently tested sere-negative. In 2007 he was employed and his men’s support 

group was growing. Looking back on his llfe, Phumzile spoke about how he had 

erred by not taking life, mad the threat of HIV, more seriously. He claimed daat his 

lifestyle of sexual recklessness and womardsing had led to his HW-positJve status 

and illness. Given his illness experiences, he was determined to be a responsible 

father and to teach his children to value life: 

1 used to take things for granted. I used to ignore things. I used to not to care. I’d say, ’That 

won’t happen tc me.’ The way I ace things now is very much different, That ffyou don’t think 

of tomorrow, you are nolbing. You know, if you don’t think ~f y~ futttre, or the people oat 

there, or your kids. That yeas my major prablcm. N~w I realise my kids wouldn’t love to bye 

without their father. Even ffI am nnt staying with them, I must give moral support, give them 

life, and give them direction to life. $o, that’s what I’m doing fight no~~. Its thue to 1?at my 

feet on the g~ound and ~hange the way I see tl~.ng8 .. At the aga of for~y you find out that 

[you] have wasted many yeats ninny ~he way there, doirN nothing at all. Not focusing on the 

rlgbt way to succeed. Not having the vision that sometime I cauld have my own house, rny 

oua~ children, my own ear, have a goad job, be a father ... it’s yeaT hard these day~, given 

unemployment and Lack ~f opp~rtunhSes [but] yon have to have a vision. 

After Phumzile had returned to good health tl-a’ough ARV treatment he was able 

to start the long process of remaking his social life, both in terms of his family and 

personal Iffestyle and in relation to his contribution to his community. New con- 

ceptions of masculinity, fatherhood, and responsibIe sexuality were key aspects of 

this process of identity formation. These notions of ’new life’ and ’positive living’ 

influenced his decision to establish Khululeka in 2005. 

Conclusion 

Calls from South African phblic health pmfessicnals for a new contract between 

clients and providers, and for the promotion of respons[bilised citizenship, reso- 

nate with the approach of TAC and MSF. Health professionals and AIDS activists 
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seem to reeognise the importance of creating empowered HI’g-positive identities 

and non-hierarchical relations betweei~ providers and clients, experts and patients. 

However, neither of these models ot" health promotian and rights-based mobil- 

isation adeguately acknowledges the problems posed by the deeply embedded 

character of patriarchal cultures of masculinity. In Chapter 6 it was argued that 

these rights-based conceptions of ~ new contract also fail to sufficiently acknowl- 

edge the saUence of illness experiences in transforming H!V subjectivities and 

identities. They also fail to recog~ise the cmnplex mix of religious, communal and 

activist discourses, interpretations and mediations of these illness and treatment 

experiences (see Phumzile’s testimony in Chapter 6). Yet, it is preclsely the discur- 

sive power of these interpretive framings of illness and treaUnent that facilitate the 

making d new HIV-positive identities and ’responsibilised’ subjects, including 

the kinds of responsible mascuhnities that Phumzile has sought to create through 

the formation of Kliululeka. Rationalist m~d liberali~dividualist cancepfions of the 

modem subject and the rights-bearing citizen are inadequate for understanding 

- the transformative character of these new bicsocial processes and identities. 

The mm’al pohtics of AIDS activism also questions taken-fot~granted assump- 

tions about hegemonic maseulinhies, including the traditional Zulu version 

performed at Jacob Zuma’s rape ~al. The Khululeka case suggests that this moral 

politics can indeed conttihute towards itmovafive community-based attempts to 

create "~espansibilised maseulinities’ in a time of AIDS. However, the case study 

also reveals the precatiousness of these innovations, including the ambivalence 

that Khulaleka members themselves express in relation to dmninant mascallni- 

ties. In additSon, Kliululeka seems to be an isolatad community-based initiative ~u 

a sea of sexual conservatism and genderod inequalities. It is therefore too early to 

tell whether such initiatives are indeed capable of challenging hegemonie mascu- 

hnities. It also remains to be seen whether these initiatives, which are themselves 

the product of iunovat[ve NGO-social movement partnerships, reproduce docile 

and disciplined subjects of biomedicine and biocapital, or whether they a~e indeed 

able to respond to the calls by progressive health professionals and activists for 

responsible, empowered and knowledgeable pullout-citizens. 

8 
Conclusion 

Beyond Rights & the Limit~ of Liberalism 

The case studies in this hook have¯ drawn attention m the ambiguous and couO’adie- 

tory character of rights-based approaches to political mabilisation in post-apartheid 

South Africa. They question assumptions about the individualising and depoliti- 

cising nature of rights discourses (Brown 1995). The cases also dxaw attention to 

the diverse political rationalities and identities that NGOs and social, movemeuts 

encounter in their daily work. These include hybrid political disco~ses that defy 

the euduring binary categories of citizens and subjects, liberals and cormmuuitur- 

inns, modernists and l~adit_ianalists and so on. The NGO and social movement 

activists discussed in th~s book appear to have recognised the profoundly hybrid, 

provisional and situational character of politics in post-apartheid South Mrica. 

The following account af politics in Crossroads, an int’ormal settlement in Cape 

Town, draws attention to these highly mobile political practices. 

In June 1986, during the height of the revolutionary struggle against apartheid, 

t witnessed the South African I)efence Force (SADIi) arming Xhasa-speaking vigi- 

lantes in a bloody battle against anti-apartheid activists in Crossroads, a shantytown 

settlement on the outskirts of Cape Town. At the time, I was working ~rith a televi- 

sion crew determined to obtain incriminating footage of security force complicity 

2n fuelling intra-commun@ violence in Crossroads. The SADF and Santh African 

Police had claudestlneIy armed a large group of XZosa-speaking vigilante elders, 

referred to in the rnedia either as the witdoeke~ or "fathers’, in an attempt to vio- 

lently purge Crossroads of militant ANC youth and women’s acdvis~ m~anisations 

that bad established strongholds in the inIormal settlement in the early 1980s. 

Deep divisions had emerged in Crossroads as a result of straggles over access 

to housing, development resources and the presence of ANC yanth activists who 

tuck conta’al over the People’s Courts~ and ent’arced eansmner boycotts and work 

~ The ¢k6qk.a~ms word ~itdoek~ ~effers ;co tSe .white he.M searc~.s that these ’~radition~sLs’ or "Fathers’ we.re 
during violent con~ntafi.ott~ with ANC camrade* (araaqabane) in Crc.s,srnads in 1986. 
Theso x~’ere the .terms ~f popular justice that.emerged in ninny townslfii~5 in South Africa 
the attack a~ the l*gitiraaey of any apartheid state i~sfitudcn5. The People’s Courls sometimes alienated 
eldar~ by inverting ~aditi~na!’ generational hierarcb~ie~ and delving Jute the doraestie sphere. 
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seem to recognise the importance of creating empowered HIV-positlve identities 

and non-hierarchical relations t~etween providers and clients, experts m~d patients. 

However, neither of these models of health promotion and rights-based mobil- 

isation adequately aeknoMedges the problems posed by the deeply embedded 

character of patriarchal cultures of masculinity. In Chapter 6 it was argued that 

tt~ese rights-based conceptions of a new eontxact aIso fail to sufficiently acknowl- 

edge the salience of illness experiences in transforming HIV subjectivities and 

identities. They also fail to recagnise the complex mix of religious, communal and 
activist discourses, interpretations and mediations of these illness and treatment 

experiences (see Phumzile’s testimony in Chapter 6}. Yet, it is precisely the discur- 

sive power of these interpretive framings of ilhaess and treatment that facilitate the 

making of new HIV-poaitive identities and ’rcsponsibilised’ subjects, including 

the kinds of responsible masculinities that Phumzile has sought to create tlirough 

the formation of Kliululeka. Rationalist and liberal individualist conceptions of the 

modern subject and the rlghts-bearing citizen axe inadequate for understanding 

the transformative character of these new biosoeial processes and identifies. 

The ~noral politics of AIDS activis~n also questions "taken-for-granted assmnp- 

titus about hegemonic mascullnities, including the traditional Zulu version 

performed at Jacob Znma’s rape trial. The KhuluIeka case suggests that this mend 

polities can indeed contribute towards innovative community-based attempts t~ 

create ’responsibilised masculiifities’ in a time of AIDS. However, the case study 

also reveals the precariousness of these innovations, including the ambivalence 

that KhuIuleka members the~nselves express in relation to dominant masculini- 

~ies. ]n addition, Khululeka seems to be an isdated communlty-based initiative in 

a sea of sexual conservatism and gendered inequalities. It is therefore too early to 

tell whether such initiatives are indeed capable of challenging hegemonic mascu- 

linities. It dot remaifis to be seen whether these initiatives, which are tI*emselves 

the produc~ of innovative NG0-social movement partnerships, reprnduee docile 

and disciplined subjects of biomedicine and biocapiml, or whether they are i~deed 

able to respond to the calls by progressive health professionals and activists for 

responsible, empowered and knowledgeable patient-citizens. 

Conclusion 
Beyor~d Rights & the Limits of Liberalism 

The case studies in this book have drawn attention to the ambiguous and contradic- 

tory character of rights-based approaches to political mobilisafion in post-apartheid 

South All’ca. They question assumptions about the indivldualising and depaliti- 

rising nature cf rights discourses (Brown 1995). The cases Moo draw attention to 

the diverse political rationalities and identities that NGOs and social movements 

encounter in their daily work. These include hybrid political discourses that defy 

the enduring binary categqries of citizens and subjects, liberals and eommunitar- 

inns, modernists and traditionalists and so on. The NGO and social movement 

activists discussed in this book appear to have recognised the profomadly hybrid, 

previsional and situational character of politics in post-apartheid South Africa. 

The fotlo~d~N account of politics in Crossroads, an informal settlement in Cape 

Tox~, draws attention to these highly mobile political practices, 

In June i986, during the heigbt of ttae revolutionary straggle against apartheid, 

I wituessed the South Mfican Defence Force (SADF) arming Xlaosa-speaking vigi- 

lanXes in a bloody butte against anti-apartheid¯activists in Crossroads, a ghantytovm 

settlement on the Outskirts of Cape "ibwn. At the time, I was working with a televi- 

sion crew determined to obtain incriminating footage of security force compIieity 

in fuelling intra-community violence in Crossroads. The SADF and South African 

Police had clandestinely armed a large group of Xhosa-speaking vigilante elders, 

referred to in the media either as the witdoeke~ or ’fathers’, in an attempt to vio- 

lently purge Crossroads of militant ANC youth and women’s activist organisations 

that had established strongholds in the informal setdement in the early 1980s. 

Deep divisions had emerged in Crossroads as a result of strnggles over access 

to housing, development resources and the presence of ANC youth activists who 

took control over the People’s Couxts= and enforced consumer boycotts and work 

i The Afrikaar~ word witda~ke r~fers to the white ’dead scan, co that tb_es£ *trad~tio ’nalYsts’ or ’Fad~er~’ wore 

durkng vialent eonfra~_t atio~s ~th ANC comrades (amaqabane) in Crassroa~s in 1986. 
These were the for~ns of popular justicd that emerged m nm~y tc’m~ahips in South Mrica as a result ~[" 
~ attask on the legitimacy sf any aparfi~eid state insdtutlens. The P~ple’s Courts sometime~ alienated 
elders by inverting ’traditional.’ generations! hierarchies and delving iz~ the domestic @here. Many 
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stayaways, These actions Mienated and antagonised many of the elders who par- 

tieipated in the neo~traditional headmen structures (izibonda) that e~sted in the 

migrant hostels and inforuml settlenlents in Cape Tm~’s town:ship. The security 

forces exploited the tensions between ’fathers" and ’sons’ by supporting these oon- 

servafive eldem in their violent battles against anti-apartheid youth activists in 

Crossroads. 

Drlviag through Crossroads on a misty morning in June 1986 we managed to 

fiIru police and witdoeke collaborating in the torching of hundreds of corrugated 

iron shacks/homes. We atso filmed the ohaln’ed human remains of ’necklacings’ 

and the dozens of corpses lying alongside the mad, the casualties from the prevl- 

ous Nght’s fighting between the machete-wielding witdse]ce and the ANC comrades 

(amaqabane). 

A decade later I spent four days at the Truth and Reconciliation Commission 

(TI:IC) hearings into tim role of the military in .the Crossrnads violence. I heard 

one of the elderly witdoek waxlords of the ].980s, Sam Ndima, telling Advocate 

Ndumisa Ntsesebeza, the TRC’s head of the investigations unit, that he and his 

witdoeke soldiers were victims of the apardmid state’s divide and rule strategies 

and maniptflafious. Ndima was now wearing an ANC T-shirt instead of the widely 

feared witdoek he had worn in th.e 1980s. Ndima spoke abeu~ how the youth had 

usurped power, ’necklacing’ alleged impimpis (pohce informers), and undermining 

traditional authority by setting up youth-controlled People’s Courts. 

Ndima had managed to reinvent himself as both a victim of apartheid and as a 

loyal ANC mmnber? He appeared to have created for himself a r~ew political iden- 

tity to suit the new political times. Clearly, ’traditionalists’ such as Ndima were not 

simply ethnic subjects straltjacketed into tribal identities imposed by the celesta1 

and apartheid regimes (Mamdani 1996). Neither were they the mirror image of the 

’western’ liberal individudist citizen fighting for his or her fights. 

Writing about the persistence of violent patronage pohtics in Crossroads in the 

post-apartheid period, Vanessa Watson (2003) draws attention to the conflicting 

rationalities of modernist planners and the Crusaroads leadership and their sup- 

porters. She argues that conventional understandings of ’mufficultural planning’ 

- as a rational and consensus-building process that encourages cultural tolerance 

and the accommodatlun of difference - cannot account for the politics of ’deep 

difference’ wtfich, she argues, explain the continuing violence and political cul- 

ture of patrimonialism in Crossreads. Whereas plmmers and city officials envisage 

’proper’ and ’responsible’ citizens who a.rdve at rationalplanning solutions through 

constdtation and consensual politics, Watson concludes that the realities on the 

~=~ main elder~ ~’~re publicly ~ogged ss a resutt of ~egatioe* of domestic riotenee and this contr~uted 
towards a backlash against the~e community Folicing and populm" justice i~itiativ ~. 
Xhasa aadaticnal~sts of the 1980s s~ch as Nthma m~naged to reinvent fi~eroselves as l~yal members of 
an Afric~ nationdis~ orga~fisatlon that had onto labelled t~’aditioroal leahe~a.ip as an outmoded, anti- 
mcd¢ra, anfiderao~ratie and sexist ~r~tJtuticm who~e incumbents had collaborated ~ith lhe col~r2al and 
apartheid anthnritias. These drsmade shifts ~ p~lilical identity &nd sll~gianea hacmne increasingly 

common a~ South Africa settled into its new democracy. Former enermes, including members of the 
Afrikaner National Party joined the ANC and traditional ]eadcr~ who had participated in the Baamet~ 
systam bec~* car, t-carrying m~nber~ of Ila~ org:~ni~ation that they had !’ought and denou=ced during th~ 
apartheid years. 
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ground suggest that alternative and significantly different political rationalities 

and subjectivities exist in places like Crossroads. These appear to be inherently 

incompatible with liberal democratic conceptions of citizenship, rights and civic 

participation. Watson’s analysis of conflict in Crossroads in the post-apartheid 

period implies Nat there is an insurmountable impasse between liberal and illib- 

eral political rationalities. Buthow deep is this ’deep difference’? 

It appears that paWimonial and anthodtarian styles of politics continue to shape 

popular s~ruggles over ace~ess to low-income housing in i~ormal settlements in Cape 

Toms. This is borne out in the case study of the South Aft’lean Homeless People’s 

Federation (SAHPF) branch in Victoria Mxenge settlement in Phillipi townslfip 

(Chapter 4). As a People’s Dialogue (PD) NGO activist put it to me, the women in 

leaderst~p positions at Victoria Mxange Federation behaved in ways ttmt were ident~- 

ca[ to the nee-traditional and authoritarian witdocke in Crossroads a decade ezrlier. 

But these are not ~imeiess nee-traditionalist political discourses, Instead, they are 

reproduced under conditions that include deep poverty, unemployment and the vir- 

tual collapse of the homelands-based migrant labour economy. The vast majority of 

re’ban and rural pour are more or less permanently excluded from active participation 

in this new democracy mad globally connected service economy. 

It would appear, though, that political and economic structures that existed during 

the apartheid pezSod persist in ways that reproduce the !duds of palitical rationalities 

and nee-traditional patrimonial polities that Watson writes about. For insta~ice, there 

is still a shortage e~" 250,000 houses in Cape Town. This massive shortage of h~sing 

for black Africans is itseK a legacy of apartheid’s homelands ~d Coloured Labour 

Prefe~e Area policies. Simitaxly, eemmmic structures of underdevelopment and 

chronic poverty in the former homelands of the Eastern Cape Province continue 

to drive ten~ of thousands of rural Xhosa-speakers to Cape Town each year. These 

economic refugees arrive in Cape To’~ in the search for jobs and better schools, 

health care services and housing. These historical structures of racialised poverty 

and underdevelopment reproduce the conditions within which wartardisn:q patrimo- 

nialism, and gaogsterism thrive in irfformal setflenmnts and tovmships. To get onto a 

housing list may still require becoming a client of a local warlord or neo-tsaditianal 

powerbrokar. 

My brief account of Sam Ndirna~ appearance before the TRC draws atten- 

tion to an obasr~ation that runs tt~rough most of the ease studies in ~his book: 

that succ~ssfu[ interventions by the state, NGOs and social movements require 

a fine appreciation that political rationalities and identities tend to be deployed 

situationally. In the 1980s Ndima and his nee-traditional lieutenants had aligned 

themselves with the apar~leid security forces in a violent campaign to reassert tra- 

ditlonal authority. By 1996 Ndima had changed his tactics, allegiances and political 

identity. Ndima’s wearing af an ANC T-shlrt at the TRC hearings in the mid-199(}s 

suggested that he had switched his polhicaI af:filiation. He now identified himselt" 

with a modern, ltheraI democratic political argudisation that was busy reassesslng 

the place of txadNonal leaders within a modern Cm~st~tutional democracy. Switch- 

ing sides was a relatively seamless process for Ndima and his lieutenants. They 

were clearly not trapped within neo-traditio~M political identities and rationalities. 
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Instead, there were capable of s~,Atehing registers, repertoires and identities depend- 

ing on specific contexts, audiences and political objectives. 

How had this transformation taken place, and how did the ANC create the con- 

ditions for ’ethnic subjects" like Ndima to so seaudessIy morph into new citizens of 

post-apartheid South Africa? What did the wearing of ANC T-shirts actually sig- 

nify in terms of the political rationalities of neo-traditionalists such as Ndima? 

During the apar~aeid period the state’s honaeland (Bantustan) system had sought 

to straitjacket black South Africans into discrete ethnic categories, subjectivities 

and territorial units. This massive social engineering project went to enormous 

lengths to constitute ethnic subjects by buttressing traditional authorities and 

spending bitlions of rands creating so-called independent ethnic halloa-states 

scattered throughout South Africa. These separate development policies were 

also implemented in the cities. For instance, Crossroads violence, much like the 

violent congicts between ANC supporters and Inkafl~a, Gatsha BUthelezi’s Zulu 

cultural national organisation, was a manifestation of state-orchestrated attempts 

to establish quasMribal authorities and tribal enclaves in the heart of South Ahi- 

ca’s cities (Robins 1998). These attempts to re-tribalise rural and urban Africans 

were resisted by anti-apartheid activists and ordinary black Soudi Africans who 

dismissed Inkatha, Bantustan ~eaders and traditional audmrities as anti-demo- 

cratic, anti-modern and reactionary apartheid collaborators. 

After April I994, wlien the ANC government swept into power in the first demo- 

cratic elections, fl~e former homelands were incorporated into a non-racial, unitary 

South Africa, and a significant nmrlber of the former Bantustan leaders crossed the 

floor and became ANC MPs in the national and provisional legislatures. Central- 

era, the Congress of Traditional Leaders, was also able to win many concessions 

from the ANC govermnent, and.its leader, the shrewd traditional leader and lawyer 

lakosi Pathekfle Holomisa, became an imquential ANC Member of Parliaraent, Rev- 

olutionary rhetoric about the overthrow of reactionary chiefs was quickly replaced 

with official praise poems about chiefs as custodians of tradition. For instance, in 

2004 President Mbeki and former president Mandela praised the late paramom~t 

chief Kaiser Matanzlma, a former Chief t~iinister of the Transkei homeland, at a 

funeral in which this former ’Bantustan collaborator’ and ’enemy of the peopld 

was eulogised by the ANC leadership as a ’man of the people’. This rehabilitation 

of former Bantustan leaders and traditional authorities necessitated recunciling 

patriarchal traditional leadership stru&ttres wifl~ a rights-based constitution that 

insisted on gender equality. During the revolutionary struggle the chiefs were seen 

as simply stooges of the apartheid re, me; after apartheid their rates had somehow 

to be reconciled within a liberal democratic constitutional framework that insisted 

upon d~e creation of autonomous fights-bearing citizens rather than ethnic sub- 

jests under ~-adifionat authorities. 

NGOs and social movements became key brekefs of this post-apartheid pars-    .: ::S: 
digrn shift from revolution to liberal democracy, rights and reeonciliafion However,.. . ¯i~.~. 

this ¯state and civil society-driven project ofinculcating liberal conceptions of ’~ 

fights and citizenship was not entirely foreign. These disco~ses were, to some    ....:~-. 

degn’ee, also part of the anti-apartheid political lexicon of the 1980s. However, the .." :~:~..: 
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political Ianguage of the I980s did not valorise the virtues of autonomous rights- 

bearing subjects. Neither did it emphasise the respansibihty or accountability of 

citizens to an illegitimate state. One of the militant slogans of the mass democratic 

movement was the call to render the townships ungovernable and create liber- 

ated zones. 

The dramatic transition to democracy in 1994 forced the ARC to transform 

itself from a revolutionary liberation movement to a responsible, liberal demo- 

cratic political party and government. This required reordering the townships, and 

the rest of the counu-y, govemable. The ANC’s former freedom fighters, now seated 

in government offices in Pretoria, fom~d themselves facing the enormous task of 

. bringing political and institutional stability to a eomttry that had been virtually 
brought to its ka~ees by the revolutionary struggle. Non-governmental workers, pro- 

fessionals, workers and students who had identified with the ANC-aligned United 

Democratic Front (UDF) also struggled to adapt to this dramatically transformed 

political landscape. Many joined government departments and the NGO sector and 

becanm involved in the delivery of housing, ~vater, electricity, developmem and 

social and health services. 

As the chapters in this book have shown, many post-apartheid l~GOs and social 

movements have become quite adept at rnobilising fights in popular straggles to 

leveragd access to state resources. Rights-based approaches have .not necessar- 

ily translated b~tu the forms of depolificisation and individnalisatlon assumed by 

many of liberalism’s critics, and neither has "rights talk’ been rendered completely 

incompatible ~ith group-based claims to ’ethnic’ belonging and indigenous iden- 

tity. The NGO-social movement partnerships discussed in the beck developed 

pragmatic solutions to resolve these political dilemmas. This pragmatism also 

~eqthred recognition of liberalism’s limits. 

State interventions saoh as housing provision and employment equity pro~ 

grammes have sought exapnd the black middle ctass and provide resources to 

the black working clans and the poor. The delivery of housing, land, health and 

social services has also been about pedagogies of liberal citizenship and govern- 

mentality (Robins 2002). However, from the perspective of the NG0s and social 

movements discussed in this book, rights, citizenship and state programmer are 

ctearly not the an~y games in town. These organisations also reeognised that to 

realise rights required the mass mobilisatlon of poor communities through the 

creation of solidarities and ’social capital’. The case studies in this hook analysed 

fl~e complex, contradictory and mssbignous colas of NGO workers and activists as 

brokers and mediators of ’rights talk’ as well as agents of mass mobilisation in 

poor comrsuniLies. 

During the 1980s, the ARC, UDF, trade union movement and civic organisa- 

finns Were seen as the vm~guard of the liberation struggle in South Af£ca. These 

organisafions were involved in mass mobllisation fl~at produced hig~fly effective out- 

conies. The post-apartheid period ~itnessed the emergence of new social movements 

(NSMs) addressing a ~,dde range of issues that went well beyond the narrowly political 

concerns of the 1970s and 1980s. The Treatment Action Campaign (TAC), the South 

Mrican Homeless People’s Federation (SAI-IPF) and the San and Nama indigenous 
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people’s movements a~e examples of globally connected NGO-social movement 

partnerships that seek to use rights talk and collective mobilisagon to ensure that 

the l~Cr and excluded gain access to the fruits of democracy and development. 

These pragmatic reformist strategies differ markedly fi’om flmse of the more 

radicaI mad. millenarian politics of anti-globalisation movements. They also differ 

from the identity-based new social movements ef the North that critics such as 

Mare Eddmon (2001) and Wendy Brown/I995) regard as being responsible for 

promoting individualisation, fragmeutatiun and depolitic~ss~tion, and therehy 

undermining the possibility of an emancipatory politics that could seriously chal- 

lenge the global hegemony of nealiberal capitalism. The case studies in riffs book 

shew how these NGO~socia~ movement partnerships s~’ateglcally and situa~ion- 

ally deploy the language and practices sfhberal democracy, while not necessarily 

buying into the tenets and ide~lngy nf (nee)liberal capitalism. TAC’s legal chal- 

lenge to the global phanmaceutical industry over dn~g patents is an excellent case 

in point (see Chapter 5). 

The ease studies also draw attention to the limited capacity of liberal states, 

OGOs and social movements to completely capture the hearts and minds of the 

target p~pu~ation~ of thdr projects and prograarmes. Citizans can, !ike Gtreu 

Hyden°s ’uncaptured peasant!’(1980), ch’cumvent, elude, recoraqgure or resist 

state and civil snciety programmes and political discourses. For the chronically 

poor and unemployed, ful~.y participating in formal political and economic warlds 

may limit future prospects and possibilities. In response, the u~ban and rural poor 

are o~tea obliged to adopt highly opportunistic, mobile, provislonM and impro- 

visational forms of engagement with gove~ment, donor and NGO programmes. 

For example, they may straddle multiple nodes of bdonging and affiliation that 

cotdd include pm~ticipation in liberal democratic programmes of nationobuilding, 

rights and citizenship alengside aremhersh~p of global social movemenLs and/or 

ne~ghhourhood gangs, anti-crime vigilante groups, rehgious movements and nee- 

t~aditlanal authority st~ucturns. 

This naultip!~eity of shifting afgliatinns ~d identities can challenge attempts to 

inculcate pedagogies of liberal citizenship that envisage the classical autonomous 

rights-bearing citizans detached from parochial ties of kinship, neighbourhocd and 

ethnic elm~. The cases suggest that for the chronically punt, the more affihations 

and networks the be~er. Citizens may therefore not be so seamlessly captured by 

state discoL~ses as some Foucaultian analysts of the surveillance state seem to 

suggest. These opportunistic strategies, which are of course r~ot exclusive to the 

poor mad thos~ hying in the Third World, can become wet[ suited to canditim~s 

of extreme uncertainty and instability. The NGO-social movement partnerships 

discussed in this hook have had to address and accommodate these conditions of 

radical contingency that impact upon the lives of the people they" work ~dth. So 

how are NGOs and social movements to mobilize their constituencies given these 

conditions of radical contingency m~d uncertainty? 

It was mentioned i~ Chapte~ 4 th’~- dm4ng the anti-apartheid period there was 

a palpable sense of co~nmnnity solidarity and heroic revolutionary resistance by 

militant youth activists in ~e townships. The political language of revolutionary 
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struggle was then not about rights hut was rather concerned with radical transfor- 

mation of the economy and society. The Mass Denmcratic Movement (MD}I) drew 

together working-class communities, trade unions, churches, mosques, black and 

white rnlddlc-eIass professionals, m~iverslty students, and othm" sectors of South 

Mrican society that shared this vision of transformation. The United Democragc 

Front (UDF) was the public face of this non-racial, multi-class political movement. 

With the demise of apartheid, the UDF folded into ANC par~y structures. The new 

government soon came to view militant community-based mobilisarian, revolu- 

tionary politids and nlass protest as unn~ly, and as constituting a threat to Xaw and 

order. Mass mobilisation after apartheid was no longer encouraged by rbc ANC 

revolutionaries-turned-bureaucrats. The militant ’Young Lions’ of the 1980s wlio 

were unable to find their place in this new South Africa tended to be patho[ogised 

and labelied as the "Lost Generation.’ 

There was also a tendency for ANC officials to discredit militant community 

mobitlsation against privatisation pal~cies, housing evictions, the failure of govern- 

ment delivery, and the introduction of cost-recovery measures for water, elect6city 

and other sarvices. Terms such as the ’ultra-Left’ we~ used by government offi- 

cials w label and discredit leaders of social movements such as COSATU, TAC, 

SECC, and the Anti-Evictions Campaign. Tlie organizations discussed in this book 

did not warrant the label ’ulTa-Left’, They adopted rights-based approaches that 

seemed to trisect a commitment to liberal democracy while at the same recogniz- 

ing the bruits of llberalism. These organisations were not stooges of neo~liberal 

capital and slaves to rights talk, but neither were they exemplars of revolutionary 

The cases also revealed the ways in which activists’ fights-baaed approaches 

at times clashed ~4th authoritarian and anti-democratic forms of local pohttcs and 

governmace (see Chapters 4 and 5). For instance, AIDS activists had to address 

local responses of intolerance, denial, stigma and sexual violence, for instance ~ae 

cases of AiDS activists Gugu.Dlamhri mad Lena Mlofana, both of whom were killed 
by community members after revealing their HIV-positive status. Clearly, iof~y lib- 

eral ideals of fights, citizenship, civll society and ’deep democracy~ needed to be 

tempered by the recognition of the authoritarian, patriarchal and tendered £orms of 

violence that occurred in many of the places in which NGOs and social movements 

operated. These everyday reslities abe pose serious pohcy dilera~aa i’or liberal 

democracy in South Africa. Far examp[e, how does the liberal state reconcile gender 

equably provisions in the Constitution with pa~iaschal traditional leadership struc- 

tures and everyday practices of vldence against women? These contradictions, 

which are themselves products of colonial and apartheid legacies of violence and 

inequalities, present major challenges ~o civil society organizations seeking to pro- 

mote the ideas m~d practices of liberal democracy, rights and citizenship. 

The case studies suggest tliat these challenges cannot a~ways be met using 

conventional state and NGO-driven progra~nmes and pedagogies of citizenship. ¯ 

Instead, we need to begin to better understand the social, existential and religious 

experiences a~d meaning-making processes of citizens such as the AIDS activists 

referzed to in Chapter 6. These activist accounts of the passage from ’near death’ 
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to ’new life’ provide insights into how ordinary people make sens~ of their lives 

and experiences of social, suffering and exc/usio~. These accounts also hint at 

how ING0 and social movement activists could begi~ to ~ecollect and recast the 

fading memories a=d practices of the fiberation s~g~e as they proceed to 

form todaTs rhetoric of fi~ts m~d citlzens~ip i~t~ real!sable go~s and progressive, 

emancipato~ projects. 

This pm~aatlc politics of c~tic~ engagement with the state and democratic 

discou~es Msv has to take ctguisance of tl~e s~ct~al l~mits of ~ath Mr~ea~ 

fiber~ democracy - arassive unemployment, clwoaic povm~,, eye,day videuce, 

racial and class ine~ality @ariel capiialism), the AIDS pandemic ~d so on (see 

Te~eblanche 2002). The Crossroads neo-~’a~tionalist vigilante-tumed4oyal 

member, the fo~er revotutiona~-turned-hillianaire, ~e Bantust~ tradltional 

leader-turned ANC loyalist, and the fo~er Nation~ Pa~ app~a~chik-t~ed- 

ANC ME ~ appe~ to have reinvented themselves in the new South ~ca. 

Simil~ly, NGOs and social movements have had to m~e a ra~cM p~adi~ 

shift from revolution to fights talk. For the NGO-seeial movement pa~ae~hips 

discussed in ~is book, fights-b~ed modes of mabilisation appear to have been 

reasonably effective w~s of pushing at the ~imits of hbe~ism. 

The bo~k has ~gued that ~e comple~ty of s~ial and ~litic~ life ~n the 

~ns f~rces us to rethink the ~r~ p~opositions dlscus~d in the In,eduction. The 

case studies offered an ~temative perspective on the politics of rights and col- 

tecgve action in post-apa~heid South Mr!ca by hi@lighting ~e ambi~ous and 

con~adictoU character of ~ghts-based @preaches to pot!deal mobihsafion. They 

aiso questioned taken-far~anted assumptions about the individu~ising, frag- 

menting and depdlticising nature of fi@ts dlscoumes, This cha~enges some of the 

more cynical analyses suggesting an ’end ofpoiitics’ refe~ed to in the discussio~ 

"Proposi~ion I’. By ~ing for fl~e continued s~ence of NGOs, soei~ movements 

and o~er civil society actom in creating new fo~s of democratic citizenship, 

co!lective action, political subject!riD and identity, the case studies inte~ogated 

the s~ifised presc@tions of ’good gvvmmance" that ~e so often touted by dono~ 

~d devdopmem ageucies, ~stead ~ey suggest the need for the teen,it(on of the 

complex, hybrid and a,~i~ous relmiouships be~ee= civil socie~" ~d ~he s~te 

that involve new negotiaffona ~ound ciffzenship, ider~tlty and pol~ticN subjectiv- 

ity which emerge in pa~icNar contexts. 
The cases ~so inte~ogate Troposition 2’ by dra~ng attention to ~he dive~e 

political ratiorm[ities and identities that NGO and seem movements encounter 

their da@ work. These include hyb~d pditicM ~sco~ses that de~ the enduring 

binary categories d citizens ~d subjects, liberMs ~d commuNt~ans, modem- 

ists and )adltlon~ists and so an (see Proposition 2). ~e c~e studies of NG0 

and soci~ movement partnerships suggest that NGOs and community ac~vis~s 

have indeed taken cognis~ce of the profoundly hybrid, provisionN and situationN 

character of poli~ics in m~ginMiseg commuNfies in Sou~ Africa. These ex~ples 

of NGO and soclal movement strate~c pannarships offer doaars, development 

agencies, ~e state and the broader ci~ society seetar, medals for engaging ~th 

th~s complex poiitics ~f the ~as, They c~ aIso con~ibute tow~ds providing 
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more nuanced understandings of the shifting reIationships between the state, civil 

society and the popular classes (Proposition 3). 

Not all of the eases discussed in the book were equall~ successful. For instance, 

the indigenous rights movement that emerged in the Northern Cape Province had 

limited success in terms of uphfting its members economically, g~?nil.e it was sue- 

cessful in its land claims, in gaining media attention for its campaigns, and in 

fm’ging linkages with global iudigenous fights movements and donors, the majority 

of its rm~k-and-file members remained stuck in chronic poverty and unemploy- 

mertt fi~, the coral-arM Northern Cape Province, one of rite most underdeveloped 

regions in South Africa. 

In the case of SAHPE the movement established strong linkages with other 

SDI affiliates, and hundreds of low-income houses were built by "qMx federation 

members with SAHPF loans. However, the ease study of the Cape Town federation 

¯ leadership draws at~entlon to t)~e divergence between the SAItPF and SDI’s ideol- 

ogy of horizontal, non-hierarchical and decentralised leadership, and the political 

culture of patronage, hierarchy and central!sod leadership that was deeply embed- 

ded in Cape Town’s re’ban townships. 

When it came to TAC, the AIDS movement had successes on a number of fronts. 

Its successes could be attributed to the following factm-a: sa,v,,y media campaigns, 

strategic litigation combined with grassroots mohiilsatJen, strong and charismatic 

leadership, powerful moral arguments, which together with litigation, convinced 

the stale and the gjobal pharmaceutical indusW to make anti-retrov~ral therapy 

available to poor people. The success of TAC has also been due to its ability to 

sustain itself beyond a single campaign, that is, fl~e struggle for the provision of 

ARVs in the public health system. TAC has also been able to create and support 

new initiatives and offshoots such as the suppnit group for men living with HJV 

(see Chapter 7). 

What these movements and tlmir offshoots share is a recognition that riley 

need to develop hybrid and situated s~rateNes to leverage the state in order to 

access resnm’cas, i.e, stretch,des that deploy rights talk and communitarian logics o£ 

collective mobil!nation. This has cor~tribttted towards a pragmatic l~ulitics that dif~ 

fern markedly from the more miiitant zJld ideologically-driven anti-global~satioa 

movements such as the Anti-Evictlon Campaign, the Anti-Privatisation Forum, 

the Soweto Electricity Crisis Committee and hhe Landless PeoplesMovement. In 

addition, the i~digenous, rights movement and TAC seemed to have been extraordi- 

narily successful in solicitingpubllc interest in their campaigns through a strategic 

combination of litigation and savvy media strategies. Along with the SAHPF case, 

the indigenous fights and AIDS activist causes were also viewed favourably by 

donors and the state, not M~hstanthng ongoing couturiers between AIDS activists 

and the national Health Minister: 

By contrast, the anti-global!sat!on movemant in South Africa has ~ended to get 

involved in direct confrontation with the state and globa! capital It is therefore 

perhaps not surprising that organisutions such as the Landless Peoples Movement 

and the AntioPrivatisation Forum have been labelled as belonging to the ’unpa-- 

triotie ultra-Left’ by senior ANC government officials concerned with possible 
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disruption that such movements may pose to the economy and national security. 

These organlsations have also been the target of state intelligence surveillance, 

suggesting that the state is indeed to,corned about the threat they may pose. 

They have also failed to gain much pnblie response and media visibility, per- 

haps ~eoaase their cottceras ~i~t housing, ~and and macro-economic potlcy do net 

generat~ the same sense of immediacy as the AIDS pandemic. These more militant 

movements have, however, highlighted the serious prablems of structural unem- 

ployment and the failings of state servic.e delivery and soeia! transformation. These 

antl-globalisation mnvements ha~’e not, ho~e~’er, had anything like the successes 

of the trade union movement in terms of campaigns and satin] mohiIisation. 

There were of course many omissions in terms of the scope of this book. For 

instance, the book did not focus on national organisat~ons such as COSATU, one of 

the most politically influential and largest social movements in South Africa. Not- 

withstanding ~ts political strength, COSATU is facing serious problems as global 

capita! and economic liberalisatian wreak havoc with domestic mmrufacturing 

industr]es. In add[talon, the Soud~ African economy is increasingly shifting towards 

a service economy honcentrating on i~fformation technology (IT), financial ser- 

vices and touris~n sectors, Yet, in March 2007, COSATU leader Zwehnzima Vavi 

returned from meetings with trade unionists and Left leaders in South America 

convinced that the time had come for the popular Left to drive out the ’nee-liberal 

elements’ from the ANC (Mail & Guardian, 9 March 2007, p. 4). Given COSATU’s 

backing for former deputy President Jacob Zuma (see Chapter 7), as well as the 

groundswell of popular support that emrged for both the popular Left and Zuma 

in the run-up to One presidentia! succession race, it is not inconceivable that the 

ANC could give ~ay to tlfis concerted push from the Left. tn the shadow of these 

[oomlng national political shuwdo~nae, however, are the innovative and remarkably 

successful NG0-socia] movement e~llaborations that have been discussed in this 

book. It is here, in the political margins, that new, improvised and hybrid forms g 

mobi]Jsation, citizenship and political identities are emerging. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday,              4:02 PM 

Boyd, Lydia (2 <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

Hi Lydia, 

Do you know anything about this? I’m just not sure what it is. 

Thanks[ 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

:~09 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:~9.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mai! message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: irb_no_reply@email.unc.edu [mailto:irb_no_reply@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:50 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

Lydia Boyd has listed you as the 
and has submitted that study protocol to the Institutional Review 

Board for review and approval. Based on information the Investigator has provided, this study meets our criteria 
for Level 2 data security requirements. If you believe that you should not be listed as the IT contact, or have 
other questions about this please contact Lydia Boyd or African and Afro-American Studies. 

Level II Data Security Requirements: 

Based on the information you’ve provided, your study will be collecting data that require additional security 
measures to ensure that they are adequately protected from inadvertent disclosure. Due to the nature of these 
data, you are required to implement the following security measures on any computer(s) that will store or access 
information collected for this study. We strongly suggest that you coordinate your efforts in this area with your 
unit’s IT support or IT security personnel. 

Required Measures for Level II Data Security 

1. Access to study data must be protected by a username and password that meets the complexity and 



change management requirements of a UNC ONYEN. 
2. Study data that are accessible over a network connection must be accessed from within a secure network 

(i.e., from on campus or via a VPN connection). 
3. Computers storing or accessing study data must have Symantec Endpoint Protection 

(AntiVirus/AntiSpyware) installed and updated regularly where technologically feasible. 
4. Patch management and system administration best practices should be followed at all times on systems 

storing or accessing your data. 
5. Users should be granted the lowest necessary level of access to data in accordance with ITS Security’ s 

Standards and Practices for Storing or Processing Sensitive Data (when technologically feasible). 

**These requirements do not replace or supersede any security plans or procedures required by granting 
agencies or sponsors. Questions or concerns about compliance with these requirements should be directed to 
your local IT support staff. 

Additional IT Security Resources 

¯ ITS Security 
¯ Carolina Population Center Security Guidelines 
¯ SOM Information Security 

Due to the nature of your study data, the senior IT official in your school or department will be also notified 
about your study and may contact you or your technical contact(s) to discuss any data security questions on 
concerns they may have. If you have indicated that your research will take place in another unit on campus (i.e., 
a Center or Institute), that group will also be notified. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday,              4:13 PM 

Boyd, Lydia (2 <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Contact info= 

From: Boyd, Lydia C 
Sent: 4:09 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: ~ 

That’s a              (I’m the I, so I show up as the researcher), l just submitted ~ 
~ and the system is generating emails. I don’t think you need to do anything about it. The 

I 1 I"     l"    "ll II lllll people on this. lneeded to enter someone who handledlfor our 
department. Wh~ do you think that would be? Do you have a contact person for that sort of thing -- 

thanks, 
Lydia 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 
Assistant P rofessor 
Department of African and African American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
lydia.boyd@unc.edu 

On at 4:02 PM, Gore, Travis wrote: 

Hi Lydia, 

Do you know anytNng about this? I’m just not sure what it is. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 



Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: irb no reply@.email.unc.edu [mailto:irb no reply@.email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:50 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

Lydia Boyd has listed you as the IT contact for study 
...... and has submitted that study protocol to the Institutional Review 

Board for review and approval. Based on information the Investigator has provided, this study meets our criteria 
for Level 2 data security requirements. If you believe that you should not be listed as the IT contact, or have 
other questions about this please contact Lydia Boyd or African and Afro-American Studies. 

Level II Data Security Requirements: 

Based on the information you’ve provided, your study will be collecting data that require additional security 
measures to ensure that they are adequately protected from inadvertent disclosure. Due to the nature of these 
data, you are required to implement the following security measures on any computer(s) that will store or access 
information collected for this study. We strongly suggest that you coordinate your efforts in this area with your 
unit’s IT support or IT security personnel. 

Required Measures for Level II Data Security 

1. Access to study data must be protected by a username and password that meets the complexity and 
change management requirements of a UNC ONYEN. 

2. Study data that are accessible over a network connection must be accessed from within a secure network 
(i.e., from on campus or via a VPN connection). 

3. Computers storing or accessing study data must have Symantec Endpoint 
Protection (AntiVirus/AntiSpyware) installed and updated regularly where technologically feasible. 

4. Patch management and system administration best practices should be followed at all times on systems 
storing or accessing your data. 

5. Users should be granted the lowest necessary level of access to data in accordance with ITS Security’ s 
Standards and Practices for Storing or Processing Sensitive Data (when technologically feasible). 

**These requirements do not replace or supersede any security plans or procedures required by granting 
agencies or sponsors. Questions or concerns about compliance with these requirements should be directed to 
your local IT support staff. 

Additional IT Security Resources 

ITS Security 



¯ Carolina Population Center Security Guidelines 
¯ SOM Information Security 

Due to the nature of your study data, the senior IT official in your school or department will be also notified 
about your study and may contact you or your technical contact(s) to discuss any data security questions on 
concerns they may have. If you have indicated that your research will take place in another unit on campus (i.e., 
a Center or Institute), that group will also be notified. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Fridav. i 7:58 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

FW: Parking for Graduation 

From: Gore, Tr.~\¢iq 

Sent: Friday, 7:53 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Parking for Graduation 

Good evening Majors, 

There is a big parking lot behind the Stone Center named the Bell Tower Lot. I called parking and safety and they told 

me that it shouldn’t be a problem to park there. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy al! copies of the origina! message. 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, 5:59 plVl 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: Mlajors RSVP for Graduation 

Hello again Majors, 

Thanks to everybody that responded to my email. I wanted to give everyone another chance if they have not already 
sent an RSVP to please do so now. It is important to let us know because at the ceremony we wil! only call on the names 

that have replied that they will be coming. It would also be helpful to let me know if you will not be able to make it. 

Thanks again! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 



109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From." Gore, Travis 
Sent." Monday, 2 5:21 PM 
To." Gore, Travis 
Subject." Majors RSVP for Graduation 

Hello Majors, 

The Department of African and Afro-American Studies invites you to our departmental graduation ceremony on 

Saturday from 10:45 AM-12:20 PM in the Stone Center Theatre in the Sonja Haynes Stone Center. Please RSVP 

to Travis Gore at stgore@email.unc.edu by noon Wednesday In terms of your guests, please note that you are 

limited to three. We look forward to seeing you on the Please note that we will start the program at 10:45am. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Saturday,             6:54 AM 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

RE: The List 

wow you must be running on little sleep! two more names that were added at last second. 

Thanks 

Travis 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Saturday, 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: The List 

6:23 AM 

Thanks. Got backfrom See you soon. -Reg 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: The List 

5:22 PM 

Greetings from Chapel Hill! Hope you are enjoying                    Here is the complete list of students that are 
scheduled to graduate. Tomorrow I can give you a list of all the ones that have sent an RSVP that said they were 

coming. The good news is that you will 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Label Name 



Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, May 14, 2012 1:20 PM 

Wold, Jackie <jwold@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Follow up with Med DeE 

Hey Jackie, 

They actually gave me the invoice on Saturday. I put it in my pocket for safe keeping so it is at my house now and I can 

be sure to bring it tomorrow for Sonia. If she needs it today then I can get them to email it to me. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Wold, Jackie 
Sent: Monday, May 14, 2012 1:16 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Follow up with Med Deli 

Hi Travis, 

Can you follow up with Med Deli to get an invoice so Sonia can process it 

to email you the invoice. 

The will probably be able 

Thanks, 
Jackie Wold 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB# 3435 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

Unive~ity of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
f. 919.962.5824 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday,             11:47 AM 

@med.unc.edu> 

Williams, Lachonya <ldwillia@email.unc.edu> 

RE:          approval 

Dear Ms. Williams, 

I am supposed to       on           but [ was having problems with TIMs. I plan on contactinR ITto take a look at it 

so that it will not be a problem in the future but I wanted to make sure gets She said I could 

emafl you to let you know of the situation. I was told that I need to ask you for the approval of her on your 

behalf. 

Thank you, 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, August 27, 2012 1:42 PM 

Pier, David <dpier@email.unc.edu> 

RE: key 

Hey Dave- Ok, I will place an order for a new key ! Thanks -Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Pier, David 
Sent: Friday, August 24, 2012 11:15 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: key 

Travis -- 

That key you gave me to 302 didn’t work after all. Could you please get one made for me? Thanks! 

--Dave 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 4:44 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Fall 2012 syllabuses 

Hi Kenneth, 

Thanks for doing this. know it must have been a lot of work but it will be helpful to me for the office hours. 

I will see you in the morning. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2012 8:07 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; Gore, Travis 
Subject: Fall 2012 syllabuses 

Dear Eunice and Travis, 

Attached is a pdfthat contains all of the course syllabuses for the semester. Travis, I believe that Eunice wanted 
you to use these to compile a list of office hours. I alerted Zawaki Barskile that Battle 306 is available for her 
use, so I think you can put that down as her office. 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpress/spr_97/j anken.html 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHE23 SPDET)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= STGORE> 

Thursday, August 30, 2012 10:46 AM 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

RE: combined sections 2132 

HiRenee, 

I like the orphan course analogy! Our department definitely wants to keep Afri 520. As far as the cross-listing goes, I know in the past we have had it cross- 

listed but this time there wasn’t any mention of it in our department to my knowledge that I know about and I don’t think I have heard any requests from 

Jackie about it either. 

Sorry you had to follow up with us on this but I am glad you did! 

Thanks! 
Travis 

From: Sherman, Renee A 
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2012 3:36 PM 
To: Gore, Travis; Gorman, Jackie 
Subject: combined sections 2132 

As I am working on room assignments for Spring 2013, I have found some "orphan" courses that seem to be missing their mommies (or mommies missing 

their children). Anyhow, I’ve listed the course appearing in ConnectCarolina and the course that appears to be missing from the combination. I am copying 

both departments on this email. Please let me know if these courses should be deleted from Spring 2013 or if a course should be added. I’m trying not to 

assign rooms willy nilly to courses that don’t need them so please get back to me on this as soon as possible. Thanks! 

2132 AFRI 520 001 Pwad 520 not set up in term SOUTHERN AFRICA 3235 20 

Renee Sherman 

Lead Schedulin9 Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 

rsherman@email.unc.edu 

mailto:scheduling office@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHE23 SPDET)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= STGORE> 

Monday, September 10, 2012 8:46 AM 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

RE: Spring 2013 

Sounds good [ Thanks[ -Travis 

From: Sherman, Renee A 
Sent: Monday, September 10, 2012 8:43 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Spring 2013 

Ok, thanks! I’[[ put it in Hanes 112, 

Lead Scheduling Specialist 
Office of the University ~egiglPaP 
(919)962-9849 * (~[~)843-870~ fax 
rsherman@email.unc.edu 

mailto:schedulinq office@listserv.unc.edu 

Check out our .ew webs~e! re~istrar.unc.edu ~ ~ 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, September 10, 2012 8:42 AM 
To: Sherman, Renee A 
Subject: RE: Spring 2013 

HiRenee, 

Thanks for letting me know about this. Well it looks like we will have to go with another room other than a seminar because we will not be able to reduce it 

to 21, I think one of those rooms in Hanes would be fine, 

Thanks[ 

Travis 

From: Sherman, Renee A 
Sent: Monday, September 10, 2012 8:22 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Spring 2013 

Travis, 

I have a question about AFAM 51 in the Spring. 

You requested MMC and seminar room. Seminar rooms are generally only 21 seats so unless you reduce it from 24 to 21, it won’t exactly be a seminar room. 

Keeping it at 24 gives you the following options. If you could let me know pretty quickly, that would be great! I can’t hold rooms. 



Renee Sherman 

Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 ~ (919)843-8709 fax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday,                  11:10 AM 

Moseley, Erin S <Erin_Moseley@unc.edu> 

RE: Summer Breakfast Meeting 

Likewise!! 

From: Moseley, Erin S 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:07 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Summer Breakfast Meeting 

Yayyy!! Always nice to see you, Travis! 

Erin 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:00 AM 
To: Moseley, Erin S 
Subject: RE: Summer Breakfast Meeting 

Hi Er[n, Sorry for the late RSVP. Thanks for the reminder! Count me in! -Travis 

From: Moseley, Erin S 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:31 AM 
To: Cooke, Amy E; Reynolds, Andrew S; Taylor, Beverly W; Roush, Chris; Gollop, Claudia J; Kubowicz Malhotra, Claudia 
Carolyn; Koelb, Clayton T; Johnson, Corey S; Hutchinson, Dale L; Eaker-Rich, Deborah J; Malizia, Emil E; Glish, Gary L; 
Shen, Haipeng; Hirschfield, James; Cornell, Jeffrey Blair; Ketch, Jim; John Pickles; Booth, Karen M; Janken, Kenneth R; 
Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Kevin Jeffay; Abels, Kimberly Town; King, Larry D; Grey, Elizabeth B; Hsiao, Li-Ling; Pearce, Lisa D; 
Lloyd Kramer; AIperin, Marc J; Crescenzi, Mark J; Willingham, Mary C.; Waltman, Michael S; Parikh, Nalin R; Mulligan, Neil 
W; Goslin, Owen Evans; Roberge, Paul T; Mucha, Peter J; Styers, Randall; Mosteller, Robert Paul; Stewart, Kevin G; 
Handa, Sudhanshu; Hofweber, Thomas; Marr, Tim; Parke, William R 
Cc: Girod, Alice B; Schwarz, Anne C; Diallo, Ashante N.; Davis, Barbara Taylor; Sauer, Beth H; Futrell, Betty S; Whitling, 
Brian E; Stolle, Carrie K; Rogers, Charlotte H; Weaver, Cinnamon S; Simmons-Cahan, Deborah A; Henry, Gayle B; 
Toscher, Hope; Carvalho, Julia; Katrina Coble; Finn, Kelly Carver; Allison, Kim A; Markstein, Lara; Fulenwider, C. Lindsay; 

Richardson, Mark; Jones, Mary J; Murphy, Maura J; Smith, Michael; Ray, Nancy L; Stokes, Pamela D; McIver, 
Samelia; Eubanks, Shannon G; Coble, Sherry B; Montgomery, Summer; Williams, Susan Staples; Cox, Tammy L; Williams, 
Tia Howell; Tonya Pope; Gore, Travis; Hopper, Trent; Bernhardt, Valerie M; Walker, Victoria Ward; Wallace, Wanda L. 
Subject: Summer Breakfast Meeting 

Hello all, 

Just a small reminder to RSVP to our Annual Breakfast Buffet/Meeting on 

this email in case you did not receive it. 

I’ve attached the memo to 

I will need to have an RSVP no later than Thursday, 



If you have already RSVP’d, please delete this email. 

Thank you and we look forward to seeing you on the 

Erin Moseley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 12:25 PM 

Koza, Mary Beth Christine <MBKoza@ehs.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Health and Safety forms 

20120918121720842.pdf 

Dear Mary, 

I have attached the forms that are a request for indoor quality investigation. 

Thank you, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scarmer ] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2012 12:17 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 09.18.2012 12:17:20 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, September 24, 2012 11:30 AM 

Speagle, Allison M <speagle@email.unc.edu> 

RE: log 

Cool! Thanks! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Speagle, Allison M 
Sent: Monday, September 24, 2012 11:30 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: log 

Hi Travis, 

This request is complete. Please let us know if you need anything else. Thank you and have a good day. 

Allison Speagle 

Scheduling Specialist 

Office of University Registrar, UNC-CH 

SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-6093 

919-843-8709- fax 

Scheduling Office email/listserv: scheduling office@listserv.unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, September 24, 2012 11:05 AM 
To: Speagle, Allison M 
Subject: FW: log 

Hey Allison, 

I faxed something last week but then I saw that Renee sent out an email to everyone saying that the fax machine was having some 
problems and it would be best to call or email so I thought I would email this to you. 

Thanks ! 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scarmer,%m~c.edal 
Sent: Monday, September 24, 2012 10:59 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 09.24.2012 10:59:04 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, September 24, 2012 11:51 AM 

Mutima, Sinamenye A <smutima@email.unc.edu> 

RE: test 

Great! 

From: Mutima, Sinamenye A 
Sent: Monday, September 24, 2012 11:50 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: test 

Hey, Travis! It worked. 
Thank you so much. 

Alphonse 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: lunes, 24 de septiembre de 2012 11:49 
To: Mutima, Sinamenye A 
Subject: test 

test 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro=American Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy al! copies of the origina! message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, September 24, 2012 2:58 PM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Film Pickup 

Hi Kia, 

The library will need authorization from you that a work study student will be picking up the film. Let me know as soon 

as that is done and then I can send one of the students to pick it up. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Monday, September 24, 2012 2:08 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Film Pickup 

Hi Travis, 
I was wondering if one of work study students would be able to pick up a film from the GEC for me tomorrow. I will 

need it before my 2:00 pm class tomorrow. The film is at the Film Library of the Institute for the Study of the Americas (I 
believe it’s on the 3rd floor of the GEC). The title of the film is, "Poto Mitan: Haitian Women, Pillars of the Global 
Economy." It will be checked out under my name. 

Thanks, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-8225 
Fax: 919-962-2694 
klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
http://afriafam.unc.edu! 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Bcc: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday,                  2:06 PM 

Subject: AFR 

Attach: .pdf 

Please see attached PDF File. Thanks. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner~unc.edu [maiIto:sca~mer, ] 
Sent: Tuesday,                  1:42 PM 
This E-mail was s~nt from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 
Scan Date:          13:42:02 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



¯ 
STAFF WRITER:.., ....". ¯ : : .... 

¯ .:~ :....l~Or .m0st:.Americans:,"tbday’s. anntial.. 
CelebratiOn of outnation s independeace~: 
from GreatBritain :atiiounts.to a.baelward 

. c6okout:anda.fire~v0i~ks ShOw... :.... 
." . For UNC-Chapel Hill.pr0fessor Bereket~ 

" Selassie, -the. ideals that most Americans. 
’honor So :~asually today:, are..rigl~t~".:for:: 
which, he is’ Still fighting in his native �0un=~ 
tryofEfitrea, a:small:~tate.on theHem of. 
Afric~ !t is: a.fight: that Eritreans.such as 
Selassie. hoped they had°won in .!991 .When 
they. split ~rom Ethiopia after.a-. 30-year 
stmggl~. But the young country’s president- 
has jailed critics and joumalists~ shut down 

" the freepress andshelvedthe constitation: 
and with it, the promise of ~.democracy. 

Setassie, an author of his country’s con- 
stitution --he always carries, a copy,- 
along with one:of theU.S. Constitution -- 
has never seen his work cometo fru~ti0n. 
He remains a modern-day revolutionary. 

"I always tell my students, ~!ou have no 
idea how lucky you are. You should, ap- 
predate the value of the Constitution,’ "- 
says Selassie,:who will not givehis age 
but is about,~). ~        - " 

He also tells them: "There is a iotto be 
thankful for. At least I am free." ..... 

SEE REVOLUTION, PAGE .,SA 



8A CtF F om 
REVOLUTION 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE IA 

The freedoms that Eritreans, 
America’s Founding Fathers and 
oppressed people everywhere 
have fought for appear to be gain- 
ing ground around the world. 

"It’s better than you might 
tlfiak," said Arch Pudding[on, di- 
rector of research at Freedam 
House, a nongove~mental ar- 
ganiZation that studies democ- 
ratic expansio-. In oat: most re- 

" tent survey, ¯122 countries were 
listed as democracies. That’s the 
highest number ever." 

That represents 64 percent of 
the world’s countries. But in the 
remainder of the globe, Amer- 
ica’s freedoms arean ideal that at- 
h~aas thousands. 

lmst year, 53,80~ refugees were 
rese~ed lethe United States, in- 
cluding 1,259 in North Carolina. 
Some who canle to the Triangle 
in recent years were fleeing Sierra 
Leone, Sudan, Vietnam, Ethiopia, 
Btu~a and Congo, none of which 
Freedom House rates as free. 

Eritreans also lack freedom. 
Members of minority religions 
have been tortured. High schoal 
students are.required to do open- 
ended national service, which 
amounts to forced labor. Inter- 
national aid organizations are 
£orbidden. Young women cannot 
marry until they have done two 
years of mik’tary service. The par- 
ents of those Whp resist military 
service have been arrested. 

And in September 2001, 11 of 
13 dissidents who publicly cri& 
Lized the president were arrested 
and accused bf treason. Selassie 
was one of those, critics but 
avoided arrest because he was in 
the United States at the time. 
Ihose 11 ~ all high-ranking gov- 
ernment officials who bad fought 
for Eritrean independence -- are 
held in an unknown location. 

Selassie cannot go home. "if I 
do, I w$ r~t come back," he ~& 

Selassie came to UNC in the 
mid-1990s after teaching at 
Howard and Georgetown uni- 
versities. In Chapel Hil!, he 
teaches African histor~ and com- 
parative constitutional law and 
has ~ntinaed his fight. He is a 
member of the Efitrean Democ- 
ratic Patty, a political group op- 
posed to the president’s author- 
itarian nile. "I am destined to be 
in the opposition," quipped the 
~hite-haired freedom fighter. Se- 
hssie, who is known in his native 
land as ~Professor Bereket7 con- 
tinues to educate Eritreans about 
their constitntional rights. 

American revolntionaries pub- 
Lished pamphlets: the Federalist 
Papers. Last month, Sehasie an- 
swered the citizens’ questions 
about their constitution via an 
online message board.. 

q-Ie was viewed at home after 
independence very much ~ one 
of th~ Founding Fathers -- like 
in the early years, how people 
felt about Thomas Jefferson," 
said Czalg Calhoun, a former 

A ~975 photo Of Eritrea.n separatists shows Bereket Selassie, second row, far right. He is standlnq beside Isaias Afwerkl, 
who years later became president of independent Erikea. But Afwerki has turned .against the ideals they fought for. 

LrNC administrator who helped 
to bring Sehssie to Chapel Hill 
"He is one of the heroes of the 
country with this bittersweet end- 

. ing to the story so far? 

Life of a revolutionary 
One of nine children, Selassie 

Was born in Eritrea, then an Ital- 
. inn colony. After fifth grade, his 
father sent him to Ethiopia for 
school. While there, Selassie won 

¯ a scholarship to study ~t the Uni- 
versity of London. He studied 
medicine for two years, until he 
came face-re-face with a cadaver 
and switched to law. 

While Selassie was away, 
Eritrea joined Ethiopia in a lop- 
sided federation in whlch Eritrea 
had some local control bat no 

¯ sovereignty. In 1956, Selassie re- 
turned with his hw degree and 
began workingin Ethiopia’s min- 
istry of justice. ~1 b~ame attor- 
ney general at the ripe old age of 
30,7 Selassie said. 

But Ethinpia’s then Emperor " 
HaLle Selassie -- no relation, Se- 
hssie is a common surname there 
-- wanted complete control. 1 
told him if yon abolish the feder- 
ation, it will be like a~akening the 
sleeping lions," he said. 

The emperor didn’t listen, 
Bereket Selassie resigned in 
protest; and the Eritrean inde- 
pendence movement became an 
armed struggle. 

Ia 1974, ~fter escaping to his 

native land, Bereket Selassie saw 
villages; including his birthplace, 
burned. He saw massacres in 

¯ churches. He ~aw adolescent girls 
who had been raped by Ethiopian 
soldiers. "I saw blood on one 
girl’s leg," Selassie said.. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF BER;EKET SELASSIE 

waged war, Sefassie and another. 
friend raised money tiirough the 
Eritrean Relief Association. 
Later, he wonld.take their mes- 
sage to the United Nations. 

Finally in 1991, the rebels won 
control of Britrea, and in 1993 
Eritreans voted overwhelmingly 
for independeuce. 

Isahs/~werki, a h~heration move- 
m~t leader, became president and 
asked SeIassie to head the 5(~men~ 
bet constitutional eommission. 

Sel0ssie says he became a free- 
dom fighter overnight and post- 
poned plans to rejoin his wife 
and young children in the United 
States. Instead, as the rebels 

Freedoms omitted, lost 
- Selassie undertook to educate 
Eritfeans about civil rights, a 
multiparty system and an inde- 
pendentjudidary.He and others 
held meetings in towns, villages 
and with nomadic communities to 
¯ seqss a constitution. 

=Tile year .of the debates was 
fascinating," Selassie said. 

One peasant, an avid BBC !is- 

Selassie, a professor of African studies and law, treasures 
two documents: the constitutions of Eritrea and the 

tener, told fliem they neglected 
an important aspect of a free so- 
ciety: the press. A clergyman re- 
cited alesson about separation of 
powers in rhyming couplets. 

"It is a great mistake to ignore 
them and underestimate them," 
Sehssie said. 

In 1997, the constitution was 
adopted. But the very man who 
had asked Sdassie to under:take 
its wtiting thwarted it. 

Afwerki, the president, went 
to war with Etkiopiain 1998 and 
.used that as an excuse to delay 
patting the constitution into ef- 
fect, Selassie said. Even though 
the war ended in 2000, Aflverld 
has refused Eritreans a demo- 
cratic governnlent. 

"He turned out to be a person 
who valued more t~s power than 
the ~use for wbkh he bught," 
Selassie said. 

Despite the.imprisonment of 
his allies, a false friend in power 
and a bleak outlook for Eritrean 
democracy, Selassie said he can- 
not be pessimistic. 

"You have to have hope," he 

STAFF PHOTO BY rED RICHARDSON 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, September 26, 2012 11:39 AM 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

RE: fax machine is fixe!!" 

Awesome! I’m about to send one right now! Thanks-Travis 

From: Sherman, Renee A [mailto:renees@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 25, 2012 4:17 PM 
To: departmental course scheduling officers 
Subject: [course_scheduling_officers] fax machine is fixed!" 

Hi, 
We can take faxes again. They actually replaced our old one with another old one! But at least it works! 

Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto:scheduling office@listserv.unc.edu 

Check out our ~ew website! re~istrar.unc.edu ~ 

Alpacas 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
course_scheduling_officers as: <a href="mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</a>. To 
unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-32203688- 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e~listserv.unc.edu">leave-32203688- 
34472124. d27a5 a94fl 811 efe2b0159ed79e86e7e~,listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday,                  2:17 PM 

Subject: AFRI 

Attach: .pdf 

Please see attached PDF File. Thanks. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:scmmer,~&tmc.edt~l 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:42 PM This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 
Scan Date: 13:42:02 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



¯ 
STAFF WRITER:.., ....". ¯ : : .... 

¯ .:~ :....l~Or .m0st:.Americans:,"tbday’s. anntial.. 
CelebratiOn of outnation s independeace~: 
from GreatBritain :atiiounts.to a.baelward 

. c6okout:anda.fire~v0i~ks ShOw... :.... 
." . For UNC-Chapel Hill.pr0fessor Bereket~ 

" Selassie, -the. ideals that most Americans. 
’honor So :~asually today:, are..rigl~t~".:for:: 
which, he is’ Still fighting in his native �0un=~ 
tryofEfitrea, a:small:~tate.on theHem of. 
Afric~ !t is: a.fight: that Eritreans.such as 
Selassie. hoped they had°won in .!991 .When 
they. split ~rom Ethiopia after.a-. 30-year 
stmggl~. But the young country’s president- 
has jailed critics and joumalists~ shut down 

" the freepress andshelvedthe constitation: 
and with it, the promise of ~.democracy. 

Setassie, an author of his country’s con- 
stitution --he always carries, a copy,- 
along with one:of theU.S. Constitution -- 
has never seen his work cometo fru~ti0n. 
He remains a modern-day revolutionary. 

"I always tell my students, ~!ou have no 
idea how lucky you are. You should, ap- 
predate the value of the Constitution,’ "- 
says Selassie,:who will not givehis age 
but is about,~). ~        - " 

He also tells them: "There is a iotto be 
thankful for. At least I am free." ..... 

SEE REVOLUTION, PAGE .,SA 



8A CtF F om 
REVOLUTION 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE IA 

The freedoms that Eritreans, 
America’s Founding Fathers and 
oppressed people everywhere 
have fought for appear to be gain- 
ing ground around the world. 

"It’s better than you might 
tlfiak," said Arch Pudding[on, di- 
rector of research at Freedam 
House, a nongove~mental ar- 
ganiZation that studies democ- 
ratic expansio-. In oat: most re- 

" tent survey, ¯122 countries were 
listed as democracies. That’s the 
highest number ever." 

That represents 64 percent of 
the world’s countries. But in the 
remainder of the globe, Amer- 
ica’s freedoms arean ideal that at- 
h~aas thousands. 

lmst year, 53,80~ refugees were 
rese~ed lethe United States, in- 
cluding 1,259 in North Carolina. 
Some who canle to the Triangle 
in recent years were fleeing Sierra 
Leone, Sudan, Vietnam, Ethiopia, 
Btu~a and Congo, none of which 
Freedom House rates as free. 

Eritreans also lack freedom. 
Members of minority religions 
have been tortured. High schoal 
students are.required to do open- 
ended national service, which 
amounts to forced labor. Inter- 
national aid organizations are 
£orbidden. Young women cannot 
marry until they have done two 
years of mik’tary service. The par- 
ents of those Whp resist military 
service have been arrested. 

And in September 2001, 11 of 
13 dissidents who publicly cri& 
Lized the president were arrested 
and accused bf treason. Selassie 
was one of those, critics but 
avoided arrest because he was in 
the United States at the time. 
Ihose 11 ~ all high-ranking gov- 
ernment officials who bad fought 
for Eritrean independence -- are 
held in an unknown location. 

Selassie cannot go home. "if I 
do, I w$ r~t come back," he ~& 

Selassie came to UNC in the 
mid-1990s after teaching at 
Howard and Georgetown uni- 
versities. In Chapel Hil!, he 
teaches African histor~ and com- 
parative constitutional law and 
has ~ntinaed his fight. He is a 
member of the Efitrean Democ- 
ratic Patty, a political group op- 
posed to the president’s author- 
itarian nile. "I am destined to be 
in the opposition," quipped the 
~hite-haired freedom fighter. Se- 
hssie, who is known in his native 
land as ~Professor Bereket7 con- 
tinues to educate Eritreans about 
their constitntional rights. 

American revolntionaries pub- 
Lished pamphlets: the Federalist 
Papers. Last month, Sehasie an- 
swered the citizens’ questions 
about their constitution via an 
online message board.. 

q-Ie was viewed at home after 
independence very much ~ one 
of th~ Founding Fathers -- like 
in the early years, how people 
felt about Thomas Jefferson," 
said Czalg Calhoun, a former 

A ~975 photo Of Eritrea.n separatists shows Bereket Selassie, second row, far right. He is standlnq beside Isaias Afwerkl, 
who years later became president of independent Erikea. But Afwerki has turned .against the ideals they fought for. 

LrNC administrator who helped 
to bring Sehssie to Chapel Hill 
"He is one of the heroes of the 
country with this bittersweet end- 

. ing to the story so far? 

Life of a revolutionary 
One of nine children, Selassie 

Was born in Eritrea, then an Ital- 
. inn colony. After fifth grade, his 
father sent him to Ethiopia for 
school. While there, Selassie won 

¯ a scholarship to study ~t the Uni- 
versity of London. He studied 
medicine for two years, until he 
came face-re-face with a cadaver 
and switched to law. 

While Selassie was away, 
Eritrea joined Ethiopia in a lop- 
sided federation in whlch Eritrea 
had some local control bat no 

¯ sovereignty. In 1956, Selassie re- 
turned with his hw degree and 
began workingin Ethiopia’s min- 
istry of justice. ~1 b~ame attor- 
ney general at the ripe old age of 
30,7 Selassie said. 

But Ethinpia’s then Emperor " 
HaLle Selassie -- no relation, Se- 
hssie is a common surname there 
-- wanted complete control. 1 
told him if yon abolish the feder- 
ation, it will be like a~akening the 
sleeping lions," he said. 

The emperor didn’t listen, 
Bereket Selassie resigned in 
protest; and the Eritrean inde- 
pendence movement became an 
armed struggle. 

Ia 1974, ~fter escaping to his 

native land, Bereket Selassie saw 
villages; including his birthplace, 
burned. He saw massacres in 

¯ churches. He ~aw adolescent girls 
who had been raped by Ethiopian 
soldiers. "I saw blood on one 
girl’s leg," Selassie said.. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF BER;EKET SELASSIE 

waged war, Sefassie and another. 
friend raised money tiirough the 
Eritrean Relief Association. 
Later, he wonld.take their mes- 
sage to the United Nations. 

Finally in 1991, the rebels won 
control of Britrea, and in 1993 
Eritreans voted overwhelmingly 
for independeuce. 

Isahs/~werki, a h~heration move- 
m~t leader, became president and 
asked SeIassie to head the 5(~men~ 
bet constitutional eommission. 

Sel0ssie says he became a free- 
dom fighter overnight and post- 
poned plans to rejoin his wife 
and young children in the United 
States. Instead, as the rebels 

Freedoms omitted, lost 
- Selassie undertook to educate 
Eritfeans about civil rights, a 
multiparty system and an inde- 
pendentjudidary.He and others 
held meetings in towns, villages 
and with nomadic communities to 
¯ seqss a constitution. 

=Tile year .of the debates was 
fascinating," Selassie said. 

One peasant, an avid BBC !is- 

Selassie, a professor of African studies and law, treasures 
two documents: the constitutions of Eritrea and the 

tener, told fliem they neglected 
an important aspect of a free so- 
ciety: the press. A clergyman re- 
cited alesson about separation of 
powers in rhyming couplets. 

"It is a great mistake to ignore 
them and underestimate them," 
Sehssie said. 

In 1997, the constitution was 
adopted. But the very man who 
had asked Sdassie to under:take 
its wtiting thwarted it. 

Afwerki, the president, went 
to war with Etkiopiain 1998 and 
.used that as an excuse to delay 
patting the constitution into ef- 
fect, Selassie said. Even though 
the war ended in 2000, Aflverld 
has refused Eritreans a demo- 
cratic governnlent. 

"He turned out to be a person 
who valued more t~s power than 
the ~use for wbkh he bught," 
Selassie said. 

Despite the.imprisonment of 
his allies, a false friend in power 
and a bleak outlook for Eritrean 
democracy, Selassie said he can- 
not be pessimistic. 

"You have to have hope," he 
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STAFF WRITER:.., ....". ¯ : : .... 

¯ .:~ :....l~Or .m0st:.Americans:,"tbday’s. anntial.. 
CelebratiOn of outnation s independeace~: 
from GreatBritain :atiiounts.to a.baelward 

. c6okout:anda.fire~v0i~ks ShOw... :.... 
." . For UNC-Chapel Hill.pr0fessor Bereket~ 

" Selassie, -the. ideals that most Americans. 
’honor So :~asually today:, are..rigl~t~".:for:: 
which, he is’ Still fighting in his native �0un=~ 
tryofEfitrea, a:small:~tate.on theHem of. 
Afric~ !t is: a.fight: that Eritreans.such as 
Selassie. hoped they had°won in .!991 .When 
they. split ~rom Ethiopia after.a-. 30-year 
stmggl~. But the young country’s president- 
has jailed critics and joumalists~ shut down 

" the freepress andshelvedthe constitation: 
and with it, the promise of ~.democracy. 

Setassie, an author of his country’s con- 
stitution --he always carries, a copy,- 
along with one:of theU.S. Constitution -- 
has never seen his work cometo fru~ti0n. 
He remains a modern-day revolutionary. 

"I always tell my students, ~!ou have no 
idea how lucky you are. You should, ap- 
predate the value of the Constitution,’ "- 
says Selassie,:who will not givehis age 
but is about,~). ~        - " 

He also tells them: "There is a iotto be 
thankful for. At least I am free." ..... 

SEE REVOLUTION, PAGE .,SA 
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The freedoms that Eritreans, 
America’s Founding Fathers and 
oppressed people everywhere 
have fought for appear to be gain- 
ing ground around the world. 

"It’s better than you might 
tlfiak," said Arch Pudding[on, di- 
rector of research at Freedam 
House, a nongove~mental ar- 
ganiZation that studies democ- 
ratic expansio-. In oat: most re- 

" tent survey, ¯122 countries were 
listed as democracies. That’s the 
highest number ever." 

That represents 64 percent of 
the world’s countries. But in the 
remainder of the globe, Amer- 
ica’s freedoms arean ideal that at- 
h~aas thousands. 

lmst year, 53,80~ refugees were 
rese~ed lethe United States, in- 
cluding 1,259 in North Carolina. 
Some who canle to the Triangle 
in recent years were fleeing Sierra 
Leone, Sudan, Vietnam, Ethiopia, 
Btu~a and Congo, none of which 
Freedom House rates as free. 

Eritreans also lack freedom. 
Members of minority religions 
have been tortured. High schoal 
students are.required to do open- 
ended national service, which 
amounts to forced labor. Inter- 
national aid organizations are 
£orbidden. Young women cannot 
marry until they have done two 
years of mik’tary service. The par- 
ents of those Whp resist military 
service have been arrested. 

And in September 2001, 11 of 
13 dissidents who publicly cri& 
Lized the president were arrested 
and accused bf treason. Selassie 
was one of those, critics but 
avoided arrest because he was in 
the United States at the time. 
Ihose 11 ~ all high-ranking gov- 
ernment officials who bad fought 
for Eritrean independence -- are 
held in an unknown location. 

Selassie cannot go home. "if I 
do, I w$ r~t come back," he ~& 

Selassie came to UNC in the 
mid-1990s after teaching at 
Howard and Georgetown uni- 
versities. In Chapel Hil!, he 
teaches African histor~ and com- 
parative constitutional law and 
has ~ntinaed his fight. He is a 
member of the Efitrean Democ- 
ratic Patty, a political group op- 
posed to the president’s author- 
itarian nile. "I am destined to be 
in the opposition," quipped the 
~hite-haired freedom fighter. Se- 
hssie, who is known in his native 
land as ~Professor Bereket7 con- 
tinues to educate Eritreans about 
their constitntional rights. 

American revolntionaries pub- 
Lished pamphlets: the Federalist 
Papers. Last month, Sehasie an- 
swered the citizens’ questions 
about their constitution via an 
online message board.. 

q-Ie was viewed at home after 
independence very much ~ one 
of th~ Founding Fathers -- like 
in the early years, how people 
felt about Thomas Jefferson," 
said Czalg Calhoun, a former 

A ~975 photo Of Eritrea.n separatists shows Bereket Selassie, second row, far right. He is standlnq beside Isaias Afwerkl, 
who years later became president of independent Erikea. But Afwerki has turned .against the ideals they fought for. 

LrNC administrator who helped 
to bring Sehssie to Chapel Hill 
"He is one of the heroes of the 
country with this bittersweet end- 

. ing to the story so far? 

Life of a revolutionary 
One of nine children, Selassie 

Was born in Eritrea, then an Ital- 
. inn colony. After fifth grade, his 
father sent him to Ethiopia for 
school. While there, Selassie won 

¯ a scholarship to study ~t the Uni- 
versity of London. He studied 
medicine for two years, until he 
came face-re-face with a cadaver 
and switched to law. 

While Selassie was away, 
Eritrea joined Ethiopia in a lop- 
sided federation in whlch Eritrea 
had some local control bat no 

¯ sovereignty. In 1956, Selassie re- 
turned with his hw degree and 
began workingin Ethiopia’s min- 
istry of justice. ~1 b~ame attor- 
ney general at the ripe old age of 
30,7 Selassie said. 

But Ethinpia’s then Emperor " 
HaLle Selassie -- no relation, Se- 
hssie is a common surname there 
-- wanted complete control. 1 
told him if yon abolish the feder- 
ation, it will be like a~akening the 
sleeping lions," he said. 

The emperor didn’t listen, 
Bereket Selassie resigned in 
protest; and the Eritrean inde- 
pendence movement became an 
armed struggle. 

Ia 1974, ~fter escaping to his 

native land, Bereket Selassie saw 
villages; including his birthplace, 
burned. He saw massacres in 

¯ churches. He ~aw adolescent girls 
who had been raped by Ethiopian 
soldiers. "I saw blood on one 
girl’s leg," Selassie said.. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, September 27, 2012 4:53 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Reminder and Agenda for CCCS Kick-Off on September 28 

I’m team captain! 

From: CCCS 
Sent: Thursday, September 27, 2012 12:18 PM 
Cc: kim_andrews@unc.edu 
Subject: Reminder and Agenda for CCCS Kick-Off on September 28 

Dear Team Captains and Special Guests: 

Thank you for your RSVP that you will be attending the CCCS Kick-Off event tomorrow, September 28, at the 

Concourse Club/Blue Zone. Check-in will begin at 11:00am and the program concludes at l:00pm. An agenda 

is outlined below for your reference. 

You can keep up with the happenings of the campaign on our Facebook page at 

https://www.facebook.com/u nc.carolinacares. 

We are looking forward to seeing you there! 

Kickoff E~,em 
Friday, September 28 

11 a.m.- 1 p.m. 
Concourse Club/Blue Zone- Kenan Stadium 

11:00 am CHECK-IN 

11:30 am 

11:35am 

11:40am 

11:45am 

12:00pm 

12:25pm 

l:00pm 

WELCOME & INTRODUCTION 

VIDEO PRESENTATION 

REMARKS 

Brenda R. Malone 

Vice Chancellor, Human Resources 

Holden Thorp 

Chancellor 

GUEST SPEAKER Tasha R. McNulty 

AW2 Veteran 

Wounded Warrior Program 

LUNCH 

CAMPAIGN OVERVIEW & TRAINING Meredith Barrett Cuomo 

SECC Representative 

ADJOURNMENT 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, October 1, 2012 10:56 AM 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

FW: scan 

20121001105345028.pdf 

Here it is, and it looks like it is in order! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:sca~mer ] 
Sent: Monday, October 01, 2012 10:54 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 10.01.2012 10:53:44 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



CHAPTER IV 

Does the Negro Need Separate Schools? 
w. eo s 

There are in the United States 
some four million Negroes of school 
age, of whom two million are in school, 
and of these, four-fifths are taught by 
forty-eight thousand Negro teachers 
in separate schools. Less than a half 
million are in mixed schools in the 
North, where they are taught almost 
exclusively by white teachers. Beside 
this, there are seventy-nine Negro 
universities and colleges with one 

thousand colored teachers, beside a 
number of private secondary schools. 

The question which I am discussing 
is: Are these separate schools and in- 

stitutions needed? And the answer, 
to my mind, is perfectly clear. They 
are needed just so far as they are 
necessary for the proper education of 
the Negro race. The proper education 
of any people includes sympathetic 
touch between teacher and pupil; 
knowledge on the part of the teacher, 
not simply of the individual taught, 
but of his surroundings and back- 
ground, and the history of his class 
and group; such contact between pu- 
pils,, and between teacher and pupil, 
on the basis of perfect social equality, 
as will increase this sympathy and 
knowledge; facilities for education in 
equipment and housing, and the pro- 
motion of such extra-curricular ac- 
tivities as will tend to induct the 
child into life. 

If this is true, and if we recognize 
the present attitude of white America 

toward black America, then the Ne- 

gro not only needs the vast majority 
of these schools, but it is a grave ques- 
tion if, in the near future, he will not 
need more such schools, both to take 
care of his natural increase, and to 
defend him against the growing ani- 
mosity of the whites. It is of course 
fashionable and popular to deny this; 
to try to deceive ourselves into think- 
ing that race prejudice in the United 
States across the Color Line is gradu- 
ally softening and that slowly but 
surely we are coming to the time 
when racial animosities and class 
lines will be so obliterated that sepa- 

rate schools will be anachronisms. 
Certainly, I shall welcome such a 

time. Just as long as Negroes are 
taught in Negro schools and whites 
in white schools; the poor in the 
slums, and the rich in private schools; 
iust as long as it is impractieable to 
welcome Negro students to Harvard, 
Yale and Princeton; just as long as 
colleges like Williams, Amherst and 
Wellesley tend to become the pro- 
perty of certain wealthy families, 

where Jews are not solieited;.iust so 
long we shall lack in America that 
sort of public education which will 
create the intelligent basis of a real 
democracy. 

Much as I would like this, and hard 
as I have striven and shall strive to 
help realize it, I am no fool; and I 
know that race prejudice in the Uni- 
ted States today is such that most 
Negroes cannot receive proper edu- 
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cation in white institutions. If the 
public schools of Atlanta, Nashville, 
New Orleans and Jacksonville were 
thrown open to all races tomorrow, 

the education that colored children 
would get in them would be worse 
than pitiable. It would not be educa- 
tion. And in the same way, there are 
many public school systems in the 
North where Negroes are admitted 
and tolerated, but they are not edu- 
cated; they are crucified. There are 
certain Northern universities where 
Negro students, no matter what their 
ability, desert, or accomplishment, 
cannot get fair recognition, either in 
classroom or on the campus, in din- 
ing hails and student activities, or in 
common human courtesy. It is well- 
known that in certain faculties of the 
University of Chicago, no Negro has 
yet received the doctorate and seldom 
can achieve the mastership in arts; at 
Harvard, Yale and Columbia, Ne- 
groes are admitted but not welcomed; 
while in other institutions, like Prince- 
ton, they cannot even enroll. 

Under such circumstances, there is 
no room for argument as to whether 
the Negro needs separate school~ or 
not. The plain fact faces us, that 
either he will have separate schools 
or he will not be educated. There 
may be, and there is, considerable 
difference of opinion as to how far 
this separation in schools is today 
necessary. There can bc argument as 
to what our attitude toward further 
separation should be. Suppose, for 

instance, that in Montclair, New 
Jersey, a city of wealth and culture, 
the Board of Education is deter- 
mined to establish separate schools 
for Negroes; suppose that, despite 
the law, separate Negro schools are 

already established in Philadelphia, 
and pressure is being steadily brought 
to extend this separation at least to 
the iunior high school; what must be 
our attitude toward this? 

Manifestly, no general and inflexi- 
ble rule can be laid down. If public 
opinion is such in Montclair that Ne- 
gro children can not receive decent 
and sympathetic education in the 
white schools, and no Negro teachers 
can bc employed, there is for us no 
choice. We have got to accept Negro 
schools. Any agitation and action 
aimed at compelling a rich and power- 
ful maiority of the citizens to do what 
they will not do, is useless. On the 
other hand, we have a right and a 
duty to assure ourselves of the truth 
concerning this attitude; by careful 
conferences, by public meetings and 
by petitions, we should convince our- 
selves whether this demand for sepa- 
rate schools is merely the agitation of 
a prejudiced minority, or the con- 
sidered and final judgment of the 
town. 

There are undoubtedly cases where 
a minority of leaders force their 
opinions upon a majority, and induce 
a community to establish separate 

schools, when as a matter of fact, 
there is no general demand for it; 
there has been no friction in the 
schools; and Negro children have been 
decently treated. In that case, a firm 
and intelligent appeal to public opin- 
ion would eventually settle the mat- 
ter. But the futile attempt to compel 
even by law a group to do what it is 
determined not to do, is a silly waste 
of money, ~ime, and temper. 

On the other hand, there are also 
cases where there has been no separa- 
tion in schools and no movement to- 
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ward i~. And yet the treatment of 
Negro children in the schools, the 
kind of teaching and the kind of ad- 
vice they get, is such that they ought 
to demand either a thorough-going 
revolution in the official attitude to- 
ward Negro students, or absolute 
separation in ~educationaI facilities. 
To endure bad schools and wrong 
education because the schools are 
"mixed" is a costly if not fatal mis- 
take. I have long been convinced, for 
instance, that the Negroes in the 
public schools of Harlem are not get- 
ring an education that is in any sense 
comparable in efficiency, discipline, 
and human development with that 
which Negroes are getting in the 
separate public schools of Washing- 
ton, D.C. And yet on its school situa- 

tion, black Harlem is dumb and 
complacent, if not actually laudatory. 

Recognizing the fact that for the 
vast majority of colored students in 
elementary, secondary, and collegiate 
education, there must be today sepa- 
rate educational institutions because 
of an attitude on the part of the whi~e 
people which is not going materially 
to change in our time, our customary 
attitude toward these separate schools 
must be absolutely and definitely 
changed. As it is today, American 
Negroes almost universally disparage 
their own schools. They look down 
upon ~hem; they often, treat the Ne- 
gro teachers in them with contempt; 
they refuse to work for their adequate 
support; and they refuse to join pub- 
lic movements to increase their effi- 
ciency. 

The reason for this is quite clear, 
and may be divided into two parts: 
(1) the fear that any movement which 
implies segregation even as a tcm- 

NEGRO EDUCATION 

porary, much less as a relatively per- 

manent institution, in the United 
States, is a fatal surrender of prin- 
ciple, which in the end will rebound 
and bring more evils on the Negro 
than he suffers today. (2) The other 
reason is at bottom an utter lack of 
faith on the part of Negroes that their 
race can do anything really well. If 
Negroes could conceive that Negroes 
could establish schools quite as good 
as or even superior to white schools; if 
Negro colleges were of equal grade in 
accomplishment and in scientific work 
with white colleges; then separation 
would be a passing incident and not 
a permanent evil; but as long as 
American Ncgroes believe that their 
race is constitutionally and perma- 
nently inferior to white people, they 
necessarily disbelieve in every possi- 
ble Negro Institution. 

The first argument is more or less 
metaphysical and cannot be decided 
a priori for every case. There are 
times when one must stand up for 
principle at the cos~ of discomfort, 

harm, and death: But in the case of 
the education of the young, you must 
consider not simply yourself but the 
children and the relation of children 
to life.’It is difficult to think of any- 
thing more important for the develop- 
ment of a people than proper training 
for their children; and yet I have re- 
peatedly seen wise and loving colored 
parents take infinite pains to force 
their little children into schools where 
the white children, white teachers, 
and white parents despised and re- 

sented the dark child, made mock of 
it, neglected or bullied it, and literally 
rendered its life a living hell. Such 
parents want their child to "fight" 
this thing out,--but, dear God, at 
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what a cost! Sometimes, to be sure, 
the child triumphs and teaches the 
school community a lesson; but even 
in such cases, the cost may. be high, 
and the child’s whole life turned into 
an effort to win cheap applause at the 
expense of healthy individuality. In 
other cases, the result of the experi- 
ment may be complete ruin of char- 
acter, gift, and ability and ingrained 
hatred of schools and men. For the 
kind of battle thus indicated, most 
children are under no circumstances 
suited. It is the refinement of cruelty 
to require it of them. Therefore, in 
evaluating the advantage and disad- 
vantage of accepting race hatred as 
brutal but real fact, or of using a little 
child as a battering mm upon which 

its nastiness can be thrust, we must 
give greater value and greater em- 
.phasic to the rights of the child’s own 
soul. We shall get a finer, better bah 
ante of spirit; an infinitely more 

¯ pable and rounded personality by put- 
ting children in schools where they 
are wanted, and where they are happy 
and inspired, than in thrusting the~h 
into hells where they are ridiculed and 
hated. 

Beyond this, lies the deeper, broad~ 
er fact. If the American Negro really 

believed in himself; if he believed that 
Negro teachers can educate children 
according to the best standards of 
modern training; if he believed that 
Negro colleges transmit and add to 

science, as well as or better thai~ other 
colleges, then he would bend his ener- 
gies, not to escaping inescapable 
soeiation with his own group, but to 
seeing that his group had every op- 
portunity for its best and highest de- 
velopment. He would insist that his 
teachers be decently paid; that his 

schools were properly housed and 
equipped; that his colleges be supplied 
with scholarship and research funds; 
and he would be far more interested 
in the efficiency of these institutions 
of learning, than in forcing himself 
into other institutions where he is not 
wanted. 

¯ As long as the Negro student wishes 
to graduate from Columbia, not be- 
cause Columbia is an institution of 
learning, but because it is attended by 
white students; as long as a Negro 
student is ashamed to attend Fisk or 
Howard because these institutions are 
largely run by black folk, just so long 
the main problem of. Negro education 
will not be segregation but self-knowI- 
edge and self-respect. 

There are not many teachers in 
Negro schools who would not esteem 
it an unparalleled honor and boast of 
it to their dying day, if instead of 
teaching black folk, they could get a 
chance to teach poor-whites, Irishmen, 
Italians or Chinese in a ’~white" in- 
stitution. This is not unnatural. This 
is to them a sort of acid ~est of their 
worth. It is but the logical result of 
the "white" propaganda which has 
swept civilization for the last thou- 
sand years, and which is now bob 
stered and defended by brave words, 
high wages, and monopoly of oppor- 
tunities. But this state of mind is 
suicidal and must be fought, and 
fought doggedly and bitterly: first, by 
giving Negro teachers decent wages, 
decent schoolhouses and equipment, 
and reasonable chances for advance- 
ment; and then by kicking out and 
leaving to the mercy of the white 
world those who do not and cannot 
believe in their own. 

Lack of faith in Negro enterprise 
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leads to singular results: Negroes will 
fight frenziedly to prevent segregated 
schools; but ff segregation is forced 
upon them by dominant white public 
opinion, they will suddenly lose inter- 
est and scarcely raise a finger to see 
that the resultant Negro schools get 
a fair share of the public funds so as 
to have adequate equipment and 
housing; to see that real teachers are 
appointed, and that they are paid as 
much as white teachers doing the same 
work. Today, when the ~Negro public 
school system gets from half to one- 
tenth of the amount of money spent 

on white schools, and is often conse- 
quently poorly run and poorly taught, 
colored people tacitly if not openly 
join with white people in assuming 
that Negroes cannot run Negro en- 
terprises, and cannot educate them- 
selves, and that the very establish- 
ment of a Negro school means starting 
an inferior school. 

The N.A.A.C.P. and other Negro 
organizations have spent thousa,nds 
of dollars to prevent the establish- 
ment of segregated Negro schools, 
but scarcely a singie cent to see that 
the division of funds between white 
and Negro schools, North and South, 
is carried out with some faint approxi- 
mation of justice. There can be no 
doubt that if the Supreme Court were 
overwhelmed with cases where the 
blatant and’ impudent discrimination 
against Negro education is openly 
acknowledged, it would be compelied 

to hand down decisions which would 
make this discrimination impossible. 
We Negro~s do not dare to press this 
point and force these decisions be- 
cause, forsooth, it would acknowledge 
the fact of separate schools, ~ fact 
that does not need to be acknowl- 

edged, and will not need to be for two 
centuries. 

Howard, Fisk, and Atlanta are 
naturally unable to do the type and 
grade of graduate work which is done 
at Columbia, Chicago, and Harvard; 
but why attribute this to a defect in 
the Negro race, and not to the fact 
that the large white colleges have 
from one hundred to one thousand 
times the funds for equipment and 
research that Negro colleges can com- 
mand? To this, it may logically be 

answered, all the more reason that 
.Negroes should try to get into better- 

¯ q,equipped schools, and who pray denies 
;this? But the opportunity for such 
entrance is becoming more and more 
difficult, and the training offered less 
and less suited to the American Negro 
of today. Conceive a Negro teaching 
in a Southern school the economics 
which he learned at the Harvard Busi- 
ness School ! Conceive a Negro teacher 
of history retailing to his black stu- 
dents the sort of history that is taught 
at the University of Chicago ! Imagine 
the history of Reconstruction being 
handed by a colored professor from 
the lips of Columbia professors to the 
ears of the black belt! The results of 
this kind of thing are often fantastic, 
and call for Negro history and soci- 
ology, and even physical science 
taught by men who understand their 

audience, and are not afraid of the 
truth. 

There was a time when the ability 
of Negro brains to do first-class work 
had to be proven by facts and figures, 
and I was a part of the movement 
that sought to set the accomplish- 
meats of Negro ability before the 
world. But the world before which I 
was setting this proof was a disbe- 
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Iieving white world. I did not need 
the proof for myself. I did not dream 
that my fellow Negroes needed it; 
but in the last few years, I have be- 
come curiously convinced that until 
American Negroes believe in their own 
power and ability, they are going to 
be helpless before the white world, 
and the white world, realizing this in- 
ner paralysis and lack of self-confi- 
dence, is going to persist in its insane 
determination to rule the universe for 
its own selfish advantage. 

Does the Negro need separate 
schools? God knows he does. But 
what he needs more than separate 
schools is a firm and unshakable belief 
that twelve million American Negroes 
have the inborn capacity to accom- 
plish iust as much as any nation of 
twelve million anywhere in the world 
ever accomplished, and that this is 
not because they are Negroes but be- 
cause they are human. 

So far, I have noted chiefly negative 
arguments for separate Negro institu- 
tions of learning based on the fact 
that in the majority of cases Negroes 
are not welcomed in public schools 
and universities nor treated as fellow 
human beings. But beyond this, there 
are certain positive reasons due to the 
fact that American Negroes have, be- 
cause of their history, group experi- 
ences and memories, a distinct entity, 
whose spirit and reactions demand a 
certain type of education for its de- 
velopment. 

In the past, this fact has been noted 
and misused for selfish purposes. On 
the ground that Negroes needed a 
type of education "suited" to them, 
we have an attempt to train them as 
menials and dependents; or in the 
case of West Indians, an attempt to 

perpetuate their use as low-paid la- 
borers by limiting their knowledge; 
or in the case of African natives, 
efforts to deprive them of modern 
languages and modern science in order 

to seal their subordination to out- 
worn mores, reactionary native rulers, 
industrialization. 

What I have in mind is nothing like 
this. It is rather an honest develop- 
ment of the premises from which this 
plea for special education starts. It is 
illustrated by these facts: Negroes 
must know the history of the Negro 
race in America, and this they will 
seldom get in white institutions. Their 

¯ children ought to study textbooks like 
Brawley’s "Short History," the first 
edition of Woodson’s "Negro in Our 
History," and CromwelI, Turner and 
Dykes’ "Readings from Negro Au- 
thors." Negroes who celebrate the 
birthdays of Washington and Lincoln, 
and the worthy, but colorless and 
relatively unimportant "founders" of 
various Negro colleges, ought not to 
forget the 5th of March,--that first 
national holiday of this country,which 
eornmemorates the martyrdom of 
Crispus Attucks. They ought to cele- 
brate Negro Health Week and Negro 
History Week. They ought to study 
intelligently and from their own point 
of view, the slave trade, slavery, 
emancipation, Reconstruction, and 
present economic development. 

Beyond this, Negro colleges ought 
to be studying anthropology, psychol- 
ogy, and the social sciences, from the 
point of )Jew of the colored races. To- 
day, the anthropology that is being 
taught, and the expeditions financed 
for archeological and ethnographical 
explorations, are for the most part 
straining every nerve to erase the 
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history of black folk from the record. 
One has only to remember that the 
majority of anthropologists have peo- 
pled the continent of Africa itself with 
almost no Negroes, while men like 
Sayce and Reisner have even declared 
that the Ethiopians have no Negro 
blood! All this has been done by the 
legerdemain and metaphysics of no- 
menclature, and in the face of the 
great and important history of black 
blood in the world. 

Recently, something h~as been done 
by colored scholars to correct the ex- 
traordinary propaganda of post-war 
psychology which sent men like Brig~ 
ham ~nd MeDougall rushing in~"o 
scientific proof of Negro congenital 
inferiority. But much more is neces- 
sary and demanded of Negro scholar- 
ship. In history and the social sciences 
the Negro school and college has an 
unusual opportunity and rCle. It does 
not consist simply in trying to parallel 
the history of white folk with similar 
boasting about black and brown folk, 
but rather an honest evaluation of 
human effort and accomplishment, 

without color blindness, and without 
transforming history into a record of 
dynasties and prodigies. 

Here, we have in America, a work- 
ing class which in our day has achieved 

physical freedom, and mental clarity. 
An economic battle has iust begun. It 

can be studied and guided; it can 

teach consumers’ cooperation, de- 

mocracy, and socialism, and be made 

not simply a record and pattern for 

the Negro race, but a guide for the rise 

of the working classes throughout the 
worId, just at the critical time when 

these classes are about to assume their 

just political domination which is 

destined to become the redemption of 
mankind. 

Much has been said of the special 
esthetic ability of the Negro race. 
Naturally, it has been exaggerated. 
Naturally, it is not a racial character- 
istic in the sense of hereditary, inborn, 

and heritable difference; but there is 
no doubt but what the tremendous 
psychic history of the American and 
West Indian groups has made it possi- 
ble for the present generation to ac- 

cumulate a wealth of material which, 
with encouragement and training, 
could find expression in the drama, in 

color and form, and in music. And 
no where could this training better 
be pursued than in separate Negro 
schools under competent and intelli- 
gent teachers? What little has already 
been done in this line is scarcely a 
begin.ning of what is possible, pro- 
vided the object is not simple enter- 
tainment or bizarre efforts at money 
raising. 

In biology, the pioneering work of 
Carolyn Bond Day could be extended 
indefinitely in Negro laboratories; and 
in the purely physicaI and chemical 
sciences, the need of Negroes familiar 
with the intricate technical, basis of 
modern civilization would not only 
help them to find their place in the 
industrial scene for their own organ- 
ization, but also enable them to help 
Abyssinia, India, China, and the col- 

ored world, to maintain their racial 
integrity, and their economic inde- 
pendence. It could easily be the mis- 
sion and duty of American Negroes to 
master this scientific basis of modern 
invention, and give it to all mankind. 

Thus, instead of our schools being 
simply separate schools, forced on us 
by grim necessity, they can become 
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centers of a new and beautiful effort 
at human education, which may easily 
lead and guide the world in many im- 
portant and valuable aspects. It is for 
this reason that when our schools are 
separate, the control of the teaching 
force, the expenditure of money, the 
choice of textbooks, the discipline and 
other administrative matters of this 
sort ought, also, to come into our 
hands, and be incessantly demanded 
and guarded. 

I remember once, in T.ekas, reading 
in a high-school textbook for colored 
students, the one anecdote-given con- 
cerning Abraham Lincoln: he was 
pictured as chasing Negro thieves all 
night through the woods from his 
Mississippi ~latboat! Children could 
read that history in vain to learn any 
word of what had been accomplished 
in American history by Benjamin 
Banneker, Jan Matseliger, Elijah Mc- 
Coy, Frederick Douglass, or James 
Dunn. In fact, one of the peeuliar 
tragedies of the smaller Southern eoI- 
leges is that they hire as teachers of 
history, economics and sociology, col- 

ored men trained in Northern institu- 
tions where not a word of any infor- 
mation concerning these disciplines, 
so far as Negroes are concerned, has 
ever been imparted to them. I speak 
from experience, because I earhe to 
Atlanta University to teach history in 
1897, without the slightest idea from 
my Harvard tuition, that Negroes 
ever had any history! 

I know that this article will forth- 
with be interpreted by certain illiter- 
ate "nitwits" as a plea for segregated 
Negro schools and colleges. It is not. 

It is simply calling a spade a spade. 
It is saying in plain English: that a 
separ.ate Negro school, where children 
are treated like human beings, trained 
by teachers of their own race, Wh6 
know what i~ means to be black in 
the year of salvation 1935, is infinitely 
better than making our boys and girls 
doormats to be spit and trampled 
upon and lied to by ignorant social 
climbers, whose sole claim to supe- 
riorityis ability to kick" niggers" when 
they are down. I say, too, that certain 
studies and discipline necessary to 
Negroes can seldom be found in white 
schools. 

It means this, and nothing more. 
To sum up this: theoretically, 

the Negro needs neither segregated 
schools nor mixed schools. What he 
needs is Education. What he must 
remember is that there is no magic, 
either in mLxed schools or in segre- 
gated schools. A mixed school with 
poor and unsympathetic teachers, 

with hostile public opinion, and no 
teaching of truth concerning black 

folk, is bad. A segregated school 

with ignorant placeholders, inade- 

quate equipment, poor salaries, and 
wretched housing, is equally bad. 

Other things being equal, the mixed 

school is the broader, more natural 
basis for the education of all youth. 

It gives wider contacts; it inspires 
greater self-confidence; and suppresses 

the inferiority complex. But other 
things seldom are equal, and in that 

case, Sympathy, Knowledge, and the 
Truth, outweigh all that the mixed 

school can offer. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, October 1, 2012 4:37 PM 

Loyola, Jimena <loyola@email.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2392743 

Awesome! Thanks Jimena! -Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Loyola, Jimena 
Sent: Monday, October 01, 2012 4:34 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2392743 

Ok. I’ll be there. 

Thank you 

Jimena Loyola 
loyola@email.unc.edu 
UNC OASIS 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, October 01, 2012 4:23 PM 
To: Loyola, Jimena 
Subject: RE: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2392743 

Hi Jimena, 

Thanks for helping! I talked to Dr. McMillan and he said he would be available tomorrow from 9-11 and 1230-2. 

Thanks 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNC-CH PTR [mail~o:los, ola@email.tmc.edt~] 
Sent: Monday, October 01, 2012 3:29 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2392743 
Importance: Low 

Client Information 
travis t gore, Location : 109 battle hall cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
Affiliation:, Department: african & african-amer studies 
Phone: (919) 966-5496 and Email: stgore@email.unc.edu Short Description: Select a Short Description 

Email Text : Hello, James is not here until Wednesday, but I can help you. 

The only way to know if that ports are working is connect a computer, so if the Dr. McMillan wants to move tomorrow I can go and 
help him to move the computer. 
For the phone I think you have to call to 926-help. 

Let me know. 

Jimena Loyola 
loyola@email.unc.edu 
UNC OASIS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 2:18 PM 

afriafam@listserv.unc, edu 

Upcoming Events in African Studies 

Here are upcoming events organized by the African Studies Center: 

Advocacy is a Contact Sport: 
Political Lawyering and Public Diplomacies: Russia, Thailand, and Zambia 
Robert Amsterdam 
Thursday, October 4, 2012, 6-7:30 PM 
Fred Brooks Hall, Room 009, UNC-CH 
Robert Amsterdam is an international lawyer with 32 years experience working on high-profile cases in 
emerging markets. His law firm Amsterdam & Partners LLP, with offices in London and Washington DC, is 
frequently sought after for its unique practice areas which explore synergies between public international law, 
international criminal law, and political advocacy. His unique blend of political advocacy and international law 
has led to his retention by several world leaders, such as the former Prime Minister of Thailand Thaksin 
Shinawatra, former President of Zambia Rupiah Banda, Governor Godswill Akpabio of Akwa Ibom State in 
Nigeria, among other high profile figures. Amsterdam has been retained by maj or international mining and 
energy corporations on issues pertaining to resource nationalism and state intervention, while also representing 
sovereigns in disputes with foreign investors. This talk is sponsored by the Carolina Asia Center, the Center for 
Slavic, Eurasian and East European Studies and the African Studies Center. Free. Please Contact: Stephanie 
Nelson nelsonsc@email.unc.edu for more information. 

Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film 
Twilight Revelations: Episodes in the Life and Times of Emperor Haile Selassie 
Tuesday, October 9, 2012, 7 PM. 
Stone Center, Hitchcock Multipurpose Room, UNC-CH 
Twilight Revelations explores key moments, both public and private, in the life and reign of the last Ethiopian 
Emperor, Haile Selassie. This documentary shows us the man behind the myth through the eyes of people, who 
then held leading positions in his government, or worked closely with him. An insightful portrait of a defining 
figure in African history. A film discussion with Director, Yemane Demisse and UNC Professor Bereket 
Selassie follows the screening. For more information on films in this series please visit the Stone Center Events 
Page. Free. Please Contact: The Stone Center 919-962-9001 for more information. 

Carolina Seminar 
Land, Mortgage Finance, and Development in Tanzania 
Dr. George Mwaisondola 
Thursday, October 25, 2012, 6:30 PM 
Fedex Global Education Center, Room 4003, UNC-CH 
Dr. Mwaisondola is a Professor of Law at St. Augustine University of Tanzania and a Fulbright Visiting 
Scholar at UNC. Dr. Mwaisondola received his undergraduate degree (LLB) from the University of Dar es 
Salaam, Master of Laws (LLM in Human Rights) from the University of Pretoria in South Africa and his PhD 
in Law from the University of Birmingham in the UK. While a PhD student, he taught human rights and 
international law courses at the Center for the Study of Global Ethics of the University of Birmingham. In 2010, 
he returned to Tanzania where he j oined St Augustine University of Tanzania (SAUT) as an Assistant Professor 
teaching property law, investment law, and business law. This talk is part of the Carolina Seminar in African 
Ecology and Social Processes. Light dinner is served. Open to all area faculty and graduate students in any 
discipline. Free. Please Contact: Sacey Sewall sewall~email.unc.edu for more information. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 3:43 PM 

Barnes, Allison Nelson <anbarnes@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Room Reservation Request 

Allison, 

That’s a bummer that it’s already reserved! I will meet with the group to ask what they would like to do. If they want to 

switch I will let you know. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Barnes, Allison Nelson 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 2:59 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Room Reservation Request 

Hi Travis, 

Thanks for filling out a room reservation form. Unfortunately, all of Hyde Hall is reserved from 3 - 5 p.m. on Oct. :1:1. 

you all are flexible with your colloquium, I’d be happy to look up another date for you. 

Sorry we couldn’t accommodate your group. 

Allison 

Allison Barnes 

Events Coordinator 

Institute for the Arts and Humanities 

Hyde Hall, CB# 3322 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3322 

Phone: (9:19) 962-0249 

Fax: (9:19) 962-:1:1:18 



Web: http://iah.u nc.edu 

From: iah@unc.edu [mailto:iah@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 2:46 PM 
To: Institute for the Arts & Humanities 
Subject: Room Reservation Request 

Your name 
Travis Gore 

Your e-mail address 
stgore@email.unc.edu 

Room(s) requested 
Incubator* (please specify setup) 

* Incubator Setup Requested: 
No setup required 

** University Room Setup Requested: 
Room Setup 

I agree to accept responsiblity for setting up the event space in consultation with the IAH events 
coordinator. I understand that by selecting this option, my group assumes liability for any resulting 
bodily injury or damage to IAH property. I also understand that this option may not be available, 
dependent on the IAH building use schedule. 

Event start date and time: 
Oct 11, 2012 03:00 PM 

Event end date and time: 
Oct 11, 2012 04:55 PM 

Is the event public? 
Yes 

Number of people attending: 
25 

Department or organization hosting the event: 
African and Afro-American Studies 

Event Name: 
Colloquium Presentation 

Person in charge of this event: 
Walter Rucker 

Is a Fellow of the Institute making the request? 
No 

If yes, what is the requesting Fellow’s name: 
Is this event part of an IAH program? 

No 
If yes, which IAH program? 
Billing Contact 

Sonia Colon 
Billing Address 

109 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
CB# 3395 

Phone 
9199665496 

E-mail 
stgore@email.unc.edu 

Fax 
9199622694 

Department number: 



3287 
Will the event be catered? 

Yes 
If yes, who will cater the event? 

Carolina Catering 
Equipment needed: 

Microphone with podium (University Room) 
Special equipment or set up requests, if any: 
Do you plan to serve alcohol? 

No 
If yes, which type? 
Will any guests be under age 21? 

No 
Please describe any special furniture needs you have (table for caterer, program materials, etc.), if any: 

table for caterer 
Anything else? Please tell us anything else you want us to know about your event, your request or your needs: 
I have read and agree to abide by the Hyde Hall Use and Alcohol policies 

Yes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 9:32 AM 

Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 
RE: requesting postpopnement of October 11 Fall Colloquium Talk 

Ok, Thanks Walter! -Travis 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2012 9:30 AN 

To: Gore, Travis; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: requesting postpopnement of October 11 Fall Colloquium Talk 

Dear Travis, 

Professor Escobar has postponed his talk so don’t worry about reserving a room right now. Hopefully, by Friday, I’ll be 

able to let you know what date we settled on for this colloquium so we can begin the process of getting a room 

reserved. Thanks for your efforts. 

Best, 

Walter 

Waiter Rucker 
Associate Professor 
African & Afro-American Studies 
-UNC-Chape! Hill 
107 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
https://sites.google.com/site/drwalterrucker/ 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2012 9:16 AM 
To: Escobar, Arturo 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: requesting postpopnement of October 11 Fall Colloquium Talk 

Dear Arturo, 

Postponing the talk is no problem and it would actually give us more time to advertise for the colloquium. We were set 

to send out email announcements later today so your email was quite timely. 

Since we have another planned colloquium late in November, Thurs., Nov. 8th would probably be the best date for us. I 

will check with Eunice and the colloquium committee to make sure this works. Since we normally schedule our colloquia 

for Thursdays, I’m not as certain that Tues., Oct. 23rd will work. I will communicate with you as soon as we have had a 

chance to talk about which date is preferable. 

Again, thanks for the email and I will be in touch soon. 

Best, 



Walter 

Walter Rucker 

Associate Professor 
Af?ican & Af?o-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
107 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
https://sites. ~oo ~le.com/site/drwaltermcker/ 

From: Escobar, Arturo 
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2012 9:05 AM 
To: Rucker, Walter C 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N; Escobar, Arturo 
Subject: RE: requesting postpopnement of October 11 Fall Colloquium Talk 

Dear Walter: 

I apologize for the late notice. A doctor’s appointment I had for this week has been rescheduled 
for Oct 11 in the afternoon, and there is little chance to get a better date at this point (unless it is much later, 
but I need to see my doctor soon). I am thus writing to ask you whether we can postpone 
my colloq presentation. I leave for California on Oct 25, but Tuesday October 23 would 
be a good date for me, or possibly Thursday, Nov 8 (I would have to double check 
on Nov 8, since I have a conference on Global Affirmative Action at Duke). Please 
let men know, and again apologies for this last minute change. 

best, 

arturo 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Tuesday, September 25, 2012 8:49 PM 
To: Escobar, Arturo 
Subject: Confirming October 11 Fall Colloquium Series Talk 

Dear Professor Escobar, 

I am writing you as the new chair of the African & Afro-American Studies Colloquium Series Committee to confirm the 

date and time of your upcoming talk. We have you scheduled for October 11, 2012 from 3:30 pm to 4:45 pm in the 

Incubator Room of Hyde Hall. As we prepare for your talk, could you send a title for your presentation at your earliest 

convenience? This will aid us in advertising your presentation. 

Thank you in advance and we look forward to your presentation. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rucker 
Associate Professor 
African & Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

107 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
https://sites. ~oo ~le.com/site/drwaltermcker/ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 2:53 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date Change: Land, Mortgage Finance, and I)evelopment in Tanzania Nov. 8 

The ASC has had to reschedu[e an event which was planned for Oct. 25 (see below). The new date 
for this talk wi[[ be Nov. 8. 

Carolina Seminar 
Land, Mortgage Finance, and Development in Tanzania 
Dr. George Mwaisondola 
Thursday, November 8, 2012, 6:30 PM 
Fedex Global Education Center, Room 4003, UNC-CH 
Dr. Mwaisondola is a Professor of Law at St. Augustine University of Tanzania and a Fulbright Visiting 
Scholar at UNC. I)r. Mwaisondola received his undergraduate degree (LLB) from the University of I)ar es 
Salaam, Master of Laws (LLM in Human Rights) from the University of Pretoria in South Africa and his Phi) 
in Law from the University of Birmingham in the UK. While a Phi) student, he taught human rights and 
international law courses at the Center for the Study of Global Ethics of the University of Birmingham. In 2010, 
he returned to Tanzania where he j oined St Augustine University of Tanzania (SAUT) as an Assistant Professor 
teaching property law, investment law, and business law. This talk is part of the Carolina Seminar in African 
Ecology and Social Processes. Light dinner is served. Open to all area faculty and graduate students in any 
discipline. Free. Please Contact: Sacey Sewall sewall@email.unc.edu for more information. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, October 5, 2012 9:31 AM 

Williams, Tia Howell <tia williams@unc.edu> 

RE: Support Minority Males through Mentorship 

Hey Tia, 

Can you give me a call rea! quick? Thanks! 

From: Williams, Tia Howell 
Sent: Friday, October 05, 2012 9:30 AM 
To: Gore, Travis; Creedon, Mary Leigh 
Subject: FW: Support Minority Males through Mentorship 
Importance: High 

Please forward to faculty members. 
It] 

From: Barker, Marco J 
Sent: Friday, October 05, 2012 8:47 AM 
To: Barker, Marco J 
Cc: CMSP 
Subject: Support Minority Males through Mentorship 
Importance: High 

Consider Se ing as a Millennial Scholars Mentor! 

Warm greetings Carolina faculty and staf!! I wanted to invite you to participate in a wonderful mentoring 
opportunity. We are pleased to announce the upcoming launch of the Carolina Millennial Scholars 
Program (CMSP), a retention-persistence and mentoring program for minority males at UNC--Chapel Hill. 
CMSP is designed to provide our promising first-year African American, American Indian, and Latino 
freshmen and transfer males with academic, social, and cultural support in an effort to increase the 
number of minority males who not only graduate but are also engaged leaders. One critical aspect of 
CMSP is the ability for our Scholars to successfully connect with the campus and we know that faculty and 
staff serve a huge role in making this connection. 

We need your help in supporting our Scholars and hope that you would consider serving as a Millennial 
Scholars Mentor. As a mentor, you would be agreeing to: 

¯ Attend an Opening Reception (October 25) and a CMSP Mentor Seminar 
¯ Engage up to five first-year students (your Scholars team) 
¯ Share your knowledge, expertise, and advice with your Scholars 
¯ Be available to meet with your team (as a group and/or individually) 
¯ Provide feedback to the CMSP staff 
¯ Have at least four individual or group encounters with your Scholars team 

While the Scholars will be required to log mentoring encounters during their first year in the program, the 
mentoring relationship will be informal in that the mentor develops her or his own approach. We are 
looking for approximately 10 primary mentors and other faculty and staff who may not be able to serve as 



a primary mentor but are willing to be listed as a Millennial Scholars Resource. If you are interested in 
serving as a mentor, would like to be listed as a resource, or have a question, please reply to 
barker@unc.edu no later than Wednesday, October 10. Mentors will be selected based on the selected 
cohort of Scholars’ background, interests, majors, and aspirations. 

Thanksin advance, 

-Marco 

Marco J. Barker, Ph.D. 
St. Director for Education, Operations, and Initiatives 

Diversity and Multicultural A~ffCairs 
University of Noah Carolina at Chapel 
South Building, Campus Box 9125 

Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9125 

barker@unc.edu (email) 
919-962-6962 (phone) 

919-962-5063 (fax) 

diversity matters @ www.unc.edu/diversity 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, October 5, 2012 10:07 AM 

Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 
RE: New date for Dr. Escobar’s colloquium presentation: Tues., Oct. 23 from 3:30-4:45 
pm. 

Dear Waiter, 

I put in a request for the new date and waiting to hear back from them. If I haven’t received anything from them after 

lunch then I will take a walk over there to see what ! can find out. 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2012 4:33 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: New date for Dr. Escobar’s colloquium presentation: Tues., Oct. 23 from 3:30-4:45 pm. 

Dear Travis, 

Let’s see if we can schedule Dr. Arturo Escobar’s colloquium in the Incubator Room at Hyde Hall on Tuesday, Oct. 23 

from 3:30-4:45. If possible, I would like to have a flyer/email advertisement that could be shared with others by this time 

next week. 

Again, here are the details for the talk: 

Title: "Territories of Difference: Afro-Colombian Perspectives on Culture, Politics, Environment, and Development." 

Brief Abstract: This talk presents a retrospective look at twenty years of research and collaboration with a group of Afro- 

Colombian activists from Colombia’s Pacific Coast region, 

culminating in the launching of an international campaign in defense of the Pacific in 20:10 and beyond. 

Thanks and let me know if you need anything else. 

Best, 

Walter 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2012 4:29 PM 
To: Escobar, Arturo 
Cc: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: requesting postpopnement of October 11 Fall Colloquium Talk 



Dear Arturo, 

It looks like Tuesday, Oct. 23 from 3:30-4:45 pm will work for us. I will contact you soon regarding the venue (hopefully 

we can reserve the Incubator Room at Hyde Hall). 

Best, 

Walter 

From: Escobar, Arturo 
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2012 9:38 AM 
To: Rucker, Walter C 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: requesting postpopnement of October 11 Fall Colloquium Talk 

Thanks a lot, Walter. I have also written to the people at Duke to find out 
exactly when my presentation is for that conference, ok? I will 
let you know as soon as I hear from them. 

best, 

arturo 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2012 9:26 AM 
To: Escobar, Arturo 
l::c: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: requesting postpopnement of October 11 Fall Colloquium Talk 

Dear Arturo, 

Postponing the talk is no problem and it would actually give us more time to advertise for the colloquium. We were set 

to send out email announcements later today so your email was quite timely. 

Since we have another planned colloquium late in November, Thurs., Nov. 8th would probably be the best date for us. I 

will check with Eunice and the colloquium committee to make sure this works. Since we normally schedule our colloquia 

for Thursdays, I’m not as certain that Tues., Oct. 23rd will work. I will communicate with you as soon as we have had a 

chance to talk about which date is preferable. 

Again, thanks for the email and I will be in touch soon. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rucker 
Associate Profbssor 



Afkican & Af?o-American Studies 
-UNC-Chapel Hill 
107 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
https://sites. ~oo ~le.com/site/drwaltermcker/ 

From: Escobar, Arturo 
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2012 9:05 AM 
To: Rucker, Walter C 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N; Escobar, Arturo 
Subject: RE: requesting postpopnement of October 11 Fall Colloquium Talk 

Dear Walter: 

I apologize for the late notice. A doctor’s appointment I had for this week has been rescheduled 
for Oct 11 in the afternoon, and there is little chance to get a better date at this point (unless it is much later, 
but I need to see my doctor soon). I am thus writing to ask you whether we can postpone 
my colloq presentation. I leave for California on Oct 25, but Tuesday October 23 would 
be a good date for me, or possibly Thursday, Nov 8 (I would have to double check 
on Nov 8, since I have a conference on Global Affirmative Action at Duke). Please 
let men know, and again apologies for this last minute change. 

best, 

arturo 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Tuesday, September 25, 2012 8:49 PM 
To: Escobar, Arturo 
Subject: Confirming October 11 Fall Colloquium Series Talk 

Dear Professor Escobar, 

I am writing you as the new chair of the African & Afro-American Studies Colloquium Series Committee to confirm the 

date and time of your upcoming talk. We have you scheduled for October 11, 2012 from 3:30 pm to 4:45 pm in the 

Incubator Room of Hyde Hall. As we prepare for your talk, could you send a title for your presentation at your earliest 

convenience? This will aid us in advertising your presentation. 

Thank you in advance and we look forward to your presentation. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rueker 
Associate Professor 
African & Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
107 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
https://sites. ~oo ~le.com/site/drwaltermcker/ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 2:00 PM 

Barnes, Allison Nelson <anbarnes@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Room Reservation Request 

Hi Allison, 

I might take you up on that offe!! I wil! try to come check it out once it stops raining! 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From= Barnes, Allison Nelson 
Sent," Monday, October 08, 2012 11:23 AM 
To," Gore, Travis 
Subject," RE: Room Reservation Request 

Hi Travis, 

Neither of those dates are available either, I’m sorry! How large is your group? We usually can fit about 15-20 people in 

our Seminar room and that is usually available. If you’d like, I can show you the room to see if that would work for you 

all. 

Best, 
Allison 

Allison Barnes 

Events Coordinator 

Institute for the Arts and Humanities 

Hyde Hall, CB# 3322 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3322 

Phone: (919) 962-0249 

Fax: (919) 962-1118 

Web: http://iah.unc.edu 

From." Gore, Travis 
Sent." Monday, October 08, 2012 9:39 AM 

To." Barnes, Allison Nelson 
Subject." RE: Room Reservation Request 

Hi Allison, 

Hope you had a great weekend! I would like to check the following dates for the availability of the Incubator Room: 

10/10 11am to 1230pm 

11/15 330 to 445pm 



Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Barnes, Allison Nelson 
Sent: Friday, October 05, 2012 1:10 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Room Reservation Request 

Hi Travis, 

Unfortunately, that space is already reserved for a dinner. If there are any other dates that work for you all, please let 

me know. Feel free to send me a bunch of dates at once if that helps. 

Thanks and have a great weekend! 

Allison 

Allison Barnes 

Events Coordinator 

Institute for the Arts and Humanities 
Hyde Hall, CB# 3322 
Chapel HIll, NC 27599-3322 

Phone: (9:19) 962-0249 

Fax: (9:19) 962-:1:1:18 

Web: http://iah.unc.edu 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, October 05, 2012 9:08 AM 
To: Barnes, Allison Nelson 
Subject: RE: Room Reservation Request 

Hi Allison, 

Actually it worked out well because the speaker had something come up and needed to move the date. It has been 

changed to Tuesday, Oct. 23 from 3:30-4:45 Please let me know if this new date works! 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Barnes, Allison Nelson 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 2:59 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Room Reservation Request 

Hi Travis, 

Thanks for filling out a room reservation form. Unfortunately, all of Hyde Hall is reserved from 3 - 5 p.m. on Oct. :1:1. 

you all are flexible with your colloquium, I’d be happy to look up another date for you. 

Sorry we couldn’t accommodate your group. 

Allison 



Allison Barnes 

Events Coordinator 
Institute for the Arts and Humanities 
Hyde Hail, CB# 3322 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3322 

Phone: (9:19) 962m0249 

Fax: (9:19) 962-:1:1:18 

Web: http://iah.unc.edu 

From: iah@unc.edu [mailto:iah@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 2:46 PM 
To: Institute for the Arts & Humanities 
Subject: Room Reservation Request 

Your name 
Travis Gore 

Your e-mail address 
stgore@email.unc.edu 

Room(s) requested 
Incubator* (please specify setup) 

* Incubator Setup Requested: 
No setup required 

** University Room Setup Requested: 
Room Setup 

I agree to accept responsiblity for setting up the event space in consultation with the IAH events 
coordinator. I understand that by selecting this option, my group assumes liability for any resulting 
bodily injury or damage to IAH property. I also understand that this option may not be available, 
dependent on the IAH building use schedule. 

Event start date and time: 
Oct 11, 2012 03:00 PM 

Event end date and time: 
Oct 11, 2012 04:55 PM 

Is the event public? 
Yes 

Number of people attending: 
25 

Department or organization hosting the event: 
African and Afro-American Studies 

Event Name: 
Colloquium Presentation 

Person in charge of this event: 
Walter Rucker 

Is a Fellow of the Institute making the request? 
No 

If yes, what is the requesting Fellow’s name: 
Is this event part of an IAH program? 

No 
If yes, which IAH program? 
Billing Contact 

Sonia Colon 
Billing Address 



Phone 

E-mail 

Fax 

109 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
CB# 3395 

9199665496 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

9199622694 
Department number: 

3287 
Will the event be catered? 

Yes 
If yes, who will cater the event? 

Carolina Catering 
Equipment needed: 

Microphone with podium (University Room) 
Special equipment or set up requests, if any: 
Do you plan to serve alcohol? 

No 
If yes, which type? 
Will any guests be under age 21? 

No 
Please describe any special furniture needs you have (table for caterer, program materials, etc.), if any: 

table for caterer 
Anything else? Please tell us anything else you want us to know about your event, your request or your needs: 
I have read and agree to abide by the Hyde Hall Use and Alcohol policies 

Yes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 3:29 PM 
Thompson, Karen <kthompsl@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Wmst 261 001 fall 2012 

Got it. Thanks! 

From: Thompson, Karen 

Sent: IVlonday, October 08, 2012 3:29 plVl 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: Wmst 261 001 fall 2012 

Travis, 

This is the email from Sherry. I will also ema[I her to let her know you will be calling. 

Thanks. 

From: Younger, Sherry R 

Sent: Friday, October 05, 2012 2:24 plVl 

To: Thompson, Karen 

Subject: RE: Wmst 261 001 fall 2012 

Hi Karen, 

If the course sections were cross-listed for fall then the sponsor would be responsible for cancelling the sections. 

Unfortunately, Wmst 26:1 00:1 is not cross-listed with anything for fall. I checked the course catalog and can see that Afri 

is the sponsor. However, they have Afri 26:1 00:1 set up with a meeting pattern, not cross-listed and no one registered. 

have no way of know what went wrong so I suggest that you speak with Travis Gore in Afri. Since your course section 

and his are not cross-listed at the section level for fall, then both of you would need to send a log sheet requesting to 

cancel your sections to scheduling officeOlistserv.unc.edu. 

The Afri class is taking up a room and since no one is registered someone else could use the space. Of course, there is 

the student that is registered for Wrest that needs to be handled. 

Good luck with this. 

Sherry 

From: Thompson, Karen 
Sent: Friday, October 05, 2012 1:30 PM 
To: Younger, Sherry R 
Subject: RE: Wmst 261 001 fall 2012 

WMST is not the home department for this course. I was told during scheduling time for the fall that this course would 

be offered and that there would be two sections. Shouldn’t AFRI/AFRO do this? [ would be happy to do it. I just don’t 

want to step on anyone toes. 

Thanks. 



From: Younger, Sherry R 
Sent: Friday, October 05, 2012 12:19 PM 
To: Thompson, Karen 
Subject: Wmst 261 001 fall 2012 

Hi Karen, 

An advisor called a few minutes ago to inquire about this class. A student was in her office and said that she was 

registered for this class, but it had no meeting pattern and she was wondering what she should do since she hasn’t been 

to class yet. I verified in CCthat the class is set-up with one student registered & no meeting pattern or instructor 

listed. Since I received voicemail when I called you I instructed the advisor to have the student call you. 

If you determine that you need to cancel the section please send a request through our scheduling listserv at 

scheduling office@listserv.u nc.edu. 

Thanks, 

Sherry 

Sherry Younger 

Construction Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

UNC - Chapel Hill 

Suite 3202, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Phone - 919 962-6093 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 2:42 PM 

Williams, Charlotte D (heaven@email.unc.edu) 

RE: Department of African and Afro-American Studies Faculty Meeting/Travis Gore 

Thank you, thank you, thank you, Charlotte! 

..... Original Appointment ..... 

From: Williams, Charlotte D On Behalf Of GM - RM 011/012 
Sent: Tuesday, October 09, 2012 2:38 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Department of African and Afro-American Studies Faculty Meeting/Travis Gore 
When: Wednesday, October 10, 2012 10:30 AM-12:30 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: 

Travis, 

Your meeting is CONFIRMED! 

Thank you, 

Cha rlotte 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, October 15, 2012 8:58 AM 

Williams, Tia Howell <tia_williams@unc.edu> 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

RE: my IP address 

Here it is! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2012 8:56 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject: FW: my IP address 

Hello Travis 

Hope you had a nice weekend. 

When you get a chance, Tia need to know the IP address of AFAM computer. Please see below message. 

Thank you 
Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Williams, Tia Howell 
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2012 8:52 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: my IP address 

It should be on the sticky note at the AFAM computer. Can you have Travis email it to me? 
-Tia 

Tia Howell Williams 
Business Officer 

UNC-CH Dept. of Public Policy 

115 Abernethy Hall 

UNC-CH Campus Box 3435 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

UNC-CH Dept. of African and Afro-American Studies 
108 Battle Hall, Room 109 
UNC-CH Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2012 7:49 AM 
To: Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject: RE: my IP address 

I would try with James, I would let you know. 

Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Williams, Tia Howell 
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2012 6:46 AM 



To: Colon, Sonia; Creedon, Mary Leigh 
Subject: my IP address 

Hey Sonia oro ML, 
When you get a chance, could you look on my computer and tell me my IP address. I think it is on a post-it note on the back of the 
machine. If not, could you log on and go to whatsmyIPaddress.com and send it to me? 
Thanks. 
-Tia 

Tia Howell Williams 
Business Officer 

UNC-CH Dept. of Public Policy 

115 Abernethy Hall 
UNC-CH Campus Box 3435 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

UNC-CH Dept. of African and Afro-American Studies 
108 Battle Hall, Room 109 
UNC-CH Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYD1BOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, October 15, 2012 11:51 AM 

Warren, Angeline <awarren@email.unc. edu> 

RE: Hello 

Thank you for the card! That was very nice! -Travis 

From: Warren, Angeline 
Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2012 4:25 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Hello 

I will try to catch up with you on Friday. 

104B H:11 Hall 
3320 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3320 

Ph~e: {919~ 96~-I039 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, October 15, 2012 l:36 PM 

Williams, Tia Howell <tia williams@unc.edu> 

FW: Letterhead - electronic - African and Afro-American Studies 

Letterhead - electronic - African and Afro-American Studies.doc 

From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Wednesday, November 10, 2010 2:12 PM 

To: Miller, Haeran 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Letterhead - electronic - African and Afro-American Studies 

Here’s the letterhead. 

Enjoy 

T 



UNC 
T 9~ 9,966,~496 

F 9 i 9.96~,2,594 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, October 15, 2012 1:50 PM 

Williams, Tia Howell <tia williams@unc.edu> 

RE: Letterhead - electronic - African and Afro-American Studies 

We finished the whole cake! It was delicious! -Travis 

From: Williams, Tia Howell 
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2012 1:48 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Letterhead - electronic - African and Afro-American Studies 

Thank you, Travis! How’s the cake? 

~Tia 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2012 1:36 PM 
To: Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject: FW: Letterhead - electronic - African and Afro-American Studies 

From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Wednesday, November 10, 2010 2:12 PM 

To: Miller, Haeran 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Letterhead - electronic - African and Afro-American Studies 

Here’s the letterhead. 

Enjoy 

T 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 10:03 AM 

Barnes, Allison Nelson <anbarnes@email.unc.edu> 
RE: coffee question 

Hey Allison, 

Oh no, you didn’t drink it did you?! Are you feeling dizzy? Haha Fm just kidding! It’s totally fine. His name is Alassane 

Fall and he works in our department. He is from Senegal and that is just in their culture to share things like that. 

Nothing to worry it about. He is very friendly and polite. 

Enjoy the coffe!! 
Travis 

From: Barnes, Allison Nelson 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 9:48 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: coffee question 

Hi Travis, 

This may sound like an odd question, but is there a faculty member in your department named Alasann? (I probably 

butchered his name) He walks in Hyde Hall all the time and today he gave me coffee to try. People in my department 

thought it was strange I was trying coffee from a stranger but I’m pretty sure he’s a faculty member in your department. 

Thanks for your help! And if he is a faculty member, please don’t mention this email... I don’t want him to think that I 

don’t trust him © 

Best, 
Allison 

Allison Barnes 

Events Coordinator 

Institute for the Arts and Humanities 

Hyde Hall, CB# 3322 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3322 

Phone: (9:19) 962-0249 

Fax: {9:19) 962-:1:1:18 

Web: http://iah.u nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 4:38 PM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Printing Request 

Done! 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 12:20 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Printing Request 

Hi Travis, 
Would you please make 4 copies of this attachment on legal-size paper? I need the copies for a 10 am meeting in the 

department tomorrow. 

Thanks, 
Kia 

’The most common way people give up their power is by thinking they don’t have any." 
- Alice Walker 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
African and Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-8225 
Fax: 919-962-2694 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
http://afriafam.unc.edu! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, October 17, 2012 2:15 PM 

afriafam@listserv.unc, edu 

The First Rasta + The Rosenwald Schools 

E1 Kilombo flyer (small).pdf; Rosenwald Schools Flyer (reduced v2).jpg 

"The First Rasta" screening next Tuesday (Oct 23) at 7pro 

+ "The Rosenwald Schools" sneak preview and discussion 

with film director Aviva Kempner, Oct 25 at 7pro. 

Dear Friends, 

Please join us on Tuesday, October 23 and Thursday, October 25 at 7pro for two Diaspora Festival of Black and 

Indepedent Film events. On Oct 23 we will screen "The First Rasta" and on Oct 25 at 7pm, we will host a special 

sneak preview of "The Rosenwald Schools." Following "The Rosenwald Schools" screening, stay for a discussion with 

film director Aviva Kempner. "The Rosenwald Schools"screening is co-sponsored by Carolina Center for Jewish 

Studies, the Center for the Study of the American South at UNC, and the UNC African/African American Studies 

Department. 

Oct. 23, 7pm: The First Rasta focuses on the origins of the Rastafari movement. Based on Jamaican culture 

expert Hfil~ne Lee’s eponymous book, The First Rasta traces the political, ideological and spiritual movement to 

its founder: Leonard Percival Howell, a.k.a. The Gong. 

~ Oct. 25, 7pro: The Rosenwaid Schools is a documentary (in final production phase) on businessman and 

philanthropist Julius Rosenwald who joined with African American communities in the south to build schools 

during the early part of the 20th century. Rosenwald spurred the establishment of 25 ylVlCA-YWCAs to serve 

African Americans in cities across the U.S. and created a challenge grant program, seeded for the creation of 

more than 5,500 schools for poor, rural African American children. 800 Rosenwald Schools were built in North 

Carolina. 

Upcoming at the Stone Center... 

Also on October 25: Education For Action: Social Justice Workshop 

E! Kilomho Intergal~ctico I~resents "An other politics" 
El Kilombo Intergal~ctico is a community of migrants, students, working class, and people of color in Durham, NC We 
came together around a shared desire to live and act politically We have spent several years together investigating 
and enacting an alternative model for social change based in collective self-determination. 

In the workshop, we will explore the limitations and possibilities of both activism and Lhe academy Lo enact poliLical 
change and discuss the lessons that we draw from Lhe hisLory of struggle in Lhe US and across the world in order Lo 
lay ouL a rough guide to our approach to contemporary poINcal action. 

October 30 at 7 pm: The Sonja Haynes Stone Memorial Lecture 

Dr. Beverly Guy-Sheftall, the Anna Julia Cooper Professor of Women’s Studies at Spelman College in Atlanta Georgia, 
will deliver the 20th Annual Sonja Haynes Stone Plemorial Lecture. 



Guy-Shef~all is the founding director of the Women’s Research and Resource Center at Spelman College~ She has been 
involved with the national women’s studies movement since its inception and provided leadership for the 
establishment of the first women’s studies major at a historically black college~ She is a past president of the National 
Women’s Studies Association and has been involved in a number of advocacy organizations including the National 
E~lack Women’s Health Project, the National Council for Research on Women, and the National Coalition of 100 I~lack 

Women, on whose boards she serves~ 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday,                6:06 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Done! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, ~ 10:58 AM 
To: Williams, Tia Howell 
Cc: _ ; Gore, Travis 
Subject: ~FAM: 

Dear Tia, 

I write to let you know that 
know what she needs to do to complete the paperwork. 

Travis: Please add name to our schedule instead of ’Staff re: AFAM 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

will be teaching AFAM for us again in the Spring semester. Kindly let her 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, October 17, 2012 6:17 PM 

Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 

RE: We Need a Room Reservation for Nov. 29th Faculty Colloquium 

Thanks Waiter. That sounds like a plan. Have a nice Fall break! -Travis 

From." Rucker, Waiter C 
Sent." IVlonday, October 15, 2012 10:29 AN 
To." Gore, Travis; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject." We Need a Room Reservation for Nov. 29th Faculty Coiioquium 

Dear Travis, 

We need to begin working on the room reservation for our second colloquium of the semester to be delivered by Dr. 

Nadia EI-Shaarawi on Thursday, Nov. 29th. I would prefer the Incubator Room at Hyde Hall, the seminar room on the 

third floor of the GEC, or even the conference room in Graham Memorial in which we held the last department meeting. 

Again, given the nature of a colloquium, we really need seminar-style seating or a room with movable tables and chairs. 

Most conference rooms on campus would work as long as we could still have catered food. 

Thanks and I will forward her presentation title and a brief abstract in the next few days. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rucker 
Associate Professor 
African & Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

107 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
https://sites, goo gle.com/site/drwalterrucker/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, October 17, 2012 6:29 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

office 

Hey Eunice, 

I am going to be heading home soon° I stayed a little later today to work on the airport thing. I think you must be at your 

conference now because I haven’t heard back from you. I still believe everything is going to work out! 

Best wishes, 
Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 8:34 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

RE: approval 

Thanks, Sonia! 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2012 8:07 AM 
To: Williams, Tia Howell 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: approval 

Good morning Tia 

Please approve check requisition K503092, reimbursement Travis Gore for faculty meeting coffee. 
Remember to attach on the check requisition copy of the agenda, in compliance with policy 1263 
University Related Business Entertainment Expenses (see attached). 

Thank you 

Accounting 

PubLic Policy Department ~ 966°4854 

Abernett~v Hatl, (/t~ #3435 
(~vL 8-5, To 1o5, Wo 8-12, Wo 1-5, Vo 8-12) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 8:37 AM 

Barnes, Allison Nelson <anbarnes@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Room Reservation Request 

H[ Allison, 

That is something I will need to think about because I don’t know if they wil! want to pay $80 for 15 min! Let me check 

and will let you know. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From," Barnes, Allison Nelson 
Sent," Thursday, October 18, 2012 8:36 AM 
To." Gore, Travis 
Subject," RE: Room Reservation Request 

Hi Travis, 

Yes, the incubator room is available. However, if you all need the room after 4:30 p.m. we would have to hire security, 
which is an $80 minimum for 4 hours. Once you know if you all would like security, please let me know what type of 

event you will be having and if there will be any catering involved. 

Thanks, 

Allison 

Allison Barnes 

Events Coordinator 

Institute for the Arts and Humanities 

Hyde Hall, CB# 3322 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3322 

Phone: (9:19) 962-0249 

Fax: (9:19) 962-:1:1:18 

Web: http://iah.u nc.edu 

From." Gore, Travis 
Sent." Wednesday, October 17, 2012 6:15 PM 
To." Barnes, Allison Nelson 
Subject." RE: Room Reservation Request 

Hey Allison, 

Would the Incubator room be available on Thursday Nov. 29th from 3:30 to 4:45? 

Thanks! 

Travis 



From: Barnes, Allison Nelson 
Sent: Friday, October 05, 2012 1:10 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Room Reservation Request 

Hi Travis, 

Unfortunately, that space is already reserved for a dinner. If there are any other dates that work for you all, please let 

me know. Feel free to send me a bunch of dates at once if that helps. 

Thanks and have a great weekend! 

Allison 

Allison Barnes 

Events Coordinator 

Institute for the Arts and Humanities 

Hyde Hall, CB# 3322 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3322 

Phone: (9:19) 962-0249 

Fax: (9:19) 962-:1:1:18 

Web: http://iah.u nc.edu 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, October 05, 2012 9:08 AM 
To: Barnes, Allison Nelson 
Subject: RE: Room Reservation Request 

Hi 

Actually it worked out well because the speaker had something come up and needed to move the date. It has been 

changed to Tuesday, Oct. 23 from 3:30-4:45 Please let me kr~ow if this new date works! 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Barnes, Allison Nelson 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 2:59 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Room Reservation Request 

Hi Travis, 

Thanks for filling out a room reservation form. Unfortunately, all of Hyde Hall is reserved from 3 - 5 p.m. on Oct. :1:1. 

you all are flexible with your colloquium, I’d be happy to look up another date for you. 

Sorry we couldn’t accommodate your group. 

Allison 

Allison Barnes 



Events Coordinator 

Institute for the Arts and Humanities 
Hyde Hall, CB# 3322 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3322 

Phone: (919) 962-0249 

Fax: (919) 962-1118 

Web: http://iah.unc.edu 

From: iah@unc.edu [mailto:iah@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 2:46 PM 
To: Institute for the Arts & Humanities 
Subject: Room Reservation Request 

Your name 
Travis Gore 

Your e-mail address 
stgore@email.unc.edu 

Room(s) requested 
Incubator* (please specify setup) 

* Incubator Setup Requested: 
No setup required 

** University Room Setup Requested: 
Room Setup 

I agree to accept responsiblity for setting up the event space in consultation with the IAH events 
coordinator. I understand that by selecting this option, my group assumes liability for any resulting 
bodily injury or damage to IAH property. I also understand that this option may not be available, 
dependent on the IAH building use schedule. 

Event start date and time: 
Oct 11, 2012 03:00 PM 

Event end date and time: 
Oct 11, 2012 04:55 PM 

Is the event public? 
Yes 

Number of people attending: 
25 

Department or organization hosting the event: 
African and Afro-American Studies 

Event Name: 
Colloquium Presentation 

Person in charge of this event: 
Walter Rucker 

Is a Fellow of the Institute making the request? 
No 

If yes, what is the requesting Fellow’s name: 
Is this event part of an IAH program? 

No 
If yes, which IAH program? 
Billing Contact 

Sonia Colon 
Billing Address 

109 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
CB# 3395 



Phone 
9199665496 

E-mail 
stgore@email.unc.edu 

Fax 
9199622694 

Department number: 
3287 

Will the event be catered? 
Yes 

If yes, who will cater the event? 
Carolina Catering 

Equipment needed: 
Microphone with podium (University Room) 

Special equipment or set up requests, if any: 
Do you plan to serve alcohol? 

No 
If yes, which type? 
Will any guests be under age 21? 

No 
Please describe any special furniture needs you have (table for caterer, program materials, etc.), if any: 

table for caterer 
Anything else? Please tell us anything else you want us to know about your event, your request or your needs: 
I have read and agree to abide by the Hyde Hall Use and Alcohol policies 

Yes 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=ST GORE> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 10:34 AM 

Williams, Tia Howell <tia_williams@unc.edu> 

RE: TIM should be working now 

Ok, cool! Thanks for letting me know! 

From." Williams, Tia Howell 
Sent." Monday, October 22, 2012 10:22 AM 

To." Gore, Travis; Colon, Sonia 
Subject." TIM should be working now 

TIM should be working now. 

It] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday,                4:05 PM 

Subject: FW: Forum on the Five-Year Vision for UNC 



Forum on the Five-Year Vision for UNC 

Every five years, the UNC system is charged with developing a five-year vision. The UNC Board of Governors has convened 
an Advisory Committee on Strategic Directions to provide recommendations for that five-year plan. Students, faculty, and 
staff are coming together to host a forum to highlight what we value most about our university and what it should look like 
moving forward. Sharing your unique experiences is critical to creating a vision that works for all. Please join us on Tuesday, 

at 5:00 PM in the Sonja Haynes Stone Center. 





You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: stgore@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361534.d 19c27ea4325cffb39a9456d99719bcb&n=T&l=afriafam&o=32308132 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-32308132-32361534.d19c27ea4325cffb39a9456d99719bcb@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, October 29, 2012 11:09 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Bio for website 

No problem. Yes, I didn’t get a chance to tell you that there was a home game Saturday[ -Trav[s 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Monday, October 29, 2012 11:06 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Bio for website 

Dear Travis: I am trying to meet the deadline for my bio for the website but I have quite a few things to complete today. 
If I don’t submit today, I will do so no later than tomorrow. Thanks much for working with me. I missed you last week 
during my office hours but hope to see you this week. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, October 31, 2012 8:28 AM 

Roach, Charles (Design & Construction Services) <Charles.Roach@facilities.unc.edu>; 
Glenn, Chris (Design & Construction Services) <Chris.Glenn@facilities.unc.edu> 

RE: fspl3189 Battle 3rd floor renovations 

Thanks Bill, 

I know that it would be a lot to ask but it would be great if someone could get over here today or tomorrow because the Dean that 
needs the information is leaving out of town on Friday and will be gone for a period of time. I think I misplaced your phone number. 

Thanks ! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Roach, Charles (Design & Construction Services) [mai~to:Clrarles.Roach~faci~ities.~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 30, 2012 9:29 PM 
To: Glenn, Chris (Design & Construction Services); Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: fspl3189 Battle 3rd floor renovations 

Travis 

please call me Wednesday to schedule a meeting We will try to get over ASAP. However, it may be next week 

thanks 

Bill 

From: Glenn, Chris (Design & Construction Services) 
Sent: Tuesday, October 30, 2012 2:20 PM 
To: Gore, Travis; Roach, Charles (Design & Construction Services) 
Subject: Re: fspl3189 Battle 3rd floor renovations 

We will check on scheduling a walk thru and get back to you. 

Chris 

From: Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
To: Roach, Charles (Design & Construction Services) 
Cc: Glenn, Chris (Design & Construction Services) 
Sent: Tue Oct 30 13:45:53 2012 
Subject: RE: fspl3189 Battle 3rd floor renovations 

Thanks Mr. Roach. 

Chris, Is it possible to have someone come over tomorrow to take a look at the third floor to make an estimate? 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Roach, Charles (Design & Construction Services) [mailto:Chafles.Roach,~i:facilides.unc.eda] 
Sent: Monday, October 29, 2012 3:03 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Glenn, Chris (Design & Construction Services) 
Subject: fspl3189 Battle 3rd floor renovations 

Chris 
I have discussed this project with Travis Per that converstaion please divide this into two projects We can proceed with the 3rd flor 



work and develop a scope with the second 

Thanks 

Bill 

[cid:image001 .png@01 CDB6A4.E06F3 A50] </fmax> 

Hello, CHARLE SLogout</fmax/logout> 

AboutHelp 

Work Order 

View: 

[Select V] 

Work Order 

13051392 

Created ByDate Created 

CGLENNOct 26, 2012 10:57 AM 

Description 

BUDGET ESTIMATE 
THE DEAN’S OFFICE NEEDS ESTIMATES ON THE FOLLOWING ITEMS AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. 

1) A PARTITION ON A THIRD FLOOR OFFICE WITH A DOOR AND ANY ELECTRICAL WORK NEEDED. 

2) ASBESTOS REMOVAL IN THE BASEMENT 
THANK Y 

Status 

O0 -ENTERED 

Project 

FSP13189 

THE DEAN’S OFFICE NEEDS ESTIMATES ON THE FOLLOWING ITEMS AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. 1) A PARTITION ON A 
THIRD FLOOR OFFICE WITH A DOOR AND ANY ELECTRICAL WORK NEEDED. 2) ASBESTOS REMOVAL IN THE 
BASEMENT 

Desired Date 

Budget 

$0.00 

Organization 



Organization 

3287-232871 

AFRICANSAFRO-AMER 

Requestor 

3287-232871 

AFRICANSAFRO-AMER 

Contact 

TRAVIS GORE 

Contact Phone 

(919) 966-5496 

Contact Email 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Property 

Region 

UNC 

UNC 

Facility 

BUILDINGS 

BUILDINGS 

Property 

056 

BATTLE **MAINT - FACILITIES SERVICES IS RESPONSIBLE FOR MAINTENANCE** 

Classification 

Problem Code 

Type 



P 

PROJECT WORK 

Category 

BE 

BUDGET ESTIMATE 

Job Priority 

Phase 

Phase 

Description 

Location 

Shop 

Work Code 

Priority 

Status 

001 

THE DEAN’S OFFICE NEEDS ESTIMATES ON THE FOLLOWING ITEMS AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. l) A PARTITION ON A 
THIRD FLOOR OFFICE WITH A DOOR AND ANY ELECTRICAL WORK NEEDED. 2) ASBESTOS REMOVAL IN THE 
BASEMENT THANK Y 

526 

ASS0 

ROUTINE 

O0 -ENTERED 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, October 31, 2012 10:14 AM 

Williams, Tia Howell <tia williams@unc.edu> 

RE: Civil Rights events in Chapel Hill 

Sure 

From: Williams, Tia Howell 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 9:39 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: Civil Rights events in Chapel Hill 

Travi% 

Would you print and post on our bulletin board in AFAM? 

iT] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 3:19 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Bio 

Bio.docx 

Dear Eunice, 

Updates attached. 

Best, 

Travis 



Full Professors 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja was born in 1944 in Kasha, Congo-Kinshasa. He holds a B.A. degree in 

philosophy (Davidson College, Davidson, NC, 1967); an M.A. in diplomacy and international commerce 

(University of Kentucky, Lexington, 1968); and a Ph.D. in political science (University of Wisconsin- 

Madison, 1975). 

A specialist in African politics, development policy and administration, and democratic governance, he is 

currently professor of African Studies at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (USA) and 

professor emeritus of African studies at Howard University in Washington, DC. 

Before joining the Howard University faculty in 1978, Professor Nzongola held academic appointments 

at the University of Kisangani in Congo-Kinshasa, 1970-71; the University of Lubumbashi (1971-75), also 

in the Congo, where he was associate dean in the Faculty of Social Sciences in 1972-73; Clark-Atlanta 

University, 1975-77; and the University of Maiduguri in Nigeria, 1977-78. He has also held appointments 

as a visiting lecturer at the University of Wisconsin-Madison (Summer 1975), and as a visiting professor 

at El Colegio de Mexico in Mexico City (Summer 1987) and at Davidson College (Fall 1990). During the 

1998-99 academic year, he served as the James K. Batten Professor of Public Policy at Davidson College. 

As an expert on governance, conflict and capacity building issues, Professor Nzongola served as an 

international civil servant with the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) as a senior adviser 

for governance to the Federal Government of Nigeria from March 2000 to May 2002; as Director of the 

UNDP Oslo Governance Centre in Oslo, Norway from August 2002 to July 2005; and as Facilitator for the 

establishment of the Africa Governance Institute (AGI), an independent pan-African think tank on 

governance, from August 2005 to July 2007. From June 2009 to March 2010, he served as Interim 

Director of the AGI in Dakar, Senegal. He has done consulting work for numerous international 

organizations. In 1999, he served as an expert in conflict mediation and legal drafting to the negotiations 

between the Government of Sierra Leone and the Revolutionary United Front (RUF) rebels in Lomb, 

Togo 

In the area of public service, Professor Nzongola served as a delegate to the Sovereign National 

Conference of Congo-Kinshasa, in which he chaired the subcommittee on political files of the Committee 

on Political Affairs; as Diplomatic Adviser to the Conference’s elected Prime Minister Etienne Tshisekedi 

in 1992-93; and as Deputy President of the National Electoral Commission in 1996. He also served, as a 



representative of the Tshisekedi government, in the United Nations Mission to Observe the Referendum 

in Eritrea (UNOVER)in 1993. 

Past President of the African Studies Association of the United States (ASA) and of the African 

Association of Political Science (AAPS), Professor Nzongola is the author of several books and numerous 

articles on African politics, development, and conflict issues. These include Revolution and Counter- 

Revolution in Africa, Nation-Building and State Building in Africa, and Le mouvement d~mocratique au 

Zaire, 1956-1996. He is the editor of The Crisis in Zaire: Myths and Realities and of Conflict in the Horn 

of Africa, and co-editor of the State and Democracy in Africa and of The Oxford Companion to Politics of 

the World (both the first and second editions). His major work, The Congo from Leopold to Kabila: A 

People’s History, won the 2004 Best Book Award of the African Politics Conference Group (APCG), an 

organization of U.S.-based political scientists specializing on Africa. 

Kenneth Janken 

Title: 

Professor, African and Afro-American Studies; Director of Undergraduate Studies and Department 

Honors 

advisor 

Education: 

B.A., M.A., History, Hunter College of the City University of New York; Ph. D., American History, Rutgers 

University 

Teaching Interests: 

Civil Rights Movement; African American intellectual history; Harlem Renaissance; biography and 

autobiography. 

Current Research: 

My research focuses on 20th century African American history. I am the author of two biographies: 

Rayford W. Logan and the Dilemma of the African-American Intellectual (1993) and White: The 

Biography of Walter White, Mr. NAACP (2003), which won honorable mention in the Outstanding Book 

Awards from the Gustavus Myers Center for the Study of Bigotry and Human Rights in North America. I 

have also published several academic articles on topics such as the Harlem Renaissance, the civil rights 

movement in the 1940s, and African Americans and world affairs. 



I am currently working on a history of the Wilmington Ten. They were civil rights activists who were 

falsely convicted of arson and firing upon firefighters and police officers during four days of rioting in 

February 1971 in Wilmington, North Carolina. The violence that rocked Wilmington occurred in the 

context of tensions related to the desegregation of the city’s public schools. Their convictions, which 

were overturned by a federal appeals court in 1980, hinged on perjured testimony knowingly solicited 

by 

the state’s attorney. The project will analyze the circumstances surrounding the racial violence and the 

state’s misconduct and evaluate the nationwide "Free the Wilmington Ten" political mobilization. It will 

analyze Black Power forms of organizing that typified African American politics in the 1970s and their 

relationships to traditional forms of political action. 

Associate Professors 

Charlene Regester 

Post-doctoral Fellow, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill (1988-1990) 

Ph.D. School of Education, Curriculum & Instruction Design, Educational Media (1987), University of 

North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

MA Radio, Television, Motion Pictures (1980), University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

BA English, (1973-1976), University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

Charlene Regester is an Associate Professor at the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill where she 

teaches Slavery from the Beginning to 1865; African American Cinema, 1900 to the Present; and 

Masquerades of Blackness (freshman seminar). Regester currently serves as an Affiliate Faculty with the 

Global Cinema Minor at UNC-CH and previously co-taught a course on Race, Melodrama, and Cinema in 

the English Department at Duke University. 

Regester’s publications include the single authored African American Actresses: The Struggle for 

Visibility, 1900-1960 (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2010 book was nominated by the press to 

the NAACP Image Awards), Black Entertainers in African American Newspaper Articles: An Annotated 

Bibliography of the Pittsburgh Courier and California Eagle Vol. II (Jefferson: McFarland, 2010) and Black 

Entertainers in African American Newspaper Articles: An Annotated Bibliography of the Chicago 

Defender, Afro-American (Baltimore), Los Angeles Sentinel, and New York Amsterdam News, Vol. I 

(Jefferson: McFarland, 2002). She contributed to The Black Experience in the Western Hemisphere-30 



Volume: Cultural Life Anthology eds. Howard Dodson and Colin Palmer (East Lansing: Michigan State 

University Press, New York Library-Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, and ProQuest 2007), 

She serves as an editorial board member of the Journal of Film and Video and her articles have appeared 

in the, Film History, Film Literature Quarterly, Journal of Film and Video, Popular Culture Review, 

Popular Music and Society, Screening Noir, Studies in American Culture, and The Western Journal of 

Black Studies among others. 

Regester is the 2011 recipient of the Trailblazer Award Hayti Heritage Film Festival and 2007 Oscar 

Micheaux Book and Film Award from the Oscar Micheaux Film Festival, South Dakota. She has appeared 

on North Carolina Bookwatch with UNC-TV 2011; WUNC-FM Radio "The State of Things" for The Spook 

Who Sat by the Door (2012), WUNC-FM Radio "The State of Things" for 25th Anniversary of The Color 

Purple (2010), and Turner Movie Classics premiere of Micheaux’s Symbol of the Unconquered (1998). 

Documentaries in which she has appeared include: "Movies of Color: Black Southern Cinema," (2003 

directed by Tom Thurman), "Beyond Tara: The Extraordinary Life of Hattie McDaniel" (directed by 

Madison Davis Lacy 2001), and ’3’11 Make Me a World" (1999 directed by Denise Greene and Samuel 

Pollard). 

Reginald Hildebrand 

Reginald Hildebrand is author of THE TIMES WERE STRANGE AND STIRRING: METHODIST PREACHERS 

AND THE CRISIS OF EMANCIPATION (Duke University Press, 1995). His research focuses on the period of 

Emancipation and Reconstruction, although he is currently working on a collection of essays entitled 

"Engaging Blackness: Body, Mind, and Spirit; the Perspectives of Malcolm X, W.E.B. Du Bois, and Howard 

Thurman." He has served as interim director of the Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and 

History and also as interim director of the Institute of African American Research at UNC Chapel Hill. He 

is a former co-chair of the North Carolina Freedom Monument Project, a trustee of the North Carolina 

Humanities Council, and a member of the Board of the Paul Green Foundation. In addition,s he serves 

as a member of the North Carolina African American Heritage Commission, and of the Advisory Board 

for the North Carolina Historical Review. In 2012 he received a Tanner Faculty Award for Excellence in 

Undergraduate Teaching. Professor Hildebrand received his BA and MA from Howard University and his 

PhD from Princeton. 

Margaret Lee 

If the format is to stay the same, the following changes can be made: 

1. under teaching interests in can just add China and Africa; and 

2. Under current research it can be changed to the following statement: 

I have just completed a book manuscript on Trading Stories: Africa’s World Markets and International 

Trade Regimes. The book was commissioned by the Nordic Africa Institute in Uppsala, Sweden. It will be 

published by the latter, along with Zed books in London and New York in 2013. 



Michael Lambert 

Title: 

Associate Professor, African and Afro-American Studies; Director, African Studies Center; Adjunct 

Associate Professor, Anthropology 

Education: 

Ph.D., Social Anthropology, Harvard University. 

Teaching Interests: 

Ethnography of Africa, West Africa, Political conflict. 

Current Research: 

My research has focused on francophone West Africa and, in particular, the West African nation of 

Senegal. I have lived for over five years in Senegal and the neighboring nation of Mauritania, where I 

served as a Peace Corps volunteer. My first book, Longing for Exile: Migration and the Making of a 

Translocal Community in Senegal (West Africa) (Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann, 2002) is a historical 

ethnography of a Senegalese community. In addition I have published on gender, negritude, 

transnational migration, and West African politics. 

Assistant Professors 

Mamarame Seck 

Dr. Mamarame Seck is a native of Senegal. He received his PhD in linguistics from the University of 

Florida in Gainesville. He is currently working at the Department of African and African-American Studies 

as Assistant professor and African Language Program Coordinator. His research interests include Wolof 

Sufi discourse, Islam in Senegal, Wolof language and linguistics, and Applied Linguistics and Language 

Pedagogy. 

His current research on Sufi Islam in West Africa concerns the functions of Sufi oral narratives in the 

practice of Islam in West Africa, with a concentration in Wolof Sufi oral narratives from Senegal. He 

looks at the function of these texts in the socialization of the disciple and his or her relationship with the 

shaykh. 



His current research in the area of Applied Linguistics and Language Pedagogy concerns the issue of 

pedagogical norm in African language teaching. Considering the growing interest in learning and 

teaching an African language in the United States, and drawing upon a student-centered approach, his 

research investigates the ways in which a pedagogical norm could facilitate the learning process and 

minimize the level of complexity of African language teaching and learning. 

Dr. Mamarame Seck has taught regularly courses on Senegalese Society and Culture, Introduction the 

Languages of Africa and Wolof. 

His recent publications include a book, Narratives as Muslim Practice in Senegal, a chapter in 

Communication Wolof et Societ~ S~n~galaise: H~ritage et 

Cr6ation. 

Senior Lecturers 

Tim McMillan 

Title: 

Senior Lecturer; African and Afro-American Studies 

Education: 

B.A. with highest honors (1980), M.A. (1981), Ph.D. (1988) Cultural Anthropology, UNC-Chapel Hill. 

Teaching Interests: 

My teaching focuses on issues of race and remembrance, particularly in North Carolina. I teach the 

introductory survey in African American Studies, AFAM 101, a First Year Seminar on "Defining 

Blackness", and courses on Contemporary Issues, Black North Carolina, and Memorializing Slavery. 

Current Research: 

My major area of interest is the creation and activation of racial categories in the United States and 

remembrances of slavery. I have published on black witches in Colonial Massachusetts and on American 

slavery. I have presented papers at numerous conferences including the American Anthropological 

Association, the National Council for Public History, and most recently the Slavery and University 

conference at Emory University. Currently I am working on a chapter for an edited volumes dealing with 

race and memory. A book length project on "Remembering and Forgetting Slavery in Monumental 

Spaces" is also in preparation. 

University Service: 



I am a member of the Faculty Council, the Faculty Executive Committee, the Administrative Board of the 

Libraries, and the University History Council at UNC and have served on the Martin Luther King Jr. 

Planning committee for a number of years. 

Lecturers 

Donato Fhunsu 

Title: 

Lecturer 

Education: 

B.A., French and Spanish; B.A., Psychology, the University of Kansas; M.A., Translation, Kent State 

University; Ph.D. (ABD), Comparative Literature, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Teaching Interests: 

The pedagogy of Bantu languages (Lingala) and Romance languages (French and Spanish); translation 

studies; African literature; African Diaspora literature; spirituality, religion, and literature 

Current Research: 

Language acquisition and pedagogy; translation studies (translation and interpretation); the literatures 

of Africa and the African Diaspora written in English, Spanish, and French; the intersection of spirituality, 

religion, and literature; creative writing 

Robert Porter 

Robert Porter’s research interests include the two Reconstructions. He has taught nearly a dozen 

different courses in this department over the past twenty-four years and has won numerous teaching 

awards. He is, for example, a three time winner of the Students’ Undergraduate Teaching Award (1992, 

2002 and 2012). Porter has also devoted himself to outreach effort, reaching students in a wide variety 

of credit and non-credit forums, including Correctional Education at North Carolina prisons. Robert 

Porter holds advanced degree from both Rice University and the University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Hill. He graduated with Highest Honors from the University of Texas at Austin, where he was a member 

of Phi Beta Kappa. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, November 2, 2012 1:53 PM 

Kapur, Geeta Nadia <gkapur@email.unc. edu> 

RE: Books? 

Great! See u then! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Kapur, Geeta Nadia 
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2012 1:23 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Books? 

Thanks! I will be by next week. :) 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2012 9:33 AM 
To: Kapur, Geeta Nadia 
Subject: RE: Books? 

Hi Geeta, 

I think all of your books are here now! 

Thanks ! 
Travis 

I will keep them in a safe place for you until you come to get them. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Kapur, Geeta Nadia 
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2012 2:10 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Books? 

Good work! Thanks again!! 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2012 11:28 AM 
To: Kapur, Geeta Nadia 
Subject: RE: Books? 

Thanks! 10 books for a total of $ 286.43 and will arrive next week! -Travis 

From: Kapur, Geeta Nadia 
Sent: Friday, October 12, 2012 9:47 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Books? 

Thanks Travis! I am grateful for your work and will get you a caffeine beverage or chocolate to say thank you. 
Geeta 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, October 12, 2012 4:04 PM 
To: Kapur, Geeta Nadia 
Subject: RE: Books? 
Hi Geeta, 

Here is the update I promised you! The cost was about $300 and the books should be here by the beginning of the week after next! 

Thanks and have a good weekend! 



Travis 

From: Kapur, Geeta Nadia 
Sent: Friday, October 12, 2012 10:56 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Books? 

Great. Thanks. 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, October 12, 2012 10:53 AM 
To: Kapur, Geeta Nadia 
Subject: RE: Books? 
Hi Geeta, I will check the status and give you an update today ! Thanks-Travis 

From: Kapur, Geeta Nadia 
Sent: Friday, October 12, 2012 10:52 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Books? 

Hi Travis, 
How are you? I hope you are doing well. What is the status of my book order from amazon? Thank you. 
Geeta 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=ST GORE> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 10:11 AM 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Sunny in Philadelphia I Thursdays 10 

Thank you for your devotion to this research over the weekend! Good work! 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Saturday, November 03, 2012 7:45 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Sunny in Philadelphia I Thursdays 10 

Sunny in Philadelphia I Thursdays 10 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, November 6, 2012 11:46 AM 

Sheffield, Edwin (Carolina Dining Services) <ECSHEFFIELD@aux-services.unc.edu> 
RE: Catering for Thursday, November 8th 

Hi Edwin, 

I showed this to my accountant and we approve invoice #12080 for $109.36. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From-" Sheffield, Edwin (Carolina Dining Services) [mailto:ECSHEFFIELD@aux-services,unc,edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, November 06, 2012 10:26 AN 

To-" Gore, Travis 
Subject: Catering for Thursday, November 8th 

Hello Travis, 

Attached is your invoice for Thursday, November 8th. If everything is 100% correct, please add the following to your 

reply: "1 approve invoice #12080 for 5109.36." Thank you for your time and I look forward to hearing from you. 

Edwin C. Sheffield I Carolina Catering, Sales Coordinator 

o: 919.962.2638 

100 Friday Center Drive Campus Box 1020 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Visit our website at www.carolinacatering.catertrax.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN STGORE> 

Monday, 11: 54 AM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: AFAM 

Ok, all four have been added and that includes 

From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Monday, 11:41 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: AFAM 
Many thanks, 
T 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, 
To: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: RE: AFAM 

11:40 AM 

Hi Tim-- 

I talked to Eunice and I will add these right now. 

Travis 

From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Monday, 11:13 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: AFAM 
Hi Travis -- 
Here’s another one for 
Tim 

¯ Did you find out if I need to send these to Eunice first? 

From: 

Sent: Saturday, 
To: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: RE: AFAM 

1:11 PM 

PROF McMILLIAN~ 

So SORRY IT TOOK ME SO LONG TO RESPOND~ I HAVE BEEN OUT OF TOWN WITH THE I HAVE ATTACHED THE SYLLABUS FOR THE COURSE I TOOK AT 

THIS COURSE SOUNDS CHALLANGING BUT IT OFFERS ME THE OPPURTUNITY TO LEARN SOME VERY VALUABLE SKILLS BEFORE I ENTER THE "REAL WORLD". SAYING THAT~ I 
WOULD LOVE IF YOU COULD ADD ME TO THE CLASS. MY                          Do YOU HAVE ANY ADVICE FOR HOW I MIGHT SET MY SELF UP FOR SUCCESS IN THIS COURSE 

WITHOUT A BACKGROUND THAT EXPLORES THIS TOPIC? I WOULD LOVE TO COME MEET WITH YOU AND HEAR ANY INPUT YOU MIGHT BE ABLE TO PROVIDE. 

BEST, 



learn 

FINAL EXAM: Friday, Dec. :~7, starting at 8:00am. ~Please verify the final exam date at the University website. 



From: McMillan, Tim [t-jml@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,                10:07 AM 

Subject: RE: AFAM 

What AFAM class did you take at 

Among the assignments for AFAM    are human subjects training (required for any research that involves people), working with local census data, an archival project using 
the materials in Wilson library, and a documentary project using the resources of the MRC. In addition all students generate a research project that involves creating a 
proposal, generating a feasible research design, and then carrying out the research and presenting it in an appropriate format. 
If this sounds like a class you would find useful I will be glad to add you. Send me your PID. If you need to discuss this further please feel free to set up an appointment with 

me. 

Tim McMillan 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:11 PM 

To: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: AFAM 

Prof McMillan, 
My name is and T am very interested in taking your AFAM    course and T see that it requires your permission to enroll. T am not sure the stipulations for your 
permission but I can assure you that I am a dedicated COMM major in my last semester at Carolina. I am in desperate need of an EE credit to graduate on time and your 
course seemed of particular interest to me. During my time at Carolina I have only taken one course in AFAM studies (I also took one while at but it was of particular 
interest to me and I would love to continue looking into the study of the "Black Experiance" during my last semester here at UNC. 

PS. The AFAM course T took was . with Prof..lanken. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, November 13, 2012 2:23 PM 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20121113131147384.pdf 

Here it is! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:sca~mer ] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2012 1:12 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

ScanDate: 11.13.2012 13:11:47 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN STGORE> 

Wednesday, November 14, 2012 2:20 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @ema~l.unc.edu> 

Afam Bios 

Bio2.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, November 15, 2012 10:05 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Swah 408 Schedule 

Good morning Eunice! 

Sorry to bother you. Passing along an emai! to you. 

Best wishes! 

Travis 

Hi Travis, 

Below is what I sent to Eunice. Thanks, 

Esther 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 8:47 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Swahili LAC 

Dear Eunice, 
I hope all is well. Tanya had mentioned to me that I could pick my preferred time for Swahili LAC so long as it does not 
conflict with any Swahfli and Afri 101 classes. ! have settled for Monday at 11:00-12 noon. 

Best wishes, 

Esther 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2012 12:30 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Swah 408 Schedule 

Good morning Travis! 
I have just forwarded you what I sent to Eunice. Please let me know if that will do. Thank you, 
Esther 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2012 11:59 AM 
To: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject: RE: Swah 408 Schedule 

Good morning Esther! 

Can you recall if the original request was also sent to Eunice by either you or Tanya? The reason I ask is because Eunice 

is the one that approves it and then gives me permission to schedule it. So I am thinking maybe she never received an 

emafl from you orTanya. Let me know if you sent her an email and I can get her to look for it. The request would have 

to come from you. It wouldn’t work if it comes from me. It would be great if we could get this taken care of today! 

Best wishes, 
Travis 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2012 9:38 AM 



To." Gore, Travis 
Subject." Swah 408 Schedule 

Dea r Travis, 
I hope all is well. It seems Swahili 408 schedule is not yet out. Is there a problem? Thank you, 
Esther 



lTronl~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN STGORE> 

Thursday, November 15, 2012 1:31 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emaJl.unc.edtr"~ 

RE: Afam Bios 

Hey there- 
That statement is correct sir. I am not sure as to why no response from Selassie or Hall. I know that Pier is 

That is mighty kind of you to take time out of your weekend! 

T 

this semester. 

From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 1:14 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Afam Bios 

Hi there - 
Did you get anything from Selassie, SaNe, Hall, or Pier? (I know you didn’t get anything from Mutima yet.) 

Iql probably work on these over the weekend. 

T 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 2:20 PM 

To: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: Afam Bios 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, November 19, 2012 8:55 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Summer School edits 

AfricanAfro-Amer CD-2012.docx 

Good morning Here they are...Thanks! -Travis 



African and Afro-American Studies, 966-5496 

Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

FIRST SESSION, 2012 

AFAM 101 The Black Experience (3). An interdisciplinary course designed to provide a broad 
survey of the black experience in the Americas with special emphasis on the sixteenth, 
seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries. 

AFAM 102 Black Experience since 1865 (3). Special emphasis on postemancipation 
developments. 

AFAM 258 The Civil Rights Movement (3). An examination of the 

struggle by black Americans for social justice since World War II and 

of the systemic responses.AFAM 258 The Civil Rights Movement (3). MAYMESTER An 
examination of the 

struggle by black Americans for social justice since World War II and 

of the systemic responses. 

AFAM 259 Black Influences on Popular Culture (3). This course examines the influence of 
African American expressive culture, particularly popular music, on American mainstream 
culture. 

AFAM 276 The African American in Motion Pictures: 1900 to the Present (3). This course 
analyzes the role of the African American in motion pictures, explores the development of 
stereotypical portrayals, and investigates the efforts of African American actors and actresses to 
overcome these portrayals. Extended class periods, four days per week. 

AFAM 304 Blacks in Britain and British North America to 1833 (3). This course looks at 
blacks in the British world to 1833, with particular attention on the 13 colonies and the lands that 
would eventually form the Dominion of Canada. 

AFRI 101 Introduction to African Civilization (3). Introduction to principal features of 
African civilization through examination of geopolitical context; historical themes; and selected 
social, political, economic, religious, and aesthetic characteristics of both traditional and modern 
Africa. 

AFRI 368 Political Protest and Conflict in Africa (3). MAYMESTER Much of the news 
coverage on Africa has focused on outbreaks of political conflict on the continent. In this course 



we will look behind the often sensational coverage of these events in order to gain a deeper 
understanding of conflict in Africa. Through a case study approach, we will examine issues 
concerning these conflicts such as: the nature of and causes of these conflicts, the historical roots 
of these conflicts, the unfolding of peace and reconciliation in the affected areas, and the impact 
of these conflicts on the everyday lives of ordinary people. Among the cases studies we will be 
examining are the Lord’s Resistance Army and the recruitment of child soldiers in Uganda, the 
Congolese civil war, peace and reconciliation in Liberia and Sierra Leone, and land reform in 
Zimbabwe. This course is designed to be accessible to all students, from those with a strong 
background in African Studies to those for whom this will be their first exposure to the 
continent. This course has been modified to take full advantage ofUNC’s Maymester format. 

We will explore audio visual materials that cannot be incorporated in a traditional class format 
and students will have the opportunity to select and examine an issue or situation presented by 
political conflict in Africa that is of particular interest to them. 

SWAtt 112 Intensive Kiswahili 1-2 (6). This course covers the material in the SWAH I and 
SWAH II sequence in a single session. Extended class time, five daysper week. 

SECOND SESSION, 2012 

AFRI 101 Introduction to African Civilization (3). As an introduction to the African 
continent, this course is intended to fulfill two primary purposes: to acquaint students with the 
African environment, its peoples, culture, past and contemporary society; and to develop an 
appreciation for African civilization, which has made a major contribution to American society. 

AFAM 102 Black Experience since 1865 (3). Special emphasis on postemancipation 

developments. 

AFAM 254 Blacks in Latin America (3). The majority of people of 

African descent in this hemisphere live in Latin America. This 

course will explore various aspects of the black experience in 

Latin America. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, November 21, 2012 12:02 PM 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 
RE: connect carolina 

Hey Renee, 

It would NOT be replacing section 001. I think that is where I may have been confused in deleting that one. Thanks for 

checking with me on that! I think it was enrollment of 30. 

Have a nice Thanksgiving! 

Travis 

From: Sherman, Renee A 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 11:55 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: connect carolina 

Travis, 

Would this be replacing the section 00:1 that is set up? And what would the enrollment be for it? 

Renee 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 11:16 AM 
To: Sherman, Renee A 
Subject: RE: connect carolina 

Oh Great! That would be awesome, thanks so much! Getting the room assigned will be fine. 

Maymester 

Walter Rucker 

AFAM 258 9am-:12::15pm M-F 

Thanks again! 
Travis 

From: Sherman, Renee A 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 10:26 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: connect carolina 

Send me the info on it and I’ll put it back in... Let me know if you want to put it in your scheduling priority room or just 

let it get assigned. 



From." Gore, Travis 
Sent." Wednesday, November 21, 2012 10:11 AM 
To." Sherman, Renee A 
Subject." connect carolina 

Hey Renee! 

There was a Maymester class Afam 258 that according to my records I added to connect carolina but then I believe 

must have accidently deleted when I was getting rid of some of the courses that rolled over° 

Do you know when I would be able to get that back on there? 

Thanks! 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, November 27, 2012 11:02 AM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Scheduling Final Exams 

Hi Kia, 

That shouldn’t be a problem. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2012 9:49 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Scheduling Final Exams 

Hi Travis, 
I need to give exams to two students on Dec. 10. Would you please reserve the conference room for me from 8:30 to 

12:00 that day? 

Thanks, 
Kia 

’The most common way people give up their power is by thinking they don’t have any." 
- Alice Walker 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
African and Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-8225 
Fax: 919-962-2694 
klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
http://afriafam.unc.edu! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, November 28, 2012 11:22 AM 

Williams, Tia Howell <tia williams@unc.edu> 

RE: Department meeting - Wednesday, Dec 5 @11.00 

Oh that would be so awesome!!! 

From: Williams, Tia Howell 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 11:21 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RF: Department meeting - Wednesday, Dec 5 @11.00 

Do you want me to do the order? I have a menu with me and a previous lunch order from PLCY we can re-order. 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 11:08 AM 
To: Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject: RE: Department meeting - Wednesday, Dec 5 @11.00 

Ok cool! I think Panera is a good idea cause they do those box lunches! -Travis 

From: Williams, Tia Howell 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 10:51 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Department meeting - Wednesday, Dec 5 @11.00 

Travis, 

Just tell Panera or where ever you get the food to bill the department. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 10:47 AM 
To: Williams, Tia Howell 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Department meeting - Wednesday, Dec 5 @11.00 

Great idea Tia! 

Travis will work on this today. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: Williams, Tia Howell 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 10:42 AM 



To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Department meeting - Wednesday, Dec 5 @11.00 

Also, If we put the order for lunch in now, we can get Panera to deliver. 

~Tia 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 10:41 AM 

To: Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject: RE: Department meeting - Wednesday, Dec 5 @11.00 

Hi Tia, 

Thanks for the heads up. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Williams, Tia Howell 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 10:31 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Department meeting - Wednesday, Dec 5 @11.00 

Hey Eunice, 

I also have the PLCY mtg. on that morning. Maybe we will end on time, but I may be a little late to AFAM. 

~Tia 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 10:23 AM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] Department meeting - Wednesday, Dec 5 @11.00 

Dear Colleagues, 

As I indicated in an email in November, I expected us to have one or two meetings before the end of the semester. At 
this point, I write to confirm that we will have a meeting on December 05, 2012. The meeting will take place in the 
Incubator Room, Hyde Hall. The department will provide a lunch to mark the end of the semester. 

I will send more details about the meeting on Friday. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: Tia_Williams@unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 

id=54723062.faeaf494aaf38905e5c73b7725a0cal 5&n=T&l=afriafam&o=32476918 



(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-32476918-54723062.faeaf494aaf38905e5c73b7725a0cal 5~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, December 4, 2012 2:57 PM 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 
RE: Fall 2013 

Hey Renee~ 

will let you know! Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Sherman, Renee A 
Sent: Tuesday, December 04, 2012 10:50 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Fall 2013 

Travis, 

Could you send me an email when you start to put in your Fall 2013 classes? I can’t make them visible to you in Astra 

until I know you have some set up in Connect Carolina. 

Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 
Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto:scheduling office@listserv.unc.edu 

Check out our new website! registrar.unc.edu ~ ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, December 5, 2012 3:30 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Edits 

20121205145855284.pdf 

Best, 
Travis 



Schedule- W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21 st Century http:i/duboisconference.web,unc.edu/schedulei 

W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 

Presented by the Department of African & Afro-American Studies 

Schedule 

*Tentative Schedule* 

Thursday, Jan ua~ 3~st - Satu:tday~ February 2nd 
Son~a Hay~es.St0~e ~enter for Black Cal~re a~d 

Hitckcock Mult[purpos:e 

4:30pm-5:00pm - Registration 

$~OOpm-6:OOpm ~ Catered Reception 

S:30pni- Welcome, Opening Remarks & ln.~rod~ ct[ot~ of speakers and pane]isis present 

Dr. Jom~tha~ Harr~vn: Associate Death, College of Aa~ & Sctence~ UNC 

6:00pm.7:00pm- Special Performance by KashtfPowe!l (@~m x ~ 

introductio~ tN Prr~f Ki~@ Porkins~ ~mmotic Ar~ UNC & 
Dr. Reb~’ka Rutte~(qu Fisher; English & Comparotive Liter~t~r~, UNC 

Friday. 

9:00am-lO:0Oam- Keynote Address, Dr. Naht~m Chandler, U~i~er~ity of California, Irvine 
lntroductioa by Dr, Rebeck~, Ru~Iedge Fishe~; ~’on~puratiw, L~ ~-~ ~ %._--C_~,x 

10:00.10:lSam - Coffee Break 

lO:lSam-12:00pro - Panel !, ~’W.E.B. Du Bois, Africa & Pan-Afrieanism° 
Dr. Eugene Provenzo, 5"~~uZ;u,, University o[Mi~,mi 

On (george Nzolrgola, A~kx~n . , ~. - "~    " " , UNC 
Dr~Jemima Pierre, ~ Ama’r~m m,~~ Vanderbit~ Onive~5ity 

12:OOpm-l:3Opm -. Lundt & Special Honored Guest Speaker 

1:00pro - Special Honored G uestSp~akel3 Esther Cooper Jad~an 
I:m~mhng Editor oJ’Freedomways "Reflection~ and Remembrtmces oI%~EB and ShM~y Graham 

[~oduced by Dr. Ger~td fforne~ His~ar3; Univut~’ity o/Housron 

2:00pm-3:45pm - Panel II,. "Du Bois on War and Peace" 
Dr, 6"emM Home, ~ Univ~’rsity of Houst~ 

Dr, A drienne Len tz.3)n ith, ~ Du~’e On iversiq 

Facilito~ed by Dr. Kenneth janken, A~ A~ Am::q~ e*’~:’di~’: UNC 

3:45pm-4:00pm - Cof|be Break 

4:O0pm-5:45pm - Panel lll, "On Bois: on Theology, H~man Rights° and Political Philosophy" 
Dr. Hermwd Hoxit!, ~:~F?:Y, UNC 

Dr, R~qinatd Hitdcbron~ H~’&.,, ~ Aj; - . " ~ . " , UNC 

I)~ EuniceSaht~:’*~ " "      ~    ": " " ’ "    " " .; one 

Sqmrda~ q_r.y~2nd, 2o13 

9:30am-lO:00am * Continental Brealdhst 

10:OOam-12:00t~m- Panel IV. "Du Bois & Education" 

i of 2 i2/5/2012 9:25 AM 



Schedute - W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21st Century http:/iduboisconference.web.unc.eduischedule/ 

2 of 2 12/5/2012 9:25 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, December 5, 2012 4:20 PM 

Barskile, Z <barskile@email.unc.edu> 

FW: University policy on rescheduling final exams 

Final exam regulations Undergraduate Bulletin 2012-2013.pdf 

Hi Zawadi, 

Below is the [nformation you were looking for about makeup exams. To enter in your grades you can go to faculty 

central online and there should be grade rosters for your classes. Please let me know if you do not see it! 

Hope that helps! 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Janken, Kenneth R [mailto:krjanken@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 8:18 AM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] University policy on rescheduling final exams 

Dear Colleagues, 

As the semester winds down, I want to remind you about some of the University policies on final examinations. 
Unless you have received permission from the chair of the department, your final examination must take place 
in class during the scheduled time. 

Students have to take the final exam during the scheduled exam period. There are exceptions to this, which are 
covered in the 2012-2013 Undergraduate Bulletin, pp. 404-405 and attached to this email. Briefly summarized: 
if a student cannot take the exam at the scheduled time, s/he must get an exam excuse either from Campus 
Health Services (in case of illness) or her/his academic dean, which for students in the College of Arts & 
Sciences is the associate dean for advising. Faculty members cannot schedule an alternate time for a student 
without an official examination excuse. 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpress/spr97/i anken.html 



http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: stgore@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361534.d 19c27ea4325 cffb39a9456d99719bcb&n=T&l=afriafam&o=32476069 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32476069-32361534.d19c27ea4325cffb39a9456d99719bcb@listserv.unc.edu 
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research, administrative, or other employment responsibility and 

2) students who are minors below the age of 18. The policy also 

states that faculty or staff employees may not supervise or evaluate 

students to whom they are related by blood, law, or marriage. For 

the full guidelines based on the board’s policy, please see hr.unc. 

edu/policies-procedures-guidelines / spa-employee-policies / 

employee-relations. 

Final Examinations 

Undergraduate courses taught on campus must include a final 

assessment (i.e., final examination) unless the provost grants an 

exception. A traditional final examination is written, is administered 

at a predetermined time as specified in the official final examination 

schedule, and takes place at a designated location. 

The final examination schedule, announced prior to the begin- 

ning of the semester, sets the time for each examination. Once having 

been established, the schedule cannot be changed. Examinations 

must be held at the time shown on the schedule. No special prepara- 

tion quizzes may be given during the last five days of classes (last 

two days of classes for summer school) before the beginning of the 

final examination period. No examination may start later than 7:00 

p.m. Final examinations for a full course should ordinarily cover 

a minimum of two hours and should not exceed a period of three 

hours. Only examinations requiring an exceptional portion of prac- 

tical work should be longer than three hours. 

Only the provost can grant exceptions to the scheduled time and 

location of a traditional examination, after review and approval by 

the appropriate department head and the dean. No examination 

(except for laboratory sections) may be held at a time other than that 

specified in the general schedule except with the advance approval 

of the provost. 

A course instructor may, due to higl’fly unusual circumstances, 

petition for a change in the examination schedule. The petition must 

be made before the first day of final examinations, and it must be 

cleared by the department head and the appropriate dean before 

consideration by the provost. If the petition is approved, the course 

instructor assumes responsibility for making special arrangements 

to give the examination to any student who has a schedule conflict 

as a result of the change. 

Chairs (i.e., heads of instructional units) must give permission for 

faculty members to use nontraditional examinations, such as a port- 

folio of a semester’s work, final project, or a take-home examination. 

The chair should submit to the appropriate dean an annual sum- 

mary of the exceptions that were granted. For multidisciplinary and 

cotaught courses, permission to give a nontraditional examination 

must be granted solely by the chair of the instructional unit in which 

the course is based. Even when faculty members have permission to 

administer nontraditonal final examinations, the scheduled exami- 

nation period must be utilized. 

All regular final examinations must be held in Chapel Hill. 

Students who are absent from an examination receive a course 

grade of AB (absent), which is equivalent to F (zero quality points), 

or FA (absent and failing regardless of performance on the final 

examination). When students are unable, for reasons clearly beyond 

their control, to take a final examination at the scheduled time, they 

can be excused only by the director of Campus Health Services 

(who can authorize the registrar to issue an "official permit to 

take final examination") or their academic dean (who can issue 

an "examination excuse"). An absence may be excused for severe 

health problems leading to the student’s placement on the Infirmary 

List, for serious personal or family problems, for religious obser- 

vances required by the student’s faith, or for a scheduling conflict 

involving multiple examinations. In cases of illness, personal or 

family emergenc)¢ or religious observance, additional documenta- 

tion may be required by the dean. 

For any University undergraduate courses offered entirely online 

or via other distance modalities, exams will be offered and must 

be completed during the scheduled final examination period, but 

requirements concerning the time of day and place of the exam will 

be appropriate to the course’s mode of delivery. Self-paced courses 

are exempt from both the time and place requirements of the exam 

policy and the requirement that exams be held during the scheduled 

final examination period. 

Students may be excused for a final exam for religious obser- 

vances required by their faith. Primary holy days for religious 

observances are noted on a Web-based interfaith calendar site: 

www.interfaithcalendar.org. Students must be given the opportu- 

nity to make up final exams missed due to an excused absence for 

a religious observance. Students are responsible for providing the 

course instructor and the dean a written request for an excused 

absence from a final exam for a religious observance no later than 

the last day of classes. 

Campus Health Services. Students who are seriously ill during 

the time of their final examination(s) (including complications 

related to pregnancy) should consult Campus Health Services 

or Counseling and Wellness Services about having their names 

entered on the Infirmary List. In some cases, outpatient treat- 

ment can also result in a student’s name being entered on the 

Infirmary List. Students on the Infirmary List may obtain an 

official permit from the Office of the University Registrar to take 

the final examination to remove a grade of AB. They must make 

arrangements to take the final examination with their course 

instructor and provide the instructor with their official permit. 

If students are treated at Campus Health Services or Counseling 

and Wellness Services but do not appear on the Infirmary List, 

they should see the dean of their college as soon as possible. 

Academic Dean. If students know in advance that they must 

miss one or more final examinations because of illness, religious 

observance, or other serious problems, they should notify in 

writing both the course instructor and the dean of the school in 

which they are enrolled no later than the last day of classes. If 

this is not possible, they should see their dean as soon after the 

fact as possible. For students in the College of Arts and Sciences, 

only the associate dean for advising (or designee) is authorized 

to issue examination excuses for reasons other than three exams 

in 24 hours or two exams at the same time. For other students, 

only the dean of the school in which the student is enrolled 

has that authority. The dean may require documentation of a 

student’s religious observance, illness, or problems. 

Assuming that a student did not take a final examination for 

one of the reasons previously cited, the dean will issue an official 

examination excuse, which the student must present to the course 

instructor when arrangements are made for a suitable time to take 

the final examination. 

If a student presents an examination excuse or an official permit 

to take the final exam to an instructor or the instructor’s chair or 

dean, then a final examination must be given to the student at a 

time subsequent to the regularly scheduled exam but no later than 

the end of the following semester. 
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A student who has three final examinations scheduled by the 

Office of the University Registrar within a 24-hour period or two 
scheduled at the same time may request his or her dean (or des- 

ignee) for permission to have one of the scheduled examinations 

rescheduled. In the event that one of the scheduled examinations 

is a common final examination for a multiple-section course, that 

examination is the one to be rescheduled. 

Students who have secured an examination excuse or an official 

permit and who transmit the document to the instructor or the 

instructor’s chair or dean must be granted permission to take the 

exam at an alternate time, although students will need to arrange a 

mutually convenient time with the instructor. Except when the pro- 

vost has provided an exception in writing, the exam will be taken at 

a time subsequent to the regularly scheduled exam, though no later 

than the end of the following semester. 

The final examination m any course may be taken only by 

regularly enrolled members of the class whose registration has been 

certified and by students certified to be eligible to take a special 

examination in that course. The certifying authority is the Office of 

the University- Registrar. 

Each student is required to sign a full and explicit Honor Code 

pledge certifying that he or she has neither given nor received aid 

during the examination. 

Academic Course Load 

Fall and Spring Semesters 

To meet the minimum graduation requirement of 120 academic 

hours within the eight-semester limit, students should average 15 

hours each semester. However, four-hour foreign language courses 

and four-hour laboratory science courses often account for course 

loads of 16 to 18 hours. Students may not enroll in more than 18 aca- 

demic hours unless they have earned a 3.000 grade point average in 

the preceding regular semester and have a cumulative 2.500 grade 

point average. Exceptions require the approval of the student’s 

dean. With approval of their dean, seniors meeting graduation 

requirements during their final semester in residence may enroll in 

20 academic hours if they have a cumulative and preceding semes- 

ter grade point average of 2.000. 

The minimum course load for a single semester is 12 academic 

hours. Students may not go below the 12-academic-hour minimum 

without permission of their dean. All students should discuss 

semester enrollment of fewer than 15 academic hours with their 

advisor because such enrollments may affect academic eligibility" 

and the ability to complete all degree requirements in the required 

eight semesters. PHYA courses are not considered academic hours 

and will not count toward the 12-hour minimum enrollment. 

The approved maximum course load for students in a part-time 

program is eight credit hours in a fall, spring, or summer term. 

Snnnner School 

The summer term begins with the first day of Maymester 

and continues through the last day of the Summer Session 

Administered by Summer School, summer courses are offered in 

two sessions (Summer Session I and Summer Session II), with a 

Maymester period overlapping the first three weeks of Summer 

Session L For UNC-Chapel Hill students, credit hours and grades 

count the same as in fall or spring terms. For visiting students, 

transfer of grades or credit is determined by their home institution. 

The typical full course load is two courses, usually six credit 

hours. However, students may enroll in up to eight credit hours 

each in Summer Session I and in Summer Session II to allow for a 

four-credit course or an extra one-credit laboratory or physical activ- 

ity course. Students with a 2.000 cumulative grade point average 

may enroll in a maximum of nine hours during a summer session 

with the approval of their dean. It is recommended that, if students 

enroll in a Maymester course, they not e~roll in a second Maymester 

or Summer Session I class. 

Carolina Cottrses Online 

There are limits on the number of online courses that may be 

taken in a term and how they may apply to degree requirements. 

For full details, see the section "Distance-Learning Courses via the 

Friday Center for Continuing Education." 

Fifty Percent Tuition Surcharge 
Undergraduate students seeking a baccalaureate degree at UNC- 

Chapel Hill are subject to a fifty percent tuition surcharge in some 

circumstances, as required by Section 9.10 (b), G.S. 116-143.7 (a). No 

surcharge will be imposed on any student who exceeds the degree 

credit hour limits within the equivalent of four academic years of 
regular term enrollment, or within five years of regular term enroll- 

ment in a degree program officially designated by the Board of 

Governors as a five-year program. For detailed information, please 

see the Web site for the Office of the University Registrar at registrar. 

unc.edu/Registration/RegistrationGuide / CCM1_042761. 

Stndents Subject to the Surcharge 

The surcharge should be imposed for students who exceed eight 

or more terms in residence on all counted credit hours in excess of 

the threshold defined below for each of the following three catego- 

ries of undergraduates: 

A. For students earning a first baccalaureate degree in a program 

that requires no more than 128 credit hours, the surcharge shall 

be applied to all counted credit hours in excess of 140. 

B. For students earning a first baccalaureate degree in a Board- 

approved program that requires more than 128 counted credit 

hours, the surcharge shall be applied to all credit hours that 

exceed 110 percent of the credit hours required for the degree. 

Such programs include those that have been officially desig- 

nated by the Board of Governors as five-year programs, as well 

as those involving double majors or combined bachelor’s/ 

master’s degrees. 

C. For students earning a baccalaureate degree other than their 

first, the surcharge shall be applied to all counted credit hours 

that exceed 110 percent of the minimum additional credit hours 

needed to earn the additional baccalaureate degree. 

Counted Credit Hours 

The undergraduate credit hours to be counted for this purpose 

include 1) all regular session degree-creditable courses taken at 

UNC-Chapel Hill, including repeated courses, failed courses, and 

those dropped after the end of the second week of class; and 2) all 

transfer credit hours accepted by UNC-Chapel Hill. The following 

credit hours shall be excluded from the calculation: 1) those earned 

through summer sessions at UNC~Chapel Hill or another UNC 

institution; 2) those earned through the College Board’s Advanced 

Placement (AP) and College Level Examination Program (CLEP) or 

similar programs; 3) those earned through institutional advanced 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, December 6, 2012 1:36 PM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Exams 

Hi Kia, 

I finished copying them and I will put them in your office this afternoon. 

Thanks 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Thursday, December 06, 2012 12:58 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Exams 

Hi Travis, 
I forgot to mention that I’ll need copies of the exams for a final this Saturday. 

Thanks, 
Kia 

"The most common way people give up their power is by thinking they don’t have any." 

- Alice Walker 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

African and Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-8225 

Fax: 919-962-2694 

klcaldwe @email.unc. edu 

~ : I/ a ~riaf amm~c, edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, December 6, 2012 2:13 PM 

Barskile, Z <barskile@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Grading Fall 2012 

Here are some more good links[ 

From: Decosta, Senora R 
Sent: Thursday, December 06, 2012 2:09 PM 
To: Warren, Angeline; Rainey, Arlene; McCullen, Ashley D; jmspille@email.unc.edu; Buell, Agatha; Bernhardt, Valerie M; 
Robinson, Tricia M.; Reynolds, Andrew S; Lee, Joanne O.; Rhodes, Sherry; Wallace, Wanda L.; McAlister, Matthew Keith; 
Jones, Sharon Horton; Terry_Barker@dentistry.unc.edu; Decosta, Senora R; McIver, Samelia; Williams, Terita; Quick, 
Myra C; Walker, Victoria Ward; Stone, Theresa; Carrier, Lennis Doran; Williams, Gina; Gorman, Jackie; Phillips, Nell K; 
Fletcher, W Miles; Winston, Mary C; Kang, Janice; Hobgood, Melissa C; Dowd, Victoria E; Bailey, Lara J; 
tjohnson@bme.unc.edu; Hermreck, Sausyty; Boxill, Jan; Sauer, Beth H; Wingo, Brad; Melton, Sheena J; McKinney, Nancy 
D; Pickard, Sharon L; Harris, Lori Elizabeth; Stedman, Susan F; McNeil, Kathleen; Lerea, Leslie S; Futrell, Betty S; 
Copeland, Rachel; Cheek, Suphronia M-j; Brock, Brenda W; Hinrichs, Mary L; Fulenwider, C. Lindsay; Rogers, Charlotte H; 
Toscher, Hope; Mckinney, Ashley; Carter, Janis; Goodman, Paula; Berg, Vilma Gabriele; Holt, Deannie; Clemmons, Jason; 
Flannery, Dixie; Turner, Carolyn L; Sessoms, Sharon R; Phelps, Lou Anne; Warfford, Janice C; Nagy, Karla; Diana, Ina; 
Moore, Katherine A; Harris, Deborah J; Jessica_Russell@UNC.EDU; Kenney, Denise E; Tavernise, Adriana E; Shaw, 
Seletha L; Gore, Travis; Tharp, Pam; Riefkohl Muniz, Beatriz S; Bancroft, Molly J.; burgner@bio.unc.edu; Smither, Tom; 
Cowan, Tara L; Barnes, Ash; Marlow, Cara F; Cripps, Nancy S; jane_schenck@DENTISTRY.UNC.EDU; Leonard, Lindsay; 
Simmons-Cahan, Deborah A; Justice, Kathy C.; Stroud, Daisette Ford; Finn, Kelly Carver; Rozan, Ellen; Bethea, Brenda S; 
Richardson, Mark; Anderson, Paige; Hensley, Jean R; Reilly, Cindy; Poteat, Dorothy C; Batts, Donnyell; Kintz, Robert S; 
Montgomery, Summer; Davis, Barbara Taylor; Mitchell, Shannon Michelle; Haven, Ben; Clarke, Shelley; McDonnell, Carol 
B; Bright, Rebecca Elizabeth 
Subject: Grading Fall 2012 

It has come to my attention that some of you may not realize that the grading memo now appears on the Registrar’s 

website only, and is no longer sent to you individually. 

The memo is available on the Registrar’s website. You can point the faculty to these links: 

https://registrar.unc.edu/2012/11/28/fall-2012-grading-calendar/ 

http://registrar.unc.edu/academic-services/grades/reporting-grades/ 

Senora DeCosta 
Assistant University Registrar 
OffEce of the UnEversEty RegEstrar 
919 962-9859 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, December 6, 2012 2:56 PM 

Edwards, Deborah W <dedwards@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Professor Selassie 

Hi Debbie, 

I sure will! 

Thanks, 
Travis 

I=rom-¯ Edwards, Deborah W 
Sent-" Thursday, December 06, 2012 2:39 plVl 
To" Gore, Travis 
Subject-" Professor Selassie 

Hi Travis, 

When you see Professor Selassie, could you please ask for an updated CV? 

Thanks, 

Debbie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, December 6, 2012 3:14 PM 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Professor Selassie 

Thanks[ 

From: Selassie, Bereket H 
Sent: Thursday, December 06, 2012 3:14 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Professor Selassie 

Sincerely, 

Bereket Habte Selassie 

William E. Leuchtenburg Distinguished Professor of African Studies, and Professor of Law 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, December 06, 2012 2:55 PM 

To: Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject: FW: Professor Selassie 

From: Edwards, Deborah W 
Sent: Thursday, December 06, 2012 2:39 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Professor Selassie 

Hi Travis, 

When you see Professor Selassie, could you please ask for an updated CV? 

Thanks, 

Debbie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, December 10, 2012 2:40 PM 

Barnes, Allison Nelson <anbarnes@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Faculty Fellows application 

Allison, 

Thanks, it did go well! Also, thanks for the info. I will be stopping by in a few to see about a reservation for February! 

Travis 

From: Barnes, Allison Nelson 
Sent: Wednesday, December 05, 2012 1:19 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Faculty Fellows application 

Hi Travis, 

Sorry I didn’t get to catch you after your meeting.., hope it went well! One of the professors in your department asked 

me about our Faculty Fellows application, but unfortunately I forgot to get her name. If someone happens to bring it up 

to you, to apply for a Faculty Fellowship, Professors need to apply sometime in the early fall for the next academic year 

(both Fall and Spring Fellows). So our last deadline was Sept. 28 to be a Faculty Fellow for the 2013-2014 academic year. 

(http://iah.u nc.edu/programs/fellowships/iah) 

Please feel free to pass my contact info to anyone who has any questions! 

Thanks! 

Allison 

Allison Barnes 

Events Coordinator 

Institute for the Arts and Humanities 
Hyde Hall, CB# 3322 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3322 

Phone: (9:19) 9(52-0249 

Fax: (9:19) 962-:1:1:18 

Web: http://iah.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, December 12, 2012 3:35 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

FW: form 

20121211115701274.pdf 

Here it is! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, December 11, 2012 2:19 PM 
To: ’Buarotti, Louis (Design & Construction Services)’ 
Subject: FW: form 

Here it is!! 
Thanks ! 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scanr~er~m~c.eda] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 11, 2012 11:57 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

ScanDate: 12.11.2012 11:57:01 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Facilities Services Construction Funding Document 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Date 

RE: 

Project 

Work Order 

Property 

November 6, 2012 

CONSTRUCTION FUNDING DOCUMENT 

FSPI3189 THE DEAN’S OFFICE NEEDS ESTIMATES ON THE FOLLOWING ITEMS AS SOON AS POSS 

13052385 CONSTRUCTION-ROOM 306 

056 BATTLE 

Customer ID 3287-232871 Contact TRAVIS GORE 

Customer AFRICANkAFRO-AMER Telephone No. (919) 966-5496 

Construction Funding is requested in the amount of $6,289.00. 

Provide Custorner Bill Account(s)# 

Receipt of this comp!.eted funding document wiIl serve as our au~orization to encumber funds in the amount specified above and will 

serve as our authorization to proceed. 

This funding request is valid for 90 caIeudar days from the date efthis letter 

Date 

Return form to: Work Management 

CB# 1825 

Phone: (919) 962-9075 

Fax: : (919) 962-8849 PIease direct all inquiries to the Project Manager. 

Page 1 of I Printed 11/06/20!2 12:00PM FS314A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, December 18, 2012 10:01 AM 

Jennings, Jeanette <j enningj @email.unc.edu> 

FW: Summer 2013 AFAM/AFRI Course Descriptions - Final Edits/Confirmation 

AfriAfro-Amer CD-2013 .docx 

Hi Jeanette, 

When I made the edits tNs time it did not show up in red. Let me know if you are unsure of any of the corrections. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2012 4:17 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Summer 2013 AFAM/AFRI Course Descriptions - Final Edits/Confirmation 

Dear Travis, 

This looks fine, but please make one correction: AFAM 258 and AFAM 259 should be removed. And if you 
need to communicate it to summer school fight now’, please let them know’ that Perry Hall will not be teaching 
in the summer, and we decided not to replace him. 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link ~br information about my publications: 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpress/spr_97/j anken.html 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2012 4:11 PM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: FW: Summer 2013 AFAM/AFRI Course Descriptions - Final Edits/Confirmation 

Here it is! 



African and Afro-American Studies, 966-5496 

Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

FIRST SESSION, 2013 

AFAM 101 The Black Experience (3). An interdisciplinary course designed to provide a broad 
survey of the black experience in the Americas with special emphasis on the sixteenth, 
seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries. 

AFAM 102 Black Experience since 1865 (3). Special emphasis on post-emancipation 
developments. 

AFAM 258 The Civil Rights Movement (3). An examination of the struggle by black 
Americans for social justice since World War II and of the systemic responses. Maymester 

AFAM 276 The African American in Motion Pictures: 1900 to the Present (3). This course 
analyzes the role of the African American in motion pictures, explores the development of 
stereotypical portrayals, and investigates the effbrts of African American actors and actresses to 
overcome these portrayals. Extended class periods, four days per week. 

AFAM 304 Blacks in Britain and British North America to 1833 (3). This course looks at 
blacks in the British world to 1833, with particular attention on the 13 colonies and the lands that 
would eventually form the Dominion of Canada. 

AFRI 101 Introduction to African Civilization (3). Introduction to principal features of 
African civilization through examination of geopolitical context; historical themes; and selected 
social, political, economic, religious, and aesthetic characteristics of both traditional and modem 
Africa. 

AFRI 368 Political Protest and Conflict in Africa (3). MAYMESTER. Much of the news 
coverage on Africa has focused on outbreaks of political conflict on the continent. In this course 
we will look behind the often sensational coverage of these events in order to gain a deeper 
understanding of conflict in Africa. Through a case study approach, we will examine issues 
concerning these conflicts such as: the nature of and causes of these conflicts, the historical roots 

of these conflicts, the unfolding of peace and reconciliation in the affected areas, and the impact 
of these conflicts on the everyday lives of ordinary people. Among the cases studies we will be 
examining are the Lord’s Resistance Army and the recruitment of child soldiers in Uganda, the 
Congolese civil war, peace and reconciliation in Liberia and Sierra Leone, and land reform in 
Zimbabwe. This course is designed to be accessible to all students, from those with a strong 
background in African Studies to those for whom this will be their first exposure to the 
continent. This course has been modified to take full advantage ofUNC’s Maymester format. 
We will explore audio visual materials that cannot be incorporated in a traditional class format 



and students will have the opportunity to select and examine an issue or situation presented by 
political conflict in Africa that is of particular interest to them. 

SWAH 112 Intensive Kiswahili 1-2 (6). This course covers the material in the SWAH I and 
SWAH II sequence in a single session. Extended class time, five daysper week. 

SECOND SESSION, 2013 

AFRI 101 Introduction to African Civilization (3). As an introduction to the African 
continent, this course is intended to fulfill two primary purposes: to acquaint students with the 
African environment, its peoples, culture, past and contemporary society; and to develop an 
appreciation for African civilization, which has made a major contribution to American society. 

AFAM 102 Black Experience since 1865 (3). Special emphasis on post-emancipation 
developments. 

AFAM 254 Blacks in Latin America (3). The majority of people of African descent in this 
hemisphere live in Latin America. This course will explore various aspects of the black 
experience in Latin America. 

NFAM 274 African American Political Philosophy (PHIL 274) (3). Race, identity, 
discrimination, multiculturalism, affirmative action, and slave reparations in the writings of 
Walker, Delany, Douglass, Cooper, DuBois, King, and Malcolm X. I ....... t comment [l~/IJ’l]: c .... 

listing submitted by 
[ PHIL. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, December 18, 2012 10:09 AM 

Jennings, Jeanette <j enningj @email.unc.edu> 

RE: Summer 2013 AFAM/AFRI Course Descriptions - Final Edits/Confirmation 

Ok thanks Jeanette! 

From: Jennings, Jeanette 
Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2012 10:09 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Summer 2013 AI:AM/AI:RI Course Descriptions - l:inal Edits/Confirmation 

Thanks, Travis - I wanted to confirm those were the changes. I have forwarded this information to Erin as I believe [t will 
require a departmental section change form. 

Best, 

Jeanette 

Jeanette Jennings 

Summer School 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street, Campus Box 3340 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3340 
9:19.966.4364 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2012 10:06 AM 
To: Jennings, Jeanette 
Subject: RE: Summer 2013 AI:AM/AI:RI Course Descriptions - Final Edits/Confirmation 

Sure, no problem. On Afam 258 I deleted where it said first session. I deleted all of Afam 259. Those were the only 

changes. 

Thanks! 
Travis 

From: Jennings, Jeanette 
Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2012 10:02 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Summer 2013 AI:AM/AI:RI Course Descriptions - Final Edits/Confirmation 

Hi Travis, 

Since they are not in red, please respond with what changes were made to the schedule. 

Thank you, 

Jeanette 

Jeanette Jennings 

Summer School 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



:134 East Franklin Street, Campus Box 3340 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3340 

9:19.966.4364 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2012 10:01 AM 
To: Jennings, Jeanette 
Subject: FW: Summer 2013 AFAM/AFRI Course Descriptions - Final Edits/Confirmation 

Hi Jeanette, 

When ! made the edits this time it did not show up in red. Let me know if you are unsure of any of the corrections. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2012 4:17 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Summer 2013 AFAM/AFRI Course Descriptions - Final Edits/Confirmation 

Dear Travis, 

This looks fine, but please make one correction: AFAM 258 and AFAM 259 should be removed. And if you 
need to communicate it to summer school fight now, please let them know that Perry Hall will not be teaching 
in the summer, and we decided not to replace him. 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
!09 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http://www.umass.edu/umpress/spr 97/i anken.html 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2012 4:11 PM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: FW: Summer 2013 AFAM/AFRI Course Descriptions - Final Edits/Confirmation 

Here it is! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, December 18, 2012 11:26 AM 

Goulart, Stephen P. (Housekeeping Services) <Stephen.Goulart@facilities.unc.edu> 

RE: Work Request from the web 

Great! It’s on the third floor. First office on your right. If they haven’t cleaned the floor yet then they don’t have to move it but if they 
have cleaned then it can be moved. 

Thanks so much! 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Goulart, Stephen P. (Housekeeping Services) [mailto:Stephelt.Goular~,~facilities.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2012 4:45 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Work Request from the web 

No problem 
We can do it tonight (Tuesday Night). 

Where is the equipment. 

Thanks 
Steve Goulart 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis [mailto:stgore(~email.m~c.eda] 
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2012 10:19 AM 
To: Goulart, Stephen P. (Housekeeping Services) 
Subject: RE: Work Request from the web 

Hi Stephen, 

Would someone be able to help the housekeepers move some of the machinery that is used to clean the floors. I think it might be too 
heavy for them to move. 

Thanks 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Goulart, Stephen P. (Housekeeping Services) [maiF~o:Stephen.Goular~,~facilities.u~c.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 5:35 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Work Request from the web 

Hi Travis, 

We will start the offices sometime next week. 
I will keep you posted. 

Thanks 
Steve Goulart 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis [mailto:stgore~2emaiLtmc.edt~:] 
Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 5:33 PM 
To: Goulart, Stephen P. (Housekeeping Services) 
Subject: RE: Work Request from the web 



Hi Mr. Goulart, 

You asked me to let you know once the repair work had been done so that the housekeeping could do a deep clean of the offices. 
They have finished the painting so we are ready as soon as you can do it. The rooms are 306, 307, 308 and 309. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Goulart, Stephen P. (Housekeeping Services) [maillo:S~ephen.Go~lar~cililies.u~c.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 2:05 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Morris, Craig (Housekeeping Services); Burton, Nancy (Housekeeping Services) 
Subject: FW: Work Request from the web 

Hi Travis, 

Please let me know when they are going to start and finish the repairs work. They we can schedule to come in and do a deep cleans of 
the offices. 

Thank You 
Stephen Goulart 1 
Housekeeping 
Zone 201 
919-966-5515 
Stephen.goulart@fac.unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Burton, Nancy (Housekeeping Services) 
Sent: Friday, May 25, 2012 10:07 AM 
To: Goulart, Stephen P. (Housekeeping Services) 
Cc: Morris, Craig (Housekeeping Services) 
Subject: FW: Work Request from the web 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Facilities Repair Request 
Sent: Friday, May 25, 2012 9:53 AM 
To: Housekeeping Request Readers (Facilities Services) 
Subject: FW: Work Request from the web 

I have separated this request, your part is only for cleaning of floors. Thanks. 

Janice Wiley 
Customer Service Administrator 
Design and Construction Svcs 
966-5472 
962-1213 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Daemon, AIS 
Sent: Friday, May 25, 2012 9:43 AM 
To: Facilities Repair Request 
Subject: Work Request from the web 

To see this web submitted request in AiM, go to Customer Service. 



Requested .... 05/25/2012 09:42:30 
Reference .... 162022 
Department... 3287 African & African-Amer Studies 
Customer ..... 3287-232871 AFRICANSAFRO-AMER 
Contact ...... Travis Gore 
Phone ........ 966-5496 
Email ........ stgore@email.unc.edu 
Property ..... 056 BATTLE 
Location ..... Battle Hall 
Estimate ..... Yes 
Fax .......... 962-2694 
CB ........... 3395 
Comp. Date... 5/25/2012 
Description.. Hello, 

We had some people move out of some offices on the third floor and we will be moving new people into those offices. The rooms are 
306, 307, 308 and 309. We noticed that there is some repair work, cleaning and painting that could be done. The walls could use a 
paint job and the floors could use a good cleaning. I am requesting an estimate for this. Thanks! 
Special Requirements: 
If we can’t get an estimate today then soon as possible. Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, December 19, 2012 4:25 PM 

Sparks, Sherry <sherrysparks@unc.edu> 

FW: 

20121219162156927.pdf 

Hi Sherry, 

Here it is! 

Thanks, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:scanner ] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 19, 2012 4:22 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 12.19.2012 16:21:56 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, December 21, 2012 4:53 PM 

Howell, Tia N. <tia_williams@unc.edu> 

RE: TIM 

Hey Tia, 

Happy Holidays! 

Travis 

From: Howell, Tia N. 
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2012 9:14 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Automatic reply: TIM 

I am out of the office until approximately Monday, January 7th, 2012 with limited access to email. If you have 
an HR-related question, please contact Debbie Edwards at dedwards@email.unc.edu or 919-962-2788. 

Please call 919-962-1600 to speak with Mary Leigh Creedon with questions regarding the Public Policy 
Program or 919-966-5496 to speak with Travis Gore regarding the African and Afro-American Studies 
Program. 

Happy Holidays! 

-Tia N. Howell 

Business Officer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, January 2, 2013 11:43 AM 

Moseley, Erin S <Erin_Moseley@unc. edu> 

RE: 

Thanks Erin! And Happy New Year to you too! -Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Moseley, Erin S 
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2013 9:18 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: 

Happy New Year Travis! 
I will send this over to Scheduling today. 
Erin 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, December 21, 2012 4:59 PM 
To: Moseley, Erin S 
Subject: FW: 

Hey Erin, 

Sorry, I was out of the office and was unable to get this to you yesterday. 

Happy Holidays! 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scarmer~v~xc,e&q 
Sent: Friday, December 21, 2012 11:16 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 12.21.2012 11:16:25 (-0500) 

Hi Travis, 

Hope you are doing well. 

I received an email from Jeanette letting me know that AFAM 258, Section 001 (not Maymester) and AFAM 259-001 will need to be 
cancelled from First Session. 

I will need you to fill out the departmental section change form attached to this email so I can send it over to Scheduling on Dec. 20th. 

If you have any questions, please let me know. 

Thanks, 
Erin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, January 3, 2013 11:06 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: 

20130103105606600.pdf 

It can hold a max of 100! Take a look at the PDF. 

Best! 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [maillo:scmmer~tmc.edt~] 
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2013 10:56 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 01.03.2013 10:56:06 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



University Room Setup Options 

Theater Style (maximum 100) 

This setup maximizes meeting room space utilization. Theater style works well for lectures or 

presentations when the audience needs to make minimal notes. The University Room can accommodate 

a maximum of 100 seats, and a podium and a projector with a large screen are both available. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday,              1:07 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: in office? 

Cool! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:04 PM, " 

no problem, I’ll come by in an hour or so. thanks! 

~emai~.unc. edu> wrote: 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, 1:04 PM 
To: ~ 
Subject: Re: in office? 

Hey, 
I was on my lunch break and I have to make a quick stop for Eunice on the way in but I should be 
there in 15-20 minutes! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 4, 2013, at 12:39 PM, " 

Hi Travis, 

Are you in the office today? I came by a few minutes ago but the office door was locked. 

thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, January 7, 2013 3:25 PM 

Barbara Anderson <b_anderson@unc.edu> 

RE: access to intranet? 

Hey Barbara, 

Try it again and see if it works now because I was also having trouble earlier today with the website. Things appear to be working fine 
now. Let me know if it’s still giving you trouble. 

Thanks ! 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Barbara Anderson [maiho:b ar~derso ] 
Sent: Monday, January 07, 2013 12:07 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: access to intranet? 

Hi Travis, 
I tried to log on to the department intranet, but my onyen wasn’t accepted. Is there a different way to log in? Thanks. Barbara 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies African Studies Center, 
CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b_anderson@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, January 7, 2013 4:32 PM 

Speagle, Allison M <speagle@email.unc.edu> 

RE: WMST/AFAM 266 

Sounds great! Thanks Allison!! 

From: Speagle, Allison M 
Sent: Monday, January 07, 2013 3:52 PM 
To: Gore, Travis; Thompson, Karen 
Subject: RE: WMST/AFAM 266 

Thank you Travis. I have combined these two courses as requested. Also as I mentioned I did have to change the room to 

GA (Gardner) 308 which has MMC and seats 50. If you have an}, questions please let us know. Thank you. 

Schedul ng Spec al st 

Office of University Registrar, UNCCH 

SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Rd 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-962-6093 
919-843-8709- fax 

office@listserv.unc.edu 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, January 07, 2013 2:48 PM 
To: Speagle, Allison M; Thompson, Karen 
Subject: RE: WMST/AFAM 266 

No problem Allison We would like them combined. Let me know if there is anything I can do to help, Thanks so much! 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Speagle, Allison M 
Sent: Monday, January 07, 2013 2:27 PM 
To: Thompson, Karen; Gore, Travis 
Subject: WMST/AFAM 266 



Hi Karen and Travis, 

Below is an email I had sent on Nov. 21. I don’t remember getting a response (but it is likely I did and forgot). It does not 

appear that these two courses are combined at this time. We have had a few issues with Astra so I just want to make 

sure this is corrected. If they should be combined please let me know so I can combined them for you. Also, as 

mentioned below, due to the enrollment size we would have to find a new room for this class to meet in. Please let me 
know what should be done. Thank you. 

Allison 

Hello, 

We just received an email from a student who enrolled in WMST 266 for the Spring. It does not appear that this course 

has a meeting pattern, room or instructor listed. The student said that they thought it was supposed to be cross listed 

with AFAM 266. Travis can you please let me know if these courses should be combined? AFAM 266 would be the 

sponsor of the combination. We would also have to change the room. Please let me know. Thank you. 

Scheduling Specialist 

Offce of Un vet’s ty Regisb’a~’, UNC-CH 

SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 

450 Rdge Rd 

Chapel Hil! HC 27599 

929-962 6093 

929843-8709 fax 

scheduling office@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, January 8, 2013 4:22 PM 
Speagle, Allison M <speagle@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Final Exam 

Oh Thank you! I am glad I checked with you! 

From: Speagle, Allison M 
Sent: Tuesday, January 08, 2013 4:21 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Final Exam 

Hi Travis, 

Actually if the class meets on MW at 3:30pro then the exam should be held during the "Not Otherwise Provided For" 

exam period. The exam should be on Friday May 3 at 4pm. If you have any questions please let me know. Thank you. 

Scheduling Specialist 

Office of University Registrar, UNCCH 

SASB North, Sure 3209 
Campus Box 2~00 

450 Rdge Rd 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

919 962 6093 

929843-8709 fax 

office@listserv.unc.edu 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, January 08, 2013 4:15 PM 
To: Speagle, Allison M 
Subject: Final Exam 

Hi Allison, 

If a professor’s class meets on MW at 3:30pm then wouldn’t the final exam take place on Wed May Ist at 4pm? This is 

what I told him but he said he wants confirmation from the registrar’s offic!! Do you know if I am right? 

Thanks! 
Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, January 9, 2013 9:49 AM 

Speagle, Allison M <speagle@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Final Exam 

That is so true! Thanks 

From: Speagle, Allison M 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 9:47 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Final Exam 

No problem. It’s better to ask then to find out later that the exam is at a different time than expected ©. Have a good 
first day of classes. 

Allison 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 9:45 AM 
To: Speagle, Allison M 
Subject: RE: Final Exam 

You’re good at this! Hopefully that is all for now but I’ll let you know. Thanks! 

From: Speagle, Allison M 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 9:40 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Final Exam 

Hi Travis, 

Yes you are correct. A class that meets on Wed. only at 2pm would have the final during the MWF 2pm time period 

which is Sat° May 4 at 4pm. If you need me to check anymore let me know. Thank you. 

Scheduling Spec al st 

Offce of Univers ty Reg strar, UNCOIl 

5ASB North~ Sute 3209 
Campus Box 2:100 

450 Ridge Rd 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
9199626093 

91984,3-8709 fax 

office@listserv.unc.edu 



From." Gore, Travis 
Sent." Wednesday, January 09, 2013 9:35 AM 
To." Speagle, Allison M 
Subject." RE: Final Exam 

Thanks Allison. You have been a big help! I think I have the hang of it now! Let’s try one more just to make sure! Ok, 

so a class that only meets on Wednesdays from 2pro to 450pm then the Final would be Sat May 4 at 4pm?! 

From." Speagle, Allison M 
Sent." Tuesday, January 08, 2013 5:10 PM 
To." Gore, Travis 
Subject." RE: Final Exam 

No the class that meets on MW at 2-3:15 would actually fall into the MWF 2pro exam period which is Sat° May 4 at 4pro. 
hope this helps. 

Scheduling 5pec al st 

Office of University Registrar, UNCCH 

SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Rd 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

929-9626093 
919-843-8709- fax 

scheduling office@listserv.unc.edu 

From." Gore, Travis 
Sent." Tuesday, January 08, 2013 4:43 PM 
To." Speagle, Allison M 
Subject." RE: Final Exam 

Hey Allison, 

Well u did say that if I had any more questions to let you know! 

Then that would also mean then that his class that meets MW from 2-315 would also fall in that category, right? 

Thanks! 

From." Speagle, Allison M 
Sent." Tuesday, January 08, 2013 4:21 PM 
To." Gore, Travis 
Subject." RE: Final Exam 

Hi Travis, 

Actually if the class meets on MW at 3:30pm then the exam should be held during the "Not Otherwise Provided For" 



exam period. The exam should be on Friday May 3 at 4pm. If you have any questions please let me know. Thank you. 

Sched@ n£ Spec al st 

Ofiqce of Un vecsity Re£istr’ar’, UNC-CH 

SASB Nocth, Suite 3209 

Campus Box 2100 

450 Rd£e Rd 
Chapel HII, HC 27599 

919 962~6093 

9198438709 

office@listserv.unc.edu 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, January 08, 2013 4:15 PM 
To: Speagle, Allison M 
Subject: Final Exam 

Hi Allison, 

If a professor’s class meets on MW at 3:30pm then wouldn’t the final exam take place on Wed May Ist at 4pm? This is 

what I told him but he said he wants confirmation from the registrar’s office! Do you know if I am right? 

Thanks! 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, January 11, 2013 10:20 AM 

Barnes, Allison Nelson <anbarnes@email.unc.edu> 
RE: AFAM Job Talk 

Hi Allison, 

You are welcome. You actually deserve more coffe!! I will be over in a sec regarding info for security, 

Travis 

From: Barnes, Allison Nelson 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 10:58 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: AFAM Job Talk 

Hi Travis, 

Unfortunately, the Incubator isn’t available next Wednesday. The seminar room- which holds about :18 and doesn’t 

allow food or drinks- is available if you’d like me to reserve that room for you. And I may have missed this in an email, 

but what is the time frame of your W.E.B Conference on Feb. :1 and Feb. 2? ! will need to hire security by tomorrow. 

Thanks again for the gift card... I had an early morning today so it came in handy © 

Best, 
Allison 

Allison Barnes 

Events Coordinator 
Institute for the Arts and Humanities 
Hyde Hall, CB# 3322 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3322 

Phone: (9:19) 962-0249 

Fax: (9:19) 962-1:1:18 

Web: http://iah.unc.edu 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 10:44 AM 
To: Barnes, Allison Nelson 
Subject: RE: AFAM Job Talk 

Hey Allison, 

No problem! I think leaving at 4:30pm is great. Thanks for the confirmations. Hope you’re getting to do something fun 

on the :18th! 

Oh I almost forgot- Is the incubator room available next Wednesday from :1:1 to :1230? 



Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Barnes, Allison Nelson 
Sent: Tuesday, January 08, 2013 8:44 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: AFAM Job Talk 

Hi Travis, 

Sorry I missed your call yesterday... I try to leave the office by 4:30 p.m. I attached a confirmation for Monday, Jan. 14 

and Friday, Jan. 18. Once you’ve looked over them both, please let me know if anythin8 needs to be corrected. I did not 

hire movers for either of these events, but feel free to come over any time after 8 a.m. to setup. On the 14th, I will be in 

a staff meetin8 besinnin8 at 9 a.m. so if you have any questions, please come before then. I also will be out of the office 

on the 18th. 

Best, 
Allison 

Allison Barnes 

Events Coordinator 

Institute for the Arts and Humanities 
Hyde Hall, CB# 3322 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3322 

Phone: (9:19) 962-0249 

Fax: (9:19) 962-:1:1:18 

Web: http://iah.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, January 15, 2013 10:51 AM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20130115104417665.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scanr~er ] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 15, 2013 10:44 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 01.15.2013 10:44:17 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



THE STAR RAFT 

going to Peking at the height of the turmoil. As the African backlash 

mounted Zhou Enlai tried, through Nyerere, to calm one of the wilder 

fears. ’You can see’, he said, showing the Tanzanian president the back 
streets of Shanghai, "that we are not anxious to acquire any more slums 

that Africa may have.’ But the damage was done. The Chinese had suf- 

fered a ddbdcle, and beneath a veneer of defiance they felt it deeply. 

Some careers are likely to have paid for it: at all events their ambassadors 

to Burundi and the Central African Republic didn’t reappear in a diplom- 

atic post till the end of the next decade. The Chinese needed to lick 

their wounds and rethink their approach to the continent. Probably in 

the autumn of 1968, a major reassessment took place. Order was to 

be restored in China’s foreign relations. In 1969 the first ’Africa hands’ 

began returning to their posts. They brought with them a new mildness. 

The Chinese mission to dissidents in independent Africa was rapidly 

abandoned. The mission to the guerrilla movements in the white-ruled 
territories was kept up, but there was a new note of caution: Zhou sent 

word to the movements’ backers in Tanzania and Zambia to restrain 

their activities and avoid provoking reprisals from the white regimes 

in the south. For reasons which ranged far beyond Africa, China had 

elected to present itself as a sober member of the world community. 

The ’Young Chinese Missionary’ had become middle-aged. 

A giraffe in Peking. This 
animal was presented to the 
Chinese emperor in 1414. 
Tl~e inscription at the top of 
the painting congratulates 
the emperor on the arrival 
of such an auspicious beast. 

104 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, January 15, 2013 11:50 AM 

Howell, Tia N. <tia williams@unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: "A Raisin in the Sun" at Playmakers for general students and majors 

Hi Tia, There are currently 44 enrolled in AFAM 266 and 18 in AFAM 398. These are the updated numbers as of 1/15/2013 at 
11:48am Thanks, Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Howell, Tia N. 
Sent: Tuesday, January 15, 2013 11:44 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: "A Raisin in the Sun" at Playmakers for general students and majors 

Travis, can you let me know approx., how many students in each of the classes listed? Thank you. 
-Tia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, January 15, 2013 10:13 AM 
To: Howell, Tia N. 
Cc: Caldwell, Kia L; Hildebrand, Reginald F; Hall, Perry A; Gore, Travis; Colon, Sonia 
Subject: "A Raisin in the Sun" at Playmakers for general students and majors 

Hi Tia, 

Hope you are doing well. 

As I indicated yesterday, the department will subsidize ($5.00 per student) tickets for students in the following classes: 

1) Dr. Caldwell’s AFAM 266 
2) Department’s AFAM senior seminar (AFAM 398). Dr. Hall is teaching the seminar this semester. 

Travis will work with Drs. Caldwell and Hall to make the necessary arrangements with Playmakers. 

Kia and Perry: 

Please send me a short paragraph indicating the link between the play and the instructional objectives of AFAM 266 and AFAM 398 
respectively. This is important because like all chairs I have to justify every expenditure in the department to the Dean’s office and all 
spending has to been reviewed and approved at various levels on campus. 

From: Howell, Tia N. 
Sent: Monday, January 14, 2013 7:29 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; Caldwell, Kia L 
Cc: Colon, Sonia; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: RE: "A Raisin in the Sun" at Playmakers 

Eunice, 

Is it possible to have students "commit" to the performance for extra credit? You could then take a list of people so we know exactly 



how many tickets to purchase. 
-Tia 

Tia Howell Williams 
Business Officer 

UNC-CH Dept. of Public Policy 

115 Abernethy Hall 

UNC-CH Campus Box 3435 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

UNC-CH Dept. of African and Afro-American Studies 

108 Battle Hall, Room 109 
UNC-CH Campus Box 3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, January 13, 2013 11:06 AM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Cc: Howell, Tia N.; Colon, Sonia; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: RE: "A Raisin in the Sun" at Playmakers 

Dear Kia, 

Thanks for your email. 

I will see what we can do. We had a horrible experience financially (and otherwise) last year whereby majors did not show up even 
after indicating they would for the Blood Knot performance. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Monday, January 07, 2013 5:11 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: "A Raisin in the Sun" at Playmakers 

Dear Eunice, 

Someone from Playmakers contacted me today about taking my AFAM 266 students to see A Raisin in the Sun. The cast will also 
come to my class to speak to the students. Since you organized an outing to see Blood Knot last spring, I thought you might be 
interested in opportunities for majors to see the play. Student tickets are $10. The person who contacted me is: 

Jenny Wales 
Education Manager 
PlayMakers Repertory Company 
iwale s@unc, edu<~vail~o :.i~, a~es(~r~c.ed~> 
919.962.2491 

Best, 

Kia 



Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

African and Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-8225 

Fax: 919-962-2694 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu<mai~o :k~ca~dwe@mail.unc~ed~><mai~to:k~ca~dwe~emaik ~mc.ed~> 

l’~p:i/af~iafam.~mc.ed~i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN= STGORE> 

Tuesday, January 15, 2013 3:27 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: Project update 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Buarotti, Louis (Design & Construction Services) [mailto:Louis.Buarotti@facilities.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, January 14, 2013 9:14 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Glenn, Chris (Design & Construction Services); Lowery, Amy A. (Design & Construction Services) 
Subject: Project update 
Importance: High 

Travis, we had a slight increase for the electrical. 

State Inspector (Stanley Frazier) requested that we needed to bring the above ceiling work up to code (strapping of 

existing conduit and supporting existing lights with tie-wires). An additional labor charge of 5475.00 will have to be 

encumbered. Please let me know that you accept this so we can apply these charges. We should be completed by 

Wednesday. Tab Dickerson will be calling you regarding how you want this room keyed. 

Thank you 

Lb 

Louis Buarotti 

Design & Construction 

Construction Manager/Carpentry Shop 506 
UNC-CH Facilities Services 

CB1825 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Office: 919-962-6678 Cell: 919-201-7738 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, January 16, 2013 8:26 AM 

Edwards, Deborah W <dedwards@email.unc.edu> 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Lydia Boyd Ballot 

Hey Debbie, Thanks so much for being able to help with this at the last minute! -Travis 

From: Edwards, Deborah W 
Sent: Wednesday, January 16, 2013 8:24 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Lydia Boyd Ballot 

Good Morning Travis: 

Attached please find a ballot for Lydia Boyd. Please print the appropriate amount and cut in half. Please note, the top 

ballot is for associate professors, and the bottom ballot is for full professors. Please put these in separate stacks for 

Eunice. If you have questions, please call 962-2788. 

Thanks, 

Debbie 

Deborah Edwards I Interim Manager 

College of Arts & Sciences Business Operations 

UNC - Chapel Hill 
dedwards@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, January 16, 2013 9:25 AM 

Cafe 1646-Grace Howell <grace.howell@panerabread.com> 

RE: Panera Order for AFRI!AFAM on 01/14/2013 and 1/18/2013 

Hey Grace, 

Is it possible to deliver it to Battle Hall room 109 instead? 

From: Cafe1646-Grace Howell [mailto:grace.howell@panerabread.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 16, 2013 8:57 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Panera Order for AFRI/AFAM on 01/14/2013 and 1/18/2013 

Travis - 

We can do your coffee and tea for this morning at Hyde Hall Incubator room. 

How many people are you serving ? 

Thanks - 

Gracie 

Grace Howell 
Catering Sales Manager 
Panera Bread 
213 West Franklin Street 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27516 
Bakery-caf~ phone: (919) 929-9189 

From: Gore, Travis [mailto:stqore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wed 1/16/2013 8:22 AM 
To: Cafe1646-Grace Howell 
Subject: FW: Panera Order for AFRI/AFAM on 01/14/2013 and 1/18/2013 

Good morning Grace! 

Just checking on the coffee and tea for today because you may have sent the confirmation to Tia and I think she is out 

today. Look forward to hearing back from you. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, January 15, 2013 2:47 PM 



To: ’Cafe1646-Grace Howell’ 

Subject: RE: Panera Order for AFRI/AFAM on 01/14/2013 and 1/18/2013 

Hi Grace, 

No problem and thank you for providing your business to us! 

Can we get one dark roast coffee tote and one hot tea tote for a meeting tomorrow in Incubator Room Hyde Hall at 

10:30am? 

Thanks in advance! 

Travis 

From: Cafe1646-Grace Howell [mailto:grace.howell@ panerabread.com] 

Sent: Friday, January 11,2013 6:08 PM 

To: Howell, Tia N. 

Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Panera Order for AFRI/AFAM on 01/14/2013 and 1/18/2013 

Tia and Travis - 

Thanks ~or your orders ~or this Monday and next Friday. 

We appreciate your choosing Panera and look forward to serving you soon. 

Best regards, 

Gracie 

Grace Ho well 

Catering Sales Manager 

Panera Bread 

213 West Franklin Street 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27516 

Bakery-caj~ phone: (919) 929-9189 

From: Howell, Tia N. [mailto:tia williams@unc.edu] 

Sent: Fri 1/11/2013 4:27 PM 

To: Cafe1646-Grace Howell 

Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Panera Order for AFRI/AFAM on 01/14/2013 and 1/18/2013 

Hi Grace, 

We have MORE interview days next week on Monday 1/14/13 AND 1/18/2013. Could we have the following 

order delivered to HYDE HALL-Incubator room at 10am on each of those mornings? 



Total number of people is between 30-35. 

there is any type of discount you have available, that would be very helpful to our department 

My Panera card number is 303284328372. 

Thankyou! 

Order for both events: 

1) Individual bottled water-40 bottles 

2) Caf~ Sandwich Boxed lunches 

a. 5 o Sierra Turkey 

b. 3- Ham & Swiss 

c. 6 - Mediterranean Veggie 

d. 2 o PB&J 

3) Premium Signature boxed lunches 

a. 6- Roasted Turkey & Avocado BLT 

b. 5-Salmon Club 

4) Signature Sandwich Boxed Lunch 

a. 6- Chicken Ceaser 

b. 4-Asiago Roast Beef 

5) Hot Drink Totes 

a. 2- Dark Roast Coffee 

b. !-HotTea 

c. 1- Hot Chocolate 

6) Special Requests: 

a. Please put all sauces on the side (where applicable) 

b. Please do not put the pickles in the box with the sandwiches- can these also be put on the side? 

c. NO Red Velvet cookies please. The group does not like them and most of them ended up in the 

trash. Can these be replaced with brownies at the same cost? If not, oatmeal raisin is going to 

be the best replacement. 

7) Billing Info: 

a. Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

i:[08 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

Attn: Sonia Colon or Travis Gore 

919o966o5496 (main office phone) 

Thank you so much!!! 

~Tia 

Tia N. Howell 

Business Officer 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 



109 Battle Hall; CB#3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

919-966-1295 

From: Cafe1646-Grace Howell [mailto:l~race.howell(~ panerabread.com] 

Sent: Thursday, November 29, 2012 10:25 AM 

To: Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject: RE: Panera Order for AFRI/AFAM on 12/5/2012 

Can you please confirm the delivery location for next Wednesday at 10:30 AM. 

Best regards, 

Gracie 

Grace Ho well 

Catering Sales Manager 

Panera Bread 

213 West Franklin Street 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27516 

Bakery-caj~ phone: (919) 929-9189 

From: Williams, Tia HowelI[SMTP:TIA WILLIAMS@UNC.EDU] 

Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 3:14:24 PM 

To: Cafe1646 

Subject: Panera Order for AFRI/AFAM on 12/5/2012 

Auto forwarded by a Rule 

Hi, 

Have I placed this order in time to have delivery on Wednesday, December 5th, 2012 at 10:30am??? 

Cinnamon Crumb Coffee Cake xl 

Cold Drink Containers 

1 Lemonade 

1 iced tea (sweetened) 

Hot Drink Totes 

1 Dark Roast Coffee 

1 Light Roast Coffee 

1 Hot Tea 



Deluxe Assortment - You Choose 

Comments: 

Please NO peanut butter cookies due to allergies. 

Option(s) 

Quantity: 2 Packases 
Sandwich: 2 Napa Almond Chicken Salad, 1 Roasted Turkey & Avocado BLT, 1 Bacon Turkey 

Bravo®, 2 Asiaso Roast Beef, 1 Sierra Turkey, 1 Mediterranean Ve88ie, 1 Smoked Turkey 

Breast, 1 Smoked Ham & Swiss 
Salad Choice : 1 Fuji Apple Chicken, 1 Classic UNC Chapel Hill African and Afro American 

Studies 

170 E Franklin St 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514 

United States of America 

(919) 966-5496 

Mornin8 Pastries 
Comments: 

at least 3 oranse scones and 2 cinnamon rolls, please 

Fruit Bowl 

Comments: 

Is it possible to separate the melon from other fruits due to staff allersies to melons? 

We will also need plates, cups, napkins and ice. 

Thank you. 

Please deliver and bill the department below: 

UNC Chapel Hill Department African and Afro American Studies 

170 E Franklin St 

108 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-3395 

United States of America 

(919) 966-5496 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, January 17, 2013 8:20 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

FW: Pick up your replacement card 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, January 17, 2013 8:19 AM 
To: Shen, Hua 
Subject: FW: Pick up your replacement card 

Hi Hua, 

Sorry, I meant to send this to Sonia to remind me! 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, January 17, 2013 8:17 AM 
To: Shen, Hua 
Subject: RE: Pick up your replacement card 

Good morning Sonia, 

Remind me about this next week 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Shen, Hua 
Sent: Thursday, January 17, 2013 8:11 AM 
To: Murphy, Maura J; Mitchell, Gary S; Kryder, Kate Elizabeth Ann; Greenway, Ryan; Lloyd, Cindy Weaver; Harden, 
Crystal R; Drake, Susan Winifred; Gore, Travis; Reichart, Daniel E; Willis, Karen; Bateman, Ted; Bennett, Elizabeth N 
Subject: Pick up your replacement card 

Dear P-card holder: 

Your P-card will be expiring in February 2013 and your replacement card has arrived. Please note that this card does 

NOT need to be activated; you will be able to use the new card as soon as you pick it up. 

Your replacement P-card will be available in Suite 2700 Room 2702 of the Administrative Office Building (AOB) at 104 

Airport Drive at the following times: (Please bring UNC one Card or your old card with you when you come) Please note 

that whoever picks it up will be required to present either ID or the old card. 

Jan. 22 to 25 or Jan. 28 to Feb. 1st, 2013 from 8AM to 10:00AM. 

If your schedule conflicts with this time frame please contact me and I’II be happy to make special arrangements. 

After you get your new card, you could shred your old one. 

Please let me know if you need direction or have any other questions. 



Thank you. 

Hua Shen 

Procurement Services 

962-2255 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, January 17, 2013 9:06 AM 

Cafe 1646-Grace Howell <grace.howell@panerabread.com> 

RE: Panera Order for AFRI!AFAM on 01/14/2013 and 1/18/2013 

Hi Grace, 

I had talked to Tia about making a few slight modifications on the menu for our lunch tomorrow but she had to go out of 

town so I don’t think she was able to send you anything so below I have created a revised order if that is ok with you. 

Please let me know. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Howell, Tia N. 
Sent: Friday, January 11, 2013 4:27 PM 
To: Cafe1646-Grace Howell 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Panera Order for AFRI/AFAM on 01/14/2013 and 1/18/2013 
Importance: High 

Hi Grace, 

We have MORE interview days next week on Monday 1/14/13 AND 1/18/2013, Could we 
have the following order delivered to HYDE HALL- Incubator room at loam on each of 
those mornings? 
Total number of people is between 30-35o 

If there is any type of discount you have available, that would be very helpful to our 
department © 
My Panera card number is 

Thank you! 

Order for both events: 
1) Individual bottled water - 25 bottles 
2) Caf~ Sandwich Boxed lunches 

a. 4 - Smokey Turkey Breast 
bo 2 - Ham & Swiss 
co 5 - Mediterranean Veggie 

3) Premium Signature boxed lunches 
ao 3 - Roasted Turkey & Avocado BLT 

4) Signature 
a. :3- 
b. 3- 

do 4- 

e. 

5) Hot Drink 
ao 2- 

b. 1- 

Sandwich Boxed Lunch 
Chicken Ceaser 
Asiago Roast Beef 
Bacon Turkey Bravo 

Napa Almond Chicken Salad 

Itallian Combo 

Totes 
Dark Roast Coffee 
Hot Tea 



c. 1 - Hot Chocolate 
6) Special Requests: 

a. Please put all sauces on the side (where applicable) 
bo Please do not put the pickles in the box with the sandwiches - can these also be 

put on the side? 
co NO Red Velvet cookies please. The group does not like them and most of them 

ended up in the trash. Can these be replaced with brownies at the same cost? If 
not, oatmeal raisin is going to be the best replacement. 

7) Billing Info: 
a. Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

108 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
Attn: Sonia Colon or Travis Gore 
919-966-5496 (main office phone) 

Thank you so much!!! 
-Tia 

Tia N. Howell 
Business Officer 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall; CB#3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
919-966-1295 

From: Cafe1646-Grace Howell [mailto:qrace.howell@panerabread.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 29, 2012 10:25 AM 
To: Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject: RE: Panera Order for AFRI/AFAM on 12/5/2012 

Can you please confirm the delivery location for next Wednesday at lo:3o AM. 

Best regards, 

Grade 

Grace Howell 
Catering Sales Manager 
Panera Bread 
2’/3 West Franklin Street 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 275"/6 
Bakery-caf~ phone: (9’/9) 929-9’/89 

From: Williams, Tia HowelI[SMTP:TIA WILLIAMS@UNC.EDU] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 3:14:24 PM 

To: Cafe1646 
Subject: Panera Order for AFRI/AFAM on 12/5/2012 
Auto forwarded by a Rule 



Hi, 

Have I placed this order in time to have delivery on Wednesday, December 5th, 2012 at 10:30am??? 

Cinnamon Crumb Coffee Cake xl 

Cold Drink Containers 

1 Lemonade 

1 iced tea (sweetened) 

Hot Drink Totes 

1 Dark Roast Coffee 

1 Lil~ht Roast Coffee 

1 Hot Tea 

Deluxe Assortment - You Choose 

Comments: 

Please NO peanut butter cookies due to allerl~ies. 

Option(s) 

Quantity: 2 Packal~es 

Sandwich: 2 Napa Almond Chicken Salad, 1 Roasted Turkey & Avocado BLT, 1 Bacon Turkey 

Bravo®, 2 Asial~o Roast Beef, 1 Sierra Turkey, 1 Mediterranean Vel~l~ie, 1 Smoked Turkey 

Breast, 1 Smoked Ham & Swiss 

Salad Choice : 1 Fuji Apple Chicken, 1 Classic UNC Chapel Hill African and Afro American 

Studies 

170 E Franklin St 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514 

United States of America 

(919) 966-5496 

Morninl~ Pastries 

Comments: 

at least 3 oranl~e scones and 2 cinnamon rolls, please 

Fruit Bowl 

Comments: 

Is it possible to separate the melon from other fruits due to staff allerl~ies to melons? 

We will also need plates, cups, napkins and ice. 

Thank you. 

Please deliver and bill the department below: 

UNC Chapel Hill Department African and Afro American Studies 



170 E Franklin St 

108 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-3395 

United States of America 

(919) 966-5496 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, January 17, 2013 10:15 AM 

Howell, Tia N. <tia williams@unc.edu> 
RE: Panera Order for AFRI!AFAM on 01/14/2013 and 1/18/2013 

Yay for Italian! 

From: Howell, Tia N. 
Sent: Thursday, January 17, 2013 9:47 AM 
To: Cafe1646-Grace Howell 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Panera Order for AFRI/AFAM on 01/14/2013 and 1/18/2013 
Importance: High 

Grace, 
I am hoping it is not too late to change our order a bit. I am anticipating fewer people show up on Friday’s meeting. 

Changes are in Red. I apologize for the late notice!!![ Thank you for your help! Delivery is still to Hyde Hall Incubator 

Room. 

Thank you again ! 

~Tia 

1) Individual bottled water- 30 bottles (reduced number) 

2) Car6 Sandwich Boxed lunches 

a. 4- Sierra Turkey (reduced number) 

~. S .................. {remove/canceO 

co 6 - Mediterranean Veggie 

.... ( / - r ~.~ remove cance 

3) Premium Signature boxed lunches 

a. 4 - Roasted Turkey & Avocado BLT (reduced number) 

b. 4- Salmon Club (reduced number and no bacon) 

4) Signature Sandwich Boxed Lunch 

a. 4- Chicken Ceaser (reduced number) 

b. 4-Asiago Roast Beef 

c. ::[- ~ta~an Combo (addition) 

d. 4- Napa A~mond Chicken Salad 

5) Hot DdnkTotes 

a. 2- Dark Roast Coffee 

b. $-HotTea 

(cance~) 

6) Special Requests: 

a. Please put all sauces on the s~de (where applicable) 

b. Please do not put the p~ckles ~n the box w~th the sandwiches- can these also be put on the s~de? 

c. NO Red Velvet cookies p~ease~ The Stoup does not ~ke them and most of them ended up ~n the 



7) 

trash. Can these be replaced with brownies at the same cost? If not, oatmeal raisin is going to be 

the best replacement. 

Billing Info: 

a. Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

108 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599°3395 

Attn: Sonia Colon or Travis Gore 

919-966-5496 (main office phone) 

From: Cafe1646-Grace Howell [mailto:qrace.howell@panerabread.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 11, 2013 6:08 PM 
To: Howell, Tia N. 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Panera Order for AFRI/AFAM on 01/14/2013 and 1/18/2013 

Tia and Travis - 

Thanks for your orders for this Monday and next Friday. 

We appreciate your choosing Panera and look forward to serving you soon. 

Best regards, 

Gracie 

Grace Howell 
Catering Sales Manager 
Panera Bread 
2’/3 West Franklin Street 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 275"/6 
Bakery-caf~ phone: (9’/9) 929-9’/89 

From: Howell, Tia N. [mailto:tia williams@unc.edu] 
Sent: Fri 1/11/2013 4:27 PM 
To: Cafe1646-Grace Howell 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Panera Order for AFRI/AFAM on 01/14/2013 and 1/18/2013 

Hi Grace, 

We have MORE interview days next week on Monday 1/14/13 AND 1/18/2013. Could we have the following 

order delivered to HYDE HALL-Incubator room at 10am on each of those mornings? 

Total number of people is between 30°35. 



there is any type of discount you have available, that would be very helpful to our department 

My Panera card number is 

Thankyou[ 

Order for both events: 

:[) Individual bottled water-40 bottles 

2) Caf~ Sandwich Boxed lunches 

a. 5 - Sierra Turkey 

b. 3- Ham & Swiss 

c. 6 - Mediterranean Ve88ie 

d. 2- PB&J 

3) Premium Sisnature boxed lunches 

a. 6- Roasted Turkey & Avocado BLT 

b. 5-Salmon Club 

4) Signature Sandwich Boxed Lunch 

a. 6-Chicken Ceaser 

b. 4- Asiago Roast Beef 

5) Hot Drink Totes 

a. 2- Dark Roast Coffee 

b. :[ - Hot Tea 

c. :[- Hot Chocolate 

6} Special Requests: 

a. Please put all sauces on the side (where applicable) 

b. Please do not put the pickles in the box with the sandwiches-can these also be put on the side? 

c. NO Red Velvet cookies please. The group does not like them and most of them ended up in the 

trash. Can these be replaced with brownies at the same cost? If not, oatmeal raisin is going to 

7) 
be the best replacement. 

Billing Info: 

a. Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

:[08 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

Attn: Sonia Colon or Travis Gore 

9:[9-966°5496 (main office phone) 

Thank you so much!!! 

~Tia 

Tia N. Howell 

Business Officer 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

:[09 Battle Hall; CB#3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 



919-966-1295 

From: Cafe1646-Grace Howell [mailto:grace.howell@ panerabread.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 29, 2012 10:25 AM 

To: Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject: RE: Panera Order for AFRI/AFAM on 12/5/2012 

Can you please confirm the delivery location for next Wednesday at 10:30 AM. 

Best regards, 

Gracie 

Grace Ho well 

Catering Sales Manager 

Panera Bread 

213 West Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27S16 

Bakery-caj~ phone: (919) 929-9189 

From: Williams, Tia HowelI[SMTP:TIA WILLIAMS@UNC.EDU] 

Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 3:14:24 PM 

To: Cafe1646 

Subject: Panera Order for AFRI/AFAM on 12/5/2012 

Auto forwarded by a Rule 

Hi, 

Have I placed this order in time to have delivery on Wednesday, December 5th, 2012 at lO:30am??? 

Cinnamon Crumb Coffee Cake xl 

Cold Drink Containers 

1 Lemonade 

1 iced tea (sweetened) 

Hot Drink Totes 

1 Dark Roast Coffee 

1 Light Roast Coffee 

1 Hot Tea 

Deluxe Assortment - You Choose 



Comments: 

Please NO peanut butter cookies due to allerl~ies. 

Option(s) 

Quantity: 2 Packal~es 

Sandwich: 2 Napa Almond Chicken Salad, 1 Roasted Turkey & Avocado BLT, 1 Bacon Turkey 

Bravo®, 2 Asial~o Roast Beef, 1 Sierra Turkey, 1 Mediterranean Vel~l~ie, 1 Smoked Turkey 

Breast, 1 Smoked Ham & Swiss 

Salad Choice : 1 Fuji Apple Chicken, 1 Classic UNC Chapel Hill African and Afro American 

Studies 

170 E Franklin St 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514 

United States of America 

(919) 966-5496 

Morninl~ Pastries 

Comments: 

at least 3 oranl~e scones and 2 cinnamon rolls, please 

Fruit Bowl 

Comments: 

Is it possible to separate the melon from other fruits due to staff allerl~ies to melons? 

We will also need plates, cups, napkins and ice. 

Thank you. 

Please deliver and bill the department below: 

UNC Chapel Hill Department African and Afro American Studies 

170 E Franklin St 

108 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-3395 

United States of America 

(919) 966-5496 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, January 23, 2013 11:44 AM 

Boyd, Lydia (2 <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 

RE: website phone number 

Done! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Boyd, Lydia C 
Sent: Wednesday, January 23, 2013 11:38 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: website phone number 

Hi Travis, 
Could you add my phone number to the department website? 

Thanks 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 
Assistant Professor 
Department of African and African American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
lydia.boyd@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, January 24, 2013 1:20 PM 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 
RE: Fall 2013 

Thanks Renee! Just got a large coffee from starbucks and l am ready to rock and roll! -Travis 

From: Sherman, Renee A 
Sent: Thursday, January 24, 2013 12:00 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Fall 2013 

Travis, 

Just a reminder that you have to set your classes up completely since this will be the first term for the AAAD designation. 

Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email, unc. edu 
mailto:scheduling office@listserv.unc.edu 

Check out our new website! re~istrar.unc.edu ~ ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, January 24, 2013 3:54 PM 

Lisanza, Esther Mukewa <lisanza@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Question 

Hi Esther, 

Today is the first day that students have to use the blue drop/add forms for changes in their schedule. The student can 

pick the form up from an advisor in steele building. They can do a switch from this form. 

Thanks and stay warm! 

Travis 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Thursday, January 24, 2013 8:14 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Question 

Good morning Travis, 
I have a student who would like to be switched from Swah 402_01 (9:00am) to Swah 402_03 (3.00pm), could you assist 
with the switching? Please let me know. Thank you, 
Esther 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, January 25, 2013 9:22 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 
RE: leave early today 

Hi Sonia, 

That is good idea! Stay warm! See you Tuesday. 

Travis 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Friday, January 25, 2013 9:21 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; Gore, Travis 
Cc: Howell, Tia N. 
Subject: FW: leave early today 

Dears Eunice and Travis 

I will be leaving at noon today due to adverse weather projections, so I am not going to be at AFAM today, according 

with my work schedule, i will be at home with access to e-mail and accounting. 

Have a nice day and wonderful weekend, I will see you on Tuesday morning. 

Thank you 

Sonia 

From: Howell, Tia N. 
Sent: Friday, January 25, 2013 9:12 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia; Creedon, Mary Leigh 
Subject: leave early today 

Hey all. Please do leave early today to avoid any adverse weather. I would suggest getting out of here by 12noon. You 

can make it a work from home day if you wish. 

~Tia 

Tia N. Howell 
Business Officer 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall; CB#3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
919-966-1295 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, January 25, 2013 9:41 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

FW: W.E.B. Du Bois & The Problems of the 21st Century 

Using Hyde Hall.doc 

Hi Son[a, 

Do you know the account number for this? 

Thanks! 

Travis 

I=rom: Barnes, Allison Nelson 
Sent: Friday, January 25, 20:[3 9::[:[ AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: W.E.B. Du Bois & The Problems of the 2:[st Century 

Hi Travis, 

Hope you had a great birthday and a nice time in New York[ I wanted to send you a reminder about your event next 
Friday and Saturday. Feel free to come over any time after 8 a.m. on Friday to setup the University and Incubator room. 

Security will remain in Hyde Hall until 8 p.m. on Friday and will be in Hyde Hall from 8:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m. on Saturday. 

I’ve attached our building use policy. Once you’ve looked over it, please let me know if you have any questions. Could 

you also send me an account number that you’d like my business manager use for this event? 

Thanks, 

Allison 

Allison Barnes 

Events Coordinator 

institute for the Arts and Humanities 
Hyde Hall, CB# 3322 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3322 

Phone: (919) 962-0249 

Fax: (919) 962-1:1:18 
Web: http://iah.unc.edu 



Thank you for visiting the 
  ST TUTE ARTS HUMAH ~ES at Hyde Hall. 

We hope that you will enjoy our facilities! 

PLEASE NOTE that the Institute does not have event staff to set up 
rooms, assist with technology or clean up after events. We therefore 
appreciate your cooperation with the following guidelines. 

Groups who reserve Hyde Hall are responsible for leaving spaces as they 
found them. 

Push your chairs in 

Wipe down tables and/or chairs if necessary 

Please remove trash from Hyde Hall: 

Trash should be placed in the large, lidded 
garbage can located in the Swain Parking Lot, 
near the back entrance to Hanes Art Center. 
No plates, cups, napkins, serving platters, food or 
other event-related items may remain in the room 
after the event ends. 

The Institute recycles! Please put recyclable materials 
(paper, bottles, cans)into the bins provided. Do not put 
trash into a recycling bin. Please ask for assistance from 
Hyde Hall staff if you need additional trash bins. 

Help us conserve energy: If you use Hyde Hall computer 
equipment, please turn it off when you are done. Likewise, please 
turn off the lights when you leave the room. 

Check to make sure that you have not left anything from your 
group/meeting in the room. 

Hyde Hall is a working office building. Please encourage your participants 
to be quiet and courteous when they are in our hallways or public areas. 



THANK YOU for your cooperation. If you have any questions or need 
assistance, inquire at the reception area on the first floor. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, January 28, 2013 2:19 PM 

Howell, Tia N. <tia williams@unc.edu> 
FW: Writing Samples 

Pier 2011 Branded Arena.pdf; Pier Our Brands Intro Chapter.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, January 25, 2013 9:24 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: Writing Samples 

From: Pier, David 
Sent: Friday, January 25, 2013 9:23 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Writing Samples 

Dear Eunice, 
Attached please find a journal article and the introductory chapter of my book draft, both in PDF format. 

Best, 
Dave 
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THE BRANDED ARENA: UGANDAN 
’TRADITIONAL’ DANCE IN THE 

MARKETING ERA 

David Pier 

It is danced in broad daylight 

In the open 

You cannot hide anything 

Bad stomachs that have swollen up 

Skin diseases on the buttocks .... 
All parts of the body 

Are shown in the arena! 

Health and liveliness 

Are shown in the arena! 

When the daughter of the Bull 

Enters the arena 

She does not stand here 

Like stale beer that does not sell, 

She jumps here 

She jumps there. 

When you touch her 

She says "Don’t touch me!’ 

In Okot p’Bitek’s Song of Lawino ([1966] 1984: 43), a sunlit Acholi dance arena 
is opposed to a dancehall, where ’They dance inside a house / And there is no light. 
/ Shamelessly, they hold each other / Tightly, tightly, / They cannot breathe!’ The 

dark interior of the dancehall echoes the ’forest of books’ where the narrator, 
Lawino, fears her husband ’has lost his head’. Throughout the poem, the world of 
the colonial/African elite is described as an airless place. In traditional dance, Okot 
believed he had found a razor with which to cut through the dusty draperies of 
boarding school, church, sitting room and theatre. The Acholi arena, in his 
description, is cruelly honest ’you cannot hide anything’. It demands a warrior’s 
sensuality, virility and (hetero-male) competitiveness: the ’daughter of the Bull’ 
appears as nimble prey, jumping here and there. In the rejected ’touch’ that ends 
the passage, we learn that the arena involves even ’you’, the reader; any illusion of 
a ’fourth wall’ separating spectators from actors is punctured. 

Okot was himself a dancer and musician who toured with Heartbeat of Africa, a 
Ugandan independence-era troupe similar to Guinea’s Les Ballets Africains. In a 

DAVID PIER is an Assistant Professor specializing in ethnomusicology in the Department of 
African and Afro-American Studies at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. Email: 
dpier @email.unc.edu 

© International African Institute 2011 



414 THE BRANDED ARENA 

1970 lecture on ~Africa’s cultural revolution’, he celebrated new ~open-air arenas’ 
for dance and the dance troupes that had ~sprouted up like mushrooms’ since 
Uganda’s independence (p’Bitek 1973). His vision of a new political theatre that 
would revive pre-colonial African spaces, modes of interaction and subjectivities 
paralleled that of Issa Samb and the Laboratoire Agit-Art on the other side of the 
continent (Harney 2004:106 9). The notion of an African post-colonial 
renaissance driven by the arts had been in the air for some time, particularly in 
the ndgritude cultivated by Ldopold Senghor and others. Naturally, the question of 
what kind of art ought to drive a pan-African revolution was open to much debate, 
and became more so as ndgritude solidified into official government policy. What 
was the political potency of dance, and how did that potency change when dancing 
was moved indoors into theatres and state ceremonial arenas? 

In the 1970s, Mobutu’s programme ofanirnationpolitique, which turned African 
dances into tools for totalitarian control and spectacle, offered disheartening 
answers to these questions (Kapalanga 1989). Other tyrants such as Idi Amin and 
Gnassingbd Eyaddma surrounded themselves with folkloric dancers, whose 
performances became ~models of subservience’ (Ranger 1983: 211). Mamady 

Ke~ta, star of Les Ballets Africains, recalled members of that troupe becoming 
~robots’, ~drugged’ with revolutionary fervour and filial admiration of their patron, 
President Sekou Tourd (Chevallier 2006). Evidently, African dances and ~culture’ 
could be used to extend the repressiveness of colonialism into the post-colonial era. 

Africa is now in a new ~post-post-colonial’ period, most commonly labelled 
~neoliberal’ (Comaroff and Comaroff 2001). Distinguishing features of this period 
include ~emphases on consumption, thoroughgoing individualism, rapid circula- 
tion of goods, services, and persons, and the tying together of capital and the 

control of information in the creation of new financial instruments’ (Weiss 2009: 
16). The power of the state in Africa has diminished considerably (Cooper 
2002), and multinational corporations are asserting themselves with new force, 
especially in enclave-based projects of resource extraction (Ferguson 2006). In 
evangelical Christianity and brand consumerism, Africans are adopting and 
adapting forms of personhood that seem to them to be more compatible with the 
new world order. 

How are the purposes and forms of dance changing in these conditions? What 
new kinds of arenas are being created for, and by means of, dance? This article 
looks at those generated within a contemporary commercialized African dance 
competition, the Senator National Cultural Extravaganza of Uganda. This 
six-month-long annual event, which in 2006 took place in over 80 towns and 
involved over 300 groups, was intended to build a public for a brand of beer, 
Senator Extra Lager. I speculate on the public-shaping effects, not only of the 
~traditional’-style dancing highlighted in the Extravaganza, but also of surround- 
ing activities, such as buying beer, drinking, winning prizes, disco dancing, and 
using electronic technology. How were the energies of dance stimulated, channel- 
led, and framed? Does the Extravaganza fit into a globalized pattern of ~con- 
suming subject’-oriented entertainment (Shipley 2003), or does it belong to some 

other category? 
Studies which consider the evolution of African dance milieux under 

neoliberalism are emerging. Bob White has described the field of Congolese 
rnusique rnoderne as one still powerfully shaped by the memory of Mobutu’s 

animation, and by an awareness of the possibilities and disparities of globalized 
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capitalism (White 2008). Musique moderne displays, furthermore, political habits 
that are traceable back to pre-colonial times: networks of patronage, which 
accumulate around ’big men’ but readily ’splinter’, are given concrete form on the 
stage and dance floor. Louise Meintjes considers how muscular Zulu ngoma is 
being used to renew masculine identities threatened by AIDS and the loss of 
’anticipated avenues towards state-assisted empowerment’ (2004: 193). Laura 
Edmondson (2007) has noted among ngoma groups in 1990s Tanzania an effort 
to revise the dance-based nationalism of the socialist post-colonial period into 
something nostalgic, cosmopolitan and fully compatible with globalization. 

All of these studies are concerned with what dance, as a body-intensive and 
discursively charged activity, can contribute to the politics of an event and, by 
extension, those of a society. Dance’s meanings are historically constructed; a 
folkloric performance in today’s Congo has resonances of animation politique, of 
pan-African ndgritude, and so on. These histories are experienced with special 
intensity because of dance’s unique involvement of both dancers and watchers on a 
fundamental, visceral level. Dance frames the ’motor intentionality’ (Merleau- 
Ponty [1962] 2002:127) that comprises our basic corporeal being-in-the-world. In 
dancing, or watching dance, we are reminded of what it is to both ’be’ and ’have’ a 
body, and of the capacity of an individual body/person to affirm her/his being, or 
not. ’All that is heavy and grave should become light; all that is body, dancer’, 
vowed Nietzsche’s Zarathustra (Nietzsche 1954: 342; see also Mooney 1970; 
Badiou 2005). To ’become dancer’, it seems to me, is not just to wave the limbs in a 
certain way, but to declare one’s independence if only momentarily and on a 
limited bodily level. The momentary affirmation of individual being may be what is 
so magnetic and potent about dance, even when it occurs in displays that seem 
overall to negate individual liberty. By ’dance’ I mean to include a broad range of 
aesthetic uses of the body playing musical instruments, acting, and so on. 

The question of what dancing means or does in particular social situations is at 
the centre of a number of seminal writings in the anthropology of Africa. Evans- 

Pritchard’s observations of a Zande beer dance (1928) led him to reconsider 
Radcliffe-Brown’s thesis that social dance served mainly to subsume the 
individual peaceably within the community. Evans-Pritchard noted to the 
contrary that many Azande remained stubbornly unsubsumed at dances: they 
’wander[ed] around independently’, competed with one another, got drunk and 
started fights. Clyde Mitchell (1956) questioned what dancers were saying about 
colonialism with their representations of colonial ways in the kalela dance: was 
this wishful emulation of the oppressor, or did the fact that this was a dance add a 
touch of rebellious satire? He decided on the former. Terence Ranger (1975), 
revisiting Mitchell’s theory, rejected the idea of emulation and posited that 
European colonials, while referenced in the beni dance, were not its main topic. 
Beni was primarily concerned, rather, with issues in the local community danced 
to instil discipline, poke fun at opposing teams, establish and challenge 
hierarchies, and display the latest fashions. 

BRANDED ARENAS 

Colonialism introduced into Africa new venues and values for dance and theatre. 
Karin Barber has discussed how new arenas imported from Europe engendered 
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’new kinds of crowd’ (Barber 1997). The proscenium stage configuration estab- 
lished as the polite norm in school, sports, church and politics encouraged the 
audience to experience itself as an ’anonymous, undifferentiated "public" 
stretched out in all directions’. This was a different kind of crowd from that 
experienced in older African arenas, which tended to be ’constituted in the act of 
performance itself’ by a gathering of onlookers. In this older theatrical mode, 
audience members were visible participants, treated differently by the performers 
according to their social status. The new kind of crowd introduced with colo- 
nialism a public to be addressed with a spectacle proved useful to revolu- 
tionary movements against colonialism, and then to post-colonial African 
regimes. The pre-colonial African theatrical conventions did not vanish, but 
merged and coexisted with the new colonial ones. 

The past two decades have seen the rapid development of new kinds of public in 
Africa, which overlap with, and are shaped by, established ones from colonial and 
pre-colonial times. Perhaps the most obvious changes in audience subjectivities 
are occurring around new, or newly available, media, such as the internet, cell 
phones, radio, video cassettes, and satellite television (see, for example, D. Smith 
2008; Meyer 2009; Wasserman 2011). Each of these technologies has enabled the 
formation of new arenas (virtual and proximal), the qualities of which are still 
being discovered. The public sphere developments of recent years should not be 
attributed solely to new technologies, however. Just as important have been 
global developments in brand marketing ideology and strategy, which have been 
conveyed by these new technologies and, as we shall see, some much older 
ones into all parts of Africa. 

Kalman Applbaum’s (2004) labelling of our present period as the ’marketing 
era’ directs our attention to the growing global importance of a specific discourse, 
formulated largely by a community of marketers centered in Ivy League 
universities of the United States. The new marketing wofldview is comparable 
in its present infectiousness in Africa to the Pentecostal Christian one, and the two 
reinforce one another both entailing personal transformation through sincere 
belief in entrepreneurialism as a moral and spiritual activity, an understanding 
that everything and everybody is ripe for conversion, and a sense that we 
are living in end-times (the Resurrection, or a globalized capitalist Utopia). 
In Uganda, the word ’development’ is now less associated with top-down 
government projects, and more with words such as ’mobilizing’, ’promoting’, and 
’exposure’ words that suggest an individual or group getting itself moving in 
order to make itself visible to a world of potential investors (Bornstein 2003; 
Karlstr6m 2004; Ferguson 2006; J. Smith 2008). Deborah Kyobula, leader of the 
women’s mutual-assistance and performance group Tugezeku (Lusoga: ’We 
Should Try’) told me, 

People want to expose their talents more. And, by exposing your talents, you can get 

something good out of it, you can have a better future now, because me I came up. I’m 

now exposed people are now telling me to go and advertise for some other companies. 

So I might get better opportunities maybe in the future. 

The word ’brand’ is now commonly used in Uganda to discuss not just 
advertising, but many forms of personal and social ’promotion’. I’ve heard per- 
formance groups and church representatives talk about developing their ’brands’, 
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and there has been a much-discussed project to ’brand Uganda’ as a whole. These 
discussions sometimes turn to how the person, organization or nation is more 
than ’just a brand’. But even when ’brand’ is rejected as too simplistic a 
representation of an entity, the notion of ’branding’ has entered the conversation. 

In the voluminous literature on branding written by marketers for marketers, 
an ideal relationship between performers (brands) and audiences (consumers) is 
articulated. Applbaum summarizes this relationship as one of provisioning, 
ideally ’total provisioning’ (Applbaum 2004: 216). It is not the marketer’s job 
merely to sell products; rather, it is to learn and anticipate the needs and desires of 
consumers; or, better yet, set up systems that will do this automatically. 
Marketers think of themselves as participating in a ’shared, even cooperative 
project.., to satisfy needs’ (Applbaum 2004: 5). The internet is full of highly 
efficient ’provisioning systems’. Increasingly, what an individual ’surfer’ sees on 
the screen is tailor-made for her/him according to an automatic, accumulating 
evaluation of her/his past choices. Desires are expressed and responded to in a 
near instantaneous feedback loop, so subtle that an algorithm’s occasional 
miscalculation now comes as a shock. When an individual consumer’s deepest 
desires are constantly fielded and stimulated even before she becomes conscious of 
them, the ideal of ’total provisioning’ is achieved. 

The web surfing example highlights the importance of participation in today’s 
marketing, as in neoliberalism generally (Paley 2001; Bornstein 2003; Englund 
2006). Whereas earlier brand campaigns, like earlier efforts at development, 
sought to instil values in people who were assumed to lack them (’Use this soap if 
you hope to be civilized!’), new-style campaigns attempt to enrol participants in 
shared projects of’progress of, and through, pleasure’ (Mazzarella 2003:115; see 
Burke 1996 for discussion of the older, ’civilizing’ style of advertising in Africa). 
Notably, a consumer’s sense of free participation need not be absolute or 
constant; what is most important is that s/he feel free at precisely the right time 
and in the right context. Today’s brand marketing, much more than the 
marketing of fifty years ago, incorporates the attitude of governmentality 
(Foucault 2007); that is, it does not try to force changes in people’s buying habits 
directly, but rather concentrates on problems of circulation. Are brands reaching 
the right people? Are those people able to negotiate their way with a sense of 
freedom through the branded experience? 

The functionality of dance in generating a (branded) sense of free-spirited 
participation is evident. As discussed above, dance may exude free will better than 
any other activity. Additionally, dance in Uganda has been historically attached 
to a separate notion of civic participation: dance in certain genres is understood as 
a way of ’participating’, not just as a body in the world, but as a citizen of the 
country and of one’s ’tribe’. Both of these kinds of participation, as a basic 
corporeal subject, and as a patriotic subject of a nation or nations, are being 
structured in distinctive ways around a commercial brand in the Senator National 
Cultural Extravaganza of Uganda. 

’THE BEER WITH THE TASTE OF OUR LAND’ 

Since 2005, the Senator National Cultural Extravaganza has provided annual 
opportunities for thousands of adult amateur Ugandan singers and dancers of 
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’traditional music, dance, and drama’ (MDD) to perform on stage for cash prizes. 
In exchange for these opportunities, participants are required to compose and 
perform song-and-dance odes to Senator Extra Lager, a cheap, strong beer de- 
signed for an as-yet-untapped market of poor rural consumers. This was not a 
festival marketed to tourists at the 22 events I attended, I was usually the only 
obviously foreign spectator. Rather, it was pitched at Ugandan audiences in small 
towns, trading centres and villages. The capital city, Kampala, was skipped 
altogether. A brief given to me by an East Africa Breweries Limited (EABL) 
brand manager visualized the ’target consumer’ for Senator as 

Male 25 34 C2D peri-urban (including informal settings)/deep rural, usually employed 
in the informal sector, for instance as a boda-boda rider, market vendor, mason, taxi 
tout, etc. Works hard to support himself and family. Leads a highly demanding life, 
having to cope with a lot of needs from a meager income. Mature, hardworking and 
aspiring to be respected in life. Greatest dream is to progress in life, be wealthy, own land, 
a shop and build a house. Has a lot of pride in his roots and society is important to him. 
Active participant in communal activities like weddings, funerals, parties and political 
party activities. He has a good number of friends whom he meets on a regular basis to 
drink or otherwise catch up. Likes to reward himself after a hard days work especially at 
the bar. However he lives within his means as much as may drink local brew daily and 
only up-scaling to lagers occasionally.~ 

The concept behind the Senator Extravaganza is that this target consumer, with 
his ’pride in his roots’, will respond best to advertisements sung by his neighbours, 
in his vernacular language and the ’traditional’ music-and-dance styles of his 
region. The issue of ’local brew’ mentioned at the end of this description is one 
that has troubled breweries in East Africa for years. Beer made of corn, millet or 
bananas by local women and ladled out of a bucket into a shared drinking gourd, 
is cheap, nutritious and palatable. Moreover, it has a wealth of associations with 
the power of elder males and their diplomacy within the community (Heald 1986; 
Willis 2002). For those who want a nip of something stronger but still cheap, there 
is ’crude’ waragi, a moonshine made in slums and villages specializing in its 
distillation and smuggled by bus and car all over Uganda and even into Congo. 
Bottled beer, considerably more expensive than either of these drinks, has not yet 
taken off in rural Uganda, despite the competitive efforts of two rival 

multinationals, EABL and South African Breweries Ltd (SABL).2 
The engagement of musicians and dancers in commercial brand promotion is 

not rare or novel in Africa. Stages for pop music concerts in Uganda, as in other 
African countries, are plastered with sponsor brand insignias. What is striking 

about the Senator Extravaganza is its intensive targeting of the ’peri-urbarddeep 
rural’ sector of society, relying on large numbers of unknown, unpaid performers 
mostly from that same sector, and focusing on ’traditional’ music and dance. The 

1In all quotations from Ugandan sources, writing-mechanics idiosyncrasies are left intact. 
2The Senator brand managers’ methods and motivations are discussed further in a forthcoming 

article. Dick Kawooya has written a dissertation which discusses the Senator Extravaganza, 
focusing on issues of intellectual property (2010). The contrasting brand strategies of SABL in an 
urban (South African township) setting have been examined in detail by Anne Kelk Mager 
(2010). Don Stevenson, who developed beer brands for a Namibian company, has written about 
his strategies (2009). 
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’traditional’ has been constructed in Uganda as a sphere separate from the 
’commercial’. On the one hand, ’tradition’ is strongly associated with ’the village’, 
a space sometimes reductively imagined by Ugandans to be frozen in pre-colonial 
time and blessedly isolated from consumerist culture (Piot 1999). On the other 
hand, ’tradition’ has associations with the early days of independence 
nationalism, when ’cultures’ were rounded up and encouraged by an ambitious 
government. The Senator Extravaganza, with its focus on tradition, marks an 
experimental incursion of marketing into a new area, one densely packed with 
non-commercial ethnic nationalist, Ugandan nationalist, and rustic meanings. It 
is not the only marketing campaign with a focus on ’tradition’ in Africa: Jesse 
Shipley has documented a Concert Party competition sponsored by Unilever in 
Ghana that similarly claims to promote ’tradition’ (Shipley 2003). 

’TRADITIONAL MDD’ AND THE SCHOOLS COMPETITION 

Deborah Kyobula, whom I have already quoted, explained the conventional 
category ’traditional folk songs’ (a sub-genre of traditional MDD) to me as 
follows: 

You have to go deep in those old days. You can have new words, but the meaning out of 
it takes you back traditionally. There could be new words. But what you do, in your 
actions and in the way you play on stage, takes you back to the old days. 

As Kyobula suggests, there is room for innovation in traditional MDD, but the 
overall representation of the regional past should strike the audience as authentic. 
Traditional MDD provides the most visible signifiers of ethnic difference in 
Uganda. After languages, ’staple food’ preferences, and in some cases supposed 
’racial’ features, music and dance styles may be the attributes that Ugandans use 
most to distinguish ’tribes’ or ’cultures’ from one another. 

Much of traditional MDD is distant in both style and function from the social 
songs and dances that dominated Uganda at the outset of colonial encounter. It is 
largely a spectacular genre meant to be seen on a proscenium stage or the best 
available approximation. Dancers move in ’formations’ shaped like letters of the 
alphabet and act out scenes of traditional life. Attention is paid to costumes and 
props, and virtuosity in dancing and musicianship is prized. The professionalism 
of much traditional MDD does not mean that people have stopped dancing in 
’traditional’ styles for non-spectacular social or religious reasons. It does mean, 
however, that spectacular traditional MDD is always a point of reference: if 
someone is dancing for fun or ritual and shows some aptitude, s/he might be 
prodded by her friends to join a troupe and participate in a stage competition. 
Traditional MDD is often performed for politicians who visit villages in search of 
votes. After the performance, the guest is expected to pay the band in goods or 
cash; the bigger and more professional the spectacle, the more s/he is obligated to 
give (cf. Karlstr6m 2003). 

The main workshop for traditional MDD has been the Uganda Schools 
National Music Competition, recently featured in the film documentary War 

Dance (Fine and Nix 2007), and described in detail by the musicologist Sylvia 
Nannyonga-Tamusuza (2003; 2005). Each year, primary- and secondary-school 
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groups from all over the country convene to perform in styles iconic of their 
respective regions. Each year, there is a nationalistic ’theme’ which must be 
addressed in the students’ songs, dances and plays; in 2010, the theme was ’The 
Benefits of Freedom of Movements in East Africa’, in keeping with the 
government’s recent advocacy of relaxed trade barriers. 

While there have been Ugandan school music competitions since the 1910s, it 

was in the 1960s, under Milton Obote’s administration, that the Schools 
competition began to foreground the representation of Ugandan ’cultures’. 
Before this period, traditional music was generally shunned in polite urban society 
as ’primitive’ and ’heathen’ attitudes that persist residually to this day. Obote, 
coming from the historically marginalized Langi ethnic group, and presiding over 
a newly independent country on the verge of tearing apart along ethno-regional 
seams, saw the value of introducing the songs and dances of all the ’tribes’ into the 
primary school curriculum. In music and dance, at least, Uganda’s cultures could 
seem to coexist on equal footing. Those cultures whose music and dance styles fell 
short of the others in terms of spectacle were strongly encouraged to improve 
upon them. The reification and symbolic management of ethnic differences in 
national folkloric projects (and simultaneous sweeping under the rug of non- 
ethnic political differences) occurred all over Africa during the post-colonial 
period (Steiner 1994; van Binsbergen 1994; Coe 2005). 

Traditional MDD has an aura of civic participation that stems from its origins 
in Independence-era multiculturalism, from its practice in the schools, and from 
its instrumentalization in newer NGO projects of ’grassroots development’ and 
’sensitization’. The Schools competition convention of composing around an 
exhortatory ’theme’ has become characteristic of the traditional MDD genre as a 
whole, and this has made the genre useful to many government and NGO 
initiatives. By associating with traditional MDD, the Senator brand is able to 
immerse itself in two potent atmospheres of participation: one arising from the 
bodily involvement of dance (experienced as a dancer or vicariously), the other 
from developmental discourses associated with school and the nation. In sum- 
mary, traditional MDD is a public performance genre, open to amateurs, that 
conjures an idyllic past, indexes ethnicity, focuses on ’themes’, and displays a 
group’s ambition and ability to participate in Uganda’s ’developmental 
eutopianism’ (Karlstr6m 2004). 

REQUIRED ’ITEMS’ 

The Senator Extravanganza, in most of its aspects, has been designed and 
administrated by two musician/scholars on temporary contract with EABL. 
Haruna Walusimbi and James Isabirye both grew up performing in the Schools 
competition, and borrowed many of its forms and procedures for the 
Extravaganza. Their hope, which had to be balanced against their employer’s 
demands for immediate marketing results, was to conduct a thorough folkloric 
survey of Uganda, holding events in as many ethnic regions as possible. The 
Extravaganza, with its cash prize incentives, could be used to draw older village 
musicians masters of forgotten styles out of retirement. The 2006 compe- 
tition’s slogan, ’Discover Our Land, Our Cultures,’ reflected their sense of the 
project. 
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Groups in the Senator Extravaganza were required to perform four 
’items’, whose parameters were well established in Schools competition 
practice. These were (1) a traditional folk song; (2) a traditional folk dance; (3) 

a creative item; and (4) either a solo item or a traditional instrumental 
ensemble. Each of these items was supposed to demonstrate a different set of 
each group’s abilities. For the ’traditional’ items, groups were supposed 
to demonstrate their ability to perform ’authentically’ with regard to vocal 
quality, instrumental techniques and dance moves. The overall depiction of the 
world of ’tradition’ also was supposed to be ’authentic’ and ’local’. The Senator 
brand could not be referenced in these pieces, as this would be a breach of 
’tradition’. 

Groups that had a virtuoso musician or dancer could feature her/him in a 
solo item. Groups that knew how to assemble ’orchestras’ of ’traditional’ 
instruments (an invention of the 1950s, with lamellophones, harps, fiddles, 
panpipes, et cetera, grouped in sections like those of a symphony orchestra), could 
choose the traditional instrumental ensemble option instead. Knowledge of the 
performance conventions of ’items’, acquired through participation in the Schools 
competition, was obviously an asset to groups. Some groups, whose members had 
not participated in the Schools competition as children and so did not know the 
conventional differences between traditional folk songs and traditional folk 
dances, tended to receive low scores. An email from James Isabirye gives a sense 
of the gaps that sometimes existed between groups’ and judges’ understandings of 
traditional MDD: 

Now, I remember the Baluli people who came to Luweero one time in 2005, when I tried 

to adjudicate at the district level. For the folk song item, they sang a few words and hell 

broke loose all of them started dancing as ifwe had told them that the most energetic of 

them would win a prize. Old men and women they were. Then I asked their leader at the 
end, whether it was a dance or a song. She assured me it was a song. They had sung less 

than five sentences and danced to the end. No variation in the music or dance motifs. 

When time for the folk dance came, they did exactly the same thing. Then again I asked 

the leader ’Was that a dance or a song?’ and she assured me it was a Dance. We were 

amused and amazed. Interesting discoveries. I found out that I did not know much about 

the Ugandan music traditions. 

One of the notable effects of the Senator Extravaganza has been its 
introduction of current Schools competition conventions to many adult 
performers who were previously unaware of them. The Extravaganza was distinct 
in that, because of its beer focus, it was legally required to be a competition for 
adults only. This meant that adult groups were not crowded out by well-practised 
school ensembles. 

The ’creative item’ was the required song and!or dance about Senator 
Extra Lager. As in the Schools competition, a ’theme’ was assigned: ’The Taste 
of Our Land’. Instructions, given in a ’syllabus’, explained that groups should 
’interpret how Senator can substitute local gins and put it in their place’, and 
’attach this to the culture of Uganda’ [sic]. They were also supposed to convey 
that ’Senator is a beverage brand of Uganda breweries that is produced using 
Ugandan local materials; Rice, barley, water and sugar unlike the other Beers.’ 
The lyrics of one creative item, composed by the group Twekembe, are given in 
Table 1. 
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TABLE 1 ’Senator Song’ lyrics by Twekembe Group, ’creative item’ as sung at the 
Busoga Regional Competition, Jinja Town* 

Senator abeewo! 
Abataka mwidhe, mwidhe mwangu-weku 
Abataka mwidhe, mutyame, tuzwire 
ekyama 

Ekyama ky’omuwendo 
okuva mwitaka lyaffe 
Lino lyenne 
Omuceere n’ebikaddo 
Abataka mwidhe, mutyame, tuzwire 
ekyama 

Tuzwire ekyama kya Senator 
Mwebale abataka, bannange, mwebale 
okwidda 

Mwebale tweyagale tufunye eddembe 
Abantu twenna twenna buti, tutuuse 
okweyagala 

Omuceere n’ebikaddo, n’ebijja 
okutuyamba 

Ebiseera by’iffe ni bino bannange 
okweyagala 

Nekyo, tweyagale, tufunya eddembe 
Senator kyamuwendo eri fie obulamu 
bwaiffe 

Onwa kuwewewezza obulamu bwatereera 

Abantu twenna twenna, tutuuse 
okukulakulana 

Senator webale, kino kinene, tufunye 
eddembe 

Twenwere Senator, Senator 
n’eky’obuwangwa bwaiffe 

Tututubye obuwangwa twizze emirembe 
gyaiffe 

Tweyagale ddindu tweyagale, tweyagale 

ii maama. 
Abantu twayega okulima, ii maama, 
tweyagale ddindu 

Omuceere, ii, ggwe twalima, ii maama 
n’omuviire Senator eky’omuwendo 
Ebikaddo byonna byetwaklima 
n’omuviire Senator eky’omuwendo 
Atanywe Senator atusse okuswala kubanga 
Senator n’ekyomuwendo 

Imwe abataka mbebaza okulima aye 
mwidde twenwere tufunye eddembe 

Muleete Senator twenywere ii ffe 
n’eky’okunywa kye twafuna, maama 

Senator stay! 
Elders come quickly, and enjoy 
Elders come, sit, we’ve found a secret 

The precious secret 
from our soil/land 
This very land 
Rice and sugarcane 
Elders come, sit, we’ve found a secret 

We’ve found the secret of Senator 
Thank you elders, my friends, for coming 

Thank you, let’s rejoice, we’ve got freedom 
All people now, we shall rejoice. 

Rice and sugarcane are the ones that will 
help us. 

Our season is come for us to rejoice 

That’s it, let us rejoice, we’ve got freedom 
Senator is precious to our lives 

You drink, you feel better, your health 
improves. 

Every one of us, we are going to develop 

Senator thank you, this is great, we’ve got 
freedom 

We drink Senator, Senator is our culture 

Let’s boost our culture and bring back 
our peace. 

We rejoice with happiness, we rejoice, 
we rejoice, ii mama. 

People we learned to farm, ii mama, 
we rejoice with happiness 

The rice, ii, we farmed, ii mama 
is the source of Senator, a precious thing 
All the sugarcane we farmed 
is the source of Senator, a precious thing 
Whoever does not drink Senator will be 

shamed, because Senator is a precious 
thing 

You elders, I thank you for farming, but 
come, we drink, we’ve got freedom 

Bring Senator, we drink, ii 
It is the only drink we’ve got, mama 

* Transcribed and translated from the Lusoga with the help of Irene Nabirye (leader of the 
group) and James Isabirye. Some spellings arrived at during the translation process differ 
from those standardized in Lusoga dictionaries. 
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In Twekembe’s song, the world of tradition or ~culture’ is established with the 
opening call to the abataka, the village elders. The musical instruments 
(xylophone, panpipes, end-blown flute, fiddle, rattles and drums), the style in 
which they were played, and the vocal quality, were all firmly within a traditional 
style characteristic of Buganda/Busoga, with subtle qualities iconic of Busoga in 
particular (see Kubik 1992). The lyrics were grafted onto an old melody common 
in this region, known as ~Ompeku omwana ndereku’ (Lusoga: ~Give me the baby, 
so I also carry’). I heard the same tune performed by other groups not in their 
Senator songs, but in other ~traditional’ pieces they performed. While the music 
style, melody and instruments were ~traditional’, the costumes for this piece were 

t-shirts and skirts (trousers for the men), a ~modern’ look suitable for an item that 
was supposed to be ~creative’, not purely ~traditional’. For its traditional pieces, 
Twekembe women changed into the colourful sari-derived dresses known as 

busuti; the men into the white Arabian robes called kanzu. 
The ingredients of Senator are duly noted in Twekembe’s song (~rice and 

sugarcane are the ones that will help us’), as is the land and farming. The group 
who won in 2006, the Mbale Cultural Fires of Hope, performed not a song, but 
a dance depicting the complete production of Senator, from the sowing of 
seeds (played by dancers), to their ripening and harvest, to the final bottling 
and enjoyment of the beer. As that group chanted ~We want the Senator!’ in 
English, a giant papier-mfichd beer bottle with protruding arms and feet lumbered 
out onto the stage. This was the only time I heard English used in the Senator 
Extravaganza; the syllabus explicitly called for ~local’ languages. Twekembe’s 
staging was less spectacular and depended more on the quality of the musician- 
ship. Two lead singers stood at the front of the stage and addressed the audience 
imploringly, while the chorus and instrumentalists stood in a line behind them, 
singing the refrains and performing restrained, tightly coordinated gestures. 

The syllabus gave no instruction to praise the health benefits of Senator Extra 
Lager. EABL, which has to report to the multinational liquor giant Diageo, is 
wary about such matters. But many groups decided that it was good strategy to 
do so (Twekembe: ~you drink, you feel better, your health improves’). A number 
of groups performed skits about the destructive effects of waragi on the 
community. In a typical play a man takes to drink and beats his wife. She runs 
to her parents for help. The village elders are called in to mediate, and, after 
negotiations, the woman returns to her husband, who pledges to switch from gin 
to Senator. Complications are sometimes added to this basic template: the man or 
the woman can contract a disease requiring a comical traditional healer to come 
with his rattles and herbs; the elders may convene around a gourd of beer made 
the old-fashioned way; and so on. Groups like Twekembe are called upon to 
perform in ~sensitizations’ about AIDS, childcare, gender equality, and the like, 
and have developed a flexible repertoire of dramatic motifs about health and 
communal responsibility. 

PERFORMANCE GROUPS 

Space permits only a perfunctory discussion of the groups in their internal 
politics, artistry and attitudes toward the Extravaganza. The majority of the 
groups were assembled specifically for the Senator Extravaganza, generally 
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around a core group of women leaders. Women’s associations, which provide 
rotating credit to members, do collective chores and crafts, and solicit the 
attentions of visiting NGOs and politicians, are common in Uganda (Tripp 2000). 
They attempt to ensure democratic political stability with printed sets of by-laws 
and assiduous record keeping. While the core female leadership of a group 
generally stays the same, its lower ranks may change significantly according to the 
various opportunities that present themselves. For the Senator Extravaganza, 
many members, particularly virtuoso male performers, joined up with or were 
hired by their local women’s groups, swelling them to more than twice their 
former size. Depending on how well the group did in competition, the group 
might expand further (often absorbing the talented members of vanquished 
groups), or deflate back to its original core. 

Managing this flexible membership was a major concern for many groups. 
Kyobula’s group Tugezeku seemed particularly stable. It had a connection to the 
administrator James Isabirye: his wife Victoria was a member, and later a leader. 
Perhaps more importantly, the grandmother in charge was a respected landowner 
in her community, and her daughters, also involved in the group, were successful, 
educated and politically skilled. The male musicians brought into the group 
seemed to regard the women’s leadership as legitimate, with just a few gripes. By 
contrast, the group Twekembe, while more successful in the Extravaganza, 
seemed to suffer from political instability. Irene Nabirye, the leader, was James 
Isabirye’s sister, but aside from this advantage she seemed to lack the political 
standing in her community to command respect from the male members of the 
group. Owning no land, and having only primary-school education, she spent her 
time partly in Kampala, where she sold used clothes in the market, and partly in 
her home village in Busoga, where she helped her mother care for an ailing 
grandmother and the family’s children. In 2006, her hope was to lead Twekembe 
to victory in the Extravaganza and then use the prize money to buy a corn 
grinder that would generate a long-term income for the group and her mother. 
In 2009, Twekembe actually did win, but the male members of the group beat 
Irene up and took the prize money away before she could invest or distribute it. 
The tensions within and among groups were a constant topic of conversation 
among Extravaganza participants. For many group members I talked to, these 
politics seemed to be very much what the Extravaganza was ’about’ not so much 
the Senator brand, or even ’tradition’. Group leaders saw the Extravaganza as an 
opportunity to ’promote’ themselves and grow their organizations. 

INVOKING SPACES; MANAGING AUDIENCES; CHANNELLING 
DANCE ENERGIES 

In writing the following description of a typical 2006 Extravaganza event (based 
on my attendance at 22 of them), I have faced the difficulty of representing their 
affective aspect. Given my concerns with the special potencies of dance, and how 
these might be used to boost a brand, it is important to try to convey how events 
may have worked to produce different sorts of affect at different times. I cannot 
know, however, how individuals in the audience actually felt. No doubt their read- 
ings and reactions were as diverse as their personal histories (see McNaughton 
2008: 3). Even if I had compiled articulate self-assessments of the affective 
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qualities of events by a few audience members, I would not attempt to make these 
stand for the whole. What I can perhaps most safely describe is the spatial, 
temporal and symbolic architecture of events, drawing connections between this 
and other architectures Ugandans regularly encounter. If at some point, for 
example, the Extravaganza resembles the Schools competition in its spaces, 
procedures and symbols, it is likely that people are reminded of the latter, and 
prone to experience feelings associated with it and!or in contrast to it. 

On the day of an Extravaganza event, vinyl Senator banners were posted on 
the road next to the field or square where the stage would be set up. The biggest 
draw was a parade down main street, staged around four or five o’clock in the 
afternoon. A masked stilt dancer, ’Mr Senator’, was followed by three trucks 
blaring news of the event and pop music advertisements for Senator over a public 
address system. One or two competitor groups rode in the beds of trucks and 
drummed along with the recorded music. Children swarmed around Mr Senator 
and curious adults followed in their wake. This parade set the participatory tone 
of the event: bodily participation, in that everyone was moving to the same music, 
and civic participation, in that the parade symbolically embraced the town as a 
whole. 

A rickety stage was hauled in by truck and assembled by members of Nile Beat 
Artists. Banners on the stage read: ’Discover Our Land, Our Cultures’; ’Cultural 
Galas: Bigger, Better, More Exciting’. Groups’ performances took place on this 
stage, or on a rectangle of ground in front of it. The stage was too small to accom- 
modate many groups’ ’traditional folk dance’ items, so these were performed on 
the ground. ’Solo’ items also were often performed up close to the judges. The far 
end of this rectangle, opposite the stage, was bounded by a tent, under which sat the 
judges and behind them any invited dignitaries, such as local politicians, royalty 
and other ’cultural leaders’, brand representatives, and, occasionally, me. I filmed 

most of the events I attended, so I stood or moved around much of the time. The 
sides of the rectangle were cordoned off with ropes, and policed by a guard carrying 
a stick. The audience packed in tight along these sidelines. No one stopped them 
from dancing, or otherwise expressing themselves, but they usually stood still. The 
tightness of their space probably dissuaded some from moving more. 

When groups danced or performed their musical theatre pieces, they oriented 
their spectacle spatially toward the judges, but made a show of ignoring both them 
and the audience, as is the custom in stage-style performance. This was made 
especially apparent when dancers sometimes whirled close enough to touch 
audience members, without visibly acknowledging them. As the word ’item’ 
suggests, these performances were meant to seem contained in an imagined 
theatrical space, and also in a set period of time. The presence of the judges, 
identifiable by their business suits and their seats at a table covered with papers, 
contributed to a sense of the performance as an insulated object. Their typical 
manner, as I interpreted it, was one of scientific detachment. Rarely did they show 
open appreciation for, or any kind of reaction to, a group, but attended studiously 
to their papers or gazed off at some indeterminate point in the distance. At the end 

of the evening, they stood on the stage and passed out certificates and small prizes, 
sometimes scolding groups at length for problems of ’authenticity’ and ’tuning’. 
All of these procedures were redolent of the Schools competition. 

The Schools competition denies audiences direct bodily participation, but 
fosters a sense of civic participation. The National Theatre, in which the final 
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round of that competition takes place, is a stately building designed for that effect. 
Without such ’civic’ surroundings, the Schools competition aspect of the Senator 
Extravaganza seemed slightly out-of-place and fragile, especially as it was 
surrounded and impinged upon by beer-promotion activities. In Uganda, there 
are drinking and disco occasions, and there are formal occasions of school, 
government, church and clan, but never in my experience have the two types been 
merged quite as they were at the Extravaganza. There are, on the other hand, 
many Ugandan events in which an atmosphere of discipline and civic spirit is 
J~llowed by one of wild hedonism. A ’party’ for graduation or some other occa- 
sion almost never means crowds mingling and socializing in a common space. It 
entails, rather, a central arena, where guests of honour and hired entertainers 
perform in various ways most typically, delivering long speeches. The audience 
is sedentary and respectful, with different qualities of seating (under tents or not, 
plush-upholstered or not) parcelled out to different attendees according to rank 
(cf. J. Smith 2008: 190). After about three hours, this official space is allowed 
suddenly to disintegrate. The food that everyone has been waiting for is served, 
and there is what can only be described as a mad rush to get it. Similarly, on 
campaign visits to villages I have observed, a politician and her/his entourage 
will deliver speeches, and answer questions from important members of the 
community, while the citizenry sits and listens politely. At the end, however, the 
politician will be besieged by all the individuals in the camp at the same 
time each one crying out her/his personal needs, demanding a small donation. 
One interpretation that may be made of these events is that they progress from an 
atmosphere of civic participation, in which the roles of various persons in the 
community are affirmed, to one more expressive of bodily participation, in which 
individual needs and desires are given their due. 

I give this description of a very common event-type (weddings, campaign 
stops), because Senator Extravaganza events seemed to be structured in very 
much the same way. There was the dance competition which began in the late 
afternoon and stretched on past midnight. During this period, attempts were 
made to preserve a disciplined, insulated performance arena, and a main concern 
was the demonstration and ranking of the various groups in the region, and the 

affirmation of local ’tradition’. Then the cordons came down, and the crowd 
surged into the performance space for a disco dance, with loud radio music pro- 
vided by a DJ. The point from then till daybreak was social dancing and the 
selling and enjoyment of beer. Extravaganza events modified the conventional 
civic/ludic binary form of occasions such as weddings or graduations in ways that 
are attributable to its branding project. During the competition part of the event, 
the central space, generally reserved for special guests and specialist performers, 
was ’perforated’ (Barber 1997: 352) that is, sporadically made accessible to the 
rowdier element in the audience. The tent where beer was sold opened up into the 
performance space, so that those who wished to purchase bottles had to walk (or 
dance) across the rectangle. The guard, patrolling the sidelines, repeatedly had to 
allow men, who were getting progressively drunker, to cross his boundary. The 

right to transgress the cordon may in itself have been an incentive to purchase 
Senator beer; men sometimes lingered in the performance space once they had 
breached it, and put on small performances of their own impromptu dances in 
disco style, sometimes saluting the Senator brand. I saw men pouring Senator on 
the ground in the manner of a libation. On rare occasions, women too entered the 
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space and performed. Their outbursts were stifled, far quicker than the men’s, by 
guards and other audience members. 

In the intervals between groups’ items, as an announcer was hawking the 
Senator brand, he would invite audience members into the central space for a 
drinking contest or to receive raffle prizes. While they were there, he would ask 
them to say something about themselves and the brand into his microphone. The 
microphone, along with the patter style adopted by the announcer, strongly 
suggested radio, specifically the call-in shows which are very popular in Uganda. 
Call-in radio is probably popular because it democratizes a coveted privilege that 
is generally afforded only to dignitaries, the opportunity to make a speech. This 
part of the Extravaganza was in keeping with brand marketing’s cultivation of 
the individual-testimony experience particularly in high-technology, pleasure- 
oriented arenas. The microphone, and the rest of the electronic apparatus, were 
highlighted at events, with frequent ~mike checks,’ and requests to the dee-jay to 
give a ~sampling’ of the disco music to come later in the night. There was usually 
only a single microphone for amplifying the groups’ performances, so the 
announcer, dressed in a Senator t-shirt, would move from singer to singer and 
instrument to instrument, technologically curating the performances on behalf of 
the brand. 

All of these branded activities felt, to me at least, like interruptions and 
destabilizations of the more disciplined competition proceedings. The civic and 
ludic procedures, normally kept strictly separate in the schedule of an event, 
were blended or interspersed. This enabled readings of the traditional MDD in 
two different spirits: one attending to the dance’s function in society (as a rep- 
resentation of ~culture’), the other to its function on a level of individual bodily 
desires and needs. The proximity of the dancers to the audience, especially when 
they were in the rectangle of cordoned-off ground space, was an important 
contributor to a sense of direct, bodily participation. The dance formations and 
dramatic scenes the groups put on brought them within social distance of the 

crowd even, on occasion, intimate distance. Meanwhile, the audience members, 
packed tight against the rope, were certainly within intimate social distance of one 
another. All this may have contributed to a sense of inclusion in the arena despite 
the group’s and judge’s efforts to create a separate space. As in Okot’s poem, the 
moment of a touch (or simply a closeness) can bring a sense of bodily and social 
implicatedness. Different dances, of course, produce different spatial effects. The 
Acholi bwola, performed by several groups at the Extravaganza, is danced in tight 
circles around a central drummer the women circling within the men’s circle. Its 
concentric structure, with a musical energy source in the middle, probably 
correlates to the inward-facing radial design of Acholi villages around a central 
campfire space (an architecture they were denied in the IDP camps they were 
forced to live in up until recently) (Girling 1960). An Acholi viewer, habituated to 
this ~architectonic’ (Fernandez 1977), might experience the spaces of this dance 
with special intensity. 

Did the Senator brand, merely by being present in force, attach itself to these 

intense experiences of dance? Was this a perfect example of provisioning, the 
fulfilling of unarticulated individual needs and wants by a brand, so that it might 
receive loyalty in return? The EABL marketing team was relatively pleased with 
Senator sales at events and the results of follow-up surveys of their target 
consumers’ attitudes toward the brand. Certainly, I saw plenty of Senator being 
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drunk at events, often with explicit celebrations of the brand by the drinkers. 
These questions of Ugandan branding ’success’ must, however, be complicated in 
the concluding section. 

CONCLUSION 

In the marketing or neoliberal era, dance is addressed not as much in a mode of 
discipline as in one of governmentality. Whereas colonial powers repressed 
’primitive’ dance, and post-colonial ones moulded ’traditions’ into mass spectacles 
of obedience, today’s powers corporations like EABL adopt a subtler, more 
hands-off approach. Dance, and ’culture’ generally, are treated as something 
essentially chaotic and not amenable to disciplinary intervention, yet potentially 
useful, if its energies can be channelled in the right directions. An emphasis on 
producing new nationalist art forms from scratch is being replaced by an emphasis 
on knowing what is already out there to be tapped, in its diversity. The primary 
problem of governmentality is that of circulation. What marketers perceive as most 
necessary is that as many people as possible be exposed to a brand, and thereby 
drawn into global capitalism as consumers, whether they have money to spend or 
not. How the many are drawn into a brand is of secondary importance today’s 
marketers allow that tastes and understandings vary. They do not try to com- 
prehend all this diversity, but try simply to increase contact with a brand, whatever 
works. Much of the work of promotion may, and ought, to be left to the consumers 
themselves, and to their neighbours. ’Total provisioning’ is possible when the 
feedback loop between brand and consumer becomes intimate and automatic. 

Governmentality and total provisioning are strategies, not the inevitable pro- 
cesses brand marketers would have them be. The question of how these strategies 
will actually work in African contexts remains. ’Consuming subjects’, of the kind 
marketers are used to dealing with, may not be so easy to reproduce in Africa. 
In Uganda, the strategy of branded ’provisioning’ is thoroughly complicated by the 
prior existence of complex, culturally potent, patronage-based systems of pro- 
visioning. The mechanism of brand loyalty in American culture is one of individual 
identification: ’the brand and I are one independent being, we pursue happiness 
together’. It is hard to imagine such a mechanism being popularly accepted in 
Uganda or elsewhere in Africa, where provisioning is intensively used to think 
about/act upon networks of kin and clientage. Karlstr6m’s (2003) discussion of 
Ganda ’welcoming’ (bugenyi) gives excellent illustrations of this: patrons and 
clients provide for each other, but always with an eye to determining who stands 
where. The provisioning of the African ’big man’ (Vansina 1990), for himself 
(’eating’) and by others, is typically conceptualized in relation to the clientage 
network he tops. His needs and desires are understood as an aspect of his position 
in that network, not as personal qualities he would have regardless of status. 

Dance energies may well be used to generate brand ’loyalty’, but what will be 
the nature of this loyalty? Members of performance groups in the Extravaganza 
sometimes spoke of ’Senator’ as though the brand were a powerful patron. A 
member of the Acholi women’s group, Mon Pi Dong Lobo, told me, 

There are almost five groups here now that are supported from outside, but for right now, 
we said now we are going to get support from Senator. We have joined them now, 
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together. They have started knowing that there’s a group called Mon Pi Dong 
Lobo .... If they call Mon Pi Dong Lobo ’The Senator Group’, let them come! 

The brand, in this conception, gives you ’support’, and in return you give it 
loyalty and an outpouring of gratitude. You have ’joined’ with it, and may even 
take its name. Such clientelistic relationships in Africa, no matter how heartfelt, 
are thoroughly scrutinized. The client never becomes ’one with’ her/his patron in 
the way that a consumer is supposed to become one with a brand. All parties 
remain aware of their place in a complex, shifting set of debts; everyone feels 
grateful and suspicious at the same time. If the balances start to shift out of your 
favour, it is not at all uncommon to ’splinter’ from one network and join another, 
or form a new one a dangerous eventuality for brands. There may be a 
successful kind of branding to be built around African clientelism, but it will be 
very different from the branding that has so far been developed mainly with 
Western sensibilities in mind. 

I suspect that the main outcomes of the Senator National Cultural 
Extravaganza will not include the advancement of an American-style consumer 
consciousness in Uganda. One effect of the Extravaganza and marketing gen- 
erally, that is’ observable, is the adoption and modification of brand marketing 
strategies and rhetoric for other purposes by the targets of, and collaborators in, 
the advertising. People are experimenting with new ways of thinking about 
’promotion’ and ’exposure’. A second effect may be the relaxing and aesthetic 
enrichment of the traditional MDD genre, as it is taken up by a branding sphere 
which puts a priority on pleasure rather than discipline, and involves adults, not 
just children. This last outcome, especially, seems promising. While the brand- 
marketing aspects of the Senator Extravaganza will remain disturbing to those 
who with good reason fear the spread of brand marketing and the neoliberal 
discourse into every corner of the world, we may at least be consoled that this 
project is injecting new energies, and liberal sensibilities, into the Ugandan field 
of ’traditional’ dance. Out of such developments may yet come a new, 
unexpected, African cultural revolution. 
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ABSTRACT 

Brand marketing in its latest global advances offers ideologies of public 
participation and the audience ’provider’ relationship that many in the 
developing world are finding compelling, even when consumer capitalism fails 
to produce its promised rewards immediately. Strategies of ’branding’ are being 
explored in combination with older performance strategies, with new syncretic 
branded arenas emerging as a result. In Africa, music and dance have always been 
important for establishing certain arenas and mediating transactions within them. 
In the era of post-independence nationalism, ’traditional’ dances were itemized 
and made more disciplined and spectacular to give new states an aura of 
inclusiveness, rigour and historical depth. As the image of a powerful African 
state declines, these same dance traditions are being hitched to commercial 
brands, and to the globalized consumerist/entreprenurial dream. This article 
considers the Senator National Cultural Extravaganza, an annual traditional 
music-and-dance competition sponsored by East Africa Breweries Ltd, which 
requires participants to compose ’local’ songs and dances in praise of Senator 
Extra Lager. It focuses on the spatial and temporal architectures of events and the 
way these channel, and are complicated by, the energies and significances of 
dance. The ’textbook’ brand consumer relationship does not, it is argued, survive 
wholly intact. 

Dans ses derniares avolutions mondiales, le marketing de la marque prasente des 
idaologies de participation publique et la relation public-fournisseur que 
beaucoup dans les pays en daveloppement trouvent saduisante, mame lorsque le 
capitalisme de consommation ne produit pas immadiatement les gratifications 
promises. L’article examine les stratagies de marque en parallale avec des 
stratagies de spectacle plus anciennes, un examen dont amerge de nouveaux 
champs de marque syncratiques. En Afrique, la musique et la danse ont toujours 
ata importantes pour la mise en place de certains champs et la madiation des 
transactions au sein de ces champs. ~ l’apoque du nationalisme post- 
indapendance, les danses ~ traditionnelles ~) ont ata rapertoriaes et ont gagna en 
discipline et en spectaculaire pour donner aux nouveaux Etats un air d’ouverture, 
de, rigueur et de richesse historique. Au fur et h mesure que dacline l’image de 
l’Etat africain puissant, ces mames traditions de danse sont hissaes au rang de 
marques commerciales, et de rave consumariste/entrepreneurial globalisa. Cet 
article examine un concours annuel de musiques et danses traditionnelles parraina 
par East Africa Breweries Ltd., intitula Senator National Cultural Extravaganza, 
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qui demande aux participants de composer des chansons et des danses << locales 
louant les qualitds de la biare Senator Extra Lager. I1 se concentre sur les 
architectures spatiales et temporelles des manifestations et sur la fa¢on dont celles- 
ci canalisent (et sont complexifiaes par) les dnergies et les dimensions de la danse. 
La relation marque-consommateur << classique >~ n’en ressort pas tout h fair 
indemne, selon l’auteur. 
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8/21- Classes begin for all students 
8/22- Meeting with Chancellor and Senior Associate Dean Jonathan Hartlyn, 
Incubator Room, Hyde Hall 
8/24- Department Consent added to all courses 
8/27- Last Day for Late Registration 

September 

9/3- Labor Day 
9/4- Last day for students to drop a course using the web registration system. 
9/4- Last day for departments to add/drop a course for students 
9/9- Undergraduate Early Warning Rolls available to faculty 
9/5 - Meeting - Chair’s Advisor), Committee (Battle Hall, 101) 
9/12- Faculty Meeting - Location (TBA) 

9/28- *Textbook ordersJbr Spring Semester due* 

October 

10/3 - Meeting - Chair’ s Advisory Committee (Battle Hall, 101) 
10/7- Undergraduate Early Warning Rolls due to Academic Advising 
10/10- Faculty Meeting - Location (TBA) 
10/12- University day (Classes cancelled from 10:00-1:00) 
10/15- Last day for Undergraduate students to drop course 
10/15- Incompletes (IN’ s) from prior terms (Spring and Summer 2012) change to F* 
10/17- Fall break begins 5:00 P.M. 
10/22- Classes resume 8:00 A.M. 

November 

10/31 - Meeting - Chair’ s Advisor), Committee (Battle Hall, 10 l) 
11l/7- Faculty Meeting - Location (TBA) 
11/21 - Thanksgiving Recess 
11/26- Classes resume 8:00 A.M. 

December 
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12/5- Fall Semester classes end 
12/5-Absences (AB’s) from prior terms (Spring and Summer 2012) change to F* 
12/6, 12/12 -Reading Days 
12/7- 12/114- Exams 

SPRING SEMESTER 2013 

January 

1/9- Classes begin 
1/9 - Meeting - Chair’ s Advi sory Committee (B attle Hall, 101) 
1/16- Department Faculty meeting room 309 
1/15- Last Day of Late Registration 
1/21- Holiday, Martin Luther King, Jr. Day 
1/23- Last day for all students to drop a course using the web registration system 
1/23- Last day for departments to drop a course for students 
1/30- Meeting- Full Professors and Associate Professors 

February 

2/5- Undergraduate Early Warning Rosters Open in Connect Carolina 
2/13- Department Faculty meeting room TBA 
2/119- End of Early Warning Period 

2/22- * Textbook ordersJbr Summer ~ chool Due* 
2/27 - Meeting - Chair’s Advisory Committee (Battle Hall, 101) 

March 

2/27 - Meeting - Chair’s Advisory Committee (Battle Hall, 101) 
3/5- Last day for Undergraduate Students to drop courses 
3/8- Spring Break begins 5:00 P.M. 
3/18- Classes resume 8:00 A.M. 
3/20- Department Faculty meeting room TBA 
3/29- Holiday 

3/29- * Textbook Ordersjbr Fall Semester Due * 

April 

4/3 -Meeting - Chair’s Advisory Committee (Battle Hall, 101) 
4/10- Department Faculty meeting room 309 
4/26- Classes End 
4/26- Absences (AB’ s) from prior term (Fall 2012) change to F* for Undergraduate 
Students 
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4/26- Official Class Rolls and Grade Reports available electronically (Due 72 hours 
after exam is given) 
4/29, 5/2- Reading Days 
4/30- Exams begin 

May 
5/7- Exams end 
5/11- Commencement Ceremony in Stone Center 11:00 A.M. 
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GENERAL POLICIES 

1. The Department office will be open from 8.00 a.m to 5.00 p.m. It will be 
closed from 12-1 p.m. for lunch. Please do not ask staffto keep the office 
open during lunch hour and after 5.00pm. 

2. The Department provides basic supplies in reasonable amounts for 
professional purposes only. Please let Travis know what supplies you need to 
facilitate your professional duties. 

3. As the section on policies on exams indicates, only a faculty member can 
proctor make-up exams for their classes. A faculty member will need to give 
the exam to the student and explain and enforce the rules concerning the 
exam. Please note that if you are using the conference room in the main office 
for make-exams, you need to these exams at all times. Further, as indicated 
above, please note that the main office will be closed between 12pm-l.00pm 

4. The Department pays reasonable photocopy costs associated with instructional 
purposes. 

5. This academic year we have two Work Study Students. Providing support to 
faculty is one of the duties of these students. Please send support requests for 
these students to me via email with a copy to Tia and Travis. To ensure 
systematic and timely responses to your requests, please send them 2 days in 
advance. If the requests cannot be met because of students’ absence from 
work or for other reasons, we will let you know as soon it is feasibly possible. 

6. The Department pays postage for reasonable amounts of professional first 
class and air mail correspondence. Take note of the requirements for how 
envelopes must be addressed within the United States in order for us to 
receive the Post Office discount (ALL CAPS NO PUNCTUATION OR 
SYMBOLS, DONT ASK WHY). Personal correspondence will only be 
mailed if already stamped; we do not have the staff support required to sort 
out professional from personal correspondence and to bill appropriately. Mail 
is sent twice a day, usually around 9:30 a.m. and 1 p.m. In order for mail to 
go out the same day, it has to be in our mail tray by 112:30 p.m. Under state 
regulation, the Department cannot provide stationary or postage for 
correspondence associated with partisan advocacy; it can do so for policy 
advocacy only if this is done strictly in a professional capacity. The 
Department will not cover the cost for overnight, rush or express mail. 

7. For faculty with standard teaching loads, office hours of at least 3 hours a 
week should be posted and held. Let Travis know your office hours by the 
first day of classes each semester. 

8. Final exams are mandatory in undergraduate classes; final exams cannot be 
moved from the date fixed by the Registrar, even if "all" students seemingly 
agree. Please review more details concerning exams in the section on policies 
on exams and grading in this notebook. 
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9. Any unusual absence should be noted and explained via email to the Chair. 
Keep a record of your absences from class (if any) with an explanation. 

10. Course instructors may not leave the geographic area until their grades for the 
semester have been submitted in Connect Carolina and marked "Approved" 
by the instructor of record; any requested deviation from this must be 
presented in advance to the Chair. 

11. Student course evaluations are mandatory for all courses. Evaluations are 
now done on line. Their results are made available (after semester grades 
have been turned in) to you, to the Department Chair, and to appropriate 
department review committees. 

12. Syllabi should be sent to Kenneth (as Director &Undergraduate Studies - 
DUS) and to me (as Department Chair) by the first day of classes in each 
semester. 

13. All long distance calls within the United States are free. You are responsible 
for paying any international fees charged to your phone. 

14. The Department will pay for photocopying of your own manuscripts, and of 
your papers for presentation at professional conventions. 

15. Questions regarding university travel regulations may be directed to 
Sonia. The College of Arts & Sciences provides normally up to $1,000 in 
travel funds for professional conferences where your name appears on the 
program. Recently, eligibility has been restricted to non-tenured 
faculty. Since these rules change with budget constraints, ask Sonia about the 
current rules before making travel plans. None of these funds can be used for 
personal travel or for recreational purposes (e.g., you travel to a convention 
which ends on a Sunday and you stay until Monday for personal purposes; the 
Sunday night hotel and associated per diem expenses cannot be billed to the 
university). College travel funds cannot be accumulated or "rolled over" into 
a subsequent year. Additional restrictions may occasionally apply. The 
preceding policies on travel may be different for department faculty with 
endowed chairs or research accounts and/or fixed-term faculty. 

Although limited, this year, there is some additional travel support from the 
Chair’s Fund. If you have travel plans to conferences where you are on the 
program, and you know that the normal College funds will not be sufficient, 
send me an email with an explanation of your need for additional travel funds. 

16. The university requires that all investigators (faculty, graduate and 
undergraduate students) carrying out research on human subj ects receive prior 
approval of their procedures (to assure where appropriate that there is 
informed consent and that potential harm or risk to subjects is 
minimized). Information on the university policy and procedures may be 
found at the web site of Office of Human Research Ethics: http:iiirbis.unc.edu 
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17. All research grant proposals need to go through departmental and OSR 
(Office of Sponsored Research) approval before being submitted to funding 
agencies. OSR insists on IRB certification. 

18. There are important university policies of which you need to be aware 
regarding issues such as conflict of interest, illegal drugs, political activities 
(candidacy and office-holding), classified research, racial harassment, sexual 
harassment, amorous relations, computer use, and others. They are all 
available at http:iiww~v.unc.eduicampusipolicies.html_ and at 
w~,.unc.eduipolicyi . You may also want to read the university’s "Policy 
on the Privacy of Electronic Information" also available at 
www.unc.edu/policy/. A general statement on personal use of university 
resources may be found at: www.ais.unc.edu/busman/act/actpo126.html_ 

Additional university guidelines regarding "acceptable use policy" of your 
UNC email address may be found at: ww~v.unc.eduipolicyiaupol.html_. 

19. As mandated by the Office of the Dean, the department’s personnel policies 
and procedures will be revised this academic year and submitted to the Dean’s 
office for approval. In the meantime, there are important university and 
department policies regarding tenure and promotion. Current university 
policies on tenure review, post-tenure review and promotion are available on- 
line. 

20. As per University policies, exams and papers with grades on them cannot be 
left in hallways for students to pick up or be returned in a way which permits 
other students to see the grades; this is considered a violation of the "Family 
Educational Rights and Privacy Act" (FERPA). For more on FERPA (brief 
version) and student privacy rights, 
see: http:iiregweb.unc.eduiofficialiFERPAinotice.html_. Note that tests, final 
exams, term papers or other course work not returned to students should be 
destroyed (or placed in confidential recyclying) one year after the completion 
of the course for uncontested grade results. (If challenged, then destroy only 
after resolution of the challenge.) 

21. Internships: Please familiarize yourself with requirements for internships 
before you agree to be a student’s academic supervisor. Make sure that the 
student is aware of a his or her internship responsibilities. 

22. There is an important policy on External Professional Activities: "In accord 
with the University of North Carolina Board of Governor’s Policy on External 
Professional Activities for Pay by Faculty and Non-Faculty EPA Employees, 
all EPA Faculty and EPA non-Faculty employees of the University are 
required to receive approval in advance of engaging in external professional 
activities for pay (except for contract employees performing external 
professional activities for pay entirely outside the months of their University 
contract employment)." To complete a request for External Professional 
Activities for Pay go to the follovdng web address: 
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23. Please note that the Business Officer, Administrative Assistant and the 
Accounting Technician are not involved in curriculum matters. Duties of 
administrative staff are outlined in more detail in the section on 
Administrative Staff. 

24. Finally, here are my faculty office hours this academic year: Tuesdays and 
Thursday 3.00pm-5.00pm. Please feel free to drop by my office. Kindly note 
that with authorization from Dean Jonathan Hartlyn, I have blocked Fridays 
for research work and will not be available to meet with faculty. If there is 
something urgent, feel free to call me on my cell. 
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POLICIES ON EXAMS AND GRADING 

Faculty members are responsible for photocopying exams and assignments for their 
classes. Further, only faculty members can proctor make-up exams. 

University rules require all undergraduate courses taught on campus to have a final 
exam. "A traditional final examination is written, is administered at a predetermined 
time as specified in the official final examination schedule, and takes place at a 
designated location" (2012-2013 Undergraduate Bulletin, p. 404). Faculty members 
who wish to offer a nontraditional final exam such as a final project, a take-home 
examination, or a portfolio of a semester’s work must secure permission from the 
department chair. Such permission must be secured BEFORE the first day of classes. 
Permission does not carl), over from one semester to the next; it must be asked for 
and granted each time a faculty member would like to offer a nontraditional exam. 

Not only are final examinations mandatory in undergraduate classes but also they 
cannot be moved from the date fixed by the Registrar under any circumstances, even 
if seemingly "all" students agree (exceptions can be granted only by the Provost, and 
must be requested well in advance). All department faculty teaching undergraduate 
classes are asked to confirm with the chair that they are complying with this policy. 
Any deviations or issues will need to be discussed with Senior Associate Dean 
Jonathan Hartlyn. 

Grading practices need to follow" university policy and standard practices. The 
syllabus should specify which kinds of requirements/assignments, if not completed, 
would mean that the student fails the course regardless of the grades earned for the 
rest of the assignments (for instance, a certain number ofunexcused absences). Non- 
completion of other assignments will result in a lower grade and may result in an F if 
the quality of the other work is low as well. Only in extraordinary circumstances, 
such as for illness or other excused emergencies (see below), should a temporary 
grade be assigned. 

There are critical differences across AB, FA and IN grades. AB should be given in 
courses with final examinations in which the student is absent from the final 
examination, but could have passed if the exam was taken. A grade of FA must be 
reported when a student does not attend the final examination, and cannot pass the 
course regardless of how well he or she performs on the final examination. The IN 
grade is for incomplete work other than the final examination. University policy 
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states: "Any student who ceases to attend a class without officially being dropped 
may receive a temporary grade of AB or IN or a permanent grade of FA." In general, 
instructors should grant temporary grades of AB and IN very rarely and in accordance 
with University procedures and standard practices. 

More specific details of concerning AB, FA and IN grades follow shortly and further 
information on the grading system and an explanation of procedures to be followed 
regarding AB and IN grades is available at: 
http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/proceduresl.html 

Grading System: Details 

Permanent Letter Grades 

A letter-grade and plus/minus system for evaluating academic performance is 
empl oyed for all undergraduates. Each letter grade corresponds to a number of grade 
points. Each letter-graded course receives a numerical value of quality points (quality 
points equal grade points times semester credit hours per course) to use in 
determining a student’ s average (per credit hour) in a particular term and to find a 
student’s cumulative grade point average (per credit hour). 

A=4.0 

A-=3.7 

B+ = 3.3 

B=3.0 

B- =2.7 

C+ = 2.3 

C =2.0 

C-= 1.7 

D+ = 1.3 

D= 1.0 

F=0.0 
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To determine the grade point average for a term, first determine the total quality 
points earned in the term by multiplying the number of grade points awarded for each 
course by the course’ s assigned number of semester credit hours and adding the 
resulting quality points earned for each course in the term. Then divide the total 
quality points earned in the term by the number of semester credit hours attempted 
(for letter grades) in the term. 

Example 

Course Grade Grade x Credit = Quality 
Points Hours Points 

Course A C+ 2.3 x 3.0 = 6.90 

CourseB B- 2.7 x 3.0 = 8.10 

CourseC B 3.0 x 4.0 = 12.00 

CourseD C- 1.7 x 3.0 = 5.110 

CourseE A- 3.7 x 1.0 = 3.70 

CourseF F 0.0 x 1.0 = 0.00 

CourseG A 4.0 x 3.0 = 12.00 

Total quality points earned: 

Total graded hours: 

Term grade point average: 

47.80 

18.0 

47.80 + 18.0 = 2.656 

Permanent grades are defined as follows: 

A Mastery of course content at the highest level of attainment that can reasonably be 
expected of students at a given stage of development. The A grade states clearly that 
the student has shown such outstanding promise in the aspect of the discipline under 
study that he/she may be strongly encouraged to continue. 

B Strong performance demonstrating a high level of attainment for a student at a 
given stage of development. The B grade states that the student has shown solid 
promise in the aspect of the discipline under study. 

C A totally acceptable performance demonstrating an adequate level of attainment for 
a student at a given stage of development. The C grade states that while not yet 
showing any unusual promise, the student may continue to study in the discipline 
with reasonable hope of intellectual development. 
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D A marginal performance in the required exercises demonstrating a minimal passing 
level of attainment for a student at a given stage of development. The D grade states 
that the student has given no evidence of prospective growth in the discipline; an 
accumulation of D grades should be taken to mean that the student would be well 
advised not to continue in the academic field. 

F For whatever reasons, an unacceptable performance. The F grade indicates that the 
student’s performance in the required exercises has revealed almost no understanding 
of the course content. A grade off should warrant questioning whether the student 
may suitably register for further study in the discipline before remedial work is 
undertaken. 

Grades earned and semester hours attempted at other institutions are not included in 
the calculation of the University grade point average. 

Plus/minus grades earned prior to the 1978 fall semester are not assigned a particular 
numerical quality point value; the value of the basic letter grade A, B, C, or D alone is 
used in computing a grade point average. 

Records of progress are kept by this institution on all students. Students have three 
methods to gain access to term grades: 

¯ Using a browser to access ConnectCarolina at MyUNC. 

° Submitting (after the first day of classes but before the last day of classes) a written 

request for printed grades each enrolled term and sending it to Office of the 
University Registrar, CB# 2100, UNC-Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100. 
The request should include the student’s full name, personal identification number, 
term for which grades should be mailed, and college/school in which the student is 
enrolled. 

¯ Making a request in person at the Office of the University Registrar. Students 
should call the Office of the University Registrar at (919) 962-0495 if they have 
questions about grade reporting services. 

Temporary Grades (IN and AB) and FA Grades 

Any student who ceases to attend a class without officially being dropped may 
receive a temporary grade of AB or IN or a permanent grade of FA. 

Students who do not complete all requirements in a course by the end of the semester, 
but who could pass the course if they did, receive a temporary grade of IN 
(incomplete) or AB (absent from the final exam) in place of a permanent letter grade. 
Grades of IN and AB carry the value of an F grade (zero quality points) and are used 
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in the computation of semester and cumulative grade point averages. Students who do 
not complete the course requirements within a specified period of time are assigned 
permanent F* grades on their academic transcripts by the Office of the University 
Registrar. 

The instructor must report the grade of AB for any student who did not take the final 
examination and who, by taking the final examination, could pass the course. This 
AB grade carries the value of an F in computing the student’s cumulative and 
semester grade point average, and later converts to an F* unless the student arranges 
to take the final examination before the last class day of the next scheduled semester 
(fall or spring). If the student cannot pass the course regardless of a final examination 
performance, the instructor must report the grade FA. The grade of FA (cannot pass 
the class) is a permanent failing grade. A grade of F may be assigned instead of a 
temporary grade or a grade of FA where a final examination is not required in the 
course. 

Absence from a final examination may be officially excused only by the student’s 
dean or the director of Campus Health Services or Counseling and Wellness Services. 
An absence may be excused for significant physical or psychological illness or for 
serious personal or family problems. Please see "Final Examinations" for information 
about final examination excuses. 

The grade IN may only be assigned by an instructor to a student who took the final 
examination in a course but did not complete some other course requirement with a 
valid excuse and who, by virtue of completing that missing work, might pass the 
course. An IN carries the value of an F (zero quality points) in computing a student’s 
cumulative and semester grade point average. Unless removed within eight weeks of 
the beginning of the regularly scheduled semester (fall or spring) following its 
assignment, an IN converts to an F*. 

Important Rules and Procedures Pertaining to AB and IN Grades 

The decision to report an IN grade is solely the responsibility of the course instructor; 
however, a student may present proper justification for the instructor’s consideration. 

Temporary grades should be cleared by completion of the work outstanding, 
preferably no later than the start of the following semester. The deadline for clearing 
a temporary grade of AB is the last class day of the next regularly scheduled semester 
(fall or spring) after the AB grade is awarded. A temporary grade of IN must be 
cleared within the first eight weeks of the regularly scheduled semester (fall or 
spring) after the IN grade is awarded. 

If students intend to remove IN or excused AB grades, they should not officially 
enroll in the course(s) during the next semester or summer session. If recommended 
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by the course instructor, a student may attend by officially auditing a part of that 
instructor’s section of the course or another instructor’s section of the same course in 
which the temporary grade was awarded. 

If a student enrolls in a course in which a temporary grade has been previously 
received, the second enrollment is taken as evidence that the student could not or is 
not permitted to remove the temporary grade. This results in replacing the temporary 
grade by F* after the deadline for removing the temporary grade. The grade earned 
during the second enrollment is also reported on the student’s academic transcript and 
is used along with the F* grade in the computation of a cumulative grade point 
average. 

Final Examinations 

Undergraduate courses taught on campus must include a final assessment (i.e., final 
examination) unless the provost grants an exception. A traditional final examination 
is written, is administered at a predetermined time as specified in the official final 
examination schedule, and takes place at a designated location. 

The final examination schedule, announced prior to the beginning of the semester, 
sets the time for each examination. Once having been established, the schedule cannot 
be changed. Examinations must be held at the time shown on the schedule. No special 
preparation quizzes may be given during the last five days of classes (last two days of 
classes for summer school) before the beginning of the final examination period. No 
examination may start later than 7:00 p.m. Final examinations for a full course should 
ordinarily cover a minimum of t~vo hours and should not exceed a period of three 
hours. Only examinations requiring an exceptional portion of practical work should 
be longer than three hours. 

Only the provost can grant exceptions to the scheduled time and location of a 
traditional examination after review and approval by the appropriate department head 
and the dean. No examination (except for laboratory sections) may be held at a time 
other than that specified in the general schedule except with the advance approval of 
the provost (see below.) 

A course instructor may, due to highly unusual circumstances, petition for a change in 
the examination schedule. The petition must be made before the first day of final 
examinations, and it must be cleared by the department head and the appropriate dean 
before consideration by the provost. If the petition is approved, the course instructor 
assumes responsibility for making special arrangements to give the examination to 
any student who has a schedule conflict as a result of the change. 

Chairs (i.e., heads of instructional units) must give permission for faculty members to 
use nontraditional examinations, such as a portfolio of a semester’s ~vork or a take- 
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home examination. Materials pertaining to these non-traditional examinations have to 
be handed in by the students to the instructor at the time and place scheduled for the 
traditional final. Instructors may not leave campus until these materials have been 
evaluated and final grades handed in. Non-traditional examination should only be 
given in 400-level courses and above. For multidisciplinary and co-taught courses, 
permission to give a nontraditional examination must be granted solely by the chair of 
the instructional unit in which the course is based. 

All regular final examinations must be held in Chapel Hill. Students who are absent 
from an examination receive a course grade of AB (absent), which is equivalent to F 
(zero quality points), or FA (absent and failing regardless of performance on the final 
examination). When students are unable, for reasons clearly beyond their control, to 
take a final examination at the scheduled time, they can be excused only by the 
director of Campus Health Services (who can authorize the registrar to issue an 
"official permit to take final examination") or their academic dean (who can issue an 
"examination excuse"). An absence may be excused for severe health problems 
leading to the student’s placement on the Infirmary List, for serious personal or 
family problems, for religious observances required by the student’s faith, or for a 
scheduling conflict involving multiple examinations. In cases of illness, personal or 
family emergency, or religious observance, additional documentation may be 
required by the dean. 

Students may be excused for a final exam for religious observances required by their 
faith. Primary holy days for religious observances are noted on a Web-based 
interfaith calendar site: www.interfaithcalendar.org. Students must be given the 
opportunity to make up final exams missed due to an excused absence for a religious 
observance. Students are responsible for providing the course instructor and the dean 
a written request for an excused absence from a final exam for a religious observance 
no later than the last day of classes. 

¯ Campus Health Services. Students who are seriously ill during the time of their final 
examination(s) (including complications related to pregnancy) should consult 
Campus Health Services or Counseling and Wellness Services about having their 
names entered on the Infirmary List. In some cases, outpatient treatment can also 
result in a student’s name being entered on the Infirmary List. Students on the 
Infirmary List may obtain an official permit from the Office of the University 
Registrar to take the final examination to remove a grade of AB. They must make 
arrangements to take the final examination with their course instructor and provide 
the instructor with their official permit. If students are treated at Campus Health 
Services or Counseling and Wellness Services but do not appear on the Infirmary 
List, they should see the dean of their college as soon as possible. 

¯ Academic Dean. If students know in advance that they must miss one or more final 
examinations because of illness, religious observance, or other serious problems, they 
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should notify in writing both the course instructor and the dean of the school in which 
they are enrolled no later than the last day of classes. If this is not possible, they 
should see their dean as soon after the fact as possible. For students in the College of 
Arts and Sciences, only the associate dean for advising (or designee) is authorized to 
issue examination excuses for reasons other than three exams in 24 hours or two 
exams at the same time. For other students, only the dean of the school in which the 
student is enrolled has that authority. The dean may require documentation of a 
student’s religious observance, illness, or problems. 

Assuming that a student did not take a final examination for one of the reasons 
previously cited, the dean will issue an official examination excuse, which the student 
must present to the course instructor when arrangements are made for a suitable time 
to take the final examination. 

If a student presents an examination excuse or an official permit to take the final 
exam to an instructor or the instructor’ s chair or dean, then a final examination must 
be given to the student at a time subsequent to the regularly scheduled exam but no 
later than the end of the following semester. 

A student who has three final examinations scheduled by the Office of the University 
Registrar within a 24-hour period or two scheduled at the same time may request his 
or her dean (or designee) for permission to have one of the scheduled examinations 
rescheduled. In the event that one of the scheduled examinations is a common final 
examination for a multiple-section course, that examination is the one to be 
rescheduled. 

Students who have secured an examination excuse or an official permit and who 
transmit the document to the instructor or the instructor’ s chair or dean must be 
granted permission to take the exam at an alternate time, although students will need 
to arrange a mutually convenient time with the instructor. Except when the provost 
has provided an exception in writing, the exam will be taken at a time subsequent to 
the regularly scheduled exam, though no later than the end of the following semester. 

The final examination in any course may be taken only by regularly enrolled 
members of the class whose registration has been certified and by students certified to 
be eligible to take a special examination in that course. The certifying authority is the 
Office of the University Registrar. 

Each student is required to sign a full and explicit Honor Code pledge certifying that 
he or she has neither given nor received aid during the examination. 
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NEW CURRCULUM AND SUBJECT CODE 

An important aspect of the curriculum revision in the department is the establishment 
of AAAD as the department’s subject code, replacing AFAM and AFRI. (Language 
subject codes remain unchanged.) A single subject code signals to students that we 
view the fields of African and African American and Diaspora studies as imbricated. 
In the discussion that follows, I highlight the major work that the department has 
carried out as part of curriculum reform. 

Revision of mai or requirements and the new subi ect code. 

To accommodate the single subj ect code we have renumbered the department’s 
course offerings in the following manner for all courses numbered 100 and above: 

¯ Courses ending in 00 to 29: African studies 
¯ Courses ending in 30 to 59: African American studies 
¯ Courses ending in 60 to 84: African Diaspora outside the U.S. 
¯ Courses ending in 85 to 99: Courses that cross geography; dedicated courses 

whose numbers are reserved by the College, such as independent studies and 
internships. 

As it is currently constituted, our department offers the B.A. in African and Afro- 
American Studies; students choose one of two concentrations: African Studies or 
Afro-American Studies. We propose to keep this structure; that is, there will be a 
single B.A. in African, African American, and Diaspora Studies, and students will 
choose between a concentration in African Studies and a concentration in African 
American and Diaspora Studies. The requirements for each concentration of the 
maj or are adumbrated in the succeeding paragraphs. The courses that all students 
maj oring in AAAD must take in common create an intellectual framework for 
understanding the interplay among Africa, African America, and other parts of the 
Diaspora. 

The major in African, African American, and Diaspora Studies will be ten courses 
(see chart). First-year seminars and other courses numbered below 100 do not count 
toward the major. Students in both concentrations will take three courses in common: 

¯ AAAD 101 - Introduction to African Studies 
¯ AAAD 130 - Introduction to African American and Diaspora Studies 
¯ AAAD 487 - Intellectual Currents in African and African Diaspora Studies, 

the focus of which is the works of important African and Diaspora writers and 
thinkers, and their interplay. 

Majors will also take AAAD 395 (Undergraduate Research Seminar) in their 
respective concentrations. (With the permission of the instructor and the DUS, a 
student may take this seminar in the other concentration.) The exact topic will vary 
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according to the instructor’s interests. The emphasis in this course will be research 
skills, which will also vary according to the expertise of the faculty member teaching 
the course; put another way, the course will be a disciplinary investigation into a topic 
relevant to the fields of African or African American and Diaspora studies. 

Of the remaining six courses, the following rules apply: 
One course must be from outside the studem’s major concentration. That is, 
maj ors concentrating in African studies must take a course whose last t~vo 
digits are from 30 to 99, while majors in the African American and Diaspora 
concentration must take a course whose last two digits are from 00 to 29 or 
from 85 to 99. 

¯ Two courses must be numbered above 399. 
¯ One course may come from a list of courses outside the department, which 

will be reviewed and updated annually. 

For Academic Year 2013-2014 the following courses from outside the department 
will count toward the maj or concentrations: 

African Studies Concentration: ART 1155; ART 255; ANTH 238; FREN 505; 
GEOG 268; HIST 1130; HIST 301 ; HIST 535; PORT 385; WMST 237; 
WMST 289; WMST 293 

African American and Diaspora Concentration: ANTH 130; COM2~I 437; 

COMM 662; DRAM 287; ENGL 367; ENGL 368; ENGL 369; ENGL 472; 
ENGL 589; HIST 378; HIST 380; PHIL 274; POLl 274; POLl 419; PSYC 

467; RELI 580; SOCI 444; WMST 285; WMST 553 
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Chart: New proposed maj or requirements 

AFRICAN STUDIES 
CONCENTRATION 

Six Courses (One of which 
may come from an approved 

list of courses from other 
departments) 
As many as" three AJkican 

studies courses numbered 
bepa, een 100-129, 200-229, 

and 300-329 

At least two courses 
numbered 400-429 

One African American, 
Diaspora, or transnational 

course numbered 130-199, 

230-299, 330-399, 430-499 

CORE REQUIREMENTS 
ALL AAAD MAJOI~; 

AAAD 101: Introduction to African 
Studies 
AAAD 130: Introduction to African 
American &Diaspora Studies 

AAAD 395: Undergraduate Research 
Seminar (students take the seminar in 
their concentration; with the permission 
of the instructor and the DUS, a student 
may take this seminar in the other 
concentration) 

AAAD 487: Intellectual Currents in 
African and African Diaspora Studies 

AFRICAN AMERICAN & 
DIASPORA STUDIES 
CONCENTRA TION 

Six Courses (One of which 
may come from an approved 

list of courses from other 
departments) 

As many as three A~ican 
American & Diaspora 

Studies courses numbered 

130-184, 230-284, and 330- 
384. 

At least two courses 
numbered 430-484 

One Afi’ican studies or 
transna#onal course 

numbered 100-129, 185-199, 

200-229, 285-299, 300-329, 
385-399, 400-429, 485-499 

Minor Requirements 
The department will offer two minors: African Studies and African American and 
Diaspora Studies. 

,, Students minoring in African Studies will take AAAD 101 and four additional 
AAAD courses at or above the 100 level whose last two digits are from 00 to 
29 and African studies courses whose last two digits are from 85 to 99. 
Students minoring in African American and Diaspora Studies will take AAAD 
130 and four additional AAAD courses at or above the 100 level whose last 
two digits are from 30 to 84 and African American and Diaspora studies 
courses whose last two digits are from 85 to 99. 
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In reforming its curriculum, the department has made systematic plans for handling 
the transition for students who have already started the maj or or minor. 

Transition plan for maiors concentrating in African studies 
Students who are in the process of completing their concentration in African studies 
at the time the new requirements go into effect can make the following course 
substitutions: 

For AFAM 101, substitute AAAD 130 
For AFRI 101, substitute AAAD 101 
For AFAMiAFRI 474, substitute AAAD 485 or AAAD 487 
For AFRI 600, substitute AAAD 419 or AAAD 395 
For one regional seminar, substitute any AAAD course numbered 300-329 or 
400-429 

For five AFRI courses, substitute five AAAD courses numbered 1100-129, 
200-229, 300-329, or 400-429, at least one of which must be numbered 400- 
429 

Transition plan for maiors concentrating in Afro-American studies 
Students who are in the process of completing their concentration in Afro-American 
studies at the time the new requirements go into effect can make the following course 
substitutions: 

For AFAM 101, substitute AAAD 130 
For AFAM 102, substitute AAAD 231 or any other AAAD course numbered 
230-284 
For AFAM 398, substitute AAAD 395 
For AFAMiAFRI 474 substitute AAAD 485 or AAAD 487 
For AFRI 101, substitute AAAD 101 
For five AFAM courses, including courses cross-listed with other units, with 
at least one being numbered 400 or above, substitute five courses numbered 
130-184, 230-284, 330-384, or 430-484, with at least one course numbered 
430-484. 

Transition plan for minors in African studies 
¯ For AFRI 101, substitute AAAD 101 
¯ For four additional courses 
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For List A, substitute as many as four AAAD courses numbered X00- 
X29 and African studies courses whose last two digits are from 85 to 
99, one of which must be at the 400-level. 
We will continue to accept up to two courses from List B, with the 
exception of HIST 479, which is no longer a course on Africa. 

Transition plan for minors in Afro-American studies 
Under the minor requirements now in place, students must take AFAM 101, AFAM 
102, and AFRI 101, plus two AFAM courses. 

¯ For AFAM 101, substitute AAAD 130 
¯ For AFAM 102, substitute AAAD 231 or any other AAAD course numbered 

230-284 
¯ For AFRI 101, substitute AAAD 101 
¯ For two additional AFAM courses, substitute two courses numbered 130-184, 

230-284, 330-384, or 430-484. 
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CONTRACT FOR INDEPENDENT STUDY COURSES 

REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES 

Independent Study courses are intended to provide undergraduate African and Afro-American 
Studies majors with an opportunity to engage in a research project that entails a workload that 
meets or exceeds that of a regular 3-credit course. Approval for Independent Study courses will 
only be considered in exceptional circumstances. Such courses must focus on a theme or topic 
that is not currently covered in an existing undergraduate course, be it inside or outside the 
department. Majors may take only one Independent Study in the department. 

Students and their prospective faculty advisors are required to sign a contract before a 
student will be permitted to register in an Independent Study course in the Department. 
Further, the approval and signature of the Chair of the Academic Affairs Committee is 
also required. 

2. Faculty may supervise a maximum of two Independent Study courses per academic year. 
3. Student Requirements: Independent Studies are only open to junior- and senior-level 

African and Afro-American Studies majors. African and Afro-American Studies majors 
with a 3.00 and above GPA will be allowed to register in an independent study project 

4. Enrollment in an independent study project: 

During the semester prior to an Independent Study, each student must consult with 
their intended faculty advisor and develop a research proposal for the proposed 
Independent Study. It is the student’s responsibility to meet all required deadlines in 
order for his/her proposal for an Independent Study to be given serious consideration. 
In order to receive departmental approval for enrollment in an Independent Study 
course, a student must meet the following requirements: 

a. Submission of a Research Proposal: Students should submit a 2-page research 
proposal to his or her faculty advisor four weeks before the end of the semester 
preceding the semester during which an independent study will be done. 
Expected assignments and levels of effort should be developed in consultation 
with the faculty advisor and clearly outlined in the proposal. 

b. Review by the Academic Affairs Committee: Faculty advisors should submit 
their students’ research proposals for review by the Academic Affairs 
Committee three weeks prior to end of the semester. Following the review, the 
Committee will inform the faculty of the status of their students’ proposal. The 
status will be indicated along the following lines: Approved (without revisions); 
Approved with minor revisions; Declined. Only students whose proposals fall in 
the first two categories will be approved for registration. 

Registered students: During the semester that a student is registered, he or she will be 
required to meet with their Faculty advisor on a bi-weekly basis and maintain a log-of 
their research activities which they should submit to their advisor prior to each meeting 
for Departmental Records. 
Required assignments and workload for a 3-credit hour independent study project: 

In general, the following assignments will be required for Independent Studies. 
Modifications to these requirements must receive approval from the Chair of the 
Academic Affairs Committee. 
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a. Preliminary annotated bibliography (journals, books, archives and other 

scholarly sources) - To be submitted within the first 4 weeks of the semester a 

student is registered. 

b. Detailed research paper outline by week 10 of a given semester. 

Bi-weekly research log - research activities and discussions with Faculty 

advisor. 

25 page research paper the last day of the semester. 

Storage of Independent Study Projects: Copies of the graded Independent Study project 

vtdll be stored in the department office for 3 years. 

Signature and date: 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Students 
Chair, Academic Affairs Committee 
Faculty Advisor 

Student 
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ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF 

Members of the administrative staff are vital to the proper functioning of the 
department. As required by the University, their duties are clearly articulated in their 
annual work plans. Here are their core duties in the department: 

Business Officer: Tia Howell Williams (Supervisors, Chairs of Department of 
African and Afro-American Studies and Public Polic~T) 

Processing paper work in these areas: 
Leave of absence 
Return from leave 
Overload/Lump sum payments 
Hiring RAs, Work Study Students and placing them on payroll 
Benefits questions 
HR Policy Questions 
Grant m anagement 
Managing the budget with the Chair. 

Accountin~ Technician - Sonia Colon (Supervisor, Business Officer) 

P-Card/receipts 
Check requests 
Travel reimbursements and arrangements 
Equipment/Supplies ordering 
Printing requests 
Monthly accounting reconciliation and reports 

Travis Gore: Administrative Assistant (Supervisor, Chair) 

Entering course assignments in ConnectCarolina once they are approved 
by the Courses Audit Committee in November 2012. 
Managing department’s Website, Intranet and listserv 
Providing administrative support to the Chair, Director of Undergraduate 
Studies and Summer School Administrator, Business Officer and 
Accounting Technician. 
Maintaining facilities. 
Reception duties. 
Supervising Work Study Students. 
Booking meeting spaces for faculty. 
Providing photocopying support to faculty in cases of emergency. 
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Providing logistical support to the Intellectual Dialogues Committee 
(monthly colloquium and annual newsletter logistics) and the Faculty 
Retreat, Dunbar-Stone and Commencement Committee. 
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DEPARTMENT’S GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE: 2012-131 

Title 
Chair 

Summer School Administrator, 
Honors Advisor and Director of 
Undergraduate Studies 

Nameis 
Eunice Sable 
Snper~Tisor, Professor Jonathan 
Hartlyn, The University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 
Senior Associate Dean for 
Social Sciences and Global 
Programs, College of Arts and 
Sciences 

Kenneth Janken 

Reginald Hildebrand 
Coordinator, Wendell McCain 
Research Fellows Program 

Responsibilities 
-Chair’s Mazlual (July 2012, p. 18) 
-Prepares tile departmental budget 
-Administers departmental 
personnel policies, including annual 
a~ad other required faculty 
evaluations. 
-Makes reconnnendations for 
appointments, salad7 increases, 
promotions, and tenure. 
-Prepares course offerings and 
assigns teaching duties. 
-Formulates educational policies. 
-Maintains instructional facilities. 
-Leads fundraising for the 
department. 
-Other duties assigned by the 
Dean’s Office. 
Summer School Administrator 
-Chairs an ad-hoc committee 
appointed by the Chair to assign 
summer course offerings. 
-Works closely with the Dean of 
Summer School and the Chair in 
administering Summer school. 

Director of Undergraduate 
Studies 

-Advises majors and minors on 

courses and curriculum issues.- 
Works closely with the Office of 
the Dean of Undergraduate 
Education on curriculum 
matters. Works with the Chair 
on the annual Learning 
Outcomes Assessment. 

Honors Advisor 
-Coordinates department’s 
honors thesis projects. 
- Monitors the progress of 
honors thesis projects. 

-Works with the Chair to 
generate research priorities for 
the Fellows program 
-Send out call for research 

1 Administrative and committee assigmnents and responsibilities are subject to change as the 

departmem and the university evolves. 
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Institutional Resources 

Coordinator 

Diversity Liaison 

Tim McMillan 

Charlene Regester 

proposals to faculty and majors 
and minors in 2013. 
-Chairs the proposal review ad- 
hoc committee. 

-Updales the Department 
regarding institutional 
developments in the area of 
technology and organizes 
relevant workshops for 
interested factflty. 
-Works with the Chair to ensure 
that the department’s Website is 
update. 

-Develop a diversity framework 
for the    department in 
consultation with the Office of 
the Director of Faculty Diversity 
Initiatives for the College of 
Arts and Sciences. 
-Works with Chair on diversity 
reports. 

DEPARTMENT’S COMMITTEES 

Name Responsibilities 

Academic Affairs Committee 

Personnel Policy Committee and 
Courses Audit Committee 

Members 

Chair: Kia Caldwell 

Me~nbers: Georges Nzongola- 
Ntalaja, Perry. Hall, Tim 
McMillan, and Kenncth Janken 

Chair: Georges Nzongola- 
Ntalaja 

Me~nbers: Eunice SaNe, 
Bereket Selassie and Kenneth 
Janken 

-Create thematic tracks for 

majors based on "the new 

curriculum. 

-Establish criteria lbr the review 

of new course proposals 

-Reviews new course proposals. 

-Reviews Independent Studies 

proposals and enforce the 

requirements of the 

department’s Independent 

Studies’ Contract. 

-Update the department’s 1995 
personnel policies and bring 
them in line with University 
policies the 2012 College 
template on tenured and tenure- 
track personnel policies :for 
reappointment, promotion and 
texture 
-Update the department’s 1998 
Post-Tenure Review to bring it 
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Intellectual Dialogues 
Committee 

Plalming, Documentation and 
Faculty Committee 

Chair: Walter Rucker 
Members: David Pier, Per~r 
Hall, Margaret Lee, Alphonse 
Mutima and Allasane Fall 

Chair: Perry- Hall 

Members: Bereket Selassie, 
Lydia Boyd, Eunice SaNe, 
Reginald Hildebrand and 
Mamamme Seck. 

in line with University policies. 
-Advise the Chair on salary 
equity and compression matters. 
- Reviews course schedule - 
2013-2014 generated by the 
Chair by first week of 
November. 
-Conducts an audit of courses 
offered in the department by 
December 7 2012 (fall semester) 
and by April 30 (spring 
semester). 
- Submits audits to the Planning, 
Documentation and FaculU 
Committee for record keeping 
by May I 2013. 

- Propose institutions with 
which the department could 
develop affiliations or linkages 
for mutual intellectual 
exchanges. 
-Promote the University’s goal 
of globalizing the curriculum: 
Develop an agenda for 
sustainable Study Abroad 
programs in Africa and the 
African Diaspora in 
collaboration with UNC’s Study 
Abroad Program. 

- Organizes thc department’s 
monthly colloquium and 
continue to expand it to include 
UNC faculty members in other 
departments and schools 
working on African and African 
Diaspora issues. 

Publishes the department’s 
annual newsletter 

- Complete the self-assessment 
report of the Department 
focusing on: 
a) Formation and evolution of 
the Department 
b) Current faculty" and their 
teaching and research projects. 
-Prepare a strategic plan for the 
department in consultation with 
the Chair and an outside expert 
(to be announced in the fall). 
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The strategic plan should at a 
minimum include: 

- Two new areas of teaching 
focusing on the new curriculum, 
and other faculty interests and 
priorities. 
- An analysis of how the 
department can help meet 
UNC’s priorities embedded in 
the University Academic Plan 
and other academic initiatives. 
Develop a hiring plan :for the 
next 4 years based on: 

a) The department’ s new 
curriculum. 
b) Two new areas of teaching, 
related to the new curriculum, 
other faculty interests and 
departmental priorities. 

University, Majors and Chair: Reginald Hildebrand -Work with the Chair on local 
Conm~unity Outreach 
Committee Members: Joseph Jordark 

Charlene Regester, Esther 
Lisanza, Donato Fhunsu, 
Robert Porter and Michael 
Lambert. 

public engagement projects. 
-Function as Department 
Ambassadors in institutional and 
community spaces and with our 
majors and minors. 

-Prepare a strategic plan 

Chairs Advisory Committee 

*Please note that in January 
2013, I will be asking the UNC 
faculty member who becomes 
"the Director of the IAAR to 
join this connnillee. 

Chair: Eunice Sahle 

Members:          Regi~kald 
Hildebrand, Bereket Selassie, 
Ke~meth Janken, Kia Caldwell, 
Tim McMillan, Perl?." Hall, 
Walter Rucker, Georges 
Nzongola-Ntalaja 

focusing on ways that the 
Department, the Sonja Haynes 
Stone Center for Black Culture 
and History, Institute of African 
American Research and the 
African Studies Center can work 
together in a more systematic 
manner. 

- Meets the first Wednesday of 
each month at 11.00am to set 
an agenda for the department’s 
monthly meeting. 
- Discuses - in Septe~nber, 
November, February and April - 
projects of the department’s 
conmaittees. 
- Brings to the attention of the 
Chair non-persom~el issues and 
developments that are relevant 
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Dunbar-Stone Annual Lecture, 
Faculty Retreat and 
Commencement Committee 

Chair: Tim McMillan 

Members: Clrarlene Regester, 
Barbara Anderson, Margaret 
Lee Regiuald Hildebrand and 
Eunice Sable 

to the teaching and intellectual 
mission of the department. 

- Organize a faculty retreat for 
October 2012. 

*The Chair will seek services of 
an outside expert who will assist 
in ensuring strategic thinking is 
a key modally7 of the retreat. 

-Select a speaker for the 2014 
Dunbar-Stone Annual Lecture. 
-Select a commencement 
Speaker for the 2013 
commencement ceremony and 
coordinate other elements of the 
commencement ceremony. 
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Foreword 

The eminent account of the struggle for African unity is often 

given by scholars in the preferred form of academic impartiality 
and fashion. In this publication, Professor Bereket Habte 
Selassie’s approach to the theme is quite different. Here the story 

is told in powerful prose, and with obvious passion. What is 
more, in large parts Professor Selassle s account takes the form of 

an autobiography, in which the author personally relates to the 
intricacies of Pan-Africanism, its difficult paths, achievements 

and ongoing challenges. This is indeed in line with the subtitle 

of the first part: A historical and biographical testament. 

In the two lectures that constitute this publication, Professor 

Selassie attempts to synthesise two opposing perspectives on 
Pan-Aficanism. On the one hand, he deploys analytic tools 

to demonstrate the great strides and successes made by the 
Pan-African movement from its inception in the African 

Diaspora, through the decades of the OAU leadership, and 

ultimately to the initiatives being undertaken currently by the 
Afi’ican Union. On the other hand, the author candidly examines 

the often rugged terrain through which the spirit of African 
unity has travelled over the decades and identifies unfortunate 

setbacks as well as lost opportunities. "lherefore, while affirming 

that "the founding principles for African Unity have been [aid 
down" he does not shy away from stating the bitter truth, that 
"Pan-Africanism is still a distant dream". 

The merits of this approach cannot be overemphasized. 
We need to be honest in assessing our history and current 
circumstances, but we must also remain optimistic and focussed 

in the pursuit of our noble objectives. Not least among ti~ese 



is the need to forge a stronger and sustainable African unity. 
By design, this is also the spirit of the annual Mwalimu Julius 
Nyerere Intellectual Festivals, now running for the fourth time. 
The thesis contained in this publication was first presented 
during the Third Festival held last year. 

I sincerely commend and thank Professor Bereket Selassie 
for his thought captivating presentation on 12th April, 2011, 
and for subsequently completing this insightful and inspiring 
publication.                           ~ 

Professor Rwekaza S. Mukandala 

Vice Chancellor, University of Dar es Salaam 

March, 20t2 
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Preface 

Our Third Distinguished Nyerere Lecturer, Professor Bereket 
Habte Selassie, has the rare distinction of having witnessed the 

birth of the first concerted effort to unite Africa. First, as an 
attendant and participant of the All Africa People’s Conferences 
organised by Kwame Nkrumah. ~£here he rubbed shoulders with, 
among others, the great Frantz Fanon, Abdulrahman Mohamed 

Babu and Patrice Lumumba. Second, he witnessed the birth 

of the Organisadon of African Unity (OAU), the predecessor 
of the African Union (AU). There he was a personal witness to 
Emperor Halle Selassie’s diplomacy. As an elder statesman, the 

Emperor deployed the African tradition of addressing Kwame 
Nkrumah as "my son" to bring him back to the meeting hall, 

.!i after Nkrumah had disgustedly walked out of the meeting. 
:I Nkrumah was disheartened by his fellow presidents dragging 

.I their feet on the formation of the United States of Africa. The 

:.! Emperor thus saved the day for African Unity, albeit a unity of 
.:~ 
i{ states, which Mwalimu was to characterise two decades later as a 

! ’trade union of A_frican presidents’. 

¯ * Bereket Selassie, in flesh and blood, has brought us the 
¯ ! memories of important moments and turning points in the 
.1 

political itinerary of Pan-Africanism. We should preserve such 
memories and learn from them. We should historicise the 

archives while treating history as the present. We should refuse 

and refute those who are wont to museumise our history and 

trivialise our continued oppression as ’victi~r~hood’. In recalling 

our history so as to learn from it, we are not pleading for pity. 
We are preparing ourselves for a fight for liberation against 
imperialism and its local cohorts. 

vii 



It is unfortunate, or perhaps merely the signs of neo-liberai 

a~es, that in academics, both at the secondary school and 

aiversity level, history is one of the most rieglected disciplines. 

ur leading political scientists and "development practitioners" (!) 

ag the songs of globalisation as offering opportunities and 

~sing challenges, instead of understanding and historicising 

e five centuries of global capitalist plunder of the continent 

d its people. But times are changing; nothing is permanent;: 
at is the first law of historical development. 

The global capitalist system is in deep systemic crisis. Forces 

change everywhere are searching for alternatives. In this 

lrch and in the struggle against the voracious system, we, 

~ellectuals, must dig into the archives and enliven history to 

ide us towards a liberated and emancipated future. 
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Citation for Professor Bereket Habte Selassie 

Chancellor of the University of Dar es Salaam, Ambassador 

Fulgence Kazaura, Vice-Chancellor Professor Rwekaza 

Mukandala, our Distinguished Nyerere Lecturer-designate 

Professor Bereket Selassie, distinguished academics, ladies and 

gentlemen. 

I join the Vice-Chancellor in welcoming you all to the ~hird 

Julius Nyerere Intellectual Festival. The Third Festival is special 

because it coincides with the 50th independence anniversary of 
i 

many African countries, including our own. It is also special 

because it coincides with the 50th Anniversary of the University 

ofDar es Salaam, which started its intellectual journey a couple 

of months before our independence in December 1961. Happily, 

these two anniversaries also coincide with the end of the first 

triennium of the Mwalimu Nyerere Professor Chair, or Kigoda 

Cha Mwalimu, as it is popularly known. The programme of 

the Festival reflects all these three and much more. It is our 

hope that you will attend and fully participate as we reflect 
on the vision, thoughts, hopes and fears of the first generation 

nationalists. What have we done with our independence? Where 

is uhuru? And where are we going? To help us reflect on these 

themes we have with us some veteran nationalists such as Mzee 

i 
Martin Shikuku, who has come all the way from Kitale. Karibu 

¯ :t sana Mzee. We have Mzee Hashim Mbita and Dr, Salim Ahmed 

! 
Salim, both of whom have been closely involved in the struggle 

.i for the liberation of the continent. Karibuni. 
~ As we question our nationalist elders and our subsequent 

~ state leaders as to whether they have really walked the path of 

Pan-Africanism or squandered our independence in their own 



personal, class or clan interests, we should also reflect on what ’i 
we, who-pride ourselves as intellectuals, have done to further 

the cause of Pan-Africanism. Criticism and self-criticism, critical 
evaluation and sober reflection, will hopefully guide our debates, 
discussions, and deliberations. In-depth analysis and mature .~ 

politics in the best interest of our people has been the hallmark 

of the tradition of this University, which we fondly call ’the Hill’, 
I have no doubt that we will continue to nurture that tradition. 

Now let me turn to the task at hand - to introduce to you 
our Distinguished Nyerere Lecturer-designate. 

Our Distinguished Nyerere Lecturer this year has the unique 
distinction of having witnessed the All Africa People’s 

Conferences organised by Kwame Nkrumah in the late 1950s. 
The conferences were the epitome of Pan-Africanism. African 

independence was around the corner. Delegates were fervently 
discussing and dedicating themselves to the next stage - African 

unity. Professor Selassie recalls the mood in his book significantly 
titled The Crown and the Pen. 

The conference created such enthusiasm, that to many the 

millennium seemed to be around the corner. The songs, the 
drumming, the dances and demonstrations, the speeches, the 

resolutions and slogans reflected this spirit of optimism. The 
moving spirit of this new African awakening was President 
Nkrumah whom the Conference saluted and many made a 

commitment to emulate. We all left enthused and with a firm 
commitment to work for the cause that was the theme of the 

Conference - African liberation and African Unity. (p. 178) 

It was indeed a great African awakening. At the time there 
were only eight independent African states. Five years later, 
when African leaders met in Addis Ababa to discuss African 
unity, there were 32. Professor Selassie was present as the young 
Attorney General of tHis Imperial Majesty, Halle Selassie I, 

Elect of God, Conquering Lion of the Tribe of Judah, King of 
Kings, Defender of the Faith ...’ (his words not mine). So our 
Nyerere Lecturer had the dubious "distinction" of being ruled 

by a lion! But he refused it. In 1964 Bereket Selassie did the 

undoable by the king’s subject - he resigned. But meanwhile he 
had engaged in an underground movement against the emperor 
and had contacts with the liberation movement in Eritrea. By 
resigning, he formally dissociated himself from the Crown and 

took to the Pen, if I may paraphrase the tide of his memoirs, 
The Crown and the Pen. He became a researcher, an academic, 

and a Professor. He has written prose and poetry and plays. He 
has crafted legal documents and examined and supervised many 

students including this young man standing before you! But 
Professor Selassie took the old adage of Marx seriously: hitherto 
philosophers have only interpreted the world in various ways; 

the point is to change it. Indeed the point is to change it. So 
Professor Selassie not only used his pen to teach and write but 
also to propagate the cause of freedom, justice and liberation of 

the continent. 

The sub-title of his book sums up well the kind of lawyer 

that our Distinguished Lecturer is - ’the lawyer turned rebel’ 

- meaning in simple terms disloyal to law. Lawyers serve the 



status quo; rebels overturn it. And that is what Bereket Habte 

Selassie has used his pen for - to turn the oppressive status quo 

into a liberating one. And in the cause of liberation he has not 

held back. When the cause demanded, he fled the emperor’s 

Ethiopia. When the cause cried out, he joined the Eritrean 

liberation movement: first as a mediator between the fighting 

factions, the Eritrean Liberation Front (ELF) and then Eritrean 

People’s Liberation Front (EPLF); then as a coordinator of relief 

work for Eritrea and finally as a diplomatic representative of 

EPLE When Eritrea finally won its independence and wished 

to chart a new course, he deployed his legal talents and skills as 

a constitutional lawyer to head the Constitutional Commission. 

His Commission produced a fine Constitution, never to be 

implemented. The former guerillas had tasted power and they 

wanted absolute power- and absolute power corrupts absolutely. 

They shelved the Constitution. It is gathering dust. Meanwhile 

Professor Bereket Selassie finds himself persona non-grata in 

his own country - but not on your continent. Bereket, you are 

very welcome to this part of the continent called Tanzania and 

we are pleased to honour you for, in you, we see the spirit of 

Pan-Africanist liberation. 

Comrades, and friends, I am pleased to present to you our 

Distinguished Nyerere Lecturer, 2011, Professor Bereket Habte 

Selassie. 

Introductory Remarks 

It is a great honour to be invited by the University of Dar es 

Salaam to deliver the 2011 Distinguished Nyerere Lecture; and 

a great pleasure to be welcomed here by Professor: Issa Shivji. A 

scholar of integrity, and a Pan-Africanist, Issa Shivji is widely 

admired for keeping the faith where many others have faltered. 

Our paths have crossed as academics and Pan-Africanist activists 

a few times before, and today we meet on this auspicious 

occasion celebrating Mwalimu Nyerere’s birth. 

We all know that Africa txas been a victim ofEuropean 

colonial history at several levels. One of those is that, in 

imposing artificially created nation states in utter disregard of 

the interests of Africans, the Europeans inflicted the wounds of 

their own history on Africans. A prime example of the wound is 

the African nation state, defined by artificially fixed boundaries 

cutting across ethnic lines and, in some cases, family lines. The 

wound is a major part of our historical reality that requires 

healing. Hence the need to think beyond colonial borders, 

and adopt Pan-Africanism in the quest for healing and human 

betterment. Hence also the need to consider the matter in a 

historical perspective with respect to Pan-Africanism, and its 

adventures in the post-colonial era. 

My lecture today is titled Post-colonial Pan-Africanism: 

A Historical and Biographical Testaa~ent. 
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FROM COLONIAL BORDERS TO AFRICAN UNITY 

Lecture One 

Post-colonial Pan-Africanism: A Historical and Biographical Testament 

I was privileged to have been present at some crucial moments 
in modern African history - moments in which some important 
decisions were made by African leaders; moments also marked by 

failure in terms of moving our continent toward unity. Was the 

failure one of leadership, or are there insurmountable, structural 

reasons to explain the failure? We need to keep confronting 
this millennial question of Africa until we find a satisfactory 
answer. One aim of these lectures is an attempt to keep the fire 

of the debate burning and thus help advance Africa’s march 
towards unity. To that end we need to look back to the origin 

and evolution of Pan-Africanism and examine the reasons for 
our failure. 

Concerning our failure, I cannot help thinking of a crude 
analogy, an analogy at the individual level, t am thinking of the 
failure of nerve, of Africa losing her nerve in the face of historic 

challenges to the future of her peoples. It is indeed one way 

of characterizing our failure to create a United States of_&frica, 
as Nkrumah for one had demanded, right up to, and on the 
occasion of the founding conference of the Organization of 

African Unity (OAU) in May 1963. 

Speaking of nerves, I am reminded of a phrase that Egyptian 

leader, Gamal Abdel Nasser used repeatedly as a kind of refrain 

in his speech during the opening session of the founding 



conference of the OAU. "What Africa needed, Nasser said, was 

a leadership with an organizing mind and dynamic nerves. 
Could he have been thinking of a Napoleonic figure imposing 
his will on the continent with the aim of continental unity? 
If so, was this feasible? To those who were impatient to create 
a continental uni~ this might have appeared as an attractive 

vision; but it is the vision of a dreamer. A similar vision was 
expressed by Nkrumah in so many words, first in his book, 
"_Ai’rica Must Unite," then repeatedly in speeches, including his 

moving address at the OAU’s founding conference. I will say 

more on this and on the issue of leadership concerning Africa’s 
bumpy road to unity. 

ORIGIN OF THE PAN-AFRICAN IDBA 

Among the ideas invoked to advance the cause of justice and 

self-determination during the long struggle of the twentieth 

century, Pan-Africanism holds a special place for Africans both 

in the continent and in the Diaspora. The origin of the idea 

of Pan-Africanism is rooted in crisis: in the tragic history of 

suffering of African peoples Worldwide. It spans the plight of 

Africans under the oppressive European colonial rule, and the 

historic crime of the transatlantic slave trade with its consequent 

treatment of African people as chattel in the Americas and the 

Caribbean region. European inhumanity xvas also practiced on 

Africans in the continent who suffered harsh treatment under 

the yoke of colonial rule until after the end of the Second World 

War. In the United States of America, long after the suppression 

of the slave trade and the abolition of slavery in I865, Africans 

(who were given the name Negroes) were still denied civic and 

political rights. Far from attaining equal rights, they were forced 
to live segregated lives, deprived of the economic and social 
opportunities enjoyed by Whites. So their struggle for justice 

and equal rights continued, at times taking the form of violent 
outbursts. The same was true for the large African Diaspora 
communities in the Caribbean region and in many parts of 

South America, including Brazil. Both in the continental United 
States and the Caribbean region, people of African descent faced 

an unchanged reality of oppression and racial discrimination 
well into the middle of the twentieth century. In the face of that 
reality individuals and groups arose from time to time to protest 

and demand change. 

In the United States of America, where the largest number of 
Diaspora Africans lived, African Americans continually waged 

the struggle for democratic equality and justice for decades 
against heavy odds. In this fight, there have been many heroes, 

but one person stands out as the embodiment of unrelenting 
struggle, eventually also espousing the Pan-Africanist idea. 

Indeed, he was the ~irst to coin the word Pan-Africanism. That 
man is William Edward Burkhardt Dubois, or simply W.E.B 

Dubois as he is generally called. Dubois’ methodology of struggle 
was based on the belief that knowledge is a liberating weapon 

and that educated African Americans must use their intellect 

and analysis of their reality in combating racism and demanding 
equality and justice. Fie also used Pan-Africanism as a mobilizing 

idea calling on the oppressed race to be united. Dubois was a 
founding member and leading light of the National Association 
for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP). As such, in 
all his work he anticipated the civil rights movement and the 

emergence of its leader, Martin Luther King. 



There were other Diaspora Africans who sounded the 

clarion call for united struggle, like Marcus Garvey, who used 

a different approach. Whereas Dubois relied on the mastery of 

knowledge and analysis, Garvey relied on popular mobilization. 

His "Back to Africa" movement had tremendous mass appeal; 

and he used it to create a large following. Unfortunately, his 

movemer~t was cut short of its aim by his prosecution for fraud 

and subsequei~t imprisonment; and he died a broken man in 

1940. However, his movement had contributed to the spread of 

the idea of Pan-Africanism. Among those who encountered and 

were impressed by Garvey and his idea was Kwame Nkrumah, 

who was destined to carry the torch of the Pan-Africanist idea 

and attempt to apply it in the call for African unity. Apart from 

W.E.B. Dubois and Garvey, two other Diaspora Africans had 

also a lasting influence on Nkrumah: George Padmore and 

C.L.R. James. 

George Padmore’s influence on Nkrumah a~d his 

contribution to Pan-Africanism is particularly noteworthy - 

Nkrumah depended on him for advice on many issues. Indeed he 

is considered by some as Nkrumah’s mentor on Pan-Africanism; 

he certainly helped him in organizing important meetings 

including the All African Peoples Conference of 1958-1959 as 

well as the preceding meeting of the African Heads of State and 

’ h " g f1958 1 d    fPd ’ Government m t e spnn o . a c ear evl ence o a more s 

contribution to Pan-Africanism and Nkrumah’s indebtedness to 

him is indicated by the fact that when he died and was cremated 

in London in 1959, Nkrumah requested for his remains to be 

sent to Ghana. His remains were interred at Christianborg 

Castle in Accra. On that occasion, Nkrumah told the Ghana 

Radio Service, "One day, the whole of Africa will surely be free 

and united and when the final tale is told, the significance of 
George Padmore’s work will be revealed." 

George Padmore was a prolific writer and speaker who 

authored many books. He is best known by his last book, 
Pan-Africanism or Communism (1956). Incidentally, W.E.B. 

Dubois’ remains are also interred in Ghana, where he had spent 

his last years as a Ghanaian citizen, until his death at age 95. 

C.L.R. James, who was a boyhood friend of George Padmore, 

was responsible for introducing him to Nkrumah, a crucial act 

that led to the friendship and historic collaboration of the two. 

By that time preparations were under way to organize the 5th 
Pan-African Congress, which was held in Manchester in 1945 

with Nkrumah and Padmore among many leaders participating. 

At that historic Congress, it was resolved to mobilize and 

organize the African masses for independence; and for the first 

time the organizing slogan became, "Independence Now!", a 

slogan which Nkrumah was to use soon after in his mvn country. 

Before I consider Nkrumah’s historic mission, let me mention 

the role of African leaders in France’s colonial empire. 

NgGRITUDE AND THE FRENCH PAN-AVRICAN CONNECTION 

During the inter-war period (1919-19 3 9), while Africans in the 

English speaking world were exploring Pan-Africanist ideas and 
organizing movements aimed at its realization, other Africans in 

the French colonial empire were engaged in a similar liberationist 
enterprise. The members of one such group, who were students 

in Paris, decided to call their movement Ndgritude. These men 

were: the Martinican Aired Cdsaire, the Senegalese Ldopold Sddar 
Senghor, and the (French) Guianese LEon Damas. All three were 



poets as well as politicians with socialist ideological leanings. 
Indeed some of them like C&aire (and George Padmore) had 
been members of the communist party at one time. But, unlike 
W.E.B. Dubois who joined the communist party toward the 

end of his life, C&aire and Padmore had left it disenchanted, 
preferring the pursuit of the Pan-Africanist ideal epitomized in 

the concept of N~gritude. 

WHAT tS Ng:ORITUDE?                         :!1 

The concept of Ndgritude is supposed to represem both political ’i 
and cultural elements of the African world. The founders of the 
movement conceived of it as a weapon of resistance in response 

to their experience of racial prejudice and discrimination in i~ 
the M&ropole, as well as colonial oppression back home in 

the colonies. In political terms the effect of NEgritude was to 
inspire pride among Afric, ans and thus prepare them for the 

coining struggte for Africas liberation. At a social and cultural 

level, Ndgritude boldly asserts and celebrates blackness in .!~ 
the face of European (white) belief of superiority and racial ."{ ::~ 

discrimination based on such belief. ~he group founded a .:~ 

literary review, L’&udiant Noire (The Black Student), which 

acted as the forerunner of the Ndgritude movement, q-he 
review continued appearing until the start of the Second World 
War in 1939, which marked the first phase of the Ndgrimde 

Movement. Senghor enlisted in the French armed forces as a 

tiraitleur (gunner) together with other Senegalese soldiers, and 
was captured by the Germans. C&aire and Damas went back to 

their respective countries. 

’i 
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After the war, all three were involved in politics and were 

elected to the French National Assembly. Eventually Senghor 
would become the first President of Senegal, while C~saire 

became the mayor of his native Martinique’s capital city, 
Fort-de-France, which was tantamount to being a head of state 

in the island nation. More importantly, before that he taught 
at the Lycde (High School). I say more importantly because 
Franz Fanon was one of his students. It is no wonder that Fanon 

was drawn to the cause of African liberation and got involved 
in Algeria’s armed struggle. Cdsaire also started the Review 
Tropiques, which spread its influence throughout the French 

Caribbean region influencing people like Franz Fanon, Rend 
Depestre, Edouard Glissant, and Georges Desportes. Of these 

four Afro-Caribbean intellectuals, Franz Fanon was destined to 
attain wider fame by virtue of his involvement in the Algerian 
revolution and his writings, espedally the Wretched of the Earth 

and Black Face White Mask. He also happens to be the one I 

met at the All Africa Peoples Conference in Accra in January 

i959, as I will explain. 

Fortunately for the Pan-Africanist idea in the French-speaking 
African Diaspora, the void Senghor and C&aire left during 

the war was filled by others, preeminently the Senegalese 
intellectual Alioune Diop. Diop was the principal founder of 

PrEsence Africaine, with the assistance of Paul Niger and Guy 
Tirolien (both from Guadaloupe), the Ivorian Bernard Dadid, 
the two men from Benin, Apithy and Behanza, and the Malagasi 
Rabemanangera. Pr&ence Africaine’s role in the propagation of 
Pan-Africanism and Africa’s liberation is one of the legacies of 

Ndgritude and its founders. But out of what I would like to 



call the founding fathers of Pan-Africanism, the torchbearer and 
impassioned apostle was clearly Kwame Nkrumah. 

NKRUMAI-I AND AFRICAN UN1TY 

When I saw Nkrumah for the first time, I was entering law 
school in London, and he had just come from Accra to present 
his plea for Ghana’s independence to the British government. I 

met him at a seminar organized by the West African Students 
Union (WASU) of which he had once been vice president. From 

the speech he delivered at that meeting and his remarks during 

the Qand A, I could see that he was dedicated to Pan-Africanism 
and the need for Aft’leans to unite. Earlier (in 1947), while living 
in London, he had received an invitation to serve as the General 
Secretary of the United Gold Coast Convention (UGCC), a 
new political organization led by Dr. Joseph Danquah. With 
the fervent insiste,ace of George Padmore, Nkrumah accepted 

the invitation and sailed back to Ghana, then known as the 
Gold Coast. 

Nkrumah found the pace of progress toward Ghana’s 

independence too sluggish and the policy and politics of UGCC 

not to his liking; so he broke away from Dr. Danqua’s party and 

created a new party, the Convention People’s Party CPP). Within 
ten years of his return, Nkrumah and his CPP led Ghana to 

full independence, thus becoming the first sub-Saharan African 
country to be free from colonial rule and to herald the dawn of 

a new era in Africa. 

As he tirelessly pursued the goal of African liberation, 

Nkrumah boldly demanded the unity of the laboring masses. 

His advocacy of the twin goals of unity and liberation was first 

formally presented at the official state level during the conference 

of the heads of state and government that he convened in the 
spring of 1958. Much to his dismay, he drew a blank at that 
conference. Apart from Guinea’s Sdkou Tourd, there was no 

support from government leaders for his idea of African unity, 
beyond perfunctory rhetorical statements by some of them. 

From this he drew the necessary conclusion that what was 
required was a strategy of mass support from leaders of liberation 
movements and civic sodeties. That was how, with the active 
support and assistance of George Padmore, he convened the All 

African Peoples Conference of December 1958-January 1959. 

FROM A GOVERNMENT BASED TO A PEOPLE-BASED CONFERENCE 

One of the senior African leaders whom Nkrumah invited to 
take part in the 1958 conference of African heads of state and 

government was Ethiopia’s Emperor t-{aile Selassie. The Emperor, 
who had not quite caught on to the idea of Pan-Africanism, sent 

his youngest son, Prince Sable Sclassie to represent him. The son 
was of my generation and had been a student in England at the 

same time as me, though we were not on speaking terms. The 

prince did not speak a word at the conference, to the annoyance 
and dismay of Nkrumah, who concluded that Emperor Halle 
Selassie had instructed his son not to speak. Nkrumah was a 

25-year old student in the United States when Halle Selassie 

became a world-renowned figure at the time Fascist Italy 
invaded Ethiopia in 1935. The Emperor attained world fame 
after he appeared before the League of Nations in Geneva in 
1936 to plead his country’s cause. Like all African students in the 

Diaspora, Nkrumah had been shocked by Italy’s aggression on 
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an African state--one of the two independent African states. In 

fact Haile Selassie had become a symbol of African victimhood 

and a rallying figure for Africans. Hence Nkrumah’s expectation 

that he ,vould support the idea of African unity envisaged in the 

conference; and his disappointment when he did not accept the 

invitation to attend the conference. This was to be Nkrumah’s 

first challenge in his pursuit of African unity, followed by the 

lukewarm response of those who attended the conference. He 

was thus determined to bypass official Africa and concentrate 

instead on the African masses, perhaps taking a leaf out of 

Marcus Garvey’s approach of mass appeal. 

In much of Africa, Nkrumah’s appeal was being felt among 

the young educated circles and even among some of the 

organized masses like trade unions. This appeal began to be 

felt even in Ethiopia following the 1960 attempted military 

coup, when scores of African university students had come to 

study in Ethiopia under a scholarship scheme established by the 

Emperor. The process of the decolonization of Africa, starting 

with the independence of Ghana, played an important role in 

the political awakening of Ethiopian university students. Apart 

from establishing the scholarship, the Emperors" government 

was taking initiatives in inviting leaders of African labor and 

liberation movements, presumably in response to the challenge 

Nkrumah was posing as a premier African leader sidelining 

the Emperor. I had become a good friend with some of 

these leaders including Tom Mboya of Kenya and Fdlix Moumie 

of Cameroun. These and other African leaders, like Julius 

Nyerere and Kenneth Kaunda, enriched the political experience 

of young Ethiopians. 
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These devdopments reinforced the P~-African connection in 

Ethiopia, which contributed toward an awareness of Ethiopians of 

their Africanity. An example of the development of such awareness 
among Ethiopian students was the song Africa Ahgurachin 
(Africa our Mother Continent), a student continental a~them 

that marked a break with the past insularity of Ethiopians. In 
this respect, a group of my friends and I played a modest role 

i*l hdping facilitate meetings of visiting African leaders with 
members of the Ethiopian elite, including some key officials who 
were sympathetic to the idea of Ethiopian involvement in African 
aliCairs. It was partly as a function of my involvement in some of 

these initiatives that I was appointed a ddegate to the All African 
Peoples Conference convened by Nksumah. 

THE ALL AFRICAN PEOPLES CONFERENCE 

At the time when the All African Peoples Conference was held 

in Accra in late December 1958 (continuing to January i959), 
the majority of African countries were still under colonial 

rule. There were only eight independent countries. As already 

mentioned, the spring 1958 meeting was convened for African 

heads of state and government. The December meeting was of 

political parties, liberation movements, labor unions, women’s 

organizations and student and youth organizations. These came 

from all over Africa, from Algeria. in the north to southern 

Africa, and from Zanzibar in the east to Gambia in West Africa. 

Franz Fanon led the Algerian delegation. We held discussions on 

many occasions with the Algerian delegation because we stayed 

in the same hotel. I also happen to speak French which made it 

easier to deal with the North Africans, including the Tunisians. 

Among the issues we discussed, at times arguing until the 
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conference. Nkrumah’s perspective which leaned toward a 

wee hours, was the North!South (or Arab/Black) relations in 
Africa, with Fanon taking a classic Marxis/internationa[ist view, 
arguing that it should prevail over differences based on race, 
color or ethnicity. 

This issue did not figure in any shape or form at the~!i{ 

.::~ 

Marxist view seemed to confirm him in the position taken by 
Fanon. In this, his friendship with C.L.R. James and George }i 
Padmore with their Marxist background probably influenced his ::i1 
posluon. Aside from ~deology, the Algerians were ldohzed by::~ 
the conference participants because the FLN and the Algerian :i1 
revolution were known and admired throughout Africa. When ~I 

Franz Fanon climbed the platform and stood at the speaker’s 
podium, the conference gave him a standing ovation; and that 
was long before he became famous as author of Xhe Wretched of:i!. 
the Earth. No head of a delegation was given a better reception 
by the conference participants. 

The conference was presided over by Nkrumah, who used2.:{ 

his pulpit to preach the "gospel" of Pan-Africanism. Looking.!I~ 
back, it is hard to recapture the spirit of the moment. The sense :I 

of optimism about Africas future was palpable at that historic.:::l~ 
conference. And Nkrumah personified that spirit. His strategy 
was to mobilize the political and social forces of the African{l 

and set them to work for African liberation continent 
eventual unity. And he was willing to put the resources of his :! 

own country at the service of that goal. Indeed he established:.{ 
centers for training cadres for the task. But there were several ii~ 

challenges facing his noble goal.                            .ii 
To begin with, the leaders of the independent states were :.I 

ensconced in their newfound power structure and were not !i 

willing to relinquish their sovereignty for the sake of a yet .! 
.! 

.! 

unfulfilled larger unity transcending nationaJ borders. Moreover, 

die leaders of Africa were divided ideologically. The Cold War 
had turned Africa into an ideological battleground. Some of 
the independent African states were aligned on the side of the 
West led by the United States, while others were sympathetic to 

the socialist camp led by the Soviet Union. Would a "people’s 
conference" overcome these obstacles? Or, would the leaders of 

the popular forces follow the example of the few independent 
states and become entrapped by their own national power and 
become unwilling to relinquish it for any higher cause? 

~fhere were also other challenges. Even as Nkrumah was 

planning his strategy to achieve African unity, in the early 1960s, 
external forces were busy plotting to undermine his efforts. 

The continent was susceptible to manipulation, becoming easy 
victim to ideological division, which was crystallized into two 
camps known as the Monrovia group and the Casablanca group, 
l~amed after the cities where they held the meeting at which they 
declared their respective positions. The Monrovia group, which 

was inclined toward the west, included countries like Ethiopia, 
Liberia and Nigeria. The Casablanca group included states like 

Egypt, Ghana and Guinea, and the members either leaned 
toward the socialist camp or insisted on neutrality. Another axis 

of division was the Anglophone and Francophone dichotomy 
with the former French colonies, except Guinea, c[osdy linked 

to France. 

The ideological struggle was also manifest in attempts by the 
two sides of the Cold War to infiltrate or influence social and 

political movements in the continent, especially students and 
labor unions. These attempts negatively affected the struggle for 

African liberation and unity. In the East-West contention the 
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financial and other material resources made available from the i.ii 
West far outweighed those coming from the socialist camp. The i~ 

appearance of the Non-Aligned Movement after the Bandung,:I 

meeting seemed to present a third way by reinforcing and:; 

providing support for the hardo,von political sovereignty of:[ 

former colonial territories that were nevertheless economically[ 

dependent on their former colonizers and the United States[ 

of America. 

THE SEDUCTIVE POWER OF NATIONALISM 

"l-he struggle between the socialist East and the capitalist West 

waged for the "hearts and minds" of Africans considered African 

nationalism as a principal object of interest. The members of the 

capitalist West were more familiar with it and thus more adept 

at how to deal with it, particularly given their superior resources.. 

7he socialist East sought to substitute nationalism with socialist- 

internationalism, but was clumsy in their method. In any case 

the attempts were complicated by the appearance of an African 

variety of socialism in several African states such as Senegal 

and Tanzania. 

It is important to remember the historical context in 

which such ideological contention was playing out in Africa. 

African countries inherited from colonial rule artificially fixed :i 

boundaries enclosing within them different ethno-linguistic 

groups. In those circumstances nation building became the 

primary post-colonial political objective. 7here is a cruel 

historical irony in the fact that a sense of nationhood defined by 

foreign imposed artificial boundaries prevailed over primordial 

loyalties based on ethnic origin. To understand this historical.!. 
:I 
.!I 

irony, it is necessary to know the impact of colonial rule in all its 

aspects. The sentiment of outraged dignity suffered by Africans 

during colonial rule, their thirst for freedom and their common 

struggle to attain that freedom acts as a matrix for the birth of 

African nationalism transcending ethnic loyalties, which became 

the ideology that the leaders used to forge a common national 

destiny. This the socialist camp utterly misunderstood, even 

though it had started to adapt its methods in later years; but 

by that time the Soviet Union was approaching its last days. It 

remains to be seen whether the Chinese have learned a lesson 

from the mistakes of the Soviet Union in its dealing with Africa, 

as well as what lessons Africa has learned. 

Evidently Nkrumah also underestimated the power of 

nationalism and its historical and psychological source in each 

of the former colonial territories that became new nation-states 

on the basis of a history of common oppression within the 

artificially erected boundaries. Nkrumah’s socialism is not of 

the African socialism variety; he was too much influenced by 

Marxism for that. His perspective of capitalism was informed 

by his Marxist readings. He was convinced of capitalism’s 

harmful effects on Africa and that a long struggle lay ahead to 

reverse or correct those effects. It was partly in terms of this 

belief that he thought that he could persuade his fellow African 

leaders to join him in the common cause of liberation; one that 

he believed required unity for its achievement. He argued that 

socialism was the system that would best serve Africa~s needs in 

accommodating the changes brought about by capitalism. He 

called it scientific socialism, distinguishing it from the African 

socialism school advocated by others. In an essay with the title of 

’3X’rican Socialism Revisited," Nkrumah wrote: 
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We know that traditional Afrlcan society was founded o~ 

principles of egalitarianism. In its acrual workings, however, it 
had various shortcomings. Its humanist impulse, nevertheless. 
is something that continues to urge us towards our all-Africa~ 

socialist reconstruction. We postulate each man to be an en~ 

in himself, not merely a means; and we accept the necessity 

guaranteeing each man equal opportunities for his development. 
The implications of this socio-political practice have to be 

worked out scientifically, and the necessary social and economic! 

policies pursued with resolution. Any meaningful humanism., 

must begin from egalitarianism and must lead to objectively 
chosen policies for safeguarding and sustaining egalitarianism 

Hence, socialism. Hence, also, scientific socialism. 

On the strength of this strongly-held socialist creed, Nkrumah 
sought to build Ghana and using it as a laboratory, spread it 

to the rest of Africa. Alas! It was cut short by his overthrow in 

February 1966, in a military coup inspired and directed by the 
CIA, while he was on a state visit to North Vietnam and China. 

Following the overthrow, in an act of Pan-African solidari~ 
President S4kou Tourd of Guinea invited Nkrumah to become 

co-President of Guinea. It was a symbolic act of magnanimity. 

that led to an interesting diplomatic incident and confusion:.i 

at the next meeting of the OAU Summit where Ghanaian.i!i 
representatives of President Nkrumah showed up together with’: 

their Guinean comrades contesting the right of the delegation: 
sent by the usurpers to be seated as legitimate delegates of Ghana. 

NKRIJMAH AND THE ORGANIZATION OF AFRICAN UNITY (OAU) 

Two years and nine months before his overthrow, Nkrumah 
participated in the founding conference of the OAU in May 

1963. It would be the last time I saw him. One of the aims of the 
conference that led to the establishment of the OAU was to put 

to rest the division of the Monrovia and Casablanca groups by 
creating a continental body to speak with one voice on behalf of 

all Africans. Ever since the Accra conference of December 1958, 

I had watched with great interest the movement toward the 
establishment of a continental unifying body. And through my 
Ghanaian contacts I followed Nkrumah’s attempts to convince 

his fellow heads of state and government to think big and create 

a United States of Africa. In this, his close friend and fellow 
socialist President Sfikou Tour~ of Guinea as well as Egyptian 
President Gamal Abdel Nasser of Egypt, joined him and other 

progressive Africans to end the Monrovia-Casablanca divide 
because it was a huge stumbling block to the aim of African unity. 

Sdkou Tourd played a crudal role in persuading Emperor Halle 
Selassie to convince members of the Monrovia group to agree 

on a compromise plan. To that end, the draft charter that would 
be submitted to the conference was agreed upon for Nigeria to 
work on a first draft and submit it to a working group who 
would then submit it to the head of state of the country hosting 

the conference. That person was Emperor Halle Selassie because 
it had been agreed that Ethiopia would host the meeting. Again, 
Sdkou Tourd played a key role in that decision as wei1. 

I would be involved more directly in the process of review of 
the draft charter because Ethiopia was given the draft prepared 

by Nigeria. The Ethiopian government appointed a drafting 
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committee to prepare a final compromise draft, and I became~ 

a member of the committee ex officio in my capacity as the 

Attorney General of Ethiopia. Our committee, chaired by Mt 

Getachew Kibret of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs worked on!: 

the charter, which was submitted to the Founding Conference: 

of the OAU on May 20, 1963. As a document representingl 

a compromise, the charter was a far cry from what Nkrum~ 

would have wanted. But it was seen by most as a step in th. 

right direction. Indeed, the fact that Africa could come up with 

a consensus document was a huge surprise, particularly to theil 

international press, which had expected the conference to fail. 

PAN-AFRtCANISM AND SELF DETERMINATION .i 

I will end this lecture on Pan-Africanism by injecting the issue::’:: 

of national self-determination, which on the face of it seems 
to stand in opposition to Pan-Africanism. But it does not: 

necessarily contradict Pan-Africanism; what it does is to make 

the subject more complex and challenging. Very simply put, alI 
governments of all nations are required by internationally agreed 

norms, which are the outcome of the struggle for democratic 
progress, to guarantee "equal rights and self-determination’~ 
to all of their members--particularly in multi-ethnic na~ions~! 

Failing that, according to those norms,, they may face revolts 

seeking self-determination, including a demand for secession 
the ultimate sanction. 

I will illustrate the point by referring to an anecdote. I~ 
involves a question put to me from none other than Professor 
Issa Shivji. The question is reiated to my involvement in the 

struggle for Eritregs national self-determination, leading!I 
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to independence. Issa wanted to know: how do I square this 
personal history and dedication to Eritrea’s independence with 

my Pan-Africanist ideal? tt is a fair and logical question, and one 
that 1 was glad to answer in an interview Tssa and I did two years 

ago. So, does national self-determination in the post-colonial 
African context contradict Pan-Africanism? How does one deal 

with Eritrea’s case? Where does it fit in the scheme of things? 
Incidentally, Eritrea’s perceived uniqueness has now been 
challenged by events in southern Sudan and the referendum of 

January 9, 2011, which resulted in the separation of the south 
from the northern part of Sudan and the creation of another 

new nation. Whether this will be followed by Somaliland being 
recognized remains to be seen. Logic and fairness, as well as the 

recent history of Somalia would seem to justify a positive answer. 

In Eritrea’s case, opponents of Eritrea’s struggle for 
independence, influenced by Emperor Halle Selassie’s diplomacy 

(powerfully backed by the United States), used to argue that 
recognizing Eritrea’s case would open a "Pandora’s Box" in 
African politics by inspiring other groups within African states 

to seek secession. To put the case in perspective, a brief historical 
background is necessary. The Eritrean case was grounded in 

legal and historical arguments in consonance ,vith the African 
post-colonial rationale. According to that rationale, all former 
colonial territories defined by the colonially-fixed boundaries 

constitute the post-colonial nation-stares. African leaders 
accepted the colonially-created legal order when they passed the 
Cairo Resolution at the OAU’s second meeting in 1964. The 
Eritrean argument was that the application of that rationale 
should extend to the case of Eritrea because Eritrea is an entity 
created by the same colonial history as the rest of Africa. Before 
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taking up arms in 1961, Eritreans had expected that the 

quest for self-determination would be recognized, and on th{ 

strength of that belief they tried peaceful means to exercise thei~ 

legal right. 

What is not generally known is that there was a convergenci 

of interests between American strategic and geopolitical interes{ 
in the Red Searegion and Emperor Haile Selassie’s expansionisi 

ambition. This convergence of interest sealed Eritrea’s fate~J 

America used its influence in the United Nations to engineer 

lopsided federal arrangement under which Eritrea would have 

regional autonomy short of independence. Eritreans were forci 

to accept this arrangement. But even that arrangement did n4 
satisfy Emperor Halle Selassie who proceeded to abolish thi 

federation thus causing the armed struggle. After thirty year{l 

of bitter struggle, Eritreans achieved by force of arms what the~i 
could not achieve through diplomacy. 

Many Ethiopians, including some of my friends who wer~ 

democratic and anti-imperial in their thinking, had hoped tha{ 

that Eritrean autonomy under the federal arrangement 

become the basis for other regions in Ethiopia to gain a measut 

of autonomy and thus transform the empire eventually into 

sort of a commonwealth of willing partners. What the curre~ 
govermnent of Ethiopia set out to do is a,r~ approximation ofthai 

vision. After the overthrow of Mengistus military regime, muc~ 

hope was pinned on the promise by the new leaders of Eritrd 

and Ethiopia to establish a progressive regional governmeni 

system based on Cooperative principles that would be a mode:. 

for the rest of Africa. It proved to be avain hope. Indeed, the twi 
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leaders nor only failed to create regional cooperation, in 1998, 

the two countries fought a deadly war that took the lives of over 

100,000 people and caused much devastation of property as 

well as the displacement of hundreds of thousands. 

The conflict between Eritrea and Ethiopia, countries led by 

erstwhile allies and comrades-in-arms, seems to lend credence to 

the argument that each country needs to put its own house in 

order before thinking of unity with others. On the other hand, 

we need to hold Nkrumah’s vision aloft and work towards its 

realization in various ways, perhaps through stages of regional 

grouping. In this respect the African Union will need to act 

more vigorously to prod regions and countries to create regional 

trade relations, and to work on the basis of shared core values 

as the foundation of future unity, a topic about which I will say 

more in tomorrow’s lecture. 

Before I give the brief conduding remarks, let me add a word 

on the role of women in Africa’s struggle for unity and progress. 

Indeed it has been observed that African women have emerged 

with a new definition of Pan-Africanism that emphasizes 

the humanity of Africans over and above the independence 

of states. This is indeed a great challenge to Africa that has 

yet to be addressed. At the seventh Pan-African Congress in 

Kampala, the women who were present formed the Pan-African 

Women’s Liberation Organization (PAWLO). In consequence 

of their redefinition of Pan-Africanism in humanistic terms, 

African women thus have spearheaded a movement opposed to 

warfare and violation of basic human rights. ~lhey have taken 

the discourse on Pan-Africanism to a different level revealing 
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the distinction between rhetorical Pan-Africanism practiced 
government leaders and that of ordinary people. In May 1999;::I 

a meeting of Pan-African Women in Zanzibar proposed a peace. 

agenda, including far-reaching demands for an end to militarism! 
and arms purchases and the need for peaceful resolution of the:i 

wars raging in Africa. 

CONCLUSION 

Nkrumah was not able to persuade his brethren to accept hi,, 

proposed union of African states, but he will be remembered.il 

as a prophet of African liberation and unity. Pan-Africanisrr 
is still a distant goat, but the founding principles have beer 

laid down and instilled in the minds of Africans. In this agt 

of globalization, Africa still faces the old problems with new 
challenges, challenges that increasingly revealed the division 
between government leaders and ordinary people. How has 

the African Union (AU), successor of the OAU, addressed this 
challenge? I will examine the issues rdated to this topic in my’i 

second lecture,                                          ii! 

FROM COLONIAL BORDERS TO AFRICAN UNITY 

Lecture Two 

pan-Africanism and Problems of African Nation-Statehood in the Age of 

Giobafizotion: The Dialectic of the Universal and the Local 

Let me begin with another simple anecdote, this time from a 
class that I teach at my University, The University of North 
Carolina, Chapel Hill. 

It was at the end of a lecture I had given to my class on 
Problems of Policy and Politics of Africa in which I discussed 
Nkrumah’s attempt to create a United States of Africa. 

At the end of the lecture, having explained why Nkrumah 

failed to persuade his fellowAfrican heads of state and government 

to accept the idea of a United States of Africa, t opened the class 

to the question and answer session. I had said that the principal 
reason was that these leaders had been ensconced in a state system 
forged during European colonial rule, systems over which they 

presided as Presidents or Prime Ministers, and that ifNkrumah’s 

ideas were to prevail they would lose that status as Presidents or 
Prime Ministers, becoming instead, governors of their respective 

states. A bright African student, one of the three Africans in a 
class of seventy, asked me whether it would make a difference if 

they were to be appointed kings instead of governors. After all, 
the student seemed to hint: didn’t Jean Bedel Bokassa change his 

status from President to Emperor? 
The answer to this innocent but interesting question need 

not detain us here. Tae question simply reflects the desire of 
the current generation of young Africans to see Nkrumah’s idea 
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implemented. My hope is that it may be implemented during!i 

the lifetime of that young student if not in my own lifetime. :[ 

Meanwhile, the post-colonial heritage of an Africa divided!i 

by artificially fixed boundaries persists with the attendant:ii 

problems caused by such division. Just as Nkrumah 

warned, the fragmented postcolonial state system is politically 

divisive and economically wasteful. The tension between the 

Pan-Africanist idea and the fragmented state system is implicit 

in the compromise solution embedded in the OAU Chartet,i~: 

Article II of which advocates the promotion of solidarity and.’~:. 

cooperation among African states as well as for the defense 

of their sovereignty and territorial integrity. Haunted by the 

inherent tension, African leaders frequently make rhetorical 

statements referring to the dream of a united states of Africa 

even as they are wedded to preserving the present status quo. 

¯hose who express such rhetorical statements do so principally 

in order to appear that they are in sympathy with the dream~ 

of the members of the public who are in favor of African unity;. : 

Lately, we see a hint of an incremental change for the better in. 

African thinking at the continental level. 

As IF AN ANGEL WHISPERED IN THEIR EARS 

In what is either an inspired moment or an immaculate 
deception, the leaders of the African Union seem to have: 

embraced the dream afresh. At their I6th Assembly, the African’: 

Heads of State and Government gave an expression to the dream 

by proclaiming a new theme with the slogan, "Towards Greater 
Unity and Integration through Shared Values." The Commissior~ :::! 

of the African Union presented the theme behind the slogan 

to the member States, and following discussion on the theme, ! 
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the African leaders adopted a Declaration committing them "to 
enhance their ownership of Shared Values." 

Please note the choice of language --"to enhance ownership 

of shared values." I have chosen to take the AU and African 
leaders at their word, deferring critical comments to later. So I 

ask the forbearance of those observers with a jaundiced view of 
African affairs who must find all this unbelievable, coming as it 

does from leaders many of whom do not live by the core values. 
These core values are being submitted for our consideration to 

act as mediating principles for the Pan-Africanist agenda. 
Could it be that the esteemed leaders have taken to heart 

the wise counsel of French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu when he 
launched an earnest appeal calling on all of us to work hard 

to universalize the access to the universal (If faut travailler 

a universlizer l’access a l’universd), meaning to expand and 
deepen the application of universal principles like democracy 

and human rights? My own suspicion is that an angel whispered 

in the ears of our esteemed leaders, or perhaps the spirit of the 
ancestors, joined and goaded by Nkrumah’s spirit, appealed to 

the better angels of their nature in favor of Pan-African unity! 
Could it be then that we are in the cusp of change? Above all, 
the inevitable question will come, and that is: Does ownership 
of the shared values mean applying them in practice in each one 

of the member states? tf it does, we would indeed be beholding 
the arrival of the reign of justice. 

Infected as I am by the mood of optimism underlying the 
AU’s declaration, I am tempted to ask that we suspend disbelief 
and proceed on the basis of the assumption that our continent’s 

leaders have turned over a new leaf and are determined to be 
the hand maidens of the new millennium -- of the reign of 
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justice. And this, despite the unresolved crises in the DRC, 
Ivory Coast, Darfur, and Somalia, to name a few among th~ 

crisis areas of our benighted continent. I know I am asking a lotil 
but bear with me. Actually, as a lawyer, I should tremble at th~ 

prospect of a reign of justice. For I have a vague recollection 

what the Bard said, that shrewd observer of the human conditiol 
by the name of William Shakespeare. He declared through on 

of his characters that "when the reign of justice comes the fir: 
thing we’ll do is kill all the lawyers." Another character was mor~i 
frightful in his prescription, for he said: "we shall strangle the lasl 

lawyer with the entrails of the last accountant." I am sure th~ 
if the character were speaking in our times, he would substitut{:! 

the accountant with the banker. 

Now, proclaiming shared values as a basis of public discours~i 
is sound in principle; it is an important factor in the struggle for 

finding a common ground among Africa’s divided nation-states..:: 
And as such, it should be of interest to anyone dedicated 

the Pan-African[st idea. As if anticipating our questions, Africa~ 

Comm~ss,on heads of state and government requested the AU .... 

strengthen the African Governance Architecture to facilitate th. 
harmonization of instruments and coordination of institution; 

in governance and democracy." Being high-minded, they d~ 

seem to think of everything! 

To reiterate my point, on the assumption that shared 
are being advanced as mediating principles in the intersection: 
of Pan-Africanism and national sovereignty, I am suspending 
disbelief, and will proceed to explain the content and source 
what are being called shared values. Where do we find core valuesi 
At the national level core values can be gleaned from a country’s.li 

constitution; and the role of such core values in national life 
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depends on the particular nat[otis commitment to a democratic 

system of government and to constitutionalism, which is the 
soul of a democratic system. As a student of constitutional law 
myself, I have examined African constitutions and found that 

all of them provide for what we may call core values as part of 
the central principles of a democratic system of government -- 
some in more detail than others. By way of example, t shall cite 
Kenya’s new constitution, which in many respects represents a 

state of the art document. 
Article 4 of the new Kenyan constitution provides: "The 

Republic of Kenya shall be a multi-party democratic State 
founded on the national values and principles of governance 

referred to in Article t 02 And the national values and principles 

of governance mentioned in Article 10 are the following: 
Patriotism, national unity, sharing and devolution of power, 

the rule of law, democracy and participation of the people; 

Human dignity, equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, 

human rights, non-discrimination and protection of the 
marginal[zeal; Good governance, integrity, transparency and 
accountability; and Sustainable development 

I think that the principles and values contained in Article 

10 of Kenya’s constitution, listed above, can be consolidated 
into four or five comprehensive principles. This would make 
our discussion concerning them and their role more coherent. 

For example, democracy and good governance can be lumped 
together; and equality and inclusiveness being important aspects 
of democracy can be included in democracy and good governance. 
Rtfle of law and human rights can also be joined as one genera[ 

prindplc; similarly, social justice and non÷discrimination and 

protection of the marginalized can be placed together. 
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These are matters of idiosyncrasies of the art of drafting 

and do not affect the substance of the values and principles.:: 

But one thing is certain: non-observance of any of these values::. 

and principles can be, and has generally been, a major cause of: 

the problems of A£rican states, but not for lack of attempts to. 

make constitutional provisions for them. Alas! Much of Africa’si 

problems occur not for lack of constitutional provisions but in 

spite of them. All too often they are honored in their breach 

rather than in their observance.                             ¯ 
The foregoing remarks should clear the way for a discussion!ii 

focused on what the African Union calls shared values and the 

role of these values in establishing the necessary constitutional 

framework that enables governments to govern better in their 

respective nations. Implicit in the African Union’s statement is 

a belief that providing for such framework at the nation-state 

level can clear the way to greater unity and integration among 

the member states. Such presumption is in consonance with the 

international norms that all governments are required to observeiil 

as mentioned in my earlier lecture concerning the principle 

equal rights and self-determination. The said core values are 

goals upon which all government systems should be based. 

Let us no~v consider the shared core values in relation to[~ 

African problems. 

CORE VALUES AS MEDIATING PRINCIPLES 

Assuming that the African leaders agree on a version of sharec 

values similar to the ones contained in the Kenyan constitution, m 
what sense (or in wh,,at way) wouid such an agreement constitute 

a factor to promote greater African unity and integration ? 
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presumed rationale for the AU’s insistence of including shared 

values as an essential factor for the promotion of greater unity 

and integration is that the absence of such shared values has 

been a stumbling block to the aim of African unity. Tnis point 

is connected to the question as to the best path to follow in 

the struggle for African unity. As we allknow, one way is the 

demand for immediate continental unity, which Nkrumah 

advocated, qIle other is gradual unification through regional 

integration and using such integration as a launching pad for 

eventual continental unity. Nkrumah’s plea for immediate 

continental unity failed to persuade his fellow African leaders, 

and I began this lecture by stating the reason why he could not 

persuade them. 

Is it possible that African leaders have been chastened by forty 

years of experience forty years of wandering in the wilderness 

of disunity and underdevelopment? Or has globalization’s "darker 

side" shocked them into accepting the necessity of concerted 

action? Is it conceivable that there has been a paradigm shift in 

African thinking that putting their individual national houses 

in order is a precondition for the movement toward continental 

unity? Tothat end, what better way coax there be than .focusing 

on shared values for putting the national houses in order? In 

asking these questions, we may be indulging in wishful thinking 

or dreaming, but dreaming of a greater cause is no vice. Indeed, 

history is full of such dreaming. The European Union originated 

in the dream of a French Statesman, Jean Monet. 

Meanwhile, much of Africa is faced ,vith economic, social 

and political problems, in some cases reaching crisis proportions. 

We need only think of Somalia over the last twenty years, the 

Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), Sudan’s Darfur and 
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C6te d’Ivoire. [[ am told that in the Chinese language the wor 

crisis is represented by letters or characters combining danger. 

and opportunity. Can the current crisis induce in Africans 
determination to convert it to an opportunity? I~ the even{i: 

of that happening, one might hope that the AU s resort 

shared values as the source of solutions holds the key to such. 

opportunity. We can only hope - hope springs eternal, as the. 

saying goes. 

Let us then examine the essence of some relevant core value: 

With that in mind, I have consolidated the values and principles 

listed in Article 10 of Kenya’s constitution into five core values,i 

namely: 1) Democracy; 2) National unity and stability; 3) Rulei 
of law and human rights; 4) Sustainable development; and 5)::.! 

Social justice. 

As I said earlier, such consolidation should make ouril 
discussion more coherent. 

DEMOCRACY 

~here is a general understanding that democracy is : 

universally-shared value. It is a necessary condition for peacefu 

interaction in national and international affairs, as well a., 

for the fulfillment of other core values like human rights and 

social justice. So, what do we understand by democracy, and 

why would it help in obviating Africa’s problems? Tile classical 

approach defined deinocracy in terms of its source and purpose5 

with the will of the people as source and the common good a., 

purpose. However, in recent times, emphasis has shifted to th{ 

procedural aspect as the central feature of democracy, leading td 

controversy - it concerns choosing leaders through competitive 
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elections by the people. Implicit in this concept of electoral 

democracy is the conviction that popular participation and 

competition are crucial components of democratic government. 

But the question remains: Do elections constitute the only core 

elements of democracy? Certainly, elections are a critical part of 

it, to the extent that elected bodies, as representative institutions, 

are the primary national institutions accountable to the citizens 

of a country. But once the representatives are elected, their 

responsibilities do not end when the election is over. In other 

words, election is a means to an end, the end being the proper 

functioning of representative institutions, which constitute the 

substantive aspects of democracy. 

~he procedural imperative, though essential, must be 

analyzed in relation to the role of representative institutions in 

the totality of a constitutional order. 

Commenting on the undue emphasis given to process, 

Chicago University Professor Jean Bethke Elshtain has written: 

Democracy is not and has never been primarily a means 

whereby popular will is tabulated and carried out but, rather, 

a political world within which citizens negotiate, compromise, 

engage and hold themselves and those they choose to represent 

the~a accountable for actions taken .... Democracy’s enduring 

promise is that citizens can come to know a good in common 

that they cannot know alone. 

This incisive statement is a fair and accurate summary of the 

essence of democracy. Indeed, the other core values that I will 

consider later are shaped, or at least influenced, by the process 

in which, to quote Hshtain, "citizens negotiate, compromise 

and engage" in the daily business of government and in social 



interaction. Nor is this new to African peoples who lived b ~i 

this democratic ethos; for, to borrow British historian Joht 
Lonsdale’s insightful phrase, African peoples lived side by side a: 
"negotiating ethnicities" before colonial rule turned them into 
"competing tribes." 

To sum up, democracy is the keystone of the entire edific 
of a country’s political system in the modern era. It is thi 

paramount political value of our epoch, and even dictators pa3 
lip service to it. Alas! Too many of our leaders in Africa do no 

go beyond paying lip service to democracy. Clearly, addressin~ 
the problem of democracy will go a long way m resolwng Africa8 

problems. To that end there should be a common understanding 

of and general commitment to the core prindples of democracy.. 
But just agreeing on doctrines or prindples is not enough; thii 

must be accompanied by an agreement on the need for creating 
and maintaining the necessary institutions. The absence of, ol 
weakness in institutions to hold those in power accountable 

a critical defect. In much of Africa, the absence or weakness 
such institutions has been the cause of democracy deficit and thi 

consequent political problems. 

Next we will consider national unity and stability. 

NATIONAL ~JNITY AND STABILITY 

Both national unity and stability are essential conditions fc 
social and economic progress. Indeed, the continued, existence 
of a nation depends on them, and there is a sense in which th~ 

other core values are dependent on them. Tiae question is wha{ 

are the conditions that sustain stability? Well, first of all, stabilit 
is not simply the absence of conflict, just as peace is not simpl~ 
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the absence of war. True stability is not one imposed by force. 
Recent events in Egypt and elsewhere have demonstrated that 
stability maintained by the use of repressive force cannot endure. 
The January 2011 events in Cairo’s Tahrir Square have shown 
that you cannot keep a people subjugated through fear and 
intimidation. Rather, citizens must be secure under a regime of 

rule of law, as opposed to arbitrary personal rule, and that under 
the constitution the government is subject to the law just as 
individual citizens are; that no one is above the law and everyone 

is equal under the law. tn a democratic society, citizens know 
this to be a fundamental constitutional principle. Whenever the 
rule of law is violated for any reason, even for reasons of state 
security, a clash of values occurs, leading to serious controversy 

or conflict. In such a situation, a well-informed citizen who 
lmows his/her rights would invoke another equally basic value, 
i.e. human rights. Stability is conditioned on the application of 
the other core values as fundamental principles underpinning a 
democratic order. And stability is a precondition to economic 
development and social progress. 

RULE OF LAW AND HUMAN RIGHTS 

As already highlighted in the preceding paragraph, rule of 

law means that everyone is equal in the eyes of the law, and 

that no one is above the law. One of the achievements of the 

post-World War II period has been the incremental growth and 

the near-universal recognition of human rights in all their varied 

forms. Following in the footsteps of the UN Charter, numerous 

international resolutions and declarations were adopted by the 

UN General Assembly, beginning with the Universal Declaration 

of Human Rights of 1948. The 1948 Declaration has provided 
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the basic framework for the future development of differen 
aspects of human rights and influenced the writing of nationa[::i 
constitutions in this respect. A dimax of the evolution ofhumari.ii! 
rights was reached in 1966 with the adoption by the United!i 

>nations of the  nternational Covenants on Civil and 
Rights, and on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. 

Today, the majority of world governments have ratified thesei 
international legal instruments on human rights, and most have.::!. 
included their essential elements in their national constitutionsl.}:: 
But the struggle for their application continues. An interesting 
aspect of that struggle concerns China’s attitude toward them, In 
1997, when the then President of China, Jiang Zemin visited thi 
United States, President Bill Clinton criticized Chinas recor~ 
of violation of religious freedom. Jiang Zemin answered thaiil 

:.~ 

these rights are a Western invention not applicable to China 
Clinton responded by telling his Chinese counterpart that h{i 
was on the wrong side of history. Over a decade later, Presiden{ 

Obama made a similar plea requesting his Chinese counterpart;! 
President Hu Jintao to observe human r~ghts of free speech and 
religious freedom. ~his time, the latter s answer was different~:i 
he admitted that China had some way to go in terms of th6{ 

application of human rights. ~ll~is impliedly meant that Chin~: 
recognizes the universal nature of human rights, that it is an: 
important part of the common heritage of humanity. 

In Africa, there is no question but that all governmentsi 
rhetorically pay homage to human rights and their constirutionSll 
have adopted most of the pertinent prindples. Africa eveff 
adopted a Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights and created 
the requisite institutions to implement them. But in theiil 

application many states fall far short of what is required. Clearly,!i 
Africa has a long way to go in that respect. 
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SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 

Sustainable development is defined as development that meets 

the needs of the present without compromising the ability of 
future generations to meet their own needs, This definition 
reconciles two seemingly contradictory goals - environmental 
conservation and economic growth. And it offers a solution to 

a serious global crisis - the crisis of mass poverty on the one 
hand and the excessive consumption of a minority on the other. 
Sustainable development is the one issue that links Africa with 

the rest of the global community of nations; it is the issue in 

which globalization shows its darker side. In terms of the global 
political economy, the two issues of excessive consumption of 

a minority and mass poverty have been the driving force of 
environmental degradation. That is why the environmental 

movement is perhaps humanity’s most important movement in 

the contemporary world. It is also the reason why sustainable 
development, properly understood and applied, is one of the 

core values that nmst figure in the public discourse within 
African nations alongside human rights and other core values. 

At the international level also, the ongoing, inconclusive 
global negotiations to address the problems of climate change 
concerns Africa perhaps more critically than other continents. 

For that reason alone, we should commend the African Union 
for including it as one of the core values and prindples to be 
considered as a factor in the struggle for greater unity and 

integration. Facing a common danger brings people together to 
find solutions. 

Africa is facing environmental problems in terms of soil 

erosion, desertification, and ecological degradation caused by 
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industrial waste as well as uncontrolled exploitation of natural 

resources such as logging of timber for commercial use. In th~ 

face of such problems African govermnents need to work out 

and implement strategies and plans of action to prevent 
minimize the damage as well as replenish diminished forest[i!~ 

regions. To those ends the AU’s declaration of shared valuesif:, 

should include concerted efforts at regional levels. A case 

point is the Nile river basin, which traverses several countries:i{ 

stretching from Egypt in North Africa to the Horn of Africa ant 

the Great Lakes Region. In this respect, some African scholars an 

showing the way in sounding the alarm of the coming dangersi 

warning all concerned and especially the ieaders of the at}ected 

countries, urging them to rethink their national focus in favor oi 

collective strategies from which all can benefit as well as avoid 

or at least mitigate, further disasters. (See Okbazghi Yohannes 

Water Resources and Inter-Riparian Relationships in the Nil. 

Basin, 2008).                                              :. 

There is also the matter of dumping of toxic waste, including! 

nuclear waste that has occurred in some African countries. Thii 

is perhaps an issue around which all Africa can and must unite 

order to save the continent from becoming a dumping groun~ 

of toxic waste originating in Europe, America or elsewhere. It 

worth mentioning that the Somali pirates first rose up again; 

dumping of toxic waste as well as of illegal fishing in Somal 

territorial waters by foreign ships that happened in the wake o: 

the collapse of the Somali state in the early 1990s. The incidenc~ 

of piracy later metan~orphosed into a different kind of enterpris~i] 
against merchant ships and yachts with hostage taking 

demands for ransom as the principal aim. 
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Africa also needs to agree on continent-wide cooperation to 

preserve its wildlife, including endangered animals. Recently, a 
battle for the future of Africa’s oldest national park erupted in 

the east of the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), pitting 
British oil companies keen on exploration against the green 

lobby. Part of the exploration site lies in the Virunga National 
Park, a world heritage site famous for its endangered mountain 

gorillas. It was first reported that Congo’s environment minister 
was considering lobbying several local members of parliament 

ro redraw the boundaries of the park in order to enable the start 
of oil exploration at the heart of the block. It appears that this 
attempt was later rejected. (See Financial Times: Battle. over Oil 

in Congo National Park, February 22, 2011). 
Tfiere is a lesson Africa can learn from what has been 

happening lately in the Amazon region of Brazil. First of all, it 

is worth noting the role of cattle ranching and the beef industry 
in deforestation in that part of the world. The environmental 
organization Greenpeace has established a link between the 
Amazon region’s cattle and beef industry and its supply chain 

with companies like Adidas, Nike, Toyota, Gucci and Kraft:. I 
would also like to cite a remarkable act of a dedicated and fearless 
prosecutor of Brazil’s state of Para, the home of most of the 
Amazon’s cattle-herd. The prosecutor, Daniel Avelino, probably 

saved more rain forest than many conservation groups ever will 
by the drastic action he took. He identified 20 big cattle ranches 
operating on illegally cleared land and traced the slaughterhouse 
buying their cattle. He then established that some of the world’s 

best-known retailers, including Wal-Mart and Carrefour, were 
buying meat from them. He fined the ranchers and abattoirs 
the equivalent of $1.2 billion, and told retailers that unless they 
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cleared up their supply chains through legal channels, he won 

fine them too. (See the Economist, September 25, 2010). 
~l-he response was dramatic. The retailers immediatdI 

stopped buying meat from Para and the slaughterhouse dosed! 

with the abattoirs promising not to deforest illegally. This sto~ 
speaks to the crucial role dedicated government officials can pli 

to help stem the tide of deforestation and other environmen~ 
damage. It provides an object lesson for Africa. Also, it het~i 
when governments of consumer countries pass tegislati0:!. 
criminalizing the import of illegal timber, as the European Uni6 

did in July 2010, and the United States in 2008 by amendin 
the Lacey Act. 

Last, but not least, I turn to social justice. 

SOCIAL JU;ST1CE 

Social justice dovetails with human rights principles. Hun .. 
rights may be partly judged by some standards of the achievemei 

of human security, measured in terms of the provision or la~ 

of provision of some services to citizens. To those ends, 
United Nations has created a system of measurement call{~, 
the UN Human Development Index (UDI). This is a use~..:~: 

measure of human wdlbeing going beyond GDP - 

the production of goods and the building of roads and bridg{ 
and other infrastructure, important though these are. The 
UDI standard of measurement embraces different dimensidi~ 
of human development, most importantly: the availabiliI 

of affordable and adequate nutrition; provision of affordal~] 
education; access to good health services; and affordable housi:i 

in safe neighborhoods. 
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Let me just reiterate that in adopting the African Union’s 
theme of shared values, my assumption is that such a framework 

will help us focus our minds on the most critical issues and 
objectives in our pursuit of African unity. I must also say that I 

know Africa’s reality and the tremendous challenge facing us in 

this pursuit, i now change gear and move to briefly note Africa’s 
challenges in the age of globalization. Facing this new challenge 

is the often-neglected subject of African traditional heritage, 
which to a large extent is an important part of the said core 
values. It is my view that African traditional values underpinning 
communal solidarity and cohesion - notably those human values 

ofcarir~g and sharing and mutual respect, known as social capital 

by sociologists--must be rehabilitated and considered together 
with the core values summarized above. 

It is also worth underscoring that the set of values summarized 
above are related and interdepende~tt. Stability and peace are 

primordial requirements for human life and for sustainable 
development, as are democracy and good governance. To bc 
sustainable or enduring, stability must be based on justice. 

Good governance speaks to the integrity of those who govern - 
it means the absence of corruption and the meticulous response 
to the aspirations of the people. No country can create wealth if 
its leaders exploit the economy to enrich themselves, or its police 
are bought off by drug traffickers. Or, as Barak Obama said in 

his Accra speech in July 2009, "No person wants to live in a 
society where the rttte of law gives way to the rule of brutality 
and bribery." And he also said, ’2kfrica does not need strong 
men, it needs strong institutions." 
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AFRICA AND THE CIqALLENGE OF GLOBAL[ZATION 

As we live in a globalized world we need to ask: what are t~ 

challenges of globalization for Africa? Earlier, I made referen~ 
to the darker side of globalization. This is evident in world trad{ 
In the current reality of global rdations, trade, as the agent ~ 

economic integration, involves unequal exchange or unf: 
terms of trade between the powerful countries of the "Nor~! 

and the weaker "South." It also involves exploitation of che~{ 

labor and repressive national legislation targeted at labor uniorti 

which denies working people the power to bargain for fair wa~ 

and better working conditions. If things continue the way thq 
are, global economic integration through trade and investmefii 
wilt also eventually lead to the decline of national sovereign~~ 

Corporations with global reach exert more influence, weakeni~ 
the power of national governments to act autonomousi; 

Globalization has also created a highly charged competiti{ 
economic environment that causes a great deal of amdety. Sue 
anxiety is compounded by the breaking of national barriers a~ 

the introduction into the domestic market of cheaply produc~ 

goods that drive domestic small traders out of business. In tl 
face of this reality Nkrumah’s point that African political unl 

is a precondition as defense against economic exploitation ar 
related unfair treatment by global forces is clearly propheti 

Nor is the advantage of continental unity subject to dispute. Si 
matters, particularly in times of crisis; crises do not overwhdi 
a bigger country like the United States of America, which 

a continental country. For example, the recent financial crii 

overwhelmed Greece and Ireland whereas its effect on a counn 

like the United Sates was not as serious, by comparison. 
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Another point that should be emphasized is that the global 

reach of multinational corporations is no longer limited to 
American and European corporations. China, India, Russia, 

and others, including some Gulf States, are using business 

as an instrument of state power to advance their interests, 
profiting from the breakdown of national barriers facilitated 

by globalization. China in particular is now leading in the use 
of state power to snatch a growing share of the world’s natural 
resources, most of them in Africa. 

One thing is clear. Such core values as democracy and human 

rights do not figure prominently in the race for acquisition of 
the said natural resources. In this respect there is bound to be a 

gap between r_he views and attitudes of government officials on 
the one hand, and those of the greater mass of their poptdations 

on the other, as to who will ultimately benefit from the grant of 
concessionary rights to foreign companies for the exploitation 

of natural resources like oil and minerals. It bears repetition 
that today, as before, Africa is at a disadvantage. America and 
Europe and lately China are interested only in exploiting the 
energy and mineral resources of the continent. America’s and 
Europe’s deeds on sustainable development do not match their 

words. Africa’s challenge in our times includes dealing with new 
emerging economies and the potential of large investment in 
infrastructure and trade. It is the task of scholars and African 
scholars in particular, to analyze the nature and extent of the 
consequences of the global connection, sorting out the negative 

from the positive, and to help map out strategies for attenuating 
the negative effects and reinforcing the positive. Whether the 
Chinese, Indians and Brazilians will behave differently from the 

Americans and Europeans remains to be seen; but the available 
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evidence and lessons of history suggest that they will not. AI 
in all, Africa’s unity is more urgently needed today than eve~:ii 
before; and the shared values approach put forward by the AU iS.i{ 

a good beginning. Let us challenge the AU leaders and all leader~i!~ 

of Africa to translate this promising start to practical measures~i!i 
Let us hope that the rhetoric will be matched by action. 

I started this lecture by reference to the AU’s statemen{:.i{ 

prodaiming the theme of shared values. ~ll~e AU exhorte~i 
member states to enhance their ownership of such shared value~:{: 
as a necessary step towards the achievement of African unity and!ill 

integration. I assume that the use of the word integration is 
reference to the integration of African economies and societiesli 

not integration with globalized market capitalism. I asked the 
audience to suspend their disbelief considering the AU’s bold.! 

project of appealing to shared values in the pursuit of Africafi 
unity and integration, tn the spirit of that request, I am now 
posing a challenge to all of us to demand that the AL! 
its promise. The concluding recommendations are designed 

push forward the fulfillment of the promise. The advantage 
the shared values approach to African unity is clear in terms!! 
of its capacity to direct the attention of national leaders andli 

opinion makers to focus on crucial values codified in tlxeil 
constitutions. The assumption is that the leaders are sworn tc 

uphold those values. 

Can such an assumption pass the test given Africa’s realityi 

There is the rub. ~le AU has undertaken a huge task and will 
need all the technical, organizational and intdlectual suppor{ 

it can muster. One of the useful criteria by which the AU can 

test government policy is budget allocation. Where and how 
national budget is allocated is indicative of what the governmentlil 
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values. As of today, a study of the budget allocation of five 
Afric~ countries - Ethiopia, Ghana, Senegal, South Africa, and 
Zambia - shows varying proportions of funds allocated to the five 
values we discussed. Though there is a growing awareness of the 
importance attached to the core values in all of them, nonetheless 
the security sector still claims the lion’s share of resources in 
comparison to the other values such as sustainable development 

and social justice. It is the argument of Pan-Africanists that with 
unity and integration there would be a proportionate increase in 
favor of sustainable development and social justice. 

A question that inevitably arises is: Does the AU command 
the necessary resources - institutional and material - to compel 
member governments to live by or implement the requirements 
implied in the shared core values, notably upholding democratic 
principles? Can it muster the courage of its convictions (as 
stipulated in the shared values theme) to see to it that those 

who violate the said shared values are properly sanctioned? In 
particular, can it enforce the application of the Banjul Charter 
on human and peoples’ rights? How can we make sure that this 
is so in the face of the AU’s record with regard to the tragedy of 
Darfur? What about the events in the Ivory Coast in which a 

sitting president refused to honor the will of the voters despite 
the AU’s insistence that he hand over power to the opponent 
who won the election? And Gbagbo was not the only errant 
leader, only the latest example in the rogues’ gallery of African 
leaders. Do you remember Hosni Mubarak whom a popular 
revolution deposed when he was preparing to arrange reelection 
for the sixth time? 
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CONCLUSION 

What can we conclude from the preceding discussion? 

First and foremost, there is rhetorical commitment .1 
Pan-Africanism. The African Union’s call for unity M. 
integration on the basis of shared values is a promising initiati~, 
Clearly, the AU has taken a bold step in the right 
But, in view of the African reality, many will find this hard 
believe. My request for suspension of disbelief was based 
that reality. I would now like to beg your indulgence for I 
shift gears and ask you to change the suspension of 
into a positive commendation of the AU leaders and 

them to challenge all Africans, and particularly our leaders 
think big and work towards the goal of unity and inte 
on the basis of our shared values. The reality also compels me 
urge the people, especially the young generation to be 
in challenging all governments at all levels. As far as the 
promise is concerned, I would urge the leaders to go 
rhetorical declarations and act more vigorously 
governments do the following: 

¯ Abide by the rules of law ordained by their res 
constitutions and laws; 

¯ Create regional trade groupings; or where they 
reinforce them; 

¯ Create mechanisms of enforcement to hold 
to account for their acts and omissions. To that 

the eight departments of the AU, each one headed 
Commissioner, must be turned into effective agents; 

¯ Encourage the independence of the judiciary in each 
its member nations; 
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¯ Encourage the development of strong professional 
associations, especially related to law and a free press; 

, Encourage the development of civil society organizations; 

and 
¯ Encourage the creation of an enabling environment to 

tap the increasing African expertise in all technical fields 
related to trade and commerce, culture and other areas. 

tn such endeavors Pan-Africanism may need to be redefined 

to accommodate new modes of thinking derived from research 
and creative writing. Our poets, as much as our historians and 
sociologists, have to weigh in on this Herculean task. We need 

a new generation of more Wole Soyinkas and Samir Amins to 
help break the intellectual barriers that have blocked us from 
transitioning to a much-needed unity in this age ofglobalization 

when the world has becmne a village, but a world in which Africa 
is being left behind, divided and underdeveloped. We Africans 
have to acknowledge that we must address our shortcomings 
and institute change in all fields. By themselves, such changes 
will not overcome all the inequities of the global economic and 

political order over which our continent has little control. Only 
an enlightened, progressive and competent African leadership 
can summon the will and mobilize the energy and commitment 

of our populations for the challenges that lie ahead, including the 
challenge of the HIV!AIDS pandemic that threatens to spread. 

My last word is addressed to our African youth. Youth of 
Africa: you represent the future. You must, therefore, organize 
and mobilize your enormous energy - the energy that I feel 

flowing toward me from the gallery where the youthful 
members of this gathering are seated. As a concerned father, an 
old fighter and Pan-Africanist, I call on you to challenge us, your 
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elders. One suggestion I can make is for African youth in ever)i! 
country throughout Africa to establish networks, and to 

parallel parliaments. Try to use the shared values principle as 
litmus test to the sincerity of our leaders. If the African Unio 
and the heads of state and government of Africa are sincere 

their shared values proposals, they will respond positively. 
challenge them. Test them. 

God bless you. Africa Must Unite 

Mungu [bariki A_f!’ika! 
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A VOTE OF THANKS 
TO PROFESSOR BEREKET HABTE SELASSIE 

Khoff Chilornba Komanga*" 

Get up, stand u]~, and flght for pan-Aj~icanism! 

It is evidendy a privilege and a humbling one at that, to 

be called upon to ddiver a vote of thanks to an accomplished 

public academic, long-serving civil servant, tested political 
rebel and writer of repute. And, more significantly, a devoted 
pan-Africanist. You can therefore appreciate my sense of awe 

and trepidation. It is for this reason that my rejoinder can only 
be selective and in doing so, hopefully accurately capture the 
crucial issues of the moment. 

As I sat over there, listening to his lecture and having read his 
intensely rich, stimulating memoirs, The Crown and the Pen, 

my mind raced back and forth trying to remain focused on what 
I could put down as the most fundamental, substantive issues 
Professor Sdassie is leaving behind as he flies out of Tanzania 

and returns to his working life across the Atlantic. 
To begin with, are his privileged and densely rich engagements 

with the golden age ofpan-Africanism, including participating at 
the first ever All African Peoples Conference, in Accra, Ghana, in 
December 1958, and witnessing first hand the birth pangs of the 

0rganisation of African unity, the precursor to the Africml Union 
(AU) we know today. His memoirs give us that rare insight into 
what it meant for those present as the Gold Coast shed off the 

shackles of colonialism, and overnight transformed into a living 

* *Department of PubIic Law, University o£ Dar es Salaam. 
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symbol of mother Africa’s collective pride, liberation and hopei~:! 

No less striking was the relatively youthful age at which he wasi!! 
asked to serve Emperor Halle Selassie’s government in the highl~:"~ 

coveted position of attorney general. And, how subsequentlyi 
this exalted position in his imperial majesty’s government, neve~ 

clouded his mind from distinguishing between the acceptable 
and unacceptable, in terms of governance. In a rare display o! 

valour, he resigned in protest. 
Leaving behind the comforts of life and office to join rebei: 

forces in Eritrea is as striking, as it is inspiring. The 7 day marc"i:. 

on the road to Sahel with Eritrean guerillas, the tegadelti;. 

reminds one of the heroic exploits of other African guerillas 
such places as Guinea Bissau, Mozambique and Namibia, and.i, 

for that matter, of fidelista guerillas in Cuba’s Sierra Maestrai:I 
Having witnessed a ’stolen revolution’ in Ethiopia, he wouldil 

equally live to see a ’betrayed liberation’ in his motherland Of 
Eritrea. While a sense of higher purpose pulled him towards th~ 

Eritrean relief agency he had helped to create, the responsibiliK 
to family, left in limbo in Washington DC, pulled unrelentingly 

in the opposite direction. 
Bereket Selassie is no stranger to the academic and legal!i 

fraternity in Tanzania. He attended a conference on African.i 

customary law in 1963, here in Dar cs Salaam, and returned 

to the Faculty of Law in the summer of i964. With amazin.. 

prescience, his 1974 doctoral thesis foreshadowed the emergenc~ 
of the African post-independence imperial president, or as h~ 

prefers to call the phenomenon, neo-pres~dentialism. Whether:I 
in the USA or Europe, Professor Selassie took the most active::: 

part in student politics of the day, including the penning of a~. 
controversial opinion in the Ethiopian Herald as early as 1964. 
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And as you would expect, people who are Faithful to 

p,a, dnles, progressive thinking, aren’t everyone’s hero. I found 
it both amusing and unfortunate that the same epithets used 
against Professor Bereket Selassie in the late 1960s, at a time 
he was serving imperial banishing orders in Harar province, 
have crept up in cyberspace today. Without much originality, 
decorum or elementary civility, Professor Bereket Sdassie is 
portrayed as a ’mercenary’, parasite, and a self-righteous man. 

Very little if anything from his thinking, work, and 
especially from his presentation today, ever suggests that any of 
those slurs are remotely warranted. I would, with respect, go 
further and suggest that to the contrary, from Professor Bereket 
Selassie’s abundantly rich intellectual and political life, there are 

maw things which the youth in this gathering can take with 
them for the benefit of their respective nations, and indeed, 
pan-Africanism. Two or three stand out. 

Firstly is the’deeply inquisitive mind; the questioning 

mind. ~lhe habit of putting under the microscope all that you 
hear, see and read; a mind intolerant of dogma. The mind of 
a~i ’intellectual rebel’. Some would say this comes naturally 
with lawyers and academics. But we see this trait in Professor 
Selassie much earlier in his life. Barely in his teens in his home 
village of Adi Nifas, he stepped aside from a ritual dance and 
song condemning a fornicator to flogging. He even mercilessly 
questions his own people’s vanity in ascribing to Eritrea, the 
cradle of the river Nile. Likewise, the daily ritual of singing 
praise songs of the Italian fascist leader, Benito Mussolini, at the 
colonial elementary school (at the Scuola Vittorio Emmanuele 
III), always left him dismayed. However, the questioning, 
rebellious mind is worth nothing, if not accompanied by explicit 
actions, for all to see. To stand up, and be counted. Get up, 
stand up and fight for your rights, Peter Tosh reminded us in his 
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dassic reggae mega-hit. To make ends meet, summer 1950 fo: 
example, found Professor Bereket Selassie working in the menia 
position of a kitchen hand in a restaurant in central London~ 
Marble Arch area. Convinced that his supervisor was harassing:I 
him and being unreasonable, he protested by plainly speaking 
out his mind, and throwing his apron in her pretty face an~ 
marching out. And, at a cost of losing two weeks of wages. But 
not before casting on the already petrified lady a traditional curse 
line: "may the spirit of my ancestors, sitting on the Obelisk oi 
Axum and on the rock-hewn churches of Lalibela haunt you 
your wakeful moments and pursue you to your grave!"        ¯ 

Later, while working as his imperial majesty’s inspector 
general he became convinced that the executive was exerdsin 
unacceptable influence on the judiciary, through the ’cour 
inspection’ procedure. The procedure represented an affront 
the constitutional principle of independence of the judiciary.!ili 
And, what was the restdt of this intellectual and Professorial 
open-mindedness? He put down his recommendations in ariI 
open memorandum addressed to his superiors. In the aftermath 
of the abortive December 1960 coup, Professor Bereket Selassi, 
was appointed to sit in judgment over the treason case ofa cou 
commander he personally admired and whose reformist caus, 
he sympathised with. His response, which was rather ingenious 
had the effect of recusing him from sitting on the bench and 
substitute judge being found. 

It is quiet instructive that at all times Professor Bereket.: 
Habte Selassie worked in concert with like minded students 
politicians, fighters and grass-root leadership. A consistent credt 
in his life, it would seem, was the Nkrumah war cry: organise 
don’t agonise! 

As I conclude, I wish to recall what Amilcar Cabral said 
he stood by the mortal remains of Kwame Nkrumah, that 
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day of May 1972 in Conakry, Guinea. Cabral, among other 
things, said: 

We must however draw the lesson from all events. Even at 

the moment of grief, we must ask ourselves some questions, the 
better to understand the past, live the present, and prepare for 
the future. 

What lessons do we draw from Professor Bereket Habte 
Selassie’s presence here today, and his Nyerere Annual Lecture to 
the 3rd Julius Nyerere Intellectual Festival Week? Hopefully, I 
would not be far o~the mark, ifI were to return to two critical 
factors. I choose these because of their potential in challenging 
unbridled globalisarion and promoting Pan-Africanism. And my 
remarks are particularly directed at militant youth and students. 

First it would seem that a dear and deep understanding of 
the surrounding, unfolding reality is pivotal. An effort to scratch 
beyond the surface, and get to the bottom of fundamental 
issues is critical beyond words. Now, this doesn’t happen easily! 
Without the inquisitive, penetrating, rebellious mind, one is left 
parroting old and tired dogmas, and questionable developmental 
theories unlikely to liberate the African mind from intdlectual 
dependence and bondage. Professor Selassie persistently has 
been asking: how true? ls this the only sensible and sustainable 
pathway? One recent illustration of this intellectual doubting 
Thomas is the Zambian economist, Dambisa Moyo. Her 2009 
book Dead Aid, refreshingly kicks in the backside the prevalent 
notion that Africa’s development solution lies in giving the 
continent more aid. 

Mere questioning in and by itself is a giant leap forward. 
When our forebears began casting doubt about the invincibility 
of their slave masters, or much later, the superiority of imperial 
colonial forces, they unknmvingly had begun unleashing latent 
liberating firepower. At the other extreme, certain forms of 
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testioning and interrogation are no different from mere 

onising, and shedding of crocodiie tears. 

If intellectual rebellion, the questioning mind, is to begin 
aking a political and social difference, it must be articulated in 

harmer that is devoid of any ambiguity and must be noticeable. 

:this stage, the intellectual rebel stands up to be identified with 

e cause in question, in our case, Pan-Africanism. He or she 

ilks the talk, if I may say so. Visibly stands up, to be counted. 

Secondly, there hardiy is a major cause, a struggle of 

;nificance, that has ever been articulated, and successfully 

aght, through the exclusive efforts of an individual, however 

dowed that person or conspiratorial group of persons may be. 

tlich leads me again, to the Nkrumala war cry I intimated to 

diet: organise, don’t agonise! 

At various stages in his life, Professor Bereket Habte Selassie, 

~ether by intuition or design, seemed always to work around 

ganised groups. Whether it was a student body at college, 

nspiratorial group of army officers, Eritrean rebels, relief 

encies, or constitutional reforms, it was always in concert with 

hers. 

For these things, and your humility in accepting to join us to 

lebrate the life of Mwalimu and Pan-Africanism, let me on the 

half of all attending, say to Professor Bereket Habte Selassie, 

sanre, ahsante sana! 

’t ut~, stand up, andj~gh~ for Pan-Africanism! 
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Events in Pictures 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, February 8, 2013 10:37 AM 

Moseley, Erin S <Erin_Moseley@unc.edu> 

RE: departmental section change form 

Ok, Thanks Erin! 

From: Moseley, Erin S 
Sent: Friday, February 08, 2013 10:35 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: departmental section change form 

Hi Travis, 

AFAM 276-1 can’t be offered at 1:15-3:10 for M-TR. 

If you are going to offer a class M-TR they would need to be held at either: 
3:00-5:00 
4:15-6:15 
6:30-8:30 

I do not think Jan will approve this because it might not be good for enrollment to offer a class in the summer with the 

later times. 

I will cross that off the sheet for now and send over the rest of the information until it is discussed further. 

Let me know if you have any questions. Recommend to Kenneth Janken to email Jan if he would like to discuss changing 
days and times for AFAM 276. Any changes of that nature need to be approved by Jan at this time. 

Thanks, 
Erin 

Erin Moseley, Director of Admissions 

Summer School 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

RM 200, CB# 3340 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3340 

http://summer.unc.edu/ 
919-966-4364 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, February 8, 2013 10:46 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

FW: departmental section change form 

Here it is! 

I=rom-¯ Moseley, Erin S 
Sent-" Friday, February 08, 2013 10:35 AlVl 
To" Gore, Travis 
Subject-" departmental section change form 

Hi Travis, 

AFAM 276-1 can’t be offered at 1:15-3:10 for M-TR. 

If you are going to offer a class M-TR they would need to be held at either: 
3:00-5:00 
4:15-6:15 
6:30-8:30 

I do not think Jan will approve this because it might not be good for enrollment to offer a class in the summer with the 

later times. 

I will cross that off the sheet for now and send over the rest of the information until it is discussed further. 

Let me know if you have any questions. Recommend to Kenneth Janken to email Jan if he would like to discuss changing 
days and times for AFAM 276. Any changes of that nature need to be approved by Jan at this time. 

Thanks, 
Erin 

Erin Moseley, Director of Admissions 

Summer School 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

RM 200, CB# 3340 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3340 

http://summer.unc.edu/ 
919-966-4364 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, February 8, 2013 11:05 AM 

Stowe, Charlotte <cfstowe@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Summer Session 1 classes 

Thank you for the rooms Charlotte! 

-Travis 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Friday, February 08, 2013 11:03 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Summer Session 1 classes 

Hi Travis, 

The Summer School sent over a change log from you with two classes being added to Summer Session 1. I have placed 

AFAM 280.001 in Greenlaw 302 and AFRI 101.003 in Peabody 215. Please let us know if you do not need rooms from us 

for these classes. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar - UNC-CH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-6093 
Fax: 919-843-8709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, February 8, 2013 2:09 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc. edu> 

FW: 
20 l 30208132540848.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:scax ] 
Sent: Friday, February 08, 2013 1:26 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

ScanDate: 02.08.2013 13:25:40 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



CHAPTER 4 
Realizing Rights as Enforceable Claims 

SUSAN JAMES 

In cultures where the air echoes with demands for rights, some philoso- 
phers have begun to protest about the din.1 Rights claims, it is often sug- 
gested, are potentially powerful tools of reform, but can be damaged if 
they are used carelessly. When governments or international organizations 
grant rights to education, free speech, or annual holidays to people who 
have no likelihood of gaining these things, their efforts are merely rhetori- 
cal gestures that display a lack of political and philosophical understand- 
ing. Still worse, such empty beneficence is insulting to disadvantaged 
individuals or communities, and can be ~a bitter mockery to the poor and 
needy:’2 This powerful critique of contemporary mores is founded on the 
conviction that rights are best understood as practical entitlements that 
make a difference to the lives of those who hold them. Drawing on 
Hohfeld’s analysis of legal rights as claims which depend for their existence 
on correlative obligations,~ it assumes that one possesses a right if one is 
able to claim it (for example, by successfully demanding that other agents 
fulfill their obligations, or by simply taking advantage of the fact that they 
are already doing so) or else have it claimed in one’s name.4 However, if we 
take seriously the view that rights are practical claims that make a differ- 
ence to the lives of those who hold them, it is not immediately clear how 
we should understand them. What does it take for a right to be claimable 
in practice? I shall argue that, in order to provide a satisfying account of 
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rights as practical claims, we need to conceive of them as constituted by 
complex sets of conditions that jointly create and sustain them. I shall then 
go on to consider how this account bears on our understanding of the 
types of problems that rights can resolve. I shall suggest that, rather than 
reaching for rights to deal with every kind of difficulty, we need to distin- 
guish circumstances where they can be efficacious from those where 
appeals to them are indeed little more than rhetorical gestures. 

It is widely agreed that a large class of legal rights depends on iuridical 
and social institutions that create and allocate obligations, and that when 
these institutions work efficiently and reliabty we are able to claim our 
rights with relative ease, even if the procedures for doing so are lengthy 
and complicated. When institutions are precarious, inefficient, or corrupt, 
our abitity to claim our rights is less secure. But what does it take to extin- 
guish rights altogether? When do they become unclaimable and thus no 
rights at all? Onora O’Neill suggests that a right is only claimable when we 
can identify agents who are under an obligation to ensure that an entitle- 
ment is met. "Unless obligation-holders are identifiable by right-holders, 
claims to have rights amount onty to rhetoric: nothing can be claimed, 
waived or enforced if it is indeterminate where the claim should be lodged, 
for whom it may be waived or on whom it could be enforced."5 If we 
accept this proposal, a right cannot be claimed, and therefore does not 
exist, when we are unable to find anyone on whom to pin the correlative 
obligations. Elaborating this condition, O’Neill distinguishes between 
special rights held against particular agents and universal liloerty rights 
held against everyone. A special right can only be claimed, she argues, if 
particular, identifiable agents are obliged to realize it. For example, one 
only has a right to health care if there are nurses, doctors, midwives, and so 
on, who are obliged to provide treatment or advice; and their obligations 
in turn depend on institutions through which duties are distributed and 
enforced. Spedal rights are therefore only claimable when they are guaran- 
teed by social institutions. By contrast, universal liberty rights can in prin- 
ciple be claimed even if no institutior~s exist. The mere knowledge that 
everyone has an obligation to respect my right to have unrestricted access 
to public space, for instance, is enough to allow me to identify the agents 
against whom my right is held. And that in turn is enough to enable me to 
claim my right.6 

This account is designed to accommodate a distinction between claiming 
and enforcing a right. One can claim a right to healthcare as long as one can 
identify the agents who are obliged to supply it, and who are therefore at 
fault if treatment is not delivered. However, one may still be unable to 

enforce the right. Even if one can pinpoint agents who have a responsibility 
to provide one with healthcare, it may be impossible to make them live up to 
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their obligations. In addition, O’Neill offers a way to reconcile the require- 
ment that rights must be claimable with the fact that some are harder to 
exercise than others. While exerdsing a right to sue for libel is usually rather 
difficult, it is comparatively easy for the inhabitants of the Scottish High- 
lands to exercise their right to breathe- relatively dean air. So much so, in fact, 
that the problem is to see how they can avoid exercising this right. A dedi- 
cated exponent of the Choice Theory might infer that the first type of right 
is claimable while the second is notT; but according to O’Neill, this conclu- 
sion shouId be resisted. Claimability, in her sense of the term, does not 
require that an agent who holds a right should possess the power to choose 
whether or not to exercise it. It just gives them or their representatives the 
more limited power to identify those who are responsible for delivering it. 

This account of what is involved in being able to claim, and thus possess, 
a right allows that a right exists when the agents who have a duty to realize 
it will not, or cannot, fulfill their obligations. For example, a welfare right 
to medical treatment is claimable as long as legal and social institutions 
distribute duties to nurses, doctors, and so on, even if medical staff illegally 
refuse to treat certain sectors of the population, or the drugs needed for 
treatment are permanently unavailable. Equally, an agent can claim a uni- 
versal liberty right, such as a right of access to public space, in circum- 
stances where other people are barring her way, where she is not powerful 
enough to defy them, and where there is no relevant institution to which to 
appeal for help. 

Such a weak analysis of what it takes to make a right claimable sits 
strangely with O’Neill’s aspiration to ensure that rights are more than 
empty gestures that mock the poor and needy. Is it not a mockery, one 
might wonder, to argue that rights are claimable in circumstances where 
the agents responsible for guaranteeing them lack the power or will to 
fulfill their obligations? Is it not empty rhetoric to offer people rights that 
are claimable but unenforceable, and thus in practice unobtainable? To put 
the point differently, why is it better to be offered a right that is claimable 
but unenforceable than to be offered one that is not even claimable? 
O’Neili replies that daimability guarantees the existence of a minimal pro- 
cedure for demanding the enforcement of a right, and in some circum- 
stances this is certainly an advantage. By protesting or appealing to a 
higher authority, it may be possible to enforce the obligations on which a 
right depends. In other circumstances, however, the fact that identifiable 
agents have a responsibility to guarantee one’s right may be no help at all. 
Where the state is bankrupt, the police force corrupt, the iudiciary too 
cowed to act, or the pharmacy empty, claimability is not a route to enforce- 
ability and makes no practical difference. In situations like these, will it not 
be little short of insulting to reassure agents that their rights are claimable? 
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To satisfy O’Neill’s own sense of what rights ought to be able to achieve, 
it therefore seems that we need a stronger notion of claimability and a 
more exacting account of what it takes to possess a right. This line of 
thought has recently been taken up by Raymond Geuss, who agrees that 
the existence of a right depends on the existence of a specifiable mecha- 
nism for enforcing it, but adds that the mechanism must be "backed up by 
an effective method of implementation."a Since effectiveness comes in 
degrees, effective enforceability is a threshold concept. The question of 
what counts as implementing a claim effectively will have to be assessed on 
a case-by-case basis, and any decision will of course be contestable. Never- 
theless, Geuss’s view implies--and here he and O’Neill diverge--that 
when the mechanism for enforcing the obligations that correlate with a 
right cannot be effectively implemented, no right exists. This stringent 
requirement excludes some of the rights that O’Neitl recognizes. First of 
all, it limits the number of special rights we possess. If the mechanism for 
supplying a given right must be an effective one, the existence of officials 
who are formally responsible for providing medical treatment, but are also 
intransigent or impotent, will not be enough to generate a right. Some fur- 
ther condition must be met, such as that these offidals can be induced to 
cooperate, or that they command the necessary resources to do their job. 
Secondly, Geuss’s account restricts our universal liberty rights. Whereas 
O’Neill holds that these can exist in the absence of institutions, his view 
implies that they are created only when and where effective institutional 
mechanisms for enforcing them are in place. In fact, going even further, 
Geuss is skeptical about the existence of universal rights of any kind. Since 
these will depend on the ability of institutions to enforce a claim the whole 
world over, they will at best be rare. 

To appredate the strengths of this position, we need to understand what 
it aims to achieve. Central to its motivation is a plea for conceptual and 
ontological clarity. If rights are best understood as practical dalms that can 
make a difference to the lives of those who hold them, they must be claims 
against specifiable individual or collective agents who are under an obliga- 
tion to realize them, and are capable of doing so effectively. Unless this con- 
dition is met, the fact that one possesses a particular right will not be enough 
to ensure that one can exercise one’s claim, and thus wi!l not be enough to 
ensure that it can make a practical difference to one’s life. In Geuss’s view, 
the significance of this condition often goes unrecognized, both in politics 
and in philosophy. For instance, when an international conference of physi- 
cians declares a universal right to healthcare, the language of claims is mis- 
leadingly employed to articulate what are in effect moral beliefs. What the 
conference is really doing, Geuss proposes, is expressing its conviction that it 
ought to be possible for anyone to claim certain benefits that are currently 
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undaimable by part of the population. However, we cannot create claims 
simply by naming them. The mere fact that the physicians believe that a state 
of affairs would be morally valuable is not enough to generate a practical 
claim, and is thus not enough to generate a right. 

By introducing a conception of claimability that is more demanding 
than O’Neill’s, Geuss blocks offthe possibility that an agent can possess a 
right when the obligations on which it depends cannot be enforced. He 
thus rules out the troubling conclusion that the rights of the poor and 
needy may be useless to them in practice. However, by placing so much 
weight on the notion of effective enforceability, he also excludes a familiar 
conception of a moral right, which plays a vastly important role in philo- 
sophical and political debate. If, on his account, one does not have an 
effectively enforceable claim to a thing, one does not have a right to it, 
moral or otherwise. Furthermore (though this is not an implication Geuss 
pursues), people who have been treated badly will in many cases not have 
had their rights violated. This may seem an unduly high price to pay. 
Surely, one might protest, we should continue to appeal to moral rights in 
order to draw attention to injustices, and to identify claims to which we 
believe people are morally entitled, regardless of their circumstances. What 
is wrong with saying, for example, that victims of famine have a right to 
food? And do we not need to be able to say that torturers violate the rights 
of their victims? 

Responding to the first part of this objection, Geuss agrees that we need 
to be able to voice our moral aspirations, to say what we think the world 
ought to be like and what sorts of relationships it ought to contain. But he 
doubts whether these aspirations are most lucidly expressed in the 
guage of rights. One reason for this is that contemporary rights talk 
obscures the difference between claims and moral judgmentsY Someone 
who says (in a jurisdiction where there is no provision for it) that gays 
have a right to same-sex marriage voices their belief that gays ought to be 
in a position to enforce this daim, and thus that other agents ought to be 
placed under obligations which would make the claim realizable. But until 
we have a situation where these conditions are in place, no daim exists, 
and all we have is a moral judgment. To describe this situation as one 
where the right exists is to present the process of creating it as a fait accorn- 
pli, when in fact the work remains to be done. Papering over the gap 
between aspirations and practical claims can thus encourage complacency. 
For example, it allows organizations or nation states to bask in the benefits 
of endorsing rights, without pausing to consider what it would take to 
make them effectively enforceable. 

If one accepts that statements about unenforceable moral rights are 
statements about the moral beliefs of those who make them, then refusing 
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to use the language of rights to articulate these moral aspirations has a 
further advantage. By presenting our aspirations as beliefs or wishes rather 
than claims, we draw attention to the fact that they are not stir-justifying, 
but need to be argued for. In some cases, the reasons we offer in favor of 
the view that society ought to recognize a certain claim are instrumental 
ones designed to realize values such as convenience or speed. Often, how- 
ever, our reasons include strongly normative considerations which them- 
selves form part of a broader moral outlook. Aspirational judgments of the 
form "X ought to have a right to Y" are regularly embedded in what I am 
calling moral outlooks, and conflicting outlooks are likely to generate 
conflicting iudgments about the claims people ought to be able to realize. 
To assess, and perhaps resolve, such differences we need to focus on the 
outlooks (including our own) from which conflicting views arise. Once 
again, however, the language of moral rights tends to obscure this process. 
By presenting contestable moral judgments as freestanding moral claims, 
it invests them with an unearned moral authority, and draws attention 
away from the need to assess the grounds on which they are based. One 
consequence is that powerful defenders of a particular set of rights can 
easily overlook the disagreements and disputes surrounding it. (One 
might think here of defenders of a right to free speech or free trade.) It 
becomes easier to think of an aspiration as a stable and established claim, 
and harder to recognize it as a iudgment which may be challenged by a 
range of conflicting outlooks, as well as defended in a variety of ways (for 
instance, by appeal to identity, need, care, capability, recognition, history, 
justice, virtue, or the good). The assumption that certain rights already 
belong to individuals can short-circuit discussion of the claims that differ- 
ent groups of people would like to be able to realize, and of the terms in 
which they would prefer to articulate them. 

There are, however, several objections to the view I am proposing, all 
concerned with the ways in which appeals to moral rights are used. First, 
we rely on moral rights to call attention to what we regard as urgent 
claims. Arguably, "I have a right to food" compels a response and demands 
action in a way that "I ought to be given food" does not. ff so, giviug up 
the idea that we possess certain rights regardless of our circumstances 
would be giving up a means of indicating when something exceptionally 
importam is at stake. It is true that we sometimes use the language of 
rights to draw attention to needs or values that we believe should be taken 
especially seriously. However, the success of this strategy does not stem 
simply from the fact that we appeal to a right, but rather from features of 
the particular right asserted, from the circumstances of the assertion, or 
from the position of the agent who makes it. For example, "I have a right 
to food" is compelling when uttered by someone suffering from hunger, or 
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by someone whose food supply is in danger, but not when uttered by a 
peckish child at the end of an afternoon walk. Our responses to such state- 
ments are shaped .by our assessments of the character and urgency of the 
demands they contain; in short, they are shaped by our understanding of 
the grounds on which these demands are based, grounds that are them- 
selves embedded in moral outlooks. In themselves, then, assertions of 
moral right do not function as trumps, in Ronald Dworkin’s phrase, and 
in replacing them by assertions of moral belief we do not lose the ability 
to discriminate between vital and trivial values. We distinguish these 
by assessing the reasons that underpin judgments about the claims that 
agents ought to be able to enforce. 

A second argument for holdir~g on to the idea that people possess moral 
rights regardless of their circumstances links it with a particular concep- 
tion of equality. As the bearers of moral rights, human beings are equal. To 
remove the rights is therefore to take a retrograde step towards inegalitari- 
anism. Once again, however, there is another way to look at the matter. 
Giving up the view that people are already equal by virtue of the fact that 
they possess moral rights does not prevent us from believing that everyone 
ought to be in an equally good position to enforce certain fundamental 
ciaims effectively, and thus from retaining an aspiration to a rights-based 
notion of equality. It therefore does not force us to take an inegalitarian 
stance. By urging us to attend to the different levels of power exercised by 
privileged and unprivileged groups and individuals, and to see the differ- 
ences in their ability to enforce claims as differences in their rights, it seeks 
to shift the focus of our concern with equality from an aspiration, to the 
social conditions that the aspiration tacitly presupposes. 

This shift has the advantages I have discussed, but is neverthdess some- 
times said to be disempowering. According to some theorists--and also 
some activists--the ability to appeal to moral rights is an important eman- 
cipatory tool. For instance, if one has no access to healthcare, it is more 
affirming to be able to conceive of oneself as a bearer of rights who already 
possesses a legitimate claim than simply as someone who ought to be in a 
position to enforce their claim effectively.1° The symbolic resonance of the 
language of rights is enormously important and needs to be taken into 
account, but this argument neverthdess seems to me to be equivocal. First, 
if one is not in a position to enforce a claim to healthcare, it may be more 
frustrating than empowering to fall back on a right that is impervious to 
one’s circumstances. And secondly, as Marx pointed out, there may be 
something pacifying about a theory of moral rights that yields a formal 
conception of equality, while directing attention away from the differences 
between rich and poor, fortunate and unfortunate. 
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A final criticism of the suggestion that one should view rights as effec- 
tively enforceable claims points out that it undermines another familiar 
tool of protest. If, for example, one only has a right not to be tortured 
when someone can effectively enforce this claim, there will be many cases 
where we cannot say that a torture victim’s rights have been violated.~1 
Instead, we shall have to content ourselves with the less metaphorically 
charged assertion that the victim ought to have had a right to effective 
protection. However, this is not to say that it is impossible to make rele- 
vant discriminations. Understood as effectively enforceable claims, rights 
are not vested in individuals, but in complex arrangements of agents and 
institutions, so that no single factor determines what rights an individual 
possesses, and the very existence of a right can be a matter of degree. In sit- 
uations where institutions are corrupt or poorly endowed, rights will usu- 
ally be unstable. It would then be anachronistic to say that an individual 
who was unable to enforce a claim had had their right violated, and more 
apposite to ask whether they had a right at all. However, where institutions 
run smoothly and efficiently, so that individuals have well-founded expec- 
tations about the claims they will be able to enforce, we may be able to 
identify a failure to realize a claim as an aberration akin to a violation. 

Although the claim that rights only exist when they are effectively 
enforceable is unfamiliar, it has a number of significant advantages and 
survives a range of criticisms. It remains possible, of course, that the 
conventional notion of a moral right could be adapted to suit our current 
purposes. A community of philosophers might decide that an agent only 
has a moral right to a thing when there is agreement that the agent ought 
to have an effectively enforceable claim to it, thus making the notion of a 
moral right parasitic on the practical notion of an effectively enforceable 
claim. Being philosophers, we can assume that they would use their lan- 
guage carefully, thus avoiding the confusions just outlined. This proposal 
offers a way to rescue a conception of a right to which many people find 
themselves profoundly attached. But it introduces a suspicion that such a 
measure would be little more than a panacea, a refusal to come to terms 
with the arguments in favor of understanding moral rights as contestable 
moral beliefs. 

Judgments about the claims that people ought to be able to enforce, 
together with the moral outlooks in which they are embedded, provide 
justifications of existing rights, as well as reasons for reform. In many 
cases, groups do their best to persuade others of their moral convictions, 
and, where they are able, encourage governments to devise institutions 
and obligations that will turn their aspirations into rights. As a result, 
the rights guaranteed by a society’s institutions are likely to reflect and 
alter the moral beliefs of its most powerful members. This is one form of 

interdependence between moral beliefs and rights, but there is also 
another. The process of deciding whether a claim is effectively enforceable, 
and thus whether a right exists, brings our moral beliefs into play, since 
our assessments of effective enforceability reflect our judgments about the 
relative importance and urgency of individual claims. Where a right is 
viewed as valuable in itself, or as a vital condition of other valuable prac- 
tices, it will only be judged to exist when it is relatively easy to enforce 
effectively. In other cases, however, we may accept that, although claiming 
a right involves a great expenditure of effort, it is nevertheless real enough. 
We may even believe that some rights should be difficult to claim, and 
thus believe that they are effectively enforceable even when they involve 
complex and specialized procedures. 

A similar argument applies to the relative urgency of claims. A group 
only has an effectively enforceable claim to food if they have the means to 
acquire food supplies before they begin to suffer from malnutrition. After 
all, the main reason for creating such a right is to avoid famine and starva- 
tion. By contrast, a long drawn out procedure for reclaiming property may 
be judged to be effectively enforceable, on the grounds that the claim is not 
urgent and the slowness of the procedure therefore does no serious moral 
harm. When we assess whether or not a claim is effectively enforceable, 
we measure it in the light of our (contestable) moral beliefs about its 
value. In this way, these beliefs enter into our interpretation of the condi- 
tion that a right must be effectively enforceable, and into debates about 
what it takes to realize a particular right. 

So far, I have sketched a defense of the view that rights depend on the 
existence of specifiable mechanisms for enforcing them, backed up by effec- 
tive methods of implementation. However, if we accept this view, it remains 
to examine what it takes to create rights. A first and straightforward point is 
that the obligations from which rights flow only emerge within elaborate 
and interlocking sets of institutions. If the act of promising, for example, is 
to generate rights, a set of conventions will have to be taught, reinforced, 
and sanctioned. A more formally regulated right, such as a right to health- 
care, will flow from a spreading net of obligations vested in government 
ministries, local health authorities, private insurance companies, hospital 
trusts, doctors’ surgeries, medical schools, and so on, institutions which 
themselves depend on established rights-generating practices such as con- 
tract or representation. Although the rights that a society can provide will 
vary with the nature and design of its institutions, some such network will 
be a precondition of any effectively enforceable ctaims at all. 

A second condition lies in the fact that institutional networks have to be 
brought alive by indMduat agents who take on various sets of responsibil- 
ities, and in doing so contribute to the creation of rights. To exercise their 
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powers effectively, these agents must understand what they are obliged to 
do and must know how to carry out their duties. Satisfying this require- 
ment is partly a matter of designing effective procedures and sanctions, 

skills that can be fostered or undermined from within institutions as well 
as from without. For instance, a health authority may or may not take the 
trouble to train and support its managers adequately, and its efforts may 
be helped or hir~dered by government spending policy or by changes in the 
law. However, institutional design is not the whole story, since the effec- 
tiveness of an institution also depends on the attitudes of the agents who 
contribute to it. To be effective, individual agents must, for example, be 

disposed to attend to the demands and abilities of their clients, to interpret 
their claims with some imagination, and to assess them fairly. This range 
of attributes cannot be taken for granted and presupposes, among other 
things, the prevalence of certain emotional dispositions, such as a reason- 
able level of benevolence towards the people that an institution is meant to 
serve, a respect for the sanctions attached to incompetence, sufficient 
determination to enable one to do one’s job, and some satisfaction in one’s 
successes. It also presupposes a reasonable moral consensus. People who 
do not share the values embodied in the obligations imposed on them may 
drag their feet or actively resist, thus disrupting the mechanisms from 

which a right flows. 
The creation of institutions that work well enough to implement and 

enforce the obligations from which rights flow is therefore an elaborate 
and continuous process that must continually adapt to changing circum- 
stances; without it, rights understood as effectively erfforceable claims 

will not exist. But there is also a third factor to be taken into account: the 
fact that agents must be capable of claiming their rights. To exercise a 
right to sue for damages, for example, an agent will need money, infor- 
mation about procedures and entitlements, enough authority to lodge 
and negotiate her claim, and access to specialists of various kinds. As 
before, these resources presuppose institutions (for instance, firms of 
solicitors, courts of law, or libraries) and certain emotional dispositions 

on the part of the agent (for instance, self-confidence, determination, 
indignation, or solidarity). 

This tripartite distinction between institutions, agents who fulfill obli- 
gations, and agents who claim rights is a rough and ready orle that could 

be further subdivided. Nevertheless, it serves .to concentrate attention on 
the complexity of the conditions that underpin rights when these are 
understood as effectively enforceable claims. Not only must all three 
elements be in place, they must also work together more or less harmoni- 
ously in order to avoid the many types of dislocation that can make it 
impossible to enforce claims effectively. This analysis of what a right 
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requires departs not only from the idea that moral rights are vested in 
individuals, but also from a view that locates the rights guaranteed by par- 
ticular societies in legal institutions, and consequently refers to them as 
"legal rights’ It is true that the rules, processes, and sanctions of the law 
are often components of an enforceable right, and that legal institutions 
are often what we turn to in order to try to enforce a claim. (When a ten- 
ant refuses to pay rent, the landlord contacts a lawyer; a woman whose 
house has been burgled calls the police.) For some purposes, it may be 
helpful to view a right through a narrow lens that focuses sharply on the 
tegal sanctions by which it is upheld. In other contexts, however, it is more 
productive to take account of the fact that these are only part of the story, 
and that there could in principle be rights in the absence of obligations 
backed up by the law. To appreciate what makes a claim effectively 
enforceable, we need to conceive of rights in the broader and more Fou- 
cauldian fashion I have outlined, as dependent on branching and variable 
sets of conditions, and upheld by interlocking institutions and practices. 

A strength of this approach is that it encourages us to examine what 
claiming a particular right would involve, and allows us to consider 
whether demanding a right is likely to be effective as a means of solving a 
social or political problem. In circumstances where there are well-defined 
procedures for generating rights, the answer may be obvious. For example, 
it may be well within the reach of a particular society to generate new 
rights by introducing minor modifications into tax law. In Other situa- 
tions, however, the preconditions of a right may themselves have to be 
created o~ altered before the right itself can emerge. Because, as we have 
already seen, these preconditions are numerous and difficult to coordi- 
nate, they in turn can be met only in certain types of circumstances. They 
will usually depend on the existence of an overarching and effective source 
of political authority, or a hierarchy of authorities with well-defined and 
accepted jurisdictions. When this condition is not satisfied there may be 
areas where institutions do not operate effectively, and thus where fewer 
rights exist; or there may be competing authorities, liable to disrupt 
one another. 

A further condition for the emergence of rights concerns the distribu- 
tion of power between agents. In societies where some groups have little 
power, and where no one is capable of representing them, their abiiity to 
enforce their rights may be relatively limited, and this in turn will affect 
the kinds of rights it is possible to create and sustain. For instance, it may 
be impossible to generate rights that are held by all members of the sodety 
in question. In addition, effectively enforceable claims depend on the 
availability of certain resources, and on the existence of agents who 
are willing to play their part in the complex business of realizing them. 
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powers effectively, these agents must understand what they are obliged to 
do and must know how to carry out their duties. Satisfying this require- 

merit is partly a matter of designing effective procedures and sanctions, 

skills that can be fostered or undermined from within institutions as well 
as from without. For instance, a health authority may or may not take the 
trouble to train and support its managers adequately, and its efforts may 

be helped or hindered by government spending policy or by changes in the 
law. However, institutional design is not the whole story, since the effec- 
tiveness of an institution also depends on the attitudes of the agents who 
contribute to it. To be effective, individual agents must, for example, be 

disposed to attend to the demands and abilities of their clients, to interpret 
their claims with some imagination, and to assess them fairly. This range 

of attributes cannot be taken for granted and presupposes, among other 

things, the prevalence of certain emotional dispositions, such as a reason- 
able level of benevolence towards the people that an institution is meant to 

serve, a respect for the sanctions attached to incompetence, sufficient 
determination to enable one to do one’s job, and some satisfaction in one’s 

successes. It also presupposes a reasonable moral consensus. People who 

do not share the values embodied in the obligations imposed on them may 
drag their feet or actively, resist, thus disrupting the mechanisms from 

which a right flows. 
The creation of institutions that work well enough to implement and 

enforce the obligations from which rights flow is therefore an elaborate 
and continuous process that must continually adapt to changing circum- 
stances; without it, rights understood as effectively enforceable claims 

will not exist. But there is also a third factor to be taken into account: the 
fact that agents must be capable of claiming their rights. To exercise a 
right to sue for damages, for example, an agent will need money, infor- 

mation about procedures and entitlements, enough authority to lodge 
and negotiate her claim, and access to specialists of various kinds. As 
before, these resources presuppose institutions (for instance, firms of 

solicitors, courts of law, or libraries) and certain emotional dispositions 
on the part of the agent (for instance, self-confidence, determination, 

indignation, or solidarity). 
This tripartite distinction between institutions, agents who fulfill obli- 

gations, and agents who claim rights is a rough and ready one that could 

be further subdivided. Nevertheless, it serves to concentrate attention on 
the complexity of the conditions that underpin rights when these are 
understood as effectively enforceable claims. Not only must all three 

elements be in place, they must also work together more or less harmoni- 
ously in order to avoid the many types of dislocation that can make it 

impossible to enforce claims effectively. This analysis of what a right 
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requires departs not only from the idea that moral rights are vested in 
individuals, but also from a view that locates the rights guaranteed by par- 
ticular societies in Iegal institutions, and consequently refers to them as 
"legal rights." It is true that the rules, processes, and sanctions of the law 
are often components of an enforceable right, and that legal institutions 
are often what we turn to in order to try to enforce a claim. (When a ten- 
ant refuses to pay rent, the landlord contacts a lawyer; a woman whose 
house has been burgled calls the police.) For some purposes, it may be 
helpful to view a right through a narrow lens that focuses sharply on the 
legal sanctions by which it is upheld. In other contexts, however, it is more 
productive to take account of the fact that these are only part of the story, 
and that there could in principle be rights in the absence of obligations 
backed up by the law. To appreciate what makes a claim effectively 
enforceable, we need to conceive of rights in the broader and more Fou- 
cauldian fashion i have outlined, as dependent on branching and variable 
sets of conditions, and upheld by interlocking institutions and practices. 

A strength of this approach is that it encourages us to examine what 
claiming a particular right would involve, and allows us to consider 
whether demanding a right is likely to be effective as a means of solving a 
social or political problem. In circumstances where there are well-defined 
procedures for generating rights, the answer may be obvious. For example, 
it may be well within the reach of a particular society to generate new 
rights by introducing minor modifications into tax law. In other situa- 
tions, however, the preconditions of a right may-themselves have to be 
created or altered before the right itself can emerge. Because, as we have 
already seen, these preconditions are numerous and difficult to coordi- 
nate, they in turn can be met only in certain types of circumstances. They 
will usually depend on the existence of an overarching and effective source 
of political authority, or a hierarchy of authorities with well-defined and 
accepted jurisdictions. When this condition is not satisfied there may be 
areas where institutions do not operate effectively, and thus where fewer 
rights exist; or there may be competing authorities, liable to disrupt 
one another. 

A further condition for the emergence of rights concerns the distribu- 
tion of power between agents. In societies where some groups have little 
power, and where no one is capable of representing them, their ability to 
enforce their rights may be relatively limited, and this in turn will affect 
the kinds of rights it is possible to create and sustain. For instance, it may 
be impossible to generate rights that are held by all members of the sodety 
in question. In addition, effectively enforceable claims depend on the 
availability of certain resources, and on the existence of agents who 
are willing to play their part in the complex business of realizing them. 
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Although sanctions can be used to constrain them to fulfill their obliga- 
tions, a right emerges most easily in a climate where it is commonly 
regarded as valuable. 

If we now return to O’Neill’s observation that promulgating unclaim- 
able rights insults the poor and needy, we can see how our attitudes to 
unenforceable claims are shaped by our understanding of the obstacles 
standing in the way of their realization. In some cases, there is such a yawn- 
ing gap between a formally guaranteed right and any serious attempt to 
realize it that the guarantee is no more than a mockery, liable to arouse 
feelings of anger and disgust. In other circumstances, however, one may 
view a claim that is far from effectively enforceable with hope. Although 
international protocols do not create rights, they may give grounds for 
optimism. And even before a piece of national legislation has been put into 
effect, it may constitute a positive step in the direction of a valuable new 
right. Alternatively, one may feel gloomy when an institution deteriorates 
or a prevailing attitude changes, so that a claim that has been effectively 
enforceable ceases to be so. And of course, since not all rights are valuable, 
we may view the creation of effectively enforceable claims with deep mis- 
givings. We assess the meaning of the fact that a claim does or does not fall 
short of effective enforceability in the light of our moral judgments, 
together with our predictions about the direction and pace of change. 

Conceiving of rights as effectively enforceable claims has an immediate 
bearing on our understanding of the circumstances in which it is useful to 
appeal to them, and has implications for the types of rights that can be 
created in democratic, multicultural societies. These points can be illus- 
trated by examining Susan Okin’s recent and influential call for more 
effective protection of young women who, on the one hand live in societies 
that formally guarantee universal moral rights, and on the other hand 
belong to cultural minorities whose practices violate these rights.12 Okin 
protests that enforced marriage or disciplinary violence are incompatible 
with the rights that liberal societies extend to all citizens, and seems to take 
it for granted that the rights of minority women must be upheld. However, 
she does not consider the further question: What would it take to provide 
them with an effectively enforceable claim to be protected against the 
kinds of cultural practices she regards as oppressive? 

A first requirement, according to the schema I have set out, is that insti- 
tutions should allocate, sustain, and sanction the obligations out of which 
such a right emerges. The law and other institutions must grant women 
effective protection from violence and sexual coercion. A second require- 
ment, and a particularly important one if claimants are inexperienced and 
relatively powerless, is that officials should meet their obligations. But 
when a society is morally and culturally heterogeneous, this condition may 
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be extremely demanding. A young woman’s right to seek protection is 
partly created by a general duty not to stand in her way. Yet where a com~ 
munity is convinced that the course of action to which she objects is for 
her good, it may be unrealistic to suppose that its members will stand back 
and let her do what she wants, and here the obligations of officials outside 
the community may become particularly burdensome. They may be called 
upon to enforce the young woman’s claim in the face of opposition that 
strains their loyalties and courage, and so renders her right more precari- 
ous. Finally, rights to protection can only be effectively enforced if the 
obligations we have just been considering are balanced by the ability of 
claimants to demand their rights. Young women would need to be aware 
of their claims they were entitled to make, and would need to have oppor- 
tunities to try to enforce them. 

Because a woman who protests against a particular practice is usually 
not a lone voice, there will generally exist what James Scott calls a hidden 
transcript--an account of the practice seen from the point of view of those 
who are oppressed by it--to help her to articulate her piight.13 Some mem- 
bers of her own community will support her, and there may be people 
outside it to whom she can turn for help. In these ways, her abiIity to claim 
a right of protection looks reasonably secure, but a lot will depend on the 
balance of power within the community. If those who support and impose 
the contested practice are in a position to coerce her and to impose heavy 
penalties if she resists, she will still have no effectively enforceable claim to 
protection, and thus no right to it. 

What would have to change in order for a right to emerge? If we assume, 
with Okin, that the powers and moral beliefs of the liberal majority remain 
unaltered, the change would have to come from within the minority com- 
munity itself. The community will have to change. The project of extending 
rights to its members will then become much easier to realize, and Okin’s 
demand for a universal right to certain forms of protection will more 
readily be achieved54 If, however, we face the fact that there can be deeply 
entrenched and persistent moral and cultural clashes between--and also 
within--the constituent groups of a society, we shall have to acknowledge 
that her proposed solution may sometimes be beyond our reach. A society 
may find itself in a position where it cannot extend what are regarded as 
basic rights to some of its own members. 

Okin’s defense of an uncompromising liberalism is, among other 
things, an intervention in a discussion between feminist writers about the 
extent to which appeals to rights can improve the position of women in 
more or less patriarchal societies. Her aim is to stand up for universal civil 
and political rights; but one of the unintended benefits of her argument is 
to draw attention to the difficulty of extending such rights to the least 
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powerful members ofsodety. Western democracies are inclined to think of 
themselves as rights-creators par excellence, as societies where the political 
and material circumstances on which rights depend are present and in 
good working order. If, however, certain kinds of rights require a compar- 
atively even distribution of power, and a moderate level of moral consen- 
sus, then the absence of these conditions will limit the rights that even 
such privileged polities can create. Okin’s discussion of a situation where 
they do not obtair~ highlights the effect that this Can have, even in societies 
that are accustomed to sustaining and generating effectively enforceable 
claims.’5 

If one responds to this difficulty as Okin does, by insisting on the rights 
that a constitution formally guarantees, there is a significant danger that 
one wilt fall foul of the requirement from which we began, that rights need 
to be more than formal entitlements if they are to provide practical bene- 
fits for those who hold them. By failing to confront the question, "What 
would it take to create such a right?’; we may overlook the gap between 
moral convictions and claims, and underestimate the complexity of the 
conditions on which rights depend. A different response, and in my view a 
more constructive one, is to step back from the assumption that rights are 
a universal panacea able to cure a host of ills.16 By taking account of the 
types of circumstances in which they can be realized, and working out how 
these bear on particular situations and problems, we can gain a richer 
understanding of when it is fruitful to appeal to rights, and when it is 
insufficient to invoke them. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Distributing Responsibilities1 

DAVID MILLER 

In this chapter, I examine a question that arises frequently in moral and 
political debate, but has not to my knowledge been examined in much 

depth by philosophers. Our world contains all too many instances of 
deprived or suffering people--people whose basic rights to security, sub- 
sistence, or health care are not being protected, and who as a result are in 

no position to live minimally decent lives. Nearly all of us believe that this 
is a situation that demands a remedy: Someone should provide the 
resources to end the suffering and deprivation.2 The problem does not lie 

here, but in deciding which particular agent or agents should put the bad 

situation right. Very often there are many agents who could act in this 
way. The issue is how to identify one particular agent, or group of agents, 

as having a particular responsibility to remedy the situation. For unless 
we can do this, there is a danger that the suffering or deprivation will 
continue unabated, even though everyone agrees that it is morally intol- 

erable, because no one is willing to accept the responsibility to step in and 
relieve it. 

For an example of the problem I have in mind, consider the plight of 
Iraqi children in 2002 who are malnourished and lack access to proper 
medical care. No One doubts that their condition is a very bad one, nor is 
it difficult to grasp what would be needed to remedy it. But who has 
the responsibility for putting it righff Is it the United Nations, and more 
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especially the Western powers, who on the one hand have contributed to 
the situation, or so it is alleged, by imposing economic sanctions on traq, 
and on the other are well placed to supply the necessary food and medical 
aid? Or is it Saddam Hussein and his henchmen, who have diverted a large 
percentage of Iraq’s gross national product (GNP) to military expenditure, 
and who have deliberately (it is alleged) prevented aid from reaching poor 
families in an attempt to have the sanctions lifted? Or does responsibility 
lie with the Iraqi people as a whole, on the grounds that each nation has a 
duty to look after its own, which in this case might involve taking direct 
action to overthrow the current brutal regime? 

I shall call this the problem of remedial responsibility. To be remedially 
responsible for a bad situation means to have a special obligation to put 
the bad situation right, in other words to be picked out, either individually 
or along with others, as having a responsibility towards the deprived or 
suffering party that is not shared equally among all agents. The problem is 
to find a principle, or set of principles, for assigning such responsibilities, 
which carries moral weight, so that we can say that agents who fail to 
discharge their remedial responsibilities act wrongly and may properly be 
sanctioned. (What form the sanctioning may take will vary from case to 
case, and it is not part of my brief here to pursue this question. I mention 
sanctions simply to underline the point that when we are arguing about 
where the responsibility for remedying a bad situation should fall, we 
mean our answer to have some teeth.) In other words, the problem is: 
What connects a particular agent A to a particular patient P in such a way 
that A is singled out as having a remedial responsibility towards P that 
others, in general, do not have? Note that the agents in question may be 
individual people, but, as the example I gave above illustrates, they may 
also be collectives of various kinds--governments, states, corporations, 
and even those amorphous entities called nations. Assigning responsibility 
to these collective bodies raises additional questions that I cannot address 
here.~ Instead I shall assume that such assignments of collective responsi- 
bility are both meaningful and justifiable, and focus on the issue of how. 
they should be distributed. In exploring this issue, I shall often refer to 
individual agents and patients, because we are iikely to have better-formed 
judgments in these cases, but eventually our analysis should be applicable 
to collective cases too.                                             ¯ 

Because the problem of distributing responsibilities is so urgent~ 
human societies have evolved mechanisms .whereby they are formally 
assigned to individual people or to institutions. If we ask who is responsi- 
ble for safeguarding this particular battered child, the answer is likely to be 
the social worker who has been assigned to the case. I am not concerned 
here with such formally assigned responsibilities, but with the underlying 
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principles that should guide us when we are in a position to make formal 
assignments, and that we should appeal to directly when no formal assign- 
ments have been made. Very often, in fact, the problem arises precisely 
because of the lack of any institutional mechanism that can assign respon- 
sibilities formally--the international arena is replete with exampIes. We 
may believe that we should move towards a situation where for any group 
of deprived or suffering people there is some agency that has formaIly been 
assigned the responsibility to remedy their condition. But clearly that day 
is a very long way off, and meanwhile the best we can do is to lay out some 
principles for distributing responsibilities that we hope will command 
widespread agreement. That is the task of the present chapter. 

Principles of Remedial Responsibility 

Perhaps the most obvious solution to our problem is to say that agents 
should be held remedially responsible for situations when, and to the 
extent that, they were responsible for bringing those situations about. In 
other words, we look to the past to see how the deprivation and suffering 
that concerns us arose, and having established that, we are then able to 
assign remedial responsibility. In the case of the Iraqi children, for 
instance, we need to know why they are malnourished and sick: who is 
responsible for bringing about this state of affairs? 

Clearly, this answer invokes a different sense of"responsibi!ity" from the 
one that directly concerns us. But which sense? Unfortunately, few concepts 
in moral and political philosophy are more slippery than that ofresponsi- 
bi!ity, and it is a fair bet that real debates on issues such as the plight of Iraqi 
children become muddied as the protagonists slip from one meaning of 
responsibility to the next.4 So we need to draw some distinctions, and in 
particular a distinction between causal and moral responsibility. 

To say that an agent is causally responsible for some state of affairs is 
simpIy to highlight the causal role-played by the agent in the genesis of 
that state of affairs. Here I rely on what Hart and Honor~ have called the 
commonsense understanding of causation, according to which when we 
say that C caused E, we are singling out C as one among a potentially large 
number of antecedent conditions for E’s occurrence, distinguished from 
the other conditions by virtue of its abnormality (and also, in many cases, 
by virtue of its being a deliberate human action).S For an example of 
"bare" causal responsibility--causa! responsibility that is not accompanied 
by moral responsibility--consider the case where I am walking along the 
pavement, taking ordinary care, but trip over a raised paving stone, knock 
down the person in front of me, and injure him. Then I am causally 
responsible for the injury, but not morally responsible, because I have 
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done nothing that attracts moral praise or blame. My tripping is simply 
the unusual feature in the case that accounts for the unfortunate injury to 
the pedestrian. 

Moral responsibility, on the other hand, involves an appraisal of the 
agent’s conduct. In the cases that particularly concern us, the agent’s role 
in bringing about the outcome must be such that it leaves the agent liable 
to moral Name. That in turn requires us to ask questions such as whether 
the agent intended the outcome, whether he foresaw it, whether his behav- 
ior violated some standard of reasonable care, and so forth. As the exam- 
ple above shows, moral responsibility is in one respect a narrower notion 
than causal responsibility, since there will be many cases in which some- 
one’s conduct is perfectly innocent but it just so happens that something 
he does is the main causal factor in injuring another. But in another 
respect it may be wider, for instance, if I negligently fail to take steps to 
prevent something from occurring. Suppose I take my son Jamie and his 
friend Nick to the park to play, and in the course of some rather boisterous 
game tamie manages to break Nick’s arm. Meanwhile I am sitting on the 
bench with my head buried in a newspaper and fail to notice what is going 
on. Then I may be morally responsible for Nick’s arm getting broken, even 
though it is dearly Iamie who is causally responsible according to the crite- 
ria suggested above. (Whether Jamie is also morally responsible will 
depend on the details of the case--essentially whether it is reasonable to 
expect a boy of that age to foresee the likely outcome of the rough-and- 
tumble that is taking place.) I am morally responsible because I have failed 
in my duty to take care of the boys, something that I assumed when I 
offered to take them down to the park. I can properly be blamed for not 
preventing the broken arm. 

Having clarified the distinction between causal and moral responsibil- 
ity, we can now ask whether either of these yields an adequate principle for 
assigning remedial responsibility. The appeal of causal responsibility is 
straightforward. If A is the cause of P’s deprived condition--and this 
appears to be something that can be established empirically--then what is. 
more obvious than to hold A responsible for remedying it? If he was the 
sole cause, then remedial responsibility is his alone; if several agents 
together caused P’s condition, then remedial responsibility should be 
distributed in proportion to causal responsibility. But on closer inspection, 
the causal prindple faces a number of damaging objections. 

The first is simply that there are many cases in which no identifiable 
has caused P’s condition, and yet we would be reluctant to say that no one i 
has any remedial responsibility towards P. Prominent here are instances in. : 
which P’s condition results from natural causes--P starves because of crop 
failure or is stricken with cancer. Of course it is always possible in such. 
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instances to specify forms of action that, had certain agents taken them, 
would have prevented the condition from emerging. The crop failure 
would not have occurred if company A had installed an irrigation system; 
the cancer would not have occurred if health authority B had decided to 
invest an extra £X m/l!ion in preventative medicine. But there are an int~- 
nite number of such counterfactuals, and so they will not, in general, iden- 
tify? any particular agents as causally responsible for P’s condition. When a 
particular counterfactual seems relevant, that is because the agent it 
describes has already been identified as bearing responsibility for P’s con- 
dition. Thus if company A had contracted to install an irrigation system in 
P’s neighborhood, it then becomes appropriate to single out A’s inaction as 
the cause of the crop t:ailure. But in the absence of any such agreement, or 
other special link between A and P, there is no reason to distinguish A’s 
failure to install an irrigation system from B’s failure to supply fertilizer, 
from C’s failure to make available genetically modified seeds, and so 
on--the list containing all those actions the performance of any one of 
which would have prevented the crop failnre.~ 

A second, reIated, difficulty arises when there are several agents whose 
actions can be plausibly linked to P’s condition. Here there seems to be 
no merely empirical way of dividing up causal responsibility as a basis 
for assigning remedial responsibility.7 Return to the case of the deprived 
Iraqi children. Suppose it is true, as seems plausible, that if the UN had 
not decided to impose economic sanctions, more money would have 
been available to fund health and social security in Iraq. Suppose it is 
also true that ifSaddam had decided to cut military expenditure, enough 
would have been left, even with the sanctions, to prevent the destitution. 
Both the UN and Saddam can then be described as causally responsible 
for the sufferings of the children. But how should we apportion respon- 
sibility as between them.~ In answering this question, we cannot appar- 
ently avoid making moral appraisals of the relevant agents’ conduct, 
especially examining how far their behavior was justified. If we think 
that Saddam’g regime posed a serious threat to neighboring countries, 
and therefore that UN sanctions were justified, then we will single out 
Saddam’s policy decisions as the cause of the children’s suffering. If, by 
contrast, we see Iraq as a vulnerable regime surrounded by enemies, and 
therefore as justified in arming itself in self-defense, we shall lay causal 
responsibility at the door of the UN. Causal attributions are being deter- 
mined by normative assumptions about instilled behavior. But in that 
case we no longer have a causal principle in our original sense~the eth- 
ical question about who bears remedial responsibility for P’s condition is 
no longer being answered just by looking empirically at who brought 
that condition about. 
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Finally, questions about iustification appear to arise even in cases where 

there is only one agent who can plausibly be described as the cause of P’s 
condition. For sometimes A may act in a way that is harmful to P, and yet 

bear no remedial responsibility for the harm he has caused, because we    . 

judge Ks behavior to be legitimate. Suppose, for instance, mat in a market 
setting A drives P out of business by offering a better service to customers,    :.:i::.::).. 

then provided he deals fairly we do not think that he bears any remedial 
responsibilities towards P. Or A may cast P into depression by marrying 
the love of his life. So it seems that the causal principle taken by itself can- 

not explain our remedial responsibilities. It falls down where no particular 

A can be identified as the cause of P’s condition, and it also falls down    ’.. where A is certainly causally responsible, in whole or in part, for the harm " 
done to R but A’s behavior appears justifiable, and therefore does not 

bring remedial responsibilities in its train.                               .. 
Yet it is interesting to notice that even innocent causation may place 

some special responsibility upon the agent. Return to the case where by ....... 
simple mischance I stumble and knock down a pedestrian. Everyone in the . 
vicinity is under some obligation to help him to his feet and make sure 
that he is not badly hurt; yet we believe that the responsibility is in the first 

place mine, so I have the primary obligation to act.8 I did nothing ..: 
wrong--indeed I could not help doing what I did--yet having done it, 
having been the cause of P failing to the ground, I seem to be linked to him 
more strongly than B who iust happened to be passing by. (In the same 
way, it seems appropriate that I should apologize, or at least express regret 

for what has happened, even though I am not at all to blame for the 
event,d) This may seem mysterious; indeed some may find it disturbing 

that we can apparently incur responsibilities iust by doing something as 
unintentional and innocent as walking along the street. I do not want to ¯ 
suggest that bare causation of this kind plays more than a minor part in 
distributing responsibilities. But the fact that it plays any part at all may 
help us in searching for the correct theory. 

So let us now consider the alternative principle that A should be held 
remedially responsible for P’s condition insofar as he is morally responsible 
for its occurrence, in the sense that carries with it ascriptions of fault and 

blame. This principle seems to capture nicely what is at stake in our origi~ 
hal example: When we ask who is responsible for the plight of Iraqi chil, 
dren, we appear to be asking who is morally responsible for bringing 
about their condition of malnutrition and ill health, whether by acting 
wrongly (the UN and Saddam) or by failing to act as duty requires (the 

Iraqi people as a whote). We have seen already that moral responsibility is 
narrower than causal responsibility in some wags and wider in 
and it looks as though in both respects this enables it to fit better with 
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considered judgments about remedial responsibility. There are cases in 
which people are causally but not morally responsible for the outcome of 
their actions--for instance, those in which the chain of events connecting 
action and outcome is long and tortuous, so that the agent could not have 
reasonably foreseen the final result of her action--and here we are unlikely 
to hold them remedially responsible for the harm that may ensue. Equally, 
in cases where we judge people to be morally responsible for the occur- 
rence of a harm, even though their causal r0Ie in bringing it about was 
merely a negative one--cases like the delinquent parent who is reading a 
newspaper when he should have been watching out for children--we do 
hold them remedially responsible. So at first glance it seems that the moral 
responsibility principle is going to perform better than the causal principle 
in explaining our remedial responsibilities. 

But that is not to say that it explains everything. To begin with, it can- 
not explain why causation alone sometimes seems sufficient to generate 
remedial responsibilities--as in the example of the innocent pedestrian. 
Nor can it deal happily with cases of justified, but harmful, behavior. For 
instance, suppose that A must quickly find a certain drug to save Q’s life, 
and the only way he can do this is to steal some from P, who needs the 
drug too, but less urgently. We think that that he should steal the drug 
from P, but that he then has a remedial responsibility to P to replace what 
he has taken,t° But he is not morally responsible for harm suffered by P in 
the intervening period in the sense that leaves him liable to attributions to 
blame; provided he goes on to discharge his remedial responsibilities, his 
conduct is not faulty. 

There is, however, an ambiguity in the meaning of moral responsibility 
that needs to be addressed at this point. As defined above, it is linked con- 
ceptually to liaNtity to blame: To say of A that he is morally responsible for 
state S is to say that he has contributed to the bringing about of S in such 
a way as to incur blame. But one may sever this link and use a broader 
concept of moral responsibility according to which peopIe are to be held 
morally responsible for the results of their actions, so long as these actions 
themselves satisfy certain conditions of intentionality, voluntariness, etc., 
without implying that they are Nameable for what they did.n On this sec- 
ond view, A is morally responsible for the effects on P of stealing the drug, 
because he took the drug deIiberately and freely, even though he was fully 
justified in acting as he did. The broader view, then, preserves the connec- 
tion between moral responsibility and remedial responsibility in the drug 
case. But it runs into difficulties in cases where justified, but harmful, con- 
duct appears not to bring remedial responsibilities with it--cases like that 
in which A engages in fair competition with P in a market setting. Suppose 
that A sets up a shop dose to P’s and by legitimate means attracts most of 
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P’s customers; then A is morally responsible for P’s loss of earnings, on the 
broader view. Even if A did not intend the precise outcome that occurred, 
he went into business deliberately, and could reasonably have foreseen 
as one result of his competitive behavior that P would be damaged. Yet we 
do not feel that he owes P anything by way of remedy so long as he has 

acted fairly. 
So neither of the two concepts of moral responsibility we have consid- 

ered-neither the narrow concept linked to blame, nor the wide, morally 
neutral, concept--gives us the link we are looking for between moral and 
remedial responsibilities. The narrow concept fails to explain why there are 
remedial responsibilities in the drug case; but the wider concept, which 
holds people responsible for the results of all their voluntary actions, 
whether blameworthy or not, implies that there are remedial responsibili- 
ties in the shopkeeper case too.~2 Neither concept appears to hit the target 

precisely. 
The biggest problem with the moral responsibility principle, however-- 

one that it shares with the causal principle---is that it looks too exdusively 
to the past in assigning remedial responsibilities. The question it asks is 
always "Who is responsible for bringing this bad situation about?" and 
never, for instance, "Who is best placed to put it right?" One obvious 
defect of the principle, therefore, is that it has nothing to say when the 
morally responsible agent proves to be incapable of discharging her reme- 
dial responsibilities--for instance when she is dead or incapacitated. 
Unless we want to say that remedial responsibilities disappear when we 
cannot find an agent who is both morally responsible for the situation in 
question and capable of remedying it, the principle remains incomplete. 

Taking our cue from the last paragraph, consider next the principle of 
capacity, which holds that remedial responsibilities ought to be assigned 
according to the capacity of each agent to discharge them. The rationale 
for this is obvious enough. If we want bad situations put right, we should 

give the responsibility to those who are best placed to do the remedying. If " 

there is a bather in trouble off the beach, and it makes most sense for one ¯ 
¯ person to undertake the rescue, then we should choose the strongest 
swimmer. In other circumstances we may want to share responsibility 

among A, B, and C, in proportion to their respective capacities to rectify 
P’s condition, as suggested by the slogan, "From each according to his abil- .i: 
ities, to each according to his needs:’ 

On closer inspection, however, the capacity principle seems to blend 

together two different factors that may not always point in the same direc- 
tion. One has to do with the effectiveness of different agents in remedying 
the situation; the other has to do with the costs they must bear in the 
course of doing so. The strongest swimmer may also be fearful (so that 
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although he is an effective rescuer, the rescue causes him considerable 
distress)--or perhaps he simply dislikes the kind of attention that goes 
along with a successful rescue. IrA is slightly stronger than B, but Rs costs 
are also much higher, is it obviously the right solution to hold A responsi- 
ble for rescuing P? On the moral responsibility view, costs do not present 
ethical problems: IrA has harmed P through some action of his, then he 
should remedy the harm regardless of the cost to himsdf; requiring that he 
should pay the cost here is justifiable in the light of what he has done.13 But 
to apply the capacity principle, it seems, we have to begin by weighing 
effectiveness against cost to determine whose capacity is the greatest in the 
morally rdevant sense.14 

Another problem with the capacity principle is that, by focusing atten- 
tion entirely on agents’ present capacity to remedy some harm, it neglects 
to ask how variations in capacity have arisen. And so it is vulnerable to the 
grasshopper and ant objection: Assuming that the grasshoppers could have 
spent the summer gathering food for the winter rather than singing, we. 
may wonder whether the ants, who now have the capacity to help the fam- 
ished grasshoppers by virtue of their earlier diligence, have a remedial 
responsibility to do so. Perhaps the destitution of the grasshoppers 
imposes some residual responsibility on the ants, but not as much as if, 
say, the grasshoppers’ store of food had been washed away by unexpected 
rain. The capacity view cannot explain why remedial responsibility is 
stronger in one case than in the other. This is the weakness that accompa- 
nies its strength: Its exclusive focus on the present necessarily blinds it to 
historical considerations. 

Finally, we need to ask whether capacity alone--the simple physical. 
ability to remedy P’s bad condition--is sufficient to generate remedial 
responsibility in the absence of a stronger link between A and P. Return to 
the case of the drowning bather, and notice that we single out the strongest 
swimmer from among those already gathered on the beach. Perhaps, then, 
we appeal to capadty only after identifying a set of agents whose relation- 
ship to P is such that they already bear a special responsibility towards 
him; capacity is used to pick out one particular agent from the set.zs 

That thought suggests a fourth principle for distributing responsibilities, 
which we might call the communitarian prindple, using "community" here 
in a fairly loose sense to capture special ties of various kinds such as those 
that exist within families, collegial groups of various kinds, nations, and so 
forth. The claim is that when people are linked together by such ties, 
whether arising from shared activities and commitments, common identi- 
ties, common histories, or other such sources, they also (justifiably) see 
themselves as having special responsibilities to one another, responsibilities 
that are greater than those they have towards humanity at large; and this in 
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particular imposes special responsibilities towards any member of the rele- 
vant community who is harmed or in need. 

The great merit of the communitarian principle is that it can make 
sense of much of our existing practice when responsibilities have to be dis- 
tributed without resort to artificial devices. Consider, for example, a group 
of hikers out on a trip in the mountains together, where one of the party 
falls and injures herself, Here we simply take it for granted that the respon- 
sibility for bringing aid to the injured member falls in the first place collec- 
tively on the whole group, rather than on, say, other climbers who happen 
to be in the vicinity at the time. By forming ourselves into a group to make 
the expedition, we create the kind of relationship that generates special 
responsibilities as a matter of course, and there is no need to invoke a 
hypothetical contract among the members, or to suppose that somehow 
members of such a group are better placed to understand their fellow- 

members’ needs than non-members would be, in order to reach the con- 
dusion that when one person gets injured, it is the group that bears the 
primary responsibility to remedy her condition.16 But the communitarian 
principle does less well on two other counts. 

First, and only too obviously, it cannot explain why remedial responsi- 
bilities sometimes exist in the absence of special relationships of the kind 

outlined above. But there are at least two cases in which their existence 
seems pretty dear-cut. One is the case in which A simply injures P without 
justification, particularly perhaps when the injury involves a violation of 
P’s basic rights (to bodily integrity, say, or to subsistence). That A bears a 
remedial responsibility in such a case seems uncontroversial, and this is 
regardless of whether A and P are linked by some kind of communal bond. 
If I injure a complete stranger, someone not connected to me by national- 
ity, religion, or any of the possible forms of communitarian tie, I still owe 
him a remedy for the injury I have caused. 

Likewise, and only a little more controversially, A may be remedially 
responsible for P simply because he happens to be the only person cur- 
rently in a position to do anything about P’s condition. This assumes of 
course that P’s condition is one of significant deprivation or injury. But if 
that is the case, then the general duty we all have to aid people who are 
seriously injured or deprived will devolve upon A simply because he is 
the only person able to discharge it, either because, for instance, he is the 
sole passer-by when the skater on the pond falls through the ice, or 
because he alone has the know-how to sort out P’s condition. Once again 

these responsibilities appear to transcend any communal bonds that might 
exist between A and p.17 

The second limitation of the communitarian principle is that it has 
nothing directly to say about how responsibilities are to be distributed 
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within the community. It can accommodate the fact that one community 
may nest inside another, so that A can bear special responsibilities to 
everyone in C, but also more extensive responsibilities still to everyone in 
C1, a sub-set of C. But it cannot go beyond this in distributing responsibil- 
ities within C except by importing considerations that are not themselves 
of a communitarian character. Our belief that in some instances people 
with greater capacity to help P should bear more of the responsibility for 
doing so, as suggested by the capacity principle, cannot be generated from 
within the communitarian perspective alone. And since a full account of 
remedial responsibilities should aim to get beyond the group level and 
attribute responsibility to individuals, the communitariar~ principle taken 
by itself appears inadequate.18 

Taking Stock 

We seem to have reached an impasse. We have looked at four principles-- 
causal responsibility, moral responsibility, capacity, and commu- 
nity-each of which seems prima facie plausibie as a way of allocating 
remedial responsibilities, but none of which, on closer inspection, seem 
adequate by itself, So how should we proceed? There seem to be three 
main options. The first is to abandon the search for a general theory of 
remedial responsibilities, The grounds for doing this would be that my ini- 
tiaI formulation of the probtem (i.e., Here is a group of deprived or suffer- 
ing people. Whose responsibility is it to put the situation right?) 
misleadingly amalgamates a range of quite different cases, in each of which 
a different principle applies. For example, that formulation glosses over 
the difference between the case in which P’s deprivation or suffering is the 
result of human action and the case where it has purely natural causes. So 
instead of looking for a general theory to explain our remedial responsibil- 
ities, we need to disaggregate the cases first, and then perhaps construct 
specific accounts of responsibility to fit each of them in turn. 

The second option is to mount a defense of one of the principles can- 
vassed above, and then argue that all of our considered judgments about 
remedial responsibility can in fact be captured by that principle. This may 
involve conceding that there are cases in which people are deprived or suffer- 
ing, but in which no one has a responsibility to help them. For instance, one 
might argue that agents have remedial responsibilities ordy when they are 
morally responsible for the deprivation and Suffering in question. Someone 
who took that line would have to reject my original formulation in a differ- 
ent way: They would have to deny the premise that it is morally intolerable if 
(remediable) suffering and deprivation are allowed to continue, in other 
words that where they exist we are morally bound to hold somebody (some 
person or some collective agent) responsible for relieving them. 
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The third option is to construct a multi-principle theory that combines 

the four principles I have identified in some fashion. There are various 
ways in which this might be done, but broadly speaking we can distinguish 
theories that rank the principles in a certain way--recommend that they 
should be applied sequentially, for instance--and theories that are more 
straightforwardly pluralist, in the sense that they ask us to balance or 
weigh the various principles against one another when responsibilities    ..".;:.i:~i 

have to be assigned.                                                    "::": 
The first option is really a counsel of despair. If our aim in developing a 

theory of remedial responsibility is eventually to be able to pin these 
responsibilities on to particular agents and then exert pressure on them to 
discharge their obligations, a ~tnified theory is a much better tool than a 
string of sub-theories. But more importantly, few cases in real life will fall 
neatly into just one of the categories we might construct. The example 
with which I began illustrates this. When we think about who bears reme- 
dial responsibility for Iraqi children, we think about what certain agents 
have done, what other agents have faited to do, we think about who can 
claim to have acted with justification, and we also think about who is now 
best placed to help the children. It is not a simple case in which an identifi- 
able A has unjustifiably injured an identifiable P, nor is it a simple case in 
which P’s condition has purely natural causes. The same will hold in all 
but the most primitive cases of human deprivation and suffering. So it 
would be premature to abandon the search for a ger~eral theory of remedial 
responsibility. ..... 

The second option involves attempting to bring everything that we 
want to say about remedial responsibility under the auspices of one of the 
principles identified above. How might a theory of this kind be con- 
structed? The most plausible candidates, I believe, are a backward-looking . 
theory of moral responsibility and a forward-looking theory, some variant 
of the capacity view, which focuses on the effective relief of harm and 
deprivation. A theory of the first kind would hold that agents are only 
remedially responsible for situations when they are Nameable for bringing ¯ 
them about, and a proponent of such a theory might be willing to accept 
that in cases where no such agent can be found, no remedial responsibili- 
ties exist (thus no one should be held remedially responsible for the vic- 
tims of natural disasters, though no doubt it would be a moratly worthy 
act to help them). Such a theory looks entirely to the past; the only ques- 

tior~ it asks is "Who has done this thing?" 
A wholiy backward-looking theory of this kind finds itself trapped in 

the following dilemma: Either it leaves victims intolerably exposed, in the 
sense that many injuries will go unremedied, or inadequately remedied, or 
rise it imposes an intolerable burden on agents--this could mean any one 
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of us--by making us responsible for potentially enormous costs resulting 
from our actions. To see this, consider a case in which some slight act of 
carelessness on my part results in injuries to Smith that require millions of 
pounds to compensate. In this instance, we can either narrow the concept 
ofmoraI responsibility so that I am no longer responsible for everything 
that results from my careless action--in which case Smith’s condition will 
largely go unremedied--or else we broaden it so that I become remedially 
responsible for Smith’s condition, in which case we would seriously limit 
our freedom as actors. Every time we acted, we would face a small but 
significant risk of landing ourselves with crippling remedial responsibili- 
ties.19 A purely backward-looking theory cannot satisfy our underlying 
interest in protection against harm and deprivation without burdening us 
with liabilities that would make everyday life (driving to work, walking 
down the street) a potentially hazardous business. 

Forward-looking theories tell us to assign responsibility in whatever 
way will best achieve our aim ofrdieving victims, and thus to ignore the 
past except insofar as it tells us things about agents that are now relevant in 
deciding who is most appropriateIy placed to remedy P’s plight. Such the- 
ories look at the issue from the side of the victim, and their corresponding 
weakness is that they assign no intrinsic weight to the value we attach to 
moral responsibility. Suppose A injures P in a simple and straightforward 
Way. A forwarddooking theory asks, "Who should now remedy P’s condi- 
tion?" and A will come into the frame only if we judge it most useful or 
beneficial to hold him responsible, either in the particular case, or because 
we think it a beneficial rule to assign remedial responsibility in such cases 
to the agent who brought about P’s condition. But this does not take the 
past seriously enough: A has done this thing, he can now make amends, so 
why should we took any further in assigning responsibility? The round- 
about reasoning that a forward-looking theory requires seems to violate a 
basic belief that, at least in simple cases, people should be held responsible 
for the harm that they do20 

It seems, therefore, that an acceptable theory of remedial responsibility 
must make room in some fashion for each of the principles identified 
above. But how is this to be done? Again, there are different ways of 
constructing a multi-principle theory. Let us consider some of the more 
plausible alternatives. 

One possibility is that the relevant principles should be applied in 
sequence: We look to see whether there is any agent who can be held 
responsible for remedying P’s condition under principle X, and if the 
answer is Yes that settles the matter; if the answer is No we proceed to 
principle Y, and so forth. The plausibility of such a theory will depend on 
the sequence chosen, so rather than review all of the variations let me 
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focus on one likely candidate. This tells us to begin by applying the prind- 
ple of moral responsibility. If we can find an agent who is responsible for 
P’s plight, and also has the capacity to remedy it, then we should hold that 
agent remedially responsible for R Failing that--if no morally responsible 
agent can be identified, or if the agent or agents who bear moral responsi- 
bility turn out to be incapable of supplying the remedy--we invoke 
another principle--cansal responsibility, say, or community. Clearly there 
are different ways of completing the theory. But we need go no further, 
because I do not think that the first move is defensible. 

The problem is that moral responsibility is a matter of degree, and 
degrees of moral responsibility for P’s condition do not necessarily corre- 
late with other relevant features, especially with the capacity to relieve P’s 
suffering or deprivation, We can lose sight of this fact by thinking in terms 
of very simple cases, namely those in which A is solely responsible for injur- 
ing P, does so by virtue of a deliberate act, and as a result has the resources 
that could now be used to compensate for the injury. But although such 
cases undoubtedly occur, we are more often confronted with ones in which 
A bears a lesser degree of moral responsibility, ~ither by virtue of the char- 
acter of his action--he acted negligently, for instance, rather than deliber- 
ately, or he acted with justification, harming P in pursuit of some greater 
good--or because responsibility has to be shared between a number of 
different agents. Moreover the fact that A played some part in bringing 
about P’s condition does not entail that he derived any tangible benefit 
from doing so. So if we think about a case such as the Iraqi children, we 
might well conclude that each of the agents identified in the case--the 
United Nations, Saddam’s clique, and the Iraqi people--bore some share of 
moral responsibility for the suffering of those children, though the nature 
of the responsibility would differ in each case. The United Nations might be 
accused of pursuing a justifiable end by unacceptable means, the suffering 
of the children being a foreseeable side effect of the sanctions policy. Sad- 
dam might be accused, more harshly, of deliberately allowing the suffering 
to occur for propaganda purposes. About the Iraqi people, it could be said 
that their cansal role in bringing about the suffering was almost entirely 
negative, but that in the circumstances they could reasonably have been 
expected to oppose Saddam’s regime more effectively. If those judgments_ 
are accepted, we would have to conclude, first, that no agent can be singled 
out as uniqudy morally responsible for the situation we want to have reme- 
died; and, second, that the agent bearing the largest share of responsibility 
(Saddam’s clique) is also worst placed to bring the children the help that 
they need. It is probably wrong to say that the Iraqi government is incapa- 
ble of finding the resources in question. But clearly it would be very much 
easier for the Western powers to do so. In these circumstances, is it right tO :".:. 
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let our judgments of remedial responsibility be determined entirely by our 
prior beliefs about how far different agents are morally responsible for cre- 
ating the situation that needs a remedy? 

This suggests that, rather than applying principles of responsibility in 
strict sequence, our approach should be more openly pluralist: We should 
simply look to see which principle or principles apply in a particular case, 
and if we find that more than one applies, we should weigh their respective 
strengths. But before reaching this conclusion, we should consider a sec- 
ond way of ordering the principles. This approach sees them not as com- 
peting with one another, but as addressing different aspects of the 
allocation of responsibility. Again I shall focus on one particular version of 
this approach. 

The position I have in mind holds that we need to distinguish immedi- 
ate responsibility for relieving harm and suffering from final responsibil- 
ity.zj Where people are in distress or in danger of further injury, we need to 
-identify the agents best placed to help them in the short term. But these 
may not be the agents who should bear the costs of such action in the long 
term. So A may be immediately responsible for rdieving P, because A is the 
agent in a position to offer aid directly, but final responsibility may be B’s, 
in which case B may have to compensate A for the resources she has 
provided to B or for inddental costs arising from the relief effort. 

Adopting such a view, we might conclude that capacity, and to some 
extent community, are relevant principles when immediate responsibilities 
are being distributed, because these are criteria that tell us who is best able 
to relieve P’s condition quickly and effectively. Moral responsibility, causal 
responsibility, and perhaps community again are invoked when final 
responsibilities are the issue.22 Now dearIy there are cases where some- 
thing like that picture seems to appiy. If I negligently allow my child to fall 
into the river, but I cannot swim, then immediate responsibility for the 
rescue may fall on a passer-by who can, while I remain ultimately respon- 
sible for my child’s welfare once he is pulled out, and for any damage 
suffered by the rescuer. But what makes the picture appropriate is precisely 
the immediacy of the harm: If the chiId is not saved, at once he will drown. 
It is that feature that makes capacity the overriding consideration in the 
short term. in many other cases, however, the deprivation or suffering that 
motivates our assigning of responsibility is relatively stable, in the sense 
that we have no reason to expect the situation to deteriorate suddenIy, and 
here it seems that capadty becomes one relevant consideration to consider 
alongside the others. And even where harm is immediate, capacity may 
not trump the other principles in a straightforward way: Where several 
swimmers could rescue the drowning child, we may not simply pick the 
strongest, but, for instance, the person who caused him to fall in, or the 
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negligent parent who should have taken more care to keep him away from 

the water’s edge. 

The Connection Theory 

It appears that we must settle for a pluralist approach to distributing 
responsibilities. Attempts to eliminate all but one of the principles we have 
unearthed lead to unacceptable results. Attempts to impose a fixed order 
of application on those principles also lead us astray. But can a pluralist 
approach give us a satisfying theory of remedial responsibility? I shall 
sketch such a theory, which I propose to call the connection theory.23 

This begins with the observation that all of us have a strong interest in 
the existence of mechanisms that protect us from harm and injury. More 
particularIy, in the event that we find ourselves in a bad condition, which it 
is difficult or impossible for us to remedy through our own devices, we 
want there to be some way of assigning responsibilities such that an identi- 
fiable A (or perhaps A, B, and C taken together) becomes responsible for 
rectifying our situation. We want A to feel that he is.responsible, and to act 
accordingly, and we want everyone else to make the same judgment and 
therefore to put pressure of various kinds on A if he fails to act. Responsi ..... 
bility that is widely dispersed is no good, because then everyone will 
attempt to hang back in the hope that someone else will step in first, no one 
will be particularly liable to censure if the bad condition is not remedied, 
and so on. 

The interest of potential P’s in having clearly defined responsibilities is 
evident, reflecting the fact that all of us are vulnerable to outside events 
that may seriously harm our interests or threaten our lives. But equally, it 
may not matter so much, from P’s point of view, which particular A is held 
responsible. There may be many agents who are able to remedy P’s condi~ 
tion; it matters considerably to P that one such agent, or one group of 
agents, should be singled out, for the reasons given above, but apart from 
that P may be indifferent which agent this happens to be. In these circum-.. 
stances we will fix responsibility on the agent who is already connected to 
P in some way; if several agents are so connected, we will choose the one 
whose link to P is strongest, or else, depending on the circumstances, 
divide up responsibility according to relative strength of connection. 
(Whether one agent is singled out, or responsibility shared between sev- 
eral, may depend on whether P’s condition is better remedied by a single 
agent taking action or several agents acting in concert.) 

What kind of connection is relevant here? My proposal is that we 
should return to the principles explored in the second section of the chap- 
ter, and now see them as specifying forms of connection between A and P 
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that may, in particular cases, be sufficient to establish A’s responsibility for 
remedying P’s condition. That is, A may be remedially responsible for P 
either because he is causally responsible for P’s condition, or morally 
responsible for it, or has the (special) capacity to rectify it, or already has a 
communal relationship with R Any of these relations--causal responsibil- 
ity, moral responsibility, capacity, or community--may establish the kind 
of special link between A and P that enables us to single out A as the one 
who bears the responsibility for supplying the resources that will remedy 
P’s condition. 

In many cases there will be independent moral reasons for using a par- 
ticular connection as a basis for assigning remedial responsibility. This 
applies most obviously where the connection consists in A’s moral respon- 
sibility for P’s injury. There are two independent reasons for holding A 
remedially responsible in this case: First, where A has unjustly benefited 
from the injury he has inflicted on P--he has stolen something of P’s, or 
exploited him, for example--then ira is made to compensate P by return- 
ing what he has taken or in some other way undoing the damage he has 
inflicted, then this wilI help to cancel out A’s unjust gain, and so restore 
justice as between them. Second, even if A has not benefited from his 
actions, he has wronged P, and should therefore make recompense to P as 
a way of acknowledging the wrong he has committed; remedying P’s 
injury is an obvious way to do this. In the cases of capacity and commu- 
nity, too, we can provide a plausible rationale for basing remedial respon- 
sibilities on these forms of connection (these rationales will be quite 
different from the one just given in the case of moral responsibility). But 
causal responsibility, in the absence of the other forms of connection, 
seems not to have its own ethical rationale. IfA is causally responsible for 
P’s condition, but he is neither morally responsible for it (say he could not 
possibly have foreseen the results of his action) nor especially well placed 
to assist P, nor linked to P by special communal ties, there seems no inde- 
pendent reason to hold him remedially responsible for sorting P out. Yet 
we do seem to think that a bare causal connection is enough to generate 
special responsibilities, as the case of the innocent pedestrian who knocks 
down another shows. Perhaps it might be argued that in such cases hold- 
ing the causal agent responsible will create incentives to take special care 
not to inflict accidental injury, thus the rationale is ~directly utilitarian.24 
But this interpretation seems forced: If the link between action and out- 
come is such that the agent could not be expected to anticipate the injury 
to P, then how is A supposed to alter his behavior? I suggest instead that 
causal responsibility as a source of remedial responsibility confirms the 
theory I am putting forward: We need some way of identifying an A to 
hold remedialIy responsible for P’s condition, so in the absence of any 
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other link between potential As and P we rio: upon the purely physical link 
of causality. This, admittedly, can be trumped fairly readily once other 
forms of connection come into play; but the fact that we are prepared to 
rely on bare causal connection in the first place underlines the necessity of 
finding some non-arbitrary way of assigning responsibility to a particular 
agent. 

The connection theory successfully offers practical guidance in cases 
where only one of its four constituent principles is satisfied. There is nothing 
paradoxical, according to the theory, in assigning remedial responsibility on 
the basis of causation, say, in one case and on the basis of communitarian 
relations in the next case. Our overriding interest is to identify an agent who 
can remedy the deprivation or suffering that concerns us, and in pursuit of 
that aim we fbx on whoever is linked to p according to one of the theory’s 
four criteria, about which there is widespread agreement. Where two or 
more of the principles apply, the theory tells us to look at the strength of the 
various connections. Thus irA is weakly linked to P by virtue of moral 
responsibility, whereas B is strongly linked to P by virtue of capacity (B is in 
far better position to remedy P’s condition than any other agent), the theory 
instructs us to hold B remedially responsible. In some cases it may recom- 
mend dividing responsibility between two or more agents, where this makes 
practical sense, and the ties are of comparable strength. On the connection 
theory there is no algorithm that can tell us to apply principle 1 first and 
then move on to principle 2, and so forth--my reasons for rejecting such an 
algorithm have already been given. This means, of course, that when con- 
nections have to be weighed against each other, we can do no more than 
appeal to shared moral intuitions about which is the stronger. 

The strength of the connection theory, as I see it, is that it treats the 
obligation to relieve deprivation and suffering as of overriding concern. By 
using multiple criteria, we ensure that there is always some agent who can 
be assigned responsibility for remedying P’s condition. At the same time, it 
makes room for other moral considerations, such as the deeply held belief 
that where we can point the finger at a particular A as being morally 
responsible for the harm suffered by P, it is A himself who should remedy 
the harm wherever possible. Single-principle theories, I have suggested, 
will inevitably run up against such beliefs sooner or later. And although 
the connection theory is internally complex, this complexity may simply 
mirror the complexity of real-world cases in which remedial responsibility 
has to be assigned. If there were a simple answer to questions such as who 
is responsible for the current plight of iraqi children, we would not argue 
about it politically in the way that we do. The connection theory does not 
offer a mechanical answer to questions of that kind, but it provides a way 
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of thinking about them--highlighting their complexity--that may in the 
end prove to be more illuminating. 

Notes 

t. Earlier versions of this chapter were presented to the Nuffield Political Theory Workshop 
and to the All Souls Seminar in Political Philosophy. I should like to thank both audiences 
for their helpfu! commen~s. I should particularly like to thank Jerry Cohen, Richard Dagger, 
Cecile Fabre, and Bob Good/u, plus three anonymous referees for tile Journal of Political 
Philosophy, for their extensive written comments on earlier drafts. 

2. I say ~’nearly all" because there may be philosophers with libertarian instincts who hold that 
deprivation and suffering call for remedy only when they are the result of some agent vio- 
lating the victims’ rights. I examine this position briefly later in the chapter. 

3. I have tackled some of them in a companion paper, "Holding Nations Responsible." 
4. It is worth citing a story invented by Hart to illustrate the slipperiness of the concept: 

’Ns captain of the ship, X was responsible for the safety of his passengers and crew, 
But on his last voyage he got drunk every night and was responsible for the loss of 
the ship with all [others] aboard. It was rumored that he was insane, but the doctors 
considered that he was responsible for his actions. Throughout the voyage he 
behaved quite irresponsibly, and various incidents in his career showed that he was 
not a responsible person. He always maintained that the exceptional winter storms 
were responsible for the loss of the sliip, but in the legal proceedings brought against 
him he was fotmd criminally responsible for his negligent conduct, and in separate 
civil proceedings he was held legally responsible for the loss of life and property. He 
is still alive and he is morally responsible for the deaths of many wome,1 and chib 

dren." (H.L.A. Hart, Punishment and Responsibility: Essays in the Philosophy of Law 
(Oxford: C|arendon Press, 1968), p. 211.) 

5. See H.L.A. Hart and T. Honor6, Causation in the Law, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
I985), ch. 2, for this account. Their analysis raises many questions, not least the problem 
that the distinction between causes and (mere) conditions depends upon the perspective 
from which we are iooking at any given event, which in turn determines what will be 
regarded as normal background conditions and what will be regarded as an abnormal inter- 
vening circumstance. This in turn raises the possibility that causal judgments are in part 
influenced by moral considerations that determine the perspective from which our causal 
enquiry is launched. I return briefly to this point later in the chapter. Here, I assume that we 
have a workable notion of causal responsibility that is distinct from moral responsibility, as 
illustrated by the example given in the text, even if there are ineliminable practical concerns 
that lie behind our judgments of causal responsibility. 

6. Why not then treat all of these as in equal measure responsible for P’s condition? If we do 
this then we lose the distinctive purpose of responsibility assignments as I understand them, 
which is to identify one or more agents who are under some special obligation to relieve P’s 
condition, and who therefore can properly be put under pressure to act. In other words, 
responsibility loses its practical force if it is diffused among al! those agents of whom it is 
true that they might have acted in such a way that P’s condition did not occur. I return later 
to the reasons we have for wanting specific assignments of responsibility, not diffuse ones. 

7. This can apply even where A and P herself are the only agents involved, as pointed out in 

S. Perry, "The moral foundations of tort law;’ Iowa Law Review, 70 (1992), 449-514, 463~1. 

8. Someone might argue here that we assign responsibility in this way because the person who 
knocked the pedestrian over is also likely to be the person best placed (by virtue of proxim- 
ity) to take care of him afterwards. However, ~f we think of the accident occurring in a 
crowded street, it seems that any advantage of this kind will be negligible, whereas our sense 
that it is the person who caused the fall who bears the primary responsibility is quite strong. 

9. Cf. T. HonorS, "Responsibility and luck," Law Quarterly Review, 104 (1988), 530-53, 544-5. 
10. A parallel case, invdving a backpacker caught in a blizzard who breaks into an unoccupied hut 

and uses up what he finds there to keep himself alive, was introduced by Joel Feinberg in 
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"Voluntary euthanasia and the inalienable right to life�’ Philosophy and Public Affairs, 7 (1978), 
93-102, and has subsequently been widely discussed--see, for instance, J.J. Thomson, "Rights 
and compensation" in Rights, Restitution and Risk (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University 
Press, 1986) and L. Lomasky, "Compensation and the bounds of rights;’ Nomos XXXII!: Com- 
pensatory lustice, ed. J.W. Chapman, (New York: New York University Press, 1991). 

t 1. it not necessary here to spell this broader, non appralsive concept of moral responsibility out in 
detail, except to say that it still remains distinct from causal responsibility: On the broader con- 
cept, A is morally respo,lsible for the outcmne of all the actions he deliberately performs, but 
not, for instance, for accidentally knocking down a pedestrian as a result of stumbling himself. 

12. Can the moral responsibility principle be saved by adding in further conditions that differ- 
entiate the two cases? One difference between them is that P has a right to the drug that is 
stolen in the first case, but no right to his customers’ patxonage in the second case. This sug- 
gests the following: A is remedially responsible for P’s condition if and ouly if he is morally 
responsiNe for a rights violation that led to that condition. However, on closer inspection 
this turns out to be too restrictive. Suppose, for instance, that A publishes an unfafr review 
of P’s book, damaging his career. We may think that he has a responsibility to offset the 
damage (supposing there is some way he can do this) without believing that P has a right 
that has been infringed by the publication of the review. The wrongness of A’s action 
together with the harm suffered by P seem sufficient in this case to generate a remedial 
responsibility without the invocation of a rights-violation. 

13. This clahn requires some fine-tunlng. Even if A is unquestionably at fault in acting as he 
did, he may be liable only for the effects of his action that a reasonable person would have 
foreseen, not for consequences that arise in peculiar ways or through the intervention of 
other actors. For discussion of this principle in the context of tort law, see Hart and Honorfi, 
Causation in the Law, ch. 9, and A. Ripstein, Equality, Responsibility and the Law (Cam- " 
bridge: Cambridge University Press, !999), ch. 4. 

14. We could of course simply define capacity as effectiveness, in which case we would have to 

allow in, as a separate and competing principle, the principle that remedial responsibilities 
should be assigned to the agents who would bear the least costs in discharging them. 

15. Unfortunately there is not sufficient space here to consider a close cousin of the capacity 

principle, the vulnerability principle defended in R.E. Goodln, Protecting the Vulnerable: A 
Reanalysis of Our Social Responsibilities (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1985). Goo- 
dirt’s central proposal is that protective responsibilities should be assigned in proportion to 
vulnerab~litles: the more vulnerable P is to A, the greater Rs responsibility to protect P from 
harm. I see this as a cousin of the capacity principle since, in general, the greater an agent’~ 
capacity to act, the greater her potential impact on others, and therefore the more vulnera- 
ble those others are to her decisions. However P’s vulnerability, considered simply by itself, 
seems to correlate with a responsibility on/ks part to avoid causing harm to P, rather than a 
wide~ remedial responsibility to rectify P’s suffering or deprivation. Suppose that P is the 
young author of a book on a topic on which I am recognized to be the leading authority, 
and I am asked to review the book. P is highly vulnerable to my actions: A damaging review 
will blight his career; a favorable one may launch it. I have a responsibility here not to harm 
P willfully or carelessly. If I think the book is a bad one I should say so, but I should take 
care, for instance, not to indulge my prejudices, precisely because the author is relatively 
junior, and therefore more vulnerable to my judgment than an established figure would be. 
So I have a limited responsibility to avoid causing P harm. But I seem to have no special 
responsibility to protect P from the harm that others may inflict--other reviewers less scrtt- 
pulous than myself, for instance--and in the event that P is danraged, whether by my own 
(fair) review, or by other hands, I bear no remedial responsibilities. (If I review the book 
unfairly, and P’s career suffers as a result, then I do have remedial responsibilities, but these 
are better explained by the moral responsibility principle discussed earlier than by the 
vuhxerabilitT principle; it is the faultiness of my conduct, not the simple fact ofP’s vulnera- 
bility, that creates such responsibilities.) 

!6. The best non-reductionist account of such special responsibilities known to me is to be 
found in S. Scheffler, "Relationships and responsibilities," Philosophy and Public Affairs, 26 

(1997), 189-209. 
17. One may of course think that where communal bonds also exist, this strengthens Rs obliga= 

lion, so that ifA has to decide which of two endangered skaters to rescue first, he should 
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give precedence to the one who lives in his neighborhood or belongs to his church. Simi 
larly a medical specialist may give priority to treating critically iil patients in his own nation 
while also acknowledging some responsibility towards similar patients elsewhere. 

18. In some cases, of course, responsibility does just rest with the group as a whole until it is 
assigned by some mechanism to individuals, as in the case of the mountaineering group 
who share responsibility equally for their injured comrade until, say, they draw straws to 
decide who should go back and call out the Mountain Rescue team. There is nothing to dis 
tinguish one member from another in the assigning of responsibility. But this will not be 
true in general. 

19. Insurance provides a mechanism for offsetting this objection, and, as Honor4 points out in 
relation to tort law "some form of insurance is essential if a system of corrective justice is to 
operate fairly in modern conditions": T. Honord, "The morality of tort law," Philosophical 
Foundations of Tort Law, ed. D.G. Owen (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1995), p. 90. But it is of 
course only Contingent that such a mechanism exists~so a groundqevel theory of remedial 
responsibility cannot presuppose that it does (that is, we cannot argue that it is essentially 
lair to hold people remedially responsible for compensating all of the harm that may even- 
tuate from their actions on the grounds that, if insurance mecha,fisms exist, they can 
choose to protect themselves from incurring excessive burdens). 

20. Some considerations in support of this basic behefare advanced in Honor4, "Responsibility 
and luck." 

21. I am grateful to an anonymous referee for the Journal of Political Philosophy for suggesting 
this position. 

22. Community might appear in both places because, on the one hand, it can serve to identify 

¯ agents who are physically proabmate to P and therefore likely well placed to help him., and 
on the other hand, it picks out a group of agents who have a special concern for P’s welfare. 

23. In thinking about the general shape of this theory, I have drawn inspiration from Hume’s 
theory of justice and property, as set out particalarly in A Treatise of Human Nature, ed. 
L.A. Selby-Bigge, 2rid ed., revised by EH. Nidditch (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1978), Pt. III, 
Secs. 2-3, 6. Hume argued that we have a shared strong interest in the existence of rules that 
stably assign possessions to persons as their property. The specific rules employed, however, 
depended less on utilitarian considerations than on common mental dispositions that lead 
us to connect persons to material objects in particular ways. The cmmection theory of 
remedial responsibility proposed here has a similar general structure, though as readers 
have pointed out there are also significant disanalogies between the two theories. 

24. Another suggestion might be that causal responsibility always carries traces of moral 
responsibility with it. How can we be sure that the pedestrian who was apparently taking 
good care to watch his step did not in fact have a momentary lapse of concentration and fail 
to notice the raised paving stone which he ought to have noticed? Or alternatively, perhaps 
we are all to some small degree morally responsible for everything that results from our 
action, no matter how remote the causal chain, or how careful we have been. in ways such 
as these, we can put a moral gloss on causal responsibility. But then again, might not this be 
a case of the tail wagging the dog? Might it not be that because we want to hold causal agents 
remedially responsible for the harm they bring about, in certain cases, we are driven to 
impute moral responsibility to them, in defiance of our more usual (and defensible) under- 
standing of that idea? 
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2 
How Should Human Rights 

be Conceived? 

2.0 Introduction 

Supranational, national, and subnational systems of law contain vari- 
ous human rights. The content of these rights and of any correspond- 
ing legal obligations and burdens depends on the legislative, judicial, 
and executive bodies that maintain and interpret the laws in question. 
In the aftermath of World War II, it has come to be widely acknow- 
ledged that there are also moral human rights, whose validity is inde- 
pendent of any and all governmental bodies. In their case, in fact, the 
dependence is thonght to run the other way: only if they respect moral 
human rights do any governmental bodies have legitimacy, that is, 
the capacity to create moral obligations to comply with, and the moral 
authority to enforce, their laws and orders. 
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Human rights of both kinds can coexist in harmony. Whoever cares 
about moral human rights will grant that laws can greatly facilitate 
their realization. And human-rights lawyers can acknowledge that the 
legal rights and obligations they draft and interpret are meant to give 
effect to preexisting moral rights. In fact, this acknowledgment seems 
implicit in the common phrase "internationally recognized human 
rights." It is clearly expressed in the Preamble of the UDHR, which 
presents this Declaration as stating moral human rights that exist 
independently of itself. This acknowledgment bears stressing because 
the distinction between moral and legal human rights is rarely drawn 
clearly. Many are therefore inclined to believe that our human rights 
are whatever governments agree them to be. This is true of legal 
human rights. But it is false, as these governments have themselves 
acknowledged, of moral human rights. Governments may have views 
on what moral human rights there are - their (not legally binding) 
endorsement of the UDHR expresses such a view but even all of 
them together cannot legislate such rights out of existence. 

My aim here. is to explicate the moral notion of human rights. I 
define this task narrowly. I do not address the ontological status 
of human rights - the sense in which they may be said to exist and 
the way in which their existence (in this sense) might be known 
and justified. Nor do I discuss the work of selection, specification, 
and justification that goes into formulating a full list or conception 
of human rights. Instead, i focus on an issue that is best examined 
before the others. How should human rights be conceived? What does 
the assertion of a human right assert, especially in regard to correlat- 
ive responsibilities? 

Beginning with this issue makes sense. An explication of what 
human rights are does not presuppose more than a rough idea about 
what goods are widely recognized as worthy of inclusion. But such 
an explication is presupposed in the selection and justification of par- 
ticular human rights - even though it cannot by itself settle what 
human rights there are or even whether there are any human rights at 
all. The fact that some formulated right has all the conceptual fea- 
tures of a human right does not entail that it exists (can be justified as 
such) any more than the fact that King Arthur as described has all the 
conceptual features of a human being entails that there was such 
a person. Settling what human rights there are requires not merely 
conceptual explication, but also substantive moral arguments pro and 
con. Such arguments must be informed by an understanding of what 
human rights are. 
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2.1 From natural law to rights 

The moral notion of human rights has evolved from earlier notions of 
natural law and natural rights. We can begin to understand and analyze 
it by examining the continuities and discontinuities in this evolution. 
I do this by focusing on the shifting constraints imposed, ideas sug- 
gested, and possibilities opened and closed by the three concepts rather 
than on the particular conceptions of them that have actually been 
worked out.8° 

All three concepts have in common that they were used to express a 
special class of moral concerns, namely ones that are among the most 
weighty of all as well as unrestricted and broadly sharable. These four 
common features of the three concepts constrain not the content of 
the select concerns, but their potential status and role. Regarding the 
first feature, it should be said that the natural-law and natural-rights 
idioms were also used to express the agent’s liberty to pursue his own 
self-preservation and self-interest - as in Hobbes’s famous claim that 
"every man has a Right to every thing; even to one another’s body.’’~1 
Since the concept of human rights, which is at issue here, has not been 
used in this vein, I leave such uses aside and focus on uses that present 
natural law, or the natural rights of others, as making moral demands 
on human conduct, practices, and institutions. 

Conceiving the natural law, natural rights, or human rights as making 
weighty moral demands suggests that these demands ought to play an 
important role in our thinking and discourse about, and ought to be 
reflected and respected in, our social institutions and conduct. They.. 
should normally trump or outweigh other moral and nonmoral conr .:.~ 
cerns and considerations. 

In conceiving of moral demands as unrestricted, we believe that: 
whether persons ought to respect them does not depend on their ................... 
particular epoch, culture, religion, moral tradition, or philosophy.~2: 
Unrestricted moral demands need not assign obligations to everyone: 
The moral demand that ruters are to govern in the interest of the 
governed, for example, may be unrestricted even while it assigns oblig, 
ations only to those in power. But, not being spatially or temporally 
confined, unrestricted moral demands are still, at least potentially, 
relevant to persons of all times and places and therefore should be: 
understood and appreciated by all.                            ¯ .~ 

This suggests the fourth feature. In conceiving of moral demands ag.:i: .. 
broadly sharable, one thinks of them as capable of being understoodi: 
and appreciated by persons from different epochs and cultures as well 
as by adherents of a variety of different religions, moral traditions" 
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and philosophies. They need not be (and perhaps no moral demands 
could be) accessible in this way to all human persons, irrespective 
of when and where they live(d) and irrespective of their particular 
culture, religion, moral tradition, and philosophy (or lack thereof). 
But they would not be broadly sharable if they were not detached, or 
at least detachable, from any particular epoch, culture, religion, moral 
tradition, and philosophy,83 or if understanding and appreciating them 
required mental faculties that a significant proportion of human- 
kind does not have and cannot develop. The sharability of a moral 
demand is, then, a function of how widely it can be shared across 
persons and cultures and of how accessible it is to each of them. The 
notions of being unrestricted and being broadly sharable are related 
in that we tend to feel more confident about conceiving of a moral 
demand as unrestricted when this demand is not parochial to some 
particular epoch, culture, religion, moral tradition, or philosophy. 

Let us turn from the continuities in the conceptual evolution - from 
natural law to natural rights to human rights - to its discontinuities, 
which reveal what shift in the content of unrestricted and broadly 
sharable moral demands is associated with the shift in terminology. 
Expressing moral demands in the natural-rights rather than the natural- 
law idiom involves a significant narrowing of content possibilities 
by introducing the idea that the relevant moral demands are based on 
moral concern for certain subjects: rightholders. By violating a natu- 
ral right, one wrongs the subject whose right it is. These subjects of 
natural rights are viewed as sources of moral claims and thereby re- 
cognized as having a certain moral standing and value. The natural- 
law idiom contains no such idea: it need not involve demands on 
one’s conduct toward other subjects at all and, even if it does, need 
not involve the idea that by violating such demands one has wronged 
these subjects - one may rather have wronged God, for example, or 
have disturbed the harmonious order of the cosmos. In ruling out 
these formerly prominent alternative ideas, the shift from natural-law 
to natural-rights language constitutes a secularization which facil- 
itates the presentation of a select set of moral demands as broadly 
sharable in a world that has become much larger and more hetero- 
geneous. This secularization centers on a specific view about the point 
of the moral demands (duties) singled out as natural: the point of 
respecting them is the protection of others; one’s concern to honor 
one’s moral duties is motivated by a deeper and prior moral concern 
for the interests of others.~4 

This specification of the point of moral demands entails a nar- 
rowing of content possibilities. The natural-law idiom lends itself to 
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~xpressing any moral demands that might apply to human persons; 
~ut not al! of these demands can be expressed equally well in the 
.anguage of natural rights. Three historically prominent categories of 
noral demands are endangered by the shift in terminology: religious 
:luties, duties toward oneself, and moral demands upon our conduct 
Loward animals. Ascribing rights to God seems awkward, because we 
do not think of him as having vital interests that are vulnerable to 
human encroachment. Speaking of rights against oneself or of animal 
rights is problematic because of the connection between having rights 
and being entitled to claim and to defend one’s rights as well as to 
protest and sometimes to punish the infringement of these rights,s~ 
We do not engage in such claiming, defending, protesting, and pun- 
ishing activities against ourselves; and animals seem unable to engage 
in them at all. In accepting this connection one need not endorse 
the stronger position, taken by Hart, that having a right presupposes 
the simultaneous ability to claim it.s6 One may instead, following 
Ge~virth, find nothing odd in saying that a man who is now dead 
or in an irreversible coma has his rights violated when his will is 
overturned or when his body is kept alive against his express prior 
instructions. Here we can remember the man making claims before, ..-.. 
and can imagine how he would have protested had he known, about " 
what is being done now. Similarly, one can say that maiming or .. --.-: :. --. i!. 
killing an infant constitutes a violation of her rights, because we can 
once again imagine how she will protest the harms done to her, or 
would have done so in the future had she survived,s~ This contrasts 
with the case of nonhuman animals, which have no past or potential 
future ability to make claims: here the language of rights can seem 
out of place.8~ .. 

2.2 From natural rights to human rights       .: 

The language of human rights partakes in the specification we have 
found to be involved in the shift from natural law to natural rights: 
Beyond that, it would seem to have a fourfold significance. First, it 
manifestly detaches the idea of moral rights from its historical ante~ 
cedents in the medieval Christian tradition, thereby underscoring the 
secularization implicit in the first shift from the language of laws 
(commandments, duties) to that of rights. This serves the continued:; 
maintenance of broad sharabitity and makes fully explicit the 
nection between a special class of moral demands and the status 
certain beings, rightholders, as subjects of moral value. 
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In the same vein, the shift also indicates a reorientation of the sort 
for which Rawls has coined the phrase "political not metaphysical.’’~9 
The adjective "human" - unlike "natural" - does not suggest an onto- 
logical status independent of any and all human efforts, decisions, 
(re)cognition. It does not rule out such a status either. Rather, it avoids 
these metaphysical and metaethical issues by implying nothing about 
them one way or the other. The potential appeal of the select moral 
demands is thereby further broadened in that these demands are made 
accessible also to those who reject all variants of moral realism - who 
believe, for instance, that the special moral status of all human beings 
rests on nothing more than our own profound moral commitment 
and determination that human beings ought to have this status. 

Third, and most obvious, the shift strongly confirms that it is all 
and only human beings who give rise to the relevant moral demands: 
all and only human persons have human rights and the special 
moral status associated therewith. The expression also suggests that 
human beings are equal in this regard. This view can be analyzed 
into two components. First, all human beings have exactly the same 
human rights. Second, the moral significance of human rights and 
human-rights violations does not vary with whose human rights are 
at stake; as far as human rights are concerned, all human beings 
matter equally.9° Though the second component is only weakly sug- 
gested by the expression, it is, I believe, a fixed part of our current 
concept of human rights. 

The fourth way in which the shift frotn natural to human rights 
has been significant is not suggested by the change in terminology, 
but seems to have contingently accompanied this change. One can 
approach the point through Article 17.2 of the UDHR: "No one shall 
be arbitrarily deprived of his property." If a car is stolen, its owner 
has certainly been deprived of her property, and arbitrarily so. Still, 
we are unlikely to call this a violation of Article 17.2 or a human- 
rights violation. Why? Because it is only a car? I do not think so: the 
car may be its owner’s most important asset; and the theft of food 
would not be considered a human-rights violation either, even if it 
were her entire reserve for the winter. An arbitrary confiscation of her 
car by the government, on the other hand, does strike us as a human- 
rights violation, even if she has several other cars left. This suggests 
that human-rights violations, to count as such, must be in some sense 
official, and that human tights thus protect persons only against 
violations from certain sources. Humal~ rights can be violated by 
governments, certainly, and by government agencies and officials, by 
the general staff of an a~Tny at war, and probably also by the leaders 
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of a guerrilla movement or of a large corporation - but not by a petty 
criminal or by a violent husband. We can capture this idea by con- 
ceiving it to be implicit in the concept of human rights that human- 
rights postulates are addressed, in the first instance at least, to those 
who occupy positions of authority within a society (or other compar- 
able social system). 

We see here that the language of human rights involves a further 
narrowing of content possibilities not on the side of the agent this . 
time, but on the side of the recipient. Through the language of natural 
rights, one can demand protection of persons against any threats ... 
to their well-being and agency; through the language of human :. 
rights, one demands protection only against certain "official" threats. ¯ 
This narrowing is not, however, as severe as it may seem at first. 
As we shall see, the language of human rights involves a demand 
for protection not only against official violations but, more broadly, .... 
against official disrespect, and it addresses this demand not only to 
officials, those whose violations of a relevant right would count as : : 
human-rights violations, but also to those in whose name such officials 

Before discussing these matters further in section 2.3, let me sum up ¯ ........ ..,.~.: 
my explication of the concept of human rights thus far. A commit~ 
merit to human rights involves one in recognizing that human persons .. ........... .::... 
with a past or potential future ability to engage in moral conversation ¯ ’. 
and practice have certain basic needs, and that these needs give rise to 
weighty moral demands.9z The object of each of these basic human 
needs is the object of a human right.92 Recognizing these basic needs 
as giving rise to human rights involves a commitment to oppose official : 
disrespect of these needs on the part of one’s own society (and 
comparable social systems in which one is a participant).93 

Let me now try to clarify further the modem concept of human 
rights by explicating the notion of official disrespect embedded in 
This explication is normative to some extent. Those who speak ( 
side legal contexts) of human rights often do not have a clear sense Of:: 
what they take human rights to be. I want to be clearer here. And my 
account should then be tested not against what people actually 
about human rights, but against what they would or should affirm 
upon reflection. Though my account is nomaative to this extent, 
objective is stii1 to reconstruct the meaning of a widely used 
sion. I am asking what we mean, or ought to mean, when we s~ 
a human right to X. I am not here asking the more significantl5 
normative question as to which candidate human rights, if 
should recognize. My examples from the UDHR should be 
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this spirit. I am not presupposing that the human rights I discuss exist 
or ought to be recognized. I am merely asking what the assertion of a 
particular human right should reasonably be taken to mean. 

2.3 Official disrespect 

In our world, official agents are paradigmatically exemplified by 
goverments and their agents and agencies. A paradigmatic instance of 
official disrespect of human rights is, then, their violation by a govern- 
ment. Governments may do so by issuing or maintaining unjust laws 

or orders that authorize or require human-rights violations or they 
may do so "under color of law," that is, by perversely construing 
existing legislation as licensing human-rights violating policies. 

These paradigm cases of official disrespect bring out most clearly 
why, as is widely felt, there is something especially hideous, outra- 
geous, and intolerable about official disrespect, why official moral 
wrongs are worse than otherwise similar "private" moral wrongs, quite 
apart from the fact that they often harm more severely, and harm and 
frighten more people, than private wrongs. Official moral wrongs 
masquerade under the name of law and justice and they are generally 
committed quite openly for all to see: laid down in statutes and regu- 
lations, called for by orders and verdicts, and adorned with official 
seals, stamps, and signatures. Such wrongs do not merely deprive 
their victims of the objects of their rights but attack those very rights 
themselves; they do not merely subvert what is right, but the very idea 
of right and justice. This conjecture explains, I think, why so many 
people feel more personally affronted by human-rights violations than 
by equivalent ordinary crimes, and also feel personally responsible in 
regard to them - why they see human rights as everyone’s concern 
and feel implicated in, and experience shame on account of, what 
their government and its officials do in their name. 

With these thoughts in mind, let us consider other candidate in- 
stances of official disrespect. One obvious way of expanding beyond 
the paradigm is by broadening the definition of "government" so as to 
include not merely the highest officials in its three branches, but also 
the lower echelons of authority, including all the various functional 
and regional subunits of the three branches down to the smallest and 
lowest agencies and officials. Here it emerges that moral wrongs com- 
mitted by an official fit the better under the label of "human-rights 
violation" the more closely they are related to his job and the more 
tolerated or encouraged they are throughout officialdom. A murder 
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committed by a mailman, even if on duty, would hardly count as a 
hmnan-rights violation, but torture administered by a policeman to a 
suspect would count, unless, perhaps, it is a truly isolated incident 
of conduct that is strongly discouraged within the police force and 
severely punished when discovered. 

More interesting cases are the following. A government may, for 
the time being, refrain from ordering or authorizing human-rights 
violations, and effectively prevent violations on the part of its various 
agencies and officials, but reserve for itself the legal power to order or 
authorize such violations at any time at its sole discretion Conversely, " " 
a government may legally bind itself never to violate human rights :... 
and yet do nothing or very little to ensure that its various agencies ...:.. 
and officers abide by this official prohibition. The government may .i;5.. 
also while legally committing itself not to violate human rights and 
effectively enforcing this commitment against its agencies and officials 
- fail to make such violations illegal for some or all of the persons . :.. 
and associations under its jurisdiction. Or it may pass or maintain the .... 
appropriate legislation but then do little or nothing to enforce it. In ¯ .... " 

view of this plurality of cases, how shall we explicate the idea of. 
official disrespect of human rights? ........ 

To make these issues more concrete, let us focus on Article 19 
of the UDHR: "Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and 
expression; this right includes freedom to hold opinions without inter: 
ference and to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through .: 
any media and regardless of frontiers." We may suppose that we know 
precisely what the right here postdated is a right to: what sorts of" . ........ 
conduct it protects in what particular contexts and circumstances. Let : :. 
us also suppose that we know precisely what does and does not con, 
stitute interference with such protected conduct and hence a violation i 
of the postulated right on the part of individual and collective agents l . 
How do we get from this knowledge to a measure for official disre2 
spect: to a way of assessing a society’s human-rights record in regard 
to Article 197 The answer to this question, as we have seen, cannotbe 
that we must simply count violations (weighted for severity, perhaps)i 
as this would gloss over the important issue of the more or less official. 
character of these violations. 

Making the law alone the decisive yardstick, for a society’s 
rights record is implausible. Societies may be officially committed 
Article 19, may even incorporate an appropriate right to freedom 
expression into their constitutions, and their officials may nonetheles~; 
violate this legal right frequently and with impunity - a possibility 
sadly illustrated by all too many showcase constitutions 
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the world. We can hardly celebrate such societies for their respect of 
human rights. 

A more plausible explication of "official disrespect" would have us 
focus on the extent to which the government, including its various 
agencies and officials, is actually interfering with protected conduct. 
But this proposal leaves out officially tolerated private violence as 
exemplified by "outraged citizens" in former and present commun- 
ist societies, death squads in various authoritarian societies of Latin 
America, militias in Indonesia, and "war veterans" in Zimbabwe. We 
should not settle for an understanding of official disrespect that pro- 
vides an incentive to governments to let their opponents be killed by 
private government supporters rather than by the police. To make the 
proposal plausible, we must then go beyond the idea of "the govern- 
ment actually interfering." If protected conduct is suppressed with 
impunity by persons organized or encouraged by the government, 
then these interferences must be included under the notion of official 
disrespect. 

This modification may not go far enough. Death squads may en- 
gage in their bloody activities even without open or tacit government 
encouragement. Rich landowners may organize bands of thugs, for 
example, who prevent - through disruption, intimidation, and vio- 
lence - the expression of any political views that champion the inter- 
ests of poor peasants or migrant workers. Veterans of the revolution 
may organize in similar ways to suppress anti-communist opinions. 
The government need not organize or encourage such activities - it 
merely stands idly by: fails to enact laws that proscribe such conduct 
or, if such laws are on the books, fails to enforce them effectively. (In 
such a scenario, government officials may even regret the activities 
and feel embarrassed by them. They nevertheless do not act because 
they fear that strong measures to protect the rights of an unpopular 
group foreign residents with southern facial features in Germany, 
for instance - would diminish their own popularity.) We should con- 
sider such cases, as well, to exemplify official disrespect: some persons 
suffer restrictions of their freedom of expression and there is no offi- 
cial response, or at most a token response, to the deprivations. 

Even this account is still not quite broad enough. A nearly com- 
plete absence of interferences with protected conduct in some society 
may be due to the fact that people know only too well what sorts of 
opinions cannot be publicly expressed without serious risk of violent 
interference or punitive measures against oneself or one’s family. They 
know what could happen to them if they spoke up, and they also 
know that their "protected" conduct would not be effectively protected 
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in fact. Formerly defiant, they are now intimidated and demoralized. 
This change goes along with a dramatic decline in the frequency 
of actual interferences - yet surely we cannot say that the society’s 
human-rights record has dramatically improved. This scenario, too, 
exemplifies official disrespect of the human right, even if this right is 
(in the unrealistic limiting case) never violated. It thereby presents in 
a most clear-cut way the need to detach the notion of official disre- 
spect from that of violations. What is relevant to a society’s record in 
regard to, or to its degree of official disrespect of, a given human right 
is, then, (a) a proper subset of the occurring violations of this right, 
namely the "official" or "human-rights" violations, and (b) various 
facts about the government’s and also the people’s attitude (commit- 
ment and disposition) toward the right and all its occurring viola- 
tions. Unofficial violations of a right that is on the list of human 
rights may not constitute human-rights violations; but official indiffer- 
ence toward such private violations does constitute official disrespect.94 

If official disrespect of this last kind is to be avoided, a society must 
ensure that persons are, and feel, secure in regard to the objects of 
their human rights. In considering what this entails, we tend to look, 
once again, to the government first and foremost: to how the concern 
for these objects is incorporated into the law and constitution,~s and 
to the extent to which the government is disposed to suppress and 
punish (official and private) violations and makes this disposition 
known through word and deed. 

But it makes sense to think more broadly here. What is needed to 
make the object of a right truly secure is a vigilant citizenry that is 
deeply committed to this right and disposed to work for its political 
realization. (This does not mean that every last citizen must have this 
commitment and disposition a minority may suffice, so long as it is 
clearly preponderant among citizens actively engaged in the political 
life of their society.) More reliable than a commitment by the govern-.. 
ment, which may undergo a radical change in personnel from one day 
to the next~ is a corm~itment by the citizenry. This latter commitment 
tends to foster the former - especially in democratic societies which 
tend to produce the strongest incentives for government officials to 
responsive to the people. And it also tends to preclude cases where 
impotence, not indifference, makes a government stand idly by 
organized groups of its citizens violate the rights of others. 
too, exemplify official disrespect when the people, who bear the 
ate responsibility for what happens on their society’s territory~ 
not care enough about the objects of human rights to enable, encotir+. 
age, and (if need be) replace or reorganize their government so as tc 
safeguard secure access to these objects for all.                   ...: 
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While the government may, then, be the primary guardian of human 
rights and the prime measure of official disrespect, the people are 
their ultimate guardian on whom their realization crucially depends. 
Enduring respect of human rights is, then, sustained not just by the 
country’s constitution, its legal and political system, and the attitudes 
of its politicians, judges, and police. It is sustained more deeply by the 
attitudes of its people, as shaped also by the education system and the 
economic distribution. 

Such socioeconomic factors are important to the realization of 
human rights also in another way. Consider Article 5 of the UDHR: 
"No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrad- 
ing treatment or punishment." In many countries, domestic servants, 
some indentured or virtual slaves, do not enjoy the object of this 
human right. In some of these societies, inhuman or degrading treat- 
ment of domestic servants by their employers is perfectly legal. In 
others, certain legal prohibitions are in place but ineffective: most of 
the servants, often illiterate, are ignorant of their legal rights, convic- 
tions for mistreatment are difficult if not impossible to obtain, pun- 
ishments are negligible. Moreover, servants are also often forced to 
endure illegal conduct on account of economic necessity: they do not 
dare file complaints against their employers for fear of being fired. 
This fear is both justified and substantial. They often have only min- 
imal financial reserves and no other place to spend the night, there 
may be a general oversupply of servants, and they may have reason to 
believe that their present employer would refuse to issue them the 
favorable .reference they need to find new employment. 

When servants live in such conditions, their human right to be free 
from cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment is not fulfilled. This flaw 
can perhaps be corrected through severe penal laws with aggressive 
enforcement. But it may also be tackled, probably more effectively, 
through other measures expanding literacy, knowledge of existing leg- 
islation, shelters for dismissed servan.ts, educational and employment 
opportunities and unemployment benefits for the poor, and efforts to 
build a culture of civic solidarity and equal citizenship. 

The arguments of the last four paragraphs may be accused of abusing 
the plausible, mostly civil rights of the UDHR to support their oppo- 
sites: social and economic pseudo-rights. (Yet another social demo- 
crat dressed in liberal’s clothing!) It is true that my view undercuts the 
sharp distinction between different kinds of rights to some extent. To 
see whether this makes Sense, let us proceed, with the libertarian reser- 
vations about social and economic human rights in mind, to a more 
straightforward explication of my institutional understanding of human 
rights.96 
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2.4 The libertarian critique of social and economic rights 

The concept of rights suggests an interactional understanding, matching 
each right with certain directly corresponding duties.97 This under- 
standing sustains a familiar dispute about what duties hmnan rights 
entail. On one side are libertarians who require these to be exclusively 
negative duties (to refrain from violating the right in question). Such 
a minimalist account disqualifies the °’human rights" to social security, 
work, rest and leisure, an adequate standard of living, education, or 
culture postulated in Articles 22-7 of the UDHR on the ground that 
they essentially entail positive duties. On the other side are maximalist 
accounts according to which all human rights entail both negative 
duties (to avoid depriving) and positive duties (to protect and to help). 
For the minimalist, human rights require only self-restraint. For the 
maximalist, they require efforts to fulfill everyone’s human rights any- 
where on earth: "A human right, then, will be a right whose benefi- 
ciaries are all humans and whose obligors are all humans in a position 
to effect the right.’’9~ 

The institutional understanding of htmaan rights I propose allows 
us to transcend the terms of this debate. By postulating a human right 
to X, one is asserting that any society or other social system, insofar 
as this is reasonably possible, ought to be so (re)organized that all its 
members have secure access to X, with "security" always understood 
as especially sensitive to persons’ risk of being denied X or deprived 
of X officially: by the government or its agents or officials.99 Avoid- 
able insecurity of access, beyond certain plausibly attainable thresh- 
olds, constitutes official disrespect and stains the society’s human-rights 
record. Human rights are, then, moral claims on the organization of 
one’s society, However, since citizens are collectively responsible for 
their society’s organization and its resulting human-rights record., 
human rights ultimately make demands upon (especially the more 
influential) citizens. Persons share responsibility for official disrespect 
of human rights within any coercive institutional order they are 
volved in upholding. 

This institutional understanding can draw support from Article 281 
of the UDHR: "Everyone is entitled to a social and inte 
order in which the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration"" 
can be fuIly realized." As the reference to "the rights and freedoms set 

forth in this Declaration’" indicates, this article does not add a furtherl . 
right to the list, but makes a statement about the concept of a human: 

right, about what human rights mean or require. This statement might 
be unpacked in four steps:                                   ’: ~:~ 
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1 How fully human rights can be realized in some institutional order 
is measured by how fully these human rights generally are, or On 
the case of a hypothetical institutional order) generally would be, 
realized in it. 

2 Any institutional order should be designed so that human rights 
are realized in it as fully as reasonably possible. 

3 A human right is realized in some institutional order insot~ar as, and 
fully if and only if, this human right is fulfilled for all those whose 
conduct this order constrains. 

4 A human right is fulfilled for some person insofar as she enjoys 
secure access to its object. 

On the interactional understanding of human rights, governments 
and individuals have a responsibility not to violate human rights. 
On my institutional understanding, by contrast, their responsibility 
is to work for an institutional order and public cutture that ensure 
that all members of society have secure access to the objects of 
their human rights. Thus linking rights fulfillment with insecurity 
rather than violation can make a difference in cases of two kinds. 
A person may fully enjoy X even while her access, to X is insecure 
(as when persons relevantly like her, say blacks or vocal govern- 
ment opponents, are beaten or threatened). Conversely, a person 
may be temporarily deprived of X, through a crime by a rogue 
government official perhaps, in a society that is very effective in 
preventing crimes of the relevant type. Opposite to the interactional 
understanding, my institutional one regards only the first case as a 
human-rights problem. 

In proposing this institutional understanding, I need not deny that 
postulating that persons have a human right to X entails that some or 
all individual and collective human agents have a moral duty - in 
addition to any legal duties they may have in their society - not to 
deny X to others or to deprive them of X.. Indeed, the postulate of a 
human right to X seems to suggest or even imply this assertion: it is 
hard to see how one can, on the one hand, be committed to the claim 
that societies, for the sake of the persons living in them, ought to be 
organized so that these persons need not endure inhuman or degrading 
treatment and yet, on the other hand, not consider it morally wrong 
for persons to treat others in inhuman or degrading ways. Still, I leave 
open whether such moral wrongs should be considered human-rights 
violations. A commitment to human rights goes along with interac- 
tional moral commitments; but this is no reason to identify the former 
with the latter. 
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On my understanding, too, human rights (conceptually) entail moral 
duties - but these are not corresponding duties in any simple way: 
The human right not to be subjected to cruel or degrading treatment 
gives me a duty to help ensure that those living in my society need not 
endure such treatment. Depending on context, this duty may, as we 
have seen, generate obligations to advocate and support programs to 
improve literacy and unemployment benefits when such programs are 
necessary to secure the object of this hmnan right for a class of my 
compatriots (domestic servants). 

By reconceiving hnman rights in this way, the familiar dispute is 
transformed. Responsibility for a person’s human rights falls on all 
and only those who participate with this person in the same social sys- 
tem. It is their responsibility, collectively, to structure this system so 
that all its participants have secure access to the objects of their human 
rights. In our world, national societies are the paradigmatic example 
of relevant social systems, and the responsibility for the fulfillment of 
your human rights falls then upon your government and your fellow 
citizens]~° The institutional understanding thus occupies an appealing 
middle ground: it goes beyond (minimalist interactional) libertarian- 
ism, which disconnects us from any deprivations we do not directly 
bring about, without falling into a (maximalist interactional) utilitar- 
ianism of rights, which holds each of us responsible for all deprivations 
whatever, regardless of the nature of our causal relation to them.l°1 

But this is not all. The most remarkable feature of this institutional 
understanding is that it can go well beyond minimalist libertarian- 
ism without denying its central tenet: that human rights entail only 
negative duties. The normative force of others’ human rights for me is 
that I must not help uphold and impose upon them coercive social 
institutions under which they do not have secure access to the objects 
of their human rights. I would be violating this duty if, through my 
participation, I helped sustain a social order in which such access 
is not secure, in which blacks are enslaved, women disenfranchised, 
or servants mistreated, for example. Even if I owned no slaves or 
employed no servants myself, I would still share responsibility: by 
contributing my labor to the society’s economy, my taxes to its govern- 
ments, and so forth. I might honor my negative duty, perhaps, through 
becoming a hermit or an emigrant, but i could honor it more plaus- 
ibly by working with others toward shielding the victims of injustice 
from the harms I help produce or, if this is possible, toward establish- 
ing secure access through institutional reform. 

Libertarians insist on a minimalist constraint on what duties human 
rights can impose: human rights require that we not harm others in 
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certain ways - not that we protect, rescue, feed, clothe, and house 
them. My institutional understanding can accept this constraint with- 
out disqualifying social and economic human rights. Given the min- 
imalist constraint, such human rights give you claims not against all 

other human beings, but specifically against those who impose a coer- 
cive institutional order upon you. Such a coercive order must not avoid- 
ably restrict the freedom of some so as to render their access to basic 
necessities insecure - especially through official denial or deprivation. 
if it does, then all human agents have a negative duty, correlative to 
the postulated social and economic human rights, not to cooperate in 
upholding it unless they compensate for their cooperation by protect- 
ing its victims or by working for its reform. Those violating this duty 
share responsibility for the harms (insecure access to basic necessities) 
produced by the unjust institutional order in question.~°~ 

A human right to basic necessities, as postulated, for instance, in 
Article 25 of the UDHR, becomes more plausible when construed 
along these lines. On my institutional understanding, it involves no 
duty on everyone to help supply such necessities to those who would 
otherwise be without them. It rather involves a duty on citizens to 
ensure that any coercive social order they collectively impose upon 
each of themselves is one under which, insofar as reasonably possible, 

each has secure access to these necessities. Surprisingly perhaps, this 
duty was well expressed, by Charles Darwin more than a century ago: 
"If the misery of our poor be caused not by laws of nature, but by our 

own institutions, great is our sin.’’1°3 

2.5 The critique of social and economic 
rights os "manifesto rights" 

Social and economic rights are often dismissed on the ground that, 
unlike the favored civil and political rights, they are in many actual 
social contexts fated to be mere "manifesto rights." There is no clear 
canonical explication of this polemical term. The basic charge is that 
such rights are somehow unrealistic or unclear about the duties they 
entail. 

Sometimes the obduracy, even brutality, of those in power makes it 
unrealistic to expect the rights of their subjects to be fulfilled. But we 
do not want to say, I trust, that these rights are therefore manifesto 
rights. Doing so would belittle moral rights in just those cases where 
it is most urgent to assert them. The Nazis, at the peak of their power 
(1938-42), were not violating mere manifesto rights. 
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Perhaps the meaning of the expression is, then, best clarified as 
follows.A legal or postulated moral right is a manifesto right if and 
only if 

(t) it is not now the case that all supposed rightholders have 
secure access to the object of this right; and 

(2a) it is left unspecified who is supposed to do what in order 
to bring it about that all supposed righthotders have secure 
access to the object of the right; or 

(2b) the agents upon whom specific demands are made cannot rea- 
sonably meet these demands to the extent necessary to bring it 
about that all supposed rightholders have secure access to the 
object of the right,t°~ 

Since the assertion of social and economic rights matters especially in 
contexts where these rights are not fulfilled, let us assume that (1) is 
satisfied. Rebutting the manifesto charge thus requires denying both 

(2a) and (2b). 
Let us begin with (2b). A society cannot secure for all of its members 

a happy love life or a trip to the moon. Rights to such benefits would 
therefore be mere manifesto rights. This defect can be avoided by 
relativizing the objects of the relevant rights to a society’s means: a 
society can work on removing restrictions and overcoming taboos 
and prejudices that make it harder for some of its members to enjoy a 
happy love life. The - now relativized - right not to be hampered in 
one’s quest for a happy love life by non-essential restrictions or by 
avoidable taboos and prejudices is, then, not a manifesto right (which 
does not mean, of course, that it deserves inclusion on the list of ¯ 
human rights). 

It can be demanded even of a very poor society that it reduce insecur- " 

ity of access to basic necessities as far as reasonably possible toward a 
" 

plausible security threshold. By understanding Article 25 as requiring 
this and nothing more - as not requiring that all must have enottgh to 
eat when enough food can simply not be produced - we rescue it from 
the charge that the right it postulates satisfies (2b) and hence is a mere . :.:. 

manifesto right. And this understanding accords with common usage: . 

a society’s human-rights record is not stained merely because it is, under 
prevailing conditions, unable to secure minimally adequate nutrition 
for all. The human right does not, then, entitle one to food that would 
have to be withheld from others who also need it to survive. Some .:.:i:::~ .... 

may starve to death without any official disrespect of Article 25. ¯ 

An analogous point holds true of civil rights: a poor society may 
not have the resources effectively to protect the bodily integrity of all 
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its citizens. This does not show that Article 3 postulates a manifesto 

right. The human right there postulated does not entitle one to pro- 
tection that would have to be withheld from others who need it just as 

much. So rights of both kinds are here on a par. 
It may seem at first that the two kinds of rigt~ts fare quite differ- 

ently with regard to (2a). The civil rights postulated in the UDHR 
make clear and specific demands on governments, while the right 
postulated in Article 25 seems merely to assert that it would be a good 
thing if any society were so organized that all had enough to eat. But 
this contrast is deceptive if the realization of even the clearly civil 
human right not to be subjected to cruel, inhuman, or degrading treat- 
ment (Article 5) requires that such treatment by private agents, too, 
must be effectively discouraged and presupposes certain commitments 
and dispositions on the part of the citizenry. Understanding human 
rights in this way does not turn them into manifesto rights: each 
member of society, according to his or her means, is to help create 
and sustain a social and political order under which all havesecure 
access to the objects of their civil rights. This demand, so abstractly 
put, is unspecific but, within any particular social context, quite specific. 
In a society where domestic servants must often suffer inhuman and 
degrading treatmer~t from their employers, citizens have a human- 
rights-based obligation to help institute appropriate legal protections 
as well as perhaps a literacy program or unemployment benefits. 

My understanding of the economic rights of Article 25 is closely 
parallel: each member of society, according to his or her means, is 
to help bring about and sustain a social and economic order within 
which all have secure access to basic necessities. This unspecific de- 
mand may have quite specific implications in a given social context, 
such as a society whose poorest members lack secure access to min- 
imally adeq~tate nutrition. Rights of both kinds are, then, on a par in 
this respect. And if situational specificity is what matters, then rights 
of both kinds also escape clause (2a) and therefore cannot be dis- 

missed as mere manifesto rights. 

2.6 Disputes about kinds of human rights 

This chapter develops a specific institutional understanding of what 
human rights are. It does not directly address the question of what 
human rights there are. In sections 2.4 and 2.5 1 have tried to show, 
however, that my institutional understanding of human rights narrows 
the gap between those who, in fine with some Western governments, 
emphasize civil and political rights and those who, in line with various 
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socialist and developing states, emphasize social, economic, and cul- 
tural rights. 

This institutional understanding narrows the philosophical gap 
because it does not sustain the thought that civil and political human 
rights require only restraint, while social and economic human rights 
also demand positive efforts and costs. Rather, it emphasizes negatk 
ive duties across the board: human agents are not to collaborate in 
upholding a coercive institutional order that avoidably restricts the 
freedom of some so as to render their access to basic necessities inse- 
cure without compensating for their collaboration by protecting its 
victims or by working for its reform. 

This institutional understanding also undercuts any systematic cor- 
relation between categories of human rights and ways of fulfilling 
them. The latter may vary in time and place. Thus, in order to realize 
the classical civil right to freedom from inhuman and degrading treat- 
ment, a particular society may need to establish certain social and 
economic safeguards. And in order to realize a human right to ade- 
quate nutrition, perhaps all that is needed is an effective criminal statute 
against speculative hoarding of foodstuffs. In this way, the concrete 
demands different categories of human rights make on an institu- 
tional order may in fact turn out to be similar, and, if so, my institu- 
tional understanding would narrow also the practical-political gap 
between the two sides. Those who endorse only civil and political 
human rights will work for institutional reforms that reduce poverty 
and illiteracy where doing so is an effective strategy for reducing 
insecurity of access to the objects of civil and political human rights. 
And those who endorse only social and economic human rights will 
work for institutional reforms that grant the poor genuine political 
participation and ways of defending their legal rights in the courts 
where doing so enhances the capacity of the poor to fend for them- 
selves and thus reduces insecurity of access to the objects of social and 
economic httrnan rights. 

All this is not to say that it makes no difference which rights we 
single out as human rights. But if my institutional understanding in- 
deed reduces the philosophical and the practical-political importance 
of the actual Controversies about this question, then this is another 
reason in its favor. Even if we continue to disagree about which goods 
should be included in a conception of human rights, we can then 
provided we really care about the realization of human rights rather 
than about ideological propaganda victories - work together on the 
same institutional reforms instead of arguing over how much praise 
or blame is deserved by this state or that. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 9:39 AM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @ema~l.unc.edu> 

RE: Missing class today 

Sorry about that Tim. You must have been flying Delta because it stands for Didn’t Even Leave The Airport! I had some plane issues as well. I was supposed to get 

back at loam on Sunday but instead arrived around 5:30pm! I put a note on your door regarding office hours. Eunice will be available to meet with you tomorrow 

morning. 

Safe travels! 

Travis 

From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 2013 9:00 AM 

To: Gore, Travis; SaNe, Eunice N 
S,,bject: Missing class today 

Hello Travis and Eunice -- 
I am stuck at Dulles airport due to a variety of delays and will miss my classes (AFAM 101 and AFAM 280) today. I have already emailed the classes and given them productive 
work to do (they both have upcoming paper assignments.) I should be back in Chapel Hill by late this afternoon and will be in tomorrow for the faculty meeting, office hours, 
and class. If Travis could leave a note on my office door that I will not be around for office hours today that would be great. 
See you tomorrow. 
Tim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday,             11:04 AM 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Abstract 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Friday, 11:03 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: Abstract 

F rom: 
Sent: Friday, 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: RE: Abstract 

~xula.edu] 
10:50 AM 

Good morning, 
Here is my revised version. 

On "Hildebrand, Reginald F" <hildebra@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

The first three sentences of your abstract indicate that the main goal of your paper is to explain how the 
influenza pandemic intensified segregation in Louisiana and was the reason why black colleges and universities 
opened medical training schools. Sentence 4 and 5 indicate that your first goal is to help readers understand 
the magnitude and social significance of the impact of the pandemic on black communities in Louisiana, and 
then secondarily to also explore the pandemic’s impact on segregation and race relations. Readers could be 
confused. Is the main goal to explain and assess the ways that black communities experienced the 
pandemic, OR is it to explain the ways that the pandemic impacted segregation? Which is the main goal or 
are they equally important? Be clear and also punch up the abstract a little with one or two specific facts 
that will really grab attention and interest. For example, how many black deaths in New Orleans were caused 
by the fu? Or name one or two of the colleges and universities that opened medical training schools as a 
result of segregation and the flu. 

So, tighten this draft up a little. If you email the revised draft by 11 AM, I will be able to sign it and leave it for 
you with Travis. -Prof. H 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: RE: Abstract 

@xula.edu] 
’, 8:43 PM 

On "Hildebrand, Reginald F" <hildebra@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I am just seeing this                      if all of you email your abstracts to me by this 
evening, I will sign them and leave them all with Travis tomorrow morning, and you can pick them 



up at your convenience. -Prof. H 

From: @yahoo.com [ 
Sent: Thursday, 10:50 AM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginalcl F 
Subject: Abstract 

_~yahoo.com] 

Hello Dr. Hildebrand, are you 8oin8 to have office hours anytime from now to tomorrow 

around 3? I ask because our abstract has to be sisned and submitted tomorrow at 3:00pro 

ThankYou, 

Sent from Windows Mail 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, August 21, 2013 11:55 AM 

Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges <nzongola@email.unc. edu> 

FW: 

20130821115014607.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:sca~mer~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 21, 2013 11:50 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 08.21.2013 11:50:14 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 10:18 AM 

Max, Katherine Angeli <kamax@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Reginald Hildebrand 

Hi Katherine, 

I just got your message. His cell number is 

Best, 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919,966o5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Max, Katherine Angeli 
Sent: Friday, November 15, 2013 i0:16 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Reginald Hildebrand 

Good Morning Travis, 

I hope you are doing well. I am trying to get in touch with Reginald Hildebrand on behalf of Dr. Taffye Clayton to arrange a 

meeting. Can you please call me or if you can provide me with a mobile number that will be great. 

Best, 

Katherine 

Katherine A. Max 

Executive Assistant 

To The Vice Provost for Diversity & Multicultural Affairs 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

9L South Bldg. CB# 9125 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-0202 

kamax@email.unc.edu 

diversity.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 11:00 AM 

Stacey Sewall (sewall@ad.unc.edu) 

FW: summer intensive course in Lingala 

Hi Stacey, 

I asked Donato about this and he suggested maybe I should ask you if you know anything about it. 

Thanks 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Cave, Tracev 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:51 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 

Subject: FV~: su~ner intensive course in Lingala 

Hi Travis, 
Could you please answer this inquiry? 
Thanks, 
-Tracey 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: - - lmailto: ~,rrrai~ml 
Sent: Tuesday,                 3:06 PM 
To: 
Subject: summer intensive course in Lingala 

Does African Studies Center offer an intensive course in Lingala this summer? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 4:43 PM 

Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth <sewall@email.unc.edu> 

RE: FW: summer intensive course in Lingala 

Hehe that is funny! Thanks anyway! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stacey Sewall [mailto:sewall2~emaiLur~c.ed~,] 
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2013 3:08 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: FW: summer intensive course in Lingala 

LOL - That is funny. I talked with~ 
Thanks, 
Stacey 

and I suggested he contact Donato. I’m afraid I didn’t have any info to give him. 

On 11/21/13 11:00 AM, Gore, Travis wrote: 
Hi Stacey, 

I asked Donato about this and he suggested maybe I should ask you if you know anything about it. 

Thanks ! 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Cave, Tracey 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 9:51 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: 
Subject: FW: summer intensive course in Lingala 

Hi Travis, 
Could you please answer this inquiry? 
Thanks, 
-Tracey 

..... Original Message ..... 
From:. .... 1 
Sent: ~[uesctay, Novemoer l~, zul~ ~:uo PM 
To:. 
Subject: summer intensive course in Lingala 

Does African Studies Center offer an intensive course in Lingala this summer? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday,              3:14 PM 

Smith, Charles E <charless@email.unc.edu> 
RE: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2675335 

Thanks so much. I really appreciate it! - Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNC-CH PTR [mai~to:charies@emaiLunc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3:13 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2675335 
Importance: Low 

Client Information 
t, Location : 
Affiliation:, Department: 
Phone: and Email: 
Short Description: 

Email Text : Travis, 

I have added to the AAAD instructor table. 

Thanks, 
Charles 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday,              3:28 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

FW: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2675335 

Dear Eunice, 

I have added to AAAD 

Best, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNC-CH PTR [mailto:char~ess~emaiLunc.ed~] 
Sent: Friday, 3:13 PM 
To: Gore, Travls 
Subject: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2675335 
Importance: Low 

Client Information 
t, Location : 
Affiliation:, Department: 
Phone: and Email: 
Short Description: 

Email Text ¯ Travis, 

I have added to the AAAD instructor table. 

Thanks, 
Charles 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday,               1:13 PM 

Smith, Charles E <charless@email.unc.edu> 
FW: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2675335 

Hello Charles, 

it looks like it may have been closed. 

Here is her email: 

Hello Travis, 

I am contacting you concerning my ConnectCarolina and Sakai access. I was told to contact you regarding access to the Instructor 
Table and Faculty Center Role. I was also told my IT that my email is currently @live.tmc.edu which is heel mail but I will 
need to be migrated to the outlook system. Here is the information you might need. 

notified me that she has completed FERPA. I was going to update the past remedy ticket but 
I have included all the information below. Thanks! 

PIb: 
Class AAAD 

Please let me know if you need any additional information from me. 

Take care, 

Here is one more email from her: 

Hi Travis, 

Do you think the access to Sakai and ConnectCarolina will be up and rtmning today? My students are e-mailing me individually 
because they do not have access to the sakai site or the readings for next week and the books have not been ordered in the Student 
Stores. I don’t want to lose enrollment because of a few technical issues. I don’t have e-mails for all the students so I can’t even e-mail 
them the readings for Monday. I hope this can be resolved today. 

Take care, 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNC-CH PTR [mailto:charless(cb~email.unc.eda] 
Sent: Friday, 3:10 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2675335 
Importance: Low 

Client Information 
t, Location : 
Affiliation:, Department: 
Phone: and Email: 
Short Description: 



Email Text : Travis, 

In order to access any system containing student information the instructor(s) will need to first complete the FERPA online training. 

Please follow the instructions at this address: ~ttp~regisJ~rarmr~c.ed~;opo~icyiferpa4~ orbs/ 

Once this training is complete the instructor(s) will receive a confirmation message and I will begin processing this request. 

Thanks,Charles 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 9:39 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia 
<sonia_colon@med.unc. edu> 

FW: 2014 Nomination forms 

nominationreminder.doc; NominForm.doc; NominForm-ChangeForm.doc; NominForm- 
Visitor 12Mon. doc; Calculating Summer Instructional 2014.pdf 

Dear Kenneth and Sonia, 

I am forwarding this email because I am not sure if it was sent to the both of you. It is due Feb. 3rd but I think this is 

what Sonia already did a few weeks ago. You can take a look at it if you would like. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Moseley, Erin S 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 9:42 AM 
To: Kent, Adam S; Isley, Alice B; Tufts, Amy Z; Davis, Barbara Taylor; Futrell, Betty S; Loftin, Beverly; Whitling, Brian E; 
Poole, Caroline Willoughby; Rogers, Charlotte H; Weaver, Cinnamon S; Deborah Edwards; Edwards, Deborah W; Harris, 
Deborah J; McLaughlin, Debra L; Toscher, Hope; Butler, Jennifer W; Washington, Jennifer Camelle; Jodie Turnbull; 
Sullivan, Kate; McNeil, Kathleen; Smith, Kelly B; McLain, Kelsea Beth; Allison, Kim A; Grey, Elizabeth B; Fulenwider, C. 
Lindsay; Leonard, Lindsay; Harris, Lori; Fholer, Marie A; Richardson, Mark; McAlister, Matthew Keith; Ray, Nancy L; 
Farris, Rebecca Brittany; McIver, Samelia; Eubanks, Shannon G; Coble, Sherry B; Williams, Susan Staples; Cox, Tammy L; 
Howell, Tia N.; kfbs_popet.con; Gore, Travis; Hopper, Trent; Bernhardt, Valerie M; Walker, Victoria Ward 
Cc: Cooke, Amy E; Perrin, Andrew J; Reynolds, Andrew S; Taylor, Beverly W; Roush, Chris; Teuton, Christopher Barrett; 
Gollop, Claudia J; Kubowicz Malhotra, Claudia Carolyn; Koelb, Clayton T; Song, Conghe; Johnson, Corey S; Hutchinson, 
Dale L; Gitterman, Daniel P; Padua, Darin A; Eaker-Rich, Deborah J; Malizia, Emil; Glish, Gary L; Shen, Haipeng; 
Hirschfield, James; Roberts, Jason Matthew; Cornell, Jeffrey Blair; Hirsch, Jeffrey Michael; Gates-Foster, Jennifer Erin; 
Booth, Karen M; Janken, Kenneth R; Kevin Jeffay; Abels, Kimberly Town; Leve, Lauren G; Hsiao, Li-ling; AIperin, Marc J; 
Willingham, Mary C.; Negrete, Merida; Becker, Misha K; Parikh, Nalin R; Mulligan, Neil W; Macy, Rebecca Jane; 
McLaughlin, Richard M; Amago, Samuel; Stewart, Kevin G; Hofweber, Thomas; Perucci, Tony; Brundage, W Fitzhugh; 
Parke, William R 
Subject: 2014 Nomination forms 



Attached are the 2014 nomination forms, a memo and the Calculating Summer Instructional Pay sheet. 

If you have received this email it is because your name was given to our department as the Summer School manager 

contact. If you are not the person that is responsible for completing these forms, please forward this email to the 

correct person or your Summer School administrator. I have copied the Administrators on this email. 

If you are no longer the person who should receive information from Summer School, please contact me ASAP. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thank you, 

Erin Moseley 

Erin Moseley, Director of Admissions 

Summer School 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

RM 200, CB# 3340 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3340 

http://summer.unc.edu/ 

919-966-4364 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday                11:44 AM 

Stowe, Charlotte <cfstowe@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Need for classroom change 

Hi Charlotte, 

Given the circumstances, we can lower the enrollment to 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

to for the classroom in 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mai! message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Friday,. 11:22 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Need for classroom change 

Good morning, 

If you lower the enrollment of the class to , I can place the class in .. If you lower the cap to , I could place 

the class in ~. If you do not lower the cap, the closest I could get to without the intervention of 
Accessibility Resources would be      .. Please let me know how you would like to proceed. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar m UNCmCH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2:[00 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 9:[9-962-6093 
Fax: 9:[9-843-8709 



From= Gore, Travis 
Sent= Friday, 10:42 AM 
To= Paquin, Violet May; Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject= FW: Need for classroom change 

Good morning, 

there any way we would be able to accommodate this student? 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 
Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From= Mutima, Sinamenye A 
Sent= Tuesday, 2:47 PM 
To= Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject= Need for classroom change 

Dear Eunice, 

There is a student in 

from 9:00-9:50am in 

in the vicinity of 

. who is impacted by                     and wants to be helped. The class meets 

~. She told me that she is having trouble moving from 

¯ According to her, most of her other classes are taught in the buildings located 

:. 

Could something be done to help the student? 

Best, 

Alphonse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday,               1:13 PM 

Stowe, Charlotte <cfstowe@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Need for classroom change 

Thanks Charlotte! I know the student will really appreciate it. -Travis 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Friday, 11: 53 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Need for classroom change 

Good morning, 

This request is complete. Please let us know if you need anything else. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar - UNC-CH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962m6093 
Fax: 919m843~8709 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, 11:44 AM 
To: Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject: RE: Need for classroom change 

Hi Charlotte, 

Given the circumstances, we can lower the enrollment to to for the classroom 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 



review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited° If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Friday, 11:22 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Need for classroom change 

Good morning, 

if you lower the enrollment of the class to , ! can place the class in o If you lower the cap to !, I could place 

the class in ~o If you do not lower the cap, the closest I could get to without the intervention of 
Accessibility Resources would be I      o Please let me know how you would like to proceed° 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar - UNC-CH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-6093 
Fax: 919-843-8709 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, 10:42 AM 
To: Paquin, Violet M~y; Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject: FW: Need for classroom change 

Good morning, 

Is there any way we would be able to accommodate this student? 

Thanks! 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919o966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mai! message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information° Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited° If you are not the intended recipient, 



please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy al! copies of the original message. 

From: Mutima, Sinamenye A 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:47 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Need for classroom change 

Dear Eunice, 

There is a student in 

from 9:00-9:50am in 

in the vicinity of 

Could something be done to help the student? 

Best, 

Alphonse 

who is and wants to be helped. The class meets 

¯ She told me that 

¯ According to her, most of her other classes are taught in the buildings located 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday,               4:08 PM 

Mutima, Sinamenye A <smutima@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: Need for classroom change 

Dear Mut[ma, 

I have good news for you. we were able to move your classroom to 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Friday, 11: 53 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Need for classroom change 

Good morning, 

This request is complete° Please let us know if you need anything elseo 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar - UNC-CH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2:~00 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 9::[9-962-6093 
Fax: 9:t9-843-8709 



From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: 11:44 AM 
To: Stowe, ~harlotte- 
Subject: RE: Need for classroom change 

Hi Charlotte, 

Given the circumstances, we can lower the enrollment to : 

Thanks! 

Travis 

to for the classroom in 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e=mafl message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e=mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Friday, 11:22 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Need for classroom change 

Good morning, 

If you lower the enrollment of the class to , I can place the class in . If you lower the cap to , I could place 

the class in ,. If you do not lower the cap, the closest I could get to ; without the intervention of 

Accessibility Resources would be      .. Please let me know how you would like to proceed. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar = UNC-CH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2:[00 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 9:[9-962-6093 
Fax: 9:[9-843-8709 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, 10:42 AM 
To: Paquin, Violet May; Stowe, Charlotte 



Subject: FW: Need for classroom change 

Good morning, 

Is there any way we would be able to accommodate this student? 

Thanks! 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Mutima, Sinamenye A 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:47 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Need for classroom change 

Dear Eunice, 

There is a student in 

from 9:00-9:50am in 

in the vicinity of 

who is 

¯ She told me that 

and wants to be helped. The class meets 

¯ According to her, most of her other classes are taught in the buildings located 

Could something be done to help the student? 

Best, 

Alphonse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 4:29 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

TMC 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 7:30 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

DF 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 5:24 PM 

Paul Davis < @ .com> 

RE: Touching base 

Hi Paul, 

I got al! the equipment returned without a late fee! Eunice asked me how the editing is coming along. Even if the 

finished product is not done, she would still love to see a rough edit of it if that was possible. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From:                  ~gmail.com [mailto:l 
Sent: lqon~ay, March 03, 2014 9:08 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Touching base 

~gmail.com] On Behalf Of Paul Davis 

Travis, 

Okay good! I was really worried, because I know they charge $3o/hr for even piece of equipment 
returned late. I have to drop off some other stuff with a friend around 9:45. Could I swing by and drop 
this off with you shortly after that? 

Paul 

On Mon, Mar 3, 2014 at 9:02 AM, Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Hi Paul, 

Just getting your message now. Thanks for all your work! Yes, the MRC told me that since they would be closed on 

Sunday, it would be due on Monday instead. I should be here all day although we might have some bad weather 

coming our way. What is your schedule like today? 

Thanks! 
Travis 

From:                  #qmail.com [mailto 
Sent: Sunday, March 02, 2014 11:04 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Touching base 

@qmail.com] On Behalf Of Paul Davis 

Travis, 

I am a little concerned about getting this equipment back to the MRC on time. Please respond as soon 
as you can to my original email about the return time. 

Thank you, 
Paul 



On Sat, Mar 1, 2014 at 9:45 AM, Paul Davis < -~ 
Hi Travis, 

.com> wrote: 

I got all of the footage of the cameras and it all looks pretty good. I will keep you posted as I begin to 
edit. 

I was curious, when do you need to have the equipment back to the MRC? I know they are closed 
today so probably tomorrow? I know they are pretty serious about having things back on time, so I 
just wanted to make sure I helped get the equipment there when it needs to get there. 

Paul J.F. Davis 

Paul J.F. Davis 



Paul J.F. Davis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENT S/CN=STGORE> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 10:05 AM 

Paul Davis < @ ~.com> 

RE: Touching base 

Thanks Paul! It looks great from what I have seen so far! I will have Eunicetake a look at it and we will be in touch.- 

Travis 

From:                  ~gmail.com [mailto: 
Sent: Wednesday, March 19, 2014 8:22 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Touching base 

@gmail.com] On Behalf Of Paul Davis 

Here is the link to the video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QHCBqbhi3X8~eature=youtu.be 

On Tue, Mar 18, 2014 at 7:06 PM, Paul Davis 
Hey Travis, 

.com> wrote: 

Just wanted to give you an update. The video is rendering out right now and will done around 11pm. I 
will upload it to youtube then as an unlisted video and send you the link. I imagine you should be able 
to watch it first thing tomorrow morning. 
This way you can review it for anything you would like to add or change before I hand it off to you. 

Cheers, 
Paul 

On Tue, Mar 18, 2014 at 8: 55 AM, Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

No worries, I totally understand. Sounds good, thanks Paul! 

From:                 ;@qmail.com [mailto:                  ~qmail.com] On Behalf Of Paul Davis 
Sent: Tuesday, March 18, 2014 7:51 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Touching base 

Hi Travis, 

I’m really sorry about the delay. A few things came up last week that needed my immediate attention, 
so I had to put editing on hold for a bit. I will have something for you to review later this 
afternoon/evening. 

Thank you so much for your understanding and patience. 

Paul 



On Mon, Mar 17, 2014 at 5:24 PM, Gore, Travis <stgore~email.unc. edu> wrote: 
Hi Paul, 

I got al! the equipment returned without a late fee! Eunice asked me how the editing is coming along. Even if the 

finished product is not done, she would still love to see a rough edit of it if that was possible. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From:                  ~gmail.com [mailto 
Sent: Monday, March 03, 2014 9:08 AM 

@gmail.com] On Behalf Of Paul Davis 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Touching base 

Travis, 

Okay good! I was really worried, because I know they charge $3o/hr for even piece of equipment 
returned late. I have to drop off some other stuff with a friend around 9:45. Could I swing by and drop 
this off with you shortly after that? 

Paul 

On Mon, Mar 3, 2014 at 9:02 AM, Gore, Travis <stgore~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Paul, 

Just getting your message now. Thanks for al! your work! Yes, the MRC told me that since they would be closed on 

Sunday, it would be due on Monday instead. I should be here all day although we might have some bad weather 

coming our way. What is your schedule like today? 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From:                  ~qmail.com [mailto: 
Sent: Sunday, March 02, 2014 11:04 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Touching base 

,~. qmail.com] On Behalf Of Paul Davis 

Travis, 

I am a little concerned about getting this equipment back to the MRC on time. Please respond as soon 
as you can to my original email about the return time. 

Thank you, 
Paul 

On Sat, Mar 1, 2014 at 9:45 AM, Paul Davis 
Hi Travis, 

.com> wrote: 

I got all of the footage of the cameras and it all looks pretty good. I will keep you posted as I begin to 
edit. 



I was curious, when do you need to have the equipment back to the MRC? I know they are closed 
today so probably tomorrow? I know they are pretty serious about having things back on time, so I 
just wanted to make sure I helped get the equipment there when it needs to get there. 

Paul J.F. Davis 

Paul J.F. Davis 

Paul J.F. Davis 



Paul J.F. Davis 

Paul J.F. Davis 

Paul J.F. Davis 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

email faculty to close window over weekend for power wash 

9/21/2011 

9/21/2011 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Gore, Travis 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Video 

12/6/2011 8:00:00 AM 

12/6/2011 8:00:00 AM 

Completed 

1 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Unlock door 

12/6/2011 5:00:00 PM 

12/6/2011 5:00:00 PM 

Completed 

1 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Kia Cap class 

12/8/2011 

12/8/2022 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Gore, Travis 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

ink for Alassane 

12/8/2Oll 
12/8/2011 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Gore, Travis 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

TIMS 

~2/~9/20~ 

~2/~9/2o~ 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Gore, Travis 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

alassane class change 

1/9/2012 

1/9/2012 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Gore, Travis 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Geeta student 

1/9/2012 

1/9/2o12 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Gore, Travis 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

janken course list 

1/9/2012 

I/9/2012 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Gore, Travis 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

karla video 

1/10/2012 

1/10/2012 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Gore, Travis 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Work hours 

1/17/2012 8:30:00 AM 

1/17/2012 8:30:00 AM 

Completed 

1 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

surplus 

1/30/2012 

1/30/2012 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Gore, Travis 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

monitors 

1/30/2012 

1/30/2012 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Gore, Travis 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

TIMS 

:i/30/20:12 

:1/30/20:12 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Gore, Travis 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Close tab 

2/2/2012 8:30:00 PM 

2/2/2012 8:30:00 PM 

Completed 

1 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

supply list 

2/9/2012 

2/9/2012 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Gore, Travis 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

TIMS 

211012012 

2/10/2012 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Gore, Travis 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

3rd floor door 

2/13/2012 

2/13/20~2 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Gore, Travis 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

recycle room 108 

2/23/2o12 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Gore, Travis 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

website 

2/28/2012 

2/28/2012 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Gore, Travis 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

toner list 

3/26/2012 

3/26/2012 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Gore, Travis 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

birthday 

5/17/2012 5:00:00 PM 

5/17/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Completed 

1 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Keys 

9/20/2012 12:50:00 PM 

9/10/2012 12:50:00 PM 

Completed 

1 



From: Unspecified Sender 

Sent: 

To: ~ 
Subject: RE: Touching base 

com> 

Hi 

I got al! the equipment returned without a late fee! Eunice asked me how the editing is coming along. Even if the 

finished product is not done, she would still love to see a rough edit of it if that was possible. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From:                  ~gmail.com [mailto: 
Sent: Monday, March 03, 2014 9:08 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Touching base 

~gmail.com] On Behalf Of 

Travis, 

Okay good! I was really worried, because I know they charge $3o/hr for even piece of equipment 
returned late. I have to drop off some other stuff with a friend around 9:45. Could I swing by and drop 
this off with you shortly after that? 

On Mon, Mar 3, 2014 at 9:02 AM, Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Just getting your message now. Thanks for all your work! Yes, the MRC told me that since they would be closed on 

Sunday, it would be due on Monday instead. I should be here all day although we might have some bad weather 

coming our way. What is your schedule like today? 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From:                  ,~. qmail.com [mailto: 
Sent: Sunday, March 02, 2014 11:04 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Touching base 

~qmail.com] On Behalf Of 

Travis, 

I am a little concerned about getting this equipment back to the MRC on time. Please respond as soon 
as you can to my original email about the return time. 

Thank you, 

On Sat, Mar 1, 2014 at 9:45 AM, Paul Davis < ~ .com> wrote: 



Hi Travis, 

I got all of the footage of the cameras and it all looks pretty good. I will keep you posted as I begin to 
edit. 

I was curious, when do you need to have the equipment back to the MRC? I know they are closed 
today so probably tomorrow? I know they are pretty serious about having things back on time, so I 
just wanted to make sure I helped get the equipment there when it needs to get there. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Karen Wilson 

RE: Amb. Sheila Siwela Intro. 

@gmail.com> 

H[ Karen, 

That sounds like a great conference. I followed the whole Trayvon Martin trial. My heart goes out to the parents. I apologize 

but Eunice has been very busy with some upcoming important deadlines. In the meantime she has been able to provide a link 

to a website which should be very helpful in terms of research. Here it is http://waterinstitute.unc.edu/ 

Hope this helps[ 

Trav[s 

From: Karen Wilson [mailto: 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 8:19 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Amb. Sheila Siwela Intro. 

@gmail.com] 

Hi Travis, 
Thank you for the confirmation. I am currently in Orlando FL -- my organization, National Association of Black 
Joumalists is hosting Trayvon Martin’s parents for our annual conference. Very touching. Anyway, I would like to 
contact Eunice upon my retum next week. Would you kindly provide a contact number and insight into the best time 
to try to connect? 

Again, many thanks 
Karen 

On Mon, Jul 29, 2013 at 10:55 AM, Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Hi Karen, 

Sorry for the delay I just wanted to confirm that I received your email and I sent it to Eunice so she should be receiving it soon. 

Thanks[ 

Travis 

From: Karen Wilson 
Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 11:38 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Amb. Sheila Siwela Intro. 

@clmail.com] 

Good Morning Travis- 

It was a pleasure "meeting" you this morning. Again, the impact of the "Water Project Exhibit" and the passion for 
people as seen through the UNC staff and faculty during my niece’s graduation was contagious! The attached CV is 
forwarded as background in the hope that Ambassador Sheila Siwela (Former Zambian Ambassador to the US) can 
partner with UNC’s African Studies Program. 

I can be reached at this email address or by phone, 

Thank you for your consideration, 
Karen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Moseley, Erin S <Erin_Moseley@unc.edu> 

RE: canceled classes 

Thanks Erin! 

will be sure to pass this on to Tia since she handles all that good stuff[ 

Have a good one! 

Travis 

From: Moseley, Erin S 
Sent: Wednesday, May 08, 2013 8:21 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: canceled classes 

Thanks, Travis. 

Now, we will just need the nomination form. Will Tia send this form to me? 

It is the change nomination form. If she needs it or wants any help filling it out, please have her email me ff not, it is in 

the back of the Policy and Procedures Manual. 

Have a good day, 

Erin 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, May 07, 2013 4:56 PM 
To: Moseley, Erin S 
Subject: canceled classes 

Hey Erin! 

I am sure Kenneth Janken has been in touch with you about these classes. I filled out the log sheet and I gave him the 

emails of the students to contact. 

Thanks! 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Unspecified Sender 

Moseley, Erin S <Erin_Moseley@unc.edu> 

canceled classes 

20130507164503597.pdf 

Hey Erin! 

I am sure Kenneth Janken has been in touch with you about these classes. 

emails with the students. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

I filled out the log sheet and I gave him the 



¯ Remember to fill in all necessary information when submitting a log sheet. 

¯ indicate if a room assignment/equipment is needed. 
¯ Note the number of tickets when making an addition. 

Select 
Term: Fall Spring 1st SS 2nd SS Date: 05/O7/13 
20t3 X (expected turnaround 2 business days) 

Departmental Section Change Request Form (Logsheet) 

A = Add CH = Change D = Delete X = Cancel 

ACTION S ubject 
l Cou rse 

Section Days Start Time 

Afri 1 101        003 c ..... t: 

X Cancel 

N~tes: 

X Cancel 

Notes: 

C~ent: 

I 

Time 

Submitted by: Travis Gore 

Changes: 

Notes: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

RE: Aaad 430 

Thanks 

From: Sherman, Renee A 
Sent: Tuesday, April 23, 2013 10:28 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Aaad 430 

Travis, 
I noticed when I opened astra that this class didn’t have a room so I gave it GA 09. Is that ok? 
Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 

registrar.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: AFRI 101 - 003 and AFAM 101 - 003 in Summer I LOGSHEET 

Hi Professor Janken, 

This all being taken care of. 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Moseley, Erin S 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 9:31 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: AFRI 101 - 003 and AFAM 101 - 003 in Summer I LOGSHEET 

Hi Travis, 
Thank you !! 

I’ll send this over today. 

Erin 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 9:29 AM 
To: Moseley, Erin S 
Subject: RE: AFRI 101 - 003 and AFAM 101 - 003 in Summer I LOGSHEET 

have it attached this time! 

Thanks for all that you do. 

Travis 

From: Moseley, Erin S 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 9:14 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: AFRI 101 - 003 and AFAM 101 - 003 in Summer I LOGSHEET 

Hi Travis, 
Please send me the log sheet attached to this email and I’ll send it over to Scheduling. 

Thank you, 

Erin 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 9:13 AM 
To: Moseley, Erin S 
Subject: FW: AFRI 101 - 003 and AFAM 101 - 003 in Summer I LOGSHEET 

Hi Erin! 



Hope you had a nice weekend. 

We would like all sections of our AFR! and AFAM 101 to have the same enrollment cap of 20 for Summer 1 and currently 

we have section 003 of both AFAM and AFRI capped at 40. [ sent the change request in the email to Charlotte below 
but she asked me to send it to you first for approval. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 9:01 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: AFRI 101 - 003 and AFAM 101 - 003 in Summer I LOGSHEET 

Hi Travis, 

Since this is for summer, could you submit it to the Summer School for approval? I’ll make the change once I hear back 

from them. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar m UNC-CH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919m962-6093 
Fax: 919-843-8709 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 8:44 AM 
To: Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject: FW: AFRI 101 - 003 and AFAM 101 - 003 in Summer I LOGSHEET 

Hi Charlotte, 

tried to do this myself but Connect Carolina is giving me problems. 

Thanks! 
Travis 

LOGSHEET 

Summer 1 20:13 

AFR[ :10:1 003 change enrollment from 40 to 20 

AFAM :10:1 003 change enrollment from 40 to 20 



From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Saturday, April 06, 2013 4:36 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: AFRI 101 - 003 and AFAM 101 - 003 in Summer I 

Dear Travis, 

All the other sections of these courses are capped at 20, but these two are capped at 40. So please rtude the caps 
to make them uniform. 

Sincerely, 
Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http://www.umass.edu/umpress/spr 97/i anken.html 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Fall 2013 Room Scheduling Issue 

Hey Waiter, 

Let me get to work on this! 

Best, 
Travis 

I=rom-¯ Rucker, Waiter C 
Sent-" Thursday, April 04, 2013 9:05 AN 
To-" Gore, Travis 
l:::c-" .]anken, Kenneth R 
Subject-" Fall 2013 Room Scheduiing Issue 

Hey Travis, 

I am currently scheduled to teach AAAD 485: "Black Atlantic Crosscurrents" in 305 Dey Hall but I need a new room 

assignment. This course is a seminar and includes discussions and in-class debates. 305 Dey Hall is a wide lecture room in 

which all seats face forward--making it impossible to facilitate the course design. Could you find a room with movable 

chairs that has an a/v and projector set-up? Thanks. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rucker 
Associate Professor 
African & Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
107 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
https://sites. ~oo ~le.com/site/drwaltermcker/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Moseley, Erin S <Erin_Moseley@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Ok, I will be sure to do that. Thanks so much!! Have a good one! - Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Moseley, Erin S 
Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2013 2:44 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: 

Hey Travis, 
I will send this over right now. Please be sure to contact the "one" student in the class to be sure that they know the time is going to 
change. 
Just in case. It may conflict with another class they are registered for. They may need to be moved into the 11:30 class. 
Hopefully, the one student just doesn’t care!! :-) 

Have a great day! 

Thank you!! 

Erin 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2013 2:38 PM 
To: Moseley, Erin S 
Subject: FW: 

Hey Erin! 

I have attached the log sheet for Dr. Register’s class that Dr. Janken was talking to you about. 

Thanks ! 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:scanner,:~mCoedu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2013 1:23 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 04.02.2013 13:22:58 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Unspecified Sender 

Moseley, Erin S <Erin_Moseley@unc.edu> 

FW: 
20130402132258682.pdf 

Hey Erin! 

I have attached the log sheet for Dr. Register’s class 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:sca~m ] 

Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2013 1:23 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

ScanDate: 04.02.2013 13:22:58 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



¯ Remember to fill in all necessary information when submitting a 1o8 sheet, 

¯ Indicate if a room assisnment/equipment is needed, 

¯ Note the number of tickets when makin8 an addition. 

Select 
Term: Fall Spring 1st SS 2nd SS Date: 04/02//.3 

Departmental Section Change Request Form (Logsheet) 

CH Ch~n~e @~g~e Regester c~,,~: 9:45am ll:lSam 

Submitted by: T~avis GaPe 

Changes: 

Call # or 

Current: 

Changes: 
Call # or PID: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
RE: April’s meeting - department 

Dear Eunice, 

Please see the good news below! 

Wed. April :[0th :[:[am to :[:00pm suite :[20 JMJ Conference Room :[st floor 

I tried to get the University room but unfortunately it was already booked° 

Best, 

Trav[s 

Vance Hall 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 2013 3:44 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: April’s meeting - department 

Dea r Travis, 

Kindly book Hyde Hall (University room would work) for the department’s meeting in April. The meeting will be from 
11.00am-1.00pm with a catered lunch from Med. Deli. Donna from the Center for Faculty Excellence will be joining us 
again. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

RE: AFAM 101/001 ss2 

Hi Renee~ 

I think that was a very good guess! Sorry just getting back to you but we have been busy all week getting ready for a 

retreat. Oh and I have been meaning to thank you for helping me out with that class while I was away over spring break! 

From: Sherman, Renee A 
Sent: Thursday, March 21, 2013 1:43 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: AFAM 101/001 ss2 

Travis, 
This class didn’t have an enrollment. I guessed 20. How close was I? 
renee 

AFAM 101/001 in SS2 

Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843-8709 fax 

re~:istrar.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Hall, Perry A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: AFAM 398.001 

Good morning Professor Hall, 

Below is the response I received today from Charlotte Stowe, the Scheduling Specialist in the Office of the University 

Registrar. 

Best, 

Travis 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Friday, March 01, 2013 8:08 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: AFAM 398.001 

Good morning, 

We received the change for AFAM 398.001 that you faxed over yesterday. I am not able to place AFAM 398.001 in Stone 

Center 201 because there are 17 students enrolled in the class, but only 15 seats in the room. There do not appear to be 

any other seminar style rooms with MMC available at that time. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar - UNC-CH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-6093 
Fax: 919-843-8709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

RE: Fall 2013 

Hi Renee, 

Only two issues doesn’t seem too bad! Lol I wil! run these by the Chair and get right back to you. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Sherman, Renee A 
Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 2013 9:42 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Fall 2013 

Travis, 

I am scheduling lectures at the moment and only have 2 issues. 

AAAD 231/001 (Porter) is requesting moveable tablet arm chairs with 60 enrollment. The larger rooms don’t have 

moveable chairs. We can remove the moveable chair request or if he wants to reduce enrollment to about 40 and I 

could probably find something. 

AAAD 488/001 (Caldwell) is a Wednesday class. According to a letter from the Associate Registrar, Roberta Norwood, 

sent at the beginning of course schedule maintenance, classes meeting on MW (or any subset thereof) should not be 
held before 3:30 pm. This course is meeting at 2:00-4:50. See below for note from Roberta. I couldn’t find a room for 

this class which is what brought it to my attention. I’ll let you talk to your department about changing the time on this. 

Another chafienqe behind the meednq pattern issues continues to be the university,s need to demonstrate 

increased space utilization in aft qf our rooms used,for instruction. To that end, we wifl be looking closely at 

Fall 2013 class schedules to monitor how weft they comply with the Provost9 mandate on schedufinq. The 

guidefines are as foflows: Departments within Academic Affairs can offer a maximum 0f40% qf their lecture 

and recitation secdons under the 700 course level between the hours of g:00 a.m. and 1:00 p.m (Prime Wine). 

In addition, a maximum qf 20% of their total course secdons under the 700 course level may be offered on 

Tuesday/Thursday during Prime Time. Classes that need to meet for 75 minutes on M & W~ should be 

scheduled at either 3:30-4:45 or 5o6:15pm, and not cartier. 

!f everyone.foflows those guidefines, our campus wifl show increased utilization of our exisdnq instructional 

spaces and our campus is in a better posidon to request funding for additional spaces when needed. 

Thank you for aft that you do~. 

Robert~ A. Norwood, Ed.D. 

Assod~te Unive~s~tF Registrer .for Reg~:str~don ~nd 5chedufing 



Renee Sherman 
Lead Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

(919)962-9849 * (919)843~8709 fax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Unspecified Sender 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

corrections 

INTRANET- Department’s (Revised 2012)- Policies and Procedures Notebook.docx 

Best, 
Travis 
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CALENDAR 

FALL SEMESTER 

August 

8/21- Classes begin for all students 
8/22- Meeting with Chancellor and Senior Associate Dean Jonathan Hartlyn, 
Incubator Room, Hyde Hall 
8/24- Department Consent added to all courses 
8/27- Last Day for Late Registration 

September 

9/3- Labor Day 
9/4- Last day for students to drop a course using the web registration system. 
9/4- Last day for departments to add/drop a course for students 
9/9- Undergraduate Early Warning Rolls available to faculty 
9/5 - Meeting - Chair’s Advisor), Committee (Battle Hall, 101) 
9/12- Faculty Meeting - Location (TBA) 

9/28- *Textbook ordersJbr Spring Semester due* 

October 

10/3 - Meeting - Chair’ s Advisory Committee (Battle Hall, 101) 
10/7- Undergraduate Early Warning Rolls due to Academic Advising 
10/10- Faculty Meeting - Location (TBA) 
10/12- University day (Classes cancelled from 10:00-1:00) 
10/15- Last day for Undergraduate students to drop course 
10/15- Incompletes (IN’ s) from prior terms (Spring and Summer 2012) change to F* 
10/17- Fall break begins 5:00 P.M. 
10/22- Classes resume 8:00 A.M. 

November 

10/31 - Meeting - Chair’ s Advisor), Committee (Battle Hall, 10 l) 
11l/7- Faculty Meeting - Location (TBA) 
11/21 - Thanksgiving Recess 
11/26- Classes resume 8:00 A.M. 

December 
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12/5- Fall Semester classes end 
12/5-Absences (AB’s) from prior terms (Spring and Summer 2012) change to F* 
12/6, 12/12 -Reading Days 
12/7- 12/114- Exams 

SPRING SEMESTER 2013 

January 

1/9- Classes begin 
1/9 - Meeting - Chair’ s Advi sory Committee (B attle Hall, 101) 
1/16- Department Faculty meeting room 309 
1/15- Last Day of Late Registration 
1/21- Holiday, Martin Luther King, Jr. Day 
1/23- Last day for all students to drop a course using the web registration system 
1/23- Last day for departments to drop a course for students 
1/30- Meeting- Full Professors and Associate Professors 

February 

2/5- Undergraduate Early Warning Rosters Open in Connect Carolina 
2/13- Department Faculty meeting room TBA 
2/119- End of Early Warning Period 

2/22- * Textbook ordersJbr Summer ~ chool Due* 
2/27 - Meeting - Chair’s Advisory Committee (Battle Hall, 101) 

March 

2/27 - Meeting - Chair’s Advisory Committee (Battle Hall, 101) 
3/5- Last day for Undergraduate Students to drop courses 
3/8- Spring Break begins 5:00 P.M. 
3/18- Classes resume 8:00 A.M. 
3/20- Department Faculty meeting room TBA 
3/29- Holiday 

3/29- * Textbook Ordersjbr Fall Semester Due * 

April 

4/3 -Meeting - Chair’s Advisory Committee (Battle Hall, 101) 
4/10- Department Faculty meeting room 309 
4/26- Classes End 
4/26- Absences (AB’ s) from prior term (Fall 2012) change to F* for Undergraduate 
Students 
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4/26- Official Class Rolls and Grade Reports available electronically (Due 72 hours 
after exam is given) 
4/29, 5/2- Reading Days 
4/30- Exams begin 

May 
5/7- Exams end 
5/11- Commencement Ceremony in Stone Center 11:00 A.M. 
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GENERAL POLICIES 

1. The Department office will be open from 8.00 a.m to 5.00 p.m. It will be 
closed from 12-1 p.m. for lunch. Please do not ask staffto keep the office 
open during lunch hour and after 5.00pm. 

2. The Department provides basic supplies in reasonable amounts for 
professional purposes only. Please let Travis know what supplies you need to 
facilitate your professional duties. 

3. As the section on policies on exams indicates, only a faculty member can 
proctor make-up exams for their classes. A faculty member will need to give 
the exam to the student and explain and enforce the rules concerning the 
exam. Please note that if you are using the conference room in the main office 
for make-exams, you need to these exams at all times. Further, as indicated 
above, please note that the main office will be closed between 12pm-l.00pm 

4. The Department pays reasonable photocopy costs associated with instructional 
purposes. 

5. This academic year we have two Work Study Students. Providing support to 
faculty is one of the duties of these students. Please send support requests for 
these students to me via email with a copy to Tia and Travis. To ensure 
systematic and timely responses to your requests, please send them 2 days in 
advance. If the requests cannot be met because of students’ absence from 
work or for other reasons, we will let you know as soon it is feasibly possible. 

6. The Department pays postage for reasonable amounts of professional first 
class and air mail correspondence. Take note of the requirements for how 
envelopes must be addressed within the United States in order for us to 
receive the Post Office discount (ALL CAPS NO PUNCTUATION OR 
SYMBOLS, DONT ASK WHY). Personal correspondence will only be 
mailed if already stamped; we do not have the staff support required to sort 
out professional from personal correspondence and to bill appropriately. Mail 
is sent twice a day, usually around 9:30 a.m. and 1 p.m. In order for mail to 
go out the same day, it has to be in our mail tray by 112:30 p.m. Under state 
regulation, the Department cannot provide stationary or postage for 
correspondence associated with partisan advocacy; it can do so for policy 
advocacy only if this is done strictly in a professional capacity. The 
Department will not cover the cost for overnight, rush or express mail. 

7. For faculty with standard teaching loads, office hours of at least 3 hours a 
week should be posted and held. Let Travis know your office hours by the 
first day of classes each semester. 

8. Final exams are mandatory in undergraduate classes; final exams cannot be 
moved from the date fixed by the Registrar, even if "all" students seemingly 
agree. Please review more details concerning exams in the section on policies 
on exams and grading in this notebook. 
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9. Any unusual absence should be noted and explained via email to the Chair. 
Keep a record of your absences from class (if any) with an explanation. 

10. Course instructors may not leave the geographic area until their grades for the 
semester have been submitted in Connect Carolina and marked "Approved" 
by the instructor of record; any requested deviation from this must be 
presented in advance to the Chair. 

11. Student course evaluations are mandatory for all courses. Evaluations are 
now done on line. Their results are made available (after semester grades 
have been turned in) to you, to the Department Chair, and to appropriate 
department review committees. 

12. Syllabi should be sent to Kenneth (as Director &Undergraduate Studies - 
DUS) and to me (as Department Chair) by the first day of classes in each 
semester. 

13. All long distance calls within the United States are free. You are responsible 
for paying any international fees charged to your phone. 

14. The Department will pay for photocopying of your own manuscripts, and of 
your papers for presentation at professional conventions. 

15. Questions regarding university travel regulations may be directed to 
Sonia. The College of Arts & Sciences provides normally up to $1,000 in 
travel funds for professional conferences where your name appears on the 
program. Recently, eligibility has been restricted to non-tenured 
faculty. Since these rules change with budget constraints, ask Sonia about the 
current rules before making travel plans. None of these funds can be used for 
personal travel or for recreational purposes (e.g., you travel to a convention 
which ends on a Sunday and you stay until Monday for personal purposes; the 
Sunday night hotel and associated per diem expenses cannot be billed to the 
university). College travel funds cannot be accumulated or "rolled over" into 
a subsequent year. Additional restrictions may occasionally apply. The 
preceding policies on travel may be different for department faculty with 
endowed chairs or research accounts and/or fixed-term faculty. 

Although limited, this year, there is some additional travel support from the 
Chair’s Fund. If you have travel plans to conferences where you are on the 
program, and you know that the normal College funds will not be sufficient, 
send me an email with an explanation of your need for additional travel funds. 

16. The university requires that all investigators (faculty, graduate and 
undergraduate students) carrying out research on human subj ects receive prior 
approval of their procedures (to assure where appropriate that there is 
informed consent and that potential harm or risk to subjects is 
minimized). Information on the university policy and procedures may be 
found at the web site of Office of Human Research Ethics: http:iiirbis.unc.edu 
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17. All research grant proposals need to go through departmental and OSR 
(Office of Sponsored Research) approval before being submitted to funding 
agencies. OSR insists on IRB certification. 

18. There are important university policies of which you need to be aware 
regarding issues such as conflict of interest, illegal drugs, political activities 
(candidacy and office-holding), classified research, racial harassment, sexual 
harassment, amorous relations, computer use, and others. They are all 
available at http:iiww~v.unc.eduicampusipolicies.html_ and at 
w~,.unc.eduipolicyi . You may also want to read the university’s "Policy 
on the Privacy of Electronic Information" also available at 
www.unc.edu/policy/. A general statement on personal use of university 
resources may be found at: www.ais.unc.edu/busman/act/actpo126.html_ 

Additional university guidelines regarding "acceptable use policy" of your 
UNC email address may be found at: ww~v.unc.eduipolicyiaupol.html_. 

19. As mandated by the Office of the Dean, the department’s personnel policies 
and procedures will be revised this academic year and submitted to the Dean’s 
office for approval. In the meantime, there are important university and 
department policies regarding tenure and promotion. Current university 
policies on tenure review, post-tenure review and promotion are available on- 
line. 

20. As per University policies, exams and papers with grades on them cannot be 
left in hallways for students to pick up or be returned in a way which permits 
other students to see the grades; this is considered a violation of the "Family 
Educational Rights and Privacy Act" (FERPA). For more on FERPA (brief 
version) and student privacy rights, 
see: http:iiregweb.unc.eduiofficialiFERPAinotice.html_. Note that tests, final 
exams, term papers or other course work not returned to students should be 
destroyed (or placed in confidential recyclying) one year after the completion 
of the course for uncontested grade results. (If challenged, then destroy only 
after resolution of the challenge.) 

21. Internships: Please familiarize yourself with requirements for internships 
before you agree to be a student’s academic supervisor. Make sure that the 
student is aware of a his or her internship responsibilities. 

22. There is an important policy on External Professional Activities: "In accord 
with the University of North Carolina Board of Governor’s Policy on External 
Professional Activities for Pay by Faculty and Non-Faculty EPA Employees, 
all EPA Faculty and EPA non-Faculty employees of the University are 
required to receive approval in advance of engaging in external professional 
activities for pay (except for contract employees performing external 
professional activities for pay entirely outside the months of their University 
contract employment)." To complete a request for External Professional 
Activities for Pay go to the follovdng web address: 
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23. Please note that the Business Officer, Administrative Assistant and the 
Accounting Technician are not involved in curriculum matters. Duties of 
administrative staff are outlined in more detail in the section on 
Administrative Staff. 

24. Finally, here are my faculty office hours this academic year: Tuesdays and 
Thursday 3.00pm-5.00pm. Please feel free to drop by my office. Kindly note 
that with authorization from Dean Jonathan Hartlyn, I have blocked Fridays 
for research work and will not be available to meet with faculty. If there is 
something urgent, feel free to call me on my cell. 
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POLICIES ON EXAMS AND GRADING 

Faculty members are responsible for photocopying exams and assignments for their 
classes. Further, only faculty members can proctor make-up exams. 

University rules require all undergraduate courses taught on campus to have a final 
exam. "A traditional final examination is written, is administered at a predetermined 
time as specified in the official final examination schedule, and takes place at a 
designated location" (2012-2013 Undergraduate Bulletin, p. 404). Faculty members 
who wish to offer a nontraditional final exam such as a final project, a take-home 
examination, or a portfolio of a semester’s work must secure permission from the 
department chair. Such permission must be secured BEFORE the first day of classes. 
Permission does not carl), over from one semester to the next; it must be asked for 
and granted each time a faculty member would like to offer a nontraditional exam. 

Not only are final examinations mandatory in undergraduate classes but also they 
cannot be moved from the date fixed by the Registrar under any circumstances, even 
if seemingly "all" students agree (exceptions can be granted only by the Provost, and 
must be requested well in advance). All department faculty teaching undergraduate 
classes are asked to confirm with the chair that they are complying with this policy. 
Any deviations or issues will need to be discussed with Senior Associate Dean 
Jonathan Hartlyn. 

Grading practices need to follow" university policy and standard practices. The 
syllabus should specify which kinds of requirements/assignments, if not completed, 
would mean that the student fails the course regardless of the grades earned for the 
rest of the assignments (for instance, a certain number ofunexcused absences). Non- 
completion of other assignments will result in a lower grade and may result in an F if 
the quality of the other work is low as well. Only in extraordinary circumstances, 
such as for illness or other excused emergencies (see below), should a temporary 
grade be assigned. 

There are critical differences across AB, FA and IN grades. AB should be given in 
courses with final examinations in which the student is absent from the final 
examination, but could have passed if the exam was taken. A grade of FA must be 
reported when a student does not attend the final examination, and cannot pass the 
course regardless of how well he or she performs on the final examination. The IN 
grade is for incomplete work other than the final examination. University policy 
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states: "Any student who ceases to attend a class without officially being dropped 
may receive a temporary grade of AB or IN or a permanent grade of FA." In general, 
instructors should grant temporary grades of AB and IN very rarely and in accordance 
with University procedures and standard practices. 

More specific details of concerning AB, FA and IN grades follow shortly and further 
information on the grading system and an explanation of procedures to be followed 
regarding AB and IN grades is available at: 
http://www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/proceduresl.html 

Grading System: Details 

Permanent Letter Grades 

A letter-grade and plus/minus system for evaluating academic performance is 
empl oyed for all undergraduates. Each letter grade corresponds to a number of grade 
points. Each letter-graded course receives a numerical value of quality points (quality 
points equal grade points times semester credit hours per course) to use in 
determining a student’ s average (per credit hour) in a particular term and to find a 
student’s cumulative grade point average (per credit hour). 

A=4.0 

A-=3.7 

B+ = 3.3 

B=3.0 

B- =2.7 

C+ = 2.3 

C =2.0 

C-= 1.7 

D+ = 1.3 

D= 1.0 

F=0.0 
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To determine the grade point average for a term, first determine the total quality 
points earned in the term by multiplying the number of grade points awarded for each 
course by the course’ s assigned number of semester credit hours and adding the 
resulting quality points earned for each course in the term. Then divide the total 
quality points earned in the term by the number of semester credit hours attempted 
(for letter grades) in the term. 

Example 

Course Grade Grade x Credit = Quality 
Points Hours Points 

Course A C+ 2.3 x 3.0 = 6.90 

CourseB B- 2.7 x 3.0 = 8.10 

CourseC B 3.0 x 4.0 = 12.00 

CourseD C- 1.7 x 3.0 = 5.110 

CourseE A- 3.7 x 1.0 = 3.70 

CourseF F 0.0 x 1.0 = 0.00 

CourseG A 4.0 x 3.0 = 12.00 

Total quality points earned: 

Total graded hours: 

Term grade point average: 

47.80 

18.0 

47.80 + 18.0 = 2.656 

Permanent grades are defined as follows: 

A Mastery of course content at the highest level of attainment that can reasonably be 
expected of students at a given stage of development. The A grade states clearly that 
the student has shown such outstanding promise in the aspect of the discipline under 
study that he/she may be strongly encouraged to continue. 

B Strong performance demonstrating a high level of attainment for a student at a 
given stage of development. The B grade states that the student has shown solid 
promise in the aspect of the discipline under study. 

C A totally acceptable performance demonstrating an adequate level of attainment for 
a student at a given stage of development. The C grade states that while not yet 
showing any unusual promise, the student may continue to study in the discipline 
with reasonable hope of intellectual development. 
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D A marginal performance in the required exercises demonstrating a minimal passing 
level of attainment for a student at a given stage of development. The D grade states 
that the student has given no evidence of prospective growth in the discipline; an 
accumulation of D grades should be taken to mean that the student would be well 
advised not to continue in the academic field. 

F For whatever reasons, an unacceptable performance. The F grade indicates that the 
student’s performance in the required exercises has revealed almost no understanding 
of the course content. A grade off should warrant questioning whether the student 
may suitably register for further study in the discipline before remedial work is 
undertaken. 

Grades earned and semester hours attempted at other institutions are not included in 
the calculation of the University grade point average. 

Plus/minus grades earned prior to the 1978 fall semester are not assigned a particular 
numerical quality point value; the value of the basic letter grade A, B, C, or D alone is 
used in computing a grade point average. 

Records of progress are kept by this institution on all students. Students have three 
methods to gain access to term grades: 

¯ Using a browser to access ConnectCarolina at MyUNC. 

° Submitting (after the first day of classes but before the last day of classes) a written 

request for printed grades each enrolled term and sending it to Office of the 
University Registrar, CB# 2100, UNC-Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100. 
The request should include the student’s full name, personal identification number, 
term for which grades should be mailed, and college/school in which the student is 
enrolled. 

¯ Making a request in person at the Office of the University Registrar. Students 
should call the Office of the University Registrar at (919) 962-0495 if they have 
questions about grade reporting services. 

Temporary Grades (IN and AB) and FA Grades 

Any student who ceases to attend a class without officially being dropped may 
receive a temporary grade of AB or IN or a permanent grade of FA. 

Students who do not complete all requirements in a course by the end of the semester, 
but who could pass the course if they did, receive a temporary grade of IN 
(incomplete) or AB (absent from the final exam) in place of a permanent letter grade. 
Grades of IN and AB carry the value of an F grade (zero quality points) and are used 
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in the computation of semester and cumulative grade point averages. Students who do 
not complete the course requirements within a specified period of time are assigned 
permanent F* grades on their academic transcripts by the Office of the University 
Registrar. 

The instructor must report the grade of AB for any student who did not take the final 
examination and who, by taking the final examination, could pass the course. This 
AB grade carries the value of an F in computing the student’s cumulative and 
semester grade point average, and later converts to an F* unless the student arranges 
to take the final examination before the last class day of the next scheduled semester 
(fall or spring). If the student cannot pass the course regardless of a final examination 
performance, the instructor must report the grade FA. The grade of FA (cannot pass 
the class) is a permanent failing grade. A grade of F may be assigned instead of a 
temporary grade or a grade of FA where a final examination is not required in the 
course. 

Absence from a final examination may be officially excused only by the student’s 
dean or the director of Campus Health Services or Counseling and Wellness Services. 
An absence may be excused for significant physical or psychological illness or for 
serious personal or family problems. Please see "Final Examinations" for information 
about final examination excuses. 

The grade IN may only be assigned by an instructor to a student who took the final 
examination in a course but did not complete some other course requirement with a 
valid excuse and who, by virtue of completing that missing work, might pass the 
course. An IN carries the value of an F (zero quality points) in computing a student’s 
cumulative and semester grade point average. Unless removed within eight weeks of 
the beginning of the regularly scheduled semester (fall or spring) following its 
assignment, an IN converts to an F*. 

Important Rules and Procedures Pertaining to AB and IN Grades 

The decision to report an IN grade is solely the responsibility of the course instructor; 
however, a student may present proper justification for the instructor’s consideration. 

Temporary grades should be cleared by completion of the work outstanding, 
preferably no later than the start of the following semester. The deadline for clearing 
a temporary grade of AB is the last class day of the next regularly scheduled semester 
(fall or spring) after the AB grade is awarded. A temporary grade of IN must be 
cleared within the first eight weeks of the regularly scheduled semester (fall or 
spring) after the IN grade is awarded. 

If students intend to remove IN or excused AB grades, they should not officially 
enroll in the course(s) during the next semester or summer session. If recommended 
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by the course instructor, a student may attend by officially auditing a part of that 
instructor’s section of the course or another instructor’s section of the same course in 
which the temporary grade was awarded. 

If a student enrolls in a course in which a temporary grade has been previously 
received, the second enrollment is taken as evidence that the student could not or is 
not permitted to remove the temporary grade. This results in replacing the temporary 
grade by F* after the deadline for removing the temporary grade. The grade earned 
during the second enrollment is also reported on the student’s academic transcript and 
is used along with the F* grade in the computation of a cumulative grade point 
average. 

Final Examinations 

Undergraduate courses taught on campus must include a final assessment (i.e., final 
examination) unless the provost grants an exception. A traditional final examination 
is written, is administered at a predetermined time as specified in the official final 
examination schedule, and takes place at a designated location. 

The final examination schedule, announced prior to the beginning of the semester, 
sets the time for each examination. Once having been established, the schedule cannot 
be changed. Examinations must be held at the time shown on the schedule. No special 
preparation quizzes may be given during the last five days of classes (last two days of 
classes for summer school) before the beginning of the final examination period. No 
examination may start later than 7:00 p.m. Final examinations for a full course should 
ordinarily cover a minimum of t~vo hours and should not exceed a period of three 
hours. Only examinations requiring an exceptional portion of practical work should 
be longer than three hours. 

Only the provost can grant exceptions to the scheduled time and location of a 
traditional examination after review and approval by the appropriate department head 
and the dean. No examination (except for laboratory sections) may be held at a time 
other than that specified in the general schedule except with the advance approval of 
the provost (see below.) 

A course instructor may, due to highly unusual circumstances, petition for a change in 
the examination schedule. The petition must be made before the first day of final 
examinations, and it must be cleared by the department head and the appropriate dean 
before consideration by the provost. If the petition is approved, the course instructor 
assumes responsibility for making special arrangements to give the examination to 
any student who has a schedule conflict as a result of the change. 

Chairs (i.e., heads of instructional units) must give permission for faculty members to 
use nontraditional examinations, such as a portfolio of a semester’s ~vork or a take- 
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home examination. Materials pertaining to these non-traditional examinations have to 
be handed in by the students to the instructor at the time and place scheduled for the 
traditional final. Instructors may not leave campus until these materials have been 
evaluated and final grades handed in. Non-traditional examination should only be 
given in 400-level courses and above. For multidisciplinary and co-taught courses, 
permission to give a nontraditional examination must be granted solely by the chair of 
the instructional unit in which the course is based. 

All regular final examinations must be held in Chapel Hill. Students who are absent 
from an examination receive a course grade of AB (absent), which is equivalent to F 
(zero quality points), or FA (absent and failing regardless of performance on the final 
examination). When students are unable, for reasons clearly beyond their control, to 
take a final examination at the scheduled time, they can be excused only by the 
director of Campus Health Services (who can authorize the registrar to issue an 
"official permit to take final examination") or their academic dean (who can issue an 
"examination excuse"). An absence may be excused for severe health problems 
leading to the student’s placement on the Infirmary List, for serious personal or 
family problems, for religious observances required by the student’s faith, or for a 
scheduling conflict involving multiple examinations. In cases of illness, personal or 
family emergency, or religious observance, additional documentation may be 
required by the dean. 

Students may be excused for a final exam for religious observances required by their 
faith. Primary holy days for religious observances are noted on a Web-based 
interfaith calendar site: www.interfaithcalendar.org. Students must be given the 
opportunity to make up final exams missed due to an excused absence for a religious 
observance. Students are responsible for providing the course instructor and the dean 
a written request for an excused absence from a final exam for a religious observance 
no later than the last day of classes. 

¯ Campus Health Services. Students who are seriously ill during the time of their final 
examination(s) (including complications related to pregnancy) should consult 
Campus Health Services or Counseling and Wellness Services about having their 
names entered on the Infirmary List. In some cases, outpatient treatment can also 
result in a student’s name being entered on the Infirmary List. Students on the 
Infirmary List may obtain an official permit from the Office of the University 
Registrar to take the final examination to remove a grade of AB. They must make 
arrangements to take the final examination with their course instructor and provide 
the instructor with their official permit. If students are treated at Campus Health 
Services or Counseling and Wellness Services but do not appear on the Infirmary 
List, they should see the dean of their college as soon as possible. 

¯ Academic Dean. If students know in advance that they must miss one or more final 
examinations because of illness, religious observance, or other serious problems, they 
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should notify in writing both the course instructor and the dean of the school in which 
they are enrolled no later than the last day of classes. If this is not possible, they 
should see their dean as soon after the fact as possible. For students in the College of 
Arts and Sciences, only the associate dean for advising (or designee) is authorized to 
issue examination excuses for reasons other than three exams in 24 hours or two 
exams at the same time. For other students, only the dean of the school in which the 
student is enrolled has that authority. The dean may require documentation of a 
student’s religious observance, illness, or problems. 

Assuming that a student did not take a final examination for one of the reasons 
previously cited, the dean will issue an official examination excuse, which the student 
must present to the course instructor when arrangements are made for a suitable time 
to take the final examination. 

If a student presents an examination excuse or an official permit to take the final 
exam to an instructor or the instructor’ s chair or dean, then a final examination must 
be given to the student at a time subsequent to the regularly scheduled exam but no 
later than the end of the following semester. 

A student who has three final examinations scheduled by the Office of the University 
Registrar within a 24-hour period or two scheduled at the same time may request his 
or her dean (or designee) for permission to have one of the scheduled examinations 
rescheduled. In the event that one of the scheduled examinations is a common final 
examination for a multiple-section course, that examination is the one to be 
rescheduled. 

Students who have secured an examination excuse or an official permit and who 
transmit the document to the instructor or the instructor’ s chair or dean must be 
granted permission to take the exam at an alternate time, although students will need 
to arrange a mutually convenient time with the instructor. Except when the provost 
has provided an exception in writing, the exam will be taken at a time subsequent to 
the regularly scheduled exam, though no later than the end of the following semester. 

The final examination in any course may be taken only by regularly enrolled 
members of the class whose registration has been certified and by students certified to 
be eligible to take a special examination in that course. The certifying authority is the 
Office of the University Registrar. 

Each student is required to sign a full and explicit Honor Code pledge certifying that 
he or she has neither given nor received aid during the examination. 
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NEW CURRCULUM AND SUBJECT CODE 

An important aspect of the curriculum revision in the department is the establishment 
of AAAD as the department’s subject code, replacing AFAM and AFRI. (Language 
subject codes remain unchanged.) A single subject code signals to students that we 
view the fields of African and African American and Diaspora studies as imbricated. 
In the discussion that follows, I highlight the major work that the department has 
carried out as part of curriculum reform. 

Revision of mai or requirements and the new subi ect code. 

To accommodate the single subj ect code we have renumbered the department’s 
course offerings in the following manner for all courses numbered 100 and above: 

¯ Courses ending in 00 to 29: African studies 
¯ Courses ending in 30 to 59: African American studies 
¯ Courses ending in 60 to 84: African Diaspora outside the U.S. 
¯ Courses ending in 85 to 99: Courses that cross geography; dedicated courses 

whose numbers are reserved by the College, such as independent studies and 
internships. 

As it is currently constituted, our department offers the B.A. in African and Afro- 
American Studies; students choose one of two concentrations: African Studies or 
Afro-American Studies. We propose to keep this structure; that is, there will be a 
single B.A. in African, African American, and Diaspora Studies, and students will 
choose between a concentration in African Studies and a concentration in African 
American and Diaspora Studies. The requirements for each concentration of the 
maj or are adumbrated in the succeeding paragraphs. The courses that all students 
maj oring in AAAD must take in common create an intellectual framework for 
understanding the interplay among Africa, African America, and other parts of the 
Diaspora. 

The major in African, African American, and Diaspora Studies will be ten courses 
(see chart). First-year seminars and other courses numbered below 100 do not count 
toward the major. Students in both concentrations will take three courses in common: 

¯ AAAD 101 - Introduction to African Studies 
¯ AAAD 130 - Introduction to African American and Diaspora Studies 
¯ AAAD 487 - Intellectual Currents in African and African Diaspora Studies, 

the focus of which is the works of important African and Diaspora writers and 
thinkers, and their interplay. 

Majors will also take AAAD 395 (Undergraduate Research Seminar) in their 
respective concentrations. (With the permission of the instructor and the DUS, a 
student may take this seminar in the other concentration.) The exact topic will vary 
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according to the instructor’s interests. The emphasis in this course will be research 
skills, which will also vary according to the expertise of the faculty member teaching 
the course; put another way, the course will be a disciplinary investigation into a topic 
relevant to the fields of African or African American and Diaspora studies. 

Of the remaining six courses, the following rules apply: 
One course must be from outside the studem’s major concentration. That is, 
maj ors concentrating in African studies must take a course whose last t~vo 
digits are from 30 to 99, while majors in the African American and Diaspora 
concentration must take a course whose last two digits are from 00 to 29 or 
from 85 to 99. 

¯ Two courses must be numbered above 399. 
¯ One course may come from a list of courses outside the department, which 

will be reviewed and updated annually. 

For Academic Year 2013-2014 the following courses from outside the department 
will count toward the maj or concentrations: 

African Studies Concentration: ART 1155; ART 255; ANTH 238; FREN 505; 
GEOG 268; HIST 1130; HIST 301 ; HIST 535; PORT 385; WMST 237; 
WMST 289; WMST 293 

African American and Diaspora Concentration: ANTH 130; COM2~I 437; 

COMM 662; DRAM 287; ENGL 367; ENGL 368; ENGL 369; ENGL 472; 
ENGL 589; HIST 378; HIST 380; PHIL 274; POLl 274; POLl 419; PSYC 

467; RELI 580; SOCI 444; WMST 285; WMST 553 
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Chart: New proposed maj or requirements 

AFRICAN STUDIES 
CONCENTRATION 

Six Courses (One of which 
may come from an approved 

list of courses from other 
departments) 
As many as" three AJkican 

studies courses numbered 
bepa, een 100-129, 200-229, 

and 300-329 

At least two courses 
numbered 400-429 

One African American, 
Diaspora, or transnational 

course numbered 130-199, 

230-299, 330-399, 430-499 

CORE REQUIREMENTS 
ALL AAAD MAJOI~; 

AAAD 101: Introduction to African 
Studies 
AAAD 130: Introduction to African 
American &Diaspora Studies 

AAAD 395: Undergraduate Research 
Seminar (students take the seminar in 
their concentration; with the permission 
of the instructor and the DUS, a student 
may take this seminar in the other 
concentration) 

AAAD 487: Intellectual Currents in 
African and African Diaspora Studies 

AFRICAN AMERICAN & 
DIASPORA STUDIES 
CONCENTRA TION 

Six Courses (One of which 
may come from an approved 

list of courses from other 
departments) 

As many as three A~ican 
American & Diaspora 

Studies courses numbered 

130-184, 230-284, and 330- 
384. 

At least two courses 
numbered 430-484 

One Afi’ican studies or 
transna#onal course 

numbered 100-129, 185-199, 

200-229, 285-299, 300-329, 
385-399, 400-429, 485-499 

Minor Requirements 
The department will offer two minors: African Studies and African American and 
Diaspora Studies. 

,, Students minoring in African Studies will take AAAD 101 and four additional 
AAAD courses at or above the 100 level whose last two digits are from 00 to 
29 and African studies courses whose last two digits are from 85 to 99. 
Students minoring in African American and Diaspora Studies will take AAAD 
130 and four additional AAAD courses at or above the 100 level whose last 
two digits are from 30 to 84 and African American and Diaspora studies 
courses whose last two digits are from 85 to 99. 
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In reforming its curriculum, the department has made systematic plans for handling 
the transition for students who have already started the maj or or minor. 

Transition plan for maiors concentrating in African studies 
Students who are in the process of completing their concentration in African studies 
at the time the new requirements go into effect can make the following course 
substitutions: 

For AFAM 101, substitute AAAD 130 
For AFRI 101, substitute AAAD 101 
For AFAMiAFRI 474, substitute AAAD 485 or AAAD 487 
For AFRI 600, substitute AAAD 419 or AAAD 395 
For one regional seminar, substitute any AAAD course numbered 300-329 or 
400-429 

For five AFRI courses, substitute five AAAD courses numbered 1100-129, 
200-229, 300-329, or 400-429, at least one of which must be numbered 400- 
429 

Transition plan for maiors concentrating in Afro-American studies 
Students who are in the process of completing their concentration in Afro-American 
studies at the time the new requirements go into effect can make the following course 
substitutions: 

For AFAM 101, substitute AAAD 130 
For AFAM 102, substitute AAAD 231 or any other AAAD course numbered 
230-284 
For AFAM 398, substitute AAAD 395 
For AFAMiAFRI 474 substitute AAAD 485 or AAAD 487 
For AFRI 101, substitute AAAD 101 
For five AFAM courses, including courses cross-listed with other units, with 
at least one being numbered 400 or above, substitute five courses numbered 
130-184, 230-284, 330-384, or 430-484, with at least one course numbered 
430-484. 

Transition plan for minors in African studies 
¯ For AFRI 101, substitute AAAD 101 
¯ For four additional courses 
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For List A, substitute as many as four AAAD courses numbered X00- 
X29 and African studies courses whose last two digits are from 85 to 
99, one of which must be at the 400-level. 
We will continue to accept up to two courses from List B, with the 
exception of HIST 479, which is no longer a course on Africa. 

Transition plan for minors in Afro-American studies 
Under the minor requirements now in place, students must take AFAM 101, AFAM 
102, and AFRI 101, plus two AFAM courses. 

¯ For AFAM 101, substitute AAAD 130 
¯ For AFAM 102, substitute AAAD 231 or any other AAAD course numbered 

230-284 
¯ For AFRI 101, substitute AAAD 101 
¯ For two additional AFAM courses, substitute two courses numbered 130-184, 

230-284, 330-384, or 430-484. 
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CONTRACT FOR INDEPENDENT STUDY COURSES 

REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES 

Independent Study courses are intended to provide undergraduate African and Afro-American 
Studies majors with an opportunity to engage in a research project that entails a workload that 
meets or exceeds that of a regular 3-credit course. Approval for Independent Study courses will 
only be considered in exceptional circumstances. Such courses must focus on a theme or topic 
that is not currently covered in an existing undergraduate course, be it inside or outside the 
department. Majors may take only one Independent Study in the department. 

Students and their prospective faculty advisors are required to sign a contract before a 
student will be permitted to register in an Independent Study course in the Department. 
Further, the approval and signature of the Chair of the Academic Affairs Committee is 
also required. 

2. Faculty may supervise a maximum of two Independent Study courses per academic year. 
3. Student Requirements: Independent Studies are only open to junior- and senior-level 

African and Afro-American Studies majors. African and Afro-American Studies majors 
with a 3.00 and above GPA will be allowed to register in an independent study project 

4. Enrollment in an independent study project: 

During the semester prior to an Independent Study, each student must consult with 
their intended faculty advisor and develop a research proposal for the proposed 
Independent Study. It is the student’s responsibility to meet all required deadlines in 
order for his/her proposal for an Independent Study to be given serious consideration. 
In order to receive departmental approval for enrollment in an Independent Study 
course, a student must meet the following requirements: 

a. Submission of a Research Proposal: Students should submit a 2-page research 
proposal to his or her faculty advisor four weeks before the end of the semester 
preceding the semester during which an independent study will be done. 
Expected assignments and levels of effort should be developed in consultation 
with the faculty advisor and clearly outlined in the proposal. 

b. Review by the Academic Affairs Committee: Faculty advisors should submit 
their students’ research proposals for review by the Academic Affairs 
Committee three weeks prior to end of the semester. Following the review, the 
Committee will inform the faculty of the status of their students’ proposal. The 
status will be indicated along the following lines: Approved (without revisions); 
Approved with minor revisions; Declined. Only students whose proposals fall in 
the first two categories will be approved for registration. 

Registered students: During the semester that a student is registered, he or she will be 
required to meet with their Faculty advisor on a bi-weekly basis and maintain a log-of 
their research activities which they should submit to their advisor prior to each meeting 
for Departmental Records. 
Required assignments and workload for a 3-credit hour independent study project: 

In general, the following assignments will be required for Independent Studies. 
Modifications to these requirements must receive approval from the Chair of the 
Academic Affairs Committee. 
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a. Preliminary annotated bibliography (journals, books, archives and other 

scholarly sources) - To be submitted within the first 4 weeks of the semester a 

student is registered. 

b. Detailed research paper outline by week 10 of a given semester. 

Bi-weekly research log - research activities and discussions with Faculty 

advisor. 

25 page research paper the last day of the semester. 

Storage of Independent Study Projects: Copies of the graded Independent Study project 

vtdll be stored in the department office for 3 years. 

Signature and date: 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Students 
Chair, Academic Affairs Committee 
Faculty Advisor 

Student 
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ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF 

Members of the administrative staff are vital to the proper functioning of the 
department. As required by the University, their duties are clearly articulated in their 
annual work plans. Here are their core duties in the department: 

Business Officer: Tia Howell Williams (Supervisors, Chairs of Department of 
African and Afro-American Studies and Public Polic~T) 

Processing paper work in these areas: 
Leave of absence 
Return from leave 
Overload/Lump sum payments 
Hiring RAs, Work Study Students and placing them on payroll 
Benefits questions 
HR Policy Questions 
Grant m anagement 
Managing the budget with the Chair. 

Accountin~ Technician - Sonia Colon (Supervisor, Business Officer) 

P-Card/receipts 
Check requests 
Travel reimbursements and arrangements 
Equipment/Supplies ordering 
Printing requests 
Monthly accounting reconciliation and reports 

Travis Gore: Administrative Assistant (Supervisor, Chair) 

Entering course assignments in ConnectCarolina once they are approved 
by the Courses Audit Committee in November 2012. 
Managing department’s Website, Intranet and listserv 
Providing administrative support to the Chair, Director of Undergraduate 
Studies and Summer School Administrator, Business Officer and 
Accounting Technician. 
Maintaining facilities. 
Reception duties. 
Supervising Work Study Students. 
Booking meeting spaces for faculty. 
Providing photocopying support to faculty in cases of emergency. 
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Providing logistical support to the Intellectual Dialogues Committee 
(monthly colloquium and annual newsletter logistics) and the Faculty 
Retreat, Dunbar-Stone and Commencement Committee. 
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DEPARTMENT’S GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE: 2012-131 

Title 
Chair 

Summer School Administrator, 
Honors Advisor and Director of 
Undergraduate Studies 

Nameis 
Eunice Sable 
Snper~Tisor, Professor Jonathan 
Hartlyn, The University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 
Senior Associate Dean for 
Social Sciences and Global 
Programs, College of Arts and 
Sciences 

Kenneth Janken 

Reginald Hildebrand 
Coordinator, Wendell McCain 
Research Fellows Program 

Responsibilities 
-Chair’s Mazlual (July 2012, p. 18) 
-Prepares tile departmental budget 
-Administers departmental 
personnel policies, including annual 
a~ad other required faculty 
evaluations. 
-Makes reconnnendations for 
appointments, salad7 increases, 
promotions, and tenure. 
-Prepares course offerings and 
assigns teaching duties. 
-Formulates educational policies. 
-Maintains instructional facilities. 
-Leads fundraising for the 
department. 
-Other duties assigned by the 
Dean’s Office. 
Summer School Administrator 
-Chairs an ad-hoc committee 
appointed by the Chair to assign 
summer course offerings. 
-Works closely with the Dean of 
Summer School and the Chair in 
administering Summer school. 

Director of Undergraduate 
Studies 

-Advises majors and minors on 

courses and curriculum issues.- 
Works closely with the Office of 
the Dean of Undergraduate 
Education on curriculum 
matters. Works with the Chair 
on the annual Learning 
Outcomes Assessment. 

Honors Advisor 
-Coordinates department’s 
honors thesis projects. 
- Monitors the progress of 
honors thesis projects. 

-Works with the Chair to 
generate research priorities for 
the Fellows program 
-Send out call for research 

1 Administrative and committee assigmnents and responsibilities are subject to change as the 

departmem and the university evolves. 
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Institutional Resources 

Coordinator 

Diversity Liaison 

Tim McMillan 

Charlene Regester 

proposals to faculty and majors 
and minors in 2013. 
-Chairs the proposal review ad- 
hoc committee. 

-Updales the Department 
regarding institutional 
developments in the area of 
technology and organizes 
relevant workshops for 
interested factflty. 
-Works with the Chair to ensure 
that the department’s Website is 
update. 

-Develop a diversity framework 
for the    department in 
consultation with the Office of 
the Director of Faculty Diversity 
Initiatives for the College of 
Arts and Sciences. 
-Works with Chair on diversity 
reports. 

DEPARTMENT’S COMMITTEES 

Name Responsibilities 

Academic Affairs Committee 

Personnel Policy Committee and 
Courses Audit Committee 

Members 

Chair: Kia Caldwell 

Me~nbers: Georges Nzongola- 
Ntalaja, Perry. Hall, Tim 
McMillan, and Kenncth Janken 

Chair: Georges Nzongola- 
Ntalaja 

Me~nbers: Eunice SaNe, 
Bereket Selassie and Kenneth 
Janken 

-Create thematic tracks for 

majors based on "the new 

curriculum. 

-Establish criteria lbr the review 

of new course proposals 

-Reviews new course proposals. 

-Reviews Independent Studies 

proposals and enforce the 

requirements of the 

department’s Independent 

Studies’ Contract. 

-Update the department’s 1995 
personnel policies and bring 
them in line with University 
policies the 2012 College 
template on tenured and tenure- 
track personnel policies :for 
reappointment, promotion and 
texture 
-Update the department’s 1998 
Post-Tenure Review to bring it 
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Intellectual Dialogues 
Committee 

Plalming, Documentation and 
Faculty Committee 

Chair: Walter Rucker 
Members: David Pier, Per~r 
Hall, Margaret Lee, Alphonse 
Mutima and Allasane Fall 

Chair: Perry- Hall 

Members: Bereket Selassie, 
Lydia Boyd, Eunice SaNe, 
Reginald Hildebrand and 
Mamamme Seck. 

in line with University policies. 
-Advise the Chair on salary 
equity and compression matters. 
- Reviews course schedule - 
2013-2014 generated by the 
Chair by first week of 
November. 
-Conducts an audit of courses 
offered in the department by 
December 7 2012 (fall semester) 
and by April 30 (spring 
semester). 
- Submits audits to the Planning, 
Documentation and FaculU 
Committee for record keeping 
by May I 2013. 

- Propose institutions with 
which the department could 
develop affiliations or linkages 
for mutual intellectual 
exchanges. 
-Promote the University’s goal 
of globalizing the curriculum: 
Develop an agenda for 
sustainable Study Abroad 
programs in Africa and the 
African Diaspora in 
collaboration with UNC’s Study 
Abroad Program. 

- Organizes thc department’s 
monthly colloquium and 
continue to expand it to include 
UNC faculty members in other 
departments and schools 
working on African and African 
Diaspora issues. 

Publishes the department’s 
annual newsletter 

- Complete the self-assessment 
report of the Department 
focusing on: 
a) Formation and evolution of 
the Department 
b) Current faculty" and their 
teaching and research projects. 
-Prepare a strategic plan for the 
department in consultation with 
the Chair and an outside expert 
(to be announced in the fall). 
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The strategic plan should at a 
minimum include: 

- Two new areas of teaching 
focusing on the new curriculum, 
and other faculty interests and 
priorities. 
- An analysis of how the 
department can help meet 
UNC’s priorities embedded in 
the University Academic Plan 
and other academic initiatives. 
Develop a hiring plan :for the 
next 4 years based on: 

a) The department’ s new 
curriculum. 
b) Two new areas of teaching, 
related to the new curriculum, 
other faculty interests and 
departmental priorities. 

University, Majors and Chair: Reginald Hildebrand -Work with the Chair on local 
Conm~unity Outreach 
Committee Members: Joseph Jordark 

Charlene Regester, Esther 
Lisanza, Donato Fhunsu, 
Robert Porter and Michael 
Lambert. 

public engagement projects. 
-Function as Department 
Ambassadors in institutional and 
community spaces and with our 
majors and minors. 

-Prepare a strategic plan 

Chairs Advisory Committee 

*Please note that in January 
2013, I will be asking the UNC 
faculty member who becomes 
"the Director of the IAAR to 
join this connnillee. 

Chair: Eunice Sahle 

Members:          Regi~kald 
Hildebrand, Bereket Selassie, 
Ke~meth Janken, Kia Caldwell, 
Tim McMillan, Perl?." Hall, 
Walter Rucker, Georges 
Nzongola-Ntalaja 

focusing on ways that the 
Department, the Sonja Haynes 
Stone Center for Black Culture 
and History, Institute of African 
American Research and the 
African Studies Center can work 
together in a more systematic 
manner. 

- Meets the first Wednesday of 
each month at 11.00am to set 
an agenda for the department’s 
monthly meeting. 
- Discuses - in Septe~nber, 
November, February and April - 
projects of the department’s 
conmaittees. 
- Brings to the attention of the 
Chair non-persom~el issues and 
developments that are relevant 
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Dunbar-Stone Annual Lecture, 
Faculty Retreat and 
Commencement Committee 

Chair: Tim McMillan 

Members: Clrarlene Regester, 
Barbara Anderson, Margaret 
Lee Regiuald Hildebrand and 
Eunice Sable 

to the teaching and intellectual 
mission of the department. 

- Organize a faculty retreat for 
October 2012. 

*The Chair will seek services of 
an outside expert who will assist 
in ensuring strategic thinking is 
a key modally7 of the retreat. 

-Select a speaker for the 2014 
Dunbar-Stone Annual Lecture. 
-Select a commencement 
Speaker for the 2013 
commencement ceremony and 
coordinate other elements of the 
commencement ceremony. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <ajmchale@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 29, 2013 4:23 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2573312 

Cliem Information 
travis t gore, Location : 109 battle hall cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 

Affiliation:, Departmem: african & african-amer studies 

Phone: (919) 966-5496 and Email: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Short Description: Select a Short Description 

Email Text : I can try to get to it tomorrow morning, but chances are, I won’t have time today or tomorrow. Wednesday is starting to 
fill up quickly but I will do my best to get to him early on Wednesday. I hope that is not too late. Take care ! 

James McHale, OASIS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Monday, August 5, 2013 3:50 PM 

Melissa Wood <wood@cs.unc.edu> 
Re: Classroom 00014 

Thanks Melissa, I will keep my fingers crossed! 

On Aug 5, 2013, at 1:28 PM, "Melissa Wood" <wood@cs.ur~c.edu> wrote: 

HI Travis, 

My group schedules the use of our rooms for outside use. I am in the process of confirming that all 
of our classes have been entered into the calendar and will be back in touch later today. 

cheers, 
Missy 

Forwarded message 
From: Gore, Travis <       emaiLur~c.edu> 
Date: Fri, Aug 2, 2013 at 4:10 PM 
Subject: Classroom 00014 
To: "Mingo, Latasha" <lmir~email.unc.edu> 

Hello Ms. Mingo 

My name is Travis Gore and I work in the Department of African, African American and 
Diaspora Studies. I was wondering if you would be able to help me out with one of your 
rooms and you may not be the one to ask but maybe you could lead me in the right direction. 
The situation is that we have a class this upcoming Fall that meets T/TR from 9:30am to 
10:45am for 60 students. I have checked with classroom scheduling and they said they didn’t 
have a general classroom big enough that was available during that time. So I started doing 
my own research and spent a couple hours searching for other rooms that weren’t controlled 
by the registrar. I had literally gone through almost all of them when I finally came across a 
room in your building that was big enough and looks like it doesn’t have anyone teaching at 
that time. The classroom was 00014. I was hoping it would be possible to use that room! I 
look forward to hearing back from you and thank you for your time. 

Best, 

Travis 



Jodie A Turnbul~ 
Student Services Manaser 
Depa~ment of Computer Science 
The University of’North Carolina at Chapd Hill 
150 Sitterson Hall, CB 3175 
Chapel Hill,, NC 27599.°3175 

Please Note NEW Phone and Fax Numbers 

Melissa Wood 
Director Research Support and Communications 
UNC Department of Computer Science 
235 Sitterson Halt, CB 3175 
Chapel Hilt, NC 27599 
{t)         {f) 919-590-6105 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Friday, August 9, 2013 11:54 AM 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu> 

Re: AAAD instructor 

Thanks Renee! ! 

On Aug 9, 2013, at 7:40 AM, "Sherman, Renee A" <renees@unc.edu> wrote: 

All fixed 

Renee Sherman 

Lead Schedi~ling Specialist 

ofj~ce of the University Registrar 

University of North Carolir~ <imageoolpng> 

(919)96"2-9849 

message me using M~crosof~ Lyric 
foundat shareware.unc.edu 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, August 09, 2013 1:32 AM 
To: Sherman, Renee A 
Subject: AAAD instructor 

Hey Renee! 

Kia Caldwell doesn’t have the AAAD designation on the instructor table and therefore it won’t let 

me add her name to the Spring 14 classes. She was on leave at the time I sent you the list of 

instructors last year. 

Thanks! 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <ajmchale@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 19, 2013 12:10 PM 

Williams, Ronald II <rcw@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2586412 

Client Information 
travis t gore, Location : 109 battle hall cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 

Affiliation:, Department: african & african-amer studies 

Phone: (919) 966-5496 and Email: stgore@email.unc.edu, rcw@email.unc.edu 
Short Description: Select a Short Description 

Email Text : Hey, Travis. Can you do me a favor in the future and put the onyen of the corresponding user into each ticket? It saves 
me a lot of time and currently there are three Ron Williams’ with the University. Thanks ! 

James McHale, OASIS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Friday, August 23, 2013 4:54 PM 

Paquin, Violet May <violetmp@email.unc.edu> 

Re: room change 

That is great! Thanks and have a good weekend! 

On Aug 23, 2013, at 4:31 PM, "Paquin, Violet May" <violetmp@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

The only room was Peabody 215. It has technology so I just placed SWAH 401.003 there 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 4:14 PM 
To: Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: RE: room change 

Oh oops sorry about that! Well, they would take any room in Peabody as long as it has MMC © 

From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 4:11 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: room change 

Hi Travis, 

It looks like there is an ANTH course in Peabody 216 at that time. Let me know if I can help find them a different 

room. 

Thank you, 

Violet Paquin 

Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar- UNC-CH 

SASB North Suite 3209 

Campus Box 1200 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

Phone: 919-962-6093 Fax:919-843-8709 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 4:08 PM 
To: Paquin, Violet May 
Subject: room change 

Hi Violet, 

Good talking to you earlier. I had one more question for you. Can we change the room for SWAH 401 003? The 

room the professor is requesting is Peabody 216. 

Thanks! 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <ajmchale@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 30, 2013 3:05 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2602593 

Cliem Information 
travis t gore, Location : 109 battle hall cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 

Affiliation:, Departmem: african & african-amer studies 

Phone: (919) 966-5496 and Email: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Short Description: Select a Short Description 

Email Text : Sure! How long do you need it to be? 

James McHale, OASIS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esbowles@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 4:47 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Upgrade your inbox. Help us improve our e-News! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

ACKLAND MUSEUM 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

At the Ackland Art Museum, we value our online community and are currently working to 
improve our EoNews emails. 

Your feedback will help shape future EoNews communications. Please take 5 minutes to 
complete this brief, 17oquestion survey and, in thanks, we will enter you in a drawing to 
win a special gift ($125 approx, retail value) from the Ackland Museum Store. 

We know you can’t always visit our galleries, but we hope the Ackland EoNews provides 
rich ways to stay informed and feel connected! 

Thank you, 

Emily Bowles 
Director of Communications 
Ackland Art Museum 

This email was sent to stgore@email,unc,edu by esbowles@email.unc.edu I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Tnstant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy, 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill I 101 S. Columbia Street I CB 3400 I Chapel Hill I NC I 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nicole Stewart <awilliams@granttrainingclasses.org> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 3:27 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Grant Workshop Opportunities at North Carolina 

Professional Grant Development Workshop 
Master the techniques of writing superior and winning proposals 

December 9-11, 2013 
8:3~) aom.- 4:3~) 

To be held at: 

North Carolina State University 
Raleigh, NC 

Sponsored by: The Grant Training Center 

This intensive three-day grant proposal workshop is geared for: 1) those who wish to 
strengthen their grant writing skills and 2) beginners who wish to acquire and master the 
techniques of preparing, writing and winning proposals from various funding agencies. The 
center of attention will be on how to effectively write proposals in times of keen competition 
and limited resources. Much has happened in new regulations and in approaches to grant 
writing, be it for the researcher in the sciences and social sciences, education and non-profit 
professionals. 
Participants Will Learn How to: 
1. Navigate the world of grant procurement 
2. Research and identify potential funding sources 
3. Address the guidelines of federal and foundation applications 
4. Focus foundation and corporate giving for the State of North Carolina 
5. Understand the new federal guidelines for writing winning grants 
6. Know the review process and how to address key points for reviewers 
7. Write winning grants that stand out against scores of competing submissions 
8. Develop focused and realistic budgets 
9. Demonstrate that one’s proposal merits excellence and innovation 
10. Package professional grant submissions 

Our ultimate goal is for each participant to walk away with a product specific to their 
interests that includes the grant design, abstract and budget. 
Thus, the opportunity to influence the future of your work and ideas is within your reach. 
Understanding this reality, institutions are willing to minimally invest in the training of their 
staff to make this happen. 



~Space is limited, and since this class fills-up quicMy, it is on a first-come, first-serve basis.~ 
Workshop Fee: $595.00 (including tuition, materials, certificate of completion, and 

continental breakfast) 
Rebate of $50.00 per person is given for two or more registrants from the same organization. 

To Enroll: 
Please visit our website, 

Or call us toll free at (866)-704-7268 or (571) 257-8864 

REGISTER NOW!! 

Can’t make it?? 
Join us for an online webinar! 

December 5, 2013 
"Fundamentals of Proposal Writing" Webir~ar 

2:00 - 4:00 pm (EST) 

You received this e-mail due to your institutional or organizational affiliation. If we sent this e-mail to you in error, and you 

wish not to receive any further e-mails from us, simply send us an email with the word Take Out as subject. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Uganda Village Proj ect - Internships <internships@ugandavillageproj ect.org> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 6:29 AM 

Public Health & International Development Internship in Uganda - Summer 2014 

Hello, 

My name is Anthony and I serve on the board of an international NGO, the Uganda Village Project, a 10-year-old 
organization which provides public health services to the residents of rural Iganga. 

I am emailing to let you know about our summer internship program and was hoping you can pass this along to your 
students. The internship has served to be a summer practicum for both graduate and undergraduate students in the past. 

I’m happy to answer any questions you or any interested students have. Thank you, and have a happy holiday! 

Anthony 

Anthony Bui 
Internships Coordinator 
Uganda Village Project 
interr~sh~      andavill      ect.org 
ww~a,~.ugar~davilla~iect, org 

** Accepting Applications for Public Health & International 
Development Internship in Uganda - Summer 2014 ** 

About Uganda Village Project 

The Uganda Village Project (UVP) is an international public health organization that works with people of Iganga to promote 
public health and sustainable development in the rural communities of Iganga, in southeast Uganda. 

Summer 2014 Internship Opportunity 

We are currently accepting applications for our Summer 2014 internship program. Interns spend 8-9 weeks living and 
working in a village in rural Iganga District, Uganda, gaining experience in public health, community education, and 
international development. Interns work in diverse teams composed of Ugandan and non-Ugandan team members. Interns 
will have the opportunity to participate in a variety of activities in several focus areas, including water, sanitation, HIV/AIDS, 
nutrition, malaria, and reproductive health. 

Learn more about our internship program here: ~:/As*~w.u~andavilla t-involved/summer-internshi~ 

Intern Qualifications 

We are looking for individuals who are passionate and have experience in public health, medicine, or international 
development. We give extra consideration to individuals who have prior experience working in developing and low-resource 
settings. Ideal applicants are those who have a strong interest in development and/or global health and are looking for a 
cross-cultural and entrepreneurial opportunity to work in a rural setting. All interns must be at least 18 years old. Historically, 
interns have come from all around the world as medical students, graduate students, undergraduate students, and 
professionals. 

Internship Program Dates 

Team Leaders: June 14, 2014 - August 12, 2014 (8.5 weeks) 

All Interns: June 16, 2014 - August 10, 2014 (8 weeks) 



Internship Fundraising Requirement 

Once accepted, all interns are required to fundraise $2,000 USD for UVP, in addition to a deposit of $500 USD. The deposit 
is refundable upon successful completion of the program. This sum includes a donation towards UVP’s 
programs in Uganda as well as pick-up and drop-off at Entebbe Airport, orientation costs, room and 
board, in-country transportation, food, and Uganda-based staffing costs. All interns are required to 
individually purchase airfare to and from Entebbe Airport in Uganda. 

Application Deadline 

The deadline for applications for the Summer 2014 internship is February 1, 2014 at 11:59PM PST. Application instructions 
can be found here: 

Questions? 

Email us at internships@&(~andavilla~iect.org 
Learn more about the internship: ~://~,w.uqandavi~age~roiect.or~et=involved/summer=intemships/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ann McLaughlin <info@ngoabroad.com> 

Saturday, January 25, 2014 1:17 AM 

Ann McLaughlin <info@ngoabroad.com> 

Opportunities for African Studies - please CIRCULATE & LINK 

Colleagues, 

Would you be so kind as to CIRCULATE the following announcement to your students, alumni 
and professors via Facebook, newsletter and/or listserv and create a LINK on your Resources page? 

RSVP. Thank you! 
Ann McLaughlin 
Director, NGOabroad 

Fascinating International Opportunities for African Studies - new additions included 

1. MICRO-FINANCE & SMALL ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT: Rwanda, Morocco & Tanzania 
Rwanda: Thriving MFI welcomes many skills: Finance, Business, IT. Must be college grad. 
Tanzania: emphasize saving $ before you can get micro-loan. Great for students! 
Morocco: both corporate and gmssroots micro-finance orgs require French. 
Unusual needs: Fashion merchandizing; eCommerce & Fair Trade. 

2. NEW CONSTITUTION - THE DEMISE OF THE AFRICAN DESPOT? Kenya 
Under Moi, human rights activists were jailed and tortured. 
Those same activists are the ones who have pushed for and gotten a new constitution 
which devolves power from Nairobi and the president to local government. 

This shift is absolutely earth shaking as it could mean the demise of the African despot. 

Never before have citizens had the opportunity to have such a voice in matters that effect their daily life. 
But this opportunity for citizens will be squandered unless average citizens understand 
the import of these changes. Come help with trainings all over Kenya about how this new Constitution empowers citizens. 

3. PEACE BUILDING, CONFLICT RESOLUTION & RECONCILIATION: Rwanda & Kenya 
Many people, when they think of Rwanda, think "genocide". People that are in the know think "miracle." 
Come work with an organization was devoted to the reconciliation between Hutu and Tntsi. 
"We realized that to hold onto the past pain and to hate the other, only hurt ourselves. 
We realized that we had to find a way to move on." This organization and throughout the nation, 
cooperatives were formed so that after crying and healing the wounds Tntsi and Hntu would work together. 
We have two reconciliation opportunities in Rwanda. Submit you application and we will see where you best fit. 
...Out of the ashes of the post - election violence of 2007, the Kenyan organization was born. 
Come help with Conflict Prevention and Peace Building trainings. 

4. REFUGEE RIGHTS: Morocco 
Morocco is a cross roads where sub-Saharan Africans try to push to get into Spain or Europe. 
Many do not make it into Europe and are stalled in Morocco. They encounter deportation, harassment and racism. 
Come help not only with this this global issue of the poor wanting entrance into the richer countries, 
but witness how Morocco is balancing the forces that led to the Arab Spring in neighboring countries 

5. WOMEN: Cameroon, Uganda, Rwanda & Morocco 
Legally and psychologically, women in these countries are considered the property of their husband. 
Women have no rights. All over the world this practice of subjugation is changing. 
Not only is this an opportunity for women, but men are requested to help with this attitude and political shift. 



We also have programs in girl child education; domestic violence; sexual abuse and "income generation". 

6. WATER & SANITATION: Kenya 
Stellar org that created toilets all over slums and then all over Nairobi & throughout Kenya, 
is looking for people that educate people about importance of clean water as they roll out Clean Water phase. 

7. RURAL DEVELOPMENT: Ghana, Uganda & Cameroon 
Cameroon: help villagers improve crop yields so they have some cash crop...so have $5 for a mosquito net. 
Ghana or Uganda: Show organic farming techniques &/or teach at agricultural college. 
Need a poultry farmer and a dairy farmer’s expertise in Uganda. 

8. YOUTH: Tanzania, Uganda & Ghana 
All over the world, where poverty prevails, kids and youth are the ones that suffer; 
it is the youth and kids that are pushed to make an income for the family. 
Tutor & inspire truant kids in Ghana or kids that suffered through Joseph Kony’s war in Uganda. We need you! 

9. HEALTH CAMPAIGNS: Uganda & Cameroon 
People ask me what they can do if they do not yet have their degree in Nursing or Medicine. Plenty ! 
You may not be able to help treat the disease; but it is more important to prevent the disease. 
Teach family planning(one ticket out of poverty is not having a large family); 
AIDS & malaria prevention - both are still devastating Africa; or basic public health and sanitation & hygiene. 

MORE CHALLENGING so well suited to people entering international development work: 

1. ENTREPRENEURIAL CREATIVITY: Makin’ somethin’ outa nothin’ 
The most important skill needed in international development is resourcefulness and creativity. 
Can you dream up an enterprise(s) that will sustain an African non-profit 

so they are freed from grant writing and courting donors? If so, we need you as will future employers! 

2. CONGOLESE REFUGEES: Designing programs 
Most international employers throw you in over your head. Here is a great place to get such practice ! 
Our Congolese director has a background in Public Health but is at the very front end of designing programs 
in income generation, education, water and sanitation, housing, rural livelihoods, and public health. 
This is a great place to see how well you can do with program and project management. 

3. GULU CHILDREN’S PROGRAM: Children of the sex slaves 
In Northern Uganda, Joseph Kony and the Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA) would kidnap kids to become child soldiers, 
and girls were forced to be sex slaves for LRA commanders. These girls bore the children who are now 7-14 years old. 
The mothers are asking for help with raising their children: with parenting skills; behavioral issues and discipline; 
and the psychological repercussions of rebuilding their lives now that the war has ended. 
Again, this would hone your ability to design and implement a program. 

4. MONITORING & EVALUATION 
Monitoring & Evaluation (M&E) is a valued skill so that an NGO can see if the project goals have been met. 
Come learn the application of this skill, out in the field in Africa. 

Both experienced professionals & students needed. 

Interested? 
Please read NGOabroad website 
~:i!~.ww.n~:,)abroad.co~/ 
and send answered Questionnaire and resume to: 
info@NGOabroad.com 

These are volunteer opportunities. 



Applications are accepted on a rolling basis. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

chiron@email.unc.edu 

Friday, October 4, 2002 1:46 PM 

URGENT: Your Special Bonus Leave 

To: All UNC Permanent Employees Who Earn Leave 
From: The Office of Human Resources 
RE:    Special Annual Bonus Leave 

The State Appropriations Bill that was signed by the Governor on September 30, 2002, included a one-time special annual bonus 
leave for State employees. Eligible permanent State employees, both SPA and EPA, who earn leave will be credited with this bonus 
leave of 10 days (80 hours) effective September 30, 2002. Eligible part-time employees will receive a pro-rated amount ofbonns 
leave. 

The receipt of this bonus leave depends upon an employee’s permanent status on September 30, 2002. In addition, employees 
starting or separating on September 30, 2002 are also eligible and will receive the bonus leave. Permanent employees who 
terminated prior to September 30, or permanent employees whose first day of work was after September 30, are not eligible for this 
bonus leave. Please note that because 9-month Faculty appointments do not earn leave, these employees will not receive the bonus 
leave. 

This is a one-time leave provision, and the Appropriations Bill does not provide for any additional bonus leave next year. However, 
employees will not "lose" any unused Bonus Leave at the end of the current year. Unused bonus leave will carryforward from year to 
year. Individual departments will establish procedures to track this new bonus leave for their employees. 

Detailed information on the new bonus leave provisions can be found on the homepage of the Office of Human Resources website at: 

~:/iwww~ais~ur~c~eduihri 

Direct web links to the bonus leave information are: 

SPA Bonus Leave: 
h~p :~qwww. ais amc.edtv’hr/admm~%o~msoleav eospa, hm~ 

EPA Bonus Leave: 
~:iiwww.ais.u~c.ed~ilrriadmir~onaso~eaveoepa.Nm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, January 25, 2005 4:31 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

article 

Feminist Thought.pdf 

Here it is. Sorry for the delay. They found some time to squeeze me in over 
at the Center for Teaching and Learning. 

Travis 



SECOND EDITION 

Feminist Introduction: 
The Diversity. of 

Thought Feminist Thinking 

A More 
Comprehensive 

Introduction 

Rosemarie Putnam Ton  _ 
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SINCE WRITING MY FIRST INTRODUCTION to feminist thought nearly a 

decade ago, I have become increasingly convinced that much of feminist 
thought resists categorization, especially categorization based on the "fa- 
thers’" labels. Believe me, it would be a tragedy if these labels persuaded 
readers that liberal feminism is only a variation on John Stuart Mill’s 
thoughts, Marxist-socialist feminism only an improvement on Karl 
Marx’s and Friedrich Engels’s writings, psychoanalytic feminism only an 
addendum to Sigmund Freud’s speculations, existentialist feminism only 
a further articulation of Jean-Paul Sartre’s ideas, postmodern feminism 
only a recapitulation of Jacques Lacan’s and Jacques Derrida’s musings. It 
would also be a misfortune if these labels detracted from the efforts of 
radical feminists or ecofeminists, for example, to do philosophy de novo 
without relying on any patriarch’s thought--a daunting, even perilous 
task, but one that has much to recommend it. 

Yet despite the very real problems that come with categorizing thinkers 
as "x" or "y" or "z," feminist thought is old enough to have a history com- 
plete with its.own set of labels: "liberal," "radical (libertarian or cultural)," 
"Marxist-socialist," "psychoanalytic," "existentialist," "postmodern," 
"multicultural and global," and "ecological." No doubt feminist thought 
will eventually shed these labels for others that better express its intellec- 
tual and political commitments to women. For now, however, feminist 

thought’s old labels remain useful. They signal to the broader public that 
feminism is not a monolithic ideology, that all femirtists do not think alike, 

and that, like all other time-honored modes of thinking, feminist thought 
has a past as well as a present and a future. Feminist thought’s old labels 
also serve as useful teaching tools. They help mark the range of different 

approaches, perspectives, and frameworks a variety of feminists have 
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used to shape both their explanations for women’s oppression and their 
proposed solutions for its elimination. 

Because so much of contemporary feminist theory defines itself in reac- 
tion against traditional liberal feminism, liberalism is the obvious place to 

begin a survey of feminist thought. This perspective received its classic 
formulation in Mary Wollstonecraft’s Vindication of the Rights of Woman,1 

-~÷ John Stuart Mill’s "Subjection of Women,"2 and the nineteenth-century 

woman’s suffrage movement. Its main thrust, an emphasis still felt in 
contemporary groups such as the National Organization for Women 
(NOW), is that female subordination is rooted in a set of customary and 
legal constraints blocking women’s entrance to and success in the so- 
called public world. Because society has the false belief that women are 
by nature less intellectually and physically capable than men, it excludes 
women from the academy, the forttm, and the marketplace. As a result of 
this policy of exclusion, the true potential of many women goes unful- 
filled. If it should happen that when women and men are given the same 
educational opportunities and civil rights, few women achieve eminence 
in the sciences, arts, and professions, then so be it. Gender justice, insist 
liberal feminists, requires us, first, to make the rules of the game fair and, 
second, to make certain none of the runners in the race for society’s goods 

and services is systematically disadvantaged; gender justice does not also 
_.__require us to give prizes to the losers as well as the winners. 

But is the liberal feminist program drastic and dramatic enough to com- 
pletely undo women’s oppression? Radical feminists think not. They dairn 
the patriarchal system is characterized by power, dominance, hierarchy, and 

competition. It cannot be reformed but only ripped out root and branch. It is 
not just a " ’ "" p triarchy s legal and political structures that must be overturned 
on the way to women’s liberation. Its social and cultural institutions (espe- 
dally the famil3~ the church, and the academy) must also be uprooted. 

-- When I wrote the first edition of this book, I was both impressed and 
overwhelmed by the diverse range of views within the radical feminist 
community. Although all radical feminists focus on sex, gender, and re- 
production as the locus for the development of feminist thought,3 some of 
them favor so-called androgyny, stress the pleasures of all kinds of sex 
(heterosexual, lesbian, or autoerotic), and view as unmitigated blessings 
for women not only the old reproduction-controlling technologies but J 
also the new reproduction-assisting technologies. In contrast, othe~ radii/ 
cal feminists reject androgyny; emphasize the dangers of sex, es~e_~iaffy 

heterosexual sex; and regard as harmful to women the new repr~/~i-uction- 
assisting technologies and, for the most part, the old reprod~fction-con- 
trolling technologies. Not until I read the works of Linda Alcoff, Ann Fer- 
guson, and Alice Echols4 more carefully did I realize there were at least 
two kinds of radical feminists, whom I have respectively labeled in this 
edition "radical-libertarian feminists" and "radical-cultural feminists." 
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With respect to gender-related issues, radical-libertarian feminists tend 

to reason that if, to their own detriment, men are permitted to exhibit 
masculine characteristics only and if, to their own detriment, women are 

required to exhibit feminine characteristics only, then the solution to this 

problem is to permit each and every person to be androgynous--to exhibit 

a full range of masculine and feminine qualities. Men should be permitted 
to explore their feminine dimensions and women their masculine ones. 
No human being should be forbidden the sense of wholeness that comes 
from combining his or her masculine and feminine dimensions. 

Disagreeing with radical-libertarian feminists that a turn to androgyny 

is a liberation strategy for women, radical-cultural feminists argue 
against this move in one of three ways. Some anti-androgynists maintain 
the problem is not femininity in and of itself but rather the low value pa- 
triarchy assigns to feminine qualities such as "gentleness, modesty, hu- 
mility, supportiveness, empathy, compassionateness, tenderness, nurtu- 
rance, intuitiveness, sensitivity, unselfishness," and the high value it 
assigns to masculine qualities such as "assertiveness, aggressiveness, 
hardiness, rationality or the ability to think logically, abstractly and ana- 
lytically, ability to control emotion."s They claim if society can learn to 
value the feminine as much as the masculine, women’s oppression will 
be a bad memory. Other anti-androgynists disagree, insisting femininity 
is the problem because it has been constructed by men for patriarchal 
purposes. In order to be liberated, women must give new gynocentric 
meanings to femininity. Femininity should no longer be understood as 
those traits that deviate from masculinity. On the contrary, femininity 

should be understood as a way of being that needs no reference point ex- 
ternal to it. Still other anti-androgynists, reverting to a "nature theory," 
argue that despite patriarchy’s imposition of a false, or unauthentic, femi- 
nine nature upon women, many women have nonetheless unearthed 
their true, or authentic, female nature. Full personal freedom for a woman 
consists, then, in her ability to renounce her false feminine self in favor of 
her true female self. 

As difficult as it is fully to reflect the range of radical feminist thought 
on gender, it is even more difficult to do so with respect to sexuality. Rad- 
ical-libertarian feminists argue that no specific kind of sexual experience 
should be prescribed as the best kind for a liberated woman.6 Each and 
every woman should be encouraged to experiment sexually with herself, 
other women, and men. As dangerous as heterosexuality is for a woman 
within a patriarchal society--as difficult as it can be for a woman to know 
when she truly wants to say yes to a man’s sexual advances, for exam- 
pie--she must feel free to follow the lead of her own desires. 

Radical-cultural feminists disagree. They stress that through pornogra- 
phy, prostitution, sexual harassment, rape, and woman battering,7 
through foot binding, suttee, purdah, clitoridectomy, witch burning, and 
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gynecology, S men have controlled women’s sexuality for ma~ pleasure. 
Thus, in order to be liberated, women must escape the co~i~es 6f hetero- 
sexuality and create an exclusively female sexuality though celibacy, au- 
toeroticism, or lesbianism? Alone or with other women, a woman can 
discover the true pleasure of sex. 

Radical feminist thought is as diverse on issues related to reproduction 
as it is on matters related to sexuality. Radical-libertarian feminists claim 

biological motherhood drains women physically and psychologically.S0 
Women should be free, they sa)~ to use the old reprodUction-controlling 

technologies and the new reproduction-assisting teclJnologies on their 
own terms--to prevent or terminate unw~anted pregnancies or, alterna- 
tively, to enabie them to have childr/efi when the3~ want them (pre- 

menopausally or postmenopausally)/l~ow they wantlthem (in their own 
womb or that of another woman)/and with whom Lhey want them ( a 
man, a woman, or alone). Some radical-libertarian feminists go farther 

than this, however. They look forward to the day when ectogenesis (ex- 
tracorporeal gestation in an artificial placenta) entirely replaces the nat- 
ural process of pregnancy. In contrast to radicaMibertarian feminists, rad- 
ical-cultural feminists claim biological motherhood is the ultimate source 
of woman’s power.U It is women who determine whether the human 
species continues--whether there is life or no life. Women must guard 
and celebrate this life-giving power, for without it men will have even 
less respect and use for women than they have now.12 

Somewhat unconvinced by the liberal and radical feminist agendas for 
women’s liberation, Marxist and socialist feminists claim it is impossible 
for anyone, especially women, to achieve true freedom in a class-based 
society, where the wealth produced by the powerless many ends up in the 
hands of the powerful few. With Friedrich Engels,~3 Marxist and socialist 
feminists insist women’s oppression originated in the introduction of pri- 
vate property, an institution that obliterated whatever equality of com- 
munity human~ had previously enjoyed. Private ownership of the means 
of production by relatively few persons, originally all male, inaugurated a 
class system whose contemporary manifestations are corporate capital- 
ism and imperialism. Reflection on this state of affairs suggests that capi- 
talism itself, not just the larger social rules that privilege men over 
women, is the cause of women’s oppression. If all women--rather than 
the "exceptional" ones alone~are ever to be liberated, the capitalist sys- 
tem must be replaced by a socialist system in which the means of produc- 
tion will belong to one and all. No longer economically dependent on 
men, women will be just as free as men are.. 

Socialist feminists agree with Marxist f~rnirdsts that capitalism is the 
source of women s op_p, ression, and with r~dical feminists that patriarchy 
is the source of women s oppression. As fl~ey see it, therefore, the way to 
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end women’s oppression is to kill the two-headed beast of capitalist patri- 
archy or patriarchal capitalism (take your pick). Following this outlook 

Juliet Mitchell claimed in Woman’s Estate that women’s condition is 
overdetermined by the structures of production (as Marxist feminists 
think), reproduction and sexuality (as radical fernirgsts believe), and the 
socialization of children (as liberal feminists argue).14 Woman’s status and 

function in all of these structures must change if she is to achieve any- 

thing approximating full liberation. 
Another powerful attempt to achieve a synthesis between Marxist and 

radical feminist thought has been made by Alison Jaggar. Conceding that 
all feminist perspectives recognize the conflicting demands made on 
women as wives, mothers, daughters, lovers, and workers,~s Jaggar in- 
sisted that socialist feminism is unique because of its concerted effort to in- 
terrelate the myriad forms of women’s oppression. Jaggar used the unify- 

ing concept of alienation to explain how, under capitalism, everything 
(work sex, play) and everyone (family, friend) that could be a source of 
woman’s integration as a person instead becomes a cause of her disintegra- 

tion. Like Mitchell, Jaggar insisted that there are only complex explanations 
for female subordination. Once again, the emphasis of socialist feminism is 
on unity and integration both in the sense of interrelating all aspects of 
women’s lives and in the sense of producing a unified feminist theory. 

To the degree that liberal, radical, and Marxist-socialist feminists focus 

on the macrocosm (patriarcl~y or capitalism) in their respective explana- 
tions of women’s oppression, psychoanalytic and gender feminists retreat 
to the microcosm of the individual, claiming the roots of women’s op- 
pression are embedded deep in her psyche. For psychoanalytic feminists, 
a focus on sexuality’s role in the oppression of women arises out of 
Freudian theory. Originally, in the so-called pre-Oedipal stage, all infants 

are symbiotically attached to their mothers, whom they perceive as om- 
nipotent. The mother-infant relationship is an ambivalent one, however, 
because the mother at times gives too much--her presence overwhelms-- 
and at other times gives too little~her absence disappoints. The pre- 
Oedipal stage ends with the so-called Oedipus complex, the process by 
which the boy gives up his first love object, his mother, in order to escape 
castration at the hands of the father. As a result of submitting his id (de- 

sires) to the superego (collective social conscience), the boy is fully inte- 
grated into culture. Together with his father, he will rule over nature and 

woman, both of whom supposedly contain a similarly irrational power. 

In contrast to the boy, the girl, who has no penis to lose, separates slowly 
from her first love object, her mother. As a result, the girl’s integration 
into culture is incomplete. She exists at the periphery of culture as the one 
who does not rule but is ruled, largely because, as Dorothy Di_nnerstein 

suggested, she fears her own power.~6 
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Because the Oedipus complex is the root of male rule, or patriarchy, 
some psychoanalytic feminists speculate it is nothing more than the prod- 
uct of men’s imagination--a psychic trap that everyone, especially 
women, should try to escape. Others object that unless we are prepared 
for reentry into a chaot~ state of nature, we must accept some version of 
the Oedipus complex/as the experience that integrates the individual into 

society. In accepting/some version of the Oedipus complex, Sherry Ortner 
noted, we need not accept the Freudian version, accOrdIng to which au- 
thority, autonomy, and universalism are labeled "m~le," whereas love, 

dependence, and particularism are labeled "female."17 These labels, 
meant to privilege that which is male over that which/is female, are not 
essential to the O,e_dipus complex. Rather, they are s~mply the conse- 
quences of a child s actual experience with men and x4omen. As Ortner 
saw it, dual parenting (as recommended also by Dorothy Dinnerstein and 
Nancy Chodorow) and dual participation in the workforce would change 
the gender valences of the Oedipus complex.18 Authority, autonomy, and 
universalism would no longer be the exclusive property of men; love, de- 
pendence, and particularism would no longer be the exclusive property 
of women. 

In the first edition of this book, I did not make a distinction I stress in 
this edition. There are, I believe, important differences between psycho- 
analytic feminists who focus on pre-Oedipal and Oedipal themes on the 
one hand and so-called gender feminists who focus on the virtues and 

values associated with femininity on the other hand. Although gender 
feminists as well as psychoanalytic feminists probe women’s psyches, 
gender feminists like Carol Gilligan and Nel Noddings also pursue the re- 
ationship between women s psychology and moralffy. They ask whether 

feminine caring or masculine justice is the true path to human goodness 

and whether the key to all human beings’ liberation is to embrace the val- 
ues and virtues traditionally associated with women. For Gilligan and 
Noddings, femininity is women’s blessing, not women’s burden. 

Looking in ’ to women s psyches more deeply than even the psychoana- 
lytic and gender feminists, Simone de Beauvoir provided an ontological- 
existential explanation for women’s oppression. In The Second Sex, one of 

the key theoretical texts of twentieth-century feminism,19 she argued that 
woman is oppressed by virtue of her otherness. Woman is the other be- 
cause she is not-man. Man is the free, self-determining being who defines 
the meaning of his existence; woman is the other, the object whose mean- 
ing is determined for her. If woman is to become a self, a subject, she 

must, lik~ man, transcend the definitions, labels, and essences limiting 
her existe ,h~ She must make herself be w._h, atever she wants to be. 

Postmoderh~eminists take de Beauvoir s understanding of otherness 
and turn it on its’he~d. Woman is still the other, but rather than interpret- 
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ing this condition as something to be rejected, postmodern feminists em- 
brace it. They claim woman’s otherness enables individual women to 
stand back and criticize the norms, values, and practices that the dornl- 

nant male culture (patriarchy) seeks to impose on everyone, particularly 
those who live on its periphery. Thus, otherness, for all of its associations 
with being excluded, shunned, rejected, unwanted, abandoned, and mar- 
g~inalized, has its advantages. It is a way of existing that allows for change 
and difference. Women are not unitary selves, essences to be defined and 

then ossified. On the contrar:6 women are free spirits. 
Multicultural and global feminists agree with postmodern feminists 

that the so-called self is fragmented, or at least divided. However, for 
multicultural and global feminists, the roots of this fragmentation are cul- 
tural and national rather than sexual and literary. Within the United 

States, for example, a Hispanic woman is likely to experience herself as a 
self within her own family and friendship circles but as the other outside 

of her home boundaries. Writing from the vantage point of an Argen- 
tinean woman who has lived in the United States for several years, 
philosopher Maria Lugones gave voice to what she means by "we" 
(namely, other Hispanic women) and "you" (namely, white/Anglo 
women). She wrote that although Hispanics have to participate in the An- 

glo world, Anglos do not have to participate in the Hispanic world. An 
Anglo woman can go to a Hispanic neighborhood for a church festival, 
for example, and if she finds the rituals and music overwhelming, she can 
simply get in her car, drive home, and forget the evening. There is no way, 
however, that a Hispanic woman can escape Anglo culture so easily, for 
the dominant culture sets the basic parameters for her survival as one of 
its minority members, 

Global feminists also have a schizophrenic sense of self. In their estima- 
tion, European and North American colonizers robbed the people of 
many developing nations not only of their land and resources but also of 
their self-identities. Prior to being overrun by white imperialists, for ex- 
ample, the peoples of Africa did not think of themselves first and fore- 
most as "black." On the contrary, they thought of themselves as linguisti- 
cally and culturally unique groups of people whose skin color, by no 
means identical throughout continental Africa, played only a small role in 
their self-definition. It was the colonizers who bestowed a "black" iden- 

tity on their subjects,, instructing them that to be black was "bad," 
whereas to be white was "good." 

To the extent that the peoples of Africa internalized the colonists’ view 
of them as uncivilized barbarians, to that same degree did this artificially 
constructed and systematically imposed "self-conception" do violence to 
their original, positive self-conceptions. To make matters worse, the 
longer the colonists remained in power, the more difficult it became for 
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their subjects not to aspire to "whiteness." Realizing that such an aspira- 
t-ion threatened their people’s souls, many indigenous African leaders ral- 
lied their kith and kin to rebel against white colonizers’ ideas and armies. 

But even when such rebellions were successful politically, they were not 
always successful culturally. Once a mind is "colonized," it is very diffi- 
cult to liberate it. 

Although most schools of feminist thought favor a relational view of 
the self, ecofeminists offer the broadest and also the most demanding 

conception of the self’s relationship to the other. According to ecofemi- 
nists, we are connected not only to each other but also to the nonhuman 

worid: animal and even vegetative. Unfortunately, we do not always ac- 
knowledge our responsibilities to each other, let alone to the nonhuman 
world. As a result, we deplete the world’s natural resources with our ma- 
chines, pollute the environment with our toxic fumes, and stockpile 
weapons of total destruction. In so doing, we delude ourselves that we 
are controlling nature and enhancing ourselves. In point of fact, said 
ecofeminist Ynestra King, nature is already rebelling, and each day the 
human self is impoverished as yet another forest is "detreed" and yet an- 

other animal species is extinguished.20 The only way not to destroy our- 
selves, insist ecofeminists, is to strengthen our relationships to each other 
and the nonhuman world. 

Clearly, it is a major challenge to contemporary feminism to reconcile 
the pressures for diversity and difference with those for integration and 
commonality. Fortunatel~ contemporary feminists do not shrink from this 
challenge. I am particularly encouraged and delightedby developments in 
multicultural, global, and ecofeminism. It seems we are on the verge of 

truly understanding the sources of women’s oppression, how sexism is 
and is not related to all the other isrns that plague human beings (racism, 

clais~sm, .~.ei,sm, ethn.ocentrism, ableism, heterosexism, and naturism). ave rr~ as much as possible to discuss the weaknesses as well as 
the strength~f each of the feminist perspectives presented here. In so do- 

ing, I have airr~ not so much at neutrality as I have at respect, since each 

~our~’~tt. a~ppr, oac ,~.as. made a rich and lasting contribution to feminist 
¯ ougn.t. Readers loOk~ng for one winning view at the end of this book, a 

champion left standing’after an intellectual free-for-all, will be disap- 
pointed. Although all of these perspectives cannot be equally correct, and 
my own views and preferences will show along the way, there is no need 
here for a definitive final say. There is always, and there will be here, 
room for growth, improvement, reconsideration, expansion--for all those 

intellectual processes that free us from the authoritarian trap of having to 
know it all. 

Even though throughout this book I aim to speak on behalf of women, 

in so doing I remain painfully aware that I do not speak for "woman," for 
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feminists, or for anybody besides myself. I speak out of a specific back- 

ground of experience, as do we all, and I have tried very hard to avoid ei- 
ther accepting or rejecting an analysis simply because it resonates or fails 
to resonate with my own ideas and experiences. Whether I have largely 
succeeded or mostly failed in this attempt is something I must leave up to 

my readers, however. 
Finally, although this introduction to feminist thought is more compre- 

hensive than my introduction of ten years ago, it is still partial, provi- 
sional, and suggestive in nature. Anyone steeped in feminist theory and 

practice will immediately recognize this fact. Limitations of time and 
space often forced me to sacrifice depth and/or breadth, and my own 
scholarly background and interests undoubtedly imposed other limita- 
tions. I hope that my shortcomings will spur others to do the job better 
someda~ But my overriding hope is that this book will prompt its readers 
to think themselves into the fullness of being feminism intends. 
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12:30-1:45 
Hickerson House 
108 Battle Lane 

Dr. Campanella will discuss his work on the history of a visionary new-town 
development in North Carolina conceived in the 1970s by black civil rights 
leader Floyd B. McKissick. Kin to a long tradition of Utopian planning in 
the West, Soul City was envisioned as an engine of African-American free 
enterprise and economic development, as well as a community unburdened by 
bigotry or racism. McKissick hoped that Soul City would give 
African-Americans a seat at the nation’s economic table, as well as help 
stem the "Great Migration" of rural blacks to the urban north (which he felt 
was anything but a Promised Land). Though the project failed in the end--a 
victim of economic recession, poor management and contant attacks by the 
press and Senator Jessie Helms--Soul City remains one of the boldest and 
most extraordinary social experiments in American history. 

For more information: 
Todd Owen 
Associate Director 
Center for Urban & Regional Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Hickerson House, CB# 3410 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3410 
(919) 962-3076 - phone 
(919) 962-2518 - fax 
h~p :i/c uvs. ~mc e du 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 27, 2006 10:21 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

test 

Smith Graduate Research.tif 

te st 



Smith Graduate Research Fund Grant, University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill, 1986,1980 

Minority, Presence Fellowship tbr Doctoral Study, University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill, 1982, 1983, 1986 

WORKS PUBLISHED 
Articles 

"Colonialist Inscriptions of Josephine Baker in Princess Tam Tam and the FBI 
Files," for Modernism on File: Modern Writers, Artists. and the FBI, 1920-1950 
eds. Claire Culleton and Karen Leick (Palgrave), ibrthcoming. 

"Oscar Micheaux," African American Biography ed. Aruna Vasudevan (London: 

Brown Reference Group, 2006, forthcoming). 

"Robert Abbott," Dictionary of Literary Biography: Black Writers of the Chicago 
Renaissance ed. Steven Tracy (Gale Research Inc., 2006, forthcoming - contract 
received). 

"Alternative Racial Gazes in American Silent Cinema: Visualizing Racial 
Politics in the films ofD.W. Griffith and Oscar Micheaux,"in American Visual 
Cultures, eds. David Holloway and John Beck (London & New York: Continuum 
International Publishers, 2005), 56-62. 

"The Return of the Repressed-Horror, Monstrosity, and Blackness: The Birth of a 
Nation as a Horror Film," in Black American Cinema Reconsidered: The 
Contemporary Scene eds. Manthia Diawara m~d Mia Mask (Near York: 
Routledge, 2005) based on Black Cinema Conference held at New" York 
University, November 2003, Department of Cinema & Africana Studies, New 
York (forthcoming). 

"The Cinematic Representation of Race in The Birth of a Nation: A Black Horror 

Film," in Thomas Dixon and the Making of Modern America, eds. Michele 
Gillespie and Randal Hall (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 
2005), forthcoming-contract received, based on the Thomas Dixon and The Birth 
of a New South Conference, April 11-12, 2003, Department of History, Wake 
Forest University, Winston-Salem, N.C. 

"The Year of 1934 in Cinema History" for Screen Decades: American 
Culture/American Cinema ed. Lester Friedman and Murray Pomerance (New 
Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 2005), forthcoming-contract received. 

"From the Buzzard’s Roost: Black Movie-going in Durham and Other North 
Carolina Cities during the Early Period of American Cinema," Film History vol. 
17, No. 1 (Fall 2005) 113-124. 

"Robert Abbott" in Dictionary of Literary_ Biography: Black Writers of the 
Chicago Renaissance ed. Steven Tracy (Detroit: Gale Research Co., 2005), 
forthcoming-contract received. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ashita < ashita@bluechipedu.com> 

Thursday, February 23, 2006 2:11 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Kind ATTN//Travis Gore 

Write up.doc 

23rd February ’2006 

Respected Travis Gore, 

We "BLUECHIP INTERNATIONAL" would like to introduce ourselves as educational consultants who 
specialize in assisting and helping all Indian as well as international students regardless of their 
country of origin or nationality to reach their dream of Quality education. 

Extending assistance to students for their education abroad and in India is our mission. BLUECHIP 
International aims to create awareness, market and promote international education to Students all-over. 

We strongly believe our mission / goals are similar thus our services will enable you to accomplish your goals. 
We are confident that you will value our proposition & to assist all those students who wish to study at 
University of North Carolina. 

We would appreciate your co-operation for the same as we feel that there is lack of awareness of such 
available educational options across the globe. 

We are exalted about theprospect of building an exdting andp~ssional relationship to enable us to assistpotential students~’om 
all 

To take this/u th< please/ el ’ e roger bac  to us forfu ther suggestions or cla   ations. 

Looking forward to a positive reply very soon] 

Thanks & Regards, 

Ashita (Ms.) 

BLUECHIP INTERNATIONAL 
Tel:- 91-22-22875216 

After Office Hrs # 

Fax # 91-22-22821016 

Email: ashita@bluechipedu.com 



BLUECHIP International is the one stop shop for all Indian as well as International 
students education needs. Its core activity lies in assisting students to make the right 
choice with regard to pursuing education in Indian as well as overseas educational 
institutions. We provide information regarding higher education in various countries such 

as UK, Australia, New Zealand, Canada, USA, France, India etc... 

BLUECHIP International is a company registered in Mumbai, India. Our mission is to 
provide a quality information service to international as well as Indian students who are 
interested in study across the globe. 

Our associate company in the UK, Student Overseas, also supports students while they 
are studying in the UK and helps students to find employment on completion of their 
studies. In addition the company shall very soon launch web-counseling service to 
students around the world to have easy access. 

BLUECHIP International is one of the few education consultancies to offer FREE 
services to students. We can do this as our funding is provided from the universities, 
colleges and schools in the USA, UK, Australia, Canada etc that have appointed us to 
represent them to students around the world. 

We currently represent UK, USA, Australia, Canada universities and a small number 
of London’s best private colleges. We wish to regularly help a humongous number of 
Indian as well as international students each year to continue their studies across the 
globe on a wide range of programmes from undergraduate to postgraduate to masters to 

PHD level. This means that we can offer students choice in terms of courses, institutions 
and geographical locations across the globe. 

Our message to all students- Don’t let any constraint be a hindrance on the path to your 
dreams, GO OUT, EXPLORE AND BEAT THE WORLD!" You have a partner to 
help you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Donna Iliescu <djbaham@uci.edu> 

Friday, May 5, 2006 6:24 PM 

levantinecenter@levantinecenter, org 

"Black Thought in the Age of Terror" May 19-20, UC Irvine 

Symposium flier 3.pub 

University of California, Irvine 
Program in African American Studies 

proudly presents 

"Black Thought in the Age of Terror" 
Symposium 

May 19th-May 20th, 2006 
Humanities Instructional Building (HIB) 135 

Co-Sponsored by the Humanities Center 

This symposium will feature topical and theoretical papers by leading and emergent scholars in the field of 
African American Studies regarding the transformations of political culture and state powers in and beyond the 
United States within the milieu of Homeland Security and the more immediate aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. 
The symposium will provide a venue for examining the particular challenges faced by black populations in this 
context and their linkages to broader currents of related global change. We are especially concerned to 
understand better how gender and sexuality and the movements of capital structure and mediate the lived 
experience of the black in this conjuncture. How have the dynamics of racialization changed since 9/11? In 
what ways have they remained almost entirely unaltered? For the deeply convoluted context in which these 
questions are recurrently posed, the task for black political thought has emerged as two-fold: 1) how best to 
work within and against the increasingly popular sentiment for coalition, particularly across communities of 
color, in ways that enhance capacities for progressive and radical social change, and 2) how best to clarify and 
reassert the singularity of black existence in order to prevent the obfuscation of its particular needs, demands, 
and desires. 



Friday, May 19th 

Opening Comments 9:30-10am 
Jared Sexton (African American Studies, UCI) 

Session I lOam-12pm 
David Marriott (History of Consciousness, UCSC) 

Cheryl Harris (UCLA School of Law) 

Session II 1-3pm 
Rich~ Richardson (English, UCD) 
Ronald Judy (English, University of Pittsburgh) 

Session III 3-4:30pm 
Akinyele Umoja (African American Studies, 
Georgia State) 

Saturday, May 20th 

Session IV lOam-12pm 
Joy Jam es (African A m erican Studies, Williams) 
Fred Moten (English, USC) 

Session V 1-3pm 

Denise Ferreira da Silva (Ethnic Studies, UCSD) 
Lindon Barrett (Comparative Literature, UCI) 

Session VI 3-4:30pm 



Matt Richardson (Women’s Studies, UCSB) 

Closing Comments 4:30-5pm 

Frank B. Wilderson III (African American Studies and Drama, 

This symposium is free and open to the public! 

For further information, please contact Donna Iliescu in the African American Studies Program Office, 
300A Krieger Hall, 949-824-2376, djbaham@uci.edu. 

Donna Iliescu 
Program Manager 
African American Studies 
University of California, Irvine 
300A Murray Krieger Hall 
Irvine, CA 92697-6850 

http :~-w.humanities.uci.edu/a~rni 
djbaham@uci.edu 
(949) 824-2376 
(949) 824-7006 FAX 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

A1 Baldy <AMBaldy@maupintravel.com> 

Friday, September 15, 2006 1:30 PM 

Kim Fehr <KKFehr@maupintravel.com> 

Maupin Travel Newsletter for UNC-CH-September 2006 

Maupin Travel Newsletter 9-06.pdf 

Greetings from Maupin Travel, A Preferred Agency for UNC-CH staff, faculty and administration .... 

The September edition of the Maupin Express Travel Newsletter is attached for your review. Please feel free to share this 
newsletter with your travelers, key staff and travel administrators. 

A recent national study of business travel trends confirms what we have long suspected, that business travel has reached 
new record highs. 87 percent of organizations surveyed indicated that they will increase or maintain similar travel volume 
to what they did in 2005. Even with increased emphasis on security, many companies overwhelmingly believe that face- 
to-face meetings are a crucial part of doing business. 

Turmoil in the travel industry and changes in the corporate environment have transformed business travel and increased 
emphasis on financial controls and accountability. At the same time, the strong economy in the U.S. is fueling a 
significant resurgence in travel spending as companies travel to meet with new customers and grow their businesses. 
With this resurgence comes the need for companies to pay greater attention to travel expenses and make efforts to curtail 
them. And that is where we come in, as your partner in travel management. 

For those of you who have had the opportunity to do business with us, we thank you. And for those departments who are 
looking to achieve significant savings, quality and proactive service and superior technology, we’d invite you to give us a 
call. Our UNC-CH team of agents is located in Meadowmont Village, across from the Friday Center. They can be 
reached at (919) 967-8888 or by email as follows: 

Kim Fehr-(Manager) 23 years experience kkfehr~maupintravel.com 
Wendy Ford 13 years experience wsford@maupintravel.com 
Lisa Merritt 25 years experience Ihmerritt~maupintravel.com 

Mayra Wagner 41 years experience mhwagner@maupintravel.com 
Terri Taylor-5 years experience tltaylor~,maupintravel.com 

We have enjoyed our three year partnership with UNC-CH and look forward to building on our record of 28 years of 
quality service to Triangle travelers. 

Best regards, 

AI Baldy, C TA 
Executive Vice President 
Maupin Travel Inc. 
2501 Blue Ridge Road, Suite 420 
Raleigh, NC 27607 
(919) 863-4471 direct 
(919) 861-8340 fax 
amb aldy@ma upintra vel. com 

Visit our website at wwvv.maupintraveLcom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

A1 Jeter <j eter@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, September 30, 2006 11:06 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Re: moving cabinets 

Travis Gore wrote: 
> Hi Mr. Jeter, 
> 
> My surplus property receipt is 143208. I know you have only one person 
> that moves things for you. He is a hard worker and he has done a great 
>job for us in the past. The work order I recently sent in contains 
> over 40 cabinets. Some of them are very big and heavy. I really think 
> that he must have some help on this one. I cant see how only one man 
> could take care of this. I just wanted to give you the heads up. 
> Thanks, 
> 
> Travis Gore 
Travis: 

Thank you for the heads up on surplus property receipt number 143208. We 
realized it was a little much for one person also. The request has been 
sent to university movers for processing. If you need any additional 
information on this request please call Nancy Burton 962-6586. 

Have a good day. 

A1 



CUAB! 
Carolina Union Activities Board ¯ Student Union, Room 3109 . Chapel Hill, NC 27514 . 919.962.1157 ¯ http://www.unc.edu/cuab 

Contact: Or: 

Creative Outlets/Inside Issues Committees 
Carolina Union Activities Board 
919.962.1157 

~email.unc.edu 

Public Relations Committee Chair 
Carolina Union Activities Board 

919.962.1157 
@email.unc.edu 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

"Klan-Destine Relationships" Author Speaks 

CHAPEL HILL, NC I ~ - Carolina Union Activities Board will sponsor a lecture 

by Daryl Davis on Thursday, at 7 p.m. in the Union Auditorium. He will give a 

lecture on his experiences with the Ku Klux Klan and his opinions on race relations in America. 

Davis, an African American, is race relations expert and author of Klan-Destine 

Relationships. While conducting his research, he came into close contact and met with KKK 

members and leaders. He will give a lecture on his experiences with the KKK and his opinions 

on race relations in America. 

After the lecture there will be a question and answer session. 

The Carolina Union Activities Board, a student programming organization, receives 

funding from one-third of the student activities fee at tYNC-CH. CUAB strives to provide social, 

cultural, educational and entertaining events for the Carolina community. Sixteen programming, 

graphic design and public relations committees collaborate to create exciting and innovative 

programs on campus at little or no cost to students. CUAB’s staff consists primarily of student 

volunteers who gain valuable group and leadership experiences while providing the campus with 

outstanding programming. 

### 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Derek Neverosky <dnevero@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, January 2, 2007 3:03 PM 
stgore@email.unc.edu 
website 

1S~p:i/reg>,eb.uuc.ed~dclassrooms/079 course dist form.is 

Derek A. Nevemsky 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 
University of NC at Claapel Hill 
04 Hanes Hall, CB 2100 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

(919)962-6093 - (919)843-8709 fax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

bereket selassie <bselassi@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 6, 2007 5:31 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

My Afri 101 

AFRI 102. doc 

Dear Travis, 
The mysterious disappearance of my Afr 101 Course from the computer 
caused me to write it all over again. Here it is; please put it on the 
"Blackboard." 
many thanks. 
BHS 

Bereket Habte SELASSIE 
William E. Leuchtenburg Professor of African Studies and 
Professor of Law 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-3538 



AFRI 101: INTRODUCTION TO AFRICAN CIVILIZATION 
SPRING 2007 

Instructor: Professor Bereket H. Selassie 
Office: 209 Battle Hall 
Office Hours Tues. and Thurs. 11-12 

READING MATERIAL 
1, Main Text: April A. Gordon and Donald L. Gordon, Understanding Contemporary 
Africa, 4th Edition. This is required reading. 

2. Chinua Achebe, Things Fall Apart 

Additional readings will be assigned from time to time, as appropriate. 

COURSE REQUIREMENTS AND GRADING 
Map Quiz 15 points 
Report of Things Fall Apart 5 points 

Mid-Semester Exam 35 points 
Final Exam 45 points 

NB Grade Equivalent: 
A = 96-100; A- = 91-95 

B+ = 87-90; B = 81-86; 
C+ = 70-76 C = 63-69; 

B- = 77-80 
C- = 59-62 

(15% of final grade) 
(5% of final grade) 
(35% of final grade) 
(45 of final grade) 

D =below 59 (I do not believe in F 

COURSE SUMMARY 
As an introduction to African Civilization, this Course offers general discussion on the 
essential ingredients of the African world--its history, geography, culture, government 
and society. Any attempt at wide coverage necessarily sacrifices depth of treatment, and 
vice versa. Accordingly, only those aspects that are representative of the countries and 
their governments have been selected for special focus as bases of discussion, or for 
reading assignments. Videos or films by African scholars and/or filmmakers will also be 

shown, as indicated in the timetable below. 

SCHEDULE & READING GUIDELINES 
Sessions: 

1. Roll Call and Overview 
2. "Triple Heritage" Video/Film show 
3. Historical Context. Read Text, pages 1-6; and 23-53 

4. Geographic Overview. Read Text, pages 7-22 
5. Impact of Colonial Rule. Read Text, pages 60-64 

6. "Hopes on the Horizon." Video/Film show 
7. African Reaction to Colonial Rule. Read Things Fall Apart 

8. Independence and the Politics of Nation-building. Read Text, pages 64-76 
9. Economic Dimension of Independence. Read Text, pages 109-150 



10. African International Relations I: Decolonization, Pan-Africanism and Economic 
Dependence. Read Text, pages 155-173 

Map Quiz: February 15 

11. African International Relations II: The Role of Foreign Powers in African Affairs. 
Read Text, pages 173-189 

12. Religion in Africa. Read Text, pages 317-347 [Note Map 11.1 on page 345] 

13. Law and Society 
14. Third Video/Film show 
15. African Literature--Discussion on Things Fall Apart 
16. Current Crisis Areas of Africa 
17. Globalization and Regional Problems 

Spring Break: March 91-19 

Mid -Semester Exam: March 20 

18 
19 
2O 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 

Nigeria and South Africa Compared [Reading to be assigned] 
Ethiopia and Liberia Compared [Reading to be assigned] 
African Environmental Problems. Read chapter 8 of Text 
Conflict and the Challenge of Democracy and Development 
First and Second Report on the Environment 
Third and Fourth Report on the Environment 

Review of Recurrent Themes--Overview 
Review of Recurrent Themes--General/Historical 
Review of Recurrent Themes--Social Economic 
Review of Recurrent Themes--Political/Strategic. Conclusion 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Marie Dionne <mtdionne@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, March 2, 2007 1:37 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Log sheets for course section changes 

logbook page for Departments.xls 

Hey Travis, 

If you have any questions on how to fill this out, please give myself or 
Derek a call and we’ll help you. You can either send this back to me via 
email or fax it to our office at 843-8709. 

These sheets really are the best way to have course changes made to 
insure accuracy. 

Thanks 
Marie 

Marie Dionne 
Scheduling Specialist 
Office of the University Registrar 
University of NC at Chapel Hill 
04H Hanes Hall, CB# 2100 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
(919)962-6093 * (919)843-8709 fax 
mtdionne@email.unc.edu 



Select 
Term: Fall Spring 1st SS 2nd SS Date: 

Submitted by: 

Departmental Section Chan§~ ..~Huest Fo.... 
A=Add CH=Change D=Delete X= 

Cancel 

ACTION Subject Course Section Days Start Time Stop Time Bldg Room 

Z 

X 

Scheduling Office Use Only 

Initial When Completed in: 

2. 
1.    i Available i 3. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@hotmail.com> 

Wednesday, March 7, 2007 7:04 PM 

stgore@email.unc, edu 

FW: 2007 NCAA March Madness On Demand VIP Passes Are Running Out! 

>From: "NCAAsports.com" <NCAAsports@sportsline.cbs-communications.com> 
>To:         @hotmail.com 
>Subject: 2007 NCAA March Madness On Demand - VIP Passes Are Running Out! 

>Date: Wed, 28 Feb 2007 15:28:54 -0500 (lEST) 
> 

>NCAAsports.com - NCAA® MARCH MADNESS® ON DEMAND 

>NCAA MARCH MADNESS ON DEMAND IS BACK FOR 2007! SIGN LIP NOW. 

>NCAA March Madness on Demand registration is filling up fast 
>and VIP passes are running out. Quantities are limited, so 
>sign up now to get free VIP access! 
> 

>SIGN LIP NOW BEFORE VIP PASSES RUN OUT: 
> ortsline.cbs-co~r~nunications corrL!cg~-bin4/DM!~./m41DOL~r~0~i~0t~ 5o50FD 
> 

>Once again, you will be able to watch live game broadcasts 
>of CB S Sports television coverage of the NCAA Championship 
>on your computer for free! 
> 

>View up to 56 games* from the first three rounds of the 
>Championship streaming live on your broadband-connected 
>computer. 
> 

>And of course... NCAA March Madness on Demand is 100% FREE! 
> 

>Don’t get stuck in General Admission lines this year. 
>Sign up now to get your free VIP pass! 
> 

>SIGN LIP NOW: 
>~ort sline, cbs -comm~mications. com!cgi-bin4/] )M~/m4 ! D0I 0E 5 o 50FD 

>*Local blackout rules will limit availability to 37 games 
>for most people. This product will not include the Opening 
>Round game on March 13, 2007. 
> 

>You are receiving this e-mail because you registered for 
>March Madness on Demand on the NCAAsports.com website. 
>NCAAsports.com takes your privacy seriously. To learn more 
>about how NCAAsports.com uses personal information, please 
>read our Privacy Policy here: 
>~o;/isportsline cbs-commc~nications corrL!c~-bin4/DM/~.’/m41DOL~0Rdi0E 5o60FE 
> 

>CB S Interactive Inc. 
>2200 West Cypress Creek Road, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309 
> 

>Unsubscribe: 
>http;//sportsline.cbs~cormr~unications.corrffc~_-bin4/])M~/m41DOL~0Rd[0E5o?0FF&email: 

Rates near 39yr lows! $430K Loan for $1,399/mo - Paying Too Much? Calculate 
new payment 
~://,~:,,’w~1owerm~bills.com/lre/ir~dex:~?sourceid-lmb-9~32~ 18226&moid-7581 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

kabiri@email.unc.edu 

Wednesday, April 11, 2007 3:12 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

kabiri@email.unc.edu 

From kabiri 

Conf 2007 draft b.doc; Conf 2007 notes.doc 

Hi Travis, 
THanks for doing this, I appreciate 
best, 
kabiri 



Is Globalization Good for Biodiversity Conservation? 
Environmental critics of globalization and local processes in Africa 

While scholars and activists focus on globalization, its meaning and what it portends is different 
to different people (Gibson (2004), Roe and van Eeten (2004), Kellner, 2002, Lipschutz, 2003). 
Nevertheless, among those discussing globalization and environment, there is a popular opinion 
that globalization has to do with the process of trade liberalization, flow of communication, and 
the growth of global capital (Roe and van Eeten (2004), Starr, 2000), Kellner (2002), Gallagher, 
2004, Lipschutz, 2003). But just as there is different of opinion on what it is, there is also 
divergent of opinion on what globalization implies or portends (and more so with respect to the 
environment). As Lipschutz (2003) observes, for some, it is a force of progress (triumph of free 
market, democracy) while to others, it is another attempt at domination of less developed 
countries, with the concomitant implications of it being a beneficial or harmful phenomena. 
Among the victims of the latter is natural species and environment (Lipschutz, 2003: 286). This 
study is interested in this aspect of the debate. 

In the same way that one would like to think of the causal relationship between 
globalization and democracy, and particularly in terms of thinking about the conditions under 
which increased trade and capital flows lead to improvements in democracy (Rudra, 2005), so 
should be the case with a discussion on the relationship between globalization and the 
environment. Among the issues of concern here has been the question of whether economic 
growth helps the environment (Hornborg (2006: 34). The response to this question among 
environmental actors is varied. While there are those who hold that economic growth is good for 
sustainability, there is a counter argument that argues that there is a limit-to-growth (Mayer 
(1998). As Lipschutz (2003) has argued this later proposition has to do with the dynamics of 
capitalist production. For Lipschutz (2003), the links between globalization and environmental 
degradation are sufficiently compelling as to suggest they are causally related; environmental 
degradation is a factor of how production and consumption are organized under capitalism and 
the ways in which they (do not) account for the damage being caused. Consumption generates 
waste (but does it have to?) and waste hurts environment.1 The answer would be to cost 
environmental damage in the price of the product. But if the price becomes too high, 
consumption will go down, and if there is no buying, then production and profit might collapse 
and accumulation will stop. There is then a dilemma here (but is it insurmountable?). 

In light of this argument, the contention that wealth helps environment becomes problematic. 
Hornborg (2006), for example, posits that those claiming that well offpeople are more 
environmentally conscious than the poor either disregard the export of pollution or take it to be 
ok. Hornborg poses the question thus: 

"Does growth simply dissolve environmental problems as such (and not just locally), or does 
it shift them to poorer areas? 
"Growth and technological development in some parts of the world system are thus 
organically linked to underdevelopment and environmental deterioration in others" 
(Hornborg, 2006: 34)2 

1 In light of Lipschutz (2003: 127-8), therefore, one can’t argue that creating wealth through eco-tourism will be 

good for environment; seem saying will create more stress on resources. 
2 But it can, however, be argued in the reverse with respect to eco-tourism, as opposed to export of pollution, pace, 

Roberts and Thanos (2003). 



Thus, Hornborg (2006) follows Lipschutz (2003) in viewing Free trade as having made it easy 
export environmental bads. Having cast aspersion to the possibility of organizing capitalism in 
ways that are environmentally friendly, in which case globalization might play a role in 
"ecological modernization"( pace Roberts, Start, etc.), the question then becomes the real 
question, as Wallerstein (2006) has posited ceases being ecological one but rather political. 
Wallerstein puts the question starkly thus: Is sustainable development possible within the 
framework of a capitalist system?" (Wallerstein, 2006: ) There are critics and optimists to this 
question, whose ideas are expressed in terms of what we began with: viability or otherwise of 
globalization. 

Critics: 
1. Not useful, is detrimental 

Gibson (2004) Africa has gained little from contemporary globalization. 
Globalization has produced "...nothing but poverty and degradation for the majority of the 
world’s people." Igoe (2004) Conflict between Maasai herders and conservationists; victimized 
by Society for the Protection of the Fauna of the Empire and other environmental imperialists. 

Following this thinking, others argue that many environmental ills are attributed to globalization 
(Lipschutz, 2003; Gallagher (2004) argues that increasing trade between countries with 
diverging degrees of environmental regulation and enforcement has been singled out as 
particularly worrisome. Colin (2003) Globalization is occurring increasingly at the expense of 
social, environmental and labor improvements, and is causing rising inequality for most of the 
world. Globalization can be defined "more bluntly" as the erosion of wages, social living 
standards and environmental regulation for the sake of international trade (cf. Gibson, 2004). 
aorgenson, Andrew and Kick (2006) Capitalist dev. faces crises related to key dilemmas 
including env. impact and widespread ecological destruction. Unbriddled accummulation and 
consumption are intimately linked to the prospects for unchecked environmental degradation. 
"More concretely, global dependency on the essentially unlimited extraction of natural resources 
and intensification of pollution due to world-wide commodity production and consumption pose 
ecological threats of heretofore unimaginable magnitude" (yet opportunties???) 
Clapp (2005) The Global South have seen the bulk of the negative environmental impacts of 
TNCs in recent decades (this has always been the case, not a phenomenon ofglobalization as 
currently discussed). 

Swenarchuk (2003) Similarly, examples abound for cases under GATT and 
WTO of free trade trampling environmental issues. In 2001, however, French won under 
GATT XX against Canada on asbestos. 

2. Pollution Haven Hypothesis. 
Mayer (1998) Third World countries wooing investors on argument that they provide 

investors with less stringent environmental regulation standards. 
Hansen (2002) Actual or potential side effects of FDI related to suspicion that TNCs 

pursue irresponsible environmental practices along lines ofPHH (cf. invitation to invest on 
grounds of less strict environmental control; race to the bottom--within context of debate as to 
whether developing countries should (de)link economic development and environmental 

deterioration). 



Arguments against Pollution Haven Hypthosis 
Chudnovsky and Lopez (2002) Pessimistic predictions of environmental double 

standards and wholesale industrial flight of polluting industries have not materialized, 
Roberts and Thanos (2003) argue against PHH in firms relocating to Mexico; rather, its 

cheap labor. Some companies concede that lax environmental regulation is an incentive to 
relocate. Dispute the EK Curves (cf. Clapp) 
Kentor, Jeffrey and Grimes (2006) tends to support PHH; claims that ability to manipulate state 
policy may encourage TNCs to relocate their highly polluting ventures to these weaker states. 

The ghost of Kuznet curves is as wrong when applied to environmental pollution as it 
was when applied to economic inequality. 

3. a) Targeted for resistance 
-- Can’t hope to get anything good; no development without environmental sacrifice 

Gabriela (2003) However, as this case (W. Africa) shows, in practice development 
cannot occur without environmental sacrifice. 

These big business firms serve as the "agents" ofglobalization and should be considered 
the primary targets of popular resistance. Starr’s treats favorably resistance groups which 
explicitly treat corporations as "the enemy," as opposed to those groups that are less militant in 
their anti-corporate rhetoric. 
The most important challenge, from a third mode perspective, is to wrest power away from large, 
impersonal and bureaucratic institutions and relocate decision-making at the level of local 
communities, which operate on a human (and humane) scale of social organization. 

"Fair trade" campaigns are denounced for sustaining Southern dependence upon the 
North while encouraging consumerist habits among the wealthy. Environmental groups that 
negotiate with corporations in the interest of moving the latter toward greener production 
processes, technologies and products are denounced for collaborating with the enemy and 
legitimating corporate power. The movement for sustainable development is guilty of buying 
into the concept of "development" and ignoring the fatal contradiction between the latter and any 
meaningful concepts of ecological or cultural sustainability. 

Roe and van Eeten (2004) Opposition to globalization by environmentalists tends to fall 
into two camps: a so-called "green" counternarrative and an "ecological" one. The green 
counternarrative assumes that we have already witnessed sufficient harm done to the 
environment due to globalization and thus prescribes taking action now to oppose further 
globalizing forces. It is confident in its knowledge about the causes of environmental degradation 
as they relate to globalization and certain in its wholesale opposition to globalization. 

Colin (2003) -- political activists from trade unions to development NGOs are engaged 
in a futile attempt to tame globalization (cf. Starr; yet case studies show to the contrary). 

3. b) Focus on relocalization 

(Colin 2003:2). localization reverses the trends of globalization by privileging the local. 
Policies bringing localization are those that increase the control of the economy by the locals. 



This should result in "... increase in community cohesion, ...reduction in poverty and inequality 
and an improvement in livelihoods, social infrastructure and environmental protection..." (Colin 

2003:2). 
4. Compromise state capacity vs. against 

Young (2005) argues that while the fear that the WTO may compromise state capacity to enforce 
environmental and health standards are not totally unfounded, they are exaggerated. A central 
reason for this exaggeration is that environmental and consumer critics discount the 
"gatekeeping" role of governments afforded by those side Agreements like TBT and SPS that 
seek to strike a balance between permitting protection of consumers and the environment while 
prosecuting disguised protectionism. 

Thus activists’ attacks on the WTO risk contributing to the "regulatory chill" that they 
claim the WTO causes (in case ofbiodiversity conservation, the expulsion of investors would 
thereby expose acres left under wildlife for other productive activities, most of them inimical to 

wildlife conservation). 
Just as Young (2005) has argued that by exaggerating the extent to which the WTO 

constrains national regulatory autonomy, environmental and consumer activists risk contributing 

to the regulatory chill that they claim the WTO causes, so can it be said that by opposing 
globalization or flow of capital carte blanche (ala Start, Gibson, 2004), activists may harm the 
same more than helping it. Similarly, in line with Young (2005) it can be averred that rather 
than demonizing the WTO, environmental critics of globalization should concentrate on winning 
the debate for regulation at home. 
Weiss (1998) Era of globalization, assumed state receding in face of TNCs corporations. Such 
powerless states are unable to influence the economic welfare of their citizens (--they abandon 

them to TNCs?). 
p. 13 Disputes thesis; globalization could even make state more salient. 
(i.e. Que. Is transnational capital displacing national political and economic power networks? 

-- 189. In some instances, globalization is being advanced through the nation-state, and hence 
depends on the latter for its meaning and existence (indigenous groups vs. MNCs; 
demonstrations against WTOs, WESs; Tiomins of the world; 
207ff state facilitated internationalization e.g. Japan and Singapore helping their MNCs to get 
footing offshore; thus states not just passive victims of MNCs: work in tandem, albeit for Africa, 
their role is unlike that of their western counterparts in favor foreigners). 
- 190. That anti-globalists tend to exaggerate (see, eg. Falk, 2003:191) state powers in the past 
in order to claim feebleness in the present (that some of these powers were powers state never 
had; in Africa, que. can be posed in reverse: state true losing power, but what power (coercion) 
did it have and is this the power it would rather have? What, for example, was its record in 
environmental conservation then vis a vis the fortunes of environmental protection via new 
fissures imposed by globalization??--deforestation, poaching and yet, given paucity or weakness 

of civil society, state had a freehand to do as it deemed fit-not any longer; it has been halted from 
excision of forests by an embolded conservation constituency, globally networked; while 
incentives for poaching can be undermined through, for example, CITES--thus the carnage of 
the African elephant in the 1970s and early 1980s could not have happened; MOREOVER, 
whatever power states in Africa lost was not power hitherto used for the defense of the people 
and environment against TNCs; it was the power for the ruling elite to extract rent from TNCs 
beyond what TNCs were willing to pay them as commission-agents ; Before globalization-- 
currently understood, both the people and environment in Africa were losers). 



Swenarchuk (2003) 1997 Ethyl Corporation (U. S) against Canada under NAFTA’ s 
article 11 where Canada lost and paid $13 million for ban on Ethyl’s gasoline additive MMT on 
grounds that it was a dangerous nerve toxin. Under article 11, case tried in secret. Case taken as 
evidence of how environmental standards can be sabotaged by free trade. 

Falk (2003) State hijacked to serve interests of capital and has lost much of its autonomy 

(Africa??). 
Neumayer (2004) argues that the WTO’s past environmental record is much better than critics 
would have it. Its jurisprudence has become increasingly environmentally friendly. 

At the same time, the WTO has done little to actually promote environmental protection 
and the treatment of the precautionary principle in WTO rules is highly unsatisfactory. 
Unfortunately, this is unlikely to change in the future. The reason for this is that there is not 
enough support among member countries, particularly those from the developing world, to 
render the multilateral trade regime more environmentally friendly-- suspect that the greening of 
WTO rules is old protectionism in new environmental clisguise. 
existing negative impact of the WTO on environmental protection is hugely over-rated. 
-- The WTO has done much less to hinder or damage environmental protection policies than its 
critics believe. 3) WTO rules have not deterred Multilateral Environmental Agreements (but has 
penalized states exercising their domestic environmental regulatory standards??) 
This is despite the fact that some provisions in, for example, the Montreal Protocol, the 
Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species, the Basel and Rotterdam 
Conventions, the Agreement on Persistent Organic Pollutants and the Cartagena Protocol on Bio- 
safety might well conflict with WTO rules. 

5. Reject corporate voluntary regulation 
Clapp (2005) disappointment with the results of private voluntary initiatives among global 
firms. Another literature has looked at the influence of business actors in global environmental 
governance, especially the role that transnational corporations play in influencing global treaties 
and their impact on governments, including those in the Global South. 

They also have enacted voluntary environmental and social codes of conduct, organized 
primarily through industry, such as ISO 14000. 

Chudnovsky and Lopez (2002)neither is evidence strong to support the now taunted 
faith in TNCs’ as vehicles of technological modernization and greening of developing countries 

(variant can be seen in eco-tourism, however). 
Roberts and Thanos (2003) Also argue against the self-regulation of firms operating in 

developing countries contrary to World Bank claims (i.e. question of greening South). 
Former President of Mexico, Carlos Salinas on T.V. said Mexico would have to pollute itself 
first to deal with its developmental needs and deal with environmental concerns later (West 
Africa, Weissman, 2003, Neumayer, 2004 on preferences of developing countries against 
environmentalism--thereby absolving WTO-globalization?, Mason (2005) Environmental 
reforms in WTO likely to be seen by developing country members as a front for green 
protectionism (i.e. against environmental standards--therefore to them, WTO a relieve from 
MEA), their fear being that environmental protectionism would lead to exclusion of their goods 

from lucrative overseas markets). 
Prakash and (Potoski) 2006) (ISO= International Organization for Standardization; 

NGO for trade standards; While national govts under WTO may not impose trade regulations, 
firms themselves can impose standards) 



article makes theoretical contributions to debates about the race to the bottom and trade 
versus environment tensions. ISO 14001 induces firms to take considerable progressive 
environmental action that translates into pollution reduction and better compliance with 
government regulations. The political implication then is that instead of opposing free trade 
across the board, environmental groups might leverage it to serve their goals [i.e. combination of 
corporate voluntary regulations and environmentalists’ oversights??]. 

-- Given that the bulk of developing countries’ exports are absorbed by developed 
countries that have relatively stringent environmental laws, trade creates at least some incentive 
for firms in developing countries to adopt "beyond compliance" environment policies, if the 
trade occurs with countries whose firms have adopted a progressive environmental program. 
Thus, trade can be an instrument for ratcheting up the environmental practices of firms in 
developing countries (for eco-tourism in creating pristine environments that nature lovers are 
looking for--e.g. Loliondo--livestock exclusion in areas rented to camps).)) 

Gabriela (2003) Gallagher (2004) Gibson (2004) Clapp (2005) Chudnovsky and Lopez 
(2002) Colin (2003) Falk, 2003) Hansen (2002) Hornborg (2006) Igoe (2004) 
Jorgenson, Andrew and Kick (2006) Kellner (2002) Kentor, Jeffrey and Grimes (2006) 
Lipschutz, 2003) (Mason (2005) Mayer (1998) McCormick (2006) Neumayer (2004) 
Prakash and Potoski (2006) Roberts and Thanos. 2003).     Rudra (2005) Roe and van Eeten 
(2004) Starr, 2000) Swenarchuk (2003) Wallerstein (2006) Weiss, 1998 
Weissman (2003) Young (2005) 



Is Globalization Good for Biodiversity Conservation? 
Environmental critics of globalization and local processes in Africa. 

(((Mid West 

== Environmental critics of globalization and local processes in Africa. 

-- Overview: This study uses local level case studies to examine the proposition that 
globalization (may have) has aided biodiversity conservation in more ways than it has 
undermined the same (the question of whether this has been by default or design 
notwithstanding). 

:Abstract: Do the environmental critics ofglobalization fail to grasp what is in their 
objective interests? This study uses local level case studies from Kenya and Tanzania to 
examine the proposition that globalization has aided biodiversity conservation in more ways than 
it has undermined the same (the question of whether this has been by default or design 
notwithstanding). 

Opinion on the implications of globalization on the environment is divided, with critics 
appearing to pose a more formidable challenge. They advance the Pollution Haven Hypothesis 
and the Race to the Bottom hypothesis. Optimists rely on the EKC which implicitly suggest that 
globalization will pose a crisis for the environment, but that this should be so only for a short 
while before the imperatives of capital mitigate the loses. 

Both the foregoing arguments are based either on macro-level settings, or on MNC 
actors. The case for the positive implications ofglobalization on the environment in light of 
local level actors or settings is mostly absent. This study uses the comparative method to anchor 
the debate at the local level where struggles to salvage the biodiversity are actually being waged. 
The study contends that, absent globalization as currently and broadly understood, the forms of 
local empowerment in environmental governance (that anti-globalization critics advocate for) 
that are currently observed in Africa would be non-existence. It demonstrates that positive 
processes emanating from the imperatives of globalization are helping the conservation of 
biodiversities in ways that suggest that the anti-globalization struggles should be turned into sites 
of co-operative conversation, not confrontation. 

The study seeks to conclude that the environmental agenda of the anti-globalization 
activists would perhaps be better served by shepherding the rolling out of globalization, not by 
folding it. 

Both field and secondary data is utilized. Fieldwork was done in 2003-2004.))) 



--- que of internationalization of domestic politics; how globalization has influenced 
environmental gov. at national level. (e.g. requirements for NAPs as prerequisite for funding 
GEF? 1. ideas; 2. logic of design; 3. flow of analysis; completion!importance--theory 

Do the environmental critics of globalization fail to grasp what is in their objective interests? 
This study uses local level case studies from Kenya and Tanzania to show positive aspects of the 
impact of globalization on the environment. 

Opinion on the implications of globalization on the environment is divided, with critics 
appearing to pose a more formidable challenge. They advance the Pollution Haven Hypothesis 
and the Race to the Bottom hypothesis (INDEED, THERE IS A RACE TO THE TOP AS 

COMMUNITIES SEEK TO PROVIDE THE BEST PRISTINE WILDERNESS---TOURIST 
PRODUCT) so only for a short while before the imperatives of capital mitigate the loses. 

Both the foregoing arguments are based either on macro-level settings, or on MNC 
actors. The local level case for the implications ofglobalization on the environment is mostly 
absent, except when anti-globalization activists speak on their behalf or when communities 
protest against, for example, logging and mining MNCs. This study uses the comparative 
method to anchor the debate at the local level where struggles to salvage the biodiversity are 
actually being waged. It demonstrates that positive processes emanating from the imperatives of 
globalization are helping the conservation ofbiodiversities in ways that suggest that the anti- 
globalization struggles should be turned into sites of co-operative conversation, not 

confrontation. 
A focus on the local is significant for several reasons, among them the fact that critics of 

globalization proceed from the vantage point of the disadvantaged majority in developing 
countries who live with the global biodiversity resources. At the same time, environmental 
critics of globalization would rather have local communities take charge of the environmental 
agenda at the local levels, or at a minimum, local communities be involved in environmental 
governance. Yet, when, and where, these processes of devolution to locals obtain, it is, this 
study argues, courtesy of globalization. The study hypothesize that, absent globalization as 
currently and broadly understood, the forms of local empowerment in environmental governance 
that are currently observed in Africa would be non-existence. The imprints ofglobalization are 
seen in the extent to which central governments have given authority over natural resources to 
local governments or other sub-national entities (the question of whether this has been by default 
or by design not withstanding). Indeed, such clamors would be criminalized, and subsequently 
ignored save when they assume Scott’s weapon of the weak approach. 

Examined here then is the proposition that Globalization, understood as decreased 
barriers to trade and communication, has aided biodiversity conservation in several ways, among 
them, free flow of capital invested in eco-tourism ventures. These present new opportunities to 
communities hitherto not benefiting from natural resources in their surroundings, and hence 
these communities have put in place structures to conserve these resources in order to retain and 
attract more eco-investors (Loliondo; West Kili; Shompole .... eg. Bill Gates visit). CONTRAST 



this to Terry’s claim that globalization leads to less secure property rights.;; ALSO, critics of 
globalization aver that it opens the universe for rape by capital, thereby endangering the 
environment (yet these eco-investors suggests the opposite, hence Rodrik’s concern-like 
approach of making globalization compatible with sustainability). 

Perhaps following Rodrik one would suggest, the challenge is possibly that of reconciling 
globalization with environmental sustainability. 
-- Question has both normative (good to who?) and empirical aspects (later has to do with 
increase in biomass, i.e. absence of degradation of biomass, e.g. either there is stable or more 
wildlife, forests, diversity of species). 

-- The main thrust of GATT/WTO is the reduction of trade barriers. This is done by 

ensuring that goods are not discriminated on the basis of their origin. GATT/WTO, however, 
provides for certain exemptions, among them, environmental considerations (Article XX). This 
article allows parties to adopt measures necessary for, among others, protection of human, 
animal, or plant life or health. Moreover, there are international instruments, which the 
contracting parties in GATT/WTO could also be signatories, which set the limits of health 
protection policies such as radiation standards. Hence, to impose restrictions while banking on 
an argument that borders on environment would entail a readiness to show the conformity of 
your position with the internationally set standards. While it is expected that such members 
would be armed with "sufficient scientific evidence" (1211), thereby raising the question of 
when is evidence "sufficient", there is also the concept of precautionary principle that can be 
brought to bear on the proponents of what is considered environmentally disputable. 
-- Study contributes to the literature by examining impacts at the lowest level denominator 
where actors are in daily contact with biodiversity: they literally holds sway over the survival of 
floral and fauna. 
- logic of the argument is that deriving material (monetary) benefits have ignited a selfish 
interests among local level actors in the survival of biodiversity in their locale. 
- given poverty levels, one would expect that where communities realize that there is rent to be 
got from nature, they will seek to commodify the same (show increase in acreage under wildlife; 
investment in wildlife security-scouts; demo. Effect: villages already making a living) 
-- i.e. Hypotheses? 

1. Communities earning conservation incomes will have environmental conservation 
structures in place e.g. active village environmental committees, game scouts, system of jury and 
penalties 2. The more the density of income and its percolation to the lowest common 
denominator, the higher will be the interest shown by the individual members on the local 
politics of conservation--contesters for office of environmental committee will be higher than 

those of other committees--attend seminars, hence secure rents 3. In the absence of 
conservation benefits, they would not have undertaken similar initiatives--rely on narratives of 
grievances (-selection bias? Picking on villagers earning income?). 
-- Variables (Independent: capital flows, tourists; Dependent: acreage under conservation, 
conservation security institutions). 

-- Illiberalism in Sinya’s loss of investment 

-- Shompole 
-- Art of Ventures was established in 2002 with the mandate of setting up exclusive 

tourist enterprises in wilderness areas. In establishing these enterprises, they would partner with 



local communities in conserving the environment. This partnership would thus offer local 
communities a way to benefit from sustainable use of their natural resources. 
-- Shompole is a 35, 000 core conservancy, surrounded by 140,000 acres of the Group Ranch 
which in turn provide a dispersal area for the wildlife in the conservancy. Tented lodges are 
constructed using natural materials from the local environment: white quartz stone, pale thatch 
and figwood, and water flowing under each tented room provide each room with its own pool. 
Number of rooms are 6, and two suites. Conservation fees: $25 per adult per day. It is located in 
community land, among the Maasai, settled on the edge of the Nguruman Escarpment on the 
Kenya-Tanzania border, overlooking the plains and vocanic hills of the Great Rift Valley. 
Wildlife include lion, elephant, leopard, giraffe, buffalo, wildebeest, gazelle, zebra, eland, 
cheetah; Uaso Nyiro river is used for canoeing. Location near soda lakes of Magadi and Natron 
gives it added advantage. Later provides opportunity to see flamingoes. 

-- Shompole Community Trust (ref. www.undp.or.q/equatorinitiative 

Kenya 
Since 1979, the Shompole Ranch, spanning over 62,000 hectares of Kenya’s grasslands and 
savannahs, has preserved and restored the local environment. Re-emerging and thriving wetlands 
have attracted an increasing number of tourists. Revenue from ecotourism has been invested 
through the Shompole Community Trust in protecting and restoring the environment, as well as 
in funding healthcare services, education, water supply, and school fees. The trust, a legally 
recognized corporation, is owned by the Maasai people and addresses issues of socio-economic 
development on behalf of the community. 
http ://www. shompole, com 

NAMIBIA 

Torra Conservancy 
Torra Conservancy is responsible for sustainable management of 352,000 hectares of land in 
the Kunene region of northwest Namibia. Since 1996, Torra has established sustainable 
hunting and ecotourism activities that have earned significant profits for the entire 
community. Together with the private sector, they have also founded Damaraland Camp, a 
luxury tented lodge that is fully staffed by conservancy residents and has injected 1.6 million 
Namibian dollars into the community economy. 
(((http://www.undp.org/equatorinitiative/equatorprize/EquatorPrize2004/2004- 
finalists.htm#tanzania 1 

Gibson, Nigel C. 2004. "Africa and Globalization: Marginalization and Resistance" in Journal 
of Asian and African Studies vol. 39, 1-2, pp. 1-28. 

p. 2 Africa has gained little from contemporary globalization. 
p. 11 Globalization has produced "... nothing but poverty and degradation for the majority of the 
world’ s people." 
-p. 18. Globalization: many different things to many different people. 

Igoe, Jim. 2004. Conservation and Globalization: A Study of National Parks and Indigenous 
Communities from East Africa to South Dakota. Belmont, California: 
Wadsworth!Thompson. 



- Conflict between Maasai herders and conservationists; victimized by Society for the Protection 
of the Fauna of the Empire and other environmental imperialists. 

Mayer, Fredrick. 1998. Interpreting NAFTA. 
-- Third World countries wooing investors on argument that there are less stringent env. 
Regulation standards. 
-- Division of env. Actors into econ. growth good for sustainability vs. limit-to-growth advocates 

Starr, Amory. 2000. Naming the Enemy: Anti-Corporate Movements Confront 
Globalization. London: Zed Books. 

Amory surveys and assesses both the concrete goals and the philosophical worldviews that 
animate many of the groups involved in the struggle to craft an alternative to globalization as it is 
currently taking shape. Her focus is on the varieties of resistance to globalization and where they 
may lead. Globalization itself is treated as symptomatic of a deeper and more insidious disease; 
namely, the domination of modern political, economic and cultural life by large, powerful, 
globe-spanning corporations. Big business firms serve as the "agents" of globalization and 
should, in Starr’s view, be considered the primary targets of popular resistance. Starr’s survey of 
more than a dozen distinct popular social movements assesses the degree to which each places 
anti-corporate motivations at the center of its ideology and strategic vision. Starr’s treatment of 
these popular social movements focuses on "... how they understand their enemy, and how they 
envision rebuilding the world" (p. x). Starr reserves the most praise for those groups which 
explicitly treat corporations as "the enemy," while chiding groups that are insufficiently anti- 
corporate in their rhetoric. 

-- The first two modes: "Contestation and reform" is meant to characterize movements 
that seek to constrain and redirect corporate practices through external pressure, such as state 
regulation or consumer boycotts. The second mode - "globalization from below" foresees the 
development of a global civil society that will unite around common humanitarian goals, such as 
peace, justice, ecological protection and human rights. Given that capital mobility places serious 
constraints on effective action by individual states, second mode movements seek to strengthen 
global institutions that embody the legal and moral principles they support. Only global 
structures of control can guarantee that corporations are left with no place to hide. There is no 
compelling analytic reason to distinguish between these first two modes. Each seeks to tame the 
excesses of market capitalism by subjecting corporations to democratic control at either the 
national or global levels. Third mode movements seek not to control corporations but to banish 
them from liberated territories. "Relocalization" or "delinking" would reverse the process of 
globalization, instead centering market activities and political authority in the hands of local 
communities, each free to chart their own distinctive course. From a third mode standpoint, the 
principle problems of modern life concern issues of scale. Large-scale, centralized structures of 
economic and political power, including big corporations, nation-states and international 
organizations, all serve to render authority more distant from the control of average people and 
communities. The most important challenge, from a third mode perspective, is to wrest power 
away from large, impersonal and bureaucratic institutions and relocate decision-making at the 
level of local communities, which operate on a human (and humane) scale of social organization. 
-- She freely dispenses her own praise and criticism of various ideas, proposals and actions. 
Given the book’s stated sympathies toward grassroots social action, Starr is surprisingly harsh in 



her judgments about many of the most well established progressive movements. "Fair trade" 
campaigns organized by human rights groups to improve the terms of exchange for Third World 
producers are denounced for sustaining Southern dependence upon the North while encouraging 
consumerist habits among the wealthy. Environmental groups that negotiate with corporations in 
the interest of moving the latter toward greener production processes, technologies and products 
are denounced for collaborating with the enemy and legitimating corporate power. The 
movement for sustainable development is guilty of buying into the concept of "development" 
and ignoring the fatal contradiction between the latter and any meaningful concepts of ecological 
or cultural sustainability, there exist a wide variety of sometimes clashing ideas about both 
strategy and goals among the many groups and movements seeking to resist or alter the 
trajectory of globalization. 

-- Gallagher, Kevin P. 2004. Free Trade and the Environment. Mexico, NAFTA and 
Beyond 
Globalization, understood as the decrease in barriers to trade and communication, has been 
blamed for many environmental ills. Increasing trade between countries with 
diverging degrees of environmental regulation and enforcement has been singled 
out as particularly worrisome, though some argue that this situation leads 
to environmental improvement. 

-- Using quantitative data on air criteria contaminants, he tests the EKC hypothesis in Chapter 2 
of the volume. The available data does not prove the EKC wrong, nor it does not prove it 
correct. Gallagher indicates that "if there is an EKC for Mexico, the turning point 
must be well above current income levels" (p. 23). In chapter 3 he tests the PHH 
and shows that the costs of pollution abatement are not a factor in a company’s 
locational decisions. He concludes that Mexico is not a pollution haven and 
that US firms have not fled their home state in search of the lax Mexican regulatory 
framework. He nevertheless finds that, "on average, Mexican industry is 
much more air pollution intensive than U.S. industry" (p. 59). 

Gallagher also argues that, instead of creating a race to the bottom, NAFTA 
and its environmental side agreement, the North American Agreement on Environmental 
Cooperation (NAAEC), could contribute to some degree of upward 
harmonization, producing more stringent environmental regulation. The fact 
that the pollution intensity of the Mexican industry is increasing suggests that 
there are severe environmental policy gaps and a lack of regulatory enforcement 
in Mexico. He argues that the North American Commission on Environmental 
Cooperation (NACEC) has implemented programs that could potentially 
strengthen Mexican environmental capacity. If these programs succeed, NAFTA 
will have positive environmental effects. 

One small criticism of the book is the fact that it examines only air contaminants. 

-- McCormick, Rachel. 2006. "A Qualitative Analysis of the WTO’s Role on Trade and 
Environment Issues." Global Environmental Politics, Feb2006, Vol. 6 Issue 1, p 102- 
124. 



This article examines the role of the WTO in addressing trade and environment issues 
and considers how NGO and industry activities could complement this role. The central 
challenges identiaed here are ongoing barriers to progress on 

issues central to the trade and environment debate, such as internalization of 
externalities, labeling, PPMs, and the precautionary principle. 

-- Young, Alasdair R. 2005. "Picking the Wrong Fight: Why Attacks on the World Trade 
Organization Pose the Real Threat to National Environmental and Public Health 
Protection." In Global Environmental Politics, Nov. 2005, Vol. 5 Issue 4, p47-72, 26p. 

--- principal reason for popular concern about the World Trade Organisation is that national 
rules--especially those for environmental and public health protection--may be overturned 
because they are incompatible with the WTO’s rules. This article argues that while these 
concerns are not totally unfounded, they are exaggerated. A central reason for this exaggeration 
is that environmental and consumer advocates discount the pivotal role of governments in the 
dispute resolution process. Governments agree to the multilateral rules in the first place. 
Governments decide which market access barriers to pursue and how aggressively. Governments 
determine how to comply with a WTO judgment that goes against them. Furthermore, this article 
contends that by exaggerating the constraint imposed upon national governments by the WTO, 
consumer and environmental advocates run the risk of actually discouraging the very 
environmental and public health regulations they favor. 
-- I begin by providing a flavor of consumer and environmental advocates’ concerns about the 
WTO and by spelling out how the crude articulation of these concerns runs the risk of creating a 
self-fulflling prophecy. 
-- Two central worries underpin these concerns about the WTO. First, that foreign firms, acting 
through their national governments, will use the WTO to challenge existing domestic rules. 
Second, that fear of such challenges will make governments reluctant to adopt strict public health 
or environmental regulations--creating a so-called "regulatory chill." By exaggerating the threat 
that the WTO poses to national regulation, the very champions of such regulation are playing 
into the hands of their opponents. That consumer and environmental critics of the WTO risk of 
encouraging a "regulatory chill" by exaggerating the WTO’s hostility to national environmental 
and public health measures was suggested by George Hoberg. There are indications of policy 
makers, even those favorably inclined towards environmental and public health regulation, 
echoing the view that the WTO is inherently hostile to such measures. 17 Further, governments 
frequently seek to shift blame for costly or unpopular domestically-motivated measures to 
international institutions. 18 Consequently, those environmental and consumer groups that 
persistently build the WTO up as the enemy of environmental and public health regulation run 
the risk of either persuading policy makers that adopting environmental and public health 
measures is futile or making more credible their 
excuses for not adopting popular policies. Thus activists’ attacks on the WTO 
risk contributing to the "regulatory chill" that they claim the WTO causes. 
-- those environmental and consumer groups most concerned about the WTO, but all seem to 
consider the development of the WTO to be extremely worrying for two related, but distinct, 
reasons: 1) a selective reading of the agreements, which assumes that the interests of free trade 



will prevail over other considerations; 2) an assumption that governments are simply the agents 
of big business. 
The assumption that governments are agents of big business supports the 

view that the multilateral rules have been negotiated to the benefit of free trade 
above all other considerations and anticipates that governments will aggressively 
prosecute all foreign regulatory measures that impede trade. 
-- This involves both interpreting the agreements’ provisions in an extremely constraining way 
and ignoring or discounting the exception clauses, which are intended to permit governments to 
pursue public policy objectives. 
-- To the extent that these claims are believed by policy makers, policy makers will be less likely 
to pursue environmental and public health regulation, and to the extent that they are accepted by 
citizens, the WTO will provide a more credible scapegoat for government inaction. 
--- It is worth noting, however, that both the TBT and SPS Agreements explicitly 
state that governments have the right to regulate to protect human, animal and plant life and 
health 
-- Box 1 The Recognized Right to Regulate 
"Members have the right to take sanitary and phytosanitary measures necessary for 
the protection of human, animal or plant life or health .... " [SPS Agreement, Article 2.1 ] 
"Recognizing that no country should be prevented from taking measures necessary 
to ensure the quality of its exports, or for the protection of human, animal or plant life or health, 
of the environment, or for the prevention of deceptive practices, at the levels it considers 
appropriate .... " [TBT Agreement, preamble, paragraph 6] 
-- These exceptions reveal that the governments that negotiated the multilateral trade rules have 
sought to strike a balance between permitting protection of consumers and the environment 
while prosecuting disguised protectionism. 
--- This article makes a similar point; it stresses the crucial role of the government as a 
"gatekeeper" between domestic business demand for action and international redress, and 
elaborates on the concerns in°uencing governments’ decisions to pursue particular trade disputes. 
It also goes a step further by highlighting the pivotal role governments have in translating 
international obligations, such as adverse WTO judgments, into domestic policies. I shall argue 
that these dual "gatekeeping" roles mitigate the negative implications for national regulatory 
autonomy of WTO law. 
-- By exaggerating the extent to which the WTO constrains national regulatory 
autonomy, environmental and consumer activists risk contributing to the regulatory chill that 
they claim the WTO causes. They are feeding the myth that action to protect consumers or the 
environment is futile because it will ultimately be undone by the WTO. This only aids the 
opponents of regulation. Rather than demonizing the WTO, consumer and environmental 
advocates should concentrate on winning the debate for regulation at home. 

Clapp, Jennifer. 2005. "Global Environmental Governance for Corporate Responsibility and 
Accountability." In Global Environmental Politics, Aug2005, Vol. 5 Issue 3, p23-34. 

Recent years have seen a growing movement toward externally imposed regulations directed 
specifically at improving TNCs’ environmental and social performance. This movement draws 
on a long history, and its most recent incarnation is largely a reaction to disappointment on the 
part of many with the results of private voluntary initiatives among global firms. A number of 



international level initiatives have emerged, including the UN’s Global Compact and the 
inclusion of an environment chapter in the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises. 
Because these efforts, while externally driven, are voluntary on the part of firms, there have been 
growing calls for a binding international treaty on corporate accountability. Industry has been 
extremely resistant to this idea. Many see such a treaty as vital for developing countries, as it 
could bolster their ability and willingness to monitor and enforce environmental regulations. This 
is especially important in the Global South, as these countries have seen the bulk of the negative 
environmental impacts of TNCs in recent decades. 

-- the past decade has seen a growing literature on the interface between TNCs and the 
environment. One strand has focused on the environmental impact of TNCs. This literature has 
focused on case studies that outline the practices of TNCs at the local level, especially in the 
developing world. Most developing countries have only put environmental regulations into place 
over the course of the past decade, and monitoring and enforcement has been patchy due to weak 

state capacity and pressure to attract investment. This literature has focused on key sectors, such 
as electronics, chemicals, agriculture, forestry, mining and oil exploration.6 Another strand of 
the literature has looked at the in°uence of business actors in global environmental governance. 
Much of this literature has looked at the role that transnational corporations play in in°uencing 
global treaties and their impact on governments, including those in the Global South. 
Corporations and corporate advocacy groups lobby governments and international treaty 
processes. 8 They also use their structural power, and threat of relocation, to encourage 
governments to loosen regulations or to not enforce those rules on the books (encouraging a 
regulatory chill),9 as well as to in°uence the discourse on "sustainable development." They also 
have enacted voluntary environmental and social codes of conduct, organized primarily through 
industry, such as ISO 14000, Responsible Care, and individual pledges of corporate social 
responsibility (CSR). 11 The literature on these developments has been extremely important in 
tracking and analyzing the roles that business actors play in shaping global environmental 
governance. In this article, I argue that we must now turn our attention to another aspect of the 
politics of international business in global environmental governance: the evolution of formal 
multilateral environmental governance mechanisms designed to in°uence the environmental 
behavior of TNCs. Formal efforts to promote better environmental practices by TNCs that 
originate outside of corporate circles have been stepped up in recent years, alongside industry- 
driven efforts. Recent efforts along these lines include the UN’s Global Compact, the 
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development’s (OECD) Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises, as well as calls for an international treaty on corporate accountability. 
-- The Friends of the Earth International (FOEI) has put forward a detailed proposal for a legally 
binding instrument for corporate accountability. This proposal calls for the following: a) Legal 
rights for citizens to hold corporations accountable to the broader public and the environment, 
rather than the present framework where corporations are only legally accountable to 
shareholders, b) Community rights to control and access to resources. All of these measures 
would give important rights to communities in developing countries in particular that may not 
have legal structures that would enable them to sue corporations or demand compensation from 
corporations, or where they lack rights to their own natural resources. 

-- Roe, Emery and Michel J.G. van Eeten. 2004. "Three--Not Two--Major Environmental 



Counternarratives to Globalization" in Global Environmental Politics, Vol. 4 Issue 4, 
p36-53, 

.... Opposition to globalization by environmentalists tends to fall into two camps: a so-called 
"green" counternarrative and an "ecological" one. The green counternarrative assumes that we 
have already witnessed sufficient harm done to the environment due to globalization and thus 
prescribes taking action now to oppose further globalizing forces. It is confident in its knowledge 

about the causes of environmental degradation as they relate to globalization and certain in its 
wholesale opposition to globalization. In contrast, the ecological counternarrative is less certain 

about globalization’s record of environmental harm but worries about future threats given the 
scale and intensity of globalization’s increasing reach. Rather than call for immediate action and 
wholesale opposition, it seeks further research to identify--and specific policy initiatives to 
avoid--potentially massive but as yet unknown effects of globalization on the environment. 
--- While there are multiple overlapping and con°icting defnitions of globalization, 
much of the environmental debate has focused on globalization as the process of trade 
liberalization and the growth of global capital. The policy narrative in favor of the economic 
globalization of trade is a dominant scenario in many decisionmaking arenas, as witnessed by the 
ever-expanding free trade and deregulation initiatives. 5 This narrative, which takes slightly 
different forms in different places, basically argues that expanding free global trade will benefit 
all over the longer run. 

Neumayer, Eric. 2004. "The WTO and the Environment: Its Past Record is Better than Critics 

Believe, but the Future Outlook is Bleak." in Global Environmental Politics, Vol. 4 Issue 
3, pl-8. 

-- This article argues that the WTO’s past environmental record is much better than critics would 
have it. Its jurisprudence has become increasingly environmentally friendly and many charges 
against the dispute settlement process are based on misunderstandings. WTO rules have, so far at 
least, not deterred any multilateral environmental agreements. The lack of ambitious 
environmental protection measures is not the fault of the WTO, but the responsibility of 
policymakers from its member states. At the same time, the WTO has done little to actually 
promote environmental protection and the treatment of the precautionary principle in WTO rules 
is highly unsatisfactory. Unfortunately, this is unlikely to change in the future. The reason for 
this is that there is not enough support among member countries, particularly those from the 
developing world, to render the multilateral trade regime more environmentally friendly. The 
challenge is to green WTO rules in a way that is beneficial and therefore acceptable to 
developing countries. 
-- argues that the existing negative impact of the WTO on environmental protection is hugely 

over-rated. 
-- The WTO has done much less to hinder or damage environmental protection policies than its 
critics believe. I will try to demonstrate this with respect to four main points. 

1) WTO Jurisprudence does not have a Bad Environmental Record. WTO jurisprudence 
has become increasingly environmentally friendly. (rulings on cases that have had positive 
implications for protection of environment--or upholding national efforts to protect 

environment). 



2) widespread misunderstanding about the dispute settlement process and its 
implications, fail to recognize that even though WTO rulings become automatically 
authoritative unless consensually objected to by all its members, no country can actually be 
forced to remove the restriction that was found incompatible with WTO rules. What the country 
needs to be willing to do is to accept retaliatory trade sanctions in response, which it should if it 
is strongly committed to the environmental or health protection cause underlying the restriction. 

3) WTO rules have not Deterred Multilateral Environmental Agreements 
Most regional or international environmental agreements do not contain any trade-restrictive 
measures, 18 but some do and they tend to be the more signiacant ones. It is important to note that 
no provision contained in a MEA or any trade restriction undertaken in (alleged) compliance 
with any MEA has ever been disputed at the WTO. This is despite the fact that some provisions 
in, for example, the Montreal Protocol, the Convention on International Trade in Endangered 
Species, the Basel and Rotterdam Conventions, the Agreement on Persistent Organic Pollutants 
and the Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety might well con°ict with WTO rules. 

4. WTO is not Responsible for Lack of Environmental PoOcies 
As argued above, the WTO puts few hindrances in the way of those enacting strong 
environmental protection measures and it should not be blamed if policymakers fail to enact 
them. No doubt, we continue to observe environmental degradation on a large scale. There is 
also no doubt that trade liberalization can at times lead to increased environmental degradation if 
strong environmental policies are not in place. 
--- More fundamentally, the problem is that there is not enough support among WTO members to 
render the organization and its rules more environmentally friendly. Practically all developed 
countries are in favor of some greening, partly by conviction, partly due to pressure from civil 
society. But their support is partial. For example, the US and Canada are most reluctant to assign 
any more prominent role to the precautionary principle and the EU is highly reluctant to reduce 
agricultural subsidies. But the greatest and almost unanimous opposition comes from the 
developing world. Their representatives do not trust the alleged idealistic intentions and suspect 
that the greening of WTO rules is old protectionism in new environmental clisguise. 

Gabriela K~tting. 2003. "Globalization, Poverty and the Environment in West Africa: Too 
Poor to Pollute?" in Global Environmental Politics." Vol. 3 Issue 4, p42-60 

--- However, as this case shows, in practice development cannot occur without 

environmental sacrifice. 

Colin, Hines. 2003. "Time to Replace Globalization with Localization." in Global 
Environmental Politics, Vol. 3 Issue 3, pl-7" 

-- Globalization is occurring increasingly at the expense of social, environmental and labor 
improvements, and is causing rising inequality for most of the world. 
-- Globalization can be defined "more bluntly" as the erosion of wages, social living standards 
and environmental regulation for the sake of international trade. 
-- localization reverses the trends of globalization by privileging the local. Policies bringing 
localization are those that increase the control of the economy by the locals. This should result 
in "... increase in community cohesion, an reduction in poverty and inequality and an 
improvement in livelihoods, social infrastructure and environmental protection..." (2003:2). 



-- political activists from trade unions to development NGOs are engaged in a futile attempt to 
tame globalization. 

Douglas Kellner.2002. "Theorizing Globalization" Sociological Theory, 20, 3. 
Globalization means different things to different people(cf. Weiss, 166, Lipschutz, 

Ronnie D. 2003:121-2). For some, it is a force of progress (triumph of free market, democracy) 
while to others, it is another attempt at domination of less developed countries, with the 
concomitant implications of it being a beneficial or harmful phenomena. Among the victims of 
the latter is natural species and environment (286). 
- Avers that globalization, even while imposed from top, can be contested and reconfigured from 
below (286; can argue that eco-tourism is such an attempt to turn globalization to their own 
advantage). Globalization is a phenomenon that involves flow of goods, services, ideas, 
technologies, cultural norms and people. Is complex and need not be looked at from a one-side 
optic. 
--290. Globalization involves a dialectical interaction between democracy and capital, and entails 
both positive and negative features, empowers and disempowers individuals and groups. Rather, 
should adopt a critical theory of globalization that affirms its progressive features (e.g. internet 
and its impact on education and democracy, and increasing power of capital) while noting its 
contradictions and ambiquities ( p.300 style of Marx’s critique of capitalism - progressive, yet 
alienating). 
-- 293 He would endorse movements against capitalist globalization that oppose oppressive 
institutions of capitalist globalization such as WTO, IMF, and certain forms of TNCs, and 
movements that are for positive values such as social justice, ecology, etc. 
--297 Protesters against globalization not against it per se but policies with undesirable effects on 

poverty gap, labor standards, environment, etc. 
Weiss, Linda. 1998. The Myth of the Powerless State. New York: Cornell University Press. 

p.3 Era of globalization, assumed state receding in face of TNCs corporations. Such 
powerless states are unable to influence the economic welfare of their citizens (--they abandon 

them to TNCs?). 
p. 13 Disputes this thesis of state hopelessness in face ofglobalization and argues that 
globalization could not only not displace state power, but could make it more salient. 
--167. Argues that states have an adaptability potential, and has an enhanced importance of stae 
power in the new international environment. 
- 187. In a globalized world, national differences disappear -virtually- while what is happening is 

a more internationalized world where national and regional interaction networks remain vibrant 
and continue to highlight the importance of institutions and place. But what does such 
internationalized world imply of the power of government to govern? 
-Answ. (i.e. Que. Is transnational capital displacing national political and economic power 

networks? 
-- 189. In some instances, globalization is being advanced through the nation-state, and hence 
depends on the latter for its meaning and existence (indigenous groups vs. MNCs; 
demonstrations against WTOs, WESs; Tiomins of the world; 207ff state facilitated 
internationalization e.g. Japan and Singapore helping their MNCs to get footing offshore; thus 
states not just passive victims of MNCs: work in tandem, albeit for Africa, their role is unlike 
that of their western counterparts in favor foreigners). 



- 190. That globalists tend to exaggerate (see, eg. Falk, 2003:191) state powers in the past in 
order to claim feebleness in the present (that some of these powers were powers state never had; 
in Africa, que. can be posed in reverse: state true losing power, but what power (coercion) did it 
have and is this the power it would rather have? What, for example, was its record in 
environmental conservation then vis a vis the fortunes of environmental protection via new 
fissures imposed by globalization??--deforestation, poaching and yet, given paucity or weakness 
of civil society, state had a freehand to do as it deemed fit-not any longer; it has been halted from 
excision of forests by an embolded conservation constituency, globally networked; while 
incentives for poaching can be undermined through, for example, CITES--thus the carnage of 
the African elephant in the 1970s and early 1980s could not have happened; MOREOVER, 
whatever power states in Africa lost was not power hitherto used for the defense of the people 
against TNCs; it was the power for the ruling elite to extract rent from TNCs beyond what TNCs 
were willing to pay the as commission-agents ; Before globalization--currently understood, 
both the people and environment in Africa were losers). 

Hansen, Michael W. 2002. "Managing the Environment Across Borders: An Overview" in 
Michael W. Hansen (ed.) Managing the Environment Across Borders: A Study of TNC 
affiliates’ Environmental Practices in China, Malaysia and India. Frederiksberg: 
Samfundslitteratur, pp. 15-38. 

- 17. Actual or potential side effects of FDI related to suspicion that TNCs employ economic, 
technological and managerial leverage to source polluting production in developing countries, 
transfer dangerous and obsolete technologies to host countries, introduce new and unsustainable 
consumption patterns, and achieve concession on environmental control measures (cf. invitation 
to invest on grounds of less strict environmental control; race to the bottom--within context of 
debate as to whether developing countries should (de)link economic development and 

environmental deterioration). 
-17. Traditional regulatory approaches in mitigating environmental problems in a bid to make 
investors internalize environmental costs (e.g. through taxes) is increasingly being challenged by 
economic globalization (intensified global competition, growing mobility of assets - shadow of 
race to the bottom?) and growing complexity of environmental challenges (e.g. scientific 
uncertainty). 
-- 17(?? Courtesy of globalization??) Nevertheless complementary opportunities to regulatory 
approaches have gained ground in recent years. These include emphasizing role of markets 
(under regulated economy where monopolies hold sway, it may be difficult to discipline 
producers without creating artificial shortages, with consequent social disruptions, especially if 
the body politic does not understand the key bone of contention, and especially where the 
investors can always spin rent-seeking related charges??). Argument is that consumers can 
discipline industry to internalize environmental externalities; moreover, two, civil society, 
through campaigns and boycotts can check market forces and forcing government to act on 
environmental problems;). In Africa, these opportunities were highly constrained prior to 
globalization; their force was unleached with globalization. 

Chudnovsky, Daniel and Andres Lopez. 2002. "The Literature on Environmental Practices of 
TNCs" in Hansen, Michael W (ed). Managing the Environment Across Borders, pp. 41- 
59. 



--42. Pessimistic predictions of environmental double standards and wholesale industrial flight of 
polluting industries have not materialized, and neither is evidence strong to support the now 
taunted faith in TNCs’ as vehicles of technological modernization and greening of developing 

countries (variant can be seen in eco-tourism, however). 
-- 46ff. FDI and pollution havens hypothesis still not qualified; not many industries have 
relocated simply on basis of environmental criteria as environmental costs represents 
insignificant percent in developed countries (?--except particular sectors e.g. chemical, mining, 
oil, etc.); other arguments have also been advanced against the PHH. 

Swenarchuk, Michelle. 2003. "Protecting the Environment from Trade Agreements" in 
Sandbrook, Richard. 2003. Civilizing Globalization: A Survival Guide. New York: 

SUNNY Press, pp.75-86. 
-- 75. 1997 Ethyl Corporation (U. S) against Canada under NAFTA’s article 11 where Canada 
lost and paid $13 million for ban on Ethyl’s gasoline additive MMT on grounds that it was a 
dangerous nerve toxin. Under article 11, case tried in secret. Case taken as evidence of how 
environmental standards can be sabotaged by free trade. 
-- 77-8. Similarly, examples abound for cases under GATT and WTO of free trade trampling 
environmental issues. In 2001, however, French won under GATT XX against Canada on 

asbestos. 
- 81. Governments are unlikely to protect health and environment if green measures entail 
possible multi-million-dollar price tags. 

Falk, Richard. 2003. "Globalization-from-Below: An Innovative Politics of Resistance" in 
Sandbrook, R. Civilizing Globalization, pp. 191-205. 

191. State hijacked to serve interests of capital and has lost much of its autonomy (Africa??). 
- 192. Anti-globalists aim to humanize and democratize globalization, not oppose it per se, given 
it has desirable innovations, such as technological ones (cf. Kellner, Roberts and Thanos. 2003: 

61-2). 
-196. Economic globalization has produced some major positive benefits (cf. Kellner-- 

eco.tourism). 
--203. Greenpeace initiated a possible consumer boycott of Shell Oil, especially those located in 
Germany leading Shell Oil to abandon sinking a large oil rig in North Sea approved by the 
British government. 

Weissman, Robert. 2003 "Seattle: Global Protest Comes of Age" in Sandbrook, R. Civilizing 
Globalizatio, pp.207-213. 

-- 212.While protesters emboldened Third World negotiators into also protesting against 
boardroom deals, they simultaneously antagonized many developing countries negotiators who 
objected to demands for inclusion of labor and environmental standards in WTO. 

Roberts and Thanos. 2003. 
-- ch. 2 argue against PHH in firms relocating to Mexico; rather, its cheap labor. Also argue 
against the self-regulation of firms operating in developing countries as World Bank would like 

to claim (i.e. question of greening South). 



--59. Former President of Mexico, Carlos Salinas on T.V. said Mexico would have to pollute 
itself first to deal with its developmental needs and deal with environmental concerns later. 
-61. Some companies concede that lax environmental regulation is an incentive to relocate. 
-- ch. 4. Dispute the EK Curves (cf. Clapp) 
--83ff. Eco-tourism while generating some income, is not always without paradoxes. Eg. due to 
its reliance on exotic guests, this calls for burning of large amounts of jet fuel. Moreover, the 
more successful it is, the more likely it is to destroy the resource on which it is built (???cf. 
W.Kili, Loliondo). Eco-tourism seems to work best when it is autonomously controlled by a 
community, with full benefit-sharing 
-- 86. "But so long as ecotourism remains dependent on the international economy it appears it 
will be influenced, and ultimately overpowered, by the corporations (and local elites) that 
dominate the industry". For corporations, they are catering for clientele looking for pristine 
environment, hence the incentives by both parties to preserve the ecology (Loliondo rules); local 
elites try capture, but then should not ignore the capacity of communities to hold them to account 
especially now that there is competitive politics even at the local level, unlike in the past when 
local elites with backing from the center could ride roughshod over their people; center now is 
interested in local elites with a backing from home who can deliver votes--again impact of 
globalization! Exception exist for certain areas, e.g.W.Kili, but versus Loliondo?). 

Mason, Michael. 2005. The New Accountability: Environmental Responsibility Across Borders. 
London: Earthscan. 

Ch. 2. Civil society at forefront of efforts to effect accountability on environmental governance 
(? so with WTO, their role of monitoring and scrutinizing ecological footprints of states and 
private companies would be severely constricted given that there would literary be no 

environmental rules??). 
Ch. 4. Environmental reforms in WTO likely to be seen by developing country members as a 
front for green protectionism (i.e. against environmental standards--therefore to them, WTO a 
relieve from MEA), their fear being that environmental protectionism would lead to exclusion of 
their goods from lucrative overseas markets. 

-- GATT Article XX. 
-105. While WTO’s Sanitary and PhotoSanitary Agreement, Article 5.7 gives reflection to the 
precautionary principle, environmental NGOs see WTO as unwilling to acknowledge the 
principle as a customary rule of international law--evidence was when WTO’s Dispute 
Settlement Body failed to uphold EU’s objection to U.S./Canadian beef from growth-hormone 
treated cows.. 
Ch. 6 on corporate self-regulation. 

Lipschutz, Ronnie D. 2003 
-- 87ff. The links between globalization and environmental degradation are sufficiently 

compelling as to suggest they are causally related. That environmental degradation does not just 
happen; it’s a factor of how production and consumption are organized under capitalism and the 

ways in which they (do not) account for the damage being caused. 
-- 88. If environmental degradation is not a natural phenomenon then, this suggests that it might 

be possible to organize capitalism in ways that are environmentally friendly (is eco-tourism, pace 

Roberts??). 



-88f. Consumption generates waste (does it have to?) and waste hurts environment (??so can’t 
argue that creating wealth through eco-tourism will be good for environment; seem saying will 
create more stress on resources, p. 127-8??). The answer is to cost environmental damage in the 
price of the product. But if the price becomes too high, consumption will go down, and if there 
is no buying, then production and profit might collapse and accumulation will stop. Dilemma is 
a bind. 
-- 89. Nevertheless, globalization might play a role in "ecological modernization", based upon 
the technological reconstruction and social reorganization of production and consumption under 
capitalism. 
-- 122 Free trade made it easy export environmental bads. 
-- 123 Dispute over PHH. 

Prakash, Aseem and Matthew Potoski. 2006. "Racing to the Bottom? Trade, 
Environmental Governance, and ISO 14001" in American Journal of Political 
Science, Volume 50 Issue 2 pp.350-64. 
(ISO= International Organization for Standardization; NGO for trade standards; While 

national govts under WTO may not impose trade regulations, firms themselves can impose 
standards) 
article makes theoretical contributions to debates about the race to the bottom and trade versus 
environment tensions. 
-- several studies suggest that adopting ISO 14001 induces firms to take considerable progressive 
environmental action that translates into pollution reduction and better compliance with 
government regulations. 
-- The political implication then is that instead of opposing free trade across the board, 
environmental groups might leverage it to serve their goals. They could establish 
nongovernmental regimes (as in the forestry sector), and work on their widespread adoption in 
countries that absorb a substantial portion of the world’s exports. In sum, by establishing the 
"right" institutions in critical export markets, environmentalists can strategically harness free 
trade to create supply chain-based environmental multipliers in developing countries and thereby 
serve their environmental objectives. [i.e. combination of corporate voluntary regulations and 
environmentalists’ oversights??]. 
-- Given that the bulk of developing countries’ exports are absorbed by developed countries that 
have relatively stringent environmental laws, our analysis suggests that trade creates at least 
some incentive for firms in developing countries to adopt "beyond compliance" environment 
policies, if the trade occurs with countries whose firms have adopted a progressive 
environmental program. Thus, trade can be an instrument for ratcheting up the environmental 
practices of firms in developing countries, specifically the ones that export to developed 
countries whose domestic industry has adopted progressive environmental policies (for eco- 
tourism in creating pristine environments that nature lovers are looking for--e.g. Loliondo-- 
livestock exclusion in areas rented to camps). 
-- There are several examples such as the forestry sector and the apparel industry where northern 
NGOs have used market power at home to encourage suppliers in developing countries to adopt 
progressive policies 

Rudra, Nita (2005) "Globalization and the Strengthening of Democracy in the 
Developing World." American Journal of Political Science 49 (4), 704-730. 



causal relationship between globalization and democracy. This article shows that these two 
trends are indeed related, but not necessarily in the direct manner that has commonly been 
postulated, argue that increasing exposure to international export and financial markets leads to 
improvements in democracy if safety nets are used simultaneously as a strategy for providing 
stability and building political support. 
-- two primary generators of globalization, trade and capital flows. 
-- Theorizing relationship between globalization and dem.: Under what conditions do increased 
trade and capital flows lead to improvements in democracy? 
-- While recognizing that there is literature on this subject of democratiztion and globalization, 
argues that Nevertheless, the causal connection between globalization and democratization has 
yet to be unraveled. 

Jorgenson, Andrew and Edward Kick. 2006. "Globalization and the Environment An 
Introduction" in Jorgenson, Andrew and Edward Kick (eds.) 2006. Globalization and the 
Environment. Leiden!Boston: Brill.pp. 1-11. 

2-3. Capitalist dev. faces crises related to key dilemmas including env. impact and widespread 
ecological destruction. Unbriddled accummulatin and consumption are intimately linked to the 
prospects for unchecked environmental degradation. "More concretely, global dependency on 
the essentially unlimited extraction of natural resources and intensification of pollution due to 
world-wide commodity production and consumption pose ecological threats of heretofore 
unimaginable magnitude" (yet opportunties???) 

Kentor, Jeffrey and Peter Grimes. 2006. "Foreign Investment Dependence and the Environment: 
A Global Perspective" in Jorgenson, Andrew and Edward Kick (eds.) 2006. 
Globalization and the Environment. Leiden/Boston: Brill. Pp.61--77. 

- examine impact of foreign investment dependence on carbon dioxide emissions between 1980 
and 1996. They find significant positive effects on growth of CO2 emissions. Suggest reasons 
including dominance of foreign investment limits state’s ability to pursue economic policies in 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rams Club <ef@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 18, 2007 9:19 AM 

undisclosed-recipients: 

Tar Heel Tour - Triangle 

JOIN THE FUN AT A UNIQUE TAR HEEL TOUR EVENT FOR THE TRIANGLE! 

The Rams Club is pleased to announce that the 2007 Tar Heel Tour will make its stop in the Triangle for a unique event in Chapel Hill 
at the Smith Center on April 26. 

What’s unique about this event? Here’s how the event will unfold: 
* Attendees will gather in the Peebles Practice Facility for a dinner reception. Some door prizes will be awarded during dinner. 
* The group will move from Peebles down the players’ hallway by the Bill Gnthridge Locker Room and out through the players’ 
tunnel into the arena. Have your best smile on as the videoboards will show your entrance into the arena! 
* The arena will be set up just like game day. Attendees will move into the seating in sections 108 and 109. A stage will be on the 
court and Woody will lead the program featuring new Football Head Coach Butch Davis and our Hall of Fame Basketball Coaches 
Sylvia Hatchell and Roy Williams. Some fans will have the opportunity to watch the event from the bench! 

The Rams Club invites all Carolina fans to join their fellow Tar Heels for this special event - an event that will likely be the largest 
Rams Club event ever! 
* When: Thursday, April 26 * 6:30 p.m. 
* Where: Peebles Practice Facility & the Smith Center 
* Who: Woody Durham, Butch Davis, Sylvia Hatchell, Roy Williams 
* Cost: $35 per person * dinner reception 
* RSVP - A printable registration form is available here, or you can call The Rams Club at 919-843-2000. Please do so by Monday 
before registration closes (Rams Club members have already received mail and email notification...this event was just opened to the 
public). This event is likely to sell out, so register now! 

This is your chance to hear about all that is going on with Carolina Athletics from the leaders of one of the best athletics programs in 
the country. You can do so while winning some great prizes from sponsors like Carlyle & Co., Pinehurst, Chapel Hill Sportswear, the 
Carolina Inn, the Governors Club, the Governors Club Cottages, Top of the Hill Restaurant & Brewery, Pazzo! and the Siena Hotel. 

Please join the festivities as the Tar Heel Tour stops in Chapel Hill. We hope to see you there! 

Go Heels 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j cfarrel@email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, May 8, 2007 8:39 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Julius Nyang’oro 

thanks Travis. 

Quoting Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>: 

> Debby Crowder asked me to forward these documents to you. 
> 
> Travis Gore 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Derek Neverosky <dnevero@email.unc. edu> 
Friday, May 25, 2007 11:03 AM 
Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Summer II Afam/Afri classes 

Oh ok, Thanks Travis, that works! 
Derek. 

Travis Gore wrote: 
Hi Derek, 

Sorry about that. Debby used the old number. Its actually 474. 

Thanks 

Travis 

Derek Neverosky wrote: 

>> Wravis, 
>> I got a fax from Julie in the summer school to add and crosslist 
>> AFRI174 001 & AFAM174 001 for 074 yesterday. The problem is that 
>> these courses don’t exist in SIS. Have these courses been submitted 
>> for approval or are these possibly the wrong numbers? Please advise, 
>> thanks. 
>> Derek 
>> 

Derek A. Neverosky 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 
University of NC at Chapel Hill 

04 Hanes Hall, CB 2100 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

(919)962-6093 - (919)843-8709 fax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

angeline warren <awarren@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 31, 2007 10:32 AM 

Pamela Stokes <pstokes@unc.edu>; Myra Quick <quick@unc.edu>; Melissa Hobgood 
<mhobgood@bios.unc.edu>;                      @email.unc.edu>; 

@ email.unc, edu>;,           ’@aol. com; 
@~email.unc.edu>; Travis-Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; Glenda S. Lee <gslee@duke.edu> 

Subj ect: (no subj ect) 

Hi All, 

I wrote an article and it will in the June issue of Reunions Magazine. 
It should be online Friday June 1, 2007i 

Here is the website for the magazine, it is on page 19. 
~:iiwww~reurfior~smag~comi It is in the June issue. 

Angeline Warren 
Registrar, Music Department 
University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill 
104B Hill Hall 
Chapel Hill N C 27599 
Phone (919) 962-1039 
email: awarren@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@hotmail.com> 
Tuesday, July 10, 2007 10:12 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Re: hey 

hey travis, 
i have nothing to do so i’m just going to start bothering u ,okay. 

>From: Travis Gore <stgore~email.unc.edu> 
>To: @hotmail.com> 
>Subject: Re: hey 
>Date: Fri, 13 Apr 2007 11:42:12 -0400 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

>hey 
> 

>how do you know my email address?! Yes, we are closed till noon 
>because of a conference. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> wrote: 
>hey travis, 
> 

> 

>whats up? u guys r closed till noon rite? WHY? 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

>Mortgage refinance is Hot. *Terms. Get a 5.375%* fix rate. Check 
>savings 

>ms :~51www2.~ex~                rod~ct= 100000035&ufi=% 
2:£st.isp&tm=v&search=mor~g~e text li~ks 88 ku2bbb&disc=v&vers=925&s=405(~&~=5117 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

~:iilh~’eearth.msn.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bousada, Christine <BousadaC@state.gov> 

Friday, August 31, 2007 10:14 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
RE: fax number request 

Please pick up Mr. Nzongola-Ntalaja’s 1-566 and his passport today 
between 11 and 12pm. 

I can be reached at 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Travis Gore [ emaiLunc~ed~] 
Sent: Thursday, August 30, 2007 10:37 AM 
To: Bousada, Christine 
Subject: fax number request 

Hello Ms. Bousada, 

We have the documents for Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja and would like to fax 

them to you. Could you please email that number. 

Thank you, 

Sam T Gore IV 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Marie Dionne <mtdionne@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 7:57 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Debbie Simmons-Cahan 
<dscahan@email.unc.edu>; Suphronia M Cheek <sj cheek@email.unc.edu>; (2. Lindsay 
Fulenwider <lindsay@email.unc. edu>;                  @email.unc. edu>; 
jyoung@bio.unc.edu; melsmith@unc.edu; Cinnamon S Weaver 
<cinnamon_weaver@unc.edu>; Meg Eileen McKee <memckee@email.unc.edu>; Betty 
S Futrell <bfutrell@email.unc.edu>; Victoria W Walker <vwwalker@email.unc.edu>; 
Anita T Braxton <abraxton@email.unc.edu>; Nell K Phillips III 
<nphillip@email.unc.edu>; Wanda L Wallace <allace@email.unc.edu>; Lara J Bailey 
<ljbailey@email.unc.edu>; Valerie M Bernhardt <valerieb@email.unc.edu>; Pamela S 
Tharp <pstharp@email.unc.edu>; Diane Lupton <dflupton@email.unc.edu>; Sallie M 
Anderson <sallie@physics.unc.edu>; Shannon A Brownfield <brownfield@unc.edu>; 
Janet M Ward <jkerr@email.unc.edu>; k hill@unc.edu; Myra (2 Quick 
<quick@unc.edu>; Robert L Moore <rob_moore@unc.edu>; Rebecca Teer 
<rebeccat@email.unc.edu>; Beth Sauer <bhsauer@email.unc.edu>; Charlotte Rogers 
<crogers@email.unc.edu>; Karen Thompson <kthompsl@email.unc.edu> 

Renee Sherman <rsherman@email.unc.edu>; Derek Neverosky 
<dnevero@email.unc.edu>; Karla Mc(21ure <karla@unc.edu> 

Evening Class Notification: Fall Semester 

079 Evening Class Notification.xls 

Good Folks: 

It’s finally come!! :-) 

If you’re receiving this email you are the lucky person in charge of scheduling one or more general purpose 
classrooms after-hours and on weekends. (If you are not the person scheduling these rooms, please forward this 
email to the correct person and let me know who to contact in the future. Thanks!) 

Attached you will find a spreadsheet of ALL rooms being released for evening and weekend control. Please 
locate your department among the tabs on the bottom to see a list of the rooms you control and any evening 
classes that are scheduled in them. As of receiving this message, you may begin to schedule reservations in your 
rooms around the classes that are listed. 

Thank you all very much for your patience and understanding while our scheduling needs were worked out. 
Marie 

Marie Dionne 
Scheduling Specialist 
Office of the University Registrar 
University of NC at Chapel Hill 
04H Hanes Hall, CB# 2100 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
(919)962-6093 * (919)843-8709 fax 
mtdionne@emailouncoedu 



Representative: Travis Gore 

Building 
GA 

Room Subject Course Section Days Start End 
105 AFAM    101     951     T 6:00 9:00 



Representative: Debbie Simmons-Cahan 

Building 
MU 

Room Subject Course Section Days Start End 
204 AMST 899      1      M 6:00 8:30 

AMST 499 1 W 3:30 6:00 
FOLK 690 1 W 3:30 6:00 
AMST 899 2 W 7:00 9:30 
COMM 811 1 T 6:00 9:00 
BIOL 290 1 R 3:30 7:30 



Representative: Suphronia Cheek 

Building 
AL 

AL 

AL 

Room Subject Course Section Days Start End 
203 PSYC    101     609    M 5:00 5:50 

PLAN 246 602 R 6:00 6:50 
PSYC 101 607 R 7:00 7:50 

205 ANTH 56 1 T 3:30 6:15 
PSYC 210 802 R 4:30 5:20 

308 PLAN 799 63 W 3:30 6:00 
HIST 718 1 T 5:00 7:50 

ANTH 660 1 R 3:30 6:15 



Representative: Lindsay Fulenwider 

Building 
AR 
AR 

AR 
AR 

Room Subject Course Section Days Start End 
116    ART 700 1 R 5:30 8:30 
117 ART 307 1 MW 4:00 4:50 

ART 125 951 MW 6:00 7:15 
118 
218 

One-Time Reservation 
AR 218 19-Sep 5:00 7:00 ART 



Representative: 

Building 
AR 
NW 

Room Subject Course Section Days Start End 
215 
103 JAPN 



Representative: Julia Young 

Building 
CO 
WI 
WI 
WI 

Room Subject Course Section Days Start End 
201 
107 
128 
202 BIOL 101 951    MW 6:00 7:15 



Representative: Melanie Smith 

Building 
CP 
CP 
CP 

Room 
125 
201 
211 

Subject Course Section Days Start End 
CHEM 752 1 M 5:30 7:00 

CHEM 101L 415 T 6:00 9:50 

One-Time Reservation 
CP 211 11-Oct 4:00 7:00 Tom Lambeth Lecture 



(multiple sections meeting together) 

(this reservation does not go into your time, but ends at the time that you take over) 



Representative: Cinnamon Weaver 

Building 
MU 
MU 
MU 
MU 
MU 
MU 

MU 

Room Subject Course Section Days Start End 
104 
111 
116 
118 
22O 
221 

304 

COMM 330 1 

CLAS 121 604 

TR 6:00 7:15 
(control F and weekends only) 

W 5:00 5:50 (okay in blackout per Amanda 

LATN 901 1 
GREK 765 1 
RELI 821 1 
INLS 523 2 

M 3:00 6:00 (okay in blackout per Amanda 
R 3:30 6:30 (okay in blackout per Amanda 
W 5:30 8:20 
TR 6:00 7:15 



Representative: Meg McKee 

Building 
BI 
BI 
BI 
BI 

Room Subject Course Section Days Start End 
101 
108 
208 COMM 700 1 M 6:00 9:00 
217 



Representative: Betty Futrell 

Building 
AL 

Room Subject Course Section Days Start End 
207 



Representative: Vicki Walker 

Building 
GA 
GA 
GA 

GA 
GA 
GA 
GA 
GA 
GA 
GA 

Room Subject Course Section 
1 
7 
8 

9 
103 
106 
2O9 
3O7 
3O8 
3O9 

STOR 612 
AFAM 276 
SOCI 131 

1 
1 
1 

ECON 496 

Days Start End 

MW 5:00 6:15 
T 3:30 6:20 
R 3:30 6:20 

MTWR 6:00 7:30 



Representative: Anita Braxton 

Building 
BI 
BI 
BI 
BI 
DE 
GL 
GL 
GL 
GL 
GL 
GL 
GL 
GL 
GL 
GL 
GL 
GL 
GL 
GL 
GL 
GL 
MU 
WI 

Room 
301 
306 
309 
317 
313 
101 
103 
104 
106 
107 
222 
301 
302 
304 
305 
317 
318 
319 
321 
431 

526A 
202 
139 

Subject 

COMM 

ENGL 

WMST 
under construction 

under construction 
under construction 

EDUC 
ENGL 

GEOG 

Course Section Days Start End 

825 

131 

29O 

782 
128 

703 

T 6:00 9:00 

1 MW 5:00 6:15 

3 MW 5:00 6:15 

1 W 4:00 6:50 
951 MW 7:30 8:45 

R 3:30 6:00 



Representative: Nell Phillips 

Building 
SA 
SA 

SA 

Room Subject Course Section Days Start End 
204 GEOG 704 1 W 6:00 8:00 
220 HIST 490 2 W 6:00 8:50 

GEOG 121 951 TR 6:00 7:15 
322 HIST 721 1 W 6:00 8:50 

ENGL 601 2 TF 5:00 6:15 



Representative: Wanda Wallace 

Building 
HM 
HM 
HM 
HM 
HM 
HM 
HM 

Room 
420 
423 
425 
517 
519 
523 
570 

Subject 
under construction 
under construction 
under construction 
under construction 
under construction 
under construction 
under construction 

Course Section Days 

SORRY!! :) 

Start End 



Representive: Lara Bailey 

Building Room Subject Course Section Days Start End 
307 INLS 500 2 M 6:00 8:30 

INLS 556 1 T 6:00 8:00 



Representative: Valerie Bernhardt, Pam Tharp 

Building 
DE 

DE 
DE 
DE 
DE 
DE 
DE 
MU 

WI 

Room Subject Course Section Days Start End 
304 SPAN    101     951    MW 7:30 9:30 

401 
4O2 
4O3 
4O4 
410 
412 
117 

217 

WMST 101 605 R 5:00 6:15 

GERM 601 1 TR 5:00 6:15 

COMM 850 1 W 4:00 7:00 
HIST 713 1 TR 5:00 7:50 
BIOL 691 1 W 4:00 6:50 



Representative: Diane Lupton 

Building 

CW 

PE 

Room Subject Course Section Days Start End 
103 
105 PSYC 101 951 MW 7:30 8:45 

PHIL 165 3 TR 6:00 7:15 
208 PHIL 860 1 M 4:00 6:30 

PWAD 691H 1 W 4:00 6:50 
PHIL 396 1 and 2 T 6:00 8:30 
PHIL 990 1 R 4:00 6:30 

216 EDUC 707 1 M 6:00 8:50 
EDUC 701 963 W 6:15 8:15 
ANTH 691H 1 R 5:00 7:00 



Representative: Sallie Anderson 

Building 
PH 
PH 
PH 
PH 
PH 

PH 

Room Subject Course Section Days Start End 
212 
215 PHYS 105 2 TR 4:00 5:15 (okay in blackout per Sallie) 
220 
222 
247 PHYS 116 624 

PHYS 117 643 
265 

W 4:00 4:50 (okay in blackout per Sallie) 
W 5:00 5:50 (okay in blackout per Sallie) 



Representative: Shannon Bronwnfield 

Building 
NE 
NE 
NE 

Room Subject Course Section Days Start End 
102 ANTH 539 1 MW 5:00 6:15 
301 PLAN 799 2 MW 5:00 6:15 
305 PLAN 805 1 MW 3:30 6:30 

PLAN 739 1 W 5:00 6:30 
HIST 905 90 R 3:30 6:20 



Representative: Janet Ward 

Building Room Subject 
GA 104 POLl 

POLl 
GA 210 POLl 

POLl 
HM 351 POLl 

POLl 
POLl 
POLl 
POLl 

HM 452 under construction 
HM 470 under construction 
MU 112 COMM 

POLl 
MU 115 POLl 

CLAR 
POLl 

Course Section Days Start End 
150 838 W 6:00 6:50 
704 1 W 7:00 9:50 
100 705 W 6:00 6:50 
265 2 TR 5:00 6:15 
891 2 M 4:00 6:50 
731 1 W 5:00 7:50 
700 1 T 7:00 9:45 
238 603 R 6:00 6:50 
790 1 R 7:00 9:50 

546 1 W 6:00 8:50 
276 2 TR 5:00 6:15 
150 835 M 6:00 6:50 
244 951 MW 7:30 8:45 
62 1 R 5:00 7:50 



Representative: Kay Hill 

Building 
DA 

DA 
DA 

HO 

Room Subject Course Section Days Start End 
101 PSYC 210     702    M 4:30 5:20 

PSYC 101 611 M 7:00 7:50 
PSYC 101 602 W 5:00 5:50 
PSYC 101 610 W 6:00 6:50 
PSYC 101 604 W 7:00 7:50 
PLAN 752 1 T 3:30 6:30 
PSYC 101 605 R 5:00 5:50 
PSYC 101 606 R 6:00 6:50 
PSYC 863 1 R 7:30 9:45 

112 PLAN 246 1 TR 5:00 6:15 
301 PSYC 506 1 W 5:00 7:30 

PSYC 240 4 TR 5:00 6:15 
203 PSYC 210 804 T 4:30 5:20 

PSYC 210 602 R 4:30 5:20 



Representative: Myra Quick 

Building 
MU 
SA 

Room Subject Course Section Days Start End 
105 PHIL 101 951 MW 6:00 7:15 
104 INLS 780 3 MW 6:00 7:15 

RELI/HIST 454 1 T 6:00 8:50 



Representative: Rob Moore 

Building 
DE 

DE 
DE 
DE 
DE 
DE 

DE 
DE 
DE 
DE 
DE 
DE 
DE 
DE 
DE 
DE 
DE 
HN 
MT 
MU 
MU 

Room 
201 

2O2 
2O3 
2O4 
2O5 
2O6 

Subject 
CHEM 
SPAN 
SPAN 
HIST 

PLCY 
ANTH 
WMST 

Course Section Days Start End 
101 951 MW 7:30 8:45 
101 952 TR 7:30 9:30 
203 951 TR 7:30 8:45 
905 90 R 3:30 6:20 

710 1 W 4:15 6:50 
92 1 T 7:00 9:30 

101 601 R 5:00 6:15 
207 
208 
209 
210 COMM 852 
301 FREN 601 
302 

303A EDUC 647 
305 COMM 659 
306 WMST 101 
307 
405 HIST 783 
103 gone? 
305 under construction 
3O2 
314 PHIL 

HIST 
HIST 

1 
1 

R 6:00 8:50 
MW 5:00 6:15 

4 T 4:00 6:50 
1 R 5:00 8:00 

608 R 5:00 6:15 

T 6:00 8:50 

412 
177H 
175 

1 
1 
1 

W 4:00 6:30 
T 3:30 6:20 
R 4:00 6:50 



Representative: Rebecca Teer 

Building 
HM 

PE 

Room Subject Course Section Days Start End 
150 HIST    717      1      M 5:30 8:20 

POLl 726 1 W 5:30 8:20 
HIST 711 1 R 6:30 9:30 

203 EDUC 871 1 M 4:00 6:50 
EDUC 708 1 W 6:30 9:30 
SOCI 130 951 TR 7:30 8:45 



Representative: Beth Sauer 

Building 
TT 
TT 
TT 

Room Subject Course Section Days Start End 
113 SOWO 913 1 T 5:00 7:50 
114 

226A SOWO 763 1 T 6:00 8:50 



Representative: Charlotte Rogers 

Building 
PE 
SM 

Room Subject Course Section Days Start End 
217 STOR 372 1 MW 5:00 6:15 
107 STOR 765 1 R 3:30 4:45 (okay in blackout per Charlotte) 



Representative: Karen Thompson 

Building 
MU 

Room Subject Course Section Days Start End 
222 CLAR 547      1     W 5:00 7:50 

PWAD 690 1 T 5:00 7:50 
HIST 890 1 R 6:00 8:50 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Derek Neverosky <dnevero@email.unc. edu> 
Friday, September 21, 2007 2:49 PM 
Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>; dscahan@email.unc.edu; Sue Forrest 
<sforrest@email.unc.edu>; cnewman@email.unc.edu; Burgner, Denise (Biology) 
<burgner@bio.unc.edu>; Jean_Hensley@unc.edu; Mark Richardson 
<richardm@email.unc.edu>; Lindsay Leonard <lindsle@email.unc.edu>; Ashley 
McCullen <amcculle@email.unc.edu>; Jason Clemmons <j clem@email.unc.edu>; 
sharon_jones@unc.edu; nadera salaam <nadera@email.unc.edu>; Kim Doty-Harris 
<kdharris@email.unc.edu>; Davis, Deborah <Debbie_Davis@unc. edu>; angeline warren 
<awarren@email.unc.edu>; carterl@email.unc.edu; Carolyn Turner 
<turnerc@email.unc.edu>; Lennis Carrier <lcarrier@email.unc.edu>; Kay Hill 
<k hill@unc.edu>; Myra Quick <quick@unc.edu>; caleb_baker@unc.edu; Beth Sauer 
<bhsauer@email.unc.edu>; Charlotte Rogers <crogers@email.unc.edu> 
Courses listed with meeting times but no Rooms 
SDF CLF error list registrar 20079.xls 

Hi All, 
I have been given a task from my higher up of finding out if these 
classes are meeting in one of our GPC or if they are in your 
departmental rooms. Can you please take a look at your attachment, find 
your class, and tell me where you think this class meets. I have until 
Oct. 1st to find this info so I won’t start hounding after you for about 
a week. But the sooner I know the better! Thanks a 999,999! I am saving 
my thanks a million for another day, ya never know when one might need it! 
Derek 

Derek A. Neverosky, M.S.Ed. 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 
Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Road 3rd Floor 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
(919)962-6093 - (919)843-8709 fax 



YES-Invalid Room COURSE LOCATION 
AFAM691H001 XX TBA 
AFRI396 001 XX TBA 
AMST900 001 XX TBA 
ANTH438H001 XX TBA 
APPL480 001 
APPL510 001 
BIOL101H001 
BIOL202 601 
BIOL202 602 
BIOL202 603 
BIOL202 604 
BIOL202 605 
BIOL202 606 
BIOL202 607 
BIOL202 608 
BIOL202 701 
BIOL202 702 
BIOL202 703 
BIOL202 704 
BIOL202 705 
BIOL202 706 
BIOL631 001 
BUSI588 003 
BUSI610 002 
BUSI617 001 
BUSI693H001 
ENGL075 001 
ENGL131 003 
ENGL132H001 XX TBA 
ENGL133H001 XX TBA 
ENGL693H001 XX TBA 
ENGL719 001 XX TBA 
ENGL828 001 XX TBA 
ENGL843 001 XX TBA 
ENST202 401 XX TBA 
ENST202 402 XX TBA 

XX TBA 
XX TBA 
XX TBA 
XX TBA 
XX TBA 
XX TBA 
XX TBA 
XX TBA 
XX TBA 
XX TBA 
XX TBA 
XX TBA 
XX TBA 
XX TBA 
XX TBA 
XX TBA 
XX TBA 
XX TBA 
XX TBA 
XX TBA 
XX TBA 
MB TBA 
XX TBA 
XX TBA 



ENST202 403 XX TBA 
ENST202 404 XX TBA 
ENST202 405 XX TBA 
ENST202 406 XX TBA 
ENST204 001 XX TBA 
EXSS193 001 XX TBA 
EXSS275L401 XX TBA 
EXSS275L402 XX TBA 
EXSS366 001 XX TBA 
EXSS376 401 XX TBA 
EXSS376 402 XX TBA 
EXSS376 403 XX TBA 
EXSS376 404 XX TBA 
EXSS412 001 XX TBA 
EXSS732 001 XX TBA 
EXSS740 001 XX TBA 
EXSS748 001 XX TBA 
EXSS750 001 XX TBA 
EXSS780 401 XX TBA 
HNRS325 001 XX TBA 
JOMC451 001 XX TBA 
JOMC452 001 XX TBA 
JOMC490 007 XX TBA 
JOMC691H001 XX TBA 
JOMC705 001 XX TBA 
JOMC743 001 XX TBA 
JOMC754 001 XX TBA 
JOMC825 001 XX TBA 
JOMC830 001 XX TBA 
JOMC840 001 XX TBA 
JOMC847 001 XX TBA 
MASC550 001 XX TBA 
MATH768 001 PH TBA 
MBA 718 001 MB TBA 
MUSC202 001 XX TBA 
MUSC202 002 XX TBA 
MUSC202 005 XX TBA 



MUSC202 006 XX TBA 
MUSC211 007 XX TBA 
MUSC212 002 XX TBA 
MUSC212 003 XX TBA 
MUSC212 006 XX TBA 
MUSC227 001 XX TBA 
MUSC750 001 XX TBA 
MUSC850 001 XX TBA 
MUSC870 001 XX TBA 
MUSC930 001 XX TBA 
MUSC950 001 XX TBA 
NAVS500L401 XX TBA 
PHYA213 001 XX TBA 
PHYA216 001 XX TBA 
PHYA233 001 XX TBA 
PHYA236 001 XX TBA 
PLAN714 002 XX TBA 
PLCY805 001 XX TBA 
PSYC720 001 XX TBA 
PSYC742 001 XX TBA 
PSYC762 001 XX TBA 
PSYC768 001 XX TBA 
PSYC781 001 XX TBA 
PSYC807 001 XX TBA 
PSYC811 001 XX TBA 
PSYC812 001 XX TBA 
PSYC815 001 XX TBA 
PSYC817 001 XX TBA 
PSYC822 001 XX TBA 
PSYC828 001 XX TBA 
PSYC842 001 XX TBA 
PSYC846 001 XX TBA 
PSYC850 001 XX TBA 
PSYC860 001 XX TBA 
PSYC864 001 XX TBA 
RELI700 001 XX TBA 
RUES730 001 XX TBA 



SOWO500 001 XX TBA 
SOWO540 004 XX TBA 
SOWO570 003 XX TBA 
SOWO800 001 XX TBA 
SOWO840 001 XX TBA 
SOWO841 002 XX TBA 
SOWO883 001 XX TBA 
SOWO900 001 XX TBA 
STOR724 001 XX TBA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Betsi Snipes <Betsi_Snipes@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 27, 2007 2:37 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: paychecks 

YOU are welcome .... 

Travis Gore wrote: 

Okay. That is a good idea. Thanks. 

Betsi Snipes wrote: 

>> No problem, but I would suggest that you have an alternate person on 
>> the pick up list and then you wouldn’t have to worry in the future, 
>> okay? 
>> 
>> Travis Gore wrote: 
>> 
>>> Thanks Betsi. It looks like I will be here after all. I got 
>>> confused with some dates. I apologize but I really appreciate you 
>>> taking the time to help me. 
>>> Thanks again. 
>>> 
>>> Travis 

>>> Betsi Snipes wrote: 
>>> 
>>>> Is there anyone else that you can place this responsibility to? IF 
>>>> so, then you will need to have the department chairman send a 
>>>> signed memo to my attention with the name of the person that can 
>>>> pick up checks so this can be added to the check pick up log. 
>>>> Thanks ! 
>>>> Betsi 

>>>> stgore@email.unc.edu wrote: 

>>>>> Hi Mrs. Snipes, 

>>>>> My name is Travis Gore and I work in the department of African and 
>>>>> Afro-American studies. I am the one that picks up paychecks for 
>>>>> our department. I might not be able to pick up the paychecks 
>>>>> next Friday if I have to head out of town due to some last minute 
>>>>> arrangements. I haven’t cleared it with my boss yet but I plan to 
>>>>> talk to her this afternoon. So If that is the case, I just wanted 
>>>>> to make sure I had everything covered and I was wondering how to 
>>>>> go about getting the paychecks. 

>>>>> Thank you. 

>>>>> Travis Gore 



Elizabeth C. (Betsi) Snipes 

Director of Payroll Services 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB#1260 
104 Airport Drive, Suite 3600 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1260 

Tel: (919) 962-0046 

Fax: (919) 962-5077 
Email: betsi_snipes@unc.edu 



DIVISION Dept # Department Name SPA EPA 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3120 ACADEMIC ADVISING 12 31 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3214 ACADEMIC SERVICES 2 1 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3287 AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER STUDIES 2 15 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3226 AMERICAN STUDIES 1 10 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3284 ANTHROPOLOGY 5 32 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3232 APPLIED SCIENCES 1 0 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3237 AREA STUDIES CENTER 2 3 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3204 ART 5 26 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3211 ARTS & HUMANITIES INSTITUTE 6 2 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3231 ARTS & SCI INFO SERVICES 33 1 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3201 ARTS & SCIENCES DEAN S OFFICE 24 14 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3252 ASIAN STUDIES 2 22 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3267 BIOLOGY 130 162 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3265 CHEMISTRY 53 330 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3288 CITY & REGIONAL PLANNING 11 16 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3220 CLASSICS 3 18 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3215 COMMUNICATION STUDIES 8 36 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3276 COMPUTER SCIENCE 43 84 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3217 CULTURAL STUDIES 1 0 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3207 DRAMATIC ART 8 22 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3264 ECOLOGY 2 2 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3289 ECONOMICS 6 32 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3225 ENGLISH & COMP LITERATURE 9 90 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3216 EUROPEAN STUDIES 5 4 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3292 EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 477 32 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3261 GEC BUILDING OPERATIONS 3 0 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3290 GEOGRAPHY 13 31 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3268 GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES 16 11 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3229 GERMANIC LANGUAGES 3 12 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3291 HISTORY 10 59 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3203 HONORS 6 5 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3221 HUMANITIES & HUMAN VALUES 5 2 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3135 INTERNATIONAL STUDIES 1 1 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3251 LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES 1 2 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3235 LEARNING CENTER 1 6 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3228 LINGUISTICS 2 6 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3262 MARINE SCIENCES 18 23 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3282 MATHEMATICS 33 47 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3212 MUSIC 7 49 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3298 NAVAL/Army/AirforceSCIENCE (NROTC) 2 0 



ARTS & SCIENCES 3210 OUTDOOR DRAMA 1 1 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3206 PEACE WAR & DEFENSE 1 0 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3238 PHILOSOPHY 4 22 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3270 PHYSICS-ASTRONOMY 58 115 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3294 POLITICAL SCIENCE 8 41 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3258 PSYCHOLOGY 45 97 
ARTS & SCIENCES 5235 PSYCHOMETRIC LAB 0 1 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3279 PUBLIC POLICY 14 13 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3241 RELIGIOUS STUDIES 3 15 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3286 RESEARCH LABS OF ARCHAEOLOGY 8 3 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3224 ROBERTSON SCHOLARSHIP PROG 2 0 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3244 ROMANCE LANGUAGES 7 60 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3249 SLAVIC EURAS & E EUR CTR 1 2 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3248 SLAVIC LANGUAGES 0 11 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3296 SOCIOLOGY 9 31 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3278 STATISTICS AND OPERATIONS RES 4 40 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3218 STUDENT COUNSELING 0 2 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3293 STUDENT RECREATION CENTER 3 0 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3266 STUDY ABROAD 9 5 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3219 UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION OFFICE 4 0 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3236 UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH 1 1 
ARTS & SCIENCES 5215 URBAN STUDIES 18 12 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3283 WOMEN S STUDIES 2 6 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3234 WRITING CENTER 0 3 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8952 AIRPORT 13 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 2223 ASSOC VC CAMPUS SERVICES 1 1 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8120 AUXlL ENTERPRISES-GEN ADM 25 2 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 7150 BUILDING SERVICES 261 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 7130 BUSINESS OPERATIONS 67 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 7160 DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION SVCS 124 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8130 ENERGY SERVICES 152 1 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 2371 ENVIRONMENT HEALTH & SAFETY 36 7 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 7110 FACILITIES SERVICES DIVISION 99 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 7140 GROUNDS SERVICES 92 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 7120 HOUSEKEEPING SERVICES 408 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8931 LAUNDRY DEPARTMENT 2 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8515 PRINTING & DUPLICATING 56 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 7602 PUBLIC SAFETY 140 1 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8230 PUBLIC SAFETY HOUSING SECURITY 5 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8986 PUBLIC SAFETY TRANS & PARKING 124 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8415 STUDENT STORES- S & P 1 0 

2 



ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8412 STUDENT STORES-ACCOUNTING 9 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8411 STUDENT STORES-ADMIN 2 1 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8423 STUDENT STORES-BULL S HEAD 30 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8413 STUDENT STORES-COURSE PACK 7 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8432 STUDENT STORES-MECHAND & DISPL 1 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8416 STUDENT STORES-OPERATIONS 65 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8424 STUDENT STORES-SALES FLOOR 78 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8471 STUDENT STORES-SNACK UNITS 4 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8422 STUDENT STORES-TEXBOOK DEPT 43 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8420 STUDENT STORES-THE CADUCEUS 15 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8425 STUDENT STORES-WAREHOUSE 5 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8121 UNC ONE CARD 9 0 
ASSOC VC FAC PLAN & CONST 2374 CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT 11 1 
ASSOC VC FAC PLAN & CONST 2372 ENGINEERING INFO SERVICES 13 0 
ASSOC VC FAC PLAN & CONST 2373 FACILITIES PLANNING 17 2 
ASSOC VC FAC PLAN & CONST 2370 FACILITIES PLANNING & CONST 4 1 
ASSOC VC FAC PLAN & CONST 2375 UNC PROPERTY OFFICE 4 1 
ASSOC VC FIN 2235 ACCOUNTING SERVICES 15 1 
ASSOC VC FIN 2229 ASSET MANAGEMENT 5 0 
ASSOC VC FIN 2226 ASSOC VICE CHANCELLOR FINANCE 3 1 
ASSOC VC FIN 8505 CONTRACT SERVICES & STORES 19 0 
ASSOC VC FIN 2238 DISBURSEMENT SERVICES 17 1 
ASSOC VC FIN 2240 FINANCIAL PLANNING & BUDGETS 9 0 
ASSOC VC FIN 2244 FINANCIAL SERVICES 3 0 
ASSOC VC FIN 2237 PAYROLL SERVICES 12 1 
ASSOC VC FIN 2260 PURCHASING SERVICES 16 0 
ASSOC VC FIN 2261 RISK MANAGEMENT SERVICES 2 2 
ASSOC VC FIN 2248 STUDENT ACCTS&UNC RECEIVABLES 24 1 
ASSOC VC FIN 2233 TRAVEL SERVICES 5 0 
ASSOC VC FIN 2231 UNIVERSITY CONTROLLER 9 2 
ASSOC VC HR 2228 HUMAN RESOURCES 75 7 
ATHLETICS 9821 ATHLETICS 41 12 
CHANCELLOR 2304 ALUMNI ASSOC OFFICE 6 1 
CHANCELLOR 2225 EQUAL OPPORTUNITY/ADA OFFICE 2 2 
CHANCELLOR 2254 INTERNAL AUDIT 6 1 
CHANCELLOR 2318 OFFICE FACULTY GOVERNANCE 1 1 
CHANCELLOR 2201 OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR 7 4 
CHANCELLOR 2213 UNIVERSITY COUNSEL 7 12 
CHANCELLOR 2204 UNIVERSITY OMBUDS OFFICE 1 0 
CIO 2265 ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING 6 1 
CIO 3103 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS. 479 20 
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CONT. ED 5378 NC SCHOOL ATHLETIC ASSOC 9 6 
CONT. ED 5301 WM&IDA FRIDAY CTR-CONT EDUC 53 41 
CTRS AND INST. 3105 ACKLAND ART MUSEUM 11 10 
CTRSAND INST. 3148 APPLES 0 2 
CTRS AND INST. 3140 CTR FOR DEVELOPMENTAL SCIENCE 48 23 
CTRS AND INST. 3108 CTR FOR TEACHING & LEARNING 5 5 
CTRS AND INST. 3145 CTR STUDY OF AMER SOUTH 16 5 
CTRS AND INST. 3115 INST AFRICAN AMERICAN RESEARCH 2 2 
CTRS AND INST. 8911 MOREHEAD PLANETARIUM 132 7 
CTRS AND INST. 3255 NC BOTANICAL GARDEN 23 7 
CTRS AND INST. 4935 NC HEALTH CAREERS ACCESS PROG 4 4 
CTRS AND INST. 3114 SONJA H STONE CENTER 5 3 
CTRS AND INST. 3118 UNC INST FOR THE ENVIRONMENT 21 26 
CTRS AND INST. 3125 WOMEN S CENTER 5 2 
CTRS AND INST. 3122 WORLD VIEW 3 4 
EDUCATIONAL DEVELOP OFFICE 4293 EDUCATIONAL DEVELOP OFFICE 1 0 
GRAD SCHOOL 3901 GRADUATE SCHOOL 15 27 
INACTIVE-INFO TECH SERVICE OPE 2251 INACTIVE-INFO TECH SERVICE OPE 1 0 
LIBRARIES 5505 ACADEMIC AFFAIRS LIBRARY 315 151 
LIBRARIES 5525 HEALTH AFFAIRS-DIV LIBRARY 53 30 
LIBRARIES 5520 LAW LIBRARY 23 11 
LIBRARIES 5507 TRI RES LIBRARY NETWORK 1 3 
OFFICE OF DEVELOPMENT 2301 OFFICE OF DEVELOPMENT 6 0 
PROVOST 2432 ADMISSIONS 50 22 
PROVOST 3133 AMERICAN INDIAN CENTER 0 1 
PROVOST 2224 DIVERSITY/MULTICULTURAL AFF 3 5 
PROVOST 3146 EXEC DIRECTOR FOR THE ARTS 30 3 
PROVOST 2315 INST RESEARCH AND ASSESSMENT 7 5 
PROVOST 3130 OFC OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS 9 12 
PROVOST 3101 OFC OF PROVOST ACAD AFFAIRS 4 5 
PROVOST 4101 OFC OF PROVOST HEALTH AFFRS 9 2 
PROVOST 3100 PROVOST 0 2 
PROVOST 2448 SCHOLARSHIPS & STUDENT AID 26 9 
PROVOST 3116 SUMMER SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION 5 0 
PROVOST 2438 UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR 34 2 
SCH BUSINESS 3301 KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 189 222 
SCH BUSINESS 3317 SBTDC KFBS REGIONAL SVC CTR 3 2 
SCH DENTISTRY 4315 CLINICAL SERVICES 56 4 
SCH DENTISTRY 4305 DENTAL ECOLOGY DEPT 18 35 
SCH DENTISTRY 5140 DENTAL FACULTY PRACTICE 24 0 
SCH DENTISTRY 4375 DENTAL RESEARCH 53 48 
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SCH DENTISTRY 4335 DIAGNOSTIC SCI & GEN DENTISTRY 17 30 
SCH DENTISTRY 4320 ENDODONTICS 7 16 
SCH DENTISTRY 4330 OPERATIVE DENTISTRY 9 16 
SCH DENTISTRY 4340 ORAL SURGERY 24 9 
SCH DENTISTRY 4345 ORTHODONTICS 24 37 
SCH DENTISTRY 4350 PEDIATRIC DENTISTRY 17 21 
SCH DENTISTRY 4355 PERIODONTOLOGY 10 23 
SCH DENTISTRY 4365 PROSTHODONTICS 14 30 
SCH DENTISTRY 4301 SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY 64 8 
SCH EDUCATION 3401 SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 98 98 
SCH INFO LIB SCI 3701 SCHOOL OF INFO & LIB SCI 
SCH GOVT 5401 SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 77 81 
SCH GOVT 5401 Dean’s Administrative Office 77 81 
SCH GOVT 5401 Publication & Production 
SCH GOVT 5401 Facilities & Instructions Support 
SCH GOVT 5401 Business Office 
SCH GOVT 5401 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
SCH GOVT 5401 PUBLIC TECHNOLOGY 
SCH GOVT 5401 Environmental Finance Ctr 77 81 
SCH GOVT 5401 MPA Program 77 81 
SCH JOURNALISM 3501 JOURNALISM/MASS COMMUNICATION 23 76 
SCH LAW 3601 SCHOOL OF LAW 109 73 
SCH NURSING 4401 SCHOOL OF NURSING 150 157 
SCH PHARMACY 4501 SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 103 219 
SCH PUB HLTH 4620 BIOSTATISTICS 100 110 
SCH PUB HLTH 4605 ENVIRON HEALTH & SUSCEP 1 1 
SCH PUB HLTH 4630 ENVIRONMENT SCIENCES & ENGI 44 118 
SCH PUB HLTH 4635 EPIDEMIOLOGY 65 116 
SCH PUB HLTH 4640 HEALTH BEHAVIOR & HEALTH EDUC 17 36 
SCH PUB HLTH 4610 HEALTH POLICY & ADMINISTRATION 21 59 
SCH PUB HLTH 4645 MATERNAL & CHILD HEALTH 31 29 
SCH PUB HLTH 4626 NC INSTITUTE FOR PUBLIC HEALTH 62 46 
SCH PUB HLTH 4660 NUTRITION 47 66 
SCH PUB HLTH 4622 NUTRITION RESEARCH INSTITUTE 4 0 
SCH PUB HLTH 4670 PH LEADERSHIP PROGRAM 5 10 
SCH PUB HLTH 4655 PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING 0 6 
SCH PUB HLTH 4601 SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH 26 15 
SCH PUB HLTH 4603 SPH INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 28 0 
SCH SOCIAL WORK 5367 DEV DISABILITIES TRNG INST 3 2 
SCH SOCIAL WORK 3801 SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 60 104 
VC ADVANCEMENT 2221 V CHANCELLOR-UNIV ADVANCEMENT 90 33 
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VC ADVANCEMENT 5380 WUNC-FM 30 37 
VC FIN & ADMIN 2219 VICE CHAN FINANCE & ADMIN 2 2 
VC FOR ENGAGEMENT 3119 CAROLINA CENTER FOR PUBLIC SVC 2 4 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 4910 CAROLINA POPULATION CENTER 80 67 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 3908 CLINICAL TRIALS 6 3 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 4985 CTR HEALTH PROM DISEASE PREY 59 21 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 5245 FPG CHILD DEVELOPMENT INST 227 55 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 5210 H W ODUM INST RES SOCIAL SCI 25 10 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 5350 HIGHWAY SAFETY RESEARCH 36 21 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 4974 INJURY PREVENTION RESEARCH CTR 32 12 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 5220 INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCES 42 24 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 4921 INSTITUTE ON AGING 21 12 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 3124 KENAN CTR UTIL CARBON DIOXIDE 10 0 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 4270 LABORATORY ANIMAL MEDICINE 116 2 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 3906 OFC INFO & COMMUNICATIONS 4 5 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 3909 OFC OF HUMAN RESEARCH ETHICS 15 2 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 3904 OFFICE OF RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT 2 1 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 2236 OFFICE OF SPONSORED RESEARCH 55 5 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 3113 OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY DEVELOP 8 7 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 3127 RENAISSANCE COMPUTING INST 27 54 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 4950 SHEPS CTR FOR HLTH SERV RES 71 53 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 3905 VC FOR RESEARCH & ECONOMIC DEV 14 18 
VC STUDENT AFFAIRS 2426 CAMPUS HEALTH SERVICES 108 52 
VC STUDENT AFFAIRS 2424 CAMPUS HEALTH SERV-PHARMACY 1 0 
VC STUDENT AFFAIRS 2423 CAROLINA UNION 143 5 
VC STUDENT AFFAIRS 2406 DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE 9 10 
VC STUDENT AFFAIRS 8215 HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 95 23 
VC STUDENT AFFAIRS 2404 NEW STU/CAROLINA PARENT PRGMS 33 3 
VC STUDENT AFFAIRS 2413 STUDENT ACTIVITIES FUND OFFICE 3 0 
VC STUDENT AFFAIRS 2417 UNIVERSITY CAREER SERVICES 9 9 
VC STUDENT AFFAIRS 2401 V CHAN STUDENT AFFAIRS OFFICE 11 7 

Main Campus Total 
SCH MEDICINE 4278 AGING PROGRAM 
SCH MEDICINE 4835 AHEC SUPPORT-COMM MED CARE 
SCH MEDICINE 4282 ALCOHOL STUDIES CENTER 
SCH MEDICINE 4273 ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES 
SCH MEDICINE 4268 ANESTHESIOLOGY 
SCH MEDICINE 4212 BIOCHEMISTRY AND BIOPHYSICS 
SCH MEDICINE 4275 BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING 
SCH MEDICINE 4217 BIOMEDICAL RES IMAGING CTR 
SCH MEDICINE 4227 CARDIOVASCULAR BIOLOGY CTR 
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SCH MEDICINE 4219 CAROLINA CTR FOR GENOME SCI 
SCH MEDICINE 4206 CAROLINA VACCINE INSTITUTE 
SCH MEDICINE 4204 CELL & DEVELOPMENT BIOLOGY 
SCH MEDICINE 4224 CELL & MOLECULAR PHYSIOLOGY 
SCH MEDICINE 4291 CLINICAL RESEARCH 
SCH MEDICINE 4295 COM MED ED/FAMILY SUPP NETWORK 
SCH MEDICINE 4226 COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CENTER 
SCH MEDICINE 4272 CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION 
SCH MEDICINE 4202 CTR FOR WOMEN S HLTH RESEARCH 
SCH MEDICINE 4205 CTR MATERNAL & INFANT HEALTH 
SCH MEDICINE 4223 CYS FIBROSIS/PULMONARY RES 
SCH MEDICINE 4229 DERMATOLOGY 
SCH MEDICINE 4287 DEVELOPMENTAL & LEARNING CTR 
SCH MEDICINE 4284 MEDICAL SCIENCES TEACHING LABORATORIES 
SCH MEDICINE 4266 EMERGENCY MEDICINE 
SCH MEDICINE 4225 ENVlRO MED ASTHMA & LUNG BIO 
SCH MEDICINE 4232 FAMILY MEDICINE 
SCH MEDICINE 4283 GASTROINT BIOLOGY & DIS CTR 
SCH MEDICINE 4276 GENE THERAPY CENTER 
SCH MEDICINE 4218 GENETICS 
SCH MEDICINE 4274 HIV STDS INFECT DISEASE CTR 
SCH MEDICINE 4228 MEDICINE 
SCH MEDICINE 4201 MEDICINE ADMINISTRATION 
SCH MEDICINE 4208 MICROBIOLOGY & IMMUNOLOGY 
SCH MEDICINE 4277 MOLECULAR BIOLOGY 
SCH MEDICINE 4279 NEURODEV DISORDERS RES CTR 
SCH MEDICINE 4230 NEUROLOGY 
SCH MEDICINE 4281 NEUROSCIENCE CENTER 
SCH MEDICINE 4236 OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY 
SCH MEDICINE OFFICE OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
SCH MEDICINE 4244 OPHTHALMOLOGY 
SCH MEDICINE 4265 ORTHOPAEDICS 
SCH MEDICINE 4238 OTOLARYNGOLOGY (ENT) 
SCH MEDICINE 4216 PATHOLOGY & LAB MEDICINE 
SCH MEDICINE 4248 PEDIATRICS 
SCH MEDICINE 4220 PHARMACOLOGY 
SCH MEDICINE 4296 PHYSICAL MEDICINE & REHAB 
SCH MEDICINE 4256 PSYCHIATRY 
SCH MEDICINE 4262 RADIATION ONCOLOGY 
SCH MEDICINE 4260 RADIOLOGY 
SCH MEDICINE 4290 SOCIAL MEDICINE 
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SCH MEDICINE 4264 SURGERY 
SCH MEDICINE 4257 TEACCH DIV 
SCH MEDICINE 4285 THURSTON ARTHRITIS RES CENTER 
SCH MEDICINE 4210 TOXICOLOGY CURRICULUM 
SCH MEDICINE 4269 UNC KIDNEY CENTER 
SCH MEDICINE TOTAL 

l UNC CHAPEL HILL TOTAL 

3 Week Total of 
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TOTAL # Employees Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 

37 
2 

17 $120.00 
11 
30 

1 
1 

28 
6 

25 
28 $1,740.00 
23 
91 
92 
19 
14 
37 
70 

1 
22 

2 
35 $1,420.00 $700.00 
86 

6 
59 

3 
22 
16 
14 
58 $1,320.00 $856.00 
10 
6 
2 
3 
6 
7 

21 
45 
37 

2 $20.00 

g 



2 
1 

22 
57 
42 $9,442.00 
82 $498.00 

1 
13 $1,800.00 
17 
4 
2 

67 $1,010.00 
3 
8 

32 
25 

2 
2 

14 
4 
2 

16 
8 
3 
2 
2 

19 
261 

67 
124 
153 
43 
99 
92 

408 
2 

56 
141 

5 
124 

1 
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9 
3 

3O 
7 
1 

65 
78 

4 
43 
15 

5 
9 $300.00 

12 
12 
18 

5 
5 

15 
4 
4 

18 
17 

8 
3 

14 
11 

3 
24 

5 
10 
80 
13 $358.00 $3,955.00 $90.00 

7 
4 
7 
2 

11 $1,914.00 
16 

1 
7 

361 $1,020.00 
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15 
65 
18 
2 

26 
10 
10 
4 

31 
23 

8 
8 

31 
7 
7 
1 

21 $2,102.00 
1 

248 $2,135.08 $1,170.00 
56 
20 

4 
6 

47 
1 
7 

14 
12 
19 

9 
11 
2 

27 
5 

31 $996.00 
270 $7,837.65 $10,770.00 

5 
55 
37 
22 
48 
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29 
10 
18 
19 
25 
24 
13 
26 
5O 

130 
40 $2,000.00 $2,420.00 $5,879.00 
23 
30 $3,520.00 
17 
42 

9 
7 
6 
4 
8 

72 $7,795.00 $931.00 
101 $1,690.00 $2,086.00 
197 $3,141.00 
150 
97 $240.00 

2 
63 
95 
27 
58 
47 $680.00 
75 $1,056.00 
55 

4 
13 
6 

36 
27 

5 
123 $1,442.00 $6,380.00 
102 $6,445.08 
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52 
4 $120.00 
6 

81 
7 

43 $396.00 $180.00 $480.00 
204 $8,197.00 $3,097.08 

17 
35 
16 
34 
16 
4 

115 $601.00 
6 

16 
3 

53 
12 
70 
90 
32 

142 
1 

27 
15 
40 

5 
3 

18 $954.00 $260.00 
14 $900.00 $145.00 

$5,891.00 $49,645.73 $57,072.16 

$1,630.00 $2,520.00 $105.00 

$2,005.00 
$3,175.00 
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$768.00 

$50.00 

$750.00 
$2,075.50 

$200.00 $78.00 

$2,539.00 $1,760.00 $3,850.00 

$650.00 $876.00 

$840.00 
$85.00 

$270.00 
$2,200.08 

$150.00                                $1,805.00 
$2,816.00 

$360.00 
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$2,330.00 

$6,519.08 $11,078.00 $16,290.50 

$12,410.08 $60,723.73 $73,362.66 

$146,496.47 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Renee Sherman <rsherman@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2007 4:32 PM 

undisclosed-recipients: 

Astra software download 

Installing the Ad Astra client.doc 

Greetings, 

Please find attached the link to download the Astra Scheduling Software to your 
computer. Please let us know if you have any questions. 

Just a reminder, DO NOT USE SCREEN 134 in SIS which is the meeting pattern screen. 

We are also not using the software at this time to do any event scheduling. 
Further training is necessary for event scheduling. 

An additional email will be sent with information regarding dates and times for 
Astra workshops. 

Have fun! 
Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Scheduling Team Lead 
Office of the University Registrar 
Suite 3100, CB#2100 
Student Academic Services Building-North 
University of NC at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
(919)962-6093 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email.unc.edu 



Last Revised: 8 October 2007 

lInstalling the Ad Astra client 

Step i: Download the software 

Go to http://classrooms.unc.edu/astra.6.setup.exe and save the file to 
your local computer. 

Step 2: Install the software 

Double-click the astra.6.setup.exe file to begin the installation. 

An install wizard appears that will walk you through the steps of 
installing the Ad Astra client. Click Next to go to the next screen. 
Choose where you would like to install the software on your local hard 
drive. By default, it will install Ad Astra to C:\AstraSchedule. Click 
Next. 

On the screen that follows, you will select the components of Ad Astra 
you wish to install. Put a checkmark next to only Astra Schedule. You 
will not have access to the other components of this application. Click 
Next. 

On the following screen - Select Program Manager Group - click Next. 

You are ready to install Astra Schedule Client. Click Next to begin. 

The software installs. Click Einish to end. 

Step 3: Configuring Astra client 

On your desktop, you will see a shortcut entitled ~AstraSchedule’. 
Double-click this shortcut to start the Astra software. 

Use the following settings to connect to the Astra server. 

Astra Server IP Address : ~ 52.2.203.139 

Astra Server Port: [9000 

Datawatch Port: 9001 

Adrnin Port : ~ 2001 

Cancel ] 

Enter your username and password. You are ready to begin using Astra! 

Installing the Ad Astra client l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renee Sherman <rsherman@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, November 8, 2007 2:22 PM 

Renee Sherman <rsherman@email.unc.edu> 
Astra software download 

Greetings, 

The software download for 089 is taking a bit longer than expected. It is about 
halfway through the alphabet at this point. Please refrain from making any 
changes in 089 until everything is loaded and we give the ok. 

Thanks for your patience! 

Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Scheduling Team Lead 
Office of the University Registrar 
Suite 3100, CB#2100 
Student Academic Services Building-North 
University of NC at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
(919)962-6093 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renee Sherman <rsherman@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, November 9, 2007 7:51 AM 

Renee Sherman <rsherman@email.unc.edu> 
Astra software download 

Sorry but we still need to drop the room assignments from Fall of 2007 before 

you can make any room assignments in 089. Should be done this morning as soon 
as our IT person gets in. 

Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Scheduling Team Lead 
Office of the University Registrar 

Suite 3100, CB#2100 
Student Academic Services Building-North 

University of NC at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

(919)962-6093 * (919)843-8709 fax 

rsherman@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renee Sherman <rsherman@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, November 9, 2007 8:27 AM 

Renee Sherman <rsherman@email.unc.edu> 
Astra software download 

You are all free to log in and use the Astra Scheduling software now. 

Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Scheduling Team Lead 
Office of the University Registrar 
Suite 3100, CB#2100 
Student Academic Services Building-North 
University of NC at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
(919)962-6093 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 14, 2007 1:53 PM 

Kenneth Janken <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

names and emails 

afam Searchcontacts.xls 



DIVISION Dept # Department Name SPA EPA 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3120 ACADEMIC ADVISING 12 31 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3214 ACADEMIC SERVICES 2 1 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3287 AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER STUDIES 2 15 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3226 AMERICAN STUDIES 1 10 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3284 ANTHROPOLOGY 5 32 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3232 APPLIED SCIENCES 1 0 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3237 AREA STUDIES CENTER 2 3 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3204 ART 5 26 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3211 ARTS & HUMANITIES INSTITUTE 6 2 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3231 ARTS & SCI INFO SERVICES 33 1 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3201 ARTS & SCIENCES DEAN S OFFICE 24 14 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3252 ASIAN STUDIES 2 22 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3267 BIOLOGY 130 162 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3265 CHEMISTRY 53 330 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3288 CITY & REGIONAL PLANNING 11 16 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3220 CLASSICS 3 18 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3215 COMMUNICATION STUDIES 8 36 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3276 COMPUTER SCIENCE 43 84 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3217 CULTURAL STUDIES 1 0 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3207 DRAMATIC ART 8 22 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3264 ECOLOGY 2 2 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3289 ECONOMICS 6 32 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3225 ENGLISH & COMP LITERATURE 9 90 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3216 EUROPEAN STUDIES 5 4 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3292 EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 477 32 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3261 GEC BUILDING OPERATIONS 3 0 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3290 GEOGRAPHY 13 31 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3268 GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES 16 11 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3229 GERMANIC LANGUAGES 3 12 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3291 HISTORY 10 59 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3203 HONORS 6 5 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3221 HUMANITIES & HUMAN VALUES 5 2 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3135 INTERNATIONAL STUDIES 1 1 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3251 LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES 1 2 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3235 LEARNING CENTER 1 6 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3228 LINGUISTICS 2 6 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3262 MARINE SCIENCES 18 23 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3282 MATHEMATICS 33 47 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3212 MUSIC 7 49 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3298 NAVAL/Army/AirforceSCIENCE (NROTC) 2 0 



ARTS & SCIENCES 3210 OUTDOOR DRAMA 1 1 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3206 PEACE WAR & DEFENSE 1 0 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3238 PHILOSOPHY 4 22 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3270 PHYSICS-ASTRONOMY 58 115 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3294 POLITICAL SCIENCE 8 41 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3258 PSYCHOLOGY 45 97 
ARTS & SCIENCES 5235 PSYCHOMETRIC LAB 0 1 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3279 PUBLIC POLICY 14 13 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3241 RELIGIOUS STUDIES 3 15 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3286 RESEARCH LABS OF ARCHAEOLOGY 8 3 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3224 ROBERTSON SCHOLARSHIP PROG 2 0 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3244 ROMANCE LANGUAGES 7 60 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3249 SLAVIC EURAS & E EUR CTR 1 2 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3248 SLAVIC LANGUAGES 0 11 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3296 SOCIOLOGY 9 31 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3278 STATISTICS AND OPERATIONS RES 4 40 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3218 STUDENT COUNSELING 0 2 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3293 STUDENT RECREATION CENTER 3 0 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3266 STUDY ABROAD 9 5 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3219 UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION OFFICE 4 0 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3236 UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH 1 1 
ARTS & SCIENCES 5215 URBAN STUDIES 18 12 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3283 WOMEN S STUDIES 2 6 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3234 WRITING CENTER 0 3 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8952 AIRPORT 13 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 2223 ASSOC VC CAMPUS SERVICES 1 1 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8120 AUXlL ENTERPRISES-GEN ADM 25 2 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 7150 BUILDING SERVICES 261 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 7130 BUSINESS OPERATIONS 67 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 7160 DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION SVCS 124 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8130 ENERGY SERVICES 152 1 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 2371 ENVIRONMENT HEALTH & SAFETY 36 7 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 7110 FACILITIES SERVICES DIVISION 99 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 7140 GROUNDS SERVICES 92 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 7120 HOUSEKEEPING SERVICES 408 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8931 LAUNDRY DEPARTMENT 2 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8515 PRINTING & DUPLICATING 56 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 7602 PUBLIC SAFETY 140 1 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8230 PUBLIC SAFETY HOUSING SECURITY 5 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8986 PUBLIC SAFETY TRANS & PARKING 124 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8415 STUDENT STORES- S & P 1 0 
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ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8412 STUDENT STORES-ACCOUNTING 9 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8411 STUDENT STORES-ADMIN 2 1 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8423 STUDENT STORES-BULL S HEAD 30 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8413 STUDENT STORES-COURSE PACK 7 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8432 STUDENT STORES-MECHAND & DISPL 1 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8416 STUDENT STORES-OPERATIONS 65 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8424 STUDENT STORES-SALES FLOOR 78 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8471 STUDENT STORES-SNACK UNITS 4 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8422 STUDENT STORES-TEXBOOK DEPT 43 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8420 STUDENT STORES-THE CADUCEUS 15 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8425 STUDENT STORES-WAREHOUSE 5 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8121 UNC ONE CARD 9 0 
ASSOC VC FAC PLAN & CONST 2374 CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT 11 1 
ASSOC VC FAC PLAN & CONST 2372 ENGINEERING INFO SERVICES 13 0 
ASSOC VC FAC PLAN & CONST 2373 FACILITIES PLANNING 17 2 
ASSOC VC FAC PLAN & CONST 2370 FACILITIES PLANNING & CONST 4 1 
ASSOC VC FAC PLAN & CONST 2375 UNC PROPERTY OFFICE 4 1 
ASSOC VC FIN 2235 ACCOUNTING SERVICES 15 1 
ASSOC VC FIN 2229 ASSET MANAGEMENT 5 0 
ASSOC VC FIN 2226 ASSOC VICE CHANCELLOR FINANCE 3 1 
ASSOC VC FIN 8505 CONTRACT SERVICES & STORES 19 0 
ASSOC VC FIN 2238 DISBURSEMENT SERVICES 17 1 
ASSOC VC FIN 2240 FINANCIAL PLANNING & BUDGETS 9 0 
ASSOC VC FIN 2244 FINANCIAL SERVICES 3 0 
ASSOC VC FIN 2237 PAYROLL SERVICES 12 1 
ASSOC VC FIN 2260 PURCHASING SERVICES 16 0 
ASSOC VC FIN 2261 RISK MANAGEMENT SERVICES 2 2 
ASSOC VC FIN 2248 STUDENT ACCTS&UNC RECEIVABLES 24 1 
ASSOC VC FIN 2233 TRAVEL SERVICES 5 0 
ASSOC VC FIN 2231 UNIVERSITY CONTROLLER 9 2 
ASSOC VC HR 2228 HUMAN RESOURCES 75 7 
ATHLETICS 9821 ATHLETICS 41 12 
CHANCELLOR 2304 ALUMNI ASSOC OFFICE 6 1 
CHANCELLOR 2225 EQUAL OPPORTUNITY/ADA OFFICE 2 2 
CHANCELLOR 2254 INTERNAL AUDIT 6 1 
CHANCELLOR 2318 OFFICE FACULTY GOVERNANCE 1 1 
CHANCELLOR 2201 OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR 7 4 
CHANCELLOR 2213 UNIVERSITY COUNSEL 7 12 
CHANCELLOR 2204 UNIVERSITY OMBUDS OFFICE 1 0 
CIO 2265 ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING 6 1 
CIO 3103 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS. 479 20 
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CONT. ED 5378 NC SCHOOL ATHLETIC ASSOC 9 6 
CONT. ED 5301 WM&IDA FRIDAY CTR-CONT EDUC 53 41 
CTRS AND INST. 3105 ACKLAND ART MUSEUM 11 10 
CTRSAND INST. 3148 APPLES 0 2 
CTRS AND INST. 3140 CTR FOR DEVELOPMENTAL SCIENCE 48 23 
CTRS AND INST. 3108 CTR FOR TEACHING & LEARNING 5 5 
CTRS AND INST. 3145 CTR STUDY OF AMER SOUTH 16 5 
CTRS AND INST. 3115 INST AFRICAN AMERICAN RESEARCH 2 2 
CTRS AND INST. 8911 MOREHEAD PLANETARIUM 132 7 
CTRS AND INST. 3255 NC BOTANICAL GARDEN 23 7 
CTRS AND INST. 4935 NC HEALTH CAREERS ACCESS PROG 4 4 
CTRS AND INST. 3114 SONJA H STONE CENTER 5 3 
CTRS AND INST. 3118 UNC INST FOR THE ENVIRONMENT 21 26 
CTRS AND INST. 3125 WOMEN S CENTER 5 2 
CTRS AND INST. 3122 WORLD VIEW 3 4 
EDUCATIONAL DEVELOP OFFICE 4293 EDUCATIONAL DEVELOP OFFICE 1 0 
GRAD SCHOOL 3901 GRADUATE SCHOOL 15 27 
INACTIVE-INFO TECH SERVICE OPE 2251 INACTIVE-INFO TECH SERVICE OPE 1 0 
LIBRARIES 5505 ACADEMIC AFFAIRS LIBRARY 315 151 
LIBRARIES 5525 HEALTH AFFAIRS-DIV LIBRARY 53 30 
LIBRARIES 5520 LAW LIBRARY 23 11 
LIBRARIES 5507 TRI RES LIBRARY NETWORK 1 3 
OFFICE OF DEVELOPMENT 2301 OFFICE OF DEVELOPMENT 6 0 
PROVOST 2432 ADMISSIONS 50 22 
PROVOST 3133 AMERICAN INDIAN CENTER 0 1 
PROVOST 2224 DIVERSITY/MULTICULTURAL AFF 3 5 
PROVOST 3146 EXEC DIRECTOR FOR THE ARTS 30 3 
PROVOST 2315 INST RESEARCH AND ASSESSMENT 7 5 
PROVOST 3130 OFC OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS 9 12 
PROVOST 3101 OFC OF PROVOST ACAD AFFAIRS 4 5 
PROVOST 4101 OFC OF PROVOST HEALTH AFFRS 9 2 
PROVOST 3100 PROVOST 0 2 
PROVOST 2448 SCHOLARSHIPS & STUDENT AID 26 9 
PROVOST 3116 SUMMER SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION 5 0 
PROVOST 2438 UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR 34 2 
SCH BUSINESS 3301 KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 189 222 
SCH BUSINESS 3317 SBTDC KFBS REGIONAL SVC CTR 3 2 
SCH DENTISTRY 4315 CLINICAL SERVICES 56 4 
SCH DENTISTRY 4305 DENTAL ECOLOGY DEPT 18 35 
SCH DENTISTRY 5140 DENTAL FACULTY PRACTICE 24 0 
SCH DENTISTRY 4375 DENTAL RESEARCH 53 48 
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SCH DENTISTRY 4335 DIAGNOSTIC SCI & GEN DENTISTRY 17 30 
SCH DENTISTRY 4320 ENDODONTICS 7 16 
SCH DENTISTRY 4330 OPERATIVE DENTISTRY 9 16 
SCH DENTISTRY 4340 ORAL SURGERY 24 9 
SCH DENTISTRY 4345 ORTHODONTICS 24 37 
SCH DENTISTRY 4350 PEDIATRIC DENTISTRY 17 21 
SCH DENTISTRY 4355 PERIODONTOLOGY 10 23 
SCH DENTISTRY 4365 PROSTHODONTICS 14 30 
SCH DENTISTRY 4301 SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY 64 8 
SCH EDUCATION 3401 SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 98 98 
SCH INFO LIB SCI 3701 SCHOOL OF INFO & LIB SCI 
SCH GOVT 5401 SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 77 81 
SCH GOVT 5401 Publication & Production 
SCH GOVT 5401 Facilities & Instructions Support 
SCH GOVT 5401 Business Office 
SCH GOVT 5401 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
SCH GOVT 5401 PUBLIC TECHNOLOGY 
SCH GOVT 5401 Environmental Finance Ctr 77 81 
SCH GOVT 5401 MPA Program 77 81 
SCH JOURNALISM 3501 JOURNALISM/MASS COMMUNICATION 23 76 
SCH LAW 3601 SCHOOL OF LAW 109 73 
SCH NURSING 4401 SCHOOL OF NURSING 150 157 
SCH PHARMACY 4501 SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 103 219 
SCH PUB HLTH 4620 BIOSTATISTICS 100 110 
SCH PUB HLTH 4605 ENVIRON HEALTH & SUSCEP 1 1 
SCH PUB HLTH 4630 ENVIRONMENT SCIENCES & ENGI 44 118 
SCH PUB HLTH 4635 EPIDEMIOLOGY 65 116 
SCH PUB HLTH 4640 HEALTH BEHAVIOR & HEALTH EDUC 17 36 
SCH PUB HLTH 4610 HEALTH POLICY & ADMINISTRATION 21 59 
SCH PUB HLTH 4645 MATERNAL & CHILD HEALTH 31 29 
SCH PUB HLTH 4626 NC INSTITUTE FOR PUBLIC HEALTH 62 46 
SCH PUB HLTH 4660 NUTRITION 47 66 
SCH PUB HLTH 4622 NUTRITION RESEARCH INSTITUTE 4 0 
SCH PUB HLTH 4670 PH LEADERSHIP PROGRAM 5 10 
SCH PUB HLTH 4655 PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING 0 6 
SCH PUB HLTH 4601 SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH 26 15 
SCH PUB HLTH 4603 SPH INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 28 0 
SCH SOCIAL WORK 5367 DEV DISABILITIES TRNG INST 3 2 
SCH SOCIAL WORK 3801 SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 60 104 
VC ADVANCEMENT 2221 V CHANCELLOR-UNIV ADVANCEMENT 90 33 
VC ADVANCEMENT 5380 WUNC-FM 30 37 
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VC FIN & ADMIN 2219 VICE CHAN FINANCE & ADMIN 2 2 
VC FOR ENGAGEMENT 3119 CAROLINA CENTER FOR PUBLIC SVC 2 4 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 4910 CAROLINA POPULATION CENTER 80 67 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 3908 CLINICAL TRIALS 6 3 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 4985 CTR HEALTH PROM DISEASE PREY 59 21 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 5245 FPG CHILD DEVELOPMENT INST 227 55 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 5210 H W ODUM INST RES SOCIAL SCI 25 10 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 5350 HIGHWAY SAFETY RESEARCH 36 21 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 4974 INJURY PREVENTION RESEARCH CTR 32 12 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 5220 INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCES 42 24 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 4921 INSTITUTE ON AGING 21 12 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 3124 KENAN CTR UTIL CARBON DIOXIDE 10 0 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 4270 LABORATORY ANIMAL MEDICINE 116 2 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 3906 OFC INFO & COMMUNICATIONS 4 5 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 3909 OFC OF HUMAN RESEARCH ETHICS 15 2 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 3904 OFFICE OF RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT 2 1 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 2236 OFFICE OF SPONSORED RESEARCH 55 5 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 3113 OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY DEVELOP 8 7 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 3127 RENAISSANCE COMPUTING INST 27 54 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 4950 SHEPS CTR FOR HLTH SERV RES 71 53 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 3905 VC FOR RESEARCH & ECONOMIC DEV 14 18 
VC STUDENT AFFAIRS 2426 CAMPUS HEALTH SERVICES 108 52 
VC STUDENT AFFAIRS 2424 CAMPUS HEALTH SERV-PHARMACY 1 0 
VC STUDENT AFFAIRS 2423 CAROLINA UNION 143 5 
VC STUDENT AFFAIRS 2406 DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE 9 10 
VC STUDENT AFFAIRS 8215 HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 95 23 
VC STUDENT AFFAIRS 2404 NEW STU/CAROLINA PARENT PRGMS 33 3 
VC STUDENT AFFAIRS 2413 STUDENT ACTIVITIES FUND OFFICE 3 0 
VC STUDENT AFFAIRS 2417 UNIVERSITY CAREER SERVICES 9 9 
VC STUDENT AFFAIRS 2401 V CHAN STUDENT AFFAIRS OFFICE 11 7 

Main Campus Total 
SCH MEDICINE 4278 AGING PROGRAM 
SCH MEDICINE 4835 AHEC SUPPORT-COMM MED CARE 
SCH MEDICINE 4282 ALCOHOL STUDIES CENTER 
SCH MEDICINE 4273 ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES 
SCH MEDICINE 4268 ANESTHESIOLOGY 
SCH MEDICINE 4212 BIOCHEMISTRY AND BIOPHYSICS 
SCH MEDICINE 4275 BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING 
SCH MEDICINE 4217 BIOMEDICAL RES IMAGING CTR 
SCH MEDICINE 4227 CARDIOVASCULAR BIOLOGY CTR 
SCH MEDICINE 4219 CAROLINA CTR FOR GENOME SCI 
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SCH MEDICINE 4206 CAROLINA VACCINE INSTITUTE 
SCH MEDICINE 4204 CELL & DEVELOPMENT BIOLOGY 
SCH MEDICINE 4224 CELL & MOLECULAR PHYSIOLOGY 
SCH MEDICINE 4291 CLINICAL RESEARCH 
SCH MEDICINE 4295 COM MED ED/FAMILY SUPP NETWORK 
SCH MEDICINE 4226 COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CENTER 
SCH MEDICINE 4272 CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION 
SCH MEDICINE 4202 CTR FOR WOMEN S HLTH RESEARCH 
SCH MEDICINE 4205 CTR MATERNAL & INFANT HEALTH 
SCH MEDICINE 4223 CYS FIBROSIS/PULMONARY RES 
SCH MEDICINE 4229 DERMATOLOGY 
SCH MEDICINE 4287 DEVELOPMENTAL & LEARNING CTR 
SCH MEDICINE 4284 MEDICAL SCIENCES TEACHING LABORATORIES 
SCH MEDICINE 4266 EMERGENCY MEDICINE 
SCH MEDICINE 4225 ENVlRO MED ASTHMA & LUNG BIO 
SCH MEDICINE 4232 FAMILY MEDICINE 
SCH MEDICINE 4283 GASTROINT BIOLOGY & DIS CTR 
SCH MEDICINE 4276 GENE THERAPY CENTER 
SCH MEDICINE 4218 GENETICS 
SCH MEDICINE 4274 HIV STDS INFECT DISEASE CTR 
SCH MEDICINE HUMAN RESOURCES 
SCH MEDICINE 4228 MEDICINE 
SCH MEDICINE 4201 MEDICINE ADMINISTRATION 
SCH MEDICINE 4208 MICROBIOLOGY & IMMUNOLOGY 
SCH MEDICINE 4277 MOLECULAR BIOLOGY 
SCH MEDICINE 4279 NEURODEV DISORDERS RES CTR 
SCH MEDICINE 4230 NEUROLOGY 
SCH MEDICINE 4281 NEUROSCIENCE CENTER 
SCH MEDICINE 4236 OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY 
SCH MEDICINE OFFICE OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
SCH MEDICINE 4244 OPHTHALMOLOGY 
SCH MEDICINE 4265 ORTHOPAEDICS 
SCH MEDICINE 4238 OTOLARYNGOLOGY (ENT) 
SCH MEDICINE 4216 PATHOLOGY & LAB MEDICINE 
SCH MEDICINE 4248 PEDIATRICS 
SCH MEDICINE 4220 PHARMACOLOGY 
SCH MEDICINE 4296 PHYSICAL MEDICINE & REHAB 
SCH MEDICINE 4256 PSYCHIATRY 
SCH MEDICINE 4262 RADIATION ONCOLOGY 
SCH MEDICINE 4260 RADIOLOGY 
SCH MEDICINE 4290 SOCIAL MEDICINE 
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SCH MEDICINE 4264 SURGERY 
SCH MEDICINE 4257 TEACCH DIV 
SCH MEDICINE 4285 THURSTON ARTHRITIS RES CENTER 
SCH MEDICINE 4210 TOXICOLOGY CURRICULUM 
SCH MEDICINE 4269 UNC KIDNEY CENTER 
SCH MEDICINE TOTAL 

l UNC CHAPEL HILL TOTAL 

6 Week Total of 
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TOTAL # Employees Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 
37 

2 
17 $120.00 
11 
30 $660.00 

1 
1 

28 
6 

25 
28 $1,740.00 
23 
91 
92 
19 
14 
37 
70 $650.00 

1 
22 

2 
35 $1,420.00 $700.00 $1,200.00 $300.00 
86 $3,780.00 $1,670.00 

6 
59 $877.88 

3 
22 
16 $1,620.00 
14 
58 $1,320.00 $856.00 $420.00 
10 
6 $858.00 
2 
3 $200.00 
6 
7 

21 $1,398.00 
45 
37 

2 $20.00 
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2 
1 

22 
57 $425.00 $1,770.00 
42 $9,442.00 
82 $498.00 $820.00 

1 
13 $1,800.00 $500.00 
17 
4 
2 

67 $1,010.00 $640.00 
3 
8 $240.00 

32 
25 

2 
2 

14 
4 
2 

16 
8 
3 
2 
2 

19 
261 

67 
124 $1,104.00 
153 
43 $1,210.00 $600.00 
99 $1,348.00 
92 

408 $845.00 
2 

56 
141 

5 
124 $1,518.00 

1 
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9 
3 

3O 
7 
1 

65 
78 

4 
43 
15 

5 
9 $300.00 

12 
12 
18 

5 
5 

15 
4 
4 

18 
17 

8 
3 

14 
11 

3 
24 

5 
10 
80 $4,300.00 
13 $358.00 $3,955.00 $90.00 $540.00 

7 $1,695.00 
4 
7 $1,284.00 
2 

11 $1,914.00 
16 

1 
7 

361 $1,020.00 
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15 
65 
18 
2 

26 
10 $5,916.00 
10 
4 

31 
23 

8 
8 

31 
7 
7 
1 

21 $2,102.00 $455.00 $35.00 
1 

248 $2,135.08 $1,170.00 $635.00 $860.00 
56 $1,560.00 
20 

4 
6 $1,375.00 

47 
1 
7 

14 
12 
19 

9 
11 
2 $745.00 

27 
5 

31 $996.00 
270 $7,837.65 $10,770.00 $6,635.00 

5 
55 
37 
22 
48 
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29 $2,425.00 
10 
18 
19 $120.00 
25 $820.00 
24 
13 
26 
50 $3,422.00 $1,646.00 

130 
40 $2,000.00 $2,420.00 $5,879.00 
23 $3,520.00 $3,855.00 $4,207.75 
17 
42 

9 
7 
6 
4 
8 

72 $7,795.00 $931.00 $5,415.00 
101 $1,690.00 $2,086.00 $3,970.00 
197 $3,141.00 $3,425.00 
150 
97 $240.00 $2,295.00 $510.00 

2 
63 
95 $590.00 $200.00 
27 
58 $1,700.00 
47 $680.00 $1,020.20 
75 $1,056.00 $1,550.00 $150.00 
55 

4 
13 $35.00 $480.00 
6 $150.00 

36 
27 $240.00 

5 
123 $1,442.00 $6,380.00 $6,325.00 $1,130.00 
102 $6,445.08 $1,580.00 
52 
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4 $120.00 $600.00 
6 

81 
7 

43 $396.00 $180.00 $480.00 $240.00 
204 $8,197.00 $3,097.08 $1,685.00 $3,077.50 

17 $514.00 
35 
16 
34 
16 
4 

115 $601.00 $240.00 
6 

16 
3 

53 
12 
70 
90 $3,440.00 
32 

142 $600.00 
1 $335.00 

27 
15 
40 

5 
3 

18                       $954.00 $260.00 
14 $900.00 $145.00 $10.00 

$5,891.00 $49,645.73 $57,072.16 $50,874.20 $57,817.13 

$1,630.00 $2,520.00 $105.00 $50.00 $506.00 

$2,005.00 
$3,175.00 $180.00 

$460.00 
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$2,785.00 

$768.00 
$1,725.00 

$50.00 $20.00 

$750.00 $385.00 
$2,075.50 $2,424.36 $1,300.50 

$200.00 $78.00 $390.00 

$240.00 

$2,539.00 $1,760.00 $3,850.00 $25.00 $1,933.00 
$1,382.00 

$650.00 $876.00 

$840.00 
$85.00 

$270.00 
$2,200.08 $715.75 

$150.00 $1,805.00 $900.00 
$2,816.00 $480.00 

$1,875.00 

$650.00           $1,500.00 
$360.00 
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$4,113.00 
$2,330.00 

$6,519.08 $11,078.00 $16,290.50 $8,121.36 $15,918.25 

$12,410.08 $60,723.73 $73,362.66 $58,995.56 $73,735.38 

$369,604.46 
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Week 6 

$2,100.00 

$3,640.00 

$1,260.00 

$230.00 

17 



$4,340.00 
$3,600.00 

$780.00 
$3,920.00 

$220.00 

$650.00 

$60.00 

$2,030.00 

18 



$2,504.00 

$585.00 
$2,272.00 
$1,282.00 
$1,483.00 

$745.00 

$460.00 

$700.00 

$125.00 
$680.00 
$18o.oo 

19 



$491.00 

$50.00 

$290.00 
$61o.oo 

$1,947.05 

20 



$416.00 

$1,540.00 

$675.00 

$750.00 
$1,390.00 

$2,620.00 
$2,655.00 
$2,900.00 

$1,740.00 
$1,828.00 

21 



$390.00 

$260.00 

$4,270.00 
$14,275.00 

$72,943.05 

22 



$3,490.00 

$634.00 

$1,200.00 

$5,460.00 
$180.00 

$5,170.00 

$800.00 

$1oo.oo 

$400.00 

23 



$17,434.00 

159o,377.o51 
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DIVISION Dept # Department Name SPA EPA 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3120 ACADEMIC ADVISING 12 31 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3214 ACADEMIC SERVICES 2 1 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3287 AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER STUDIES 2 15 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3226 AMERICAN STUDIES 1 10 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3284 ANTHROPOLOGY 5 32 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3232 APPLIED SCIENCES 1 0 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3237 AREA STUDIES CENTER 2 3 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3204 ART 5 26 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3211 ARTS & HUMANITIES INSTITUTE 6 2 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3231 ARTS & SCI INFO SERVICES 33 1 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3201 ARTS & SCIENCES DEAN S OFFICE 24 14 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3252 ASIAN STUDIES 2 22 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3267 BIOLOGY 130 162 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3265 CHEMISTRY 53 330 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3288 CITY & REGIONAL PLANNING 11 16 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3220 CLASSICS 3 18 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3215 COMMUNICATION STUDIES 8 36 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3276 COMPUTER SCIENCE 43 84 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3217 CULTURAL STUDIES 1 0 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3207 DRAMATIC ART 8 22 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3264 ECOLOGY 2 2 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3289 ECONOMICS 6 32 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3225 ENGLISH & COMP LITERATURE 9 90 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3216 EUROPEAN STUDIES 5 4 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3292 EXERCISE & SPORT SCIENCE 477 32 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3261 GEC BUILDING OPERATIONS 3 0 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3290 GEOGRAPHY 13 31 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3268 GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES 16 11 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3229 GERMANIC LANGUAGES 3 12 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3291 HISTORY 10 59 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3203 HONORS 6 5 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3221 HUMANITIES & HUMAN VALUES 5 2 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3135 INTERNATIONAL STUDIES 1 1 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3251 LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES 1 2 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3235 LEARNING CENTER 1 6 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3228 LINGUISTICS 2 6 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3262 MARINE SCIENCES 18 23 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3282 MATHEMATICS 33 47 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3212 MUSIC 7 49 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3298 NAVAL/Army/AirforceSCIENCE (NROTC) 2 0 



ARTS & SCIENCES 3210 OUTDOOR DRAMA 1 1 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3206 PEACE WAR & DEFENSE 1 0 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3238 PHILOSOPHY 4 22 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3270 PHYSICS-ASTRONOMY 58 115 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3294 POLITICAL SCIENCE 8 41 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3258 PSYCHOLOGY 45 97 
ARTS & SCIENCES 5235 PSYCHOMETRIC LAB 0 1 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3279 PUBLIC POLICY 14 13 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3241 RELIGIOUS STUDIES 3 15 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3286 RESEARCH LABS OF ARCHAEOLOGY 8 3 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3224 ROBERTSON SCHOLARSHIP PROG 2 0 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3244 ROMANCE LANGUAGES 7 60 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3249 SLAVIC EURAS & E EUR CTR 1 2 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3248 SLAVIC LANGUAGES 0 11 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3296 SOCIOLOGY 9 31 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3278 STATISTICS AND OPERATIONS RES 4 40 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3218 STUDENT COUNSELING 0 2 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3293 STUDENT RECREATION CENTER 3 0 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3266 STUDY ABROAD 9 5 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3219 UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION OFFICE 4 0 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3236 UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH 1 1 
ARTS & SCIENCES 5215 URBAN STUDIES 18 12 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3283 WOMEN S STUDIES 2 6 
ARTS & SCIENCES 3234 WRITING CENTER 0 3 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8952 AIRPORT 13 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 2223 ASSOC VC CAMPUS SERVICES 1 1 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8120 AUXlL ENTERPRISES-GEN ADM 25 2 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 7150 BUILDING SERVICES 261 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 7130 BUSINESS OPERATIONS 67 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 7160 DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION SVCS 124 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8130 ENERGY SERVICES 152 1 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 2371 ENVIRONMENT HEALTH & SAFETY 36 7 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 7110 FACILITIES SERVICES DIVISION 99 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 7140 GROUNDS SERVICES 92 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 7120 HOUSEKEEPING SERVICES 408 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8931 LAUNDRY DEPARTMENT 2 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8515 PRINTING & DUPLICATING 56 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 7602 PUBLIC SAFETY 140 1 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8230 PUBLIC SAFETY HOUSING SECURITY 5 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8986 PUBLIC SAFETY TRANS & PARKING 124 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8415 STUDENT STORES- S & P 1 0 
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ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8412 STUDENT STORES-ACCOUNTING 9 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8411 STUDENT STORES-ADMIN 2 1 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8423 STUDENT STORES-BULL S HEAD 30 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8413 STUDENT STORES-COURSE PACK 7 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8432 STUDENT STORES-MECHAND & DISPL 1 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8416 STUDENT STORES-OPERATIONS 65 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8424 STUDENT STORES-SALES FLOOR 78 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8471 STUDENT STORES-SNACK UNITS 4 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8422 STUDENT STORES-TEXBOOK DEPT 43 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8420 STUDENT STORES-THE CADUCEUS 15 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8425 STUDENT STORES-WAREHOUSE 5 0 
ASSOC VC CAMP SVC 8121 UNC ONE CARD 9 0 
ASSOC VC FAC PLAN & CONST 2374 CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT 11 1 
ASSOC VC FAC PLAN & CONST 2372 ENGINEERING INFO SERVICES 13 0 
ASSOC VC FAC PLAN & CONST 2373 FACILITIES PLANNING 17 2 
ASSOC VC FAC PLAN & CONST 2370 FACILITIES PLANNING & CONST 4 1 
ASSOC VC FAC PLAN & CONST 2375 UNC PROPERTY OFFICE 4 1 
ASSOC VC FIN 2235 ACCOUNTING SERVICES 15 1 
ASSOC VC FIN 2229 ASSET MANAGEMENT 5 0 
ASSOC VC FIN 2226 ASSOC VICE CHANCELLOR FINANCE 3 1 
ASSOC VC FIN 8505 CONTRACT SERVICES & STORES 19 0 
ASSOC VC FIN 2238 DISBURSEMENT SERVICES 17 1 
ASSOC VC FIN 2240 FINANCIAL PLANNING & BUDGETS 9 0 
ASSOC VC FIN 2244 FINANCIAL SERVICES 3 0 
ASSOC VC FIN 2237 PAYROLL SERVICES 12 1 
ASSOC VC FIN 2260 PURCHASING SERVICES 16 0 
ASSOC VC FIN 2261 RISK MANAGEMENT SERVICES 2 2 
ASSOC VC FIN 2248 STUDENT ACCTS&UNC RECEIVABLES 24 1 
ASSOC VC FIN 2233 TRAVEL SERVICES 5 0 
ASSOC VC FIN 2231 UNIVERSITY CONTROLLER 9 2 
ASSOC VC HR 2228 HUMAN RESOURCES 75 7 
ATHLETICS 9821 ATHLETICS 41 12 
CHANCELLOR 2304 ALUMNI ASSOC OFFICE 6 1 
CHANCELLOR 2225 EQUAL OPPORTUNITY/ADA OFFICE 2 2 
CHANCELLOR 2254 INTERNAL AUDIT 6 1 
CHANCELLOR 2318 OFFICE FACULTY GOVERNANCE 1 1 
CHANCELLOR 2201 OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR 7 4 
CHANCELLOR 2213 UNIVERSITY COUNSEL 7 12 
CHANCELLOR 2204 UNIVERSITY OMBUDS OFFICE 1 0 
CIO 2265 ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING 6 1 
CIO 3103 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SVCS. 479 20 
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CONT. ED 5378 NC SCHOOL ATHLETIC ASSOC 9 6 
CONT. ED 5301 WM&IDA FRIDAY CTR-CONT EDUC 53 41 
CTRS AND INST. 3105 ACKLAND ART MUSEUM 11 10 
CTRSAND INST. 3148 APPLES 0 2 
CTRS AND INST. 3140 CTR FOR DEVELOPMENTAL SCIENCE 48 23 
CTRS AND INST. 3108 CTR FOR TEACHING & LEARNING 5 5 
CTRS AND INST. 3145 CTR STUDY OF AMER SOUTH 16 5 
CTRS AND INST. 3115 INST AFRICAN AMERICAN RESEARCH 2 2 
CTRS AND INST. 8911 MOREHEAD PLANETARIUM 132 7 
CTRS AND INST. 3255 NC BOTANICAL GARDEN 23 7 
CTRS AND INST. 4935 NC HEALTH CAREERS ACCESS PROG 4 4 
CTRS AND INST. 3114 SONJA H STONE CENTER 5 3 
CTRS AND INST. 3118 UNC INST FOR THE ENVIRONMENT 21 26 
CTRS AND INST. 3125 WOMEN S CENTER 5 2 
CTRS AND INST. 3122 WORLD VIEW 3 4 
EDUCATIONAL DEVELOP OFFICE 4293 EDUCATIONAL DEVELOP OFFICE 1 0 
GRAD SCHOOL 3901 GRADUATE SCHOOL 15 27 
INACTIVE-INFO TECH SERVICE OPE 2251 INACTIVE-INFO TECH SERVICE OPE 1 0 
LIBRARIES 5505 ACADEMIC AFFAIRS LIBRARY 315 151 
LIBRARIES 5525 HEALTH AFFAIRS-DIV LIBRARY 53 30 
LIBRARIES 5520 LAW LIBRARY 23 11 
LIBRARIES 5507 TRI RES LIBRARY NETWORK 1 3 
OFFICE OF DEVELOPMENT 2301 OFFICE OF DEVELOPMENT 6 0 
PROVOST 2432 ADMISSIONS 50 22 
PROVOST 3133 AMERICAN INDIAN CENTER 0 1 
PROVOST 2224 DIVERSITY/MULTICULTURAL AFF 3 5 
PROVOST 3146 EXEC DIRECTOR FOR THE ARTS 30 3 
PROVOST 2315 INST RESEARCH AND ASSESSMENT 7 5 
PROVOST 3130 OFC OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS 9 12 
PROVOST 3101 OFC OF PROVOST ACAD AFFAIRS 4 5 
PROVOST 4101 OFC OF PROVOST HEALTH AFFRS 9 2 
PROVOST 3100 PROVOST 0 2 
PROVOST 2448 SCHOLARSHIPS & STUDENT AID 26 9 
PROVOST 3116 SUMMER SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION 5 0 
PROVOST 2438 UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR 34 2 
SCH BUSINESS 3301 KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL 189 222 
SCH BUSINESS 3317 SBTDC KFBS REGIONAL SVC CTR 3 2 
SCH DENTISTRY 4315 CLINICAL SERVICES 56 4 
SCH DENTISTRY 4305 DENTAL ECOLOGY DEPT 18 35 
SCH DENTISTRY 5140 DENTAL FACULTY PRACTICE 24 0 
SCH DENTISTRY 4375 DENTAL RESEARCH 53 48 
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SCH DENTISTRY 4335 DIAGNOSTIC SCI & GEN DENTISTRY 17 30 
SCH DENTISTRY 4320 ENDODONTICS 7 16 
SCH DENTISTRY 4330 OPERATIVE DENTISTRY 9 16 
SCH DENTISTRY 4340 ORAL SURGERY 24 9 
SCH DENTISTRY 4345 ORTHODONTICS 24 37 
SCH DENTISTRY 4350 PEDIATRIC DENTISTRY 17 21 
SCH DENTISTRY 4355 PERIODONTOLOGY 10 23 
SCH DENTISTRY 4365 PROSTHODONTICS 14 30 
SCH DENTISTRY 4301 SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY 64 8 
SCH EDUCATION 3401 SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 98 98 
SCH INFO LIB SCI 3701 SCHOOL OF INFO & LIB SCI 
SCH GOVT 5401 SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT 77 81 
SCH GOVT 5401 Publication & Production 
SCH GOVT 5401 Facilities & Instructions Support 
SCH GOVT 5401 Business Office 
SCH GOVT 5401 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
SCH GOVT 5401 PUBLIC TECHNOLOGY 
SCH GOVT 5401 Environmental Finance Ctr 77 81 
SCH GOVT 5401 MPA Program 77 81 
SCH JOURNALISM 3501 JOURNALISM/MASS COMMUNICATION 23 76 
SCH LAW 3601 SCHOOL OF LAW 109 73 
SCH NURSING 4401 SCHOOL OF NURSING 150 157 
SCH PHARMACY 4501 SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 103 219 
SCH PUB HLTH 4620 BIOSTATISTICS 100 110 
SCH PUB HLTH 4605 ENVIRON HEALTH & SUSCEP 1 1 
SCH PUB HLTH 4630 ENVIRONMENT SCIENCES & ENGI 44 118 
SCH PUB HLTH 4635 EPIDEMIOLOGY 65 116 
SCH PUB HLTH 4640 HEALTH BEHAVIOR & HEALTH EDUC 17 36 
SCH PUB HLTH 4610 HEALTH POLICY & ADMINISTRATION 21 59 
SCH PUB HLTH 4645 MATERNAL & CHILD HEALTH 31 29 
SCH PUB HLTH 4626 NC INSTITUTE FOR PUBLIC HEALTH 62 46 
SCH PUB HLTH 4660 NUTRITION 47 66 
SCH PUB HLTH 4622 NUTRITION RESEARCH INSTITUTE 4 0 
SCH PUB HLTH 4670 PH LEADERSHIP PROGRAM 5 10 
SCH PUB HLTH 4655 PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING 0 6 
SCH PUB HLTH 4601 SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH 26 15 
SCH PUB HLTH 4603 SPH INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 28 0 
SCH SOCIAL WORK 5367 DEV DISABILITIES TRNG INST 3 2 
SCH SOCIAL WORK 3801 SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 60 104 
VC ADVANCEMENT 2221 V CHANCELLOR-UNIV ADVANCEMENT 90 33 
VC ADVANCEMENT 5380 WUNC-FM 30 37 
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VC FIN & ADMIN 2219 VICE CHAN FINANCE & ADMIN 2 2 
VC FOR ENGAGEMENT 3119 CAROLINA CENTER FOR PUBLIC SVC 2 4 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 4910 CAROLINA POPULATION CENTER 80 67 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 3908 CLINICAL TRIALS 6 3 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 4985 CTR HEALTH PROM DISEASE PREY 59 21 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 5245 FPG CHILD DEVELOPMENT INST 227 55 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 5210 H W ODUM INST RES SOCIAL SCI 25 10 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 5350 HIGHWAY SAFETY RESEARCH 36 21 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 4974 INJURY PREVENTION RESEARCH CTR 32 12 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 5220 INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCES 42 24 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 4921 INSTITUTE ON AGING 21 12 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 3124 KENAN CTR UTIL CARBON DIOXIDE 10 0 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 4270 LABORATORY ANIMAL MEDICINE 116 2 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 3906 OFC INFO & COMMUNICATIONS 4 5 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 3909 OFC OF HUMAN RESEARCH ETHICS 15 2 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 3904 OFFICE OF RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT 2 1 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 2236 OFFICE OF SPONSORED RESEARCH 55 5 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 3113 OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY DEVELOP 8 7 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 3127 RENAISSANCE COMPUTING INST 27 54 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 4950 SHEPS CTR FOR HLTH SERV RES 71 53 
VC RESEARCH & ECON DEV 3905 VC FOR RESEARCH & ECONOMIC DEV 14 18 
VC STUDENT AFFAIRS 2426 CAMPUS HEALTH SERVICES 108 52 
VC STUDENT AFFAIRS 2424 CAMPUS HEALTH SERV-PHARMACY 1 0 
VC STUDENT AFFAIRS 2423 CAROLINA UNION 143 5 
VC STUDENT AFFAIRS 2406 DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE 9 10 
VC STUDENT AFFAIRS 8215 HOUSING & RES EDUCATION 95 23 
VC STUDENT AFFAIRS 2404 NEW STU/CAROLINA PARENT PRGMS 33 3 
VC STUDENT AFFAIRS 2413 STUDENT ACTIVITIES FUND OFFICE 3 0 
VC STUDENT AFFAIRS 2417 UNIVERSITY CAREER SERVICES 9 9 
VC STUDENT AFFAIRS 2401 V CHAN STUDENT AFFAIRS OFFICE 11 7 

Main Campus Total 
SCH MEDICINE 4278 AGING PROGRAM 
SCH MEDICINE 4835 AHEC SUPPORT-COMM MED CARE 
SCH MEDICINE 4282 ALCOHOL STUDIES CENTER 
SCH MEDICINE 4273 ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES 
SCH MEDICINE 4268 ANESTHESIOLOGY 
SCH MEDICINE 4212 BIOCHEMISTRY AND BIOPHYSICS 
SCH MEDICINE 4275 BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING 
SCH MEDICINE 4217 BIOMEDICAL RES IMAGING CTR 
SCH MEDICINE 4227 CARDIOVASCULAR BIOLOGY CTR 
SCH MEDICINE 4219 CAROLINA CTR FOR GENOME SCI 

6 



SCH MEDICINE 4206 CAROLINA VACCINE INSTITUTE 
SCH MEDICINE 4204 CELL & DEVELOPMENT BIOLOGY 
SCH MEDICINE 4224 CELL & MOLECULAR PHYSIOLOGY 
SCH MEDICINE 4291 CLINICAL RESEARCH 
SCH MEDICINE 4295 COM MED ED/FAMILY SUPP NETWORK 
SCH MEDICINE 4226 COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CENTER 
SCH MEDICINE 4272 CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION 
SCH MEDICINE 4202 CTR FOR WOMEN S HLTH RESEARCH 
SCH MEDICINE 4205 CTR MATERNAL & INFANT HEALTH 
SCH MEDICINE 4223 CYS FIBROSIS/PULMONARY RES 
SCH MEDICINE 4229 DERMATOLOGY 
SCH MEDICINE 4287 DEVELOPMENTAL & LEARNING CTR 
SCH MEDICINE 4284 MEDICAL SCIENCES TEACHING LABORATORIES 
SCH MEDICINE 4266 EMERGENCY MEDICINE 
SCH MEDICINE 4225 ENVlRO MED ASTHMA & LUNG BIO 
SCH MEDICINE 4232 FAMILY MEDICINE 
SCH MEDICINE 4283 GASTROINT BIOLOGY & DIS CTR 
SCH MEDICINE 4276 GENE THERAPY CENTER 
SCH MEDICINE 4218 GENETICS 
SCH MEDICINE 4274 HIV STDS INFECT DISEASE CTR 
SCH MEDICINE HUMAN RESOURCES 
SCH MEDICINE 4228 MEDICINE 
SCH MEDICINE 4201 MEDICINE ADMINISTRATION 
SCH MEDICINE 4208 MICROBIOLOGY & IMMUNOLOGY 
SCH MEDICINE 4277 MOLECULAR BIOLOGY 
SCH MEDICINE 4279 NEURODEV DISORDERS RES CTR 
SCH MEDICINE 4230 NEUROLOGY 
SCH MEDICINE 4281 NEUROSCIENCE CENTER 
SCH MEDICINE 4236 OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY 
SCH MEDICINE OFFICE OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
SCH MEDICINE 4244 OPHTHALMOLOGY 
SCH MEDICINE 4265 ORTHOPAEDICS 
SCH MEDICINE 4238 OTOLARYNGOLOGY (ENT) 
SCH MEDICINE 4216 PATHOLOGY & LAB MEDICINE 
SCH MEDICINE 4248 PEDIATRICS 
SCH MEDICINE 4220 PHARMACOLOGY 
SCH MEDICINE 4296 PHYSICAL MEDICINE & REHAB 
SCH MEDICINE 4256 PSYCHIATRY 
SCH MEDICINE 4262 RADIATION ONCOLOGY 
SCH MEDICINE 4260 RADIOLOGY 
SCH MEDICINE 4290 SOCIAL MEDICINE 

7 



SCH MEDICINE 4264 SURGERY 
SCH MEDICINE 4257 TEACCH DIV 
SCH MEDICINE 4285 THURSTON ARTHRITIS RES CENTER 
SCH MEDICINE 4210 TOXICOLOGY CURRICULUM 
SCH MEDICINE 4269 UNC KIDNEY CENTER 
SCH MEDICINE TOTAL 

l UNC CHAPEL HILL TOTAL 

7 Week Total of 

8 



TOTAL # Employees Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 
37 

2 
17 $120.00 
11 
30 $660.00 

1 
1 

28 
6 

25 
28 $1,740.00 
23 
91 
92 
19 
14 
37 
70 $650.00 

1 
22 

2 
35 $1,420.00 $700.00 $1,200.00 $300.00 
86 $3,780.00 $1,670.00 

6 
59 $877.88 

3 
22 
16 $1,620.00 
14 
58 $1,320.00 $856.00 $420.00 
10 
6 $858.00 
2 
3 $200.00 
6 
7 

21 $1,398.00 
45 
37 

2 $20.00 

9 



2 
1 

22 
57 $425.00 $1,770.00 
42 $9,442.00 
82 $498.00 $820.00 

1 
13 $1,800.00 $500.00 
17 
4 
2 

67 $1,010.00 $640.00 
3 
8 $240.00 

32 
25 

2 
2 

14 
4 
2 

16 
8 
3 
2 
2 

19 
261 

67 
124 $1,104.00 
153 
43 $1,210.00 $600.00 
99 $1,348.00 
92 

408 $845.00 
2 

56 
141 

5 
124 $1,518.00 

1 

10 



9 
3 

3O 
7 
1 

65 
78 

4 
43 
15 

5 
9 $300.00 

12 
12 
18 

5 
5 

15 
4 
4 

18 
17 

8 
3 

14 
11 

3 
24 

5 
10 
80 $4,300.00 
13 $358.00 $3,955.00 $90.00 $540.00 

7 $1,695.00 
4 
7 $1,284.00 
2 

11 $1,914.00 
16 

1 
7 

361 $1,020.00 

11 



15 
65 
18 
2 

26 
10 $5,916.00 
10 
4 

31 
23 

8 
8 

31 
7 
7 
1 

21 $2,102.00 $455.00 $35.00 
1 

248 $2,135.08 $1,170.00 $635.00 $860.00 
56 $1,560.00 
20 

4 
6 $1,375.00 

47 
1 
7 

14 
12 
19 

9 
11 
2 $745.00 

27 
5 

31 $996.00 
270 $7,837.65 $10,770.00 $6,635.00 

5 
55 
37 
22 
48 
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29 $2,425.00 
10 
18 
19 $120.00 
25 $820.00 
24 
13 
26 
50 $3,422.00 $1,646.00 

130 
40 $2,000.00 $2,420.00 $5,879.00 
23 $3,520.00 $3,855.00 $4,207.75 
17 
42 

9 
7 
6 
4 
8 

72 $7,795.00 $931.00 $5,415.00 
101 $1,690.00 $2,086.00 $3,970.00 
197 $3,141.00 $3,425.00 
150 
97 $240.00 $2,295.00 $510.00 

2 
63 
95 $590.00 $200.00 
27 
58 $1,700.00 
47 $680.00 $1,020.20 
75 $1,056.00 $1,550.00 $150.00 
55 

4 
13 $35.00 $480.00 
6 $150.00 

36 
27 $240.00 

5 
123 $1,442.00 $6,380.00 $6,325.00 $1,130.00 
102 $6,445.08 $1,580.00 
52 
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4 $120.00 $600.00 
6 

81 
7 

43 $396.00 $180.00 $480.00 $240.00 
204 $8,197.00 $3,097.08 $1,685.00 $3,077.50 

17 $514.00 
35 
16 
34 
16 
4 

115 $601.00 $240.00 
6 

16 
3 

53 
12 
70 
90 $3,440.00 
32 

142 $600.00 
1 $335.00 

27 
15 
40 

5 
3 

18                       $954.00 $260.00 
14 $900.00 $145.00 $10.00 

$5,891.00 $49,645.73 $57,072.16 $50,874.20 $57,817.13 

$1,630.00 $2,520.00 $105.00 $50.00 $506.00 

$2,005.00 
$3,175.00 $180.00 

$460.00 
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$2,785.00 

$768.00 
$1,725.00 

$50.00 $20.00 

$750.00 $385.00 
$2,075.50 $2,424.36 $1,300.50 

$200.00 $78.00 $390.00 

$240.00 

$2,539.00 $1,760.00 $3,850.00 $25.00 $1,933.00 
$1,382.00 

$650.00 $876.00 

$840.00 
$85.00 

$270.00 
$2,200.08 $715.75 

$150.00 $1,805.00 $900.00 
$2,816.00 $480.00 

$1,875.00 

$650.00           $1,500.00 
$360.00 

15 



$4,113.00 
$2,330.00 

$6,519.08 $11,078.00 $16,290.50 $8,121.36 $15,918.25 

$12,410.08 $60,723.73 $73,362.66 $58,995.56 $73,735.38 

$471,977.46 
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Week 6 Week 7 

$450.00 

$750.00 

$2,100.00 

$1,800.00 

$530.00 

$2,400.00 
$3,640.00 

$1,260.00 $640.00 

$230.00 

17 



$740.00 

$4,340.00 $810.00 
$3,600.00 $1,700.00 

$780.00 $720.00 
$3,920.00 

$220.00 

$4,444.00 
$650.00 

$60.00 

$600.00 

$2,030.00 

$504.00 
$613.00 

18 



$2,504.00 

$585.00 
$2,272.00 
$1,282.00 
$1,483.00 

$745.00 

$460.00 

$700.00 

$370.00 

$125.00 
$680.00 $800.00 
$180.00 

$1,450.00 

19 



$120.00 

$491.00 $890.00 
$35.00 

$450.00 

$50.00 

$290.00 $1,430.00 
$610.00 $1,149.00 

$1,947.05 
$3,183.00 

$10,650.00 

20 



$416.00 

$1,540.00 

$675.00 

$6,425.00 
$750.00 $15o.oo 

$1,390.00 $624.00 

$25.00 
$2,620.00 
$2,655.00 $628.00 
$2,900.00 $7,394.00 

$1,740.00 
$1,828.00 $932.00 

21 



$2,773.00 
$390.00 

$1,030.00 

$260.00 

$2,956.00 
$120.00 

$1,035.00 

$4,270.00 
$14,275.00 

$4,188.00 

$15.oo 

$72,943.05 $65,523.00 

$400.00 
$1,415.00 
$5,568.00 

$600.00 
$4,140.00 

22 



$2,080.00 
$3,490.00 

$100.00 

$1,027.00 
$634.00 

$600.00 

$1,200.00 $100.00 
$12,740.00 

$5,460.00 
$180.00             $1,010.00 

$160.00 

$5,170.00 $3,130.00 

$800.00 $1,900.00 

$1,280.00 
$1oo.oo 

$400.00 
$600.00 

23 



$17,434.00 $36,850.00 

I $90,377.051 $102,373.001 

24 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

angeline warren <awarren@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 7, 2007 3:30 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: The New Warren-Pulley Website is live!] 

The New Warren-Pulley Website is live! (2.13 KB).msg 

Angeline Warren 
Registrar, Music Department 

University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill 
104B Hill Hall 
Chapel Hill N C 27599 
Phone (919) 962-1039 
email: awarren@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Sunday, December 9, 2007 7:13 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

list.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

Thursday, December 20, 2007 11:40 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Re: Question about Mail 

I will have limited access to email until Jan 4, 2008, 
and may not be able to respond to your 
email until then. Have a happy holiday! 

-- mail sent through the autoresponder for email.unc.edu -- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

boze2004@email.unc.edu 

Friday, January 18, 2008 10:41 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Re: [Fwd: Re: [Fwd: Space Use Committee Request]] 

I am unavailable through Jan 18, 2008, 
and may not answer email until then. 

-- mail sent through the autoresponder for email.unc.edu -- 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@hotmail.com> 

Thursday, March 20, 2008 9:27 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

FW: NCAA March Madness on Demand - Last Call for VIP Passes 

Date: Tue, 18 Mar 2008 10:19:42 -0400 
From: NCAA@cbssports.cbs-com munications.com 
To:         @hotmail.com 
Subject: NCAA March Madness on Demand - Last Call for VIP Passes 

NCAA@ March Madness@ on Demand Powered by CBSSports,com I Experience The Madness, I Last Call For 

Your Free VIP Pass! 

M VIP Capacity 95% F@I 
LAST CHANCE TO GET YOUR FREE V~P PASS. 

It’s almost that time! There are just a couple days until tip-off of the NCAA@ 

Division I Men’s College Basketball Championship. Watch or listen to every 

game of the NCAA Championship streaming live on your computer for free with 

NCAA March Madness@ on Demand. 

Don’t be le~ out. Get vour free VIP pass while supplies last. You won’t want to 

be stuck in line on game day - trust us! 

s~6~ up Now 

CBS nte~act ve no 2200 West Cypress Oeek Road Fo~t Laude@ae FL 33309 

Unsubsc;be P~vacyPocy 

Connect and share in new ways with Windows Live. Get it now! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

angeline warren <awarren@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 17, 2008 8:12 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: [music-fac] [Fwd: 

[music-fac] [Fwd_ 

] 
(283 KB).msg 

Angeline Warren 
Registrar, Music Department 

University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill 
104B Hill Hall 
Chapel Hill N C 27599 
Phone (919) 962-1039 
email: awarren@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Administrative Manager <tpettis@samperkinscabc.com> 

Tuesday, June 17, 2008 9:25 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Fwd: Sam Perkins Carolina Alumni Basketball Camp 

brochurel .pdf 

Travis - 

Attached is the brochure for the Sam Perkins Carolina Alumni Basketball camp. 

Additional information can be found via www.samperkir~scabc.com or feel free to give me a call 

Tanea :-) 

Tanea Pettis ~,t~TM95, Administrative Manager 
Sam Perkins Carolina Alumni Basketball Camp 
4711 Hope Valley Road 
Durham, NC 27707 
E-mail: tpettis@samperkinscabc.com 
Web: www.samperkinscabc.com 





Sam Perkins~ Carolina Alumni 
Basketball Camp is 

designed to emphasize the 
basic fundamentals and 
techniques of basketball° 

Carolina alumni, basketball 
standouts, othe~~ playe~s and 

coaches wiII b~~ing thei~~ 
insight and knowledge 

developed through co~ege 
and profess~ona~ careers, 

QualiFed staff and guest 
speakers witl be on hand to 

instruct each camper° 

www.samperkinscabc.com 

ly 3, 200 

apel Hill Hic 
1709 High School 
Ch 

Monda’ June 30 







sam perkins’ carolina alumni basketball camp 

Camper Information (one camper per registration form, duplicate as needed} 

First Name 

Last Name 

Address 

City, State, Zip 

Date of Birth 

Age 

T-shirt Size []S []M []L []XL []XXL []XXXL (adult sizes} 

Registration Fee (,$285 per camper} 

[] Check [] Money Order 

Amounf Enclosed: $ 

Parent/Guardian Information 

Name 

Address 

Cify, Sfafe, Zip 

Home Phone 

Work Phone 

Cell Phone 

E-mail 

Medical History 

For the safety of each camper, the camp staff must have a complete medical history on each camper. 
Please list any pre-existing conditions that the camper may have/i.e, seasonal allergies, asthma, food 
allergies, prescribed medications, injuries currently under treatment, any illness currently under treatment, 
contact lens/glasses, etc.). Attach additional sheet(s} if needed. 



Doctor’s Permission 

A physician’s signature on this form will certify fhaf the camper listed above is physically qualified to attend 
the 2008 Sam Perkins’ Carolina Alumni Basketball Camp. 

Physican’s Name (please print) 

Physician’s Signature 

Date 

A note from a physician or a school physical from the 2007-08 school year may be used M lieu of the physician’s signa- 
ture on this form. Please note, no can~per will be allowed to participate without a physician’s signature or current school 
physical. This information must be on tile with the camp staff before participation begins. 

Waiver Statement & Photography Release 

Each camper must have individual medical insurance/coverage. If no coverage, Sam Perkins’ Carolina 
Alumni Basketball Camp can provide supplemental coverage, by request. Campers will not be allowed to 
participate unless the waiver information is fully completed and signed by a parent/guardian. 

Insurance Provider 

Insurance Provider Address 

Insurance Phone Number 

Policy Holder 

Policy Number 

I (we), the undersigned, hereby certify that I (we) am (are) the parent or legal guardian of the camper listed 
above. I (we} hereby give permission for Sam Perkins’ Carolina Alumni Basketball Camp staff to seek, during 
the period of camp, appropriate medical attention for the camper listed above in the event of accident, 
injury or illness. I (we) will be responsible for any and all medical costs not covered by my (our) medical insur- 
ance. 

I (we), the undersigned, hear by acknowledge and understand the Sam Perkins’ Carolina Alumni Basketball 
Camp is a privately executed basketball camp, and is neither operated nor affiliated with The University of 
Nodh Carolina. The camp is under sole control and supervision of Sam Perkins, camp director. 

I (we), the undersigned, for ourselves, our heirs, executors and administraton waive, release and forever 
discharge Sam Perkins’ Carolina Alumni Basketball Camp, its staff, officers, agents, employees, 
representatives and or successors and assign from any and all liability claims, damages, actions and causes 
of actions whatsoever arising out of or related to any loss, personal injury or property damage which may be 
sustained or occur during participation in Sam Perkins’ Carolina Alumni Basketball Camp activities or while at 
camp, whether or not damages, injury, or loss is due to negligence. 

I (we), the undersigned, understand that a photographer will be on site taking photographs during most 
camp sessions. Images will be used for camp publicity purposes (i.e. printed publications, our websife and 
camp ads, etc.). All images will remain the propedy of the Sam Perkins’ Carolina Alumni Basketball Camp 
and will be used for the designated purpose of promoting Sam Perkins’ Carolina Alumni Basketball Camp and 
services. 

Name of Parent/Guardian (please print) 

Parent/Guardian’s Signature 

Date 

Fees and completed camp forms should be mailed to: 
Carolina Alumni Basketball Camp, 4711 Hope Valley Road, Durham, NC 27707 

Campers cannot participate if we do not have a completed waiver, medical history and doctor’s authorization on fie. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deby <deby@vikingtravel.com> 

Monday, July 14, 2008 10:33 AM 

’Travis Gore’ <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Pending Reservation 

I got it this morning. Thanks. 

Deby 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Travis Gore [ emaiLuc~c.eda] 
Sent: Monday, July 14, 2008 10:22 AM 
To: Deby 
Subject: Re: Pending Reservation 

Good morning Deby, 

Just wanted to let you know that the system is up and running so I was 
able to enter the information into the system. You shouldn’t have 
any problems now. Thanks again for your patience and also for 
protecting the fare ! 
Travis 

Deby wrote: 

>One more question...what is the 4 digit funding department code? 
> 

>Deby 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
>From: Travis Gore [             emaiLuc~c.eda] 
>Sent: Friday, July 11, 2008 11:13 AM 
>To: Deby 
>Subject: Re: Pending Reservation 
> 

>Deby: 
> 

>Ok, I will stick with that T number so that you can protect the fare. 
>Thanks so much. 
>Travis 
> 

>Deby wrote: 
> 

> 

> 

>>Travis: 
>> 
>>As long as the same T number is used as listed previously, I will go ahead 
>>and protect the fare. 
>> 
>>Let me know.. 
>> 
>>Deby 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>From: Travis Gore [             emaiLunc~ed~] 
>>Sent: Friday, July 11, 2008 10:26 AM 
>>To: deby @vikingtravel. com 



>>Subject: Re: Pending Reservation 
>> 
>>Hi Deby, 
>> 
>>I figured out what the problem was. 
>> 
>>Finance Central is currently unavailable due to Year End Closing. 
>>The FRS Online System including Finance Central will not be available 
>>until Monday, July 14, 2008 
>> 
>> * End : *8:00 AM Moday, July 14th* 
>> 

>>What bad timing! I can do it first thing Monday morning when the 
>>system re opens. Would this be ok? It looks like we dont have much 
>>of a choice but you can let me know if you have any suggestions. 
>>Thanks for your patience! 
>>Travis 
>> 

>> 

>>deby@vikingtravel.com wrote: 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>>>>Travis: 

>>>System still says "Does not Exist". I’m sorry.. 
>>> 
>>>Let me know if there is something I need to do. I have rebooked the 

>>itinerary again, so we can hold another 24 hours. The fare did increase 
>>$21.40, new fare is $708.98. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>>>Thanks, 
>>>DEN 

>>>>From: Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
>>>>Date: 2008/07/10 Thu PM 02:23:31 EST 
>>>>To: deby @vikingtravel. com 
>>>>CC: Eunice SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
>>>>Subject: Re: Pending Reservation 

>>>>Hi Deby, 

>>>>Sorry about that. Can you try it again now? It should work this time 
>>>>but please let me know if it does not. 
>>>>Thanks! 



>>>>Travis 

>>>>deby@v~in~ravel.com wrom: 

>>>>>>EuNce/Travis: 

>>>>>When I check the status of the T number, CABs responds w~h a "Does Not 

>>Exist" mp~. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>>>>>Do I need m send another ~inerau? 

>>>>>Thanks, 
>>>>>Deby 

>>>>>>From: EuNce SaNe <euNce@email.unc.edu> 
>>>>>>Dae: 2008/07/10 Thu PM 01:21:51 EST 
>>>>>>To: deby@viNn~ravel.com, Travis Gore <stgom@email.unc.edu> 
>>>>>>Subject: Re: Pending Rese~ation 

>>>>>>Dear Deby, 

>>>>>>Thanks so much and my apologies. Our admiNstrative manager- Debby 
>>>>>>Crowder- 

hence the delay. Travis-welcome back- was also away and just 

>>>>>>rammed m the office today. Hem is the 

>>ticket. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

for booking the 



>>>>>>Once again my apologies. EuNce 

>>>>>>deby@v~in~ravel.com wrote: 

>>>>>>>Hello EuNce: 

>>>>>>>I have not received a T number for the Winnipeg reserv~ion wNch 

>needs 
> 

> 

>>to ne ticketed today. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>>>>>>>Would you please check on tNs for me and let me know wh~ you find 

>>out. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>>>>>>>hanks, 
>>>>>>>Deby 

>>>>>>EuNce SaNe, Ph.D 
>>>>>>Assis~m Pro~ssor of Political Science 
>>>>>>African Studies and International Studies 
>>>>>>109 BaSle Hall 
>>>>>>Chapel Hill 
>>>>>>27599-3395 
>>>>>>Noah Carolina 
>>>>>>Tel: 919-966-2588 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Deby <deby@vikingtravel.com> 

Monday, August 11, 2008 9:10 AM 

’Eunice Sahle’ <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
’Travis Gore’ <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: T # for new ticket 

FOR: SAHLE/EUNICE 

NONREFUNDABLE FARE IS 1458.83 PLUS 35.00 FEE. 
TICKET NEEDS TO BE ISSUED BY AUGUST 12. THERE IS A 

FLIGHT THAT DEPARTS W1NNIPEG ON AUG 23 AT 730AM BUT THE 
FARE WOULD INCREASE TO 1678.45. LET ME KNOW IF YOU 

WOULD LIKE THAT FLIGHT INSTEAD. THANKS..DEBY 

22 AUG 08 - FRIDAY 
AIR NORTHWEST AIRLINES FLT:1654 ECONOMY    FOOD FORPURCHASE 

LV RALEIGH DURHAM 800A EQP: AIRBUS A320 
DEPART: TERMINAL A 02HR 48MIN 
AR MINNEAPOLIS ST PL 948A NON-STOP 
ARRIVE: LINDBERGH TERMINAL REF: OMBEBL 
SAHLE/EUNICE SEAT- 19A 

AIR NORTHWEST AIRLINES FLT:1746 ECONOMY 
LV MINNEAPOLIS ST PL 1115A EQP: DC-9 STRETCH 
DEPART: LINDBERGH TERMINAL 01HR 25MIN 
AR WINNIPEG MB 1240P NON-STOP 

REF: OMBEBL 

23 AUG 08 - SATURDAY 
AIR NORTHWEST AIRLINES FLT:2891 ECONOMY 

WINNIPEG MB-MINNEAPOLIS ST PL OPERATED BY NORTHWEST AIRLINK 

LV WINNIPEG MB      1105A    EQP: CANADAIR REG 
JET 

01HR 30MIN 
AR MINNEAPOLIS ST PL 1235P NON-STOP 
ARRIVE: LINDBERGH TERMINAL REF: OMBEBL 

AIR NORTHWEST AIRLINES FLT:1657 ECONOMY    FOOD FORPURCHASE 
LV MINNEAPOLIS ST PL 145P EQP: AIRBUS A320 
DEPART: LINDBERGH TERMINAL 02HR 28MIN 
AR RALEIGH DURHAM 513P NON-STOP 
ARRIVE: TERMINAL A REF: OMBEBL 

THANK YOU FOR CALLING VIKING TRAVEL 

A VALID PASSPORT IS REQUIRED FOR THIS DESTINATION 
TICKET IS NONREFUNDABLE/PENALTIES APPLY FOR CHANGES 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Eunice Sable [maflto:eunice@emaiLunc.eda] 
Sent: Friday, August 08, 2008 6:38 PM 
To: Deby 
Cc: ’Travis Gore’ 
Subject: Re: T # for new ticket 

Thanks so much Deby. 

The departure is fine, but I am wondering if there is an earlier flight 
from Winnipeg on the Saturday? I will book Nia on the same flight for 
the 22. Kindly let me know me about Saturday when you have a moment. 



Thanks and have a great weekend! Eunice. 

Deby wrote: 
> Eunice: 
> 
> Here is the itinerary: 
> 
> Northwest - $708.48 plus $35.00 fee: 
> 
>NW1654T 22AUGF*RDUMSP SS1 800A 948A 
> NW1746T 22AUG F MSPYWG*SS 1 1115A 1240P 
>NW1465T 23AUG J*YWGMSP SS1 121P 242P 
> NW 884T 23AUG J MSPRDU*SS1 640P 1008P 
> 

> This is a 14 day advance purchase fare that would require ticketing today, 
> August 8, so chances are, this fare will change on Monday to a higher 
fare. 
> 

> I have not reserved this space, so let me know if this schedule is OK and 
I 
> will reprice on Monday and send to you and Travis for CABs processing. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Deby 
> 

> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: Eunice Sahle [mai~o:e~mice~maikunc.ed~] 
> Sent: Friday, August 08, 2008 4:40 PM 
> To: Deby 
> Cc: Travis Gore 
> Subject: Re: T # for new ticket 
> 

> 

> Dear Deby, 
> 
> We have finally sorted the matter and Travis (thanks) has forwarded a 
> T#-see below. Kindly send us the fares so that Travis can take the next 
> step. 
> 
> Thanks and I look forward to hearing from your. Eunice. 
> 

> 

> 

> Travis Gore wrote: 
> 

>>Hi Eunice, 
>> 
>>I have a T# for you! The magic number It is 027918. But for this magic 
>>number to work I need to know about how much your flight will cost so I 
> 

> can 

> 

>>enter that information in. Thanks! Hope your having a great time. 
>> 

>>Cheers, 
>> 
>>T-Bone 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b_anderson@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, August 13, 2008 2:34 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Stacey Elizabeth Sewall <sewall@email.unc.edu> 

Re: dept brochures for gec open house? 

thanks! b 

Travis Gore wrote: 

Barbara Anderson wrote: 

>> Did we actually get an electronic version of the department brochure 
>> for majors? Thanks. B 
>> 

>> Deborah Crowder wrote: 
>> 
>>> I don’t have the dept. one, Travis does, and I’ll get him to send it 
>>> on tomorrow. Also, I’ll dig up the one just on Wolof. dc 
>>> 
>>> Barbara Anderson wrote: 
>>> 
>>>> I got the language flyer, but did you send Stacey the other one? 
>>>> Thanks! B 

>>>> Deborah Crowder wrote: 

>>>>> Also, it would be good to have the language flyers, dc 

>>>>> Barbara Anderson wrote: 

>>>>>> Dear Debby and Julius: 
>>>>>> Sept 3 the GEC will have an Open House, and the ASC will have a 
>>>>>> table with information for students. Could you send Stacey an 
>>>>>> electronic version of the Department’s brochure re majors for 
>>>>>> students? We can copy these and give them to students who stop at 
>>>>>> the table. Thanks! B 

>> 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b_anderson@unc.edu 
www.global.unc.edu/africa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Michael Lambert <mlambert@unc.edu> 

Friday, August 15, 2008 10:10 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Afri 101 syllabus 

Afri 101 Syllabus.doc 

Travis 

Here is my syllabus for the fall. 
be great. 

Thanks, 

I will need 60 copies. I will be in the office this morning so if it can be copied that would 

Mike 



Prof. Michael Lambert 

Office:, 3026 GEC 
Phone: 962-1585 

Email: mlambert@unc.edu 

Fall Semester 2008 

10:00-10:50 MWF 

1005 GEC 

Office Hours: Mon. 11-12 and by appt. 

African Studies 101: Introduction to Africa 

This course is designed to provide you with a working knowledge of Africa. You will be able to apply this knowledge in 

interpreting current events in Africa as they are reported in the national media. This course will also prepare you for more 

advanced courses in African Studies, anthropology, and international studies, among others. Some of the topics we will study 

during this semester are the geography of Africa, pre-colonial societies and kingdoms, colonialism, African Nationalism, 

contemporary politics and economics, and African religious beliefs. 

Course Requirements: All students are expected to attend all classes and to complete all assigned readings. Attendance and 

participation will be considered in assigning final grades. Your final grade will be based on the assignments listed below. 

Please take note of the dates on which the assignments are due. Late assignments will be penalized. 

Map Quiz (Sept. 5) 

First Quiz (Oct. 1) 

Second Quiz (Nov 12) 

10% 

30% Final Exam (Dec. 6) 25% 

30% Attendance 5% 

Map Quiz: This is a short evaluation of your ability to identify the nations and capitals of the African continent. You can 

find a map and a list of countries and their capitals in the text Understanding Contemporary Africa, edited by Gordon and 
Gordon (page 22 of the 2nd edition). Use this map to study for the map quiz. In order to receive full credit your spelling must 

be correct. Note that you must learn both the countries and their capitals. 

First and Second Quizzes: These are tests designed to evaluate your knowledge of the materials covered since the last quiz. 

Final Exam: The final exam will be cumulative. 

Attendance: Class sessions are an important component of the course and attendance will be kept for each class. It is the 

responsibility of each student to sign the attendance sheet. In order to receive credit for attendance you must sign the 

attendance sheet in class. Falsification of the attendance sheet will be treated as a violation of the honor code. 

It is your responsibility to make sure that I receive all of your assignments. Please note that UNC policy does not allow faculty 

to communicate with students concerning confidential issues via email as email is an insecure form of communication. All 

questions concerning grades must be address in private during office hours or through printed communication. 

The Honor Code is, as always, in effect for this course. 

Texts: The following texts are available at Student Store and/or on reserve at Davis Library. 

Required: Africa, Phyllis Martin and Patrick O’Meara (Indiana, 1995); How Europe Underdeveloped Africa, Walter Rodney 

(Howard University Press, 1981); Things Fall Apart, Chinua Achebe (Heinemann, 1962); Weep Not, Child, Ngugi Wa 

Thiongo (Heinemann, 1964) 

Course Schedule: Topics and Readings: 
Introduction (Aug 20) 

1) Looking at Africa (Aug. 22 - Aug. 29) 
This section is designed to introduce you to the continent of Africa. We will examine some features of the physical and human 
geography of the African continent. We will also discuss some preconceptions and stereotypes that we have concerning Africa 
so that we may overcome these stereotypes and view Africa more objectively. 



Readings: Martin and O’Meara: chs. 1, 2 

Sept. 5: Map Quiz 

2) Pre-Colonial Societies and Ancient Kingdoms (Sept. 3 - 12) 
During this section you will learn about pre-colonial Africa. We will begin by addressing the different types of societies that 
have flourished on the African continent. We will examine the economic activities undertaken by these societies and their 
social organization. From there we will consider some of Africa’s pre-colonial kingdoms. You will learn what these kingdoms 
were, how they were governed, and why they rose to prominence. We will touch on the issue of how these ancient kingdoms 
are currently relevant to the African diaspora. 
Readings: Martin and O’Meara: chs. 4, 5, 6, 9, 10; Rodney: 33-70 

3) The Triple Heritage of Religion (Sept. 15 - 22) 
Religion has been an important institution in defining African societies. Although most Africans are now Muslim or 
Christian, the continent has its own rich religious traditions. In this section we will examine some of Africa’s religious 
traditions. We will look also at the impact that Islam and Christianity have had on the continent. You will gain an 
appreciation for these different religious traditions and the unique expressions they have found in African societies. 
Readings: Martin and O’Meara: ch. 5; Achebe, Things Fall Apart (first half); Rodney: 73 - 90 

October 1: Quiz 

4) The Colonial Experience (Sept. 24 - Oct. 13) 
This section explores one of the most important eras in the history of the continent. At the end of this section you should 
understand which of the European powers engaged in colonialism, which territories these nations claimed, why they embarked 
on imperial projects in Africa, the different ways in which European countries administered their colonies, the impact that 
colonialism has had on the people of Africa, and why colonialism came to an end. 
Readings: Martin and O’Meara: ch. 7; Achebe, Things FallApart (second half); Rodney: 95 - 145; 149-201 

5) South Africa (Oct. 20 - Oct. 27) 
This section will explore the development and demise of the policies of apartheid in South Africa. The unique history of the 
southern portion of the content will be examined in such a way as to reveal why this system of racial domination and 
exploitation developed here but not elsewhere on the continent. We will also examine the events that eventually resulted in the 
dismantling of the apartheid policies. 
Readings: Martin and O’Meara: ch. 21; Rodney: 205 - 281 

6) African Nationalism (Oct. 29 -Nov. 10) 
African Nationalism was one unforeseen outcome of the colonial era. In this section we will examine how African 
Nationalism developed and the ways by which it was a response to the European domination of the continent. We will develop 
an appreciation for different expression of African Nationalism, its connections with Pan-Africanism, and the role that African 
Nationalism played in the achievement of African Independence. 
Readings: Ngugi wa Thiongo: Weep Not Child 

Nov. 12: Quiz 

7) Post-Colonial Africa (Nov 14 - Dec. 3) 
Independence did not prove to be the solution to Africa’s problems that many hoped it would be. In this section we will 
examine some of the political problems that African nations have confronted since independence. You will develop and 
understanding of the characteristics of post-colonial political regimes in Africa and the challenges that African nations have 
faced in attempting to forge and maintain democratic forms of government. 
Readings: Martin and O’Meara: chs. 16, 18,19, 20 

Final Exam (Dec. 6, 12 PM) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jackie Gorman <j ackie@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 19, 2008 1:58 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: room 

Travis, I emailed Perry Hall and am waiting for a response. Thanks so 
much to you and Debbie. I hope to hear back from him soon. 
Best, Jackie 

Jackie Gorman 
Programs Administrator 
UNC Manager 
Curriculum in Peace, War, & Defense 
CB# 3200, 401 Hamilton Hall 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3200 
919.962.3093 (Voice); 919.962.2603 (Fax) 

Travis Gore wrote: 
Hi Jackie, 

I asked Debby and she doesn’t think Perry Hall is going to want to move 
but we can at least give it a try. I saw him earlier today but he is 
not in his office now and does not have an office phone. He is good 
about checking his email. It is hallpa@email.unc.edu. I actually 
think we might have a better chance at this if he got an email from you 
as opposed to me. I dont mind doing it but I know we have one shot at 
this so I want to make it count! Let me know if you dont feel 
comfortable asking him and I will be happy to ask him. Ok, Im going 
to lunch now but I will check back right after lpm. Hope this works! 

Travis 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

!nc.rr.com> 

Friday, September 12, 2008 12:10 PM 

~nc.rr.com>; Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>; 

Fw: UNC Routs Rutgers 44-12 

~gmail.com 

SWWWE EE E E E’FI-I’!!!!! 
--- Original Message --- 

To: 
Sent: Friday, September 12, 2008 3:00 AM 
Subject: UNC Routs Rutgers 44-12 

UNC Routs Rutgers 44-12 
¯ Box Score 
¯ Gameday Central 

¯ Photo Gallery 

T.J. Yates threw three touchdown passes and the Tar Heels won for the first time outside North Carolina since 

2002, beating error-prone Rutgers 44-12 in a nationally televised game that pitted Davis against his former pupil, 

Greg Schiano. Yates found a wide-open Hakeem Nicks on touchdown passes of 9 and 11 yards and connected on 

a 69-yard scoring play with speedster Brandon Tate, who also scored on a 12-yard end around.(re~d 

To unsubscribe from future messages of this type click here 
To unsubscribe from all future messages from tarheelblue.com click here. 

Your confidence and trust are important to us. Please review our Privacy Policy. 

CBS College Sports - 2035 Corte del Nogal, Suite 250 - Carlsbad, CA 92011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reginald F. Hildebrand <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 3, 2008 11:31 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Discussion Groups 

Travis, would you see if Hanes Art Room 116 would also be available on 
Wednesday, October 22rid at 9, 10, and 11. If so, 1 would like to add 
those dates and my list times you already reserved for my section of 
AFAM 101. If it’s not available, no problem. -Reg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janet Huffstetler <j anet@corleyredfootzack.com> 

Wednesday, October 8, 2008 3:17 PM 

Debby Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc. edu> 

I don’t know if you’ve heard or not. 

had surgery this morning. Will be "out of commission" for 

Janet Huffstetler 

Corley Redfoot Zack, Inc. 

919-493-7306 (Fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

hildebra@email.unc.edu 
Friday, October 17, 2008 1:24 PM 

Samuel T. Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Viewing Room 

Travis, I have one more room request. Would you please see if Room 205 
in the Undergraduate Library can be reserved for AFAM 398 on Wednesday~ 
October 22nd from 3-5:50? I need a room with a large screen to show a 
film to the class. Any other viewing room would work just as well if 
that one is not available. I own the film I will be showing to the 
class. Thanks much. -Reg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wendy Ford <WSFord@maupintravel.com> 

Friday, October 17, 2008 1:49 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: FW: SECK/MAMARAME 12NOV RDU 

Travel Agency Inquiry 

Travel Request        has NOT been approved! 
DO NOT ISSUE TICKET!!! 

FYI! !! 

Wendy Ford 
Maupin Travel 
919 967 8888, ext. 1301/toll free 888 466 6451, ext. 1301 
wsford@maupintravel.com 
604 Meadowmont Village Circle 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

Visit our web-site www.maupintravel.com 
www.customs.ustreas.gov 
www.travel, state.gov 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Travis Gore [maiho:s emaiLm~c.ed~] 
Sent: Friday, October 17, 2008 10:23 AM 
To: Wendy Ford 
Subject: Re: FW: SECK/MAMARAME 12NOV RDU 

OK, I will look into this and get back to you. 

Thanks, 

Travis 

Wendy Ford wrote: 
It is still telling me it is not approved. . sorry 

Wendy Ford 
Maupin Travel 
919 967 8888, ext. 1301/toll free 888 466 6451, ext. 1301 
wsford@maupintravel.com 
604 Meadowmont Village Circle 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

Visit our web-site www.maupintravel.com www.customs.ustreas.gov 
www.travel, state.gov 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Travis Gore [mailto:stgore((~email.ur~c.ed~] 
Sent: Thursday, October 16, 2008 4:29 PM 
To: Wendy Ford 
Subject: Re: FW: SECK/MAMARAME 12NOV RDU 

Hi Wendy, 



What happened? Did it not go through? I think everything should be 
ok 

now. I received the email below in bold. Please let me know if it 
still does not work. 
Thanks, 

Travis 
>* 

Thanks Peter! I’ll pass along the info. dc 

Peter Landstrom wrote: 
Debby, 

I approved Seck’s CABS. 

Peter * 

Wendy Ford wrote: 

>> Travel Agency Inquiry 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Travel Request has NOT been approved! 
>> DO NOT ISSUE TICKET!!! 
>> 

>> 

>> Wendy Ford 
>> Maupin Travel 
>> 919 967 8888, ext. 1301/toll free 888 466 6451, ext. 1301 
>> wsford@maupintmvel.com 
>> 604 Meadowmont Village Circle 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
>> 
>> Visit our web-site www.maupintmvel.com www.customs.ustreas.gov 
>> www.travel, state.gov 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Travis Gore              emai~.~mc.ed~] 
>> Sent: Thursday, October 16, 2008 4:07 PM 
>> To: Wendy Ford 
>> Subject: Re: FW: SECK/MAMARAME 12NOV RDU 
>> 
>> Thanks Wendy, 
>> 
>> The T # is 
>> 
>> Thanks again, 
>> 
>> Travis 
>> 
>> Wendy Ford wrote: 
>> 

>> 

>>> the fare is 251.00 + 25.00 
>>> *Wendy Ford* 
>>> *Maupin Travel* 
>>>/919 967 8888, ext. 1301/toll free 888 466 6451, ext. 1301/ 
>>> wsford@maupintravel.com <mailto :wsfo        mtravel.com> 



>>> SECK/MAMARAME 12NOV RDU 

>>> * 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>>> SERVICE DATE FROM 

>> ARRIVE 
>> 

>> 

>>> AMERICAN AIRLINES 

>> 1155A 
>> 

>> 

ETKT CONF. 

12NOV RALEIGH DUR NC CHICAGO IL 1040A 

>>> NON SMOKING FOOD FOR PURCHASE 
>>> RESERVATION CONFIRMED 2:15 

>> DURATION 
>> 

>> 

>>> AIRCRAFT: BOEING (DOUGLAS) MD-80 ALL SERIES 
>>> SEAT 27D NO SMOKING CONFIRMED 
>>> 

>>> AMERICAN AIRLINES 14NOV CHICAGO IL RALEIGH DUR NC 135P 
>>> 

> 420P 
> 

>>> AA 454 FRIDAY O’HARE INTL RALEIGH D 

>>> N ECONOMY TERMINAL 3 TERMINAL 2 
>>> NON SMOKING NON STOP 
>>> RESERVATION CONFIRMED 1:45 

>> DURATION 
>> 

>> 

>>> AIRCRAFT: BOEING (DOUGLAS) MD-83 
>>> SEAT 23D NO SMOKING CONFIRMED 
>>> 

>>> MISCELLANEOUS    13JAN RALEIGH DURHAM NC 

>>>          TUESDAY THANK YOU FOR USING MAUPIN TRAVEL 

>>> AA 1975 WEDNESDAY RALEIGH D 
>>> Q ECONOMY TERMINAL 2 TERMINAL 3 

TO DEPART 

O’HARE INTL 

NON STOP 



>>> RESERVATION NUMBER(S) 
>>> 

>>> SECK/MAMARAME 

>>> ***PLEASE REVIEW ALL DOCUMENTATION IMMEDIATELY.*** MAUP1N TRAVEL 
>>> CANNOT ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY FOR DISCREPANCIES NOTED MORE THAN 24 
>>> HOURS AFTER RECEIPT OF DOCUMENTS WHETHER BY FAX/ELECTRONIC 
>>> DOCUMENTION 

>> 

>> 

>>> OR PAPER TICKETS. 
>>> 

>>> MAUPIN TRAVEL IS PLEASED TO FURNISH THE FOLLOWING TOLL FREE NUMBERS 
>>> FOR YOUR USE 

>>> 888-466-6451 MONDAY - FRIDAY 830AM-530PM FOR EMERGENCY HELP *ONLY* 
>>> AFTER THE ABOVE HOURS USE 

>>> 800-483-4079 YOUR PERSONAL ID CODE IS RDUMA3105 GOVERNMENT ISSUED 

>>> PHOTO ID REQUIRED FOR CHECK IN CHARGES FOR CHECKED LUGGAGE MAY APPLY 

>>> PLEASE CHECK YOUR AIRLINES WEBSITE FOR DETAILS 
>>> 

>>> VIEW YOUR RESERVATION LIVE WWW.CHECKMYTRIP.COM 
>>> 

>>> CLICK THE FOLLOWING LINK TO ACCESS YOUR ONLINE ITINERARY: 
>>> 

>>> WWW. CHECKMYTRIP. COM!CMTSERVLET?R= 
>>> <HTTPS :/~WWW. CHEC~MY’I~RIP. COM/CMTSERVLET?R= 

>>> - 

>>> - 

>>> -- 

=SECK 
:SECK%20%20> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Leon Hamlett <lhamlett@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, October 23, 2008 8:02 AM 

SIS-chat <sis-chat@listserv.unc. edu> 
[sis-chat] SIS Screens 

Hi Folks, 

I’ve now gotten a response from remedy that all SIS screens should be 
working now. Please let me know if you encounter any problems today. 

Leon M. Hamlett, Applications Analyst 
Office of the University Registrar 
CB# 2100, Suite 3110 SASB North 
UNC - Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-2100 
TEL # 919.962.0976 
FAX # 919.962.6661 

You are currently subscribed to sis-chat as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
send a blank email to leave-23277316-5944746.f7e 16d6f3923fed6048226a005d5b416@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

VIKING TRAVEL <agency.email.unknown@sabre.com> 

Thursday, October 23, 2008 12:41 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu; dacrowde@email.unc.edu 

Travel Reservation November 06 for SAHLE 

VIKING TRAVEL is pleased to deliver your complete travel itinerary through Sabre® Virtually There®. 

Click here to access your reservation on the web or a mobile device. 

Virtually There® allows you to review or print your reservations, as well as: 

Register for trip reminders and cancellation/delay notifications 
View maps & driving directions 
Review city guides & restaurant recommendations 
Get up-to-date weather and much more! 

You may also access your reservation on the web or from your mobile device at www.~drtualls, there.com. 
Simply enter your last name and the six-character reservation code provided to you by VIKING TRAVEL. As a 
security measure, you will be prompted to enter your e-mail address or a password that VIKING TRAVEL may 
have provided to you. If you have any question about which e-mail address to use, we recommend that you use 
the one that received this e-mail. 

If the "click here" link isn’t supported by your mobile e-mail program, click this link or paste it into your mobile 
web browser: 

http://www, sabremobile.com/view pnr.wml? 
host= i                          :name=SAHLE&language=0&email=2 

CLICK HERE to opt out of receiving fhmre e-mails fi-om Virtaal[5~ There. 

Please do not reply to this e-mail. Your Travel Consultant has not provided Virtually There with an e-mail 
address to which replies may be sent. If you have questions, please contact your Travel Consultant through 
other means. 

VIKING TRAVEL 
919-968-4586MAIN 968-4491 
PLEASE CALL US IMMEDIATELY OF ANY ERRORS.DO NOT SEND A REPLY. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 4:08 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

(Afr & Afro-American Studies, please FWD) Last Week to Vote at Morehead 
Planetarium] 

Dear [African & Afro-American Studies], 

Please forward this important voting information on to your listserv. 
It’s important that students (and all voters) know that this is the last 
week they can vote on-campus at Morehead Planetarium. 

Thanks, 

Project SERV (Students Engaged in Registering Voters) 
a project of the Campus Y, Young Democrats, College Republicans, and 
Student Government 

This is the LAST WEEK to vote on campus at Morehead Planetarium. 
Morehead is NOT a polling place on election day 

There are a lot of advantages to voting early at Morehead: 

--> Everyone living on-campus or off-campus in Orange County can vote at 

Morehead Planetarium. 
--> Avoid long lines or driving home on election day 

--> Vote on-campus 
--> Register to vote (or change your registration address) 

Morehead Planetarium is located across from the Post Office on Franklin 
St. It is open for voting Mondays-Saturdays from 9am-4pm through 
Halloween, and from 9am-lpm on Saturday It is not a polling place 
on 

If you haven’t registered to vote yet, or if you want to skip the 

absentee balloting process and re-register at UNC, you can do so but you 
must vote early at Morehead Planetarium. Here’s what you need to do: 

--> If you live on-campus, all you need is your OneCard 
--> If you live off-campus, bring proof of local address-- such as a 
utility bill, magazine subscription, or employer statement with your 
current address 

Make your voice heard. Vote early at Morehead Planetarium. This week is 
your last chance! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

InsideCarolina.com <memberservices@scout.com> 
Monday, October 27, 2008 5:40 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Current North Carolina commit list 

Dear stgore@email.unc.edu (raytown), 

With recruiting season now in full swing do you know who has already committed to North Carolina? Check out who has committed 
by clicking here: 

~ :i/r~or~hcaro~ina.sco~t.com/a.z?s=78&~=g&c=S&~r= 2009&refid=8 5 99 

This is a free list, provided with no obligation or registxation required, to all North Carolina fans courtesy of InsideCarolina.com. 

To get even more in-depth information on all of the North Carolina commitments and prospects, get a premium subscription to 
InsideCarolina.com today! 

To get a 7-day free trial to InsideCarolina.com and check out the latest news, click here: 

~s :iisecum.scout.comia.z?s=78&p= 12 

Thank You, 
Scout.com and InsideCarolina.com Staff 

Scout.com - Always on our Game 

Note, if you no longer wish to receive email updates from InsideCarolina.com please update your account preferences on the 
following page: 
~s :iisec~re.sco~t~.comia.z?s=78&>=5&c-4 

Scout Media, 1916 Pike Place Ste 12-250, Seattle, WA 98101 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~nc. rr. com> 

Tuesday, October 28, 2008 10:25 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>; @nc.rr.com> 
Fw: The Oct. 27, 2008 issue of Tar Heels Today is now available 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: <admin@tarheelstodayonline.com> 
To: <    ~nc.rr.com> 
Sent: Monday, October 27, 2008 12:29 AM 
Subject: The Oct. 27, 2008 issue of Tar Heels Today is now available 

The latest edition of Tar Heels Today is ready for download. This marks 
issue number five of Tar Heels Today, an exclusive benefit of your Rams Club 
membership. Every Monday, each Rams Club member receives the new issue, 
which is packed with content you’ll only read in Tar Heels Today. We hope 
you’ll enjoy making each issue a regular part of your Carolina sports week. 

To download your copy, go to: 

~:/iww.w.tarheelstoda~-or~ine.com 

Your username is 

If this is your first time visiting the Tar Heels Today site, your default 
password is "goheels." You may change your password after you log in. 

Please contact us at admin@tarheelstodayonline.com if you have any 
questions. 

Go Heels 

Regards, 

The Tar Heels Today staff 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Marylu Knight <knigh021 @duke.edu> 

Tuesday, October 28, 2008 3:19 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Ref letters for 

.doc; pdf 

Please see attached letters for 

Marylu M. Knight 
Assistant to the Director of Graduate Studies 
Duke University Political Science Department 
327 Perkins Library; Box 90204 
Durham, NC 27708 
phone: 919.660.4327 
fax: 919.660.4330 

Department home page: ~;/Twww.po~i~d~e.ed~i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

InsideCarolina.com <memberservices@scout.com> 
Tuesday, October 28, 2008 3:27 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Current North Carolina commit list 

Dear stgore@email.unc.edu (raytown), 

With recruiting season now in full swing do you know who has already committed to North Carolina? Check out who has committed 
by clicking here: 

~ :i/r~or~hcaro~ina.sco~t.com/a.z?s=78&~=g&c=S&~r= 2009&refid=8 5 99 

This is a free list, provided with no obligation or registxation required, to all North Carolina fans courtesy of InsideCarolina.com. 

To get even more in-depth information on all of the North Carolina commitments and prospects, get a premium subscription to 
InsideCarolina.com today! 

To get a 7-day free trial to InsideCarolina.com and check out the latest news, click here: 

~s :iisecum.scout.comia.z?s=78&p= 12 

Thank You, 
Scout.com and InsideCarolina.com Staff 

Scout.com - Always on our Game 

Note, if you no longer wish to receive email updates from InsideCarolina.com please update your account preferences on the 
following page: 
~s :iisec~re.sco~t~.comia.z?s=78&>=5&c-4 

Scout Media, 1916 Pike Place Ste 12-250, Seattle, WA 98101 



Sere: 

To: 

Megan Lessa <lessa@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday> October 29> 2008 10:32 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.u~c edu> 
Re cancel 

Hi Tra~ds! 
Thanks, I just wanted to make sure =) 
It’s all setooohave a great day! 

Travis Gore wrote: 

Hi Megan~ 

Thanks ff>r checking with me and yes unff>mmately ~hese are the right classes. 

Megan Lessa wrote: 

Hi Travis, 
These all have quite a ~:cw people enrolled, so be%re I canceled I wanted to make sure 
I was looking at the correct classes: 

AFAM 102 002 
AFAM 392 001 
AFAM 408 001 

Just double checking! 

Travis Gore wrote: 

Hi Meghan, 

I remember last time you said it would be better if’I sent this so hope this 
is ok~ 

Could you cancel the classes below? Thanks 

These are all fior Sp 09 

Afam 102, 002 8-9:15 TR XX 

A~%,m 392 2-315 TR    Peabody 220 

Af~am 408, 001    2~315 101 



Thanks again! Let me know if you have any questions 

Travi s 

Megan Lessa 
Scheduling Specialist 
Offi ce of the University Regi strar 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Suite 3100, SASB Nor~h, Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Road Chapel Hill,, NC 27599-2100 
Phoebe - 919-962-6093 
Pax - 919-843-8709 

Megan Lessa 
Scheduling Specia~i st 
Of~:? ce of the Universi~?~~ Registrar 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Suhe 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Road Chapel Hill~ NC 27599~2100 
Phone ~ 919~962~6093 
[::ax ~ 919~843 ~8709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tomeiko Ashford Carter <tashford@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, October 30, 2008 5:32 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

[iaarlist] IAAR Fall Conference 

The Institute of African American Research at the University of NC at Chapel Hill announces its Fall 2008 African American Studies 
Conference on the African American Family. The conference will be held in the University Room of Hyde Hall on Thursday, 
November 6-Friday, November 7. 
Registration is preferred. Please see www.unc.edu/iaar or call (919) 962-0977 for more information. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,               8:03 AM 

Paul Leslie <pwleslie@unc.edu>; Alphonse Mutima <smutima@email.unc.edu> 

Beth-Ann Kutchma <bkutchma@email.unc.edu> 

Fulbright Hays 

Hi Paul and Alphonse, 

Here’s one last reminder. My Fulbright Hays application will be 
complete once you each submit your respective form or letter. 

and I will not return until Tuesday. The absolute last day for me to 
submit my application electronically is MONDAY AT 5PM - but, of course, 
I would not like to save it for the very last minute. 

Thanks for your attention to this, and for continually responding to my 
seemingly endless need for evaluations/references. 

Cheers, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deby <deby@vikingtravel.com> 

Monday, November 3, 2008 10:16 AM 

’Travis Gore’ <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Michael Byers Flight Information 

Travis: 

As we discussed. 

Deby 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Eunice Sable [mailto:Eamce~emafi.urtc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 28, 2008 8:24 AM 
To: Byers, Michael 
Cc: deby@vikingtravel.com; Deborah Crowder 
Subject: Flight 

Dear Professor Byers, 

Hope you are well. 

Please provide your preferred departure times so that we can move ahead 
and book your ticket. 

Your first duty is at 5.00pm Dec 3 at the Global Education Center. The 
African Studies Center is working on your poster and I will be sending 
it your way later this week. Given the persistent troubles with air 
travel these days, it would be preferable if you arrived on Dec. 2 but I 
will wait to hear from you. You will be staying at the Carolina Inn. I 
am making reservations for Dec 2 and the 3. The students’ conference 
will wrap up between 2-2.30pm on the 4th thus we will be booking your 
return ticket for that date. 

Under NC state laws we can only cover your airfare on economy. Once we 
book it, you can can get in touch with UNC’s travel agent (hi Deby) at 
viking travel and pay for the upgrade that you mentioned in a previous 
email. I will be sending you forms pertaining to your stipend for your 
signature. Kindly return the forms as soon as possible so that we can 
start the process underlying the payment of your stipend. Ms. Deborah 
Crowder, the Department Manager, in African and Afro-American Studies 
will be dealing with the logistics of the payment of your stipend and 
thus I am cc.ing her to this email. If you have any questions concerning 
the form please do not hesitate to get in touch. 

Best wishes, Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deby <deby@vikingtravel.com> 

Monday, November 3, 2008 10:17 AM 

’Travis Gore’ <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Jason Werner Flight Information 

Again, as we discussed. 

Deby 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Eunice Sahle [mailto:em~ice@email.unc.ed~] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 28, 2008 9:55 AM 
To: Deby 
Subject: Re: Flight 

Hi Deby, 

Greetings. From Vancouver to RDU. 

The other visitor will be Jason S. Warner from Yale and I guess he will 
be flying from New Haven to RDU same dates. 

So two business opportunities for you this morning .... 

On another note, kindly send me the ticketed schedule for the conference 
in Calgary. 

With thanks, Eunice. 

Deby wrote: 
> Hi Eunice: 
> 
> Would he be coming to RDU and where would he originate travel? (Knowing 
this 
> info I can get a head-start on what to expect.) 
> 

> 

> Thanks, 
> Deby 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Eunice Sahle [mailto:Etmice@emaiLtmc.edt~] 
> Sent: Tuesday, October 28, 2008 8:24 AM 
> To: Byers, Michael 
> Cc: deby@vikingtravel.com; Deborah Crowder 
> Subject: Flight 
> 
> Dear Professor Byers, 
> 
> Hope you are well. 
> 
> Please provide your preferred departure times so that we can move ahead 
> and book your ticket. 
> 
> Your first duty is at 5.00pm Dec 3 at the Global Education Center. The 



African Studies Center is working on your poster and I will be sending 
it your way later this week. Given the persistent troubles with air 
travel these days, it would be preferable if you arrived on Dec. 2 but I 
will wait to hear from you. You will be staying at the Carolina Inn. I 
am making reservations for Dec 2 and the 3. The students’ conference 
will wrap up between 2-2.30pm on the 4th thus we will be booking your 
return ticket for that date. 

Under NC state laws we can only cover your airfare on economy. Once we 
book it, you can can get in touch with UNC’s travel agent (hi Deby) at 
viking travel and pay for the upgrade that you mentioned in a previous 
email. I will be sending you forms pertaining to your stipend for your 
signature. Kindly return the forms as soon as possible so that we can 
start the process underlying the payment of your stipend. Ms. Deborah 
Crowder, the Department Manager, in African and Afro-American Studies 
will be dealing with the logistics of the payment of your stipend and 
thus I am cc.ing her to this email. If you have any questions concerning 
the form please do not hesitate to get in touch. 

Best wishes, Eunice. 

Eunice SaNe, Ph.D 
Assistant Professor of Political Science 
African Studies and International Studies 
109 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill 
27599-3395 
North Carolina 
Tel: 919-966-2588 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deby <deby@vikingtravel.com> 

Monday, November 3, 2008 10:44 AM 

’Travis Gore’ <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Secured funding for Afri416 conference (Dec 4) and Public Lecture Dec (3) 

Travis: 

FYI - Werner and Byers 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Eunice Sahle [mailto:eunice@emaiLunc.eda] 
Sent: Monday, November 03, 2008 10:37 AM 
To: Deborah Crowder 
Cc: deby @vikingtravel. com 
Subject: Secured funding for Afri416 conference (Dec 4) and Public Lecture 
Dec (3) 

Dear Debby, 

Greetings. 

Below are two lists indicating secured and confirmed and waiting for 
confirmation funding for the above-cited events: 

Secured funding: 

Center for Global Initiatives: $1,000.00 
Campus Y: $600.00 
African Studies Center: $1,000.00 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies: $1,000.00 
Curriculum in International Studies: $200.00 
Office of Undergraduate Research: $100.00 

Waiting for confirmation of support from the following traits and I 
should have details for you by Wednesday: 

Office of International Affairs 
Department of Geography 
Law School 
Diversity Incentive Ftmd 

I would be very grateful if you issued two # numbers to Deby at Viking 
Travel to cover airfares for Professors Byers and Jason Warner based on 
the funding from Campus Y, Curriculum in International Studies, Office 
of Undergraduate Research and if need be from the contribution by 
African Studies Center. 

Thanks. Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deby <deby@vikingtravel.com> 

Wednesday, November 5, 2008 1:32 PM 

’Travis Gore’ <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

T Numbers 

How we doing for T numbers? 

Deby Taylor 
Viking Travel 
400 S. Elliott Road Suite E 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
Phone- 919-968-4586 (Agency) 
Phone- 919-968-4491 (Corporate) 

Visit our website at www.vikin.qtravel.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dee Reid <deereid@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, November 5, 2008 1:56 PM 

A&S SECC Dept. Captains <secc_dept_captains@listserv.unc.edu> 

[secc_dept_captains] Thanks for encouraging SECC pledges 

Dear SECC College Department Captains, 

Thanks so much for your hard work to encourage all of your colleagues to 
contribute to the 2008 SECC Campaign. Midway through the Campaign, 
faculty and staff across the College have already pledged generous 
gifts, bringing our current total to more than a third of what was given 
last year. With your continued help, we should be able to meet or exceed 
last year’s contributions, and help the University reach its goal for 
this year. That’s terrific news and we couldn’t do it without your help. 

Several departments have not yet recorded any contributions for this 
year’s campaign. I’m hoping that’s just because some of you are holding 
on to the completed pledge forms until you have more of them to submit. 
I would encourage you to submit your completed forms weekly, so that 
your colleagues’ names are entered into the weekly drawing for prizes, 
and also so we can gage how we’re doing. 

Please keep encouraging everyone in your department to participate in 
the SECC this year and let me know if you have any questions or need any 
assistance with this. 

Many thanks again for your outstanding support of the SECC Campaign. 

Best regards, 

Dee 

Dee Reid 
SECC Division Leader 
College of Arts and Sciences 

Dee Reid (919) 843-6339 
Director of Communications 
College of Arts and Sciences 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
205 South Building, CB #3100 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 
~a:i!col~egexmc.ed~ 
~:iiwww.urtccollege.word-~mss.com (blog) 

-- You are currently subscribed to secc_dept_captains as: stgore@email.unc.edn. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~ :i/lists.unc. ed uJu ?id= 13055044. e 17d37303 (~e8142a8c475 c9fd5398264&n=T&l= sec , or 
send a blank email to leave-23401493-13055044.e 17d373036e8142a8c475c9fd5398264~listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tomeiko Ashford Carter <tashford@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, November 6, 2008 9:34 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
[iaarlist] Final Day of Conference on African American Families 

This is a friendly reminder that the Institute of African American Research is hosting an African American Studies Conference on 
African American families. The final day of the conference is being held in the University Room of Hyde Hall on Friday, November 
7. The conference is open to the University community and to the public. Breakfast and lunch are free on both days. On site 
registration is available. Please see www.unc.edu/iaar for more information. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

hildebra@email.unc.edu 
Friday, November 7, 2008 4:18 PM 

Samuel T. Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Miracle!! 

Travis, a miracle has happened!!! I can now save things on my floppy 
discs. So, now everything is working fine with my computer and the 
printer...nothing to fix. -Reg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deby <deby@vikingtravel.com> 

Monday, November 10, 2008 2:08 PM 

’Travis Gore’ <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Pending T Numbers - Werner and Byers 

Hi Travis: 

The T number is clear so I have just emailed you the electronic 
confirmation. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Deby 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Travis Gore [ emaiLtmc.edt~] 
Sent: Monday, November 10, 2008 2:00 PM 
To: deby @vikingtravel. com 
Subject: Re: Pending T Numbers - Werner and Byers 

Hi Deby, 

I guess you are on your way home now so I thought I would email you to 
let you know that I have done everything on my end for Byers! The T # 
is        and the funding department is 

Thanks 

Travis 

deby@vikingtravel.com wrote: 
>> Thanks, but what is the T number for him? I don’t have anything in my 
notes for that. Also, what is the 4 digit funding department code? (I need 
this for accounting purposes just in case the T is pending.) 
>> 

> 

> Thanks, 
> Deby 
> 
> P.S. Still problems with Byers? 
> 

> 

>> From: Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
>> Date: 2008/11/07 Fri PM 02:43:24 EST 
>> To: deby@vikingtravel.com 
>> Subject: Re: Pending T Numbers - Werner and Byers 
>> 
>> Hi Deby, 
>> 

>> That is wonderful to be able to work from home ! I just wanted to let 
>> you know that I have done everything on my end for Jason Warner so his 
>> is all ready for you! 
>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> Travis 
>> 

>> deby@vikingtravel.com wrote: 
>> 

>>> Hi Travis: 
>>> 
>>> I am working from home all day today, so email is the best way to reach 
me. Is there any word yet on finalizing of the T numbers for Werner and 



Byers? 
>>> 
>>> Thanks, 
>>> Deby 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Toy Lounge Reservations <toylounge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 11, 2008 4:56 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Toy Lounge Confirmation-- 11:45-1:45pm, 11/17 

Toy Lounge Guidelines.doc 

Thanks for your recent Toy Lounge reservation form. Your signed copy has 
been received and your reservation has been placed on the calendar. This 
reservation is publicly viewable to allow for serf-confirmation. Repeat 
confirmations will not be sent. This email includes all of the 
confirmation information and is being sent to you as the contact person 
listed on the reservation form. Please forward this email to whomever 
within your department needs this information. 

Please pick up the Toy Lounge key from Dey 104 no more than 30 minutes 
prior to your scheduled start time for your event. Your scheduled start and 
end time are posted in subject line of this email. The end time posted in 
the subject line is the time in which Toy Lounge needs to be returned to 
original configuration, trash removed and doors locked. It is imperative 
that your event is completed by the posted time to allow for other events 
to start on time. 

*If your event is before 8am, then you may pick up 
your key between 3-4pm on the business day prior to your event.* 

Please do not attempt to go into Toy more than 30 minutes before your 
scheduled start to allow for cleanup by previous groups. Failure to adhere 
to your scheduled time can result in the losing of future reservation 
privileges. 

You may return the key after you have cleaned and returned the room to its 
original configuration to the box that is on the wall between Dey 104 and 
106 and labeled "Toy Lounge Key and Form Drop Box". 

Pictures are available at www.unc.edu/toylounge/pictures.html 

For ALL technology questions, please go to hotline.unc.edu or call 962.6702. 

The kitchen key is included with the checkout key and can only be used 
during the time of your reservation. The kitchen can not be used as a 
storage space for your event and all products need to be removed as part of 
the cleanup of Toy Lounge. Please do not adjust *any* settings for the 
freezer or refrigerator. 

For your reference, I have attached another copy of the Toy Lounge 
Guidelines. These guidelines are also available at the Toy Lounge site 

Thanks 

Toy Lounge Reservations 
toylounge@unc.edu 
Scheduling and Policy: 
~ :iiwww,ur~c ,ed ~’tqv lioung~ 

Fax: 919.962.0603 



UNC-CH College of Arts and Sciences 

GUIDELINES FOR USING TOY LOUNGE 

Toy Lounge is maintained and controlled by the College for informal to semi-formal meetings of faculty, administration 
and related groups during normal business hours. The Lounge is in heavy demand. Please adhere to the following 
guidelines. 

¯ Toy Lounge may only be used from 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM Monday-Friday, excluding holidays and times 
wherein the UNC-Chapel Hill campus is closed. Reservations are not accepted for events that start anytime 
on a weekend or events which start or end after 5pm on a weekday. 

¯ Toy Lounge is available for UNC business meetings or programs. The College of Arts and Sciences will 
always receive priority. 

¯ Toy Lounge may not be used for regular classroom instruction (including film showing) or to host a guest 
speaker in a regularly scheduled course. 

¯ Toy lounge is not available for use by undergraduate or graduate student groups even when sponsored by a 
department. Student organizations are encouraged to seek space in the Student Union. 

¯ Reservations may not be made more than six months in advance. 

¯ Preference for Toy Lounge is given to short-term or one-time functions. Large blocks of time and recurring 
meetings are not accepted except for College Faculty Meetings and activities sponsored by the Program in 
Humanities and Human Values. 

RESERVING TOY LOUNGE: 

1. Information on availability, instructions for making a reservation and links to the Reservation Request and 
Alcohol Use Request forms are all available on the Toy Lounge webpage. An email to toyloun,qe@unc.edu will 
bring an automatic response with a link to the webpage: http://www.unc.edu/toyloun,qe. 

2. Questions not resolved by information on the webpage may be sent to toyloun,qe@unc.edu. 

3. By state law, all functions which serve alcoholic beverages must have approval from the appropriate Dean and 
the Provost’s Office (see Alcohol Use Request). The signed form must be on file with us before your event. 

4. Make a reservation request by submitting a signed hard copy Reservation Request form to Rob Moore by fax 
(962-0603). or placing it in the drop box outside 104 Dey Hall. Reservations requests are not accepted by email. 
You should receive a response within 24 hours on days the university is open. 

5. IMPORTANT: Please be certain that you receive an email confirmation. You must have a confirmed 
reservation to use Toy Lounge. 

6. Once your reservation is accepted it will show up on the T oy Lounge calendar webpage. 

7. Please verify your reservation on the Toy Lounge calendar- before advertising your event- to confirm 
that we have yourtimes and dates listed correctly. We appreciate your assistance with this. An error on our 
part could be very damaging to your event so confirming your dates/times is your responsibility. 

THE DAY OF YOUR EVENT: 

Keys may be picked up ½ hour before your reservation begins. Keys will not be loaned to contractors or 
vendors, caterers, outside presenters, etc. Please meet your vendor at Toy Lounge to let them in and stay 
with them to lock up. 

All parties, including caterers, etc., must be out of the Lounge when your scheduled time is over. 

It is the responsibility of your unit to return furnishings to their proper position, clean off all surfaces, etc. and 
set closed trash bags outside kitchen door. Close shades, turn off lights and equipment. 



UNC-CH College of Arts and Sciences 

GUIDELINES FOR USING TOY LOUNGE 
Lock all doors, including the left double-door which must be switched to the locked position so that it is 
secured when the right door is locked. 

IMPORTANT: Failure to observe these guidelines may result in loss of privileges. 

These policies are set by the College of Arts and Sciences Dean’s Office. Comments or suggestions should be 
addressed to the College Assistant Dean for Finance & Admin, Susan T. Williams, SusanT Williams@unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gary Lloyd <gary_lloyd@unc.edu> 

Friday, November 14, 2008 10:57 AM 

SIS-chat < si s-chat@li stserv.unc, edu> 

[sis-chat] [Fwd: [its_changes] MAJOR: OP01 Mainframe Oracle PROD upgrade from 9i 
to 10g] 

As you will see from the message below from ITS, there will be a Oracle 
upgrade on the mainframe tomorrow beginning at 9 am. Therefore, SIS, 
Student Central, and Faculty/Staff Central will not be available most of 
the day tomorrow while this upgrade takes place. 

Thanks, 
Gary 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: [its_changes] MAJOR: OP01 Mainframe Oracle PROD upgrade from 
9i to 10g 
Date: Thu, 13 Nov 2008 14:06:12 -0500 (EST) 
From: ITS Change <itschang@itschanges.its.unc.edu> 
Reply-To:    UNC-CH PTR <pshoffne@email.unc.edu> 
To: changes posted to itschanges.unc.edu <its_changes@listserv.unc.edu> 

Change Plan Type: Planned 
Change Plan Status: Pending 

Reminder: 
The upgrade of Oracle instance OP01 on the ESAS-Mainframe will take 
place Saturday, November 15, starting at 9 am. 

During the upgrade, the OP01 Oracle instance and the CICS 
Production regions (TP00, AP01, AP02, AP03, AP04, and AP05) will be 
tmavailable. This means most Mainframe applications will not be 
available during this time. 

A follow up notice will be sent when this work is completed. 

Contact Bill Pitts or Pat Shoffner with concerns. 

Start: Sat 11/15/2008 at: 09:00 
End: Sat 11/15/2008 at: 17:00 

Submitted by: Patricia Shoffner - pshoffne@email.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to its_changes as: gary_lloyd@unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-23463805-7064329.elffd201f21a0819b575f0b7a87d8924@listserv.unc.edu 

Gary Lloyd 
Associate University Registrar and IT Manager 



Office of the University Registrar 

CB# 2100, 3112 SASB North 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Telephone: (919)962-5162 

FAX: (919)962-0504 
E-mail: gary_lloyd@unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to sis-chal as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
send a blank email to leave-23470199-5944746.f7e 16d6f3923fed6048226a005d5b416@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gary Lloyd <gary_lloyd@unc.edu> 

Friday, November 14, 2008 12:57 PM 

SIS-chat <sis-chat@listserv.unc. edu> 
[sis-chat] SIS Down 

All SIS Users - 

We have contacted ITS about SIS suddenly going down. They informed us 
that the system administrators had been contacted and are in the process 
of investigating the outage. We’ll pass on more information as we 
receive it. 

Thanks, 
Gary 

Gary Lloyd 
Associate University Registrar and IT Manager 
Office of the University Registrar 
CB# 2100, 3112 SASB North 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Telephone: (919)962-5162 
FAX: (919)962-0504 
E-mail: gary_lloyd@unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to sis-chat as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
send a blank email to leave-23471398-5944746.f7e 16d6f3923fed6048226a005d5b416@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gary Lloyd <gary_lloyd@unc.edu> 

Friday, November 14, 2008 1:59 PM 

SIS-chat < si s-chat@li stserv.unc, edu> 
[sis-chat] [Fwd: [its_changes] EMERGENCY: CV11 was restarted] 

Dear all - 

It appears that ITS has now resolved the issues we were experiencing 
earlier and SIS, Student Central, and Faculty/Staff Central are now back 
up and functioning. 

Thanks, 
Gary 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    [its_changes] EMERGENCY: CV11 was restarted 
Date: Fri, 14 Nov 2008 13:41:09 -0500 
From: ITS Change <itschang@itschanges.its.unc.edu> 
Reply-To:    Chris Kaman <chris_kaman@unc.edu> 
To: changes posted to itschanges.unc.edu <its_changes@listserv.unc.edu> 

At 13:17 the production IDMS database (CV11) ran short on journal 
space. After attempting unsuccessfully to resolve the problem we 
had to force the database down. We restarted the database at 13:24. 
At 13:27 the database was responding to requests. 

Database Administration is reviewing the cause of this issue. 

Applications which were affected by this outage are as follows: 
SIS, FRS, GA-FRS, Alumni Development, student, faculty, and staff 
central, and finance central. 

Submitted by Chris Kaman - chris_kaman@unc.edu 

This message was posted via the ITS Changes facility at 
ht~:ilitscha~ages.unc.edai. 

You are currently subscribed to its_changes as: gary_lloyd@unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-23471782-7064329.elffd201f21a0819b575f0b7a87d8924@listserv.unc.edu 

Gary Lloyd 
Associate University Registrar and IT Manager 
Office of the University Registrar 
CB# 2100, 3112 SASB North 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Telephone: (919)962-5162 
FAX: (919)962-0504 
E-mail: gary_lloyd@unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to sis-chat as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
send a blank email to leave-23471934-5944746.f7e 16d6f3923fed6048226a005d5b416@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Human Resources Central <hrweb@elkcreek.ais.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 17, 2008 11:32 PM 

@email.unc.edu 

Status of your Application at UNC at Chapel Hill 

11-17-2008 

Admin Support Specialist 
Position Number: 0036199 
Department Number: 2438 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill would like to thank you for your 
application that was submitted for the specific position listed above. Your application 
was determined to be eligible for consideration for the vacant position and you were 
interviewed for this position. The hiring department, however, has selected another 
candidate whose background more closely matches the requirements of the position. 

We welcome the opportunity to consider your application for future employment 
opportunities that match your education, skills and experience. New positions are 
posted daily and we encourage you to visit our website at 
~:iihr.m~c.ed~/iobseekers. You may also view openings at our job listing board 
just outside of the Human Resources Workforce Planning and Compensation Department 
at 104 Airport Drive in Chapel Hill. 

Again, thank you for your interest in the University. 

Sincerely, 

Workforce Planning and Compensation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Cooke <acooke@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 19, 2008 12:33 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

could you make me a few copies? 

Chapter12_afri266.doc; Conflict Outline.docx 

Hi Travis, 

so far I’ve been sent 2 items for copying this week: I need 23 of each 
please. 

thanks, 

Amy 



Afri 266 
Nov. 19, 2008 

Chapter 12: Institutions for Conflict Resolution and Peacemaking 
Michelle Parleviet; pp 299-312 

Introduction 
¯ Peace and justice are inextricably linked; the absence of justice generally leads to an absence of peace. 
¯ There are many different ways to view and address conflict depending on the issues that need to be 

addressed and the ultimate goal 

Human Rights and Conflict Management in Africa: Five Propositions 
I.      Human rights abuses are both symptoms and causes of violent conflict 

a. Violations have deliberately been used as a strategy of war to intimidate opponents and terrorize 
civilians 

b. Numerous conflicts have been caused by human rights issues such as inadequate political 
participation, the quest for self-determination, limited access to resources, exploitation, forced 
acculturation and discrimination. 

i. Ex/in South Africa under apartheid, a sustained denial of human rights gave rise to high- 
intensity conflict. 

c. The denial of human rights may not only occur through active repression, but also from a state’s 
inability to realize the rights of its citizens-> deepens social rivalries 

d. It matters whether human rights violations (HRV) are the main concern or whether the focus is on 
conflict resulting from denial of human rights b/c both the problems addressed and the outcomes 
are different 

i. HRV= symptom; primary objective is to protect people from further abuses 
ii. HRV= cause; objective is to reduce the level of structural violence through transformation 

of the structural, systemic conditions 
iii. Both aspects can be present at the same situation; common in civil war 

e. Positive peace- the presence of social justice and the absence of structural violence 
f. Negative peace- absence of direct violence 

I1. A sustained denial of human rights is a structural cause of high-intensity conflict 
a. Why? Needs- universal motivations including food, shelter, identity, recognition, personal growth. 

So fundamental that people will consistently seek ways of meeting them. If there are no peaceful 
means of addressing denial of needs and bringing about change, may turn to armed resistance. 

b. Many different ways to define needs (see page 302) 
c. The way the state is organized determines whether needs are frustrated or satisfied 
d. Denial of needs is typically structural problem. Four conditions that predispose to violence: 

i. Authoritarian rule 
ii. Exclusion of minorities from governance 
iii. Socio-economic deprivation combined w/inequity 
iv. Weak states that lack the institutional capacity to manage conflicts 

e. The absence of justice is often the primary reason for the absence of peace (see intro) 

III. Towards conflict prevention 
a. Institutionalized respect for human rights and the accommodation of diversity is a primary form of 

conflict prevention 
b. It is more important to focus on the structural causes of violence than on the violence itself as a 

means of prevention b/c violence is the outward manifestation of a structural crisis. As long as 
structure remains, so does potential for violence 

c. operational prevention aims to prevent latent conflicts with the potential for violence from 
degenerating into serious armed conflicts 

d. structural prevention aims to address deep-rooted socio-economic, cultural, environmental, 
institutional and other structural causes 

e. Institutionalizing respect for human rights (constitutional endorsements) helps ensure sustained 
human rights. Also means that consensual ways for dealing w/discontent will be mechanized. 
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IV. 

Questions: 

i. Where transparent and representative system of governance exists, there is a greater 
capacity to manage tensions in a constructive way 

Special attention to structural accommodation of diversity- formally entrenching inclusiveness and 
respect for diversity in the political system, state institutions, and the law 

i. Identity groups are often primary actors in intra-state conflict 
ii. Meaningful participation of identity groups in a state’s political, economic, social and 

cultural affairs should be allowed in state structure 
Accommodating for diversity may be more complicated than reorganizing. When there is a 
minority group they can be completely excluded from governance in a formal democracy (winner- 
takes-all approach) 

i. Can enact constitutional rights regarding language, religion and culture, forms of power- 
sharing, etc; preservation of identity important 

Effective and sustainable resolution of intra-state conflict 
a. Prescriptive approach of human rights actors must be combined with approach of conflict 

management practitioners for effective and sustainable resolution of conflict 
b. Quality of outcome of negotiations depends on the process used to achieve them- a flawed 

process makes its legitimacy questionable 
c. Process used is especially significant in the context of intra-state conflict where many groups 

exist in the same territory- feelings of hostility may have started from different access to 
resources but only got worse w/the passing of time. 

i. Self-perpetuating nature of civil-wars 
d. Perceptions, emotions, and relationships play significant role. Psycho-political dynamics caused 

by distrust, fear, anger, suspicion make parties resistant to negotiations and compromises. 
(Prisoners’ Dilemma) 

e. Simultaneous attention to root causes and building relationships; "negotiations tend to focus on 
issues, but their success depends on people". 

f. Use of mediator possible, but must undergo consideration. Top-down and carrot and stick 
approach from external forces is problematic b/c can heighten insecurity 

g. Solution is a lengthy process. Local actors must play central role in devising product and process 

Interpretation and application of rights 
a. Human rights and justice are non-negotiable, however the interpretation and application of rights 

and justice are negotiable-> rights set the parameters for the management of conflict 
i. Variation can come from the electoral system, form of government, degree of autonomy, 

of regional units, constitutional arrangements and formulation of Bill of Rights 
b. Constitutional design (structural arrangements) should be worked out by local actors through 

inclusive negotiations. Transplanted institutions have little staying power b/c inappropriate or 
considered illegitimate 

c. While the attainment of justice is related to the pursuit of accountability for past abuses, must also 
look forward towards the future. 

1. If steps towards peace are to be initiated in a war torn area, what do you think 
would be the best way to initiate the process? 

2. Do you think a third party acts as a powerful mediator to the peace process or as 
a deterrent? What can be done to improve mediation? 

3. Do you see any flaws in these suggestions? 
4. Is it the responsibility of nations or NGOs to ensure peace in these areas? What 

are the problems with both? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

aisdaemon@facilities.unc.edu 

Wednesday, November 19, 2008 1:17 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

FS WRN 09024676; Completed; MOVE 

The following work request has been completed. 

Property ................... BATTLE (056) 
Location of work ........... 109 
Requested by ............... TRAVIS GORE 
Requested .................. 09/10/2008 11:16:38 
Category ................... SERVICE ORDER 
Work Request Number (WRN).. 09024676 
Shop ....................... 203 - HOUSEKEEPING SUPPORT SVCS ZONE 203 - Phone# 962-1444 
Description ................ MOVE 

Please reference the above WRN for all correspondence. 

If you have questions regarding the performance of this work, please contact the Shop(s) assigned listed above. If you have any 
additional questions or concerns, please reply to this email or contact the Facilities Work Reception Center at 962-3456. 

Please take a moment and click the link below to let us know about the service you just received. We greatly value your opinion and 
appreciate your help in improving our level of service. 

~:iiwww.i~tc.m~c.eduiCustomerSurv x?WRN=09024676 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

employment@unc.edu 

Monday, November 24, 2008 1:47 AM 

~email.unc.edu 
Thank you for applying for Position 0058473, SUPPORT SERVICES ASSOCIATE 

Thank you for submitting an application for Staff Employment to the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. This email 
confirms that your application has been received in the office of Workforce Planning & Compensation. 

Position Id: 0058473 
Position Title: SUPPORT SERVICES ASSOCIATE 

To view your status of current pending applications, visit ~sJis4.its.urtc.edu/RAMS4i~licatio~,ist.do. 

To update your application profile, visit ~s:iis4.its.unc.edu/RAMS4/getProfile.do. 

For more information regarding the Staff hiring process at UNC-Chapel Hill, please visit our website at bs.ur~c.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

leemc@email.unc.edu 

Monday, November 24, 2008 11:54 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: home phone number 

ok 

Quoting Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>: 

Hi Professor Lee, 

Can you give Debby a call please. She tried your home phone but I 
think it may be an old number. Have a happy thanksgiving! 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karen Thompson <karent@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 24, 2008 4:54 PM 

Samuel Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

MCK1NSEY & COMPANY’S INTERNSHIP PROGRAMS AND WEB 
PRESENTATIONS 

Dear Samuel, 

BROUGHT TO YOU BY UNIVERSITY CAREER SERVICES ON BEHALF OF MCKINSEY & COMPANY: 

MCKINSEY & COMPANY’S INTERNSHIP PROGRAMS AND WEB PRESENTATIONS 

McKinsey & Company is a management consulting firm that advises senior management of the world’s leading organizations on 
issues of strategy, organization, technology and operations. We are always on the lookout for high caliber individuals to help us fulfill 
our mission: 1) to help our clients make positive, lasting and substantial improvements to their performance, and 2) to build a great 
firm that is able to attract, develop, excite and retain exceptional people. 

If you like the idea of a career alternative that will stimulate and challenge, together with the opportunity to work with highly 
motivated colleagues in a supportive, team-based environment, please apply for an internship position or program with McKinsey & 
Company 

PAID INTERNSHIPS IN SELECT WORLDWIDE OFFICES 
Ph.D. students, Post Docs, M.D. students, Medical Interns, Residents, Fellows and non-M.B.A. Masters* students are invited to apply. 

The paid Associate Internship program is the best opportunity to explore management consulting at McKinsey. It gives each 
participant the opportunity to work on a client project as a member of a McKinsey team. The program is offered by several offices 
worldwide and lasts 3 -12 weeks, during the spring, summer or fall of 2009 depending on the office and the availability of the intern. 
To learn more about this and other programs, visit our website at       d.mckins         ort~mitiesi%tm so~rce=ks a 281. 

Application Information: 
- Applications are due by December 7, 2008 - to submit an application, please visit our website at ~,.’.%’.4.pd.mckinsev.com/? 
~m source ks a 281 and click on "Apply Now" 
- Only those completing their program in 2010 are eligible for the internship 
- If you are currently a medical intern, resident or fellow planning to complete your program in 2011, you may apply for an internship 
now. 

- Interviews will take place across the country in late January/early February 2009 

* Please note that Masters students applying for an internship should have completed their undergrad before July 1, 2006. If you 
completed your undergrad after this date, please visit www.mckinsey.com/usschools to learn more about our Business Analyst 
opportunities. 

1NSIGHT- A 3-DAY INSIDER’S LOOK INTO MANAGEMENT CONSULTING 
Ph.D. students, Post Docs, M.D. students, Medical Interns, Residents, Fellows and non-M.B.A. Masters students are invited to apply 

McKinsey offers comprehensive seminars covering a range of topics important to those who are exploring alternative career 
possibilities. 

Application Information: 
- Applications for Insight are due in early May 2009 
- Program will take place in July 

More details will be available in early 2009 on our website at ~:/iapd.mckinse~or~b/o~ortu~itiesi?utm source=ks a 281. 



Web Presentation for those interested in learning more about PAID INTERNSHIPS IN SELECT WORLDWIDE OFFICES and 
1NSIGHT PROGRAMS 
For those finishing their degree/program in 2010, please join one of our web presentations to learn more about McKinsey & Company 
and our available internship and Insight opportunities. 

Presentation dates and times: 
December 1, 2008     11:00am ET/8:00am PT 

4:00pm ET/1:00pm PT 

December 3, 2008 11:00am ET/8:00am PT 
4:00pm ET/l:00pm PT 

December 5, 2008 11:00am ET/8:00am PT 
4:00pm ET/l:00pm PT 

If you are interested in attending this web based presentation, please RSVP through this website below (login and dial in information 
will be provided). 
~:iiwww.sur~,~evmonkev.col~is~as~x?sm-W~JX 2bTT3~I~vdPP~riNESJMR 2fA 3d 3d 

Visit our website at ~:iia~d.mckinse~.colrv’?mm sot~rce-ks a 281 to learn more about McKinsey & Company. The website 
features profiles of consultants with backgrounds similar to your own, information about selection criteria, application tips, and the 
on-line application form. 

Please contact your recruiter should you have questions: 

Kristy Sullivan 
McKinsey & Company 
apd_recruiting@mckinsey.com 

UCS does not endorse any employer and urges students to use good judgment in all of their interactions with employers. UCS 
suggests that students request business references for unknown organizations before interviewing with them off campus or exploring 
iob opportunities. Never give a potential employer your credit card or social security numbers, and never spend any of your own 
money on an employment opportunity unless you are very certain that it is for a legitimate reason (such as training costs). UCS 
advises students to interview in public places only. For more information about protecting yourself during a job search, review the 
section, "Safeguarding Your Job Search" at 
~://careers.~mc.edu!v o~riobsea~ch/camp~s~ocaree~;/sa~e~rdm~h~m~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

InsideCarolina.com <memberservices@scout.com> 
Wednesday, December 3, 2008 12:51 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Updated North Carolina Prospect List 

Dear stgore@email.unc.edu (raytown), 

As of today the 2009 Inside Carolina recruiting yearbook is now available! 

Sign up today for a 3-month or Annual Pass and you are guaranteed to reserve your copy of the 2009 Inside Carolina recruiting 
yearbook. Annual Pass subscribers will also receive the 2009 Scout.com Recruiting Yearbook. 

The 2009 Inside Carolina recruiting yearbook will have loads of information on the incoming class including photos, in-depth player 
and class analysis, player profiles, rankings, and much more. 

Visit this link to reserve your 2009 Inside Carolina recruiting yearbook with any 3-month or annual subscription: 

~s :/isecure.scout.comia.z?s-78&p 12 

And as recruiting season continues to kick in to high gear stay with InsideCarolina.com for all of the latest Tar Heel recruiting news. 
To view the updated Tar Heel prospect list click here: 

ht~:/!~orthcarolina, scout.comN.z?s=Tg&p=g&c=4&},r=2009&mfid=8706 
Remember, don’t forget to reserve your 2009 Inside Carolina recruiting yearbook now, this is a limited time offer! 

Thank You, 
InsideCarolina.com Staff 

Scout.com - Always on our Game 

Note, if you no longer wish to receive email updates from InsideCarolina.com please update your account preferences on the 
following page: 
~s:/isecure.scout comia.z?s-78&p-5&c-4 

Scout Media, 1916 Pike Place Ste 12-250, Seattle, WA 98101 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Senora DeCosta <senora@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, December 3, 2008 7:56 PM 

Senora DeCosta <senora@unc.edu> 
Fall Term Grades 

089 Grade Receivers Memo.doc; 089 Grade Memo.doc 

Hello All, 

Some of you may have heard that I lost my contact list for grade rolls, 
that plus so much more. However, we must move on. I have put together 
another list that I hope includes all of you, but if you could speak to 
your colleagues and have them contact me if they have not received this 
email, I would really appreciate it. Please let me know if you have 
received this message in error, or if I need to make corrections. 
Attached are the Fall Term Memos. Thank you for your help. -- Senom 
962-9859 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

MEMORANDUM 

OFFICE OF THE 

UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR 

SASB NORTIt 

45° P, II)GE I~.OAD, SUITE 31oo 

CAMPUS BOX 2Ioo 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-21oo 

http://regweb.unc.edu 

T 9~9.96~-3954 

F 919.962.666i 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

School/Department Receivers of Grade Rolls 

Senora DeCosta, Assistant Registrar 

Fall Term Grades 

December 4, 2008 

Most of you know by now that our office has moved. We are located in SASB 
North, the curved building on the corner of Ridge Road and Manning Drive, 
on the third floor in Suite 3131. Grade rolls may be picked up on Thursday, 
December 4 between 2:00 and 5:00pm. You may send someone in your 
place to pick up grade rolls if you give them a letter of authorization signed by 
you to do so, and stating their name. The person must have picture 
identification so we can verify they are the person to whom you gave 
permission. 

For those of you on North Campus, the A&S Dean’s Office will allow each of 
you (departmental administrators only - no faculty) to place one envelope of 
grade rolls per day in their courier bag to us. All grade rolls must be in 
envelopes clearly marked for the Registrar’s Office. The A&S Dean’s Office 
is now located in Phillips Hall and the drop off point is Room 19. Please see 
the memo to all teaching faculty for instructions about depositing grade rolls 
after our office is closed. To receive the electronic version of the faculty grade 
roll memo you may contact me to be added to the grade roll email list if you 
have not already done so. 

As always, I rely on your help to achieve a successful outcome for the grading 
period. I am available for any questions or suggestions; please contact me at 
senora(db, unc.edu or 962-0495. Thank you. 

cc: All Records Staff 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

MEMORANDUM 

OFFICE OF THE 

UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR 

SASB NORTIt 

45° P, II)GE I~.OAD, SUITE 31oo 

CAMPUS BOX 2Ioo 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-21oo 

http://regweb.unc.edu 

T 9~9.96~-3954 

F 919.962.666i 

TO: All Teaching Faculty 

FROM: Senora DeCosta, Assistant University Registrar 

RE: Fall Term Grades 

DATE: December 4, 2008 

Enclosed are the Official Class Rolls and Grade Reports for Fall 2008. 

Reports are due back in the Office of the University Registrar, 3131 SASB North, no 
later than 72 hours after the scheduled time of the final examination. To facilitate the 
timely entering of grades, please follow this schedule for returning Official Class Rolls 
and Grade Reports: 

¯ Exams scheduled on Friday, Dec. 5 are due by 5:00 PM on Monday, Dec. 8. 
¯ Exams scheduled on Saturday, Dec. 6 are due by 5:00 PM on Tuesday, Dec. 9. 

¯ Exams scheduled on Monday, Dec. 8 are due by 5:00 PM on Thursday Dec. 11. 

¯ Exams scheduled on Tuesday, Dec. 9 are due by 5:00 PM on Friday, Dec 12. 

¯ Exams scheduled on Thursday, Dec. 11 are due by 5:00 PM on Monday, Dec 15. 

¯ Exams scheduled on Friday, Dec. 12 are due by 5:00 PM on Monday, Dec. 15. 

Courses that do not have final examinations are due by 5:00 PM on Monday, Dec. 8. 

The 72 hour deadline for returninq Grade Reports is critical. We must be able to 
reliably determine academic eligibility information to report to School Deans. This 
enables them to assess whether or not a student may continue enrollment for the next 
term. 

Submitting Completed Grade Reports 

Please note: the Office of the University Registrar has moved. We are now 
located on the third floor, Suite 3131, of the new SASB North, the curved 
building on the corner of Ridge Road and Manning Drive. 

Under normal circumstances, completed Grade Rolls should be hand-delivered to the 
Office of the University Registrar. Campus Mail may be used to submit Grade Rolls until 
Thursday, December 11. Arrangements have also been made to allow one envelope of 
Grade Rolls per department per day to be included in the courier bag which is picked up 
from Phillips Hall and delivered to the Registrar’s Office each morning. 



When the Office is closed, completed Grade Rolls may be slipped into the deposit 
box located on the wall of SASB North loading ramp (on the Ridge Road side of the 
building). If you cannot pull up to the ramp, there are several on-street parking 
spaces on Ridge Road as you approach Manning Drive. Because the deposit box 
has multiple users, Grade Rolls must be enclosed in envelopes clearly marked for 
the Re.qistrar’s Office. 

Directions for Completing Grade Reports 

¯ Use only black or dark blue ink when completing and signing Grade Rolls. 
Pencil markings and other colors of ink do not duplicate clearly, and we must be 
able to microfilm all grade rolls for permanent storage and reference. 

¯ Write grades in the appropriate "Grade" column, not the "Remarks" column. 

Every re,qistered student must have an appropriate ,qrade desi,qnation (no 
blanks). If a student did not show up for the final examination or has not been 
attending classes, a grade of "AB" or "FA" must be assigned. Do not line 
through the name of a student you believe is not registered for your class; 
assign that student an "AB" grade (this is the only action that will be recognized 
by our office). Nor should you write in the name of a student that you believe to 
be registered for your class. Appropriate actions will be taken when our office 
receives the official form governing the situation. Only a Post-Semester 
Registration/Drop/Add Form can remove or add a student to a course after the 
Official Roll & Grade Reports have been generated for the semester. 

¯ Be sure to sign every Grade Roll. 

When Assigning Grades 

¯ The Report for Assignment of Temporary Grade of AB or IN to Undergraduates 
can be found online at http://re,qweb.unc.edu/resources/ab report form.pdf. 

¯ Refer to Registrar Procedures Memorandum (RPM) No. 24 for University grading 
policies and grade definitions (http://re,qweb.unc.edu/resources/rpm24.php). 

Even if you know an undergraduate student has elected to take your course 
under the PS/D+/D/F option, you must assign an appropriate letter grade for 
their performance. The computerized grade table will convert grades of "C-" or 
better to "PS." 

¯ All courses numbered 99 and below (prior to Fall 2006) or 399 and below (starting 
in Fall 2006) should use the undergraduate grading system, i.e., A, A-, B+, ..., D, F. 

Grades assigned in courses numbered above 099 (prior to Fall 2006) or above 399 
(starting in Fall 2006) depend upon the individual student classification. Students 
with undergraduate classifications should be assigned grades using the 
undergraduate grading system. Students with graduate or professional 
classifications should be assigned grades using the appropriate graduate or 
professional grading system. Do not use + and - for any graduate student 
grade. Pluses (+) and minuses (-) are not valid for H, P, L grades. It consumes 
an extraordinary amount of time for our staff to mark through every incorrect + or - 
on the grade roll before it can be sent to data entry. If you are assigning a graduate 



grade and would like to make note on the grade roll of a plus (+) or minus (-) 
associated with the grade, use the "Remarks" column. 

¯ Use the following classification tables to help you determine the appropriate 
assignment of grades: 

Undergraduate Classifications: 

FR Freshman 
SO Sophomore 
JR Junior 
SR Senior 
FYR Fifth Year (Pharmacy) 
SPU Special Undergraduate Non-degree 
II Inter-Institutional 
SDS Special Degree Seeking and Off-Campus Nursing Program 
FX Foreign Exchange 

Graduate & Professional Classifications: 

GD Grad Doctoral 
GM Grad Masters 
GPM Grad Post Masters 
GMD Grad Masters then Doctoral 
GPD Grad Post Doctoral 
SPG Special Graduate Non-degree 
1st First Year MBA or Professional 
2nd Second Year MBA or Professional 
3rd Third Year Professional 
4th Fourth Year Professional 
II Inter-Institutional 
FX Foreign Exchange 
SPP Professional Non-degree 
SDS Currently used for Off-Campus Professional Pharmacy Program 

Note: The classifications that start with "SP" (SPU, SPG, SPP) are used for non- 
degree students. Classifications that start with "G" (GD, GM, GMD, GPM, GPD) are 
graduate classifications. Classifications II and FX can be used for both 
undergraduate and graduate students. Continuing Studies post-baccalaureate 
students (SPG) are allowed to choose either the undergraduate or graduate grading 
system in courses numbered 100 through 199 (prior to Fall 2006) or 400 to 699 
(starting in Fall 2006) for grade assignments. The student should inform the 
instructor at the beginning of classes as to his/her choice of grading system. 

The "FA" grade is assigned when an undergraduate student did not attend the 
final examination and could not pass the course regardless of performance on 
the exam. This would be appropriate for an undergraduate student that never 
attended the course or has excessive absences in the course, as well as missing 
the exam. 

¯ The "AB" grade is assigned when a student did not attend the final examination 
and there is the possibility that the student could pass the course if the exam was 
taken. The "AB" is computed as an "F" grade in an undergraduate student’s 
GPA. For undergraduate students, an "AB" grade is changed automatically to an 
"F*" if the grade is not cleared by the end of the next regular semester. For 



graduate students, an "AB" will convert to an "F*" (administratively assigned 
grade) if the grade is not cleared within one year from the original examination. 

The "IN" grade is assigned when a student took the final examination but did not 
complete some other course requirement. The student could pass the course if 
the assignment was completed. The "IN" is computed as an "F" grade in an 
undergraduate student’s GPA. For undergraduate students, an "IN" is changed 
automatically to an "F*" if the grade is not cleared by eight weeks into the next 
regular semester. For graduate students, an "IN" will convert to an "F*" 
(administratively assigned grade) if the grade is not cleared within one year from 
the original examination. 

The "SP" grade is assigned for an undergraduate student participating in the first 
course(s) of an approved departmental Undergraduate Honors Program. The 
Honors Program usually runs for the duration of at least two semesters (Junior 
and/or Senior Honors/Research). A final permanent grade is not assigned until 
completion of the second and/or final course. When the final permanent grade is 
assigned for an Honors Program, any previously assigned grade(s) of "SP" must 
be changed to the appropriate permanent letter grade by an Official Grade 
Change Form. 

Note: "IN" and "AB" are temporary grades that can be reported on the Official Class 
Roll and Grade Report or on an Official Grade Change Form. Instructors can change 
temporary grades to permanent grades by completing the Official Grade Change 
Form within the specified deadlines. Once a grade has been changed to an "F*", a 
dean’s signature is also required on the Official Grade Change Form. 

cc: All OUR Staff 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Senora DeCosta <senora@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, December 3, 2008 8:29 PM 

Senora DeCosta <senora@unc.edu> 
Courier Bag 

All, 

Sorry, the courier bag is no longer in Phillips Hall. It has moved to 
Steele Bldg. I will send you the exact location tomorrow, Thursday. 
Please note the change on both of my previous memos. Thank you. -- 

Senora DeCosta 
Assistant University Registrar 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 2100, SASB North 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Phone: 919 962-9859 
Fax: 919 962-3349 
E-mail: senora@unc.edu 

Senora 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Senora DeCosta <senora@unc.edu> 
Thursday, December 4, 2008 12:37 PM 

Senora DeCosta <senora@unc.edu> 
Fall Grade Rolls 

089 Grade Receivers Memo2.doc; 089 Grade Memo.doc 

All, 

I have attached corrected copies of both memos. Thank you Steve for the 
catch. -- Senom 

Senora DeCosta 
Assistant University Registrar 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 2100, SASB North 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Phone: 919 962-9859 
Fax: 919 962-3349 
E-mail: senora@unc.edu 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

MEMORANDUM 

OFFICE OF THE 

UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR 

SASB NORTIt 

45° P, II)GE I~.OAD, SUITE 31oo 

CAMPUS BOX 2Ioo 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-21oo 

http://regweb.unc.edu 

T 9~9.96~-3954 

F 919.962.666i 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

School/Department Receivers of Grade Rolls 

Senora DeCosta, Assistant Registrar 

Fall Term Grades 

December 4, 2008 

Most of you know by now that our office has moved. We are located in SASB 
North, the curved building on the corner of Ridge Road and Manning Drive, 
on the third floor in Suite 3131. Grade rolls may be picked up on Thursday, 
December 4 between 2:00 and 5:00pm. You may send someone in your 
place to pick up grade rolls if you give them a letter of authorization signed by 
you to do so, and stating their name. The person must have picture 
identification so we can verify they are the person to whom you gave 
permission. 

For those of you on North Campus, the A&S Dean’s Office will allow you to 
place one envelope of grade rolls per day in their courier bag to us. All grade 
rolls must be in envelopes clearly marked for the Registrar’s Office. The 
A&S Dean’s Office is now located in Steele Building. There are two boxes, 
one in each reception area of the main lobby, labeled Grade Roll Drop Off. 
Please see the memo to all teaching faculty for instructions about depositing 
grade rolls after our office is closed. To receive the electronic version of the 
faculty grade roll memo you may contact me to be added to the grade roll 
email list if you have not already done so. 

As always, I rely on your help to achieve a successful outcome for the grading 
period. I am available for any questions or suggestions; please contact me at 
senora(db, unc.edu or 962-0495. Thank you. 

cc: All Records Staff 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

MEMORANDUM 

OFFICE OF THE 

UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR 

SASB NORTIt 

45° P, II)GE I~.OAD, SUITE 31oo 

CAMPUS BOX 2Ioo 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-21oo 

http://regweb.unc.edu 

T 9~9.96~-3954 

F 919.962.666i 

TO: All Teaching Faculty 

FROM: Senora DeCosta, Assistant University Registrar 

RE: Fall Term Grades 

DATE: December 4, 2008 

Enclosed are the Official Class Rolls and Grade Reports for Fall 2008. 

Reports are due back in the Office of the University Registrar, 3131 SASB North, no 
later than 72 hours after the scheduled time of the final examination. To facilitate the 
timely entering of grades, please follow this schedule for returning Official Class Rolls 
and Grade Reports: 

¯ Exams scheduled on Friday, Dec. 5 are due by 5:00 PM on Monday, Dec. 8. 
¯ Exams scheduled on Saturday, Dec. 6 are due by 5:00 PM on Tuesday, Dec. 9. 

¯ Exams scheduled on Monday, Dec. 8 are due by 5:00 PM on Thursday Dec. 11. 

¯ Exams scheduled on Tuesday, Dec. 9 are due by 5:00 PM on Friday, Dec 12. 

¯ Exams scheduled on Thursday, Dec. 11 are due by 5:00 PM on Monday, Dec 15. 

¯ Exams scheduled on Friday, Dec. 12 are due by 5:00 PM on Monday, Dec. 15. 

Courses that do not have final examinations are due by 5:00 PM on Monday, Dec. 8. 

The 72 hour deadline for returninq Grade Reports is critical. We must be able to 
reliably determine academic eligibility information to report to School Deans. This 
enables them to assess whether or not a student may continue enrollment for the next 
term. 

Submitting Completed Grade Reports 

Please note: the Office of the University Registrar has moved. We are now 
located on the third floor, Suite 3131, of the new SASB North, the curved 
building on the corner of Ridge Road and Manning Drive. 

Under normal circumstances, completed Grade Rolls should be hand-delivered to the 
Office of the University Registrar. Campus Mail may be used to submit Grade Rolls until 
Thursday, December 11. Arrangements have also been made to allow one envelope of 
Grade Rolls per department per day to be included in the courier bag which is picked up 
from Steele Building and delivered to the Registrar’s Office each morning. 



When the Office is closed, completed Grade Rolls may be slipped into the deposit 
box located on the wall of SASB North loading ramp (on the Ridge Road side of the 
building). If you cannot pull up to the ramp, there are several on-street parking 
spaces on Ridge Road as you approach Manning Drive. Because the deposit box 
has multiple users, Grade Rolls must be enclosed in envelopes clearly marked for 
the Re.qistrar’s Office. 

Directions for Completing Grade Reports 

¯ Use only black or dark blue ink when completing and signing Grade Rolls. 
Pencil markings and other colors of ink do not duplicate clearly, and we must be 
able to microfilm all grade rolls for permanent storage and reference. 

¯ Write grades in the appropriate "Grade" column, not the "Remarks" column. 

Every re,qistered student must have an appropriate ,qrade desi,qnation (no 
blanks). If a student did not show up for the final examination or has not been 
attending classes, a grade of "AB" or "FA" must be assigned. Do not line 
through the name of a student you believe is not registered for your class; 
assign that student an "AB" grade (this is the only action that will be recognized 
by our office). Nor should you write in the name of a student that you believe to 
be registered for your class. Appropriate actions will be taken when our office 
receives the official form governing the situation. Only a Post-Semester 
Registration/Drop/Add Form can remove or add a student to a course after the 
Official Roll & Grade Reports have been generated for the semester. 

¯ Be sure to sign every Grade Roll. 

When Assigning Grades 

¯ The Report for Assignment of Temporary Grade of AB or IN to Undergraduates 
can be found online at http://re,qweb.unc.edu/resources/ab report form.pdf. 

¯ Refer to Registrar Procedures Memorandum (RPM) No. 24 for University grading 
policies and grade definitions (http://re,qweb.unc.edu/resources/rpm24.php). 

Even if you know an undergraduate student has elected to take your course 
under the PS/D+/D/F option, you must assign an appropriate letter grade for 
their performance. The computerized grade table will convert grades of "C-" or 
better to "PS." 

¯ All courses numbered 99 and below (prior to Fall 2006) or 399 and below (starting 
in Fall 2006) should use the undergraduate grading system, i.e., A, A-, B+, ..., D, F. 

Grades assigned in courses numbered above 099 (prior to Fall 2006) or above 399 
(starting in Fall 2006) depend upon the individual student classification. Students 
with undergraduate classifications should be assigned grades using the 
undergraduate grading system. Students with graduate or professional 
classifications should be assigned grades using the appropriate graduate or 
professional grading system. Do not use + and - for any graduate student 
grade. Pluses (+) and minuses (-) are not valid for H, P, L grades. It consumes 
an extraordinary amount of time for our staff to mark through every incorrect + or - 
on the grade roll before it can be sent to data entry. If you are assigning a graduate 



grade and would like to make note on the grade roll of a plus (+) or minus (-) 
associated with the grade, use the "Remarks" column. 

¯ Use the following classification tables to help you determine the appropriate 
assignment of grades: 

Undergraduate Classifications: 

FR Freshman 
SO Sophomore 
JR Junior 
SR Senior 
FYR Fifth Year (Pharmacy) 
SPU Special Undergraduate Non-degree 
II Inter-Institutional 
SDS Special Degree Seeking and Off-Campus Nursing Program 
FX Foreign Exchange 

Graduate & Professional Classifications: 

GD Grad Doctoral 
GM Grad Masters 
GPM Grad Post Masters 
GMD Grad Masters then Doctoral 
GPD Grad Post Doctoral 
SPG Special Graduate Non-degree 
1st First Year MBA or Professional 
2nd Second Year MBA or Professional 
3rd Third Year Professional 
4th Fourth Year Professional 
II Inter-Institutional 
FX Foreign Exchange 
SPP Professional Non-degree 
SDS Currently used for Off-Campus Professional Pharmacy Program 

Note: The classifications that start with "SP" (SPU, SPG, SPP) are used for non- 
degree students. Classifications that start with "G" (GD, GM, GMD, GPM, GPD) are 
graduate classifications. Classifications II and FX can be used for both 
undergraduate and graduate students. Continuing Studies post-baccalaureate 
students (SPG) are allowed to choose either the undergraduate or graduate grading 
system in courses numbered 100 through 199 (prior to Fall 2006) or 400 to 699 
(starting in Fall 2006) for grade assignments. The student should inform the 
instructor at the beginning of classes as to his/her choice of grading system. 

The "FA" grade is assigned when an undergraduate student did not attend the 
final examination and could not pass the course regardless of performance on 
the exam. This would be appropriate for an undergraduate student that never 
attended the course or has excessive absences in the course, as well as missing 
the exam. 

¯ The "AB" grade is assigned when a student did not attend the final examination 
and there is the possibility that the student could pass the course if the exam was 
taken. The "AB" is computed as an "F" grade in an undergraduate student’s 
GPA. For undergraduate students, an "AB" grade is changed automatically to an 
"F*" if the grade is not cleared by the end of the next regular semester. For 



graduate students, an "AB" will convert to an "F*" (administratively assigned 
grade) if the grade is not cleared within one year from the original examination. 

The "IN" grade is assigned when a student took the final examination but did not 
complete some other course requirement. The student could pass the course if 
the assignment was completed. The "IN" is computed as an "F" grade in an 
undergraduate student’s GPA. For undergraduate students, an "IN" is changed 
automatically to an "F*" if the grade is not cleared by eight weeks into the next 
regular semester. For graduate students, an "IN" will convert to an "F*" 
(administratively assigned grade) if the grade is not cleared within one year from 
the original examination. 

The "SP" grade is assigned for an undergraduate student participating in the first 
course(s) of an approved departmental Undergraduate Honors Program. The 
Honors Program usually runs for the duration of at least two semesters (Junior 
and/or Senior Honors/Research). A final permanent grade is not assigned until 
completion of the second and/or final course. When the final permanent grade is 
assigned for an Honors Program, any previously assigned grade(s) of "SP" must 
be changed to the appropriate permanent letter grade by an Official Grade 
Change Form. 

Note: "IN" and "AB" are temporary grades that can be reported on the Official Class 
Roll and Grade Report or on an Official Grade Change Form. Instructors can change 
temporary grades to permanent grades by completing the Official Grade Change 
Form within the specified deadlines. Once a grade has been changed to an "F*", a 
dean’s signature is also required on the Official Grade Change Form. 

cc: All OUR Staff 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~duke.edu> 

Thursday, December 4, 2008 9:43 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Could you send ref letters please? To UVA 

Hi Travis! 

Could you please send the three recommendation letters hopefully you now 
have for me, from to the following 
address? 

Thank you! 

Hope you had a great Thanksgiving! 

Best wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kia Lilly Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 9, 2008 8:58 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Booking Toy Lounge 

klcaldwe.vcf 

Travis, 
Would you please see if Toy Lounge is available for a presentation on 

Friday, January 30 from 1:30 to 3:30 pm? 

Thanks, 
Kia 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Kia Lilly Caldwell 

Caldwell 

Kia Lilly 

UNC- Chapel Hill 

Business 

Phone: 

919-962-0539 

Mailing Address: 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
UNC - Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Marylu Knight <knigh021 @duke.edu> 

Thursday, December 11, 2008 4:39 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Reference letters for 

LoR ’07.doc 

Please see attached. 

Marylu M. Knight 
Assistant to the Director of Graduate Studies 
Duke University Political Science Department 
327 Perkins Library; Box 90204 
Durham, NC 27708 
phone: 919.660.4327 
fax: 919.660.4330 
Department home page: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~duke.edu> 

Monday, December 15, 2008 6:58 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Ref letters you sent for me 

I’m guessing that means you’ve sent them now too! If not yet, please do! 

And if you could keep them in a folder where you’ll find them again, that 
would be super! 

Thanks, Travis, 

On 12/12/08 3:30 PM, "Travis Gore" <stgore@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Got it !!!!! Yeah, it looks like she just sent it out late yesterday 
afternoon and ive been out of the office all day but I see it now : ) 

wrote: 
>> Do you have them now? 
>> 
>> ...... Forwarded Message 
>> From: Marylu Knight <knigh02 l@duke.edu> 
>> Reply-To: Marylu Knight <knigh021 @duke.edu> 
>> Date: Thu, 11 Dec 2008 16:39:03 -0500 
>> To:                     @duke.edu> 
>> Subject: Re: FW: Ref letters you sent for me 
>> 
>> Actually, just sent. 
>> 

>> --On Thursday, December 11, 2008 4:36 PM -0500 ’ 
>>- ~duke.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> 

>>> Hi Marilu- 
>>> 
>>> A few weeks back, after I sent you the letter below, we had a 
>>> conversation, and you said you’d be happy to send the rec letters that 
>>>                           wrote for me to Travis @UNC, via email 
>>> (scanned letters), so that he could consolidate the letters with the 3rd 
>>> one he has for me. 
>>> 
>>> Alas, if you sent them, they’re nowhere to be found. 
>>> 
>>> Could you please try again? Email is below, and again, 
>>> stgore@email.unc.edu. 

>>> Thank you very much, 

>>> ...... Forwarded Message 
>>> From: ’                     ~duke.edu> 
>>> Date: Tue, 28 Oct 2008 14:46:25 -0500 
>>> To: Marylu Knight <knigh021 @duke.edu> 
>>> Conversation: Ref letters you sent for me 
>>> Subject: Re: Ref letters you sent for me 



>>> Would you be willing to send a copy of each to African and Afro-American 
>>> Studies at UNC, or scan them so that they have a copy? They are willing to 
>>> send along with my 3rd ref. 

>>> If you would (and I hope one of these options works for you), please send 
>>> to: 

>>> Travis Gore 
>>> Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
>>> 109 Battle Hall, CB # 3395 
>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>>> email: stgore@email.unc.edu 

>>> Thank you, 

>>> On 10/28/08 9:05 AM, "Marylu Knight" <knigh021@duke.edu> wrote: 

>>>> Yes. 

>>>> --On Monday, October 27, 2008 7:06 PM -0400 ’ 
>>>> < ~duke.edu> wrote: 

>>>>> Hi Marylu- 

>>>>> Did you per chance save a copy each of the ref letters that 
>>>>>    ~ gave you? 

>>>>> Thanks again for sending to 

>>>>> -- 

>>>> Marylu M. Knight 
>>>> Assistant to the Director of Graduate Studies 
>>>> Duke University Political Science Department 
>>>> 327 Perkins Library; Box 90204 
>>>> Durham, NC 27708 
>>>> phone: 919.660.4327 
>>>> fax: 919.660.4330 
>>>> Department home page: 

>>> ...... End of Forwarded Message 

>> 

>> 



>> 

>> Marylu M. Knight 
>> Assistant to the Director of Graduate Studies 
>> Duke University Political Science Department 
>> 327 Perkins Library; Box 90204 
>> Durham, NC 27708 
>> phone: 919.660.4327 
>> fax: 919.660.4330 
>> Department home page: oli.duke.ed~i 
>> 
>> ...... End of Forwarded Message 
>> 

>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dennis Mumby- Chair of Communication Studies 

<CommunicationStudiesNewsletter@unc.edu> 

Friday, December 19, 2008 11:14 AM 

Alumni- Faculty and Friends <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

The Message - Inside Communication Studies at UNC 

Click here if you are having_trouble viewinq~this email 

//Issue l/Dec 2008 

Message from the Chair 

Greetings from the Department of Communication Studies and beautiful Chapel 

Hill. I hope you will enjoy this latest edition of our newsletter, brought to you for the 

first time in electronic format. Inside you will find lots of engaging articles about the 

latest accomplishments of our remarkable faculty and students. As always, I invite 

your comments and feedback-it’s always a pleasure to hear from our many 

wonderful and accomplished alums! 

Best wishes for the holiday season! 

Dennis Mumby, Department Chair 

mumby~email unc.edu 919-843-3613 

Browse the Entire Newsletter 

What you’re reading now is just a small glimpse of "The Message". Please take the time to browse the entire 

news~e~er online. Thank you. 



Featured Stories 

Pat Parker: Boing 

ed Research 
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receives #71oore 
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G~ve to the DepaAment 

Give to the DepaAment 

Without private support, the department, its faculty, and students, would not be able to engage in many of the 

activities that make it a top program in the field of Communication Studies. Every gift will make an immediate 

difference to our students and faculty. 

~ake a Gift Now 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 
Graduate Student Research Conference <ascgrcon@bu.edu> 

Wednesday, December 31, 2008 6:54 PM 

undisclosed-recipients: 

Call for Papers: 17th Annual Graduate Research Conference in African Studies, March 
13th- 14th, 2009, B oston University 

Call For Papers 2009 BUASC.pdf; BUGSC.Application.Form.2009.doc 

Dear Colleague in African Studies, 

We are now accepting abstracts for the 17th Annual Graduate 
Student Research 
Conference in African Studies at Boston University March 
13th- ~4th, 2009. 

The Graduate Student Research Conference in African Studies is an 
interdisciplinary 
forum intended for graduate students at all levels of study. The 
conference 
provides an informal setting in which students can exchange ideas, 
share research, 
and expand collegial networks. In past years, participants have 
presented course research, 
dissertation proposals, thesis chapters, methodological models, and 
other works in progress. 
While there are no strict thematic guidelines, special 
consideration will be given to papers 
with multidisciplinary application and/or cross-regional appeal. 

Keynote Speaker: 

Abstracts Due: 

Download application form: 

Website: 

Dr. Jeanne Penvenne 

January 31, 2oo9 

BUGSCoA~licationoFormo2OOQodoc 

http://wwwofreewebs.com/ascgradconf/ 



Email submissions to: 

Or Mail to: 
Conference 

ascgrcon(~b~Joedu 

Graduate Student Research 

University 
African Studies Center, Boston 

270 Bay State Road 

Boston, MA 02215 

Abstracts submitted should include the author’s name, address, 
institutional affiliation, email address and phone number. 
A $20 conference fee can be paid upon registration at the beginning 
of the conference 

Questions can be addressed to the conference organizers 
at asc             . 

We look forward receiving your abstracts. 
Sincerely, 

African Studies Center 
Conference organizers 
Boston University 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Michael Lambert <mlambert@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 7, 2009 9:10 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Syllabi 

Afri 368 Spring 2009 syllabus.doc; Afri 480 Syllabus.doc 

Hi Travis, 

Here are copies of my syllabi for the spring semester. I believe I will need about 45 copies of each. 

Thanks, 

Mike 



Prof. Michael Lambert 
Office: 3026 GEC 
Office Hours: Tues 3:30-4:30 and by appointment 
Phone: 962-1585 

Afri 368: Political Protest and Conflict in Africa 

Spring 2009 
TR 2:00-3:15 

Phillips 328 
mlambert@unc.edu 

This course surveys contemporary forms of political conflict and protest in Africa. The objective is to use 
political conflict as a lens through which to discuss and understand current social and political realities on the African 
continent. A limited number of sites of political conflict will be examined in detail. This term these sites will include 
Kenya, Southern Africa, the Guinea Coast (Sierra Leone and Liberia), and Rwanda. We will examine the nature, causes, 
and consequences of these conflicts. These case studies will be used to discuss topics that are broader than but closely 
related to political conflict. These topics will include, but will not be limited to, ideologies of political opposition, ethnicity 
and nationalism, child soldiers, famine and refugees, and everyday forms of resistance to state power. 

Course Requirements: All students are expected to attend all classes and to complete all assigned readings. Attendance 
and participation will be considered in assigning final grades. Your final grade will be based on the assignments listed 
below. Please take note of the dates on which the assignments are due. Late assignments will be penalized. 

Map Quiz (Jan 29) 
Midterm Exam (Mar 5) 
Final Exam (Apt 30) 

10% 
20% 
20% 

Research Paper (Apt 23) 25% 

PresentaitonPresentation (optional) 
15% 

Participation 10% 

Map Quiz: This is a short evaluation of your ability to identify basic geographic and political features of the African 
continent. You can find a map and a list of countries and their capitals in the text Understanding Contempora{TAfrfca, edited 
by Gordon and Gordon (page 22). Use this map to study for the map quiz. Other maps might be outdated or use 
alternative spelling. Note that yon are expected to learn both the countries and their capitals. 

Research Paper: You will have the opportunity to write a research paper on a topic of your choice. All students will be 
required to submit a proposed topic and preliminary bibliography before April 11. You must have a satisfactory working 
bibliography by this date. 

The Honor Code is, as always, in effect for this course. 

Texts: The following texts are available at Student Store. They are also on reserve at Undergraduate Library. 

The Wretched of the Earth, Frantz Fanon; A Complicated War." The Harrowing of Mozambique, William Finnegan; Weep Not Child, 
Ngugi Wa Thiongo; We Wish to Infirm You That Tomorrow We Will be K~’lled with our Families, Philip Gourevitch; The Graves are 
not yet Full." Race Trfbe and Power in the Heart of Ajh’ca, Bill Berkeley; Blood Diamond~; Greg Campbell. 

The following texts and readings are on reserve at the Undergraduate Library. 

Understanding Contempora{7 Afrfca, edited by April Gordon and Donald Gordon; Afrfca, edited by Phyllis Martin and Patrick 
OMeara; Divide and Rule, Africa Watch; The Revo/utiona{7 Years: West Afrfca Since l gO0, J.B. Webster and A.A. Boahen; ’The 
Coming Anarchy’ (photocopy), Robert Kaplan; ’Rebellion in Liberia and Sierra Leone,’ Paul Richards in Conflict in Afrfca by 
Oliver Furley (ed). 134-70. 

Co~rse Topics and Readings: 
(The texts and readings marked with an asterisk (*) are on reserve at the Davis Library.) 

Jan 13 Introduction 

History and Politics (January 15 - January 27) 



Much of the contemporary African political experience has been shaped by the colonial era. During this section, we will 
discuss the colonial experience in Africa. We will look at the factors that led to the European domination of the continent 
during the twentieth century and the reasons that the colonial era ended. We will also consider the ways by which the 
colonial rule of the various European powers differed from each other. 
Readings: *’The Colonial Era,’ Martin and O’Meara, 3-45, 135-155; Frantz Fanon, ’Concerning Violence’ and ’On 
National Culture’ 

Map Quiz: Jan 29 

Continuity and Disrupture: Kenya (Feb 3 - 17) 

Our first case study will be Kenya. We will begin by examining what has come to be referred to as the Mau Mau uprising. 
This uprising represented an attempt on the part of the Kikuyu peoples to regain control of their ancestral lands from 
European settlers. The outcome of this uprising was the independence of Kenya. We will close by considering the 
current political situation in Kenya. This will allow us to gain an understanding of the extent to which independence 
change the nature of the political violence in Africa. It will also allow us to examine the ways by which current African 
regimes use violence as strategy to maintain power. 

Readings: Ngugi Wa Thiongo, Weep Not Child; ’African Politics,’ Gordon and Gordon, 53-90; *Africa Watch, 1-18 

Undoing Racial Politics: Southern Africa (Feb 19 - March 3) 

This section will examine political violence in Southern Africa during the era of apartheid. While we will examine the 
situation in South Africa, we will pay particular attention to the impact that the policies of apartheid had on the 
neighboring nation of Mozambique. After Mozambique belatedly won its independence from Portugal in the 1970s, its 
leadership aligned with the Soviet Union and attempted to implement Marxist policies. This placed Mozambique on the 
frontline of both the Cold War and the struggle against white minority rule in South Africa. 

Readings: ’South Africa,’ Gordon and Gordon, 335-370; Finnegan, A Complicated War." The Harrowing of Mozambique; Bill 
Berkeley, The Graves are Not Yet Full, chapter 4. 

Mid-term Exam: Mar 5 

Conflicts ’without ideology’: The Guinea Coast (March 17 - 26) 

During this section we will examine one of the more recent eruptions of wide spread political violence in Africa. 
Beginning in 1990 in Liberia this uprising has wrecked havoc in several nations along the West African coast: Liberia, 
Sierra Leone, Guinea, Guinea Bissau, and Senegal. Unlike Mozambique’s civil war, this conflict erupted in the political 
vacuum created in this region of Africa after the end of the Cold War. The combatants are perceived by many to lack 
ideologically derived commitments and thus rely on tactics that are unusually brutal. In addition to examining the reasons 
for this conflict and the impact that it has had on the region, we will evaluate the ways by which ’outsiders’ have attempted 
to understand this conflict as ideologically empty. 

Readings: *Webster and Boahen, pp. 111-136, 361-373, Stephen, *Kaplan ’The Coming Anarchy, *Richards ’Rebellion in 
Liberia and Sierra Leone;’ Bill Berkeley, The Graves are Not Yet Full, chapters 1 and 2, Greg Campbell, Blood Diamonds. 

Genocide: Rwanda (March 31 - April 9) 

We will close with an examination of what were perhaps the most tragic events of the second half of the 20rh century. In 
Rwanda in 1994 some members of Hutu ethnic group attempted to eliminate the Tutsi people. Conservative estimates 
place the number of lives lost during this genocide at over 500,000. We will examine issues related to this outbreak of 
ethnic violence such as the nature of ethnicity in Rwanda and the history of relations between these peoples. We also 
examine the why the international community was unable and/or unwilling to intervene. 

Readings: Philip Gourevitch, We Wish to Infirm You That Tomorrow We Will be K~’lled with our Families; Bill Berkeley, The Graves 
are Not Yet Full, chapter 6. 



Student Presentations (April 14 - 23) 

Final Exam (April 30, 4 pna) 

* This syllabus is subject to change as deemed appropriate by the instructor. 



Prof. Michael Lambert 

Office: 3026 GEC 
Phone: 962-1585 

Office Hours: Tuesday 3:30-4:30 and by appointment. 

Spring 2009 

TR: 11:00-12:15 

Dey 307 

African Studies 480: Ethnography of Africa 

This course uses ethnography (detailed case studies) to introduce you to the study of African cultures 

and societies. By examining ethnographic texts you will learn about topics in African studies such as 

systems of thought, aesthetics and arts, the economy, politics, social organization, and identity. You 

will also learn about the production of ethnographic texts as a sub-discipline of anthropology and the 

issues that this raises with respect to the politics of representation. 

Course Requirements: All students are expected to attend all classes and to complete all assigned 

readings. Attendance and participation will be considered in assigning final grades. Your final grade 

will be based on the assignments listed below. Please take note of the dates on which the assignments 

are due. Late papers will be penalized. 

First Quiz (Feb 12) 

Second Quiz (Mar 31) 
Final exam (Apt 29) 

15% Presentation (Optional) 15% 

20% Analytic paper (April 23) 20% 

20% Attendance and participation 10% 

Readings and Attendance: The ethnographic genre, by definition, is comprised of written texts. The 

only way to master this genre is to engage in a close textual reading of the assigned texts. Therefore, it 

is essential that we read the assigned readings and come to class prepared to discuss these readings. 

Analytic Paper: You will have the opportunity to write an analytic essay (7 to 10 pages) on either 1) an 

ethnography written on a particular African ethnic group, or 2) an ethnographic examination of an issue 

relevant to African studies. This should be an examination of one monograph length text. Article 

length manuscripts are not acceptable. I strongly encourage everyone to select a text to examine 

before April 1 and to check with me to make sure that the text you have selected is appropriate. 

Presentation: You will have the opportunity to make a short (10 to 15 minute) presentation on your 

paper. This is an optional assignment for which there are a limited number of spaces. These spaces will 

be made available on a first come basis. If you decide not to make a presentation the 15% allocated for 
this assignment will be evenly distributed between the other assignments. If you sign up to make a 

presentation you will be required to complete this assignment. 

Texts: The following texts are available at the Student Store. They are also on reserve at the 

Undergraduate Library: Course Pack for Afri 480; E. E. Evans-Pritchard. The Nuer. Oxford 

University Press; Charles Piot, Remotely Global, Chicago University Press. 

The Honor Code is, as always, in effect for this course. 



Readings and Topics: 

Introduction: Jan 13 

Classic Approaches to Politics and Social Organization (Jan 15 - Jan 27) 

¯ E.E. Evans-Pritchard, The Nuer 

Witchcraft and Ritual (Jan 29 - Feb 10) 

¯ Evans-Pritchard, "The Notion of Witchcraft Explains Unfortunate Events," Coursepack 

¯ Douglas, Mary, "Animals in Lele Religious Symbolism" Coursepack 

First Quiz: Feb 12 

Systems of Belief (Feb 17 - Feb 26) 

¯ Barber, Karin, "How Man Makes God in West Africa," Coursepack 

¯ Kopytoff, Igor, "Ancestor’s as Elders in Africa," Coursepack 

The Meanings of Money and Work (Mar 3 - Mar 17) 

¯ Bohannan, Paul, "Some Principles of Exchange and Investment among the Tiv," Coursepack 

¯ Hutchinson, Sharon, "The Cattle of Money and the Cattle of Girls Among the Nuer," Coursepack 
¯ Charles Piot, Remotely Global 

Sex and Gender (Mar 19 - Mar 26) 

¯ Van Allen, "Sitting on a Man," Coursepack 
¯ Mona Etienne, "Women and Men, Cloth and Colonization," Coursepack 

Second Exam: Mar 31 

Ethnography and Colonialism (Apr 2 - Apr 9) 

¯ Ranger, Terence, "The Invention of Tradition in Colonial Africa." Coursepack 

¯ Frantz Fanon, "Algeria Unveiled," Coursepack 

¯ Lesley Sharp, The Sacrificed Generation 

Presentations (Apt 14 - Apt 23) 

Final Exam: April 29 (8 am) 



This syllabus is subject to change as deemed appropriate by the instructor. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

InsideCarolina.com <memberservices@scout.com> 
Wednesday, January 7, 2009 11:50 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Great News for Tar Heel Fans 

Dear stgore@email.unc.edu (raytown), 

Want to see why InsideCarolina.com is the most popular Tar Heel premium site? The Buy One Get One Free offer is back! Get nine 
weeks of IC premium access for less than 11 bucks. 

This is the perfect time to come on board... 

* There’s less than a month to go until Signing Day and Inside Carolina is the undisputed leader for Tar Heel football recruiting 
coverage. You won’t want to miss anything as UNC aims to sign one of the nation’s top recruiting classes. 

* And, as always, Inside Carolina is your home for basketball recruiting coverage - from breaking news and insider analysis to 
exclusive video highlights and tournament coverage. 

If you still haven’t joined, we want to let you in on the action here at IC by offering you a $10.95 TEST DRIVE. 

Here is how it works, and NO SPECIAL CODE IS NEEDED: 

Sign up for a monthly Total Access Pass (Order Securely Online or call 888.979.0979) between now and midnight Thursday, and for 
$10.95 you will receive: 

* A FREE one-week trial period. 
* The one month you paid for. 
* A second month FREE. 

So you receive nine weeks of the best premium coverage of Tar Heel sports ANYWHERE for just over a buck a week! 

To take advantage of this offer, simply click here and select the monthly option: 

~s :!isecure.sco~.comia. z?s=78&~?- 12 

Thank You, 
InsideCarolina.com Staff 

Scout.com - Always on our Game 

************************************************ 

Note, if you no longer wish to receive email updates from InsideCarolina.com please update your account preferences on the 
following page: 
~s :/isecure.scou’t.comia.z?s-Tg&p-5&c- 4 

Scout Media, 1916 Pike Place Ste 12-250, Seattle, WA 98101 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

InsideCarolina.com <memberservices@scout.com> 
Thursday, January 8, 2009 12:27 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Only a few hours left Tar Heel fans 

Dear stgore@email.unc.edu (raytown), 

Want to see why InsideCarolina.com is the most popular Tar Heel premium site? The Buy One Get One Free offer is back! Get nine 
weeks of IC premium access for less than 11 bucks. Hurry as this offer expires at midnight tonight! 

This is the perfect time to come on board... 

* There’s less than a month to go until Signing Day and Inside Carolina is the undisputed leader for Tar Heel football recruiting 
coverage. You won’t want to miss anything as UNC aims to sign one of the nation’s top recruiting classes. 

* And, as always, Inside Carolina is your home for basketball recruiting coverage - from breaking news and insider analysis to 
exclusive video highlights and tournament coverage. 

If you still haven’t joined, we want to let you in on the action here at IC by offering you a $10.95 TEST DRIVE. 

Here is how it works, and NO SPECIAL CODE IS NEEDED: 

Sign up for a monthly Total Access Pass (Order Securely Online or call 888.979.0979) between now and midnight Thursday, and for 
$10.95 you will receive: 

* A FREE one-week trial period. 
* The one month you paid for. 
* A second month FREE. 

So you receive nine weeks of the best premium coverage of Tar Heel sports ANYWHERE for just over a buck a week! 

To take advantage of this offer, simply click here and select the monthly option: 

~s :!isecure.sco~.comia. z?s=78&_p- 12 

Thank You, 
InsideCarolina.com Staff 

Scout.com - Always on our Game 

Note, if you no longer wish to receive email updates from InsideCarolina.com please update your account preferences on the 
following page: 
~s:iisecure.sco~t.comia~z?s=78&p=5&c=4 

Scout Media, 1916 Pike Place Ste 12-250, Seattle, WA 98101 
************************************************* 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gary Lloyd <gary_lloyd@unc.edu> 

Friday, January 9, 2009 9:58 AM 

SIS-chat <sis-chat@listserv.unc. edu> 
[sis-chat] Scheduling Officers: STOP USING ASTRA NOW! 

*In order to resolve the problem with SIS from Thursday, (1/8/09) all 
work in Ad Astm must stop for a period of time. We anticipate this will 
take a few hours but we’ll notify you as soon as you can get back into 
Ad Astra. Any work done in Ad Astm from 9:45 a.m. until further notice 
will be lost. * 

*Work can continue in SIS during this time as needed. 
* 

*Additional information will follow!* 

Renee Sherman 
Scheduling Team Lead 
Office of the University Registrar 
Suite 3100, CB#2100 
Student Academic Services Building-North 
University of NC at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
(919)962-6093 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email.unc.edu 

Gary Lloyd 
Associate University Registrar and IT Manager 
Office of the University Registrar 
CB# 2100, 3112 SASB North 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Telephone: (919)962-5162 
FAX: (919)962-0504 
E-mail: gary_lloyd@unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to sis-chat as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
send a blank email to leave-23770763-5944746.f7e 16d6f3923fed6048226a005d5b416@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gary Lloyd <gary_lloyd@unc.edu> 

Friday, January 9, 2009 10:38 AM 

SIS-chat < si s-chat@li stserv.unc, edu> 
[sis-chat] [Fwd: Fall 2009 Scheduling] 

To all of our colleagues in scheduling, 

This is a follow up to our earlier message regarding work in Ad Astra. 

1. The problem that occurred in SIS screen 129 yesterday about 2pm has 
been resolved so you can pick up from where you left off yesterday 
afternoon for entering new sections for 099. Many of you have already 
discovered this and are hard at work. 

2. The work completed in SIS yesterday, 1/8, did not upload into Ad 
Astra last night so you cannot see the work that you already completed 
there. The work is not lost. We are uploading that information from 
SIS done 1/8 into Ad Astra this morning so that you can see the new 
sections, and work on them in Ad Astra later today. 

3. Please focus on the 099 schedule updates that can be done in SIS 
tmtil we notify you that the Ad Astm is open again. We will notify you 
as soon as we confirm that the upload is successfully finished. You 
will be able to return to work in Ad Astra at that time. 

4. Recognizing that you lost valuable time while SIS screen 129 was down 
yesterday, we are extending access to Ad Astra for updates through 5pm 
on Monday, 1/12/09. This will allow you time on Monday to make the 
revisions needed for days, times, and rooms in Ad Astra. 

5. Access to SIS will still be shut down at 5pm today so you need to 
finish all SIS work including the addition of all of the sections needed 
for 099 today so that they are available in Ad Astra. 

Thank you! for all of your hard work to work with your faculty and to 
create the course schedules each term and Thank you! to the IT staff who 
resolved the problem on screen 129 in SIS ! 

Roberta A. Kelly 
Associate Registrar - Registration and Scheduling 

Office of the University Registrar 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Phone - 919-962-9840 
Fax- 919-843-8709 

Gary Lloyd 
Associate University Registrar and IT Manager 
Office of the University Registrar 
CB# 2100, 3112 SASB North 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Telephone: (919)962-5162 
FAX: (919)962-0504 



E-mail: gary_lloyd@unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to sis-chat as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
send a blank email to leave-23771185-5944746.f7e 16d6f3923fed6048226a005d5b416@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gary Lloyd <gary_lloyd@unc.edu> 

Friday, January 9, 2009 11:20 AM 

SIS-chat < si s-chat@li stserv.unc, edu> 
[sis-chat] [Fwd: Ad Astra] 

We’re pleased to report that you can go back into Ad Astra at this time, 

1/9, 1 lam, and continue your work on 099 course scheduling. All the 
work done in SIS yesterday has been successfully uploaded into Ad Astra 
and you should be able to see those updates! 

A great suggestion was made on possibly working in Ad Astra over the 

weekend to finish the work needed since Monday, 1/12 is the first day of 
classes and everyone’s day will be really busy! We’ve looked carefully 

at this option, but unfortunately, it will not work. The programming 
required to move changes from Ad Astra into SIS and then from SIS into 

Ad Astra involve multiple semesters and a specific sequencing of 
processes. If we were to make changes to that programming, there is too 
much chance of creating another problem. 

Your time and efforts are much appreciated! 

Roberta A. Kelly 
Associate Registrar - Registration and Scheduling 

Office of the University Registrar 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Phone - 919-962-9840 
Fax- 919-843-8709 

Gary Lloyd 
Associate University Registrar and IT Manager 

Office of the University Registrar 

CB# 2100, 3112 SASB North 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Telephone: (919)962-5162 

FAX: (919)962-0504 
E-mail: gary_lloyd@unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to sis-chat as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

send a blank email to leave-23771595-5944746.f7e 16d6f3923fed6048226a005d5b416@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Travis, 

This the ticket I ordered but Wendy said she needs the T number today 
by 4:30. Could you please take care of that matter at your early 
convenience, before the deadline? 

Many thanks, 
Mamarame 
..... Forwarded message from WSFord@maupintravel.com ..... 

Date: Fri, 9 Jan 2009 12:43:43 -0500 
From: Wendy Ford <WSFord@maupintravel.com> 

Reply-To: Wendy Ford <WSFord@maupintravel.com> 
Subject: FW: SECK/MAMARAME 13JAN RDU 

To: mseck@email.unc.edu 

The air fare is 339.20 

please send the t number (approved) this will cancel at 430pm today 
Thanks 

Wendy Ford 
Senior Travel Consultant 
Maupin Travel 
604 Meadowmont Village Circle 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919 967 8888 ext. 1301 

SECK/MAMARAME 13JAN RDU 

ETKT CONF AA CAUFUR 

SERVICE DATE FROM TO DEPART ARRIVE 

AMERICAN AIRLINES 13JAN RALEIGH DUR NC NEW YORK NY 

AA 4717 TUESDAY RALEIGH D LA GUARDIA 
V ECONOMY TERMINAL 2 TERMINAL M 

NON SMOKING FOOD FOR PURCHASE NON STOP 

RESERVATION CONFIRMED 1:35 DURATION 

FLIGHT OPERATED BY AMERICAN EAGLE 
AIRCRAFT: EMBRAER RJ140 

SEAT 09B NO SMOKING CONFIRMED 

1035A 1210P 

AMERICAN AIRLINES 15JAN NEW YORK NY RALEIGH DUR NC 1250P 235P 

AA 4718 THURSDAY LA GUARDIA RALEIGH D 
V ECONOMY          TERMINAL M TERMINAL 2 

NON SMOKING FOOD FOR PURCHASE NON STOP 
RESERVATION CONFIRMED 1:45 DURATION 

FLIGHT OPERATED BY AMERICAN EAGLE 
AIRCRAFT: EMBRAER RJ140 

SEAT 06B NO SMOKING CONFIRMED 



RESERVATION NUMBER(S) AA/CAUFUR 

SECK/MAMARAME 

***PLEASE REVIEW ALL DOCUMENTATION IMMEDIATELY.*** 

MAUPIN TRAVEL CANNOT ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY FOR 

DISCREPANCIES NOTED MORE THAN 24 HOURS AFTER RECEIPT 

OF DOCUMENTS WHETHER BY FAX/ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTION 
OR PAPER TICKETS. 

MAUPIN TRAVEL IS PLEASED TO FURNISH THE FOLLOWING 

TOLL FREE NUMBERS FOR YOUR USE 

888-466-6451 MONDAY - FRIDAY 830AM-530PM 
FOR EMERGENCY HELP *ONLY* AFTER THE ABOVE HOURS USE 

800-483-4079 YOUR PERSONAL ID CODE IS RDUMA3105 

GOVERNMENT ISSUED PHOTO ID REQUIRED FOR CHECK IN 
CHARGES FOR CHECKED LUGGAGE MAY APPLY 
PLEASE CHECK YOUR AIRLINES WEBSITE FOR DETAILS 

VIEW YOUR RESERVATION LIVE WWW.CHECKMYTRIP.COM 

CLICK THE FOLLOWING LINK TO ACCESS YOUR ONLINE ITINERARY: 

WWW. CHECKMYTRIP. COMJCMTSERVLET?R=ZUW8RN&L=US&N=SECK 
<HTTPS :i/WWW CHECKMYTRIP. COMiCMTSIER VLET?R-ZUW SRN&L=U S&N=SECK> 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kenneth Janken <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 9, 2009 3:10 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: scan 

Thanks Travis! 

On 1/9/2009 2:22 PM, Travis Gore wrote: 

Date: 
From: 
To: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Fri, 9 Jan 2009 14:18:56 -0500 
scanner~unc.edu 

travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 01.09.2009 14:18:55 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner~unc.edu 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Battle Hall, Campus Box #3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

and 
Director of Experiential Education 
Office of Undergraduate Curricula 
Steele Bldg, Campus Box 3504 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 962-2694 (fax) 

http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpress/spr_97/j anken.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~nc.rr.com> 

Tuesday, January 13, 2009 12:25 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.tmc.edu>; 

Fw: ESPN Game Day Comes to Chapel Hill! 

~gmail.com 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tar Heel Newsflash 
To:        ~,NC.RR.COM 
Sent: Monday, January 12, 2009 3:52 PM 
Subject: ESPN Game Day Comes to Chapel Hill! 

~ TarHeelBlue.com 

~ DVD Store 

Greetings Tar Heels fan, 

ESPN College GameDay Coming To Chapel Hill 
National pregame show will broadcast live from the Smith Center. 

ESPN College GameDay, the popular pregame show featuring hosts Rece Davis, Jay Bilas, former Tar 
Heel Hubert Davis, and Digger Phelps will broadcast live from center court of the Dean E. Smith Center on 
Saturday, Jan. 17 beginning at 10am for SportsCenter and from 11am-12pm for College GameDay. 

Later that evening at 9 p.m., North Carolina plays host to Miami in a nationally televised game on ESPN. 

Fans interested in being part of the GameDay audience should use entrances C or D, beginning at 8:30 
a.m. Concessions will be available. Fans are encouraged to bring ESPN GameDay and Tar Heel 
basketball signs and banners to the show. ESPN GameDay will also give away Rollabannas to first 3,000 
fans. The first 100 students who arrive will receive a free pair of Carolina Blue Crocs. One student will be 
selected by ESPN and State Farm to take a half court shot on the live national broadcast for a chance to 
win $17,000. Students can also text UNC to 43776 to get a Wake Up Alert from ESPN GameDay on 
Saturday morning. *Standard text messaging rates apply.* 

Come help Carolina Women’s Basketball "Pack the House" as a part of the NCAA "Pack the House 
Challenge" when they take on the UConn Huskies in a matchup of the top two teams in the country 
on Monday January 19th. Game time is 7:00pm but get there early as the first 1,000 fans will 
receive a Pack the House T-shirt. Don’t miss your chance to win a package including a Nintendo Wii game 
system and the popular game "Rock Band". For tickets visit http://evl0.evenue.net/c,qi- 
bin/ncom merce3/SEGet Eventlnfo?ticketCode=GS%3AU NC%3AWB09%3AW13% 
3A&linklD=unc&shopperContext=&caller=&appCode and don’t miss your chance to see one of the most 
highly anticipated games of the season! 

Carolina Kids Club 

~ Click Here to buy tickets! 

Click Here 

Click Here 

Click Here 

Click Here 

Click Here 

~ Click Here to Bid Today!! 

TarHeelBlue.com Official Store 

2008 UNC Football Short-Sleeved Practice T-Shirt by Nike® 

CAROLINA FOOTBALL arcs gently across the front of this practice tee and 
the UNC helmet graces the center back of the shirt. A size tag is at the 
lower left hem for a jersey feel in this great t-shirt. 100% cotton. 

~ Upcoming Events header 

January ’15 
Men’s Basketball 
at Virginia 

9:00 PM - Charlottesville, Va. 

Illl Listen 



Click Here ~ Click Here ~ Click Here 

To unsubscribe from future messages of this type, click here. 
To unsubscribe from all future messages from tarheelblue.com, click here. 

Your confidence and trust are important to us. Please review our Privacy Policy. 
CBS College Sports - 2035 Corte del Nogal, Suite 250 - Carlsbad, CA 92011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:18 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

[iaarlist] Black Women in the Academy Symposium 

During January 30-31, 2009, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill will host the symposium "Black 
Women in the Academy: Strategies for Survival, Success, and Transformation." Plenary speakers include: Dr. 
Beverly Guy-Sheftall, Dr. Yolanda Moses, Dr. Rhonda Sharpe, and Dr. Monica Corbitt Rivers. Please see 
attached document for more details. 

Complete symposium information is available at: ~:i/www.unc.eduliaariSites of Stm~le/sos.htm. 

Registration ends on January 21, 2009. Free registration is available for all undergraduate students and a 
limited number of UNC and Duke graduate students. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rick Segal <rsegal@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 20, 2009 10:19 AM 

Carol Giuliani <Carol_Giuliani@med.unc.edu>; Lisa Johnston 
<lisa_i ohnston@med.unc, edu>; karen_mcculloch@med.unc.edu; 
vicki_mercer@med.unc.edu; thelma mielenz@med.unc.edu; Deborah_Thorpe 
<deborah_thorpe@med.unc.edu>; Phil Witt <Phil_Witt@med.unc.edu>; Bing Yu 
<Bing Yu@med.unc.edu>; Laurie Ray <laurie_ray@med.unc.edu>; Richard Montmeny 
<richard_montmeny@med.unc.edu>; Darlene Sekerak 
<darlene_sekerak@med.unc.edu>; Dawn Phillips <dawn~hillips@med.unc.edu>; Mike 
Gross <mike_gross@med.unc.edu>; Michael Lewek <mlewek@med.unc.edu>; Rick 
Segal <rsegal@med.unc.edu>; Jon Hacke <jhacke@med.unc.edu>; Angela.Rosenberg 
<Angela.Rosenberg@CDL.UNC.EDU>; Marie Reilly <marie_reilly@med.unc.edu>; 
Rebecca Crouch <crouc003@mc.duke.edu>; Jyotsna Gupta 
<Jyotsna_Gupta@med.unc.edu>; Tiffany Shubert <tiffany_shubert@med.unc.edu>; 
Shauni Lowrance <lowranc@med.unc.edu>; Lilly Topal <lilly_topal@med.unc.edu>; 
Richard Bethune <scott bethune@med.unc.edu>; Carol Brandford 
<carol_brandford@med.unc.edu>; Lauren Brown <lauren_brown@med.unc.edu>; Erica 
Byrne <erica byrne@med.unc.edu>; L. Ashley B arnhardt 
<laura barnhardt@med.unc.edu>; Hallie Coleman <hallie_coleman@med.unc.edu>; 
Ryan Conrad <ryan_conrad@med.unc.edu>; Kimberly Craig 
<kimberly_craig@med.unc.edu>; Joshua Deloriea <j osh_deloriea@med.unc.edu>; 
Katherine Edwards <katherine_edwards@med.unc.edu>; jpfox@med.unc.edu; Christine 
Funderburke <christine funderburke@med.unc.edu>; Jack Greene 
<j ack greene@med.unc.edu>; Shellie Hodge <shellie_hodge@med.unc.edu>; Melissa 
Jamerino <melissa_iamerino@med.unc.edu>; emlaurie@med.unc.edu; 
mmahon@med.unc.edu; Benj amin Massey <j ames_massey@med.unc, edu>; Whitney 
Morgan <whitney_morgan@med.unc. edu>; Catherine Noonan 
<catherine_noonan@med.unc.edu>; Erika Patterson <erika~atterson@med.unc.edu>; 
Taylor Pope <taylor~ope@med.unc.edu>; Ryan Salone <ryan_salone@med.unc.edu>; 
Corey Tanner <corey_tanner@med.unc.edu>; Sarah Thompson 
<sarah_thompson@med.unc. edu>; Jaime Kristin Tippett <j aime_tippett@med.unc.edu>; 
Regina Ugrinsky <regina_ugrinsky@med.unc.edu>; Skyler Lynn 
<skyler lynn@med.unc.edu>; emilee_billeaud@med.unc, edu; 
laura brown@med.unc, edu; kyle_cooper@med.unc, edu; 
crystal_copeland@med.unc.edu; lindsey_davis@med.unc.edu; skgore@med.unc.edu; 
dhaze@med.unc, edu; j eb_helms@med.unc, edu; j ames_hoffman@med.unc, edu; 
j ennifer howell@med.unc, edu; megan_kimsey@med.unc.edu; 
j essica king@med.unc.edu; darcy_little@med.unc.edu; 
courtney_madden@med.unc.edu; stacy_mallard@med.unc.edu; 
laurie_mccowan@med.unc.edu; j ulie_montgomery@med.unc, edu; 
bevin_mraw@med.unc.edu; monica_murrell@med.unc.edu; sapna~atel@med.unc.edu; 
epr@med.unc.edu; john_sizemore@med.unc.edu; mary_sparks@med.unc.edu; 
kelly_thomas@med.unc.edu; estelle_tsalik@med.unc.edu; 
rachel_wachter@med.unc.edu; laura whitlow@med.unc.edu 

Winter storm warning 

Chapel Hill and Durham have just been put on a storm warning for 4-8 
inches of snow. We already have at least 5 inches at our house. Take 
care. Rick 

Rick Segal PT, PhD 



Professor and Director 
Division of Physical Therapy 
Department of Allied Health Sciences 
Faculty, Program in Human Movement Science 
Faculty, Curriculum in Neurobiology 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
CB# 7135 
Room 3032 Bondurant Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7135 

Voice: (919) 843-8660 
FAX: (919) 966-3678 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kathryn Dempsey <kdempsey@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 20, 2009 1:26 PM 

atdye@email.unc.edu; riefkohl@email.unc.edu; dnorthup@email.unc.edu; 
pass@unc.edu; hannan@email.unc.edu; Emily_Montgomery@unc.edu; jb@unc.edu; 
cornell@email.unc.edu; jjacobse@email.unc.edu; mpenny@email.unc.edu; 
rjsam@email.unc.edu; sallie@physics.unc.edu; smelton@email.unc.edu; 
sclarke@email.unc.edu; sewall@email.unc.edu; peterssb@email.unc.edu; 
soltis@email.unc, edu; stgore@email.unc.edu 

onversion to ONYEN in MRE - GRRDCOFF - Gen RLDB 100/130D/750 User 

All, 

If you are receiving this e-mail, you have been recognized as someone 
who uses WebFOCUS/MRE. If this is correct, please respond with *YES MRE* 
on the subject line, otherwise we will delete you from our security table. 

If you do use MRE then your group will be next in the conversion 
process. We will contact you for a meeting, if necessary, and begin the 
process as soon as possible./*If there are no questions from your 
group, we will continue with the conversion.*/ 

The Enterprise Reporting team will be changing the way WebFOCUS handles 
security. 

Currently, most WF users belong to a group, such as GRRDCOFK and 
everyone in that group shares a single My Reports folder. 

We are in the process of converting all user IDs to ONYENs. When 
completed, users will find only their own reports within the My Reports 
folder. We will assist users in moving the reports they currently use to 
their individual My Reports folders. 

Once this is done, each individual will be able to mark the report as 
’shared’ to share it with their group. If it needs to be updated, the 
client will then save the shared report as a My Report and it will be 
moved to their folder. This will possibly mean multiple copies of the 
same report - unless there is one designated report writer. This is not 
always feasible. If you have any concerns, please contact either Jordan 
or myself. 

Also, we can move certain reports to Standard Reports - if they are used 
often and not changed. 

What needs to take place prior to/during the conversion: 

Notify each group via manager or individual clients 

Find out usage of each group/individual 

Generate new ids 

Move My Reports (if needed) to each individual’s folder 

Client tests to assure they have not lost functionality 

Follow-up with email. 

We appreciate your help throughout this conversion. We want this to be a 
seamless and as painless as possible. 



Thanks~ 
Kathryn Dempsey and Jordan Meyer 

Kathryn Dempsey 
Database Specialist 
UNC Chapel Hill 
919.445.9364 

(Cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Leon Hamlett <lhamlett@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, January 22, 2009 8:11 AM 

SIS-chat <sis-chat@listserv.unc. edu> 
[sis-chat] [Fwd: INFORMATIONAL: IT Awards Nominations] 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:INFORMATIONAL: IT Awards Nominations 

Date:Wed, 21 Jan 2009 23:18:25 -0500 
From:kawards@unc~edu 

Reply-To:itawards@unc.edu 
To:lhamlett(~email mnc.ed~ 

2009 IT AWARDS: CALL FOR NOMINATIONS 

It’s time for the 17th annual IT Awards nominations to begin. Has there 
been a team or an individual that has given you outstanding computer 
support in the last year? If so, please recognize their efforts by 
nominating them for the 2009 Information Technology award! 

This award honors any and all types of information technology support - 
from network administrators to PC support, from software developers to 
telecommunications. The IT staff helps keep the university running and 
a nomination is a great way to show your appreciation for their efforts. 

Nominations should include: the name(s), department, telephone number 
and email address of the nominee(s), and no more than a page of text 
explaining his individual or team is being nominated. The nomination 
should also include the nominator’s name, relationship to the nominee, 
campus address, telephone number and email address, and an indication of 
whether nomination information may be shared with the nominee. 

Example nominations and forms can be found at 
htt~:/iitawardsouncoeduifa<~/73-nomination-samples 

Last year’s award winners are not eligible for this year’s award - they 
include: Alex Azad, Bonnie Smyre, Caitlyn Hill, Carrie Holbert, 
Christina Artis, David Perrin, Diana Woodhouse, Eric Chapman, Erin 
Adair, Gary Wilhelm, Jeff Vandrimmelen, Kevin Masters, Manuel Garcia, 
Roger Carden, Scott Wilber, Shumin Li, ResNET (Chris Williams, Jeremy 
Buenviaje, Paul Kamen), ITS Internal Support (Richard Hill, Tony 
DeLuca), and IT South building (Leslie Kreizman, Penny Ward, Baskin 
Cooper, Curtis Webster). 

Please submit your nomination by Friday, March 6. Nominations can be 
made online at htt~:/!itawardsouncoedu/ - links to the nomination 
forms are at the left, under the section titled "Main Menu’    If you 
have any questions, please send e-mail to itawards@uncoedu. Winners 
will be announced at the 2009 IT Awards Banquet, April 21, 2009, at the 
Carolina Club. 

This email is sponsored by: IT Awards Comittee 



"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, logon to the on-line directory web site at 
https:i/dirouncoedu/diriupdate. 

Leon M. Hamlett, Applications Analyst 
Office of the University Registrar 
CB# 2100, Suite 3110 SASB North 
UNC - Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-2100 
TEL # 919.962.0976 
FAX # 919.962.6661 

¯ --You are currently subscribed to 

sis-chat as:        emaikur~c.edu. To unsubscribe 
send a blank email to bare-23871422-5944746.~7e 16d6~3 923 fed(~04822~a005d5641 ~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Staple <JStaple@uniteforsight.org> 

Thursday, January 22, 2009 12:39 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Global Health and Innovation Conference at Yale 

Register Online Today. Registration rate increases after January 31. Please forward widely. 

Global Health and Innovation Summit 
A Conference Presented Annually by Unite For Sight 

Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut, USA 
Saturday, April 18 - Sunday, April 19, 2009 

httl~://WWWoUniteforsightoOrg/cm~f~rence NEW: Conference 

Early Bird Rate - Register Now To Secure Lowest Rate: ~:i/www.uniteforsight.orgiconference 

"A Meeting of Minds,"--CA~\~ 

200 Speakers, Including Keynote Addresses by Dr. Susan Blumenthal, Nicholas Kristof, Dr. Jeffrey 
Sachs, Dr. Sonia Sachs, Dr. Al Sommer, and Dr. Harold Varmus. Plus social innovation sessions by CEOs 
and Directors of Save The Children, Partners in Health, HealthStore Foundation, mothers2mothers, and many 
others. 

What? Join 2,500 people from all 50 states and from more than 60 countries for an innovative, high-impact 
idea incubator. 
Who should attend? Students, professionals, educators, doctors, scientists, lawyers, universities, corporations, 
nonprofits, and others. Anyone interested in international health and development, public health, eye care, 
medicine, social entrepreneurship, nonprofits, philanthropy, microfinance, human rights, anthropology, health 
policy, advocacy, public service, environmental health, and education. 

Confirmed Keynote Speakers 

"Global Health Challenges and Opportunities," Susan Blumenthal, MD, MPA, Former US Assistant 
Surgeon General, Clinical Professor of Psychiatry at Georgetown School of Medicine and Tufts University 
Medical Center; Senior Medical Advisor, amfAR (The Foundation for AIDS Research; Chair, Global Health 
Program, Meridian International Center 

"The Challenges of Development and Making Aid Work," Nicholas Kristof, Columnist, The New York 
Times 

Jeffrey Sachs, PhD, Director of Earth Institute at Columbia University; Quetelet Professor of Sustainable 
Development, Professor of Health Policy and Management, Columbia University; Special Advisor to Secretary- 
General of the United Nations Ban Ki-moon 

"Millennium Villages: Update," Sonia Ehrlich Sachs, MD, MPH, Health Coordinator, Millennium Village 
Project 

"Preventing Blindness; Saving Lives," AI Sommer, MD, MHS, Professor and Dean Emeritus, Johns Hopkins 
Bloomberg School of Public Health 



"New Perspectives on Global Health and Science," Harold Varmus, MD, President and Chief Executive, 
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center: Former Director of the NIH: Nobel Prize Recipient 

Confirmed Leaders of Social Innovation and Social Entrepreneurship Speakers 

"Social Entrepreneurship as a Tool to Strengthen Health Systems,"Leah Barrett, MPA, Program Officer, 
VillageReach 

"Unite For Sight: Social Entrepreneurship As A Symbol of Hope for the (Poor) Blind Villagers and 
Refugees in Ghana," James Clarke, MD, Ophthalmologist and Medical Director, Crystal Eye Clinic, Ghana 

"Strategic Social Entrepreneurship as a Tool for Advancing Global Health," Greg Dees, PhD, Professor of 
the Practice of Social Entrepreneurship and co-founder of the Center for the Advancement of Social 
Entrepreneurship, Duke University’s Fuqua School of Business 

"The Power of Public/Private "Hybrids," Gene Falk, Co-Founder, Executive Directors, mothers2mothers 

"The HealthStore Foundation: Improving Access to Life-Saving Medicines through Micro-Franchising," 

Scott Hillstrom, Chairman of the Board, CEO and Co-Founder, HealthStore Foundation 

"The Impact of the Food and Nutrition Crisis on the Global Health Agenda," Charles MacCormack, 
PhD, President and CEO, Save The Children 

"Health Care From The Grassroots," Joia Mukherjee, MD, MPH, Medical Director, Partners in Health~ 
Director, Institute for Health and Social Justice~ Assistant Professor, Harvard Medical School~ Division of 
Social Medicine and Health Inequalities, Brigham and Women’s Hospital 

"’Patient’ Capital for Global Health," Ajay Nair, MBBS MPH, Portfolio Associate, Acumen Fund 

Confirmed Featured Speakers 

"Progress Towards Eliminating Blindness Due To Trachoma: Findings of Post-Intervention Impact 
Trachoma Prevalence Surveys in Seven Countries," Sam Abbenyi, MD, MSc, Director, Programs and 
Logistics, International Trachoma Initiative 

"Unearthing Local Definitions of Child Protection and Well-Being," Alastair Ager, PhD, Professor of 
Clinical Population and Family Health, Mailman School of Public Health, Columbia University 

"Keratoprosthesis as an Option for the Developing World: A Review of Pilot Projects in Ethiopia and 
Sudan," Jared Ament, MD, Clinical Research Fellow, Ophthalmology & Corneal Surgery, Massachusetts Eye 
and Ear Infirmary, Harvard Medical School; Harvard School of Public Health 

"Religious Teaching and Identity Construction in the Context of HIV Infection in Three Regions of 
Senegal," David Ansari, Intermural Research Training Fellow, National Institute on Aging 

"Holistic Children’s Services For Orphans Abroad," Jane Aronson, MD, Director, International Pediatric 
Health Services; Founder and Executive Officer, Worldwide Orphans Foundation (WWO); Clinical Assistant 
Professor of Pediatrics, Weill Medical College of Cornell University 

"Workshop: How To Create An Organization To Do Community Work Abroad," Jane Aronson, MD, 
Director, International Pediatric Health Services: Founder and Executive Officer, Worldwide Orphans 
Foundation (WWO): Clinical Assistant Professor of Pediatrics, Weill Medical College of Cornell University 



"A New Legal Theory for International Law - The "Health Authority to Protect" Doctrine," Jeannette 
L. Austin, JD, MPP, Visiting Researcher, Harvard Law School 

"Good Approaches To Community Eye Health," Dennis Baah, RN, ON, Ophthalmic Nurse, Crystal Eye 
Clinic, Ghana 

"Open Access Education - Building Communities and Sharing Knowledge," Richard Baraniuk, PhD, 
Founder, Connexions; Victor E. Cameron Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering, Rice University 

"Academician or Advocate? Making Scientific Research and Human Rights Fit," Daniel Bausch, MD, 
MPH&TM, Associate Professor, Tulane University: Vice President, Doctors for Global Health 

"Investing in Sight - Where Will The Capital Come From?" Shari Berenbach, MBA, President & CEO, 
Calvert Foundation 

"An Innovative Program to Deliver Vision Care to Persons with Intellectual Disabilities - Special 
Olympics Lions Clubs International Opening Eyes," Paul Berman, OD, FAAO, Senior Global Clinical 
Advisor and Founder, Special Olympics Lions Clubs, International Opening Eyes 

"Tools for Effective Global Health Advocacy," Natasha Bilimoria, Executive Director, Friends of the 
Global Fight 

David Bloom, Chair, Department of Global Health and Population; Clarence James Gamble Professor of 
Economics and Demography, Department of Global Health and Population, Harvard School of Public Health 

"Protecting Children in Disaster and War: Efforts to Professionalize the Field," Neil Boothby, EdD, 
Professor of Clinical Population and Family Health, Director of the Program on Forced Migration and Health, 
Mailman School of Public Health, Columbia University 

"Cuba: Care-Giver to the World," Peter Bourne, MA, MD, Visiting Scholar, Oxford University; Vice 
Chancellor Emeritus, St. George’s University: Formerly Special Assistant to the President of the United States 
for Health Issues: Chair, Medical Education Cooperation with Cuba (MEDICC) 

Dondeena Bradley, PhD, Vice President, Corporate Nutrition, PepsiCo 

"Strenghtening Health Systems: The Role of Universities in Global Health," Elizabeth Bradley, PhD, 
Professor of Public Health, Division of Health Policy and Administration; Director, Health Management 
Program; Director, Global Health Initiatives, Yale School of Public Health 

"Key Predictors of Global Health, Life Expectancy, and the Burden of Illness: A New World Model," M. 
Harvey Brenner, PhD, Chair and Professor, Department of Social and Behavioral Sciences School of Public 
Health University of North Texas Health Science Center; Professor Emeritus, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School 
of Public Health 

"A Tragic Global Dilemma: So Many Cataracts, So Few Surgeries," Harry Brown, MD, Founder, Surgical 
Eye Expeditions (SEE) International 

"Molecular Mechanisms of Parasite Immune Evasion," Richard Bucala, MD, PhD, Professor of Medicine, 
Pathology, and Epidemiology and Public Health, Yale University School of Medicine 

"Prevalence of Blindness in West African Adults: The Tema Eye Survey," Don Budenz, MD, MPH, 
Professor of Ophthalmology, Epidemiology, and Public Health, University of Miami Miller School of Medicine 



"U.S. Life Expectancy: Why are We #28," Sarah Burd-Sharps, Co-director, American Human 
Development Proj ect 

"The Surgeon’s Role in Global Public Health," Kathleen Casey, Director, Operation Giving Back, 
American College of Surgeons 

"Bringing Global Health Research Home," Jennifer Chow, Program Manager, Global Health Research 
Advocacy, Research!America 

Michael Chu, MBA, Senior Lecturer of Business Administration, Harvard Business School 

"The Importance of Ethical, High Quality Volunteering," James Clarke, MD, Ophthalmologist and 
Medical Director, Crystal Eye Clinic, Ghana: Unite For Sight Partner and Medical Advisory Board Member 

"Connectivity & Health Information Needs: Alternative Approaches," Thomas Cook, PT, PhD, Professor, 
Department of Occupational and Environmental Health, University of Iowa College of Public Health 

"Demonstration of Impact of Partnerships in Developing Countries Through Economic Modeling" Scott 
Corlew, MD, Chief Medical Officer, Interplast 

"Open Medicine: A Journal and a Social Movement," Jessica Cowan-Dewar, Editorial Fellow, Open 
Medicine 

"Developing an Interdisciplinary Master of Science in Global Health at Duke University," Lisa 
Croucher, Assistant Director, Education and Training, Global Health Institute, Duke University 

"Hand of Hope (Here Bolo): A Peer Education Tool for Low Literacy Settings," Annie de Groot, MD, 

Founder and Scientific Director, GAIA Vaccince Foundation: Associate Professor of Medicine, Brown 
University 

"Health in the Millennium Villages: Scaling Up In Unexpected Ways," Prabhjot Dhadialla, PhD, Program 
Director of Health Systems, Development and Research, Columbia Center For Global Health & Economic 
Development; Community Health Worker Advisor, Millennium Village Prj oect 

"The American Medical Model - Are We Right To Export It?" Emmanuel d’Harcourt, Senior Child 
Survival Technical Advisor, International Rescue Committee 

"Gender Differences in HIV Testing, ARV Enrollment, and Treatment Adherence: Lessons Learned at 
the Hopital Albert Schweitzer Haiti," Darwin Dorestan, MD, Coordinator of HIV and TB Programs, Hopital 
Albert Schweitzer Haiti 

"Why Follow-Up Is A Must For All Medical Care," Margaret Duah-Mensah, RN, ON, Ophthalmic Nurse, 
Crystal Eye Clinic, Ghana 

"How To Train Community Eye Health Workers in Villages and Refugee Camps: The Impact Of A 
Community-Based Model," Margaret Duah-Mensah, RN, ON, Ophthalmic Nurse, Crystal Eye Clinic, 
Ghana 

"Climate Instability: Health Problems and Health Solutions," Paul Epstein, MD, MPH, Associate 
Director, Center for Health and the Global Environment, Harvard Medical School 

"A Model Program for International Collaborations in Latin America," Javier Escobar, MY), MSc, 
Associate Dean for Global Health, UMDNJ-Robert Wood Johnson Medical School 



"Racial Discrimination and the Right to Health: US Obligations Under The International Convention on 
the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination," Dabney Evans, MPH, Executive Director, Emory 
University Institute of Human Rights; Lecturer, Hubert Department of Global Health, Rollins School of Public 
Health at Emory University 

"The Ethical, Social, Cultural, and Commercialization Issues on International Agro-Biotechnology 
Initiatives in Africa," Obidimma Ezezika, PhD, MEM, Senior Research Fellow, McLaughlin-Rotman Centre 
for Global Health, University of Toronto 

"Using the Community Tool Box to Build Global Capacity for Community Health and Development," 
Stephen Fawcett, PhD, Director, WHO Collaborating Centre, University of Kansas 

"The Role of Cultural Competency in International Health Care and Volunteerism," Valda Ford, MPH, 
MS, RN, CEO and Founder, Center For Human Diversity 

"Ophthalmic Screening in China to Improve Access to Eye Care," Susan Forster, MD, Associate Clinical 
Professor, Department of Medical Studies, Department of Ophthalmology, Yale School of Medicine; Chief, 
Ophthalmology, Yale University Health Services 

"Community-Based Participatory Research in Maternal Health in the Dominican Republic,"Jennifer 
Foster, PhD, RN, Assistant Professor of Nursing, Emory University 

"Releasing Latent Capacity in a Resource-Constrained Health System Through Government-NGO 
Partnership Systems Innovation," James Fraser, MA, Co-Founder and Executive Director, Dignitas 
International 

"Building Capacity and Improving Care: Key Lessons Learned Through the Kaiser Permanente-- 
Community Clinic Partnership," Cody Fuedaflores, Manager, Community Benefit Programs, Kaiser 
Permanente 

"AIDS in the Dominican Republic’s Sugercane Batey Communities," Ulrick Gaillard, JD, CEO, The 
Batey Relief Alliance 

"The Fogarty (NIH) International Clinical Research Training Programs," Pierce Gardner, MD, Fogarty 
International Center, Fogarty International Center, NIH 

"Unlocking the Power of Social Norms: Innovative Strategies for Community-Led Transformation in 
Health and Development," Gannon Gillespie, Director of US Operations, Tostan 

"Improvement in Adherence Counseling and Management of Patients on ART in Developing Countries 
as a Result of Clinical Mentoring Programs," Katie Graves-Abe, Director of Operations, International 
Center for Equal Healthcare Access 

"Technology Innovation and Entrepreneurship to Deliver Affordable Eyeglasses and Eye Care," David 
Grosof, President, OptiOpia 

"Nutritional Management of Cataracts," Heskel Haddad, MD, Ophthalmologist; President, Optoed Corp, 
Inc. 

"Socioemergence: Cultural and Political Dimensions of Emergent Viral Disease in Equatorial Africa’s 
Forests," Rebecca Hardin, PhD, Assistant Professor, School of Natural Resources and Environment and 
Department of Anthropology, University of Michigan 



"Measuring Service Quality With Community Providers," Katharine Haxall, Child Survival and Health 
Program Officer, International Rescue Committee 

"Interplast: The Evolution from Volunteer Medical Missions to Surgical Capacity Building in the Global 
South," Susan Hayes, President and CEO, Interplast 

"Experiences In International Education: Teaching The Course Management of Humanitarian 
Emergencies," Marisa Herran, ]MY), Co-Director Rainbow Center for Global Child Health, Rainbow Babies 
and Children’s Hospital, CWRU 

"HIV Prevention and Detection Pilot Project in the Sugarcane Plantation Bateyes of Eastern Dominican 
Republic," Sabrina Hermosilla, MIA, MPH, MS, Columbia University International Family AIDS Program 

"Assessing And Addressing Primary Care Service Delivery Challenges in Rural, Low-Resource Settings - 
Lessons Learned at the Hopital Albert Schweitzer Haiti," Fritz Gaetan Heyliger, ]MY), Coordinator of 
Primary Care Services, Hopital Albert Schweitzer Haiti 

"Illustrations as a Patient Education Tool to Improve Recall of Postoperative Cataract Medication 
Regimes in the Developing World," M. Scott Hickman, ]MY), Lawrence Eye Care Associates 

"Strengthening the Capacity of Families and Communities: A Foundation’s Experience in Addressing 
Blindness," Steve Hilton, President and CEO, Conrad N. Hilton Foundation 

"Global Collaborations to Improve Worker Safety on Roads," Jane Hingston, Global Collaborations, 
National Institute for Occupational Safety & Health 

"Educating Future Physicians in Social Medicine and Health Equity," Katie Houghton, Jay Weiss Center 
for Social Medicine and Health Equity, University of Miami Miller School of Medicine 

"Mitigating The Impacts of the Food Crisis in Rural Haiti: Lessons Learned From Hopital Albert 
Schweitzer’s Emergency Nutrition Program," Erlantz Hyppolite, ]MY), Coordinator of Maternal and Child 
Health Program, Hopital Albert Schweitzer Haiti 

"Challenges and Potential of Genetic Manipulation of Insect Vectors of Disease," Marcelo Jacobs- 
Lorena, PhD, Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology, Malaria Research Institute, Johns 
Hopkins School of Public Health 

"Current Patterns in Pre-hospital Trauma Care in Kampala, Uganda and the Feasibility of a Modified 
First-aid Course for Lay-First Responders," Sudha Jayaraman, ]MY), MSc, Resident Physician and Fellow, 
UCSF Depts of Surgery & Global Health Sciences 

"Building Sustainable Strategic Information Systems in Low-Resource Countries," Bobby Jefferson, 
Senior Information Technology Advisor, SRA International; Senior IT Advisor - HIV/AIDS, Futures Group 
International 

"Microbicide Clinical Trials: A Case Study for Ethical Examination of International Clinical Trials in 
HIV/STI Prevention," Clair Kaplan, MSN, RN, APRN, MHS, MT, Assistant Professor, Yale University 
School of Nursing 

"Innovative Programs to Address the Burden of Diabetes in Low Resource Economies," Anil Kapur, 
]MY), Managing Director, World Diabetes Foundation 

"Eye Care Services in Liberia: The Post War Challenges," Kartee Karloweah, ON, RN, Ophthalmic 



Nurse, Crystal Eye Clinic, Ghana 

"Atrocities and Social Entrepreneuriship," Zachary Kaufman, JD Candidate, Yale Law School; DPhil 
Candidate in International Relations, Oxford University 

"Educating Leaders for Health Management ," Sosena Kebede, MD, MPH, Program Director, Yale-Clinton 
Foundation, Jimma-Yale MHA Program 

"What is the Role of Universities in Developing and Educating The Next Global Health Leaders?" Kaveh 
Khoshnood, PhD, Assistant Professor in Public Health Practice, Division of Epidemiology of Microbial 
Diseases, Yale School of Public Health 

Karen King, MA, Elementary School Teacher, Reed Intermediate School; Unite For Sight Volunteer in Accra, 
Ghana 

"Building Mid-level HCW Capacity To Counter Doctor Migration in Nepal," Stephen Knoble, MHS, PA- 
C, Training Consultant, Nick Simons Institute, Kathmandu, Nepal 

"Remote Prescriptive Learning - A Cost-Effective Tool to Increase Healthcare Capacity in the 
Developing World," Colleen Kraft, MD, President/Virginia Chapter, American Academy of Pediatrics 

"Reproductive Health Interventions as a Response to the Post-Election Violence in Kenya," Sandra 
Krause, Director, Reproductive Health Program, Women’s Commission for Refugee Women & Children 

"The Development of School-Based Health Services in Nicaragua," Patricia Ryan-Krause, MS, RN, MSN, 
CPNP, Associate Professor, Yale School of Nursing 

"Global Health and International Affairs: Meeting the Challenge," Randall Kuhn, Director, Global Health 
Affairs Program, University &Denver, International Studies 

"Pathways to Empathetic Psychosocial Care for Families Affected by HIV/AIDS, Poverty, and Violence 
in Southern Africa - Developing Local Capacity For Sustainable Intervention Practices on the 
Community Level," Jamie Lachman, Clowns Without Borders 

"Improved Instruments for Trachoma Surgery," Doug Lawrence, Vice President/General Manager, BD 
Medical - Ophthalmic Systems 

"Food Security and the Right to Health," Robert Lawrence, MD, Center for A Livable future Professor; 
Professor of Environmental Health Sciences, Health Policy & International Health; Director, Center for a 
Livable Future, Department of Environmental Health Sciences; Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public 
Health 

"Innovative Tools for Education: Ophthalmic News and Education (O.N.E. []) Network," Brian Leonard, 
MD, University of Ottawa Eye Institute, Ottawa Hospital, Canada; American Academy of Ophthalmology 

"Women are Key to Community Health," Jill Lester, President and CEO, The Hunger Project 

"Development of a Business Model for the Implementation of a Sustainable Point of Use Water Filter 
Program in the Dominican Republic," Roger Lewis, PhD, CIH, Division Director, Envionmental Health, 
Saint Louis University School of Public Health 

"Pain and Policy: The Battle with Needless Suffering," Diederik Lohman, Senior Researcher, Human 
Rights Watch 



"Community-Based Projects To Improve Quality of Life For People Living With HIV/AIDS," Julia 
Love, Director of Communications,The Resource Foundation 

"Health In The Urban Slums: Let the People Lead the Way," Pamela Lynam, MD, Country Director, 
Kenya, JHPIEGO 

"Duke-Engineering World Health: Biomedical Engineering Making a Difference in Developing World 
Hospitals," Robert Malkin, PhD, PE, Professor of Practice of Biomedical Engineering Director, Duke- 
Engineering World Health, Duke University 

"Glaucoma and Volunteerism," Roger Martin, Patient Advocate 

"A Vaccine To Prevent AIDS: When and How," John McGoldrick, JD, Senior Vice President, International 
AIDS Vaccine Initiative (IAVI) 

"The Need For A Global Shift in Global Health: The Emerging Focus on Chronic, Non-Communicable 
Diseases in Developing Countries," Michelle McMurry, Director, Health, Biomedical Science and Society 
Initiative, The Aspen Institute 

"Defining Innovation in mHealth: Opportunities and Challenges of Developing a Monitoring and 
Evaluation Framework for mHealth at the Millennium Village Project," Patricia Mechael, MILS, PhD, 
mHealth and Telemedicine Advisor, Millennium Villages Proj ect, Earth Institute at Columbia University 

"A Rights-Based Approach to US Health Care Reform: Realizing the Highest Attainable Standard of 
Health Through a Focus on Underlying Determinants," Benjamin Mason Meier, JD, LLM, MPhil, Public 
Health Law Proj ect Manager, Center for Health Policy, IGERT-International Development and Globalization 
Fellow, Columbia University 

"From Donor-Driven to Impact-Driven: How Evidence Can Inform Smarter Individual Philanthropy," 
Carol McLaughlin, MD, MPH, Global Health, Center for High Impact Philanthropy, School of Social Policy 
and Practice, University of Pennsylvania 

"Translation Research on Diabetes Care Among Samoans," Stephen McGarvey, PhD, MPH, Professor of 
Community Health, Director, International Health Institute, Brown University 

"The African Health Professions Brain Drain Survey and Policy Implications," Edward Mensah, PhD, 
Associate Professor, University of Illinois at Chicago School of Public Health 

"Access to Essential Medicines: Moving Beyond AIDS, TB and Malaria," Suerie Moon, PhD Candidate & 
Research Fellow, Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University 

"Cost of Iron Deficiency: Cognitive and Behavioral Consequences for Women and Children," Laura 
Murray-Kolb, PhD, Assistant Professor, Center for Human Nutrition, Department of International Health, The 
Johns Hopkins University Bloomberg School of Public Health 

"War, Women, and Children," Mini Murthy, MD, MPH, MS, MPhil, CHES, Assistant Professor, 
Department of Health Policy and Management, Global Health Program Director, New York Medical College 
School of Public Health 

"Women’s Global Health and Human Rights," Mini Murthy, MD, MPH, MS, MPhil, CHES, Assistant 
Professor, Department of Health Policy and Management, Global Health Program Director, New York Medical 
College School of Public Health 



"Towards a Framework for Culturally-Sensitive Psychosocial Interventions in the Population of 
Sudanese Displaced," Brian Neff, M.A.L.D., The Fletcher School of,Law and Diplomacy 

"Empowerment: The Key To Transforming Communities - Guatemalan Experiences,"Cliff O’Callahan, 
MD, PhD, FAAP, Pediatric Faculty, Family Practice Group; Director of Nurseries, Middlesex Hospital; Chair, 
AAP Section on International Child Heallth 

"The International Efforts of The American Academy of Pediatrics," Cliff O’Callahan, MD, PhD, FAAP, 
Pediatric Faculty, Family Practice Group: Director of’Nurseries, Middlesex Hospital: Chair, AAP Section on 
International Child Heallth 

"Neonatal Resuscitation Capabilities in Nepal," Christina Nelson, MD, Pediatrics & Preventive Medicine, 
University of, Colorado 

"Collaborative Initiative between Researchers and Community Representatives to Facilitate Community 
Understanding of Interim Analyses in an HIV Prevention Trial," Lisa Noguchi, CNM, MSN, Director 
Operations, Microbicide Trials Network, MWRI!University of,Pittsburgh Medical Center 

"Global Service as a Means to Restore America’s Standing: Remaking Ourselves As We Remake Our 
World," Edward O’Neil, Jr, ]MY), Omni Med 

"Project HEALTH: Mobilizing College Volunteers to Change Healthcare Delivery," Rebecca Onie, JD, 
Co-Founder and Chief‘ Executive Of,ficer, Proj ect HEALTH 

"The Pathophysiology of Vernal Keratoconjunctivitis and Macular Degeneration," Santa Ono, PhD, Vice 
Provost f,or Academic Initiatives and Deputy Provost of, Emory University: Prof,essor, Department 
Ophthalmology, Emory Eye Center 

"The Community Can Help Itself: Using Mobile Phones to Revolutionize Healthcare Delivery," Yuri 
Ostrovsky, Chief Technology Officer, ClickDiagnostics, Inc. 

"GHEC: Strength Through Consortia," Robin Paetzold, MBA, Director, Global Programs, University 
Iowa Carver College of, Medicine 

"Mission Driven," Robin Paetzold, MBA, Director, Global Programs, University of Iowa Carver College of 
Medicine 

"Eye Care America: Providing Eye Care Needs For America’s Uninsured by MDs," David J. Palmer, 
MD, Chair, Eye Care America-Senior Eye Care Program, American Academy of, Ophthalmology Foundation 

"Innovations in the Global Polio Eradication Initiative," Carol Pandak, Rotary International 

"A Model for Cooperative Investment in the Developing World," Minesh Patel, MD, Resident Physician, 
Department of Internal Medicine, Yale University School of Medicine 

"Pharmaceutical Interventions to Minimize Retinal Scarring," Yannis Paulus, MD Candidate, Stanf,ord 
University School of Medicine 

"A2Z - The USAID Micronutrient and Child Blindness Project: Fostering Innovative Approaches to 
Saving Sight," Roshelle Payes, Child Blindness Manager, A2Z Proj ect, Academy f,or Educational 
Development 

"Portable, Handheld Devices for Diagnosis of Taeniasis in The Field ," Raquel Perez-Castillejos, PhD, 



Assistant Professor, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, New Jersey Institute of Technology 

"An Innovative Hospital Management Training Program in Albania" Frank Phillips, Director, 
International Healthcare Program, Rush University Medical Center 

"Partnering to Create a Center of Excellence for Children with Autism in West Africa: Successes and 
Challenges," Molly Ola Pinney, Founder and CEO, The Global Autism Project 

"Malaria as an Obstacle to Economic Development: Fighting Malaria on the River of Life, the Value of 
Public Private Partnerships," Steven C. Phillips, MD, MPH, Medical Director, Global Issues and Projects, 
Exxon Mobil Corporation 

"A Model for Sustainable Diabetic Eye Care in the Developing World," Sudeep Pramanik, MD, MBA 

"Global Health, The Internet, and the Global Development Commons: What Does The Future Hold?" 
Suzanne Rainey, Forum One Communications 

"Global Overview of Rubella and Congenital Rubella Syndrome (CRS)," Susan Reef, MD, CDC 

"Microfinance and Microfranchise to Improve Health," Myka Reinsch, Director of Innovations, Freedom 
From Hunger 

"NCC and the L3C: State of the Art Cancer Care in Latin America," Thomas Roane, Senior Vice 
President - Healthcare Alliances, National Cancer Coalition 

"The Epidemiology of Human Rights," Lee Roberts, PhD, MPH, Associate Clinical Professor of Population 
and Family Health, Mailman School of Public Health, Columbia University 

"Partnerships for Ensuring Quality Education for All," Steven Rothstein, President, Perkins School For 
The Blind 

Jennifer Ruger, PhD, MSc, Assistant Professor, Division of Global Health, Yale School of Public Health; Co- 
Director of the Yale/World Health Organization (WHO) Collaborating Centre for Health Promotion, Policy and 
Research; Interdisciplinary Research Methods Core Investigator, Center for Interdisciplinary Research on AIDS 

"The Use of Imagery: How it Promotes and Hampens Global Health Advocacy?" Lisa Russell, MPH, 
Filmmaker 

"Vision Loss Prevention and Eye Health Promotion: A Public Health Approach," Jinan Saaddine, MD, 
MPH, Medical Epidemiologist, Vision Health Initiative Team Leader, Division of Diabetes Translation, Centers 

for Disease Control and Prevention 

"Methods For Glaucoma Screening," Sarwat Salim, MD, Assistant Professor of Ophthalmology, University 
of Tennessee-Memphis 

"Community Eye Health Program Can Improve The Quality of Life of Poor: An Action Research Study 
from Orissa, India," Sarang Samal, Kalinga Eye Hospital, Orissa, India 



"Private Finance Models That Support Public Health Efficiency," Georgia Sambunaris, Senior Advisor to 
the Director, Office of Economic Growth, US Agency for International Development 

"Communication Challenges in Mass Drug Administration in Tanzania: Thinking with Reciprocity," Ari 
Samsky, Ph.D. Candidate, Department of Anthropology, Princeton University 

"Taking Lifesaving Care Closer to Women and Their Families," Harshad Sanghvi, MD, Medical Director, 
JHPIEGO, Johns Hopkins University 

"Establishing Community-Based Teams," Brooke Schaab, PhD, U.S. Army Research Institute 

"Creating a University-wide Interdisciplinary Curriculum in Global Health," Daniel D. Sedmak, MD, 
Director, Office of Global Health Education; Executive Vice Dean, College of Medicine; Executive Director, 
Center for Personalized Healthcare; Senior Associate Vice President, Office of Health Sciences, The Ohio State 
University 

"This is Global Health: Temple University’s International Education Opportunities Senegal," Shannon 
Marquez, PhD, Associate Professor and Director, Temple University Center for Global Health 

"Why We Must Have High Quality Surgical Care For All," Tamilarasan Senthil, MBBS, Consulting 
Ophthalmologist, Urea Eye Clinic, India 

"A Knowledge, Attitude and Practice (KAP) Study Regarding Eye Care Among Parents in Delhi," 
Manish Sharma, MBBS, Consultant Pediatric Ophthalmologist, Dr. Shroff’s Charity Eye Hospital ; Unite For 
Sight Partner 

"The Future of Glaucoma Surgery: Hope For The Developing World?" Bruce Shields, MD, Chair 
Emeritus, Yale Department of Ophthalmology 

Kuldev Singh, MD, MPH, Professor of Ophthalmology, Stanford University School of Medicine 

"Why We Need Schools For Blind Girls," Ajit Sinha, MBBS, Founder and Director, AB Eye Institute; 
Former President, All India Ophthalmological Society 

Pooja Sinha, MBBS, Ophthalmologist, AB Eye Institute, Patna, India 

"Success of Laproscopic Sterilisation in Controlling Population Growth in Eastern India: My Experience 
of 30 Years," Renu Sinha, MBBS, Former Head of the Obs and Gynea Department of Patna Medical College 
Hospital; Former President of Bihar Obs and Gynea Society 

"The Impact of Patien Barriers to Eye Care," Satyajit Sinha, MBBS, Ophthalmologist, AB Eye Institute, 

Patna, India 

"Addressing Health Consequences of Gender-Based Violence in Papua New Guinea," Marie Skinnider, 
MD, Health Advisor, MSF Canada 

"Overcoming Barriers to Implementation of Evidence Based Practices To Reduce Maternal Mortality in 
a Rural Nicaraguan Community," Janice K. Smith, MD, N/if’H, PAHO/WHO Collaborating Center for 
Training in International Health at UTMB 

"Liberation Medicine in Education and Action Toward Global Health For All, Now!" Lanny Smith, MD, 
MPH, DTM&H, Professor of Medicine in the Residency Programs of Primary Care and Social Medicine, 
Montefiore Medical Center, Albert Einstein College of Medicine; Assistant Director, Human Rights Clinic for 



Victims of Torture, Montefiore; Founder and President, Doctors for Global Health 

"Hepatitis B and Liver Cancer: An Epidemic Fueled by Global Indifference," Samuel So, MD, Lui Hac 
Mirth Professor of Surgery; Director, Asian Liver Center; Director, Liver Cancer Program, Stanford University 
School of Medicine 

"Partnering to Achieve Greater Effectiveness in Preventing Blindness," Kathy Spahn, President and CEO, 
Helen Keller International 

"Assessing and Improving Emergency Obstetric Care in Northern Nigeria," Laura Stachel, MD, Bixby 
Center for Reproductive Health, UC Berkeley School of Public Health, 

"The Health-Peace Connection: Assessing the Need for Pre-deployment Training for Medical Volunteers 
and its Proposed Effect on Coexistence," Sarah Stanlick, MA, Research Associate, Harvard University 

"The Epidemiology of Human Rights," Lindsay Stark, Research Associate, Program on Forced Migration 
and Health, Mailman School of Public Health, Columbia University 

"The Disability Rights Approach to Development," Michael Stein, JD, PhD, Executive Director, Harvard 
Project on Disability; Cabell Research Professor of Law, College of William and Mary School of Law 

"Do it Yourself Humanitarianism: Methods and Models," Chris Stout, PsyD, Founding Director, Center 
for Global Initiatives; Clinical Professor, College of Medicine, University of Illinois at Chicago 

"Global Network For Health: A Novel Approach to Learning and Diagnostics," H. Dean Sutphin, PhD, 
Assistant Vice President for International Health and Appalachian Outreach, Edward Via Virginia College of 
Osteopathic Medicine 

"Innovation In Reproductive Health Programming," Maia Tavadze, CARE International in the Caucasus, 
Georgia 

"An Innovative Approach to Addressing Global Health Disparities through a Global Health Leadership 
Training Program in Latin America," Dixie Tooke-Rawlins, D.O., Dean and Executive Vice President, 
Virginia College of Osteopathic Medicine 

"Advances in Visual Function Assessment for Glaucoma," James C. Tsai, MD, Robert R. Young Professor 
and Chairman, Department of Ophthalmology and Visual Sciences, Yale University School of Medicine; Chief 
of Ophthalmology, Yale-New Haven Hospital 

"It Takes a Girl to Raise A Village: Rethinking Education in the Developing World," Philippe Van 
Denbossche, Executive Director, Raising Malawi 

"Fueling Vehicles of Change With Star Power," Philippe Van Denbossche, Executive Director, Raising 
Malawi 

"Global Health and Global Health Education - from Lexicon (Greek A~{t~:6v) to Actions," Anvar Velji, 
MD, Co-Founder and Treasurer, Global Health Education Consortium; Chief of Infectious Disease at Kaiser 
Permanente, South Sacramento; Clinical Professor, University of California at Davis 

"Health in Africa: Perspectives From The Only Ophthalmologist For 2 Million People in Northern 
Ghana," Seth Wanye, MD, Ophthalmologist, Eye Clinic of Tamale Teaching Hospital, Ghana 

"Couching: A "Worst Practice" That Battles Modern Surgical Care in Northern Ghana" Seth Wanye, 



MD, Ophthalmologist, Eye Clinic of Tamale Teaching Hospital, Ghana; Unite For Sight Partner 

"The Himalayan Cataract Project and Millennium Village Project Partnership," John Welling, ]MY) 
Candidate, The Ohio State University College of Medicine 

"IDP and Refugee Health in Darfur and Chad: Challenges and Innovations to Meeting Basic Needs," 
Dayan Woldemichael, MD, Chad Country Director, International Medical Corps 

"Global Health Through Microfranchise & Other Social Innovations," Warner Woodworth, PhD, 
Professor of Organizational Leadership & Strategy, Brigham Young University, Marriott School of 
Management 

"Making the World Smaller: Teleconferencing Technologies in Medical Education,"Michael C. Wu, MD, 
Cornea and External Disease, Assistant Professor, Department of Ophthalmlology, University of Washington 
School of Medicine 

"Women’s Health Rights as Human Rights: Implications and Challenges in the U.S. Context," Alicia Ely 
Yamin, JD, MPH, Joseph H. Flom Global Health and Human Rights Fellow, Harvard Law School 

"Social Entrepreneurship - International Breast Milk Project," Jill Youse, Founder, International Breast 
Milk Proj ect 

"Global Health Inequalities: Why They Matter?" David Zakus, BSc, MES, MSc, PhD, Director, Centre for 
International Health; Associate Professor, Department of Public Health Sciences; Associate Professor, 
Department of Health Policy, Management and Evaluation; Faculty of Medicine, University of Toronto, Canada 

Debrework Zewdie, Director, Global HIV/AIDS Program of the World Bank Human Development Network 
World Bank 

This e-mail was sent to stgore@email.unc.edu by Jennifer Staple. 
Ur~s~Jbscribe st     emailur~c,ed~J from Unite For Sight Conference Announcements. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

hildebra@email.unc.edu 
Thursday, January 22, 2009 1:32 PM 

Samuel T. Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Travis, 

Would you please see if you can reserve Room 208, Campus Y for weekly 
meetings of my independent study students, on Wednesdays 9:30 -11AM. I 
spoke with the office manager over there and she said the it will be 
tmavailable on the 1st Wednesday in March, and it won’t be available on 
the first Wednesday in April. That OK. 
I can work around that. I just want it for every Wednesday that it is 
available. Thanks much. -Reg 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FYI Carolina Online <FYICarolina@unc.edu> 
Thursday, January 22, 2009 1:57 PM 

Carolina Alumni and Friends <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
FYI Carolina January 2009 

Click here if you are having trouble viewing this eomail, 

UNC HOME ADMISSIONS FOR PARENTS ALUMNI GIVE TO CAROLINA ATHLETICS 

January 2009 

Snow b~ankets campus 
True winter weather finally returned this week to Chapel Hill. Students took pictures 
at the Old Well, made snow angels on Polk Place and delighted when classes were 
canceled for the afternoon. It was the first significant snowfall in Chapel Hill for 
several years. View a photo gallery with winter scenes from campus. 



Carolina #1 for academic quality, affordabi~ity on 

Nip~inger’s ~ist 
Kiplinger’s Personal Finance magazine ranked Carolina the No. 1 best value in 
American public higher education for the eighth consecutive time. Carolina has 
been first on this list every time Kiplinger’s has produced it since 1998. Kiplinger’s 
top 100 public colleges and universities represent schools offering the best 

"combination of outstanding academic quality and an affordable price tag." The 
latest ranking appeared in the magazine’s December issue. 

Carolina has two new Rhodes Scholars 
Two Carolina seniors won the prestigious Rhodes Scholarship, providing support 
for graduate study at Oxford University in Great Britain. Senior biology major 
Elisabeth "Lisette" Yorke of Hillside Boularderie, Nova Scotia, was one of 11 
students from Canada selected. Cary senior Aisha Saad was one of 32 U.S. 

Rhodes Scholars. Both are Morehead-Cain Scholars. Overall, 43 Rhodes Scholars 
have come from Carolina. 

Joe DeSimone° Tar Heel of ~he Year° a ’potent force of 

change’ 
The (Raleigh) News & Observer chose Carolina chemist Joe DeSimone as the 
2008 "Tar Heel of the Year." The annual story is one of the newspaper’s signature 
efforts. DeSimone is the first scientist and youngest person - at 44 - selected. 
Click the link above to read the newspaper’s story, which calls DeSimone one of 
the nation’s premier scientists for his innovations in nanotechnology and chemistry. 

Carolina coping with budget cuts, economic crisis 
The University faces one-time state budget cuts totaling 6 percent that are 
expected to increase by at least 1 percent, and is planning for possible permanent 
state cuts next year ranging between 3 percent and 7 percent. Chancellor Holden 
Thorp is keeping the campus community informed about the latest developments 
with messages also posted on his Web site. State appropriations account for 
slightly less than a quarter of the total campus budget. 

Law students take pro bono award for New Orleans 

se~ice 
Students at the School of Law have been recognized with the Pro Bono Law 
School of the Year award for providing free legal assistance to New Orleans 
residents. UNC law students have been spending spring and winter breaks working 
in the area since Hurricane Katrina devastated the city in 2005. The students 

documented their work with a 

Cosection babies before 39 weeks face more serious 
problems 
A new study conducted at the School of Medicine found that babies delivered by 
elective Caesarean section before 39 weeks of pregnancy to mothers who 
previously had an elective C-section are much more likely to have serious health 



problems than newborns delivered under the same circumstances at 39 weeks. 

FYI Carolina Online is for alumni, parents of current students and friends of the University. Through this free service, the Office of 

University Relations shares information about people, events and issues at Carolina. If you have comments or questions, email 

~;Y!iCaroli~a {(~;ur~c,edu, telephone, (919) 962-8593 or write to the Office of University Communications, 21o Pittsboro St., Chapel Hill, 

NC 27599-621o. If you do not wish to receive future editions, u~s~a~sc~’i~e here. 

ID: ####-##### 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 22, 2009 2:11 PM 

~email.unc.edu>; Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>; 
Perry Hall <hallpa@email.unc.edu>; Pierce Freelon        @gmail.com> 

[Fwd: [asc_events] Child soldier turned hip-hop artist performs- Memorial Hall Feb. 6] 

[asc_events] Child soldier turned hip-hop artist performs- Memorial .... eml (5.65 
KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kia Lilly Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 23, 2009 2:23 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Travel to San Francisco 

Hi Travis, 
Thanks for the update. Can you or Debby send me the balance on my 

Ford account? Also, here’s the title of my presentation* *from the San 
Francisco conference: *"The Ethics and Politics of Comparative Research 
on Black Women and HIV/AIDS in Brazil and the United States." *I gave 
the presentation at the annual meeting of the American Anthropological 
Association. 

Travis Gore wrote: 
> Hi Professor, 
> 
> We were able to finally get your Ford account straight from the 
> previous travel. In reviewing the San Francisco travel we saw that 
> you wanted to charge the trip to your Arts and Sciences allotment with 
> the remainder to the Ford account. I am missing a piece of 
> information for the A & S form: title of conference presentation. 
> Also, I am pretty confident that they will give you the entire amount 
> from A & S due to the date you booked the ticket--we’ll know shortly 
> --if not we can change part of the charges to Ford. Thanks. Travis 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

Carl Davidson <cdavidson@igc.org> 

Friday, January 23, 2009 5:42 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Call for Papers: Global Studies Annual Conference, May 8-10, Florida Atlantic 
University 

Call for Papers: Global Studies Association 

Eight Annual North American Conference, 

Florida Atlantic University, Boca Raton, May 8 -10th. 

GLOBALIZATION AND THE STRUGGLE 

FOR PEACE AND HUMAN RIGHTS 

Co-Sponsor: Peace Studies Program, FAU 

Accepting papers on all topics dealing with globalization 

Deadline March 18th, 2009 

Abstracts should be 50 to 100 words and sent to Jerry Harris: 

For more information go to: htt~://www.net4dem.org/ma&c~lobal 

To be removed from receiving these notices, email ~maiLcom 

~comcast. net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Penny Altman <centraloffice@mail.hscseminars.org> 

Saturday, January 24, 2009 10:56 AM 

sterns@roanokechowan.edu;           ~orange.kl2.nc.us; 
~stokes.kl2.nc.us; steve.talbert@duke.edu; steve@kidsenses.com; 

steve@rsbfinacial, corn; steve@smss-online.com;           ~unc.edu; 

_      _ ~ncsu.edu;          ~unc.edu 
staffdev 

Ten Behaviors of Managers Who Excel 
-- in tough times-- 

¯ conference to strengthen the effectiveness of supervisors & managers who work in 
~lleges, universities and public schools 

A DYNAMIC COURSE ........... 
filled with PRACTICAL, REALISTIC STRA TE GIES you can use immediately 

[]From start to finish this program was filled with wonderful insights and ideas that will help me every day in 

my job. Don[]t miss this training. [] Amanda Sergeant, University Admissions Office 

[] Thank you for a terrific program. Specific practical ideas were what I needed and that is what I got. [] 
David Rickstyler, Facilities Management 

Management is a demanding job under the best circumstances. During these tough economic times, the tasks 
of management are especially difficult, particularly for those working in education. With fewer and fewer 
resources, the role of management can seem overwhelming, requiring you to juggle multiple priorities and 
demands. You must be able to help staff deal with constant changes, budget cuts, staff reductions and wage 
freezes. This is in addition to the normal responsibilities of performance management, delegation, team 
development, coaching and conflict resolution. You balance the role of leader, coach, cheerleader and score 
keeper. And do all this in the midst of constant changes and shifting priorities. 

You may feel overwhelmed as a supervisor or manager. Perhaps you have had little or no training in how to 
be a successful manager. Maybe you want a refresher course on management covering all the latest information 
on essential management strategies. Join us and let us help you learn to excel as a manager. 

This one-day, fast-paced, comprehensive seminar will provide you with the knowledge and, most importantly, 
the skills to improve the productive work of your staff. We will emphasize how we accomplish the same job, or 
even more, with fewer resources. Whether you supervise a staff of one or 101, we will provide the basic skills 
training, as well as build on the skills you already have, to enable you to succeed in the many facets of your job. 
You will leave this program with the confidence and ability to create a strong winning team of competent 
employees. 

When & Where: 

Raleigh/Durham, NC Monday, March 9, 2009 Hilton Hotel 4810 Old Page Rd. (airport at Research 
Triangle Park) 27709 



TIME: 8:30 AM - 3:00 PM (Lunch is Noon-l:00) 

Cost: $126/person. This includes morning coffee and rolls as well as training materials. (NOTE: Funding 
restraints and cutbacks have affected us all. This is our effort to help by offering this at our 2004 price.) 
Certificate of Attendance for 5.5 clock hours will be provided. 

~tere are just a few of the questions we have addressed in recent workshops: 

[] How do you... [] 
manage people you previously worked with or are friends with? 

manage experienced employees when you are new ? 
set your priorities when you are busy putting out fires? 

delegate work when you know employees are already overworked? 

deal with problem employees so other employees don [] t feel resentment? 
develop commitment in employees inspire of constant changes they face ? 

motivate with tittle or no raises possible ? 

help diverse members of a team work together and value their differences? 
know when to be involved andwhen to let employees work out their own issues? 

help employees feel ownership for results? 

manage volunteers instead of paid employees? 

Dear Participant; 
I hope you will join us for this dynamic management program. Prior to becoming a seminar leader, 

I worked for many years as a teacher and administrator in education. I know the difficult job you 
face. I know how hard it is to work in these times of rapid change and stress, with staff reductions 
and limited resources for training and rewarding staff. It can be a struggle to create a positive work 
climate for your team. 

It is not your imagination that your job sometimes feels too difficult to do in the time available. 
Yet the answer is not to work harder and put in more hours. The solution lies in acquiring and fine 
tuning your management skills so that you and your employees can work more efficiently with the 
resources available. 

Please do take this course if you want to excel in your career. We promise that we will make this a 
worthwhile day filled with real examples and ideas that apply to your situation. Your organization 
can expect a more competent manager or supervisor to return, clear about his/her role and with tools 
and skills to meet challenges head-on. I know, from experience, you don[]t have a day or a dollar to 
waste. Join us and we []11 make good use of your time. 

Sincerely, Penny Altman//Course Instructor 

Here are just some of the organizations that have sent managers and supervisors to this program: 

Washington State University 
State of Arizona 
Oklahoma University Healthcare Center 

Florence School District 
US Office of Education 
University of Arizona 

New Mexico Department of Education 
Arizona State University 

Columbia College 

Baylor University School of Medicine 
Iowa State Department of Public Instruction 

Kirkwood Community College 

Reed College 



HSC WORKSHOPS 

2631 E. Sierra St.* Phoenix, AZ 85028 
Phone: 602-674-0911 Fax: 602-997-5010 

info@hscseminars, org 
Call or e-mail any questions. May we send you some references? 

Please make check or PO payable to HSC Workshops 
TO REGISTER: Return the registration form below with payment. For your convenience, we accept 
checks, credit cards (Visa or MasterCard), or purchase orders. Our mailing address, phone and fax numbers are 
listed above. 

"For registration confirmation, send inquiry to info@hscseminars.org." 

REGISTRATION FEE $126 
Raleigh/Durham             126 

Name 

Address 

City. 

Phone(home)(__) 

Name of your organization 

Occupation/Position 

E-mail address 

State      Zip 
Phone (work)(___ 

If paying with a credit card (VISA or MasterCard) 

Card number 
Name on card 
Signature 
Email address of cardholder 

Expiration date 
Amount of charge__ 

HSC Workshops is a consulting and training firm providing continuing education and professional development training in 
several areas including management training and development as well as programs for educators and mental health 
professionals. We are located in Scottsdale, Arizona, but offer programs across the country. 

Penny Altman, M.A. will teach this course. Penny is the managing partner of HSC Workshops. Her areas of specialty 
include change management, team development and management and executive training. With over 10 years experience 
as a nonprofit manager and director, Altman was also a senior development consultant with a Fortune 100 company for 
another eight years. 

Penny taught both graduate and undergraduate university courses in supervision, organizational behavior, management 
training and communication. She is also co-author of the book, "How to Design, Develop, and Market Health Care 
Seminars." Penny is a much sought after speaker with a special skill in presenting difficult material in an easily 
understandable, entertaining manner. 

This is an advertisement. If you would prefer to not receive any further advertising from us, send an e-mail 
with [] REMOVE [] in the subj ect line to staffdevelopment@hscseminars.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Work@FAC.UNC.EDU 

Friday, January 30, 2009 10:19 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

FS WRN 09073724; Opened; THIRD FL MAIN DOOR HARD TO OPEN 

The following work request has been opened in the work management system. 

Property ................... BATTLE (056) 
Location of work ........... 
Requested by ............... TRAVIS GORE 
Requested .................. 01/30/2009 10:17:10 
Category ................... SERVICE ORDER 
Work Request Number (WRN).. 09073724 
Description ................ THIRD FL MAIN DOOR HARD TO OPEN 

Please reference the above WRN for all correspondence. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please reply to this email or contact the Facilities Work Reception Center at 962-3456. 



"Creating Consciousness: 
Emerging Themes in African Studies" 

Seventeenth Annual Graduate Research Conference 
In African Studies 

Boston University: March 13-14, 2009 
The Graduate Research Conference in African Studies is an interdisciplinary forum 
intended for graduate students at all levels of study. The conference provides an 
informal setting in which students can exchange ideas, share research, and expand 
collegial networks. In past years, participants have presented course research, 
dissertation proposals, thesis chapters, methodological models, and other works in 
progress. While there are no strict thematic guidelines, special consideration will be 
given to papers with multidisciplinary application and/or cross-regional appeal. 

Our keynote speaker is Jeanne Penvenne, a social and labor historian of colonial 
Mozambique. Although much of her work focuses on ordinary people, and specifically 
explores the many ways they framed their work experiences in oral histories, she has also 
engaged the narratives and contradictions of Mozambique’s black intellectual elites, 
largely through the newspapers they published in the early 20th century. Dr. Penvenne 
earned a PhD in African history at Boston University, and remains a Research Fellow at 
their African Studies Center. She taught on a visiting basis at several universities in the 
greater Boston area before becoming an Assistant and then an Associate Professor at 
Tufts University. 

Abstracts Due: February 15, 2009 

Download Applications:    http ://www. freeweb s. com/ascgradconf/applicationform.htm 

Email applications: ascgrcon@bu.edu 

Or Mail to: Graduate Student Conference 
African Studies Center 
270 Bay State Road 
Boston, MA 02215 

Abstracts submitted should include the author’s name, address, institutional affiliation, 
email address and phone number. A $20 conference fee can be paid upon registration at 
the beginning of the conference. 

More information can be found at the Conference website." 
http: iivwwv, freevveb s. c omia scgradconf 

Questions can be addressed to the conference organizers at ascgrcon@bu, edu 



ASCGRCON 2009 Application Form 
Page 1 of 3 

"Creating Consciousness: 
Emerging Themes in African Studies" 

Seventeenth Annual 
Graduate Research Conference 
in African Studies 

Boston University: March 13-14, 2009 

The Graduate Research Conference in African Studies is an interdisciplinary forum 
intended for graduate students at all levels of study. The conference provides an informal 
setting in which students can exchange ideas, share research, and expand collegial 
networks. In past years, participants have presented course research, dissertation 
proposals, thesis chapters, methodological models, and other works in progress. While 
there are no strict thematic guidelines, special consideration will be given to papers with 
multidisciplinary application and/or cross-regional appeal. 

Our theme this year is "Creating Consciousness: Emerging Themes in African Studies." 

We are looking for papers that explore old issues in new ways, positive and innovative 
approach to various challenges in Africa, and topics that create consciousness in the area 

of African studies. 

The keynote speaker is Dr. Jeanne Penvenne, a social and labor historian of colonial 
Mozambique. Although much of her work focuses on ordinary people, and specifically 
explores the many ways they framed their work experiences in oral histories, she has also 
engaged the narratives and contradictions of Mozambique’s black intellectual elites, 
largely through the newspapers they published in the early 20th century. She is currently 
an Associate Professor at Tufts University. 

Abstracts Due: February 15, 2009 

Email application forms to: ascgrcon@bu.edu 

Or Mail to: Graduate Student Conference 
African Studies Center 
270 Bay State Road 
Boston, MA 02215 

More information and an application form can be found at http: / / www .freewebs.com / asc gradconf 

Questions can be addressed to the conference organizers at ascgrcon@bu.edu 



ASCGRCON 2009 Application Form 
Page 2 of 3 

Boston University 
African Studies Center 

17th Annual Graduate Research Conference 
"Creating Consciousness: 

Emerging Themes in African Studies" 
March 13th ~ 14th 2009 

Individual application form 

AUTHOR CONTACT INFORMATION: 

Last Name, First Name 
Mailing Address 

City 
State/Province 

ZIP Code 
Country 

Phone 

Email Address 

AUTHOR UNIVERSITY AFFILIATION: 

[Department 

CO-AUTHORS -- Does this paper have more than one author? [--]No [] Yes 
If yes, please provide the following information for your co-author(s) 

Last Name, First Name 

University 

Department 
Email Address 

SHORT BIOGRAPHY: 



ASCGRCON 2009 Application Form 
Page 3 of 3 

TITLE OF THE PAPER YOU WISH TO PRESENT: 

[ 
PAPER ABSTRACT (250 words max): 

PAPER TOPIC -- Please check all 
Field(s) of Study 

[] Anthropology [] 
[] Archaeology [] 
[] Art/Material Culture [] 
[] Communication/Media [] 
[] Development Studies [] 
[] Economics [] 
[] Education [] 
[] Geography [] 
[] Health/Medicine [] 
[] History [] __ 
[] Int’l Relations [] __ 

that apply 

Language/Literature 
Law 
Linguistics 
Music 
Philosophy 
Physical Sciences 
Political Science 
Religion/Theology 
Sociology 

Geographic Focus 

[] Africa- General 
[] North Africa 
[] Sub-Saharan Africa 
[] West Africa 
[] Central Africa 
[] Southern Africa 
[] East Africa 
[] African Diaspora 

SPECIAL NEEDS -- Please check all that apply 

[] Power Point (Laptop & LCD Projector) 

[] Wheelchair Access 
[] Sign Language Interpreter 
[] Special Meals - please specify:__ 

[] Interest in Sharing Hotel Room with Another Conference Participant 

[] Interest in Accommodation with BU Student (if available) 
[] Other:__ 

Please submit completed application forms to ascgrcon@bu.edu. 
A $20 conference Fee can be paid upon registration at the beginning o£the conference. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joe Singer <j singer@unc.edu> 

Monday, February 2, 2009 2:00 PM 

ems departmental users <emdeptclients@listserv.unc.edu> 

[emdeptclients] Carolina Union - Usage Fee Changes 

usage fee increases_2009.doc; 2009.10.fees.brochurel.pdf 

MEMORANDUM 

DATE: February 2, 2009 
TO: UNC Departments 
FROM: Carolina Union 
RE: Usage Fee Changes 

Please note that effective July 1, 2009, some Carolina Union usage fees will 
increase. Please refer to the fee schedule accompanying this memo for 
details. For questions regarding these changes please contact Debra 
Watkins, Associate Director, at watkinsd@email.unc.edu. 

Thank You. 

-- You are currently subscribed to emdeptclients as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~//~sts~unc~edu/~?id=1536~860ddd~dc2c0f9896fd13~0355e346c~5~&~n=T&~=emd~tc~ents&~=2395~22~ or send a 

blank email to leave-23951220-15367860.fdd7dc2c0f9896fd1300355e346c05ff(@listserv.unc.edu. 



UNC 
DIVISION OF STUDENT AFFAIRS 

THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

CAROLINA UNION 

3Io3 F.P.G. STUDENT UNION 

CAMPUS BOX 5210 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-5210 

W 919.966o3~28 

P 9~9-962-37~9 

carolinaunion.unc.edu 

MEMORANDUM 

DATE: April 14, 2015 

TO: UNC Departments 

FROM: Carolina Union 

RE: Usage Fee Changes 

Please note that effective July 1, 2009, some Carolina Union usage fees will increase. Please 
refer to the fee schedule accompanying this memo for details. For questions regarding these 
changes please contact Debra Watkins, Associate Director, at watkinsd@email.unc.edu. 



bn×office 

Student Organization $25 

University Department 855 
Non-Unlversity $65 

Student Organization 
University Department 

N o n - U n ive [s ity $.20/ticke~ 

sales 
Student Organization 2% 

University Department 

Non University 6% 
(Sales commission based on gross sa!~s and the greater of the two figures) 
LABOR {~HA~G~ apply fo~ s~aff~g ~he Box Off’~e the nigh~ o~ ~he even~o 

marketing & design 
design services 
Student Organization $25/3 hours 
University Department $40ihour 
(Charge iacledes design w~rk, othe~ design or materials tees may 
apply ~s per projectj 

Student Organization $25/week 
University Department $50iweek 

Student Organization $50/week 
University Department $~.O0/week 

activiTY ¯ design fee $30/aa 

production services 

s~age sections $12.50/4’x4’ section 
full sta@ $225/16’20’ stage 

%xcludes l~be[ 

labor 
Student Organization $11/hour/perseu 
University Department $12/hour/perseu 
~-Hour minimum before and after event Labor charges are 
levied for Technical, Audio~ Lighting and Projection 
Serv;ces, and for House Staff when requ#ed/requested, A 
complete estimate will be provided upon receipt of your 
derailed event plans. 

pre~qtal~ fee (to be de,ermined by production services) 
Small Scale Event $20 
Medium Sca~e Event $!~ 
On-site £vent $~ 
Large Sca~e Event $ ~OO 

maintenance charges 
staff labor $35/hour 
(Auditorium, Cabaret~ M~lt~pu[pose Room 1505~ 

cleaning ~e $50 
(FPG Student Un~on ~xtraordinary Cleaning, plus any other 
costs, if necessary) 

re : fees 
The Carolina Union is funded through Student Fees. 
Therefore, officialiy recognized student organizations 
are assessed no usage fees and only minimal service 
charges, However, if a student organization hosts a 
conference in the Frank Porter Graham Student Union 
building and more than 50% of the attendees are 
non-UNC students, room rental charges will be assesse& 

Academic departments, University groups, and 
non-UNC organizations will be charged for use of Union 
meeting rooms and equipment, Please see service 
cha rges section of this broth u re. 

Charges for all groups, including students, will be 

assessed when special requests are made (late closings, 

early openings, reservations that are not cancelled, etc.), 

if damages occur (broken furniture, lost equipment, 

etc.), and when cleanup is required (wax on carpeting, 

bulk trash not removed, room not returned to original 

fixed set position, etc.). 

NOTE: Organizations with overdue accounts wil! no{ be 
permitted to make reservations until the account [s 
reconciled, In addition, all reservations herd by an 
organization with an overdue account may be subject 
to cancellation until the account is reconcfled, 

box office 
carolina unian, roam 2106 

(e) car~linaunionbuxoffice@unc.edu (p) 919,9,62.i449 

events planning office 
carolina union, room 3105 

(e) eventspianning@unc.ed~ (p) 919.966.3832 

marketing & design 
caroEna union, room 3104 

(e) ~esign@unc,edu (p) 919,962.7634 

production services 
carolina unioa, room 3104 

(e) cupsapm@unc.edu (p) 919,962,5787 

carolina union 
carolina union, room 3103, cb #5210, ant-chapel Nil 

(p) 919,9663128 (~ 919,962.3719 

(w) carolinaunion,~nc,e~u (e) carolinaunion@unc.ede 

usage fe.es 
& serwc =eooC.  .rges 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Work@FAC.UNC.EDU 

Tuesday, February 3, 2009 8:43 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
FS WRN 09073724; Completed; THIRD FL MAIN DOOR HARD TO OPEN 

The following work request has been completed. 

Property ................... BATTLE (056) 
Location of work ........... 
Requested by ............... TRAVIS GORE 
Requested .................. 01/30/2009 10:17:10 
Category ................... SERVICE ORDER 
Work Request Number (WRN).. 09073724 
Shop ....................... 504 - HARDWARE - Phone# 962-0161 
Description ................ THIRD FL MAIN DOOR HARD TO OPEN 

Please reference the above WRN for all correspondence. 

If you have questions regarding the performance of this work, please contact the Shop(s) assigned listed above. If you have any 
additional questions or concerns, please reply to this email or contact the Facilities Work Reception Center at 962-3456. 

Please take a moment and click the link below to let us know about the service you just received. We greatly value your opinion and 
appreciate your help in improving our level of service. 

~:iiwww.i~tc.m~c.eduiCustomerSurv x?WRN=09073724 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Work@FAC.UNC.EDU 

Tuesday, February 3, 2009 3:29 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
FS WRN 09074472; Opened; RADIATOR LEAKING IN ROOM 1 ST FL UNISEX 

The following work request has been opened in the work management system. 

Property ................... BATTLE (056) 
Location of work ........... 
Requested by ............... TRAVIS GORE 
Requested .................. 02/03/2009 03:26:29 
Category ................... SERVICE ORDER 
Work Request Number (WRN).. 09074472 
Description ................ RADIATOR LEAK1NG IN ROOM 1ST FL UNISEX 

Please reference the above WRN for all correspondence. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please reply to this email or contact the Facilities Work Reception Center at 962-3456. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

tjml@email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, February 3, 2009 4:40 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Re: [Fwd: FS WRN 09074472; Opened; RADIATOR LEAKING IN ROOM 1 ST FL 
UNISEX] 

Good job. 

Quoting Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>: 

the brown leak 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: FS WRN 09074472; Opened; RADIATOR LEAKING IN ROOM 1 ST FL UNISEX 
Date: Tue, 3 Feb 2009 15:29:25 -0500 
From: <Work@FAC.UNC.EDU> 
To: <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

The following work request has been opened in the work management system. 

Property ................... BATTLE (056) 
Location of work ........... Requested by ............... TRAVIS GORE 
Requested .................. 02/03/2009 03:26:29 
Category ................... SERVICE ORDER 
Work Request Number (WRN).. 09074472 
Description ................ RADIATOR LEAKING 1N ROOM 1ST FL UNISEX 

Please reference the above WRN for all correspondence. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please reply to this email or 
contact the Facilities Work Reception Center at 962-3456. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Roberta Ann Dunbar <radunbar@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, February 1, 2009 10:23 PM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 

Fwd: Fw: from letterman 

ATT44264.htm; Fwd_ Fw_ from letterman (54.0 KB).msg 

I think you’ll enjoy this if you haven’t already seen it. 
Cheers, 
Ann 

..... Forwarded message from 
Date: Sun, 1 Feb 2009 16:52:32 EST 
From: @aol.com 
Reply-To: ~aol.com 
Subject: Fwd: Fw: from letterman 
To: radunbar@email.unc.edu, 

@aol.com ..... 

~gmail.com 

You guys have absolutely got to read this!! I howled!! 

..... End forwarded message ..... 

Roberta Ann Dunbar 
CB# 3395, 109 Battle Hall 
The University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
U.S.A. 
Phone: 919.966.2942 
FAX: 919.962.2694 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Work@FAC.UNC.EDU 

Friday, February 6, 2009 8:39 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
FS WRN 09074472; Completed; RADIATOR LEAKING IN ROOM 1 ST FL UNISEX 

The following work request has been completed. 

Property ................... BATTLE (056) 
Location of work ........... 
Requested by ............... TRAVIS GORE 
Requested .................. 02/03/2009 03:26:29 
Category ................... SERVICE ORDER 
Work Request Number (WRN).. 09074472 
Shop ....................... 103 - CONTROLS - Phone# 962-1088 
Description ................ RADIATOR LEAK1NG IN ROOM 1ST FL UNISEX 

Please reference the above WRN for all correspondence. 

If you have questions regarding the performance of this work, please contact the Shop(s) assigned listed above. If you have any 
additional questions or concerns, please reply to this email or contact the Facilities Work Reception Center at 962-3456. 

Please take a moment and click the link below to let us know about the service you just received. We greatly value your opinion and 
appreciate your help in improving our level of service. 

~:iiwww.i~tc.m~c.eduiCustomerSurv x?WRN=09074472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Cooke <acooke@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 6, 2009 2:34 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Exam 1: AFRI 101 Spring 09 Cooke 

AFRI 101-spring08-Exam 1.doc 

Travis, 

Can I get -130 copies of this test? I need to give it at 10 am and lpm 
on Monday. 

Amy 



Map Quiz: Jan 26     Section                 Test                   AFRI 101: Spring 2009 

I. In this section, use your map as a guide to fill in the country and its capital city (3pts) 

2. 12. 

3. 13. 

4. 14. 

5. 15. 

6. 16. 

7. 17. 

8. 18. 

9. 19. 

10. 20. 

II. Fill in the blanks with the appropriate feature (2pts) 

21. Around which river were the earliest African civilizations founded? 

22. Name the major river of central Africa. 

23. Mount Kilimanjaro is located in which country? 

24. Name two countries bordering Lake Victoria. 

25. What is the name of the ecozone / region lying between the Sahara desert and wetter savannas of 

West Africa? 

26. Name two countries who are members of ECOWAS. 

27. What geological structure limited the European advance into the African interior? 



III. Choose ONE answer for each multiple choice question (unless otherwise directed) and write it on the 
blank provided. (2pts each) 

28. Which of the following countries is landlocked? 
a) Democratic Republic of Congo 
b) Mozambique 
c) Zambia 
d) Mauritania 

29. Which of the following is NOT a major language family indigenous to Africa? 
a) Nubian 
b) Khoisan 
c) Niger-Congo 
d) Nilo-Saharan 

30. Which crop was domesticated in the savannas? 
a) Yams 
b) Teff 
c) Millet 
d) Watermelons 

31. Which of the following minerals is NOT among the major exports of Africa? 
a) Diamond 
b) Copper 
c) Gold 
d) Silver 

32. When the intertropical convergence zone is south of the equator, where are the rains? 
a) North of the equator 
b) South of the equator 
c) At the equator 
d) None of the above 

33. Which ancient Sudanic kingdom did NOT use Islam as a unifying force? 
a) Mali 
b) Dahomey 
c) Songhai 
d) Ghana 

34. After the collapse of the international slave trade, nineteenth century European traders were interested in 
purchasing many natural resources from Africa, including [Mark all that apply]: 

a) Ivory 



b) Animal skins 
c) Coltan 
d) Copper 

III. Short Answers: Answer the following questions using 2-4 sentences. (4 pts each) 

NOTE: If you find that you do not know the answer to one of the questions, you can opt out by marking a 
checkmark in the space provided. If you do that, I will give you 1 out of the 4 possible points. 

35. What is a griot and how are griot(s) important to the study of African history? 

36. How are kinship networks important to the understanding of stateless African societies? 

37. Diagram the Triangular Trade. 

38. How might environmental change have influenced the migration of Bantu culture? 

39. What is a craton and what is their importance to African economies? 

40. Explain the White Man’s Burden. 

41. What are orographic effects? 



42. Why is it important to know if a region has two rainy seasons or just one? What region is likely to have 
such a bimodal rainfall system? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Leon Hamlett <lhamlett@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 10, 2009 11:02 AM 

SIS-chat <sis-chat@listserv.unc. edu> 

[sis-chat] WebFocus 

Hi Folks, 

Want to let you know that there are problems using webfocus mre with 
either browser. We are not able to make edits to existing queries. It is 
being looked at and we’ll keep you posted as things develop. 

Leon M. Hamlett, Applications Analyst 
Office of the University Registrar 
CB# 2100, Suite 3110 SASB North 
UNC - Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-2100 
TEL # 919.962.0976 
FAX # 919.962.6661 

You are currently subscribed to sis-chat as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
send a blank email to leave-24008557-5944746.f7e 16d6f3923fed6048226a005d5b416~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

employment@unc.edu 

Wednesday, February 11, 2009 1 : 15 AM 

@email.unc.edu 
Thank you for applying for Position 0001482, SUPPORT SERVICES ASSOCIATE 

Thank you for submitting an application for Staff Employment to the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. This email 
confirms that your application has been received in the office of Workforce Planning & Compensation. 

Position Id: 0001482 
Position Title: SUPPORT SERVICES ASSOCIATE 

To view your status of current pending applications, visit ~sJis4.its.ur~c.edu/RAMS4i~licalio~,ist.do. 

To update your applicant profile, visit ~s:iis4.its.unc.edu?RAMS4igetProfile.do. 

For more information regarding the Staff hiring process at UNC-Chapel Hill, please visit our website at bs.ur~c.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Leon Hamlett <lhamlett@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 11, 2009 12:40 PM 

SIS-chat <sis-chat@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sis-chat] [Fwd: Re: [webfocus] MRE reporting] 

........ Original Message ........ 
Su bj ect: Re: [webfocus] MRE reporting 

Date:Wed, 11 Feb 2009 11:58:18 -0500 
From: Geoffrey Fish 

Reply-To: WebFocus News and Updates <webfoc~s(.@istseraAunc,edt~> 
Organization: University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

To: WebFocus News and Updates <webfocus(@istsep4~tmc~ed~p 

Web Focus is back online now after testing. 

Geoffrey Fish 

WebFocus Applications Developer 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

14OO Suite ITS Franklin Bldg 

440 West Franklin St., CB#ll5O 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 1150 

Phone: 

~eoff~e~__~ish@unc.edu 

Geoffrey Fish wrote: 

> We intend to take WebFocus offline at approximately 11:30 am today to 

> attempt to fix an ongoing production problem with the Managed Reporting 

> Environment and Report Assistant. 

> 

> We expect to be offline about 15 Minutes. Please bear with uis as we 

> attempt to fix the ongoing issue referenced below. 

> 

> Geoffrey Fish 

> WebFocus Applications Developer 

> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> 14OO Suite ITS Franklin Bldg 

> 440 West Franklin St., CB#ll5O 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 1150 

> Phone: 



>> 

>> All, 

>> We are experiencing difficulties withing WebFocus. When trying to 

>> access reports via Report Assistant, you will receive a gray screen 

>> and will not be able to access your reports. The ER team is looking 

>> at this now and will have the problem fixed as soon as possible. 

>> Thanks so much for you patience. 

>> We will let all know as soon as the problem is solved. 

>> If you have critical reports that need to be run, put in a ticket and 

>> we will have that for you pronto. 

>> Thanks, 

>> Kathryn 

>> 

>> 

>> Kathryn Dempsey 

>> Database Specialist 

>> UNC Chapel Hill 

>> 

>> (Cell) 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> You are currently subscribed to webfocus as: Ronaid GrJm@unc.edu. 

>> To unsubscribe click here: 

You are currently subscribed to webfocus as: ~hac~le~t@ec~aii~unc~edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: ht~.s~//iis~s~unc~@,quiu?id=5179381 ~i55ed9373ff,~5969~c~9~80bc6~9ia7&r=T&i=webfc6us&o=2~@18295 or send a blank email to iea~,e 

Leon M. Hamlett, Applications Analyst 

Office of the University Registrar 

CB# 2100, Suite 3110 SASB North 

UNC    Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 2100 

TEL # 919.962.0976 

FAX # 919.962.6661 

¯ --You are currently subscribed to 

sis-chat as: ~7~emaH~unc~edu. To unsubscribe 
send a blank email to leave-24018700o5944746,fTe16d6f3923~d6048226aOO5d56416/~istserv,unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gary Hill <Gary.Hill@tlgcre.com> 

Wednesday, February 11, 2009 3:43 PM 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
a classic dook-unc memory see attched pix. 

Peppersduke.jpg 

Enough said ...... 

G    oElliso 

Gary Hill 
Real Estate Advisor 
100 Europa Drive I Suite 190 I Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

direct I 919.968.4017 main I 919.929.7913 fax 
www.TLGCRE.com Independently Owned and Operated 

RELATIONSHIPS BUILT ON RESULTS 

The information and any attachments contained in the message may be confidential and ate for the intended addressee only. If you ate not the intended addressee, 
please notify the sender immediately and delete this message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gary Hill <Gary.Hill@tlgcre.com> 

Thursday, February 12, 2009 11:15 AM 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Classic 

Gary Hill 
Real Estate Advisor 
100 Europa Drive Suite 190 Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

direct 919.968.4017 main 919.929.7913 fax 
www.TLGCR E.com Independently Owned and Operated 

RELATIONSHIPS BUILT ON RESULTS 

The information and any attachments contained in the message may be confidential and are for the intended addressee only. If you are not the intended addressee, please notify the sender immediately 
and delete this message. 

Churchill Bunn 
Real Estate Advisor 
100 Europa Drive Suite 190 Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

direct 919.968.4017 main 919.929.7913 fax 
www.TLGCR E.com Independently Owned and Operated 

RELATIONSHIPS BUILT ON RESULTS 

The information and any attachments contained in the message may be confidential and are for the intended addressee only. If you are not the intended addressee, please notify the sender immediately 
and delete this message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Patrick Mortell <mortell@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 13, 2009 2:44 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: laptop 

You then have 3 choices: 
1. modem to laptop with network cable 
2. modem to laptop with usb 
3. modem to wireless router with network cable 

Looks like if you choose 2, you need the CD that came with the modem, so 
I’d choose 1 or 3. 
With 3, you’d have to connect to the router, using instructions that 
came with the router. If you don’t have those instructions, you can 
google the router model. 

Patrick 

Travis Gore wrote: 
> I realized in addition to the cable that I had to hook up from modem 
> to laptop, there was also another USB plug that I had to connect in. 
> When I did that it said that I had to install software for it to 
> work? Does this sound familiar to you? Is this something I need to 
> get from the cable company? 
> 
> Thanks 
> Travis 
> 
> Patrick Mortell wrote: 
>> Laptops should work fine at home plugged into the cable that either 
>> goes to the modem or router. If it has any problems at home, shut 
>> down the modem, router and laptop, then turn them back on in that 
>> order (allow about a minute between starting each to allow them to 
>> connect.) 
>> I’m sure it was enabled both for wireless and cable on campus but 
>> reply if it has problem with either on campus. 
>> Patrick 

>> Travis Gore wrote: 
>>> Hey Patrick, 

>>> You remember how you configured my computer to work while Im on 
>>> campus? It works great for that and it even works great at my 
>>> parents house because they have a wireless router set up. I have a 
>>> desktop at home and i thought if i plugged my internet connection 
>>> straight into my laptop that i would be able to work. Shouldnt it? 
>>> Well the problem is its not. I was talking to Julius and he says 
>>> you guys have to enable it to do that. Is that right? Can you 
>>> please let me know? Thanks! 
>>> 
>>> Travis 
>>> 
>>> Patrick Mortell wrote: 
>>>> Travis, 
>>>> See you about 1:30 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Patrick Mortell <mortell@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 13, 2009 4:26 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: laptop 

You could ask RR if they support theirs better. 
Sunday paper should have ads, like Staples, Bestbuy. They run $20 to 
$100. Cheap ones are fine unless you’ll be a long way from the router 
when you connect. 
My son is just using a network cable to his laptop, has yet to buy 
router, works OK for him in an apt. 

Patrick Mortell 
OASIS 

Travis Gore wrote: 
> Thanks Patrick! 
> 
> Well I was planning on getting wireless router anyway so maybe I 
> should go ahead and just do that. Do you know how much they cost and 
> which one is the best to buy? Would it be good to get it through my 
> cable company since Im paying for roadrunner already? 

> Patrick Mortell wrote: 
>> You then have 3 choices: 
>> 1. modem to laptop with network cable 
>> 2. modem to laptop with usb 
>> 3. modem to wireless router with network cable 
>> Looks like if you choose 2, you need the CD that came with the modem, 
>> so I’d choose 1 or 3. With 3, you’d have to connect to the router, 
>> using instructions that came with the router. If you don’t have 
>> those instructions, you can google the router model. 
>> 



From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Subject: quick copy 

Attach: Wednesday .doc 

@email.unc.edu> 

9:22 AM 

Hey Travis, 
Could you please print out this attached one page document for me? I 
need it for class today and completely forgot to print it out last 
night. Thanks so much, 



Wednesday 

II 

Welcome: Good News today: we will talk about a few current events, discuss 
The midterm a bit more, discuss the in class writing assignment we will have on 
Friday, and finally finish with a few more slides 

Current Events: 

1. *"Chapel Hill, Jim Crow and the Freedom Riders: Commemoration and Racial Justice Today" When: 
¯ Where: Hitchcock Room, Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History. When: 

5:30-7:00* 

This program is part of a series of activities occurring in Chapel Hill                   to commemorate 
this 1947 Journey of Reconciliation by unveiling a permanent State Highway Marker at the site of the 
original bus stop on Columbia and Rosemaxy Streets (see flyer attached) 

The on-campus program on the     will feature the showing of an excerpt from the film, "You Don’t Have 
to Ride Jim Crow"¯ Speakers will include Dr. Sandy Darity, Collene Rogers, Ms Julia Cheng, and Yonni 
Chapman¯ Sandy and Collene will make some remaxks about Jim Crow in Chapel Hill. Professor Darity did 
engaged students in the history of the Chapel Hill black community when he was here, and is currently 
working on a project of memory; Ms Rogers grew up in town, and has been active in civil rights¯ Julia Cheng 
accompanied Robin Washington, the filmmaker, on the commemorative journey in the 1990s, the subject of 
the film. She is a photographer and civil rights activist in her own right¯ Yonni Chapman will link together 
the ideas of the historical marker and ongoing efforts on campus and in town to remember the past as a way 
of working towards justice in the present¯ 

*Professor Robert Sellers will be speaking on Friday 
between 12:30 and 1:45PM in the Blue Cross Blue Shield At~ditorium 
(Michael Hooker Research Center Room 0001). Dr. Sellers’ talk is 
entitled "Racial Identity Matters: The Role of Racial Discrimination in 
the Lives of African Americans." * 

3. Recession Hits Black Colleges Hard - axticle on blackboard - use for paper 

III 

IV 

Midterm: 40 multiple choice questions - 15 events to organize on the time line 
Total points possible is 55. 

On Friday we will have a brief review of whatever we don’t finish today - 
Friday in-class writing: 
-What is the most interesting (significant, surprising, shocking) person, place or thing you have learned or 
(re)learned about so far this semester¯ 
-So what? Who cares? What difference does that knowledge make? What assumptions do people make who 
do not have this information? 

*this will be worth 4,5, or 6 points - check minus, check, check plus 
A check plus will have more than one example with specific reference from either text lecture, axticles - 
specific conversation, etc. and all questions need to be answered. 

Examples: indiscriminate, legally condoned extreme violence, the irony of the claims of 
Rape against white women - and the silence of the rape of black woman¯ Work of 
Elizabeth Catlett, the banjo was invented in Africa, no one in the room read BTW, 
Stanely Crouch thinks I am a loon and that I preach doom and gloom to students¯ 



From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: stgore@email.unc.edu 

Subject: One more thing 

Attach: MIDTERM.doc 

@email.unc.edu> 
10:17 AM 

Hey Travis, 
I have one more request today - Could you please print out the attached 
midterm - I just need one copy as I am still editing this document. I 
will pick it up as soon as you print it - (i’d prefer that it not stay 
in my in-box for any length of time. 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Leon Hamlett <lhamlett@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 18, 2009 2:38 PM 

SIS-chat <sis-chat@listserv.unc. edu> 

[sis-chat] [Fwd: RE: [webfocus] WebFOCUS - Website Relative Addressing - Down 
2/18/09 between 12:00pm - 1:00pm - BACK ONLINE] 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:RE: [webfocus] WebFOCUS - Website Relative Addressing - Down 2/18/09 between 12:00pm - 

1:00pm - BACK ONLINE 
Date:Wed, 18 Feb 2009 13:38:41 -0500 

From:Dan Chek <dan chek@ur~c.edu> 
Reply-To:WebFocus News and Updates <web~cus~listserv.ur~c.edu> 

To:WebFocus News and Updates <web~;ocus~listserv.unc.edu> 
CC:~ender@email~r~c~ed~ <mj~er~der@emaiL~ncoedu>, Dave Turner <mrne~emaiLur~coed~>, 

Rich Arnold <ricl"~ arnold@unc.ed~>., patrici~ ~iver~med.unc.edu 
~atricia o~iver              , Clayton, Mechelle (ITS Business Services) 
<Mechel~e~C~a~tor~@ur~c.ed~>, Joe Nichols ~iose~r~ichols@~r~c~ed~>, hdemb~emaiL~r~c.ed~ 
<hdemb~emaiLunc.edu>,        email.unc.edu <dfi~[e~emaiLur~c.edu>, Matt Holway 
<matt ho~w , Daniel A O’Neal <Dar~ ONeal , Geoffrey P Fish 

~ sh@ar~c.edu>, Jordan C Meyer ~<icm@~nc.ed~>, Kathryn L Dempsey 
<kath ur~c.eda>~, Michael Young <michae ur~c.edu>, Richard E Kinney 
<rick kim~e , Ronald D Grim <ro~a~d , Stephen R Cornelison 
<steve corneli son@~c, ed~> 

We are back online, I apologize for running over 35 minutes, but we wanted to perform some extra testing and 
get the word from the other departments involved. 

ht~s:/ier.unc~edu 
This change shouldallow you to continue to use Internet Explorer as your standard web browser. 
e anticipate a rise in Remedy tickets to thelTS-ENTERPRISE REPORTING group and they will be addressed 
promptly. 

Please don’t hesitate to call or email myself or any member of the Enterprise Reporting team with any concerns. 

Developer Studio Users Only - These additional changes are needed 

1) Open Developer Studio, highlight "UNC at Chapel Hill - R76x", right click mouse and select properties. 

2) The following screen will open, Enter ’er.unc.edu’ for Host Name and select ’HTTPS’ for Protocol. 

3) Select ’OK’ button, continue your session. 



Thank you for your patience and understanding. 

Daniel Chek 
Enterprise Reporting Lead 
ITS-Enterprise Reporting Group 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office: (919) 843-6844 
E-Mail: Dan Chek@ur~c.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

webfocus as: dm~ chek@ur~c.edmTo unsubscribe click here: http:i71ists.~r~c.ed~iu? 
id360327.2d76a05267ad749cTfddcbgd07c5e91 a&r~=T&l~webfocus&o$067312 or send a blank email to leave- 
24067312-12360327.2d76a05267ad749cTfddcb 8d07c5 e91 a@li stserv.unc, edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

webfocus as: ~ham~ett~email.ur~c.edmTo unsubscribe click here: ~:i;4ists.ur~c.edu/a? 
idQ79381.155ed9373ffc59697c497780bc6491 aT&r~=T&l=webfocus&o$074795 or send a blank email to leave- 
24074795-5179381.155ed9373 ffc59697c497780bc6491 aT@~istserv mr~c.ed~ 

Leon M. Hamlett, Applications Analyst 
Office of the University Registrar 
CB# 2100, Suite 3110 SASB North 
UNC - Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-2100 
TEL # 919.962.0976 
FAX # 919.962.6661 

¯ --You are currently subscribed to 

sis-chat as: emaikunc.edu. To unsubscribe 
send a blank email to bave-24075462-5944746.~7e16d6f3923fed6048226aOO5d56416@1istserv.unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The University of North Carolina <uncinfo@unc.edu> 

Monday, February 23, 2009 10:59 AM 

Carolina Family <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

UNC.edu Needs Your Experience 

Hello. The redesign of UNC.edu is moving along, and we’re now working on a new navigation 

structure designed just for you. To do that, we need your input. If you’re interested, just click 

the link below and complete the activity that follows. Five respondents who complete the 

activity will be randomly selected to receive a $50.00 iTunes gift card. 

Take the $ rve  

If you have any questions, please e-mail redes uric edu. Thank you for helping us build a 

better UNC.edu. 

The UNC Redesign Team 

Note: The Office of University Relations created this message for a randomly selected group. We have no 

plans for similar messages, but if you do not want to receive future messages related to the redesign of 

v~A~.unc.edu, unsubscdbe here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Leon Hamlett <lhamlett@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, February 24, 2009 1:56 PM 

SIS-chat <sis-chat@listserv.unc. edu> 
[sis-chat] WebFocus Training SIS March 2009 

Hi Folks, 

The following are SIS WebFocus Training Dates for March 2009. Please 
rsvp by responding to this email or by calling Leon Hamlett at 962.0976. 
Training will be held in Suite 3124 of the SASB North Building. 

3/04/09 - from 2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. 

3/10/09 - from 10:00 to noon 

3/19/09 - from 2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. 

3/24/09 - from 10:00 to noon. 

Leon M. Hamlett, Applications Analyst 
Office of the University Registrar 
CB# 2100, Suite 3110 SASB North 
UNC - Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-2100 
TEL # 919.962.0976 
FAX # 919.962.6661 

You are currently subscribed to sis-chat as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
send a blank email to leave-24117936-5944746.f7e 16d6f3923fed6048226a005d5b416@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu 
Tuesday, February 24, 2009 7:49 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: volunteer 

BurmeseTutoring. docx 

Thank you for your interest. I have attached a document explaining 
more about the program. The days you tutor are dependent on your own 
schedule and the family’s schedule, so it is pretty flexible. Please 
let me know if you have any further questions. 

Thanks, 

Quoting Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>: 

Hi 

I was writing to you about volunteering. I am an employee at UNC 
and I currently tutor an hour a week at a local elementary school. 

Right now I’m thinking maybe I could do another hour once a week with 
your program. The best day for me would probably be Tuesday sometime 
after work. We can discuss this further if you would like. 

Thank you, 

Travis Gore 



Interest in Helping Chapel 
Burmese Community 

Hill/Carrboro 

Hello, thanks for expressing your interest in working with the Burmese community in the Chapel Hill 

area. My name is . and I am a at UNC and a member of the Southeast Asia Interest 

Association. at UNC who volunteer with the local Burmese 

community through the US Committee of Refugees and Immigrants (USCRI). The most important thing 

is that the next Orientation Session/Info Session will be on from 6.’OOpm to 

approximately 7:00pm in Murphey 116. So, I serve to help form groups for carpooling reasons as well 

as the fact that USCRI prefers that people work in groups when volunteering with the families. 

Current Groups 
As of now, we have two groups that volunteer together. 5 volunteers go on Tuesday nights from 7:20- 

9:00 pm to mentor families at Kingswood apartments. The other 5 volunteers go on Thursday nights 

from 7:20-9:00 pm to mentor families at Kingswood apartments. Many other volunteers do not go in 

large groups. For example, Monday evening from 

5:30-7:30. 

Location 
Most of the Burmese families that USCRI works with live in Kingswood Apartments, which can be 

located with the link below (it is the apartment complex just south of the point B; ignore the driving 

directions, it’s the only way to label a point). 

http://maps.google.com/maps?f=d&saddr=35.908762,-79.049286&daddr=35.899862,- 

79.~69698&h~=en&ge~c~de=FZrs~w~dus1J-w%3B&mra=dme&mrcr=~&mrsp=1&sz=16&s~~=35.898785~- 

79.067638&sspn=O.OO8708,0.O19312&ie=UTF8&ll=35.901878,- 

79.067938&spn=O.OO8708,0.O19312&t=k&z=16 

What do you do when Mentoring/Tutoring? 
With our groups now, there is one person in each group who has a car and drives the rest of the group 

to the apartments. You might be tutoring a Burmese family in English or for those that go to ESL classes, 

you would just work with them and be friendly face to be introduced to American culture. You might 

also take them with you to events around the community that they might not know about such as a 

night of music at Weaver Street Market or a free movie screening, or things like this. 

The language barrier can make teaching English and communicating difficult, but it’s a challenge that 

has taught me a lot about how people learn other languages and how best to communicate my ideas. 

With that said, there is a wide range of abilities in English skills. Some have had extensive schooling and 

are pretty good at English. Others know little to no English. The children tend to know more English 

than the adults which makes them a great help for translating. In short, you do not need to have 



knowledge of other languages besides English. With tutoring, we make groups of 2 who go to the family 

once every week (or more if you wish) and work with the family on learning English. With mentoring, 

we make groups of 2-4 who go to the family every week (or more if you wish) and serve to provide 

community and cultural orientation support, knowledge of local events and histories, English language 

development, and lifelong relationships for refugees new to the area (not necessarily a bigger time 

commitment than simply tutoring). You can put as much time into it or simply an hour and a half or so a 

week. Many of the families know Thai having been in Thai refugee camps. 

Both of them know English pretty well, but they struggle with reading so we 

mostly help them with that and any homework they have. Their teachers also send home extra work 

that we can do with them. Their father speaks a little bit of English, but their mother speaks almost 

none. 

Note: While this is what I do, you do not by any means have to do the same thing (meaning tutoring). 

There are many opportunities to get involved without tutoring (see below). 

Transportation 
I understand that transportation can be an issue, and I am hoping to coordinate car rides. If for some 

reason a car is not available the night you want to go, there is easy public bus access using either the J 

Route or CM Route. . but the J also goes to Kingswood 

apartments (where a lot of the families live). 

Opportunities 
If you would rather do something else besides mentoring or tutoring, the following are some other 

things you could get involved with: 

The following is from Morgan Price (UNC alum ’08) who is the Program Director with USCRI: 

1. People willing to do bus orientations for clients. This involves meeting them at their homes 

and teaching them how to take the bus to ESL class and then staying to help them register. 

This is usually on a Tuesday or Thursday and you would have to catch the bus by 12:30 

(take it to Franklin St.) and stay from about from lpm-2pm then help people take the bus 

home. It usually takes me from about 12pm-3pm. If anyone wants to commit to this I can 

try and make it happen every other week. Even if someone is willing to do it once a month 

that would be a huge help. 

2. We also need people to assist new clients in taking the bus to various health appointments. 

If we had some volunteers who could train people how to take the bus from Kingswood to 

UNC hospital, to Carrboro Community Health and to the Orange county Health 

department that would also be great. We can do this every other week or once a month as 

needed. People can also volunteer to be put on a list of people to call if we need help 

transporting clients to health appointments before they know how to take the bus. This 

would involve picking them up and providing transportation to and from appointments. 



You do not need any language skills to do this. Phone translation services are available at all 

of these sites. If I asked you to give someone a ride I would provide you with the person’s 

address, the location of their appointment and let you know what language they speak so 

that you could tell the dr or nurse which language to choose on the phone line. 

Appointments are at various times during the day. 

3. Family Mentors. 

4. People to do our Welcome Home project. Collecting everything needed to furnish a refugee 

apartment. I can provide you with a list. This is a good project for a group. 

5. People to collect things that we must give to all of our clients. Right now we need everything 

from pots/pans/blankets/towels/toilet paper/kitchen cleaning supplies/soap shampoo/linens 

etc. 

6. Any other projects that people can think up that would serve the refugee population. Im 

willing to work with people on special projects. 

7. Anyone that might want to do a fundraiser for us so that we can purchase items we don’t 

get donated. 

8. A Group that would like to collect warm clothing donations/or help us connect with a 

location in Chapel Hill where our clients can receive clothing at no cost. We have several 

churches in Raleigh that collect clothing for us and run clothing closets. Something similar 

in Chapel Hill would be great. 

So What do I do Next? 

You must come to an Orientation/Info Session to watch a short presentation from Morgan Price 

from the USCRI. At the Orientation Session, Morgan will be able to answer any questions or concerns 

you might have. The next Orientation Session will be on from 6:OOpm to 

approximately 7.’OOpm in Murphey 116. You will then need to fill out an application for USCRI, which 

Morgan will email to you after the orientation. 

If you cannot come to this orientation session, let me know through email, but please make every effort 

to come to this one if you are interested because it is difficult to get Morgan to come out to UNC to give 

the presentation so it could be a while before another one. 

Also, because there are so many people interested, it might take a while before you are matched with a 

family/students. Many refugees and immigrants are leaving Chapel Hill, and less are coming to Chapel 

Hill in the first place because of the current job situation. However, Morgan will try to match tutors with 

families/students as quickly as possible. 

Questions 
If you have any more questions, you can email me at @email.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Roberta Ann Dunbar <radunbar@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, February 27, 2009 3:08 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

MEX for AFRI/WMST 261 

MEX 20090227.doc 

Hi Travis, 
Here it is! 
Ann 

Roberta Ann Dunbar 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
CB#3395, 109 Battle Hall 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
Tel. 919.966.2942 
FAX 919.962.2694 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tuesday, 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

FW: EMBA Program 

OneMBA Class of 

1:41 PM 

¯ com> 

Student Loan Info..pdf 

I feel like I am the government taking out a massive loan to better the economy in this case it would me for my family and 
me. What do you think? Im scared. 

From: Brooks, Susan [mailto:Susan_Brooks@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:09 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: EMBA Program 

here is the information we discussed. Please let me know a good day, time, and number to reach you to go over 
your questions regarding the information. 

Best, 

Susan M Brooks o Assistant Director o Office of Scholarships and Student Aid o MBA, MAC, and MBA for Executives Programs 
UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School o Campus Box 3490 o McColl Building o Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 
919.962.9096 ° fax 919.962.2927 o susan_brooks@unc.edu o www.kenan-flaqler.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

From: com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:31 PM 
To: Brooks, Susan 
Subject: EMBA Program 

Dear Susan, 
I am a prospect student and would like to get information. I am interested in the MBAOne program and would need 
information on loans pertaining to the program. Can you please help me? 

I look forward to talking with you soon¯ I can be reach but at work or on my cell at 
Thank you ! 

LEGAL DISCLAIMER 
The information transmitted is intended solely for the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may 
contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use of or 
taking action in reliance upon this information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is 



prohibited. If you have received this email in error please contact the sender and delete the material from any 
computer. 



KENAN-FLAGLER 
BUSINESS SCHOOL 

OneMBA Class of 2011 Student Loan Information 
Students enrolled in the OneMBA Program at UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School can borrow student loans to cover 
the cost of tuition. A student’s total financial aid (including: company sponsorship and all education loans) cannot exceed 
the cost of tuition. If a student’s employer will pay 100% of tuition, then s/he is not eligible for student loans. 

TYPES OF FUNDING 

U.S. CITIZENS AND PERMANENT RESIDENTS 

¯ Federal Stafford Loans 
The Federal Stafford loan program is available to all U.S. Citizens and Permanent Residents who meet basic Federal 
requirements (i.e. student has never defaulted on a Federal loan and/or is not currently involved in filing bankruptcy). 
The two types of Federal Stafford loans are Subsidized (does not accrue interest while the student is enrolled) and 
Unsubsidized (does accrue interest while the student is enrolled). The interest rate for Federal Stafford loans is a fixed 
6.8%. The majority of MBA for Executives students borrow loans through College Foundation Inc (CFI). See page 2 for 
CFI’s loan terms. 

¯ Federal Graduate/Professional PLUS Loans 
Federal Graduate/Professional PLUS loans provide additional funding for those students (U.S. Citizens and Permanent 
Residents only) whose costs exceed the maximum Stafford Loan eligibility. Students should exhaust their Federal 
Stafford loan eligibility before pursuing a Graduate PLUS loan. The interest rate for Graduate PLUS loans is a fixed 
8.5%. The majority of MBA for Executives students borrow loans through College Foundation Inc (CFI). See page 2 for 
CFI’s loan terms. 

¯ Private Education Loans 
Private education loans provide additional funding for those students (U.S. Citizens and Permanent Residents only) 
whose costs exceed the maximum Stafford Loan eligibility. Students should exhaust their Federal Stafford Loan 
eligibility before pursuing a private education loan. The interest rate for private education loans is variable and is 
sometimes based on either LIBOR or Prime Rate. See page 2 for CFI’s loan terms. 

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS 

¯ EXTRA MBA Loan 
The Kenan-Flagler Business School has formed a partnership with College Foundation Inc. to offer the North Carolina 
EXTRA MBA loan. The EXTRA MBA loan program is designed to provide financial assistance for students enrolled in 
the Kenan-Flagler Business School MBA for Executives Program who are unable to secure loans through the Federal 
Stafford loan program or the CFI’s EXTRA Education loan program. Email Susan Brooks (’susan brooks@unc.edu) for 
further information. 

TUITION PAYMENTS AND LOAN DISBURSEMENTS 

All payments for tuition must be made directly to Kenan-Flaqler Business School. Students are responsible for paying 
tuition directly to Kenan-Flaqler since loans do not transfer directly to the Business School. 

COLLEGE FOUNDATION INC. (CFI) 

UNC Chapel Hill does not automatically select a federal loan lender for students. However, the majority of students 
choose to borrow funding through College Foundation Inc. CFI is a state-affiliated financial institution and has been the 
central lender in North Carolina since 1955. The North Carolina State Education Assistance Authority (NCSEAA), the 
agency that provides information and resources for financial aid in North Carolina, guarantees CFI loans. This non profit 
lender offers the following benefits to North Carolina students: 
~ CFI has an automated process with UNC Chapel Hill to make it easier and faster for students to complete loan 

applications and receive disbursements. 
~ CFI waives some loan fees, saving students money. 
~ CFI reduces the interest rate if borrowers pay back loans through automatic withdrawal. These combined provisions 

can save the average student borrower with $10,000 total debt over $1,800 during the life of the loan. 
~ CFI provides life-long service (never sells or transfers loans) to student borrowers so payments are always made to 

the same place. 

-1- 



KENAN-FLAGLER 
BUSINESS SCHOOL 

COLLEGE FOUNDATION INC’S LOAN PROGRAMS 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS SUBSIDIZED STAFFORD LOAN UNSUBSIDIZED STAFFORD LOAN 

INTEREST BEGINS 

ACCRUING 

CREDIT 

REQUIREMENTS 

INTEREST 

RATE 

ORIGINATION 

FEE 

REPAYMENT 

PERIOD 

INTEREST RATE REDUCTIONS 

(DURING REPAYMENT ONLY) 

At repayment 

None 

6.8% fixed 
(Interest accrues after the 6 month grace period) 

None 

Up to 10 years-begins after 6 month gracel~ 
period after student graduates or 

separates from the University 

0.25% auto-draft of payments and 
electronic statements 

Upon disbursement 

None 

6.8% fixed 

None 

Up to 10 years-begins after 6 month 
grace period after student graduates or 

separates from the University 

0.25% auto-draft of payments and 
electronic statements 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS GRADUATE PLUS LOAN EXTRA EDUCATION LOAN 

CREDIT 

REQUIREMENTS 

INTEREST 

RATE 

ORIGINATION 

FEE 

REPAYMENT 

PERIOD 

INTEREST RATE REDUCTIONS 

(DURING REPAYMENT ONLY) 

Good credit history or no credit history 
(no delinquent accounts or bankruptcy on 

credit report) 

8.5% fixed 

3.0% (student "nets" 97% of loan amount 
borrowed) 

Up to 10 years-begins immediately after 
student graduates or separates from the 

University 

0.25% auto-draft of payments and 
electronic statements 

720+ Credit Score no co-borrower 
required 

719 Credit Score and below co- 
borrower required 

3-month LIBOR + 3% variable 
(adjusted quarterly) 

No origination fee (student "nets" 
100% of loan amount borrowed) 

Up to 10 years-begins after 6 month 
grace period after student graduates or 

separates from the University 

0.25% auto draft of payments 
0.50% after 48 consecutive on-time 

payments 

-2- 



KENAN-FLAGLER 
BUSINESS SCHOOL 

CHECK LIST FOR STUDENT LOAN REQUIREMENTS 
U,S, Citizens and Permanent Residents Only 

[] FAFSA (Free Application for Federal Student Aid) 
-> Timing: submit 2009-2010 FAFSA by March 1,2009 or as soon as possible (application available Jan. 1,2009) 

submit 2010-2011 FAFSA by March 1,2010 or as soon as possible (application available Jan. 1,2010) 
-> Procedure: file electronically at www.fafsa.ed.gov. UNC Chapel Hill’s Federal School Code is 002974. 

[] ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REQUESTED BY THE OFFICE OF SCHOLARSHIPS AND STUDENT AID 
-> Timing: submit as soon as request is received 
-> Procedure: To expedite processing of these requests, send your information directly to Susan Brooks (see 

contact information below). All requests will be emailed directly to students by the Office of Scholarships and 
Student Aid. 
** AI.~I Executive MBA students are required to provide information from their employers regarding any contribution 

they will make toward the student’s tuition and fees (even if they will NOT provide any financial support). 
Please have your direct supervisor or Human Resources department document this and fax, mail, or email 
directly to Susan Brooks. If a student’s employer will pay 100% of tuition, then s/he is not eligible for 
student loans.** 

[] MASTER PROMISSORY NOTE/APPLICATION FOR FEDERAL STAFFORD LOANS OR MPN (on/y if you have not 
borrowed a Stafford/oan at UNC Chape/ Hi// in the past 2 years) 
-> Timing: submit as soon as possible (only submit once) 
-> Procedure: file electronically at www.cfnc.org/onlineapps/mpn/mpnapp start.isp using a loan period of 08/2009- 

12/2009 and a loan amount of no more than $20,500. Your FAFSA PIN is required in order to electronically sign 
the MPN. 

[] ENTRANCE LOAN COUNSELING (only if this is your first Stafford loan or you have completely repaid any other 
outstanding student loans) 
-> Timing: submit as soon as possible (only submit once) 
-> Procedure: complete online at http://mappingyourfuture.org/se 

[] DIRECT DEPOSIT CONSENT FORM 
-> Timing: submit as soon as possible (only submit once) 
-> Procedure: print a copy of the Direct Deposit Consent form at University Cashier’s website 

http://finance.unc.edu/imaqes/stories/forms saur/dirdpcsh.pdf and mail directly to Office of Student Accounts 
(address on the form). Although you must pay tuition directly to Kenan-Flagler Business School, all student loans 
are disbursed directly to the University Cashier’s Office on main campus at UNC Chapel Hill. To ensure receipt of 
loan funds in the quickest way, you should complete a Direct Deposit Consent form so that funds can be sent 
directly to your personal bank account. You are responsible for paying your balance directly to Kenan- 
Flagler since your loans do not transfer directly to the Business School. 

FINANCIAL AID CONTACT 
Susan Brooks is the financial aid officer devoted to students enrolled in the MBA for Executives Programs. She is 
available to answer your questions as well as to address concerns you might have. All questions regarding financial aid 
should be directed to her using the following contact information: 

Susan Brooks, Assistant Director, Office of Scholarships and Student Aid 
MBA, MAC, and MBA for Executives Programs 

susan_brooks@unc.edu II 919.962.9096 (phone) II 919.962.2927 (fax) 

-3- 



KENAN-FLAGLER 
BUSINESS SCHOOL 

TUITION PAYMENT SCHEDULE AND LOAN APPLICATION INFORMATION 

Amount Type of Student Loan Application(s) 
Due Loan(s) Amount(s) Required 

Completion Date 

Stafford $20,500 2009-2010 FAFSA March 2009 Payment 1 due 
September 2009 $23,750 And and (or as soon as possible thereafter) 

Additional loan $3,250 Online loan application After Stafford is certified 

Payment 3 due 
July 2010 $23,750 

Stafford 
and 

Additional loan 

$20,500 2010-2011 FAFSA 
and 

$3,250 Online loan application 

March 2010 

After Stafford is certified 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kia Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 3, 2009 2:04 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Re: [Fwd: Document Rej ected] 

Travis, 
Thanks for trying! 

Kia 

Quoting Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>: 

Hi Kia, 
They unfortunately rejected the registxation receipt even after I 
sent a personal letter to their department. I’m sorry, I know you 
worked really hard to get that receipt. We knew there was a chance 
that it was not going to work but I wanted to give it a shot. So 
anyway I just wanted to let you know. 

Thanks, 
Travis 
........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Document Rejected 
Date: Tue, 24 Feb 2009 14:10:12 -0500 (EST) 
From: no_reply@unc.edu 
To: stgore@email.unc.edu 

A document that you have created and submitted for approval has been 
REJECTED. 
Please check your Inbox. 

Subsystem name: *Web Travel* 
Document #: *T038407" 
Rejected By: *Laeula Davis* 

Please do not reply to this system generated email. 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
Battle Hall, CB#3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27955 
Office (919)962-0539 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alumnimail@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 3, 2009 3:56 PM 

UNC Alumni and Friends <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Out of the Blue: Clef Alumnus On ’Idol’- Enrollment Cuts Loom- Catch March Madness 

Anoop Desai 

’08 

1. Enrollment Cuts Possible ee Assistance Fund 

Created 

2. Medical School ~[~ansion to Two Cities Put on Hold 

3. Carolina to Commemorate Anniversar~Lof Carson’s Death 

4. Clef Alumnus Competes on American Idol 

5. Festival 

6. Conference on Colleo~ Athletics Issues to Be Held at UNC 

S Travis Gore IV ’00 

Life Member 

Thank you for your life 

membership. 

Julius Peppers 

’02 

1. Catch March Madness With Men’s and Women’s Basketball 

2. Former UNC Football Star Donates :$$Q~,000 to GAA 

Scholarship 

3. ~!~!£~ Follows Countdown to Graduation 
4. Tell Us About ._ Your Last Semester at Carolina 

5. Tools for the Times: Resources for and From Alumni 

6. CareerTeleclass: The Art of [nterviewinq 

7. GAA Pro 

8. GAA Board Member Ballots Due March 32 

Find the GAA and alumni on 

two of the most popular social 

and professional networking 

sites. 

Enrollment Cuts Possible; Employee Assistance Fund Created 

A cut of as much as 9 percent of UNC’s state funds could warrant an enrollment 

reduction of more than 3,400 students, about the equivalent of a freshman class. The 

University has set up a Web site where it is updating various budget scenarios as the 

situation develops. 

Hedicai School Expansion to Two Cities Put on Hold 

UNC’s proposed regional medical schools in Charlotte and Asheville have been put on 

hold indefinitely due to a decline in overall state revenues. 

Carolina to Commemorate Anniversary of Carson’s Death 

A ceremony to remember Eve Carson ’08 will be held at 4 p.m. March 5 in the Pit. The 

University has been working to preserve Carson’s legacy in many ways, including with 

a scholarship. 

Online Alumni 

Carofina Alumni 

Review 



Anoop Desai ’08 was voted off American Zdol in mid-February, but a wild card round 

on Thursday could bring him back into the running. Follow Anoop on the GAA’s 

Facebook page. 

~.:.’~Z% I u m rli ,unc,eduL’fecebook 

First Writer~ Theme Announced for Literary Festival 

Children’s book illustrator and author Brian Pinkney is the first writer announced for "A 

Celebration of Reading and Writing" in September. 

Athletics and higher education will be discussed in April at a conference hosted by the 

College Sport Research Institute, which recently relocated to UNC. 

x?SID=6556 

Catch 

Whether you live in Chapel Hill, in an ACC or NCAA tournament city, or plan to travel for 

any of the games, bookmark htt~_~alumni.unc.eduimerchmadne~ for all fan-related 

information. 

TarNation 

Alumni Advisor 

Network 

Local Carolina 

Clubs 

On The Road During Tourney Time? 

No matter where you find yourself on game day, it’s likely that a local Carolina Club has 

found a place where Tar Heels can hang out and watch the game. 

Share Your Photos and Videos 

Want to show off your kids in their Carolina gear? Hosting Heels fans for tournament 

game-viewings? Following the teams to a tournament city? Capture the action and post 

your photos and videos to the GAA’s Facebook page. 

~alurnni.unc.edu/facebook 

For~er UNC Football Star Donates $:~00~000 to GAA Scholarship 

Julius Peppers ’02 made the gift to the Black Alumni Reunion’s Light on the Hill Society 

Scholarship, which supports black freshmen who exhibit academic excellence and the 

potential to contribute while at Carolina and after graduation. 

81og Follows Countdown to Graduation 

Join senior             , an editorial intern with as she 

scrambles to cram in all things Carolina before heading out into the real world. 

Tell Us About .,. Your Last Ser~ester at Carolina 

Were you stressed out about passing that last required class during your final senior 

semester? Or were you determined to celebrate beating Duke one more time and make the 

rounds to all your favorite hangouts? Share your stories on our Web site message board. 

~..;.l~L’a I u m n i .unc.edu           x?SID=6583 

Tools for the Ti~es: I~esources for and from Alumni 

We’ve all experienced moments when we’ve needed help or known of someone who could 

use it. Reach out to your Carolina family 

Career Teieclass: The Art of Interviewing 

Dial in March 16 and learn how to distinguish yourself from the competition, deal with 

anxiety and articulate your strengths. Teleclasses are an exclusive benefit for GAA 

members; advance registration is required. 



x?SZD=746 

The Council for the Advancement and Support of Education hailed the GAA for alumni 

relations programming and the Carolina Alumni Review. 

Ballots for electing new members to the GAA Board of Directors were mailed with copies of 

the 3anuary/February issue of the Carolina Alumni Review. GAA members are eligible and 

encouraged to vote in each race. Completed ballots must be received at the George Watts 

Hill Alumni Center by IVlarch 31. 

PRIVACY POLICY: The "Out of the Blue" subscriber list is not open to the public, ensuring that your privacy and e-mail address are protected. The GAA does not 
sell information about you, including your e-mail address, to anyone for any purpose. If you suspect that your information has been misused, please let us know 
by sending an e-mail to:                      . If you do not wish to receive future "Out of the Blue" newsletters, please send your request to alumni- 

n÷ws@u[~c,edu and include your full name, address and class year, or unsubscribe via this link: unsubscrib÷ her÷ 

UNC General Alumni Association 
George Watts Hill Alumni Center 
Stadium Drive 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athgo International <athgo_m@athgo.org> 

Saturday, March 7, 2009 11:34 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

The Climate Proj ect and Athgo International Join Forces 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

March 6, 2009 

The Climate Proj ect and Athgo International Join Forces 

Partnership aims to foster youth involvement in environmental sustainability movement. 

NASHVILLE, TN - The Climate Proj ect (TCP), the world’s leading grassroots climate change organization 
founded by former Vice President A1 Gore, today announced a partnership with Athgo International, a global 
non-profit which engages young people in social entrepreneurship to promote environmental sustainability. As 
part of the collaboration, TCP and Athgo will work on initiatives designed to mobilize global youth support to 
protect the environment and to develop solutions that promote a more efficient use of our natural resources. 

Athgo’s 6th annual Global Clean Technology Forum is currently underway on the University of California, Los 
Angeles campus. The event provides a platform for 200 selected young people from across the world to learn 
and advance their causes toward achieving environmental sustainability in the context of the UN Millennium 
Development Goal (MDG) 7. It also brings together influential government representatives, scientists, 
diplomats, experts and corporate executives into an arena with promising young people to showcase their 
successful sustainability practices and highlight innovations and new ground-breaking business models and 
financing methods that effectively address the development of renewable energy sources. A TCP representative 
will now be present for the duration of Athgo’ s Environment/Global Clean Technology Forums. 

"The Climate Proj ect provides the necessary information conduit for our young Social Entrepreneurs in their 
developing ventures that propose social, environmental, and economic impact. Receiving first rate information 
about climate realities from an organization started by the most recognized and trusted source in the industry, 
Mr. A1 Gore himself, a Nobel Peace Prize Laureate, bolsters the scaling process of these solutions," said Dr. 
Armen Orujyan, Chairman of Athgo International. 

Jenny Clad, Executive Director of The Climate Proj ect, added, "Future generations will be affected most by 
global warming and climate change and therefore it is vital for us to educate young people on these important 
issues. Our partnership with Athgo will help us to develop youth networks and to expand training opportunities 
for youth from developing countries to help raise awareness of clean technology solutions." 

TCP was started by Gore in 2006 as a modest effort to train a few individuals to deliver a slide show based on 
his Academy Award-winning documentary, An Inconvenient Truth. It has since grown a base of 2,600 
volunteer presenters who travel the country and the world talking to community groups about the hazards facing 
the planet and what can be done to prevent more damage. 

A long-term goal will be to integrate TCP’s presentation and expertise into Athgo’s second Innovation and 
Capacity Building Center (ICBC), which is currently under plans in Los Angeles and scheduled to be opened in 
2010. Athgo launched its first ICBC in Yerevan, Armenia in 2009 as a study center to support young people’s 
scholarly and professional activities. 

About The Climate Proj ect 



The Climate Proj ect (TCP) is a nonprofit organization based in Nashville, Tennessee, which began operations in 
June 2006 with the mission of increasing public awareness of the climate crisis at a grassroots level in the 
United States and abroad. It consists of a professional staff and diverse group of more than 2,600 volunteers 
throughout the world who have been trained by A1 Gore himself to present a version of the slide show featured 
in the Academy Award-winning film An Inconvenient Truth. In 2009, TCP expanded its mission with a new 
commitment to advocacy and activism to combat the climate crisis. 
For more information about The Climate Project, please visit ~:i/v,~7.thedimate          or call 

About Athgo International 

Athgo International is incorporated in Los Angeles as a 501 (c) 3 nonprofit NGO with consultative status with 
the UN Economic and Social Council and UN Department of Public Information. Athgo engages young people 
in social entrepreneurship to promote environmental sustainability and economic development. For additional 
information visit www athgooorg; 

Media Contacts: 

Carrie Criado 
Communications Manager 
The Climate Proj ect 
2100 West End Avenue, Suite 620 
Nashville, TN 37203 

~ :iiwww,theclimat 
carrie, criadc~!theclimate 

Aniela Kuzon 
Athgo International 

13636 Ventura Boulevard, Suite 222 
Los Angeles, CA 91423 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Leon Hamlett <lhamlett@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 9, 2009 10:44 AM 

SIS-chat <sis-chat@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sis-chat] [Fwd: [webfocus] WebFOCUS Reporting is Experiencing Logon Problem] 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: [webfocus] WebFOCUS Reporting is Experiencing Logon Problem 

Date:Mon, 09 Mar 2009 10:36:10 -0400 
From:Michael Young ~-%~ichae~ voung~nc.edu~ 

Reply-To: WebFocus News and Updates <webfocus(~l~stse~aAunc.edt~> 
Organization: ITS 

To: WebFocus News and Updates <webf~cus@~listse~4.t~c.ed~p 

WebFOCUS reporting is experiencing Oracle connection issues. This 

impacts our ONYEN authentication logon. ITS Data Management is 

currently working this issue. 

Enterprise Reporting 

Information Technology Services 

University of North Carolina    Chapel Hill 

Phone: (919) 445 9369 

You are currently subscribed to webfocus as : ihamiei~t@emaJ i . ~ln=~ eiu. 

To unsubscribe click here: httD~//iists.un~ .eiuiu?id 6U,~938’ ]b5ei93,~3ffc69697c~9,~,~80bc6491a/&n= T&i: webfocus&o :2~2072~6 or send a blank email to leave 

Leon M. Hamlett, Applications Analyst 

Office of the University Registrar 

CB# 2100, Suite 3110 SASB North 

UNC    Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 2100 

TEL # 919.962.0976 

FAX # 919.962.6661 

<ul> 

<li> --You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
sis-chat as: <a hre~"mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe<br> 
send a blank email to <a hre~’’mai~t~:~eave-242~73~-5944746.f7e~6d6f3923fed6~48226a~5d5b4~6@~istserv.unc.edu’’>~eave-242~73~- 
5944746.f7e 16d6f3923fed6048226a005d5b416~listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Leon Hamlett <lhamlett@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 9, 2009 11:33 AM 

SIS-chat <sis-chat@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sis-chat] [Fwd: [webfocus] WebFOCUS Reporting Logon - Working] 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: [webfocus] WebFOCUS Reporting Logon - Working 

Date: Mon, 09 Mar 2009 11:28:53 -0400 
From:Michael Young ~-%richael voung~ur~c.edu~ 

Reply-To: WebFocus News and Updates <webfocus(~listseraAunc,edt~> 
Organization: ITS 

To: WebFocus News and Updates <webfocus(@istsep4~tmc~ed~p 

The Oracle connectivity issues has been corrected. WebFOCUS reporting is 

operational. 

Michael Young 

Enterprise Reporting 

Information Technology Services 

University of North Carolina    Chapel Hill 

Phone: (919) 445 9369 

You are currently subscribed to webfocus as : ihamiei;t@emaJ i . ~ln:~ eiu. 

To unsubscribe click here: httD://iists.un~ .eiuiuPid 6U/938’ ib5ei93/3ffc69697c~9//80bc6491a/&n: T&i: webfocus&o :2~2076i8 or send a blank email to leave 

Leon M. Hamlett, Applications Analyst 

Office of the University Registrar 

CB# 2100, Suite 3110 SASB North 

UNC    Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 2100 

TEL # 919.962.0976 

FAX # 919.962.6661 

<ul> 

<li> --You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
sis-chat as: <a hre~"mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe<br> 
send a blank email to <a hre~’’mai~t~:~eave-242~764~-5944746.f7e~6d6f3923fed6~48226a~5d5b4~6@~istserv.unc.edu’’>~eave-242~764~- 
5944746.f7e 16d6f3923fed6048226a005d5b416~listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Roberta Ann Dunbar <radunbar@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 10, 2009 8:49 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Revised Take Home AFRI 262 

MEX No 2 Take-Home Question and Clarification 20090303.doc 

Hi Travis, 
I’ve attached the exam question. 
Ann 

Roberta Ann Dunbar 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
CB#3395, 109 Battle Hall 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
Tel. 919.966.2942 
FAX 919.962.2694 



AFRI 262 Spring 2009 

Exam No. 2 

March 5. 2009 

Take-Home Question 

General Directions: The exam will be written in Blue Books in the exam hour on Thursday, March 5th. 
You may bring an outline on a 4x6 card, and the copies of the novels if you wish. Your essay will be 
stronger if you refer to the content of specific events or passages in the novels for examples to the main 
points of your essay. 

This question asks you to explore the meaning of education in the broader context of 
society in some of the books we have read. How was education presented by the 
authors of God’s Bits of Wood, Nervous Conditions, and Notes from the Hyena’s Belly? 

¯ Which characters were most involved with education and how did it transform 
them? 

¯ Was their experience positive or negative? 
¯ How do you think their experience as described conveys ideas about the major 

message(s) each author was striving to present? 

March 3, 2009 
Clarification on this Question 

Many of you raised questions with me after class today about the length of the question for the mid-term 
and through discussion, I believe we reached some clarification that I want to extend to everyone. 

The authors of these three works are writing in the late 20th century, they are writing in a particular late- or 
post-colonial (or in the case of Mezlekia, a post-imperial) context. What I am most interested in is the 
authors’ positions about education. What do they see as the positive and/or negative aspects of it? And 
why? What similarities exist between the authors in these views? What differences? 

Through selected examples show how each one uses the narrative (as seen in the characters, the 
community, or the story line) to create a message about education that you think they want to achieve? 
You may be selective in what you choose to illustrate your answers within each work, but just be sure to 
take into account all three books. 

While I have my own views about the authors’ positions, there are no rigidly correct answers. What makes 
the difference in a successful vs a less successful essay is the clarity and balance of your position, and 
how well you martial the evidence from the work to achieve it. 

NB: The question could be the subject of a term paper, but you have here only 75 minutes. You should 
plan out the essay with its examples to make it doable in that time frame. 

MEX No 2 Take-Home Question and Clarification 20090303 



Okulaja’s Story, Part I 

By [¢ 8.~ ,’..I 

Inside Carolina 

Posted Mar 10, 2009 

Inside Carolina recently 

talk with former Tar Heel Ademola 

Okulaja. In the first of our three-part 

interview, "The Warrior" discusses his 

pro career. He also touches on his 

continuing connections with some of hi., 

UNC teammates and the lengths he’s 

gone to in o~der to watch a UNC/Duke 

game. 

Okufaja played at UNC from !99o-99, which included two Final Four trips. He 

earned First-Team AII-ACC honors in 1999 and sits in the UNC record books at 

No. !0 in career rebounds and No. 9 in career steals 

First of all, tell us a little bit about your pro career after leaving Carolina. Your 

stint in the NBA, heading overseas, etc.. Fill in the details for us... 

Yeah, well, I graduated in 1999 and I didn[qt get drafted and so I went back for one 

year to Berlin, to my hometown, and played for that team. 

Subscribe today to the 

#~Sa~,~a~,~xine, our glossy 
monthly publication 
covering Tar Heel 
sports! 

Subscribe to our newsletter to have our newest articles 

emailed to you on a daily or weekly basis. 

After that, I went to the 76ors training camp and made the team and I was with the 

team until December when I called Coach [Dean] Smith and told him that it was iiiiiiiiiiiiii 

too hard for me to sit on the bench and not play and that I was too eager and full oiiiiiiii .... 

energy and drive and IEJm not the type of guy who can just sit on the bench and jui iiiiiiiiiiiiii : 

sit there for a year or two and not do anything. So I talked to Coach Smith and he iiiiiiiiiiiiii 

said that if I_m 100 percent sure then he will call Coach Brown - Larry Brown - aniiiiiiii 

he will ask them to release me. I said Zyeah[3 and we had a conference call and 

left for Spain. 

It was bittersweet. It was bitter because I left the league, but at the same time it 

was great because I played in Spain in the First Division and had a great, great 

season Then, to make it short, I played in Spain for the next seven years, with 

different clubs, with FC Barcelona, with Malaga, Valencia - so, all of the top teams 

in Spain. Then I went and played in Russia for two years and then I came back to 

Javascript m£~st be 
enabled to view this 
page, 



Germany and my last season was the first year back in Germany for me playing. 

Is it different for someone from 

Europe, that dream of making the 

NBA, because it seems like you 

never looked back though you clearly 

could have made it, while the guys 

from America keep coming back and 

trying to get in the league? 

I dontqt know I think it is definitely the 

same Of course, for Americans there 

is also the fundamental thing of 

playing at home, playing in your own 

country Not only playing in the best 

league in the world, of course, but 

playing at home, playing in your 

culture, playing where everyone 

speaks English, where everything is.. 

well, America. It is easier. 

Nevertheless, for Europeans, well, for 

me itwas a huge challenge, and also 

a huge desire. Of course it was also an honor to make the team. 

What I forgot to tell you was that after my year in Spain, I went to training camp wit~ 

Sail Antonio and it became bittersweet because I signed with Barcelona in the iiiiiiiiii 

summer, which is one of the best teams in Europe, and exactly a month later I goi iiiiiiiiiiiiii 

an offer from the San Antonio Spurs for a two-year deal. Barcelona didn[Jt release iiiiiii 

me, though, so I couldnEJt sign. 

Of course, this hurts. It hurts because it was a guaranteed two-year deal playing 

with the San Antonio Spurs, playing with Tim Duncan and all of these great player 

that were on the team at that time and I could not sign. But, at the same time, it 

wasntqt like I was playing for the Third Division. I was playing with the best 

European team in one of the best European leagues, so that helped me out in 

looking at the situation. 

Does that make it any easier in your mind knowing that NBA teams did want yo 

and you were thus an NBA-caliber player? 

At times I donDt look at it as much because there are a lot of [Jifs[J and I was 

never a guy who goes Dwhat if. [] For example, if I would have stayed with 

Philadelphia for two more weeks they had the huge trade where they got 

[Dikembe] Mutumbo; well, maybe I would have been in that trade to Atlanta. Then 

two years later the GM from Atlanta at the time came up to me at the airport and 

said, []Ademola, we always wanted you.D 

There are all these []ifs[] and I don[]t do it because then I would just be 

reminiscing all the time. All in all though, I think I had a great professional career. 

always played in the highest leagues in Europe and I always played with the top 

teams in Spain. So, looking back, I think it was a good career. 

Of course, sometimes youOre Uok, NBA’" and my belief, and I[Jm not being 

arrogant here, but I think I definitely could have played in the NBA and for a lot of 

players it[]s being on the right team and the right spot. Now, when I watch the NB! 

I see some guys there where I am just like, []Hold up, I would destroy him.[] 

In your heart you know you are an NBA caliber player" 

Yeah, of course, I[]11 always believe that. 

For the Carolina fans who haven"t been able to follow your pro career as 

closely as theyDd like, tell them first how your game has evolved and then 

your life has evolved since your college days. 

My game changed a whole lot in that at Carolina I w’as a stopper. I had a lot of 

pride in my defense and that was always first. That didnUt totally change, 

case a little bit, but when I came to Europe, especially after I left Philadelphia, rny iiiiiiiiiiiiii 

scoring went up dramatically. When I came back to Spain my first year, I averaged iiiiiiiiiiiiii 

20 and 8, so you knowthose are some good numbers I believe for Spain or 

anywhere. 

So you were then an offensive go-to guy. 

Exactly. Most of the teams that l played on, I was always the No 1 or 2 scoring 

option, where at Carolina I was always sometimes three, four or five. I never regre 

that. 

I wasn"t looking for that, but when I came to Spain I talked to my first coach and it 

was funny because all season we barely talked and the first discussion we had 

the only thing he told me was, []Ademola, I[]ve been watching you through your 

Get free email alerts with news about your favorite topics. 
Click link to add to My HotList. 

[View.,,,,~ ~ot/..i~t] 
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whole college [career] Go out there and play 

Just go out there and play. That was all he said and that is what any player likes 

hear From then on, I EJve almost always averaged around a double-double It wasiiiiiii 

just great. Of course, I also still played defense A lot of times I played against the 

better player of the opponent[]s team. But, at times the coach wanted me to save 

my energy more for the offensive side of the court It changed quite a bit. 

Playing for the German National team - what did that mean to you? 

Of course, ih-s an honor always to represent your country. But not only that, just to 

be considered in the top 12 players in all of your country that you are coming from iiiiiiiiii 

Germany is not known for its 

basketball, more its tennis and 

soccer. Still, just knowing that you are 

one of the top 12 players in your 

country and then also not only being 

on the team, but being one of the 

leaders and also a top scorer and 

rebounder over so many years also is 

a great honor. 

Do you still follow UNC hoops at all? 

As much as I can. Unfortunately, and 

I[~m quite mad, in Europe they barely 

show any college games. And if they 

show them they are at 2 or 4 a.m. and 

usually I have practice the next 

morning and I try to save some energy 

for the kids. My brother, one time, there 

was a Carolina/Duke game, I think 

last year, he w’as w’atching it on TV 

and he put it on a webcam and I watched it on my computer through Skype over 

here in Germany The picture wasnEJt the greatest, but my brother helped me out 

with the commentators and I watched the game It was real good. 

That is dedication. 

Unfortunately, it is seldom that I can do it, but I wish I could follow it more. Ium 

definitely not as close as Shammond Williams, who watches or sees every game 

you played with or the people that you were around at Carolina? 

A whole lot with Shammond because he is over here in Spain and then with iiiiiiiiiil; 

Makhtar N[~Diaye occasionally and also with Vince [Carter] and Antawn [Jamison] iiiiiiiiiiiiii 

but again their schedule is different than ShammondL~s or MakDs because they 

are superstars and I understand that 

They have a totally different schedule so we speak as often as we can. Sometime 

it is only once or twice a year, but for example, Antawn had his preseason games 

over here in Berlin so I drove to Berlin and watched him. We hung out for a day or 

two; I watched the game. He then flew back to the States, I drove home. It was 

great to see him. His family was there, my morn was there and everybody knows 

each other so we had a blast. 

When was the last time you were back in Chapel Hill? Was itiust after 

Right after college I went there every year, but then it got less and less because ol 

my pro career. Because we played in the finals and semifinals, which in Europe 

were pretty late, and then after that the National Team started and we only had a 

couple of days off. I think it was two years ago. Maybe two or three years ago, 

because last summer I couldnL~t because my wife was pregnant. In fact, the last 

two summers I couldnDt because my wife was pregnant and I couldn[qt go. So I 

think it was three years ago. 

Tell us a little bit about your family: about your wife, about your kids and where 

you guys live? 

I have a lovely wife, Michaela-Oretha and two young sons. Adeisaiya is 20 months iiiiiiiiill .... 

and Adenoah is six months. They are 14 months apart and right now it is the best iiiiiiiiill 

thing ever because I play in Bamberg in the south of Germany so I live here in iiiiiiiiii 

Bamberg, but, of course I art] a Berliner so whenever I have the chance I go home iiiiiiiiii 

to Berlin. And whenever I am finished with basketball I am straight back to Berlin. 

Is that where your house is and the rest of your life so to speak? 

Yeah, that is where I grew up. That is where all of my friends are. My mom is there 

so, yeah, everything is there. 



Tomorrow, in Part If, Okufaja discusses the serious health concerns that have put 

temporary halt to his hoops career. 

Free Hoops Bracket Game Car Care Bowl Hotels 

Enter Free Mens and Wingate by Wyndham 

Womens Game $89.00 with 

Easy To Enter Brackets Breakfast Package. UNC 

Contest. WVU 

Sponsored Links 

Get the inside Carolina Magazine! 

The glossy, monthly 
magazine includes 
top-notch features, 

analysis and 
fantastic photos. 

Api 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton <shutton@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, March 13, 2009 11:41 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@listserv.unc.edu> 
[seanc] Legislative Update: State Health Plan Benefits Under Attack - Senate Seeks to 
Increase Employees’ Expenses (fwd) 

Forwarded Message 
Date: Friday, March 13, 2009 11:32 AM -0400 
From: Legislative Affairs Department <sbeasley@seanc.org> 
To: shutton@email.unc.edu 
Subject: Legislative Update: State Health Plan Benefits Under Attack - 
Senate Seeks to Increase Employees’ Expenses 

State Health Plan Benefits Under Attack - 
Senate Seeks to Increase Employees’ Expenses 
printer-friendly version 
<h~Jtp:/iwww.seanc.orgidocs!~eg~pda~ei508796el -gegd-42b5ob4be-6db5a83cOgfc:~>df> 

This week, your State Health Plan benefits faced 
significant cuts as Sen. Tony Rand (D-Cumberland) and State Health Plan 
Administrator Jack Walker fast-tracked Senate Bill 287 to cover plan 
deficits for this fiscal year. However, the cost-shifting to employees for 
2010 and 2011 in the bill must be stopped. 

Now is the time to contact your lawmakers and tell them to vote "NO" to 
SB 287. SB 287 is scheduled to be heard on Monday evening, March 16. It 
is imperative that your legislators hear from you today ! Please make a 
call, send an e-mail or come to session on Monday night if possible. 

SB 287, sponsored by Rand, drastically cuts benefits and increases 
out-of-pocket costs, including: 

¯ Doubling the annual deductible for employees on the standard plan 
(8o/2o) 

¯ Eliminating the 90/10 PPO, routine eye exams and exams for hearing 
aid prescriptions, fittings and the device 

¯ Moving smokers to the 70/30 PPO effective July 1, 2010 
¯ Moving overweight participants with a Body Mass Index higher than 40 

to the 70/30 option effective July 1,2011 

To protest the passage of SB 287, SEANC members packed the room at the 
Senate Select Committee on Employee Hospital and Medical Benefits on 
Tuesday. The committee is chaired by Rand, so it was no surprise that the 
committee passed the bill. On Wednesday, SB 287 was heard in the Senate 
Appropriations Committee. Sen. Doug Berger (D-Franklin) introduced an 
amendment to allow a more open bidding process when contracts are 
negotiated between the state and BCBS, which administers the plan. 

Recent media reports show that BCBS, a non-profit, made a profit of $186 
million last year, sending up a red flag to SEANC and several other groups. 
The chief executive of BCBS made almost $4 million in 2008, equaling a 23 
percent raise. The State Health Plan’s no-bid contracts with BCBS are 
private, due to a now-repealed law. SEANC and taxpayers have no access to 
these contracts to see if any cost-savings measures can be found, instead 
of going to employees to fund the deficit. Though Berger’s amendment 
failed to pass the Senate Appropriations Committee, SEANC will continue to 
seek access to these contracts. 

Again, do not hesitate to contact your lawmakers and tell them to vote 
"NO" to SB 287. Call, e-mail or come to session on Monday night, March 
16. Call the SEANC Central Office for more information at 1-800-222-2758 



or look up your legislators’ information at www.seanc.org. 

SEANC Central Office 

PO Drawer 27727 
Raleigh, NC 27611 
919-833-6436 

800-222-2758 

This message was sent from Legislative Affairs Department to 

shutton@email.unc.edu. It was sent from: SEANC, 1621 Midtown Place, 
Raleigh, NC 27609. You can modify/update your subscription via the link 

below. 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 

Live in North Carolina? Please go to 

and sign on to the letter supporting 

collective bargaining for public employees. 

Then add this message to your email signature 

file and help spread the word. Thanks! 

Steve Hutton 
Applications Analyst 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8050 

work: 919-966-6651 
fax : 919-966-6650 
home: 

Employee Relations Chair 
SEANC District 25 News Service 
SEIU Local 2008 
<~ttp:/isear~c25 ~or£> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: stgore@email.unc.edu.. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-24233318-9229013.ec855a7c14a386ea9c950033dla18b69@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Patrick Mortell <mortell@email.unc.edu> 
Saturday, March 14, 2009 1:18 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Re: router 

No, only computers infected with a virus have that risk. Router 
password helps with other risks. 

Patrick Mortell 
via iPhone 

On Mar 13, 2009, at 10:10 PM, Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

hey Patrick, 

I got the wireless router so I am going to hook it up but i had a 
question that I hope you can answer. If you recall my desktop at 
home caught a virus and was compromised at one point and a lot of 
sensitive information was stolen to access my bank and credit card 
accounts. Ok so here is my question.. If I hook up the wireless 
router to my computer will those same people be able to gain access 
to all my passwords when I use my laptob? Do you understand? 
Please explain and elaborate on your answer. Hope to hear from u 
tomorrow. 

Thanks, 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mortell@email.unc.edu 
Saturday, March 14, 2009 1:22 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Re: router 

I won’t be back to work until March 17. Computing requests can be made at ~://oasisxmc.edt~iremed~7 or to 919-962-help (4357.) 

-- mail sent through the autoresponder for email.unc.edu -- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton <shutton@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 17, 2009 10:51 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@listserv.unc.edu> 

[seanc] T. news (fwd) 

Forwarded Message 

Contents: 

1. Message from Mike Hawkins Re: State Health Plan 
2. News 
3. 2nd Community Meeting on Development (Thursday) 

> To all: 

> The NC Senate agreed with Senator Rand to postpone consideration of 
> this bill last night so nothing happened. It was stated by the 
> senator that the bill would be considered tonight. However, in 
> discussion with other SEANC members after this last night, it was 
> mentioned that this timing might get changed again to some time this 
> afternoon. It is difficult to determine what the exact intent here 
> is. Governor Perdue will come out with her budget today so there 
> will likely be a lot of interest on the part of legislators in looking 
> at that budget. It is galling that this manipulation of the 
> consideration of $287 will be likely be brought up at the last minute 
> and folded into other budget discussions. 
> 
> If you are confused so are most of us who were there last night. 
> 
> I have a SEANC lobbyist who is supposed to contact a number of us to 
> determine when the bill will actually be on the floor. I would say we 
> had at least 80 state employees in the NC Senate gallery last night 
> so it would be good to try to make that happen again. However, it is 
> clear I can not tell you exactly when that will be because of this 
> manipulation of this process that is going on. Smoke and mirrors seem 
> to be the order of the day. 
> 

> As soon as we hear something you will know. 
> 
> Mike Hawkins 
> Forum Legislative Action Chair, SEANC Member 

Senate delays vote on health plan 
<~p:i/www~newsobse~er~comipoliticsisto~a~’/1445374html> 

Education gains in budget 
<~ ://www.r~.ewsobse~er~com/politics/s~or,~/1445949~ih.tml> 

Suicide attempt imperils Butner funding 
<!~tp :iix~, ww.newsobserver.com/277 l/stor~r/14458982~tm1> 

NC officials say state is owed more than $500M 

<~!t? ://~,’ ww newsobser~/er.comi ~ 565isto~3 / 1446 ! 5?.htm!> 



[editorial] 
Good riddance to Russell: Not renewing contract with apparel licensee a 
step toward worker rights 
<.ht~.:i/~ww.dail~tarI~eel.com/o~!~ood riddance to r~ssell r~ot re~ewinft con~,:ract with ~arel licer~see a step_ ~o~rd worker ~l~s~ 
1~1617217> 

Carrboro Commons plans unveiled 
<~ :,¢t~.erald s-urn_ soutl:~err~b.eadli~;e s ~ corn/orange/10.- 1 ! 23172~cf?r~> 
<~ :ih~w~,.dailvtart~eel.comin~,sici~:~,idevelopment ~ot~id offer ho~sfl~g, fbr 1~cc~1~%252C staff- !. 16 !7336> 

Residents air concerns over site selection 
The possibility of a waste transfer station in rural Orange County has some 
residents concerned about how County Commissioners chose its future site. 

<tft’cc~:i/l~eraldsun.so t~thernt~eadlines.com/oran~ei10- ! 123176. 

Fire Sale of Bank Assets Would Hurt Taxpayers; It’s Time for an Economy 
That Works for Everyone 
<htt~://w ww s eic~. or gi2009/03/fire ~ s a l e~ o t~ ba~A-as s ets~ w o c~!&l-~ c~rt~ax~, e rs~ its ~time~ tbr~. an~ e conom,t’ ~tt~a~>works~/br~.eve > 

State Colleges Also Face Cuts in Ambitions 
<i~[tu:i,5~,,ww.nv~times.comi2009/O3/17A~si17~niversit~,.t~tml? r=l&emc=e~:a 1> 

S.O.S!! 
Sustaining OurSelves! 

S.O.S. Part 2: Community Meeting on Development 
Thursday, March 19 at 7:00 pm 
St. Joseph CME Church 
510 W. Rosemary 
Chapel Hill, NC 

Join us for the second in a series of community meetings on development and 
gentrification in Chapel Hill/Carrboro, and in particular the Northside and 
Pine Knolls communities. 

Sponsored by St. Joseph C.M.E., Grace Church, Chapel Hill/Carrboro NAACP, 
EmPOWERment Inc., United with the Nort~side Community Now (UNC-NOW) 

Live in North Carolina? Please go to 
<~c~o~e.org> 

and sign on to the letter supporting 
collective bargaining for public employees. 
Then add this message to your email signature 
file and help spread the word. Thanks! 

Steve Hutton 
Applications Analyst 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8050 

work: 919-966-6651 
fax : 919-966-6650 
home: 

Employee Relations Chair 
SEANC District 25 News Service 
SEIU Local 2008 



You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: stgore@emai|.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank emai| to |eave-242fi77fiS-9229013.ecSfifia7cl 4a386eagcgfiOO33dla18669@|istserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

hildebra@email.unc.edu 

Wednesday, March 18, 2009 10:52 AM 

Samuel T. Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Room 

Travis, would you be kind enough to see if you can locate a classroom 
that is available on Wednesdays from 11 until 12:30. It want to be able 
to show videos to three students who are taking 522 as an independent 
study with me. I will need the room every Wednesday until the end of 
the semester. Thanks much, Reg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nidhi C. Cash       @chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Wednesday, March 18, 2009 11:27 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: ESL 

Don’t worry about it Travis. Hope everything is Ok. 

Thanks for letting me know. 

Nidhi 

Travis Gore <~ore@emaiLuncoedu> writes: 
Hi Ms. Cash, 

I dont think I will be able to make it today. I am real sorry about 
that, I hope its ok. I just wanted to let you know. Sorry for the 
short notice. I will be back next week! 

Thanks, 

Travis 

Nidhi C. Cash wrote: 

Nidhi Cash 
ESL 
Rashkis Elementary 
Ph. 918-2160 (*22463) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gary Lloyd <gary_lloyd@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 18, 2009 1:24 PM 

SIS-chat <sis-chat@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sis-chat] [Fwd: Mainframe this weekend] 

Please see t~e message below about some system upgrade testing being 
done t~is Saturday, and possibly on Sunday. Please be aware that SIS 
mad Faculty/Staff Central may be down or unstable during this testing. 

Thaxtks, 
Gary 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    Mainframe t~is weekend 
Date: Wed, 18 Mar 2009 11:49:39 -0400 
From: Joe Bray <Joe_Bray@unc.edu> 
Organization: University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
To: Gary Lloyd <gary_lloyd@unc.edu> 
CC: Ed Seifts <ed_seifts@unc.edu>, Bonnie Smyre <bonnie_smyre@unc.edu> 

Hi Gary, 
This weekend the systems group will be working on an upgrade for the 

operating system t~at runs on the mainframe. Between the hours of 8axn 
to 6pm on Saturday and possibly on Sunday (if needed), the mainframe 
will be unstable. At times, it will be unavailable, and, when it is 
available, it may be unpredictable. After the install is complete and 
some ITS testing has occurred the mainframe will be returned to the old 
operating system until t~e official upgrade in April. 

Would you please inform the sis-chat group that t~is is not a good 
weekend to do work in SIS or in Faculty/Staff Central? While t~ings may 
work fine, t~e system will be unstable. 

Thanks! 
Joe 

Joe Bray 
Leader: Student Information Group 
Information Technology Services 
University of North Carolina 
440 W. Franklin St., Room 2203 
CB #1150 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599-1140 
Phone: 
Fax: (919) 445-9490 

Gary Lloyd 
Associate University Registrar and IT Manager 
Office oft~e University Registxar 
CB# 2100, 3112 SASB North 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Telephone: (919)962-5162 
FAX: (919)962-0504 
E-mail: gary_lloyd@unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to sis-chat as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
send a blank email to leave-24268854-5944746.f7e16d6f3923fed6048226a005d5b416@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

;@hotmail.com> 

Wednesday, March 18, 2009 2:38 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

FW: Get Ready for NCAA March Madness on Demand 

Date: Fri, 13 Mar 2009 09:28:14 -0700 
From: newsletters@CBSSports.online.com 
To:          @hotmail.com 
Subject: Get Ready for NCAA March Madness on Demand 

NC#H@ March Madness@ on Demand 

THE NCAA CHAMPiONSHiP 

WATCH L~VE GA~SES o ONLINE o 100% FREE 
ACTION BEGINS SUNDAY, #~ARCN 15, 2009 

PRESE~,~TED BY: 

Watch every game from the first round to the final moment of The Enjoy an enhanced experience of 
NCAA@ Division t Men’s Basketball Championship live, online, for NCAA March Madness on Demand 
free with NC~H March Madness on Demand. Check out more by using our new High Quality (HQ) 

ways to enjoy The Championship below, player. 

NCAA March Madness on Demand>> Learn More >> 

Keep Your Status Up=to-date Watch This Sunday! Sign Up Now College BK Widgets 



Tell your friends you’re 
watching games online 

Boast your team spirit 

Update your status directly 
from the video player 

Now Live~ 

Watch The Selection 
ShowTM Live Online with 
NCAA March Madness on 
Demand 

Matchups breakdown 

Tune in 8:00PM EST 

Test your skills at being a 
member of the Selection 
Committee 

Compete against your 
friends across the nation 

Free to play 

Make Your Picks Here~ 

Take your widgets 
anywhere online 

Get updates on scores, 

~eam info, game times, and 

more 

Choose from 6 widgets 

Get Widqets Nov~ 

CBS Interactive Inc. 2200 V~Jest Cypress Creek Road, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309 

Facebook is a trademark of Facebook, Inc. 

NC~A, March Madness, Selection Sunday, NC$~A Sweet Sixteen, Elite Eight, and Final Four are all 
registered trademarks of the National Collegiate Athletic Association. 

Windows LiveTM Contacts: Organize your contact list. Check it out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@hotmail.com> 

Friday, March 20, 2009 9:11 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

FW: Watch The NCAA Championship Now 

Date" Thu, 19 Mar 2009 10:06:48 -0700 
From" newsletters@CBSSports.online.com 
To"          @hotmail.com 
Subject: Watch The NCAA Championship Now 

NCAAd~ March Madnessd~ on Demand 

THE NCAA CHAmPiONSHiP 

WATCH L~VE GAMES o ONLINE o 100% FREE 
ACTION BEGINS TODAY AT 12:20 PM ET 

PRESENTED BY: 

at&t ~rO 

Watch all 16 NCAA~ March Madness~ Games Live Online For Free Today 

Watch every game from the first round to the final moment of The NC~Ad~ Division I Men’s Basketball 

Championship live, ontine, for free with NCAA March Madness on Demand. Plus check out more great items 

below to keep you "on your game" the whole way to Detroit. Most importantly, don’t miss a second of today’s 

action: 

12:£0 PM (8) LSU vs. (9) Butler 

12:25 PM (2) Memphis vs. (15) CS Northridge 

12:30 PM (8) BYU vs. (9) Texas A&M 

02:30 PM (5) Purdue vs. (12) Northern 

02:50 PM (1) UNC vs. (16) Radford 

02:55 PM (7) California vs (I0) Maryland 

03:00 PM (1) UOONN vs. (16) Ohattanooga 

04:55 PM (4)Washington vs. (13) Miss. St. 

07:10 PM 

07:10 PM 

07:20 PM 

07:25 PM 

09:40 PM 

09:40 PM 

09:50 PM 

09:55 PM 

(7) Clemson vs. (10) Michigan 

(7) Texas vs. (10) Minnesota 

(3) Villanova vs. (14) American 

(4) Gonzaga vs. (13)Akron 

(2) Oklahoma vs. (15) Morgan St. 

(2) Duke vs. (15) Binghamton 

(6) UCLA vs. (11)VOU 

(5) illinois vs. (12) Western 

times are Eastern and subject to change 

Watch ever~ive, onl_ine for free here>> 

Keep Your Status Up-to-date Watch On Your iPhone! Watch Highlights On Demand College BK Widgets 



Tell your friends you’re 
watching games online 

Boast your team spirit 

Update your status directly 
from the video player 

Launch Player Here,> 

Watch games live on your 
iPhone with the NCAA 
March Madness on 
Demand app 

Full viewable brackets 

Includes highlights 

Watch the g reatest 
moments in NCAA March 
Madness history 

Buzzer beaters, upsets and 

Take your widgets 
anywhere online 

Get updates on teams, 

Choose from 8 different 

Online, on demand widgets 

~ Watch Now)> 

CBS Interactive Inc, 2200 West Cypress Creek Road, Fo~ Lauderdale, FL 33309 

NC~A, March Madness, Selection Sunday, NC~A Sweet Sixteen, Elite Eight and Final Four are all 
registered trademarks of the National Collegiate Athletic Association. 
Facebook is a trademark of Facebook, Inc. 

Internet Explorer 8 - Now Available. Faster, safer, easier. Download FREE now! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gretchen L. Van Vliet <Gretchen_VanVliet@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 23, 2009 8:45 AM 

Gretchen L. Van Vliet <Gretchen_VanVliet@unc.edu> 
TODAY at 12:30pro: Lost Boys Rebuilding Southern Sudan 

Lost Boys Rebuilding Southern Sudan 
12:30pm, Blue Cross Blue Shield Auditorium 
UNC Gilling School of Global Public Health 
Dkections 

UNC welcomes the Lost Boys Rebuilding Southern Sudan, an organization dedicated to restoring an area 
ravaged by two decades of civil war. The Lost Boys of Sudan include more than 20,000 people who were 
displaced as children during a civil war that lasted in their country from 1983-2005. 

The presentation at UNC will include a video, a panel discussion featuring a group of Lost Boys, and a question 
and answer session. They will also discuss their current efforts to raise money to build secondary schools in 
Sudan. Visit their web site: ht~tp:/iwww.rebuildingsou~hernsudam o~g for more information on the group. 

Co-sponsored by the Smder~t Gi{obal Health Corr~mittee, Office of Gi{obal Heak~, Ir~stkute for Global Health and 
Infectious Disease~, and the UNC Graduate and Professional Student Federation. 

Gretchen L. Van Vliet, MPH 
Director, Office of Global Health 
Adjunct Assistant Professor, Public Health 
Gillings School of Global Public Health 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel 
CB#7400, 124 Rosenau Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7400 

Tel: 919.843.7723 
Fax: 919.966.6380 
email: ~retcher~{ vanvliet@uncoedu 
URL:htt~:i/wwwosphouncoedu/qlobalhealthi 

Leadership Program 

Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 
Monday, March 23, 2009 4:51 PM 

travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

20090323165104125.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 03.23.2009 16:51:03 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



23 
Water Resources 

Water, a resource that is fundamental for any 

type of development, is very unevenly distrib- 

uted across the face of Africa. In vast areas with- 

in and adjacent to the Sahara and Kalahari, the 

scarcity of water is the defining constraint that 

severely limits opportunities for humans. Else- 

where, especially in equatorial regions, water is 
extremely abtmdant; on occasion, the abun- 

dance of water becomes a development con- 

srramc. How then do Africans evaluate and uti- 

lize this resource base? And what are the major 
challenges that confront Africa’s water users 

and development planners? 

The Resource Base 

This section describes Africa’s rivers, lakes, 

wetlands, and groundwater, which collectively 

comprise the freshwater resource base of the 

continent. The ~atural sources of freshwater 

that Africans use v~ry over space and during the 
year, both reflecting and aff~ing regional ecol- 

ogy and patterns of human utilization. 

Several of the world’s largest rivers are located 
in Africa (’Pab[e 23.1). Apart from this common 

characteristic, the rivers of Africa are extremely 
diverse. The Nile is the wortd’s longest river, 
but its discharge rate-is low. In contrast, the 
Congo is second only to the Amazon in its rate 
of discharge; 38% -of the total runoff from rke 
African continent is carried by the Congo. 

Variation in the hydrology of Africa’s rivers 
reflects the regional diversity of climates, as 
well as such factors as vegetarion cover, soils; 
and slope characteristics. The difference in di~ ili -:: 
charge cares of the Nile and Congo illustrates. 
these disparities. Whereas the Nile flows 
most of its length through arid 
the Congo basin has equatorial climates 

. 
rivers--for example, the Zambezi, Ora~ge,:i 
Niger--are noteworthy for major seasonal ! 
ations in their flow, Such variations 
of rivers that drain savanna regions, 
the seasonal nature of precipitation in 
wet-and-dry environments. 

Flooding is a typical feature of 
ments where precipitation is seasonal and; 
henW. Such flooding may be 
e~icial. The huge floods that affected 
bezi Valley in 2000, destroying 
displacing millions of people, were 
saster for Mozambique. In the 
river systems, especially where slope, 

" 



W~ter R~sources 

23.i. Largest Rivers in Africa South of the Sahara 

: .River 
km Rank~ gank~ 

.Nile 6,670 1 3,349 3 

" C6ngO 4,630 10 3,822 2 

¯ Niger 4,100 14 2,092 9 

Zarnbezi 2,650 33 t ,331 15 

ODangi 2,460 40 773 33 

Orang.____~_e 2,250 50 855 26 

rn2isee 

Discharge rate 

Rank~ 

aIL~k among world rivers. 

Dam so~ce: V. Showers. World Facts and Fi~r~, 3rd ed. ~lew York: Wiley, ~-989. 

2,830 
39,000 

5,700 
7,070 
7,500 

215 

NA 

2 

37 

29 
28 

NA 

339 

vegetation characteristics favor runoff instead of 
ir~ltration, heaw rains often lead ro flash 
flooding (see Figure 23.1, Tig~) and the erosion 
of soil from farmland. On the other hand, sa- 
vanna rivers with t0w-lying floodplains are 
like!y to be inundated annually. These ffoods 
l~ve tradiriona!ly brought many benefits, in- 
cluding silt to fertilize the soil, and water to 

grow flood-tolerant crops such as rice. The in- 
undation of floodplains also delays and spreads 
out flood peaks, in the process sparing places 
downstream from destructive floods (see Figure 
23.1, Gashua). 

Where there is a great seasonal variation in 
discharge, the utility of even the largest rivets 
for navigation and for hydroelectrical genera- 

25,000 

20,000 

= 15,000 

~ 10,000 
,,-,, 
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FIGURE 23.1. Flooding regimes in a dry savanna region. The hydrographs show runoff in 1970 along the 
Yobe River at Gashua and along its tributary, the Kano River, at Tiga. They illustrate two distinct flow re- 
gimes. A{ Tiga, an area with steep slopes and heavy soils,runoff fluctuates witdiy and flash floods are com- 
monplace after large rainstorms. At Gashua, 480 km downstream from Tiga, the floods arrive mouths later. 
The floodwaters increase and recede gradually, without the extremes found at Tiga. Dati source: G. Kerekes 
and B. Alma’ssy. Hydrological Yearbook. Kano, N~geria: Kano State Ministry of Works and Surveys, 1974. 
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tion may be limited. Sites with very high gen- 

erating potential during times of peak flow may 

produce Iittle or no power late in the dry ¯sea- 

son. Many rivers in southern Africa have steep 

gradients and deep gorges that would be ideal 

for dam construction, but also have insufficient 

or strictly seasonal runoff, 

Natural and l-luman-ConsCrucr, ed Lakes 

Africa’s lakes, like its major rivets, include 
some of the largest in the world (Table 23.2). 
Lake Tanganyika is the world’s second deepest 
and third largest lake by volume~ Like Lake 
Malawi, another very deep and large-volume 
lake, Lake Tanganyika owes its depth to its 
position within the rift valley. Lake Victoria is 
considerably larger in its surface area--it is 
ranked third in the world--but is relatively 
shallow, and its water volume is much less than 
those of either Lakes Tangawika or Malawi. 
Lake Chad is extremely shallow, and it contains 
littie more than 0.1% of the water volume of 
Lake Tanganyika. Lake Chad is seriously threat- 
ened by reduced inflow due to desiccation and 
irrigation projects; the lake has shrunk signifi- 
cantly since the 1960s. 

In addition to these world-ciass lakes, there 
are many other lakes of substantial size. Many 
of these lakes are located within the rift valtey 
system. The construction of several large dams 
starring in the 1930s has created a new class of 
large human-created lakes. Lakes Volta, Kariba, 
and Cabora Bassa are among the largest artifi- 
cial lakes in the world, but compared ro the 
largest of Africa’s natural lakes, they are rather 
small. 

Africa’s lakes provide many benefits for hu- 

mans. These include very substantial catches of 
fish, as wetl as water for urban, industrial, and 
agricultura! purposes. Kenya’s Lake Magadi is 
one of several dosed-basin, saline lakes in East 
Africa. The lake contains large deposits of so- 
dium carbonate that are mined commercially. 

Wetlands 

Although freshwater wetlands occupy just I% 
of Africa’s area, they are of great hydrological, 
eco|ogical, and economic significance (see 
Vignette 23.1 and Figure 23.2). These features 
are very diverse. Several distinct subtypes are 
commonly recognized as occurring in Africa: 
river floodplains, freshwater marshes, swamp 
forests, and peatlands. Estuaries and coastal 
lagoons are wetlands as well, but they contain a 
mixture of freshwater and saltwater. 

River floodplains bordering rivers with large 
seasonal variations in flow are typically flooded 
each year. Very large floodplaln wetlands adjoin 
the Senegal, Logone, Chari, Tuna, and other 
rivers in savanna regions, For example, the 
Logone and Churl Rivers that flow north into 
Lake Chad inundate 63,000 km~ of floodplain. 
The floodplains are typically a maze of inter- 
connected charmels, oxbow lakes, and shallow 
depressions, with scattered islands of higher 
ground that remain above the flood. Freshwater ::.... 
marshes or swamps occur adjacent to rivers and :. 

lakes, and typically contain dense growth of pa- 
pyrus and other aquatic species. The largest 
these features is the Sudd, a huge marshland 
cared along the White Nile in central Sudai!. [:.:i.::! 

Wetlands tend ro trap and slow the 
of inflowing water, and thus to reduce the mag~ 
nitude of floods downstream. Tl~e. slowing a~d"}::::::i 

TABLE 23.2. Largest Lakes in Africa South of the Sahara 

Area Max. depth Volume Human- Area 

Natural lakes (kin2) (m) (km~) constructed lakes (kin2) 

Victoria 66,400 92 2,656 Volta 8,480 

Tangawika 32,890 1,435 ~8,940 Kariba 5,250 
Malawi 30,800 706 7,000 Caboca Bassa 5,120 
Chad 18,000 12 27 

adorn height. 

Max, depth VoDmei::!i 
(mY 

70 148 

100 160 
100 

Data so~ce: J. Balek~ Hydrolog7 arm Water Resources in Tropical AfriCa. Amsterdam, 1983- (Cited in W. M. Adams, A. S. Goudie, 

11.. Orme, eds. Tt~ Physical G~ography qCA~ica., Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996, p. 123.) 
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VIGNETTE 23.1. The Okavango Delta. 

The Okavango Delta of northern Botswana is .truly an environmental jewel. This Massachu- 
setts-sized wetland is fed by the Okavango River, which has its source in the Bi~ Plateau of 

central Angola. After following the Angola-Namlbia border for some 400 km, the river turns 
soarhward into Botswana and enters a flat, arid plain. Here the river divides into a maze of 

meandering channels, choked with papyrus and other aquatic weeds and with deposited silt. 
In addition to the channel network, which changes constantly, there are large, shaIlow basins 
f~lled wlrh water and higher "islands" that remain maflooded. Virtually all of the water that 
flows into the delta is lost due to evaporation., transpiration, and infiltration. Three channels 
lead southward from the delta, bur only about 3% of the water that enters the delta flows our. 

However, this outflow is extremely important, because it keeps the delta from becoming sa- 
line. 

The delta goes through an annual cycle of expansion and contraction, reflecting the season- 
ality of the climate and the flow regime of the river system that feeds it. Rains swell the 
Okavango River’s Angolan tributaries during the wet season, but it takes several months for 

the water to reach the delta. Peak water levels that occur between March and July. The arriv~I 

of 11 billion m3 of floodwaters causes the delta to expand up to three times its dry seaso~ area, 
depending on the size of the floods in a particul~ year. 

The Okavango supports a rich diversi~" of wildlife that includes large crocodile, hippopota- 
mus, elephant, and Cape buffalo populations. It is an important dry season refuge for large 
herds of wildebeest, impala, and other herbivores. There are over 500 species of birds. The 
Moremi Game Reserve was established in the eastern delta to protect the biodiversity of the 

region. 
Until quite recently, the Okavango experienced relarively little human pressure; the small 

population of indigenous BaTawana lived by hunting and gathering. Tha~ situation has 
changed dramatically since the 1960s. With cattle ranching expanding northward, the Bot- 

swana govert~ment decided to construct barrier fences south and west of the delta to protec~ 
livestock from diseases carried by wildlife. Unfortunately, these fences disrupted annual mi- 

grations of wildlife, resulting in a massive death rare. Tourism has grown exponentially, and 
the regional town of Maun has expanded rapidly. There are major diamond mines at Orapa, 

southeast of the delta. 
Because water in [~orthern Botswana is such a precious and scaxce commodity, the delta is 

attracting much attention as a potential resource for development. Proposals have been devel- 
(com.) 

b 

FIGURE 23.2° Okavango Delta, Botswana. (a) Areal view of the Okavango Rivet meandering 
through the Moremi Game Reserve. (b) Reeds in rhe Okavango Delta. Photos: R. Maconaehie2 
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VIGNETTE 23.’1. 

oped that would see Okavango water used for irrigation projects, cattle ranching, and dia- 
mond mining, and for the needs of the town of Maun. The government of Botswana has con- 
sidered using dredges to create channels that would allow more of the water to p~ss through 
the &lta, where it would be used for irrigation and other pro-poses. Namlbla is proposing to 
construct a dam upstream on the Okavango to supply water to Windhoek. 

Environmentalists argue that these schemes to divert "just a bit" of the Okavango’s water 
for development projects would have a disastrous impact on the fragile ecosystem of the delta. 
Moreover, the precedent created by approving one project based on Okavango water would in- 

crease pressure to allow further water withdrawals and modifications to the natural system. 
Tourism as a mode of development may help to protect what has been called "Africa’s last 

Eden." Tourism is relatively s~stainable;’it does nor extract resources on nea,ly the same scale 

as irrigation, for example. For this comparatively lucrative industry to have a healthy future, 
however, the ecological integrity of the delta must be preserved. 

.spreading of the water allows increased infiltra- 
tion, thus helping to replenish groundwater 
supplies. Much of the "outPUt" of water from 
freshwater wetlands occurs through evaporation 
and transpiration. In the case of the Okavango, 
97% ofinflowing water "disappears" within its 
inland delta. 

Africa’s wetlands support diverse and rich 
flora and fauna. Species chat develop in rhes~ 
environments are adapted to living with flood- 
waters, whether year-round or seasonally. Sev- 
era_l wetlands located near the southern margin 
of the Sahara, including the Senegal Valley and 
the inland delta of the Niger River, provide 
critical staging grounds for species of birds that 
migrate seasonally betxveen Europe and tropical 
Africa. 

In recent decades, African wetlands, espe- 
cially those in areas with seasonal rainl’all, have 
been coveted as sites for modern irrigation de- 
velopment. As a result of irrigation develop- 
ment, the annual floods have been eliminated or 
modified, and large areas of wetland vegetation 
have been cleared. These developments have 
changed not only the ecology but also the. econ- 
omy of affected wetland areas. Large areas for- 
merly used as. dry season pasrureland by pasto- 
t~lisrs have been appropriated, and the diverse 
economies of nearby settled communities have 
been undermined. 

Africa’s groundwater resources are linked 
closely to bedrock geology. ~n general, where 
the bedrock consists of ancient basement complex 
rocks or volcanic deposits, the capacity to hold 
groui:dwarer is low, except where the bedrock is " 
overlain with a thick layer of weathered sedi- : 
ments. In contrast, large sedimentary basins, i. 
such as the Lake Chad basin, have a high stor- ’: 
age capacity. The largest reserves of grmmdwa-:,: 
ter are found beneath the Sahara Desert in sedi- 
mentary formariom. These are actually fossil .:{~.:. 
water deposits, formed thousands of years ago: 
when the regional climate was much moister:... 
than today. Libya is developing irrigati.08.z!i:,i 
schemes that wi!l rap into these sub-Saharan::::!]i 
aquifers; it is expected that the water will be.:?..",~ 
depleted quite rapidly. 

¯ . :, 

Paradigm Shift: From Living with and 
from Nature, to Harnessing Nature 

Water is life. This simple truism is the 
most im ortaur ke to understanding whe*~ii!~"~ p         y                    .,,: 
people live a=d do nor live iu Africa. 
earliest humans, rivers and lakes 
only drinking water, but also 
hunt for food, and perhaps corridors 
and communication with other groups. 



’~:[:~ii.. : As humans developed techniques of agricut- 

¯ :..: tt~re and domesticated animals as a source of 
:". ¯::.fOod, river valleys became even more important. 
’..:.i":Tl~eir relatively fertile soils and water helped to 

:":[i grow crops, and provided dry season pasture- 
: :: lands for pastordists. Riverine areas provided a 

":wealth of other valuable products--fish and 
i:. game for food, and ofi:en distinct species of trees 

for Construction materials, medicines, and other 
goods. These production systems were sustain- 
able, in that they generally did relatively little 

¯ to alter the environment. Even in densely popu- 
lated regions, such as. along the Nile, river- 
borne silt provided sufficient nutrients to sup- 
port dense populations. 

Under European colonialism, the relationship 
between people and freshwater resources began 
to shift. The first irrigation megaproject, the 
Gezira scheme, was developed in Sudan during 
the 1920s. The Gezira scheme was followed by 
the 50,000-ha Office du Niger irrigation project, 
developed during the 1930s to 1950s in present- 
day 1¢~1i. The Owens Falls Dam, constructed on 
the Nile near Lake Victoria during the 1950s, 
created the first large-scale hydroelectric project 
outside of South Africa. 

The period from the late 1950s to the mid- 
1970s has been calleel Africa’s era of the 
megadams. Several major dam Pr0Jects--the 
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Akosombo in Ghana, the Kariba on the Zam- 
bia-Zimbabwe border, the Kainji in Nigeria, 

the Inga in the present-day Democratic Repub-. 
lic of the Congo, and the Cabora Bassa in Mo- 
zambique-were c0mp[eted. Their electrical 
generating capacity was laxge, ranging from 
700 megawatts (MW) to 2,000 MW. Despite 
their very high costs, these dams were coveted 
as keystone development projects that were ex- 
pected to produce many positive spinoffs, in- 
cluding irrigated agriculture, flood control, fish 
production, navigation, and reduced depend- 
ence on imported hydrocarbon energy. 

Each of these dam megaprojects was under- 
taken in a unique political context, Akosombo, 
constructed in the early 1960s on the Volta 
River, was to be ~he cornerstone of Ghana’s 
drive for modernization and industrialization 
(Figure 23.3). A large aluminum, smelter was 
established, but otherwise there were few tangi- 
ble indnstriat spinoffs. Cabora Bassa on the 
Zambezi was constructed during the last years 
of Portuguese colonial rule. The mutual self-in- 
terest of South Africa and Portugal lay behind 
the project---electricity for South Africa, and 
assured South African support for Portuguese 
colonialism, Independent Mozambique contin- 
ued to sell Cabora Bassa power to South Africa, 
even in the midst of the protracted, bitter con- 

FIGURE 23.3. Akosombo Dam, Ghana. This dam, comtructed in the 1960s, was expected to become the 

COrnerstone of Ghana°s drive for modernization. The development that occurred fell far short of expectations. 

Photo: C1DA (B. Paton). 
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flirts between the two countries during the 

apartheid era, Which repeatedly disrupted 

power transmission. 
Anticipated benefits from these massive in- 

vestments generally failed tO materialize, and 

negative effects such as the loss of rich farmland 

and increased disease transmission were fre- 
quently reported. The repayment of dam-re- 

lured debt became a major financial drain in 

countries such as Ghana, and international 
hunting for construction of large dams became 

extremely scarce. No similarly huge projects 
have been completed in Africa since the J.970s. 

The end of the megadam era did not signal a 
slowing of interest in water projects. On the 

contrary, World Bank funding for irrigation 
schemes strengthened demand for the construc- 
tion of medium-sized barrages and reservoirs, 

especially in comparatively wealthy countries 
with semiarid and arid climates. Of the approx- 

imately 980 "large" dams in Africa south of the 

Sahara, according to the World Commission on 

Dams (see "Internet Sources"), 539 are in South 

Africa, 213 in Zimbabwe, and 45 in Nigeria. 

Fewer than 10 dams have been constructed in 

36 of the 46. countries of Africa south of the 8a* 

hara. 

Human F~ploitation 
of Water Resources 

Large-scale irrigation schemes have long been 

seen as a means of increasing the productivity of 

semiarid regions. Colonial initiatives such as 

the Gezira scheme in eastern Sudan were lauded 
as great achievements that sought to replicate 

the success of irrigation agriculture in many 

parts of the world. 
The Sahelian drought of 1970-1974 

creased interest in irrigation. Irrigation seemed 

to promise increased production--t-wo annual 
crops instead of one--and greater security from 

droughJ:. Various economic arguments were ad- 

vanced to justify investment in irrigation. Do- 

mestic food production, including wheat and 

rice cultivation to reduce imports, was stressed 

in some schemes. Elsewhere, the possibilities 

for export earnings from selling vegetables, 

flowers, and sugar have been emphasized. The 

World Bank helped to finance maw of the 

schemes. 

Large-scale irrigation projects brought many 

negative downstream effects not considered in 

project plannigg. Seasonal flooding of rivers 
traditionally formed the basis for active 

floodplain economies based on fishing and 
farming throughout West Africa. Dam con- 

struction, which reduced or eliminated these 

floods, severely damaged ehe economies of 

farming communities that relied on floodwaters 

to grow rice, vegetables, and other crops, and of 

pastoral communities that depended on 

floodplain pastures to feed their herds during 

the dry season. In a northeru Nigerian study, 

the value of production from a wetland under 

an indigenous production regime was compared 

to the net value of production with modern irri- 

gation. The study found that net economic ben- 

efits from the indigenous economy were more 
than ~ive times as great per hectare as those ob- 

tained with modern irrigation. 
Large-scale irrigation has also been associ- 

ated with ecological effects that range from the 

salinization of soils in poorly designed, poorly 
maintained irrigation schemes, to the elimina- 

tion of flood-adapted species downstream from 
dams. Reduced water quality, including herbi- 

cide and fertilizer pollution, adversely affects. 

communities downstream from ’ " 

jects. Communities in the vicinity ot 

and irrigation projects are at increased 

waterborne diseases such as schistosomiasis, 
Major irrigation schemes, such as the 

gut River and Kano River projects, have 

been worth the price---whether this is 

sured according to monetary, social, or 

cal criteria. Nigeria’s three largest schemes 

a total development cost of ~ 

billion, equivalent to $2%000 per 
land developed. Maintenance and 

costs are very high. This heavy investment.¢ 

not be justified as drought security; there 

dora enough water for irrigation 

droughts. 
During the !980s, the World 

promote the use of small irrigation F 

attermtive to iarge-scate irrigation 

Sometimes water was obtained 
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sometimes grotmdwater resources were tapped 
~vi~h tube wells. Irrigation from tube weils has 
been developed in several countries, including 
Nigeria, Senegal, and Gambia (see Figure 
23.4). This technology is much cheaper and 

more flexible than dams and channel networks 
for irrigating gardens and other small-scale 
farms. The key to making these projects sus- 

tainable is to ensure tI~at the rate of removal of 
water does not exceed annual recharge of 

grotmdwater during the rainy season. 

l~OroetectrJcit~ 
Africa has vas* p~otentia] for hydroelectric devel- 
opment. An estimated 40% of the world’s 
potential hydroelectric resources are located in 
Africa; only 6% of this capacity has been devel- 
oped. The continent, particularly High Africa 
(see Chapter 4, Figure 4.1), is bordered by 
major escarpments, over which or through 
which rivers mast pass to reach the ocean. 
Where large rivers cur through axes of uplift, or 
where they cross er0sion-resistant rock forma- 
tions, there are deep gorges and waerfalls or 
rapids that provide ideal sites for dam construc- 
tion. Africa south of the Sahara has some 20 
substantial hydroelectric facilities with capaci- 
ties of 100-2,000 lvfW (see Figttre 23.5), as 

well as numerous smaller installations. 
The greatest potential is in the Congo basin. 

In the lower reaches between 1<Tdnshasa and 
Matadi, the Congo River has an average flow of 
40,000 m~ per second, exceeded only by that of 

the Amazon. In this 350-kin stretch, the river 
drops 270 m through a series of 30 rapids and 
waterfalls. Only 1.3% of the tota! capacity of 

103 million kW has been harnessed. In all, the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo has about 
16% of the world’s total potential hydroelectric 
resources. 

Many newer generating facilities are produc- 
ing thermal electricity from fo.ssil fuels. These 
operations are most attractive in countries with 
reserves of fossil fuels, especially natural gas 

that is produced as a by-pr0duct of petroleum 
extraction. The development of smaller-scale 
projects for generating energy--from local, 
small-scale hydroelectric facilities, as well as 
from the stm and wind--eventaally may pro- 

vide Africa with a more cost-efficient and less 
environmentally damaging alternative to large 

dam projects. 
.in the longer ran, if energy costs continue to 

rise as known fossil fuel reserves begin to de- 

cline, the .massive potential of the Congo and 
other rivers may attract international invest- 

ment to Africa. Such investment would be not 
only in hydroelectric facilities, but also in 
energy-intensive industries. The vision of in- 
dt~strialization based on hydroelectric energy 
that led Kwame Nkrumah to commission the 

FIGURE 23.4. Smaller-scale irrigation scheme, West Pokot, Kenya. Photo: R. Maconachie. 
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FIGURE 23.5. Major hydroelectric projects. Afric~ has several very large hydroelectric dams, but only a 

fraction of Mrica’s pocentiaI has been harnessed. 

Akosombo Dam in the 1950s may yet come 
true, decades tater, in a few parts of Africa that 

are rich in energy potential. 

Fisheries 

Fish are consumed in large quantities in much 
of Africa, especially along the coast and near 
large rivers and lakes with substantial freshwa- 

ter fisheries. The nutritiona! value of these fish- 
eries is grea£ became many of these areas have a 
scarcity of domestic livestock. The importance 

of inland fisheries is often underestimated; the 
landlocked countries of Chad and Uganda have 
larger fish catches than the majority of coasta! 

states. 
According to the Food and Agriculture Or- 

ganization (FAO), the fish catch from African 

inland waters amounted to 2,930,000 metric 
tons in 2000. Uganda was the largest producer 
with 355,831 metric tons, followed by Tanza- 
nia (280,000 metric cons), Kenya (210,000 
metric tons), and the Democratic Republic of 
the Congo (205,000 metric tom). The large 
catches of these countries emphasize the great 

importance of Africa’s inland lakes, especially 
Lakes Victoria and Tangawika, as sources of 
fish. Nigeria, Maki, Cameroon, Chad, Ghana, 
and Zambia each had catches ranging from 

50,000 to 132,000 metric tons in 2000. 
The traditional fishing industry is large and 

very iabor-inrensive. Various fishing techniques 
are used, including fish traps, gill nets, and 
hooks and iines. Fishing is often done coopera- 
tively, with several members of a family or 
c6mmunity working together ro drive fishint0 
traps or to handle larger nets. Societies where 
fishing is important often practice resource con- 
servation by observing traditions that regulate 
fishing seasons and rllar control access to key 

fishing locations. 
Development agencies have attempted tO 

improve the efficiency of traditional fisheries- 
For example, larger and stronger nets enable 

fishers to increase their catches, while improve~, 

preservation techniqtles may greatly r.ed~u~ 
spoilage and enhance the quality of mar~. : 

fish. Fish farming, using fast-growing spe°c!~ 
like titapia, has been promoted as a straregy~ 
in~reasing protein supplies. Fish farming h~ 

:....:;, 
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often been introduced as a secondary enterprise 

in conjunction with irrigation projects. 
Not all of these interventions have been 

problem-free- The introduction of the Nile 

t~herch and Nile tifapia into Lake Victoria had e desired effect of increasing the total catch 
from Lake Victoria, but the introduced species 

have caused ecological havoc, eliminating most 
endemic fish species from rhe lake (Vignette 

23.2). As well, increased socioeconomic dispari- 
ties were created, because most of the local 
fishers could not afford the large fishing gear 
needed to catch the Nile perch. 

Africa’s major rivers and lakes are a mixed 

blessing in their impact on transportation. 

VIGNETTE 23.2. lake Victoria: A Case Study of Ecosystem Destabilization 

Lake Victoria, the second largest freshwater lake in the world, is a maior source of fish that 
supply protein for the people of Uganda, Tanzania,’ and Kenya. Like several other major lakes 
in Africa, Lake Victoria has been renowned for its biological diversity, More recently, it has 
become a lesson in the potential for massive ecological desrabilization through ill-advised hu- 

man interventions. 
The fish fauna of the lake were, until recently, dominated by over 300 species of small fish 

known as cichlidr that aecounte8 for some 80% of the fish biomass. Virtually all of the cichlid 
species were unique to Lake Victoria. Catfishes, lungfish, and two species of tilapia were 
among the major indigenot~s species that preyed on the cichlids. 

From the 1930s to 1960s, overfishing caused a gradual decline in the fish catch. In an effort 
to revive,the fishery, new species were introduced to the lake in the 1950s. These included the 
Nile tilapia and the Nile perch. The Nile perch is a huge fish that commonly exceeds 40 kg in 
size, and is much valued by commercial fishers. However, it is also a voracious predator. 

Initially, the new species had little effect. However, by the early 1980% the indigenous 
tilapia had been displaced by the introduced tilapia’species. There was also a massive increase 
in the Nile perch Catch. However, the growth of the Nile perch population came ar the ex- 
pense of the cichIids that were its main food source. Not only did their population collapse, 
but also almost two-thirds of all cichlid species became extinct within a decade. Other ecosys- 
tem changes ensued, including considerable growth of phytopla~kton and freshwater prawn 
populations because of reduced numbersof cichlids. 

In addition to over~shing and predation by introduced species, other changes to the Lake 
Victoria ecosystem are contributing to the ecological crisis. Increased inflows of nutrients 
from fertilizers and urban efttuenr have resulted in a fivefold increase in algae growth and a de- 
dine in oxygen levels in the lake. Some of the algae blooms are toxic and have resulted in fish 
kills. The increased, nut,lent load has contributed to the two- tO rhreefold increase in 
phytopiankton in the take.                         ¯ 

The water hyacinth is another recently introduced species causing great havoc. The hya- 
cinth forms huge tangled masses of vegetation that may be virtually impenetrable for smaller 
boats, thus adversely affecting fishers on the lake. These masses of hyacinth atso offer new hab- 
itat that favors some species but not others. As wel!, when large masses of water hyacinth die, 
the totting vegetation releases toxic methyl mercury into the water and increases the level of 
toxins in fish, especially larger species such as the Nile perch. 

Lake Victoria’s extinct cichlids cannot be recovered; nor can the problem species, especially 
the Nile perch and water hyacinth, be readily eliminated- Lake Victoria offers a powerful 
warning to those who would tampe~ with nature with the objective of "improving" it. 

Based on F. Witte et al. "Species extinction and concorni~an~ ecological changes in Lake Victoria," Neth~rland4 

Jo~r~l of Zoology, vol. 42 (1992), pp. 214~232, 
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More often than not, rivers and lakes pose major 
barriers to road transportation. Bridges across 
major rivets are usually far apart, forcing traffic 
to take long detours or use ferries. Creating 
artificial lakes such as Lake Volta has further 
reduced transport efficiency. 

tn theory, Africa’s rivers should offer an al- 
ternative ro mad or rail transportation. In prac- 
tice, commercial navigation is quite unimpor- 
tant, witl~ few exceptions. One of the first 
investments of King Leopold’s colonial regime 
was the establishment of a fleet of riverboats to 
carry goods and people along che Congo Rivet 
and its major tributaries (see Chapter 8, Figure 
8.7}. Upstream from Kinshasa, the Congo sys- 
tem is navigable for thousands of kilometers, 
permitting relatively cheap access to much of 
the country throughout the year. In contrast, 
the seasonal climate and discharge regimes of 
savanna West Mrica mean that the Niger and 
Benue overs are navigable for only limited peri- 
ods each year. 

Very few African rivets offer the possibility 
of navigation from the coast into the interior. 
Rapids and waterfalls are common near the 
mouths of the major rivers, especially in south- 
ern Africa, where rivers drop precipitously from 
the high plateau to the coast over the fringing 
escarpments. This barrier, which hetped to re- 
strict Europeans to the coastal plain for centu- 
ries, continues to limit possibilities for the de- 
velopment of navigation. 

Domestic and Industrial Use 

Potable water is a basic necessity for all house- 
holds. The great majority ofpeople in the indus- 
trialized world take the availability of safe water 
for granted, but the same cannot be said for most 
Africans. tn several countries, including Ethio- 
pia, Madagascar, and Zambia, less than 30% of 
the population has access to safe water. In poorer 
rural areas, it is not uncommon for women and 
children to have to walk several kilometers daily 
to obtain water of any sort. Even in cities, where 
piped water systems exist, system breakdowns 
and user fees act as barriers, often forcing the poor 
to pay the high prices charged by water vendors 
or to make use of highly polluted water from 
streams and dugouts. 

Water is a necessary input for most indus- 
trial production. The unreliability of water sup- 
ply, and its high cost in areas where there is a 
water shortage, is a significant constraint on in- 
dustrial expansion. In arid countries such as 
Botswana, the scarcity of water creates difI:- 
culty for mining companies, since mining and 
ore processing require substantial amounts of 
water. Governments are pressured to consider 
uonsustainable solutions, such as raking water 
from the Okavango Delta, to gain near-term 
benefits from new investment, employment, 
an~ profits. 

Three Fundamental Challenges 

Water Scarcity 

As previously noted, Africa is characterized by 
gross regional and temporal variability in water 
supply. The problem of water scarcity in arid 
and semiarid regions has been exacerbated by 
abnormally low precipitation since the late 
J,960s. In semiarid regions with large and 
growing populations, and substantial economic 
activity, the scarcity of water has become a 
major concern. 

At a broad regional scale, the greatest pres- 
sures are being felt in much of East Africa and 
the Horn, the West African Sahel, and large 
parts of southern Africa. Ther~ ate large varia- 
tions within these regions,, with major prob- 
lems in rapidly growing cities lacking a reliable 
local water supply. Nouakchott and Windhoek 
are examples of urban areas that have become 
increasingly desperate for water, forcing them 
to consider expensive solutions such as desalini: 
zation and long-distance water transfers. On the 

slopes of Mount Kenya, a serious, water crisis 
has resulted from the recent boom in horticuL~ 
rural production. In South Africa, where wate~ 
resources axe already used very intensively for: 
irrigated agriculture, mining, and other pur=: 
poses, the increasing scarcity of water is Iike!) 
to be a maior limiting factor for future eco{ 

nomic growth.                             .: 
Africa’s international politics of water pal{i 

i~ comparison to those id other regions witll 

water deficits, such as the Middle East. Neve{--. 

theless, there have been several disputes orei 



~tlle allocation and development of contested 
freshwater resources. ]For example, Somalia and 
Kenya have been in dispute over the Tuna 
1{ire*, while Mauritania and Senegal continue 

to argue about irrigation developments along 
¯ the Senegal River. Egypt has been very watch- 

ful and determined to prevent proiecrs up- 
st,earn in Sudan and Ethiopia that could ad- 
versely affect the quantity or qlmlity of Nile 
River water flowing into Egypt. 

Water quality: Pollution 

Among the consequences of population growth 
and economic development has been an increase 
in water pollution. PolIution by chemical 
agents, excess nutrients, and alien species 
rh,eatens to contaminate water supplies, mak- 
ing them less potable and in extreme cases 
unusable for many purposes. The greatest pol- 
lution often occurs in and around major azban 
areas, where there is the greatest density of pop- 
ulation. 

With the expansion of pesticide use, agricul- 
ture is becoming an increasingly widespread 
and serious source of chemical¯ pollutants. 
Mines, especially poorly designed railings 
ponds, may allow chemicals that ¯have been used 

to extract minerals from the ore, or leached 
from railings dumps, to enter streams or con- 

taminate groundwater. In the Niger Delta, pol- 
lution from oil wells Ms resulted in widespread 
contamination. Too many manufacturers rake 

advan:age of the poor enforcement of environ- 
mental legislation in ¯most African countries to 
dump their chemical wastes. Perhaps the most 
troubling sources of chemical cont~mination 
are dumps of toxic waste exported from the in- 
dustrialized world to Africa for (unregulated) 
disposal. 

The growing use of chemical fertilizers in 
agriculture has resulted in increased nutrient 

loading of lakes and rivers. The discharge of un- 
treated sewage from large cities into nearby 
bodies of water is another major source of phos- 
phates and other nutrients. This human-gener- 
ated overnourishment, know~ as cultural 
eutrophication, promotes excess plant growth, 
lowers oxygen levets, and reduces water quality. 

Biologica! potlt~tion occurs with the intro- 
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ducrion of new species that have a significant 
impact on water quality. For example, the in- 
troduction .of the water hyacinth into Lake Vic- 
toria has resulted in the release of mercury and 

other toxins into the lake as the plant decays. 
In the Cape region of South Africa, there is 

concern about how alien species are affecting 
not only the quality but also the quantity of 
water. Introduced species such as the black war- 
tie and pine grow faster than indigenous trees, 
arid thus have been valued by forest product 
companies. However, the introduced species 
consume more water, and thus reduce stream 
discharge by an average of about 7%. This re- 
duced runoff has significant consequences for 
ecosystems downstream and for human water 
use. In an effort to protect indigenous species 
and conserve scarce water, the government has 
initiated a program ro remove large stands of 
nonindigenous trees. 

~cos~istem Degradation 

Freshwater ecosystems are in a state of decline 
or crisis in many African rivers, lakes, and 

wetlands. The implosion of the cichlid popula- 
tions of Lake Victoria, and with it the fuss of 
hundreds of species found nowhere else, is 
among the most dramatic examples (see 
Vignette 23.2). Lakes Tanganyika and Malawi 

are also under significant ecological pressure 
due to human activities. In Kenya’s Lake 
Nakum, a large proportion of the flamingo 
population has been lost, due to the effects of 

heavy nutrient pollution.    ¯ 
Development projects have changed forever 

the ecology of many African river valleys. Some 
valieys have been drowned by the reservoirs cre- 
ated by dam construction, or cleared of their 

natural vegetation to establish new irrigation 
projects. Engineered changes to the runoff re- 
gime (e.g., trapping floodwaters behind a dam) 
or to the river channel have consequences for 

ecosystems located downstream. 
The Okavango Delta and Lake Victoria case 

studies remind us of the fragility of ecosys- 
tems, as well as the potential for poo}ly con- 
ceived human intervention to have disastrous 
consequences. They point co the need ro value 
and preserve the integrity of Africa’s ~reshwa- 



ter resource base and the biodiversity it sup- 

ports. 

Lake in Nigeria. Lanham, MD: University Press 

of America, 1994.. 

Further Reading 

For a review of the hydrology of African rivers, 
lakes, and wetlands, see the following sources, 

especially Adams er al.: 

Adams, W. M., A. S. Goudie, and A. R. Orme, 

eds. The Physical Geography of Africa. Oxford: 
¯ Oxford University Press, 1996. (See especially 

Chapters 6, 7, and 15.) 

Christie, E, and J. Hanlon. Mozambique and the 
Great Flood of 2000. Oxford: James Currey, 

2000. 
Thompson, J. R. "Africa’s floodplains: A hydro- 

logical review." In M. C. Acreman and G. E. 

Hollis, eds. Water Managwt~ent and Wetlands in 

Sub-S~haran Africa. Geneva, Switzerland: 
World Conservation Union, 1996, pp. 5-20. 

The following sottrces offer broad discussions of 
issues related to water management in Africa: 

Adams, W. M. Wasting the Raim.Rivers, People, and 

Planning in’ Africa. London: Earthscan, 1992. 

Godana, B. Africa’s Shared Water Resources: Legal 
and Institutional Asp~’ts of t& Nile, Niger, and 

Senegal River Systems. Boulder, CO: Lynne 

Rienner, 1985. 
Rachid, E. Water Managenwnt in Africa. Ottawa: Inter- 

~arlonal Development Research Centre, 1996. 

Sharma, N. African Water Resources: Challenges and 

Opportunities f~r Sustainable Dwdopment. Wash- 

ington, DC: World Bank, 1996. 

Environmental and social impacts of dams and 
reservoirs are discussed in the following sources: 

Adams, W. M. "Downstream impacts of darn con- 

struction: A case study from Nigeria." Transac- 

tions of the Institute of British Geographers, no1. 10 

(1985), pp. 292-302. 
McCully, P. Silenced Rivers: The Ecology and Politics 

of Large Dams. London: Zed Books, I996. 

Middlemas, K. Cabora Bassa: Engineering and Poli- 

tics in Southern Africa. London: Weidenfeld and 
Nicolson, 1987. 

Roder, W. Human Adjustment to Kainji Reservoir in 

Nigeria: An Assessment of the Economic and Envi- 
ronmental Consequences of a Major Man-Made 

There is a large literature on irrigation in Africa. 
See, for example, the following studies: 

Barrett, A. The Gazira Scheme: An I!tuslon of Devd- 

opment. London: Frank Cass, 1977. 
Kimmage, K., and W. M. Adams. "Small-scale 

farmer-managed irrigation in northern Nige- 
ria." Geoforum, vol. 21 (1990), pp. 435-443. 

Van Beusekom, M. Negotiating Development: Afri- 

can Farmers and Colonial Experts in the Office du 
Nige~ 1920-!960. Portsmouth, NH: Heine- 

mann, 2002. 

If you’d like to learn more about the Okavango 
Delta, see the following books: 

Bailey, A.. Okavango: Africa’s Wetland WHdwness. 

Cape Town, South-Africa: Srmik, 199% 

]Canting, E, and C. Eckstrom. Okavango: Africa’s 
Last Eden. San Francisco: Chronicle Books, 1993. 

Internet Sources 

The following websites provide access to a wealth 
of resources on issues related to water develop- 
ment and consecvarion: 

Global Water Partnership--8outher~ Africa. 
gwpsatac.org.zw 

International Rivers Network: Linking Human Rights 

and Environmental Protection. ~NwJrn.org     ... 
Natianal State of the Environment Report-L-Satire[ 

.Africa. Freshwater Systems and Resources. 

ngo.grida.neisoesa/nso~r/ia$ues/water ..!;.i 
Southern African Development Community .war, i! 

Sector Coordinating Unit SADCWSCU 
sadc-wetlands.org                         : .:~ 

Waternet. Building Capaz’ity for Water 
Management in Southwn Africa. " i~,:.-! 

Water PollW International. The Water Page: 

porating the African W~ter Pgge. 

thewater~a~e.eom " 
World Commissior~ on Dams. The WCD 

edge Base. www.dams.or~/Rbase 
World Consereation Union (ICUN). 

Resources Pragram. www.[ucrl.0r 
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Rand Raises Dependent Health Coverage to Appease Pharmacists 
Call House Members to Tell Them to Vote "No" 

Dear SEANC Members, 

The Senate passed a last-minute amendment by Sen. Tony Rand (D-Cumberland) 
to Senate Bill 287. The amendment raises health plan costs even more for 
dependent coverage from the original 7.6% annually to 8.6% annually for the 
next two years. Shifting these costs to health plan members is one way the 
Senate plans to make up the $91 million lost when pharmacists convinced 
legislators to remove a mail-order pharmacy provision in the bill. 

See the bill here: 
<~ ~//www.r~c ga.state.r~c, us/~‘~ts/B i~[L~kU1~/~3 i~1L~k U1~pr? Sessio ~= 2~9 &B iND - s2~7> 

Last week, the bill was postponed three times in the Senate while 
pharmacist groups met with Senate leaders. The Senate recessed in the 
middle of session today because of controversy over the bill, then 
reconvened a half an hour later. Though several legislators, including 
Sen. Doug Berger (D-Franklin), expressed concerns over cost increases to 
employees, Rand kept pushing a vote on the bill, stating it was the "only 
way" to cover health plan costs in time for the July 1 plan year. However, 
Rand’s statement is incorrect. The only portion of the bill that is 
urgent to cover this year’s costs is the allocation of rainy day fund 
money. The Senate voted 28-18 to pass the bill today. 

The bill will head to the House next for a vote. Call your House members 
(919-733-4111) and tell them to vote "no" on this bill! Higher dependent 
coverage will continue to drive younger, healthier family members from the 
plan, increasing overall costs for employees and the state. 

The bill: 
-Appropriates $250 million from the state’s rainy day fund 
-Eliminates the PPO Plus 90/10 option 
-Increases the employee annual deductible from $600 to $800 for individuals 
and $1,800 to $2,400 for families in the 70/30 plan and from $300 to $600 
for individuals and $900 to $1,800 for families in the 80/20 plan 
-Eliminates routine eye exam coverage beginning July 1, 2010 
-Places all members in the 70/30 plan unless employees and covered 
dependents are non-smokers effective July 1, 2010, and have less than a 40% 
body mass index effective July 1,2011 

Find your legislators here: 
<~ :iiwww. seanc, or~islaliv eicontac~, as~> 



Thank you, 
Dana Cope, 
SEANC Executive Director 

SEANC 
PO Drawer 27727 
Raleigh, NC 27611 

800-222-2758 

919-833-6436 

NC Senate approves $678M fix for state health plan 
<~:iiwww,.newsobserver.com/1565isto~/1456525.ht~i~> 

Labor groups working to overturn NC bargaining ban 
<~:/iw~,w.~ewsobser~er.comi1565isto~i1456370.html> 

Bill targets union bargaining ban 
<http :iiwww.fayobser~’er.com/ar~icle ?id=3 2 202 3> 

UNC president pushing furloughs to save money 
<~ :iiwww. ne~ sobserver, corr,/15 ~ 5/stor}~i 1455812. htrrfl> 

Treasurer warns actions could hurt bond rating 
<~:/iw~,w.newsobserver.comine~, s/ston,]14568 

[from Ripley’s "Believe It or Not" files] 
UNC won’t give free parking 
Former trustees won’t get passes 
<h~p :iiwww newsobser~’er.com/newsistorv /14 5687 4.1mr~> 

UNC arts series lands big names, will budget more conservatively 
<h~tp :iiwww.b iziourr~a~s, co m/t~ia~@eis~t o ~iesi2 009 iO 3 i2 3 i dailv 2 4.htm~> 

Mental hospital overseers named 
<~:/iw~,w.newsobserver.comipoli~Scs/sto~i1456873.html> 

NC school system cutting hundreds of jobs 
<~:/iw~,w.newsobser~er.comi 1565isto~yi1457354.html> 

Public to see Carolina North’s final fiscal impact report 
<h~tp:iihera~ds~m.so~therr~ead~ines.com!orangei10o 1130113.cfm> 

News from NC Justice Center 
<httg:iiww, w.r~c         assets/library/1401 r~c~cr~ews24mar09.~r> 



A chance to change our ways 
Tuesday, March 24th, 2009 
By Rob Schofield 
The lesson North Carolina ought to learn from the state health plan mess 
<h~tp :iiwww.r~cpo ~icvw atch. co m!cmsi2009 iO 3 i2 4/aoc~aance-tooc~aar~ge-o~row a~, si> 

Commentary: Blue Cross has politics covered 
<~:iiwww.salisbur£post.comiO_pirdorg032309-editobobhall> 

MEDIA ADVISORY 
For Immediate Release: 
March 24, 2009 
Contact: Haley Koch, ~gmail.com 

UNC community to protest education cuts and layoffs 

Students, faculty, and workers to protest at Board of Trustees meeting 

WHO: Members from the Counter Cartographers Collective, United with the 
Northside Community NOW, Feminist Students United, Student Action with 
Workers, 
Students for a Democratic Society, State Employees Association of North 
Carolina, UNITY 
conference, Fight Imperialism Stand Together, HK on J, Progressive Faculty 
Network, 
along with many unaffiliated students, faculty, and workers. 

WHAT: A broad coalition of students, faculty, and university workers will 
protest the Board of Trustees meeting Thursday, March 26, to demand 
transparency and 
community involvement in decisions relating to the budget crisis. The 
demonstration 
will convene in the Pit at 11:45am, then march to the Board of Trustees 
meeting at the 
Carolina Inn. On March 19, Chancellor Thorp instructed all campus 
departments to make 
permanent budget cuts of at least 5%, which will have deep impacts on 
student 
services across campus, class sizes and availability, and will result in 
dozens of workers 
losing their jobs and hundred more positions being left unfilled, which 
will put a huge 
strain on already overworked employees of the university. Protesters will 
demand transparency 
and community involvement in decisions relating to the budget crisis, and 
that 
any budget cuts should "chop from the top". 

WHEN: Thursday March 26, at 11:45 am 

WHERE: Gathering at the Pit on UNC-Chapel Hill’s campus, then marching to 
the Carolina Inn (211 Pittsboro St) 

Live in North Carolina? Please go to 
<~:ii~c}tO~eoOrg> 

and sign on to the letter supporting 
collective bargaining for public employees. 



Then add this message to your email signature 
file and help spread the word. Thanks! 

Steve Hutton 
Applications Analyst 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8050 

work: 919-966-6651 
fax : 919-966-6650 
home: 

Employee Relations Chair 
SEANC District 25 News Service 
SEIU Local 2008 
<~t~:/isear~c25~or£> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: stgore@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-24320736-9229013.ec855a7c14a386ea9c950033dla18b69@listserv.unc.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton <shutton@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 26, 2009 10:07 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@listserv.unc.edu> 
[seanc] Th. news + SHP update + protest at Pit 11:45 (fwd) 

Contents: 

1. Protest at Pit 11:45 
2. $287 being heard by House Cmte today 11:00 
3. News 
4. SEANC Recap of recent news (some new items) 

What: Protest at the Board of Trustees Meeting--No Budget Cuts on the Backs 
of Workers and Students ! 
When: Thursday, March 26, 11:45am 
Where: Rally in the Pit + March to the Carolina Inn 

campus workers, students, and faculty will be standing united against these 
cuts that would impact the student services across campus, class size and 
availability, and would lay off dozens of workers and leave hundreds of 
positions unfilled, forcing one person to the job of two, three, or four 
people, without an increase in pay. 

hope that you all can make it out, and please bring folks with you! we need 
to send a strong, united message to University that we won’t allow them to 
balance their budget on our backs ! 

if it’s raining, we’ll meet in the lobby of the student union, we’ll be 
rallying until at least 12:15 or 12:20, so even if you have class until 
then, you can still make it out! 

Dear SEANC Members, 

Call your Representatives now 
<~ ;/i~,~ptrack.co~w/ic~{re~as, :php?r=4133608&msg!d- 13567~&act-H~TK&c- 158412&admi~-0&destina~ion=hl~p%3 A%2F% 

2Fwww.sear~c.o         slative%2Fco~tact.aS~> 

and tell them that Senate Bill 287 
<h~p ://dick. icptrack, comiic~/r~a.~! ~hp?~4133 (~08&ms gid= 
2Fwww.seanc.org%2Fr~ews%2Fhome            > 

is a bad bill that shifts costs to members of the State Health Plan, but 
doesn’t ask for any monetary sacrifice from providers in a year when state 
employees know they won’t receive a raise and are being threatened with 
furloughs and layoffs. 

Wake County employees and retirees - come to the General Assembly today! 
SB287 is being heard by the House Insurance Committee at 11:00 a.m. in room 
1228 of the Legislative Building. The full house will hear the bill at 
noon in the House Chamber. 

Tell your House Representatives it is ridiculous that Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield of North Carolina, the nonprofit that makes $120 million a year, is 
not being asked by the General Assembly to bear any of this burden. BCBS 
needs to step up to the plate and reduce their charges before state 
employees are asked to do more. 



There is no need to fast track the bill. All the legislature "has" to do 
by April 1 is appropriate the $250 million from the Rainy Day Fund to pay 
current bills. Rushing a bad bill that devastates already struggling 
employees and retirees would be a truly shameful thing to do. 

Thank you, 
Dana Cope, 
SEANC Executive Director 

Employees ask for policy on cuts 
<~:iil"~eraldstm.somheml~eadlines.com!orausei10-1131117.cfm> 

Staff call for open policy 
Forum petitions trustees on layoffs 
<h~p:iiwww.dailUmfl~eeLcom/newsi~miversi~5~/staffocal~-foroo ~- 1 1629399> 

[editorial] 
We need all the tools: The UNC-system should be allowed to issue unpaid 
furloughs 
(The UNC-system should be allowed to issue unpaid furloughs to deal with 
budget crisis) 
<h~p:iiwww.dai~Umfl~eel.comio~iniorv~weo~leedoalMheo~oo~s-~heo~uc-sv s~em-sho~d-be-a~owed-tooiss~e-~aidof~flo~@~so 
1.1629032> 

Trustees’ committees meet to discuss university issues 
<~ :/iw~,w.dailvmrheel.corr~i2.6423 io~li~ae-exclus~vesAru stee s-committee s-meet~to-discussom~.ivers~tv-is sues-1.1(129230> 

Drug discount idea scuttled 
Pharmacies objected to change in State Health Plan so Senate compromised 
<~:iiww.w mewsobserver.com/new.sistorU14 56892.html> 

BCB S slipping off UNC board 
CEO withdraws from consideration 
<~K~p :/iwww.ne~ sobse~ver.com/newsistory i14 584 2 9.ht~> 

More of the well-connected join the club 
Wednesday, March 25th, 2009 
By Chris Fitzsimon 

Editorial: State employee furloughs offer cost-saving alternative 
<~:/iw~.wmews-record.comico~ten~/2009iO3i24iarticle/edi~oria~_State__c’m ~o u~ 9ffer,.__c o sLsavmg a~temative> 

N.C tops nation at losing health coverage 
Nearly 2 million lack insurance 
<hl’tp:iiwww.r~ewsobserver.com!newsistorvi t 458359.hlmt> 

UNC gets fewer big hits from donors 
<~ :i/}~eraldsun. southerr~eadline s.corrv’oran2ei 10-1131105.cfm> 



Rogers-Eubanks residents still fighting for water, sewer services 
<h~p:iiwww.dailymfl~eek comi2.6423/oIflinc-excl~sivesirogersoe~banks-re s iden~s-s fill-fi~-~browa~erosewer-ser~ices- 1.1629238> 

Franklin was a creator of black history 
Franklin ’spent a lifetime building a future of inclusiveness, fairness and 
equality.’ 
<~ :iiwww.r~ewsobserv er. com!r~ewsi1-~i~her ed~catior~!storvi1458524.1m~fl> 

[Recap of recent news] 

SEANC has been working around-the-clock on efforts to stop unpaid furloughs 
and on behalf of your health plan and collective bargaining. Below are 
just a few headlines from this week. 

Representatives consider state worker furloughs (NBC 17) 
<h~?:i/click~icp~rack.comiicpirela~?r=4133608&ms~id-135648&act=H17K&c= 158412&adr~fin=0&desfir~ation~l’~p%3 A%2F% 
2Fwake.mv nc.com%2Fsite%2Fwake%2Fnews%2Fsto~%2F30299%2Fmpreser~tives-consider-state-woNer-f~fio~hs%2F> 

House Bill 708 was introduced this week, giving the state the option to 
enact unpaid mandatory furloughs of up to 20 days a year, which is nearly 
an 8 percent salary reduction. 

"Quite frankly furloughs and layoffs are not something the state of North 
Carolina can afford or absorb in this economic emergency," said SEANC 
Executive Director Dana Cope. 

State could furlough employees to save money (NBC 17) 
<htt9 :L/click. icptrack, corr~ii          ?r=4133608&msg~id= 13564 g&act=HITK&c= 15 g412 &admin=0&desfir~afion=ht~%3 A%2F% 
2Fwakeomv r~cocom°,/o2Fsi~e%2Fw~keS,;2Fnews%2Fstow%2F30299%2Fmpreser~ives~cor~sider~s~te-woNerot~tMo~gl~s%2F> 

"The dilemma that we face is that the demand on public services has greatly 
increased," Cope said. 

Cope said he hopes legislators will adopt Gov. Perdue’s proposed budget, 
which makes cuts without furloughs. 

"We think that’s a good plan and we’ll certainly be meeting with the 
legislative leadership to make sure that plan is enacted," he added. 

UNC president pushing furloughs to save money (The Associated Press) 
<htt~:Licl~ck~ic~track.comii          ?r=4133 ~08&ms~vLid= 135(;4g&act=HI7K&c= 158412&admi~0&desfir~tio~htt~%3 A%2F% 
2Fwww.seal~c.org%2Fdocs%2Fr~ews%2F0655c71 e-91 abo4ffa-8391 o92adbcgg5aSb:pd~> 

Erskine Bowles, president of the UNC system, is asking legislators to give 
the university system authority to impose mandatory unpaid employee 
furloughs. 

SEANC Lobbyist Suzanne Malysz told reporters talk of furloughs is 
premature, especially when the demand for public services is greater. "It 
seems counterproductive in these times," Malysz said. "It’s like an 8 
percent pay cut, and that’s huge for someone making (about) $30,000." 

Gov. Bev Perdue has recently stated her opposition to furloughs, and 
proposed a balanced budget without imposing them. 

Bowles wants university furloughs (ABC 11) 
:,/iclick.ic~track.com!i          ?r=4133608&msNd= 13564g&act-HITK&c-158412&admin=0&desfinafior~=hlt~%3 A%2F% 

2Fwww. seanc.org.%2Fdocs%2Fnews%2F0~55c71 e-91 ab-4ffa-8391-92adbcgg5agb 



"Furloughs at this point and time would be a very short-sighted thing to 
do," said SEANC Legislative Affairs Director Ardis Watkins. Employees 
agreed that they were tired of the budget being balanced on the backs of 
state employees. 

Drag discount idea scuttled (The News & Observer) 
<ht’tp:iiclick.ic’.~track.com!ic         ?r=4133608&rased= 135648&act-HITK&c- 158412&ad~mn=0&desfinafior~=h~tp%3 A%2F% 
2Fwww.newsobserver.com%2F~)olifics%2Fstor~y %2F 1456892.html> 

Senate Bill 287 was approved by the Senate on March 24 after the hasty 
approval of an amendment to raise dependent premiums from 7.8 percent to 
8.6 percent each year for the next two years. 

"It’s just going to dig the plan a worse hole to get out of," said Watkins, 
noting that this increase will continue to drive younger, healthier people 
from the health plan and leave more expensive members in the plan. 

"[Watkins] also criticized lawmakers for not looking for savings from Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield of North Carolina, the company that provides several 
administrative services for the health plan. Last year, plan officials 
discovered that Blue Cross was being paid roughly $20 million more annually 
than anticipated, and a recent renegotiation of its contract has the 
potential to increase its revenues by another $9 million annually." 

Health Plan (The Insider) 
<h~p:iiclick.icplrack.comiicpirela~r~?r-=4133 ~08&m&~id-135648&act=H[TK&c= 158412&adr~fin=0&desfinafior~=hllp%3 A%2F% 
2Fwww.newsobserver.com%2b’_po~iticsTo2Fstory %2F 1456892.htm~> 

After passing even more costs onto employees with an amendment to Senate 
Bill 287, Watkins said the burden was shifted to working families. "It’s 
repugnant," Watkins said. "It doesn’t save $91 million. It cost shifts." 
The bill will now head to the House for consideration. 

Tues: Bad to Worse? (WUNC, Isaac Hunter’s Tavern Blog) 
<h~tp:i/dick.icp~rack.comiicp/relay.pl~rp?r~4133 (~08&msgid= 135648&ac~=HITK&c- 158412&admi~=0&desfi~atiorr~h~p%3 A%2F% 
2Fwww.r~ewsobse~ver.com%2 Fl~olifics%2Fstorv %2F 145(~892.html> 

Following the vote on SB287, see what Sen. Tony Rand had to say to 
reporters in the General Assembly. (Go to 
~:iiwunc.o        msinewsiIsaacoHm~ersoTavem/mesobadotooworse and 
scroll down to the "Say what?" section) 

Ardis Watkins: "It would increase the dependent coverage, which drives 
even more of the people away from the plan that you want to get in it - the 
healthier, younger people that have left the plan. So it’s just going to 
dig the plan a worse hole to have to get out of. Brilliant." 

Chuck Stone, Director of North Carolinians for Affordable Health Care: 
"I’ve been getting irritated at the fact this thing is being rushed 
through...You shouldn’t be rushing this through the General 
Assembly... without due deliberation and careful consideration--and that is 
unfortunately what is happening with this arbitrary deadline of April 1." 

Labor groups working to overturn collective bargaining ban (The Associated 
Press) 
<ht~ :i!click.icptrack. comiic         ?r~4133(~08&msgid= 135~48&ac~=HITK&c= 158412&admi~0&desfinafion=h~%3 A%2F% 
2Fwww.newsobserver.com%2~ipolitics%2Fs~ory %2F 145~892.html> 

SEANC District 19 member Jonathan Stephensonjoined other employee groups, 
speaking at a March 24 press conference in support of collective 
bargaining. A bill, sponsored by Rep. Dan Blue, would repeal North 
Carolina’s 50-year-old ban on public employee collective bargaining rights. 

This News Alert is brought to you by the SEANC Communications/Public 



Relations Department. 

Live in North Carolina? Please go to 

and sign on to the letter supporting 
collective bargaining for public employees. 
Then add this message to your email signature 
file and help spread the word. Thanks! 

Steve Hutton 
Applications Analyst 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8050 

work: 919-966-6651 
fax : 919-966-6650 
home: 

Employee Relations Chair 
SEANC District 25 News Service 
SEIU Local 2008 
<h~p:i/sea~c25 org> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: stgore@email.unc.edu.. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-24330032-9229013.ec855a7c14a386ea9c950033dla18b69@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton <shutton@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 27, 2009 11:51 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@listserv.unc.edu> 
[seanc] TGIF news + RIF + SHP update 

Contents: 

1. News Alert from SEANC re: layoffs & update on SHP bill 
2. News 
3. Health Reform Regional Forum 
4. Commentary from Dr. John Hammond on Health Insurance Companies’ Lobbying 
5. Poverty Center Events 

News Alert: Cope Calls Out Bowles on Illegal RIFs; SEANC Earns BCBS 
Victory; Update on SB287 

Cope Calls Out Bowles on Unethical RIFs 

After being notified by SEANC members employed by UNC-CH, Executive 
Director Dana Cope sent a letter 
(http:iiw.ww.sea~coorgidocsiBowles%20RIF%201etterop_~df) today to UNC 
President Erskine Bowles calling on him to stop reduction in force (RIF) 
efforts that are out of line with North Carolina’s laws. 

SEANC suspects this is part of Bowles’ efforts to remove university 
employees from the protections of the State Personnel Act. It is well 
known that President Bowles has been working on Article 16 changes for 
years. 

President Bowles sent an e-mail to some UNC employees asking to "reduce 
staff size now" in anticipation of a shortfall in the next fiscal year. 
This tactic is shameful and is not in compliance with the State Personnel 
Commission’s rule 25NCAC .01C. 1004 that states RIFs are authorized only 
when necessary due to"shortage of funds or work, abolishment of a 
position, or other material change in duties or organization." SEANC 
is calling on Bowles to stop these premature RIFs before a budget plan for 
2009-2010 is even enacted. 

SEANC Wins Fight to Remove BCBS CEO from UNC Board Nominees 
(http:i/~.ww.newsobse~ver.comir~ewsisto~,’/145 ~429.htm~) 

Yesterday SEANC reacted quickly after learning Bob Greczyn, CEO of Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield of North Carolina, was on the Senate’s list of 
nominees for the UNC Board of Governors. After SEANC lobbied hard against 
his election, Greczyn withdrew his nomination before the Senate had a 
chance to vote. 

Noting that BCBS has a no-bid contract to administer the State Health Plan, 
SEANC Legislative Affairs Director Ardis Watkins told Under the Dome 

ects.newsobser~er.corrv’~agsi~Q)~oard, p ), "The 16 
universities are a big chunk of state government, and I don’t think (Blue 
Cross) needs to be on the board of a customer of which they have a big 
contract." 

Update on SB287 

The House vote on Senate Bill 287 was delayed today, when the House 
Insurance Committee postponed discussion on the bill and potential 



amendments until March 31. Continue to call your House members 
~ :~w ww. seance, or~islativeicor~tact.as~) to 
tell them this bill is bad for the state’s working families. 

Watch 
2009/03/25/nortl>caroli~mose~mteocaves-too~peciaMnterestsoon-sta~e-health~_i_~Z) 

Adam Searing and Adam Linker 
comment on how politics won out over people when the Senate voted on SB287. 

This News Alert is brought to you by the SEANC Communications/Public 
Relations Department. 

Upcoming News & Events 
SEANC Lobby Day 
Tuesday, May 5 
10:30 a.m. 
Bicentennial Mall 
Raleigh 

SEANC Calendar of Events: }~ttp:i/www.sear~c.org!calertda~/ 

SEANC 

PO Drawer 27727 
Raleigh, NC 27611 

800-222-2758 

919-833-6436 

~s :iiwww. seanc.or~imembers 

This message was sent by: SEANC, 1621 Midtown Place 
, Raleigh, NC 27609 

News accounts of yesterday’s protest re: budget cuts: 

Video 
<~://~bclocal. g_o.comiwtvd/sto~?sec~ion=~ews/local&id~6729557> 

Stories: 
<1~?://\~ra~nc.c~m/site/~rar~ge/news%7CC~m~mni~%7CSp~rts%7CLifes~1es/st~ /3~63 Lipmtestersos~ormou~c-boardoofo 
masteesomeetin~> 

Protestors call for input in budget decisions 
<h~11~://www.dailUm~ee~.c~m/2.6423/~1in~-exc1t~sives/~pr~tes~rs~ca~M?~r~i~pm°in°bt~dget~decisions~ 1.1631114> 

Three photos: 
<l-~tp :iicom~levcar{o~Ne s.word~ress.co~w’> 

State to monitor insurer’s expenses 
The State Health Plan has never audited the company it pays about $100 
million annually to process members’ claims to make sure that the company’s 
expenses are appropriate, the plan’s executive administrator said Thursday. 
<~:/iwww mcwsobserver.co~w’p’.o~itics/sto~2 i14 5 996 5.html> 

House lawmakers want more time on NC health plan 
<~NP :iiwww. new sob s err er. co mi 15 6 5/sto ,vi 14 5 9 4 5 4. tmrO> 

No hard feelings between Perdue and Bowles 
<~:/iwww mcwsobsevver.comipolitics/storw i14 5 9946 Mmfl> 



ITS chief announces layoffs 
Says layoffs needed for recurring cuts 
<l-~tp :iiwww. dai~7lafl~eel, com!newsAmiversi~,/itsocNefoanno~mceso~mToffso 1.1631531 > 

Layoffs begin at UNCG 
~:,~/ww.w.r~ewsorecord.comico~ter~t/2009iO3i25iarticlei1 cg 
<h~lp:iiwww.newsobserver.com/news/l~igher~_ed~ca~io~gstoryi14~0388.l’~t~fl> 

Fitzsimon File 
Finally a plan that makes sense 
By Chris Fitzsimon 

Furloughs and layoffs of state employees dominated most of the budget talk 
at the General Assembly this week. Governor Beverly Perdue says furloughs 
would hurt the state’s reputation with business leaders. Treasurer Janet 
Cowell told legislators that they could threaten the state’s AAA bond 
rating. 

City sanitation workers’ union slams conditions 
<~ :iiwww. ne~ sobse~ver, corr~inewsiwakeiralei~h/stor,~i 1460441. htrr~l> 

State jobless rate jumps to new record 
<ht~p:/iw~.w.newsobserver.comi~ousiness/storvi 1460484.t~tm1> 

Trustees hear big plans 
Report lays plans for UNC’s future 
<htt~:iiww.w.dai~r~eel.com/~ew.siumversit~’i~msteesohear-bi~lar~so 1.1 (~31471 > 

Trustees’ report describes idea of a better UNC 
<~:iiheralds~m.so~herrfl~eadlines.com/orangei10o 1132063 

Study: Covenant raises student success 
<http:iil~cmldsm~.southerrd~eadli~es.comiorangei10o 1132057.cfm> 

To the barricades? Rising worker anger boils over in France - What about 
inU.S.? 
~:~/localtech~.ire.com/businessilocal~ec~ ~.~rei~pimo~logposti4816129/ 

See the opportunity to attend or submit questions for this Forum, March 31. 
Fourth White House Regional Forum on Health Reform 
Greensboro, North Carolina 
March 31st, 10:30 am EST 
Hosted by Governor Bev Perdue 
~:iiwww. heal~eform.~’~{ 



Insurers offer to stop charging sick people more 
~:ii~ews.vahc~o.COlrv’siapj20090324/aR o~ he me/insurers sick 

[Comments from Dr. John Hammond on the above article. Dr. Hammond 
is retired from UNC Med School and has served on D25’s executive committee. 
He presently serves on the Board of Trustees for the State Health Plan.] 

From today’s NY Times Business section: 

..."But the two executives said insurers wanted to retain the right to 
charge different premiums based on the age, place of residence and family 
size of subscribers. 

Richard J. Kirsch, the national campaign manager of Health Care for America 
Now, a consumer group, said: "If the goal is to make insurance affordable, 
the latest concession does not go far enough. Insurance companies should 
also be prohibited from setting rates based on age or sex, and the rating 
reforms should apply to small businesses as well as individuals..." 

Go to 
h~lp:iiwww.r~vtimes.corrL/2009iO3i25ihealllv’policvi25health.htmr?ref=bt~siness 
for the complete article. 

This is a huge "BUT". 

The for-profit health insurance companies are desperately trying to head off 
a competing Medicare for the under-65 population system that would have 
administrative costs of 3% and would be run as it should be by the 
government to promote the common good. Such a system would allow the 
for-profits insurance companies to rediscover that their destiny is to 
return to fire, auto, home and life insurance from whence they came. Let 
them risk rate auto liability insurance which an individual can control but 
not let them risk rate the genetic hand that a human is dealt at birth. 

The moral question is should human illness be a source of profits for 
corporations and their investors? 

John Hammond 

April 2: Change Comes Knocking with Panel Discussion, 7 p.m. at the Hanes 
Art Center 
Change Comes Knocking reveals the story of the North Carolina Fund, a 
little-known yet influential anti-poverty program from the 1960s. This 
powerful film looks at the combustible combination of race, class and 
politics stirred up by the Fund and examines its lasting legacy. The 
screening will be followed by a panel discussion with Ann Atwater (NC Fund 
community organizer); Howard Fuller (NC Fund community organizer), Rebecca 
Cerese (filmmaker) and Thomas Lambeth (assistant to Gov. Sanford). 
Co-sponsored by the Center on Poverty, Work and Opportunity and Video 
Dialog. 
April 3: Howard Fuller, Poverty Awareness Week Keynote Address, 4 p.m. 
Hanes Art Center Howard Fuller, noted North Carolina community organizer, 
passionate speaker and controversial educational advocate for minority 
children, will deliver the keynote address for UNC’s annual Poverty 
Awareness Week. Fuller will discuss the grassroots organizing strategies 
used in NC during the civil rights movement, and the value of these 
strategies today in implementing solutions to poverty on the community 
level. The public is invited to a reception for Dr. Fuller to be held from 
3:30-4 at the Hanes Art Center. 



Co-sponsored by the Center on Poverty, Work and Opportunity, Video Dialog, 
CJAA, SARR, UNC-NOW, UNC NAACP. April 9: Poverty and the Recession in North 
Carolina: Challenges and Opportunities, George Watts Hill Alumni Center 
Join us as we assemble state and national experts to discuss the effect of 
the current economic crisis on the poor and near-poor in the U.S. and North 
Carolina. 
Featured speakers: 
¯ The Honorable Joe Hackney, Speaker of the N.C. House of Representatives 
and President of the National Conference of State Legislatures, will 
deliver the morning keynote address. Speaker Hackney worked closely with 
members of Congress and the Obama administration to enact the American 
Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009. ¯    The Honorable Brad Miller, 
Representative to Congress from North Carolina, will present the lunchtime 
address. In addition to his extensive work on bankruptcy, foreclosures and 
consumer protection, Congressman Miller has been a vocal critic of the 
Treasury Department and the bail-out plan. Plus many other prominent 
guests! Visit www.law.unc.edu/centers/poverty/events for more information 
and to register. 
We hope to see you at one or more of these exciting events. Questions? 
Contact the Poverty Center at poverty_center@unc.edu or (919) 843-8796. 

Live in North Carolina? Please go to 

and sign on to the letter supporting 
collective bargaining for public employees. 
Then add this message to your email signature 
file and help spread the word. Thanks! 

Steve Hutton 
Applications Analyst 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8050 

work: 919-966-6651 
fax : 919-966-6650 
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SEANC District 25 News Service 
SEIU Local 2008 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 
Saturday, March 28, 2009 2:05 PM 

travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

20090328140438090.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 03.28.2009 14:04:37 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@nc. rr. com> 
Monday, March 30, 2009 8:45 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>; @nc.rr.com>; 
~embarqmail.com> 

Fw: From the Rams Club: The March 30, 2009 issue of Tar Heels Today 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: <admin@tarheelstodayonline.com> 
To:      @nc.rr.com> 
Sent: Monday, March 30, 2009 3:02 AM 
Subject: From the Rams Club: The March 30, 2009 issue of Tar Heels Today 

S. Tony Gore III, 

The Tar Heels are Final Four-bound! This edition of Tar Heels Today has 
complete South regional coverage from Memphis, including plenty of quotes 
and photos. Plus, we take a look ahead to the Final Four with a quick fan’s 
guide to Detroit. To download your full issue, which is a benefit of your 
Rams Club membership, simply visit: 

~:iiwww.tarheelstodav on~ine.com 

Make sure to click on the froat page to download the full issue. 

Please contact us at admin@tarheelstodayonline.com if you have any 
questions. 

Go Heels ! 

Regards, 

The Tar Heels Today staff 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Eunice Sahle <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 31, 2009 8:34 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Afri 101-Exam 2 

Afril01- Exam 2, March 31 2009 (Sent to TG).docx 

Dear Travis, 

Greetings. 

As I mentioned on the voice-mail, kindly print 60 copies of the attached 
exam. I will pick it up before my Afril01 class today. 

Cheers and thanks, Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Annual Fund Young Alumni Programs <megA~etersen@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 31, 2009 1:53 PM 

S Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Reconnect with Carolina! 

To view this e-newsletter in your web browser, please click here. 

HCHA LLE:NGE 

This fiscal year, young alumni have a chance to do particularly 

big things for Carolina, thanks to Howard Holsenbeck. This 

year, when new young alumni donors make a gift of $100 or 

more to an academic designation on campus, Holsenbeck will 

also give $100 to the designation of their choice. With state 

cuts negatively affecting our programs, teaching and faculty 

positions, class sizes, and current initiatives, opportunities like 

this are more important than ever. Learn more about Howard 

Holsenbeck and the Holsenbeck Challenge here. 

Also, view a list of current Holsenbeck Challenge Donors. 

Featured Hoisenbeek Challenge 

"Like a lot of recent graduates, I have 

made a lot of excuses for not giving 

back to Carolina. I either didn’t have 

enough money or couldn’t decide 

exactly what my donation should 

support. When I heard about Eve’s 

memorial fund and the Holsenbeck 

Challenge I knew I was in the perfect 

Quick Links 

:o Make a Gift to Carolina 
:o Update Your Information 
:~Young Alumni Councils 
:°Giving Honor Rolls 
:°Contact Us 

Featured Designation 

The Eve Carson Scholarship Fund 

(6887) was established in honor of 

Eve Marie Carson to celebrate 

and remember her love for the 

University and its students. This 

one-year merit scholarship was 

envisioned by Eve as a way to 

recognize individuals who began 

to realize their potential as leaders 

while attending Carolina. Read 

more about the scholarship and 

honor Eve this month by making a 

gift in her memory. 
>:More about Eve 
xAbout the scholarsh [~ 
:~The first Carson Scholar 
:~Make a Gift to the Eve 

Carson Scholarsh[~ Fund 



situation as a first=time donor. I could think of no better way to 

show my continuing love of UNC and Chapel Hill than to 

support those future alumni who are continuing a legacy of 

leadership and stewardship that has defined "the Carolina 

Way/’ I’m glad knowing that my contribution will be magnified 

indefinitely by those who are just as dedicated to making 

lasting impacts in Chapel Hill and around the world. I would 

encourage all recent graduates to reconsider those excuses 

that they have been making the past several years and step 

up to the challenge." -Jeff Alexander, ’07 

Jeff is from Franklin, NC and is currently a first year med 

student at Wake Forest University. He plans to continue to 

make annual donations to support the Eve Carson 

Scholarship. our Hobenbeck Chalbn here. 

The Young Alumni Council 

(YAC) is the primary 

volunteer leadership group 

for young alumni. YAC 

members serve as a link 

between the University and 

young alumni in their 

regions. They encourage annual support of the University and 

engage in activities that keep alumni connected to Carolina. 

There are Young Alumni Councils in Atlanta; Charlotte; New 

York City; Washington, D.C.; Orange/Durham County and 

VVake County. If you are interested in joining, or learning more 

about one of the young alumni councils, e=mail 

at 

Check out these Young Alumni Councils: 

x£1anta GA xCharlotte NC xNewYorkCi 
xWashinc~ton, DC x e/Durham Count~ 
xWake Cou ntis’ 

Giving Opportunities 

Learn more about the various designations of the University 

and ways that you can help support Carolina by visiting a list 

of giving opportunities on the Annual Fund website. 

Featured Young Alumni 

Council - Washington, D.C. 

This academic year, the 

Washington, D.C. council has 

been on a roll hosting events and 

keeping the D.C. young alumni 

connected. They kicked off the fall 

with a Fall Harvest Picnic in Waiter 

Pierce Park, with over 50 young 

alumni in attendance. They have 

also had social gatherings, service 

projects, and most recently a 

reception at the AGC Townhouse 

on the Hill. The D.C. council has 

been doing a great job and has 

lots of ideas for the future. 

To get involved with the D.C. 

council or to learn about upcoming 

events, contact at 

Find us on Facebook! 



Did one of your friends miss out on this newsletter? Forward it 

to them and have them ~_pdate ~he~r ~nforma~iont 

University_ of #~orth Carolina at Chap÷~ Hi~ 
Office of University Development 

208 W. Franklin Street, CB# 6100 × Chapel Hill, NC 27599-6100 
Telephone: 919-962-3966 × Fax: 919-843-3314 x E-Mail: 

To be removed from this recipient list, please go to this unsubscribe pa,qe. 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FYI Carolina Online <FYICarolina@unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 31, 2009 6:49 PM 

Carolina Alumni and Friends <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
UNC beats Harvard - Follow the Heels - Archbishop Tutu coming - Budget cuts 
hit campus 

Click here if you are having trouble viewing this eomail, 

UNC HOME ADMISSIONS FOR PARENTS ALUMNI GIVE TO CAROLINA ATHLETICS 

April 2009 

Carolina is No. 1 for producing Luce Scholars after passing Harvard. Seniors Nicholas Anderson (also a 
Robertson Scholar) and Rachel Harper, along with 2007 graduate Jennifer Cimaglia (also a Morehead-Cain 
Scholar), were among 18 Luce Scholarship recipients. It was only the fourth time in Luce history that three 
students from the same school were selected. Read about 2008 Luce winner Mike Tarrant’s experiences in 
Singapore. 

Folow the Heels! Team scores for academics, 
economic impact 
Follow the Heels during the Final Four on tarheelblue.com. And 

alumni.unc.edufeatures General Alumni Association activities. Besides Obarna 



picking UNC in his bracket, the team has topped two other lists. ~nside Higher Ed 
picked UNC as the national champions based on the team’s scores on the 
Academic Progress Rate. Forbes magazine says UNC is #1 based on $26 million 

generated for the University, the ACC and local communities. 

~aking Carolina ~The Best P~ace to Teach, Learn and 

Discover’ 

Last fall, Trustees John Ellison and J.J. Raynor launched a campus-wide 

conversation about how to make "Carolina: The Best Place to Teach, Learn and 
Discover." The initiative provides the University with a roadmap for improving the 
quality of education. Ideas gleaned from students, faculty, staff, administrators and 
alumni are reflected in the final report, which alumni and friends are invited to read 
and share thoughts about via           @gmail.com. 

Archbishop Desmond Tutu to speak at Commencement 
Desmond Tutu, winner of the Nobel Peace Prize and considered one of the world’s 
greatest humanitarians, will deliver the May Commencement address on May 10 in 

Kenan Stadium. 

Carolina’s ’American ~do~’ o ’Noop Dog’ 
Anoop Desai, a 2008 American studies graduate and former Clef Hanger who 
plans to attend Carolina’s Graduate School, has made it to the top nine finalists on 
the hit TV reality show "American Idol." Desai, dubbed ’Noop Dog’ by Judge Randy 
Jackson, has won over millions of fans nationwide with his performances and 
keeps mentioning his Tar Heel ties prominently on the show. WUNC-FM is among 
the media outlets chronicling Desai’s success. 

$4.5 mi~ion Mel~on grant suppoAs humanities graduate 
students 
A $4.5 million grant from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation will strengthen 
graduate education in four humanities departments in the College of Arts and 
Sciences. The grant, combined with additional private fundraising by the University, 
will create the Mellon Graduate Fellowship Program to support graduate students 
in English and comparative literature, history, philosophy, and religious studies. 
The program will help Carolina remain competitive in recruiting top graduate 

students. 

UNC prepares for 5% recurring state budget cuts next 

year 
With state budget reductions coming next fiscal year, Chancellor Holden Thorp has 
instructed senior administrators to cut programs, operations and staffing equivalent 



to a 5 percent state cut effective July 1. Although the state budget remains murky, 
UNC must act now to avoid even deeper cuts later. UNC already absorbed 7 
percent in cuts during the current fiscal year. See the Carolina Budget Information 
Web page for Thorp’s latest campus message. 

becomes UNC’s Scholar 

G~oba~ Research ~nstitute aims to attract internationa~ 

scholars 
A Global Research Institute aims to attract international scholars to tackle topics 
such as globalization, the economic crisis and the future of North Carolina’s 
economy. Starting the institute topped recommendations from a panel suggesting 
how to enhance UNC’s global presence. Alumnus William B. Harrison Jr., retired 
chairman and director of JPMorgan Chase & Co., chaired the panel and pledged 
$1 million to support efforts including the institute. 

Chancellor blog topics run the gamut: 

nationa~ anthem and schoo~ visits 
Chancellor Thorp’s latest entries to his blofj fondly remember Iongtime Chemistry 
Professor Bill Little, performing the national anthem with Terri Houston at the Tar 
Heels’ Georgia Tech game (with video), and visiting North Carolina high school 
students in Cherokee and Greenville. Thorp launched the blog to share thoughts, 
ideas and news about how the University is fulfilling its commitment to students 
and North Carolina. 

FYI Carolina Online is for alumni, parents of current students and friends of the University. Through this free service, the Office of 

University Relations shares information about people, events and issues at Carolina. If you have comments or questions, email 

~;Y[C~troli~a {(~;u~c,eda, telephone, (919) 962-8593 or write to the Office of University Communications, 21o Pittsboro St., Chapel Hill, 

NC 27599-621o. If you do not wish to receive future editions, ~s~bscribe here. 

ID: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy03.isis.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 1, 2009 11:11 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

*** This is an automated message. **** 

A ticket has been created for you in the UNC-Chapel Hill problem 
tracking system. Please keep this confirmation message so that you 
may reference the ticket number associated with your issue. 

If you need to provide additional information about your issue or 
have questions about your ticket, please contact the ITS Response 
Center at (919) 962-HELP. 

Please note that during adverse weather, response times may vary. 

Ticket Information 

Create Date: 4/1/2009 11:11 
Ticket #: 1450593 

Email Address: stgore@email.unc.edu 

Phone Number: (919) 966-5496 

Brief Description: OASIS Technical Support 
Problem Description: Client’s Problem Description: 
OASIS Technical Support 

Worklog: 
Hi, 

We have two professors (Dr. Dunbar, Dr. Cooke) in our department that have new computers to be set up. If someone could come as 
soon as they can because the professors need to do work on the computers. 

Thanks 

Travis 
Building: OTHER - 109 
Department: African-American Studies 
os: Windows 
I permit you to work on this issue even when I am not in my office. 

This request was created at: hJaps:/i~,ww.unc.eda/ar-biniwebsabiindex.p~e:~e~.p~e&dept=OASIS Technical Support 
Remote Host: 152.2.116.127 
Form Input: Gore, Travis - (919) 966-5496 - stgore@email.unc.edu 
*** Internal use only: 
For escalation purposes, this request may be referred to the following Remedy group: AS-COMPUTING-SPECIALISTS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy03.isis.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 1, 2009 2:22 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

*** This is an automated message. **** 

A ticket has been created for you in the UNC-Chapel Hill problem 
tracking system. Please keep this confirmation message so that you 
may reference the ticket number associated with your issue. 

If you need to provide additional information about your issue or 
have questions about your ticket, please contact the ITS Response 
Center at (919) 962-HELP. 

Please note that during adverse weather, response times may vary. 

Ticket Information 

Create Date: 4/1/2009 14:22 
Ticket #: 1450830 

Email Address: stgore@email.unc.edu 

Phone Number: (919) 966-5496 

Brief Description: OASIS Technical Support 
Problem Description: Client’s Problem Description: 
OASIS Technical Support 

Worklog: 
Hello, 

Professor Nyang’oro is having problems with his unc email on Mozilla. It is asking him to set up a new email account. 
have him going through uncwebmail but he prefers to use mozilla. If someone could come take a look. 

Thanks 

Travis 

Right now I 

This request was created at: ~s:iiwww.u~c.edular=bir~twebsubiindex~ 
Remote Host: 152.2.116.127 
Form Input: Gore, Travis - (919) 966-5496 - stgore@email.unc.edu 
*** Internal use only: 
For escalation purposes, this request may be referred to the following Remedy group: AS-COMPUTING-SPECIALISTS 



Error! Objects cannot be created from editing field codes. 

AWARD IN MANAGEMENT 

2009 

The Award in Management is presented annually to a College of Arts & Sciences Manager 

in recognition of outstanding accompfishments in leadership and management 

at the University of North Carofina at Chapel Hill. 
(Please type or print) 

Name of Manager 

Unit Name 
Department, Curriculum, or Program CB# Manager’s Work Phone 

Nominated by 
Printed Name Title Work Phone# 

Signature 

Some factors you may consider in preparing 
your nomination justification for outstanding 
accomplishments include: 

¯ Leadership and teamwork 
¯ Creative, innovative and resourceful 
¯ Technology expertise 
¯ Effective human resource and budget 

management 

Additional information regarding the nomination 

process: 

Management includes exhibiting leadership 

skills in managing human resources, financial 

resources, facilities and/or special projects. 

Nominations 

must be received 

by Monday, April 24, 2009 

(n ext page) 

¯ All current permanent Administrative College 
Managers (SPA or EPA Non-Faculty) are 
eligible for nomination. Managers are eligible 
to receive the award every five years. 

¯ All permanent College employees are eligible to 
submit nominations. 

¯ Please type or print your justification and 
submit it along with the nomination form. 

¯ Up to three letters of support will be accepted, 
but are not required. 

¯ For more information, contact Wendy Riley at 
962-9269 or email wendy riley@unc.edu. 

Please submit nominations to: 
LaEula Davis 

CB# 3100, Dean’s Office 



Justification Form 

This form may be used to nominate an individual for the Award in Management in lieu of attaching a separate 
justification. Please consider the factors listed on the previous page in preparing your justification. 

I nominate __ for the College of Arts and Sciences Award in Management for the following reasons: 
(name) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy03.isis.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 1, 2009 4:34 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Your problem ticket 1450593 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry.: Picked up laptop. Setting up 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:i!www.tmc.edularo 

birLiwebsubimdex,        check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Thursday, April 2, 2009 11:00 AM 

travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

20090402105948673.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 04.02.2009 10:59:48 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy03.isis.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 2, 2009 3:06 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Your problem ticket 1450593 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Setup laptop and delivered. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwww.unc.edularo 
bir~i~.ebsubiindcx.      =check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy03.isis.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 2, 2009 3:07 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Ticket 1450593 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwww.unc.edular- 
bir~i~.ebsubiindcx.      =check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy03.isis.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 2, 2009 3:07 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Your problem ticket 1450593 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwww.unc.edular- 
bir~i~.ebsubiindcx.      =check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy03.isis.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 2, 2009 3:09 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Ticket 1450830 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : 

Thank you for contacting us about the issue you reported on 04/01/09. A summary 
of your request is shown below. 

We invite you to visit this web address & take a short survey that will provide feedback on your experience with the OASIS 
Academic Computing Experts group. 

*************** Summary of Request *************** 

ADDRESSED BY: Andre (watsona) 
STATUS: Successfully Resolved 
FIRST NAME: travis 
LAST NAME: gore 
LOCATION: 109 battle hall chapel hill 27599 

EMAIL ADDRESS: stgore@email.unc.edu 
PHONE: (919) 966-5496 
DEPARTMENT: african & african-amer studies 
TICKET NUMBER: 1450830 

SHORT DESCRIPTION: Email Issue 

OASIS Technical Support 
***************** End of Summary ***************** 

If you have additional questions or comments, please contact 

Rob Noel 

(919) 843-7071 

rob@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gary Lloyd <gary_lloyd@unc.edu> 

Friday, April 3, 2009 8:32 AM 

SIS-chat < si s-chat@li stserv.unc, edu> 
[sis-chat] [Fwd: [Fwd: [its_changes] FOLLOWUP: $4 Web complex is down]] 

Please see the messages below about Student Central and Faculty/Staff 
Central being down at the moment. ITS is aware of the problem and is 
working with the vendor to get this resolved as soon as possible. 

We’ll let you know when we hear more about this. 

Thanks, 
Gary 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    [Fwd: [its_changes] FOLLOWUP: $4 Web complex is down] 
Date: Fri, 03 Apr 2009 07:54:26 -0400 
From: Bonnie Smyre <bonnie_smyre@unc.edu> 
Organization: University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
To: Gary R Lloyd <gary_lloyd@unc.edu> 
CC: Joe Bray <joe_bray@unc.edu> 

Gary -- 
I wanted to let you know that the hardware mentioned below is for the 
server where Student and Faculty/Staff Central run. Student and 
Faculty/Staff Central will be down until this repair is complete. So 
far there is no time estimate; we’ll be watching the change notices, and 
we thought you would want to pass this information on to sis-chat. 
Thanks, 
Bonnie 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    [its_changes] FOLLOWUP: $4 Web complex is down 
Date: Fri, 3 Apr2009 03:13:13 -0400 
From: ITS Change <itschang@itschanges.its.unc.edu> 
Reply-To: Joe Morris <morris@email.unc.edu> 
To: changes posted to itschanges.unc.edu <its_changes@listserv.unc.edu> 

At l:42am I heard from the vendor and was advised the VP of 
Operations was alerted to our critical issue and they were 
searching for replacement hardware. As of 3:10am there have been 
no further updates. 

Start: Thu 04/02/2009 21:15 

Submitted by Joe Morris - morris@email.unc.edu 

This message was posted via the ITS Changes facility at 
htt~:/iitschar~ges.ur~c.ed~i. 

You are currently subscribed to its_changes as: smyre@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-24393687-7066270.285cd6bd38f5c7ddcaa64220b566defd@listserv.unc.edu 

Bonnie Smyre 



Applications Analyst Programmer 
Enterprise Systems 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 1150 
440 W. Franklin St., Ste 2200 
Chapel Hill, 27599 
Phone: (919) 698-8772 
Fax : (919) 445-9490 
Bonnie_Smyre@unc.edu 

Gary Lloyd 
Associate University Registrar and IT Manager 
Office of the University Registrar 
CB# 2100, 3112 SASB North 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Telephone: (919)962-5162 
FAX: (919)962-0504 
E-mail: gary_lloyd@unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to sis-chat as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
send a blank email to leave-24394589-5944746.f7e 16d6f3923fed6048226a005d5b416@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 
Friday, April 3, 2009 11:35 AM 

travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

20090403113437695.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 04.03.2009 11:34:37 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Leon Hamlett <lhamlett@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 3, 2009 1:35 PM 

SIS-chat <sis-chat@listserv.unc. edu> 

[sis-chat] [Fwd: WebFocus Training] 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:WebFocus Training 

Date:Fri, 03 Apr 2009 13:33:44-0400 
From:Gina Coleman           email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To:         emaikunc.ed~ 
Organization:University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

To:Gary Lloyd ~nc.edu> 
CC:Beth Tanner <btanne , Leon Hamlett <lham~ett , Ira Knight 

<ikni~mai~~, Gina Coleman <~;~Qrg~@email.unc.edu> 

Gary, 

Below is a rough draft with the main details about the WebFocus Trainning dates for April. 

Thank you for editing and sending it to sis-chat, 

Gina 

I would like to introduce Beth Tanner,our new report programmer 
and WebFocus Trainer for student enrollment data. 

Below are the dates for WebFocus Trainning 

WebFocus Training in April 
Venue: 3124 SASB North 
Send an email to academicdata@listservouncoedu to register 

Tuesday - April 21 2:00 PM - 4:00 PM 

Thursday - April 23 i0:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

Tuesday - April 28 i0:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

Thursday - April 30 2:00 PM - 4:00 PM 



Contact Information 
Beth Tanner 
Report Programmer 
Office of the University Registrar 
(919) 962-5162 
academicdata@listserv~unc~edu 

http~K~gwebouncoedu/indexo~p 

Leon Mo Hamlett, Applications Analyst 

Office of the University Registrar 

CB# 2100, Suite 3110 SASB North 

UNC - Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-210@ 

TEL # 919o962.0976 

FAX # 919o962.6661 

<ul> 

<li> --You are currently subscribed to 
<iul> 
sis-chat as: <a href="mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu<ia>. To unsubscribe<br> 
send a blank email to <a href="mailto:leave-24397278- 
5944746.f7e 16d6f3923 fed6048226a005d5b416@listserv.unc.edu">leave-24397278- 
5944746. fTe 16d6f3923 fed6048226a005 d5b416@li stserv.unc, edu<ia> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gary Lloyd <gary_lloyd@unc.edu> 

Friday, April 3, 2009 6:30 PM 

SIS-chat < si s-chat@li stserv.unc, edu> 
[sis-chat] Student Central and Faculty/Staff Central 

The hardware replacement has arrived and been installed. All GO buttons 
on both Student Central and Faculty Staff Central have been tested and 
everything looks good. Both sites came back up at approximately 5:45 p.m. 

Thanks, 
Gary 

Gary Lloyd 
Associate University Registrar and IT Manager 
Office of the University Registrar 
CB# 2100, 3112 SASB North 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Telephone: (919)962-5162 
FAX: (919)962-0504 
E-mail: gary_lloyd@unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to sis-chat as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
send a blank email to leave-24399544-5944746.f7e 16d6f3923fed6048226a005d5b416@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy03.isis.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 6, 2009 9:31 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

*** This is an automated message. **** 

A ticket has been created for you in the UNC-Chapel Hill problem 
tracking system. Please keep this confirmation message so that you 
may reference the ticket number associated with your issue. 

If you need to provide additional information about your issue or 
have questions about your ticket, please contact the ITS Response 
Center at (919) 962-HELP. 

Please note that during adverse weather, response times may vary. 

Ticket Information 

Create Date: 4/6/2009 9:30 
Ticket #: 1452898 

Email Address: stgore@email.unc.edu 

Phone Number: (919) 966-5496 

Brief Description: OASIS Technical Support 
Problem Description: Client’s Problem Description: 
OASIS Technical Support 

Worklog: 
Hi, 

Dr. Cooke took her laptop home but was unable to use it because she said it was just set up for the unc domain. 

Thanks, 

Go Heels ! 
Building: OTHER - 109 
Department: African-American Studies 
os: Windows 
I permit you to work on this issue even when I am not in my office. 

This request was created at: ~s:iiwww.u~c,edu/arobirt!websubiindex Jt=OASi[S%20Technical%20Su~ 
Remote Host: 152.2.116.127 
Form Input: Gore, Travis - (919) 966-5496 - stgore@email.unc.edu 
*** Internal use only: 
For escalation purposes, this request may be referred to the following Remedy group: AS-COMPUTING-SPECIALISTS 



FELA KUTi 
HOW THINGS FELL APART IN THE OIL BOOM 

I first came across the Nigerian musician Fela Kuti at a London concert in 

the late 1980s, and the experience unsettled me. Not that I had no expe- 
rience of Africa: I was born in Malawi in southern Africa, where my 

mother had worked as garden supervisor for President Kamuzu Banda and 

my father for Britain’s overseas development effort as a specialist in tropical 
soils. My childhood memories are pleasant and even thrilling: dodging hip- 

pos in our little sailing boat and fishing for cbamt~o on Lake Malawi; listen- 
ing to hyenas laughing at the moon; and a hunter in my bedroom at night, 
waiting for a leopard that had killed our dog Judy and got into our rabbit 
hutch, and that my parents caught sunbathing on our compost heap (my 
sister and I were grounded until he shot it). But despite my African child- 
hood, I didn’t feel a connection to exotic, brash Nigeria. 

When I saw Fela in concert I was a university student thrashing uncer- 
tainly in seas of political correctness, and his rude, sexually suggestive antics 
with female dancers, as I ~tood in the audience beside fearsome student 
feminists, made me squirm in my tender white-boy shoes. I found his 
music too harsh at first, but as the night wore on the hypnotic Afrobeat 

wormed into my head. It was intoxicating. 
The late Fela Anikulapo-Kuti, the Black President, the King of 

A_frobeat, is probably Nigeria’s most loved citizen of all time. He has been 
compared to Bob Marley, James Brown, Bruce Lee, EMs Presley, 
Muhammad Ali, Mick Jagger, Bob Dylan, and many others-though none 



Poisoned Wells                              : 

of these comparisons quite pins him down. This wiry inusical Hercules and 

African spiritualist called himself Abami Edo--’the ’, weird one"--and he 

would smoke turnip-size joints and put on white ~ace paint before en- 

thralling crowds with mesmerizing stagecraft, which he called his "under- 

ground spiritual game." 

"Man, we walked in the room, and the smoke’~ knocked us down," 
Bootsy Coilins, the bassist for the American funk legefld James Brown, said 

of Fda’s band after touring Nigeria in 1970.1 "Whe~ I heard that, it was 
like, ’Man, this is IT.’... We were telling them they’r~ the funldest cats we 

ever heard in our life .... 1 mean, this is the.James BroWn band, but we.were 
totally wiped out. That was one trip t wouldn’t trad# for anything in the 
world."2 The Brazilian musical superstar Gilberto Gil said that meeting 
Fela changed his Hfe, and made him feel like a tree re 61anted. 

Fela was also a sexual tornado who said he liked ~oenjoy the pleasures 
of at least two women per day. Journalists reported him emerging for inter- 
views from his bedroom in his underpants, with semen still dribbling 

down3; and once he married all 27 of his dancers in a single ceremony. "Co- 
caine I stop am after I discover say e dey kill prick!"j Fela told one inter- 
viewer in the pidgin English that is widely spoken in !xis native Lagos. (He 

reverted to his favorite natural aphrodisiac N.N.G., Nigerian Natural 
Grass.) Fela had referred to women as "mattresses," agd rejected condoms 

as un-African. "That thing, I don’t touch it," he toldI one. Nigerian inter- 
viewer. "Condom means Ko Do Mi .... Ko Do Mi ii Yoruba for You Are 
not Fucking Me. See?’’5 When he died of AIDS in 19197, more than a mil- 

lion people came into the streets of Lagos to mourn his passing. 
Fela taunted the politicians with songs like "Coffih for Head of State," 

"ITT (InternationaIThiefThief)," and "VIP (Vagab#nds In Power)," and 
he suffered endless court appearances, police beatingsi and torture. During 
the t970s, the decade when punk rock became the cu~ing edge of counter- 
culture and protest in recession-prone Europe and A~erica, and petrodol- 
lars began to cascade into the Nigerian treasury, Fel~ led a more deadly, 

desperate form of protest on behalf of ordinary Nigenans who were facing 
the emergence of a vicious, predatory new oil-rich elite. 

I have chosen to write about Fela partly because h~ illustrates the inde- 

fatigable spirit of this remarkable, bellyaching countg?4 which has two to 
three hundred ethnic groups and perhaps 130 milli@n people, a sixth of 
Africa’s population. Its religious divisions pit more M&slims than there are 
in any Arab country except Egypt against simitar ngmbers of Christians 
and followers of African religions, forming what the Kenyan-born thinker 

Feia Kuti 

All Mazmi calIed the grand laboratory of the new triple heritage: a giant 
western, Islamic, and traditional African melting pot. These divisions com- 
plicate the question of how to share the oil money, which makes up more 
than 97 percent of Nigeria’s exports today.6 

Fda’s long career, which reached its heights during the 1970s oil boom 
and the subsequent hangover of the 1980s, also offers essential conte~xt for 
this book. Around 2003 the world began to see a new oil price boom; to 
understand what this new bonanza means for Africa’s energy producers we 
should look at the last boom. Fda’s is a wholly African story; the British, 
French, Americans, and other foreigners who have helped shape Nigeria 

only get passing mention here. t will turn to them a bit later on. 

Elderly Nigerians will tell you how much better life was in the early years 
after independence in 1960. ".We still had a good civil service inherited 
from the British," remembers Philip Asiodu, who was Nigeria’s top oil 
man during much of the boom. "It functioned well enough. Codes of con- 
duct were followed, without any glaring corruption Or destruction. They 
talked about people taking 5 percent, 10 percent; these were two or three 
ministers in each political party, as fundraisers, mostly not putting their 
hands in the till. They had a vision for running Nigeria properly. The 5 
percent, the 10 percent~it did not distort the programs or affect the offi- 
cials’ authority."7 

Even if this is too rosy a view of the past, a comment by the author 
Karl Maier illustrates how far Nigeria has fallen since then, nearly $400 
billion of oil money later. "It is as if [Nigerians] live in a criminally mis- 
managed corporation," he wrote, "where the bosses are armed and have 
barricaded themselves inside the company safe."s 

The award-winning Nigerian writer Chinua Achebe offers a due that 

goes a long way to explain the trouble with Africa’s oil nations. There is 
nothing basically wrong with the Nigerian character, land, or ctimate, he 
said. Then he penetrated right to the heart of Nigeria’s predicament: "A 
normal sensible person will wait for his turn if he is sure that the shares will 
go round; if not, he might start a scramble."9 

Nigeria is a bit like the queue that Achebe suggests. A functioning 
queue is really two queues: a physical one and a mental one. Disrupt the 

physical queue--by nudging a truck through it, saN or dousing it with a fire 
hose~and if the mental queue remains intact, then order will reemerge, in 
the same way that stable countries recover from economic shocks or terror- 

ist attacks. 

L,= 



Poisoned Wells 

But there is a more damaging way to disrupt a queue: push in at the 

front. This assaults everyone’s belief in it, and if it happens enough, the 
scrambling starts and it will collapse. There is then no easy way tO rebuild 
it, no matter how much you shout. 

Take the analogy further. Imagine the queue consists of, say, Ameri- 
cans, French, British, Chinese, and others (pick your prejudice), just as 

Nigeria is divided between Yorubas, Hausas, Igbos, Ijaws, and others. The 
pushing-in is getting worse, and you think you notice that the culprits are 
mostly from the group that you hate. Your faith in the queue will collapse 
faster, and you will hate the other group a bit more. Now imagine that 
your whole family has sent you to represent them in this line for food, 
which is too scarce to go around. You will jostle even more aggressively, 
the scramble will intensify, and the strongest and slipperiest characters, 
and those who can form alliances with their own people to thwart the 

other groups, will stand the best chance of getting to the front. This 
image helps me understand better the contrast between the hospitality 
and generosity you find in African homes, and the venality of many 
African rulers. Most corrupt people act like that only because the}, know 

everyone else is. 
You see the scrambling and indiscipline everywhere: real lines degener- 

ating into free-for-alls, or drivers forcing themselves selfishly into traffic 
and blocking everyone, axe a version of this lack of trust and respect. Politi- 
cians think that if they dofft grab what they can, someone worse will get it, 
so even if a dollar’s worth of road repair saves a thousand dollars in broken 
axles, the holes remain unf’~ed. 

As the citizens of this ethnic@ and refigiously fractured nation have 
jostled, then scrambled, for what they can get of the oil money, long-term 
planning, shared nationhood and trust in each other--the keys to Nigeria’s 
economic development--have dissolved. This spfintering of the national 
good is really what corruption is. Later in the book I will propose a way of 
restoring some of this trust. 

In the early years of independence, Fela studied at the Trinity College of 
Music in London. Another student remembered him as "a stunning extro- 
vert [who] regularly held court among the bedazzled students, whom he 
often left speechless." Fela’s landIady charged him for making extra noise 
with his trumpet, so he just made more noise. When the police were ca!led, 
Fela called a London bobby a "foolish bastard." He was thrown into a po- 
lice van,1° but was soon back at his studies. 

Fela Kuti 

The British had handed over a country with three regions: the North, 

roughly corresponding to the hegemonies of the mostly Muslim Hausa- 
Fulani; the West, dominated by Yorubas; and the wedominantly Igbo East. 

The North produced grains and groundnuts, the West grew cocoa, and the 
East produced palm oil. Each pulled its own weight in the federation, more 
or less, and this mitigated political tension. But oil, which had been discov- 
ered in 1956, was beginning to grow in importance. As it grew, the rela- 
tionship changed fundamentalty, as regions now had to compete for their 
share of the cake from an oil-fed center. Oii-producing areas said that they 
should get the most, the more populous regions argued that they should 
take precedence, while the poorest felt that they were most deserving. It 
was a huge, endless, unwinnable argument. Before¯ Iong, regionally based 
political parties were clashing. Though the fighting was not obviously 
about oil, it was on everyone’s minds. 

Nigerians tatk of a "National Q~estion," which has many variants but 
is essentially this: how can the federation best be configured to hold its 
bickering groups together? Over time, in the spirit of old British divide- 
and-rule policies, Nigeria’s riflers first split the regions into states, then 
split the states, again and again. Each new state had its own minorities 

who felt that the dominant groups in their state were snaffling the. cash, 
so they pushed for their own smaller states, to get more of the cake for 
themselves. (Today there are 36 states.) Each new subdivision had new 

¯ configurations of minorities, so the bickering continued, oniy in more de- 
centralized ways. 

By 1966, oil made up a third of Nigeria’s exports,n and some Igbo offi- 

cers, resentful that federal spending was skewed (they thought) to favor 
northerners, mounted a bloody coup, vowing to fight corruption, tribalism, 

and the enemies of progress: "the ten percenters, homosexuals, feudat lords, 
etc."z2 Many Nigerians saw this as an Igbo power grab, and an army gen- 
eral, Yakubu Gowon, launched a successful countercoup, six months later. 
So Igbos in the East, hoping to carve out their own zone and grab the oil- 
fields, decided to secede from Nigeria altogether. 

In a last-ditch move to undermine eastern unity, the government split 
the federation into 12 states in 1967. But it was ot~ no use: three days later 
the Igbo general Emeka Ojukwu declared an Independent Republic of Bi- 
afra, triggering civil war. 

"It wasn’t re@ a war for oil--I think it would have happened anyway," 
remembers Sola Odunfa, the veteran BBC reporter who accompanied 
Nigerian troops into Biafra for the Daily Times. "But oiI encouraged them." 
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France hoped to wrest this oily gem away from the &ended A~glo- 
Saxons, so President Charles de Gaulle sent the Biafran rebels planeloads 
of weapons, while Britain backed the Nigerian government. I remember 
being haunted for months by a vivid television clip from this war--i saw it 
while I was a teenager, quite a Iong time afterward--showing several fed- 
e}al soldiers manhandling a civilian, who was pleading for his life and re- 

peating, "I am not a Biafran soldier! I am not a Biafran soldier!" They then 

pushed his head down into some bushes and shot him dead in front of the 
camera. 

Perhaps a million Nigerians died in the three-year war, which remains 
today the most obvious example of oil’s destabilizing push-pull effect: first, 
oil pushes Nigerians apart as they fight each other for the cash; then, it 
pulls them together again as they seek to remain connected to the oil- 
gorged federal center. 

After the war, General Gowon promised a policy of "no victors, no 
vanquished" and ushered in a period of postwar optimism, as oil output was 
re-established. 

By now Nigeria’s leaders, fresh from military victory, angry at western 
support for apartheid South Africa, and marveling at Iran’s efforts to wrest 
controt of their industry from the companies (and also at the humbling of 
the American superpower in Vietnam), were feeling botd. At a time when 
it was fashionable for developing countries to "occupy the commanding 
heights" of their economies, Nigeria decided that the time had come to 
confront the secretive Seven Sisters, which they suspected used offshore 

counting tricks to veil their real profits and cheat the Nigerian tax man. 
"The Seven Sisters... were a monopoly, a cartel, and they effectively 

dictated the price of oil," the oil man Philip Asiodu said.13 "The miracle of 
the Japanese and European recoveries after World War II was predicated 
on this cheap oil. The oil companies owned the assets, and we were aware 
that if the companies spent $100 million on procurement, they spent $95 
million of that outside Nigeria. Ours were Iegitimate dreams." 

First, Nigeria ramped up the price of its oiI and raised tax rates, then 
increased audit requirements on the companies and even made them incor- 
porate themselves localIy, so that they were subject to Nigerian jurisdiction. 

The companies closed ranks, hoping to form a united front to resist the 
African upstarts. But the world was changing. Charles de Gautle’s foolish 
support for Biafran rebels meant that French oil interests were reduced to 
pleading, and to accept humiliating new terms. And the maverick Italian 
oilman Enrico Mattei, who hated the Sette Sarrelle (Seven Sisters--a term 
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that Mattei is credited with coining) had~ before he died, presented his 
group, ENI, as being a more flexible, fair-minded alternative. ENI had al- 
ready offered the Iranians three-quarters of the revenues from production 
in Iran, instead of the half that the Sisters were paying, and it was happy to 
accept new terms in Nigeria, too. 

The Sisters’ united front was crumbling. Nigeria unilaterally took over a 
60 percent controlling stake in several of their large exploration and produc- 
tion licenses. The companies, Asiodu said, lobbied ferociously, against this; 
and even got military officials to appiy pressure on him to stop the reforms. 
"I told the companies that it was not our philosophy to make them have a 

loss, and I would quite understand it if they ~vanted stop operating in Nige- 
ria," he said with a chuckte. "That was not what they wanted to hear." 

Nigeria’s oil production was soaring, too, having risen from 150,000 
barrels per day in 1968 to one and a half million by 1971, then exceeding 
two million in 1973: more than twice as much as the United States was 
then importing from the Persian Gulf 14 

The stream of petrodollars became a river. Then, with the Yore Kip- 
pur war and the OPEC oil embargo of 1973, it became a tide as world oil 
prices quadrupled from $3 to $12 per barrel in just three months. (Later, 

with the fall of the Shah of Iran in 1979 and the Iran-Iraq war, prices rose 
to nearly $40,is worth nearly $100 in today’s prices.~6) The effect on Nige- 
ria was staggering: by 1975 oil made Up 95 percent of exports, and be- 
tweer~ 1970 and 1980 its annual export earnings rose from 1 billion dollars 
to 26 billion.17 

It changed everything. The politieians promised to harness the oil in a 
great leap forward,18 and well-connected Nigerians scrambled for govern- 
ment contracts to build bridges, flyovers, railways, and so on, in an orgy of 
post-war construction. The defense ministry handed out a rustling, torrent 
of cement import contracts, and soon a fabled armada of ships arrived, 
loaded with the world’s cement. At one point in 1975, 400 ships were walt~ 
ing, collecting demurrage charges. Some even registered with the Nigerian 
authorities, then sailed elsewhere on business while collecting the demur- 
rage payments. Nigeria erected import tariffs to encourage local manufac- 
turing, which did not make local industry more competitive, but instead 
generated profits for tricksters. In a famous moment of frankness, the mili- 
tary after General Gowon conceded that Nigeria’s probIem was not the 
money, but how to spend it. 

Salaries went up. "The whole place was awash with cash," the BBC’s 
Sola Odunfa remembers. "People got nine months’ salary arrears paid. Oh 
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boooooy! Shops were full. People were buying radios, fridges; you saw peo- 
ple on motorbikes with televisions on their heads. Just crazy. Everyone had 
money and wanted to spend. Champagne, watches, cars, or-if they were 
too poor~just motorcycles. There was no time to think; it was spending, 
without productivity. We did not yet see that boom would become doom. 
Some say that era destroyed us. The corruption--it felt like it expIoded 
from nowhere." 

Suddenly, General Gowon was toppled in another coup, ostensibly 
because he had decided to delay elections. But oil was, once again, the 
silent player. Ahead of the coup, as everyone jostled for contracts, tension 

grew between the oil ministry and the national oil company about who 
controlled the oil sector, and this was stirred by foreign traders and Niger- 
ian middlemen fighting for access to the oil money. Matters came to a 
head in a government meeting in July 1975, in which the oil man Philip 
Asiodu recommended one of his protdgds as general manager of the na- 
tional oil company,19 to the fury of Murrain Muhammed, a respected army 
general. General Gowon rejected Muhammed’s advice, and 25 days later 
Muhammed mounted the coup. The oil appointment, he later admitted, 
was "the straw that broke the camel’s back.’’~° 

Asiodu remembers what happened next. "Over six weeks, without due 
process, without controls, more than 10,000 civil servants were retired or 
dismissed," he said. "The justification was to shake up the civiI service, 

which was too powerful. But who was shaking it up? Military officers with- 
out training. It was a disaster, it destroyed morale; it gave rise to the ’make 
hay while the sun shines’ mentality: which is corruption. Our pride, as cus- 
todians of the public good, was destroyed. The Nigerian psyche has been 
assaulted and insulted. With civil servants respected, we would have been 

an African lion today beside Asian tigers. But now we are 45 years behind." 
The new leader, Muhammed, was killed a few months later in another 

messy; abortive coup attempt in February 1976. Days afterward, the New 
York Times Nigeria correspondent John Darnton, who had just arrived, saw 
a bizarre caravan of young people in the street, led by a Day-Glo bus. 
"What’s that?" he asked. "That’s Feia," someone said. "To the government, 
he’s nothing but trouble." 

Damton resolved to meet the man. Whatever it was he expected, that 

wasn’t what he got. 

It’s not always easy to realize when you’re in the presence .of a genius, es- 

pecially when it comes in the form of a muscular five-foot-seven Niger- 
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Jan, dressed in leopard-skin bikini underpants, his eyes Hurry red from 

overindulgence in marijuana. He was seated on a thronelike chair... 

smoking a cigar-size joint that was held for him between tokes by one of 

three or four female attendants. The interview was awkward at first, but 

he soon warmed up; he was gratefu! to America, which he had visited in 

1969, for teaching him about Black Power, he said. It was odd, he added, 

but it took photos of African-Americans wearing dashikis on 125th 

Street for Nigerians to feel proud in their own national dxess. What he 

most disparaged about the United States was the size of the joints: "Do 

you believe," he mid his circle of wide-eyed followers, "over there, they 

light up one little one, and they have to pass it around[" 

Later, on the street, Fela stopped traffic for blocks around, fotlowed by 

crowds who chanted his name, throwing clenched-fist power salutes.2~ 
M. D. Yusuf-u, Nigeria’s top policeman at the time, remembers Fela 

well, and worked hard to befriend him. "Even though I was chief of po- 
lice, I realized that Fela was the one person who could come out with a 
demonstration and block the two entrances to Lagos and stop every- 
thing," he said. "His youths go everywhere. I thought that as a policeman 
I’d better be friends with that one, despite his lewd behavior."22 Yusu£u 
recalled a visit to Lagos of the Guinean leader Sekou Tourd, who invited 
Fela for a meeting. Fela arrived with around 25 wives, and there was a 
scuffle with police outside before he got in. "Sekou Tourd said to 

Obasanjo, ’I have such people in my country, b.ut long ago I realized that 
they are very dangerous opponents. So I became patron of all the artists, 

for the simple reason that they have a talent that no government has. In 
one song, he can destroy years of my work.’" 

The coup that Darnton had arrived for failed, but General Muhammed 
had died in it, so his deputy, General Olusegun Obasanjo, reluctantly took 
oveE 

As the boom progressed, oil had another curious effect: the collapse of agri- 
culture. One problem was that millions of rural Nigerians downed hoes 
and, like moths to an oil lamp, flocked to the towns and cities. Meanwhile, 
civil servants lost interest in agriculture as they focused instead on 
wheedling more money from the oil-fed budget. 

But another thing was happening too: the dreaded Dutch disease. This 
generic effect was named after economic disasters that hit the Netherlands, 
where I now live, after it made big gas discoveries in the 1960s. The wind- 
falls bring cash cascading in, raising price levels and so making local goods 
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more expensive, and less competitive when compared to imported goods. 

Sectors like industry and agriculture wither, and oil pays for a rising tide of 
imports to replace their output. In the process, a relatively small number of 
people get richi and farmers are left in the dirt. 

Just before the boom, Nigeria had been the world’s second producer of 
cocoa,23 and agriculture made up thxee-quarters of exports.24 Between 1975 
and 1978 alone the total area under active cultivation fell by 60 percenta~ 
and recorded production of major crops fell by about as much,2~ plunging 
tens of millions into poverty. It was a classic display of oil’s jealous charac- 
ter, crowding out and crushing other economic sectors. 

Something else was underway too. A rallying cry of tlae American rev- 
olutionary war against London was, "No taxation without representa- 
tion"--people will pay taxes only if they feel that they get a political voice 
in return. But in Nigeria, as Feta quickly noticed, the rulers no longer 
needed their citizens for their tax revenues, since they had the oil money 
instead. Millions of Nigerians might as well have fallen off the map. 

Felds early songs reflected the exuberance of the times and his own inner 
mischief. His dazzling daaxce-floor anthem "Jeun K’oku" emerged in 1970, 
just as the Biafra war ended, and it entranced Nigerian youths more used to 
the Beatles, Simon and Garfunkei, Otis Redding, or West African Juju or 
Highlife. " ’Jeun K’oku’ came and blew us away,", a Nigerian academic re- 
members of that time.~7 "It was local, it spoke about our home reality, and it 
met our critical requirements of sophisticated sound." 

His sultry 1972 hit "Na Poi," making cheeky and explicit references to 
the sex act, rippled anger across social, religious, and official strata--which, 

of course, just made Fela more popular. "Male students on campus," wrote 
one Nigerian journalist, "could not sing it loud enough.’’~s Fela also moved 
away from singing in his native Yoruba tongue toward the more widely- 
spoken pidgin English, boosting his audience. 

His songs also began to take on a more political, edge. Like the politi- 
cians standing i~p to the Seven Sisters, ~’ela was growing bolder, too. On a 
visit to the United States he had dated San&a Iszidore, a former member 
of the Black Panthers who had spent time in jail for assaulting a police offi- 
cer during the Los Angeles riots. She turned Fela on to the hedonistic, 
drug taking, sexually liberated American counterculture, and tuned him in 

to the Black Power movement and the ideas Of thinkers like Malcolm X 
and Marcus Garvey. "For the first time, I heard things I’d never heard be- 
fore about Africa," l:’ela later said. "She was the one who opened my eyes.’’29 
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These ideas intertwined in his mind with pan-African ideals that he had 
imbibed from his fiery mother, a leading agitator against British colonial 
rule who had often thrashed Fela as a child. 

He hung pictures of Kwame Nkrumah and other pan-African heroes 
at the Afrika Shrine in Lagos, the chaofc musical commune where he pro- 
claimed himself chief priest and where traditional leaders offered libations 
as Fela worshiped his ancestors. (One visitor said the Slarine looked like a 
cross between a Black Panther safe house and the Playboy mansion.) It be- 

came the center of West Africa’s music scene, and Motown ’even offered 
Fela a million-dollar deal (despite Fela’s tendency to play hour-long songs, 
and never to play old material.) The deal fell through after Felts personal 
spirit medium, Professor Hindu, advised him not to sign. 

The ex-Beafle Patti McCartney, who visited Lagos in I972, said that 
Fela’s group was "the best band I’ve ever seen live .... When Fela and his 
band eventually began to play, after a long, crazy buildup, I just couldn’t 
stop weeping with joy."3° McCartney wanted to use African musicians for 
the album Band on the Run that he was recording in Lagos, but FeIa de- 
nounced McCartney, berating him for "stealing Black Man’s music." Fear- 
lessness and love of controversy were Fda’s strength, but they also 
contributed to what a music journalist called his "unerring ability to piss on 
his own parade,’’al perhaps explaining why Fela never finally became a true 
international superstar. 

Yet at home, he was unsurpassed. He would strut onstage in his under- 
pants, taunting Nigeria’s elites with songs like "Gentleman," which he re- 
leased in 1973, mocking members of the Nigerian elite who. would put on 
ties, coats, and hats and end up sweating all over, and smelling "like shit": 

I no be gentleman llke thaaaat, I be Africa mar~, original, 

In 1975 Fela changed his "slave" name from Ransome-Kuti to Aniku- 
lapo ("one who carries death in lain pouch") Kuti, and renamed his corn- 

poured the Kalalmta Republic, surrounding it with barbed wire and 
declaring it an autonomous zone free from Nigerian law. Soldiers raided it 
constantly. In 1977, when President Obasanjo’s government splurged over 
100 million petrodollars on an international jamboree called Festac, Fela 

organized a Counter-FESTAC at Kalakuta, complete with dancers and 
buckets of grass. Stevie Wonder, other stars, and the crowds flocked to see 

lCela. This incensed the military government, which was already furious 
about his recent smash hit song "Zombie." It portrayed soldiers as mindless 
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robots who wouid not even think unless they were told to do so, and it 

cited street youths to brandish mock rifles and taunt them in the streets. 

Go and die--joro-]ara-joro [left, right, left], No brair~s.., no sense. 

Days after Festac, hundreds of soldiers descended on Katakuta, in a 

frenzy. They smashed testicIes with rifle butts, they dragged women naked 

to army barracks and tortured them with bottles, and burned Kalakuta 

down. Fela was hauled out by his genitals and suffered a cracked skull; his 
brother Beko was in a wheelchair for months; they threw his 78-year-old 

mother through a window. Fatal Roiling Dollar, an aging, impish Nigerian 
musician who lived down the street and who also was injured in the attack, 
described--amid clouds of pungent smoke after a show of his that I saw in 
Amsterdam in 2006--how he lost all his instruments and spent the next 

quarter century destitute, doing security guard work and other menial jobs. 
Fela’s son Femi, then age 14, later recounted to me his painful mem- 

ories of what he saw, coming back from school. "Soldiers in full gear, bat- 

tie gear. People were scared, screaming, so we thought he was dead. We 
found him in the barracks, in the military hospital, about 12 midnight. 
They let us see him for, like, two minutes. He told us he was all right. He 
had been beaten, but he told us he was OK, and we just gave him a hug 

and then left." 
In prison, Fela was a hero, and when he got out, many months later, he 

was as brassy as ever, composing "Unknovm Soldier," referring to the mili- 

tary inquiry’s explanation for who destroyed Kalakuta, and another, a more 
painful song that he composed a while after the attack, after his elderly 
mother had died of her injuries. The song, "Coffin for Head of State," de- 
scribed how he had carried his mother’s coffin and delivered it in person to 

Dodan army barracks, putting it down before the gate. 

Obasanjo dey there, with him big fat stomach, dem no want take am. 

The oil politics found strange echoes in Fela’s life. While Nigeria’s 
leaders bickered over how to share the oil money, Fela’s entourage was em- 

broiled in something similar: the old story of a rock band tearing itself 
apart as its members argue over how to divide the spoils and the glory. Tony 
Allen, Fela’s inspirational drummer, remembers the easy money of the 
~t970s, when Nigerians could afford to flock to their shows. But by the end 
of the decade Allen was fed up, and left; he called Fela a "slave driver" in 
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one intendew. Years later, Allen was more circumspect when I met him. 

"He was a genius," he said. "But I had had enough of too many imbeciles: 
people I didn’t fucking know from anywhere, who had not been around 

when we were struggling. As soon as we had arrived, we saw all these bees. 
Bzzz, bzzz, they overtook everything. Fela accommodated them,!’ he said. 
"They were just yes-men, riffraff, guys that go out, come back.with unnec- 

essary things, fictitious stories, just to amuse the guy, to make him react to 
what he never saw, to build their own standing. The money was coming in, 
more and more. This was power, money, the thing was terrible." 

In 1979, President Obasanjo handed over power to civilians (the Nigerian 
people would later thank him, reelecting him in 1999). It was also the year 
that the Shah of Iran fell and oil prices spiked again. Obasanjo said that 
Nigeria would be among "the ten leading nations in the world by the end of 
the century.’’~2 It was not, of course, to be. Producing oil is not like produc- 
ing shoes or bicycles. Oil projects are big and complex, and crude oil often 
does not start flowing until many years after a first discovery; a rise in prices 
takes a long time before it stimulates more exploration and a rise in supply. 
It can also take years for higher prices to work their way through the world 
economy and choke offdemand. In the meantime, the supply-demand bal- 
ance can shift far out of kilter, meaning that prices rise much too far. When 
supply finally rises and demand finally subsides, prices can also fail dramat- 
icatiy, as the balance tips too far the other way. 

This is what happened when the oil boom decade ended: world oil 
prices fell from nearly $40 a barrel in 1980 to just over $10 five years 
later--a collapse that was even more vicious when you take the high infla- 

tion of those years into account. For Nigeria this was aggravated by oil con- 
tracts that, for historical and technical reasons, exaggerated the effects of 
price fluctuations on government revenues.33 From $25 billion in 1980, 
Nigeria’s oil export earnings fell to $10 billion in 1983, and just $7 billion 
by 1986.34 For a government whose credibility by now depended on doling 
out oil money, this was bad enough. But also, problems that had quietly 
built up in the boom did not unwind peacefully, but instead mutated into 
new, more pernicious forms. 

As spending fell, each rival faction scrammed to feed itself, at the ex- 
pense of other factions and of the more ephemeral long-term goal of na- 
tional development. The factions were not only ethnic and religious: the 
civil service was a faction, as were political parties, state governments, local 
authorities--which all fought to maximize their shares. Faction leaders 
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were often fat cats milking oil-subsidized government projects, which had 

been easy to set up during the oil boom, but politically much harder to shut 

down after the bust. Of course the strongest and slipperiest usually won 

and many of the cash-cow projects kept going, while Nigeria’s poor bore 

the brunt of cuts, and austerity programs encouraged by IMF-inspired 

belt-tightening. The IMF became a focus of hatred. Mark Allen, who vis- 

ited Nigeria for the IMF in the 1980s, remembered a solctier saying he 

would put a bullet between the eyes oflMF officials if he ever got hold of 

them. "One mission they gave us a bullet-proof car with glass this thick," 

Allen said, measuring an inch and a half with his fingers, "and a driver 

trained in the U.S. who knew how to drive away at 70 mph with the tyres 

blown out."3s 

As millions sank deeper into poverty, a new "austerity bourgeoisie" got. 

rich. They were local and foreign middlemen and politicians who got the 

bureaucrats to dream up price controls and other economic distortions for 

them to exploit. "Somehow the oll money seemed to be getting lost very 

fast in the black box of the oll ministry, somewhere between the oil compa- 

nies paying it and the finance ministry receiving it," the IMF’s Allen said. 

"They understood our questions; they showed equal enthusiasm to get to 

the bottom of it aLl--then there would be long rigmaroles .... We never 

got very far." 

Nigeria’s parliament has long been especially good at teasing out the 

money, and Allen contrasts it with the British parliament, which was set up 

to scrutinize and control the King’s spending requests. "Nigeria’s parliament 

is more like the U.S. Congress with its pork-barrel projects: [its] job is not to 

protect the money but to get hold of it. They are huge spending lobbies." 

Agriculture recovered a bit as the oil revenues collapsed in the 

1980s, but this time the main beneficiaries were not rural farmers but 

big farmer-capitalists.36 Conditions worsened, deepening and widening 

Nigeria’s fracture. 

The period of civilian rule after 1979, not the military rule that pre- 

ceded it, was the time when economic discipline really deteriorated, and 

when Nigeria’s foreign debt grew fastestJ7 The new civilian rulers, lacking 

military backbone, felt more need to shore up their political support by dol- 

ing out contracts and favors, and even as oil prices fell they spent recklessly: 

building a new national capital in Abuja and pushing ahead with the giant 

Ajaokuta steel project, a classic white elephant that was supposed to be 

Africa’s biggest steel plant yet ended up consuming billions of dollars with- 

out producing any steel.3s 

Meanwhile, Muslims and Christians in the North fought bloody bat- 

tles over sharia (Islamic) law, which offered quick, clear and efficient alter- 

natives to the state’s crumbling legal institutions. Oil was never the primary 

focus of feuds, but it lay in the background, as usual. Religion, like tribal- 

ism, was useful for local leaders wanting to mobilize people, often violently, 

to back their claims on the petrodollars. The media focused on the vio- 

lence, but this was just the most visible part of more dangerous conflicts 

churning out of view, inside the government. As oil sharpened the compe- 

tition, moderate religions became radicalized. 

Fela called the new democratic dispensation Demo-Crazy, Demon- 

Crazy, and Dem-Ai1-Crazy. The civilians’ cup of iniquity fiLled up fast, and 

when northern soldiers mounted another coup in 1983; many Nigerians 

were relieved. The new leaders launched a "War against Indiscipline," even 

sending soldiers into the streets with whips to make people wait in orderly 

Iines at bus stops, and getting civil servants who were late for work to do 

humiliating public "frog jumps." The leaders even tried to recover some of 

the funds stolen under the civilians, but Britain and other western govern- 

ments and banks, nervous about getting a rep{ttation among dictators and 

crooks for not protecting their lucrative cash deposits from foreign investi- 

gations, disgracefully declined to help.a9 

But the sotdiers became more authoritarian, bulldozing informal set- 

tlements and markets, and imprisoning many people. Fela’s "Beasts of No 

Nation," which he wrote in jail while serving time for foreign currency vio- 

lations, captures the spirit of the time. The album cover depicts Margaret 

Thatcher, Ronald Reagan, and South African apartheid president R W. 

Botha with devil horns and blood dripping from their mouths. 

Even as the oil revenues collapsed, the factions kept guzzling cash, so 

yawning deficits opened up, and foreign debt grew.4° In the boom years 

Nigeria had found it easy to borrow money (bankers !ove lending to rich 

people, and in the 1970s their coffers were stuffed with Arab petrodollars), 

and foreign debt had reached $5 billion by 1980. Now Nigeria fell into ar- 

rears, and the penalty payments meant that its debt grew even more: by the 

end of the decade Nigeria was nearly $30 billion in hock.41 It was a classic 

boom-bust debt trap, which was happening in oil-producing countries all 

around the world. 

Since then the. mayhem has continued. The coups, and the constant 

pushing and pulling from oil, have weakened Nigerians’ sense of law and 

trust in each other. When Saddam t-iussein invaded Kuwait and oil prices 

spiked again, over $5 billion disappeared from government accounts; some 
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Nigerians said that the reign of General Ibrahim Babangida from 1985 to 
1993 was the most corrupt ofaI1 to date. He was followed by the brutal dic- 
tator Sani Abacha, who was even more reviled until his .death in 1998 from 
poisoning, in the arms of Indian prostitutes. After that, while a military 
caretaker ruler4~ paved the way for elections, huge amounts of money were 
sucked out of the treasury and stashed offshore. 

Between 1970, when the oil boom started, and 2000, while Nigeria 
earned more than $350 billion from its oil, the poverty rate rose from 35 
percent to 70 percent, as incomes steadily grew more unequal and as the 
economy shrank.4a In the 1960s Nigerians and Indonesians had roughly 

the same average income, and their countries have since earned similar 
amounts from oiI.44 Yet Indonesia’s economy has quadrupled, while Nige- 
ria’s has shrunk. There are many complex differences between the coun- 
tries, and one simple one. tndonesia’s long-standing President Suharto was 
an authoritarian, who for all his failings at least promoted a unified vision 
for his country. But in Nigeria no group ever dominated. 

I’m not saying that authoritarianism is good; just that in fragile countries 
strong central governments backed by a political consensus, usually coming 
from a strong middle class, tend to perform better thanweak, fractured ones. 

(Oil, by magnifying inequality amd attacking the industrialized parts of the 
economj4 often destroys the middle class.) Academic research has found that 
divided societies tend to be more violent, and grow more slowly, than others.4s 

"In a society when everyone cheats and takes or pays bribes, there is lit- 
tie incentive not to join in," wrote the Financial Times commentator Martin 

Wolf. "Government is a monopoIy for good reason. Competing bandits are 
bad news." 

TodayNigeria has a civilian government under President Obasanjo, 
who was elected in 1999 as a paragon of transparency and good gover- 
nance. He cleverly appointed Nigerians recruited from the overseas dias- 
pora-less suffused with the Nigerian scramble mentality~and placed 
them in a self-reinforcing ring, where they would hopefully be able to trust 
each other even if they couldn’t trust anyone else. They boast remarkable 

achievements: instead of spending the new oil windfall chaotically, they 
have instead built up big savings; and agreed with Nigeria’s creditors in 
2005 to pay off a most of Nigeria’s vast foreign debt.46 Yet despite this, 

many Nigerians feel that their country has plumbed yet new depths, as 
Obasanjo has made compromise after compromise in order to shore up his 
political support base. In a survey in 2006, 78 percent of Nigerians said 
they thought corruption had increased during Obasanjo’s rule.47 

Fela Kuti 

Allison Ayida, Nigeria’s top finance official for much of the 1960s and 
1970s, is now a creaking, elderIy gentleman who totters around a large, 
comfortable house in Lagos. When we met, my tough, brash driver bent 
down in front of him, touching the ground by his feet with his hands. 
Ayida ushered me into a large room and closed the door to keep children 
from bouncing in while we spoke. As he reminisced about how Nigeria has 
changed, he slowly shook his head: "This is the same country I knew be- 
fore. It was a strict system before; you were held accountable, The legisla- 
ture was taken seriously. But the controls broke down," he said. "The [civil 
servants] were watchdogs; now they axe part of the looting. The state gov- 

ernments have to pay finance offidals in order to get their allocation re- 
leased. It is happening before my eyes today. I--I can’t believe it." 

Fela, perhaps sapped by all the beatings, grew more introspective after 
the 1980s. His commune degenerated and he divorced most of his wives.In 

the 1990s he lost weight and his health deteriorated, but he refused to be 
tested for why he had developed a persistent cough and skin lesions. He 
still called AIDS a "whiteman’s disease," andcontinued to have unpro- 
tected sex. He died in 1997 and was buried in his fight yellow trousers, with 
a joint between his fingers. 

"When my mother died, it was because she finished her time on earth. 
I know that when I die I’ll see her again, so how can I fear death?" he had 
told an interviewer before he died. "So what is this motherfucldng world 
about? I will do my part.., then I’ll just go, man. Just go!’~8 

Some Nigerians say that foreign aid money has had a hand in the degrada- 

tion, making activists shift their attention away from real issues toward 
competing for donors’ cash, in an effect echoing what Nigeria’s oil does to 
its politicians. "In the past we had social movements, a lot of networking; 
their strength lay in their power of organizing," said Otive Igbuzor, Action 
Aid’s country director in Nigeria. "Donor money has had a lot of negative 
impact on organizing. They used to meet in classrooms; now they meet in 

five-star hotels, and their motives for organizing are the per diems that 
donors pay them." 

Nigeria’s best-known activists--Feia, his late brother Beko Ransome- 
Kuti, the Ogoni activist Ken Saro-Wiwa, writers like Chinua Achebe or 
the Nobel prize-winner Wole Soyinka (who is Fela’s cousin)--mostly hall 

from past generations. There is nobody of this stature in Nigeria today; 
Nigerians have become so polarized by their endless competition for re- 
sources, fragmenting the very issues themselves, that it is hard for anyone 
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now to speak for the whole nation. The loudest alternative voices come 
from armed militants who attack oil rigs in the name. of their ethnic heroes, 

often against the very idea of a united Nigeria. Their shocking tales, reveal- 
ing seething and unpredictable new global threats, will appear later in this 
book. 

Fda’s story, the musical score to accompany the unraveling of a nation, 
remains an essentially African tale. But it is important to remember that 

the dangerous effects of Africa’s oit are not confined to this continent: its 
poisonous effects spread far overseas, to tangle secretly with a globalized fi- 
nancial architecture and with the shadow worlds of western politics. I will 
turn to this bizarre, invisible world in a lit-tie while. 

Today, Fela’s son Femi Kuti puts on magnificent performances at the 

new Africa Shrint in Lagos, attended by fanatic followers and a band of 
devoted cripples who slide around violently in front of the stage on 
makeshift skateboards. His song "Sorry Sorry," a lament for Nigeria, is 
enough to make people cry. Femi looks like a cleaner-cut version of his. fa- 
ther, although he rarely sings Fela’s songs, and he has t:allen out with other 
family members, partly over disagreements as to who should get Fela’s roy- 
alties. Femi had to buy the tand for his new shrine, after rich landowners 
sued in court to appropriate Fela’s original shrine. 

In his chaotic dressing room behind the stage, Femi roiled joint after 

joint after joint, lining them up nearly in a lane circular tin. He didn’t want 
to talk much about his father, who he said died disillusioned, having spent 
his life fighting a system that just got stronger. 

It is very, very, very boring. Truly, somedme~ I don’t see the importance of 

interviews, so I just stick to writing my songs. People have been talking 

about this for years and it has not seemed to change anything. Compare 

this to the 1970s~eeee, eeee, it has all been downhill since then. I have 

been talking about this all my life, my father talked about it, my mother 

talked about it, my son will probabIy talk about it. People don’t complain 

because they are so weak. Weakened by the bitterness of this corruption. 

Co--rrrrr~uption! Nigeria, politically, it’s a write-off. Everyone knows 

it. It is a disgrace. 

2 

PEDRO MOTU 
A MORPH TO ANOTHER WORLD 

Fi ve years after seeing Fela perform in London, I decided to become a 

ournalist. A friend at the BBC suggested that since I spoke Spanish 
and was interested in Africa, I should try Equatorial Guinea. English- 
speaking news organizations rarely sent anyone there and, he added, it was 
possibly the queerest little place in Africa. Often confused with nearby 
French-speaking Guinea, Portuguese-speaking Guinea-Bissau, and (on the 
other side of the planet) Papua New Guinea, this former Spanish colony 
was about as far offthe map as I could go. It seemed like an excellent place 
to start a career. 

Nestled in Africa’s sweaty, forested western armpit, Equatorial Guinea 
is disjointed, split between Rio Muni, a squarish coastal section of the 
African mainland between Gabon and Cameroon, and some islands in a 
line of volcanoes that runs from Mount Cameroon southwest out into the 

Atlantic Ocean. After Bioko Island, where the capital Malabo sits, comes 
the twin-island state of S~o Tom6 e Principe, then tiny Annobdn Island, 
which is again Equatorial Guinea. These. all lie in the oil-rich Gulf of 
Guinea, which mapmakers consider to be the center of the world: where 
the prime meridian running through the Greenwich observatory in Lon- 

:!~:.?1:2 i;i= :.!::.: .. don meets the equator. This    gulf    is now one ofthe world’S most exciting oil 

:~:ili~.::ii:i!.::..!i.i. exploration frontiers. 
To fly to Malabo, I first stopped in Douala in Cameroon, where I 

.::ii~~: :!:: got talking to a taxi driver. He was Equatorial Guinean and had fled his 
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those only concerning the wants or doings ofthemselves ~nd the animals 

But the future of the Afrikaners was secured (and the fate of Africa sealed). i~!~| " 
by events that none but the most outrageously hopeful could have predicted.. 

Diamonds were found in I867 near the confluence of the Vaal and the Harts 
rivers, on the fringe of the Afrikaners’ own Orange Free State; and in i88~:~’~’~.’ 

extensive gold deposits were discovered south of Pretoria, in the 

Republic. The discoveries attraaed stupendous amounts of capital investment    . 

to the dusw interior (the Cape government alone borrowed over ~2o 
sterling be~een ~87~ and ~885),~ and hastened the demarcatio~ oflandhoh " 

ings and national boundaries in the immediate proximi~ of.the deposits 

beyond. 
Thousands of prospectors rushed to the diamond fields. Some 

fortunes; but more than hal~and possibly as many as 9o per 

covered their costs.~ Diamond dealers, speculators, and other entreprene 

flexing their wallets rather than their muscles achieved the highest 

return, especially the handf~ of men who eventually gained control 

entire mining indust~. 

And the Af~cans in whose homelands these riches had been 
Well, many joined the initiN rash and succeeded in staNng claims on 
mond ~elds, but the last was bought out in ~883. Meanwhile, the 

required huge amounts of labour, which offered Affica~s an 

earn a living, now that their right to make a living from the land 

usurped by European settlers o~ all but a fraction of the available 

was paid employment, but li~le be~er than the slave labour that 

exacted in a previous era. 

Diamonds and Gold 

~ODeRN ~R,~ oF African history was inaugurated by the dis- 
of diamonds at Kimberley and gold on the Witwatersrand. 

wealth awakened imperial dreams, while the mines inten- 

labour demands and polarized racist attitudes. Labour corn- 

and pass laws were just two aspects ofofficiaI racial segregation Ider British rule during the z88os which established prece- 

apartheid laws formaIized by South A " ’ 

96os.                          fr~ca s white govern- 

are crystals of carbonl naturally formed only at depths of about i5o 

below the Earth’s surface, where the immense weight of rock above 
pressure ofso, ooo atmospheres and temperatures stand around z,~oo 

Centigrade. The purest diamonds are the whitest and brightest, but 
elements are sometimes incorporated in the crystal as it forms, 

w: most often yellow, though red, blue, green, and even also occur. The radioactive decay rate of these trace elements is 

can be measured, giving the age of the diamond in which they are 

on which this work has been done were found to be more 

years old~__Diamonds sparlde with fire from the core of the 

massive inert slabs of rock which formed the core of the con- 

iP~ge Io)--are the only portions of the Earth’s crust under which 

~ecessary for the creation of diamonds occurred. 
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Prime stones from one day’s production ofs,ooo carats atthe Consolidated 

Diamond Mines worldags in Namibia                       . 
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Material from the active layers beneath the cratons occasionally burst to the 

surface, like steam rising through porridge, leaving the vent plugged with a 

blue, friable rock, studded with diamonds. 

Every diamond ever found was formed under a craton, and each one was 

carried to the surface by volcanic action. Most are found in alluvial deposits far 

from their source, but the antiquity and stability olrAfrica has left the cratonic 

core of the.continent and its diamond-bearing volcanic intrusions uniquely 

intact, especially in the case of the Kaapvaal craton,~ which constitutes the 
largest single portion of the South African land mass. The Kaapvaal craton is 

one of only two pIaces in the world (Russia is the other) where prospectors 

have located the volcanic pipes through which diamonds have been trans- 

ported to the surface. 

Until the fifteenth century, pearls were the most precious gems; diamonds 

were known, but the colour and shapely proportions of emeralds, rubies, opals, 

and sapphires were more highly valued. Diamonds were distinguished primar2 

ily by their hardness; no element is harder--a characteristic which concealed 
their full potential as gems until i456, when Louis de Berquem perfected a 

method of scientific faceting and thus showed how a diamond could be trans- 

.formed into an unequaIled reflector of light, "unleashing the interior beauty of 

the stone..3 

By the nineteenth century diamonds were well established as the most pre- 

::::dons of all gemstones. India was the primary source until the ~72os, when 

were discovered in Brazil. In both India and Brazil diamonds were 
in alluviai deposits, in sand and rock conglomerates created by erosion 

carried far from their original source by massive tectonic movement and" 

¯ :.i~ie local action Of rivers during 3 billion years of Earth history. As a result of tt and erosion they had been exposed to, most aIluviaI stones 

)e carat or Iess. r~arge stones were extremely rare. Indeed, slaves 

~,iiian mines who found a stone of seventeen carats or more (about 
of a large pea) were rewarded with their freedom.4 

hardness of diamonds gives them a utilitarian value in some industrial 

but gem-quality stones are useful onIy as rare eye-catching articles 
on which surplus wealth might be expended--they are strictly 

In terms of their practical value to the inhabitants of the lands 

they were discovered, diamonds were no more useful than the 
ch the slave trade had introduced to the continent. Of course, 

could have bought many thousand cowries, and they enslaved 

as surely. 

plaything, one among a number of pretty stones that a farmer’s 

collected from the veld along the banks of the Vaal River, was the 
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first evidence of the immense material wealth that lay in the gravels and sands 
of a landscape otherwise distinguished only by thorn trees and infrequent rain- 
fall, nearly ~,ooo km north-east of Cape Town. A local magistrate, W.B. 
Chalmers, wrote an account of the discovery in ~867 that was later summa- 
rized in a number of publications, including the London Time~. 

¯.. The first diamond was discovered by pure accident. It was used for a long 
time by the children of a Dutch farmer, called Jacobs, as a plaything. These 
people are very ignorant--in fact not much better than natives.. ¯ This dia- 
mond might have been lost or thrown away.., but fortunately another 
Dutch farmer, a Mr. 5chalk van Niekerk, a very observant man, and one 

more intelligent than the rest of his countrymen in this district, happened to 
visit Jacobs’ place. Seeing the children playing with some nice stones he had 
a look at them, and at once took notice of the gem.He had no idea it was a 
diamond, but thought it was a rare-looking stone, very different from the 
others¯ He took it up, feeling it heavier than the weight of an ordinary peb- 
bfe of such a size, his enquiring mind thought he would try and find out 
what sort of a stone it was. He Offered to purchase it from Mrs. Jacobs; but 
she laughed at the idea of selling a stone, and told him that if he took a 
fancy to the stone he could have it for nothing. Niekerk then took it to 
O’Reilly, arid asked him ~o find out what sort of stone it was. O’Reitly 
brought it to Hope Town, and showed it to everyone, and said he thought 

it was a diamond. But we only laughed at him... He then took it to 
Colesberg; some there half believed it to be a diamond, but most ridiculed 

the idea ... Some gentlemen in Colesberg persuaded him to send it to Dr. 
Atherstone, in Graham’s Town; the doctor pronounced it to be a veritable¯ 
diamond.¯. ~ 

The stone, about the size .of a hazelnut, weighed 2~% carats. 

verification in Cape Town it was bought by the Governor of the 

Philip Wodehouse, for the sum of £5eo sterling. Chalmers ur 

authorities to instigate a proper search and systematic mining. 

The Colony complains about hard times [he wrote], but it deserves to 
hard up when it quietly hears of the discovery of the richest of all gems 
one of its Districts, and takes no steps whatever to open up the vast 

which these gems would produce. I do not think any other 
have treated the matter with such carelessness and cool indifference,s 

While the government dithered, a London merchant 

to investigate the claim; he returned to report that the area was not 

erous. The stones found there had either been planted by speculators 

to inflate land values, he said, or else had been excreted by ostriches 
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om diamond-bearing regions as yet unidentified.7 This report tempered the 

~rdour. of international prospectors and dealers; a small number of isolated 

stones were found in the ensuing months, but diamond fever remained a mild 

local infection ~antil March r869, when a Griqua herdsman known as Swartboy 

(Black boy}¢/o the local white farmers found a large diamond not far from the 

hut he was occupying while herding goatg Swartboy took the stone to Schalk 

van Niekerk and was doubtless overjoyed to receive for it 5oo sheep, ten head 

of cattle, and one horse. Van Niekerk in his turn took the diamond to’agents in 

Hope¯ Town and received £~r,ooo sterling. The diamond Swartboy had found 

weighed eighty-three carats and became known as the Sial" of Africa. 

A mild local infection of diamond fever ngw became an epidemic of major 

proportions. African chiefs organized systematic searches, and desperately 

attempted to keep out white prospecl~rs, who arrived with plans to dig for 

diamonds along the bgnks of the Vaal. But it was by no means certain which of 

several chiefs had jurisdiction over the region; their resistance was uncoordi- 
nated and by July ~87o’ 800 prospectors were digging along the river; by 

October the number had soared to 5,000.8 

Meanwhile, latecomers prospecting further afield found diamonds on 
about a day’s ride from the river¯ Onthe Bulfontein farm, diamonds were 

from the mud walls of the homestead and prospectors rushed to peg 

at the site where the mud had been excavated. Diamond-bearing areas 

~ and pegged out on an adjacent farm, Vooruitzigt, while rumonrs 
renew-two diamonds recovered from a single exploratory furrow attracted 

hopefuls to Du Toll’s Pan,~where the owner attempted to restrict access 

Dutch miners only but w sa~defea~ted by sheer force of numbers and u 

agre~to permit minin~ ~,/ ............ Iti- 

9/-~ -,,~,-,,~� who was aole to pay 7s 6d per 
PetW~onth.9 Though unaware of it at the time, the dryland prospectors 

located a rare and hitherto unknown geological phenomenon: a diamond 

the vent of a long-extinct voIcano that had transported diamonds to the 
their point of creation ~5o kilometres below. 

to the diamond region by the prospect of wealth, confronting all 

and ruthless ambition on a distant frontier which lacked even a of legalIy constituted authori~ the miners very commendably formu- 

themselves a few simple rules that would give everyone at least a 

g their fortune. No person should hoId more than two claims, 

claim le~t unworked for more than eight days would be forfeited. 
ich claim was thirty-one feet square (%4 metres square); within weeks, 

so were staked out over a total area of approximately fift~ to sixty 
to twenty-four hectares) in which diamonds were found)o Huge 

of energy were expended. 
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Our first peep at the famous Du Toits pan.., was certainly unsatisfactory 
early visitor notedt, little was to he seen but densemasses of fine dust 
ascendittg heavenward. Slowly onward rolled otlr waggon ¯ ¯, We were now 
all agog with interest and excitement as the scene before us gradually 
unfolded, and one’s heart began to beat faster as the Diamond City of the 
Plains became more and more distinct. The strange, vagtm llandscape of tents 

widened and grew whiter and clearer. It now became apparent that the dusty 
pall observed from afar was occasioned by the continual sifting and sorting 
of the precious soil by thousands of busy diggers and their vast army of 
native helpers. The novelty of the panorama became intensified as our wag- 
yon at last entered the great hi, man bee-hive, and wended its way in and out 
among the canvas shelters dotted promiscuously here, there and everywhere, 
creaking and groaning through deep sand and ruts, or staggering over 
mighty mounds of debris. The few wooden tenements, scattered about at 
rare intervals, had been fashioned out of packing-cases, and the owners 
thereof considered themselves the aristocrats of Diggerdom. 

Still moving forward, one found the mass of tents becoming denser and 
more bewildering in its chaotic array Water was very scarce, and the many 
unwashed faces that peeped curiously as we passed seemed to match the 
colour of the dusty canvas abodes. Hordes of dogs and semi-nude Kafirs 
were everywhere, and handy Scotch carts drawn by teams of oxen, mules or 
horses, were noisily bumping their way along the labyrinthine roadways,n 

In late July x87~, an African herding cattle on the Vooruitzigt 

picked up a diamond on a small kopje less than two kitometres from the 

diggings. The find immediately sparked off what became known as the 

Rush--a term which eventually was attached to both the event and its 

Within two days nearly ~,ooo claims had been pegged out on and 

kopje. Three months later, 5,ooo miners were working on the 60o to 

claims which had proved profitable (the remainder had been 

many of which had been divided into halves, quarters, and eighths. By 

bet, about 7,ooo whites and blacks were digging and sifting up to 

metres deep--and the diamonds continued to be found. ’.’No field has yiel 

diamonds in greater quantities," it was noted. "Already thousands of gems h 
been unearthed; and.., the richness of some claims is almost beyond 

"What a busy scene of life presented itself to you!" a 

observer wrote of the New Rush diggings. 

There were hundreds of diggers, in every kind of garb " . There 
of every conceivable cast and colour of the. human race.., the Kaffir, 
Englishman, the Hottentot, and the Dutchman, the Fingo 
the Yankee and the Swede, the Frenchman and the Turk, the Norwel 
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the natives, the Russian and the Greek--in fact a smattering ofpeople from 
every nation on the face of the earth--digging, sifting, and sorting from ’ 
morning tilI night, day after day, month after month, until they have 
obtained what they consider sufficient.t~ 

. The site of the New Rush diggings was subsequently named Kimberley 
(after the British secretary of state for the colonies at the time), the richest and 
most famous of South Africa’s diamond mines. In r869 the Cape Colony 
exported ~6,54a carats of diamonds; io2,5oo carats were exported in I87o 

arid 269,000 in r87,. With the Kimberley and other mines contributing a 
futl year’s production to the r872 figures, diamond exports almost quadrupled 
that year, rising to a momentous T,oBo, ooo carats, worth over £~.6 million 
sterling.!4 

Meanwhile, the diamond rush had exposed pertinent differences between 

Boer and British law concerning property and mineral rights. Boers claimed 
ii:.::. " their farms under Orange Free State tides which permitted each adult male to 

farm 3,000 morgen (approximately 6,000 acres) and retain all mineral rights. 
:.But the Oran}e Free State had never actually exercised authority in the region 

..where the diamonds were found, and could c!aim only that sovereignty passed 

’ whenever Boers acquired land from Africans. 
Under British and Cape law, on the other hand, mineral rights were 

by the state and thus remained open to public exploitation, subject to 
appropriate laws.15 In the absence ofa constituted legal authority in the 

the miners and locaI African groups (who also claimed rights to the 

unsurprisingIy declared a preference for Cape taw. Recognizing at 
this distant and hitherto disregarded frontier region might indeed 

significant sums to the Colony cotters, as magistrate Chalmers had 

icted, the Cape government moved swiftiy to rectify its earlier dalliance. 
:ional authority had to be daritied. 
~elds could not have been more contentiously located. They 

the Orange River, which marked the northern boundary of the 
Colony, in a region over which the Griqua, the Tswana, the Kora, 

Tlhaping ethnic groups claimed traditional (and conflicting) rights, 
had also been staked out by white farmers who pledged allegiance 

aer the Orange Free State or the Transvaal Boer republics. 

* of inquiry set up to review the issue found that the Griqua 
[d claim, a decision which so angered the Boers that Griqua 

appealed to the British for a promise of protection,. 

ehe menace of their thwarted,neighbours ever explode into aggressive 



territorial invasion. The British magnanimously responded by annexing the 

territory. Thus by the end of 1871 what was then the world’s richest diamond~ 

producing region had become the British colony of Griqualand West. 

THE KIMB ERLEY MINE Y IELDED more diamonds than any other compara- 

ble operation in the world, biat even there the concentration was little more 

than one part in 3 million: nearly three tonnes of diamond-bearing rubble pro- 

duced on average iust under one gram of diamonds (4.8 carats to be precise, 

equalling 96o milligrams). The proverbial search for a needle in. a haystack 

comes to mind, but a closer analogy would be the search for a single glass bead 

about the size of a pea in a three-tonne truckload of assorted rock 

gravel, and sand, having first dug the material from the mine, lifted it to 

surface, broken it down to size with sledgehammers, sieved, and then 

painstakingly picked over it in the hope of finding the one glittering Prize that 

would make the effort worth while. Large stones were found frequently¯ 

enough to reignite enthusiasm for the tedious exercise but, although 

ley was the most ¯productive mine, most of its diamonds were small.~6 

The mines at Kimberley were quite unlike any other mining operation. 

Having no idea that they were excavating the vent of a diamond pipe up to 

kitometres deep, the first diggers at Kimberley naturally enough expected that:i:i 

their picks and shovels would take them down to bedrock, beyond 

ther excavation would be futile. But the claims did not "bottom out" 

expected. The yellow, ground in which the first diamonds had been 

out at about twenty metres, after which a blue ground was encountered, 

true diamond-beating materiai (subsequently called Kimberlite) in which 

greater quantities awaited discove~                  .                ...,~. 

Some claims on the Kimberley mine were abandoned before they 

the blue ground; not all sections of the pit were equally rich in diamonds, 

not all miners were equally industrious~ Material was removed 

claims around the perimeter of the pit, so they were excavated to 

depths first, leaving blocks of ground standing in the centre like 

castle keeps, and giving the pit the overall appearance of an inverted 

nut. By the late I87OS the central floor of the pit was more or tess level, 

suring nearly 3oo metres across and over ninety metres deep. 

Claims were reached initially by ladders, and a complex of cart-tracks 

boardwalks running between and high above intervening claims. The 

lenges facing miners working on one-quarter or one-eighth claims (four 

two metres, little larger than a living-room carpet) are hardly to be 
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plated. They had barely room to swing a pick, let alone manage the efficient 

removal of’the blue from the pit--manually, around other working claims, OVer 

boardwaIks and up ladders to the rim. Access became increasingly difficult~ 

and perilous--as distances between the claims and the rim lengthened. Falling 
debris was a co~tant hazard; accidents were a reguIar occurrence. 

Eventually a safer and more effective means of removing excavated mater- 

ial from the pit was devised. Timber stagings were constructed around the 

perimeter, and wire cables run down to the claims below, along each of which 

great tubs of excavated ground were hauled up from the claims. A veritable 

web of rabies spanned the pit, like the spokes of’a wheel. By 1874 there were 

x,ooo cables running to as many separate units of production, with at least 

~o,ooo men working in the pit. Horses turned the winding gear, hauling from 

forty to sixty loads per day from each working cIaim. Steam engines intro- 

duced in the late i87os raised daily output to Ion loads?7     " 

Ox-wagons and horse carts transported the bIue ground from the rim to 

depositing floors, where it was laid out to weather, transforming the Kimberley 

surroundings into an ardficiat landscape of ploughed fields. The blue ground 

took up to a year to break down (attempts to hasten the process with horse- 

drawn ploughs and pIatoons of siedgehammer-wielding labourers proved 

unsuccessful), after which it was sorted for diamonds---dry, and by hand in the 

early days; subsequently with the aid of water and mechanical riddIing. 

The speed with which these developments took pIace speaks eloquently 

for the human capacity to get things done. Less than one year after the first 

claims were pegged on the Kimberley diggings, 5o,ooo people were living in 

and make-do shelters in the diamond fields. By the end of i87~, there 

more people at Kimberley than in Cape Town (until then the largest cen- 

...:tre of population in southern Africa);18 more than in either o~" the Boer 
republics, or in Natal. 

The massive demand for meat, fresh vegetables, grain, and firewood stimu- 

i:..ihted the rural economy. Cattle, sheep, goats, wagons, and horses poured into 

~" "at a deuce of a pace," a contemporary report noted,19 as local and 

more distant farmers and traders seized every opportunity to grasp a share of 

profits. Cash quickly replaced barter as the medium of trade. A steady 

wagons brought goods and commodities from coastal ports to Kim- 

distafices of from 600 to over I,ooo kil.ometres. Iron ware, picks, and 

timber, cables, clothing; guns, tobacco, and alcohoI flooded in, but 

alI the frenzied economic activi~ With diamonds fuelling an economy in 

thousands of pounds changed hands daily, there was one Commodity of 
the diggers couId never get enough--labour. 



T~qE MiLL AND TH!S. MINE WERE respectively the sources of the growth of 

industrial wealth in Britain and South Africa, but if the "dark satanic mill" is 

the abiding image of economic and social developments in Victorian Britain, it 

is the mine compound that symbolizes the early development of capitalism in 

South Africa. The compound system, as a particular form of working-class 

housing, simultaneously organized and subordinated the mine labour force to 

capital. On the one hand, it contributed fundamentally to the organization 

of the labour process through the entrenchment of a racial division of labour. 

On the other, it facilitated the exploitation of labour and ensured a constant 

supply’Z° 

In effect, the Kimberley mines "had to prise a work force out of a pre- 

capitalist rural hinterland,"21 but such was the extent of their influence on the 

economy of southern Africa that~ within one year of the opening of the mines, 

every black society south of the Zambezi, with the exception only of the 

Venda and the Zulu, was represented in the diamond fields, whether by inde- 

pendent businessmen, artisans, or labourers.22 

Of the 5o,ooo people living at Kimberley in the early r87os, about 

were Africans, of whom between 3,ooo and ~o,ooo were permanent residents, 

supported by Looo or so heads of family who were engaged in the service 

economy on their own account: masons, bricklayers, carpenters, eatis 

proprietors, cab owners and drivers. Approximately xo per cent of these 

actually owned diamond claims, though mostly in the poorer Bulfontein 

Du Toit’s Pan mines, which were steadily abandoned by whites. The 

of the black population were migrant lahourers, working on the mines 

thing from a few weeks to more than a year. Government sources estimat~ 

that a total ofso,ooo men worked in the Kimberley mines 

each year during the early I87os.23 

Paradoxically, the largest number of migrants arriving 

befley mines in any one year were those who had travelled the g 

tance. Mine returns for ~876, for example, show that 64 per cent had 

from over 8oo kilometres away; thousands had travelled up to ~,6oo 

tres--all the way on foot. By contrast, those whose point of ori 

eighty kilometres of Kimberley constituted less than x per cent of the 
workforce.24                                                               :.:: 

But the paradox is easily explained: those closest to the mines could 

more from the economic activity that diamonds had generated by 

local produce than by selling their labour; furthermore, they were more .. 

diately aware of how unattractive an occupation mine labouring 
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Indeed, there was a direct correlation between the distance travelled ro the 

mine and length of stay: onIy those who had travelted from afar would tolerate 

the unrelenting demands of mine labour for any length of time. 

Fifteen Iabourers worked on the average production unit in the Kimberley 

mine before the introduction of steam machinery.2s Ten men worked on the 
claim and hauled the blue ground to the rim of the pit; five more were kept 

busy transporting the earth to the depositing floors and sifting for diamonds. 

Labourers worked from sunrise to sunset; fourteen hours in summer, ten hours 

in winter. They were paid from ten ro thirty shillings per week, plus food con- 
sisting of maize-meat each day and one pound of meat per week, which added 

the value of about ten shillings to the wage.            ¯ 

In total, the African labour force at Kimberley was paid over £500,00o 

stealing per year; halfof this was spent in Kimberley, each African spending an 

average of £5 during his sojourn in the diamond fields. Guns were a popular 

purchase. Indeed, it has been argued that some African leaders sent cohorts of 

young men to the mines express!y to acquire weapons for use in territorial dis- 

putes.~6 On the other hand, government officials of the day believed that most 

guns were bought for "purposes connected with legitimate and beneficial 

trade," particularly in ostrich feathers and ivory.27 

In any event, the rapid turnover of migrant labour on the mines generated 

an equally rapid turnover in the firearms trade. Gun sales were one of the most 

strildng sights in early Kimberley, a pioneer digger noted: 

At knock-off time our Kaffirs used to pass down streets of temed shops 
::owned by white traders and presided over by yeIIing black salesmen 

above their heads. These they discharged in the air crying: 

"Reka, reka, mona mtskeka" [Buy, buy, a gun]. A deafening din. A sight never 

=in the fifteen months between April 1873 and June I874, 75,0oo guns were 
Kimberley.29 Bui the boom was short-lived. The African gun trade was 
in i877 (when the British adopted he Boers long-standing practice of 

t ’ 

!ibiting the sale of guns to biacks), aIthough Africans had already begun to 
a greater interest in other commodities by then. Purchases of 

goods atone---especially blankets---exceeded the value of gun sales 

and African earnings were increasingly directed towards investment 

economies. Livestock was purchased to rebuild depleted herds; 

were bought to extend and intensify crop production. One trader 

6oo ploughs to African farmers in the Kimberley hinterland during 
to I874r° 



Among the Sotho, in particular, the adoption¯ of the plough led toa con- 

current expansion of both local agriculture and migrant labour. "The use of the 

plough instead of the Kafir pick [a hoe] has enabled the Basutos either to hire 

ploughmen whilst they went to work, or to proceed to the [diamond fields] 
after a few days ploughing themselves," an official reported.31 Approximately 

3,ooo Sotho made the zSo-kilometre iourney to the diamond fields in I87Z; by 

1875 three out of every four able-bodied Sotho men sought work outside 

Basutoland each year. Meanwhile, their households produced from thirty to 

forty bags of grain. When harvests were this good, the Sotho became a major 

supplier of g~ain, as well as of labour, to Kimberley. In the four years to 1874, 

the Sotho acquired Iivestock and other property to the value of over £i million 

sterling from their dealing with the diamond fields)z 

AF RI C A N LA Ft O LI g H AS B EE N aptly described as the barometer of diamond 

wealth: "Native labour is the life of the Diamond Fields, and just as... the su 

ply and demand of this commodity varids so ... is the prosperity of the corn2 

munity gauged."33 

In the first years of the diamond rush it was labourers who held 

hand. Though there were at least 2o,ooo blacks in the diamond fields in 18 

diggers constantly complained about the shortage of labour. In fact, this 

complaint about labour costs, not shortage. Labourers were quick to 

the strength of their position; they¯ refused to accept long-term contracts 

any one employer and with 5,ooo diggers competing for 

forced wages upward. During I872 alone they doubled the ruIing rate by 

tinually moving to employers offering higher wages,~ thereby creating 

stant shortage of labour and straining every digger’s financial resources. 

One early commentator estimated that black wages accounted for a 

imately 86 per cent of the average digger’s working costs. Black labout 

Kimberley newspaper proclaimed, was "the most expensive in the world." 
thermore, the paper continued, it was also "the most unmanageable."~s 

apart from .the problems of short contracts and constant labour shortages, 

gets had also to contend with labourers who refused to work where the, 

sidered conditions had become dangerous; many went absent 

when pressed by the need to plant or harvest their crops; still more left 

mond fields abruptly each year when the first winter chills 
plungingbelow zero. And throughout, labourers knew there was more¯ 

to be made from a stolen diar~ond than from a weekly wage (on one 
mond theft was alleged to account for three-fifths of production))6 

In short, employers in the diamond fields could exercise little 
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over the supply, availabiliW’ a, ost, productivity, and honesty of their labour 

force. Some hankered for seasoned European tabourers in preference to "raw" 

Africans unaccustomed to heavy manual labour. It was said that a single Irish 

navvy could take down a claim faster than a gang of four Africans.37 

With %o0o diggers competing for Iabpur, attempts to formulate wage and 
employment policies that would be beneficiaJ to all Were doomed to failure, 

but the diggers did eventually persuade the government to pass legislation 

designed to bring the African labour force more in line with their require- 

ments. Government Notice 68 of July ~872 established a depot in Kimberley at 

which all black labourers would be required to register on arrival, when they 

would be issued with a pass entitling them ~o seek employment. Labourers 

were obliged to accept contracts ofemployment for not less than three months 

and, on leaving the fields, would have to obtain another pass, certifying that 
they had carried out their contractual obligations to their employer’s satisfac- 

tion. For their part, employers attempting to engage workers other than 
through the register office would be liable to a fine of£io and three months’ 
imprisonment.3s 

One month after the first pass laws were introduced, their conditions were 

further elaborated: upon registering for employment all prospective servants 
.would be given a certificate stating the duration of their contracts and the 

:¯wage they would receive. This certificate should be carried at ali times; any 

found without one and unable to give a satisfactory account of himself 

liable to arrest and a fine of up to £5; or imprisonment for up to three 

with or without hard labour; or "corporal punishment in an~y number 

exceeding twenty-five?’ In addition, any employer could search 

residence, or property of his servants without a warrant at any time 

they were employed, and within two hours of their having left his 
t. AII diam6nds found in the possession of a servant were deemed to be 

ployer. Any servant found guilty of diamond theft ¯could 
up to a maximum of fifty lashes, and sentenced to twelve months’ 

~ labour. 

regu!ations, introduced by the British government of the Cape 

1872, enshrined in law a precedent of racial discrimination that was 

labour relations in southern Africa. AIthough the legislation 

clearly intended to control black labour, government notices care- 

using discriminatory language. Black workers were always 
tto as "servants," never as ’~natives." In Ianguage the law appeared 

lgh in practice it applied exclusively to blacks. The origins 

policy lay here. 

72, the pass laws were vigorously enforced by the police 
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and the courts. In Decemberalone between 1,1oo and 1,5oo departing labour- 

ers were checked for exit passes. Of the 275 unable to present the required doc- 

ument, 25° were fined and eighteen received six lashes each in addition to a 

fine. Of nearly 5,ooo cases that came before magistrates during 1872, most 

deak with "desertion of employment" by black workers. Those found guilty 

received up to twelve lashes with a cat-o’-nine-tails and were then sent back to 
their employers.4° 

But still the diggers were not satisfied. Fifty-one thousand men were con- 

tracted for employment through the reg!ster office in I873, but the number 
dropped to 43,000 in x874 and by the end of that year most whites had con- 

cluded that registration was not the answer to their problems. Diggers declined 

to register their employees, complaining that the men deserted an/wag and 

most succeeded in eluding the police. In fact, the diggers were particularly 

annoyed at having paid registration fees only to see their employees desert 

with a contract document that guaranteed them relatively free movement on 

the diamond fieldsf 

The labourers found loopholes in the regu!ations that enabted them to 
evade official attempts to control their movements and choice of employer. 

The penalties meted out to convicted offenders were draconian, but the corn: 

petitive demand for labour, and the sheer volume of workers on the 

fields, minimized the risk of detection. Official resources were too scanty for.i 

anything more than a token level of pass-law enforcement. Exasperated : i:.;: 

employers could only redouble their complaints and demand yet tougher leg- 

islation. A Kimberley newspaper called for "class legislation, restrictive taws, 

and the holding in check of the coloured races till by education they are fit 

be our equals... "~a 

First moves towards a resolution of the diggers’ labour problems came 

from the introduction of new laws, however, but from the repeal of a law.. 

already on the statute book. The claim-limitation law (see page 503) 

repealed in 1876 and, with it, the era of the small independent 

producing operation ended and the era 

production began.                                               : 
Sixteen hundred claim-holders shared ownership of the Kimberley mine ii 

t872; less than five years later the number of owners had fallen to 3oo, .� 

whom fewer than twenty owned more than half the mine between them. 

1879, twelve private companies or partnerships controlled three-quarters:.! 

the Kimberley mine.4~ Claims were similarly amalgamated on the other 

mines. The process was inexorable. Diamonds attracted the interest 

clefs with access to major sources of capital, and encouraged the 
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speculators who would become renowned for their ruthless business practices 

and the size of their persona/fortunes. 

In a flurry of claim purchases, company flotations, share-price maniptda- 

tions, takeovers, buyouts and consolidations that ranged from the nefarious to 

the devious and outrageous, the entire operation of the Kimberley diamond 

fields was progressively brought under the control of a single company during 

the r88os.~ De Beers Consolidated Mines Limited was incorporated as the 

major hoiding company in March r888; by i89i it had acquired an absolute 

monopoly of diamond production in Kimberley and~ by virtue of that fact, a 

controlling influence on every other commercial activity in the region. 

The man principally responsible for bringing so many diverse and often 

opposing interests under the control of a single company was the man who 

created it: Cecil Rhodes, a British emigrant whose ambitions did not stop at 

Kimberley and De Beers. Rhodes looked beyond, to far broader horizons. The 

Trust Deed he drew up for De Beers Consolidated permitted the company to 

engage in any business enterprise, to annex land in any part of Africa, to gov- 

ern foreign territories and maintain standing armies in those territories, if nec- 

essary. 

Rhodes’s ambitions for the company were expansive, even imperialistic, 

and his i.ntentions concerning the control of De Beers were decidedly oli- 

garchic, not to say dictatorial. Rhodes declared that four or five wealthy men, 

known as "life governors," should control the destiny of the company for 

the duration of their natural lifespans. These men should have substantial 

investments in the company and thus an overriding incentive to secure profits 

the company and themselves, he said. Their wealth and lifeiong appoint- 

wouid shield them from the temptations of short-term gains, and their 
tld give them the political access needed by a company whose 

iepend as much on government policies as on the organization 

and marketing. 

proposed that the life governors’ reward for such devoted attention 

company’s interests should be a quarter of net profits shared between 

after the distribution of dividends (to which of course they were also 

Obiections were raised, but the proposal was accepted. Cecil Rhodes 
his associates in the amalgamation of the Kimberley diamond fields, 

Belt, Barney Bamato and Frederic Stow, became life governors of De 

in May 188875 De Beers made an operating profit of 

~,78o in the twelve months to March ~89o, when revenue exceeded costs 

per cent and De Beers thus made a profit of more than £5° on 
of diamonds sold.4s 
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As THE KIMBERLEY DIAMOND FIELDS WERE transformed from the pio- 

neering enterprises of independent operators in the mid-I87OS into the mono- 
lithic industrial undertaking of the late 188os, with ownership passing to a 
decreasing number of individuals at each stage, employers progressively tight- 
ened their control of the labour force. Foreign capital had facilitated the amal- 
gamation process, and its influence touched labour issues ~oo. Goaded by 
financiers demanding handsome returns on their investments, and aware that 

labour shortages were a serious constraint on profitability, Cape administrators 
introduced regulations that were expressly intended to force more Africans on 
to the labour market. 

In November 1876 the terms under which Griqualand West had been 
annexed to the Cape Colony were amended to give white farmers landholding 
rights. Locations were to be established in which the African population would 
reside--small enough to ensure that they could not be self-sufficient, but large 
enough to constitute a labour pool for farms and mines alike and dispersed 
about the countryside to the convenience of white farmers and the mines. The 
survey delineating the locations allocated approximately ~o pe~ cent of West 
Griqualand to its indigenous inhabitants and the remainder to white farmers. 

African objections to these arrangements were quelled both by force of 
arms and by tegal battles in the courts, during which the appellants found 
themselves obliged to sell land (at discounted prices because of the disputed 
title) in order to pay their legal costs. The cases were dismissed. Uprisings were 
crushed. Livestock was confiscated, property destroyed, arid hundreds of men 

women, and children were taken to Kimberley as pt~isoners of war and forced 
to work a~ mine lab0urers and domestic servants. Mehnwhile, the maiority o: 
Griqualand West’s black inhabitants went to live in the locations, where lim- 

ited opportunities for agriculture, and the administration’s imposition of a 
tax, engendered levels of impoverishment that inevitably forced hundreds 
seek work on the farms and in the mines. An inspector of locations re 
188o: "The greater part of the natives (young men) proceed to work in 
berley for three to six months at a time.., le~,ing their wives and 
take care of their stock et~’’4~ 

The population of Griqualand West was not large enough to satisfy 
than a fraction of Kimberlcy’s voracious labour demands, but the 
tion of land and the establishment of locations was a precedent which 
aged some employers and administrators in their belief that the 
boundaries should be extended, bringing much greater numbers 
under British rule and thus exposing them to a coordinated policy of 
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recruitment. Hitherto, only a relatively high level of wages could attract work- 
ers to Kimberley; furthermore, men heading for the mines had to pass through 
African chiefdoms and the Boer republics, where they were liable to be taxed, 
refused passage, molested, or robbed. It was all too arbitrary. If southern Africa 
was under British control, constraints could be eliminated and regular Supplies 
oflabour assured. 

DURING THE MID- TO LATE i87os Britain’s Colonial Secretary, Lord 
Camarvon, devised ambitious plans for a confederation which would unite the 

Cape Colony and Natal with the Boer republics in asingle South African 
dominion, under the British flag. With the Transvaal Republic essentially 
bankrupt at the time, the Orange Free State moribund, and British interests in 
the Cape and Natal separated by autonomous African polities, the federation 
scheme seemed propitious. Not Ieast, it would permit the establishment of a 
"uniform native policy" in southern Africa, one that would secure an adequate 

and regular flow of migrant labour for the developing econom~as 

Camarvon had hoped that federation could be achieved by diplomatic 
means, but was ultimately obliged to approve more coercive measures. The 
Transvaal, teetering on collapsel was annexed in 1877. British and coloniaI 
troops waged war against the Xhosa in i877-78; against the Pedi (in the east- 

., em Transvaal) in ~877-79; against the Zulu in 1879; and against the Sotho 
188o. Only the Sotho, in the mountain fastnesses of what is now inde- 

Pendent Lesotho, successfttlly resisted the British attacks. Elsewhere the blacks 
defeated. In particular, the economic and political independence of 

Africa’s two most powerful black states was broken: the’Peril were 

dispossessed of carrie and Iand; the Zulu were divided into thirteen units.49 
But dreams of federation and improved supplies of migrant labour came to 

The Transvaal Boers won back their independence after defeating 
forces at the Battle of Majuba Hill in 188I, and British attacks on the 

polities hindered, rather than enhanced the availability of labour. The 

and men were constandy leaving Kimberley to fight; the pro- 
and Sotho among the workforce rose and fell with the rhythm 

l’o attract replacements and persuade workers to stay, employers 
"to raise rates of pay. By the early I88OS wages were the highest 

~ had ever been~up to £2 or more per week?° 

the Cape Colony administration had set up a Labour Commis- 
ways and means of securing a regular supply oflabour and 

g labourers to "rigorous industrial discipline.’’~ A scheme pro- 
by Jo~o Albasini, "an old Portuguese slave dealer," to recruit labourers. 



daily average of inmates was seven time~ the number incarcerated in Cape 

Town. The strain that such a large prison population placed on government 

services was however alleviated in 1884, when the De Beers Mining Company 

negotiated an arrangement t9 establish a privately controlled convict station 

and use the inmates as minel labourers. In return for the cost of erecting the 

convict barrack (£5,2oo) and the expenses of daily maintenance and discipline, 

the company was granted a two-year contract to exploit free convict labour. 

The contract was subsequently renewed. In fact, De Beers persisted with the 

practice of using convict labour until i9327s 

In evidence given to a government Select Committee in i89I, the General 

Manager of De Beers, G.E Williams, described the advantages of convict 

labour: 

In the first place we have labour we can depend on and it is always to hand. 
The convicts cannot get away like ordinary iabourers. We can also prevent 
theft better than with free boys. If the latter attempt to escape you cannot 
shoot them, whereas the sworn officials of the Government can shoot a con- 
vict if he attempts to escape?~ 

Convicts working, in the De Beers mine were better fed than the inmates of 

the city gaol, .and were issued with thick jerseys, moleskin trousers, felt hats, 

boots "when necessaq6" blankets, and a rudimentary mattress, bm they worked 

two ,~urs longer each day than prison department hard-labour regulations 
stipulated and were searched on entering and leaving the convict station. De: 

Beers convicts were obliged to undress completely in the search houses and 

went naked to their cells, where blankets were the only available covering. 

the end of his sentence, each man was confined to the cells for five days, 

and with unwieldy leather gloves locked on his hands. This practice wa~: 

designed to flush out any diamonds he might have swallowed in the hope of" 

selling once he was free.*° 

The advantages of the arrangements which the employment of convict 

labour had entailed were so patently obvious that it was not long before 

called free labour was housed in similar conditions and treated in a 

fashion. Beginning in 1885, the previously open compounds were converted 

into self-contained institutions. Once an African entered a dosed 

he was denied all access to the surrounding town for the 

tract.*z Labourers were paid a wage, but obliged to buy their food and 

other requirements from the compound stores; they moved between 

pound and the mines through enclosed subways, and the corapounds 

covered with a fine wire mesh to prevent stolen diamonds being thrown 

the fences. 
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By i889 all Kimberley’s African mineworkel:F~were accommodated in 

dosed compounds; an arrangement which was not only profitable in its own 

right (De Beers made an annual profit of£xo,ooo from the sale of food and 

other goods to the compound inmates), but also exposed Africans to coercive 

practices which ensured that many labourers stayed beyond the duration of the 

customary two- or three-month contract. Long-term workers with experience 

were of course preferred to a constant turnover of novices. 

The mines supposedly recruited their labour exclusively through the Regis- 

trar of Natives, whose duty it was to issue arid renew contracts. "Those whose 

time has expired and don’t wish to re-contract are discharged," a compound 

manager reported, but many were persuaded to stay on without a contract, 

trapped in a "legaI no man’s land" where they were subject to the fluctuations 

of the mines’ labour requirements but unable ro appeal to the Registrar because 

without a contract they could be arrested.~2 

At least one-third to one-half of the workforce housed in De Beers’s largest 

compound between I886 and ~895 was uncontracred, and many of these men 

were probably unemployed as well, for the compounds generally held more 

labourers than were required for a full workforce. A four-day week was also 

commonplace, "To work 9oo men," a compound manager explained, "we want 

1,4oo or 1,5oo men." Thus, closed compounds provided not only a constant 

supply of labour, but also a reserve that could be called upon as required. 

GOLD DEPOSITS WERE DISCOVERED on the Witwatersrand in 1885. 

Within a few months, the Kimberley mining magnates had bought up the bare 

ran&land farms in the vicinity of the discovery for prices ranging from £7,ooo 

to £70,000. By the end of i887 sixty-eight gold-mining companies had been 

porated with a nominal capital of more than £3 million. Ten years later 

~the Witwatersrand was producing one-quarter of the worId’s gold output. Pro- 

~eIl dramatically during the An#o-Boer war (z899-i9o2), amounting 

only 2 per cent of world output in 19Ol, but resumed rapidly thereafter. In 

o6 the Transvaal mines produced 29.8 per cent of the world’s gold; in 19o7 

mines were exploiting a gold field that extended in an almost 
line for more than sixty kilometres.~3 

The gold-bearing ground dipped sharply from the points at which it was 

)0sed at the surface. Vertical shafts were sunk to intercept the reef, opening 

mining areas of hitherto unimagined extent. Vast amounts of 

.~ed in the new industry, much of it flowing as though by pre- 

intent from fortunes made in the Kimberley diamond fields. The 

for labour in the gold fields was even greater than that which the dia- 
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mond mines had imposed on the African population. In i89o, 15,ooo Africans 

were employed in the gold mines, by ~897 the daily total had risen to 69,000 

and in ~9~2 it stood at just under ~OO,OOO. 
Kimberley’s closed compounds provided a model for the cheap and secure 

accommodation of labour in the gold mines,64 and the history of labour supply 

in the diamond fields was a lesson on how the gold mines’ vast labour force 

could best be recruited. The centralized control of recruitment was to be the 

primary objective. Mine-owners formed the Native Labour Supply Association 

in ~896, which was reorganized as the Witwatersrand Native Labour Associa- 

tion in ~9oo. Not every mine always recruited all its labour through the orga- 

nization, but Wenela (as it became known) gained enough of a monopoly to 

offer considerable advantages to those using its services. 
Wenela established recruiting stations in urban and rural areas throughout 

southern Africa; employers paid a fee ranging from £i per head for men on 

contracts of three months or less, and up to £5 for men on a twelve-month 

contract, but these initial outlays were more than offset by the low wages 

which the centralized control of recruiting was able to impose on the work- .: 

force. In fact, wages fell as Wenela’s influence on the labour market became 

more pervasive. In ~896 labourers earned an average of just over fifteen 

shillings per week; seventeen years later they were earnit~g an average of third. 

teen shillings per week--and that despite the fact that labour efficiency 

individual productivity had increased in the interim.65 

The Kimberley diamond fields and the Witwatersrand gold mines 
lished a precedent for the management of labour inAfrica: it was never empIoyii. 

merit in the sense of a relationship which was mutually beneficial to 

employer and the employee, but always the exploitation of an 

resource. The fact that the labourers came from a population that was 

uneducated, and black encouraged employers to regard them as a race 

with aptitudes and aspirations quite different from those of Europeans 

unlikely ever to change. Recruiting authorities believed that there was no 

in raising wages in line with productivity, because it wouk 

rise in "the native standard of living," while "the main result would 

native would work for a shorter period .... " thus reducing the 

labour available to industry.~6 

The influence of the mines’ employment regime on African 

southern Africa has been pernicious~and profound. Of the 1,7oo,ooo 

Africans aged between fifteen and fifty recorded in South Africa’s 

for example, 393,ooo (23 per cent) were working in the country’s mines.:’, 

allied industries. The majority were migrants, living away from 

months at a time, in all-male compounds, segregated from surrounding 
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munities. Farms, factories, government agencies and even employers of domes- 

tic labour perpetuated the system, in South Africa and throughout the conti- 

nent. Every urban centre which developed to service the application ofcapitaI 

to the exploitation of African resources was surrounded by lodations, com- 

pounds, and hostels in which the essential labour was housed, to the conve- 

nience of its employers but at a distance that. white sensitivities deemed 

appropriate. On an economic .level, the same sort of segregation was to be 

found in the industrialized nations of Europe~no loom-operator could afford 

to ]ire next door to the mill-owner~but education and equality in law could 

change that. In Africa, colour applied an indelibie stain to. economic segrega- 

tion, condemning blacks to subservient status on the basik of first appearances 

alone. 
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pass this information along to her? 

Bryan Bmckett 
OASIS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy03.isis.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 7, 2009 9:05 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Your problem ticket 1452898 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: The following email was sent: 
To: stgore@email.unc.edu 
From: bbracket@email.unc.edu 
cc: 

Travis, 

She will need to login to the machine while here on the campus network once. After that she will be able to use it at home. Can you 
pass this information along to her? 

Bryan Brackett 
OASIS 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:ii~ww.unc.edularo 
bini~ eb s~-biindcx.~c=ct~cck 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy03.isis.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 7, 2009 9:06 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Ticket 1452898 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwww.unc.edular- 
bir~i~.ebsubiindcx.      =check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy03.isis.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 7, 2009 9:06 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Your problem ticket 1452898 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:i!www.~mc.edular- 
bir~iwebsubimdex.      -check 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FYI Carolina Online <FYICarolina@unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 7, 2009 9:07 AM 

Carolina Alumni and Friends <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

FYI Carolina Online Special Edition: Champions Again! 

Click here if you are having trouble viewing this eomail, 

UNC HOME ADMISSIONS FOR PARENTS ALUMNI GIVE TO CAROLINA ATHLETICS 

April 2009 Special Edition: Champions Again! 

The Tar Heels are No. 1 - again! Carolina, led by Coach Roy Williams along with senior starters Tyler 
Hansbrough and Danny Green, claimed its second national basketball championship in the last four years 
Monday night in Detroit. The Tar Heel faithful celebrated on Franklin Street, and they’ll gather again today when 
the team returns to a jubilant Smith Center. 



Carolina spotlights our students’ remarkable academic 
achievements in "We celebrate all our champions - 
Whether they can dunk or not," an ad debuting last 
year with Nobel Prize winner Oliver Smithies. This year 
we feature five winners of distinguished scholarships - 

the Rhodes, Churchill, Goldwater, Luce and Truman. 
Carolina is among the most successful universities in 
producing students who have what it takes to earn 
these prestigious awards. See the ad here. 

Woody Durham, the voice of the Tar Heels, lends a 
hand in a light-hearted video look at Carolina’s future 
inspired by the familiar ad tagline that’s a post-script to 
Super Bowl broadcasts. See the video, go to UNC’s 
YouTube Channel. If you haven’t seen Coach Williams’ 
appearance in a new "Guitar Hero" television ad, check 
it out. Joining him are Mike Krzyzewski, Rick Pitino and 

Bobby Knight. 

FYI Carolina Online is for alumni, parents of current students and friends of the University. Through this free service, the Office of 

University Relations shares information about people, events and issues at Carolina. If you have comments or questions, email 

FY~Caroli~aG~)u~coedu, telephone, (919) 962-8593 or write to the Office of University Communications, 21o Pittsboro St., Chapel Hill, 

NC 27599-621o. If you do not wish to receive future editions, u~saDscdb~ h~re. 

ID: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alumnimail@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 7, 2009 1:14 PM 

UNC Alumni and Friends <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Out of the Blue: UNC Earns Fifth National Title- Homecoming/RAMpage 2009- Budget Cuts Loom 

2009 National 

Champions 

1. Heels Win Second Title in Five Years 

2. Governor Wants 5 Percent Budg#.t.:..Cuts for 

Universities 

3. UNC Health Care Plans to Build Hospital in 

4. Twent£oOne Honored With Teachin~Awards 

5. Carolina Will Build BelowoMarket Housin 

and Staff 

6. Three of :~8: Carolina Stands Out in Luce 

Scholarship~ 

S Travis Gore IV ’00 

Life Member 

Thank you for your life 

membership. 

1. Bflg.ister Now for Reunion Weekend 

2. Save The Date: Homecomin 2009 

3. Career Teledass: Networkinq Know-How 

4. China and Tibet: A Priceless 

5. Got Kids? Register Now for Alumni Admissions Forum 

6. Plan to Attend an Admitted Student Reception 

7. Tell Us About ._ Your Collecl~ Jobs 

Find the GAA and alumni on 

two of the most popular social 

and professional networking 

sites. 

Carolina started the year at No. 1 and finished it as national champions, defeating 

Michigan State 89-72 in Detroit on Monday. Thousands of fans flooded Franklin Street 

after the victory; watch it online in a DTH timelapse video. A welcome-back celebration 

is set for the Smith Center at 2 p.m. Tuesday. 

Governor Wants 5 Percent l~udget Cuts for Universities 

The N.C. General Assembly could ask for more; UNC is moving ahead on a plan that 

likely will result in non-faculty layoffs and program reductions. 

UP~C Health Care Plans to Build Hospital in Hillsborough 

The decision represents a delay in adding about 300 beds to the campus hospital, a 

result of state budget cutting; hospitals also facing "tidal wave" of uninsured patients. 

Online Alumni 



Twenty-One Honored With Teaching Awards 

Honorees in nine categories are recognized for excellence in the classroom, based on 

nominations from students and faculty. 

x?SID=6597 

Town homes and condominiums planned for a site in Carrboro would be a first for the 

University as affordable housing becomes harder to find. 

Three of 18: Carolina Stands Out in Luce Scholarships 

Two students and an alumna have received three of 18 Luce Scholarships awarded for 

2009. They pull UNC past Harvard to become first in the nation in the number of total 

Luce Scholars. 

x?SID=6645 

Alumni Advisor 

Network 

Carolina 

News >> 

Classes of ’59, ’64 and ’69 and the Old Students Club: Return to Carolina May 8-10 for 

Reunion Weekend and celebrate your reunion or that of your friends. View the schedule of 

activities, see who’s planning to attend and register now. 

Save The Date: Home¢oming/RAHpage 2009 

Come home to Chapel Hill for the "Battle of the Blues" as Carolina takes on Duke during 

Homecoming/RAMpage, Nov. 6-8. Experience a great football match-up, the sound of the 

Marching Tar Heels and the aroma of N.C. barbecue as you reconnect with Carolina, 

friends and former classmates. 

Dial in April 20 and discover how to make networking work for you. Teleclasses are an 

exclusive benefit for GAA members; advance registration is required. 

Travel with fellow Tar Heels on this once-in-a-lifetime trip to China and Tibet, Oct. 10-27, 

2009. Tom Martineaul the China Projects Manager for the Office of International Affairs 

and the Institute for Global Health and Infectious Diseases, will serve as our enrichment 

lecturer. 

Got Kids? Register How for Alumni Admissions Forum 

The Alumni Admissions Forum, sponsored by the GAA, can help unravel the mystery of 

college admissions for ninth- to 11th-grade students and their ~arents. 

Help ensure that outstanding students choose Carolina as you join the GAA in celebrating 

newly admitted students at receptions in various N.C. cities. 

Tell Us About ,,, Your College 3obs 

With the weak economy, getting or keeping jobs is on just about everyone’s mind. 

Students are particularly concerned about entering the job market after graduation, finding 

internships or working to pay for college. Did you have an interesting job in college? What 

was your experience as you approached graduation and were trying to land a job to start 

your career? Share your stories on our Web site message board. 



PRIVACY POLICY: The "Out of the Blue" subscriber list is not open to the public, ensuring that your privacy and e-mail address are protected. The GAA does not 
sell information about you, including your e-mail address, to anyone for any purpose. If you suspect that your information has been misused, please let us know 
by sending an e-mail to:                      . if you do not wish to receive future "Out of the Blue" newsletters, please send your request to ~L~mni= 

news@unc.edu and include your full name, address and class year, or unsubscribe via this link: unsubscribe here 

UNC General Alumni Association 
George Watts Hill Alumni Center 
Stadium Drive 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 
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THEY DID IT Carolina capped the 2009 season with the program’s fifth NCAA title. 
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HE RAMS CI,UB 

Cr wning moment.I 
BY ADAM LUCAS 

DETROIT--This seems 

like ancient history, so you’ve 
probably forgotten, but at the 
beginning of this decade there 

were actually some doubts about 
Carolina Basketball. 

It’s true. The Tar Heels put 
together a miracle Final Four 
run in 2000, but they flamed 
out in the second round in 

2001 and missed the NCAA 

tournament entirely in 2002 
and 2003. 

That’s right, just six years 
ago    Carolina missed the 

tournament entirely. 

Now, in 2009, we sit here 
having watched two national 
championships in the last half- 
decade. We have seen one 
redemptive 2005 title, bringing 
those seniors from 8-20 to 
national champions. And now we 
have seen one coronation, a group 
of seniors that can lay claim to 
being the best class of all time 
storming through the 2009 field 
with one of the most dominant 
margins of victory ever. 

"You have to put this team 
up there as one of the best 
Carolina teams ever," Bobby 
Frasor said. "2005 is going to 
talk junk and say they were 
better. But they didn’t win by 
the margin we did. This team 
is special. We have so many 
different weapons." 

That’s not just bragging. 
It’s true. Absolutely, it’s one of 
the five best UNC teams ever. 
Possibly, it might be the best 

ever. This group of seniors-- 
we’ll never see them play again, 
but we’ll also never mention 

their names again without 
grinning--just completed the 
best three-year run in UNC 
basketball history. 

There have been a lot of good 
three-year runs in Carolina 
hoops history, you know. But 
this one was the best. Add their 

freshman years, and they’re 
now responsible for the most 
victories by a class in school 
history (124, eclipsing Quentin 
Thomas). Danny Green has 
played in the most victories by 
any UNC player ever (123). 

Oh, and they’ve also added 
a new banner to the Smith 
Center rafters. "We’re national 

champions," Green said in the 
locker room Monday night. 
"We are the national champions. 
And we’re always going to have 
that." ¯ 
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Postgame Plus 
BY ADAM LUCAS AND LAUREN BROWNLOW 

The Naismith Hall of Fame 
Class of 2009 was introduced 

at halftime, and it really was 
an incredible group--Utah Jazz 

head coach 

Jerry Sloan, 
former 

Jazz point 
guard John 

Stockton, 
Rutgers’ 

women’s basketball head coach 

C. Vivian Stringer and David 
Robinson joined Michael Jordan. 
Considering     the     halftime 
margin and his history with the 

Pistons while with the Bulls, 
it was somewhat surprising to 

hear the roar for Jordan, which 
was accompanied by flashbulbs 
popping everywhere--even in 
the Spartan section. 

Jordan did not break out the 
Carolina blue blazer he wore to 
the 1982 reunion at the Smith 

Center, but he did make a point 
of thanking the UNC students 
in one end zone and then high- 
rived the students as he left the 
court. 

case of a national championship. 
But one thing never failed. 

At any meeting about any of the 
championship topics, everyone 
was always quick to say, "Just in 
case this is necessary..." to avoid 
jinxing the Tar Heels. Finally, 
Monday night, the "just in case" 
could be removed. 

Quite a few former Tar Heels 
were on hand including Antawn 
Jamison, Vince Carter, Makhtar 
Ndiaye (all sitting together), Pat 
Sullivan, George Lynch, Brian 
Reese, Julius Peppers and even 
Dewey Burke and Surry Wood. 

Jack Wooten drew the short 
straw and had to sit in the stands 
rather than on the bench because 

of a silly NCAA rule limiting the 
amount of people that can be on 

a team bench. But just because 
he was in the stands doesn’t mean 
he wasn’t in uniform. 

The Tar Heel senior wore his 
uniform underneath his suit. 

Then, with the quick-change 
skills of Superman, he dashed 
onto the court after the game. 

"I looked like a normal guy in 
a suit with my dress shoes and 

dress socks," Wooten said. "At 
halftime, I came out carrying my 
basketball shoes and socks. At 

the under-four minute timeout, 
I took my tie off and unbuttoned 
my top button, just dressing 
down a little bit. With 2:06 left 

I took my dress pants off and had 
my shorts on underneath there. 
With 46 seconds left I was down 

to just my dress shirt. I folded up 
my suit and left it on my chair, 
and hopefully my parents came 
and got it. When the horn went 
off, the cop said he wanted to get 

the refs off the court first, but we 
weren’t having any of that." ¯ 

What kind of event is the 
Final Four? It’s the kind of event 
that can turn even hardened 

journalists into fans. Jim Gray is 
a journalist perhaps most famous 
for his hard-nosed interview 
of Pete Rose on live television. 
He had a seat on the front row 

of media row, almost directly 
in front of The Temptations’ 
performance of the national 
anthem. About 15 seconds into 

the song, he grabbed his cell 
phone and took video of the 
famous musical group and then 
panned back so he could get a 
shot of the nearly 73,000 people 
in attendance. It was that kind 

of night. 

Steve Robinson sat cradling 
the championship trophy in the 
Tar Heel locker room for several 

minutes after the game. "I want 
to make sure I get my fingerprints 
on this one early," he said. 

Now it can be told: almost as 
much work goes into preparing 
for the national championship 
before the game as after the 
game. Preferred retailer Chapel 
Hill Sportswear had to have title 
gear in stock well before the 

game began. Rick Steinbacher, 
who heads Carolina’s sports 
marketing, spent most of 
Monday on conference calls and 
in meetings making sure that the 
various parts of UNC’s post- 
title plans--the commemorative 
DVD, the commemorative book, 
etc. (all of which can be purchased 
on TarHeelBlue.com)--were in 
place. A special "splash page" for 
TarHeelBlue was prepared last 
week as a contingency plan in 

Jeffrey A. Camarati (2) 
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Photo gallery: NCAA Tournament 

PHOTOS BY 
JEFFREY A. CAMARATI 



TAR HEELS TODAY 

What they’re saying 
A collection of outside views of Tar Heel hoops 

"North Carolina, aslwalked off the floor, ltold Hansbrough that it was really nice to seea bunch of 
guys that stayed in school and put winning above everything else. Even though we did have a cause-- 
we had a bunch of causes--they had a cause, too, and I was pretty impressed by that." 

--Michigan State head coach Tom Izzo 

"Well, I think they’re a great team. You 
know, usually when you face a team in the 
tournament, there’s a weakness. One of the five 
players, you can sag off or do certain things. 
With North Carolina, you know, all five players 
are scorers. Everybody can do something." 

--Spartan center Goran Suton 

"They’re a great team. So what they do 
is make runs. When they make runs, you got to 
kind of stop it. We knew the first five minutes 
of the game wasgonna be very important. That 
first five minutes of the game, we couldn’t stop 
it. When we did try to stop it, we had good 
looks, we didn’t make the shots. And they kept 
pushing and pushing at us. They were getting 
to the free-throw line and we were turning the 
ball over." 

--MSU’s Travis Walton 

"You know, he’s a great player. He comes 
off screens hard. He gave you different looks. 
He stayed low to the ground. You know, he 
exploded. His one speed is going hard at all times. 
Even if he’s missing shots, I watched film of him, I 
was kind of surprised, when he wasn’t playing as well, he was still going hard, elevating on his jump 
shot. When he was in his hot streak, it’s tough to guard a player like that. He’s going hard all the time. 
He can groove into his shot, put the ball on the floor. Today was his night. He hada great tournament 
run, was averaging 19 points, been shooting the balance great. And he kept it going." 

Jeffrey A. Camarati 

--Walton on guarding Wayne Ellington 

"it really hurt us. We were shooting--I don’t know what we shot the first half, 44, 45%, which 
wasn’t awful. We just didn’t get as many shots. In that, we out rebounded them by one or two at 
halftime. I said they only missed a few shots, so we didn’t get many opportunities. We didn’t even get 
as many on our own because of the turnovers." 

--Izzo on Ty Lawson’s steals 
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Being there 
First-person accounts from Ford Field 
BY LAUREN BROWNLOW 

I have to give an assist to 
my husband for this, but as we 
walked out of Ford Field on 

Saturday, he told me Monday 
would be like the movie "300." 

The way that I remembered 
that movie not only included 
half-naked warriors. But it 

also featured a small army of 
Spartans facing off against the 
Persians and getting slaughtered. 
He said that essentially, we as 
the Carolina faithful--and the 

team itself, in many ways--were 
like that army of Spartans more 
so than the Spartans themselves. 
Ford Field was at least 80% 

full of Michigan State fans, but 
we--fans included--persevered 
through that. 

Not sitting in the Carolina 
section was a bit difficult. It 

almost felt like being at an 
upscale restaurant and suddenly 
deciding to belt out a power 
ballad in the middle of the 
room. Those same kinds of 

disapproving glares and even 
a few shouts of "sit down and 

shut up" that you would expect 
to see and hear were present 
when we, two of perhaps five 
Carolina fans in a sea of at least 

750 Michigan State fans, would 
cheer for our Tar Heels. It was 

the kind of"us-against-the- 
world" mentality that made the 
Spartan comparison relevant. 
It made the odds this team has 

faced all year and in its final 
game all the more relevant, 
despite the outcome. 

Speaking as a Carolina fan 

that attended my first Final Four 
and was blessed to see Tyler 
Hansbrough play - and win - 
his final game in a Carolina 
uniform, there is nothing like 
being there. 

BY ADAM LUCAS 

This year, for the first time, 
the media was allowed on the 
court during the net-cutting 
ceremony and "One Shining 
Moment" viewing. That meant 
I was actually standing on the 
confetti-filled court while Roy 
Williams and his Tar Heels 
snipped the last piece of net 
from the Ford Field rims. 

For a kid who grew up 
listening to his cassette tape 
of Woody Durham’s call 
of the 1982 championship 
game--"Jumper from out on the 
left--good!...He threw it away 
to Worthy! How ’bout those 
Heels! They are the national 
champions!"--being out there 
was the highlight of the night. 
There were hugs, and there 
were high fives, and then the 
team was called to the quickly 
assembled podium. 

"Go up there," Williams told 
his team. "That’s the best place 
to see it." He would know. He’s 
done this before. 

Watching them watch 
themselves on the giant video 
boards was magical. For the 
first 18-22 years of their lives, 
they watched that video on 
television and YouTube. Now, 
they were in it--and they were 

the focus of it. 
Deon Thompson had his 

arm around Ty Lawson. Tyler 
Hansbrough just stared. Danny 
Green grinned. All year, this 
has been a team full of joking 
and laughing. But for those 

three minutes, they were 
completely silent. It’s rare to 
visibly watch hard work-- 
practices and weightlifting and 
running and study halls--pay 

off. For those three minutes, it 
was possible. 

Jeffrey A. Camarati 

BY TURNER WALSTON 

When the game finally 
tipped off, there was a palpable 
release of the anxiety that built 
throughout the day. I exhaled, 
and realized there was nothing 

I could do - the ball was in the 
hands of the Tar Heels. 

And it was in the capable 
hands of Ty Lawson. Michigan 
State took an early 3-2 lead on 
a Goran Suton three-pointer, 
but that was the last time the 

Spartans led. It was wonderful 

to see this team at work, at its 
best. Ty controlled the tempo. 
Tyler held court down low. 
Wayne and Danny attacked from 
the wings, and Deon got some 
good baskets early that helped 
the Heels stake out a 21-point 
halftime lead. And there was 

Ed contesting shots, and Bobby 
grabbing a clutch offensive 
board. It was like watching a 
greatest-hits package, but with 
the national title on the line. 
The team was focused and of 
one mind. This was their shot 
at the NCAA Tournament 

Championship. 
The Tar Heel contingent 

was vastly outnumbered by the 
Spartan faithful, but after the 
game began, it didn’t seem that 
way. Michigan State made their 

runs and involved the crowd, but 
they never got closer than 13 in 
the second half. The Tar Heels 
would not be denied. With 

about eight minutes remaining, 
the green-clad Michigan State 
fans began heading for the exits 
and the 90-minute drive back to 

East Lansing. 
But Monday wasn’t about 

Michigan State losing. It was 
about North Carolina winning 
the national championship. It 
was about fulfilling a destiny 
four years in the making. ¯ 
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Carolina’s NCAA championship teams 
1957 
Head coach: Frank McGuire 
Record: 32-0 

Road to the title: Defeated Yale 90-74; defeated Canisius 87-75; defeated Syracuse 67-58; defeated Michigan State 

74-70 (3OT); defeated Kansas 54-53 
Leading scorer: Lennie Rosenbluth (28.0 ppg) 
Leading rebounder: Pete Brennan (10.4 rpg) 
Starting five: Rosenbluth, Brennan, Joe Q_uigg, Tommy Kearns, Bob Cunningham 

1982 
Head coach: Dean Smith 
Record: 32-2 

Road to the title: Defeated James Madison 52-50; defeated Alabama 74-69; defeated Villanova 70-60; defeated 
Houston 68-63; defeated Georgetown 63-62 
Leading scorer: James Worthy (15.6 ppg) 
Leading rebounder: Sam Perkins (7.8 rpg) 
Starting five: Worthy, Perkins, Jimmy Black, Matt Doherty, Michael Jordan 

1993 
Head coach: Dean Smith 
Record: 32-4 

Road to the title: Defeated ECU 85-65; defeated Rhode Island 112-67; defeated Arkansas 80-74; defeated 
Cincinnati 75-68 (OT); defeated Kansas 78-68; defeated Michigan 77-71 
Leading scorer: Eric Montross (15.8 ppg) 
Leading rebounder: George Lynch (9.6 rpg) 
Starting five: Montross, Lynch, Derrick Phelps, Donald Williams, Brian Reese 

2005 
Head coach: Roy Williams 
Record: 33-4 

Road to the title: Defeated Oakland 96-68; defeated Iowa State 92-65; defeated Villanova 67-66; defeated 
Wisconsin 88-82; defeated Michigan State 87-71; defeated Illinois 75-70 
Leading scorer: Sean May (17.5 ppg) 
Leading rebounder: May (10.7 rpg) 
Starting five: May, Raymond Felton, Rashad McCants, Jackie Manuel, Jawad Williams 

2009 
Head coach: Roy Williams 
Record: 34-4 

Road to the title: Defeated Radford 101-58; defeated LSU 84-70; defeated Gonzaga 98-77; defeated Oklahoma 
72-60; defeated Villanova 83-69; defeated Michigan State 89-72 
Leading scorer: Tyler Hansbrough (20.8 ppg) 
Leading rebounder: Hansbrough (8.2 rpg) 
Starting five: Hansbrough, Ty Lawson, Wayne Ellington, Danny Green, Deon Thompson 
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Championship stats 
MULTIPLE NCAA TITLE PROGRAMS 
Program Championships (Most recent) 
UCLA 11 (1995) 
Kentucky 7 (1998) 
Carolina 5 (2009) 
Indiana 5 (1987) 
Kansas 3 (2008) 
Duke 3 (2001) 

ACTIVE COACHES WITH MULTIPLE NCAA TITLES 
Coach Championships (Most recent) 
Mike Krzyzewski 3 (2001) 
Roy Williams 2 (2009) 
Billy Donovan 2 (2007) 
Jim Calhoun 2 (2004) 

FINAL FOUR APPEARANCES 
Program Final Fours 
Carolina 18 (2009) 
UCLA 17 (2008) 
Duke 14 (2004) 
Kansas 13 (2008) 
Kentucky 13 (1998) 

ALL-TIME NCAA TOURNAMENT WINS 
Program Wins 
Carolina 102 

Kentucky 98 
UCLA 95 
Duke 86 
Kansas 84 

In the next 

TAR HEEL MONTHLY 

Rams Club members will 
likely receive a new edition 
of Tar Heel Monthly in their 
mailboxes this week. That 
edition features pitcher Alex 
White on the cover. The 
next issue, which will be 
released in mid-May, will be 
completely devoted to the 
2009 Tar Heels.You’ll get the 
year’s best quotes, features 
and photos all in one issue, 
plus first-hand accounts of 
the 2009 title from fans on 
Franklin Street, members 
of the UNC broadcast team, 
and much more. The 2009 
commemorative edition will 
be in mailboxes between 
May 10-20. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy03.isis.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 8, 2009 3:02 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Your problem ticket 1453351 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: The following email was sent: 
To: stgore@email.unc.edu 
From: thomas@unc.edu 
cc: JEN32 I@EMAIL.UNC.EDU 

Hi Travis, 

My name is Thomas and I work in OASIS. I am working on Dr. Nyang’Oro’s address book issue. I found a file on his computer that 
I believed held his address book items. I do not know if it is all of them. I have gotten as far as importing them into an instance of 
Thunderbird over here in Howell Hall. I am working on getting them correct so that I can export this address book that I have and 

send it back to Dr. Nayng’Oro. Then I will have someone come by and import them back into his address book. Later, we may need 

to look into a backup solution for him so that this need not be necessary in the future. 

I will get back to you as soon as possible when I get to the next step. 

Thomas 

thomas@unc.edu 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:tiwwwamc.edt~!aro 
bir~/websub/mdex.~e-check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy03.isis.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 9, 2009 11 : 19 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Your problem ticket 1453351 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Text of e-mail sent to Travis and Dr. Nyang’Oro: 

Hello Dr. Nyang’Oro, 

Here is your address book. I was able to get all of this from your bad file. I hope this helps. I will try to contact you today about 
importing it into Thunderbird. 

Thomas 
thomas~unc.edu 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:/iwwwamc.edt~/aro 
bird/web subiindex.~e-check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy03.isis.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 9, 2009 4:02 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Your problem ticket 1453351 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: The following email was sent: 
To: stgore@email.unc.edu 
From: thomas@unc.edu 
cc: JEN32 I@EMAIL.UNC.EDU 

Hi Travis, 

I have finished importing Dr. Nyang’Oro’s address book. I helped him with a couple of other Thunderbird option settings. Is there 
anything else on this ticket that needs attention or would you like me to mark this ticket as successfully resolved? 

Thomas 
thomas~unc.edu 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:ii~ww.unc.edularo 
bini~ ebs~biindcx.~c=chcck 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alumni@gaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 10, 2009 11:16 AM 
Carolina Alumni and Friends <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Orange/Durham County Carolina Club: Upcoming Events 

The Color Purple P~ay Outing 
Thursday, #~ay ’[4 I 7 p.m. 

Durham Performinq Arts Center 
Corner of Mangum and Vivian Streets 

Your Orange/Durham Carolina Club has organized an evening at the new Durham Performing 
Arts Center, Thursday, May 14, 2009. The show begins at 7:30 p.m. Our block of seats will be 
located in the Center Lower Balcony. View the to get a sense of our 
reserved section. 

Only eight (8) seats remain in our block. Reserve your seat today. 

UNC vs. Maryland E~aseball Outing 
Saturday, Apri~ 25 [ 6 pomo 

~son Field at [~oshamer Stadium Register Today! 

Join your Orange/Durham Carolina Club for an evening at the ballpark as the Heels face the 
Maryland Terrapins, Saturday, April 25. First pitch is at 6 p.m. This event is co-hosted by the 
Alamance County, Fearrington Village and Orange/Durham Carolina Clubs. Tickets are $7 each. 

Optional Pregame Party With the Team [ 2:30°4:30 

The Carolina Club [ George Watts Hi[[ Alumni Center 
A limited number of seats are available for UNC alumni to join Coach Mike Fox and the Diamond 
Heels for a private pregame meal and autograph session at The Carolina Club. Pregame party 
costs $24 per person, $15 for children ages 6-12 and $9 for children ages 3-5. Attendance at the 
pregame party is optional. 

~ister online toda!. Questions? Contact Casel Privette °01. 

Thank You 

The Orange/Durham Carolina Club appreciates your membership in the GAA. Your membership 
provides important support to the GAA and our club. Members have exclusive access to the 
digital version of the award-winning Carolina Alumni Review. Read the r~aAazine online as it 
appears in print. 

Alumni Career Services can help you start, change or advance your career. GAA members 
have exclusive access to certain services and receive discounted rates on fee-based Alumni 

Win a basketba~ autographed 
by the 2009 NCAA Men’s 
E~asketba~ Champions[ 

Net proceeds benefit the OrangelDurham 
Carolina Club Scholarship Fund 

Raffle tickets are $5 each or 5 for $20. 

Orange/Durham Carolina Club: 

Q[~D,~e,~Durham Carolina Club Web Site 

Subscribe to our e-mai~ ~ist 

C[ubsoRe[ated Questions: 

200~ NCAA Champions 

Find the GAA on Facebook 



Career Services. 

GAA contacts 

PRIVACY POLICY: You received this e-mail from the General Alumni Association-George Watts Hill Alumni Center, CB # 9180, Stadium Drive, PO 
Box 660, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-0660. You have not been subscribed to an e-mail list. If you do not wish to receive future e-mail of this type from the 
GAA, please reply to nCoedU and include your full name, address and class year, call us toll-free at (877) 377-7125, or unsubscribe via this 

link: unsubscribe here. 

Please note that UNC and the General Alumni Association do not sell your information, including your e-mail address, to anyone for any purpose. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy03.isis.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 14, 2009 4:19 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Your problem ticket 1453351 has been updated 

Dear Customer" The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entl3r: Checked in with Travis and all is working as desired. He said it was ok to mark this ticket as successfully resolved. 

Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link 
bi~iwebs~b/inde        --cl~eck 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy03.isis.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 14, 2009 4:19 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Ticket 1453351 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Checked in with Travis and all is working as desired. He said it was ok to mark this ticket as successfully resolved. 

Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:ih~ww.m~c.eduiar- 
bin/web s~b/mdex.~e--check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton <shutton@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 15, 2009 1:59 PM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@listserv.unc.edu> 
[seanc] W. news + Benefits Fair Friday 

SEANC District 25 will participate in the UNC Hospital Benefits Fair on 
Friday from 11 to 2. Both members and non-members are encouraged to drop 
by our table in the hospital lobby to learn more about the many benefits 
that SEANC offers. For example, vision insurance is relatively new, and 
many members may not have had the opportunity to learn about it. 

District 25 is a hard-working district, informing you through news updates 
on legislative activities and working to minimize the impact of these 
difficult financial times on all state employees. We look forward to 
meeting you in person and hearing your concerns. Please come by. 

House passes fix to health plan 
Shoring up plan will cost state employees and taxpayers. 
<~:iiww ~ .r~e~ sobserver.comi~ew s/store:/1486070.html> 

UNC Health Care to start asking for payments from uninsured 
<h~I~:iiw.,~.w.bizjourr~a~s.comitriar@eistoriesi2009/04il 3idai~-34.hm~l> 

Food pantries face growing demand 
Many seeking help for the first time 
<h~p:iiwww.chapelhillr~ews co~rv’fron~!storv/48404.h~m~> 

UNC aims to fight poaching of faculty 
<http~//www.dai1Uta~ee~.com/news/state-natio~ab~tmc-aims°t~-~-~aching°o~fact~l~° 1.1715195> 

Schools chief asks for cuts statewide 
<~:iiw~,w.newsobserver.com/newsisto~i1485867.htnfl> 

Protest stops Tancredo’s UNC speech 
<ht~p :/iw~.w. ~ewsobserver. corrtine~, s/immigratior~storg/14860 gT. html> 

Protesters Stop Speech 
Police use pepper spray, undirected Tasers at protest of Tancredo talk 
<ht~) :iiw~,w ~dai!ymrheeI.com/newsiu~iversit~ro~esters-sto~eech- 1~ 1715168> 

Live in North Carolina? Please go to 

and sign on to the letter supporting 
collective bargaining for public employees. 
Then add this message to your email signature 
file and help spread the word. Thanks! 

Steve Hutton 



Applications Analyst 

University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8050 

work: 919-966-6651 
fax : 919-966-6650 
home: 

Employee Relations Chair 
SEANC District 25 News Service 
SEIU Local 2008 
<ltrtp:iiseanc25.or£> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: stgore@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-24483008-9229013.ec855a7c14a386ea9c950033dla18b69@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Annual Fund <beth_braxton@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 15, 2009 4:10 PM 

Carolina Faculty and Staff <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

2009 Faculty-Staff Campaign 

Having problems viewing this email? View the Web page version here. 

Thank You, Faculty & Staff 

Dear Colleagues, 

Launched in 2005, the Carolina Family Scholarship is a part of UNC that I 
hold very close to my heart. It provides need-based tuition scholarships to 
children of qualifying Carolina employees who wish to attend any of the 16 
UNC campuses or community colleges in North Carolina. Now, the University 
hopes to raise the endowment supporting it to $1 million. 

A committee of faculty and staff, assisted by the Office of Scholarships and 
Student Aid, awards the four-year scholarships. The Carolina parents of 
students who’ve received awards so far include office and program 
assistants, a campus security guard, a construction estimator, a social 
research assistant and a dental assistant. 

To date, 18 students have received awards. They attend 10 different schools, 
including Carolina, N.C. State, Appalachian State and Durham Tech. 

Please help spread the 
word about the 2009 
Faculty-Staff Campaign 
by displaying the 
campaign poster in your 
office, Download it here, 

Bruce Egan "We’re helping our 
colleagues send 
their children to 
college at a time 
when they might not 
otherwise have had 
the chance." 
- Bruce Egan 

We all work for an educational institution, so what better program to support 
than one that helps the children of our colleagues go to college? And since 
they can attend any UNC campus or community college, it’s another example 
of Carolina helping support education throughout the state. Plus, we’re 
helping our colleagues send their children to college at a time when they 
might not otherwise have had the chance. 

I contribute to the fund through payroll deduction, which allows me to make 
a more significant contribution because it is spread out over the year. I hope 
that you will join me in supporting Carolina through this year’s 
Faculty-Staff Campaign. To give to the Carolina Family Scholarship or 
another area of campus that means the most to you, please make 
your gift at aH~ua~fu~dou~¢,edu!~. 



Thanks, 

Bruce Egan 
Director, ITS Response Center 

2009 FACULTY45TAFF CAMPAIGN I FIND US ON FACEBOOKI CAROLINA FAMILY SCHOLARSHIP 

~ Carolina Annual Fund 

This email is for alumni, students and friends of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Through this free service, the 

Office of University Development and the Annual Fund Program provide opportunities for you to learn about people, events and 

other issues at Carolina. If you have comments or questions, email Beth Braxton         , telephone 919.962.4388, or write 

to the Office of University Development, Annual Fund, 208 West Franklin St., Chapel Hill, NC 27599-6100. If you do not wish to 

receive future editions, unsubscribe here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FYI Carolina Online <FYICarolina@unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 16, 2009 5:23 PM 

Carolina Alumni and Friends <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Message from the Chancellor: Free Speech at Carolina 

Dear Carolina alumni and friends, 

Many of you have heard or read about a protest on campus Monday night, and I’m writing to share with you the message I sent 
yesterday to our campus community. I think you will find that the message speaks for itself. But if you have any questions or 
concerns, please let me know. 

Sincerely, 

Holden Thorp, Chancellor 

Message from the Chancellor: Free Speech at Carolina (April 15, 2009) 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

I want to express how disappointed I am in what happened last night when former Congressman Tom Tancredo wasn’t able to speak 
when a protest got out of hand, and our Department of Public Safety had to take action. Congressman Tancredo felt threatened and left 
without making his remarks. 

Mr. Tancredo was scheduled to speak about immigration. We expect protests about controversial subjects at Carolina. That’s part of 
our culture. But we also pride ourselves on being a place where all points of view can be expressed and heard. There’s a way to protest 
that respects free speech and allows people with opposing views to be heard. Here that’s often meant that groups protesting a speaker 
have displayed signs or banners, silently expressing their opinions while the speaker had his or her say. That didn’t happen last night. 

On behalf of our University community, I called Mr. Tancredo today to apologize for how he was treated. In addition, our Department 
of Public Safety is investigating this incident. They will pursue criminal charges if any are warranted. Our Division of Student Affairs 
is also investigating student involvement in the protest. If that investigation determines sufficient evidence, participating students 
could face Honor Court proceedings. 

Carolina’s tradition of free speech is a fundamental part of what has made this place special for more than 200 years. Let’s recommit 
ourselves to that ideal. 

Sincerely, 

Holden Thorp 

FYI Carolina Online is for alumni, parents of current students and friends of the University. Through this free service, the Office of 
University Relations shares information about people, events and issues at Carolina. If you have comments or questions, email 
FYICarolina@unc.edu, telephone, (919) 962-8593 or write to the Office of University Communications, 210 Pittsboro St., Chapel 
Hill, NC 27599-6210. If you do not wish to receive future editions, unsubscribe here: 
h~p:i/’www.a~mm~icom~cctio~s.comiolcip~biUNO/%~as~mai~o~ib~astmai~o~ 
FNC=WELCOME_A~,elcome_N~ BR 1213485 UNO-20090416164524__Seehoe’~GUQgo69mSvl 1J~IitU 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton <shutton@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 23, 2009 1:30 PM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@listserv.unc.edu> 

[seanc] Th. news (fwd) 

Forwarded Message 

House passes nation’s most draconian wellness provisions for state employees 
(Update: The Insider reports that the Senate also passed the bill) 
http:iith~vurL comidNacq 

Lawmakers pass NC state employee insurance deal 
<~ :ii~ww~ .newsobserver. cor~v’1565istory/1497020.h~ml> 

State health plan patched 
The legislative compromise should hold for two years and cost $408 million. 
<~:/iw~.wmewsobserver.comil?o~itics/sto~i1497154.htm~> 

Bill would restrict state employee furloughs 
<~:iiww, w.newsobserver.com/ne~, s/story/1497238.htr~fl> 

University officials: Six people arrested in protest 
Chancellor Holden Thorp said protesters "gave us no choice" 
~a:i!tim~rl.com/c~irrO2 

DPS arrests 6 protestors 
Speech disrupted but Goode later resumes 
<http :llwww.dailytarheel.com/news/universityldps-arrests-6-protestors-1.17 2 
9408> 

Less fireworks at UNC speech this time 
Several students are arrested, but Goode completes his speech 
<~:iiww~.ne\~sobserver.com/~ewsistorvi1497 ~ 91.html> 

Former congressman speaks despite protests 
<~:iiheraldsun.southerrfheadlines.comiora~,qei10-~ ~44475.cfm> 



College access lobby delayed 
Students avoiding protest association 
<http://www.dailytarheel.com/news/state-national!college-access-lobby-delay 
ed-1.1729399> 

Contact your NC Representative and Senator to support the following 
collective bargaining bills! 

Please reply to this email to let us know what they say. 
If you don’t know who they are go to www.ncga.state.nc.us 
and click on Who represents me? on the right side of the page. 

Stay tuned for a HOPE lobby day alert soon! 

Reasons to support these bills and collective bargaining for public 
employees: 

¯ Fairness for public employees - Private sector employees in North 
Carolina and public employees in 48 states can bargain to improve their 
working conditions, why can’t NC public employees? 

¯ Freedom for state and local governments - Right now NC government 
entities are banned form sitting down and negotiating a contract with their 
own employees, even if they want to. 

¯ Local solutions - Collective bargaining would allow state and local 
government agencies to deal with problems specific to their employees. 

¯ Public employees know how to improve the public sector - They can 
bring their experience from sewing the public every day to the table to 
change working conditions and public services for the better. 

¯ Collective bargaining increases morale and efficiency, improves 
public services and reduces turnover. 

¯ Collective bargaining prevents strikes - It gives employees another 
avenue to address problems. 

¯ Collective bargaining is an internationally recognized human right 
according to 
international law and the International Labor Organization of the U.N. 

House Bill 750 
<h~p ://w ww.nc ga.state.nc, us/gascripts/~ i1~L~k U p/~ i~L~kU~. ~ ? Sessi~n= 2~9 &B i~[[D- ~ 7 5~> 
Primary Sponsors Blue; Glazier; Coates; Harrell; 
Co-Sponsors Adams; Faison; Fisher; E. Floyd; Hall; 
Harrison; Jackson; Lucas; Luebke; Mackey; Mobley; Parmon; Pierce; 
Ross; Wainwright; Weiss; Wray; 

Senate Bill 427 
<~://www.r~cga.state.nc.us/~ts/Bi~L~kU~/Bi~L~kU~?Sessi~n=2~9&Bi~D=S427> 
Primary Sponsors Eleanor Kinnaird; 
Co-Sponsors Doug Berger; Steve Goss; Malcolm Graham; Floyd 
B. McKissick, Jr.; 

Senate Bill 178 
<h~_~ :iiwww. nc ga. state, nc. usigascriptsi% illLo ek U%iN i11Lo okUp.~ 17 S e s sio n: 2009 &B iND- S 178 > 
Primary Sponsors Larry Shaw 
Co-Sponsors Doug Berger 

[Note: District 25 Membership Chair Jonathan Stephenson spoke at this 
press conference on behalf of SEANC] 



Watch collective bargaining press conference highlights at www.nchope.org! 

Watch WUNC-TV’s Black Issues Forum debate on collective bargaining 
CCommitteeering Commitee members Angaza Laughinghouse, President of UE 150, 

and MaryBe McMillan, Secretary-Treasurer of the NC AFL-CIO, were on Blck 
Issues Forum last Sunday. The show discussed collective bargaining and the 
Employee Free Choice Act (which is also endorsed by the HOPE Coalition). 

Scroll down to Episode 2422 Two Sides of Labor Unions 

HOPE Coalition Core Members: 
American Association of University Professors/NC; American Federation of 
Teachers/NC; International Union of Police Associations; NC Association of 
Educators; 
NC State AFL-CIO; National Association of Social Workers - NC Chapter; 
Professional Firefighters and Paramedics of NC; Service Employees 
International Union; 
State Employees Association ofNC, SEIU Local 2008; Teamsters Local 391; 
UE Local 150 - NC Public Service Workers Union 

Hear Our Public Employees Coalition 
P.O. Box 12133, Raleigh, North Carolina 27605 
1408 Hillsborough Street, Raleigh, NC 27605 
919.491.6939 info@nchope.org 

Live in North Carolina? Please go to 
> 

and sign on to the letter supporting 
collective bargaining for public employees. 
Then add this message to your email signature 
file and help spread the word. Thanks! 

Steve Hntton 
Applications Analyst 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8050 

work: 919-966-6651 
fax : 919-966-6650 
home: 

Employee Relations Chair 
SEANC District 25 News Service 
SEIU Local 2008 
<htt~:iisear~c25,org> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: stgore@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-24544211-9229013.ec855a7c14a386ea9c950033dla18b69@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gary Lloyd <gary_lloyd@unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 23, 2009 2:16 PM 

SIS-chat < si s-chat@li stserv.unc, edu> 
[sis-chat] Systems Unavailable this Weekend 

Please see the message below about SIS, WebFocus, Faculty/Staff Central, 
and Student Central being unavailable for maintenance upgrades on 
Saturday morning. There could be possible intermittent downtimes on 
Saturday afternoon and on all day on Sunday as well. 

Thanks, 
Gary 

Subject: 
[its_changes] SIGNIFICANT: ITS mainframe server not available - z/OS 1.9 
Production weekend April 25-26, 2009 
From: 
ITS Change <itschang@itschanges.its.unc.edu> 
Date: 
Wed, 22 Apr 2009 10:24:03 -0400 (EDT) 

To: 

"changes posted to itschanges.unc.edu" <its_changes@listserv.unc.edu> 

Change Plan ID: 2230 
Change Plan Type: Planned 

Change Plan Status: Pending 

The Mainframe server will be unavailable from 8:00 AM until 12:00 noon on 
Saturday, April 25, 2009 for an Operating System upgrade from version z/OS 1.7 
to version 1.9. After that time, the mainframe will be intermittently 
available for the rest of the April 25 and 26, 2009 weekend. The upgrade may 
require several IPLs to prepare and configure the new Operating System. Once 
the mainframe is running on z/OS 1.9, a change notice will be sent to 
applications staff and production specialists to conduct tests to ensure all 
components are working as expected. Once testing is completed, a "go/no go" 
decision to continue running production services on z/OS 1.9 or fall back to 
z/OS 1.7 will be made no later than 6:00 PM on April 26. A change notice will 
be sent concerning this decision. 

All ITS mainframe services will be affected including Department of Accounting 
Services (DAS), FRS, Finance Central, Payroll, HRIS, Student Central, 

Faculty/Staff Central, SIS, STARs, Alumni Development, EPA!SPA Web- only 
actions that use Account Validation and WebFocus reporting. 

Start: Sat 4/25/2009 at: 08:00 
End: Sun 4/26/2009 at: 18:00 

Submitted by: Sam Long - smlong@email.unc.edu 
Remedy Users can view addition details by accessing the following url: 
ms :iiremcdj~. uac .edv~iars~sifom~s/remedy .u~c. ed u/Change+Plan+Notification+Detail? 
F536870933=000000000002230&mode=S~bmit 

Contact the ITS Service Desk at 962-HELP for more information by referencing 
Change Plan ID: 2230 

Gary Lloyd 



Associate University Registrar and IT Manager 
Office of the University Registrar 
CB# 2100, 3112 SASB North 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Telephone: (919)962-5162 
FAX: (919)962-0504 
E-mail: gary_lloyd@unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to sis-chat as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
send a blank email to leave-24544571-5944746.f7e 16d6f3923fed6048226a005d5b416@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gary Lloyd <gary_lloyd@unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 23, 2009 2:23 PM 

SIS-chat < si s-chat@li stserv.unc, edu> 

[sis-chat] [Fwd: [Fwd: [its_changes] MAJOR: Apply database patches to internal ITS 
hosted Oracle database servers.]] 

Note that this change will bring a number of Faculty/Staff menu items 
(such as Course Request/Approval) down for a little while on Saturday 
May 2nd (and possibly Sunday May 3rd). 

Thanks, 
Gary 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    [its_changes] MAJOR: Apply database patches to internal ITS 
hosted Oracle database servers. 
Date: Thu, 23 Apr 2009 09:18:51 -0400 (EDT) 
From: ITS Change <itschang@itschanges.its.unc.edu> 
Reply-To: UNC-CH PTR <rcarden@email.unc.edu> 
To: changes posted to itschanges.unc.edu <its_changes@listserv.unc.edu> 

Change Plan ID: 2222 
Change Plan Type: Planned 

Change Plan Status: Approved 

The production Oracle databases supporting the following applications will be 
unavailable on May 2nd, 2009 through May 3rd, 2009 in order to upgrade and 
apply patches to the databases. Questions about this outage should be 
directed to Kirsten Vollmer or Roger Carden. 

This will impact the production 
environment for the following services: 

Admission Pros 
Bluebook 
Carolina Course Evaluation System 
Course Request!Approval System 
ESAS Central 
Financial Transaction Reporting 
Flexible Routing of Electronic Documents (FRED) 
FME to FRS Purchase Order Interface 
FRS Account Request System 
FRS Forms 
GA Fixed Assets 
Information Technology Purchases 
International Agreements & Linkages 
Northern Trust/Investment Custodian 
Journal Entry 
Mass Email Project (MEM) - Legacy 
OSBM - Independent Contractors Table 



Pay Stub Reporting 
Purchase Requisition System 
SPA Web 
Student Aid Work Study 
Student Information Focus Oracle Reporting Repository(SIR) 
SIS HTML, Bluechecks, BRS Checks 
Student Stores Book/Mechandise Portal 
Student Voting 
Travel Request System 
Unit Accounting System 
Voucher Invoice Payment Report System 
Viewstar PO/Invoices 
Financial Services Extract 
DAS All Transaction 
UNC Events Calendar - Bedeworks 
The Graduate School (AdmissionPros) 
"Reporting for School of Public Health, 
Nursing and Athletics" 
Kenan-Flagler Business School (AdmissionPros) 
EPA Web 
SPA Web 
Athletics (AdmissionPros) 
Allied Health (AdmissionPros) 
Public Health (AdmissionPros 
School of Education (AdmissionPros) 
Friday Center CEU Application 
One Card Affiliate 
Vendor Request System 

Start: Sat 5/2/2009 at: 07:30 
End: Sun 5/3/2009 at: 10:00 

Submitted by: Roger Carden - rcarden@email.unc.edu 
Remedy Users can view addition details by accessing the following url: 
~s :i/remedy. ~nc ed~darsvsiformsiremedy .uric. ed~/Char~ge+P~ar~+N o~ifica~ior~+Detai~? 
F536870933 - 0000000000023 %&mode- Sub~m~t 

Contact the ITS Service Desk at 962-HELP for more information by referencing 
Change Plan ID: 2222 

You are currently subscribed to its_changes as: smyre@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-24542065-7066270.285cd6bd38f5c7ddcaa64220b566defd@listserv.unc.edu 

Gary Lloyd 
Associate University Registrar and IT Manager 
Office of the University Registrar 
CB# 2100, 3112 SASB North 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Telephone: (919)962-5162 
FAX: (919)962-0504 
E-mail: gary_lloyd@unc.edu 



You are currently subscribed to sis-chat as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
send a blank email to leave-24544629-5944746.f7e 16d6f3923fed6048226a005d5b416@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy03.isis.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 27, 2009 4:50 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Your problem ticket 1465116 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Called user and left message. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwww.unc.edularo 
bir~i~.ebsubiindcx.      =check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton <shutton@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 28, 2009 10:13 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@listserv.unc.edu> 
[seanc] T. news - Town Hall & furloughs (fwd) 

[Below is info from the NC Justice Center on the State Health Plan. 

There is no news at this time about possible changes to longevity pay. 

It’s anticipated that House bill 708 re: furloughs will be heard soon in 
the House State Government/State Personnel Committee 

The bill is here: 
< tsiBillLookUpiBillLookU~l? Sessio~=2009&BillID=h708> 

The committee members are here: 
t~rl.com/dg@~t9 

This evening’s Town Hall on the House budget does not have a location 
convenient to most of us. Please see below on how to email your concerns 
before midnight tonight. 

Contents: 

1. Message from SEANC re: tonight’s House Town Hall 
on budget. 

2. NC Justice Center on State Health Plan 
3. News 
4. Accreditation of Department of Public Safety 
5. Video of prior event at Center on Poverty, Work, Opportunity 
6. Victory at Moncure event tomorrow 

Forwarded Message 

[Message from SEANC] 

State employees - come take your chance to talk to House budget writers 
on Tuesday, April 28, from 6 p.m.-9 p.m. via satellite locations statewide. 
This is your opportunity to let the decision-makers know how mandatory 
tmpaid furloughs would inflict more unnecessary pain on working North 
Carolinians and would reduce access to services in a time when demand is 
rising during this economic downturn. When more citizens rely on 
government, it doesn’t make sense to put the public at risk and frustrate 
citizens when they need services the most. 

In her budget, Gov. Bev Perdue said mandatory furloughs weren’t necessary, 
and State Treasurer Janet Cowell also advised the legislature that 
mandatory furloughs are a bad idea. Yet House leaders continue their push 
for mandatory furloughs. Help SEANC make a big impact and show up at one of 
these locations Tuesday night! 

Tuesday, April 28 
6 p.m.-9 p.m. 

Live event: 

NC Museum of History auditorium, 5 E. Edenton St., Raleigh 

Via video: 



Johnston Community College, Smithfield 
Bladen Community College, Dublin 
Central Piedmont Community College, Charlotte 
Fayetteville Technical Community College, Fayetteville 
Forsyth Technical Community College, Winston-Salem 
Pamlico Community College, Grantsboro 
Southwestern Community College, Sylva 
Surry Community College, Dobson 
Vance-Granville Community College, Henderson 
Martin Community College, Williamston 

The House will accept e-mailed comments through midnight Tuesday at 
town.hall@ncleg.net. 

This News Alert is brought to you by the SEANC Communications/Public 
Relations Department. 

House budget writers are at your mercy Tuesday 
<~ :iiwww.newsobserv er. com!news/stor~, i1502 4 91.1mr~> 

[From NC Justice Center] 

STATE HEALTH PLAN : Solution Creates New Problems 

Governor Perdue has signed into law a plan to temporarily keep the State 
Health Plan afloat. It includes unprecedented punishments for smokers and 
those who are overweight. 

The plan will reduce benefits and increase co-payments and deductibles for 
plan enrollees namely, state employees, teachers and retirees. All 
enrollees will be put in the more expensive Basic Plan, and then those who 
attest they do not smoke, who are not overweight, or who have a doctors 
note saying they are in smoking cessation or weight-loss programs, will be 
moved to the less expensive Standard Plan. 

There are a host of problems with this plan. First, raising co-pays and 
deductibles for state employees will have many unintended consequences, 
including pushing off the plan healthy spouses and dependents, who can buy 
less expensive coverage elsewhere. In addition, this plan presents 
considerable administrative challenges. How much will it cost to monitor 
smokers and overweight people to make sure theyre on the right plan? Will 
retirees get the information about the plan changes and will they 
understand what actions they need to take? Will someone who smokes one 
cigar at a party be put on the more expensive plan a move that could 
cost him thousands of dollars if he faces a medical emergency or chronic 
illness? 

¯ NC HEALTH REPORT: Stein on Health Costs; Draconian State Health Plan 
smoking provisions 

<~tp:i~www.I/~i ~st~ce.o~g!?q=~odei237> 
¯ PROGRESSIVE PULSE: Random "smokerlyzer" and other testing coming for 

state employees 

¯ NEW BERN SUN JOURNAL: State health plan gets $675 million 

Greenbridge protests now in form of graffiti 
<~:iiheraldstm.sot~therrfl~eadlines.com!orangei10-1147219.cfm> 
<~:llwww+newsobser+,er+com/newsistorv i150391 



Your tax money influencing where tax money is spent 
~rl.com/cwwhb~ 

The Department of Public Safety will hold a public hearing for 
reaccreditation process on Monday, May 4, 2009, from 6-9 p.m. in the Friday 
Center. 

Dear friends of the Center on Poverty, Work and Opportunity, 

Video and audio downloads from our April 9th conference, Poverty and the 
Recession in North Carolina: Challenges and Opportunities are now available 
online at the Center’s events webpage: 
http:iiwww.law.unc.eduicenters/povcr~y/ever~tsidefav.l~.aspx. Scroll down 
the page to the conference information and click on the "Video of the 
conference" link. All downloads of this conference are free and iTunes, 
the software needed to play the media, is also free. 

In addition to audio and video of all panels and speakers at the 
conference, you can also find the speaker bios and conference agenda under 
the "Brochures" tab in iTunesU. 

Video and audio from our 287(g) Immigration Panel event on April 16 will be 
available on our website soon as well. 

Sincerely, 
UNC Center on Poverty, Work and Opportunity 

Wendy Spitzer 
Administrative Assistant, UNC Center on Poverty, Work and Opportunity 
direct line: 919.843.2516 
main line: 919.843.8796 

mailing addre ss: 
UNC Center on Poverty, Work and Opportunity 
Law School Annex 
CB 3382 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3382 

physical address: 
UNC Center on Poverty, Work and Opportunity 
Law School Annex 
101 E. Weaver St. 
Carrboro, NC 27510 

spitzer@email.unc.edu 
~:iTwww.~aw.ur~c.ed~icen~ers,)?ove-m, 

sign up to receive Center updates: 

[Reminder] 

The Triangle Labor and Civil Rights Working Group is pleased to co-sponsor 
the following event: 



*** "Victory at Moncure Plywood: Personal Histories of Racial Injustice and 
Labor Relations in the South" 

***Wednesday, April 29th at 6:30pm - Center for Documentary Studies 
Auditorium 

The students of the class "Behind the Veil: Documenting African 
American 
Life in the Jim Crow South" will present the story of the recent strike at 
the Moncure, North Carolina, plywood factory ? as told by the workers 
themselves. Nearly 120 members of the International Association of 
Machinists 
and Aerospace Workers Local W369 were on strike 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
week 
from July 20, 2008, to March 31, 2009, for their what they saw as their 
basic 
human rights. New management demanded a 60-hour workweek, increased health 
insurance premiums, and the elimination of seniority, but a deeper look at 
the 
situation reveals that the strikers, who were mostly African Americans, were 
protesting racial injustice as well. Through the excerpts of Moncure Plywood 
workers? personal histories and other research, the ?Behind the Veil? 
class will illuminate the long history and stormy present of the ongoing 
struggle for racial and economic justice amongst African Americans in the 
South. 

The "Behind the Veil" project, housed at Duke’s Center for Documentary 
Studies, utilizes firsthand interviews to gain a better understanding of 
realities of African American life in the South during the era of Jim Crow 
segregation. By learning about the actions and mentalities of everyday 
citizens, "Behind the Veil" allows us to see African American historical 
accomplishments as resulting largely from the collective effort of everyday 
citizens, rather than the traditional historical narrative, which focuses 
more 
on the actions of a select group of prominent black leaders. We are the 
current 
students of the "Behind the Veil" documentary studies class, conducted a 
series 
of interviews with the Moncure workers and complied a multimedia 
presentation 
on the strike, including its sometimes subtle, but at other times overt, 
racial 
overtones. A flyer for the presentation is also attached to this email. 

*** We do hope to see you there! Please RSVP to efd3@duke.edu *** 

Co-sponsored by the "Behind the Veil" project, the Center for Documentary 
Studies, and the Triangle Labor and Civil Rights Working Group. 

Please forward widely!!! 

Max Krochmal 
Ph.D. Candidate, Department of History 
Graduate Fellow, Center for Documentary Studies 
Duke University 
mk63@duke.edu 

Live in North Carolina? Please go to 
<http :iinc[tope.org> 

and sign on to the letter supporting 
collective bargaining for public employees. 
Then add this message to your email signature 



file and help spread the word. Thanks! 

Steve Hutton 
Applications Analyst 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8050 

work: 919-966-6651 
fax : 919-966-6650 
home: 

Employee Relations Chair 
SEANC District 25 News Service 
SEIU Local 2008 
<~:iiseanc25~org> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: stgore@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-24574805-9229013.ec855a7c14a386ea9c950033dla18b69~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy03.isis.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 28, 2009 10:29 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Your problem ticket 1465116 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: User is no longer having issue after restart. 

Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:ih~ww.m~c.eduiar- 
bin/web s~b/mdex.~e--check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 28, 2009 2:02 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>; 
~aol.com; 

Buzz 

.eml (11.8 KB).msg 

~gmail.com> 
~chccs.kl2.nc.us>; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton <shutton@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 29, 2009 10:48 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@listserv.unc.edu> 

[seanc] W. news (fwd) 

Contents: 

1. Message from SEANC President 
Tony Smith re: Lobby Day, Tuesday, May 5 

2. news (mostly re: furloughs) 
3. legislation re: paid sick days -- when others 

don’t have sick leave, it can make you sick 
4. teach-in on worker rights, budget cuts 

Saturday, May 9 

Forwarded Message 

Lobby Day is a Must in Tough 
Budget Times 

SEANC 
PO Drawer 27727 
Raleigh, NC 27611 

800-222-2758 

919-833-6436 

Dear SEANC members, 

Time is of the essence. SEANC needs you now more than ever! 

Last week we saw benefit reductions and cost increases on the State Health 
Plan; today the governor announced 10 hours of mandatory furloughs. What’s 
next? Why are state employees beating the brtmt of the state’s financial 
difficulties? Now is your time to take action! 

Come out and join us at SEANC Lobby Day on Tuesday, May 5. Come to a 
pre-mlly briefing at 8:30 a.m. or 9:15 a.m. at the Archives State Library. 
The rally begins at 10:00 a.m. at the Bicentennial Mall. Chick-fil-A 
chicken sandwiches will be served to participants beginning at noon at the 
Archives History Park. 

On the SEANC Web site you can register for lobby day or get more 
information and a map. Also, don’t forget to look up your legislators and 
make appointments before you come! 

Make time to attend SEANC Lobby Day. Your livelihood may depend on it! 

Thank you, 
Tony Smith 
President 

[Re: Employee Free Choice Act] 
Actions at the top 
<ht~p:/iw~.w.~ewsobserver.comiopir~ior~lettersisto~/1503(~46.html> 

[note questions and answers to the left of the article] 



State workers get unpaid time off 
Perdue’s order, affecting all workers, teachers and higher ed employees, 
may save $70 million 
<~:iiwww.newsobserver.col~po~i~icsistorvi1505475.h~r~fl> 

[prior story from Tuesday morning] 
<htt:p:tiwww.~ewsobserver.comipoli*Scs/sto~i1504 516.ht~fi> 

Educators hopeful cuts may save some jobs 
<~:iil"~eraldstm.sot~therr~eadlines.com!oran~ei10-1148192.cfm> 

Budget shrinks, but needs don’t 
State hearing airs heartfelt requests 
<~ :iiwww. new sob s er~ er. co m/new sisto rU 1505378. lmr~> 

Take Action: Paid Sick Days needs push in legislature 

Take Action! 
~’sones~pto pro~ctyourselfagainstswine flu 

The recent news surrounding the Swine flu outbreak is scary and the Centers 
for Disease Control, along with North Carolina’s own Public Health 
Department are advising those with flu-like symptoms to stay home. 

We all should follow the doctors’ orders but unfortunately, for nearly half 
of North Carolina’s workers, staying home from work as soon as the sniffly 
nose, headaches and fever start to hit is just not an option. That’s 
because nearly half of the workforce lacks a single paid sick day to care 
for themselves or a sick family member. 

Let’s hope we can keep the current Swine flu outbreak contained here in 
North Carolina but it’s a good reminder why paid sick days are about our 
community’s public health. When workers go to work sick because they can’t 
risk a day’s pay, their germs become our germs. 

That’s why we’re working hard to move legislation through the NC General 
Assembly, the Healthy Families and Healthy Workplaces Act (HB 177, SB 534), 
that would guarantee all workers in North Carolina a basic number of paid 
sick days. 

We know that paid sick days benefit everyone: our families, our businesses, 
and our public health. But the corporate business lobbyists are putting up 
an extremely tough fight and the legislation needs your help. 

It’s set to be heard in the House Commerce Committee in the next few weeks 
and committee members need to hear from you NOW about why paid sick days 
are important. 

See below for contact information for House Commerce Committee members, who 
are the critical targets now. But even if you don’t reside in a committee 
member’s district, all members of the General Assembly need to hear why the 
Healthy Families and Healthy Workplaces Act needs attention. 

Tell your legislators to support HB 177, Healthy Families and Healthy 
Workplaces Act, and guarantee all workers a basic number of paid sick days. 

Please contact your representatives now, particularly those in the House 
Commerce Committee. 



Key House Commerce Committee Contacts (targets only, not inclusive): 
*all phone numbers area code (919) 

Rep. Margaret Dickson-Cumberland, Margaret.dickson@ncleg.net, 733-5776 
Rep. Becky Carney-Mecklenburg, becky.carney@ncleg.net, 733-5827 
Rep. Bruce Goforth-Buncombe, bruce.goforth@ncleg.net, 733-5746 
Rep. Edgar Starnes-Caldwell, edgar.starnes@ncleg.net, 733-5931 
Rep. Randy Stewart-NaslL randy.stewart@ncleg.net, 733-5802 
Rep. Winkie Wilkins-Person, winkie.wilkins@ncleg.net, 715-0850 
Rep. Lucy Allen-Franklin, lucy.allen@ncleg.net, 733-5860 
Rep. Marilyn Avila-Wake, marilyn.avila@ncleg.net, 733-5530 
Rep. Van Braxton-Lenoir, van.braxton@ncleg.net, 715-3017 
Rep. Nelson Cole-Rockingham, nelson.cole@ncleg.net, 733-5779 
Rep. Bob England-Cleveland, bob.england@ncleg.net, 733-5749 
Rep. Elmer Floyd-Cumberland, elmer.floyd@ncleg.net, 733-5959 
Rep. Bill Owens-Pasquotank, bill.owens@ncleg.net, 733-0010 
Rep. Garland Pierce-Scotland, garland.pierce@ncleg.net, 733-5803 
Rep. Fred Steen-Rowan, fred.steen@ncleg.net, 733-5881 
Rep. Cullie Tarleton-Watauga, cullie.tarleton@ncleg.net, 733-7727 
Rep. Edith Warren-Pitt, edith.warren@ncleg.net, 715-3023 
Rep. Michael Wray-Northampton, michael.wray@ncleg.net, 733-5821 

For more information on NC’s Campaign for Paid Sick Days, visit 
www.ncsickdays.org 

PLEASE HELP SPREAD THE WORD - SATURDAY, MAY 9TH WORKERS RIGHTS TEACH IN 
CORPORATE RULE, BAILOUTS AND GREED: WHY WE NEED UNIONS 

Join Women’s International League for Peace & Freedom (WILPF), NAACP, HKonJ 
OC and other social justice allies on Saturday, May 9th, 3:30-5:30 at the 
Chapel Hill Public Library, 100 Library Drive (offEstes Drive) for a teach 
in on the straggle for workers rights and the struggle to form unions 
against increasing corporate control of the workplace, political 
conversation and civic life. 

Join David Zonderman, noted labor historian, History Professor at NC State, 

and long time labor and civil rights activist, and International 
Association of Machinists Local W369 workers who just concluded their 81/2 
month old strike against Moncure Plywood in Chatham County to protect their 
union benefits against an anti-union company. Hear organizers of the 

campaigns to win bargaining rights for public employees in North Carolina 
(FIB 750 & SB 427), and the Employee Free Choice Act (HR 1409 & S 560), the 
federal legislation that would give workers the right to join unions, 

penalize employers who impede workers’ free choice, and assure a timely 

collective bargaining agreement between management and labor once workers 

approve a union in a fair election process. 

Learn how you can become involved in assuring Atlas Holdings, investment 

bankers in Greenwich Connecticut and owners of Moncure Plywood, honors its 

agreement with the union so that all IAM Local W369 workers can return to 
work with dignity and a safe working environment. Join the state campaign 
in the NC legislature to enact HB 750 & SB 427) that would assure public 

employees the right to collectively bargain by removing the 50 year old Jim 

Crow North Carolina public service law that prohibits that right; and join 
the national campaign to push Congress to enact the Employee Free Choice 

Act (HR 1409 & S 560) that would give all workers the right to organize a 
union. There is something for every one of us to do that will help bring 

internationally recognized labor rights to our state and nation. 

For more information, call (919) 370-4114. 

Live in North Carolina? Please go to 



<h_Kp:iinchop¢ org> 
and sign on to the letter supporting 
collective bargaining for public employees. 
Then add this message to your email signature 
file and help spread the word. Thanks! 

Steve Hutton 
Applications Analyst 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8050 

work: 919-966-6651 

fax : 919-966-6650 

home: 

Employee Relations Chair 

SEANC District 25 News Service 
SEIU Local 2008 
<ht~p:iiseanc25 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: stgore@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-24583362-9229013.ec855a7c14a386ea9c950033dla18b69~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

hildebra@email.unc.edu 

Wednesday, April 29, 2009 4:33 PM 

Samuel T. Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Can you open this one?? 

Dear Dell Publishers3.docx 

..... Forwarded message from     ~email.unc.edu ..... 
Date: Wed. 12:45:15 -0400 
From ~email.unc.edu 

Reply-To @email.unc.edu 
Subject: maybe i should actually... 

To: hildebra@email.unc.edu 

attach it. 

oopie. 

here we go. 

round two. 

thanks again- 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton <shutton@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 1, 2009 10:31 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@listselw.unc.edu> 
[seanc] TGIF news, mostly State Health Plan Audit 

Forwarded Message 

[There is content overlap in these articles, but some info 
unique to each.--smh] 

North Carolina auditor says State Health Plan lost $80 million 
<http :iiwww biz/~o~rnals comitriangleistories/2009iO4/27 idail~’6 5 htm!> 

Audit seeks to explain $138M error on healfla plan 
<~ :iiwww~:~ewsobsei~er~com/1565/stor~/1508 ! 35 ~html> 

Health Plan’s trouble long kept quiet 
<~ :iiwww.newsobserver.comipoliticsistorvi1508695 .html> 

THE AUDIT -- click on "link" 
State Healfla Plan audit released 
< /2009/04/30/state~health-j91an~a~dit-released/> 

Furlough rules not likely to let teachers skip class 
<~:iiwww.r~.ewsobserver~corainewsisto~.~i1508825.html> 

NC city paying $860,000 to early retirees 
<~ :iiw,,~¢..’ newsobserver.comi1565istort,/1509187 Fan!> 

Live in North Carolina? Please go to 
<~u:i;/nc~ope, or~i> 

and sign on to the letter supporting 
collective bargaining for public employees. 
Then add this message to your email signature 
file and help spread the word. Thanks! 

Steve Hutton 
Applications Analyst 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8050 

work: 919-966-6651 
fax 919-966-6650 
home: 

Employee Relations Chair 
SEANC District 25 News Service 
SEIU Local 2008 
<http :i;iseanc25.or~> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: stgore@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-24598884-9229013.ec855a7c14a386ea9c950033dla18b69(~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Roberta Dunbar <radunbar@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 1, 2009 2:04 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

AFRI 261 and AFRI 262 Exams 

FEX 20090430.doc 

Hi Travis, 
I will bring you a paper copy, but here are the electronic copies for 
AFRI 261 and AFRI 262. 
Best, 
Ann 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Roberta Dunbar <radunbar@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 1, 2009 2:10 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

AFRI 262 Final 

FEX 20090424.docx 

Hi, 
Here is the e-copy. 
Ann 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Leon Hamlett <lhamlett@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 1, 2009 2:57 PM 

SIS-chat <sis-chat@listserv.unc. edu> 
[sis-chat] WebFocus Training Dates for May 2009 

Below are the dates for WebFocus training in May. 

Venue: 3124 SASB North 

To register, please send an email to academicdata~!listserv.ur~c.edu 

Tuesday - May 5 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

Thursday - May 14 2:00 PM - 4:00 PM 

Tuesday - May 19 2:00 PM - 4:00 PM 

Thursday - May 28 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

Thanks, 

Leon M. Hamlettv Applications Analyst 
Office of the University Registrar 
CB# 2100r Suite 3110 SASB North 
UNC - Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-2100 
TEL # 919.962.0976 
FAX # 919,962.6661 

<ul> 

<li> --You are currently subscribed to 
<iul> 
sis-chat as: <a href="mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu<ia>. To unsubscribe<br> 
send a blank email to <a href="mailto:leave-24601128- 
5944746. fTe 16d6f3923 fed6048226a005 d5b416@li stserv.unc, edu" >leave-24601128- 
5944746. f7e 16d6f3923 fed6048226a005 d5b416@li stserv.unc, edu<ia> 



From: @nc.rr.com] 

Sent: 5/2/2009 3:58:41 PM 

To: stgore@email.unc.edu 

Subject: Read: Derby 

Your message 

wasread on 

This is a receipt for the mail you sent to 

#nc.rr.com> at 5/2/2009 11:55 AN 

This receipt verifies that the message has been displayed on the recipient’ 
AM 

s computer at 5/2/2009 11:58 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Eunice Sahle <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 5, 2009 8:48 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

see attached 

Sent to T-Gore (1NTS390) Make-up Exam sent.docx 



From." 

Sent." 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Jeff VanDrimmelen <jeffvand@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 5, 2009 10:00 AM 

OASIS Tech nology Adopters <oasis-tech @listserv. unc.ed u > 

Andy Lang <alang@email.unc.edu> 

[oasis-tech] OASIS Technology Adopters Listserv 

Dearest "Techie" Faculty and Staff across the College, 

You are receiving this email because you have been suggested as the "technology friendly" and "technology 
adopters" across the college of Arts and Sciences (probably by those that support you from OASIS). [] Yeah! [] 
We are so grateful for each of yo!!! 

We are trying to increase our communication to everyone about services that OASIS offers and have created 
this oasisotech~istservo~ncoedu listserv with each of your names on it. [] We will periodically send out email 
announcements, as well as technology pilots and other technology news that might be important for you and 
your colleagues. [] Please feel free to forward anything we send you to those that you think might also be 
interested. [] [] 

At the bottom of this email is the addresses of those currently subscribed (in alphabetical order). [] If you would 
like to be removed, please let me know. [] If you think someone else should be on this list, please let me know 
as well! 

I will be sending out some announcements shortly. 

Thanks again for all you all do!! 

-Jeff 

Jeff VanDrimmelen BA, MA, MBA 
Instructional Technologist, Educational Technology 

Office of Arts & Sciences Information Services 
University Of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 3056, 07 Howell Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3056 

(Direct Line) 
unc.edu 

AIM: 

~://oasis.unc.edui 

anderssr@emailouncoedu 
amckin@email,unc~edu 
cavitt@emailouncoedu 
cinnamon weaver@uncoedu 
cmnelson@emailounc~edu 
drncdanie@ernailouncoedu 
gmcdonal@ernail,uncoedu 
holt@unc~edu 



]bauer@emailouncoedu 
email,uncoedu 

jeffva nd @ema il o u nco ed u 
}eriobrown@uncoedu 
]NH@NATHoUNCoEDU 
~ones@emailo u ncoed u 
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kinsey@emailouncoedu 
leha rris@ema il o u nc, ed u 
lian~@emailounc,edu 
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Iso rrel I @e mailo u nc, ed u 
mcampbel@emailo uncoedu 
~s]ahn@emailouncoedu 
nadera@emailo uncoedu 
~h~ma~emailouncoedu 

emailounc,edu 
relan~st@emailounc,edu 
rob_moore@uncoedu 
robfox@uncoedu 
ruth 
sblv~h~@ema il o u nco ed u 
shambley@emailouncoedu 
skbea ma n @email. uncoed u 

emailouncoedu 
stolle@emailouncoedu 
tlaw renc@ema ilo u nco ed u 
tomnc@uncoedu 
toscher@email,uncoedu 
tstone@emailo uncoedu 
udo@uncoedu 
vau emailouncoedu 
vicki@uncoedu 
~h@email,uncoedu 
woytowic@emailo uncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jeff VanDrimmelen <j effvand@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 5, 2009 10:04 AM 

OASIS Technology Adopters <oasis-tech@listserv.unc.edu> 

Sean Semone <semone@email.unc.edu>; Valeria X. D’Alcantara 
<valeria@email.unc.edu>; Will Bosley <wbosley@email.unc.edu>; Zachary Fisher 
<zfisher@email.unc.edu>; Andy Lang <alang@email.unc.edu> 

[oasis-tech] OASIS "Sandbox" Training Space 

OASIS is proud to announce the immediate availability of "The Sandbox" Training Space in Howell 05. The 
"Sandbox" is a training room dedicated to raising the collective technical skill level of the faculty and staff 
across the college through group and individual training and workshops. It is outfitted with 12 computers with 
both Windows and Mac operating systems on them, as well as a fantastic whiteboard and projector. 

Summer Sandbox Hours: 

Mornings: We will schedule individual and group workshops and trainings during the morning 
hours during the summer. We have created an or~ir~e caler~dar for your convenience and are working on 
creating a listserv you can subscribe to as well. 

Afternoons: The afternoons are designated "Open Training Hours." Every Monday-Thursday from 
1-4 there will be an full-time instructional technologist in the Sandbox for drop-in one-on-one training. If 
you have any questions about teaching and learning with technology, web development with None, 
multimedia design, Microsoft products like Word and Excel, and a variety of other topics, stop by at any 
time. We have created an online ~ with the e×pertise of each perso~ and the times they will be in the 
lab for your convenience. 

On the other hand, if you would just like a place to work where you will not be disturbed, but have a technology 
professional on-hand, you are more than welcome to come by for that as well. 

We are very excited about this new space and look forward to working with all of yo!! 

-OASIS Educational Technology Team 
Sean Semone, Will Bosley, Valeria D’Alcantara, Zachary Fisher, & Jeff VanDrimmelen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Annual Fund <meg~etersen@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 5, 2009 11:43 AM 

Carolina Young Alumni <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

CANCELED: Today’s Young Alumni Council Tailgate 

PLEASE NOTE: THIS EVENT IS CANCELED TODAY DUE TO THE RAINY FORECAST. Thanks to 
all of you who RSVPd - watch for upcoming e-mails about the rescheduled event! 

In the meantime, if you’d like to make a contribution to Carolina to help support the University in this 
tough economic time, visit http://annualfund.unc.edu/gift. 

Thanks for all your support - see you at the next event and Happy Cinco de Mayo! 

The Orange Durham Young Alumni Council invites you to attend 

The Fourth Annual Baseball BBQ Tailgate 

Tuesday, May 5, 2009 

5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. 

Henry Fields across from Boshamer Stadium 
Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 

The Orange and Durham County Young Alumni Council (YAC) is hosting a Cinco de 
Mayo BBQ tailgate prior to the UNC v. EIon baseball game. For tickets to the baseball 
game, visit www.tarheelblue.com. Come out for a fun evening of baseball and learn 
more about how you can stay connected with UNC as an alumnus. 

Please RSVP by SUNDAY, MAY 3 to Meq Petersen or on Facebook. All are welcome! 

*Feel free to bring chairs or blankets for sitting on the field during the tailgate! 



Thank you to the host committee for making this event possible! To join the host 
committee or to learn more about the Orange/Durham Young Alumni Council, please 
contact Meg Petersen. 

Thanks to the following hosts: 

Removal Instructions 

This message comes from the Carolina Annual Fund in the Office of University Development at the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill. If you have comments or questions, e-mail Meg Petersen at mec~ petersen@unc.edu, call 
919.962.3966 or send correspondence to the Office of University Development-Annual Fund, 208 West Franklin Street, 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-6100. If you do not wish to receive similar material in the future, click here to unsubscribe: 

Unsubscribe Link. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kia Lilly Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 5, 2009 2:26 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Re: scan 

klcaldwe.vcf 

Thanks 

Travis Gore wrote: 
> 

> 

Original Message ........ 

>Date: Tue, 5 May 2009 11:41:02 -0400 
> From: scanner@unc.edu 
> To: travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
> 

> 

> 

> This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 
> 

> Scan Date: 05.05.2009 11:41:01 (-0400) 
> Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



STUDENT INFORMATION SYSTEM (SIS) WebFOCUS ACCESS REQUEST FORM 

Print form, complete, and return to: Ira Knight, SIS Coordinator, CB# 2100 or FAX: 962-0504 

FULL NAME: PID: FACS ID: 

DEPARTMENT NAME: CB#: PHONE: 

E-MAIL ADDRESS: 

ACTION REQUESTED: ADD __ CHANGE __ 

HAVE YOU EVER HAD FOCUS ACCESS? 

DELETE ONYEN: 

DEPARTMENT: 

TYPE DATA DESIRED (Outside your department) 

If your department has SIS Focus Extracts or database records defined to Focus, you will be given access to that data. Please 

only request files below that are outside your department. 

ADMISSIONS: 

APPLICANTS (ALDB100/ADF2STRP) 

UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR: 

Undergraduate Graduate Professional __ 

SEMESTER ENROLLMENTS (RLDB100/RRF1TERM) 

COURSE REGISTRATIONS (RR130D/RRF03PKT) 

COURSE SECTIONS (RS500A/CRSEXTFD) 

DEGREES AWARDED (RR750D/RRF04DEG) 

OTHER: 

ORACLE TABLES (OP21): 

I acknowledge and understand that any "non-directory information" accessed by me and/or extracted via Web Focus is private information 
protected by the federal Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act. 

The University considers the following to be "directory information": the student’s name; address (local and grade/billing addresses); 
student e-mail address; telephone listing (local and grade/billing telephone numbers); date and place of birth; county, state and/or United 
States territory from which the student entered the University; major field of study, class (freshman, senior, etc.); enrollment status (full- 
time, half-time, or part-time); Person ID Number (PID); anticipated graduation date; participation in officially recognized activities and 
sports; weight and height of members of athletic teams; dates of attendance; degrees and awards received; and the most recent previous 
educational agency or institution attended by the student. (Note that parent name, address, and telephone number are not directory 
information.) Complete regulations and University policy can be viewed on the University Registrar’s web site at 
http://regweb.oit.unc.edu/, by selecting "Official Documents" and "Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA)". 

I acknowledge and understand that I may only access and/or extract this information when it is necessary or desirable for me to have it in 
order to do my job. I acknowledge and understand that, although I may share this information with a co-worker if it is necessary or 
desirable for him/her to have it in order to do his/her job, I may not re-release this information to any other person without the prior written 
consent of the student. 

I further agree that, if I leave the University, transfer to another position within the University, or no longer need access to student 
information in order to do my job, I will notify the SIS Coordinator (962-5162) so that my access to this information may be terminated. 

Date 

Department FACS Coordinator: 

Signature of Employee 

Email Address: 



Revised: 02/08/2008 



STUDENT INFORMATION SYSTEM (SIS) WebFOCUS ACCESS REQUEST FORM 

Print form, complete, and return to: Ira Knight, SIS Coordinator, CB# 2100 or FAX: 962-0504 

FULL NAME: PID: FACS ID: 

DEPARTMENT NAME: CB#: PHONE: 

E-MAIL ADDRESS: 

ACTION REQUESTED: ADD __ CHANGE __ 

HAVE YOU EVER HAD FOCUS ACCESS? 

DELETE ONYEN: 

DEPARTMENT: 

TYPE DATA DESIRED (Outside your department) 

If your department has SIS Focus Extracts or database records defined to Focus, you will be given access to that data. Please 

only request files below that are outside your department. 

ADMISSIONS: 

APPLICANTS (ALDB100/ADF2STRP) 

UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR: 

Undergraduate Graduate Professional __ 

SEMESTER ENROLLMENTS (RLDB100/RRF1TERM) 

COURSE REGISTRATIONS (RR130D/RRF03PKT) 

COURSE SECTIONS (RS500A/CRSEXTFD) 

DEGREES AWARDED (RR750D/RRF04DEG) 

OTHER: 

ORACLE TABLES (OP21): 

I acknowledge and understand that any "non-directory information" accessed by me and/or extracted via Web Focus is private information 
protected by the federal Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act. 

The University considers the following to be "directory information": the student’s name; address (local and grade/billing addresses); 
student e-mail address; telephone listing (local and grade/billing telephone numbers); date and place of birth; county, state and/or United 
States territory from which the student entered the University; major field of study, class (freshman, senior, etc.); enrollment status (full- 
time, half-time, or part-time); Person ID Number (PID); anticipated graduation date; participation in officially recognized activities and 
sports; weight and height of members of athletic teams; dates of attendance; degrees and awards received; and the most recent previous 
educational agency or institution attended by the student. (Note that parent name, address, and telephone number are not directory 
information.) Complete regulations and University policy can be viewed on the University Registrar’s web site at 
http://regweb.oit.unc.edu/, by selecting "Official Documents" and "Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA)". 

I acknowledge and understand that I may only access and/or extract this information when it is necessary or desirable for me to have it in 
order to do my job. I acknowledge and understand that, although I may share this information with a co-worker if it is necessary or 
desirable for him/her to have it in order to do his/her job, I may not re-release this information to any other person without the prior written 
consent of the student. 

I further agree that, if I leave the University, transfer to another position within the University, or no longer need access to student 
information in order to do my job, I will notify the SIS Coordinator (962-5162) so that my access to this information may be terminated. 

Date 

Department FACS Coordinator: 

Signature of Employee 

Email Address: 



Revised: 02/08/2008 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Roberta Ann Dunbar <radunbar@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 6, 2009 3:31 PM 

’Interlibrary Borrowing’ <uncilb@unc.edu> 
Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: ILB Stares--DUE TODAY 

radunbar.vcf 

Travis Gore will return it today. Thanks. 
Ann Dunbar 

’Interlibrary Borrowing’ wrote: 
To: Roberta Ann Dunbar 

RE: Title: The Transmission of Learning in Islamic Africa 
Author: Reese, Scott S. 

TN:     688827 

This book is due today. Please return 
it to the Davis Library Circulation Desk. 
No renewal is possible. 

If you need another copy, submit a new request, 
bm we need this copy back promptly. 

ILB Staff 

Interlibrary Borrowing 
Davis Library, Room 223 
Monday-Friday 9 AM-5 PM 

Roberta Ann Dunbar 
CB# 3395, 109 Battle Hall 
UNC-CH 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
Tel. 919 966-2942 
Fax. 919 962-2694 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 7, 2009 9:58 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: AFRI ] 

AFRI    .eml (31.0 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 
11:13 PM 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

INDEPENDENT STUDY SOUTH AFRICA.docx 

Thank you for all your help! 



From: @nc.rr.com] 

Sent: 5/8/2009 2:46:57 AM 

To: stgore@email.unc.edu 

Subject: Read: 

Your message 

wasread on 

This is a receipt for the mail you sent to 

@nc.rr.com> at 5/7/2009 12:19 PM 

This receipt verifies that the message has been displayed on the recipient’ 
PM 

s computer at 5/7/2009 10:46 



From: @nc.rr.com] 

Sent: 5/8/2009 2:47:09 AM 

To: stgore@email.unc.edu 

Subject: Read: 

Your message 

wasread on 

This is a receipt for the mail you sent to 
@nc.rr.com> at 5/7/2009 12:30 PN 

This receipt verifies that the message has been displayed on the recipient’ 
PN 

s computer at 5/7/2009 10:47 



From: @nc.rr.com] 

Sent: 5/8/2009 2:48:13 AM 

To: stgore@email.unc.edu 

Subject: Read: 

Your message 

wasread on 

This is a receipt for the mail you sent to 
#nc.rr.com> at 5/7/2009 3:02 PN 

This receipt verifies that the message has been displayed on the recipient’ 
PN 

s computer at 5/7/2009 10:48 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Tuesday, May 12, 2009 2:26 PM 

travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

20090512142553045.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 05.12.2009 14:25:52 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ira Knight <iknight@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 18, 2009 9:11 AM 

Samuel Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[sis-chat] How To Register Students For Classes in SIS 

The Office of the University Registrar is offering a training session -- "How To Register Students For Classes in 
SIS". This is a short 30 minute session, designed to introduce users to the process of registering students in 
SIS. The dates and times are listed below: 

Wednesday, May 20 - 10 - 10:30 AM 

Wednesday, May 27 - 1:30 - 2:00 PM 

Wednesday, June 3 - 10 - 10:30 AM 

Thursday, June 11 - 1:30 - 2:00 PM 

LOCATION: 

SASB North Building - Room 3124 (Office of University Registrar Training Room) 

As we have a limited number of seats in each session, please email us to reserve your space. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Human Resources Central <hrweb@elkcreek.ais.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 18, 2009 11:32 PM 

~email.unc.edu 
Status of your Application at UNC at Chapel Hill 

05-18-2009 

Housing Assignments Officer 

Position Number: 0032628 
Department Number: 8215 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill would like to thank you for your 
application that was submitted for the specific position listed above. Your application 
was determined to be eligible for consideration for the vacant position and was referred 
to the hiring department by the Office of Human Resources. The hiring department, however, 
has selected another candidate whose background more closely matches the requirements of 
the position. 

We welcome the opportunity to consider your application for future employment 
opportunities that match your education, skills and experience. New positions are 
posted daily and we encourage you to visit our website at 
h~lp:iihramc.ed~iiobseekers. You may also view openings at our job listing board 
just outside of the Human Resources Workforce Planning and Compensation Department 
at 104 Airport Drive in Chapel Hill. 

Again, thank you for your interest in the University. 

Sincerely, 

Workforce Planning and Compensation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy03.isis.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 20, 2009 3:30 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

*** This is an automated message. **** 

A ticket has been created for you in the UNC-Chapel Hill problem 
tracking system. Please keep this confirmation message so that you 
may reference the ticket number associated with your issue. 

If you need to provide additional information about your issue or 
have questions about your ticket, please contact the ITS Response 
Center at (919) 962-HELP. 

Please note that during adverse weather, response times may vary. 

Ticket Information 

Create Date: 5/20/2009 15:29 
Ticket #: 1478761 
Email Address: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Phone Number: (919) 966-5496 

Brief Description: OASIS Technical Support 
Problem Description: Client’s Problem Description: 
OASIS Technical Support 

Worklog: 
We have two computers in use on the first floor that will need to be taken to second floor so that we can use them for two weeks while 
construction is being done on the first floor. We will need to make sure that we can access ADP from our computers. 
Thank you. 
Building: OTHER - 109 
Department: African-American Studies 
os: Windows 
I permit you to work on this issue even when I am not in my office. 

This request was created at: ~s:iiwww.u~c.edular=bir~twebsubiindex Jt=OAS[S%20Teclmical%20Su~ort 
Remote Host: 152.2.116.127 
Form Input: Gore, Travis - (919) 966-5496 - stgore@email.unc.edu 
*** Internal use only: 
For escalation purposes, this request may be referred to the following Remedy group: AS-COMPUTING-SPECIALISTS 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FYI Carolina Online <FYICarolina@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 20, 2009 7:25 PM 

Carolina Alumni and Friends <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tutu Inspires Graduates/Heels Visit Obama/Scientists Land Solar Energy Grant - 
May FYI Carolina 

Click here if you are having trouble viewing this e-mail, 

UNC HOME ADMISSIONS FOR PARENTS ALUMNI GIVE TO CAROLINA ATHLETICS 

May 2009 

Archbishop Emeritus Desmond Tutu, who won the Nobel Peace Prize for leading the anti-apartheid campaign 
in South Africa, urged Carolina’s new graduates to go on dreaming and believing it’s possible to end hunger and 
make the world more compassionate. Carolina awarded more than 5,680 degrees. For links to Tutu’s speech, 
video highlights, a slideshow and more, see uncnews unc edu. 

Graduates include new science and math teachers for 



N.C. schools 
New graduates included the first eight students to complete the BNCoBEST - 
Baccalaureate Education in Science and Teaching - program, which allows 
students to earn North Carolina teaching licenses while majoring in science or 
math. The program is one way Carolina is helping address the state’s shortage of 

science and math teachers. 

Tar Hee~s become White House V~Ps 
President Barack Obama celebrated Carolina’s 2009 national championship on 
May 11 by hosting the Tar Heels at the White House. Coach Roy Williams 
presented the president with a Carolina jersey. And the entire team received a 

lifetime of memories. 

$17.5 million stimulus grant to fund so~ar energy 

research 
Professor Tom Meyer led a coalition of scientists securing a $17.5 million grant 
from the U.S. Department of Energy and President Obama’s American Recovery 
and Reinvestment Act. Nationwide, 46 Energy Frontier Research Centers aim to 
discover breakthroughs in energy technology. Carolina’s center - the only one in 
North Carolina and among a handful intended to create jobs - will study low-cost 
and efficient solar fuels production by artificial photosynthesis. 

Public Sewice Scholars program graduates 5th c~ass 
Carolina’s graduating Class of 2009 included 171 Public Services Scholars. The 
program provides a way for students to learn new skills, strengthen their 
commitment to service and link their academics to making a difference. Learn more 
about the graduates and the program. 

Ernst e~ected to American Academy of A~s and 

Sciences 
Carl Ernst, William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Religious Studies, has 
been elected a fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, one of the 
nation’s oldest honorary societies. He’s Carolina’s 37th academy member and 
directs the Center for the Study of the Middle East and Muslim Civilizations. 

Seniors make USA Today academic first team 



Gi[ tapped as next a~s and sciences dean 
Karen Gil, Lee G. Pedersen Distinguished Professor of Psychology at Carolina, 
has been recommended to become dean of the College of Arts and Sciences 
following a national search. She is a former psychology department chair and a 
two-time senior associate dean in the college. 

Nanotech reseaFch ranks in top 5 
Carolina’s research in nano- and microtechnology ranks among the top five U.S. 
universities, according to Small Times magazine. The magazine’s annual survey 
assesses universities’ capabilities and strengths in research and 
commercialization, as well as their standing among others in a peer review 
category. 

State budget cuts loom for 2009-20~0 
North Carolina faces a deficit for next year exceeding $4 billion. Carolina has 
already reverted $36 million in state funds (7 percent) to help with the deficit. No 
one knows how deep the permanent state cuts for next fiscal year will go. 
Chancellor Holden Thorp’s administration is determined to do everything possible 
to preserve the quality of education available to students. For the latest, see the 
Carolina Budget Information Web page. 

FYI Carolina Online is for alumni, parents of current students and friends of the University. Through this free service, the Office of 

University Relations shares information about people, events and issues at Carolina. If you have comments or questions, email 

~;Y[Caroli~a {(~’u~c,eda, telephone, (919) 962-8593 or write to the Office of University Communications, 21o Pittsboro St., Chapel Hill, 

NC 27599-621o. If you do not wish to receive future editions, u~sa~scrib(~ here. 

ID: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy03.isis.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 21, 2009 11:59 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Ticket 1478761 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Users are moving into room with networking. Should not have any issues. Will let me know if there are problems 
after the move. 

Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwww.unc.edu!ar- 
bir~i~.ebsubiindcx.      =check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy03.isis.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 21, 2009 11:59 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Your problem ticket 1478761 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Users are moving into room with networking. Should not have any issues. Will let me know if there are problems 
after the move. 

Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:i/wwwamc.ed~iar- 
bfi~iwebsubiindex.~e=check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy03.isis.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 27, 2009 3:38 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

*** This is an automated message. **** 

A ticket has been created for you in the UNC-Chapel Hill problem 
tracking system. Please keep this confirmation message so that you 
may reference the ticket number associated with your issue. 

If you need to provide additional information about your issue or 
have questions about your ticket, please contact the ITS Response 
Center at (919) 962-HELP. 

Please note that during adverse weather, response times may vary. 

Ticket Information 

Create Date: 5/27/2009 15:38 
Ticket #: 1481849 

Email Address: stgore@email.unc.edu 

Phone Number: (919) 966-5496 

Brief Description: OASIS Technical Support 
Problem Description: Client’s Problem Description: 
OASIS Technical Support 

Worklog: 
Hello, 

Can someone come take a look at Dr. Dunbar’s computer in Battle Hall room 207. 
not close all the way. 

Thanks ! 
Building: OTHER - 207 
Department: African-American Studies 
os: Windows 
I permit you to work on this issue even when I am not in my office. 

The top of the machine was opened up and will 

This request was created at: ~s:iiwww.tmc.edtv’arobmiwebst~bimdex t=OASIS%20Teclmica1%20St~ort 
Remote Host: 152.2.116.127 
Form Input: Gore, Travis - (919) 966-5496 - stgore@email.unc.edu 
*** Internal use only: 
For escalation purposes, this request may be referred to the following Remedy group: AS-COMPUTING-SPECIALISTS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy03.isis.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 29, 2009 11:12 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Your problem ticket 1481849 has been updated 

Dear Customer" The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: C56654 
S/N ¯ MJ04663 

Machine is located in 207 Battle Hall. The computer case will not latch back together. I think that it was broken during an office 
move. 

Bryan Brackett 
OASIS 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link h~ps:i/wwwamc.edt~/aro 
bird/web s~biir~dex.~e=check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy03.isis.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 29, 2009 11 : 15 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Your problem ticket 1481849 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: no srf created, left message for Travis to call back with more information 

Assigned To: csjohnso 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:ih~ww.m~c.eduiar- 
bin/web s~b/mdex.~e--check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy03.isis.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 29, 2009 11:19 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Your problem ticket 1481849 has been updated 

Dear Customer’ The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry’: spoke with BryTan, if door is locked, find Travis for access. Thatkks! Cathy 

Assigned To: bnorris 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:i/www.tmc.edt~/aro 

bird/webs             =check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton <shutton@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 29, 2009 11:27 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@listserv.unc.edu> 

[seanc] F. news (fwd) 

Content: 

1. District 25 announcement 
2. news 
3. meeting 6/4, Pittsboro, on Importance of Public Investments 
4. meetings/agenda of NC Roots for Healthcare 

Announcement: 
District 25 will hold our annual meeting at the Friday Center, 
Tuesday, June 9 at 5:30pm Dogwood Room 

for information about nominating officers and annual awards presentations 
go to: 
<ht~p:i/sea~c25 org/Nomi~mio~s.h~m> 

[Annual meetings are when elections for district officers are held, 
as opposed to regular monthly meetings.] 

[There is no additional news at this time regarding the potential for 
furloughs or longevity pay cuts. See the UNC System article, the 
Fitzsimon article, and the ACTION ALERT below for information 
about the House budget process and proposed cuts.] 

[See also the related video link on this page.] 

Furloughs could prove costly to UNC Healthcare 
<ht~p :iiww, w.wraL cor~:newsi~oca~/storvi5234678/> 

UNC system sounds budget alarm 
As lawmakers craft a state spending plan, universities try ’to prepare for 
the worst.’ 
<http:/iwww.r~cwsobser~er.comipo~itics/sto~v i154(~851 .htm~> 

State banking regulators give up bonuses 
Leader ’extremely disappointed’ 
<~:iiww.w.r~ewsobserver.com!~olit~csisto~i1546812 ~html> 

NCSU freeze on academic centers affects Easley project 
<htt~:iiwww.newsobser~’er.com/newsistorv/1546848 lmr~> 

Mental patients turned away in Wake 
Clients, some suicidal, overwhelm Wake’s crisis unit after backup at 
hospitals. 
<~ :iiwwwonewsobserver~ com!news/storv i1546 7 5 701mr~> 



Duke, UNC grads flock to Teach for America 
<               ot~mals.comitriar@e/storiesi2009i05/25idai~v48.h~ml> 

Town to consider Carolina North development agreement on June 22 
<h~p:iihera~ds~m so~herr~eadlines.com/orangei10o 1162961 c~n> 

More budget blues 
Thursday, May 28th, 2009 
By Chris Fitzsimon 
<h~tp:iiwww.r~cpo~icvwatch.com/cmsi2009/O5i28imore-b~d~etobk~esi> 

The Casino Class 
The Looting of America by Les Leopold. Chelsea Green. Paper, $14.95. 
Reviewed by Bill Onasch 
<~:/iwww.kclabor.or~icasi~ dass.h~m> 

ACTION ALERT 
Action Needed on the NC Budget 
Current budget proposals would devastate North Carolina’s economy, 
communities, and families 
<         iz.corrv~nc:~stice/issuesialer~i?a~ertid= 13416646> 

Join Us for Town Hall Discussions in Pittsboro 
on the Necessity of Public Investments in North Carolina 

North Carolina’s state government faces a historic budget shortfall - close 
to $5 billion or more than 20% of the total budget for 2009-2010. It is 
critical that elected officials hear from folks in their communities about 
the importance of public programs and services so they can make budget 
decisions that support communities and families and do not undermine the 
state’s economic recovery. 

The institutions North Carolina families rely on -- education, health care, 
unemployment insurance, housing assistance, just to name a few -- are in 
jeopardy this year. 

Make Your Voice Heard! Attend an upcoming town hall meeting in your area, 
and help us spread the word. More towns and dates will be announced soon! 
RSVP to hope@ncjustice.org today. 

PITTSBORO Thursday, June 4 

7 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
Pittsboro Campus, Central Carolina Community College 

NC Roots for Healthcare 

Mobilizing for Education and Action 

The main message from the last meeting was: get moving. Time is short. We 
need to mobilize for ACTION and EDUCATION, especially for an honest public 



option or single-payer. We’ll start planning at the next NC Roots meeting 
on~ 

Monday, June 1st, 7 - 8:30 p.m. Holy Infant Church, Hwy 54 at 5000 
Southpark Dr., Durham NC 27713. Directions at end of this note. For info 

contact Bobi at BobG@nc.rr.com 

This meeting will focus on organizing for a series of education and action 
events coming in June: 

May 30th Virtual March for Medicare for All: Those who want Medicare for 
All (single-payer) should join the ’CyberMarch’ on Washington on May 30, 
2009. You can sign up today and choose an ’avatar’ who will go to 
Washington for you on May 30 and join others to demand that insurance 
companies be removed from health care. Sign up at: 

h~tp:iiwww. 1 p’_ay er. neV’ca~si 187 :ioinothe oma~choonowashir~giton, html 

June 6th Healthcare House Parties: The insurance companies have organized a 
campaign to get Congress to eliminate an honest public option. To counter 
this, President Obama is asking people to host house parties, invite their 
friends, plan actions and participate in a live conference call with the 
President. Sign up to host at: ~:iim~,.bamckobama.comiHCkickoff 

NC Roots will support the house-party process by: 

Holding a PARTY PREP meeting on the MORNING OF JUNE 6TH that will 
explain the options and give you talking points, congressional and media 
contact information and other tools to help you, your party or your group 
take action in support of an honest public option. Exact time and location 
of this Party Prep meeting will be confirmed later this week. 

June 13th 10 am Town Hall Meeting with David Price in Durham: HCAN and 
others are organizing a public meeting with Price on health care. NC Roots 
will participate. Michael Pearlmutter and Andrea Vizoso have also suggested 
adding something on to this: a march to the farmers market or some outdoor 
educational tables or possibly even a rally. Please send suggestions and/or 
volunteer to help organize/work on this event to Michael at 
mpearlmutter@gmail.com or Andrea at avizoso@mindspring.com 

June 25th HCAN Rally in Washington: Chartered buses will leave from 
Raleigh, Wilmington and Fayetteville at ~5:30 am to take NC Citizens 
committed to HCAN Public Healthcare Plan to meet with our NC Legislators in 
a Town Hall at ~11:00. We will return same day. 

ALSO -June 6th 10 am Health Care Town-Hall Meeting in Wilmington, 1305 
South 5th Ave. Wilmington, NC 28401: Healthcare For America Now (HCAN) is 
advocating for Public Healthcare Plan based on the following principles: 
Coverage you can afford; Comprehensive benefits you can count on; Choice 
between private or public health insurance; Equal access to affordable, 
quality care. For more info contact Kay Zwan at kzwan@att.net or (cell) 
731-267-2792 (home) 910-395-5121 

Directions to Holy Infant: From N and W, take 15-501 to Hwy 40 West. Take 
exit 276, Fayetteville Rd toward downtown Durham. Go over the bridge to the 
first major light and turn left onto Hwy 54. Go about ½ mi. The Church is 
on your right. Turn right into Southpoint drive. From the East get to 40 
and take the same exit. 

Live in North Carolina? Please go to 
<http:iinc[tope.org> 

and sign on to the letter supporting 
collective bargaining for public employees. 
Then add this message to your email signature 



file and help spread the word. Thanks! 

Steve Hutton 
Applications Analyst 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8050 

work: 919-966-6651 
fax : 919-966-6650 
home: 

Employee Relations Chair 
SEANC District 25 News Service 
SEIU Local 2008 
<~:iiseanc25~org> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: stgore@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-24761685-9229013.ec855a7c14a386ea9c950033dla18b69~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy03.isis.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 29, 2009 1:33 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Your problem ticket 1481849 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Bryan called, he was able to repair the top of the machine, am closing CRC ticket 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwww.unc.edularo 
bir~i~.ebsubiindcx.      =check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy03.isis.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 29, 2009 1:37 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Ticket 1481849 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Issue resolved. A clip inside the machine was bent and prevented the machine from closing. This happened on 
another machine as well. 

Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:l/wwwamc.edt~iar- 
bfi~iweb s~biindex.~e=check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy03.isis.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 29, 2009 1:37 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Your problem ticket 1481849 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Issue resolved. A clip inside the machine was bent and prevented the machine from closing. This happened on 
another machine as well. 

Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:l/wwwamc.edt~iar- 
bfi~iweb s~biindex.~e=check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy03.isis.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 1, 2009 1 : 19 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

*** This is an automated message. **** 

A ticket has been created for you in the UNC-Chapel Hill problem 
tracking system. Please keep this confirmation message so that you 
may reference the ticket number associated with your issue. 

If you need to provide additional information about your issue or 

have questions about your ticket, please contact the ITS Response 

Center at (919) 962-HELP. 

Please note that during adverse weather, response times may vary. 

Ticket Information 

Create Date: 6/1/2009 13:19 
Ticket #: 1484041 

Email Address: stgore@email.unc.edu 

Phone Number: (919) 966-5496 

Brief Description: OASIS Technical Support 
Problem Description: Client’s Problem Description: 
OASIS Technical Support 

Worklog: 
Hey Brian, 

Professor Seck is having a problem with his laptop. He says that it keeps freezing up. 

Thanks 

Travis 
Building: OTHER - 205 
Department: African-American Studies 
os: Windows 
I permit you to work on this issue even when I am not in my office. 

This request was created at: ~s~//~ww.uE.ed~/ar-bin/webs~b/i~dex~c~1~e~’~e&dept=~AS1~S%2~Techmca~%2~S~r~ 
Remote Host: 152.2.116.127 
Form Input: Gore, Travis - (919) 966-5496 - stgore@email.unc.edu 
*** Internal use only: 
For escalation purposes, this request may be referred to the following Remedy group: AS-COMPUTING-SPECIALISTS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Leon Hamlett <lhamlett@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, June 1, 2009 2:26 PM 

SIS-chat <sis-chat@listserv.unc. edu> 
[sis-chat] [Fwd: Training dates for WebFocus in June] 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Training dates for WebFocus in June 

Date:Mort, 01 Jun 2009 14:08:14 -0400 
From :B eth Tanner <btarmer(@..email.unc. edu> 

Organization:Universit3, of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
To:gary Lloyd <_g..,rl1974@email.u~c.edu>o, Ira Knight <ikni~email.unc.edu>, Leon Michael 

Hamlett <lk~arriett@emaH.unc.edu> 

Gary, Ira, and Leon: 

I’d appreciate it if one of you would send this announcement to SIS-chat. 

Thanks, 

Beth 

Below are the June dates for WebFOCUS for Student Enrollment training. 

Venue: 3124 SASB North 

To registerv please send an email to academicdata@listservouncoedu 

Thursday - June 4th 10:00AM - 12:00 PH 

Tuesday - June 9th 2:00 PM - 4:00 PM 

Thursday - June 18th 2:00 PH - 4:00 PH 

Tuesday - June 23rd    2:@@ PM - 4:00 PH 

Tuesday - June 3@th 10:@O AM - 12:00 PH 

Beth Tanner 

Report Programmer 

Office of the University Registrar 

Suite 31@Or SASB Northv CB 2100 

Phone: (919) 962-9857 

Fax: (919) 962-0504 

email: btanner@emailouncoedu 

Leon M. Hamlett, Applications Analyst 



Office of the University Registrar 
CB# 2100, Suite 3110 SASB North 
UNC - Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-2100 
TEL # 919o962o0976 
FAX # 919o962.6661 

<ul> 

<li> --You are currently subscribed to 
<iul> 
sis-chat as: <a href="mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe<br> 
send a blank email to <a href="mailto:leave-24774009- 

5944746.fTe 16d6f3923 fed6048226a005d56416@listserv.unc.edu">leave-24774009- 
5944746. fTe 16d6f3923 fed6048226a005 d56416@1i stserv.unc, edu<ia> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy03.isis.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 1, 2009 3:41 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Your problem ticket 1484041 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Called Travis. Have not heard back yet. Went to Battle but didn’t see him. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwww.unc.edularo 
bir~i~.ebsubiindcx.      =check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alumnimail@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3une 2, 2009 4:26 PM 

UNC Alumni and Friends <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Out of the Blue: Double-Digit Budget Cuts Possible - Alumnus Dies in Iraq - Four Receive GAA Honors 

Ber nadette 

Gray-Little 

1. UNC Awaits Bud DoubleoDiqit Cuts Possible 

2. Gray-Little Leavinq for Kansas 

3. First Alumnus Killed in :[rag War 

4. ~.J.9 Bats Lift Heels to Reqional Title 

5. Professor ~j?~roved As New Dean of Arts and Sciences 

6. Grant to 

7. Five Alumni Will Join Trustees in Jul~t 

S Travis Gore IV ’00 

Life Member 

Thank you for your life 

membership. 

1. Four Receive GAA’s ~hest Honor 

2. GAA Znstalls New Board Flembers 

3. Class of 2009: Welcome to the Real World 

4. Band Your Horizons 

5. Raliving~Reunion Weekend 

6. Career Teleclass: Maximize the Power of Your Cover Letter 

7. Tell Us About .,, Carolina Dads 

BNC Awaits Budget Action; Double-Digit Cuts Possible 

Carolina continues to face financial uncertainty as the N.C. General Assembly looks for 

ways to balance the state budget. Those include cutting state funds 11 percent and 

increasing tuition. 

Bernadette Gray-Little, UNC’s executive vice chancellor and provost for the past three 

years, has accepted the chancellorship of the University of Kansas, effective Aug. 15. 

Charles Keith Springle ’79 was among five people U.S. military officials say were shot 

and killed at a military clinic in Baghdad on May 11. 

Carolina will host ECU in an NCAA Super Regional in Boshamer after making a 

Find the GAA and fellow alumni 

on the most popular social and 

professional networking sites. 

Online Alumni 



statement last weekend in the NCAA Eegionals. And the statement is that UNC is still 

one of the top teams in the country. 

Psychology Professor Karen M. Gil, who has taught at UNC since 1995, will be the next 

dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, effective July 1. UNC trustees approved her 

appointment in late May. 

Grant to Expand Carolina College Advising Corps 

A new matching grant program will boost a UNC-led program that helps low-income, 

first-generation and underrepresented students in North Carolina attend college. 

Five Alumni Will .~oin Trustees in 3uly 

The new members are scheduled to be sworn in at the board’s July 22 meeting. The 

sixth new member, UNC senior Jasmin Jones, joined the board for its May meetings in 

the ex officio seat that goes to the student body president. 

Alumni Advisor 

Network 

Local Carolina 

Clubs 

News >> 

Four Receive GAA’s Highest Honor 

The GAA honored four individuals at the Annual Alumni Luncheon in May for their service 

and commitment to the University and the alumni association. 

GAA Installs New Board 

Eleanor Saunders Morris ’55 of Chapel Hill takes office as chair of the GAA Board of 

Directors. 

No matter where you find yourself after graduation, your General Alumni Association can 

help you stay connected, informed and involved. 

Travel with fellow Tar Heels and award-winning faculty. Voyage along the Columbia and 

Snake rivers with Joseph M. Flora, discover the Nile Valley with Bart Ehrman or cruise 

America’s historic shores and Canada’s maritime provinces with William Ferris and Marcie 

Cohen Ferris. 

Warm memories of a classic spring reunion weekend are captured online in photos and a 

video from May’s celebrations for the classes of 1959, 1964, 1969 and the Old Students 

Club. 

Career Teleclass: Haximize the Power of Your Cover Letter 

Dial in at noon on June 15 and learn how to craft "Cover Letters with Clout." Teleclasses 

are a GAA member benefit; advance registration is required. 

Tell Us About .., Carolina Dads 

We’ve all seen the bumper stickers that say "Carolina Dad." In this month of Father’s Day, 

tell us about yours. Did he have a big influence on your attending Carolina? Did he help 

haul refrigerators, computers and other furnishings in and out of dorm rooms? Did you 

share a special time at a big game, just strolling across campus or talking over a tough 



class? Share your stories on our Web site message board. 

~..;.Z~!a lu mr~i .ur~c.edu           x?SID=6747 

PRIVACY POLICY: The "Out of the Blue" subscriber list is not open to the public, ensuring that your privacy and e-mail address are protected. The GAA does not 
sell information about you, including your e-mail address, to anyone for any purpose. If you suspect that your information has been misused, please let us know 
by sending an e-mail to:                      . If you do not wish to receive future "Out of the Blue" newsletters, please send your request to alumni- 

F~ews@ur~c.edu and include your full name, address and class year, or unsubscribe via this link: unsubscribe here 

UNC General Alumni Association 
George Watts Hill Alumni Center 
Stadium Drive 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 

702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gary Lloyd <gary_lloyd@unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 4, 2009 1:49 PM 

SIS-chat < si s-chat@li stserv.unc, edu> 
[sis-chat] [Fwd: [its_changes] MINOR: Implement CA OPS/MVS as the mainframe 
automation product on] 

Please note that SIS, Student Central, Faculty/Staff Central, and STARS 
will be down from 7:00 pm to 10:00 pm on Sunday, June 14, 2009 for 
routine maintenance. 

Thanks, 
Gary 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    [its_changes] MINOR: Implement CA OPS/MVS as the mainframe 
automation product on 
Date: Thu, 4 Jun2009 11:20:08 -0400 (EDT) 
From: ITS Change <itschang@itschanges.its.unc.edu> 
Reply-To: UNC-CH PTR <petaylor@email.unc.edu> 
To: changes posted to itschanges.unc.edu <its_changes@listserv.unc.edu> 

Change Plan ID: 2682 

Change Plan Type: Planned 
Change Plan Status: Pending 

From 7:00:00 PM to 10:00:00 PM on 6/14/2009, the ITS Mainframe Server will be 
unavailable to allow for routine maintenance. This maintenance may require 
several IPLs. Once the maintenance has been completed, a change notice will 
be sent that the ITS mainframe server is available. 

All ITS mainframe services will be affected including Department of Accounting 

Services (DAS), FRS, Finance Central, Payroll, HRIS, Student Central, 
Faculty/Staff Central, SIS, STARs, Alumni Development, EPA!SPA Web- only 
actions that use Account Validation and WebFocus reporting. 

If you have any questions, please contact the ITS Service Desk at 962-HELP. 

Ed Taylor, 
Information Technology Services 

Start: Sun 6/14/2009 at: 19:00 

End: Sun 6/14/2009 at: 22:00 

Submitted by: Phillip Taylor - petaylor@email.unc, edu 
Remedy Users can view addition details by accessing the following url: 
~s://rem~dv.ur~c.ed~/arsYs/f~rms/remedv.unc.edu/Chanke+~1a~a+N~tificati~>~Detai~? 
F536870933 - 000000000002682&mode- St~bmit 

Contact the ITS Service Desk at 962-HELP for more information by referencing 
Change Plan ID: 2682 

You are currently subscribed to its_changes as: gary_lloyd@unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-24790900-7064329.elffd201f21a0819b575f0b7a87d8924@listserv.unc.edu 

Gary Lloyd 
Associate University Registrar and IT Manager 



Office of the University Registrar 

CB# 2100, 3112 SASB North 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Telephone: (919)962-5162 

FAX: (919)962-0504 
E-mail: gary_lloyd@unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to sis-chat as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
send a blank email to leave-24791845-5944746.f7e 16d6f3923fed6048226a005d5b416@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athgo International <athgo_m@athgo.org> 

Saturday, June 6, 2009 7:21 AM 

stgore@email.unc, edu 

Athgo Newsletter 

Can’t read this email? Try, this. 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Contact: Aniela Kuzon 

UN Appoints Athgo Founder to UNDESA-GAID Steering Committee 

Armen Orujyan, PhD, 35, of Los Angeles, California will serve as a member of the Steering Committee of United 
Nations Global Alliance for ICT and Development, effective May 1, 2009, announced the United Nations. 

"I am honored to serve the mission of the United Nations Global Alliance for ICT and Development," said Orujyan, 
adding, "I feel privileged to have the opportunity to help set an agenda focusing on the parts of the world that lack 
the tools and resources necessary for equal access in participation and contribution to global prosperity." 

Orujyan is the founder of Athgo International, a non-profit organization that engages young people in 
entrepreneurship to promote sustainable enterprise development. 

"He recognizes the potential of information and communication technology in equipping young people with the 
tools to succeed in the modem world and has initiated creative projects to turn this commitment into reality," said 
the UN Under-Secretary-General Cheick Diarra. 

A champion for youth through his work with Athgo, Orujyan was also one of ten people last year selected from 
around the world to serve as e-Leader for the UN Committee on Information and Communication Technologies 
OCT) and Youth. 

Established in 2006 and approved by the UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan after comprehensive worldwide 
consultations with experts from government, private sector and academia, GAID will provide a global forum to 
address cross-cutting issues related to ICT in development. 

Currently, UNDESA-GAID explores how "ICTs and innovation can be harnessed to meet key global challenges 
such as poverty eradication, the financial crisis, climate change, governance and mainstreaming gender." The 
Steering Committee comprised of 12 members will provide executive direction and priority setting for the initiative, 
as well as oversight and guidance to the secretariat. 

"I have no doubt that he will bring a lot of expertise, energy and ideas to the Global Alliance for ICT and 
Development in its pursuit of the use of ICT to achieve the Millennium Development Goals," said Diarra. 

For more information about Dr. Orujyan or Athgo, please contact anielak@athgo.org or visit www.athgo.org. 



If you do not wish to receive further emails from Athgo International please reply and type        in the subject 

Athgo International, 13636 Ventura Blvd., Suite 222, Los Angeles, CA. 91423, Phone: 818.345.6734, Facsimile: 818.345.0955 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Young Alumni Council <meg~etersen@unc.edu> 

Monday, June 8, 2009 5:51 PM 

Orange Durham Carolina Young Alumni <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Join us for a tailgate and Durham Bulls game! 

The Orange Durham Young Alumni Council invites you to attend 

The Fourth Annual Baseball BBQ Tailgate - TAKE TWO 

Tuesday, June 16, 2009 
The Durham Bulls vs. Lehigh Valley Iron Pigs 

tailgate - 5:30 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. 
gametime - 7:05pm 

(former) Chrysler Dealership 
925 Jackie Robinson Drive 

Durham, NC 

The Orange and Durham County Young Alumni Council (YAC) has rescheduled the 
previously rained out BBQ tailgate! The BBQ Tailgate will be before the Durham Bulls 
vs. Lehigh Valley Iron Pig game on Tuesday, June 16. We will gather in the parking lot of 
the former Chrysler Dealership. BBQ and drinks are provided thanks to our host 
committee. 

For promotions and tickets to the baseball game, visit 
http://www.durhambulls.com/schedule/promotions schedule.html. Come out for a fun 
evening of baseball and learn more about how you can stay connected with UNC as an 
alumnus. 

Please take this time to consider making a contribution to the University before the end 
of the fiscal year on June 30. With state budget cuts, your contribution is even more 
important than ever. Make a gift at http://giving.unc.edu/gift. 



Please RSVP by FRIDAY, JUNE 12 to Meq Petersen or on Facebook. All are welcome! 

*Please bring chairs or folding tables for the tailgate - we will have a few, but not a lot! 

Thanks to the following hosts for their contribution in making this event possible: Seth Dearmin, 
Jamie Harper, Sarah and Brent Lamm, Kat Butler, Jordan Myers, Brian Hunt, Summer Kelley, Emily 
Miller, Erin Nichols, Brandi Brooks, Ronda and Jackie Manuel, Joey Polonsky, Shea Grisham, and Meg 
Petersen. 

To join the Young Alumni Council or to learn more about giving back to Carolina please 
contact Meq Petersen. To hear about other upcoming events, ioin our facebook fan paqe! 

Removal Instructions 

This message comes from the Carolina Annual Fund in the Office of University Development at the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill. If you have comments or questions, e-mail Meg Petersen at mecl petersen@unc.edu, call 
919.962.3966 or send correspondence to the Office of University Development-Annual Fund, 208 West Franklin Street, 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-6100. If you do not wish to receive similar material in the future, click here to unsubscribe: 

Unsubscribe Link. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy03.isis.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 9, 2009 10:03 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Your problem ticket 1484041 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Imaged machine and put old data back on. 

Bryan 

Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:ii~ww.unc.edularo 
bir~;~ebs~bimdex.      -check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy03.isis.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 9, 2009 10:03 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Ticket 1484041 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Imaged machine and put old data back on. 

Bryan 

Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:ii~ww.unc.edularo 
bir~;~ebs~bimdex.      -check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 
Tuesday, June 9, 2009 3:50 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

20090609154937852.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10396" (Aficio MP 3500). 

Scan Date: 06.09.2009 15:49:37 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

MEMORANDUM 

OFFICE OF THE 

UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR 

SASB NORTIt 

45° P, II)GE I~.OAD, SUITE 31oo 

CAMPUS BOX 2Ioo 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-21oo 

http://regweb.unc.edu 

T 9~9.96~-3954 

F 919.962.666i 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

School/Department Receivers of Grade Rolls 

Senora DeCosta, Assistant University Registrar 

First Summer Session Grades 

June 9, 2009 

Grade rolls may be picked up on Monday, June 15 between 2:00 and 5:00 
pm. You may send someone in your place to pick up grade rolls if you give 
them a letter of authorization stating their name and signed by you to do so. 
The person must have picture identification so we can verify they are the 
person to whom you gave permission. Remember, we are located in SASB 
North, the curved building on the corner of Ridge Road and Manning Drive, 
on the third floor in Suite 3131. 

For those of you on North Campus, the A&S Dean’s Office will allow you to 
place one envelope of grade rolls per day in their courier bag to us. All grade 
rolls must be in envelopes clearly marked for the Registrar’s Office. The 
A&S Dean’s Office is located in Steele Building. There are two boxes, one in 
each reception area of the main lobby, labeled Grade Roll Drop Off. Please 
see the memo to all teaching faculty for instructions about depositing grade 
rolls after our office is closed. If you did not receive the electronic version of 
the faculty grade roll memo you may contact me to be added to the grade roll 
email list. 

As always, I rely on your help to achieve a successful outcome for the grading 
period. I am available for any questions or suggestions; please contact me at 
senora(db, unc.edu or 962-0495. Thank you. 

cc: All Records Staff 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

RE: 

All Teaching Faculty 

Senora DeCosta, Assistant University Registrar 

June 15, 2009 

First Summer Session Grades 

OFFICE OF THE 

UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR 

SASB NORTIt 

45° P, II)GE I~.OAD, SUITE 31oo 

CAMPUS BOX 2Ioo 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-21oo 

http://regweb.unc.edu 

T 9~9.96~-3954 

F 919.962.666i 

Enclosed are the Official Class Rolls and Grade Reports for First Summer Session 2009. 

Reports are due back in the Office of the University Registrar, 3131 SASB North, no later 
than 72 hours after the scheduled time of the final examination. To facilitate the timely 
entering of grades, please follow this schedule for returning Official Class Rolls and Grade 
Reports: 

Exams scheduled on Monday, June 15 are due by 5:00 PM on Thursday, June 18 

Exams scheduled on Tuesday, June 16 are due by 5:00 PM on Friday, June 19 

Courses that do not have final examinations are due by 5:00 PM on Thursday, June 18 

The 72 hour deadline for returninq Grade Reports is critical. We must be able to reliably 
determine academic eligibility information to report to School Deans. This enables them to 
assess whether or not a student may continue enrollment for the next term. 

Submitting Completed Grade Reports 

Please note: the Office of the University Registrar is located on the third floor, 
Suite 3131, of the new SASB North, the curved building on the corner of Ridge 
Road and Manning Drive. 

Under normal circumstances, completed Grade Rolls should be hand-delivered to the Office 
of the University Registrar. Campus Mail may be used to submit Grade Rolls. Arrangements 
have also been made to allow one envelope of Grade Rolls per department per day to be 
included in the courier bag which is picked up from Steele Building and delivered to the 
Registrar’s Office each morning. 

When the Office is closed, completed Grade Rolls may be slipped into the deposit box 
located on the wall of SASB North loading ramp (on the Ridge Road side of the 
building). If you cannot pull up to the ramp, there are several on-street parking spaces 
on Ridge Road as you approach Manning Drive. Because the deposit box has multiple 
users, Grade Rolls must be enclosed in envelopes clearly marked for the Reqistrar’s 
Office. 



Directions for Completing Grade Reports 

¯ Use only black or dark blue ink when completing and signing Grade Rolls. Pencil 
markings and other colors of ink do not duplicate clearly, and we must be able to 
microfilm all grade rolls for permanent storage and reference. 

¯ Write grades in the appropriate "Grade" column, not the "Remarks" column. 

Every registered student must have an appropriate grade designation (no blanks). 
If a student did not show up for the final examination or has not been attending 
classes, a grade of "AB" or "FA" must be assigned. Do not line through the name 
of a student you believe is not registered for your class; assign that student an "AB" 
grade (this is the only action that will be recognized by our office). Nor should you 
write in the name of a student that you believe to be registered for your class. 
Appropriate actions will be taken when our office receives the official form 
governing the situation. Only a Post-Semester Registration/Drop/Add Form can 
remove or add a student to a course after the Official Roll & Grade Reports have 
been generated for the semester. 

¯ Be sure to sign each page of every Grade Roll. 

When Assigning Grades 

¯ The Report for Assignment of Temporary Grade of AB or IN to Undergraduates can 
be found online at http://re,qweb.unc.edu/resources/ab report form.pdf. 

¯ Refer to Registrar Procedures Memorandum (RPM) No. 24 for University grading 
policies and grade definitions (http://re,qweb.unc.edu/resources/rpm24.php). 

Even if you know an undergraduate student has elected to take your course under 
the PS/D+/D/F option, you must assign an appropriate letter grade for their 
performance. The computerized grade table will convert grades of "C-" or better to 
"PS." (NO PASS/FAIL OPTION FOR SUMMER COURSES) 

¯ All courses numbered 99 and below (prior to Fall 2006) or 399 and below (starting in 
Fall 2006) should use the undergraduate grading system, i.e., A, A-, B+, ..., D, F. 

Grades assigned in courses numbered above 099 (prior to Fall 2006) or above 399 
(starting in Fall 2006) depend upon the individual student classification. Students with 
undergraduate classifications should be assigned grades using the undergraduate 
grading system. Students with graduate or professional classifications should be 
assigned grades using the appropriate graduate or professional grading system. Do 
not use + and - for any graduate student grade. Pluses (+) and minuses (-) are 
not valid for H, P, L grades. It consumes an extraordinary amount of time for our 
staff to mark through every incorrect + or - on the grade roll before it can be sent to 
data entry. If you are assigning a graduate grade and would like to make note on the 



grade roll of a plus (+) or minus (-) associated with the grade, use the "Remarks" 
column. 

¯ Use the following classification tables to help you determine the appropriate 
assignment of grades: 

Undergraduate Classifications: 

FR Freshman 
SO Sophomore 
JR Junior 
SR Senior 
FYR Fifth Year (Pharmacy) 
SPU Special Undergraduate Non-degree 
II Inter-Institutional 
SDS Special Degree Seeking and Off-Campus Nursing Program 
FX Foreign Exchange 

Graduate & Professional Classifications: 

GD Grad Doctoral 
GM Grad Masters 
GPM Grad Post Masters 
GMD Grad Masters then Doctoral 
GPD Grad Post Doctoral 
SPG Special Graduate Non-degree 
1st First Year MBA or Professional 
2nd Second Year MBA or Professional 
3rd Third Year Professional 
4th Fourth Year Professional 
II Inter-Institutional 
FX Foreign Exchange 
SPP Professional Non-degree 
SDS Currently used for Off-Campus Professional Pharmacy Program 

Note: The classifications that start with "SP" (SPU, SPG, SPP) are used for non-degree 
students. Classifications that start with "G" (GD, GM, GMD, GPM, GPD) are graduate 
classifications. Classifications II and FX can be used for both undergraduate and 
graduate students. Continuing Studies post-baccalaureate students (SPG) are allowed 
to choose either the undergraduate or graduate grading system in courses numbered 
100 through 199 (prior to Fall 2006) or 400 to 699 (starting in Fall 2006) for grade 
assignments. The student should inform the instructor at the beginning of classes as to 
his/her choice of grading system. 

The "FA" grade is assigned when an undergraduate student did not attend the final 
examination and could not pass the course regardless of performance on the exam. 
This would be appropriate for an undergraduate student that never attended the 
course or has excessive absences in the course, as well as missing the exam. 



The "AB" grade is assigned when a student did not attend the final examination and 
there is the possibility that the student could pass the course if the exam was taken. 
The "AB" is computed as an "F" grade in an undergraduate student’s GPA. For 
undergraduate students, an "AB" grade is changed automatically to an "F*" if the 
grade is not cleared by the end of the next regular semester. For graduate students, 
an "AB" will convert to an "F*" (administratively assigned grade) if the grade is not 
cleared within one year from the original examination. 

The "IN" grade is assigned when a student took the final examination but did not 
complete some other course requirement. The student could pass the course if the 
assignment was completed. The "IN" is computed as an "F" grade in an 
undergraduate student’s GPA. For undergraduate students, an "IN" is changed 
automatically to an "F*" if the grade is not cleared by eight weeks into the next 
regular semester. For graduate students, an "IN" will convert to an "F*" 
(administratively assigned grade) if the grade is not cleared within one year from the 
original examination. 

The "SP" grade is assigned for an undergraduate student participating in the first 
course(s) of an approved departmental Undergraduate Honors Program. The Honors 
Program usually runs for the duration of at least two semesters (Junior and/or Senior 
Honors/Research). A final permanent grade is not assigned until completion of the 
second and/or final course. When the final permanent grade is assigned for an 
Honors Program, any previously assigned grade(s) of "SP" must be changed to the 
appropriate permanent letter grade by an Official Grade Change Form. 

Note: "IN" and "AB" are temporary grades that can be reported on the Official Class Roll 
and Grade Report or on an Official Grade Change Form. Instructors can change 
temporary grades to permanent grades by completing the Official Grade Change Form 
within the specified deadlines. Once a grade has been changed to an "F*", a dean’s 
signature is also required on the Official Grade Change Form. 

cc: All OUR Staff 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Work@FAC.UNC.EDU 

Wednesday, June 10, 2009 11:42 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
FS WRN 09116465; Opened; THIRD FL KITCHEN AREA LATCH ON ROOF 

The following work request has been opened in the work management system. 

Property ................... BATTLE (056) 
Location of work ........... 
Requested by ............... TRAVIS GORE 
Requested .................. 06/10/2009 11:39:07 
Category ................... SERVICE ORDER 
Work Request Number (WRN).. 09116465 
Description ................ THIRD FL KITCHEN AREA LATCH ON ROOFbroken 

Please reference the above WRN for all correspondence. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please reply to this email or contact the Facilities Work Reception Center at 962-3456. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle of Higher Education <imageads@chronicle.com> 

Wednesday, June 10, 2009 7:23 PM 

Sam Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Academic Workplace advertising deadline extension 

Academic Workplace 

Deadline extension--place your ad today! 

Issue date: July 10 
Color ad deadline: Friday, June 19 

Black-and-white ad deadline: Friday, June 19 

All of academe and media outlets from across the globe will turn to this 
special report to find out which institutions are great places to work. 

The academic workplace will feature the results of The Chronicle’s second 
annual Great Colleges to Work For survey--the second largest employee 
survey and workplace recognition program in the country just behind Fortune 
Magazine’s popular 100 Best Companies to Work For. 

Advertise in this much anticipated special report and ensure that the unique 
story of your campus is seen by all of academe. 

For more information on how to advertise in The Academic Workplace special issue go 
to ~#:flchroniC~eoCOrCdacademicworkj#~ace or contact me directly at 
or eric.zack ~chronicle.com. 

Sincerely, 

Eric Zack 
University Relations Manager 
The Chronicle of Higher Education 
eric.zack@chronicle~com 
Phone: 
Fax: (202) 296-2691 

P.S. Ask me how you can receive 40% off any additional summer issue. 

Take a look at last year’s 
Academic Workplace 



THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCA’I ION 
The Chronicle of Higher Education 

1255 Twenty-Third Street, N. W 
Washington, D.C. 20037 

F you do tot w~sh to receive h~ture premohonal e-ma~; sol<: tat~on ~om Chronmle Careers, 

you may send us an e mafl message at optou~bs@ch~>n~c/e com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@mindspring.com 

Wednesday, June 10, 2009 8:24 PM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu; stgore@email.unc.edu 

AFAM 101 Final Summer 1 09 36 copies--thanks! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Young Alumni Council <meg~etersen@unc.edu> 

Friday, June 12, 2009 10:07 AM 

Orange Durham Carolina Young Alumni <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

REMINDER: Pleas RSVP to Bulls Baseball and BBQ! 

REMINDER: Please RSVP by today, Friday June 12. 

The Orange Durham Young Alumni Council invites you to attend 

The Fourth Annual Baseball BBQ Tailgate - TAKE TWO 

Tuesday, June 16, 2009 
The Durham Bulls vs. Lehigh Valley Iron Pigs 

tailgate - 5:30 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. 
gametime - 7:05pm 

(former) Chrysler Dealership 
925 Jackie Robinson Drive 

Durham, NC 

The Orange and Durham County Young Alumni Council (YAC) has rescheduled the 
previously rained out BBQ tailgate! The BBQ Tailgate will be before the Durham Bulls 
vs. Lehigh Valley Iron Pig game on Tuesday, June 16. We will gather in the parking lot of 
the former Chrysler Dealership. BBQ and drinks are provided thanks to our host 
committee. 

For promotions and tickets to the baseball game, visit 
http://www.durhambulls.com/schedule/promotions schedule.html. Come out for a fun 
evening of baseball and learn more about how you can stay connected with UNC as an 
alumnus. 

Please take this time to consider making a contribution to the University before the end 



of the fiscal year on June 30. With state budget cuts, your contribution is even more 
important than ever. Make a gift at http://giving.unc.edu/gift. 

Please RSVP by FRIDAY, JUNE 12 to Meg Petersen or on Facebook. All are welcome! 

*Please bring chairs or folding tables for the tailgate - we will have a few, but not a lot! 

Thanks to the following hosts for their contribution in making this event possible: Seth Dearmin, 
Jamie Harper, Sarah and Brent Lamm, Kat Butler, Jordan Myers, Brian Hunt, Summer Kelley, Emily 
Miller, Erin Nichols, Brandi Brooks, Ronda and Jackie Manuel, Joey Polonsky, Shea Grisham, and Meg 
Petersen. 

To join the Young Alumni Council or to learn more about giving back to Carolina please 
contact Meg Petersen. To hear about other upcoming events, join our facebook fan page! 

Removal Instructions 

This message comes from the Carolina Annual Fund in the Office of University Development at the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill. If you have comments or questions, e-mail Meg Petersen at mecj_petersen@unc.edu, call 
919.962.3966 or send correspondence to the Office of University Development-Annual Fund, 208 West Franklin Street, 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-6100. If you do not wish to receive similar material in the future, click here to unsubscribe: 

Unsubscribe Link. 



You are currently subscribed to all-college-staff as: african-and-afro-american- 

studies-staff@listserv.unc.edu. 

You are currently subscribed to african-and-afro-american-studies-staff as: 

stgore@email.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Karen Kuhn <kkuhn@INSPIREPHARM.com> 

Monday, June 15, 2009 4:28 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Hillsborough Event for Sudan 

COMMUNITY EVENT FOR DARFUR2.doc 

Dear Travis, 

I am working with friends and members of my community to raise awareness and support for people who have been 
displaced due to the humanitarian situation in Sudan. We are hosting a fundraising dinner event in the Churton Grove 
neighborhood in Hillsborough, NC. The evening will feature music, Ethiopian cuisine, a wine tasting and two special guest 
speakers: 

~ ERIN A. WEIR, Peace Keeping Advocate: Refugees International 
~ OIE OSTERKAMP author of "How to Be a Sharefish in a Selfish World" 

A flyer providing more detail about the event along with a link for Refugees International is attached here. 

I believe that this will be an amazing evening with great food, music, and enlightening speakers. All of the proceeds will 
be directed to Sudan via Refugee’s International. We would be beyond thrilled if your department would band together 
with us to both help promote and to participate in this important effort. 

I will follow with a call to discuss the details and will also follow with a formal invitation. 

Warm regards, 

Karen 

Karen Kuhn 
919-306-2659 

http://www.refugeesinternational.org/ 

Karen Kuhn 
919-306-2659 



JOIN US FOR A SPECIAL FUNDRAISER FOR 
THE PEOPLE OF DARFUR 

o~o WHEN: 
o~o T/ME: 
o~o WHERE: 
o~o *COST: 
o~o 

Saturday, July 11, 2009 
7:00 to 10:00 PM 
500 Churton Grove B/vd, Hi//sborough, NC 
$50.00 (tax deductible receipt provided) 

CONTACT." Jennifer Lazinsk: 919-241-4543 or 
Karen Kuhn: 919-306-2659 

G UES T SPEA KERS: 

ERIN A. WEIR, Peace Keeping Advocate: Refugees International 

OIE OSTERKAMP author of "How to Be a Sharefish in a Selfish World" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton <shutton@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, June 16, 2009 11:26 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@listserv.unc.edu> 

[seanc] T. news (fwd) 

Forwarded Message 

[There is no new news about furloughs or suspension of longevity pay. 
There has been little press or discussion about either of these of late.I] 

SEANC Legislative Update 
House Releases Budget Proposal 
<~:/iwww.seaac.orgidocsi~eg~pdate/4~t~6d929o5bf8o4139oae3 f~41 tveg5dcb3 

[Today at noon -- call-in or email to participate] 

The State of Things is a live program hosted by Frank Stasio devoted to 
bringing the issues, personalities, and places of North Carolina to our 
listeners. We present the Tar Heel experience through sound, story, 
discussion, commentary and listener participation through calls. Let us 
know your thoughts during the program at 1.877.962.9862 or by emailing 
sot@wunc.org. 

<htD :/iwur~c.orgipro~ramsit sot> 

[Steve Hutton has announced his candidacy for SEANC 2nd Vice-President. 
The election will be held at SEANC’s Annual Convention, Sept. 10-12 in 
Greensboro.l 
<h~p:iiwww.seanc25.org/stevehm~on.h~m> 

NC groups rally for more taxes, preserve services 
<~ :iiwww.ne~ sobse~ver.com/156 5/s~tor}~ i15 704 7 5.htrr~> 

The budget battles continue 
Monday, June 15th, 2009 
<hl~tp :iiwww.r~policvwatch.com/cmsi2oog/o6i l 5ithe-bt~dg~t-battles-contint~ei> 

Horrors: Public Plan would mean, gulp, competition for NC Blue Cross 
<        url.cominvm~?~3 > 

Obama to AMA today: Why we need health reform now 
<       ~t~rl.co~r~!mwved2> 

Cover the uninsured 
<h~tp:iiwww.~ewsobserver.com/opi~ior~qetters/storv/1567058.html> 



Teaching program grads go unhired 
They must teach or repay the state 
<~ :iiwww newsobser~’er.com/news/ed~ca~io~isto~ /15 707 54.h~m~> 

HKonJ Orange/Chatham 

Tuesday, June 16, 2009 

Orange County Board of County Commissioners Meeting 

7:00 pm Southern Human Services Center, 2501 Homestead Road, Chapel Hill 

The BoCC will be reviewing the latest proposal on the Waste Transfer 
Station site and adopting its budget. ("There is still room for comments. 

The budget can’t be completed until the County gets the final State budget 
allocation.") The Rogers-Eubanks Coalition to End Environmental Racism 

asks for our support to oppose placing the WTS on Millhouse Road -- part 

of the Rogers Road community. 

Wednesday, June 17, 2009 
Voter-Owned Elections Lobby Day 
9:00 am Legislative Building, 16 West Jones Street, Raleigh 

NC Voters for Clean Elections 
<~:,iiwww ncvce o > 
and its coalition partners 
<~t~:~:/iwww.~cvce.org/~dex.~h~?r~age=coalitio~ members> 

invite you to the 2009 Voter-Owned Elections Lobby Day. "We will be calling 
for an alternative, public way of financing elections that values voters 
over dollars and community support over PAC endorsements. Called 
Voter-Owned Elections by us and Clean Elections by others, this system of 
public campaign financing is a proven way of reducing candidate’s reliance 
on fundraising from special interest groups, opening up the political 
process to more candidates and voters, and allowing our government 
officials to be more accountable to the public. But for legislators to 
expand this concept they need to hear from their constituents." More 
information here. <~:i’/www ncvce.o                         2009> 

If you have an item for our events page please let us know. 
<http://us.mc454.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=events@hkonj oc.org&subj ect=Ev 
ents> 

Live in North Carolina? Please go to 

and sign on to the letter supporting 
collective bargaining for public employees. 
Then add this message to your email signature 
file and help spread the word. Thanks! 

Steve Hutton 
Applications Analyst 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8050 

work: 919-966-6651 

fax : 919-966-6650 

home: 



Employee Relations Chair 
SEANC District 25 News Service 
SEIU Local 2008 
<h~) :i/sem~c2 5 orjg> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: stgore@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-24850517-9229013.ec855a7c14a386ea9c950033dla18b69@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tomeiko Ashford Carter <tashford@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, June 16, 2009 1:06 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
[iaarlist] Race, Genetics, and Health Culminating Series Conference 

The Race, Genetics, and Health Conference will be held on June 19th, 2009 at the 
Social Science Research Institute at Duke University. The conference is 
sponsored by the Provost Common Fund at Duke University, the Josiah Trent 
Fotmdation, the Center for Bio-Behavioral and Social Aspects of Health 
Disparities, and the Research Network on Racial and Ethnic Inequality. The 
conference advances the discussion of genes, race, and health after a series of 
year-long, monthly workshops. 

SCHEDULE 
9am Welcome 
9:15am- 12 pm    Invited Speakers 

Evan Chamey, Public Policy Studies 
Susanne Haga, Institute for Genome Sciences& Policy 
Mimi Kim, Shaw University 
Gladys Mitchell, Duke University 

Question and Answer Session begins after the speaker presentations 

12pm-1:00pm    Lunch and Poster Session with the Young Scholars Writing Camp 

Lunch will be served. Please rsvp to Terrell@duke.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Haeran Miller <hrmiller@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 25, 2009 3:14 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Re: a computer serial number 

Thanks for your email specially when you were not in the office. Yes, 
Monday will be fine. 
Again, thank you so much. 
Haemn 

stgore@email.unc.edu wrote: 
> Hi. I am out of the office all week but will be back monday and I can check at that time if its not to late for you. Thanks. Travis 

Original Message ...... 
> From: Haeran Miller 
> To: stgore@email.unc.edu 
> Subject: a computer serial number 
> Sent: Jun 25, 2009 10:38 AM 
> 
> Hello, 
> 
> My manager, Came Stolle gave your name to contact to ask a favor for 
> us. I understand that one of our (anthro.) computer is located in the 
> kitchen area in the Battle Hall and if possible, I’d like to ask you to 
> check the serial number below is matched with the number for the 
> computer & monitor over there. 
> 1 $8141UN5LPDLKP3 (H/W) & 1 $9417AB 1V220572 (Monitor) 
> 
> Also, could you please let me know "C" numbers for those if available? 
> 
> To renew our All-Risk coverage, I’m trying to check the information. 
> Thank you so much for your time and help. 

Haemn Miller 
Accounting Tech 
Department of Anthropology 
CB#3115, 301 Alumni Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3115 
Tel. (919)843 -0629 
Fax.(919)962-1613 
hrmiller@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton <shutton@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 26, 2009 11:00 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@listserv.unc.edu> 

[seanc] TGIF news (fwd) 

Forwarded Message 

[The budget is still in the House-Senate Conference Committee. It’s 
likely a continuing resolution will be passed that will fund government for 
at least two weeks into July or until a new budget is passed. Mid-July is 
not a firm deadline, of course, since the legislature can move the date as 
they determine the need.] 

[For more frequent updates and news, join the SEANC25 list. You can join by 
sending a message to the List Server. For example, if Jane Doe wants 
to join SEANC25, she would send subscribe SEANC25 as the body 
of her mail message to listmanager@listserv.unc.edu (the email address 
for the List Server), leaving the Subject: field blank. For example: 

To: listmanager@listserv.unc.edu 

From: jdoe@email.unc.edu 

CC: 

Subject: 

....... Message Text ........ 

subscribe SEANC25 

The request will be forwarded to the list owner for approval. 
The list server knows who you are when you submit the request 
because it extracts your address from the header of the email 
message containing your request. This prevents errors in entering 
your email address. You will later receive a message approving 
your subscription.) 

Contents: 

1. Message from SEANC to contact legislators re: raising taxes on 
wealthiest citizens 
2. Employee Forum newsletter 
3. Results of Employee Forum survey 
4. News 

[Message from Kevin LeCount] 

Let’s All Make A Call: Raise Income Tax on NC’s Wealthiest and Help Stop 



Furloughs and Layoffs! 

SEANC 
PO Drawer 27727 
Raleigh, NC 27611 
800-222-2758 
919-833-6436 

Dear SEANC member, 

Right now the House and Senate are debating the differences between their 
two budget proposals for our state--the House bill contains a small tax on 
North Carolina’s wealthiest citizens while the Senate bill does not. That 
means we have a few days to stress the importance of the essential public 
services we provide and fight for the jobs that North Carolina needs. 

Our message is simple to our senators. With the demand on state services 
rising, now is not the time to furlough and lay off state employees. We 
urge all senators to support a tax on North Carolina’s wealthiest to keep 
vital services for our citizens. 

Now is the time to call our senators and request their support for a small 
income tax increase on North Carolina’s wealthiest citizens. 
<l~_~:iiwww.seanc.or~docsiiContac~%201ir~ks/2009-O6-25%20NO%20artic~e.pd~f> 

To date, the Senate leadership has refused to consider raising revenue from 
the richest citizens (or asking cost concessions from Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield), but had no problem asking each state employee for an additional 
$600 in out-of-pocket health care expenses. 

We’ve all heard about the painful cuts that the budget shortfall will 
require and more revenue is needed at this critical time to help stop 
further salary cuts and layoffs. 

Let’s call our senators today to request that all senators support the 
House tax proposal on North Carolina’s wealthiest to keep vital services 
for our citizens. 

Thank you, 

Kevin LeCount 

Director of Member Action & Politics 

This message was sent from Kevin LeCount to shutton@email.unc.edu. It was 
sent from: SEANC, 1621 Midtown Place, Raleigh, NC 27609. You can 
modify/update your subscription via the link below. 

May - June issue of the Employee Forum’s InTouch newsletter. 
This edition is available on newstands as an insert to the DTH. 

This is an historic, first "censorship free" edition, as the InTouch 
insert is no longer under the scrutiny of University Gazette or 
University Public Relations personnel. 



The results of the Employee Forum survey on 
Personal Impact of Layoffs and Furloughs 
<~ :iifo m m m~c e d~!do cm-~e~siB ~d ~et C~t S ~rv~.~> 

[Please note that when there was conflict, the N&O had 
long articles. Now that there is accord, it’s just four 
paragraphs by the Associated Press. This bias 
in coverage influences the public’s perception of unions.] 

Smithfield Packing, union agree on NC contract 
<~:iiw.~.w,.newsobserver.comi 1565/story/1584605 

State will need stopgap spending bill 
<~:iiwww.newsobserver.com/newsistorvi1584034.ht~fl> 

[Juneteenth was June 19th. Suggested reading!] 

’What we are injustice entitled to’: A 1865 letter from a freedman 
~:iiti~yufl.comimS~rkd 

The special interests still reign 
Thursday, June 25th, 2009 
By Chris Fitzsimon 
<http ://www.ncpo licywatch, com/cms/2009 /O6/2 5/the-special-interests-still-re 
ign/> 

Researchers debunk claims that Employee Free Choice Act would cause 
unemployment 
~:iitim~rl.comi~5mu9f 

Why we need a real public health care plan option (Part II) 
~:iitir~vurk corn/n3 m,2k 

BOT approves Carolina North plan 
<~:iiheralds~m.sot~therrfl~eadlines.com!orang~i10o 1175277.cfm> 
<~:iiwww.newsobser~’er.cominewsisto~/1583978.1mr~> 

Owner: Varsity theater will close 
<~:iihera~dsun.so~ther~headlines.com/ora~ei10o 1175278.cfm> 
<~:ii,~.,~.w.newsobserver.comine~.s/ora       elNllisto~i158407 



State conceals much about Apple 
Computer maker likely to get more incentives, but data center’s site, 
details are cloaked. 
<h~tp:iiwww.newsobserver.corr~%t~sinessincismrvi 1584070.htm~> 

Health insurance industry monopolizes the South 
<http://www.southernstudies.org/2009/06/health-care-industry-monopolizes-th 
e-south.html> 

Stimulus Money Helps Colleges Avoid Slashing Budgets Now, but Big Cuts May 
Loom 
<http://chronicle.com!cgi-bin/printable.cgi?article=http://chronicle.com/we 
ekly/v55/i39/39a02501.htm> 

Live in North Carolina? Please go to 
<~iinchope org> 

and sign on to the letter supporting 
collective bargaining for public employees. 
Then add this message to your email signature 
file and help spread the word. Thanks! 

Steve Hutton 
Applications Analyst 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8050 

work: 919-966-6651 
fax : 919-966-6650 
home: 

Employee Relations Chair 
SEANC District 25 News Service 
SEIU Local 2008 
<~ttl):/isear~c25.or~> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: stgore@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-24900776-9229013.ec855a7c14a386ea9c950033dla18b69@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Devon Dqehev <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Sunday, June 28, 2009 7:03 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
On behalf of our company 

Email not displaying correctly? C~ick here to view it in your browser. 

Your personal code: 65403D0-80EDF72-46E98BFD-900844310 
Generated on: Sun, 28 Jun 2009 07:02:35 -0400 

Your Iogin: [stgore] 

Activate now I se~ code I Buy another I Forward to a friend 

You are receiving this email because you registered and signed up to receive third party emails. To manage your preferences or 
change your delivery address, please c~ick here. 

You may also email your opt-out request here. 

To review our privacy policy c~ick here. 

Copyright 2009 Eetup LLC TM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Work@FAC.UNC.EDU 

Tuesday, June 30, 2009 9:19 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
FS WRN 09116465; Completed; THIRD FL KITCHEN AREA LATCH ON ROOF 

The following work request has been completed. 

Property ................... BATTLE (056) 
Location of work ........... 
Requested by ............... TRAVIS GORE 
Requested .................. 06/10/2009 11:39:07 
Category ................... SERVICE ORDER 
Work Request Number (WRN).. 09116465 
Shop ....................... 504 - HARDWARE - Phone# 962-0161 
Shop ....................... 561 - CAMPUS MAINT ZONE 1 - NORTH CAMPUS - Phone# 962-1434 
Description ................ THIRD FL KITCHEN AREA LATCH ON ROOFbroken 

Please reference the above WRN for all correspondence. 

If you have questions regarding the performance of this work, please contact the Shop(s) assigned listed above. If you have any 
additional questions or concerns, please reply to this email or contact the Facilities Work Reception Center at 962-3456. 

Please take a moment and click the link below to let us know about the service you just received. We greatly value your opinion and 
appreciate your help in improving our level of service. 

~:l~1w.ww.fac.m~c.edu/CustomerSurve2~/inde~x? WRN=09116465 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Leon Hamlett <lhamlett@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, June 30, 2009 2:16 PM 

SIS-chat <sis-chat@listserv.unc. edu> 
[sis-chat] [Fwd: Training for WebFOCUS in July] 

Training for WebFOCUS in July.eml (1.75 KB).msg 

You are currently subscribed to sis-chat as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

send a blank email to leave-24918505-5944746.f7e 16d6f3923fed6048226a005d5b416@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Tanner <btanner@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 30, 2009 2:13 PM 

Leon Michael Hamlett <lhamlett@email.unc.edu> 

Training for WebFOCUS in July 

Hi Leon, 
Would you post this to SIS-chat? 

Thanks, 
Beth 

Below are the dates for WebFOCUS for Student Enrollment training in July. 

Venue: 3124 SASB North 

To register, please send an email to academicdata@listserv.unc.edu 

Thursday - July 9 2:00 PM - 4:00 PM 

Tuesday - July 14 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

Beth Tanner 
Report Programmer 
Office of the University Registrar 
Suite 3100, SASB North, CB 2100 

Phone: (919) 962-9857 
Fax: (919) 962-0504 
email: btanner@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

shutton@email.unc.edu 
Thursday, July 2, 2009 2:14 PM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@listserv.unc.edu> 
[seanc] Fwd: The SEANC Scoop 

ATT48267.txt 

State Employees Association 
of North Carolina 

5coop 

JuJy 2, 2009 

Legislative Update 
Since they missed completing a budget by June 30, 
the end of the fiscal year, the Genera[ Assembly 
)assed a Continuing Resolution to allow state 

rams and departments to continue running at 
85 percent, or 15 percent less than what was 

allocated in the 2008-2009 budget¯ The resolution also sets a deadline for 
a final budget of July 15. State services and programs may be at risk in the 
budget shortfall For more, read the ~is[ative Update. 

And The Winner [So oo 
The SEANC Scoop[ Thank you to the following members who 
entered variations of the winning name: Angle Andrews, 
Carrie Goldsmith, Steve Hutton and Steve Lawson. Thank you 
to everyone who submitted creative ideas and to those who 
voted [ 

Every Good Campaign Needs A Button 
The Membership Committee is hosting a contest to create 
a new button for membership recruitment¯ Submit your 
design to ~nn Cote by July 15. The winning button 
be revealed at convention in September¯ 

Qu~ck Unks: 
g[ickr 
~date Your Contact 
Calendar of Events 

SEANC Hot Spots: 
Legislative ,_Ul~date 
Member Discounts 
SEANC ~r~ the News 
SEANC Insurance 

www.sean¢.org 
800°222°2758 

Tired of the state 
government rumor mi{[? 
Contact Lynn Cote at 
~cote@seancoorg to have 
a SEANC representative 

visit your wor~teo 

Legal Plan Enrollment Ends July t7 
Enroll in SEANC’s new ~! ~!OO by July 17! For just $12.95 
a month, you will receive a wide range of covered legal 
services. 

Insurance Programs 
Tett your co-workers and retirees about SEANC’s ~nsurance 

¯ Your SEANC membership can get you great rates 



on home, auto, accident, vision insurance and more! 

Forwarding this on to other SEANC members? 
Tett them to loin SEANC’s eomai~ ~ist today[ 

copy;Copyright 2009 All Rights Reserved Sample NomProfit 

This message was sent from SEANC Communications/PR Department to shutton@email.unc.edu. It was sent 
from: SEANC, 1621 Midtown Place, Raleigh, NC 27609. You can modify/update your subscription via the link 
below. 

Marketing by 

c  Contact 

~ To be removed dick here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Hope everyone has a safe and enjoyable holiday! 

Steve H. 

..... Forwarded message from mbell@seanc.org ..... 
Date: Thu, 2 Jul 2009 13:55:15 -0400 
From: SEANC Communications/PR Department <mbell@seanc.org> 

Reply-To: SEANC Communications/PR Department <mbell@seanc.org> 
Subject: The SEANC Scoop 

To: shutton@email.unc.edu 

State Employees Association of North Carolina 

July 2, 2009 
The SEANC Scoop 

Legislative Update 
Since they missed completing a budget by June 30, the end of the fiscal 
year, the General Assembly passed a Continuing Resolution to allow state 
programs and departments to continue running at 85 percent, or 15 percent 
less than what was allocated in the 2008-2009 budget. The resolution also 
sets a deadline for a final budget of July 15. State services and programs 
may be at risk in the budget shortfall. For more, read this week’s 
Legislative 
Update. 
(~:iiwww. seanc.or          date/12d7931 eofd 18-4feS-bfbdo 176cacbf4c 13.~f) 

And The Winner Is... 
The SEANC Scoop! Thank you to the following members who entered 
variations of the winning name: Angie Andrews, Came Goldsmith, Steve 
Hntton and Steve Lawson. Thank you to everyone who submitted creative 
ideas and to those who voted! 

Every Good Campaign Needs A Button 
The Membership Committee is hosting a contest to create a new button 
for membership recruitment. Submit your design to Lynn Cote at 
lcote@seanc.org by July 15. The winning button will be revealed at 
convention in September. 
(~:iiwww.seanc.or~!docs/RecruiterResources,~mttor~%20flier.~) 

Legal Plan Enrollment Ends July 17 
Enroll in SEANC’s new legal planby Juiy 17! For just $12.95 a month, 
you will receive a wide range of covered legal services. 
~:/iw.ww. seaE. or~qnsuranc e/view, as 

Insurance Programs 
Tell your co-workers and retirees about SEANC’s insurance programs. 
Your SEANC 
membership can get you great rates on home, auto, accident, vision 
insurance and more! (~:/iwww.seanc.orgii~sura~cei) 

Forwarding this on to other SEANC members? 
Tell them to join SEANC’s e-mail list today! (~:iiwww.seanc.o 

Tired of the state government rumor mill? Contact Lynn Cote at 
lcote@seanc.org to have a SEANC representative visit your worksite. 



Quick Links: 

Flickr ~ :iiwww.flickr.com!I?hotosisear~cloca[2008/ 
Update Your Contact Info ~:,~Twww.seanc.or~ick~i~ksicontact.as~ 
Calendar of Events ~:,#*www.sear~c.orgicaler~dar/ 

SEANC Hot Spots: 

Legislative Update l~p:i!www.sear~c.or~islaliveA~pda{e.asp_~ Member 
Discounts ~:/i~,ww. seanc, or~/discour~t si 
SEANC in the News ht~-p:i/www.sea~c.orginews/sea~c.aspx 
SEANC Insurance ~:/iwww.seanc.o@rtsumncei 

www.seanc.org 
800-222-2758 

copy;Copyright 2009 All Rights Reserved. Sample Non-Profit 

This message was sent by: SEANC, 1621 Midtown Place 
, Raleigh, NC 27609 

Email Marketing by iContact: ~:i/~Yee~riakicor~tact.com 

..... End forwarded message ..... 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: stgore@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-24930802-9229013.ec855a7c14a386ea9c950033dla18b69@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wendy_Riley@unc.edu <uncits@abcsignup. com> 

Monday, July 6, 2009 4:00 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

ARP Training Session 2: registration confirmed 

Dear Travis Gore: 

Thank you for registering for ARP Training Session 2 on Friday, July 17, 2009 starting at 9:00 AM in 322 
Saunders Hall. C~ick here to ~,iew a c~/off, our registration 

Registration cancellations should be made at least 24 hours in advance: 

Sincerely, 

The Dean’s Office 
College of Arts and Sciences 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Powered by www.ABCSignup.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wendy_Riley@unc.edu <uncits@abcsignup. com> 

Monday, July 6, 2009 4:00 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

ARP Training Session 1: wait list 

Dear Travis Gore: 

Your name has been added to the waiting list for ARP Training Session 1 on Thursday, July 16, 2009 starting 
at 9:00 AM in 322 Saunders Hall. You will be notified and automatically registered, if a seat becomes 
available. Chick here ~to ~iev, l a co             s~tra~tion form. 

Save this email, as it contains the only link for waitlist registrants to cancel their registration: . 

Waitlist registrants are encouraged to attend to see if there are last-minute cancellations. 

Sincerely, 

The Dean’s Office 
College of Arts and Sciences 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Powered by www.ABCSignup.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

oasisjeff@gmail.com on behalf of 
Jeff VanDrimmelen <j effvand@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 8, 2009 10:35 AM 

OASIS Communication Listserv <oasis-communication@listserv.unc.edu> 

[oasis-communication] OASIS Communication Listserv 

Dearest "Techie" Faculty and Staff across the College of Arts and Sciences, 

You are receiving this email because you have been suggested as the "technology folks" in OASIS supported departments. 
In an effort to improve our communication to you we have created this new listserv, which includes 1-5 people from each 

department, as well as all OASIS staff members. 

How we will use this listserv 

We will use this listserv to periodically send out email announcements, technology pilots, and other technology news 
that may be important for you and your colleagues. Please forward anything we send you to those that you think 
might also be interested. 

How you can use this listserv 

We would also like you to use this listserv to communicate with each other about technical questions and problems 
you might be experiencing. Chances are that if one of you is experiencing something, there are others with the same 
concern. 

To send a question/comment/etc, to the listserv please send an email to oasis-communication@listserv.unc.edu. 

Please note that right now the listserv is moderated so emails may not appear right away. As this list develops we 
may change that feature. 

Removal/Additions? 

If you would like to be removed, please let me know. If you think someone else should be on this list, please let me know 
that as well! We are still building this list. 

We’re grateful to work with each of you at this amazing University! 

~Jeff 

Jeff VanDrimmelen BA, MA, MBA 
Instructional Technologist, Educational Technology 

Office of Arts & Sciences Information Services 
University Of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB 3056, 07 Howell Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3056 

919.724.4556 (Direct Line) 
unc.edu 

AIM: oasisj effvand 
http:i!oas~s.unc.edui 

Check my calendar, chat with me, call me, or even leave me a message - http://oasis.unc.eduipeop~e/~teffvarxd 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 8, 2009 3:10 PM 

Amy Cooke <acooke@email.unc.edu> 

Re: spring 2010 

Hey. When you get ready to move your stuff I’ll volunteer Travis to 
help. I’m sure he will appreciate it! The spring schedule does have 
to be in within a couple of days of my last day, so we’ll need to make 
at least a tentative decision soon. I would lean toward not putting it 
on and then you could change your mind and add it if you wanted to. 
Think about it. dc 

Amy Cooke wrote: 
> Debby, 
> 

> I don’t know if I’m teaching 266 again in the spring. If I do it will 
> probably be the same time frame (assuming it works this term). I 
> might have to do it as an overload as I’m expecting they’ll want me to 
> teach straight enst classes. Whether I can face the overload depends 
> on whether I have 2 vs 3 total sections and the number of new preps. 
> I’m sorry i can’t be more exact, I’d like to get it out of the way 
> before you leave us. 
> 
> They are giving me an office, in Coates. 203 I think is the room 
> number. I’ll be starting to move my junk out ofy’all’s space this 
> week. Its hard b/c they don’t have an elevator in that building, 
> which makes going up and down with the baby *and* stuff difficult. 
> 

> Amy 
> 
> Deborah Crowder wrote: 
>> Hey. How are you? I’m doing spring 10 schedule--will you be doing 
>> 266 again or no? If so, times and dates, please? Are they giving 
>> you an office? If so, where? dc 
>> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 8, 2009 3:40 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: AFAM    Paper] 

AFAM    Paper.eml (60.5 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@nc.rr.com 

Friday, July 10, 2009 3:07 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [Fwd: An article from www.newsobserver.com] 

Way to go Q!!!! 
...... Original Message ...... 
From: Travis Gore 
To: 

Subject: [Fwd: An article from www.newsobserver.com] 
Sent: Jul 10, 2009 2:54 PM 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    An article from www.newsobserver.com 
Date: Fri, 10 Jul 2009 17:42:46 UT 
From:                       ~gmail.com> 
To: dacrowde@email.unc.edu, stgore@email.unc.edu 

Arturo has sent you the following story: 

Posted on Friday, Jul. 10, 2009 

Quentin Thomas aspires to be rap artist 
By ROBBI PICKERAL 

Former North Carolina point guard Quentin Thomas used to dream about 
seeing his virtual image programmed into the popular EA Sports video 
game, NBA Live. But when he slips the newest edition into his Xbox 360 
this October, he’ll hear something as idyllic: his voice rapping the 
game’s introduction. 

"I never thought it would happen," Thomas said recently, shaking his 
signature braids while taking a break from recording hip-hop tracks at 
N.C. Central. "But it does seem kind of fitting, doesn’t it?" 

If not for basketball, the 2008 UNC graduate wouldn’t be in this 
position: working with respected producer 9th Wonder on the release of 
his first mix tape; hoping the collection of songs, along with the EA 
Sports single, "Spit," creates enough buzz for an album. 

Read More... 
<~:iiwww.newsobsen~’er.com!sportsico~legeitmc/ston7i1602045.1mnr?storz lir~k=email msg> 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy03.isis.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 13, 2009 3:57 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

*** This is an automated message. **** 

A ticket has been created for you in the UNC-Chapel Hill problem 
tracking system. Please keep this confirmation message so that you 
may reference the ticket number associated with your issue. 

If you need to provide additional information about your issue or 

have questions about your ticket, please contact the ITS Response 

Center at (919) 962-HELP. 

Please note that during adverse weather, response times may vary. 

Ticket Information 

Create Date: 7/13/2009 15:57 
Ticket #: 1506874 

Email Address: stgore@email.unc.edu 

Phone Number: (919) 966-5496 

Brief Description: OASIS Technical Support 
Problem Description: Client’s Problem Description: 
OASIS Technical Support 

Worklog: 
A professor needs ADP installed on his computer in Battle Hall. 

Thanks ! 
Building: OTHER - 107 
Department: African-American Studies 
os: Windows 
I permit you to work on this issue even when I am not in my office. 

This request was created at: h_Kps:/iwww.unc.edtdarobmiwebst~biindex t-OASIS%20Teclmical%20St~ 
Remote Host: 152.2.116.127 
Form Input: Gore, Travis - (919) 966-5496 - stgore@email.unc.edu 
*** Internal use only: 
For escalation purposes, this request may be referred to the following Remedy group: AS-COMPUTING-SPECIALISTS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy03.isis.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 14, 2009 10:35 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Ticket 1506874 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: ADP installed. Closing ticket. 

The following email was sent: 
To: stgore@email.unc.edu 
From: bbracket@email.unc.edu 
cc: 

Travis, 

ADP has been installed on the machine. 

Bryan Brackett 
OASIS 

Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:/h~.ww.unc.edu!aro 
bi~i~, eb subiindex.~e:check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wendy_Riley@unc.edu <uncits@abcsignup. com> 

Tuesday, July 14, 2009 12:20 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

ARP Training Session 1: registration cancelled 

Dear Travis Gore: 

Your registration for ARP Training Session 1 on Thursday, July 16, 2009 starting at 9:00 AM has been 
cancelled at your request. 

Sincerely, 

The Dean’s Office 
College of Arts and Sciences 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Powered by www.ABCSignup.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wendy_Riley@unc.edu <uncits@abcsignup. com> 

Wednesday, July 15, 2009 9:00 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Reminder: ARP Training Session 2 

Dear Travis Gore, 

This is just a friendly reminder that you are scheduled to attend ARP Training Session 2 on 7/17/2009 starting 
at 9:00 AM. The traning will take place at 322 Saunders Hall. 

Registration cancellations should be made at least 24 hours in advance: Click here to cancel stratior~. 

Sincerely, 

The Dean’s Office 
College of Arts and Sciences 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Powered by www.ABCSignup.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

oasisjeff@gmail.com on behalf of 
Jeff VanDrimmelen <j effvand@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 15, 2009 9:15 AM 

OASIS Communication Listserv <oasis-communication@listserv.unc.edu> 

[oasis-communication] ePorlfolio Workshop - Friday (7/17) 10am- 12pm 

Hello OASIS Communications Folks, 

This Friday (7/17) from 10am-12pm OASIS will be teaching a class in Howell 05 
on creating a Multimedia ePorlfolio Website. It is specifically geared toward graduate students and 
professors that would like to have their own professional looking webpage that is easy to create, change and update. Please forward those that might be interested. 

Workshop Description: 
Creating a professional multimedia ePortfolio has never been easier. Learn how to easily add documents, photos, videos and other media online to present a 
professional digital image. Geared toward graduate students and professors. 

Wordpress.com is an open-source content management platform that can easily be used to create a professional example of your work that can easily be found in 
search engines like Google. For more information read the following blog post: 

~s :// ~asis~unc~edu/tra~in~/b~£/use°w~rdpress°t~°create°a°pr~[~essi~na1°e°p~[~1i~/ 

Space is limited so please re~ister in advance here: 

tick Here to Reg stei 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks ! 

~Jeff 

Jeff VanDrimmelen BA, MA, MBA 
Instructional Technologist, Educational Technology 

Office of Arts & Sciences Information Services 
Universfly Of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 3056, 07 Howell Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3056 
919.724.4556 (Direct Line) 

i.eff v and@~mc~edu 
AIM: oasisjeffvand 

Check my calendar, chat with me, call me, or even leave me a message - h~£p:/./oasis.unc.ed~e~\~aad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Wednesday, July 15, 2009 11:46 AM 

travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

20090715114535393.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 07.15.2009 11:45:35 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gary Lloyd <gary_lloyd@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 15, 2009 4:32 PM 

SIS-chat < si s-chat@li stserv.unc, edu> 
[sis-chat] [Fwd: [student_records_advisory] ConnectCarolina information from last 
week’s meeting] 

SIS screens to deactivate_F1NAL.xls; ConnectCarolina presentation to SRAG 20090709 
F1NAL.pptx; ConnectCarolina Cutover Information Fact Sheet V3.pdf 

Some of you may have been at the Student Records Advisory Group meeting 
last week and received the information below from the ConnectCarolina 
listserv for the Student Records Advisory Group that was sent out 
yesterday. Therefore this may be redundant information for folks on 
that listserv too. However, I felt it important to go out to the larger 
list of specific SIS and/or Faculty/Staff Central users. 

The attached documents explain the first phase of cut-over to 
ConnectCarolina for Bio-Demo data that is currently underway. There is 
also a spreadsheet attached with a list of the SIS screens which were 
considered for this cut-over phase to PeopleSofl. If you have any 
questions about the SIS screens involved, please let us know. 

Thanks, 
Gary 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    [student records_advisory] ConnectCarolina information from 
last week’s meeting 
Date: Tue, 14 Jul 2009 11:17:34 -0400 
From: Debra Beller <debra beller@unc.edu> 
Reply-To:    The student records_advisory mailing list. 
<student records_advisory@listserv.unc.edu> 
Organization: University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
To: The student records_advisory mailing list. 
<student records_advisory@listserv.unc.edu> 

Hello. Attached are three pieces of information from last week’s meeting: 

* the SIS screens spreadsheet which details the changes that begin 
tonight 

* the Project Update powerpoint which has details of all of the 
service outages that begin tonight 

* the July 2009 Cutover and Service Outage Fact Sheet, a handy 
reference to all of the service outages that begin tonight 

You can find additional information at ~:i!connecEarolir~a.unc.eda! 

Please let me know if you have any questions or need any other 
information. Thanks! 

Debra 

Debra Beller 
Information Communication Specialist 
ConnectCarolina 
ERP, ITS 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
211 Manning Drive 



Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

PH: 919-843-0477 
Email: debra beller@unc.edu 

Web: ~ :i!co~mectcaro~ir~&~nc~ ed~ 

-- You are currently subscribed to student records_advisory as: gary_lloyd@unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~:i/lists.m~c.edu/u? 
id-15579841.dec7c85edOae38bbf6bbc6cf30daelaS&n=T&~-sludem records advisor~,&o-24982859., or send a blank email to leave- 
24982859-15579841.dec7c85eabae38bbf6bbc6clB0dae la8@listserv.unc.edu. 

Gary Lloyd 
Associate University Registrar and IT Manager 
Office of the University Registrar 
CB# 2100, 3112 SASB North 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Telephone: (919)962-5162 
FAX: (919)962-0504 
E-mail: gary_lloyd@unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to sis-chat as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
send a blank email to leave-24990995-5944746.f7e 16d613923fed6048226a005dSb416@listserv.unc.edu 



SIS SCREEN REVIEW 

Screen Function 

OPD PID creation 

01N Name Change Screen 

OPS Update SSN 

003 Update Addresses 

004 

005 Locate address 

006 Billing Address 

06F Family Address 

007 

OO8 

009 

010 

012 
013 

Update or Create Permanent Address 

Basic Bio-Demo 

Veteran, Handicap Employee Data 

Foreign Student Data 

Combined Bio-demo Address Data 

Name Change 

Contact info--not personal bio-demo 

Status 

Remove 

Remove 

Remove 

Partial 

Remove 

Remove 

Remove 

Remove 

Partial 

No action required 

No action required 

Remove 
No action required - 

This page is already 

not accessible. 

No action required 

Fields/Codes to stay active 

Refund Address 

SPECIAL USE-- PLUS 1 

SPECIAL USE-- PLUS 2 

"lnfo Release Flag" and "Deceased 

Date" 

Updates 

to PS? 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Owner of 

Transition/Maintenance 

work 

SIS group 

SIS group 

SIS group 

SIS group 

SIS group 

SIS group 

SIS group 

SIS group 

SIS group 

SIS group 

OUR and SIS 

SIS group 



014 

016 

07A 

Electronic addresses 

Student Attributes/Residency 

Privacy flags 

Partial 

Partial 

Partial 

E1 from onyen (auto update) Yes 

E2 from application (auto update) Yes 

E6 Parent Plus No 

E7 Parent Plus No 

EC OAR/FAFSA No 

Residency Yes 

1: Student Health Service Code No 

2: Inoculation Flag No 

4: Forgiveness No 

6: Foreign language code 1 

7: Foreign language code 2 

8: Tuition benefit No 

11: NC Prob, Prov, Parent 

SIS group 

SIS group 

OUR and SIS group 

OUR and SIS group 

SIS group 

SIS group 

SIS group 

SIS group 

SIS group 

No SIS group 

No SIS group 

SIS group 

No SIS group 

14: Fraternity No SIS group 

15: Sorority No SIS group 



2FE 

ii0 

iii 

119 

206 

307 

309 

314 
204 
205 
207 

2O8 

209 

210 

211 

213 

219 

220 

221 

Application (home grown) 

Quick Admit 
Residency 

Term report flags 

I Remove 

16: Grad School Fee No 

Application 

Pell Summary 

Parent Resource--not personal bio-demo 

Status Summary--not updatable 

Publication flags 

Prospect/Pre-applicant 

Requirements 

Report Flags 

High School History 

Raw test scores 

College History 

Profile/Label request 

Advisor List of applicants 

Admissions Iocator display 

Calculated Test Scores display 

Limited Access 

No action required 

Partial 

No action required 

No action required 

No action required 

No action required 

Remove 

Limited Access 

Limited Access 

Partial 

Limited Access 

Limited Access 

Limited Access 

Remove 

Remove 

No action required 

No action required 

Flag 5: Misc. Rpts 

Flag 7: ISP Student 

Flag 8: CTOPS Session 

Flag ii: Housing 

Flag 12: Registration Options 

i0: MCR 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

SIS group 

SIS group 

OUR 

SIS group 

SIS group 

SIS group 

SIS group 

SIS group 

SIS group 

OUR 

OUR 

OUR and SIS group 

OUR 

OUR 

OUR 

SIS group 

SIS group 



222 IPr°file Display 

223 IPr°file display 

225-229 
230 
231 
235 
236 
240 
241 
242 

250 
251 

Program Requirements 

Program Requirements Display 

Communication Definition 

Communication 

Test Score identifiers 

Test Suspense 

Test Score Calculation Rules 

College Goal Table 

HS unit minimum reqs definition 

255 Anecdotal Entry 

256 Anecdotal Display 

257 Element Audit display 

258 Admission Decision Audit Trail 

27M Web Document menu 

ICI 
270 
271 
272 
273 
274 

Instructor table 

AM Web Document List 

AM Web Document Control 

AM Web Document Name Search 

AM Web Document Suspense 

AM Web Document Migrate 

No action required 

No action required 

Remove all 

Limited Access 

No action required 

No action required 

No action required 

Limited Access 

Remove 

Limited Access 

Limited Access 

Remove 

No action required 

No action required 

No action required 

No action required 

Remove 

No action required 

Remove 

Remove 

Remove 

Remove 

Remove 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

SIS group 

OUR 

OUR 

SIS group 

OUR 

OUR 

SiS group 

SIS group 

SIS group 

SIS group 

SIS group 

SIS group 

SIS group 



Notes 

update access (make read- 

only) to all address codes 

These three need to remain 
updateable. 

update access (make read- 

only) to all address codes 

These three need to remain 

updateable. 

update access (make read- 

only) to all address codes 

These three need to remain 

updateable. 

OUR will set security and 313 

will need to shut off all fields 

except Info Release Fla8 and 

Deceased Date 



OUR to set access to FA only: 

SIS group to make all codes 

"read only" except E6 & E7 

OUR to set access to FA only: 

SIS group to make all codes 

"read only" except E6 & E7 

Turn off all Report Attribute 

Flags 
Please make the following flags 

"read-only": 3, 5, 9, 10, 12, 13, 

17, 18, 19, 20 
Please make the following flags 

"read-only": 3, 5, 9, 10, 12, 13, 

17, 18, 19, 20 
Please make the following flags 

"read-only": 3, 5, 9, 10, 12, 13, 

17, 18, 19, 20 
Please make the following flags 

"read-only": 3, 5, 9, 10, 12, 13, 

17, 18, 19, 20 
Please make the following flags 

"read-only": 3, 5, 9, 10, 12, 13, 

17, 18, 19, 20 
Please make the following flags 

"read-only": 3, 5, 9, 10, 12, 13, 

17, 18, 19, 20 
Please make the following flags 

"read-only": 3, 5, 9, 10, 12, 13, 

17, 18, 19, 20 
Please make the following flags 

"read-only": 3, 5, 9, 10, 12, 13, 

17, 18, 19, 20 
Please make the following flags 

"read-only": 3, 5, 9, 10, 12, 13, 

17, 18, 19, 20 



Please make the following flags 

"read-only": 3, 5, 9, 10, 12, 13, 

17, 18, 19, 20 

OUR only 

Please make the following flags 

"read-only": 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 10 

Please make the following flags 

"read-only": 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 10 

Please make the following flags 

"read-only": 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 10 

Please make the following flags 

"read-only": 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 10 

Please make the following flags 

"read-only": 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 10 

used by FA for marital status 
used by FA for DOB, gender, 

ethnicity 

only Gary will need access 

OUR to limit access- SIS Group 

to make all fields read-only 

except field 10- MCR 

Gary to limit access 

Gary to limit access 

Gary to limit access 

no one claimed this screen 



no one claimed these screens 

OUR only 

Friday Center uses this one 

Summer School uses this one 

OUR only 

~art of a batch load 

OUR only 
OUR only--maintenance of 

historical apps 

no one claimed this screen 
seems to be related to 345 

(Cashier) 

never been used 

Has to stay on in order to 

populate instructor table in SIS 

until end of Summer II 2010 

never been used 

never been used 

never been used 

never been used 

never been used 





¯ In July 2009, the University’s new intel~rated administrative 

system, ConnectCarolina, bel~ins to become available for end 

users 

¯ This is the first phase of implementation for the student 
systems project 

¯ The ConnectCarolina project implementation continues with 
the launch of a new online application for underl~raduate 

admissions in Aul~ust 2009 

¯ The roll-out of components for the new student systems will 

continue throul~h October 2010 



From July 14, 5:00 p.m. to July 20, 8:00 a.m. 

¯ Cannot create new PIDs or Onyens 

¯ Consequently, no hiring that requires creation of a new PID can 

take place during this service outage 

¯ Onyen passwords can still be changed during this outage 

¯ When the outage ends, PIDs and Onyens will continue to be 

created in the same systems and through the same process as 

before the service outage (except through SIS) 

¯ Other HR operations are not impacted during the PID and Onyen 

creation service outage 



From July 14, S:00 p.m. to July 20, 8:00 a.m. 

¯ Users will not be able to update their information in the online 

campus directory (directory.unc.edu) 

¯ Search functions in the online campus directory not affected 

¯ Full access to the directory will be restored at its new location in 

the new portal on July 20 

¯ Durinl~ the outal~e, users will not be able to update phone 

numbers for AlertCarolina notification. This does not affect the 

ability for AlertCarolina notifications to be sent out to numbers 

already in the system. When the outal~e ends, the AlertCarolina 

process will be the same as before the service outal~e 



From July 14, 5:00 p.m. to July 20, 8:00 a.m. 

¯ There will be a service outage and permanent change affecting 
student bio/demo update screens in SIS. Beginning July 20, 

student bio/demo changes can only be made in PeopleSoft 

¯ SIS users affected by this change have been invited to training 
classes to learn the new system 

¯ Users who view student bio/demo information will still be able 
to do so in SIS. SIS and PeopleSoft will be synched so that the 

data will be the same 

¯ All other SIS screens and functionalities (i.e., registration of 

students for classes) will not be affected at this time 



Campus Community is the PeopleSoft module that: 

¯ Incorporates all of the people and orl~anizations that 

comprise the institution 

¯ Manal~es information about the University community, 

includinl~ prospects, applicants, students, alumni and 

employees 

It includes Portal, PID and Person Manal~ement and Directory 

Chanl~es 

¯ Portal: web-based front-end access to PeopleSoft and other 

enterprise applications 

¯ PID and Person Ml~mt: all people will be in a sinl~le system; 

new "person ID" creation model within the ConnectCarolina 

system 

This will be the place for prospective students to access the admissions functionality; current students, faculty and staff 

will also go to the portal to use the directory 

Over time, more functionality will be added to portal and it will replace Student Central and Faculty/Staff Central 



¯ Online campus directory accessed through the portal 

¯ Updates will pass to PeopleSoft and from PeopleSoft to the Enterprise 

Directory, which will update other campus applications that use directory 

information (PeopleSoft is the canonical source of person data) 

¯ Minor changes in the search or update tools 
¯ Additional address and phone number fields 
¯ Employees’ ability to set privacy settings is unchanged. 
¯ Students will not be able to invoke FERPA through the directory or 

through Student Central; must contact the University registrar 
¯ Students cannot make bio/demo changes through Student Central 
¯ Employees’ position data will appear in a directory search but not on 

the Update Personal Information screen; as is the process now, 

changes must be made through HR facilitator 
¯ Hospital employees will no longer be included in the online campus 

directory 



Media (internal and external): 
¯ ConnectCarolina newsletter (and Web site) 
¯ ITS News 
¯ The Hub 
¯ University Gazette 
¯ DailyTar Heel 

Presentations/Outreach to: 
¯ Campus Communicators 
¯ HR Facilitators 
¯ FACS Coordinators 
¯ ConnectCarolina Advisory Groups 
¯ Graduate School and Programs Staff Retreat 
¯ CTOPS/TSOP 
¯ Visits with deans and deans of students 

Other: 
¯ Coordination with AlertCarolina 
¯ Coordination with hospital communications 

(directory change) 
¯ Functional offices 
¯ Help Desk 

Alerts: 
¯ Campus Directory Alert 
¯ HR Facilitator Log In Page Alert 
¯ Administrator Log In Page Alert 
¯ SIS Log In Page Alert 

Email Announcements: 
¯ Campus Communicators listserv 
¯ ConnectCarolina Advisory Groups 
¯ Student Government : 

o Undergraduate 

o Graduate and Professional Student 

Federation 
¯ DDD (Deans, Directors, Department 

Heads) memo 
¯ All Campus Formal Notice email 
¯ HR facilitators listserv 
¯ SIS users listserv 
¯ FACS Coordinators listserv 
¯ IT Support (CTC, OASIS, Support) listservs 
¯ ...and more 



Training now underway: 
¯ Bio-demo updating in PeopleSoft 
¯ Undergraduate admissions 

Training now being developed: 
¯ Schedule of classes build workshops 



Debra 
Debra 

(919) 

Belier 
Belier 

843-0477 

Web site" connectcarolina.unc.edu 

con nectca rol i n a_i nfo @ u nc.ed u 



ConnectCarolina Cutover Information Fact Sheet 

For user support, please contact the Help Desk at (919) 962-HELP (962-4357). 

The campus is preparing to launch ConnectCarolina, a new integrated administrative system. The 
first phase of this implementation will take place on July 20, 2009. 

The first phase is a new portal where the online campus directory will be accessed. This phase 
also re-structures the University’s identity and person management systems to PeopleSoft (the 
software on which the new administrative system is built) which becomes the canonical source 
for person data on campus. Behind-the-scenes, many people from ITS and ConnectCarolina 
teams have been working diligently to create the system, clean up data and minimize service 
outages. 

July 2009 
The initial impact of ConnectCarolina for most of the University will be the online campus 
directory. Changes include a redirect to a new online location in the new enterprise portal and a 
redesigned directory update account interface. Students and employees will also see minor 
changes in the search or update tools. 

Service Outages 
This transition will require some service outages in the days leading up to July 20: 

¯ From July 14, 5:00 p.m. to July 20, 8:00 a.m., there will be a service outage affecting the 
ability to create new PIDs or Onyens; consequently, no hiring that requires creation of a 
new PID can take place during this service outage. Onyen passwords can still be changed 
during the outage. When the outage ends, PIDs and Onyens will continue to be created 
through the same processes as before the service outage. 

¯ From July 14, 5:00 p.m. to July 20, 8:00 a.m., updates cannot be made to information in 
the online campus directory. Look-up will be available during the service outage. When it 
returns, the online campus directory will be in its new location in the portal (a re-direct 
will be in place). 

¯ From July 14, 5:00 p.m. to July 20, 8:00 a.m., campus users will not be able to update 
phone numbers for AlertCarolina notification. This does not affect the ability for 
AlertCarolina notifications to be sent out to numbers already in the system. When the 
outage ends, updates to AlertCarolina will continue to be created through the directory 
and through the same process as before the service outage. 

¯ From July 14, 5:00 p.m. to July 20, 8:00 a.m., Student Information Services (SIS) staff 
users will also experience the service outage as well as permanent changes affecting the 
screens within SIS that update student biographic and demographic information. SIS 
users affected by this change have been invited to training classes to learn the new system 

¯ Students will no longer be able to update biographic/demographic ("bio-demo") 
information (address, gender, birthdate, etc.) in Student Central; beginning July 20, these 
updates must be made through the new portal 



Portal 
The University’s new enterprise portal is scheduled for launch in July (portal is a web-based 
front-end access to PeopleSoft and other enterprise applications). This will be the place for 
prospective students to access the admissions functionality; current students, faculty and staff 
will also go to the portal to use the directory. Over time, more functionality will be added to 
portal and it will replace Student Central and Faculty/Staff Central. The portal will not 
replace www.unc.edu as the primary information source for the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill. The portal will primarily be used by staff, faculty and students to conduct 
transactions (directory, registration, tuition payment, etc.); prospective students will also use the 
portal to access the undergraduate online application beginning in August 2009. 

Changes in Online Campus Directory Service 
When the upgraded online campus directory launches on July 20, it will be accessible at its new 
portal location. Students and employees will see a redesigned directory interface with minor 
changes in the search or update tools. 

Notable changes: 
¯ Several address fields will be available to students and employees. 
¯ Individuals may provide several types of phone numbers as part of their directory profile. 
¯ Employees’ ability to set privacy settings is unchanged. 
¯ Students will not be able to make their information completely private (known as 

invoking FERPA) through the directory or through Student Central; students wanting to 
utilize this privacy option will have to contact the University registrar to ensure that they 
fully understand the ramifications of invoking FERPA. 

¯ Employees’ position data will appear within the results of a directory search; however, 
employees will not see their employment or position information appear on the Update 
Personal Information screen; as is the process today, changes must be made through the 
human resources facilitator or representative within their department. 

¯ Hospital employees will no longer be included in the online campus directory. 

Next Steps 
The ConnectCarolina proj ect implementation continues with the launch of a new online 
application for undergraduate admissions in August 2009; the roll-out of components for the new 
student systems will continue through October 2010. New HR, payroll and finance systems 
based on PeopleSoft will be developed and implemented over the next few years, giving the 
University a fully integrated administrative system. 

Visit wvwv.connectcarolina.unc.edu for more information on the July 20 go-live and upcoming 
ConnectCarolina implementations. 

For user support, please contact the Help Desk at (919) 962-HELP (962-4357). 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder -~acrowde@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, July 16, 2009 3:40 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: AFAM 398 paper] 
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please print 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

MEMORANDUM 

OFFICE OF THE 

UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR 

SASB NORTIt 

45° P, II)GE I~.OAD, SUITE 31oo 

CAMPUS BOX 2Ioo 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-21oo 

http://regweb.unc.edu 

T 9~9.96~-3954 

F 919.962.666i 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

School/Department Receivers of Grade Rolls 

Senora DeCosta, Assistant University Registrar 

Second Summer Session Grades 

July 17, 2009 

Grade rolls may be picked up on Wednesday, July 22 between 2:00 and 5:00 
pm. You may send someone in your place to pick up grade rolls if you give 
them a letter of authorization stating their name and signed by you to do so. 
The person must have picture identification so we can verify they are the 
person to whom you gave permission. Remember, we are located in SASB 
North, the curved building on the corner of Ridge Road and Manning Drive, 
on the third floor in Suite 3131. 

For those of you on North Campus, the A&S Dean’s Office will allow you to 
place one envelope of grade rolls per day in their courier bag to us. All grade 
rolls must be in envelopes clearly marked for the Registrar’s Office. The 
A&S Dean’s Office is located in Steele Building. There are two boxes, one in 
each reception area of the main lobby, labeled Grade Roll Drop Off. Please 
see the memo to all teaching faculty for instructions about depositing grade 
rolls after our office is closed. If you did not receive the electronic version of 
the faculty grade roll memo you may contact me to be added to the grade roll 
email list. 

As always, I rely on your help to achieve a successful outcome for the grading 
period. I am available for any questions or suggestions; please contact me at 
senora(db, unc.edu or 962-0495. Thank you. 

cc: All Records Staff 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

RE: 

All Teaching Faculty 

Senora DeCosta, Assistant University Registrar 

July 22, 2009 

Second Summer Session Grades 

OFFICE OF THE 

UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR 

SASB NORTIt 

45° P, II)GE I~.OAD, SUITE 31oo 

CAMPUS BOX 2Ioo 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-21oo 

http://regweb.unc.edu 

T 9~9.96~-3954 

F 919.962.666i 

Enclosed are the Official Class Rolls and Grade Reports for Second Summer Session 2009. 

Reports are due back in the Office of the University Registrar, 3131 SASB North, no later 
than 72 hours after the scheduled time of the final examination. To facilitate the timely 
entering of grades, please follow this schedule for returning Official Class Rolls and Grade 
Reports: 

Exams scheduled on Thursday, July 23 are due by 4:00 PM on Monday, July 27 

Exams scheduled on Friday, July 24 are due by 4:00 PM on Monday, July 27 

Courses that do not have final examinations are due by4:00 PM on Monday, July 27 

The 72 hour deadline for returninq Grade Reports is critical. We must be able to reliably 
determine academic eligibility information to report to School Deans. This enables them to 
assess whether or not a student may continue enrollment for the next term. 

Submitting Completed Grade Reports 

Please note: the Office of the University Registrar is located on the third floor, 
Suite 3131, of the new SASB North, the curved building on the corner of Ridge 
Road and Manning Drive. 

Under normal circumstances, completed Grade Rolls should be hand-delivered to the Office 
of the University Registrar. Campus Mail may be used to submit Grade Rolls. Arrangements 
have also been made to allow one envelope of Grade Rolls per department per day to be 
included in the courier bag which is picked up from Steele Building and delivered to the 
Registrar’s Office each morning. 

When the Office is closed, completed Grade Rolls may be slipped into the deposit box 
located on the wall of SASB North loading ramp (on the Ridge Road side of the 
building). If you cannot pull up to the ramp, there are several on-street parking spaces 
on Ridge Road as you approach Manning Drive. Because the deposit box has multiple 
users, Grade Rolls must be enclosed in envelopes clearly marked for the Reqistrar’s 
Office. 



Directions for Completing Grade Reports 

¯ Use only black or dark blue ink when completing and signing Grade Rolls. Pencil 
markings and other colors of ink do not duplicate clearly, and we must be able to 
microfilm all grade rolls for permanent storage and reference. 

¯ Write grades in the appropriate "Grade" column, not the "Remarks" column. 

Every registered student must have an appropriate grade designation (no blanks). 
If a student did not show up for the final examination or has not been attending 
classes, a grade of "AB" or "FA" must be assigned. Do not line through the name 
of a student you believe is not registered for your class; assign that student an "AB" 
grade (this is the only action that will be recognized by our office). Nor should you 
write in the name of a student that you believe to be registered for your class. 
Appropriate actions will be taken when our office receives the official form 
governing the situation. Only a Post-Semester Registration/Drop/Add Form can 
remove or add a student to a course after the Official Roll & Grade Reports have 
been generated for the semester. 

¯ Be sure to sign each page of every Grade Roll. 

When Assigning Grades 

¯ The Report for Assignment of Temporary Grade of AB or IN to Undergraduates can 
be found online at http://re,qweb.unc.edu/resources/ab report form.pdf. 

¯ Refer to Registrar Procedures Memorandum (RPM) No. 24 for University grading 
policies and grade definitions (http://re,qweb.unc.edu/resources/rpm24.php). 

Even if you know an undergraduate student has elected to take your course under 
the PS/D+/D/F option, you must assign an appropriate letter grade for their 
performance. The computerized grade table will convert grades of "C-" or better to 
"PS." (NO PASS/FAIL OPTION FOR SUMMER COURSES) 

¯ All courses numbered 99 and below (prior to Fall 2006) or 399 and below (starting in 
Fall 2006) should use the undergraduate grading system, i.e., A, A-, B+, ..., D, F. 

Grades assigned in courses numbered above 099 (prior to Fall 2006) or above 399 
(starting in Fall 2006) depend upon the individual student classification. Students with 
undergraduate classifications should be assigned grades using the undergraduate 
grading system. Students with graduate or professional classifications should be 
assigned grades using the appropriate graduate or professional grading system. Do 
not use + and - for any graduate student grade. Pluses (+) and minuses (-) are 
not valid for H, P, L grades. It consumes an extraordinary amount of time for our 
staff to mark through every incorrect + or - on the grade roll before it can be sent to 
data entry. If you are assigning a graduate grade and would like to make note on the 



grade roll of a plus (+) or minus (-) associated with the grade, use the "Remarks" 
column. 

¯ Use the following classification tables to help you determine the appropriate 
assignment of grades: 

Undergraduate Classifications: 

FR Freshman 
SO Sophomore 
JR Junior 
SR Senior 
FYR Fifth Year (Pharmacy) 
SPU Special Undergraduate Non-degree 
II Inter-Institutional 
SDS Special Degree Seeking and Off-Campus Nursing Program 
FX Foreign Exchange 

Graduate & Professional Classifications: 

GD Grad Doctoral 
GM Grad Masters 
GPM Grad Post Masters 
GMD Grad Masters then Doctoral 
GPD Grad Post Doctoral 
SPG Special Graduate Non-degree 
1st First Year MBA or Professional 
2nd Second Year MBA or Professional 
3rd Third Year Professional 
4th Fourth Year Professional 
II Inter-Institutional 
FX Foreign Exchange 
SPP Professional Non-degree 
SDS Currently used for Off-Campus Professional Pharmacy Program 

Note: The classifications that start with "SP" (SPU, SPG, SPP) are used for non-degree 
students. Classifications that start with "G" (GD, GM, GMD, GPM, GPD) are graduate 
classifications. Classifications II and FX can be used for both undergraduate and 
graduate students. Continuing Studies post-baccalaureate students (SPG) are allowed 
to choose either the undergraduate or graduate grading system in courses numbered 
100 through 199 (prior to Fall 2006) or 400 to 699 (starting in Fall 2006) for grade 
assignments. The student should inform the instructor at the beginning of classes as to 
his/her choice of grading system. 

The "FA" grade is assigned when an undergraduate student did not attend the final 
examination and could not pass the course regardless of performance on the exam. 
This would be appropriate for an undergraduate student that never attended the 
course or has excessive absences in the course, as well as missing the exam. 



The "AB" grade is assigned when a student did not attend the final examination and 
there is the possibility that the student could pass the course if the exam was taken. 
The "AB" is computed as an "F" grade in an undergraduate student’s GPA. For 
undergraduate students, an "AB" grade is changed automatically to an "F*" if the 
grade is not cleared by the end of the next regular semester. For graduate students, 
an "AB" will convert to an "F*" (administratively assigned grade) if the grade is not 
cleared within one year from the original examination. 

The "IN" grade is assigned when a student took the final examination but did not 
complete some other course requirement. The student could pass the course if the 
assignment was completed. The "IN" is computed as an "F" grade in an 
undergraduate student’s GPA. For undergraduate students, an "IN" is changed 
automatically to an "F*" if the grade is not cleared by eight weeks into the next 
regular semester. For graduate students, an "IN" will convert to an "F*" 
(administratively assigned grade) if the grade is not cleared within one year from the 
original examination. 

The "SP" grade is assigned for an undergraduate student participating in the first 
course(s) of an approved departmental Undergraduate Honors Program. The Honors 
Program usually runs for the duration of at least two semesters (Junior and/or Senior 
Honors/Research). A final permanent grade is not assigned until completion of the 
second and/or final course. When the final permanent grade is assigned for an 
Honors Program, any previously assigned grade(s) of "SP" must be changed to the 
appropriate permanent letter grade by an Official Grade Change Form. 

Note: "IN" and "AB" are temporary grades that can be reported on the Official Class Roll 
and Grade Report or on an Official Grade Change Form. Instructors can change 
temporary grades to permanent grades by completing the Official Grade Change Form 
within the specified deadlines. Once a grade has been changed to an "F*", a dean’s 
signature is also required on the Official Grade Change Form. 

cc: All OUR Staff 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

shutton@email.unc.edu 

Friday, July 17, 2009 12:58 PM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@listserv.unc.edu> 

[seanc] Fwd: The SEANC Scoop + TGIF news 

ATT48723.txt 

State EmpLoyees Association 
of North CaroLina 

The SEANC Scoop 
Ju~y 17, 2009 

LegisLative Update 
State Lawmakers passed another continuing 
resolution, with a JuLy 31 deadline funding 
government at 84 percent. SEANC Lobbyists 
questioned Appropriations chairmen on how its 
CR would impact state employees. For more, 
read this week’s Legislative U_pdate. 

Digtr]¢t Officer Tralnlng 
Aug. 20-21 
Registration deadline o Aug. 
14 

SEANC Legal Plan 
Open enrollment extended 
until July 24 

Legislative Action ALert 
A Senate biLL to ALLow Unpaid Investigatory Suspensions/DHHS ( ) wilt 
be heard in the Nouse State Government/State Personnel Committee on 
Tuesday, JuLy 21, at 2 p.m. SB 800 presumes that the employee is guilty 
during an investigation. DHHS wants this authority now. Which agency wiLL 
want it next? Attend the meeting or caLL to voice your opposition today! 

Quick Links: 
Flickr 
~date Your Contact 
Calendar of Events 

SEANC ~n the News 
NearLy 1 O0 SEANC members and aLLies 
protested in front of BLue Cross and BLue 
ShieLd of North CaroLina’s headquarters in 
Chapel HiLL this week to protest BLue Cross’ 
opposition to President Barack Obama’s 
public health care option. Read more in 
SEANC in the News. 

SEANC Hot Spots: 
Legislative ~date 
Member Discounts 
SEANC in the News 
SEANC Insurance 

wwwo~eanc.or~ 
800-222-2758 
919o833o6436 

Retirement Systems Conducting OnLine Survey 
The N.C. Retirement Systems Division is gathering 
feedback on members’ experiences and expectations of 
retirement and financial planning. The surve3 will be 
available online until August 21. Questions? CaLL Cassidy 
Weathersby at 919-807-3087 or 1-877-733-4191. 



g~ember Discounts 

You can now purchase Wet n’ Wi~d 
Emerald Pointe water ~Dark eot~ckets 
online for the same SEANC discount 
of S24! 

Recruit New ~embers, Win Prizes 
Recruit a new member between now and Aug. 24 

and you could win four tickets to either Kings 
Dominion or Carowinds. The more members you 
sign up, the more chances you have to win. 

Contact Lynn Cote at [cote@seancoo~Lg for more 
information. 

Copyright 2009 All Rghts Reserved 

This message was sent from SEANC Communications/PR Department to shutton@email.unc.edu. It was sent 
from: SEANC, 1621 Midtown Place, Raleigh, NC 27609. You can modify/update your subscription via the link 
below. 

Emai Marketing by 

   Contact .... 

@ To be removed dick here 

--=_a6 ] £rt4VCl ] s-- = 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

..... Forwarded message from mbell@seanc.org ..... 
Date: Fri, 17 Jul 2009 12:34:49 -0400 
From: SEANC Communications/PR Department <mbell@seanc.org> 

Reply-To: SEANC Communications/PR Department <mbell@seanc.org> 
Subject: The SEANC Scoop 

To: shutton@email.unc.edu 

State Employees Association of North Carolina 
The SEANC Scoop 

July 17, 2009 

Legislative Update 
State lawmakers passed another continuing resolution, with a July 31 
deadline funding government at 84 percent. SEANC lobbyists questioned 
Appropriations chairmen on how its CR would impact state employees. 
For more, read this week’s Legislative Update 
(http:iiw.ww~sea~c.orgidocsileg~pdatei55482d55oa0c6-4a36oSe53-330%ce7276e~df). 

Legislative Action Alert 
A Senate bill to Allow Unpaid Investigatory Suspensions/DHHS, SB 800, 
(hllp:/!www.ncga.stalex~c t~sigascriptsiBi~lLookUpiBi11LookUp~F?Session=2009&BillID=sbS00) will be heard in the House State 
Government/State Personnel Committee (~:~#www.nc~           tsiCommit~eesiCommi~tces.as~ 
sAction=ViewCommittee&sActionDetails-Hot~se%20Star~din~) on Tuesday, July 21, at 2 p.m. SB 800 presumes that the 
employee is guilty during an investigation. DHHS wants this authority now. Which agency will want it next? Attend the meeting or 
call to voice your 
opposition! 

SEANC in the News 
Nearly 100 SEANC members and allies protested 
~:~www.sea~c~or~inews/ho               ) in front of Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield of North Carolina’s headquarters in Chapel Hill this 
week to protest Blue Cross’ opposition to President Barack Obama’s 
public health care option. Read more in SEANC in the News 
~:/!www. sea~ac.or~incws/sea~c.as~). 

Retirement Systems Conducting Online Survey 
The N.C. Retirement Systems Division is gathering feedback on members’ 
experiences and expectations of retirement and financial planning. The 
survey will be available online 

x~csu~eduiretireme~tsurve2~) until August 21. Questions? 
Call 

Cassidy Weathersby at 919-807-3087 or 1-877-733-4191. 

Member Discounts 
You can now purchase Wet n’ Wild Emerald Pointe water park e-tickets 
online (http:i/~,ww~sear~c.o~g/discou~tsifeat~red.as~x) for the same 
SEANC discount of $24 ! 

Recruit New Members, Win Prizes 
Recruit a new member between now and Aug. 24 and you could win four 



tickets to either Kings Dominion or Carowinds. The more members you 
sign up, the more chances you have to win. Contact Lynn Cote at 
lcote@seanc.org for more information. 

District Officer Training 
Aug. 20-21 

Registration deadline - Aug. 14 

Register online: 

~‘~://www~sem~c~rg/ca~e~da~;/regis~er~aspx?id-~2d915~2°28~1°440c°a6be°e9045e5~a6b6 

SEANC Legal Plan 
Open enrollment extended until July 24: 
~:iiwww.~seanc~or~insuranceiview.as~)x?id= 17 

Quick Links: 

Flickr: ~:iiww~..fiickr.comiphotos/sea~clocal2008/ 
Update Your Contact Info: 
Calendar of Events: ~:ii~ww.sem~c.or~’ca~e~dao’ 

SEANC Hot Spots: 
Legislative Update: ~:iA~w.seanCoorgilegis~afiveNpdaleoaSp~x 
Member Discounts: ~:iiwww.sem~c.orN~idiscounts/ 
SEANC in the News: h~p:i/www.sea~c.org/newsisea~c.as~ 
SEANC Insurance: ~:iiwwwoseanc.or~g!ir~st~ra~cei 

www.seanc.org 
800-222-2758 

919-833-6436 

Copyright 2009 All Rights Reserved. 

This message was sent by: SEANC, 1621 Midtown Place 
, Raleigh, NC 27609 

[BEGIN TGIF NEWS] 

[posted previously to SEANC25, includes video] 
Workers urge Blue Cross to back health reform 
<h~tp :iiwww.~ ral.com/r~ewsi~ocab~stor~i 5 5 78819i> 

[Adam Seatings’ NC Blue Cross Protest Speech] 
<                         /2009/07/1 (dnc-blue-cross         eecl~!> 

Blue Cross criss crosses myths and facts 

Magazine declares Duke among nation’s best hospitals 
<h~tp :ii~ w~ .b izio~r~a~s, co m/tfiar@eisto riesi2 009 iOT / ~ 3 / dai~v 48.hmfl> 

Watchdo~ wants Easley hearin~ 



Group calls its findings on contributions ’troubling.’ 
<~:iiwww.newsobserver.com/2972isto~/1610874.b.tr~> 

Former NCSU provost speaks to grand jury 
<~:/iwww.~ewsobserver.cominews/stor~]l d 10868.htm~> 

Bank of America posts 2Q profit, surpasses Street 
<~ :iiwww.newsobserver.com!156 5istorv i1611154.Nrrfl> 

..... End forwarded message ..... 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: stgore@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-25000727-9229013.ec855a7c14a386ea9c950033dla18b69@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gary Lloyd <gary_lloyd@unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 23, 2009 11:38 AM 

SIS-chat < si s-chat@li stserv.unc, edu> 
[sis-chat] [Fwd: [its_changes] MINOR: Implement CA OPS/MVS as the mainframe 
automation product on] 

See the notice below and be aware that SIS, Student Central, 
Faculty/Staff Central, and other applications dependent on the mainframe 
will be unavailable this coming Sunday (7/26) evening from 7-11 PM for 
routine maintenance. 

Thanks, 
Gary 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    [its_changes] MINOR: Implement CA OPS/MVS as the mainframe 
automation product on 
Date: Thu, 23 Jul 2009 11:18:15 -0400 (EDT) 
From: ITS Change <itschang@itschanges.its.unc.edu> 
Reply-To: UNC-CH PTR <petaylor@email.unc.edu> 
To: changes posted to itschanges.unc.edu <its_changes@listserv.unc.edu> 

Change Plan ID: 2682 
Change Plan Type: Planned 
Change Plan Status: Approved 

From 7:00:00 PM to 11:00:00 PM on 7/26/2009, the ITS Mainframe Server will be 
unavailable to allow for routine maintenance. This maintenance may require 
several IPLs. Once the maintenance has been completed, a change notification 
will be sent that the ITS mainframe server is available. 

All ITS mainframe services will be affected including Alumni!Development, 
Compliance Reporting, Enterprise Reporting/Web Focus, Department of Accounting 
Services (DAS), FRS, Finance Central, Financeer, General Administxation, 
Investment Office, Payroll, HRIS, Student Central, Faculty/Staff Central, SIS, 
and EPA/SPA Web- only actions that use Account Validation 

If you have any questions, please contact the ITS Service Desk at 962-HELP. 

Ed Taylor, 
Information Technology Services 

Start: Sun 7/26/2009 at: 19:00 

End: Sun 7/26/2009 at: 23:00 

Submitted by: Phillip Taylor - petaylor@email.unc, edu 
Remedy Users can view addition details by accessing the following url: 
ms :iiremcdj~. uric .edvYars~sifom~siremedy .u~c. ed u/Change+Plan+Notification+Detail? 
F536870933=000000000002682&mode-Submit 

Contact the ITS Service Desk at 962-HELP for more information by referencing 
Change Plan ID: 2682 

You are currently subscribed to its_changes as: gary_lloyd@unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-25028152-7064329.elffd201f21a0819b575f0b7a87d8924@listserv.unc.edu 



Gary Lloyd 

Associate University Registrar and IT Manager 
Office of the University Registrar 

CB# 2100, 3112 SASB North 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Telephone: (919)962-5162 

FAX: (919)962-0504 
E-mail: gary_lloyd@unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to sis-chat as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
send a blank email to leave-25028300-5944746.f7e 16d6f3923fed6048226a005d5b416~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Eunice Sahle <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 24, 2009 7:44 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Afri 101 - summer 2 final exam 

Afril01 Summer 2, July 23 (final exam).rtf 

Hi Travis, 

Please find attached the final exam for Afril01. 

Many thanks, e. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

leemc@email.unc.edu 

Friday, July 24, 2009 12:56 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: message from Debby 

OK. Thanks. 

ML 
Quoting Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>: 

Hey Professor Lee, 

Debby wanted me to tell you to schedule the other person and let her 
know the other day. 

Thanks, 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

employment@unc.edu 

Monday, July 27, 2009 9:06 AM 

@email.unc.edu 
Thank you for applying for Position 0021672, ADM1N. SUPPORT ASSOCIATE 

Thank you for submitting an application for Staff Employment to the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. This email 
confirms that your application has been received in the office of Workforce Planning & Compensation. 

Position Id: 0021672 
Position Title: ADMIN. SUPPORT ASSOCIATE 

To view your status of current pending applications, visit ~s:/is4.its.ur~c.edu/RAMS4i~licatio~,ist.do. 

To update your applicant profile, visit ~s:iis4.its.unc.edu?RAMS4igetProfile.do. 

For more information regarding the Staff hiring process at UNC-Chapel Hill, please visit our website at bs.ur~c.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 
Jeff VanDrimmelen <jeffvand@unc.edu> 

Monday, July 27, 2009 11:32 AM 

OASIS Communication Listserv <oasis-communication@listserv.unc.edu> 

[oasis-communication] Fwd: [oasis-workshops] Upcoming OASIS Workshops 

For those that might not be on the oasis-workshop listserv, we added 5 more upcoming training classes in the first week 
of August. See descriptions and links to event information below. Please pass on as appropriate. 

We are working on a complete 2 month training schedule for August/September and hope to have it ready by next 
week. 

If you have a workshop you would like to suggest we have created this form just for 
you: ~ s :i!oasis ~u~c eduitrainingiworksIaop~estion 

If you would like to schedule an individual or group training session we have also created 
this new form: ~s:/ioasis~ur~c~ed~itrainingitrainin~-re~est 

As always, let us know if there is anything we can do for you all! 

-Jeff 

.......... Forwarded message 
From: Upcoming Trainings ~mc.edu 

Date: Sat, Jul 25, 2009 at 3:02 PM 

Subject: [oasis-staff] [oasis-workshops] Upcoming OASIS Workshops 
To: oasis-staff <oasisostaff~istserv.unc.edu> 

Upcoming OASIS Workshops 

¯ Create Simp]e Websites Usi~ tess.corn 

¯ U~derstandi tal Video 

¯ I~troduc[ion to A~e’s OS X [em 

¯ Ma~?n~a UNC Listserv 

¯ Introd~ctio~ to Word 20o2 

Create Simple Websites Using Wordpress.com 

Posted: 24 Ju~ 2009 01:20 

Creating a professional websites for e-portfolios, classes, book releasing and others projects has never been easier. Learn how 

to easily build a website with documents, photos, videos and other online media to present a professional digital image. 

Understanding and Using Digital Video 

Posted: 24 Ja~ 2009 01:26 PM PDT 

Everywhere you look there is more and more video on our computers, on the web, and even the gas pumps are playing little 

commercials while you wait. Would you like to know how to use digital video more? Join Will Bosley, from the Beasley 

Multimedia Resource Center, for a rousing discussion of video and its uses and linfitations. From CODECs and compression 



containers to frame rate and bandwidth constraints, no digital stone will be left unturned. Special attention will be given to 

using the University’s iTunesU server and YouTube channel. 

Introduction to Agple’s OS X stem 

Posted: 24 Ju~ 2009 o1:35 PM PDT 

Abrief introduction to using a Macintosh on campus at UNC. 

Mana~ a UNC kistserv 

Posted: 24 Ju] 2009 o:1:48 PM PDT 

Would you like to facilitate discussion between many different people? Tired of trying to remember all the emails addresses 

for a group of people you often email? Learn how to create and maintain a listserv for your department, course, or group. 

Introduction to Word 2007 

Posted: 24 Ju~ 2009 o1:41 PM PDT 

Come learn about Word 2007. 

JeffVanDrimmelen BA, MA, MBA 
Instructional Technologist, Educational Technology 

Office of Arts & Sciences Information Services 
University Of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 3056, 07 Howell Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3056 
919.724.4556 (Direct Line) 
jeffvand~,m~c.edu 
AIM: oasisjeffvand 
~:i/oasis.unc.edui 

Check my calendar, chat with me, call me, or even leave me a message - ~:i/oasis.unc.edu effvand 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@yahoo.com> 

Monday, July 27, 2009 11:53 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

essay one - grad school 

Essay 1.doc 

Travi s, 
Hope you are doing well. I would like you to read the attachment. It will be the first essay that I submit with my 
application. I have not written the second one where I write reasons why they should want me on their team 
even though I do not meet thier critendials. 

GMAT 
GPA 

Neither one of those do I meet. 

You don’t have to reply. 

Thanks You! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Tuesday, July 28, 2009 5:02 PM 

debby <dacrowde@email.unc.edu>; travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

20090728170137204.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 07.28.2009 17:01:36 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Tuesday, July 28, 2009 5:04 PM 

travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

20090728170340809.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 07.28.2009 17:03:40 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 29, 2009 1:48 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Kenneth Janken <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

link 

h{~p:,(iwww.alde~eblog.com/2OOSiO9ithe-ho>beefos~.h~m! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~nc.rr.com> 

Wednesday, July 29, 2009 2:33 PM 

~nc.rr.com; stgore@email.unc.edu; 

Re: UNC’s Title Teams Could Face Off 

@med.unc.edu> 

that is awesome...maybe we should go? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From:     @nc.rr.com 
To: st.qore~email.unc.edu ; 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2009 12:07 PM 
Subject: Fw: UNC’s Title Teams Could Face Off 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: "Tar Heel Newsflash" 
Date: Tue. 28 Jul 2009 15:17:11 -0400 
To:         @NC.RR.COM> 
Subject: UNC’s Title Teams Could Face Off 

TarHeelBlue.com 

DVD Store 

Greetings Tar Heels fan, 

UNC’s Title Teams Could Face Off 

Ever since North Carolina won its 
fish NCAA title in April, there’s 
been a good-natured debate 
brewing about which 
championship team is better: 
2005 or 2009? 

On Sept. 4, those bragging rights 
will be on the line. 

Nine members of the 2005 team 
(Raymond Felton, Sean May, 
Rashad McCants, Byron 
Sanders, Reyshawn Terry, Jackie 
Manuel, Quentin Thomas, Marvin 
Williams and Jawad Williams) 
plus six from the 2009 squad 
(Tyler Hansbrough, Wayne 
Ellington, Ty Lawson, Danny Green, Bobby Frasor and Michael Copeland) are among the two dozen 
former Tar Heels players who have agreed to participate in the Pro Alumni Game. 

The 8 p.m. event will tip off the yearlong 100th-year celebration of basketball at UNC, and the $20-per- 
ticket (still available at tarheelblue.com ) proceeds will go to the Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 
and UNC Children’s Hospitals 

"The one common thing we all have is that we all ran through that tunnel, we all have the same beliefs on 
and off the court, and we all share a friendship, whether you played at Carolina five years ago, 10 years 
ago, 15 years ago," said forward Antawn Jamison, a National Player of the Year in 1997-98 who now plays 
for the Washington Wizards. "So it’s exciting that so many guys are back .... and no matter how the teams 
break down, it’s going to be a lot of fun." 

Carolina Kids Club 

Click Here to buy tickets! 

X Click Here 

X Click Here 

Click Here 

X Click Here 

Click Here 

Upcoming Events header 



The game is limited to Tar Heels currently playing professionally (Frasor and Copeland plan to play 
overseas next season). In February, there will be a second alumni game in which any former player is 
invited to play. 

Nike is providing special uniforms for the four-quarter, NBA-format game at the Smith Center. UNC alums 
who are coaching professionally have also been invited to the event and could end up on the sidelines. 

The toughest decision could be how to split the players into opposing teams (although putting the ’05 and 
’09 title squads on opposite sides for a couple of stretches is an obvious must). 

"Those two teams obviously brought Carolina to the top, so of course they think they’re the best that ever 
came through," Jamison said, laughing. "Those two teams matching up against each other ... that’s 
something I may even have to sit back and watch. Who’s better? I can’t pick a favorite." 

Especially because there will be so many other All-American mixes, considering the rest of the pro alumni 
who have agreed to participate: Vince Carter, Joseph Forte, Brendan Haywood, Jamison, Jeff Mclnnis, 
Jerry Stackhouse, Rasheed Wallace, Shammond Williams and Brandan Wright. 

My pick for starting lineups (with caveat that ’05 and ’09 have to stay on opposite teams): Felton, McCants, 
Stackhouse, May and Wallace vs. Lawson, Ellington, Carter, Jamison and Hansbrough. 

"One thing is certain: No matter how they divide the teams, we’re all going to want to win," Jamison said. 
"But the most important thing is to put on a show for the fans and make sure everyone has fun." 

FROM ROBBI PICKERAL’S NOTES COLUMN IN THE NEWS AND OBSERVER, SUNDAY, JULY 26 

For Tickets to the Alumni game click here. 

Click Here to Bid Today!! 

TarHeelBlue.com Official Store 

2008 Nike® Basketball Blue Authentic Player’s Jersey #50 

Be a part of the Tar Heel action with an authentic player’s jersey. This jersey 
is constructed exactly like the players’ jerseys with twill numbers and letters. 
Tyler Hansbrough’s #50! 

Click Here Click Here Click Here 

To unsubscribe from future messages of this type, click here. 
To unsubscribe from all future messages from tarheelblue.com, click here. 

-Your confidence and trust are important to us. Please review our Privacy Policy. 
CBS College Sports - 2035 Corte del Nogal, Suite 250 - Carlsbad, CA 92011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Work@FAC.UNC.EDU 

Wednesday, July 29, 2009 3:52 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

FS WRN 10015829; Opened; Currently there is a hole in attic floor 

The following work request has been opened in the work management system. 

Property ................... BATTLE (056) 
Location of work ........... 3rd floor 
Requested by ............... Travis Gore 
Requested .................. 07/29/2009 03:42:25 
Category ................... SERVICE ORDER 
Work Request Number (WRN).. 10015829 
Description ................ Currently there is a hole in attic floor which is allowing air to move between the attic and the third floor ceiling 

space. The hole is located in the west end of the attic under the ducting which is near the window. Please seal the opening in the attic 
floor and cover with insulation to stop the conditioned air from reaching the attic. 
Special Requirements: 
To be paid by maintenance. If this is a problem, call to discuss. 
***End of Description*** 

Please reference the above WRN for all correspondence. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please reply to this email or contact the Facilities Work Reception Center at 962-3456. 



begin:vcard 
fn: 
n: 

org:University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ;Department of 
adr;dom:;;;CHapel Hill;North Carolina 
email;internet: @email.unc.edu 
title: Undergraduate 
tel;work:~ 
version:2.1 
end:vcard 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Thursday, July 30, 2009 1:53 PM 

travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

20090730135313042.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 07.30.2009 13:53:12 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Personnel Expenses 

Hiring for positions that are paid 100% from non-state resources is permitted using the normal 
approval process. The following rules apply to positions paid fully or partially from state funds: 

1) Hiring for both tenure-track and non-tenure-track faculty positions directly reIated to 
classroom instruction is still permitted; ho, wever~ the hire must be pre-,approved by the 
campus and notification must be submitted to OSBM at least one week prior to an 
offer being made. 

Hiring of public safety officer or heath care staff providing direct care to patients may 

continue; however~ the hire must be pre-approved by the campus, and notification 
must be submitted to OSBM at least one week prior to an offer being made. 

New mission-critical EPA and SPA temporary hires are permitted; however, the hire 

must be pre-aooroved by the cam0us and notification must be submitted to OSBM 
at least one week prior.to an offer bein~ made. 

4) 

5) 

Current mission-critical staffing contracts with employment agencies and contractors 
(e.g., temporary staffing, IT contractors, etc.) may be renewed at the expiration of the 
current contract period; however, the contract must be pre-approved by the campus 
and notification must be submitted to OSBM at least one week prior to an offer 
bein~ made. 

All other EPA and SPA vacant positions funded entirely or partially from state funds are 
frozen, except those for which there was an oral or a written communication with the 
prospective employee through July 24, 2009~ detailing salary and anticipated start date. 
This limitation does not apply to vacancies existing because indivlduats are on, or obtain, 
leave without pay in accordance with personnel policies. 

6) Creation of a new position that is funded fully or partially with state funds is not 
permitted, other than as allowed in #1 and #2 above. 

7) A salary increase that includes state funds cannot be made to an incumbent for any 
reason. This includes career-banding adjustments and in-range adjustments. However, a 
trainee may receive a scheduled salary progression increase that is required to bring the 
salary to the minimum. 

8) A reclassification or promotion is not allowed, even if there is no ~lary incr~se. 

9) Salary reallocations to state funds are permitted as long as the total salary amount is in 
the current employment agreement. For example, normal salary reallocations to bridge 
research projects or to conduct departmental research in the summer are permitted as long 
as the salary reallocation does not result in a salary in, crease.           ’t 

10) One-time payments to faculty are allowed if they ar a facuI contract that was 
entered into before-July 24. 



Travel Expenses 

Travel paid 100% from non-state sources is allowed. Travel paid fully or partially on state funds 
is prohibited, except as noted below: 

t) TransitiOn to new freeze rules: 

a. In a case where the university has already expended state funds that are not 
refundable, the trip may be compieted. 

b. Travel with department head approved written authorization prior to July 24 may be 
completed. 

In-State Travel." The following In-State travel is allowed, however the trio must be Ore- 
approved by the campus and notification must be submitted to OSBM at least one week 
prior to the obligation. 

InState travel directly related to delivering classroom .instruction (including distance 
education), public safety, delivering direct care to patients or animals, or economic 
development that specifically creates commerce within the State of N.C. 

In-State student travel that is required as part of the student’s ins~uctional program 
and is paid through the billing and collection of special student fees (e.g. in-state field 
training classes). 

c. In-State travel for audits, inspections, regulation, investigations or school assistance 
as a mandatory job requirement. 

d. In-State travel and subsistence related to mandatory commission and board meetings. 

e. In-State continuing education expenses if the certification is required as a condition of 
employment. 

f. In-State travel for student recruitment. 

3) Out-of-State Travel: This travel is prohibited, except.for direct cIassroom instruction. Out- 
of-State student travel that is required as part of the student’s instructional program and is 
paid through the billing and collection of special student fees (e.g. out-of-state field training 
classes), must be.submitted to OSBM as an exception. 

Process: 

® Pre-approval requests required under #2 above, should be submitted to Phil Easler in 
Travel Services at 919-962-0210 or peasler@email.unc.edu. Do not contact OSBM. 

Requests for special exceptions to the travel expense guidelines are being approved 
only in extremely rare cases. The special request must represent an emergency 
situation. Any request for exception must be sent to Phil Easler in Travel Services at 
919-962-0210 or peasler@email.unc.edu. Do not contact OSBM. 
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So 

Payments to state management agencies for services related to core operations. 

Payments for purchasesfor direct economic development activities. 

Expenses that provide direct matching funds to secure federal or other non-state funds 
(e.g. private gift). 

Commitments made to incoming faculty for start-up packages (e.g., scientific 
equipment, lab renovations and related expenses) if the faculty member will have 
classroom responsibilities, but only if the commitment was part of the employment 
contract. 

t. Computers for new faculty members .providing direct classroom instruction. 

Library books and on-line library services, if the goods were received or the on-line 
service contract was signed before JuIy 24th. 

v. New mission critical personal service contracts. 

w. Maintenance contracts. (e.g. equipment maintenance agreements, security contracts, 
waste collection and disposal contracts, IT maintenance contracts, software license 
agreements, janitorial service contracts).. 

x. Insurance premiums. 

y. Student instructional materials that are required as part of the student’s instructional 
Program and is paid through the billing and collection of special strident fees (e.g. 
dentistry equipment!materials fees). 

z. Expenses required to address state or internal audit findings or lawsuits. 

aa. Student refunds. 

bb. Emergency work orders through facilities services. (e.g. health and safety related 
issue such as repairing a door lock that does not work) 

cc. Payments from internal charges from campus service units that are related to external 
contractual arrangements entered into before Jul.y 24th (i.e. the purchase meets the 
same spending restrictions that apply to purchases from outside vendors). 

~td. Grants to AHEC "501 (c) (3) organizations. 

ee. Continuing education courses are considered regular classroom instruction. (Non- 
instructional expenses are still subject to the freeze restrictions.) 



Capital.Improvement / Repair & Renovation Expenses 

Capital Improvement and Repair & Renovation expenses paid 100% from non-state sources are 
allowed. Such expenses paid fully or partially on state funds are prohibited, except as noted 
below: 

1) Emergency/unplanned repairs to facilities <$ I00,000 are allowed; however the repairs 
must be ore-aoproved b~’ the campus and notification must be submitted to OSBM 
at least one. week prior to the obligation. 

2) Emergency/unplanned repairs to facilities >$100,000 is allowed if granted a special 
exception by OSBM. 

3) Purchases for existing Capital Improvement projects are allowed. 

4) Emergency Repair and Renovation (CI) is allowed if granted a special exception by 
OSBM. 

Please contact Facilities Phmning & Construction or Facilities Services depending on the 

fund souree to initiate the required pre-approval process or request an exception from OSBM. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mascali, Dana <MascaliD@ndu.edu> 

Thursday, July 30, 2009 1:54 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Mascali, Dana <MascaliD@ndu.edu>; Kone, Daisy (ACSS) <KoneD@ndu.edu> 

FW: 2009 Africa Command Academic Symposium : Invitation to attend 

ACAS09 - Reg Form - ENG.doc; Nyangoro invite.pdf 

Good afternoon Travis, 
It was nice speaking with you on the phone. Thank you for forwarding to Dr. Nyangoro. 

Kindly note that the deadline is 3 August. 

Thanks! 

v/r 

Dana Mascali 

202-685-7351 

From: Mascali, Dana 
Sent: Tuesday, June 30, 2009 7:33 AM 
To: ’jen321@email.unc.edu’ 
Cc: Kone, Daisy (ACSS); Mascali, Dana 
Subject: 2009 Africa Command Academic Symposium : Invitation to attend 

Dear Dr. Nyangoro, 

On behalf of U.S. Africa Command and the Africa Center for Strategic Studies, please see attached a letter of invitation to 
attend the 2009 Africa Command Academic Symposium to be held 17-20 August in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. 

We woud be delighted to have your participation. Once you have accepted our invitation and returned the attached 
registration form, I will start on your travel arrangements. 

Please feel free to contact me with any questions. 
Very respectfully, 

Dana 

Dana M ascali 

Registrar 

Africa Center for Strategic Studies 

300 5th Avenue, Bldg. 62, Ft. McNair 

Washington, DC 20319~5066 

202485~7351 

MascaliD@ndu.edu 



Africa Command Academic Symposium 

17 - ~20 August 2009- Addis Ababa~ Ethiopia 
REGISTRATION FORM 

Last Name (as appears on passport): 

First Name (as appears on passport): 

Middle Name or other names (as they appear on passport): 

Title (Mr., Ms., Dr., Colonel, etc.): 

Country: 

Passport number (to be used for airline ticketing only): 

Flight Information: From which airport/city would you prefer to depart? 

Gender: [] Male 
[] Female 

Job title: 

University Affiliation: 

University Department: 

Business Address: 

Business Telephone: 

Business Fax: 

Mobile: 

Business e-mail: 

Home Address: 

Home Telephone: 

Home e-mail: 

Primary Working Language: 

Second Working Language/Other Language: 



Date of Birth: 

Country of birth: 

City of birth: 

Mother’s Full Name: 

Father’s Full Name: 

Emergency Contact Name & Telephone: 

List any U.S.-sponsored programs previously attended: 

***When submittin~ this form, please include a resume, CV, or professional biography, and copy of 
passport*** 



Prof. Julius Nyangoro 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

June 24,2009 

Dear Professor Nyangoro, 

The Commander of United States Africa Command, General William E. Ward, and the 
Director of the Africa Center for Strategic Studies, Ambassador William M. Bellamy, invite you to 
attend the 2nd Annual Africa Command Academic Symposium. This symposium is designed to 

enhance understanding of U.S. Africa Command, its mission and objectives among the academic 
community in Africa, Europe and the United States; to solicit the input of the academic community 
on how U.S. Africa Command can best support peace and stability in Africa and to explore the 
potential for future interface between U.S. Africa Command and the academic community. 

The symposium will bring together a diverse cross-section of academia from Africa, Europe 
and the United States with expert knowledge in African political and security issues. Key subject 
matter areas will include history, political science, security studies, civil-military relations, conflict 
management and counterterrorism. Establishing relationships with the academic community will 
enable U.S. Africa Command to develop practical knowledge of the myriad of political, economic, 
military, social and informational environments across Africa, as well as engender the development 

of new information. This and future symposia will enable academia to help inform the Command’s 
plans, decisions, and actions in the pursuit of security and stability in Africa. 

The symposium will be conducted under a policy of strict non-attribution in order to 
promote candid, open and constructive dialogue. The program will feature a series of plenary 
sessions followed by small group discussions to further discuss symposium topics. 

The symposium will be held at the Sheraton Addis Hotel in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. A 
welcome ceremony is scheduled on Monday, August 17th from 1400-1530. The symposium begins 
at 0800 Tuesday morning and will run until 1600 Thursday afternoon. U.S. Africa Command is 
funding and arranging travel, food and lodging for invited participants. 

To register for this Invitation-Only symposium, please fill out the attached registration form 
completely and return at your earliest convenience to Mascalid@ndu.edu or fax to +1 202 685 
3210. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Ms. Dana Mascali at +1 202 685-7351 
or Ms. Daisy Kone at +1 202 685 7354. 

We are hopeful that you are able to attend this important event and look forward to seeing 
you in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia in August. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j effvand@unc.edu 

Thursday, July 30, 2009 3:13 PM 

OASIS Communication Listserv <oasis-communication@listserv.unc.edu> 

[oasis-communication] [oasis-news] News from OASIS 

Hello ! 

A new item has been published on the OASIS website that you might find interesting. Check it out, and pass it on to those that might 
be interested. 

Title: Want to Learn Microsoft Access? 
URL: ~s ://oasis.uric. edu/~ainir~i%~o~iw afar-to -~earr~omicro soft-access 

ff you have any questions or anything we can help with, please submit a remedy ticket at ~:i/oasis.~mc.edtv’remedv 

Cheers! 

~4)ASIS 
~:iloasis.uv~.edu 

-- You are currently subscribed to oasis-news as: oasis-communication@listserv.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: 
, or send a blank email to 

leave-25064253-19420275.50 lc6 lda42c6ff2ba3e06aa5eddc 10fd@listserv.unc.edu. 
-- You are currently subscribed to oasis-communication as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here:                                                                                                , 
or send a blank email to leave-25064254-19196266.1bc013d90d954c59730c49bb95b4ea3e@listserv.unc.edu. 
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The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Emergency Budget Guidelines 

7/29/09 

*-* SPENDING FREEZE EFFECTIVE IMMEDIA TEL Y ** 

Effective July 24, 2009 and until further notice, the State Budget Director, acting 

on behalf of the Governor, and under Article III, Section 5(3) of the North Carolina 

Constitution, has implemented hiring and spending restrictions on all state funds 

including state receipts (i 6020 Academic Affairs, 16021 Health Affairs, 16022 

AHEC, and State Receipts). The accounts affected by this freeze are identified in 

the Financial Records System (FRS) as 2-XXXXX and 3-8XXXX. This spending 

freeze does not apply to non-state funds, although prudence should be exercised in 

spending non-state funds. 

Actions contrary to these guidelines will result in the trans[er o[ 

expenses to non-state [unding sources. 



Personnel Expenses 

Hiring for positions that are paid 100% from non-state resources is permitted using the normal 
approval process. The following ruIes apply to positions paid fully or partially from state funds: 

1) Hiring for both tenure-track and non-tenure-track facull~y positions directly related to 
classroom instruction is still permitted; however..~ the hire must be pre-approved by the 

~.,~ 
c ampus and notification must be submitted to OSBM at least one week prior to an 
offer being made. 

2) Hiring of public safety officer or heath care staff providing direct care to patients may 
continue; however, the hire must bel~re-approved by the caml~us, and notification 
must be submitted to OSBM at least one week prior to an offer being made. 

New mission-critical EPA and SPA temporary hires are permitted; however, the hire 

must be pre-ao0roved by the caml~us and notification must be submitted to OSBM 
at least one week .prior .to an offer being made. 

4) Current mission-critical staffing contracts with employment agencies and contractors 
(e..g., temporary staffing, IT contractors, etc.) may be renewed at the expiration of the 

current Contract period; however, the contract must be pre-ap~roved by the camp.u.~ 
and notification must be submitted to OSBM at least one week prior to an offer 
being made. 

s) All other EPA and SPA vacant positions funded entirely or partially from state funds are 
frozen, except those for which there was an oral or a written communication with the 
prospective employee through July 24, 2009, detailing salary and anticipated start date. 
Tlds limitation does not apply to vacancies existing because individuals are on, or obtain, 
leave without pay in accordance with personnel policies. 

6) Creation of a new position that is funded fully or partially with state funds is not 
permitted, other than as allowed in #1 and #2 above. 

7) A salary increase that includes state funds cannot be made to an incumbent for any 
reason. This includes career-banding adjustments and in-range adjustments. However, a 
trainee may receive a scheduled salary progression increase that is required to bring the 
salary to the minimum. 

8) A reclassification or promotion is not allowed, even if there is no salary increase. 

9) salary reallocations to state funds are permitted as long as the total salary amount is in " 
the current employment agreement. For example, normal salary reallocations to bridge 
research projects or to conduct departmental research in the summer are permitted as long 
as the salary reallocation does not result in a salary increase. 

l 0) One-time payments to faculty are allowed if they are part of a facultT~ contract that was 
entered into before ¯July 24. 



11) Current temporary appointments, including students, may be continued if ther¢ was a 
commitment before July 24. New student hires are allowable if granted a special 
exception by OSBM. A blanket request for the semester will be submitted by the Budget 
Office. 

12-) Overtime hours are permitted but should be kept to a minimum. 

13) Recruitment and selection processes: 

Searches officially underway may be continued but only appointments of teaching 
faculty, public safety officer positions or heath care staff providing direct care to 
patients may be made. ,(See #1 and #2 above for advance notification 
requirements) 

b..For those positions which are not teaching faculty, public safety officers, or heatth 
care providers, employment offers may not be extended until further notice. 

c. New searches may be initiated, but no advertising or recruitment expenditures are 
permitted from state funds. 

14) Employee insurance payments, worker’s compensation claims, disability payments, and 
other similar legal obligations are permitted. 

Process: 

To initiate a pre-approval request under #1, #2, and #3 above, the attached form must be 
completed and submitted electronically for each proposed offer to Thea Crabtree in the 
Budget Office at 919-962-5764 or pwcrabtr@emait.unc.edu. The form must be submitted 
to the Budget Office prior to the offer. Per the freeze rules, the Budget Office can only 
submit the requests to OSBM at noon each Monday. Do not contact OSBM. Per the 
freeze rules, OSBM will have approximately one week to question the request. If the 
request is not questioned after a one-week period from. submittal to OSBM, the Budget 
Office will return the approved form to the unit. For EPA new hires, the approved form 
from the Budget Office will need to be submitted to the EEO Office as part of the Final 
SelectionDocument before that office will approve the selection. For SPA new hires, the 
approved form from the Budget Office will need to be submitted to the Human Resource 
Employment and Staffing Specialist assigned to your department,-before an offer will be 
made to the selected candidate. 

¯ The Office of Procurement Services will capture the data centrally and submit the pre- 
approval request for items falling under #4 above. 

Requests for exceptions to the above personnel expense guidelines are being approved 
¯ only in extremely rare cases. The special request must represent an emergency situation. 
Requests should be sent to Thea Crabtree in the Budget Office at 919-962-5764 or 
pwcrabtr@email.unc.edu. Do not contact OSBM. 



Travel Expenses 

Travel paid 100% from non-state sources is allowed. Travel paid fully or partially on state funds 
is prohibited, except as noted below: 

I) Transition to new freeze rules: 

a. In a case where the university has already expended state funds that are not 
refundable, the trip may be completed. 

b. Travel with department head approved written authorization prior to JuIy 24 may be 
completed. 

2) In-State Travel: The following In-State travel is allowed, however the trip must be pre- 

approved by the campus and notification must be submitted to OSBM at least one week 
prior to the obligation. 

In-State tra-~el directly related to delivering classroom instruction (including distance 
education), public safety, delivering direct care to patients or animals, or economic 
development that specifically creates commerce within the State of N.C. 

In-State student travel that is required as part of the student’s instructional program 
and is paid tlaro.ugh the billing and collection of special student fees (e.g. in-state field 
training classes). 

c.. In-State travel for audits, inspections, regulation, investigations or school assistance 
as a mandatory job requirement. 

d. In-State travel and subsistence related to mandatory commission and board meetings. 

e. In-State continuing education expenses if the certification is required as a condition of 
employment. 

f. In-State travel for student recruitment. 

3) Ont.-.o.f-State Travel: This-travel is prohibited, except for direct classroom instruction. Out- 
of-State student travel that is required as part of the student’s instructional program and is 
paid through the billing and collection of special student fees (e.g. out-of-state field training 
classes), must be submitted to OSBM as an exception. 

Process: 

Pre-approval requests required under #2 above, should be submitted to Phil Easler in 
Travel Services at 919-962-0210 or peasler@email.unc.edu. Do not contact OSBM. 

Requests for special exceptions to the travel expense guidelines are being approved 
only in extremely rare cases. The special request must represent an emergency 
situation. Any request for exception must be sent to Phil Easler in Travel Services at 

919-962-0210 or peasler@email.tmc.edu. Do not contact OSBM. 



Other Non-Personnel Expenses 

Other non-personnel expenses paid i00% from non-state sources are allowed. Other non- 
personnel expenses paid fully or partially on state funds are prohibited, except as noted below: 

t) 

2) 

Transfers of expenses from non-.state funds to state funds are not permitted. 

Purchase orders for goods or services that have been ordered but not received by July 24, 
2009; do not have to be cancelled. 

The purchase of good and services from state funds are allowed only in the following 
circumstances. 

a. Good/supplies purchased for resale. (Minimum quantities only) 

b. Food, diapers, baby formula, and other expenses for the direct care of infants/children 
are allowable. (supplies must be kept to a minimum) 

c. Drugs for the deliveryof direct care to patients. (supplies must be kept to a minimum) 

d. Food, bedding, and supplies for the care of the research animals, the purchase of 
research animals and the repair of equipment - such as cage washing -- that are 
needed to be compliant with federal regulations. (supplies must be kept to a minimum) 

e. Lab supplies. (Only minimum to core operations) 

f. Office supplies. (Maximum of one month’s supply) 

g. Copier leases and supplies. (supplies must be kept to a mi~iimum) 

h. Postage for normal business operations. (supplies must be kept to a minimum. 
.Electronic means of communicating should be used whenever possible) 

i. Communication costs. (Must be kept to a minimum) 

j. Safety supplies and equipment. 

k. Printing and mailing of materials required for core operations. 

1. Existing and renewal leases for facilities and equipment. 

m. Security badges for employees. 

n. Maintenance of vehicles, facilities and equipment that cannot be postponed. 

o. Purchases of gasoline, other fuels and other supplies necessary to operate 
maintenance equipment and delivery vehicles. 

5 



Payments to state management agencies for services related to core operations. 

Payments for purchases for direct economic development activities. 

Expenses that provide direct matching funds to secure federal or other non-state funds 
(e.g. private gift). 

Commitments made to incoming faculty for start-up packages (e.g., scientific 
equipment, lab renovations and retated expenses) if the faculty member will have 
classroom responsibilities, but only if the commitment was part of the employment 
contract. 

Computers for new faculty members .providing direct ciassroom instruction. 

Library books and on-line library services, if the goods were received or the on-line 
service contract was signed before July 24th. 

v. New mission critical personal service contracts. 

Maintenance contracts. (e,g. equipment maintenance agreements, security contracts, 
waste collection and disposal contracts, IT maintenance contracts, software license 
agreements, janitorial service contracts). 

Insurance premiums. 

Student instructional materials that are required as part of the student’s instructional 
program and is paid through the billing and collection of special stadent fees (e.g. 
dentistry equipment/materials fees). 

aa. Student refunds. 

Expenses required to address state or internal audit findings or lawsuits. 

bb. Emergency work orders through facilities services. (e.g. ,health ands@o/related 
issue such as repairing a door lock that does not work) 

cc. Payments from internal charges from campus service units that are related to external 
contractual arrangements entered into before July 24th (i.e. the purchase meets the 
same spending restrictions that apply to purchases from outside vendors). 

dd. Grants to AHEC - 501(c) (3) organizations. 

ee. Continuing education courses are considered regular classroom instruction. (Non- 
instructional expenses are still subject to the freeze restrictions.) 



Process: 

The allowable expenses identified above that are processed on a purchase order 
($5,000 Or greater) must be pre-al~Pr.o.ved by the campus and notification must be 
submitted to OSBM at least one week prior to the ob.l.iilation~ unless it is for 
direct classroom instruction. The Office of Procurement Services will capture these 
data centrally and submit the prg-approval request. 

The allowable expenses identified above that are processed through the small order 
payment process or a p-card (less than $5,000) must meet the freeze rules stated 
above. Transactions will be reviewed as invoices are submitted for payment. 
Unallowable expenses charged to state funds will have to be moved to another fund 
SOllrce. 

Requests for exceptions to the non-personnel expense guidelines are being approved 
only in extremely rare cases. The special request must represent an emergency 
situation. Any request for exception must be sent to Fahir ZuIfikar, Operational 
Manager, Procurement Services at 919-962-0739 or zulfikar(~email.unc.edu. Do 
not contact OSBM. 



Capital Improvement./Repair & Renovation Expenses 

Capital Improvemen~ and Repair & Renovation expenses paid 100% from non-state sources are 
aIlowed. Such expenses paid fully or partially on state funds are prohibited, except as noted 

Emergency/unplanned repairs to faciIities <$100,000 are aIlowed; however the repairs 
must be pre:approved by the campus and notification must be submitted to OSBM 
at least one week prior to the obligation. 

2) Emergency/unplanned repairs to facilities >$100,000 is allowed if ~ranted a special 

~xception by OSBM. 

3) Purchases for existing Capital Improvement projects are allowed. 

4) Emergency Repair and Renovation (CI) is allowed _i.[_granted a soecial exception by 
OSBM. 

Please ~ontact Facilities Planning & Construction or Facilities Services depending on the 

fund source to initiate the required pre-approval process or request an exception from OSBM. 

below: 

1) 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Report of Special Personnel Exceptions Subject to the OSBM July 24~ 2009 Budget Management Restrictions Memorandum 

For Fiscal Year 2009-2010 

Budget Code 
(see note 1) 

Requisition 
ID# Candidate’s Name Dept, # Position Title 

Special Personnel Exception 
Type (See note 2 below) 

Beginning 
Effective 

Date 

Personnel 
Action 

Reported 

New Hire 

Salary 
¯ Amount 

Note 1: Academic Affairs Code = 16020, Health Affairs Code = 16021. AHEC Code = 16022. 

Note 2: Exceptions are or~ly a11owed for direct classroominstruction, positions critical to law enforcement, health care and public safety. 

Unit Name: 

Contact Name: 

Contact Phone #: 

Contact Email Address: 

Date of Submission: 

Budget Office Approval: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~nc.rr.com> 

Friday, July 31, 2009 9:54 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Fw: Alumni Basketball Game info, Football and Women’s Basketball Tickets! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tar Heel Newsflash 
To:       ,~,NC. RR.COM 
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2009 2:46 PM 
Subject: Alumni Basketball Game info, Football and Women’s Basketball Tickets! 

~ TarHeelBlue.com 

~ DVD Store 

Greetings Tar Heels fan, 

Lucas: The Teams That Could’ve Been 

Players that could’ve made up some of the greatest teams in Tar Heel history will be at the NBA 
alumni game. 

By Adam Lucas 

Jerry Stackhouse doesn’t think about what might have been. He and 
teammate Rasheed Wallace left Carolina after helping the Tar Heels to a 
Final Four in 1995, eliminating the chance of a potential 1995-98 dream 
squad that would have included Stackhouse, Wallace, Jeff Mclnnis, Vince 
Carter, Antawn Jamison, Ademola Okulaja and Shammond Williams. 

"1 like to call that 0/0 hindsight," Stackhouse says. "It didn’t happen, so I don’t 
think about it." 

But if you’re a Tar Heel fan, it’s hard not to think about it. Imagine Mclnnis 
leading the break with Stackhouse on one wing, Carter on the other wing, 
and Jamison and Wallace trailing the play. 

That’s a group with so much athleticism, they might not have needed 
offensive sets; instead, they could have just thrown alley-oops to a different 
recipient on each possession. 

"Whoa," Stackhouse says with a grin. "We still would’ve been playing for Coach Smith. So we still would’ve 
had plays." 

The what-could’ve-been 1998 squad ranks with the potential 1983, 1985, 1999 and 2008 teams as the five 
of the most enticing teams that almost were in the post-1980 era. Forget scholarship limits, forget battles 
for playing time. Part of the appeal of the upcoming NBA alumni game on Sept. 4 in Chapel Hill is the 
chance to see some of those teams finally brought together on the Smith Center court. 

1999’s squad would have given Ed Cota another year with Carter and Jamison and put Cota’s career 
assist record (with 1,030, he’s a staggering 262 ahead of second-place Kenny Smith) even further into the 

Carolina Kids Club 

~ Click Here to buy tickets! 

Click Here 

Click Here 

Click Here 

Click Here 

Click Here 

Upcoming Events header 



stratosphere. The 2006 team would have been absurdly loaded, with returnees Raymond Felton, Rashad 
McCants, Marvin Williams and Sean May added to freshmen Tyler Hansbrough, Danny Green, Bobby 
Frasor and Marcus Ginyard (read more). 

Buy Tickets To Alumni Game 

Meet the Heels 

The 2009 University of North Carolina football team will host "Meet The 
Heels" Saturday, August 22, at Kenan Stadium. Gates for the general public 
open at 5 p.m. and the team will be introduced by Woody Durham at 6 p.m. 
Players will be available for autographs at 6:15 p.m. 

A Carolina Kids Zone will be located in the east end of Kenan Stadium with 
inflatable games and other activities for kids of all ages and will remain open 
until 7 p.m. 

Free Carolina football trading cards, schedule cards and posters will be 
available while supplies last. 

Concession stands and restroom facilities on the south side and at field level 
will be open. Parking is available in the Bowles lot, Craige Deck, and Rams 
Head Deck at the east end of Kenan Stadium. 

The UNC Kids Club will hold its annual kickoff event at 4 p.m. at the stadium. 
For more information on joining the UNC Kids Club, go to 
http :lltarheelblue.cstv.comlotlcarolina-kids-club.html. 

In case of inclement weather, stay tuned to TarHeelBlue.com for updated information. 

UNC Football Single Game Tickets on Sale 

Single game tickets for each of North Carolina’s seven home football games 
went on sale Saturday, July 18 at 10 a.m. Single-game tickets are available 
exclusively at www.TarHeelBlue.com the official website of the North 
Carolina Athletic Department. All single game tickets are $50. 

A year after emerging as one of the most improved teams in the country, 
North Carolina heads into 2009 with renewed optimism about the future of its 
football program. The Tar Heels won eight games in 2008 and earned the 
program’s first bowl berth since 2004. Carolina carried that positive 
momentum into the off season by signing a top 10 recruiting class in early 
February. 

"Last year we flipped the win total from four victories to eight and advanced 
to a bowl game," said head coach Butch Davis. "Our fans have been such a 
huge part of our game day atmosphere and our team feeds off their energy. 
We’re excited about the direction we’re heading and it’s an exciting time to be 
a part of Carolina football." 

North Carolina has sold out 12 of 13 games under head coach Butch Davis, including all seven in 2008. 

Click here to purchase tickets! 

Youth Day Tickets are now available for $10 if you purchase 10 or more tickets. 
The Youth Day Football game will be Saturday, September 5 at 6pm vs. Citadel. 



Click here to purchase. 

Women’s Hoops Tickets Available at Promotional Price 

Carolina Athletics is pleased to offer an early promotional price for women’s 
basketball season tickets! CLICK HERE to renew or buy your new season tickets, 
or call the Athletic Ticket Office at 800-722-4335. 

The deadline to receive the promotional price of $160 for adults and $120 
for students and senior citizens is August 31st. A~er that date the regular 
price for season tickets for 2009-2010 will be implemented. 

Buy or renew your season tickets today to secure a seat for all the women’s 
basketball action this winter! 

~ Click Here to Bid Today!! 

TarHeelBlue.com Official Store 

2008 Nike® Basketball Blue Authentic Player’s Jersey #50 

Be a part of the Tar Heel action with an authentic player’s jersey. This jersey 
is constructed exactly like the players’ jerseys with twill numbers and letters. 
Tyler Hansbrough’s #50! 

Click Here ~ Click Here ~ Click Here 

To unsubscribe from future messages of this type, click here. 
To unsubscribe from all future messages from tarheelblue.com, click here. 
Your confidence and trust are important to us. Please review our Privacy Policy. 
CBS College Sports - 2035 Corte del Nogal, Suite 250 - Carlsbad, CA 92011 
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Subject: 

Attach: 

shutton@email.unc.edu 
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SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@listserv.unc.edu> 

[seanc] Fwd: TGIF news + The SEANC Scoop 
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State Emptoyees Association 
of North Carotina 

The Scoop 

Ju~y 31, 2009 

Legislative Update 
On Tuesday, Senate Bit[ 800, the bitt which 
woutd ptace DHHS emptoyees accused of 
wrongdoing on investigatory reave without pay 
for up to 10 days, was putted from its 
committee after SEANC and committee 
members expressed concern over its 
unfairness. 

Lawmakers atso have a new budget and tax 
proposat. For more, read this week’s Legislative Update. 

Quick Mnks: 
Rickr 
~Ddate Your Contact 
Calendar of Events 

SEANC Hot Spots: 
Le£is[ative ,~date 
Member Discounts 
SEANC in the News 
SEANC Insurance 

Obama Visits Raleigh to Promote 

Health Care Reform 
About 15 SEANC members attended President 
Barack Obama’s hearth care forum on 
Wednesday. SEANC has been a read advocate 
in NC for federat tegistation that inctudes a 
pubtic hearth insurance option. SEANC 
detegates voted to "Support federat and state 
tegistation to provide access to quatity and 

affordabte hearth care for art U.S. citizens," as part of SEANC’s 2009 To~ 

Ten Po[~c~ P~atform Obj, ectives. 

v~osean¢oOr~ 
800-222-2758 

t~embership Button Contest 
Thank you for the 21 creative submissions! The 
finalists have been chosen, so vote toda~L for your 
favorite SEANC recruitment button! Voting witt dose 
on Aug. 7. The winner witt be announced at the 
annuat convention in September, where art detegates 
witt receive the winning button. 
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Contents: 

i. news 

2. please plan to attend SEANC town hall meeting on 

health care, Thursday, 8/13 

3. message from Dr. John Hammond on health care (previously posted 

to seanc25) 

4. SEANC Scoop 

Budget deal raises income tax 

Increases of 2%, 3% for wealthiest 

<http://www.newsobserver.com/news/story/1628388.html> 

Hagan commits to health insurance option 

<http://www.newsobserver.com/news/story/1628321.html> 

Pollitt receives Long Leaf Pine award 

<http://heraldsun.southernheadlines.com/orange/10-1189009.cfm> 

Perdue: NC means business with probation changes 

<http://www.newsobserver.com/1565/story/1627810.html> 

Pope Foundation gives $700,000 to NCSU 

<http://www.newsobserver.com/news/story/1628411.html> 

Confused about Healthcare reform? Attend townhall 

Date: August 13, 2009 

Where: Miller Morgan NCCU 528 Nelson St. Durham, N.C. 

Time: 6:45pm 

Learn what’s really going on in healthcare reform! Hear from SEANC 

Healthcare expert Chuck Stone & local elected officials. 



Rsvp: Fred Foster (919) 616-8634 or FFosterJr@msn.com 

[Message from Dr. John Hammond, SEANC member, and 

member of State Health Plan Board of Trustees] 

Friends, 

If you are confused because it seems like odd bedfellows such as the 

Pharmaceutical Lobby, the AMA, for-profit health insurance companies all 

appear to be cooperating with health insurance reform you desperately need 

to watch Bill Moyer’s interview with an ex-CIGNA insurance executive who 

explains the game plan for defeating health insurance reform. It will 

bring you up to speed on the health insurance problem in only 30 minutes. 

Go to http://www.pbs.org/moyers/journal/O7102OO9/watch2.html. 

These special interests’ game plan basically is to appear in public to be 

supportive of insurance reform and then use their gold plated K Street 

lobbying firms to kill it. 

Market forces work to insure that for-profit health insurance companies 

will only insure the healthy and will never insure those that desperately 

need health insurance because of cancer, other chronic disease or injuries 

in accidents. In the last sixty years of for-profit health insurance 

companies we have learned that there is not a market for the seriously ill. 

This interview clearly explains the game plan being executed against reform 

as I write this message. 

I encourage you after seeing this interview to send it to everyone in your 

email address book (initiating a grassroots viral attack) and encourage 

your friends to watch the interview, email it to all there friends and 

then contact their Senators and Representative and tell them that special 

interests and their lobbyists won’t win this time. 

John Hammond 

Forwarded message from mbell@seanc.org 

Date: Fri, 31 Jul 2009 10:55:09 -0400 

From: SEANC Communications/PR Department <mbell@seanc.org> 

State Employees Association of North Carolina 

The Scoop 



July 31, 2009 

Legislative Update 

On Tuesday, Senate Bill 800 

(htt~://www.ncga.state.nc.us/gascri~ts/BillL~~kU~/BillL~~kU~.~l?sessi~n=2~~9&BillID=sb8 

00), the bill which would place DHHS employees accused of wrongdoing on investigatory 

leave without pay for up to i0 days, was 

pulled 

from its committee 

(http://www.ncleg.net/gascripts/c~mmittees/c~mmittees.as~?sActi~n~Viewc~mmittee&sActi~n 

Details=House%20Standing_43) after SEANC and committee members expressed concern over 

its 

unfairness. 

Lawmakers also have a new budget and tax proposal. For more, read this 

week’s Legislative Update 

(http://www.seanc.org/docs/legupdate/2d7f5d72-0270-4be0-9b0d-649b4699bc13.pdf) . 

Obama Visits Raleigh to Promote Health Care Reform 

About 15 SEANC members attended President Barack Obama’s health care 

forum on Wednesday. SEANC has been a lead advocate in NC for federal 

legislation that includes a public health insurance option. SEANC 

delegates voted to "Support federal and state legislation to provide 

access to quality and affordable health care for all U.S. citizens," as 

part of SEANC’s 2009 Top Ten Policy Platform Objectives 

(http://www.seanc.org/legislative/priorities.aspx) . 

Membership Button Contest 

Thank you for the 21 creative submissions    The finalists have been 

chosen 

(http://www.seanc.org/docs/committees/membership/Buttons%20combined.pdf), so 

vote 

today 

(https://app.icontact.com/icp/sub/survey/start?sid=1487&cid=158412) for 

your favorite SEANC recruitment button! Voting will close on Aug. 7. 

The winner will be announced at the annual convention in September, 

where all delegates will receive the winning button. 

Quick Links: 

Flickr: http://www, flickr.com/photos/seanclocal2008/ Update Your 

Contact Info: http://www.seanc.org/quicklinks/contact.aspx Calendar of 

Events: http://www.seanc.org/calendar/ 

SEANC Hot Spots: 



Legislative Update: http://www.seanc.org/legislative/update.aspx Member 

Discounts: http://www.seanc.org/discounts/ SEANC in the News: 

http://www.seanc.org/news/seanc.aspx SEANC Insurance: 

http://www.seanc.org/insurance/ 

www.seanc.org 800-222-2758 

919-833-6436 

This message was sent by: SEANC, 1621 Midtown Place 

¯ Raleigh, NC 27609 

Live in North Carolina? Please go to 

<http://nchope.org> 

and sign on to the letter supporting 

collective bargaining for public employees. 

Then add this message to your email signature 

file and help spread the word. Thanks! 

Steve Hutton 

Applications Analyst 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8050 

work: 919-966-6651 

fax : 919-966-6650 

home: 

Employee Relations Chair 

SEANC District 25 News Service 

SEIU Local 2008 

<http://seanc25.org> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: stgore@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-25068982- 

9229013.ec855a7c14a386ea9c950033dlalSb69@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~nc.rr.com> 

Friday, July 31, 2009 1:13 PM 

Undisclosed-Recipient:; 

Fw: In case you haven’t seen this. 

July 26, 2009 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Becoming a Tar Heel 
By EMILY BANKS 

"Why do you hate Duke so much?" Lauren asks. It is an innocent question but a difficult one, and one I am not used to 
answering. 

At the University of North Carolina, there are many different types of people -- frat boys and flamboyant gays, football 
players and math geniuses, evangelical Christians and newly converted Buddhists -- but it is safe to assume that all of L 
agree about what’s most important: hating Duke. 

It is summer now and I am back in Central Park, having a picnic with my high school friends. I am trying to tell them abot 
my freshman year without talking nonstop, which is hard. It would take an hour to explain to New Yorkers the complicate, 
relationship between the men’s and women’s water polo teams, what I learned in my Southern literature class, or how it 
to sing the alma mater on Franklin Street after our basketball team finally took home the national championship. 

At Stuyvesant Hi.qh School, I never even went to a game until senior year, when I had a crush on one of the players, wh( 
was, as we often found ourselves saying, "cute for Stuy." Sitting in the nearly empty bleachers, I and the friends I dragge 
along couldn’t help but laugh when the other team entered. Each player was the size of three of our boys stacked on top 
one another. 



U.N.C. was quite the transition. Basketball players are treated as deities, and students quote Coach Roy 
Williams. Professors let class out early when it’s evident students are too distracted by the N.C.A.A. tournament 
to concentrate on poetry. If the Heels are playing, no one asks if you’re watching the game, just where and with 
whom. 

I watched most of the games with my friend Andy, the product of two Carolina parents and Tar Heel-bred in the 
classic sense. Watching the game we somehow lost to Maryland was particularly frightening. He cursed the name 
of Hugo Ch~vez (because their star, Greivis Vasquez, is Venezuelan) and flung objects, including the remote. 
Luckily, we didn’t lose many games this year. Most important, we didn’t lose to Duke. 

It could be argued that you’re not truly a Tar Heel until you’ve had your first experience beating Duke. Mine was 
with Andy and three friends. Andy relieves his tension with a series of superstitions. One is that he has to drink a 
Coke. Another is that he can’t pee during the game, and neither can anyone else. You’re also not allowed to 
respond to text messaqes. We all decided to abide by his rules, just to be on the safe side. I’ll admit I was scared 
when we were losing at the half, and stress-ate most of a pizza without noticing. 

Our conversation consisted of a string of curses about Coach K and his features, with some debate over which 
breed of dinosaur Kyle Singler most resembles. 

When we came back to win (101-87, no less!), I could barely stand it. Singing the alma mater (with the tag, "Go to 
hell, Duke!" taking on special relevance) as we jogged to Franklin Street, I felt more a part of a community than I 
ever had. 

And when we sang, "and when I die, I’m a Tar Heel dead," I believed that. 

As a native New Yorker, I’ve never been sentimental. Carolina changed me in that way. Maybe it’s O.K. to be a 
little corny -- and to love a place with your whole heart. 

Emily Banks, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, class of 2012, English major 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeff VanDrimmelen <j effvand@unc.edu> 

Friday, July 31, 2009 2:59 PM 

OASIS Communication Listserv <oasis-communication@listserv.unc.edu> 

[oasis-communication] [oasis-workshops] New OASIS Workshops 

[’-] ~4i¢rosoft Access Co~rse o 6 ~eek5 (Howell 05 Sandbox~ from ..S...e...p.....0..2~,....2...0..Q.~....0..~.L.0...0......A..~ toQ~..Q..6,.~...~Q.(~...:~.Q.L3,.Q..~.} - 

by ]eft VanDrimmelen 

Have you ever wanted to create a database to keep track of hours, resources, or printing? Perhaps you would 

like to use an database to organize your research. The sky is the limit! OASIS will be teaching a free 6 week hands-on 

training course that will meet once a week for an hour and a half. We will watch some instructional videos and then 

work through exercises together. 

1-71 ~e#i#ning Plone o Zntrod~ction to Content (Howelt 05 Sandbox, from ..S...e..p......0...4..,....2....0...0....9.....0...9...L3....0.....A...I~. to ..s..#p...Q~z...~..0..g..9....~..$..;.Q..0.... 
~.~) -- by 3eft VanDrimmelen 

Would you like to be able to edit your departmental Plone website? Then this training is for you. Come on out to 

learn the basics of adding/editing folders, pictures, links, and everything else having to do with content. 

[’1 Create Simple Websites; Graduate Students (Howell 05 Sandbox, from ..S...e..I~....0..Z~...~.9.~...:~.~.L.0.9....A...I~I to ..S....e..#.....0...7..~....2....0.~..9.... 

.~..$..i..0...0.....A..~.} -- by ]eft VanDrimmelen 

Create a professional website for your e-portfolio, classes, and others projects. Learn how to easily put 

documents, photos, videos and other media online to to present a professional digital image. Geared toward graduate 

students and building an e-portfolio. Class will be taught using Wordpress.com as a platform. 

[’-I Create Simple Perso~a~ Websites (Howell 05 Sandbox, from ..S..#.I~..g..7..~.....2.~.i~..9....~...$..[~..0.....A..~. to ..S....e.p....0....7.z....2...0..~..9......0...$..L.0...0......P....N..) -- 
by ]eft VanDrimmelen 

Create an interactive and professional website on your own. You can use it for any type of personal project. 

Learn how to easily put documents, photos, videos and other media online. Geared toward creating an informational 

website. Class will be taught using Wordpress.com as a platform. 

[-;-I ~a~agiRg a UNC Listserv (Howell 05 "Sandbox", from ..s..e..l~..(~.~t.....2...o..~.~..q~J.i.(~.~..~..iv]. to .S..e...p....0...9.:...2..(~..0...9.....$...0...i..0...0.....A.~.) -- by ]eft 
VanDrimmelen 

Would you like to facilitate discussion between many different people? Tired of trying to remember all the 

emails addresses for a group of people you often email? Learn how to create and maintain a Iistserv for your 

department, course, or group. 

~-I Begi~ia# P~oae o Zatroductio~ to Co~te~t (Howell 05 Sandbox, from ..S...e..p.....~..8.,....2....0...0....9.....0...9...L3....0.....A...I~I to ..S..#p...~...8z....2..~..0...9....~.~.L.0...0.... 
~,.~) -- by ]eft VanDdmmelen 

Would you like to be able to edit your departmental Plone website? Then this training is for you. Come on out to 

learn the basics of adding/editing folders, pictures, links, and everything else having to do with content. 

~ Create Si~le Websites: Fa¢~lt~ (Howell 0S Sandbox, from ..S...e...p......2..~.~.....2...0..(~..9....~.9.i..0....0.....A....H. to #..e...p....~.~.:.....2...0...0....9....~..&.i.~..0.....A...H...) -- 

by ]eft VanDrimmelen 

Create an interactive and professional website on your own. You can use it for your classes, your research, a 

new book release, or other projects. Learn how to easily put documents, photos, videos and other media online. 

Geared toward faculty members. Class will be taught using Wordpress.com as a platform. 

~ Set ~ ~o~r Perso~a~!Fa~i~ B~og (Howell 05 Sandbox, from ..S...e..I~...~.~:z..~..0..~2..~..~.~.#.(~....A..I~ to #.f~l~...~...$.z..~.~2..l~..$..L.0..(~..~.} -- 

by ]eft VanDrimmelen 

Would you like to keep a multimedia record of your life or family that you can look back on for years. Learn 

how to easily put documents, photos, videos and other media online. Class will be taught using Wordpress.com as a 

platform, but discussion time will be given to Blogger.com and other blogging platforms. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nc.rr.com 
Friday, July 31, 2009 3:27 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu; ~nc.rr.com> 

Fw: ***Tickets***UNC vs. Texas Basketball in Dallas 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: "UNC Ticket Office" 
Date: Fri, 31 Jul 2009 12:19:29-0400 
To: <        @NC.RR.COM> 
Subject: ***Tickets***UNC vs. Texas Basketball in Dallas 

To view this email as a web page, click here. 

To ensure future delivery of email, please add this email address to your safe sender list or address book. 
Click for instructions. 

2009 NCAA National Champions to play Texas 
at Cowboys Stadium 

The University of Texas will face the 2009 NCAA 
National Champions, University of North Carolina, 
Saturday, December 19, 2009 in the first 
basketball game to be played at Cowboys 
Stadium. 

North Carolina has captured the title of NCAA 
National Champions five times in the program’s 
history, with the most recent being in 2009. Since 
1998, Texas has won three Big 12 Championships 
and has advanced to 11 straight NCAA 
Tournaments, including one Final Four. 

Texas and North Carolina have only competed 
against each other four times in basketball, with 
each team winning twice. 

Tickets go on sale to the general public Saturday, 
August 8, 2009 at 10:00 a.m. However, as a 
member of the Ram’s Club, you have the 
exclusive opportunity to purchase ahead of the 
general public on Monday, August 3, 2009 
starting at 10:00 a.m. using the special password 



below. 

tarheel 

Deadline to purchase is Friday, August 7, 2009 at 10:00 p.m. For 
more information call 617-692-4400. 

Dallas Cowboys Intemet Department One Cowboys Parkway Irving, TX 75063 

Ths ema was sent to you by Dallas Cowboys Internet DepaFtment One Cowboys Parkway Irving, TX 75063 USA You are rece v ng 

this emal advertisement because your emsl address was ~Jsed for a tcket purchase or you sgned up vs our webs te, 
You may ~ £our account Dreferences or conta~£ us at ctickets~dallascowboy’s,net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Eunice Sahle <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 3, 2009 1:28 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

See attached - Thanks 

Afril01 make up exam - SJ -sent to TG.rtf 



Exam 

Instructions: 

1. UNC honor code applies to this exam. 

2. Answer all the questions. 

Section 

1. 

2: Longer essay questions: 

Using insights from material that focus on neo-liberal globalization, discuss core elements of the 

neo-liberal development model (commonly called Structural Adjustment Policies). Further, 

drawing on examples from the required readings, discuss the effects of several decades of neo- 
liberal development policies in Africa. Finally, discuss three analytical limitations of the neo- 

liberal theory that underpins this development model. 

2. Discuss core elements of China’s involvement in Africa that indicates its use of Soft Power. 
Further, discuss the economic and political effects of China’s practices in contemporary Africa. 

Best wishes, Dr. Sahle. 

l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <thomas@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 3, 2009 6:08 PM 

hallpa@email.unc.edu 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 1521180 

Client Information 
perry a hall, Location : 202 battle hall cb 3395 chapel hill unk 
Affiliation:, Department: african & african-amer studies 
Phone: 919-824-8929 and Email: hallpa@email.unc.edu 
Short Description: Software 

Email Text : Hello Perry, 

We talked on the phone earlier today. My name is Thomas and I work for OASIS. I am sorry that this is happening to you and I hope 
we can work together to ease the burden of your issue. 

I talked to my boss, Rob Noel, and he advised me that you sending the computer to your department will facilitate me getting you the 
computer in the fastest manner. Your department will be responsible for shipping the unit to you anyway. 
So that is what we will need. (Besides, I am never in my office to receive deliveries as I am deskside support.) I think that this will 
work out best all around anyway. So, please have Travis Gore call me as soon as your computer arrives here in Chapel Hill. 

I can start processing things on my end even before your computer gets her. I just meed to ask you for one piece of information from 
your computer. We call it the "C" number. It is a white bar code tag sticker on the surfaces of your computer and it begins with a 
"C". If you could call or e-mail me that information, I will start the process for the CTC getting us a hard drive replacement for your 
computer while it is in transit. 

I expect a turn-around in the neighborhood of 24 hours once I get possession of the computer. I will need the D: drive data for a full 
setup, but if you want to hold on to the backup hard drive, I will understand. We can work out a method for me helping you to get this 
data to the correct place on the computer once you receive it back. We can work this out over the phone. 

Do you do alot of travelling with this computer? If so, we will probably leave it offthe domain. If you need the computer to be on the 
domain, we can deal with that once you return to campus. It would be very easy. 

You can call me, e-mail me or respond to this ticket message and I will work to get your computer returned to you as fast as possible. 

O~oo" OO~o,,,,O~°°" °°~O,,,, O~°°" OO~o ,,,,O~°°" °°~O,,,,O~°°" °°~O 

Thank you 

Thomas Moriarty 
UNC OASIS-Academic Computing Expert 
919-564-5800 
thomas@unc.edu 

Cisco Certified Network Associate (CCNA) 
Juniper Networks Certified Internet Associate (JNCIA-FWV) 
Network + Certified 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alumnimail@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 4, 2009 1:45 PM 

UNC Alumni and Friends <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Out of the Blue: UNC’s Second-Highest Year in Gifts; New Nike Contract Explore the World With UNC Lecturers 

Ferebee 

Taylor ’42 

1. Carolina Posts SecondoHiq.hest Year in Private Donations 

2. Robert Winston ’84 Elected Trustees Chair 

3. South Campus Hall Named for Ferebee Taylor 

4. New 10-Year Contract 

5. UNC’s Fundraisinq Honored by CASE 

Travis Gore IV ’00 

Life Member 

Thank you for your life 

membership. 

1. Cheer on the Heels - at Home and on the Road 

2. ~ Wanted: Volunteer to Be an Alumni Advisor 

3. ~lore the World in 2010 With UNC Lecturers 

4. Give Our Newest Heels a Proper Send=Off 

5. Career Telecless: Create Your 30-Second Commercial 

6. Tell Us About .., Arrivinq Back on Campus 

Posts Second-Highest Year i. Private Donatio.s 

UNC’s fundraising efforts brought in $271.25 million in gifts in fiscal year 2009, 

marking the second-highest year in history for this type of support. 

The trustees in July elected two other current members as new officers, and five new 

members participated in their first meetings. 

x?sid =6900 

South Ca~pus Hall Natured for Ferebee Taylor 

The University honors the memory of its fifth chancellor, N. Ferebee Taylor ’42, as it 

places his name on one of five apartment-style residence halls on South Campus. 

Nike has entered into individual contracts with each of UNC’s head coaches for the first 

time in a new deal valued at $37.7 million. 

x?sid =6840 

UNC’s Fundraising Honored by CASE 

Find the GAA and fellow alumni 

on the most popular social and 

professional networking sites. 

Online Alumni 

Carofina Alumni 

Alumni Advisor 

Network 

i Local Carolina 

Clubs 



Unprecedented among U.S. universities, the national organization that supports 

educational advancement efforts has recognized UNC’s fundraising for the 10th time in 

17 years. 

When the Heels play in Chapel Hill, Tar Heel Town is the place to be for football pregame 

festivities. The GAA tent will be at the Bell Tower, and alumni are invited to walk up and 

enjoy the view. 

The GAA’s network of alumni advisors helps other Carolina alumni and students explore 

career options and provides networking leads. Help others learn more about what it’s like 

to live in a particular area or work in a particular career field. 

Explore the World in 2010 With UNC Lecturers 

UNC faculty will accompany Carolina travelers to the Nile Valley and Red Sea, Holland and 

Belgium, America’s Historic Shores, the Celtic Lands, the Black Sea, the Waterways of 

Russia and Vietnam. Learn more about our faculty and their destinations. 

Give Our Newest Heels a Proper Bend=Off 

Carolina Clubs across the country are hosting events this summer in honor of our newest 

crop of Carolina students. Find out what the club in your area is doing. 

~alumni.unc.edu/sendoffs 

Dial in Aug. 24 and learn how to create an effective personal commercial. Teleclasses are a 

GAA member exclusive benefit; advance registration is required. 

Tell Us About ... Arriving Back on Cat, pus 

This month UNC students will return to campus for the fall semester, with a few days to 

decorate their dorm rooms, catch up with friends and make the rounds to their favorite 

hangouts before classes start. What were your first few days like back on campus after 

summer break? What do you remember about that first August when you showed up on 

campus as a freshman? Were you homesick, overwhelmed or excited about all the new 

people and freedom? Share your stories on our Web site message board. 

~Jalu toni .u nc.ed uLibackoncamjous 

More GAA News >> 

PRIVACY POLICY: The "Out of the Blue" subscriber list is not open to the public, ensuring that your privacy and e-mail address are protected. The GAA does not 
sell information about you, including your e-mail address, to anyone for any purpose. If you suspect that your information has been misused, please let us know 
by sending an e-mail to:                      . If you do not wish to receive future "Out of the Blue" newsletters, please send your request to alumni- 

r~ews@u[~¢,edu and include your full name, address and class year, or unsubscribe via this link: URsubscribe Link 

UNC General Alumni Association 
George Watts Hill Alumni Center 
Stadium Drive 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 

702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j effvand@unc.edu 

Tuesday, August 4, 2009 6:39 PM 

OASIS Communication Listserv <oasis-communication@listserv.unc.edu> 
[oasis-communication] [oasis-news] News from OASIS 

Hello ! 

A new item has been published on the OASIS website that you might find interesting. Check it out, and pass it on to those that might 
be interested. 

Title: Want to Learn Microsoft Access? 
URL: ~s 2/oasis.uric. ed~itrah~i~ a~toto~earnomicrosoftoaccess 

ff you have any questions or anything we can help with, please submit a remedy ticket at ~:/,ioasis.unc.edu/remedv 

Cheers! 

~4)ASIS 
h~n:iioasisamc.ed~ 

-- You are currently subscribed to oasis-news as: oasis-communication@listserv.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: 
h~://~ists.~r~c.ed~/~?id=~942~275.5~1c~1da42c6f~2ba3e~6aa5eddc1~fd&r~=T&1=~asis°~ews&~=25~9355, or send a blank email to 
leave-25089355-19420275.50 lc6 lda42c6ff2ba3e06aa5eddc 10fd@listserv.unc.edu. 
-- You are currently subscribed to oasis-communication as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here:          ~c~       = 1919626(~.fbc013dg0d954c59730c49bb95       ~:T&I=      ~mnm~icatio~&o=25089356, 
or send a blank email to leave-25089356-19196266.1bc013d90d954c59730c49bb95b4ea3e@listserv.unc.edu. 
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Professor Margaret Lee 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
CB #3395, Battle Hall 
University of North Carolina 

Dear Margaret: 

I write to confirm your appoinnnent as Faculty Director of the Fall 2009 Honors Semester in 
Cape Town. You will teach a course of your own design, provide pastoral care for the students, 
and exercise general oversight of the academic program. As you know, the other components 
include a weekly colloquium organized by Mr. Vincent Williams, Cape Town centre director at 
the Institute for Democracy in South Africa, and internship placements arranged by Mr. Vernon 
Rose. Mr. Rose will also organize a week-long orientation program at the beginning of the term 
and a week-long excursion outside of Cape Town at a mutualIy agreed time. Your class and the 
IDASA colloquium will meet on the campus of the University of Cape Town in facilities booked 
by the university’s international office. You and the students will have full library and computer 
lab privileges. You may also wishto arrange for a visiting appointment at the Centre for African 
Studies. 

The program will run from Thursday, August 27 to Friday, December 4, 2009. We will happily 
arrange for you to arrive before the opening date, so that you may first acquaint yourself with 
Cape Town, the UCT campus, and the community in which you and the students will be living. 
You will continue to receive your regular UNC salary while in Cape Town. The Honors Office 
will cover the cost for round-trip airfare, housing, and a rental car. The Honors Office will also 
onploy a graduate teaching assistant for the program and pay $20,000 plus benefits to the 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies as compensation for your services. 

We will also ask that you assist the Honors Office and Study Abroad in recruitment efforts during 
the Spring 2008 semester. Our experience is that Faculty Directors can pIay a vital role in 
promoting the program and ensuring a full enrollment. 

I am delighted that you will be leading the Honors Semester in Cape Town. If these terms are 
acceptable, pIease return a signed (by you and your department chaff) copy of this letter to me. 

Sincerely, 

Associate Dean for Honors 

Date 

Date 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Work@FAC.UNC.EDU 

Friday, August 7, 2009 7:35 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

F S WRN 10015829; Completed; Currently there is a hole in attic floor 

The following work request has been completed. 

Property ................... BATTLE (056) 
Location of work ........... 3rd floor 
Requested by ............... Travis Gore 
Requested .................. 07/29/2009 03:42:25 
Category ................... SERVICE ORDER 
Work Request Number (WRN).. 10015829 
Shop ....................... 561 - CAMPUS MAINT ZONE 1 - NORTH CAMPUS - Phone# 962-1434 
Description ................ Currently there is a hole in attic floor which is allowing air to move between the attic and the third floor ceiling 

space. The hole is located in the west end of the attic under the ducting which is near the window. Please seal the opening in the attic 
floor and cover with insulation to stop the conditioned air from reaching the attic. 
Special Requirements: 
To be paid by maintenance. If this is a problem, call to discuss. 
***End of Description*** 

Please reference the above WRN for all correspondence. 

If you have questions regarding the performance of this work, please contact the Shop(s) assigned listed above. If you have any 
additional questions or concerns, please reply to this email or contact the Facilities Work Reception Center at 962-3456. 

Please take a moment and click the link below to let us know about the service you just received. We greatly value your opinion and 
appreciate your help in improving our level of service. 

~:iiwww.fac.u~,c.eduiCt~stomerS~m,e~ex.aspx?WRN=10015829 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

angeline warren <awarren@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 14, 2009 11:40 AM 

Earleen Butch <eburch@email.unc.edu>; Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Reunion Magazine Aug/Sep/Oct Issue] 

Reunion Magazine Aug_Sep_Oct Issue (1.85 KB).msg 

Angeline Warren 
Registrar, Music Department 

University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill 
104B Hill Hall 
Chapel Hill N C 27599 
Phone (919) 962-1039 
email: awarren@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Michael Lambert <mlambert@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 14, 2009 4:32 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Afri 101 

Afri 101 Syllabus.doc 

Travis here is a copy of the sylabus for my class. I will need about 65 copies. Thanks! 

Mike 



Prof. Michael Lambert 

Office:, 3026 GEC 
Phone: 962-1585 

Email: mlambert@unc.edu 

Fall Semester 2009 

10:00-10:50 MWF 

1005 GEC 

Office Hours: Mon. 11-12 and by appt. 

African Studies 101: Introduction to Africa 

This course is designed to provide you with a working knowledge of Africa. You will be able to apply this knowledge in 

interpreting current events in Africa as they are reported in the national media. This course will also prepare you for more 

advanced courses in African Studies, anthropology, and international studies, among others. Some of the topics we will study 

during this semester are the geography of Africa, pre-colonial societies and kingdoms, colonialism, African Nationalism, 

contemporary politics and economics, and African religious beliefs. 

Course Requirements: All students are expected to attend all classes and to complete all assigned readings. Attendance and 

participation will be considered in assigning final grades. Your final grade will be based on the assignments listed below. 

Please take note of the dates on which the assignments are due. Late assignments will be penalized. 

Map Quiz (Sept. 11) 

First Quiz (Oct. 7) 

Second Quiz (Nov 11) 

10% 

30% Final Exam (Dec. 16) 25% 

30% Attendance 5% 

Map Quiz: This is a short evaluation of your ability to identify the nations and capitals of the African continent. You can 

find a map and a list of countries and their capitals in the text Understanding Contemporary Africa, edited by Gordon and 
Gordon (page 22 of the 2nd edition). Use this map to study for the map quiz. In order to receive full credit your spelling must 

be correct. Note that you must learn both the countries and their capitals. 

First and Second Quizzes: These are tests designed to evaluate your knowledge of the materials covered since the last quiz. 

Final Exam: The final exam will be cumulative. 

Attendance: Class sessions are an important component of the course and attendance will be kept for each class. It is the 

responsibility of each student to sign the attendance sheet. In order to receive credit for attendance you must sign the 

attendance sheet in class. Falsification of the attendance sheet will be treated as a violation of the honor code. 

It is your responsibility to make sure that I receive all of your assignments. Please note that UNC policy does not allow faculty 

to communicate with students concerning confidential issues via email as email is an insecure form of communication. All 

questions concerning grades must be address in private during office hours or through printed communication. This syllabus 

may be revised during the semester at the discretion of the instructor. 

The Honor Code is, as always, in effect for this course. 

Texts: The following texts are available at Student Store and/or on reserve at the undergraduate library. 

Required: Africa, Phyllis Martin and Patrick O’Meara (Indiana, 1995); How Europe Underdeveloped Africa, Walter Rodney 

(Howard University Press, 1981); Things Fall Apart, Chinua Achebe (Heinemann, 1962); Weep Not, Child, Ngugi Wa 

Thiongo (Heinemann, 1964); The Challenge for Africa, Wangari Maathai (Pantheon, 2009) 

Course Schedule: Topics and Readings: 
Introduction (Aug 26) 

1) Looking at Africa (Aug. 28 - Sept. 4) 
This section is designed to introduce you to the continent of Africa. We will examine some features of the physical and human 
geography of the African continent. We will also discuss some preconceptions and stereotypes that we have concerning Africa 



so that we may overcome these stereotypes and view Africa more objectively. 
Readings: Martin and O’Meara: chs. 1, 2 

Sept. 11: Map Quiz 

2) Pre-Colonial Societies and Ancient Kingdoms (Sept. 9 - 18) 
During this section you will learn about pre-colonial Africa. We will begin by addressing the different types of societies that 
have flourished on the African continent. We will examine the economic activities undertaken by these societies and their 
social organization. From there we will consider some of Africa’s pre-colonial kingdoms. You will learn what these kingdoms 
were, how they were governed, and why they rose to prominence. We will touch on the issue of how these ancient kingdoms 
are currently relevant to the African diaspora. 
Readings: Martin and O’Meara: chs. 4, 5, 6, 9, 10; Rodney: 33-70 

3) The Triple Heritage of Religion (Sept. 21 - 28) 
Religion has been an important institution in defining African societies. Although most Africans are now Muslim or 
Christian, the continent has its own rich religious traditions. In this section we will examine some of Africa’s religious 
traditions. We will look also at the impact that Islam and Christianity have had on the continent. You will gain an 
appreciation for these different religious traditions and the unique expressions they have found in African societies. 
Readings: Martin and O’Meara: ch. 5; Achebe, Things Fall Apart (first half) 

4) European Explorations (Sept 30 - Oct 5) 
This section will examine the European ’discovery’ of Africa in the 1400s up to the partition of Africa and the era of 
colonialism that began in the late 1800s. We will examine the nature of interactions between Europeans and Africans during 
this period with a special focus on the era of the trans-Atlantic slave trade. 
Readings: Rodney 73-90 

October 7: Quiz 

5) The Colonial Experience (Oct 9 - Oct. 28) 
This section explores one of the most important eras in the history of the continent. At the end of this section you should 
understand which of the European powers engaged in colonialism, which territories these nations claimed, why they embarked 
on imperial projects in Africa, the different ways in which European countries administered their colonies, the impact that 
colonialism has had on the people of Africa, and why colonialism came to an end. 
Readings: Martin and O’Meara: chs. 7, 21; Achebe, Things FallApart "second half); Rodney: 95 - 145; 149-201; 205 - 
281 

6) African Nationalism (Oct. 30 - Nov. 9) 
African Nationalism was one unforeseen outcome of the colonial era. In this section we will examine how African 
Nationalism developed and the ways by which it was a response to the European domination of the continent. We will develop 
an appreciation for different expression of African Nationalism, its connections with Pan-Africanism, and the role that African 
Nationalism played in the achievement of African Independence. 
Readings: Ngugi wa Thiongo: Weep Not Child 

Nov. 11: Quiz 

7) Post-Colonial Africa (Nov 13 - Dec. 9) 
Independence did not prove to be the solution to Africa’s problems that many hoped it would be. In this section we will 
examine some of the political problems that African nations have confronted since independence. You will develop and 
understanding of the characteristics of post-colonial political regimes in Africa and the challenges that African nations have 
faced in attempting to forge and maintain democratic forms of government. 
Readings: Martin and O’Meara: chs. 16, 18, 19, 20; Maathai: Chs. TBA 

Final Exam (Dec. 16, 8am) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 17, 2009 7:01 PM 

Kenneth Janken <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Timothy J. McMillan 
<tjml@email.unc.edu>; Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

complaints 

Think you’ve heard some strange complaints from employees about their 
co-workers? A recent survey of more than 2,600 hiring managers by 
*CareerBuilder* 

NgNighted some of the oddest complaints about others in the office. 

They include: 

* Employee is too sunta~ed. 
* Employee has big hair. 
* Employee eats all the good cookies. 
* Employee is so polite, it’s i~ating. 
* Employee suspected co-worker was a pimp. 
* Employee is t~ing to poison me. 
* Employee’s body is magnetic and keeps deactivating my magnetic 
access card. 

* Employee is personally responsible for a federally mandated ~x 
increase. 

* Employee was a~oyed the compaw did not provide a place for 
naps d~ng break time. 

* Employee oNy wears slippers or socks at woN. 
* Employee’s aura is wrong. 
* Employee smells like road ramps. 
* Employee breathes mo loudly. 
* Employee wants to check a co-worker for ticks. 
* Employee worn pajamas to woN. 
* Co-worker m~nded the employee too much of Bambi. 
* Employee spends too much time caring for stray cats around the 
building. 

* A male employee keeps using the ladies’ room because the men’s 
room is not as tidy. 

The survey was conducted online by *Hams Interactive* 
><hLl.p:i!www.bi~o~mals.com/so~l~oridaige~/Ha~s ~nteractive 725FD38522F9442C99FAE603E74E3A34~lmr~> 

among 2,667 hiring managers and human resources professionals. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 18, 2009 10:31 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: (no subject) 

Feel free to give me a call at 962-7864. 

Thanks for the note. 

Clint 

>>> On 8/18/2009 at 9:45 AM, in message <4A8AB086.5080400@email.unc.edu>, Travis 
Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Dear Clint, 
> 
> Thank you so much for taking the time to personally call me. I’m 
> disappointed, but I certainly understand your decision. 
> 
> I do want to take you up on your offer to meet with me. Your help will 
> be tremendous and I really value it. Let me know 
> the best way to contact you to arrange the meeting. 
> 
> Thank you again Clint. I really appreciate it. 
> 

> Sincerely, 
> 

> Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Danielle Elliott <delli@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 18, 2009 2:43 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Course on "The African American Essay" -- please advertise 

AfAm Essay - course description.doc 

Dear Travis, 
Good speaking with you a moment ago. This fall I’ll be offering a 
course entitled "The African American Essay" that I would like to share 
with students and faculty in the Department of African and Afro-American 
Studies. Would you kindly advertise this course by sending it to all you 
think might be interested? Thank you in advance for you help with this. 
Please let me know if I can clarify anything or provide further information. 

General info on the course: English 472, M/W/F 2:00-2:50 PM. 
Please see below and/or attached for a description of the course and 
some requirements. 

Best regards, 
Danielle Elliott 

ENGLISH 472 - The African American Essay 

The African American essay is an often overlooked prism into the lives 
and culture of African Americans. Many black writers who have excelled 
and found their literary fame writing in other genres have also been 
acclaimed essayists. In the essay, they have found a space to explore 
topics as diverse as American culture, sexuality, what it means to be 
American, and shifting notions of freedom and racial identity legacies 
that both invigorate and haunt the nation’s consciousness. In 
considering the essay as a significant literary form in its own right, 
we will also address the traditions upon which African American 
essayists draw including the sermon and the slave narrative. Readings 
include work by W.E.B. Du Bois, Zora Neale Hurston, James Baldwin, and 
others. 

Assignments for this course include: 
- media assignment: an opportunity to create a podcast, course blog, or 
print commentary on a group of essays or particular topic from the course. 
- reflection notes on the readings 
- group research and oral presentation 
- final paper 

Professor Danielle Elliott 

ENGL 472, M/W/F 2:00-2:50 PM, G’law 304 



ENGLISH 472 - The African American Essay 

The African American essay is an often overlooked 

prism into the lives and culture of African Americans. 
Many black writers who have excelled and found their 

literary fame writing in other genres have also been 
acclaimed essayists. In the essay, they have found a 

space to explore topics as diverse as American culture, 

sexuality, what it means to be American, and shifting 
notions of freedom and racial identity legacies that 

both invigorate and haunt the nation’s consciousness. 

In considering the essay as a significant literary form 
in its own right, we will also address the traditions 

upon which African American essayists draw including 
the sermon and the slave narrative. Readings include 

work by W.E.B. Du Bois, Zora Neale Hurston, James 

Baldwin, and others. 

Assignments for this course include: 
- media assignment: an opportunity to create a 
podcast, course blog, or print commentary on a group 
of essays or particular topic from the course. 
- reflection notes on the readings 
- group research and oral presentation 
- final paper 

Professor Danielle Elliott 

ENGL 472, M/W/F 2:00-2:50 PM, G’law 304 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 19, 2009 10:01 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Afri 101] 
Afri 101 Syllabus.doc 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    Afri 101 
Date: Fri, 14 Aug 2009 16:31:57-0400 
From: Michael Lambert <mlambert@email.unc.edu> 
To: <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Travis here is a copy of the sylabus for my class. I will need about 65 
copies. Thanks! 

Mike 



Prof. Michael Lambert 

Office:, 3026 GEC 
Phone: 962-1585 

Email: mlambert@unc.edu 

Fall Semester 2009 

10:00-10:50 MWF 

1005 GEC 

Office Hours: Mon. 11-12 and by appt. 

African Studies 101: Introduction to Africa 

This course is designed to provide you with a working knowledge of Africa. You will be able to apply this knowledge in 

interpreting current events in Africa as they are reported in the national media. This course will also prepare you for more 

advanced courses in African Studies, anthropology, and international studies, among others. Some of the topics we will study 

during this semester are the geography of Africa, pre-colonial societies and kingdoms, colonialism, African Nationalism, 

contemporary politics and economics, and African religious beliefs. 

Course Requirements: All students are expected to attend all classes and to complete all assigned readings. Attendance and 

participation will be considered in assigning final grades. Your final grade will be based on the assignments listed below. 

Please take note of the dates on which the assignments are due. Late assignments will be penalized. 

Map Quiz (Sept. 11) 

First Quiz (Oct. 7) 

Second Quiz (Nov 11) 

10% 

30% Final Exam (Dec. 16) 25% 

30% Attendance 5% 

Map Quiz: This is a short evaluation of your ability to identify the nations and capitals of the African continent. You can 

find a map and a list of countries and their capitals in the text Understanding Contemporary Africa, edited by Gordon and 
Gordon (page 22 of the 2nd edition). Use this map to study for the map quiz. In order to receive full credit your spelling must 

be correct. Note that you must learn both the countries and their capitals. 

First and Second Quizzes: These are tests designed to evaluate your knowledge of the materials covered since the last quiz. 

Final Exam: The final exam will be cumulative. 

Attendance: Class sessions are an important component of the course and attendance will be kept for each class. It is the 

responsibility of each student to sign the attendance sheet. In order to receive credit for attendance you must sign the 

attendance sheet in class. Falsification of the attendance sheet will be treated as a violation of the honor code. 

It is your responsibility to make sure that I receive all of your assignments. Please note that UNC policy does not allow faculty 

to communicate with students concerning confidential issues via email as email is an insecure form of communication. All 

questions concerning grades must be address in private during office hours or through printed communication. This syllabus 

may be revised during the semester at the discretion of the instructor. 

The Honor Code is, as always, in effect for this course. 

Texts: The following texts are available at Student Store and/or on reserve at the undergraduate library. 

Required: Africa, Phyllis Martin and Patrick O’Meara (Indiana, 1995); How Europe Underdeveloped Africa, Walter Rodney 

(Howard University Press, 1981); Things Fall Apart, Chinua Achebe (Heinemann, 1962); Weep Not, Child, Ngugi Wa 

Thiongo (Heinemann, 1964); The Challenge for Africa, Wangari Maathai (Pantheon, 2009) 

Course Schedule: Topics and Readings: 
Introduction (Aug 26) 

1) Looking at Africa (Aug. 28 - Sept. 4) 
This section is designed to introduce you to the continent of Africa. We will examine some features of the physical and human 
geography of the African continent. We will also discuss some preconceptions and stereotypes that we have concerning Africa 



so that we may overcome these stereotypes and view Africa more objectively. 
Readings: Martin and O’Meara: chs. 1, 2 

Sept. 11: Map Quiz 

2) Pre-Colonial Societies and Ancient Kingdoms (Sept. 9 - 18) 
During this section you will learn about pre-colonial Africa. We will begin by addressing the different types of societies that 
have flourished on the African continent. We will examine the economic activities undertaken by these societies and their 
social organization. From there we will consider some of Africa’s pre-colonial kingdoms. You will learn what these kingdoms 
were, how they were governed, and why they rose to prominence. We will touch on the issue of how these ancient kingdoms 
are currently relevant to the African diaspora. 
Readings: Martin and O’Meara: chs. 4, 5, 6, 9, 10; Rodney: 33-70 

3) The Triple Heritage of Religion (Sept. 21 - 28) 
Religion has been an important institution in defining African societies. Although most Africans are now Muslim or 
Christian, the continent has its own rich religious traditions. In this section we will examine some of Africa’s religious 
traditions. We will look also at the impact that Islam and Christianity have had on the continent. You will gain an 
appreciation for these different religious traditions and the unique expressions they have found in African societies. 
Readings: Martin and O’Meara: ch. 5; Achebe, Things Fall Apart (first half) 

4) European Explorations (Sept 30 - Oct 5) 
This section will examine the European ’discovery’ of Africa in the 1400s up to the partition of Africa and the era of 
colonialism that began in the late 1800s. We will examine the nature of interactions between Europeans and Africans during 
this period with a special focus on the era of the trans-Atlantic slave trade. 
Readings: Rodney 73-90 

October 7: Quiz 

5) The Colonial Experience (Oct 9 - Oct. 28) 
This section explores one of the most important eras in the history of the continent. At the end of this section you should 
understand which of the European powers engaged in colonialism, which territories these nations claimed, why they embarked 
on imperial projects in Africa, the different ways in which European countries administered their colonies, the impact that 
colonialism has had on the people of Africa, and why colonialism came to an end. 
Readings: Martin and O’Meara: chs. 7, 21; Achebe, Things FallApart "second half); Rodney: 95 - 145; 149-201; 205 - 
281 

6) African Nationalism (Oct. 30 - Nov. 9) 
African Nationalism was one unforeseen outcome of the colonial era. In this section we will examine how African 
Nationalism developed and the ways by which it was a response to the European domination of the continent. We will develop 
an appreciation for different expression of African Nationalism, its connections with Pan-Africanism, and the role that African 
Nationalism played in the achievement of African Independence. 
Readings: Ngugi wa Thiongo: Weep Not Child 

Nov. 11: Quiz 

7) Post-Colonial Africa (Nov 13 - Dec. 9) 
Independence did not prove to be the solution to Africa’s problems that many hoped it would be. In this section we will 
examine some of the political problems that African nations have confronted since independence. You will develop and 
understanding of the characteristics of post-colonial political regimes in Africa and the challenges that African nations have 
faced in attempting to forge and maintain democratic forms of government. 
Readings: Martin and O’Meara: chs. 16, 18, 19, 20; Maathai: Chs. TBA 

Final Exam (Dec. 16, 8am) 



AFAM 276 REGESTER 
SPRING 2009 

GUIDELINES FOR PAPER II 

As part of the course requirements, each student is required to submit a second paper. Your paper should critically 
examine any topic related to the intersection of race and cinema in the post-1950 period. The topics below are being 
provided to assist you with developing a final paper topic. This paper should be 7-9 pages in length and must adhere 
to the following guidelines. The paper should be argumentative, reflects your ability to critically read race in 
cinema, and requires that you consult a variety of sources including: class lectures, assigned reading materials, 
course pack, reserve reading material, videotapes on reserve at Media Resources Center, etc. Consult journal 
articles, books, documents, etc. and do no limit your search to materials provided exclusively on-line. This paper 
constitutes one-fourth of your grade and should reflect your best effort. 

1) Select a motion picture that has been re-made and examine how these versions compare to or 
differ from each other in their representation of African Americans on the screen. 
The Defiant Ones (Sidney Poitier & Tony Curtis)/Fled (Laurence Fishburne); 
A Time to Kill (Samuel Jackson)/To Kill a Mockingbird; 
Cry the Beloved Country (Sidney Poitier, Canada Lee)/Cry the Beloved Country 
(James Earl Jones); Shaft (1971, Richard Roundtree)/Shaft (2000, Samuel L. Jackson); King Kong (1933)/King 
Kong (2005) 

2) Examine how African American physicians historically have been transformed on screen in films such as No 
Way Out, Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner, Eve’s Bayou etc. Assess whether or not their screen image 
has improved or deteriorated. 

3) Examine the construction of race in films involving serial killers (i.e. Summer of Sam, Kiss the Girls, Seven). 
4) Select an actor or actress and develop a guiding argument that will allow you to examine his/her body of works with 

respect to how they have been transformed on screen (Denzel Washington, Angela Bassett, Laurence Fishburne, 
Whoopi Goldberg, Samuel Jackson, Morgan Freeman, Jada Pinkett, Vivica Fox, Alfre Woodard, Halle Berry, Will 
Smith, Cuba Gooding, Terence Howard, Forest Whitaker, etc.) 

5) Examine how the African American family has been presented on screen from the 1960s to the present (i.e. Once 
Upon a Time When We Were Colored, A Raisin in the Sun, The Preacher’s Wife, Eve’s Bayou, Crooklyn, 
Inkwell, Soul Food, Beloved, Color Purple, etc. ) 

6) Examine how African Americans in the military have been presented on the screen (i.e.Glory, A Soldier’s Story, 
Tuskegee Airmen, Buffalo Soldiers, Courage under Fire, Crimson Tide, Three Kings) 

7) Assess how institutions of higher learning have been depicted on screen (i.e. School Daze, 
Higher Learning, Great Debaters, etc.) 

8) Examine how interracial relationships have been reconstructed on screen (i.e. Guess 
Who’s Coming to Dinner, One Potato, Two Potato, Jungle Fever, Body Guard, Jackie Brown, 
Bulworth, Mississippi Masala, One False Move, Monster’s Ball, Something New, Shadowboxer). 

9) Explore the relationship between rap artists and cinema (Ice Cube, Ice Tea, Queen Latifah, 
Tupac, Heavy D, Will Smith, Mos Def, Snoop Dog, Fifty Cents, Ludacris, Xzibit, Outkast, Bow Wow, Nelly, Eve, 
Common) 

10) Examine how black militancy has been transformed on the screen (i.e. Panther, Malcolm X). 
11) Examine the evolution of black horror films in cinema (i.e. Blacula, Tales from the Hood, 

Def by Temptation, To Sleep with Anger, Last Vampire in Brooklyn, Scream Blacula Scream, Candyman) 
12) Assess how black male camaraderie has been transformed on screen and discuss how black 

masculinity is presented in these films (i.e. Cooley High, Boyz in the Hood, Juice, New Jack City, Menace II 
Society, Get on the Bus, Five Heartbeats, The Best Man, The Wood, Life, Baby Boy, Drumline, The 
Brothers, Idlewild, Barbershop, etc. ) 

13) Compare and contrast the black detective to the white detective (i.e. Shaft vs. James Bond, Seven, Enemy of the 
State, True Crime, Kiss the Girls, Man on Fire, High Crimes, Inside Man, D6j~ vu, Shaft, etc.) 

14) Examine Black/White Buddy Films (i.e. Danny Glover, Eddie Murphy, Keenan Wayans, 
Morgan Freeman -- Lethal Weapon I, II, III, 1V, Shawshank Redemption, Seven, Beverly Hills 
Cops, The Last Boy Scout, Kiss the Girls, Money Train, Pulp Fiction, Training Day, Miami Vice) 

15) Explore Black Love as reconstructed in cinema (i.e. Lady Sings the Blues, A Warm 



December, Poetic Justice, Higher Learning, Love Jones, Boomerang, A Thin Line 
Between Love and Hate, Jason’s Lyric, What’s Love Got To Do With It, Waiting to 
Exhale, Love Jones, How Stella Got Her Groove Back, The Preacher’s Wife, Why Do Fools 
Fall in Love, What’s Love Got To Do With It, Love and Basketball, Disappearing Acts, Why Did I Get 
Married, Deliver Us From Eva, etc.) 

16) Examine the evolution of the drug dealer on the screen (Superfly, New Jack City, Juice, Menace II Society, Boy z 
’n theHood, Sugar Hill, Hustle and Flow) 

17) Examine black westerns in cinema (i.e. Buck and the Preacher, Posse, Wild Wild West) 
18) Examine black female camaraderie as transformed on the screen (i.e. Set It Off, Waiting 

to Exhale, Soul Food, How Stella Got Her Groove Back, Dream Girls). 
19) Critically examine the works of a contemporary black filmmaker (i.e. Spike Lee, Bill Duke, Forest Whitaker, Julie 

Dash, Mario Van Peebles, John Singleton, F. Gary Gray, Robert Townsend, Kasi Lemons, Carl Franklin). Explore 
the impact of his/her works on the African American screen image and spectators. 

20) Examine black bio-films or bio-pics (Malcolm X, Dorothy Dandridge Story, Hurricane, All, Ray, Last King of 
Scotland). 

21) Explore films that attempt to examine the issue of transgressing racial difference (i.e.Watermelon Man, Soul Man, 
White Man’s Burden, True Identity, Bulworth, Human Stain) 

22) Compare and contrast black exploitation films to "hood" films produced in the early 1990s (Boyz N the Hood, 
Menace II Society, Juice, Sugar Hill). 

23) Examine African American history when transformed on the screen (Rosewood, Ghosts of Mississippi, Malcolm X, 
The Tuskegee Airmen, Josephine Baker Story, Mississippi Burning, Lean On Me, Glory, Amistad, Dorothy 
Dandridge, Medgar Evers Story, Four Little Girls, The Last King of Scotland) 

24) Examine the African American athlete when transformed on the screen (Cooley High, 
Cornbread Earl and Me, Boyz n’ the Hood, He Got Game, Hurricane, Jerry Maguire, Ali, Remember the 
Titans, Any Given Sunday, Million Dollar Baby, etc.) 

25) Examine the African American novel when transformed on the screen (Devil in a Blue 
Dress, Beloved, Waiting to Exhale, Color Purple, Once Upon A Time When We 
Were Colored, Knock On Any Door, Native Son, How Stella Got Her Groove Back, I Know 
Why the Caged Bird Sings, Their Eyes Are Watching God, Disappearing Acts) 

26) Examine the black male/female as a gangster/criminal (i.e. Hoodlum, Rage in Harlem, Jackie Brown, 
Set It Off, New Jack City, Menace to Society, Boy z N the Hood, Hurricane, True Crime, Green Mile, Life, 
Idlewild, Hustle and Flow) 

27) Examine black presidents/leaders (Mandela and DeKlerk, Malcolm X, Deep Impact, The Last King of Scotland) 
28) Examine the representation of African American athletes in documentary films (Hoop 

Dreams, When We Were Kings). 
29) Examine black father/son relationships (i.e. Boy z N the Hood, He Got Game, Baby Boy, John Q, Pursuit of 

Happiness, etc.) 
30) Examine the construction of race - whiteness/blackness (i.e. Bulworth, Jackie Brown, 

Summer of Sam, American History X, Bamboozled, Remember the Titans, Crash). 
31) Examine the neutralization of blackness in cinema (i.e. Deep Blue Sea, Bone Collector, Pelican Brief, Man on Fire). 

ALL PAPERS MUST ADHERE TO THE FOLLOWING GUIDELINES: 

1) Title page that includes the title of paper, full 
name, PID number 
2) Typed and Double-Spaced/Times New Roman 
Style Preferred 
3) Adhere to basic rules on Grammar and Style 
4) Contain Footnotes or Endnotes (Parenthetical 
Documentation is acceptable) 

5) Include Bibliography 
6) Legible, Near Letter Quality or Better (Original Dark 
Copies) 
7) Pages should be Numbered and in Correct Order 
8) Please do not print paper on front and back 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marilyn Wyrick <wyrick@email.unc. edu> 

Monday, August 24, 2009 10:15 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

(no subject) 

Travis, 
I am updating our department contact list and need to know who the 
student services manager is for your department. Has Debbie Crowder 
left and have you taken her place? 

Thank you! 
Marilyn 

Marilyn J. Wyrick 
Senior Assistant Dean, Academic Advising 
The College of Arts and Sciences & the General College 
2014 Steele Bldg, 214 East Cameron Ave, CB# 3110 
The University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
919-843-8920 
FAX: 919-843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j effvand@unc.edu 

Monday, August 24, 2009 10:22 AM 

OASIS Communication Listserv <oasis-communication@listserv.unc.edu> 
[oasis-communication] [oasis-news] News from OASIS 

Hello ! 

A new item has been published on the OASIS website that you might find interesting. Check it out, and pass it on to those that might 
be interested. 

Title: August/September OASIS Training Workshops 
URL: ~s Jioasis.m~c.ed~ihome-blo          terriber-oasis-traini 

ff you have any questions or anything we can help with, please submit a remedy ticket at ~:/ioasis.unc.edu/rer~mdv 

Cheers! 

~4)ASIS 
h~n:iioasisamc.edt~ 

-- You are currently subscribed to oasis-news as: oasis-communication@listserv.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: 
h~:~/~ists.~r~c.ed~/~?id=~942~275.5~1c~1da42c6f~2ba3e~6aa5eddc1~fd&r~=T&1=~asis°~ews&~=25193~8~, or send a bla~ email to 
leave-25193888-19420275.50 lc6 l~42c6f~ba3e06~5eddc 10fd@listse~.unc.edu. 
-- You are c~ently subscribed to oasis-co~uNcation as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscfibe 
click here:          ~c~       = 191%26(~.~c013dg0d954c59730c49bb95       ~:T&I=      ~m~mnicat~o~&o=25193892, 
or send a bla~ email to leave-25193892-19196266.~c013d90d954c59730c49bb95b4ea3e@listse~.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renaldo Pierre <renaldo@atmahotelgroup.com> 

Monday, August 24, 2009 2:19 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
[SPAM] Hampton Inn 

Hello Travis, 
lit was a pleasare speaking with you and as I mentioned, [ am the new sales manager %r 

~3~e Hm~pton ~[nn hotel ~n Chapel H~11 ~d we cu~e~tly have a UNC rate of $89. S~nce the Sate 
has made &ast~c cuts ~n the b-~.~dget arid most departments are af~?cted, our bore1 has gone above 
and beyond in maintaining our commitment to UNC a~d would like to offer the State 
Government rate of $65.90 rather than the UNC rate. Th~s rate ~s spec~ficNly ~Br group 
reservations, pro~?ssors, ~Smilies or to any related businesses ~at work directly w~th the UNC 
departments. In order to get th~s rNe you m ust contact m e directly. ~I~ look [Brward to meeting 
w~th you next Thursday. 

Warm regards 

Renaldo Pierre 

Sales Manager 

Hampton Inn Chapel Hill 

P: 9:19.968.3000 F: 9:19.929.0322 

renaldo@atmahotel~com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Perry Hall <hallpa@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 24, 2009 2:24 PM 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
stgore@email.unc.edu 

Secon Syllabus 

AF356F09.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gary Lloyd <gary_lloyd@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 25, 2009 3:48 PM 

SIS-chat <sis-chat@listserv.unc. edu> 
[sis-chat] System Accessibility 

Dear all - 

Many of you may have experienced issues with Faculty/Staff Central 
today. As a reminder, due to heavy demand the first couple of days of 
classes, Student Central and Faculty/Staff Central may experience access 
problems. ITS is aware of this and is monitoring the situation as 
closely as possible. 

As always, thanks for your patience and best wishes for a successful 
beginning of the new school year. 

Thanks, 
Gary 

Gary Lloyd 
Associate University Registrar and IT Manager 
Office of the University Registrar 
CB# 2100, 3112 SASB North 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Telephone: (919)962-5162 
FAX: (919)962-0504 
E-mail: gary_lloyd@unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to sis-chat as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
send a blank email to leave-25206467-5944746.f7e 16d6f3923fed6048226a005d5b416@listserv.unc.edu 



Need an edit 
hourly rates. 

an ng and grammar 

¯ Punctuation 

¯ Vocabulary and syntax 

¯ Sentence structure 

;es and dissertations 

n-fiction literature 

sals 

¯ Consistency and formatti 

¯ Ghostwriting 

Translation 

¯ Latin 

¯ Ancient Greek 
proofs 

¯ German to 

¯ French to English 

Editing ¯ Ghostwriting ¯ Translation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Work@FAC.UNC.EDU 

Wednesday, August 26, 2009 2:47 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
FS WRN 10026706; Opened; THE FIRST FLOOR UNISEX BATHROOM DOOR LOC 

The following work request has been opened in the work management system. 

Property ................... BATTLE (056) 
Location of work ........... FIRST FLOOR 
Requested by ............... TRAVIS GORE 
Requested .................. 08/26/2009 02:43:21 
Category ................... SERVICE ORDER 
Work Request Number (WRN).. 10026706 
Description ................ THE FIRST FLOOR UNISEX BATHROOM DOOR LOCk is not operating properly. 

Please reference the above WRN for all correspondence. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please reply to this email or contact the Facilities Work Reception Center at 962-3456. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shivani Patel <patelss@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 27, 2009 10:39 PM 

Travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

[sangam] We’re Back! 

Sangam Listserv 
A weekly update of news and events provided by Sangam 

Vo~ g Issue 1 August 27, 2009 

Sangam Links Brought to you by Sangam, the South Asian Awareness 
sa~ ~#~g~ Organization at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Sa nglam Calendar 

Sangam Photos 

*Note: Due to the changes on Webmail, you will need to click show 

images.* 

Dia&pora 

Mahatma Gandhi 

Fe[[owshi£ 

Upcoming Sangam Events/News... 
Back to School GBM: Come get the latest Sangam News 

2. Freshman Rep and Grad Student Liason Elections 

3. Apply to the Sangam Cabinet 

Upcoming Campus Events/News... 
1. Million Meals 

UPCOMING SANGAM EV£NTS/NEWS 

1. SANGAM GENERAL BODY MEETING: YOU DON°T WANT TO MISS 

Come out for Sangam’s Back to School GBM on September i at 6:30PM in 

Murphey 116. 

Find out more about Sangam and learn about the available Cabinet 

leadership positions! Come out for some food, fun, and to meet new 

people! 

FRESHMAN REP AND GRADUATE STUDENT HA]SON ELE~ONS 

Are you a social butterfly? Do you like to meet new people? If so, 

come out for Freshman Rep and Graduate Student Liaison Elections 

on September 3rd at 7:00pro in Teague Basement. Even if you don’t 

plan on running, come out to vote! 



3o APPLY FOR SANGA~a CAtlNfT 2009-2010 

If you’re interested in joininl~ this year’s Cabinet, come out to the 

GBM to find out more about the open positions. Applications will be 

up on the Sanl~am website on September 1st and will be due 

September 10th at 11:59pm. We have many leadership positions 

available that are a l~reat way to l~et involved on UNC’s campus! 

UPCOMING CAMPUS EVENTS/NEWS 

1. M~LUON MEALS 

Did you experience the campus wide success of Million Meals in 

2008? It’s not too late to sisn up for Million Meals 2009, August 

29th in Fetzer Gym! Million Meals is a collaboration between ECU, 

NC State, NCCU and Duke University where a million meals will be 

packased to send to school lunch prosrams in impoverished and/or 

disaster-stricken areas 81obally. Each meal costs $0.25 and your 

minimum donation of $2 helps pay for this cost, and you set a FREE 

t-shirt! See the facebook event for more information about how to 

join the Sansam team! 

From your 2009-2010 Lovely Co-Secretaries, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Work@FAC.UNC.EDU 

Friday, August 28, 2009 8:22 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
FS WRN 10026706; Completed; THE FIRST FLOOR UNISEX BATHROOM DOOR 
LOC 

The following work request has been completed. 

Property ................... BATTLE (056) 
Location of work ........... FIRST FLOOR 
Requested by ............... TRAVIS GORE 
Requested .................. 08/26/2009 02:43:21 
Category ................... SERVICE ORDER 
Work Request Number (WRN).. 10026706 
Shop ....................... 561 - CAMPUS MAINT ZONE 1 - NORTH CAMPUS - Phone# 962-1434 
Description ................ THE FIRST FLOOR UNISEX BATHROOM DOOR LOCk is not operating properly. 

Please reference the above WRN for all correspondence. 

If you have questions regarding the performance of this work, please contact the Shop(s) assigned listed above. If you have any 
additional questions or concerns, please reply to this email or contact the Facilities Work Reception Center at 962-3456. 

Please take a moment and click the link below to let us know about the service you just received. We greatly value your opinion and 
appreciate your help in improving our level of service. 

~:iiwww. fac .uric. eduiCt~stomerS tmTeviir~dex, aspx? WRN- 10026706 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kenneth Janken <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 28, 2009 2:56 PM 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu>; Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

nice article on Nomar 

http ://online.wsj. com/article/SB 10001424052970203706604574374903518375242.html? 
mod=di emMTIPOFFh#articleTab s%3Darticle 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Battle Hall, Campus Box #3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

and 
Director of Experiential Education 
Office of Undergraduate Curricula 
Steele Bldg, Campus Box 3504 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 962-2694 (fax) 

http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpress/spr_97/j anken.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeff VanDrimmelen <j effvand@unc.edu> 

Friday, August 28, 2009 3:54 PM 

OASIS Communication Listserv <oasis-communication@listserv.unc.edu> 

[oasis-communication] [oasis-news] OASIS Newsletter - August 2009 

OASIS Newsletter - August 2009 

Message 
from the 
Director 

Message from the Director 

Welcome to the latest issue of the OASIS newsletter[ The focus of our newsletters is to share 

information about OASIS and other technology resources available to you on campus. Since 

OASIS provides such a wide variety of services and resources, this issue is devoted to 

highlighting a few areas we think are of greatest interest and usefulness to you. 

Read Hore .. 

X Technology 
Tra n ng Technology Trai~i~g 

Do you want to design your own webpage, learn a new piece of software, or just get 

general technology training? Have we got great news for you! The OASZS Instructional 

Technologists are here to help. The instructors teach regular classes, and have open 

training hours every Mon-Thurs from 1-4pm. They take their cues directly from the 

College’s user population with their motto: "We’ll teach you anything you want to learn." 

Read Hore... 

X Applying for a 
Service 

Read Hore_, 

App[yimg for a Service 

OASZS has created a FREE (like air, not like lunch) "Apply for Service" program. That 

means that you can come to us and we will consider all requests based on their merit. 

From webservices to application development. Any new service you would like. Send us 

your ideas. 

Beas[ey 
M@timed a 
Resource Center 

Read 

Beasley Multimedia Resource �ester 

The Beasley Multimedia Resource Center (BMRC), located in the basement of Graham 

Memorial Hall, has the coolest cutting edge technological toys on campus. From HD video 

cameras to a sound booth to state of the art computers and software, you have everything 

you need to produce stunning multimedia. 

Computing 
Spec al sts Computing Specialists 

:if you forgot your password, your computer got attacked by a virus, or you accidentally 

spilled coffee on your keyboard.., no worries, your OASZS Computing Specialists are here 



Read Hore,_ 

to help. 

] ~ UNCVirtual 
Computing Lab UNC Virtual Computing Lab Provides Remote Access to 

The U~C Virtual Computing Lab (VCL) provides free and convenient access to state of the 

art research computing resources. The VCL is an environment where people can access specific research so,ware 

on an as-needed basis from their computer without installing anything 

Read Hore_, 

X Department 
al Services Departmenta~ Services 

If you’re looking for something or someone in OASIS, and you don’t have a GPS or a map, 

Departmental Services will bring you in from the cold. 

Read 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 
Tuesday, September 1, 2009 11:12 AM 

travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

20090901111149055.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 09.01.2009 11:11:48 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



THE UNIVERSITY 

~ NORTH CAROL|NA 

~l CHAPEL HILL 

(~,OLL~GE OF AP.TS AND SCIENCES 

AF~(ICAN STUDIES CENT~I~. 

August 28, 2009 
FcdE~ GIOgAL EDt~(~AT[ON (;ENTER 

CHAP£L H[I~.L~ NC 27599-758z 

Karen Gil, Dean of the College of A~s and Sciences 

Stephen Matson, Dean of the GraduNe School 
Universi~ of Noah Carolina N Chapel Hill 

Dear Dean Gil and Dean Matson: 

I write to express my support for the attached proposal for a graduate 
certificate in African studies. 

As home to a National Resource Center in African studies the University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill has established itself as a leading research 
university in the United States in this field. The establishment of a graduate 
certificate in African studies will enhance the prospects Of our graduates in a 

competitive market for academic positions. By underlining our commitment 
to graduate education in African studies at UNC-CH this certificate 

represents a vital and necessary step in the ongoing development of our 

African studies program, This certificate program will solidify our position 
nationally in African studies and open the possibility of securing federal 

funding under the Foreign Language and Areas Studies Program for graduate 
student fellowships. 

As Director of the African Studies Center, the unit which will administer the 
proposed certificate, I am pleased to provide the necessary support and the 
resources required to administer and manage the proposed certificate. 

Please feel flee to contact me should your review committee have additional 
questions. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Lambert 
Director 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Lambert <mlambert@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 1, 2009 12:11 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Re: (no subject) 

Thanks!! if Julius gives you a letter for me, could you scan it as well 
and send me a copy? 

Mike 

Travis Gore wrote: 
> 

> 

Original Message ........ 
>Date: Tue, 1 Sep 2009 11:11:49-0400 
> From: scanner@unc.edu 
> To: travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
> 

> 

> 

> This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 
> 

> Scan Date: 09.01.2009 11:11:48 (-0400) 
> Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Ballinger <scballin@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 1, 2009 12:44 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Records Retention and Disposition Schedule 

African-American Studies.doc; scballin.vcf 

Travis, 

Attached is the records retention and disposition schedule for African 
and Afro-American Studies. It was done in 1995, so it could be a bit 
out of date now. Let me know if you have questions. 

Best, 
Susan 



CURRICULUM IN AFRICAN AND AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES 

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 
RECORDS RETENTION AND DISPOSITION SCHEDULE 

CURRICULUM IN AFRICAN AND AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES 
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR AND ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT OFFICES 

Item 1. Academic Committees File Records concerning curriculum academic committees. File includes 
correspondence, minutes of meetings, notifications, reports, and other related 
records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain five years or until administrative value ends, whichever 

occurs later, then transfer to the custody of the University Archives 

for appraisal and final disposition. 

Item 1. Academic Records File RESTRICTED ACCESS file. Individual student academic records. File 
includes awards and honors, changes of grades, recommendations, reference copies 

of transcripts, and other related records. For a breakdown of this file series, see 

"Student Files" below. Record copies of these files are maintained by the 

University Registrar’s Office or by the Registrar of the School of Medicine. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain until administrative value ends, then segregate "record copy" 

items from duplicate or convenience copies. Retain "record copy" 

items in the original folder for sixty years after initial enrollment 

date, then transfer to the custody of the University Archives for 

appraisal and final disposition. Destroy duplicate or convenience 

copies in office in accordance with 20 U.S.C. 1232g (Family 

Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974) regarding 

confidentiality of records. 

Item 1. Accident Reports File (Personnel) RESTRICTED ACCESS reports of accidents involving 

curriculum personnel. Record copies of Workers’ Compensation claims are held by 

the Health and Safety Office. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain five years after termination of employment or until 

completion of actions and resolution of issues involved in any 

litigation, claim, audits, or other official action, whichever occurs 

later, then destroy in office in accordance with the General Statutes 

of North Carolina 20-166.1(i), 97-92(b) and 132-1.1 regarding 

confidentiality of records. 

Item 1. Accidem Reports File (Property/Equipmem) Reports of accidents involving curriculum 

property and/or equipment. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
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Retain five years or until administrative value ends, whichever 
occurs later, then destroy in office. 

Item 1. Accounting (State and Trust Funds) File Records concerning various accounts granted to or 
administered by the curriculum. File includes correspondence, ledgers, receipts, and 
other related records. See also "Budgets File." 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain five years or two years after released from all audits or until 
administrative value ends, whichever occurs later, then destroy in 
office. 

Item 1. Accreditation File Records concerning curriculum accreditation. File includes correspondence, 
guides, questionnaires, reports, and other related records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain five years or until administrative value ends, whichever 
occurs later, then transfer to the custody of the University Archives 
for appraisal and final disposition. 

Item 1. Affirmative Action File RESTRICTED ACCESS records concerning curriculum participation 
in affirmative action/equal opportunity programs. File includes correspondence, 
guidelines and directives, records concerning tenure and promotion, reports, and 
other related records. Record copies of Affirmative Action Reports are held by the 
Affirmative Action Office. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain three years or until administrative value ends, whichever 
occurs later, then destroy in office in accordance with the General 
Statutes of North Carolina 126-22, 126-23, 126-24, 126-29 and 
132-1.1 regarding confidentiality of personnel records. 

Item 1. Annual Repots File Reports concerning annual summary of activities. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain five years or until administrative value ends, whichever 
occurs later, then transfer to the custody of the University Archives 
for appraisal and final disposition. 

Item 1. Applications for Admission to Program File (Enrolled Students) RESTRICTED ACCESS 
file includes applications, correspondence, recommendations, and other related 
records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain one year, then transfer to student’s Academic Record File. 

Item 1. Applications for Admission to Program File (Students Denied Admission) RESTRICTED 
ACCESS file includes applications, correspondence, recommendations, and other 
related records. 
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Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain one year or until administrative value ends, whichever 

occurs later, then destroy in office in accordance with 20 U.S.C. 

1232g (Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974) 

regarding confidentiality of records. 

Item 1. Applications for Admission to Program File (Students Accepted But Did Not Enroll) 
RESTRICTED ACCESS file includes applications, correspondence, 

recommendations, and other related records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain one year or until administrative value ends, whichever 

occurs later, then destroy in office in accordance with 20 U.S.C. 

1232g (Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974) 

regarding confidentiality of records. 

Item 1. Applications for Employment File RESTRICTED ACCESS records concerning applications 

for employment within the curriculum. File includes correspondence, 

recommendations, resumes, and other related records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
(A) Retain application materials of successful candidates until 
official offer of employment is accepted or administrative value 
ends, whichever occurs later, then transfer materials to employee’s 
Personnel File. 
(B) Retain application materials of unsuccessful candidates for 
three years after date position is filled or until administrative value 
ends, whichever occurs later, then destroy in office in accordance 
with the General Statutes of North Carolina 126-22, 126-23, 126- 
24, 126-19 and 132-1.1 regarding confidentiality of personnel 
records. See Personnel File. 

Item 1. Applications for Graduation File Completed student applications to graduate. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain until administrative value ends, then destroy in office. 

Item 1. Budgets File Reference copies of budgetary records. File includes budget authorizations, budget 
reports, requests for budget changes, and other related records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain five years or until administrative value ends, whichever 
occurs later, then transfer final versions of end-of-year reports to 
the custody of the University Archives for appraisal and final 
disposition. Destroy in office remaining records. 

Item 1. Calendars of Events File Reference copies of university calendars of events. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain until administrative value ends, then destroy in office. 
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Item 1. Career Planning/Placement Records File Records maintained to assist students in locating 

employment after graduation. File includes job interview forms, resumes, student 

profile data sheets, and other related records. Does not include personally 

identifiable information. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain until administrative value ends, then destroy in office. 

Item 1. Change of Grade File RESTRICTED ACCESS records concerning students’ requests for 

changes of grade. File includes request forms and related correspondence. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain one year, then transfer to student’s Academic Record File. 

Item 1. Chronological File Reference copies in chronological order of outgoing correspondence, 
directives, and other related records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain five years or until administrative value ends, whichever 
occurs later, then destroy in office. 

Item 1. Class Schedules File Reference copies of curriculum class schedules. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain five years or until administrative value ends, whichever 
occurs later, then destroy in office. 

Item 1. Committees and Councils File Records concerning various committees and councils with which 

curriculum deals. File includes correspondence, minutes of meetings, notifications, 

reports, and other related records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain five years or until administrative value ends, whichever 
occurs later, then transfer to the custody of the University Archives 
for appraisal and final disposition. 

Item 1. Comprehensive Examination Results File RESTRICTED ACCESS file. Listings of student 
comprehensive examination scores. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain one year, then transfer to student’s Academic Record File. 

Item 1. Comprehensive Examinations File RESTRICTED ACCESS file. Completed student 

comprehensive examinations for degrees. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain one year, then transfer to student’s Academic Record File. 
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Item 1. Conferences and Workshops Attended File Records concerning conferences and workshops 

attended by curriculum personnel. File includes agendas, correspondence, handouts, 

programs, and other related records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain until administrative value ends, then destroy in office. 

Item 1. Conferences and Workshops Conducted File Records concerning conferences and workshops 
conducted by curriculum personnel. File includes agendas, correspondence, 
critiques, handouts, programs, questionnaires, reports, reservations, training 
materials, and other related records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain five years or until administrative value ends, whichever 

occurs later, then transfer to the custody of the University Archives 

for appraisal and final disposition. 

Item 1. Contracts, Agreements, and Leases File Contracts, agreements, and leases for services, 

facilities, and equipment used by curriculum. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain three years or until administrative value ends, then destroy 

in office. 

Item 1. Correspondence File Records concerning the administration of the office. File includes 
directives, memoranda, official office correspondence, reports, and other related 
records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain five years or until administrative value ends, whichever 

occurs later, then transfer to the custody of the University Archives 

for appraisal and final disposition. 

Item 1. Course Evaluations by Students File Course evaluations completed by students. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain until administrative value ends, then destroy in office. 

Item 1. Course Listings File Listings of courses currently offered by curriculum. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain until administrative value ends, then destroy in office. 

Item 1. Course Syllabi/Outlines File Syllabus or outline of each course taught by curriculum. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain five years or until administrative value ends, whichever 

occurs later, then transfer to the custody of the University Archives 

for appraisal and final disposition. 
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Item 1. Course Title Directory File Directories of courses currently offered by curriculum. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain until administrative value ends, then destroy in office. 

Item 1. Credits by Examination File RESTRICTED ACCESS records concerning academic credits 

awarded to students by special examination. File includes examination results, 

reference copies of transcripts, and other related records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain one year, then transfer to student’s Academic Record File. 

Item 1. Degree Listings File Listings of curriculum students who tentatively are scheduled to receive 

degrees at end of semester. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain until administrative value ends, then destroy in office. 

Item 1. Drop/Add Forms File RESTRICTED ACCESS file. Completed student drop/add forms. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain one year or until administrative value ends, whichever 
occurs later, then destroy in office in accordance with 20 U.S.C. 
1232g (Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974) 
regarding confidentiality of records. 

Item 1. Energy Conservation File Records concerning energy conservation measures undertaken by 
curriculum. File includes correspondence, inspection reports, and other related 
records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain three years or until administrative value ends, whichever 
occurs later, then destroy in office. 

Item 1. Enrollment File RESTRICTED ACCESS file. 
Student enrollment books for each course in curriculum. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain five years or until administrative value ends, whichever 
occurs later, then destroy in office in accordance with 20 U.S.C 
1232g (Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974) 
regarding confidentiality of records. 

Item 1. Evaluations (Medical/Psychological) File: RESTRICTED ACCESS file including reference 
copies of medical and psychological evaluations of students. Record copies of these 
files are maintained by the Student Health Service. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain five years after graduation or termination of enrollment or 
until administrative value ends, whichever occurs later, then destroy 
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in office in accordance with 20 U.S.C. 1232g (Family Educational 

Rights and Privacy Act of 1974) regarding confidentiality of 

records. 

Item 1. Faculty Awards and Honors File Records concerning awards and honors to faculty members 
within the curriculum. File includes approvals, recommendations, and other related 
records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain five years or until administrative value ends, whichever 

occurs later, then transfer to the custody of the University Archives 

for appraisal and final disposition. 

Item 1. Faculty Listings File Listings of faculty in the curriculum. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain five years or until administrative value ends, whichever 

occurs later, then destroy in office. 

Item 1. Faculty Recruitment File RESTRICTED ACCESS records concerning the recruitment of 
faculty members for the curriculum. File includes applications, correspondence, 
forms, interview notes, policies, reports, resumes, and other related records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

(A) Retain application materials of successful candidates until 

official offer of employment is accepted or administrative value 

ends, whichever occurs later, then transfer materials to employee’s 

Personnel File. 

(B) Retain application materials of unsuccessful candidates for 

three years after date position is filled or until administrative value 

ends, whichever occurs later, then destroy in office in accordance 

with the General Statutes of North Carolina 126-22, 126-23, 126- 
24, 126-29 and 132-1.1 regarding confidentiality of personnel 

records. 

Item 1. Final Examinations File RESTRICTED ACCESS file. Completed student examinations. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain one year or until administrative value ends, whichever 

occurs later, then destroy in office in accordance with 20 U.S.C. 

1232g (Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974) 

regarding confidentiality of records. 

Item 1. Financial Aid File RESTRICTED ACCESS records concerning financial aid awarded to 

students and student assistants within curriculum. File includes accounting records, 

applications, approvals, and other related records. Record copies of these files are 

held by the Student Aid Office. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
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Retain five years after termination of enrollment or until 

administrative value ends, whichever occurs later, then destroy in 

office in accordance with 20 U.S.C. 1232g (Family Educational 

Rights and Privacy Act of 1974) regarding confidentiality of 

records. 

Item 1. Fire and Safety File Records concerning fire and safety inspections within curriculum. File 

includes correspondence, inspection reports, and other related records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain three years or until administrative value ends, whichever 

occurs later, then destroy in office. 

Item 1. Grade Distribution File RESTRICTED ACCESS file. Listings of student grade distributions by 
course and by instructor. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain five years or until administrative value ends, whichever 

occurs later, then destroy in office in accordance with 20 U.S.C. 

1232g (Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974) 

regarding confidentiality of records. 

Item 1. Grade Listings File RESTRICTED ACCESS file. Listings of student grades for each course 

taught by curriculum. File includes final grade rolls and other related records. 

Record copies of these files are maintained by the University Registrar’s Office or 

by the Registrar of the School of Medicine. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain until administrative value ends, then destroy in office in 

accordance with 20 U.S.C. 1232g (Family Educational Rights and 

Privacy Act of 1974) regarding confidentiality of records. 

Item 1. Graduate Listings File Listings of student graduates within curriculum. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain until administrative value ends, then destroy in office. 

Item 1. Grant Proposals File (Curriculum) Records concerning proposals for curriculum grants. File 
includes correspondence, drafts, proposals, and other related records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain five years or until administrative value ends, whichever 

occurs later, then transfer to the custody of the University Archives 

for appraisal and final disposition. 

Item 1. Grant Proposals File (Individual Faculty) Records concerning proposals for grants for 
individual faculty members. File includes correspondence, drafts, proposals, and 
other related records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
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Retain five years or until administrative value ends, whichever 
occurs later, then destroy in office upon authorization from the 
Office of Contracts and Grants. 

Item 1. Grants File (Curriculum) Records concerning grants awarded to and/or administered by 
curriculum. File includes administrative documents, audits, reports, and other 
related records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain five years or until administrative value ends, whichever 
occurs later, then transfer to the custody of the University Archives 
for appraisal and final disposition. 

Item 1. Grants File (Individual Faculty) Records concerning grants awarded to individual faculty 
members. File includes administrative documents, correspondence, reports, and 
other related records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain five years or until administrative value ends, whichever 
occurs later, then destroy in office upon authorization from the 
Office of Contracts and Grants. 

Item 1. Grievances File RESTRICTED ACCESS records concerning disputed employee grievances. File 
includes formal grievance documents and related correspondence. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain five years after completion of actions and resolution of 
issues involved in any litigation, claim, or other official action, 
whichever occurs later, then destroy in office in accordance with 
the General Statutes of North Carolina 126-22, 126-23, 126-24, 
126-29 and 132-1.1 regarding confidentiality of records. 

Item 1. Individual Placement Test Scores File RESTRICTED ACCESS file. Placement test scores for 
each student taking test. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain one year, then transfer to student’s Academic Record File. 

Item 1. Instructor Class Grading Records File RESTRICTED ACCESS file. Copies of class rolls, quiz 
papers and other grading records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain three years or until administrative value ends, whichever 
occurs later, then destroy in office in accordance with the 
provisions of 20 U.S.C. 1232g (Family Educational Rights and 
Privacy Act of 1974) regarding confidentiality of records. 

Item 1. Internships/Assistantships File RESTRICTED ACCESS records concerning student internships 
and assistantships within curriculum. File includes accounting information, 
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applications, approvals and disapprovals, class rolls, records of credit earned, and 
other related records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain one year, then transfer to student’s Financial Aid File. 

Item 1. Leave File RESTRICTED ACCESS records concerning leave by curriculum personnel. File 
includes leave requests, monthly leave reports, yearly leave recapitulations, and 
other related records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain until employee termination, then file final leave totals in the 
employee’s Personnel Record File. Destroy other records in office 
in accordance with the General Statutes of North Carolina 126-22, 
126-23, 126-24, 126-29 and 132-1.1 regarding the confidentiality 
of personnel records. 

Item 1. Loan Recipients’ Enrollment Verifications File RESTRICTED ACCESS records concerning 
the verification of each loan recipient’s enrollment, proposed major, probation status 
(if applicable), number of credit hours, and other loan stipulations (if any). See also 
"Student Loans File." 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain five years after termination of enrollment, or one year after 
completion of any university-administered loan-repayment 
program, or until administrative value ends, whichever occurs 
later, then destroy in office in accordance with 20 U.S.C. 1232g 
(Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974) regarding 
confidentiality of records. 

Item 1. Mailing Lists File File includes lists of names and addresses that receive curriculum mailings. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain until administrative value ends, then destroy in office. 

Item 1. Maintenance Services File Records concerning maintenance services conducted for curriculum. 

File includes correspondence, maintenance reports, work orders, and other related 

records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain two years or until administrative value ends, whichever 
occurs later, then destroy in office. 

Item 1. Master Course File Records concerning each course taught by curriculum faculty. File includes 
course schedules. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain five years or until administrative value ends, whichever 
occurs later, then destroy in office. 
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Item 1. New Course Proposals File Records concerning each proposed new course. File includes course 
descriptions, justifications, proj ected schedules, and other related records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain five years or until administrative value ends, whichever 

occurs later, then transfer to the custody of the University Archives 

for appraisal and final disposition. 

Item 1. Newsmedia Clippings File Reference copies ofnewsmedia and magazine clippings concerning 
curriculum. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain five years or until administrative value ends, whichever 

occurs later, then destroy in office. 

Item 1. Organizations and Associations File Records concerning various faculty, student, and 

professional organizations and associations with which curriculum deals. File 

includes announcements, correspondence, minutes, publications, reports, and other 

related records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain five years or until administrative value ends, whichever 

occurs later, then transfer to the custody of the University Archives 

for appraisal and final disposition. 

Item 1. Parking Assignments File Records concerning staff parking assignments. File includes copies of 

applications for and lists of staff parking assignments. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain until administrative value ends, then destroy in office. 

Item 1. Pass/Fail Forms File RESTRICTED ACCESS file. Completed student pass/fail forms. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain one year or until administrative value ends, whichever 

occurs later, then destroy in office in accordance with 20 U.S.C. 

1232g (Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974) 

regarding confidentiality of records. 

Item 1. Payroll Time Sheets File (Staff & Students) RESTRICTED ACCESS file. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain for three years or until administrative value ends, whichever 

occurs later, then destroy in office in accordance with the General 

Statutes of North Carolina 126-22, 126-23, 126-24, 126-29 and 
132-1.1 regarding the confidentiality of personnel records. 

Item 1. Permanent Record of Courses File File includes reference copies of Permanent Record of 
Courses. 
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Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain until administrative value ends, then destroy in office. 

Item 1. Personnel File (EPA) RESTRICTED ACCESS records concerning curriculum personnel exempt 

from provisions of the State Personnel System Act. File includes applications, 

resumes, job descriptions, personnel action forms, and other related records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain for sixty years after date of employee’s first University 

appointment, then transfer to the custody of the University Archives 

for appraisal and final disposition. 

Item 1. Personnel File (EPA -One-Time-Payments) RESTRICTED ACCESS records concerning 
employees hired to fulfill temporary, short-term duties. "One-Time-Payments 
(OTPs)" apply to honoraria paid to visiting lecturers and consultants as well as to 
university staff and students who undertake duties outside, and not in conflict with, 
their regular work. File contains reference copies of personnel action forms and 
other related records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain three years after payment date or one year after release from 

all audits or until administrative value ends, whichever occurs later, 
then destroy in office in accord with the General Statutes of North 

Carolina 126-22, 126-23, 126-24, 126-29 and 132-1.1 regarding the 

confidentiality of records. 

Item 1. Personnel File (SPA) RESTRICTED ACCESS records concerning curriculum personnel subject 

to provisions of the State Personnel System Act. File includes applications, resumes, 

job descriptions, personnel action forms, and other related records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain for five years after date of employee termination or five 

years after last personnel action, then transfer file to Employee 

Records Office for retention and disposition. Transferred files 

should include PD-105 (Personnel Action Form) - pink copies, 

vacation and sick leave records, and letters of recommendation. 
Performance Management Work Plans and Evaluations, 

miscellaneous supervisory notes, Time Sheets and other remaining 

records should be removed and destroyed in accord with the 

General Statutes of North Carolina 126-22, 126-23, 126-24, 126-29 
and 132-1.1 regarding confidentiality of personnel records. 

Item 1. Photographs File Photographic prints and negatives of curriculum-related subjects. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain five years or until administrative value ends, whichever 

occurs later, then transfer to the custody of the University Archives 

for appraisal and final disposition. 
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Item 1. Placement Tests File RESTRICTED ACCESS file. Completed tests administered to determine 
each student’s aptitude. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain one year, then transfer to student’s Academic Record File. 

Item 1. Placement Test Scores Listings File RESTRICTED ACCESS file. Listings of student 
placement test scores. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain one year, then transfer to student’s Academic Record File. 

Item 1. Policies and Procedures File Record and reference copies of current office policies and 
procedures. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain five years or until administrative value ends, whichever 

occurs later, then transfer to the custody of the University Archives 

for appraisal and final disposition. 

Item 1. Position Descriptions File Reference copies of job descriptions for each non-faculty position 
within the curriculum. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain until administrative value ends, then destroy in office. 

Item 1. Programs File Records concerning curriculum academic programs. File includes accounting 
records, administrative documents, correspondence, program proposals and 
descriptions, and other related records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain five years or until administrative value ends, whichever 

occurs later, then transfer to the custody of the University Archives 

for appraisal and final disposition. 

Item 1. Prospective Graduates File Listings of prospective graduates at end of each semester. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain one year or until administrative value ends, whichever 

occurs later, then destroy in office. 

Item 1. PubLications File Articles, brochures, and books published by curriculum. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Transfer ten copies of each publication bearing the university’s 

imprint to the State Documents Clearinghouse, North Carolina State 

Library, when received from printer, in accordance with the 

General Statutes of North Carolina 125-11.7/11.8. For publications 

issued without the university’s imprint, three copies should be sent 

directly to the NORTH CAROL1NA COLLECTION, CB# 3930, 
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WILSON LIBRARY (962-1172). One copy of the publication 

should be retained in the files of the office of origin for eventual 

transfer, as scheduled, to the University Archives. Destroy 

remaining copies in office when reference value ends. 

Item 1. Purchase Orders File Purchase orders for supplies and equipment. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain five years or one year after released from all audits or until 

administrative value ends, whichever occurs later, then destroy in 

office. 

Item 1. Receipts File Records detailing amounts received by curriculum from various sources. File 
includes ledgers, receipt books, and other related records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain five years or one year after released from all audits or until 
administrative value ends, whichever occurs later, then destroy in 
office. 

Item 1. Reference File Reference information concerning subj ects pertinent to or of interest to the 
curriculum. File includes directives and guidelines, news articles, publications, 
reports, and other related records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain until administrative value ends, then destroy in office. 

Item 1. Repeat Course File RESTRICTED ACCESS records concerning students’ attempts to repeat 
courses in order to raise grades. File includes requests/disapprovals and other 
related records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain two years or until administrative value ends, whichever 
occurs later, then destroy in office in accordance with 20 U.S.C. 
1232g (Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974) 
regarding confidentiality of records. 

Item 1. Reports File Record and reference copies of curriculum reports. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain five years or until administrative value ends, whichever 
occurs later, then transfer to the custody of the University Archives 
for appraisal and final disposition. 

Item 1. Research Projects File Records concerning various curriculum research projects. File includes 
correspondence, project descriptions, reports, and other related records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
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Retain five years or until administrative value ends, whichever 
occurs later, then transfer to the custody of the University Archives 
for appraisal and final disposition. 

Item 1. Scholarship Awards File RESTRICTED ACCESS records concerning individual scholarship 
awards to students within curriculum. File includes accounting records, 
applications, approvals, correspondence, recommendations, and other related 
records. Record copies of awards are maintained in the Office of Scholarships and 
Student Aid. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain one year, then transfer to student’s Academic Record File. 

Item 1. Scholarship Reference File Reference copies of information concerning scholarship awards to 
students within curriculum. File includes descriptions of scholarships, eligibility 
criteria, guidelines, procedures, regulations, and other related records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain until administrative value ends, then destroy in office. 

Item 1. Search Committee File (For Administrative Officials, i.e. Dean) RESTRICTED ACCESS 
records concerning activities of specially-formed search committees charged with 
recruiting new or replacement administrative officials. File includes applications, 
correspondence, lists of committee members, minutes of meetings, and other 
related records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Maintain file in accordance with confidentiality requirements of the 
State Personnel System Act (G.S. 126). 
Retain five years or until administrative value ends, whichever 
occurs later, then transfer to the custody of the University Archives 
for appraisal and final disposition. 

Item 1. Search Committee File (For Individual Faculty) RESTRICTED ACCESS records concerning 
activities of specially-formed search committees charged with recruiting new or 
replacement faculty. File includes applications, correspondence, resumes, and other 
related records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain three years after completion of committee charge or until 
administrative value ends, then destroy in office in accordance 
with the General Statutes of North Carolina 126-22, 126-23, 126- 
24, 126-29 and 132-1.1 regarding confidentiality of personnel 
records. 

Item 1. Self-Studies File Self-studies conducted by curriculum. File includes correspondence, 
questionnaires, recommendations, reports, and other related records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
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Retain five years or until administrative value ends, whichever 
occurs later, then transfer to the custody of the University Archives 
for appraisal and final disposition. 

Item 1. Special Gifts File Records concerning special gifts to curriculum. File includes accession 

information, agreements and stipulations, correspondence, descriptions of gifts, and 

other related records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain five years or until administrative value ends, whichever 
occurs later, then transfer to the custody of the University Archives 
for appraisal and final disposition. 

Item 1. Speeches File Record and reference copies of speeches delivered by the curriculum head or other 
members of the curriculum administrative staff. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain five years or until administrative value ends, whichever 
occurs later, then transfer to the custody of the University Archives 
for appraisal and final disposition. 

Item 1. Staff/Faculty Meetings File Records concerning curriculum staff and faculty meetings. File 

includes minutes of meetings, reports, and other related records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain five years or until administrative value ends, whichever 
occurs later, then transfer to the custody of the University Archives 
for appraisal and final disposition. 

Item 1. Student Awards and Honors File RESTRICTED ACCESS records concerning curriculum 
awards and honors to students. File includes approvals, recommendations, reference 
information, and other related records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain five years or until administrative value ends, whichever 
occurs later, then destroy in office in accordance with 20 U.S.C. 
1232g (Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974) 
regarding confidentiality of records. 

Item 1. Student Files -Active RESTRICTED ACCESS records concerning individual student’s 
academic performance. File includes applications, changes of grade information, 
recommendations, reference copies of transcripts, and other related records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain until student graduates or registration lapses for two years, 
then transfer records to either "Student Files - Graduated" or 
"Student Files - Inactive" as appropriate. 

Item 1. Student FiLes - Graduated RESTRICTED ACCESS records concerning individual student’s 

academic performance. File includes applications, changes of grade information, 
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recommendations, reference copies of transcripts, and other related records. Record 

copies of student academic records are held by the University Registrar’s Office and 

by the Registrar’s Office, School of Medicine. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain until administrative value ends, then segregate "record copy" 

items from duplicate or convenience copies. Retain "record copy" 

items in the original folder for sixty years after initial enrollment 

date, then transfer to the custody of the University Archives for 

appraisal and final disposition. Destroy duplicate or convenience 

copies in office in accordance with 20 U. S. C. 1232g (Family 

Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974) regarding 

confidentiality of records. 

Item 1. Student Files -Inactive RESTRICTED ACCESS records concerning individual student’s 

academic performance. File includes applications, changes of grade information, 

recommendations, reference copies of transcripts, and other related records. Record 

copies of student academic records are held by the University Registrar’s Office and 

by the Registrar’s Office, School of Medicine. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain until administrative value ends, then segregate "record copy" 

items from duplicate or convenience copies. Retain "record copy" 

items in the original folder for sixty years after initial enrollment 

date, then transfer to the custody of the University Archives for 

appraisal and final disposition. Destroy duplicate or convenience 

copies in office in accordance with 20 U. S. C. 1232g (Family 

Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974) regarding 

confidentiality of records. 

Item 1. Student Loans File RESTRICTED ACCESS records concerning university loans to students 

within curriculum. File includes accounting information, applications, 

authorizations, correspondence, financial statements, and other related records. 

Record copies of student loan files are maintained by the Office of Scholarships and 

Student Aid. See also "Loan Recipient’s Enrollment Verification File." 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain five years after termination of enrollment, completion of 
university - administered loan repayment programs or until 
administrative value ends, whichever occurs later, then destroy in 
office in accordance with 20 U.S.C. 1232g (Family Educational 
Rights and Privacy Act of 1974) regarding confidentiality of 
records. 

Item 1. Student Rankings File RESTRICTED ACCESS file. Listings of student graduate rankings in 
curriculum. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain five years or until administrative value ends, whichever 
occurs later, then destroy in office in accordance with 20 U.S.C. 
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1232g (Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974) 

regarding confidentiality of records. 

Item 1. Student Records Changes File RESTRICTED ACCESS records concerning changes in student 

academic records. File includes justifications, notices of approval/disapproval, 

requests, and other related records other than "Change of Grade" forms. Record 

copies of student academic records are held by the University Registrar’s Office and 

by the Registrar’s Office, School of Medicine. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain until administrative value ends, then destroy in office in 

accordance with 20 U.S.C. 1232g (Family Educational Rights and 

Privacy Act of 1974) regarding confidentiality of records. 

Item 1. Student Reference File RESTRICTED ACCESS file. Reference copies of records concerning 

students’ activities within curriculum. File includes correspondence, evaluations, 

internship records, and other related records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain one year, then transfer to student’s Academic Record File. 

Item 1. Student Teaching Certification File RESTRICTED ACCESS records concerning student 
certifications for teaching. File includes applications, check sheets, class schedules, 
correspondence, drop-add forms, grade sheets, transcripts, and other related records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain until administrative value ends, then segregate "record copy" 

items from duplicate or convenience copies. Retain "record copy" 

items in the original folder for sixty years after initial enrollment 

date, then transfer to the custody of the University Archives for 

appraisal and final disposition. Destroy duplicate or convenience 

copies in office in accordance with 20 U.S.C. 1232g (Family 

Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974) regarding 

confidentiality of records. 

Item 1. Summer School File Reference information concerning courses taught by curriculum during each 

summer school session. File includes administrative records, listings of instructors, 

schedules, and other related records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain five years or until administrative value ends, whichever 

occurs later, then destroy in office. 

Item 1. Supplies and Equipment File Records concerning supplies and equipment. File includes 

accounting records, inventories, operating manuals, warranties, and other related 

records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain five years or until administrative value ends, whichever 

occurs later, then destroy in office. 
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Item 1. Surplus Property File Records concerning surplus property and its disposition. File includes 

accounting information, inventories, records of disposal, and other related records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain five years or until administrative value ends, whichever 

occurs later, then destroy in office. 

Item 1. Telephone Billings File Reference copies of monthly office telephone bills. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain five years or two years after released from all audits or until 

administrative value ends, whichever occurs later, then destroy in 

office. 

Item 1. Tenure File RESTRICTED ACCESS records concerning the awarding of tenure to university 
faculty members. File includes correspondence, recommendations, and other related 
records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain one year after completion of all actions and resolution of 

issues involved in any litigation or other official action, then 

transfer records to the employee’s Personnel File. 

Item 1. Textbook Orders File Records concerning orders of textbooks and other references ordered by 

curriculum. File includes orders and related correspondence. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain two years or until administrative value ends, whichever 

occurs later, then destroy in office. 

Item 1. Textbook Requests File Requests for textbooks and other reference publications for curriculum. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain two years or until administrative value ends, whichever 

occurs later, then destroy in office. 

Item 1. Transfer Admissions File RESTRICTED ACCESS records concerning transfer admissions to 
university by students entering curriculum. File includes applications, notices of 
acceptance or rej ection, recommendations, transcripts, and other related records. 
Record copies of student admission materials are held by the Undergraduate 
Admissions Office and the Office of the University Registrar. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain until administrative value ends, then destroy in office in 

accordance with 20 U.S.C. 1232g (Family Educational Rights and 

Privacy Act of 1974) regarding confidentiality of records. 

Item 1. Transfer Equivalems File RESTRICTED ACCESS records concerning grade transfer 

equivalents from other institutions. File includes correspondence, transcripts, and 
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other related records. Record copies of student admission materials are held by the 

Undergraduate Admissions Office and the Office of the University Registrar. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain until administrative value ends, then destroy in office in 

accordance with 20 U. S. C. 1232g (Family Educational Rights and 

Privacy Act of 1974) regarding confidentiality of records. 

Item 1. Travel Reimbursements File Records concerning reimbursements for travel and related 

expenses for staff. File includes authorizations, documentation of payments, 

requests for reimbursement, and other related records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain five years or one year after released from all audits or until 

administrative value ends, whichever occurs later, then destroy in 

office. 

Item 1. Travel Requests File Requests for travel authorizations. File includes authorizations and related 
correspondence. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain five years or one year after released from all audits or until 

administrative value ends, whichever occurs later, then destroy in 

office. 

Item 1. Veterans’ Benefits File RESTRICTED ACCESS records concerning veterans’ benefits awarded 

to students in curriculum. File includes amounts disbursed, applications, approvals, 

dates of enrollment and attendance, and other related records. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 

Retain five years after termination of enrollment or until 

administrative value ends, whichever occurs later, then destroy in 

office in accordance with 20 U.S.C. 1232g (Family Educational 

Rights and Privacy Act of 1974) regarding confidentiality of 

records. 

Item 1. Work Orders File Reference copies of work orders submitted to Maintenance Office/Physical 
Plant. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
Retain one year after completion of work or until administrative 
value ends, whichever occurs later, then destroy in office. 

Item 1. Workers’ Compensation File RESTRICTED ACCESS records concerning Workers’ 
Compensation claims filed by curriculum staff. File includes claims and related 
correspondence. Record copies of Workers’ Compensation claims are held by the 
Health and Safety Office. 

Retention & Disposition Instructions: 
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Retain five years after termination of employment or until 

completion of actions and resolution of issues involved in any 

litigation, claim, audits, or other official action, whichever occurs 

later, then destroy in office in accordance with the General Statutes 

of North Carolina 20-166.10), 97-92(b) and 132-1.1 regarding 

confidentiality of records. 
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UNC 
ARFS & SCITENCES 

August 28, 2009 

THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAP]EL HILL 

DEPAR.TMENT OF AFKICAN & 

AFKO-AMEKICAN STUDIES 

1o9 B, ATTL£ HALL 

CAMPUS BOX 3395 

CHAPEL HILL, N(: 27599-3395 

T 919.966.5496 

F 919,96~,a694 

Karen Gil, Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences 
Stephen Matson, Dean of the Graduate School 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Dear Dean Gil and Dean Matson: 

I am writing to express my support for the proposal t6 establish a graduate 
certificate in African studies. 

The Department of African and Afro-American Studies is looking toward the 

development of a graduate program that will offer masters and doctoral 

degrees in African studies. This certificate program with provide us with a 
valuable initial step in this direction. For now and into the future, this 

program will provide graduate students at UNC-CH who are pursuing 

advanced degrees in departments other than ours with the rigorous training 

that they will need to conduct quality research in this field. 

As Chair of the Department of African and Afro-American Studies, the unit 
which will offer the proposed certificate, I am pleased to provide all the 

support necessary to make this program a success. 

Please feel free to contact me should your review committed have additional 
questions. 

Sincerely, 

Julius Nyang’oro 
Chair 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alumnimail@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 1, 2009 3:13 PM 

UNC Alumni and Friends <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Out of the Blue: UNC Approaching a Decade at No. 5; Student Dies After Traffic Stop Shooting; Carolina Traditions 

Travis Gore IV ’00 
1. Academics Fare Better Than Expected in Budq~t Cuts Life Member 
2. Fraternit~LLeader Dies After Bein&Shot at Traffic Sto~ Thank you for your life 
3. Alumnus Dies in ~ghanistan in Roadside Bomb Blast membership. 
4. Research Grants Contracts U A ain More Than Double in a Decade 

5. Carolina Closes in on a Decade at No. 5 

1. On the Road with Tar Heel Football 

2. 

3. Travel to the Ends of the Earth 

4. Career Teleclass: Interviewinq 

5. Tell Us About _. Carolina Traditions 

Carolina will lose some jobs, take cuts in research centers and reduce campus 

services, but faculty and academic programs have been protected. 

Courtland Smith was president of DKE and a biology major. His shooting by an officer 

on 1-85 near Greensboro is under investigation. 

x?sid =7029 

Army Pfc. Morris L. Walker ’08, an Army paratrooper and the first UNC graduate 

known to have died in the violence in that country, is remembered as an exceptional 

friend. 

Research Grantsr Contracts Up Againr Hore Than Double in a Decade 

UNC received $716 million last year, up 5.6 percent. Most of it is from the 

government, primarily the National Institutes of Health and the National Science 

Foundation. 

x?sid =7026 

Find the GAA and fellow alumni 

on the most popular social and 

professional networking sites. 

Online Alumni 

Carofina Alumni 

Alumni Advisor 

Network 

J Local Carolina 

The highest-ranking public universities are unchanged in the annual U.S. News &                                Clubs 



World Report survey. UNC is 28th when considered along with private schools. 

On the Road with Tar Heel Football 

Get into the spirit with a tailgate-style meal, giveaways and prizes before away games 

against UConn (Sept. 12), Virginia Tech (Oct. 29), Boston College (Nov. 21) and N.C. State 

(Nov. 28). Register online for game ticket and party packages. 

You’re Invited: Legacy Pinning Ceremony 

UNC alumni parents and grandparents of current students are invited to participate in the 

2009 Legacy Pinning Ceremony to welcome these students to the Carolina family. 

Travel to the Ends of the Earth 

Whether you have a yen to see penguins in Patagonia, snorkel at the Great Barrier Reef or 

stalk big game in Africa, the GAA’s Tar Heel Travel program can make it happen. 

There is an art to interviewing; learn all about it in this month’s teleclass offered by the 

GAA’s Alumni Career Services, Monday, Sept. 21, noon-1 p.m. Teleclasses are a GAA 

member exclusive benefit; advance registration is required. 

Tell Us About ... Carolina Traditions 

With the University well over two centuries old, it has a long list of traditions, from formal 

(University Day, class rings, Hark the Sound, Commencement) to personal (strolling Coker 

Arboretum, drinking from the Old Well). What’s your favorite Carolina tradition? Have a 

special personal tradition? Or an idea for a new tradition? Share your thoughts on our Web 

site message board. 

~a lu m ni ,~nc,ed~traditions 

~4ore GAA News >> 

PRIVACY POLICY: The "Out of the Blue" subscriber list is not open to the public, ensuring that your privacy and e-mail address are protected. The GAA does not 
sell information about you, including your e-mail address, to anyone for any purpose. If you suspect that your information has been misused, please let us know 
by sending an e-mail to:                      . If you do not wish to receive future "Out of the Blue" newsletters, please send your request to alumni- 

r~ews@u[~¢.edu and include your full name, address and class year, or unsubscribe via this link: Ur~subscribe Link 

UNC General Alumni Association 
George Watts Hill Alumni Center 
Stadium Drive 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 

702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 
Jessie McComb <jmccomb@gwmail.gwu.edu> 

Wednesday, September 2, 2009 3:30 PM 

Jessie McComb <jmccomb@gwmail.gwu.edu> 

George Washington University survey on Africa study and volunteer programs 

Dear Faculty and Staff, 

You have been randomly selected to participate in a survey about study abroad and volunteer 
programs in Africa and African heritage related countries. The survey is conducted by students at 
the George Washington University and will take 10 minutes of your time. The results of the survey will 
be used to inform a study at the George Washington University on volunteer and educational tourism 
in Africa. In return for your help, you will be offered an opportunity to enter a prize drawing for a $100 
gift certificate to Borders bookstore. 

To start the survey click on the following 
link: https://www.surveymonkey.com/s.aspx?sm=os4EbMYIImnAolrSQS7bhg 3d 3d 

If the above link does not work, please copy and paste the url to your web browser. 

Thank you in advance for your time and cooperation. 

Sincerely, 
Jessie McComb 

Department of Tourism and Hospitality 
George Washington University 
2201 G St. NW, Suite 301 
Washington, DC 20052 
T: (202) 994-0254 
F: (202) 994-1630 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j effvand@unc.edu 

Wednesday, September 2, 2009 4:22 PM 

OASIS Communication Listserv <oasis-communication@listserv.unc.edu> 
[oasis-communication] [oasis-news] News from OASIS 

Hello ! 

A new item has been published on the OASIS website that you might find interesting. Check it out, and pass it on to those that might 
be interested. 

Title: Email Overload? OASIS Can Help. 
URL: ~s Jioasis.m~c.ed~ihome-blo~iemail-over~oad 

ff you have any questions or anything we can help with, please submit a remedy ticket at ~:/ioasis.unc.edu/rer~mdv 

Cheers! 

~4)ASIS 
h~n:iioasisamc.edt~ 

-- You are currently subscribed to oasis-news as: oasis-communication@listserv.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: 
h~:~/~ists.~r~c.ed~/~?id=~942~275.5~1c~1da42c6f~2ba3e~6aa5eddc1~fd&r~=T&1=~asis°~ews&~=252~%3~, or send a blank email to 
leave-25269636-19420275.50 lc6 lda42c6ff2ba3e06aa5eddc 10fd@listserv.unc.edu. 
-- You are currently subscribed to oasis-communication as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here:          ~c~       = 191%26(~.fbc013dg0d954c59730c49bb95       ~:T&I=       ~mnm~icat~o~&o=252~ 9(~37, 
or send a blank email to leave-25269637-19196266.1bc013d90d954c59730c49bb95b4ea3e@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nc.rr.com 
Wednesday, September 2, 2009 5:01 PM 

Travis Cell <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Becky <bgore@nc.rr.com> 

Fw: Football Tickets, Basketball Tickets, and upcoming Tar Heel Events! 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: "Tar Heel Newsflash" 
Date: Wed, 2 Sep 2009 16:22:54 -0400 
To: <TGORE@NC.RR.COM> 
Subject: Football Tickets, Basketball Tickets, and upcoming Tar Heel Events! 

~ TarHeelBlue.com 

~ DVD Store 

Greetings Tar Heels fan, 

Women’s Hoops Tickets Available at Promotional Price 

Carolina Athletics is pleased to offer an early promotional price for women’s 
basketball season tickets! CLICK HERE to renew or buy your new season tickets, 
or call the Athletic Ticket Office at 800-722-4335. 

The deadline to receive the promotional price of $160 for adults and $120 
for students and senior citizens is August 31st. After that date the regular 
price for season tickets for 2009-2010 will be implemented. 

Buy or renew your season tickets today to secure a seat for all the women’s 
basketball action this winter! 

Carolina Kids Club 

~ Click Here to buy tickets! 

Click Here 

Click Here 

Click Here 

Click Here 

Tar Heels Sell Out First Three Home Football Games 

Buy Tickets For Remaininq Four Home Games Now! 

The University of North Carolina’s first three home football games vs. The 
Citadel (Sept. 5), East Carolina (Sept. 19) and Virginia (Oct. 3) are sold out. 
Tickets for Carolina’s remaining four home games, including the first-ever 
Thursday night game in Chapel Hill vs. Florida State on Oct. 22, are still 
available at TarHeelBlue.com. 

The Tar Heels remaining four home games are against Georgia Southern on 
Saturday, Oct. 10, Florida State on Thursday, Oct. 22 at 8 p.m., Duke on 
Saturday, Nov. 7 (Homecoming) and Miami on Saturday, Nov. 14. Game 
times will be set by the ACC and its television partners 10 days prior to 
game. 

Season & individual home game tickets were mailed to season ticket holders 

Click Here 

Upcoming Events header 

September 4 
Men’s Soccer 
vs Evansville vs UNC Greensboro 

5:00 PM - Chapel Hill, N.C. 

Men’s Soccer 



on Tuesday, Aug. 18. Parking passes, for those that qualify, were also 
included. Individual away game tickets will be mailed separately. 

"Our fans have been such a huge part of our game day atmosphere and our team feeds off their energy," 
said head coach Butch Davis. "We’re excited about the direction we’re heading and it’s an exciting time to 
be a part of Carolina football." 

North Carolina has sold out 12 of 13 home games under Davis, including all seven in 2008. 

#4 Tar Heel Field Hockey host first home game Friday vs. #2 Wake 
Forest 

Don’t miss the #4 Tar Heel Field Hockey team in action at their first home 
game of the season this Friday, September 4th vs. #2 Wake Forest at Henry 
Stadium. Field Hockey is free and open to the public. The first 100 fans will 
receive a free Carolina slap coozie! We hope to see you there! 

vs Northern Illinois 

7:30 PM - Chapel Hill, N.C. 

Gametracker 

Women’s Soccer 
at Notre Dame 

7:30 PM - South Bend, Ind. 
Gametracker 

Field Hockey 
vs Wake Forest 

6:00 PM - Chapel Hill, N.C. 

Women’s Volleyball 
vs Wichita State 

7:00 PM - Wichita, Kan. 

Cross Country 
at Covered Bridge Open 

All Day - Boone, N.C 

September 6 
Football 
vs The Citadel 

TBA - Chapel Hill, N.C. 

Women’s Volleyball 
vs Oklahoma 

10:00 AM - Wichita, Kan. 

Women’s Volleyball 
vs Grambling St 

5:00 PM - Wichita, Kan. 

UNC vs. Belmont Abbey Exhibition Basketball Tickets! 

UNC vs. Belmont Abbey Exhibition Basketball game tickets are on sale now. 
Tickets are $10 and seating is general admission.Click here to order. 

Calling all golfers and Tar Heel fans! 

Register now for the Hubert Davis Golf 
Tournament benefitting Volunteers for Youth. 
This year marks Hubert Davis’s third year 
supporting Volunteers for Youth, a long-standing 
Orange County agency serving at-risk youth. 

The tournament gets underway Monday, 
September 21, at UNC’s Finley Golf Course and 
features a shotgun format. On-the-course 
contests, raffle prizes, and a light breakfast and 



lunch combine to make this a fun outing for 
Carolina fans. Registration begins at 9:00 a.m. Golfers are welcome to use the driving range before the 
11:00 a.m. tee time. 

Fans are also invited to attend a reception and silent auction the night before the tournament, Sunday, 
September 21, from 5:00 to 7:00 p.m. Enjoy wine and appetizers at Studio 91 in Meadowmont, meet 
Hubert Davis, and bid on exciting auction items including tickets to UNC football and men’s basketball 
games. 

Go to the Volunteers for Youth website (www.volunteersforyouth.or,q) for more information and registration 
forms. Email Jared Cates atiic@volunteersforyouth.or.q with questions. Cost per golfer is $150. 

FRANKLIN STREET GAME DAY 
PARKING OPTIONS: 

***NEW***Town of Chap 
Lot 5 

Lot 5, on Franklin Street 
the street from Granville 
University Square. Famil 
tailgating. Flat game day 
$20.00 

University Square Game 
Parking 

University Square Plaza 
"Event Parking" on each 
UNC’s seven (7) home f( 
games on Saturdays (anu one ~ nursuay n~gn~) ~n~s Ta.. ~arK~ng Tot ~ne ~enera~ ~uD.c ~s ~zu.uu per 
vehicle and is restricted to the YELLOW Tenant Permit areas. As a general rule of thumb, we will start 
selling approximately four (4) hours before kick-off. Due to space limitations, RVs and trailers are not 
permitted. 

Propane grills are OK; no charcoal. As of July 1,2009 University Square Plaza is a tobacco-flee zone. 

Parking spaces marked in WHITE are reserved for retail customers while patronizing the merchants of 
University Square Plaza. Walk-offs from the property are subject to towing without notice. Additional SFI 
security guards will be on duty to enforce this policy. 

~ Click Here to Bid Today!! 

TarHeelBlue.com Official Store 

2008 Nike® Basketball Blue Authentic Player’s Jersey #50 

Be a part of the Tar Heel action with an authentic player’s jersey. This jersey 
is constructed exactly like the players’ jerseys with twill numbers and letters. 
Tyler Hansbrough’s #50! 



Click Here ~ Click Here ~ Click Here 

To unsubscribe from future messages of this type, click here. 
To unsubscribe from all future messages from tarheelblue.com, click here. 
Your confidence and trust are important to us. Please review our Privacy Policy. 
CBS College Sports - 2035 Corte del Nogal, Suite 250 - Carlsbad, CA 92011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Leon Hamlett <lhamlett@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 3, 2009 8:20 AM 

SIS-chat <sis-chat@listserv.unc. edu> 
[sis-chat] [Fwd: Training times for WebFOCUS in Sept] 

Training times for WebFOCUS in Sept.eml (1.71 KB).msg 

You are currently subscribed to sis-chat as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

send a blank email to leave-25274558-5944746.f7e 16d6f3923fed6048226a005d5b416@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Tanner <btanner@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 3, 2009 8:06 AM 

Leon Michael Hamlett <lhamlett@email.unc.edu> 
Training times for WebFOCUS in Sept 

Hi Leon, 
Will you post this to SIS-chat for me? 

Thanks, 
Beth 

Below are the dates for WebFOCUS training in September. 

Venue: 3124 SASB North 

To register, please send an email to academicdata@listserv.unc.edu 

Thursday - September 10 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

Tuesday - September 22 2:00 PM - 4:00 PM 

Beth Tanner 
Report Programmer 
Office of the University Registrar 
Suite 3100, SASB North, CB 2100 

Phone: (919) 962-9857 
Fax: (919) 962-0504 
email: btanner@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j effvand@unc.edu 

Thursday, September 3, 2009 3:37 PM 

OASIS Communication Listserv <oasis-communication@listserv.unc.edu> 

[oasis-communication] [oasis-news] News from OASIS 

Hello ! 

A new item has been published on the OASIS website that you might find interesting. Check it out, and pass it on to those that might 
be interested. 

Title: Center For Faculty Excellence September Workshops 
URL: ~:iioasis.ur~c.ed~il~omeob~og~icer~ter-forofac~h~ ~exce~lenceose~tember-worksho~ 

ff you have any questions or anything we can help with, please submit a remedy ticket at ~:/ioasis.unc.edu/remedv 

Cheers! 

q)ASIS 

h~gn:iioasisamc.edt~ 

-- You are currently subscribed to oasis-news as: oasis-communication@listserv.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: 
h~:~/~ists.ur~c.edu/~?~d=~942~275.5~1c~1da42c6f~2ba3e~6aa5eddc1~fd&r~=T&1=~asis°~ews&~=25278~6, or send a blank email to 
leave-25278806-19420275.50 lc6 lda42c6ff2ba3e06aa5eddc 10fd@listserv.unc.edu. 
-- You are currently subscribed to oasis-communication as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~:i/lists.unc.eduJa?id= 19196266.fbc013d90d954c59730c49bb9564ea3e&n=T&l=oasis-co~m~mnicatim~&o=25278821, 
or send a blank email to leave-25278821-19196266.1bc013d90d954c59730c49bb95b4ea3e@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton <shutton@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 4, 2009 10:50 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@listserv.unc.edu> 
[seanc] TGIF news + Angel Food Ministries (fwd) 

Forwarded Message 

Have a safe and enjoyable Labor Day Holiday. Remember, Labor Day is 
brought to you by the Labor Movement, the same people who bring you 
the weekend every week. 

The History of Labor Day 
<htt~? :iiwww. do 1. goviOP~a~!AB O U TD OLiLAB ON AY.HTM> 
<ht~p:ilen.wik          iki/Labo~ 

Despite budget cuts, students at Duke, UNC notice little difference 
More of an impact seen at NCSU 
.!!~!p:iilim, t~fl.com!n3 

A real commitment or empty rhetoric? 
Thursday, September 3rd, 2009 
By Chris Fitzsimon 
<ht~:iiwww.~c~wa~ch.comicmsi2OO9iO9iO3iaorealocommitmer~tooroem~orhetorici> 

Angel Food Ministries 

Cathy L. Bordeaux 
Faculty Support 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Steve, 

I would like to tell you about a program that might help many of our State 
Employees that they don’t know exists. It’s called Angel Food Ministries 
and their web address is h~:i/www.a~&elfoodmmis~ries.com . 
I happen to be the 
Host Site Director here in Chapel Hill at Triangle Church. We are 
currently the only host site in Chapel Hill but there are sites all over 
NC. We have been participating with Angel Food for two years now and have 
found it to be a wonderful program and a great way for folks to stretch 
their food budget. The best thing about this program is there is NO 
application and income level to qualify. ANYONE can participate !! I know 
when I first learned of the program I was a doubting Thomas and thought 
"okay, what’s the catch?" However, there really is no catch, it is what it 
says it is. Angel Food is able to sell the food this cheap because of bulk 
purchasing and no middle man to pay. The menu each month is preset and the 
host sites are volunteers. No stores with power bills, managers, cashiers 
etc. to pay. You can go to the AF website and put in your zip code to find 
the closest host site to your home. Our location accepts food stamps, 
online credit/debit cards, cash and checks. If there is some way to let 
State Employees know about this, it could really help them a lot. Here is 
a link to a story that News Channel 11 did on Angel Food and I know that 



WRAL Channel 5 has also done stories. When this story was done, you had to 
purchase a "regular" box in order to purchase the "special" boxes. 
However, Angel Food removed that restriction last month and folks can now 
order just the "Specials" if they like. 
h~?:i/abc~ocaLgo.colrv’w~vdis~o~: ?sec~ion=newsitroub~eshoo~er&id-66916 76 
Channel 5 story link ~:/iwww.wral.corr~/newsiloca[istorv..i4421656i 

The website has the menus for September as well as a pre-order Thanksgiving 
menu. Please check it out. 
h~:i/www angelfoodministries~com 

Live in North Carolina? Please go to 
<~:iincho~e.org> 

and sign on to the letter supporting 
collective bargaining for public employees. 
Then add this message to your email signature 
file and help spread the word. Thanks! 

Steve Hutton 
Applications Analyst 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8050 

work: 919-966-6651 

fax : 919-966-6650 

home: 

Employee Relations Chair 

SEANC District 25 News Service 
SEIU Local 2008 
<~Np:Liseanc25.org> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: stgore@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-25284817-9229013.ec855a7c14a386ea9c950033dla18b69@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday,                 12:06 AM 

Travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

[sangam] Sangam Weekly Update! 

Sangam Listserv 
A weekly update of news and events provided by Sangam 

Vol g [ssue 2 

Sangam Links 

Sangam HomeDage 

Sa ng~am Calendar 

Sangam Photos 

Diaspora 

Mahatma Gandhi 

Fe[[owshi£ 

Brought to you by Sangam, the South Asian Awareness 

Organization at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

*Note: Due to the changes on Webmail, you will need to click show 

images.* 

Upcoming Sangam Events/News... 
1. Triangle Back to School Mixer 

2. Freshman Rep and Grad Student Liason Results 

3. Apply to the Sangam Cabinet 

4. Triangle Garba 

Upcoming Campus Events/News... 
1. KIRAN 

2. IV1SA Fast-a-thon 

3. Student Government Applications 

UPCOMING SANGAM EVENTS/NEWS 

1, TRIANGLE BACK TO SCHOOL MIXER[ 

The Triangle Mixer will be held on Saturday, at Vespa. 

Come throw down and "put on" for your school at The Official 

Triangle Mixer! Party it up with all of your friends from NC State, 

UNC, and Duke. With all three schools in the house, you know you’re 

going to have a poppin’ night! 

Check out the facebook event for more details[ 

FRESHMAN REP AND GRADUATE STUDENT UAJSON RESULTS 



Consratulations to our newly elected Graduate Student Liaison, 

and our Freshman Representative, 

3~ APPLY FOR SANGAM CABINET 

UNC Students, 

Are you Iookin8 for a way to set involved on campus? Or perhaps 

you are Iookin8 for a leadership position as a part of the second 

larsest minority orsanization at UNC. 

We are sure that no matter what it is you are Iookin8 for, Sansam 

has it! Essentially, Sansam is what the members make of it. If you 

have any ideas or any interest at all, we encourase you to apply to 

Sansam’s Cabinet! Applications are available on the San~am websit÷ 

and are due at 11:59 pm to 

uncsa nsa m@smail.com. 

We have several positions available includins: 2 Cultural chairs, 2 
Service chairs, 2 Social chairs, 2 Political/Policy Chairs, 1 Publicity 

chair, 1 IT chair, 1 Graphic Desisn chair, 2 Diaspora co-editors, and 2 

Sangam Nite chairs. 

Position Duties Examples of Events 

Cultural 

Social 

Service 

Responsible for 

executin8 Sansam 
cultural events and 
spread South Asian 

culture to our members 
and community 

Plans class events, 

trips, Triansle 

semiformal, mixers, 

and many more 

creative events for the 

members 

Plan service projects 

and coordinate 

outreaches and other 

Sansam service events 

Hindu Mock 

Weddins, Film 

Festival, Ransoli in 

the Pit 

Ski Trips, mixers, 

basketball 
tournaments 

Outreach to 

Elementary schools, 

coordinate National 

Gandhi Day of 

Service, Clothin8 

and Book Drives 



Diaspora 

Publicity 

Political/Policy 

Sa nga m N ite 

Graphic Design 

Direct the newsletter 

and manage its image 

on campus and to the 

community 

Works closely with all 

Cabinet members to 

publicize events. The 

publicity chair should 

be proficient, or willing 

to learn Photoshop and 

video editing. 

Create events to foster 

discussion on South 

Asian political issues to 

engage members of the 

campus and 

community. 

Plan the annual 

member-driven show. 

Coordinate show 

details and organize 

logistics 

Responsible for 

creating all graphic 

images used 

throughout the year for 

Sangam events 

Webmaster for all 
IT 

Sangam websites 

Coordinate 

submissions from 

contributors, select 

a Diaspora writing 

staff 

Flyer designs, AKD 

and Sangam Nite 

flyers and posters 

Forums, Movie 

Screenings 

"Fit For a King", 

"American Born 

Confused Desi", 

"Sangam Nite Live", 

"Yatra Airlines" 

4~ TRIANGLE GARBA 

Navratri begins on September 19th, 2009, so be sure to grab your 

garba clothes this weekend when you go home! More information 

about Triangle Garba is to come. 

UPCOMING CAMPUS EVENTS/NEWS 

Zo K~RAN 

KIRAN, the organization that serves South Asian victims of 

domestic violence in North Carolina, is looking for volunteers and 

interns for the coming year. Many of the internships can be done for 



credit as well¯ If interested, email kiran@kiranincoorg for more 
details¯ Please include internship in the subject line¯ We look 

forward to hearing from you! 

2o MSA FSStoaothOn 

The Muslim Students Association invites UNC students, faculty, staff, 

and administration to "Get hungry for a Change," as part of our 

Annual Ramadan Fast-a-thon. Individuals are encouraged to 

participate in the day long fast from sunrise to sunset on 

Wednesday, September 9th, as a chance to raise money for Urban 

Ministry and experience what it feels like to be in the shoes of those 

in the triangle that go hungry everyday. Each person who fasts is 

also encouraged to donate his/her lunch money for the day to 

Urban Ministry. Going hungry for a day means someone else won’t 

have to. At the end of the fast, everyone is invited to a Hunger 

Awareness Dinner at 7:00 PM in the Great Hall of the Student Union. 

In order to sign up to fast please visit: 

wwwo ~ ~csa ~ga moo rg~we b~fa stat ho ~0~. 

STUDENT GOVERNMENT APPUCAT~ON$ 

The Executive Branch of Student Government is recruiting students 

for its Cabinet committees and special projects for the 2009-2010 

school year. We will be hosting an open house on Tuesday, 

September 8 from 6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. in the Rams Head Plaza 
where you can come and check out the various ways you can get 

involved and meet the officer team and Cabinet for the coming year. 

For more information and to see the list of committees that will be 
represented at open house, check out our website at 

¯ Cabinet committees range from Academic Affairs 

to Women’s Affairs. Special projects include the MythBusters Series 

and Carolina Connections mentoring program. If you want your 

voice heard, come out and join the Executive Branch! 

From your Lovely Co-Secretaries, 

ernail 





From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <rampage@alumni.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 8, 2009 8:08 AM 
Carolina Alumni and Friends <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Register Today: Homecoming/RAMpage 2009 I Level the Devils 

"Thanksgiving Day 1959: Carolina 50, Duke 0 

REMATCH: November 6-8, 2009 
Returr~ to Chape~ Hill for Homecoming/RAMpage 

Fifty years ago, the lopsided Grid Iron Classic left 33,000 fans 
inside Duke Stadium in awe. Now it’s time for a rematch. 

Return home for the "Battle of the Blues" as we continue 
the greatest sports rivalry (EVER) when Carolina faces arch 
rival Duke during the Homecoming/RAMpage 2009 football 
game. 

The Victory Bell and Carl~ are on the line. Let’s fill 
Kenan Stadium with 60,000 screaming Tar Heels as we 
"Level the Devils." 

Weekend activities include: 

¯ Fourth Annual Dance Marathon Golf Classic 

¯ Alumni Career Services coaching 

appointments 

¯ Carolina Basketball Museum visit 

¯ Women’s Volleyball vs. Virginia 

¯ Men’s Basketball vs. Belmont Abbey 

¯ He’s Not Here Beat Duke Party 

¯ The Official 
Homecoming/RAMpage Tailgate 

Party and Bell Tower Climb 

¯ Tar Heel Kids and Teen Camps 

¯ Carolina Inn Post-game Party 

¯ Oetai~ed schedule of eyelets 

Event tickets are limited, so don’t delay. . Registration deadline: Friday, 
Oct. 23. 

Affinity Gatherings 

HomecomingIRAMpage 2009 
Partners and Supporters 

Tar Heel B~ue & White 

Johnny T-shirt 

Kiss 93.9 
University Mall 

Tar Hee8 P~us 
Masik Collegiate Fragrances 

Supporters 

Carolina Athletic Association 
UNC Sports Marketing 

Thank You 

Homecoming/RAMpage 2009 programs are 
made possible by dues paid by you and nearly 
70,000 other GAA members. Receive special 
pricing for many weekend activities and 
valuable discounts from select Ch 
merchants by showing your GAA membership 
card. 

2008 Video Covera~ 



Whether you graduated five or 20 years ago, it’s a great time to reconnect with classmates, 
friends and the University. The following affinity group events will take place during 
Homecoming/RAMpage 2009: 

¯ A~mni ~and Reunion* 
¯ American Indian Center Open House 
¯ ~ack A~umni Reunion* 
¯ Classes of 1984, 1989, 1994, 1999, 2004 

The Daily TarHeel Staff Reunion 
ha T~eta Sorority* 

Lambda Ch[~ha 

¯ Ne~man Center Reunion* 
¯ Schoo~ of Journalism and ~ass 

Com~catio~ Centennial: 

a So~o~it~ 
’73 - ’84" 

Visit aIumni.unc.edu,/home¢ominq for updates about specific affinity reunions and class-based 
activities. 

*These affinity reunions have exclusive events scheduled. Please visit their individual Web sites 
to register online. 

PRIVACY POLICY: You received this e-mail from the General Alumni Association-George Watts Hill Alumni Center, CB # 9180, Stadium Drive, PO 
Box 660, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-0660. You have not been subscribed to an e-mail list. If you do not wish to receive future e-mail of this type from the 
GAA, please reply to ncoedu and include your full name, address and class year, call us toll-free at (877) 377-7125, or unsubscribe via this 

link: unsubscribe here. 

Please note that UNC and the General Alumni Association do not sell your information, including your e-mail address, to anyone for any purpose. 

702472576 



CURRICULUM VITAE 

REGINALD F. HILDEBRAND 

Address: African/Afro-American Studies 

210 Battle Hall, CB #3395 (919) 

Univ. of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599 

Phone (919) 962-3537 

Fax (919 962-2694 

Current Position 

Associate Professor of Afro-American Studies and History, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, July 1994 - 

Previous Teaching Positions 

Asst. Prof., History Dept., Williams College, Williamstown, 
Mass., Sept 1985 - June 1994 

Lecturer, History Dept. and Curriculum in African/Afro- 

American Studies, Univ. of North Carolina, 

Chapel Hill, N.C., Sept. 1981 - June 1985 

Lecturer, History Dept., North Carolina A. & T. State 

Univ., Greensboro, N.C., summer session and Fall semester 

1980 

Areas of Interest and Current Research 

Emancipation/Reconstruction 
Life and Career of Richard Harvey Cain 

Administrative Position 

Interim Director, Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture 
and History, UNC-CH, October 2006 - May 2007 



Acting Chair, African-American Studies Program, Williams 
College, July 1987 - June 1988 

Current Research 

Engaging Blackness: Body, Mind, and Spirit; Essays on 
Malcolm X, W.E.B. Du Bois, and Howard Thurman 

Publications 

The Soul of W.E.B. Du Bois in The Souls of Black Folk: 
Centennial Reflections (Trenton: Africa World Press, 
2004):27-37. 

The Times were Strange and Stirring: Methodist Preachers 
and the Crisis of Emancipation (Durham, N.C.: Duke 
University Press, 1995) 

"Some Persistent Doubts about Paternalistic Hegemony: 
Roll,Jordan, Roll Twenty Years Later." Contention: Debates 
in Society, Culture and Science 3 (Fall 1993): 67-86. 

"Richard H. Boyd." In The Dictionary of American Negro 
Biography (New York: W. W. Norton, 1982), 56-7. 

"Methodist Episcopal Policy on the Ordination of Black 
Ministers, 1784-1864." Methodist History 20 (April 
1982): 124-42. 

"’An Imperious Sense of Duty’: Documents Illustrating an 
Episode in the Methodist Reaction to the Nat Turner 
Revolt." Methodist History 19 (April 1981): 155-74. 

Talks and Lectures 

Malcolm X: Two Struggles by Any Means Necessary, A 
Critical Assessment, Annual Meeting of the Association for 
the Study of Afro-American Life and History, 
4 October 2002, Orlando, Florida 

"Ms. Daisy Driving: Daisy Bates and the Little Rock Crisis, 
1957," Black History Month Lecture, North Carolina 
Central Univ., 5 February 1997 

Principal Lecturer, 2nd Annual Reuben L. Speaks 
Lectureship, Hood Theological Seminary, Salisbury, 
North Carolina, October 23 & 24, 1996 



"Evangelicals Engaging Emancipation," Panel on the Civil 
War in North Carolina: The Black Experience, North Carolina 
Division of Tourism and History, Hayti Heritage Center, 

Durham, N.C., 17 February 1996 

"Emancipation, African Methodism and the Gospel of Freedom" 
Inaugural Lecture, "Hughes-Hurston Lecture Series," 
St. Joseph’s Performance Center, Hayti Heritage Center, 
Durham, N.C., 5 October 1995 

Education 

Ph.D., 1991, Princeton Univ., Princeton, N.J. 

M.A., 1975, Howard Univ., Washington, D.C. 

B.A., 1971, Howard Univ. 

Fellowships & Awards 

Outstanding Black Faculty Award 1995, Black Alumni 
Association, Univ. of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Carolina Scholar, Postdoctoral Fellowship Program, 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Jan. 1991 - June 1992 

National Fellow, National Fellowships Fund of the Council 
of Southern Universities, 1976-9 

Professional Activities and Affiliations 

Member, American Historical Association 

Member, Association for the Study of Afro-American Life and 
History 

Community Involvement & Campus Activities 

Co-Chair, North Carolina Freedom Monument Project, 2004- 

Columnist for the Triangle Tribune, January 1999-2001 

Chair, Advisory Board, Sonja Haynes Stone Black Cultural 
Center, Univ. of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, 1997-1999 



Vice Chair, Advisory Board, Campus "Y", Univ. of North 
Carolina, Chapel Hill, 1996-1998 

Faculty Advisor, African Methodist Campus Fellowship, 
Univ. of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, 1995- 

Member, Board of Stewards, St. Paul A.M.E. Church, 
Chapel Hill, N.C., 1995- 
Member, Planning Committee for African American Film 
Festival, Carolina Theater, Durham, N.C., Jan 13-16, 1995 

President, Board of Directors, Greylock ABC Chapter of 
A Better Chance, Inc., Williamstown, MA, July 1988-June 
1989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHispA <uncchispa@gmail. com> 

Thursday, September 10, 2009 1:33 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

[chispa] 5 important Updates! 

Hi!!! 

I hope you are all having a great week! 

This email has 5 very important updates so please read all the way to the end to make sure you don’t miss 
anything! 

TODAY!-Form an opinion! 

Public Discussion, Und{~cumented lmm~rants in ~erica: Access t{~ HiNher Educa[ion. A panel of 
experts explore the ethical dimensions of the current debates over access to public services by undocumented 
immigrants in the U.S. This event is coordinated in conjunction with UNC’s first year student summer reading book 
selection, "A Home on the Field," by Paul Cuadro~, Assistant Professor in the School of Journalism and Mass 
Communication. Co-sponsored with the Center for Global Initiatives. This event is free and open to the public. 

When: Thursday, September loth, 2009 at 6:3opm 
Where: ~?dE>: G~ob<z{ Ed~cc~tion C~n~r, Nelson Mandela Auditorium (Room ~o~5) 

Facebook event: http : //www.facebook.com/home.php ?ref =home # /event.php ?eid=~ 94 964o8966&ref =ts 

TOMORROW!- UNC APPLES Alternative Fall Break! 

Interested in doing something different with your fall break but aren’t sure what Alternative Fall Break is all 
about? 
APPLES offers trips to 40 students to study the topics of Urban Poverty, Latino Issues, Environmental Issues, 
and Native Health. 

Complete the Alternative Fall Break AppBcation on ~):l?~,ww.unc.edu/a~Lexistuden~s;ibreaktr .htm 

APPLICA TION DEADLINE: FRIDA Y S~/E5~IBER l l tk, 2009 

Want to mentor a Latino high school student on their way to academic 
sl~ccess ? 

Apply to be a Scholars Latino Initiative mentor! Applications due September 
15th at 5pm to ~l~o~c@~loco~ 
More information about the program below! 
Interest meetings, Tuesday, Sept. 8 and Thursday, Sept. i0 at 6:00PM at the 
Global Education Center. 



About Us: 
Scholars’ Latino Initiative 
Each year approximately twenty UNC sophomores are selected to act as 
mentors and friends to a new class of high school mentees. These close, 
three-year relationships provide the high school mentee with access to a 
Carolina student who offers knowledge about how to successfully apply to 
and excel in college. The goal is to promote the academic achievement of 
the mentees, motivating them to complete high school and then pursue higher 
education. The program offers activities that support these goals and the 
relationships between mentors and mentees. 
Development Commi tree : 
UNC students on the Development Committee promote SLI on campus and in the 
community. The Development Committee is looking for creative, motivated, 
innovative students--who are interested in non-profit development--to make 
an impact in our organization. Activities and/or interests include planning 
fundraisers for the scholarship fund and operational budget, community 
relations, grant writing, photography, publicity, and website development. 
If you want the opportunity to develop your skills in an exciting, 
fast-paced environment, the development committee is for you! 
Feel free to e-mail carolina sli@uncoedu for more information or Lauren 
Teegarden at laurenteeqarden@uncoedu for more information about the 
Development Committee! 
Thanks! 
Jane Cook and Sam Wulzermann 
Co-Directors of SLI 

(Application attached!) 

SATURDAY!-Don’t forget about the Minority Buisness Expo this weekend!!! 

Make professional networks and get your name out! 

Facebook Page: http ://www. faceb ook. com/home.php?ref=home#/event.php?eid= 127895583406&ref=share 

NEXT WEEK! 

*Semana de Oro Events! Sept. 13-18" 

La Unidad Latina, Lambda Upsilon Lambda Fraternity, Inc. is hosting its first annual Semana de Oro, beginning 
on Sunday, September 13th and ending with Noche Dorada on Friday, September 18th. 
Noche Dorada is a formal dinner, taking place in Great Hall, to celebrate the beginning of Hispanic Heritage 
Month as well as the achievements of Latino faculty and students. 

Facebook event: 
~ :iiwww. facebook.comievent ~p?eid= 152952586927&ref--ts 

Tickets are now on sale for $13. Ticket includes formal dinner and after party. 

Contact Steven Quintero at fl~gxz~@emaikur~c.edu or any other LUL Hermano. 



POR FIN! 

I know that was a lot but I hope you all can take advantage of these amazing opportunities and events coming 
up! Please come out tonight to the panel! I hope to see you there!!! 

Paz 



UNC Scholars Latino Initiative 
2009 Mentor Application 

The UNC-SLI application is due by 5:oopm on Tuesday, September 15th. Applications and a 
current resume should be sent electronically to sli.unc@gmail.com. 

Organization 

Jane Cook - Mentor Co-Director 

Sam Wurzelmann - Mentor Co-Director 
Kitty Stalberg - Program Coordinator 

Program Description 

North Carolina is currently home to the fastest growing Latino population in the United States, 
increasing from approximately 76,ooo in 199o to well over 6oo,ooo in 2oo4 (Census). While 
Latino immigrants are fueling economic growth, rapid demographic change is posing new 
hurdles to public schools across the state--especially in communities historically challenged by 
gaps in achievement between low-income minority students and their higher-income white 
peers. Nationwide, Latino graduation rates from high school (about 53 percent) and transition 
into college are not keeping pace with the population’s growth. While 84 percent of non-Latino 
whites who are 18 years or older will attend college, only about 46 percent of Mexican-American 
students attend any type of college. 

The Scholars’ Latino Initiative (SLI) is a comprehensive college preparatory program to 
address the needs of foreign-born and first generation Latino/a students in public high schools. 
Undergraduate mentors, along with their faculty and staff colleagues, support our high school 
participants in pursuing higher education in order to grow a new generation of Latino 
leadership in North Carolina. 

SLI pairs UNC sophomores with high-potential Latino/a sophomores from Asheboro, Lee 
County, and Siler City, NC, for a three-year mentoring relationship. In its sixth year, this 
innovative program aims to provide high-school mentees with the tools necessary to obtain 
admissions and financial assistance at a four-year college. Under the auspices of the UNC-CH’s 
Center for Global Initiative, SLI is a collaborative project involving educators and community 
members, UNC faculty, alumni, and undergraduate scholars. 

As a SLI mentor, you have a chance to make a dramatic difference in the life of a dedicated and 
promising Latino/a high-school student, to build a unique and lasting relationship by sharing 
your knowledge and experience in situations that will call for academic guidance but also for 
versatility, resourcefulness, enthusiasm, compassion, and related gifts that a printed 
introduction simply cannot anticipate. Your participation in SLI has the potential to make a 
tremendous impact on your mentee’s future, on your self-development, and ultimately on the 
equity and diversity in American higher education. 

Each UNC mentor will commit to a three-year mentoring relationship with a Latino/a 
high school mentee. SLI mentors build strong one-on-one relationships to support and 
encourage mentees to perform at their highest level. Selected mentors also join a larger 
community of undergraduates and partners in the UNC and partner communities. Mentors are 
required to join a committee (college prep, community events, public service, and publicity) in 



order to collaborate as a team and provide mentees with academic support, community service 
experiences, cultural and arts enrichment, and assistance with college applications. 

This fall, SLI will select 2o promising Latino/a students from the partnering high schools. We 
will also select 2o UNC sophomore undergraduates to join our community and act as the 2OlO- 
2o12 class of mentors for the new mentees. Spanish language is not a requisite. 

SLI is looking for a diverse group of hard-working, enthusiastic UNC sophomores 
who are committed to supporting the achievement of high-school students from 
underserved communities in North Carolina. 

As a SLI mentor, you will: 

¯ Attend a mentor orientation session that will teach basic mentoring skills, 
motivational techniques, and provide an intensive description of the SLI program. 

¯ Serve as a positive, involved mentor for three years until the mentor’s and mentee’s 
graduation (mentors may go abroad for one semester). 

¯ Commit to at least one phone call and/or one email exchange per week with 
the mentee. 

¯ Participate in two group events per month. These activities are social, service and 
academic. 

¯ Attend two meetings per month for one of the following committees: community 
events, college prep, public service and publicity. 

¯ Arrange self-directed visits with the mentee as need arises. 

This initiative will change and grow with your continual involvement and contributions. Beyond 
the satisfaction of successfully reaching the goals of the program, this experience will reflect 
strongly in your future career and life endeavors. 

Mentors are also encouraged to enroll in the spring APPLES Service-Learning course, JOMC 
490: Poverty and Pluralism, taught by UNC professor, Jordan Matthews soccer coach and 
author of A Home on the Field, Paul Cuadros. The course focuses on issues surrounding 
diversity and equity in the US and awards students credit for public service in Siler City. More 
information regarding the class in the spring semester will be given to applicants during the 
interview process. 

Thank you for your application! 



UNC SLI Mentor Program Application 

Applicant Information 

Name 

Local Address 

Phone 

Email address 

PID/Major 

Current GPA 

Gender 

Date of Birth 

Hometown/High School 

Personal and Academic Information 

Please respond to all three of the following essay questions in no more than 8oo total words: 

1) Why are you interested in becoming a SLI mentor? 

What can you contribute to the program? 

3) In what ways will you build your relationship with your mentee, especially in light of 
potential differences (ethnic background, class, etc.)? 

Please briefly respond to the following questions: 
1) Please list and describe your most relevant classes, employment, or volunteer 

experiences: 

Briefly describe any hobbies, personal interests, or special skills. 

3) What other commitments do you have? Do you think availability will be a problem and 
if so, how do you plan to overcome it? 

4) Do you speak or study another language? What is your level of proficiency? 



5) Do you have any plans for future summer travel or travel abroad? Please list and 
describe. 

6) Which undergraduate committee are you most interested in joining? 

Public service - Coordinate public service opportunities for mentees and mentors 

Meeting time: Thursdays 6PM 

Community events - Coordinate social events to build community for mentees and mentors 

Meeting time: Wednesdays 4:3oPM 

Publicity - Coordinate recruitment of mentors and solicitation of scholarship funds 

Meeting time: Thursdays 5:4oPM 

College prep -Coordinate academic workshops focusing on SAT prep and the college 
application process. 

Meeting time: Wednesday 7-SPM 

Please briefly describe why and what skills you could contribute. 

7) Would you be interested in taking the APPLES class? Why? 

8) Is there anything else you would like to add? 

Application Deadline and Checklist 

Completed application materials are due by 5:oopm on Tuesday, September 15th. Applications 
should be sent electronically to sli.unc@gmail.com. 

SLI mentor application 
Resume 

Interviews will be held on Friday, September 18th. Please list the times between 9:ooAM and 
6:ooPM that you will be available for a 2o-minute in-person interview on Friday, September 
18th in the Global Education Center. You will receive an email with your interview time. 

Those students who are selected as mentors will need to attend a mandatory new-mentor 
luncheon on September 26, 2009. 

Agreement and Signature 

By submitting this application, I affirm that the facts set forth in it are true and complete. I am willing 
to commit to a three-year mentoring relationship and all other program requirements. 

Signature (typed) 

Date 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <car@unc.edu> 

Friday, September 11, 2009 11:49 AlVl 

GAA IVlembers <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Carolina Alumni Review: Gap generation - Carolina-Duke rivalry - 3ournalism, old and new 

The September/October issue of the Carolina Alumni Review’s digital edition is now available. 

Go to the new issue to read: 

The Gap Generation 

Taking a loosely structured but often highly productive year off 

after you’re admitted to college is a growing practice at some 

schools, and those who have told Carolina to save their seats are 
sold on the experience. 

Wilson Library Legend Has It 

The Duke-Carolina rivalry lit up Southern college football for 50 

years, and the memories are still as vivid as the old newspaper 

headlines and the keepsakes tucked away in attics. 

Hard Copy 

The rambunctious little department that became a well-regarded 

journalism school grew up with ink on its fingers. Now it looks to 

new faculty, new ways and in many respects to the students 

themselves to make a viable go of the new media. 

Also: 

¯ Check the latest news in "From the Hill" 

¯ See what’s new in Class Notes 

¯ Get Around Town, with retail openings and closings 

¯ Class Quotes: The rivalry with Duke 

¯ Yours at Carolina: Collaborating rivals 

We appreciate your membership in the GAA. IVlembers have exclusive access to the digital 

version of the Review. Watch for your print copy of the Review in the mail, but until it’s 

delivered, use your user ID and password to read what’s new. Need help? Contact ~aa- 

orfline@un¢.edu. 

× 



PRIVACY POLICY: The GAA’s subscriber list is not open to the public, ensuring that your privacy and e-mail address are protected. The GAA does not sell 

information about you, including your e-mail address, to anyone for any purpose. If you suspect that your information has been misused, please let us know by 

sending an e-mail to: . If you do not wish to receive future Carolina Alumni Review updates, please send your request to alumr~i- 

news@unc.edu and include your full name, address and class year, or unsubscribe via this link; Unsubscribe Link 

UNC General Alumni Association 

George Watts Hill Alumni Center 

Stadium Drive 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 

702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j effvand@unc.edu 

Friday, September 11, 2009 4:48 PM 

OASIS Communication Listserv <oasis-communication@listserv.unc.edu> 

[oasis-communication] [oasis-news] News from OASIS 

Hello ! 

A new item has been published on the OASIS website that you might find interesting. Check it out, and pass it on to those that might 
be interested. 

Title: Want to Learn Python ? 
URL: ~s 2ioasis.m~c. ed~ihome-blo ~/war~t ~to -learr~,~,thor~ 

ff you have any questions or anything we can help with, please submit a remedy ticket at ~:/ioasis.unc.edu/remedv 

Cheers! 

~4)ASIS 
h~n:iioasisamc.edt~ 

-- You are currently subscribed to oasis-news as: oasis-communication@listserv.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: 
h~://~ists.~r~c.ed~/~?id=~942~275.5~1c~1da42c6f~2ba3e~6aa5eddc1~fd&r~=T&1=~asis°~ews&~=253351~1, or send a blank email to 
leave-25335101-19420275.50 lc6 lda42c6ff2ba3e06aa5eddc 10fd@listserv.unc.edu. 
-- You are currently subscribed to oasis-communication as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here:          ~c~       = 1919626(~.fbc013dg0d954c59730c49bb95       ~:T&I=      ~mnm~icatio~&o=25335104, 
or send a blank email to leave-25335104-19196266.1bc013d90d954c59730c49bb95b4ea3e@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kenneth Janken <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 11, 2009 10:11 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Janken’s travel plans 

KENNETH J RALEIGH_DURHAM 01OCT09.eml (18.8 KB).msg 

Dear Travis, 

Attached is my ticket receipt for travel to the Association for the Study of African American Life and History 
conference in Cincinnati on October 1. I am on a panel. My understanding is that the College has resumed 
paying for professional travel. Can you begin the reimbursement process? I’ll check with you on Monday, but I 
wanted to send this to you before I forgot. 

Enj oy your weekend! 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

and 
Director of Experiential Education 
Office of Undergraduate Curricula 
300 Steele Bldg, Campus Box 3504 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 

http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpress/spr 97/i anken.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

DeltaElectronicTicketReceipt@delta.com 

Friday, September 11, 2009 9:43 PM 

KRJANKEN@EMAIL.UNC.EDU 

KENNETH J RALEIGH!DURHAM 01 OCT09 

Body.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,                  9:40 PM 

Travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

[sangam] Sangam Weekly Update! 

Sangam Listserv 
A weekly update of news and events provided by Sangam 

~ssue 3 September 13, 2009 

Sangam Links Brought to you by Sangam, the South Asian Awareness 
san Organization at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Sangam Calendar 

Sang_am Photos 

*Note: Due to the changes on Webmail, you will need to click show 

images.* 

~o ra 

Mahatma Gandhi 

gei[owshi~ 

Upcoming Sangam Events/News... 
1. Triangle Garba 

2. AKD MC Tryouts 

3. Upcoming Sangam GBM 

Upcoming Campus Events/News... 
1. Undergraduate Career Services Events 

UPCOMING SANGAM EVENTS/NEWS 

1o TRIANGLE GARBA! 

In honor of Navrati, UNC Sangam, NC State Ektaa, and Duke Diya cordially invite 

you to...Triangle Garba 2009! 

Triangle Garba is one of the first events of the year where you can see old friends 

and make new ones from all three triangle schools while dancing the night away! 

This year’s garba will be held on UNC’s campus at Fetzer Gymnasium on Friday, 

September 18th. Check out the facebook event for more details. We hope to see 

you there! 

2~ AKD MC TRYOUTS[ 

Think you have what it takes to be the next AKD MC?Then come 

audition for AKD MC on Monday, September 28th (location TBA). 

Anyone interested in auditioning must email Parul Sangwan by 

11:59 PM on Friday, September 25th. 

3o UPCO~N~NG GENERAL BODY ~4EET~NG 

The next Sangam GBM will be held on Thursday, October 1st 



(location TBA). Durin8 the meetins, you will set the chance to meet 

this year’s Cabinet and find out how to set more involved with their 

committees. Also, AKD Team selections will be made durin8 the 
meetins, so mark your calendars and come help decide this year’s 
competin8 teams! 

UPCOMING CAMPUS EVENTS/NEWS 

UNDERGRADUATE CAREER SERVICES 

Are you ready for the career fairs? The Undersraduate Career 
Services has many upcomin8 events to help UNC students maximize 
their interview skills and job search. 

Date Activity Time Location 

September                          lO:OOam- 239B Hanes 
Resume workshop 

14th 2:00pm Hall 

September Learn how to interact 3:00pm-4:00 239B Hanes 

14th with employers pm Hall 

September 6:00pm-9:00 

16th 
Diversity Career Fair 

pm 
Great Hall 

September                          11:00am- Dean Smith 
Fall Career Expo 

17th 4:00pm Center 

September                          3:00pm- 239B Hanes 
Stratesy Development 

21st 4:00pm Hall 

From your Lovely Co-Secretaries, 

email 

email 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 14, 2009 2:54 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

*** This is an automated message. **** 

A ticket has been created for you in the UNC-Chapel Hill problem 
tracking system. Please keep this confirmation message so that you 
may reference the ticket number associated with your issue. 

If you need to provide additional information about your issue or 
have questions about your ticket, please contact the ITS Response 
Center at (919) 962-HELP. 

Please note that during adverse weather, response times may vary. 

Ticket Information 

Create Date: 9/14/2009 2:54 
Ticket #: 1563390 

Email Address: stgore@email.unc.edu 

Phone Number: (919) 966-5496 

Brief Description: OASIS Technical Support 
Problem Description: Client’s Problem Description: 
OASIS Technical Support 

Worklog: 
Computer in room 201 Battle Hall needs to be set up for new Professor. Thanks! 
Building: - 
Department: 
os: Windows 
I permit you to work on this issue even when I am not in my office. 

This request was created at: ~s:iiwww.unc.edu/ar-birt/websub/ir~dex. t=OASIS%20Tedmical%20Su~ 
Remote Host: 152.2.116.127 
Form Input: Gore, Sam - (919) 966-5496 - stgore@email.unc.edu 
*** Internal use only: 
For escalation purposes, this request may be referred to the following Remedy group: AS-COMPUTING-SPECIALISTS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@med.unc.edu 

Tuesday, September 15, 2009 10:27 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Fwd: INFORMATIONAL: INSPIRE Fall 2009 

INFORMATIONAL_ INSPIRE Fall 2009 (2.43 KB).msg 

hey trav! 

I got this email and though ofyou...I know science may not be the most appealing, but maybe there are other 
opportunities out there. 

i hope you’re having a good day, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 15, 2009 4:06 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Lucas: Family Steps Forward Fo~ 
ATHLETIC SITE] 

Lucas_ Family Steps Forward Fol 
AT .... eml (47.4 KB).msg 

- NORTH CAROLINA OFFICIAL 

~ - NORTH CAROLINA OFFICIAL 



I_.as~ weekend’s aiumni game was a windaw into what the Caralina Family m, eans on and off lhe ceurl: What fans 

see, ~i~ougiL was wha~ the family means behind ck~sed deors 

in the NBA. One af [he rrlen in ~i~e roam, Rashad McCan~s. was a iat[ery pick faur years ago. Now, he’s withau[ a 1earn. 

reduced ~a waiting for Denw~r ar perhaps Charlofie io oall and after a spoi in training camp. 

"Basioally, I’d be geeing 1he lasi spo~ on the rosier," says McCants. "it wauldn’~ be anything big I’d just be gefiing tha~ las[ 

passible spoL" 

As McCants knows, and as ]ar Heel fans know, and as everyone in that roam in Chapel Hill last week knows~ McCants is 

better basketball player than end-of-the-roster filler In a room of his fellow Tar Heels, Makhtar Ndiaye spoke up. 

3hut the door, man/’ he said 

The door was closed. Vince Ca~er, Shammond Williams, McCants, Ndiaye and a handful of others remained. 

"OK," Ndiaye said, turning to McCants "Why don’t you have a job?" 

What followed was a frank hour-long discussion of the McCants saga. The good, the bad, the rumors, and the future. 

EvePvone in the room agreed there had to be a future, that McCants was too talented to allow himself to be out of the 

league in just four seasons 

"Those quys weren’t in my class and they didn’t know me before last weekend," McCants says. "They had a perception of 

and it wasn’t a very good one. When we talked, I explained some things that maybe they didn’t know. 

"1 was so impressed and humbled and honored that they would do that. Them sitting down to talk to me, I felt like they 

appreciated my taieni. I feR like they appreciated my character. Vince Car~er was my basketball idol And to have him say 

he likes my game and take [he time to give me some advice, ~hai means a lat" 

During his Caraiina career, beloved fermer academic advisar 

Burgess McSwain said 1his o[ McCants: "I’ve done 1his for a long 

iirrie Fle’s ane ef the easiesl kkis i’w.~ had 1:o work wi[h He is w.~ry 

paiite arid very brighi " 

"i feel at home in the Smith 

Center," McCants said. He 

should--his jersey ~s 

honored in the rafters. 

Lucas: The Stars Come Out 

Tonight 

[] Follow all of the college 

basketball action at 

CollegeSports corn 

[] Emaii this to a friend 

All of this ieaw.~s yau confused. If McSwain law~d hirrl, and if his Carelina Basketball family 

takes tim, e to try anti peint him in the right direcJan, then what’s 1he problem? 

Here’s the thing: most people will never get the chance to sit down for a round-table 

discussion with Rashad I~lcCa~ts Sit down with him one-on-one, and he’s an insightful, 

thoughtful personality Sometimes, though, you get the feeling he doesn’t want to let anyone 

see that side of him. 



"After four years in the NBA~ what I’ve found out is that you have to go out of your way to do 

certain things to win over certain people," McCants says "You have to have the growth and 

maturity to know what to do to take the next step. it’s a transformation." 

McCants thinks he began that transformation when he went through microfracture surgery in 2006 -[he -[imbeiY¢olves picked up his option~ but that led 

to a frustrating 2008-09 season that saw him traded to the Sacramento Kings He averaged 10.3 points per game forthe Kings. and wasn’t re-signed 

He has a career 100 points per game scoring average, but can’t find work. 

In the NBA, a league where putting the ball in the basket is the one unteachable skill, how does a double-digit scorer sit unemployed, hoping for a call 

from the Nuggets? It’s the first time in his life he’s ever had to hope to find a team He was hotly recruited by several colleges. The 14th pick in the NBA 

Draft. And, now, an end-of-the-bench afterthought? 

Something doesn’t make sense. 

"i’m not a bad person," McCants says ’Tve never been in the news for doing anything crazy. That’s what t,hose guys wanted to talk to me about W,hen 

they ~,ook ti~e time io do that, it si~owed me how rnuch the Carolina family cares. It’s rnore titan just saying hello [o somebody wi~en you see them, at a 

game. It’s a group of guys ~,aking time [o m, ake sure I don’t slip ~,hrough the cracks, ~,hal: I don’t k.~t m,y ~,alent go to waste." 

At some point over ~i~e ne~t days or weeks, an NBA team will dec’ide to tap fi~a~, talent That’s when ~,he burden shifts to Me’Cants. He is arrlong tile most 

purely tak.~rfi, ed members of the Carolina ~arnily But a ~ew days shy of his 25fi~ birfi~day, it m, igi~t be time for his last chance in pro baske~baii. 

"if I’m, given ~he opportunity to piay in a winnirlg si~,ual:ion, i’m going to change aii fi~e perceptions arourld," McCan~s says ’Tin, going [o show people 

wi~o I reaiiy am, i’m ready to prove people wrong." 

University of North Ca[olina MenL~i Basketball 

Pilfer-friendly formal ~ Ernail [his article 





From: 
Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

MPSA Conference <mpsal@mpsanet.org> 

Tuesday, September 15, 2009 11:49 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Call for Papers. Proposal deadline 10/9/2009. MPSA Political Science 
Conference, April 22-25, 2010 in Chicago 

Call for Papers for the 68th MPSA Political Science Conference, April 22 -25, 2010, Chicago 

Proposal Submission Deadline: October 9, 2009. 

Submit osal here! 

Please remember to submit a proposal to present at the 2010 MPSA National Conference. 

¯ More research papers are presented here than any other political science conference. 
¯ Hundreds of interdisciplinary panels, including Latin American Politics, European Politics, 

African Politics, Asian Politics, Mass Media, Political Philosophy, Law, Public Policy, Public 
Administation, Sociology, Religion, Anthropology and more. For a full list, click here. 

¯ New Opening Reception on Wednesday night, as well as the Exhibitor Reception on Thursday 
evening and the President’s Reception on Saturday night. 

¯ Everything happens in the newly restored Palmer House Hilton in Downtown Chicago. 

Please forward this Call for Proposals to colleagues you think may be interested. 

Founded in 1939, the MPSA is located in Bloomington, Indiana (320 West 8th Street, Suite 218). 

If you received this email in error, click here to unsubscribe 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Timothy J. McMillan 

McMillan 

Tim 

CB# 3395 Battle Hall UNC-Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

E-mail: tjml@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 
Thursday, September 17, 2009 2:00 PM 

travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

20090917140008058.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 09.17.2009 14:00:07 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Penn 
UNIVERXITY of PENNSYLVANIA 

Office of International Programs 

U.S. Department of State 
CAiVOiL/W, Visa Services 
2401 E Street, NW, (SA-1) 
Washington, DC 20522-0106 

Via Fax #: 202-663-3899 

Re: Advisory ODinion for O)OB 

To Whom It May C0ncem: 

I am writing to request your opinion as to whether 
home country .physical presence requirement. 

is subject to the two-year 

came to the U.S. on a program between the University of Permsylvania and the University of 
Geneva (Switzerland), where he is a doctoral student,         entered the University of Geneva as an 
international student from Senegal on his own initiative. He received no funding from the governments 
of.either Senegal:or Switzerland to study there. He was a resident of Switzerland since 1999. The inter- 
institutional program between the University of Permsylvania and the University of Geneva is also 
independent of any governmental funding,         applied for and received his visa stamp in Bern, 
Switzerland. His studies at the University of Geneva, and particularly his participation in the University 
of Pennsylvania-University of Geneva student program is in no way connected to his country of 
citizenship. 

For these reasons, we believe that the relevant country when considering the possibility of 
being subject to the two-year home residence requirement is Switzerland, his country of origin when 
pertaining to his presence in the United States. Switzerland is not part of the Exchange Visitor Skills List, 
and so we believe that        is not subject to this requirement. 

On behalf of         I respectfully request your verification of this matter. Please contact me if you 
require further information. A copy of original DS-2019’s and current visa stamp are attached 
for your reference. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Sincerely, 

International Student and Scholar Advisor 
Alternate Responsible Officer 

Suite 1W 3701 Chestnut Street 
Tel 

Philadelphia, PA 19104-3199 

215.898.4661 Fax 215,898,2622 www.upenn,eduloip 



Office of International Programs 

U.S, Department of State 
CAfVOiL/W, Visa Services 
2401 E Street, NW, (SA-1) 
Washington, DC 20522-0106 

Via Fax #: 202-663-3899 ~o pa_~-- 

Re: Advisory Opinion for (DOB 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I am writing to request your opinion as to whether 
home country physical presence requirement. 

is subject to the two-year 

came to the U.S. on a program between the University of Pennsylvania and the University of 
Geneva .(Switzerland), where he is a doctoral student,         entered the University of Geneva as an 
international student from Senegal on his own initiative. He received no funding from the governments 
of either Senegal.or Switzerland to study there. He was a resident of Switzerland since 1999. The inter- 
institutional program between the University of Pennsylvania and the University of Geneva is also 
independent of any governmental fimding,         applied for and received his visa stamp in Bern, 
Switzerland. His studies at the University of Geneva, and particularly his participation in the University 
of Pennsylvania-University of Geneva student program is in no way connected to his country of 
citizenship. 

For these reasons, we believe that the relevant country when considering the possibility of 
being subject to the tw0-year home residence requirement is Switzerland, his country of origin when 
pertaining to his presence in the United States. Switzerland is not part of the Exchange Visitor Skills List, 
and so we believe that        is not subject to this requirement. 

On behalf of         I respectfully request your verification of this matter. Please contact me if you 
require further information. A copy of original DS-2019’s and current visa stamp are attached 
for your reference. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Sincerely, 

International Student and Scholar Advisor 
Alternate Responsible Officer 

Suite 1W 3701 Chestnut Street Philadelphia, PA 19104-3199 

Tel 215.898.4661 Fax 215.898.2622 www.upenn.eduioip 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tomeiko Ashford Carter <tashford@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, September 17, 2009 4:41 PM 

Institute of African American Research <iaarlist@listserv.unc.edu> 
[iaarlist] African American Studies Consortium Meeting (09.21.2009) 

The UNC-Chapel Hill African American Studies Consortium will meet on 
Monday, September 21, 2009 in the Hitchcock Multipurpose Room of the 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History. The meeting 
will be held from 4:00-6:00 p.m. 

The Consortium is a continuing research and networking initiative. It 
seeks to connect UNC faculty, staff, post-docs, and graduate students 
who conduct research especially on African Americans in the U.S. and 
also on blacks elsewhere in the diaspora. The Consortium will provide a 
forum in which professionals can share their research experiences. The 
Consortium is a joint effort between Carolina’s Institute of African 
American Research, the Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and 
History, and the Department of African and Afro-American Studies. 

For more information, please call 919.962.6810. 

Tomeiko Ashford Carter, Ph.D. 
Associate Director 
Institute of African American Research 
UNC--Chapel Hill 
150 South Road, Suite 309 CB# 3393 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3393 
Phone (919)-843-2606 
Fax (919)-843-9407 

This email is being forwarded to the Listserv of the Institute of African American Research, 
located at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. This listserv 
periodically lists information on upcoming IAAR programs, related organizations, 
and constituents. For more information, please contact the IAAR Programming 
Coordinator at 919.962.6810. 

--- You are currently subscribed to iaadist as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-25380192-2005147.937233171b14bdc9dd09080fcle74632@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SECC2009 <secc@unc.edu> 
Thursday, September 17, 2009 4:47 PM 

carly.eitas@email.unc.edu; escox@email.unc.edu; carterl@email.unc.edu; 
stgore@email.unc.edu; dbell@unc.edu; stolle@email.unc.edu; bmoore@email.unc.edu; 
pamplin@email.unc, edu; j pm@email.unc, edu; elphab a@email.unc, edu; 
plandstr@email.unc.edu; klgillia@email.unc.edu; rgmerril@email.unc.edu; 
Drothrcok@email.unc.edu; boggs@cs.unc.edu; gordon.joyner@unc.edu; 
bettin@email.unc.edu; pjhoffma@email.unc.edu; richardm@email.unc.edu; 
mrobbins@email.unc.edu; volk@email.unc.edu; valerieb@email.unc.edu; 
davila@email.unc.edu; kathrynm@email.unc.edu; susan.landstrom@unc.edu; 
sclarke@email.unc, edu; valerieb@email.unc, edu; j eremy_mccamic@unc, edu; 
mcampbel@email.unc.edu; pbe@email.unc.edu; carterl@email.unc.edu; 
efisseha@email.unc.edu; carterl@email.unc.edu; sdphilli@email.unc.edu; 
cmiller3@email.unc.edu; khuson@physics.unc.edu; nicholsc@email.unc.edu; 
seubanks@email.unc.edu; cavitte@email.unc.edu; quick@email.unc.edu; 
valerieb@email.unc.edu; swilcox@email.unc.edu; kieber@email.unc.edu; 
slivka@email.unc.edu; rhonda@email.unc.edu; pgoodman@email.unc.edu; 
mrichard@email.unc, edu; kthomps 1 @email.unc. edu; j odie@unc, edu 

SECC Kickoff and Charity Fair 

SECC-kickoff-3 .pdf 

Dear 2009 SECC Division Leaders and Team Captains: 

Thanks to the Division Leaders who were able to attend the information 
session last week at MacNider Hall and welcome to our Team Captains! As 
promised, we are attaching the poster for the September 28th Kickoff and 
Charity Fair which will be held from 12:00 - 2:00 pm in the Great Hall 
of the Frank Porter Graham Student Union. Please print and post in your 
departments to help advertise this event. Team Captain training sessions 
will be led by Alan Taylor from 1:30 - 2:30 pm OR 2:30 - 3:30 pm, in the 
Union Auditorium which is next to the Great Hall. Please try and attend 
one training session on the 28th. Division Leaders - IF you have not 
identified all of your Team Captains, it is vital that you do so as soon 
as possible, preferably this week and email the names to: secc@unc.edu. 

Alan Taylor and the staff in the SECC Raleigh office will be packing and 
delivering SECC materials to the UNC-Chapel Hill campus by next 
Thursday, September 24th and the Team Captain names are needed for the 
most effective distribution. Otherwise, the pledge forms and giving 
guides will be sent to "Team Captain" in the department and may not be 
distributed promptly. The official campaign dates are: September 28 - 
November 19, 2009 so we need to hit the ground running this year. To 
entice everyone to donate early, we have some great incentive prizes 
which will be raffled off each week and those who donate are eligible 
EVERY week (the week they donate and beyond), provided they are not 
already a winner! Prizes include an overnight stay at the Carolina Inn, 
family four-pack of tickets to the NC State Fair, PlayMaker tickets, 
numerous local restaurant gift certificates, UNC student store 
certificates, and more. The local community has been very supportive of 
our efforts for the SECC. 



For any questions~ please email: secc@unc.edu or call: Alan Taylor~ 
821-2886 (State office) or Patti Lang~ 966-7762 (campus.) Please do not 
hit "reply" to this email. You may also visit: ncsecc.org for more 
information. Again~ we need the names of those Team Captains who are 
newly named in order to have materials delivered into the proper hands 
next week. Thanks so much for your participation in the 2009 SECC and we 
hope to see you on September 28th. An all-campus email will go out next 
week announcing the SECC Kick Off and Charity Fair. 





From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association < 
Friday, September 18, 2009 9:05 AM 
Alumni and friends <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
GAA Saturday Career Seminar 

@yahoo.com> 

A~umni Career Services Half-Day Seminar 
Specia~ Program for A~umni Currently in a Job Search 

Return to Chapel Hill this fall for a timely career discussion. Linda Conklin, the GAA’s certified career coach, will focus on job search strategies in 
a tough economy. GAA members attend this half-day seminar at no cost. A continental breakfast will be served, and all seminar materials will be 
provided. In order to offer the best possible experience for our members, space is limited. 

Finding the Perfect Job in an ~mperfect "Time 

Saturday, Oct. 17 I 9 a.m. - 1 p.m. 
~ister online toda~L. 

Are you overwhelmed and frustrated with your job search? There is a method to the madness. Learn how to successfully market 
yourself during this turbulent economic time. During this interactive workshop, you will: 

¯ Create a targeted job search strategy 

¯ Begin to develop your resume, cover letter and personal commercial 

¯ Create strategies to improve your networking and interviewing skills 

Can°t Attend? 
GAA members receive one complimentary session with our certified career coach ($150 value) each calendar year. Use your session to discuss 
any career-related issue. Explore career options, create your resume and cover letter, develop your job search strategy, prepare for your 
interview, expand your network or get advice on how to manage your career more effectively. For more information or to schedule coaching 
sessions, e-mail Linda Conk~i~ or call (919) 962-3749. 

NOTE: A repeat of this half-day seminar has been tentatively scheduled for Saturday, Feb. 6, 2010. Watch alu~nioUnCo÷dU/career in the coming 
months for additional information. 

GAA Member 
Ber~efits 

Alumni Career 
Services 

PRIVACY POLICY: You received this e-mail from the General Alumni Association-George Watts Hill Alumni Center, CB # 9180, Stadium Drive, PO 
Box 660, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-0660. You have not been subscribed to an e-mail list. If you do not wish to receive future e-mail of this type from the 
GAA, please reply to nCoedU and include your full name, address and class year, call us toll-free at (877) 377-7125, or unsubscribe via this 

link: unsubscribe here. 



Please note that UNC and the General Alumni Association do not sell your information, including your e-mail address, to anyone for any purpose. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kia Lilly Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 18, 2009 10:02 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Possible Independent Study 

Thanks. 

Travis Gore wrote: 
Hi Kia, 

I should be talking to Debby on the phone today and I will ask her. 

Thanks, 

Travis 

Kia Lilly Caldwell wrote: 
>> Hi Debby and Tmvis, 
>> I’m writing to see if it is still possible for students to sign up 
>> for independent studies for this semester. A student contacted me 
>> about doing one today. 
>> 
>> Thanks, 
>> Kia 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tomeiko Ashford Carter <tashford@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, September 21, 2009 9:04 AM 

Institute of African American Research <iaarlist@listserv.unc.edu> 
[iaarlist] African American Studies Consortium Meeting 09.21.2009 

The UNC-Chapel Hill African American Studies Consortium will meet today 
Monday, September 21, 2009 in the Hitchcock Multipurpose Room of the 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History. The meeting 
will be held from 4:00-6:00 p.m. 

Today’s meeting will feature presentations from the offices of the Vice 
Chancellor for Research and Economic Development and from the Carolina 
Performing Arts Center. 

The Consortium is a continuing research and networking initiative. It 
seeks to connect UNC faculty, staff, post-docs, and graduate students 
who conduct research especially on African Americans in the U.S. and 
also on blacks elsewhere in the diaspora. The Consortium will provide a 
forum in which professionals can share their research experiences. The 
Consortium is a joint effort between Carolina’s Institute of African 
American Research, the Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and 
History, and the Department of African and Afro-American Studies. 

For more information, please call 919.962.6810. 

Tomeiko Ashford Carter, Ph.D. 
Associate Director 
Institute of African American Research 
UNC--Chapel Hill 
150 South Road, Suite 309 CB# 3393 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3393 
Phone (919)-843-2606 
Fax (919)-843-9407 

This email is being forwarded to the Listserv of the Institute of African American Research, 
located at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. This listserv 
periodically lists information on upcoming IAAR programs, related organizations, 
and constituents. For more information, please contact the IAAR Programming 

Coordinator at 919.962.6810. 

--- You are currently subscribed to iaarlist as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-25400240-2005147.937233171b 14bdc9dd09080fcle74632@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Leon Hamlett <lhamlett@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 21, 2009 2:07 PM 

SIS-chat <sis-chat@listserv.unc. edu> 

[sis-chat] [Fwd: [Fwd: WebFocus]] 

[Fwd_ WebFocus].eml (1.64 KB).msg 

You are currently subscribed to sis-chat as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

send a blank email to leave-25403136-5944746.f7e 16d6f3923fed6048226a005d5b416@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Tanner <btanner@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 21, 2009 12:23 PM 

Leon Michael Hamlett <lhamlett@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: WebFocus] 

Leon, 
Could you post this to sis-chat for me? 
Thanks, 
Beth 

The Tuesday 9/22/2009 Basic WebFOCUS Training session has been canceled. 

Information for the next scheduled session is below: 

DATE: Tuesday September 29th 
TIME: 2:00 - 4:00 pm 
LOCATION: SASB North Building, Room 3124 

Beth Tanner 
Report Programmer 
Office of the University Registrar 
Suite 3100, SASB North, CB 2100 

Phone: (919) 962-9857 
Fax: (919) 962-0504 
email: btanner@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHispA <uncchispa@gmail.com> 

Monday, September 21, 2009 5:00 PM 

The chispa mailing list <chispa@listserv.unc.edu> 

[chispa] Paid Internship Information Session TONIGHT 

¯ Please only use this listserv to sencFreceive messages related to CHispA. PLEASE DO NOT forward any JUNK MAIL through this listserv!* 

Hi everyone!!! 

I know this is super last minute, but a representative from the Hispanic Association of Colleges and Universities is on campus today and would like to meet you all to discuss the 
opportunities available for students like you! Read the information below and come to the FPG Lounge in the Union today from 6-7pm to meet her and discuss available opportunities! 

The HACU National Internship Program (HNIP) recruits college, graduate, and professional-level students for summer and semester-long internships at federal government agencies 

and private corporations across the country. All majors are welcome to apply. 

Benefits 

There is no fee to apply to or participate in our program and we provide a simple, online application at 

All internships are paid by class level and HNIP provides interns with housing arrangements and airfare when applicable. 

Pay is based on forty hours worked per week. 

Sophomore/Junior $450 

Senior $480 

Graduate $550 

2010program dates and deadlines 

Spring: January 14 to May 1 Apply by November 6, 2009 

Summer: June 4 to August 14* Apply by October 1, 2009 (early deadline for most corporate internships and US Intelligence Community organization positions) or February 26, 2010 
(regular deadline) 

*Special dates for students who attend quarter-system schools 

Fall: August 26 to December 11 Application not yet open 

Eligibility: 

(1) be enrolled in a degree-seeking program 

(2) finish their first year of college before the internship begins 

(3) be authorized to work in the United States, and 

(4) have a minimum 3.0 GPA. 

For a full list of partner organizations, please visit: 

http:/!www.hnip.net/o~Lr~orl.tmitJesi~overnmenl.as~_ 

Carolina Hispanic Association 2009-2010 

Alicia Soto - President 
Chrissy Jusino - Vice President 

Melodie Pellot-Hernandez - Treasurer 
Adrian Lopez - Secretary 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 
chispa as: <a hre~"mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a hre~"mailto:leave-25404863-5013354.126b3c74256b 138 ce 81 e320e 5ae79140@listserv.unc.edu">leave-25404863- 
5013354.126b3c74256b138ce8 le320e5ae79140@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~mindspring.com 

Tuesday, September 22, 2009 2:16 AM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu; stgore@email.unc.edu 

rec--please place SIX copies in my box. Need by end of week. Thanks 

recommendation.doc 

Thanks for doing this. Is printing these out yet the province of Mr. S. Travis Gore?! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 22, 2009 12:02 PM 

@mindspring.com 
Re: rec--please place SIX copies in my box. Need by end of week. Thanks 

Travis can do this. I’ll try to give him a brief tutorial before I go. dc 

~mindspring.com wrote: 
> Thanks for doing this. Is printing these out yet the province of Mr. S. Travis Gore?! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 22, 2009 1:53 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: MS of Vol.2] 

MS of Vol.2.eml (889 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

bselassi <bselassi@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 22, 2009 12:40 PM 

dacrowde@email.unc.edu 

MS of Vol.2 

Volume 2.doc 

Debby, 

I am sending the firsat batch (cahpters 1-11); then chapter 12. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

bselassi <bselassi@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 22, 2009 12:59 PM 

Deborah A Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Chap 12 

Chapter 12.docx 

Here it is 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton <shutton@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, September 23, 2009 11:17 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@listserv.unc.edu> 
[seanc] W. news + teach-in announcement (fwd) 

Forwarded Message 

UNC Hospitals paying $9M in bonuses 
.!!~p:iifinv ~fi.comhm,’d~z 

[useful humor] 
The Johns Hopkins H1NI glossary for students 
<         lm.ed~iadmi~fisFa~ion/fit~t~gda~es/091309.Nml> 

Fixed-term faculty role is hazy 
<h~lp :iiwww.dail?~’mfl~eel.com/con~ent/fixed-tem>fac~fl~v-role ohaz~> 

DOWN IN THE VALLEY: General Fund Appropriations 
Per Person Lowest in 13 Years 
<h~p://www mc{ustice°~r~/sites/de~au~/fi1es~BTC%2~B~e~%2~-%2~D~wr~%2~irt%2~h~%2~ Va~levopd{> 

Is the State Health Plan fibbing about wellness savings? 
h~p:ii~myurl.com/n5bkco 

North Carolina Medical Society pushes bogus poll 

Protecting whistleblowers 
ufl.com/mz77~ 

Of all the forms of inequality, injustice in health care is the most 
shocking and inhumane. 
Martin Luther King, Jr., March 25, 1966 

Health Care Reform: A Progressive Agenda 
Tuesday, September 29, 2009, 7:00 - 9:00 pm 
Owasa Community Room, 400 Jones Ferry Road, Carrboro 

Speakers 

Adam Searing, Director, NC Health Access Coalition, NC Justice Center 
Adam Sotok, Organizing Director, Democracy NC 
Heide Kober, President, Progressive Democrats of North Carolina 
Michael Peaflmutter, Co-Chair, Durham for Obama Health Care Committee 



The current healthcare struggle is a showdown between those factions that 
represent the corporatocracy and those that are standing up for people’s 
rights. And the corporatocracy is hell-bent on winning. 

Get the Tools You Need to Make Your Voice Heard 

Elements of real health care reform 

Current status of legislation 

Corporate influence on the debate 

Effective actions for a robust public option 

At stake are not just the details of public policy, but fundamental 
principles of social justice and the character of our country. 
Barack Obama, September 9, 2009 

For more information, contact Jack Sanders 919-967-5155 or Miriam Thompson 
919-370-4114. 

Sponsors and Supporters 

Chapel Hill/Carrboro NAACP Branch 
Chatham County Democratic Party 
Chatham County Democratic Women 
Colonial Heights Democratic Precinct 
NC Roots for Healthcare 
North Carolina Peace Action 
Orange County Campaign for Change (OC3) 
Orange County Democratic Party 
Orange County Peace Coalition 
Orange-Chatham Progressive Democrats* 
Triangle Green Party 
Veterans for Peace, Triangle Chapter 
Women?s International League for Peace and Freedom* 

* teach-in organizer 

Live in North Carolina? Please go to 

and sign on to the letter supporting 
collective bargaining for public employees. 
Then add this message to your email signature 
file and help spread the word. Thanks! 

Steve Hutton 
Applications Analyst 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8050 

work: 919-966-6651 
fax : 919-966-6650 
home: 

Employee Relations Chair 
SEANC District 25 News Service 
SEIU Local 2008 
<h~tp:iiseanc25.org> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: stgore@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-25419622-9229013, ec855a7c 14a386ea9c950033 d 1 a18669@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 23, 2009 11:48 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

*** This is an automated message. **** 

A ticket has been created for you in the UNC-Chapel Hill problem 
tracking system. Please keep this confirmation message so that you 
may reference the ticket number associated with your issue. 

If you need to provide additional information about your issue or 
have questions about your ticket, please contact the ITS Response 
Center at (919) 962-HELP. 

Please note that during adverse weather, response times may vary. 

Ticket Information 

Create Date: 9/23/2009 11:48 
Ticket #: 1574394 
Email Address: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Phone Number: (919) 966-5496 

Brief Description: OASIS Technical Support 
Problem Description: Client’s Problem Description: 
OASIS Technical Support 

Worklog: 
set up access for computer at front desk in battle hall room 109. 

Thanks ! 
Building: - 
Department: 
os: Windows 
I permit you to work on this issue even when I am not in my office. 

This request was created at: ~s:iiwww.u~c.edular=bir~twebsubiindex t=OAS[S%20Teclmical%20Su~ort 
Remote Host: 152.2.116.127 
Form Input: Gore, Travis - (919) 966-5496 - stgore@email.unc.edu 
*** Internal use only: 
For escalation purposes, this request may be referred to the following Remedy group: AS-COMPUTING-SPECIALISTS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeff VanDrimmelen <j effvand@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 23, 2009 2:11 PM 

OASIS Communication Listserv <oasis-communication@listserv.unc.edu> 

[oasis-communication] [oasis-workshops] New Upcoming OASIS Workshops 

[-’] Create Sim~ple Websites: Graduate Students (Howell 05 Sandbox, from Oct 05, 2009 02:00 PM to Oct 05, 
2009 03:30 PM) -- by Jeff Var~Drimme~en 

Create a professional website for your e-portfolio, classes, and others projects. Learn how to easily put 
documents, photos, videos and other media online to to present a professional digital image. Geared toward 
graduate students and building an e-portfolio. Class will be taught using Wordpress.com as a platform. 

[-:-] Understar~dir~g and U si      ta1 Video ,(05 Howell Hall "Sandbox", from Oct 07, 2009 10:00 AM to Oct 07, 
2009 11:30 AM) -- by William Bail 

Everywhere you look there is more and more video on our computers, on the web, and even the gas 
pumps are playing little commercials while you wait. Would you like to know how to use digital video more? 
Join Will Bosley, from the Beasley Multimedia Resource Center, for a rousing discussion of video and its uses 
and limitations. From CODECs and compression containers to frame rate and bandwidth constraints, no digital 
stone will be left unturned. Special attention will be given to using the University’s iTunesU server and 
YouTube channel. 

[~ ~T~s arid Tricks to Help_?~ou Manage Your Emai1 (05 Howell Hall "Sandbox", from Oct 08, 2009 10:00 AM 
to Oct 08, 2009 11:30 AM) --by Jeff VanDrimmelen 

This workshop is designed to give you solid ideas about how to successfully organize your email system. 
We will explore popular time management techniques like David Allen’s Getting Things Done and Stephen 
Covey’s First Things First, but the majority of the time will be spent helping attendees to work on their own 
rules/filters, and Zero-inbox techniques. 

[’-] Intro to Mac OS X (Howell 05 Sandbox, from Oct 08, 2009 01:30 PM to Oct 08, 
Zack Fisher 

An introduction to using Mac OS X 

2009 03:30 PM) -- by 

[’-] Begirmir~ Plone - Ir~troductior~ to Cor~te~lt (Howell 05 Sandbox, from Oct 13, 2009 09:30 AM to Oct 13, 

2009 11:00 AM) --by Jeff VanDrimmelen 
Would you like to be able to edit your departmental Plone website? Then this training is for you. Come 

on out to learn the basics of adding/editing folders, pictures, links, and everything else having to do with 
content. 

[’-] Inte~ediate Plone - Collections & Forms (Howell 05 Sandbox, from Oct 13, 2009 11:00 AM to Oct 13, 
2009 12:30 PM) -- by Jeff VanDrimme~er~ 

Use collections to add content once and show it in multiple locations across your website using advanced 
search parameters. Use custom forms to gather information from students, faculty and the world. Have form 
data emailed to you or saved as an excel spreadsheet. 

[-’]                                           s & Users (Howell 05 Sandbox, from Oct 13, 2009 02:00 
PM to Oct 13, 2009 03:30 PM) --by Jeff VanDrimme~er~ 

Use rules to notify you and others of changes. Use user groups to give faculty and other members rights 
to edit their own content. Changing the layout of your website sidebar’s with portlets. 

[~ Calendar~ ’Y~ ~ ~£ p£~du~ti\,’i~5~ Technologi~ (05 Howell Hall "Sandbox", from Oct 15, 2009 10:00 
AM to Oct 15, 2009 11:30 AM) -- by Jeff VanDrimmelie~ 

This workshop is an extension of the "Tips, Tricks to Help you Manage your Email" workshop and will 



further explore tools and theories to manage your calendar and task lists. We will also introduce other tools to 
help you manage your time like flash readers and RSS feeds. 

[’-] Intro to Mac OS X Trot~bleshootin~¢ (Howell 05 Sandbox, from Oct 15, 2009 01:30 PM to Oct 15, 2009 
03:30 PM) -- by Zack Fisher 

An introduction to using Mac OS X 

[’-] Create Simple PersonM Websites (Howell 05 Sandbox, from Oct 16, 2009 10:00 AM to Oct 16, 2009 11:30 
AM) -- by Jeff VanDrimme~en 

Create an interactive and professional website on your own. You can use it for any type of personal 
proj ect. Learn how to easily put documents, photos, videos and other media online. Geared toward creating an 
informational website. Class will be taught using Wordpress.com as a platform. 

[’-] Create Simple Websites: Eact~lt;i (Howell 05 Sandbox, from Oct 20, 2009 02:00 PM to Oct 20, 2009 03:30 
PM) -- by Jeff VanDrimmelen 

Create an interactive and professional website on your own. You can use it for your classes, your 
research, a new book release, or other projects. Learn how to easily put documents, photos, videos and other 
media online. Geared toward faculty members. Class will be taught using Wordpress.com as a platform. 

[-’] i[ntro to Mac OS X A~lications (Howell 05 Sandbox, from Oct 22, 2009 09:00 AM to Oct 22, 2009 11:00 
AM) -- by Zack Fisher 

An introduction to using Mac OS X 

[’-] ~, Tricks, and Technologs; to Helr) You St~ccessfuHS; Maria,,our Time (05 Howell Hall "Sandbox", 

from Oct 29, 2009 09:00 AM to Oct 29, 2009 12:30 PM) -- by JeffVanDrimmelen 
This half-day seminar is a combination of the "Tips and Tricks and Help you Manage your Email" and 

the "Calendar, Tasks and other Productivity Technologies." It is designed to give you solid ideas about how to 
successfully organize your life and take back ownership of your limited time with the use of tools like Gmail, 
Google Calendar, Tasks, Flash Readers, and other Web 2.0 technologies. We will explore popular time 
management techniques like David Allen’s Getting Things Done and Stephen Covey’s First Things First, but the 
main focus will be on helping you establish a method for organizing tasks and to-do lists, calendar items, and e- 
mail and on exploring other organizational and time-saving applications. Opportunities will be provided to 
share experiences and ideas. 

[’-]          P~one - Introdt~ction to Content (Howell 05 Sandbox, from Nov 09, 2009 09:30 AM to Nov 09, 
2009 11:00 AM) --by Jeff VanDrimme~en 

Would you like to be able to edit your departmental Plone website? Then this training is for you. Come 
on out to learn the basics of adding/editing folders, pictures, links, and everything else having to do with 
content. 

[-7] Inte~ediate P1one - Collections & iForms (Howell 05 Sandbox, from Nov 09, 2009 11:00 AM to Nov 09, 

2009 12:30 PM) -- by Jeff 
VanDrimme~en 

Use collections to add content once and show it in multiple locations across your website using advanced 
search parameters. Use custom forms to gather information from students, faculty and the world. Have form 
data emailed to you or saved as an excel spreadsheet. 

[’-] Plone for Admi~istrators - Portlets              & Users (Howell 05 Sandbox, from Nov 09, 2009 02:00 
PM to Nov 09, 2009 03:30 PM) -- by Jeff VanDrimmelen 

Use rules to notify you and others of changes. Use user groups to give faculty and other members rights 
to edit their own content. Changing the layout of your website sidebar’s with portlets. 

[-:-] Intro to Mac OS X (Howell 05 Sandbox, from Nov 12, 2009 09:00 AM to Nov 12, 2009 11:00 AM) -- by 



Zack Fisher 
An introduction to using Mac OS X 

[’-] Set ~...K.X, our PersonaLiFami]’~, ’~_....~....l:~Xg (Howell 05 Sandbox, from Nov 12, 2009 02:00 PM to Nov 12, 2009 
03:30 PM) --by Jeff VanDrimme]en 

Would you like to keep a multimedia record of your life or family that you can look back on for years. 
Learn how to easily put documents, photos, videos and other media online. Class will be taught using 
Wordpress.com as a platform, but discussion time will be given to Blogger.com and other blogging 
platforms. 

[’-] Create Simple Websites: Facu]tN (Howell 05 Sandbox, from Nov 16, 2009 10:00 AM to Nov 16, 2009 11:30 

AM) -- by Jeff VanDrimme~en 
Create an interactive and professional website on your own. You can use it for your classes, your 
research, a new book release, or other projects. Learn how to easily put documents, photos, videos and 
other media online. Geared toward faculty members. Class will be taught using Wordpress.com as a 
platform. 

[’-] Create Simple Websites: Graduate Stude~lts (Howell 05 Sandbox, from Nov 17, 2009 10:00 AM to Nov 17, 
2009 11:30 AM) --by JefY Var~Drimmelen 

Create a professional website for your e-portfolio, classes, and others projects. Learn how to easily put 
documents, photos, videos and other media online to to present a professional digital image. Geared 
toward graduate students and building an e-portfolio. Class will be taught using Wordpress.com as a 
platform. 

[’-] Intro to Mac OS X AL~lications (Howell 05 Sandbox, from Nov 19, 2009 09:00 AM to Nov 19, 2009 11:00 
AM) -- by Zack Fisher 

An introduction to using Mac OS X 

[-7] Irxtro to Mac OS X Troubleshootir~A (Howell 05 Sandbox, from Dec 03, 2009 09:00 AM to Dec 03, 2009 

11:00 AM) -- by Zack Fisher 
An introduction to using Mac OS X 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rob Noel <rob@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 23, 2009 2:20 PM 

OASIS Communication Listserv <oasis-communication@listserv.unc.edu> 

[oasis-communication] REMINDER: ¯ "Last Fridays" with OASIS 

Just sending this out as a reminder... 

Greetings, Friends of OASIS, 

We would like to invite you all to an event we’re calling, "Last 
Fridays with OASIS." The purpose of this event is to give each and 
everyone of you the opportunity to drop in and meet the people that make 
up the core of OASIS, and enjoy some treats from the grill. We’ll have 
burgers and hot dogs, so we hope you’ll come by! 

As the name implies, the last Friday of every month between 12:00 - 1:30 
we are going to host this event outside Howell Hall (weather 
permitting; if not, it will take place on the ground floor, inside 
Howell Hall ). We’ll set up and operate the grill, cook some great 
food, and provide soda and good company. It is a working social event 
for us that will give us a chance to develop closer relationships with 
our clients in the College, and will be a chance for all us to sit and 
have lunch together, too ! This month, the date is September 25th. 

You are welcome to tour our offices in Howell Hall and meet all the 
diverse people that work hard to keep things moving in the College. We 
hope you’ll join us for some informal socializing and let us get to know 
you just a little bit better! 

We’d love it if you’d let our grill supervisor (rob@unc.edu) know how 
many in your party to expect so we can plan on getting the right amount 
of food, but no RSVP is absolutely required, so please come! We look 
forward to having you there ! 

Sincerely, 

OASIS 

-- You are currently subscribed to oasis-communication as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~:iilists.m~c.ed~i~?id= 191%266.fbc013d90d954c59730c49bb9564ea3e&~=T&l=oasisoco~muicatio~&o=25421622, 
or send a blank email to leave-25421622-19196266.1bc013d90d954c59730c49bb95b4ea3e@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Patrick Mortell <mortell@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 24, 2009 5:26 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 1574394 

What’s the name and onyen? 

Patrick Mortell 
OASIS 
~n : iiwww, t~c, ed~¢-Jmo r~e ll 

Travis Gore wrote: 
Hey Patrick, 

Yes the new prof finally got her new onyen. The lobby computer works 
if everyone puts in their own individual password but there is not one 
main password for the computer. 
Thanks ! 
Travis 

UNC-CH PTR wrote: 
>> Client Information 
>> travis t gore, Location : 109 battle hall cb 3395 chapel hill 
>> 27599 unk 
>> Affiliation:, Department: african & african-amer studies Phone: 
>> (919) 966-5496 and Email: stgore@email.unc.edu 
>> Short Description: Select a Short Description 
>> 
>> Email Text : Travis, 
>> Bryan’s out, I see you have 2 requests. Did you get the onyen for 
>> the new prol’? What’s wrong with the lobby computer, is it on the 
>> network? Patrick 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j effvand@unc.edu 

Friday, September 25, 2009 9:18 AM 

OASIS Communication Listserv <oasis-communication@listserv.unc.edu> 

[oasis-communication] [oasis-news] News from OASIS 

Hello ! 

A new item has been published on the OASIS website that you might find interesting. Check it out, and pass it on to those that might 
be interested. 

Title: OASIS Technology Productivity Workshops 
URL: ~s:/ioasis.unc.edu/~aiffm£i~b~o~!tec~mo~og~roductivir~,oworkshot?s-october 

ff you have any questions or anything we can help with, please submit a remedy ticket at ~:i/oasis.~mc.edtv’remedv 

Cheers! 

~4)ASIS 
~:iloasis.uv~.edu 

-- You are currently subscribed to oasis-news as: oasis-communication@listserv.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: 
, or send a blank email to 

leave-25436436-19420275.50 lc6 lda42c6ff2ba3e06aa5eddc 10fd@listserv.unc.edu. 
-- You are currently subscribed to oasis-communication as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here:                                                                                                , 
or send a blank email to leave-25436438-19196266.1bc013d90d954c59730c49bb95b4ea3e@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

regester@email.unc.edu 

Friday, September 25, 2009 10:10 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: exam 

Dear Travis: I sent the exam to Debby’s email. Ask her to forward to 
you. Thanks for the reminder. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>: 

Hello Dr. Regester, 

This is an email you asked me to send you regarding the test. 

Thank you. No worries, the football team is away this weekend 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Melissa Edwards <mredward@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 25, 2009 10:10 AM 

Andrea Caldwell <andreac@email.unc.edu>; Aylim Castro <acastro@email.unc.edu>; 
Carolyn Sara Covalt <covalt@email.unc.edu>; Alice C Dawson 
<adawson@email.unc.edu>; Stacy R. Edwards <sredward@email.unc.edu>; Michael S. 
Jahn <msj ahn@email.unc.edu>; Cheryl F Junk <tweeter@email.unc.edu>; Lisa 
LaMantia <ll@email.unc.edu>; Barbara E Lucido <blucido@email.unc.edu>; George 
Maitland <gmaitlan@email.unc.edu>; Elizabeth Shuster <eshuster@email.unc.edu>; 
Barbara Stenross <stenross@email.unc.edu>; Linwood Webster 
<lwebster@email.unc.edu>; Andre J Wesson <wesson@email.unc.edu>; Marilyn 
Wyrick <wyrick@email.unc.edu>; Harold Woodard <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; 
Christy Walker <cwalkerl@email.unc.edu>; Elizabeth Cox <escox@email.unc.edu>; 
Martha Isom <marthaisom@unc.edu>; Carolyn Cannon <ccannon@email.unc.edu>; 
Kenneth B Shugart <kshugart@email.unc.edu>; Roger Kaplan 
<rjkaplan@email.unc.edu>; Chloe Jade Russell <cjrussel@email.unc.edu>; Sarah J 
Howard <howardsj @email.unc. edu>; Laura M. Smith <laura. smith@uric, edu>; Paul 
Namaste <namaste@email.unc.edu>; David A Adamson <adamsond@email.unc.edu>; 
Marc J Alperin <alperin@email.unc.edu>; Todd Austell <tlaustell@unc.edu>; 
jjbrowni@email.unc.edu; George W Cloud <bcloud@email.unc.edu>; Marcus Lee 
Collins <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Glynis Cowell <gscowell@email.unc.edu>; M R 
Cramer <mrcramer@email.unc.edu>; boka hadzija@unc.edu; kelly_hogan@unc.edu; 
Elizabeth A Jordan <eaj ordan@email.unc.edu>; Richard A King 
<kink@email.unc.edu>; Gustavo P Maroni <gmaroni@unc.edu>; May, Lee 
<Lee_May@unc.edu>; Harriet D Nittoli <nittoli@email.unc.edu>; Julie Page 
<pagej @email.unc.edu>; Valerie C Pruvost <pruvost@email.unc.edu>; 
Jrenner@med.unc.edu; Sherry L Salyer <salyer@email.unc.edu>; Melissa Allison 
Wheeler <mwheeler@email.unc.edu>; mnegrete@email.unc.edu; Rozan, Ellen 
<Ellen Rozan@unc.edu>; Harold Woodard <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Academic 
Advising StaffListserv <advisingstaff@listserv.unc.edu>; Lori Harris 
<leharris@email.unc.edu>; Li-Ling Hsiao <hsiaoll@email.unc.edu>; Marcie C Ferris 
<ferrism@email.unc.edu>; Deborah A Simmons-Cahan <dscahan@email.unc.edu>; 
Radislav Lapushin <lapushin@email.unc.edu>; Valerie M Bernhardt 
<valerieb@email.unc.edu>; Donald C Haggis <dchaggis@email.unc.edu>; Kim S Miles 
<KMILES@email.unc.edu>; Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Michael C Lambert 
<mlambert@email.unc.edu>; Larry D King <larking@email.unc.edu>; Hannelore 
Jarausch <hlj araus@email.unc.edu>; Nina M Furry <FOURIRE@email.unc.edu>; 
Sheena Melton <smelton@email.unc.edu>; ampark@email.unc.edu; Richard E Langston 
<relangst@email.unc.edu>; Christina J Wegel <wegel@email.unc.edu>; Freddie M 
Clark <fclark@email.unc.edu>; Bobbi Owen <owenbob@unc.edu>; Erika Lindemann 
<ulinde@email.unc.edu>; Paula Goodman <pgoodman@email.unc.edu>; Laurie Holst 
<holst@email.unc.edu> 

Language Placement for Native and Heritage Speakers 

FL Placement for Native and Heritage Speakers.docx 

Dear all: 

Please find attached the new guidelines for native and heritage language 
speakers effective Fall Semester 2009. Native speakers, and heritage 
speakers who wish to pursue placement (PL) in their heritage language, 
should be directed to see Assistant Dean Glynis Cowell in Steele 0005. 
Students should schedule an appointment with Dr. Cowell via the Academic 
Advising website at h~p:iiadv~si~g.:~c.ed~i or contact her at 
gscowell@unc.edu with questions. 



Best, 
Melissa Edwards 

Melissa Edwards 
Assistant to the Associate Dean 
Academic Advising Program 
CB # 3110, 1010 Steele Building 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone (919)843-8651 
Fax (919)962-6888 
www.advising.unc.edu 



Language Placement for Native and Heritage Speakers 

The following guidelines apply to all students effective Fall 2009: 

For our purposes we will use the following definitions: 

Native speaker: student who was raised in native country, attending all or most of high 

school in that country and in the language of that country. 

Heritage speaker: student who was raised in a home where a non-English language was 

spoken, is to some degree bilingual in English and the heritage language, and who also 

attended all or most of high school in the U.S. 

With few exceptions, all entering students must have taken at least two years of the same foreign 

language in high school. Students should take the placement test in that language. 

In addition, a heritage speaker may also take a placement test in his/her heritage language for 

placement (PL) only and not for credit. If, in this case, the student places beyond level 4, the 

student can use the heritage language to fulfill their FL General Education requirement, but 

again, no credit hours will be awarded. Should a heritage speaker wish to take courses in the 

heritage language, credit will be awarded after level 6 (no credit through level 6). EXCEPTION: 

5th and 6th semester courses designed specifically for heritage speakers may be taken for credit 

(SPAN 266 and SPAN 326). The transcript will read: SPAN 204 PL. 

Native speakers may use English 101 and 102, or their transfer equivalents, to satisfy their FL 

General Education requirement. Native speakers may not be awarded credit for levels 1-6 of 

their native language(s). They may, however, receive credit for advanced levels of literature 

(beyond level 6, or sixth-semester courses). 

Native speakers, and heritage speakers who wish to pursue placement (PL) in their heritage 

language, should be directed to see Assistant Dean Glynis Cowell, beginning Fall 2009, in Steele 

0005. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gary Lloyd <gary_lloyd@unc.edu> 

Friday, September 25, 2009 2:37 PM 

SIS-chat < si s-chat@li stserv.unc, edu> 
[sis-chat] [Fwd: [its_changes] MINOR: Implement CA OPS/MVS as the mainframe 
automation product on] 

Please see the message below about SIS, Student Central, and 
Faculty/Staff Central being down this Sunday evening, September 27th, 
from 7-9 pm for routine maintenance. 

Thanks, 
Gary 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    [its_changes] MINOR: Implement CA OPS/MVS as the mainframe 
automation product on 
Date: Fri, 25 Sep 2009 13:45:49 -0400 (EDT) 
From: ITS Change <itschang@itschanges.its.unc.edu> 
Reply-To: UNC-CH PTR <petaylor@email.unc.edu> 
To: changes posted to itschanges.unc.edu <its_changes@listserv.unc.edu> 

Change Plan ID: 2682 
Change Plan Type: Planned 
Change Plan Status: Approved 

From 7:00:00 PM to 9:00:00 PM on 9/27/2009, the ITS Mainframe Server will be 
unavailable to allow for routine maintenance. This maintenance will require 
an IPL. Once the maintenance has been completed, a follow-up change 
notification will be sent that the ITS mainframe server is available. 

All ITS mainframe services for these service areas including 
Alumni/Development, Compliance Reporting, Enterprise Reporting/Web Focus, 
Department of Accounting Services (DAS), FRS, Finance Central, Financeer, 
General Administration, Investment Office, Payroll, HRIS, Student Central, 
Faculty/Staff Central, SIS, and EPA/SPA Web - those actions that use Account 
Validation will be affected. Specific services affected include: 

Alumni/Development 
Compliance Reporting 
Enterprise Reporting/Web Focus 
Departmental Accounting System 
Finance Central 
Financeer 
Financial Recordkeeping System 
General Administration 
Investment Office 
EPAWeb - actions that use Account Validation 
HRIS 
Payroll Application 
Faculty/Staff Central 
Student Central 
The Student Information System (SIS green screens) 

If you have any questions, please contact the ITS Service Desk at 962-HELP. 

Ed Taylor, 
Information Technology Services 

Start: Sun 9/27/2009 at: 19:00 
End: Sun 9/27/2009 at: 21:00 



Submitted by: Phillip Taylor - petaylor@email.unc, edu 
Remedy Users can view addition details by accessing the following ud: 
~s ://remedy. ~mc.ed~iarsvsi~orms/remedv.unc.edu/Cl~an£:e+Pla~+Nofifica~icm~De~ail? 
F536870933=000000000002682&mode=S~bmi~ 

Contact the ITS Service Desk at 962-HELP for more information by referencing 
Change Plan ID: 2682 

You are currently subscribed to its_changes as: gary_lloyd@unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-25438776-7064329.elffd201f21a0819b575f0b7a87d8924@listserv.unc.edu 

Gary Lloyd 
Associate University Registrar and IT Manager 
Office of the University Registrar 
CB# 2100, 3112 SASB North 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Telephone: (919)962-5162 
FAX: (919)962-0504 
E-mail: gary_lloyd@unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to sis-chat as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
send a blank email to leave-25439180-5944746.f7e 16d61B 923fed6048226a005dSb416@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Crowder < 

Sunday, September 27, 2009 4:04 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

email address 

~yahoo.com> 

Could you try sending me something to this address and see if I receive it? Thanks. dc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeff VanDrimmelen <j effvand@unc.edu> 

Monday, September 28, 2009 4:14 PM 

OASIS Communication Listserv <oasis-communication@listserv.unc.edu> 

[oasis-communication] [oasis-workshops] New OASIS Multimedia Workshops 

[-’] Ir~termediate Audio Editing (Beasley Center, from Oct 06, 2009 10:00 AM to Oct 06, 2009 11:30 AM) 
-- by Wi~ Bos~e2 

A continuation of the fundamentals. Topics covered will include noise reduction, reverb, compression, 
dynamics and EQ as well as editing speech for content. 

D Ur~derstar~dir~g~. arid Usir~..ig_ital Video (05 Howell Hall "Sandbox", from Oct 07, 2009 10:00 AM to Oct 07, 
2009 11:30 AM) -- by Will Bosle2 

Everywhere you look there is more and more video on our computers, on the web, and even the gas 
pumps are playing little commercials while you wait. Would you like to know how to use digital video more? 
Join Will Bosley, from the Beasley Multimedia Resource Center, for a rousing discussion of video and its uses 
and limitations. From CODECs and compression containers to frame rate and bandwidth constraints, no digital 
stone will be left unturned. Special attention will be given to using the University’s iTunesU server and 
YouTube channel. 

D Inte~ediate Video Editin~}:ir~al Cut~ (Beasley Center, from Oct 08, 2009 10:00 AM to Oct 08, 2009 11:30 
AM) -- by Will Bos~e~ 

Following on the introductory session, we will continue to use Final Cut Pro. Topics covered may include 
(but are not necessarily limited to) layering and transitions, linking and unlinking audio and video, text overlay 
and credits. 

[-’] i[ntermediate PhotoshoR (Beasley Center, from Oct 20, 2009 10:00 AM to Oct 20, 2009 11:30 AM) -- by 

Will Bosle~ 
A continuation from the basic class. Topics covered may include (but are not necessarily limited to) 

filters, advanced control parameters, advanced layer effects and masks. Class attendees will somewhat direct the 
focus of this session if they so choose. 

~ Basic Video Editir~g__(Final Cut) (Beasley Center, from Oct 28, 2009 10:00 AM to Oct 28, 2009 11:30 AM) 
-- by Wi~ Bos~e~ 

This class will familiarize you with the basics of non-linear video editing using Apples’ Final Cut Pro. We 
will cover file organization, digitization and timeline basics. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j effvand@unc.edu 

Monday, September 28, 2009 4:49 PM 

OASIS Communication Listserv <oasis-communication@listserv.unc.edu> 
[oasis-communication] [oasis-news] News from OASIS 

Hello ! 

A new item has been published on the OASIS website that you might find interesting. Check it out, and pass it on to those that might 
be interested. 

Title: Flu Proof your Course 
URL: ~s 2/oasis.uric. ed~itrah~i~ ouroco~rse 

ff you have any questions or anything we can help with, please submit a remedy ticket at ~:/ioasis.unc.edu/remedv 

Cheers! 

~4)ASIS 
h~n:iioasisamc.edt~ 

-- You are currently subscribed to oasis-news as: oasis-communication@listserv.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: 
h~://~ists.~r~c.ed~/~?id=~942~275.5~1c~1da42c6f~2ba3e~6aa5eddc1~fd&r~=T&1=~asis°~ews&~=2545(~5~, or send a blank email to 
leave-25456508-19420275.50 lc6 lda42c6ff2ba3e06aa5eddc 10fd@listserv.unc.edu. 
-- You are currently subscribed to oasis-communication as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here:          ~c~       =1919626(~.fbc013dg0d954c59730c49bb95       ~:T&I=      ~mnm~icatio~&o=2545~513, 
or send a blank email to leave-25456513-19196266.1bc013d90d954c59730c49bb95b4ea3e@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert H. Ferguson <rhfergus@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 29, 2009 1:56 PM 

rhfergus@email.unc.edu 

CFP: Fourth Annual African American History and Culture Conference at UNC-Chapel 
Hill 

CFP AfAmConference 2010.doc 

Please forward to all graduate students and interested faculty. 

Announcing the Fourth Annual New Perspectives on African American 
History and Culture Conference at the University of North Carolina - 
Chapel Hill. The conference, "Power and Place in African American 
History" is presented by the Triangle African American History 
Colloquium at UNC and will be held February 26-27, 2010. The 
Conference Committee invites proposals for single papers or complete 
session panels from faculty and graduate students related to power and 
place in African American history across a range of time periods and 
areas. The deadline for proposal submissions is Friday, November 13th, 
2009. 

Please see attached announcement for more details. 

Sincerely, 

Robert H. Ferguson 
Ph.D. Candidate 
Department of History 
UNC - Chapel Hill 
rhfergus@email.unc.edu 



Call for Papers: 

"Power and Place in 
African American History" 

Fourth Annual New Perspectives on African American History and 
Culture Conference at the 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 
Presented by the Triangle African American History Colloquium 

The Conference Committee invites proposals for single papers or complete session 

panels from faculty and graduate students related to power and place in African 

American history across a range of time periods and areas. The Conference seeks to 

address the question: "How does location enhance, circumscribe, or otherwise shape 

power and power relations among individuals, groups, or organizations?" Location can 

be broadly defined as geography or status and could include specific communal, 

imperial, colonial, or national contexts. 

Topics of exploration on power and place in the black historical experience might 
include: migration patterns across time and place, comparative models of Afro- 
Caribbean and North American slave resistance, rural and urban manifestations of 
black religion, gender and power in African American communities, modes of 
education in black-operated schools, the role of regionalism in black music, sexuality 
and power in black popular culture, urban black political ideology, transnational 
struggles for civil/labor rights, and black power on the international stage. Papers on a 
variety of other related topics that adhere to the conference theme are welcome. 

Eligibility: Faculty and graduate students. 

Deadline: The deadline for proposals is Friday,                   Respond via email 
to        @email.unc.edu with your name, institution, title, email address, proposed 
paper title, a 150 word abstract, and curriculum vitae. Please put "Conference 
Proposal" in your subject line. The conference paper itself should have a historical 
focus and be a maximum of ten pages in length, not including endnotes and/or 
bibliography. Presentations will be limited to twenty minutes, inclusive of any time 
needed for audio-visual setup. 

Contact Information: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

German Garcia-Fresco <trianglefiesta@app.topica.com> 

Tuesday, September 29, 2009 9:41 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

- First Friday International Party - Chapel Hill 

TRIANGLEFIESTA N EWSLETTER 

In This Issue: FIRST FRIDAY at SPICE STREET 

~ First Friday at Spice Street - THIS 

FRIDAY!!! 

¯ Red Room on Face Book ¯ German’s Notes 

First Friday at Spice Street - THIS FRIDAY!!! 

Hey 

This Friday is our largest monthly event! Last month 
was a blast with all the dancers, performers and the 
beautiful red carpet girl. Come out this Friday and de- 
stress yourself at any of our three dance floors. 

Remember we have complimentary finger food at our 
VIP section including, cheese platter, sirloin tips, fruits 
and other. Come on upstairs mingle, have a drink and 
enjoy a little taste of Spice Street’s cuisine served at 12 
pm. 

Men be sure to bring a woman with you - we will NOT 
allow entrance if men come in groups of 3 or more. We 
want to keep the male/female ratio equal to keep things 
fun. 

The DJ lineup: 

- DJ Ambiorix: Main room - Merengue, Salsa, Latin pop, 
Brazilian, Regaeton, Rock en Espanol, Freestyle, 
Mediterranean beats and much more... 

- DJ Salsa Mike: Salsa Room - in the side room with tile 
floors playing straight salsa/merengue/bachata music 



for all you people who want to just dance. 

-DJ Climax and guest DJ MC7: Upstairs in VIP with a 
sample from around the globe plus some hip-hop to 
give you a spot to get away from the crowd and relax 
with a balcony view of the whole party. 

Details: 
-Friday October 2nd, 2009 -Brazilian Independence day 
-9:30pm-2:30am 
-18 to party, 21 to drink 

PRICING - VIP includes a variety of appetizers. 
Guys: $15 at the door / $30 VIP 

Girls: $10 at the door / $20 VIP 
Students: $8 at the door / $20 VIP 

Price is subject to chance after midnight 
Men wearing Jeans pay extra $10. 

Red Room on Face Book 

Hey, 
I would like to invite you to become a fan of the Red 
Room Tapas Lounge on Facebook. By becoming a fan 
you will find out about their specials, discounts and any 
fun party you can enjoy! 

Click on the link below and be a Red Room Fan! 

Click here to become a Facebook Red Room Fan! 

German’s Notes 

Hey, 

I must apologize about the photos this month. The 
webmaster had to go on a business trip to Europe and is 
back this week. Soon we will have ALL the photos 
posted for you to see. 

Next week I am off to Argentina again to open a new 
sister paintball field and relax. I hope you can make it 
Friday so I can say bye! 

If you have any questions, concerns, ideas, or just want 



to talk to me you can reach me at 

can email me at qerman@trianqlefiesta.com 

Regards, 

German Garcia-Fresco 
Owner 

or you 

www.TriangleFiesta.com 

TriangleFiesta 

Office: 2742 LAurelcherry st 

Raleigh, NC, 27612 

info@trianqlefiesta.com 

Phone:              www.Tria nqleFiesta.com 

Unsubscribe I Update Profile I Confirm I Complain I Forward 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@UDel.Edu 
Wednesday, 11:01 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Regarding Students at Africana Studies 

Dear Travis, 

I am graduate assistant at Black American Studies, University of Delaware,NewArk. 
We are conducting survey on the number of people interested in African Studies. 
We would be highly obliged if you can let us know the number of Major and Minor Students at African and Afro American Studies 
program at UNC Chapel. 

If you need any clarification on the above query then I would encourage you to please contact any of staff members listed on 
following link. 

ams.ude i 

We are looking forward to establish communication regarding this program at you university. 

Thanks and Regards, 



Hip Hop Haven is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization based in Raleigh, NC. Our mission is to provide a safe 
"haven" and recreational outlet for youth to experience and express the essence of hip hop--art, music, culture, 
and sport. To that end, hip hop will be used as a vehicle to partner with youth and families in an effort to 
identify and address the most pressing, ongoing social problems plaguing our community (i.e., poverty, racism, 
gangs, drug use, teen pregnancy, HIV/AIDS, education, etc.). Through grassroots initiatives, youth and families 
will have access to the information and tools necessary to increase knowledge and encourage skill-building, 
empowering them to create change in their lives, in the vitality of their neighborhoods, and in the broader 
community (local, national, and global). Hip Hop Haven will promote involvement and support from both the 
national and local hip hop community, as well as local and professional sports figures, to provide building 
blocks for our youth. The organization provides an opportunity for reciprocity--for hip hop to give back to its 
roots, and for youth to give back to hip hop--keeping in line with the give and take, ever-changing, innovative 
styles that are hip hop. Hip Hop Haven will use education, music, fashion, dance, art, athletics, etc., to teach 
and preserve the fundamentals of hip hop and Black history, as well as to encourage the emotional, physical, 
mental, social, and spiritual growth and development of our young people and our community. Community 
service ("giving back") will be infused into all aspects of programming, through individual and group projects, 
as youth define and further develop their character and sense of leadership. Hip Hop Haven will provide 
recreation, mentoring, education, counseling, and advocacy as well as opportunities for peer support and 
guidance. If youth are to be our future, they must be given a voice. At Hip Hop Haven, dreams and talents will 
be identified, explored, and supported. Programming priorities established by the Board of Directors are as 
follows: music studio and classes in music production, basketball gym and basketball clinics, dance classes 
(breakin’, step, hip hop, cheerleading, traditional African dance), graphic art classes (graffiti), classes in African 
American history and influences of "people of color" on popular American culture, classes that relate to 
social/emotional development of youth (HIV/AIDS awareness, gang awareness, pregnancy prevention, drug 
use, job skills, self-esteem, etc.), grassroots advocacy, and the development of a family resource center. 

For more information please contact: 

@hiphophaven.org 

www.hiDhoDhaven.org 

© 2005 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j effvand@unc.edu 

Wednesday, September 30, 2009 3:34 PM 

OASIS Communication Listserv <oasis-communication@listserv.unc.edu> 

[oasis-communication] [oasis-news] News from OASIS 

Hello ! 

A new item has been published on the OASIS website that you might find interesting. Check it out, and pass it on to those that might 
be interested. 

Title: Remap Keys on Keyboards - Great for Netbooks 
URL: ~:/ioasis.unc.edt~i~raiffm~iNog!remap-ke~,soor~-ke:~’boardso~rea~oforone~books 

ff you have any questions or anything we can help with, please submit a remedy ticket at ~:i/oasis.~mc.edtv’remedv 

Cheers! 

~4)ASIS 
~:iloasis.uv~.edu 

-- You are currently subscribed to oasis-news as: oasis-communication@listserv.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: 
, or send a blank email to 

leave-25474813-19420275.50 lc6 lda42c6ff2ba3e06aa5eddc 10fd@listserv.unc.edu. 
-- You are currently subscribed to oasis-communication as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here:                                                                                                , 
or send a blank email to leave-25474904-19196266.1bc013d90d954c59730c49bb95b4ea3e@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j effvand@unc.edu 

Wednesday, September 30, 2009 4:32 PM 

OASIS Communication Listserv <oasis-communication@listserv.unc.edu> 

[oasis-communication] [oasis-news] News from OASIS 

Hello ! 

A new item has been published on the OASIS website that you might find interesting. Check it out, and pass it on to those that might 
be interested. 

Title: OASIS Newsletter - September 2009 
URL: ~ Jioasis.ur~c.ed~i~omeob~o~ioa sisonews~etterose~tember-2009 

ff you have any questions or anything we can help with, please submit a remedy ticket at ~:/ioasis.unc.edu/rer~mdv 

Cheers! 

~4)ASIS 
h~n:iioasisamc.edt~ 

-- You are currently subscribed to oasis-news as: oasis-communication@listserv.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: 
h~://~ists.~r~c.ed~/~?id=~942~275.5~1c~1da42c6f~2ba3e~6aa5eddc1~fd&r~=T&1=~asis°~ews&~=25475~8~, or send a blank email to 
leave-25475088-19420275.50 lc6 lda42c6ff2ba3e06aa5eddc 10fd@listserv.unc.edu. 
-- You are currently subscribed to oasis-communication as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~:i/lists.m~c.ed~J~?id= 1919626(~.fbc013dg0d954c59730c49bb9564ea3e&~=T&I=oasisoco~mnm~ica~io~&o=25475121, 
or send a blank email to leave-25475121-19196266.1bc013d90d954c59730c49bb95b4ea3e@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 
Thursday, October 1, 2009 9:38 AM 

travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

20091001093818201.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 10.01.2009 09:38:17 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j effvand@unc.edu 

Thursday, October 1, 2009 3:16 PM 

OASIS Communication Listserv <oasis-communication@listserv.unc.edu> 
[oasis-communication] [oasis-news] News from OASIS 

Hello ! 

A new item has been published on the OASIS website that you might find interesting. Check it out, and pass it on to those that might 
be interested. 

Title: Research Technology Workshops - Odum Institute 
URL: ~s:iloasis.ur~c.ed~itrair~i~        search~techno~ogy-worksho~s -odmr~-i~stiJmte 

ff you have any questions or anything we can help with, please submit a remedy ticket at ~:/ioasis.unc.edu/rcmedv 

Cheers! 

~4)ASIS 
h~n:iioasisamc.edt~ 

-- You are currently subscribed to oasis-news as: oasis-communication@listserv.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: 
h~://~ists.~r~c.ed~/u?id=~942~275.5~1c61da42c6f~2ba3e~6aa5eddc1~fd&r~=T&1=~asis°~ews&~=254~3~47, or send a blank email to 
leave-25483847-19420275.50 lc6 lda42c6ff2ba3e06aa5eddc 10fd@listserv.unc.edu. 
-- You are currently subscribed to oasis-communication as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here:          ~c~       = 19196266.fbc013d90d954c59730c49bb95       ~:T&I=      ~m~mnicatio~&o=25483849, 
or send a blank email to leave-25483849-19196266.1bc013d90d954c59730c49bb95b4ea3e@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tomeiko Ashford Carter <tashford@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, October 1, 2009 10:44 PM 

Institute of African American Research <iaarlist@listserv.unc.edu> 

[iaarlist] IAAR Announcements 

Dear Subscribers: 

Please take note of the IAAR announcements below. 

******** 

*African American Economic Summit* 
The Institute of African American Research (IAAR) will co-host an 
African American Economic Summit. The Summit will evaluate the impact of 
the US recession on US and NC African Americans. The Summit is 
co-sponsored by IAAR, which is directed by Fatimah L.C. Jackson, and by 
Duke University’s Research Network on Racial and Ethnic Inequality 
(RNREI), which is directed by William A. Darity, Jr. We are looking for 
Economic undergraduate majors to help out with the Summit. For more 
information about the Summit and to register, please see www.unc.edu/iaar. 

*IAAR/African American Studies Consortium Talk* 
IAAR, as a part of UNC’s African American Studies Consortium, will 
co-sponsor a research talk by Dr. Charles Davis, Carolina Postdoctoral 
Fellow in the Department of Art. Dr. Davis will discuss "Locating Race 
in the Epistemology of Architectural Organicism: Viollet-le-Duc, Race 
Science,and the Scientific Claims of Structural Rationalism." Dr. 
Davis’s talk will be held on Wednesday, October 14 in Dey Hall, Room 313 
at 5:30 p.m. The African American Studies Consortium is a joint effort 
between IAAR, the Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and 
History, and the Department of African and Afro-American Studies. 

*Friday Tea* 
The Institute of African American Research has proudly hosted two 
successful teas for the fall 2009 semester. Friday Tea offers a chance 
for the University community to gather informally for stimulating 
intellectual conversation, tea, and cookies. Please join us for another 
tea on Friday, October 9, 2009 from 3-4 pm in suite 309 of the Sonja 
Haynes Stone Center. 

Tomelko Ashford Carter, Ph.D. 
Associate Director 
Institute of African American Research 
UNC--Chapel Hill 
150 South Road, Suite 309 CB# 3393 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3393 
Phone (919)-843-2606 
Fax (919)-843-9407 

This email is being forwarded to the Listserv of the Institute of African American Research, 



located at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. This listserv 
periodically lists information on upcoming IAAR programs, related organizations, 
and constituents. For more information, please contact the IAAR Programming 
Coordinator at 919.962.6810. 

--- You are currently subscribed to iaadist as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-25486161-2005147.937233171b14bdc9dd09080fcle74632@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 2, 2009 9:56 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Ticket 1584092 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : 

Thank you for contacting us about the issue you reported on 10/02/09. A summary 
of your request is shown below. 

We invite you to visit this web address & take a short survey that will provide feedback on your experience with the ITS phone 

support group. 

*************** Summary of Request *************** 

ADDRESSED BY: Jimmy (workman) 
STATUS: Successfully Resolved 
FIRST NAME: travis 
LAST NAME: gore 
LOCATION: 109 battle hall cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
EMAIL ADDRESS: stgore@email.unc.edu 
PHONE: (919) 966-5496 
DEPARTMENT: african & african-amer studies 
TICKET NUMBER: 1584092 
SHORT DESCRIPTION: UNC Services 

***************** End ofSummary***************** 

ITS Response Center 
(919) 962-HELP 
h~p:i/he~p.~nc.ed~ 

Interested in backing up your data automatically, consistently, and 
securely? ITS is now offering data backup services via Iron Mountain. 
See         .ur~c.edui5(~62 for more information. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tomeiko Ashford Carter <tashford@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 2, 2009 2:23 PM 

Institute of African American Research <iaarlist@listserv.unc.edu> 
[iaarlist] IAAR Newsletter, vol 1, no 2 

ATT51859.pdf 

Dear 1AAR subscribers: 

Please find attached the latest version of the IAAR newsletter, _The 
Carolina Catalyst_ (volume 1, no. 2). 

Tomeiko Ashford Carter, Ph.D. 
Associate Director 
Institute of African American Research 
UNC--Chapel Hill 
150 SouthRoad, Suite 309 CB# 3393 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3393 
Phone (919)-843-2606 
Fax (919)-843-9407 

This email is being forwarded to the Listserv of the Institute of African American Research, 
located at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. This listserv 
periodically lists information on upcoming IAAR programs, related organizations, 
and constituents. For more information, please contact the IAAR Programming 
Coordinator at 919.962.6810. 

--- You are currently subscribed to iaarlist as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-25490835-2005147.93723317tb 14bdc9dd09080fcle74632@listserv.unc.edu 



THE OFFICIAL E-NEWSLETTER OF THE INSTITUTE OF 

A F R I C A N A I’1 E R I C A N R E S E A R C H 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 

VOLUME I NUMBER 2, FALL 2009 

Why is Research on Alrican Americans |mporlanl? 

Excellence in research is at the core 

of a first-rate university. As such, how 

will we at UNC address the multitude 

of research issues facing African 

Americans, both in North Carolina 
and throughout the world, in sophisti- 

cated, culturally nuanced, and scien- 

tifically rigorous ways? One approach 

is to increase the number of cross- 

disciplinary, collaborative efforts 

among informed researchers. Indeed 

this is one of the central goals of the 

new IAAR. The poignancy of the Afri- 

can American experience deserves 

careful exploration, documentation and 

analysis. We cannot resolve the dis- 

parities African-Americans face in 

health, education, and economic wel- 
fare without high quality research to 

guide our policy interventions. We also 

cannot identify the adaptive, beneficial 

aspects of African American life and 

cultures that can be replicated to 

improve the status of this segment 

of our citizenry. The IAAR is cur- 

rently evolving to become a re- 

search institute dedicated to the 

production and analysis of original 

research. This repositioning will put 

us in a better position to address 
significant issues in African Ameri- 

can Research. (Continued on p. 5 

See RESEARCH) 

IAAR-UNIC and Duke’s Research  elwork on Racial and Elhnic Inequalily 

lo Co-Hosl lhe African American Economic Summil in early Sovember 

Is the subprime mortgage crisis 

due to African-American buyers? 

How big is the racial wealth gap? 

Can government endowments 

for poor newborns reduce the 

wealth differentials? Great in- 

sights are expected when a 

group of stellar economists 

meet on November I and 2 to 

discuss key financial issues af- 

fecting African-Americans and 

others. Plans are underway to 

co-host the African American 

Economic Summit that will be at 

UNC on Sunday, November I 

and at Duke University on 

Monday, November 2. This day 

and a half summit is designed to 

discuss the policy implications of 

the current economic downturn 

on African Americans in the 

areas of health insurance, wealth 

inequality, the subprime mortgage 

crisis, and educational disparities 

and income. Some invited experts 

and their home universities in- 

clude: Algernon Austin 

(Economic Policy Institute), Ce- 

cilia Conrad (Pomona), Neville 

Francis (UNC-CH), Darrick 

Hamilton (New School), James 

Johnson (UNC-CH), Julianne 

Malveaux (Bennett), Patrick Ma- 

son (Florida State), Samuel Myers 

(Minnesota), Sandra Phillips 

(Syracuse), Ronald A. Johnson 

(Western Carolina University), 

Wilhelmina Leigh (Joint Center 

for Political & Economic Studies), 

Angel Harris (Princeton Univer- 

sity), Gregory Price 

(Moorehouse), Linda Carty 

(Syracuse), and Senator Dan Blue 

(North Carolina State Legislature), 

among others. Additionally, a large 

contingent of North Carolina 

Senators and Representatives have 

been invited to the Summit to hear 

first-hand from the economic 

scholars. 

Fatimah Jackson (UNC) and Sandy 

Darity (Duke) are collaborating on 

the Summit which will feature a 

reception and dinner on Sunday, 

public lectures on Monday, a 

working lunch, and extensive dis- 

cussions to develop policy recom- 

mendations from the reported 

findings. The results of this effort 

will be transmitted to both NC 

and national economic and legisla- 

tive authorities. (See AAES, p. 4) 



PAGE2 

Pictures from IAAR’s firs| Fall 2009 Friday Tea 

The Teas on alternating Fridays at the Institute serve to 
bring together scholars for informal networking, idea 
sharing, and collegial interactions. We hope to continue 
these opportunities for interaction through the Friday 
Teas and the upcoming African-American Studies Con- 
sortium Program and Reception on September 21, 2009. 

THE CAROLINA CATALYST, VO LU FtE I , N U FtBER 2 FALL 2009 



THE OFFICIAL E-NEWSLETTER OF THE 

RESEARCH, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CA 

IAAR Research 

Fellowships Now 

Available 

The IAAR is currently soliciting applications 

for Research Fellows for 2009-2010. Begin- 
ning this academic year, Research Fellows will 
be associated with either of the Institute’ s two 

research units: the EKU (Endogenous Knowl- 
edge Unit) or the IRLU (Integrated Research 

Liaison Unit). Applicants should have an 

earned doctorate in any field and a research 

project relevant to the African American ex- 
perience. Special considerations will be given 

to applicants with research interest that coin- 

cide with the Institute’s programmatic obj ec- 
tives for 2009-2010 or 2010-2011. IAAR Re- 

search Fellows are offered research space, a 

small research stipend, and computer access for 

the duration of their residency at the Institute. 
Research Fellows are expected to give a public 

seminar at the Institute, to list the IAAR on all 
publications associated with their fellowship, 

and to use their residency to apply for addi- 

tional extramural research funding. Applica- 
tions are now available at the following loca- 

tions: 

¯ IAAR website: www.unc.edu/iaar 
¯ IAAR offices in suite 305 Stone Center 

INSTITUTE OF AFRICAN AHERICAN 

ROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 

IAAR to Co-Host African Ameri- 
can Studies Consortium Fall 2009 
Program and Reception 

On Monday, September 21st the Stone Center, Stone 

Center Library, and the IAAR will jointly sponsor a 

program and reception for the African American Re- 

search Studies Consortium. The gathering will include 
a program in the Hitchcock Room and a reception in 

suite 309 of the Stone Center. This is a continuing net- 
working initiative that connects UNC faculty, post- 

does, staff, graduate students and community mem- 
bers who conduct research on African Americans and 

peoples of African descent throughout the Diaspora. 
The reception will allow Consortium members to meet 

IAAR’s new Director, Dr. Fatimah Jackson as well as 

become informed about new initiatives at the IAAR, 
the Stone Center, the department of African-American 
Studies, and the Stone Center Library. For more infor- 

mation please see www.unc.edu/iaar and click on the 

Consortium icon on the right-hand side of the page. 

The Consortium is a joint effort between IAAR, the 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and His- 

tory, and the Department of African and Afro- 
American Studies. This year we are especially keen to 

invite a broad cross-section of regional faculty, staff, 

students, and community members to the Program and 
Reception. We hope that you will be sure to join us! 

Come early and stay late! 

Undergraduale and Graduale 

Sludenl Inlernships Slill Available 

Are you interested in learning more about re- 

search on issues related to African Americans? 

IAAR now has year-round internships avail- 
able for undergraduate and graduate students. 

Applications for Student Internships for 2009- 

2010 can be obtained from Ms. Veronica 

Bellamy, 309 Stone Center (Main Desk) or 
online at: 

www.unc.edu/iaar. 

African American Studies Con- 
sortium Members and Friends 
Invited to be listed on IAAR’s 

Revised Webpage 

PAGE3 
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Sludenl Research 

Assistant Position Still 

Available al EKU 

The Institute of African 

American Research seeks an 

organized, motivated, and 

personable graduate or ad- 

vanced undergraduate stu- 

dent assistant to work 10 to 

20 hours a week to help co- 

ordinate various duties of its 

Endogenous Knowledge 

Unit. These responsibilities 

include, but are not limited 

to : conducting bibliographic 

research, summarizing arti- 

cles, and assisting in making 

arrangements for events as- 

sociated with EKU (e.g., 

lectures, programs, sympo- 

sia, conferences, work- 

shops). Duties also include 

making phone calls, facilitat- 

ing guest travel, surveying 

event sites, identifying fund- 

ing resources in support of 

the Unit’s mission, manag- 

ing confidential files, tran- 

scribing meeting notes, cre- 

ating reference databases, 

and taking digital photos. 

The student assistant may 

work with IAAR’s webmas- 

ters to coordinate technology 

efforts for relevant blogs, 

listservs, electronic data- 

bases, newsletters, online 

journals, press releases and 

other forms of research and 

publicity, the maintenance of 

personalized web sites (e.g., 

Twitter and Faceboook), the 

development of web site sec- 

tions, and the maintenance of 

personal digital assistants (e.g., 
cellular phones). The successful 
student will assist general with 
the EKU’s mission, especially 
in collecting, analyzing, and 
disseminating data on the in- 
sights, perspectives, and indige- 
nous knowledge of African 
Americans and Africans of the 
Atlantic Diaspora; helping to 
catalogue emic insights on di- 
verse topics; helping to develop 
and manage an archive of Afri- 
can American world views; and 
assisting in the creation of a 
major reference of African 
American indigenous knowl- 
edge and wisdom. The selected 
applicant must have a good 
knowledge of MS Office espe- 
cially Word, Excel and Pub- 
lisher. HTML language is a 
plus. All majors are welcome, 
especially those with specific 
disciplinary interests in African 
American Studies. Must have 
great interpersonal skills and 
superior oral and writing skills. 
Honed research skills are also 
desirable. Please contact: 
Dr. Tomeiko Carter, EKU Di- 
rector electronically at: 
tashford@ email.unc.edu. Be 
sure to indicate "EKU Student 
Assistant Post" in the subject 
heading. *** 

AAES continued from page 1, 
It is hoped that the African- 
American Economic Summit 
will produce tangible results of 
use to both state and federal 
agencies. 
For more information on the 
African American Economic 
Summit, please contact the 
IAAR or visit our webpage. 

THE CAROLINA CATALYST, VOLUME I , NUMBER 2 FALL 2009 



THE OFFICIAL E-NEWSLETTER OF THE INSTITUTE OF AFRICAN 

RESEARCH, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 

A Sample of Current and Planned Re- 
search, IAAR 2009-2010 

AMERICAN 

EKU IRLU RTL 

African American Eco- 
nomic Issues: 
¯ Housing 
¯ Wealth 
¯ Education 
¯ Health 

Black Theodicy: Christian- 

ity, Islam and the African 

American condition 

African and African 

American concepts in Ap- 

plied Mathematics 

African American moral- 
ity, ethics, and core values 

African American dietary 

patterns and nutritional 

status 

Patient Compliance and 
Adherence in Kidney 
Disease (ESRD) 

Genetics of Africa and 
the Transatlantic Afri- 
can Diaspora 

Cancer in North Caro- 
lina African Americans 
(particular emphasis on 
breast and prostate can- 
cers) 

Geographical differ- 
ences in educational 
attainment among Afri- 
can Americans 

The role of dietary salt 

in hypertension and 

stroke in North Carolina 

African Americans 

Mapping the geographical, 

demographic diversity 

among North Carolina Af- 

rican Americans 

Morphometric presenta- 

tions of African American 

facial variation 

Computational simulations 
of important events in Afri- 
can American history 

We are also open to considering additional topics. If you have a research priority that you’ d like to see 
the IAAR address, please contact the Director, Dr. Fatimah Jackson (fatimahj @email.unc.edu). If any of 
the above research areas appeal to faculty, staff, or community members, please contact any IAAR staff 
member for more information and ways you can participate in the research effort. *** 

RESEARCH (continued from page 1) Once these units are fully functional, we hope to offer though them, research work- 
shops, student internships, and affiliations for faculty fellows. 
Why is it impodant to do research on African Americans? African Americans represent a significant proportion of the NC 
and US populations. In the state of NC, AA represent about 26% of the total citizenry and this proportion has been even higher 
in the historical past. As a group, African Americans have been long vested in the history and development of our country. 
Their contributions of AA are poignant and the influence of African American culture pronounced. No area of the American 
experience has been untouched by the African American presence. As such, Black Americans are a deep part of the fabric of 
this nation. As the elders used to say, the African American’s blood is in the soil", meaning that they are an indigenous people 
of this land. 
What kind of research is needed? The long duration and intensity of the African American presence in the United States has 
a pronounced effect upon the magnitude of many of the problems/issues facing this segment of the population. Most of the 
problem areas are persistent, multigenerational, and require complex, multidisciplinary research approaches. No single ex- 
planatory model is going to be responsive to the diversity of African American genetic backgrounds, cultural experiences, or 
environmental exposures. There will not be a single gene, dietary factor, environmental toxin, or social condition, for example, 
that will explain the seemingly abiding infant birthweight deficiencies among African American newborns (in contrast to the 
newborns of more recent African and Afro-Caribbean immigrants). Rather, we will need research strategies that encom- 
pass the breadth and the depth of the African American experience in the US. We need research that crosses the generations 
as well, longitudinal studies, since many of the educational, health, and economic disparities observed among African Ameri- 
cans show patterns that have been in place throughout many generations. So research on African Americans needs to be well 
grounded in the "as-lived" experiences of African Americans, regionally specific to the nuances of these lives, and receptive to 
the integration of proximate and ultimate factors that influence susceptibilities.             (continued p. 9, See RE- 

PAGE 5 
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IAAR RESEARCH FELLOWS 2009-2010 

Lolita Gutierrez 

Brockington 

Dr. Brockington is an emeri- 

tus professor of history at 

North Carolina Central Uni- 

versity and has worked to 

document and analyze the 

impacts of the African dias- 

pora in the eastern Andes. 

The author of several books, 

including Blacks, Indians & 

Spaniards in the Eastern Andes: Reclaiming the Forgotten in 

Colonial Hizque, 1550-1782, Dr. Brockington plans to con- 

tinue to describe the demographic, historical socio- 

economic and political significance of the African presence 

in Latin America. To expand on her previous work, she will 

analyze 300 years of Bolivian parish records she has col- 

lected and incorporate these together with similar records 

for the same time period from Argentina, Chile and Para- 

guay. Dr. Brockington will apply her extensive data to ob- 

tain a broader, deeper perspective on the participation of 

African slaves and their descendents within the social, eco- 

nomic and political structures of these regions from the 

colonial period to Independence. 

Jesse A. Hardin 

Dr. Hardin comes to the 

Institute from Tucson, Ari- 

zona. He received his doc- 

toral training in the Depart- 

ment of Entomology at the 

University of Arizona, as 

well as an undergraduate 

degree in biology from New 

College of Florida in Sara- 

sota, Florida. His fellowship 

work at the Institute will focus on environmental health 

disparities relating to insect control in communities, particu- 

larly using Integrated Pest Management (I PH) techniques in 

community gardens and other urban settings. One outcome 

of his research that would be useful to communities is the 

development of educational curricula on links between 

asthma and insects of concern in order to identify strategies 

that minimize health impacts for children. He is also inter- 

ested in insect control methodologies at other scales of 

agriculture and how these contribute to environmental 

health disparities. 

Monique 

McMillian- 

Robinson 

Dr. HcHillian- 

Robinson is an 

educational psy- 

chologist with 

international ex- 

perience in edu- 

cation and research on academic engagement. A North Caro- 

lina native, Dr. HcHillian-Robinson received her undergradu- 

ate and doctoral training in psychology from the University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill, as well as a Master’s degree 

from UNC-Greensboro. Her background includes statistical 

training as a Fellow with the Emerging Scholars Interdiscipli- 

nary Network in the Summer Fellowship Program in Applied 

Multi-Ethnic Research at the University of Michigan. She has 

received grant funding from the AERA Institute of Statistical 

Analysis for Education Policy as well as grants to attend the 

Essex Summer School in Social Science Data at the University 

of Esse~ England. She is currently an Assistant Professor at 

North Carolina Central University, teaching educational and 

developmental psychology classes. Dr. HcHillian-Robinson’s 

research will use multilevel structural equation models applied 

to national databases to determine the factors that maximize 

academic engagement and achievement in minority-student 

populations. 

THE CAROLINA CATALYST, VO LU H E I , N U H BER 2 FALL 2009 



THE OFFICIAL E-NEWSLETTER OF THE INSTITUTE OF AFRICAN AHERICAN 

RESEARCH, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 

IAARWelcomes Experienced 

Epidemiologist and Professor 

Dr. Bill Jenkins as new IRLU Sen- 

ior Research Associate 

Bill Jenkins, PhD, MPH, was a professor of Public 

Health Sciences at Morehouse College and Director of 

its Research Center on Health Disparities, as well as adjunct Associate Professor of Epidemiology at 

Morehouse School of Medicine. He was a Supervisory Epidemiologist in the National Center for HIV, 

STD, and TB prevention at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), and managed its 

Minority HIV Prevention Program and the Participant Health Benefits Program, which assures medical 

services to the survivors of the Tuskegee Study of Untreated Syphilis in the Negro Male. He served as 

an expert on minority issues in disease transmission. Also at the NCHSTP, he was the former Chief of 

the Research and Evaluation Statistics Section in the Division of Sexually Transmitted Diseases Preven- 

tion and served as Manager of the National Minority Organizations HIV Prevention Program. 

Dr. Jenkins instructs medical, graduate, and undergraduate students in biostatistics, epidemiology, and 

public health at Morehouse School of Medicine and Morehouse College. He also consults on the de- 

velopment of Public Health programs at institutions in the Atlanta University Center and other Histori- 

cally Black Colleges and Universities. He serves on several boards including the advisory boards of 

Morgan State University’s School of Community Health (sp), M D Anderson’s Center for Research on 

Minority Health, Harvard’s School of Public Health’s IMSD and Summer Programs, and UNC’s Minor- 

ity Health Conference. 

He is a member of the American College of Epidemiology (ACE), the American Statistical Association 

(ASA), and the American Public Health Association (APHA), where he also served on the Governing 

Council and Executive Board. He was the chair of the Epidemiology Section of ASA, and a member of 

the Board of Directors of ACE. 

Dr. Jenkins obtained his Bachelor’s degree in Mathematics from Morehouse College. He holds a Mas- 

ter’s degree in Biostatistics from Georgetown University, and both a Master in Public Health degree 

and a Doctor of Philosophy degree in Epidemiology from the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. 

He has also completed post-doctoral work in Biostatistics at Harvard’s University School of Public 

Health. 

He has received the USPHS’ Medal of Commendation, The Hildrius Poindexter Award, and is a Distin- 

guished Alumni of the University. He has been selected to receive the Abe Lillienfied Award this No- 

vember at the American Public Health Association. 

Beginning October 2009, Dr. Jenkins will serve as Senior Research Associate of the IRLU (Integrated 

Research Liaison Unit) at the IAAR and an Associate Director of the Institute. We welcome his exper- 

tise to the Institute! 
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The Senior Scholars Program at the IAAR 
This program is a new opportunity for advanced faculty and professionals to spend up to two years in 
full or partial residence at the IAAR while they work on a book or other significant publication of rele- 
vance to African American studies. Senior Scholars are expected to have extensive experience in teach- 
ing and research and are generally considered to be at a mid to senior level in their careers. A Senior 
Scholar appointment comes with a small stipend (to facilitate the Scholar’s research) and requires a 
completed application, curriculum vitae, names of three references, and evidence of sabbatical or other 
support to sustain the scholar while in residence. The IAAR provides the scholar with access to IAAR 
resources and many UNC-CH facilities. Senior Scholars are expected to complete their project within 
the two years of appointment. Applications will be available October 10, 2009 at the IAAR Main Desk, 
305 Stone Center, and electronically from Ms. Veronica Bellamy (c_9okee@email~tmcoedt0. 

Attention Undergraduates with Interests in Economics 
Would you like to meet some of the leading experts in African American Economics and help as they 

develop policy recommendations for the state and federal authorities? The IAAR is co-hosting an Afri- 

can American Economic Summit in early November 2009 and we would like to invite thirty highly mo- 

tivated and personable undergraduate with interests in economics to join us. Interviews will be con- 

ducted in October. To sign up for this opportunity, please register at the IAAR Main Desk, 309 Stone 

Center or send Ms. Veronica Bellamy an electronic message (~ookee@emaiLtmc~edt0. Be sure to put 

AAES" in the sub ect heading. 

Provost’s Office to Appoint In- 

ternal and External Advisory 

Boards for IAAR 

We at IAAR are very pleased that the Provost’s Office 

at UNC-CH has agreed to officially appoint the Internal 
and External Advisory Board members for the Institute. 

Board members will serve for a maximum of three 
years with the potential for renewal. We extend invita- 

tions to all UNC-CH faculty members interested in the 
activities of the Institute to consider membership on our 

Advisory Boards. Please contact Dr. Fatimah Jackson 

(fatimahj @email.unc.edu) for more information. 

THE CAROLINA CATALYST, 



THE OFFICIAL E-NEWSLETTER OF THE INSTITUTE OF AFRICAN AHERICAN 

RESEARCH, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 

EMERGING RESEAR CH INTERESTS 

Do we as African Americans approach conflict resolution differently than other ethnic groups? Do our 

social and cultural experiences, directly and/or indirectly play a role in how we effectively communicate 

with others ? 

I believe African Americans do approach conflict resolution differently than other ethnic groups and it is 
directly related to our social and cultural experiences. From times of slavery through the years of Jim 
Crow, and now to the present, in the age of Obama, we can trace various examples of conflict whether 

interpersonal or global, and the different mechanisms used to resolve or at the least address these con- 

flicts. 
These questions and many more to come will get us thinking about the cultural dimensions of conflict 

and what concepts and processes we use to thrust our communities forward or in turn hinder them. 

As I pursue my Master of Arts in Conflict Resolution I look forward to gaining your insight and per- 
spective on how this discipline has been displayed and utilized in the past for African Americans as well 

as the present. The field is wide so feel free to comment from a work, family, or community perspective. 
Please feel free to contact me, Ms. Veronica D. Bellamy, with your comments and insight by email at 

cookee(~e~a~Lt~c~e~ttL Please reference "Conflict Resolution" in the subject line. *** 

RESEARCH continued from p. 5 

What is unique about African Americans that influences research on this population? In my research laboratory, we 
have been exploring the evidence for important population substructuring among Black Americans. We have observed signifi- 
cant differences in the West and West Central African origins of Africans first brought to this country, regional differences in the 
Europeans and Native Americans they interacted with, and important cultural and ecological differences in the constraints to 
which these early African Americans were exposed. Remnants of this early population substructure persist today and the most 
promising research takes these regional geographical differences into account. We have developed a unique approach, called 
ethnogenetic layering (EL) that addresses this issue of population substructure in contemporary Black Americans using such 
techniques as Geographical Information Sciences (GIS). One opportunity that the IAAR hopes to bring to the UNC-CH campus 
is increased access to the detail provided by EL. We hope that collaborations, particularly through our IRLU (Integrated Re- 
search Liaison Unit) will facilitate the integration of EL in many research designs. 

What can Institutes such as the IAAR do to improve the quality and quantity of research of African Americans? The 
IAAR at UNC is in a unique position to catalyze research that is both innovative and comprehensive with respect to this popula- 
tion. The Institute can bring together researchers with diverse approaches to similar problems (or with similar approaches to 
diverse problems) and by facilitating their collaboration, allow for the development of new perspectives. For example, we are 
hoping that the African American Studies Consortium (AASC) will expand to include any researcher with interests in African 
American research. This would bring together faculty, students, staff, and community members with interests in the arts and 
humanities, social sciences, chemical and life sciences, biomedical fields, business and finance, education, law, journalism, 
and many other areas of inquiry. On alternative Fridays (starting September 11th) from 3-4 pm the Institute will host Friday Teas 
and on Monday, September 21st, the Institute will co-host a modest program and reception at the Stone Center (4-6 pro). Both 
of these service activities reflect a continuing effort to create an atmosphere for important intellectual discourse and interaction. 

Recently, the Institute added a well-regarded, senior epidemiologist biostatistician, Dr. Bill Jenkins to our core staff. Dr. Jenkins’ 
proximity as well his ongoing mentorship of several junior biostatisticians will allow the IAAR to develop sophisticated research 
models that accurately reflect and predict the kinds of complex analyses that are needed in research on African Americans. 
Again, we feel that this is a serious step toward improving the quality of such research and can serve as a model for diverse 
groups.                                                 (continued on p. 10, See RESEARCH) 
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RESEARCH, continued from p. 9 

We have also opened up our stewardship opportunities at the Institute and host Fellows and Graduate Research Assistants 
from a variety of disciplines. For example, as of August 30th, our Fellows and Graduate Research Assistants have come from 
entomology, information technology, computer sciences, medicine, and comparative literature. Their on-site research on a vari- 
ety of topics is another step toward a more interactive, collaborative research model. Over the course of the academic year, 
Fellows will be presenting seminars and workshops on their research results in our new seminar room (309D Stone Center). 

What research initiatives are planned for the IAAR for FY2010? We have begun this first year of my directorship in a very 
modest manner. We have scheduled an African American Economic Summit in early November that will bring together scholars 
from around the nation for a 2 day conference at UNC and Duke to discuss and develop policy recommendations for the state 
and federal governments. 

In mid January we hope to host either an electronic or physical meeting of IAAR directors nationwide. The purpose of this 
meeting will to lay the groundwork for a national consortium of IAAR centers and institutes with the goal of establishing several 
future collaborative research projects. 

In early March 2010, our Arts and Humanities competition is due, and winners will be selected. This contest solicits 50 page 
scripts rooted in some aspect of the Black American experience, We are able to offer a $500 prize to the winner of this compe- 
tition and we are hoping to draw contestants from all over the region. 

In mid Spring and early summer we will begin giving Genetics Workshops in predominantly African American communities 
around the state. The purpose of these workshops is to increase local awareness of some the recent advances in genetics of 
particular relevance to African Americans. We have already contacted 55 mayors of majority Black American NC communities. 
One of the first to get back to us was the historic community in Princeville, N.C. 

Just before the end of the fiscal year (July 2010) we hope to schedule a public forum on Black Theodicy. This format will invite 
Black American Islamic and Christian scholars to develop a consensus in the morning and provide a public discussion in the 
afternoon that will highlight theological responses to the longstanding question of Black suffering among many African Ameri- 
cans: How do we rationalize the juxtaposition of a benevolent, all powerful CreatorGod and the reality of African American en- 
slavement and its aftermath? This question is at the core of many current and historical religious discussions among African 
Americans. 

We hope that these small efforts will begin to transform the Institute of African American Research into a primary research insti- 
tute capable of generating new data, supporting diverse scholars, and addressing issues of central relevance to an ex- 
panded field of African American Studies. 

Fatimah L.C. Jackson, Ph.D. 
Director, IAAR 

SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTUNITIES FOR STUDENTS 

1) BELL LABS FELLOWSHIPS FOR UNDER REPRESENTED MINORI- 
TIES~ :i/wwwobe~Mabsocom/fe~owshi~s/C~FP/infoohtm~ 

2) Student Inventors Scholarships 
wwwoir~ver~toor       iate/ 

3) Student Video Scholarships ~:i/ww%,vochristophersoor~/vidcon2k.html 

4) Coca-Cola Two Year College Scholarships 
co~aschNarsoor     ramsohtm~ 

5) Holocaust Remembrance Scholarships ~://hNocaustohk~awocom/ 

THE CAROLINA CATALYST, VO LU PIE I , N U PI BER 2 FALL 2009 



THE OFFICIAL E-NEWSLETTER OF THE INSTITUTE OF AFRICAN AHERICAN 

RESEARCH, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 

6) Ayn Rand Essay Scholarships http://wwwoa~r~rar~door~’~cor~teata/ 

7) Brand Essay Competition~:i/w~woir~atituteforbrar~d~ea~erehi ~BLEaeayCor~teato 
2002Ru~es.htm 

8) Gates Millennium=2 0Scholarships (major) 
readodbr~?~D 

9) Xerox Scholarships for Students~://www2.xerox.com/qoixrxiabout xerox/ 
about xerox detaiL~ 

10) Sports Scholarships and Internships ~://www.r~caa.orQ/about/scho~arships.htm~ 

11) National Assoc. of Black Journalists Scholarships (NABJ) </FONT>htt#:i/www..r~ab~ 
htmlietuder~tavceohtml 

12) Saul T. Wilson Scholarships (Veterinary)~:i/w~.a~shis.usda.~ov/mb/m bs/stw.htm~ 

13) Thurgood Marshall Scholarship Fund~:i/w~.thur~oodmarsha~ffur~d.or@’sk v6.cfm 

14) FinAid: The Smart Students Guide to Financial Aid scholarships)~:i/www.fir~aid.or% 

15) Presidential Freedom Scholarsh ips ~ ://www..r~atior~a~eervice.or@/acho~arah i~ 

16) Microsoft Scholarship Program~:i/w~.microaoft.comico~e~e/echo~arehi#e/mir~orit 

17) Wired Scholar Free Scholarship Search~:i/w~.wiredacho~ar.com 
scho~arshi~ searchi~ scho~arshi~ scare 
h.jsp 

18) Hope Scholarships &Lifetime Credits ~://www.ed.~ov/ir~ita/hope/ 

19) William Randolph Hearst Endowed Scholarship for Minority Studentshttp:i/www.apear~et.or~ 

20) Multiple List of Minority Scholarships hor~.ir.miami.eduifir~ar~ciaFaaaietar~ce/ 
Scho~arsh~#/b~ack_ht~ 

21) Guaranteed Scholarships ~:i/w~.~uaranteed-scho~arsh~#s.co~i 

22) BOEING scholarships (some HBCU connects)~:i/www,boe~,com/com~offices/ 
educat~onre[at~ons/scho~arsh~ 

23) Easley National Scholarship Program ~://www,naas,or~/se~or,,ht~ 

24) ~aryland Artists Scholarships 

26) Jacki Tuckfield ~emorial Graduate Business Scholarship (for AA students in South Florida ) 

27) Historically Black College & University Scholarships~:/iwwwJesabroad,orq/~fo/hbcu,htm 

28) Actuarial Scholarships for ~inority Students 
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schNarshipsohtm 

29) International Students Scholarships I Aid Help ~:i/ww~oiefaoor~ 

30) College Board Scholarship Searchhttp:i/cbwebl eboardoor~ifur~dfir~der/htm~i 
fur~dfir~d01ohtm~ 

31) Burger King Scholarship=2 0Program ~:i/ww~obkschNarsocsfaoor~ 

32) Siemens Westinghouse Competition ~://wwwosiemer~SofOUr~datior~or~ 

33) GE and LuLac Scholarship Funds ~:i/wwwJu~acoor rams/Scho~arohtm~ 

34) CollegeNet ’ s Scholarship Database ~://mach25oco~e~er~etocom/cqiobir~iN25iir~de× 

35) Union Sponsored Scholarships and Aid~:i/ww~oaf~cioorq/scho~arshi#s/schNaroht~ 

36) Federal Scholarships &Aid Gateways 25 Scholarship Gateways from Black Excel 
wwwoNackexceLor~’25scho~arsh ipsohtm 

37) Scholarship &Financial Aid Help ~://wwwoNackexceLor~/finoschoht~ 

38) Scholarship Links (Ed Finance Group) ~://wwwoef%r~et/~ir~k schNarshi~ohtm 

39) FAFSA On The Web (Your Key Aid Form & Info) ~:i/wwwofafsaoedo~ 

40) Aid & Resources For Re-Entry Students ~:i/w~woback2colle~eocom/ 

41) Scholarships and Fellowships f~ir~ksoh tml 

42) Scholarships for Study in Paralegal Studies 

43) HBCU Packard Sit Abroad Scholarships (for study around the world)~://wwwositoedui 
ackard rmmir~atior~oht~ 

44) Scholarship and Fellowship Opportunities ~:i/ccmiouchicaqooeduischH ohtm~ 

45) IN ROADS internships ~ :i/ww~oin roadsoor~ 

46) ACT-SO bEURoeOlympics of the Mind ’A Scholarships’ttp://wwwor~aac orkiactsoiacto 
sooshtm~ 

47) Black Alliance for Educational Options Scholarships’ttp://wwwobaeooor~tior~s/ 

48) ScienceNet Scholarship Listing’ttp:llwwwoscier~cer~etoemory.oeduiur~der 
schNarshi£sohtm~ 

49) Graduate Fellowships For Minorities Nationwide’ttp://cuinfo.cornell.edu/Student/GRFN/ 
list.phtml?category=MINORITIES 

50) RHODES SCHOLARSHIPS AT OXFORD ’ttp://~:i/wwworhodesscho~aroor~/info.html 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

A1 Baldy <AMBaldy@maupintravel.com> 

Friday, October 2, 2009 5:13 PM 

undisclosed-recipients: 

Important! Secure Flight Program Update 

Secure Flight Implementation Details 10-09.doc 

PLEASE FORWARD TO ALL AFFECTED INDIVIDUALS WITHIN YOUR DEPARTMENT 

Greetings from Maupin Travel: 

Please see attached update that we’ve composed for our UNC Staff & Departments to inform them of the data collection 
initiative that is being undertaken by the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and the Transportation Security 
Administration (TSA) related to additional data that will need to be housed in future travel reservations. It is important that 
all travelers, travel administrators and key staff within your departments be aware of this new policy which is known as 
Secure Flicjht. 

Please refer to the attached document which describes the updates that have occurred since our original announcement 
in April and future plans for the program that are known at this time. 

Your compliance and cooperation with the new data-collection procedures will help ensure that your and your travelers 
are not unnecessarily delayed or detained at the airport when traveling and will help expedite the security checkpoint 
lines. 

For additional information, visit the TSA Secure Flight Link at: 
http://www.tsa.qov/what we do/layers/securefliqht/index.shtm. We will alert you to additional data collection updates as 
they become available. 

If you have any further questions, you can contact our Chapel Hill Meadowmont office at (919) 967-8888 or Kim Fehr at 
kkfehr@maupintravel.com. 

Thank you for your business! 



Secure Flight Implementation Details 

As our valued client, we would like to make you aware of additional details of Secure Flight, a program 
developed by the Department of Homeland Security in conjunction with the Transportation Security 
Administration. As mentioned in our April memo, the mission of the Secure Flight program is to enhance 
the security of domestic and international commercial air travel through the use of improved "watch list" 
matching. The TSA will assume responsibility from the airlines for pre-screening travelers against 
aviation-related terrorist watch lists. 

In accordance with recent directives from the TSA and on behalf of the airlines, travel agencies must now 
enter a traveler’s date of birth, gender and first/middle/last name as it appears on the documents you’ll be 
presenting as proof of identification. This information is vital to ensure an uninterrupted travel 
experience. Travelers whose reservations do not contain this information may experience check-in delays 
and/or increased scrutiny at their departure point. Although all airlines are not yet requesting this 
information, we are moving forward in collecting the additional details since such information will be 
required from all airlines by early 2010. As of this date, American, Delta and Southwest have officially 
announced their data-collection instructions. For additional information, you can refer to the most updated 
details at http://www.tsa.~ov/what we do/lavers/securefli~ht/index.shtm or the individual airline 
websites below. 

Under the new Secure Flight rules, the name travelers use to make flight reservations must exactly match 
the name on their government-issued identification that will be presented when traveling. It is also 
important to note that travelers should be careful to have their frequent flyer program accounts updated to 
exactly match their airline profile (including middle names, first or middle initials, etc.) Otherwise, they 
will miss out on any benefits from their frequent flyer accounts. 

These links may be helpful to those of you who are frequent flyers and need to change your name on your 
account to match your government-issued identification presented at the airport: 

American Airlines: www.aa.com Fax# 817-963-7882 

Continental Airlines: www.continental.com 

Delta/Northwest Airlines: www.delta.com Fax# 404-773-1945 

JetBlue Airways: www.jetblue.com 

Southwest Airlines: www.southwest.com 

U.S. Airways: www.usairwavs.com or call 800-428-4322 

United Airlines: www.united.com or call 800-421-4655 or Fax# 605-341-6140 

It is important to have this information distributed to all of your travelers so they are aware of this new 
TSA initiative and the need to collect this additional data. Failure to include this information in their 
reservation may prevent them from printing a boarding pass at home or airport and may result in additional 
screening or denied boarding. 

Revised 10-2-09 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mail Delivery Subsystem <MAILER-DAEMON> 

Monday, October 5, 2009 11:43 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Returned mail: see transcript for details 

details.txt; AFRI 370 will NOT meet Tue. Oct. 6th (954 bytes).msg 

The original message was received at Mon, 5 Oct 2009 11:43:02 -0400 (EDT) 
from lnxp2.isis.unc.edu [152.2.2.160] 

..... The following addresses had permanent fatal errors ..... 
<sheab@email.unc.edu> 

(reason: 550-Mailbox unknown. Either there is no mailbox associated with this) 

..... Transcript of session follows ..... 
... while talking to imap.unc.edu.: 
>>> DATA 
<<< 550-Mailbox unknown. Either there is no mailbox associated with this 
<<< 550-name or you do not have authorization to see it. 
<<< 550 5.1.1 User unknown 
550 5.1.1 <sheab@email.unc.edu>... User unknown 



Reporting-MTA: dns; email.unc.edu 

Received-From-MTA: DNS; mxp2.isis.unc.edu 

Arrival-Date: Mon, 5 Oct 2009 11:43:02 -0400 (EDT) 

Final-Recipient: RFC822; sheab@email.unc.edu 

Action: failed 

Status: 5.1.1 

Diagnostic-Code: SMTP; 550-Mailbox unknown. Either there is no mailbox associated with 

this 

Last-Attempt-Date: Mon, 5 Oct 2009 11:43:03 -0400 (EDT) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Monday, October 5, 2009 11:42 AM 

undisclosed-recipients: 

AFRI 370 will NOT meet Tue. Oct. 6th 

Hi Class, 

Professor Selassie is not feeling well and told me to let everyone know that class will not be held this Tuesday 
but he hopes to be better by Thursday. Thank you. 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

tj m 1 <tj m 1 @email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 5, 2009 2:44 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thanks 

Travis -- 

Webmail seems to be back up (now that i don;t need it anymore.) Thanks for 
working on the exams. 

See you tomorrow. 

-TMc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Senora DeCosta <senora@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 6, 2009 10:31 AM 

Marie Fholer <fholer@email.unc.edu>; Mark Richardson <richardm@email.unc.edu>; 
Mary Beth Robbins <robbins.mary@gmail.com>; Mary Hinrichs 
<mhinrich@email.unc.edu>; Melissa Hobgood <mhobgood@bios.unc.edu>; Miranda 
Kelly <miranda@unc.edu>; Myra Quick <quick@email.unc.edu>; Nadera Malika- 
Salaam <nadera@email.unc.edu>; Nancy Cripps <cripps@email.unc.edu>; Nancy 
McKinney <ndmckinn@bme.unc.edu>; Nell Phillips <nphillip@email.unc.edu>; Paige 
Anderson <anderpe@email.unc.edu>; Pam Tharp <pstharp@email.unc.edu>; Paula 
Goodman <pgoodman@email.unc.edu>; Phyllis Poteat <pbpoteat@email.unc.edu>; 
Rhonda Merrill <rjmerril@email.unc.edu>; Robert Kintz <rkintz@email.unc.edu>; 
Sallie Anderson <sallie@physics.unc.edu>; Samelia Mclver <mciver@email.unc.edu>; 
Sara Beaman <skbeaman@email.unc.edu>; Sarah Blythe <sblythe@email.unc.edu>; 
Sausyty Hermreck <sausytyh@med.unc.edu>; Seletha Shaw <slshaw@med.unc.edu>; 
Sharon 15; Davis <sedavis@email.unc. edu>; Sharon Jones <shj ones@email.unc, edu>; 
Sharon Pickard <Pickard@sog.unc.edu>; Sharon Sessoms <srsessom@email.unc.edu>; 
Sheena Melton <smelton@email.unc.edu>; Sherry Rhodes <sherry_rhodes@unc.edu>; 
Sue Soltis <soltis@email.unc.edu>; Summer Montgomery <sundance@email.unc.edu>; 
Suphronia Cheek <sjcheek@email.unc.edu>; Tami Rice 
<tami rice@DENTISTRY.UNC.EDU>; Terita Williams <twill@med.unc.edu>; Terry 
Barker <Terry_Barker@DENTISTRY.UNC.EDU>; Test Message <karr@att.net>; 
Theresa Stone <tstone@email.unc. edu>; tj ohnson@bme.unc, edu; Tom Smither 
<tasmithe@email.unc.edu>; Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Tricia Robinson 
<tmrobins@email.unc.edu>; Valerie Bernhardt <valerieb@email.unc.edu>; Victoria 
Dowd <dowd@email.unc.edu>; Victoria Walker <vwwalker@email.unc.edu>; Vilma 
Berg <vberg@email.unc.edu>; Wanda Wallace <allace@email.unc.edu> 

Midterm Grade Rolls 

midterms memo 099.doc 

All, 

We have placed the First Year Student Midterm Grade Rolls in the campus 
mail to you today, Tuesday, October 6. Attached, you will find a copy of 
the memo to all teaching faculty that was included in your packet. If 
you have received this message in error, please let me know and tell me 
the correct person to send it to. As always, I am available for 
questions or comments. Thank you -- Senora 

Senora DeCosta 
Assistant University Registrar 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 2100, SASB North 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Phone: 919 962-9859 
Fax: 919 962-3349 

E-mail: senora@unc.edu 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

MEMORANDUM 

OFFICE OF THE 

UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR 

SASB NORTIt 

45° I~,IDGE I~.OAI), SUITE 31oo 

CAMPUS BOX 2Ioo 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-21oo 

http://regweb.unc.edu 

T 9~9.96~-3954 

F 919.962.666i 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

RE: 

All Teaching Faculty 

Senora DeCosta, Assistant University Registrar 

October 5, 2009 

First Year Student Midterm Grade Rolls 

Enclosed are the First Year Student Midterm Grade Rolls for freshman students 
enrolled in your course(s) for the 2009 Fall semester. These reports are due in the 
Office of the University Registrar, 3131 SASB North, no later than noon on Monday, 
October 26, 2009. 

The midterm grades you submit will be reported to students on Student Central. They 
will also be viewed by the students’ advisors in preparation for the Spring 2010 

registration cycle. 

To facilitate the timely receipt and entering of grades, please follow these guidelines: 

¯ Turn in your grade rolls as soon as possible but no later than noon on Monday, 

October 26. 

¯ It is preferred that grade rolls be hand-delivered to the Registrar’s Office, 
located at 3131 SASB North; however, you may also use campus or U. S. mail. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us at 962-0495. 

Enclosure 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~nc.rr.com 

Tuesday, October 6, 2009 11:48 AM 

~nc.rr.com>; ~email.unc.edu>; 

~embarqmail.com>;                      @yahoo.com> 

ACC preview: Tar Heels reload after title run - FOX Sports - NCAABK Article 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alumnimail@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 6, 2009 1:02 PM 

UNC Alumni and Friends <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Out of the Blue: Greeks Get Stern Warning; Major Cancer Genome Atlas Grant; Distinguished Young Alumni Awards 

1. DK£ Heavils~ Sanctioned.~ Greeks Get Stern Warninq 

2. Carolina Awarded Me. Cancer Genome Atlas Grant 

3. Students Will Be Re~luired to Have Health Znsurance 

4. Flu-Like Illnesses Sur~ at Semesters Start 

5. New Advisers Ste~ for Student Gro 

Travis Gore IV ’00 

Life Member 

Thank you for your life 

membership. 

1. GAA Presents Distinquished Young Alumni Awards 

2. Now.Q.pen: Alumni Career Services 

3. Homecomin ister Online Today! 

4. Purchase True Blue,. Carolina’s Traditions Book 

5. Lend a Hand With Fellow Heels 

6. GAA Hember Exclusives: Late ~..~(}...t..: With Ro~.t & Tar Heel Town Drawinq~ 

7. Tell Us About _. Gettinq Your First :lob After Graduation 

DKE Heavily Sanctioned; Greeks Get Stern Warning 

Delta Kappa Epsilon has been punished for violations of alcohol policy, and a student 

affairs official used an orientation speech to warn pledges about unacceptable 

behavior. 

Carolina Awarded Hajer Cancer Genen~e Atlas Grant 

UNC is one of 12 centers chosen to be part of a national effort, described as 

unprecedented, to decode cancer. "[It] represents one of the most ambitious and 

challenging human genetics efforts to date, only rivaled by ... the Human Genome 

Project," says UNC genetics Professor Charles Perou. 

Students Will Be ~equired to Have Health :[nsurance 

Starting next fall, students will have to prove they have insurance or have their 

Find the GAA and fellow alumni 

on the most popular social and 

professional networking sites. 

Online Alumni 

C~ro//na Alumni 



Alumni Advisor registrations held up. They can choose the University plan or a private plan. ,- 
!Network 

Almost one out of every three visitors to Campus Health Services in early September 

exhibited flu-like symptoms. The numbers were dropping by late in the month. 

New Advisers Step Up for Student Group’s Speech Rights 

Faculty members cited protection of First Amendment rights -- not necessarily 

agreement with the group’s views -- in agreeing to help Youth for Western Civilization. 

Local Carolina 

Clubs 

GAA Presents Distinguished Young Alumni Awards 

The GAA’s 2009 Distinguished Young Alumni Awards go to a former basketball player, a 

community college administrator and a student body president who became strong 

advocates for public and volunteer service. 

Now Open: A~umni Career Services 

Whether you find yourself visiting Chapel Hill this fall, living in Raleigh or even in Rome, 

Alumni Career Services is there for you. Find out about career appointments during 

Homecoming/RAMpage 2009, Wake County visits and more. 

You’re invited to join us this fall as Carolina faces archrival Duke for 

Homecoming/RAMpage 2009. Return to the Hill in November as we look to "Level the 

Devils." 

Purchase True Biue¢ Carolina’s Traditions Book 

Alumni and students are invited to purchase True Blue, Carolina’s official traditions book. 

Part resource guide, part scrapbook, True Blue features 82 traditions every Tar Heel should 

experience. 

Throughout October, alumni are working with their local Carolina Clubs to make a 

difference in their communities in honor of University Day. Learn how you can get involved 

with your local club’s Tar Heel Service Days project. 

About 1,000 lower-level seats for Late Night with Roy will be reserved exclusively for GAA 

members until 5:30 p.m., Friday, Oct. 16. GAA members also are invited to stop by Tar 

Heel Town to register to win a pregame meal for two at The Carolina Club plus two tickets 

to the Dec. 12 UNC-Presbyterian men’s basketball game. 

Tell Us About ,,, Getting Your First Job After Graduation 

Members of the class of 2009 graduated into one of the worst job markets in decades. Did 



you sail smoothly into the work force after graduating or was it a bumpy transition? Share 

your stories on our enhanced Alumni Message Boards where all alumni are invited to read 

discussions about sports, campus groups, classes, majors and more (registration required 

to post). 

~jjuncbb ,alu mniconnections,com]~~showthread ~p ?t = 32 

PRIVACY POLICY: The "Out of the Blue" subscriber list is not open to the public, ensuring that your privacy and e-mail address are protected. The GAA does not 
sell information about you, including your e-mail address, to anyone for any purpose. If you suspect that your information has been misused, please let us know 
by sending an e-mail to:             u[~c,edu. If you do not wish to receive future "Out of the Blue" newsletters, please send your request to alumr~i- 

n÷ws@u[~c,edu and include your full name, address and class year, or unsubscribe via this link: URsubscribe Link 

UNC General Alumni Association 
George Watts Hill Alumni Center 
Stadium Drive 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 

702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHispA <uncchispa@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, October 6, 2009 1:17 PM 

The chispa mailing list <chispa@listserv.unc.edu> 

[chispa] De Colores and FREE FOOD TONIGHT! 

¯ Please only use this listserv to sencFreceive messages related to CHispA. PLEASE DO NOT forward any JUNK MAIL through this listserv!* 

To my CHispA peeps!!! 
Below are updates about our meeting tonight, upcoming events, social and academic opportunities and a special opportunity for SENIORS!!! Read all the way down! 

TONIGHT!H-FREE FOOD!!! 

Film Screening of De Colores 
7:00pm Craig North 

~ ~This is about a 20 rain walk from North Campus 

In honor of Coming Out Week and Hispanic Heritage Month 

De Colores (2001)is a 28-minute bilingual documentary about 
how Latinas/os and their families are replacing the deep roots of homophobia 

with the even deeper roots of love and understanding. 

Facebook: hrip:i!www.facebook.com/event~p?eid 139800738290&index i 

TOMORROW!!! 

Black, Brown, and Native Panel 
Wednesday, October 7th 

4 pm in Union Rm 3201 
Come and explore the relationships between three communities of color in North 

Carolina: African Americans, Latinas/os, and American Indians. Dr. Jim Johnson, Dr. Maria 

DeGuzm&n, and Dr. Malinda Maynor Lowrey will speak about the impact of immigration on the economy, 
social systems, and interethnic interactions in North Carolina 

Facebook: http:/~‘¢wfaceb~k c~m/search/?q=de+c~I~res&init=quick#/event p~?eid=19~4~2~952&index=1 

GREEK LIFE! 
Theta Nu Xi Multicultural Sorority, Inc. Interest Meeting 

Interest meetings on 
Tuesday, October 6th and 
Wednesday,October 7th 

7 pm in Dey 302. 
Theta Nu Xi has been promoting service, 

scholarship, leadership, multiculturalism, and sisterhood on UNC’s campus 

for over 12 years now and continues to grow and promote change to the 
campus and community. 

FOR OUR CHispA SENIORS!!! 
Looking for a meaningful gap year experience before grad school? 
Apply for a paid position with the Carolina College Advising Corps. 

The Carolina College Advising Corps (CCAC) seeks new graduates to serve as college advisers in low income high schools across 
North Carolina. College advisers help students overcome Socio-Economic barriers to navigate the path to higher education. 

Application deadlines: October 30, 2009 for November interview and January 29, 2010 for February interview. 
Information session: October 20, 2009, 6pm, Jackson Hall 

For application and more information, see our website at advisin~ #Z_g, search for posting at careers unc edu 

or contact Jennie Cox Bell, program coordinator, at icoxbell@admissions unc edu 

PRE PHARM CHispA People!!! 
SNPhA, the Student National Pharmaceutical Association. 

Interest meeting 
Wednesday, October 7th 

6:30pm in Dey 202 
SNPhA is a pharmacy student organization within the Eshelman School of Pharmacy 

is an organization that values diversity and has a focus on providing outreach 

to undeserved populations as well as educating on healthdisparities that affect these populations. 

Our organization also recruits" pre-pharmacy members" and provides access 

for pre-pharmacy members" to current pharmacy students" 

as" well as" an opportunity to become involved with the pharmacy school. 

Come out tonight for FREE FOOD and a great a~scussion.t.t,t 
Keep an eye out for more Hispanic Heritage Month Events’ coming up next week.t.t.t 

Carolina Hispanic Association 2009-2010 



- Presidem 
- Vice Presidem 

.Treasurer 
-Secretary 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are curremly subscribed to 

</ul> 
chispa as: <a hre~"mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</~>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a hre~’’mai~t~:~eave-255~4978-5~3354.~26b3c74256b~38ce8~e32~e5ae79~4~@~istserv.unc.edu’’>~eave-255~4978- 
5013354.126b3c74256b138ce8 le320e5ae79140@listserv.unc.edu</~> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Leon Hamlett <lhamlett@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 6, 2009 3:13 PM 

SIS-chat <sis-chat@listserv.unc. edu> 
[sis-chat] [Fwd: October WebFOCUS Training] 

October WebFOCUS Training.eml (1.73 KB).msg 

You are currently subscribed to sis-chat as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

send a blank email to leave-25516416-5944746.f7e16d6f3923fed6048226a005d5b416@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Tanner <btanner@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 6, 2009 3:11 PM 

Leon Michael Hamlett <lhamlett@email.unc.edu> 
October WebFOCUS Training 

Leon, 
Would you post this to SIS-Chat for me? 

Below are the dates for WebFOCUS for Student Enrollment training in 
October. 

Venue: 3124 SASB North 

To register, please send an email to academicdata@listserv.unc.edu 

Thursday - October 15 2:00 PM - 4:00 PM 

Tuesday - October 20 2:00 PM - 4:00 PM 

Thursday - October 29 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

Thanks, 
Beth 

Beth Tanner 
Report Programmer 
Office of the University Registrar 
Suite 3100, SASB North, CB 2100 

Phone: (919) 962-9857 
Fax: (919) 962-0504 
email: btanner@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Wednesday, October 7, 2009 11:24 AM 

travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

20091007112342493.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 10.07.2009 11:23:42 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Swahili 401 

Quiz 3 

]ina (Name): Tarehe (Date): 

Please indicate which class you are in: 9:00 am 12:00 

Siku za wiki. Write in the Swahili words for the days of the week: 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Saturday 

Sunday 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

Numbers. Translate the numbers from English to Swahili. 

1 Seventy nine (79) 

2 Four hundred twenty six (426) 

3 One thousand (i000) 

4 Forty two (42) 

5 Eighty five (85) 

6 Three hundred twelve (312) 

7 Twenty four (24) 

8 Fifteen (15) 

9 Thirty eight (38) 

i0. Seven hundred ninety six (796) 

ii. Sixty three (63) 

12. One hundred fifty five (155) 

13. Nine hundred (900) 



Vocabulary. Match the English word with the correct Swahili word. 

Verbs 

1 -omba 

2 -tembea 

3 -ondoka 

4 -piga simu 

5 -taka 

6 -lala 

7 -funga mlango 

8 -subiri 

9 -simama 

i0. -kaa 

a. telephone/call someone 

b. walk 

c. want 

d. stand up/stop 

e. ask for 

f. wait 

g. sit/stay/live 

h. leave a place 

i. sleep 

j. close the door 

Nouns 

i mbuzi 

2 viazi 

3 tembo 

4 meza 

5 kaptura 

6 twiga 

7 viatu 

8 dawati 

9 chumba 

i0. suruali 

a. giraffe 

b. trousers 

c. goat 

d. room 

e. shoes 

f. elephant 

j. potatoes 

h. shorts 

i. table 

j. desk 

Freebee. Write any six Swahili vocabulary words you know (not already 
used on this quiz). Include the English translation as well. 

Example: mbwa (dog) 

i. 4. 

2. 5. 

3. 6. 



Come Join Us! 

FRIDAY TEA 
Institute of African American Research 

3rd Floor, Stone Center 
3-4 pm, Alternating Fridays 

DA TE S : 

Friday, September 11, 2009 

Friday, September 25, 2009 

Friday, October 9, 2009 

Friday, October 23, 2009 

Friday, November 13, 2009 

[] CONVERSATION [] NE~..~KING [] COMMUNITY [] 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Veronica D. Bellamy 

Bellamy 

Veronica 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

150 South Road, Suite 309 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Business 

Phone: 

919-843-2605 

E-mail: cookee@email.unc.edu 
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The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

150 South Road, Suite 309 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Business 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton <shutton@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 8, 2009 9:58 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@listserv.unc.edu> 

[seanc] announcements + news 

Contents: 

1. Change to District 25 meeting location 
2. Insurance enrollments 
3. YouTube video of rally for health care reform held at NC Memorial 
Hospital 
4. W news 
5. Th news 

District 25 is changing our meeting location. We will meet the 2nd Tuesday 
of each month from 5:30 to 7:00. The usual location will be the Persimmon 
Conference Room, Giles F. Homey Building (Facilities Services)103 Airport 
Dr. (just south of Estes Dr. and west of MLK Jr. Blvd.)There is ample 
parking in the area. The next meeting will be Tuesday, October 13th. 
Please join us. 

As this is the season for benefits enrollment, you may want to compare 
offerings through NC Flex with those through SEANC. 

For example, the SEANC dental plan premiums are lower than those offered 
through NC Flex. There is both a low and high option. You should make a 
careful comparison of plan offerings to avail yourself of the plan that 
best meets your needs. 

Since the State Health Plan is dropping the annual vision exam coverage, 
please consider SEANC’s vision plan through Spectera, which has been 
extremely popular with SEANC members. 

Also, note that the Office of State Personnel is offering a $10,000 core 
Accidental Death and Dismemberment (AD&D)benefit for eligible employees at 

no cost, effective Jan. 1, 2010. This core AD&D benefit is offered under 
the NCFlex program. You must elect the core benefit during the NCFlex 
annual enrollment Oct. 5-30. It is not automatic. It does not replace 

or 
automatically cover any AD&D plan you may already have. 

SEANC’s insurance products are just one of the many benefits of membership. 
There are group buying and consumer discount programs. Plus, you will 
receive at your home or office almost every month a mailing to inform you 
of important developments regarding your benefits and critical legislative 
matters. You will be supporting the organization that is looking out for 
your interests 24/7. 

Below are four websites to help you make good choices for yourself/ 



family. If you are not already a SEANC member, an online application is 
here: <~s:iiwww. seanc.or~imembers~ > 
Your district number will be 25. 

SEANC Insurance Webpage 
<~:iiwww~seanc~or~iinsurancei> 

University Benefits Enrollment Webpage 

<~:llb~,unc.edt~Da~ibenefit slenroll> 

UNC Healthcare Benefits Webpage 
<~:/iww, w,ur~d~ealthcare,o~z/siteilmmanresources/~oe~efits> 

[Rally held at NC Memorial Hospital] 

White Coats for Health Reform 
<~ii~ w~,,yo~mbe.comi~ atch?v-oG4Ndl Q~ M8> 

N.C. to impose ’fat tax’ 
<~ :iiw, w,w, .newsobserver. comi~ew, sil-~ealth science/storff129651 .htr~> 

North Carolina’s State Health Plan stands alone 
<~://ti~~vurl.comive%~,~> 

NAACP to push for civilian review board 
<hl’ttziiwww.r~ewsobserver. cor!!news/local state/story/128223.hl~N> 

[Thursday news] 

On Thursday, Oct. 8, between 7 a.m. and 8 a.m. NBC’s Today Show featured an 
interview with SEANC Executive Director Dana Cope discussing the penalties 
for covered employees who smoke or are overweight that are set to begin 
July 1, 2010, and July 1, 2011, respectively. 

Look for it tomorrow at SEANC in the News. 
<~:iiwww.sea~c.orainewsiseanc.as~> 

Retreat rights could be cut 
Faculty transitions to be reconsidered today 
<~:iiwww.dailymfl~eeLcomicontent/retreat-ri~l~ts-co~d-be-cm> 



Outside funding allows for hires 
Donations help create 62 jobs 
<h~tp:iiwww.dai~y~fl~eeLcom!con~ent!omsideof~mding-a~owso~ms> 

Thorp addresses staff fears 
Employees uneasy about Bain & Co. 
<h~p:iiwww.dailymr’~cel.com/con~enV~t~or~-addressesosta~t:ofears> 

Some Dix patients can move to Bntner 
<~:i!w, ww.newsobserver.comk~ews/l~eal~h science/store’/131462.h~r~O> 

Live in North Carolina? Please go to 
> 

and sign on to the letter supporting 
collective bargaining for public employees. 
Then add this message to your email signature 
file and help spread the word. Thanks! 

Steve Hutton 
Applications Analyst 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8050 

work: 919-966-6651 
fax : 919-966-6650 
home: 

Employee Relations Chair 
SEANC District 25 News Service 
SEIU Local 2008 
<~wt~?:iisear~c25.o~> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: stgore@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-25530048-9229013.ec855a7c14a386ea9c950033dla18b69@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Thursday, October 8, 2009 11:00 AM 

travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

20091008110017507.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 10.08.2009 11:00:17 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CI-IAPEL HILL 

MEMORANDUM 

SASB NO ~L’r K 

430 IKIDGE P..OAD, SUITE 

CAMPUS BOX 2~o 

CHAPEL HILL, NC ~7599-~oo 

http;//regweb.~nc.edu 

919.962.3954 

9~9.962.6d6~ 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

RE: 

All Teaching Faculty 

Senora DeCosta, Assistant University Registrar 

October 5, 2009 

First Year Student Midterm Grade Roils 

Enclosed are the First Year Student Midterm Grade Rolls for freshman students 
enrolled in your course(s) for the 2009 Fall semester. These reports are due in the 
Office of the University Registrar, 3131 SASB North, no later than noon on Monday, 
October 26, 2009, 

The midterm grades you submit will be reported to students on Student Central. They 
will also be viewed by the students’ advisors in preparation for the Spring 2010 
registration cycle. 

To facilitate the timely receipt and entering of grades, please follow these guidelines: 

Turn in your grade rolls as soon as possible but no later than noon on Monday, 
October 26, 

It is preferred that grade rolls be hand-delivered to the Registrar’s Office, 
located at 3131 SASB North; however, you may also use campus or U. S. mail. 

If you have.any questions, please feel free to contact us at 962-0495. 

Enclosure 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dahlem, Stephen <sdahlem@carolinainn.com> 

Thursday, October 8, 2009 3:12 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

New Inn Club and Online Booking 

October 8, 2009 

Dear Travis, 

Welcome to The University’s Inn Club; we are excited to have you as a member! The goal of The University’s Inn Club is 

simple - to extend exclusive member benefits to you as a part of our University family, including a special hotel room 

rate for individuals traveling on University related business. 

You new Inn Club number is 49198. There are two ways you can use your Inn Club number to make reservations for 

your department’s guest: over the phone or new this year, online. 

Call-in reservations: Our reservation agents are available 7 days a week to assist in securing accommodations for 

department’s next guest. Please use our dedicated University phone number at 919-918-2726 and be sure to reference 

your new number when calling. Once you receive your reservation / confirmation number from our agent, you can 

complete the Billing Authorization Form. A separate form needs to be completed for each reservation made. 

Online reservations: New this year, we created a way for you to book your reservation online with the ability to 

complete the billing authorization form at the same time. You can do this two ways: 1. by using the provided link 

https://gc.synxis.com/rez.aspx?Hotel=21441&Chain=5156&promo=INN49198, or 2. visit www.carolinainn.com and use 

INN49198 in the corporate/promotion field in the reservations bar. You can even preorder welcome amenities for your 

guest. We’ve created an Online Reservation Tutorial for additional support. 

Your member benefits include 

~ Access to our preferred University rate of $159 for all reservation billed to the University, regardless of 

the time of year. 

~ Tax Free when billed to your FRS Account 

~ Book Dining Reservations online at Carolina Inn’s Crossroad Restaurant, Chapel Hill’s only Forbes Four 

Star, AAA Four Diamond Restaurant. 

~ Order your Fridays on the Front Porch tickets in advance here. 

Your guest benefits include 

¢" True Carolina Experience at The University’s Living Room -The Carolina Inn 

¢" On campus location with free campus shuttle 

¢" Full-service, Mobil Four Diamond accommodations and service 
¢" Newly renovated fitness center. 

As your dedicated Inn Club representative, you will always have support from The Carolina Inn. Please let me know how 

I can help in the future. 

Most Sincerely, 



Stephen A. Dahlem I Transient Sales Manager 

The Carolina Inn I 211 Pittsboro Street I Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

p 919.918.2793 If 919.918.2795 I c 

sdahlem@carolinainn.com 

H ! S TO R IC H OT E LS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gary Lloyd <gary_lloyd@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 8, 2009 6:48 PM 

SIS-chat < si s-chat@li stserv.unc, edu> 
[sis-chat] [Fwd: [its_changes] MAJOR: IDMS PROD CV11 and CV16 Upgrade on 
PROD LPAR ADP1 to Release] 

Please be aware that due to maintenance on the mainframe this weekend 
that SIS, Student Central, Faculty/Staff Central, and WebFocus will not 
be available from 5:30 pm on Saturday afternoon until about 3:00 pm on 
Sunday afternoon. 

Thanks, 
Gary 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:    [its_changes] MAJOR: IDMS PROD CV11 and CV16 Upgrade on PROD 
LPAR ADP1 to Release 
Date: Thu, 8 Oct 2009 12:50:47 -0400 (EDT) 
From: ITS Change <itschang@itschanges.its.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: UNC-CH PTR <kirsten vollmer@unc.edu> 

To: changes posted to itschanges.unc.edu <its_changes@listserv.unc.edu> 

Change Plan ID: 3942 
Change Plan Type: Planned 

Change Plan Status: Pending 

At 5:30pm, this Saturday, Oct 10th, ITS will be upgrading the IDMS database. 
The affected services and their outages are listed below. 

These services will not be available umil 7:00pm, Saturday, Oct 10th: 

Investmem Office 

General Administration 
Payroll Services 

These services will not be available umil 3pm on Sunday, Oct. 1 lth: 
Check Request 
Web Travel 
Web Vendor 
HRIS 
EPA Web (Any action that uses Accoum Validation)* 
STARS 
FRS 
SIS 
Finance Central 
Student Central 
Faculty and Staff Central 
Alumni Development 
Web Focus 
AM Focus 
FACS 

If you have any questions, please comact the ITS Service Desk at 962-HELP. 

Kirsten Vollmer, 
Information Technology Services 

Start: 10/10/2009 at: 17:30 
End: 10/11/2009 at: 15:00 



Submitted by: Kirsten Vollmer - kirsten vollmer@unc.edu 
Remedy Users can view addition details by accessing the following url: 

F536870933 - 000000000003942&mode- S~bm~t 

Contact the ITS Service Desk at 962-HELP for more information by referencing 
Change Plan ID: 3942 

You are currently subscribed to its_changes as: gary_lloyd@unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-25531518-7064329.elffd201f21a0819b575f0b7a87d8924@listserv.unc.edu 

Gary Lloyd 
Associate University Registrar and IT Manager 
Office of the University Registrar 
CB# 2100, 3112 SASB North 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Telephone: (919)962-5162 
FAX: (919)962-0504 
E-mail: gary_lloyd@unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to sis-chat as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
send a blank email to leave-25533949-5944746.f7e 16d6f3923fed6048226a005d5b416@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Barbara Anderson <b_anderson@unc.edu> 
Thursday, October 8, 2009 9:08 PM 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@email.unc.edu>; Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Artist lecture next week] 
Artist lecture next week.eml (895 KB).msg 

for the listservs, thanks! b 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b_anderson@unc.edu 
www.global.unc.edu/africa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Bowles <jpbowles@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 8, 2009 3:52 PM 

bandersl@email.unc.edu 

Artist lecture next week 

de Souza announcement.doc; deSouzaflyer.pdf 

Dear Barbara, 

Would you please pass the following information to anyone in African and 
Afro-American Studies who you think might be interested? 

Thanks, 
John 

Dr. John P. Bowles 
Assistant Professor of African American Art 
Department of Art 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

The UNC Art Department 

Presents 

Allan de Souza 

"Bodies in Transit" 

Hanes Visiting Artist Lecture Series 

October 13 at 5:30 pm 
Hanes Art Center Auditorium, room 121 

Allan deSouza’s photographs, installations, performances, and sculptures 
examine residual aspects of the transitional body, whether it is 
literally moving from one place to another, masquerading or passing, 
morphing into other forms, or as the site of physical and psychic 
contamination. In his Divine series (2008), for example, photographs 
taken from airplane windows depict the landscape below as haunted by 
phantom bodies. 

Allan deSouza was born in Kenya and raised in England. He holds a BA 
from Bath Academy of Art in England, an MFA in Photography from UCLA, 
and has participated in the Independent Study Program (Critical Studies) 
at the Whitney Museum of American Art. He has exhibited photographic 
and sculptural works addressing the racialized or sexualized body 
extensively at museums and galleries in Britain, the U.S., and 
elsewhere, including the Photographers Gallery, London; the Whitney 
Museum, NY; Queens Museum, NY; Museum of Fine Arts, Miami; Galeria 
Mitra, Lisbon; Vancouver Art Gallery; and the Third Havana Biennale, 
Cuba. His fiction and critical writings have appeared in various 
iournals and anthologies. 



Image title: Divine 3815, 2008, C-print, 16" x 24", courtesy of the 
artist and Talwar Gallery, NY. 
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Allan de Souza 
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Hanes Visiting Artist Lecture Series 
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windows depict the landscape below as haunted by phantom bodies. 

Allan deSouza was born in Kenya and raised in England. He holds a BA from Bath Academy of 
Art in England, an MFA in Photography from UCLA, and has participated in the Independent 
Study Program (Critical Studies) at the Whitney Museum of American Art. He has exhibited 
photographic and sculptural works addressing the racialized or sexualized body extensively at 
museums and galleries in Britain, the U.S., and elsewhere, including the Photographers Gallery, 
London; the Whitney Museum, NY; Queens Museum, NY; Museum of Fine Arts, Miami; 
Galeria Mitra, Lisbon; Vancouver Art Gallery; and the Third Havana Biennale, Cuba. His fiction 
and critical writings have appeared in various journals and anthologies. 

Image title: Divine 3815, 2008, C-print, 16" x 24", courtesy of the artist and Talwar Gallery, NY. 



UNC Department of Art Hanes Visiting Artist Lecture Series 
Allan de Souza I Bodies in Transit 

13 October 2009 I 5:30 pm I 121 Hanes Art Center (Auditorium) 

Image: Divine 3815, 2008, C-print, 16 x 24 inches, courtesy of the artist and Talwar Gallery, NY 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

waithera <waithera@email.unc. edu> 

Thursday, October 8, 2009 9:46 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Copies for Afri 101 

AFRI 101-Second quizl009.doc 

Hi Travis, 
Hope all is well. Please make 60 copies. Please see attached. Thanks! 

Kind Regards, 
Waithera 



Dr. Waithera 

AFRI 101 

Second Quiz 
NAME 
Honor Code: I have neither given nor received unauthorized aid on this quiz: 

Signature 

o 

How does Africa compare to other continents in terms of size? 
a. It is the second largest continent. 
b. It is the fourth largest continent. 
c. It is the largest continent in the world. 
d. Africa is a country not a continent. 

The longest river in the world, found in Africa, is : 
a. The Nile. 
b. The Congo. 
c. The Mediterranean. 
d. The Red Sea. 

The builders of the civilization of Great Zimbabwe are the ancestors of which ethnic 
group in Southern Africa? 
a.The Shona. 
b. The Buganda. 
c. The Ndebele. 
d. The Kikuyu. 

Mansa Musa, the West African ruler who was known for taking an enormous 
quantity of gold with him on his pilgrimage to Mecca in 1324-1325 was emperor of 
which state? 
a. Songhai. 
b. Mall. 
c. Ghana. 
d. Kenya. 

How many countries are there in the continent of Africa? 
a. 15 
b. 57 
c. 54 
d. 59 

Why did Ethiopia not fall under colonial rule at the end of the Scramble for 
Africa? 

a. Because it was a Muslim country. 
b. Because it was a Communist country. 
c. Because of its military victory against Italy at the Battle of Adowa in 1896. 



Dr. Waithera 

d. Because it was very poor. 
7. Which region of the African continent is a melting pot of peoples from Africa, Asia, 

and Europe? 
a. North Africa. 
b. Southern Africa. 
c. East Africa. 
d. South Africa. 

How many languages exist in the continent of Africa? 
a. 15 
b. over 2038 
C.I 

d. 66 

9. Which of the following consequences of over a millennium of the Arab slave trade 
and four centuries of the Atlantic or European slave trade had the greatest 
negative repercussions on Africa and the effects are still vivid today? 

a. European colonialism which created loss of identity in Africans. 
b. The militarization of African states, endless wars, social dislocation, and the 
economic ruin of African societies. 
c. The forced migration of millions of Africans to the Americas deprived Africa of 
some its youngest, strongest and brilliant men and women. 
d. b and c. 

10. European colonialism in Africa is best characterized by: 
a. The white man’s burden. 
b. Christianity, commerce, and civilization. 
c. Economic exploitation, cultural oppression, and political repression. 
d. The best thing that ever happened to Africa. 

11. According to George Murdoch an anthropologist, Culture is: 
a. Learned, cumulative. 
b. cumulative, holistic, shared 
c. Gratifying, cumulative, holistic, shared, and holistic. 
d. None of the above. 

12. Which European power came to Africa first? 
a. The British. 
b. The French. 
c. The Portuguese. 
d. The Spanish. 

13. Which of these is a major environmental problem in Africa today? 
a. The disposal of household garbage. 
b. Toxic waste dumping by non-Africans. 
c. Deforestation. 
d. Oil spills and natural gas flaring. 



Dr. Waithera 

14. This African woman won the Nobel Peace Prize for the leadership on the environment 
as an important problem for sustainable peace and development in the world? 

a. Mary Wambui. 
b. Mugo Kimani. 
c. Wangari Maathai. 
d. Wangu wa Makeri. 

15. Which African country was the first to practice the embalming process? 
a. Kenya. 
b. South Africa. 
c. America. 
d. Egypt. 

16. Who is the Democratic Republic of the Congo’s Ambassador to the United States? 
a. Faida Mitifu. 
b. Susan Trase. 
c. Fatima Yusuf. 
d. Faida Mitif. 

17. What is the staple food of Malawians? 
a. Sima 
b. Grits. 
c. Nsima. 
d. Ugali. 

18. Among the Aesthetics of beauty found in most of Africa which physical feature is a symbol of 
beauty? 

a. Eyes. 
b. Hair. 
c. Thinness. 
d. Beauty gap. 

19. What country does Democratic Republic of Congo have musical ties with? 
a. North America. 
b. Cuba. 
c. Kenya. 
d. Niger. 

20. What characteristics does your Afri 101 professor? 
a. A butterfly. 
b. A pragmatist. 
c. African. 
d. American. 
e. All of the above. 

21. Sofala was one of the wealthiest city-states, but it was among those who were destroyed by 



Dr. Waithera 

the Portuguese in the 1500’s. 
a. Egypt. 
b. South Africa. 
c. Swahili. 
d. Songhai. 

What African civilization did it belong to: 

Please answer the following questions as best as you can? 

22. The partition/scramble for Africa led to further diversity in Africa, thus Africa is 
further divided into four divisions; Name them and at least one country(3pts). 

23. Define culture? And list the components of culture (3pts). 

Define the following terms: 

24. Sub-Culture: 

25. Counterculture: 

26. Culture Shock: 

27. High Culture: 

28. Xenophobia: 

29. Discrimination: 

4 



Dr. Waithera 

30. Stereotype: 

31. Usman dan Fodio and his successors created the large Sokoto empire which is now 

32. In the early centuries of the first millenium A.D., the Greeks referred to the East 

African Coast as 

33. What two major milestones did President Bush pledge to benefit the Continent of 

Africa and America? 

34. The Swahili City States were so wealthy and prosperous that their beds were made out 

of:(2 pts) 

Mention three African Kingdoms that are remembered for their glorious past and affluence. 
State the reasons why they were prosperous (2pts) 

35. 

36. 

37. 

Bonus Question: 
How many national championships has UNC-Chapel Hill won in basketball? 

Good Luck! Great Class! Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nicholas Siedentop <siedento@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 9, 2009 9:18 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Course Submission Message LGLA 

The following course submission has been approved and loaded to the SIS course inventory (screen 125) and updated in the PeopleSoft course inventory: 

LGLA 203, deletion, effective spring 2010 

By the way, the last course approver on record is Deborah Crowder, but she is not listed in the UNC directory. Is there a new course approver in the d 

Thanks. 

Nick 

Nick Siedentop 

Curriculum Specialist, Office of the University Registrar 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 2100 

Email: nick sieden~o@unc~edu 

Tel: 919 962 9838 

Conserve resources! Print this email only if absolutely necessary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tomeiko Ashford Carter <tashford@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, October 9, 2009 1:42 PM 

Institute of African American Research <iaarlist@listserv.unc.edu> 
[iaarlist] Duke University Sports, Race and Power Conference 

Sports_Postcard-2.pdf 

Sports, Race and Power Conference 

Duke University, October 28, 29, 30 
The conference will focus on the history of desegregation of 
intercollegiate and professional sports, Africa and the World Cup, the 
interplay between racial inequality in the society at large and in the 
arena of competitive athletics, and questions of authority and hierarchy 
in the management, administration and coaching of sports programs. 

Please see attached poster. 

Learn more and register today 
h~p ://thene’two~k. ssri.d~ke, ed~inew sevents.p~p 

The conference is free and open to the public. 

Tomeiko Ashford Carter, Ph.D. 
Associate Director 
Institute of African American Research 
UNC--Chapel Hill 
150 South Road, Suite 309 CB# 3393 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3393 
Phone (919)-843-2606 
Fax (919)-843-9407 

This email is being forwarded to the Listserv of the Institute of African American Research, 
located at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. This listserv 
periodically lists information on upcoming IAAR programs, related organizations, 
and constituents. For more information, please contact the IAAR Programming 
Coordinator at 919.962.6810. 

--- You are currently subscribed to iaarlist as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-25539304-2005147.937233171b 14bdc9dd09080fcle74632@listserv.unc.edu 





RNREI 
Duke University 
Erwin Mill Building 
Durham, NC 27708 
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From: 
Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

~mindspring.com 

Sunday, October 11, 2009 8:09 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Fw: News from CHICLE-Video this Sunday 

..... Forwarded Message ..... 
From: CHICLE 
Sent: Oct 7, 2009 7:01 AM 
To:          ~mindspring.com 
Subject: News from CHICLE-Video this Sunday 

Dear Robert, 

We are about to start celebrating our TENTH 
anniversary. Really! We’ll have more about it in 
later emails but it was early October, 1999, that 
we opened CHICLE on Franklin Street, behind 
the Ned Dell. For now, we’d like to offer readers 
who want to sign up for a group Spanish class 
this October a 10% discount as part of our 
celebration. 

We welcome Ashley Yoder to our children’s 
program. Ashley started teaching with us this 
summer and we’re delighted to have her. 

We have quite a few classes that could use one 
or two more students, plus a few new offerings. 
We have a potential Arabic teacher who may be 
moving here soon. We’d love to have some 
interested students to entice him here. If you 
have just a little bit of French, we’re ready to 
offer a French 2 course. And if none, a French 
1 is about to start. If you have a little Spanish 
subjunctive, we want to start a Leve~ 6 Spanish 
class. If you have a little Karen, we’re waiting on 
a Karen 2 class. None? We can start another 
Karen ~.. We have a Beginning English student 
from Spain looking for two others to form a 



group. And our :~talian Advanced 
Conversation group is about to restart, now 
that Grazia is back from Italy. As are our 
English and German Advanced Conversation 
groups. Anyone for Children’s Portuguese? 
Hindi? Mandarin? 3apanese? 

Next Sunday Event o October 1 t, 5:00 pm at CHICLE 

Description: A pair of filmmakers journey to the interior 
of Brazil, screening short films to audiences in town 
squares. From Bahia to the Amazon, they discover a vast 
country going to the movies, seeing themselves on the 
big screen for the first time. 

Young director Lais Bodanzky developed the project CINE 
MAMBEMBE for more than three years, making itinerant projections of 
Brazilian films to a public that had no access into movie theaters. 

We wish we had more text to give you about this film, but can’t find any 
anywhere, although it is a prizewinning film. You’ll have to take Sharon 
M6jica’s, our film guru, word on this one that it’s fascinating. 

Note information 

Upcoming Spanish Classes 

Our next session of Spanish classes will run 
from October 20-November :~6. We require a 
minimum of three students to offer the class. 
Therefore not all of the classes listed will be 
held. Please call us at (919) 933-0398 or e-mail us if you want more 
information or wish to pre-register for a class. 

List of Spanish classes 

Children’s Spanish Classes 

2009 FALL $CH£DUL£ 

For all students 
Monday 
3:15-4:15 3-4 year 
4:15-5:15 5-7 year 

olds 
olds 



5:15-6:15 8-12 year olds 
Tuesday 
3:15- 4:15 5-7 year olds 
4:15- 5:15 8-12 year olds 
Thursday 
1:30-2:30 3-4 year olds ** 
4:15-5:15 5-7 year olds 

*~ The 3-4 year old classes are on hold for 
to restart them soon. 

a short time. We plan 

For homeschoo ers 
Wed, 10:30-11:30 Beginner/Intermediate Spanish (ages 
Wed, 11:30-12:30 Intro to High School Spanish (ages 

For moreinformation, gotoourwebsiteorcontactus. 

9-12) 

11-14) 

Other Languages o currer t and upcoming ¢ asses 

This list changes weekly, so check it out periodically. 

conversation classes 
Current classes 
Scheduled classes 
Potential classes 

Addendum o Thanks to Omn~g~ot 

"On the radio the other day they were discussing the possibility of staging televised 
debates for British politicians similar to the ones that happen during presidential 
elections in the USA. One commentator thought it was unlikely that the British 
Prime Minister would be willing to take part in such debates and that if he didn’t, the 
BBC might "empty chair" him. 

According to The Guardian, empty chairing is "the practice of drawing attention to 
politicians’ refusal to show up. The aim is clear: to embarrass ministers for ducking 
tough questions." VVhile according to The Economist, empty chairing involves using 
an empty studio chair to symbolically represent someone who has refused to 
appear on a TV programme." 

I loved these responses, which seem to be somewhat free associations. As an 
incorrigible linear thinker, I am enchanted by non-linearity. The first might be called 
"empty desking". 

Peter J. Franke Says: 
September 21st, 2009 at 4:34 pm 
In Surinam Dutch there is an expression: "zeven even" (just seven). It is not the 
same as empty chairing but it is about the habit of quite a number of employees at 



government offices to show up at seven AM (the time the job starts) for about 15 
minutes and then disappear to pay attention to an alternative job, like cab driving 
etc., during the rest of the day .... 

Tommy Says: 
September 24th, 2009 at 5:20 am 
I like words/phrases like "to empty chair" or "empty-chairing" which involve applying 
an image of a physical object to some abstract or complex thought or process. It’s 
not completely related, but it reminds me of the "Wind Talkers", the Navajo and 
other Native Americans who had to "build" military vocabulary like "submarine" from 
their own words, like "iron fish". For some reason, I like "iron fish" better than the 
direct submarine/sous-marin/UnterseebootA~zk~J~... 

Email: chide@chi-deocom 
Phone: 919-933-0398 

Web: htt#: //www.chioc[eocom 

[] SafeUneubecribe® 
This email was sent to _~mindspring.com by chicle@chi-cle.com. 

Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Email P1arketing by 

CHICLE I 101 East Weaver St. I 3rd floor, Suite G-1 I Carrboro I NC I 27510 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SocSci Conference <info@conference-alert.net> 

Monday, October 12, 2009 11:55 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

African Studies Proposal Deadline 10/15.4th International Social Science Research Conference 

View this email as Web~ 

4th International Conference on Social Science Research 
http ://www.socialscienceconf.net 

December 9-11, 2009 . Gaylord Resort, Nashville, TN ¯ Proposal Deadline: 10/15/2009 

¯ Submit a ~aper p~\osM; 

¯ Offer to be Chair or Discussa~t fi.~r Pauel;o 

¯ Travel & Conference Info 

This interdisciplinary conference will draw together faculty members, research scientists, and professionals from the social sciences, and 
provide them wifla the opportunity to interact with colleagues from the same field and from related fields. Cross-disciplinary submissions are 
particularly encouraged as is participation by international scholars. The disciplines represented will include:Anthropology, Area Studies (Asia, 
Latin America, Europe, etc.), Communication, Criminology, Economics, Geoscience, Gender Studies, History, International Studies, Political 
Science, Policy/Public Administration, Psychology, Race/Ethnic Studies, Sociology, and Urban Studies. 

Please submit a proposal to present a Research Pal?er or serve as a Chair or Discussant for a Panel. 

Gaylord OprylandResort. The Gaylord Resort is located on flae banks of flae Cumberland River, just minutes from Nashville International 
Airport. The Gaylord offers more than any other Nashville hotel, wifla nine acres of indoor gardens, cascading waterfalls and an indoor river wifla 
its own Delta flatboat. Wiflain flais lush landscape, you’ll discover fine dining and casual restaurants, a 20,000-square-foot spa and fitness center, 
and, for late-night fun, Fuse Nightclub. Every room features high-speed wireless Internet. 

Conference Registration. Conference registration includes two breakfasts, two lunches and one reception. Conference registxation is lower if you 
stay in the conference hotel. See the Conference Registration form for prices, which start at $275 for students and $350 for faculty/professionals. 
Prices are higher if you register late or stay outside of the conference hotel. All attendees and presenters are expected to register. Sponsored by 
flae Centxe for Policy and Practice, PO Box 3800, Bloomington, IN 47402. 

What past attendees have said: 

’T particularly enjoyed the interdisciplinary nature of the meeting, and that it draws so many international scholars - it provides a wonderful 

perspective." 

"The quality of the food was the best that I have experienced at a professional meeting." 

’7 appreciated the many opportunities to network with other researchers - at meals, during receptions and during sessions." 

"The conference ran very smoothly." 

"The meeting was professionally helpful, but it was also a lot of fun. Make sure you send me information about flae next meeting." 

Centre for Policy and Practice 
PO Box 3008- Bloomington, IN 47402 US 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cox Bell, Jennie <j coxbell@admi ssions.unc, edu> 

Monday, October 12, 2009 1:35 PM 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

job opportunity for African and AFAM studies majors: Carolina College Advising Corps 

C-CAC_Adviser Position_Description_2010.doc; C-CAC_Application_Form.doc; 
CCAC Flyer 2009.pdf 

Dear Mr. Gore, 

[ hope you are having a nice fall! I am the program coordinator for the Carolina College Advising Corps. We hire recent 

UNC grads to serve as college advisers in low-income high schools across NC. This is a full-time, paid position - a one- 
year commitment with option to re-up for a second year. 

I was thinking the senior African studies and AFAM studies majors students might be interested in learning more about 

this opportunity. Vve attached the position description and application in addition to a flyer about our upcoming 

information session. 

Below, you’ll see an email message that could be sent on to your students or included in a newsletter. 

Thanks for your support and if you have any students in mind who you think I should reach out to individually, please let 

me know! 

Many thanks! 

Jennie 

Je~mifer Cox Bell 
genior Assista~t Director ogAdmissions 

Program Coordinator, Carolina Co~ege Advising Corps 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 
The University of North Carolina at Chape~ 
CB #2200, ~ackson Ha~ 
Chapel Hill NC 2755)9-2200 
Phone: (919) 843-7286 
Fax: (919) 962~3045 

Dear Senior African and African-American Studies Majors: 

Looking,for a meaningful gap year experience be‘fore grad school? 

Apply for a paid position with the Carolina College Advising Corps. 

The Carolina College Advising Corps (CCAC) seeks new graduates to serve as college advisers in low income 

high schools across North Carolina. Students from low-income families who may be the first in their family to 

consider college are often discouraged from entering higher education by avoidable barriers such as lack of 

information about financial aid opportunities and the college admissions process. College advisers help 

students overcome these barriers to navigate the path to higher education. 



Application deadlines: October 30, 2009 for November interview and January 29, 2010 for February interview. 

Information session: October 20, 2009, 6pm, Jackson Hall 

For application and more information, see our website at advisinscorps.ors, search for postin8 at 

careers.unc.edu, or contact Jennie Cox Bell, prosram coordinator, at jcoxbell@admissions.unc.edu 

"The Advising Corps has afforded me the 

unparalleled opportunity to return the favor 

by providing support to hundreds of students 

who otherwise may have gone without it--an 

opportunity that has truly been worthwhile." 

-- Nick Neptune, college adviser, Union and Anson Counties 

"1 do this because I could have easily fallen through 

the cracks. I see myself in these students. " 

- DeWhitney Upchurch, college adviser, Forsyth County 

~ermifer Cox ~e]! 
Senior Assistant Director of Admissions 
Program Coordinator, Carolina Co~ege Advish~g Corps 

OMce of Undergradt~ate Admissions 
The UniversRy of North Carolh’~a at Chapel 

C[~ #2200, Jackson Ha~ 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-2200 

Phone: (919) 843-7286 
Fax: (919) 962-3045 



POSITION DESCRIPTION: Carolina College Advising Corps ADVISER 
EMPLOYER: ONC-CHAPEL HILL 

UNC-Chapel Hill’s Carolina College Advising Corps (CCAC), under the 
auspices of the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, seeks new UNC- 
Chapel Hill graduates to serve as college advisers in low-income high 
schools across North Carolina. As members of the National College 
Advising Corps, a national movement funded by the Jack Kent Cooke 
Foundation, CCAC advisers will help students in underserved 
communities realize their dream of attending college. 

The position requires tact, diplomacy, and a strong commitment to 
service. Successful candidates will demonstrate the ability to 
collaborate creatively and effectively with others in order to solve 
problems and reach goals. Successful candidates will also demonstrate 
excellent organizational and communication skills, including the 
ability to listen carefully and to write and speak persuasively. The 
position requires a bachelor degree from Carolina, preferably earned 
in December 2009 or May 2010. 

CCAC advisers will report to the program director and to an on-site 
supervisor in each of the two schools they will serve. The schools 
will be located in North Carolina. Advisers will be expected to live 
within their service areas and to involve themselves in the 
surrounding communities. 

The program plans to make at least thirteen appointments in early 
March 2010, with service beginning in June. Appointments will be for 
one year, with an option for a second year, if mutually agreed upon by 
the program director and the adviser. 

CCAC advisers will be expected to tailor programs and activities to 
meet the specific needs of their assigned schools and perform the 
following primary functions: 

i. Provide one-on-one admissions and financial-aid advice to any 
student or family seeking assistance 
¯ Encourage each student to consider a broad range of appropriate 
college choices 

¯ Develop for each student a comprehensive college timeline, 
including application deadlines for admission and financial aid 

¯ Help each student complete and submit admissions and financial-aid 
applications 



¯ Assist each student in interpreting correspondence from colleges, 
including offers of admission and financial aid 

2. Organize group events that encourage students and their families to 
consider, plan for, and apply to colleges and universities 
¯ Visit classrooms, assemblies, and club meetings to offer CCAC 
services and emphasize the importance of college 

¯ Visit feeder middle schools to encourage early planning for college 
¯ Work with local community groups--churches, boys and girls clubs, 
social-service providers--to offer group events outside school 
setting and hours 

3. Establish productive working relationships with principals, 
counselors, and teachers in each assigned high school 
¯ Assess, in consultation with the CCAC program director and school 
personnel, the particular needs of each school, and adapt programs 
and activities to meet these needs 

¯ Actively seek the advice and counsel of the on-site supervisor at 
each partner high school 

4. Assist in the efforts of other CCAC adviser(s) within the service 
area 
¯ Regularly visit other high schools in their assigned service area 
during school days 

¯ Help organize, provide support for, and attend evening and weekend 
events organized by other adviser(s) 

5. Assist in the assessment and long-term sustainability of the program 
¯ Assist the program director and evaluation staff to identify, 
collect, and interpret key progress and outcome variables to 
evaluate the effectiveness of the CCAC program 

¯ Submit monthly progress reports to the program director documenting 
progress and outcome data 

¯ Meet, as appropriate, with evaluators employed by the Jack Kent 
Cooke Foundation 

¯ Represent CCAC, as requested by the program director, to potential 
supporters and to other interested parties 

6. Maintain expertise in admissions and financial-aid advising 
¯ Participate fully in five to six weeks of residential training each 
summer on the UNC-Chapel Hill campus 

¯ In consultation with the program director, seek out and participate 
in other opportunities for professional development 

Annual compensation will total approximately and will include: 



Salary 
for health insurance) 
Loan forgiveness 

TOTAL 

(includes $ allowance 

Additional benefits: 
Advisers receive student loan deferral during their time of 

service with the Corps. 
Housing is provided in Chapel Hill during summer training. 

Application materials must be submitted together. Please submit by 
October 30, 2009 for a November interview or January 30, 2010 for a 
February interview. Students will be notified if they are chosen for 
an interview one week after the application deadline. Electronic 
applications are preferred. Please submit the CCAC application form, 
complete with a r@sum@, essay, and contact information for two 
references to: 

Jennie Cox Bell, 
Senior Assistant Director of 
Admissions and 
Carolina College Advising Corps 
Program Coordinator 

jcoxbell@admissions.unc.edu 

Ni-Eric Perkins, 
Admissions Counselor, 
Carolina College Advising Corps 
nperkins@admissions.unc.edu 



UNC 
CAROLINA COLLEGE 
ADVISING CORPS 

Part i. Applicant Information 

Full 
Name: 

Current 
Address: 

Carolina Advising 

Corps 

Application Form, 2010-2011 

Last First M.I. 

Street Address Apartment/Unit 
# 

State ZIP Code 
Alternate 

) Phone: ( ) 

Ci ty 

Current 
Phone: ( 

E-mail Address: 
Permanent 
address: 

Month/year of 

graduation: 

Declared major(s) and 

minor(s) 

Overa 
ii 
GPA: 

Part 2. RAsumA 
Please submit a current r6sum6. 

Part 3. Essay 
Prepare and attach a statement that clearly and creatively answers the 
questions below. Statements should be no longer than two pages, double- 
spaced. 

¯ Why are you interested participating in the Carolina College Advising 

Corps? 

¯ What would make you an effective college adviser? 

¯ How do you perceive this experience will benefit you personally and 

professionally? 

Part 4. References 
Please submit two references, either by providing their contact information 
or a letter, signed and sealed. If you have had any experience working with 
children or teens, we would prefer one of your references to have direct 
knowledge of your experience. 

Part 5. Statement of Affirmation 
On my honor as a student at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 
I hereby certify that I have provided accurate information on this 
application. I understand that UNC faculty and staff, in considering me for 
this position, will review my application and supporting documents. I hereby 
authorize and consent to that review. 

Signature of Applicant (or typed name if submitted electronically) 

Date 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions, Jackson Hall, CB #2200, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2200 



Application materials must be submitted together. Please submit by October 
30, 2009 for a November interview or January 30, 2010 for a February 
interview. Students will be notified if they are chosen for an interview one 
week after the application deadline. Electronic applications are preferred. 
Please submit to: 

Jennie Cox Bell, Senior Assistant Director 

of Admissions and Carolina College Advisinc O 

Corps Program Coordinator 

jcoxbell@admissions.unc.edu 

Ni-Eric Perkins, Admissions Counselor, 
Carolina College Advising Corps 
nperkins@admissions.unc.edu 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions, Jackson Hall, CB #2200, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2200 



Carolina College Advising Corps 

Now hiring UNC grads for 
full-time, paid service positions 

as college advisers 
Apply to be a Carolina College Adviser 

The Carolina College Advising Corps (CCAC) seeks 
new graduates to serve as college advisers in low- 
income high schools across North Carolina. 

"The Advising Corps has afforded me the 
unparalleled opportunity to return the favor 

by providing support to hundreds of students 
who otherwise may have gone without it-an 
opportunity that has truly been worthwhile." 

- Nick Neptune, college adviser, Union and Anson Counties 

"1 do this because I could have easily fallen through 
the cracks. I see myself in these students." 

- DeWhitney Upchurch, college adviser, Forsyth County 

Application deadlines: October 30, 2009 
January 29, 2010 

CAROLINA COLLEGE 
ADVISING CORPS 

For more information, contact: 
Jennie Cox Bell, CCAC Program Coordinator 

jcoxbell@admissions.unc.edu 

843-7286 

2009-2010 Carolina College Advisers. These 19 advisers 
serve in 40 high schools across North Carolina. 

o ~    = 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deby <deby@vikingtravel.com> 

Tuesday, October 13, 2009 10:47 AM 

’Travis Gore’ <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Itinerary for T Number 

I will wait to hear back from you. 

Thanks, 
Deby 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Travis Gore [ ] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 13, 2009 10:38 AM 
To: Deby 
Subject: Re: Itinerary for T Number 

I will double check to see if we can get money from somewhere else 

Deby wrote: 

TO: UNC-CHAPEL HILL 

AFRICAN AND AFRICAN-AMERICAN STUDIES 

FOR: SAHLE/EUNICE 

REFUNDABLE ONE WAY FARE IS 637.96 PLUS 35.00 FEE. 

TICKET SHOULD BE ISSUED BY OCTOBER 14 TO AVOID POSSIBLE 

FARE INCREASES. PLEASE REPLY TO THIS EMAIL WITH THE 

APPROVED T NUMBER. THANKS..DEBY. 

DEC 09 - FRIDAY 

AIR AMERICAN AIRLINES FLT:8105 

OPERATED BY MEXICANA CLICK 

LV OAXACA 1205P 

ECONOMY 

EQP: FOKKER 100 

01HR 10MIN 



AR MEXICO CITY 115P 

ARRIVE: TERMINAL 1 

SAHLE/EUNICE SEAT-3A 

AIR AMERICAN AIRLINES 

LV MEXICO CITY 

DEPART: TERMINAL 1 

AR DALLAS FT WORTH 

ARRIVE: TERMINAL D 

SAHLE/EUNICE SEAT-14A 

FLT: 1064 

345P 

625P 

AIR AMERICAN AIRLINES 

LV DALLAS FT WORTH 

AR RALEIGH DURHAM 

ARRIVE: TERMINAL 2 

SAHLE/EUNICE SEAT-12A 

FLT: 1702 

755P 

02HR 30MIN 

1125P 

NON-STOP 

REF: HLKWHK 

ECONOMY 

EQP: MD-80 

02HR 40MIN 

NON-STOP 

REF: HLKWHK 

FOOD FOR PURCHASE 

ECONOMY    FOOD FOR PURCHASE 

EQP: MD-80 

NON-STOP 

REF: HLKWHK 

THANK YOU FOR CALLING VIKING TRAVEL 

A VALID PASSPORT IS REQUIRED FOR THIS DESTINATION 

Deby Taylor 

Viking Travel 

400 S. Elliott Road Suite E 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Phone - 919-968-4586 (Agency) 

Phone - 919-968-4491 (Corporate) 

Visit our website at www.vikingtravel.com <h~l~:i/www.viking~raveLcom> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                3:46 PM 

Travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

[sangam] Sangam Weekly Update! 

Sangam Listserv 
A weekly update of news and events provided by Sangam 

Vo~ $ ~ssue g 

Sangam Links 

Sang_am 
Home~ 

Sangam CNendar 

Sangam Photos 

~O ra 

Mahatma Gandhi 
Fe~lowshi£ 

Brought to you by Sangam, the South Asian Awareness 

Organization at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

*Note: Due to the changes on Webmail, you will need to click show 

images.* 

Upcoming Sangam Events/News... 
1. AKD Line Up 

2. AKD MC Selection 

3. AKD Promotion in the Pit 

4. AKD Ticket Sales 

5. AKD Team Liaison Meeting 

6. AKD Day of Show Volunteers 

7. AKD and MGF Videos 

8. AKD Finance Committee 

9. Diaspora Interest Meeting 

10. Sangam Mentor Service 

Upcoming Campus and Community Events/News... 

1. Aasha Ping Pong Tournament 
2. Council on Legal Education Opportunity 

3. DSI Flag Football Tournament 
4. South Asian Studies Major Concentration 

UPCOMING SANGAM EVENTS/NEWS 

£o AKD UNE UP 

The Aaj Ka Dhamka Executive Board would like to thank everyone who 

came to the last Sangam GBM to select this year’s teams. 

With a record number of teams applying this year, we are proud to 

present the official     Aaj Ka Dhamaka line up: 

Drexel Jhalak 



Georgia State Southern Raaspitality 

North Carolina State Raas Leela 
University of Illinois Urbana Champaign Fizaa 

Virginia Commonwealth University Bhangra 
New York University Pandemonium 

Duke Dhamaka 
University of Virginia Sharara 

North Carolina State Bhangra 

UNC Exhibition Acts: 

Ek Taal 
Bhangra Elite 

Congratulations to this year’s AKD MC’s, and 

3o AKD PROMOTION ~N THE P~T 

We will be promoting AKD in the pit this Thursday,             from 10- 

2. We will have our MCs head up the event, show old AKD videos, have 

games, and hopefully have this year’s exhibition acts perform. Please be 

sure to come by and show your support! 

4o AKD TICKET SALES 

General admission and VIP tickets are now available through the 

Memorial Box Office (919.843.3333), or desiclub.com. Discounted UNC 
Student tickets will go on sale in the pit starting from 10-2 each day from 

October 26th to November 6th. A valid UNC one card must be presented 

in order to buy a student ticket. Ticket prices are: 513 (student), 516 

(general admission), and 530 (VlP). 

5o AKD TEAM UA~SON MEETING 

Want to get to know this year’s teams? Then become a team liaison! 

Team liaisons are appointed to welcome the teams, show them a good 

time in Chapel Hill, and make sure they are aware of all AKD related 

events, rules, and regulations. Please email our AKD coordinator, 

at ssethi@emailouncoedu if you are interested in becoming a team 

liaison. There will be a team liaison interest meeting in Murphey hall at 6 

pm this Thursday, You should attend this meeting if you are 

interested. Please let Sakshi know at least 24 hours in advance if you 

cannot attend this meeting but are still interested in becoming a liaison. 

DAY OF SHOW VOLUNTEERS 



As always, we need volunteers the day of the show to help out. We are 

particularly in need of students with tech experience to help out. Email 

at         @email.unc.edu if you are interested in 

volunteerin8 or want more details. 

7o AKD AND MGF V~DEO$ 

We are also Iookin8 for help in makin8 this year’s MGF and AKD videos 

which will be hishlishted durin8 the show. If you have relevant experience 

and are interested in helpins, please contact at 

@email.unc.edu. 

8. AKD F~NANCE COMMITTEE 

We still need help contactin8 sponsors and advertisers for the show! If 

you are interested in helpin8 raise money for the Mahatma Gandhi 

Fellowship throush AKD, please contact           at 

@smail.com. This is a 8reat way to set to know other 

Sansam members and 8ain valuable experience (particularly for business 

school)! 

Want to be a part of an on campus publication? Write for Diaspora! 

Diaspora is a South Asian Interest Publication sponsored by Sansam. We 

are currently Iookin8 for staff writers and 8raphic desisners for our 2009- 

2010 staff. Submissions for the first issue are due by             We 

will be havin8 an interest meetin8 on           at 5:00 in Greenlaw 304. 

No writin8 experience is necessary and we encourase everyone to come 

out! This year our sections include: on the edse, features, arts, community 

and opinion. If you have any questions please email 

diaspora.unc@smail.com. We look forward to seein8 you! 

10o SANGAM MENTOR SERVICE 

Sansam is startin8 up its BiB-Little Prosram once asain this year! Throush 

this prosram First-Years will set a chance to be paired up with 

upperclassmen based on their interests/majors. This way underclassman 

will set the opportunity to meet new people, while upperclassmen set to 

share their knowledse (over food, fun, and 8ames of course)! 

If you’re interested in participatin8 in this prosram email 

@smail.com with your name, major, and some of your 

interests! 

at 

UPCOMING CAMPUS EVENTS/NEWS 

1o AASNA P~NG PONG TOURNAMENT 



The leaves are startin8 to turn and we all know what that means! Its time 

for Aasha’s annual Pin8 Pon8 Tournament! This year, Aasha is partnerin8 

with Students for Students International (S4Si) to raise money for both of 

our sponsorship projects. All skill levels are welcome to participate and 

8reat prizes will be offered to winners of both brackets! Email us at 

@smail.com if you have any questions. For more information on 

the specifics of the tournament and our causes, visit our facebook event. 

lpm (sinsles tournament) 

lpm (doubles tournament) 

Place: Student Union Undersround 

Cost: 55 for sinsles, 53 each for doubles and 57 if you want to play both. 

How to Sisn Up: We will be in the pit from Monday,             to 

Thursday,             from 10-2pm. We will also be in the Union 
Undersround from 5-7pm on weeknishts. Sisn up must be done in person 

and you must pay to secure your spot. 

2~ COUNCIL ON LEGAL £DUCATJON OPPORTUNITY 

Interested in Law? Want to make yourself the best candidate before you 

apply to Law School? 

CLEO is here to help YOU! CLEO, the Council on Lesal Education 
Opportunity, is committed to diversifyin8 the lesal profession by 

expandin8 lesal education opportunities to minority, low-income and 
disadvantased 8roups. Since its inception, more than 8,000 students have 

participated in CLEO’s pre-law and law school academic support prosrams, 

successfully matriculated throush law school, passed the bar exam and 
joined the lesal profession. CLEO alumni, many who had less than 

traditional academic indicators of 
success, yet were 8iven an opportunity to attend law school, are 

represented in every area of society, includins: private law firms and 
corporations, law schools, federal and state judiciaries, and lesislatures 

across the country. 

Come learn more about CLEO and the prosramsthat it offers at the CLEO 

INTEREST MEETING this TUESDAY, in BINGHAM 317 at 5:00 

p.m. 

If you have any questions, comments or concern, please contact 

@email.unc.edu) or 

@email.unc.edu), the UNC CLEO ambassadors. 

3o DS~ FLAG FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT 



Delta Sisma Iota will be hostin8 its Fifth Annual Charity Fla8 Football 

Tournament on            and                   All proceeds from 

this tournament will 80 to The Ekal Vidyalaya Foundation. This is a 

charitable trust that initiates, supports, and runs non-formal one-teacher 

schools all over India. 

The resistration packet and waiver form (for minors) can be reached 

throush the followin8 links: 
http://www.deltasismaiota.ors/unc/football/FFTResistrationPacket09.doc 

http://www.deltasismaiota.ors/unc/football/FFTWaiver.doc 

Important notes to consider are that free shirts will be provided for 

resistration by            at Noon and registration is $15 per player. 

Also, WOMEN may participate! 

If you have any questions or concerns, or wish to submit the resistration 
packet, please email either                 ~email.unc.edu) or 

@email.unc.edu). 

Thank you very much and we hope to see you all out playin8 football on 

Halloween weekend! 

4~ SOUTN AS~AN STUDIES MAJOR CONCENTRATION 

As you know, we recently instituted a major concentration in South Asian 

Studies in the Dept. of Asian Studies. We are havin8 a special info session 

Tuesday, from 5:30 to 6:30 in New West 219. Refreshments 

will be served. 

From your 2009-2010 Lovely Co-Secretaries, 

Shivani "Anurag is my best friend" Patel email 

Madhu "1 love Jordan Lake" Eluri email 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Wednesday, October 14, 2009 10:34 AM 

travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SocSci Conference <research@conference-alert.net> 

Wednesday, October 14, 2009 1:08 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

African Studies Deadline 10/15.4th International Social Science Research Conference 

View this email as Web~ 

4th International Conference on Social Science Research 
http ://www.socialscienceconf.net 

December 9-11, 2009 . Gaylord Resort, Nashville, TN ¯ Proposal Deadline: 10/15/2009 

¯ Submit a ~aper p~\osM; 

¯ Offer to be Chair or Discussa~t fi.~r Pauel;o 

¯ Travel & Conference Info 

This interdisciplinary conference will draw together faculty members, research scientists, and professionals from the social sciences, and 
provide them wifla the opportunity to interact with colleagues from the same field and from related fields. Cross-disciplinary submissions are 
particularly encouraged as is participation by international scholars. The disciplines represented will include:Anthropology, Area Studies (Asia, 
Latin America, Europe, etc.), Communication, Criminology, Economics, Geoscience, Gender Studies, History, International Studies, Political 
Science, Policy/Public Administration, Psychology, Race/Ethnic Studies, Sociology, and Urban Studies. 

Please submit a proposal to present a Research Pal?er or serve as a Chair or Discussant for a Panel. 

Gaylord OprylandResort. The Gaylord Resort is located on flae banks of flae Cumberland River, just minutes from Nashville International 
Airport. The Gaylord offers more than any other Nashville hotel, wifla nine acres of indoor gardens, cascading waterfalls and an indoor river wifla 
its own Delta flatboat. Wiflain flais lush landscape, you’ll discover fine dining and casual restaurants, a 20,000-square-foot spa and fitness center, 
and, for late-night fun, Fuse Nightclub. Every room features high-speed wireless Internet. 

Conference Registration. Conference registration includes two breakfasts, two lunches and one reception. Conference registxation is lower if you 
stay in the conference hotel. See the Conference Registration form for prices, which start at $275 for students and $350 for faculty/professionals. 
Prices are higher if you register late or stay outside of the conference hotel. All attendees and presenters are expected to register. Sponsored by 
flae Centxe for Policy and Practice, PO Box 3800, Bloomington, IN 47402. 

What past attendees have said: 

’T particularly enjoyed the interdisciplinary nature of the meeting, and that it draws so many international scholars - it provides a wonderful 

perspective." 

"The quality of the food was the best that I have experienced at a professional meeting." 

’7 appreciated the many opportunities to network with other researchers - at meals, during receptions and during sessions." 

"The conference ran very smoothly." 

"The meeting was professionally helpful, but it was also a lot of fun. Make sure you send me information about flae next meeting." 

We support responsible and ethical email marketing practices. Please know that we respect your right to be 
purged from this marketing campaign. Removal from this email distribution list is automatically enforced by 
our email delivery system. Please click here to start the process for email deletion. 

This correspondence may be a newsletter, press release, solicitation or advertisement. We encourage and 
support best practices in responsible email marketing. 

Centre for Policy and Practice 
PO Box 3008-Boomngton, N47402US 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

A1 Baldy <AMBaldy@maupintravel.com> 

Wednesday, October 14, 2009 1:21 PM 

undisclosed-recipients: 

Maupin Travel Business News Briefs-Fall 2009 

Maupin Travel Newsletter 10-09.pdf 

PLEASE FORWARD TO ALL TRAVELERS & DEPARTMENT STAFF AS APPROPRIATE! 

Greetings from Maupin Travel: 

Attached is the Fall Edition of the Maupin Travel Newsletter, a collection of articles and news briefs related to the travel 
industry which we hope you will find informative as well as entertaining. 

As the most widely-used travel vendor for UNC Departments, Staff and Administration, we welcome hearing from those 
departments who may not have had the opportunity to sample our quality of service. In addition to UNC-related business 
we are also able to handle any leisure and vacation travel you may be planning, as well as any group or meeting-related 
travel you might be coordinating. 

Please contact our team of UNC-CH agents located within Chapel Hill’s Meadowmont Village, directly across from the 
Friday Center for Continuing Education on Chapel Hill Road, just inside the village limits. The phone number is (919) 967- 
8888 or you may email us at kkfehr@maupintravel.com. 

Thank you for the opportunity to be of service to your department and do not hesitate to contact me if I can be of service 
or if you care to let us know of other friends or colleagues who might be open to hearing about our service and technology 
offerings. 

Best regards, 

AI Baldy, CTA 
Executive Vice President 
Maupin Travel, Inc. 
ambaldy@maupintravel.com 

P.S. Please visit our website at www.maupintravel.com 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alumni@gaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, October 14, 2009 2:03 PM 
UNC Alumni and Friends <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Upcoming Orange/Durham Carolina Club Events 

Gather with your Orange/Durham Carolina Club for two great performances at the Durham 
Performing Arts Center. We’ve reserved a block of tickets for Phantom of the Opera and 
Wicked; tickets are available on a first-come, first-served basis. Tickets will be arranged for will 
call on the night of the performance. 

Phantom of the O£era 
December 8, 2009 I 7 p.m. 
**Limit 75 tickets** 
Phantom of the Opera is the longest-running show in Broadway history. 
Andrew Lloyd Webber’s international award-winning phenomenon directed 
by Harold Prince has woven its magical spell over standing room audiences 
in more than 100 cities worldwide. It’s a timeless story of seduction and 
despair.              . 

Wicked 
May 6, 2010 I 7:30 p.m. 
**Limit 40 tickets** 
Long before that girl from Kansas arrives in Munchkinland, two girls meet in 
the land of Oz. One - born with emerald green skin - is smart, fiery and 
misunderstood. The other is beautiful, ambitious and very popular. How these 
two grow to become the Wicked Witch of the West and Glinda the Good 
Witch makes for the most spell-binding new musical in years. ~ister 
on~ine. 

Questions? Contact 

UNC vs. VirginiaoTech Game-Viewing Party & Canned Food Drive 
October 29 [ 7:30 p.m. 

Carolina A~e House, Brier Creek 
Alexander Place, 7981 Sky[and Ridge, Raleigh I (919) 957-4200 

Join your Orange/Durham Carolina Club to cheer on the Heels as they face Virginia Tech on 
Thursday, Oct. 29. We’ll gather with the Triangle Young Alumni Council at the Brier Creek 
Carolina Ale House in the outdoor patio area. Kickoff is set for 7:30 p.m. Everyone is encouraged 
to bring a canned food item to be donated to the Food Bank of Central & Eastern North Carolina. 
More. 

SECU Family House Meal Program 
Nov. 11-12 [ 5 

123 O~d #,~ason Farm Road, Chapel Hil~ I (919} 932-8000 

Save the Date: 
°’A Home on the Field°° 
Paul Cuadros will be in Durham, Thursday, 
Nov. 19, to talk about his book "A Home on the 
Field: How One Championship Soccer Team 
Inspires Hope for the Revival of Small Town 
America," a look at the impact of Latino 
immigration in North Carolina. More. 

Orange/Durham Carolina C~ub: 

OraneeiDurham Carolina C~ub Web site 

Subscribe to our eomai[ ~ist 

Ciubs-Re~ated Questions: 
~CoedU 

Thank You 

The Orange/Durham Carolina Club 
appreciates your membership in the GAA. 
Your membership provides important support 
lo the GAA and our club. Members have 
exclusive access to the digital version of the 
award-winning Carolina Alumni Review. Read 

azine o~#~e as it appears in print. 

A~um~’fl Career Services can help you start, 
change or advance your career. GAA 
members have exclusive access to certain 
services and receive discounted rates on fee- 
based Alumni Career Services. 



Gather with your Orange/Durham Carolina Club for two nights of service by 
cooking for a cause. The ODCC is participating in the SECU Family House Meal 
Program on November 11 and 12. The SECU Family House provides a home- 
away-from-home for families with an adult patient being treated for a critical illness 
or injury at UNC Hospitals or its affiliated clinics. 

We need 5-10 volunteers each night in order to prepare, serve and clean up after 
S EC U our meal. We ask that volunteers donate $10 each so that we may purchase food 

for the meals. Donations also may be made in lieu of volunteering at this event. 

C~ick here for additional details and to volunteer. Contact: 

Find the ODCC on Facebook 

Become a fan of the ODCC on Facebook. Visit facebook,com/orangedurham to stay 
connected. 

l Stay Connected 

GAA contacts 

PRIVACY POLICY: You received this e-mail from the General Alumni Association-George Watts Hill Alumni Center, CB # 9180, Stadium Drive, PC 
Box 660, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-0660. You have not been subscribed to an e-mail list. If you do not wish to receive future e-mail of this type from the 
GAA, please reply to ncoedu and include your full name, address and class year, call us toll-free at (877) 377-7125, or unsubscribe via this 

link: ~ns~bscribe here. 

Please note that UNC and the General Alumni Association do not sell your information, including your e-mail address, to anyone for any purpose. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Anna M. Semon <amsemon@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, October 16, 2009 4:20 PM 

Terri Lynn Sorrell <lsorrell@email.unc.edu>; Deborah A Simmons-Cahan 
<dscahan@email.unc.edu>; Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Rhonda Merrill 
<rjmerril@email.unc.edu>; Nadine Kinsey <kinsey@email.unc.edu> 

Monday 10/19 Anthropology Colloquium 
AnnaAgbeDaviesColloqWithPicture.doc 

Please distribute. Thank You. 

(Please see flier) 
Anthropology Colloquium and Women in Archaeology Series, Department of 
Women’s Studies 

The Phyllis Wheatley Home for Girls: 
Applied Archaeology on Chicago’s South Side 

Anna Agbe-Davies 
Department of Anthropology 
UNC, Chapel Hill 

Monday, October 19, 3:30 PM 
207Alumni Building 

Abstract of presentation: Black Chicagoans are keen to preserve the 
material manifestations of prior struggles and use preservation to 
benefit the current inhabitants of ?Bronzeville.? These activists have 
welcomed the author into collaborative projects that use archaeology 
and historic preservation to further their goals. Excavation at the 
Phyllis Wheatley Home for Girls has contributed to our efforts to 
identify and present stories of the Great Migration and its consequences 



Anthropology Colloquium 
and Women in Archaeology Series, 
Department of Women’s Studies 

Chicago 

The Phyllis Wheatley Home for Girls: 
Applied Archaeology on Chicago’s South Side 

Anna Agbe-Davies 
Department of Anthropology 

UNC, Chapel Hill 

Monday, October 19, 3:30 PM 
207Alumni Building 

Abstract of presentation: Black Chicagoans are keen to preserve the material 
manifestations of prior struggles and use preservation to benefit the current inhabitants of 
"Bronzeville." These activists have welcomed the author into collaborative projects that 

use archaeology and historic preservation to further their goals. Excavation at the Phyllis 
Wheatley Home for Girls has contributed to our efforts to identify and present stories of 
the Great Migration and its consequences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shauna Collier <colliers@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 16, 2009 4:51 PM 

undisclosed-recipients: 

We Shall Not Be Moved exhibit 

Exhibit Annoucement WSNBM-I.pdf; We Shall Not Be Moved exhibit (9.23 KB).msg 

Please share this information with your colleagues. 
Library. 

Thanks! 
Shauna 

The exhibit opening is Tuesday, Oct. 20th in the Wilson 

Shauna Collier 
Librarian 
Sonja Haynes Stone 
University of North Carolina 
150 South Road CB# 5250 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-5808 phone 
919-962-3725 fax 
shaunaocollier@uncoedu 

w~w~libounc~eduistone 

Center for Black Culture and History 
at Chapel Hill 

Tuesday Oct. 20, 5:45 p.m. Opening program for the exhibit ~Ve Shall 
Not Be Moved: AJ?iecm Ameriecms ir~ tt~e South, ] 8th Ce~tur}~ to the 
Present. Reception and exhibit viewing at 5 p.m. Wilson Library. Exhibit 
on view Oct. 8, 2009- Feb. 5, 2010. 

Evems Examine Two Centarbs of Afr~caa Amerkaa Soathera 
Experience 

October 2nd, 2009 Posted in Events, , Southern Historical Collection, ~ecial Collections 

A new exhibit in Wilson Library, f’Ve 
Prese~< will be the occasion for a semester of related programming from the Southern Historical Collection in 
Wilson Librar}!. 

The following events are free and open to the public. 

Events information: Liza TerH, UNC Friends of the Library, (919) 962-4207. 

Oct. 20, 5:45 p.m.--Opening program for the exhibit fVe Shah No~ Be Moved: A~frican Ame~’icans in 
Sou~& ]8~h Cer~m<v ~o ~he Present. Reception and exhibit viewing at 5 p.m. Wilson Library. (Exhibit on 
view Oct. 8, 2009 - Feb. 5, 2010.) 
Oct. 28, 2-4 p.m.--Black and Blue Tour of the UNC campus. Tim McMillan, professor in African and 
Afro-American studies at UNC, will lead a walking tour of historical landmarks on the campus. McMillan 
will discuss UNC’s racial history and the people and events that these landmarks commemorate. Meet at 



the Unsung Founders Memorial on UNC’s McCorkle Place. 
Nov. 2, 5:45 p.m.-- "Liberalism, Black Power, and the Making of American Politics, 1965-1980." 
Devin Fergus, assistant professor of history at Vanderbilt University, will discuss his book of the same 
name. Fergus was a 2007 Fellow of the Southern Historical Collection and his book draws upon research 
conducted at UNC. Reception at 5 p.m. Wilson Library. 
Nov. 18, 2-3 p.m.--Gallery tour of f, Ve 5+hall Not ]3e ZvIoved: ASkican Americans #~ the 5?)utD, 

Centu~Z to tDe Present, led by Holly Smith, exhibit lead curator. Wilson Library. 
Dec. 1, 5:30 p.m.--The First 100 screening and panel discussion. A rare screening of the film The First 
100, a 30-minute documentary produced in 1964 to promote the anti-poverty work of the North Carolina 
Fund. Also shown will be excerpts from the 2007 documentary Change Comes Knocldng: The Story of the 
North Carofina Fund. A panel discussion will follow featuring Billy Barnes, photographer for the North 
Carolina Fund; Rebecca Cerese, director and producer of Change Comes Knocldng; and Jim Leloudis, 
associate professor of history at UNC. Student Union Theater, Carolina Union. 

These events are part of the Documenting the African American Southern Experience Initiative. For more 
information about the initiative, contact Hol~y Smith, Overholser Archival Fellow for African American Studies, 
or ~ff ~t[o~        collecting and public programming archivist. Both are in the So,them H~stor~ca~ 
CoHect~on, Wilson Special Collections Library, (919) 962-1345. 

Related Links 

¯ f, Ve Shah J.Vof ~e Mo~,ed: A!kican Americans in the D:outh~ [8th Centur~ ~o the Present (exhibit information) 
¯ A~7ica~-Amerioa~ ex~e~e~ce to be exhibit~ Web guide to~ (release from ~C News Se~ices) 
¯ So.them Historical Collectio~ 



We Shall Not Be Moved: African Americans in the South, 
Century to the Present 
Melba Remig Saltarelli Gallery 
Wilson Library, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
October 8, 2009 - February 5, 2010 

18th 

We Shall Not Be Moved features collections 
from the Southern Historical Collection at 
UNC that focus on African American southern 
history & culture. Featuring documents, 
photographs, and artifacts, the exhibition 
highlights events significant to the African 
American experience, and will display a number 
of items that have not previously been 
exhibited. 

The exhibit will coincide with the revised 
online edition of the Guide to African American 
Resources in the Southern Historical Collection. 

A companion book exhibition entitled "African 
Americans in the South: Highlights from the 
University Library Collection" will be featured 
in the Davis Library Display area, from October 
8 - November 20, 2009. Additional exhibition 
materials from We Shall Not Be Moved will 
also be on display in the Stone Center Library 
from October 8 - February 28, 2010. 

For a full list of programs surrounding the SHC’s Documenting the Southern African 
American Experience Initiative, please visit us on Facebook: 
http://www.facebook.com/pages/ChapeI-HilI-NC/Southern-H istorical- 
Collection/27469423398. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shauna Collier <colliers@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 16, 2009 4:39 PM 

Shauna Collier <colliers@email.unc.edu> 

We Shall Not Be Moved exhibit 

Tuesday Oct. 20, 5:45 p.m. Opening program for the exhibit ~’Ve 55~a// 
Not Be Moved: AJ?iecm Ameriecms i~ the South, ] &h Century, to the 
P~eser~t. Reception and exhibit viewing at 5 p.m. Wilson Library. Exhibit 
on view Oct. 8, 2009- Feb. 5, 2010. 

Evems Examine Two Centuries of Afvkaa American Southera 
Experience 

October 2nd, 2009 Posted in Events, Headlines, Southern Historical Collection, ~ecial Col{lections 

A new exhibit in Wilson Library, [’Ve S~m~l)~cot ~e Moved:                             lgt,b CenturE to the 
Prese~t~ will be the occasion for a semester of related programming from the Southern Historical ColIection in 
Wilson Librar~2. 

The following events are free and open to the public. 

Events information: Liza Terl{1, UNC Friends of the Libra,x, (919) 962-4207. 

Oct. 20, 5:45 p.m.--Opening program for the exhibit ~Ve Sha[[ Not ]3e Moved° ~ican Americans in 
5buth~ ]8th CemurE ~o ~he Present. Reception and exhibit viewing at 5 p.m. Wilson Library. (Exhibit on 

view Oct. 8, 2009 - Feb. 5, 2010.) 
Oct. 28, 2-4 p.m.--Black and Blue Tour of the UNC campus. Tim McMillan, professor in African and 
Afro-American studies at UNC, will lead a walking tour of historical landmarks on the campus. McMillan 
will discuss UNC’s racial history and the people and events that these landmarks commemorate. Meet at 
the Unsung Founders Memorial on UNC’s McCorkle Place. 
Nov. 2, 5:45 p.m.-- "Liberalism, Black Power, and the Making of American Politics, 1965-1980." 
Devin Fergus, assistant professor of history at Vanderbilt University, will discuss his book of the same 
name. Fergus was a 2007 Fellow of the Southern Historical Collection and his book draws upon research 
conducted at UNC. Reception at 5 p.m. Wilson Library. 
Nov. 18, 2-3 p.m.--Gallery tour of ~Ve Shall Not ~e Moved: Aj)~ica~ Americans in the South~ 
Centu              , led by Holly Smith, exhibit lead curator. Wilson Library. 
Dec. 1, 5:30 p.m.--The First 100 screening and panel discussion. A rare screening of the film The First 
100, a 30-minute documentary produced in 1964 to promote the anti-poverty work of the North Carolina 
Fund. Also shown will be excerpts from the 2007 documentary Change Comes Knocking: The Story of the 
North Carolina Fund. A panel discussion will follow featuring Billy Barnes, photographer for the North 
Carolina Fund; Rebecca Cerese, director and producer of Change Comes Knocking; and Jim Leloudis, 
associate professor of history at UNC. Student Union Theater, Carolina Union. 

These events are part of the Documenting the African American Southern Experience Initiative. For more 
information about the initiative, contact Ho]       , Overholser Archival Fellow for African American Studies, 
or BiffHo~lin        collecting and public programming archivist. Both are in the Southern Historical 



Collection, Wilson Special Collections Library, (919) 962-1345. 

Related Links 

~’e Sha[~I ~Vot I~e ~14oved: L’~frica~ A~erica~~ i~ ~he ~%outh, ~8th C~urv ~o ~he Pre~:~ (exhibit information) 
¯ A~?ican-American experience to be exhibi (release from UNC News Services) 
¯ Southern Historical Collection 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

waithera <waithera@email.unc. edu> 

Sunday, October 18, 2009 11:08 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Copies please 

AFRI 101 MIDTERM EXAM.doc 

Dear Travis, 
Hope is well. Could you please make 60 copies for me for tomorrow. I have 
attached the exam. 
Thanks again for all your help and support. 

Best, 
Waithera 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nicholas Siedentop <siedento@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 20, 2009 1:13 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: AFRI 456 and department approver 

Hi Travis, 

Thanks for your help in researching this question. 

Nick 

Travis Gore wrote: 

Hi Nick 

Debby retired about two weeks ago so we are taking over her duties until they get a replacement. 
will try to find out about this course for you. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Nicholas Siedentop wrote: 

Greetings from the Registrar’s Offic!! 

I received a revision transaction for AFRI 456 from the Course Request Approval 
System (CRAS), changing the credit hours from zero (0) to three (3). However, AFRI 
456 is not a course in the inventory (SIS screen 125), nor is it listed in the 
Undergraduate Bulletin. Someone entered the following justification on the CRAS 
form: 

"This course offers students a unique opportunity to study a francophone community in 
West Africa in which people’s cultural beliefs are deeply integrated into their daily 
activities." 

Can you shed some light on the mystery of this course and this revision. Also, Deborah 
Crowder is listed as the department approver for this course, but I was not able to 
locate her information in the UNC directory. Is she no longer the AFRI course 
approver? 

Many thanks! 
Nick 

Nick Siedentop 

Curriculum Specialist, Office of the University Registrar 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 



Email: nick siedento~unc.edu 
Tel: 919-962-9838 

Conserve resources! Print this email only if absolutely necessary 

Nick Siedentop 

Curriculum Specialist, Office of the University Registrar 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Email: nick _giedento~@uncoedu 

Tel: 919-962-9838 

Conserve resources! Print this email only if absolutely necessary 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 
Wednesday, October 21, 2009 3:51 PM 

travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

20091021155052232.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 10.21.2009 15:50:51 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 
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"Josephine Baker’s ’Rainbow Tribe’: Radical Motherhood in the South of France"* 

Matthew Pratt Guterl 

In the spring of 1964, Josephine Baker arranged for several appearances at Henry 

Miller’s Theatre in New York City. On select Saturdays and Sundays, she would give a 

matinee performance, chiefly for parents who wished to bring their children to see the famous 

and dazzling costumes. In her press releases, Baker called these matinee shows a ~’family 

reunion," emphasized the need for "audience participation," and brought candy for the 

children. Sometimes she would hold a dance contest for teenagers. At other times, she would 

bring a collection of multihued dolls onstage, representing the various parts of the world and 

the children she had brought to her home in the Dordogne valley. At one of the major 

intermissions, the Caribbean-born dance impresario Geoffrey Holder would stage his 

remarkable, metaphoric interpretation of miscegenation, "Dougla." One feature, though, was 

repeated at every show. At some critical juncture, and after donning a new costume, Baker 

would step forward towards the audience, sit down on the stage, and call the attending 

children away from their parents, encouraging them to cluster around, to sit in a circle around 

her. And then, in a deep and serious voice, she would sing her childlike tribute to life at Les 

Milandes, "Dans Mon Village." As she implored this collection of other people’s children to 

listen to her story of a world where race didn’t matter so much, and where equality and 

harmony were not just trite concepts, but also daily practices, she would gesture towards the 

faraway South of France, where her twelve adopted children lived in a castle.~ She offered 

Les Milandes as a kind of romantic, anti-racist state, and as an expression of the French ideal 

of citizenship. 

Baker’s performance of"Dans Mort Village" might be read, as some have argued, as a 

critique of the United States. Historian Mary Dudziak has given us the most penetrating 

reading of Josephine Baker as an African American expatriate, revealing her longstanding 

role in US-driven Cold War politics. Focusing on the early 1950s, Dudziak reads her initial 

withdrawal into Old World domesticity as an unhappy consequence of repressive American 

foreign policy doctrines. The result of Baker’s travel restrictions and surveillance, she 
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overemphasized her "American-hess," hoping to include her among the cast of diasporic 

expatriates who found freedom to speak troth to power once outside the United States. Her 

distinctive vision, indeed, was to make manifest the various (and seemingly oppositional) 

strands ofutopianism and universalism in her family, to render her private life with her 

children entiiely public, and to turn her chitdren into a commodity, a capitalist investment 

whose value as a source of hope and ethical transformation could never be calculated. This 

was an enorn~ousiy ambitious undertaking, and we should not limit our understanding of it - 

or measure its importance - through connection to American racial politics. 

As a historical subject, Baker resists any easy approach. Recognizable but relatively 

unknown or misunderstood, she appears - usually as a casual reference - across the widest 

spectrum of cultural and historical narratives. Transnational perspectives that challenge the 

hegemony of the nation-state and encourage greater attention to the circulation and mediation 

of peoples, goods, and cultures, should help us reevaluate historical figures like Baker, people 

- famous or otherwise who never quite made sense when they were seen from a more 

restricted national perspective.3 Even in this emerging field, though, it is remarkable how 

little sustained attention has been given to Baker’s life and political practice. Marking herself 

as an ethical North Star for humanity, Baker deliberately set herself outside of earth’s gravity. 

Peripatetic and unbounded, she defined herself by relentless movement, dislocation, and self- 

transformation - from her mother’s migration from Charleston to East St. Louis, to her own 

relocation and re-creation from the Midwest to New York, from New York to Paris, to the 

Dordogne, to Monaco, with stops in Morocco and Tunis, in Brazil, in Peron’s Argentina, and 

in "Uncle Fidel’s" pool. She is not a classic "expatriate." She repeatedly resisted 

conventional racial and national markers, claiming an indigenous heritage, enthusing over 

mixture and hybridity, and fashioning an identity as an extranational cosmopolitan, as a 

woman without a country and a women who was her own country.4 Her slippery 

cosmopolitanism has obscured her life. She does not appear, for instance, in James T. 

Campbell’s Middle Passages, a magnificent account of African American travels to Africa.5 

Nor, qnite tellingly, is she present in most of the recent ~vork on Cold War international black 

protests. Kwame Anthony Appiah’s work on cosmopolitanism gives pride of place to the 

U.N. Declaration of Human Rights, but not to Baker, who more perfectly embodied the 

utopian ideals of post WWII "cosmopolitanism" than any of her contemporaries.6 And Baker 

3 
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countryside. Josephine Baker, no stranger to the power of promotional performance, was 

swept up in this nationalist creation, praising her "sister" at a memorial rally and enthusing 

over the righteousness of Justicialism, the social justice platform of the Peronistas. Over the 

next few months, she took up Evita’s public causes, used Buenos Aires as a platform from 

which to criticize the United States, and allowed Juan Perdn to use her politically much as he 

had t~sed Evita, as a symbol of a more inclusive, democratic pluralist state. 

Baker left Argentina six months after she arrived, inspired by the political celebrity of 

Evita. Almost as soon as she got back to Paris, Baker announced her plans to adopt her own 

family of descamisados, "shirtless ones," brought from the war torn, disease ridden comers of 

the world to the beautiful south of France. In early 1953, le Monde reported that Baker, the 

fading chanteuse of interwar Paris, was on the verge of becoming "the mother of a family of 

alt colors." "JOSt~PH1NE BAKER," the headline read, "ADOPTE UNE FAMILLE 

PANACHI~E." Speaking to the press corps from Monte Carlo, Baker described her new 

family, soon to feature twelve adopted children, drawn to France from around the world, but 

especially from the global South - from Southeast Asia, from North and West Africa, from 

Latin America, and also from the mean streets of Paris. By the end of that year, Baker had 

settled some of the children into an old chateau at an estate named Les Mitandes, in 

Castelnaud-Fayrac, with her husband, the pliant and accompanying bandleacter, Jo Bouillon.9 

There, amidst the crumbling medievalism and nationalist tourism of the Dordogne region, "Jo 

et Jo" would raise a family in which each child was presumed to be a representative of some 

perfect racial type. "She wanted all races, all religions," a family friend once recalled, "and 

she would give them the religion she wanted on the spot.’’t° All twelve children, in the end, 

would be racial exemplars, stereotypes brought to life and on proud display in Baker’s well- 

intentioned "Village of the World." Bound together by her, this diverse group would be 

strong, unified, and subservient to her wishes. 

Baker would have had heard of Evita and the New Argentina long before 1952. 

Evita’s "Rainbow Tour" of Europe in 1947 was a nearly unqualified success, and culminated 

in a five day stay in Paris, including a dinner with French president Auriol and a shopping trip 

with Madame Bidault. The New Argentina was, then, a strange amalgam of social justice 

populism and authoritarian fascism, and Evita was its public face. "With her attractive 

appearance and evident charisma," Victoria Allison writes, "Evita was a spectacle; she proved 

5 
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patience, deep pockets, and a good measure of stagecraft, she offered herself up to the lowest 

citizens of her country, and became "the .ideal mother.’’~6 

"In the New Argentina," Juan Perdn once said, "the only privileged ones are the 

children." This was one of the "twenty truths of Justicialism," and it likely that Baker heard it 

over and over again during her six months in that country. One can imagine Josephine Baker 

considering her next move in Buenos Aires, so reminiscent of Paris, surrounded by mammoth, 

hagiographic billboards featuring "her sister, Evita," noting the broad social impact of Perdn’s 

efforts to establish orphanages and shelters for unwed mothers, to be the mother of this New 

Argentina.~7 She was "fascinated by the legend of Eva," one biographer writes, largely 

because it seemed to mirror her own rags-to-riches story, and because of a parallel 

fascinations with jewelry, free clothing, and art. After Juan Perdn attended her opening 

performance at the Opera Theatre, Baker was invited to the Casa Rosada, the executive 

mansion, for a private meeting. In early October, she presented herself to Ratil Apold, 

Subsecretary of Information, placed a bouquet of flowers at the General Confederation of 

Labor, kneeling before an alter and a statue ofla Presidenta that had been set up in the lobby. 

Access to Evita’s sacred body - which was then being embalmed three floors above the lobby 

- was strictly forbidden, given government concerns about theft, which were driven by a 

widespread public faith in its miracuious healing power. As days turned to weeks, Baker 

collected information about the work of the Fundacidn Eva Perdn. She toured a dormitory 

and paid public homage to "la sefiora.’’is She wrote - or had written for her - a series of 

essays for Critica, a local newspaper, in which she lambasted the current state of race- 

relations in the United States. In her performances, she featured some of Per6n’s favorite 

designers - Dior, Faith, and others - and stressed her "nueva manara," her emerging public 

image as a stylized Latin singer, as comfortable in Spanish as in French and English. Within 

a few months, Lynn Haney notes, she had taken over some of Evita’s duties at the 

Foundation, and was drawing support from Juan Per6n for her World Cultural Association, 

which aimed to stamp out racial prejudice in the New Argentina.~9 
÷ 

Ramdn CarilIo, Minister of Health, complained that Baker was no Evita. Her "brow 

beatings" seemed, to him, more petulant. Her darker skin color surely did not help. Indeed, 

she was a racially marked subject of analysis, an object of curiosity, in an Argentina that 

valued Evita’s iight skin and bottled blonde hair. The local advertisements of"/a ’vedette" de 
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Janot "the Japanese" was a lover of plants, flowers, and gardening. Brahim, "the son of an 

Arab," and Maria~me, the granddaughter of apied noir and named after the icon of the French 

revolution, captured the two sides at war in Algeria. "[D]usky Koffi from Abidjan" was 

suffused with "purity of spirit." Luis, the Columbian, was a fecund Latin through and 

through. Mol’se, the Jew, had been instinctively drawn to the business world of hotel 

management. Finally, there was No~l, tossed aside like refuse on Christmas Eve, and Stellina, 

the child of an immigrant Moroccan mother in Paris, a synecdoche for the jumbled up world 

in the age of decolonization.22 

The children were sometimes collected by Baker, and sometimes by a friend. There 

was little attention paid to procedure. The first two.children - Akio and Janot - were brought 

back from Miki Sawada’s famous compound for "Amerasian" and "mixed" children in Japan, 

"order[ed]... as you would a take out dinner," and with a special request for a racially "pure" 

child.:3 At almost every step, these retrievals were outside of the law, and came wei1 ahead of 

the international legal agreements emerging to make sense of adoption as a worldwide issue. 

Even in the United States, international transracial adoption was largely a brand new, post- 

Korean war phenomenon. Liberal activists were just then mightily struggling to put an end to 

the trade in "black-market babies" and to prop up licensed adoption agencies as the solution to 

a social problem. International adoptions were, moreover, deeply inflected with Christian 

missionary, Cold War sensibilities. But Baker’s illicitly gained family fell completely outside 

of this new history. There was no precedent for an African American expatriate, a French war 

hero, and a scandalous global celebrity who sought to create a home for the poorest infants of 

the global South. There was no precedent for a woman of color struggling to adopt "light- 

skinned" or "white" children domestically or internationally, a lacuna that could sometimes 

cause Baker trouble as she worked to expand her "tribe." There was no model for a 

religiously and racially diverse family (though Baker might style herself as the Madonna, she 

actively worked to create religious diversity at Les Milandes). And there was little general 

enthusiasm for the relocation of the children of empire to Europe, or for the creation of a 

"tribal" reserve in the French countryside. In many ways, then, Josephine Baker’s family was 

simply unimaginable. Hers was not a "heroic white adoptive family.’’24 

Baker’s rapid-fire, serial adoptions of children in dire situations - found under a bush, 

or in a garbage can, or with rail thin legs, or after a massacre - marks the phase of her life 
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surrounding town, to keep the ideal alive, and to worship at the throne of Josephine, perhaps 

visiting "the Jorama," a wax museum featuring the more florid, historic phases of her life. 

When Baker returned to the stage, when the receipts at Les Milandes failed to cover her 

considerable expenses, the Rainbow Tribe appeared in commercials for her corporate 

sponsors, and in playbills, endorsing a product even as they represented a distinctive 

revolution. 26 

To be the mother of this apostolic "Rainbow Tribe," Josephine Baker needed a new 

image, one that emphasized her qualities as a mother and not her famous sex drive. So she 

invited the press into the kitchen at Les Milandes and donned an apron for the cameras. 

When she appeared in public, she dressed like Jackie Kennedy, trumpeted her 

humanitarianism, and shamelessly promoted her efforts to raise so many different children at 

once. Strolling the grounds with visiting reporters, she carried herself with the regal poise of 

her friend, Princess Grace. When she assembled the children for a photo opportunity or 

advertisement, everyone dressed perfectly and appropriately, including "Maman," who had 

consigned her banana skirt to a museum. She hoped that the world, in paying homage to the 

Rainbow Tribe, would stand in awe of her transformation, and be inspired by her children, 

and that the press would rediscover Baker as an adoring mother, as a seer of world peace and 

rtot a cheap seductress. In private, whenever an image from her younger days would flash on 

the family television, Baker would quickly turn it off, so that her children - her gift to the 

world - would not be corrupted. "My ideal is so simple," she wrote in a journal, on the day 

that Les Milandes was finally claimed by creditors, "yet so many people view it as a crazy 

dream. Surely the day will come when color means nothing more than skin tone, when 

religion is seen uniquely as a way to speak one’s soul, when birth places have the weight of a 

throw of the dice and all men are born free; when understanding breeds love and 

brotherhood.’ ,27 

This utopian vision of the multiracial family echoes Eva Perdn’s vision of the maternal 

state in fascinating ways. In the New Argentina, Perdn offered herself as a mother to the 

country’s dispossessed, but her motherhood was inflected with a certain authoritarianism. 

Baker knew and understood the peculiar fascism of the Per6nistas. Her use of the multiracial 

family as a real thing and as metaphor for something bigger was dependant on the same faith 

in power and authority, on a unique vision of "the mother" as a political strongman and a 

11 
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Plummer, Thomas Borstelman and others, is a ~esh, challenging portrait of the Cold War 

struggles within the narrow civil and human rights crawlspaces of the 1950S.32 The Cold War 

era United States, Dudziak writes, in one of the few books to dwell on Baker, attempted to 

fashion a "progressive story about race in America." When that propagandistic fantasy was 

challenged by "more authentic voices on the topic," including that of Baker, the official 

response was repression rather than reflection. When, for instance, Baker challenged an 

evening’s rude treatment at the Stork Club, and implored gossip columnist Walter Winchetl, 

who was present that night and well regarded for his liberalism, to speak his conscience, it 

produced a venomous backlash from Winchel! himself, including accusations of"red" 

sympathies broadcast over the radio and in the print media. Baker’s "campaigns against 

’racial discrimination’," Winchell wrote dismissively, "are obvious publicity stunts.’’3~ Once 

marked as a subversive "enemy of the state," Baker was hounded and pressured to leave the 

United States. As she traveled from Bautista’s Cuba to Per6n’s Argentina (and points in 

between), the State Department continued to harrass her, encouraging the Cuban police to 

interrogate and arrest her, making it harder for her to get into the better venues, and smearing 

her antiracist work as a Communist propaganda. It was in the midst of all this that she settled 

in for those six months in the New Argentina, periodically and publicly telling the local press 

everything they wanted to know about American racism.34 

It is interesting that Baker’s adoptions came a~-ter all of this, and that the immediate 

genesis of the "Rainbow Tribe" followed her tour of Latin America. But the creation of this 

family does not fit the emerging model of Cold War era black American protest, where 

African American activists and public figures used the international, "democratic" promotions 

o~" the United States, at great personal risk, to highlight the inconsistencies of its courtship 

newly independent African, Asian, and Caribbean nations and its domestic sanction of Jim 

Crow. Baker’s "ultimate embrace of domesticity as the locus of her politics in the late 

1950s," Dudziak suggests, was a rushed retreat from formal activism and entertainment, and a 

direct consequence of her blacklisting. Just as "American women were forced out of the 

factory and into the maternity wards," Dudziak argues, so was "Baker blacklisted out of the 

international entertainment circuit," and contained "within French borders.’’35 Forced away 

from what she really wanted she settled for something secondary, something more benign and 

palatable. Such an argument privileges the American context. It sets aside the significance of 

13 
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Her attempt to harness the same commercial, "fairy taIe" magic used by Walt Disney 

in his 1950 animated ciassic, Cinderella, complicates matters even further. In offering her 

farnily as a valuable product, the purchase of which assured the ethical transformation of the 

consumer, Baker relied on the Cinderella trope - and the related "fairy tale" mystique of Les 

Milandes’s castle-like spire - to shield her family from the Cold War era’s bipolar mentality. 

Disney’s Cinderella, after alt, is lifted out of her forced poverty and unhappy oppression not 

through a progressive alliance with social equals - with the various anthropomorphized mice, 

birds, and farm animals who conspire to create her glamorous dress while she slaves away as 

house servant, an effort that is faiis to get her to "the ball" but by a fairy godmother with a 

magic wand, who creates an extraordinary illusion, and releases the young woman’s beauty 

without touching the social fabric at all. At the end of the movie, Cinderella is a princess, and 

her comrades have joined her in the palace for the good life. Baker had good reason, then, to 

think that the story ofLes Milandes might make a good children’s book. Indeed, there are 

powerful echoes ofLa Tribu Arc-en-Ciel in Disney’s "It’s a Small WorId" exhibit at the 1964 

World’s Fair - a co-product with UNICEF and housed in the Pepsi Pavilion - where childlike 

dolls of different colors and different races sang the same tune in various languages. The 

exhibit’s "competing color schemes," one historian notes, "underlined regional differences, 

with brilliant yellow shades for the Middle East, cool blues and greens for Africa, hot pinks 

and oranges for South America, and shimmering white for the Grand Finale combining all the 

world’s children.’’4~ Baker would not have framed it any different, but the underlying ethos of 

her global village was distinctive. In the Disney exhibit, as at Les Milandes, ti~e 

uncontrollable exotic was to be replaced by the containment of carnival, and the unruly mob 

transformed into "an audience that docilely accepts crowd control.’’42 Both would be 

dismissed as trivial. But Baker’s children were not employees in the service of a corporation, 

nor were they cartoons created by an animator. Despite the commercial qualities and the 

"harmlessly touristic" feel ofLes Milandes, Baker’s family seems out of sync largely because 

it relied for its coherence so much on the direct authority that flowed from her personality.43 

Baker’s Argentinean and Disney-esque idyll also muddies another recent critical 

presumption: that she should be associated, first and foremost, with an African American 

exile literary tradition that can traced from Langston Hughes to Richard Wright. A French 

citizen before the second World War, she was, given her fame, a weirdly liminal figure in the 
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Dennis McEnnemey reminds us, as a particularly French critique of France, as an effort to 

encourage the growing moral outrage of"t.he French black" and "to force white French people 

to recognize them as different - and French.’’5° Though it emerged ~rom a different personal 

history, and was expressed in different terms, this was Josephine Baker’s project, too. Her 

creation of Les Milandes, deep in the idyllic and pastoral countryside, relocated and 

transformed the immigrant debate from the dystopian banlieues to the nostalgic country. She 

used concepts such as adoption, motherhood, and family, but she was also talking about 

immigration, universal citizenship, and France. She was, here, her own nation-state, issuing 

her own postage stamps, developing her own self-celebratory museums and a university 

tradition, as most postcolonial nations would, extending her broadened social contract to the 

surrounding town, and ruling over the whole thing like an empress. This was a forceful 

intervention into the crumbling republic’s racial politics, an attempt to bring the French ideal 

to Iife - and to simultasleously remove it from France - at exactly the moment when 

decolonization and revolution revealed the depths of Gallic racism. In 1957, to make this 

point as clear as possible, she adopted two children from Algeria, six-month-old survivors of 

the Palestro massacre, found under a bush, as the legend goes. Baker chose to raise one as a 

Catholic and the other as a Muslim, a perfect example of her use of hardline means to secure 

utopian ends. Like the statist, top-down models of Europe and Latin America, she offered 

admission on her terms only, and she punished those who deviated or chaltenged those same 

terms. When, for instance, one child came out as gay, Baker gathered the family together and 

publicly banned him, forbidding his return.51 

The scholarly search for the "transnational" subject trolls the same impure currents, 

pathways, and corridors that Baker so regularly and powerfully traversed and shaped. But the 

utopian challenge of this renegade exile ultimately relied a hardened vision of the state 

transplanted and remade in the Dordogne, into something new and different. As Baker 

labored to imprint on each child an identity as a unique racial exemplar, with a distinct 

religious tradition and cultural heritage, she used strong-armed private means to justify 

ambitious public ends. She strove, as well, to depict her family as a socially andpolitically 
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"Josephine Baker’s ’Rainbow Tribe’: Radical Motherhood in the South of France"* 

Matthew Pratt Guterl 

in the spring of 1964, Josephine Baker arranged for several appearances at Henry 

Miller’s Theatre in New York City. On select Saturdays and Sundays, she would give a 

matinee performance, chiefly for parents who wished to bring their children to see the famous 

and dazzling costumes. In her press releases, Baker called these matinee shows a "family 

reunion," emphasized the need for "audience participation," and brought candy for the 

children. Sometimes she would hold a dance contest for teenagers. At other times, she would 

bring a collection of multihued dolls onstage, representing the various parts of the world and 

the children she had brought to her home in the Dordogne valley. At one of the major 

intermissions, the Caribbean-born dance impresario Geoffrey Holder would stage his 

remarkable, metaphoric interpretation of miscegenation, "Dougla." One feature, though, was 

repeated at every show. At some critical juncture, and after donning a new costume, Baker 

would step forward towards the audience, sit down on the stage, and call the attending 

children away from their parents, encouraging them to cluster around, to sit in a circle around 

her. And then, in a deep and serious voice, she would sing her childlike tribute to life at Les 

Milandes, "Dans Mon Village." As she implored this collection of other people’s children to 

listen to her story of a world where race didn’t matter so much, and where equality and 

harmony were not just trite concepts, but also daily practices, she would gesture towards the 

faraway South of France, where her twelve adopted children lived in a castle. ~ She offered 

Les Milandes as a kind of romantic, anti-racist state, and as an expression of the French ideal 

of citizenship. 

Baker’s performance of"Dans Mon Village" might be read, as some have argued, as a 

critique of the United States. Historian Mary Dudziak has given us the most penetrating 

reading of Josephine Baker as an African American expatriate, revealing her longstanding 

role in US-driven Cold War politics. Focusing on the early 1950s, Dudziak reads her initial 

withdraw~,l into Old World domesticity as an unhappy consequence of repressive.American 

foreign policy doctrines. The result of Baker’s travel restrictions and surveillance, she 
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suggests, was a breakdown of Baker’s politicai potential, as the world’s first black superstar 

was sequestered away in France and lost her best chance to speak out against Jim Crow in the 

United States and the Americas. Literary scholar Jonathan Eburne, building on Dudziak, 

further concludes that Bakerremained an expatriate at heart, even at Les Milandes. "Baker’s 

attention," he writes, "remained focused on the politics of race in the U.S .... [and her] appeal 

to universal brotherhood fell short of confronting other racisms and colonialisms as stridently 

as those she confronted in the U.S." In the end, Dudziak and Ebume point out, very usefully, 

that Baker repeatedly lectured the United States on its failings from a great distance, and that 

she never completely disengaged from American race problems. But they also set her too 

firmly in an African American expatriate tradition, and within the close gravitational orbit of 

Jim Crow and diminish - implicitly or explicitly - her closer focus on France, and her use of 

other conceptions of family, nation, and race. The end result is to distance her from other 

social forces and political contexts that may, in the end, have influenced her with equal or 

even greater significance, so that she becomes a spatially marginal, slightly na~’ve, but floridly 

interesting, critic of the United States and not much more. "The pluralistic humanism of 

Baker’s global village," Eburne sums, in one example, "was forged in the name of the civil 

rights movement in the United States.’’2 What would it mean, I wonder, if this were entirely 

untrue? What would we make of Josephine Baker then? And what of that performance in 

New York? 

This essay will focus on the discourses of family that Baker brought together in her 

"Rainbow Tribe." Drawing upon intertwined domestic imaginaries from Peronist Argentina 

and Gaullist France, I hope to offer a series of national and international contexts against 

which to read Baker, and to insist that her emphasis on familial grandeur - headed by a 

charismatic, maternal leader - was an act of extraordinary feminist brieolage. Through it all, 

Baker remained strongly committed to French debates about ho~v racial and national and 

reiigious minorities could be incorporated into the national and international "families" of the 

Cold War era. The transformation of Baker’s life - and her reinvention of motherhood- 

reflected an ascendant, seriously held utopian politics, quite different from the American 

radical traditions of Black Power and the New Left, and just as distinct from the bourgeois 

integrationism of the mainstream civil rights movement. Perhaps we have too quickly labeled 

her work at Les Milandes a return to the enclosed domestic sphere. Perhaps, too, we have 
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overemphasized her "American-ness," hoping to include her among the cast of diasporic 

expatriates who found freedom to speak truth to power once outside the United States. Her 

distinctive vision, indeed, was to make manifest the various (and seemingly oppositional) 

strands ofutopianism and universalism in her family, to render her private life with her 

children entirely public, and to turn her children into a commodity, a capitalist investment 

whose value as a source of hope and ethical transformation could never be calculated. This 

was an enormously ambitious undertaking, and we should not limit our understanding of it - 

or measure its importance through connection to American racial politics. 

As a historical subject, Baker resists any easy approach. Recognizable but relatively 

unknown or misunderstood, she appears usually as a casual reference across the widest 

spectrum of cultural and historical narratives. Transnational perspectives that challenge the 

hegemony of the nation-state and encourage greater attention to the circulation and mediation 

of peoples, goods, and cultures, should help us reevaluate historical figures like Baker, people 

- famous or otherwise - who never quite made sense when they were seen from a more 

restricted national perspective.3 Even in this emerging field, though, it is remarkable how 

little sustained attention has been given to Baker’s life and political practice. Marking herself 

as an ethical North Star for humanity, Baker deliberately set herself outside of earth’s gravity. 

Peripatetic and m~bounded, she defined herself by relentless movement, dislocation, and self- 

transformation - from her mother’s migration from Charleston to East St. Louis, to her own 

relocation and re-creation from the Midwest to New York, from New York to Paris, to the 

Dordogne, to Monaco, with stops in Morocco and Tunis, ha Brazil, in Peron’s Argentina, and 

in "Uncle Fidel’s" pool. She is not a classic "expatriate." She repeatedly resisted 

conventional racial and national markers, claiming an indigenous heritage, enthusing over 

mixture and hybridity, and fashioning an identity as an extranational cosmopolitan, as a 

woman without a country and a women who was her own country.4 Her slippery 

cosmopolitanism has obscured her life. She does not appear, for instance, in James T. 

Campbell’s Middle Passages, a magnificent account of African American travels to Africa.5 

Nor, quite telIingly, is she present in most of the recent work on Cold War international black 

protests. Kwame Anthony Appiah’s work on cosmopolitanism gives pride of place to the 

U.N. Declaration of Human Rights, but not to Baker, who more perfectly embodied the 

utopian ideals of post WWII "cosmopolitanism" than any of her contemporaries.~ And Baker 
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ought to stand as the quintessential exemplar of the "black Atlantic," that "single complex 

unit of analysis" described with such subtlety by Paul Gilroy.7 Her story ought not, in other 

words, be limited to any one nation state. A European and an American, "transnational and 

intercultural," she depended on her own circulation, exile, and global connection, experiences 

and sensibilities that had, by the early twentieth century, become a surprising source of 

countercultural, even subaltern strength for people marked as "black." She was a playful and 

creative performer, sometimes a "plain ghetto girl" (as Ishmael Reed once called her), 

sometimes the vagabond, sometimes the quintessential cosmopolite, sometimes a French 

colonial, and sometimes the Queen Mother of her own peculiar nation state.~ One 

consequence, I suggest here, is that her political formulations often strayed outside of all sorts 

of conventions - black Atlantic, American progressive, French radical - making her one of the 

most universally inventive, if strangely iconoclastic theorists of anti-racism in an age 

renowned and now celebrated for novel practices of resistance to and subversion of the state. 

In January of 1952, Baker left the United States on a tour of South America and the 

Caribbean. Her return to the United States had been troubling: she had tangled with Walter 

Winchell in a much-publicized incident at the Stork Club, and subsequently found herself 

harangued by the FBI. She ended up in Juan Peron’s Buenos Aires almost nine months later, 

in September, and promptly issued a series of broadsides directed at the U.S. government. As 

significantly, she found a country in mourning, still suffering the loss of Maria Eva Duarte de 

Perdn - Santa Evita. In June of that same year, Argentine voters had returned Juan Perdn to 

power along with his beloved partner. In the victory parade, Evita, fading and seriously ill, 

had relied on a hastily constructed support stand, hidden under a fur coat, to enable her to 

wave to the adoring crowds. Women had voted for the first time in a national election and, in 

a richly symbolic move, Evita had been named "spiritual leader" for Argentina - La Jefa 

Espiritual de la Naci6n. And then, in late July, she had passed away, a victim of rapidly 

progressing uterine cancer. In a series of carefully choreographed and sincere 

commemorations, Argentina wept, nourishing a new and durable myth of Evita as the patron 

saint of the lower classes, dispossessed children, and the descamisados of the city and the 
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countryside. Josephine Baker, no stranger to the power ofpromoti0naI performance, was 

swept up in this nationalist creation, praising her "sister" at a memorial rally and enthusing 

over the righteousness of Justicialism, the social justice platform of the Peronistas. Over the 

next few months, she took up Evita’s public causes, used Buenos Aires as a platform from 

which to criticize the United States, and allowed Juan Per6n to use her politically much as he 

had used Evita, as a symbol of a more inclusive, democratic pluralist state. 

Baker left Argentina six months after she arrived, inspired by the political celebrity of 

Evita. Almost as soon as she got back to Paris, Baker announced her plans to adopt her own 

family ofdescamisados, "shirtIess ones," brought from the war torn, disease ridden comers of 

the world to the beautiful south of France. In early 1953, le Monde reported that Baker, the 

fading chanteuse of interwar Paris, was on the verge of becoming "the mother of a family of 

all colors." "JOSt~PH1NE BAKER," the headline read, "ADOPTE UNE FAMILLE 

PANACHI~E." Speaking to the press corps from Monte Carlo, Baker described her new 

family, soon to feature twelve adopted chiIdren, drawn to France from around the world, but 

especially from the global South - from Southeast Asia, from North and West Africa, from 

Latin America, and also from the mean streets of Paris. By the end of that year, Baker had 

settled some of the children into an old chateau at an estate named Les Milandes, in 

Castelnaud-Fayrac, with her husband, the pliant and accompanying bandleader, Jo Bouillon.9 

There, amidst the crumbling medievalism and nationalist tourism of the Dordogne region, "Jo 

et Jo" would raise a family in which each child was presumed to be a representative of some 

perfect racial type. "She wanted all races, all religions," a family friend once recalled, "and 

she would give them the religion she wanted on the spot.’’1° All twelve children, in the end, 

would be racial exemplars, stereotypes brought to life and on proud display in Baker’s well- 

intentioned "Village of the World." Bound together by her, this diverse group would be 

strong, unified, and subservient to her wishes. 

Baker would have had heard of Evita and the New Argentina long before 1952. 

Evita’s "Rainbow Tour" of Europe in 1947 was a nearly unqualified success, and culminated 

in a five day stay in Paris, including a dinner with French president Auriol and a shopping trip 

with Madame Bidault. The New Argentina was, then, a strange amalgam of social justice 

populism and authoritarian fascism, and Evita was its public face. "With her attractive 

appearance and evident charisma," Victoria Allison writes, "Evita was a spectacle; she proved 
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that politics and Christian Dior could co-exist in (and on) the same body.., her glamorous 

image became a commodity: it sold the.., tabloids, photo-journal magazines, and gossip 

columns, that made her story easily accessible to a mass audience.’’1~ While in Europe, Evita 

stressed that the rainbow - later to be the childlike designated symbol of Baker’s "fairy tale" 

family - was a variegated bridge joining two places, and a symbol ofmulticulturalism. In life, 

as in death, when she was embalmed and placed.in glass-lidded casket in a publicly accessible 

shrine, a veritable "Sleeping Beauty," as Tomfis Eloy Martinez called her, Evita’s body was 

invested with as much cultural currency as possible; like a saint come to life, she offered the 

glamour of hope and friendship. 12 "I come as a rainbow between our two countries," she 

offered to the Spanish press.~ Time simply ealled her an "Argentine rainbow," and a 

"Cinderelia"; "shimmering with a new change of clothes at every appearance," the magazine 

purred, "coruscating with glittering jewels, shapely, brown-eyed Eva [is] unbeatable.’’14 

Through her own efforts and those of others, she was transformed into a dazzling, streaking 

metaphor for both international, cross-national connection and for harmonious cross-class 

collaboration, cutting across the darkened European sky at precisely the moment when 

Josephine Baker first bought Les Milandes, and as the older entertainer struggled to stay 

relevant, to keep her flagging career afloat. 

Baker’s "infatuation with Eva Perdn seems inevitable," writes Phyllis Rose, "[b]oth 

Josephine and Evita did things on a large scale with no thought to accounting; to both, it 

seemed mean-spirited to question where the money to fund their charities was coming from. 

Both were actresses, both had come from terrible poverty, both loved the poor with the 

sincerity of identification, and possibly, with their ditsy charities and mad display, spoke 

better to the fantasy life of those they aimed at helping than more efficientbut imaginatively 

arid government programs.’’15 Per6n and Baker both had overcome hardscrabble beginnings, 

adored fine clothes, and appreciated the trappkngs of privilege, the symbolism of motherhood, 

and the orchestrations of celebrity. Neither was able to have children. And Evita, 

anticipating Baker, turned that to her advantage. Her "real children," she argued in her 

autobiography, "were those she protected - the poor, the old, and the helpless of Argentina." 

Seated behind a desk in her office, Evita, often dressed in haute couture, would entertain 

thousands of requests for small but meaningful support. She would receive lepers, the 

syphilitic, union leaders, mothers with children, and exiles from around the world. With 
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patience, deep pockets, and a good measure of stagecraft, she offered herself up to the lowest 

citizens of her country, and became "the ide al mother."~ 6 

"In the New Argentina," Juan Perdn once said, "the only privileged ones are the 

children." This was one of the "twenty truths of Justicialism," and it likely that Baker heard it 

over and over again during her six months in that country. One can imagine Josephine Baker 

considering her next move in Buenos Aires, so reminiscent of Paris, surrounded by mammoth, 

hagiographic billboards featuring "her sister, Evita," noting the broad social impact of Perdn’s 

efforts to establish orphanages and shelters for unwed mothers, to be the mother of this New 

Argentina]7 She was "fascinated by the legend of Eva," one biographer writes, largely 

because it seemed to mirror her own rags-to-riches story, and because of a parallel 

fascinations with jewelry, fine clothing, and art. After Juan Perdn attended her opening 

performance at the Opera Theatre, Baker was invited to the Casa Rosada, the executive 

mansion, for a private meeting. In early October, she presented herself to Ra~l Apold, 

Subsecretary of Information, placed a bouquet of flowers at the General Confederation of 

Labor, kneeling before an alter and a statue of la Presidenta that had been set up in the lobby. 

Access to Evita’s sacred body - which was then being embalmed three floors above the lobby 

- was strictly forbidden, given government concerns about theft, which were driven by a 

widespread public faith in its miraculous healing power. As days turned to weeks, Baker 

collected information about the work of the Fundacidn Eva Perdn. She toured a dormitory 

and paid public homage to "ia sefiora.’’~8 She wrote - or had written for her - a series of 

essays for Critica, a local newspaper, in which she lambasted the current state of race- 

relations in the United States. In her performances, she featured some of Perdn’s favorite 

designers - Dior, Faith, and others - and stressed her "nueva manara," her emerging punic 

image as a stylized Latin singer, as comfortable in Spanish as in French and English. Within 

a few months, Lynn Haney notes, she had taken over some of Evita’s duties at the 

Foundation, and was drawing support from Juan Perdn for her World Cultural Association, 

which aimed to stamp out racial prejudice in the New Argentina.~9 

Ram6n Carillo, Minister of Health, complained that Baker was no Evita. Her "brow 

beatings" seemed, to him, more petulant. Her darker skin color surely did not help. Indeed, 

she was a racially marked subject of analysis, an object of curiosity, in an Argentina that 

valued Evita’s light skin and bottled blonde hair. The local advertisements of"/a ’vedette’ de 
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color" featured Baker as a slender, elegant figure in a long evening gown with white gloves, 

Baker with hands held aloft in a graceful pose, and an actuai photo of "Ia Baker" in her Latin 

American phase. They stand in sharp contrast to Argentina’s version of Aunt Jemima, the 

squat, darker, kerchiefed, open-mouthed Mammy figure who announced a big sale at Harrods. 

But they are also distinct from Evita’s transformation into the Madonna. Reviews of Baker’s 

various performances emphasized joy, sadness, and unpredictability of "’ta Opera Jose)qna." 

Baker also had, one reviewer opined, "el decorado sint~tico," a cosmopolitan nostalgia and 

synthetic aesthetic, infused with sensibilities of faraway port cites, distant trading posts, 

isolated tropical islands, and the ramshackle cabins of the Mississippi delta.2° It is impossible 

to know, right now, whether Baker began to feel the subtler sting of racism in Buenos Aires, 

or whether she simply began to see past the glittering spectacle of Evita, and to acknowledge 

the less-than-perfect record of the Perdnists in matters of social justice. Juan Peron’s ham- 

fisted attempts at manipulation and control, and her discovery of the darker side of progress in 

the New Argentina, must have hastened her exit. Curiously, like Che Guevara, who returned 

to Buenos Aires from his transformative Pan-American trip in September of 1952, the same 

month and year that Josephine arrived, she is rumored to have taken a pivotal, unannounced 

trip to a sanitariurn and leper colony. For Baker, for a woman who desired a new kind of 

fame and cultura! authority, who enjoyed fashion and decadent living, and who was, by her 

own description, an "unreconstructed liberal" in search of a community to possess, improve, 

and "mother," it may well have been Evita’s posthumous adoration- a consequence of her 

public love affair with the dispossessed - and not just the revolting truth beneath the surface 

of"Justicialism" that ~vas worth thimking about as she made her way back to Europe.2~ 

Once she returned to France, she moved quickly. Between 1953 and 1963, Baker 

adopted twelve children, including two Korean boys from Japan, and boys from Columbia, 

Venezuela, Algeria, Finland, and C6te d’Ivoire. She adopted three boys from France, one of 

them Jewish. She adopted two girls, one named "Marianne" after the symbol of France, and 

the other a Franco-Maghrebian immigrant. Each was infused with stereotype. "Akio," 

husband Jo Bouillon later summarized, was a typical Korean, "almond eyed, sensitive, 

serious." Jari, from Finland, was possessed of"Nordic fairness and stamina." Jean-Claude, 

"our blond Frenchman," was "blessed with innate equilibrium." Mara, "a full blooded 

Indian," wanted only to become a doctor "because they are lacking in his native Venezuela." 
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Janot "the Japanese" was a lover ofplants, flowers, and gardening. Brahim, "the son of an 

Arab," and Mariarme, the granddaughter of a pied noir and named after the icon of the French 

revolution, captured the two sides at war in Algeria. "[D]usky Koffi from Abidjan" was 

suffused with "purity of spirit." Luis, the Columbian, was a fecund Latin through and 

through. Moi’se, the Jew, had been instinctively drawn to the business world of hotel 

management. Finally, there was NoEl, tossed aside like refuse on Christmas Eve, and Stellina, 

the child of an immigrant Moroccan mother in Paris, a synecdoche for the jumbled up world 

in the age of decolonization.22 

The children were sometimes collected by Baker, m~d sometimes by a friend. There 

was little attention paid to procedure. The first two children - Akio and Janot - were brought 

back from Miki Sawada’s famous compound for "Amerasian" and "mixed" children in Japan, 

"order[ed]... as you would a take out dinner," and with a special request for a racially "pure" 

child.~3 At almost every step, these retrievals ~vere outside of the law, and came well ahead of 

the international legal agreements emerging to make sense of adoption as a worldwide issue. 

Even in the United States, international transracial adoption was largely a brand new, post- 

Korean war phenomenon. Liberal activists were just then mightily struggling to put an end to 

the trade in "black-market babies" and to prop up licensed adoption agencies as the solution to 

a social problem. International adoptions were, moreover, deeply inflected with Christian 

missionary, Cold War sensibilities. But Baker’s !llicitly gained family felI completely outside 

of this new history. There was no precedent for an African American expatriate, a French war 

hero, and a scandalous global celebrity who sought to create a home for the poorest infants of 

the global South. There was no precedent for a woman of color struggling to adopt "light- 

skirmed" or "white" children domestically or internationally, a lacuna that could sometimes 

cause Baker trouble as she worked to expand her "tribe." There was no model for a 

religiously and racialty diverse family (though Baker might style herself as the Madonna, she 

actively worked to create religious diversity at Les Milandes). And there was little general 

enthusiasm for the relocation of the children of empire to Europe, or for the creation of a 

"tribal" reserve in the French countryside. In many ways, then, Josephine Baker’s family was 

simply unimaginable. Hers was not a "heroic white adoptive family.’’24 

Baker’s rapid-fire, serial adoptions of children in dire situations - found under a bush, 

or in a garbage can, or with rail thin legs, or after a massacre - marks the phase of her life 
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when all of the previously discordant and varied parts (the tragedies, the careers, the political 

activism) reached a brief, powerful synchronicity and suddenly began to swing together in 

one heavy motion. Les Milandes was a commune, in the classic sense of the term, with a 

~vorking farm and dreams of self-sufficiency. But it was also a royal home for twelve 

children, who were attached to wildly different racial and religious narratives. And it was a 

tourist site, complete with a hotel, a dance club, and intruding paparazzi. As Bennetta Jules- 

Rossette notes, "[Baker] created a composite community based on the ideals of ethnic and 

cultural blending in a simulated touristic space... [whereinJ the Rainbow Tribe reflected 

Baker’s performative persona by representing the multiple national and cultural identities she 

had assumed on stage, on film, and in song." Les Milandes was not just an estate in France, it 

was a postnational dream, a utopian fairy tale, and a sort of colony "an autonomous 

territory," Jules-Rosette sums, governed a "reaI Queen." 25 

In public, Baker went to great lengths to present a utopian, fairytale vision of the 

family, showing that, like Evita, she was a master of public relations. Carefully staged 

photographs emphasized the normalcy of everyday life at Les Milandes three children 

o~ening Christmas presents, playing with them innocently, even as mother smiles in the 

background; all of the children sitting along the edge of a swimming pool, with mother 

standing behind proudly - these are universal moments with a rare racially variegated quality; 

they are also staged publicity shots, not personal snapshots. A collective color advertisement 

for juice - featuring a portrait of the family - might have been taken anywhere, and of 

anyone, were it not for the late medieval castle in the background. What seems, on the 

surface, to be a hastily taken group shot at Les Milandes is far more than that. All of the boys 

are wearing some version of the same outfit, including corduroy pants, plaid, flannel shirts, 

and grey cardigans, except for Kofi, one of the youngest, from Cote d’Ivoire, who wears 

white, drawing attention to his blackness, marking him as a child still quite different, not yet 

old enough to have absorbed the ethos of the "Village du Monde." "Jo et Jo," and they called 

themselves, smile adoringly at the camera; Baker is dressed as a mature, demure, fashionable 

mother, wearing a conservative Peter Pan collar, a light pink jacket, and a white headband. 

The small orange and large blue balls suggest a family at play; the prominently displayed 

juice glasses suggest, too, health and vigor and abundance. Postcards like this were 

advertisements, meant to encourage an adoring public to visit, to spend money in the 

10 
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surrounding town, to keep the ideal alive, and to worship at the throne of Josephine, perhaps 

visiting "the Jorama," a wax museum featuring the more florid, historic phases of her life. 

When Baker returned to the stage, when the receipts at Les Milandes failed to cover her 

considerable expenses, the Rainbow Tribe appeared in commercials for her corporate 

sponsors, and in playbills, endorsing a product even as they represented a distinctive 

revolution. 26 

To be the mother of this apostolic ’°Rainbow Tribe," Josephine Baker needed a new 

image, one that emphasized her qualities as a mother and not her famous sex drive. So she 

invited the press into the kitchen at Les Milandes and donned an apron for the cameras. 

When she appeared in public, she dressed like Jackie Kennedy, trumpeted her 

humanitarianism, and shamelessly promoted her efforts to raise so many different children at 

once. Strolling the grounds with visiting reporters, she carried herself with the regal poise of 

her friend, Princess Grace. When she assembled the children for a photo opportunity or 

advertisement, everyone dressed perfectly and appropriately, including "Maman," who had 

consigned her banana skirt to a museum. She hoped that the world, in paying homage to the 

Rainbow Tribe, would stand in awe of her transformation, and be inspired by her children, 

and that the press would rediscover Baker as an adoring mother, as a seer of world peace and 

not a cheap seductress. In private, whenever an image from her younger days would flash on 

the family television, Baker would quickly tuna it off, so that her children - her gift to the 

world- would not be corrupted. "My ideal is so simple," she wrote in a journal, on the day 

that Les Milandes was finally claimed by creditors, "yet so many people view it as a crazy 

dream. Surely the day will come when color means nothing more than skin tone, when 

religion is seen uniquely as a way to speak one’s soul, when birth places have the weight of a 

throw of the dice and all men are born free; when understanding breeds love and 

brotherhood.’’27 

This utopian vision of the multiracial family echoes Eva Perdn’s vision of the materual 

state in fascinating ways. In the New Argentina, Per6n offered herself as a mother to the 

country’s dispossessed, but her motherhood was inflected with a certain authoritarianism. 

Baker knew and understood the peculiar fascism of the Per6nistas. Her use of the multiracial 

family as a real thing and as metaphor for something bigger was dependant on the same faith 

in power and authority, on a unique vision of"the mother" as a political strongman and a 
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party boss. The children were not equals. In some sense, they were not even children. They 

were subj ects of the state, part of an "nationally" engineered racial harmony. Time and again, 

Baker deployed the children as advertisements ’for her quasi-state, letting the cameras roll and 

offer well-rehearsed talking points about her "Village of the World." Memoirs from Les 

Milandes - especially that of Jean-Claude Baker - emphasize the repeated sacrifice of the 

individuality of the children to the needs of"Maman," the titular head of state,a~ Day-to-day 

life at Les Milandes looked strikingly - even fundamentally - different than it did in any of 

the other correspondingly famous multiracial families of the 1950s and 1960s - for instance, 

the atomistic, classicly American story of the Doss family.~9 It came closer, in fact, to 

publicly realizing the fascist poter~tiaI of cultural pluralism, ~vhere the unique gifts of each 

instrument, or race, are bent to the will of the conductor and the common cause. What the 

novelist Jean Toomer had once hoped to manifest as a superior individual - namely, control 

over all the different races and bloods in his body - Baker sought to make real in her family in 

the South of France.3° Hers was a vision of diversity utterly dependent on her own 

extraordinary personal strength and charisma. 

The scholarly implications of this narrative of Baker’s sojourn to Argentina and her 

return to France are profound. "Criticism of anyone as warmhearted and well meaning as 

Josephine Baker seems aImost criminal," one contemporary traveler noted, "[b]t~t though her 

motives are the purest, the noblest in the world, one can’t help wondering about her means... 

[u]nwilling to recognize differences in peoples and cultures, she is obsessed with the ideal of 

brotherhood :.. she is simply inarticulate about matters political.’’3~ It is hard to imagine an 

act more political than the creation of Les Milandes as described above. But the story of the 

Rainbow Tribe outlined here - with its unusual and fascistic pluralism does not square with 

the emerging body of work focused on the intersections of"black" anticolonialism, the Cold 

War, and various struggles for social justice. What emerges, for instance, from Mary 

Dudziak’s consideration of"desegregation as a Cold War imperative," Kevin Gaines’s study 

of African American expatriots in Ghana, Penny Von Eschen’s narrative of State Department 

"goodwill" tours in Africa, aIongside the work of Paul Gordon Lauren, Brenda Gayle 
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Plummer, Thomas Borstelman and others, is a fresh, challenging portrait of the Cold War 

struggles within the narrow civil and human rights crawlspaces of the 1950s.32 The Cold War 

era United States, Dudziak writes, in one of the few books to dwell on Baker, attempted to 

fashion a "progressive story about race in America." When that propagandistic fantasy was 

challenged by "more authentic voices on the topic," including that of Baker, the official 

response was repression rather than reflection. When, for instance, Baker challenged an 

evening’s rude treatment at the Stork Club, and implored gossip columnist Walter Winchell, 

who was present that night and well regarded for his liberalism, to speak his conscience, it 

produced a venomous backlash from WincheI1 himself, including accusations of"red" 

sympathies broadcast over the radio and in the print media. Baker’s "campaigns against 

’racial discrimination’," Winchell wrote dismissivety, "are obvious publicity stunts.’’33 Once 

marked as a subversive "enemy of the state," Baker was hounded and pressured to leave the 

United States. As she traveled from Bautista’s Cuba to Perdn’s Argentina (and points in 

between), the State Department continued to harrass her, encouraging the Cuban police to 

interrogate and arrest her, making it harder for her to get into the better venues, and smearing 

her antiracist work as a Commm~ist propaganda. It was in the midst of all this that she settled 

in for those six months in the New Argentina, periodically and publicly telling the local press 

everything they wanted to know about American racism.34 

It is interesting that Baker’s adoptions came after all of this, and that the immediate 

genesis of the "Rainbow Tribe" followed her tour of Latin America. But the creation of this 

family does not fit the emerging model of Cold War era black American protest, where 

African American activists and public figures used the international, "democratic" promotions 

of the United States, at great personal risk, to highlight the inconsistencies of its courtship of 

newly independent African, Asian, and Caribbean nations and its domestic sanction of Jim 

Crow. Baker’s "ultimate embrace of domesticity as the locus of her politics in the late 

1950s," Dudziak suggests, was a rushed retreat from formal activism and entertainment, and a 

direct consequence of her blacklisting. Just as "American women were forced out of the 

factory and into the maternity wards," Dudziak argues, so was "Baker blacklisted out of the 

international entertainment circuit," and contained "within French borders.’’3s Forced away 

from what she really wanted she settled for something secondary, something more benign and 

palatable. Such an argument privileges the American context. It sets aside the significance of 
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Baker’s reforging of motherhood, turning it into an act of pragmatic compromise. It suggests, 

I think, that one kind of politics is more important, or more radical, than another. It gives 

strength to the old 1950s canard that the home was, to borro~v from Elaine Tyler May’s work, 

like a bomb shelter, filled with perfectly preserved abundance and walled off from the 

swirling political wastelands outside.3~ And it assurnes the existence of a political spectrum 

where the liberal traditions of democratic civil rights protest are the only legitimately 

subversive positions, largely because they match up with deep-seated American feelings, 

myths, and values. 

Baker, Dudziak admits, "was an international star who lived in a castle, who wore 

Dior gowns in concert, and whose most radical political idea seems to have been a hope that 

the world might someday live in racial harmony.’’37 We would do well to rethink what 

"radicalism" means if our current formulations caunot comfortably contain both "black" civil 

and human rights efforts and Baker’s statetist orchestration of the multiracial family as 

equally important provocations. The question for her, in the context of the tremulous 1950s 

and 1960s, was whether her fame and her skills could serve a humanitarian social purpose and 

still allow for limousines, castles, jet-setting and celebrity. This was a question that Evita had 

already answered. And Baker’s consideration of it, coming after her half-year in Argentina, 

brought her to Les Milandes, and to the Rainbow Tribe, and forced her away from the self- 

sacrificial tactics and strategies of the Civil Rights Movement. She had, friend Donald Wyatt 

recalls, a "stake in the system.’’38 She was not going to take a bus with John Lewis from 

Alabama to Mississippi, and she would march in support of De Gaulie during the Algerian 

crisis. Her formal civil rights efforts were constrained and awkward - fighting for equal 

treatment at the exclusive Stork Club, pushing to have pricey tickets in Las Vegas made 

available to black clientele, and traveling to Havana with the family in tow so that the kids 

could swim in Castro’s pool. Symbolic gestures and, but for their immediate historical 

backdrbp, no more and no less radica! than Oprah Winfrey’s desire to shop at Hermes at any 

hour of the day, or to open a 40 million dollar leadership academy in South Africa. When one 

close friend was told by an American official that Baker might be a Communist, she was 

"stunned": "I had never heard anything so ridiculous. She owned a castle!"39 When Baker 

encountered a black leftist speaker in Hyde Park, London, she urged him to come to Les 

Milandes so that he could be "de-Communized.’’4° 
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Her attempt to harness the same commercial, "fairy tate" magic used by Walt Disney 

in his 1950 animated classic, Cinderella, complicates matters even further. In offering her 

family as a valuable product, the purchase of which assured the ethical transformation of the 

consumer, Baker relied on the Cinderella trope - and the related "fairy tale" mystique of Les 

Milandes’s castle-like spire - to shield her family from the Cold War era’s bipolar mentality. 

Disney’s Cinderella, after all, is lifted out of her forced poverty and unhappy oppression not 

through a progressive alliance with social equals - with the various anthropomorphized mice, 

birds, and farm animals who conspire to create her glamorous dress while she slaves away as 

house servant, an effort that is fails to get her to "the ball" - but by a fairy godmother with a 

magic wand, who creates an extraordinary illusion, and releases the young woman’s beauty 

without touching the social fabric at all. At the end of the movie, Cinderella is a princess, and 

her comrades have joined her in the palace for the good life. Baker had good reason, then, to 

think that the story of Les Milandes might make a good children’s book. Indeed, there are 

powerful echoes ofLa Tribu Arc-en-Ciel in Disney’s "It’s a Small World" exhibit at the 1964 

World’s Fair - a co-product with UNICEF and housed in the Pepsi Pavilion - where childlike 

dolls of different colors and different races sang the same tune in various languages. The 

exhibit’s "competing color schemes," one historian notes, "underlined regional differences, 

with brilliant yellow shades for the Middle East, cool blues and greens for Africa, hot pinks 

and oranges for South America, and shimmering white for the Grand Finale combining all the 

world’s children.’’4~ Baker would not have framed it any different, but the underlying ethos of 

her global village was distinctive. In the Disney exhibit, as at Les Milandes, the 

mlcontrollable exotic was to be replaced by the contaimnent of carnival, and the unruly mob 

transformed into "an audience that dociIely accepts crowd control.’’42 Both would be 

dismissed as trivial. But Baker’s children were not employees in the service of a corporation, 

nor were they cartoons created by an animator. Despite the commercial qualities and the 

"harmlessly touristic" feel of Les Milandes, Baker’s family seems out of sync largely because 

it relied for its coherence so much on the direct authority that flowed from her personality.43 

Baker’s Argentinean and Disney-esque idyll also muddies another recent critical 

presumption: that she should be associated, first and foremost, with an African American 

exile literary tradition that can traced from Langston Hughes to Richard Wright. A French 

citizen before the second World War, she was, given her fame, a weirdly Iiminal figure in the 
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community of African American writers, painters, and poets who sought to escape postwar 

American racism in Europe, or who worked to produce black solidarity outside of or against 

the nation state. Not surprisingly, she often falls out of the group. Tyler Stovall’s Paris Noir, 

a genuinely reorienting work on African American exiles in the City of Light, devotes one 

short sentence to her familial venture at Les Milandes and there only to set the stage for her 

death, and for what he calls "the end of the fairy tale.’’44 Bennetta Jules-Rossette, an expert 

on this community, is especially keen on bringing this connection to life, but even in her 

capable hands Baker seems, at best, an occasional participant in and sponsor of the various 

summits and conferences of the 1950s. In the early 1970s, Baker admitted that she had long 

felt "liberated" in France, and quickly became "more French than the French"; "[t]he French 

adopted me immediately," she remembered, "It]hey all went to the beaches to get dark like 

Josephine Baker." "People didn’t stare at me," she concluded.45 No other African American 

could put it quite this way. There is a gap, I think, between the exile communities of Richard 

Wright, Paul Robeson, James Baldwin and others, and the world, or colony, or utopia 

established by Baker within France. Becoming "more French than the French," even 

proclaiming "embarrassment" at the sound of an American accent, Baker was comfortable in 

France in a way that James Baldwin, her contemporary and friend, though emancipated by his 

escape from the United States, was not. Baker was something more than a transnational exile, 

and something more than a ’:black American expatriate.’’4~ 

The French republic, the myth went, opened its heart to any of its colonial subjects, 

offering universal citizenship provided they gave up everything about themselves that was not 

French. Baker appears to have taken the French at their word.47 Indeed, in one telling 

photograph, Baker lectures nine of her children - all seated - wearing her Free French 

Uniform, reflecting the familiar relations between colonized and colonized, or between white 

France and its darker, not yet "French" possessions.4s But the world she built at Les Milandes 

also represented a strong challenge to the proposed universalism of France. Indeed, after 

World War Two, as a weakened France grappled on multiple fronts with its immigration 

"problem" and its self-emancipating colonies in Southeast Asia and North Africa, Baker 

began to actively test, or even doubt, the cosmopolitanism, or "hospitality" of her adopted 

country.49 In this, was she was rather like Frantz Fanon, who famously rejected black 

nationalism in Peau noire, masque blanc, published in 1952. Fanon imagined his work, 
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Dennis McEnnerney reminds us, as a particularly French critique of France, as an effort to 

encourage the growing moral outrage of "the French black" and "to force white French people 

to recognize them as different - and French.’’5° Though it emerged ~rom a different personal 

history, and was expressed in different terms, this was Josephine Baker’s project, too. Her 

creation ofLes Milandes, deep in the idyllic and pastoral countryside, relocated and 

transformed the immigrant debate from the dystopian banlieues to the nostalgic country. She 

used concepts such as adoption, motherhood, and family, but she was also talking about 

immigration, universal citizenship, and France. She was, here, her own nation-state, issuing 

her own postage stamps, developing her own self-celebratory museums and a university 

tradition, as most postcolonial nations would, extending her broadened social contract to the 

surrounding town, and ruling over the whole thing like an empress. This was a forceful 

intervention into the crumbling republic’s raciai politics, an attempt to bring the French ideal 

to life - and to simultaneously remove it from France - at exactly the moment when 

decolonization and revolution revealed the depths of Gallic racism. In 1957, to make this 

point as clear as possible, she adopted two children from Algeria, six-month-old survivors of 

the Palestro massacre, found under a bush, as the tegend goes. Baker chose to raise one as a 

Catholic and the other as a Muslim, a perfect example of her use of hardline means to secure 

utopian ends. Like the statist, top-down models of Europe and Latin America, she offered 

admission on her terms only, and she punished those who deviated or challenged those same 

terms. When, for instance, one child came out as gay, Baker gathered the family together and 

publicly banned him, forbidding his return,s~ 

The scholarly search for the "transnational" subject trolls the same impure currents, 

pathways, and corridors that Baker so regularly and powerfully traversed and shaped. But the 

utopian challenge of this renegade exile ultimately relied a hardened vision of the state 

transplanted and remade in the Dordogne, into something new and different. As Baker 

labored to imprint on each chiid an identity as a unique racial exemplar, with a distinct 

religious tradition and cultural heritage, she used strong-armed private means to justify 

ambitious public ends. She strove, as well, to depict her family as a socially and politicalIy 
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meaningful union of diverse and fragmented backgrounds, histories, and traditions, like any 

modem cotmtry. And ~he drew herself up as the head of state, whether in uniform or not. 

Her unorthodox orchestration and synchronization of identities in this family has, then, a 

certain politics that does not perfectly overlap with the "roots and routes" of the Black 

Atlantic. Building her Rainbow Tribe in an age of sit-ins and general strikes and guerilla wars, 

Baker’s interest in global, cross-racial adoption was, from some vantage points, a 

counterintuitive solution to the problems of prejudice and oppression. It could, for instance, 

bear no immediate, practical results - no bloody, moral victory over frog-eyed bigots and fire 

hoses on television, no new and shining standards of civil or human rights, no practical 

independence or freedom from the geo-political realities of imperialism, no peace from 

violence or control, nothing, it would seem, beyond the purely symbolic and the hopelessly 

idealistic, nothing beyond a simple, singular escape from one particular set of intersections of 

identity politics. Viewed in light of the Algerian crisis, the rise of massive resistance in the 

South, the heightened tensions in apartheid South Africa, and the first successful struggles 

against colonialism in Africa and the Caribbean, Baker’s quixotic decision to become the 

mother of a new order of things, giving birth figuratively, through multiple adoptions across 

all national lines, to a more harmonious, more humane world, was meant to sound bold, 

heroic, and visionary -just like the France of De Gaulle or the Argentina of the Perons. 

Indeed, Baker didn’t just offer a critique of the nation-state; she also relied on it breathe life 

into her precious "Rainbow Tribe," a new imaging of the French family. Perhaps, then, it 

makes sense to partly re-imagine Les Milandes as a Gaultist or Peronist social justice fantasy 

brought to life by a compelling actress and stage presence who could dominate the cameras, 

stay on message, write a script for the family, and lift this ideal right out of French soil. For 

Baker, this, in the end, was what revolutionary motherhood - and the struggle against racism 

- demanded. 
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who raised her and not to the birth parent she never knew, an important, if subtle shift in light of her adoptionsL 
See Baker and Bouillon, Josephine, t-5. 
~ James T. Campbell, Middle Passages." African American Journeys to Africa, 1787-2005 (New York: Penguin, 

2006). 
6 Kwame Anthony Appiah, Cosmopolitanism: Ethics in a World of Strangers (New York: W.W. Norton & Co., 

2007). 
7 Paul Gilroy, The Black Atlantic: Modernity and Double Consciousness (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 

1993), 15. 
~ Reed, "Remembering Josephine Baker," in Shrovetide in Old New Orleans (New York: Athenaeum, 1989), 

287. 
9 "JOSI~PHINE BAKER ADOPTE UNE FAMILLE PANACHI~E," le Monde, 10 April 1953. 

~0 Jean-Claude Baker, Joxephine: the Hungry Heart (1993, reprint; New York: Cooper Square Press, 2001), 336. 

~ Victoria Allison, "Devil with a Blue(Dior) Dress," unpublished manuscript in author’s possession. 
tz Tom~s Eloy Martinez, Santa Evita, trans. Helen Lane (1996; reprint, New York: Vintage International, 

1997). 17. 
13 Cited in Joseph Page, Per6n." A Biography (New York: Random House, 1983), 192. 
~4 "’Little Eva," Time, July 14, 1947, 32 and cover. 

~5 Phyllis Rose, Jazz Cleopatra: Josephine Baker in Her Times (New York: Vintage, 1991), 230-231. 
~6 Nicholas Fraser and Marysa Navarro, Evita: the Real Life of Eva Per6n (1980; reprint, New York: W.W. 

Norton, 1996), 141, and, more generally, 122-125. 
~7 Baker, Josephine, 296. 

~ "Josefina Baker visitarfi la Fundacidn Eva Per6n," Naci6n, 2 October 1952; "Homenajes a la Sra. Eva 

Per6n," NatiOn, 4 October 1952. 
~9 Lynn Haney, Naked at the Feast: The Biography of Josephine Baker (London: Robson Books, 1981), 259, 

259-264. 
ao For Baker ads, see, for example, Naci6n, 29 October 1952, and Naci6n, 31 October 1952; on the mammy 

image, see the ad for Harrods, in Naci6n, 29 October 1952. "Fu4 celebrada Josefina Baker," Nacidn, 9 October 

1952. 
-" Dean Peerman, "Josephine and the Peacock," Christian Century 78, December 20~ 1961. 

-~-~ Jo Bouillon, "Introduction," in Josephine Baker and Jo Bouillon, Josephine, trans. Marianna Fitzpatrick (New 

York: Marlowe & Co, 1995), ix-x. 
~3 Baker, Josephine, 326. 

z4 The phrase is from Laura Briggs, "Orphaning the Children of Welfare: ’Crack Babies,’ Race, and Adoption 

Reform," in Janes Jeong Trenka, Julia Chinyere Oparah, and Sun Yung Shin, eds., Outsiders Within: Writing on 

TransracialAdoption (Boston: South End Press, 2006), 82. On the Cold War discourse of adoption as 

missionary work and foreign policy in the United States, see especially Christina Klein, Cold War Orientatism: 
Asia in the Middlebrow Imagination, 1945-1961 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003), 143-190, and 

Peter Corm, Pearl S. Buck: A Cultural Biography (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 306-378. 
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2~ Bennetta Jules-Rossette, Josephine Baker in Art and in Life: The Icon and the Image (Urbana: University of 

Illinois Press,2007), 190, 191-192. 
26 The inaage is reproduced as a postcard stamped "Les Milandes" in Bryan Hammond & Patrick O’Comlor, 

Josephine Baker (Boston: Bulfinch Press, 1988), 222. Jari Baker, however, remembers this photo as an 
advertisement for a popular French soft drink. Jean-Claude Baker and Jari Baker, in discussion with the author, 
13 May 2008. 
zv Baker and Bouillon, Josephine, 262-263. 

a8 Baker, Josephine, especially 327-341. 

2~ See, for instance, Helen Doss, The Family Nobody Wanted (1954; reprint, Boston: Northeastern University 

Press, 2001). Also, the equally significant documentary o f the early 1970s, Who A re the DeBolts ? (Dir., John 
Korty; Charles M. Schultz Creative Associates, 1977). In both cases, the ability of ordinary Americans to open 

their hearts and their doors to "unwanted" and disabled children from around the world, and to give them the 
space to become whatever they wishes to become, is implicitly rooted in a sense of Christian mission and 

recognized as a reflection of national strength, a telling argument in the Cold War. 
30 See Matthew Pratt Guterl, The Color of Race in America, 1900-1940 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 

2001), 154-183. 
31 Dean Peerman, "Josephine and the Peacock," Christian Century 78, December 20, 1961, 1529. 

32 Thomas Borstelmann, The Cold War and the Color Line: American Race Relations in the Global Arena 

(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2003); Mary Dudziak, Cold War Civil Rights: Race and the linage of 

American Democracy (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000); Brenda Gayle Plummer, ed,, Window on 

Freedom: Race, Civil Rights, and Foreign Affairs, 1945-1988 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina, 2003); 

Penny Von Eschen, Race Against Empire." Black Americans andAnticolonialism (Ithaca: Comell University 
Press, 1997); Penny Von Eschen, Satchmo Blows Up the World." Jazz Ambassadors Play the CoM War 
(Cambridge: Hat-yard University Press, 2005). 
?? Winchell, "On Broadway," Washington Post, 26 October 26 1952. 
34 Dudziak, Cold War CiviIRights, 67-75; Charlene Regester, "The Construction of an Image and the 

Deconstruction of a star - Josephine Baker Racialized, Sexualized, and Politicized in the African American 
Press, the Mainstream Press, and FBI Files," Popular Music and Society (Spring 2000): 64-78. 
~s Mary Dudziak, "Josephine Baker, Racial Protest, and the Cold War," Journal of American History 81.2 

(September 1994): 569-570. 
~6 Elaine Tyler May, Homeward Bound: American Families in the CoM War Era (1988; revised and expanded, 

New York: Basic Books, 1999), ix. 
~7 Dudziak, "Josephine Baker," 543. 
~s Baker, Josephine, 314 

39 Baker, Josephine, 328. 
40 Baker, Josephine, 323. 

4~ Steven Watts, The Magic Kingdom. Walt Disney and the American Wa,v of Life (1997, reprint; Columbia: 

University of Missouri Press, 2001), 417. Jonathan Eburne notes this same convergence on p. 3 of his essay, 
"Adoptive Affinities." 
’~-~ The Project on Disney, Inside the Mouse: Work and Play at Disney World (Durham: Duke University Press, 

1995), 4. 
43 The phrase belongs to Michel Foucault, "Trutb~ Power, Self: An Interview with Michel Foucault - October 

25th, 1982," reprinted in L.H. Martin, ed., Technologies of the Self: A Seminar with Michel Foucault (London: 

Tavistock, 1988), 15. 
4~ Stovall, Paris Noir: African Americans in the City of Light (New York: Houghton Mifflin, 1996), 283,286. 

45 Henry Louis Gates, Jr., "Interview with Josephine Baker and James Baldwin," Southern Review 2f.3 (1985): 

597. 
46 Gates, Jr., "interview with Josephine Baker and James Baldwin," 592-602. 
47 Briefly appointed the "Queen of the Colonies" for the 1931 Exposition Coloniale Internationale, Baker never 

held the position because, in the end, she was not technically a colonial subject of France, but the nomination 

still reinforced her status as a "floating signifier for cultural difference." Baker became a French citizen by 
marriage, served heroically as a spy during World War Two, and~ in the process, became the continental version 

of Jackie Robinson - the play-by-the-rules racial exemplar, implicitly and sometimes explicitly held up for every 

other dark-skinned colonial or exile who wanted citizenship and not just a place to live, or who expressed the 
slightest bit of resentment at the glacial pace of acceptance. She would march in support of De Gaulle, whom she 
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adored, during the Algerian crisis. At the march on Washington in 1963, she invoked "the rights of man," and 

praised the "salt and pepper" crowd as "a united people at last," as if the struggle had ended. When interviewed 
for the march by the American press corps, she wore her Free French uniform. Elizabeth Ezra, The Colonial 
Unconscious: Race and Culture in Interwar France (Ithaca: Cornetl University Press, 2000), 99; "All Were Bit 

Players in Drama World Watched," Washington Post, 29 August 1963. 
4s See the collection of images after page !28 in Josephine Baker et Jo Bouillon, .Jos@hine (avec la 

collaboration de Jaqueline Cartier) (Paris: l~ditions Robert Laffront, 1976). 
49 I am borrowing here from the title of Tahar Ben Joullon, French Hospitality: Racism andNor~h ~frican 

Immigrants, trans. Barbara Bray (New York: Columbia University Press, I999). 
50 Dennis McEnnerney, "Frantz Fanon, the Resistance, and the Emergence of Identity Politics," in Sue Peabody 

and Tyler Stovall, eds., The Color of Liberty: Histories of Race in France (Durham: Duke University Press, 

2003), 275. 
s~ Jean-Claude Baker and Jari Baker, in discussion with the author, 13 May 2008. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 27, 2009 9:21 AM 

Barbara Anderson <banders l @email.unc.edu>; Kia L Caldwell 
<klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Roberta Ann Dunbar <radunbar@email.unc.edu>; Perry 
Hall <hallpa@email.unc.edu>; Reginald Hildebrand <hildebra@email.unc.edu>; 
Kenneth Janken <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; michael lambert 
<mlambert@email.unc.edu>; Karla Slocum <kslocum@unc.edu>; Sinamenye A Mutima 
<smutima@email.unc.edu>; Robert Porter <robertporter@mindspring.com>; charlene 
regester <regester@email.unc.edu>; bereket selassie <bselassi@email.unc.edu>; Rachael 
Murphey-Brown <ramurphe@email.unc.edu>; Donato Fhunsu <dfhunsu21@unc.edu>; 
waithera@email.unc.edu; mseck@email.unc.edu 

Celebration of Debby 

Hello Everyone, 

Please make every effort to attend a celebration of Debby’s service to 
the Department. We will be having a dinner at the Pope Box in the Kenan 
Football Stadium on Tuesday November 3rd 
from 5 to 7 p.m. Debby has graciously if reluctantly agreed to join us 
then. Please come if at all possible. 

Please let me know as soon as possible if you will be attending and if 
you will be bringing a significant other. Debby would prefer that this 
be a child free event. 

Thank you, 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 27, 2009 9:22 AM 

asc faculty@listserv.unc.edu; List for African Studies events 
<asc_events@listserv.unc.edu>; Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Carolina Seminar: Constructing a Diaspora 

Constructing a Diaspora: The Gnawa Black West Africans in Morocco 
Dr. Chouki El Hamel 
Thursday, December 3, 2009, 6:30-9:00 PM 
Fedex Global Education Center, Room 4003, UNC-CH 

Prof. Chouki E1 Hamel, of Arizona State University, will present a talk on the Gnawa in Morocco. The Gnawa 
are a diasporic culture and one finds artistic and spiritual parallels between the Gnawa order and other spiritual 
black groups in Africa: the Stambouli in Tunisia, the Sambani in Libya, and the Bilali in Algeria. Outside 
Africa, one can also see a parallel as in the case of the Candomble in Salvador, Brazil, and the Vodoun religion 
practiced in Caribbean countries. The similarities in the artistic, spiritual, and scriptural representations seem to 
reflect a shared experience of many African diasporic groups. As in these other spiritual traditions, the belief in 
possession and trance is crucial to Gnawa religious life and their music has served a patterned function in this 
belief, intrinsically linked to the Gnawa religious rituals and to their specific historic and cultural memories. 
This paper will reconstruct the forgotten past of the Gnawa who over many generations, productively negotiated 
their forced presence in Morocco to create acceptance and group solidarity. 

This talk is part of the Carolina Seminar in African Ecology and Social Processes. This working group is 
comprised of Triangle area faculty and graduate students. Each month’s meeting is an informal gathering for 
sharing new research and discussing contemproary issues in Africa. Light dinner is served. Open to all area 
faculty and graduate students in any discipline. Free. Please Contact: Barbara Anderson b ar~dersor~@unc.edu 
for more information. 

Stacey Sewall 
African Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-1522 

Center 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b_anderson@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 27, 2009 9:47 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Celebration of Debby 

I’ll be there. But I don’t know where "there" is. I’ll try to call, or 
you could send directions for us non-sports types. Thanks! B 

Travis Gore wrote: 
Hello Everyone, 

Please make every effort to attend a celebration of Debby’s service to 
the Department. We will be having a dinner at the Pope Box in the Kenan 
Football Stadium on Tuesday November 3rd 
from 5 to 7 p.m. Debby has graciously if reluctantly agreed to join us 
then. Please come if at all possible. 
Please let me know as soon as possible if you will be attending and if 
you will be bringing a significant other. Debby would prefer that this 
be a child free event. 

Thank you, 

Travis 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b_anderson@unc.edu 
www.global.unc.edu/africa 
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AFRI 456 
SENEGALESE SOCIETY AND CULTURE 
Professor Seck 

COURSE DESCRIPTION AND OBJECTIVES 

This course provides an overview of Senegalese culture through movies, literary works and scholarly 
books and articles. The course aims at examining the geography, population, ethnic composition, thoughts 
and religious beliefs, arts and music, polygamy, status of women and the impact of the tariqas or Sufi 
orders on people’s daily life and Senegalese politics. 

COURSE MATERIAL 

The course pack is available for purchase at the Student Stores. 
Additional handouts will be provided by the instructor. 

ATTENDANCE POLICY AND EXPECTATIONS 
You are encouraged to attend classes regularly and participate actively in class discussion. You can only 
do this if you complete all assigned readings before class. You are, however, allowed 2 unexcused 
absences. Beyond that, each additional absence will negatively affect your participation grade. 
Assignments are to be banded in by the designated date. Mark due dates on your calendars now so that 
you can plan ahead. Late papers will be assessed a penalty of one-half letter grade out of fairness to those 
who hand in their work on time. 

COURSE EVALUATION 

Class attendance and participation 
Midterm exam 
Weekly Assignments 
10 page essay on a topic of your choice 
Oral presentation of paper of yottr essay 

10% 
20% 
20% 
20% 
10% 

Final exam 20% 
Total: 100 % 

Essay on a topic of your choice: Each student will select a topic of his/her choice and search the library, 
surf the web, read newspapers, or consult electronic media for information about that topic. This is an 
opportunity for you to gain in-dept knowledge of a particular aspect of Senegalese society. The question 
you must answer when elaborating on your topic is how your work helps you and others to understand 
Senegalese society and culture. You must acknowledge your source(s) of information appropriately. Your 
paper should be typed-written on font 12 and should be 10 pages double-spaced long with t inch margin. 
Stylistic requirement for the paper should be APA or MLA. Typographical mistakes/errors, poor 
spellings, and grammatical faults will be penalized. 

Oral Presentation of paper: Every student will give an oral presentation of his/her topic of interest. 
There will be 10 minutes for presentation and 10 minutes devoted to questions and discussion on each 
presentation. 



WEEKLY BREAKDOWN OF COURSE 

WEEK I 

Days Topic Reading 

01/12-01/16 Map and geography Material will be provided by the instructor 

WEEK tI 

Days Topic Reading 

01/19-01/23 Ethnic Composition Material will be provided by the instructor 

Notice 01/19 No class 

Map test on 01/23 counts towards 

your assignment grade 

WEEK III 

Days Topic Reading 

01/26-01/30 Religious syncretism lslamic and caste knowledge practices among, 

Haatpulaaren in Senegal." between mosque and 

termite mound by R.M. Dilley. 

Chap. 5 

Notice Assignment 1 due on 02/02 

WEEK IV 

Days Topic movie 

02/02-02/06 The Lebou community Movie: Ndeysaan - the price of jbrgiveness by 
Mansour Sora Wade 

Notice Assignment 2 due on 02/09 

Days 

02/09-02/13 

Topic 

The figure of the griot then and 

now 

Notice Assignment 3 due on 02/16 

WEEK V 

Reading & movie 

Masters’ of the sabar : Wotof griot percussionists of 
Senegal by Patricia Tang 
Chap. 3 

The role andj~nctions of the griots among the 

Wolof ofSenegal 
isabelle Leymarie 
Chap. 5 

Movie: Names live nowhere by Dominique Loreau 



Days 

02/16-02/20 

Topic 

Senegalese music: current trends 

WEEK Vl 

Reading and movies 

Concert: Youssou Ndour in Pari~ 

Notice Assignment 4 due on 02/23 

WEEK VII 

Days Topic movie 

02/23-02/27 Fotktales Movie: Three tates from Senegal 

Media Resources Center 65- 
Videocassette V5409 

Days Topic 

03/02-03/06 Tariqas ’Sufi orders’ in Senegal 

WEEK VIII 

Reading 

Sufism and religious brotherhoods in Senegal by 

Mback4, Khadim 

Sufism andjihad in modern Senegal: the Murid 

order by John Olover. 

Chap. 2 

Notice Midterm exam 03/04 

WEEK IX 

Days Topic reading 

03/09-03/t3 Art and crafts 

Notice Assignment 5 due on 03/16 

Senegal behind glass: images of religious and daily 
life by Anne-Marie Bouttiaux-Ndiaye ; [translated 

from the French]. 
Davis Library NK5435.$38 B68 1994 

Contemporary art of Senega!. 

Art Library N7399.$4 C62 1980 



4[Page 

Days Topic 

03/16-03/20 Women in Senegalese society 

WEEK X 

Reading & movies 

Selfish gifts : Senegalese women’s autobiographical 
discourses 
Lisa McNee. 

Women of Dakar and surrounding urban area by 
Solange Falade 

Movie: 
Faat Kine by Sembene Ousmar~e 

Moolade by Sembene Ousmane 

Notice Assignment 6 due on 03/23 

WEEK XI 

Days Topic Reading & movies 

03/23-03/27 Family in Senegal Material provided by the instructor 
Polygamy regime 

Movie : Manda bi by Sembene Ousmane 

Notice Assignment 7 due on 03/30 

WEEK XII 

Days Topic Reading 

03/30-04/03 Senegalese literature: Excerpt from So long a letter by Mariama Bgt ; translated fi-ora 
the French by Modup~ Bod~-Tbomas 
Chap. 13 

Extra reading: 
The Senegalese novel by women: through their own eyes by 
Susan Stringer. 

Notice Assignment 8 on 04/06 

WEEK XIII 

Days Topic Reading 

04/06-04/10 Senegalese politics Materialprovided by the instructor 
Democracy in demokaraasi in Senegal by Frederick 
Schaffer Chap.5 

Notice No class on April 10 

Assignment 9 due on 04/13 



Days 

04/13-04/17 

Topic 

Class presentations 

WEEK XIV 

Days 

04/20-04/24 

Topic 

Class presentations 

WEEK XV 

Days 

04/27 

Notice 

WEEK XVI 

Topic 

Class presentations 

10 page essay due on 04/27 

Days 

04/29 

Topic 

Final exam 

WEEK XVII 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kia Lilly Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 27, 2009 1:39 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Celebration of Debby 

klcaldwe.vcf 

Travis, 
I am planning to attend. 

Thanks, 
Kia 

Travis Gore wrote: 
Hello Everyone, 

Please make every effort to attend a celebration of Debby’s service to 
the Department. We will be having a dinner at the Pope Box in the Kenan 
Football Stadium on Tuesday November 3rd 
from 5 to 7 p.m. Debby has graciously if reluctantly agreed to join us 
then. Please come if at all possible. 
Please let me know as soon as possible if you will be attending and if 
you will be bringing a significant other. Debby would prefer that this 
be a child free event. 

Thank you, 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

K Slocum <kaslo@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 27, 2009 3:42 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Celebration of Debby 

Hi Travis, 

I would love to be there but I have a prior engagement for that 
evening that I can’t change. My best and apologies to Debby, 

Karla 

On Oct 27, 2009, at 9:20 AM, Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello Everyone, 

Please make every effort to attend a celebration of Debby’s service 
to the Department. We will be having a dinner at the Pope Box in the 
Kenan Football Stadium on Tuesday November 3rd 
from 5 to 7 p.m. Debby has graciously if reluctantly agreed to join 
us then. Please come if at all possible. 
Please let me know as soon as possible if you will be attending and 
if you will be bringing a significant other. Debby would prefer that 
this be a child free event. 

Thank you, 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHispA <uncchispa@gmail .com> 

Tuesday, October 27, 2009 3:51 PM 

The chispa mailing list <chispa@listserv.unc.edu> 

[chispa] CHispA Homecoming, T-Shirts, and more!!! 

¯ Please only use this listserv to send/receive messages related to CHispA. PLEASE DO NOT forward any JUNK MAIL through this listserv! * 

Hi everyone!!! 
Please read all the way to the last announcement! You def don’t want to miss any of this information!!! 

Come out to TONIGHT’S meeting to take part ~n creating a 

CHispA Banner for the UNC Homeconfing Parade and Banner Contest!!! 

Ulfion Pan 3413 

7pm 

Details: 
Every student organization that has been registered to participate in the Homecoming Parade (On Nov 7th) can create a Banner! The SGA will vote on the best one and the winner get’s to 
have their banner displayed in Kenan Stadium on Nov 7th during our Homecoming game against Dook. This is our chance to show how CHispA contributes to the UNC experience!!! The 

Banner is clue by Friday Oct. 30th at 5pm. 

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN PARTICIPATING WITH THE BANNER DESIGN email me at (.~ema~Lm~c~edu. 

Painting Dates/Times: 
¯ *walkway between the main part of the Union and the Union Annex 

¯ Tuesday, October 27th: 7:30pm-9pm 

¯ Wednesday, October 28th: 4pm-6pm 

¯ Friday, October 30th: 3:30pm-5pm (banners due at 5pm!) 

We will also be in the Homecoming Parade! 
November 7th 

3.5 hours before the game! 

you would like to sign up to wNk with us in the parade please email me at 

CHispA T-shirts! 
If you have not paid dues you will have until Nov. 3rd to do so!!! 

We will be placing the final order for our T-shirts this upcoming week[ 
you are insterested in submitting a Toshirt Design please email me your design at      ~emaiLunc,edu or giveit to us by Nov. 3rd! 

Que Rico will be performing at Bhangra Sutra 
in the Great Hall 

Friday Oct 20th at 7pm 
Come out and support our Que Rico dancers!!! 

This fall, a coalition of student organizations together with Counseling 
and Wellness Services are hosting the White Ribbon Campaign here at UNC, 

For those of you who have never heard of this, the White Ribbon Campaign is 
an event that is meant to recruit allies and raise awareness for sexual 
assault against women, particularly other men. There will be a week 

long campaign in which students will be asking other students to sign a 
pledge that says: "1 pledge to never commit, condone or remain silent 
about violence against women and girls." Upon signing, individuals will 

receive a white ribbon that they will wear from November to January. 

The week of campaigning will culminate to an event that will take place on 
Tuesday, November 10th from 6:30-8pm, in Bingham 103. 

This event will be a forum in which students will be able to speak openly with a panel made up 
of professionals and student leaders from different organizations on 

campus. Through this dialogue, we are hoping that people will be able to 
grasp a better understanding of what is meant by sexual assault, what it 

means to prevent violence, and what it means to advocate against sexual 
assault and stand as male allies. 

We sincerely hope that you a[[ w~[[ be able to partake in the campaign, as we[[ as attend the event, 
If you have any questions, please contact                        ~ema&unc.edu. 



Alicia Soto - Presidem 
Cluissy Jusino - Vice Presidem 

Melodie Pellot-Hemandez - Treasurer 
Adrian Lopez - Secretary 
<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 
chispa as: <a hre~"mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a hre~’’mai~t~:~eave-25662699-5~3354.~26b3c74256b~38ce8~e32~e5ae79~4~@~istserv.unc.edu’’>~eave-25662699- 
5013354.126b3c74256b138ce8 le320e5ae79140@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                3:54 PM 

Travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

[sangam] Sangam Weekly Update! 

Sangam Listserv 
A weekly update of news and events provided by Sangam 

Vo~ 8 ~ssue £0 

Sangam Links 

San 

Sangam Calendar 

San~am Photos 

~0 ra 

Mahatma Gandhi 
Felbwshi~ 

Brought to you by Sangam, the South Asian Awareness 

Organization at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

*Note: Due to the changes on Webmail, you will need to click show 

images.* 

Upcoming Sangam Events/News... 
1. AKD Sari Models Needed 

2. Club Nova Thrift Shop Volunteers Needed! 

3. Offical AKD Kickoff Party! 

Upcoming Campus Events/News... 
1. Aasha Acid Throwing 

UPCOMING SANGAM EVENTS/NEWS 

1o AKD SARI MODELS NEEDED! 

Are you interested in modeling a sari on stage during AKD? If so, 

become a part of our first annual sari auction for AKD where saris 

from the winter collection of Satya Paul will be auctioned off in a 

silent auction during AKD. We need four girls to model the saris on 

stage during a segment of the show. All of the proceeds from the 

auction will go directly toward MGF. For more information contact 

~email.unc.edu. We look forward to 

hearing from you! 

2~ CLUB NOVA THRIFT SHOP VOLUNTEERS NEEDED[ 

Are you interested in helping a local thrift store? Come out on 

Saturday, October 31st from 10:30am-12:30pm to help organize the 

Club Nova Thrift Shop located on Franklin Street! Who knows you 

may find something special for your halloween custom. Visit 

clubnova.orgto find out what they are all about. If you are 

interested in volunteering, contact 

_~email.unc.edu or ~email.unc.edu. We 



look forward to volunteering from you! 

3~ OFFICIAL AKD KICKOFF PARTY[ 

Mark your calendars because this is going to be a party you don’t 
want to miss! Come out to Talullahs on Thursday, and 
help kickoff the AKD Madness a week early! Doors open at 

IO:30PM. 

Sangam members: 

21 and Over: g5 

Under 21:g7 

All proceeds will go to the Mahatma Gandhi Fellowship so come out 

and get your party on all for a good cause! 

&o AASNA ACID THROWING 

Join Aasha on Thursday,             at 6pro in Bingham 301 to 

learn about the growing problem of acid throwing in Bangladesh. 

Acid throwing, the practice of throwing with hydrochloric acid or 
sulphuric acid on the faces and bodies of victims, is a common form 

of domestic violence for women in areas across the globe. Aasha is 
inviting Rotary World Peace Graduate student Jane Welsh to speak 

about the history of acid throwing and the factors that influence this 
practice. Check out the fac÷book event for more details. We hope to 

see you there! 

From your Lovely Co-Secretaries, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               10:13 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>; 

one more favor 

Oral Quiz Sign Up.docx 

@email.unc.edu> 

Hi Travis, 

Could you please print off one copy of the attached sign-up sheet for me? I 
can pick it up when I’m in on Thursday afternoon if that works for you. 

Thanks! 



SIGN UP SHEET 

Swahili Quiz 5 (Oral Quiz) 

Please sign up for a time slot that works best for you. Come see me if none of the 
slots work with your schedule. We will try to stay on schedule as best we can. The 
quiz will consist of (a) me asking you questions (in Swahili) about a picture (similar 
to what was on test two) that you need to answer (in Swahili); (b) you reading a 
short paragraph that I will provide to you (in Swahili) and then you explaining the 
meaning of the paragraph to me (in English). The paragraph will be about checking 
into a hotel, similar, but not identical, to the dialogue on page 31. 

TUESDAY 11/3 

11am-11:30am (Global Education Center Room 3114) 

(1) (11:00-11:05) 

(2) (11:05-11:10) 

(3) (11:10-11:15) 

(4) (11:15-11:20) 

(5) (11:20-11:25) 

11:30-12noon (Global Education Center Room 3114) 

(1) (11:30-11:35) 

(2) (11:35-11:40) 

(3) (11:40-11:45) 

(4) Rhea Gupta (11:45-11:50) 

(5) (11:50-11:55) 

THURSDAY 11/5 

11:30-12:00noon (Battle Hall Room 104) 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(11:30-11:35) 

(11:35-11:40) 

(11:40-11:45) 

(11:45-11:50) 

(11:50-11:55) 



THURSDAY 11/5 (cont.) 

12:00noon-12:30pm (Battle Hall Room 104) 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(12:00-12:05) 

(12:05-12:10) 

(12:10-12:15) 

(12:15-12:20) 

(12:20-12:2S) 

12:30-1:00pm (Battle Hall Room 104) 

(1) (12:30-12:3S) 

(2) (12:3~-12:40) 

(3) (12:40-12:4~) 

(4) (12:4~-12:~0) 

(S) (12:S0-12:SS) 

1:00-1:30pm (Battle Hall Room 104) 

(1) (1:00-1:0~) 

(2) (1:os-1:1o) 

(3) 

(4) (1:15-1:20) 

(5) (1:20-1:2S) 

FRIDAY 11/6 

10:1S-10:45am (Global Ed Center Room 3114) 

(1) (10:15-10:20) 

(2) (10:20-10:2~) 

(3) (10:2~-10:30) 

(4) (10:30-10:3S) 

(5) (10:35-10:40) 



FRIDAY 11/6 (cont.) 

10:45-11:15 (Global Ed Center 3114) 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(10:45-10:50) 

(10:50-10:55) 

(10:55-11:00) 

(11:00-11:05) 

(11:05-11:10) 

11:15-11:45 (Global Ed Center 3114) 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(11:15-11:20) 

(11:20-11:25) 

(11:25-11:30) 

(11:30-11:35) 

(11:35-11:40) 

SATURDAY 11/7 

12:00noon-12:30pm (location TBD) 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(12:00-12:05) 

(12:05-12:10) 

(12:10-12:15) 

(12:15-12:20) 

(12:20-12:25) 

12:30-1:00 (location TBD) 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(12:30-12:35) 

(12:35-12:40) 

(12:40-12:45) 

(12:45-12:50) 

(12:50-12:55) 



SATURDAY 11/7 (cont.) 

1:00-1:30pm (location TBD) 

(1) (1:00-1:05) 

(~) (1:05-1:10) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

1:30-2:00pm (location TBD) 

(1) (1:30-1:35) 

(~) (1:35-1:40) 

(3) (1:40-1:45) 

(4) (1:45-1:50) 

(5) (1:50-1:55) 

Tomorrow (Tuesday) immediately after Methods works well for me, too. I don’t 

think we’ll need to meet for a long time. ]ust long enough to make a game plan and 

maybe divvy next steps or something. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

African Activist Association <africanactivists@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, October 28, 2009 2:01 AM 

A. Schwartzott <zott@ufl.edu>; aa67@nyu.edu; aabrow02@syr.edu; 
aalves@college.ucla.edu; aapter@history.ucla.edu; aas@ucdavis.edu; 
abler@gseis.ucla.edu; abradley@arts.ucla.edu; abugheid@humnet.ucla.edu; 
achen@college.ucla.edu; acl@chem.ucla.edu; acoloret@college.ucla.edu; 
acordts@ucla.edu;           @gmail.com; adelia@college.ucla, edu; 
adriana@humnet.ucla.edu; adst@tulane.edu; afam@temple.edu; 
aflores@college.ucla.edu; africa@uga.edu; african-studies@northwestern.edu; 
african.studies@ohio.edu; african@cats.ucsc.edu; africana@mail.sdsu.edu; 
africanstudies@stanford.edu; africaprogram@uta.edu; agazita@ucla.edu; 
agiacosa@athletics.ucla.edu; agier@ehess.fr; aherrera@college.ucla.edu; 
aimscmes@u.arizona.edu; ajaaska@humnet.ucla.edu; alaven@humnet.ucla.edu; Alexa 
Almaz <         ~yahoo.com>; alfredo.mirande@ucr.edu;        ~yahoo.com; 
Alida Green <alida.green@up.ac.za>; Allen Roberts <aroberts@arts.ucla.edu>; 
allen@humnet.ucla.edu; aloleaf02@ucla.edu; Alonzo_Jones@brown.edu; 

~yahoo.com; amoloi@csulb.edu; 
<acatlin@ucla.edu>; andre wellington < 
Ann Anaebere <          ~yahoo.com>; 
ascudder@ucla.edu; asiroh@humnet.ucla.edu; 
awalters@anthro.ucla.edu; Ayuko Sato < 

@gmail.com; amy catlin 
@gmail.com>; andreab@tft.ucla.edu; 

~yahoo.com; asc@berkeley.edu; 
askierso@ucla.edu; asp@africa.wisc.edu; 

~gmail.com>; benwu@ucla.edu; 
beth@cs.ucla.edu; bfoster@arts.ucla.edu; bfutrell@gsu.edu; bgarcia@econ.ucla.edu; 
bgreen@fullerton.edu; bigelowl@ccsu.edu; biondo@spa.ucla.edu; bitika@ucla.edu; 
bls@sfsu.edu; bnl@ucdavis.edu; bonduran@polisci.ucla.edu; 

~gmail.com; bpadron@mednet.ucla.edu; bridgetw@microbio.ucal.edu; 
bvannost@humnet.ucla, edu;          @gmail.com; camila320@ucla.edu; 
cappert@ucla.edu; carolina@atmos.ucla.edu; cas@osu.edu; Cassandra Tesch 
<          @gmail.com>; cayers@duke.edu; cbliss@ucla.edu; 
cchala@college.ucla.edu;            ~yahoo.com; cfire@chem.ucla.edu; 
cgroverroybal@ucla.edu; chalisi@calstatela.edu; chauncey@ea.ucla.edu; 
cheri@tft.ucla.edu; chernand@tft.ucla.edu; chertoff@psych.ucla.edu; 
chrissyhill@ucla, edu;                 ~gmail.com; ciad@cornell.edu; 

@gmail.com; cjones@gsu.edu; connie.blackmore@duke.edu; Constanze Weise 
<coweise@ucla.edu>; cramirez@arts.ucla.edu; craz@ehess.fr; Cristina Coleman-Rosa 
<cristinarosa@ucla.edu>; Cronin, Caron <ccronin@arts.ucla.edu>; 
csalazar@college.ucla.edu; ctreacy@emory.edu; cvera@mednet.ucla.edu; 
cwilmott@tft.ucla.edu; d. Sabela g. <        ~hotmail.com>; 
dacrowde@email.unc.edu; dacumos@tft.ucla.edu; Dawn_Jackson@brown.edu; 
dguillory@mednet.ucla.edu; Diana Essex <         ~gmail.com>; 
dietrich@soc.ucla.edu; dingman@ea.ucla.edu; dir@princeton.edu; diyam@whittier.edu; 
djantz@humnet.ucla.edu; djbaham@uci.edu; dkafka@sonnet.ucla.edu; 
dmm@chem.ucla.edu; dodge@spa.ucla.edu; Donna_Mitchell@brown.edu; 
donna@navy.ucla.edu; dread@anthro.ucla.edu; dtomita@biomath.medsch.ucla.edu; 
dyoupee@ucla.edu; e.abaka@miami.edu; EDWARD COOPER OWENS 
<ebcooperowens@ucla.edu>; efletcher@mednet.ucla.edu; egurrola@college.ucla.edu; 
elizabeth.ludyjan@yale.edu; Elyse Bender <elysebender@ucla.edu>; Emily Marsh 
<marshe@ucla.edu>; Emma Nesper < ~hotmail.com>; epearl@ucla.edu; 
epinks@college.ucla, edu; Erin Pettigrew <, ~yahoo. com>; 
escobedo@polisci.ucla.edu; estherjoe@ucla.edu; ethnicstudies@calpoly.edu; 
evelinec@arts.ucla.edu; evgenia@ioa.ucla.edu; Faisal A. Roble 
<faisal.roble@lacity.org>; finn@physics.ucla.edu;           ~yahoo.com; 
gergel@physci.ucla.edu; gerontol@psych.ucla.edu; gershon@gseis.ucla.edu; 
gloria.cuevas@ucr.edu; gmiller@blackstudies.ucsb.edu; gpanatier@mednet.ucla.edu; 



grubb@oxy.edu; gwenthorn@ucla.edu; hadick@history.ucla.edu; 
hannahshore@ucla.edu; harding@english.ucla.edu; hawa.diao@codesria.sn; 

~yahoo.com; helenchien@ucla.edu; hieber@usfca.edu; hjhoag@usfca.edu; 
holbrook@ess.ucla.edu; iclark@ucla.edu; idpgrads@international.ucla.edu; 
idps@international.ucla.edu; info@ph.ucla.edu; ipj@sandiego.edu; 
j ackie, goodman@ucla, edu; j adj aye@pitt, edu; j an@ea.ucla, edu; j angus@life sci.ucla, edu; 
j chang@scu.edu; j chorak@ucla.edu; j comaro@uchicago, edu; j comarof@uchicago, edu; 
j cooper@college.ucla.edu; j enna@women.ucla.edu; Jennifer Giroux <j ennifer@venice- 
arts.org>; j eskridg@westmont.edu; j ewel love <          ~gmail.com>; 
jkendall@fas.harvard.edu; jkies@aud.ucla.edu; jlee@physics.ucla.edu; 
jmiller@ph.ucla.edu; John Guilds <        @hotmail.com>; joseph@polisci.ucla.edu; 
Josephine Servin <              ~aol.com>; joycuerten@ucla.edu; 
jpatton@college.ucla.edu; jrothenberg@ucla.edu; j schultz@humnet.ucla.edu; 
j suechika@athletics.ucla.edu; jtunstal@college.ucla.edu; ~juno.com; 
jzhao@mcdb.ucla.edu; k2two@ucla.edu; Kara McMullen 
< ~yahoo.com>; Karen_Baxter@brown.edu; karleen Giannitrapani 
< ~gmail.com>; kasi@geog.ucla.edu; ~gmail.com; 
Katherine Smith <katsmith@ucla.edu>; Katrina Thompson 
<kdthompson@humnet.ucla.edu>; kbwagner@ucla.edu; kcdalton@fas.harvard.edu; 
Keith Weghorst <             ~gmail.com>; kelleyberg@ucla.edu; 
klipp@humnet.ucla.edu; kmcjunkin@college.ucla.edu; Kristen Glasgow 
<kglasgow@ucla.edu>; Kristen Thompson <kthompson@international.ucla.edu>; 
kristin@math.ucla.edu; Kristina Lai <kristinalai@ucla.edu>; kscrivne@sonnet.ucla.edu; 
ksenia@humnet.ucla.edu;        ~hotmail.com; lailymajlessi@ucla.edu; Lauren 
Adrover <laurenadrover@ucla.edu>; lbritton@bunche.ucla.edu; Leah Carol Lewis 
<lclewis@emory.edu>; lhenne@ucla.edu; lizgrant22@ucla.edu; 
llassiter@athletics.ucla.edu; lmbug99@aol.com; lmendoza@college.ucla.edu; 
lmiles@college.ucla.edu; lora.lemosy@yale.edu; lsminor@irle.ucla.edu; 
lute@chavez.ucla.edu; lweitlman@ucla.edu; lwiens423@ucla.edu; 
lydia.heyman@anderson.ucla.edu; lyn@summer.ucla.edu; 
lynn.foxx@anderson.ucla.edu; maciek@ucla.edu; macrina@ucis.pitt.edu; 
mahlanza@arts.ucla.edu; malbert@math.ucla.edu; manderso@college.ucla.edu; 

~yahoo.com; Mark Pokorski <mpok@humnet.ucla.edu>; 
maryanne@ea.ucla.edu; matekolec@ccsu.edu; maxwell.amoh@yale.edu; 
mcarr@physci.ucla.edu; mcasillas@athletics.ucla.edu; mcham@howard.edu; 
mduong77@ucla.edu; Megan <        ~san.rr.com>; Megan Miller 
<mnmiller@ucla.edu>; melanie@humnet.ucla.edu; mfurusa@csudh.edu; 
mgordon@ph.ucla.edu; michaeliyanaga@ucla.edu; MICHELLE BUMATAY 
<mbumatay@ucla.edu>; Michelle Falerne <        ~yahoo.com>; 
misuk@ea.ucla.edu; mlambert@english.ucla.edu; mminters@college.ucla.edu; 
mmsmith@women.ucla.edu; mo263@columbia.edu; mpace@arts.ucla.edu; 
mpaez@college.ucla.edu;            ~gmail.com; munger@hss, caltech, edu; 
munguia@english.ucla.edu; mvazquez@humnet.ucla.edu; nazir@apsara-media.com; 
nbcyr@fas.harvard.edu; Ndubuisi Ezeluomba <           ~yahoo.co.uk>; 
nfaumuin@ucla.edu; nferman@college.ucla.edu; ngov@humnet.ucla.edu; 
nkeetin@ucla.edu; nobles@usfca.edu; nramzan@ph.ucla.edu; ~yahoo.com; 
oh@history.ucla.edu; okechoyugi@ucla.edu; padilla@history.ucla.edu; 
pamelah@mcdb.ucla.edu; panafricanstudies@csun.edu; pauljud@humboldt.edu; 
pearl.robinson@tufts.edu; peinado@humnet.ucla.edu; Peter Szanton 
<pszanton@international.ucla.edu>; pnuttle@dent.ucla.edu; queval@physics.ucla.edu; 
Rachel <rachelartz@ucla.edu>; rasinnam@ucla.edu; rayed - Tunisia 

’@yahoo.com>; raynanarama@ucla.edu; rbarrett@lmu.edu; rbkl@nyu.edu; 
redgar@howard.edu; Regan Bardeen <           ~yahoo.com>; 



Subject: 

rgreenberg@ph.ucla, edu;          ~yahoo.com; Rita. G.Hall@Dartmouth.edu; 
rnaranj o@ph.ucla.edu; rnau@blackstudies.ucsb~.edu; Rosalind. Shaw@tufts.edu; 
sandram@arts.ucla.edu; sandy@stat.ucla.edu; Sara Stranovsky 
< ~gmail.com>; Sarah Cover <, @hotmail.com>; Sarah Heddon 
< @gmail.com>; sarahbrack@ucla.edu; sarahlowe@ucla.edu; 
sbernal@college.ucla.edu; Scott Edmondson <      @yahoo.com>; sfaraji@csudh.edu; 
sgutierrez@ucla, edu; Sheila Breeding <sbreeding@international.ucla. edu>; 
shipley@bard.edu; shirose@aasc.ucla.edu; shkumar@mednet.ucla.edu; Simon peter 
<         ~yahoo.co.uk>; soleniak@ucla.edu; sonya~voung@pitzer.edu; 
sortijas@ucla.edu; spaminor@spa.ucla.edu; sparsee@mednet.ucla.edu; 
sptl@cornell.edu; srian@ioe.ucla.edu; sshepherd@sonnet.ucla.edu; 
sstarrett@mednet.ucla.edu; Stan Seidel <stan@stantana.com>; Steve Sortijas 
<      @gmail.com>; stgore@email.unc.edu; Stuart Sia <sjsia@ucla.edu>; 

~earthlink.net; tcheuyap@ucalgary.ca; tcomtois@mednet.ucla.edu; Terry O’Neil 
<      @aol.com>;        @gmail.com;       @gmail.com; Tiffany Gleason 
<gleason.t@ucla. edu>;         ~gmail.com; tlmoore@mednet.ucla.edu; 
tvalenzu@sonnet.ucla.edu; tyousseph@ph.ucla.edu; ug-counselor@econ.ucla.edu; 
ug.counsellor@anderson.ucla.edu; undergraduate@international.ucla, edu; 
undergraduate@psych.ucla.edu; UPENYU S MAJEE <majee@wisc.edu>; 
uwazieee@csus.edu; vader@mednet.ucla.edu; vksanelli@ucla.edu; 
vsalazar@college.ucla.edu; wdedo@ucla.edu; wendyf@soc.ucla.edu; 
wgethaiga@fullerton.edu; wgradywi@syr.edu; willis okech <       ~hotmail.com>; 
wlittle@csudh.edu; xiaolin@seas.ucla.edu;           @hotmail.com; 
yatkinso@csusb.edu; yolanda.stanley@ucr.edu; Yves M < ~sbcglobal.net> 

AAA Second Meeting 10 28 2009 

Hey fellows, 

please refer below for information on tomorrows meeting 

type: Neetings - Club/Group Neeting 

Network; Global 

Date: Wednesday, October 28, 2009 

Time: 4:00pm - 5:00pm 

Locat on: 10367 Bunche Hall 

Description 

We hope that you will all come out to the second meeting of the African Activist Association. All students who have an interest in Africa 
and/or its diaspora are invited to join us in planning events for this quarter and the academic year. If you have any ideas for 

projects/activities/events that you would like to enact, we welcome your ideas. 

Agenda 10.28.09 

1. New Nembers 

2. Connecting AAA to the African Communities in LA and beyond 

3. Film Screenings-Dates! 

4. The 5th annual AAA Conference for Spring 2010-Abstarct 

5. Awash social 

6. Funding 

7. Sub committees 



8. New ideas 

The African Activist Association (AAA) 
University of California, Los Angeles 
c/o The James S. Coleman African Studies Center 
405 Hilgard Avenue 
10244 Bunche Hall 
Los Angeles, CA 90095-1310 
Telephone: (310) 825-3686 
Fax: (310) 206-2250 
Email: afHca~activists~ma~L corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rob Noel <rob@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 28, 2009 10:29 AM 

OASIS Communication Listserv <oasis-communication@listserv.unc.edu> 

[oasis-communication] October "Last Friday" with OASIS 

Greetings, Friends of OASIS, 

It is already time for the next "Last Friday" with OASIS! Friday, at noon, we’ll be grilling hotdogs and 
hamburgers, enjoying some good company over lunch, and we’d love it if you came by to visit. The 
weather forecast looks good, too! 

See you Friday! 

Rob Noel 
OASIS 
rob@unc.edu 

*original invitation below* 
We would like to invite you all to an event we’re calling, "Last Fridays with OASIS." The purpose of 
this event is to give each and everyone of you the opportunity to drop in and meet the people that 
make up the core of OASIS, and enjoy some treats from the grill. We’ll have burgers and hot 
dogs, so we hope you’ll come by! 

As the name implies, the last Friday of every month between 12:00 - 1:30 we are going to host this 
event outside Howell Hall (weather permitting; if not, it will take place on the ground floor, inside 
Howell Hall ). We’ll set up and operate the grill, cook some great food, and provide soda and good 
company. It is a working social event for us that will give us a chance to develop closer 
relationships with our clients in the College, and will be a chance for all us to sit and have lunch 
together, too! This month, the date is September 25th. 

You are welcome to tour our offices in Howell Hall and meet all the diverse people that work hard to 
keep things moving in the College. We hope you’ll join us for some informal socializing and let us get 
to know you just a little bit better! 

We’d love it if you’d let our grill supervisor (rob@unc.edu) know how many in your party to expect so 
we can plan on getting the right amount of food, but no RSVP is absolutely required, so please 
come! We look forward to having you there! 

Sincerely, 

OASIS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ira Knight <iknight@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 28, 2009 1:48 PM 

Samuel Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[sis-chat] WebFOCUS Training Schedule: November 2009 

Below are the dates for WebFOCUS for Student Enrollment training in November. 

Venue: 3124 SASB North 

To register, please send an email to 

academicdata@~istserv.unc.edu 

Tuesday - November 3 2:00 PM - 4:00 PM 

Thursday - November 12 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

Tuesday - November 17 2:00 PM - 4:00 PM 

Thursday - November 19 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHispA <         @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, October 28, 2009 2:26 PM 

The chispa mailing list <chispa@listserv.unc.edu> 

[chispa] Banner Competition---Artists and Volunteers needed!!! 

Please only use this listserv to send/receive messages related to CHispA. PLEASE DO NOT forward any 
JUNK MAIL through this listserv! * 

Hi everyone! 
I know I sent out an email yesterday with some brief information about the Homecoming Banner Competition 
but in case you wanted more information about what this entails, below are the rules, timeline, etc. If you are 
interested, please email me or come out today in the pit at 4 to help paint and contribute ideas for our banner! 

Homecoming Banner Rules/Regulations 

The goal of the Homecoming Banner competition is to promote school spirit and unity through a friendly 
competition. Each club is given a banner of a standard size and the paints to complete the banner. After judging 
the banners, a winner will be chosen that will be made into a permanent banner to be displayed during future 
homecomings and "Beat Duke" Weeks. It will also be displaced in Kenan Stadium during the Homecoming 
Game and in the window of Student Stores for the Duke/UNC Basketball games in the Spring. 

Rules 

¯ Banner must utilize materials supplied 
¯ Banner must have the Club/Organization’s name visible somewhere on the banner 

¯ Banner must display the theme chosen, "Why Carolina is Better than Duke" 
¯ There can be no curse words or excessive violence/gore on the banner (must be appropriate to be displayed 

around campus) 
¯ Must turn banner in by 5 pm on Oct. 30 (cubes in front of Union or drop it off by CUAB office) 

¯ BE CREATIVE and HAVE FUN! 

SGA will provide the materials to make the banners, we just need people to show up and paint them. 

Painting Dates/Times 

**walkway between the main part of the Union and the Union Annex 

* Wednesday, October 28th : 4pm-6pm 
* Friday, October 30th : 3:30pm-5pm (banners due at 5pm!) 

Timeline 

* October 30th -31 st : Winner determined 
* November 1 st -6th : Banners hung and displayed around campus. 

The winning banner will be made into a permanent banner at this time. 
* November 7th : Winning banner displayed at Kenan Stadium. 

Please look for me at 4pm either in the PIT or in the walkway between the main part of the Union and the 
Union Annex!!! 
We will also probably set another time to meet in our Union office space and suite between now and Friday to 
continue working on the banner! So let me know if you’re interested in helping out! 



Go Heels!! 

Carolina Hispanic Association 2009-2010 

Alicia Soto - President 
Chrissy Jusino - Vice President 
Melodie Pellot-Hernandez - Treasurer 
Adrian Lopez - Secretary 
<ul> 
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</ul> 
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<br> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gary Lloyd <gary_lloyd@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 28, 2009 4:06 PM 

SIS-chat < si s-chat@li stserv.unc, edu> 
[sis-chat] [Fwd: [its_changes] MINOR: Implement EST Time Chane on the ITS 
Mainframe] 

Please be aware that SIS, Student Central, and Faculty/Staff Central 
will not be available this Saturday, October 31st evening from 7-10 pm 
as maintenance updates are put into place. 

Thanks, 
Gary 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: [its_changes] MINOR: Implement EST Time Chane on the ITS 
Mainframe 
Date: Wed, 28 Oct 2009 14:42:43 -0400 (EDT) 
From: ITS Change <itschang@itschanges.its.unc.edu> 
Reply-To: UNC-CH PTR <petaylor@email.unc.edu> 
To: changes posted to itschanges.unc.edu <its_changes@listserv.unc.edu> 

Change Plan ID: 4495 

Change Plan Type: Planned 
Change Plan Status: Approved 

From 7:00:00 PM to 10:00:00 PM on 10/31/2009, the ITS Mainframe Server will be 
unavailable to allow for routine maintenance. This maintenance may require 
several IPLs. Once the maintenance has been completed, a change notification 
will be sent that the ITS mainframe server is available. 

We have checked between mainframe SI and ConnectCarolina and do not see a 
conflict. If anyone knows otherwise, please contact us. 

All ITS mainframe services for these service areas including 
Alumni/Development, Compliance Reporting, Enterprise Reporting/Web Focus, 
Department of Accounting Services (DAS), FRS, Finance Central, Financeer, 
General Administration, Investment Office, Payroll, HRIS, Student Central, 
Faculty/Staff Central, SIS, and EPA/SPA Web- only actions that use Account 
Validation will be affected. Specific services affected include: 

Alumni/Development 
Compliance Reporting 
Enterprise Reporting/Web Focus 
Departmental Accounting System 
Finance Central 
Financeer 
Financial Recordkeeping System 
General Administration 
Investment Office 
EPAWeb - actions that use Account Validation 
HRIS 
Payroll Application 
Faculty/Staff Central 
Student Central 
The Student Information System (SIS green screens) 

If you have any questions, please contact the ITS Service Desk at 962-HELP. 

Ed Taylor, 
Information Technology Services 



Start: 10/31/2009 at: 19:00 

End: 10/31/2009 at: 22:00 

Submitted by: Phillip Taylor - petaylor@email.unc, edu 
Remedy Users can view addition details by accessing the following url: 
~s ://remedy. ~mc.ed~!arsvsifon~siremedv.m~c.ed~/Clrang:e+P~an+No~ifica~io~+De~ail? 
F536870933=OOOOOOOOOOO4495&mode=S~br~fit 

Contact the ITS Service Desk at 962-HELP for more information by referencing 

Change Plan ID: 4495 

You are currently subscribed to its_changes as: gary_lloyd@unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-25670730-7064329.elffd201f21a0819b575f0b7a87d8924@listserv.unc.edu 

Gary Lloyd 
Associate University Registrar and IT Manager 
Office of the University Registrar 
CB# 2100, 3112 SASB North 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Telephone: (919)962-5162 
FAX: (919)962-0504 
E-mail: gary_lloyd@unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to sis-chat as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
send a blank email to leave-25671728-5944746.f7e 16d6f3923fed6048226a005d5b416@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Thursday, October 29, 2009 10:34 AM 

travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

20091029103353368.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 10.29.2009 10:33:53 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

hildebra@email.unc.edu 

Thursday, October 29, 2009 5:09 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Celebration of Debby 

I’ll be there. -Reg 

Quoting Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>: 

> Hello Everyone, 
> 
> Please make every effort to attend a celebration of Debby’s service 
> to the Department. We will be having a dinner at the Pope Box in the 
> Kenan Football Stadium on Tuesday November 3rd 
> from 5 to 7 p.m. Debby has graciously if reluctantly agreed to join 
> us then. Please come if at all possible. 
> 
> Please let me know as soon as possible if you will be attending and 
> if you will be bringing a significant other. Debby would prefer that 
> this be a child free event. 
> 
> Thank you, 
> 
> Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

leemc <leemc@email.unc.edu> 
Saturday, October 31, 2009 1:17 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Re: ncflex 

Hey Travis, 

Thanks for the information. I just returned from our week excursion. Yes, I 
am having a good time. I hope you are well. I know you miss Debby. Tell her 
hello for me. 

It appears that students need special permission to enrol in Afri 520. 
Could you check on this for me? I don’t understand why they need special 
permission. 

Much thanks, 

M1 

On Thu, 29 Oct 2009 14:47:08 -0400, Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Hi Professor Lee, 
> 
> Hope your having a great time. You may have already done this but I 
> wanted to remind you that the NCFLEX is due tomorrow if you wanted to 
> make changes to your current plan. There are also some new things on 
> there as well this year. There is a website where you can go online. 
> It is ncflexonline.org 
> 

> Take care, 
> 

> Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHispA <uncchispa@gmail. corn> 

Monday,                 12:40 AM 

The chispa mailing list <chispa@listserv.unc.edu> 

[chispa] Friendly Reminders!!! 

¯ Please only use this listserv to send/receive messages related to CHispA. PLEASE DO NOT forward any 
JUNK MAIL through this listserv! * 

Hello all of my lovely CHispA friends!!! 

I hope you all had a great and safe Halloween! 

1. If you are interested in submitting a T-Shirt design you have until Tuesday at 7pm in our meeting to submit 
it! Don’t hold back your creativity! This is a great way to get involved and feel invested in YOUR organization! 

2. HOMECOMING is this weekend and CHispA will be in the parade 3.5 hours before the game! If you want 
to walk with fellow CHispA members in the parade please sign up to do so! Just RSVP HOMECOMING 
PARADE to asoto~e~aa~Lunc.edu ---We have 50 available spots but if we can get more that would be great! 

3. Also, I just wanted to remind you all to stop by the pit to support the White Ribbon campaign! The White 
Ribbon campaign is a week long effort that is meant to recruit male allies and raise awareness for men’s 
violence against women. Come by from 10-2! 

4. GREAT JOB to Que Rico dancers! You guys did an amazing job performing at Bhangra Sutra on Friday 
night! 

Carolina Hispanic Association 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
chispa as: <a href="mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank 
<br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-25698506- 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Monday, November 2, 2009 1:26 PM 

travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

20091102132603643.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 11.02.2009 13:26:03 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 
Monday, November 2, 2009 2:34 PM 

travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

20091102143356671.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 11.02.2009 14:33:56 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Micah Gilmer <mgilmer@frontlinesol.com> 

Monday, November 2, 2009 2:38 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Debbie’s party 

Just heard about this today, but I plan to attend. I have invited an guest, but not confirmed yet. 

Micah Gilmer, PhD 

Director of Research 

Frontline Solutions 

UNC Social Entrepreneur In Residence 

(919) 687-6900 (office) 

(347) 823-1610 (fax) 

www.helpingchangehappen.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Tuesday, November 3, 2009 11:11 AM 

travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

20091103111126996.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 11.03.2009 11:11:26 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Professor Bereket Habte Selassie on the Pan African Movement 

Posted By Brother.Manifest On July 12, 2009 @ 10:38 AM In Black Consciousness 

Professor Bereket Habte Selassie has the distinction of observing and participating in African 
politics for almost five decades. He was trained in Britain and then joined the service of the 
Ethiopian government in 1958. In 1962, at the age of 30, he was appointed by Emperor Haile 
Selassie to be the attorney general of Ethiopia. He participated in the Africa People’s 
Conferences organised by Kwame Nkrumah and in the formation of the OAU. In 1962 when the 
Emperor unilaterally scrapped the federation with Eritrea and sent his army to occupy Eritrea, 
Bereket Selassie resigned to j oin the Eritrean freedom movement. Later, following Eritrea’s 
liberation, he chaired the constitutional commission and drafted Eritrea’s constitution, which was 
never adopted by the Eritrean government. In this interview with Issa Shivji, Habte Selassie 
reminisces on his impressions of the Pan-African Movement. 

ISSA SHIVJI: Thank you very much for agreeing to do this interview for the Chemchemi, 
Bereket. You have had the distinct honour of living through and participating in some 
momentous events in the Pan-Africanist history of our continent. You were present both at the 
first All Africa People’s Conference in 1958 called by Kwame Nkrumah and also at the founding 
of the Organisation of African Unity (the predecessor of African Union) in Addis Ababa in 1963. 
Tell us of the mood of African leaders and their views, opinions, positions on creating a United 
States of Africa at the 1958 Conference. Did the idea look realistic then? More or less realistic 
than today? 

BEREKET HABTE SELASSIE: As you mentioned, I was indeed privileged to have been 
present at those events. But before I answer your specific questions, let me begin by making 
reference to the current African reality, very briefly. The reality today is such that even the most 
optimistic of men - and I am one of them - find it hard to banish feelings of doubt, if not 
desperation. 

Though I remain optimistic, in view of the prevailing African reality, my optimism is tinged with 
a dose of scepticism. Africans of my generation were involved in what I can only call a romance 
with Africa, from the heady days of the independence era through four decades of neo-colonial 
exploitation, invariably accompanied with protests - protests against domestic dictatorships and 
continuing poverty as the rich few got richer and the greater mass of the poor populations got 
poorer. 

In these circumstances, to continue in a state of romantic engagement with the continent would 
have implied wilful refusal to accept the reality, in the hope of transforming it. It is admirable to 
make attempts at transformation but, on the whole, there have been no meaningful changes. In 
fact, as the French say, plus ca change, plus c’est la meme chose [the more things change the 
more they stay the same]. 

It brings to mind the story of Sisyphus in Greek legend, pushing a boulder up the hill, forever 
trying to climb to the top, and forever failing. Such seems to be the fate of our benighted 
continent. I have not abandoned hope; but there must be a limit to optimism. As Antonio 



Gramsci famously opined, the pessimism of the intellect is a good corrective to the optimism of 
the will. 

Now let me turn to the glorious days of the independence era when most Africans of my 
generation agreed with Kwame Nkrumah’s vision of a United African Continent. The first time 
this was brought home to me as a distinct possibility was at the All African People’s Conference 

in Accra, Ghana, in December 1958. 

The conference was convened by the indefatigable and inimitable Nkrumah, who had tried to 
persuade his brother African heads of state and government a few months earlier to agree to the 
creation of continental unity. He had just published his book, Africa Must Unite, and was 
gathering a group of young Pan-Africanists, using Ghana’s not inconsiderable wealth, to help 
liberation fighters throughout the continent. 

Some of the best known were Patrice Lumumba of Congo and Felix Moumie of Cameroun. Both 
were Pan-Africanists and both were martyred. Lumumba was a victim of a joint CIA and Belgian 
conspiracy. Moumie was poisoned by an agent of the French Intelligence Service. 

Nkrumah’s All African People’s Conference was designed to bring pressure to bear on the 
government leaders by mobilising labour unions, the youth, women’s organisations and leaders 
of liberation movements. We should remember that in 1958 there were only seven independent 
African States; and none of their leaders except perhaps Guinea’s Sekou Toure, was in favour of 
a Pan-Africanist vision of uniting the continent. It was clear that Nkrumah’s was a lonely voice. 
But the sentiment of the political forces outside government seemed to be on his side at the time. 
As always happens, once they attain governmental power, former liberation leaders forget, or at 
least modify their previously held view about African unity. Personal power grounded in a 
colonially-derived nation state structure militated against the ideal of African unity. Once 
ensconced in national state power, even former Pan-Africanists like Leopold Sedar Senghor of 
Senegal, whose concept of Negritude contained elements of Pan-Africanism, changed. Even the 
regional experiment of a Mali federation that he had championed earlier was abandoned as 
personal rivalry between him and his Malian comrade, Mamadou Dia, vitiated its realisation. 

Clearly, in all cases, personal power at the state level trumped the Pan-Africanist ideal. That has 
become the dominant political reality. 

ISSA SHIVJI: In your article in Societies without Borders (volume 2-1 2007) you say that you 
were very impressed by the camaraderie between sub-Saharan and North African leaders at the 
1958 conference. Again, you allude to the fact that North African leaders like Nasser of Egypt 
and Ahmed Ben Bella of Algeria were received with great enthusiasm and reverence at the 1963 
founding conference of the OAU. In the light of the oft-repeated claim - even by some African 
intellectuals - made these days that unity of black states south of the Sahara and Arab states in 
the North is untenable, how do you see, understand and explain that historical precedence 
compared with present-day perceptions? 

BEREKET HABTE SELASSIE: In the heady days of the independence movements when the 

Algerian revolution was embraced as part of the African revolution, and some of us even 



entertained the notion of going there and fighting for it (perhaps foolishly), there was no division 
between black Africa and Arab Africa, or between the ’Arab’ North and the ’black’ South. The 
Algerians were regarded as African heroes by most Africans of my generation. Similarly, as Ben 
Bella’s speech at the founding conference of the OAU eloquently expressed it, the Algerians 
considered the liberation struggle in the rest of Africa as part of their struggle. 

The ideology of the Algerian liberation front (the FLN), with its socialist orientation and 
internationalist stand, also provided a point of solidarity and unity with the struggle in the rest of 
Africa. You may remember the Martiniquian doctor, (author of the famous The Wretched of the 
Earth) Frantz Fanon, was accepted as one of their own by the FLN leaders. In fact he led the 
Algerian delegation at the Accra conference. As it happened, our delegation and theirs stayed in 
the same hotel and we chatted a lot as I happen to speak French. 

As for the Egyptian leader, Gamal Abdel Nasser, his strategy of anti-imperialism was framed 
within the concept of Egypt’s three circles - African, Arab, and Islamic. These three circles were 
the defining elements of his strategic and geopolitical goals. But, though this goal was expressed 
in his unstinting help to African liberation movements, there were times when the three circles 
tended to create contradictions and problems. At times, black Africans who went to Cairo for 
help might have felt neglected or sidelined. But on the whole, there was good reception. It is not 
easy when you don’t understand the language and culture of the country from which you seek 
aid. 

So on the whole, in the halcyon days, there was better mutual understanding and accommodation 
between North and South. Changing economic and social conditions have negatively affected 
that relation. People and governments tend to be less generous during economic hardship. We 
should never lose sight of this. When a country is in a better economic condition, it behaves 
more generously, as illustrated by the behaviour of Libya’s leader Colonel Muammar Gaddafi 
and his record of the last few years, including his push to reform the OAU and help create the 
African Union (AU). I would say that we need to have a broader view of things when we 
consider relations between North and South in Africa. While we cannot ignore history and some 
differences of culture, we need to accept our North African brothers and sisters as fellow 
Africans and do our best to create conditions for fostering mutual acceptance and cooperation. 
To that end, we need to define some minimal common goals and start with those, beginning with 
culture and trade. 

ISSA SHIVJI: In relation to the above, how do you see Nkrumah’s own attitude? Was there an 
undercurrent of this type of tension then? 

BEREKET HABTE SELASSIE: I have never heard Nkrumah utter a word that in any way 
showed any reservation regarding our North African brothers and sisters. Nor have I read any 
writing of his to that effect. On the contrary, the fact that he married an Egyptian woman shows 
the opposite to be the case. Nkrumah and Nasser respected each other as fellow socialists, even 
though Nkrumah’s socialism was a little more to the left - his organisational principles were 
grounded on Leninist precepts, as he often cited Lenin as a supreme teacher on questions of party 
organisation. Where he parted company with Lenin (and Marx) was in his insistence on the 
application of the African cultural heritage. His Pan-Africanism was influenced more by W. E. 



Dubois. But it embraced the entire continent and did not make a distinction between North 
Africa and Sub-Saharan Africa. 

Whether there were hidden tensions in the application of that principle of unity of North and 
South it is hard to tell. In any case, all relationships involve tension of one kind or another--even 
domestic relations, among siblings. 

IS SA SHIVJI: You describe in interesting detail the founding of the OAU and Nkrumah’s 
attitude towards it. Nkrumah, you recall, would have walked out had it not been for the 
intervention of Emperor Haile Selassie through Sekou Toure. In the light of your experience of 
over half a century of the independence of African states within colonial borders, how do you 
rate Nkrumah’s vision of the United States of Africa? 

BEREKET HABTE SELASSIE: There are two ways of answering this question. One is by 
reference to what I stated in the introduction, that is to say, to judge Nkrumah’s vision in 
hindsight, from the perspective of the sorry sate of affairs in Africa today. In that sense, 
Nkrumah may be characterised as a failed prophet, vainly proselytising and chasing rainbows, 
rather like Don Quixote round the wind-mills. That, I am sure, is how his adversaries would 
paint him. To Pan-Africanists, however, he was a true prophet who battled mightily to impress 
upon his brethren the historic necessity of African unity if Africa were to secure her rightful 
place in the family of nations - if she is to face the rest of the world united and stronger, both 
politically and economically. The artificially created colonial borders that define African nation- 
statehood, which the OAU reaffirmed in Cairo in 1964, need to be revisited in all seriousness. 

Let me conclude the answer to this question by saying that Nkrumah’s warning still rings in my 
ears when he said, ’Unless we are united politically, we will be for ever vulnerable, subject to 
economic exploitation by the powerful economies of the world’. Those were prophetic words, 
and globalisation has made Africa even more vulnerable today than before. I think these words 
of Nkrumah, which sum up Africa’s predicament, should be written in golden letters at the 
entrance of the African Union as a reminder of our sad condition, and young Africans should be 
exposed to the ideas of African unity in every way possible. In this task we academics bear a 
special responsibility. We can certainly take a leaf from the experience of Europe of the last 
fifty-odd years, though I don’t think we have to wait fifty years to achieve the end of African 
unity. 

ISSA SHIVJI: And how would you assess the two major trends - those who advocate gradualism 
and those who insist on political unity ’now, now’? (By the way, during Nkrumah’s time too we 
had those two trends represented by Nyerere and Nkrumah!) 

BEREKET HABTE SELASSIE: Realistically speaking, the regional economic organisations that 
we have today may be used as building blocks for eventual unity. But the ultimate goal should be 
unity in accordance with Nkrumah’s vision. That is how I see his relevance in our times. I am 
aware that the two approaches were also present in the 1960s. In fact it was Mwalimu Nyerere’s 
eloquence and popularity with the majority of African leaders, who were opposed to Nkrumah’s 
vision, that defeated Nkrumah’s idea of continental unity at the time when the issues were 
debated at the first and second OAU summit meetings. 



This is an area where we can learn from the mistakes of other regions of the world. It took 
Europe some fifty years to create the European Union (EU). They did it in stages. In 1968, they 
established the European Economic Community (EEC), under the Treaty of Rome. The original 
signatories of the Treaty of Rome (France, West Germany, Italy, Belgium, the Netherlands and 
Luxembourg), agreed to form a customs union, adopt a common external tariff, and harmonise 
their domestic economic policies. 

They made it clear that their ultimate goal was a common market embracing all of Western 
Europe. In 1973, Great Britain, Ireland and Denmark j oined in, followed by Greece in 1981, and 
Spain and Portugal in 1986, bringing the number up to twelve. Thus in a matter of thirty years, 
the EEC became the second largest economic power in the world. By 1992, the EEC had created 
a common market, and within the next decade, Europe achieved the dream of centuries, 
transforming itself into the European Union, bringing into its membership several former allies 

of the US SR. 

Africa has had its experience of regional cooperation, such as the East African Economic 
Community patterned on the EEC and the Economic Community of West African States 
(ECOWAS). Despite the multiplicity of regional groupings, however, there has been slow 
progress towards economic integration. What has been missing from the very beginning is the 
political will and cooperative vision. 

ISSA SHIVJI: Finally, you have spent over three decades of your life in the Eritrean freedom 
struggle. How do you see such conflicts on the continent in relation to Pan-Africanism? Some 
argue that such conflicts precisely dictate a gradual process of unification so that individual 
countries can put their houses in order, so to speak, before we think of unification. Others argue 
the opposite: That only Pan-African political unity has the potential to resolve inter-African 
conflicts. 

BEREKET HABTE SELASSIE: The debate as to which is the best way to achieve the aim of 

African unity will probably go on for generations. It took Europe centuries; I hope we don’t have 

to wait that long. The case for Pan-Africanist unity can be made in different ways. Opponents of 
Eritrea’ s case for independence, influenced by Emperor Haile Selassie’ s diplomacy (powerfully 
backed by the United States), used to argue that recognizing Eritrea’s case would open a 
’Pandora’s Box’ in African politics by inspiring other groups within constituted nations to seek 

secession. 

To put the case in perspective, a brief historical background is necessary. As you know, the 
Eritrean case was grounded in legal and historical arguments that should have resonated with the 
African post-colonial rationale. According to that rationale all former colonial territories defined 
by the colonially-fixed boundaries constitute the post-colonial nation-state. In other words, 
African leaders accepted the colonial legal order created under the Berlin Conference; they 
confirmed it as the post-colonial legal order by passing the Cairo Resolution (of the OAU) in 

1964. 

The Eritrean argument was that the application of that rationale should extend to the case of 
Eritrea because Eritrea is an entity created by the same colonial history as the rest of Africa. 



There is a very interesting statement made by former Secretary of State, John Foster Dulles, who 
recognised the same rationale long before the Cairo Resolution. He said that, though the 
Eritreans had a just case, American strategic and geopolitical interests in the region dictated that 
Eritrea should be given to the US ally, Ethiopia. 

Thus the convergence of American interest and Emperor Haile Selassie’s expansionist ambition 
sealed Eritrea’s fate. It was only after peaceful, diplomatic means to exercise their right to self- 
determination failed that the Eritrean people took up arms: what was denied them diplomatically, 
they achieved by force of arms, after thirty years of a bloody war. 

Now, the Americans used the UN forum to achieve their strategic objective. At their behest, the 
UN passed a Resolution j oining Eritrea with Ethiopia under a lopsided federal arrangement in 
which Eritrea had a modicum of regional autonomy. But at least the UN legal instrument 
creating the federation recognised Eritrea as an autonomous entity, and Eritreans accepted the 
fait accompli hoping to retain their autonomous identity within the federation. The Emperor’s 
vaulting ambition overreached itself, and he abolished the federation and imposed an imperial 
rule. That was the origin of the war of independence. That, incidentally, was also the point at 
which I resigned from his government and eventually j oined up with the Eritrean liberation 
struggle. 

Many Ethiopians, including some of my friends who were anti-imperial in their ideology, had 
hoped that the Eritrean autonomy would inspire other regions of Ethiopia to gain a measure of 
autonomy and thus transform the empire eventually into a sort of a commonwealth of willing 
partners. What the current government of Ethiopia originally set out to do is an approximation of 
that vision. Whether it can be sustained is another matter. The two governments of Eritrea and 
Ethiopia (based on the EPLF and TPLF respectively) are led by former comrades-in-arms who 
fought jointly, defeating Mengistu’s army. Much hope was pinned on their promise to establish a 
progressive regional government based on cooperative principles that would be a model for the 
rest of Africa. It proved to be a vain hope. Indeed, they not only failed to create a regional 
cooperation; in 1998, they fought a deadly and futile war that took the lives of over 100,000 
people and much devastation of property. 

This conflict, among others, seems to lend credence to the argument that each country has to put 
its own house in order before thinking of unity with others. But then waiting for each country to 
do that is like waiting for Godot, if I may be melodramatic. I still maintain that we need to hold 
Nkrumah’s vision aloft and work towards its realisation in various ways, perhaps through stages 
of regional groupings. In this the AU may need to act more vigorously to prod regions and 
countries to create regional trade relations. The AU needs also to tap into African resources at 
two levels: 

1. At the level of wise elders tapping on the African genius of mediation and peace building to 
resolve conflicts; and 
2. At the level of experts, tapping on increasing African expertise in all technical fields related to 
trade and commerce, culture and other areas. 



The recent experience of conflict in Kenya provides an example of an extreme case of tribally- 
based conflict centred on, or exacerbated by, competition over resources. In the present instance, 
the competition was for political power which has become an all important resource. In the final 
resolution of the Kenya conflict, an exemplary model of mediation was provided by the role of 
the Tanzanian President, if my information is correct. The Kenya example reminds me of an 
interesting phrase of British historian John Lonsdale. Writing about the artificial creation of 
’tribes’ by the colonial authorities, he described the effect of that division as the ’conversion of 
negotiable ethnicity into competitive tribalism.’ 

This useful insight is helpful in all attempts to create structures that can restore the original ethos 
of negotiating and mediation in place of deadly competition. In such endeavour, Pan-Africanism 
may need to be redefined to accommodate new modes of thinking derived from research and 
creative writing. Our poets, as much as our historians and sociologists, have to weigh in on this 
Herculean task. 

I am dreaming, of course! 

* This article first appeared in the maiden issue of CHEMCHEMI, Bulletin of the Mwalimu 
Nyerere Professorial Chair in Pan African Studies of the University of Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, 
and is reproduced here with the kind permission of the editorial board of CHEMCHEMI. 
* Bereket Habte Selassie has observed and participated in African politics for almost five 
decades. 
* Issa Shivji is the Mwalimu Nyerere professor of Pan-African Studies at the University of Dar 
es Salaam. 
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Selassie’s interview with Chemchemi 

Professor Bereket Habte Selassie on the Pan African Movement 
Posted By Brother.Manifest On July 12, 2009 @ 10:38 AM In Black Consciousness I 
Professor Bereket Habte Selassie has the distinction of observing and participating in African politics for almost five decades. He was 
trained in Britain and then joined the service of the Ethiopian government in 1958. In 1962, at the age of 30, he was appointed by 
Emperor Haile Selassie to be the attorney general of Ethiopia. He participated in the Africa Peoplefis Conferences organised by 
Kwame Nkrumah and in the formation of the OAU. In 1962 when the Emperor unilaterally scrapped the federation with Eritrea and 
sent his army to occupy Eritrea, Bereket Selassie resigned to join the Eritrean freedom movement. Later, following Eritreafis 
liberation, he chaired the constitutional commission and drafted Eritreafis constitution, which was never adopted by the Eritrean 
government. In this interview with Issa Shivji, Habte Selassie reminisces on his impressions of the Pan-African Movement. 
ISSA SHIVJI: Thank you very much for agreeing to do this interview for the Chemchemi, Bereket. You have had the distinct honour 
of living through and participating in some momentous events in the Pan-Africanist history of our continent. You were present both at 
the first All Africa Peoplefis Conference in 1958 called by Kwame Nkrumah and also at the founding of the Organisation of African 
Unity (the predecessor of African Union) in Addis Ababa in 1963. Tell us of the mood of African leaders and their views, opinions, 
positions on creating a United States of Africa at the 1958 Conference. Did the idea look realistic then? More or less realistic than 
today? 
BEREKET HABTE SELASSIE: As you mentioned, I was indeed privileged to have been present at those events. But before I answer 
your specific questions, let me begin by making reference to the current African reality, very briefly. The reality today is such that 
even the most optimistic of men fi and I am one of them fi find it hard to banish feelings of doubt, if not desperation. 
Though I remain optimistic, in view of the prevailing African reality, my optimism is tinged with a dose of scepticism. Africans of my 
generation were involved in what I can only call a romance with Africa, from the heady days of the independence era through four 
decades of neo-colonial exploitation, invariably accompanied with protests fi protests against domestic dictatorships and continuing 
poverty as the rich few got richer and the greater mass of the poor populations got poorer. 
In these circumstances, to continue in a state of romantic engagement with the continent would have implied wilful refusal to accept 
the reality, in the hope of transforming it. It is admirable to make attempts at transformation but, on the whole, there have been no 
meaningful changes. In fact, as the French say, plus ca change, plus cfiest la meme chose [the more things change the more they stay 
the same]. 
It brings to mind the story of Sisyphus in Greek legend, pushing a boulder up the hill, forever trying to climb to the top, and forever 
failing. Such seems to be the fate of our benighted continent. I have not abandoned hope; but there must be a limit to optimism. As 
Antonio 
Gramsci famously opined, the pessimism of the intellect is a good corrective to the optimism of the will. 
Now let me turn to the glorious days of the independence era when most Africans of my generation agreed with Kwame Nkrumahfis 
vision of a United African Continent. The first time this was brought home to me as a distinct possibility was at the All African 
Peoplefis Conference in Accra, Ghana, in December 1958. 
The conference was convened by the indefatigable and inimitable Nkrumah, who had tried to persuade his brother African heads of 
state and government a few months earlier to agree to the creation of continental unity. He had jnst published his book, Africa Must 
Unite, and was gathering a group of young Pan-Africanists, using Ghanafis not inconsiderable wealth, to help liberation fighters 
throughout the continent. 
Some of the best known were Patrice Lumumba of Congo and Felix Moumie of Cameroun. Both were Pan-Africanists and both were 
martyred. Lumumba was a victim of a joint CIA and Belgian conspiracy. Moumie was poisoned by an agent of the French Intelligence 
Service. 
Nkrumahfis All African Peoplefis Conference was designed to bring pressure to bear on the government leaders by mobilising labour 
unions, the youth, womenfis organisations and leaders of liberation movements. We should remember that in 1958 there were only 
seven independent African States; and none of their leaders except perhaps Guineafis Sekou Toure, was in favour of a Pan-Africanist 
vision of uniting the continent. It was clear that Nkrumahfis was a lonely voice. But the sentiment of the political forces outside 
government seemed to be on his side at the time. As always happens, once they attain governmental power, former liberation leaders 
forget, or at least modify their previously held view about African unity. Personal power grounded in a colonially-derived nation state 
structure militated against the ideal of African unity. Once ensconced in national state power, even former Pan-Africanists like 
Leopold Sedar Senghor of Senegal, whose concept of Negritude contained elements of Pan-Africanism, changed. Even the regional 
experiment of a Mali federation that he had championed earlier was abandoned as personal rivalry between him and his Malian 
comrade, Mamadou Dia, vitiated its realisation. 
Clearly, in all cases, personal power at the state level trumped the Pan-Africanist ideal. That has become the dominant political reality. 
ISSA SHIVJI: In your article in Societies without Borders (volume 2-1 2007) you say that you were very impressed by the 
camaraderie between sub-Saharan and North African leaders at the 1958 conference. Again, you allude to the fact that North African 
leaders like Nasser of Egypt and Ahmed Ben Bella of Algeria were received with great enthusiasm and reverence at the 1963 founding 
conference of the OAU. In the light of the oft-repeated claim fi even by some African intellectuals fi made these days that unity of 
black states south of the Sahara and Arab states in the North is untenable, how do you see, understand and explain that historical 



precedence compared with present-day perceptions? 
BEREKET HABTE SELASSIE: In the heady days of the independence movements when the Algerian revolution was embraced as 
part of the African revolution, and some of us even 
entertained the notion of going there and fighting for it (perhaps foolishly), there was no division between black Africa and Arab 
Africa, or between the fiArabfi North and the fiblackfi South. The Algerians were regarded as African heroes by most Africans of my 
generation. Similarly, as Ben Bellafis speech at the founding conference of the OAU eloquently expressed it, the Algerians considered 
the liberation struggle in the rest of Africa as part of their struggle. 
The ideology of the Algerian liberation front (the FLN), with its socialist orientation and internationalist stand, also provided a point 
of solidarity and unity with the struggle in the rest of Africa. You may remember the Martiniquian doctor, (author of the famous The 
Wretched of the Earth) Frantz Fanon, was accepted as one of their own by the FLN leaders. In fact he led the Algerian delegation at 
the Accra conference. As it happened, our delegation and theirs stayed in the same hotel and we chatted a lot as I happen to speak 
French. 
As for the Egyptian leader, Gamal Abdel Nasser, his strategy of anti-imperialism was framed within the concept of Egyptfis three 
circles fi African, Arab, and Islamic. These three circles were the defining elements of his strategic and geopolitical goals. But, though 
this goal was expressed in his unstinting help to African liberation movements, there were times when the three circles tended to 
create contradictions and problems. At times, black Africans who went to Cairo for help might have felt neglected or sidelined. But on 
the whole, there was good reception. It is not easy when you donfit understand the language and culture of the country from which you 
seek aid. 
So on the whole, in the halcyon days, there was better mutual understanding and accommodation between North and South. Changing 
economic and social conditions have negatively affected that relation. People and governments tend to be less generous during 
economic hardship. We should never lose sight of this. When a country is in a better economic condition, it behaves more generously, 
as illustrated by the behaviour of Libyafis leader Colonel Muammar Gaddafi and his record of the last few years, including his push to 
reform the OAU and help create the African Union (AU). I would say that we need to have a broader view of things when we consider 
relations between North and South in Africa. While we cannot ignore history and some differences of culture, we need to accept our 
North African brothers and sisters as fellow Africans and do our best to create conditions for fostering mutual acceptance and 
cooperation. To that end, we need to define some minimal common goals and start with those, beginning with culture and trade. 
ISSA SHIVJI: In relation to the above, how do you see Nkrumahfis own attitude? Was there an undercurrent of this type of tension 
then? 
BEREKET HABTE SELASSIE: I have never heard Nkmmah utter a word that in any way showed any reservation regarding our 
North African brothers and sisters. Nor have I read any writing of his to that effect. On the contrary, the fact that he married an 
Egyptian woman shows the opposite to be the case. Nkrumah and Nasser respected each other as fellow socialists, even though 
Nkrumahfis socialism was a little more to the left fi his organisational principles were grounded on Leninist precepts, as he often cited 
Lenin as a supreme teacher on questions of party organisation. Where he parted company with Lenin (and Marx) was in his insistence 
on the application of the African cultural heritage. His Pan-Africanism was influenced more by W. E. 
Dubois. But it embraced the entire continent and did not make a distinction between North Africa and Sub-Saharan Africa. 
Whether there were hidden tensions in the application of that principle of unity of North and South it is hard to tell. In any case, all 
relationships involve tension of one kind or anotherfieven domestic relations, among siblings. 
IS SA SHIVJI: You describe in interesting detail the founding of the OAU and Nkrumahfis attitude towards it. Nkrumah, you recall, 
would have walked out had it not been for the intervention of Emperor Haile Selassie through Sekou Toure. In the light of your 
experience of over half a century of the independence of African states within colonial borders, how do you rate Nkrumahfis vision of 
the United States of Africa? 
BEREKET HABTE SELASSIE: There are two ways of answering this question. One is by reference to what I stated in the 
introduction, that is to say, to judge Nkrumahfis vision in hindsight, from the perspective of the sorry sate of affairs in Africa today. In 
that sense, Nkrumah may be characterised as a failed prophet, vainly proselytising and chasing rainbows, rather like Don Quixote 
round the wind-mills. That, I am sure, is how his adversaries would paint him. To Pan-Africanists, however, he was a true prophet 
who battled mightily to impress upon his brethren the historic necessity of African unity if Africa were to secure her rightful place in 
the family of nations fi if she is to face the rest of the world united and stronger, both politically and economically. The artificially 
created colonial borders that define African nation-statehood, which the OAU reaffirmed in Cairo in 1964, need to be revisited in all 
seriousness. 

Let me conclude the answer to this question by saying that Nkrumahhs warning still rings in my ears when he said, hUnless we are 
united politically, we will be for ever vulnerable, subject to economic exploitation by the powerful economies of the world~. Those 
were prophetic words, and globalisation has made Africa even more vulnerable today than before. I think these words of Nkrumah, 
which sum up Africa~s predicament, should be written in golden letters at the entrance of the African Union as a reminder of our sad 
condition, and young Africans should be exposed to the ideas of African unity in every way possible. In this task we academics bear a 
special responsibility. We can certainly take a leaf from the experience of Europe of the last fifty-odd years, though I donht think we 
have to wait fifty years to achieve the end of African unity. 
ISSA SHIVJI: And how would you assess the two major trends ~ those who advocate gradualism and those who insist on political 
unity hnow, now~? (By the way, during Nkrumahhs time too we had those two trends represented by Nyerere and Nkrumah!) 
BEREKET HABTE SELASSIE: Realistically speaking, the regional economic organisations that we have today may be used as 
building blocks for eventual unity. But the ultimate goal should be unity in accordance with Nkrumahhs vision. That is how I see his 
relevance in our times. I am aware that the two approaches were also present in the 1960s. In fact it was Mwalimu Nyerere~s 
eloquence and popularity with the majority of African leaders, who were opposed to Nkmmahhs vision, that defeated Nkrumahhs idea 
of continental unity at the time when the issues were debated at the first and second OAU summit meetings. 
This is an area where we can learn from the mistakes of other regions of the world. It took Europe some fifty years to create the 
European Union (EU). They did it in stares. In 1968, they established the European Economic Community (EEC), under the Treaty of 



Rome. The original signatories of the Treaty of Rome (France, West Germany, Italy, Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg), 
agreed to form a customs union, adopt a common external tariff, and harmonise their domestic economic policies. 
They made it clear that their ultimate goal was a common market embracing all of Western Europe. In 1973, Great Britain, Ireland and 
Denmark joined in, followed by Greece in 1981, and Spain and Portugal in 1986, bringing the number up to twelve. Thus in a matter 
of thirty years, the EEC became the second largest economic power in the world. By 1992, the EEC had created a common market, 
and within the next decade, Europe achieved the dream of centuries, transforming itself into the European Union, bringing into its 
membership several former allies of the USSR. 
Africa has had its experience of regional cooperation, such as the East African Economic Community patterned on the EEC and the 
Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS). Despite the multiplicity of regional groupings, however, there has been 
slow progress towards economic integration. What has been missing from the very beginning is the political will and cooperative 
vision. 
ISSA SHIVJI: Finally, you have spent over three decades of your life in the Eritrean freedom struggle. How do you see such conflicts 
on the continent in relation to Pan-Africanism? Some argue that such conflicts precisely dictate a gradual process of unification so that 
individual countries can put their houses in order, so to speak, before we think of unification. Others argue the opposite: That only 
Pan-African political unity has the potential to resolve inter-African conflicts. 
BEREKET HABTE SELASSIE: The debate as to which is the best way to achieve the aim of African unity will probably go on for 
generations. It took Europe centuries; I hope we donfit have to wait that long. The case for Pan-Africanist unity can be made in 
different ways. Opponents of Eritreafis case for independence, influenced by Emperor Haile Selassiefis diplomacy (powerfully backed 
by the United States), used to argue that recognizing Eritreafis case would open a fiPandorafis Boxfi in African politics by inspiring 
other groups within constituted nations to seek secession. 
To put the case in perspective, a brief historical background is necessary. As you know, the Eritrean case was grounded in legal and 
historical arguments that should have resonated with the African post-colonial rationale. According to that rationale all former colonial 
territories defined by the colonially-fixed boundaries constitute the post-colonial uation-state. In other words, African leaders accepted 
the colonial legal order created under the Berlin Conference; they confirmed it as the post-colonial legal order by passing the Cairo 
Resolution (of the OAU) in 1964. 
The Eritrean argument was that the application of that rationale should extend to the case of Eritrea because Eritrea is an entity created 
by the same colonial history as the rest of Africa. 
There is a very interesting statement made by former Secretary of State, John Foster Dulles, who recognised the same rationale long 
before the Cairo Resolution. He said that, though the Eritreans had a just case, American strategic and geopolitical interests in the 
region dictated that Eritrea should be given to the US ally, Ethiopia. 
Thus the convergence of American interest and Emperor Haile Selassiefis expansionist ambition sealed Eritreafis fate. It was only after 
peaceful, diplomatic means to exercise their right to self-determination failed that the Eritrean people took up arms: what was denied 
them diplomatically, they achieved by force of arms, after thirty years of a bloody war. 
Now, the Americans used the UN forum to achieve their strategic objective. At their behest, the UN passed a Resolution joining 
Eritrea with Ethiopia under a lopsided federal arrangement in which Eritrea had a modicum of regional autonomy. But at least the UN 
legal instrument creating the federation recognised Eritrea as an autonomous entity, and Eritreans accepted the fait accompli hoping to 
retain their autonomous identity within the federation. The Emperorfis vaulting ambition overreached itself, and he abolished the 
federation and imposed an imperial rule. That was the origin of the war of independence. That, incidentally, was also the point at 
which I resigned from his government and eventually joined up with the Eritrean liberation struggle. 
Many Ethiopians, including some of my friends who were anti-imperial in their ideology, had hoped that the Eritrean autonomy would 
inspire other regions of Ethiopia to gain a measure of autonomy and thus transform the empire eventually into a sort of a 
commonwealth of willing partners. What the current government of Ethiopia originally set out to do is an approximation of that 
vision. Whether it can be sustained is another matter. The two governments of Eritrea and Ethiopia (based on the EPLF and TPLF 
respectively) are led by former comrades-in-arms who fought jointly, defeating Mengistufis army. Much hope was pinned on their 
promise to establish a progressive regional government based on cooperative principles that would be a model for the rest of Africa. It 
proved to be a vain hope. Indeed, they not only failed to create a regional cooperation; in 1998, they fought a deadly and futile war 
that took the lives of over 100,000 people and much devastation of property. 
This conflict, among others, seems to lend credence to the argument that each country has to put its own house in order before 
thinking of unity with others. But then waiting for each country to do that is like waiting for Godot, if I may be melodramatic. I still 
maintain that we need to hold Nkrumahfis vision aloft and work towards its realisation in various ways, perhaps through stages of 
regional groupings. In this the AU may need to act more vigorously to prod regions and countries to create regional trade relations. 
The AU needs also to tap into African resources at two levels: 
1. At the level of wise elders tapping on the African genius of mediation and peace building to resolve conflicts; and 2. At the level of 
experts, tapping on increasing African expertise in all technical fields related to trade and commerce, culture and other areas. 
The recent experience of conflict in Kenya provides an example of an extreme case of tribally-based conflict centred on, or 
exacerbated by, competition over resources. In the present instance, the competition was for political power which has become an all 
important resource. In the final resolution of the Kenya conflict, an exemplary model of mediation was provided by the role of the 
Tanzanian President, if my information is correct. The Kenya example reminds me of an interesting phrase of British historian John 
Lonsdale. Writing about the artificial creation of fitribesfi by the colonial authorities, he described the effect of that division as the 
ficonversion of negotiable ethnicity into competitive tribalism.fi 
This useful insight is helpful in all attempts to create structures that can restore the original ethos of negotiating and mediation in place 
of deadly competition. In such endeavour, Pan-Africanism may need to be redefined to accommodate new modes of thinking derived 
from research and creative writing. Our poets, as much as our historians and sociologists, have to weigh in on this Herculean task. 
I am dreaming, of course! 
* This article first appeared in the maiden issue of CHEMCHEMI, Bulletin of the Mwalimu Nverere Professorial Chair in Pan African 



Studies of the University of Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, and is reproduced here with the kind permission of the editorial board of 
CHEMCHEMI. * Bereket Habte Selassie has observed and participated in African politics for almost five decades. * Issa Shivji is the 
Mwalimu Nyerere professor of Pan-African Studies at the University of Dar es Salaam. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:41 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 
African American History Conference Update and Reminder 

CFP AfAmConference doc 

Dear Colleagues, 

A reminder that the CFP deadline for the Fourth Annual African American 
History and Culture Conference is Friday, November 13th. Open to faculty 
and graduate students, this interdisciplinary conference, the theme of 
which is "Power and Place in African American History," will be held at the 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill on . Please send 
your proposal and CV to ~email.unc.edu. 

Additionally, the Conference Committee is excited to announce that our 
keynote speaker will be Philip Morgan. Author of numerous scholarly 
publications on Early American History, African American History, and the 
Atlantic World, Professor Morgan is currently the Harry C. Black Professor 
of History at Johns Hopkins University. 

Please see attached CFP for more information. 

All Best, 

Conference Committee 
Randy Browne 
Chris Cameron 
Catherine Conner 
Jennifer Dixon 

Hilary Green 
Anna Krome-Lukens 
Bradley Proctor 
Katy Smith 



Call for Papers: 

"Power and Place in 
African American History" 

Fourth Annual New Perspectives on African American History and 
Culture Conference at the 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 
Presented by the Triangle African American History Colloquium 

The Conference Committee invites proposals for single papers or complete session 

panels from faculty and graduate students related to power and place in African 

American history across a range of time periods and areas. The Conference seeks to 

address the question: "How does location enhance, circumscribe, or otherwise shape 

power and power relations among individuals, groups, or organizations?" Location can 

be broadly defined as geography or status and could include specific communal, 

imperial, colonial, or national contexts. 

Topics of exploration on power and place in the black historical experience might 
include: migration patterns across time and place, comparative models of Afro- 
Caribbean and North American slave resistance, rural and urban manifestations of 
black religion, gender and power in African American communities, modes of 
education in black-operated schools, the role of regionalism in black music, sexuality 
and power in black popular culture, urban black political ideology, transnational 
struggles for civil/labor rights, and black power on the international stage. Papers on a 
variety of other related topics that adhere to the conference theme are welcome. 

Eligibility: Faculty and graduate students. 

Deadline: The deadline for proposals is Friday,                   Respond via email 
to        ~email.unc.edu with your name, institution, title, email address, proposed 
paper title, a 150 word abstract, and curriculum vitae. Please put "Conference 
Proposal" in your subject line. The conference paper itself should have a historical 
focus and be a maximum of ten pages in length, not including endnotes and/or 
bibliography. Presentations will be limited to twenty minutes, inclusive of any time 
needed for audio-visual setup. 

Contact Information: 

Ph.D. Candidate 
Department of History 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

regester@email.unc.edu 

Thursday, November 5, 2009 8:53 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: AFAM 101 Exam 2 

AFAM 101EXAMIIFall09. doc.rtf 

Dear Travis: Attached is a copy of my AFAM 101 Exam II. Thanks much. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>: 

Hello Everyone, 

Please make every effort to attend a celebration of Debby’s service 
to the Department. We will be having a dinner at the Pope Box in the 
Kenan Football Stadium on Tuesday November 3rd 
from 5 to 7 p.m. Debby has graciously if reluctantly agreed to join 
us then. Please come if at all possible. 

Please let me know as soon as possible if you will be attending and 
if you will be bringing a significant other. Debby would prefer that 
this be a child free event. 

Thank you, 

Travis 
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BLACK WOMEN, URBAN 

POLITICS, AND ENGENDERING 

BLACK POWER 

RHONDA Y. WILLIAMS 

American soci.ety can learn much from Black women. Black women 

have borne the burdens of so many other living things. 

--Sister Mary Roger Thibodeaux, from i Black Nun Looks at 
Black Power (1972)1 

Power concedes nothing without demands .... The limits olr tyrants are 

prescribed by the endurance of those whom they oppress. 

--Stokely Carmichael quoting Frederick Douglass, Morgan 
State College (1967)2 

In the 1960s, grassroots organizer Goldie Baker raised her children in 

Lafayette Courts, an inner-city punic housing complex.in downtown 
east Baltimore. Her neighborhood, and the city, not only buzzed with 

the activity of civil rights organizations and Great Society programs 

but also Black Power groups. A tenant, welfare, and education rights 

activist, Baker believed in black self-determination, political power, 

economic security, respect, and human dignity. However, unlike 

some black women, Bak.e.r d_id~nox .j~n.._n.._a._ti_o_~nal!y~re~cqgn_i~.d.Black 

Power or anizations Instead, B~ke~ and numerous other black 



RHONDA Y. WILLIAMS 
8O 

women, many of them low-income, engaged .... 
in battles. _ arounc[.............. 

home-, 

ts struggles, them not only prowde ptentfful ev,dence of soc 

welfare protests in extraordinarily rich activist decades, but also pos- 
sess the narrative power to enrich and comp~ca~e the hkstow of the 

Biack Power era by eluc[dat~ug ~tack ~omcn outside o£ tradi- " " ............... Black Power 
tional organizations i~eracted with and eugendered 

)giiVics in the !960s2 
For Baker, an aware=ess ofblaak empowerment a~d straggle came 

early. Her mother, Margaret Docki~s, and her maternal gra~d- 
motRer, Emma Dupree, se~ed as her ~eachers. Doc~ns and Dupree 

migrated from Di~o~,South Caolina, m Bdtimore~he no~hem- 

mos~ so~thern border ci~ a~d a~ £as~ Coast industrial and commer- 
dal port. In Baltimore, they became domestic laborers, the primau 
5obs open ,o workers of their gender and race. "My mother and my 
graedmother and them, they always fought for their rights an~ay 
dow~ ig tee South. Whe= they came to Baltimore, I guess they 

though~ they was golgg ~o, you ~ow, have more rights (chUc~es) ... 
bu~ they weren’t." Baldmore may have boasted the larges~ free black 

pop~afio~ o~ the eve of the Ci~i War and might have been noah of 
South Caro~na, but race st~ shaped employment, poetics, neighbor- 

. social relations, and oppormniW throughout the ~ave n~n~- 
hoods. - ..... :es As residents i~ their new ci~, Baker s 

teenth and ~entletB cenm~* . 

mother and grandmother ]oined the Pro~essive Pag, protested,    .siUms " a~d people s r,ght. 
condltkons, and fought for "Negeo representanon 
Because of their affiliatiogs’and ac*ivism, her mother and gragd- 

.    ,, ,, Communists" in an era that " 
mother were harassed a~d"branded 
boasted world war, increasing conformism, a~d anticommunist 

scourges targeving critics of ~erican domestic po~cies-4 

Goldle Baker grew up wlt~essing her mother and grandmother’s 
strident activism as black wor~ng-class womeu and their daily strag- 

gles as motkers to provide for their families. Her &mit~s inabiti~ to 

afford a bab~itter meant Goldie Baker often attended these in,erracid 
meegngs and protes* campaigns. Pos~a economic prosperig did not 
extend to all equally--or, for that matter, alter man) 
economic status. In Baker’s case, familial financial challenges not only 
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exposed her to economic inequality, but also provided her with con- 

crete examples of black women’s and poor people’s struggles for 

empowerment. "By me being involved with going to all those meet~ 

lugs, then I learned that you had to fight, poor people and colored 

people (at that time, you weren’t called black people) had to stand and 

fight for every tittle right that they could, you know, that they would 

get." Her mother and grandmother went door to door in the black 

community trying to mobilize people to act. "And our people were so 

scared, colored peoplq were so scared. They’d stand in the door" mute 
whiIe her mother and grandmother tried to convince them "to come 

out and fight for their rights. They didn’t understand that.¯ They was 

afraid of white people. They had thought we were terrible people 

because we talked back to white peopte."5 When Baker became active 

herself decades later in the 1960s, she noticed a familiar fear. But she 
also witnessed--and interacted with--organizations and individuals 

who aggressively spoke truth to white power, contested marginalized 

people’s oppression, and organized around bread and butter issues. 

In the 1960s, numerous bIack women inclu.ding pubiic housing 
tenants, welfare mothers, and nuns mobilized outside of, but in the 
context of, Black Power radicaIs. These women protested racism, a 

¯ discriminatory state, and an economic system that kept people 

impoverished. They called for black pride and demanded power, 

social rights, and the dignity denied to their communities, their fami- 
: ties, and themselves as black women, mothers, and often their fami- 

¯ " Lies’ primary financial providers. In fact, their activist ethos in many 

ways echoed--and in some cases, preceded--the myriad ideologies 

and initiatives of the Black Power era. Yet because these grassroots 

black women, maW of them low-income, neither iibed with the pop- 

::i:!:: ular and simplistic media-cultivated image of armed bIack men, nor 

:; .::7 joined nationally known freedom organizations or black militant 
groups, their economic a~.d.pQ1)t’Lca~..1, ac.~!vism..hg~rN_mained..~¢j..a_fivety 

in~vis~b!~_wi~tt~n~r_.~_ti~ve.s_of Black Power.6 

In the age of rights, antipoverty, and power campaigns, black 
.::;..:, women in community-based and often women-centered organiza- 

like their female counterparts in nationally known organiza- 

harnessed and engendered Black Power through their speech 

. and !conography a.n~ as.p..~aryt~ iq!p_anys of ten_a_..n.t co .u._n.c~.,__~!fare r!ghts 
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groups, and a black female religious order. An examination of their ............................... only provides a picture of 
articulated motivations and practices not 

1960s’ struggles that often defy dear-cut categorizations but also 
expands historical understanding of Black Power pol£tlcs by exposing 

its precursors, influences, overlaps, and coexistence with other activist 
traditions. Examining Black Power in this way simultaneously high- 

lights how male predominance has been sustained in historical schol- 
arship and nationally known organizations, and challenges accepted 

renderings of organizational politics. For, quite often, black women’s 
activism, although central to the sustenance of many grassroots efforts 

and organizations, has failed to be recognized~n°t just by scholars 

but by the very people in the neighborhoods and cities where they 
struggled. But they were right there, in cities, seeking rights and 
power in order to alter the material conditions of people. 

The Arrival of BlackPower 

Gloria Richardson emerged as a black radical in 1963 in Cambridge, 

Maryland’--a city on the Eastern Shore about 63 miles south of Balti- 
more. According tO the historian Sharon Hartey, Richardson’s mili- 

tancy represented a pivotal moment. Her "refusal in 1963 and 1964 to 
accept nonviolence as the primary strategy in civil rights protests, 
foretold the death of ttae nonviolent Civil Rights Movement most 

closely associated with Martin Luther King, Jr."7 Richardson became 

involved in black rights struggles through the encouragement of her 
teenage daughter, Donna Hayes Richardson, and other young activ- 
ists’ direct and confrontational style of protest.u At age 39, Gloria 

Richardson joined slt-in and picketing campaigns sponsored by the 
Cambridge Nonviolent Action Committee, a Student Nonviolent 

Coordinating Committee (SNCC) affiliate, to contest exclusion from 
d discrimination in theaters, restaurants, bowling alleys, and other 

,ansmesses’ on°l- ..... _ ~1~ ~ hel~,edg mobilize black women poultry workers on                                              :.::i.:.:~ 

~.u .-. ¯ ~-^~ in Marvlarid.9 But the Cambridge M°~ve- :.ili 

ment~unlike some SNCC chapters in the Deep ~ontr~--naa 

expanded agenda: one that saw racial equality as probable only with 
economic justice, access to good jobs, improved education, better 

housing conditions, and improved health services. 
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Richardson also participated in the Northern Negro Grass Roots 

Leadership Conference organized by Reverend Albert B. Cleage Jr. 

in Detroit i~ November 1963--three years before the rallying cry of 

Black Power nationally.~ Disenchanted with an intransigent status 

quo, racial liberalism, and nonviolence activism that did not trans- 

form black people’s daily conditions, Richardson expressed a belief in 
rights, self-defense, and aggressive action. In an Ebony magazine pro- 

file titled "Gioria Richardson: Lady General of Civil Rights," the 

writer described the five-foot-seven, 138~pound Richardson as 

"sharp-tongued," a "tigress," who drew criticism from white and black 

middle-class business people and homeowners because "of her mill- 

tant, uncompromising leadership.’m 

Richardson’s experiences, like those of Baltimore’s Goldie Baker, 
reveal not orxly btack people’s concerns beyond integration and equal- 

ity before the law, but also Black Power as the "latest in a series of 

efforts to contest the injustices that existed in almost every dimension 

of llfe between black a~d white Americans."z~ As is clear, the clarion 
call of Black Power in 1966 did not necessarily propel women like 

Baker and Richardson into activism. The urgen~c_y_pf~arsh d~____~__ly reali- 
ties rovoked them to act; and the ri hts and ower or anizati~nT~f . .:s p. ................................... g p    g 
the day helped to electrify the political terrain. In other words, 

the unfamiliar narratives of black women expose unresolved commu- 

nity pro_.bl~em~s_-7.e.spey.!~_l_l.y t.h_~._..o..n_e~s_~t~t women frequently had tq 

.n...a_yigate--and, in so doing, convey an often overlooked geneaIogy 
and the engendering of Black Power goats..3 

Shortly after SNCC chairman Stokdy Carmichael championed 

the phrase to a national audience in Greenwood, Mississippi, in 1966, 

Black Power "formally" arrived in Baltimore. The Congress of Racial 

Equality (CORE), founded in Chicago in the I940s, embraced Black 

Power as a rallying cry and a concept that challenged radai liberalism 

by moving their agenda beyond integration as a goal, equating "mod- 
¯ i~ " ~( " " ~14 eratlon with stagnanon, and deman&ng far more militancy. Pre- 

paring to hoId its annual convention and kick off its first "Target 

City" in Baltimore, the national CORE organized under the banner, 

"To Organize for Economic and Political Power."~s The conference 

was not all cooperation. Arguments emerged over whether Black 

rhetoric should be adopted, and the "Big Three"~the 
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NAACP, Urban League, and Southern Christian Leadership Con- 

ference (sCLC)--boycotted some convention sessions in protest. 
Black Power was a multifaceted, at times elusive, concept that 

eventually spurred new alliances as well as divisions and inflected the 

political context in which people lived and organized’ls For instance, 
national CORE leader Floyd McKissick argued that "Black POwer is 

not Black Supremacy; it is a united Black Voice reflecting racial pride 
in the tradition of our heterogeneous r~ation. Black Power does 
mean the exclusion of White Americans from the Negro Revolution; 

it means the inclusion of all men ig a common moral and political 
, ,,~7 CORE-Target City’s So~! B~o~, the corfference pro- 

stmgg~e. The .     wet." On the back cover ofdxe Sozd 

gram published in 1966, defined Black Power as % working conVen- 
tion for commumty po                            " " n of the 

appeared the following: "Black Power means ;he orgamzatlo 
Negro community into a tight and disciplined group" to secure lead- 

ership, improve self-image, and achieve politica!, economic, and con- 
sumer power’~s Many of these definitions and aims vocalized by 

avowed Black Power groups also surfaced among black women 
engaged in their own community-based efforts. 

Despite the multiple meanings of and intraracial disagreements 

over whetker to embrace Black Power-for some black and white peo- 

ple, Black Power forebode black chauvinism, violence, and separat- 
ism~CORE stood by its expressed commitment to foster power in 

the fight against urban discrimination. The Target City proiect vowed 

to co,test ~glaring discrimination in housing, education, employment, 

and police malpractice" and to demonstrate "how the power of the 
black poor could be mobilized for their own advance     ’,a~ cORE’s 
Target City, and the general demand for poor people’s 17 

to light entrenched economic inequality and the government’s 

to address it in increasingly black cities-~o As Walter 1~    recognized 

former CORE Chair and then executive board member, 
civil rights legislation had ~ot empowered black urban citizens 

public accommodations 
daily lives. ~We had broker~ th~eal civil rights battles would be 
rights down and we knew the 

right there [ir~ neighborhoods] where these people 
every~hing--houslng, unempl°yment’ tack ofopportunities, 
schooling."~: These issues, while emerging anew on the "cutting 
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of btack politics in the 1960s, echoed the deep-rooted struggIes of 
grassroots Mack women--women similar to Baker’s mother and 

grandmother in ~940s’ Baltimore, Richardson in early 1960s’ Cam- 

bridge, and eventually Baker hersetf. 

Baltimore’s CORE, which found itseIf in the spotlight in 1966, 

had a history before the annual convention and the impiementation of 

the national CORE’s Target City program. CORE’s Baltimore chap- 

ter was founded in ~953. At that time, four of its six executive com- 

mittee members were womet~ and the majority of its base was 

white--at least until 1963, when blacks and whites were equally 

divided. In 1964 biacks became the majority. During the 1950s, Bal- 

timore CORE had waged several direct action campaigns in down- 

town dime stores, at Northwood Shopping Center near the black 

Morgan State College, and at the Gwynn Oak Amusement Park, 

which excluded African Americans. The latter campaign Iasted over 

eight years. In the 1950s, the chapter experienced internal discord and 
declined. Not until 1961--the year the Route 40 Freedom Riders 

came through Baltimore~was Baltimore CORE revitalized.~ 

As the 1960s progressed, the rhetoric and proponents of civil fights, 

antipoverty, and power politics in Baitimore shared the urban stage 

where inequality continued to thrive.;; For instance, just like CORE 

members, the Black Panther Party (BPP), and antipoverty activists, 

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. also began to discuss war, poverty, and a 
war on poverty. By 1967, King had advocated "power for poor peo- 

ple"--arguing in his newly released book, I/Vbere Do We Go Fror~ Here: 

Chaos or Comr~ni~2.~, that "the impact of automation and other forces 

have made the economic question fundamental for blacks and whites 

In the post~I940s era and even following the passage of civil 

and voting rights legislation, working-class black people contin- 

to confront urban renewal and fewer housing opportunities,. 
in need of greater resources, rising crime and drugs, a dwin- 

tax base, deindustrialization and a lack of living-wage jobs, and 

economic a~d residential segregation. Neither access to 

and amusement parks, the freedom to ride a bus without being 
nor the vote immediately addressed these concerns. So 

CORE and other groups issued calls for economic and political 
¯ 

paid attention, including white politicians. 
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86The Republican mayor, Theodore R. 1V[cKeldin, welcomed 

cORE’s Target City program to Baltimore, saying the campaign 

could mak~ a potentially long, hot, and disruptive summer safe. A 

white politician who supported racial progress during his first stints as 
¯ mayor and governor in the 1940s atad 1950s, McKeldin had won his 

elections with black votes. And in the 1960s, he continued to back 
change, but in an orderly, lawful, and cooperative fashion. "In an 

oblique reference to black power," McKeldin implicitly made his 

vidws ~bout aggressive action and confrontation known. Addressing 
CORE’s convention delegates, McKeldln argued, "The world is not 

going to be saved by intercontinental missiles, atomic bombs, or any 

kind of powerbut the power of God." Probably to McKeldln’s cha- 

grin, his statement produced "chants of’black power’" from the audi- . 
ence.;s Despite his aversion to Black Power radicalism, the mayor 

nevertheless believed that practical accomplishments could be gained 

with the help of B~ack Power activists organizing for improvements in 
inner-city neighborhoods, schools, and housing. 

Groups foregrounding Black Power sentiments increased in 
Baltimore--some more militant and aggressive than others. For ....~ 

instance, cORE’s Target City spurred orgaaizatlonal offshoots as a 

result of internal instability and conflicts between local and national:. 

officials over Baltimore-based campaigns.~6 According to ] 
fin, a former Bal6more CORE chair appointed to the school board 
1968: "All kinds of confusion and in-fighting developed after 
while."a~ People like Walter Carter and Sampson Green 

and formed Activists for Fair Hoaslng, and Benjamin 
McMiltan, a CORE member, opened the Soul School in 

more. As cultural nationalists, Soul School members focused 
artistic and literary contributions of black people, black c( 

pride, the "collective psyche," and their relationship to 
Other black organizations i~corpora~ed a revolutionary 

stance that critiqued black oppression on race and class 
sought to transfer power to.black people, who were deemed 
subjects in U.S. inner cities. Union for Jo~s or 

JOIN), % clvit rights organization," opened an office in east 

under the guidance of Walter Lively and worked toward 

low-income black people in inner cities. In 1966, U-JOIN 
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the founding of the Mother Rescuers from Poverty, the city’s first wel- 

fare rights organization, which sought rights and power for poor 

women. A year after the national Black Panther Party formed in Oak- 

land in 1966, a BPP branch opened in Baltimore. Proving a prescient 
statement, at least for a time, the white reverend of Baltimore’s St. 

Francis Xavier Church, Henry J. Offer, recognized in early 1968 that 

Black Power had a broad appeal: "Btack power is here to stay, whether 

you like it or riot.’’z9 

Engendering Black Power 

An examination of the activities and speech deployed by some grass- 

roots black women activists in public housing communities reveals 

the reach of Black Power rhetoric, if not, at times, these activists’ 

direct interactions with Black Power advocates. The SouI School, 

which sat on a street bordering Murphy Homes public housing com- 

piex, provided educational programming and served as a political 
meeting place. A former resident of Murphy Homes and tenant 

council leader, Gladys Spell, recalled that the Soul School would 

teach young people about themselves. Ultimately, the Soul School 

"got so they wouId teach the children to be so militant, you know, 

until some of the parents had to stop sending them over there. But 

Soul School was over there, and them brothers they had a tough 
~30 

The Soul School, however, was not just home to "tough" brothers. 

so participated in the cultural center’s activities. Male and 
junior and senior high school students gathered there on Sat~ 

to organize a citywide Black Student Union.~ In the late 

Oblate Sister Judith (Brenda Williams), a member of a biack 

order founded in nineteenth-century Baltimore, taught courses 
d in June 1969, Gladys Spell and the youth committee 

Soul School members to display their African art at the tenant 

Black Seminar series. Held in a crowded recreation room, 
event became heated when McMilIan "insulted everybody with a 

face," according to SpelI.~ White people had no space in the 
vision of Black Power. Seen as "oppressors" and "blue- 

white managers and staffwere simply not welcome.34 
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A black mother of four and public housing tenant, Marian Johnson 

actually adopted the popularized veneer of Black Power militancy 
through speech and the persona she assumed--comparable to that of 

the publicly feared, armed Black Power brothers who protected the 
black community"ss Johnson was a Community Action Agency 

(CA_A) worker and a part-time student at Coppin State CoiIege. The 
CAA was a War on Poverty program established by the Office of " 

Economic Opportunity. In 1967, Johnson and her children moved 
into Brooldyn. Homes, one of the few remaining white-only public 

housing complexes in the city. Seeking to intimidate black residents 
wl~o broke the color barrier, white supremacist organizations staged 

protests at Brooklyn Homes, burned crosses, and handed out hate lit- 
erature. On one such evening, Johnson called her mother who arrived 

with Johnson’s brother-in-law and father’s friend. Both meta were 
armed. Despite her mother’s pleas to leave for the evening, Johnson 

refased, "I just will not be scared or intimidated by a bunch ofblgots 

in white sheets," Johnson stated. Vowing to protect her children and 

her new government-subsldlzed home, which represented improved 
hoasing conditions, the 25-year-old Johnson decided to keep a 

weapon in the house for protection. Johnson’s picture in the Baltimore 
Afro-American prominently evoked the stylized gun-toting stance of 
Malcolm X, the Black Panther. Party, and popular notions of self~ 

defense: with a shotgun on her lap, she sat guard at the front window 

of her public housing apartment. She dictated her story to the Afro- 
American, like Malcolm X did to Alex Haley. The opening lines of 

the Afro-American article--with. ,,     d the byline,Kltux"BYKlanMarianhad betterJ°hns°nthlnkaS 
told to Michae! Dav,s --tea : "The Ku             . 
twice before attempting to march on the home of Mrs. Marian 

Johnson in the Brooklyn Homes housing project.’’s6 
Another public housing activist Shirley Wise, who described her- 

sdfas the Malcolm X of public housing, lived in the same complex as 
Goldie Baker~Lafayette Courts in east Baltimore. Wise and her 

family were among the first residents to move into the complex in 

1955. In the early 1970s, Wise became the chair of pt~blic housing’s. 

resident-initiated, citywide Resident Advlsory,, . Board,, (RAB). As 
RAB chair and a dedicated professional ag,tator, Wise found 

herself arguing for more tenan~ control, criticizing public housing 
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officials for obfuscating issues, and challenging the housing author- 

ivy’s operating procedures and proposed policies. Wise’s forthright 

style made more moderate black tenant leaders uncomfortable. But 

for Wise, the right of tenant participation meant that residents should 

be empowered to shape public housing policy. Not afraid to challenge 
white or black powerbrokers, Wise spoke her mind and rocked the 

boat with fervor.~z 

Such strategic deployment of self-defense and the powerful iconic 

figure of Malcolm X to deal with the pressing daily issues of housing, 

safety, and potential white violence exhibited the allure of Black 

Power at the grassroots--ln these two specific cases among black 

women public housing tenants. But although Johnson and Wise 

depIoyed the visual and verbal rhetoric of familiar Black Power icons, 

there were other black ~vome~ who actualIyjoined the organizations, 

such as the BPP, that heIped to generate those iconic images. 

By mid-1969, tlae Baltimore BPP, which had previously garnered 
little public attention, adopted an aggressive militaristic strategy--just 

as the national BPP began stressing community-based programming 

over masculinist flourish,a~ During this troublesome and deadly year 

for Black Panthers across the nation--one marked by t~eder£ Bureau 

of Investigation (FBI) and police infiltration--the Par~ther Central 

Committee unleashed an internal purge designed to eliminate an 

"internal criminal element.’’~9 Baltimore’s BPP became a target for 

reorganization. Midyear, the Central Committee sent in full-time 
comrades from Oakland and New York to address organizational and 

administrative inefficiencies.4~ Baltimore’s branch captain, Warren 

Hart, was demoted for not organizing sufficient political education 

ciasses, an "over-emphasis ofpara-military procedures," and failing to 

place "stress on security and avoidance of police infiltration."4~ Fearing 

that police would assassinate local BPP leaders like the recently muP 

dered Chicago Panthers Fred Hampton and Mark Clark, tocal activ- 
ists formed the Baltimore Committee for Political ~greedom.4~ 

By April i970, police arrests and infiltration had destabilized the 

Baltimore chapter. Like in New Haven, Connecticut, where police 

arrested Black Panthers, charged them with murdering a suspected 

.: police informant, and held them over ,n the trial of the century, 

re Panthers confronted a similar situation. Potice arrested 
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numerous Panthers and charged them with m. urder in two different 

incidents--one for the shooting death of a police officer and the other 

for the murder of a suspected agent provocateur. Steve McCutcheon, 

who police souglat in the informant’s death, fled to Philadelphia- 
According to McCutcheon, authorities had "targeted damn near the 

entire branch on charges of murder and conspiracy’’*~ 
Before its eventual decline, the Baltimore BPP managed to attract 

a core group of activists; however, most seemed to be men--as Steve 
McCutcheon, also known as "L’il Masai," r~oted the scarcity of 

women comrades in a t969 diary entry. Perlaaps the new masculine 

emphasis on paramilitary stylizing and action by the Baltimore Pan- 

thers in 1969 turr~ed some women off.**. But for black men and former war veterans like Irving "Ochiki" young, the Panther men’s : valiant public stance proved attractive. A college student who grew up 

,, ¯ "Young decided to alty "myself with 

in tee Douglass Homes project, Panthers appealed to him "as, you 
helping oppressed people." The in front of every- 

know, men because they had the guts to stand out 

body and say we tried everything their way and got no place .... They 
were out there to prove to this system that black people were about 
busir~ess and we want some changes In Baltimore, as across the nation, Black Power was publicly 
deployed through black ma[e images. McKissick of CORE main- 

¯ .. 
tained: "1966 shall be remembered as the year we left our imposed 

status of Negroes and became Black Mea ... when black men reakized 
their full worth in society-their dignity and their beauty~a~dtheir 

power."*6 Men like IV[alcolm X, Huey Newton, Bobby Scale, L’il 
Bobby Hutton, Stokdy Carmichael, and H. Rap Brown, who exuded and "potent masculine street bravado," took center stage?7 

manhood familiar depiction of Black Power--inca- 
By the late !960s, the now 

and no- 

hated in images of men widding ~ns, be~ets, leather ~acke~s, 

holds-barred ~hetoric~had t~ea on a life of its own. But black men activists did ~ot have to widd ga~s for politicians and ponce to react;~ 

a~ aggressive s,ance and fie~ ~getoric were enough. Carmichael and 
"~in priests of~olence" by M@and’s Goverao~ 

Brown, dubbed th~ Jl-l*~°wa Baltimore-based bl~ck ~en 15~2,, 
S~iro Agnew, ann ~c* ~£~*~*e~ Carter became tocN w~,te ou~c*a 
such as Waker L~vety ann ~ ...... 

.: 
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While it remains unclear hsw many women were members of 

Baltimore’s BPP, some women undoubtedly_d~.~ojn. These women 

particip_ated in community free breakfast, liberation school, and 

dq_thin__.g programs and performed variou.~ o;g~!}_a.t~ig..n_a_~a..s.~~ expos- 
ing the fluidity of roles and the multi licity of duties and ivin p .................................. ~__. g 
some credence to the former national BPP communications secretary 

Kathleen Cleaver’s ctaim that "the women ~vho filled the ranks of our 

~rga_n_iz__a.~!0n ..0_id ngt_~h.gv~_s_p~c.i~._cally ._designated sex rol~.s_."*9 
Although not. }~_nive.r.sa~l_y true, Cleaver’s statement does reflect the 
reality of some BPP women,s0 Reeva D. White served as the Bald- 

more branch s first commumcatmns secretary, a position later filled by 

another woman named Connie who later married L’il Masai 

McCutcheon. And Sherry Brown, who moved to Baltimore from 

Ohio, became the branch’s lieutenant of finance in August 19697 Tn 

September 1969 after a rally in a park in east Baltimore, police 

arrested Sister Sandy and Sherry Brown whom they beat with a 

baton. Women suffered beatings alongside Panther men, accruing 
"no comfort or benefits from stereotypes of women as fragite and 

weak and needing to be protected."s2 At the very moment that Pan- 

ther women in Baltimore confronted the brutality of police power, 

Panther women in an interview in llJovement magazine argued: "The 

sisters have to pick up the guns just like the brothers. There are a lot 

of things the sisters can do to change society."sa In the highly publi- 

cized 1970 roundups in Baltimore, police afrested women and men in 

the informant murder case. And black female youth responded by 

helping to organize protest campaigns among students,s* In numer- 

ous ways then, local black women Panthers’ experiences and organi- 
zational rotes, at times, not only reflected those of well-known (and 

not so well-known) Panther women but atso other grassroots women 

activists throughout the nation in the 1960s and 1970s. 

Black Nuns and Community ;Power 

grassroots level in ml.d-1960s Baltimore, some btack nuns 
incorporated a community control and self-determination 

:i:..: stance~one that presaged 1960s’ Black Power struggles, unveiled 
Black Power ideology, and, as with the activism of 
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women such as Baker, Johnson, and l/Vise, exposes yet another space 

of Black Power activism outside of ~amiliar and popular organizations 
such as the BPP. One such nun was Oblate Sister Judith- who taught 

at the Soul School. The Oblates of Providence was founded in 1829 
by four freeborn black women from Santo Domingo (Haiti)’~ Sister 
Judith, however, maintained that eventually she had to leave the 

aCtlV1    ¯ 

Oblate Sisters because of her Black Power " ’sin s~ 
In contrast, another black nun, Sister Mary Paraclete Young, an 

Oblate Sister who became principal of the 140-year~°ld St. Frances 

Academy in 1967, laid claim to Black Power by marshallng the his- 

tory of the black sister order. Sister Young maintained that the Oblate 
Sisters founded the order "for our people." Historically, the Oblate 

tin the children of the black com- 
¢istors were "instrumental m. educa g ....... ht to face "the 
~,,~irv"--~rimarily black gtrls who~m b~ac.~ ~uns 2a..i~the 
.... , ~~ *_c.~;~l discrimination that exist eying. ~ , .... 
probtems o, ~ .... .... es served black peopm, pa~ .... 

¯ ls anct or nanag ¯ 
Their order_, .sch.o,o 7 .__, cPommitment to the black comm.unW and 

s ofwhlte Catholics who harbored 
the discnmm ry p     ¯ -. ,,ss ~n.:~ ~n~ e~:clusion in tn    - 

sion to "black women in names, v ~ ~, ......... ~ -- 
gious and secular worlds, the Oblate Sisters operated its order in a 
nondiscriminatory fashion; ks founding rules stated that no prospec- 
tive nun could be turned away because of race. And in t967~the 

same year that Black Power began to heat up urban communities~a 
white woman interested in civil rights 3oined the order. Black nuns such as Sister Young and Sister Mary Roger Thl-": ! 

ed m Philadelphia, did not see Black Power as 
bodeat~, who resid ..... Neither did other black th,olo 
contradictory to their spmtnat wsmn. 

" 

gians. For instance, in Black Theology and Black Power in 1969, James Cone interpreted Black Power as "the freeing power of the gospe! 
~-~. 

to black people under white oppression ,,~9 A nun for over 
Sister Young argued in 1969 tb.a~ "Black power includes 
self-identity, and self-determination. We’ve lust found a name 

what we’ve been doing all these years."6° Sister Thibodeaax, 

elecl the country presenting lectures on Black Power, 
Young’s stance, going so far as to say Yahweh approved of the 

turat, political, and, in this instance, religious stance of biack 

seeking progress and equality. In t972’s A Black Nun Looks 
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Power, Sister Thibodeaux wrote: "Black Power is not foreign to Yat> 

weh and Yahweh is not foreign to Black Power. There is a covenant 

of friendship there. The cause of Justice is and always will be in strict 
accordance with the Will of God." And she challenged Catholicism, 

the clergy, and more broadly the church to become fearless and 

acquire the "courage displayed during the beginning stages of the 
Black Power Movement."~ 

Like Cleage, Cone, and other ministers in the Civil Rights and 

Biack Power movements who sought to make religion relevant tO 

black freedom straggles, outspoken black nuns similarly linked their 

efforts and their religious order’s history to black empowerment, psy- 

chologicaI reconditioning, and improvement of black communifies#~ 

Moreover, Thibodeaux--like her sisters in pubiic housing in the 

1960s--conveyed a familiarity with and sympathy for the names, 
poetry, and pictures of more welt-knovm Black Power political icons. 

She wrote in her book, for instance: 

Black people are proud of NIayor [Richard] t~atcher. We are proud of 

Bishop HaroId Perry and quote the late Dr. Martin Luther King with 

appropriate respect. We are concerned about Angela Davis and would 

5ke to see Eldridge Cleaver [who fled the United States to avoid arrest] 

back on ehe American scene. All this is Black pride speaking out to 

America!~ 

In the mid-1960s, Perry became the first black priest in the twenti- 

eth century elevated to bishop in the Catholic Church, and Hatcher 

became the first black mayor of Gary, Indiana~representing the 

entree o£ black leaders into the predominantly white realms of city 

hall and the Catholic Church. 

In her section on "Nuns and Black Power," Thibodeattx also criti- 

cized the narrow-mindedness and misinformation emanating from 

some churches regarding the Biack Power Movement. Expressing 

critiques similar to Cleage’s (whose book, The Black Messiah, was 

advertised on the back cover of her book), Thibodeaux wrote: "Reli- 

gious congregations have been great disappointments to the Btack 

Power Movement. Although professing to be the chief allies of the 

cause they have produced some of the least knowledgeable people in 
the area of Black Power.’’~4 A few stanzas later, she pleaded: "Let 
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Black rams speak to us. Their messages are sincere and honest. They 
are striving to HELP the cause--not hinder it-’’6s 

Sister Young saw her activism as the fulfillment of a religious 
mission and racia! legacy, and stressed the historica! educational 

mission of the Oblates to help the cause of black liberation. In 

Baltimore, the order decided to turn St. Frances Academy, the city’.s . 

oldest black educational institution, into a community school and 

unsuccessfully applied for Model Cities funding in 1969. Sister 
Young maintained the order was denied government support for, 

she felt, "political reasons --- [But] we are still working because if I 
don’t get it one way, I’ll get it another." And she asserted: "I am a 
militant because I don’t see any other waY.’’66 Two years later, 

Young still worked to realize the order’s vision of the school as a 
community institution. The order prepared a proposal entitled, "An 

Oasis in the Ghetto," formed an organization "to build a school that 

educates a communitY," and proposed daycare for preschool chil- am and an adult education program’67 
dren, a tutorial progr , ~ ,~. ..... 1,~ ~eopte who opposed tl~e 

V_un~ argued u ........ 
te ~. ~ "to grant full self- 

1971, however, *~ 
communitY scgooi concept still did not want 

determination for blacks’’’6~ St. Frances Academy closed between 

1972 and 1974 "for repairs a~d reorganization," and by 1979 was m 

t~e midst of the third phase of a $2.4 miltion restoration and expan- 

sion project supported primarily by private donations. Upon 
reopening, the academy extended its community outreach, a~d 
accepted boys into the sch°°l#9 

B~ead, Butter, and Respect 

The demands that many black women made at the grassroots level 

reflected the desire for self_determination, which could only be 

achieved if they had the basic material necessities for living, such as 

shelter, safety, health, food, and income. While some women became 

involved in public housing activism and community education 

paigns, other black women united in organizations like the 
Rescuers from poverty-"because that’s who we were, rescuing 

women from poverty," stated Margaret "Peggy" McCarty, the 
zation’s chair and, then, a separated mother of seven childrenTo 
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As lowqncome citizens, Mother Rescuers from Poverty, a group of 

primarily black women, discussed their citizenry rights alongside 

empowerment, sel+~-determination, respect, and dignity, and attacked 

the government’s neglect of poor people. McCarty argued that the 

government shoutd help provide them with "the tools to work with," 

otherwise "how can we better ourselves with nothing, you know?" She 

insisted: 

We got to be educated. You kmow, we got to have proper finances. YVe 

got to have proper clothing. We got to have the tools to work with, so 

. that our kids can see that there is abetter way to live, a better life .... Our 

goal was to get off of welfare. That wasour goal Yeah, we had goals too. 

We didn’t want to live in shacks. We didn’t want to live around all them 

rats, and filth, and dirt. We wanted the world to see that bIack people 

didn’t want this. People didn’t want this. YVe wanted a better 1ire for 

ourselves and our children.7~ 

Also a member of the National Welfare Rights Organization’s 

(NWRO) NationaI Coordinating Committee, McCarty saw herself 

and other vcelfare rights activists as warriors on an urban battlefield.r~ 

In 1967 at a NWRO rally in Washington, D.C., McCarty critiqued a 

regressive welfare bill, advocated political power for black people, and 

contested government power. After arguing that "lousy, dirty, conniw 

ing brutes" designed the bill, she continued: "I’m black and I’m bean- 

tiful and they ain’t going to take me back" to slavery. Finally, 

McCarty stated that if officials would not listen to welfare recipients’ 

voices, maybe they would respond to "force." Beulah Sanders, vice 

chair of NWRO, also threatened the government, saying protestors 

should tear down the Capitol if government officials "don’t listen."r3 

Both McCarty and Sanders’s statements and actions evoked civil 

rights protest campaigns, the urban uprisings of the mid-1960s, and 
i: Malcolm X’s by-any-means-necessary sentiment. Moreover, their 

/agenda against racial oppression, economic inequality, and poverty 

! resonated not onty with the demands of Richardson, Baker, and her 

foremothers, black women public housing activists, and King, but 

several items on the Black Panther Party’s Ten-Point Platform, 

the right to "fit shelter for human beings" and the demand 

"land, bread, housing, education, cIothing, justice, and peace." 
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Pdghts Movement, which she learned about after joining up with U- 

JOIN, and the Black Power Movement influenced her politics. "I 

mean you begin to feel like you were a part of something big now, 
McCarty said of civil rights. "That it was not iust you isolated in Balti- 

more. You belonged to something that was powerfu!. V~o doesn’t 

want power?" And though she categorized orgar~izations like the Black 
Panther party as "too militant" for her (even though she befriended at 

least one Baltimore Panther member who was arrested and acquitted 

in the 1970 police informant shooting case), McCarty maintained 
Black Power offered "a sense of identity, a sense of our culture, a sense 

of seif-worth ..- a sense ofbelonglng, a sense of respect and digr~ty for 
ourselves." But she also argued that the conditions of her life not o~tly    ) i:.. 

made her more receptive to rights and power claims, but also motivated 

her and many other low-income women to act.74 Although prlma~ily a black women s organization that challenged      ;:ii". 

attract black men, some otwgom se 

onstratlons and a few who mobilized alongside black women agalr~st 

the injustices of the welfare system. Clarence "Tiger" Davis wa~s 
one of them; his life experiences had led him into the arms of CORE, 

U-JOIN, and eventuaIIy the Rescuers. Davis had returned home from 

a military stint in Europe in 1964, and at 21 years old he found him- 
self searching for answers to black people’s troubles. Although he 

respected the NAACP, he did not want to ioin them. By 1965 he was 

a married father of three. Struggling financially and without health 
insurance, Davis became embarrassed when his wife, Barbara, applied 

for public medical assistance when their fourth child was born. "I was .: 
to 

pissed that she got that card. Daws beheved he was not living ~P 

his obligations as a man, husband, fatlier, a~d provider. His views 
racism, men’s familial responsibility, and pubtic assistance shaped 

poIitical organizing- In the mid- to late 1960s, he worked 

cORE, U~JOIN’ and the Rescuers, because he too 
people had a righV of access to welfare programs that should ¯ "75 

them become "self-suff~c~ent. 
Low-income black wome*a also demanded representation 

voice in pollcy-making a~enas, including the welfare           ¯ 
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housing administration, and Model Cities program. In 1967, as city 
officials met to develop a proposal to present to the Department of 

Housing and Urban Development, U-JOIN and its supporters, 

including McCarty, signed a protest letter demanding a rote in the 
local Model Cities demonstration project: At a press conference, 

McCarty argued poor people did not want the program if their 

ideas--such as a comprehensive plan that included housing, welt:are, 

and jobs~were not taken seriously. And she warned, "We’ll get ’their’ 

program, if we don’t take a stand.’’7~ 

An Explicit Critique of Male Authority 

just as the examination of black women’s community-based initia- 

tives exposes the complexity of Black Power-era politics on the 

ground, so, too, do some of these women’s voices unveil the existence 

of explicit gender critiques and feminist sensibilities. For black 

women’s use of Black Power i.conograt?hy_a_.n..d_tlaei~actual interaction 
w~th__mate activi.sLs.~?e~ateK~losagside-critiq~aes of.patriarchal author- 

j~l~ regard to the £amil~~ and government. The story 

of Salima Marriott not only provides another example of the overlaps 

among housing, welfare, Black Power, and women’s struggl+s, but 

also the opportunity to examine increasingly widespread gender cri- 
tiques by black women during the Black Power era. For instance, in 

1972, National Welfare Rights Organization executive director 

Johnnie Tillmon compared welfare to "a super~sexist marriage," 

maintaining that single-mother Aid to Families with Dependent 

Children recipients ended up trading "in a man for the man. But you 

can’t divorce him if he treats you bad."~ 

A Baltimore native who grew up in the Cherry Hill Homes public 
g complex and a graduate of the nil-black Morgan College in 

Marriott became a pan-African:st in New York where she 

moved with her husband shortly after they married. While there, 

a mother of two who worked as a caseworker for the welfare 

~artment, became invoived in education and ant:war activism. 
marriage soured, she returned to Baltimore with her two 

"It was two years later, a little more than ~vo, and really the 

few York experienc~ really shaped my life .... You know, it was so 
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different. I was such a different person. It wouldn’t have been so obvi- 

ous, but it was in the middle of the Black.Power movement and 
come back to Baltimore with t~is nappy hair and African clothes and 

all that stuff. She had even named her son, born in 1967, Patrice 
Kenyatta for ’;atrlce Lumumba (Congo) and Jomo Kewatta (Kenya). 

Marriott argued: "Integration was never anything that was a goal for 

me. So the {CiviI Rights] Movement never excited me. I became 

excited with Black Power. That’s what I wanted. I was excited about 

. "fica~ion with Africa and tide Third Wodd-’~ 
,dent* ~-**:more Marriott rekindled a relationship with ¯ 

On her return to D~t~j-t’/~      ’ 

an old boyfrlend--a college graduate, chemist, and ex-offender who, 

after serving his }ail time for se!ling mariiuana’ found a support system 
among Islamic nationalists. Marriott had also met Sou! School mem- 
bers and Black Panthers through her activism around educatlonai 

issues and support of student protests. "Here’s how we linked .. with 
them," she recounted of her panther connection- "There was a stu- 

dent uprising at Eastern High School [an al!-girl high school] in 
Baltimore .... And they, t~ttimately, some of them ended up in the 

Panther Party." She dis0 knew Panther membe*, Paul Coates, 
"because he owned the bookstore in the neighborhoods where 

u!timate~y hved. Her ~ami~.arity with black nationalist organizations in the late 

1960s and early E970s spurred her growing black feminist 
tress. Like Tillmon’s famous quote about "The Ma~" and other. 

explicit gender analysesin the 1970s expressed by black women art< 
ists, intellectuals, and groups, Marriott disapproved of women’s mis- 
treatment and male dominance’~° In particular, 

.ex_2.erience ’i~__tb the nationalist communi_tYJ" especially with 
groups in Baltimore and D.C., 

i.s_m. Around the eariy ~970s, when Marriott decided to 
school for an advanced degree, she began severing her ties 

nationalist orgar~zatlons. She did stay in touch with the Sou! 

and even began exploring electoral poiitics, but the future 
delegate said of the other 

those sexist type organizations- 
Black Power movement ..~_~ally just wanted to relegate us 

secretarms-~- 
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Concerned about women’s welfare, wanting to help low-income 

black women access resources and gain power, and raising her chil- 
dren alone, Marriott had also takea a job at the Baltimore welfare 

departmer~t when she returned from New York. As a caseworker, 

Marriott helped her clients organize a welfare rights chapter. When 

she r~turned to school, she pursued a master’s degree in social work. 

For one of her field placement requirements, Marriott chose to work 

with the Baltimore Welfare Rights Organization (BWRO), which 

followed in the footsteps of Mother Rescuers from Poverty. But she 

left after finishing her year-long placement.~: In later years, she would 

characterize as "inappropriate" male leadership ofgroaps that focused 

on predominantly women’s issues such as the NWRO under George 
Wiley and the BWRO under Bob Cheeks, who became the group’s 

first male director in the mid-1970s.~ 

In Marriott’s second fieId placement after the BWRO, she and 

about ten black women social workers formed a group calted BIack 

Women Concerned about Urban Problems, because they "felt that 

the [black] Association of Social Work was not relevant and it was 

chauvinist" and "that those men in there were really trying to get their 

own jobs and stuff." That was around 1972, and as far as Marriott 

knew, "not a lot ofbtack women organized trying to do something" 

like that.~4 But while Marriott and her colleagues may have well been 

unique in the formation of a new group to support black professional 

women in Baltimore, they were part of a national trend. For, by 1972, 

.a number of diverse black women’s organ_i_z_a~io.~_s._a..~._d .a..g~ndas exls~d, 
and s;i~eTgfiJ~g~~~a~cit~~g~n_ist p~dlgrees alre~d~ears in 

¯ tl~e-makin- g.,~s .......................................................... 

BlackWomen’s Expansive Power Agendas 

":Black women’s activism complicates our knowledge of the Black 

in another way as we!l. Just as many of them operated out- 

of familiar organizations, incorporated various Black Power ide- 

or contested gender politics in the Black Power era, so, too, 

others break ranks by refusing to envision or enact their politics 

what they viewed as either rigid or.e~xdusionary ways. As their var- 

~s and efforts plainIy and suggestively show, some of 
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these black women activists at the grassroots viewed their daily 

struggles for material well-being, representation, autonomy, and 

respect as part of a quest for not 9nlY citizenship rights and self- 
determination but also as a matterof human rights. In this sense, 

they battled not only "crimes against black humanity," but also laid 
claim to women’s and poor people’s humanity in a society that 

seemed to revel i~n their dehumanizati°ny6 For these women, 
empowerment meant rejectlng.knowtedge and practices "that per- 

pemate[d] objectification and dehumanization" and replacing them 
with "an alternative vision of power based on a humanist vision of ¯ ¯ " ~’87 

sdf-acmalizatlon, self-definition; and stir-determination. 
For Sister Young, the acceptance of Black Power in its cultural 

natlonalist and community empowerment forms did not preclude a ¯ 

conception of Black Power as a broad-based human rights struggle. 

Young told a newspaper reporter that when St. Frances Academy 

offered a black history course, students had to be convinced of its rel- 

evance. For Young, it only underlined how much work had to be 

done to bring about self-pride in black communities. Sister Young 
maintained: "AE their lives they see black houses that are inferior, 

black iobs that are inferior, black schools that are inferior. But..you 

have to be able to accept oneself in order to accept others.’88 The 

academy sat in a community full of vacant and deteriorated housing; 

the conditions represented a human tragedy. For such reasons, Sister 
Young defined the Black Power Movement as a "human movement~’: 
"It’s the oNy place Christ is today ... You can’t let a white say you’re 

’ t         That’s not Christian, and I’ve got 
inferior because that s no the truth. 
to say it and even die if necessary to convince the man of the truth."s9 

Goldie Baker worked with Black Power propone.nts and advocated 

empowerment and se~-determination, but she maintained that such 

beliefs supported both black people’s rights specifically and social]us- . 
ice broadly As. a result,she insisted upon describing l~erself as a 

t ;" " ¯ ’:u .... :~n" "If,,ou fw_hting for my rights 
human being interestea m uu~,u ¯ ~ o 

and alt the poor people’s rights, I’ll join you .... That doesn’t mean I’m 
a black nationalist. It means I’m a human being."9° Baker recalled 

how her mother and grandmother, who battled Jim Crow and black 
inequality, taught her to fight for the rights of the disfranchised, dis- ..: 

n criminated against, and poor~what they.called hums rights." So 

L’r 
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Baker said "to each its own. They nil got their own concept." But she 

argued that: 

If’you got any kind of hatred against a group of people ... I can’t deal 

with it. I don’t say anything about the Muslims or the Btack Power 

movement or anybody else. They talk about white people being white 

devils and they t~e dave master.and all that kind of stuff. That’s fine .... 

In their mind or in their movement o.r in their struggle that’s what 

[white people~ are. All I’m saying is if the white people are wilting to 

fighy for an issue that’s going to affect any class of people ... I’ll fight 

with them. I don’t have to have no hatred. I ain’t got no control over 

what you hate or how you fee!. I kamw how I feel.9~ 

Peggy McCarty also vocalized and accepted some tenets of Black 

Power, but expressed discomfort with the black separatism of some 

cuttural nationalists. She praised Malcolm as a "great orator, very 

intelligent" and approved of the Nation of Islam’s emphasis on 

"mending the family, because it was something I atways wanted"~of 
course, without being iorded over or seen as subservient to any man. 

And she lauded the group’s antiracist efforts and calls for black pride, 

but she did not approve of mandatory racial exclusivity. Commented 

McCarty: ’q~he racial thing~that bothered me, because I have always 

seen people as people. And I’ve always loved people. It didn’t matter 

what color they were.’’9~ Even though Baker and McCarty did not 

support attempts to silence black voices that protested white suprem- 

acy or offered black people alternative worldviews, they disapproved 

of what they deemed hatred and separatism~whether espoused by 

whites or blacks2s 

ConcIuslon 

Black women’s grassroots struggles--alongside other freedom and 

... equality campaigns--help reveal the politics at work in communities 

expose what power meant to local actors. The often unknown or 
" unacknowledged political articulations and activism of these disparate 

~s of black women--public housing residents, tenant ieaders, 
i:.!, ycetfare rights activists, nuns, and Panther women--expose the vat- 

complex, and hidden histories of the Black Power era. Moreover, 
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struggles contribute to our                     ’ 
their myriad . . 

.black wo.m. en s a.n.d 
der, and economic status combined to influence black men s acnwsm tn urban areas as well as c~rcumscrlbe public 

images and historical renderings of Black power. In popular and 
schotat’ly narratives, meg and male images usually predominate- But 
black women wanted power too--both before and after 1966--and 

secure 
The loca/straggles of women to 

they waged battles to secure it. 
stable futures for themselves, their families, and communities by 
seeking racial equality, improved living and economic conditions, 

better educatiort, political representation, and organizational contro! 

reflected taot only their historic and contemporary daily con- 

cerns--and the methods for addressing those concerns~but also a 

genera! belief that they had a right to secure power to make criticat ’ 
decisions affecting their lives,                 these black women 

In the decades rich with social movementS,               . 
blackfreedom orgamza- 

activists clearly saw a purpose and a need for 
and 

liOnS 

¯ 

.d_ 
and Black Power advocates in the struggles against racism 

dusion They interacted with rtghts and power proponents, listene ex s takers, artd adopted th    nogra~h.Y, and various fr.eedom 

gu g., ~---:÷h Black Power orgaatZan g 
initiatives- 

dovetalma w~ , 
’ " ’ " 

often paraReted numerous urban-based Black Power era 
Just as importat~t, the activism of these black women also exposes 

. . . 
i~gs among women at the grass- 

the &verse vmwpotnts and camp, a ~ ~ter of political struggle in 

irmludm the expansive cn.ara~__ *,o~ ~s. Such an expansive 
roots, g ,- - 

-~te as [-tumau 

name of marginat*zeo 
focus, which recognized the large constituency of"have .no~,".d.id 

tr                    . ,. a ~x--ress such ~ ..... s f: _     g          ¯ 

the black women who azu ¢ }? ’S lives alongside 

power of race as a factor in black people 
argued that ~ 

nomics, and eve£ residency- But they also 

human beings~deserved the basic necessities of survival to .secure.: 
better, more fa~filing tires. Clearly such black women at the 

roots level were not the only ones to vieW their pursuit for 
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power as a quest for human dignity.94 But in cities languishing under 

the historic weight of inequalities, and eventually pregnant with activ- 

ism in the I960s, numerous black women at the grassroots level 

stepped out, and with the power they could muster, struggied to 

improve themselves, their families, ~heir communities, and ulti- 

mately, the human condition. 
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Re: scan 
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Thanks, Travis. 

Travis Gore wrote: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Date: Thu, 5 Nov 2009 09:13:07 -0500 
From: scalmer@unc.edu 
To: travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 11.05.2009 09:13:07 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

pcooper@email.unc.edu 

Thursday, November 5, 2009 3:35 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

a request 

Dear Mr. Gore, 

I’m a faculty memebr from the Department of English and Comparative 
Literature. I’m writing to ask if you could help publicize in your 
department a graduate course I’m teaching in the spring -- it’s on 
South African writers and might be of interest to your students. I’m 
eager to attract students from across the campus, and have attached a 
description of the course here. If you have a listserve, might it be 
possible to send out the information? 

Thank you very much, 

Pam Cooper. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

pcooper@email.unc.edu 

Thursday, November 5, 2009 3:39 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

query 

ENGL 860, Spring 2010. Cooper..docx 

Dear Mr. Gore, 

I’m a faculty member in the Department of English and Comparative 
Literature. I’m writing to see if you could help publicize in your 
department a graduate course I’m teaching in the spring on South 
African writers -- it might be appealing to your students. I’m eager to 
attract students from across the campus to the course, and have 
attached a description here. Would you be able to put the information 
out on your listserve? 

Thank you very much, 

Pam Cooper. 
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Attach: 

Adam Kent <akent@unc.edu> 

Friday, November 6, 2009 1:38 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

AD-migration-letter 

AD-migration-letter.docx 

let’s discuss. 

Adam 



Over the last several months the University has been the subject of a number of security breaches. As a 

point of fact, the UNC IT Security Office reports that there are approximately 3000 attempts made on 

campus systems per hour, and while there are tools in place to intercept many of these at our network 

there clearly needs to be reasonable measures taken beyond that to protect our systems. 

Therefore, in order to improve the security of computers in the College of Arts and Sciences, the Office 

of Arts and Sciences information Services (OASIS) will be performing maintenance on the computers and 

printers in your department on 11/11/2009 

In order to minimize disruption, this work is scheduled to take place from 8:30am to 9:30am and again 

from 4pm to 6pm. During both of those time periods on-site OASIS representatives will need access to 

your computer. In the morning, the disruption should last no more than 10 minutes. However from 

4pm to 6pm OASIS will run several security related updates on your computer. In order for those 

updates to complete successfully it is critical no one interact with your computer during that time. 

Signage noting this requirement will be posted at each computer during the afternoon updates. 

The following morning OASIS representatives will be on-site to help address any issues that might have 

cropped up. 

If you are out of town or your computer is otherwise unavailable an OASIS representative will make an 

appointment with you to complete these security updates in the days following <<date>> 

Once the work is completed you will Iogon to your computer using your ONYENs on the AD.UNC.EDU 

domain. You will therefore no longer need to use your ASNTDOMAIN1 user account. 

Frequently asked questions: 

Who is OASIS? http://oasis.unc.edu 

What is AD.UNC.EDU? 

What if I am a Macintosh user? 

What if I am a Windows Laptop user? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 6, 2009 2:06 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

*** This is an automated message. **** 

A ticket has been created for you in the UNC-Chapel Hill problem 
tracking system. Please keep this confirmation message so that you 
may reference the ticket number associated with your issue. 

If you need to provide additional information about your issue or 
have questions about your ticket, please contact the ITS Response 
Center at (919) 962-HELP. 

Please note that during adverse weather, response times may vary. 

Ticket Information 

Create Date: 11/6/2009 14:06 
Ticket #: 1613116 

Email Address: stgore@email.unc.edu 

Phone Number: (919) 966-5496 

Brief Description: OASIS Technical Support 
Problem Description: Client’s Problem Description: 
OASIS Technical Support 

Worklog: 
Hi Bryan, 

Can you upgrade Professor Janken from Vista to Windows 7? 

Thanks. 

Travis 

This message has been approved by Adam Kent! 
Building: - 
Department: 
os: Windows 
I permit you to work on this issue even when I am not in my office. 

This request was created at: ~s:iiwww.unc.edu/arobiniwebs~bimdex. t-OASIS%20Teclmical%20S~ort 
Remote Host: 152.2.116.127 
Form Input: Gore, Travis - (919) 966-5496 - stgore@email.unc.edu 
*** Internal use only: 
For escalation purposes, this request may be referred to the following Remedy group: AS-COMPUTING-SPECIALISTS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

eunice@email.unc.edu 

Monday, November 9, 2009 8:51 AM 

Deby <deby@vikingtravel.com> 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

RE: Response from Travis Gore 

Hi Travis, 

Hope you had a good weekend. 

Kindly send Ms. Deby a T# as soon as possible. There was an email over 
the weekend from our Ms. Debby requesting that you process the payment. 
Many thanks. Eunice. 

Quoting Deby <deby@vikingtravel.com>: 

Hi Eunice and Travis: 

I am just wondering what the status of the T number is for this reservation? 

Thanks, 
Deby 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: eunice@email.unc.edu [n~iFto:eurtice{~maiLm~c.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 04, 2009 10:45 AM 
To: stgore@email.unc.edu; jen32 l@email.unc.edu 
Cc: deby @vikingtravel. com 
Subject: Re: Response from Travis Gore 

Dear Travis, 

Greetings from Oaxaca. 

I just received this from Deby after writing to ask for an update for 
my ticket. 

As I mentioned in the original email the funds for this ticket was to 
came from: 

1) $500.00 that was awarded to me by my Chair in International Studies 
and was transferred to the department’s trust account for my use. Ms. 
Debby knows about these funds. 
2) $500.00 which is my travel funds as an associate professor for this 
year and I have not used. 

Please process a T# for number for Deby before it is two late. 

Best wishes, Eunice. 

Quoting Deby <deby@vikingtravel.com>: 

>> Eunice: 
>> 



>> According to Travis (see his email below)~ he was supposed to have 
> contacted 
>> you about the funding (or lack of) for this trip. As of right now~ I do 
> NOT 
>> have you confirmed to return on December 11. 
>> 
>> Please get with Travis and let me know ASAP what I need to do. 
>> 

>> Thanks~ 
>> Deby 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Travis Gore 
>> Sent: Tuesday~ October 13~ 2009 10:36 AM 
>> To: Deby 
>> Subject: Re: Itinerary for T Number 
>> 
>> Hi Deby~ 
>> 
>> Unfortunately I have been told we do not have the money to pay for this 
>> so I can not move forward with this now. I will also let Eunice know and 
>> she what she wants to do. 
>> 
>> Thanks Deby, 
>> 
>> Travis 
>> 
>> Deby wrote: 

>>> FOR: SAHLE/EUNICE 

>>> 11 DEC 09 - FRIDAY 
>>> 
>>> AIR AMERICAN AIRLINES 

TO: UNC-CHAPEL HILL 

AFRICAN AND AFRICAN-AMERICAN STUDIES 

FLT:8105 

OPERATED BY MEXICANA CLICK 

ECONOMY 

REFUNDABLE ONE WAY FARE IS 637.96 PLUS 35.00 FEE. 

TICKET SHOULD BE ISSUED BY OCTOBER 14 TO AVOID POSSIBLE 

FARE INCREASES. PLEASE REPLY TO THIS EMAIL WITH THE 

APPROVED T NUMBER. THANKS..DEBY. 



>>>     LV OAXACA 

>>> AIR AMERICAN AIRLINES 

> PURCHASE 

>>> AIR AMERICAN AIRLINES 

> PURCHASE 
>>> 
>>> LV DALLAS FT WORTH 

AR MEXICO CITY 115P 

ARRIVE: TERMINAL 1 

SAHLE/EUNICE SEAT-3A 

1205P EQP: FOKKER 100 

01HR 10MIN 

NON-STOP 

REF: HLKWHK 

FLT: 1064 ECONOMY FOOD FOR 

LV MEXICO CITY 345P 

DEPART: TERMINAL 1 

AR DALLAS FT WORTH 625P 

ARRIVE: TERMINAL D 

SAHLE/EUNICE SEAT-14A 

AR RALEIGH DURHAM 

ARRIVE: TERMINAL 2 

SAHLE/EUNICE SEAT-12A 

EQP: MD-80 

02HR 40MIN 

NON-STOP 

REF: HLKWHK 

FLT: 1702 ECONOMY FOOD FOR 

755P EQP: MD-80 

02HR 30MIN 

1125P NON-STOP 

REF: HLKWHK 

>>> THANK YOU FOR CALLING VIKING TRAVEL 
>>> 

>>> A VALID PASSPORT IS REQUIRED FOR THIS DESTINATION 

>>> Deby Taylor 
>>> 

>>> Viking Travel 
>>> 

>>> 400 S. Elliott Road Suite E 

>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
>>> 

>>> Phone - 919-968-4586 (Agency) 

>>> Phone - 919-968-4491 (Corporate) 



Visit our website at www.vikingtravel.com <~:i/www.viki~gq~avel.com> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Megan Lessa <lessa@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 9, 2009 9:28 AM 

Charlene B Regester <regester@email.unc. edu> 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Final Exam Room Change 

Dear Professor Regester, 

Due to a conflict in the exam schedule, the final exam for AFAM 276 001 on December 12th, 4-7pm has 
been moved to Gardner (GA) ~,1o. Please inform your students of this change in venue. 

If for some reason you will not need this room for exams, please contact me so that I can clear the 
reservation. 

Please feel free to call the Scheduling Office at 962-6o93 with any questions or concerns. 

Megan Lessa 
Scheduling Specialist 
Office of the University Registrar 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Road Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Phone - 919-962-6093 
Fax - 919-843-8709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Adam Kent <akent@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 9, 2009 9:32 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

AD-migration-letter 11-9-09 

AD-migration-letter l 1-9-09.docx 

Good Morning Travis, 

Please send this out on the departmental listserv. 
by 8:45 at the latest. Thanks for all of your help. 

Also, please be in at 8:30 for them on Wednesday, I should be there 

Adam 



Over the last several months the University has been the subject of a number of security breaches. As a 

point of fact, the UNC IT Security Office reports that there are approximately 3000 attempts made on 

campus systems per hour, and while there are tools in place to intercept many of these at our network 

edge there clearly needs to be reasonable measures taken beyond that to protect our systems. 

Therefore, in order to improve the security of computers in the College of Arts and Sciences, the Office 

of Arts and Sciences information Services (OASIS) will be performing maintenance on the computers and 

printers in your department on 11/11/2009. 

In order to minimize disruption, this work is scheduled to take place from 8:30am to 9:30am and again 

from 4pm to 6pm. During both of those time periods on-site OASIS representatives will need access to 

your computer. In the morning, the disruption should last no more than 10 minutes per computer. 

However from 4pm to 6pm OASIS will run several security related updates on your computer. In order 

for those updates to complete successfully it is critical no one interact with your computer during that 

time. Signage noting this requirement will be posted at each computer during the afternoon updates. 

The following morning OASIS representatives will be on-site to help address any issues that might have 

cropped up. 

If you are out of town or your computer is otherwise unavailable an OASIS representative will make an 

appointment with you to complete these security updates in the days following 11/11/2009 

Once the work is completed you will Iogon to your computer using your ONYEN in the AD.UNC.EDU 

domain. You will therefore no longer need to use your ASNTDOMAIN1 user account. Your ONYEN and 

ONYEN password will then get you to your file shares, printers, and Citrix just like your ASNTDOMAIN1 

account used to. 

In summary, better security and one less password to remember (and change). These updates will also 

provide your on-site technical support staff with more robust tools to support you and your computers. 

Frequently asked questions: 

¯ Who is OASIS? http://oasis.unc.edu 

¯ What is AD.UNC.EDU? http://help.unc.edu/6355 

¯ What if I am a Macintosh user? Macintosh users are unaffected by this change at this time. 

¯ What if I am a Windows Laptop user? Laptop users will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. If 

you are currently using your laptop to Iogin to ASNTDOMAIN1 then it is very likely you will, after 

this process, be logging into AD.UNC.EDU 

¯ Will I still be able to get to myZ: drive? Yes. 

¯ Will I still be able to get to my departmental shared drive? Yes. 

¯ Will I still be able to print to my printer(s)? Yes. 

¯ If you have an additional questions OASIS representatives will be on-site on 11/12/2009 to 

answer them for you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Megan Lessa <lessa@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 9, 2009 9:43 AM 

Robert S Porter <rporter@email.unc.edu> 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Final Exam Room Change 

Dear Professor Porter, 

Due to a conflict in the exam schedule, the final exam for AFAM 474-001/AFRI 474-001 on December 12th, 
4-7pm has been moved to Phillips (PH) 328. Please inform your students of this change in venue. 

If for some reason you will not need this room for exams, please contact me so that I can clear the 
reservation. 

Please feel free to call the Scheduling Office at 962-6o93 with any questions or concerns. 

Megan Lessa 
Scheduling Specialist 
Office of the University Registrar 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Road Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Phone - 919-962-6093 
Fax - 919-843-8709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Megan Lessa <lessa@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 9, 2009 9:45 AM 

Joseph F Jordan <j t] ordan@email.unc, edu> 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Final Exam Room Change 

Dear Professor Jordan, 

Due to a conflict in the exam schedule, the final exam for AFAM 293-001 on December 12th, 4-Tpm has 
been moved to Phillips (PH) 367. Please inform your students of this change in venue. 

If for some reason you will not need this room for exams, please contact me so that I can clear the 
reservation. 

Please feel free to call the Scheduling Office at 962-6o93 with any questions or concerns. 

Megan Lessa 
Scheduling Specialist 
Office of the University Registrar 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Road Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Phone - 919-962-6093 
Fax - 919-843-8709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j effvand@unc.edu 

Tuesday, November 10, 2009 9:35 AM 

OASIS Communication Listserv <oasis-communication@listserv.unc.edu> 

[oasis-communication] News from OASIS 

Hello ! 

A new item has been published on the OASIS website that you might find interesting. Check it out, and pass it on to those that might 
be interested. 

Title: Technology and Time Management - EDUCAUSE 2009 
URL: ~s ://oasis.uric. edu/~aisdr~iNo~!techao~og~-a nd-~ime -maria g2emer~t 

ff you ~ve any quesfio~ or awtNng we can help with, please submit a remedy ticket at ~:i/oasis.~mc.edtdremedv 

Cheers~ 

@ASIS 
~:iloasis.uv~.edu 

-- You are currently subscribed to oasis-communication as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: hV~ :iilistsamc.edt~/t~’. id= 19196266.ft~c013d90d954c59730c49bb95b4ea3e&n=T&l=oasis-comm~micafion&o=25761656, 
or send a blank email to leave-25761656-19196266.1bc013d90d954c59730c49bb95b4ea3e@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 11, 2009 8:44 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Your problem ticket 1613116 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: The following email was sent: 

To: stgore@email.unc.edu 

From: dadesky@email.unc.edu 

cc~ 

Travis, 

Brian is currently out sick but I would like to make some recomendations before you upgrade. It is possible to upgrade the 
computer to windows 7 but you will need to backup ALL the DATA on the computer before we can proceed with the upgrade. We do 
not have a standard Campus image for Windows 7 at this time so Brian would need to install it manually. 

This means you will need to back up your data. Then Brian will need the computer for about a full day to install all the software, 
and then he could return it to you so you can put the data back onto it. Also What applications would he need installed? There are 

still some applications that have not yet been tested with windows 7. 

If you still want to perform the upgrade, please update this ticket with 1-2 times/dates when we could have the computer and 
perform the upgrade. 

Johu d’Adesky 
AS-Computing Specialist. 

919-883-7556 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ht~ps:!/wwwamc.edt~iar- 
bfi~/web s~biindex.~e=check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Facebook <notification+5_dhiwvd@facebookmail.com> 

Wednesday, November 11, 2009 10:08 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

added you as a friend on Facebook... 

Hi Travis, 

added you as a friend on Facebook. We need to confirm 
that you know Stone in order for you to be friends on Facebook. 

To confirm as a 
friend: 

Add 

Thanks, 
The Facebook Team 

To confirm this friend request, follow the link below: 
h~p://www~facebook.com/n/?reqs,php&mid= 164d081G2964c7G4,ac9a32G2 

This message was intended for stgore@email unc,edu, Want to control which emails you receive from Facebook? Go to: 
h~p:tiwww,facebook,comted taccounLphp?notificat ons= 1&rod= 164d081G2964cTG4ac9a32G2 Facebooks off ces are 

located at 1601 S Califom a Ave~ Pa[o Alto CA 94304 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <car@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 11, 2009 4:25 plVl 

GAA IVlembers <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Carolina Alumni Review: New grads at work;Thorp’s year of challenge; Frank Bruni ’86 

The November/December issue of the Carofina Alumni Review’s digital edition is now 

available. 

Go to the new issue to read: 

Brutally Frank 

by Susan Hudson Houston ’84 

Frank Bruni ’86 remembers thinking, "A couple of years from now, 

if the job goes well and I’m still wearing 34 pants and I’m not back 

up to 42, I may have a story to tell." That story, from The New 

York Times’ restaurant critic who first experienced eating disorders 

as a toddler, is now on his newspaper’s bestseller list. 

Deferred Dreams 

by Katherine Evans ’09 

The class of 2009 walked out of Kenan Stadium in May into the 

worst economy in decades. Some have been tenacious in applying 

for jobs; others have waited out their first postgrad months in 

states of "funemployment." 

Freshman Seminar 

by David E. Brown ’75 

Chancellor Holden Thorp’s first year in South Building has been an 

extraordinary one for learning - much of it about delayed 

gratification. 

Also: 

¯ Students and families celebrate Carolina legacie 



¯ GAA honors scholarship recipient 

¯ Class Quotes: True blue tradition 

¯ Yours at Carolina: The GAA -- true or false 

Thanks for your membership in the GAA. Members have exclusive access to the digital 

version of the Review. Watch for your print copy of the November/December Review in 

the mail, but until it’s delivered, use your user ID and password to read what’s new. Need 

help? Contact                   . 

PRIVACY POLICY: The GAA’s subscriber list is not open to the public, ensuring that your privacy and e-mail address are protected. The GAA does not sell 

information about you, including your e-mail address, to anyone for any purpose. If you suspect that your information has been misused, please let us know by 

sending an e-mail to: . If you do not wish to receive future Carolina Alumni Review updates, please send your request to alumrli- 

r~ews@ur~c,edu and include your full name, address and class year, or unsubscribe via this link: Ur~subscribe Link 

UNC General Alumni Association 

George Watts Hill Alumni Center 

Stadium Drive 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 

702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Facebook <notification+5_dhiwvd@facebookmail.com> 

Wednesday, November 11, 2009 9:08 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

"Carolina Kickoff Player’s Night" sent you a message on Facebook... 

sent a message to the members of Carolina Kickoff Player’s Night. 

Subject: BLACKOUT NIGHT is finally here! 

Carolina Kickoff Presents... 

BLACKOUT NIGHT! The event is only 24 hours away. I know the weather is planning to be pretty miserable, but that is just another 
reason to spend your night dancing and having fun at PLAYERS ! 

Trust me you do not want to miss this epic event. If you know anything about Carolina Kickoff then you should know we never 
disappoint when it comes to fun. If you don’t know anything about Carolina Kickoff then make sure to come and find out who we are 
and what we do. 

Please make sure to arrive BEFORE MIDNIGHT so that we get your proceeds!!!!!!!! 

The cover is half off meaning it is only $5 if you are under 21 and $3 if you are over 21. 

Don’t forget to wear all black and be ready for a pretty amazing date auction with some of your favorite campus personalities. You 
have to come to make sure you don’t miss out on a date with someone great. 

This event is our main fundraiser to raise money for scholarships for our campers so we really need your help! Trust me it will be no 
work at all for you. Just show up, have fun, and make some crazy memories. 

CANT WAIT TO SEE EVERYONE THERE :) 

To reply to this message, follow the link below: 

ht~:,~iw~.w.;acebook.comirt/?mbo×%2Freadmessa~hp&t= ~ 267~5(~055588&m~d= ~ 656635G2964cTG4ae~b76G0 

This message was intended for stgore@email.unc.edu. Want to control which emails you receive from Facebook? Go to: 

~/w~’w~faceb~k~c~m/editacc~unt~?n~tificati~r~s~1&rmd~165(;b35G29(~4c~G4ae4b7~G~ 
Facebook’s offices are located at 1601 S. California Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94304. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 12, 2009 8:52 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

*** This is an automated message. **** 

A ticket has been created for you in the UNC-Chapel Hill problem 
tracking system. Please keep this confirmation message so that you 
may reference the ticket number associated with your issue. 

If you need to provide additional information about your issue or 

have questions about your ticket, please contact the ITS Response 

Center at (919) 962-HELP. 

Please note that during adverse weather, response times may vary. 

Ticket Information 

Create Date: 11/12/2009 8:51 
Ticket #: 1618392 

Email Address: stgore@email.unc.edu 

Phone Number: (919) 966-5496 

Brief Description: OASIS Technical Support 
Problem Description: Client’s Problem Description: 
OASIS Technical Support 

Worklog: 
Travis’s machine in the main office in 109 Battle Hall ha a virus. It was quarantined but SAV was unable to delete all instances of it 
from the quarantine without crashing SAV. -Ticket created by Sean Semone 
Building: - 
Department: 
os: Windows 
I permit you to work on this issue even when I am not in my office. 

This request was created at: ~s:i/~vww.unc.ed~v’arobin/webs~bimdex t=OAS[S%20Teclmical%20St!~ort 
Remote Host: 152.2.116.127 
Form Input: Semone, Sean - (919) 966-5496 - stgore@email.unc.edu 
*** Internal use only: 
For escalation purposes, this request may be referred to the following Remedy group: AS-COMPUTING-SPECIALISTS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deby <deby@vikingtravel.com> 

Thursday, November 12, 2009 1:39 PM 

’Travis Gore’ <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Response from Travis Gore 

Hi Travis: 

Thanks for letting me know. 

I will wait to hear back from you. 

Deby 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Travis Gore [ email.m~c.eda] 
Sent: Thursday, November 12, 2009 1:35 PM 
To: Deby 
Subject: Re: Response from Travis Gore 

Thanks Deby, 

I filled out the CABS form but it has not been approved yet for the 
T-number. The reason being is the fare is over the amount of the $500 
in the trust account and I 
know she also has another $500 for Arts and Sciences but I was told for 
CABS you can only use one account and you can not split between the two. 
Also the Arts and Science money has to be used 
for Conferences for a Paper or sitting on a panel. So I am talking 
with Phil Easler in Travel Services here at UNC who may be able to work 
something out. I will let you know the latest 
as soon as I hear. 

Thanks, 

Travis 

Deby wrote: 
Hi Travis: 

I am not sure if my reply got to you yesterday, so I am resending. 

The fare today is $658.71 plus the fee. 

Do I need to send you the actual itinerary with the quote? 

Thanks, 
Deby 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Travis Gore [ emaiLur~c~ed~] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 10, 2009 3:19 PM 
To: Deby 
Subject: Re: Response from Travis Gore 



> 

> Hi Deby, 
> 
> It looks like I have finally been given the green light on this! I 
>just want to check to see if the price is still the same or has it gone 
> up a little.’? 
> 
> Thanks, 
> 
> Travis 
> 
> Deby wrote: 
> 
>> Hi Eunice: 
>> 
>> I have rebooked the same flights and now the fare is just slightly 
higher, 
>> $648.41 plus the $35.00 fee. 
>> 

>> Here is the schedule: 
>> 
>> AAS105Y 11DEC F*OAXMEX HK1 1205P 115P (Change Mexico City) 
>> AA1064Y 11DEC F MEXDFW HK1 345P 625P (Change Dallas) 
>> AA1702Y llDEC F DFWRDU*HK1 755P 1125P 
>> 

>> Let me know if there is additional information I need to provide in order 
>> 

> to 

> 

>> get a T number for issue. 
>> 
>> Thanks, 
>> Deby 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: eunice@email.unc.edu [ma~o:eumce@emaiLu~c.ed~] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, November 04, 2009 10:45 AM 
>> To: stgore@email.unc.edm jen321@email.unc.edu 
>> Cc: deby@vikingtravel.com 
>> Subject: Re: Response from Travis Gore 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Dear Travis, 
>> 
>> Greetings from Oaxaca. 
>> 
>> I just received this from Deby after writing to ask for an update for 
>> my ticket. 
>> 

>> 

>> As I mentioned in the original email the funds for this ticket was to 
>> came from: 
>> 

>> 1) $500.00 that was awarded to me by my Chair in International Studies 
>> and was transferred to the department’s trust account for my use. Ms. 
>> Debby knows about these funds. 



>> 2) $500.00 which is my travel funds as an associate professor for this 
>> year and I have not used. 
>> 
>> Please process a T# for number for Deby before it is two late. 
>> 
>> Best wishes, Eunice. 

>> Quoting Deby <deby@vikingtravel.com>: 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>>> Eunice: 
>>> 
>>> According to Travis (see his email below), he was supposed to have 

>> contacted 
>> 

>> 

>>> you about the funding (or lack of) for this trip. As of fight now, I do 

>> NOT 
>> 

>> 

>>> have you confirmed to return on December 11. 
>>> 
>>> Please get with Travis and let me know ASAP what I need to do. 
>>> 
>>> Thanks, 
>>> Deby 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Travis Gore [             emaikunc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Tuesday, October 13, 2009 10:36 AM 
>>> To: Deby 
>>> Subject: Re: Itinerary for T Number 
>>> 
>>> Hi Deby, 
>>> 
>>> Unfortunately I have been told we do not have the money to pay for this 
>>> so I can not move forward with this now. I will also let Eunice know 
and 
>>> she what she wants to do. 
>>> 
>>> Thanks Deby, 
>>> 
>>> Travis 
>>> 
>>> Deby wrote: 

>>>> TO: UNC-CHAPEL HILL 

>>>> AFRICAN AND AFRICAN-AMERICAN STUDIES 



>>>> FOR: SAHLE/EUNICE 

100 

>>>> AIR AMERICAN AIRLINES 

>> PURCHASE 
>> 

>> 

>>>> LV MEXICO CITY 

>>>> DEPART: TERMINAL 1 

>>>> AR DALLAS FT WORTH 

>>>> ARRIVE: TERMINAL D 

REFUNDABLE ONE WAY FARE IS 637.96 PLUS 35.00 FEE. 

TICKET SHOULD BE ISSUED BY OCTOBER 14 TO AVOID POSSIBLE 

FARE INCREASES. PLEASE REPLY TO THIS EMAIL WITH THE 

APPROVED T NUMBER. THANKS..DEBY. 

11 DEC 09 - FRIDAY 

AIR AMERICAN AIRLINES FLT:8105 

OPERATED BY MEXICANA CLICK 

LV OAXACA 1205P 

ECONOMY 

EQP: FOKKER 

AR MEXICO CITY 

ARRIVE: TERMINAL 1 

SAHLE/EUNICE SEAT-3A 

01HR 10MIN 

115P NON-STOP 

REF: HLKWHK 

FLT:1064 ECONOMY    FOOD FOR 

345P 

625P 

EQP: MD-80 

02HR 40MIN 

NON-STOP 

REF: HLKWHK 



>>>> AIR AMERICAN AIRLINES 

>> PURCHASE 
>> 

>> 

>>>> LV DALLAS FT WORTH 

>>>> Deby Taylor 

>>>> ViNng Travel 

>>>> 400 S. Ellio~ Road Sure E 

>>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

>>>> Phone - 919-968-4586 (Agency) 

>>>> Phone - 919-968-4491 (Co.orate) 

SAHLE/EUNICE SEAT-14A 

FLT: 1702 ECONOMY 

AR RALEIGH DURHAM 

ARRIVE: TERMINAL 2 

SAHLE/EUNICE SEAT-12A 

755P 

02HR 30MIN 

1125P 

EQP: MD-80 

NON-STOP 

REF: HLKWHK 

THANK YOU FOR CALLING VIKING TRAVEL 

A VALID PASSPORT IS REQUIRED FOR THIS DESTINATION 

FOOD FOR 

>>>> Visit our website at www.vikingtravel.com <~:iiwww,.vkkmgtraveLcom> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Karla Slocum <kslocum@unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 12, 2009 1:45 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

powerpoint for AFAM 278 

AFAM 278 Group Work.ppt; kslocum.vcf 

Here you go. 

Thanks 



Group Presentation Prep 

¯ In your groups begin outlining what your final presentation will look like 
by doing the following: 

¯ 1) discuss what exactly you’ll focus on in tying your survey results to the 
readings. Which readings will you reference? Which parts of those 
readings are especially relevant to your presentation? 

¯ 2) What will be the format of the presentation? Who in your group will 
have which roles in the presentation? Remember that all group 
members must have an identifiable role that I can evaluate. 

¯ 3) How will you distill your survey results to present some main points to 
the class? [hint: since you don’t have your results yet, begin discussing 
possible areas to focus on. For instance, do you want to do cross tabs? 

¯ 4) what is your timeline for completing the work for the presentation? 
How will you schedule the time? Meetings? Email? Discussion 
boards? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

CHispA          ~gmail.com> 

Thursday, November 12, 2009 1:53 PM 

The chispa mailing list <chispa@listserv.unc.edu> 

[chispa] Sorry for blasting your inboxes! !! A few more updates! 

Flier.pdf 

¯ Please only use this listserv to sen(Freceive messages related to CHispA. PLEASE DO NOT forward any JUNK MAIL through this listserv!* 

Ok, last one for the week...sorry everyone! I will stop spamming your email inboxes (I promise!) 

7:00 pm Thursday, November 12, 2009 

i Bienvenldos ! featuring the art of Mafio Marzan 

At the CLC, Craige North Hall Room 144, Break Room 
For directions and parking visit: htE~:i/clc.unc.edu 

Join us for an informal housewarming event for the Carolina Latina/o Collaborative. Come meet the staff and get to know more about what goes on! Mario Marzan, featured artist at 
the CLC this semester, will briefly speak about his artwork. Marzan was born in San Juan, Puerto Rico and is currently an Assistant Professor of Art at UNC Chapel Hill. Marzan’s 
work explores ideas of deconstrnction and reconstruction. Based on scattered memories, his drawings and small sculptures suggest a narrative, taking place in a landscape tormented 
between order and disorder. Spoken word performances will follow and light refreshments will be served. See Mario’s work at http:i/www.mariomarzan.com 

Do you have a desire to impact the lives of others? 
Are you looking for a meaningful way to add to your community, your education and your leadership abilities? 

Teach this summer at STUDENT U 
What is involved? 
* Teaching middle school students from Durham Public Schools in a core area (Math, English, Science, or Global Connect) 
* Teaching an elective class based on your unique talents, passions, or academic interests 

What will I get out of it? 
* Working with teachers from NCCU, UNC-CH, Duke, the Durham Public Schools 
and Durham Academy 
* $2500 stipend for teaching and teacher-training 
* Course credit from Duke 

* Valuable experience in education, community, and leadership 
Questions? Contact Recruitment Director Caroline Saunders 
Caroline Saunders@studentudurham org 

(919)-267-3958 
Applications due: 
Nov 24, 2009 
Jan 22, 2010 
Where students are teachers and teachers are students 

w’a~/stu dentud u r ham orq 

Don’t forget about Otra Noche this weekend! 

Oh yeah... 

T-SHIRTS ARE ON THEIR WAY!!!! (yay) 

Paz 

Carolina Hispanic Association 2009-2010 

Alicia Soto - President 
Chrissy Jusino - Vice President 

Melodie Pellot-Hernandez - Treasurer 
Adrian Lopez - Secretary 
<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 
chispa as: <a hre~"mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu">stgore@email.unc.edu</~>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a hre~’’mai~t~:~eave-2578~383-5~3354.~26b3c74256b~38ce8~e32~e5ae79~4~@~istserv.unc.edu’’>~eave-2578~383- 
5013354.126b3c74256b138ce8 le320e5ae79140~listserv.unc.edu</~> 



presems 

Gene R. Nichol 
Director of the UNC Center on 
Poverty, Work, and Opportunity 

® 

Justice: 
cept calling" 

Hosted by the Carolina Economic Justice Coalition a student group founded 
for the purpose of connecting students from across the Carolina community to 
promote just economic policies and practices through interdisciplinary study, dia- 
logue and advocacy. 

For more information or to join our mailing list email info@cjust.org 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Facebook <notification+5_dhiwvd@facebookmail.com> 

Thursday, November 12, 2009 7:08 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

added you as a friend on Facebook... 

Hi Travis, 

added you as a friend on Facebook. We need to confirm that 
you know Latasha in order for you to be friends on Facebook. 

To confirm as 
a friend: 

Add 

Thanks, 
The Facebook Team 

To confirm this friend request, follow the link below: 
h~p:/iwww~facebook,com/n/?reqs,php&mid= 166a092G2964c7G4b0cc52G2 

This message was intended for stgore@email unc,edu, Want to control which emai[s you receive from Facebook? Go to: 
h~p:/iwww,facebook,com!ed taccount, php?notificat ons= l&md= 166aO92G2964cTG4bOcc52G2 Facebook’s off ces are 
located at 1601 S, Ca[ifom a Ave,, Pa[o Alto CA 94304, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

rashea.banks@huskymail.uconn.edu 

Friday, November 13, 2009 11:20 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Hi Mr.Gore, 
I work at the Institute for African American Studies at the University of 
Connecticut. We are conducting research on Departments of African American 
Studies in public universities.I was wondering if you could tell me the 
Year your department was founded and the number of core faculty on your 
staff. It will be much appreciated! 

-Rashea Banks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Facebook <notification+5_dhiwvd@facebookmail.com> 

Saturday, November 14, 2009 9:12 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

added you as a friend on Facebook... 

Hi Travis, 

added you as a friend on Facebook. We need to confirm that you 
know .1on in order for you to be friends on Facebook. 

To confirm as a 
friend: 

Thanks, 
The Facebook Team 

To confirm this friend request, follow the link below-" 

h~p:/!www~facebook~com/n/?reqs@hp&mid= 168b7e9G2964c7G4b44b lfG2 

Ths message was ntended for stgore@ema l,unc edu, Want to control which emails you rece ve from Facebook? Go to: 
h~p:/!www,facebooLcomied taccount, php?notif cations= 1&mid= 168bTegG2964cTG4b44blfG2 Facebook s offices are 

located at 1601 S, Cal fornia Ave. Palo AIto~ CA 94304, 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Com pany: 

Business 

Address: 

Timothy McMillan 

McMillan 

Ti mothy 

UNC-Cha pel Hill 

CB# 3396 107 Battle Hall Chapel Hill, NC27599-3395 

Business 

Phone: 

919-966-5496 

E-maih tj ml@ema i I .u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shauna Collier <colliers@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 16, 2009 5:19 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

The HistoryMakers db - need your opinion 

HistoryMakers db.doc 

Hello, 
Please take a look at this database (see info below & the attached) and give your opinion about the value of it 
for you, and whether the University Library should continue to subscribe to it. When we subscribed to it last 
year, we were under the impression that there was a one-time fee for it but have recently found out that it must 
be renewed each year -- which makes it a little bit pricer than we originally thought. Also last year, we paid for 
it out of a particular endowment, but if we want to keep it we will have to make other funding arrangements for 
the coming years. This is not a big problem, but I do need to know if any faculty feels strongly about keeping 
it and within the next two weeks if possible. I do realize that a holiday is in the middle of this, but we just 
learned of this today and want to take advantage of a discretionary fund deadline that falls around the end of this 
month. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. 

Thanks so much for you time, 
Shauna 

Shauna Collier 
Librarian 
Sonja Haynes Stone 
University of North Carolina 
150 South Road CB# 5250 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-5808 phone 
919-962-3725 fax 
shaunaocollier@uncoedu 
~-wolibouncoeduistone 

Center for Black Culture and History 
at Chapel Hill 

The HistoryMakers® 

Videos and full transcripts for interviews with 100 contemporary African Americans 
Key Facts 

Coverage: 20th and 21 st centuries 
Total Sources Covered: 100 videos and transcripts 

This resource is a digital archive of 100 videos of oral history interviews of contemporary African Americans, 
produced in partnership with The HistoryMakers (www~theh~storvr~akers.com), a non-profit organization 
founded by Julieanna Richardson in 1999 with the mission of uncovering and preserving the untold stories of 
America. 

The HistoryMakers is available as an add-on module to the Black Studies Center. These digital oral histories 
depict those have broken barriers and accomplished significant achievements across the twentieth and twenty- 



first centuries in business, science, education, government, entertainment, sports, and other fields. These are 2-3 
hour digitized videos, fully subject-indexed, available for online viewing in full, or in segments. Search or 
browse through the list by name, occupation, or theme. Watch and hear firsthand experiences, education and 
career struggles and triumphs. Create accounts of ancestor history, childhood, Civil Rights era relevant playlists 
for your class, research papers, or proj ects. 

Highlights of the collection: 

¯ A wide array of disciplines and occupations are represented: scholars, physicians, entrepreneurs, artists, 
musicians, sports figures, political leaders, and social activists, among others. 

¯ The stories behind many African American firsts - in science, business, government, law, and education 
- are told, many for the first time. 

¯ Details of family histories and the social dynamics of the Black family across the US and through 
generations are revealed. 

¯ Riveting, first-hand accounts of segregation and discrimination in society, the military, business, and 
education are conveyed. 

¯ Key figures in the 1950s and 1960s Civil Rights movement describe the unknown and fascinating stories 
behind the planning and the participation in sit-ins, demonstrations, and marches. 

¯ The 1960s and 1970s are portrayed by personal accounts in the Black Power movement, the Black 
Panther Party, and the Black Arts movement. 

¯ Contemporary figures, such as Barack Obama, Jesse Jackson, Jr., and artist Leon Stull, a Marvel Comics 
graphic artist and hip-hop musician, offer new generational perspectives to the African American 
experience. 

Functionality features include: 

¯ Subj ect-indexed video and transcript sections for effective finding and viewing 
¯ Video content that is browseable by name of interviewee, occupation, and theme 
¯ Searchable transcripts that may be downloaded as PDFs 
¯ Captioned video playback, which may be turned on or off while viewing 
¯ Video clip creation by users, which may be saved in MyArchive 



The HistoryMakers is a part of the Black Studies Center database. 

Black Studies Center - Contains Full Text 

The HistoryMakers® 
Videos and full 
transcripts for interviews with i00 contemporary African Americans 

¯ Browse by name of interviewee 
¯ Browse by occupation 
¯ Browse by subject category_ 
¯ Browse bytheme 

The HistoryMakers 

Key Facts 
Coverage: 20th and 21 st centuries 
Total Sources Covered: 100 videos and transcripts 

This resource is a digital archive of 100 videos of oral history interviews of contemporary 
African Americans, produced in partnership with The HistoryMakers 
(www.thehistorymakers.com), a non-profit organization founded by Julieanna 
Richardson in 1999 with the mission of uncovering and preserving the untold stories of 
America. 

The HistoryMakers is available as an add-on module to the Black Studies Center. These 
digital oral histories depict those have broken barriers and accomplished significant 
achievements across the twentieth and twenty-first centuries in business, science, 
education, government, entertainment, sports, and other fields. These are 2-3 hour 
digitized videos, fully subject-indexed, available for online viewing in full, or in 
segments. Search or browse through the list by name, occupation, or theme. Watch and 
hear firsthand experiences, education and career struggles and triumphs. Create accounts 
of ancestor history, childhood, Civil Rights era relevant playlists for your class, research 
papers, or projects. 

Highlights of the collection: 

¯ A wide array of disciplines and occupations are represented: scholars, physicians, 
entrepreneurs, artists, musicians, sports figures, political leaders, and social 
activists, among others. 

¯ The stories behind many African American firsts - in science, business, 
government, law, and education - are told, many for the first time. 



¯ Details of family histories and the social dynamics of the Black family across the 
US and through generations are revealed. 

¯ Riveting, first-hand accounts of segregation and discrimination in society, the 
military, business, and education are conveyed. 

¯ Key figures in the 1950s and 1960s Civil Rights movement describe the unknown 
and fascinating stories behind the planning and the participation in sit-ins, 

demonstrations, and marches. 
¯ The 1960s and 1970s are portrayed by personal accounts in the Black Power 

movement, the Black Panther Party, and the Black Arts movement. 
¯ Contemporary figures, such as Barack Obama, Jesse Jackson, Jr., and artist Leon 

Stull, a Marvel Comics graphic artist and hip-hop musician, offer new 
generational perspectives to the African American experience. 

Functionality features include: 

¯ Subject-indexed video and transcript sections for effective finding and viewing 
¯ Video content that is browseable by name of interviewee, occupation, and theme 
¯ Searchable transcripts that may be downloaded as PDFs 
¯ Captioned video playback, which may be turned on or off while viewing 
¯ Video clip creation by users, which may be saved in MyArchive 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 17, 2009 11:23 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Ticket 1613116 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: The following email was sent: 
To: stgore@email.unc.edu 
From: bbracket@email.unc.edu 
cc: 

Travis, 

I would like to hold off on upgrading people from Vista to 7 until we have a Windows 7 image and have had an opportunity to test 
it. Let me know if this will be an issue and we can discuss it further. 

Bryan Brackett 
OASIS 

Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:ii~ww.unc.edularo 
bini~ ebs~biindcx.~c=chcck 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 17, 2009 11:23 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Your problem ticket 1613116 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: The following email was sent: 
To: stgore@email.unc.edu 
From: bbracket@email.unc.edu 
cc: 

Travis, 

I would like to hold off on upgrading people from Vista to 7 until we have a Windows 7 image and have had an opportunity to test 
it. Let me know if this will be an issue and we can discuss it further. 

Bryan Brackett 
OASIS 

Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:ii~ww.unc.edularo 
bini~ ebs~biindcx.~c=chcck 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 17, 2009 3:49 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

*** This is an automated message. **** 

A ticket has been created for you in the UNC-Chapel Hill problem 
tracking system. Please keep this confirmation message so that you 
may reference the ticket number associated with your issue. 

If you need to provide additional information about your issue or 
have questions about your ticket, please contact the ITS Response 
Center at (919) 962-HELP. 

Please note that during adverse weather, response times may vary. 

Ticket Information 

Create Date: 11/17/2009 15:48 
Ticket #: 1622094 

Email Address: stgore@email.unc.edu 

Phone Number: (919) 966-5496 

Brief Description: OASIS Technical Support 
Problem Description: Client’s Problem Description: 
OASIS Technical Support 

Worklog: 

Professor Hall’s laptop is not working properly and we are unsure if it has to do with the fact that during the computer migration 
Professor Hall’s laptop was unavailable. He must have it working by 5pm tomorrow. Thanks! 
Building: - 
Department: 
os: Windows 

This request was created at: ~s:iiwww.u~c.edular=bir~twebsubiindex Jt=OAS[S%20Teclmical%20Su~ort 
Remote Host: 152.2.116.127 
Form Input: Gore, Travis - (919) 966-5496 - stgore@email.unc.edu 
*** Internal use only: 
For escalation purposes, this request may be referred to the following Remedy group: AS-COMPUTING-SPECIALISTS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 17, 2009 4:16 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Your problem ticket 1622094 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Professor Hall dropped his laptop off, it is in Adam Kent’s office, assigning to Bryan Brackett 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwww.unc.edularo 
bir~i~.ebsubiindcx.      =check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

eunice@email.unc.edu 

Wednesday, November 18, 2009 8:50 AM 

Deby <deby@vikingtravel.com> 

’Travis Gore’ <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Follow-up on ticket: December 11 

Hi Deby, 

Greetings from Oaxaca. 

As some students were confirming their departure on the 11 yesterday, I 
thought of sending a quick note to: 

a) check if you received a T# (hi there Travis) since the payments were 
authorized. 

b) check if it is possible to book me on the earliest flight out of 
Oaxaca on Friday, December 11 since our hosts here have now confirmed 
that the program will end on Thursday Dec. 10. I think there are 
flights at 6.00am and 8.30am. 

Looking forward to hearing from you. I have classes until 4.00pm today 
thus go ahead and book the tickets. The only preference is an early 
departure (which means for me early arrival back home in NC...I have 
missed home for several months..) 

Hi Travis: Any help you can extend on this front will be highly appreciated. 

Many thanks. Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11:54 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Ticket 1622094 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Changed password to default and was able to login. Tmvis has laptop. Advised to login once if he changes 
password. 

Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:l/wwwamc.edt~iar- 
bfi~iweb s~biindex.~e=check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11:54 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Your problem ticket 1622094 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Changed password to default and was able to login. Tmvis has laptop. Advised to login once if he changes 
password. 

Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:l/wwwamc.edt~iar- 
bfi~iweb s~biindex.~e=check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,                  4:46 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Re: confirmation 

Okay, will stop by tomorrow late afternoon. Thanks. 

On Wed, 16:40:45 -0500, Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Hi 
> 

> Sorry Imjust getting back to you now. I was out of the office for an 
> interview. Thursday would be great. Just come between 4:30 and 5pm 
> and I will have it ready for you! Oh and I asked Julius about the 
> reimbursement and he said unfortunately we wouldn’t be able to do it. 
> You might still be able to get your money back through the store you 
> bought it from if the deadline hasn’t passed yet. 
> 
> Thanks, 
> 
> Travis 
> 

> wrote: 
>> Hi Travis, 
>> 
>> Just wanted to check in. Did you get my message about the quiz print 
>> offs? 
>> Please just let me know when you think I’ll be able to come and get them 
>> before Friday. I am not having office hours tomorrow due to a department 
>> meeting I must attend for my program. I have a test review until 4:20 or 
>> SO 

>> tomorrow. What time do you leave the office on Thursday? I could be 
there 
>> before 5:00 and that way I wouldn’t miss my test review. Please let me 
>> know 
>> your thoughts. 
>> 
>> Thanks, 
>> 

>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Communication Studies Lowe Challenge <comm@unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 19, 2009 9:02 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Carolina Faculty Excellence in Communication Studies 

Problems viewing this e-mail? View it online here. 

The Lowe Challenge for Faculty Excellence 

U 

Hello from Bingham and Swain Halls! 

As chair of the Department of Communication Studies, I’m writing to assure you that, despite a difficult 
financial situation, our faculty in Interpersonal and Organizational Communication, Media Studies 
and Production, Performance Studies, Rhetorical Studies, and Writing for the Screen & Stage 
remain committed to providing the best education for our undergraduate and graduate students. 

Our nationally and internationally renowned faculty are working on a number of initiatives to improve 
the quality of our students’ education. These include developing creative course offerings; enhancing 
academic advising; providing professional development opportunities, including numerous internship 
and research experiences; and improving recruitment and retention of our students. 

Thanks to the vision of alumnus Ken Lowe ’72 (RTVMP), the Lowe Challenge for Faculty 
Excellence gives alumni and friends the opportunity to fund the academic and research endeavors of 
faculty at all levels by providing financial support for course development, research, equipment and 
technology, travel, guest lecturers, visiting artists and other classroom needs. 

Gifts made to support or honor your favorite faculty member are eligible for a $1 match for every $2 
given (up to $2,000) between now and December 31, 2009. For more details, please visit 
comm.unc.edu!q!v!ng. 

Now, more than ever, private giving is crucial to maintaining the academic integrity of our department. 
The Lowe Challenge will help to ensure that progress in all academic areas continues. 

To accept the challenge now, click here for secure online giving. 

Thank you! 

Dennis K. Mumby 
Chair 

Department of Communication Studies 
College of Arts and Sciences 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 3285, 115 Bingham Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3285 
Phone: (919)962-2311 /E-mail: comm@~Jnc, ed~J 

This e-mail is for alumni and friends of the Department of Communication Studies at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 
If you have comments or questions, please contact Emily Stevens at the Arts and Sciences Foundation, 134 E. Franklin Street, 
Campus Box 6115, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-6115, em~,.stever~s@ur~c.eduor (919) 843-5285. If you do not wish to receive future 
editions, ur~subscribe here. 
702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, November 19, 2009 1:21 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Jingle Bell Jog 

Hi Travis, 

The annual Campus Recreation Jingle Bell Jog for UNC faculty and staff 
is just around the corner! Please forward the information to your 
department. Remember: prizes are given to the department with the best 
costumes and the most participation! 

JINGLE BELL JOG - Friday, Dec. 11, 12:15pm 

Jingle Bell Jog is a 3 mile fun run or 1.5 mile walk open to all UNC 
faculty and staff. In previous years, over 500 participants have 
completed the Jingle Bell Jog either as part of a team or individual. 
The event promotes physical activity, health and well-being and provides 
UNC employees with the opportunity to contribute to the Glenwood 
Elementary Family Assistance Program by making a canned food or pet 
donation. Free refreshments will be provided for participants after the 
event. This event is rain, shine or snow! Team registrations must be 
submitted by December 8th. Additional information can be found at: 

usrec~ ~c~edt~s~ecial ever~tsi 

UNC-Chapel Hill Campus Recreation 
Marketing Intern 
Student Recreation Center, Room 203 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-6784 

@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Thursday, November 19, 2009 2:16 PM 

travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

20091119141542594.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 11.19.2009 14:15:42 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Jaguar Books on Latin America Series 
William Beezley and Colin MacLachlan, Series Editors 

~structing Criminali~, in Latin America 
ited by Carlos A, Aguirre and Robert 
ffington 
in Latin America and the Caribbean 
ited by Joseph L. Arbena and David 
Prance 
of Independence in Spanish America 
ited by Christen Archer 
Migration to Modem Latin America 
ited by Samuel L. Belly and Eduardo 
~ M~guez 
ntures into Mexico: American Tourism 
7d !ha Border, 1945-Present 
ited by Nicholas Dagen Bloom 
ling the Hearts and Min&: Education, 
tnunica~ions, and Socia! Change in La~in 

~ited by Dhn A. Britton 
nswacting C~iminati~ in Latin America 
lited by Robert Buffi~ag~on and Carlos A. 

ocwaw in Latin America: Patmr~ and 

[Red by Rodefic ~ Camp 
lumen and Revolutionaries: 
¢men~ in La~n America 
tited by Daniel Castro 
.munica~on in La~n Amerce: 
~ Media, and Soci~ 
~ited by Ki~ard R. Cole 
,rid Slavew: ~e Mul~flayered Lega~ of 
:ans in ~tin America and the Caribbean 
][t~ by Da64~ I. Da~s 
ery and Bwond: ~e A~ican Impact ~n Latin 
~r~ca and the ~£bbean 
g Dari4n J. Da~s 
~e? Doctors, Foreign Debts, and Economic 
~rms ~om rhe !890s re the ~esent 
y Paul W. Drake 
nge ~l~images: Exile, Trauel, and National 
~ti~ M La~in Amerce, ~800-1990s 
dited by In~td E. Fey and Karen Racine 

.d#r, Se~ali~, and Power in Latin America 
e Independence 
dited by William E. French and Katherine 
taine Bliss 
Earth ~ I~ b in Heaven: Reli~on in Modern 
in America 
.dited by Virginia Garrard-Bumea 

aw a Ci~ Inuincible: Urban Portraits of Latin 
erica 
:dited by Gilbert M. toseph a,d Mark D. 
.zudmaan 

Between Two Worlds: Mexican lmmigrant~ in the 
United States 
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Pan-Africanism, Negritude, 
Currency of Blackness 

and the 

Cuba, the Francophone Caribbean, and Brazil 
in Comparative Perspective, 19 3 0-19 5 0s 

Daridn L Davis and ludirh Michelle Williams 

Despite the national idebtogies tha~ attempted to co-opt, silence, and marginalize 

black voices at the beginning of the twentieth century, black people in Latin 

America and the Caribbean convinued to express their discontent with national 

politics and their lack of civil rights when they could. From the end of World War 

~ to the 1950s, black intellectuals and artists played important roles in calling for 

full citizenship and promoting black culatre in nations in Europe and the Ameri- 

cas. While these intellectual and artistic movements may not have immediately 

promoted large-scale btach mobilizations, they provided blacks throughout the dias- 

pora with a new mode of thinking and acting and created several forums for dia- 

logue across national boundaries. 

Although separated by language, culture, and a host of other obstacles that pro- 

hibited cross-cu!rural communication, blachs throughout the African diaspora 

learned from one another and began to respond to discrimination and marginali- 

zation in similar ways. Moreover, blacks in Europe, the United States, the Carib- 

bean, and .Sou& America utilized similar discourses of empowerment while 

celebrating blackness. This chapter examines the parallels and the convergences of 

black protest in three cultural movements. The authors emphasize the similarities 

in black cultural production across the African diaspora while noting how those 

productions were tailored to.meet specific national needs. 
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Pan-Africanism began at the beginning of the twentieth century as a polit- 
ical proiect by British and American intellectuals and activists who were 

motivated by the belief that the peoples of the African diaspora had 
endured a similar set of social experiences resulting from the trans-Atlantic 
slave trade. Early pan-Africanists aimed to provide a forum for conversa- 

tion and action among people of African descent across cultures, although 
the "criterion of unity" often overlooked i~sues such as imperialism, class, 
and national sensibilities.1 The varied social experiences of people of Afri~ 
can descent outside Africa are as distinct from one another as they are 
from those of Africans on the continent. Local, regional, and national pol- 
itics and economics, not to mention culture and language, have shaped 
and molded the lives of millions of individuals so as to make mobiliza- 
tion across the miles that separate peoples of African descent complex. Yet 
people of African descent respor~ded to their local contexts in similar 
ways. 

Political and cultural movements that challenged white oppression and 
colonialism while celebrating blackness and promoting black soiidarity 
emerged from cultural contexts in which they interacted with other pan- 

African trends. In the wake of Wortd War I, when the world saw the colo- 
nization of Africa, and when the nation-state became the preeminent 
body for global discourse, pan-Africanists from the Francophone, Span- 
ish, and Lusophone Americas articulated political and cultural agendas 
that challenged Western domination and affirmed the cultural capital of 
blackness. This chapter documents the emergence of three major move- 
ments created by intellectuals, artists, and activists from Latin America 
and the Caribbean--the Negritude movement of Francophone intellectu- 
als who hailed from the Caribbean, the Negrista movement of the Spanish 
Caribbean, and the Black Experimental Theater of Brazil--while high- 
lighting their connections to Ang!ophone pan-Africanism and to Garvey- 
ism in particular. While these movements articulated specific grievances 
and agendas from their distinct colonial and postcolonial experiences, 
each movement defined the terms of blackness and pan-Africanism to suit 
the social and political contours of its own society~ In The Practice of Dias- 
pora: Literature, Translation, and the Rise of Black Internationalism, Brent 
Edwards argues that the only way to contemplate transnational black dis- 
courses such as Negritude is "by attending to the ways that discourses of 
internationalism travel, the ways they are translated, disseminated, 
reformulated, and debated in transnational contexts marked by differ- 

once.’’2 Moreover, it is essential to consider how these discourses and 
movements influenced one another across the diaspora despite the lin- 
guistic and cultural barriers that inhibited the emergence of a global pan- 
African alliance. 

HISTORICAL ANTECEDENTS IN THE 
ANGLOPHONE ATLANTIC WORLD 

For most of the twentieth century, the nation-state served as the basic para- 
digm for international communities. Thus, the idea of nation has played a 
primordiaI role in shaping the consciousness of individualsminduding 
those of Mrican descent--since World War I. Examples of pan-African resis- 
tance and solidarity across multipIe ethnic lines abound throughout the 
Americas from the beginning of the slave trade. Yet modern pan-African 
straggles may have begun as early as the 1780s, when African Americans. 
attempted to return freed Africans to Africa, illustrating a solidarity that 
transcended nation-state issues. Coming at the end of the nineteenth cen- 
tury, when most African nations had fallen to European colonialism, the 
triumph of Ethiopian forces over Italian invaders in 1895 was also an 
important moment that many in the diaspora viewed as victorious and that 
made Ethiopia an important reference poim for people of African descent 
for years to come. 

Henry Sylvester Williams, a Trinidadian-bom lawyer based in London, 
convened the first Pan-African Conference in 1900. This conference saw the 
participation of African Americans, incIuding W. E. B. DuBois, who eventu- 
ally drafted the most important document to come out of the congress. 
"The Address to the Nations of the World" universalized the plight of peo- 
ple of African descent in the face of Western imperialism. Despite the all- 

embracing goals of early pan-Africanists, which Angloph0ne activists and 
intellectuals had constructed, people of African descent in the French and 
former Spanish and Portuguese colonies, though recognized, were largely 
absem from discussions. Only at the fifth congress in 1945, at the end of 
World War II, did leading English-speaking pan-Africanists issue an explicit 
call to all the colonial subjects of the world. Utilizing their relatively advan- 
tageous economic position, blacks in the United States and Britain called 
for political equality. Afro-Latin American~ participation in pan-African 
forums might have been limited due to political and economic disenfran- 
chisement, but these constraints did not mean that they did not engage in 
straggles of their own and that they did not support pan-African ideals. 

In the wake of the first Pan-African Congress in London in 1919, when 
DuBois and.his cohorts met to assert their vision of pan-African unity, the 
Jamaican-born Marcus Garvey’s United Negro Improvement Association 
(UNIA) asserted his own diasporic vision. First founded in Jamaica, the 
UNIA gained a mass appeal, after Garvey’s relocation to New York in 1917. 
Whereas DuBois had called the problem of the twentieth century that of 
the color line, Garvey said that the problem for Africans of the past five 
hundred years was that of disunity, and he set out to solve it. In 1920 the 
UNIA’s ¢eekly periodical, the Negro World, called for its first international 
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convention to be held in August of that year. Garvey boasted a membership 
of four million for the UNIA and a circulation of millions for its periodi- 
cal-its reach extended by publication of sections in Spanish and French. 
In Garvey’s opinion, the earlier Pan-African Congress had no concrete 
achievements. His movement, however, had propagated a black capitalism 
that, along with its pageantry and grand rhetoric, had created an interna- 
tional shipping line. The first UNIA convention brought together 25,000 
people ir~ Madison Square Garden and was in some ways a repudiation of 
what Garvey saw as an elite and ineffectual mulatto movement more inter- 
ested in itself than in the masses of blacks that they claimed to serve, lohn 
Henrik Clark succinctly recalls Garvey’s thoughts: "Where is the black 
man’s government? Where is his king and kingdom? Where is his p.resident, 
his ambassador, his army, his navy, his men of big affairs? He could not 
answer the question affirmatively, so he decided to make the black man’s 
government, king and kingdom, president and men of big affairs. He taught 
his people to dream big again; he reminded them that they had once been 
kings and rulers of great nations and would be again.’’4 It was not in Gar- 
vey’s power to actually convey the powers of these titles and offices on his 
followers; however, he could create the performance of such roles through 
the elaborate costumes, pageants, and parades that the UNIA sponsored. 
The UNIA conventions continued yearly until 1925, when Garvey was 
jailed for mail fraud. 

Garvey’s conventions created a performance of black pride and demon- 
strated the potential strength of the Mack masses: According to Robert Bris- 
bane, "During that last days of luly 1920, African tribesman, some in their 
native dress, Negroes from South and Central America, Canada and the 
West Indies as well a others representing the forty-eight states enthusiasti- 
cally greeted each other in Harlem on what was for them a momentous 
occasion.’’s In addition to their thirty days of meetings, John Henrik Clark 
describes the delegates, dressed in the bold blue and red uniforms of the 
African Legion and the stunning white uniforms of the black cross rmrses, 
parading through the Harlem streets singing the UNIA anthem, "Ethiopia, 
Thou Land of Our Fathers." They carried the UNIA flag with them as they 
sang, the colors stii1 part of the !amaica flag and btack nationalist flags 
throughout the diaspora--black, the color of black skin; green for black 
hopes; and red for black blood. In Black Moses, Edmund Cronon suggests 
that "all the splendor and pageantry of a medieval coronation were present 
at this greatest of Negro shows.’’6 Garvey’s own dress at the convention 
reflected this flair for the performative and induded many gold braids and 
an elaborate hat accented with a plume. Garvey, a skilled and dynamic ora- 
tor, costumed himself in that elaborate uniform when he stood up to be 
proclaimed "provisional president" of Africa. This title, like so many others 
in the LINI& was purely ceremonial--a pageant to impress his followers 
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and to celebrate blackness visually. Critics and many of his contemporaries 
denigrated Garvey for his pageantry and spectacle, as well as his financial 
mismanagement and open criticism of what he called the mulatto face of 
black leadership; however, the visual display was always part of his mass 
appeal and entered into the currency of blackness that remains today. We 
see this remnant in the flag still lifted by blacks throughout the diaspora, 
even if its historical connections to Garvey’s great mobilization have been 
lost. 

As the creator of "the greatest surgence of black nationalism the civilized 
world has ever witnessed" Marcus Garvey proposed an alternate solution to 
racial conflict to deal with the imperialist threat: a return to Africa.~ For the 
most part, pan-Africanists dismissed Garvey as impractical, but Garvey’s 
LINIA assodations sprang up throughout the Americas, including Cuba.~ 
Many argue that Garvey was an adamant capitalist, nonetheless, his impor- 
tance in shaping African American attitudes toward the state cannot be 
understated. Black capitalism emphasized the fact that the present Ameri- 
can capitalist system would never reserve a proper place for Africans. Many 
turned to communism predsely for this reason, although Garvey himself 
critidzed the Communists for their typical racist attitudes and paternalism.’ 

Even though there were UNIA chapters in places such as Panama, Cuba, 
and Costa Rica, althouOa mostly among English-speaking Caribbean immi- 
grants, when Garvey proposed separation as the solution to racial conflict 
in the Americas, Latin Americans hardly took notice. Garvey coined the slo- 
gan "Africa for Africans, those at home and those abroad," which became a 
cry for its members and encapsulated his ultimate program. Garvey’s elo- 
quent articulation of Africa as a historically civilized birthplace of kings, his 
pageantry and performance of such elevated titles, and his assertive capital- 
ist project echoed through the diaspora, and its subtle influences can be 
seen in movements as diverse as the Harlem Renaissance and Francophone 
Negritude, Cuban Negrismo, and the Brazilian Teatro Experimental do 
Negro. 

In general, while Afro-Latin Americans’ political participation has not 
necessarily been explicitly or offidally restricted by race in the postabolition 
era across Latin America, the legacy of slavery and economic deprivation 
have inhibited the forging of a coherent black middle class.~° Because of the 
profound economic inequalities in Latin American societies, lower*income 
classes, in general, had less discretionary time to invest in national, much 
less international, enterprises. In addition, widespread political disenfran- 
chisement of other groups, including indigenous peoples and poor whites, 
meant that political access was not only an Afro-Latin American issue. As a 
role, however, when examining.socioeconomic dynamics, Latin Americans 
have traditionally overlooked racial issues in favor of class inequalities. 
Moreover, in addition to the challenges of communication across linguistic 
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and cultural borders, the politics of racial and national identities has tradi- 

tionally represented the most formidable challenge to pan-Africanism. Syn- 
cretism, miscegenation, patriotism, and nationalism that celebrated either 
whiteness or the mestizo/meti~o nature of Latin American societies often 
recognized the historical contributions of peopIe of African descent while 
prohibiting solidarity among people of African descent within individual 
countries. In many cases, national ideologies rendered black Latin Amerb 
cans invisible, and thus the mere articulation of blackness and the prOmo- 
tion of black culture constituted a challenge to the established order both 
nationally and internationally. It is within this context that the Franco- 
phone movement dubbed Negritude can be best understood. 

NEGRITUDE AND THE 
FRANCOPHONE CARIBBEAN 

Negritude became one of the most important cultural revolutions of black 
imellectuats in the twentieth century. This cultural and political movement 
advocated human rights for blacks globally, although it did not necessarily 
engender a mass following. While championing the black race in global 
terms, the Francophone architects of Negritude took the negative term nbgre 
(or nigger), which denigrated blacks, and reconfigured it into a philosophy 
that celebrated blackness and highlighted the contributions of blacks to 
Western civilization. In the wake of the 1929 stock market crash and the 
destruction of European societies in the 1930s, many intellectuals, includ- 
ing the French-speaking black intellectuals of Negritude, saw black culture 
in messianic terms. They emphasized the cultural and spiritual contribu- 
tions of Africans as an antidote to European degeneracy and insisted that 
the value of black culture be recognized globally.1~ 

The movement, which was inspired by the French caribbean experience, 

spread out to include blacks in all strata of society all over the world. 
Despite the anti-imperialist rhetoric of its writers, Negritude ideologues 
such as Aim4 C4saire and the future president of Senegal, L4opold Sedar 
Senghor, both students in Paris, were greatly affected and transformed by 
European Marxism and surrealism. The British- and American-directed pan- 
African movement and Garvey’s UNIA had inserted aesthetic and political 
models of blackness in the global arena of ideas that were dearly present 
in the Francophone Negritude movement. These contentions, which we can 
collectively interpret as a "currency of blackness" circulated in the works of 
black artists from the Harlem Renaissance, and were also expressed by other 
Francophone writers such as the Haitian lacques Roumain and Jean Price- 
Mars, and the French Guiana native L~on Damns. 
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Negritude’s aim had much in common with the goals of the pan-African 
movement. Its ethical and aesthetic focus followed in the vein of the Har- 
lem Renaissance, which used art, literature, and poetry as media of protest 
and rebellion. Indeed, the cultural movement of their counterparts in the 
United States would have a profound effect on the direction of the Garib- 
bean writers, although the French Garibbean islands were much more 
dependent and culturally tied to Europe. Not surprisingly, the ideology of 
Negritude was constructed in Paris, the capital of the Francophone world. 
With the 1932 publication of the journal L~gi~ime d~fense (Legitimate 
Defense), Negritude set out to attack the colonial culture of France imposed 
and copied by the conservative Antilleans. Organizers called upon Antille- 
arts to recognize and celebrate their African roots in the face of French colo- 
nialism and white racism, citing writers such as Langston Hughes as models 
worthy to be followed.~: 

Young writers and students from the French Garibbean as well as students 
from Aiiica were not interested in real knowledge of their African roots. 
Lfiopold Senghor would bring to the movement an understanding of Afri~ 
cat~ history and society at a time when European artists including Picasso 
and Jean Cocteau had already begun to incorporate African aesthetics into 
primitivism, cubism, and other aspects of the avant-garde.~s The black art- 
ists and activists in Paris were indebted to intellectuals from the French 
Caribbean such as Jacques Roumain, Jean Price-Mars, and L4on Damas. 

Jacques Roumain (1907-1944), a writer, Haitian diplomat, and militant 
Communist, played an important role in the Negritude movement before 
his death. Like Garvey, Roumain was interested not only in blacks’ relations 
with whites and their contribution to Western society but in justice and eco- 
nomic well-being for the proletariat.~ Between 1927 and 1928, Roumain 
and lean Price-Mars published the journal Revue indigOne in Haiti, which 
aimed to promote Haitian culture and resist the cultural dominance of the 
United States. Although the Revue indigene predated the Paris-based Negri- 
tude movement, Roumain’s poem "Bois D’4b~ne," which was printed in 
the Revue, constitutes a classic of the Negritude movement. His most 
important novel, Gou~erneurs de la fosse (Masters of the Dew), likewise illus- 
trated the trans-Atlantic links of Negritude and its fusion of ideology and 
artistic creativityJ~ 

Although most scholars consider C4saire the major spokesman of Negri- 
tude, L4on Damas, born in Cayenne, French Guiana, deserves credit for 
publishing the first major works of the movement. At the Universit4 de 
Paris, he studied African culture in Africa and in the diaspora, including 
African Caribbean countries and Brazil, before serving in the French Acad- 
emy and moving to the United States.~ His Pigments (1937), for example, 
reflected this education. In it, Damas compared Africa’s present situation to 
Africa before slavery, emphasizing the destructive nature of the European 
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colonial enterprise. Like C4saire, he viewed enslavement as the beginning 
of the decline and eradication of African culture by imperialist interests. As 

early as 1934, Damas’s poems appeared in the French periodical Esprit. 
While the avant-garde, and surrealism in particular, allowed Negritude 

writers to promote the ways black writers could help flee the Western imag- 
ination from mechanisms of psychic and social repression, French Marxism 
also influenced Negritude. Ltnlike the early pan-Africanist support of the 

free market system and Garvey’s outright rejection of communism, Negri- 
tude supporters such as G4saire, who was a member of the French Commu- 

nist Party and participated in international congresses organized by the 
Soviet Union, consistently defended the perspectives of proletarian interna- 
tionalism. G4saire, for example, joined the Communist Party because, as he 
reported, "In a world not yet cured of racism, where the fierce exploitation 
of colonial populations still persists, the .Communist Party embodies the 
will to work effectively for the coming of the only social and political order 
we can accept because it will be founded on the right of all men to dignity 
without regard to origin, religion or color.’’17 

Initially, Marxism had become a powerfial tool important to the writers 
of Negritude in the wake of the success of the Soviet Revolution. Thus, Ldgi- 
time ddfense celebrated black art while directing harsh criticism at the French 
government’s explorative racial policies in the Caribbean.la Haitian writers 
like Roumain differed slightly in their attacks largely due to two factors: the 
United States occupation of Haiti from 1915 to 1930 and the collaboration 
of the Haitian elite with American authorities. The LI.S. occupation pro- 
voked a renaissance in Haiti of the idea of the homeland and forced intel- 
lectuals to rethink their moraL, intellectual, and sociat values. The elite 
collaboration with the occupation provoked a serious consideration of Hai- 
tian folk and popular cultural forms of the country. 

Although it is important to recognize.that the majority of the leaders of 
the movement came from privileged or middle-dass backgrounds, Negri- 
tude nonetheless became a valid tool for the Francophone Caribbean, as it 
directly attacked the legacy of slavery and the evolution of a distinct caste 
system characterized by miscegenation, which favored mulattoes over 
blacks. Negritude’s main goal was to raise consdousness to promote the 
ultimate and equal integration of blacks into French sodety at a time when 
France still possessed colonies (rather than departments, as it now does) in 
the Caribbean.1~ 

Throughout the forties, C4saire traveled throughout the Eastern Bloc to 
represent the French Communist Party. As a result, in J949, he would be 
declared persona non grata in the Llnited States, owing to the anticommu- 
nist atmosphere there. He joined a twentieth-century list of black men 
whom the United States considered radical and undesirable, including 
Franz Fan0n, Marcus Garvey, and Malcolm X. Between 1946 and 1956, C4s- 
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aire represented MartiniqUe in the French legislature as a Communist dep- 
uty. At home he was instrumental in urban renewal projects, but his overall 
political impact at homeand in France was limited.~ Uniike many of the 
French Communists who adopted, an uncompromising Stalinist line in the 
1950s, C4saire later broke away from the Communist Party for its rigidity 
in perceiving racial realities. In 1956, C4saire argued in his letter to Maurice 
Thorez that official communism was cutting Martinique off from Africa and 
the rest of the Caribbean. For C4saire, imperialism was always connected 
to colonialism, and colonialism implied racism. He had always hoped that 
Marxism would be able to be more broadly interpreted by his colleagues. 
Two years later in 1958, he founded the independent Socialist Martinican 
Progressive Party (PPM)2~ 

C4saire’s work reflected a frustration with the state of colonialism and 
Marxism’s official response to racial oppression. He attempted to integrate 
a racial analysis into his views on class oppression, particularly as it affected 
the underdeveloped reality within French colonies. In an interview with 
Lillian Kesteloot in 1971, C4saire, now a consecrated statesman, recognized 
the limitations of both the writer and the politician to transform reality: 
"The writer is alone with his mind, with his soul; the politician, not to men- 
tion the party hack, unfortunately has to take contingencies into 
account.’’~a For C~saire, however, the state of black people was different 
from the other exploited masses of the world owing to the Iegacy of slavery. 
They were ashamed of the history of enslavement and had to be liberated 
from the colonial mentality. Art and culture were to play an important role 
in that liberation. 

In many ways, C4saire’s ideas concerning black culture were essentialist. 
In his attempt to celebrate and glorify African traits in his Cahier d’un rewur 
au pays natal, for example, he depicts blacks in romantic, if not stereotypical, 
terms, relegating the African contribution to culture and the European to 
science or reason. Yet C4saire’s call was for spiritual and economic libera- 
tion, thus circumventing traditional Marxist economic materialist theory. 
Only as an attack against colonialism and racism, which denigrated and 
made black contributions to the Western world invisible, does C4saire’s 
essentialist articulation make sense. Moreover, C4saire’s views mnst be 
understood in the wake of views expressed by Oswald Spengler’s Decline of 
the West; intellectuals from the 1920s and 1930s who scorned rationality 
and reason; and surrealists in particular, who called for a return to the pre- 
Cartesian paradise. C4saire seized this opportunity to articulate a positive 
role for people of African descent.~ He called upon the black Egyptian gods. 
and on thestrength of other black heroes such as the Haitian Toussaint 
Louverture, which resonated with Garvey’s own African hero making. Bor~ 
rowing from Marxism, C4saire cailed for the rebuilding of a society in 
which each individual will be free to develop his or her talents. Moreover, 
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in ,he Cahiar, he likens the fate of blacks in Martinique to the fate of the 
proletariat arid the oppressed all over the. world, including lews, Hindus, 
and the disenfranchised blacks of Harlem.2~ 

In his political essay after the war, Discourse on Colonialism (1955), COs- 
dire further indicts European civilization and harks back to Spengler, who 
predicted a "Decline of the West," asserting "that no one colonizes irmo- 
cent!y, that no one colonizes with impunity either; that a nation which col- 
onizes, that a civilization which justifies colonization--and therefore 
force--is already a sick civilization, a civilization which is morally diseased, 
that i*~esistibly, progressing from one consequence to another, one repudi- 
ation to another, calls for its Hitler, I mean its punishmerm°’2s C4saire also 
attacked the current state of European cMlization predsely because of the 
failure of socia! transformation on a global level, ideas also found in the 
writings of his fellow Martinican Franz Fanon and the Haitian Jacques Rou- 
main.2~ C4saire believed that culture could, nonetheless, be used as a politi- 
cal tool. Roumain, like Fanon, believed that blacks were an integral part 
of the international proletariat. Blacks’ marginal status was not a matter of 
culture, but a matter of a deprivation and social and economic conditions.~7 

Negritude’s racial focus would develop, overlap, and often conflict with 
class analysis and the emancipation of the international proletariat, a ten- 
sion that would reverberate throughout the social movements of Latin 
America. For many such as Roumain and Fanon, the suffering of blacks was 
related to capitalist exploitation of poor whites. Yet Negritude, which began 
as a celebration of blackness, evolved i~to a call for inclusion, self-awareness, 
and attention to the black’s role in international struggles. These preoccu- 
pations would be shared with others throughout the diaspora and would 
take diverse directions, as the philosophers of Negrismo in the Sparfish- 
speaking Caribbean attest5s 

PAN-AFRICANISM, NEGR!SM©, AND CLIBA 

¯ influenced by Negritude, Negr~smo was a term commonly used in Spanish 
American intellectual circles of the 1930s and 1940s. Negristas, as members 
of this intellectual movement were called, emphasized the contribution of 
the African to Western culture. The Negristas in Cuba did not claim, as did 
the followers of Negritude, however, ~hat the African element was the cen- 
ter and the redemption of Caribbean culture. They considered it as impor- 
tant as the Spanish in the forging of cubanidad, or Cuban-ness. Moreover, 
Negristas argued that the exclusion of blacks from mainstream culture was 
a disservice to el! Cubans. Their agenda .was to ~mphasize the unity of 
blacks and whites in the forging of the Cuban community~a comnmnity 
that was culturally mulatto. This perspective diverged from that of C{saire 
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and other Negritude ¯writers, and the movement included whites: At the 

same time, this message implied a ceIebration of blackness in a country in 
which African int’luences were marginalized on the national level. 

In the Cuban populist tradition, Negristas saw themselves as spokesmen 
and guides of blacks, and as patriots of the Cuban nation. Their aim was 
to combat the ethnocentrism that persisted in Cuban society arid allowed 
importam elements of Afro-Cubar~ history to be ignored. The Sociedad de 
Estudios Afrocubanos (Society for Afro-Cuban Studies), for example, 
aspired to become the instrument for the advancement of racial unity 
through the publication of information that served that end. Negrista writ- 
ers wanted to promote the appreciation of the Cuban past, encourage patri- 
otic sentiments, and unite the Cuban people2~ 

Cubans heeded the Negristas not only because they included patriotic 
intellectuals of color such as Nicolfis Guill0n, but also because white schol- 
ars and ethnographers such as Fernando Ortiz and Lydia Cabrera joined 
their cause,a° The prominence of white intellectuals such as Ortiz and 
Cabrera in the realm of a black ideological and cultural movement, while 
not unique to Cuba, wa~ants further study. Ortiz, like Nina Rodrigues and 
Gilberto Freyre in Brazil and French intellectuals such as Jean-Paul Sartre, 
played important rotes in identifying black culture as an important subject 
of research. Unlike Sartre, who demonstrated solidarity with the Negritude 
writers, Ortiz’s early views on African culture were not uniformly positive. 
Moreover, in his early works s~ch as Los Negr~s bru)os (The Black Wiwhes, 

1906), Otriz describes black culture in Cuba in ethnocentric terms. Robin 
Moore has convincingly argued that, early on, Ortiz vacillated betweer~ eth- 
nocentricity and fascination, but that by the 1930s he both praised and pro- 
moted Negrista ideas and poetry, particularly the work of Eusebia Cosine.~ 

In an effort to present a more popularly financed Cuban history, the 
Negristas boasted of the African past as well as the African’s natural cultural 
ability, sense of patriotism, and endurance in ways similar to the writers of 
Negitude. Typically, Negrista writings dealt with a folklorist element such 
as music, dance, or art in which African contributions were central. Negris- 
tas promoted patriotism amor~g blacks, attempted to educate whites (in a 
program that would have parallels with the Black Experimental Theater in 
Brazil), and stressed the importance of blacks to the nation in an effort to 
avoid conflict,s~ 

The Negristas developed a double-voiced commentary that tried to bal- 
ance the dual e~ds of affirming blackness and assertir~g the importance of 
Cuba’s national identity. Within this union, however, Negristas focused on 
the patriotism of blacks, emphasizing the black contribution to Cuban 
society in similar ways to the Negritude movement. Enslaved Africans, the 
Negristas argued, were forcibly bound to the Cuban soil. While Spaniards 
and other Europeans came and left, Africar~s, who could not leave, were the 
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first to acquire a sense of homeland, which bound them -to the Caribbean 
natior~, in ways that Spaniards had not been. Therefore, in direct contrast 
to W. E. B. DuBois’s ideas of the African American’s double consciousness 
discussed in The Soul of Black Folks (1903), the Society of Afro-Cuban Stud- 
ies arKu, ed that "Blacks should feel, not with more intensity, but perhaps 
sooner than whites, the emotion and consciousness of Cuban-hess.’’~3 

Many Afro-Cubans echoed these beliefs, some equating Cuban-ness with 
being mulatto. EHas Entralgo reported, for example, that Cuba’s mulatto 
nature represented an equilibrium in its history, liberating the black and 
the white. Whites should feel, according to Entralgo, "less absolute" and 
blacks should feel "less inferior" in relation to the mulatto.~4 Comparing 
Cuba to those countries with more indigenous roots, Entralgo noted that 
national unity was lacking in them compared to the intensification of the 
national consciousness in Cuba2~ Despite the essentialism inherent to their 
discourse, the overwhelming desire for the promotion of Cuban nation~ 
hood was paramount in their minds. Negristas avoided any antagonism 
between races by employing rhetoric similar to that of Cuba’s national hero 

Jos4 Marti: "There is no conflict or race in Cuba because there are no races." 
They preferred to perceive Cuba as a unified culture, but they shrewdly let 
Cubans know that they were indebted to Africans and their descendants. 
This was a strategy that directly responded to the legacies of the race wars 
at the beginning of the century that resulted in the massacre of hundreds 
of black Cubans.3~ (See chapter 6.) 

The Negristas saw their role as cultural leaders as a didactic one. They 
were prepared to guide Cuban society toward consolidation through com- 
mon knowledge and awareness of a shared heritage. Cuban history, Ortiz 
reported, had been characterized by four stages: the hostile, the "transient" 
period of mestizaje, the adaptive second generation of Creoles, and, finally 
the vindication and recuperation of dignity by the people of cotor and the 
acceptance of the mulatto as a national symboll~7 The Negristas also Cited 
other black intellectuals of the diaspora and, like their French counterparts, 
forged alliances with the Communist Party. For example, committed Com- 
munist Nicolfis Guill~n was a friend of Jacques Roumain and referenced 
the African American writer Langston Hughes. Mordover, many of Guill4n’s 
works illustrate an awareness of and identification with the struggles of 
African Ameticans. This is seen vividly in Guitl4ns poem about the 1955 

racist slaying ,of Emmett Till, a fourteen-year-old black teenager from Chi- 
cago. Guill4n s West Indies Limited (1954) also forged bonds between Cuba 
and other Caribbean nations.3a             ¯ 

At the same time, Afro-Cubans like Guill4n and Blas Roca saw the contra- 
diction in the rhetoric of members of the Cuban upper classes who spoke 
out against racial discrimination but Continued to attend social bourgeois 

clubs that often denied entrance to Afro-Cubans29 Other intellectuals such 
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as Salvador Garcia Aguero demanded that Cubans be held accountable for. 
unpatriotic actions, urging the government to enforce the antidiscrimina- 

tion laws of the 1940 constitution.~0 Still, Afro-Cubans’ 9ttempts to orga- 
nize exclusively along radal lines met with opposition, and many Cubans 
saw such endeavors as counterproductive and as negative as white preju- 
dice. Others were clearly afraid of being labeled unpatriotic. Not surpris- 
ingIy, when Enrique Andreu attempted to create a Federation of Societies 
of Color, other Afro-Cubans criticized him. Prominent journalist Gustavo 
Urrutfa, for example, cIaimed that such associations should be formed on 
the basis of their character and not of their color.*x Although Negrismo 
shared many of the same goals as the Francophone Negritude movement, 
Cuban patriotism played an important role. in shaping Afro-Cuban con~ 
sciousness and the way in which Cubans celebrated blackness and pro- 
moted black rights. Moreover, the Negristas responded to and "cashed in" 
on the currency of blackness in ways that corresponded to the social and 
political climate of the Spanish Caribbean in general and Cuba in particu- 
lar. In many ways the Negrista approach was much more cautious than that 
of the Negritude writers. In Brazil, the pan-Africanist Black Experimental 
Theater would also begin cautiously but would develop to fully embrace 
the afrocentricity of Negritude. 

PAN-AFRICANISM, AND THE STAGING OF 
NEGRITUDE IN BRAZIL: THE CASE OF THE 

TEATRO EXPERIMENTAL DO NEGRO 

Brazil received the largest number of slaves in the transatlantic slave trade 
and it was the last nation in the Americas to end slavery in 1888. Despite 
these facts, the country maintained a reputation as a racial paradise for 
much of the twentieth century. Brazilians and foreigners often categorized 
Brazilian race relations as free of the polarizations present in U.S. sodety. 
However, racial interactions in Brazil, while complex, still follow distinct. 
ideological forms that, more or tess, separate black from white or divide 
people into white and nonwhite. After emancipation Brazil did not see 
waves of violence against blacks, nor did Brazilian government pass draco- 
nian laws to oppress blacks, but the state did nothingto help integrate them 
into the changing economy. Moreover, rather than employ blacks in newly 
emerging industries, they subsidized the immigration of European laborers. 
Furthermore, in the Years following emancipation, developing narratives of 
national identity in both popular and intellectual circles created a vision of 
a mixed-race Brazil and celebrated the mulatto as the image of the new 
nation. The rhetoric of the era encouraged miscegenation as part of a pro- 
cess of "whitening" that would strengthen the national character. 
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lZigure 7.1. Abdias Nascimento and Ruth de Souza, founders of 

the Teatro [~xperimenta] do Negro, performing a scene from 
Shakespeare’s Othello. Source: Funarte, Rio de ]aneiro 

Despite this veneer of peaceable interactions, black Brazilians continually 
organized to advocate for greater access to opportunity. The strongest of 
these efforts emerged in the large southern cities of Rio de Janeiro and Sao 
Paulo. In the earliest years of the twentieth century in 83o Paulo, Afro- 
Brazilians created scores of black periodicals that were often linked to social 
dubs and in which discriminatory acts and black Brazilian aspirations were :.:. 
recorded. Also in the rapidly industrializing city of Sao Paulo in 1930 
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emerged the Frente Negra Brasileira (Black Brazilian Front), the largest mass 
mobilization of black Brazilians, which eventually developed into a politi- 
cal party. The activities of the Front ceased in 1937, however, when Getfilio 
Vargas abolished all political parties. The Teatro Experimental do Negro 
(TEN) in Rio de laneiro only emerged on the Brazilian national scene when 
Vargas began dismantling his dictatorship in 1944. TEN turned to Negri- 
tude as an alternative to the national narratives that privileged mulattoes 
over blacks and promoted the advantages of whitening. TEN was certainly 
a theater--and, one might argue, primarily one--however, it had the aspi- 
rations to form a political movement and to affect social, economic, and 
cultural practices in Brazil. 

At the closing session of TEN’s first Afro-Brazilian Congress, TEN member 
Aguinaldo Camargo saluted the presiding officer of the session, the black 
senator Hamilton Nogueira, and then addressed the following exaltations 
to each of the three organizers of the Congress: "The Illustrious, Dr. Abdias 
do Nascimento, ’Negritude’ in person. Esteemed Prof. Guerreiro Ramos! 
The thinker of ’Negritude.’ Esteemed Professor l~dison Carneiro--the 
researcher of ’Negritude.’ 

Camargo’s opening suggests the depth of the commitmer~t of TEN and 
its followers to the ideology and practice of its distinctly Brazilian imple- 
mentation of Negritude. Sociologist Guerreiro Ramos called TEN the prac- 
tice of the theory of a Brazilian sodology that he had developed, a theory 
that reached far beyond the limits of the theater. In TEN’s nearly twenty- 
five years of existence it not only produced plays, held conferences, created 
literary art, and held group therapy classes, but it also created a discourse 
that reconceptualized the idea of Braziliar>ness through the filter of Negri- 
tude. 

Following those who participated in the French intellectual movement 
in the 1930s that gave birth to Negritude, Nascimento, and other Afro~ 
Brazilians were interested in access to full citizenship. Like the French 
Garibbean artists looking toward recognition as French citizens, Nasci- 
mento and other Afro-Brazilians wanted all the rights of citizens. They 
looked to creative expression as the tool to gain entry to this miliett. More- 
over, the Brazilian articulation and celebration of blackness through TEN 
included a strategy of symbolic potitics that relied on a set of images and 
signs or "a shared international iconography" that had a currency withir~ 
the context of the international struggle for black self-determination.4~ 

While Garveyism and his physical return to Africa found few voices in 
Brazil or 8panish-speaMng America, TEN posited a symbolic return to Afri- 
can culture that played an essential if not fundamental part in the construc- 
tion of modern Brazil. Poetry and, to a lesser extent, poetic prose were the 
forms that the Francophone activists used to express their connection to 
an African rather than a European tradition. In Cuba, Afro-Cubans used a 
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blending of music and poetry and were aided by social scientists and histo- 
rians interested in recovering the African past. Theater was TEN’s artistic 
basis, and Nascimento, TEN’s maj.or spokesman and ardfitect, looked for 
roots of Afro-Brazilian performance traditions in African, rather than Portu- 
guese, forms. TEN was deliberate in maintaining its connections with the 
international context of Negritude, while using the theatrical form to create 
a vision of the black man as tragic hero. Rather than the festive or comic 
ideas of blackness that had emerged within the popular spl~eres of Brazilian 
entertainment, TEN demanded that blacks receive serious treatment on the 
stage and be given tragic proportions. In his history of black theater in Bra- 
zil, P4ricles Leal argued that because of stereotypes of blacks in Brazil and 
the United States, it was practically impossible in either country "to con- 
ceive of an actor of cotor representing the great human sufferings, putting 
him in the skin of a character complex in his pain, in his love, in his 
anguish in his despair and his hope.’’~4 

TEN’s project was to place images of black dignity on the stage, a process 
in which, according to J61io Cfisar Tavarez, "the bodies of those subjects 
socially rejected by the radst structure were transformed by TEN into arche- 
types of resistance."4s 

TEN’s own sense of Negritude, its articulation of blackness, and its place 
in the Brazilian nation may have been influenced by French and North 
American thinkers, but Nascimento and the actors and activists who com- 
prised TEN were responding to a uniquely Brazilian reality that gave lip ser- 
vice to the fraternity of blacks and whites, celebrated the mulatto as 
symbolic ofradat union, and marginalized black voices. Indeed, the emer- 
gence of TEN in the mid-1940s vividly illustrates the force of Negritude, 
not only as a historical movement with a particular history arising from a 
particular moment in the Francophone world, but also as a transnational 
ideology that traveled and became a liberating set of ideas for blacks in 
other regions. TEN’s local adaptation of Negritude reflected the Brazilian 
situation and served the political ends of the group within the local context. 

In the preface to Dramas para negros e prologo p~ra brancos (Dramas for 
Blacks and Prologue for Whites), published by the theater in 1961, Nasci- 
mento articulated TEN’s project and proposed a guide to reading its plays; 
In so doing, Nascimento created the basis for a distinctly Afro-Brazilian dra- 
maturgy that dialogued and resonated with peoples throughout the African 
diaspora while specifically and explicitly addressing whites in didactic 
terms. As Nascimento explained, "Our anthological work for the black Bra- 
zilian drama reveals another dimension, in which surges the authentic 
black voice, as a race and as a man of color: the social life: Living as a black 
man is not a common perception of the western mind. Race and color dif- 
ferentiate themselves and turn to a specific sensibility that developed a new 
creative dimension in the century of Negritude.’’4~ 
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In Nascimento’s vision TEN described the everyday lives of black Brazil- 
ians and emphasized that those life stories were worth telling despite hav- 
ing been both distinct and unknown to white Brazilians. Nascimento 
searched for a creative force that would guide the theatrical work of TEN, 
and that force was a Brazilian rearticutation of NegritudeW For Nasci- 
mento, Negritude was an idea that was both essentially black and unintelli- 
gible to whites. This contention provided a specific criticism of white 
intellectuals who had researched and published about the lives of blacks 
Brazilians without engaging with actual blacks voices, or allowing blacks to 
represent themselves in national and international forums. Indeed, Nasci- 
mento not only.revolutionized Brazilian theater, but he also reordered tra- 
ditional constructions of theater history when he argued that the theater of 
peoples of color preceded Greek theater. Like Garvey’s hailing of Ethiopia 
or C4saire’s proclamation of a black Egyptian God, he integrated the theater 
of the Egyptian as part of the African heritage and created a model of origin 
that centers on Africa.4s 

Nascimento understood black Brazilians’ need to connect to the interna- 
tionaI black struggle, which arose in societies that played prominent roles 
on the international world stage such as France and the United States. He 
was acutely aware of Brazil’s status as a developing country and searched 
for strategies that would help overcome black Brazilians’ invisibiIity in a 
country already marginalized from world affairs. "Even separated by the 
injunctions of history and by the languages and cultures of each new 
nation," Nascimento announced to Brazilians, "the blacks from the exodus 
indicated in 1501, route to the new world, maintained the unity implanted 
by color and the common heritage of collective memory.4~ Nascimento 

affirmed not only links to Negritude but foreshadowed his later commit- 
ment to a more defiant pan-Africanist discourse. The alIegiances that he 
detailed were essential to the picture of black Brazilian drama that he illus- 
trated in Brazilian society in the post-World War II era. For Nasdmento the 
genealogy of black Brazilian theater moved from Africa to the Americas, 
and thus, it was important for him to incorporate the black theater of Cuba 
and the United States into his worldview. In Cuba, he saw the importance 
of ritual dances, and in the United States he understood the significance of 
African American pioneers such as James Hewlett and- Ira Aldridge, as well 
as white writers such as Eugene O’Neill and Ridgely Torrance. Nascimento 
also claimed black musical idioms such as jazz, blues, spirituals, and rag- 
time as a part of a common African diasporic heritage. 

Nascimento wanted to make clear to his critics that all blacks share not 
only a common origin in Africa, but that that commonality extended to 
culture and shaped experience,, which meant that the experiences of Afri- 
cans in the United States were congruent with those of Africans in Brazil. 
Thus when he employed the currency of blackness to reformulate ideas 
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such as Negritude or produce plays such as Eugene O’Neill’s Emperor tones 
or Langston Hughes’s Mulatto, it was a legitimate act, and one that was not 
without context. He was using those ideas to reflect on another manifesta- 
tion of their common heritage rather than claiming these, examples as Bra- 
zilian, as many of his detractors claimed, Ironically, many critics considered 
Nascimento’s affirmation of his blackness as racist, although he succinctly 
explained that 

As Ne~itude is an affirmation that is particular to one color and of one race, 
it constitutes an anti-racist gesture. She belongs, as we have already said with 
regard to TEN, not to the order of ends but to the order of means. One day 
Negritude will not have any reason to exist. It wilI die to give up its place to 
another type of human relatioxas. But until that day, while the black [man] 
continues as "a mere object of verses in whose elaboration he does not partici- 
pate," Negritude will stay alive and active,s° 

Nascimento understood Negritude as a tactic born out of necessity rather 
than a permanent statement of a separatist ideology. Thus, Nascimento 

carefully positioned himself both inside and outside of the ideologies of 
Brazil, wanting both to assert the primacy of blackness but also argue for 
its full indusion into the rights and privileges of dtizenship. One could 
argue that these views moderated his militancy and anticipated criticisms 
of TEN’s project, however, it is more accurate to say that he was incredibIy 
strategic in his language and tactics, as he realized that he relied on the very 
establishment that he criticized for the financial support that allowed for 
TEN’s continued existence. 

Examining the revolutionary actions of TEN in hindsight, Nascimento 
explained that "in Brazil, the flag of Negritude was grasped by TEN, since 
its foundation in 1944.’’51 He also set out a concise history of the role of 
blacks in the Brazilian theater before detailing some of TEN’s early successes 
and laid out the importance of the theater’s work in developing plays ,d, ith 
roles for blacks. Nascimento cited O’Neill as an inspiration and asserted the 
need for texts written by black authors. "The author of Emperor ]ones . . . 
supports the claim, that the author ofptays for black actors should be black 
himself," although he recognized many white collaborators and sympathiz- 
ers.~ Even as TEN attempted to replace the vision of the mulatto nation 
with Negritude, the realities of Brazil’s artistic and intellectual class pre- 
vented this and reflected a somewhat uneasy accommodation that even in 
TEN, images of blackness had mixed-race birth. Despite these tensions, 
Nascimento upheld Negritude as an oppositional strategy to that of assimi- 
lation: "Assuming in Brazil, the consequences and the implications that 
Negritude contains, it sharpens the instruments of its refusal, produced in 
the spoilage and in the suffering; refusal of cultural assimilation; refusal of 
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compulsory assimilation; refusal of humiliation; refusal of misery; refusal 

of servitude. 
Nascimento was attempting to dialogue with whites (and blacks who 

were also unconvinced by Negritude), but he still wanted to maintain the 
distinctiveness of the project and the primacy of a separate black identity. 

One of the key extra-theatrical weapons in TEN’s arsenal Was the organi- 
zation of various conferences and meetings to discuss the "negro problem" 
in Brazil. Starting in 1945 TEN launched a series of black conferences, con- 
ventions, and congresses, which, while including whites, allowed a space 
for blacks to theorize about themselves and to replace the dominant ideol- 
ogy with their own. TEN’s assemblages followed a history of conferences in 
which Brazilian blacks had been discussed by theorists and academics as 
objects. These meetings functioned both as performances in which edu- 
cated blacks were able to assert themselves for the academics present and 
for the larger public who would read about them in the media, and as plat- 
forms where TEN was able to propose its own racial orthodoxy. 

TEN’s 1950 First Congress of the Black Brazilian was scheduled so as to 
commemorate the one hundredth anniversary of the abolition of the slave 
trade in Brazil and to intervene in the creation of the UNSECO studies on 
race in Brazil, originally intended to .explain the exceptional harmony of 
Brazil’s race relations. Several of the principal authors and researchers of 
those studies were active participants in TEN’s conventions who presented 
theses for debate and presided over some discussions that were published 
in the hope of influencing the UNESCO report.~4 Guerreiro Ramos, a soci- 
ologist and member ofTEN, submitted the thesis ’% UNESCO e as relagOes 
de raga" (UNESCO and Race Relations), in which he suggested that 
UNESCO study TEN’s attempts to change racial attitudes using theater, 
beauty contests, group therapy, museums, and films.5~ At this conference 
the speakers addressed the social problems of blacks rather than solely cata- 
loging their culture. 

Published eighteen years later, the proceedings of the convention, O 
Negro revoltado (The Rebellious Black), lost much of the optimism of the 
convention. Instead, the work served as a cry of frustration and, as the title 
indicates, revolt. Mthough it included a report of the proceedings of the 
1950 black congress, the first seventy pages encompass a fiery address by 
Abdias do Nascimento and is TEN’s angriest discourse. Between the 1950 
congress and the 1968 publication of this book, Brazil had moved from a 
constitutionally elected government headed by the sympathetic Vargas to a 
repressive military regime that viewed ethnic mobilization as a threat to the 
goals of the nation. Nascimento had suffered through personal scandals, 
electoral defeats, and a long censorship battle over his play $ortil~gio. 
Ramos had gone into exile in the United States in 1966, after his election 
to Congress and threats of persecution by the military dictatorship, and 
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Nascimento would soon follow. All these disappointments provide the 
backdrop for that text. 

In O Negro revoltado, Nascimento demanded the rejection of miscegena- 
tion as a strategy, for racial improvement and the end to the objectification 
of the black Brazilian as historically quaint, folldofic, colorful, or the font 
of Brazilian culture. The alternative he suggested was Negritude. In his later 
vision of Negritude> Nascimento also moved away from attempting¯ to 
engage and educate white Brazilians in a strident support of pan-Africanism 
and the heroes who represented it. This pantheon included many African 
Americans and Negritude figures such as Aim4 C4saire and L4opold 8en- 
ghor but also extended to black Brazilians such as Chico Rei, Luis Gama, 
Jos4 do Patrocinio, Cruz e Sousa, and Lima Barreto." Whereas in 1961 
before the military coup of 1964, which stymied Brazilian democracy, Nas- 
cimento had called Negritude a tactic that would one day be obsolete, in 
his later articulations, he argued that %he values of Negritude are thus per- 
petual, perennial, or permanent, in the measure that being the perpetual, 
perennial or permanent the human race and its historic/cultural sub- 
products.’’~ He posited a historical contour of the straggle when he sug- 
gested the quilombo, or Maroon community, as the model of revolt and 
mobilization of Afro-BraziIians, foreshadowing his later work Quilombismo. 
Nasdmento was interested in the independent and oppositional Spirit of 
the quitombos and the ability of Africans to maintain aspects of their culture 
and sovereignty,sr Indeed, Nascimento saw the founders of the quitombos 
are the precursors of the contemporary Brazilian straggle today. When 
enslaved men and women risked their lives, "they rejected the forced work, 
of the cultural values, new gods, new language, new style of life.’’sa 

There is no denying the fact that TEN’s work changed the face of the Bra- 
zilian stage. TEN’s most active period as a theater was from its birth in 
1944, when it debuted as part of the Teatro Estudantil production of Pal- 
mares, until 1957, when it produced Nascimento’s own Sorti1Ogio: Mist~rio 
negro. In that period it produced six plays, many of which were repeated, 
and four reviews, redtats, or compilation shows. It also participated in four 
productions by mainstream groups, including the famous Orfeu da 
concei~ao by Vinicius de Moraes. Prior to TEN’s ideological and stage work, 
blacks were seldom present on the Brazilian stage, and when they were, 
they were relegated to comic figures, and in a country with a significant 
population of African descendants, these characters were played by whites 
in blackface. After TEN’s intervention, mainstream authors began to write 
complex, if at times still stereotypical, black characters, and blackface was 
no longer acceptable. Without the marriage of TEN’s version of Negritude 
and its political component, it would not have been as Successful in its 
challenge to Brazilian stage practices. As an ideology of aesthetics, Negri- 
tude was a powerful tool; however, as a means for access to political inclu- 
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sion, both the ideology and TEN were less successful..In addition to TEN’s 
theatrical work the group produced a magazine, hosted conferences, cre- 
ated literacy classes, held programs in group therapy, and supported candi- 
dates for office. 

TEN began during an important period of national identity formation in 
Brazil, and it demanded that race be part of that discussion. The ideology 
of Negritude provided the discursive base of all their actions, helping them 
to tap into the internationaI currency of blackness for their own straggles. 
of self-determination. The activities of the Teatro Experimental do Negro 
were varied and had lasting impact. If one looks at easity measurable ends 
like laws passed or persons elected to office, TEN was not a successful politi2 
cal mobilization. However, one must look not just at what TEN did, but 
how those acts were employed and read after its demise;¯ if one looks to the 
power of its discourse and the discourse that arises around it Was very effec- . 

tire. It changed the terms of racial debate in Brazil. 
The Teatro Experimental do Negro, like the other movements discussed 

in this chapter, capitalized on the transnational rhetoric of black.pride and 
social equality that arose within the pan-African movements and Garvey- 
ism of the first half of the twentieth century. Its task was distinct from that 
of the U.S. civil rights movement that targeted specific North American leg- 
islation that mandated segregation and prohibited black voting, for exam- 
ple. In Brazil, Cuba, and the Francophone Caribbean, radsm was a matter 
of custom, not law, and the waves of discrimination were regionally 
unequal. Mobilizing blacks in Brazil, where Brazilians were encouraged to 
believe that there were no racial problems in the country, for example, 
would prove an exceptionally difficult task. 

Cultural, linguistic, and historical differences among peoples of African 
descent in the diaspora constituted de facto barriers to communication as 
well as to politicaI, economic, and other programs across national Iines. 
During slavery, African families were tom apart and condemned to lives of 
servitude in diverse regional and cultural eras where they adapted, assimi- 
lated, and influenced emerging customs. The diversity of languages, customs, 
and religions--not to mention class distinctions among Africans--urges us 
to carefully define and distinguish "African-hess" in Africa and in the dias- 
pora. As Sidney Mintz and Richard Price aptly e~cplain in The Birth of African- 
American Culture, however, the birth of African diasporic culture and con- 
sciousness emerged as a result of a hybridization, syncretism, and cultural 
exchange, first among many African ethnic groups living in close quarters, 
from the bowels of slave ships to slave quarters throughout the kanericas, 
and then through cohabitation with indigenous and diverse European 
groups,s~ 

While male writers, artists, and activists were largely responsible for artic- 

ulating the diverse politics of blackness of Negritude in the French Carib- 
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bean, Cuba, and Brazil, women and gender played important roles in each 

region. Men and women of African descent routinely protested the exploi- 
tation and stereotyping of black women, particularly in sexual terms. Oth- 

ers highlighted the importance of women to pan-African struggles against 
slavery in maroonage and in the creation of modern nation-states. Women 

such as Paulette Nardell, and her sisters Alice and Jane, played significant 
roles in the Francophone Negritude movement of the 1930s and 1940s. 
Contemporaries in Cuba praised Eusebia Cosme’s poetry, while others rec- 
ognized the scholarship of Lydia Cabrera to Negrista thought. Actress Rttth 

de Souza, along with Abdias do Nascimento, was one of the cofounders 
of the Black Experimental Theater.6° Maria Nascimento edited a column in 

Quilombo dedicated to the woman’s voice in Brazil entitled "Fala Mulher" 
(Women Speak Up).Sz Integrating women fully into the histories of black 
movements in Latin America warrants further investigation, yet equally 
important is the study of black women in pan-African movements and as 
transnational promoters of the currency of blackness. 

The decline of empire and the institutionalization of the nation-state at 
the beginning of the twentieth century encouraged black identification with 
nationhood rather than race. Ironically, across the diverse national dis- 
courses of race-nation, the struggles and strategies of peoples of African 
descent show remarkable similarities. These similarities constitute part of 
the currency of blackness and included three basic tenets: the call for equal 
rights, the edification of the black race, and the celebration of blackness. 
Black art, literature, poetry, and theater played pivotal roles in the articula- 
tion of blackness in all spheres of society. Indeed, cultural production 
became a conduit.for the celebration of black culture and the expression 
of discontent, and the springboard for participation into the political and 
economic spheres precisely because Africans and their descendants had 
been barred from representing American nations and from attaining foot- 
holds in national political circles. The pioneers of the French-speaking 
community articulated their dual agenda of protest and celebration in 
remarkably essentialist terms. Yet the Francophone idea of Negritude 
evolved from its historical essentialism and embraced broader meanings for 
the diaspora. That black intellectuals in the so-called peripheral areas of the 
West, specifically Latin America and the Caribbean, shared similar preoccu- 
pations with blacks who lived closer to the centers of power in England and 
the United States affirms an implidt pan-African currency across class and 
national lines. 
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Re~hin]cing ~he Af~i©an Diaspora: ~lobal Oyn~xmi©s 

Ruth Simms I-lamilton, with Kimberly Eison Simmons, 

Raymond Familusi, and Michael Hanson 

INTRODUCTION 

Global Africa, the geographically and socio-cutturally diverse peoples of Africa and 

its diaspora, is linked through complex networks of social relationships and 

processes. Whether examined at the level of the household, neighborhood, village, 

city, province, state, or region, the experiences of these dispersed peoples are multi- 

layered, interactively varied, and complex, and yet constituted of and mediated 

within a global and unequal social ordering system. Here, our task is to actively 

engage in disaggregating these complexities in relation to the problems identified for 

social action and analysis, the development o% more definitive knowledge base, and 

the promotion of public understanding and informed discussion. 

This introductory chapter discusses the framework that has guided the research 

of the African Diaspora Research Project (ADaP) in the above-mentioned task? It 

:i:.i:i;... presents a general overview of the relational processes that constitute this frame- 

" work, enhanced with empirical examples drawn from (trans)locatities and regions of 

:.:. the world, These iliustrations are not meant to be exhaustive but to provide selected 

s into diaspora realities at different points in time and space,a Such instances 

imay function as heuristic devices, and thus stimulate and generate thinking about 

¯ ;~h~S chapter was unfinished at the time of Ruth Simms I’tamilton’s death. Kimberly Eison Simmons, Raymond 

and Michael Hanson edited this piece on Dr. Hamilten’s behalf. 



specific and broader levels of experiences and inform our approaches to proNem 
solving within, across, and between communities of global Africa. 

This framework is embedded within a historical and g[oba[ context that is based 
on the view that the African diaspora came into being as the result of evolving globil 

forces. It thus can be equated to a roadmap, albeit one that is constantly re&awn. 

accordNg to practice, changing spheres of knowledge and understanding, and con- 

tested terrains of thinking and analyses of this diaspora as a worldwide historical 

social formation. 

Articulated over time and grounded within a~d spanning a~ross places and 

spaces, four ~e[ds of social relations constitute the ~ore of our analysis 0f the Mr!can 

diaspora as a global social formation. 

CoEOSOCIAL MOBILITY AND DISPLACEMENT 

This circulator!hess phenomer~on, the experience of ongoing and continuous geoso- 

ciai mobility and displacement ~h~oughout the African diaspora, focuses on 
processes of structural change and the redistribution of populations. Geosocial 

mobility impacts age and gender distribution and processes of racialization, as well 
as how ethnic!ties and nationalities are defined and redefined. It focuses on large- 

scale socio-historical contexts and collective experiences. Circulator!hess describes 

and maps the actua! movements of people in the African diaspora across time and 

space and invo!ves a "proliferation of departures" from ti~e fifteenth cey~tury to the 

present, which have been involuntary, semi-voluntary, and voluntary. Circulator!hess 

also maps the process of identity reformation due to mobility. From new socio-raciai 

categories, to new languages, to competing notions of nationality and citizenship, cir- 
culator!hess illustrates how identities change as they are changed. 

AI~RICAN DIASPORA CONNECTIONS 

Myths and realities of homeland relations focus on the newvorks, connections, and 

social construction of homelands and the relationships~both real and mythical~ 

that people in the African diaspora have with Africa as a symbolic place or homeland. 

In this way, A£rica, and what it is imagined to be, becomes the place of origin or a 

point of departure for people in the African diaspora. Thus, the idea of retumkng to 

form networks with others who share in this, bui!ding a~liances based on similar 

experiences and worldviews and shared circumstances in the African diaspora. 

POWER, DOMINATION, INEQUALITY 

Structurations of black dispossession focus on social inequality and oppression, rela- 

tions of domination and subordination (class, gender; nation, race, and religion), and 

how these inequalities have been created and institutionalized, paying close attention 

to race as a social construction based on ideas of biological difference. 

AGENTS OF RESISTANCE 

Diasporic identities and communities of consdousness focus on agency, cuhures of 

endurance, resistance, and actions of people of African descent as subjects and cre- 

ators of their history. What people do to assert themselves, what they create, and how 

they remember their past contribute to the formation of communities of conscious~ 

hess that arise out of very particular experiences based on structural inequalities. 

Intersecting and overlapping, dynamic and mukiiayered, these fields of relations 

provide the analytical tools by which A~P researchers have sought to conceptualize 

important dimensions of the collective experiences and complexities embedded 

within the African diaspora as a li~ing e3ampie. 

While an extensive and critical discussion of diaspora is beyond the parameters 

of this essay, it is important to briefly note that the meaning associated with the con- 

cept has changed over time/Ancient Greeks used the concept to designate a nation- 

ality, or some part of it, dispersed among nations but maintainkag its own cuhure/ 

The Greeks, however, primarily dispersed as conquerors, as expansionists, both 

politically and territorially, and the definition that evolved from this context has for 

much of the modern era been supplanted by a more qualified, or restricted, under- 

standing of diaspora as it applies to peoples displaced from a homeland by violent 

socio-polltical forves, such as Africans, Armenians, Jews, and Palestinians. 

Late twentieth-century scholarship saw something of a re-emergence of the 

Greek notion of diaspora that encompasses an increasingly heterogeneous collection 

of dispersed populations--dusters of Cubans and Mexicans in the United States, 

Pakistanis in Britain, Corsicans in France, and even corporate executives assigned 

Africa exists and is realized, mythologized, or even discarded as people contemplate 

their relationship with Africa in terms of what it represents and means to them. 

Those who have a strong con~ection to--and sense of~Africa as homeland often 

overseas are described as diasporas. In parallel fashion, the notion of diaspora has 

: ~./.i ¯ become prominent in poststructuratist strains of social theory challenging modernist 

ii; .":i. :i conceptualizations of national, ethnic, and racial b~oundaries.s Thus, the postmodern 



semantic domain of diaspora has become quite broad, ranging from nation and mul- 

ticulturalism to nomadic ideas.6 
From the viewpoint of the AoR~, the concept of diaspora represents a mode of 

analysis--an approach to history, a methodof inquiry--rooted in the historical 

experiences of a socially identifiable global aggregate of dispersed and intercon- 

nected networks of peoples. The concept of diaspora connotes people Whose social 

relationships have been iargely inscribed by their geographical displacement at his- 

toricakIy significant moments. All diasporas have defining moments of inception, 

though Smaller movements and dispersions might precede themJ These defining 

moments are the major turning points in history that establish the scope, extensive- 

ness, and severity of the displacement, as well as its future significance. This dis- 

placement invariably occurred under duress, instigated by powerful socialforces 

such as state exile, slave bondage, land appropriation/seizure, racial/ethnic cleans- 

ing, and genocide. Thus, diasporas tend to share a common historkal experience of 

forced displacement, transitoriness of routes and passages, (re)footings, and 

dwelling in multiple locations. For the Armenian diaspora, for example, the defining 

historical moment was the 1915 slaughter and expulsion perpetuated by the Ottoman 

Turkish state. 
For the African diaspora, the maafa,~ this moment was the massive trafficking 

and dispersion of human cargo and enslavement that occurred primarily from the 

sixteenth to the early twentieth centuries. This displacement of people against their 

will and over vast physical spaces was one of the largest in !he history of the modern 

world, it created the first diaspora of the modern era, and it is one of the most salient 

linking points in understanding identity formation within the African diaspora. 

Globally, millions of Africans survived and far too many died when they experienced 

the maafa--this momentous period of collective human trauma, passages of vio- 

lence, terror, degradation, and bondage. Joseph Harris’s mapping of the slave trade 

provides an impressive visual representation of the global and temporal scale of the 

Africans displaced duriug the maafa originated from different ethnic groups 

and regions of Africa--primarily from south of the Sahara, from Senegambia to 

Angola. They embodied complex and varied cultural, economic, and pokitkal his- 

tories. These Africans were already produc~s of ce~uuries of geosocial mobility by 

way of trading routes and networks that conveyed slaves, free people, cultural pat- 

terns, and material goods up the Nile valley, south along the Great Lakes, and west- 
ward into the savannah. East African coastal societies had already been shaped by 

transoceanic commercial migration and exchanges, slave trading, and the expan- 

sion of Islam? The latter was marked by the birth of Islam in the seventh century; 

Muslim occupation of the iberian peninsula in the eighth century, and the "expan- 

sion of Islam from Arabia to India and across northern Africa and Spain to the 

Pyrenees (by 719 cm.).., and the conquest of much of northwest Africa by the 

Berber Muslim Almoravid dynasty in the eleventh century. ’’~ 

The enslavement and trading of Africans was global, crisscrossing Africa, Asia, 

Europe, North America, and South America. And it reflected the political, economic, 

and ~ultural expansions of the time. As noted by David Brion Davis, the "enslave- 

ment of foreign and alien peoples was a fundamental part of the remarkable expan- 

sion of Islam and the later expansion of Christian Europe,"~ 

European expansionism and its emerging system of capitalism articulated with 

different systems of production in Asia, Africa, and the Americas, giving rise to a new 

economic formation. This looming capitalist system was characterized by an insa- 

tiable ~hirst for labor, In today’s terminology, the shipment of enslaved Africans 

around the world was multinational, involving American, Brazilian, Cuban, Danish, 

Dutch, English, French, German, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish, and Swedish traders. 

It also required tt~e complicity of continental African merchants and middlemen of 

various ethnicities, including newer identities such as Afro-Portuguese and Afro- 

Arab blacks, the leading slavers of the Islamic East.*~ Nathan Irvin Huggins captures 

the significance of this contradiction brilliantly: 

The twentieth-century Western mind is frozen by the horror of men seiling and buying 

others as slaves and even more stunned at the irony of black men serving as agents for 

the enslavement of blacks to whites. Shocking though k is, this human barter was truly 

the most {turk representation of what modernism and Western capitalist expansion 

meant to traditional peoples. In the NewWorld, peopl~ became items of commerce, their 

labors, and their produce thrown into the marketpiace, where their best hope was to 

bring a decent price. The racialirony was lost on African merchants, who saw themselves 

as selling people other than their own. 

iT]he world of the African merchant alIowed him to see only his limited involvement 

[and not] the enozmous wealth that was to be produced by the hands of those he traded. 

The Europeans, with whom they traded, how’ever, had a different calculus of value ... 

they made a distinction between a simple thing and one that produces other things, that 

creates wealth. 

So the Europeans traded guns, ammunition and powder, pots and pans. beads and cloth, 

to the African merchants, receiving in exchange men, women, and children, who had 
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within them the capacity to produce wealth .... It was a bad trade no matter how much 

they received, for after the rum, the powder, and the bullets had been spent, riley found 

themselves dependent upon their European trading partners for additiona! supplies:.. ¯ 
It was much too late before the African tradesmen learned the firs~ principle of the 

African market-womem k is no~ important what ~he thing you hold is worth to you; you 

must know what its real value is to the person who wants to trade fo~ it.la 

Much of ~he rest of this story is covered in depth elsewhere in historical work on the 

subject. 
Today, dispersed communities of African descent are located in every region of 

the world and in most countries. In some Caribbean countries, such as Antigua, 

Barbados, Barbuda, Dominica, Haiti, Jamaica, Martinique, and St. Vincent, descen- 

dants of Africa are the majority population and have been present in large numbers 
since the early centuries of New World colonization and settlement. Elsewhere in the 

Caribbean region, espedally in former Spanish colonies such as the Dominican 
Republic and Puerto Rico, the African presence is historically and demographically 

significant. 
In South America the largest numerical concentration of African people outside 

of continental Africa rest& in Brazil2~ Identifiable and distinct communities are 
located in other parts of the continent, especially in Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, 
Uruguay, and Venezuela. The same observation can be made of Mexico and in Central 

America, where you find. long-term settlements of both Spanish-speaking and 

English-speaking communities in countries such as Belize, Costa Rica, ttonducas, 

Nicaragua, and Panama. 
In tile wealthier European-dominated metropolitan centers of North America 

and Western Europe the presence of the African diaspora is an indisputable reality. 
There is also a long history of migration and settlement of African peoples in Russia, 
the Eurasian Republics, and Central!Eastern Europe. With the arrival of new immi~ 

grants and refugees throughout Europe and Eurasia their numbers and settlements 

continue to increase. 
Less welt known are smaller settlements of African peoples in the Middle East 

and Asia that have persisted for centuries. Established settlements and enclaves can 
be found in Aden, Bangladesh, China, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Japan, Malaysia, 
Pakistan, Palestine, Saudi Arabia, Sri Lanka, Timor, Turkey, and Yemen, among oth- 

ers. So.me notable examples are the Siddis (Sidi, Siddhis, Sheedis, Habshis) of India, 
who reside in a number of states including Andhra Pradesh (formerly the Kingdom 

of Hyderabad), Gujarat, Kerala, Karnataka, Maharashtra (formerly Bombay State), 

and West Bengak Within and beyond lndia, there are also the Kafira/Kafara of Din 

and the Saheli of Daman (former Portuguese areas of India); the 8heedis, Afro- 

Baluch, and Makranis of Pakistan; the Siddis of Bangladesh; the Ceylon Kaffir of 
Lanka; the Turks of African ancestry in the Antatya region of Turkey; and African- 

Iranians in the Kerman, Jiruft, and Bandar Abbas regions ofIran,zs These peoples are 
of diverse African origins; and many of their histories date from the seventh and 
eighth centuries; the spread of Islam and subsequent dynastic developments; the 
movements of peripatetic African merchants, traders, and soldiers; the East African 
slave trade; and, more recently, refugees and stateless peoples fleeing strife, hunger, 

and civil wars especially in the south, east, and Horn of Africa. A notable contempo- 
rary example of the changing global demographic morphology of the black African 
diaspora is the organized airlifting and resettlement of Ethiopian Jews (Beta.israel) 
h~ Israel that began in the mid ~98os. 

The African diaspora is a demographic reality in terms of numerical population 

distributions and geosocial emplacements, patterns of movement and settlement, 

and social definitions. From a global perspectiv.e, most reside in the "Third World," 
their settlements often linked to localities where their ancestors--free, enslaved, 
anti/or colonized--engaged in primary agricultural production, pearl diving, min- 

ing, ranching, c~afts and skilled trades, shipbuilding, military service, and urban 
service worl~ in households. Some were self-employed, but the vast majority were 

laborers for institutions of the cotonial state, church, civil society, and commerce 

power complex. These localities of forbearers and descendants are the places where 
collective and individual histories are deeply embedded in material and symbolic 
spheres of social life.~O 

SOCIAL IDENTITY AND STRUGGLE: CHANGE AND CONTINUITY 

A common experience throughout the age of the African diaspora has been the per- 

sistence of oppression, racialization, prejudice and discrimination, potificaI disen- 

franchisement, and hostile social environments. Just as common, however, have been 

eontestafions of the ideolggies, practices, and structural inequalities shaping this 

experience. Experience as "the site of subject formation" is also a "site of contesta- 

lion; a discursive space where different and differential subiect positions and subiec- 

tivities are inscribed, reiterated, or repudiated.’’~ All global African peoples have 

struggled to be subjects of their own history; to establish places and spaces of mean- 

ing and material survival; to create institutions that offer venues for and visions of a 

just society, by which and in which to live their lives. These social experiences and 



relations inscribing processes of coilective identity reformation are the "historical 

and contemporary trajectories of material circumstances and cultural practices 

which produce the conditions for the construction of group identities.";s Thus, dias- 

pora cultural identities are embedded in ongoing political struggles to define indi- 
vidual and eo!lective selves in distinctive ways within historical contexts of 

displacement, oppression, and s6cial inequality.1~ 

A people can only be understood within the context of their historical specNci- 

ties and the associated meanings and valuations thereof. As Anthow Smith argues, 

there is always some sense of historical continuity between the experiences of suc- 

ceeding generations. There are shared memories of specific events and personages 

cited as turning points within a collective history, and there is a sense of common 

destiny on the part of the collectivity sharing those experiences. Social definitions 

and constructions of identity include "those feelkngs and values in respect of a sense 

of continuity, shared memories, and a sense of common destiny of a given unit of the 

population which has had common experiences and cultural attributes-’~° However, 

continuity should not be interpreted to meanfixed. Collective identities are contested, 

negotiated, conflictual, and dynamic. They are paradoxical and contradictory, gen- 

erating internal "differences that themselves need to find a political voice.’’a~ Thus, we 

deliberately use terms such as social identities, sociai identity formations, and social 

identifications to emphasize that the significance and meaning of group membership 

are both ongoing and transient, relational to others and therefore comparative. 

Fundamentally, a people can exist only in relationship to other people. The eras- 

tence of a "we" implies the existence of a "they." Even the extent to which the mobb 

lized actions of a people can be conceptualized as "acts for itself" implies a 

contradiction: people stand (act) in opposition to the forces that have conditioned 

their existential reality a~d material circumstances. Moreover, who people are, have 

been, and may become can be negotiated and can exist on many levels of social life. 

Neither sameness nor unity is implied. At the general and specific levels of Africa~ 

diaspora formation, there is variation by geographical location, by generations, by 

material and institutional conditions, and by socio-economic and demographic pat- 

terns. Of major interest are the "crosspoints," "active sites," and contradictions 

within a social system that not only facilitate tt~e emergence and development of a 

collective "we" l~ut also effectuate major dynamics within and among peopie of the 

diaspora. 

GLOBAL AI~RICA LANDSCAPE 

While the "new" global politicai economy brings people and places into an integrated 

economic space, it has been accompanied by an acceleration of politicat and cultural 

conflicts and fragmentation amoug people within nation-states or among stateless 

people seeking nationhood. Global Africa is today part of"the landscape of persons 

who constitute the shifting world in which we Iive: tourists, immigran[s, refugees, 

exiles, guest workers [athletes, entertainers, students, and scholars], and other mov- 

ing groups and persons constitute an essential feature of the worId, and appear to 

affect the politics of and between nations to a hitherto unprecedented degree."~ 

Who are these people, and how do they see themselves? How, after so many cen- 

turies, do settlements, enclaves, and communities continue to persist materially aud 

symbolically?~ How can we explain the social facts of their transformations and per- 

sistence, whether they are a majority population in a particular country, are a numer- 

ical minority elsewhere, or have (re)created settlements in distant lands and 

transnational spaces? How are global forces differentially experienced within differ~ 

ent diaspora communities and, conversely, how might one town or collectivity 

impact an external world, and what are the processes and dynamics that make the 

difference? 

What are the mechanisms and processes by which people produce and repro- 

duce themselves over long periods, and what are the common connections and his- 

torical experiences among the culturally diverse peoples of the African diaspora? And 

~n th~s context, what are the roles of the states, their poticies and legal apparatuses? 

Why, for instance, are the Siddis of Karnataka, India, and other Afro-Asian peoples 

still.living in settlement enclaves after centuries of existence in these localities? What 

h~ternal and external factors contribute to these patterns? The Siddis have their own 

self-help organizations. What is it about the agency of people acting for themselves 

and the nature ofsociaI relations, constituted at 1oral, national, regional and transna- 

tional levels, that contributes to the (re)shaping and transformation of a global 

Africa~ sociat identity? 

Given the historical specificity and diversity of diaspora peoples, what are the 

systemic social relations, processes, and mechanisms that facilitate their intercon- 

nectedness and web of social networks? Among diaspora peoples, is there evidence 

of interest in preserving their historical and cultural distinctiveness? To what extent 

can collective cultural identity be a force for change in the distribution and location 

of African diaspora peoples in specific pIaces and (tram)localities? These exemplary 

questions inform our work, 
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Four components have been Usefui in providing aDa> researchers with a way of 

rethinking how to build a macro conceptual framework with micro implications for 

analyzing the historical and contemporary experiences, relationships, and African 

diaspora identity formations. These components frame the discussions for the other 

essays in this volume and others in this series. 

DEFINING AFRICAN DIASPORA SOCIAL FORMATIONS 

As a modern diasporic social formation, the African diaspora can be conceptualized 

as a global aggregate of actors and subpopulations, differentiated in social and geo- 

graphical space, yet exhibiting a connectedness based on a shared history of common 

experiences, conditioned by and within a dynamic worm ordering system. The latter 

consists of political, economic, and sodo<ukural forces linked to the emergence and 

growth of capitalist means of production and social relations, and its articulation 

with other modes of production over vast territories. Over time and space, these 

developments have major implications for tile social construction of African dias- 

pora peopleness and social identifications. 
Based on field research, site visitations, analysis of primary and secondary 

sources, and advances in conceptual deveiopments related to diaspora studies, four 

major components are advanced: geosocial mobility and displacement (the circula- 

toriness phenomenon); diaspora-homeland and transnationat diaspora relations, 

social ineqnality and oppression (relations of domination and subordination); and 

endurement, resistance, and struggle (communities of consciousness and agency). As 

conceptual categories, these four components are neither exhaustive nor discrete. 

They overlap in theory and in fact provide greater explanatory value through the 
analysis of their interrelatedness. For example, the forceful displacement of Africans 

from their homelands is both a mechanism of oppression and domination and an 

example of geosocia! mobility. These four components and their differential aspects 

are thus dialectic unkies whose relationships are recognized to be uneven, contested, 

and even contradictory. Under various conditions they interpenetrate and transform 

each other. As relationa! modes and experiences they may coalesce and inter-join in 

disparate ways at various pointsin time to form distinctive structural and symbolic 

configurations. Moreover, at junctures in time, a particular experience and/or pat- 

tern of relations may emerge as the dominant feature or mode of an identity forma- 

tion at local, national, regional, and/or transnational levels. 
As articulatory practices, these components in their linkages and interconnections 

create the bases for the reformation, recreation, and redefinition of African diaspora 

social identity. In essence, articulation is "any practice establishing a relation among 

elements such that their identity is modified as a result of the articulatory practice. ’’~ 

Thus, the defining components should be understood as articulated cross points, 

active sites, and social fields of actions, effectuating the dynamics for social change, 

conflict, and transformation. 

GEOSOCIAL MOBILITY AND DISPLACEMENT: THE CIRCULATORINESS 

PHENOMENON 

The geosocial mobihty of peoples of the diaspora, or circulatoriness, must be under- 

stood within the context of broader social, political, and economic transformations. 

Although individuals may make decisions to move, it is the emergent Streams and 

patterns of passage that suggest major processes of structural change are contribut- 

ing to the redistributions of populations. Qualitatively and quantitatively, geosocial 

mobility engenders shifts in worldwide localities of population concentrations, age 

and gender distributions, redefinitions of ethnicity and nationaiity, and changing 

structures and cukures of racialization. 

Geosocial mobiiity is not just a physical movement but also a complex sociat 

process to be understood within the historical context of the larger collective experi- 

ences. The so-called brain drain, labor migration, and legal or illegal migration deal 

with forms of flows. Yet it is the historical conditioning that underlies the configura- 

tion of events and circumstances, which constitutes the experiences and relations to 

be fully analyzed. The challenge is.to capture the centnil significance of the historical 

flows and movements as conditioned by various social forces and in relationship to 

the forms, patterns, and directions of the flows,as Within the matrLx of the colonial 

institutions’ power complex, it is no surprise that the state and its apparatuses were 

instrumental in displacing enslaved and free people to serve their interests and work- 

force requirements. Wherever and whenever there were geographical redistributions 

within the domain of colonial rule, all property, including enslaved Africans, moved. 

For instance, with the conquest of Peru by Spain in ~5,3, colonial settlers in Panama 

made an exodus to the new territory. This depopulation included the majority of the 

Spaniards, enslaved Africans, and indigenous people.~ 

This type of circulatoriness can be gendered in terms of the movements of 

men and women across time and space. During the rnaafa, for example, the pre- 

ferential cargo Were young males of working age, which established a pattern of 
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male-dominated circulatoriness that prevailed for much of the period. Now women 

are leading the passages. The feminization of diaspora migration is indicative of the 

changing division of labor within a new giobal economy that is dominated by export- 

ing andtrading services. It is women who largely fill the poorly remunerat.ed jobs in 

various service sectors such as tourism, entertainment, information, and communi- 
cations. Women dominate the low-levd service sector jobs, ranging from low-paid 

secretaries to sweatshop seamstresses, housekeepers, nannies, cooks, and waitresses. 

For immigrant women, entU into these jobs is not necessarily related to education 

and experience; it is the process by which they ar~ incorporated into the global divi- 

sion of labor?~ 

The proliferation of Departures 

From its inception as a modern diaspora up to the present day, the geosociat move- 

ments of African diaspora people have been continuous. From the fifteenth to the late 

twentieth century, we can talk about a proliferation of departures across time and 

space, conditioned by and within a changing global cultural and political economy2~ 

For purposes of this discussion we can think of these departures as primarily failing 

into three types: involuntary (e.g., stave trade, exile, expulsion); semi-voluntary (e.g., 

economic dispossession, labor recruitment, indenture); and voluntary (stir-actual- 

ization, the search for decency andbetterment). The first two tend to be more exter- 

nally generated, while the latter seems to be more a result of the agency of the people 

themselves. 

This proliferation of departures began with the direct (involuntary) physical 

force of stealing, capturing, and selling millions of African peoples as the principle 

commodity of exchange in terms of labor across the Atlantic and Indian Oceans and 

the Arabian Sea. For over four centuries, until the end of slavery in Brazil in x888, 

there were continuous worldwide movements, with significant departures of Africans 

within and between the Dutch, British, French, Portuguese, and Spanish empires. 

This was also a period in which men, women, and children fled their places of 

enslavement to establish palenques or.maroon villages in isolated locations in moun- 

tains and jungle-like terrains. Most notable is the Kingdom of Palmares, established 

in 167o in Brazil and comprised of some twenty thousand inhabitants, many of them 

former slaves from Angola. This confederation of villages withstood Portuguese 

attacks for several decades until their leader, Zumbi, was captured and killed in 1695. 

The surviving inhabitants were shipped as slaves to distant regions in Brazil, reflect- 

ing another chapter of the proliferation of involuntary departures.. Many AfriCans 

during these four centuries took flight into "enemy" colonial empires, for example, 
from Jamaica (Bfitish) to Puerto Rico (Spanish). Often they secured their freedom 

and land from the competing empire because of the ongoing need for labor in the 
various colonies. 

Numerous examples can be advanced to demonstrate the circulatoriness of 
global Africa in the earliest fornlation of New World empires, the antecedents of lat- 
ter-day passages of African people to every part of the globe. 

Prior to the colonization of the New World, military slavery was well established in 

the Islamic East. Many of the earliest streams of Africans to the region were recruited 

into "slave armies" by rulers who felt safer under the protection of outsiders3~ "A ruler 

could better trust a slave, his own property, than members of the local society with 

ldnship ties and personal interests different from his own. Slave armies were common 

in the Muslim world--in Ottoman Turkey, in Egypt, and in Morocco, where slave sol- 

diers from across the Sahara were used extensively in the eighteenth century. Because 

these slaves were vaIued as strangers, that value declined after the first generation, and 

successors had to be recruited beyond the frontiers of Islam.’’no Under different cir- 

cumstances, the deadly competition among Europeans for land and resources 

required substantial manpower that could not be fulfilled by recruitment from the 

homeland. Thus, in 1795 Britain formed an army of black soldiers, under the com- 

mand of white officers, known as the British West India Regiments (Bwm). 

BWIB. soldiers served hi the war between Britain and France in the West Indies, 

which lasted from 1793 to 1815, quelled slave revolts, and fought in British colonial 

wars in West Africa, including the British war against the Ashanti in ~8~3. Recruits 

came from British West Indian Islands, especially Jamaica and Barbados; from the 

Dutch Islands; and from Africa. Those from the Caribbean consisted of New 

World-born creoles and recent arrivals born in Africa. Moreover, after the British 

government outlawed slave trading in 18o7, they "established a vice admiralty, court . 

at Sierra Leone to which all illegally transported or condemned slaves captured by 

Royal Navy ships or privateers along the African coast were to be taken for adjudica- 

tion.’’a* These "liberated" or recaptured African men and boys were generally 

recruited directly into the ~WlR. Free Africans from Sierra Leone and other regions 

along the West African coast also volunteered for service. Among the African eth- 

nicities recorded were Ibo, Congo, Hausa, Coromantee, Mandingo, Yoruba, and 

Popo. Because of different methods of calculations, the estimates of total numbers 

who served in the ~Wll~ range fr6m z,5oo to ~z,ooo.a2 



When the regiments were disbanded, resettlement areas were specific. "Some of 

the soidiers were permitted to remain in the Caribbean, but only in Trinidad or in 
the remote Honduras territory. The third area selected for settlement was Sierra 

Leone. Creole soldiers and those brought from Africa at an early age were to remain 

in the West Indies: the remainder would be removed to Sierra Leone-’aa 
Beginning in 183~, Africans were recruited into the Dutch East-India Army. The 

first African soldiers (even before the colonization of Africa) were drawn from Ashanti 
(Ghana) and arrived in Java, Indonesia, in *833. After agreement with the Asantahene, 

paramount chief of the Ashanti, their numbers increased rapidly. As many as three 
thousand Africans reinforced the Dutch East-India Army and fought in many expedi- 

tions, witt~ more than seven hundred men still engaged as late as 1872. In the Malay 
language they were kaaow as Belanda Hitam (Black Dutchmen). Stationed in special 

quarters in Java, some of them remained after their contracts were terminated, usually 
settling down near Semarang or Purworedjo and ~oncentrated in special quarters and 

kampongs. Others returned to their home port in Elmina, located by the Dutch castles 
and fortifications near Cape Coast, Ghana. tVfany returnees settled close together on 

Java Hill, which remains part of the city of Elmina.a~ 

MARITIME CONNECTIONS 

Before chattel slavery was in fuII stride, Africans sailed along their own commercial 

waters and became expert seamen on Dutch and Portuguese crafts into Japan and 

other Eastern ports. At least a couple of centuries before the American Civil War, 
blacks in the United States worked as seamen traveling across much of the world. 

This merchant marine tradition continuedthrough the mid twentieth century?s 
Black seamen were critical to colonial maritime trade within imperial domains. 

West In.dians and Africans, British and French, served On vessels and in ports 

throughout the world. A number of West Indians worked in Cape Town, South 
Africa, where some eventually settied. As Alan CoNey confirms, black seamen 
formed the nuclei of diaspora communities in British ports such as Cardiff, Liverpool, 
Bristol, London, and Glasgow.a~ These seamen were important diaspora cultural 

workers[and they brought news and information to those along their routes of pas- 

sage, connecting others to the wider world they experienced. 

MULTIFUNCTIONAL IMPERIAL Do~,iAINs 

The geosodai spaces taken and controlled by imperial states were multifunctional. 
They were sources for accessing, mobilizing, and deploying a vast array of black labor 

power (enslaved, re-captive, free) for multiple uses (agricultural, industrial, clerical- 
technical, domestic service, military, and so on). These spaces were also loci for reli- 

gious proselytizing and missionary work, and for relocating and exiling those who 
could not be contained, such as rebellious slaves, maroon leaders, defiant African 
chiefs, and other activists. 

Acting in their interests, people of the diaspora perceived and defined the same 
spaces as sites of contestation and rebellion, freedom and refuge, travel and adven- 
ture, job acquisition, and in general loci of access to a range of opportunities both 
within the limits placed on freedom and perceptions of life’s possibilities beyond. 
Exemplary are the eight thousand Central and West African indentured laborers who 
immigrated to Jamaica in the mid nineteenth century. There were also "larger move- 
ments to Trinidad, Guadeloupe, Martinique, and the two Guianas, as well as smaller 

migrations to Tobago, St. Lucia, St. Vincent, St. Kilts, and Grenada.’’at 

In the [ate eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, laborers constituting free 
immigration originated in two areas of Africa. They came from the Kru coast (east- 

ern Liberia and the western Ivory Coast) and Cabinda (northern enclave of Angola). 

These two regions began to provide Europeat~ ships with crew, stevedores, and lighter- 

men [workers on flat-bottomed barges]. The Cabindans also emerged as importar~t 

builders, owners, and operators of ships in their own right, sometimes crossing the 

Atlantic with loads of slaves .... The Kru-Cabinda "frontier" lay roughly between mod- 

ern Cameroun and Gabon, although there was much overlap. Having acquired an excel- 

lent reputation as ship labor, it was natural that they should have bee~ solicited for other 

work overseas .... urban employment, plantations, and public works,a~ 

There remains much to learn about how those engaged in these passages 

empowered themselves as they interpenetrated and transformed one another 

while creating separated and interrelated spaces for contesting and ending their 

oppression. 

SLx centuries ago the African diaspora came into existence as a result of global 

forces including European expansionism and an emerging capitalist system. The 

diaspora remains integral to larger structural churches and social dynamics, changing 

as it is changed, transformh~g relations as it is in turn transformed. All of the above 

mentioned.hist0rical forces and social changes have had particular salience for 

African diaspora geosociat mobility and circulatoriness. Two cases are illustrative: 

Caribbean circulatoriness and changes in migration and displacement from Africa 

since the late twentieth century. 

zS 



Caribbean Circulatoriness and Cultural identity 

Circulatoriness captures the experience of ongoing and continuous g~osocial mobil- 

ity and displacement of peoples of the diaspora. This historical, multidirectional 

process varies by quantity and scale, form and content, direction and rate. 
Circulatoriness itself can become a mode of"dwelling," in which "the wanderers of 

this world, those who live through, ’in transit,’ the true homeless/rootless, are cre- 

ated.’’a9 The Caribbean has been more deeply and continuously affected by interna- 

tional migration than any other region of the world. It therefore seems appropriate 

to use it here as an example. 
The flow of goods, natural resources, and people from the Caribbean was vital 

to industrialization in Europe and North America, and their areas of control in 

Central and South America, Africa, and Asia. Inter-territorial migration in the 

Caribbean region was directly impacted by global conditions that determined "the 

magnitude and timing of the movements." In the last decades of the nineteenth cen- 

tury, Dominicans (Dominica) went to work in the gold fields of Venezuela, as did 

Afro-Colombians; many garbadians left for Surinam and St. CroLx (Virgin Islands); 

and significant dispersions ttowed from the Eastern Caribbean Islands to British 

Guiana (Guyana) and Trinidad.’~° 
The "reserve army of West Indian laborers" was recruited to build the Panama 

Canal (~85o-19a4), to work for an American mining company in the Choco region of 

Colombia, to work on industrial projects in Brazil, and to construct railroads and 

docks in Costa Pica and other parts of Central America.*~ Given the bleak economic 

forecasts and ~ack of adequate earning power for themselves and their families, these 

men viewed labor migration as an avenue of social and economic opportunity. Their 

labor power was purchased at the lowest possible cOStS by British and U.S. commer- 

cial and industrial enterprises, one of which was the United Fruit Company and its 

"banana economy." The fact tbat these men were English speakers was value added 

since the alte.rnative was to hire Spanish-speaking peasants of the region. 

tn the. eariy twentieth century, West Indians migrated to Bermuda, the men 

entering the construction industry, building docks and military installations, and the 

women engaging in domestic service for European families. Many of these same men 

and women joined Haitians and other Caribbean islanders in the cane fields of the 

Dominican Republic. Between ~9oo and ~93o significant numbers of Caribbean 

labor migrants engaged in this annnal seasonal trek to work the January to July har- 

vest period�z Over the next thre+ decades the searcb for work led many Jamaicans to 

Cuba, Bahamians to Miami, and other West Indians to the United States.~9 The 
occupation of Cuba, the Dominican Republic, and Haiti in the early twentieth 
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century greatly facilitated expanded sugar production in the first two locations and 

led to Haitian laborers becoming central to sugar cane production.~ 

The circulatoriness phenomenon was integ{al to labor migration, because many 

work opportunities were temporary and seasonal and, in a region subject to ecolog- 

ical and natural disasters, workers returned home or.pursued employment in other 

locations. Bonham itichardson notes that state control "at either end" contributed to 

"back and forth" labor migration, although regulations were not very effective. The 

government of the Dominican Republic, for example, "imposed varying and chang- 

ing rules about health certificates, deposit money, and immigrants’ credentials... 

Similar constraints at home impeded a free emigration, taxing further the persistence 

of the potential emigrants."4s The study of the circulatoriness phenomenon, whether 

in these particular instances or others, demands that students of the field assess the 

significance of state controls and p.oticies and the relationships between the state, 

commercial enterprises, and their agents. 

Within the United States, the period coinciding with World War I was also the 

beginning afthe great migration from the rural South to cities and urban.centers of 

the South and the North. "Going up North" continued well into the ~95os. During 

this same time period, however, West Indians continued to move regionally, with 

workers from Curacao, Trinidad, and Barbados findkng work in the Venezuelan oil 

fiet&~ as did Afro-Colombians from the Cauca region. When Shell Oil Company 

established a refinery in Curacao in ~915 a (re)circulation of British West Indians and 

other foreigners was immir~eat.4~ 
After the U.S. occupation of Haiti from 1915 to 1934, other civilian leaders came 

to power; but the ~957 election of Francois "Papa Doc" Dnvalier resulted in new 

¯ routes and passages for Haitians. Many political elites opposing the regime of 

Duvafier and his private militia (Tonton Macoutes) fled to the United States, espe- 

cially New York, Boston, and Chicago; others went to Canada, mainly Montreal. 

In the ~95os, as the tourist industry expanded in the Bahamas along with related 

land development and building construction, Haitians were central to the low-wage 

labor market. As the need for Haitian labor lessened, Bahamians were less welcom- 

ing, and Haitians were expelled in various "clean-up" and "crackdown" campaigns. 

Around the early 197os, continuous flows of Haitians left the Bahamas seeking asy- 

lum in Ftorida, giving rise to the "Haitian Boat People."~7The struggles of Haitians to 

attain asylum and refugee status in South Florida continue with far too many in- 

between nowhere, others detained in prison waiting for asylum decisions, and most 

deported to Haiti. 

During the immediate post-World War II period and into the last hail of the 

twentieth century, Caribbean Islanders migrated in various streams to urban areas of 



Britain, France, the Netherlands, the United States, and Canada. The reconstruction 

of Europe after World War II and the shifting need for workers in the expanding 

industrial and service sectors contributed to increased passages of men, women, and 

children. 

Creoles and Maroons from Suriname and West Indians from the Netherlands 

Antil[ean islands of Curacao, Aruba, and Bonaire increased their presence in the 

Netherlands between 196o and 198o; some also migrated to the United States and 

Canada. During the same perinq[, many residents of Guadeloupe, Guyana, and 

Martinique departed for France. As Overseas Departments (departements d’outre-mer 

or D.O.M.), they were considered citizens of France with the right to enter the main- 

land without restrictions. Similarly, residents of independent Commonwealth 

nations had flee entry into Britain until restrictions were imposed by the 

Commonwealth Immigration Act of ~965. By 1974 the population from the D.O.M. in 

France was around 700,000.48 The numbers of British Caribbean Islanders in Britain 

reached nearly 26o,ooo by 1962, and in the United States there were more than 

million between 196o and 198o.~s According to Frances Henry, the West Indian pop- 

nlation of Canada increased significantly during the 196os, but especially in the 

z97os, reaching around 320,ooo.s~ 

The number of Puerto Rican-born residents living on the U.S. mainland grew 

exponentially after World War II, and between 196o and z98z Dominicans (from the 

Dominican Republic) arrived in large numbers. Once the United States and Canada 

changed radalized immigration policies in ~he mid 196os, residents of Gayana, Haiti, 

Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago, and other islands of the Caribbean broadened the 

diaspora presence in North Amerka.a 

Among the things many immigrants share are the processes and modes of their 

incorporation into urban centers of the metropoles. Immigrants, even those who 

may have held white-collar and professional positions in the Caribbem~, are heaviiy 

concentrated in manual occupations and unsldlled jobs. Job relocation at the bottom 

does not necessarily mean permanence for individuals. On the one hand, there are 

subjective goals and creativity of individuals, as welt as the availability of support net- 

works. On the other are the obstacles and barriers designed to maintain the hierar; 

chics of power and privilege by which the dominant groups, civil and state, regulate 

access to political and legal rights and structures of opportunities such as jobs, edu- 

cation, and income. 

The Caribbean has been more deeply and continuously affected by !nternational 

migration th~n any other region of the world. Its experience since ~5oo is extraordi- 

nary, and in the twentieth century there are few, if any, parallels in other world 

regions. One scholar argues that, more than any other region, Caribbean countries 

experience simultaneous emigration and immigration; those who leave represent a 
broader cross-section of the home societies than other sending countries; Caribbean 

states and governments have played a major part in promoting migration compared 
to other areas of the world; and most of the emigration is voluntary,s= 

These historicafly conditioned migration experiences have resulted in the cre- 
ation of cultural and "symbolic patterns to give some minimum human support, if 

not comfort, to their condition. There is an instinctive drive to create, however min- 
imally, symbolic patterns to give meaning and to guide action." The circulatoriness 

phenomenon is integral to identity formation and the "!magined communities" of 
"West Indianness" or "Caribbeanness." Caribbean cultural production and symbols 

reflect the dialectic of migration and the idealized quest for home, which is deeply 
embedded in literature, cuItural artifacts, and rituafized social relations,as Social 

identity thus can devdop within the process of the proliferation of passages, and the 
passages between time and place are indeed meaning-creating experiences,s* 

AFRICAN DIASPORA CONNECTIONS: MYTHS AND REALITIES OF 

HOMELAND RELATIONS 

Homelands are socially constructed spatial representations embedded in economic, 

political, and cultural relations and processes. They may be neither geographical 

"facts" nor legally defined political or national territories. The "African homeland" is 

a case in point. Africa is a continent. There is no country-specific "African home- 

land." The nature of the dispersion process and the culture of violence associated 

with enslavement and colonialism is such that there are multiple diasporic identifi- 

cations with Africa that do not necessarily coincide wtth legal/political boundaries 

linked to specific nation-states, past or present. As a place, Africa in the diaspora is 

part of a collective memory, a reference for tradition and heritage. Its symbolic and 

material significance lies within changing relations and ideas of homeland and dias- 

pora--a dialecticai relationship between and within Africa a~d its diaspora, defi~aed 

by an ongoing proliferation of passages and marked by the impermanence of pLace 

and home. 

For many of the.diaspora, the Africa~ homeland is an emotional attachment, for 

others it is a distant past, and for yet others a concrete present. Ways of thinking 

about the homeland are mitigated by time and conditions of departures over long 

and short spans of time. For very recent African exiles such as the Beta Israel, 

for exampIe, there are attempts to recreate an image of the homeland in the new 
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settlement. Thus, "out of a need to recreate in exile an image of the sacred place of 

dwelling.., the mirror of the Place becomes the unspoken symbol of Hope where 

hope [may] no longer [exist].’’Ss 

For messianic and mi!lenarian groups such as the Rastafarians of Jamaica, the 

homeland is illustrated by way of symbolic voyages to Africa. The Rastafarian move- 

ment emerged during the world depression of the 193os, and was based on the 

norion that there would he an eventual return or repatriation of black people to 

Africa. Members of the religion, now widely diffused throughout the world, stilllook 

toward Ethiopia as their promised land and to their Messiah, Ras Tafari, Negus 

Negu.st, the conquering Lion of Judah, Halle Selassie (the late deposed emperor of 

Ethiopia) 

An exemplary expression of physical return is the establishment of black settler 

colonies, the most resilient of which are the so-called Americo-Libedans of Monrovia 

and the Krios of Ereetown, ¯Sierra Leone. Growing out of colonization movements 

between the eighteenth and nhleteenth centuries, for African returnees colonization 

largely meant the quest for the decent society, while for Europeans it was the solution 

to the "Negro problem.’’sT 

These colonization movements, on the one hand, symbolize positive aspects of 

black consciousness--the constructive attempts among diaspora peoples to extri- 

cate themselves from the bonds of oppression. On the other hand, they pohxt to 

structural inequalities and negative aspects of the relationship between the diaspora 

and its homeland. Returnee and indigenous relations, for example, are implicated 

in both the 198o coup and subsequent carnage in Liberia and the mid ~99os civil 

war and continuing undercurrents in Sierra Leone. The kinds of relations that have 

prevailed within these settler states require critical and objective analysis of the 

changing social, political,.and economic relations and contradictions internal to 

these societies. 

Much of the organized returns occurred during the nineteenth century, guided 

by strong currents of Pan-African nationalist consciousness and the support of major 

institutional networks established by black churches and mutual-aid societies. 

Return~to-Africa schemes continued into the twentieth .century, however, with per- 

haps the most famous of which being the Garvey movement, which organized under 

the banner "Africa for the Africans at home and abroad."s~ Also evident are small but 

steady flows of persons back-to-Africa for a variety of reasons. During the early six- 

ties, for example, many Afro-Americans went to Ghana and to the Republic of 

Guinea, often attracted to the ideologies and programs of Kwame Nkrumah and 

Sekou Tour6, in particular. This interest also exte~ded to Zambia, but especially to 

Tanzania and JuLius Nyerere’s notions of Uiamaa. 

As St. Claire Drake points out, the "myth of the return" has always been an 

important aspect of the African-diaspora connection in both symbolic and concrete 

terms,ss The "myth of the return" suggests that for its diaspora, Africa is a concept, 

an aspect of the symbolic and meaning constrnction process.germane to the black 

cultural experience. The degree and extent of its significance varies over time and 

space among different actors and subpopulatinns of the diaspora. As a focus on 

’African heritage," it epitomizes the dialectical relationship between old, new, and 

emerging "roots," and is therefore an essential element in understanding the emer- 

gence and development of the diaspora as a social formation. 

Settlement, demographic, and migration patterns, as well as processes of incor- 

porating the labor and production of gtqbal Africa into the World economy, have 

been, and continue to be, directly impacted by the economic dominance of Europe 

¯ and North America and the "white" Euro-elite bridgeheads of Latin America. It is 

within the context of a g!obal.system in which Euro-American power is hegemonic 

that African diaspora connections are symbolically and materially shaped and trans- 

formed. This situation is no different in cultural spheres such as religion and educa- 

tion, language, and sport, or in terms of ideologies and values. Dominant 

institutional practices and ideological systems condition not only what is known but 

the processes of controlling and channeling knowledge and information. Hence, 

knowledge of global Africa has been socially constructed by and within an unequal 

world ordering system. 

The writings of Hegel, Darwin, Herbert Spencer, Count Arthur de Gobineau, 

Stewart Chamberlain, and others removed Afric~ and its diaspora from history, 

denying both movement and development2~ European cultural ideologies, systems 

of social thought and representation, put Europe at the center of the world to rein- 

force claims of European universality, European ideas, art, representation, and 

imagery thus followed an imperial framework, a "hierarchical logic," that "remained 

basically unaltered into the twentieth century," in which the "myths of Africa and 

other continents correlate with a myth of Europe itsetf.’’~ 

In the nineteentli and early decades of the twentieth centuries a small but 

erful group of African and diaspora intellectuals and scholars developed counter- 

analyses. Edward Blyden, William Wells Brown, W. E. B. Du gois, and Alexander 

Cromwell were among those who contributed to the restoration of Africa and its 

diaspora to world history. In the ~gaos and ~93os an organized movement of fran- 

cophone African and diaspora intellectuals introduced negritude, which was para|~ 

leled among English speakers by the writers of the Harlem Renaissance of New York. 

Smaller scale but no less significant were indigeniste intellectuals of Haiti and negri- 

tud writers in Spanish-speaking South America. Collectively, these writers reaffirmed 



black African and diaspora cultures and reiected values associated with racia! supe- 

riority, discrimination, and economic expIoitation.~ 

It was not until the post-World War II era, however, that U.S. and European 

anthropologists sought to show in a scientifically conclusive way that "the New 

World Negro did in fact have both a determinate past and a distinctive culture,’’6a 

Much of this theoretical and empirical work focused on African heritage and was 

guided by an emphasis on perceived sets of relatively stable and patterhed relation- 

ships in which the predominant connection between Africa and its diaspora was con- 

ceptualized io. unidirectional or asymmetrical teFm~: as socio-cuhural flows and links 

from Africa to the diaspora. Thus, within various communities of the African dias- 

pora the search has been for organizational patterns and institutions inherited from 

Africa, such as economic and family structures, and cultural and ideological sur- 

vivals, including linguistic patterns, belief systems, religious rituals and symbols, 

music, and dance forms. This mode of theorizing directs attention to the conse- 

quences of African survivals, of"Africanisms," for the adaptation and adjustment of 

black people in the New World. Africanlsms are interpreted as contributions from 

the Old World to the New World, exemplified in Melville J. Herskovits’s query "What 

has Africa Given America?’’~ 

While leaving a legacy accompanied by much controversy regarding the social 

identities and problems of the so<skied New World Negroes in the Americas, these 

traditional conceptual paradigms have yielded basic data and insights regarding con- 

tinuities and linkages between the diaspora and the African past> They were also 

important for their¯ attempt to counter the prevailing belief of mainstream 

Eurocentric scholarship that Africa had’contributed little to world civilization. Yet 

their analyses reflect a limited view and understanding of the complexities of rela- 

tionships between the dispersed peoples and the homeland. The interactions 

between the diaspora and Africa are changing dialectical relationships altered by 

internal dynamics, as well as by transformations in the global geopolitical system. 

Interactive relations are based on social dynamics, not on asymmetrical rela- 

tions or static conditions. This means the conditions of formation and historical 

development of both corttinental Africa and its diaspora are crucial to understand- 

ing the dynamic of their relationship to each other and to the world. The changing 

location of African and diaspora blacks in the world economic, political, social, and 

cultural division of labor is therefore a major explanatory variable. 

The emergence of independent African states in the ~.96os, for example, inau- 

gurated new levels of interaction with and symbolic links to the diaspora. More 

direct diplomatic, economic, and cultural relationships ensued between African 

states, black countries, and subpopulations in the Americas. in the economic arena, 

representatives of African countries have increasingly expressed interest in develop- 

ing more extensive business ties with Afro-American entrepreneurs. A greater cross- 

section of the African diaspora in the Americas (especially West Indians and U.S. 

blacks) has valorized the African past. This became most apparent during the era of 

the civil rights and black power movement, as is evidenced by hairstyles and dress, 

the African names assumed by adults or given to children, and increased tourism to 

- the African continent. 

During the past several decades, politics! developments within U.S. black com- 

munities have made possible new avenues of support for Africa, such as the interest 

of the Black Congressional Caucus in legislation and policy issues with implications 

for Africa. However, this kind of soiidarity is not new. tn the 193os urban blacks in 

the United States and in the Panama Canal Zone demonstrated to protest the Italian 

Fascist incursion in Ethiopia. More recently, South Africa became the focus mobiliz- 

ing the diaspora throughout the Americas to achieve investment boycotts. 

As early as ~889 there was extensive contact between Africans and the tradi- 

tionally black cofleges and universities in the United States, with famous sons of 

Africa such as Kwame Nkrumah and Hastings Bands products of this association,s~ 

Currently, Howard University in Washington, D.C., symbolizes the changing con- 

tours of this historical alliance, often serving as a point of contact between Afro- 

Americans and African heads of state visiting the nation’s capital. In ~979 the 

department of history at Howard hosted a historic scholarly conference, "The African 

Diaspora from a Changing Global Perspective."~ A follow-up conference was held in 

~9~a at the University of Nairobi. 

Finally, in the realm of popular culture, particularly music and dance and to a 

lesser extent films, the ~teraction has been extensive. Jazz, soul, and reggae have 

become an integral part of the African experience, .with much cross-pollination. 

Taking advantage of new technologies as they have emerged, various elements of 

¯ New World black culture, such as dress and speech patterns, have been popularized 

among young people in African cities and towns. 

These selected examples are indicative of the changing bases and levels of inter- 

action between Africa and the diaspora. The Africa of the diaspora’s inceptton and 

the Africa of today are radically different worlds. Likewise the diaspora of the twen- 

tieth century and that of the t~fteenth century are significantly different phenomena. 

What does this mean for Africa-diaspora relations? What are some of the conditions 

and processes that have been significant in mitigating the interactive relations? What 

have been some of the consequences? What might be expected in the future? More 

work on the Afro-Asian or trans-Indian Ocean connection would not only add to the 

knowledge base but would no doubt delineate different pattern~ and networks. 



POWER, DOMINATION, INEQUALITY: STRUCTURATIONS 

OF BLACK DISPOSSESSION 

Expansionism and conquest created social inequality and hierarchies of social differ- 

ence, as well as fueled the emergence of a capitalist world system. For five centuries 
Europeans conquered, enslaved, and colonized peoples of color. In the process they 

institutionalized race, ctass, and gender divisions of labor throughout the mines, 

ports, plantations, towns, and commercial centers in the Americas, Asia, and Africa. 

The social order became a matter of power, and power a matter of control and force. 
A constellation of institutions, ideas, and practices enabled Europeans to achieve and 
maintain power and privilege through control and exploitation.°~ 

To this day, attributes of power are associated with European states (colonial 

and independent), a maior exception being Japan. Power, which implies potential 
force and the ability to get otheFs to do one’s bidding, is difficult to acquire, and those 
who have it seldom, if ever, relinquish it voluntarily. It is indeed the object of oppo: 
sition. The forces that have caused such profound social change and disruption in 
peoples’ lives and identities have not disappeared: "Two of the most glaring facts 

about this world [arel the tremendous inequality, within and between nations, in 
almost all aspects of human living conditions, including the power to decide over 
those living conditions; and the resistance of this inequality to change. ’’°~ 

It is within this context that the most pernicious and persister*t experiences of 

the African diaspora must be assessed. Global Africa has existed and persisted in hos- 
tile, socialiy oppressive situations and conditions, and it continues to do so. While 

race is the indexical term in assessing the diaspora experience, racialization cannot 
be disentangled from the manifold axes of difference that constitute diasporic 

experience, access to opportunity, and the social identification and meaning of black 
collectivity. 

Diasporic Axes of Difference: Race, State, Nation, Class, Gender, Empire 

Racial distinctions can be based on somatic norms, "biological remembrances" and 

color, .parental ancestry, place of origin, or even immigrant status. These and other 

principles of selection are used by a dominant.group to place others iu a hierarchy of 
relative social worth: they are aIso used as indicators of behavior and attitudes and 
as "discrete organizing principles of human consciousness and con.duct."7° The mul- 

tiracial New World colonial societies were organized along a racial division of labor 
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in every sector of the economy and social life. Initially, there wece Europeans, Indians, 
and Africans. Later, Chinese, Japanese, and East Indians entered. Over three cem 

turies (the fifteenth to the seventeenth), new peoples were created in the Americas. 

in Spanish and Portuguese colonies of the New World the term castas was used to 

define the offspring of interracial unions, and the regimen de costa was an explicit 

mechanism for racially and culturally identifying children who were the product of 
miscegenation. Catholic priests, as agents of the state, were instrumental in creating 
detailed classificatory schemes and categories of degradations in primary blood .or 

limpieza de sangre (clean blood). 
As a numerical minority, the Spanish colonialists used the system to protect 

their prestige and status, to maintain control over material and nonmaterial 

resources, One’s classification determined access to benefits, iobs, business and edu- 
cational opportunities, property rights, and enfranchisement. The situation became 
more acute as the new and invented social groups incorporated some free people of 

Afrkan descent. In Pact, around the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, this [atter 
group was on the rise numerically: Moreover, it became an interstitial socially defined 
group and served as a buffer between Europeans and the large number of Africans at 
the bottom of the hierarchy. The middle group atso posed a challenge to some 

Europeans for jobs and social status, which prompted more exduslonary laws and 
restrictions,n 

What is intriguing is the elaborate ideology that emerged to rationalize the hier- 

archy of social race and racial inequality. Stigmatization and racial labels were inte- 
gral to this process, but more important was the idea of"racia[ cleansing," the 
ideological drive toward drawing persons of color nearer to a white normativity, 

which to this day remains an important factor in socio-racial identification. 
tn most Latin American countries, for instance, a premium is placed on the 

European aspect of cultural heritage and identity. The guiding principle is that of 
blanqueamiento--that is, lightening or whitening to improve the race, as whiteness 

stands as the aesthetic marker of moral and social worth. Mestizaje, the symbolic 
explanation of racial mixing, becomes the nationalistic ideology of racial culture7~ 
More important, ideology is put into practice in everyday life. The named identity 
people carry, such as chombo, moreno, mestizo, negro, trigueno, and mulatto, has 

an effect on their consciousness, how they see themselves, how they are seen by oth- 
ers, and what they believe others think of them.                      , 

African diaspora peopies were present at the formation of the first nation-states 
in the Americas and indeed in the modern world. Recruited as part of South 

American revolutionary and military leader Sim6n Bolivar’s campaign and struggle 
for independence, they were even promised freedom in return for their efforts. They 



were deeply engaged in the Revolutionary War in the United States, fighting on both 

sides (as Patriots and Black Loyalists), seizing the opportunity not only to be free but 
also to be part of the new social experiment of creating independent nations. As these 
nations emerged, the white Creole leadership had specific ideas about wMt the new 

entity would look like and which people should comprise it. immigration laws were 
used in every country in South, Central, and North America to exclude people of 

color, explicitly Africans, Chinese, and Japanese, from cultural, poIitical, and institu- 
tional participation in social life. 

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Latin America became more 

integrated into the new era of industrialization and multinatinnal corporations that 
exploited land and mineral resources worldwide. Labor remained a problem, and 
companies were allowed to use temporary workers from the West Indies, the south- 
ern United States, China, and Japan. These peopie built the railroads, worked the 

mines, and developed the agricultural sector in countries like Costa Pica, Panama, 
and Brazil. West Indians were brought in to build the Panama Canal. Yet, all were 

unwelcome strangers. Most were settled in segregated enclaves on company prop- 
erty. They were expected to return home when their job was completed, but they did 
not. As noted by George Simmel, the man who comes {oday and stays tomorrow is 
the "stranger." The stranger who refuses tO go eventually cars the appropriated place 

home. The circulatoriness phenomenon brought diaspora "strangers" into direct 

confrontation with the centripetal, homogenizing state,ra 

Given the racialization of the immigrant, diaspora people were denied citizen- 
ship, restricted to particular territories, and subjected to stigmatizing labels. 

According to Zygmm~t Bauman, the natior~al state collectivizes friends and even ene- 
mies, but they also are "desigt~ed primarily to den! with the problem of strangers."7~ 
Then, as now, states seek to exercise taxonomical control over differences, and the 
relationship between state and nation is everywhere embattled,r~ Given the transi- 
.toriness of diaspora people and the significance of race as a factor in the definition of 

nations; this will continue to be a battleground for potitkal and cultural identity. 
With the modern era came the globaliza~on of racism or the racialization of the 

world system. The meanings underpinning the problematics of race remain socially 
relevant because of the psychological, cultural, and political significance attributed 

to it. As the contours of the modern world system crystallized, a particular signifi: 
ounce was placed on race. The very struggle of creating a new world order imposed 
upon race enormous meaning and prominence in distinguishing fundamental char- 

acteristics of people arranged in a hierarchy of human qualities. The issue of race 
became particularly important as a powerful ~ationalizing ideology based upon 
quasbscientific validation and as a mechanism of social selection, 

Race remains a central defining i~actor in the experience and historical memory of 

African diaspora people. For this reason, the primary experience of being defined in 
racial terms, articulated witl)in these discourses of devalued social worth, is pertinent 

to the processes of subject formation. Racial definitions have constituted a funda- 
mental reality ira.posed upon the African diaspora and have informed their fate within 
a racially structured world system. Racialist principIes of selection have been overrid- 

ing determinants in maintaining and compounding subordinate social positions. 

The manner in which people interact with nature and sustain themselves mate- 

rially also must be considered part of the historical prohess by which they become 
distinctive. An institutional structure that significantly divides individuals and 
groups, particularly in terms of polltica! and economic organization, allows the pos- 

sibility of creating different people. The general position of the African diaspora in 

the global system of production and distribution, the international division of labor, 
should be considered a significant factor in black identity formation. The empirical 
question revolves around the extent to which their general class position constitutes 

a fundamentally different experience from that of other groups. Moreover, is the 
cumulative nature of this experience a major factor in the making of~heir general and 
specific levels of black collectivity a~d subject farmation~af peopleness?7s 

Much has been said and written about the growing black uuderdass in the 

United States and the increasing impoverishment of blacks in metropolitan centers 

and rural areas. There is disproportionate representation of blacks in subordinate 
positions within the income and occupational hierarchy and in the unemployed and 
underemployed economic categories. Diaspora communities in the Caribbean pro- 
vide dramatic illustrations of how the class position of a people may be viewed within 

the framework of a global division of labor. Primary commodity specialization with 
a concentration on cash crop exports, such as sugar, coffee, and fruits, imposed a par- 
ticular kind of experience on plantation societies. Presently, there is still little eco- 
nomic diversification other than an increasing hypertrophy in sectors that provide 
few or low-paying jobs: tourism, banking enclaves, runaway insurance companies. In 
a world qontext, these communities are "lower class," characterized by foreign con- 
trol of major primary and extractive industries, a mono-eeonomy that largely extracts 

fixed value, and low median s~s among the population and high unemployment 
across all age cohorts. The consequences are seen in the poor quality of life and high 
levds of structural violence, which lead to high infant mortality, high crime rates, 
and low life expectancy. In addition, as suggested by their history ofgeosocial mobil- 
ity and circulatoriness, these countries have had a highly exploitable labor force 

within the global framework, and economically driven "passages" have largely been 
limited to occupational areas, tower-loyal service jobs, and unskilled work. 



While the means of production, technology, and organizational factors have 

changed, the qualitative position of African diaspora people in the global system has 

remained relatively constant. Such a pattern is directIy rotated to the law of cumula- 

tive hierarchy, that is, "the present strncture (and any past or future ones) is the resuk 

of the process of accumulating control opportunities... The structure becomes a set 

of control layers, the more recent ones imposed on the past; but without abandon- 

ing subordinate layers."77 

The concern is with how the cumulative class position of diaspora people con- 

tributes to identity formation and the sense of shared memory. As pointed out by 

Julio Ortega, "the events themselves occurred at the origin, but the transformations 

unleashed by them have not ceased. We are living through the change itself, the 

drama of its madness that has no denouement." We live in a global political, social, 

and economic ordering system that continues to undergo change, yet structural 

inequalities still exist today because they are historically conditioned. Nation-states, 

trans-local affiliations, racial and ethnic formations are processual, always forthcom- 

ing enactments. Indeed, "we live in the imminent condition of peoples that [arel still 

being created, in which some standards are favored and others devalued, alternating 

in their exclusivity.’’Ta Today, therefore, many of the practices, !deas, and lived expe- 

riences of.people in various places reflect the deep roots of protracted structural 

inequalities, which no doubt will continue well hato the next millenninm. 

Itis my contention that, in addition to being the first modern diaspora, African 

peoples for the most part constitute an oppressed racialized class subject in a world 

context. This is reflected in structural and cultural violence, specifically and gener- 

ally, and in the d~rect violence and pathos faced by diaspora people in everyday life. 

One aspect of th.e cumulative experience of diaspora people relates to their place ha 

other people’s history and to the fact that they have historically existed in hostile, 

socially oppressive states and nations: The primary issue here is power and the driv- 

ing interest of those who hold it to preserve their position of domination and social 

privilege. Class, gender, nationality, sexuality, and race have been major forces in 

shaping life experiences and social identity within the diaspora. They also have gen- 

erated oppositional forces geared toward redistributing power and changing the 

hierarchy of inequality in the ongoing search for a decent society. 

AGENTS OF RESISTANCE: DIASPORIC [DENTITIES AND COMMUNITIES 

OF CONSCIOUSNESS 

While peoples of African descent have been the objects of oppressive social, political, 

and economic structures, the complete picture requires that we understand them as 

subjects of their history. To paraphrase Ralph Ellison, life for black people is a disci- 

pline, just as any human life that lias endured so tong is a discipline, teaching its own 

insights into the human condition, its own strategies for survival7~ Africa’s descen- 

dants are products not only of their economic and socio-political conditions but also 

of their interaction with those conditions and efforts to develop their own sense of 

who they are and what they want to be, to deal with life in particular ways, and to 

live life as they transform life. 

People are not simply reactors but creators, devising their own mechanisms of 

survival, their own ideological tools and social networks, their own vehicles of strug- 

gle over time and space. This is what constitutes the cultural process, a dynamic and 

creative expression of all the relationships characterizing physical and historical real- 

ity. Culture is the continuous synthesis of a people’s experiential knowledge, beliefs, 

values, and norms that express and derive from the conflicts at each stage of their 

development in the search for survival and progress.~° Culture, then, is the fruit of a 

people’s history and a determinant of that history, not fixed in the past but a~ ongo- 

ing interaction between past and present. 

Looking broadly across time and space, it is possible to think of diasporas as 

communities of consciousness. This is the translation of;heir experiences in cultural 

terms, a field of social and political thoughts, behaviors, and actions, tt is a con- 

sciousness itself, as well as a poIiticized or "oppositional" consciousness,a All con- 

sciousness, group and individual, is social and formed within the context of the 

group’s historical experiences. This plane of social action may be reflected in the ordi- 

nary ways in which people act, think, and live their lives; it may include personal and 

individual practices, ritualized celebrations affirming the collective memory and dif- 

ference, definitions of success and failure, or even the meanings of life and death. 

Worldviews manifest themselves in a number of forms, reflecting the obvious com- 

plexities of individual and social differentiation, but they mayinclude popular cul- 

ture, lifestyles, linguistics, and symbolic behavior. Consciousness emerges from a 

process of"perceiving and experiencing cultural differences and diversity, the singu- 

larity of one’s own traditions opposed to those of the other, dominant society,"s: 

African peoples in the Americas have received .much attention from cultural 

anthropologists, who have studied in depth many of their syncretic traditions, 



ranging from religion to modern dance. Many of these cultural elements have been 

retained from the past, but they also ind[ude dements appropriated from the domi- 

nant group as well as other diaspora people who share their temporal and social 

spaces. People celebrate their difference, and create systems of affirmation and val- 

orization. In many instances the process idealizes that which may have been stigma- 

tized and devalued by the other. 

People create fictitious identities or iavent new ones as.means of empowerment 

and stir-creation. For example, in November 1.995 Afro-Brazilians celebrated the 

death of Zumbi of Patmares, promoted as the "tercentenary [of] Brazil’s primary 

African hero." Leaders of the event said: "Our goal is to transform Zumbi into a hero 

of the Americas, the earliest great black hero of the Americas."so This invented tra- 

dition is in keeping with the emergence of submerged identities, suppressed along 

with those of other communities during the long reign of vicious military dictator- 

ships in Brazil and other parts of the Americas. Afro-Brazilians are attempting to 

retrieve not only their history but also that of global Africa. The idea is to use a per- 

son or an event to commemorate and ascribe some historical significance to the Afro- 

gcazilianiBrazikian reality. In this way they can remember and celebrate events and 

persons that are part of their ctfltural history and identity. 
Two issues are important here. First, how people forget or how they remember can 

be determined by social and political circumstances, and these can change. For exam- 

pie, prior to racial democratization, a great deal of Afro-Brazilian scholarship focused 

on religion rather than race, because there was a tacit policing of race studies, while 

religious inquiries were deemed politically safe. Identity can be lost or even elided 

because political and social conditions may threaten people’s existence, physically, 

culturally, or psychically. The socio-political context and sociat practices have a direct 
effect on the form and content of collective remembering and forgetting, on how peo- 

ple perceive their past?4 
Second, for populations throughout the diaspora, new and old traditions, 

myths, and fictitious or even borrowed identities can not only restore dignity, but 

also reconstruct connections among people long divided by class, race, and color-- 

as is ti~e case in Brazil, due to the ideologies of racial democracy and mestizaje. Thus, 

by inventing traditions and connectedness, "not only iS the sense of bonding inten, 

sifted, but a reversat of collective status is achieved, at least on the cognitive and 

morallevels. It is the start ofa m0rat and social revolution through the mobilization 

of hidden collective energies’’*s 

Cultural and Political Consciousness and Agency 

Historian Robert Hill, in an attempt to capture some of the.dynamics and rdation- 

ships among peoples of African descent, refers to the diaspora as a "field of action.’’~ 

This notion may be further interpreted to mean that, in socio-spatial terms, the dias- 

pora is an active site of cultural and political action and struggle. As Aldon Morris 

has suggested, systems of domination give rise to political consciousness, which is 

comprised of cultural beliefs and ideological expressions that realize and maintain 

group interests and that continuously shape and influence concrete social and polit- 

ical struggles. Moreover, this political consciousness becomes "oppositional con- 

sciousness" for subordinate groups who struggle to dismantle systems of domination 

that prevent them from realizing their interests.*~ Black African diaspora identity 

politics or the politicization of culture embodies processes of symbol and meaning 

construction in terms of active social and physical planes of action, the range of polit- 

ical activities, and the solutions engendered to resolve the conflicts that characterize 

each phase of diaspora history. The pervasive manifestations of African diaspora 

oppositional consciousness and actions relate to the forms of political expression and 

struggle reflected in the various strategies of liberation, resistance, and rebellion. 

This ranges from slave revolts and the ebb and flow of worker militancy to urban 

insurrections of more recent years; from the Haitian revolution of the late eighteenth 

century to the Grenada revolution of the late twentieth century; from flight or the 

formation of maroon communities (pa}enques, q~ilombos, cumbes) to the planned 

emigration settlements, back-to-Africa movements, and black Utopias in Canada?a 

There have been clearly orchestrated Pan-African movements, such as the congresses 

in 19~9 (Paris), ~9~ (London), ~9z3 (London and Lisbon), :1927 (New York), and ~945 

(Manchester), as welt as the All-African Peoples Conference in Accra in 1.95820 

Throughout history, there have been "shifting centers of historieaI gravity" 

within the diaspora.~° The places, people, and events that seem to represent or 

embody the most active sites of conflict and change vary over time and space. These 

diverse fields of action are interrelated and tend to represent acts of&liberate cross-. 

fertilization and interpenetration. They also represent a people’s realization of its 

own po{ential to engage in the transforming and rebuilding process ofsodety, a con- 

scious force acting for itself. 

The dispersed peoples of African descent, separate and interrelated, are "com- 

munities of consciousness" engaged in an ongoing quest for human dignity and col- 

i.:).:i:"lective self-actualization. This notion encompasse~ the cumulative and shared 

endeavors to make themselves the kind of people they imagine themselves capable of 

being, to make their own development, to realize their humanity in their own terms, 



and to deny their status as simply social objects--as slaves or wage laborers in some 

other people’s development process. To struggle for human dignity and social 
decency and to maintain some dynamic concept of human freedom are formative 

experiences that shape the cognitive landscape and social infrastructure of a people. 
The challenge is to discern how this sbared experience and consciousness are crys- 

tallized and transformed into various forms a1~d relations within a geosocia[ and 

ins0tutionai framework and within the historical content of that framework at dif- 
fevent times. 

Toward a Non.Essentialist View of Diasporic Similarity: 

Contradictions and Abutments of Culture 

To recognize the existence of common and particular features does not imply cultural 
nnity or the existence of only one culture of the black diaspora,m Ckcumstances can 

restrict the extent to which people can embody various dements of their culture and 

history. The degree to which a group moves toward a commonrecognition ofitseff 
........ e is in ,,art directly related to the degree to which certain ideas and val- 

as msuncuv ~ ,. _a q-~o i~sne is one of identity which in the framework 

ues are cognitively mternattzeu- * ..... 
~ 

of the culturat process means "at once the affirmation and denial of certain attributes 
defining individuals or sub-populati°ns in rdation to others at any point during their 
devdopment."~s 

In Black Skin, White Masks Frantz Fanon i!luminates the problem of how a sub° 

ordinated people may be culturally and psychologically penetrated by their domina- 
tors. Using language as an example, he contends that "every colonized people... 
finds itself face to face with the lmiguage of the civilizing nation; that is, with the cul- 
ture of the mother country. The colonized is elevated above his jungle status in pro- 

portion to his adoption of the mother country’s cultural standards. He becomes 
whiter as he renounces his bla&ness, his jungle."~a This observation points to the 
need to elaborate and uncover many of the contradictions and conflicts witbin the 

diaspora revolving around competing form~ of identification, including class, color, 

nation, and religion. 
The ongoing struggle of the black diaspora for human dignity and liberation is 

a creative process it embodies contradictory crosscurrents and conflicts, such as the 
dialectical relationship between creativity and action, travail and reaction. It is essen- 

tial to recognize that culture is an expanding and developing phenomenon. No 
culture is ever a complete, perfect, finished whole. The elements of culture are corn-. 

¯ prised of strengths and weaknesses, positives and negatives, stagnation and growth,. 

regression and progress. Moreover, among peoples of the African diaspora, the quan- 

titative and qualitative levels of cultural action and practice vary significantly. 
Finafly, it should be emphasized that to learn about the persistence, endurance, 

and struggles of people of the African diaspora is to be conscious oftheh-value in the 
context of a human universality-. We must compare their historical experiences and 
realities with those of other people, not with a view to deciding superiority or inferi- 
ority but to determine, in the general framework of human progress, ~¢hat contribu- 

tions they have made and can make and what kinds of support they can and should 
receive. To understand people as subjects of their history is to help retrieve, preserve, 

and provide a more objective and meaningful interpretation of that history within 
the universal context. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 20, 2009 2:40 PM 

stgore@EMAIL.UNC.EDU 
Your problem ticket 1624383 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Being that I [Jason] don’t have AD access, Bryan and I will come over on Monday afternoon. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwww.unc.edularo 
bir~i~.ebsubiindcx.      =check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nicholas Siedentop <siedento@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 20, 2009 3:20 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: scan AFRI 456 

You too. 

Travis Gore wrote: 

Thanks Nick. I will let Professor McMillan know. 

Have a great break. 

Travis 

Nicholas Siedentop wrote: 

Thanks Travis. I’ve submitted the request to remove Deborah Crowder and add Tim 
McMillan as a course approver for AFRI and AFAM courses. Once ITS confirms the 
change, I will submit a request to add AFRI 456/Senegalese Society and Culture/to 
the official course inventory. Professor McMillan can approve the course through 
Faculty Staff Central (using his ONYEN and password). The course request should 
appear in his submission inbox, hopefully by Monday. 

Nick 

Travis Gore wrote: 

*Tim McMillian 

~email[.ur~c.edu 
109 battle hall cb# 3395* 

Thanks Nick! 

Travis 

Nicholas Siedentop wrote: 

Hi Travis, 

Thanks. Am I understanding this correctly that the department 
wants to submit AFRI 456, Senegalese Society and Culture, 
as a new course. If this is correct, I can work with you on 
submitting a _new_ transaction. The previous transaction was 
submitted as a_ revision_ (as we talked about on the phone). 

I’ll need you to confirm the following information: 

Course ID: AFRI 456 
Long Title: Senegalese Society and Culture 
Short Title: Senegalese Society 



Credit: 3 fixed 
Lecture (no additional components) 
Not repeatable 
No restrictions 
No prerequisites 
No Gen Eds 
Description: This course provides an overview of Senegalese 
Culture through movies, literary works and scholarly books 
and articles. The course aims at examining the geography, 
population, ethnic composition, thoughts and religious beliefs, 
arts and music, polygamy, status of women and the impact of 
the tariqas or Sufi orders on people’s daily life and Senegalese 
politics. 

I’ll be in my office today and tomorrow, and out on vacation 
all next week. Please give me a call if you want to talk about 
this over the phone. 

Nick 

Travis Gore wrote: 

Hi Nick, 

Here is the scan that we talked about over the 
phone last week. 

Thanks! 

Travis Gore 

Date: 
From: 
To: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Tue, 27 Oct 2009 12:03:26 -0400 
scanner~unc.edu 

travis ~sJtgore(~emaik unc. ed~> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 
2510). 

Scan Date: 10.27.2009 12:03:25 (-0400) 
Queries to: scarme~,~3ur~c.ed~ 

Nick Siedentop 

Curriculum Specialist, Office of the University Registrar 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 



Email: nick siedento~unc.edu 
Tel: 919-962-9838 

Conserve resources! Print this email only if absolutely 
necessary 

Nick Siedentop 

Curriculum Specialist, Office of the University Registrar 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Email: nick siedento~.unc.edu 
Tel 919-962-9838 

Conserve resources! Print this email only if absolutely necessary 

Nick Siedentop 

Curriculum Specialist, Office 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus 
450 Ridge Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Email: nick siedentop@uncoedu 

Tel: 919-962-9838 

of the University Registrar 

Box 2100 

Conserve resources! Print this email only if absolutely necessary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nicholas Siedentop <siedento@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 20, 2009 4:26 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

AFRI course requests 

This email confirms that the following courses have been approved and added in the Student Information 
System (SIS) and PeopleSoft course inventories. To view specific information about the course transaction, 
enter your ONYEN and password in Faculty Staff Central, select Course Request Approval Reporting, and 
enter the subj ect and catalog number in the Completed Course Summary Report fields. 

AFRI 424 (addition): effective spring 2010 

Please forward this message to anyone in your department that may need this information. 

Nick Siedentop 

Curriculum Specialist, Office of the University Registrar 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Email: nick siedentop@uncoedu 

Tel: 919-962-9838 

Conserve resources! Print this email only if absolutely necessary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Heather M Duncan <hmduncan@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, November 20, 2009 4:30 PM 

Heather M Duncan <hmduncan@email.unc.edu> 
Connect Carolina Registration Training List 

All, 

We are in the process of compiling the list of all department staff that 
will need registxation training in ConnectCarolina. As recipients of 
many mailings from our office (verification rolls, etc.), we thought 
contacting you all would be a good place to start! 

Please respond back to Heather Duncan (hmduncan@email.unc.edu) by 
Wednesday, December 2nd, 2009, with names and emails of those in your 
areas that will need registxation training. 

If you’re a scheduling officer, and have already received this email and 
responded, please disregard - no need to email me twice with names/emails. 

Thank you in advance for your help! 

-Heather 

Heather M. Duncan 
Registration Services Supervisor 
Office of the University Registrar 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Road, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Phone: 919.962.8292 
Fax: 919.962.3349 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mseck <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 23, 2009 12:22 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Course description 

Hello Travis: 

Please see below the course description for my Senegalese Society and 
Culture class. Please pass it on to whoever might help: 

Senegalese Society and Culture AFRI 190-001 

This course provides an overview of Senegalese culture through movies, 
literary and scholarly works. The course examines the geography, 
population, ethnic composition, thoughts and religious beliefs, arts and 
music, polygamy, status of women and the impact of Sufi orders on people’s 
daily life and Senegalese politics. 

Thanks, 
Mamarame 

On Mon, 16 Nov 2009 17:24:43 -0500, Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Hello, 
> Please take a look at this database (see info below & the attached) and 
> give your opinion about the value of it for you, and whether the 
> University Library should continue to subscribe to it. When we 
> subscribed to it last year, we were under the impression that there was 
> a one-time fee for it, but have recently found out that it must be 
> renewed each year -- which makes it a little bit pricer than we 
> originally thought. Also last year, we paid for it out of a particular 
> endowment, but if we want to keep it, we will have to make other funding 
> arrangements for the coming years. This is not a big problem, but I do 
> need to know if any faculty feels strongly about keeping it, and within 
> the next two weeks if possible. I do realize that a holiday is in the 
> middle of this, but we just learned of this today and want to take 
> advantage of a discretionary fund deadline that falls around the end of 
> this month. 
> 
> If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. 
> 
> Thanks so much for you time, 
> Shauna 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 23, 2009 3:12 PM 

stgore@EMAIL.UNC.EDU 

Your problem ticket 1624383 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Bryan, Jason is on the road still and asked me to put this back in your queue. He said the professor would like this to 
be handled ASAP. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:/iwww.unc.edu!aro 
bi~i~ eb subiir~dex.~c:check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tim McMillan <tj m 1 @email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 23, 2009 3:52 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

salaries 

tjml.vcf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 
Tuesday, November 24, 2009 8:58 AM 

travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

20091124085819251.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 11.24.2009 08:58:18 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



AFRICAN AMERICAN MEN ON GEHDER AND SEXUALITY 

Ed|ted by Rudolph P. Byrd end BeverlY Guy-Sheftall 
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MISSION STATEMENT OF 

BLACK MEN FOR THE ERADICATION 
OF SEXISM 
MOREHOUSE COLLEGE [1994) 

~Ve believe that although we are oppressed because of our color, we are 
privileged because of our sex and must therefore take responsibility for end- 
ing that privilege. We live in a society that along with being racist, elassist, 
homophobie and capitalist, is also fundamentally sexist. Just as all whites 
socialized in a white society will be racists, so too will all men socialized in 
a sexist society be sexists. The fact that we are black does not make us im- 
mune. We are dealing with a disease that once within us remains for the rest 
of our lives. As long as the society remains sexist all of our brothers to come 
will suffer the same fate. Because we struggle to move forward as a people 
we accept our responsibility of helping to dismantle this form of oppression 
that we help to perpetuate. 

We believe that our relationships with women must be based on the 
principle of equality. Our notions of sexuality are based on domination. We 
are taught as boys to be sexual conquerors of women whose bodies are 
objectified and declared to be the property of men to be bought, sold and 
traded. We reject relationships.based on domination and the violence against 
women and prostitution they create. We seek to establish relationships with 
our sisters based on equality. Men and Women are complementary. We need 
each other in order to survive and to thrivel However two people must be 
held in equal standing in order to be complementary. 

"There is a profound distrust, if not hatred, between black men and women that 

has been nursed along largely by racism but also by an almost deliberate ig- 

norance on the part of blacks about the sexual politics of their experience in this 

country." -Wallace, Black Macho 6, the M)~th of the Superwoman 
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We recognize that present eurocentric notions of manhood and masculin- 
ity are damaging to the psyche of black men and must be replaced with a 
wholistie interpretation of manhood that acknowledges the oneness of men 
and women. Patriarcha] notions of manhod, which we have internalized 
from our oppressors, demand that our existence as men be defined by our 
sexual ab’ility and our ability to produce economically and dominate others. 
Following this path in a society that denies economic equality and perverts 
sexuality is like committing suicide. Masculinity is a one-dimensional, social 
creation that has nothing to do with biological reality. Notions of"mascu- 
llne" and "feminine" only serve to further sexism and to suppress the abilities 
of both men and women. It is sexism, not biology, that confines men to being 
aggressive and women to being nurturers. 

We believe that sexism is a global form of oppression of no less importance 
than any other form of oppression. All forms of oppression including, sex- 
ism, racism, and classism are interconnected and support each other. For 
too long the struggle for the liberation of African people in the United States 
has been centered around the liberation of black men. This male centered 
analysis inhibits us from fully confronting the oppression we constantly face 

and perpetuate within and without the black community. The struggle 
against sexism must become an issue of primary importance if we are to 
advance as a people. 

We believe that sexist oppression against women pervades every aspect of 
our communities and must be eradicated. The oppression of women is a 
difficult issue for our community to deal with partly because it is such a 
personal one. It is passed onto us through media, schools, religous institu- 
tions, friends, and families. Although it has often been said that black 
women are held in high regard by the black community, the reality is that 
black women are either denigrated as whores and enemies or are placed on 
a confining pedestal as superwomen. The humanity of our sisters is lost in 
these classifications which only succeed in further dividing our people and 
preventing us from co!lectively dealing with other forms of oppression. 
Sexism is a radical problem that requires a radical solution. It will not be 
solved by simple reform. We support feminismiwomanism and all efforts to 
eradicate sexist oppression. We ultimately demand a complete and funda- 
mental change that eradicates oppression based on sex, race, elass, and 
sexual orientation, both within and without. 

We are not perfect. We do not claim to be, As we fight alongside our sisters 
we struggle to become whole; to deprogram ourselves. We have organized 
into one body because we know in our hearts and minds that as we hold our 
sisters back so will we hold ourselves back. 
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MARRIED COUPLE FAMILY $39,016 MALE, living alone $17,652 

MALE householder, no spouse $26,375 FEMALE, Iivlng alone $12,227 

FEMALE householder, no spouse $18,222 

--1990 median income for metro Atlanta, US Census Bur. Pop, Stats 

BLACK MEN: VERY MUCH ALIVE 

As of late it’s become very popular to refer to black men as an endangered 

species. As one of these men I think that’s a pretty insulting phrase. It has very 
little to do with the actual numbers of brothers alive and more to do with 
income and education. When our sisters speak about a lack of"good black 
men" the definition usually centers around having ,a decent iob." Now if 

there’s one thing we should never do, it’s to allow our jobs to define us. 

When we do that it becomes very easy to jump out of a Wall Street office 
window when the stock market mashes. Unfortunately that’s exactly what we 

do when we talk about manhood. This western idea of manhod as being 
connected to how much income you generate has well intentioned brothers 
being rejected by many of our sisters for drug dealers and corporate pimps. 
In this culture women are supposed to be dependenl on men. Our people 
are no exception. This is why many of our sisters flock to the brother who can 

provide most. So understand that when manufacturing plants move to areas 
of the world where they can exploit our sisters and brothers even more, the 
brothers who still have jobs here and can pay the rent become the endan- 

gered few. 
Believe it or not my brothers, this is about sexism. We’ve accepted a 

definition of ourselves that’s killing us in a way no bullet ever could. That’s 

why we’re here, to set the record straight. We’re here to redefine ourselves so 
one day we can all realize what it really means to be a man and to be human. 

So forget what"Martin" told you about man-hating feminists that r.eally want 

to be men. It’s all about a love thang. Dig. 

CROSSROADS 

It hurts when those who got your back 
suddenly grow fangs 
The posse gets to the crossroads 
and friendships die 

Memories of good times are overcome 

by present letdowns 
You talked too much and the words stung 
You criticized their heroes 
for calling your mama a bitch 

you exposed their weakness when 

Mission Statement 

you showed you cared about the women 
they claimed to 
You irritated the one the rest looked to for leadership 
All because you cared about your sister- 
-and wanted to be whole 

And now, 
you’re all at the crossroads 
And he gives yon the stare 
words never exchanged 
you know what it means 

203 

"NATIONAL LIBERATION DOES NOT COME BEARING THE 

STAMP ’FOR MEN ONLY’. AND IF IT DOES, AS HAS BECOME 

APPARENT IN ALGERIA, THEN THAT STANDS AS ONE INDI- 

CATOR OF AN INCOMPLETE REVOLUTION, A REVOLUTION 

WHICH HAS NOT FULFILLED ITS PROMISE." 

--ROBERT Lo ALLEN 

"You’re not wanted here anymore" 
the rest look down at the ground 

spineless 

You turn and walk straight, 
towards the rising sun 
on the path born of tears and blood 
shed by those who loved before you 

With more crossroads, snakes, pitfalls 

and broken gla~s 
to cut your feet and feed the path, you move on 

The path seems to go on and on to no end 

Sometimes you wanna just fall into the ground 

and hope the loneliness goes away 
You’l! meet others along the way 

Many won’t seem to be making the pilgrimage 
But I think you’ll be glad to know 
"Everybody’s gotta live a life under the sun" 

As long as the sun is destined to rise 

You will never be alone 
lookers and hookers 

reflecting to a time in my life when the"politics of sex" or "misogyny" 
were terms undefined to me. "female subjugation" and "status quo gender 

roles" were inapplicable to me, a young boy who was simply trying to find 
ALL of my parent’s dirty magazines and satisfy some pre-pubescent curi- 

ousity about sex. the goal was to see that which i was not supposed to see, 
secret things, and there was a detinite reason why these things were secret, 
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especially to a young child, these things (pornography and its evil offsprings) 
reflected the adult world’s most carnal thoughts, thoughts of broken up 
people, broken up mentals from living a life of the non-freedoms of"skirts 
below the knees," and "unattainable beautiful blonde blue-eyed flirtesses" 
and sex as a commodity and ffeudian misconceptions on sexuality, many 
confusing premises about sex. "teach it in school, don’t teach it in school," 
and including your bible that states flesh is sin and eve was a "trick." and it 
all leads to obscene and mostly negative thoughts, flip through any porno- 
graphic magazine on the newsstand (or don’t) and everyone’s curiousities 
and frustrations are there. 

north american society has a vested 

interest in reinforcing an individual’s 

failure to achieve sexual maturity, by 

exploiting unconscious fears, forcing them 

to repress sexual taboos, the media 

guarantees blind repressed seeking for 

value substitutes through conamercial 

products and consumption, sexual 

repression, as reinforced by media, is a 

most viable marketing technology. 

-quote from media sexptoi~atlon by wilson bryan key. 1976. 

NATIONAL BLACK WOMEN’S HEALTH PROJECT 

seli the frustrations of the citizens masked in hot sex on a platter. "i don’t 

make enough money," give him a playboy and a beer. "niggers always acting 

stupid," a hustler and domino’s, always an escape, never a solution, or the 
solution is to transfer one’s hopelessness onto the pages of more lropeless- 

heSS. so what are the ramifications of this process on a thirteen year old boy 

who has no "problems" except his own euriousity? the effect of subliminal 
pedophilia, master/slave pomo, flee sex phone lines, etc. on a child? maybe 
one more broken up individual alienated from his/her sexuality who will 

grown up to be a looker or a lmoker searching eternally for his/her real self 
and not the conditioned self created for us. ffeaknik showed us in one way all 

the break ups. the videoeameras and exhibitionism satisfied a tot of people 

who can now go back and experience the "fun" during their times of 
hopelessness, nonetheless i see the revolution in all of this. the revolution- 

when we can overcome the drive to escapism, the "i don’t give a luck" 
indulges, the hundredth smoked blunt cause "shit is real, god" and being the 
looker upon hookers in sleaze mags. come clean in spirit. ¯ 

PEACE 

MEDITATIONS FROM THE HEART 
Making Meaning Out of Masculillity 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renee Sherman <rsherman@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 25, 2009 8:16 AM 

Renee A Sherman <renees@unc.edu> 

Maymester courses 

Summer School is sending me an accurate list so thanks for your patience with me. 
Renee 

The following courses are listed in SIS with an 0 lm section number denoting them as Maymester 
classes. These classes are not listed on the Summer School website as a Maymester class. Please 
let me know if they need a section number change or to be deleted. They are taking up a lot of 
classroom space if they are to be deleted so if you could let me know as soon as possible, I’d 
greatly appreciate it! 
Renee 

POLl 100 
ENGL 369 
ENGL 657 
AFAM 254 
SPAN 255 
HIST 378 
HIST 130 
SOCI 122 
SOCI 290 
WMST 350 
ANTH 319 
ANTH 499 

Renee Sherman 
Office of the University Registrar 
Suite 3100, CB#2100 
Student Academic Services Building-North 
University of NC at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
(919)962-6093 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@emailouncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ICISA 2010 <icisa2010@global.kcis.kr> 

Wednesday, November 25, 2009 7:52 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

[ICISA 2010] Submission Now 

[Apologies if you have received this more than once. Please distribute it to interested colleagues and students. 
Thanks!] 

’,Overview                                                                                  ; 
International Conference on Information Science and Applications (ICISA 2010) will be held on April 21st- 
23rd, 2010 in Seoul, Korea. (http://.qlobal.kcis.kr/icisa2010) 

The goal of this conference is to bring together researchers from academia and practitioners from industry 
~who are involved in Information Science and Applications Issues as well as share ideas, problems, and 
solutions related to those issues. This conference will provide a forum where researchers will present recent 
~,research results, describe emerging technologies and new research problems and directions related to~, 
Information Science and Applications Issues. The conference seeks contributions presenting novel 
research results in all aspects of information and security and applications. Submitted papers will be peer- 
~,reviewed.                                                                                   ~, 

The best papers presented at ICISA 2010 will be included IEEE Xplore® and Elsevier’s El Compendex as 
well as published in special issues of prestigious international journals after further revision.              ; 

Special Issue 
Every submitted paper will be carefully reviewed by at least three members of the International Program; 
Committee. All the accepted papers will be included in the conference proceedings published by "IEEE 
eXpress Conference Publishing" and will be included in the IEEE Xplorer~ and Elsevier’s El Compendex. 



The best papers presented at ICISA 2010 will be published in special issues of prestigious international 
iournals(SCI-E) after further revision. 

Please see the following international Journals: 

’,. Cluster Computing - Springer (SCI-E) 
¯ Computing and Informatics - Springer (SCI-E) 

¯ The Computer Journal - Springer (SCI-E) 
,,. Journal of Internet Technology - Springer (SCI-E) 
,,. Multimedia Tools and Applications - Springer (SCI-E) 

¯ Telecommunication Systems - Springer (SCI-E) 

Paper Submission and Guideline 
;To submit your paper (deadline: December 15th, 2009), please go to "Paper Submission System" at’, 
http://,qlobal.kcis.kr/icisa2010/paper 

Papers must be original and currently not under consideration for publication elsewhere as well as has not 
’,been previously published. Authors must clearly explain the contribution of the work in terms of its’, 
:theoretica and/or practical value and relationship to previous work. 

’,Please use the IEEE Conference Proceedings format (available for download here: IEEE Manuscript 
’,Templates for Conference Proceedings) for submission. All the accepted papers will be included in the’, 
conference proceedings published by "IEEE express Conference Publishinq and will be included in the 
IEEE Xplorer~ and Elsevier’s El Compendex." 

Paper Format Guideline 
¯ The paper must be written in English and readable 
:. The paper must follow IEEE two-column format with single-spaced, 10 point font in the text. 
:~ Follow the instructions in Word(doc)/Latex templates (IEEE Manuscript Templates for Conference 
Proceedinqs) 
¯ The document should be formatted for the standard A4-size paper 
¯ The paper length limit is 8 - 11 pages (10-point font) including figures 
¯ Papers must be submitted Only in Portable Document Format (PDF) format 



Accepted papers will be given guidelines in preparing and submitting the Final Manuscript (Camera 
Ready Paper) together with the Notification of Acceptance. Authors of accepted papers, or at least one o~ 
them, are requested to register and present their work at the conference. Without registration, we cannot: 
guarantee that your papers will be published (TBA) 

Submission System ¯ http:llglobal.kcis.krlicisa2OlOIpaper 

IClSA2010 Conference Important Dates 
’,. Paper Submission Deadline - ,- , ,, December 30th, 2009 

¯ Paper Acceptance Notification ¯ January 29th, 2010 
¯ Final Papers Submission ¯ February 20th, 2010 
:. Early Bird Registration Deadline February 25th, 2010 
:. Hotel Registration (TBA) 
:. Conference Date ¯ April 21st- 23rd, 2010 

,,Workshop Important Dates 
:. Workshop Proposal Due: November 30th, 2009 
¯ Acceptance notification for Workshop ¯ November 30th, 2009 

¯ Camera Ready Submission ¯ January 22nd, 2010 
¯ Early Bird Registration Due January 22nd, 2010 

Scope and Topics 
Topics of interest may include one or more of the following (but are not limited to) themes; 

Track1. Ubiquitous Computing 
- Wireless and Mobile 
- Ad hoc and Sensor Networks 
- Home Networks 

Track2. Networks and Information Systems 
- VolP, MolP and Computer Networks 
- Parallel and Distributed Processing 
- Internet-based Computing Models 

Track3. Multimedia and Visualization 
- Video Surveillance 
- Computer Graphics and Virtual Reality 
- Digital Signal Processing and Computer Vision 

Trcak 4. Middleware and Operating Systems 
- Real-Time Systems 
- Embedded Systems 
- Middleware for Collaboration 

Track 5. Security and Privacy 
- Infrastructure Security 
- Multimedia Security 
- Software Security 
- Privacy Masking 



Track 6. Data Mining and Artificial Intelligence 
- Autonomous and intelligent Agent 
-Information Retrieval and Knowledge Discovery 
- Data Warehousing and Data Mining 

Track 7. Software Engineering 
- Distributed Object-Oriented Systems 
- Reusable Object-Oriented Architectures and Applications 
- Software Modeling, Development and Maintenance 

Track 8. Web Technolgies 
- Model-Driven Development of Web Applications 
-Information Recommendation and Filtering 
- Web-based Collaboration and Social Networks 

Track 9. Medical/Health Informatics 
- Health information systems design and architecture 
- Health informatics evaluation 
- Education and building health informatics capacity 
- Personal Health Record system and Health Service 

Track 10. Bioinformatics and Scientific Computing 
- Comparative Genomics 
- Gene Regualation and Transcriptomics 
- Protein Interactions and Molecular Networks 

’,Invited Speakers 
:. Anthonie Bastiaan Ruighaver, Deakin University, Australia 
:. Baoding Liu, Tsinghua University, China 
:. Gelenbe Erol, Imperial College London, UK 
:. Krishna Moorthy Sivalingam, University of Maryland Baltimore County, USA 

Supported By 
:. Korea Information Assurance Society(KIAS) 

¯ Korea Information Processing Society(KIPS) 
¯ Gyeonggi-Do, Korea 
¯ Suwon City, Korea 
:. Ministry of Knowledge Economy(MKE) 
~,. IEEE Seoul Section 
¯ IEEE Beijing Section 
;. IEEE Taipei Section 
;. IEEE Hiroshima Section 

Organizing Committee 
¯ Center for Industry Security(CIS) 

:. Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute(ETRI) 
:. Korea Industry Security Forum(KISF) 

Kyonggi University 

;iHonorary Chair 



Kae Dal Kwack, Hanyang University, Korea 

General Chair 
:Kuinam J.Kim, Kyonggi University, Korea 

General Co-Chairs 
:Borko Furht, Florida Atlantic University, USA 
Hyunsook Cho, ETRI, Korea 
Jungbae Lee, Sunmoon University, Korea 

Financial Chair 
Daesung Lee, Kyonggi University, Korea 

Program Chair 
Peter Kokol, University of Maribor, Slovenia 

Program Co-Chairs 
:Bezalel Gavish, Southern Methodist University, USA 
Chunsik Park, Seoul Women’s University, Korea 
Ivana Jassova, Institute of Informatics/Slovak Academy of Sciences, Slovakia 
Imrich Chlamtac, Create-Net/University of Trento, Italy 
:Salim Hariri, University of Arizona, USA 
Subrata Acharya, Towson University, USA 
~iming Li, Taiwan National Chiao Tung University, Taiwan 
Zhenfu Cao, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China 

Publicity Chair 
Lekha Chaisorn, Institute for Infocomm Research, A’STAR, Singapore, Singapore 

Publicity Co-Chairs 
~Anestis Toptsis, York University, Canada 
Alexander C. Loui, Kodak Research Labs Eastman Kodak Company, USA 
Dongil Seo, ETRI, Korea 
Hideki Katagiri, Hiroshima University, Japan 
Kenji Leibnitz, Osaka University, Japan 
Subrata Acharya, Towson University, USA 
Sangseo Park, ETRI, Korea 
Vaibhav Gowadia, Imperial Colleage London, UK 

Publication Chair 
Jeomgu Kim, Namseoul University, Korea 
SeongJin Ahn, Sungkyunkwan University, Korea 

Workshop Chair 

Yongbin Sun, Kyonggi University, Korea 

Contact 
’,If you have any questions about ICISA 2010 and need further information regarding the workshop and’, 
paper submission, please contact below ¯ 

Hyunsook Lee (Christy Lee), icisa2010@,qlobal, kcis. kr 
:Conference Secretary / Academic Planning Team 



Ministry of Knowledge Economy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ICISA 2010 <icisa2010@global.kcis.kr> 

Wednesday, November 25, 2009 10:35 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

[ICISA 2010] Submission Now 

[Apologies if you have received this more than once. Please distribute it to interested colleagues and students. 
Thanks!] 

× 
[× 

× × 

Overview 
International Conference on Information Science and Applications (ICISA 2010) will be held on April 21st- 
23rd, 2010 in Seoul, Korea. (http://g/oba/.k¢is.kr/i¢isa2010) 

The goal of this conference is to bring together researchers from academia and practitioners from industry 
who are involved in Information Science and Applications Issues as well as share ideas, problems, and 
’,solutions related to those issues. This conference will provide a forum where researchers will present recent~ 
research results, describe emerging technologies and new research problems and directions related to 
Information Science and ~pplications Issues. The conference seeks contributions presenting novel 
:research results in all aspects of information and security and applications. Submitted papers will be peer- 
reviewed.                                                                                   ~ 

The best papers presented at ICISA 2010 will be included IEEE Xplore~ and Elsevier’s El Compendex as: 
~ell as published in special issues of prestigious international journals after further revision. 

Special Issue 
Eve~ submitted paper will be carefully reviewed by at least three members of the International Program 
Committee. All the accepted papers will be included in the conference proceedings published by "IEEE 
eXpress Conference Publishing" and will be included in the IEEE Xplore~ and Elsevier’s El Compendex. 

The best papers presented at ICISA 2010 will be published in special issues of prestigious international 
journals(SCI-E) after further revision. 

Please see the following international Journals: 



Cluster Computing - Springer (SCI-E) 
Computing and Informatics - Springer (SCI-E) 
The Computer Journal - Springer (SCI-E) 
Journal of Internet Technology - Springer (SCI-E) 
Multimedia Tools and Applications - Springer (SCI-E) 
Telecommunication Systems - Springer (SCI-E) 

Paper Submission and Guideline 
To submit your paper (deadline: December 15th, 2009), please go to "Paper Submission System" at 
http://global.kcis.kr/icisa2010/paper 

Papers must be original and currently not under consideration for publication elsewhere as well as has not~ 
been previously published. Authors must clearly explain the contribution of the work in terms of its 
’,theoretical and/or practical value and relationship to previous work.                                  : 

Please use the IEEE Conference Proceedings format (available for download here: IEEE Manuscript~ 
Templates for Conference Proceedings) for submission. All the accepted papers will be included in the’, 
;conference proceedings published by "IEEE eXpress Conference Publishing and will be included in the 
IEEE Xplorer~ and Elsevier’s El Compendex." 

Paper Format Guideline 
. The paper must be written in English and readable 
:= The paper must follow IEEE two-column format with single-spaced, 10 point font in the text. 
:. Follow the instructions in Word(doc)/Latex templates (IEEE Manuscript Templates for Conference’, 
i:Proceedinqs) 
:= The document should be formatted for the standard A4-size paper 
;. The paper length limit is 8 - 11 pages (10-point font) including figures 
;. Papers must be submitted Only in Portable Document Format (PDF) format 

Accepted papers will be given guidelines in preparing and submitting the Final Manuscript (Camera 
’,Ready Paper) together with the Notification of Acceptance. Authors of accepted papers, or at least one of, 
them, are requested to register and present their work at the conference. Without registration, we cannot 
guarantee that your papers will be published (TBA) 

Submission System ¯ http://global.kcis.kr/icisa2010/paper 

ICISA2010 Conference Important Dates 
;o Paper Submission Deadline ~ ~ ~ ,_ ,~ December30th, 2009 
o Paper Acceptance Notification ¯ January 29th, 2010 



:. Final Papers Submission ¯ February 20th, 2010 

¯ Early Bird Registration Deadline February 25th, 2010 

¯ Hotel Registration (TBA) 

¯ Conference Date ¯ April 21st- 23rd, 2010 

Workshop Important Dates 
;o Workshop Proposal Due: November 30th, 2009 
:o Acceptance notification for Workshop ¯ November 30th, 2009 
:. Camera Ready Submission ¯ January 22nd, 2010 
¯ Early Bird Registration Due January 22nd, 2010 

Scope and Topics 
~,Topics of interest may include one or more of the following (but are not limited to) themes; 

’,. Track1. Ubiquitous Computing 
- Wireless and Mobile 
- Ad hoc and Sensor Networks 
- Home Networks 

Track2. Networks and Information Systems 
- VolP, MolP and Computer Networks 
- Parallel and Distributed Processing 
- Internet-based Computing Models 

Track3. Multimedia and Visualization 
- Video Surveillance 
- Computer Graphics and Virtual Reality 
- Digital Signal Processing and Computer Vision 

Trcak 4. Middleware and Operating Systems 
- Real-Time Systems 
- Embedded Systems 
- Middleware for Collaboration 

Track 5. Security and Privacy 
- Infrastructure Security 
- Multimedia Security 
- Software Security 
- Privacy Masking 

Track 6. Data Mining and Artificial Intelligence 
- Autonomous and intelligent Agent 
-Information Retrieval and Knowledge Discovery 
- Data Warehousing and Data Mining 

Track 7. Software Engineering 
- Distributed Object-Oriented Systems 
- Reusable Object-Oriented Architectures and Applications 
- Software Modeling, Development and Maintenance 

Track 8. Web Technolgies 
- Model-Driven Development of Web Applications 
-Information Recommendation and Filtering 
- Web-based Collaboration and Social Networks 

Track 9. Medical/Health Informatics 



- Health information systems design and architecture 
- Health informatics evaluation 
- Education and building health informatics capacity 
- Personal Health Record system and Health Service 

Track 10. Bioinformatics and Scientific Computing 
- Comparative Genomics 
- Gene Regualation and Transcriptomics 
- Protein Interactions and Molecular Networks 

Invited Speakers 
¯ Anthonie Bastiaan Ruighaver, Deakin University, Australia 
¯ Baoding Liu, Tsinghua University, China 
:. Gelenbe Erol, Imperial College London, UK 
¯ Krishna Moorthy Sivalingam, University of Maryland Baltimore County, USA 

Supported By 
:. Korea Information Assurance Society(KIAS) 
’,. Korea Information Processing Society(KIPS) 
:o Gyeonggi-Do, Korea 
¯ Suwon City, Korea 
:. Ministry of Knowledge Economy(MKE) 

IEEE Seoul Section 
¯ IEEE Beijing Section 
:o IEEE Taipei Section 
:. IEEE Hiroshima Section 

Organizing Committee 
:. Center for Industry Security(CIS) 

¯ Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute(ETRI) 
¯ Korea Industry Security Forum(KISF) 
:o Kyonggi University 

Honorary Chair 
Kae Dal Kwack, Hanyang University, Korea 

General Chair 
Kuinam J.Kim, Kyonggi University, Korea 

General Co-Chairs 
Borko Furht, Florida Atlantic University, USA 
Hyunsook Cho, ETRI, Korea 
Jungbae Lee, Sunmoon University, Korea 

Financial Chair 
Daesung Lee, Kyonggi University, Korea 

Program Chair 
Peter Kokol, University of Maribor, Slovenia 

Program Co-Chairs 
Bezalel Gavish, Southern Methodist University, USA 
Chunsik Park, Seoul Women’s University, Korea 
:lvana Jassova, Institute of Informatics/Slovak Academy of Sciences, Slovakia 
:lmrich Chlamtac, Create-Net/University of Trento, Italy 
Salim Hariri, University of Arizona, USA 



Subrata Acharya, Towson University, USA 
~iming Li, Taiwan National Chiao Tung University, Taiwan 
Zhenfu Cao, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China 

Publicity Chair 
Lekha Chaisorn, Institute for Infocomm Research, A’STAR, Singapore, Singapore 

Publicity Co-Chairs 
~nestis Toptsis, York University, Canada 
Alexander C. Loui, Kodak Research Labs Eastman Kodak Company, USA 
Dongil Seo, ETRI, Korea 
;Hideki Katagiri, Hiroshima University, Japan 
Kenji Leibnitz, Osaka University, Japan 
Subrata Acharya, Towson University, USA 
Sangseo Park, ETRI, Korea 
;Vaibhav Gowadia, Imperial Colleage London, UK 

Publication Chair 
;Jeomgu Kim, Namseoul University, Korea 
SeongJin Ahn, Sungkyunkwan University, Korea 

,,Workshop Chair 
Yongbin Sun, Kyonggi University, Korea 

’,Contact 
If you have any questions about ICISA 2010 and need further information regarding the workshop and’, 
paper submission, please contact below ¯ 

Hyunsook Lee (Christy Lee), icisa2010@global, kcis. kr 
;Conference Secretary / Academic Planning Team 
Ministry of Knowledge Economy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dr. Bob Sports <football@drbobsports.com> 

Thursday, November 26, 2009 4:39 PM 

~gmail.com 

Dr. Bob NFL Release time change 

Dear 

With the encouragement (insistence) of my friends and family I have decided not to work my customary 16 to 
18 hours today and that will push my NFL analysis back at least halfa day. 

I’ll work on the rest of the College Best Bets and free analysis tonight for release at 9 am Pacific on Friday and 
will release the rest of the NFL on Saturday morning at 10 am Pacific time. 

I apologize for any inconvenience, but spending time with family and friends part of today, rather than isolating 
myself in my office for 18 hours, is important. 

Have a good Thanksgiving, 
Dr. Bob 

Copyright 2009. Redistribution prohibited. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mail Delivery Subsystem <MAILER-DAEMON> 

Monday, November 30, 2009 10:10 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Returned mail: see transcript for details 

details.txt; AFRI 370 001 (927 bytes).msg 

The original message was received at Mon, 30 Nov 2009 10:10:19 -0500 (EST) 
from lnxp0.isis.unc.edu [152.2.2.149] 

..... The following addresses had permanent fatal errors ..... 
<sheab@email.unc.edu> 

(reason: 550-Mailbox unknown. Either there is no mailbox associated with this) 

..... Transcript of session follows ..... 
... while talking to [152.19.240.88]: 
>>> DATA 
<<< 550-Mailbox unknown. Either there is no mailbox associated with this 
<<< 550-name or you do not have authorization to see it. 
<<< 550 5.1.1 User unknown 
550 5.1.1 <sheab@email.unc.edu>... User unknown 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Monday, November 30, 2009 10:08 AM 

undisclosed-recipients: 

AFRI 370 001 

Hi Class, 

Hope everyone had a good break. Professor Selassie has the flu so there will not be class this Tuesday. Class 
will resume on Thursday. 

Thank you, 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 1, 2009 10:51 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Ticket 1624383 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Changed profile in registry. Now working. 

Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~i/www.m~c.eduiar- 

bi~iwebs~b/i           --cl~eck 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 1, 2009 10:51 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Your problem ticket 1624383 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry.: Changed profile in registry. Now working. 

Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:~5’wwv~,.m~c.edaiar- 

bi~iwebs~b/i           --check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 
Tuesday, December 1, 2009 12:25 PM 

travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

20091201122527307.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 12.01.2009 12:25:27 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Donato Fhunsu <dfhunsu21 @unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 1, 2009 3:13 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Course evaluations, final exams, and syllabi 

tjml.vcf 

Hello Travis, 
Were you able to find out about my evaluations for the AFRI 262 class? 
Cheers, 
Donato 

En arkhe en o logos. 
(In the beginning was the word.) 
- John 1:1 

..... Forwarded message from tjml@email.unc.edu ..... 
Date: Tue, 01 Dec 2009 11:08:42 -0500 
From: Tim McMillan <tjml@email.tmc.edu> 

Reply-To: Tim McMillan <tj ml @email.unc.edu> 
Subject: [african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty] Course 
evaluations, final exams, and syllabi 

To: african-and-afro -american-studie s-faculty 
<african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

Hello everyone -- 

This year we are using scantron evaluations. If you haven’t received 

the evaluation forms please contact Travis. Travis also has #2 pencils 
which are required for these forms. As usual, have the students bring 

the forms back to the office after they’ve filled them out. 

Please get your finals to Travis to copy as soon as you can. With the 
limited office staff this year we need to be as forward thinking as 
possible. 

Also, in light of the reduced budgets, please put your syllabi for 2010 
on blackboard. We will no longer be providing hard copies for the 
students. You should send Travis a copy of your syllabi for record 
keeping purposes. 

Take care 

-Tim 

--- You are currently subscribed to 
african-and-afro-american-studies-faculty as: dfhunsu21@unc.edu. 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alumnimail@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 1, 2009 3:19 PM 

UNC Alumni and Friends <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Out of the Blue: Two More Rhodes Scholarships; Grisham to Speak at Commencement; GAA Holiday Discounts 

1. Two Seniors Win Rhodes Scholershi#~ 

2. Trustees Vote for 5,2 Percent Tuition Hike 

3. Tar Heels Win Sixth Field HockeyL National Title 

4. Researchers Rea~ll,8 Million in NIH Challen~ Grants 

5. 3ohn Grisham to ~eak at Commencement 

6. Citizen-Soldier Proqrem to Focus on Behavioral Health 

Travis Gore IV ’00 

Life Member 

Thank you for your life 

membership. 

1. GAA Discounts on 10o end 4oMile Runs in Cha~e! 

2. Dreeminq of the Caribbean? 

3. 

4. Return to Caroline Ever~y 

5. 

6. Give the Gift of Membership. 

7. Teledess: Words You Can Take to the Bank 

8. Tell Us About _, How You Made It Throuqb Finals 

Two Seniors Win Rhodes Scholarships 

Find the GAA and fellow alumni 

on the most popular social and 

professional networking sites. 

The two Carolina seniors who will begin study at Oxford next fall bring the University’s 

Rhodes total to 45 -- the second most among all top public research universities. 

Trustees Vote for 5.2 Percent Tuition Hike 

Most of the increase -- subject to the UNC System Board of Governors’ approval -- 

would go not to the campus but to the state’s General Fund. 

Tar Heels Win Sixth Field Hockey National Title 

Online Alumni 

Carofina Alumni 

Maryland came into the championship game undefeated, including a win over Carolina 

a month before. The game winner this time came dramatically with 11.7 seconds left. 

Alumni Advisor 

Network 

Thirteen UNC scientific and health research projects received grants as part of the 

American Recovery and Reinvestment Act. The NIH got more than 20,000 applications. 

x?sid =7229 i Local Carolina 

Clubs 



John Grisha~ to Speak at Commencement 

The lawyer-turned-popular fiction writer has UNC ties -- his daughter is an alumna and 

his wife is a current student. Chancellor Holden Thorp ’86 made the final choice. 

x?sid =7228 

The troubled program has named a new director, and Carolina is restructuring it to 

focus primarily on the behavioral health needs of returning combat veterans and their 

families. 

GAA Discounts on 10- and 4-Hile Spring Runs in Chapel Hill 

Take in the sights of campus and the town on Saturday, April 10. The course for 

Endurance Magazine’s Tar Heel 10 Miler and Fleet Feet Sports 4 Mile Run will include 

campus landmarks and a finish line inside Kenan Stadium. Use promo code GAA10 to save 

$10 on the 10-mile run and GAA4 to save $5 on the 4-mile run. 

~#...:_z~!a lu m ni, u nc.e d u x?sid=3083#run 

Dreaming of the Caribbean? 

Colder temperatures, sleet and snow may be the norm in many parts of the world, but the 

GAA has a cure for your winter blues with a tropical escape to St. Kitts during Valentine’s 

Day 2010. Enjoy first-class seating on a private jet and fly nonstop from EDU to St. Kitts. 

Give the gift of sun and surf this holiday season to a loved one or to yourself. 

Happy Holidays From Your GAA 

If Carolina apparel and merchandise are on your holiday shopping lists, make sure to take 

advantage of your GAA member discount at Johnny T-shirt. Use promo code GAAJTS to 

save 5% on catalog and online orders or show your GAA member card to receive a 10% 

discount on in-store purchases. 

~:~{jalumni .uric ÷du           x?S:[D=3083 

Return to Carolina Every Day 

No matter where you live, come home to UNC every day with your 2010 Carolina calendar. 

GAA members received the calendar with the November/December Carolina Alumni Review 

and may order extra copies for $15/each. 

Experience Homecoming/RAHpage 2009 Again 

Alumni and friends returned to Chapel Hill for Homecoming/RAMpage 2009, which included 

a return of the Homecoming Parade and gatherings at the Bell Tower featuring North 

Carolina-style barbecue. 

View a video recap of the weekend: 

View a photo gallery of the weekend’s events: hotos 

Give the Gi~t of Hembership 

As a GAA member you understand the importance of a strong connection to Carolina. This 

season, give the Tar Heels in your life that same reward. Share the benefits of GAA 

membership with a recent graduate, alumnus or friend of the Tar Heel family. 

Words You (:an Take to the Bank 

Dial in at noon on Dec. 14 and learn how to craft "Cover Letters with Clout." Teleclasses 

are a GAA member benefit; advance registration is required. 

~;~!alumni.unc.edu          x?sid=1171 

Tell Us About ,,. How You Hade It Through Finals 



It’s final exam time on the Carolina campus. Tell us about how you made it through the 

most stressful time of the semester. Do you still have nightmares about missing one? Were 

all-nighters a way of life? How did you blow off steam after hours of studying in the library 

stacks? Share your memories on our Web site message board. 

~!iuncbb .ahJmniconnections co                      7t=38 

PRIVACY POLICY: The "Out of the Blue" subscriber list is not open to the public, ensuring that your privacy and e-mail address are protected. The GAA does not 
sell information about you, including your e-mail address, to anyone for any purpose, If you suspect that your information has been misused, please let us know 
by sending an e-mail to:                      , If you do not wish to receive future "Out of the Blue" newsletters, please send your request to alumni° 

rlews~ur~c.edu and include your full name, address and class year, or unsubscribe via this link: Unsubscribe Link 

UNC General Alumni Association 
George Watts Hill Alumni Center 
Stadium Drive 
Chapel Hill, N,O, 27514 

702472576 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ira Knight <iknight@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 1, 2009 3:44 PM 

Samuel Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[sis-chat] WebFOCUS Training: December 2009 

Please Do Not Reply to this email. 

To register, please send an email to academicdata@listser~,.unc.edu 

NOTE: 

Venue: 
Day: 
Time: 

There is only 1 date in December 2009 for WebFOCUS for Student Enrollment training. 

3124 SASB North (3rd floor Training Room) 
Thursday, December 17 
10:00 AM- 12:00 PM 

To register, please send an email to academicdata@lis~serv.unc.edu 

Please Do Not Reply to this email. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j effvand@unc.edu 

Wednesday, December 2, 2009 8:37 AM 

OASIS Communication Listserv <oasis-communication@listserv.unc.edu> 
[oasis-communication] News from OASIS 

Hello ! 

A new item has been published on the OASIS website that you might find interesting. Check it out, and pass it on to those that might 
be interested. 

Title: Annual OASIS Survey Winner 
URL: ~s2ioasis.m~c.ed~ihomeoblog]ammalooasisosurve~owim~er 

ff you have any questions or anything we can help with, please submit a remedy ticket at ~:/ioasis.unc.edu/remedv 

Cheers! 

~4Z)ASIS 
h~n:iioasisamc.edt~ 

-- You are currently subscribed to oasis-communication as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~:iilists.m~c.ed~i~?id= 1919(~2~.~c013dgOd954c59730c49bb95b4ea3e&~=T&l=oasisocovc~mnicatio~&o=259~7777, 
or send a blank email to leave-25967777-19196266.1bc013d90d954c59730c49bb95b4ea3e@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kia Lilly Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 3, 2009 9:09 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Parking Permit 

klcaldwe.vcf 

Travis, 
I would like to cancel my parking permit for the rest of the year. 

Would you please contact Public Safety about this for me? I would like 
to make this change effective on December 11. 

Thanks, 
Kia 



COLLEGE OF 
ARTS 8: SCIENCES 

December 2, 2009 

THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLI~4A 

~f CHAPEL HILL 

DEPAP-.TMENT OF AfzILICAN & 

AF1KO-AMEIKICAN STUDIES 

to9 BATTLE HALL 

CAMPUS BOX 3395 

CHAPEL HILL, NC :27599 3395 

T 919.966.5496 

F 919.96~.-~694 

To whom it may concern: 

Dr Zeric Smith worked as a Research Assistant and Course Instructor in the Department of 

African and Afro-American Studies at the University of North Carolina during the following 

periods: 

September 1992-August 1993 for 10 hours per week as a Research and Teaching 

Assistant for Professor Roberta Ann Dunbar 

September 1993-August 1994 for 10 hours per week as a Course Instructor 

(~ntroduction to African Studies) 

September 1994-August 1995 for 10 hours per week as a. Course Instructor 

(Introduction to African Studies) 

Yours Sincerely, 

Professor and Chair 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 
Thursday, December 3, 2009 2:51 PM 

travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

20091203145125047.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 12.03.2009 14:51:24 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Bulletin 

Subject: Bulletin 

From: Paula Goodman <pgoodman@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed, 02 Dec 2009 12:39:42 -0500 

To: "Julius Nyang’oro" <jen321 @email.unc.edu>, Reginald Hildebrand <hildebra@email.unc.edu>, 
Michael Lambert <mlambert@email.unc.edu>, Debby Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Please be reminded that your entry for the Undergraduate Bulletin was due on November I3. Could 
you please let us know when you plan to submit it? We would appreciate a prompt response so that 
we can meet our production deadlines. Thank you. 

Paula A. Goodman 

Department Manager 

Office of Undergraduate Education 

(919)843-9290 

l of 1 12/2/2009 1:52 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joe Rizzardi <rizzardi@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, December 4, 2009 3:15 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Re: room for an event 

Hi Travis, 

Unfortunately, the earliest we could look into this reservation would be 

the last week of January. During the first two weeks of classes, 
instructors are allowed to change rooms assignments so that they are in 

spaces more conducive to their teaching style. 

If you have any questions, please let us know 

Best, 
Joe 

Travis Gore wrote: 
Hey Joe, 

I had a request from a professor which is down below. Usually I call 
but I thought for this it might just be better to email you. You can 
let me know whats best. 

Thanks, 

Travis 

Hi Travis, 
I’m organizing an event for the department that will take place in 
March. We will need an auditorium. Would you please check into space 
availability in the Stone Center Auditorium and the Nelson Mandela 
Auditoriuln in the Global Education Center? 

We are looking at a 6-8 or 7-9 pm time frame. These are possible dates: 
March 15, 16, 17, 18 
March 22, 23, 24, 25 

> March 29, 30, 31 

Thanks, 
Kia 

Joe Rizzardi 
Scheduling Specialist 
Office of the University Registrar 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Road Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Phone - (919) 962-9836 
Fax - (919) 843-8709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 7, 2009 9:26 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

*** This is an automated message. **** 

A ticket has been created for you in the UNC-Chapel Hill problem 
tracking system. Please keep this confirmation message so that you 
may reference the ticket number associated with your issue. 

If you need to provide additional information about your issue or 
have questions about your ticket, please contact the ITS Response 
Center at (919) 962-HELP. 

Please note that during adverse weather, response times may vary. 

Ticket Information 

Create Date: 12/7/2009 9:25 
Ticket #: 1632701 
Email Address: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Phone Number: (919) 966-5496 

Brief Description: User access 
Problem Description: Client’s Problem Description: 
User access 

Worklog: 
What is the instance that you are trying to use? I am trying to do the fall schedule 

What is the URL of the instance? ~s:!icc.unc.ed ~s/EMPLOYEEiHRMSih/?~ab-DEFAULT 

What user ID are you using to log into the instance? stgore 

What is the error message that you received? On the menu it is missing something between student admissons and set up sacr 

What navigation path are you trying to follow? Connect Carolina 

Please give a detailed explanation of the issue that you are having: trying to get access. I have already been to training. 

Please provide a date by which you need this problem corrected. Right away ! We are doing the schedule very soon. 

Thanks. 

This request was created at: ~s:iiwww.u~c.eda/ar-birt/websabiir~dex~ 
Remote Host: 152.2.58.15 
Form Input: Gore, Travis - (919) 966-5496 - stgore@email.unc.edu 
*** Internal use only: 
For escalation purposes, this request may be referred to the following Remedy group: CONNECTCAROLINA-SECURITY 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rob Noel <rob@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 7, 2009 9:36 AM 

OASIS Communication Listserv <oasis-communication@listserv.unc.edu> 
[oasis-communication] Updated Reminder: December "Last Friday" with OASIS: 
MONDAY the 7TH! 

Here’s an update of the interesting and useful technology that we’ll have on display as well... 

The theme for this month’s last Friday with OASIS will be gizmos and gadgets. This can be everything from productivity 
tools to reading devices to fun little toys. Jeff VanDrimmelen will be setting them all up for you to play with. We will have at 
least the following: 

1. Novint Falcon Haptic Device - Allows you to FEEL virtual object in virtual worlds. 
2. Sony eReader Device - eBook reading Device 
3. Kindle Reading Device (Potential) - eBook Reader 
4. iPhone/iTouch - Games, educational uses, etc. 
5. Waycom Writing Tablet - Used to draw with computers 
6. Tablet PC - Take notes by drawing on a computer. 
7. LiveScribe Pen (potentially) - take notes on pen and paper, and sync the audio up with the notes on your computer. 
8. MacSpeech/DragonSpeak - Talk to your computer and let it transcribe what you say. 

-Rob 

Greetings! 

Monday, December 7th, at noon, OASIS will host a "Last Friday" cookout, and you are invited! This is a combined event 
for November and December, and we have some very special things to share! 

The theme for this month’s last Friday with OASIS will be gizmos and gadgets. This can be everything from 
productivity tools to reading devices to fun little toys. Jeff VanDrimmelen will be setting them all up for you to 
play with. We will have at least the following: 

1. Novint Falcon Haptic Device - Allows you to FEEL virtual object in virtual worlds. 
2. Sony eReader Device - eBook reading Device 
3. Kindle Reading Device (Potential) - eBook Reader 
4. iPhone/iTouch - Games, educational uses, etc. 
5. Waycom Writing Tablet - Used to draw with computers 
6. Tablet PC - Take notes by drawing on a computer. 
7. LiveScribe Pen (potentially) - take notes on pen and paper, and sync the audio up with the notes on your 

computer. 
8. MacSpeech/DragonSpeak - Talk to your computer and let it transcribe what you say. 

If you have some other little gadget you would like to show off, send a note to Jeff at ur~c.edu. 

See you Monday! 

-OASIS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 7, 2009 9:44 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Your problem ticket 1632701 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: The Additional Information (Environment) field has been updated for ColmectCarolina RFS Release Status 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwww.unc.edularo 
bir~i~.ebsubiindcx.      =check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 7, 2009 10:12 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

*** This is an automated message. **** 

A ticket has been created for you in the UNC-Chapel Hill problem 
tracking system. Please keep this confirmation message so that you 
may reference the ticket number associated with your issue. 

If you need to provide additional information about your issue or 
have questions about your ticket, please contact the ITS Response 
Center at (919) 962-HELP. 

Please note that during adverse weather, response times may vary. 

Ticket Information 

Create Date: 12/7/2009 10:12 
Ticket #: 1632781 
Email Address: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Phone Number: (919) 966-5496 

Brief Description: SIS Other 
Problem Description: Client’s Problem Description: 
SIS Other 

Worklog: 
I have a problem logging on to ADP. When I open it up on my desktop it comes up as something different. When I enter the 
username and password it will not let me in. 
It says for help see htpp://help.unc.edu/6314 but that did not help me. I need access right away because there are things I need to get 
done. 

Thanks ! 

location: Battle Hall room 109 

This request was created at: ~s:iiwww.u~c.edular=bir~twebsubiindex~e=main 
Remote Host: 152.2.58.15 
Form Input: Gore, Travis - (919) 966-5496 - stgore@email.unc.edu 
*** Internal use only: 
For escalation purposes, this request may be referred to the following Remedy group: ITS-SIS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 7, 2009 10:14 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Your problem ticket 1632781 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: The ITS-SIS group only handles problems with the SIS screens. We are not able to help with login problems. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:i!www.~mc.edular- 
bir~iwebsubimdex.      -check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 7, 2009 10:47 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Your problem ticket 1632781 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: The following email was sent: 
To: stgore@email.unc.edu 
From: ITSHELP@unc.edu 
cc: 

Travis, 

To resume your (FACs/RACF/AIS/ADP/HRIS) user ID and/or reset your password, please go to the following site: 

h~lp :i/i~s2 xmc.ed~/i~rc/re se~/ 

Note that this page requires an Onyen and Onyen password! If you do not have an Onyen, go to en.unc.ed~ to create one. 

Hope this helps! 

If I can answer any more questions or help you further, please reply to this email. 

Cheers, 

Z. Patrick Lewis 
ITS Response Center E-Services 

Electronic Services Support Options 

Web (available .... 24/7 .... ): ~s:i/wwwamc.ed~iarobi~i~ebs~biindex.~__l 
Chat (available M-F, 9am-6pm): ~:i/www.unc.edalat~ii~trcicbali 

"Interested in backing up your data automatically, consistently, and 
securely? ITS is now offering data backup services via Iron Mountain. 
See hr~:iihelp.tmc.eda!5662 for more information." 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link 
bir~iwebsabiindex.~e=check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 7, 2009 11:58 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Your problem ticket 1632701 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: stgore is not on the original user list for SOC. Emailed Gary for approval and input. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:i!www.~mc.edularo 
bir~iwebsubimdex.      -check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton <shutton@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, December 7, 2009 1:24 PM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@listserv.unc.edu> 

[seancl M. news (fwd) 

UNC Hospitals’ top line is stellar 
<               o~mals.comitriangleistories/2OOg/12/O7istor~7.~tml> 

State spent thousands on LEA gear 
~:iiwww.new sobserven comipolitics/stor~/227889~t"~tml 

Number of [Orange Co.] children on food stamps increases 
<~:iiw v~. w.dails,’tarheel~ com/contenffnumber~children-~bod= stamps-increases> 

UNC-CH might sell beer, wine 
~:iiwww.newsobserver.com/;r~ews!countiesioran~ count,~istork, i227819.html 

State employees will pay for using all tobacco products 

[editorial] 
Don’t pick Rogers Road: Under no circumstmaces should Orange County select 
site near Rogers Road for waste transfer 
<~;t/tim,’ url.corrff’~,aloSdq> 

The dangers for UNC 
<h~2:iiwww.ncpolic,, watch.comicms/2009i12iO4/tI~e-fbllies-61/> 

Live in North Caxolina? Please go to 
<~ : /inchope. or~ > 

mad sign on to flae letter supporting 
collective bargaining for public employees. 
Then add this message to your email signature 
file mad help spread flae word. Thanks! 

Steve Hutton 
Applications Analyst 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8050 

work: 919-966-6651 
fax 919-966-6650 
hom~ 

Employee Relations Chair 
SEANC Distxict 25 News Service 
SEIU Local 2008 
<htt~:iiseanc25.org> 

You are currently subscribed to semac axsd: stgore@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-26000736-9229013.ec855a7c14a386ea9c950033dlal 8b69@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joe Rizzardi <rizzardi@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 8, 2009 9:46 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: one more request! 

Not a problem. GA 008 is now reserved for you on December 17th, from 
6pm to 7pm. 

Joe 

>> End Time 
>> Start Date 
>> End Date 
>> Days Met 
>> Building 
>> Room 
>> 

>> 

Travis Gore wrote: 
> Hey Joe, 
> 
> I talked to Phyllis and she booked us from 7 to 9 so if the 6 to 7 is 
> still available can you reserve that. 
> Thanks! 
> 
> Travis 
> 
> Joe Rizzardi wrote: 
>> Yravis, 
>> 
>> Below is the reservation for AFAM 304 on December 12th, from 4pm to 
>> 7pm. As for December 17th, we only manage the rooms up till 7pm. It 
>> looks like GA 008 (capacity of 102; CP 125 was not available on this 
>> day/time) is currently available at 6pm, but you would need to speak 
>> with Phyllis Hoffman in ECON to reserve the room past 7pm. Phyllis’s 
>> contact information is pjhoffma@email.unc.edu or 966-2383. 
>> 

>> Please let me know if you would like to reserve GA 008 from 6pm to 
>> 7pm or if you have any questions. 
>> 
>> Joe 
>> 
>> Event Confirmation 
>> 

>> * Event information * 
>> 

>> Event    : AFAM 304 Review Scheduled By : Joe Rizzardi 
>> Start Time : 4:00 PM 

: 7:00 PM 
: 12/12/2009 

: 12/12/2009 
:Sa 

: CP 
: 0125 

>> Travis Gore wrote: 
>>> Sorry about that! He forgot to include that but I think he would 
>>> need them for 3 hours. Thanks. 
>>> 
>>> Joe Rizzardi wrote: 
>>>> Hi Travis, 



>>>> What length of time would the reservations need to be for? 

>>>> Joe 

>>>> Travis Gore wrote: 
>>>>> Hey again Joe, 

>>>>> I should have sent this one out with the last one. 

>>>>> Thanks, 

>>>>> Travis 

>>>>> Travis, 

>>>>> I need to get rooms for the following: 

>>>>> Dec. 12 at 4:00: Room holding 60 people (if they ask which class, 
>>>>> it’s for AFAM 304) 

>>>>> Dec. 17 at 6:00 Room holding 80 people (if they ask, for AFRI 101) 

>>>>> Sorry to bug you with this stuff, but as you know only the Dept. 
>>>>> staff can get these rooms. Faculty cannot. I used to make all such 
>>>>> arrangements on my own. The room you got for me for class today 
>>>>> worked out really great. Thanks again. 

>>>>> Robert 

>> 

> 

Joe Rizzardi 
Scheduling Specialist 
Office of the University Registrar 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Road Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Phone - (919) 962-9836 
Fax - (919) 843-8709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 8, 2009 10:36 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Your problem ticket 1632701 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Per Gary: Yes, Tmvis Gore should have update access to the Schedule of Classes in PeopleSofl. As you noted, he 
is in the department of AFAM, and is an Ad Astra user so he needs that access as well. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:/iwwwamc.edmiaro 
biniwebs~bimdex.~e=check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tim McMillaaa <tjml @ema~l.unc.edt~> 

Wednesdag, December 9, 2009 11:32 AM 

aYrica~- aaa~- a~m- a~ ~ericaa~- s~:udi es- faculty <african- and- mfro- oane6 caaa- s~di es- faculty@listserv ,unc. edu> 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Adam Kent <aken@unc.edu> 

Office cloud Thursday December 10 

tjml.vcf 

Hello AFAM?’AFRI/SWA~VOLO/LGLA folks -- 

The main office will be closed tomorrow (Thursday) from 8:30-1 in order 
to allow Travis and Adam to attend a training session on our new 
Peoplesoft scheduling system. We are sorry about this inconvenience but 
there is no other time to do this. If you need exams copied please get 
them to Travis as soon as humanly possible. Take care and hope your 
exams go well. 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Com pany: 

Business 

Address: 

Timothy McMillan 

McMillan 

Ti mothy 

UNC-Cha pel Hill 

CB# 3396 107 Battle Hall Chapel Hill, NC27599-3395 

Business 

Phone: 

919-966-5496 

E-maih tj ml@ema i I .u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Senora DeCosta <senora@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 9, 2009 12:02 PM 

Sandy Wilcox <swilcox@email.unc.edu>; Mark Richardson 
<richardm@email.unc.edu>; Mary Beth Robbins @gmail.com>; Mary 
Hinrichs <mhinrich@email.unc.edu>; Melissa Hobgood <mhobgood@bios.unc.edu>; 
Miranda Kelly <miranda@unc.edu>; Myra Quick <quick@email.unc.edu>; Nadera 
Malika-Salaam <nadera@email.unc.edu>; Nancy Cripps <cripps@email.unc.edu>; 
Nancy McKinney <ndmckinn@bme.unc.edu>; Nell Phillips <nphillip@email.unc.edu>; 
Paige Anderson <anderpe@email.unc.edu>; Pam Tharp <pstharp@email.unc.edu>; 
Paula Goodman <pgoodman@email.unc.edu>; Phyllis Poteat 
<pbpoteat@email.unc.edu>; Rhonda Merrill <rjmerril@email.unc.edu>; Robert Kintz 
<rkintz@email.unc.edu>; Sallie Anderson <sallie@physics.unc.edu>; Samelia Mclver 
<mciver@email.unc.edu>; Sara Beaman <skbeaman@email.unc.edu>; Sarah Blythe 
<sblythe@email.unc.edu>; Sausyty Hermreck <sausytyh@med.unc.edu>; Seletha Shaw 
<slshaw@med.unc.edu>; Sharon E Davis <sedavis@email.unc.edu>; Sharon Jones 
<shj ones@email.unc.edu>; Sharon Pickard <Pickard@sog.unc.edu>; Sharon Sessoms 
<srsessom@email.unc.edu>; Sheena Melton <smelton@email.unc.edu>; Sherry Rhodes 
<srhodes@email.unc.edu>; Sue Soltis <soltis@email.unc.edu>; Summer Montgomery 
<sundance@email.unc.edu>; Suphronia Cheek <sj cheek@email.unc.edu>; Tami Rice 
<tami rice@DENTISTRY.UNC.EDU>; Terita Williams <twill@med.unc.edu>; Terry 
Barker <Terry_Barker@DENTISTRY.UNC.EDU>; Test Message     ~att.net>; 
Theresa Stone <tstone@email.unc. edu>; tj ohnson@bme.unc, edu; Tom Smither 
<tasmithe@email.unc.edu>; Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Tricia Robinson 
<tmrobins@email.unc.edu>; Valerie Bernhardt <valerieb@email.unc.edu>; Victoria 
Dowd <dowd@email.unc.edu>; Victoria Walker <vwwalker@email.unc.edu>; Vilma 
Berg <vberg@email.unc.edu>; Wanda Wallace <allace@email.unc.edu> 

Fall Semester Grade Rolls 

099 Grade Receivers Memo.doc; 099 Grade Memo.doc 

Receivers of grade rolls, 

Please read the attached memos carefully. Thank you. -- Senora 

Senora DeCosta 
Assistant University Registrar 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 2100, SASB North 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Phone: 919 962-9859 
Fax: 919 962-3349 
E-mail: senora@uncoedu 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

MEMORANDUM 

OFFICE OF THE 

UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR 

SASB NORTIt 

45° P, II)GE I~.OAD, SUITE 31oo 

CAMPUS BOX 2Ioo 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-21oo 

http://regweb.unc.edu 

T 9~9.96~-3954 

F 919.962.666i 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

School/Department Receivers of Grade Rolls 

Senora DeCosta, Assistant University Registrar 

Fall Semester Grades 

December 10, 2009 

Grade rolls may be picked up on Thursday, December 10 between 2:00 and 
5:00 pm. You may send someone in your place to pick up grade rolls if you 
give them a letter of authorization stating their name and signed by you to do 
so. The person must have picture identification so we can verify they are the 
person to whom you gave permission. Remember, we are located in SASB 
North, the curved building on the corner of Ridge Road and Manning Drive, 
on the third floor in Suite 3131. 

For those of you on North Campus, the A&S Dean’s Office will allow you to 
place one envelope of grade rolls per day in their courier bag to us. All grade 
rolls must be in envelopes clearly marked for the Registrar’s Office. The 
A&S Dean’s Office is located in Steele Building. There are two boxes, one in 
each reception area of the main lobby, labeled Grade Roll Drop Off. Please 
see the memo to all teaching faculty for instructions about depositing grade 
rolls after our office is closed. If you did not receive the electronic version of 
the faculty grade roll memo you may contact me to be added to the grade roll 
email list. 

As always, I rely on your help to achieve a successful outcome for the grading 
period. I am available for any questions or suggestions; please contact me at 
senora(db, unc.edu or 962-0495. Thank you. 

cc: All Records Staff 
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TO: All Teaching Faculty 

FROM: Senora DeCosta, Assistant University Registrar 

RE: Fall Term Grades 

DATE: December 9, 2009 

Enclosed are the Official Class Rolls and Grade Reports for Fall 2009. 

Reports are due back in the Office of the University Registrar, 3131 SASB North, no 
later than 72 hours after the scheduled time of the final examination. To facilitate the 
timely entering of grades, please follow this schedule for returning Official Class Rolls 
and Grade Reports: 

¯ Exams scheduled on Friday, Dec. 11 are due by 5:00 PM on Monday, Dec. 14. 
¯ Exams scheduled on Saturday, Dec. 12 are due by 5:00 PM on Tuesday, Dec. 15. 

¯ Exams scheduled on Monday, Dec. 14 are due by 5:00 PM on Thursday Dec. 17. 

¯ Exams scheduled on Wednesday, Dec. 16 are due by 10:00 AM on Monday, Dec 21 

¯ Exams scheduled on Thursday, Dec. 17 are due by 5:00 PM on Monday, Dec 21. 

¯ Exams scheduled on Friday, Dec. 18 are due by 5:00 PM on Monday, Dec. 21. 

Courses that do not have final examinations are due by 5:00 PM on Monday, Dec. 14. 

The 72 hour deadline for returninq Grade Reports is critical. We must be able to 
reliably determine academic eligibility information to report to School Deans. This 
enables them to assess whether or not a student may continue enrollment for the next 
term. 

Submitting Completed Grade Reports 

Please note: the Office of the University Registrar is located on the third floor, 
Suite 3131, of the new SASB North, the curved building on the corner of Ridge 
Road and Manning Drive.. 

Under normal circumstances, completed Grade Rolls should be hand-delivered to the 
Office of the University Registrar. Campus Mail may be used to submit Grade Rolls until 
Thursday, December 17. Arrangements have also been made to allow one envelope of 
Grade Rolls per department per day to be included in the courier bag which is picked up 
from Steele Building and delivered to the Registrar’s Office each morning. 



When the Office is closed, completed Grade Rolls may be slipped into the deposit 
box located on the wall of SASB North loading ramp (on the Ridge Road side of the 
building). If you cannot pull up to the ramp, there are several on-street parking 
spaces on Ridge Road as you approach Manning Drive. Because the deposit box 
has multiple users, Grade Rolls must be enclosed in envelopes clearly marked for 
the Re.qistrar’s Office. 

Directions for Completing Grade Reports 

¯ Use only black or dark blue ink when completing and signing Grade Rolls. 
Pencil markings and other colors of ink do not duplicate clearly, and we must be 
able to microfilm all grade rolls for permanent storage and reference. 

¯ Write grades in the appropriate "Grade" column, not the "Remarks" column. 

Every re,qistered student must have an appropriate ,qrade desi,qnation (no 
blanks). If a student did not show up for the final examination or has not been 
attending classes, a grade of "AB" or "FA" must be assigned. Do not line 
through the name of a student you believe is not registered for your class; 
assign that student an "AB" grade (this is the only action that will be recognized 
by our office). Nor should you write in the name of a student that you believe to 
be registered for your class. Appropriate actions will be taken when our office 
receives the official form governing the situation. Only a Post-Semester 
Registration/Drop/Add Form can remove or add a student to a course after the 
Official Roll & Grade Reports have been generated for the semester. 

¯ Be sure to sign every Grade Roll. 

When Assigning Grades 

The Report for Assignment of Temporary Grade of AB or IN to Undergraduates 
can be found online at http://re,qweb.unc.edu/resources/ab report form.pdf. 
New this semester: you may use the Comment Section of the IN/AB reporting 
form should you wish to explain the assignment of a "FA" grade. 

¯ Refer to Registrar Procedures Memorandum (RPM) No. 24 for University grading 
policies and grade definitions (http://re,qweb.unc.edu/resources/rpm24.php). 

Even if you know an undergraduate student has elected to take your course 
under the PS/D+/D/F option, you must assign an appropriate letter grade for 
their performance. The computerized grade table will convert grades of "C-" or 
better to "PS." 

¯ All courses numbered 99 and below (prior to Fall 2006) or 399 and below (starting 
in Fall 2006) should use the undergraduate grading system, i.e., A, A-, B+, ..., D, F. 

Grades assigned in courses numbered above 099 (prior to Fall 2006) or above 399 
(starting in Fall 2006) depend upon the individual student classification. Students 
with undergraduate classifications should be assigned grades using the 
undergraduate grading system. Students with graduate or professional 
classifications should be assigned grades using the appropriate graduate or 
professional grading system. Do not use + and - for any graduate student 
grade. Pluses (+) and minuses (-) are not valid for H, P, L grades. It consumes 



an extraordinary amount of time for our staff to mark through every incorrect + or - 
on the grade roll before it can be sent to data entry. If you are assigning a graduate 
grade and would like to make note on the grade roll of a plus (+) or minus (-) 
associated with the grade, use the "Remarks" column. 

¯ Use the following classification tables to help you determine the appropriate 
assignment of grades: 

Undergraduate Classifications: 

FR Freshman 
SO Sophomore 
JR Junior 
SR Senior 
FYR Fifth Year (Pharmacy) 
SPU Special Undergraduate Non-degree 
II Inter-Institutional 
SDS Special Degree Seeking and Off-Campus Nursing Program 
FX Foreign Exchange 

Graduate & Professional Classifications: 

GD Grad Doctoral 
GM Grad Masters 
GPM Grad Post Masters 
GMD Grad Masters then Doctoral 
GPD Grad Post Doctoral 
SPG Special Graduate Non-degree 
1st First Year MBA or Professional 
2nd Second Year MBA or Professional 
3rd Third Year Professional 
4th Fourth Year Professional 
II Inter-Institutional 
FX Foreign Exchange 
SPP Professional Non-degree 
SDS Currently used for Off-Campus Professional Pharmacy Program 

Note: The classifications that start with "SP" (SPU, SPG, SPP) are used for non- 
degree students. Classifications that start with "G" (GD, GM, GMD, GPM, GPD) are 
graduate classifications. Classifications II and FX can be used for both 
undergraduate and graduate students. Continuing Studies post-baccalaureate 
students (SPG) are allowed to choose either the undergraduate or graduate grading 
system in courses numbered 100 through 199 (prior to Fall 2006) or 400 to 699 
(starting in Fall 2006) for grade assignments. The student should inform the 
instructor at the beginning of classes as to his/her choice of grading system. 

The "FA" grade is assigned when an undergraduate student did not attend the 
final examination and could not pass the course regardless of performance on 
the exam. This would be appropriate for an undergraduate student that never 
attended the course or has excessive absences in the course, as well as missing 
the exam. New this semester: you may use the Comment Section of the IN/AB 
reporting form should you wish to explain the assignment of a "FA" grade. 

¯ The "AB" grade is assigned when a student did not attend the final examination 
and there is the possibility that the student could pass the course if the exam was 



taken. The "AB" is computed as an "F" grade in an undergraduate student’s 
GPA. For undergraduate students, an "AB" grade is changed automatically to an 
"F*" if the grade is not cleared by the end of the next regular semester. For 
graduate students, an "AB" will convert to an "F*" (administratively assigned 
grade) if the grade is not cleared within one year from the original examination. 

The "IN" grade is assigned when a student took the final examination but did not 
complete some other course requirement. The student could pass the course if 
the assignment was completed. The "IN" is computed as an "F" grade in an 
undergraduate student’s GPA. For undergraduate students, an "IN" is changed 
automatically to an "F*" if the grade is not cleared by eight weeks into the next 
regular semester. For graduate students, an "IN" will convert to an "F*" 
(administratively assigned grade) if the grade is not cleared within one year from 
the original examination. 

The "SP" grade is assigned for an undergraduate student participating in the first 
course(s) of an approved departmental Undergraduate Honors Program. The 
Honors Program usually runs for the duration of at least two semesters (Junior 
and/or Senior Honors/Research). A final permanent grade is not assigned until 
completion of the second and/or final course. When the final permanent grade is 
assigned for an Honors Program, any previously assigned grade(s) of "SP" must 
be changed to the appropriate permanent letter grade by an Official Grade 
Change Form. 

Note: "IN" and "AB" are temporary grades that can be reported on the Official Class 
Roll and Grade Report or on an Official Grade Change Form. Instructors can change 
temporary grades to permanent grades by completing the Official Grade Change 
Form within the specified deadlines. Once a grade has been changed to an "F*", a 
dean’s signature is also required on the Official Grade Change Form. 

cc: All OUR Staff 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 10, 2009 10:09 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

*** This is an automated message. **** 

A ticket has been created for you in the UNC-Chapel Hill problem 
tracking system. Please keep this confirmation message so that you 
may reference the ticket number associated with your issue. 

If you need to provide additional information about your issue or 
have questions about your ticket, please contact the ITS Response 
Center at (919) 962-HELP. 

Please note that during adverse weather, response times may vary. 

Ticket Information 

Create Date: 12/10/2009 10:09 
Ticket #: 1635555 

Email Address: stgore@email.unc.edu 

Phone Number: (919) 966-5496 

Brief Description: User access 
Problem Description: Client’s Problem Description: 
User access 

Worklog: 
I currently do not have access to AFRI to schedule class in Carolina Connect. Please provise these access ASAP as we need to 
schedule these classes. Thanks in advance for all of your help. 

This request was created at: ~s:iTwww.unc.edular-birt/websubiirtdex.pl 
Remote Host: 152.2.196.97 
Form Input: Gore, Travis - (919) 966-5496 - stgore@email.unc.edu 
*** Internal use only: 
For escalation purposes, this request may be referred to the following Remedy group: CONNECTCAROLINA-SECURITY 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 10, 2009 11:07 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Your problem ticket 1635555 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: The Additional Information (Environment) field has been updated for ColmectCarolina RFS Release Status 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwww.unc.edularo 
bir~i~.ebsubiindcx.      =check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 10, 2009 1:05 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Ticket 1635555 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Added AFRI Academic Org. 

The following email was sent: 
To: stgore@email.unc.edu 
From: j ennifer bartush@unc.edu 
cc: 

Hi Travis, 

You should now have access to AFAM and AFRI. If there’s anything else I can do for you, please let me know. 

Thanks, 
Jennifer 
Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:ii~ww.unc.edularo 
bini~ ebs~biindcx.~e:chcck 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 10, 2009 1:05 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Your problem ticket 1635555 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Added AFRI Academic Org. 

The following email was sent: 
To: stgore@email.unc.edu 
From: j ennifer bartush@unc.edu 
cc: 

Hi Travis, 

You should now have access to AFAM and AFRI. If there’s anything else I can do for you, please let me know. 

Thanks, 
Jennifer 
Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:ii~ww.unc.edularo 
bini~ ebs~biindcx.~e:chcck 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Friday, December 11, 2009 11:46 AM 

travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

20091211114553164.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 12.11.2009 11:45:52 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 
Friday, December 11, 2009 3:06 PM 

travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

20091211150616181.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 12.11.2009 15:06:16 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

regester@email.unc.edu 

Saturday, December 12, 2009 1:11 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Final Exam AFAM 276 

AFAM276FinaFal109.doc 

Dear Travis: Attached is a copy of my AFAM 276 exam that you will need 
for those students who are taking make-up exams. Thanks much. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Monday, December 14, 2009 9:06 AM 

travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

20091214090557741.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 12.14.2009 09:05:57 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Renee Sherman <rsherman@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 14, 2009 9:42 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>; akent@unc.edu 

Astra Link 

Ad Astra Peoplesoft Client version 6.0.12 Installation.docx 

See attached and below. 

Additional AD ASTRA installation instructions: 

Remember the old Astra will point to terms 102, 103 and 104. The new PeopleSoft Astra will point to term 2109. If your IT 
person has problems installing it, have them call Dave Stanek here in the Registrar’s office (2-4315). 

Your IT person may also need to know the information below. 

Here are some installation important steps 

5) Type in the installation destination as AstraSchedulePeoplesoftClient, otherwise astra will overwrite the 
default folder 

7. Type "Astra Schedule Peoplesoft" as the name it will appear under your programs. 

11. Enter the Server Information below. Pay attention to editing the port numbers as is displayed below. Check 
your "Server Login Information" settings and then click OK. 
Host=adastra.depts.unc.edu 
Address= 152.2.200.13 
Astra Server Port=9010 
Datawatch Port: 9011 
Admin Port: 12011 

Lastly, if the user failed on steps 5, 7, and 11 from the installation instructions. 
Make sure the contents for the file Astra.ini located in their destination folder has the following settings. 

For Astra Peoplesoft 
C :\AstraSchedulePeplesoftClient 

Astra.ini file contain 

[Socket] 
Host=adastra.depts.unc.edu 
Port=9010 
Address= 152.2.200.13 
[DataWatch] 
Port=9011 
[General] 

For Astra SIS 



C :\AstraSchedule 

Astra.ini file contain 
[Socket] 
Host=classrooms.unc.edu 
Port=9000 
Address= 

[DataWatch] 
Port=9001 

[General] 

Renee Sherman 
Office of the University Registrar 
Suite 3100, CB#2100 
Student Academic Services Building-North 
University of NC at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
(919)962-6093 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@emailouncoedu 



Ad Astra 12009 

Ad Astra Integrated to Peoplesoft 

Ad Astra Client version 6.0.12 Installation 

Office of University Registrar 

Classroom Scheduling 

(919)962-6093 or scheduling office@listserv.unc.edu 

1. Download AstraClientSetup60.EXE by clicking this link 

http://regweb.unc.edu/classrooms/AdAstra/AstraClientSetup60.exe 

2. Save the file in a location you know. It is important to know the location where you saved because you will have 

to run this application on the next step. 

Name: AAra Clients et#p60o Ex~E 

Type: ApplicatioB, I#oSNB 

From: reg~vebou;ncoed~ 

W hi~e fi~es fro m ~he In~emet can be useful, ~is ~le lt~pe ca n potentially 
harrn your computer. If you do ~ottr~stthe so~rce, do not run or save th~s 
s offware. ;~ #s ~ s ~,~ 

3. Double click on AstraClientSetup60.EXE to run the application. 

UNGCBapel HII University Registrar 4/14/2015 Page 1 



4. Click Next 

Welcome to Astra Schedule Client Setup Setup 
program. This program will install Astra Schedule 
Client Setup on your computer. 

It is strongly recommended thatyou exit all Windows programs 
before running this Setup Program. 

Click Cancel to quit Setup and close any programs you have 
running. Click Nextto continue with the Setup program. 

WARNING: This program is protected by copyright law and 
international treaties. 

Unauthorized reproduction or distribution of this program, or any 
portion of it. may result in severe civil and criminal penalties, and 
will be prosecuted to the maximum extent possible under law. 

Ad Astra 2009 

5. Click Browse and select the folder for the installation, we advise for you to type AstraSchedulePeoplesoftClient 

as the designated folder. Then click Next. 

Setup will install Astra Schedule Client Setup in the following folder. 

To install into a different folder, click Browse, and select another 

folder. 

You can choose notto install Astra Schedule Client Setup by 

clicking Cancel to exit Setup. 

< Back .............. ~ I~ ] " I~ .............. Cancel 

UNGCBapel HII University Registrar 4/14/2015 Page 2 



6. Select only Astra Schedule then click Next 

Ad Astra 2009 

In the options list below, select the checkboxes for the options that 
you would like to have installed. The disk space fields reflectthe 
requirements of the options you have selected. 

~Astra Schedule 18438 k 
~Data Monitor 15573 k 
~ Crystal Reports files 29373 k 

Outlook Integration Driver 483 k 

Disk Space Required: 18438 k 
Disk Space Remaining: 8498090 k 

Cancel 

7. Type "Astra Schedule Peoplesoft" as the name it will appear under your programs. 

Enterthe name of the Program Manager group to add Astra 
Schedule Client Setup icons to: 

Astra Schedule Peoplesoft 

Accessories 
ActivePerl 5.8.8 Build 822 
Admin 
Administrative Tools 
Adobe 
Alchemy 
Apache H-I-FP Server 2.2 
Apps_UNC 
Astra Schedule 
Cisco Systems VPN Client 
eRoom 7 
Games 
Hummingbird Connectivity 2007 
iTunes 

Cancel 

UNOChapel HII University Registrar 4/14/2015 Page 3 



o Click Next 

Ad Astra 2009 

You are now readyto install Astra Schedule Client Setup. 

Press the Next button to begin the installation orthe Back button to 
reenter the installation information. 

Back Cancel 

9. As installs the software and the last screen is displayed, click Finish 

4 

Astra Schedule Client Setup has been successfully installed. 

Press the Finish button to exit this installation. 

UNC~Chapel HII University Registrar 4/14/2015 Page 4 



10. 

11. 

Ad Astra 2009 

Now you are ready to run the Ad Schedule client software. From the Windows Start Menu click on the Programs 

and locate the software, if you follow our instructions correct on step #6 you should find "Astra Schedule" under 

"Astra Schedule Peoplesoft". 

Enter the Server Information below. Pay attention to editing the port numbers as is displayed below. Check your 

"Server Login Information" settings and then click OK. 

Astra Server Host Name : adastra.depts.unc.edu 

Astra Server IP Address ~ 52.2.200.13 

Astra Server Port 19010 

Datawatch Port : 9011 

Admin Port ~20111 

Cancel 

12. Astra may display that is attempting to connect to the server 

13. Login to Astra Schedule using your onyen username and password. 

UserlO 

Password :i ...................................................................................................................................................... 

5 

UNOChapel HII University Registrar 4/14/2015 Page 5 



14. You should see the Astra Schedule application as shown below. 

Ad Astra 2009 

UNC Chapeli Hi/!li ............... 

(SECT_MASTER} 

2092-265008- -~-00 -1i iAMB CARE SEL-PEDS iACSM i404 001 

2~92-265009-~-1-00 -1 AMB CARE SEL-PSYCH ACSM 405 001 

AFAM CONTEMPO~RY ISSUES AFAM 392 00~ 

2092 

6 

UNC-Chapel Hill University Resistrar 4/14/2015 Pase 6 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Cooke <acooke@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 14, 2009 10:05 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: AFRI 266 early exams 

Final Exam.docx 

Hey Travis, 

No, you don’t have it. Here it is. Canyou tell me if you get any more 
students calling? 

amy 

Travis Gore wrote: 
> Hey Amy, 
> 
> I just had a student call and she is coming in today to take it. Quick 
> question. Do I have the exam in my possession? 
> 
> Thanks, 
> 
> Travis 
> 
> acooke wrote: 
>> Thanks Travis. I fit today’s into my other exam. I think they will be 
>> Monday or Tuesday. I’ll have them call you. 
>> 
>> good luck getting everything done! 
>> Amy 
>> 
>> On Fri, 11 Dec 2009 12:18:01 -0500, Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
>> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Hey Amy, 
>>> 
>>> I was in another training session this morning so sorry for the 
>>> delay. Yeah I would be glad to help. I will just need to know when 
>>> so I can see where it would fit in the schedule. Today is EXTREMELY 
>>> busy. I might even have to close the office door to get some work done! 
>>> 
>>> Thanks, 
>>> 
>>> Travis 

>>> Amy Cooke wrote: 
>>> 
>>>> Hey Travis, 

>>>> Would it be possible for you to proctor a few early exams for me? I 
>>>> have a few people who need to take it early and I just can’t figure 
>>>> out how to make it happen. 

>>>> If you can let me know tomorrow (Friday) morning, I can let them 
>>>> know to contact you. 

>>>> thanks ! 



>>>> amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 14, 2009 10:44 AM 

stgore@EMAIL.UNC.EDU 

Ticket 1632781 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer" The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:i!www.tmc.edular- 

bi~Jwebsubii~dex,       check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 14, 2009 10:44 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Your problem ticket 1632781 has been updated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:iiwww.unc.edular- 
bir~i~.ebsubiindcx.      =check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gordon Merklein, Executive Director of Real Estate Development 
<notification@email. studentvoice.com> 

Monday, December 14, 2009 2:42 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Important UNC Chapel Hill Workforce Housing Survey 

Dear UNC Faculty and Staff members: 

We need your input regarding future faculty and staff housing opportunities! Please help shape the future of the 
University of North Carolina. 

The University is evaluating various opportunities to supply faculty and staff members with the appropriate 
support to find affordable housing options in the greater Chapel Hill area. Nationwide, several other 
universities have developed housing support functions for faculty and staff members in the forms of: 

¯ A resource center 
¯ A mortgage assistance program 
¯ The development of rental / transitional housing 
¯ The development of for-sale housing at discounted prices 

In order to determine the appropriate level of support that is desired at UNC, we need to know more about your 
housing experiences in the Chapel Hill area. We have designed a survey that will help us gauge your needs and 
interests as we determine an appropriate strategy for providing a higher level of service to you, the end user. 

Your participation in this survey is vital to the success of our efforts. We would appreciate it if you could take 
approximately 15 minutes to complete the web-based survey. 

The University of North Carolina has retained the services of a nationally recognized independent consulting 
firm, Brailsford 8: Dunlavey, to administer the survey. Should you have any questions about this process, 
please contact surve~cili~larmers.com. 

The survey is scheduled to close on Thursday, December 24. For your convenience, the survey instrument is 
provided in web-based format. To access the survey please click here. If the survey does not open 
automatically, please copy and paste the following link to your internet browser’s address bar: 

http ://studentvoice.com/p/?uuid=88ed73 c 1 bf3844cb9af811 f94f203 e79 

All information that you provide is strictly confidential. No individual responses will be identified. 

We greatly appreciate your taking the time to participate in this important proj ect for the University of North 
Carolina campus. 

Respectfully, 

Gordon Merklein 
Executive Director of Real Estate Development 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Center for Global Initiatives <cgi@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 15, 2009 1:51 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

[ginews] Internships, Funding Deadlines Announced 

If you are having trouble viewing this message, please visit: htt~;/L%q_i,unc,edu/aboutus/ebulletin/2009/12/15 

X Center for Global Initiatives 

.................... g: E.u.!!..e..t!.n...LEe..c...e...m...b...e.r.. j..s.,...2..o...o. ........ 

Carolina for Kibera Summer Internship_ 
Application Deadline: January 23, 2010 
The CFK Summer Internship Program is a unique experience for students to engage in 
grassroots participatory community development. Interns spend a minimum of six weeks 
working in Kibera, Kenya and are expected to take exceptional initiative in shaping their 
experiences while contributing to a project of tangible and immediate value to the work of CFK. 

ForeigB BaBg##g# and Area Studies FellowshiA 
Application Deadline: January 29, 2010 
FLAS fellowships fund the study of Less Commonly Taught Languages and area studies 
coursework. This program provides academic year and summer fellowships to assist graduate 
students and advanced undergraduates in foreign language and area studies. 

Events & Conferences 

Gamelan Nyai Saraswati Concert 
Tuesday, December 15, 2009, 7pm 

Kenan Rehearsal Hall 
Our concert will feature guest artist I. M. Harjito 
and several other guest musicians. Apart from 

traditional gamelan pieces we will be 
performing an experimental piece for 13 

gamelan instruments and poetry (written by an 
Indonesian composer, Micheal Asmara) and a 

composition for gamelan and Chinese fiddle, 
erhu. 

Carolina Navigators 
Traininq Session for New 

Presenters 
Saturday, January 16, 2010, lpm 

Global Education Center Rm. 3024 
This mandatory training session for new 

presenters is offered once each semester. 

Funding Opportunities 

Short-Term Travel Grants 
Program 
Application Deadline: February 2, 
2010 
Provides fellowships to US scholars 
and professionals to engage in up to 
eight weeks of overseas research on 
contemporary political, economic, 
historical, or cultural developments 
relevant to US foreign policy. 

Fulbdqht/MtvU Competition 
Campus Deadline: February 12, 2010 
This program provides a fellowship to 
conduct research around an aspect of 
international musical culture. Projects 
should focus on contemporary or 
popular music as a cultural force for 
expression. 



Participants will receive an orientation to the 
Carolina Navigators program and learn 

presentation tips and activity ideas for creating 
engaging, interactive presentations on 

international topics suitable for K-12 audiences. 
Light refreshments will be served. 

CGI Graduate/Faculty 
Awards: 
Deadline: February 12, 2010 

Pre=Dissertation Travel Award 
Facilitates graduate students’ 
international field research in 
preparation for writing a dissertation. 

Peacock REACH Fellowshi~ 
Provides Ph.D. candidates with a year 
of field research abroad and a second 
year teaching a course based on this 
research. 

Curriculum Development Award 
Encourages faculty seeking to expand 
the international focus of a course, 

..................................................................................... ,a, ,c,r,o, ,s, ,s," ,a,n, ,y," ,d, i,s, ,c, [ ,pJ ! ,n, ,e, ,o, ,r, ],e,,v,e, J; .................... 

Noteworthy 

Submissions are always welcome for Carolina Pap#[8 a series of 
internationally focused theses 

We created a database to help you find an International Internshi£ 

Check out CGI Artist-in-Residence Todd Drake’s latest project, Esse Quam 
Vided: Muslim Self Portraits 

Binti Pamoja, a program of CFK is featured in Glamour Maqazine’s 31 Da.~_O...f. 
Giving 

You can connect with us on Facebook 

Image: UNC Global Logo     The Center for Global Initiatives is a catalyst for the innovative work of faculty 
and students at the University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill. To learn more, 
visit          . 

You are currently subscribed to this list as:        email,unc,edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to baveo26046707o5772512~e1014ae60d 1087307bad57835e50ed3a~listserwunc=edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <forums@icdhouse.org> 

Wednesday, December 16, 2009 6:20 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

The Berlin International Economics Congress (Berlin, 4th - 7th February, 2010) 

Call for Applications 

The Berlin International Economics Congress (BIEC) 
An Interdisciplinary Analysis of the Roles of Global Politics & Civil Society in International Economics 

Berlin, 4th - 7th February 2010 

Cultural Diplomacy and the Economy: A Forum for Young Leaders (CDEC) 
Restructuring and Rethinking the Global Economy: The Role of Civil Society and International Politics 

in International Economics 
Berlin, 31st January - 7th February 2010 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

I am writing to announce the dates of two complementary programs being organised by the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy 
in February 2010. We appreciate your support and assistance in spreading the word about this great opportunity and would 
be grateful if you could forward this information on to any individuals who you feel may be interested in attending this 
program. 

Cultural Diplomacy and the Economy: A Forum for Young Leaders (CDEC) is a weeklong program for young leaders 
that will take place in Berlin from 31st January - 7th February. The program will take the theme of "Restructuring and 
Rethinking the Global Economy: The Role of Civil Society and International Politics in International Economics" and will 
include lectures, workshops, and seminars. During the last four days of the program participants will join the Berlin 
International Economic Congress. 

The Berlin International Economics Congress: An Interdisciplinary Analysis of the Roles of Global Politics & Civil 
Society in International Economics (BIEC - www.biec.de) is an international conference for students, young 
professionals, economists, diplomatic and political representatives, and civil society practitioners from across the world. 
BIEC will take place in Berlin from - 4th - 7th February 2010 and will consist of speeches and panel discussions by leading 
figures from the fields of economic, politics, civil society, academia, and the private sector. Speakers will offer a range of 
perspectives on the recent financial crisis and the international economy. The program will aim to produce policy 
recommendations that take into account the diverse range of actors and stakeholders in the field. 

In particular, the Berlin International Economics Con.qress will pursue the followin.q specific aims: 

¯ To increase the range of stakeholders taking part in the global debate on the international economy by identifying 
and defining additional partners from the public sector, the private sector, civil society, and academia 

¯ To explore the roles that these stakeholders can and should play in the decision-making process and structure of 
the international economy 

¯ To enable a multi-lateral dialogue between the different stakeholders and provide a forum for constructive 
discussion on the international economy 

¯ To explore the relationship between economic interdependence (economic bridges) and global peace and stability 

¯ To assess the benefits and challenges of corporate social responsibility (CSR) and socially responsible investment 
(SRI) in international relations 

¯ To explore the role of Cultural Diplomacy and Sort Power policies in strengthening multilateral cooperation in the 



global economy 
¯ To produce clear policy recommendations to decision makers based on inter-disciplinary approaches and 

perspectives 

We are privile.qed to include as speakers many distin.quished experts from the fields of international politics, economists, 
diplomacy, the private sector and civil society. Confirmed speakers include: 

1. Alfred Sant, Former Prime Minister of Malta 
2. Bendtsen Bendt, MEP, Former Deputy Prime Minister of Denmark, Former Minister of Trade and Industry 
3. Prof. Dr. Claudia Kemfert, Head of the department of energy, transportation and environment at the German 

Institute for Economic Research in Berlin (DIW) 
4. Corinne Dominique Marguerite Lepage, Former French Minister of the Environment 
5. Dan Jergensen, MEP, Deputy Chairman of the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Food Safety 
6. Davorin Kraeun, Former Minister for Economic Relations and Development of Slovenia, Former Foreign Minister 
7. Prof. Dr. Dipak R. Pant, Professor of Economics, Head of the Interdisciplinary Unit for Sustainable Economy at 

Carlo Cattaneo University 
8. Dominique Voynet, Former French Minister of Planning and Environment 
9. Eero Hein~iluoma, Former Finnish Minister of Finance 
10. Dr. Erhard Busek, Former Vice-Chancellor of Austria 
11. Erna Hennicot Schoepges, MEP; Former Luxembourgian Minister of Culture and Religious Affairs 
12. Fran£:ois-Xavier de Donnea, Former Mayor of the City of Brussels, Former Defence Minister of Belgium 
13. Prof. Dr. Henrik Enderlein, Associate Dean and Professor of Political Economy - Hertie School of Governance 

Berlin 
14. Gerassimos D. Arsenis, Former Minister of Economics of Greece 
15. Georgi Pirinski, Deputy Chairperson of the National Assembly and former Chairman of the National Assembly of 

Bulgaria, Former Foreign Minister 
16. Prof. Dr. G6za Jeszenszky, Former Hungarian Foreign Minister, Former Hungarian Ambassador to the United 

States 
17. Hazel Henderson, Author and world-renowned Columnist, Futurist, Consultant in SRI and equitable sustainable 

human development 
18. Heiner Flassbeck, Former State Minister in the German Ministry of Finance, Director - Division on Globalization 

and Development Strategies UNCTAD, Geneva 
19. Dr. Jacques F. Poos, Former Deputy Prime Minister of Luxembourg, Former Minister of Finance and of Foreign 

Affairs 
20. Jan-Erik Enestam, Former Finnish Minister of the Environment and Defence 
21. Katherine Marshall, Senior Advisor for the World Bank, Visiting Professor Georgetown University 
22. Kristiina Ojuland, Former Foreign Minister of Estonia 
23. Kurt Bodewig, Former German Minister of Transport, Building and Urban Affairs 
24. Prof. Dr. Ludger Volmer, Former State Minister in the German Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
25. Prof. Dr. Lufter Xhuveli, Former Albanian Minister of Environment, Forests and Water, Agriculture and Food 
26. Mart Laar, Former Minister of Estonia 
27. Niamh Bhreathnach, Former Irish Minister for Education 
28. Niels Helveg Petersen, Former Danish Minister for Economic Affairs, Former Danish Minister of Foreign Affairs 
29. PauI-Eerik Rummo, Former Estonian Minister of Culture and Education 
30. Dr. Rick Van der Ploeg, Former Dutch State Minister of Education, Culture and Science; Professor of Economics, 

Oxford University 
31. Prof Rupert Scholz, Former Minister of Defense of Germany 
32. Dr. Susan George, President of the Board of TNI and honorary president of ATTAC-France 
33. Sven Giegold, MEP, Germany, Co-founder of Attac 
34. Dr. Vasile Pu,~ca,% Former Romanian Minister for European Affairs 

Further information about the pro.qram can be found at: 

BIEC" www.biec.de 

and 

CDEC" http://www.culturaldiplomacy.org/culturaldiplomacyandtheeconomy/index.php?en 

With warm regards, 

Mark Donfried 



Director & Founder 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
Ku’damm Karree (3rd Floor/Hochhaus) 
Kurf~rstendamm 207-8, 10719 Berlin, Germany 
Phone: 00.49.(0)30.2360-7680 
Fax: 00.49.(0)30.2360-76811 
donfried@culturaldiplomacy.orq 
www.culturaldiplomacy.orq 

Become a Member of the ICD: "Help create a Strong Cultural Diplomacy Community" 

For r~ore detai~s p~ease visit us at www.icd-membership.org 

This e-mail contains privileged and confidential information intended only 
for the use of the individual or entity named above. If the reader of this 
e-mail is not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible 
for routing it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any 
review, dissemination, copying or forwarding of this e-mail is strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please reply to the 
sender of such and delete the e-mail in its entirety. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julius Nyang’oro <         ~yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, December 16, 2009 12:00 PM 

stgore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: From Debby Urgent 

I never made any commmitment but in our telephone conversation when Geeta was in my office you said we 
should pay her        so I assumed that is what we would be paying her. 

--- On Tue, 12/8/09, stgore <stgore@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: stgore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Subj ect: From Debby Urgent 
To: "Julius E Nyang Oro" <JEN321 @EMAIL.UNc.EDU> 
Cc: dacrowde@EMAIL.UNc.EDU 
Date: Tuesday, December 8, 2009, 2:16 PM 

There seems to be some confusion re: Pierce and Geeta’s salaries. So I 
asked Travis to send you this. Normal per course payment is 
Have you made any commitment other than this to either of them. Please 
respond ASAP. 
Hope all is well. 
Debby 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

regester@email.unc.edu 

Wednesday, December 16, 2009 2:55 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

AFAM 101 Final 

FINAL101Fall2009.doc 

Dear Travis: Attached is a copy of my AFAM 101 Final Exam. Thanks much. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Thursday, December 17, 2009 1:44 PM 

travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

20091217134333054.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 12.17.2009 13:43:32 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Thursday, December 17, 2009 1:49 PM 

travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

20091217134917726.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 12.17.2009 13:49:17 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 
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CAROLINA COURSE EVALUATION 
DEPT/COURSE/SECTION 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

E~MPLES 
W~ONG 

WRONG 

WRONG 

For departmen 
use only 

 .srRucTo. 

IMPORTANT DIRECTIONS FOR MARKING ANSWERS 

¯ Use black lead pencil only (No. 2). 
¯ Do NOT use ink or ballpoint pens. 
¯ Make heavy black marks that fill the circle completely. 
¯ Erase cleanly any answer you wish to change. 
= Make no stray marks on the answer sheet, 

~URSE ID ~ 

®®@@@®@® 

SECTION A: Demographic Information 
1. What is your year in school? 

O First year    O Sophomore O Junior O Senior 
2. What is your overall cumulative GPA? 

O 1.99 or less O 2,0-2.49    O 2,5-2.99    O 3.0-3.49 
3. What do you think your grade in this course is now? 

OForD       OC-orC      O C+ ort3-    OBorB+ 

4. Is this a required course for you? 

O No          O Yes 

0 Graduate/Other 

0 3.5-4.0 

O A-orA 

SECTION B: Overall Course Assessment 

5. Overall, considering its content, design, and structure, this 

course was excellent. 

6. Overall, Considering the constraints and opportunities inherent 

in the subject matter, this instructor was an effective teacher. 

7, Overall, I learned a great deal from this course. 

N/A 

0 

0 

0 

Strongly 
Disagree Disagree i Nor Agree Agree 

Strongly 
Agree 

©. 

SECTION C: Course/Instructor Characteristics 
N/A 

8. This course challenged me to think deeply about the subject matter, 

9. The instructor clearly communicated what was expected of me     - 

in this class. 

10. I was able to get individual help when I needed it. 

11. The course materials. (e.g., coursepack, textbook) helped me better 
understand the subject matter. 

12. The course assignments helped me better understand the           O 

subject matter. 

13. The instructor evaluated my work fairly. O 

14. The instructor seemed concerned about whether students 

learned the material. 

15. The instructor expressed ideas clearly. O 

16. The instructor showed enthusiasm for the subject matter 
C) 

in this course. 

17. The instructor showed enthusiasm for teaching in this course. 

Strongly 
Disagree Disagree 

© © 

© © 

© © 

© © 

DP 
.=ither 
;agree 
’Agre~ 

© 

.0 

© 

Agree 
Strongly 
Ag tee 

O 

O 

CONTINUED ~>~ 



N/A 

18. The instructor treated all students with respect. O 

19~ Theinstructi0nai techniquesengaged me with the s.ubjectmatter~~" C).I 

20. The instructor provided me with helpful feedback on my performance. O 

Strongly 
Disagree Disagree 

Neither 
Disagree 
Bier Agree 

© 
Agree 

© 

Strongly 
Agree 

O 

O 

SECTION D: Teaching Award Recommendation 
21. The instructor was one of the best I have had at UNC, fully deserving of a teaching award. O No O Yes 

Neither 
Stror~gly Disagree SECTION E: Student Questions N~A Disagree Disagree NorAgree 

22. The instructor handled questions well. O O O O 

23. The instrUctor Usedexamplesthat had.relevance forme,.. i ; ¯ . O 

24. The instructor used class time well. O 

25: The.instructor effectively encouraged students toparticipate ii :’. .i i.,: :’ ~ 
: ~.!in.thisclasS. ’:/i""~!i ~. " ’.~.." .".".i. ,...i.~.~’ ¯ ~:i .-,. 

26. This course was designed to keep me engaged in learning. O 

27, The Workload was appropriate for what I,gained fr0m this Classl’ ..: O 

O O 

I Strongly 
Agree Agree 

0.. 0 "0 

0 0 0 

.o. 
O O O 

o: o:. o. 

SECTION F: Optional Questions N~A 
28. O 

30. O 

32. 0 

Strongly 

Dis(~ree 

O 

" O 

Neith~ 
Disagn 

Disagree qor Ag~ 

© © 

o. 
© © 

© © 

~ Strongly 
Agree i Agree 

0 0 

COMMENTS: Written comments may help improve this course in the future. What were the best and worst parts? 

What could be improved? 

© SCANTRON CORPORATION 2008 ALL EIGHTS RESERVED 

i 

~m 

i 

I 

i 

5 QA NT ~0 N MarkRefle×®EM-235309-1:17     EO06 THANK YOU 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Cooke <acooke@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 17, 2009 1:57 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Final Exam 

Final Exam 266.docx 

Hi Travis, 

I finally got           so I could work on this. If you haven’t made 
the exam copies yet, I’d really appreciate using this version. If you 
have, so be it. 

I need 40 copies. At least its only 1 page! I’ll be by 3:30 ish. 

thanks ! 

Amy 

Amy Cooke 
Curriculum for the Environment and Ecology, CB#3275 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

angeline warren <awarren@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 17, 2009 3:17 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: UNC Student Stores end of year sale] 

UNC Student Stores end of year sale (2.64 KB).msg 

Angeline Warren 
Registrar, Music Department 
University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill 
104B Hill Hall 
Chapel Hill N C 27599 
Phone (919) 962-1039 
email: awarren@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 17, 2009 4:49 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

home address 

Travis, 

We would like to send a card to Ms. Debbie. 

Thanks so much, 

Amy 

Do you happen to have their home address? Let me know. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

African Activist Association <africanactivists@gmail.com> 

Thursday, December 17, 2009 11:55 PM 





Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

undergrads@international.ucla.edu 

Call for submissions-Changing the Face of Conflict: Africa and its Diaspora, May 14-15, 
2010, UCLA 
The AAA Conference flyer.pdf 

Hello, 
I hope this email finds you well! 
The annual conference hosted by the AFRICAN ACTIVIST ASSOCIATION (AAA) is coming up...mark your 
calendars for May 14 and. We are accepting abstracts from any of you who would like to present your work. We are 
also on the lookout for performers-dancers, poets, musicians, and artists to play a part in the conference. Let us 
know if you are one of the above mentioned, or if you have anyone in mind. More details are below. Please 
pass this on to anyone you may feel would be interested. It would be much appreciated! 

Happy holidays, 
Deborah Dauda on behalf of AAA 

The African Activist Association 
@ UCLA... 

Invites you to submit abstracts for the 

5th Annual African Studies Graduate Student Symposium 



May 14-15, 2010 at UCLA 
"Changing the face of Conflict: Africa and its Diaspora" 

The purpose of this conference is to attempt to shift the frames of reference on questions related to conflicts in 

Africa and its Diaspora. Problems in Africa and its Diaspora are often posed in generic and static terms that do not 

fully appreciate the complexity of the situations that underlie them. Our aim is to showcase paradigm-shifting work 

on a wide range of issues so as to broaden the scope of discourse on and proposed solutions to various 

problems.Topics may be in any field related to the myriads of conflicts that ensues on the African continent and it’s 

Diaspora. We encourage you to submit papers on topics including, but not limited to: 

Public Health 

History 

Education 

Economics 

Psychology 

Religion/Philosophy 

Arts 

Political Science 

Agricultural Science 

Linguistics 

Geography 

Abstracts and papers must be submitted in English. Individual presentations may not exceed 15 minutes. 

Please submit abstract of 250-500 words by email to africanactivists(~gmail.com~ no later than March 1, 2010. 
The body of the email should contain the title of the presentation, your name, institutional affiliation, address, email 

address, and phone number. The abstract should be sent as a Microsoft Word attachment. Participants will be 
notified of acceptance via email. Everyone is welcome to submit and we look forward to heating from you-The 

African Activists Association at UCLA. 

QUESTIONS? Contact the African Activist Association (AAA) at africanactivists(a~gmail.com or call (310) 
825-3686 

PDF flyer attached. 

About the Afiican Actidst Assodation (AAA) at UCLA: 
AAA was started over 35 years ago by activist graduate students at UCLA and is one of the oldest 
Africanist students’ activist organizations in the US. Currently, the mission of AAA is to provide a forum 
through which Africanists across disciplines can collaborate to increase awareness of issues concerning 
Africa. AAA aims to encourage positive and productive discourse about Africa both within the UCLA 
community and beyond. 

Recent Conferences: 
Soccer, Nationalism, and Globalization - 2006; Multi-mediating Africa: Emerging Artistic and 
Technological Re/presentations - 2007; (De)Constructing Urbanities: Opportunities and Challenges in 
African Cities - 2008; Narratives of Now: Visual and Performance Art In Africa-2009. 

The African Activist Association (AAA) 
University of California, Los Angeles 
c/o The James S. Coleman African Studies Center 
405 Hilgard Avenue 
10244 Bunche Hall 
Los Angeles, CA 90095-1310 
Telephone: (310) 825-3686 
Fax: (310) 206-2250 
Email: a~icat~activists~.mail.com. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

angeline warren <awarren@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 18, 2009 9:33 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

(no subject) 

Travis, 

You need to ask Senora to put you on the email list about graderoll 
information. 

Senora DeCosta <senora@unc.edu> 

Angeline Warren 
Registrar, Music Department 
University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill 
104B Hill Hall 
Chapel Hill N C 27599 
Phone (919) 962-1039 
email: awarren@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Adam Kent <akent@unc.edu> 

Friday, December 18, 2009 9:37 AM 

@nyu.edu> 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Possible flight out of San Jose 

Good Morning 

Please review this flight to see if it will work. 

Adam 

If not, we will find one that will. Have a great day! 

1015A 340P 17JAN E 0 M83 F 

450P 820P 17JAN E 0 M80 F 

330P 545P 19JAN E 0 M80 F 

925PIIIOP 19JAN E 0 M83 F 

Adam Kent 
Departmental Manager 
Office of Arts & Sciences Information Services 
Interim Departmental Manager 
Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
University Of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 3056, 13C Howell Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3056 
919.843.3200 (Direct Line) 

(Mobile) 
919.843.7022 (Fax) 
akentCb, unc.edu 
IM: 
http://oasis.unc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renee Sherman <rsherman@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, December 18, 2009 12:49 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
missing room requests 

Travis, 
I got your message.Unlike the "old" Astm, the new Astra seems to not 
like it when you choose the drop down and make the section requested. 
Just leave that blank instead and I think it will then retain your room 
preferences. 
Renee 

Renee Sherman 
Office of the University Registrar 
Suite 3100, CB#2100 
Student Acade~nic Services Building-North 
University of NC at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
(919)962-6093 * (919)843-8709 fax 
rsherman@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

employment@unc.edu 

Friday, December 18, 2009 4:08 PM 

~email.unc.edu 

Thank you for applying for Position 0004100, ADM1N SUPPORT SPECIALIST 

Thank you for submitting an application for Staff Employment to the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. This email 
confirms that your application has been received in the office of Workforce Planning & Compensation. 

Position Id: 
Position Title: ADMIN SUPPORT SPECIALIST 

To view your status of current pending applications, visit ~s:i/s4~i~su~c.ed~/R?~vlS4igetARp~ica~ior~Listdo. 

To update your applicant profile, visit ~s:!/s4.its.~mc.edwR~MS4/%tProfile.do. 

For more information regarding the Staff hiring process at UNC-Chapel Hill, please visit our website at s.unc.ed~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dean Karen Gil, UNC Arts and Sciences <college@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 21, 2009 8:36 AM 

Alumni and Friends of the College of Arts and Sciences <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Leading Undergraduate Education 

When I was a candidate last year for Dean, the search 
committee asked me, "what is the College’s greatest 
strength?" I’ve been at Carolina nearly 15 years in half a 
dozen different roles from professor to senior associate 
dean, so this was easy to answer: 

We hire the best teachers and scholars. 
We admit the brightest undergraduates and the 
strongest graduate students. 
We bring them together to create knowledge and 
discover new approaches to pressing problems. 

As you can see, I got the job! And now I face my biggest 
challenge -- supporting these exceptional faculty and 
students. This is even more difficult this year in the face 
of significant cuts we’ve taken to our budget. 

The Arts & Sciences Annual Fund is the best source of 
flexible support I have for students and faculty. The Arts 
& Sciences Annual Fund helps to give students the best 
possible tools they need to become the next generation 
of great thinkers, innovative problem-solvers, and 
courageous leaders with a to-do list that starts with 
finding solutions to the biggest challenges of our time. 

Please join me in makin to the Arts & Sciences 
Annual Fund. 

Sincerely, 
Karen M. 
Dean 

0 U R 

This email is for alumni and friends of the College of Arts and Sciences. 
You can contact the Annual Fund Office at the College with questions or comments at, eg                ,919.969.1689 

or write to us at 134 E. Franklin St., Chapel Hill, NC 97599-6115. To unsubseribe, click hepe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joe Rizzardi <rizzardi@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 21, 2009 11:56 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

AFAM/AFRI 474 for 109 

Hi Travis, 

The courses above have been combined in PeopleSoft. You should be able 
to make your room assignment in Astra within the next few minutes. 

If you have any questions, please let us know. 

Joe 

Joe Rizzardi 
Scheduling Specialist 
Office of the University Registrar 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Road Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Phone - (919) 962-9836 
Fax - (919) 843-8709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gordon Merklein, Executive Director of Real Estate Development 
<notification@email. studentvoice.com> 

Monday, December 21, 2009 12:18 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Last Chance to Share Your Opinion about potential Faculty and Staff housing support at 
UNC~ 

The University of North Carolina is evaluating various opportunities to supply faculty and staff members with 
the appropriate support to find affordable housing options in the greater Chapel Hill area. 

In order to determine the appropriate level of support that is desired at UNC, we need to know more about your 
housing experiences in the Chapel Hill area. We have designed a survey that will help us gauge your needs and 
interests as we determine a strategy for providing a higher level of service to you, the end user. 

Your participation in this survey is vital to the success of our efforts. We would appreciate it if you could take 
approximately 15 minutes to complete the web-based survey. 

The University of North Carolina has retained the services of a nationally recognized independent consulting 
firm, Brailsford 8: Dunlavey, to administer the survey. Should you have any questions about this process, 
please contact surve          ~anners.com. 

The survey is scheduled to close on Thursday, December 24. For your convenience, the survey instrument is 
provided in web-based format. To access the survey please click here. If the survey does not open 
automatically, please copy and paste the following link to your internet browser’s address bar: 

http ://studentvoice.com/p/?uuid=88ed73 c 1 bf3844cb9af811 f94f203 e79 

All information that you provide is strictly confidential. No individual responses will be identified. 

We greatly appreciate your taking the time to participate in this important proj ect for the University of North 
Carolina campus. 

Respectfully, 

Gordon Merklein 
Executive Director of Real Estate Development 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Fronl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Danna Richards <danna@emai!.unc. edu> 
Tuesday, December 22, 2009 10:30 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Question concerning Robert Porter regarding courses 

Travis, 
I saw Robert Porter today to confirm his change for his benefits that will take place in January when he goes to .58 FTE. 

He had a question during our session about the 92% FTE that he has been under for the Fall. He wanted to be sure that 

was for the 4 courses combined, the 2 at the Friday Center and the 2 under the department. I told him I imagine that is 

correct, but would be glad to check with you since Deb Crowder is not there any longer. I did Deb’s retirement for her 

and so I know you all probably have a replacement for her, but will see if you can answer this question for Robert. He is 

perfectly satisfied with the 92% in and of itself, simply wondered what makes a 100% FTE equivalent with regard to 

courses. If you can assist with his answer that will be appreciated. He is in no hurry for the answer and so a reply after 

the holidays is fine. Hope you are all doing well. Danna 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert S. Kintz <rkintz@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, December 23, 2009 11:27 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Rhonda Merrill <rjmerril@email.unc.edu> 
Crosslisted courses for fall 2010 

Would you please see that the appropriate person in your department gets 
this course scheduling information for fall 2010. Thanks! 

Art has crosslisted the courses below for fall 2010. 

ART 287 001 African American Art Survey crosslisted with AFAM 287. 

The class is scheduled for TR 1:00 to 2:15. 
Ten tickets are reserved for AFAM 287. 

ART 463 001 Hellenistic Sculpture is crosslisted with CLAR 463. 
The class is scheduled for TR 2:00 to 3:15. 
Ten tickets are reserved for CLAR 463. 

ART 488 001 Contemporary African Art is crosslisted with AFRI 488. 
The class is scheduled for TR 10:00 to 11:15. 
Ten tickets are reserved for AFRI 488. 

As I remember the new world order, you should have these courses set up 
and the Registrar will take care of the crosslisting for us. I have 
prepared the paper work for the Registrar. 

Thanks 

- Robert 

Robert S. Kintz, Student Services 
Department of Art, CB# 3405, Hanes Art Center 
University of North Carolina 
2009 NCAA Men’s Basketball Champions 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3405 
office: 919.962.0724, fax: 919.962.0722, email: Robert Kintz@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tim McMillaaa <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:27 AM 

@emafil.unc.edu> 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Recommendation Letter 

tjml .vcf 

Hi 

I Have finished your letter. You can pick it up from the AFAM office on 
Monday (you can’t get it any earlier because the office is closed until 
Monday.) I’ve left the letter in my mailbox -- Travis Gore who will be 
working in the office that day can get it for you. 

Happy New Year. 

wrote: 
Thank you so much T Mac. I really appreciate you writing this letter on 
such short notice. What day and time would be convenient for me to pick 
up the letter? 

Thank you, 

Tim McMillan wrote: 
>> Hi there -- 
>> 

>> I’ll be glad to do it. 
>> 
>> TMc 
>> 

>>, wrote: 
>>> Hi T Mac, 
>>> 

>>> I hope you remember me from Afam and Afam I apologize for 
>>> emailing you during Christmas break and on such short notice; 
>>> however, I would like to know if you would be willing to write me a 
>>> letter of recommendation for my application to 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>>> The following is the prompt for the recommendation: 

>>> In your letter of recommendation please indicate how well and in what 
>>> capacity you have known the applicant and frankly stating weaknesses 
>>> as well as strengths. It would also be helpful if you would comment 
>>> on the applicant’s analytical skills, motivation to learn, 
>>> dependability, ability to work with others and leadership/leadership 
>>> potential. Lastly, please provide your candid opinion of the 

>>> Thank you, 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Timothy McMillan 

McMillan 

Timothy 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB# 3396 107 Battle Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

Business 

Phone: 

919-966-5496 

E-mail: tjml@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ICISA 2010 <icisa2010@global.kcis.kr> 

Wednesday, December 30, 2009 7:58 PM 

stgore@email, u nc.ed u 

[ICISA 2010] Deadline Extension to January 15th, 2010 (Final Extension): 
ICISA2010 I April 21-23, 2010-Seoul, Korea 

Due to numerous deadline extension requests from potential IClSA 2010 authors "Paper Submission Deadline" has 

IClSA 2010 is Technically Co-Sponsored by ¯ 

Overview 
International Conference on Information Science and Applications (ICISA 2010) will be held on April 
21st- 23rd, 2010 in Seoul, Korea. (http://g/oba/.kcis.kr/icisa2010) 

The goal of this conference is to bring together researchers from academia and practitioners from 
industry who are involved in Information Science and Applications Issues as well as share ideas, 
problems, and solutions related to those issues. This conference will provide a forum where 
researchers will present recent research results, describe emerging technologies, new research 
problems, and directions related to Information Science and Applications Issues. The conference seeks 
contributions presenting novel research results in all aspects of information and security and 
applications. Submitted papers will be peer-reviewed. 

All the accepted papers will be included in the conference proceedings published by "IEEE express 
Conference Publishing" and will be included in the "IEEE Xplorer@ and Elsevier’s El Compendex". 
Furthermore, the best papers presented in ICISA 2010 will be published in Special Issues of 



prestigious international journals(SCI-E) and another after further revision. 

Special Issue 
Every submitted paper will be carefully reviewed by at least three International Program Committee 
members. Furthermore, the best papers presented in ICISA 2010 will be published in Special Issues of 
prestigious international journals(SCI-E) and another after further revision. 

Please see the following international Journals: 

Cluster Computing - Springer (SCI-E) 
Computing and Informatics - Springer (SCI-E) 
The Computer Journal - Springer (SCI-E) 
Journal of Internet Technology - Springer (SCI-E) 
Multimedia Tools and Applications - Springer (SCI-E) 
Telecommunication Systems - Springer (SCI-E) 
International Journal of Information Science and Applications 

Paper Submission and Guideline 
To submit your paper (deadline: January 15th, 2010), please go to http://global.kcis.kr/icisa2010. 

Papers must be original and currently not under consideration for publication elsewhere as well as has 
not been previously published. Authors must clearly explain the contribution of the work in terms of its 
theoretical and/or practical value and relationship to previous work. 

Please use the IEEE Conference Proceedings format (available for download here: IEEE Manuscript 
Templates for Conference Proceedings) for submission. 

Paper Format Guideline 
1. The paper must be written in English and readable 
2. The paper must follow IEEE two-column format with single-spaced, 10 point font in the text. 
3. Follow the instructions in Word(doc)/Latex templates 

(IEEE Manuscript Templates for Conference Proceedinqs) 
4. The document should be formatted for the standard A4-size paper 
5. The paper length limit is 8 - 11 pages (10-point font) including figures 
6. Papers must be submitted Only in Portable Document Format (PDF) format 

Accepted papers will be given guidelines in preparing and submitting the Final Manuscript (Camera 
Ready Paper) together with the Notification of Acceptance. Authors of accepted paper(s), or at least 
one of them, are requested to register and present their work at the conference. VVithout registration, 
we cannot guarantee that your papers will be published in the conference proceedings. 



For your information, this is an IEEE Technical Activities Policy (effective February 2009): 
"IEEE reserves the right to exclude a paper from distribution after the conference if the paper is no 
presented at the conference." (Example: removal from IEEE Xplore) 

Submission System :http:llglobal.kcis.krlicisa2OlOIpaper 

IClSA2010 Conference Important Dates 
Paper Submission Deadline.~,=~.=,r" ...., ,~,=,"^" ,,~,L,’~"h,     =~,~,,~"~’~"~ January 15th, 2010 (Final Extension) 
Paper Acceptance Notification ¯ January 29th, 2010 
Final Papers Submission ¯ February 20th, 2010 
Early Bird Registration Deadline February 25th, 2010 
Conference Date ¯ April 21st - 23rd, 2010 

Workshop Important Dates 
Workshop Proposal Due: .................. (Closed:) 

pt ¯ "’ ..... ’-^-’~"’- "~’~’~’ (CI d) ¯ Acce ance notification for Workshop ,,~,w,,,~,=, ,~,~L,,, =,~,~,~ ose 
¯ Camera Ready Submission ¯ January 22nd, 2010 
¯ Early Bird Registration DueJanuary 22nd, 2010 

Scope and Topics 
Topics of interest may include one or more of the following (but are not limited to) themes; 

Track1. Ubiquitous Computing 
- Wireless and Mobile 
- Ad hoc and Sensor Networks 
- Home Networks 

Track2. Networks and Information Systems 
- VolP, MolP and Computer Networks 
- Parallel and Distributed Processing 
- Internet-based Computing Models 

Track3. Multimedia and Visualization 
- Video Surveillance 
- Computer Graphics and Virtual Reality 
- Digital Signal Processing and Computer Vision 

Track 4. Middleware and Operating Systems 
- Real-Time Systems 
- Embedded Systems 
- Middleware for Collaboration 

¯ Track 5. Security and Privacy 
- Infrastructure Security 
- Multimedia Security 
- Software Security 
- Privacy Masking 

Track 6. Data Mining and Artificial Intelligence 
- Autonomous and Intelligent Agent 
- Information Retrieval and Knowledge Discovery 
- Data Warehousing and Data Mining 

Track 7. Software Engineering 
- Distributed Object-Oriented Systems 



- Reusable Object-Oriented Architectures and Applications 
- Software Modeling, Development and Maintenance 

Track 8. Web Technolgies 
- Model-Driven Development of Web Applications 
- Information Recommendation and Filtering 
- Web-based Collaboration and Social Networks 

Track 9. Medical/Health Informatics 
- Health information systems design and architecture 
- Health informatics evaluation 
- Education and building health informatics capacity 
- Personal Health Record system and Health Service 

Track 10. Bioinformatics and Scientific Computing 
- Comparative Genomics 
- Gene Regualation and Transcriptomics 
- Protein Interactions and Molecular Networks 

Invited Speakers 
¯ Anthonie Bastiaan Ruighaver, Deakin University, Australia 
¯ Baoding Liu, Tsinghua University, China 
¯ Gelenbe Erol, Imperial College London, UK 
¯ Krishna Moorthy Sivalingam, University of Maryland Baltimore County, USA 

Supported By 
¯ Korea Information Assurance Society(KIAS) 
¯ Korea Information Processing Society(KIPS) 
¯ Gyeonggi-Do, Korea 
¯ Suwon City, Korea 
= Ministry of Knowledge Economy(MKE) 

= IEEE Seoul Section 
= IEEE Beijing Section 
= IEEE Taipei Section 
¯ IEEE Hiroshima Section 

Organizing Committee 
¯ Center for Industry Security(CIS) 
¯ Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute(ETRI) 
= Korea Industry Security Forum(KISF) 

Kyonggi University 

Honorary Chair 
Kae Dal Kwack, Hanyang University, Korea 

General Chair 
Kuinam J.Kim, Kyonggi University, Korea 

General Co-Chairs 
Borko Furht, Florida Atlantic University, USA 
Hyunsook Cho, ETRI, Korea 
Jungbae Lee, Sunmoon University, Korea 

Financial Chair 
Daesung Lee, Kyonggi University, Korea 



Program Chair 
Peter Kokol, University of Maribor, Slovenia 

Program Co-Chairs 
Bezalel Gavish, Southern Methodist University, USA 
Chunsik Park, Seoul Women’s University, Korea 
Imrich Chlamtac, Create-Net/University of Trento, Italy 
Salim Hariri, University of Arizona, USA 
Subrata Acharya, Towson University, USA 
Yiming Li, Taiwan National Chiao Tung University, Taiwan 
Zhenfu Cao, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China 

Publicity Chair 
Lekha Chaisorn, Institute for Infocomm Research, A’STAR, Singapore, Singapore 

Publicity Co-Chairs 
Abdallah Mhamed, HANDICOM Lab, France 
Anestis Toptsis, York University, Canada 
Alexander C. Loui, Kodak Research Labs Eastman Kodak Company, USA 
Dongil Seo, ETRI, Korea 
Hideki Katagiri, Hiroshima University, Japan 
Kenji Leibnitz, Osaka University, Japan 
Subrata Acharya, Towson University, USA 
Sangseo Park, ETRI, Korea 
Vaibhav Gowadia, Imperial Colleage London, UK 

Publication Chair 
Jeomgu Kim, Namseoul University, Korea 
SeongJin Ahn, Sungkyunkwan University, Korea 

Workshop Chair 
Yongbin Sun, Kyonggi University, Korea 

Contact 
If you have any questions about ICISA 2010 and need further information regarding the workshop and 
paper submission, please contact below : 
Hyunsook Lee (Christy Lee), icisa2010@global.kcis.kr 
Conference Secretariat / Academic Planning Team 
Ministry of Knowledge Economy 
Center for Industry Security 

Apologies if you have received this more than once. Please distribute it to interested colleagues and 
students. Thanks! If you wish to be removed from this mailing list, please send an email to 
hjwon@global.kcis.kr with REMOVE ME CONFERENCES in the subject line. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ICISA 2010 <icisa2010@global.kcis.kr> 

Wednesday, December 30, 2009 11:03 PM 

stgore@email, u nc.ed u 

[ICISA 2010] Deadline Extension to January 15th, 2010 (Final Extension): 
ICISA2010 I April 21-23, 2010-Seoul, Korea 

Due to numerous deadline extension requests from potential IClSA 2010 authors "Paper Submission Deadline" has 

IClSA 2010 is Technically Co-Sponsored by ¯ 

Overview 
International Conference on Information Science and Applications (ICISA 2010) will be held on April 
21st- 23rd, 2010 in Seoul, Korea. (http://g/oba/.kcis.kr/icisa2010) 

The goal of this conference is to bring together researchers from academia and practitioners from 
industry who are involved in Information Science and Applications Issues as well as share ideas, 
problems, and solutions related to those issues. This conference will provide a forum where 
researchers will present recent research results, describe emerging technologies, new research 
problems, and directions related to Information Science and Applications Issues. The conference seeks 
contributions presenting novel research results in all aspects of information and security and 
applications. Submitted papers will be peer-reviewed. 

All the accepted papers will be included in the conference proceedings published by "IEEE express 
Conference Publishing" and will be included in the "IEEE Xplorer@ and Elsevier’s El Compendex". 
Furthermore, the best papers presented in ICISA 2010 will be published in Special Issues of 



prestigious international journals(SCI-E) and another after further revision. 

Special Issue 
Every submitted paper will be carefully reviewed by at least three International Program Committee 
members. Furthermore, the best papers presented in ICISA 2010 will be published in Special Issues of 
prestigious international journals(SCI-E) and another after further revision. 

Please see the following international Journals: 

Cluster Computing - Springer (SCI-E) 
Computing and Informatics - Springer (SCI-E) 
The Computer Journal - Springer (SCI-E) 
Journal of Internet Technology - Springer (SCI-E) 
Multimedia Tools and Applications - Springer (SCI-E) 
Telecommunication Systems - Springer (SCI-E) 
International Journal of Information Science and Applications 

Paper Submission and Guideline 
To submit your paper (deadline: January 15th, 2010), please go to http://global.kcis.kr/icisa2010. 

Papers must be original and currently not under consideration for publication elsewhere as well as has 
not been previously published. Authors must clearly explain the contribution of the work in terms of its 
theoretical and/or practical value and relationship to previous work. 

Please use the IEEE Conference Proceedings format (available for download here: IEEE Manuscript 
Templates for Conference Proceedings) for submission. 

Paper Format Guideline 
1. The paper must be written in English and readable 
2. The paper must follow IEEE two-column format with single-spaced, 10 point font in the text. 
3. Follow the instructions in Word(doc)/Latex templates 

(IEEE Manuscript Templates for Conference Proceedinqs) 
4. The document should be formatted for the standard A4-size paper 
5. The paper length limit is 8 - 11 pages (10-point font) including figures 
6. Papers must be submitted Only in Portable Document Format (PDF) format 

Accepted papers will be given guidelines in preparing and submitting the Final Manuscript (Camera 
Ready Paper) together with the Notification of Acceptance. Authors of accepted paper(s), or at least 
one of them, are requested to register and present their work at the conference. VVithout registration, 
we cannot guarantee that your papers will be published in the conference proceedings. 



For your information, this is an IEEE Technical Activities Policy (effective February 2009): 
"IEEE reserves the right to exclude a paper from distribution after the conference if the paper is no 
presented at the conference." (Example: removal from IEEE Xplore) 

Submission System :http:llglobal.kcis.krlicisa2OlOIpaper 

IClSA2010 Conference Important Dates 
Paper Submission Deadline.~,=~.=,r" ...., ,~,=,"^" ,,~,L,’~"h,     =~,~,,~"~’~"~ January 15th, 2010 (Final Extension) 
Paper Acceptance Notification ¯ January 29th, 2010 
Final Papers Submission ¯ February 20th, 2010 
Early Bird Registration Deadline February 25th, 2010 
Conference Date ¯ April 21st - 23rd, 2010 

Workshop Important Dates 
Workshop Proposal Due: .................. (Closed:) 

pt ¯ "’ ..... ’-^-’~"’- "~’~’~’ (CI d) ¯ Acce ance notification for Workshop ,,~,w,,,~,=, ,~,~L,,, =,~,~,~ ose 
¯ Camera Ready Submission ¯ January 22nd, 2010 
¯ Early Bird Registration DueJanuary 22nd, 2010 

Scope and Topics 
Topics of interest may include one or more of the following (but are not limited to) themes; 

Track1. Ubiquitous Computing 
- Wireless and Mobile 
- Ad hoc and Sensor Networks 
- Home Networks 

Track2. Networks and Information Systems 
- VolP, MolP and Computer Networks 
- Parallel and Distributed Processing 
- Internet-based Computing Models 

Track3. Multimedia and Visualization 
- Video Surveillance 
- Computer Graphics and Virtual Reality 
- Digital Signal Processing and Computer Vision 

Track 4. Middleware and Operating Systems 
- Real-Time Systems 
- Embedded Systems 
- Middleware for Collaboration 

¯ Track 5. Security and Privacy 
- Infrastructure Security 
- Multimedia Security 
- Software Security 
- Privacy Masking 

Track 6. Data Mining and Artificial Intelligence 
- Autonomous and Intelligent Agent 
- Information Retrieval and Knowledge Discovery 
- Data Warehousing and Data Mining 

Track 7. Software Engineering 
- Distributed Object-Oriented Systems 



- Reusable Object-Oriented Architectures and Applications 
- Software Modeling, Development and Maintenance 

Track 8. Web Technolgies 
- Model-Driven Development of Web Applications 
- Information Recommendation and Filtering 
- Web-based Collaboration and Social Networks 

Track 9. Medical/Health Informatics 
- Health information systems design and architecture 
- Health informatics evaluation 
- Education and building health informatics capacity 
- Personal Health Record system and Health Service 

Track 10. Bioinformatics and Scientific Computing 
- Comparative Genomics 
- Gene Regualation and Transcriptomics 
- Protein Interactions and Molecular Networks 

Invited Speakers 
¯ Anthonie Bastiaan Ruighaver, Deakin University, Australia 
¯ Baoding Liu, Tsinghua University, China 
¯ Gelenbe Erol, Imperial College London, UK 
¯ Krishna Moorthy Sivalingam, University of Maryland Baltimore County, USA 

Supported By 
¯ Korea Information Assurance Society(KIAS) 
¯ Korea Information Processing Society(KIPS) 
¯ Gyeonggi-Do, Korea 
¯ Suwon City, Korea 
= Ministry of Knowledge Economy(MKE) 

= IEEE Seoul Section 
= IEEE Beijing Section 
= IEEE Taipei Section 
¯ IEEE Hiroshima Section 

Organizing Committee 
¯ Center for Industry Security(CIS) 
¯ Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute(ETRI) 
= Korea Industry Security Forum(KISF) 

Kyonggi University 

Honorary Chair 
Kae Dal Kwack, Hanyang University, Korea 

General Chair 
Kuinam J.Kim, Kyonggi University, Korea 

General Co-Chairs 
Borko Furht, Florida Atlantic University, USA 
Hyunsook Cho, ETRI, Korea 
Jungbae Lee, Sunmoon University, Korea 

Financial Chair 
Daesung Lee, Kyonggi University, Korea 



Program Chair 
Peter Kokol, University of Maribor, Slovenia 

Program Co-Chairs 
Bezalel Gavish, Southern Methodist University, USA 
Chunsik Park, Seoul Women’s University, Korea 
Imrich Chlamtac, Create-Net/University of Trento, Italy 
Salim Hariri, University of Arizona, USA 
Subrata Acharya, Towson University, USA 
Yiming Li, Taiwan National Chiao Tung University, Taiwan 
Zhenfu Cao, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China 

Publicity Chair 
Lekha Chaisorn, Institute for Infocomm Research, A’STAR, Singapore, Singapore 

Publicity Co-Chairs 
Abdallah Mhamed, HANDICOM Lab, France 
Anestis Toptsis, York University, Canada 
Alexander C. Loui, Kodak Research Labs Eastman Kodak Company, USA 
Dongil Seo, ETRI, Korea 
Hideki Katagiri, Hiroshima University, Japan 
Kenji Leibnitz, Osaka University, Japan 
Subrata Acharya, Towson University, USA 
Sangseo Park, ETRI, Korea 
Vaibhav Gowadia, Imperial Colleage London, UK 

Publication Chair 
Jeomgu Kim, Namseoul University, Korea 
SeongJin Ahn, Sungkyunkwan University, Korea 

Workshop Chair 
Yongbin Sun, Kyonggi University, Korea 

Contact 
If you have any questions about ICISA 2010 and need further information regarding the workshop and 
paper submission, please contact below : 
Hyunsook Lee (Christy Lee), icisa2010@global.kcis.kr 
Conference Secretariat / Academic Planning Team 
Ministry of Knowledge Economy 
Center for Industry Security 

Apologies if you have received this more than once. Please distribute it to interested colleagues and 
students. Thanks! If you wish to be removed from this mailing list, please send an email to 
hjwon@global.kcis.kr with REMOVE ME CONFERENCES in the subject line. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Blue <eric@carolinablue.ccsend.com> 

Sunday, 8:23 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Carolina Blue Issue now available! 

Carolina Blue Issue now available! 

Issue      of Carolina Blue magazine was mailed on Monday,           If 
you are a subscriber to the magazine, you can read the issue online before it hits 
your mailbox! If you are not a subscriber to the magazine, sign up today! 

¯ If you are a subscriber to the magazine AND you have already obtained access to the 
new ’Carolina Blue Online Magazine’ feature, c~ick here to read the latest issue! 

¯ If you are a subscriber to the magazine AND you have NOT already obtained access 
to the new ’Carolina Blue Online Magazine’ feature, c$ick here to sign up for FREE 
access! 

¯ To order Carolina Blue magazine, c$~ck here or call 1-888-TAR-HEEL during 
normal business hours. 

Here is a look at one of the features that you will find in Issue 

Best of the Decade 
by Evan Markfield 

What better way to kick off     than with a Top 10 list? Well, there may just be some 
better ways, but this seemed like a pretty good one, too, with the New Year upon us. 

A lot of stuff happens over the course of a decade when it comes too sports, and at North 
Carolina, it’s no different. While everyone makes and holds on to their own special 
memories of Tar Heel sporting events, these are the ones we’ve picked out as 10 of the most 
memorable of important since the 2000s began. 

It’s a list that’s sure to be debated, but hopefully also one to be enjoyed. After all, that’s the 
fun part. 

: North Carolina 89, Michigan State 72. 



Is there really any question that this late entry from the decade would absolutely steal the 
show? Never mind that it’s the culmination of the men’s basketball season, which is always a 
big deal anyway. This game was the culmination of the careers of several Tar Heels who 
had been desperate for this elusive championship victory for years. 

The group, which included 
had enj oyed all other manner of victory: individual awards, ACC 

regular-season titles, ACC Tournament championships. But these Tar Heels had never cut 
down the nets in April. 

The buildup and the sense of destiny, especially for            the all-time scoring leader 
in school and ACC history, unmistakably makes this the biggest win in a long time in 
Carolina history and, hence a no-brainer to top this list. 

North Carolina 75, Illinois 70. 

Hey, we told you men’s basketball national championships were big deal, right? While that’s 
true, it’s far from the only reason this list starts with back-to-back men’s hoops titles. The 

crown was big for two reasons: one a beginning and one an end. 

First, the beginning: The national championship was the first for coach Roy Williams 
despite many previous Final Four visits (and accompanying questions about "winning the 
big one"). Without this title, who knows if Williams wins one in History is funny like 
that. 

Then, the ending: This pinnacle victory provided healing and closure from the rocky road at 
the end of former coach Matt Doherty’s tenure. For the juniors that were the nucleus of this 
team, it was a vindication, proving what they could accomplish, and for the senior class, it 
served as a sweet juxtaposition to suffering through the worst season in school history. 

Football: North Carolina 41, Florida State 9 

When the Tar Heels began the     season - John Bunting’s first - with an 0-3 record, the 
year appeared doomed. But after the September 1 lth attacks postponed a week of the 
season, Carolina used the extra time to regroup and ended up pulling off what was, at the 
time, the biggest upset in school history. 

This was pre-expansion, when Florida State was still by far the biggest deal in ACC 
football. And this was no squeaker of an upset, where some lesser team gets lucky against a 
titan. This was an absolute butt-kicking, and it was a serious role reversal for the Tar Heels 
to be the one wielding the boot against the Seminoles. 

This win sparked a resurgence that ended with a Peach Bowl win, and while the rest of 
Bunting’s tenure did not go so swimmingly, this upset seemed to set the table for a trend of 
UNC beating ranked teams. Bunting’s boys would strike again in against Miami, and 
Butch Davis’ Tar Heels won five straight against ranked teams in It all started here. 

North Carolina 8, Alabama 7 

After all the trips to the College World Series that the Tar Heels enjoyed, why pick a game 
from a Super Regional? Because one might not have happened without the other. Carolina 
had all kinds of trouble getting over the hump before           and his clutch bat sent the 



team to Omaha. 

Against the Tide and facing elimination,      hit a three-run home run in the eighth inning 
and then for an encore knocked a two-out, two-run homer out of the park in the ninth to give 
the Tar Heels this dramatic victory that sent them to their first College World Series since 

Nothing got      and the Heels down. His first dinger gave them a lead only to see 
Alabama rally in the top of the ninth, making it look like more Super Regional heartbreak 
was in store for UNC. Instead, he hit the shot that turned around Carolina baseball’s 
postseason fortunes. While they never won a national title, the Heels did make four-straight 
CWS appearances, and that all started with            clutch hitting in Tuscaloosa. 

: North Carolina 2, Notre Dame 1 

Revenge is a common theme in plenty of sports narratives. And because teams within a 
league often play each other twice a year or see each other frequently otherwise, it’s a 
convenient theme, too. 

But what if the vengeance was a long time coming and the enemy came from halfway across 
the country? Well, UNC’s women’s soccer team got to live that scenario in      The Heels 
got bounced by Notre Dame from the     NCAA Tournament. The teams met again early 
in      with the Fighting Irish handing UNC its only loss of the season. 

What better revenge than to win on the biggest stage? The Heels did just that, topping Notre 
Dame 2-1 for the national championship. Carolina has plenty of those, but few were this 
sweet. 

NCAA Tournament 

There seems to be plenty of representation on this list of the late-decade men’s basketball 
teams from Carolina. So here’s an early one. And even with some down times in between, 
Carolina basketball has certainly seen more glamorous, more talented and more memorable 
squads than the          bunch. 

But in Bill Guthridge’s last season as coach, these Tar Heels were as gritty come tournament 
time as anyone - yes, even the     squad, because that team had far more talent than this 
one. First, UNC had had to beat a decent Missouri team in the 8-seed vs. 9-seed game to get 
a crack at 1-seed Stanford, which featured a frontcourt bigger than some NBA teams. 

Some didn’t expect them to win the first game and no one thought they’d beat Stanford, but 
the Heels rolled right on through to be an unlikely 8-seed in the Final Four. They lost the 
semifinal but made one of the more memorable tourney runs in Carolina’s storied hoops 
history. 

North Carolina 16, Auburn 10 

Obviously, this game was mentioned above as the eventual result of the turnaround that 
began with the upset of Florida State. But it was more than just the culmination of a 
momentum-filled season. 

This game is unique in that while it was one of four bowl games the Tar Heels played in this 



decade, it’s the only one from which they emerged victorious. And they did it against an 
Auburn team made up of a young nucleus that would go on to be undefeated a few years 
later. 

After spending the past two seasons in Charlotte for bowl season, think Carolina wouldn’t 
love to be back in the Peach Bowl? That’s what makes this one such a big deal. 

North Carolina 2, Indiana 0 

national titles seem to be practically a given at North Carolina. But in rare 
year when Carolina’s women did not get to hoist the trophy, the men picked up the slack by 
beating Indiana for a national championship in 

In addition to the victory itself, there was a symbolic importance to the championship, too. 
With the win, the Heels asserted themselves on the national scene, not just because they 
scored twice on a team that had only given up six goals all season but also because Indiana 
was a five-time NCAA champ in 

Carolina has been well-respected in men’s soccer this decade, and it all started with the 2001 
national championship, which established UNC as a perennial title contender. 

North Carolina 82, Duke 51 

Senior day is always pretty special, but this one might have been one of the best on record 
for the                  program,                                       combined 
for 28 points and 18 rebounds as the Heels absolutely eviscerated the Blue Devils. 

And while beating Duke is always a big deal because of the rivalry, this victory also helped 
the Tar Heels make a bit of school history. Carolina finished the ACC season 14-0, the first 
time it’s ever had a perfect league record. 

Combining an undefeated season in-conference - a season after losing all-world point guard 
no less - with handing your arch-rival its worst loss in 15 years certainly makes 

for a game to remember. 

North Carolina 3, Maryland 2 

It’s hard enough to win two titles in three seasons, which the Tar Heels did, but it’s even 
harder to do it by knocking off the tournament’s undefeated top seed, which the Tar Heels 
also did when they took out defending national champ Maryland for the crown. 

While that’s pretty sweet on its own, it doesn’t begin to explain the drama of Carolina’s 
championship victory. UNC had lost its last two games against Maryland badly and fell 
behind 1-0 in the second half. When the Heels answered with a goal, the Terps quickly 
retook the lead. 

But Carolina wouldn’t quit. Coach Karen Shelton pulled her goalie, and the Tar Heels scored 
to tie the game with less than five minutes remaining. Then came the exhilarating finish: 
senior                smacked in the game-winning shot with 11 seconds to go. If that’s 
not a Top-10 worthy finish, we don’t know what is. 



But that’s not all, there is much, much more!... 
¯ Columns by Evan Markfield, Will Kimmey, Adam Powell, and Eddy Landreth 
¯ Recruiting coverage 
¯ ’What They Are Saying’ 
¯ ACC football and basketball schedules, gametimes, etc. 

Stay tuned to Carolina Blue and CarolinaBlue.com for complete team coverage of the 
Tar Heels! 

Sincerely, 
Eric Ross 
Carolina Blue Senior Editior 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Toy Lounge Reservations <toylounge@unc.edu> 

Monday, January 4, 2010 3:46 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Incomplete forms 

Hi, 

Received 2 Toy Lounge forms that were incomplete - they were missing the 
percentage of the makeup of the group for your requested event. Please 
re-do the forms with this information and re-fax so that it can be 
considered. 

Toy Lounge Reservations 
toylounge@unc.edu 
Scheduling and Policy: 
~:llwww,ur~c,edu/toSdomag~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

toylounge@unc.edu 

Monday, January 4, 2010 4:26 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Re: Incomplete forms 

Thanks for your email inquiry about reserving Toy Lounge. We have automated the process to provide faster and more efficient 
service and response times. 

For all questions regarding policy, availablity or to print out a reservation form, please go to ~:,(!vvww.tmc.ed~!lovloung~ 

We process reservations on a first come, first served basis which is based on when we have received a completed and signed 
reservation form. Please select only one delivery method - fax, in drop box or campus mail - with fax being the method that will 
receive the fastest response. Please note that Toy Lounge is reserved for faculty, staff, and administrative events and is not for 
undergraduate or graduate student usage. Also, please be aware that Toy Lounge is not available for events that start or end after 5pm 
on weekdays or any time on weekends. 

Due to high request volume, you may not receive personalized responses to emails inquirying about availability. A confirmation 
email will be sent to you when your signed form has been received and the calendar will be immediately updated. 

Thanks, 
Toy Lounge Reservations 

-- mail sent through the autoresponder for email.unc.edu -- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

employment@unc.edu 

Monday, January 4, 2010 4:56 PM 

~email.unc.edu 

Thank you for applying for Position ADMIN SUPPORT SPECIALIST 

Thank you for submitting an application for Staff Employment to the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. This email 
confirms that your application has been received in the office of Workforce Planning & Compensation. 

Position Id: 
Position Title: ADMIN SUPPORT SPECIALIST 

To view your status of current pending applications, visit ~s:i/s4~i~su~c.ed~/R?~vlS4igetARp~ica~ior~Listdo. 

To update your applicant profile, visit ~s:!/s4.its.~mc.edwR~MS4/%tProfile.do. 

For more information regarding the Staff hiring process at UNC-Chapel Hill, please visit our website at s.unc.ed~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

eunice@email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, January 5, 2010 9:57 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

akent@unc, edu; j en321 @email.unc. edu; tj m 1 @email.unc. edu 

Letters of recommendation: and 

Dear Travis, 

Thanks for your work on reserving the Toy Lounge for the job talks. The 
percentages (faculty and students) you suggested based on the request 
from Toy Lounge are fine. 

On another note, when you have moment, kindly gather the files that 
r created for the two candidates that had their letters of 

recommendations. Other documents pertaining to their applications are 
on UNC’s centralized hiring site and I will print them for placement in 
their respective files before the end of the week. 

Many thanks. Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Daniel Smith <dlsmith@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 5, 2010 11:03 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

announcement for upcoming lecture by Dr. Keith Wailoo 

Bullitt--1-19-10--Wailoo.jpg 

Travis Gore 
Department of African & Afro-American Studies 

Greetings, Mr. Gore-- 

The BuNtt History of Medicine Club at UNC is sponsoring a lecture by Dr. Keith Wailoo on the history of pain 
medicine that may be of interest to members of the Department of African & Afro-American Studies. Could 
you please distribute the announcement below and the attached flyer to any email lists, bulletin boards, etc. to 
help promote the talk? We would greatly appreciate your assistance. Please let me know if you have any 
questions. Thank You! 

Dr. Wailoo is a former faculty member at UNC, and is Director of the Center for Race and Ethnicity and Martin 
Luther King, Jr. Professor of History at Rutgers University. During 2009-10, he is a Distinguished Visiting 
Professor at Princeton University in the Center for African-American Studies. 

Best wishes, 

Daniel Smith 
Special Collections 
Health Sciences Library 

~:iicarolinacuratorNo~ot.comi2010/01ibullitt-club-lecture-on-histo~y=~[~-pain.htrrd [image at link] 

The next meeting ofUNC’s Bullitt History of Medicine Club will be Tuesday, January 19, 2009 at the UNC 
Health Sciences Library in the 5th Floor Conference Room (527). Please join us at 5:30pm for light 
refreshments followed by the lecture at 6pm. Meetings are free and open to the public. 

Dr. Keith Wailoo, Professor of History at Rutgers, will be presenting a lecture entitled, "Over-Prescribed / 
Under-Medicated: The History and Cultural Politics of Pain Medicine in America." 

Dr. Wailoo is Director of the Center for Race and Ethnicks2 and Martin Luther KiE~ Jr. Professor of Histor~2 at 
Rutgers University. During 2009-10 he is a Distinguished Visiting Professor at Princeton University. His work 
focuses principally on health care politics, the ethnic and racial relations of medicine, and the ways scientific 
and technological understandings have interacted with politics, society, and culture to shape health experiences, 
disease disparities, and social responses to disease in the 20th century and into the 21 st century. 

Dr. Wailoo is also an award-winning author and editor of several books, including 7he 7?oubiedDream of 

(~enetic A&’a~cine: ~;thnicit? and innovation in 7~          stic Fibrosis~ and Sick/e Cell Disease (2006), A 
Death Retold: Jes~ca 5ant~l/an, 7he Bungled 7?an~plant, and J- araa~xes ~f J~(edica/ Citizensbi~ (2006), 
in the Ci~f the ]~Nes: 5"ickle Celt Anemia and the Politics (?[ l~ace and Health (2001), and Dra~’ing 
7~chno]o~ and Disease ]denti~ in 7)¢entietb-Century America (1997). 

For further information about the Bullitt Club, including the schedule %r 200% 10 and of past 



lectures, please visit the web site at ~:i/www,med,unc,eduibhomc. 

Daniel L. Smith, J.D. 
Special Collections Librarian 
Health Sciences Library 
The University of North Carolina 
Campus Box 7585 
335 S. Columbia Street 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7585 USA 

dlsmith@unc.edu :: 919.966.1776 

htt~://WWWohSlouncoedu/specialcollections 

htt~:/!carolinacuratorobloq~motocom 

:: L U X    L I B E RTA S :: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

A1 Baldy <AMBaldy@maupintravel.com> 

Tuesday, January 5, 2010 12:00 PM 

undisclosed-recipients: 

Maupin Travel-Leisure Travel Expo 

Travel Expo Photo Contest Flyer.doc 

PLEASE SHARE WITH YOUR DEPARTMENTAL COLLEAGUES & STAFF AS APPROPRIATE! 

~reetings from Maupin Travel and Happy New Year to all of our UNC-CH Departments & Staff. 

SAVE THE DATE .... for the upcoming 6th Annual Maupin Travel Trade Show Expo to be held on Sunday, February 28 
from 1-5 p.m. at the Embassy Suites Cary off Harrison Ave. & 1-40. Over 25 vendors ranging from cruise lines to tour 
companies, tourism bureaus to luxury hotels will be represented at the show. 

A fun addition to our show this year will be a photo contest that incorporates the best travel photos submitted by clients, 
friends and family members of the Maupin Travel "family". We know all of you enjoy travel and have likely captured many 
treasured memories over the years that we’d like to have you share with us. We have some great prizes to award within 
three categories: Landscape, Wildlife and People. Come join in on the fun while earning the chance at some excellent 
prizes. You must be present at the show to win! 

Details of the photo contest are noted in the enclosed flyer. Please circulate this information to your department to 
provide them a chance to enter the contest. All Maupin Travel UNC-CH clients will be provided complimentary admission 
to our show (A $5 value) by presenting your UNC identification. We will also be forwarding complimentary admission 
passes for our clients prior to the show date. 

For more information on the travel trade show, contact Sandy Gower at (919) 380-0878 or sc.qower@maupintravel.com. 
More details are forthcoming on the show so stay tuned for updates. We look forward to seeing you at our annual travel 

trade show on February 28. 

Best regards 

AI Baldy, CTA 
Executive Vice President 
Maupin Travel, Inc. 
2501 Blue Ridge Road, Suite 420 
Raleigh, NC 27607 
(919) 863-4471 direct 
(919) 861-8340 fax 
www.maupintraveLcom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 
Tuesday, January 5, 2010 2:46 PM 

travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

20100105144622633.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 01.05.2010 14:46:22 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 
Tuesday, January 5, 2010 2:47 PM 

travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

20100105144656687.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 01.05.2010 14:46:56 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 
Tuesday, January 5, 2010 2:47 PM 

travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

20100105144723923.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 01.05.2010 14:47:23 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Adam Kent <akent@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 5, 2010 3:19 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Geeta ap2-a 

Kapur AP2 - A.pdf; Kapur Memo.pdf; Kapur AP 2.pdf; Kapur CV.pdf 

Thanks for sending this, I have renamed these files and please file in the electronic file cabinet 

Adam 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Travis Gore [ emaiL~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 05, 2010 3:12 PM 
To: Adam Kent 
Subject: Geeta ap2-a 

Date: 
From: 
To: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Tue, 5 Jan 2010 14:47:24 -0500 
scanner@unc.edu 

travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 01.05.2010 14:47:23 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



TIlE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTII CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL ~I[.L 

I)EPAP, IMI NT OF AFI~,ICAN & 

A F|akO-AM EB.ICAN STUDIES 

109 BATTLE IfktL 

CAMPUS BOX 3395 

(IHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-3395 

919,966.5496 

9i9.962.z694 

MEMO 

To: Bruce Carney 
Interim Provost 

From: Julius Nyong’ oro 
Chair, Department of African 
and African American Studies 

I write to recommend the appointment of 
and Afro American Studies. 

will be teaching AFAM 
~emesters from 3:30 PM- 4:43 l~lVl 

Please feel free to contact me if you need further information. 

as Adjunct Professor in African 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Tuesday, January 5, 2010 3:40 PM 

travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Adam <akent@email.unc.edu> 

20100105154018634.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 01.05.2010 15:40:18 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Adam Kent <akent@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 6, 2010 10;30 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

you will need this 

Kapur Memo.doc 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

DEPARTMENT OF AFRICAN & 

AFRO-AMERICAN STUI)IES 

IO9 BATTLE HALl 

CAMPUS BOX 3395 

{;HAPEL HILL, NC 27599-3395 

T 919.966.5496 

F 919.962.2694 

MEMO 

To: Bruce Carney 
Interim Provost 

From: Julius Nyong’ oro 
Chair, Department of African 
and African American Studies 

I write to recommend the appointment of 
and Afro American Studies. 

as Adjunct Professor in African 

will be teaching 
sl~ring semesters from 3:30 PM - 4:45 PM 

Please feel free to contact me if you need further information. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tim Mcguire <tim_mcguire@unc.edu> 

Friday, January 21,2011 5:02 PM 

All Campus IMAP Customers <tim_mcguire@unc.edu> 

IMPORTANT: Changes To Spam Scanning Service 

Hello, 

You are receiving this message because you are a user of the 
ITS-managed Cyrus IMAP service or ITS-managed Exchange service. I am 
writing today to inform you of a fairly significant change to the SPAM 
scanning service that will occur on January 28th, 2011. You may have 
received a message about this change that mentioned January 21st. We 
have decided to reschedule until January 28th in order to communicate 
this change to some users that may have been left out of the original 
communication. While more inclusive, this message may reach you 
twice. I apologize for any duplicate messages that you may have 
received. 

The most significant change I want to relay to you will be in your 
access to quarantines and settings. The new system is much better at 
NOT mistakenly catching good messages and marking them as SPAM. With 
this and a recommendation from the vendor in mind, we have decided to 
remove ALL end-user access to the system. If you feel that the SPAM 
engines have "eaten" a message in error, a call to 962-HELP will 
engage an administrator who can troubleshoot the entire mail 
infrastructure including but not limited to the spam appliances. 
There is NO action required on your part. The old Proofpoint system 
will remain available for end user access until February 15th, 2011. 
This change is in large part an effort to cut costs. The new system 
is approximately 60% of the cost of the old system, 5-6% more 
effective at catching SPAM and viruses and more robust in terms of 
delivery of legitimate messages. 

I apologize for any inconvenience that this change may cause. 

Warmest Regards, 

Tim McGuire 
Manager, ITS Messaging, Collaboration and Workgroup Services 
440 W. Franklin St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1150 
919-445-9501 (w) 
tmcguire@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McGuire, Tim <tim_mcguire@unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 27, 2011 5:38 PM 

All email.unc.edu addresses <tim_mcguire@unc.edu> 

news.unc.edu (Usenet) Service Retiring Feb 4th 

All, 

I am writing today to let you know that the ITS-managed Usenet (NNTP) news 
service (news.unc.edu) will retire on February 4th 2011. It is very much 
a boutique service these days, gets very little traffic and is running on 
aging hardware on defunct software. We can find no real benefit that would 
warrant a continuation of this service. Feel free to reach out if you want 
to speak with me about this service. 

I apologize if you receive multiple copies of this message. 

Warmest Regards, 

Tim McGuire 
Manager, ITS Messaging, Collaboration and Workgroup Services 
440 W. Franklin St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1150 
919-445-9501 (w) 
tmcguire@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McGuire, Tim <tim_mcguire@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 9, 2011 4:06 PM 

Exchange Users <ExchangeUsers@ad.unc.edu> 

PLEASE READ: Erroneous ’Deleted Before Read’ Emails 

Dear UNC community, 

It has been reported to us that a number of you have erroneously received 
a "Deleted Before Read" email from others here at UNC. Here is an example: 

<SUBJECT> Not read: IMPORTANT: Changes To Spam Scanning Service 

Your message 

To: <SOMEUSER> 
Subject: IMPORTANT: Changes To Spam Scanning Service 
Sent: Friday, January 21, 2011 5:02:24 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 

was deleted without being read on Wednesday, February 09, 2011 2:01:41 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 

These erroneous messages are triggered by a component of the migration 
process that moves a user from the old email system (Cyrus IMAP) to the 
new system (Exchange). Until we fix this new problem!bug, please DO NOT 
consider these messages as legitimate, nor blame the person from whom 
they seemed to originate; these messages are sent by the system itself and 
the sender has no control over this situation. We are hopeful to have 
this issue fixed in short order. 

Thank you for your time and patience. We apologize for the inconvenience. 

Warmest Regards, 

Tim McGuire 
Manager, ITS Messaging, Collaboration and Workgroup Services 
440 W. Franklin St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1150 
919-445-9501 (w) 
tmcguire@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julius Nyang’oro          @yahoo.com> 

Friday, July 30, 2004 5:09 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: RE: 15th Biennial Congress( Cairo 2005): Call for Papers. 

Bwana Gore, 
Asante sana. Tutaonana baadaye. 
JEN 
--- Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dr. Nyang’oro, 
Jambo, U hali garli? 
Thanks for notifying me so I can resolve the problem 
as soon aspossible. I looked back at my records and I 
see where the problemlies. My records indicate that 
the email was sent on 7/9/2004 at 4:39p.m. What we 
didnt know at the time was that there is a za added 
tothe end of .org. So I will make the change and your 
friend Mr. MusaAbutudu has nothing to worry about. So 
I assume Luc Sindjoun and HamdyHassan have both 
received their information because we have not 
heardback from them. If there is anything else you 
need ,let me know. 
kwa heri, 

Mr. Gore 

Julius Nyang’oro wrote: 

Mr Gore,I am copying this message to Ms Crowder in 
case I haveyour Email address wrong. Please resend the 
documentas requested in the attachment. To refresh 
your mind,it is the working document which I asked you 
to sendto three people: Musa Abutudu, Luc Sindjoun and 
HamdyHassan. Please let me know if there is any 
problem.JENNote: forwarded message attached. 

Subject: 
RE: 15th Biennial Congress( Cairo 2005): Call for 
Papers.              From: 
"Musa Abutudu" <abutudu@aaps.org.za> 

Date: 
Thu, 29 Jul 2004 09:50:28 +0200 

To: 
"Julius Nyang’oro" @yahoo.com> 

Dear Prof, I have just gone through my mails for 
June/July and I could not find it.Can you kindly 
resend? Warm regards,Musa ..... Original 
Message ..... From: Julius Nyang’oro 
[mai~to: ~’ahoo.com] Sent: 28 July 2004 06:34 
PMTo: Musa AbutuduSubject: Re: 15th Biennial Congress( 
Cairo 2005): Call for Papers.Dear Musa,Greetings. I 
sent you the call for papers at the endof 
June/beginning of July. I copied it to Luc andI-Iamdy. 



Please check your emails. I am now in Dar. Ihope you 
find it because I do not get back to NC untilmid Aug, 
although I could work hard to have myassistant resend 
it to you. Please let me know soon ifthere is a 
problem.Best,JEN--- Musa Abutudu <abutudu@aaps.org.za> 
wrote ~ 

Dear Prof, Greetings! Just to let you know that we are 
about to go topress with the secondissue of the AAPS 
Newsletter for the year and wouldlike to publish 
thecall for paper for the Cairo Congress in it. If 
iris ready, I wouldappreciate if you could send it to 
me asap. Regards, Musa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julius Nyang’oro          @yahoo.com> 
Wednesday, August 11, 2004 3:31 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Serious Business 

Mr Gore, 
Habari gani???Two things: 
1)Check to see if I have a fax from the Africa Center 
for Strategic Studies in Washington DC about a 
conference in Kampala Uganda in October. 
2)I need a copy of my CV. Please send me one today. 
Otherwise I trust that you are fine. 
JEN 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julius Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Tuesday, November 9, 2004 10:28 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

j ob american management.doc 

Sir, here is the document. JEN 

To: Dr James M Nzagi 

From: Professor Julius E Nyang’ oro 

Date: September 7, 2004 

RE: Business Proposal Related to Job American Management Ltd 
( A management and Export/Import Company) 

Dear James, 

1) A businees opportunity has been presented to us by the Job American Management Company. I thought that 
this opportunity might bring benefit to all concerned because it has the potential of having both political and 
economic rewards. From the outset, I must note that this memorandum is a poor substitute for a face to face 
explanation and exploration, as to the benefits of engaging the company, particularly relating to the political 
environment in DRC. Please see item 3 below. 

2) Job American Management Company has been in business for more than twenty five years. Its primary role 
is to manage economic relationships between sellers and buyers; but much more importantly, it is a company 
that manages the process from what may be a rough idea, to the writing of a proposal, identifying possible 
means of financing, to ultimately deliver the goods. The company has experience in arranging deliveries of all 
kinds of goods, including oil, other raw materials, and industrial goods. It has operated in Russia, the Caribbean, 
the United States and Africa. The last project in Africa was on clean water systems in West Africa worth $40 
million. 

3) One example in which this Company could be helpful in DRC is as follows: As President Kabila positions 
himself to contest for a five year term in the next elections, he will need to demonstrate his capacity to bring 
economic development and better life for the Congolese people. Providing clean water would be a good way to 
demonstrate this. Job American Company is experienced in providing a clear drinking water system. This is a 
system that could provide clean water from any source of water which is dirty and/or contaminated. The biggest 
system (machine) is capable of processing 40,000 gallons of water a day. One can imagine installing these 
machines in the major cities or villages in DRC, and being able in one instant, to positively affect the lives of 
the people. This would give political advantage to President Kabila. Besides water systems, the company can 
also deal with other kinds of physical infrastructure such as roads, and even housing. 

4) Job American Management Ltd also has experience in arranging for the supply of any commodity to fit 



customers’ order specifications. For example, if there is a need for automobile batteries in Kinshasa, the 
company would arrange to have a producer/manufacturer of batteries in China produce the desired quantity, 
ship the batteries to Kinshasa, and ensure all logistics for transport. You can substitute batteries for any other 
commodity: traffic signs, shoes, copy machines, cell phones, gear boxes, etc. In other words, the sky is the limit. 

5) Depending on what the request from the customer maybe, the Company can also create a turnkey project 
where they manage the constructioin of a project from start to finish, and simply hand over the key to the 
customer to operate the project. As one can envisage from all of this, jobs will be created, and President Kabila 
would claim responsibility. 

6) This initial memorandum is to highlight the potential political and economic benefits that could accrue from 
this initiative. The memorandum and proposal are obviously skeletal. I am recommending it to you as part of 
the effort to assist in the political transition in DRC. Given the urgency of the political situation, I urge a quick 
response to this proposal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Thursday, December 30, 2004 10:07 AM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

Application AAPS,Cairo,June27-29 2005 

page 1.jpg; page 2.jpg 

Dear Sir, 
we wish to apply for the 15th Biennal Congress of the African Association of Political Science due to take place 
in Cairo from June 27-29 2005Attached is our abstract.while waiting to hear from you we remain your sincere 
applicants, 

Do you Yahoo! ? 
Yahoo! Mail - Find what you need with new enhanced search. Learn more. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

daniel kandagor < 

Saturday, December 11, 2004 9:36 AM 

j en321 @EMAIL.UNC.EDU 

abstract 

AAPS.doc 

Dear 

Julius 

Please receive my abstract for the 15th Biennial Congress scheduled for June, 27-29 2005, in Cairo, Egypt. 
Please acknowledge receipt. Thanks in advance. 

Dr. Daniel Rotich Kandagor 

Do you Yahoo! ? 
Meet the a~-new MS~ Yahoo! Try it today! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Charles fonchingong 

Monday, December 13, 2004 2:04 AM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

Abstract for AAPS 15th Biennial Congress-Cairo, Egypt 

Gendering Development in Africa.doc 

Dear Professor, 
Hope you are doing great? 
Please, find attached my abstract for the forthcoming 
AAPS congress. 
All good wishes. 
Sincerely, 
Charles Fonchingong 

Do you Yahoo! ? 
Read only the mail you want - Yahoo! Mail SpamGuard. 
http ://promotions.yahoo. com/new mail 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

asmau sani < > 

Tuesday, December 14, 2004 9:13 AM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

abstract 

BREAKING THE BUDS OF SILENCE.doc 

Please find attached my abstract in response to your call-up for papers on : 

GLOBALISATION,SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND GOVERNANCE IN AFRICA. 
My paper is under the sub-theme: 

GENDER RESPONSES TO GLOBALISATION. 

Do You Yahoo! ? 
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

molem sama < 

Saturday, December 18, 2004 1:52 PM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

Submission of Abstract for the AAPS conference in Cairo 

AAPS ABSTRACT MOLEM 1.doc 

Dear sir, 
With much honour and respect I hereby submit my abstract 
for the forth coming AAPS conference in Cairo. 
I am looking forward for your kind consideration. 
Thanks. 
Molem Christopher Sama 
University of Buea 
Cameroon, 

Do You Yahoo! ? 
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cosmas Mbuh < 

Saturday, December 18, 2004 2:42 PM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

Paper proposal. 

AFRICAN ASSOCIATION OF POLITICAL SCIENCE.doc 

Sir, 

With respect to the call for papers for the AAPS biennial conference in Cairo, its my wish to participate if 
selected. 

Here with my proposal. Incase of any questions, please do not hesistate to get in contact with me. 

I will be happy attending as well, even if not given the chance to present my paper. 

Thanks for your consideration in advance. 

Yours student. 

Cosmas N Mbuh 

Cosmas N. Mbuh 
Research Student 
SPIRE, 
Keele University, 
United Kingdom. 

ALLoNEW Yahoo! Messen~ - all new features - even more fun! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

kulumba mohammed <                     :> 

Sunday, December 19, 2004 9:46 AM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

Abstract&Paper for AAPS 2005 Cairo Congress 

KULGENDER. doc 

Julius E Nyan’goro 
Program Chair 
AAPS 15TH Biennial Congress 
Cairo, Egypt 

Dear sir 
Please,recieve my abstract and paper for the above 
congress.They are attached.Kindly acknowledge reciept. 
Thank you 
Yours Sincerely 
Kulumba Mohammed 

ALL-NEW Yahoo! Messenger - all new features - even more fun! http://uk.messenger.yahoo.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Programme on Ethnic and Federal Studies <1 

Sunday, December 19, 2004 4:45 PM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

paper abstract for AAPS Cairo Conference 

Globalization, Sustainable Development and Governance in Africa 

Globalization, new Governance and the Development Question in Africa 
(A Paper Abstract) 
By Professor Eghosa E. Osaghae, Igbinedion University, Okada, Nigeria 
Email:I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ntangsi Max <i 

Monday, December 20, 2004 1:13 PM 

jen321@email.unc.edu 

@hotmail.com; 

SUBMISSION OF ABSTRACT FOR AAPS BIENNAL CONFERENCE, CAIRO 2005 

AAPS ABSTRACT ON GLOBALISATION BY NTANGSI.doc 

I am forwarding an abstract on "Globalisation and Small Holder Agriculture: 
Implications for Poverty, Food Security and Livelihoods in Africa" for 
presentation during the forthcoming AAPS biennal Conference in Cairo, Egypt, 
2005. 

Look forward to hearing positively from you. 

Bye and best regards during this end of year festivities, 

Ntangsi Max Memfih, 
University of Buea, 
Cameroon. 

Express yourself instantly with MSN Messenger! Download today it’s FREE! 
http ://messenger.m sn. click-url, com/go/onm00200471 ave/direct/01/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Alex Frempong < 

Tuesday, December 21, 2004 4:27 AM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

AAPS Conference-An Abstract 

AAPS 15TH BIENNIAL CONGRESS.doc 

Kind find as attachment my abstract for the above 
conferenc. 
Thanks 
Alexander Frempong 

ALL-NEW Yahoo! Messenger - all new features - even more fun! http://uk.messenger.yahoo.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Pedzisayi Mangezvo <                     :> 

Tuesday, December 21, 2004 8:46 AM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

AAPS 15TH Biennial Congress Paper Proposal 

Mangezvo abstract.doc 

Dear Julius E. Nyang’oro, 

Attached, please find an abstract for consideration for the aforementioned congress. Have yourself happy 
holidays. 

Pedzisayi L. Mangezvo. 

ALLoNEW Yahoo! Messen~ - all new features - even more fun! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

william fawole <                    ~> 

Wednesday, December 22, 2004 4:05 AM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

ABSTRACT FOR THE AAPS 2005 CONFERENCE 

AAPS 2005 ABSTRACT.doc 

Dear Julius, 

Good day. Please find attached the abstract of my 
proposed paper for the AAPS 2005 Conference scheduled 
to take place in Cairo, Egypt. Have a wonderful 
festive season, and warm regards from Ile-Ife, 
Nigeria. Please acknowledge receipt. Thank you. 
Sincerely, 

William. 

Dr. William Alade Fawole 
Department of International Relations 
Obafemi Awolowo University 
Ile-Ife, NIGERIA 
Tel: +234 (0) 803-3379639 

Do you Yahoo! ? 
Read only the mail you want - Yahoo! Mail SpamGuard. 
http ://promotions.yahoo. com/new mail 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

nihad gohar <                       > 

Wednesday, December 22, 2004 11:28 AM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

Abstract for AAPS Biennial Conference 

Revisiting the State in Africa.doc 

Dear Sir, 
Further to the call of papers for the AAPS Biennial Conference to be held in Cairo June 2005, please find 
attached my abstract. 
Best regards, 
Nihad Gohar 

DowMoad the new MSN Too~bar Suite - now you can search your PC~ too! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Chacha, B.K <                    ~> 

Wednesday, December 22, 2004 12:29 PM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

abstract 

Nyamongo Choking With Explosive Stones.doc 

Bwana Nyangor, 
Please attached find my abstract for the forthcoming 
conference 
chacha 

Babere Kerata Chacha 
Visiting Fellow 
Wolfson College,Barton Road, 
University of Cambridge 
Cambridge, CB3 9BB 
Alternative email: bkc26@cam.ac.uk 

"Everywhere I go, children call me baba Moi Kikuyu children, Kalenjin children and all others but some of 
you will never be called baba so and so... !" Former Kenya President criticising his successor’s leadership style, 
The Daily Nation, 12/11/2004. 

Do you Yahoo! ? 
Take Yahoo! Mail with you! Get it on your mobile phone. 
http ://mobile.yahoo. com/maildemo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nkolika Ebele <                  1> 

Thursday, December 23, 2004 6:47 AM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

ABSTRACT - CAIRO 2005 

RESPONDING TO THE CHALLENGES OF GLOBALIZATION IN 
NIGERIA: NEEDS AS SAFETY NET PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS 

BY 
NKOLIKA .E. OBIANYO 

MAILING ADDRESS: DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE 
NNAMDI AZIKIWE UNIVERSITY, AWKA 
ANAMBRA STATE 
NIGERIA 

PHONE: 
EMAIL: 

ABSTRACT 



Do you Yahoo! ? 
Yahoo! Mail - Find what you need with new enhanced search. 
http ://info.mail.yahoo.com/mail 250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Friday, December 24, 2004 8:38 AM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

JULIUS E.NYANG’ORO 

A-Caire.doc 

Please kindly acknowledge receipt. 

D~couvrez le nouveau Yahoo! Mail : 250 Mo d’espace de stockage pour vos mails 
Cr~ez votre Yahoo! Mail sur http://fr.mail.yahoo.com/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

adams alapa < 

Monday, December 27, 2004 6:11 AM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

Sub mi s si on of ab stract 

The Influence.doc 

Dear Julius, 
Please, find in the attached file, my abstract for the forth coming AAPS 15th Congress in Cairo 

Thank you, regards, 
Adams Alapa 

Do You Yahoo! ? 
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com 



From: rawia tawfic < 

Sent: Monday, December 27, 2004 7:05 AM 

To: j en321 @email.unc.edu 

Subject: aaps-cairo abstract 

Attach: aaps abstract.rtf 

Dear D.Nyang’oro 

kindly find attached my abstract for aaps 15 Biennial congress. 

looking forward to receiving your reply by february 
Rawia Tawfik 

Express yourself instantly with MSN Messenger! Download today it’s FREE! 
http ://messenger.m sn. click-url, com/go/onm00200471 ave/direct/01/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

mahmoud hoda < 

Monday, December 27, 2004 7:17 AM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

Fwd: abstract. 

abstract.doc (35.3 KB).msg 

|> 

Dear Dr, 

this is Dr.Ashour’s abstract to AAPS 15th BIENNIAL CONGRESS 

plz find attachment 

regards 
hoda 

Note: forwarded message attached. 

Do you Yahoo! ? 
Yahoo! Mail - Easier than ever with enhanced search. Learn more° 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mahmoud Ashour < 

Monday, December 27, 2004 6:37 AM 

abstract.doc 

abstract.doc 

Do you Yahoo! ? 
Yahoo! Mail - Find what you need with new enhanced search. 
http://info, mail .yahoo. com/mail_250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

rachid tlemcani < > 

Monday, December 27, 2004 9:14 AM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

R~sum~ 

Colloque AAPS 2.doc 

Cher ami 
Enclosed please find my resum~ for the conf. which will be held in cairo 
let me take this great opportunity to wish you a Merry Xmas and happy new year 
Soncerely yours, 
Rachid 

D~couvrez le nouveau Yahoo! Mail : 250 Mo d’espace de stockage pour vos mails 
Cr~ez ~,otre Yahoo! Mai~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

charlesukeje <           @fulbrightweb.org> 

Monday, December 27, 2004 11:02 AM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

AAPS Conference abstract 

AAPS conference abstract.doc 

Dear Professor Julius E Nyangoro’ 

I am very pleased to send you my abstract proposal for the AAPS conference scheduled for Cairo in June 2005. 

I look forwrd to the decision of your committee. In the meantime, please accept my best wishes for the Seasons. 

Sincerely 
Charles Ukej e 

Charles Ukeje, Ph.D 
Senior Lecturer 
Department of International Relations 
Obafemi Awolowo University 
Ile-Ife, Nigeria 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Aurelie Ndoumba~ 

Monday, December 27, 2004 1:39 PM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

Le caire 

Le Caire.doc 

.> 

D~couvrez le nouveau Yahoo! Mail ¯ 250 Mo d’espace de stockage pour vos mails 
Cr~ez voJ~re Yahoo! Mail 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Oluwasegun Arowosegbe < 

Tuesday, December 28, 2004 8:08 AM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

Submission of Paper Proposals Towards Presentation at the 15TH Biennial Congress of 
the A A P S 

A A P S 15TH BIENNIAL CONGRESS.doc; congress.jpg 

Dear Sir 
Greetings and compliments of the season. 
Sir, please kindly find attached two paper proposals meant for presentation strictly at the 15th Biennial 
Congress of the A A P S in Cairo - Egypt. 
Sir, please kindly accept these humble submissions with favourable approvals. 
Thank you Sir. 

Yours faithfully 

Jeremiah Oluwasegun AROWOSEGBE 
Lecturer in Political Science at 
Covenant University 
Ota - Nigeria. 

How much mail storage do you get for free? Yahoo! Mail gives you 250MB! Get Yahoo! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Omar Ali < 

Wednesday, December 29, 2004 3:12 AM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

call for papers 

29 December 2004 
Dear Julius E. Nyang Oro 

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year 
Reference to your call for papers to AAPA Congress on June 27 to29. 2005at Cairo, 

Iam hereby responding. I just knew your call though it is dated long ago .Iam proposing my participation by a 
paper under the tite : THE CHALLENGE OF GLOBOLIZATION TO GOVERNANCE IN AFRICA .Below 
kindly find my adress and the abstract as required. 

Best regards. 
Sincerely, 

Dr. Omer Mohamed Ali Mohamed 
Department of Political Science..University of Khartoum ... SUDAN .... 

Mail :Kharoum 1111 R.O.Box 2601 Sudan 
Email : 
Home Tel. 

ABSTRACT 

Do you Yahoo! ? 
Yahoo! Mail - You care about security. So do we. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

mahmoud hoda < @yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, December 29, 2004 5:07 AM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

abstract 

hoda (25.9 KB).msg 

Dear Dr, 
this is abstract from Samar lbrahim, Cairo University 

regards 
hoda 
Note: forwarded message attached. 

Do you Yahoo! ? 
¥a!~oo! Mail - You care about security. So do we. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wednesday, December 29, 2004 6:57 AM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

Re;AAPS BIENNIAL AB STRACT 

An Evaluatory study on the erosive effect of globalization on the gains of NWlCO.doc 

Dear Programme Chair, 
Compliments, find the attached abstract of my paper regarding the Biennial. 
Thanks, 
yours, 
I. S POPOOLA 

Do You Yahoo! ? 
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

mahmoud hoda < 

Wednesday, December 29, 2004 7:14 AM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

abstract dr.E1 Rashidi 

abstract.doc 

Dear dr, 
plz find attachment 
this is Dr. E1 Rashidi’s abstract 

regards 

to AAPS congress 15, Cairo 2005 

Do you Yahoo! ? 
Yahoo! Mail - 250MB free storage. Do more. Mar~a~ less. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

wambura kimathi ¯ 

Wednesday, December 29, 2004 8:46 AM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

Sub mi s si on of ab stract. 

APPS ABSTACT CAIRO JUNE 2005.doc 

Dear Julius. 
how are the holidays? still waiting for your call in 
nairobi, meanwhile, please find attached my abstract 
for the Cairo AAPs conference. 
happy new year. 
Leah Kimathi 
Kenya. 

Leah Kimathi 
Institute for Policy Studies 
Center for Civil Society Studies 
Wyman Park Building 
Johns Hopkins University 
3400 N. Charles St. 
Baltimore MD 21218 
USA 
Tel(office)410-516-8977 

Fax 4i0-516-8233 

Do you Yahoo! ? 
Yahoo! Mail - 250MB free storage. Do more. Manage less. 
http ://info.mail.yahoo. com/mail 250 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

philemon muamba <1 

Wednesday, December 29, 2004 10:05 AM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

d~p6t de candidature pour Caire 2005 

LAAP SRESUMECAIREPHILEMON. doc 

Monsieur JULIUS E. NYANG’ORO 

Je viens par la pr6sente d6poser mon abstract pour l’appel it contribution pour le Caire 2005. 

Salutations cordiales 

D6couvrez le nouveau Yahoo! Mail : 250 Mo d’espace de stockage pour vos mails 
Cr~ez ~otre Yahoo! Mai~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dung Sha <                       1> 

Wednesday, December 29, 2004 11:04 AM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

aaps2005 conference abstract 

aaps2005-abstract-Dr. Dung P. Sha.doc 

Program Chair 
Prof. Julius E. Nyang’oro 

Please find attached a copy my absract for the 2005 AAPS conference for your consideration. Thank you. 
Dr. Dung Pam Sha 
Nigeria 

Do You Yahoo! ? 
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Irene Pogoson 

Wednesday, December 29, 2004 11:32 AM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

APPS Congress- Paper proposal 

WOMENabstract.doc 

Pls find attached my proposal for the Cairo congress. 
Regards 

Irene Pogoson 

Do you Yahoo! ? 
Meet the all-new Mg Yahoo! - Try it today! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sylvie Mpon <        _ 

Wednesday, December 29, 2004 11:34 AM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

My contribution of the 15 biennal AAPS Congress (Cairo) 

Theme Sylvie.doc 

Hi My dear Julius! 

How are you doing? Hope very well. Since last time at 
the yaound~ Nsimalen airport when i came to receive 
you with the others, i did’nt hear from you.You gave 
me your adress at Durban but it was the wrong one. It 
does’nt matter because as for now, i know how to catch 
you. I just want to send you my contribution to the 
AAPS Congress and i want you to acknowledge receipt of 
it. 

Stay well and best regards 
Sylvie-Mich~le 

MPON Sylvie-Mich~le 
Diplomate 
Minist~re des Relations Ext~rieures du Cameroun (M1NREX) 
Direction de la Francophonie, porte 611 
Tel :(Bur.)237 220 16 87 

Fax ¯ 237 220 16 87 
B.P 15465 Yaound~ - Cameroun 

Le nouveau Yahoo! Messenger est arriv~ ! D~couvrez toutes les nouveaut~s pour dialoguer instantan~ment avec 
vos amis. A t~l~charger gratuitement sur http ://fr.messenger.yahoo. com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gladys Lechini < > 

Tuesday, May 24, 2005 9:47 PM 

Julius E Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Silvia Tordoni < ~campus.clacso.edu.ar> 

CLACSO’s abstract 

Abstract global processes cairo.doc 

Dear Julius 
Hre i s one of the abstracts. I hope you prefer to receive them all. But at 
least just a week note to inform us everything is OK. 
Best regards. Gladys 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~cableonda.net> 
To: < @campus. clacso.edu, at> 
Cc: "gladys lechini" < 
Sent: Thursday, May ~-9, 2005 11~.~3 PM 

Subj ect: envio abstract 

@cableonda.net> 

> Marco A. Gandasegui, 
> Marco A. Gandasegui, 
> Marco A. Gandasegui, 
> Marco A. Gandasegui, 
> Marco A. Gandasegui, 
> Marco A. Gandasegui, 
> Marco A. Gandasegui, 
> Marco A. Gandasegui, 
> Marco A. Gandasegui, 
> Marco A. Gandasegui, 
> Marco A. Gandasegui, 
> Marco A. Gandasegui, 
> Marco A. Gandasegui, 
> Marco A. Gandasegui, 
> Marco A. Gandasegui, 
> Marco A. Gandasegui, 
> Marco A. Gandasegui, 
> Marco A. Gandasegui, 
> Marco A. Gandasegui, 
> Marco A. Gandasegui, 
> Marco A. Gandasegui, 
> Marco A. Gandasegui, 
> Marco A. Gandasegui, 
> Marco A. Gandasegui, 
> Marco A. Gandasegui, 
> Marco A. Gandasegui, 
> Marco A. Gandasegui, 
> Marco A. Gandasegui, 
> Marco A. Gandasegui, 
> Marco A. Gandasegui, 
> Marco A. Gandasegui, 
> Marco A. Gandasegui, 

h.Estimada Silvia, 
h.Incluyo "abstract" solicitado. 
h.Llegamos a E1 Cairo en el vuelo 
h.IB3734 de Iberia a las 
h. 10:40pm del sfibado 25 de junio. 
h. Salimos de E1 Cairo a la 
h. 1:25am, del viernes 1 dejulio, con 
h.destino a Madrid en el 
h.vuelo IB6977 de Iberia. 
h.Cuando tengas info sobre hotel, 
h.traslados y el programa del 
h.congreso avisame. 
h.Muchas gracias y saludos, 
h. 
h.Marco A. Gandasegui, h. 
h.Panama 
h.Marco A. Gandasegui, h. 
h.Marco A. Gandasegui, h.Estimados 
h.profesores, 
h.Marco A. Gandasegui, h.desde E1 
h.Cairo nos estfin solicitando 
h.Marco A. Gandasegui, h.los abstracts 
h.para el panel 
h.Marco A. Gandasegui, 
h.h.latinoamericano que se llamarfi 
h.Marco A. Gandasegui, h."Comparative 
h.Dimensions of 
h.Marco A. Gandasegui, 
h.h.Globalization: The Case of Latin 
h.Marco A. Gandasegui, h.America." 
h.Marco A. Gandasegui, h.Les ruego nos 



Marco A. Gandasegui, 
Marco A. Gandasegui, 
Marco A. Gandasegui, 
Marco A. Gandasegui, 
Marco A. Gandasegui, 
Marco A. Gandasegui, 
Marco A. Gandasegui, 
Marco A. Gandasegui, 
Marco A. Gandasegui, 
Marco A. Gandasegui, 
Marco A. Gandasegui, 
Marco A. Gandasegui, 
Marco A. Gandasegui, 
Marco A. Gandasegui, 
Marco A. Gandasegui, 
Marco A. Gandasegui, 
Marco A. Gandasegui, 
Marco A. Gandasegui, 
Marco A. Gandasegui, 
Marco A. Gandasegui, 
Marco A. Gandasegui, 
Marco A. Gandasegui, 
Marco A. Gandasegui, 
Marco A. Gandasegui, 
Marco A. Gandasegui, 
Marco A. Gandasegui, 
Marco A. Gandasegui, 
Marco A. Gandasegui, 
Marco A. Gandasegui, 
Marco A. Gandasegui, 
Marco A. Gandasegui, 

Marco A. Gandasegui, h. 
Panama 

h.lo envien con la mayor 
h.Marco A. Gandasegui, h.celeridad del 
h.caso como asimismo los 
h.Marco A. Gandasegui, h.que falten 
h.confirmar vuelos y 
h.Marco A. Gandasegui, h.tarifas.- 
h. Estoy al aguardo de 
h.Marco A. Gandasegui, h.confirmacion 
h.Marco A. Gandasegui, h.de las 
h.reservas de hotel. 
h.Marco A. Gandasegui, h.Un abrazo, 
h.Marco A. Gandasegui, h. 

Gandasegui, h. Silvia N. h.Marco A. 
h.Tordoni 
h.Marco A. 
h.Marco A. 
h.875, 3ero 

Gandasegui, h.CLACSO 
Gandasegui, h.Av. Callao 
"E" 

h.Marco A. Gandasegui, h.C 1023AAB - 
h.Ciudad Autdnoma de Buenos 
h.Marco A. Gandasegui, h.Aires 
h.Marco A. Gandasegui, h.Argentina 
h.Marco A. Gandasegui, 
h       @clacso.edu.ar 
h.Marco A. Gandasegui, 
h.h.stordoni@campus.clacso.edu.~r 
h.Marco A. Gandasegui, h.Tel.+~ 
h 
h.Marco A. Gandasegui, h.Fax. ++54(11) 
h.4812-8459 
h.Marco A. Gandasegui, h. 
h. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

adeyeye mike < 

Wednesday, December 29, 2004 1:54 PM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

15th Biennial Congress 

local govt.doc 

|> 

Dear Dr. Julius E Nyang’ro, 
CALL FOR PAPER; 15th BIENNIAL CONGRESS 
Sequel to your call for paper on the above 
subj ect matter, I hereby forward my paper titled 
GLOBAISATION AND THE CHALLENGE OF LOCAL GOOD GVERNANCE 
IN NIGERIA for kind consideration. 

Thank you. 

Dr. Mike Adeyeye 
Department of Local Government Studies 
Faculty of Administration, 
Obafemi Awolowo University, 
Ile-Ife, Nigeria. 

Do You Yahoo! ? 
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dr and Mrs Wale Olaitan <    @infoweb.com.ng> 

Wednesday, December 29, 2004 4:54 PM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

Abstract for 15th AAPS Biennial Congress 

AAPS 15th BIENNIAL CONGRESS.doc 

Dear Prof. Nyang’oro, 

I enclose my proposal for paper presentation at the 15th AAPS Biennial Congress, Cairo, Egypt, underneath here and as 
attachment. 

My regards, 

Wale Are Olaitan 
Department of Political Science 
Olabisi Onabanjo Unversity 
Ago- Iwoye, Nigeria 
Email:    ~nfoweb.com.ng. ; 
Tel: 

AAPS 15th BIENNIAL CONGRESS 
JUNE 27 - 29, 2005; CAIRO, EGYPT 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lucien Toulou < 

Thursday, December 30, 2004 3:50 AM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

proposal submission 

proposal.doc 

l> 

Dear Prof Julius Nyang’ oro, 
Please find attached my proposal for the next AAPS biennal congress. 
Yours sincerely 

Lucien Fiddle TOULOU 

Universit~ Catholique d’Afrique Centrale 
Facult~ des Sciences Sociales et de Gestion 
B.P. 11628 Yaound~, Cameroun 
T~I.(UCAC): (237) 230 54 98/99 

Fax (UCAC) : (237) 230 55 01 
E-Mail: 

D~couvrez le nouveau Yahoo! Mail : 250 Mo d’espace de stockage pour vos mails 
Cr~ez votre Yahoo! Mail 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amina Mire 

Thursday, December 30, 2004 7:42 AM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

APS-Abstract 

Aps-Cario-05.doc 

Dear Julius Nyan’oro, 
attached to this file is my abstract to June 2005 APS meeting in Cairo. 
Best wishes for the new year, 
Amina Mire 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

firmin mbala < > 

Thursday, December 30, 2004 11:52 AM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

proposal 

Firmin Mbala’s proposal AAPS Biennial Conference 2005 Cairo.doc 

Good afternoon, 
please agree to find in attachment my proposal (abstract) in response to the 
call for paper for the 2005 AAPS Biennial congress of Cairo. By you by 
wishing good reception, receive also my wishes of happy new year. 
Yours sincerely. 

Firmin Mbala 
Catholic University of Central Africa 
P.O. Box 11628 Yaoundi, Cameroon 
Telephone: +(237) 230 54 98 / 99 (office) 
Fax : +(237) 230 55 01 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jean LIYONGO <                       ~> 

Thursday, December 30, 2004 1:13 PM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

Participation au congr~s du CAIRE 

AFRICAN ASSOCIATION OF POLITICAL SCIENCE.doc 

Chers messieurs, voici le resum~ de mon texte pour le congr~s de juin 2005. 

Jean LIYONGO EMPENGELE 
Centre d’Emdes Politiques 
Universit~ de Kinshasa 
R.D.Congo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

sylvester enoghase < 

Thursday, December 30, 2004 2:10 PM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

CALL FOR PAPER 

Abstracts.doc 

Dear Julius Nyangoro, 
I was one of the Participants at the Africa and Global Governance in the Aftermath of 9/11 

Conference that took place between 6-8 December, 2004, Addis-Ababa, Ethiopia. 

During the Conference, the call for Papers on Globalisation, Sustainable Development and Governance in 
Africa for the African Association of Political Science 15th Biennial Congress between June 27-29, 2005, 
Cairo, Egypt was made. 

I have completed my Papers but unfortunately, my Computer have been corrputed. I am sending my Abstarct to 
you today December 30, 2004 to beat the deadline.I hope to correct the errors by tomorrow December 31, 2004 
before sending the final copies to you. 

Thank you and God Bless 
Yours sincerely, 
Sylvester Enoghase 

Do you Yahoo! ? 
The all-new My Yahoo! Get yours free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Armand LEKA < > 

Thursday, December 30, 2004 1:43 PM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

proposition de communication 

congr~s AAps.doc 

D~couvrez le nouveau Yahoo! Mail : 250 Mo d’espace de stockage pour vos mails 
Cr~ez voJ~re Yahoo! Mail 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sandra Maria Sequeira <sequeira@fas.harvard.edu> 

Thursday, December 30, 2004 2:08 PM 

Jen321@email.unc.edu 
Paper Submission for AAPS 

Paper. S andra. S equeira, doc 

Dear Professor Julius Nyang’oro, 

I would like to submit a paper for the upcoming conference on "Globalization, 
Sustainable Development and Governance in Africa." 
I am attaching a brief description of the paper, together with my CV and 
affiliation. 

Please inform me if you need any additional information to consider my 
application. 

Best regards and Happy New Year! 

Sandra Sequeira 

Doctoral candidate 
Political Economy of Development 
Harvard University 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Thursday, December 30, 2004 2:31 PM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

Submission of Paper Proposal Towards the 15th Biennial Congress of the A A P S. 

A A P S 15TH BIENNIAL CONGRESS.doc; congress.jpg 

Dear Sir 

I have been trying to send across to you these submissions of paper proposals towards presentation at the 15th 
Biennial Congress of the A A P S. 
I tried to send it more than once just to be sure that I am on the save side while also trying to meet the deadline. 

Sir, kindly confirm to me the receipt of these submissions. 
Thank you Sir. 

Yours faithfully. 

Jeremiah Oluwasegun AROWOSEGBE. 
Lecturer in Political Science at 
Covenant University 
Ota - Nigeria. 

ALL-NEW Yahoo! Messenqer - all new features - even more fun! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ahlinvi Etienne < 

Thursday, December 30, 2004 3:20 PM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

Call for papers Cairo congress 

Cairo Congress june 2005.doc 

Dear Julius E Nyang’oro, 
First I wish you very happy near year 2005. Happyness and joyce for you and yor family. I send you my paper 
for Cairo Congress. 
Sincerely yours 
Dr AHL1NVI Emmanuel E. M 

D~couvrez le nouveau Yahoo! Mail : 250 Mo d’espace de stockage pour vos mails 
Cr~ez ~,otre Yahoo! Mai~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Friday, December 31, 2004 6:11 AM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

Abstract 

AAPS Abstract 2004.doc 

The Program Chair: Julius E Nyang’ooo 
AAPS, 
South Africa 

Submission of Abstract 

Please, find attached, my Abstract for the 15th Biennal AAPS Congress. 
Thank you. 

Dr.Osita Agbu 

Do you Yahoo! ? 
Yahoo! Mail - 250MB free storage. Do more. Manage less. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Friday, December 31, 2004 10:18 PM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 

AAPS Biennial Congress Cairo 

AAPS Cairo Abstract.doc; GENDER AND PUBLIC POLICY.doc 

Dear Prof Nyang’uro, 
Greetings. Find two Abstracts for the above confernce. 
One is from me and the other from Abubakar Momoh. 
Warm regards. 
Yinka Bruce 

Do you Yahoo! ? 
Read only the mail you want - Yahoo! Mail SpamGuard. 
http ://promotions.yahoo. com/new mail 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sunday, January 2, 2005 6:25 AM 

j en321 I@email.unc.edu 

Jen321@email.unc.edu 

Re: AAPS Call for Papers 

APPS 2005.doc 

the program chair, 
i must first wish you all the best all through the 
year. please may you accept my sincere apologies for 
sending my abstract late. 
i herein attach a copy of the document. 
\ i thank you in advance. 
\susan kenya 

Do you Yahoo!? 
Take Yahoo! Mail with you! Get it on your mobile phone. 
http ://mobile.yahoo. com/maildemo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Julius E Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Tuesday, May 31, 2005 6:14 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

[Fwd: June Globalization conference] 

Re_ June Globalization conference (24.9 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

alanos@uwindsor.ca 
Thursday, January 6, 2005 3:50 PM 

Julius 15; Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 
Re: June Globalization conference 

Abstract for Cairo.doc 

Dear Julius: 

Thank you for allowing me to submit my proposal. 
I am quite excited at the possibility to take part 
in this important conference. 

I am sending my abstract as an attachment in Word. 
Let me know if you have any problems with opening 
the attachment. 

Anna 

Dr. Anna Lanoszka 
Professor of International Economic Relations 
University of Windsor 
Chrysler Hall North, Room 1160 
401 Sunset Ave. 
Windsor, Ontario 
Canada N9B 3P4 
Tel: (519) 253-3000 ex. 2355 
Fax: (519) 973-7094 
E-mail: alanos@uwindsor.ca 

(See attached file." Abstract for Cairo.doc) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Julius E Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Tuesday, May 31, 2005 6:18 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

[Fwd: Abstract For AAPS Biennial Congress] 

Abstract For AAPS Biennial Congress (29.1 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Saturday, January 15, 2005 12:38 PM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu; 

Abstract For AAPS Biennial Congress 

Cairo Abstract.doc 

Dear Sir, 

Attached is an abstract submitted for participation at the AAPS 2005 
Biennial Congress scheduled for Cairo, Egypt. 

I am a Senior Lecturer and Head of the Department of Political 
Science, Fourah Bay College, University of Sierra Leone, Freetown, Sierra 
Leone. 

I look forward to hearing from you 

Osman Gbla 

Do You Yahoo! ? 
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http://mail.yahoo.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

King, Mae C. <mking@Howard.edu> 

Wednesday, January 19, 2005 12:51 PM 

’j en321 @email.unc.edu’ 

AAPS paper proposal 

Dr. Julius E Nyang’oro; 

Below is the information regarding the paper that I plan to present at the AAPS meeting in June 2005. 

Mae C. King, Ph.D 
Professor of Political Science 
Howard University 
Mailing address: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Julius E Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Tuesday, June 7, 2005 11:16 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

[Fwd: call for papers] 

call for papers (4.66 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Julius Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Wednesday, November 2, 2005 11:27 AM 

Sam T Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Recommendation 10-05.doc 

Recommendation 10-04 .doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Julius Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Thursday, December 29, 2005 11:43 AM 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu>; Sam T Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Fwd: Cut my check??] 

Fwd_ Cut my check__ (933 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julius Nyang’oro          @yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, January 3, 2006 11:39 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: hello 

--- Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

im still at the office putting the last finishing 
touches on it. I can 
go ahead and send it to you while i finish up the 
endnotes, let me know. 



Fuol~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julius Nyang’oro          @yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, January 3, 2006 11:40 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: question 

--- Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

are you awake? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julius Nyang’oro          @yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, January 3, 2006 11:41 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Re: question 

To the UNC account. They automatically come to me via 
UNC and Yahoo... 

--- Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Sir, 

Ive been sending emails to your unc account. Where 
should I send to? 

Gore 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julius Nyang’oro          @yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, January 3, 2006 11:42 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: question 

You should not havwe sold your tickets .... 

--- Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> how was the game? 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julius Nyang’oro          @yahoo.com> 

Monday, September 15, 2008 5:35 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Re: letters 

Yes... 
Alvarez 
French 
Hanchard 
Mullings 

--- On Mon, 9/15/08, Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: letters 
To: "Julius E Nyang’oro" <j en321 @email.unc.edu> 
Date: Monday, September 15, 2008, 3:02 PM 
Hello Sir Julius, 

There were just 4 addresses correct? 

Thank you. 

Gore 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, November 3, 2009 2:50 PM 

undisclosed-recipients: 

Selassie’s interview with Chemchemi 

Professor Bereket Habte Selassie on the Pan African Movement 
Posted By Brother.Manifest On July 12, 2009 @ 10:38 AM In Black Consciousness I 
Professor Bereket Habte Selassie has the distinction of observing and participating in African politics for almost 
five decades. He was trained in Britain and then j oined the service of the Ethiopian government in 1958. In 
1962, at the age of 30, he was appointed by Emperor Haile Selassie to be the attorney general of Ethiopia. He 
participated in the Africa People,s Conferences organised by Kwame Nkrumah and in the formation of the 
OAU. In 1962 when the Emperor unilaterally scrapped the federation with Eritrea and sent his army to occupy 
Eritrea, Bereket Selassie resigned to j oin the Eritrean freedom movement. Later, following EritreaS~s liberation, 
he chaired the constitutional commission and drafted Eritrea~s constitution, which was never adopted by the 
Eritrean government. In this interview with Issa Shivji, Habte Selassie reminisces on his impressions of the Pan- 
African Movement. 
ISSA SHIVJI: Thank you very much for agreeing to do this interview for the Chemchemi, Bereket. You have 
had the distinct honour of living through and participating in some momentous events in the Pan-Africanist 
history of our continent. You were present both at the first All Africa PeopleS~s Conference in 1958 called by 
Kwame Nkrumah and also at the founding of the Organisation of African Unity (the predecessor of African 
Union) in Addis Ababa in 1963. Tell us of the mood of African leaders and their views, opinions, positions on 
creating a United States of Africa at the 1958 Conference. Did the idea look realistic then? More or less realistic 
than today? 
BEREKET HABTE SELASSIE: As you mentioned, I was indeed privileged to have been present at those 
events. But before I answer your specific questions, let me begin by making reference to the current African 
reality, very briefly. The reality today is such that even the most optimistic of men ~ and I am one of them ~ find 
it hard to banish feelings of doubt, if not desperation. 
Though I remain optimistic, in view of the prevailing African reality, my optimism is tinged with a dose of 
scepticism. Africans of my generation were involved in what I can only call a romance with Africa, from the 
heady days of the independence era through four decades of neo-colonial exploitation, invariably accompanied 
with protests 5~ protests against domestic dictatorships and continuing poverty as the rich few got richer and the 
greater mass of the poor populations got poorer. 
In these circumstances, to continue in a state of romantic engagement with the continent would have implied 
wilful refusal to accept the reality, in the hope of transforming it. It is admirable to make attempts at 
transformation but, on the whole, there have been no meaningful changes. In fact, as the French say, plus ca 
change, plus c~est la meme chose [the more things change the more they stay the same]. 
It brings to mind the story of Sisyphus in Greek legend, pushing a boulder up the hill, forever trying to climb to 
the top, and forever failing. Such seems to be the fate of our benighted continent. I have not abandoned hope; 
but there must be a limit to optimism. As Antonio 
Gramsci famously opined, the pessimism of the intellect is a good corrective to the optimism of the will. 
Now let me turn to the glorious days of the independence era when most Africans of my generation agreed with 
Kwame NkrumahS~s vision of a United African Continent. The first time this was brought home to me as a 
distinct possibility was at the All African People,s Conference in Accra, Ghana, in December 1958. 
The conference was convened by the indefatigable and inimitable Nkrumah, who had tried to persuade his 
brother African heads of state and government a few months earlier to agree to the creation of continental unity. 
He had just published his book, Africa Must Unite, and was gathering a group of young Pan-Africanists, using 
GhanaS~s not inconsiderable wealth, to help liberation fighters throughout the continent. 
Some of the best known were Patrice Lumumba of Congo and Felix Moumie of Cameroun. Both were Pan- 
Africanists and both were martyred. Lumumba was a victim of a j oint CIA and Belgian conspiracy. Moumie 
was poisoned by an agent of the French Intelligence Service. 
Nkrumah~s All African People,s Conference was designed to bring pressure to bear on the government leaders 
by mobilising labour unions, the youth, women,s organisations and leaders of liberation movements. We should 



remember that in 1958 there were only seven independent African States; and none of their leaders except 
perhaps Guinea,s Sekou Toure, was in favour of a Pan-Africanist vision of uniting the continent. It was clear 
that Nkrumah~s was a lonely voice. But the sentiment of the political forces outside government seemed to be 
on his side at the time. As always happens, once they attain governmental power, former liberation leaders 
forget, or at least modify their previously held view about African unity. Personal power grounded in a 
colonially-derived nation state structure militated against the ideal of African unity. Once ensconced in national 
state power, even former Pan-Africanists like Leopold Sedar Senghor of Senegal, whose concept of Negritude 
contained elements of Pan-Africanism, changed. Even the regional experiment of a Mali federation that he had 
championed earlier was abandoned as personal rivalry between him and his Malian comrade, Mamadou Dia, 
vitiated its realisation. 
Clearly, in all cases, personal power at the state level trumped the Pan-Africanist ideal. That has become the 
dominant political reality. 
ISSA SHIVJI: In your article in Societies without Borders (volume 2-1 2007) you say that you were very 
impressed by the camaraderie between sub-Saharan and North African leaders at the 1958 conference. Again, 
you allude to the fact that North African leaders like Nasser of Egypt and Ahmed Ben Bella of Algeria were 
received with great enthusiasm and reverence at the 1963 founding conference of the OAU. In the light of the 
oft-repeated claim ~ even by some African intellectuals ~ made these days that unity of black states south of the 
Sahara and Arab states in the North is untenable, how do you see, understand and explain that historical 
precedence compared with present-day perceptions? 
BEREKET HABTE SELASSIE: In the heady days of the independence movements when the Algerian 
revolution was embraced as part of the African revolution, and some of us even 
entertained the notion of going there and fighting for it (perhaps foolishly), there was no division between black 
Africa and Arab Africa, or between the ~Arab~ North and the ~black~ South. The Algerians were regarded as 
African heroes by most Africans of my generation. Similarly, as Ben Bella~s speech at the founding conference 
of the OAU eloquently expressed it, the Algerians considered the liberation struggle in the rest of Africa as part 
of their struggle. 
The ideology of the Algerian liberation front (the FLN), with its socialist orientation and internationalist stand, 
also provided a point of solidarity and unity with the struggle in the rest of Africa. You may remember the 
Martiniquian doctor, (author of the famous The Wretched of the Earth) Frantz Fanon, was accepted as one of 
their own by the FLN leaders. In fact he led the Algerian delegation at the Accra conference. As it happened, 
our delegation and theirs stayed in the same hotel and we chatted a lot as I happen to speak French. 
As for the Egyptian leader, Gamal Abdel Nasser, his strategy of anti-imperialism was framed within the concept 
of Egypt,s three circles ~ African, Arab, and Islamic. These three circles were the defining elements of his 
strategic and geopolitical goals. But, though this goal was expressed in his unstinting help to African liberation 
movements, there were times when the three circles tended to create contradictions and problems. At times, 
black Africans who went to Cairo for help might have felt neglected or sidelined. But on the whole, there was 
good reception. It is not easy when you don~t understand the language and culture of the country from which 
you seek aid. 
So on the whole, in the halcyon days, there was better mutual understanding and accommodation between North 
and South. Changing economic and social conditions have negatively affected that relation. People and 
governments tend to be less generous during economic hardship. We should never lose sight of this. When a 
country is in a better economic condition, it behaves more generously, as illustrated by the behaviour of Libya,s 
leader Colonel Muammar Gaddafi and his record of the last few years, including his push to reform the OAU 
and help create the African Union (AU). I would say that we need to have a broader view of things when we 
consider relations between North and South in Africa. While we cannot ignore history and some differences of 
culture, we need to accept our North African brothers and sisters as fellow Africans and do our best to create 
conditions for fostering mutual acceptance and cooperation. To that end, we need to define some minimal 
common goals and start with those, beginning with culture and trade. 
ISSA SHIVJI: In relation to the above, how do you see Nkrumah~s own attitude? Was there an undercurrent of 
this type of tension then? 
BEREKET HABTE SELASSIE: I have never heard Nkrumah utter a word that in any way showed any 
reservation regarding our North African brothers and sisters. Nor have I read any writing of his to that effect. 
On the contrary, the fact that he married an Egyptian woman shows the opposite to be the case. Nkrumah and 
Nasser respected each other as fellow socialists, even though Nkrumah~s socialism was a little more to the left ~ 



his organisational principles were grounded on Leninist precepts, as he often cited Lenin as a supreme teacher 
on questions of party organisation. Where he parted company with Lenin (and Marx) was in his insistence on 
the application of the African cultural heritage. His Pan-Africanism was influenced more by W. E. 
Dubois. But it embraced the entire continent and did not make a distinction between North Africa and Sub- 
Saharan Africa. 
Whether there were hidden tensions in the application of that principle of unity of North and South it is hard to 
tell. In any case, all relationships involve tension of one kind or anotherS~even domestic relations, among 
siblings. 
IS SA SHIVJI: You describe in interesting detail the founding of the OAU and NkrumahS~s attitude towards it. 
Nkrumah, you recall, would have walked out had it not been for the intervention of Emperor Haile Selassie 
through Sekou Toure. In the light of your experience of over half a century of the independence of African 
states within colonial borders, how do you rate NkrumahS~s vision of the United States of Africa? 
BEREKET HABTE SELASSIE: There are two ways of answering this question. One is by reference to what I 
stated in the introduction, that is to say, to judge NkrumahS~s vision in hindsight, from the perspective of the 
sorry sate of affairs in Africa today. In that sense, Nkrumah may be characterised as a failed prophet, vainly 
proselytising and chasing rainbows, rather like Don Quixote round the wind-mills. That, I am sure, is how his 
adversaries would paint him. To Pan-Africanists, however, he was a true prophet who battled mightily to 
impress upon his brethren the historic necessity of African unity if Africa were to secure her rightful place in 
the family of nations 5~ if she is to face the rest of the world united and stronger, both politically and 
economically. The artificially created colonial borders that define African nation-statehood, which the OAU 

reaffirmed in Cairo in 1964, need to be revisited in all seriousness. 
Let me conclude the answer to this question by saying that NkrumahS~s warning still rings in my ears when he 
said, 5~Unless we are united politically, we will be for ever vulnerable, subject to economic exploitation by the 
powerful economies of the worldS~. Those were prophetic words, and globalisation has made Africa even more 
vulnerable today than before. I think these words of Nkrumah, which sum up AfricaS~s predicament, should be 
written in golden letters at the entrance of the African Union as a reminder of our sad condition, and young 
Africans should be exposed to the ideas of African unity in every way possible. In this task we academics bear a 
special responsibility. We can certainly take a leaf from the experience of Europe of the last fifty-odd years, 
though I donS~t think we have to wait fifty years to achieve the end of African unity. 
ISSA SHIVJI: And how would you assess the two major trends 5~ those who advocate gradualism and those who 
insist on political unity 5~now, nowS~? (By the way, during NkrumahS~s time too we had those two trends 
represented by Nyerere and Nkrumah!) 
BEREKET HABTE SELASSIE: Realistically speaking, the regional economic organisations that we have today 
may be used as building blocks for eventual unity. But the ultimate goal should be unity in accordance with 
NkrumahS~s vision. That is how I see his relevance in our times. I am aware that the two approaches were also 
present in the 1960s. In fact it was Mwalimu NyerereS~s eloquence and popularity with the majority of African 
leaders, who were opposed to NkrumahS~s vision, that defeated NkrumahS~s idea of continental unity at the time 
when the issues were debated at the first and second OAU summit meetings. 
This is an area where we can learn from the mistakes of other regions of the world. It took Europe some fifty 
years to create the European Union (EU). They did it in stages. In 1968, they established the European 
Economic Community (EEC), under the Treaty of Rome. The original signatories of the Treaty of Rome 
(France, West Germany, Italy, Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg), agreed to form a customs union, 
adopt a common external tariff, and harmonise their domestic economic policies. 
They made it clear that their ultimate goal was a common market embracing all of Western Europe. In 1973, 
Great Britain, Ireland and Denmark j oined in, followed by Greece in 1981, and Spain and Portugal in 1986, 
bringing the number up to twelve. Thus in a matter of thirty years, the EEC became the second largest economic 
power in the world. By 1992, the EEC had created a common market, and within the next decade, Europe 
achieved the dream of centuries, transforming itself into the European Union, bringing into its membership 
several former allies of the US SR. 
Africa has had its experience of regional cooperation, such as the East African Economic Community patterned 
on the EEC and the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS). Despite the multiplicity of 
regional groupings, however, there has been slow progress towards economic integration. What has been 
missing from the very beginning is the political will and cooperative vision. 
ISSA SHIVJI: Finally, you have spent over three decades of your life in the Eritrean freedom struggle. How do 



you see such conflicts on the continent in relation to Pan-Africanism? Some argue that such conflicts precisely 
dictate a gradual process of unification so that individual countries can put their houses in order, so to speak, 
before we think of unification. Others argue the opposite: That only Pan-African political unity has the potential 
to resolve inter-African conflicts. 
BEREKET HABTE SELASSIE: The debate as to which is the best way to achieve the aim of African unity will 
probably go on for generations. It took Europe centuries; I hope we don~t have to wait that long. The case for 
Pan-Africanist unity can be made in different ways. Opponents of Eritrea~s case for independence, influenced 
by Emperor Haile Selassie~s diplomacy (powerfully backed by the United States), used to argue that 
recognizing Eritrea~s case would open a ~Pandora~s Box~ in African politics by inspiring other groups within 
constituted nations to seek secession. 
To put the case in perspective, a brief historical background is necessary. As you know, the Eritrean case was 
grounded in legal and historical arguments that should have resonated with the African post-colonial rationale. 
According to that rationale all former colonial territories defined by the colonially-fixed boundaries constitute 
the post-colonial nation-state. In other words, African leaders accepted the colonial legal order created under the 
Berlin Conference; they confirmed it as the post-colonial legal order by passing the Cairo Resolution (of the 

OAU) in 1964. 
The Eritrean argument was that the application of that rationale should extend to the case of Eritrea because 
Eritrea is an entity created by the same colonial history as the rest of Africa. 
There is a very interesting statement made by former Secretary of State, John Foster Dulles, who recognised the 
same rationale long before the Cairo Resolution. He said that, though the Eritreans had a just case, American 
strategic and geopolitical interests in the region dictated that Eritrea should be given to the US ally, Ethiopia. 
Thus the convergence of American interest and Emperor Haile Selassie~s expansionist ambition sealed 
Eritrea~s fate. It was only after peaceful, diplomatic means to exercise their fight to self-determination failed 
that the Eritrean people took up arms: what was denied them diplomatically, they achieved by force of arms, 
after thirty years of a bloody war. 
Now, the Americans used the UN forum to achieve their strategic objective. At their behest, the UN passed a 
Resolution joining Eritrea with Ethiopia under a lopsided federal arrangement in which Eritrea had a modicum 
of regional autonomy. But at least the UN legal instrument creating the federation recognised Eritrea as an 
autonomous entity, and Eritreans accepted the fait accompli hoping to retain their autonomous identity within 
the federation. The Emperor,s vaulting ambition overreached itself, and he abolished the federation and 
imposed an imperial rule. That was the origin of the war of independence. That, incidentally, was also the point 
at which I resigned from his government and eventually j oined up with the Eritrean liberation struggle. 
Many Ethiopians, including some of my friends who were anti-imperial in their ideology, had hoped that the 
Eritrean autonomy would inspire other regions of Ethiopia to gain a measure of autonomy and thus transform 
the empire eventually into a sort of a commonwealth of willing partners. What the current government of 
Ethiopia originally set out to do is an approximation of that vision. Whether it can be sustained is another 
matter. The two governments of Eritrea and Ethiopia (based on the EPLF and TPLF respectively) are led by 
former comrades-in-arms who fought j ointly, defeating Mengistu~s army. Much hope was pinned on their 
promise to establish a progressive regional government based on cooperative principles that would be a model 
for the rest of Africa. It proved to be a vain hope. Indeed, they not only failed to create a regional cooperation; 
in 1998, they fought a deadly and futile war that took the lives of over 100,000 people and much devastation of 
property. 
This conflict, among others, seems to lend credence to the argument that each country has to put its own house 
in order before thinking of unity with others. But then waiting for each country to do that is like waiting for 
Godot, if I may be melodramatic. I still maintain that we need to hold Nkrumah~s vision aloft and work towards 
its realisation in various ways, perhaps through stages of regional groupings. In this the AU may need to act 
more vigorously to prod regions and countries to create regional trade relations. The AU needs also to tap into 
African resources at two levels: 
1. At the level of wise elders tapping on the African genius of mediation and peace building to resolve conflicts; 
and 2. At the level of experts, tapping on increasing African expertise in all technical fields related to trade and 
commerce, culture and other areas. 
The recent experience of conflict in Kenya provides an example of an extreme case of tribally-based conflict 
centred on, or exacerbated by, competition over resources. In the present instance, the competition was for 
political power which has become an all important resource. In the final resolution of the Kenya conflict, an 



exemplary model of mediation was provided by the role of the Tanzanian President, if my information is 
correct. The Kenya example reminds me of an interesting phrase of British historian John Lonsdale. Writing 
about the artificial creation of ~tribes~ by the colonial authorities, he described the effect of that division as the 
~conversion of negotiable ethnicity into competitive tribalism.~ 
This useful insight is helpful in all attempts to create structures that can restore the original ethos of negotiating 
and mediation in place of deadly competition. In such endeavour, Pan-Africanism may need to be redefined to 
accommodate new modes of thinking derived from research and creative writing. Our poets, as much as our 
historians and sociologists, have to weigh in on this Herculean task. 
I am dreaming, of course! 
* This article first appeared in the maiden issue of CHEMCHEMI, Bulletin of the Mwalimu Nyerere 
Professorial Chair in Pan African Studies of the University ofDar es Salaam, Tanzania, and is reproduced here 
with the kind permission of the editorial board of CHEMCHEMI. * Bereket Habte Selassie has observed and 
participated in African politics for almost five decades. * Issa Shivji is the Mwalimu Nyerere professor of Pan- 
African Studies at the University ofDar es Salaam. 
Article printed from Happily Natural: http://happilynaturalday.com/blog 
URL to article: http://happi~ynatura~day.c~m/b~~g/c~nsci~usness/pr~fess~r-bereket-habte-se~assie-~n-the-pan- 
african-movement/ 
URLs in this post: 
[ 1 ] Return to the Source: http ://livinginblack.ning. com/xn/detail/2019163 :BlogPost:424222 
[2] Image: http://happilynaturalday.com/blogjavascript:window.location 
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To: 
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@timeinc.com 
Wednesday, March 9, 2005 4:10 PM 
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RE: Check out newsobserver.com I UNC 

In case you couldn’t open the link below, here is the article: Hope this works... 

UNC swingman 
Rashad McCants, 
watching Sunday 
before his Tar Heels 
team mates defeated 

-Duke at the Smith 
Center, is eager to 
play again, says his 
mother, Brenda 
Muckelvene. 
Staff Photo by Scott 
Lewis 

By ROBBI PICKERAL, Staff Writer 

CHAPEL HILL -- North Carolina swingman Rashad McCants on Monday participated in shooting drills with his team for 
the first time since Feb. 19. 

But the junior sharpshooter, who has missed four games because of an intestinal disorder, has not been cleared to fully 
practice, and UNC coach Roy Williams said he’s "not counting on him" for the ACC Tournament. 

Top-seeded UNC (26-3, 14-2) will play either Maryland or Clemson at noon Friday in the quarterfinals at MCI Center. 
The earliest McCants could be cleared to practice fully is Wednesday. 

"Let’s say he shoots some today and tomorrow and feels great, and the doctors say he can practice on Wednesday," 
Williams said. "Then the other part ... is, is he going to be successful enough to make me feel like he can help us? 

"After Wednesday’s practice and a short practice on Thursday, is that likely? I’d say 
no. Is it possible? I’d say yes .... It’s just still up in the air." 

McCants was not available for comment Monday. 

But his mother, Brenda Muckelvene, denied rumors that her son has a chronic illness. She said the 20-year-old had 
multiple ailments at once. It began with the flu, included an intestinal virus and was enhanced by his stress over her 
recent breast-cancer surgery. 

"[But] he’s not at all sick anymore. It’s all gone," she said. 

Muckelvene said her son’s next goal is to get his strength, endurance and some body weight back. She said he has lost 
eight pounds, so she’s been in town since Wednesday, cooking him three to six meals a day. 

He’s eager to play again, she said, especially after having to watch as his teammates defeated Duke on Sunday at the 



Smith Center. McCants cried before and after the game, his mother said. 

"He was just devastated, because he would like to have played [the seniors’] last game [at home] with them," she said. 
"He’s so competitive, and he’s never been sick like this." 

ROY’S SON EJECTED: Carolina coach Roy Williams’ son Scott Williams, a former UNC player, admitted he was being 
obnoxious to official Larry Rose on Sunday when he yelled several times: "Larry Rose, be a man. Coach K owns you!" 

But he never expected to be ejected from his second-row seat near the end of the first half. 

"1 obviously did not mean to personally offend him, and I’m slightly embarrassed by the whole thing," Williams said 
Monday. 

He also insisted that his comments were not directed at Duke coach Mike Krzyzewski, and that Krzyzewski had had 
nothing to do with his ejection, as was implied in a New York Post report. 

"1 absolutely was not yelling at Coach K, and I don’t think he had any idea of what was going on," said Williams, who 
was not thrown out of the building and watched the rest of the game elsewhere in the Smith Center. 

His dad’s reaction? "He was most concerned that I didn’t curse at anyone," Scott Williams said. 

ONLY 32 TO GO: Center Sean May recorded his eighth consecutive double-double on Sunday, tying Mitch Kupchak’s 
mid-1970s streak. But he has a long way to go to set the school record. 

UNC’s Billy Cunningham recorded 40 in row from 1962-64. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From= @timeinc.com> 
Sent= Wednesday, March 09, 2005 3:48 PM 

To=                     ’Travis Gore’; 
Subject= Check out newsobserver.com I UNC 

Click here: newsobserver.com 1 UNC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@timeinc.com 
Thursday, March 24, 2005 12:01 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
RE: FW: UNC- student tickets to the NCAA Tournament final four! 

Think so, tell me what says 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Travis Gore [ email.u~c.eda] 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2005 11:53 AM 
To: ~timeinc.com> 
Subject: Re: FW: uNc- student tickets to the NCAA Tournament final four! 

wow. That was good. It looked like you put a lot of time into that. 

@timeinc.com wrote: 

Original Message ..... 
>From: @timeinc.com> 
>Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2005 9:41 AM 
>To: 
>Cc:      @email.unc.edu 
>Subject: RE: UNC- student tickets to the NCAA Tournament final four! 
> 

> 

>Hey 
> 
>When Travis and I went to the Final Four in 2000, we got our tickets 
>through the UNC ticket office, but as a Rams Club member(through our 
:~      All Educational Foundation members (alums) are ranked based on 
>"points". You can gain points by buying season tickets each year, 
>donating money to the program, # of years as a member, etc...So the 
>rams club members with the highest amount of points were first offered 
>the option to buy tickets (and packages including airfare and hotel 
>accommodations). This is what Travis and I did--flew up with all the 
>older Rams club members. 
> 
>I don’t recall how they did the student distribution but have put a 
>call into      who works at the ticket office. I would imagine it 
>would be similar, and as far as paying someone to get you student 
>tickets, I don’t see a logistical problem with that because its not 
>like they are going to be checking unc one cards at the door in the 
>Carrier Dome!! Plus, you are young enough to pass walking in with a 
>student ticket...I’m sure they will try to do this all very last minute 

>as to avoid students from selling their tickets, etc. It’s great you 
>have a hotel and plane trip on hold though. Smart move. I will let 
>you know if I hear more. 
> 
>Good luck...and I would get that email out if I were you...maybe first 
>thing Monday morning (or...hopefully after a second win this weekend on 
>Sunday!) 
> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
>From:                         ~ahoo.com] 
>Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2005 9:33 AM 
>To: @timeinc.com> 
>Cc:        @yahoo.corn;      ~email.unc.edu 



>Subject: UNC- student tickets to the NCAA Tournament final four! 
> 

> 

>Hey 
> 
>I am hoping to go to the final four this year, and am trying to figure 
>out my chances of getting student tickets for it and all...I am pretty 
>confident that UNC will make it there, and I have actually booked a 
>refundable air, hotel, car reservation. The only thing I need now is a 
>student ticket to the games! I was wondering if you were working at 
the 
> 

>athletic dept. ticket office back in Spring 2000 when UNC last made it 
>to the final four, then maybe you can answer these ?’s: 
> 
>1. How many student tickets did the NCAA give to UNC? 
> 
>2) Was it a system of distribution similar to the regular student 
>tickets- 
>i.e. bracelets with a magic number announced in the DTH or something 
>totally different. 
> 
>3) My idea to increase my chances is to post an email to several 
>list-servs that I am on for some UNC clubs and basically offer to pay 
>people some $ to 
>stand in line to get tickets on the condition that if they get the 
>student 
>tickets then they have to turn them over to me:) 
> 
>-do you know of any barriers to this plan working as far as logistical 
>reasons? 
> 
>Thanks, 
> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@timeinc.com 

Friday, April 1, 2005 9:02 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu;     @nc.rr.com; 

FW: from the news & observer 

@nc.rr.com; @weblnk.net 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Friday, April 01, 2005 8:49 AM 

To: 

Subject: from the news & observer 

@timeinc.com> 

@timeinc.com> 

Pistons show Heels the ’Carolina way’ 

Smith’s proteges have similarities 

By KEITH PARSONS, The Associated Press 
ST. LOUIS -- Hall of Fame coach Dean Smith sees bits and pieces of his legacy whenever he watches a basketball game 
-- a quick huddle before a free throw, a player pointing at a teammate to thank him for an assist orthe reserves standing 
and applauding when a starter comes to the bench. 

In the past year, however, he has received an even better tribute, watching two of his former assistants have success with 
the principles he helped create. The Detroit Pistons won the NBA title last season under coach Larry Brown, and North 
Carolina is back in the Final Four for the first time since 2000 with Roy Williams running the program. 

"There’s some similarities," Smith said Thursday in a phone interview from Chapel Hill. "Both are great teachers, and both 
are great competitors. The players respect them, too, and that’s hard to get in the pros." 

The similarities don’t end with the coaches, both North Carolina graduates. Williams, who served on Brown’s staff at the 
Olympics last summer, marveled at how the Pistons won the championship without any superstars. In the NBA Finals, 
they completed their surprising run through the playoffs with an even more surprising rout of Shaquille O’Neal, Kobe 
Bryant and the Los Angeles Lakers. 

Williams took notice. He saw how selfishly his talented team played at times during his first year back with his alma mater, 
so, when he gathered the Tar Heels before this season, he asked them to emulate Detroit. 

"He showed us clips of that team, and he asked us before we went in there, ’Who is the best player on that team?’" North 
Carolina center Sean May said. "And everyone had their difference in opinions. He just said you can’t tell who the best 
player is because they don’t care." 

The players believed in this attitude, and they showed their newfound team spirit in a variety of ways. May went after 
rebounds with more intensity, Rashad McCants took fewer shots and immensely talented freshman Marvin Williams never 
grumbled about coming offthe bench every game. 

With everyone doing his part, North Carolina breezed to its first outright Atlantic Coast Conference title since 1993, 
leading Division l in points (88.4) and assists (19.3) per game. That was enough to give Williams his fifth trip to the Final 
Four, his first with the Tar Heels after going four times with Kansas. 



"All of Roy’s teams have bought in," said Smith, who plans to attend the Final Four. "The first year at Kansas, it might 
have taken him a little while. From then on, every one of his Kansas teams played very unselfishly, they played hard, and 
they executed. He’s a tremendous teacher, I think." 

Brown, who plans to return to the bench tonight after missing 10 games because of a procedure related to a previous hip 
surgery, deflects any credit for helping Williams turn around the Tar Heels. The two Smith proteges share another 
connection -- after Brown led Kansas to the NCAA title in 1988 then left for the San Antonio Spurs, Williams was his 
replacement. 

"When he replaced me at Kansas, people asked me about him, and I said he was one of the best coaches we have in the 
sport," Brown said. "So to have him say that about our team is a great compliment. But he knows and I know that it all 
comes down to both of us doing what Coach Smith taught us to do." 

Now Williams is two games from his first national championship. Along the way, he helped North Carolina all but forget 
the 8-20 record from three seasons ago. 

"The program is here to stay as long as Roy Williams is in charge," Smith said. "There’s no NCAA violations. I’m just so 
happy for him and the team. He’s done it, and he’s done it the right way." 

It’s a sentiment shared by Brown. 

"I’m thrilled that Roy’s at Carolina because we all bleed blue and he’s got them doing great," Brown said. 



"M~S <neurocrine.com>" made the following 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@timeinc.com 
Friday, April 1, 2005 10:29 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
FW: [Fwd: [N&O]UNC- Friday, April 1, 2005] 

[N&O]UNC - Friday, April 1, 2005 (1.63 KB).msg 

The first one is good. I couldn’t read the last two w/o signing up but 
maybe you can. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~dot.sta~e.nc.us] 
Sent: Friday, April (~1, 2005 9:29 AM 
To: @timeinc.com> 
Subject: [Fwd: [N&O]UNC - Friday, April 1, 2005] 

let me know if this comes through for you. them should be 3 links 
attached somewhere in the body of this email, if for some mason you 
cannot open them just email me back or IM me and i’ll resend as html 
text. 

happy friday :) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

emaileds@newsobserver, com 

Friday, April 1, 2005 8:12 AM 

@dot.state.nc.us 

[N&O]UNC - Friday, April 1, 2005 

’You have to be lucky’ 
North Carolina coach Roy Williams says he isn’t feeling any added pressure to win his first NCAA championship this 
time. 
<http://www.newsobserver. com!sports/college/unc/story/2269732p-8648922c.html> 

Big Ten fans find home in N.C. 
Big Ten teams in the Final Four have given Midwestemers in the Triangle something to cheer about this spring. 
<http://www.newsobserver.com!sports/college/unc/story/2269733p-8649073c.html> 

Pistons show Heels the ’Carolina way’ 
Dean Smith’s proteges -- Roy Williams and Larry Brown -- have similarities. 
<http://www.newsobserver.com!sports/college/unc/story/2269734p-8648783c.html> 

Tar Heels find fans from around nation 
You don’t have to be from North Carolina to be a Tar Heels fan. 
<http://www.newsobserver.com!sports/college/unc/story/226973 5p-8648861c.html> 

Success pays off 
Financially at least, UNC coach Roy Williams already has benefited from his team’s run to the Final Four. 
<http://www.newsobserver.com!sports/college/unc/story/2269736p-8649009c.html> 

SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION 

Subscribe to our other newsletters, cancel your subscription or manage your account by visiting The News &amp; 
Observer Member Center at http://www.newsobselwer, com!register-birdinterface.pl, cgi?mode=register. 

Please do not reply to this email, as we are unable to respond to messages sent to this address. Please address problems 
to emaileds@newsobserver, corn 

Copyright 2004 The News & Observer Publishing Company, a subsidiary of The McClatchy Company 
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Sent: 
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@timeinc.com 

Wednesday, April 6, 2005 8:36 AM 
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In This Week’s Sports Illustrated -- UNC Wins NCAA Title 

SICover_041105_UNCwins.j pg 

@weblnk.net; 

@cbre.com; 

Here’s our cover....GO HEELS!!!! 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: @timeinc.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2005 11:34 PM 
Subject: In This Week’s Sports Illustrated -- UNC Wins NCAA Title 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 
April 5, 2005 

THIS WEEK: UNC KNOCKS OFF ILLINOIS TO WIN NATIONAL TITLE; 
BASEBALL’S OPENING NIGHT JITTERS; GEORGE KARL TURNS AROUND NUGGETS; 

NCAA FROZEN FOUR’S PURE ACTION, FIERCE RIVALRIES & DEVOTED FANS 
AND THE BAD, BRUTAL FUN OF MOTOR SPORTS 

SI PLAYERS: FIRST PERSON WITH JI1V~ THOME; QUEER EYE & THE RED SOX; 
AND WHO HAS THE QUICKEST FIRST STEP IN THE NBA? 

This week’s issue of SPORTS ILLUSTRATED hits newsstands beginning Wednesday, April 6th. 

ON THE COVER: An action shot ofUNC’s Sean May with the billing, "RETURN TO GLORY... North Carolina 
Knocks Off Top-Ranked Illinois to Win the Title." A .jpg of the cover image is attached. 

itIGHLIGHTS FROM THE ISSUE: 

¯ NCAA Championship: Led by the indomitable Sean May, the Tar Heels held off Illinois to give Roy Williams his 

first NCAA title, recounts Alexander Wolff in "Man in the Middle." Sidebars include: 

o SI’s 2006 Top 10: B.J. Schecter provides an extremely early projection of the teams who are likely front- 

runners in the race to next year’s Final Four. Topping the list are Duke, Connecticut and Kentucky. 

o Party Crashers: Joanne P. McCallie has transformed the Michigan State women from also-rans into national 

title contenders, reports Kelli Anderson. 

¯ Baseball: In the glare of a never-ending steroid story and the hype of the game’s greatest rivalry, the Yankees routed 
the Red Sox to start a season that’s already proved to be unlike any other, describes Tom Verducci in "Opening 
Night Jitters." Additional coverage includes: 

~ Positive Outlook: Verducci explains that the Sleeper Predictor Formula, developed by Elias Sports Bureau, 

bodes well for four teams that qualify for almost guaranteed improvement. 



Life of Reilly: Rick Reilly interviews Roger Maris Jr. and explains that people are "Seeing 61 in a New 
Light" and clamoring for asterisks on other sluggers’ records. 

Frozen Four Preview: No labor shutdowns, no hyped madness -just pure end-to-end action, fierce rivalries and 
devoted fans as the NCAA ice wars reach their final weekend, explains Michael Farber in "It’s All About the 
Hockey." Additional coverage includes: 

o The Skinny on the Skaters: A rundown of Frozen Four teams, players to watch and what you need to know. 

¯ NBA: In "They’re Winning, By George," Jack McCallum writes new coach George Karl has turned the Nuggets 
into one of the NBA’s hottest teams, even if he and Carmelo Anthony don’t always see eye-to-eye. 

¯ NASCAR: In "Bad, Brutal Fun," - an excerpt from his forthcoming book Sunday Money - Jeff MacGregor goes to 
driving school and aims his stock car at a wall at 130 mph. 

¯ Scorecard: In "Steroids R Us," Stephen Cannella asks if the thrill of victory and the agony of defeat aren’t what 
unite the wide world of sports anymore. 

¯ Air and Space: Steve Rushin profiles roll model Stan Kosloski, who in 33 seasons of wheelchair hoops has scored 
more than 15,000 points, every one from the seat of his pants. 

¯ SI Golf Plus: The golf can get ugly on the day after the Masters, when some fortunate representatives of the Fourth 
Estate get to play Augusta National; Vijay Singh lets the rest of the golf world in on his Masters tradition; and Rick 
Lipsey shares his memories of the golfing life he shared with his Gram. 

SI PLAYERS: Life On & Off the Field of Play: 

¯ First Person: Phillies first baseman Jim Thome reflects on the death of his mother, his first World Series homer, and 
the benefits of steak and eggs. 

¯ Who’s Hot, Who’s Not: From Randy Johnson to David Wells, the Bulls to the Lakers, SIPlayers declares the 
winners and losers from the past week. 

¯ SIPlayers Poll: NBA players named Allen Iverson as the player with the quickest first step with 30% of the vote, 
trailed by Kobe Bryant with 18%. 

¯ That Touch of Pink: The Red Sox already had will and grace, but they needed pedicures, facials and a good back 
waxing. SIPlayers reports on how Queer Eye set the world champs straight. 

¯ An NBA Rookie’s Diary: Dallas’s 22-year-old point guard Devin Harris writes about losing a coach and running 
into a pick. 

~n SI.com 
¯ Masters: For complete coverage from Augusta, including leader boards, all the latest news and daily on-scene 

analysis from SI.com golf experts Gary Van Sickle, Seth Davis and others, go to www.s~comi~\ 

¯ NFL: With less than three weeks until the Draft, SI.com’s Don Banks analyzes the players who are moving up -- and 
down -- the draft board. He also updates his mock draft. Link to wwwosi.com/nfl. 

¯ College Basketball: Web-exclusive coverage of the women’s championship game from SI.com’s Kelli Anderson 
and Richard Deitsch. Plus, Luke Winn reveals his early men’s top 10 for 2005-06. Link to 
www~si,comibasketbal~i~caa. 

Our Q&A is with senior editor Dick Friedman re: Monday night’s close after the conclusion of the NCAA Men’s Basketball 
Championship. This is Dick’s third year as the senior editor overseeing Sl’s college basketball coverage. 

Q: You pulled your annual Final Four all-nighter last night.., how are you feeling? 

A: All I know is, yesterday I was 54. I looked in the mirror today and I’m 94. 



Q: What’s the routine? 

A: First of all, we publish a very detailed timetable and we try to keep to it. "Story filed by 3 a.m.; text-edited by 3:45 
a.m.," that kind of thing. We have a very experienced crew working on this; everyone who worked Monday night did it last 
year and a couple had done it the previous year as well. So everyone knows the drill. Nothing is left sitting.., things are 
moving from one person to another at any given time. So when Rob Fleder [Executive Editor] is working on captions, I’m 
top-editing the story. I then sent him text, and he was halfway through captions, so he sent those back to me. 

The photo part is very smooth. Their transmission and editing is magnificent. Steve Fine and Porter Binks [Director of 
Photography and Assoc. Director of Photography] were in St. Louis, and they started sending images at halftime. Jimmy 
Colton and Don Delliquanti [Photography Editor and Asst. Photography Editor] were here in New York, and they had the 
first color show by 1 a.m .... we saw the first half then. By 2:30 a.m., we had seen everything we needed to, and were 
ready to pick covers, potential commemorative covers, plus everything for the inside of the magazine, lineup pages, etc. 
All of this was done by 3 or 3:30 a.m. It really helps to have people who have done it and know the timetable. Chris 
Hercik and Linda Root [Art Director and Deputy Art Director] were on top of everything, as was Catherine Gillespie [Art 
Dept. Assoc. Director]. 

We prepare two pre-files every year. We have to have the pre-files to do the layout and to fact-check in advance. Grant 
Wahl [Senior Writer] wrote the Illinois pre-file and Alex Wolff [Senior Writer] wrote UNC. After the game, the person with 
the winning team tops off his story... 100 lines of a lead and an ending. They both left space in their pre-file to add game 
discussion. We also did two sidebars. B.J. Schecter [Associate Editor] wrote about the possible Final Four teams in 
2006 and Kelli Anderson [Senior Writer] wrote about the women’s tournament. Our only regret is that the women’s 
championship is played on Tuesday night, so it doesn’t make it in. That would make the issue 100% complete. 

As the morning wears on, Gabe Miller [Copy Chief] orders egg sandwiches. I always say that if the schedule doesn’t kill 
you, the cholesterol will. But your body does have to have some nutrition because you’re not going to get any sleep. 

Alex had a 3 a.m. filing deadline and he beat it by 30 seconds.., got his story at 2:59:30. That’s a little later than he 
usually files, but it was very good.., his usual, splendid job. 

We had to be done by 7 a.m. This year, we finished at 6:30 a.m. 

Q: What would happen if Alex’s story was late? 

A: Well, that’s just less time for New York to process and edit. As it clicked closer toward 3 a.m., I started to get itchy, 
and I suspect that Rob did too. I called Alex and got his cell phone voicemail, which drives me crazy. But just then, 
Angel Reyes [Deputy Manager of the News Bureau] called and said the story had just come in. 

Q: Tell us about Grant’s story.... 

A: Poor Grant. Three years in a row, he’s had the pre-file for the losing team. I feel for him, because his coverage has 
been most distinguished all year, and he wrote a great pre-file. He gave a window into what the Illinois team was up to. 
He wrote about how Illinois was focusing on how to stop Sean May... which ended up being a key to the game. But he 
also wrote about what a great year it had been for the Illini, especially how they beat Arizona. They felt like they had a 
date with destiny. Grant wrote a lot about Deron Williams, who is a special player.., really makes them go. It’s a shame 
that both teams couldn’t have won. 

My emotions are mixed because I really liked both pre-files. I liked the style of play of the Illinois, but we had picked UNC 
in the preview issue [Nov. 22, 2004]. When we put the preview issue together, there were a number of teams we 
considered for the No. 1 slot. The four I really remember were Georgia Tech, Wake Forest, Oklahoma State and North 
Carolina. We put them all out there, but in the end, we said that UNC had the talent. And if Coach Roy Williams could get 
them to play together, they were going to be hard to beat. And that’s what happened. We put them right there on the 



cover and had our convictions out there. Last year, UConn was a slam dunk pick.., a lot of people had them. 

The other great thing was Alex’s preview story to March Madness [March 21,2005]. He wrote about how to handle the 
last five minutes of the game. Time alter time, throughout the entire tournament, those situations came into play. 

Q: Where did you watch the game? 

A: Some people watch the game in the office. Some of us go back to our Sunday night hotel rooms and watch. The 
thing I learned last year is that it’s good to get away for a couple of hours so that you can come back fresh and ready for 
the sprint. Instead of just sitting in the same chair for hours upon hours. 

Q: What was B.J. ’s role in St. Louis? 

A: He was doing a lot of stuff for the commemoratives and for the Website. We have to prepare for both the Illinois and 
UNC commemoratives, so he’s working the locker rooms, making connections. I understand he had a lot of great stuff for 
Illinois... all now part of the annals of lost commemoratives. I had that with the 1994 Knicks. You pour your heart and 
soul into it and then it vanishes into the ether. 

Q: It sounds like quite a production... 

A: I cannot stress enough the teamwork that is involved in a night like this, with everyone performing their roles brilliantly. 
That’s the thing that really comes through: everyone is getting down to business and keeping the timetable in mind. I’d 
hate to do this more than once a year, but when you do it, you really have an appreciation for the professionalism. 
Especially when you see the great pictures come through. You think, "That’s just what we wanted! That’s it, they got it!" 

It’s also important to remember that in some ways, this is easier than if something happens in the news. We have a plan 
for [the NCAAs], so that’s what makes it work. The only reason it was so smooth last night was that it was a fun and 
competitive game, but there was nothing out of the ordinary.., no weird call or situation to deal with. So it was a clean 
transaction. Now if something weird had happened or if there had been three overtimes.., well, we would have adjusted! 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@timeinc.com 

Wednesday, April 6, 2005 10:56 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

RE: In This Week’s Sports Illustrated -- UNC Wins NCAA Title 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Travis Gore [mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2005 10:52 AN 

To:                                     ~timeinc.com > 
Subject: Re: In This Week’s Sports Illustrated -- UNC Wins NCAA Title 

~timei~c.com wrote: 

Here’s our cover....GO HEELS!!!! 
..... Oriqinal Messaqe ..... 

From: @timeinccom > 
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2005 11:34 PN 

Subject: In This Week’s Sports Illustrated -- UNC Wins NCAA Title 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 

April 5, 2005 

THIS WEEK: UNC KNOCKS OFF ILLINOIS TO ~VIN NATIONAL TITLE; 

BASEBALL’S OPENING NIGHT JITTERS; GEORGE KARL TURNS AROUND NUGGETS; 

NCAA FROZEN FOUR’S PURE ACTION, FIERCE RIVALRIES & DEVOTED FANS 

AND THE BAD, BRUTAL FUN OF MOTOR SPORTS 

SI PLAYERS: FIRST PERSON WITH JIM THOME; QUEER EYE & THE RED SOX; 

AND WHO HAS THE QUICKEST FIRST STEP IN THE NBA? 

This week’s issue of SPORTS ILLUSTRATED hits newsstands beginning Wednesday, April 6th. 

ON THE COVER: An action shot of UNC’s Sean May with the billing, "RETURN TO GLORY... North Carolina Knocks Off Top-Ranked Illinois to Win the Title." A .jpg 

of the cover image is attached. 

HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE ISSUE: 

¯ NCAA Championship: Led by the indomitable Sean May, the Tar Heels held off Illinois to give Roy Williams his first NCAA title, recounts Alexander Wolff in "Man in the 

Middle." Sidebars include: 

o SI’s 2006 Top 10: B.J. Schecter provides an extremely early projection of the teams who are likely front-runners in the race to next year’s Final Four. Topping the list 

are Duke, Connecticut and Kentucky. 

o Party Crashers: Joaune P. McCallie has transformed the Michigan State women from also-rans into national title contenders, reports Kelli Anderson. 

¯ Baseball: In the glare of a never-ending steroid story and the hype of the game’s greatest rivalry, the Yankees routed the Red Sox to start a season that’s already proved to be 

unlike any other, describes Tom Verducci in "Opening Night Jitters." Additional coverage includes: 

o Positive Outlook: Verducci explains that the Sleeper Predictor Formula, developed by Elias Sports Bureau, bodes well for four teams that qualify for almost 

guaranteed improvement. 

o Life of Reilly: Rick Reilly interviews Roger Maris Jr. and explains that people are "Seeing 61 in a New Light" and clamoring for asterisks on other sluggers’ 

records. 

¯ Frozen Four Preview: No labor shutdowns, no hyped madness just pure end-to-end action, fierce rivalries and devoted fans as the NCAA ice wars reach their final 

weekend, explains Michael Farber in "It’s All About the Hockey." Additional coverage includes: 

o The Skinny on the Skaters: A rundown of Frozen Four team s, players to watch and what you need to know. 

¯ NBA: In "They’re Winning, By George," Jack McCallum writes new coach George Karl has turned the Nuggets into one of the NBA’s hottest teams, even if he and 

Carmelo Anthony don’t always see eye-to-eye. 

¯ NASCAR: In "Bad, Brutal Fun," an excerpt from his forthcoming book Sunday Money Jeff MacGregor goes to driving school and aims his stock car at a wall at 130 

mph. 

¯ Scorecard: In "Steroids R Us," Stephen Caunella asks if the thrill of victory and the agony of defeat aren’t what unite the wide world of sports anymore. 

¯ Air and Space: Steve Rushin profiles roll model Start Kosloski, who in 33 seasons of wheelchair hoops has scored more than 15,000 points, every one from the seat of his 

pants. 

¯ SI Golf Plus: The golf can get ugly on the day after the Masters, when some fortunate representatives of the Fourth Estate get to play Augusta National; Vijay Singh lets the 

rest of the golf world in on his Masters tradition; and Rick Lipsey shares his m em ories of the golfing life he shared with his Gram. 

SI PLAYERS: Life On & Offthe Field of Play: 

¯ First Person: Phillies first baseman Jim Thome reflects on the death of his mother, his first World Series homer, and the benefits of steak and eggs. 

¯ Who’s Hot, Who’s Not: From Randy Johnson to David Wells, the Bulls to the Lakers, SI Players" declares the winners and losers from the past week. 

¯ SI Players Poll: NBA players named Allen Iverson as the player with the quickest first step with 30% of the vote, trailed by Kobe Bryant with 18%. 

¯ That Touch of Pink: The Red Sox already had will and grace, but they needed pedicures, facials and a good back waxing. SI Players" reports on how Queer Eye set the world 

champs straight. 

¯ An NBA Rookie’s Diary: Dallas’s 22-year-old point guard Devin Harris writes about losing a coach and running into a pick. 

On SI.com 

¯ Masters: For complete coverage from Augusta, including leader boards, all the latest news and daily on-scene analysis from SLcom golf experts Gary Van Sickle, Seth Davis 

and others, go to www si comi?c~lf. 

¯ NFL: With less than three weeks until the Draft, SI.com’s Don Banks analyzes the players who are moving up -- and down -- the draft board. He also updates his mock draft. 

Link to www si com/nfl. 

¯ College Basketball: Web-exclusive coverage of the women’s championship game from SI.com’s Kelli Anderson and Richard Deitsch. Plus, Luke Winn reveals his early 

men’s top 10 for 2005-06. Link to www si com/basketball/ncaa. 

Our Q&A is with senior editor Dick Friedman re: Monday ni~ht’s close after the conclusion of the NCAA Men’s Basketball Championship. This is Dick’s third year as the senior 

editor overseein~ Sl’s colle~e basketball covera~e. 

Q: You pulled your annual Final Four all-ni~hter last ni~ht.., how are you feelinff? 

A: All I know is, yesterday I was 54. I looked in the mirror today and I’m 94. 



Q: What’s the routine? 

A: First of all, we publish a very detailed timetable and we try to keep to it. "Story filed by 3 a.m.; text-edited by 3:45 a.m.," that kind of thing. We have a very experienced crew 
w~rking~nthis;eVery~newh~w~rkedM~ndaynightdidit~astyearandac~up~ehadd~neitthepreVi~usyearaswe~~~ So everyone knows the drill. Nothing is left sitting.., things 
are moving from one person to another at any given time. So when Rob Fleder [Executive Editor] is working on captions, I’m top-editing the story. I then sent him text, and he 
was halNvay through captions, so he sent those back to me. 

The photo part is very smooth. Their transmission and editing is magnificent. Steve Fine and Porter Binks [Director of Photography and Assoc. Director of Photography] were in 
St. Louis, and they started sending images at halftime. Jimmy Colton and Don Delliquanti [Photography Editor and Asst. Photography Editor] were here in New York, and they 
had the first color show by 1 a.m..., we saw the first half then. By 2:30 a.m., we had seen everything we needed to, and were ready to pick covers, potential commemorative 
covers, plus everything for the inside of the magazine, lineup pages, etc. All of this was done by 3 or 3:30 a.m. It really helps to have people who have done it and know the 
timetable. Chris Hercik and Linda Root [Art Director and Deputy Art Director] were on top of everything, as was Catherine Gillespie [Art Dept. Assoc. Director]. 

We prepare t~vo pre-files every year. We have to have the pre-files to do the layout and to fact-check in advance. Grant Wahl [Senior Writer] wrote the Illinois pre-file and Alex 
Wolff [Senior Writer] wrote U NC. After the game, the person with the winning team tops off his story... 100 lines of a lead and an ending. They both left space in their pre-file to 
add game discussion. We also did two sidebars. B.J. Schecter [Associate Editor] wrote about the possible Final Four teams in 2006 and Kelli Anderson [Senior Writer] wrote 
about the women’s tournament. Our only regret is that the women’s championship is played on Tuesday night, so it doesn’t make it in. That would make the issue 100% complete. 

As the morning wears on, Gabe Miller [Copy Chief] orders egg sandwiches. I always say that if the schedule doesn’t kill you, the cholesterol will. But your body does have to have 
some nutrition because you’re not going to get any sleep. 

Alex had a 3 a.m. filing deadline and he beat it by 30 seconds.., got his story at 2:59:30. That’s a little later than he usually files, but it was very good.., his usual, splendid job. 

We had to be done by 7 a.m. This year, we finished at 6:30 a.m. 

Q: What would happen if Alex’s story was late? 

A: Well, that’s just less time for New York to process and edit. As it clicked closer toward 3 a.m., I started to get itchy, and I suspect that Rob did too. I called Alex and got his cell 
phone voicemail, which drives me crazy. But just then, Angel Reyes [Deputy Manager of the News Bureau] called and said the story had just come in. 

Q: Tell us about Grant’s story .... 

A: Poor Grant. Three years in a row, he’s had the pre-file for the losing team. I feel for him, because his coverage has been most distinguished all year, and he wrote a great pre- 
file. He gave a window into what the Illinois team was up to. He wrote about how Illinois was focusing on how to stop Sean May... which ended up being a key to the game. But he 
also wrote about what a g rear year it had been for the I llini, especially how they beat Arizona. They felt like they had a date with destiny. Grant wrote a lot about Deron Williams, 
who is a special player.., really makes them go. It’s a shame that both teams couldn’t have won. 

My emotions are mixed because I really liked both pre-files. I liked the style of play of the Illinois, but we had picked UNC in the preview issue [Nov. 22, 2004]. When we put the 
preview issue together, there were a number of teams we considered for the No. 1 slot. The four I really remember were Georgia Tech, Wake Forest, Oklahoma State and North 
Carolina. We put them all out there, but in the end, we said that UNC had the talent. And if Coach Roy Williams could get them to play together, they were going to be hard to 
beat. And that’s what happened. We put them right there on the cover and had our convictions out there. Last year, UConn was a slam dunk pick.., a lot of people had them. 

The other great thing was Alex’s preview story to March Madness [March 21, 2005]. He wrote about how to handle the last five minutes of the game. Time after time, throughout 
the entire tournament, those situations came into play. 

Q: Where did you watch the game? 

A: Some people watch the game in the office. Some of us go back to our Sunday night hotel rooms and watch. The thing I learned last year is that it’s good to get away for a 
couple of hou rs so that you can come back fresh and ready for the sprint. Instead of just sitting in the same chair for hours upon hours. 

Q: What was B.J.’s role in St. Louis? 

A: He was doing a lot of stuff for the commemoratives and for the Website. We have to prepare for both the Illinois and UNC commemoratives, so he’s working the locker rooms, 
making connections. I understand he had a lot of great stuff for Illinois... all now part of the annals of lost commemoratives. I had that with the 1994 Knicks. You pour your heart 
and soul into it and then it vanishes into the ether. 

Q: It sounds like quite a production... 

A: I cannot stress enough the teamwork that is involved in a night like this, with everyone performing their roles brilliantly. That’s the thing that really comes through: everyone is 
getting down to business and keeping the timetable in mind. I’d hate to do this more than once a year, but when you do it, you really have an appreciation for the professionalism. 
Especially when you see the great pictures come through. You think, "That’s just what we wanted ! That’s it, they got it!" 

It’s also important to remember that in some ways, this is easier than if something happens in the news. We have a plan for [the NCAAs], so that’s what makes it work. The only 
reason it was so smooth last night was that it was a fun and competitive game, but there was nothing out of the ordinary.., no weird call or situation to deal with. So it was a clean 
transaction. Now if something weird had happened or if there had been three overtimes.., well, we would have adjusted! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@timeinc.com 

Friday, April 8, 2005 11:10 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

FW: 

did you send something to 
..... Original Message ..... 
F tom: 
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2005 10:56 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: 

(~,aol.com address by mistake? 

@timeinc.com> 

@timeinc.com> 

I don’t know something I think he meant to send to a professor- I haven’t really had time to read it 

..... Original Message ..... 
F rom: 
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2005 10:55 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: 

@timeinc.com> 

@timeinc.com> 

what? that’s weird! 

..... Original Message ..... 
F rom: 
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2005 10:50 AM 
To: 
Subject: 

@timeinc.com> 

@timeinc.com> 

I think your may have sent me something to my AOL account by mistake 

Advertising Sales Assistant 
T: 

F: (212) 522-3684 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@timeinc.com 

Friday, April 8, 2005 12:03 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

RE: 

i will, glad we cleared it up! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Travis Gore [mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2005 11:43 AM 
To: ~tJmeinc.com> 
Subject: Re: FW: 

oh SHIT. Im sooo glad you told me cause its very important. The address is    @email.unc.edu but I 
bet when i typed    it automatically put hers in. I was wondering why I havent heard back from them. 
Thats funny. Tell her Im sorry. 

@timeinc.com wrote: 

did you send something to 
..... Original Message ..... 
F rom: 
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2005 10:56 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: 

@aol.com address by mistake? 

@timeinc.com> 

@timeinc.com> 

I don’t know something I think he meant to send to a professor- I haven’t really had time to read it 

..... Original Message ..... 
F rom: 
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2005 10:55 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: 

@timeinc.com> 

@timeinc.com> 

what? that’s weird! 

..... Original Message ..... 
F rom: 
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2005 10:50 AM 
To: 
Subject: 

@timeinc.com> 

~timeinc.com> 

I think your may have sent me something to my AOL account by mistake 

Advertising Sales Assistant 

T: 
F: (212) 522-3684 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@timeinc.com 

Friday, April 8, 2005 2:08 PM 

@nc.rr.com; stgore@email.unc, edu; 

This is going to knock your HEELS off! 

sipuncfincov.jpg 

nc. rr. com 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Berke, Art - Sport Illustrated <art_berke@timeinc.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2005 1:28 PM 

To: @timeinc.com> 
Subject: FW: 

You are going to absolutely LOVE the commemorative cover. Here it is. This is the one you have to frame or blow up. 

X Sports 
Hlustrated 

Art Berke 

Vice President, Communications 

Phone: (212) 522-2687 
Fax: (212) 522-0747 
art berke@timeinc.com 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Spain, Sheryl - Sports Illustrated <sheryl_spain@timeinc.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2005 1:26 PM 
To: Berke, Art - Sport Illustrated <art_berke@timeinc.com> 
Subject: 

Sheryl Spain 

Sports Illustrated Communications 
212.522.6905 

Cell 

shecy!.....s~a~n@ti me!n c:com 



From: @timeinc.com 

Sent: Friday, April 8, 2005 2:24 PM 

To: stgore@email.unc.edu 

Subject: RE: This is going to knock your HEELS 

dude have you not looked? No! the weekly issue (you got on Wed) has 
you open the attachment? 

and on it and the Commemorative issue which comes out tomorrow in NC only has the cover I just sent you...can’t 

The commemorative issue (which you don’t need to buy because I can hopefully get some extra copies from PR dept) will be the same magazine that comes in the packages I sent you yesterday, except 
those will have a hard cover! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Travis Gore [mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, April 08, 2005 2:16 PN 

To:                                    _~timeinc.com> 
Subject: Re: q:his i~ going to knock your REELS off! 

is it the same as the SI cover? 

~timcinc~com wrote: 

..... Original Nessage ..... 
From: Berke, Art - Sport Illustrated <art berk~timeinc.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2005 1:28 PM 

To: @timeinc,com> 
Subject: FW: 

You are going to absolutely LOVE the commemorative cover. Here it is. This is the one you have to frame or blow up. 

Sports 

Art Berke 

Vice President, Communications 

Phone: (212) 522-2687 
Fax: (212) 522-0747 

art berke@timeirlc com 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Spain, Sheryl - Sports Illustrated ~+@timeinc.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2005 1:26 PM 
To: Berke, Art - Sport Illustrated <art berke@timeinc.com> 
Subject: 

Sheryl Spain 
Sports Illustrated Communications 

212.522.6905 
Cell 

~me~nc com 





From: ~timeinc.com 

Sent: Friday, April 8, 2005 2:35 PM 

To: stgore@email.unc.edu 

Subject: RE: This is going to knock your HEELS 

Attach: siunccomcov.jpg 

YOU HAVE TO BE ABLE TO SEE THIS...it’s awesome! Can you see this one? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Travis Gore [mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2005 2:27 PN 

To:                                    ~timeinc.com> 
Subject: Re: This is going to knock your HEELS of!! 

I cant see it! Describe it for me 

@timeinc.com wrote: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Berke, Art - Sport Illustrated <art berke@timeinc.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2005 1:28 PM 

To: @timeinc.com> 
Subject: FVV: 

You are going to absolutely LOVE the commemorative cover. Here it is. This is the one you have to frame or blow up. 

Sports 

Art Berke 

Vice President, Communications 

Phone: (212) 522-2687 
Fax: (212) 522-0747 

art berke@timeinc corn 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Spain, Sheryl - Sports Illustrated <shervl spain@timeinc.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2005 1:26 PM 
To: Berke, Art - Sport Illustrated <art berke@timeinc.com> 
Subject: 

Sheryl Spain 
Sports Illustrated Communications 

212.522.6905 
Cell 

~me~nc com 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@timeinc.com 
Friday, April 8, 2005 3:27 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
FW: UNC Tar Heels 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Deborah Crowder [mailto:dacrowde(~emaiLtmc.edt~] 
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2005 3:18 PM 
To: @timeinc.com> 
Subject: Re: UNC Tar Heels 

Thanks      for sending this. I’m a subscriber, actually, and mine 
came yesterday. I’ll have to buy a few more, though. I just wish 
Burgess could have seen them win--she would have loved it. Take care. 
DC 

@timeinc.com wrote: 

Hey Debby, 

I thought you may enjoy a sneak preview of the UNC commemorative cover 
that hits newsstands tomorrow. I really enjoyed reading the many 
articles during the Final Four that remembered Burgess. I know she 
has the biggest smile on her face right now ! 

Go Heels, 

..... Original Message ..... 
*From:~ @timeinc.com> 
*Sent:* Friday, April 08, 2005 1:28 PM 
*To:~ @timeinc.com> 
*Subject:* FW: 

You are going to absolutely LOVE the commemorative cover. Here it is. 
This is the one you have to frame or blow up. 

Sports Illustrated <http:iisi.comi> 
Sports Illustrated <h~:iisi.com!> 

Phone: (212) 522-2687 
Fax: (212) 522-0747 

..... Original Message ..... 
*From:* 
*Sent:* Friday, April 08, 2005 1:26 PM 
*To: 
*Subject:* 

<h~:/isi.comi> <ht~:i/si.com!> 

Sports Illustrated Communications 
212.522.6905 

~@timeinc.com> 

@timeinc.com> 



Cell 
:~timeinc.com> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@timeinc.com 

Tuesday, April 12, 2005 5:11 PM 

@nc.rr.com;     @nc.rr.com; stgore@email.unc, edu; 

FW: [phidelt] Fw: nothing cooler than this... 

@yahoo.com 

WOW, I can’t wait to see this one! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.u~c.ed~] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2005 1:35 PM 
To: ~timeinc.com> 
Subject: [phidelt] Fw: nothing cooler than this... 

this is pretty cool. 
little. 

was my favorite player when I was 

..... Forwarded message from       @email.unc.edu ..... 
Date: Mon, 11 Apr 2005 21:18:23 -0400 
From: ~email.unc.edu 

Reply-To: @email.unc.edu 
Subject: [pl~delt] Fw: nothing cooler than this... 

To:      ~email.unc.edu,       @email.unc.edu 

..... Forwarded message from       @email.unc.edu ..... 
Date: Fri, 8 Apr 2005 17:59:10 -0400 
From:       ~email.unc.edu 

Reply -To: phi delt <phidelt@listserv.unc. edu> 
Subject: [phidelt] Fw: nothing cooler than this... 

To: phi delt <phidelt@listserv.unc. edu> 

..... Forwarded message from .com ..... 
Date: Fri, 8 Apr 2005 07:56:05 -0400 
From: :.com 

Reply -To: com 
Subject: Fw: nothing cooler than this... 

To:     @i-america.net,        @heritageknitting.com, 
@email.unc.edu, @yahoo.corn, 
~students.oglethorpe. edu, :@charter. net 

Bootifullll, baby 
..... Forwarded by on 04/08/2005 07:54 AM ..... 

@swin To: 
.com> 

.com> cc: 
Subject: FW: nothing 

cooler than this... 
04/07/2005 05:40 
PM 



Subject: nothing cooler than this... 

sx 

Development A~sociate 

The Holladay Corporation 
3400 Idaho Avenue NW 1 Suite 500 1 Washington DC 20016 

(v)         (f) 202.364.0844 

..... End forwarded message ..... 

--- You are currently subscribed to phidelt as: 
unsubscribe send a blank email to 
leave-phidelt-3992763R@listserv.unc.edu 

~email.unc.edu To 

..... End forwarded message ..... 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@timeinc.com 

Wednesday, 3:39 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

RE: Rick Reilly-writer for SI 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Travis Gore [mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:32 PM 

To: @timeinc.com > 
Subject: Re: Rick Reilly-writer for ST 

~timeinc.com wrote: 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Travis Gore [ ] 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:20 PM 

To: @timeinc.com> 
Subject: Re: Rick Reilly-writer for SI 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Travis Gore [ ] 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:48 AM 

To: ~_timeinc,com > 
Subject: Re: Rick Reilly-writer for SI 

oh great so he will actually be in chapel hill. I wasnt sure if he was doing like 
classes. 

with correspondence 

He must really like him to do that! I hope gave him a sweaty left handed shake afterwards! 

,~g~timei~c~com wrote: 

yeah, I know., looks the exact same (really short hair).. 
Coach    has put him back in school so he was 

excited t<~ hear tt~at you will be-the~e and that you are still working in the AFAM department. He said he 
wants to make sure he has your number. Classes start         I think. 

had his AFAM final yesterday and said that when he turned it in, McMillian offered him some 
"help" on a fill-in-the-blank. Said it was his "graduation present" ha! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Travis Gore [ email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:32 AM 

To: @timeinc,com> 
Subject: Re; Rick Reilly-writer for SI 

I bet RR was good too. 

/2&timeinc.com wrote: 

yes RR was at 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Travis Gore [ email.unc,edK] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:13 AM 

To: @timeinc,com > 
Subject: Re: Rick Reilly-writer for $I 



at unc? 

~timeinc~com wrote: 

did you guys know he spoke on campus 

Sports Illustrated 

1271 Avenue of the Americas, 33rd Floor 

New York, NY 10010 

212.522.7061 

212.522.0610 Fax 

~imeinc corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~timeine.com 

Wednesday, 4:10 PM 

stgore@email.une.edu 

RE: Rick Reilly-writer for SI 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Travis Gore [mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:57 PM 
To: @timeinc.com> 
Subject: Re: Rick Reilly-writer for SI 

~.tJme~c~eom wrote: 

did that make you Iio1? cause if not, I didn’t do the story justice! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From= Travis Gore [ email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:34 PM 
To: ~timeinc~com> 
Subject: Re: Rick Reilly-writer for SI 

@~tJmeinc.eom wrote: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Travis Gore [mailto:st~ore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:19 PM 
To: 
Subject; Re: Rick Reilly-writer for $I 

wrote: 

oh, yeah I think he said he is going to try and live with 
stay in     room!!! 

you better hope that works out; otherwise, he may be asking to 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Travis Gore [mailto:st~ore@emai!.u~c.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:48 AM 
To: ~timeinc.com> 
Subject= Re: Rick Reilly-writer for $I 

oh great so he will actually be in chapel hill. 1 wasnt sure if he was doing like 

classes. 

with eon’espondenee 

He must really like him to do that! I hope gave him a sweaty left handed shake afterwards! 

@timeinc,com wrote: 

yeah, I know. looks the exact same (really short hair).. 
Coach    has put him back in school so he was 

excited t~ hear tl~at you will b~the’~e and that you are still working in the AFAM department. He said he 
wants to make sure he has your number. Classes start         I think. 

had his AFAM final yesterday and said that when he turned it in, McMillian offered him some 
"help" on a fill-in-the-blank. Said it was his "graduation present" ha! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Travis Gore [ maiLunc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:32 AM 
To: ~timeinc,com> 
Subject: Re: Rick Reilly-writer for SI 

I bet RR was good too. 

@’_timeinc,com wrote: 



yes RR was at I think... 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Travis Gore [ emaiLunc~edu] 
Seat: Wednesday, 9:13 AM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Rick Reilly-writer for SI 

at unc? How- was lunch with 

did you guys know he spoke on campus 

@timeinc,com> 

Sports Illustrated 

1271 Avenue of the Americas, 33rd Floor 

NewYork, NY 10010 

212.522.7061 

212.522.0610 Fax 

@timeinc corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@timeinc.com 

Thursday, May 12, 2005 2:01 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

RE: [Fwd: recruit] Heels back on top in 2006! 

WOW, this is great news! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Travis Gore [mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, May 12, 2005 1:51 PM 
To:                                   @timeinc.com> 
Subject: [Fwdi recruit] Heels back on top-in-2006! 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:recruit 

Date:Thu, 12 May 2005 13:13:38 -0400 
From:Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.tmc.edt~> 

To: @uncheaFthcare.or~, 
~)~corleyredfbotzack.com>. @ear~hlink.net, Travis Gore 

<stgore@emaiLunc.edu>, Julius Nyang’oro ~,ahoo.com>, ave >> 
@email.unc.ed~u> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~timeinc. com 

Friday, 9:29 AM 

stgore@email, unc. edu 
RE: FW: FW: [Fwd: recruit] Heels back on top in 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Travis Gore [mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 9:22 AM 
To: @timeinc.com> 
Subject: Re: FW: FW: [Fwd: recruit] Heels back on top in 

whats number? I have one but it might be a real old one 

£@tlmemc. corn wrote: 

One more        meaning this season? Is it possible to have someone for 
this coming year that hasn’t committed yet? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @~mailocom] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:25 PM 
To: 

@timeincocom> 
Subject: Re: FW: [Fwd: recruit] Heels back on top in 

just got verbal 

still one more              player deciding tomorrow - UNC &       - (big 
recruit - pretty much have no chance at NCAA tourney next year w/o 1 
more legit        player) 

likely leading 

UNC "leads" for 

deciding in 2 weeks - UNC & - UNC very 

of the top in the 
likely attend college 

UNC + Roy + NAt’l Champs = Selecting players 

we’ll take a few lumps next year, but this is setting up for a major, 
major run for Roy & Co. for the long-term 

class ..... that will 

On {alstraca~ocom> wrote: 

From: @timeincocom] 

Sent: Thursday, 01:58 PH 

To: @alstraca~oCOm 

Subject: FW: [Fwd: recruit] Heels back on top in 

looks like we got one! 
..... Original Message ..... 

From: Travis Gore [mailto:st~ore@emailouncoedu] 



Sent: Thursday, 1:51 PM 
To: 
Subject: [Fwd: recruit] Heels back on top in 

@timeinc com> 

Original Message 
Subject: recruit 
Date: Thu, 13:13:38 -0400 
From: Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@emailouncoedu> 
To: _ ~@unchealthcareoorqk_, 

~corl~yredfootzackocom>, 

@earthlinkonet, 

Travis Gore <stgore@emailouncoedu>, Julius Nyang’oro 

@zahooocom>, 

@emailouncoedu> 

Forwarded message 
From: @morrisco~:~mercialocom 
To: dacrowde@emailouncoedu 
Date: Thu, 13:05:45 -0400 
Subject: 

Makes His Choice! 
by Dave Telep of Scout.com, 

Profile 

at 12:47pm ET 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@timeinc.com 

Friday, 9:32 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

RE: FW: FW: [Fwd: recruit] Heels back on top in 

Is that the same one here? The player deciding between UNC and 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Samuel T Gore [mailto:stgore((t~maiLur~c.eda] 
Sent: Thursday, 7:17 PM 
To: @timeinc.com> 
Subject: Re: FW: FW: [Fwd: recruit] Heels back on top in 

I like that email from             It makes me feel real good about 
the future! Yeah we can get one more for next year. I hope we get 

On Thu, ~timeinc.com wrote: 

One more    meaning this season? Is it possible to have someone for 
this coming year that hasn’t committed yet? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 1 
Sent: Thursday, 5:25 PM 
To: 

~’@timeinc.com> 
Subject: Re: FW: [Fwd: recruit] Heels back on top in 

just got verbal 

still one more       player deciding tomorrow - UNC &     - (big 
recruit - pretty much have no chance at NCAA tourney next year w/o 1 
more legit    player) 

deciding in 2 weeks - UNC &     - UNC very 
likely leading 

UNC "leads" for of the top class ..... that 
will likely attend college 

UNC + Roy + NAt’I Champs = Selecting players 

we’ll take a few lumps next year, but this is setting up for a major, 
major run for Roy & Co. for the long-term 

On @alstracap.com> wrote: 
>> 

>> 

> From: ~timemc.com] 
> Sent: Thursday, 01:58 PM 
> To: ~alstracap.com 
> Subject: FW: [Fwd: recruit] Heels back on top in 

>> 

>> 



looks like we got one! 
..... Original Message ..... 

From: Travis Gore [2mai~o:s~gore,~emaikunc~ed~] 
Sent: Thursday, 1:51 PM 
To: @timeinc.com> 
Subject: [Fwd: recruit] Heels back on top in 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: recruit 
Date: Thu, 13:13: 38 -0400 
From: Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
To: :@unchealthcare.org>, 

@corleyredfootzack.com>, 
@earthlink.net, 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>, Julius Nyang’oro 
@yahoo.corn>, 

@email.unc.edu> 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 
From:    @morriscommercial.com 
To: dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
Date: Thu, 13:05:45 -0400 
Subject: 

Makes His Choice! 
by Dave Telep of Scout.com, 

>’ Profile 

at 12:47pm ET 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@timeinc.com 

Friday,              12:32 PM 

stgore@EMAIL.UNC.EDU 

RE: FW: FW: [Fwd: recruit] Heels back on top in 

ohhh 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Travis Gore [mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 12:26 PM 
To: @timeinc.com> 
Subject: Re: FVV: FVV: [Fwd: recruit] Heels back on top in 

it was wed night 

@~im eir~c,com wrote: 

wait, last night??? 

so funny about the matority part!!! i just picture you running out years ago!! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Travis Gore [ email.unc.edq] 
Sent: Friday, 10:09 AM 
To: @timeinc~com> 
S,,bject: Re: FW: FW: [Fwd: recruit] Heels back on top in 

yeah funny I walked into carolina ale house and I saw-    there!! With          , and some other guys. Afterwards he said " 
your showing matority(the way he pronounces it) He said years ago I would have walked in there and saw- him and ran out!! 

~timeinc,com wrote: 

Oh I am sure they do!!! I hope they win, they are SO excited! Have you talked to I recently? 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Travis Gore [ emaiLunc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 9:16 AM 
To: @timeinc.com> 
Subject~ Re: F;CV: ~V: [Fwd: recruit] Heels back on top in 

I can totally picture     driving the van with the boys and on the outside of the van it spray painted 
I wonder if they keep     up to date with this stuft’?! 

@timeinc.com wrote: 

One more         meaning this season? Is it possible to have someone for 

this coming year that hasn’t committed yet? 

..... Original Message ...... 

From: @@ma io co,a] 

Sent: Thursday, 5:25 PM 

To : 

@ Li ~tei rlo o com> 

Subject: Re: FW: [Fwd: recruit] Heels back on top in 

just got verbal 

still one more               player deciding tomorrow - UNC &       - (big 

recruit - pretty much have no chance at NCAA tourney next year w/o 1 

more legit        player) 

deciding in 2 weeks - UNC & 

likely leading 

UNC "leads" for    of the top 

likely attend college 

UNC + Roy + NAt’I Champs    Selecting players 

we’ll take a few lumps next year, but this is setting up for a major, 

major run for Roy & Co. for the long-term 

- UNC very 

.... that will 

On @alstracapocom> wrote: 



From: ~imeJnCoCOml 

Sent: Thursday, 01:58 PM 

To: @aist~acapoCOm 

Subject: FW: IFwd: recruitl Heels back on top in 

looks like we got one! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Travis Gore Imaii~o~s~Nore@emaJiour~coedul 

Sent: Thursday, 1:51 PM 

To: 

Subject: IFwd: recruitl Heels back on top in 

@ Limei nc o corn> 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: recruit 

Date: Thu,                    13:13:38 -0400 

From: Deborah Crowder <dacxowde@emaiii oUnOoedu> 

To : @urK~hea] ~hca~e o 

~corie v ~ edfoot z ac k o corn>, 

Travis Gore <skcore@e~iaiii o~moo6du> Julius Nyang’oro 

@emai i o UnCo edu> 

Forwarded message 

To: dac£owde@emaiioUrlcoedu 

Date: Thu, 13:05:45 -0400 

Subject: 

Makes His Choice! 

by Dave Telep of Scout.com, 

Profile 

at 12:47pm ET 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@timeinc.com 

Monday, March 19, 2007 9:33 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu; @gmail.com 

FW: Story from NYPOST.COM from 

F rom I 
Sent: Sunday, March 18, 2007 9:22 AM 
To: 
Subject: Story from NYPOST.COM from 

@timeinc.com] 

@timeinc.com> 

New York Post 

thought you would find this story from NYPOST.COM interesting: 

thought you’d enjoy this.. 

PUBLIC ENEMY 
By MIKE VACCARO 
BUFFALO - She wasn’t in the mood for a lesson or for a lecture, not with the tears running down her face, not with the 
grief racking her body. She was blonde (of course) and is usually quite peppy (of course), but that was earlier, before the 
Huns from Virginia Commonwealth had come and taken her basketball season away. 

Now, this Duke cheerleader was nothing but a puddle, holding tight to the other puddles who were gently swaying back 
and forth as the Duke band played a mournful, dirge-like version of the school alma mater. And she was being slammed 
by one of the great and growing realities in all of sports. 

"W-w-w-w-w-why ... " she stammered, "... d-d-d-do p-p-people h-h-h-h-hate us s-s-s-s-so m-m-m-much?" 

It would have been a heartbreaking sight except that there were still about 15,000 of the 18,000 people inside HSBC 
arena Thursday night who were drunk from the giddy aftermath of VCU’s 79-77 upset over the poor girl’s Blue Devils, in 
much the same way sports bars and living rooms in most precincts of the country were still drunk from that giddy 
aftermath. 

It’s a sensation we know about all too well in New York City, of course. The Yankees have long been the platinum 
standard as the Team People Love To Hate (TPLTH, from here on in), the team whose regular and routine excellence 
causes more angst, more anger, more resentment and more bitterness than anyone else’s but, ultimately and inevitably, 
whose setbacks provide more giddy aftermath than just about anyone else’s, too. The Yankees, in fact, inspired the 
concept of giddy aftermath (see Brooklyn, 1955; Milwaukee, 1957; Pittsburgh, 1960; Phoenix, 2001; and Boston, 2004). 
They perfected it. And maybe they should have gotten a patent on it. 

Other teams have approached the Yankees’ throne through the years, none more regularly than Notre Dame football, 
which has the same rabid (and lordly) kind of fan base (a lot of them even called "subway alumni"), which has had the 
same amount of eminently laudable or Ioathable figures depending upon which side of the chasm you sit (there may never 
have been a more polarizing figure in the history of college football than the Notre Dame incarnation of Lou Holtz, to name 
one) and, of course, seemed to win every single year. 

The problem, of course, is that Notre Dame hasn’t won much of anything the last 20 years, and so it’s hard to maintain a 



good contempt when the object of your obsession gets treated like tackling dummies by USC every year. Other teams 
have tried to rise to the role. The Dallas Cowboys have been regular guests to the table of national scorn, but they, too, 
have ebbed away from that place of prominence, especially now that they’ve hired Charles Durning as their coach. 

No, the lone challengers to the Yankees’ place at the head of the banquet table of antipathy are the Duke Blue Devils, 
with their corporate-spokesman coach, with their string of well-scrubbed, telegenic players, with their relentless string of 
excellence, with their oh-so-clever army of Cameron Crazies. They are, in many ways, the Yankees’ perfect complement. 

There’s only one problem, of course. 

To stay there, the Blue Devils have to maintain what they’ve maintained. They have to retain the aura, the arrogance, the 
insatiable ability to dominate. What happened in Buffalo on Thursday may well only be an aberration; they had, after all, 
qualified for every Sweet 16 since 1997, a run that fairly matches the Yankees’ streak of playoff appearances that dates to 
1995. And they’d done so while much of America was rooting - if not praying - against them, which only adds to the 
degree of difficulty. 

But in order to retain a good sense of superiority, the Devils have to get back to where they were, and in short order. The 
Yankees can afford to lose back-to-back first-round playoff series because theirs is a dominance that extends not only 
back to 1995, but really to 1921. Theirs is a generational hatred, one passed down through the ages, a through-the- 
looking-glass companion to the millions of Yankees fans who also see them as a familial treasure. 

That’s the biggest thing Duke has to overcome. Time was, not so long ago, that most sports fans actually loved the Blue 
Devils. How could you hate the Art Heyman/Jeff Mullins Dookies of the ’60s? How could you hate the Jim Spanarkel/Mike 
Gminski Dookies of the ’70s, who nearly toppled their predecessor at the top of college basketball contempt, Kentucky? 
Hell, even Mike Krzyzewski’s early teams were almost impossible to abhor, capped by the ultra-satisfying upset of UNLV 
back in the ’91 NCAAs. 

Whathappened? 

They kept coming back, is what happened. They kept invading our living rooms, and Dick Vitale’s microphone, and then 
their fans started acting like winning was a birthright (does that sound familiar), and suddenly just saying the name "J.J. 
Redick" in the wrong company could draw you some venal death stares. And so now we are where we are. We live in a 
world where it’s as much fun to root against Duke as for them, the same way a good chunk of the nation gathers just as 
much enjoyment rooting against the Yankees as for them. Which is fine, and all, until Duke loses. 

Which begs the question: What now? 

Mike Vaccaro’s e-mail address is michael.vaccaro@nypost.com. His new book, "1941: The Greatest Year in Sports," will 
be released June 5. 

To sign up for Daily Newsletter Alerts, please visit http://www.nypost.com/php/newsletter/classify newsletter clicks.php 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@timeinc.com 

Thursday, May 17, 2007 10:45 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu; sparrish@uncaa.unc, edu 

http : / / sportsi l l ustrated .cn n .co m/ 2 OO 7 / ba sketba l l/ n ba, 

SP- same agent as 

.ap/index.html 

Sports Illustrated 

Event Marketing & Athlete Relations 

Phone 

212.522.0610 Fax 

,@timeinc.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, January 24, 2006 11:05 AM 

t <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

@yahoo.com;       @email.unc.edu 

Travel- St. Louis- maps of (attachments)/attach with info on 

Wednesday, June 01, 2005.max; Tuesday, September 20, 2005.max; Tuesday, September 
20, 2005 (2).max 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.com> 

Friday, April 21, 2006 5:54 PM 

@yahoo.com> 

@email.unc.edu; stgore@email.unc, edu; 
@email.unc.edu;     ~email.unc.edu 

Events- party at Kappa Psi at 8pm! 

@hotmail.com; 

Hey Fellas, 

I might try to go to this early, as I gotta work at 1 lpm so prob. won’t 
spend too long there. 

~:ilunc.facebook.comieve~at.~?eid 

Tunnel PartyUNC 
Information 
Event Info Name: Tunnel Party 
Tagline: 26th Annual 
Host: Kappa Psi 
Type: Party - Fraternity/Sorority Party 
Time and Place Start Time: Friday, April 21, 2006 at 8:00pm 
End Time: Saturday, April 22, 2006 at l:00am 
Venue: Kappa Psi House 
Street: (map) 
City: Chapel Hill, NC 
Contact Info Phone: 
Email: tunnelparty@unc.edu 

Description 
Come out to the Kappa Psi house THIS FRIDAY (April 21st) and experience the 
famous Tunnel Party, now in its 26th year. Bring your friends and crawl 
around in the cardboard box tunnel built for you by none other than the 
brothers of the Beta Xi chapter of the Kappa Psi Professional 
Pharmaceutical Fraternity. The Plaid Cowboys will be playing all your 
favorites from 8pm-12am and a DJ will take you through the rest of the 
night. T-shirts are available for $10 from any brother or at the door, but 
they’re going quickly, so get yours now. Don’t miss out on this Chapel Hill 
staple! 
Photos 
No one has uploaded any photos. 
Confirmed Guests 
This event has 127 confirmed guests.See All 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, April 25, 2006 7:03 AM 

t <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
@yahoo.com;       @email.unc.edu 

Events-- Inc. Carolina Crawl ’06 on Thursday, April 27 

Carolina Crawl ’06 on Thursday, April 27 
Franklin & Rosemary St - 9pm-3am 
Keeping in tradition with the Class of 2005, the Social Committee has put 
together a very extravagant Bar Crawl. 15+ places will be involved and 
wearing your Senior shirt ensures no cover fee to enter and excellent drink 
specials. 

Date: Mon, 24 Apr 2006 23:36:38 -0400 
From: @alumni.unc.edu> Add to Address Book Add 
Mobile Alert 
To: "Class of 2006" <seniors2006@listserv.unc.edu> 
Subject: [seniors2006] Tribute Concert, Last Blast, & Bar Crawl 

Seniors, 

Here’s all the information for the remainder of our Senior Week Events: 

SENIOR TRIBUTE CONCERT 
Tuesday, April 25 
8pm - Hanes Art Center 121 
Come out as Carolina’s finest performance groups tribute the Class of 
2006. The event is FREE so seating is first come first serve (doors 
open @ 7:15). Among them are Misconception, Psalm 100, Delta Sigma 
Theta Sorority, Inc., Harmonyx, & The Archordants. 

WIENERS FOR THE WASTED 
Tuesday, April 25 
1 lpm-3am - Bub’s 
Come out as the Senior Class sell hot dogs To raise money to buy books 
for the kids at the Pediatric and Adolescent HIV Clinic at UNC 
Hospitals. 

LAST BLAST 
Wednesday, April 26 
*moved to rain site 
4pm-7pm - Carmichael Gymnasium 
Hosted by the GAA, join fellow seniors and enjoy free food, rides, and 
games. Don’t forget to stop by the Last Blast Wedding Party to win 
prizes and celebrate the past four years here at UNC! 
*we will have the bell tower climb at a later date so stay posted 

CLASS GIFT EVENT 
Thursday, April 27 
10am-2pm - The Pit 
There will be cake and lemonade for anyone who donates ANY amount to 
the Class Gift and/or Senior Campaign. We will also be selling 
T-shirts at this time. 

CAROLINA CRAWL ’06 
Franklin & Rosemary St - 10pm-until 
Keeping in tradition with the Class of 2005, the Social Committee has 
put together a very extravagant Bar Crawl. 15+ places will be involved 
and wearing your Senior shirt ensures no cover fee to enter and 
excellent drink specials. 



-- other info -- 

We will have our last Adopt-a-Highway this Saturday, April 29. Contact 
@email.unc.edu for more details. 

Cap & Gowns will be back on sale beginning April 28-May 14 in the 
Student Union, be on the look about for information concerning the 
location. 

Please click on the link below to update your "official permanent 

record" with the University of North Carolina. This information will 

be retained by the Alumni Records Department at UNC. Please provide by 
Friday, May 12, 2006 (2 days prior to graduation). 

~:ilalumrd.unc.edulofficia~record/ 

cONcEpt of Colors presents... 

"Fashion UNCut" 
Friday, April 28th 
8pro - Great Hall 

$5 in advance, $7 at the door 
tickets on sale in the pit or from members 

that is all. 

-- @alumni.unc.edu 

Carolina Student Union 
CB 5210 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-5593 

919-962-4723 (fax) 
l~ttp :iisemors.ur~c.ed~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.com> 

Monday, August 21, 2006 3:26 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
@yahoo.com> 

Change in Meeting time- from 5pm to 730pm, would that work for u? 

TG, 

I think I need a Change in Meeting time from 5pm to 730pm, would that work 
for u? 

Later, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~hotmail.com> 
Monday, March 13, 2006 6:19 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
RE: why Roy was mad during the BCiMaryland game 

Wow. Is that true? It’s funny that you mention that b/c I actually noticed 
that he came out with a coke cup and that later the lady brought them 
waters. I thought it was weird that the person came up to him and took his 
coke cup away. 

>From: Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
>To:                          ~hotmail.com> 
>Subject: why Roy was mad during the BC/Maryland game 
>Date: Mon, 13 Mar 2006 15:55:02 -0500 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

>remember how pissed Roy was and he left and came back. Here is why. 
> 

> 

> 

>Later, during the Maryland-BC matchup that completed yesterday’s 
>schedule, UNC’s Williams took a seat court-side, in an area that is 
>reserved for coaches who want to scout a potential opponent or just 
>chat with someone while observing a game. Apparently, Williams made the 
>mistake of carrying a beverage in a Coke-sponsored cup with him. (The 
>Tar Heels have a sponsorship deal with Coke, as anyone who visits the 
>Smith Center can see.) An ACC administrator soon told the coach that 
>the ACC Tournament and the Greensboro Coliseum both are sponsored by 
>Pepsi, and that Williams needed to pour his drink into a container that 
>was either clear/plain or contained a logo from a Pepsi product. 
>Williams reacted angrily to the request, and he then sarcastically 
>asked how far the league was willing to go to (paraphrasing) prostitute 
>itself. Eventually, the coach did comply, but he obviously wasn’t happy 
>about it. Officials weren’t thrilled with his response, either....There 
>was a spectator spotted in the crowd section 106 row AA named Ralf who 
>was seen scratching his temple wondering what the hell hadjnst 
>happened. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

>Well it looks like Greensboro is out of the question now ...... The shock 
>absorber was solid. I tried out a few different combinations at work. 
>The Double D’s horseback riding was pretty good. 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~hotmail.com> 

Friday, November 10, 2006 11:06 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Exhibition Game 

The bball game is sold out, but      tells me that they’re still having a 
general admission section for students/faculty. He says he THINKS that 
students/faculty can still get in a guest with their ID. 

has an ID for me which can get me and in. 

Are you planning on bringing someone with you? Should I tell     to come 
up and he can get in with you, or should I just tell him not to worry about 
it? 

Add a Yahoo! contact to Windows Live Messenger for a chance to win a free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nathan Callowa~         ~yahoo.com> 

Thursday, November 29, 2007 9:14 AM 

i eff rose        @yahoo.com>; Molly Smith 
,~yahoo.com> 

Fw: FW: BMFD 

@hotmail.com>; j eff riddle 

..... Forwarded Message .... 
From: Andrew Lopez ~gmail.com> 
To: Wilder Harvard ~rasiniusa. com> 
Cc: David M. Weeks <DMWEEKS@uasom.uab.edu>; 

~yahoo.com>; "Herbert, Coleman" 
~gmail.com>; James Schoolfield 

~ezracompany.com>; Joshua Cheney 
@yahoo.com; wyoungblood@bbandt.com 

Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2007 6:26:11 PM 
Subject: Re: FW: BMFD 

~gmail.com; Hayes Permar 
~gmail.com>; "Hyde, John" 
@hotmail.com>; Jonathan Harms 

@hotmail.com>; kevin.harrell@wachovia.com; 

i had never seen this. work safe: 
~:ii~oumbe.comiwatch?v-bPMo 14XTTvE&feature=related 

On Nov 21, 2007 3:36 PM, Wilder Harvard 
get nice 

From: Brya n. Buter@wellsfa rqoocom [ mailto :~,a no Buter@wellsfa r~oocom ] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2007 3:35 plVl 
To: BryanoButer@we~lsfargoocom; chadesocox@wachoviaocom; 

~ahooocom;    @emailouncoedK; 
83btrcpaocom;                              ~mailocom; 

~mailocom; jwturner@bu.edu; jonathanododixon@bofasecudtiesocom; 
9)hotmailocom; RobbieoKane@wachoviaocom; ~oldentreeinsiteocom; 

a~nersocom; ~mailocom; ~mailocom; o 
SWacaster@p~asusinvestorsocom; t2aliaferro@Ddvateadvisorsocom ; Wilder Harvard; 

~mailocom 
Subject: RE: BMFD 

~gmail.com; 
~trafelet.com.; 

@msnocom; 
~yahoo.com; 

~ahooocom; 
3vahooocom; 

@avistaca~om; 

NORTH CAROLINA EXTENDS BUTCH DAVIS’S CONTRACT 

Chapel Hill, N.C. - ..... The University of North Carolina has agreed in 
principle to a 1-year contract extension and a raise of $291,000, pending 
approval of the University Board of Trustees next week. 

Statement from Athletic Director Dick Baddour: 
~We recognize the progress Coach Davis has made in rebuilding and generating 
momentum in the Carolina football program. Progress has been demonstrated 
by the hard work of the players on and off the field, the competitive games 
Carolina has played against one of the nation’s most difficult schedules, 
the excitement each week at Kenan Stadium and the quality of the 
student-athletes he and his staff are recruiting. 



We approached Coach Davis about the possibility of extending and enhancing 
his contract several weeks ago. We recognize that we have one of the 
nationls best coaches and we wanted to ensure the stability of the program. 

We were aggressive in pursuing Coach Davis last year before the season ended 
and we wanted to be ahead of the curve this year.2 

Statement from Head Coach Butch Davis: 
aMy family and I felt like Chapel Hill was the right place last year and are 
even more convinced after being here for one season. Ilm appreciative of 
the show of support from Dick Baddour, the administration, Chancellor Moeser 
and the Board of Trustees. Ilm confident we will continue to make progress 
in all phases of the football program. Tammy, Drew and I look forward to a 
long and successful career at the University of North Carolina. This should 
put to rest any speculation of where Illl be coaching in the future.2 

Andrew Lopez 

Be a better pen pal. Text or chat with friends inside Yahoo! Mail. See how. 















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dr. Bob Sports Basketball <basketball@drbobsports.com> 

Sunday, February 25, 2007 11:15 AM 

@aol.com 

@gmail.com 

Sunday Basketball 

Dear Member: 

Just one Best Bet for Sunday and one opinion/possible Best Bet. 

Rotation #548 Montana State (+1 1/2) 2-Stars from pick to +1 112, 3-Stars at 
+2 or more. 

2 Star Selection 
**MONTANTA STATE (+1 112) over Northern Arizona 
02:00 PM Pacific - Rotation 548 
Montana State struggled early in the season under new coach Brad Huse, but the 
Bobcats have improved since conference play started and they apply to a very good 62- 
19-1 ATS last home game situation that is 22-3 ATS for home underdogs with revenge. 
Northern Arizona has also improved in conference play and my ratings favor the 
Lumberjacks by 1 1/2 points, but NAU applies to a negative 60-118-5 ATS road letdown 
situation that is based on their current 3-0 straight up and ATS run. I’ll take Montana 
State in a 2-Star Best Bet at pick or as an underdog and I’ll make Montana 
State a 3-Star Best Bet at +2 points or more. 

College Opinion/Possible Best Bet 
MARYLAND (+3) over North Carolina 
Rotation #534 at 2:30 pm Pacific 
North Carolina is the best team in the nation, but Maryland has had a very good season 
and the Terrapins are playing their best basketball of the season lately. Today the Terps 
apply to a 56-17-1 ATS subset of a 132-61-7 ATS momentum situation but my ratings 
favor North Carolina by 4 1/2 points and the negative line value takes away from the 
strong situation. Maryland still has a 54% chance of covering at +3 points and I’ll 
consider the Terrapins an opinion at +3 or +3 1/2 points. Maryland has a 57% chance of 
covering at +4 points and I’ll take Maryland in a 2-Star Best Bet at +4 points or 
more. 

Copyright 2007. Redistribution prohibited. 

Your subscription ends on 30-Jun-07. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dr. Bob Sports Basketball <basketball@drbobsports.com> 

Thursday, March 15, 2007 3:45 AM 

~aol.com 

~gmail.com 

Thursday NCAA Tournament # 1 

Dear Member: 

Some of you signed up after I sent this yesterday. Here is the Thursday Analysis, part 1. 
The lines have moved on the Best Bets, so pay attention to the line constraints for 
ratings at the current lines. 

***Butler (-1) over Old Dominion 
Butler was as impressive as any team in the nation early in the season, recording 
victories over Notre Dame, Indiana, Tennessee, and Gonzaga to win the pre-season NIT. 
The Bulldogs weren’t quite as good against their fellow Horizon League teams, but it was 
probably tough for Butler to get up for those teams. Late-season losses to Southern 
Illinois at home and twice to Wright State on the road are cause for concern, but those 
are respectable losses, which cannot be said of Old Dominion losing by 16 points to a 
mediocre George Mason team in their conference tournament. Old Dominion made this 
tournament because they beat Georgetown by 13 points back in November, but that’s 
the Monarchs’ only victory against an NCAA Tourney caliber team (VCU is not really 
NCAA caliber based on my ratings). Aside from beating Georgetown, Old Dominion lost 
by 17 points at Virginia Tech, lost by 6 points at home to Winthrop, and by 4 points at 
home to Clemson. Butler is clearly better than Old Dominion and my ratings favor the 
Bulldogs by 3 1/2 points in this game and I’d still favor Butler by 3 points using only 
games for each team since January 1st. Aside from the line value Butler applies to an 
81-32-1 ATS round 1 situation and a 36-7 ATS round 1 situation that applies as long as 
they are not favored by 3 points or more. I’ll take Butler in a 3-Star Best Bet at -2 
1/2 points or less and for 2-Stars at -3 points. 

**Maryland (-6 1/2) over Davidson 
Davidson may be 29-4, but they’re 0-4 against the 4 teams they faced this season that 
are NIT caliber or better, losing by 10 points at Michigan, losing by 6 points at Missouri, 
losing by 28 points at Duke and losing by 7 points at home to Appalachian State. The 
Wildcats were 29-0 against the 29 mediocre and bad teams that they faced but 
Maryland is certainly too tough for Davidson to handle. Davidson is a bully, a team that 
beats up on lesser teams and struggles against other teams at their level or higher, and 
the Wildcats will lose this game by 16 points if they play at the same level in this game 
that they played in the 4 games against good teams earlier this season. Even Davidson’s 
best game rating among those 4 games would only be good enough for a 10 point loss 
to a team of Maryland’s level. Since 4 games is not a reliable sample size for analysis I 
calculated a regression equation using all 31 of Davidson’s Division 1 games to find the 
correlation of Davidson’s individual game ratings as a factor of the level of their 
opponents - and then used that equation to predict how well Davidson would play 
against a team of Maryland’s rating. Based on that equation, Davidson would lose by 
10.7 points on average to a team of Maryland’s caliber on a neutral floor. It makes 
sense that Davidson is not as good against better teams and relatively better against 



weak teams since Davidson likes to play at a fast pace. Games with more possessions 
for each team are likely to result in the superior team winning by larger margins than if 
the game were played at a standard pace, so Davidson wins by larger margins than 
expected when they are the superior team and they lose by larger margins than 
expected when they are the inferior team. Maryland also likes to play at a fast pace so 
this game is likely to have even more possessions than each team’s average possessions 
per game, which will make it even tougher for Davidson to stay close. Maryland is a very 
good team that is not getting the respect that they deserve and teams seeded #4 or 
better are 27-15 ATS in first round games when not favored by more than 8 points, 
including 16-3 ATS if they are coming off an upset loss. Maryland’s loss to Miami-Florida 
in their first ACC game obviously has some people thinking that the Terps are ripe for an 
upset, but Gary Williams’ team is 6-0 ATS following a loss this season and they won and 
covered in 7 consecutive games before letting down against Miami-Florida. I’ll take 
Maryland in a 2-Star Best Bet at -8 points or less. 

Duke (-6 1/2) vs Virginia Commonwealth 
Duke has allowed 54% shooting in their 3 game losing streak to Maryland, North 
Carolina, and NC State, but Duke is a very good defensive team for the season and 
teams that enter the NCAA Tournament on a 3 game losing streak are not doomed to 
failure (8-6 ATS). Duke will go back to playing their normal good defense and if the Blue 
Devils play their normal game and VCU plays their normal game than the Blue Devils 
would win by 7 points. Duke does apply to a negative 16-41 ATS first round situation but 
the Blue Devils also apply to a 21-5 ATS first round situation that based on their recent 
poor play. The negative situation is stronger by about a point, so Duke by 6 points is the 
break-even point on this game and a 1/2 point of value is not even enough to overcome 
the -1.10 odds. I’ll pass on this game. 

Pitt (-9 1/2) vs Wright State 
Wright State started the season poorly under first year coach Brad Brownell, but the 
Raiders started to grasp Brownell’s system in January and they’ve been tough to beat 
ever since. Since losing at Butler on January 6th the Raiders are 14-2 straight up and 
13-2-1 ATS, including 2 wins over the 5th seeded Butler Bulldogs. Using games for the 
entire season would result in a fair line of Pitt by 12 points, but it is obvious that Wright 
State is a different team now than they were at the beginning of the year and a line of 
Pitt by 9 points is what I come up with using games since January for both teams. The 
line has come down from the opening number of 11 and I have situations favoring both 
sides in this game, so :I will pass on this game at a line of 8 ~12 to 9 ~12, will lean 
with Wright State at +10 or more. The situation favoring Wright State only applies if 
they are an underdog of more than 8 points and Pitt applies to a 37-8 ATS first round 
situation if they become a favorite of 8 points or less, so :I would take Pitt in a 2-Star 
Best Bet at -8 points or less. 

North Carolina (-26) over Eastern Kentucky 
It is common for a huge favorite to win by fewer points against an over-matched 
opponent than the difference in their ratings suggests, simply because the big favorite 
may not play with as much defensive intensity or because the reserves will get more 
time in such games than they would in a normal game. That phenomenon is factored 
into the pointspread of this game and it really shouldn’t be when North Carolina is the 
big favorite in question. The young Tarheels have already proven that they love to beat 



up on bad teams (6-1 ATS this season as a favorite of 21 points or more, including 6 
spread wins in a row) and when North Carolina goes to their bench they’re calling on 
former high school All-Americans. My ratings favor North Carolina by 28 1/2 points in this 
game (including 2 points for playing nearby Winston-Salem) even after factoring in 
Eastern Kentucky’s slow paced tactics and an analysis of the Tarheels’ margin of victory 
as a function of their opponents rating/site yields a prediction of UNC by 32 points 
(North Carolina plays relatively better against bad teams than they do against good 
teams). I’ll consider North Carolina a Strong Opinion in this game at -26 points 
or less based on the line value (a lean at -26 1/2 or -27 points) and I’ll take North 
Carolina in a 2-Star Best Bet at -24 points or less. 

Michigan State (-1 1/2) vs Marquette 
Michigan State has had some trouble away from home, but they are still a better team 
than Marquette even when I factor that in. My ratings favor Michigan State by 2 points 
even after adjusting their rating down 1 ~/2 points for their poor play away from home - 
and that projection doesn’t take into account that Marquette may be without star G Jerel 
McNeal for a 4th consecutive game. Marquette has been 1 ~/2 points worse in the 4 
games that McNeal has missed this season so I’d make a fair line of Michigan State by 3 
~/2 points if McNeal’s broken thumb keeps him out again, which head coach Tom Crean 
suggests it will. Unfortunately, both sides apply to pretty good situations and the 
situations favoring Marquette are stronger than the situations favoring Michigan State, 
so I certainly won’t favor Michigan State even if McNeal is out. I’ll pass on this game. 

Boston College (-3) over Texas Tech 
Texas Tech got into this tournament because they managed to beat Kansas once and 
Texas A&M twice. However, the Red Raiders lost 5 consecutive games in between their 
back-to- back wins over those teams (January 20th and 24th) and their second win over 
Texas A&M on February 13th. The Red Raiders are one of the two worst at-large teams 
in this field (Old Dominion is the other) but they are capable of beating superior teams if 
they’re hitting their outside shots (47% on 3-pointers in their 3 wins over KU and A&M). 
Of course, Bobby Knight’s team can also lose to inferior teams too and they are 
rightfully a 3 point dog to Boston College in this game. BC has not fallen off as much as 
expected without injured big man Sean Williams and the Eagles qualify in a solid 81-32- 
1 ATS first round situation. Unfortunately, they apply to a part of that situation that isn’t 
quite as good. I’ll just lean with Boston College at -3 points or less, but Texas 
Tech would apply to a negative 8-31-1 ATS situation if the line comes down to 2 points 
or less and I’d take Boston College in a 2-Star Best Bet at -2 points or less. 

Georgetown (-16 1/2) vs Belmont 
Teams that win their conference tournaments have a tendency to relax a bit in the first 
round of the NCAA Tournament as a favorite and Georgetown applies to a negative 24- 
44-1 ATS situation that is based on that premise. However, Belmont did not play well 
against the other top 2 teams in their conference or against decent teams during the 
non- conference schedule - and my ratings favor Georgetown by 18 points in this game. 
The line value favoring Georgetown cancels out the situation against the Hoyas. I have 
no opinion on this game at this price, but I will lean with Belmont at +17 points 
or more. 

Copyright 2007. Redistribution prohibited. 



Your subscription ends on 30-Jun-07. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dr. Bob Sports Basketball <basketball@drbobsports.com> 

Thursday, March 15, 2007 6:48 PM 

~aol.com 

~gmail.com 

Friday NCAA Analysis #2 

Dear Member: 

Here is Friday’s NCAA analysis again for those that signed up after I sent them out 
yesterday. The lines listed were the lines at the time of release, so pay attention to the 
line constraints. The games are graded from 2-Stars to 4-Stars for Best Bets (4- Stars 
are rare), then Strong Opinions (54% to 55% chance of covering) and then leans (52% 
to 53%). Some games are not even leans if I think both teams have less than a 52.4% 
chance of covering (52.4% is break-even at -1.10 odds). 

Friday Night NBA/NIT will be released at 3 pm Pacific. 

Jackson State (+28) over Florida 
Florida is just 1-4-2 ATS as a favorite of more than 15 points this season and I can’t 
imagine that the GaLors will be fully focused on lowly Jackson SLate today after their 
impressive run through the SEC Tournament. Florida, in fact, applies Lo a 4-20 ATS 
subset of a 31-70-2 ATS NCAA Tournament letdown situation so I don’t expect a full 
effort from the GaLors today. Unfortunately, Jackson SLate does not inspire a lot of 
confidence, even as such a huge underdog. The Tigers lost by an average of 31 points in 
4 games against good Learns this season, losing at Alabama by 31 points, at Georgia 
Tech by 30 points, at Illinois by 21 points and at Memphis by 42 points. A similar effort 
against a Learn at Florida’s level would result in a 34 point loss. My ratings favor Florida 
by 29 1/2 points in this game and the negative line value is cuLLing into the value of the 
situation. I will just lean with Jackson State at +28 points and I’ll consider the 
Tigers a Strong Opinion at +29 points or more. 

Arizona (-2 1/2) over Purdue 
Both of these Learns played worse against better competition, but Arizona has proven Lo 
be a slightly better team and the Wildcats apply Lo an 81-32-1 ATS NCAA Tourney 
situation while Purdue applies Lo a negative 8-31-1 ATS first round situation as long as 
they are not an underdog of more than 2 points. My ratings favor Arizona by 2 points 
and T’II consider Arizona a Strong Opinion at -2 1/2 points (a lean at -3). However, 
T’II take Arizona in a 2-Star Best Bet at -2 points or less and for 3-Stars at -1 or 
better. 

***Nevada (pick) over Creighton 
Nevada’s margin of victory number isn’t that impressive when compared Lo their 
schedule strength, but that’s because the Wolf Pack don’t run up scores against bad 
teams and they Lend Lo save their best efforts when challenged by a good team. Nevada 
is 28-4 straight up this season and they are 3-1 against NCAA Caliber teams - losing Lo 
UNLV but winning at Akron, winning at Gonzaga and beating Cal on a neutral court when 
Cal had future NBA big man Devon Hardin in the lineup (the Bears were NCAA quality 
before he got hurl in late December). Nevada is 47-38-1 ATS in all games under coach 



Mike Fox, but they’re 30-16 ATS when not favored by more than 8 points and 13-4 ATS 
as an underdog or pick. I used a regression analysis on Nevada’s individual game ratings 
to correlate their game rating with the difficulty of their opponent and site and the 
prediction based on that equation is a 3 point Wolf Pack win on a neutral floor against a 
team of Creighton’s caliber. Even if pick is the fair line, which it would be using my 
standard set of ratings, Nevada is still a good play based on a plethora of positive 
situations. Nevada applies to a 36-7 ATS round 1 situation and an 86-32-2 ATS situation 
while Creighton applies to a negative 9-35-2 ATS subset of a 41-88-3 ATS NCAA 
Tourney situation. Wolf Pack guard Kyle Shiloh missed Nevada’s conference tournament 
loss to Utah State with a hamstring injury but he says he’s ready to go for the NCAA 
tourney. I’ll take Nevada in a 3-Star Best Bet at -2 points or less and for 2-Stars 
at -2 1/2 or -3 points. 

North Texas (+17 1/2) over Memphis 
Memphis has to wait one more game to be tested, as facing North Texas in the first 
round is the same as facing all of the Conference USA teams that the Tigers beat up on 
this year. However, teams that win their conference tournament often letdown as big 
favorites in round 1 and Memphis applies to a negative 10-25-1 ATS situation that is 
based on that premise. That situation is not enough to get me to make North Texas a 
Best Bet, but my ratings favor Memphis by 17 1/2 points - so the line is fair. I’ll lean 
with North Texas at +17 points or more and I’ll consider the Mean Green a 
Strong Opinion at +19 points or more. 

Winthrop (+3 1/2) over Notre Dame 
Winthrop is a case of a team that was punished for playing in a small conference, a 
conference that the Eagles went 17-0 against. Many of Winthrop’s conference games 
were over early, as the Eagles won their Big South games by an average of 15.5 points. 
That margin would have been considerably higher if they played at full intensity in some 
of those blowouts for a full 40 minutes. It also must have been tough for Winthop’s 
veteran squad to get inspired by conference opponents after battling so many good 
teams outside the conference. Winthrop was indeed impressive in those games, as the 
Eagles scoring margin against 6 NCAA Tournament caliber teams was just 3.2 points 
despite all 6 of those games being on the road. Winthrop led North Carolina with 10 
minutes remaining before succumbing by just 7 points, the won at Mississippi State by 
11 points, took #2 seed Wisconsin to overtime before losing by 3 points and won at 
Missouri State by 11 points in mid-February. Winthrop’s only bad game against a good 
team was a 20 point loss at Texas A&M and their 11 point loss at Maryland was not that 
bad. Using regression analysis to find the correlation between Winthrop’s game rating 
and the difficulty of their opponent and site gives me a good idea of exactly how good 
Winthrop can be when challenged by a worthy opponent and that analysis suggests that 
the Eagles are just as good as Notre Dame. I’d make a fair line of pick on this game and 
getting 3 1/2 points would be a good bet if not for an 88-48-2 ATS first round situation 
that favors Notre Dame. However, that situation doesn’t work nearly as well if the 
opponent is coming off a game in which they failed to cover the spread and Winthrop’s 
Big South Championship game win was by just 3 points as a 20 1/2 point favorite. I’ll still 
resist making Winthrop a Best Bet, but I’ll consider Winthrop a Strong Opinion at 
+3 points or more and a lean at +2 1/2 or +2 points. 

**Miami-Ohio (+9) over Oregon 



Oregon looked fantastic in dominating the Pac-10 tournament, beating Arizona, Cal, and 
USC by an average of 20 points with each win being by 18 points or more. The Ducks, 
however, are an inconsistent team and high seeded teams that play above expectations 
in winning their conference tournament tend to let down as favorites in the first round of 
the NCAA Tournament. Oregon, in fact, applies to a negative 4-27 ATS situation that is 
based on that premise as well as a 31-70-2 ATS tourney situation. Oregon will likely be 
frustrated by Miami’s ability to slow down to pace of the game and it’s no surprise that 
the Redhawks played a couple of points better against good teams this season. My 
ratings favor Oregon by 9.4 points and I’ll take Miami-Ohio in a 2-Star Best Bet at 
+9 points and for 3-Stars at +9 112 or more. 

IJsc (-2) vs Arkansas 
USC became a better team in late December, when AII-Pac 10 performer Gabe Pruitt 
began playing after missing the first month of the season. The Trojans were a pretty 
good team before PruiLt joined the lineup, but they became a more versatile team with 
his all- around game and leadership. The Trojans have wins over Oregon, Stanford, 
Washington SLate, and 2 wins over Arizona, and they nearly upset UCLA twice (lost by 1 
point and 5 points). Arkansas has a few marquee wins as well, beating Southern Illinois 
and West Virginia in November and beating Vandy twice and Ole’ Miss once late in the 
season Lo secure a bid Lo this tournament. Despite arguments against Arkansas making 
this tournament the Razorbacks belong as there were plenty of other at large teams that 
I rank below them in ratings. Speaking of my ratings, I rate these two teams basically 
the same. The oddsmakers apparently agreed with me when they opened the line at 
pick, but USC is now a 2 point favorite. That’s Log bad because the Trojans apply Lo an 
18-3 ATS subset of an 81-32-1 ATS first round situation. I’m not going Lo give up 2 
points of line value to make USC a play, but I’ll lean with IJS¢~ at -1 112 or less, a 
Strong Opinion at -1 and a 2-Star Best Bet at pick or as a dog. 

New Mexico State (+8) over Texas 
New Mexico State is loaded with transfers that used to play in major conferences, so 
they aren’t likely to be intimidated by the Longhorns in this game. The talented Aggies 
tend to step up their level of play when they’re facing good teams and relax against bad 
teams, so I expect them to play at a higher than normal level in this game. Nevada is 
the only NCAA caliber team that New Mexico State has faced with their current roster (a 
couple of starters weren’t eligible to play when the Aggies lost by 15 at Arizona in 
November) and the Aggies out-scored the Wolf Pack in two meetings, winning by 7 
points at home and losing by just 4 points in Reno (2-0 ATS in those games). Texas is 
not a dominating defensive team, so New Mexico State’s bevy of talented scorers should 
score enough to keep this game interesting. My ratings favor Texas by only 7 points in 
this game and the Aggies apply to a 46-19 ATS situation. Unfortunately, the best part of 
that angle does not apply and the remaining part of it is not good enough to merit a 
Best Bet on the Aggies. I’ll consider New Mexico State a Strong Opinion at +8 
points or more, a lean at +7 112 or +7 points, and I’d make New Mexico State a 
2-Star Best Bet at +9 points or more. 

Copyright 2007. Redistribution prohibited. 

Your subscription ends on 30-Jun-07. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dr. Bob Sports Basketball <basketball@drbobsports.com> 

Saturday, March 17, 2007 4:43 AM 

@aol.com 

@gmail.com 

Saturday NCAA Analysis 

Dear Member: 

Here is the analysis of all 8 of Saturday’s games. Pittsburgh is the only game worth 
betting, so don’t waste your profits betting opinions even though my opinions have been 
winning. 

I’ll release Saturday’s NBA at 3 pm Pacific on the Best Bets release page and via email. 

The Best Bets release page is www.drbobsports.com/basketball/basketball.cfm?p=4 and 
you should go to that page and log in a few minutes before 3 pm PST. 

Butler (+5 1/2) over Maryland 
Maryland is one of the best 10 teams in the nation, but Butler can play with any team in 
the nation thanks to their good defense and efficient offense (only 9 turnovers per 
game). Butler owns wins over Notre Dame, Indiana, Tennessee, Gonzaga, and Purdue 
this season and the Bulldogs are 5-0 ATS as an underdog this season and 20-6 ATS as 
an underdog against non-conference opponents in 6 seasons under coach Todd Lickliter. 
My ratings only favor Maryland by 4 1/2 points and I’ll lean with Butler at +5 points 
or more. 

***Pittsburgh (-6 1/2) over Virginia Commonwealth 
Virginia Commonwealth’s win over Duke was the only real upset of the day on Thursday, 
but don’t expect a repeat performance from the Rams today. VCU is a good shooting 
team (40% 3-pointers for the season), but the Rams can’t be expected to make 56% of 
their 3- pointers like they did in their 2 point win over Duke, especially against a Pitt 
team that defends the 3-point arc well (30.8% allowed). Duke made just 3 of their 11 
long range shots and Duke would have beaten VCU by 9 points had each team shot their 
normal percentage from long range. The Rams’ pressure also forced 17 Blue Devils’ 
turnovers, but Pitt’s guards are very careful with the ball and the Panthers only average 
12 team turnovers per game, so I doubt that VCU will be able to force as many 
turnovers as they did in their first round win. My ratings favor Pitt by 7 points in this 
game, so the line is fair, but VCU applies to a negative 0-19 ATS round 2 letdown 
situation and a negative 41-90-3 ATS NCAA letdown situation. I’ll take Pittsburgh in a 
3-Star Best Bet at -7 points or less and for 2-Stars at -7 ~l~ or -8 points, and for 
4-Stars at -6 or less. 

Georgetown (-8) vs Boston College 



I liked Boston College over Texas Tech partly because BC was in a good situation and 
partly because Texas Tech was not a good team and was clearly overrated. Boston 
College appears a bit overrated to me now, as they are simply not as good since shot- 
blocking C Sean Williams (5 blocks per game!!) was dismissed from the team in mid- 
January. Georgetown, meanwhile, got better in early January when Mark Egerson 
withdrew from school, which allowed Patrick Ewing Jr. to get more playing time (Ewing is 
an upgrade over Egerson). My ratings favor Georgetown by 9 1/2 points in this game, but 
the Hoyas apply to a negative 2-11 ATS round 2 situation. That situation isn’t worth 
much, but it’s enough to keep me from leaning with Georgetown unless I get more line 
value. :[ can’t recommend either side if the line is between 8 and 9 points (i.e. 
both sides would have a 52% or less chance of covering), but I’d lean with 
Georgetown at -7 1/2 or less and I’d lean with Boston College at +9 1/2 or more. 

Michigan State (+10) over North Carolina 
Teams that play at a slow pace have a better chance to cover as a big underdog and 
Michigan State is certainly capable of staying within double-digits against the explosive 
Tarheels. The key will be Michigan State’s ability to rebound the ball against a good 
rebounding Tarheels team. The Spartans are +7.6 in rebound margin while North 
Carolina is +8.6 in that category Michigan State actually has a slightly higher rebound 
percentage (they grab 56.1% of all available rebounds) than theTarheels (55.9%). The 
reason that is important is because North Carolina has lost their last 4 games in which 
they were out-rebounded and were 3-4 straight up on the season when they were out- 
boarded. My ratings favor North Carolina by 9 points after factoring in the pace of the 
game. North Carolina applies to a slightly negative 15-29 ATS round 2 big favorite 
situation and I’ll consider Michigan State a Strong Opinion at +10 points or more 
and I’ll lean with the Spartans at +9 or +9 1/= points. 

Louisville (+2 1/=) over Texas A&M 
I really like this Texas A&M team, but Louisville has been nearly as good if you exclude 
their early season games when big man David Padgett was not 100% healthy. Playing 
this game in nearby Lexington helps Louisville’s cause, as teams playing in their home 
state are now 105-69 ATS in the NCAA Tournament the last 20 years. My ratings favor 
Texas A&M by just 1 point after giving Louisville 2 points for playing in Kentucky and I’ll 
lean with Louisville at +2 points or more. 

Ohio State (-7) vs Xavier 
Xavier got a bad rap for being the team that a lot of so called "experts" thought was 
undeserving of an NCAA Tournament bid, but the Musketeers are clearly good enough to 
justify their #9 seed and they are capable of competing in this game. The problem I see 
for Xavier in this match-up is that they won’t be able to depend on getting to the free- 
throw line for easy points against an Ohio State team that doesn’t commit many fouls. 
Xavier attempts 25 free throws per game and makes a very good 74% of those shots. 
Ohio State only allows their opponents to make 12 trips to the line per game and 
Xavier’s offense isn’t as efficient when they’re not getting to the line. My ratings favor 



Ohio State by 7 points and there are situations both on and against the Buckeyes in this 
game, so 1: have no opinion on this game. 

Washington State (-2) vs Vanderbilt 
Vanderbilt is a pretty inconsistent team, so don’t make too much of their 77-44 win over 
a mediocre George Washington team. The Commodores are inconsistent because they 
depend on their good 3-point shooting a bit too much (25 3-point attempts per game) 
and making 3-pointers is quite variable. If Vandy makes close to 40% of their3-pointers 
then they are likely to win this game, but my ratings favor Washington State by 2 1/2 
points and the Commodores would be hurt if they have to play without accurate 
shooting guard Dan Cage, who is listed as questionable with a bad back. Cage shoots a 
fantastic 45% from 3-point range and losing his offense would result in Vandy being 1 1/2 
points worse. :I have no opinion on this game at the current line of 2 points if 
Cage plays for Vanderbilt, but :I would lean with Washington State at -1 1/2 
points or better regardless of whether Cage plays and :I would consider 
Washington State a Strong Opinion at -2 points or less if Cage is downgraded to 
doubtful. 

:Indiana (+7) over Ucla 
UCLA is one of the top 5 teams in the nation, but the Hoosiers appear to be a bit 
underrated. Indiana will have some open looks from beyond the 3-point arc against a 
UCLA defense that has allowed a mediocre 34.7% from 3-point range this season. 
Indiana makes 38.3% of their 21 long range shots per game and they can win this game 
if they have a good shooting night. My ratings favor the Bruins by just 5 1/2 points and 
:I’ll lean with :Indiana at +6 1/2 points or more. 
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To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dr. Bob Sports Basketball <basketball@drbobsports.com> 
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~aol.com 

~gmail.com 

Sunday NCAA Analysis 

Dear Member: 

No Best Bets today in the NCAA Tournament. 

I know you all want to have Best Bets, but I am giving you what I’m playing and I don’t 
think any of these games are worthy of being a Best Bet. 

Nevada +5 1/2 is my Strongest Opinion of the day. 

Virginia (+3) vs Tennessee 
Both of these teams blew out inferior opponents in round 1 and I used Virginia as a Best 
Bet over Albany. However, the Cavaliers aren’t deserving of a #4 seed and Tennessee 
being favored is certainly justified. My ratings favor Tennessee by 1 1/2 points, but the 
Cavaliers haven’t been as good after a win as they have been after a loss under coach 
Dave Leitao and they’re just 5-11-1 ATS away from home after a victory. I’ll pass on 
this one. 

Southern Illinois (-1 1/2) vs Virginia Tech 
This line opened with Virginia Tech favored by 1 point but quickly corrected itself to 
favor Southern Illinois by 1 1/2 points. My ratings also favor Southern Illinois by 1 1/2 in 
part because the Salukis play their best against other good teams, which factor into my 
NCAA ratings. However, SIU F Matt Shaw is listed as questionable to play today with a 
high ankle sprain that he suffered against Holy Cross and Shaw is worth 1.3 points 
according to my player rating method. Southern Illinois has already beaten Virginia Tech 
once this season, winning 69-64 on a neutral floor, but that game would have been 
about even if each team would have shot their expected percentage from 3-point range. 
Instead, the Salukis were 8 for 15 from beyond the arc, which cannot be expected to 
repeat itself (Virginia Tech was 7 for 20 from long range, which is about what would be 
expected). There are no situations favoring either side in this game and no line value 
either (unless Shaw doesn’t play for SIU), so I’ll pass on this game at the current 
line of Southern Illinois by 1 1/2 points. However, I would lean with Virginia 
Tech at +2 points or more if Shaw does not play for SIU. 

Wisconsin (-6) over tJnlv 
Unlv has been an underrated team most of the season because their rating was lowered 
by some bad performances when pointguard Kevin Krueger was sidelined. The Rebels 
were 10 points worse in 7 games without Krueger than they were in 27 games with 
Krueger and excluding those 7 games adds about 2 points to UNLV’s rating. That might 
explain why the Rebels are 20-11-1 ATS this season (17-7-1 ATS with Krueger). 
However, the line is starting to catch up with how good UNLV is (my ratings favor 
Wisconsin by 5 points) and the Rebels apply to a 22-44-3 ATS NCAA letdown situation 
and a negative 13-38-1 ATS round 2 situation. The best parts of those situations do not 



apply, but the technical analysis is still solidly in the Badgers’ favor in this game. 
Wisconsin received a first round scare (down by 19 points to Corpus Christi), so they 
should be focused right from the start of this game. My ratings favor Wisconsin by 5 
points in this game and I’ll consider Wisconsin a lean at -6 points, a Strong 
Opinion at -5 1/2, and a 2-Star Best Bet at -5 points or less. 

Kansas (-8) vs Kentucky 
Kansas applies to a 22-3-1 ATS round 2 momentum situation after blowing out Niagara 
in round 1, but I don’t think the Jayhawks will have that easy of a time getting past an 
underrated Kentucky team. The Wildcats may not have had the season that many 
people expected, but they are better than the #9 seeding that they received for this 
tournament and I rate only 11 teams better than them (the SEC was underrated this 
year). Using all games for each team results in a fair line of Kansas by 7 points, but the 
Jayhawks’ rating was skewed by a number of blowouts over inferior teams and I get 
Kansas by just 5 points if I only use games for each team against other good teams. I 
also get 5 points as the true line if I use regression analysis to predict Kansas’ game 
rating for this game based on the relationship between the Jayhawks’ game ratings and 
their level of opposition/site. That analysis has been very helpful to me the last few 
weeks and I believe the fair line in this should be 5 points. With the situation favoring 
Kansas and the line value favoring Kentucky it is best to pass on this game. 

Nevada (+5 1/2) over Memphis 
Nevada is a team that is better than their overall computer rating. The Wolf Pack play a 
pretty easy conference schedule and they don’t need to play at a high level of intensity 
to beat most teams in the WAC. Nevada, however, has a habit of raising their level of 
play against good teams and the Wolf Pack are 13-2 ATS in their last 15 games as an 
underdog or pick, including 4-0 ATS this season. Memphis was not challenged in their 
conference either but their games against good teams were a mixed bag as the Tigers 
were just 2-3 straight up against NCAA caliber teams - beating Kentucky and Gonzaga 
(by 1) and losing to Georgia Tech, Tennessee, and Arizona. My ratings favor Memphis by 
only 2.7 points in this game and Nevada is capable of beating the Tigers straight up. 
Nearly 3 points of line value would make Nevada a very good play if my ratings are 
accurate. However, my ratings are not 100% better than the actual line and research on 
my ratings suggests that the "true line" falls somewhere in between the actual line and 
my line. If the true line is actually4 points then Nevada hasa solid 56% chance of 
covering at the current line of +5 1/2 points (and 54.2% at +5 points). I’ll consider 
Nevada a Strong Opinion at +5 1/2 or +5 points, a lean at +4 1/2, and I’d take 
Nevada in a 2-Star Best Bet at +6 points or more. 

Purdue (+11 1/2) over Florida 
Florida is now 12-1 ATS in post-season play the last two seasons (4-0 ATS this year), 
but the line on this game has more than taken that into account. My ratings favor the 
Gators by just 9 points in this game and Florida applies to a negative 7-31 ATS subset of 
a 41-91-3 ATS NCAA Tournament situation. Unfortunately, Florida also applies to a 22- 
3-1 ATS round 2 situation and the record is 1-1-1 ATS when those two situations 
intersect. I’ll lean with Purdue based on the line value. 

Winthrop (+3) over Oregon 
I mentioned in my first round analysis that you can’t rate Winthrop on the basis over 



their overall season rating since the Eagles had a tough time getting up for far superior 
teams in the Big South Conference. If you only look at Winthrop’s games against good 
teams then the Eagles rate among the best 10 teams in the nation. The Eagles’ scoring 
margin against 7 NCAA Tournament caliber teams was just -1.3 points despite all 6 of 
those games being on the road (and one on a neutral floor). Winthrop led North Carolina 
with 10 minutes remaining before succumbing by just 7 points, the won at Mississippi 
State by 11 points, took #2 seed Wisconsin to overtime before losing by 3 points, won 
at Missouri State by 11 points in mid-February, and just beat a very good Notre Dame 
team on Friday. Winthrop’s only bad game against a good team was a 20 point loss at 
Texas A&M and their 11 point loss at Maryland was not that bad. Using regression 
analysis to find the correlation between Winthrop’s game rating and the difficulty of their 
opponent and site gives me a good idea of exactly how good Winthrop can be when 
challenged by a worthy opponent and that analysis rates them the same as #3 seed 
Oregon. Unfortunately, Winthrop applies to a negative 39-71-1 ATS round 2 situation, 
but the Eagles apply to a not so bad 9-10 ATS part of that situation. The negative 
situation will not keep me from leaning with Winthrop plus the points in this game, so 
I’ll lean with Winthrop at +3 points or more. 

Texas (-2) vs Usc 
USC is capable of playing with superior teams because they play such good defense 
(39.0% FG allowed) and have multiple players that can score the basketball. The 
Trojans also have the shooters (40% from 3-point range) to take advantage of a Texas 
team that allows their opponents to convert on 36% of their 3 point shots. The 
Longhorns are very good at defending the interior (44% allowed on 2-point shots) and 
USC is often reluctant to take 3-point shots (only 14 attempts per game), so the Trojans 
will have to force themselves to take the open 3-point shots that the are likely to get. 
My ratings favor Texas by 2 points, which is too close to the line to recommend playing 
either side at the current price. 
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Thursday Basketball Analysis 

Dear Member: 

I don’t have any Best Bets for Thursday, but I would play Houston at -3 or less if the line 
drops 1/2 a point. Hopefully, I’ll have a Best Bet or two for Friday’s NCAA Tournament, 
which I’ll release tomorrow with the NBA at 3 pm Pacific. 

If I continue to pass a lot of days in the NBA then I will extend monthly subscriptions 
and subscriptions that end after the final four to compensate for the days I’ve passed. 

Thursday NBA Opinions 
CHICAGO (-3) over Denver 
The Nuggets have won and covered the spread in 5 consecutive games, but that does 
not mean that they are suddenly a better team than they’ve been most of this season. 
Denver is 1.8 points better than average in 49 games this season with Carmelo Anthony 
in the lineup and they are just 2.0 points better than average in 19 games when both 
Anthony and Allen Iverson are both playing. Most people seem to think that having 
Iverson and Anthony together makes the Nuggets a very good team but that is simply 
not the case so far. Denver also had a 5-0 SU and ATS streak in mid-January and they 
followed that with and 0-5 ATS streak, so don’t overreact to Denver’s recent run. That 
run has supplied us with line value going against the Nuggets as my ratings favor 
Chicago by 4 1/2 points in this game and the opening line was Chicago -4 points. With the 
line bet down to 3 points there is enough line value to make Chicago a profitable play at 
-3 points and I’ll lean with Chicago at -3 points or less. 

Houston (-3 1/2) over Detroit 
The Pistons are 19-4 straight up with their current starting lineup and it appears as if 
Chauncey Billups will return tonight after missing 2 games. Detroit has been especially 
good lately, covering the spread in 7 consecutive games, but tonight the Pistons apply to 
a negative 58-122-6 ATS road letdown situation that has a solid 56.4% chance of 
covering at a fair line. Unfortunately, the line is a bit too high in this game, as my 
ratings favor Houston by just 3 points. The situation isn’t strong enough to give up any 
line value, so I’ll lean with Houston at -3 1/2 points (54.5% chance of covering) and I’ll 
only play the Rockets as a 2-Star Best Bet at -3 points or less. 

Texas A&M (-3) over Memphis 
The big question for this game is whether Memphis star Chris Douglas-Roberts will be 
able to play effectively on his sprained ankle. Douglas-Roberts is currently listed as 
questionable but says he’s going to play, but it’s uncertain how effective he will be if he 
does play. Memphis built their great record against mostly bad teams and the Tigers are 
just 3-3 straight up against NCAA Tournament caliber teams, losing to Georgia Tech, 
Tennessee and Arizona while beating Kentucky, Gonzaga, and Nevada. Overall the 
Tigers outscored those teams by a combined 1 point (0.2 per game) and those 6 teams 



combine to rate at about 4 points worse than Texas A&M. My ratings favor Texas A&M 
by 2 points if Douglas-Roberts is 100% healthy and playing in San Antonio, Texas is 
surely an advantage for Texas A&M (teams playing in their home state are 106-71 ATS 
in the NCAA Tournament since 1986). If I give 1 point for the site, then I get a fair line 
of A&M by 3 points if Douglas-Roberts is 100%, which he likely won’t be even if he does 
play. I’ll lean with Texas A&M at -3 or less and I’ll consider the Aggies a Strong 
Opinion at -2 or less. 

Ohio State (-5) over Tennessee 
Ohio State applies to a very good 35-10-1 ATS NCAA Tournament situation, but 
Tennessee tends to play better against better competition and that will keep me from 
making the Buckeyes a Best Bet. Tennessee played 12 games against NCAA caliber 
teams or better with star Chris Lofton playing (Arkansas’ rating or better, including Miss 
State who should have made the NCAA Tourney) and the Vols played those games at an 
average rating 4.7 points higher than their average overall rating in the 29 games with 
Lofton. That includes a narrow 66-68 loss at Ohio State in which Tennessee nearly won 
despite making just 7 of 31 3-point shots, so the Vols are certainly capable of competing 
in this game. My NCAA Tournament ratings give more weight to each team’s 
performance against better teams and those ratings favor the Buckeyes by only 3 1/2 
points. The situation favoring Ohio State is stronger than the line value favoring 
Tennessee and the Buckeyes have a 54% chance of covering at -4 1/2 points. I will lean 
with Ohio State at -4 1/2 or -5 points, consider the Buckeyes a Strong Opinion at 
-4 points and I’ll take Ohio State in a 2-Star Best Bet at -3 1/2 points or less. 

Kansas (-8 1/2) vs Southern Illinois 
Southern Illinois isn’t getting as much respect as they deserve based on the pointspread 
in this game. A pointspread of 9 points could be justified if I weighted every game for 
each team equally and factored in the possible absence of Salukis’ F Matt Shaw, who 
may miss his second straight game with a sprained ankle (of course the Salukis didn’t 
miss Shaw when they beat Virginia Tech by 15 points last weekend and they may not 
miss him much here either). However, the average game rating for Kansas has been 
skewed a bit by the fact that they play relatively better against weaker teams than they 
do against better teams. Southern Illinois, meanwhile, plays at a much higher level 
against better teams than they do against lesser teams, as they don’t play with the 
same intensity level in those games and play their bench more against bad teams. In 
fact, the Salukis were 2 1/2 points better on average in 15 games against good teams 
(games against the other 4 good MVC teams and games against Arkansas, Virginia Tech, 
Indiana, and Butler) than they were overall this season. Kansas was nearly 2 1/2 points 
worse in 17 games against good teams than they were overall this season. My NCAA 
ratings are more heavily weighted by games against other good teams and those ratings 
favor Kansas by just 5 1/2 points against Southern Illinois if Shaw doesn’t play for the 
Salukis (by 5 points if he does). I can’t play Southern Illinois in this game based on the 
line value because Kansas applies to a very strong 22-3 ATS round 3 situation. It’s too 
bad that such a good situation applies to a team with such negative line value. I’ll pass 
on this game. 

Ucla (-3) vs Pittsburgh 
UCLA appears to be a bit overrated, but the Bruins know how to win games and have 
Lhe besL record in Lhe naLion againsL Lop Learns. My raLings only favor Lhe UCLA by 2 1/2 



points in this game, but the Bruins are 11-1 straight up against my top 25 rated teams, 
which is clearly better than Pitt’s 2-4 mark against my top 25 (1-2 against Georgetown, 
1-1 against Louisville, and 0-1 against Wisconsin) - so the Bruins are likely to find a way 
to win this game. A lot of those wins against good teams were by 5 points or less (7 of 
the 11, actually), so you can also expect a close game. There are no situations favoring 
either team and I’ll stick to my ratings, which favor UCLA by 2 points. Pitt star Aaron 
Gray was weakened by a virus earlier this week, which explains why the line went up 
from 1 V2 to 3 points, but there is not enough line value to justify even a lean on Pitt at 
+3. I’ll pass on this game. 
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Cc: 
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Attach: 

Marie Dionne <mtdionne@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 18, 2007 9:39 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Debbie Simmons-(2ahan 
<dscahan@email.unc.edu>; Suphronia M Cheek <sj cheek@email.unc.edu>; (2. Lindsay 
Fulenwider <lindsay@email.unc.edu>; Patricia Maroney <pmaroney@email.unc.edu>; 
Julia B Young <jyoung@bio.unc.edu>; Mark Edward Walvoord <walvoord@unc.edu>; 
Amanda L Brooks <amandalb@email.unc.edu>; Karen Sardi <ksardi@email.unc.edu>; 
Alexandra Thomas <alexthom@email.unc.edu>; Betty S Futrell 
<bfutrell@email.unc.edu>; Victoria W Walker <vwwalker@email.unc.edu>; Anita T 
Braxton <abraxton@email.unc.edu>; Nell K Phillips III <nphillip@email.unc.edu>; 
Valerie M Bernhardt <valerieb@email.unc.edu>; Wanda L Wallace 
<allace@email.unc.edu>; Lara J Bailey <ljbailey@email.unc.edu>; Herrad A Obler 
<hobler@email.unc.edu>; Susan Clark <scclark@email.unc.edu>; Sallie M Anderson 
<sallie@physics.unc.edu>; Shannon A Brownfield <brownfield@unc.edu>; Janet M 
Ward <jkerr@email.unc.edu>; I K Hill <k hill@unc.edu>; Myra (2 Quick 
<quick@unc.edu>; Robert L Moore <rob_moore@unc.edu>; Rebecca Teer 
<rebeccat@email.unc. edu>; B eth Sauer <bhsauer@email.unc. edu>; Lynn Gunter 
<gunter@email.unc.edu>; Erika L Bozeman <boze2004@email.unc.edu>; Karen 
Thompson <kthomps 1 @email.unc. edu>; Sheena J Melton <smelton@email.unc. edu>; 
dhowell 1 @email.unc.edu; tbrown3 @email.unc. edu 
Renee Sherman <rsherman@email.unc.edu>; Derek Neverosky 
<dnevero@email.unc.edu> 

073 Evening Class Notification and Room Release 

073 Evening Room Release.xls 

Good morning! 

You are receiving this email because you are one of the following: 

¯ An evening and weekend representative for your departmental scheduling priority rooms, 
¯ An evening and weekend representative for the large rooms on campus, or 
¯ An all day representative for an entire building. 

As a reminder: 
You are responsible for scheduling one-time reservations in your assigned rooms on weekday evenings and on 
weekends, and for notifying the campus police of all reservations taking place in your rooms after-hours. With a 
shortage of rooms due to construction and updating, it is important for classroom representatives to give equal 
consideration to all legitimate parties requesting space in their rooms, and to accommodate these requests as 
fully as possible. A legitimate party is any faculty, staff, student, or recognized student organization. An 
alphabetical list of recognized student organizations can be found at: 
~:i/cf.ur~c. eduidsalanionismdorgsiorg~alpha~ c~ 

The good stuff: 
Attached you will find a spreadsheet of ALL rooms being released for evening and weekend control for 073. 
Please locate your department among the tabs on the bottom to see a list of the rooms you control and any 
classes that are scheduled in them after hours. Because this is summer, you will notice that most rooms do not 
have evening classes in them, and many rooms are under construction or offline for ITS updates. We realize that 
you have probably been scheduling ad hocs in your rooms already, so please continue to schedule your one-time 
reservations around the few classes that are listed, as classes take priority. If (21assroom Scheduling needs to 
change an evening class in your room, we will contact you first to check for availability 



Have a good first summer session! 

Marie 

Marie Dionne 
Scheduling Specialist 
Office of the University Registrar 
University of NC at Chapel Hill 
04H Hanes Hall, CB# 2100 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
(919)962-6093 * (919)843-8709 fax 
mtdionne@email~uncoedu 



Representative: Travis Gore 

Building Room Subject Course Section Days Start End 
105 



Representative: Debbie Simmons-Cahan 

Building 
MU 

Room Subject Course Section Days Start End 
204 



Representative: Suphronia Cheek 

Building 
AL 
AL 
AL 

Room 
203 
205 
308 

Subject 

offline for ITS updates 

Course Section Days Start End 



Representative: Lindsay Fulenwider 

Building 
AR 
AR 
AR 
AR 

Room Subject Course Section Days Start End 
116 
117 
118 
218 



Representative: Pat Maroney 

Building 

NW 

Room Subject Course Section Days Start End 
215 
103 



Representative: Julia Young 

Building 
CO 
WI 
WI 
WI 

Room Subject Course Section Days Start End 
201 
107 
128 
202 



Representative: Mark Walvoord 

Building 
CP 
CP 
CP 

Room Subject Course Section Days Start End 
125 
201 
211 



Representative: Amanda Brooks 

Building 
MU 
MU 
MU 
MU 
MU 
MU 

Room          Subject 
104 Special Reservation: Amanda 
111 
118 
220 
221 
304 

Course Section Days Start End 
TR 6:00p 9:00p 



Representative: Karen Sardi 

Building Room Subject Course Section Days Start End 
313 



Representative: Alexandra Thomas 

Building 
BI 
BI 
BI 
BI 

Room Subject Course Section Days Start End 
101 
108 
208 
217 



Representative: Betty Futrell 

Building 
AL 

Room Subject Course Section Days Start End 
207 



Representative: Vicki Walker 

Building 
GA 
GA 
GA 
GA 
GA 
GA 
GA 
GA 
GA 
GA 

Room Subject Course Section Days Start End 
1 
7 
8 
9 

103 
106 
209 
307 
308 
309 



Representative: Anita Braxton 

Building 
BI 
BI 
BI 
BI 
GL 
GL 
GL 
GL 
GL 
GL 
GL 
GL 
GL 
GL 
GL 
GL 
GL 
GL 
GL 
GL 
MU 
WI 

Room 
301 
306 
309 
317 
101 
103 
104 
106 
107 
222 
301 
302 
304 
305 
317 
318 
319 
321 
431 

526A 
202 
139 

Subject 

offline for ITS updates 

under construction 
classes not being schedule due to surrounding construction 
under construction 
under construction 
under construction 
under construction 
under construction 
under construction 

Course Section Days Start End 



Representative: Nell Phillips 

Building 
SA 
SA 

Room Subject Course Section Days Start End 
204 
22O 



Representative: Valerie Bernhardt 

Building 
DE 
DE 
DE 
DE 
DE 

Room Subject Course Section Days Start End 
401 
403 
404 
410 
412 



Representative: Wanda Wallace 

Building 
HM 
HM 
HM 
HM 
HM 
HM 
HM 

Room Subject 
420 under construction 
423 under construction 
425 under construction 
517 under construction 
519 under construction 
523 under construction 
570 under construction 

Course Section Days Start End 



Representive: Lara Bailey 

Building 
MA 

Room 
307 

Subject 
under construction 

Course Section Days Start End 



Representative: Dottie Howell 

Building Room Subject Course Section Days Start End 
338 
344 



Representative: Valerie Berhardt 

Building 
DE 
WI 

Room Subject Course Section Days Start End 
304 
217 



Representative: Gucki Obler and Susan Clark 

Building 
CW 
CW 
CW 
PE 

Room 
103 
105 
208 
216 

Subject 
PSYC 
PHIL 

Course 
260 
165 

Section Days Start End 
1 MTWRF 4:15p 6:15p 
2 MTWR 6:30p 8:30p 



Representative: Sallie Anderson 

Building 
PH 
PH 
PH 
PH 
PH 
PH 

Room 
212 
215 
220 
222 
247 
265 

Subject 

PHYS 

Course Section Days Start End 

116     601 W 1:15p 3:05p Note: PHYS controls after 3:00--this class okay per Sallie 



Representative: Shannon Bronwnfield 

Building 
NE 
NE 
NE 

Room 
102 
301 
305 

Subject 

offline for ITS updates 

Course Section Days Start End 



Representative: Janet Ward 

Building 
GA 
GA 
HM 
HM 
HM 
MU 
MU 

Room Subject 
104 
210 
351 
452 under construction 
470 under construction 
112 
115 

Course Section Days Start End 



Representative: Kay Hill 

Building 
DA 
DA 
DA 
HO 

Room Subject Course Section Days Start End 
101 
112 PSYC    101 3    MTWR 4:15p 6:15p 
301 PSYC 240 2 MTR 6:00p 8:25p 
203 



Representative: Myra Quick 

Building 
MU 
SA 

Room Subject Course Section Days Start End 
105 PSYC 463 1 MTR 6:00p 8:35p 
104 



Representative: Rob Moore 

Building 
DE 
DE 
DE 
DE 
DE 
DE 
DE 
DE 
DE 
DE 
DE 
DE 
DE 
DE 
DE 
DE 
DE 
HN 
MT 
MU 
MU 

Room 
201 
202 
203 
204 
205 
206 
207 
208 
209 
210 
301 
302 

303A 
305 
306 
307 
405 
103 
305 
302 
314 

Subject Course Section 
COMM 230      1 

Days Start End 
MTWR 4:15p 6:15p 



Representative: Valerie Bernhardt 

Building 
DE 
MU 

Room Subject Course Section Days Start End 
402 SOCI    122 1 MTR 6:00p 8:35p 
117 



Special Reservation: This class will meet Wednesday, May 30th as well 



Representative: Rebecca Teer 

Building 
BI 

HM 
PE 

Room 
103 
150 
203 

Subject 
offline for ITS updates 

Course Section Days Start End 



Representative: Beth Sauer 

Building 
TT 
TT 
TT 

Room Subject Course Section Days Start End 
113 
114 

226A 



Representative: Trevaughn Eubanks 

Building 
SC 
SC 
SC 
SC 

SC 

Room 
103 
200 
201 
209 

210 

Subject Course Section Days Start End 

AFRI 101 1 
AFAM 259 1 
AFAM 102 1 
AFRI 101 3 

AFAM/AFRI 474 01M 

MTWRF 9:45a 11:15a 
MTWRF 11:30a l:00p 
MTWRF 9:45a 11:15a 
MTWRF 11:30a l:00p 
MTWRF 1:15p 4:30p Maymester course: runs May 15-June 1 



Representative: Lynn Gunter 

Building 
PE 
SM 

Room Subject Course Section Days Start End 
217 
107 



Representative: Erika Bozeman 

Building 
AR 
CA 
HM 
HO 
MA 

Room 
121 
111 
100 
104 
209 

Subject 

offline for ITS updates 

Course Section Days Start End 



Representative: Karen Thompson 

Building 
MU 

Room Subject Course Section Days Start End 
222 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton <shutton@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, July 19, 2007 9:28 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@listserv.unc.edu> 
SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@listserv.unc.edu> 
Re: [seanc] news about your pay raise, state budget, etc, (fwd) 

The raise is likely to be 4% but possibly 4.25%. 

If you’re EPA it could be higher or lower. 

The raise will be retroactive to July 1. But it won’t be final until the Govemor signs the budget 
bill. 

House and Senate are conferring on the budget but dickering over matters other than our raise. 

--On Thursday, July 19, 2007 9:06 AM -0400 "Robert S. Kintz" <rkintz@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey - 

Thrilled to read all about the wonderful pay raises for university employees! 

Anything about wonderful pay raises for university staff??? 

Robert S. Kintz, Student Services 
Department of Art, CB# 3405, Hanes Art Center 
University of North Carolina 
2007 ACC Champions 
2005 NCAA Mens Basketball Champions 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3405 
office: 919.962.0724, fax: 919.962.0722, email: Robert Kintz@unc.edu 

Steve Hutton wrote: 
>> 
>> Forwarded Message 
>> 
>> [news about pay raise status] 
>> 
>> State runs on stopgap budget 
>> Educators among those most affected 
>> <~:iiwww~newsobse~er~comi~ewsisto~ i623123.html> 
>> 

>> Two sides of a budget surplus 
>> <http:iiw ww.~ewsobserver.comipolitics/stor~ /623069.html> 
>> 

>> 

>> [Congratulations to UNC Botantical Gardens, named a runner-up!] 
>> 
>> Our green office award goes to ... 
>> <~:,<ivvww.~ewsobserver.com/~siness/stor~iS22976.Nrr~> 
>> 

>> 

>> UNC professors enjoy biggest raises in years 
>> < ournals.comArianfeistofiesi2007i04i30/story 5.Nml> 
>> 



>> 

>> Your Desk: The Office Hot Zone 
>> A breeding ground for germs, bacteria and viruses. 
>> 
>> By Jason Sugar 
>> Staples Editor 
>> 
>> "This sickness doth infect the very lifeblood of our enterprise." ? 
>> William Shakespeare 
>> <l~p:i/w orkspacemagazine.colr~/ardde s/april_ article _2~> 
>> 

>> 

>> [Received from Mike Hawkins, Chair - UNC Forum Committee on Legislative 
>> Action] 
>> 
>> To all: 
>> 
>> Below is what I hope all will consider to be good news about your UNC 
>> Forum leadership - please 
>> read. 
>> 

>> On June 20, 2007 the NC House committee on State Personnel met to 
>> discuss and vote on (report out 
>> or not report out) several bills. Two bills of interest to public 
>> employees reviewed in the 
>> meeting were the following: 
>> 
>> H1726 State Employee Community Service Days 
>> H1727 SPA Sick Leave Transfers 
>> 
>> Both of these bills were sponsored by Rep. Verla Insko of Orange County. 
>> 
>> H1726 is a bill that would allow a state employee to take up to 5 days 
>> off for community service 
>> work in the event of a emergency as declared by the governor. There are 
>> other provisions that 
>> apply to such leave alrea@ in law and but this is an increase in the 
>> amount of time that a public 
>> employee could use for a Katrina type disaster. 
>> 
>> H1727 is a bill that if passed would allow "sick leave" to be used in 
>> the "Shared Leave Program" 
>> and not just "annual leave." This process would make further help staff 
>> (one of our own delegates 
>> just took advance of Shared Leave) to not have to take unpaid leave 
>> under extreme family medical 
>> situations. 
>> 
>> These bills were helped along by lobbying involvement of SEANC who got 
>> the North Carolina 
>> Association of Educators (NCAE) and the Office of State Personnel (OSP) 
>> to get involved. Each of 
>> these groups offered minor friendly amendments which maintained the main 
>> points of each bill. After 
>> discussion in this committee each bill was approved by the sub-committee 
>> and will be sent on to 
>> House Committee On Appropriations where further study will take place. 
>> 

>> Rep. Insko is to be commended for her communications to others to inform 
>> as to when to come and 
>> speak in the State Personnel Committee meeting. 
>> 
>> In addition to OSP, NCAE, and SEANC speaking for the bill, the author of 
>> each bill was there to 



>> represent the UNC Forum. Your chair - Ernie Patterson, although not 
>> feeling well from a medical 
>> procedure the day before, spoke in this meeting about the merits and 
>> reasons for each bill. We 
>> shall be following the progress of these two bits of legislation and do 
>> more grass roots lobbying 
>> as the bills come up again for consideration. 
>> 
>> Ernie has always said, "I am just trying to do what I can do, you 
>> know?" By this he has always 
>> meant that one tries to do the little things and try to pick the best 
>> time to do the big, the hard 
>> thing. 
>> 
>> I personally would like to thank the chair for his keeping his eye on 
>> the ball on big and little 
>> things on behalf of working persons at UNC. 
>> 
>> Regards, 
>> MIKE HAWKINS 
>> UNC Staff, UNC Forum Delegate, Chair - UNC Forum Committee on 
>> Legislative Action 
>> 
>> .......... End Forwarded Message .......... 
>> 
>> SEANC District 25 News Service 
>> <h~p:i/www. seanc25.org> 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: rkintz@email.unc.edu. 
>> To unsubscribe send a blank email to 
>> leave- 16301562-9197378X@listserv.unc.edu 

Robert S. Kintz, Student Services 
Department of Art, CB# 3405, Hanes Art Center 
University of North Carolina 
2007 ACC Champions 
2005 NCAA Mens Basketball Champions 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3405 
office: 919.962.0724, fax: 919.962.0722, email: Robert Kintz@tmc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: stgore@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-16576651-9229013B@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton <shutton@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 31, 2007 8:53 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@listserv.unc.edu> 
[seanc] News about Your Pay Raise, Benefits & Supporting SEANC 

Forwarded Message 

SEANC has helped secure at least a 4% pay raise for most state employees this year and a 5.5% 
increase last year. These are the two largest back-to-back pay increases since 1987. If you are 
not already a member of SEANC, please join in order to support the work of the organization that 
works week in and week out on your behalf. 

Below are links to a video in two parts that will describe SEANC. There’s also a link to a 
membership application. This is a secure site, but if you’re not comfortable providing your SSN, 
leave it blank. The local District Number is 25, the only SEANC district that’s exclusively for 
UNC-Chapel Hill employees. 

You may also wish to subscribe to the local district news service in order to receive regular news 
relevant to your employment. Send an email to listserv.unc.edu with the first line of the body of 
the message as "subscribe seanc25". 

District 25 enjoys a strong working relationship with the University’s Employee Forum and 
encourages you to fill out the Forum’s survey on re-vamping the personnel system as announced in 
the University Gazette. Go to <~:i/fomm tmc edt~/> 
and click on "Take a *Survey* on Designing Personnel Systems". 

Will you support those who are assisting you? I look forward to hearing from you. 

Best regards, 
Tommy Griffin 
Chair, SEANC District 25 
tgriffin@fac.unc.edu 

I am the State of North Carolina (part 1) 
<!~ltp:i?www.?~ot~lt~be.com/walch?v=LZok’l"gON4h[> 

I am the State of North Carolina (part 2) 
<           outube.comiwatch?v;~sbFgtZGBo> 

Membership Application 
<~s:i/www.sem~c.or~/silelindex.clir~?ft~seac~ion=~e&filename=membersl~.lmnl> 

[From SEANC Communications/Public Relations Department] 

SEANC Secures Largest Consecutive Pay Raises Since 1980s 
Final budget approval expected this weekend 

State employees should see a 4 percent pay raise, according to the 
state budget that is awaiting approval this weekend. Combined with last 
year’s 5.5 percent increase, these are the largest back-to-back pay 
increases since the 1987 and 1988 budgets. 

"SEANC worked to increase the governor’s pay proposal by 60 
percent--from 2.5 percent to 4 percent," said SEANC Executive Director 
Dana Cope. "Legislators are beginning to understand what a vital role 



state employees play in the safety and well-being of our state." 

"This is a real victory for SEANC and the citizens who need our 
services every day," added President Linda Rouse Sutton. 

Look for more details on the budget and the State Health Plan in the 
upcoming August Reporter and on www.seanc.org next week. Budget 
highlights include the following: 

PAY 
* 4% pay raise for state employees 
* 5% pay raise for teachers, judges, university and community college 
faculty 

RETIREMENT 
* 2.2% cost-of-living adjustments (COLAs) for retirees 
* $45 million final principal payback to the retirement system from 
the 2001 escrowed funds 

HEALTH CARE 
* Indemnity Plan to be eliminated on June 30, 2008 
* Another premium-free PPO choice to be offered 

State strikes budget deal 
Record $20.7 billion plan includes Medicaid relief, raises for state workers 
<~:iiwww.newsobserver.corrv’polit~csisto~:/653255.html> 

Brief look at a $20 billion budget 
Dan Kane and Lynn Bonner, Staff Writers 
h~p:iiwww.newsobsen~er.comipo~i~icsistorv/651167.h~ml 

This News Alert is provided to you by the SEANC Communications/Public 
Relations Department. 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 

SEANC District 25 News Service 
<~:iiwww.seanc25.org> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: stgore@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-16760609-9229013B~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Michael Lambert <mlambert@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2007 2:56 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

FW: AFRI 101 

Afri 101 Syllabus.doc 

Here is the syllabus. 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D 
Director, African Studies Center 
Associate Professor of Anthropology and African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
102 Battle Hall, CB # 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27510 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: mlambert@email.unc.edu [maiho:mlambert,:i);emaiLunc.ed~] 
Sent: Monday, August 20, 2007 6:17 PM 
To: mlambert@email.unc.edu 
Subject: AFRI 101 

Dear Afri 101 Students, 

In the attachment to this message you will find a copy of the syllabus for 
our class. Please print out a copy and bring it to class. If you have 
trouble downloading the attachment, I have posted a copy of the syllabus to 
blackboard. 

I look forward to seeing all of you on Wednesday. 

Michael Lambert 



Prof. Michael Lambert 

Office:, 3026 GEC 
Phone: 962-1585 

Email: mlambert@unc.edu 

Fall Semester 2007 

10:00-10:50 MWF 

1005 GEC 
Office Hours: Wed. 11-12 and by appt. 

African Studies 101: Introduction to African Civilizations 

This course is designed to provide you with a working knowledge of Africa. You will be able to apply this knowledge in 

interpreting current events in Africa as they are reported in the national media. This course will also prepare you for more 

advanced courses in African Studies, anthropology, and international studies, among others. Some of the topics we will study 

during this semester are the geography of Africa, pre-colonial societies and kingdoms, colonialism, African Nationalism, 

contemporary politics and economics, and African religious beliefs. 

Course Requirements: All students are expected to attend all classes and to complete all assigned readings. Attendance and 

participation will be considered in assigning final grades. Your final grade will be based on the assignments listed below. 

Please take note of the dates on which the assignments are due. Late assignments will be penalized. 

Map Quiz (Sept. 7) 

First Quiz (Oct. 3) 

Second Quiz (Nov 12) 

10% 

30% Final Exam (Dec. 14) 25% 

30% Attendance 5% 

Map Quiz: This is a short evaluation of your ability to identify the nations and capitals of the African continent. You can 

find a map and a list of countries and their capitals in the text Understanding Contemporary Africa, edited by Gordon and 
Gordon (page 22 of the 2nd edition). Use this map to study for the map quiz. In order to receive full credit your spelling must 

be correct. Note that you must learn both the countries and their capitals. 

First and Second Quizzes: These are tests designed to evaluate your knowledge of the materials covered since the last quiz. 

Final Exam: The final exam will be cumulative. 

Attendance: Class sessions are an important component of the course and attendance will be kept for each class. It is the 

responsibility of each student to sign the attendance sheet. In order to receive credit for attendance you must sign the 

attendance sheet in class. Falsification of the attendance sheet will be treated as a violation of the honor code. 

It is your responsibility to make sure that I receive all of your assignments. Please note that UNC policy does not allow faculty 

to communicate with students concerning confidential issues via email as email is an insecure form of communication. All 

questions concerning grades must be address in private during office hours or through printed communication. 

The Honor Code is, as always, in effect for this course. 

Texts: The following texts are available at Student Store and/or on reserve at Davis Library. 

Required: Africa, Phyllis Martin and Patrick O’Meara (Indiana, 1995); How Europe Underdeveloped Africa, Walter Rodney 

(Howard University Press, 1981); Things Fall Apart, Chinua Achebe (Heinemann, 1962); Weep Not, Child, Ngugi Wa 

Thiongo (Heinemann, 1964) 

Course Schedule: Topics and Readings: 
Introduction (Aug 22) 

1) Looking at Africa (Aug. 24 - Aug. 31) 
This section is designed to introduce you to the continent of Africa. We will examine some features of the physical and human 
geography of the African continent. We will also discuss some preconceptions and stereotypes that we have concerning Africa 
so that we may overcome these stereotypes and view Africa more objectively. 



Readings: Martin and O’Meara: chs. 1, 2 

Sept. 7: Map Quiz 

2) Pre-Colonial Societies and Ancient Kingdoms (Sept. 5 - 14) 
During this section you will learn about pre-colonial Africa. We will begin by addressing the different types of societies that 
have flourished on the African continent. We will examine the economic activities undertaken by these societies and their 
social organization. From there we will consider some of Africa’s pre-colonial kingdoms. You will learn what these kingdoms 
were, how they were governed, and why they rose to prominence. We will touch on the issue of how these ancient kingdoms 
are currently relevant to the African diaspora. 
Readings: Martin and O’Meara: chs. 4, 5, 6, 9, 10; Rodney: 33-70 

3) The Triple Heritage of Religion (Sept. 17 - 24) 
Religion has been an important institution in defining African societies. Although most Africans are now Muslim or 
Christian, the continent has its own rich religious traditions. In this section we will examine some of Africa’s religious 
traditions. We will look also at the impact that Islam and Christianity have had on the continent. You will gain an 
appreciation for these different religious traditions and the unique expressions they have found in African societies. 
Readings: Martin and O’Meara: ch. 5; Achebe, Things Fall Apart (first half); Rodney: 73 - 90 

October 3: Quiz 

4) The Colonial Experience (Sept. 26 - Oct. 15) 
This section explores one of the most important eras in the history of the continent. At the end of this section you should 
understand which of the European powers engaged in colonialism, which territories these nations claimed, why they embarked 
on imperial projects in Africa, the different ways in which European countries administered their colonies, the impact that 
colonialism has had on the people of Africa, and why colonialism came to an end. 
Readings: Martin and O’Meara: ch. 7; Achebe, Things FallApart (second half); Rodney: 95 - 145; 149-201 

5) South Africa (Oct. 17 - Oct. 26) 
This section will explore the development and demise of the policies of apartheid in South Africa. The unique history of the 
southern portion of the content will be examined in such a way as to reveal why this system of racial domination and 
exploitation developed here but not elsewhere on the continent. We will also examine the events that eventually resulted in the 
dismantling of the apartheid policies. 
Readings: Martin and O’Meara: ch. 21; Rodney: 205 - 281 

6) African Nationalism (Oct. 29 - Nov. 9) 
African Nationalism was one unforeseen outcome of the colonial era. In this section we will examine how African 
Nationalism developed and the ways by which it was a response to the European domination of the continent. We will develop 
an appreciation for different expression of African Nationalism, its connections with Pan-Africanism, and the role that African 
Nationalism played in the achievement of African Independence. 
Readings: Ngugi wa Thiongo: Weep Not Child 

Nov. 12: Quiz 

7) Post-Colonial Africa (Nov 14 - Dec. 5) 
Independence did not prove to be the solution to Africa’s problems that many hoped it would be. In this section we will 
examine some of the political problems that African nations have confronted since independence. You will develop and 
understanding of the characteristics of post-colonial political regimes in Africa and the challenges that African nations have 
faced in attempting to forge and maintain democratic forms of government. 
Readings: Martin and O’Meara: chs. 16, 18,19, 20 

Final Exam (Dec. 14, 8 AM) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gary Lloyd <gary_lloyd@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 1, 2007 7:00 PM 

SIS-chat <sis-chat@listserv.unc. edu> 
[sis-chat] [Fwd: Another Revision to the Spring Semester 2008 University Registrar 
Calendar] 

Spring2008revised.doc 

Dear SIS-Chat listserv members: 

Attached you will find another revision to the Spring Semester 2008 University Registrar Calendar. 

The specific entries and revised dates are: 

Billing Period (Students who register by the end of the Billing Period will receive a bill). 
Friday, October 26, 2006 through Wednesday, November 7, 2007 

Pre-payment Period begins. (Students who did not register before the end of the Billing Period must pre-pay or 
provide proof of financial aid prior to registering. 
Thursday, November 8, 2007 

Additionally, the revised dates will be updated immediately on the registrar’s website: 
eb~ ok.uric eduicaler~darsiir~dex ~ 

Office of the University Registrar 
October 1, 2007 

Gary Lloyd 
Associate University Registrar and IT Manager 
Office of the University Registrar 
CB# 2100, 3112 SASB North 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Telephone:    (919)962-4750 
FAX: (919)962-6661 
E-mail: 

¯ --You are currently subscribed to 

sis-chat as: ~ore@emailmnc.edm To unsubscribe 
send a blank email to leave- 18019466-5944746~fVe 16d6~ 923fed6048226aOO5d56416~listservmr~c.edu 



SPRING SEMESTER 2008 
UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR CALENDAR 

Revised October 1, 2007 

ACTIVITY DATE 

Spring advising begins according to school policy. 

Course listing available over the web. Friday, September 14, 2007 

Students registered for the 2007 Fall Term will be ACTIVATED 
into the 2008 Spring Term in preparation for registration. Saturday, September 22, 2007 

Registration begins according to Registration Schedule. Saturday, September 29, 2007 

Billing Period (Students who register by the end of the Billing Period Friday, October 26, 2007 
will receive a bill). Wednesday, November 7, 2007 

Pre-payment Period begins. (Students who did not register before 
the end of the Billing Period must pre-pay or provide proof of 
financial aid prior to registering). Thursday, November 8, 2007 

Tuition and fees due. (Students who register during the Billing 
Period must pay or defer tuition and fees by this date or their 
schedule will be cancelled and all their courses dropped.) Tuesday, December 11, 2007 

Spring Semester Opens Friday, January 4, 2008 

Residence Halls open at 9 AM. Sunday, January 6, 2008 

Classes begin for all students. Late registration begins. $20 Fee 
charged for late registration. Wednesday, January 9, 2008 

Last day for all students to add a course or late register. This is 
also the last day for schools/departments to add students. Tuesday, January 15, 2008 

HOLIDAY, Martin Luther King, Jr. Day Monday, January 21, 2008 

Last day to reduce course load and have tuition adjusted. (Note: 
Dropping all courses requires processing a withdrawal of 
enrollment from the University and follows a different prorated 
refund policy. See withdrawal policy). Wednesday, January 23, 2008 

Last day for all students to drop a course using the web 
registration system. Also the last day for schools/departments to 
drop a course for students using the web or online system. Wednesday, January 23, 2008 

Official University Enrollment Reporting Date (Census Date.) Wednesday, January 23, 2008 

First Year Undergraduates Early Warning Rolls distributed. Tuesday, February 5, 2008 

University Registrar Calendars can be obtained on the registrar’s web site: http://re~web. ~nc. ed~ 

Page 1 of 3 



SPRING SEMESTER 2008 
UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR CALENDAR 

Revised October 1, 2007 

DATE ACTIVITY 
Last day for Graduate and Undergraduate Students to file a 
degree application with their Dean’s Office for degree to be 
awarded in May. 

First Year Undergraduates Early Warning Rolls are due to General 
College. 

Last day for Undergraduate Students to drop courses. 

Last day for Graduate and Undergraduate Students to submit 
Pass/Fail declarations. 

Incompletes 0N’s) from prior term (Fall 2007) change to F* for 
Undergraduate Students. 

Residence Halls close at 6 PM. 

SPRING RECESS -Instruction ends 5 PM 
Instruction resumes 8 AM 

Verification Class Rolls distributed. 

Last day to withdraw for credit on student’s financial account. 
(Tuition and fees prorated over nine weeks). 

Residence Halls open at 9 AM. 

HOLIDAY 

Verification Class Rolls due to Registrar’s Office by 4:00 PM. 

Last day for Graduate Students to drop courses. 

Final ETDs (electronic dissertations and theses) for May 
graduation candidates must be submitted to the Graduate School 
by 4 PM. 

Spring Semester classes end. 

Absences (AB’s) from prior term (Fall 2007) change to F* for 
Undergraduate Students. 

Absences (AB’s) and Incompletes (IN’s) from Spring 2007 change 
to F* for Graduate Students. 

Friday, February 8, 2008 

Tuesday, February 19, 2008 

Tuesday, March 4, 2008 

Tuesday, March 4, 2008 

Tuesday, March 4, 2008 

Friday, March 7, 2008 

Friday, March 7, 2008 
Monday, March 17, 2008 

Tuesday, March 11, 2008 

Tuesday, March 11, 2008 

Sunday, March 16, 2008 

Friday, March 21, 2008 

Monday, March 31, 2008 

Friday, April 11, 2008 

Friday, April 11, 2008 

Friday, April 25, 2008 

Friday, April 25, 2008 

Friday, April 25, 2008 

Saturday, April 26, 2008 and 
Reading Days Wednesday, April 30, 2008 

University Registrar Calendars can be obtained on the registrar’s web site: httt~.’//regweb, uric. ealu 
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SPRING SEMESTER 2008 
UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR CALENDAR 

Revised October 1, 2007 

ACTIVITY DATE 
Official Glass Rolls and Grade Reports distributed. (Official Glass 
Rolls and Grade Reports are due to the University Registrar’s 
Office 72 hours after the exam is given). 

Spring Semester Examination Days. 

Residence Halls close for non-graduating students at 10 AM. 

Doctoral Hooding Ceremony 

Residence Halls close for graduating students at 6 PM. 

Spring Commencement 

Degree award date recorded for Spring degree recipients. 

Monday, April 28, 2008 

Monday, April 28, 2008 
Tuesday, April 29, 2008 
Thursday, May 1, 2008 
Friday, May 2, 2008 
Monday, May 5, 2008 
Tuesday, May 6, 2008 

Wednesday, May 7, 2008 

Saturday, May 10, 2008 

Sunday, May 11, 2008 

Sunday, May 11, 2008 

Sunday, May 11, 2008 

The Spring Semester includes 42 class periods of 50 minutes each on MWF and 29 class 
periods of 75 minutes each on TTH for a total of 71 days. 

Days of Instruction 
13 - Mondays 14 - Tuesdays 
15 - Wednesdays 15 - Thursdays 
1.~_4 - Fridays 
42 29 
(2100 minutes) (2175 minutes) 

dcr/December 12, 2006 
dcr/revised January 2, 2007 
dcr/revised September 18, 2007 
dcr/revised October 1, 2007 

University Registrar Calendars can be obtained on the registrar’s web site: httt~.’//re~,web, uric. ealu 

Page 3 of 3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gary Lloyd <gary_lloyd@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 5, 2007 5:58 PM 

SIS-chat <sis-chat@listserv.unc. edu> 

[sis-chat] [Fwd: University Registrar Calendars for 2008-09] 

First Summer Session 2008.doc; Second Summer Session 2008.doc; Fall Semester 
2008.doc; Spring Semester 2009.doc 

Attached are the 2008 First Summer Session, 2008 Second Summer Session, 
2008 Fall Semester, and 2009 Spring Semester University Registrar 
Calendars. These calendars are also available on the 
registrar’s website. They are located under 
Calendars: ~:i/regweb.oit.u~c.ed~/ca~er~darsimdex,pl~._~ 

Gary Lloyd 
Associate University Registrar and IT Manager 
Office of the University Registrar 
CB# 2100, 3112 SASB North 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Telephone: (919)962-4750 
FAX: (919)962-6661 
E-mail: gary_lloyd@unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to sis-chat as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

send a blank email to leave-18782012-5944746.f7e16d6f3923fed6048226a005d5b416@listserv.unc.edu 



FIRST SUMMER SESSION 2008 
UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR CALENDAR 

ACTIVITY DATE 

Summer advising begins according to school policy. 

Course listing available over the web for courses offered during 
First and Second Summer Sessions. Thursday, December 13, 2007 

Students registered for the 2008 Spring Term will be 
ACTIVATED into the 2008 Summer and Fall Terms in 
preparation for registration. Saturday, March 1, 2008 

Registration begins according to Registration Schedule. Friday, March 21, 2008 

Billing Date (Students who register by the Billing Date will 
receive a bill). Friday, April 4, 2008 

Pre-payment Period begins. (Students who did not register 
before the end of the Billing Date must pre-pay or provide proof 
of financial aid prior to registering). Saturday, April 5, 2008 

Tuition and fees due. (Students who register before the Billing 
Date must pay or defer tuition and fees by this date or their 
schedule will be cancelled and all their courses dropped.) Friday, April 25, 2008 

Residence Halls open at 9 AM. Monday, May 12, 2008 

Classes begin for all students. Late registration begins. $20 
Fee charged for late registration. Tuesday, May 13, 2008 

Last day for all students to add a course or late register. This is 
also the last day for schools/departments to add students. Wednesday, May 14, 2008 

Last day to reduce course load and have tuition adjusted. 
(Note: Dropping all courses requires processing a withdrawal 
of enrollment from the University and follows a different 
prorated refund policy. See Withdrawal Policy) Monday, May 19, 2008 

Last day for all students to drop a course using the web 
registration system. This is also the last day for 
schools/departments to drop a course for students. Monday, May 19, 2008 

Official University Enrollment Reporting Date (Census Date). Monday, May 19, 2008 

Verification Class Rolls distributed. Wednesday, May 21, 2008 

HOLIDAY (Memorial Day) Monday, May 26, 2008 

Last day for Undergraduate Students to drop courses. Thursday, May 29, 2008 

Last day to withdraw for credit on student’s financial account. Monday, June 2, 2008 

Verification Class Rolls due to Registrar’s Office. Wednesday, June 4, 2008 

University Registrar Calendars can be obtained on the registrar’s web site: http://regweb.unc.edu 
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FIRST SUMMER SESSION 2008 
UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR CALENDAR 

ACTIVITY 

Last day for Graduate Students to drop courses. 

Last day to withdraw without any tuition credit. 

First Summer Session classes end. 

Absences (AB’s) and Incompletes (IN’s) from First Summer 
Session 2007 change to F* for Graduate Students. 

Official Class Rolls and Grade Reports distributed. (Official 
Class Rolls and Grade Reports are due to the University 
Registrar’s office 72 hours after the exam is given). 

First Summer Session examinations begin. 

First Summer Session examinations end. 

Residence Halls close at 6 PM. 

HOLIDAY (Independence Day) 

Last day for Graduate and Undergraduate Students to file a 
degree application with their Dean’s Office for degree to be 
awarded in August. 

Final approved electronic dissertations and theses for August 
graduation candidates must be submitted to the Graduate 
School by 4 PM. 

Degree award date recorded for First Summer Session degree 
recipients. 

DATE 

Friday, June 6, 2008 

Thursday, June 12, 2008 

Friday, June 13, 2008 

Friday, June 13, 2008 

Monday, June 16, 2008 

Monday, June 16, 2008 

Tuesday, June 17, 2008 

Tuesday, June 17, 2008 

Friday, July 4, 2008 

Monday, July 7, 2008 

Thursday, July 24, 2008 

Tuesday, August 5, 2008 

dcr/10-12-07 
dcr/10-30-07 

University Registrar Calendars can be obtained on the registrar’s web site: http://regweb.unc.edu 
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SECOND SUMMER SESSION 2008 
UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR CALENDAR 

ACTIVITY DATE 

Summer advising begins according to school policy. 

Course listing available over the web for courses offered during First 
and Second Summer Sessions. Thursday, December 13, 2007 

Students registered for the 2008 Spring Term will be ACTIVATED into 
the 2008 Summer and Fall Terms in preparation for registration. Saturday, March 1, 2008 

Registration begins according to Registration Schedule. Friday, March 21, 2008 

Billing Date (Students who register by the Billing Date will receive a 
bill). Wednesday, May 7, 2008 

Pre-payment Period begins. (Students who did not register before the 
end of the Billing Date must pre-pay or provide proof of financial aid 
prior to registering). Thursday, May 8, 2008 

Tuition and fees due. (Students who register before the Billing Date 
must pay or defer tuition and fees by this date or their schedule will be 
cancelled and all their courses dropped.) Friday, May 30, 2008 

Residence Halls open at 9 AM. Wednesday, June 18, 2008 

Classes begin for all students. Late registration begins. $20 Fee 
charged for late registration. Thursday, June 19, 2008 

Last day for all students to add a course or late register. This is also 
the last day for schools/departments to add students. Friday, June 20, 2008 

Last day to reduce course load and have tuition adjusted. (Note: 
Dropping all courses requires processing a withdrawal of enrollment 
from the University and follows a different prorated refund policy. See 
Withdrawal Policy) Wednesday, June 25, 2008 

Last day for all students to drop a course using the web registration 
system. This is also the last day for schools/departments to drop a 
course for students. Wednesday, June 25, 2008 

Official University Enrollment Reporting Date (Census Date). Wednesday, June 25, 2008 

Verification Class Rolls distributed. Friday, June 27, 2008 

HOLIDAY (Independence Day) Friday, July 4, 2008 

Last day for Graduate and Undergraduate Students to file a degree 
application with their Dean’s Office for degree to be awarded in August. Monday, July 7, 2008 

Last day for Undergraduate Students to drop courses. Monday, July 7, 2008 

University Registrar Calendars can be obtained on the registrar’s web site: http://regweb.unc, edu 
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SECOND SUMMER SESSION 2008 
UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR CALENDAR 

ACTIVITY 

Last day to withdraw for credit on student’s financial account. 

Verification (:lass Rolls due to Registrar’s office. 

Final approved electronic dissertations and theses for August 
graduation candidates must be submitted to the Graduate School 
by 4 PM. 

Last day for Graduate Students to drop courses. 

Last day to withdraw without any tuition credit. 

Second Summer Session classes end. 

Absences (AB’s) and Incompletes (IN’s) from Second Summer Session 
2007 change to F* for Graduate Students. 

Official Class Rolls and Grade Reports distributed. (Official Class Rolls 
and Grade Reports are due to the University Registrar’s office 72 hours 
after the exam is given). 

Second Summer Session examinations begin. 

Second Summer Session examinations end. 

Residence Halls close at 6 PM. 

Degree award date recorded for Second Summer Session degree 
recipients. 

DATE 

Wednesday, July 9, 2008 

Friday, July 11, 2008 

Thursday, July 24, 2008 

Tuesday, July 15, 2008 

Monday, July 21, 2008 

Tuesday, July 22, 2008 

Tuesday, July 22, 2008 

Wednesday, July 23, 2008 

Thursday, July 24, 2008 

Friday, July 25, 2008 

Friday, July 25, 2008 

Tuesday, August 5, 2008 

dcr/10-12-07 
dcr/10-30-07 

University Registrar Calendars can be obtained on the registrar’s web site: http://regweb.unc, edu 
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FALL SEMESTER 2008 
UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR CALENDAR 

ACTIVITY DATE 

Fall advising begins according to school policy. 

Course listing available over the Web. Friday, February 22, 2008 

Students registered for the 2008 Spring Term will be ACTIVATED into 
the 2008 Summer and Fall Terms in preparation for registration. Saturday, March 1, 2008 

Registration begins according to Registration Schedule. Saturday, March 22, 2008 

Billing Date for all students who have registered by this date. (This 
includes New First Year and Transfer Undergraduates who have 
registered during CTOPS/TSOPS by this date. New First Year and 
Transfer Undergraduates not registered by this date will be billed on an 
alternate billing schedule. See web site: cashier.unc.edu under 
Important Dates). 

Pre-payment Period begins. (Students who did not register before the 
Billing Date must pre-pay or provide proof of financial aid prior to 
registering. New First Year and Transfer Undergraduates who did not 
register by the Billing Date will be able to register during 
CTOPS/TSOPS without pre-paying or providing proof of financial aid). 

Friday, June 20, 2008 

Saturday, June 21, 2008 

Tuition and fees due for all students who have registered before the 
Billing Date. (Students who register by the Billing Date must pay or 
defer tuition and fees by this date or their schedule will be cancelled 
and all their courses dropped.) Friday, August 1, 2008 

Fall Semester Opens Thursday, August 14, 2008 

Graduate Orientation Thursday, August 14, 2008 

Residence Halls open for new Graduates, First Year Undergraduates 
and Transfer Students at 9 AM. Saturday, August 16, 2008 

Undergraduate Orientation Sunday, August 17, 2008 

Residence Halls open for Returning Students at 9 AM. Sunday, August 17, 2008 

Summer Reading Program Monday, August 18, 2008 

Classes begin for all students. Late registration begins. $20 Fee 
charged for late registration. Tuesday, August 19, 2008 

Last day for all students to add a course or late register. This is also 
the last day for schools/departments to add students. Monday, August 25, 2008 

HOLIDAY, Labor Day (No classes held) Monday, September 1, 2008 

Last day to reduce course load and have tuition adjusted. (Note: 
Dropping all courses requires processing a withdrawal of enrollment 
from the University and follows a different prorated refund policy. See 
Withdrawal Policy). Tuesday, September 2, 2008 

University Registrar Calendars can be obtained on the registrar’s web site: http://regweb.unc.edu 
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FALL SEMESTER 2008 
UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR CALENDAR 

ACTIVITY 

Last day for all students to drop a course using the web registration 
system. This is also the last day for schools/departments to drop a 
course for students. 

Official University Fnrollment Reporting Date (Census Date). 

First Year Undergraduates Farly Warning Rolls distributed. 

First Year Undergraduates Farly Warning Rolls due to General College. 

First Year Undergraduates Mid-term Grade Rolls distributed. 

Last day for Graduate and Undergraduates to file a degree application 
with their Dean’s Office for degree to be awarded in December. 

University Day 

Last day for Undergraduate students to drop courses. 

Last day for Graduate and Undergraduates to submit Pass/Fail 
Declarations. 

Incompletes (IN’s) from prior terms (Spring and Summer 2008) change 
to F* for Undergraduate Students. 

FALL RECESS- Instruction ends 5 PM 
Instruction resumes 8 AM 

First Year Undergraduate Mid-Term Grade Rolls due. 

Last day to withdraw for credit on student’s financial account. 
(Prorated over nine weeks.) 

Verification Class Rolls distributed. 

Verification Class Rolls due to Registrar’s Office by 4 PM. 

Last day for Graduate Students to drop courses. 

Final approved electronic dissertations and theses for December 
graduation candidates must be submitted to the Graduate School by 4 
PM. 

Residence Halls close at 10 AM. 

Thanksgiving Recess (no classes held). 

Thanksgiving Holidays (University closed). 

Residence Halls open at 9 AM. 

Classes Resumes at 8 AM. 

University Registrar Calendars can be obtained on the registrar’s web site: 
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DATE 

Tuesday, September 2, 2008 

Tuesday, September 2, 2008 

Monday, September 15, 2008 

Monday, September 29, 2008 

Monday, October 6, 2008 

Friday, October 10, 2008 

Sunday, October 12, 2008 

Monday, October 13, 2008 

Monday, October 13, 2008 

Monday, October 13, 2008 

Wednesday, October 15, 2008 
Monday, October 20, 2008 

Monday, October 20, 2008 

Monday, October 20, 2008 

Monday, October 20, 2008 

Monday, November 3, 2008 

Wednesday, November 19, 2008 

Monday, November 24, 2008 

Wednesday, November 26, 2008 

Wednesday, November 26, 2008 

Thursday, November 27, 2008 and 
Friday, November 28, 2008 

Sunday, November 30, 2008 

Monday, December 1, 2008 

http://regweb.unc.edu 



FALL SEMESTER 2008 
UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR CALENDAR 

ACTIVITY DATE 

Fall Semester classes end. Wednesday, December 3, 2008 

Absences (AB’s) from prior terms (Spring and Summer 2008) change to 
F* for Undergraduate Students. Wednesday, December 3, 2008 

Absences (AB’s) and Incompletes (IN’s) from Fall Semester 2007 
change to F* for Graduate Students. Wednesday, December 3, 2008 

Thursday, December 4, 2008 and 
Reading Days Wednesday, December 10, 2008 

Official Class Rolls and Grade Reports distributed. (Official Class Rolls 
and Grade Reports are due to the University Registrar’s office 72 hours 
after the exam is given). Thursday, December 4, 2008 

Fall Semester examination days. 

Friday, December 5, 2008 
Saturday, December 6, 2008 
Monday, December 8, 2008 
Tuesday, December 9, 2008 
Thursday, December 11, 2008 
Friday, December 12, 2008 

Residence Halls close for non-graduating students at 10 AM. Saturday, December 13, 2008 

Residence Halls close for graduating students at 6 PM. Sunday, December 14, 2008 

Mid-Year Commencement. Sunday, December 14, 2008 

Degree award date recorded for Fall degree recipients. Tuesday, December 16, 2008 

The Fall Semester includes 42 class periods of 50 minutes each on MWF and 28 class periods of 75 
minutes each on TTH for a total of 70 days. 

Days of Instruction 
14 - Mondays 15 - Tuesdays 
15 - Wednesdays 13 - Thursdays 
1_~_3 - Fridays 
42 28 
(2100 minutes) (2100 minutes) 

dcr/1 O- 12-07 
dcr/10-30-07 

University Registrar Calendars can be obtained on the registrar’s web site: http://regweb.unc.edu 
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SPRING SEMESTER 2009 
UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR CALENDAR 

ACTIVITY DATE 

Spring advising begins according to school policy. 

Course listing available over the web. Friday, September 19, 2008 

Students registered for the 2008 Fall Term will be ACTIVATED 
into the 2009 Spring Term in preparation for registration. Saturday, September 27, 2008 

Registration begins according to Registration Schedule. Saturday, October 4, 2008 

Billing Date (Students who register by the end of the Billing Date will 
receive a bill). Wednesday, November 5, 2008 

Pre-payment Period begins. (Students who did not register before 
the end of the Billing Date must pre-pay or provide proof of financial 
aid prior to registering). Thursday, November 6, 2008 

Tuition and fees due. (Students who register before the Billing 
Date must pay or defer tuition and fees by this date or their 
schedule will be cancelled and all their courses dropped.) Wednesday, December 10, 2008 

Spring Semester Opens Friday, January 9, 2009 

Residence Halls open at 9 AM. Sunday, January 11, 2009 

Classes begin for all students. Late registration begins. $20 Fee 
charged for late registration. Monday, January 12, 2009 

Last day for all students to add a course or late register. This is 
also the last day for schools/departments to add students. Friday, January 16, 2009 

HOLIDAY, Martin Luther King, Jr. Day Monday, January 19, 2009 

Last day to reduce course load and have tuition adjusted. (Note: 
Dropping all courses requires processing a withdrawal of 
enrollment from the University and follows a different prorated 
refund policy. See withdrawal policy). Monday, January 26, 2009 

Last day for all students to drop a course using the web 
registration system. Also the last day for schools/departments to 
drop a course for students. Monday, January 26, 2009 

Official University Enrollment Reporting Date (Census Date.) Monday, January 26, 2009 

First Year Undergraduates Early Warning Rolls distributed. Monday, February 9, 2009 

Last day for Graduate and Undergraduate Students to file a 
degree application with their Dean’s Office for degree to be 
awarded in May. Friday, February 13, 2009 

University Registrar Calendars can be obtained on the registrar’s web site: http://re~web. ~nc. ed~ 
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SPRING SEMESTER 2009 
UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR CALENDAR 

DATE ACTIVITY 

First Year Undergraduates Early Warning Rolls are due to General 
College. 

Residence Halls close at 6 PM. 

SPRING RECESS -Instruction ends 5 PM 
Instruction resumes 8 AM 

Last day for Undergraduate Students to drop courses. 

Last day for Graduate and Undergraduate Students to submit 
Pass/Fail declarations. 

Incompletes (IN’s) from prior term (Fall 2008) change to F* for 
Undergraduate Students. 

Residence Halls open at 9 AM. 

Verification Class Rolls distributed. 

Last day to withdraw for credit on student’s financial account. 
(Tuition and fees prorated over nine weeks). 

Verification Class Rolls due to Registrar’s Office by 4:00 PM. 

HOLIDAY 

Last day for Graduate Students to drop courses. 

Final approved electronic dissertations and theses for May 
graduation candidates must be submitted to the Graduate School 
by 4 PM. 

Spring Semester classes end. 

Absences (AB’s) from prior term (Fall 2008) change to F* for 
Undergraduate Students. 

Absences (AB’s) and Incompletes (IN’s) from Spring 2008 change 
to F* for Graduate Students. 

Monday, February 23, 2009 

Friday, March 6, 2009 

Friday, March 6, 2009 
Monday, March 16, 2009 

Monday, March 9, 2009 

Monday, March 9, 2009 

Monday, March 9, 2009 

Sunday, March 15, 2009 

Monday, March 16, 2009 

Monday, March 16, 2009 

Monday, March 30, 2009 

Friday, April 10, 2009 

Monday, April 13, 2009 

Monday, April 13, 2009 

Monday, April 27, 2009 

Monday, April 27, 2009 

Monday, April 27, 2009 

Tuesday, April 28, 2009 
Reading Days Friday, May 1, 2009 

Tuesday, May 5, 2009 

Official Class Rolls and Grade Reports distributed. (Official Class 
Rolls and Grade Reports are due to the University Registrar’s 
Office 72 hours after the exam is given). Tuesday, April 28, 2009 

University Registrar Calendars can be obtained on the registrar’s web site: httt~.’//regweb, uric. ealu 
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SPRING SEMESTER 2009 
UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR CALENDAR 

ACTIVITY DATE 

Spring Semester Examination Days. 

Wednesday, April 29, 2009 
Thursday, April 30, 2009 
Saturday, May 2, 2009 
Monday, May 4, 2009 
Wednesday, May 6, 2009 
Thursday, May 7, 2009 

Residence Halls close for non-graduating students at 10 AM. Friday, May 8, 2009 

Doctoral Hooding Ceremony Saturday, May 9, 2009 

Residence Halls close for graduating students at 6 PM. Sunday, May 10, 2009 

Spring Commencement Sunday, May 10, 2009 

Degree award date recorded for Spring degree recipients. Sunday, May 10, 2009 

The Spring Semester includes 42 class periods of 50 minutes each on MWF and 29 class 
periods of 75 minutes each on TTH for a total of 71 days. 

Days of Instruction 
13 - Mondays 14 - Tuesdays 
15 - Wednesdays 15 - Thursdays 
1.~_4 - Fridays 
42 29 
(2100 minutes) (2175 minutes) 

dcr/10-12-07 
dcr/10-30-07 

University Registrar Calendars can be obtained on the registrar’s web site: httt~.’//re~,web, uric. ealu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gary Lloyd <gary_lloyd@unc.edu> 

Friday, November 9, 2007 12:03 PM 

SIS-chat <sis-chat@listserv.unc. edu> 
[sis-chat] [Fwd: Revised OUR Calendars for First and Second Summer Sessions 2008] 

First Summer Session 2008.doc; Second Summer Session 2008.doc 

Dear All - 

The Summer School Office requested some changes to the University 
Registrar Calendars for summer 1 and summer 2, 2008 A revised copy 
is attched for your use. You can also find these updated University 
Registrar calendars on the Registrar’s Office website at: 

eb.ur~c.ed~/cale~darsiindex,ph~. 

Specifically, the revised dates are: 

SSI - Registration begins according to Registration Schedule - Thursday, 
March 20, 2008 (NOT March 21) 
SSI - Last day to withdraw for credit on student’s financial account - 
Friday, May 30, 2008 (NOT June 2) 

SSII - Registration begins according to Registration Schedule - 
Thursday, March 20, 2008 (NOT March 21) 
SSII - Last day to withdraw for credit on student’s financial account - 
Tuesday, July 8, 2008 (NOT July 9) 

Thanks, 
Gary 

Gary Lloyd 
Associate University Registrar and IT Manager 
Office of the University Registrar 
CB# 2100, 3112 SASB North 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Telephone: (919)962-4750 
FAX: (919)962-6661 
E-mail: gary_lloyd@unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to sis-chat as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

send a blank email to leave-18869763-5944746.f7e 16d6f3923fed6048226a005d5b416@listserv.unc.edu 



FIRST SUMMER SESSION 2008 
UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR CALENDAR 

Revised November 9, 2007 

Summer advising begins according to school policy. 

Course listing available over the web for courses offered during 
First and Second Summer Sessions. Thursday, December 13, 2007 

Students registered for the 2008 Spring Term will be 
ACTIVATED into the 2008 Summer and Fall Terms in 
preparation for registration. Saturday, March 1, 2008 

Registration begins according to Registration Schedule. Thursday, March 20, 2008 

Billing Date (Students who register by the Billing Date will 
receive a bill). Friday, April 4, 2008 

Pre-payment Period begins. (Students who did not register 
before the end of the Billing Date must pre-pay or provide proof 
of financial aid prior to registering). Saturday, April 5, 2008 

Tuition and fees due. (Students who register before the Billing 
Date must pay or defer tuition and fees by this date or their 
schedule will be cancelled and all their courses dropped.) Friday, April 25, 2008 

Residence Halls open at 9 AM. Monday, May 12, 2008 

Classes begin for all students. Late registration begins. $20 
Fee charged for late registration. Tuesday, May 13, 2008 

Last day for all students to add a course or late register. This is 
also the last day for schools/departments to add students. Wednesday, May 14, 2008 

Last day to reduce course load and have tuition adjusted. 
(Note: Dropping all courses requires processing a withdrawal 
of enrollment from the University and follows a different 
prorated refund policy. See Withdrawal Policy) Monday, May 19, 2008 

Last day for all students to drop a course using the web 
registration system. This is also the last day for 
schools/departments to drop a course for students. Monday, May 19, 2008 

Official University Enrollment Reporting Date (Census Date). Monday, May 19, 2008 

Verification Class Rolls distributed. Wednesday, May 21, 2008 

HOLIDAY (Memorial Day) Monday, May 26, 2008 

Last day for Undergraduate Students to drop courses. Thursday, May 29, 2008 

Last day to withdraw for credit on student’s financial account. Friday, May 30, 2008 

Verification Class Rolls due to Registrar’s Office. Wednesday, June 4, 2008 

University Registrar Calendars can be obtained on the registrar’s web site: http://regweb.unc.edu 
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FIRST SUMMER SESSION 2008 
UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR CALENDAR 

Revised November 9, 2007 

ACTIVITY 

Last day for Graduate Students to drop courses. 

Last day to withdraw without any tuition credit. 

First Summer Session classes end. 

Absences (AB’s) and Incompletes (IN’s) from First Summer 
Session 2007 change to F* for Graduate Students. 

Official Class Rolls and Grade Reports distributed. (Official 
Class Rolls and Grade Reports are due to the University 
Registrar’s office 72 hours after the exam is given). 

First Summer Session examinations begin. 

First Summer Session examinations end. 

Residence Halls close at 6 PM. 

HOLIDAY (Independence Day) 

Last day for Graduate and Undergraduate Students to file a 
degree application with their Dean’s Office for degree to be 
awarded in August. 

Final approved electronic dissertations and theses for August 
graduation candidates must be submitted to the Graduate 
School by 4 PM. 

Degree award date recorded for First Summer Session degree 
recipients. 

DATE 

Friday, June 6, 2008 

Thursday, June 12, 2008 

Friday, June 13, 2008 

Friday, June 13, 2008 

Monday, June 16, 2008 

Monday, June 16, 2008 

Tuesday, June 17, 2008 

Tuesday, June 17, 2008 

Friday, July 4, 2008 

Monday, July 7, 2008 

Thursday, July 24, 2008 

Tuesday, August 5, 2008 

dcr/10-12-07 
dcr/10-30-07 

dcr/revised 11-09-07 

University Registrar Calendars can be obtained on the registrar’s web site: http://regweb.unc.edu 
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SECOND SUMMER SESSION 2008 
UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR CALENDAR 

Revised November 9~ 2007 

ACTIVITY DATE 

Summer advising begins according to school policy. 

Course listing available over the web for courses offered during First 
and Second Summer Sessions. Thursday, December 13, 2007 

Students registered for the 2008 Spring Term will be ACTIVATED into 
the 2008 Summer and Fall Terms in preparation for registration. Saturday, March 1, 2008 

Registration begins according to Registration Schedule. Thursday, March 20, 2008 

Billing Date (Students who register by the Billing Date will receive a 
bill). Wednesday, May 7, 2008 

Pre-payment Period begins. (Students who did not register before the 
end of the Billing Date must pre-pay or provide proof of financial aid 
prior to registering). Thursday, May 8, 2008 

Tuition and fees due. (Students who register before the Billing Date 
must pay or defer tuition and fees by this date or their schedule will be 
cancelled and all their courses dropped.) Friday, May 30, 2008 

Residence Halls open at 9 AM. Wednesday, June 18, 2008 

Classes begin for all students. Late registration begins. $20 Fee 
charged for late registration. Thursday, June 19, 2008 

Last day for all students to add a course or late register. This is also 
the last day for schools/departments to add students. Friday, June 20, 2008 

Last day to reduce course load and have tuition adjusted. (Note: 
Dropping all courses requires processing a withdrawal of enrollment 
from the University and follows a different prorated refund policy. See 
Withdrawal Policy) Wednesday, June 25, 2008 

Last day for all students to drop a course using the web registration 
system. This is also the last day for schools/departments to drop a 
course for students. Wednesday, June 25, 2008 

Official University Enrollment Reporting Date (Census Date). Wednesday, June 25, 2008 

Verification Class Rolls distributed. Friday, June 27, 2008 

HOLIDAY (Independence Day) Friday, July 4, 2008 

Last day for Graduate and Undergraduate Students to file a degree 
application with their Dean’s Office for degree to be awarded in August. Monday, July 7, 2008 

Last day for Undergraduate Students to drop courses. Monday, July 7, 2008 

University Registrar Calendars can be obtained on the registrar’s web site: http://regweb.unc, edu 
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SECOND SUMMER SESSION 2008 
UNIVERSITY REGISTRAR CALENDAR 

Revised November 9~ 2007 

ACTIVITY 

Last day to withdraw for credit on student’s financial account. 

Verification (:lass Rolls due to Registrar’s office. 

Final approved electronic dissertations and theses for August 
graduation candidates must be submitted to the Graduate School 
by 4 PM. 

Last day for Graduate Students to drop courses. 

Last day to withdraw without any tuition credit. 

Second Summer Session classes end. 

Absences (AB’s) and Incompletes (IN’s) from Second Summer Session 
2007 change to F* for Graduate Students. 

Official Class Rolls and Grade Reports distributed. (Official Class Rolls 
and Grade Reports are due to the University Registrar’s office 72 hours 
after the exam is given). 

Second Summer Session examinations begin. 

Second Summer Session examinations end. 

Residence Halls close at 6 PM. 

Degree award date recorded for Second Summer Session degree 
recipients. 

DATE 

Tuesday, July 8, 2008 

Friday, July 11, 2008 

Thursday, July 24, 2008 

Tuesday, July 15, 2008 

Monday, July 21, 2008 

Tuesday, July 22, 2008 

Tuesday, July 22, 2008 

Wednesday, July 23, 2008 

Thursday, July 24, 2008 

Friday, July 25, 2008 

Friday, July 25, 2008 

Tuesday, August 5, 2008 

dcr/10-12-07 
dcr/10-30-07 
dcr/revised 11-09-07 

University Registrar Calendars can be obtained on the registrar’s web site: http://regweb.unc, edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kenneth Janken <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 15, 2007 3:26 PM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: UNC professor search - additional material] 

UNC professor search - additional material.eml (66.8 KB).msg 

Dear Travis, 

Please print these attachments and place them in 

Thanks! 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Battle Hall, Campus Box #3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

and 
Director of Experiential Education 
Office of Undergraduate Curricula 
300 Steele Bldg, Campus Box 3504 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 962-2694 (fax) 

http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpress/spr97/i anken.html 

file. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kenneth Janken <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 27, 2007 10:49 AM 

Debby Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu>; Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

AFAM search form 

EOF-2A - filled in.doc 

Dear Travis and Debby, 

I’ve attached the EOF-2A form. I filled in the names of the applicants, their races and genders, and the reasons 
they are no longer being considered. The dates of their letters of applications need to be filled in. I did not 
include                                         and             on the form because they did not send 
letters of application and instead had their schools send transcripts and/or letters of recommendation. 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Battle Hall, Campus Box #3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

and 
Director of Experiential Education 
Office of Undergraduate Curricula 
300 Steele Bldg, Campus Box 3504 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 962-2694 (fax) 

http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpress/spr_97/j anken.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gary Lloyd <gary_lloyd@unc.edu> 

Friday, January 11, 2008 1:13 PM 

SIS-chat <sis-chat@listserv.unc. edu> 
[sis-chat] Grading Demo in Peoplesoft 

Invitation to PeopleSoft Online Grading Demo-1 .doc 

Please see the attached invitation to a demo of the grading system in 
the new Peoplesofl ERP which will be coming in the next few years. The 
ERP Student Records team thought many of you might be interested to see 
what this might look like in the future. 

Gary Lloyd 
Associate University Registrar and IT Manager 
Office of the University Registrar 
CB# 2100, 3112 SASB North 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Telephone: (919)962-5162 
FAX: (919)962-0504 
E-mail: gary_lloyd@unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to sis-chat as: stgore@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

send a blank email to leave-20226444-5944746.f7e 16d6f3923fed6048226a005d5b416@listserv.unc.edu 



UNC 
ENTERPRISE 
RESOUP~CE PLANNING 

THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

ITS MANNING 

CAMPUS BOX 342o 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-3420 

T 919.843.6937 

F 919.962.o418 

its.unc.edu/erp 

January 11, 2008 

Hello, 

We invite you to join us for one of two scheduled demonstrations introducing the campus to the 

online grading functionality offered by the new PeopleSoft system. These demos will be held in 

the Pleasants Assembly Room in Wilson Library at the following dates and times. You may 

attend either session. 

Wednesday, February 6th from 2:30 to 3:30 pm 

Thursday, February 7th from 2:00 to 3:00 pm 

We hope that you will be able to join us, in addition please feel free to forward this invitation to 

any other Faculty or Staff in your department who might be interested. We look forward to 

working with you as we complete the implementation over the coming years. 

Sincerely, 

Megan Keefe, Student Records Functional Team Lead 

Jennifer Jacobsen, Student Records Functional Analyst 

David Pass, Student Records Functional Analyst 

Enterprise Resource Planning Project 

http://its.unc.edu/erp/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Erika Bozeman <boze2004@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 22, 2008 1:31 PM 

’Travis Gore’ <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: [Fwd: Re: [Fwd: Space Use Committee Request]] 

Sending them by email will be fine. I won’t be opening up classroom 
reservations until Jan 28th. 

Thanks, 

Erika Bozeman 
Events Manager 
Carolina Union 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
office - 919-962-4408 
fax - 919-962-3719 
boze2004@email.unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Travis Gore [ emaiLur~c.edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 18, 2008 10:41 PM 
To: boze2004@email.unc.edu 
Subject: [Fwd: Re: [Fwd: Space Use Committee Request]] 

Hi Erika, 

I am the one who has been in charge of Gardner 105 after 6. I am giving up 
my control but there are some dates that I had already taken down for 
certain weekends this semester. I just wanted you to be aware of these 
dates so that you wouldnt end up double booking. I can either call you with 
the dates and times or I can email them to you, or meet with you. 
I am out of the office but will return this upcoming Wednesday. So I guess 
I would hold off on booking weekends until I can get this information to 
you. 
Thank you. 
Travis Gore 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    Re: [Fwd: Space Use Committee Request] 
Date: Wed, 16 Jan 2008 08:34:10 -0500 
From: Karla McClure <karla@unc.edu> 
To: Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
CC: Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
References: <47864E2A.2080307@unc.edu> <47866CC3.80201@email.unc.edu> 

Deborah & Travis, 

I have reviewed this with the Space Use Committee and they want to thank you 
for donating the control of this room. Should you have any requests pending 
for the upcoming semester please contact Events Planning in the Student 
Union, specifically Erika Bozeman. 

Thank you for being so flexible we all certainly appreciate your willingness 
to help. 

Please dont hesitate to contact me should you have any questions. 



Thanks again, 
Karla 

Deborah Crowder wrote: 
> We would be more than happy to relinquish control of Gardner 105 in 
> the evenings and on the weekends. We have already booked the room for 
> some weekends so would need to pass along that info if this indeed 
> comes to pass. Just let us know. Debby Crowder 
> 
> Karla McClure wrote: 
> 
>> I am trying to get some feedback before tomorrow. 
>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> Karla 
>> 
>> ........ Original Message ........ 
>> Subject: Space Use Committee Request 
>> Date: Fri, 04 Jan 2008 16:50:36 -0500 
>> From: Karla McClure <karla@unc.edu> 
>> To: Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>, Deborah A Crowder 
>> <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Good Afternoon, 
>> 
>> I am part of a Space Use Committee formed by Associate VC of Student 
>> Affairs Christopher Payne. We are working together with the Student 
>> Union’s Events Planning office to find more spaces for events on campus. 
>> 
>> I have been asked to contact you regarding Gardner 105. These 
>> spaces, along with others around campus, have been identified by the 
>> committee as spaces that would be attractive for groups around campus 
>> to use. 
>> 

>> I have been asked if you would be willing to turn control over the 
>> room to the Student Union to schedule after 6pm. Should you not feel 
>> comfortable letting the Union schedule events during the evenings 
>> would you be willing to give it a try for a night or two during the 
>> week? Anything you can "donate" would be much appreciated. 
>> 
>> Please let me know if you have any questions. I would appreciate 
>> your response as soon as you are available to discuss. 
>> 
>> Many thanks, 
>> Karla 
>> 

>> Karla A. McClure 
>> General Purpose Classroom & Classroom Scheduling Manager 
>> 
>> Office of the University Registrar 
>> UNC Chapel Hill 
>> Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 450 Ridge Road Chapel Hill, 
>> NC 27599-2100 Phone - 919-962-9837 Fax - 919-843-8709 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Karla A. McClure 



>> General Purpose Classroom & Classroom Scheduling Manager 
>> 
>> Office of the University Registrar 
>> UNC Chapel Hill 
>> Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 450 Ridge Road Chapel Hill, 
>> NC 27599-2100 Phone - 919-962-9837 Fax - 919-843-8709 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

Karla A. McClure 
General Purpose Classroom & Classroom Scheduling Manager 

Office of the University Registrar 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
Phone - 919-962-9837 
Fax- 919-843-8709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roberta Ann Dunbar <radunbar@email.unc.edu> 
Saturday, February 2, 2008 10:36 AM 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Re AFRI 262 Exam--switched to February 5th 

Me too ! 

Have a good week, Travis. And thanks again! 
Best, 
Ann 

Quoting Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>: 

Hi, 

I got your email and that should be no problem! Glad you got your purse back! 

Travis 

Roberta Ann Dunbar wrote: 

>> Hi folks, 
>> The class voted--not surpisingly--to have the exam on the 5th. 
>> Travis, you had said this would fit in with your schedule, right? 
>> Room 1009 GEC, 9:30. They are supposed to use Blue Books! :-) 
>> Please confirm by email that you’ve gotten this one since it’s a 
>> switch in time. 
>> 
>> Many thanks for this. I really appreciate it. 
>> 

>> Give a holler if anything comes up in the next week. I’ll be on 
>> email at least once a day while I’m in Ohio, and you have cell 
>> phone, I believe.. 
>> Be well. Ann 
>> 

Roberta Ann Dunbar 
CB# 3395, 109 Battle Hall 
The University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
U.S.A. 
Phone: 919.966.2942 
FAX: 919.962.2694 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

stgore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 5, 2010 3:01 PM 

Adam S Kent <akent@unc.edu> 

Geeta AP2 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 
Date: Tue, 5 Jan 2010 14:46:56 -0500 
From: scanner@unc.edu 
To: "travis" <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 01.05.2010 14:46:56 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SAMUEL T GORE <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 4, 1999 7:00 PM 

AEG679@aol.com 
Re: (no subject) 

HeY! 

I woke up at 720 this morning to study somemore. 
The test was hard. I left some blank. I tried to look offKris Lang’s 
paper but I couldn’t read it. Tonight is wrestling night! I got some 
sleep today so I’ll be ready for it. Can you look up Ryan Hall’s e-mail 
address. Tell Falen swerve said hey! I haven’t eaten all day, so im 
going to go get something now. 
see-ya,bye 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SAMUEL T GORE <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 7, 1999 1:11 AM 

@AOL.COM 

Re: HI THERE ! 

Hey Abbie, 
I was just thinking about you so i thought id email you. Im going to bed. 
Oh i had a wierd dream last night that i got shot with an arrow. It went 
through my stomache and was sticking out my back. I called 911 and waited 
for two hours and they never came so i called my parents and they were not 
concerned. Thats not as bad as the nightmare i had the night before. I 
dreamed my gay professor put his arm around me. thats scary!! good night 
have fun tomorrow and dont get too wasted and dont do anything i wouldnt 

do well with the exception of smoking. I do have a crisis i have to deal 
with. Tomorrow the yankeees come on same time as wrestling, dont worry 
about me, Ill figure something out. alright then 
see-ya, bye 
sam 
oh yeah what does the color blue mean. You have to tell me. I also want 
to know what green means. 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:01 PM 

To: ~email.unc.edu 

Subject: 

Hi I spoke to you after class yesterday.My situation is a little 
diffrent. I graduated this past May but I was going to see if I could 
audit this class. That just means that it doesnt go on my record. Ive 
never really                                           so I thought 
I would try to learn. I dont know ifyouve heard from anyone that was 
dropping the course, should i come to class tomorrow? 
Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

_ ~email.unc.edu> 
Friday, October 20, 2000 5:33 PM 

waltmanm@gibbs.oit.unc.edu 
Re: [commlist] hollywood internship 

If i gmuduated this past may but am still thinking about taking more comm 
classes would i be considered for this internship? 
thanks 

On Fri, 20 Oct 2000, unknown wrote: 

For the listserv. 

The deadline for the Hollywood Internship has been extended until 
Tuesday, October 31. Interviews will be held Thursday and Friday, 
November 2 and 3. If interested, please pick up an application packet 
on the information table in the first floor hallway of Bingham or see 
Mike Li in Bingham 106. 

Dr. Waltman 

You are currently subscribed to commlist as:      ~email.unc.edu 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-commlist-265177S@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 20, 2000 5:38 PM 

waltman@email.unc.edu 
Re: [commlist] hollywood internship 

I graduated this past may and was considering taking more comm 
classes. Would I be able to apply for this internship? 
thanks 

On Fri, 20 Oct 2000, unknown wrote: 

For the listserv. 

The deadline for the Hollywood Internship has been extended until 
Tuesday, October 31. Interviews will be held Thursday and Friday, 
November 2 and 3. If interested, please pick up an application packet 
on the information table in the first floor hallway of Bingham or see 
Mike Li in Bingham 106. 

Dr. Waltman 

You are currently subscribed to commlist as:      ~email.unc.edu 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-commlist-265177S@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SAMUEL T GORE <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2001 9:06 AM 

jason@unc.edu 

Re: Your service request 

Yes, Patrick came and hooked up the scanner. He did a good job. 
Thanks, 
T.G. 

On Fri, 28 Sep 2001 jason@unc.edu wrote: 

> Travis Gore: 
> I’m writing to follow up with you on the work Patrick Mortell did for you. Did Patrick resolve the problems summarized below? 
> 

> ***********************--** of Request************************* 
> USER NAME: Travis Gore 
> BUILDING: battle hall 
> ROOM:     109 
> EMAIL ADDRESS: stgore@email.unc.edu 
> PHONE NUMBER: 966-1746 
> DEPARTMENT: African-American Studies 
> I hooked up a scanner to the computer but had problems 
> installing the software. 
> I would like to be present when you work on the service 
> request (please contact me for a date and time). 
> 

> ************************ of **--******************************* 
> 
> If you have any further trouble with the aforementioned problem or any other computer needs, please submit a service request to our 
website at ~:i/armaamc.ed~i or contact this office at 962-8245. An email response regarding this service request ,positive or 
negative, is welcome and would be appreciated, as it would help us gauge the quality of service we are providing, a response is not 
necessary, but if you do not respond within 5 business days, we will assume that the work was completed to your satisfaction and the 
matter will be closed. 
> 

> Sincerely, 
> Jason Li 
> Arts & Sciences Information Services 
> 962-8245 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SAMUEL T GORE <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 26, 2001 11:45 AM 

_    @hotmail.com 
hi 

we got disconnected! I bet the exams will be in the mail today! We 
havent gotten your coffee yet either. I bet everything has been slowed 
down because of the anthrax. Debbie has your social security number but 
can I get it again. Thanks, 
Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SAMUEL T GORE <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 13, 2001 2:05 PM 

Paul Quigley <pquigley@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Talk on NC Education & Race 

Paul, 
You can send twenty flyers and I think that should do just fine. Anymore 
emails you have can be sent to this address. 
Thanks, 
Travis Gore 
Department of African and Afro American Studies 
966-1746 

On Thu, 8 Nov 2001, Paul Quigley wrote: 

Dear Travis Gore: 

The Center for the Study of the American South is getting ready to 
publicize a talk by Prof. William Darity. We want to put a flyer in the 
mailboxes of all faculty and graduate students in African and Af-Am 
Studies. Could you let me know an approximate number of the faculty plus 
grad students so we know roughly how many flyers to print? 

Closer to the time (the talk is on Nov 20), I would also like to send an 
e-mail reminder. Would you be the correct person to contact about that? 

I really appreciate any help you can give with this. 

Very best wishes, 

Paul Quigley, Associate Editor 
SOUTHERN CULTURES 
919/962-0511 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SAMUEL T GORE <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 2, 2002 3:26 PM 

Kenneth Janken <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Re: books to get from Davis Library 

Hi. Debby says after this request I can’t go to the library again until 
after the first two weeks of class. I hope this isn’t too inconvenient. 
Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"S. Travi s Gore" <stgore@email. unc. edu> 

Thursday, February 28, 2002 4:30 PM 

radunbar@email.unc.edu 
Fw: Maj ors/Minors Manual & Worksheet(s) (fwd) 

Afriam00.doc; BA AFRICAN.doc; BA AFRo-Amer.doc; scoats.vcf 

Hey--the attachment is here. Yes, we were soo thrilled about Jason. He was 
in here this afternoon with his puppy--who is very cute and sweet. You are 
correct that we need to submit course changes--this is only to check if this 
is accurate as of today. Thanks. DC 

-- Begin original message -- 

> From: Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.tmc.edu> 
> Date: Thu, 28 Feb 2002 16:23:12 -0500 (EST) 
> Subject: Majors/Minors Manual & Worksheet(s) (fwd) 
> To: stgore@email.unc.edu 
> 

> 

> 

Forwarded message .......... 
>Date: Mon, 19 Feb 2001 11:13:05 -0500 
> From: Sandra P. Coats <scoats@imap.tmc.edu> 
> To: "Crowder, Debbie" <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
> Subject: Majors!Minors Manual & Worksheet(s) 
> 

> To: Departmental Contact Person 
> 
> From: Dr. Barbara Stenross 
> Academic Advising, Assistant to the Dean 
> Dr. Wendy Perry 
> Academic Advising, Academic Advisor 
> 

> Date: January 20, 2001 
> 
> Re: Update of Majors!Minors Manual and Worksheets 
> 
> We would like to take this opportunity to thank you in advance for your 
> participation in the annual updating of the Undergraduate Majors and 
> Minors Manual and major worksheets. 
> 
> Attached you will find copies of the 2000 - 2001 Undergraduate Majors 
> and Minors Manual and major worksheets for your department or school. 
> We would like to adopt a relatively uniform format this year and have 
> made preliminary changes and additions in red. 
> 
> Please review these materials and make your additions or corrections in 
> blue. We are particularly interested in including any sequencing 
> recommendations, curriculum substitutions/exceptions, minimum grade 
> requirements and the like your program may have. Only curriculum 
> changes approved by the Administrative Boards of the College of Arts and 
> Sciences and General College may be included in the Manual and 
> worksheets. 
> 
> Please email the revised attachments to Sandra Coats at 
> scoats@email.tmc.edu no later than Friday, February 23, 2001. If there 
> are no changes, please reply via email indicating such. If you have 
> questions or comments about this process, please call Sandra Coats at 
> 966-5116. 
> 



> If you are not the correct person(s) to review these materials~ please 
> email Sandra Coats as soon as possible. 
> 
> Thank you again for your time. 

> Sandra P. Coats 
> Academic Advising Programs 
> 116 Steele Building 
> 919-843-8904 

-- End original message -- 



AFRICAN AND 
AFRO-AMERICAN 

STUDIES 

The Field 

The Department of African and Afro-American 
Studies is an interdisciplinary program leading to a 
BA degree. AFRI/AFAM offers two areas of con- 
centration, African Studies or Afro-American Stud- 
ies, and is administered through the College of 
Arts & Sciences. Prospective majors should see 
the Department Chair. 

The Program 

The degree offered is BA in African and Afro- 
American Studies. 

General College: All General College perspective 
requirements apply. 

College of Arts and Sciences: All College of 
Arts and Sciences perspective requirements ap- 
ply. 

Degree Requirements: Students majoring in Afri- 
can and Afro-American Studies must earn at least 
eighteen hours of C or higher in courses used for 
the major. 

African Studies 

The purpose of the African Studies concentration 
is to develop an analytical approach to contempo- 
rary Africa. Courses stress the importance of tra- 
ditional values and institutions to the definition of 
modern African society, and stress the historic 
range of commercial and political relationships 
with Europe and the New World. 

Core Courses: Core courses in the major are 
listed below. The major consists of 10 courses. 

Each of the following courses is required: 

AFRI 40 African Civilization 

AFAM 40 The Black Experience 
or 
AFAM 41 The Black Experience 

ANTH 26 Peoples of Africa 

POLl 59 Contemporary Africa 

AFRI/ Key Issues in African 
AFAM 174 and Afro-American Linkages 

One of the following courses: 

HIST 38 

HIST 39 

HIST 78 
HIST 79 
HIST 193 

Introduction to African History: 
West Africa 
Introduction to African History: 
East Africa 
The Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade 
History of South Africa 
Resistance Movements and 
Nationalism in Africa 

Two of the following courses: 

AFRI 60 
AFRI 61 
AFRI 62 
AFRI 63 
AFRI 64 
AFRI 65 

AFRI 66 

AFRI 90 

Topics in African Studies 
African Women 
African Literature 
African Belief Systems 
African Art and Culture 
Political Processes and Economic 
Development in Africa 
Contemporary Africa: Issues in 
Health, Population and the 
Environment 
Independent Studies 
(Permission only) 

One of the following courses: 

AFRI 120 Southern Africa 
AFRI 121 East Africa 
AFRI 122 West Africa 
AFRI 123 Central Africa 
AFRI 124 Northeast Africa 

One of the following courses: 

AFRI 190 Independent Studies (Permission 
Only) 

ANTH 126 Africa: Peoples and Culture 
ANTH 155 Method and Theory in Ethnohistoric 

Research 
ANTH 160 Language of Africa 
COMM 149 Third World Media 
ECON 163 Economic Development 
GEOG 168 Africa 
HIST 194A African Peasants in Historical 

Perspective 
HIST 194B Christianity in Africa. Priests, 

Pastors, and Preachers 
PLAN 124 Urbanization and Planning in the 

Third World 



POLl 126 
POLl 130 
RELI 150 

Politics and Society in Africa 
Southern Africa in Conflict 
Religions of Africa 

Minor in African Studies 

The undergraduate minor in African Studies con- 
sists of fifteen hours (five courses). Students are 
strongly encouraged to take AFRI 40 in the Gen- 
eral College. Only one minor course may be used 
to fulfill a General College perspective require- 
ment; no minor course may be used to fill an Arts 
and Sciences perspective requirement. 

Required Courses: 

AFRI 40 Introduction to African Civilization 

Four additional courses selected in consultation 
with the African Studies advisor; two of the cours- 
es must be chosen from LIST A, and one must be 
at the 100-level. 

LIST A 

AFRI 60 
AFRI 61 
AFRI 62 
AFRI 63 
AFRI 64 
AFRI 65 

AFRI 66 

AFRI 120 
AFRI 121 
AFRI 122 
AFRI 123 
AFRI 124 
AFRI/ 
AFAM 174 

Topics in African Studies 
African Women 
African Literature 
African Belief Systems 
African Art and Culture 
Political Processes and Economic 
Development in Africa 
Contemporary Africa: Issues in 
Health, Population, and the 
Environment 
Southern Africa 
East Africa 
West Africa 
Central Africa 
Northeast Africa 

African and Afro-American 
Linkages 

LIST B 

ANTH 26, 126 
POLl 59, 126, 130 
GEOG 168 
HIST 38, 39, 79, 193, 194A, 194B 

Afro-American Studies 

The purpose of the concentration in Afro-Ameri- 
can Studies is to develop a broad knowledge of 
the history and culture of the peoples of African 
descent in the Americas and the significant social, 
political, economic, and humanistic issues they 
face. 

Core Courses: 

AFRI 40 
AFAM 40 
AFAM 41 
AFAM 70 
AFRI/ 
AFAM 174 

African Civilization 
The Black Experience I 
The Black Experience II 
Seminar in Afro-American Studies 

African and Afro- American 
Linkages 

The remaining 15 hours should be chosen from 
any of the Afro-American Studies courses offered 
by the Department, including courses cross-listed 
with other units. At least one of these additional 
courses should be numbered above 100. Fre- 
quently offered courses include: 

AFAM 54 
AFAM 58 
AFAM 59 

AFAM 65 
AFAM 66 
AFAM 67 

AFAM 69 
AFAM 74 
AFAM 76 

AFAM 128 

Blacks in Latin America 
The Civil Rights Movement 
Black Influences on Popular 
Culture 
Topics in Afro-American Studies 
Black Women in America 
Afro-American Leadership 
Styles 
Black Nationalism in the US 
Emancipation in the New World 
The African American in Motion 
Pictures 
Bioethics in Afro-American 
Studies 

Minor in Afro-American Studies 

The undergraduate minor in Afro-American Stud- 
ies requires the completion of 5 courses (15 
hours) including 3 core courses listed below. Only 
one minor course may be used to fill and Arts & 
Sciences perspective requirement. 

Core Courses: 

AFRI 40 
AFAM 40 
AFAM 41 

Introduction to African Civilization 
The Black Experience I 
The Black Experience II 

2 



The remaining six hours may be chosen from any 
of the Afro-American Studies courses offered by 
the Department, including courses cross-listed 
with other units. 

Honors in African and Afro-American Stud- 
ies 

Students with an overall GPA of 3.2 or higher at 
the beginning of their senior year are encouraged 
to apply for candidacy for the B.A. with honors. 
Students interested in undertaking Honors re- 
search and the writing of a thesis should consult 
with the Undergraduate Studies Advisor as early 
as possible. Candidates approved will enroll in 
AFAM or AFRI 98A and 98B Honors Research I 
and II. These courses will count as part of the 
major requirements in lieu of one course to be 
determined in consultation with the advisor and 
with the approval of the chair. 

ble major in African and Afro-American Studies is 
an appropriate complement to virtually any field of 
endeavor. 

For more information contact: Dr. Julius 
Nyang’oro, Chair, CB# 3395, 401 Alumni Build- 
ing, 966-5496. 

Career Opportunities 

The skills and perspectives of African and Afro- 
American Studies provide an excellent back- 
ground for students considering careers in interna- 
tional development, education, business, govern- 
ment, or diplomacy. Students concentrating in 
African and Afro-American Studies go on to a 
wide variety of managerial, teaching, and re- 
search positions. Other careers for which an Afri- 
can and Afro-American Studies concentration is 
excellent preparation include law, the foreign ser- 
vice, various positions in government, communi- 
cation, social work, community development, and 
public administration. 

Double Major: Many students opt to combine Af- 
rican and Afro-American Studies with a major in 
such fields as English, music, history and psy- 
chology. Increasing numbers of pre-law and pre- 
med students are choosing a double major in Afri- 
can and Afro-American Studies as a prerequisite 
for successful careers in or involving the black 
community. Social agencies, offices of civil rights 
compliance and equal opportunity offices deliber- 
ately recruit workers with a background in this 
field. Students who are inclined toward the cre- 
ative arts often wish to deepen their sensitivities 
and insights into the myriad aspects of black cul- 
ture. Artists, writers and musicians have long 
drawn thematic and textual materials from the 
African and Afro-American experience. The dou- 



NAME 
ENGL. 

11 

12 

(*) 

F.L. HSFL 

1 

BA AFRICAN AND AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES (120 hr) 
[AFRICAN STUDIES] 

MATH. (*) 

Math 10 

1 

3 

2 4 

Mathl 6,17,18,22,30,31, Statll, Comp l 4,15, 
Phil 21,71 
(**) At least one with lab 
(***) From two depts. 

AFRICAN STUDIES (9 courses) 

Al~am 40,41 

Anth 26 

Poli 59 

Afri 174 

Hist 38,39, 78, 79,193 

Afri 60 - 66, 90 (2X) 

Afri 120 - 124 

9 (#) 

CREDIT ADJUSTMENTS: 

HOURS TRANSFERRED: 

COMMENTS: 

Date 

Adviser 

Courses in progress 

ID 

( hr) 

General College courses 

Phya Swim test 

Phyal 

Phya2 

Sw 

SOC. SCI. (***) 

1 

2 

MINOR 
AESTHETIC 

Lit. 

F.A. 

General College Deficiencies (Comm 9?) 

Diversity Requirement 

A&S PERSPECTIVES (4 courses) 

West/Non-W Hist. 

Social Science 

Aesthetic 

Philosophical 

Natural Science 

HISTORICAL 

<1700 

Afri 40 

PHILOS. 

1 

ELECTIVES (to reach 120 hrs.) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

(#) One of the following: Afri 190 (Requires permission), Anth 126,155,160, Plan 124, Econ 163, Geog 168, Hist 194A,B 

Poli 126,130, Comm 149, Reli 150. 

TOTAL [HSFL 1 ; 2x Courses ( ); Professional School >12hr       ] 

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS ASSUMING COMPLETION OF CURRENT SEMESTER COURSES 

Date                                 Date                                 Date 

Adviser Adviser Adviser 

Courses in progress ( hr) Courses in progress ( hr) Courses in progress hr) 

General College courses 

Phya Swim test 

General College courses 

Phya Swim test 

( 

General College courses 

Phya Swim test 

Major, incl: 

hrs C in Major 

Other courses 

A & S Perspectives 

Free electives 

TOTAL AFTER PRESENT TERM 

COURSES OR HRS 

REMOVE AB/IN 

Major, incl: 

hrs C in Major 

Other courses 

A & S Perspectives 

Free electives 

TOTAL AFTER PRESENT TERM 

COURSES OR HRS 

REMOVE AB/IN 

Major, incl: 

hrs C in Major 

Other courses 

A & S Perspectives 

Free electives 

TOTAL AFTER PRESENT TERM 

COURSES OR HRS 

REMOVE AB/IN 

Major, incl: 

hrs C in Major 

Other courses 

A & S Perspectives 

Free electives 

TOTAL AFTER PRESENT TERM 

COURSES OR HRS 

REMOVE AB/IN 



NAME 
ENGL. 

11 

12 

(*) 

BA AFRICAN AND AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES (120 hr) 
[AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES] 

F.L. HSFL MATH. (*) 

1 3          Math 10 

2 4 1 

Mathl 6,17,18,22,30,31, Statll, Comp l 4,15, 
Phil21,71 
(**) At least one with lab 
(***) From two depts. 

AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES (8 courses) 

41 

70 

174 

4 (#) 

5 (#) 

6 (#) 

ID MINOR 
NAT. SCI.(**) AESTHETIC 

7 (#) 

8 (#) >1oo 

CREDIT ADJUSTMENTS: 

HOURS TRANSFERRED: 

COMMENTS: 

L Lit. 

F.A. 

Date 

Adviser 

Courses in progress ( 

General College courses 

Phya Swim test 

Phyal 

Phya2 

Sw 

SOC. SCI. (***) 

1 

2 

General College Deficiencies (Comm 9?) 

Diversity Requirement 

A&S PERSPECTIVES (4 courses) 

HISTORICAL 

<1700 Afam 40 

Afri 40 

(#) Five At:am courses, at least one > 100 

TOTAL [HSFL 1 ; 2x Courses 

PHILOS. 

1 

ELECTIVES (to reach 120 hrs.) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Major, incl: 

hrs C in Major 

Other courses 

A & S Perspectives 

Free electives 

TOTAL AFTER PRESENT TERM 

COURSES OR HRS 

REMOVE AB/IN 

West/Non-W Hist. 

Social Science 

Aesthetic 

Philosophical 

Natural Science 

); Professional School >12hr       ] 

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS ASSUMING COMPLETION OF CURRENT SEMESTER COURSES 

Date Date Date 

Adviser 

hr) Courses in progress ( hr) ( hr) 

Adviser 

Courses in progress 

General College courses 

Phya Swim test 

General College courses 

Phya Swim test 

Major, incl: 

hrs C in Major 

Other courses 

A & S Perspectives 

Free electives 

TOTAL AFTER PRESENT TERM 

COURSES OR HRS 

REMOVE AB/IN 

Major, incl: 

hrs C in Major 

Other courses 

A & S Perspectives 

Free electives 

TOTAL AFTER PRESENT TERM 

COURSES OR HRS 

REMOVE AB/IN 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Adviser 

Courses in progress ( hr) 

General College courses 

Phya Swim test 

Major, incl: 

hrs C in Major 

Other courses 

A & S Perspectives 

Free electives 

TOTAL AFTER PRESENT TERM 

COURSES OR HRS 

REMOVE AB/IN 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SAMUEL T GORE <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 15, 2002 9:59 AM 

dacrowd@email.unc.edu 
Speaker needed (fwd) 

hey Deb, 

this is that thingy I was talking to ya bout. You know what im saying? 

peace, 

Travis 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 
Date: Fri, 8 Mar 2002 12:52:43 -0500 (Eastern Standard Time) 
From: "Tessa S. Dean" <Tessa Dean@unc.edu> 
To: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Subject: Speaker needed 

Dear Travis, 
Thank you for forwarding this email to the faculty. Tessa 

Dear Faculty of African and Afro-American Studies, 

The University Center for International Studies is looking for a 

speaker for "Culture from the Kitchen," an international 

dinner/discussion series. "Culture from the Kitchen" is a series 
sponsored by UCIS that seeks to bring together students, professors, 
and community members for an evening of discussion and conversation. 

The sensory experience of eating will further enhance the discussion 

as participants share a meal together. 

"African and Other International Influences on Southern Cooking and 

Culture" is the next event in this series. The next dinner will be at 
6:30 p.m. on Tuesday, April 16, 2002 at Mama Dip’s restaurant in 

Chapel Hill. Mildred Council will talk to the group about her country 
cooking. Then, either before or maybe after dinner (we will confirm 

the program later), I will ask our speaker to address aspects of 

international influences on southern cooking and culture for about 15 

minutes. 
(This event is in the planning stages as I look for an appropriate 
speaker.) 

I intend that the evening be informal and conversational. You are 
free to address what you like, perhaps offering a response to previous 
comments, giving some general remarks or personal insights into this 
broad topic. I hope that the evening will spark some interesting 
conversation and encourage participants to make connections with each 
other. 

UCIS can offer you a $150 honorarium and complementary dinner for your 
participation. Again, the event will take place on Tuesday, April 16 
at 6:30 p.m. 

If you are interested in speaking, please contact Tessa Dean at 
tessa_dean@unc.edu. Thank you. 

Tessa Dean 
Research Assistant 
University Center for International Studies (UCIS) 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
223 East Franklin Street, room 101 
CB 5145 



Chapel Hill NC 27599-5145 

phone: (919) 843-6842 
fax: (919) 962-5375 
email: tessa_dean@unc.edu 
website: www.ucis.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Samuel T Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 14, 2002 4:32 PM 

Nonprint <nonprint@email.unc. edu> 
Re: video 

can you have it sent to 109 Battle Hall on Monday morning anytime after 
8:35 but 
before 9:15 a.m. 
Thanks 
Travis 

On Fri, 14 Jun 2002, Nonprint wrote: 

> 

> It will be available at nonprint sunday from 2-7.45 and monday morning. 
> 

> On Fri, 14 Jun 2002, Samuel T Gore wrote: 
> 
> > Date: Fri, 14 Jun 2002 13:17:50 -0400 (EDT) 
> > From: Samuel T Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
> > To: Nonprint <nonprint@email.unc.edu> 
> > Subject: Re: video 
>> 

> > The video will be shown in class. 
> > Thanks, 
> > Travis 
>> 
> > On Fri, 14 Jun 2002, Nonprint wrote: 
>> 

The VHS cassette is available monday. Did you need a room to show the 
film, or will you show it in class? 

Thanks, 

Stephen Lenhart 
Weekend and Evening Supervisor 
Nonprint Materials Collection 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

On Fri, 14 Jun 2002, Samuel T Gore wrote: 

Date: Fri, 14 Jun 2002 10:00:44 -0400 (EDT) 
From: Samuel T Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
To: nonprint @email.unc. edu 
Subject: video 

Hi, 
I work in the department of african and afro american studies. I need the 
video Mau Mau to be shown in Afri 40 on Monday June 17th at 9:30. Please 
let me know if you can do it. Thank you, 
Travis 

Nonprint Materials Collection      E-mail: nonprint@email.unc.edu 
CB# 3942             Phone: (919) 962-2559 
R.B. House Undergraduate Library FAX: (919) 962-0484 



> > University of North Carolina 
> > Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
> > URL: 

>> 

>> 

Nonprim Materials Collection    E-mail: nonprim@email.unc.edu 
CB# 3942               Phone: (919) 962-2559 
R.B. House Undergraduate Library FAX: (919) 962-0484 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
URL: ~ :/iw~,~..lib.unc. eduihouse/no~-priN/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Samuel T Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 28, 2002 2:15 PM 

charlene regester <regester@email.unc.edu> 
papers 

hello, 
Debby told me to tell you that you have some papers to pick up in the 
office. Just thought id let you know. Talk to you later. 
Have a blessed day 
Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Samuel T Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 26, 2002 11:39 AM 

Perry Hall <hallpa@email.unc.edu> 

ticket orders 

Debby forgot that ticket orders are due on Monday. She thought she would 
be here today but the washer machine came today. If your not going to be 
here between now and Monday then you can leave a check. She is sorry 
about that. 
thanks 
Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Samuel T Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2002 9:16 AM 

Saundra Thomas <ssthomas@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Gardner 105 

Hi, 
I opened the attachment and all it says is tmc. I tried opening it with 
different programs but none of them worked. Do you think you could try 
resending it. 
thank you 
Travis 

On Tue, 1 Oct 2002, Saundra Thomas wrote: 

Travis, 

Please reserve GA 105 for Tammy Siler, Pre-College Program, for the 
dates in the attached file. 

Please let me know when this is done because I will take care of 
notifing campus police when the time is appropriate, since Tammy is 
reserving the whole building. 

Thanks, 

Saundm 

Saundm S. Thomas 
Undergraduate Secretary 
Department of Economics 
CB# 3305, 107 Gardner Hall 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3305 
919-966-2383 
919-966-4986 (fax) 
saundra@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Samuel T Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2002 12:56 PM 

Saundra Thomas <ssthomas@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Gardner 105 

thanks for resending the dates. It worked this time. 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Samuel T Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 1, 2002 1:10 PM 

Greg Robinson <grobins@email.unc. edu> 

Re: CCI Training on 11.01 

Hi Greg, 
Debby had to be out of the office today so Im the only one here and I feel 
I need to stay and keep the office open, but please let me know if this is 
the last class and Ill try to see what I can do to get there. 
thanks 
Travis 

On Fri, 18 Oct 2002, Greg Robinson wrote: 

> All, 
> 

> Thanks for your patience in rescheduling. It turns out that very few 
> could have made it today, so I’ll look forward to seeing you all after 
> Halloween! 
> 

> Best regards, 

> -greg 
> 

> Pat, please extend the invitation to Trey. 

> Topic: Getting the most out of Windows XP and Office XP. 

> Clients: Department Staff who have recently received CCI Machines: 
> AFAM Studies, Asian Studies, Anthropology, Archaeology, Applied Math 
> Date: Friday, November 01 
> Time: 2:30 to 4pm 
> Location: 034 Undergraduate Library 
> Setting: Each user will have and individual station equipped with Windows XP and Office XP. 
> Trainer: Greg Robinson, Arts and Sciences Information Services 
> 

> Explanation: 
> In response to the advent of Microsoft Office XP and Windows XP, OASIS seeks to help members of the College get the most out of 
their new CCI computers. Each of these products has improved upon previous versions as well as introduced additional features. 
> 

> To help you to learn more about your new CCI computer, OASIS has selected the most important features and planned a specialized 
training session on your behalf. Our hope is that you will develop skills that will save you time and increase your efficiency. 
> 

> We look forward to seeing you on Friday, November 01! 
> 

> Sincerely, 
> 

> Greg Robinson 
> Senior Academic Technology Specialist 
> OASIS - Arts and Sciences Information Services 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Samuel T Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 8, 2003 2:47 PM 

James, Terry <Terry.James@Staples.com> 

Re: StaplesLink Profile Update 

Travis Gore 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

Thanks 

On Wed, 8 Jan 2003, James, Terry wrote: 

UNC Customer, 

you are receiving this e-mail because you have a StaplesLink profile which 
needs to be updated. We need to add your department and department number 
(example- dept of medicine/4228). 

Please provide me with the following information so that I can update your 
StaplesLink profile. 

Name: 
Dept.: 
Dept. #: 

thanks in advance for your response. 

Terry James 
Senior Account Manager 
Staples Business Advantage 

phone: 919-843-6789 
terry.j ames @staples. com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Samuel T Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,                4:11 PM 

com> 

Re: MLK Lecture- Dr. Cornel West 

thanks, we were talking bout it in the office 

On Thu, wrote: 

TG, 

You might be interested in this: 

Hill Hall- 730pm on Tuesday, 

I cannot make it as I have class that night until 815pm. 

¯ speaker is Dr. Cornel West 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Samuel T Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 14, 2003 4:09 PM 

jason@email.unc.edu 

Re: Ticket 305844 Follow-up Response 

Yes, thank you. The problem was fixed very fast. 

On Tue, 14 Jan 2003, UNC-CH PTR wrote: 

Dear Customer" 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

Thank you for contacting us about the issue you reported on 01/14/03 15:34:34. 

We would like to know if we resolved the issue summarized below to your satisfaction. 

*************** Summary of Request *************** 

FIRST NAME: sam 
LAST NAME: gore 
LOCATION: 
EMAIL ADDRESS: stgore@email.unc.edu 
PHONE: (919) 966-5496 
DEPARTMENT: african & afro-amer studies 
TICKET NUMBER: 305844 
SHORT DESCRIPTION: Vires 
STATUS: Successfully Resolved 
RESOLVED BY: Stephen (smithsa) 

*****************End of **--******************* 

If you have any further trouble or any other computer needs, please contact us per the 
contact information listed below. If you do not respond within 7 days we will assume 
that the work was completed to your satisfaction and the matter will be closed. 

Contact Information: 
Jason Li 
OASIS Client Services & Networking 
Phone: 919-962-8245 
Email: jason@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Samuel T Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2003 2:04 PM 

Dixie Bloom <dbloom@email.unc.edu> 
Re: [secc-captains] February 7 Celebration Event 

Ill be thero ! 

On Wed, 5 Feb 2003, Dixie Bloom wrote: 

> SECC Division Leaders and Captains: 
> 
> I’m looking forward to seeing you this Friday ! 
> Following are the details of our State Employee 
> Combined Campaign Celebration Event. 
> 
> Bob Schreiner 
> 
> --The event is on Friday, February 7, 1:30-3:00 pm 
> in the Pope Box, located on the fifth floor of 
> Kenan Football Stadium. (You may enter via Gate 
> 2, which is the main gate off Stadium Drive, and 
> take the elevator to your right to the fifth 
> floor.) 
> 

> --The purpose is to recognize and thank everyone 
> who helped with SECC, present some special awards, 
> and summarize the accomplishments hero and 
> State-wide. 
> 
> --Chancellor Moeser and Dean Bill Roper will make 
> brief remarks (remarks to begin approximately 2:00 
> pm). 
> 

> --There will be dessert-type refreshments in an 
> informal setting. 
> 
> --Those invited include captains and division 
> leaders. We are also inviting selected others 
> from departments/persons winning awards. 
> 
> So that we may better plan, please let us know if 
> you can attend and reply to this message 
> (dixie_bloom@unc.edu). If possible, please 
> respond by Monday, February 3. 
> 

> 

> 

> Dixie Bloom 
> Office Manager 
> Office of External Affairs 
> UNC School of Public Health 
> dixie_bloom@unc.edu 
>Phone: (919) 843-6191 
>Fax: (919) 966-0222 
> 

> You are currently subscribed to secc-captains as: stgore@email.unc.edu 
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-secc-captains-1674230W@listserv.unc.edu 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Samuel T Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 3, 2003 10:59 AM 

Pat Tayloe <tayloe@email.unc.edu> 

Re: travel 

Debby Crowder will be the other one attending. 
thanks. 

On Mon, 3 Mar 2003, Pat Tayloe wrote: 

> Okay. You and who else? 
> 
> Samuel T Gore wrote: 
> 

>>Hi, 
> > If you still have this class then we will take it. 
> > thanks 
> > Travis 
>> 
> > On Mon, 24 Feb 2003, Pat Tayloe wrote: 
>> 

I have a class scheduled for 3/11/03 at 9:30. Does that work better? 

Samuel T Gore wrote: 

> Hi, 
> Do you have any that meet other then Wed. and Thurs? 
> Thanks 
> Travis 
> On Fri, 14 Feb 2003, Pat Tayloe wrote: 
> 

I have one scheduled for 2/19/03 at 9:30. Canyou make that one? >> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

Samuel T Gore wrote: 

> Hi, 
> Debby Crowder and I had planned on taking a travel class but it never took 
> place 
> because of the ice storm. Do you know when the class is being held again. 
> Thanks 
> 
> Travis Gore 

Pat Tayloe 
Operational Manager 
Disbursement Services 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB #1220 440 W Franklin St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1230 
Phone: (919) 843-5098 
e-mail: pat tayloe@unc.edu 
Fax: (919) 962-2356 

Pat Tayloe 
Operational Manager 
Disbursement Services 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



> > > CB #1220 440 W Franklin St. 
> > > Chapel Hill~ NC 27599-1230 
> > > Phone: (919) 843-5098 
> > > e-mail: pat tayloe@unc.edu 
> > > Fax: (919) 962-2356 

> Pat Tayloe 
> Operational Manager 

> Disbursement Services 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> CB #1220 440 W Franklin St. 
> Chapel Hill~ NC 27599-1230 

> Phone: (919) 843-5098 
> e-mail: pat tayloe@unc.edu 

>Fax: (919) 962-2356 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Samuel T Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2003 9:28 AM 

~yahoo.com 

[Fwd: Fwd: Here is the rest of the story] (fwd) 

.txt 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 
Date: Tue, 11 Mar 2003 14:26:39 -0500 
From: Debby Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
To: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Subject: [Fwd: Fwd: Here is the rest of the story] 



The following attachment was sent, 

but NOT saved in the Fcc copy: 

A Message/RFC822 segment of about 18,524 bytes. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Samuel T Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2003 9:42 AM 

~aol.com 
[Fwd: Fwd: Here is the rest of the story] (fwd) 

.txt 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 
Date: Tue, 11 Mar 2003 14:26:39 -0500 
From: Debby Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
To: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Subject: [Fwd: Fwd: Here is the rest of the story] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Samuel T Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2003 9:48 AM 

~aol.com 

[Fwd: Fwd: Here is the rest of the story] (fwd) 

.txt 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 
Date: Tue, ll Mar 2003 14:26:39 -0500 
From: Debby Crowder <dacmwde@email.unc.edu> 
To: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Subject: [Fwd: Fwd: Here is the rest of the story] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Samuel T Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               10:43 AM 

~email.unc.edu 
[Fwd: Fwd: Here is the rest of the story] (fwd) 

.txt 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 
Date: Tue,            14:26:39 -0500 
From: Debby Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
To: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Subject: [Fwd: Fwd: Here is the rest of the story] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Samuel T Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2003 1:38 PM 

@hotmail.com 

News - Doherty’s treatment of players questioned (fwd) 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 
Date: Wed, 12 Mar 2003 13:36:23 -0500 
From: Saxotech.com <tips@publicus.com> 
Reply-To: dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
To: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Subject: News - Doherty’s treatment of players questioned 

This is an article from the StarNewsOnline.com. 

debby thinks you might be interested in this. 

Link to the article: 
~:iTwww.wih~ing~onstar.com/a~bcs.dl~!ar~icle?AID=2003303120380&Pro~ile-1005 

A message to you from debby: 
No message. 

Regards 
debby 
dacrowde@email.unc.edu 

Attention! This e-mail is generated by a webserver. If the user didn’t 
fill in an e-mail address, you can’t reply to this mail. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Samuel T Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2003 2:58 PM 

@email.unc.edu 
[Fwd: Fwd: Here is the rest of the story] (fwd) 

.txt 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 
Date: Tue, 11 Mar 2003 14:26:39 -0500 
From: Debby Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
To: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Subject: [Fwd: Fwd: Here is the rest of the story] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Samuel T Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2003 9:12 AM 

Perry Hall <hallpa@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Another favor 

Yeah, let me check to see if its in her office. 

Do you have a back-up plan just in case? 

Tg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Samuel T Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2003 9:15 AM 

Perry Hall <hallpa@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Another favor 

oh, I just got this message so ignore the other one I sent. She called 
and said shes comming in later bm Im sure she will bring it when she 
comes. Do you think you should call her to remind her? You know shes got 
a lot on her mind. 
Tg 

On Mon, 7 Apr 2003, Perry Hall wrote: 

I called Eunice, and she does still have it. She said she would bring it 
tomorrow. 

Thanks. 

At 03:53 PM 4/7/2003 -0400, you wrote: 
>Hey, 
>I cant find it. Had you checked it out before. Was that the one that I 
>gave to Eunice that time? 

>> 

>Travis 
>> 

>On Mon, 7 Apr 2003, Perry Hall wrote: 
>> 

> > Hey Tmvis, 
>>> 

> > Can I use video no. 4 ("No Easy Walk") for my 41 class tomorrow? 
>>> 

> > Prof. Hall 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Samuel T Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 29, 2003 4:14 PM 

@hotmail.com 
Battle Hall pre-con meeting minutes.doc (fwd) 

.txt 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 
Date: Thu, 29 May 2003 16:15:01 -0400 
From: "Dreher, Lorna (Work Management)" <LDreher@FAC.UNC.EDU> 
To: "Bythell, Thomas (Grounds Services)" <TBythell@FAC.UNC.EDU>, 

"Crowder, Deborah (African/Afro-American Studies)" <dacrowde@email.unc.edu>, 
"Colville, William (Work Management)" <RONC@FAC.UNC.EDU>, 
"Gore, Sam (African/Afro-American Studies)" <stgore@email.unc.edu>, 
"Moore, Brenda (Research Labs Of Archaeology)" <bmoore@email.unc.edu>, 
"Saunders, James (Public Safety)" <jts@dps.psafety.unc.edu>, 
"Sudderth, Tom (Grounds Services)" <TSudderth@FAC.UNC.EDU>, 
"’cbradshaw@patriotbuilding. com’" <cbradshaw@patriotbuilding.com>, 
"’rj milham@fluhrerreed, com’" <rj milham@fluhrerreed.com> 

Subject: Battle Hall pre-con meeting minutes.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Samuel T Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Monday,            9:5 5 PM 

~email.unc.edu 
White Russian on the rocks 

Whats up, I need to stop by to get the obsession 
for my dad. When will you be working or have you started the make-up job? 
How’s biology going? Are you going to join me for lunch sometime or are 
you too busy learning about plants:) 
later 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Samuel T Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             10:36 AM 

@yahoo.com> 

New york New york big city of dreams 

just came in the office to take an exam. He took it in the 
changing room. Im going to talk to bout shirt when she gets back from 

Maybe 1 am escorting             cause Ive been told I need to 
be on standby and that a trip to the smith center is imminent. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Samuel T Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             1:57 PM 

@yahoo.com> 

Dr. Pepper boy 

just came in and said he would hook me up with some carolina bask.etball 
shirts for lending him a helping hand. I love the payback,         is 
taking Afam You know how we do it. 
later 
tg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Samuel T Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 12, 2003 9:13 AM 

~yahoo.com> 

fill up grogs tank and head to dc 

We had a deadline to make yesterday. We had to get the class schedule 
ready for spring semester and the computers freeze at 4pm and we made it 
with five minutes to spare! 

later 
tg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Samuel T Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 13, 2003 9:44 AM 

~yahoo.com> 

system of a down 

couldnt get back to you yesterday cause our computers were down from ten 
to 4:30. That damnworm. 

we are worlQllg on putting some ot 
the b-ball playaz schedules together right now. 
later 
tg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Samuel T Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 16, 2003 9:57 AM 

Dreher, Lorna (Work Management) <LDreher@fac.unc.edu> 
RE: Battle Hall project 

Hi, It is the lower window. The one by the bathroom. It looks like 
there might be a part of a brick in it. Im guessing it just fell and hit 
it. 

On Thu, 16 Oct 2003, Dreher, Lorna (Work Management) wrote: 

Travis, is it the lower or upper window? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Sam (African/Afro-American Studies) 
Sent: Thursday, October 16, 2003 9:15 AM 
To: Dreher, Lorna (Work Management) 
Subject: Re: Battle Hall project 

Hi, 
The people working on the project showed us where there was a hole in 
the window. They said they didnt do it. They thought it was the people 
working with the bricks. Just wanted to bring this to your attention and 
see what we need to do. 

Thanks, 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Samuel T Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 28, 2003 10:46 AM 

Jan Yopp <jyopp@email.unc.edu> 

Re: SECC 

Jan, 

Is six too many to ask for? Also thank you for the print out. 

Travis 

On Tue, 28 Oct 2003, Jan Yopp wrote: 

Travis, 

How many brochures do you need? 

And I will print out a pledge form for you to photocopy. 

Jan 

Jan Johnson Yopp 
Professor 
Associate Dean for Undergraduate Studies 
School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
Carroll Hall 214 Campus Box 3365 
UNC-CH 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3365 
919-962-4083 
jyopp@email.unc.edu 

On Tue, 28 Oct 2003, Samuel T Gore wrote: 

> Oh, I dont mind picking them up. Thanks. 
>> 

> Travis 
>> 

> On Tue, 28 Oct 2003, Jan Yopp wrote: 
>> 

Travis, 

We can leave them at the receptionist’s desk in Carroll 117. 

We will have a package there for you by noon today. Or I can drop itin 
campus mail. Whichever works for you. 

Best, 

Jan 

Jan Johnson Yopp 
Professor 
Associate Dean for Undergraduate Studies 
School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
Carroll Hall 214 Campus Box 3365 
UNC-CH 



On Tue, 28 Oct 2003, Samuel T Gore wrote: 

> Hi, thanks for the quick reply. I do need a couple things. I need some 
> more of the brochures and I need another form. Thanks so much. Let me 
> know how I should go about getting them. Thanks again. 

> > > Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3365 
> > > 919-962-4083 
> > > jyopp@email.unc.edu 

> > > > S. Travis Gore 

> > > > On Tue, 28 Oct 2003, Jan Yopp wrote: 

> > > > > Many thanks. We will put you on the email list. 

> > > > > Do you need any support materials from us? 

> > > > > Best, 

> > > > > Jan 

> > > > > Jan Johnson Yopp 
> > > > > Professor 
> > > > > Associate Dean for Undergraduate Studies 
> > > > > School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
> > > > > Carroll Hall 214 Campus Box 3365 
> > > > > UNC-CH 
> > > > > Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3365 
> > > > > 919-962-4083 
> > > > >ivonn~email.unc.edn 
>>>>> 

>>>>> 

>>>>> 

>>>>> 

>>>>>> 

>>>>>> 

>>>>>> 

>>>>>> 

>>>>>> 

>>>>>> 

> > > > > > T~nk you 
>>>>>> 

> > > > > > S. Travis Gore 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>> 

>>>>>> 

>>>>>> 

>>>>>> 

>>>>> 

>>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

On Tue, 28 Oct 2003, Samuel T Gore wrote: 

Hi Jan, 
I just wanted to let you know Im taking care of duties for the African and 
Afro-American Studies department. So feel free to send information to 
this email address. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Samuel T Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 6, 2003 9:02 AM 

Jan Yopp <jyopp@email.unc.edu> 
Re: [secccapt] Breakdowns Week 6 (fwd) 

We have a professor that warns to give to orange county habitat for 
humanity. She cant seem to find it. Is there anything close to it? 

Thanks 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Samuel T Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 6, 2003 9:15 AM 

Jan Yopp <jyopp@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [secccapt] Breakdowns Week 6 (fwd) 

thank you, 
while im at it, I have another question. 
Does Binkley Baptist Church have anything this year. A professor said he 
gave money to them last year. 
thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Samuel T Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 7, 2003 11:21 AM 

Jan Yopp <jyopp@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [secccapt] Breakdowns Week 6 (fwd) 

What do I put in column B? Im not sure. I want to make sure I do it 
right. Thanks 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Samuel T Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 7, 2003 11:22 AM 

Jan Yopp <jyopp@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [secccapt] Breakdowns Week 6 (fwd) 

oh column b for payroll deductions. (just to clarify) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Samuel T Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 7, 2003 11:36 AM 

Jan Yopp <jyopp@email.unc.edu> 

drop off 

I have half of mine ready. Do you want me to drop them off now or wait 
until next week? 

Thanks 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Samuel T Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 13, 2003 9:16 AM 

Jan Yopp <jyopp@email.unc.edu> 
Re: [secccapt] Departmental Breakdowns -- Week 7 (fwd) 

Will they have a blank copy of a donation form I can pick up at Wilson 
Library. One of our professor’s has the money but has lost his form. 
thanks 
Tg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Friday, May 28, 2004 2:23 PM 

~email.unc.edu 

Anderson handout 

My Folks Don.doc 

here it is. 



B. Hurmence, My Folks Don’t Want to Talk About Slaver-g, 1984. 

My Folks Don’t Want Me To Talk About Slavery 

Edited by Belinda Hurmence 

Josephine Smith 
Age 94 when interviewed at 

by Mary A. Hick~ 

I was borned in Norfolk, Virginia, and I don’t know who we belonged to, but I 
remembers the day we was put on the block at Richmond. I was just toddling around 
then, but my me and my mammy brought a thousand dollars. My daddy, I reckon, 
belonged to somebody else, and we was just sold away from him just like the cow is sold 
away from the bull. 

A preacher by the name of Maynard bought me and Mammy and carried us to 
Franklinton, where we lived till his daughter married Dr. John Leach of Johnston 
Country; then I was give to her. 

All my white folkses was good to me, and I reckon that I ain’t got no cause for 
complaint. I ain’t had much clothes, and I ain’t had much to eat, and a -many a 
whupping, but nobody ain’t never been real bad to me. 

I remembers seeing a heap of slave sales, with the niggers in chains, and the 
speculators selling and buying them off. I also remember seeing a drove of slaves with 
nothing on but a rag betwixt their legs being galloped around before the buyers. About 
the worst thing that ever I seed, though, was a slave woman at Louisburg who had been 
sold off from her three-weeks-old baby, and was being marched to New Orleans. 

She had walked till she was give out, and she was weak enough to fall in the 
middle of the road. She was chained with twenty or thirty other slaves, and they stopped 
to rest in the shade of a big oak while the speculators et their dinner. The slaves ain’t 
having no dinner. As I pass by, this woman begs me in God’s name for a drink of water, 
and I gives it to her. I ain’t never be so sorry for nobody. 

It was in the month of August, and the sun was bearing down hot when the slaves 
and their drivers leave the shade. They walk for a little piece, and this woman fall out. 
She dies there side of the road, and right there they buries her, cussing, they tells me, 
about losing money on her. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Samuel T Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 27, 2004 9:34 PM 

@hotmail.com 
[Fwd: changes are coming] (fwd) 

.txt 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 
Date: Wed, 27 Oct 2004 15:48:33 -0400 
From: Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
To: Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: [Fwd: changes are coming] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 20, 2005 3:46 PM 

lbm@duke.edu 
letter 

Hi Lisa, 

Professor Nyang’oro wanted me to let you know the letter was sent off 
yesterday. Thank you. 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Sunday, October 23, 2005 4:37 PM 

mdma@email.unc.edu 
listserv 

Hi Monica 

Can you add me to your listserv? 

Thanks 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                9:25 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 
[Fwd: INFORMATIONAL: LAMBDA -- the voice of Carolina’s LGBTIQ Community 
since 1976] 

I thought you might be interested in this! 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    INFORMATIONAL: LAMBDA -- the voice of Carolina’s LGBTIQ 
Community since 1976 
Date: Mon, 21:15:58 -0400 (EDT) 
From: lambda@unc.edu 
Reply-To:    lambda@unc.edu 

LAMBDA is UNC-Chapel Hill’s Lesbian-, Gay-, Bisexual-, Tmnsgender-, Intersex- and Queer-affirming publication, providing a 
progressive outlet for news, analysis, opinion and dialogue. As such, we are inherently committed to a feminist, anti-racist and 
historically conscious perspective in pursuit of social justice for all people. 

We are now seeking writers, photographers, designers, contributors and anyone who is generally interested in pursuing our mission 
statement. No experience with a publication is necessary. Everyone is welcome to participate including graduate, professional and 
tmdergraduate students, faculty and staff. 

Contact us at lambda@unc.edu if you are interested. 

Visit us online at www.unc.edu/glbtsa/lambda 

This email is sponsored by: GLBT-SA 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your 
informational mass email preference, go to the on-line 
directory web site at ~:iiwww~ais~unc~ed~icamp~s di~;i. 
Select "Modify Directory Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 27, 2005 8:48 AM 

Camille Casses <casses@email.unc.edu> 
Re: spanish tutoring 

Hey Camille, 
I got your message. Thanks for calling. I tried calling you yesterday 
late afternoon but you had already left for the day. I will call you at 
some point today. 

Thanks. 

Travis 

Camille Casses wrote: 

Hi Travis 
I need to know in what areas of Spanish you need tutoring; also is 
this in preparation for any specific exams (that is, do you have a 
deadline)? The more I know about what kind of help you need, the 
better. Give me a call if you like, or I can call you. -Camille 

stgore@email.unc.edu wrote: 

>> Hi, 
>> 
>> Can you give me more information on the spanish tutoring? 
>> 
>> Thanks 
>> 
>> Travis 
>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 4, 2005 10:53 AM 

Julius 15; Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Book Chapter with Rwekaza 

BOOK CHAPTER WITH RWEKAZA.doc 



THE SEARCH FOR INDEPENDENT ORGANIZATION: 
THE LONG ROAD TO THE TRADE UNION 

CONGRESS OF TANZANIA (TUCTA) 

By 

Rwekaza S. Mukandala 
and 

Dr. Benson A. Bana 

1. ~TRODUCTION 

The Trade Union Congress of Tanzania (TUCTA) came into being in July 2000. This 

was after more than thirty-five years of state controlled and driven workers’ 

organizations, characterized by struggles for an independent and autonomous 

workers’ movement. This case study examines workers’ efforts to organize 

themselves in independent trade unions and their struggles for economic, social and 

political rights. 

The case study is divided into five sections including the introduction. The following 

section looks into pre-independence trade unionism in Tanzania, its origins, objectives 

and struggles, and attempts by the colonial state to contain it. 

Section three analyses the encounter between the trade union movement and the post- 

independence governments (1961-2000). Of particular interest is the manner and 

extent to which the three decades of a monolithic political system impacted on the 

conduct and development of the movement. We also discuss some factors that 

precipitated the demand for reforms in the trade union movement. Section four pays 

particular attention to the post-2000 Trade Union organization in Tanzania. Section 

five tries to put together a conclusion. 
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2. TRADE UNIONISM IN TANZANIA: A HISTORICAL OVERVIEW 

2.1 Evolution of the Trade Union Movement 

The rise of the trade union movement in Tanzania dates back to colonial days with the 

introduction of permanent wage labor. According to available records, the first 

organizational initiative to form a trade union was in 1927. During that year African 

motor drivers and mechanics in Moshi formed a Motor Drivers’ Union and even 

attempted to stage a strike for higher wages (Shivji 1986:158). The colonial 

government permanently silenced the union. A second attempt to form a trade union 

was made in the 1930s by the African civil servants. They formed the Tanganyika 

African Government Servants’ Association. However, by its objectives and aims, the 

association looked more like a staff association rather than a trade union. It did not 

pose any threat to the government. It was a "white-collar" elitist organization 

originating from Martin Kayamba’s Tanganyika Territory African Civil Service 

Association. It did not articulate demands aimed at furthering and defending the 

economic interests of its members at the work place. 

In the 1930s, the Asian shop assistants and artisans also did attempt to organize 

themselves into a trade union. This was known as the Union of Shop Assistants. It 

consisted exclusively of Asians. Its demands largely revolved around the question of 

reducing the working hours. They worked fifty four hours per week. The Union 

successfully managed to persuade the government to set the maximum working hours 

at fifty per week for persons employed in shops as clerks or salesmen. In 1937, the 

Asiatic Labor Union was formed. Its critical concern was to safeguard the interests of 

"Asiatic Skilled and Unskilled Workmen" amidst rises in the cost of living as a result 

of economic depression. It is argued that every care was taken by the union 

leadership to detach African workers from this movement (ibid. p. 10). However, this 

movement was not perceived as a threat to either the Africans or employers. Instead, 

it was a source of challenge to the Africans to establish their own trade union. In 

August 1937, the dockworkers in wharfage companies formed the African Labor 

Union. It was really a "brain child" of the shopfloor workers, the rank and file. 

However, the union was not interested in related issues. It confined itself to social 

welfare functions of mutual help during sickness, burial and unemployment. The 

union rules provided that every member was obliged to obey his employer, to attend 

his work in time and not to leave before time without the permission of the employer. 
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Every member had a duty to learn to read and write, to pay his debts before demand, 

to pay his government taxes, and to keep some deposit in a savings account (ibid. 

p.62). 

2.2 The Salient Features of Trade Unions 

Organizationally, the early trade unions were weak. They did not have a common 

front to either agitate or articulate employee’s interests and demands. They had few 

members. Their membership base was racial and narrow. The workers were too 

scattered and individualized in their work processes to mount an effective collective 

action. Some unions resembled either friendly societies or social clubs. Ineffective 

and poor leadership was also a characteristic feature of the trade unions. Some leaders 

were illiterate. Very few could read and write, and that was only in Kiswahili. Some 

knew only the Arab script. The leadership lacked the desired knowledge and 

experience in trade unionism. It had a narrow focus. As such, they failed to comply 

with the directives of the Registrar of Trade Unions. This enabled the Colonial State 

to either cancel their registration or to suppress them without much ado. The unions 

were looked upon with disfavor by the colonial administration and enjoyed little 

sympathy from the rest. 

Despite these shortcomings, it is imperative to note that there were some significant 

developments. First, all the unions were formed and led by workers themselves. 

There was no imposition from without. As such, the trade unions had organic link 

with the grassroots. The struggles emanated from the work place itself. The unions 

enabled the workers to struggle for their rights through collective organization and 

collective action. They forged ahead to solidarity and consciousness as a consequence 

of their own efforts from below. It is correctly argued that "the trade unions or the 

trade-union type of organization formed during the period bore the stamp of grass- 

root democracy and militancy" (ibid.p.55). Indeed, the early trade unions did lay a 

concrete foundation for the emergence of militant trade unionism in Tanzania 

especially in the 1940s and 1950s. 
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2.3 Trade Unions’ Tactics and Demands 

The early trade unions articulated their demands and aggregated their interests mainly 

through petitions, letter-writing, making a few protests and passing resolutions. None 

of these unions ever mounted an effective collective action beyond public meetings. 

Individualized resistance was also phenomenal in some few instances. Initially, the 

trade unions never resorted to the use of the strike action, which would have been the 

most visible form of collective action in the pursuit of their demands. However, there 

were a few isolated cases where the dockworkers made use of the weapon of strike. 

According to Mihyo (1983: 14-15), in 1937, 250 dockworkers at Tanga Port ceased 

working in protest against low wages and poor working conditions. In 1939, the 

casual workers at the dockyard in Dar es Salaam staged a strike for two days 

protesting against piece rates and demanding higher pay. In 1943, dockworkers at 

Mwanza and Lindi staged two strikes protesting against poor living conditions and 

meager pay. The dockworkers in Dar es Salaam did manage to organize a general 

strike in 1947, which spread like a bush-fire throughout most of the towns up-country. 

The strike was supported and joined by other workers in different sectors. 

Surprisingly, the dockworkers had no trade union but were just protesting 

spontaneously against bad employment conditions (Mihyo, 1983:15). 

The general strike, by and large, expressed the general dissatisfaction of the workers 

in Tanganyika. The net result of the 1947 general strike was the organization of 

workers into formal and legally recognized trade unions. At the end of 1947, five 

trade unions had registered themselves with the govemment authority. These were 

Stevedores and Dockworkers’ Union; African Cooks, Washermen and House 

Servants Association; The African Tailors Association; The Morogoro Personnel 

Servants Association; and the Dar es Salaam African Motor Drivers Association. 
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2.4 The Magnitude of Workers’ Demands 

In totality, the main demands and interests articulated by the workers throughout this 

period revolved around trivial issues, such as shortening the working day, increase of 

wages, improving working conditions, medical treatment and sick pay. Others were 

demands for annual leave, gratuity on retirement and free food during working hours. 

These demands did not have direct political dimensions. They were largely pegged on 

workers’ social and economic welfare. Issues related to racial discrimination; gender 

imbalance and mainstreaming; pay equity; participatory management; decision 

making; employees’ and employers’ rights as well as obligations did not feature 

substantively in the workers’ interests and demands. One can argue convincingly that 

the pre-1950 trade unions were largely apolitical. They did not attempt to translate 

their social welfare interests at the micro-level into political demands at the macro- 

level. Generally, the trade unions had no clear ideological orientation. 

2.5 The Response of the Colonial Regime 

The colonial government was not very enthusiastic about the formation of trade 

unions. However, it created an enabling legal environment for the formation and 

functioning of trade unions even before the emergence of strong unions. This was 

made possible by the enactment of several pieces of legislation. The first one was the 

Trade Union Ordinance, No. 23 of 1932. There were no trade unions awaiting 

registration in Colonial Tanganyika by then. The Bill was therefore a deliberate 

measure of prudence to take care of such organizations should they emerge in future. 

The motive force behind the colonial state was not to encourage or facilitate the 

formation of trade unions; rather, it was to regulate and supervise them if and when 

they would be formed. The Tanganyika Trade Union Ordinance made registration of 

trade unions compulsory. This was contrary to Trade Union Acts of Great Britain 

which made registration of trade unions completely voluntary (ibid.p.158). Non- 

registration was made a criminal offence. The law further imposed stringent pre- 

conditions and bureaucratic regulations to be complied with before registration. The 

Registrar was given discretionary powers to refuse or defer registration of a trade 

union. The registrar also had powers to cancel registration of a trade union if he was 
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satisfied, inter alia, that a trade union had violated any of the provisions of the 

Ordinance. This was intended to ensure that trade union funds were not used for 

political purposes (Kapinga, 1985:89). Indeed compulsory registration was used by 

the colonial state in keeping trade unions under control, by monitoring and regulating 

their activities. 

The first victims of the power of the Registrar to cancel registration were the African 

Motor Drivers and Commercial Road Transport Workers’ Union and the Lake 

Province Tailors’ Association. The Registrar canceled their certificates in 1950 and 

1951, respectively. In 1959, the African Cooks, Washermen and House Boys 

Association was struck off the register. The Dockworkers Union was dissolved in 

1950 (ibid. p.163-164). 

The second restricting legislation was the administrative order promulgated by the 

Governor in 1943, titled "Defence (Trade Disputes) Regulations". These empowered 

the Governor to establish a tribunal for the settlement of a trade dispute. It also 

empowered the Governor to make an order prohibiting a strike and lockout in 

connection to any trade dispute. Any one contravening the orders made under the 

regulations was guilty of an offence. The general strike of 1943 was taken care of by 

these regulations. 

The third legal instrument to control and regulate trade unionism was the 1947 

Ordinance. This provided for dispute-settlement machinery in the country. The 

Ordinance set up two-stage machinery for the settlement of a trade dispute, namely 

conciliation and arbitration. 

Following a series of labor unrest, in the late 1940s, the colonial state instituted the 

fourth piece of legislation: the Trade Disputes (Arbitration and Settlement) Ordinance 

of 1950. The legislation introduced provisions that made strikes and lockouts criminal 

offences unless the set out procedure was exhausted and no settlement had been 

reached. The procedure was cumbersome for one to seriously stage an effective strike 

or lockout. The two last resort trade union weapons were virtually made illegal. 

Statutory arbitration became compulsory. 
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From the foregoing, it is evident that the role of the colonial state with regard to trade 

unionism was much more of direct interventionist rather than regulation of union 

affairs. As such, mutual distrust, suspicion, and witch-hunting characterized the trade 

union and government encounters. Despite the repressive and suppressive tendencies 

of the colonial state, trade unions managed to organize and survive. They could, at 

least, "bark" collectively though they could not "bite". Their collective action and 

survival, undoubtedly, paved a smooth way for the emergence of more vigilant and 

militant trade unions from 1954 to 1964. 

2.6 Consolidation of Trade Unionism: 1950 - 1960s 

In the preceding discussion on the historical development of trade unionism, we have 

revealed that trade unions were still in their infancy stage. Numerically, they were 

few. They did not even take the initiative to form an apex organization essential for a 

collective action and possibly solidarity. With the advent of nationalist struggles for 

self government and independence led by the Tanganyika African National Union 

(TANU), trade unionism was reinvigorated. By the end of 1956, there were twenty- 

three trade unions with about 13,000 members. By the year 1962 though, the number 

of trade unions had decreased to a mere twelve due to the efforts of TFL to 

amalgamate small and similar unions. However, membership had increased 

tremendously to about 182,200 (ibid.p.183). The initial effort to form a territorial 

"Federation of all Workers and Trade Unions" was turned down by the colonial 

administration. It was correctly argued that the existing registered trade unions had 

not been approached nor had they shown any desire to participate in such an 

amalgamation (ibid. p. 184). However, the trade union activists managed to organize a 

general meeting of trade unions on 7-10 October 1955 in Dar es Salaam. The 

outcome of the meeting was the birth of the Tanganyika Federation of Labor (TFL). 

This was a significant achievement in the history of trade unionism in the country. 

This achievement was a product of some objective conditions. These included: 

(i) Some TANU activists like Bhoke Munanka turned to the formation of trade 

unions as a possible vehicle to advance the nationalist movement goals. This 

followed the refusal of the colonial state to register TANU branches in 

Mwanza, then part of Lake Province. 
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(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

Trade unions benefited from good leadership, which was provided by clerks 

and Civil Servants. These had an explicit trade unionist drive. They had basic 

literacy skills and exposure in administration. They initiated, organized and 

led the unions. 

International organizations like the International Confederation of Trade 

Unions (ICFTU) provided required support through training programs, moral 

and material assistance. Tom Mboya, a representative of ICFTU in Kenya 

played a significant role in the formation of TFL. 

The absence of inter and intra-union rivalries. This facilitated the creation of 

the apex organization without opposition. 

TANU leadership encouraged its members to join trade unions. 

2.7 TFL: The Beginning of Obstacles 

TFL set itself two major tasks. First, it resolved to increase its membership and, 

Second, to amalgamate small or similar unions so as to form territorial, industrial and 

general unions. The federation successfully accomplished its first task. By 1961, the 

total trade union membership was almost 200,000. Some 42 percent of all Tanganyika 

workers had been unionized compared to 8 percent in Kenya and 11 percent in 

Uganda (Scott, 1965:130). The amalgamation initiative was not carried out smoothly 

due to cumbersome procedures and regulations embodied in the Trade Union 

Ordinance, 1956. This provided the opportunity to the colonial government to use 

delaying tactics to register amalgamations. Indeed, the govemment was reluctant and 

implicitly opposed the TFL drive. For example, the registration of the Transport and 

General Workers Union (TGWU) formed as a result of the amalgamation of the 

Commercial and Industrial Workers Union and the Transport and Allied Workers 

Union, took some six months. The amalgamation of two government unions to form 

the Tanganyika Union of Public Employees (TUPE) took a whole year (Friedland, 

1969:527). Thus, Colonial government was able to decelerate the growth and 

development pace of trade unions 

The other stumbling block that TFL faced in its drive to create territorial and bigger 

unions was that some leaders of existing smaller unions were reluctant to merge with 

others. This is probably because of fear to lose their leadership positions. In spite of 
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these obstacles, the federation attained considerable achievement by channeling trade 

union development along industrial and territorial lines. By the end of 1961, 

Tanganyika had fourteen registered African Trade Unions, of which twelve were 

territorial and twelve industrial (Shivji, 1986:187). These were affiliated to TFL. 

Undoubtedly, during the peak of the independence struggles, Tanganyika had a strong 

trade union movement with a strong federation at the center. 

2.8 TFL-TANU Relations: The Marriage of Convenience 

During the independence struggle, the nationalist movement TANU and the trade 

Union movement TFL, joined hands to fight a common foe: imperialist domination 

through colonialism, and were actually dependent on each other. Mihyo (1983:7) 

contends that "In the heat of nationalist agitation, at one time, these two movements 

became not only allies but instruments of each other". This is what we refer to as the 

marriage of convenience between the apex trade union TFL and the political party 

TANU. Shivji (1986:191) analyses this relationship at three different levels, namely: 

the overlapping leadership, TANU’s support for TFL’s economic struggle and the 

political struggles of TFL itself in relation to TANU. The General Secretary of TFL, 

Rashid Kawawa and the Vice-General Secretary, M.M. Mpangala played important 

roles in TANU and became members of its Central Committee (Tandau, 1964: 5; 

Friedland, 1969:123). Union leaders held offices in TANU and all of them were 

TANU members (Friedland, 1969:123). TANU lent its support to the trade unions 

especially during strikes. For example, in 1957, when TFL called upon all Dar es 

Salaam residents to boycott DMT (Dar es Salaam Motor Transport) buses, TANU 

cadres went around to mobilize people to support the DMT workers and boycott 

buses. When in 1958, the TFL staged a strike against the Tanganyika Breweries; 

TANU joined in and appealed to the people to boycott bottled beer (Mihyo, 1983:47). 

TFL and trade unions supported the aims of TANU to fight for independence. They 

never organized a single strike to achieve a specific political goal. "They were not 

affiliated to the party and took pains to keep distance" (Shivji, 1986: 191). The two 

had a common enemy to confront. This was oppression, exploitation and domination 

by capitalism, and the colonial state. Ultimately, the marriage of convenience between 

TFL and TANU contributed significantly to the attainment of independence in 1961. 

However, after independence the relationship between the trade union and the TANU 
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government did not last for long. In the following section we discuss in-depth the 

encounter between the trade unions and the post-independence governments. 

3.0 TRADE UNIONISM AND THE POST-INDEPENDENCE GOVERNMENTS 

After independence, the nationalist party, TANU, became the ruling party. The TFL 

remained a trade union. Trade Unionism in the TFL sense was modeled along the 

traditional Western type. It meant and still means collective bargaining and economic 

struggle through strike action, picketing and boycotts against capital. When TANU 

changed its position and assumed the reigns in power, the TFL did not join. TANU 

assumed the role of defender of capital while the contradiction between capital and 

labor i.e. unions continued. TFL had to fight all employers including the government, 

in pursuit of economic and civil rights of employees. 

3.1 The Root cause of TANU-TFL Conflict 

The trade union movement came into direct confrontation with the post-independence 

TANU government over three issues. These were the East African High Commission 

(EAHC), Africanization and Trade Union autonomy. The Tanganyika African Postal 

Union and the Tanganyika Railway African Union, both TFL affiliates under the 

leadership of Mr. J. Namfua and Kassanga Tumbo respectively, demanded the 

breakup of the EAHC because in their opinion, the Commission’s management based 

in Nairobi was mostly favoring workers of Kenya. The trade unions had staged two 

major strikes in 1959 and 1960 to push forward their demands. The position of TANU 

government was that the East African High Commission was to be preserved. TANU 

intended to use the commission as the basis on which the federation of East Africa 

could be constructed. TANU had already made a proposal for the formation of the 

East African Federation in June 1960 (Nyerere, 1967: 85-98) 

On Africanization, some radical trade unions demanded total, immediate and 

unconditional Africanization. The trade unions called upon TANU to take immediate 

action or face a general strike (Mihyo, 1983:63). It was mostly white-collar trade 

unions that featured predominantly in the demand for Africanization. These were the 

Railway Union (TRAU), The Postal and Telecommunications Union (NUPE), The 
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Public Employee Union (TUPE) and the Local Government Union (TALGWU). The 

position of the government was that the Africanization process would be implemented 

gradually so as to secure right people with the right qualifications (Nchahaga, 

1993:41). A wave of strikes, actively supported by the TFL ensued. The Tanganyika 

Plantation Workers’ Union (TPAWU) took the lead in staging these strikes. 

On the issue of trade union autonomy, the trade unions opposed the government bill 

to make TFL the central and only recognized workers’ representation entity with a 

central fund managed, and controlled according to statutory rules and without any 

powers to authorize a strike before consulting the Minister of Labor. The trade union 

leaders regarded strike action as the only effective weapon of the workers to demand 

their rights. They saw this move as aimed at eroding the autonomy of trade unions. 

Neither the trade union leaders nor the federation leaders welcomed the government 

bill. They put a very strong campaign against both the bill and the government. The 

Tanganyika Railway African Union sought support and solidarity from its counterpart 

in Kenya to oppose the government decision. The position of the government on this 

was that it needed to restructure the trade union movement and make it suitable for 

the implementation of government policies. 

It is important to note that after independence, TFL continued with its traditional role 

of defending the interests of the workers through strikes, go-slows, boycotts and 

collective bargaining. On the other hand, government leaders regarded these as wrong 

weapons after independence. TANU government believed that with the end of 

colonialism, trade union struggles would have to end, for such struggles would 

undermine the legitimacy of the independent government which was allegedly serving 

the interests of all the people including the workers (ibid.p.42; Shivji, 1986:229). At 

the political level, the autonomous trade union movement posed a threat to the 

stability of the new regime in power. Outside the state structures, trade unions were 

the only organized centers of power. 

The anti-government-bill campaign was carried out through strong statements, 

petitions and threats. Surprisingly, trade unions did not organize a general strike 

against the government. Foreign moral sympathy was extended to TFL. Despite the 

campaign, the government won the battle and the bills were passed with the necessary 
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majority. This was the beginning of the government strategy to silence the trade 

union movement. 

3.2 Divisions within TFL 

All was not well in TFL. The federation as well as its affiliate unions was divided on a 

number of critical issues except on the trade union autonomy. The Tanganyika 

African Postal Union and Tanganyika Railway African Union (TRAU) lead by 

Tumbo agitated for the destruction of the East African High Commission. On the 

contrary, the Tanganyika Government Workers Union under Kamaliza and the 

Domestic and Hotel Workers Union advocated a conciliatory approach towards the 

restructuring of the Commission. 

TFL was divided into two factions. These were the pro-TANU government and the 

anti-TANU government factions. The former was identified with Tumbo, whereas the 

latter was identified with Kamaliza (Friedland, 1966:9). The Kamaliza group favored 

a much more centralized TFL with control over the finances of its constituent 

members. It also advocated that powers to decide and approve calling of strikes be 

vested in the TFL. In addition, it pushed for the "merger" of TFL to TANU. The 

Tumbo group seriously opposed this. It argued that such a structure would destroy the 

trade unions’ autonomy. Its position was that the trade unions - even while having 

close relations with the political party - should neither merge with, nor be controlled 

by the party (Shivji, 1986:225). 

The Tumbo faction opposed the election of Michael Kamaliza to the position of TFL 

president. The Kamaliza - Tumbo misunderstanding within TFL really affected the 

leadership and stability of the federation. Personality clashes within the federation 

could not create conducive environment for creating team-work and a sustainable 

trade union. Tumbo carried out vigorous anti-Kamaliza campaigns and called upon 

other affiliated unions to withdraw from TFL and form another federation. It is even 

argued that the anti-TANU government Trade Union leaders colluded with African 

Officers in the army to stage a mutiny (Mihyo, 1983:52 & 73). Consequently, many 

trade union leaders were detained and TFL activities suspended. 
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Thus, continued overt and covert anti-TANU government struggles and the 

misunderstanding in the TFL leadership may partly explain the demise of the 

federation. 

3.3 State Control Mechanisms over Trade Unions 

The strike wave that began during the nationalist struggles continued unabated after 

independence. In 1962, there were 152 strikes involving 48,434 workers with a loss of 

417,474 man-days (Shivji, 1986:227). TFL was behind all the strikes. The post- 

colonial state, both as an employer itself and as a protector of capital, was so 

adversely affected that it had to retaliate. The government enacted a host of laws in 

order to control and silence the trade unions. Four pieces of legislation that had 

negative impact on the trade unions were passed by the parliament. The first 

enactment was the Trade Disputes (Settlement) Act No.43 of 1962, which virtually 

abolished strikes by setting up a complex procedure for compulsory arbitration and 

settlement of labor disputes. 

The second enactment was the Trade Union Ordinance (Amendment) Act, No.51 of 

1962. This legislation made TFL the only legal federation of trade unions. It became 

the sole body by law, to which individual unions had to be affiliated if they were to 

remain in existence (Mihyo, 1983:67). TFL was placed under the supervision and 

control of the state through the Minister responsible for Labor matters and the 

Registrar of trade unions. The Minister was also empowered to monitor the use of 

union funds, just as it was during the colonial period. 

The third piece of legislation was the Civil Service (Negotiating Machinery) Act, 

No.52 of 1962. The Act excluded all Civil Servants earning more than 702 Pound 

Sterling per annum from becoming members of any trade union. This law was in 

essence aimed at undermining the leadership of the trade unions, for it was the Civil 

Service that produced literate and knowledgeable leaders of trade unions 

The fourth legislation was the Preventive Detention Act, No.60 of 1962. This law 

empowered the President of the country to order the detention of any person who in 

his opinion was conducting himself in a manner prejudicial to the state. The first 
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victims of the detention law were the so-called stubborn leaders of TFL: Victor 

Mkello, then its President, and Magongo, another key leading TFL official. 

Following the army mutiny of 20 January 1964 that was suppressed by British troops, 

the state got the pretext to kill whatever autonomy was left in the trade union 

movement. TFL functions were suspended and its leaders detained on the allegation 

that they had attempted to make contact with the mutineers (Friedland, 1966:148). 

The Government, hurriedly through parliament, enacted the National Union of 

Tanganyika (Workers Establishment) Act No. 18 of 1964. The Legislation disbanded 

and outlawed all trade unions. It dissolved TFL and established in its place a single 

workers’ union, The National Union of Tanganyika Workers (NUTA) for the whole 

country. It is to this union that we now turn. 

3.4 The National Union of Tanganyika Workers (NUTA) 

Unlike the TFL, the National Union of Tanganyika Workers (NUTA) came into 

existence by an Act of Parliament and commenced operating after a Presidential 

Directive. In addition to this feature, NUTA began existing before it had registered 

any member!After getting a leadership, NUTA embarked on registering members 

from the former membership of the banned TFL. The then President of Tanzania, the 

late Mwalimu J.K. Nyerere, was NUTA’s member No.1 (Mihyo, 1983:74). The 

number one politician in the country became a bonafide trade unionist. 

All its leaders, unlike those of TFL, were not elected but appointed at all levels of the 

Organization. Its top executives, the Secretary General and his Deputy were appointed 

by the President. Throughout NUTA’s life, the Secretary General of the Union was 

also a Cabinet Minister responsible for Labor matters. He appointed all key NUTA 

officers, members of the executive council and the Regional branches. The Financial 

Secretary, nine assistant secretaries for the various industrial sections of the union, 

Directors of Organization and of Economics and Research were all appointees of the 

Secretary General. This was virtually contrary to Article 3 of the ILO Convention, 

1948, No.87, which guarantees the "right of workers’ organizations to draw up their 

constitutions and rules, to elect their representatives in full freedom and to organize 

their administration and activities". 
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NUTA was made an affiliate of TANU and one of its objectives was "to promote the 

policies of TANU and to encourage its members to join TANU" (Pratt, 1976:189). 

This was unacceptable and contravened the ILO principle which stipulates that 

"governments should not attempt to transform trade unions into an instrument for the 

pursuance of political aims" (ILO, 1994:59). Under the provision of NUTA 

(Establishment) Act, 1964, if an employee remained out of the union, after two 

months of employment, the employer had a right to terminate his employment 

(Mihyo, 1983; 1983:74). The fundamental freedom of association was no longer in 

place. Compulsory association was what the government decided for the workers. 

The aim of this provision was to protect the union from lack of adequate membership. 

This was a direct infringement of the workers’ right to establish and join 

organizations of their own choosing (ILO, 1994:41). 

The NUTA General Council was barred from sanctioning or proposing strike action in 

respect of any labor dispute without exhausting procedures stipulated by the Trade 

Disputes (Settlement) Act, 1962 (Kapinga, 1986:91). The prohibition on the calling 

of strikes is incompatible with Convention No. 87 of the ILO. Outlawing of strikes and 

the imposing of compulsory statutory arbitration virtually abolished the right to free 

collective bargaining. From the foregoing, it is crystal clear that NUTA was, by and 

large, a department of the government and was under complete control of the ruling 

political party and its government. It danced to the tunes of TANU. NUTA was 

nothing but, for all intents and purposes, part of the state apparatus. Thus, NUTA Act 

pronounced the death of autonomous trade union movement in Tanzania. 

3.5 Reflections on the Zanzibar Situation 

Like in Tanganyika, trade unions supported independence struggles in Zanzibar from 

1950s to 1960s. They supported both the Afro-Shiraz Party (ASP) and Zanzibar 

Nationalist Party (ZNP). The Zanzibar and Pemba Federation of Labor (ZPFL) which 

was established in 1956 supported ASP. The workers who supported ZNP formed the 

Federation of Progressive Trade Unions (FPTU). As such, workers were divided 

alongside political factionalism. The trade unions and the federations worked in close 

relationship with political parties. However, they were not controlled by the parties, 
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hence they enjoyed relative autonomy. After the January 1964 revolution, which 

brought ASP to power, ZPFL, its staunch ally, changed its name. Its new name 

became the Federation of Revolutionary Trade Unions (FRTU). The Federation of 

Progressive Trade Unions, an ally of ZNP was disbanded. ASP controlled FRTU. It 

was dissolved in 1966 and its activities were taken over by the Workers’ Department 

of the ASP (Chambua, 1997:289). This was a clear violation of the principles of 

freedom of association. By this decision, the state in Zanzibar had dug the grave in 

which the trade union movement was finally buried. 

It is important to note that there was no resistance from the workers in both the 

Mainland and the isles to the liquidation of the trade union movement. This is because 

almost all the militant leadership of the movement was in goal. "The workers were 

ideologically defenseless and organizationally leaderless" (Shivji, 1986:235). The 

post-independence governments resorted to the same authoritarian methods of the 

colonial state to ensure that trade unions were under the control and supervision of the 

state. 

3.6 The State Party Supremacy and Trade Unions 

On 26 April 1964, Zanzibar united with Tanganyika. This event gave rise to the birth 

of the United Republic of Tanzania. In 1965, Tanzania was declared a de jure one 

party state. TANU and ASP were constitutionally declared to be the only political 

parties in the mainland and isles, respectively. Following the promulgation of the 

Arusha Declaration in 1967, Socialism and Self-Reliance became the official policy 

of the party and its government. This implied, inter alia, state control over the 

country’s "commanding heights of the economy". TANU and ASP became supreme 

in legal status as well as in practice. This status was firmly retained in the 1977 

constitution which was passed after the merger of TANU and ASP which marked the 

birth of Chama Cha Mapinduzi (CCM) in 1977. The Constitution stipulated that "All 

activity of the organs of the state of the United Republic shall be conducted under the 

auspices of the party". The Constitution also declared CCM to be the sole political 

party which is supreme (Mlimuka & Kabudi, 1985:64). 
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These political developments had far reaching implications for the trade union 

movement. First, trade unions like other civil society organizations were officially co- 

opted and integrated into the machinery of the supreme state-party. As a result, 

NUTA became CCM’s mass organization in 1977a. The changes in the political 

sphere prompted the need for a trade union, which would cater for the entire United 

Republic of Tanzania. In 1979, an Act of Parliament was passed to repeal the NUTA 

(Establishment) Act. NUTA was disbanded. "Jumuiya ya Wafanyakazi Tanzania 

(JUWATA) was established to replace NUTA. JUWATA became the sole trade 

union in Tanzania. It also became one of the CCM’s mass organizations, which took 

care of all labor matters. The objectives of JUWATA were similar to those of its 

predecessor. The only difference was that JUWATA’s mandate was extended to 

Zanzibar, while NUTA’s wasn’t. However, NUTA had a constitution whilst 

JUWATA operated under the CCM constitution (Chambua, 1997:289). 

The General Secretary of JUWATA and his/her two deputies (One for Mainland and 

the other for Zanzibar) were appointees of the CCM Chairman who was also the 

President of the United Republic of Tanzania. On the one hand, the chief District and 

Regional Executive Officers of JUWATA had to be screened and appointed by the 

National Executive Committee (NEC) of CCM. On the other hand, the Secretary 

General of JUWATA, by virtue of his/her position, became a NEC member. The 

tradition of appointing the Minister responsible for Labor matters to be the Secretary 

General of the trade union continued. The first Secretary General of JUWATA was 

also the Minister of Labor (ibid’ p.290). The Registrar of Trade Unions was also the 

Principal Secretary of the Ministry of Labor, also an appointee of the President. 

He/she was unlikely to effect control on the top trade union leadership, which until 

1982 included the minister of his/her own ministry who was the Secretary General of 

the union. The trade union thus became virtually a government department. 

Surprisingly, JUWATA was not registered as a trade union until four years after its 

establishment (Kapinga, 1985:94). 

The president of the United Republic of Tanzania had enormous powers over 

JUWATA. He had powers to order its cancellation in the register of trade unions if, 

Also included in this category were the women organization (UWT), youth organization (formally 
TYL), parents association (TAPA) and the cooperatives (WASHIRIKA). 
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in his opinion, it was no longer serving the interests of the public. In its place, he 

could establish some other body, which would then be deemed to be a trade union 

(Act No.24 of 1979, Section 8(1)). This was a vivid violation of the freedom of 

association and the key principles of a trade union worth the name. As Kapinga, 

1985:94 quite clearly points out, 

"what the colonial state did with a somewhat shy face in passing legislation 

which completely placed trade unions under the thumb of the state, the neo- 

colonial state has done it with a straight face" 

3.7 Trade Unionism and the Advent of Political Reforms 

The early 1980’s in Tanzania were marked by an acute economic crisis. All economic 

and social sectors deteriorated. The economy was performing miserably. There were 

generalized discontents across the country. The severe economic hardship, which also 

led to the crisis of political legitimacy, was mainly attributed to the policies and 

functioning of a single party rule (Baregu, 1993:104-119). People started questioning 

the legitimacy of CCM government, the rationale of single state party supremacy, 

monopolistic economic and political systems as well as the role of the over- 

centralized state. 

Pressures for economic and political reforms were exerted from both within and 

outside the country. Economic liberalization, the market driven economy and political 

pluralism were advocated as possible solutions to rescue Tanzanians from the 

economic crisis. 

Thus, in the 1980s, the trade union movement in the country operated in the above 

outlined socio-economic and political contexts. Vibrant demands for trade union 

autonomy were made during the JUWATA Congress as early as 1982. The congress 

passed a resolution to distance itself from the state-party. The resolution requested the 

party and its government for permission to elect the union’s own General Secretary 

and his Deputies, to formulate its own Constitution, to end political affiliation to 

CCM, and to hold free elections without interference from the party (Chambua, 

1997:290) 
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CCM’s National Executive Committee turned down this request. It seems the party 

was not ready to allow any of its mass organizations to tamper with its supremacy 

status. Also, CCM was afraid of organized opposition from outside. The demand for 

an autonomous trade union recurred at another JUWATA Congress in 1984. This time 

the party adopted the ’stick-and-carrot’ method to deal with the union. On the one 

hand, the demand for complete autonomy was rejected. Simultaneously, the state 

party directed that the Central Committee of the Party, instead of the President, would 

appoint the chief executives of the union. However, the appointment was to be subject 

to approval of the National Executive Committee (NEC) of CCM. It is important to 

note that the President was also the chairman of both the Central Committee and the 

NEC of CCM. 

The struggle for an autonomous trade union continued unabated from within 

JUWATA and outside. In 1985 JUWATA held elections. As usual, CCM appointed 

Mr. J. Rwegasira to continue with his position as Secretary General. The late H. 

Kolimba was elected Chairperson for five years. Despite being CCM staunch 

members, the two leaders urged the JUWATA Congress to press harder the demand 

for an autonomous trade union. Specifically, they insisted on the demand for the right 

to choose top executives rather than these being CCM appointees. 

They also supported the JUWATA General Council to exert more pressure on the 

demands for the right to have its own Constitution and to choose its own leaders 

without interference from the party. In 1989, CCM and its government reluctantly had 

to yield to election of the top most leadership positions in JUWATA. However, CCM 

retained the right to screen and approve contestants for the specified JUWATA 

leadership positions. Furthermore, elections had to be conducted in accordance with 

CCM Constitution. Impliedly, all candidates had to be active CCM members. 

JUWATA held elections in 1989. As required, the Union sent several names of 

candidates for the position of Secretary General to CCM for screening. Mr. 

Rwegasira’s name was among them. CCM approved the names of Joseph Rwegasira, 

Elias Mashasi and Issa Mohamed Issa for the top most executive position. But 

Mashasi and Issa did not contest for the position. They became Rwegasira’s deputies. 
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The former was the Deputy Secretary General for Tanzania Mainland, whereas the 

latter was the Deputy Secretary General for Zanzibar. During the elections the two 

Deputies voluntarily withdrew their names at the last moment. They did not contest 

the position out of their own will. The incumbent Secretary General Mr. Rwegasira 

stood unopposed. He was re-elected on the basis of a "yes/no" vote (Chambua, 

1997:239). Mr. H. Kolimba (by then Regional Commissioner of Coast Region) was 

re-elected Chairman of JUWATA. Both Rwegasira and Kolimba were members of the 

National Executive Committee of CCM. In the same year, JUWATA’s Secretary - 

General and Chairman were appointed to Ministerial positions in the government. 

In 1991, Kolimba was appointed Secretary General of CCM and Minister of State, 

President’s Office. Rwegasira was appointed Minister of Industries and Trade in 

1989. The series of events outlined above shows clearly that CCM was, by deeds, not 

ready to grant autonomy to JUWATA. The party was not ready to tolerate trade union 

leaders who agitated for an autonomous union. Thus, co-opting and integrating 

JUWATA’s key leaders to the state-party government machinery was aimed at 

weakening the union. CCM was unlikely to de-link from the trade union movement. 

However, for JUWATA the demand for autonomy did not cease. The 1989 election 

gave fresh impetus to the struggle for JUWATA to de-link from the party domination, 

supervision and control. With the adoption of political pluralism and the subsequent 

multiparty political system in 1992, JUWATA was granted relative autonomy. 
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3.8 Attempts for Reform Initiatives in the Union 

The political climate was now permissive and conducive for JUWATA to establish a 

free trade union capable of aggregating and articulating the economic and social 

interests of the members. In August 1990, a special committee of seven people under 

the leadership of one of the Deputy Secretary Generals of JUWATA was appointed to 

gather opinions on how to reform the trade union. The committee was given the task 

of drawing out recommendations aimed at broadening democracy for workers; 

achieving rapid national economic development and enhancing social development; 

as well as maintaining the unity of workers. According to Chambua (1997:294), the 

committee collected views and opinions from the Secretaries and their Deputies at the 

JUWATA head Office, organized four seminars and reviewed minutes of previous 

JUWATA meetings. The Committee proposed some reforms that were accepted by 

JUWATA’s Executive Committee. Chambua enumerates them as follows: 

1). 

2). 

3). 

5). 

6). 

One trade union in order to promote unity, cooperation and financial strength 

of the union 

A new structure with nine and eight work sectors for Tanzania mainland and 

Zanzibar, respectively 

A check-off system for collecting membership dues 

Reserve seats for the trade union in law making bodies: ten in the Union 

Parliament and four in the House of Representatives 

The requirement that if any JUWATA Executive leader is appointed to a 

position in the government he/she must resign and/or apply for leave without 

pay 

Government to legalize strikes, and 

The union’s organizational structure to have the following representative 

organs: 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

National Level: National Congress, General Council, National Executive 

Committee and Executive Committee for each national sector; 

Regional Level: Regional Congress, Regional Executive Committee and 

Executive Committees of the Regional Sectors; 

Work Place: Annual General Assembly and Branch Executive Committee. 
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The Executive Committee accepted these proposals. They were the basis for the new 

constitution of JUWATA. The Constitution was drafted under the leadership of the 

late H. Kolimba. The constitution, inter alia, provided for the following: 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

One trade Union to be known as the "Organization of Tanzania Trade Unions" 

(OTTU) 

Work sectors to form trade unions, which would be under OTTU~ but each 

union to have its own constitution that has to be approved by OTTU General 

Council. 

No OTTU Executive should be allowed to hold an executive post in any 

Institution(s). If elected or appointed to such office, he/she would be 

considered to have resigned from OTTU Office. 

However, no response was made on reserved seats in the Union Parliament and House 

of Representatives. The National Congress of JUWATA in its extra-ordinary meeting 

held on 20 August 1991 at the University of Dar es Salaam adopted the constitution, 

which was earlier on endorsed by the Executive Committee. The Secretary General 

and the Chairman (who were Cabinet Ministers) had to resign even before the 

National Congress adopted the new constitution. The National Congress had to elect 

new national leaders of the newly formed Organization of Tanzania Trade Unions 

(OTTU). The elections were conducted under the auspices of CCM Constitution. The 

contestants for the post of General Secretary and Chairman were scrutinized and 

nominated by CCM. 

The candidates who were picked to contest for the post of General Secretary were Mr. 

Paul Kimiti and Mr. Bruno Mpangala. Both of them were members of the CCM 

National Executive Committee. Mr. B. Mpangala was elected the new Secretary 

General of OTTU and Mr. P.B. Nyamuhokya was elected to the post of Chairman. 

Other people who were leaders under JUWATA were to continue with their positions 

under OTTU until trade unions were formed from the designated sectors and elections 

held. 

3.9 OTTU’s Original Sin 
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The manner in which OTTU was established leaves much to be desired. To most of 

the workers, JUWATA’s struggle for autonomy essentially meant the desire to 

establish a democratic free trade union by the workers and for the workers. The 

chronology of events outlined above shows that OTTU was not formed 

democratically and its constitution also overlooked the basic principles of the freedom 

of association. The following points support this conclusion: 

(a) The committee that was formed to gather views and opinions on how best the 

trade unions should be reformed did not reach the broad base of workers all 

over the country. As such, its recommendations did not essentially represent 

the views of the workers. 

(b) CCM, either by design or by default, exercised direct control over the electoral 

processes in the Union. By scrutinizing and nominating contestants for 

election, it made sure that all those standing for elections in the union were its 

loyal members. As such, the right to elect trade union leaders in full freedom 

was acutely infringed upon. 

(c) The decision to have a single trade union was largely against the principle of 

trade union freedom. This was perhaps due to the monopolistic political 

culture, which had penetrated the trade union movement from the single party 

system that was still predominant in Tanzania. The ILO Convention stipulates 

clearly "workers should have the right to establish and join unions in full 

freedoM’ (ILO, 1996:59). 

(d) OTTU had neither symbiotic relations nor an organic link with the members it 

claimed to represent. As such, "OTTU was an umbrella body created in 

anticipation of yet unborn unions which would be affiliated to it" (TEMCO, 

1997:207). 

(e) OTTU was formed at a time when the JUWATA Act No.24 of 1979 was still 

in place. As such, it lacked a legal status of its own. 
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JUWATA leaders automatically became OTTU leaders. This was like "old 

wine in a new bottle". Significant administrative and organizational changes in 

the trade union could not be easily effected. The organizational structure of 

OTTU from the branch to the national level was like that of JUWATA. 

From the foregoing, one can argue correctly that OTTU was born with the "Original 

Sin", mostly left behind by JUWATA. The procedure that was used to establish 

OTTU and the constitution that was adopted thereafter, by and large, overlooked basic 

tenets of democracy. 

Despite the shortcomings discussed above, OTTU was at least able to exercise its 

relative autonomy in the defense of its members’ economic rights. We have two vivid 

cases to substantiate our contention. These are the two strikes staged against the 

government that we now turn to. 

3.10 OTTU’s Nation Wide Strike of 1 - 3 March 1994 

The President of the United Republic of Tanzania, in his May Day speech of 1993, 

promised that his government would raise wages and salaries with effect from July 

the same year. Later in the year, the government failed to honor its promise to the 

workers on grounds that the economy was not strong enough to sustain a rise in 

wages. OTTU had discussions and negotiations with the government on the issue. 

OTTU’s position was that, employees’ salaries and wages were too low to make them 

earn a living. It argued strongly that the government should pay a living wage. The 

union wanted the government to raise the minimum wage from Tshs. 5,000/= to at 

least Tshs. 45,000/=. The government maintained its stand that the ailing economy 

could not afford the rise without escalating inflation. The trade union and the 

government failed to come up with a mutually acceptable solution and negotiations 

reached a stalemate. OTTU decided to call a nation-wide strike involving all 

employees from the 1 st - 3rd March 1994, if by that time the government had not met 

the demand for salary increase. The government used threats and propaganda through 

the state-party media to deter or limit the scope of the strike to no avail. OTTU 

managed to stage a nation-wide strike for three days. Whether the strike was 

successful or not, is of no importance to us here. What is important to us is the fact 
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that OTTU managed to exercise its fundamental right to strike as a legitimate means 

of defending the interests of its members. For more than thirty years, no such drastic 

action had taken place in Tanzania under the one-party system By so doing, OTTU 

proved to its members that with its relative autonomy it could now bark and perhaps 

bite. The strike attested to the acceptability of OTTU by the workers. A substantial 

number of workers supported and participated in the strike. The strike, beyond doubt, 

showed that the trade union was no longer under state-party control. OTTU 

convincingly proved that it was an autonomous trade union and had more muscle than 

the previous workers’ unions, NUTA and JUWATA. This was a step forward to de- 

linking this section of the civil society from party and government influences. 

3.11 The Teachers’ Strike: January 1992 

In 1992, teachers of primary and secondary schools in Dar es Salaam demanded 

improved working conditions and social welfare as well as higher pay. Teachers’ 

concern over the deteriorating condition of their profession and hardships were 

presented to the President of the United Republic. However, negotiations failed to 

deliver the expected results due to inflexibility on the part of government. The 

teachers were left without any other option except the last resort weapon at the 

disposal of every employee. This was nothing else but withholding their labor power. 

As such, they declared a strike action and staged it in January 1992. Teachers from 

other regions in the country supported their colleagues in Dar es Salaam. To show 

their solidarity they also took part in the strike. The strike spread all over the country 

like a bush fire. The entire movement was organized under the auspices of neither a 

trade union nor a professional association. It was led by ordinary classroom teachers, 

the main leader being Mr. P. Mashanga who was also the OTTU Branch Secretary at 

Azania Secondary School in Dar es Salaam. The strike went on as planned. The 

government suppressed it by using threats and state media propaganda. 

When threats and propaganda failed, the government deployed riot police to combine 

threats with force and intimidation. Three hundred and eighteen teachers were 

suspended and some were detained in custody. OTTU protested seriously against the 

government reaction. It whole-heartedly supported the teachers’ strike action against 

their employer. It further blamed the government over the suspension of some 
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teachers. Later on the government released the detained teachers and dropped charges 

against them. The suspended teachers were also reinstated. OTTU’s reaction 

strengthened its de-linkage drive from the state and party controls. The predecessors 

of OTTU could not at all have supported actions that were against either the party or 

the government to which they were affiliated. 

3.12 From Strike to Autonomous Teachers’ Union 

In the aftermath of the teachers’ strike, the government recognized the need for 

teachers to have a representative organ, which would articulate and defend their 

interests. The government decided to appoint "Chama cha Kitaalam cha Walimu 

Tanzania" (Tanzania Teachers Professional Association), in short CHAKIWATA, to 

become the sole organ for defending the rights and interests of teachers. By so doing, 

the government wanted CHAKIWATA to be transformed into a trade union. 

CHAKIWATA conducted its functions under the Ministry of Education. Its leaders 

were appointees of the Commissioner of Education. On the other hand, OTTU wanted 

to transform the Teachers’ section at its headquarters into a sectoral trade union as it 

did for other trades. The two conflicting movements culminated into hot debates and 

conflict between CHAKIWATA, OTTU and the teachers. 

Teachers had a felt need to establish a trade union. However, they raised their 

objections to both CHAKIWATA and OTTU. They claimed that CHAKIWATA was 

a professional association with a definite mission and objectives. They also argued 

that OTTU had no mandate to establish an organization for them or on their behalf. 

They wanted to exercise their freedom of association, that is, their right to establish 

and join an organization of their own choosing. 

In order to resolve the conflict, CHAKIWATA of the Ministry of Education and the 

teachers’ section of OTTU, in the light of the teachers’ demands, decided to look for a 

mutually acceptable solution. They agreed to appoint a joint committee under the 

leadership of Professor Geofrey Mmari, one of the most respectable educationists in 
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Tanzania, to look for an acceptable and sustainable solution2. The Committee did its 

job independently and came up with recommendations. It organized a meeting of 

teachers’ representatives from all regions in the country. The meeting was held at 

Morogoro. It unanimously adopted a resolution to establish the Tanzania Teachers 

Union (TTU) as an independent trade union for teachers. TTU’s draft constitution was 

discussed and adopted. The union was to be established without government or OTTU 

intervention. Professor Mmari’s Committee was given the task of registering the 

Union according to the laws of the land; overseeing the formation of branches and 

democratic elections of TTU leaders at all levels. TTU was registered in November 

1993 under the Trade Unions Ordinance Cap.381 of 1956, Section 10. This task was 

successfully completed after the National Conference was held and national leaders 

elected. This was the second free trade union to be registered in the country. The first 

was OTTU, whose registration number was TU 001 while that of TTU was TU 002. 

The Tanzania Teachers Union was the only OTTU/TFTU affiliated Union with full 

registration. Unlike OTTU, TTU was formed from the grassroots to the national level. 

It was a union for the teachers and by the teachers. Grassroots democracy was 

implemented. As such, there is an organic link and symbiotic relationship between 

the Teachers Union and its members. 

3.13 The Legal Basis of OTTU and Related Implications 

As we noted earlier OTTU was formed at a time when the act establishing its 

predecessor, JUWATA, had not been repealed. Whereas OTTU was formed on 20th 

August 1991, the OTTU Act No.20 of 1991 came into effect on the 6th December 

1991. Consequently, the JUWATA Act 1979 was repealed. According to OTTU Act 

1991 Section 4(1), OTTU was proclaimed to be "Sole trade Union body 

representative of all employees in the United Republic". This was incompatible with 

the ILO Convention, 1948. Furthermore, it was a violation of fundamental human 

rights. Accordingly, members of JUWATA were automatically deemed to have 

become OTTU founder members (Section 5(2). Section 8(1) provides for the 

formation of other trade unions by OTTU. It stipulates that "every trade union formed 

2 At that time, Professor Mmari was the Vice-Chancellor of the Open University of Tanzania, after 

having served in the same capacity for Sokoine University in Morogoro and the University ofDax es 
Salaam. 
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by or affiliated to OTTU shall be known as OTTU Union and deemed to have been 

registered as such together with OTTU" (Sec 8(2). This provision made OTTU have a 

conflicting dual status. It became both a trade union and a federation of trade unions 

at the same time. This was contrary to trade union principles and rights. The principle 

laid down in Article 2 of Convention No 87 that workers shall have the right to 

establish and join organizations of their own choosing implies that trade union 

organizations themselves have the right to establish and join federations and 

confederations of their own choosing (ILO, 1996:125). 

After the formation of OTTU, its leadership had an arduous task of mobilizing 

employees to join sectoral trade unions that were formed by OTTU and affiliated to it. 

This was a reverse trend, which infringed the key tenets of democratic trade union 

movements. The process of establishing OTTU unions started in 1992 and was 

completed in 1995 (Chambua; 1979:296). Eleven sectoral trade unions were formed. 

With the exception of the Tanzania Teachers Union, OTTU Unions were not formed 

from the grassroots, i.e. work places or branches. Members did not meet and decide to 

form a trade union of their own choice. The formula on how to establish a specific 

sectoral trade union was devised by OTTU leadership at its head office. All sectoral 

trade unions were affiliated to OTTU by (already stated) law, not by the choice and 

consent of members. This was either an administrative flaw or a political calculation. 

OTTU identified and categorized eleven industrial or occupational sectors nation- 

wide from which sectoral trade unions were formed. These were: Industries and 

Trade/Commerce; Mining and Construction; Communication and Transport; 

Railways; and Agriculture. Others were Central Government and Hospitals; Local 

Government; Hotels, Residential and Allied Workers; Teachers and Institutions of 

Higher Learning and Research. However, teachers had already formed and registered 

their own trade union, the Tanzania Teachers Union (TTU). 

Afterwards, the OTTU General Congress held an extra-ordinary meeting in August 

1995 in Dodoma. The Congress resolved to change the name of their apex 

organization. OTTU was thus newly "baptized". It acquired a new name, the Tanzania 

Federation of Trade Unions (TFTU). During the same meeting, the election of TFTU 

National leadership was held; both the former OTTU Chairman and Secretary General 
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were elected to the same positions in the new federation. Generally, there were no 

substantive leadership changes. Those who were holding leadership positions in 

OTTU maintained the same positions in the newly created TFTU. 

According to TFTU leaders’ opinions, OTTU was formed just as a transitional 

organization towards the establishment of a federation of trade unions. They also 

argued that they had to form sectoral trade unions using the top-down model, that is 

from the apex to branches, simply because after the deregistration of JUWATA the 

trade union functions and assets could not be left in a vacuum in order to allow the 

formation of trade unions from the grassroots which would then form a federation. 

They admitted that it was improper to establish an apex organization before the 

formation of trade unions, but they still argued it was the best they could do under the 

circumstances. All the same, this was a gross disregard of the ILO convention and 

democratic practice in general. Yet five years later, another apex organization: the 

Trade Union Congress of Tanzania (TUCTA) was born. It is to the detailed 

examination of TUCTA that we now turn. 

FROM TOP-DOWN TO BOTTOM-UP APPROACH: THE BIRTH OF 

THE TRADE UNION CONGRESS OF TANZANIA (TUCTA) 

The birth of the Trade Union Congress of Tanzania (TUCTA) in July 2000 followed 

the appointment of the registrar of Trade Unions by the Minister responsible for 

Labor matters. This made it possible for the Trade Unions in Tanzania Mainland to 

process their registration under the Trade Unions Act No. 10 of 1998 as required. 

This marked the beginning of an autonomous Trade Union sector and the end of its 

arbitrary control and monopolization by the state. Apart from the technical issues, the 

process and procedure for establishing TUCTA, were, as will be shown, similar to 

those followed when workers were struggling to establish TFTU. TFTU was 

simultaneously terminated in July 2000, but the Government did not hand over its 

assets and liabilities to its successor. Instead, they were handed over to the 

Administrator General. 

Immediately after the termination, the Trade Unions’ leadership formed a committee 

composed by the chief executives of all the eleven Trade Unions that formed TFTU, 
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to make preparations for the formation of a new federation that would replace TFTU. 

The Secretary General of RAAWU, who was later on elected the first Secretary 

General of TUCTA, led the committee. Expectedly, the former TFTU General 

Secretary was not assigned any significant role. In responding to the question as to 

why the former TFTU Secretary General was not fully involved, the current TUCTA 

leaders said that the spirit of members was to form an autonomous federation, 

including changing the personalities and even the name of the new organization. 

Allegedly, the former TFTU Secretary General had served the ruling party and 

government in various positions, and this could have been one among the reasons for 

not involving him in the committee. 

The preparatory committee of eleven people was required to firstly ensure that all 

legal and technical issues necessary for the establishment of an autonomous and 

strong federation were carefully sorted out and adequately addressed, so that the past 

mistakes and sins that were committed by the TFTU leadership were not repeated. 

Secondly, the committee was supposed to ensure that all TFTU affiliated unions were 

fully registered and had democratically elected leadership. Thirdly, the committee was 

supposed to ensure that the TUCTA draft constitution was discussed, scrutinized and 

approved by congresses of all affiliates. 

Lastly, the committee was assigned other duties that were deemed necessary, 

particularly the supply of information and clarification to various interested parties on 

the fate of the Trade Unions in the country under the new legislation. The committee 

fulfilled its assignments by April 2001, when TUCTA was officially established and 

its first leadership elected by the TUCTA National Conference at Dodoma. 

The objectives of TUCTA are the same as the former TFTU and membership to 

TUCTA is open to all trade unions that accept the aims and objectives of the 

federation. The eleven trade unions that founded TFTU were also deemed to be 

founder members of the Federation. The General Council of the Federation, through 

its executive council, is vested with powers to accept or reject applications for 

affiliation to TUCTA. One application from Tanzania Union of Journalists (TUJ) has 

been accepted and that makes the membership size of TUCTA in terms of unions to 

be twelve. 
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4.1 TUCTA Founding Elections 

On the 27th and 28th of April, 2001, a TUCTA conference was held at Dodoma to 

approve the draft constitution and to elect the new leadership, namely: the 

Chairperson and Secretary General of the new Federation, the Treasurer, and the 

Deputy Secretary. Contestants for these highest posts in the organization were 

supposed to be nominees of their respective trade unions that founded TUCTA. This 

is a constitutional requirement. A total of seven candidates contested, four being for 

the Chair position, and three for the Secretary General position. Among the seven 

contestants, two of them were females who contested for the Chair and one of them 

went through. The successful female candidate for TUCTA Chair was a female and 

sitting Chairperson of Tanzania Teachers Union (TTU). The post of Secretary 

General went to the siting Executive Secretary of RAAWU. These two positions are 

constitutionally contestable after every three years and the siting officials can seek for 

re-election. 

Other elective positions were those of Deputy Secretary and Treasurer. According to 

TUCTA constitution, the General Council elects these officials after being nominated 

by their respective unions. In the first election of TUCTA, three candidates contested 

each of the positions of the Deputy Secretary and the Treasurer. No female candidates 

contested any of the positions. It is important to note that the former TFTU Secretary 

General showed some interest of retaining his position in the new Federation, but he 

failed to get nomination from any of the eleven founder Trade Unions. Other former 

officials did not attempt to contest. The current structure of TUCTA does not provide 

for two Deputy Secretaries, simply because the new Federation is operative in 

Tanzania Mainland only, unlike the OTTU/TFTU which was an umbrella 

organization for the whole of Tanzania. 

After their election, the new officials embarked on the completion of the registration 

process of TUCTA, and on 18 May, 2001, the Federation was formally registered by 

the Registrar of Trade unions. It was the first Federation to be registered under the 

new legislation with eleven full registered trade unions as founder members. By 

September 2002, twelve trade unions with 295,521 members had affiliated to TUCTA 
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as shown in the Table 1. The new legislation allows for the formation of more than 

one Federation in the country. Two trade unions, WAMEUCTA and TASU had 

decided to form their own Federation whilst the other two, namely TUJ and 

IGWUTA had applied for TUCTA membership. The Table below shows the size of 

the trade union in Tanzania on the membership criterion. 

Table 1: Trade Unions Membership Size, September 2002 

Trade Union Membership Registration TUCTA 

size status Affiliated 

Tanzania Union of Industrial and Commercial 34,700 Registered Yes 

Workers (TUICO) 

Tanzania Local Government Workers Union 34,888 Registered Yes 

(TALGU) 

Tanzania Teachers Union (TTU/CWT) 118,000 Registered Yes 

Tanzania Plantation and Agricultural Workers 28,000 Registered Yes 

Union (TPAWU) 

Tanzania Union of Government and Health 29,328 Registered Yes 

Workers Union (TUGHE) 

Tanzania Communication and Transport 10,954 Registered Yes 

Workers Union (COTVVU) 

Tanzania Mining and Construction Workers 7,228 Registered Yes 

Union (TAMICO) 

Tanzania Seamen’s Union (TASU) 310 Registered Yes 

Tanzania Fishing and Allied Workers Union 409 Registered No 

(WAMEUTA) 

Industrial and General Workers Union 86 Registered Applied for 

Tanzania (IGWUTA) Affiliation 

Tanzania Union of Journalists (TUJ) 80 Registered Applied for 

Affiliation 

Dockworkers Union of Tanzania (DOWUTA) n.a Registered Yes 

Tanzania Social Industrial Workers’ Union 384 Registered No 

(TASIWU) 

Researchers, Academicians and Allied 10,113 Registered Yes 

Workers Union (RAAWU) 

Conservation, Hotel and Domestic Workers 22,000 Registered Yes 

Union (CODAWU) 

Tanzania Railways Workers Union (TRAWU) 10,340 Registered Yes 

Total 306,820 
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Source: Office of the Registrar of Trade Unions, September 2002 

Judging from the membership size criterion, it is evident that trade unions in Tanzania 

is strong enough to add value to the roles and functions which the civil society 

organization, in its entirety, play in the Tanzanian democratic reforms and economic 

developments. 

4.2 Institutional Legacy and TUCTA’S Problems and Prospects 

TUCTA was established by under-resourced and in-experienced trade unions, which 

could not support it effectively. The trade unions, though committed, remain heavily 

indebted as a result of their failure to contribute their dues accordingly. The weak 

financial base has subjected TUCTA to a debt crisis. 

Although the unions affiliated to the Federation are constitutionally required to pay 

five percent of their total collection of membership dues, they have failed to 

impressively honor that provision. Table 1 below shows projected and actual 

membership dues paid by trade unions affiliated to TUCTA for the first six months of 

it existence (July-December 2001). 

Table 2: TUCTA Projected and Actual Membership Dues Paid, Year 2000 

N/S Name Of The Projected Estimate The Actual % of Actual 
Affiliate in Tshs. Amount Paid in Amount Paid in 

Tshs. Tshs. 
1. CHODAWU 3,000,000.00 25,200.00 0.84 

2. COTWU 7,500,000.00 4,597,219.00 61.30 

3. CWT(TTU) 36,988,657.50 3,600,000.00 9.70 

4. RAAWU 3,288,274.85 2,000,000.00 60.80 

5. TALGWU 5,128,333.10 500,000.00 9.70 

6. TAMICO 3,327,519.00 32,257.00 1.00 

7. TASU 532,519.00 100,000.00 18.80 

8. TPAWU 5,250,000.00 2,203,587.00 42.00 

9. TRAWU 11,696,079.00 NA NA 

10. TUGHE 10,514,107.50 2,200,000.00 20.90 

11. TUICO 12,000,000.00 8,517,459.00 71.00 

TOTAL 99,225,470.95 23,775,722.00 24.00 

Source: Field Data 
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The data in the table above reveals that TUCTA collected about 24 percent of the 

projected collections from its members in the first six months of its existence. Thus, 

the trade unions affiliated to TUCTA owed their Federation a total of Tshs. 

75,449,748/= (about US$ 78,590 by year 2000 exchange rates). Only four unions had 

paid above 40 percent of their contributions. These are: COTWU, TPAWU, TUICO 

and RAAWU. Moreover, the effect of low collection of membership dues is also 

revealed in the TUCTA’s 2002 budget, which shows that 30.2 percent of the revenue 

is expected to come from current membership dues, while another 12.8 percent is 

accounted for by the unions’ arrears (see Table 2 below). 

Table 2 below shows the source of revenues of TUCTA’s budget in 2002 

Table 3: TUCTA Sources of Revenue Year 2002 

N/S SOURCE AMOUNT IN MILLION (TSHS) % OF TOTAL BUDGET 

1. DONOR ASSISTANCE 306.00 51.60 

2. MEMBERSHIP DUES 176.00 30.20 

3. INCOME GENERATING UNITS 32.00 5.40 

4. UNIONS ARREARS 76.00 12.80 

TOTAL 593.00 100.00 

Source: Field Data 

In addition, TUCTA’s budget, as shown in the table above, is too dependent on donor 

funding for more than 50 percent. The rest of the sources of revenue in the budget are 

not reliable at all. This weak financial base is a result of the negative legacy inherited 

by TUCTA from TFTU. Our interview findings reveal that TUCTA leaders are taking 

some initiatives in collaboration with their counter-parts in the unions and the donor 

community to build the capacity of member unions so that they can honor their 

obligations, including paying dues promptly and in full. 

As indicated above, TUCTA continues to enjoy financial support from friendly 

associations and international organizations that have been assisting the trade union 

sector in the past. They include the International Labor Organization and the 

Commonwealth. These and others support TUCTA financially and technically. For 
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example, DANIDA has an on-going project to support TUCTA. Until its end in 

December 2002, the project will cost a sum of Tshs. 650,000,000. DANIDA also 

provides seminars and training to Union leaders. 

To make the financial situation worse, the government is refusing to hand over to 

TUCTA the assets that were put into the custody of the Attorney General at the time 

of the dissolution of OTTU. TUCTA leaders expressed their disappointment on the 

reluctance of the Administrator General to return the Federation assets as required. 

The leadership declined to give more details as the issue is still in the High court, i.e. 

Civil Case No. 123 of 2000. According to the TUCTA Treasurer, the union is loosing 

about Tshs. 3,000,000 every month as rent collection from the assets under dispute. 

More importantly, TUCTA leaders acknowledge that the ongoing political and 

economic reforms are affecting their efforts to adapt to new changes. The unions are 

losing their members through retrenchment. Also some labor laws are so outdated that 

they negatively affect the relationship between employers and employees. Lastly, the 

unions have no capacity to adapt quickly to new changes. 

5. CONCLUSION 

Several lessons emerge from the above discussion, which are relevant not only to the 

civil society, but also to popular democratic struggles in general. First and foremost 

workers have continuously struggled for their democratic rights. These struggles have 

at times been overt, and at other times taken a latent form. Whatever the form of the 

struggles, workers have always struggled to organize themselves, to demand decent 

living conditions including a living wage, and have generally joined in struggles with 

fellow countrymen and women to claim their broad political rights. 

Secondly, the state has always intervened in worker’s organizations. This has ranged 

from the colonial state’s efforts to restrict workers to bread and butter issues, to the 

efforts by the post-colonial state to take over the worker’s organizations and subjugate 

them completely. Even the current Unions are not entirely free of state interference 
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and or intervention given the structural adjustment dynamics as well as current labor 

laws3. 

Thirdly, the effectiveness and efficiency of trade unions partly depend on the degree 

of their unity, the quality, capacity and commitment of their leadership, as well as 

their political skills to form and maintain alliances within the trade unions, the civil 

society sector, and the country in general. Evidence clearly shows that Trade Union 

victories have been due not only to workers efforts, but also to critical support from 

other popular groups in society. 

Finally, while the trade unions seem to have attained their long cherished goal of 

breaking away from the shackles of the state/paW domination, it remains to be seen 

how they will make use of their newly acquire autonomy. Also included in this 

equation, is the state’s response to TUCTA and its member’ demands vis a vis 

employers and the government either as one of the employers or as the protector of 

employers, or both. Whatever the case, for now it can be concluded that by upholding 

the principle of independent and autonomous organization, workers in Tanzania have 

won the battle for democratic governance. 

3 Conditionalities from Structural Adjustment Programs (SAPs) have forced the government to take 

unpopular measures such as retrenchment of public employee, freezing of government employment and 
privatization of parastatals, all of which needed strong government intervention. 
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APPENDIX A 

FOUNDER MEMBERS OF TFTU/TUCTA 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

Tanzania Teacher’ s Union 

Tanzania Union of Government and Health Employees 

Tanzania Seamen’s Union 

Tanzania Plantation and Agricultural Workers’ Union 

Researchers, Academicians and Allied Workers’ Union 

Tanzania Union of Industrial and Commercial Workers 

(TTU/CWT) 

(TUCHE) 

(TASU) 

(TPAWU) 

(RAAWU) 

(TUICO) 

Tanzania Mines and Construction Workers’ Union - (TAMICO) 

Tanzania Local Government Workers’ Union (TALGWU) 

Communication and Transport Workers’ Union of Tanzania -(COTWU ) 

Tanzania Railways Workers’ Union (TRAWU) 

Conservation, Hotel, Domestic & Allied Workers’ Union    (CHODAWU) 

Source: Field Data 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 11, 2005 1:39 PM 

Karla Slocum <kaslo@email.unc.edu> 
Re: test to photocopy 

Hey Karla, 

No, thats fine. You can send it on Monday. That will still give me 
enough time. Thanks for checking. 

Travis 

Karla Slocum wrote: 

> hi Travis, 
> 
> I’m working on the test for my class that I’ll need photocopied for 
> Tuesday. What is your schedule like on Monday because I won’t be able 
> to get it done before the end of the day today. I would be able to get 
> it to you Monday morning and my class is on Tuesday at 3:30. 
> I know this is short notice so let me know if it’s a problem and I can 
> make other arrangements. Really. 
> 
> Thanks 
> 
> Karla 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 11, 2005 2:31 PM 

Julie Pendergraph <jmpender@email.unc.edu> 
Re: 105 Gardner 

ok, I got you down for Monday Nov. 28th from 6-8. Somebody has it from 

8 to 10 so if you could let your people know that they cant run over time. 

Thanks. 

Julie Pendergraph wrote: 

>Thanks. Book it for us on MONDAY, Nov. 28th. 
> 
>Julie Pendergraph 
>Recruiting Coordinator 
>UCS/UNC-CH 
>CB 5140, Hanes Hall 
>Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5140 
>Phone: 919-962-7886 
>Fax: 919-962-2197 
>~ :iicav~ers. ~mc.ed~ 
> 

> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
>From: Travis Gore [             emaiLuv.c.eda] 
>Sent: Friday, November 11, 2005 1:37 PM 
>To: Julie Pendergraph 
>Subject: Re: 105 Gardner 
> 

> 

>hey, 
> 

>I checked and November 28th is on a monday and that would work but if 
>you meant tuesday the 29th that wouldnt work. 
> 
>Julie Pendergraph wrote: 
> 

> 

> 

>>Is 105 available on Tuesday, November 28 from 6:00-8:00 pm? If so, 
>>can I have it? 
>> 

>> 

>>Julie Pendergraph 
>>Recruiting Coordinator 
>>UCS/UNC-CH 
>>CB 5140, Hanes Hall 
>>Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5140 
>>Phone: 919-962-7886 
>>Fax: 919-962-2197 
>>http://careers.unc.ed~ <~ :iicareers.~mc.ed~/> 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 28, 2005 3:06 PM 

training_development@unc.edu 

[Fwd: You have been added to a Training Program Waitlist] 

Hi, I was on the waitlist for Nov. 30th and I was wondering what I 
should do if the class is full and I wouldn’t be able to get in because 
im already enrolled for the all day session on Dec. 9th but I need this 
orientation session in order to attend Dec. 9th. 

Thanks, 

Travis Gore 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    You have been added to a Training Program Waitlist 
Date: Fri, 18 Nov 2005 13:54:58 -0500 (EST) 
From: training development@unc.edu 
To: stgore@email.unc.edu 

This is to confirm your waitlist status for the following training program. Please verify all information below and retain this for your 
records. 

You will automatically be enrolled and notified via email should a space become available in this program. You may check your 
registration status periodically if you are on a waitlist. All online enrollments and cancellations are processed on a first-come, first- 
served basis. Enrollment numbers may change quickly. Waitlist status is updated daily. 

Name: Sam T Gore 
PID: 
Work Phone: (919) 966-5496 
Email: stgore@email.unc.edu 

In case of change or cancellation, we will reach you by EMAIL 

Program Requested: EPAWEB ORIENTATION SESSION 
Program Number: HRIS2001 
Section Number: 000405 
Dates/Times: WED NOVEMBER 30, 2005 09:00am - 10:30am 
Location:       Dey Hall, Toy Lounge 

I expect to be paid for the time I am attending training. I affirm that I have previously obtained my supervisor’s permission and 
understand that this affirmation will be stored in my training records. 

Please contact Training and Development at 962-2550 or training development@unc.edu with any questions or concerns. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 5, 2005 9:49 AM 

Karla Slocum <kslocum@unc.edu> 
Re: course evaluations 

Hey Karla, 

I can bring them to you but today is not good for me because Debby is 
out all day and I need to be at the office. I just have to be sure to 
remember to take them over to you tomorrow. 

Travis 

Karla Slocum wrote: 

> Hi Travis, 
> 
> I need to get the course evaluations to pass out in my class, AFAM 
> 78. I’ll need 45 evaluations. Can you bring them by before 3 PM on 
> Tuesday or would you like me to pick them up? Just let me know what 
> works best. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 
> Kafla 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 14, 2005 11:41 AM 

Renee Sherman <rsherman@email.unc.edu> 
Re: space util/059 

Hey 

Gardner 210 

Travis 

Renee Sherman wrote: 

> Hi Travis, 
> Do you know which room SWAH 003/003 was held in? Can you find out for 
> me? Thanks so much! Renee 
> 

> 

>Renee Sherman 
>Scheduling Assistant 
>Office of the University Registrar 
>University of NC at Chapel Hill 
>04H Hanes Hall, CB# 2100 
>Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
>(919)962-6093 * (919)843-8709 fax 
>rsherman@email.unc.edu 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 13, 2006 10:33 AM 

[Fwd: INFORMATIONAL: Knee Brace Study] 

Do you guys think would qualify for this study? 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: INFORMATIONAL: Knee Brace Study 

Date:Yhu, 12 Jan 2006 21:55:59 -0500 (EST) 
From: 

Reply-To: ~ h_~ med,unc, edu 
To: undisclosed-recipients :; 

Hello! We’re looking for subjects to participate in a study comparing knee braces. You will receive $25 on completion of your testing session. 

We need both males and females who play sports that involve jumping and cutting. We are particularly looking for soccer, volleyball, and basketball p 

If you are eligible to participate, you would need to come to the Motion Analysis Lab of the Center for Human Movement Science for testing. We will p 

If you meet the requirements, and are interested in participating, please contact Steve Leigh at sJeiGh@me~unc~edu. We will be happy to answer any q 

Approved by Biomedical Institutional Review Board on November 21, 2005. Study number: 05 AHS 389 

This email is sponsored by: Division of Physical Therapy 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 

that they do want to receive mass email. To set your 

informational mass email preference, go to the on line 

directory web site at h~t~://~’~.ais.unc.e~u/campus d~r/. 

Select "Modify Directory Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 13, 2006 4:08 PM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

resend of last email...it should work this time. 

284778.jpg; 284779.jpg; 284780.jpg; 284781.jpg; 284782.jpg; 284783.jpg; 284784.jpg 

*SAN ANTONIO --- It was one of UNC’s biggest commitments in years. 
Jarrell Miller, a national Top 10 linebacker, let a nationally televised 
audience know that he’s headed to Chapel Hill. And Inside Carolina was 
there on the sidelines to photograph the big moment ...* 

















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,                11:09 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Gardner 105 

Hey 

Renee just sent me the final Evening Schedule for Gardnerl05. They just 
added a German class that will meet every Monday from 5pm to 8pm. So 
you should be good for tonight from 8 to 10. The            date 
however would not work because you requested 7 to 9. So if you can get 
back to me on that one. We could push the time back if you would like. 
Just let me know. 

The other class that was added was a Psyc class that meets every Tue. 
and Thurs. from 5 to 615pm so that wont interfere with any of your dates 
that you have. 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 24, 2006 10:33 AM 

Julie Pendergraph <jmpender@email.unc.edu> 
Re: 105 Gardner 

Hey Julie, 

March 29th from 6 to 9 is the only one that will work, so Im gonna put 
that down in the books for you. 

Travis 

Julie Pendergraph wrote: 

Travis 

Is 105 Gardner available on the following dates? 

Wed., Feb. 22, 6:00-9:00 pm 
Mon., March 6, 6:00-9:00 pm 
Wed., March 29, 6:00-9:00 pm 

Thanks. 

Julie Pendergraph 
Recruiting Coordinator 
UCS/UNC-CH 
CB 5140, Hanes Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5140 
Phone: 919-962-7886 
Fax: 919-962-2197 
~:iicareers.m~c~ed~ <~:/icareers.m~c~ed~i> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 2, 2006 3:14 PM 

Roberta Ann Dunbar <radunbar@email.unc.edu> 

Re: AFRI 190,002--REQUEST FOR USE OF CONFERENCE ROOM 

I recorded all of these dates in the book for you. 

Travis 

Roberta Ann Dunbar wrote: 

> On the following Wednesdays--2:00-4:00: 
> 
>Feb 8 
>Feb 15 
> March 1 
> March 22 
> April 5 
> April 12 
> April 26 
> 

> Thanks. I got side-tracked after I came back to the office. 
> Cheers, 
> Ann 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 16, 2006 3:58 PM 

UNC-CH PTR <mortell@unc.edu> 
Re: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 812082 

Thanks Patrick, 

It looks like we have it fixed. We will let you know of any future 
problems. Thanks again. 

Travis 

UNC-CH PTR wrote: 

>Client Information 
>sinamenye a mutima, Location : 103 battle hall 
>Affiliation: e, Department: african & african-amer studies 
>Phone: (919) 966-5763 and Email: smutima@email.unc.edu 
>Short Description: Other 
> 

>Email Text : Travis, 
>I got a voice msg that Prof. Mutima had a password problem. I called, not in, emailed, no response. Asking you in case his email 
doesn’t work: do you know if he has any problems? 
> 
>I thought it was email because he said Outlook login, so I referred him to ITS. (or he can change it at onyen.unc.edu. We can do 
nothing about email passwords but can make sure Outlook works.) He responded with another msg to call but didn’t say why, we 
can’t help without knowing which password. 
> 
>If it’s computer password, he can change it at ~:i/oasis~unc~edu!~asswordchan~, make a request at oasis.unc.edu or email me with 
a note on which password doesn’t work. Thanks, 
> 
>Patrick 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

Monday, February 20, 2006 2:49 PM 

Julie Pendergraph <j mpender@email, unc. edu> 

Re: 105 Gardner 

Ok, I will do that. 

Julie Pendergraph wrote: 

>Works for me. Please book it. 
> 
>Julie Pendergraph 
>Recruiting Coordinator 
>UCS/UNC-CH 
>CB 5140, Hanes Hall 
>Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5140 
>Phone: 919-962-7886 
>Fax: 919-962-2197 

> 

> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
>From: Travis Gore 
>Sent: Monday, February 20, 2006 1:36 PM 
>To: Julie Pendergraph 
>Subject: Re: 105 Gardner 
> 

> 

>how does 6:30-9pm sound? 
> 
>Julie Pendergraph wrote: 
> 

> 

> 

>>Is 105 available on Thursday, March 30 from 6:00 - 9:00 pm. If so, 
>>may I book it please? Thanks. 
>> 

>> 

>>Julie Pendergraph 
>>Recruiting Coordinator 
>>UCS/UNC-CH 
>>CB 5140, Hanes Hall 
>>Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5140 
>>Phone: 919-962-7886 
>>Fax: 919-962-2197 
>>~)://careers.unc edu <h~ttio ://careers. unc. edu/> 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 23, 2006 1:28 PM 

Julius E Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

[Fwd: marriage contract] 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    mamage contract 
Date: Wed, 22 Feb 2006 10:24:13 -0800 (PST) 
From: 
To: 

you’re a lawyer. This is legal, right? 

~:iiw~.w.thesmokir~,~m~.com/archiveiO217062cor~tractl.html 

Do You Yahoo ! ? 
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 

alloo.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 23, 2006 2:08 PM 

Julius E Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 
[Fwd: Re: marriage contract] 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    Re: marriage contract 
Date: Wed, 22 Feb 2006 11:13:36 -0800 (PST) 
From: 
To: 

Yeah, the basic spirit of this contract has been a 
part of the common law for a while, under the "Bitch, 
Do What I Want" doctrine, though the exact language of 
the provisions you saw in this specific contract 
didn’t have much standing until the Supreme Court case 
Lockhorn v. Lockhorn. That was a 5-4 decision with 
O’Conner dropping down the deciding vote. Since then 
the language of the contract has been codified in most 
states, but you have to use that exact font. I hope 
that was boring enough. 

~yahoo.com> wrote: 

you’re a lawyer. This is legal, right? 

h~lp :iTwww.thesmokiKggtm.co~v’archivei021706 2conlract 1.htm1 

Do You Yahoo ! ? 
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam 
protection around 
~.~p :iTmai~ .yahoo. corn 

Do You Yahoo ! ? 
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
~:iimai~.vahoo.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,              10:25 AM 

@aol.com> 
Re: Request for credit evaluation 

Hey, 

! got your email and ! told Ms. Crowder about it so she is working on it.. Thanks. 

Travis 

wrote: 

Ms. Crowder, 

I am writing to request judgment regarding the African American Studies course 
that I took while in college before transferring to UNC. I was not awarded credit 
by the admissions office for the following course: 

Course: HUM 

The line item from my transcript is provided here: 

I am requesting that you evaluate this course as equivalent to AFAM (The 
Black Experience, 3 credits) offered at UNC-CH and required for my major, BA in 
Management in Society, as they appear to cover the same content. 

I was referred to you by Dr. Alice Dawson, my academic advisor. 

If you need any more information or have concerns, please feel free to contact 
me at this e-mail address, or by telephone. Thank you for your time in 
considering this matter. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 3, 2006 11:27 AM 

Julius E Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Introduction 

Introduction.doc 

Here it is. 



Civil Society, Democratic Governance and Political Development in Tanzania 

Julius E Nyang’oro 

Introduction 

Tanzania presents a paradox in contemporary African political development, especially in 

the role played by civil society in this development. Since Tanganyika’s independence in 

1961, and the subsequent merger between Tanganyika and Zanzibar in 1964, one of the 

overriding claims by the government has been that Tanzania is a democratic state with 

full participation by the population. 

Until 1992, the evidence given by the government to prove this claim was the ability of 

any citizen to join the ruling party, Chama Chu Mapinduzi (CCM); and the ability for all 

citizens to participate in organizations affiliated by the party such as the parents’ 

association (TAPA); the Cooperative movement (Ushirika); CCM Youth League 

(Vijana); and the Womens’ Organization (VWT). The government’s claim that citizen 

participation in politics was widespread was supported by studies on elections which 

were produced by scholars at the University ofDar es Salaam (The Election Study 

Committee, 1974; Party affiliated organizations had been the only avenues for civic 

participation since 1965 when the country constitutionally became a one party state. This 

was the states of political participation until 1992 when the government made an about 

turn and amended the constitution to allow for a multi-party political system. By the end 



of 1992, there were half a dozen legally registered parties, with many others seeking 

official registration. The first multi-party elections in the modern era were held in 1995 

with four political parties: CCM, National Construction ( Reform-Mageuzi; Civic United 

Front (CUF) and United Democratic Party (UDP) all fielding Presidential candidates. 

Mr. Benjamin Mkapa, the CCM candidate won. However, the opposition gamed percent 

of the presidential vote suggesting that while the population may not have been ready to 

get rid of CCM as the ruling party, it was to a considerable degree unhappy with political 

trends in the country under CCM leadership. In parliamentary elections, the same 

political message was communicated. The political opposition won x seats out of A 

significant number for first time participation in the electoral process by opposition 

parties in thirty years. 

In subsequent elections: in 2000 and 2005, the political opposition has fared badly. In the 

2005 presidential elections, the CCM candidate, Takaya Mrisho Kilwete received 8 

percent of the vote, almost 20 percent increase from the 1995 elections. Similarly, in 

parliamentary elections, CCM won seats out of This is a clear demonstration of 

CCM in Tanzanian politics. This introduction seeks to put CCM’s domination in the 

context of civil society development in Tanzania, and highlight some of the political 

trends that are emerging in the country. 

Civil Society and Politics in the Pre-1990 era 



As Andrew Kindo and Cosmas Mogella point out in Chapter One, civil society groups 

emerged in Tanzania from the early days of colonial rule in opposition to the draconian 

nature of the colonial system. The evolution of these groups had been pre determined by 

the nature of societal organization in the pre-colonial era where societies in Tanzania had 

been pretty much been organized along functional groups: craftsmen, worries, etc; and 

were small scale in nature. The picture of civil society that emerges from Chapter One is 

that the political economy of most societies in the country would not produce strong 

enough civil societies to effectively challenge colonial occupation in the latter’s initial 

stages. Resistance to colonialism while heroic, was doomed to failure because the 

political economy basis of these societies was week. 

Civil society as a reflective of political economy is a central point in the assessment of 

the capacity of civil society to organize and project its strength. Indeed as scholarship on 

the development of civil society in Europe has amply demonstrated civil society began to 

flex its muscle as a result of rapid industrialization and the increase complexity of society 

resulting from rapid economic progress (). The literature on European civil society also 

clearly points to the nascent and emerging civil society organization in pre-industrial 

Europe, but its limited capacity is acknowledged by evidence of the dominance of the 

Church and Monarchy over much of Europe until the French Revolution of 1789. 

Therefore, as a matter of historical record, if we are to understand civil society in its 

duality of autonomous societal groups interacting with the state to delimit and constrain 

its action on the one hand, and the emergence of norms about the nature and limits of 

state power on the other, civil society under colonial rule was fairly restricted. (Gallagly, 



1994). Any attempt to assign societal groups capacities beyond their limit has the 

consequence of exaggerating their role in the political economy. This would seem to 

have been the case in Tanzania. Kindo and Mogella’s description of these groups gives 

us a glimpse of the limitations of civil society under colonialism and to an extent 

provides us with the basis for understanding the ease with which the post-colonial state 

was able to impose one-party rule in Tanzania. It also provides an explanation for the 

general acceptance of one party rule by the majority of Tanzanians in the period 1965- 

1992. 

The evidence that the majority of Tanzanians preferred one party rule to a multi-party 

system is contained in the Nyalali Commission Report (199). The Nyalali commission 

had been appointed by the Tanzania government in 199 to elicit public opinion on the 

desirability of adopting a multi-party system. The government’s decision to appoint the 

commission arose from three principal sources: first, former President Julius Nyerere 

who had stepped down from the Presidency in 1985 but still played a prominent role in 

CCM politics urged the party and government to seriously consider the adoption of multi- 

partyism since that had become the norm in Africa. Nyerere pointed to the changing 

global conditions, including the collapse of the Soviet Union, and its empire in Eastern 

Europe, as a good reason to rethink the party strategy. Second, CCM had observed the 

political turmoil created in neighboring countries by the resistance of governments and 

ruling parties in allowing political opposition. Neighboring Kenya was a glaring 

example. Third, significant voices were being raised within Tanzania for a change in the 

political system. Prominent among these voices were former CCM members who had 



become disillusioned with the trend of politics in CCM. Mabere Marando, a prominent 

lawyer and founding member of NCCR-Mageuzi was such a voice; so was Ibrahim 

Lipumba, an economics professor at the University ofDar es Salaam who eventually 

became CUF’s presidential candidate in 1995, 2000 and 2005. 

It would therefore seem that the convergence of sentiments both within the ruling party, 

and from outside the party led to the adoption of multi-partyism in a fashion that reflected 

considerable political tranquility. The contrast with neighboring Kenya could not be 

sharper. Between 1989 and 1992 when Kenya held its first muff-party elections, violence 

and political intimidation by the government had been the order of the day. (Nyang’oro, 

The government of Daniel arap Moi was dragged to multi-partyism very reluctantly 

(Mutunga, and much of the transition was laced with violence prior to 1992. 

Yet the image of Tanzania as a reasonably democratic polity persisted ( 

Katabaro Miti (1987) has argued that if political analysis in Tanzania could be confined 

to nationalist ideology and the struggle against imperialism in the post-independence 

period, one can easily understand the sentiments and emotions in favor of a strong central 

authority which reflected the collective desire of Tanzanians to develop economically. 

The government under one party leadership had placed itself as the guardian of a vaguely 

socialist agenda that represented the desire of the people. I have argued elsewhere that 

the state managed to carry out this agenda through a "corporatist" project which in 

essence meant that the corporate ideology of the entire citizenry (Nyang;oro, 1989). Ebe 

Hutelul has called this corporatist ideology and practice "soft authoritarianism." (1 ). 

This the paradox of politics in Tanzania up to 1992 remains: how the state managed to 



convince a large segment of the citizenry into adopting and accepting an agenda which 

for many outsiders seemed largely undemocratic. 

Civil Society in Tanzania in the Post-1992 era 

The adoptions of a multi-party system in Tanzania in 1992 seemed to open the floodgates 

for civil society groups to organize themselves. Naturally, the 1992 period coincided 

with two principal events internationally. First, the economic condition of Tanzania and 

the rest of Africa was in such a dire state that international financial institutions ( 

primarily the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund-IMF) became the 

predominant players in economic policy making. Tanzania had adopted the standard 

version of structural adjustment in 1986 (Campbell 

Structural adjustment entailed among other things, state pull back in economic matters. 

The "market" would now determine how resources would be distributed in society. State 

shrinkage also meant that citizens would have more leeway in their economic 

relationships, and they would be free to pursue economic activities that were independent 

of the state. Structural adjustment in this sense actually opened up space in the economic 

realm which I would argue, also influenced activities in the political realm. We can trace 

the hastened debate on political pluralism after 1986, culminating in the 199 decision to 

appoint the Nyalali commission. 

Second, the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1989 led to a generalized and global 

movement away from both one partysim and military governments. In Latin America for 



example, military regimes in Brazil, Chile and Argentina gave way to civilian rule, for 

the first time in a generation (Diamond and Plattner, 1993 ). "Transition" studies in 

political science became the rage as modalities and conditions of political change 

attracted serious scholarship (O’Donnell, et.al; 1986) 

In Africa, real political change began in 1989 with the National Conference in Benin that 

led to the defeat of General Kerekon in the ensuing elections in 1990. Zambia followed 

suit in 1991 leading to the defeat of President Kenneta Kaunda. In both cases, civil 

society played a crucial role in the defeat of sitting presidents. In the case of Zambia, the 

new leader Frederick Chiluba came from a trade union background, one of the strongest 

segments of civil society in Africa. 

In the case of Tanzania, the post 1992 period saw a rapid increase in the number of 

NGOs. Between 1990 and 2000 for example, the number of registered NGOs in 

Tanzania Mainland increased by 1205 percent, from 163 to more than 2,700 (United 

Republic of Tanzania, 2000). In Zanzibar the number of NGOs in the same period 

increased by 900 percent from 10 to 189. The rapid increase in the numbers of NGOs 

during this period can be understood and explained logically by the nature of political 

organization that existed prior to 1992. Invariably the number of NGOs had to increase 

by the sheer necessity of NGOs gaining a larger shares of responsibilities in the economic 

realm, and the increased funding for NGOs by the international community. Indeed as 

structural adjustment was taking hold in Africa, IFIs were taking the lead in advocating 

for the increased funding of NGOs and less financial support for governments a major 

debate on the nature of African development was emerging (World Bank, 1989). IFIs 



pushed for state shrinkage, the assumption and argument within much of the international 

development community was that the space left by the state in terms of socio-economic 

development would be quickly filled by NGOs (Nyang’oro, 1993). But as I noted then, 

the idea that NGOs would be substitutes for the state in Africa in the broad theme of 

governance and economic development was an exaggerated proposition, and indeed an 

irresponsible, unwise and ultimately unrealistic idea ( ). The fact that in almost all 

African countries, the state had been corrupt, inefficient, authoritarian and generally 

incompetent in performing its duties, the centrality of the state in both governance and 

economic development was not to be denied. While it was important to democratize the 

state, it was equally important to recognize that under the specific African condition(s), 

states would continue to play a crucial role in (i) organizing domestic production; (2) 

mediate between international capital and local development projects (3) performing the 

traditional state functions of governance and security. So, as much as the state may have 

been washed away by some "liberal" quarters in international development, that simply 

would not happen. 

Given the history of state centrality in Tanzania, the weakness of civil society in the 

country was predictable. Most of the contributors in this volume while demonstrating the 

heroic efforts of NGOs and civil society in pushing for more political space, the chapters 

also demonstrate the internal weakness of these organizations as they prepared their 

specific agendas. And the relative success of one organization in achieving its goals vis- 

it-vis the organizations is based on the strategy adopted by the organization in dealing 

with the government. The government’s response to demands by the specific NGOs has 



also been determined by the strategy of NGOs and by what the government was 

determined to be either beneficial to it, or undermines its authority. 

In the case of the Tanzania Media Women Association (TAMWA), Andrew Kiundo 

argues that the association was quite successful in its campaign to publicize the plight of 

women in Tanzania in terms of socio-economic rights, access to education, family 

structure and gender equality. He notes that TAMWA’s success was based on the fact 

that the principle issues in its campaign were contained in the main CCM party 

documents and policy pronouncements by the government. TAMWA also consulted and 

coordinated its activities with the government, thus ensuring that the government had a 

vested interest in the success of TAMWA’s programs. Indeed through efforts by TAMA, 

the government introduced legislation outlawing many traditional practices which were 

seen to be unfair to women-such as the law of property and access to education by girls 

who traditionally had been shut out by families’ decision on what child to send to school 

with shortage of labor in households. Invariably boys were favored under those 

circumstances. In response to such inequalities being pointed out by TAMWA, the 

government took measures to rectify the situation. 

Kiundo’s positive evaluation should be contrasted with the chapters by Lauren Ndumbaro 

and Abu Mungi on the implementations of NGO policy, and Ernest Mallya’s chapter on 

women and the land question in Tanzania. While Kiundo points out that the government 

was a willing participant in the promoting of gender equality in Tanzania, Ndumbaio and 

Muungi point to the reluctance of the government to listen to the views of NGOs in the 



formulation of NGO legislation. They note that the old mentality of the one-party state, 

with CCM dictating legislation and discounting opposing views seems to have 

dominated the process by which NGO legislation was arrived at. Indeed, Ndumbaro and 

Muungi argue that CCM and the government in their quest to pass NGO legislation 

which favored the government more than civil society elicited the support of former 

President Moi of Kenya who gave a speech in the Tanzania parliament highlighting the 

dangers to national security of activities by foreign funded NGOs. This is an argument 

that Mr. Moi had used during his presidency as he sought tight limitations on NGO 

activity in Kenya. Ndumbaro and Muungi lament the fact CCM members of parliament 

actually adopted Mr. Moi’s reasoning in their vigorous defense of legislations that had 

many provisions which to them was substantively anti-NGO. 

Mallya’s chapter on the land question is a broad critique of the government’s land policy 

going back to the period of"socialism and self-reliance" and the tendency of the current 

government to make policy decisions without consultation or interaction with civil 

society. Mallya argues that the inability of the government to enunciate and implement a 

viable policy that would create gender equality in land property rights is based on the fact 

that while under ujamaa, the notion of equality was espoused by both the central 

government and governing structures of village administration, in reality gender 

inequality paraded all the areas of social-economic activity, including property 

inheritance. But Mallya sees a much more sinister legacy of central authoritarianism in 

the way the multi-party regime behaves in relation to civil society. He argues that while 

the multi-party regime espouses pluralism, in reality the political system is corrupt at its 



core, and has a tendency to blame everybody else for its failures. Such a political 

environment he argues, is not conducive to the building of democracy. Neither is it 

conducive to the implementation of policies that seek genuine gender equality. 

Chris Maina Peter’s two chapters address the crucial question of political organization 

within civil society and the tendency of the government even in the multi-party era to 

suppress any serious attempts at independent organizations. His case study of 

BAWATA-Baraza la Wanawake Tanzania-an independent women’s organization is 

illustrative of this behavior. BAWATA is an organization that was created in 1995 as an 

overachieving womens’ organization whose responsibility would be to coordinate the 

agenda of womens’ rights across the board without regard to political party affiliations. 

Peter argues that from the start, the government was uneasy with the formations of 

BAWATA and the CCM affiliated UWT- Umoja wa Wanawake Tanzania. According to 

Peter, the government has worked very hard to frustrate BAWATA’s activities leading to 

the government actually attempting to deregister the organization. At the time of their 

writing, BAWATA had filed for an injunction against the government’s aggressive 

tactics of rendering it inoperative through deregistration. The fact that the highest court 

in the land, the Court of Appeal of Tanzania agreed to hear the case in spite of obj ectives 

from the government is a demonstration of the fact that significant victories can be won 

by civil organizations in their quest for more political room to operate. 

The use of courts to be expand rights for both individuals and civil society organizations 

is a tactic that has worked well in a number of countries in Africa, with the most 



significant victories being demonstrated in Zimbabwe where the state has in the last few 

years has attempted to silence civil society through intimidation. In many instances, the 

courts have stood firm on constitutionalism although the courts in Zimbabwe have also 

been under extreme pressure from the Mugabe regime to confirm to the state’s 

authoritarianism. The Zimbabwe case is a clear statement on the importance of 

constitutionalism and the rule of law, which is essential for democratic development. In 

Tanzania, civil society organizations, although weak, have over the years been important 

in pushing for the principle of the rule of law. Such organizations, including the Law 

Society of Tanzania, help to keep the government on its toes on a variety of questions, 

including those concerning individual freedoms and human rights. This is the main point 

being made by Peter in his chapter on the role of civil organizations in the process of 

constitution making in Tanzania. The right to organize for example is an inherent right 

contained in all important international legal instruments. That is why the chapter by 

Rwekaza Mukandala and Benson Bana has special significance in terms of determining 

the room available for civil society organizations to operate in Tanzania. 

Mukaudala and Bana note that the trade union movement in Tanzania historically 

suffered the fate of all civil society organizations during one party rule: its complete 

subordination under CCM as an affiliate organization of the ruling party. The authors 

note however that the subordination of the workers’ organization had not been 

accomplished easily. Since the trade union movement had been instrumental in the 

nationalist movement to gain independence in country, the movement was a well oiled 

machine that could not be easily subordinated by the party. Nonetheless the ruling party- 



first the Tanganyika African National Union (TANO) and later CCM-used the strategy of 

co opting the leadership of the Tanganyika Federation of Labor into the ranks of 

TANO/CCM leadership thus robbing the labor movements of strong and independent 

leadership. The cooptation of the labor leaders was followed by the legal ban of 

independent unions and the formation of a single organization NUTA-The National 

Union of Tanzania Workers- as a single organization representing all workers in the 

country. Significantly, NUTA was an organ of the ruling party, so it did not have the 

autonomy that is expected of such organizations internationally. Mukandala and Bana’s 

study clearly points to the historic dissatisfaction by a significant number of workers in 

Tanzania with the subordination of their interests under the banner of the ruling party; 

with political and economic liberalization NUTA’s days were numbered. In the quest to 

form independent trade unions whose purpose were to push for workers’ rights as 

opposed to being functionaries of the ruling party. 

Civil Society and Political Development in Tanzania: Lessons Learned 

Contributors to this volume have all demonstrated the tremendous desire for civil society 

organizations to operate independently. They all point to the beginnings of civil society 

organization in the colonial period, and the role of these organizations in pushing for 

Tanzania’s independence. The ease with which TANU became the dominant party in 

Tanzania’s independence struggle is largely attributed to the clever way in which 

President Julius Nyerere, leader of TANU at that time, manage to convince the leadership 

of all independent organizations to ally themselves with his party. Thus the cooperative 



movement for example, organized peasants for political purposes in areas where 

cooperatives were strong. In the Lake Region of Mwanza and Bukoba, the Victoria 

Federation of Trade Unions with leaders such as Paul Bomani became operatives of 

TANU. In Kilimanjaro region, the Kilimanjaro Native Cooperative Union became an 

important instrument in the political organization for independence. Similarly, within the 

trade union movement, the Tanganyika Federation of Labor became an important 

instrument for political organization, especially in the urban areas. 

One of the principle lessons to be learned from the Tanzanian experience is that while it 

seemed reasonable and convenient for the independent civil organizations to ally 

themselves with the political party during the struggle for independence, the idea of 

incorporating or subordinating these organizations within the party structure turned out to 

be a significant handicap for these organizations to truly represent the interests of their 

constituents outside the political party interest. This subordination over the long run 

robbed civil society of independent and autonomous leadership, a shortcoming that is still 

evident in the functioning of many NGOs in Tanzania. There is enough anecdotal 

evidence that civil society in general lacks the dynamic leadership it needs to engage the 

government effectively. Thus the number of civil society organizations run competently 

are few and far between. For every TGNP or Haki Elimu, there are hundreds of NGOs 

whose leadership, organization and competence leave much to be desired. 

Another lesson learned from the Tanzanian experience is that even though the country is 

now functioning as a multi-party system, the government is reluctant to let go its 



centralization tendencies of controlling NGO activities. While the government has 

legitimate responsibilities for ensuing the proper registration of all organizations 

operating in the country, NGOs complain that the government on many occasions 

attempts to really control the activities and agendas of NGOs. If allowed to succeed, this 

endeavor by the state will have a chilling effect on independent civil society 

organizations in the country. On the other hand, since many NGOs are poorly organized, 

they lack the capacity to be genuine representing of the "Third Section." Many NGOs 

simply do not fully appreciate their role in society, and therefore simply see their role as 

being "opposed" to what the government does. The concepts of state-society engagement 

is therefore lost as effectively undermined. Ironically, when such engagement is poor 

conducted, it is the government that comes on top because the government is a much 

better organized entity and ultimately, has access to more resources. 

Finally, it is clear that civil society in Tanzania is but one element of global civil society. 

It stands to benefit tremendously if it is able to incorporate lessons learned from 

experiences in other African countries, and from experiences beyond the African 

continent. In the late 1980s, as civil society put pressure on governments in Eastern 

Europe and elsewhere for political change, civil society groups exchange notes and 

learned from each others’ success. Civil society in Hungary for example learnt 

tremendously from activities of Poland’s organized groups. In Tanzania, the lesson for 

many civil society groups may be the need for clarity in terms of their objectives, and the 

need for a much more effective and competent engagement with the government on the 



one hand, and the necessity for networking amongst themselves to determine areas of 

mutual cooperation and benefit. 
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CIVIL SOCIETY, DEMOCRATIC GOVERNANCE AND POLITICAL 

DEVELOPMENT IN TANZANIA: AN INTRODUCTION 

Julius E Nyang ’oro 

Introduction 

Tanzania presents a paradox in contemporary African political development, especially in 

the role played by civil society in this development. Since Tanganyika’s independence in 

1961, and the subsequent merger between Tanganyika and Zanzibar in 1964, one of the 

overriding claims by the government has been that Tanzania is a democratic state with 

full participation by its citizens. 

Until 1992, the evidence given by the government to prove this claim was the ability of 

any citizen to join the ruling party, Chama Cha Mapinduzi (CCM); and the ability for all 

citizens to participate in organizations affiliated to the party such as the Parents’ 

Association (TAPA); the Cooperative Movement (Ushirika); CCM Youth League 

(Vii aria); and the Women’s Organization (UWT). The government’s claim that citizen 

participation in politics was widespread was supported by studies on elections which 

were produced by scholars at the University ofDar es Salaam (Election Study 

Committee, 1974; Othman, et.al., 1990; Mukandala and Othman, 1994). Party affiliated 

organizations had been the only avenues for civic participation since 1965 when the 

country constitutionally became a one party state. This was the state of political 

participation until 1992 when the government made an about turn and amended the 

constitution to allow for a multi-party political system. By the end of 1992, there were 



half a dozen legally registered parties, with many others seeking official registration. The 

first multi-party elections in the modern era were held in 1995 with four political parties: 

CCM, the National Convention for Construction and Reform (NCCR-Mageuzi); Civic 

United Front (CUF); and the United Democratic Party (UDP), all fielding presidential 

candidates in the general elections which were held at the end of October in 1995. Mr. 

Benjamin Mkapa, the CCM candidate won with a comfortable margin of 61.82 percent of 

the vote. The opposition got 38.18 percent of the presidential vote suggesting that while 

the voters may not have been ready to get rid of CCM as the ruling party yet, they were to 

a considerable degree unhappy with political trends in the country under CCM 

leadership. As a ruling political party, it is difficult to ignore the fact that more than one 

third of voters went to the opposition voting for president of the country. In parliamentary 

elections, the same political message was communicated. The political opposition won 

46 seats out of 232 which was a significant number given the fact that these parties were 

participating in the electoral process for the first time in thirty years. 

In subsequent elections: in 2000 and 2005, the political opposition fared badly. In the 

2005 presidential elections for example, the CCM candidate, Jakaya Mrisho Kikwete 

received 80.28 percent of the vote, an increase of almost 20 percent from the 1995 

elections. Similarly, in parliamentary elections, CCM won 206 seats out of 232. This is a 

clear demonstration of CCM dominance of Tanzanian politics. This introduction seeks to 

put CCM’s domination in the context of civil society development in Tanzania, and 

highlight some of the political trends that are emerging in the country. 



Civil Society and Politics in the pre-1990 era 

As Andrew Kiondo and Cosmas Mogella point out in Chapter One, civil society groups 

emerged in Tanzania from the early days of colonial rule in opposition to the draconian 

nature of the colonial system. The evolution of these groups had been pre determined by 

the nature of societal organization in the pre-colonial era where societies in Tanzania had 

pretty much been organized along functional groups: craftsmen, worriors, etc; and were 

small scale in nature. The picture of civil society that emerges from Chapter One is that 

the political economy of most communities in the country could not produce strong 

enough civil societies to effectively challenge colonial occupation in the latter’s initial 

stages. Resistance to colonialism while heroic, was doomed to failure because the 

political economy basis of these societies was week. The eventual defeat of African 

resistance by the German armies on the onset of the 20th century is evidence of this fact. 

Civil society as a reflection of the level of the political economy is a central point in the 

assessment of the capacity of civil society to organize and project its strength. Indeed as 

scholarship on the development of civil society in Europe has amply demonstrated, civil 

society began to flex its muscle as a result of rapid industrialization and the increase 

complexity of society resulting from rapid economic progress (Ferguson, 1995; Katz, 

et.al., 1982). The literature on European civil society also clearly points to the nascent 

and emerging civil society organization in pre-industrial Europe, but its limited capacity 

is acknowledged by evidence of the dominance of the Church and Monarchy over much 

of Europe until the English and French Revolutions. Therefore, as a matter of historical 

record, if we are to understand civil society in its duality of autonomous societal groups 



interacting with the state to delimit and constrain its action on the one hand, and the 

emergence of norms about the nature and limits of state power on the other, civil society 

under colonial rule was fairly restricted (Callaghy, 1994). Any attempt to assign societal 

groups capacities beyond their limit has the consequence of exaggerating their role in the 

political economy. This would seem to have been the case in Tanzania. Kiondo and 

Mogella’s description of these groups gives us a glimpse of the limitations of civil society 

under colonialism, and to an extent provides us with the basis for understanding the ease 

with which the post-colonial state was able to impose one-party rule in Tanzania. It also 

provides an explanation for the general acceptance of one party rule by the majority of 

Tanzanians in the period 1965-1992. 

The evidence that the majority of Tanzanians preferred one party rule to a multi-party 

system is contained in the Nyalali Commission Report (URT, 1992). The Nyalali 

commission had been appointed by the Tanzania government in 1990 to elicit public 

opinion on the desirability of adopting a multi-party system. The government’s decision 

to appoint the commission arose from three principal sources: first, former President 

Julius Nyerere who had stepped down from the Presidency in 1985 but still played a 

prominent role in CCM politics urged the party and government to seriously consider the 

adoption of multi-partyism since that had become the norm in Africa. Nyerere pointed to 

the changing global conditions, including the collapse of the Soviet Union, and its empire 

in Eastern Europe, as a good reason to rethink the party strategy. Second, CCM had 

observed the political turmoil created in neighboring countries by the resistance of 

governments and ruling parties in allowing political opposition. Neighboring Kenya was 



a glaring example. Third, significant voices were being raised within Tanzania for a 

change in the political system. Prominent among these voices were former CCM 

members who had become disillusioned with the trend of politics in the party. Mabere 

Marando, a prominent lawyer in the country and founding member of NCCR-Mageuzi 

was such a voice; so was Ibrahim Lipumba, an economics professor at the University of 

Dar es Salaam who eventually became CUF’s presidential candidate in 1995, 2000 and 

2005. 

It would therefore seem that the convergence of sentiments both within the ruling party, 

and from outside the party led to the adoption of multi-partysm in a fashion that reflected 

considerable political tranquility. The contrast with neighboring Kenya could not be 

sharper. Between 1989 and 1992 when Kenya held its first multi-party elections, 

violence and political intimidation by the government had been the order of the day. 

(Nyang’oro, 1990) The government of Daniel arap Moi was dragged to multi-partysm 

very reluctantly (Mutunga, 1999) and much of the transition was laced with violence 

prior to 1992 when Kenya finally held its first multi-party elections in the modern era. 

Even after the 1992 election which were won by Moi’s ruling party, the Kenya African 

National Union (KANU), there was state sponsored violence in many parts of the 

country. It was estimated that hundreds, if not thousands of Kenyans died in so called 

"ethnic clashes" in the Rift Valley Province which was a stronghold of KANU and 

President Moi at that time (Mutunga, 1999).President Moi eventually stepped down in 

2002 due to popular pressure and to the constitutional provision of a two term limit, but 

the damamge to the Kenyan political system was already quite considerable. The 



constitutional crisis in Kenya emerging from the defeat of a government preferred 

constitutional framework, and charges of high level corruption in Kenya during 2005- 

2006 are all legacies of the Moi regime and its reluctance to step down. 

In any case, the image of Tanzania as a reasonably democratic polity even under one 

party rule persisted. Katabaro Miti (1987) has argued that if political analysis in Tanzania 

could be confined to nationalist ideology and the struggle against imperialism in the post- 

independence period, one can easily understand the sentiments and emotions in favor of a 

strong central authority which reflected the collective desire of Tanzanians to develop 

economically and to create national unity when global conditions were not favorably 

disposed towards Tanzania. The government under one party leadership had placed itself 

as the guardian of a vaguely socialist agenda that represented the desire of the people 

(Pratt, 1976; Ruhumbika, 1974). I have argued elsewhere that the state managed to carry 

out this agenda through a "corporatist" project which in essence meant that the corporate 

ideology of the state was translated into a generalized ideology of the entire citizenry 

(Nyang’oro, 1989). Some analysts have called this corporatist ideology and practice "soft 

authoritarianism." Thus the paradox of politics in Tanzania up to 1992 remains: how the 

state managed to convince a large segment of the citizenry into adopting and accepting an 

agenda which for many outsiders seemed largely undemocratic. 

Civil Society in Tanzania in the post-1992 era 

The adoption of a multi-party system in Tanzania in 1992 seemed to open the floodgates 

for civil society groups to organize themselves. Naturally, the 1992 period coincided 



with two principal events internationally. First, the economic condition of Tanzania, and 

indeed the rest of Africa, was in such a dire state that international financial institutions 

(primarily the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund-IMF) became the 

predominant players in economic policy making. In 1986, Tanzania had adopted the 

standard version of structural adjustment. To paraphrase Campbell and Stein (1991), 

whose study on the IMF and Tanzania remains one of the most important contributions to 

the structural adjustment debate in Africa, the IMF package for Tanzania entailed the 

evaluation of the Tanzanian shilling, demand management, liberalization of prices, 

reduction in budget deficits, the raising of interest rates to market levels, elimination of 

government subsidies, reduction of state investment in the economy, and the 

encouragement of the private sector. Thus fundamentally, economic reforms meant that 

the "market" would now determine how resources would be distributed in society. State 

shrinkage also meant that citizens would have more leeway in their economic 

relationships, and they would be free to pursue economic activities that were independent 

from, and of, the state. Structural adjustment in this sense actually opened up space in 

the economic realm which I would argue, also influenced activities in the political realm. 

We can trace the hastened debate on political pluralism after 1986, culminating in the 

1990 decision to appoint the Nyalali Commission. 

Second, the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1989 led to a generalized global movement 

away from both one partysm and military governments. In Latin America for example, 

military regimes in Brazil, Chile and Argentina gave way to civilian rule, for the first 

time in a generation (Diamond and Plattner, 1993; O’Donnell, 1979). "Transition" studies 



in political science became the rage, as modalities and conditions of political change 

attracted serious scholarship (O’Donnell, et.al;1986; Haggard and Kaufman, 1995). In 

Africa, real political (regime) change began in 1989 with the National Conference in 

Benin that led to the defeat of General Kerekou in the ensuing elections in 1990. Zambia 

followed suit with the October1991 defeat of President Kenneth Kaunda who had been 

president since independence in 1964. In both cases, civil society played a crucial role in 

the defeat of sitting presidents. In the case of Zambia, the new leader Frederick Chiluba 

came from a trade union background, one of the strongest segments of civil society in 

Africa. Even though Chiluba attempted to backslide by desiring to alter the constitution 

so that he could seek a third term, civil society resisted such moves. As of this writing Mr 

Chiluba faces serious corruption charges while he was president that may end up with 

him spending a long time in jail. Such is the changed nature of political life in Africa 

where former leaders can be brought to courts of law to account for their behavior while 

in office. 

InTanzania, the post 1992 period saw a rapid increase in the number of NGOs. Between 

1990 and 2000 for example, the number of registered NGOs in Tanzania Mainland 

increased by 1205 percent, from 163 to more than 2,700 (United Republic of Tanzania, 

2000). In Zanzibar the number of NGOs in the same period increased by 900 percent 

from 10 to 189. The rapid increase in the numbers of NGOs during this period can be 

understood and explained logically by the nature of political organization that existed 

prior to 1992. Invariably the number of NGOs had to increase by the sheer necessity of 

NGOs gaining a larger share of responsibilities and activities in the economic realm, and 



the increased funding for NGOs by the international community. Indeed as structural 

adjustment was taking hold in Africa, IFIs were taking the lead in advocating for the 

increased funding of NGOs and less financial support for governments a major debate on 

the nature of African development was emerging (World Bank, 1989). IFIs pushed for 

state shrinkage, the assumption and argument within much of the international 

development community was that the space left by the state in terms of socio-economic 

development would be quickly filled by NGOs. But as I noted then, and a point that has 

been demonstrated effectively by other studies, the idea that NGOs would be substitutes 

for the state in Africa in the broad theme of governance and economic development was 

an exaggerated proposition, and indeed an irresponsible, unwise and ultimately 

unrealistic idea (Nyang’oro, 1993; Edwards and Hulme, 1996). The fact that in almost 

all African countries, the state had been corrupt, inefficient, authoritarian and generally 

incompetent in performing its duties, still, the centrality and importance of the state in 

both governance and economic development was not to be denied. While it was 

important to democratize the state, it was equally important to recognize that under the 

specific African condition(s), states would continue to play a crucial role in (1) 

organizing domestic production; (2) mediating between international capital and local 

development projects, and (3) performing the traditional state functions of governance 

and security. So, as much as the state may have been wished away by some "liberal" 

quarters in international development, that simply would not happen. 

Given the history of state centrality in Tanzania, the weakness of civil society in the 

country was predictable. Most of the contributors in this volume while demonstrating the 



heroic efforts of NGOs and civil society in pushing for a larger political space, the 

chapters also demonstrate the internal weakness of these organizations as they pursued 

their specific agendas. And the relative success of one organization in achieving its goals 

vis-it-vis other organizations is based on the strategy adopted by the organization in 

dealing with the government. The government’s response to demands by NGOs has also 

been influenced by the strategy of the specific NGOs, and by what the government has 

determined to be in its best interests. 

In the case of the Tanzania Media Women Association (TAMWA), Andrew Kiondo 

argues that the association was quite successful in its campaign to publicize the plight of 

women in Tanzania in terms of socio-economic rights, access to education, family 

structure and gender equality. He notes that TAMWA’s success was based on the fact 

that the principal issues in its campaign were contained in the main CCM party 

documents and policy pronouncements by the government. TAMWA also consulted and 

coordinated its activities with the government, thus ensuring that the government had a 

vested interest in the success of TAMWA’s programs. Indeed, through efforts by 

TAMWA, the government introduced legislation outlawing many traditional practices 

which were seen to be unfair to women, such as the law of property and inheritance; and 

the issue of access to education by girls who traditionally had been shut out by families’ 

decisions on what child to send to school under conditions of resource and labor shortage. 

Invariably boys were favored under those circumstances. In response to such inequalities 

being pointed out by TAMWA, the government took measures to rectify the situation. 



Nonetheless, it is still common practice that whenever decisions are made in traditional 

households on who should be sent to school, boys still have the advantage. 

Kiundo’s positive evaluation of the relationship between NGOs and the government 

should be contrasted with the chapters by Laurean Ndumbaro and Abu Mvungi on the 

implementation of NGO policy, and Ernest Mallya’s chapter on women and the land 

question in Tanzania. While Kiondo points out that the government was a willing 

participant in the promotion of gender equality in Tanzania, Ndumbaro and Mvungi point 

to the reluctance of the government to listen to the views of NGOs in the formulation of 

NGO legislation. They note that the old mentality of the one-party state, with CCM 

dictating legislation and discounting opposing views seems to have dominated the 

process by which NGO legislation was arrived at. Indeed, Ndumbaro and Mvungi argue 

that CCM and the government in their quest to pass NGO legislation which favored the 

government more than civil society elicited the support of former President Moi of Kenya 

who gave a speech in the Tanzania parliament highlighting the dangers to national 

security of activities by foreign funded NGOs. The presumption here was that local civil 

society on its own would not push for legislation that seemed to limit the reach of 

government in the operation of NGOs. Rather, such demands were instigated by outsiders 

whose interest was to undermine the security and stability of African governments. This 

is an argument that Mr. Moi had used during his presidency as he sought tight limitations 

on NGO activity in Kenya. Ndumbaro and Mvungi lament the fact CCM members of 

parliament (MPs) actually adopted Mr. Moi’s reasoning in their vigorous defense of 

legislation that had many provisions which to them, was substantively anti-NGO. 



Mallya’s chapter on the land question is a broad critique of the government’s land policy 

going back to the period of "socialism and self-reliance" and the continuing tendency of 

the current government to make policy decisions without consultation or interaction with 

civil society. Mallya argues that the inability of the government to enunciate and 

implement a viable policy that would create gender equality in land property rights is 

based on the fact that while under Ujamaa, the notion of equality was espoused by both 

the central government and governing structures of village administration, in reality 

gender inequality pervaded all the areas of socio-economic activity, including property 

inheritance. But Mallya sees a much more sinister legacy of central authoritarianism in 

the way the regime even under multi-partysm behaves in relation to civil society. He 

argues that while under multi-partysm the regime espouses pluralism, in reality the 

political system is corrupt at its core, and has a tendency to blame everybody else for its 

failures, which are numerous. 

to the building of democracy. 

Such a political environment he argues, is not conducive 

Neither is it conducive to the implementation of policies 

that seek genuine gender equality. 

Chris Maina Peter’s two chapters address the crucial question of political organization 

within civil society and the tendency of the government even in the multi-party era to 

suppress any serious attempts at independent organization. His case study of BAWATA- 

Baraza la Wanawake Tanzania-an independent women’s organization is illustrative of 

this behavior. BAWATA is an organization that was created in 1995 as an overarching 

womens’ organization whose responsibility would be to coordinate the agenda of 



womens’ rights across the board without regard to political party affiliation. Peter argues 

that from the start, the government was uneasy with the formation of BAWATA because 

of the potential for competition between BAWATA and the CCM affiliated UWT- 

Umoja wa Wanawake Tanzania. According to Peter, the government has worked very 

hard to frustrate BAWATA’s activities leading to the government actually attempting to 

deregister the organization. At the time of this writing, BAWATA had filed for an 

injunction against the government’s aggressive tactics of rendering it inoperative through 

threats, and the actual taking of steps to deregister the organization. The fact that the 

highest court in the land, the Court of Appeals of Tanzania agreed to hear the case in 

spite of objections from the government is a demonstration of the fact that significant 

victories can be won by civil organizations in their quest for more political room to 

operate. It would seem that BAWATA is picking up from a tradition of active womens’ 

organizations which predated UWT during the nationalist struggle (Geiger, 1997). 

The use of courts to be expand rights for both individuals and civil society organizations 

is a tactic that has worked well in a number of countries in Africa, with the most 

significant victories of late, being demonstrated in Zimbabwe where the state has in the 

last few years, attempted to silence civil society through intimidation. The state’s actions 

have included the banning of some organizations and the refusal to register others by 

accusing them of being both anti-government and in alliance with the Movement for 

Democratic Change (MDC), the main political opposition in the country. In many 

instances, the courts have stood firm on constitutionalism although the courts in 

Zimbabwe have also been under extreme pressure from the Mugabe regime to confirm to 



the state’s authoritarianism. The Zimbabwe case is a clear statement on the importance 

of constitutionalism and the rule of law, which is essential for democratic development. 

In Tanzania, civil society organizations, although weak, have over the years been 

important in pushing for the principle of the rule of law. Such organizations, including 

the Law Society of Tanzania, help to keep the government on its toes on a variety of 

questions, including those concerning individual freedoms and human rights. This is the 

main point being made by Peter in his chapter on the role of civil organizations in the 

process of constitution making in Tanzania. The right to organize for example is an 

inherent right contained in all important international legal instruments. That is why the 

chapter by Rwekaza Mukandala and Benson Bana has special significance in terms of 

determining the room available for civil society organizations to operate in Tanzania. 

Mukandala and Bana note that the trade union movement in Tanzania historically 

suffered the fate of all civil society organizations during one party rule: its complete 

subordination under CCM as an affiliate organization of the ruling party. The authors 

note however that the subordination of the workers’ organization had not been 

accomplished easily. Since the trade union movement had been instrumental in the 

nationalist struggle to gain independence in country, the movement was a well oiled 

machine that could not be easily subordinated by the party. Nonetheless the ruling party- 

first the Tanganyika African National Union (TANU) and later CCM-used the strategy of 

coopting the leadership of the Tanganyika Federation of Labour (TFL) into the ranks of 

TANU/CCM leadership thus robbing the labor movements of strong and independent 

leadership. The cooptation of the labor leaders was followed by the legal ban of 



independent unions and the formation of a single organization NUTA-The National 

Union of Tanzania Workers- as a single organization representing all workers in the 

country. Significantly, NUTA was an organ of the ruling party, so it did not have the 

autonomy that is expected of such organizations internationally. The study by 

Mukandala and Bana clearly points to the historic dissatisfaction by a significant number 

of workers in Tanzania with the subordination of their interests under the banner of the 

ruling party. With political and economic liberalization in the country, NUTA’s days 

were numbered. In the quest to form independent trade unions NUTA morphed into 

several organizations with the final result being the formation of independent trade 

unions whose primary purpose has been to push for workers’ rights as opposed to being 

functionaries of the ruling party. Nonetheless the many internal contradictions within the 

trade unions and the crisis of leadership among them is a reflection of the legacy of trade 

unions operating as subordinate organizations of the ruling party for so long. 

Conclusion: Civil Society and Political Development, lessons from Tanzania 

Contributors to this volume have all demonstrated the tremendous desire for civil society 

organizations to operate independently. They all point to the beginnings of civil society 

organization in the colonial period, and the role of these organizations in pushing for 

Tanzania’s independence. The ease with which TANU became the dominant party in 

Tanzania’s independence struggle is largely attributed to the clever way in which 

President Julius Nyerere, leader of TANU at that time, manage to convince the leadership 

of all independent organizations to ally themselves with his party. Thus the Cooperative 



Movement for example, organized peasants for political purposes in areas where 

cooperatives were strong. In the Lake Region of Mwanza and vicinity, the Victoria 

Federation of Cooperative Unions with leaders such as Paul Bomani became operatives 

of, and were closely associated with TANU. In Kilimanjaro region, the Kilimanjaro 

Native Cooperative Union (KNCU) became an important instrument in the political 

organization for independence. Similarly, within the trade union movement, the 

Tanganyika Federation of Labor became an important instrument for political 

organization, especially in the urban areas. 

One of the principal lessons to be learned from the Tanzanian experience is that while it 

seemed reasonable and convenient for the independent civil organizations to ally 

themselves with the political party during the struggle for independence, the idea of 

incorporating or subordinating these organizations within the party structure after 

independence, turned out to be a significant handicap for these organizations to truly 

represent the interests of their constituents outside the political party interest. This 

subordination over the long run robbed civil society of independent and autonomous 

leadership, a shortcoming that is still evident in the functioning of many NGOs in 

Tanzania. There is enough anecdotal evidence that civil society in general lacks the 

dynamic leadership it needs to engage the government effectively. Thus the number of 

civil society organizations that are run competently are few and far between. For every 

Tanzania Gender Networking Programme (TGNP) or Haki Elimu, two very successful 

and competently run NGOs, there are hundreds of other NGOs whose leadership, 

organization and competence leave much to be desired. 



Another lesson learned from the Tanzanian experience is that even though the country is 

now functioning as a multi-party system, the government is reluctant to let go of its 

centralization tendencies of controlling NGO activities. While the government has 

legitimate responsibilities for ensuring the proper registration of all organizations 

operating in the country, NGOs complain that the government on many occasions 

attempts to really control the activities and agendas of NGOs, beyond the legitimate 

responsibilities of the government. If allowed to succeed, this endeavor by the state will 

have a chilling effect on independent civil society organizations in the country. On the 

other hand, since many NGOs are poorly organized, they lack the capacity to be genuine 

representatives of the "Third Sector." Many NGOs simply do not fully appreciate or 

understand their role in society, and therefore simplistically, and inaccurately see their 

role as being permanently "opposed" to what the government does. The concept of state- 

society engagement is therefore lost or effectively undermined. Ironically, when such 

engagement is poorly conducted by civil society, it is the government that wins because 

the government is a much better organized entity and ultimately, has access to more 

resources. 

One characteristic of NGOs and civil society organizations in Tanzania is that most of 

these organizations are urban based, with very little organizational reach to the 

countryside. As all of the contributors to this volume implicitly point out, most of the 

organizations they studied and analyzed are primarily based in Dar es Salaam, the largest 

city, and only sporadically operate in the rural areas. Obviously this is a function of the 

historical development of both politics and socio-economic development which put a 



disproportionately large numbers of educated elites and organizers of civil society in 

urban areas. Yet at least 75 percent of Tanzanians still live in rural areas. Therefore one 

of the challenges that civil society organizations and NGOs must take on is how to 

include and incorporate rural areas and its population in their planning. Unless these 

organizations do so, their relevance will wane over time. 

Finally, it is clear that civil society in Tanzania is but one element of global civil society. 

It stands to benefit tremendously if it is able to incorporate lessons learned from 

experiences in other African countries, and from experiences beyond the African 

continent. In the late 1980s, as civil society put pressure on governments in Eastern 

Europe and elsewhere for political change, civil society groups exchange notes and 

learned from each others’ success. Civil society in Hungary for example learnt 

tremendously from activities of Poland’s organized groups. In Tanzania, the lesson for 

many civil society groups may be the need for clarity in terms of their objectives, and the 

need for a much more effective and competent engagement with the government. There is 

also the need and necessity for networking amongst themselves to determine areas of 

mutual cooperation and benefit. It is only through such a concerted effort that they can 

become a strong voice for the constituents they claim to represent. It will also be a way in 

which the quality of political reform and the depth of democracy can be measured 

(Gyimah-Boadi, 2005). 
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CHAPTER TWO 

POLICY ADVOCACY: THE CASE OF TANZANIA MEDIA WOMEN 

ASSOCIATION (TAMWA) 

Andrew S Kiondo 

Introduction 

To a greater extent, the development of civil society and its relationship to the state on 

governance issues in Tanzania as else where, has been a reflection of the prevailing 

socio-economic and political environments. At independence, the post-colonial state 

inherited a state monopoly system that curtailed many levels of popular participation. 

The political framework that developed thereafter ensured that civic associations were 

deeply entrenched into the state-party system. In this context, it has been pointed out that 

the political monopoly of the single party state during the first years of independence has 

constricted the space for democratic participation and disrupted the balance between 

societal and individual fundamental rights (Halfani and Nzomo, 1995). Within this 

framework, the state continued to maintain and consolidate its hegemony, thus laying a 

foundation for the undemocratic political culture that ensued and continued until the mid- 

1980s and early 1990s when signs of change started to emerge, though in a limited way. 

This situation affected organizations such as cooperatives, youth associations, parents and 

women organizations, etc., all of which were affiliated to the ruling party. 

In the case of women organizations, UWT (Union of Tanzania Women) that was 

originally formed to defend the interests of women in Tanzania was no exception to this 

situation. The organization was deeply entrenched into the party-state system, and was 
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therefore, seen as the only legitimate women organization capable of articulating the 

interests of all women in Tanzania. This situation denied 

Tanzanian women the opportunity for alternative points of view and the right to voice 

their own views. For those who were not members of UWT and/or did not identify with 

the objectives of the organization, the situation further undermined their ability to play 

their rightful role to influence political processes in order to contribute to good 

governance. The situation further denied them the power and space needed to voice 

their concerns, since they were not part of the mainstream political decision-making 

processes. In addition, UWT as an organization entrenched in a male-dominated 

patriarchal system, lacked independent critical thinking in broadly analyzing gender and 

women issues. As result, even those women who were members could not make much 

difference in promoting the interests of women. 

In the late 1980s and throughout the 1990s, the country underwent major social, 

economic and political transformations. In the economic sphere, it moved from a 

centralized economic system to a liberalized one, while in the political sphere the country 

moved from a single party to a multiparty system. This new orientation created space for 

the emergence of civic associations whose unprecedented growth came to be witnessed in 

the 1990s. 

However, women civil society organizations (CSOs) were also established not only as a 

result of the liberalized socio-economic and political system, but also as a response to the 

international movement, which encouraged women all over the world to fight for their 

rights; a call made at the 1985 Nairobi UN World Conference on Women. Several 

women organizations were established after the 1985 conference including TAMWA, 
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which was born in 1987. These women CSOs have been working hard to empower 

women socially, economically and politically in order to build their capacities to 

participate effectively in governance issues as part of the country’s civil society and the 

public in general. Women CSOs have therefore placed on top of their agenda, issues of 

democratization, governance, civic education, political empowerment, and women and 

human rights (Walker, 1997). 

In the democratization process, women demand for the incorporation of gender issues 

and inclusion of their rights as part of the struggle to institute good governance and a 

democratic culture. Therefore, the formation of women civil society organizations such 

as TAMWA and others should be seen as an effort to enable women to participate 

effectively in influencing good governance. As a strategy, lobbying and advocacy for 

women and children’s’ rights have been placed at the top of the agenda of these 

organizations. 

This case study undertakes, as its main goal, to demonstrate the extent to which civil 

society organizations interact with the government to promote good governance. 

TAMWA has been singled out because it has demonstrated an impressive capacity in 

policy advocacy in Tanzania. Its policy advocacy strategy focuses on women and 

children’s’ rights in social, economic, political and cultural aspects of Tanzania’s society 

in general. 

The aim of analyzing organizational activities of this particular CSO is to gain a better 

understanding of its lobbying and advocacy techniques and how it interacts with the 

government to influence policy changes. This study will examine TAMWA/State 

relations in a wider social, economic, political and cultural context. Within that context, it 

will examine in detail the relations between TAMWA and the state, focusing attention on 

TAMWA’s campaign against sexual harassment and abuse of women and children. The 

case study will specifically examine the impact of TAMWA’s advocacy activities in 

terms of influencing policy changes and creating awareness of peoples’ human rights in 

general. It will also examine the changes that have occurred as a result of these activities 
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and the impact of those changes in the wider social, political, economic and legal 

environments. 

Further, the study seeks to shed light on the organizational capacity of Tanzania’s civil 

society organizations in general, and women organizations in particular, in promoting 

public awareness on critical societal issues. In addition, the study will expose in a vivid 

way, state/civil society relations in Tanzania by undertaking a thorough analysis of the 

way TAMWA encounters the government through lobbying for policy changes. This will 

help to improve the understanding of the nature of state/civil society relations in 

Tanzania, the techniques used by civil society organizations to achieve their goals, and 

how these techniques become instrumental in influencing policy processes. 

TAMWA: A Brief History 

TAMWA was established in 1987. It defines itself as both a professional and an activist 

organization. Its mission is "to use the media to sensitize society on gender issues and to 

advocate and lobby for policy and legal changes which favor the promotion of the rights 

of women and children" (TAMWA Annual Report, 1998:1). It is a membership 

organization that confers full membership to Tanzania professional women journalists. It 

began with 12 members and today it has almost 150 full members and 50 co-opted ones. 

Its specific objectives include the following: 

i) To collect and disseminate 

ii) 

iii) 

iv) 

gender, population and development 

information; 

To undertake research, advocacy and lobbying for legal and policy 

reforms, 

To publish information dissemination magazines and other productions; 

and 

To collaborate with other NGOs, CBOs, HIVOs, as well as lawmakers, 

religious groups, traditional healers and youths. 
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In fulfilling its objectives, TAMWA has designed several strategies. These strategies 

include identifying problems facing women and children and creating awareness on the 

problems and then lobbying for legal and policy changes. One of the problems that 

TAMWA has taken up successfully is the campaign against sexual harassment and abuse 

of women and children. On top of this, TAMWA sees its mandate as not only to advocate 

for change and to promote rights for women and children, but also to create an 

environment for a gender sensitive society in order to achieve gender equality. The 

following section discusses the extent of the problem of sexual harassment and abuse of 

women and children in Tanzania, its consequences, and why TAMWA has decided to 

take up this problem and advocate for policy and legal reforms to solve it. 

Violence Against Women: the Magnitude of the Problem 

In the Beijing Declaration and Platform of Action, the term "violence against women" 

has been defined as 

Any act of gender-based violence that results in or is likely 

to result in physical, sexual or psychological harm or 

suffering to women, including threats of such acts, coercion 

or arbitrary deprivation of liberty, whether occurring in 

public or private life. 

Accordingly, violence against women encompasses, but is not limited to: 

a) Physical, sexual and psychological violence occurring in the family, 

including battering, sexual abuse of female children in the household, 

dowry-related violence, marital rape, female genital mutilation and other 

traditional practices harmful to women, non-spousal violence and violence 

related to exploitation. 

b) Physical, sexual and psychological violence occurring within the general 

community, including rape; sexual abuse; sexual harassment and 

intimidation at work; in educational institutions and elsewhere; trafficking 

in women and forced prostitution. 
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c) Physical, sexual and psychological violence perpetrated and condoned by 

the state, wherever it occurs. 

Violence against women is a global problem. It is therefore not confined to Tanzania 

alone. In almost all societies, both developed and developing, women are subjected to 

different forms of violence which may include physical, sexual and/or psychological 

abuse that cuts across socio-economic and cultural lines. Global statistics on gender 

violence indicate that in the United States of America, males beat three to four million of 

their women partners each year. Similarly, every minute and a half a woman is raped in 

South Africa, totaling approximately to 386,000 women raped each year. And in 

Santiago, Chile, statistics indicate that 80% of all women have suffered physical, 

emotional or sexual abuse by a male partner or relative (Heise, 1994:79). 

Acts of violence against women take place both in the public and private spheres such as 

in the home where it is referred to as domestic violence, and in the public arena where it 

can be seen in the form of sexual harassment and intimidation at workplaces. In 

Tanzania, the magnitude of the problem is phenomenal. It manifests itself in the form of 

domestic violence such as wife battery, sexual assault, rape, defilement, abandonment, 

forced early marriages, female genital mutilations and violence against aged women in 

the form of witch killings. In recent years, violence against women and children has been 

increasing at an unprecedented rate. It has been estimated that as many as nine out often 

women have experienced violence in their relationships with men, while witch killings of 

aged women has increased tremendously. For instance, between 1996 and 1997, about 

399 people were killed in Shinyanga, with 43 percent of the killings associated with 

witchcraft (TAMWA Core Program Annual Report, 1998:19). In addition, surveys of 

domestic violence over the past six years in Tanzania indicate that there were 1,922 cases 

of domestic violence and 2,432 cases of rape (TAMWA and MCDWAC, 1999:3). It is 

believed that these reported cases represent only but a small fraction of the actual 

situation since such cases normally go unreported for various reasons. First, there is an 

identified culture of silence among the victims of violent actions since traditional customs 

and culture sanction some of these actions. A socialization process in which children 
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grow up in violent ridden families orchestrates this culture of silence. The social stigma 

associated with such acts leads to general acceptance among women that violence is part 

of the cultural heritage. Second, in some cases victims are either ashamed to report cases 

of violence against them or are discouraged from taking action by relatives and friends, 

or fear possible abandonment by their spouses whom they are totally dependent upon. 

Other reasons include lack of awareness among the victims, of laws protecting them 

against violent actions. But even where they are aware of such laws, they lack the 

resources to access legal facilities. 

TAMWA’s Substantive Work 

Considering the magnitude of the problem of abuse of women in Tanzania, TAMWA as a 

civil society organization decided to confront the issue head on. The decision to 

campaign for the elimination of violence against women and children is in line with the 

organizations main objective of sensitizing society on gender issues and advocating and 

lobbying for policy changes that will promote the rights of women and children. 

The first challenge faced by TAMWA was to raise awareness among women and the 

general public, including public officials in all spheres of social life, on the magnitude of 

the problem. The strategy to meet the challenge included the publication of a popular 

magazine, Sauti ya Siti, and other promotional and educational materials, which became 

instrumental in creating awareness and sensitizing the public on the magnitude of the 

problem. Seminars and workshops in which victims of violence provided first hand 

information became part of this sensitization strategy. These workshops demonstrated the 

extent of the problem and its consequences in terms of physical and psychological impact 

on the victims. As part of its sensitization strategy, TAMWA also held night vigils in 

honor of all those who either lost their lives or suffered extensively as a result of violence 

against women and children. 

The above efforts were consolidated when in 1991 under the leadership of TAMWA; a 

committee against sexual harassment, discrimination and violence against women and 

children was formed. The committee involved members of other civil society 
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organizations whose expertise in one way or another could contribute to the campaign to 

eliminate violence against women and children. The other organizations included the 

Tanzania Women Lawyers Association (TAWLA), the Medical Women Association of 

Tanzania (MEWATA), the Department of Women Affairs of the Organization of 

Tanzania Trade Unions (OTTU), the Association for Fighting HIV/AIDS in Tanzania 

(WAMATA) and the Tanzania Welfare Counseling Mission (TAWECOMI). The 

committee had a total of 60 members comprising journalists, doctors, teachers, and 

welfare workers. It also had representatives from trade unions, religious organizations 

and community development workers (Sauti Ya Siti, 1991:12). 

The objectives of the committee were to: 

i) enhance the struggle to safeguard the rights of women and children on 

matters such as rape, sexual harassment, family conflict, discrimination in 

workplaces, custody and the maintenance of family welfare; 

ii) Provide counseling services on health and law to women and children 

who have fallen victims of rape and sexual harassment, 

iii) Provide counseling on labor laws to women who face problems at work 

places. 

The committee reconstituted itself into four sub-committees or groups to work on various 

issues related to violence against women in order to fulfill its objectives. The sub- 

committees and their roles were as follows: 

i) 

ii) 

iii) 

iv) 

Group one: sexual harassment, rape and child abuse; 

Group two: "rights of women and children"; 

Group three: sexual harassment at work places; 

Group four: counseling victims of violent actions. 
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From the above discussion, it is evident that the process of campaigning for the 

elimination of violence against women unfolded in stages. The first stage involved 

assessing the problem and its magnitude in Tanzania, including its social, economic, 

cultural and political context. This involved collecting data from various sources. The 

second stage consisted of sensitizing the public, including leaders from various walks of 

life in the society. The third stage saw TAMWA seeking support from other like-minded 

civil society organizations that had direct or indirect interest in solving the problem, 

and/or others that had contributions to make to the campaign. In the fourth stage, the 

process involved, as part of the sensitization strategy, the holding of seminars and 

workshops, production and distribution of educational and information materials, as well 

as the use of mass media such as radio, TV and newspapers to create public awareness of 

the problem. In the final stage, the process culminated in 1991, with the formation of a 

multidisciplinary committee against sexual harassment, discrimination and violence 

against women and children. This was followed by three years of intense information and 

education campaigns led by the multidisciplinary committee involving professionals with 

expertise in different aspects of the problem. The campaign took the form of lobbying 

and advocacy for policy change. It also involved research and documentation meant to 

help in widening the understanding of the problem in order to devise appropriate 

strategies for change. Since the inception of the Committee in 1991, TAMWA has been 

drawing up three-year action plans to fight gender violence. The third plan (1997-1999) 

was quite successful since it drew from the experience of the first two plans. 

The following section examines TAMWA’s campaigns in the context of state-civil 

society relations. The objective here is to identify various variables that either facilitated 

or hampered the process of lobbying for change, specifically with regard to TAMWA’s 

encounter with various government institutions. 

State-Civil Society Relations in Tanzania: The Case of TAMWA and other CSOs 

It is important that state-civil society relations be analyzed within a wider context. On the 

one hand, there are government policies committing the state to undertake specific socio- 

economic responsibilities and, on the other hand, there is the nature of civic groups’ 
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activities and programs. On the basis of this, we identify the following three scenarios 

relating government policy commitments to CSOs’ activities and programs, as an 

explanation for possible evolving state-civil society relations in the country. 

First, the state is more likely to support civil society organizations whose activities are 

categorized as welfare, advocacy and development oriented, and whose programs are 

directed to supplementing government efforts or working with the government within the 

framework of government commitments for changes. Encounters between TAMWA, its 

partner CSOs and the state should be viewed within the above context. In this context, the 

government had laid the foundation for change by demonstrating its willingness to 

eradicate all forms of discrimination on the basis of sex, creed, color and social status. 

Secondly, there are those civil society organizations that are viewed with suspicion by the 

state. Experience has shown that the Tanzanian state has been suspicious of CSOs whose 

organizational structures could provide a platform for political opposition groups to 

secure a constituency1, or CSOs whose mobilizing techniques could lead to feelings of 

discontent and opposition to the state among the general public. Thirdly, there are civil 

society organizations whose activities may be seen as a threat to national security or 

sovereignty. 

In the last two scenarios, the state is increasingly looking for ways to control the activities 

of such CSOs. The control measures have included de-registration, as was the case with 

BAWATA (National Women’s Council) and other numerous CSOs; and attempts to 

control CSO activities through a government initiated National NGO policy. Other 

measures have included denying registration to CSOs whose intended activities may 

seem to threaten the interests of the state, as was the case with the National Youth Forum. 

With regard to this situation, Meena (1997) has argued that in Tanzania state-civil society 

relations are characterized by the struggle for autonomy on the part of CSOs, on the one 

hand, and the counter struggle by the state to control the functioning of the CSOs on the 

other hand. However, relations between TAMWA, its partner CSOs and the state have 

been to a greater extent harmonious. During its campaigns, TAMWA had been able to 
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develop a close working relationship with government institutions such as the Ministry of 

Community Development, Women Affairs and Children; the Ministry of Constitutional 

Affairs and Justice; the Police Force; the Judiciary; Parliament; and the Law Reform 

Commission (TAMWA Annual Report, 1998:6.) 

As noted above, the situation has mostly been facilitated by the government’s 

commitment to safeguard the rights of all people as declared at independence in 1961, 

and further reiterated in policy documents such as the Arusha Declaration of 19672. With 

such declarations, the government affirmed its position to address and respect the rights 

of women and children. Furthermore, the 1977 Constitution of the United Republic of 

Tanzania guarantees all people equality before the law. And the government’s decision to 

become signatory to several regional and international conventions on human rights and 

gender equality has further affirmed this commitment. For instance, Tanzania has signed 

the International Declaration on Human Rights, the Convention on the Elimination of All 

Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW), the Convention on the Rights of 

the Child (CRC) and the SADC Platform of Action. With regard to the latter, the state 

reaffirmed its commitment to gender equality and to incorporating gender issues in 

community building initiatives.3 

Following from the above commitments, the state has taken some measures geared 

towards safeguarding the interests of women and children. Among others, these measures 

include: 

i) Being part of international efforts to safeguard the interests of women and 

children by sending delegations to international conferences and adopting 

and implementing important resolutions such as the Beijing Declaration 

and Plan of Action; 
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ii) 

iii) 

iv) 

v) 

vi) 

Enhancing political empowerment of women by legislating the allocation 

of special representation of up to 25% of seats to women in most elected 

decision-making bodies at all levels from the village to the national level; 

Allocating special reserved seats for women in the National Assembly 

following the legislation in (ii) above, 

Establishing the Ministry of Community Development, Women Affairs 

and Children, 

Establishing a Human Rights Commission, 

Adopting a Plan of Action as part of the Beijing Declaration and thus 
committing itself to eradicating violence against women and children. 

In the same direction, other government commitments have included enhancing women’s 

legal capacity and literacy, working towards women’s economic empowerment and 

poverty alleviation, ensuring women’s political empowerment and enhancing women’s 

access to education and training. However, several factors have led to either poor 

performance or non-implementation of these policies and commitments. For instance, 

although the government has committed itself to safeguarding fundamental human rights, 

there are systemic factors that impair the state’s capacity to curb human rights violations. 

Such factors have been identified as poor training given to the police, low morale and 

corruption among law enforcement agencies, and poor working facilities. These factors 

have led to instances of torture in some cases and limited capacity to protect people’s 

rights (Halfani and Nzomo, 1995.) 

In the same vein, although the government has committed itself to safeguarding the rights 

of women and children, it is evident that at the practical level, the problem of violence 

against women and children has persisted or even increased, due to government inaction. 

One good example of government inaction here is that, in 1995 the Tanzania Law 

Reform Commission recommended repeal of laws that were gender discriminatory. 

However, up to the moment no action has been taken to initiate parliamentary debates or 
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other processes and procedures to effect change in this regard. Among the factors that 

have led to the persistence of the problem are government bureaucracy, poor governance 

and structural problems in implementing government laws and policies. As such, 

TAMWA decided to take a leadership role in the campaign to eliminate violence against 

women. In its campaign, TAMWA has focused on lobbying the government to repeal 

outdated laws, formulate policies in favor of women rights, and amend procedures that to 

some extent perpetuate violence against women and children. 

To effectively influence the government for change, TAMWA has designated lobbying 

and advocacy as twin strategies of its core programs. The particular program upon which 

this case study is focusing is called "Sensitization, Advocacy and Lobbying to Break Free 

from Gender Violence (1997-1999)". According to TAMWA, the program has come to 

be one of its most important lobbying undertakings since its inception in 1987 (TAMWA 

Annual Report, 1997). Under this program several strategies have been adopted which 

include: 

i) 

ii) 

iii) 

iv) 

Research: a strategy that encompasses two components, namely: research 

to gauge the severity of the problem and research on existing laws which 

discriminate against women and children; 

Awareness: raising awareness among various sections of society by using 

diverse techniques including media advocacy, 

Training: training of women on legal and human rights issues, 

Outreach: formulation of an outreach program to sensitize specifically 

targeted groups of the community such as members of parliament, law 

enforcers, religious leaders, traditional leaders, etc. 

In executing this program TAMWA and other CSOs have had encounters with the 

government and some of its institutions. The next section discusses specific strategies 

and techniques applied in the various encounters that TAMWA and the coalition 

members have made and their significance in the process of lobbying for change. 
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TAMWA’s Strategies and Tactics 

¯ Inviting Key Government Officials at Functions 

TAMWA’s lobbying strategies include an aspect of attracting public attention. For 

instance, in its tenth anniversary celebrations that were preceded by 16 days of activism 

against gender violence, TAMWA invited the President of the United Republic of 

Tanzania to the occasion. This occasion demonstrated the support that TAMWA was 

enjoying from the state. 

As part of the celebrations, TAMWA sensitized the public on the problem of gender 

violence by holding a vigil for 70 women victims of violence who were killed between 

1992 and 1996. In addition, surviving victims of gender violence were called upon to 

narrate their stories to the public. As part of the same celebrations, Judge Mark Bomani 

was also invited to officiate at this function. During the function, the Judge heard 

horrifying and shocking testimonies about women harassment. In his speech, he noted 

with concern the moral decay of the society and urged the government to take concrete 

steps to arrest the situation (TAMWA Annual Report, 1997:6). On different occasions, 

TAMWA invited the Minister for Justice and Constitutional Affairs to close a workshop 

for Police Officers, while the former Secretary to the UN Beijing Women Conference, 

Ambassador G. Mongela was assigned to open a workshop on "Domestic Violence, 

Shelters and the Marriage Act of 1971". On another occasion, TAMWA took a lead 

position among organizations that developed the platform of action after the Beijing 

Conference. The platform made resolutions, which were presented to the country’s 

president in 1998. In the presentation ceremony, the President reaffirmed his 

government’s commitment to safeguarding the interests of women and children. 

¯ Workshops, Seminars and Symposia 
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Mobilization has been one of TAMWA’s key strategies in implementing its core program. 

Several mobilization strategies have been adopted. They included mobilization through 

workshops/seminars, mobilization through the print media, mobilization through bang 

style campaign in the media (both print and electronic), and mobilization through 

outreach activities. 

In mobilizing specifically targeted sections of the public, TAMWA has held training 

workshops and seminars for members of parliament, police officers, members of the 

judiciary as well as community and religious leaders. It has also held consultative 

meetings with heads of mass media on human rights, gender issues and the media; in 

efforts to win the support of heads of these institutions in reporting without bias, issues 

related to gender violence. 

In 1997, TAMWA convened a parliamentary symposium whose objective was to 

enlighten legislators on the magnitude of the problem of gender violence in Tanzanian 

society and urge them to take measures to repeal or amend laws that discriminate against 

women and children. The symposium did not only raise awareness among the legislators 

but it also made members of parliament initiate and lead parliamentary debates on 

violence against women. They proposed the formation of the Human Rights Commission, 

special courts on gender violence, adoption of a new and detailed PF 3 police form used 

by victims of violence and enactment of laws to impose severe punishment for sexual 

offences. 

To reinforce this strategy, TAMWA ensures that these workshops receive publicity and 

good coverage through both the print and electronic media. For instance, the symposium 

for members of parliament was broadcast live by the state owned Radio Tanzania Dar es 

Salaam (RTD). This was one way of sensitizing the public on issues of gender violence. 

¯ Media Advocacy 

TAMWA is an association of women journalists, who form part of the media personnel 

in Tanzania. It therefore has the professional strength and expertise to use mass media as 
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a lobbying and advocacy tool. Furthermore, it has effectively used the media as an 

instrument for legal and human rights education in Tanzania. 

In its campaigns, TAMWA has used both print and electronic media as a mobilizing tool 

for collective community action against gender violence. Radio and Television programs 

have focused on varied aspects of violence against women through features, radio 

magazines and documentaries. Finally, TAMWA prints Information Education and 

Communication (IEC) materials for wider dissemination, as well as special feature 

articles in its magazine focusing on issues such as gender violence, the Sexual Offences 

Act and the Law of the Marriage Act. 

¯ Lobbying Through Outreach Programs 

Outreach programs constitute one of the techniques used by TAMWA not only to rally 

support for its campaign against gender violence but also to sensitize specifically targeted 

groups of people at the grassroots levels. This involves interactions with government and 

other organs at grassroots levels. The interaction enables TAMWA to rally the support of 

leaders in communities, including traditional leaders, religious leaders and women 

leaders. Indeed, the outreach program provides TAMWA with a rare opportunity to 

interact with and influence law enforcement agencies at village, district and regional 

levels. 

During outreach sessions, TAMWA experts collect data on the extent of gender-based 

violence, give lectures, perform community theatre, and distribute print materials such as 

books, pamphlets, booklets and magazines. During its outreach undertakings, TAMWA 

visits schools, institutions of higher learning, work places, religious organizations and 

women’s groups. The objective of these outreach sessions is to create awareness among 

the public on issues related to human rights and legal literacy, and to create a violence 
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free culture (TAMWA Annual Report, 1997:27). In most cases, Mara and Shinyanga 

regions were selected because of their record for gender related violence, specifically 

wife battering and female genital mutilation, which are part of the customs and traditions 

(Mara), together with cases of killings of elderly women because of allegations related to 

witchcraft (Shinyanga). 

Results of TAMWA’s Campaign Effort 

Sensitization and Public Awareness 

TAMWA adopted a multidimensional strategy in its lobbying and advocacy work. For 

instance, media advocacy and other information dissemination techniques were supposed 

to sensitize and create awareness about the extent of the problem to a wide cross-section 

of Tanzanian society, from the grassroots levels to key policy and decision makers at the 

national level. This strategy was also designed to enable TAMWA to make society 

realize the extent and prevalence of the problem and influence attitudes and behavior of 

those affected by the problem (that is the victims) and those dealing with the problem 

(law enforcers). How far has the strategy succeeded? 

On the part of policy makers, TAMWA’s campaigns have to a greater extent enlightened 

members of parliament, and made them feel that they have a moral obligation to ensure 

that human rights of all peoples are protected by adopting laws that enhance people’s 

rights and promote gender equality. The same campaign has had the effect of making 

religious and other community leaders commit themselves to the struggle by using their 

religious faith to preach morality, given the levels of moral decay in Tanzania society 
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today. According to TAMWA, "most of these stakeholders have been influenced and 

they preach and defend human rights of women and children. They have also been critics 

of domestic and sexual violence in the country" (TAMWA Annual Report, 1997:15). As 

a result, TAMWA has been able to gather support in the campaign on gender violence 

from government organs, community leaders and the general public. 

Enactment of the Sexual Offence Special Provisions Act of 1998 

One of the most significant outcomes of TAMWA’s lobbying and advocacy activities was 

the publication of the Sexual Offenses Bill of 1998, which was presented to the National 

Parliament for debate. Given the achieved levels of sensitization of Members of 

Parliament on problems of sexual violence, parliament passed the bill and the President 

assented to it in the form of the Sexual Offences Special Provisions Act (1998). 

According to TAMWA "by and large the Act has addressed most of the issues that 

TAMWA has been informing the public about, and advocating and lobbying within the 

framework of legal reforms (TAMWA Annual Report, 1998:15)." These include: 

i) The redefinition of key concepts related to sexual violence within the legal 

framework. The concepts include: rape, unnatural sexual offences, procurement 

of persons for sexual intercourse or other kinds of prostitution, trafficking persons 

for the purpose of trading in sex, child sexual abuse, sexual exploitation of 

children, female genital mutilation and sexual harassment; 

ii) Definition of who would be considered offenders of such acts; 

iii) Penalties for sexual offenders including the imposition of compensation of 

victims of sexual offences; 
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v) 

Evidence of children and other victims of sexual offences being admissible even 

if it has not been corroborated independently; and 

Holding in camera, cases of sexual offences for minor offenders and for victims 

of sexual offences in order to protect the dignity of the victims. 

Capacity Building in Terms of Lobbying and Advocacy 

The process of lobbying and advocacy for policy and legal reforms has greatly enhanced 

the skills, capacity, confidence and improved organizational strength, all of which have to 

some extent enabled TAMWA to build a strong corporate culture. Building up capacity 

for lobbying and advocacy and for discharging other duties has not been an easy task. In 

the process, TAMWA has encountered several problems. By analyzing the problems and 

designing alternative strategies, TAMWA was finally able to build its own capacity for 

influencing change. It had been noted that during the early years of its activism, 

TAMWA faced several problems. Lack of experience and organizational capacity, 

ambitious plans, lack of cooperation and poor relations among members were some of the 

weaknesses which led to ineffectiveness in implementing TAMWA’s activities during the 

early years: 1987-1990, 1991-1993, 1994-1996 (Annual Report, 1997). These 

weaknesses were identified and reexamined in order to chart out an effective way 

forward. In 1995, TAMWA formulated and started implementing an Organizational 

Development Process (OD Process) whose objective was to re-examine the whole 

organizational structure, activities and human relations, in order to come up with a more 

harmonious and effective organization. According to the 1998 Annual Report, the OD 

process was instrumental in influencing the organization’s culture of transparency and 

team spirit (Annual Report, 1998:6). In the process, TAMWA streamlined its activities 

and healed its wounds. This was also the feeling expressed by respondents who said that 

the OD process made them reflect on past experiences and chart out the future of the 

organization, while criticism and self criticism was also instrumental in ensuring 

harmony and commitment among members. 

The streamlining of activities led to the adoption, in 1997, of TAMWA’s core program, 

which was in line with its mission statement. The program titled "Sensitization, 
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Advocacy, and Lobbying to Break Free from Gender Violence (1997-1999)" has been 

hailed as one of the most important undertakings by TAMWA since its inception in 1987 

(Annual Report, 1997). Through its rigorous training and retraining of members on 

mobilizing and lobbying skills, TAMWA has come to be recognized as a pioneer in 

4lobbying skills. As such, other NGOs and CSOs look upon TAMWA for advice and 

guidance. As noted in its 1998 Annual Report, TAMWA has been "receiving invitations 

from various institutions, both governmental and non-governmental, to facilitate in their 

workshops and seminars as resource persons and to give advice on publicity through the 

media (1998:44)." 

The skills learnt and developed by TAMWA members have enhanced the association’s 

confidence in lobbying and advocacy for change. It is therefore now ready to take up 

challenges even in other areas of social concern. That is why TAMWA has currently 

prioritized the campaign to sensitize the public and change attitudes on killings of elderly 

women on account of witchcraft as practiced in some regions of the country. In addition, 

TAMWA was invited by a women land policy network to lobby and advocate for a 

gender sensitive land bill from the original bill tabled in parliament in 1998. Other 

additional areas of social concern include lobbying and advocacy on issues of child labor, 

a fair national NGO policy and the 1998 Constitutional Reform Proposals. 

Through its many years of organizational experience, TAMWA has drawn several 

lessons with regard to influencing the state to effect change. Some of the lessons drawn 

include the critical issue of mobilizational skills and the use of the media in a sensible 

and sensitive way to rally public support. In addition, it has learnt that it is important to 

create public awareness and influence changes in social behavior and attitudes by using 

the right strategies. 

Organizational Capacity: Networking and Coalition Building 

The campaign to eliminate gender violence in society was initiated by TAMWA as part 

of its core program. However, from the beginning it was important to work with other 
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progressive CSOs. With TAMWA in the lead, various CSOs started building coalitions 

and networking. In the coalitions, each CSO contributed to the struggle by bringing in its 

expertise, strategies as well as capacities. Coalition building and networking among 

CSOs is instrumental in influencing change in several areas of social concern. Through 

the experiences of some registered levels of success and failures in influencing policies, 

CSOs came to realize that networking is a crucial tool in their encounters with the state. 

As a result, TAMWA and the other CSOs current strategy is to build a coalition for each 

particular issue and to put together capacities and ideas from the various CSOs and 

women members of parliament to pursue that particular issue. Each coalition is headed by 

one CSO. For instance, at the moment one coalition is working for a gender balanced 

land rights. Another is analyzing the distribution of national resources according to 

gender in a "gender budget initiative". A third coalition is working on a gender-balanced 

constitution of the United Republic of Tanzania. 

As a result of TAMWA’s campaign and the strategy of coalition building, there has now 

developed greater cohesion and networking among CSOs with most of them playing a 

role in influencing policy, legal and constitutional reforms as they encounter the state. In 

this regard, TAMWA argues that building alliances with different stakeholders through 

physical approaches and networking, and through the media and community outreach, 

contributed a great deal to enabling TAMWA to meet its objectives. Through the 

alliances, most members of the concerned CSOs were made to feel accountable, thus 

rendering support to TAMWA’s activities. Similarly, the encounters between CSOs 

coalitions and the government have produced change among members of CSOs, 

specifically with regard to the critical importance of networking and coalition building. 

Conclusion 

This case study has demonstrated the dynamics of state-civil society relations in Tanzania 

in one important area. I have noted that throughout its existence, TAMWA has 

maintained a harmonious working relationship with the government and has therefore 

registered full support from the government and its organs. This has been achieved, partly 

because of two particular strategies. In the first strategy TAMWA has been careful in 
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engaging the state on issues where it has committed itself publicly, locally and/or even 

internationally; but where it is still dragging its feet in implementation. In the second 

strategy, TAMWA relied on educating and sensitizing communities including 

government officials, before engaging the state on any particular issue. 

In terms of lobbying and advocacy for change, TAMWA has been able to win the support 

not only of the public by creating awareness within the society on problems related to 

violence against women, but also that of other stakeholders within civil society by 

building coalitions and networking in policy advocacy. TAMWA has also been able to 

effectively lobby key policy and decision makers to effect change, such as in the case of 

the Sexual Offences Provision Act of 1998. It can thus be argued that to some extent 

TAMWA has undertaken the challenge to fight violence against women and children 

effectively. In doing so, it has not only built the capacity of women organizations to 

contribute to good governance, it has also made some contributions in the fight against 

inequality and social exclusion. 

But I have also previously noted that in general, after the proliferation of voluntary 

associations in the 1980s and 1990s, state/civil society relations have to a great extent 

been characterized by the struggle for autonomy by civil associations on the one hand, 

and the counter strategy by the state to control the effective functioning of the NGOs on 

the other hand (Meena, 1997:45). This struggle is reflected in the government’s attempts 

to control civil society activities by formulating a national NGO policy and establishing 

an NGO Directorate within the Office of the Vice-President, whose responsibility is to 

monitor activities of civil society. In ministries, officials have been appointed to liaise 

with NGOs that have activities under the jurisdiction of the particular ministries. In this 

way, it can be concluded that the state has been suspicious of the objectives and outcomes 

of the activities of some particular organizations and thus the need to monitor them 

closely. 

However, as demonstrated in this case study, TAMWA has been able to maintain 

harmonious relations with the government and the government has all along been very 
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receptive to the challenges brought forth by TAMWA and other organizations in 

coalitions, as far as violence against women and children is concerned. The main 

question in this analysis and interpretation should be: what has contributed to this co- 

operative behavior on the part of the government? Theoretically, the answer to this 

question can be found in the nature of activities, and the strategies adopted by TAMWA. 

First, as pointed out in this study, the campaign to safeguard the rights of women and 

children has been part of government policy and the government has taken several steps 

towards that end. The only problem has been effecting and implementation of the 

government’s own commitment to safeguard the rights of women. As such, in principle, 

the government is in agreement with TAMWA and therefore it has felt obliged to support 

it in its endeavors to the extent of creating a partnership in some of the activities. 

Secondly, although TAMWA is an activist organization whose objective is to lobby for 

policy change, it is also a service organization working to offer services to victims of 

violence by offering them legal and counseling services. This is also widely supported by 

the government, which encourages NGOs to supplement government’s efforts in 

providing services to the public. Walker (1997) has pointed out that African governments 

are stimulating NGO activities foremost in the area of social services provision in order 

to offset its deficiency there. 

Government logic for supporting TAMWA’s campaign is reflected in the reasons it 

advanced for passing the Sexual Offences Bill. The government emphasized that the 

main goal of the bill was to enhance government’s endeavors to protect the rights of 

women and children in relation to their personal integrity, dignity and liberty. In addition, 

the government expressed the opinion that the Bill was in the interest of the whole 

Tanzanian society (Sauti Ya Siti, 1998:1). 

In this context it can be argued that what TAMWA has done is to make the government 

responsive to its own commitment in honoring the needs of women as far as the question 

of violence against them and children is concerned. At another level, the exercise has 

improved organizational capacities of TAMWA and other CSOs in lobbying the 
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government for change. It has also demonstrated that it is possible to influence change of 

behavior and attitudes and create awareness on issues of social concern. 

However, the harmonious relations that TAMWA has developed with the state on the one 

hand, and the hostile relations between the same state and other women CSOs such as 

BAWATA on the other hand, indicate that for CSOs with a radical stand for political 

action, relations with the state are still precarious. But dependency on state support and 

good will as is the case with TAMWA shows that there is a long way to go before CSOs 

in Tanzania are able to develop a profile as a watchdog on state-civil society power 

sharing, democratization and popular participation (Walker, 1997). Nevertheless, 

building CSOs’ capacities through coalitions and networking and employment of 

lobbying and advocacy strategies could be the foundations upon which CSOs could build 

their future role in influencing good governance. Finally, the case study can also be used 

to draw the conclusion that for CSOs to be effective in influencing policy changes for 

good governance, they do not necessarily have to confront the government. Indeed a 

well-calculated strategy of "partnership" with the government can yield good results! 
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CHAPTER THREE 

CIVIL SOCIETY AND THE LAND QUESTION IN TANZANIA 

Ernest. Mallya 

Introduction: State Politics in Transition 

The Commandist State 

Since the mid-1980s, there have been a lot of changes in Sub-Saharan Africa in terms of 

politics and the management of society. The statist tendencies that were characteristic of 

Sub-Saharan Africa a decade ago are now on their way out. In essence, there has been a 

shift from the commandist model of policy making - which was characterized by the top- 

down approach - to a pluralist model, where different sections of society participate in 

the political process. The commandist state was characterized by several features, which 

had an impact on how public policy was made. Firstly, there was monopoly of power by 

those in office. The political elite in power made sure that they kept their offices for as 

long as possible. Secondly, those in office had a lot of discretionary powers. This was 

synonymous with a lack of democracy. And, usually, in such situations, politicians in 

office controlled the political market, and this gave them a great advantage over those 

who vied for the same offices. Thirdly, there was great loyalty to patrons. This led to 

many dysfunctions in public circles because the whims of the patron determined the way 

in which rules and regulations were adhered to or bent. 

Fourthly, accountability on the part of office holders was nearly non-existent. With all the 

powers we have mentioned above, lack of accountability by those in office to the public 

and to other officials created a situation of no confidence. In the end, the people opted to 

withdraw from political processes - including withdrawal from development-related 

activities. An inefficient, ineffective and unmotivated civil service was the outcome. 

Fifthly and lastly, there was no transparency. Government intentions and actions were in 

many cases secretive. Information about government activities, progress and problems 

was hard to come by, and government non-responsiveness to public demands was quite 

high. This was a closed state where the political market was open to only but a few. 
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The state in this political setting was normally seen as the sole provider of goods and 

services to the population. It was also the major actor as far as development was 

concerned. This meant that other actors in the development and policy fronts such as the 

private sector and civil society were and felt sidelined. These two, however, had to be 

there by necessity, as the state could not efficiently provide all services and goods. 

Neither could it always formulate viable policies independent of these other actors. Civil 

organizations were given little room to influence whatever was going on in the state. At 

the core of the relationship between the state and the public was a one-way relationship 

where the state issued directives, policies, orders, etc., for the public to take. The state 

was evidently very powerful, and it made every effort to weaken civil society. Private 

interests were also suppressed. In the end, what one could see was a retarded and 

incompetent civil society, subservient to the state, or occasionally, one that avoided 

contact with the state. This situation was much more apparent in countries of the size of 

Tanzania where communication systems are extremely poor. The input functions that the 

public is supposed to play in the political system - in terms of support and demands - 

were only temporarily sought when the incumbents wanted to legitimize the extension of 

their stay in office. 

The Plura#st State 

The pluralist model - which is still in the making - has the opposite of the characteristics 

mentioned above under the commandist model. It is one that is transformed to give way 

for the participation of the public in matters of governance. It allows for a vibrant civil 

society. Transparency, participation, delegation, decentralization etc. are features that 

would appear in most institutions of the state under this model. Much as the political 

system may not be perfectly plural in the ideal sense, there will be rights and obligations 

of the citizens, as well as those of the state being largely understood and observed. When 

citizens feel that they are being denied some of these rights they would have some means 

for recourse. 

Contrary to what transpires in statism, in a pluralist state, the public is an important agent 

of change and a stakeholder in development. The varied interests in society are taken into 
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account by the state in such important activities as planning, budgeting and other 

resource-allocating processes. Civil organizations are given an opportunity to interact 

with the state, and in the process their inputs into the policy process are considered. More 

importantly, the private sector is allowed to take a lead in development activities, with the 

support of the state as appropriate. Once civil society and the private sector are given 

such a role, the public sector will always be of a limited nature focusing on those 

development aspects that the private sector shies away from, or those that are generally 

accepted to be the responsibility of the state. 

Policy Making in Tanzania prior to the 1990s: the Command Model 

Policy making in Tanzania prior to the 1990s can be said to have followed a command 

model or what others call a top-down approach. Very few people, those who made the 

Central Committee (CC) of the only political party, were the policy makers. Deliberate 

efforts were made by the ruling elite to alienate citizens from the policy process by 

concentrating policy-making power into fewer and fewer people. This is attested to by the 

ruling elite’s move to shift policy-making power from parliament to the party National 

Executive Committee (NEC), where the CC became the ultimate policy maker. Citizens’ 

alienation in the policy process took place at two fronts. The first front was directed at 

suppressing civic organizations and ideas that were not in conformity with the party 

ideals. The second front was directed at subordinating all national public policy making 

bodies to the party organs. Consequently, citizens lacked autonomous avenues for 

participation in the policy process. The adoption of the single party constitution and the 

doctrine of party supremacy that made the party the supreme organ of the state, elevated 

party organs to the national policy making level. The Cabinet, which was the center for 

policy making as per the inherited Westminster model, was deprived of its power over 

policy making. The party chairman who was also the President had enormous powers 

over the policy making process (Mushi, 1981). The dual structure gave the President a lot 

of discretion in deciding what organ would deliberate on a given policy. This, together 

with the fact that ministers were appointees of the President while members of parliament 

had to be approved by the party, created a lot of blind support for party policies. Those 

who opposed party policies were dismissed from the party and consequently lost their 
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parliamentary seats. The expulsion of nine members of parliament in 1968 from the party 

for questioning party policies, and particularly this new arrangement, is a case in point. 

The consolidation and institutionalization of the state and party supremacy, under the 

banner of nation building justified the alienation of citizens from the policy making 

process. These state acts led to the suppression and forcible affiliation of civil 

organizations to the regime. It would seem that the state was suspicious of factionalism 

and sectarianism, particularly organized disagreements, which could lay the foundation 

for the formation of strong civic organizations. Trade unions and cooperatives which 

would be autonomous under different circumstances were reorganized to make them 

operate as affiliates of the party. Civic groups that were allowed to organize were required 

to either be apolitical or pro-party in their activities. As a result of this, there was little 

room left for the organization of autonomous civic organizations that could provide a 

channel for citizen participation in the policy making (Goulbourne, 1980; Rodney, 1980; 

and Miti, 1987). By the time the Arusha Declaration was pronounced in February 1967, the 

party had already monopolized the organization of society in most spheres of life. Potential 

pressure groups such as women, youth, students and workers, had all been co-opted by the 

party, and were turned into the so-called mass organizations. The party’s control over 

society had the effect of demobilizing the people and discouraged any independent 

organizations or associations that could act as pressure or lobby groups or advocacy groups. 

Citizens’ initiatives and the questioning of public policies were equally affected as many 

organizations that were formed during that time were forced to follow party/government 

guidelines. As a result, the role of citizens in the making of public policy was significantly 

reduced. The expulsion of nine members of parliament referred to above was a big blow to 

citizens’ participation in policy making. In reality, it meant that even the supposedly 

peoples’ representatives were not allowed to be critical of state policies. The function of 

many governance structures was to approve rather than deliberate on policies. Evidence of 

this is that there are no examples of policies that were presented and rejected by policy 

making institutions, and those which were referred back for adjustment are scanty, if any. 
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By 1969 the party elite had already established its control over all sections or groups in 

society, including national public policy making structures. Needless to say, the party 

elite, and those in government, were constituted by more or less the same personalities. 

NEC was confirmed as the sole policy maker, as the supremacy of the party was 

ascertained. Public policy making, particularly policy debates, ceased to be "public". This 

process meant the transfer of policy making from public debate to private discussion 

(Miti, 1987). Under such a situation policy making became highly exclusive and 

secretive, severely lacking transparency. All other possible avenues for policy expression 

outside the party were eliminated, hence under-cutting not only policy critics but also 

citizens’ initiatives and participation in policy making. The ownership, censorship and 

monopoly of policy information by the state and its control over mass media worsened the 

situation. Most citizens became uninformed or ill informed and those who were informed 

lacked avenues for expression and participation in the policy process. This policy 

information and knowledge asymmetry in favor of the state played an important role in 

retarding citizens’ policy competence. 

The command model of policy making had a lot of implications for public policy. In most 

cases, stakeholders were not involved in matters affecting them. Citizen participation in 

policy making was seen at the post-policy decision period, i.e. at the implementation level. 

Under this model, the reaction of citizens to an adopted policy is taken as participation. 

Similarly, if people were silent regardless of the reasons, the party took it as a sign of 

acceptance of the adopted policy. If peoples’ reaction was too strong and negative, 

depending on the nature of the policy in question it could be reversed, but not without 

scapegoating. The case of Rashid Kawawa (the former Vice-President and Prime Minister) 

and Operation Maduka is a good example. 1 The underlying assumption was that the party 

was "perfect" in policy making. Problems only arose at the implementation phase. This is 

1 Operation Maduka was a party policy, which called for the establishment of village co-operative shops to 
replace private ones. In its implementation, village private shops were closed all over the country, thereby 
causing untold sufferings to villagers. The president blamed the then Prime Minister, Mr. Kawawa for what 
he called bad implementation of a policy that required the opening of co-operative shops first before 
closing the private ones. He then ordered an immediate reopening of the private shops. 
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particularly true when one considers that it was not until the late 1970s when kojikosoa (self- 

criticism) and kukosolewa (to be criticized) became party vocabularies. 

The command model highly relies on feedback. Feedback is taken as a mechanism of 

participation. As noted above, this participation mainly occurs in the post-policy decision 

period rather than during the process of policy-making itself. This has serious effects in 

implementation. In areas where there is no systematic monitoring system, evaluations are 

wanting and bureaucrats are typically inexperienced. As the Tanzania case demonstrated, 

it takes years before mistakes in a given policy can be detected, let alone be reversed or 

adjusted. Citizen complaints as a way of feedback was not very effective as proved by the 

"Naomba Uni#nde Syndrome",2 which is a manifestation of the politics of fear. There is 

no question that the consequences of this type of policy making could be very costly to a 

country’s development. The abolition of Local Government Authorities and 

Cooperatives, and the adoption of the Decentralization policy in the 1970s, and their 

reversal, is but only a few costly policy examples, which were partly a result of the 

command model of policymaking. Besides, the experience of the last forty years shows 

that countries, which have engaged in the command-model of policymaking, have been 

stricken by serious economic problems. These economic problems have been partly 

explained by the pursuant of poor policies. 

Reforms and the re-emergence of Civil Organizations 

Economic and Political Reforms 

In the mid-1980s, Tanzania started implementing economic liberalization policies. The 

signing of the Tanzania-IMF agreement in 1986 speeded the move away from a state- 

controlled economy to a more market oriented one. This had some spillover effects on 

how politics was run. Structural adjustment policies, including the move to liberalize the 
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economy, gave room for the emergence of a nascent "true" civil society. The 

development of civil organizations in the 1980s was not only a response to the changes 

which were taking place, but also an attempt by those who had the potential to 

independently participate in the country’s development (but who had been marginalized 

by single party politics) to organize. They thus wanted to make themselves heard and to 

advance their interests (Hartman, 1994). The emerging civil organizations included 

different groups and lobby associations. 

Other organizations, particularly trade unions and cooperatives, which were party organs 

fought for their autonomy. By the time Tanzania was embarking upon political 

liberalization and adoption of a multiparty political system, a number of civil organizations 

such as NGO (Kiondo, 1992). Factors accounting for the emergence of civil organizations in 

the 1980s and 1990s include: 

¯ The need to fill the gap left by state withdrawal from social services delivery, the 

effect of Structural Adjustment Programs (SAPs) such as increasing social 

differentiation, and the coming to the fore of environmental issues; 

¯ The need for certain social groups including women to organize and articulate 

their interests; 

¯ The move by international aid agencies to encourage voluntary organizations 

(thereby by-passing government institutions) as donors lost trust in the state; 

¯ Privatization and retrenchment programs that increased the number of 

unemployed people, whom in turn found voluntary organizations as their 

alternative source of employment. 

The civil organizations formed since mid-1980s with the exception of those which were 

organs of the party, such as Trade Unions and Cooperative Unions, did not involve 

themselves in the policy process in any significant way. It was only after the introduction 

of competitive multiparty democracy on July 1 st, 1992, that a new era was ushered in. Not 

2 Before addressing an issue to a higher authority in the 1970s and 80s, most people would seek the 
protection of the Chair in a meeting, for fear of being harassed by local political leaders. They used to say 
"Mwenyekiti Naomba Unilinde’ which meant, "Please protect me Chairperson." 
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only was this in politics but also in policy making. It is important to note that although 

competitive politics allow citizens to influence public policy through their 

representatives, it does not necessarily lead to the democratization of the policy making 

process itself. This is particularly true in those countries that have been subjected to 

decades of authoritarian politics. The worst situation is in those countries where the same 

party continued to dominate politics, as is the case with Tanzania. The legacy of the one 

party in policy making, including politics of fear, lack of experience in competitive 

policy making, a low degree of citizen participation and a low degree of state 

responsiveness to people’s demands; are still haunting policy makers. In other words, 

while democratization is supposed to open doors for people’s participation in public 

policy making, the legacy of single party politics keeps acting as a stumbling block. It is 

clear that the state is not voluntarily willing to widen citizens’ policy participation 

horizons. 

Civil Society and Poficy Making: The Land Issue 

Tanzania is a country of about 940,000 square kilometers out of which some 51,000 

square kilometers are covered by water. Some 487,100 square kilometers are arable but 

according to the 1992 statistics from the Ministry of Agriculture, only 10.1% of these are 

under cultivation (URT, 1995: 4). Again, 93.4% of the land under cultivation is under 

smallholder farming, while the remainder is mainly under plantation agriculture. As for 

pastoralism, 69% of the land (611,238 sq. km) is suitable for pastoral and herding 

activities while only a part of it is under this use. The current population estimates for 

Tanzania show that there are some 36 million people, 51% of whom live below the 

national poverty line. The urban population constitutes 24% of the total population. Life 

expectancy at birth stands at 51 years but it is falling rather fast because of the AIDS 

epidemic, among other factors. GNP per capita income stands at US $210. 

In the pre-colonial period, land was owned and used according to traditions and customs 

of a given ethnic group. Land users were free to migrate when the land they were 

occupying became infertile. The amount of land a family or an individual put under his or 

her use depended on one’s usage capability. When the colonialists came in the last 
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quarter of the 19th century, they required land for plantation agriculture, as this was a 

more efficient and cheap way to produce the raw materials needed in the metropolitan 

countries. There was need, therefore, for the colonial administration to have control over 

land. So, smallholder farming and plantation agriculture went hand in hand during the 

German colonial administration. Land was declared public property and the German 

Governor was its custodian. The state was, therefore, vested with a lot of supervisory 

powers over land tenure, which took the form of conveyance of ownership and 

leaseholds. Under British colonial administration, land remained under state control. 

Crops cultivated in plantations included sisal, cotton, coffee, tea and sugarcane. By the 

late 1950s, plantations accounted for 45% of Tanganyika’s agricultural exports. Large- 

scale agriculture was also one of the main employers. 

In 1961 when Tanganyika got her independence, most of the structures that the colonial 

administration had initiated, as far as land tenure was concerned, remained. However, in 

1963 freehold tenure was abolished via the FreehoM Titles (Conversion to Government 

Leases) Act, (1963), which took effect from July 1st 1964. Plantation agriculture and 

peasant smallholder production continued side by side. The concept of public land 

introduced by a 1923 Land Ordinance was accepted under the independence government. 

The role played by the Governor in the colonial administration was transferred to the 

President. Thus, powers to grant land rights of occupancy became vested in the President. 

According to Mgongo Fimbo (1992: 4) these public lands included: 

¯ Agricultural land used for agricultural purposes in villages; 

¯ Land occupied by state and parastatal farms; 

¯ Land of populated localities (cities, municipalities, towns etc.); 

¯ Land for industry, transport, health and other non-agricultural land; 

¯ State forests; 
¯ State waters; 
¯ Preserved land. 

Some of these are subject to land tenure rights and others are not. This is where Mgongo 

Fimbo (ibid.) distinguishes between alienated public land and un-alienated public land. He 

qualifies alienated lands as those allocated under the operating land tenure system. These 
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had three conditions. First, the land is always allocated for a definite purpose. Prior to 

allocation, the purpose for which the user is going to utilize the land has to be established. 

Second, the tenure is more or less stable; it is allocated for a given period of time; the user 

can only be deprived of the land on grounds expressly provided by law. Thirdly, the land is 

not granted for free; the occupier has to pay land rent. 

In 1970, Government Leases were again converted into Rights of Occupancy by the 

Government Leaseholds (Conversion to Rights of Occupancy Act of 1969). These rights 

are deemed to have been granted under the Land Ordinance. Until the enactment of the 

latest Land Act, application for the right of occupancy in both rural and urban areas was 

made to appropriate land offices in the district. Grantees of rights of occupancy included 

parastatal organizations, companies and individuals. In urban areas, registered housing 

cooperatives were also eligible. After 1972, when the District Development Councils 

(DDCs) were established under the Decentralization of Government Administration Act 

and the villagization process initiated during the same period, the DDCs were also 

performing the allocation of land to new villages. Land distribution to families in villages 

was done by village councils. 

Economic Development and the Need for Change in Land PoBcy 

Developments in the economy and politics led to changes in land utilization. These 

changes led the government to appoint a commission in 1991 - the Shivji Commission - 

to look into land matters and recommend to the government how to address the emerging 

land issues. The Commission presented a catalogue of problems concerning land 

ownership and utilization, as well as recommendations for the formation of a National 

Land Policy. The issues raised by the commission and which led to the new Land Policy 

and subsequent Land Acts, are as follows: 

¯ The Allocation of Land 

The frequent administrative and political reorganization of the government structures 

since independence led to a proliferation of land-allocating authorities. Such 

governmental arrangements were the Decentralization of 1972 and the Reintroduction of 
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Local Authorities in 1982 (effected in 1984). This led to a system that had a lot of 

functional overlaps, with unnecessarily bureaucratic and non-transparent procedures. 

The public could not know exactly who was supposed to do what. This bred a lot of 

complaints from the public. 

¯ Demarcation Problems 

The departments charged with the demarcation function were severely constrained by 

lack of equipment, funds and manpower. This led to malpractice and abuse of office. 

¯ The Villagization Process 

The villagization process of the mid-1970s led to interference in some land tenure 

systems especially the traditional ones. Land tenure systems that had been in use for 

centuries were ignored in some places. Desecration of worship lands happened. There 

were a lot of complaints from the affected public. It was never clear whether the 

villagization process was a land tenure reform process. Village councils - responsible to 

the central government and the district authorities and not to villagers - were given the 

task of allocating and overseeing land-related matters. This also raised questions on the 

part of the villagers. As for now, those who were allocated land during the villagization 

campaign are not secure, nor do they know their fate in the law - in case of former 

occupiers coming back to their "original" home places. Some of those whose land was 

taken arbitrarily decided to go to court and won their cases, evicting current occupiers as 

a result. This implies that more of these lawsuits can be/are on their way unless the law 

addresses them properly. 

¯ Land Grabbing 

In the 1980s and 1990s, there has been a concerted effort by investors and speculators to 

grab land from wherever they felt their needs would be satisfied, including village lands. 

This problem is widespread and it is acute in places like Lolkisale, Monduli, Kiteto and 

Simanjiro - all in Arusha Region. More examples are cited in the Shivji Commission’s 

report (Vol. II). Villagers have not approved this exercise and they have always felt 

threatened by these land-grabbing (and possibly) powerful neighbors. 
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¯ Settlement on A#enatedLands 

Some developers with rights of occupancy neglected or abandoned their land, leading to 

villagers occupying it. This, in some cases led to conflict between the developers and the 

villagers at some stage, especially when the developers came back to their land. Also, in 

some places land was allocated to villagers by mere declarations of political authorities. 

This means of allocating land made developers with rights of occupancy not consider the 

new holders as having terminal rights of occupancy. As a result, conflicts and court 

proceedings ensued. The problem here was that there was no land policy that clearly 

stated how one should go about allocating such lands as abandoned land. 

¯ Urbanization 

Administrative practice was such that when a peri-urban area was declared a planning 

area for town expansion, then customary law rights were extinguished. Expansion of 

towns, therefore, became a process of expropriation (displacement and dispossession) of 

customary lands. This led to insecurity in peri-urban areas. The same applied to built-up 

areas (slum and squatter areas). This was considered unjustifiable before the law. 

¯ LandAdministrators 

It was learnt that land administration departments were poorly untrained, underpaid and 

had unprofessional staff There was no adherence to ethics that go with this particular job. 

This led to corruption and, of course, complaints from the public. 

¯ LandDisputes and Their Settlement 

The machinery for settlement of land disputes was inaccessible to most Tanzanians. It 

was also over burdened in that there were long delays for those who had a chance to have 

their cases taken on board. 

¯ Gender Inequa#ty 
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There were visible gender inequality and biases against women when it came to land 

ownership, particularly under the customary system. The system was such that it rendered 

land inaccessible to women. There were also discriminatory inheritance laws embedded 

in custom and culture. Among the areas where women felt they were at a disadvantage 

were the disposal of (family) land by men without consultation with women, lack of 

participation of women in the distribution of the fruits of their labor on the land, lack of 

rights in the distribution of land in case of divorce or separation, and lack of rights of 

women to inherit land on the death of their spouses and/or parents. These were also 

reinforced by the fact that 80% of rural communities in Tanzania are patrilineal, with all 

the associated consequences. 

The Need for a National Land Policy 

The recommendations of the Shivji Commission included the formulation of a new Land 

Policy for Tanzania, among other things. This was expected to address the shortcomings 

that the Commission identified, and others that the society felt needed being addressed. 

There were other new pressures that added to what the commission had identified. These 

included population growth, increased livestock and demand for livestock and farming 

land, expanding urban canters, demand from land by investors, increased value of land 

and conflicts involved in land matters (Land Policy of 1995 (1-3) [of the Swahili 

version]. These led to the need for a Land Policy, which was ready by August 1995. 

Civil Society and the Land Issue: An Analysis 

Raising Awareness 

The Land Policy is an example that shows how citizens are engaged in a protracted 

struggle for effective participation in the policy process despite the long exclusion they 

experienced in policy making. The government adopted the National Land Policy in 

1995. This policy was supposed, among other things, to reflect the recommendations of 
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the Shivji Commission. Unfortunately this was not the case. One of the major 

recommendations of the Land Commission was the need to have a national debate on 

Land Policy. The rationale was that, a National Land Policy must be based on citizens’ 

concerns, which can largely be drawn from a national debate. Contrary to this 

recommendation the government came up with a Land Policy in 1995, which continued 

to reflect the single party policy making process as it was based on "private" debate.3 

This is particularly true because even members of parliament doubt whether they ever 

deliberated on that policy (Kamata, 1998). Given the environment that led to the adoption 

of that policy, individuals and organizations with interest in that policy started to debate 

on this particular policy. A year after the policy was published; the government came up 

with the draft of the Land Bill. 

Several civil organizations started to actively engage in the land issue following the August 

1996 Land Bill. A debate on the Land Bill ensued and was led by two major interest groups. 

The first group, which included HAKI Ardhi, University of Dare-es-Salaam Academic Staff 

Assembly (UDASA), SAHIBA, Pastoralists Indigenous Non-Governmental Organizations 

(PINGOS) FORUM, WRDP, Ilaramatak Lorkonerei, Inyuat-e-Maa, Kipoc-Barbaig, 

Aigwanak Trust, and Legal and Human Rights Center (LHRC) called for a national debate 

on the Land Bill. These civil organizations demanded an active public participation in the 

land policy debate because land was viewed is a resource that more than 90 percent of 

Tanzanians depend on for their livelihood. Another set of civil organizations was led by 

women’s organizations. However, the major concern of the latter groups was more about the 

marginalized interests of women in Land Policy than a national debate on the Land Bill 

itself. 

The Formation of the Gender Land Task Force (GL TF) 

At first, the government seemed not to care about the noise of civil organizations. It went 

ahead and issued a Land Bill draft in August 1996 with the hope of enacting it into law 

3 In fact the policy was released before the Land Commission submitted its report to the President, even 
though the government alleged that the policy was based on the recommendations of the Commission. The 
Chair of the Commission had to issue a press release to say that his Commission had in fact not yet 
submitted the report to the President. 
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by the end of that year or early 1997. In reaction, women’s organizations and groups met 

to form a Gender Land Task Force (GLTF). The GLTF was formed as a result of a 

consultative workshop on the draft Land Bill for the Basic Land Act held in March 1997. 

Tanzania Women Lawyers Association (TAWLA) facilitated the workshop.4 The Task 

Force was supposed to lead women’s struggle for their rights to be included in the new 

Land Law. More specifically, GLTF was supposed to make a close follow up on the 

recommendations of the workshop to increase their chances of being included in the final 

draft of the Land Bill and subsequently in the Land Act itself. All organizations that 

participated in this meeting became members of the Task Force and each organization 

was assigned a specific task to fulfill. These groups were: - 

Tanzania Media Women Association (TAMWA) - Media Advocacy; 

TAWLA - Review of the Bill; 
Tanzania Gender Networking Programme (TGNP)    ParBamentary 

Lobbying; 

Tanzania Home Economics Association (TAHEA), SUWATA - Women’s 
Legal Aid Center (WLAC), National Organization for Children Welfare 

and Human Relief (NOCHU), Women Advancement Trust (WAT) 
Community Outreach; 
The Institute of Development Studies Women Study Group, Muslim 
Women, and WAWATA did not actively participate in the Task Force 
meetings and activities although they had an interest in what was going 

on. 

Concerns raised by the Gender Land Task Force can be grouped into four categories: 

Customary Law and Gender in Land Issues 

First, GLTF observed that most customary laws are patriarchal in nature. They are 

therefore inclined to grant land ownership rights to men at the expense of women. For 

example, most of these laws would deny women inheritance rights and grant them to 

men who are regarded as heads of family or clan (GLTF, 1998). Secondly, GLTF 

4 The idea of the workshop came from the Tanzania Women Council (BAWATA) who had written a 
project proposal and the Royal Netherlands Embassy agreed to support them. Actually there was already a 
written contract entered between BAWATA and the Royal Netherlands Embassy through a project 
"Lobbying and Advocacy Campaign for Promoting the Passing of Gender Progressive Basic Land Act by 
Parliament and the Government". Unfortunately before BAWATA could implement this program the 
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challenged the Shivji Commission’s Report in which the continuation of customary laws 

of land inheritance was recommended. The Commission had argued that most of the 

people interviewed were of that opinion. GLTF argued that the continuation of customary 

laws of land inheritance as such, was detrimental to women’s land interests. Moreover, 

GLTF saw sections 3(a), 20, 23, 62, and 67 of the Land Bill as perpetuating male 

dominance in land ownership. In line with this view, these sections needed to go beyond 

recognition of women’s land rights to granting them. GLTF argued that recognition alone 

did not give women their rights. Thirdly, the GLTF suggested that the Village Council 

should deal with all matters pertaining to village land ownership rather than families or 

clans. According to GLTF, it is very difficult for family and clans to grant land 

ownership to women. GLTF also observed that though section 20 of the Land Bill 

elevated the stipulations of the customary law concerned with land inheritance to the 

national level, it did not explicitly address the issue of gender imbalance embodied in that 

law. 

Land Ownership, Registration and Gender. 

Part V of the Land Bill, which deals with rights and incidents of land occupation, and part 

VI of the Land Bill that focuses on granted rights of occupancy showed that the 

government intended to allow individual ownership. This was an important step toward 

granting equal opportunity to men and women to own land. However, it was important 

that in all monogamous families the husband and wife’s names appear on the land title. 

Also there was the issue of women’s representation in land organs/bodies. GLTF 

commended the Bill for stating explicitly the minimum number of women required in 

each land organ. Sections 18, 233, and 236 are cases in point. However, sections 232 and 

234, which focused on the land issue in the High Court and Primary Courts respectively, 

did not state explicitly the number of women required in these organs when determining 

land issues. GLTF called for women to be represented in authoritative organs dealing 

with land issues such as courts and not only in peripheral organizations. According to 

Government suspended it from performing any activity. BAWATA had to contract the program to TAWLA 
to take responsibility of convening the workshop (Silaa~ 1999) 
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GLTF, the Bill should have considered equal gender representation in all organs 

concerned with land issues. 

The Youth and Land Issues 

GTLF observed that the Land Bill did not address the youth (age 18-35) and their relation 

to land issues. According to this view, the Bill had not taken into consideration the 

Youth Development Policy. The Gender Land Task Force suggested that the Land Bill 

should allow the youth to own land regardless of their gender. The Bill should have stated 

categorically that land would not be given to youths on gender discrimination basis. The 

bill should have also made sure that this group was represented in all organs/bodies 

dealing with land issues. The GLTF recognized that land is a resource that must be used 

for the benefit of all people regardless of their gender orientations and age. Land must be 

used for the development of all sectors of the society without discrimination. Thus, it was 

important for government to educate people about the Land Bill and, gender and land 

issue. It was also important for all citizens to debate on the Land Bill because most 

Tanzanians depended on land for their livelihood.5 

The National Land Forum (NALF) and the 1996 Land Bill 

In May 1997, all individuals, groups and organizations with interest in Land Policy met 

in Dar-Es-Salaam for two days to forge a common strategy. This consultative meeting 

identified some of the weaknesses of the land policy. The meeting formed a National 

Land Forum (NALAF) and a secretariat called National Committee for Land (KATAA) 6 

to stimulate and coordinate the debate, disseminate information, educate, and explain the 

weaknesses of the land bill. The NALAF passed a Land Declaration, which highlighted 

the weaknesses of the Bill and provided alternative suggestions/solutions. The Land 

5 As noted before, this last demand though stated, was less emphasized by the GLTF than the other group. 
6 Although KATAA is an acronym for Swahili "Kamati ya Taifa ya Ardhi" meaning National Land 
Committee, the acronym is also a Swahili word meaning "refuse, reject or disagree". Seen this way, 
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Declaration had general and specific comments, most of which were similar to those 

issues raised by the other organizations as discussed above. 

In terms of general observations, NALAF observed that the Land Bill was rooted in 

privatization of national resources and foreign investment promotion policies. It was further 

argued that a foreigner who knew little about land issues in Tanzania drafted the Bill. And 

as a result, citizens’ needs, aspirations and views were not taken care of by either the Land 

Policy or the Bill. It was, therefore, important for citizens to participate in the Land Bill 

debate. This was particularly important because most Tanzanians depend on land for their 

livelihood. Moreover, the National Land Forum observed that the Bill discriminated against 

women, pastoralists, hunters, youths and small-scale farmers. It also observed that the Bill 

embodied cumbersome bureaucratic procedures on matters of land administration, 

ownership and land conflict resolution, which were undemocratic, unfair, and unnecessarily 

expensive particularly to the poor. According to this view, these procedures and regulations 

were fertile grounds for unnecessary delays in decision making and corruption. The National 

Land Forum unanimously agreed to have a national debate on the Land Bill. Citizens from 

all walks of life were to be allowed to participate in this debate. The debate had to involve 

people at all levels and not only confine itself to the elite. Recommendations and 

suggestions from this debate had to be the basis of the Land Act. 

Concerning specific observations, NALAF raised nine issues. First, it questioned the 

vesting of all land in the President as a trustee for and on behalf of all citizens of Tanzania. 

This meant that the government and not the people through their representative organs had 

the final say about land issues. The Forum proposed the establishment of a new organ that 

would deal with national land issues and that would be accountable to the parliament. 

Secondly, there was the issue of categorization of land. The Bill put land into three 

categories: general land, village land and reserved land, and it gave the President authority 

to transfer land from one category to another. The concern was that the Bill gave the 

President and those to whom he delegated powers, power to re-categorize village land for 

KATAA has a symbolic meaning for refusing the government proposed Land Bill, which is the role 
assigned to the committee. 
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the purpose of giving it to investors without the consent of the villagers concerned. The 

Forum suggested that village land should only be re-categorized with villagers’ consent. 

Moreover, it suggested that all organs dealing with land issues should be accountable to the 

representative organs of the state. 

The third and fourth concerns were related. They focused on accountability and bureaucratic 

procedures of land administration. According to the Forum, the Bill vested enormous power 

on the Commissioner for Land on all matters of land administration, land and plots 

allocation, re-categorization of village land and land conflict resolution. According to the 

Forum, procedures associated with these processes were undemocratic and created room for 

unfair practices such as favoritism, nepotism and corruption. The fifth and sixth issues were 

also related. They focused on land for foreigners and the "confiscation" of village land. The 

National Land Forum was of the opinion that the Bill allowed foreigners easy access to all 

categories of land. It observed that most villagers/Tanzanians couldn’t compete with (rich) 

foreigners for land. For that matter, the Bill needed to impose certain restrictions for the 

purpose of protecting village land. 

The seventh concern was that the Bill put great emphasis on land title. It did not define 

limits for the title. Moreover, it did not show how women and children land ownership and 

usage rights were protected. The Forum suggested that organs that were directly accountable 

to representative bodies do land allocation and land titles. According to this view, the 

constitution should vest powers over all village land in the village assembly. The eighth 

issue was that the bill discriminated against women, particularly women among pastoralists 

and small-scale farmers. The Bill allowed a man whose name appears on the title to sell or 

lease family land without the consent of other members of the family. The National Land 

Forum called for the establishment of new procedures that would allow women to 

effectively participate in land issues. Women had to be given equal positions in all 

representative organs that deal with land issues. 

The ninth issue raised by NALAF was about the resolution of land conflicts. The Bill 

provided that resolution of land conflicts be done at three levels - at the primary court, 
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district court and high court levels. The Forum suggested that the village elders’ council 

resolve village land conflicts, because conventional courts were too expensive for poor 

peasants. The composition of the elders’ council should then be gender-balanced. 

It is important to note that issues raised by both groups (NALAF and GLTF) following 

the first draft Bill were critical to the state. The demand for the elevation of the policy 

debate from private to public domains had serious implications on state-civil society and 

state-investors relationships. While donors and the government were pro-investors, civil 

groups were pro disadvantaged people’s interests. This put the state in a dilemma. 

Allowing people to debate on the policy and most probably influence the outcome to their 

interests could jeopardize investors’ interests in Tanzania. At the same time, preventing 

citizens from debating the land policy would undermine the democratic norms to which 

the state had publicly committed in the name of "good governance." 

Concerning the issues focusing on women interests, the state had a limited choice too. 

Donors and the international community are for gender equality and the female gender had 

often been supported, or even given priority when it came to participation in national issues. 

Donors have been known to openly advocate and encourage the enactment of gender 

sensitive laws. The same donors have also been known to fiercely advocate the opening up 

of developing countries’ borders for international capital to come in as foreign investment. 

However, the interests of international capital and those of the female gender as far as the 

land issue in Tanzania was concerned, were not congruent. The choice had to be made 

though, and the donors chose to "stand by the sidelines" and wait for the outcome of the 

controversy. 

Response of Civil Society Organizations to the 1998 Bill 

The "noise" made by civil organizations partly paid off. The government came up with a 

new Land Bill in 1998. This Land Bill had incorporated some of the recommendations of 

NALAF and the GLTF. However, many of the suggestions made in this second draft 

were those related to gender issues like: the application of customary law, sections 
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concerned with the disposal of land, land titles and so on. The suggestions also outlined 

areas of the bill that contradicted other laws of the land. 

Principles of Land PoBcy 

The first issue came from section 3(2) of the Village Land Act. This section states that the 

"... right of every adult woman to acquire, hold use, deal with and transmit ... of a will ... 

shall be to the same extent and subject to the same restrictions as the right of any adult 

man." The group recommended this section and said that it should be preferred to that of 

Section 3(2) of the Land Act as it includes the phrase "Operation of a will". The second 

concern came from section 3 (3) of the Village Land Act. This section deals with either of 

the spouses acquiring an interest in land in their own name and for their own occupation and 

use. That interest in land belongs exclusively to the spouse who acquired it, and shall not 

under any circumstances be regarded as part of the property of the other spouse. 

According to the women groups, this section contradicts section 161 (2) of the Land Act, 

which protects a spouse who has contributed to the productivity, upkeep, and improvement 

of land ... that spouse is deemed to have acquired an interest in land in the nature of a joint 

occupancy. The section contradicts also section 114 of the Law of Marriage Act, 1971. 

According to this view, therefore, section 3(3) of the Village Land Act needed to be deleted. 

The Appfcation of Customary Law 

Section 20 of the Village Land Act explains about the law applicable to groups of persons, 

non-village organizations or a person occupying land under a "customary right of 

occupancy". It states that, in case of a person alleging that he/she is entitled to succeed to or 

otherwise occupy that land on the death of, or permanent incapacity of a person occupying 

land, or on another matter affecting land held under customary right of occupancy, the 

applicable law shall be Customary Law. 

To GLTF, this section meant that if a person (woman) alleged that she had the right to 

succeed to (inherit) or occupy the land upon the death of a father or a husband, etc., and if 

her husband, brother, is incapacitated, or for any other matter, Customary Law would be 
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used to decide her fate. Accordingly, therefore, existing Customary Laws, including the 

Customary Law Declaration Order 1963, deny women rights to land inheritance. However, 

section 20 (2) of the Village Land Act, declares to be void and inoperative, any rule of 

customary law which denies women the right to acquire, hold, deal with, transmit or receive 

by will or by gift or by any other means. 

Furthermore, the law provides for Customary Laws to be used in all matters of dispute 

settlement, and these laws are the ones which most of ethnic groups (80%) in Tanzania 

apply, being patrilineal societies. These customs deny women to inherit/own land. Section 

53 (3) of the Village Land Act, as well as section 60 (1) put emphasis on the application of 

Customary Laws. 

GLTF observed that it was difficult for "Elders" to adjudicate land issues by using 

customary land law, and at the same time try to do justice to women. This is because by 

doing justice to women they would contradict customary law. The question remained 

whether it would be possible for the elders to do away with their custom? GLTF proposed 

that the decisions of the elders, which are not legally binding, should be abandoned and that 

instead, the Ward Tribunal, which is already established and is in the court system, should 

assume the elders’ functions. Such a system would also minimize confusion and save time. 

If this proved to be difficult, then customs that deny women the right to own land, including 

the Customary Law Declaration Order, 1963 should be repealed. Or, since section 61 (4) (a) 

of the Village Land Act states that the Elders Council will be issued with guidance on 

mediation by the authority of the Chief Justice, then this guidance ought to be the only one 

in use. 

Composition and Representation in Land Organs 

GTLF observed that the National Land Advisory Council whose members are appointed by 

the Minister is a very important Council. Section 17 (1) of the Land Act provides eleven as 

the maximum number of members of this Council. Section 17(1) of Land Act vests power 

in the President to appoint the Chairperson of the council. Section 17(2) of the Land Act 

calls upon the Minister to ensure "fair balance" of women and men in appointing members 
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to the council. GLTF observed that the word "fair" is a subjective test. The word fair does 

not mean equal. Therefore, the Minister can appoint only two women out of the total of 

seven or four out of eleven. The GLTF also noted with concern section 60 (2) of the Village 

Land Act, which states that the Elders Council shall consist of a maximum of seven 

members and at least two shall be women. The last concern for the GLTF came from section 

53 (2) of the Village Adjudication Committee, which required a maximum of nine members 

and at least three women. 

The Gender Land Task Force therefore concluded that women were not given equal 

representation in organs dealing with land throughout the Bills. In most cases the Bills 

required that at least one third of members in any land organ be women. For purposes of 

equal representation, the GLTF proposed that the number of women in those organs be 

raised to 50%. This would help women particularly when voting is used as a basis for 

decisions. Otherwise there would be no point of voting on any issue of women’s interests 

since women are already a minority. In this respect, there should be even numbers by 

gender in the composition of those organs, 8, 6, 12, etc. 

Outcomes 

The GL TF and the Outcomes 

The land debate was the first serious and systematic civic organizations’ challenge to the 

state command model of the policy process. Citizens’ struggle for participation in the 

policy process paid off. A number of adjustments were made in the Bill as a result of the 

challenge. GLTF members were most pleased with the changes, which appeared in the 

1998 Land Bill. In their opinion, they had a cause to celebrate. Women MPs who 

celebrated on the day the Bills were passed also echoed the view of GLTF. For them, 

putting gender on the agenda of the Land Bill debate was a significant achievement. They 

were also pleased to have been successful in making the government feel the power of 

organized civil organizations for the first time in many years. 

Another outcome was that there was a slight shift in the government’s attitude toward 

civil organizations. Senior officials from the ministry responsible for land, including the 
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Commissioner for land, attended meetings organized by the Task Force and answered 

questions from participants. This was not a common phenomenon in the past. Previously, 

the normal thing for the government was either to remain silent or make its position 

known through public media. The law that parliament passed in January 1999, had 

accommodated some of the Task Force recommendations. GLTF was of the opinion that 

the new pieces of legislation were "gender sensitive". What remained to be done 

satisfactorily were issues with regard to the right of the youth to own land, which the law 

seems to have ’ignored’ and the customary law practices, whose use the law does not 

specify. It was the suggestion of GLTF that customary practices that discriminate against 

gender be scrapped off. The last remaining concern was that of the representation of 

women in bodies and committees, which GLTF found wanting. 

NALAF and the Outcomes 

Out of the nine issues raised by NALAF, the 1998 Land Bill (and the subsequent law) did 

not make any changes to two of them - section 3 (1) (a) about Radical Title, and section 

4 (4) about land categories. The powers of the President, for example, remain. However, 

four of the recommendations- land to foreigners, confiscation of village land, 

accountability of land administrators and land organs for land administration- had minor 

changes effected. 

NALAF is also of the opinion that the new land legislation most favors people in power 

and the economically strong, particularly the so-called investors (domestic or foreign) 

with strong interests in land. The two pieces of legislation are based on the assumption 

that land is a commodity that can be sold on the market like any other commodity. This 

makes the poor majority easy prey of the market as most of them cannot successfully 

compete in a land market. In other words, the poor are losers under the new laws. 

Three of the recommendations - land titling, gender, and resolution of land conflict had 

significant changes, but the changes were still considered not enough. An officer with 

HAKIARIDHI argued that the acknowledgment of equality of men and women in the 

acquisition and ownership of land without reviewing other related laws that discriminate 
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against women, like the Marriage Act, would not necessarily guarantee land equality to 

women. Despite these changes NALAF is of the view that there is not much to present as 

achievement. To them, if there is any significant success, then it is not from the acts 

themselves but rather from the process of enacting them. The act of coming together as 

individuals and civil organizations is what is considered as the greatest achievement of 

the Land Forum. 

Contrary to government expectation, these groups were able to delay the enactment of the 

laws for about three years. In fact, this is a record in the history of Tanzanian public policy 

making, parallel only to the making of the National NGO Policy, a subject discussed 

elsewhere in this collection. It suggests that the government is no longer impermeable, 

though considerable efforts need to be made to make public policy and law making 

responsive to public demands (Kamata, 1999). The fact that the enactment of the Land Laws 

was delayed for about three years shows that organized citizens are a power to reckon with 

in the policy process. One key lesson that civil organizations learnt was how to use the 

mass media, workshops, meetings, seminars, networks and coalitions to influence public 

policy. They have also learnt how to go public by reaching out to involve the general public 

in the policy debates rather than confining policy debates within elite circles. 

Lessons learned from this experience included the realization of the weaknesses of civic 

organizations. Two of those weaknesses need be mentioned here. First, there was a clear 

lack of organizational capacity. Given the task that was before members of the NGO groups, 

very few people had a clear vision and strategy towards the issues before the National Land 

Forum. There were very few people who could clearly articulate the Land Forum’s position; 

this was a weakness as it was not easy to have those few in every place in this vast country. 

Second, the distinction between "general" land rights versus "gender-based" land rights led 

to the clear problem of disunity in purpose created by the presence of one group that was 

advocating general land rights to Tanzanians, and the other land rights to women, youth 

and children. This was a divisive and impairing factor. On the one hand, those who 

campaigned on the gender card, especially GLTF, could not easily see how the issues of 

assuring land rights to ordinary Tanzanians against "intruders" (foreigners, public 
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enterprises, land grabbers, etc.,) was linked to their quest for gender equality in the 

ownership of land. On the other hand, the position of NALAF was that if land for the 

majority poor was not protected, there would not be land for equitable distribution between 

men and women. 

Conclusion 

The land issue in Tanzania opened a new chapter in the relationship between the state and 

civil society in that there was an intense interaction that resulted in a somewhat positive 

land policy as opposed to the one originally proposed in the government-tailored Bills. 

While this is a welcome process and outcome, there are several possible developments 

that we might link to the whole process. Here we shall mention a few. Firstly, as the 

government has seen the potential of civil organizations, it might take a stance that would 

make civil organizations operate with more difficulty, especially when it comes to issues 

sensitive to those in power. Already, as the struggle for a popular land policy was on, the 

government was busy drafting an NGO policy that was totally unacceptable to most 

NGOs. In the draft, the government was proposing to tighten registration of NGOs as 

well as making them more accountable to it. While this is being strongly opposed by 

NGOs in the first place, analysts also see it as a knee-jerk reaction by the government 

towards a potentially powerful NGO for women- Baraza la Wanawake Tanzania 

(BAWATA), which has currently taken the government to court after being deregisteredv. 

What this demonstrates is that the government will go on trying to make the atmosphere 

for NGOs much more difficult to operate, or it will try to co-opt some NGOs or powerful 

members of NGOs for its own interest. Already the office of the Vice President, under 

which "coordination" of NGOs takes place, has threatened to ban several NGOs for 

having digressed from what their constitutions bound them to do. While it is true that 

many NGOs have failed to do what their constitutions set to do, such an action as 

proposed by the office of the Vice President might be used to suppress some vital and 

viable NGOs. 
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Secondly, the changes that were made to the Land Act have proved that people’s 

participation will always make a difference for the betterment of life in communities. The 

long held tradition of the commandist model of policy making that required communities 

to participate only at the implementation phase demonstrates the weakness of that model. 

Definitely, the missed input must have led to poorer policy outcomes, to the detriment of 

the targeted communities. What is indeed needed now is to bring policy debates to the 

ordinary people because the way policy makers see societal problems can be quite 

different from the way the affected parties see them. When both positions are synthesized 

the output is likely to be of higher quality, and one that responds to the actual needs of 

communities. However, it may be important also to note that the government may adopt a 

strategy of pushing many legislative pieces in parliament in a very short time, making it 

difficult for all interested civil organizations to be able to follow. This was the case in the 

1999 and 2000 budget sessions, when even the MPs themselves were unable to make 

sufficient contributions because they were bombarded with so many Bills in a very short 

time. The excuse can always be financial- that there was not enough money to keep the 

parliamentarians in session for long. 

Thirdly, states have always been very rigid as far as change is concerned. Indeed, policy 

makers fear radical changes to the extent that they would prefer incremental or no 

changes at all. Therefore, by participating in land policy, civil organizations have realized 

that the state is not willing to open the space for public debates without a push. In this 

regard, civil organizations have to initiate and take up debates when they feel that the 

government, deliberately or not, excludes them. In the process, (formal) inclusion can be 

the result as was the case with the land policy. 

Fourthly, the collaboration that occurred between civil society organizations like 

HAKIARDHI, NALAF, P1NGOS, TAWLA, and TAMWA etc. is an indicator to what is 

needed in the future as far as civil organizations are concerned. They need cooperation 

7 Baraza la Wanawake Tanzania (BAWATA) means Tanzania Women Council. Both the National NGO 
Policy and the BAWATA cases will be the subjects for detailed discussions in later chapters of this 
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and networking. This does not only give them strength in terms of resources like expert 

personnel and finance, but also coverage becomes wider, thus increasing the legitimacy 

of the problem in the eyes of policy makers. Cooperation also brings together shared 

experience among the affected parties. 

Lastly, it would seem that the civil organizations won some concessions at the level of 

policy. However, there is need for a concerted effort to make sure that what is entailed in 

the policy is also implemented. It would make little sense if the gains that were made by 

the participating civil organizations remains on paper only. There is need for a concerted 

effort to see to it that hurdles are overcome in the implementation of the policy. There is 

need to transcend rhetoric to action in such issues as resistance from traditionalists with 

regard to women owning and inheriting land. There is need for women to be educated 

and encouraged to explore and know their current rights. Politicians and other leaders 

especially at the community level should speak openly about the changes in land 

ownership, land rights and so on. And, the civil organizations that participated in the 

drafting of the Land Act should not end there but must make sure that the campaign goes 

on at the implementation level to make the policy a success. This will encourage other 

civil organizations to take on the state on policies that affect them. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

STATE AND CIVIL SOCIETY RELATIONS IN TANZANIA: 

THE CASE OF THE NATIONAL POLICY ON NGOs 

Cosmas Mogella 

Introduction 

In the mid-1980s, it became increasingly evident that centralized systems of governance had 

proved a total failure in most countries of Sub-Saharan Africa (Wunsch and Olowu, 1990). 

Further, global political and economic reforms initiated during the same period, had ushered in 

the need for establishing more liberal and democratic systems of governance. The compelling 

political challenge, therefore, was how to mobilize collective power of civil societies in these 

countries, so as to enable them to shape and manage their own lives more democratically. 

Tanzania is among those countries that took up the challenge seriously. Since the mid-1980s and 

early 1990s, a wide range of social, economic and political reforms was introduced. One of the 

objectives of these reforms was to ultimately change, inter alia, the centralist system of 

governance in order to allow more participation of civil society in governance through their 

collective power. 

How is the existing centralized system of governance being altered? What are the emerging 

relations between the state and civil society? Is civil society ultimately being acknowledged as a 

force for fostering democracy and good governance? What is the institutional frame being used 

to mobilize civil society to participate fully in good governance? 

This chapter attempts to answer these questions by discussing one of the processes, which seems 

to have been adopted in altering the existing relations between the state and the civil society in 

Tanzania. It focuses on policy discourse in order to explain the newly emerging state-civil 

society relations. 
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State-Civil Society Relations: Revived Discourse 

The notions of state and civil society are old concepts in political theory, even though their 

precise meanings are still fluid. Since the 1980s, there has been a revived debate on the state and 

civil society, particularly in the context of African contemporary politics. This debate is readily 

available in most social science literature. As such, I will only sketch the major highlights of the 

debate that appear to be informed by three dimensions of the revival of the civil society notion as 

outlined below. 

The first dimension associates the resurgence of civil society in the 1980s with the political 

uprising of Eastern and Central Europe and Latin America (Arato and Cohen, 1993; Schillinger, 

1995). The experience in these countries was that civil society acted as the driving force of the 

democratization process at the time when these countries were undergoing a transition from 

authoritarian rule to liberal democracy. Mamdani (1996) holds a similar view with respect to the 

resurgence of civil society in African countries. However, the role of the civil society in the 

democratization process has been problematized by Naomi Chazan, She notes that 

the relationship between civil society and democracy is a complicated one. The 
emergence of a civil society does not guarantee the development of democracy; 
however, it is highly unlikely that a viable democracy can survive without a civil 
society (Chazan, 1982:94). 

Another dimension situates the resurfacing of civil society in the development of pluralist 

democracies. On the basis of Western experience, civil society is regarded as a social space that 

is distinct from government and that government is but only one of several institutions coexisting 

in a pluralist social fabric (Starr, 1990:194). Commenting on state-civil society relations under 

pluralist democracy, Blair has observed: 

Civil society comprises the collectivity of those social organizations that enjoy 
autonomy from the state (i.e. are not part of the state nor creatures of it) and have 
one important goal among others, to influence the state on behalf of their 
members (1997:24). 
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The third dimension ascribes the revival of the civil society, particularly in the African political 

scene, to the failure of the post-colonial states. Most of these states were centralist in character. 

Economic crises, massive poverty and impoverishment of their people, decline in basic social 

services, corruption, and ever-growing external debts are among the manifestations of this 

failure. Consequently, civil society surfaced in various forms of social organizations to fill in the 

gaps where the state could not deliver (Chabal, 1994; Hyden and Bratton, 1992; Woods, 1992). 

There are theoretical constructs found in all of the three dimensions, which are useful for 

analyzing state-civil society relations. However, little attention has been given to public policy 

discourse in the on-going debate, as another dimension for analyzing these relations. 

State-Civil Society Relations in Tanzania: a Public Policy Discourse 

Public policy formation is usually referred to as a process that involves social interactions among 

several actors: the state, civil society, civil organizations, and political parties, among others. The 

mode of interaction is conditioned, on the one hand, by the nature and content of the policy in 

question; and, on the other hand, by socio-economic, political and environmental conditions in a 

given political system. 

In Tanzania, social interactions with regard to public policy discourse have been appearing under 

different configurations. However, they have become quite phenomenal since the early 1990s, 

when the state and civil society began to be close partners in policy discourse. It will be 

interesting to probe this emerging partnership, whether or not it signals new relations between 

the state and civil society in Tanzania. To do this, we need to first understand its context. 

The Context of Pubfic Poficy Discourse in Tanzania 

In the mid-1980s, Tanzania began to restructure its economy from a centralized to a more 

market-oriented one. Socio-economic and political reforms were initiated. The reforms paved the 

way for a liberalized and free-market economy, together with ensuing democratization and 

decentralization processes. All these changes provided more opportunities for private 

individuals, groups, Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs), community-based organizations, 

and civil society as a whole, to participate in the economy and effect democratic changes. To 
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provide the context for our discussion, I will briefly document the reforms, focusing only on 

those that are immediately relevant to the discourse on public policy. 

(a) Public Sector Reforms (PSRs) 

Public sector reforms were among the early reforms accompanying Structural Adjustment 

Program (SAP) requirements undertaken in early 1990s. The reforms comprised two 

complementing designs. The first design focused on decentralizing the existing governance 

structures and processes which, included central/local relationships, finance, human resource 

management and the empowerment of civil society through local institutions and civil 

organizations. The reform programs under this design included the Civil Service and Local 

Government Reform Programs. 

(b)Civil Service Reform Program (CSRP) 

This program was officially launched in July 1991. The context of the reform program was, by 

and large, derived from the social and economic reforms initiated in the mid-1980s. The signals 

from these reforms indicated a gradual retreat of the state from direct production and 

management of the economy. Thus, CSRP was aimed at further reducing the role of government 

in most spheres of governance. This objective was to be achieved by increasing the role of NGOs 

and the private sector in the delivery of goods and social services. Other measures envisaged 

included the expansion and strengthening of democratic institutions in the quest to promote good 

governance. 

This emerging role of the state necessitated the need for a critical review of the operations of the 

government machinery. The aim was to streamline the government’s activities, improve its 

capacity to meet and manage the new economic and political challenges, and to improve the 

quantity and quality of social services provided to the people. In a nutshell, CSRP aimed at 

changing the centralist economic role of the government into one of a facilitator and provider of 

an enabling environment for the economy. As such, this involved transferring its administrative 

machinery into a servicing, rather than managing agency of the economy (CSRP, 1997). 
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(c)Local Government Reform Program (LGRP) 

The process of transforming the role and function of the central government ushered in the need 

for altering the existing central/local government relations. It is in this context that the local 

government reform program was rationalized and launched in June 1996. Generally, the program 

aimed at transferring substantial powers and authority from the center to local governments; as 

well as decentralizing the social service delivery system. In specific terms, the reforms had the 

following objectives: to give more autonomy to local governments in managing their 

administrative, personnel and financial affairs; to empower civil society through its institutions 

and organizations; and to ensure transparency and accountability in the operations of local 

governments. Other objectives required improved quality of service delivery to the public and 

increased participation of NGOs and the private sector in social service delivery (LGRP, 1999). 

The second design of the public sector reforms (PSRs) focused on decentralizing the role and 

autonomy of the government in the economy and social service delivery. Under this design, two 

major reform programs were initiated namely, the Parastatal Sector and the Social Sector Reform 

Programs. 

(d)Parastatal Sector Reform Program (PSRP) 

PSRP was initiated in 1992 accompanying the liberalization process of the economy. It focused 

on privatization of the public enterprises and parastatals that were, by then, the muscles of the 

government’s involvement and monopoly over the economy. The implementation of the program 

marked the demise of one of the pillars of the centralist state, and thereby providing 

opportunities for expansion and participation of the private sector and NGOs in the economy. 

Thus, between 1993 and 1994, 110 parastatals were listed for divestiture, with 73 of these 

divested within the same period. By June 1997, 128 parastatals had been divested (PSRP Report, 

1998). The anticipated date of completion of the process was 2003, but by the end of 2005, total 

privatization had not been accomplished for a variety of reasons. 

(e)The Social Sector Reform Program (SSRP) 
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A serious crisis in the social sector ensued in early 1980s, despite the Structural Adjustment 

Program introduced in the same period. The crisis threatened the country’s economic and social 

development. Stagnation in education, health, water and other social services characterized the 

crisis. By the mid-1980s, it was evident that the government could not support fully the already 

ailing social service sector. Once again, another pillar of the centralist state was falling apart 

(Social Sector Review, 1996). 

SSRP was launched in the early 1990s to cover health, education, water and sanitation. A policy 

framework for each area in the sector was likewise initiated to guide the reforms. The policy 

framework paper addressed the following three main areas: 

(i) Divestment of the social services in terms of ownership, management and resource 

allocation in order to foster the liberalization process; 

(ii)    Change in institutional roles in the provision and financing of social services by 

decentralizing them, and 

(iii) Enhancing and promoting the participation of the private sector, NGOs, local authorities 

and local communities in the social service sector by empowering the latter two in 

planning, financing and managing the social service delivery systems in their localities 

(SSRP, 1996). 

(f)Political Reforms: From Single Party to Multiparty Politics 

The crisis of the centralist state in Tanzania was not only economic, but political as well. In fact, 

the 1980s economic crisis was, by and large, a result of the failures of the single party system of 

governance, which was one of the strongest pillars of the centralist state. Parallel to these 

developments, were the political changes to multiparty democracy taking place all over the 

world. Taking into account the economic reforms initiated since the mid-1980s in Tanzania, all 

this necessitated the need for political reforms. Consequently, in July 1992, constitutional 

changes were introduced. The changes ushered in a transition from single party to multiparty 

politics. Thirteen political parties were registered between 1992 and 1994, and all of them 

participated in the first multiparty general elections of 1995. Likewise, the integrity and 

supremacy of the Parliament, until then vested in the ruling political party, were constitutionally 

restored. Equally significant, the political reforms opened the door for the development and 
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expansion of private/free media and civil society organizations and associations. For example, 

between 1980 and 1990, about 200 NGOs were officially registered. The number increased to 

over 2,700 by the year 2,000.1 

One conclusion seems to be that the on-going reforms, whether driven by economic concerns or 

by the quest for a real devolution of power, have fueled a transformation of the formerly 

centralized system of governance in which civil society had a marginal role to play. Although it 

may be premature to conclude that political processes in Tanzania are now pluralistic, the 

economic and political reforms have fostered the establishment of new avenues for cooperation 

between the state and civil society. Signals of this new cooperation can be seen in the on-going 

policy dialogue between the state and civil society on the proposed national policy on NGOs. 

State-Civil Society Relations: the Policy Dialogue 

There are many modalities through which the state may interact with civil society in a policy 

dialogue. However, if civil society is to play an effective role in such interaction, it must be 

organized into units, which are commonly referred to as civil society organizations. Such 

organizations must, in turn, be substantially autonomous from the state. Indeed, they have to be 

trans-ethnic, regional and trans-racial in character. They must also be recognized and respected 

by the society at large, and their corporate existence must be protected by the state. In addition, 

they should have a measure of organizational cohesion and continuity and their internal 

structures and processes must be democratic (Drah, 1995:20). 

Civil society organizations in Tanzania have a long history. The whys and wherefores of their 

emergence, growth and expansion have been recorded elsewhere in the literature on Tanzania’s 

politics (Kiondo, 1999; Gibbon, 1995; Meena; 1997; Tripp, 1997).2 However, their full 

involvement in a policy dialogue with the state is a recent phenomenon that can be associated 

with the on-going socio-economic and political reforms, which have also influenced the status of 

the civil organizations. Before I look closely at the policy dialogue phenomenon by examining 

See The Directory of Tanzania Non-Governmental Organizations- 2000~ Vice Presidents Office. 
See also the first chapter in this volume. 
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the National NGO Policy, I will first look at the current status of the civil organizations in the 

next section. 

The Current Status of Civil Organizations in Tanzania: NGOs and CBOs 

The liberalization of the economy and politics in the 1990s led to an unprecedented proliferation 

of civil society organizations which are now being recognized as constituting a special sector; a 

third sector after the public and private sectors. The number of registered NGOs alone, operating 

in Tanzania increased fifteen times from about 200 in early 1990s to over 2,700 in 2000 

(Directory of Tanzania Non-Governmental Organizations- 2000). These organizations vary in 

terms of their composition, organization, membership, division of labor, interests, gender, and so 

forth. Every NGO has a constitution, which is one of the prerequisites for official registration. In 

terms of operations, some of these organizations are country wide, while others are 

regional/district-based. However, most of them are concentrated in urban areas. On the basis of 

their preoccupations and interests, these organizations can be classified into the following 

categories: 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

Prevention and control NGOs 

Environmental concerns NGOs 

Educational services NGOs 

Health Services NGOs 

Social and Economic Development NGO 

Legal Services NGOs 

Policy Advocacy NGOs 

Professional Association NGOs 

Women, Youth and Children Concerns NGOs 

Religious NGOs 

Gender Focused NGOs 

Sports and Culture NGOs 

Entertainment NGOs 

International NGOs based in Tanzania 
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Many of these NGOs have voluntarily affiliated themselves to either of the two national umbrella 

NGOs namely, the Tanzania Association of Non-Governmental Organizations (TANGO), and 

the Tanzania Council for Social Development (TACOSODE). 

TANGO was established in April 1988 by 22 founding member NGOs, with the objective of 

strengthening and promoting cooperation and networking among the member NGOs. Up to June 

1999, TANGO had 341 affiliated NGOs that operated in all regions of the country. However, 

more than half are concentrated in Dar es Salaam (TANGO, 1999). TACOSODE, on the other 

hand, was established in 1965 as a quasi-governmental organization, known as the National 

Council on Social Welfare Services. It was transformed into an umbrella NGO by 25 founding 

member NGOs in 1987, thereby shifting its focus from social welfare to social development. 

Currently, it has about 125-affiliated member NGOs, which are spread throughout the country 

(TACOSODE, 1999). 

Although their missions and focus may vary, the two national umbrella NGOs share common 

aims and objectives with regard to the affiliated member NGOs. These aims and objectives are: 

¯ To promote and strengthen professional competence and organizational capability 

of their affiliated member NGOs through training; 

¯ To provide a forum for maintaining, sharing and exchanging information on 

NGOs activities and for making such information accessible to all interested 

parties; 

¯ To facilitate and promote cooperation and collaboration among NGOs and 

between them and the communities; 

¯ To act as a liaison and link between member organizations and relevant 

government ministries and to promote general understanding and cooperation 

between the NGOs and Government; 

¯ To develop and implement joint programs for NGOs or communities and to 

provide or facilitate provision of technical assistance to the same; 

¯ To monitor NGOs activities and promote evaluation of these activities in order to 

improve efficiency in service delivery; 
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Where necessary, to act as a clearing house for NGOs/Donors for channeling 

development grants intended for program implementation; 

To give advice to the Government on matters concerning NGOs generally, as well 

as registration of new NGOs. 

As stated earlier, membership of the two umbrella NGOs is voluntary. However, there are some 

general preconditions for membership. These are: (i) the NGO must be registered by 

government registering authorities; (ii) it must have a physical office premise with some salaried 

staff; (iii) it must have a program!project of activities; (iv) its leadership must be democratically 

elected; and, (v) it must pay application, membership and annual subscription fees of about 

US$100. 

The organization and leadership of the two umbrella NGOs are almost identical. The leadership 

is democratically elected after every two to three years by the affiliated NGOs, although for 

various reasons, both umbrella NGOs have not strictly adhered to this. The organizational 

structure consists of a General Assembly that meets every two years, a Board of Trustees, an 

Executive Chairperson and a Secretariat that is responsible for the management of the NGO 

programs and activities. The existence of the two strong and well-organized umbrella NGOs has, 

by and large, contributed to capacity building among individual NGOs. Despite their diversity, 

the NGOs have jointly been acting as pressure points, a role which has increasingly been 

recognized by the state. This is reflected by their involvement in policy dialogue with the 

government in several policy episodes. I will cite here only the most critical ones. 

The first policy episode involved the decision to change the then one party system to a multiparty 

system of governance. In the early 1990s, there emerged a public demand for changes in the 

constitution in order to end the hegemony of the one party system. Several human rights, legal 

and professional groups, policy advocacy NGOs, and other civil groups voiced the demand. 

Pressures exerted by these groups led to the formation of a Presidential Commission in March 

1991. The Commission (also known as "The Nyalali Commission") was charged with, inter alia, 

collating people’s views on the debate on whether Tanzania should continue with the single party 

system or adopt a multi-party system. According to the Commission’s report, a total of 1,061 
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public meetings and private audiences were held throughout the country and 36,299 people from 

all walks of life submitted their views either in writing or by filling in questionnaires. NGOs 

played a very important role in presenting peoples’ opinions to the Commission. The findings of 

the Commission showed that 77.2% of people’s views preferred to continue with the single party 

system, while 21.8% favored the adoption of a multi-party system (The Nyalali Report, 1992: 

11-12). In spite of these results, the government eventually discarded one of the principles of 

democracy, namely that the voice of the "majority" should always be honored, by deciding on 

the adoption of a multi-party system in 1992. 

Another policy episode was on the "Land Question". The central issue was the outdated land 

laws governing the land tenure system. The laws did not provide adequate guarantees of land 

ownership, particularly to the ordinary people living in rural areas. Several policy advocacy 

groups called for changes in the existing land policy and laws because they were disenchanted 

with the way the government was handling the land question and general complaints from the 

public. 

In response, to these demands, a Presidential Commission was appointed in January 1991 to 

conduct an in-depth inquiry into land matters before the government made any policy changes. 

The Commission’s work involved, inter alia, collecting views from individuals, individual 

groups, (such as NGOs) and institutions. To that effect, the Commission held 277 public 

meetings in 145 villages (out of about 8,500 registered villages) and in 135 urban centers. About 

180 members of the public provided their views in camera. The total attendance at the meetings 

was about 83,000 out of whom 58,000 were men and 25,000 were women. Over 3,000 persons 

submitted their opinions in public meetings. Further, over 1,000 complaints were submitted to 

the Commission in writing. About 150 government officials and land experts were interviewed 

(Land Commission Report, 1999:2-3). Various stakeholders including NGOs, peasants’ 

associations and other interested parties discussed the results of the Commission’s Report 

extensively. The modalities of discussions involved seminars/workshops, conferences and 
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panels, a process that took almost two years before new land laws were enacted by Parliament in 

1998.3 

The third policy episode was the Government White Paper no. 1 of 1998, on the debate whether 

a new constitution of the United Republic should be written. The debate emerged from the 

demands of various groups including opposition political parties, professional NGOs, and legal 

and other groups pressing for constitutional reforms. The major argument was that the nation 

needed a new constitution that is better suited to meet the needs of a pluralist society that has 

emerged from the liberalization of the economy and the introduction of a multi-party system of 

Further arguments put forward by those who demanded a new constitution were governance. 

that: 

The current constitution has too many patches. Twelve constitutional changes 

(amendments) have been made since the 1977 Constitution was adopted. The last 

of these changes were made to accommodate the 1992 and subsequent political 

reforms; 

The Nyalali Commission Report of 1992 recommended the writing of a new 

Constitution; 

The 1977 Constitution is commonly acknowledged as the Constitution of the one 

party system. The raison d’etre of this Constitution was the merger of the 

Tanganyika African National Union (TANU) with the Afro-Shirazi Party (ASP) 

into one political party- ’Chama Cha Mapinduzi’ (CCM). Likewise, this 

Constitution is considered to lack the legitimacy of the people because they were 

not involved in its making; and finally, 

The political history of the country has shown that, whenever major political 

reforms were introduced, a new constitution was written. Such major political 

reforms include Independence in 1961, a Republic in 1962, the Union in 1964, 

introduction of the single party system in 1965 and the merger of TANU and ASP 

in 1977. 

3 Details on the involvement of the civil society in shaping this policy are the subject matter of chapter three in this 
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Initially, the ruling party and its government adopted a defensive approach to the critics. They 

dismissed the need and arguments for a new constitution as baseless. However, due to intensified 

pressures from the opposition parties, constitutional reformist groups, legal advocacy NGOs and 

the public in general, the government backed down by admitting the need for further 

constitutional changes, but not for a new constitution. 

Rather than opting for a constitutional conference and/or a referendum as demanded by the 

opposition parties, the government opted for a more limited and controlled model. In July 1998, 

the government issued ’White Paper’ no. 1 and invited the public to debate and give its views on 

the matter. A Presidential Committee (also known as the Kisanga Committee) was appointed to 

monitor, coordinate, collect, record and make recommendations on the views and opinions of the 

public throughout the country. The results of this process were then to assist the government in 

making its final policy decision on the constitutional reforms. 

The White Paper contained nineteen constitutional issues on which the government had 

expressed its position. The most critical were the following: 

¯ The Structure of the Union: The government position was to continue with the present 

structure of two governments (i.e. the Union and Zanzibar governments), while critics 

demanded three governments, or even the dissolution of the Union; 

¯ Referendum on the validity and legitimacy of the Union: Critics maintained that the 

Union did not have the mandate of the people because the then heads of the two countries 

(the late Nyerere for Tanganyika and the late Karume for Zanzibar) took the decision 

without seeking people’s opinions. Hence, there was a need for a referendum. The 

government’s position was that there was no need for such a process; 

¯ Powers of the President: Tanzania has an executive President who enjoys enormous 

constitutional powers, including the appointment of government and public officials from 

the level of directors of public institutions upwards. It was suggested that these powers be 

reduced. The White Paper partially agreed with reducing presidential powers in certain 

functional areas; 

volume. 
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¯ State of Emergency Powers: The White Paper proposed that the President should 

remain with vested powers to declare a state of emergency and powers over the 

Preventive Detention, while critics sought for abolishing the latter and minimizing the 

former; 

¯ Presidential Elections." Critics proposed that for a presidential candidate to be declared 

a winner, he or she should receive more than half of all the votes cast, rather than the 

current simple majority rule. They also wanted prohibition to challenge election of the 

President once results are declared, be removed. The White Paper maintained that the 

current presidential election system continue as it is; 

¯ Electoral System: Critics suggested changes in the present "winner takes all" or "first 

past the post" electoral system in favor of a direct constituency electoral system 

combined with proportional representation. The White Paper’s position was to continue 

with the present electoral system, although some improvements could be made. 

¯ Independent Candidate: The current Constitution prohibits independent candidacy for 

both presidential and constituency elections. The White Paper seemed to support the idea 

for constituency but not for presidential elections. Critics viewed such prohibition as 

contravening individual natural rights. 

¯ Right of Recall: The position of the critics was that voters should have the right to recall 

their members of parliament in order to make them accountable to electorates and the 

system more democratic. The White Paper did not support this view. 

¯ The National Electoral Commission (NEC): The President currently appoints 

members of NEC. This makes critics regard it as partisan and primarily serving the 

interests of the ruling party from which the President comes. It was therefore demanded 

that after being appointed, members of NEC be approved by Parliament. The position of 

the White Paper was to continue with the present system of appointing members of NEC. 

(The White Paper No. 1, of 1998: 17-46). 

Civil society groups and the public in general were invited to give their views or opinions on 

these paraphrased constitutional issues on which the government had already formed its position. 

However, submission of such views was not restricted to the government’s position only; the 
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public was free to go beyond and make their own suggestions and recommendations. One of the 

main tasks of the Kisanga Committee was to register and record the various views of the public. 

The Committee contacted 600,000 people throughout the country and from all walks of life, 

using the same modalities as those used by previous Commissions.4 According to the published 

report of the Committee, about 90% of the public endorsed the government’s position on 

virtually all the nineteen constitutional issues contained in the White Paper. For example, on the 

structure of the Union, 58,750 (88.87%) out of the 66,105 respondents endorsed the present 

structure of two governments while 4,326 (6.54%) recommended one government structure. On 

the same issue, 2,855 (4.32%) were in favor of three governments, while only 174 (0.26%) 

recommended other forms or the total dissolution of the Union. Likewise, 90% were in favor of 

retaining the existing powers of the President, including powers to use the state of emergency 

provision of the constitution. 

It is too early to postulate what this over-whelming victory of the government will mean in the 

debate on constitutional reforms. Although the public seems to have despaired on the possibility 

of getting a new constitution, this does not mean the end of the struggle for constitutional 

reforms. Neither does it mean that the concerned civil society organizations have given up 

completely on this issue. Besides, the Kisanga Committee made a number of critical 

recommendations whose implementation might require the writing of a new constitution.5 

A number of conclusions can be drawn from the three policy episodes discussed above. One 

significant conclusion is that the three policy episodes tell us that there are new emerging 

relations between the state and civil society through policy dialogue. Between 1992 and 1999, 

there was a sustained policy dialogue between the state and civil society in critical political 

issues affecting the country, a process that continues to the present. This is novel in the political 

history of Tanzania. Another important observation is that this policy dialogue seems to have 

4 We maintain this difference between the Kisanga "Committee" and commissions like the Nyalali "Commission" 

because the President himself while castigating the committee emphasized that it was in fact not a commission and 

as such it could not make independent recommendations. 
5 Details on this and other issues concerning the constitution making process form the subject matter of the next 

chapter in this volume. 
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been confined to political, or more precisely, governance issues. Within the same period, the 

government has made a number of policy decisions on economic issues without involving the 

civil society. This has involved the privatization and foreign investment policies, which have 

been quite controversial. One glaring example is that of the ongoing privatization of major 

parastatals where the government has refused to bulge to pressures for involving workers and 

their representative organizations.6 

The last observation is that in all the three policy episodes, the policy dialogue was characterized 

by the top-down policy making approach. That is, policy initiation started from the principal 

actor in response to a policy issue, and then the process flowed downward to other actors whose 

main function was to provide inputs and/or feedback during the process of policy formulation. In 

all three policy episodes, the government has been both the prime mover and initiator in the 

policy dialogue, even though civil society through its organizations made significant 

interventions. 

Civil Society and the National NGO policy: an Analysis of the Policy Dialogue 

In contrast to the policy episodes described above, the policy dialogue on NGO policy departed 

substantially from the usual top-down command approach of public policy making used by the 

government. There are no plausible explanations for this unusual departure, but three factors 

could point to a possible explanation of this unusual phenomenon: 

First is the multiplicity of legal frameworks for NGO registration. Due to this, NGOs can be 

registered under a number of legal provisions. For example, an NGO can be registered either 

under the Societies Ordinance, Cap 337 of 1954; the Companies Ordinance, Cap 212 of 1932; 

the Trustees’ Incorporation Ordinance, Cap 375 of 1956; or the National Sports Council of 

Tanzania Act of 1967. For Zanzibar, the applicable law is the Societies Act of 1995. Further, 

6 This can be seen in the current strikes and threats by the workers of the giant parastatals namely the Tanzania 

Electric Supply Company (TANESCO) and the Tanzania Railway Company (TRC), which are in the final process 
of being privatized. The National Bank of Commerce was also privatized in 1997 amidst the controversy that the 
South African Company that bought the Bank had allegedly swindled the government, but the latter never listened to 
the critics of the privatization policy. The controversy concerning the Foreign Investment Policy has mainly 
centered on the mining sector where investors are alleged to have ignored environmental issues and the interests of 
local small miners and villagers whose land has been affected by the mining companies. 
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none of these legal provisions makes an attempt to define what is and/or is not an NGO or how 

to distinguish it from a company, a society or an association for that matter. The multiple legal 

frameworks have, by and large, made it difficult to classify and categorize the over 2000 NGOs 

which are operating in the country. 

Second is the multiplicity of institutional frameworks. In essence, every government ministry is 

responsible for one type of NGOs or another. For example, there are NGOs that are under the 

responsibility of the Ministry of Education and Sports while others are under the Ministry of 

Health; still others are under the Ministry of Labor and Youth, and so forth. Under such multiple 

institutional frameworks, the coordination, monitoring and evaluation of NGOs’ operations and 

activities have been virtually impossible. Further, none of these ministries felt that it was its 

responsibility to initiate and formulate a national policy on the NGO sector. 

Finally, the donor community seemed to have invested so much on the NGO sector, and 

therefore had a vested interest in a rationalized NGO policy. From Northern NGOs (International 

NGOs) to the World Bank, to Aid Agencies and even individual donor countries, the whole 

donor community was supporting the NGO sector and trying to "by-pass" the state in Southern 

countries. So when in 1996 Tanzania first declared its intention to formulate a national NGO 

policy, the NGO sector with the donor community behind it was ready to challenge the dominant 

role of the government in the process. Because of this no so subtle pressure, the government 

chose to adopt a more reconciliatory as opposed to the usual top-down command approach in the 

making of the NGO policy. 

NGO Policy Issues 

A policy issue is a "condition or situation that produces needs or dissatisfaction among people 

and for which relief or redress is sought" (Anderson, 1994:85). The conditions that gave rise to 

the emergence of NGO policy issues in Tanzania emanated from three main concerns. First, 

NGOs were a growing and expanding sector, especially in the wake of economic and political 

reforms of the 1990s. Its growth and recognition as an important sector fostered the need for a 

national policy to provide a vision, mission and direction for the sector, just as there are 

government policies for other sectors. Secondly, there was the issue of accountability and 
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transparency. NG0s as a sector have become partners with the government in development and 

in the provision of social services. In fact, there are cases where NG0s provide services on 

behalf of the government, although the government does not directly fund those NG0s. Neither 

are the budgets of those NG0s reflected in the national annual development budget. What has 

still been of great concern to the government is that NG0s receive sizeable funds from donors 

without passing through the bilateral or multilateral channels between the government and 

donors. The latter have been under pressure from their taxpayers to account for such funds given 

to NG0s to support their programs and activities. In many instances, therefore, accountability 

and transparency of NG0 funds has been an unresolved issue. In the absence of a national 

policy, neither the government nor the supporting donors could enforce transparency and 

accountability among the NG0s. NG0s themselves were equally concerned on the issue, 

because most of them depended on donors’ funds. 

The third concern is the fragmentation of the NGO sector. Its growth has made it difficult for 

both the government and NGOs themselves to have a clear picture on the level of their 

involvement in economic programs and the type of their operations, because NGOs are 

registered as private, voluntary, religious, or autonomous organizations. At present, there is no 

mechanism that can provide necessary information on the activities and operations of NGOs. 

Such information could cover, inter alia, NGOs programs in different sectors, the magnitude of 

resources they manage, geographical coverage, and their capacities. The NGOs themselves do 

not know much about what each other is doing. Against this background, both the NGOs and the 

government would like to see an NGO policy in place. 

The Current Role of NGOs. 

There are currently more than 2,700 local and International NGOs operating in Tanzania. They 

deal with different issues, and this makes them rich in their diversity. This diversity is reflected 

in the range of activities used to describe their work: welfare, development, environmental, 

indigenous, gender, human rights, advocacy, income generating, job creation, and so forth. 

Another spectrum contributing to their diversity is the focus. There are NGOs with highly 

specialized target groups, such as those in health; and there are those having a much broader 

focus. 
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Since the 1990s’ political, economic and social reforms, NGOs have been recognized as a special 

sector that plays an important role in the development of the country’s economy and in the 

provision of social services. As the government’s capacity to meet the needs of the citizens has 

increasingly been reduced by economic constraints, NGOs have come to be involved in the 

provision of social services, employment generation, environment concerns, gender issues and 

action, the informal sector, in policy advocacy, and in poverty alleviation issues. Equally 

important, NGOs play an important and unique role in the strengthening of civil society through 

informing and educating the public on various issues, such as their legal rights, their democratic 

and human rights, etc. The NGOs have been, and are, operating as the interface between the 

Government and its institutions on the one hand, and the civil society on the other hand. Their 

strength lies in their organizational structure, the extent to which their objectives are fulfilled, 

networking capacity and resource mobilization. Further, their strength is also determined by their 

location, proximity to other well established organizations and structures of the government, 

together with financial and other links with international NGOs or organizations. 

Background to the NGO Policy Formulation Process 

The NGO policy formulation process had reached its fifth draft stage when this research was 

being carried out. The process has, indeed, been a protracted one. This has been so partly 

because the design and formulation of any policy usually involves a lot of research and 

consultations (Hogwood and Gunn, 1984). The research and consultative process, in turn, 

provides an opportunity to identify policy issues that are necessary inputs in setting a policy 

agenda. In addition, the exercise facilitates interaction among various stakeholders of the policy. 

The NGO policy formulation process involved a series of consultations and interactions among 

many actors, directly or indirectly related to the NGOs activities in the country. It started with 

baseline studies in early 1996, which were commissioned by the International Labor 

Organization (ILO). On the basis of these studies, in late 1996, the Vice-President’s Office and 

the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) jointly organized an exploratory 

workshop. The workshop brought together participants from workers’ and employers’ 
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organizations, NG0 umbrella organizations, local and international NG0s, the donor community 

and local institutes. 

The objective of the workshop was to solicit views and ideas from the different stakeholders, 

including the beneficiaries/target groups in designing a policy framework. Thus, it reflected on 

the need for NGO policy to guide the growth and operations of NGOs in the country. The 

participants also acknowledged the need for the consultative process to continue being 

participatory and democratic, and hence recommended the formation of a democratically elected 

National Steering Committee consisting of the major stakeholders to work together with the Vice 

President’s Office in developing a national NGO policy. In summary, this first consultative 

workshop agreed on key issues for a policy framework and policy agenda. These issues included, 

inter alia, (i) the need to research into specific activities and roles of NGOs and government in 

order to streamline the division of labor between them; (ii) the need to research into donor 

policies and relevant government policies; (iii) the need for a series of round table meetings 

between government officials, NGOs and donors; (iv) coordination of NGOs’ guidelines for 

accountability and transparency; and, (v) the setting up of a democratically elected National 

NGO Policy Steering Committee (lst NGO Policy Draft, 1996). 

On the basis of the workshop recommendations, the Steering Committee produced the second 

draft, which was circulated to local and international NGOs, donor agencies, government 

officials and other stakeholders for comments. TACOSODE and TANGO organized workshops 

throughout the country to mobilize and collect views from their affiliated member NGOs. More 

than 400 responses were received by the Steering Committee, which were then incorporated into 

the third policy draft. 

The policy draft was discussed in the second national workshop in February 1998. The 

government and donors jointly financed the workshop. It was attended by 26 government 

officials, 131 NGO/CBO representatives from Tanzania Mainland and Zanzibar, 16 

representatives of international NGOs, 16 participants from international organizations and 
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embassies, five moderators from SIDO/GTZ,7 eight members of the secretariat consisting of 

people from TANGO, TACOSODE, Association of NGOs of Zanzibar (ANGOZA), National 

Income Generating Programme (NIGP), the Vice President’s Office (VPO), and 19 media 

representatives. The workshop recommended, among other things, the widening of the 

consultation process by holding zonal workshops in order to involve more stakeholders at 

regional and district levels; further consultations with the participation of more NGOs and CBOs 

and other stakeholders; a reduction of the size of the National Steering Committee for the 

purpose of strengthening its work in spearheading the policy formulation process up to its final 

stage; and a formation of a National NGO Council which should be recognized as the NGO apex 

coordinating body. 

The inputs from this workshop were used in producing the fourth draft of the NGO policy. The 

draft was submitted for discussions to the zonal workshops organized by the Steering 

Committee. Donors provided about 750 million Tanzanian shillings (US$75,000) to support the 

zonal workshops, which were held between March and April 1998.8 Seven zonal centers, 

including one for Zanzibar, were established for that purpose. The number of participants varied 

from one zonal center to another, ranging between 50 to 85 participants representing NGOs 

(about two-thirds) and government officials (about one-third). The comments and views from the 

zonal workshops, umbrella NGOs and Networks, concerned groups and individuals, international 

NGOs and Embassies, were primarily responsible for producing the fifth NGO policy draft (4th 

NGO Policy Draft, 1998). The draft was supposed to be discussed in the third national workshop 

sometimes in September, and finalize the policy before December 1999. Unfortunately this did 

not happen. Apparently, a conflict had ensued between the government and the NGOs on the 

issue of forming an NGOs Apex Body (the National NGO Council), before the policy was in 

place. 

The conflict emerged during or just prior to the preparations of the zonal workshops. The donor 

community initiated the idea of forming an Apex Body as a reaction to their concern over the 

7 SIDO stands for Small Industries Development Organization, while GTZ is an organization representing the 

German Government. 
s By 1997/98 exchange rates, this was about one million US dollars. 
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way donor funds were used without any desired impact. Hence the donors wanted both the 

government and NGOs to be accountable and transparent with regard to issues of funds from 

donors. This led to the formation of the Aid Management and Accountability Program (AMAP), 

with NGOs being one of its components. The Program was located in the Treasury and headed 

by a team of Senior Civil Servants, under the chairmanship of the Permanent Secretary in the 

Civil Service Department - President’s Office. Gradually, the Secretariat of AMAP hijacked the 

NGO policy formulation process by single handedly organizing zonal workshops on the 

formation of an apex body to spearhead the process. Both TANGO and TACOSODE threatened 

to pull out from participating in the already advanced process of NGO policy formulation. Their 

threat came after noticing that the new initiatives were not in the interest of the NGOs as a 

whole, but in the interest of government and donors9. Fortunately, AMAP and its Secretariat 

have been phased out, a situation which has paved the way for the continuation of the process 

from where it had halted. 

Rationale and Objectives of NGOs Policy 

The rationale for the NGO policy is the systematic reduction of the role of the state in the 

economy and in the provision of social services. NGOs together with the private sector have 

assumed a more prominent role in this development process. Further, by addressing diverse 

issues, NGOs bring dynamism, creativity and innovation within civil society, thereby developing 

strong community links. Thus, there was need for a policy that recognizes NGOs as development 

actors in their own right. 

The overall objective of the proposed policy was therefore to create an enabling environment for 

the NGOs to operate effectively and efficiently in the social, political and economic development 

of the country (5th NGO Policy Draft, 1999:6). The specific objectives included: 

¯ To provide an operational definition of NGOs; 

¯ To provide a broad framework for legal and institutional arrangements to 

facilitate the operations of NGOs in Tanzania; 

9 This shows the unreliability of the donor community, which had all the time supported the interests of the NGOs. 

One interpretation of this could be that when it came to enforcement of financial accountability, donors were much 
more comfortable with a few bureaucrats than a conglomeration of NGOs. 
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To put in place registration procedures, which are transparent and decentralized, 

and which will facilitate better coordination of NGOs while safeguarding the 

freedom of association. 

To strengthen the relationship between the government and the civil society; 

To enhance mechanisms for collaborative relations between NGOs, the 

government, funding agencies and other stakeholders. 

To facilitate mechanisms for government support to NGOs; 

To promote transparency, accountability and awareness among NGOs themselves, 

the government and other stakeholders; and, 

To facilitate exchange and flow of information on NGOs activities in order to 

maximize utilization of resources and also share experiences or research findings 

(ibid, 7). 

The Content of the NGOs Policy 

In congruence with the above general and specific objectives, seven areas form the content of the 

proposed policy. We shall briefly present each with its accompanying policy statement. 

>Definition of an NGO. 

As stated earlier, there is no clear definition of an NGO provided in the various pieces of NGO 

legislation. The policy proposal attempts to first define specific characteristics and then provides 

a definition. There are seven specific characteristics proposed to distinguish an NGO from 

government organizations or other registered private groupings. These are: (i) organization (i.e 

an established or permanent institution); (ii) voluntary which means formed freely, willingly, 

spontaneously by individuals, groups of people or organizations on a voluntary basis; (iii) self- 

governing (i.e own internal procedures for governance, but operate within the laws of the 

country); (iv) not for profit sharing; (v) non-partisan (i.e do not support any political party, nor 

aspire for political power); (vi) the objective be to improve the circumstances and prospects of a 

particular group or act on concerns/issues of societal concerns as a whole; and, (vii) the founders 

are either individuals or organizations. From these characteristics the proposed definition of an 

NGO is: 
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.a voluntary grouping of individuals or organizations, which is autonomous, non- 
political and not-for-profit sharing; organized locally at the grassroots level, 
nationally or internationally for the purpose of enhancing the legitimate 
economic, social and/or cultural development or lobbying or advocating on issues 
of public interest or interest of a group of individuals or organization (Ibid., p.9). 

¯ Institutional Framework. 

The policy proposal acknowledges the deficiencies of the current 

it proposes that: 

institutional framework. Thus 

at all levels appropriate framework and mechanisms be established to facilitate 
communication and consultation between government and NGOs (Ibid., p. 10). 

To that effect, formation of an NGO-Coordination Board and an NGO National Body is being 

proposed. 

¯ Legal Framework 

Again, the deficiencies of the existing laws have been acknowledged. It is proposed to harmonize 

the existing laws and enact a new law that will provide an appropriate legal framework for 

NGOs. The proposed new legislation is to address issues on registration of NGOs, eligibility for 

registration, the registration process, deregistration procedures, appeal against deregistration, 

termination, dissolution and liquidation. 

¯ Exchange of Information and Reporting 

The proposed policy statement emphasizes the need for establishing a mechanism that will 

facilitate dissemination of information and networking among NGOs, government, the donor 

community, international NGOs and other stakeholders. 

NGOs Accountability and Transparency 
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The policy proposal urges each NGO to maintain its code of conduct for the purpose of 

accountability and transparency. 

¯ Government-NGO Partnership 

As the government recognizes the important role and contribution of NGOs in the society, the 

policy statement urges the government to consider NGOs as important partners in the 

development process by creating a conducive and enabling environment to ensure that NGOs’ 

potentials are utilized. To enhance and sustain this partnership, it is proposed that the 

government should provide direct grants set aside in the development budget to NGOs, under 

terms and conditions which will not undermine or compromise the freedom and autonomy of 

NGOs. Tax exemption for NGOs activities in areas such as health, education, etc. are also 

proposed as a mechanism for strengthening the partnership. 

¯ Implementation of the Policy 

The policy statement acknowledges that the implementation of the policy will require the 

participation of all actors at different levels. Thus, it pleads for full support of all implementing 

agencies and institutions, including the NGOs themselves. In a nutshell, the above-described 

areas form the proposed policy framework for the NGOs in Tanzania. The process of designing 

and developing the framework has taken about three years due to a series of consultative 

interactions among the various stakeholders. The process is not complete yet. 

Conclusion 

Several conclusions can be drawn from the NGOs policy formulation process discussed above. 

First, there has been an interesting phenomenon in this policy process, which is unique and 

profound with regard to State-Civil Society relations. That is, it is quite unusual for the 

government to sit together with a targeted group and discuss how to design and formulate a 

policy for it. In the case of NGO policy, this is exactly what the government has done. Why it 

has been so remains a question for further research. But one possible explanation is the 

recognition by the government, of the consolidated strength of the NGOs; that they are a force to 

reckon with in matters of policy making. Another observation is the intervention and full 

participation of the donor community in the policy process itself. Donors financed the different 
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stages of the process and participated fully in the process. Certainly, they have a vested interest 

in the proposed policy; that is, to ensure accountability and transparency regarding their funds 

given to NGOs. 

Although this case study reveals that NGOs have managed to participate as equal partners with 

the government, their gains should not be overemphasized. The final draft of the NGO policy is a 

compromise document. The NGOs have preferred the definition of what makes an NGO to 

exclude non-partisanship rather than the present law that requires NGOs to be apolitical. 

Somehow the government has been able to maintain this position in the final definition of what 

makes an NGO in Tanzania, at the expense of NGOs’ wishes and interests. But apart from this, 

most of the NGO demands have been met in the final policy document. And probably because of 

this, the document is still stuck at the cabinet level of the policy making process with the 

government being reluctant to translate it into a law, several years after it was finalized in the 

year 2000. 

In conclusion, the lessons drawn from the NGO policy formulation process are a pointer to the 

strength of the civil society through its civil organizations. They are also a pointer to the new 

relations emerging in Tanzania between the state and the civil society, and that these new 

relations could be better understood through a policy discourse approach. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

CONSTITUTION MAKING PROCESS IN TANZANIA: 
THE ROLE OF CIVIL ORGANIZATIONS 

Chris Maina Peter 

No one person has the right to say, ’7 am the People. "No Tanzanian 
has the right to say, ’7 know what is good for Tanzania and others 

must do it. "All Tanzanians have to make the decisions for Tanzania. 

Julius Kambarage Nyerere1 

Introduction 

This case study examines the role played by civil society organizations in the constitution 

making process in Tanzania. The study begins by examining the struggle for 

independence and the movement towards the very first Constitution of the country in 

1961. In this process the people in various organizations contributed immensely to the 

process of paving the way for independence. The most prominent civil organizations 

involved in this process included the co-operatives in which the peasantry organised 

themselves and the various trade unions, which represented the working people in various 

trades and professions. 

Later on, we look at the process of constitution making after independence. The focal 

point here will be again, the contribution of the civil society in this process. This area 

covers struggles of over thirty years. We conclude by a prognosis of what the future holds 

as far as the role of civil society in constitution making in the country is concerned. 

See NYERERE, Julius K., Freedom and Development, Dar es Salaam: Oxford University Press, 1973, p. 
70. 
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The Constitution and constitution Making 

The Constitution of a country is the most important legal document. It is the supreme law 

- the mother of all other laws and thus a source of their legitimacy. At times it has been 

referred to as the social contract - a contract between the rulers and the ruled. In an ideal 

situation, it should embody the agreement among the various sections of the society on 

how the society should be organised. It is therefore more than just a document. It 

embodies the wishes and aspirations of the country. All the laws, by-laws, rules and 

regulations trace their origin from the Constitution. 

Constitutions take various forms. There are written and unwritten Constitutions. Great 

Britain for instance, has no written Constitution. It is guided by traditions developed over 

the years. However, most countries and particularly those in the developing world have 

written Constitutions. Most of these have been developed and shaped by their colonial 

past. Some were negotiated with the departing colonial powers at independence. They 

were or are compromises between the interests of the leaving rulers and the ruled who 

were now taking over power. 

Some of the developing countries have gone beyond the so-called independence 

Constitutions to more home-grown Constitutions. They have nevertheless retained the 

tradition of the former rulers. For instance, Constitutions of most of the former British 

colonies have retained the Westminster tradition with clear separation of powers, 

independence of the judiciary, and generally, the existence of checks and balances. 

Tanzania was formally under the British, first as a mandate under the League of Nations 

and later as a Trustee Territory under the United Nations.2 Its independence Constitution 

was negotiated with the former rulers. One major concession made by the British was to 

allow the then Tanganyika to become independent with a Constitution that did not 

2 See CHIDZERO, Bernard T.G., Tanganyika and International Trusteeship, London: Oxford 

University Press, 1961. 
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contain a Bill of Rights) In this Case Study we examine the development of Constitution 

making in Tanzania after independence and the role played in this process by civil society 

and particularly the Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs). 

Struggle for Independence: the Role Played by Civil Organizations 

During the struggle for independence and particularly in the 1940s and the 1950s, there 

was a very close relationship between the nationalist leaders and the various civil 

organisations allowed by the colonial regime to exist. It was almost impossible to 

separate these groups.4 

Peasants in their co-operative movements and the working people in their various trade 

unions provided the nationalist political leaders with a forum in which they could address 

the public "legally" without having to go through the rigors of getting the required 

permits for meetings from the authorities. It is on record that even social and cultural 

organizations of the people, such as football clubs like Young Africans Sports Club and 

Taarab Clubs such as Egyptian Musical Club in Dar es Salaam were among civil groups 

that assisted the nationalist movement in its struggle for the independence of the country.5 

These were the recruitment centres for the new political organizations and particularly the 

Tanganyika African National Union (TANU). According to Tatu Mzee, a leading TANU 

activist who was later to become a member of the party’s National Executive Committee: 

We tried to keep in mind what type of people to look for. We looked for lele 
mama dance groups and beer brewers because these were groups that had 
many people. And through these groups we could spread propaganda about 
our organisation .... We used to pick those who were courageous.6 

See READ, James S., "Bills of Rights in the Third World: Some Commonwealth Experiences," Volume 6 
Verfassung und Recht in Ubersee, 1973, p. 21; and MART1N, Robert, Personal Freedom and the Law in 
Tanzania: A Study of Socialist State Administration, Nairobi: Oxford University Press, 1974, p. 38. 

See FRIEDLAND, William H., VUTA IL4AIBA: The Development of the Trade Unions in Tanganyika, 
Stanford, California: Stanford University and Hoover Institution Press, 1969. 

See SAID, Mohamed, The Life and Times of Abdulwahid Sykes: The Untold Story of the Muslim Struggle 
Against British Colonialism in Tanganyika, London and Atlanta: Minerva Press, 1998, p. 219. 

This was in an interview with Susan Geiger held at Kinondoni, Dar es Salaam in October 1984. See 
GEIGER, Susan, "Tanganyikan Nationalism as ’Women’s Work’: Life Histories, Collective Biography 
and Changing Historiography," Volume 37 Journal of African History, 1996, p. 465 at p. 472. 
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There were also groups up-country mainly organized by Moslems who were in the 

forefront of the struggle against colonial rule. It is unfortunate that many of the political 

actors of this period such as Mwalimu Julius Kambarage Nyerere, Bibi Titi Mohamed, 

Oscar Kambona, and Zuberi Mtemvu, just to mention a few, have died without leaving 

behind writings recording the rich history of this particular period. 

Therefore, the role of civil organizations during the colonial period cannot and should not 

be underestimated. They were very crucial and in particular those which brought together 

large numbers of people. Worth noting are the co-operative movement and the trade 

unions. This very amicable and supportive relationship was to change very much after 

independence. 

Independence and Marginalization of Civil Society 

At independence, the very close relationship between politicians and members of civil 

society in various organisations gradually came to an end. This was due to the differences 

in perception of what political independence meant for the people of Tanzania. For the 

co-operative movement things were much easier. The top brass in the major co-operative 

societies were co-opted into the new government. The most notable ones were those from 

the Lake Zone. These included the late Paul Bomani from Victoria Federation in 

Mwanza, a strong cotton growing zone; and George Kahama from Bukoba which was a 

strong coffee growing area. This co-option did not mean freedom to the co-operative 

movement. The movement remained under the tight control of the government with the 

Minister responsible for Agriculture keeping an eye on its operations.7 

The problem was with the trade unions. There was a sharp division and divergence of 

views among the leadership. Some wanted to join the new government and get into 

politics proper. Others wanted to maintain their positions in the trade unions and continue 

with the struggle for the improvement of the welfare of the working people. Yet others 

See NAALI, Shamshad, "State Control over Co-operative Societies and Agricultural Marketing Boards," 

in SHIVJI, Issa G. (ed.), The State and the Working People in Tanzania, London: CODESRIA, 1985, p. 

132. 
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joined the government for a short while and later left. There were serious repercussions to 

follow for the trade union movement in the country.* 

In this chaotic situation people like Michael Kamaliza joined the new Government and 

were given cabinet posts. Other trade union leaders like the late Christopher Kasanga 

Tumbo joined the government briefly and then left.9 For those who insisted on continuing 

the trade union tradition of fighting for the rights of workers and their welfare, the 

government was losing patience.1° The Tanganyika Federation of Labour (TFL) was 

outlawed and the leadership banished to remote areas of the country. One of the top 

leaders of the movement, Victor Mkello was deported to Sumbawanga in the current 

Rukwa region. TFL was replaced by a State-sponsored and supported National Union of 

Tanzania Workers (NUTA), which was affiliated to the ruling Party. For many years to 

follow, the Secretary-General of this "trade union" was always a cabinet minister 

responsible for labour. That development marked the end of the struggle between civil 

society and the government over the destiny of the country. 

For most of the post-independence period, a big portion of civil society was submerged 

within the ruling party. This was in the form of what were referred to as mass 

organisations of the ruling party. These were organizations of the youth, the parents, the 

workers, women and peasants (co-operatives).11 As a result of this co-option by the State, 

these civil groups could not contribute meaningfully to the advancement of the struggle 

towards a progressive and democratic country. This also applies to the contribution in the 

betterment of the Constitution as the main law of the country governing relations between 

people and their government and among themselves. 

s See KAPINGA, Wilbert B.L., "State Control of the Working Class Through Labour Legislation," in 
SHIVJI, Issa G. (ed.), The State and the Working People in Tanzania, London: CODESRIA, 1985, p. 87. 

9 Kasanga Tumbo was appointed Tanzanian High Commission to the Court of St. James (Britain) and 
resigned after a short time. 

10 See PRATT, Cranford, The Critical Phase in Tanzania 1945-1968: Nyerere and the Emergence of a 
Socialist Strategy, Nairobi: Oxford University Press, 1978, p. 123. 

11 See SAID, Mohamed, "Has the Present Tanzania Labour Movement Abdicated a Political Role?" 
Volume 2 Nos. 8 and 9 Change, August September, 1994, p. 50. 
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Constitution Making in the Post Independence Era 

In the process of conceiving or making all post-independence Constitutions, the people of 

Tanzania were never consulted. The movement from multiparty democracy in the early 

1960s to one-party political rule and later the introduction of the concept of party 

supremacy in the 1970s, closed all avenues through which people could make a 

meaningful contribution to constitutional development. 

Therefore, the constitutions that followed the Independence Constitution of 1961, which 

was basically prepared by the British, did not have peoples’ input. These are the 

Republican Constitution of 1962; the Interim Constitution of 1965; and the Permanent 

Constitution of the United Republic of Tanzania of 1977. The party did everything 

relating to these constitutions for and on behalf of the people. The people of Tanzania 

were invited later to contribute to the amendments to the permanent Constitution. 

Civil Society and the 1983 Constitutional Debate 

Members of the public in their various organizations have never given up the attempt to 

contribute to the welfare of their society. This is notwithstanding the pressure and the 

squeeze from the State. Whenever an opportunity has been offered, members of the 

public and their organizations have tended to grab the opportunity and utilize it to the 

fullest. 

One such opportunity came with the desire by the ruling party to effect changes to the 

Constitution of the United Republic of Tanzania of 1977 in 1983. There was a serious 

debate on the Constitution and civic groups contributed effectively to that debate. 

The Dictate from the RuBng Party 

The ruling party being supreme under the Constitution indicated clearly the areas it 

desired to be changed. The areas were: 

1. The Powers of the President; 
2. Consolidation of the Authority of the Parliament; 

3. Strengthening the Representative Character of the National Assembly, 
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4. Consolidation of the Union, and 
5. Consolidation of the People’s Power.12 

The debate began slowly due to the long tradition of suppression of the people under the 

one-party rule whereby the latter wanted everything to remain within its dictates. That is, 

to restrict the people’s views only to the areas indicated by the party as areas to be looked 

into. However, as the debate picked tempo, members of the public began making 

comments on the whole Constitution and indicating the various weaknesses in this 

supreme document.13 

Leading in this crusade was the society of advocates and lawyers, the Tanganyika Law 

Society (hereinafter referred to as TLS or the Society). This society has a long and 

chequered history. Over the years, it has evolved from a conservative lawyers’ club to a 

force to reckon with in constitutional issues. According to Tambila: 

Most NGOs, as part of Tanzanian civil society, kept a very low profile 
during the years of demobilisation of civil society with the notable 
exceptions of Tanganyika Law Society, the University of Dar es Salaam 
Academic Staff Assembly (UDASA) and CHAKIWATA.14 From 1983 the 
Tanganyika Law Society became very vocal on issues concerning the 
Constitution and actually led the debate on democracy in the late 1980s and 
early 1990S.15 

Therefore, whenever the issue of the rights of the citizens has been placed on the agenda, 

the society has been very clear in expressing the views of the majority of its members. 

For instance, when the President of the United Republic of Tanzania appointed the 

Commission on one-party State, which was going around the country collecting people’s 

views, TLS sent a well considered memorandum to the Commission in which it indicated 

that it was necessary to have a Bill of Rights in the Constitution of the country if that 

12 See CHAMA CHA MAPINDUZI, 1983 NEC Proposals for Changes in the Constitution of the United 

Republic and the Constitution of the Revolutionary Government of Zanzibar, Dodoma: C.C.M. 

Department of Propaganda and Mass Mobilisation, 1983. 

13 PETER, Chris Maina, Human Rights’ in Tanzania: Selected Cases and Materials’, Cologne: Rudiger 

Koppe Verlag, 1997, pp. 11-12. 

14 This is the Chama cha Kitaaluma cha Waalimu Tanzania - an independent professional teachers’ 

organisation. 

15 See TAMBILA, Kapepwa I., "The Transition to Multi-Party Democracy in Tanzania: From One State 

Party to Many State Parties," op. cir. at p. 41. 
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Constitution was to get respectability from the members of the international community. 

The Commission ignored the recommendation but the point had been made. 

Tanganyika Law Society: Its Estab#shment and Nature 

It must be pointed out that Tanganyika Law Society has always been in a favorable 

position in comparison with other civil society organizations. Firstly, the society is not an 

NGO strictly speaking. It is a statutory body established under an Act of Parliament. The 

Society is an organization of practising advocates and other lawyers in the country. It is 

an old establishment incorporated in the law by the Tanganyika Law Society Ordinance, 

1955.17 

Among the objects of this society are: to maintain and improve the standards of conduct 

and learning of the legal profession in the country; to facilitate the acquisition of legal 

knowledge by members of the legal profession and others; to assist the Government and 

the Courts in all matters affecting legislation and the administration and practice of the 

law in the country; to represent, protect and assist members of the legal profession in the 

country as regards conditions of practice and otherwise; and to protect and assist the 

public in the country in all matters touching, ancillary or incidental to the law.1~ 

There are three categories of members of the society. Firstly, all practicing advocates are 

automatically - without election, admission or appointment, members of the society with 

effect from the date the practicing certificate is issued.19 Secondly, there are other public 

officers who also qualify as members. These include the Attorney-General, the Chief 

Parliamentary Draftsman and other officers duly qualified holding office in the office of 

the Attorney-General and other qualified persons who are covered under Section 8 of the 

16 The views of Tanganyika Law Society were recorded in the Commission’s report. See GOVERNMENT 

OF THE UNITED REPUBLIC OF TANZANIA, Report of the Presidential Commission on the 

Establishment of a Democratic One Party State, Dar es Salaam: Government Printer, Dar es Salaam, 
1968. 

17 Chapter 344 of the Revised Laws of Tanzania Mainland. 

18 Section 4. 

19 See Section 6 (a) and Section 7. 
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Ordinance. Thirdly, the Council of the Society may elect persons to be honorary 

members, either for life or for such other period it may deem appropriate.2° 

The Society is administered by a Council, which is established under Part IV of the 

Ordinance.21 Under Section 17 the Council may from time to time appoint Committees 

consisting of members of the Society; and may, except as otherwise expressly provided 

by the Ordinance, delegate to such Committees all or any of the powers of the Council. 

One of the Committees established by the Society’s Council is the Legal Assistance 

Committee, which offers legal advice, and assistance to the poor free of charge.22 

Given this genesis of the Society and its functions, it is clear that it is not a traditional 

NGO as such, but a good actor in civil society. The establishment of the Society by an 

Act of Parliament and the fact that it is an organization of lawyers - the best legal minds 

on the land, gives it some sense of confidence in dealing not only with legal issues, but 

political issues in the country as well. This explains its capability to be vocal on 

"sensitive" issues such as constitution making where all other civil society groups have 

been quiet "respecting" party supremacy. 

Notwithstanding its potential legal and political muscle, by and large the performance of 

the Society has not been consistent. Its performance had, more often than not, depended 

on the office bearers of the time. For example, it had been more active when it had an 

active and rights-conscious President and a dynamic Secretary. 

By chance, as the constitutional debate was initiated in 1983 the President of the Society 

was a politically conscious lawyer - Bob Nyanga Makani.23 Therefore, this was another 

opportunity for the Society to make its mark on the Constitutional map of the country. 

The Society’s Contribution to the Debate 

20 This is under Section 9. 

21 For the composition of the Council see Section 15. 

22 Other Committees of the Society are the Remuneration Committee; Standing Law Committee; Advocates 
Committee; and the Human Rights Committee. 

23 Mr. Makani was later to join politics and was elected Chairman of opposition party Chama Cha 

Demokrasia na Maendeleo (CHADEMA). 
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As the debate was going on, the Society organised a three-day seminar on the 

Constitution. Among the contributors to this seminar was Wolfgang Dourado, the former 

Attorney-General of Zanzibar, who wrote a paper on the Union between Tanganyika and 

Zanzibar advocating a three-government system instead of the current two. During the 

seminar, participants openly argued for the introduction of a multi-party democracy in the 

country and doing away with the one-party system and party supremacy. It was also 

stressed that time had come for the Bill of Rights to be entrenched in the Constitution of 

the country. 

The government of the day was not happy with the issues raised in the seminar. While 

closing it, the then Attorney-General and Minister for Justice Hon. Joseph Warioba 

indicated clearly that it was important for the lawyers to adhere to the guidance given by 

the party on the areas which required changes in the Constitution if they were to be 

relevant to the country. 

This seminar had two opposite results. One positive and the other negative. On the 

negative side, two of the ideas raised and developed in the course of the seminar were 

summarily rejected. These were those on the introduction of a multi-party political 

system in the country and the re-organisation of the two-government union to a three- 

government federation. To add salt to injury, one of the proponents of these ideas, lawyer 

Wolfgang Dourado was detained under the notorious Preventive Detention Act, 1962, 

immediately after the seminar, and he was to spend over a hundred days in custody. This 

detention was triggered by what he had said in his paper at the seminar.24 On the positive 

side, the seminar opened way for the incorporation of a Bill of Rights in the Constitution 

of the United Republic of Tanzania of 1977.25 This was because the lawyers at the 

seminar were able to articulate and crystallise the wishes of the majority of the people of 

Tanzania as expressed in various forums in a variety of ways. 

24 Interestingly, after years in wilderness and notwithstanding his critical stance, lawyer Wolfgang 

Dourado, who is now retired, was to appointed as Presiding Judge of the High Court of Zanzibar and also 
Chairman of the Zanzibar Law Review Commission. 

25 This was done through the Constitution (Fifth) (Amendment) Act, 1984 (Act No. 15 of 1984). On this 

see LUGAKINGIRA, K.S.K, "Personal Liberty and Judicial Attitude: The Tanzanian Case," Volume 17 

Eastern Africa Law Review, 1990, p. 107; and PETER, Chris Maina, "Five Years of Bill of Rights in 

Tanzania: Drawing a Balance Sheet," Volume 18 Eastern A~ica Law Review, 1991, p. 147. 
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This was a development that raised the morale of not only the lawyers in the Society, but 

members of the public in general and in the NGO fraternity. It indicated that with a 

spirited and concerted effort, members of the public could effect change in the 

Constitution and other areas of public life that affect them in their daily lives. That was 

an important lesson. 

Civil Society in the Struggle for Multi-Party Politics 

The events in 1983 did not deter those who wanted change in the Constitution of the 

country to continue with their agitation. Whenever an opportunity presented itself, it was 

thoroughly utilized. At the end of the 1980s, the Eastern Block of socialist countries was 

slowly disintegrating. It began with the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR), 

which disintegrated into several republics. Later, the formidable Berlin Wall separating 

the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) and the German Democratic Republic (GDR) 

fell, thus leading to the re-integration of Germany into a single country. 

These changes are well illustrated by Tambila who says: 

External influences included ... the dramatic changes taking place in 
Eastern Europe and the now defunct Soviet Union, starting with the 
1985 accession to power of Mikhail Gorbachev who initiated change 
and openness under the banner ofperestoika and glasnost. The events 
included the collapse of the Stalinist regimes in East Germany, 
Bulgaria and the violent collapse of the communist regime in 
Rumania; the fall of the Berlin Wall and the ignominious deaths of 
Nikolae and Yelena Ceaucescu of Rumania epitomised the changes.26 

These and other developments in the world had their effects on democracy and 

democratisation in Tanzania. 

Thus, in 1991 the then second phase President Ali Hassan Mwinyi appointed a 

Commission under the Chairmanship of the then Chief Justice of the United Republic of 

Tanzania, the late Francis Nyalali, to collect views of the people on what type of political 

system they would like. The issue was whether to remain with the one-party system or to 
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go multi-party. The Commission was to advise the government accordingly.27 It was 

given one year to complete its work.28 

During the debates introduced and co-ordinated by the Commission all over the country, 

lawyers again in their society took almost a central role. The society under the presidency 

of advocate Bob Makani organised a very successful conference at the Institute of 

Finance Management Hall in Dar es Salaam. Papers on constitutionalism were presented, 

and at the end of the conference the participants "voted" for a multi-party political system 

of government.29 This "voting" was not received well in the party and government and 

the then Party Secretary-General, Rashid Kawawa, said that the lawyers were on their 

way to mislead the people again. 

Yet, when the time came to make decisions on the recommendations of the Nyalali 

Commission, the government adopted the multi-party political system)° This is what the 

Tanganyika Law Society had been advocating over the years. A hard struggle had to be 

waged for the government to give in to this demand)1 

26 See TAMBILA, Kapepwa I., "The Transition to Multi-Party Democracy in Tanzania: From One State 

Party to Many State Parties," op. cir. 
27 See "Team on Political Debate Formed," Sunday News (Tanzania), 24th February 1991, p. 1. Also 

relevant are the following works: TAMBILA, Kapepwa I., "The Transition to Multiparty Democracy in 
Tanzania: Some History and Missed Opportunities," Volume 28 No. 4 Verfassung und Recht in 
Obersee, 1995, p. 468; and PETER, Chris Maina, "Determining the Pace of Change: The Law on 
Pluralism in Tanzania," in OLOKA-ONYANGO, Joseph et all (eds.), Law and the Struggle for 
Democracy in East Africa, Nairobi: Claripress, 1996, p. 511. 

28 See "One Year for Multi-PaW Fact-Finding," Daily News (Tanzania), 28a~ February 1991, p. 1. 

29 The conference is well covered in SHIVJI, Issa G., "Problems of Constitution-Making as Consensus- 

Building: The Tanzanian Experience," in SICHONE, Owen (ed.), The State and Constitutionalism, 
Harare: Sapes Books, 1998, p. 23 at p. 36. 

3o The multi-party political system was adopted vide the Constitution (Eighth) (Amendment) Act, 1992 
(Act No. 4 of 1992). This constitutional amendment was supplemented by the Political Parties Act, 1992 
(Act No. 5 of 1992). 

31 See KIMWAGA, John, "Tortuous Road to Multi-Partyism," in Family Mirror (Tanzania) First Issue 
December 1992. Also reproduced in KIBWANA, Kivutha; Chris Maina Peter; and Joseph Oloka- 
Onyango (eds.), In Search of Freedom and Prosperity: Constitutional Reform in East Africa, Nairobi: 
Claripress, 1996, p. 55. 
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The White Paper: the Role of Civil Society 

For a long time, members of the public have been critical of the way the ruling party and 

its government have been handling changes in the Constitution of the country. Since the 

adoption of the Constitution in 1977, there have been fourteen amendments touching on 

various issues by 2005. That is almost an amendment every two years. In reality at times 

there has been more than one amendment in a single year. Lawyers and the pro- 

democracy movement in the country have been calling these amendments patches 

(viraka), which have not managed to bring about any meaningful changes. Such patches 

have maintained and consolidated the status quo. This has led to agitation over time for 

the formulation of a new Constitution. That is, a Constitution which will take into 

account the interests of all stakeholders in the country. People of all walks of life - 

peasants, workers, students, religious groups, professionals etc should be able to have 

their say. The argument has been that these interest groups can only be brought together 

in a National Conference in which they can jointly write a completely new social contract 

to govern the relationship among themselves and their relationship with their 

government.32Ignoring the issues being raised, the ruling party has remained adamant. It 

has argued and continues to argue that the current Constitution is both legal and 

legitimate and that therefore the question of writing of a new Constitution is out of 

question. 

Instead, the government came up with the idea of floating a White Paper3~ on 

constitutional change. A White Paper is basically a British method of trying to know the 

views of the public on a particular issue of national importance. The system of White 

Paper goes hand in hand with what is called a Green Paper. In a Green Paper, the 

government of the day raises issues that it desires the public to discuss and then releases 

these issues to the public. On receipt of the reactions from the public, the government 

then adds its own views to those of the people and then releases these in a White Paper. 

32 See the editorial entitled "National Conference Needed Now," in Family Mirror (Tanzania), First Issue 
December, 1993; and JUMA, Abraham H., "Constitution-Making in Tanzania: The Case for a National 
Conference," in OLOKA-ONYANGO, Joseph; Kivutha Kibwana and Chris Maina Peter (eds.), The Law 
and the Struggle for Democracy in East Africa, Nairobi: Claripress, 1996, p. 393. 
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Therefore, essentially a White Paper contains both the summarised views of the public 

and those of the government. In Tanzania, we are fond of copying things half way. Our 

White Paper was strange. It contained both issues and the views of the government on the 

same. The general public was expected to add if they have "any other view." This was 

technically pre-empting debate on these issues. 

A Committee of 16 members was appointed led by a respectable member of the legal 

fraternity, Hon. Mr. Justice Robert Kisanga of the Court of Appeal of Tanzania. The 

Committee visited all districts of the country and later presented its voluminous report 

(which is in four volumes covering over 800 pages) to the President of the United 

Republic of Tanzania. The report has now been made public and has raised quite a 

controversy. It all started with the President of the day himself- Benjamin Mkapa. It 

would seem that he was not happy with the conclusions reached by the Committee. 

Therefore, after reading the Report and before even making it public, he called a meeting 

of Dar es Salaam ruling party elders at the Diamond Jubilee Hall. At this meeting, he 

seized the opportunity to blast the Committee for going beyond its mandate by making 

specific recommendations to the Government. This course of action taken by the 

President killed the whole spirit of people’s participation in the making of their own 

Constitution. Since this event, there has been very little enthusiasm toward the White 

Paper and its fate. It turned out to be another expensive project to be underwritten by the 

taxpayer. 

Parallel to the Kisanga Committee, the Tanganyika Law Society initiated its own 

program of seeking people’ s views on the Constitution. It held public meetings in various 

parts of the country and people were able to give their views on what they wanted to see 

in their Constitution. The question is whether the government will be prepared to 

accommodate the views collected by TLS from the people, or whether it will confine 

itself to the views collected by the White Paper Committee. One thing is certain: the 

government has categorically said that it will disregard the recommendations of the 

Kisanga Committee where they are in conflict with the views of the "people." This is 

The White Paper was Government Notice No. 1 of 1998. 
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strange because in the past, where there have been good reasons, the government has 

adopted the views of past Commissions "against" those of the "people." 

NGOs and the Debate on the 13th Amendment to the Constitution 

The movement from one party "democracy" back to multiparty democracy and the 

democratization process in the country in general have had their impact on civil society. 

Groups, which used to feel useless and afraid, are now confidently coming up to 

challenge not only the ruling party, but its government as well. Therefore, since the 

introduction of multiparty democracy, the country has also seen an upsurge of NGO 

activism. 

This new spirit within civil society is displayed by the part played by various civil society 

actors during the debate on the 13th Amendment to the Constitution of 2000. In the 

prepared amendments, some of the issues in the White Paper were included such as 

getting a president of the country by simple majority, giving the president powers to 

nominate a certain number of Members of Parliament etc. Also, during the parliamentary 

session, which dealt with the 13th Constitutional amendment, the establishment of the 

Commission on Human Rights and Good Governance was to be discussed. 

All the main civil society groups managed to come together under the umbrella of the 

United Nations Association of Tanzania (UNA) and petitioned the Chairman of the Legal 

and Constitutional Affairs Committee of the House for a public hearing on the 

amendments being recommended by the government. This chance was granted and 

almost 60% of the various suggestions by the civil society was conceded by the 

government and entered into the amendments, which were later enacted by parliament. 

This was an important input by civil society in the constitution making process in the 

country in recent times. It is important to note that civil society is taking advantage of the 

democratic space granted by the state to push for changes. 

Notwithstanding the success of the NGOs in influencing parliament, still there were other 

changes that were smuggled in through other Acts, which undermine the democratic 

process. Damaging among these was legalizing corruption in elections though what was 
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termed "treating" or Takrima in Kiswahili. Through Takrima, a person can corrupt the 

electorate and get away with it. The law also made it very hard to challenge elections by 

way of petitions. According to the new amendments in the Elections Act, 1985 anyone 

who wants to challenge election results has to deposit Tanzanian Shillings Five Million 

(Tshs. 5,000,000/=) as a security for costs before his or her case can be placed on the 

course list for hearing.34 Not many Tanzanians can afford this sum of money even if they 

have a genuine complaint about how elections were conducted. 35 This reality led to the 

challenge of the constitutionality of this provision of the Elections Act which was alleged 

to be discriminatory and unreasonable. This was in the case ofJu#us Ishengoma Francis 

Ndyanabo v. The Attorney General.~6 

As this case was based on Article 13 of the Constitution which is within the Bill of 

Rights, it had to be heard by three judges as per requirements of the Basic Rights and 

Duties Enforcement Act, 199477 The majority of the Court - the late Kyando, J. and 

Ihema, J. (as he then was) found nothing wrong with the challenged provision of the law. 

Dissenting, Kimaro, J. found the contested provision to be violative of the Constitution. 

The petitioner was not satisfied and appealed to the Court of Appeal. 

The Court of Appeal agreed with the minority judgment in the High Court and declared 

the requirement of deposit of Shs. 5,000,000/= by a petitioner before his case could be 

received and given a hearing date was unconstitutional. 

This very progressive decision by the highest judicial organ in the country was not well 

received by certain sections of the community and particularly the Parliament of the 

United Republic of Tanzania led by the Speaker Hon. Pius Msekwa who wrote a number 

of articles in the newspapers and actually ensured that a special issue of Bunge News 

This was done through Section 111 (2)~ (3) and (4) of the Elections Act~ 1985 as amended by the 
Electoral Laws (Miscellaneous Amendments) Act~ 2001. This provision provides that: "(2) The Registrar 
shall not fix a date for the hearing of any election petition unless the petitioner has paid into the court~ as 
security for costs~ a sum of five million shillings in respect of the proposed election petition." 

On some background to this amendment see inter alia~ RAMADHANI~ Augustino S.L. "Election 
Petitions~ Multipartism and Democracy in Tanzania~" BUNGE DIGEST~ Multipartism and the 
Parliament in Tanzania~ Dar es Salaam: Friedrich Ebert Stiftung~ 1997~ p. 23. 

Court of Appeal of Tanzania at Dar es Salaam~ Civil Appeal No. 64 of 2001 (Samatta~ C.J.; Kisanga~ J.A. 
(as he then was); and the late Lugakingira~ J.A.) 

Act No. 33 of 1994. 
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bulletin was prepared on this matter.3~ In a clear exhibition of maturity and responsibility, 

the judiciary ignored the campaign by the Speaker. It is the Bar - the Tanganyika Law 

Society (TLS) that engaged the Speaker in a spirited exchange?9 

Again, during the discussions leading to the 14th Amendment to the Constitution of the 

United Republic of Tanzania in 2005 the public, including civil society was invited to 

contribute to the intended changes. However, all the recommendations by civil society 

were ignored when eventually the amendments were effected by Parliament. Among the 

vital issues recommended and ignored was the enormous power of the Director of Public 

Prosecutions (DPP) to interfere with private prosecution in cases where the State was 

reluctant to pursue offenders and subordinating that office of the DPP to the Attorney 

General who is for all intents and purposes a politician. 

Conclusion 

The government of the United Republic of Tanzania does not seem to have changed its 

desire of many years to have a tight control over the civil society in the country. This 

attitude has remained intact notwithstanding the adoption of multiparty democracy since 

1992. It is said that old habits take time to change. Not long time ago, the government 

adopted a policy on Non Governmental Organizations (NGOs) in the country. This policy 

has been prepared under the auspices of the office of the Vice-President. Although NGOs 

were involved in the process of formulating this policy, the government did not accept 

many of the recommendations they presented. This is true also of the constitution making 

process where the government has managed to replace a popular demand for a new 

constitution with unpopular amendments rationalised by an equally unpopular White 

Paper process. It all means that the struggle for a free civil society is just beginning and 

Bunge News Volumel6 of July, 2002 with the title Separation of Powers between Legislature and 
Judiciary is entirely devoted to the debate on the decision of the Court of Appeal in the case of 
Ndyanabo. 

Tanganyika Law Society produced a special edition of their mouthpiece - Tanzania Lawyer under the 
title "Parliamentary Powers vs The Judiciary: Constitutional Limits of Parliamentary Powers." See the 
Tanzania Lawyer (Special Edition), October, 2003 which contains the inter alia, the following 
contributions: "Parliamentary Power and Judiciary," by Hon. Mr. Justice Thomas Bashite Mihayo, then 
President of TLS (page 14); "An Overview of the Parliamentary Immunities, Powers and Privileges Act 
1988 by Mr. Hamid Nassoro (page 25); and "Constitutional Limits on Parliamentary Powers," by Prof. 
Issa G. Shivji (page 34). 
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thus NGOs and the civil society in general should be alert in order to guard the gains and 

prevent losses in the democratisation process. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

THE STATE AND INDEPENDENT CIVIL ORGANIATIONS: 
THE CASE OF TANZANIA WOMEN COUNCIL (BAWATA) 

Chris Maina Peter 

The truth is that in the villages women work very hard. At times they work 
for twelve or fourteen hours. They even work on Sundays and pubfic 

hofidays. Women who five in the villages work harder than anybody else in 
Tanzania. But men who five in villages ... are on leave for half of their fives. 

Julius Kambarage Nyerere1 

Introduction 

This case study attempts to trace the struggle of Baraza la Wanawake wa Tanzania 

(BAWATA) or the Women’s Council of Tanzania to establish itself as an independent 

organization of women in the country. Over the years, since colonial times, all forms of 

independent organization have always been restricted and controlled by the State. The 

colonial regime ensured that no independent organisations survived peacefully. The 

independence government, on the other hand, opted for a more subtle approach. It co- 

opted these independent organizations into the State through the ruling party. 

Women organizations were no exception. The State ensured that politically acceptable 

leaders, particularly wives of the political leadership or top party cadres, led these 

organizations. In the post-independence period, members of the cabinet led most of these 

1 See NYERERE, Julius K., Freedom and Socialism/Uhuru na Ujamaa: A Selection from Writings and 

Speeches 1965-1967, Dar es Salaam: Oxford University Press, 1968, p. 245. See also PETER, Chris 
Maina, "Liberating the Slave of the Slave: Contribution of the New Protocol on the Rights of Women in 
Africa to the Struggle for Gender Equality," in SCHOLLER, Heinrich and Silvia Tellenbach (eds.), 
Faktoren der Enststehung und Uberwindung unfreier Arbeit in Europa und in den afrikanischen 
Kolonien, Munster, Germany: Lit Verlag, 2005, p. 57. 
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organizations. Even today the main women organisation - Umoja wa Wanawake wa 

Tanzania (UWT) is led by an immediate former senior female member of the Cabinet.2 

BAWATA was the first women organization to try and break away from this tradition 

and establish itself as an independent organization, free from the State and the ruling 

party. This was a challenge to the status quo, the first of its kind and, which could not be 

left to succeed. To do so would be creating a bad precedent for others to copy. 

Historical Background: the Right to Organize in Tanzania 

The Legal Basis of the Right to Organize 

The right to organize is one of the most important fundamental rights of a person. This is 

because it enables people to come together and pursue common interests and goals. It is a 

right, which is closely related to the right to associate and to assemble peacefully and 

freely. The highest manifestation of this right, which covers all sections of a society, is 

the formation of political parties, trade unions and other types of non-governmental 

organizations. 

The international community in various international legal instruments underlines the 

need to provide and guarantee both the right to organize and to associate and assemble in 

various ways. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights of 1948 provides in Article 20 

that: 

Everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and association. 

The Declaration continues to indicate that: 

No one may be compelled to belong to an association. 

The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights of 1966, in Article 21, 

underlines what is provided in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and goes 

2 The current Chairperson of Umoja wa Wanawake wa Tanzania is Hon. Anna Abdallah, was until very 

recently the Minister for Health in the 3*’1 Phase Government of President Benjamin Mkapa which 
completed its tenure in December, 2005. 
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further to indicate that this right can not be restricted anyhow except where it is 

absolutely necessary? Similar provisions are to be found in regional human rights 

instruments.4 

At a municipal level, correctly or wrongly, people organized properly in any form are 

perceived by the State as a danger to its very existence. This explains the constant desire 

by the State to ensure a tight control over the means and forms of organization that are 

available under the law. 

The Constitution, the Law and Pofcies 

In Tanzania, the right to freedom of association and peaceful assembly was until recently 

provided in a very confused manner. It is surrounded by various restrictions. Until 2005 

Article 20 (1) of the Constitution of the United Republic of Tanzania of 1977 provided: 

Every person is entitled to freedom, subject to the laws of the land, to freely 
and peaceably assemble, associate and co-operate with other persons, 
express views publicly, and more specially to form or join associations or 
organisations formed for the purposes of preserving or furthering his beliefs 
or interests or any other interests. 

Now, through the 14th Amendment to the Constitution, that claw-back clause has been 

removed. The right to freedom of assembly is provided without any inhibitions. The only 

remaining restrictions still in place are those relating to the formation of political parties. 

Article 20 (2) enumerates these restrictions on the types of political parties which can be 

registered. It is very clear that a political party should not be based on a particular 

religion, only one part of the country, on a tribe or gender etc. These restrictions were 

The Universal Declaration and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and other 
important human rights instrtunents are reproduced in MELANDER, Goran and Gudmundur Alfredsson 
(eds.), The Raoul Wallenberg Compilation of Human Rights’ Instruments’, The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff 
Publishers, 1997. 

See for instance the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms 
of 1950 (Article 11); the American Convention on Human Rights of 1969 (Articles 15 and 16); and the 
African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights of 1981 (Articles 10 and 11). 
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introduced in 1992 following the introduction of multi-party politics in the country and 

they are by and large acceptable and therefore not controversial.5 

This formulation of the Bill of Rights in the Constitution is completely in line with the 

policy of the government over the years. The many years of one-party rule could not be 

done away with immediately after the introduction of multi-party democracy in the 

country. All forms of independent organization have always been under a strong control 

by the State. Therefore, all important interest groups were strictly controlled - directly or 

indirectly. These included workers, the youth, parents, peasants (in their co-operatives) 

and women as well. 

Organization of Women in Tanzania 

Early Women Organizations 

Notwithstanding their numerical strength, women in Tanzania have always failed to 

organise themselves in an effective manner. The colonial regime gave women a very 

marginal role in society. Typical of the feudal system of rule in Europe as represented by 

the British colonial rulers, the wife of the Governor was there to promote and support the 

work of her husband. This was expected of all women in the colony. They were expected 

to be faithful wives who could learn sewing, cookery and related disciplines that would 

assist them in the house. Politics was exclusive men’s sphere of influence. 

This mentality influenced the few women organizations established in the country. 

Notable ones included the Women’s Service League; Mothers Union; the Greek 

Community; the Asian Women Association; African Welfare Association; and 

Tanganyika Council of Women. Somehow, all these organizations did not address 

The Constitution and the Political Parties Act, 1992 (Act No. 5 of 1992) prohibit establishment of political 
parties which are based on religion, tribe, race, gender; a party that advocates break-up of the United 
Republic; advocates or supports use of force or violence and confrontation as a means of attaining 
political goals; a party that intends to carry out its activities in only one part of the United Republic; and 
a party that does not exercise internal democracy. All this is now incorporated into the Constitution of 
the country. 
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women’s problems and issues. Their prime aim was to groom subservient and obedient 

women who would always respect and serve their husbands.6 

Women in the Independence Struggle 

Quite early in the struggle for independence, the Tanganyika African National Union 

(TANU) realized that it could do little without the support of the women members of the 

community. Therefore, just one year after its formation, TANU established a Women’s 

section in 1955 under the leadership of the late Bibi Titi Mohamed.7 

The main objectives of this section were: 

(i). To mobilize women as well as men to join the party; 

(ii). To try and bring them together in the liberation struggle; 

(iii). To ensure the security of the leaders of TANU; and 

(iv). To raise funds through various activities such as dances and/or 

fashion shows. 

It is the women section in the party, which gave TANU a mass base. Women members 

were very active not only in Dar es Salaam but in the regions as well.~ Not all men were 

happy about the upper hand women were being given, but the party President was for 

equality of both men and women and thus made sure that all sections of the party were 

given opportunity to contribute to the advancement of the party aims and objectives. 

Women’s Organization after Independence 

See MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, CULTURE, YOUTH AND SPORTS, Situation 
of Women in Tanzania, Dar es Salaam: Govemment Printer, 1988, p. 55. 

TANU was the major political party that was formed in 1954 to fight for the independence of Tanganyika, 
which it successively won in 1961. For the role of women in this struggle see GEIGER, Susan, 
"Tanganyikan Nationalism as ’Women’s Work’: Life Histories, Collective Biography and Changing 
Historiography," Volume 37 Journal of African History, 1996, p. 465. 

For instance, it is reported that in Kilimanjaro several of the most active members of TANU were women 
including the late Lucy Selina Lameck who was later to occupy various important positions in the post 
independence govemment for many years. See SAMOFF, Joel, Tanzania: Local Politics and Structure of 
Power, Madison, 1974, pp. 182-183. 
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After independence, the ruling party TANU decided that all women should be united 

under one organization - Umoja wa Wanawake wa Tanganyika (UWT) with the President 

as its Patron.9 As a mouthpiece of all women in the country, the main objectives of UWT 

were indicated in its Constitution as: 

(i). To unite all women of Tanganyika under one organization; 

(ii). To maintain unity and respect of the nation; to foster the development of 
women in respect of economic, political, cultural, educational, and health 

matters; 

(iii). To work jointly with the ruling party and government for all; 

(iv). To fight for and maintain respect, justice for women of Tanganyika, Africa, 
and the world at large; to collaborate with all women organizations in the 
world whose policies were not in contradiction with the national policies and 
objectives; and 

(v). To maintain mutual relationships with all friendly parties with TANU in 
accordance with the policy of socialism and self-reliance for the benefit of the 
country regardless of skin colour, tribe, religion, material well-being or 
nationality. 10 

February 1977, saw the merger between Tanganyika African National Union (TANU) 

and the Afro-Shirazi Party (ASP) of Zanzibar and the birth of Chama Cha Mapinduzi 

(CCM). The women organizations in the two parties were joined into one strong party 

mass organisation called Jumuiya ya Wanawake wa Tanzania but retained the 

abbreviation UWT. 

The objectives of the new mass organization were almost like those of the old 

organization. They were enumerated as follows: 

(i). To Unite all Tanzanian Women, through which the national policy of socialism 
and self-reliance and party policies regarding women’s liberation could be 
spread and interpreted to the Tanzanian women; 

9 In fact the President of the Party ensured that the leader of the national women’s organisation was one of 
the 9 or 10 appointed members of the TANU’s Central Committee. Bibi Titi Mohamed was the first 
beneficiary of this party procedure. 

10 See the Constitution of the Umoja wa Wanawake wa Tanganyika, 1962. 
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(ii). To co-operate and lead all women in various activities concerning family 
welfare, development, defence, culture and many others; 

(iii). To unite all women mentally and practically under the leadership of the party, 
to maintain the policy of socialism and self-reliance; 

(iv). To defend and promote equality and dignity of the whole nation; 

(v). To liberate all women of Tanzania from oppression and from all traditional 
beliefs and values which deny their development and of the nation as a whole; 

(vi). To co-ordinate with other organizations under the party to foster national 
development; and 

(vii). To maintain mutual relationship with other African women and the rest of the 
world for the common struggle of their liberation and the struggle against 
imperialism and all kinds of exploitation.ll 

We have reproduced at length the objectives of UWT at various phases in order to 

underline the point that Umoja wa Wanawake wa Tanganyika (later Tanzania) was in no 

way an independent organization of women, for and by women. It was for all intents and 

purposes a branch of the ruling party through which the Government sent its policies to 

women, and through them to the rest of the population.12 This method was particularly 

useful and has always been effective in the rural areas where the party has a massive 

following. 

UWT was completely controlled. Anything from the organization to the party or 

government had to be approved by the relevant organ. This included also nomination of 

office bearers in the organization. They had to seek and get party blessings before 

contesting and it was the party, which had the last word. 

The Fate of Mass Organizations in the Wake of Multi-Party Politics 

As Tanzania was preparing to move into the multi-party political system in 1992, the fate 

of the various mass organisations under the party - that is, the Workers,’ Parents’, Co- 

11 See the Constitution of the Jumuiyaya l/Vanawake wa Tanzania, 1978. 

12 This was part of the strategy to ensure that the ruling party had total control over all politics in the 

country. See MSEKWA, Pius, Towards’ Party Supremacy, Arusha, 1977 and also the Constitution of the 

Chama cha Mapinduzi, 1982 Edition. 
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operatives, Youth, and Women became a center of discussion due to their importance to 

the party. In 1991, the party had already decided to release two of these mass 

organizations from its control. These were the workers’ organization and the co-operative 

movement. The National Executive Committee of the party had directed the government 

to undertake the necessary legislative measures to effect these changes.13 However, the 

green light given by the party was limited. The Party declared that two organizations i.e. 

Women and Youth would remain under its umbrella. To justify this decision, it was 

argued that these organizations were created by the party itself and thus belonged to it. 

An attempt by the then UWT Secretary General to assert some freedom by a declaration 

that in the new multiparty political system her organization would support any political 

party that defended the interests of women was not received well in the party. She was 

immediately appointed Regional Commissioner and transferred to Mtwara Region. The 

fifth "mass organisation," the Parents Association (Wazazi) chose, on its own free will, to 

remain within the party. 

The Presidential Commission on Single Party or Multiparty System in Tanzania14 had 

earlier on recommended, inter alia, that: 

... the State should not interfere with the affairs of mass organisations and 
non-governmental organisations. In this regard, the State should respect the 
right to freedom of association, the right to form organisations (outside the 
State system) and even the right to form political parties.15 

The State conceded to some of the Commission’s recommendations16 and adopted "a 

controlled approach" to change the system. For instance, the State, without involving the 

13 This was done vide the Organisation of Tanzania Trade Unions Act, 1991 (Act No. 20 of 1991); and Co- 

operative Societies Act, 1991 (Act No. 15 of 1991). See inter alia, MBIRO, V.M., "State Control of Co- 
operatives Through the Law in Tanzania (Mainland): An Appraisal of Some New Developments on Co- 
operative Law," Master of Laws Dissertation, University of Dar es Salaam, 1995 (Unpublished). 

14 See GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED REPUBLIC OF TANZANIA, Report and Recommendations of 
the Presidential Commission on Single Party or Multiparty System in Tanzania, 1991 on the Democratic 
System in Tanzania (Book I), Dar es Salaam: Dar es Salaam University Press, 1992. This Commission is 
popularly known as the "Nyalali Commission" as the late Chief Justice of Tanzania Hon. Mr. Justice 
Francis L. Nyalali chaired it. 

15 Ibid., paragraph 386 atp. 113. 

16 The major concession by the State was to adopt the Multiparty political system. 
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opposition groups and other segments of the civil society, would amend the Constitution 

and other laws whenever it appeared timely and favourable to the ruling party. This is 

what has been widely referred to by constitutional experts as viraka - "patch work." 

The Eighth Amendment to the 1977 Constitution of the United Republic of Tanzania17 

did away with Articles 3 and 10 on one-party system and party supremacy respectively.18 

Supposedly, in law, all mass organizations which were previously under the control of 

the ruling party - CCM, were to be left free, or otherwise in practice political parties 

could be formed and in turn left to establish respective wings. In the case of UWT, it was 

required by the party itself to remain its women’s wing. The same was the case with the 

youth organization. The newly formed political parties have also formed such wings of 

their own. The affiliation of UWT to CCM connotes that UWT has relinquished one of its 

legitimizing and well established objective in the mono-party context - that is, "to unite 

all Tanzanian Women."19 

There is not much truth in the feeling that the introduction of a multiparty political 

system has rendered nugatory the need for women to join their efforts together for 

purposes of protecting and furthering their unique interests. Women in Tanzania quickly 

discovered this fact and the evils of the new political developments if they were left to 

exist. They felt the need is to organise and associate beyond political parties’ ideological 

fog. 

This background is important in order to appreciate why the ruling party and its 

government saw BAWATA as a thorn in the flesh, right from its establishment. The 

ruling party could not accept the existence of an organization with such mass following 

operating outside its wings. BAWATA had to go - at all costs. 

BAWATA: Baraza la Wanawake wa Tanzania 

17 Act NO. 4 of 1992. 

18 Sections 5 and 7 of Act No. 4 of 1992. 

19 See the Constitution of Jumuiya ya Wanawake Tanzania (UWT) of 1978. 
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The genesis of BAWATA was a four-day national conference organized by the 

University of Dar es Salaam on the Position of Women in Multiparty Democracy. This 

conference which was held at the University campus between 24th and 27th July, 1994, 

was attended by women representatives from all over Tanzania, top government officials 

and leaders of political parties.2° 

Issues of a diverse nature were discussed and agreed upon. Of utmost importance was the 

consensus reached that: 

Problems facing women in the country and ways of solving them needed no 
ideology.21 

Women indicated in a very clear voice that they were ready to bury their political 

differences in order to address a myriad of problems facing them as women.~ Following 

this consensus, it was resolved that a Women’s Council of Tanzania be established as an 

autonomous non-governmental organisation. A year later, Baraza la Wanawake Tanzania 

(BAWATA) was registered on 16t~ May, 1995 by the Registrar of Societies exercising 

power under the Societies Ordinance, 1954.23 

BAWATA, as an autonomous non-governmental organisation, could claim independence 

and freedom from any political or religious affiliation.~4 The objectives of BAWATA 

were comprehensively spelt out under Article 4 of its Constitution to include: 

(i). To liberate the woman from all forms of gender exploitation, oppression, 
discrimination and degradation and to condemn the same; 

(ii). To work as an institution or a forum on behalf of all women and through which 
they will be able to initiate and further their targets and interests in all aspects of 

social life; 

(iii). To unite all women without regard to their religions, colour, age, creed, status, 
levels of education or authority, political parties, ideologies or any other thing 

20 See Daily News (Tanzania), 25th July, 1994, p. 1 and Daily News (Tanzania), 27th July, 1994, p. 1. 

21 Ibid. 

22 See Daily News (Dar es Salaam), 27t~ July, 1994. 

23 Chapter 337 of the Revised Laws of Tanzania Mainland. 

24 
See Constitution ofBaraza la Wanawake Tanzania (BAWATA) of 1995. 
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so as to strengthen their efforts in the struggle for protecting their rights and 
equality; 

(iv). To mobilize all women for purposes of giving them leadership whereby they 
will effectively be participating in bringing about economic and social 
development; 

(v). To educate women on their basic rights and duties in the society; 

(vi). To maintain women’s respect; 

(vii). To foster women’s participation in planning and implementing various 
national projects; and 

(viii). To make a follow-up on law reforms, particularly in the area affecting women 
activities.25 

These objectives, which were serious and well considered, were not received well in the 

ruling party and its government. The carrier of such "noble" objectives had to be silenced 

before they gained ground in the society. 

The First State-BAWATA Clash: the 1995 General Elections 

The birth of BAWATA coincided with the coming of the first multiparty general 

elections of October 1995. All political parties which had chosen to participate in these 

elections, by sponsoring either a presidential or parliamentary candidate or both, set out 

as usual, women’s agenda in their election manifesto. BAWATA not being a political 

party did not sponsor or support any candidate. However, as a civil society actor with a 

stake in the elections, it came up with a comprehensive document on elections. Its goal 

was, on the one hand to educate women voters on how best to vote; and on the other hand 

to identify and expose women’s major agenda to potential candidates. 

The BAWATA document on elections set out the foundation for women prospects in 

Tanzania, as it addressed the burning issues affecting women in the country. The major 

ones related to women’s fundamental rights and their welfare in particular. These 

25 Ibid. 
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included the right to own land, the right to inheritance and not to be inherited as property, 

and their right to social services such as health, water, education, etc. 

Directly related to the elections, the document gave women’s views on the qualities of a 

presidential candidate who is likely to sympathize and take the issues of women 

seriously. In order to educate women voters, the document went further to expose the 

position of each political party on issues related to women.26 

It is this document which brought BAWATA into a direct collision course with the State. 

It had touched a raw nerve - women and elections. Every sensible State knows that 

women are faithful voters. They normally register and actually go to vote, unlike men 

who talk a lot and do little. Men might even register only to forget to vote on election 

day. Thus women are regarded as a safe and sure constituency and whoever controls 

them is guaranteed victory. By touching this sensitive area - BAWATA was seen as a 

mischievous lot. 

BAWATA versus the STATE 

The efforts of the government to tame BAWATA started some time back. Already by 

17th September, 1996, the government had decided indirectly to stop all activities of the 

organization. This was announced by the then Minister for Community Development, 

Women and Children, Ms. Mary Nagu in Morogoro.27 

However, the head on clash between the organization and the State came later on 30th 

June, 1997. On that date, the government of the United Republic of Tanzania banned 

Baraza la Wanawake wa Tanzania (BAWATA). In his letter to BAWATA, the Registrar 

of Societies, Mr. Bernard Mchomvu, who was also the Permanent Secretary in the 

Ministry of Home Affairs, said inter alia, that: 

26 See BARAZA LA WANAWAKE TANZANIA, Elimu ya Uraia Kwa Wanawake Wapiga Kura na 
Agenda ya Wanawake Katika Uchaguzi Mkuu wa Mwaka 1995, Dar es Salaam: BAWATA, July, 1995 
(Mimeograph). 

27 See "Mwambulukutu Afafanua Hatua ya Serikali: Bawata Iliendesha Shughuli Kisiasa," Uhuru 

(Tanzania), 7th December, 1996, p. 1. 
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I have this day June 30 cancelled the registration of the society known as 
Baraza la Wanawake Tanzania on the ground that it has failed to comply 
with the provisions of Societies Ordinance Cap 337 of 1954.2~ 

This was a culmination of a concerted effort by the government to squeeze this 

autonomous women organisation out of existence. In June 1997, in what was more or less 

an attempt to follow laid down procedure with predetermined and calculated aim; the 

government sent a 21-day Notice of intention to deregister BAWATA. Hence, the 

cancellation was just a question of time. Commenting on the decision of the government 

to cancel the registration of the organisation, the Administrative Officer of BAWATA 

Ms. Magdalena Kaihuzi, simply said that she did not expect such an action from a serious 

government like the Mkapa administration.29 

Explaining the government’s decision, the then Deputy Minister for Home Affairs Mr. 

Emmanuel Mwambulukutu said that BAWATA had been deregistered and should apply 

afresh for new registration. Before doing that, it had to amend parts of its Constitution 

and hold meetings to elect new office bearers. Elaborating on the Government’s decision, 

Mwambulukutu explained that BAWATA was operating as a political party and was 

neither holding meetings nor submitting its Annual Financial Accounts to the Registrar of 

Societies as required by the law. This last point was rebutted by the Embassy of Norway, 

which has been one of the main funding agencies of BAWATA. The Embassy explained 

that BAWATA had been submitting its audited statements of accounts always in time.3° 

The same had been going to the Registrar. 

There was no doubt that this was just an attempt to use legal technicalities to fight a 

political battle. It was aimed at hitting at the autonomy of BAWATA. The ruling party 

and its government would have liked to see a less independent and more dependent and 

subservient women organisation - the way the Umoja wa Wanawake wa Tanzania (UWT) 

28 For part of this letter see "Govt Deletes Women Council," Daily News (Tanzania), 2nd July, 1997, p. 1. 

29 On BAWATA de-registration see also "Hatimaye Serikali yaifuta BAWATA," Majira (Tanzania) 2n’l 

July, 1997, p. 1; "Hatimaye BAWATA Yafutwa: Wasema Watakwenda Kortini," Mtanzania (Tanzania), 
2nd July, 1997, p. 1; and "BAWATA Scrapped Since Monday: Set to Lodge an Appeal to the Registrar 
Within 21 Days," The Guardian (Tanzania), 2na July, 1997, p. 1. 

30 Ibid., at p. 5. 
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has been over the years. This is because women in any society constitute an important 

political force, which can not be ignored. 

As indicated earlier, this was realized quite early in Tanzania. The mobilizational 

capacity of women leaders for the party during the independence struggle was enormous. 

Hence, ever since, the party has tried to ensure that it has total control over women and 

their organisation. It was therefore important to reduce their organisation into an 

instrument of control and manipulation of women rather than a true representative of the 

wishes and aspirations of the women in the country. 

Like the colonial regime, TANU and later CCM, were of the view that women should be 

taught cooking, knitting, sewing, and basket weaving and other domestic arts to make 

them good and obedient wives! In this way, it would be impossible for women to realize 

their potential. Therefore, Umoja wa Wanawake wa Tanzania has over the years 

remained under the total grip of the ruling party.31 Every action or decision in the 

organisation is to be sanctioned by the party, including vetting of candidates for elections 

of office bearers. 

The State’s Intention to De-Register BAWATA 

The coming into being of BAWATA as a strong and autonomous organization for all 

women in Tanzania was not well received by all, particularly the ruling party which has 

been used to having all women in the country under its control. Therefore, during the 

electioneering for the October, 1995 general elections, leaders of BAWATA were 

"warned" several times by the then President of the United Republic Ali Hassan Mwinyi, 

who at that time was still the Chairman of the Chama Cha Mapinduzi, to stop their 

involvement in politics)2 

31 Incidentally this "father figure" attitude of the party is not exercised with regards to the UWT only. Also 
under close control of the party are all the mass organisations; including the Youth, Parents, Co- 
operatives, and the Elder’s Section. See HERRICK, Allison Butler et al. (eds.), Area Handbook for 
Tanzania, Washington, D.C.: US Government Printing Office, 1968, p. 221. 

32 See for instance "BAWATA Waonywa: Acheni Kujihusisha na Siasa - Mwinyi," Uhuru (Dar es Salaam) 
19th September, 1995, p. 3. 
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Although BAWATA reduced its political engagement following this and other threats 

from CCM, its establishment clearly heralded a new era on the Tanzanian political scene. 

That is, an era in which political parties would no longer take women for granted as 

Chama Cha Mapinduzi and its predecessor TANU had been used to. At the same time, it 

would seem that the State acknowledged the fact that women in Tanzania were 

marginalized and determined to fight this marginalization. That is why when all other 

ways of entering the National Assembly indirectly had been constitutionally closed, it 

was only women who had been granted this opportunity by the Constitution in the form 

of special seats for women. These are filled by the political parties on a proportional 

representation basis depending on their performance in the normal elections.33 

Given this situation, it is unfortunate that a government which came to power under the 

banner of assisting people by removing things which bother them - kuwaondolea 

wananchi vitu vinavyowakera - would now interfere with the right of women to organize 

themselves autonomously. To argue that BAWATA is engaging in politics is just to 

display ignorance. What is politics after all? Is it making public speeches? Politics is 

about issues of everyday life. How one earns his/her living, whether there is medicine in 

hospitals, whether teachers are teaching in schools, whether bureaucrats are corrupt or 

not, how much one is paid as wages, what one listens to in the radio or reads in 

newspapers, who owns what in the country - all these are political issues. Should 

BAWATA keep quiet on these everyday issues and go back to cooking, knitting, running 

kindergartens? A reasonable government needs to be tolerant, to listen to other points of 

view and to accept criticism with grace. 

The genuineness of BAWATA as an inclusive women’s organization has also disturbed 

the women bureaucrats and those powerful women in government24 In particular, 

See Articles 66, 78 and 80 of the Constitution of the United Republic of Tanzania and Sections 18 and 25 
of Act No. 4 of 1992. 

One commentator notes that: "The main difference between BAWATA and UWT is that the former is 
much more concerned about the problems of women at grassroots level than UWT has ever been. While 
UWT expressed concern about the welfare of women in urban centres, BAWATA has concentrated on 
the bread and butter issues of womenfolk in the village." See RWEYEMAMU, Robert, "The Women 
Who Scared the Men of Power," East African (Dar es Salaam!Kampala/Nairobi), 9th -15a~ Jtme, 1997, p. 
9. 
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politicians and bureaucrats in the Ministry of Community Development, Women and 

Children. After the Beijing Women Conference in 1995, BAWATA was ready to start 

implementing the various resolutions of that important global meeting. The Ministry on 

the other hand had no idea where to begin. Its inefficiency became the source of its hatred 

for the more efficient BAWATA. It is no wonder that the women in government were 

now floating the idea of establishing a new bureaucratic organisation from the top to take 

the place of BAWATA. It is these women who have been busy behind the scenes 

pressurising the government to go ahead and de-register BAWATA so that they can come 

in and fill the "vacuum. ,,35 

To assist in this ill motive, the Ministry of Home Affairs started with a threat to de- 

register BAWATA in 21 days if it did not amend its Constitution within this period. Of 

course the Ministry of Home Affairs knew very well that BAWATA could not call a 

General Meeting to amend its Constitution within that period. It was therefore giving not 

only an unrealistic but also an unreasonable notice in order to fulfil its motive of de- 

registering the organization?6 Worse still, and contrary to what the then Minister for 

Home Affairs Mr. Ali Ameir Mohamed told the media, the letter written to BAWATA by 

the Ministry with Ref. No. HAC.24/04/B/6 dated 5th June, 1997, did not in fact give 

notice of deregistration to BAWATA. Instead, it raised new issues relating to 

misrepresentation at the time of registration. It said in part: 

Please take notice that in the exercise of powers conferred by Section 12 of 
the Societies Ordinance (Cap 337), the Registrar of Societies intends to 
cancel the registration ofBaraza la Wanawake Tanzania (BAWATA) with 
registration certificate No. SO. 8408 issued on 16th May, 1995, for reasons 

that the particulars in the application for registration of that society were 
false ...37 

Reading this letter, one could clearly see that there were red warning lights already. There 

was no doubt that the government was totally bent on hitting BAWATA by all means - 

This point is ably argued in "Wazo Binafsi: Bawata, Baraza Jipya na Mizengwe," Alasiri (Tanzania), 30~ 
May, 1997, p. 7. 

This point is clearly made by the BAWATA Chairperson Prof. Anna Tibaijuka. See "BAWATA Already 
Deregistered - Tibaijuka: Notice Merely Formal," The Guardian (Tanzania), 7t~ June, 1997, p. 1. 
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legally or illegally - regularly or irregularly. It was just a question of time before the final 

blow was struck. That was to come soon. 

The Court of Law as an Arena of Struggle 

The BAWATA leadership was certain about what was on the way. The Ministry was 

definitely going to de-register the organization. They thus prepared themselves for this 

eventuality. They approached a prominent human rights and constitutional lawyer, Prof. 

Issa G. Shivji of the Faculty of Law, University of Dar es Salaam, and obtained his 

services to act on behalf of their organization in this matter.3~ 

Prof. Shivji immediately applied for an injunction - ex parte against the Government’s 

intention to deregister BAWATA. Hon. Mr. Justice Chipeta granted the application 

pending the hearing of all parties on the same?9 The Government submitted its objections 

to the injunction in the inter parties hearing before the late Katiti, J. The Government’s 

objections were overruled and the earlier injunction was upheld. The Attorney-General 

appealed against this decision only to withdraw the appeal later. Thus the issue of 

injunction was left to rest and parties shifted to the main suit. That meant that BAWATA 

could continue to exist as an organization and the Registrar of Societies could not fulfil 

his intention of deregistering it. 

The main suit was set before a panel of three eminent members of the Bench. These were 

the late Justice Katiti, Hon. Mr. Justice Msoffe (as he then was), and Hon. Lady Justice 

Bubeshi. It began with a preliminary objection by the Attorney-General on behalf of the 

Government that the case was not properly filed before the court. The reason for this 

objection was that the case had been brought before the court as a petition and not by way 

of originating summons as prescribed in Section 5 of the Basic Rights and Duties 

This letter is reproduced in "BAWATA Already Deregistered - Tibaijuka: Notice Merely Formal," The 

Guardian (Tanzania), 7t~ June, 1997, p. 1. 

See "Shivji Kuitetea BAWATA," Majira (Tanzania), 15th June, 1997, p. 1. 

See the ruling in Baraza la Wanawake Tanzania (BA WA TA) and 5 Others v. Registrar of Societies and 2 

Others, High Court of Tanzania at Dar es Salaam, Miscellaneous Civil Cause No. 27 of 1997. 
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Enforcement Act, 1994.40 In the view of the Hon. Attorney-General, this was an incurable 

defect. In a long ruling dated 9th June, 1999, the panel of judges dismissed the 

preliminary objections with costs. 

Immediately, the Hon. Attorney-General applied for leave to appeal against this ruling in 

the Court of Appeal of Tanzania. While conceding that the delay in determination of this 

case was going to drastically affect the affairs and the well-being ofBAWATA, Hon. Mr. 

Justice Mapigano in his ruling dated 22nd July, 1999 went ahead and granted the State 

leave to go to the Court of Appeal. 

In the Court of Appeal of Tanzania, the matter was placed before Justices of Appeal 

Kisanga, Ramadhani and Lubuva. In their judgement dated 25th April, 2001, this panel 

agreed with the High Court that cases of this nature can come by way of originating 

summons or petition and therefore it was proper before the court.41 The case has now 

been returned to the High Court for proper hearing of the main suit before the same 

panel. 

The parties have been advised to proceed by way of affidavit evidence. For BAWATA 

Prof. Anna Kajumulo Tibaijuka, the Chairperson of the organization has sworn an 

affidavit. On the other side, three affidavits have been sworn. One by Florian Wilbald 

Mushy, a State Attorney employed in the Civil Service of the United Republic of 

Tanzania and currently working with the Ministry of Home Affairs; the second by Rhoda 

Lugano Kahatano, a Member of Parliament and former Secretary General of Umoja wa 

Wanawake Tanzania (UWT); and the third by Tabitha Ijumba Siwale, formerly a 

Member of Parliament-Special Seats for Women and Cabinet Minister. Prof. Shivji on 

behalf of BAWATA has applied for leave to cross-examine those three who have sworn 

affidavits on behalf of the Government. That was expected to take place on 12th February, 

2002 when the proper case was expected to eventually commence. From the past 

40 Act No. 33 of 1994. 

41 See The Registrar of Societies & 2 Others v. Baraza la Wanawake Tanzania & 5 Others, Court of Appeal 

of Tanzania at Dar es Salaam, Civil Appeal No. 82 of 1999. 
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practice, behavior of the parties and the speed the case has been taking, it is not easy to 

guess when this case will eventually begin and not to talk of when it will come to an end. 

From what has been transpiring in court, it is clear that the court cannot be said to be a 

proper forum for pursuit of rights. There are all sorts of tricks and avenues that the State 

can effectively use to slow down the whole process and in the process wear out an 

opponent. There are preliminary objections, appeals and other methods, which are 

perfectly "legal" but very frustrating. By 12th February, 2002 when the case was 

supposed to start properly, it was almost four years since it began. Unfortunately, the 

case did not start. It is being tossed from one Judge to the next by the way to mention 

and it is yet to get a proper hearing date on the Cause List of the Court.42 

Notwithstanding the existing injunction against the State, BAWATA still could not 

effectively operate as an organization. Apart from the fact that it has to worry about the 

pending matter in court, it is also definitely disarmed politically. Although its office is 

operational, it is doubtful if it can continue with all its programs the way they were 

originally conceived. 

Other Civil Society Organizations and BAWATA Problems 

One would have expected that after the onslaught on BAWATA, which was well covered 

in the local media, other civil society organizations would have rallied behind it and 

fought for the autonomy of Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) as a whole, in the 

country. Unfortunately, this has not been the case. The reaction of other NGOs to the 

harassment of BAWATA by the State has been lukewarm - not eager to be part of the 

struggle. 

A few organisations have indicated support for BAWATA but that remained only at the 

level of promises. No serious campaigns have been waged against the curtailment of the 

42 In the court corridors those in the know argue that this case is political. BAWATA and its leaders was 

seen to be interfering with the substantive interests of other more powerful forces who needed to control 
women in the country. It cannot therefore win the case. Only two options are open to it: to give up and 
withdraw or lose the case! It is gratifying to note that some of the forces persecuting BAWATA are no 
longer in office and there is a completely new regime in power. Who knows, BAWATA and like-minded 
organisations might get some breathing space. 
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right to organize. This may be due to the failure by most of the actors in civil society to 

appreciate the issue of the principle involved, forgetting that after BAWATA they may be 

the next victims. This attitude does not promise much in terms of building a cohesive 

civil society movement in the country, which can stand together when under siege. 

Conclusion: the Future of Independent Women Organization in Tanzania 

It is high time the ruling party and its government realized, that gone are the times when 

women organizations used to be led by wives of government Ministers, Regional 

Commissioners, District Commissioners and Principal Secretaries and other State 

functionaries in order to make them conform to the wishes of the status quo. The 

government should be prepared for a new mode of thinking if this era is to be genuinely 

referred to as Zama za Uwazi na Ukwe# - the era of openness and truth. The new fourth 

phase government of President Jakaya Mrisho Kikwete seems to take women seriously as 

promised during the general elections campaign in 2005. In his motto of Ari Mpya, 

Nguvu Mpya and Kasi Mpya (new zeal, new energy and new speed), the President has 

appointed six women as full Cabinet Ministers43 and ten Deputy Ministers/4 In addition, 

the President has picked a few women Permanent Secretaries as well/5 This should be 

The six full Cabinet Ministers are: Ms. Hawa Ghasia~ Minister of State in the President’s Office - Public 
Service Management; Dr. Asha Rose Migiro~ Minister of Foreign Affairs and International Co-operation; 
Ms. Zakia Meghji~ Minister of Finance; Dr. Mary Nagu~ Minister of Justice and Constitutional Affairs; 
Ms. Margareth Sitta~ Minister for Education and Vocational Training; Ms. Sophia Simba~ Minister for 
Community Development~ Gender and Children. See "Kikwete Picks Cabinet: Women Take Over 
Foreign and Finance Ministries~" The Citizen (Tanzania)~ 5th January~ 2006~ p. 1; "Kikwete Atangaza 
Baraza la Mawaziri: Wanawake Washika Nafasi Nyeti~" Mtanzania (Tanzania)~ 5th January~ 2006; and 
"JK’s Beefed Up Team: 14 Ex-Ministers Dropped~ More Women Appointe&’ The Guardian (Tanzania)~ 
5~h January~ 2006~ p. 1. 

The ten Deputy Ministers are: Ms. Celina Kombani~ Prime Minister’s Office - Regional Administration 
& Local Government; Ms. Maua Daftari~ Ministry of Infrastructure; Dr. Aisha Kigoda~ Ministry of 
Health and Social Welfare; Ms. Salome Mbatia~ Ministry of Planning~ Economy and Empowerment; Ms. 
Gaudensia Kabaka~ Ministry of Science~ Technology and Higher Education; Ms. Shamsa Mwangunga~ 
Ministry of Water; Ms. Rita Mlaki~ Ministry of Lands~ Housing and Human Settlements Development; 
Ms. Mwantumu Bakari Mahiza~ Ministry of Education and Vocational Training; Ms. Zabein Mhita~ 
Ministry of Natural Resources and Tourism; and Dr. Batilda Burian~ Ministry of Community 
Development~ Gender and Children. See "Kikwete Names New Cabinet ... The Cabinet in FulU’ Daily 
News (Tanzania)~ 5~h January~ 2006~ p. 1; and "Analysis on Kikwete’s Cabinet: New and Old Wine~" The 
Citizen (Tanzania)~ 5~h January~ 2006~ p. 1. 

Ten out of 27 Permanent Secretaries appointed to manage government ministries are women. These are: 
Mrs. Rose Lugembe (State House); Ms. Maimuna Tarishi (Regional Administration and Local 
Government); Mrs. Ruth Mollel (Public Service Management); Ms. Hilda Gondwe (Health and Social 
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seen as a new beginning in which women are given their proper place in the decision- 

making machinery of the State in Tanzania. 

In the meantime, in the context of the state of affairs as far as BAWATA is concern, let it 

be added that it will be self-deceit to think that by de-registering BAWATA it will be 

easier to tame women. In fact, by hitting at BAWATA and women in general, the 

government is hitting at the very foundation for building democracy in the country. 

Likewise, by invoking a colonial Ordinance - without bad conscience - it is curtailing the 

cardinal right to organize, a right guaranteed under Article 20 of the Constitution of the 

United Republic of Tanzania of 1977. However, the future of independent women 

organization, and indeed of all independent civil society organization, lies not only on the 

government to realize the importance of this right, but also on civil society as a whole to 

understand the importance of building a civil society front to defend its rights. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

THE SEARCH FOR INDEPENDENT ORGANIZATION: 
THE LONG ROAD TO THE TRADE UNION 

CONGRESS OF TANZANIA (TUCTA) 

By 

Rwekaza S. Mukandala 
and 

Dr. Benson A. Bana 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Trade Union Congress of Tanzania (TUCTA) came into being in July 2000. This was after 

more than thirty-five years of state controlled and driven workers’ organizations, characterized 

by struggles for an independent and autonomous workers’ movement. This case study examines 

workers’ efforts to organize themselves in independent trade unions and their struggles for 

economic, social and political rights. 

The case study is divided into five sections including the introduction. The following section 

looks into pre-independence trade unionism in Tanzania, its origins, objectives and struggles, 

and attempts by the colonial state to contain it. 

Section three analyses the encounter between the trade union movement and the post- 

independence governments (1961-2000). Of particular interest is the manner and extent to 

which the three decades of a monolithic political system impacted on the conduct and 

development of the movement. We also discuss some factors that precipitated the demand for 

reforms in the trade union movement. Section four pays particular attention to the post-2000 

Trade Union organization in Tanzania. Section five tries to put together a conclusion. 
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2. TRADE UNIONISM IN TANZANIA: A HISTORICAL OVERVIEW 

2.1 Evolution of the Trade Union Movement 

The rise of the trade union movement in Tanzania dates back to colonial days with the 

introduction of permanent wage labor. According to available records, the first organizational 

initiative to form a trade union was in 1927. During that year African motor drivers and 

mechanics in Moshi formed a Motor Drivers’ Union and even attempted to stage a strike for 

higher wages (Shivji 1986:158). The colonial government permanently silenced the union. A 

second attempt to form a trade union was made in the 1930s by the African civil servants. They 

formed the Tanganyika African Government Servants’ Association. However, by its objectives 

and aims, the association looked more like a staff association rather than a trade union. It did not 

pose any threat to the government. It was a "white-collar" elitist organization originating from 

Martin Kayamba’s Tanganyika Territory African Civil Service Association. It did not articulate 

demands aimed at furthering and defending the economic interests of its members at the work 

place. 

In the 1930s, the Asian shop assistants and artisans also did attempt to organize themselves into a 

trade union. This was known as the Union of Shop Assistants. It consisted exclusively of 

Asians. Its demands largely revolved around the question of reducing the working hours. They 

worked fifty four hours per week. The Union successfully managed to persuade the government 

to set the maximum working hours at fifty per week for persons employed in shops as clerks or 

salesmen. In 1937, the Asiatic Labor Union was formed. Its critical concern was to safeguard 

the interests of "Asiatic Skilled and Unskilled Workmen" amidst rises in the cost of living as a 

result of economic depression. It is argued that every care was taken by the union leadership to 

detach African workers from this movement (ibid. p.10). However, this movement was not 

perceived as a threat to either the Africans or employers. Instead, it was a source of challenge to 

the Africans to establish their own trade union. In August 1937, the dockworkers in wharfage 

companies formed the African Labor Union. It was really a "brain child" of the shopfloor 

workers, the rank and file. However, the union was not interested in related issues. It confined 

itself to social welfare functions of mutual help during sickness, burial and unemployment. The 

union rules provided that every member was obliged to obey his employer, to attend his work in 

time and not to leave before time without the permission of the employer. Every member had a 
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duty to learn to read and write, to pay his debts before demand, to pay his government taxes, and 

to keep some deposit in a savings account (ibid. p.62). 

2.2 The Salient Features of Trade Unions 

Organizationally, the early trade unions were weak. They did not have a common front to either 

agitate or articulate employee’s interests and demands. They had few members. Their 

membership base was racial and narrow. The workers were too scattered and individualized in 

their work processes to mount an effective collective action. Some unions resembled either 

friendly societies or social clubs. Ineffective and poor leadership was also a characteristic feature 

of the trade unions. Some leaders were illiterate. Very few could read and write, and that was 

only in Kiswahili. Some knew only the Arab script. The leadership lacked the desired knowledge 

and experience in trade unionism. It had a narrow focus. As such, they failed to comply with the 

directives of the Registrar of Trade Unions. This enabled the Colonial State to either cancel their 

registration or to suppress them without much ado. The unions were looked upon with disfavor 

by the colonial administration and enjoyed little sympathy from the rest. 

Despite these shortcomings, it is imperative to note that there were some significant 

developments. First, all the unions were formed and led by workers themselves. There was no 

imposition from without. As such, the trade unions had organic link with the grassroots. The 

struggles emanated from the work place itself. The unions enabled the workers to struggle for 

their rights through collective organization and collective action. They forged ahead to solidarity 

and consciousness as a consequence of their own efforts from below. It is correctly argued that 

"the trade unions or the trade-union type of organization formed during the period bore the stamp 

of grass-root democracy and militancy" (ibid.p.55). Indeed, the early trade unions did lay a 

concrete foundation for the emergence of militant trade unionism in Tanzania especially in the 

1940s and 1950s. 
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2.3 Trade Unions’ Tactics and Demands 

The early trade unions articulated their demands and aggregated their interests mainly through 

petitions, letter-writing, making a few protests and passing resolutions. None of these unions 

ever mounted an effective collective action beyond public meetings. Individualized resistance 

was also phenomenal in some few instances. Initially, the trade unions never resorted to the use 

of the strike action, which would have been the most visible form of collective action in the 

pursuit of their demands. However, there were a few isolated cases where the dockworkers made 

use of the weapon of strike. According to Mihyo (1983: 14-15), in 1937, 250 dockworkers at 

Tanga Port ceased working in protest against low wages and poor working conditions. In 1939, 

the casual workers at the dockyard in Dar es Salaam staged a strike for two days protesting 

against piece rates and demanding higher pay. In 1943, dockworkers at Mwanza and Lindi 

staged two strikes protesting against poor living conditions and meager pay. The dockworkers in 

Dar es Salaam did manage to organize a general strike in 1947, which spread like a bush-fire 

throughout most of the towns up-country. The strike was supported and joined by other workers 

in different sectors. Surprisingly, the dockworkers had no trade union but were just protesting 

spontaneously against bad employment conditions (Mihyo, 1983:15). 

The general strike, by and large, expressed the general dissatisfaction of the workers in 

Tanganyika. The net result of the 1947 general strike was the organization of workers into formal 

and legally recognized trade unions. At the end of 1947, five trade unions had registered 

themselves with the government authority. These were Stevedores and Dockworkers’ Union; 

African Cooks, Washermen and House Servants Association; The African Tailors Association; 

The Morogoro Personnel Servants Association; and the Dar es Salaam African Motor Drivers 

Association. 
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2.4 The Magnitude of Workers’ Demands 

In totality, the main demands and interests articulated by the workers throughout this period 

revolved around trivial issues, such as shortening the working day, increase of wages, improving 

working conditions, medical treatment and sick pay. Others were demands for annual leave, 

gratuity on retirement and free food during working hours. These demands did not have direct 

political dimensions. They were largely pegged on workers’ social and economic welfare. Issues 

related to racial discrimination; gender imbalance and mainstreaming; pay equity; participatory 

management; decision making; employees’ and employers’ rights as well as obligations did not 

feature substantively in the workers’ interests and demands. One can argue convincingly that the 

pre-1950 trade unions were largely apolitical. They did not attempt to translate their social 

welfare interests at the micro-level into political demands at the macro-level. Generally, the trade 

unions had no clear ideological orientation. 

2.5 The Response of the Colonial Regime 

The colonial government was not very enthusiastic about the formation of trade unions. 

However, it created an enabling legal environment for the formation and functioning of trade 

unions even before the emergence of strong unions. This was made possible by the enactment of 

several pieces of legislation. The first one was the Trade Union Ordinance, No. 23 of 1932. 

There were no trade unions awaiting registration in Colonial Tanganyika by then. The Bill was 

therefore a deliberate measure of prudence to take care of such organizations should they emerge 

in future. The motive force behind the colonial state was not to encourage or facilitate the 

formation of trade unions; rather, it was to regulate and supervise them if and when they would 

be formed. The Tanganyika Trade Union Ordinance made registration of trade unions 

compulsory. This was contrary to Trade Union Acts of Great Britain which made registration of 

trade unions completely voluntary (ibid.p. 158). Non-registration was made a criminal offence. 

The law further imposed stringent pre-conditions and bureaucratic regulations to be complied 

with before registration. The Registrar was given discretionary powers to refuse or defer 

registration of a trade union. The registrar also had powers to cancel registration of a trade union 
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if he was satisfied, inter alia, that a trade union had violated any of the provisions of the 

Ordinance. This was intended to ensure that trade union funds were not used for political 

purposes (Kapinga, 1985:89). Indeed compulsory registration was used by the colonial state in 

keeping trade unions under control, by monitoring and regulating their activities. 

The first victims of the power of the Registrar to cancel registration were the African Motor 

Drivers and Commercial Road Transport Workers’ Union and the Lake Province Tailors’ 

Association. The Registrar canceled their certificates in 1950 and 1951, respectively. In 1959, 

the African Cooks, Washermen and House Boys Association was struck off the register. The 

Dockworkers Union was dissolved in 1950 (ibid. p. 163-164). 

The second restricting legislation was the administrative order promulgated by the Governor in 

1943, titled "Defence (Trade Disputes) Regulations". These empowered the Governor to 

establish a tribunal for the settlement of a trade dispute. It also empowered the Governor to 

make an order prohibiting a strike and lockout in connection to any trade dispute. Any one 

contravening the orders made under the regulations was guilty of an offence. The general strike 

of 1943 was taken care of by these regulations. 

The third legal instrument to control and regulate trade unionism was the 1947 Ordinance. This 

provided for dispute-settlement machinery in the country. The Ordinance set up two-stage 

machinery for the settlement of a trade dispute, namely conciliation and arbitration. 

Following a series of labor unrest, in the late 1940s, the colonial state instituted the fourth piece 

of legislation: the Trade Disputes (Arbitration and Settlement) Ordinance of 1950. The 

legislation introduced provisions that made strikes and lockouts criminal offences unless the set 

out procedure was exhausted and no settlement had been reached. The procedure was 

cumbersome for one to seriously stage an effective strike or lockout. The two last resort trade 

union weapons were virtually made illegal. Statutory arbitration became compulsory. 

From the foregoing, it is evident that the role of the colonial state with regard to trade unionism 

was much more of direct interventionist rather than regulation of union affairs. As such, mutual 
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distrust, suspicion, and witch-hunting characterized the trade union and government encounters. 

Despite the repressive and suppressive tendencies of the colonial state, trade unions managed to 

organize and survive. They could, at least, "bark" collectively though they could not "bite". 

Their collective action and survival, undoubtedly, paved a smooth way for the emergence of 

more vigilant and militant trade unions from 1954 to 1964. 

2.6 Consolidation of Trade Unionism: 1950 - 1960s 

In the preceding discussion on the historical development of trade unionism, we have revealed 

that trade unions were still in their infancy stage. Numerically, they were few. They did not even 

take the initiative to form an apex organization essential for a collective action and possibly 

solidarity. With the advent of nationalist struggles for self government and independence led by 

the Tanganyika African National Union (TANU), trade unionism was reinvigorated. By the end 

of 1956, there were twenty-three trade unions with about 13,000 members. By the year 1962 

though, the number of trade unions had decreased to a mere twelve due to the efforts of TFL to 

amalgamate small and similar unions. However, membership had increased tremendously to 

about 182,200 (ibid.p. 183). The initial effort to form a territorial "Federation of all Workers and 

Trade Unions" was turned down by the colonial administration. It was correctly argued that the 

existing registered trade unions had not been approached nor had they shown any desire to 

participate in such an amalgamation (ibid. p. 184). However, the trade union activists managed to 

organize a general meeting of trade unions on 7-10 October 1955 in Dar es Salaam. The 

outcome of the meeting was the birth of the Tanganyika Federation of Labor (TFL). This was a 

significant achievement in the history of trade unionism in the country. This achievement was a 

product of some objective conditions. These included: 

(i) 

(ii) 

Some TANU activists like Bhoke Munanka turned to the formation of trade unions as a 

possible vehicle to advance the nationalist movement goals. This followed the refusal of 

the colonial state to register TANU branches in Mwanza, then part of Lake Province. 

Trade unions benefited from good leadership, which was provided by clerks and Civil 

Servants. These had an explicit trade unionist drive. They had basic literacy skills and 

exposure in administration. They initiated, organized and led the unions. 
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(iii) International organizations like the International Confederation of Trade Unions (ICFTU) 

provided required support through training programs, moral and material assistance. Tom 

Mboya, a representative of ICFTU in Kenya played a significant role in the formation of 

TFL. 

(iv) The absence of inter and intra-union rivalries. This facilitated the creation of the apex 

organization without opposition. 

(v) TANU leadership encouraged its members to join trade unions. 

2.7 TFL: The Beginning of Obstacles 

TFL set itself two major tasks. First, it resolved to increase its membership and, Second, to 

amalgamate small or similar unions so as to form territorial, industrial and general unions. The 

federation successfully accomplished its first task. By 1961, the total trade union membership 

was almost 200,000. Some 42 percent of all Tanganyika workers had been unionized compared 

to 8 percent in Kenya and 11 percent in Uganda (Scott, 1965:130). The amalgamation initiative 

was not carried out smoothly due to cumbersome procedures and regulations embodied in the 

Trade Union Ordinance, 1956. This provided the opportunity to the colonial government to use 

delaying tactics to register amalgamations. Indeed, the government was reluctant and implicitly 

opposed the TFL drive. For example, the registration of the Transport and General Workers 

Union (TGWU) formed as a result of the amalgamation of the Commercial and Industrial 

Workers Union and the Transport and Allied Workers Union, took some six months. The 

amalgamation of two government unions to form the Tanganyika Union of Public Employees 

(TUPE) took a whole year (Friedland, 1969:527). Thus, Colonial government was able to 

decelerate the growth and development pace of trade unions 

The other stumbling block that TFL faced in its drive to create territorial and bigger unions was 

that some leaders of existing smaller unions were reluctant to merge with others. This is 

probably because of fear to lose their leadership positions. In spite of these obstacles, the 

federation attained considerable achievement by channeling trade union development along 

industrial and territorial lines. By the end of 1961, Tanganyika had fourteen registered African 

Trade Unions, of which twelve were territorial and twelve industrial (Shivji, 1986:187). These 
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were affiliated to TFL. Undoubtedly, during the peak of the independence struggles, Tanganyika 

had a strong trade union movement with a strong federation at the center. 

2.8 TFL-TANU Relations: The Marriage of Convenience 

During the independence struggle, the nationalist movement TANU and the trade Union 

movement TFL, joined hands to fight a common foe: imperialist domination through 

colonialism, and were actually dependent on each other. Mihyo (1983:7) contends that "In the 

heat of nationalist agitation, at one time, these two movements became not only allies but 

instruments of each other". This is what we refer to as the marriage of convenience between the 

apex trade union TFL and the political party TANU. Shivji (1986:191) analyses this relationship 

at three different levels, namely: the overlapping leadership, TANU’s support for TFL’s 

economic struggle and the political struggles of TFL itself in relation to TANU. The General 

Secretary of TFL, Rashid Kawawa and the Vice-General Secretary, M.M. Mpangala played 

important roles in TANU and became members of its Central Committee (Tandau, 1964: 5; 

Friedland, 1969:123). Union leaders held offices in TANU and all of them were TANU members 

(Friedland, 1969:123). TANU lent its support to the trade unions especially during strikes. For 

example, in 1957, when TFL called upon all Dar es Salaam residents to boycott DMT (Dar es 

Salaam Motor Transport) buses, TANU cadres went around to mobilize people to support the 

DMT workers and boycott buses. When in 1958, the TFL staged a strike against the Tanganyika 

Breweries; TANU joined in and appealed to the people to boycott bottled beer (Mihyo, 1983:47). 

TFL and trade unions supported the aims of TANU to fight for independence. They never 

organized a single strike to achieve a specific political goal. "They were not affiliated to the 

party and took pains to keep distance" (Shivji, 1986: 191). The two had a common enemy to 

confront. This was oppression, exploitation and domination by capitalism, and the colonial state. 

Ultimately, the marriage of convenience between TFL and TANU contributed significantly to 

the attainment of independence in 1961. However, after independence the relationship between 

the trade union and the TANU government did not last for long. In the following section we 

discuss in-depth the encounter between the trade unions and the post-independence governments. 

3.0 TRADE UNIONISM AND THE POST-INDEPENDENCE GOVERNMENTS 
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After independence, the nationalist party, TANU, became the ruling party. The TFL remained a 

trade union. Trade Unionism in the TFL sense was modeled along the traditional Western type. It 

meant and still means collective bargaining and economic struggle through strike action, 

picketing and boycotts against capital. When TANU changed its position and assumed the reigns 

in power, the TFL did not join. TANU assumed the role of defender of capital while the 

contradiction between capital and labor i.e. unions continued. TFL had to fight all employers 

including the government, in pursuit of economic and civil rights of employees. 

3.1    The Root cause of TANU-TFL Conflict 

The trade union movement came into direct confrontation with the post-independence TANU 

government over three issues. These were the East African High Commission (EAHC), 

Africanization and Trade Union autonomy. The Tanganyika African Postal Union and the 

Tanganyika Railway African Union, both TFL affiliates under the leadership of Mr. J. Namfua 

and Kassanga Tumbo respectively, demanded the breakup of the EAHC because in their opinion, 

the Commission’s management based in Nairobi was mostly favoring workers of Kenya. The 

trade unions had staged two major strikes in 1959 and 1960 to push forward their demands. The 

position of TANU government was that the East African High Commission was to be preserved. 

TANU intended to use the commission as the basis on which the federation of East Africa could 

be constructed. TANU had already made a proposal for the formation of the East African 

Federation in June 1960 (Nyerere, 1967: 85-98) 

On Africanization, some radical trade unions demanded total, immediate and unconditional 

Africanization. The trade unions called upon TANU to take immediate action or face a general 

strike (Mihyo, 1983:63). It was mostly white-collar trade unions that featured predominantly in 

the demand for Africanization. These were the Railway Union (TRAU), The Postal and 

Telecommunications Union (NUPE), The Public Employee Union (TUPE) and the Local 

Government Union (TALGWU). The position of the government was that the Africanization 

process would be implemented gradually so as to secure right people with the right qualifications 
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(Nchahaga, 1993:41). A wave of strikes, actively supported by the TFL ensued. The Tanganyika 

Plantation Workers’ Union (TPAWU) took the lead in staging these strikes. 

On the issue of trade union autonomy, the trade unions opposed the government bill to make 

TFL the central and only recognized workers’ representation entity with a central fund managed, 

and controlled according to statutory rules and without any powers to authorize a strike before 

consulting the Minister of Labor. The trade union leaders regarded strike action as the only 

effective weapon of the workers to demand their rights. They saw this move as aimed at eroding 

the autonomy of trade unions. Neither the trade union leaders nor the federation leaders 

welcomed the government bill. They put a very strong campaign against both the bill and the 

government. The Tanganyika Railway African Union sought support and solidarity from its 

counterpart in Kenya to oppose the government decision. The position of the government on this 

was that it needed to restructure the trade union movement and make it suitable for the 

implementation of government policies. 

It is important to note that after independence, TFL continued with its traditional role of 

defending the interests of the workers through strikes, go-slows, boycotts and collective 

bargaining. On the other hand, government leaders regarded these as wrong weapons after 

independence. TANU government believed that with the end of colonialism, trade union 

struggles would have to end, for such struggles would undermine the legitimacy of the 

independent government which was allegedly serving the interests of all the people including the 

workers (ibid.p.42; Shivji, 1986:229). At the political level, the autonomous trade union 

movement posed a threat to the stability of the new regime in power. Outside the state structures, 

trade unions were the only organized centers of power. 

The anti-government-bill campaign was carried out through strong statements, petitions and 

threats. Surprisingly, trade unions did not organize a general strike against the government. 

Foreign moral sympathy was extended to TFL. Despite the campaign, the government won the 

battle and the bills were passed with the necessary majority. This was the beginning of the 

government strategy to silence the trade union movement. 
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3.2 Divisions within TFL 

All was not well in TFL. The federation as well as its affiliate unions was divided on a number of 

critical issues except on the trade union autonomy. The Tanganyika African Postal Union and 

Tanganyika Railway African Union (TRAU) lead by Tumbo agitated for the destruction of the 

East African High Commission. On the contrary, the Tanganyika Government Workers Union 

under Kamaliza and the Domestic and Hotel Workers Union advocated a conciliatory approach 

towards the restructuring of the Commission. 

TFL was divided into two factions. These were the pro-TANU government and the anti-TANU 

government factions. The former was identified with Tumbo, whereas the latter was identified 

with Kamaliza (Friedland, 1966:9). The Kamaliza group favored a much more centralized TFL 

with control over the finances of its constituent members. It also advocated that powers to decide 

and approve calling of strikes be vested in the TFL. In addition, it pushed for the "merger" of 

TFL to TANU. The Tumbo group seriously opposed this. It argued that such a structure would 

destroy the trade unions’ autonomy. Its position was that the trade unions - even while having 

close relations with the political party - should neither merge with, nor be controlled by the party 

(Shivji, 1986:225). 

The Tumbo faction opposed the election of Michael Kamaliza to the position of TFL president. 

The Kamaliza - Tumbo misunderstanding within TFL really affected the leadership and stability 

of the federation. Personality clashes within the federation could not create conducive 

environment for creating team-work and a sustainable trade union. Tumbo carried out vigorous 

anti-Kamaliza campaigns and called upon other affiliated unions to withdraw from TFL and 

form another federation. It is even argued that the anti-TANU government Trade Union leaders 

colluded with African Officers in the army to stage a mutiny (Mihyo, 1983:52 & 73). 

Consequently, many trade union leaders were detained and TFL activities suspended. 

Thus, continued overt and covert anti-TANU government struggles and the misunderstanding in 

the TFL leadership may partly explain the demise of the federation. 
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3.3    State Control Mechanisms over Trade Unions 

The strike wave that began during the nationalist struggles continued unabated after 

independence. In 1962, there were 152 strikes involving 48,434 workers with a loss of 417,474 

man-days (Shivji, 1986:227). TFL was behind all the strikes. The post-colonial state, both as an 

employer itself and as a protector of capital, was so adversely affected that it had to retaliate. The 

government enacted a host of laws in order to control and silence the trade unions. Four pieces of 

legislation that had negative impact on the trade unions were passed by the parliament. The first 

enactment was the Trade Disputes (Settlement) Act No.43 of 1962, which virtually abolished 

strikes by setting up a complex procedure for compulsory arbitration and settlement of labor 

disputes. 

The second enactment was the Trade Union Ordinance (Amendment) Act, No.51 of 1962. This 

legislation made TFL the only legal federation of trade unions. It became the sole body by law, 

to which individual unions had to be affiliated if they were to remain in existence (Mihyo, 

1983:67). TFL was placed under the supervision and control of the state through the Minister 

responsible for Labor matters and the Registrar of trade unions. The Minister was also 

empowered to monitor the use of union funds, just as it was during the colonial period. 

The third piece of legislation was the Civil Service (Negotiating Machinery) Act, No. 52 of 1962. 

The Act excluded all Civil Servants earning more than 702 Pound Sterling per annum from 

becoming members of any trade union. This law was in essence aimed at undermining the 

leadership of the trade unions, for it was the Civil Service that produced literate and 

knowledgeable leaders of trade unions 

The fourth legislation was the Preventive Detention Act, No.60 of 1962. This law empowered 

the President of the country to order the detention of any person who in his opinion was 

conducting himself in a manner prejudicial to the state. The first victims of the detention law 

were the so-called stubborn leaders of TFL: Victor Mkello, then its President, and Magongo, 

another key leading TFL official. Following the army mutiny of 20 January 1964 that was 

suppressed by British troops, the state got the pretext to kill whatever autonomy was left in the 
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trade union movement. TFL functions were suspended and its leaders detained on the allegation 

that they had attempted to make contact with the mutineers (Friedland, 1966:148). The 

Government, hurriedly through parliament, enacted the National Union of Tanganyika (Workers 

Establishment) Act No. 18 of 1964. The Legislation disbanded and outlawed all trade unions. It 

dissolved TFL and established in its place a single workers’ union, The National Union of 

Tanganyika Workers (NUTA) for the whole country. It is to this union that we now turn. 

3.4 The National Union of Tanganyika Workers (NUTA) 

Unlike the TFL, the National Union of Tanganyika Workers (NUTA) came into existence by an 

Act of Parliament and commenced operating after a Presidential Directive. In addition to this 

feature, NUTA began existing before it had registered any member!After getting a leadership, 

NUTA embarked on registering members from the former membership of the banned TFL. The 

then President of Tanzania, the late Mwalimu J.K. Nyerere, was NUTA’s member No. 1 (Mihyo, 

1983:74). The number one politician in the country became a bonafide trade unionist. 

All its leaders, unlike those of TFL, were not elected but appointed at all levels of the 

Organization. Its top executives, the Secretary General and his Deputy were appointed by the 

President. Throughout NUTA’s life, the Secretary General of the Union was also a Cabinet 

Minister responsible for Labor matters. He appointed all key NUTA officers, members of the 

executive council and the Regional branches. The Financial Secretary, nine assistant secretaries 

for the various industrial sections of the union, Directors of Organization and of Economics and 

Research were all appointees of the Secretary General. This was virtually contrary to Article 3 

of the ILO Convention, 1948, No.87, which guarantees the "right of workers’ organizations to 

draw up their constitutions and rules, to elect their representatives in full freedom and to organize 

their administration and activities". 

NUTA was made an affiliate of TANU and one of its objectives was "to promote the policies of 

TANU and to encourage its members to join TANU" (Pratt, 1976:189). This was unacceptable 

and contravened the ILO principle which stipulates that "governments should not attempt to 

transform trade unions into an instrument for the pursuance of political aims" (ILO, 1994:59). 
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Under the provision of NUTA (Establishment) Act, 1964, if an employee remained out of the 

union, after two months of employment, the employer had a right to terminate his employment 

(Mihyo, 1983; 1983:74). The fundamental freedom of association was no longer in place. 

Compulsory association was what the government decided for the workers. 

The aim of this provision was to protect the union from lack of adequate membership. This was 

a direct infringement of the workers’ right to establish and join organizations of their own 

choosing (ILO, 1994:41). 

The NUTA General Council was barred from sanctioning or proposing strike action in respect of 

any labor dispute without exhausting procedures stipulated by the Trade Disputes (Settlement) 

Act, 1962 (Kapinga, 1986:91). The prohibition on the calling of strikes is incompatible with 

Convention No.87 of the ILO. Outlawing of strikes and the imposing of compulsory statutory 

arbitration virtually abolished the right to free collective bargaining. From the foregoing, it is 

crystal clear that NUTA was, by and large, a department of the government and was under 

complete control of the ruling political party and its government. It danced to the tunes of 

TANU. NUTA was nothing but, for all intents and purposes, part of the state apparatus. Thus, 

NUTA Act pronounced the death of autonomous trade union movement in Tanzania. 

3.5 Reflections on the Zanzibar Situation 

Like in Tanganyika, trade unions supported independence struggles in Zanzibar from 1950s to 

1960s. They supported both the Afro-Shiraz Party (ASP) and Zanzibar Nationalist Party (ZNP). 

The Zanzibar and Pemba Federation of Labor (ZPFL) which was established in 1956 supported 

ASP. The workers who supported ZNP formed the Federation of Progressive Trade Unions 

(FPTU). As such, workers were divided alongside political factionalism. The trade unions and 

the federations worked in close relationship with political parties. However, they were not 

controlled by the parties, hence they enjoyed relative autonomy. After the January 1964 

revolution, which brought ASP to power, ZPFL, its staunch ally, changed its name. Its new name 

became the Federation of Revolutionary Trade Unions (FRTU). The Federation of Progressive 

Trade Unions, an ally of ZNP was disbanded. ASP controlled FRTU. It was dissolved in 1966 
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and its activities were taken over by the Workers’ Department of the ASP (Chambua, 1997:289). 

This was a clear violation of the principles of freedom of association. By this decision, the state 

in Zanzibar had dug the grave in which the trade union movement was finally buried. 

It is important to note that there was no resistance from the workers in both the Mainland and the 

isles to the liquidation of the trade union movement. This is because almost all the militant 

leadership of the movement was in goal. "The workers were ideologically defenseless and 

organizationally leaderless" (Shivji, 1986:235). The post-independence governments resorted to 

the same authoritarian methods of the colonial state to ensure that trade unions were under the 

control and supervision of the state. 

3.6 The State Party Supremacy and Trade Unions 

On 26 April 1964, Zanzibar united with Tanganyika. This event gave rise to the birth of the 

United Republic of Tanzania. In 1965, Tanzania was declared a de jure one party state. TANU 

and ASP were constitutionally declared to be the only political parties in the mainland and isles, 

respectively. Following the promulgation of the Arusha Declaration in 1967, Socialism and Self- 

Reliance became the official policy of the party and its government. This implied, inter alia, state 

control over the country’s "commanding heights of the economy". TANU and ASP became 

supreme in legal status as well as in practice. This status was firmly retained in the 1977 

constitution which was passed after the merger of TANU and ASP which marked the birth of 

Chama Cha Mapinduzi (CCM) in 1977. The Constitution stipulated that "All activity of the 

organs of the state of the United Republic shall be conducted under the auspices of the party". 

The Constitution also declared CCM to be the sole political party which is supreme (Mlimuka & 

Kabudi, 1985: 64). 

These political developments had far reaching implications for the trade union movement. First, 

trade unions like other civil society organizations were officially co-opted and integrated into the 

machinery of the supreme state-party. As a result, NUTA became CCM’s mass organization in 
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19771. The changes in the political sphere prompted the need for a trade union, which would 

cater for the entire United Republic of Tanzania. In 1979, an Act of Parliament was passed to 

repeal the NUTA (Establishment) Act. NUTA was disbanded. "Jumuiya ya Wafanyakazi 

Tanzania (JUWATA) was established to replace NUTA. JUWATA became the sole trade union 

in Tanzania. It also became one of the CCM’s mass organizations, which took care of all labor 

matters. The objectives of JUWATA were similar to those of its predecessor. The only difference 

was that JUWATA’s mandate was extended to Zanzibar, while NUTA’s wasn’t. However, 

NUTA had a constitution whilst JUWATA operated under the CCM constitution (Chambua, 

1997:289). 

The General Secretary of JUWATA and his/her two deputies (One for Mainland and the other 

for Zanzibar) were appointees of the CCM Chairman who was also the President of the United 

Republic of Tanzania. On the one hand, the chief District and Regional Executive Officers of 

JUWATA had to be screened and appointed by the National Executive Committee (NEC) of 

CCM. On the other hand, the Secretary General of JUWATA, by virtue of his/her position, 

became a NEC member. The tradition of appointing the Minister responsible for Labor matters 

to be the Secretary General of the trade union continued. The first Secretary General of 

JUWATA was also the Minister of Labor (ibid’ p.290). The Registrar of Trade Unions was also 

the Principal Secretary of the Ministry of Labor, also an appointee of the President. He/she was 

unlikely to effect control on the top trade union leadership, which until 1982 included the 

minister of his/her own ministry who was the Secretary General of the union. The trade union 

thus became virtually a government department. Surprisingly, JUWATA was not registered as a 

trade union until four years after its establishment (Kapinga, 1985:94). 

The president of the United Republic of Tanzania had enormous powers over JUWATA. He had 

powers to order its cancellation in the register of trade unions if, in his opinion, it was no longer 

serving the interests of the public. In its place, he could establish some other body, which would 

then be deemed to be a trade union (Act No.24 of 1979, Section 8(1)). This was a vivid violation 

1 Also included in this category were the women organization (UWT)~ youth organization (formally TYL)~ parents 

association (TAPA) and the cooperatives (WASHIRIKA). 
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of the freedom of association and the key principles of a trade union worth the name. As 

Kapinga, 1985:94 quite clearly points out, 

"what the colonial state did with a somewhat shy face in passing legislation which 

completely placed trade unions under the thumb of the state, the neo-colonial state has 

done it with a straight face" 

3.7 Trade Unionism and the Advent of Political Reforms 

The early 1980’s in Tanzania were marked by an acute economic crisis. All economic and social 

sectors deteriorated. The economy was performing miserably. There were generalized 

discontents across the country. The severe economic hardship, which also led to the crisis of 

political legitimacy, was mainly attributed to the policies and functioning of a single party rule 

(Baregu, 1993:104-119). People started questioning the legitimacy of CCM government, the 

rationale of single state party supremacy, monopolistic economic and political systems as well as 

the role of the over-centralized state. 

Pressures for economic and political reforms were exerted from both within and outside the 

country. Economic liberalization, the market driven economy and political pluralism were 

advocated as possible solutions to rescue Tanzanians from the economic crisis. 

Thus, in the 1980s, the trade union movement in the country operated in the above outlined 

socio-economic and political contexts. Vibrant demands for trade union autonomy were made 

during the JUWATA Congress as early as 1982. The congress passed a resolution to distance 

itself from the state-party. The resolution requested the party and its government for permission 

to elect the union’s own General Secretary and his Deputies, to formulate its own Constitution, 

to end political affiliation to CCM, and to hold free elections without interference from the party 

(Chambua, 1997:290) 

CCM’s National Executive Committee turned down this request. It seems the party was not 

ready to allow any of its mass organizations to tamper with its supremacy status. Also, CCM 
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was afraid of organized opposition from outside. The demand for an autonomous trade union 

recurred at another JUWATA Congress in 1984. This time the party adopted the ’stick-and- 

carrot’ method to deal with the union. On the one hand, the demand for complete autonomy was 

rejected. Simultaneously, the state party directed that the Central Committee of the Party, instead 

of the President, would appoint the chief executives of the union. However, the appointment was 

to be subject to approval of the National Executive Committee (NEC) of CCM. It is important to 

note that the President was also the chairman of both the Central Committee and the NEC of 

CCM. 

The struggle for an autonomous trade union continued unabated from within JUWATA and 

outside. In 1985 JUWATA held elections. As usual, CCM appointed Mr. J. Rwegasira to 

continue with his position as Secretary General. The late H. Kolimba was elected Chairperson 

for five years. Despite being CCM staunch members, the two leaders urged the JUWATA 

Congress to press harder the demand for an autonomous trade union. Specifically, they insisted 

on the demand for the right to choose top executives rather than these being CCM appointees. 

They also supported the JUWATA General Council to exert more pressure on the demands for 

the right to have its own Constitution and to choose its own leaders without interference from the 

party. In 1989, CCM and its government reluctantly had to yield to election of the top most 

leadership positions in JUWATA. However, CCM retained the right to screen and approve 

contestants for the specified JUWATA leadership positions. Furthermore, elections had to be 

conducted in accordance with CCM Constitution. Impliedly, all candidates had to be active 

CCM members. 

JUWATA held elections in 1989. As required, the Union sent several names of candidates for 

the position of Secretary General to CCM for screening. Mr. Rwegasira’s name was among 

them. CCM approved the names of Joseph Rwegasira, Elias Mashasi and Issa Mohamed Issa for 

the top most executive position. But Mashasi and Issa did not contest for the position. They 

became Rwegasira’s deputies. The former was the Deputy Secretary General for Tanzania 

Mainland, whereas the latter was the Deputy Secretary General for Zanzibar. During the 

elections the two Deputies voluntarily withdrew their names at the last moment. They did not 
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contest the position out of their own will. The incumbent Secretary General Mr. Rwegasira stood 

unopposed. He was re-elected on the basis of a "yes/no" vote (Chambua, 1997:239). Mr. H. 

Kolimba (by then Regional Commissioner of Coast Region) was re-elected Chairman of 

JUWATA. Both Rwegasira and Kolimba were members of the National Executive Committee of 

CCM. In the same year, JUWATA’s Secretary -General and Chairman were appointed to 

Ministerial positions in the government. 

In 1991, Kolimba was appointed Secretary General of CCM and Minister of State, President’s 

Office. Rwegasira was appointed Minister of Industries and Trade in 1989. The series of events 

outlined above shows clearly that CCM was, by deeds, not ready to grant autonomy to 

JUWATA. The party was not ready to tolerate trade union leaders who agitated for an 

autonomous union. Thus, co-opting and integrating JUWATA’s key leaders to the state-party 

government machinery was aimed at weakening the union. CCM was unlikely to de-link from 

the trade union movement. However, for JUWATA the demand for autonomy did not cease. The 

1989 election gave fresh impetus to the struggle for JUWATA to de-link from the party 

domination, supervision and control. With the adoption of political pluralism and the subsequent 

multiparty political system in 1992, JUWATA was granted relative autonomy. 
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3.8 Attempts for Reform Initiatives in the Union 

The political climate was now permissive and conducive for JUWATA to establish a free trade 

union capable of aggregating and articulating the economic and social interests of the members. 

In August 1990, a special committee of seven people under the leadership of one of the Deputy 

Secretary Generals of JUWATA was appointed to gather opinions on how to reform the trade 

union. The committee was given the task of drawing out recommendations aimed at broadening 

democracy for workers; achieving rapid national economic development and enhancing social 

development; as well as maintaining the unity of workers. According to Chambua (1997:294), 

the committee collected views and opinions from the Secretaries and their Deputies at the 

JUWATA head Office, organized four seminars and reviewed minutes of previous JUWATA 

meetings. The Committee proposed some reforms that were accepted by JUWATA’s Executive 

Committee. Chambua enumerates them as follows: 

1). 

3). 

5). 

6). 

One trade union in order to promote unity, cooperation and financial strength of the union 

A new structure with nine and eight work sectors for Tanzania mainland and Zanzibar, 

respectively 

A check-off system for collecting membership dues 

Reserve seats for the trade union in law making bodies: ten in the Union Parliament and 

four in the House of Representatives 

The requirement that if any JUWATA Executive leader is appointed to a position in the 

government he/she must resign and/or apply for leave without pay 

Government to legalize strikes, and 

The union’s organizational structure to have the following representative organs: 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

National Level: National Congress, General Council, National Executive Committee and 

Executive Committee for each national sector; 

Regional Level: Regional Congress, Regional Executive Committee and Executive 

Committees of the Regional Sectors; 

Work Place: Annual General Assembly and Branch Executive Committee. 
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The Executive Committee accepted these proposals. They were the basis for the new constitution 

of JUWATA. The Constitution was drafted under the leadership of the late H. Kolimba. The 

constitution, inter alia, provided for the following: 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

One trade Union to be known as the "Organization of Tanzania Trade Unions" (OTTU) 

Work sectors to form trade unions, which would be under OTTU; but each union to have 

its own constitution that has to be approved by OTTU General Council. 

No OTTU Executive should be allowed to hold an executive post in any Institution(s). If 

elected or appointed to such office, he/she would be considered to have resigned from 

OTTU Office. 

However, no response was made on reserved seats in the Union Parliament and House of 

Representatives. The National Congress of JUWATA in its extra-ordinary meeting held on 20 

August 1991 at the University of Dar es Salaam adopted the constitution, which was earlier on 

endorsed by the Executive Committee. The Secretary General and the Chairman (who were 

Cabinet Ministers) had to resign even before the National Congress adopted the new constitution. 

The National Congress had to elect new national leaders of the newly formed Organization of 

Tanzania Trade Unions (OTTU). The elections were conducted under the auspices of CCM 

Constitution. The contestants for the post of General Secretary and Chairman were scrutinized 

and nominated by CCM. 

The candidates who were picked to contest for the post of General Secretary were Mr. Paul 

Kimiti and Mr. Bruno Mpangala. Both of them were members of the CCM National Executive 

Committee. Mr. B. Mpangala was elected the new Secretary General of OTTU and Mr. P.B. 

Nyamuhokya was elected to the post of Chairman. Other people who were leaders under 

JUWATA were to continue with their positions under OTTU until trade unions were formed 

from the designated sectors and elections held. 

3.9 OTTU’s Original Sin 
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The manner in which OTTU was established leaves much to be desired. To most of the workers, 

JUWATA’s struggle for autonomy essentially meant the desire to establish a democratic free 

trade union by the workers and for the workers. The chronology of events outlined above shows 

that OTTU was not formed democratically and its constitution also overlooked the basic 

principles of the freedom of association. The following points support this conclusion: 

(a) The committee that was formed to gather views and opinions on how best the trade 

unions should be reformed did not reach the broad base of workers all over the country. 

As such, its recommendations did not essentially represent the views of the workers. 

(b) CCM, either by design or by default, exercised direct control over the electoral processes 

in the Union. By scrutinizing and nominating contestants for election, it made sure that 

all those standing for elections in the union were its loyal members. As such, the right to 

elect trade union leaders in full freedom was acutely infringed upon. 

(c) The decision to have a single trade union was largely against the principle of trade union 

freedom. This was perhaps due to the monopolistic political culture, which had 

penetrated the trade union movement from the single party system that was still 

predominant in Tanzania. The ILO Convention stipulates clearly "workers should have 

the right to establish and join unions in full freedom" (ILO, 1996:59). 

(d) OTTU had neither symbiotic relations nor an organic link with the members it claimed to 

represent. As such, "OTTU was an umbrella body created in anticipation of yet unborn 

unions which would be affiliated to it" (TEMCO, 1997:207). 

(e) OTTU was formed at a time when the JUWATA Act No.24 of 1979 was still in place. As 

such, it lacked a legal status of its own. 

(0 JUWATA leaders automatically became OTTU leaders. This was like "old wine in a new 

bottle". Significant administrative and organizational changes in the trade union could not 
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be easily effected. The organizational structure of OTTU from the branch to the national 

level was like that of JUWATA. 

From the foregoing, one can argue correctly that OTTU was born with the "Original Sin", mostly 

left behind by JUWATA. The procedure that was used to establish OTTU and the constitution 

that was adopted thereafter, by and large, overlooked basic tenets of democracy. 

Despite the shortcomings discussed above, OTTU was at least able to exercise its relative 

autonomy in the defense of its members’ economic rights. We have two vivid cases to 

substantiate our contention. These are the two strikes staged against the government that we now 

turn to. 

3.10 OTTU’s Nation Wide Strike of 1 - 3 March 1994 

The President of the United Republic of Tanzania, in his May Day speech of 1993, promised that 

his government would raise wages and salaries with effect from July the same year. Later in the 

year, the government failed to honor its promise to the workers on grounds that the economy was 

not strong enough to sustain a rise in wages. OTTU had discussions and negotiations with the 

government on the issue. OTTU’s position was that, employees’ salaries and wages were too 

low to make them earn a living. It argued strongly that the government should pay a living 

wage. The union wanted the government to raise the minimum wage from Tshs. 5,000/= to at 

least Tshs. 45,000/=. The government maintained its stand that the ailing economy could not 

afford the rise without escalating inflation. The trade union and the government failed to come 

up with a mutually acceptable solution and negotiations reached a stalemate. OTTU decided to 

call a nation-wide strike involving all employees from the 1st - 3rd March 1994, if by that time 

the government had not met the demand for salary increase. The government used threats and 

propaganda through the state-party media to deter or limit the scope of the strike to no avail. 

OTTU managed to stage a nation-wide strike for three days. Whether the strike was successful or 

not, is of no importance to us here. What is important to us is the fact that OTTU managed to 

exercise its fundamental right to strike as a legitimate means of defending the interests of its 

members. For more than thirty years, no such drastic action had taken place in Tanzania under 
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the one-party system. By so doing, OTTU proved to its members that with its relative autonomy 

it could now bark and perhaps bite. The strike attested to the acceptability of OTTU by the 

workers. A substantial number of workers supported and participated in the strike. The strike, 

beyond doubt, showed that the trade union was no longer under state-party control. OTTU 

convincingly proved that it was an autonomous trade union and had more muscle than the 

previous workers’ unions, NUTA and JUWATA. This was a step forward to de-linking this 

section of the civil society from party and government influences. 

3.11 The Teachers’ Strike: January 1992 

In 1992, teachers of primary and secondary schools in Dar es Salaam demanded improved 

working conditions and social welfare as well as higher pay. Teachers’ concern over the 

deteriorating condition of their profession and hardships were presented to the President of the 

United Republic. However, negotiations failed to deliver the expected results due to inflexibility 

on the part of government. The teachers were left without any other option except the last resort 

weapon at the disposal of every employee. This was nothing else but withholding their labor 

power. As such, they declared a strike action and staged it in January 1992. Teachers from other 

regions in the country supported their colleagues in Dar es Salaam. To show their solidarity they 

also took part in the strike. The strike spread all over the country like a bush fire. The entire 

movement was organized under the auspices of neither a trade union nor a professional 

association. It was led by ordinary classroom teachers, the main leader being Mr. P. Mashanga 

who was also the OTTU Branch Secretary at Azania Secondary School in Dar es Salaam. The 

strike went on as planned. The government suppressed it by using threats and state media 

propaganda. 

When threats and propaganda failed, the government deployed riot police to combine threats 

with force and intimidation. Three hundred and eighteen teachers were suspended and some were 

detained in custody. OTTU protested seriously against the government reaction. It whole- 

heartedly supported the teachers’ strike action against their employer. It further blamed the 

government over the suspension of some teachers. Later on the government released the 

detained teachers and dropped charges against them. The suspended teachers were also 
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reinstated. OTTU’s reaction strengthened its de-linkage drive from the state and party controls. 

The predecessors of OTTU could not at all have supported actions that were against either the 

party or the government to which they were affiliated. 

3.12 From Strike to Autonomous Teachers’ Union 

In the aftermath of the teachers’ strike, the government recognized the need for teachers to have 

a representative organ, which would articulate and defend their interests. The government 

decided to appoint "Chama cha Kitaalam cha Walimu Tanzania" (Tanzania Teachers 

Professional Association), in short CHAKIWATA, to become the sole organ for defending the 

rights and interests of teachers. By so doing, the government wanted CHAKIWATA to be 

transformed into a trade union. CHAKIWATA conducted its functions under the Ministry of 

Education. Its leaders were appointees of the Commissioner of Education. On the other hand, 

OTTU wanted to transform the Teachers’ section at its headquarters into a sectoral trade union as 

it did for other trades. The two conflicting movements culminated into hot debates and conflict 

between CHAKIWATA, OTTU and the teachers. 

Teachers had a felt need to establish a trade union. However, they raised their objections to both 

CHAKIWATA and OTTU. They claimed that CHAKIWATA was a professional association 

with a definite mission and objectives. They also argued that OTTU had no mandate to establish 

an organization for them or on their behalf. They wanted to exercise their freedom of 

association, that is, their right to establish and join an organization of their own choosing. 

In order to resolve the conflict, CHAKIWATA of the Ministry of Education and the teachers’ 

section of OTTU, in the light of the teachers’ demands, decided to look for a mutually acceptable 

solution. They agreed to appoint a joint committee under the leadership of Professor Geofrey 

Mmari, one of the most respectable educationists in Tanzania, to look for an acceptable and 

sustainable solution2. The Committee did its job independently and came up with 

recommendations. It organized a meeting of teachers’ representatives from all regions in the 

2 At that time, Professor Mmari was the Vice-Chancellor of the Open University of Tanzania, after having served in 

the same capacity for Sokoine University in Morogoro and the University of Dar es Salaam. 
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country. The meeting was held at Morogoro. It unanimously adopted a resolution to establish 

the Tanzania Teachers Union (TTU) as an independent trade union for teachers. TTU’s draft 

constitution was discussed and adopted. The union was to be established without government or 

OTTU intervention. Professor Mmari’s Committee was given the task of registering the Union 

according to the laws of the land; overseeing the formation of branches and democratic elections 

of TTU leaders at all levels. TTU was registered in November 1993 under the Trade Unions 

Ordinance Cap.381 of 1956, Section 10. This task was successfully completed after the National 

Conference was held and national leaders elected. This was the second free trade union to be 

registered in the country. The first was OTTU, whose registration number was TU 001 while that 

of TTU was TU 002. 

The Tanzania Teachers Union was the only OTTU/TFTU affiliated Union with full registration. 

Unlike OTTU, TTU was formed from the grassroots to the national level. It was a union for the 

teachers and by the teachers. Grassroots democracy was implemented. As such, there is an 

organic link and symbiotic relationship between the Teachers Union and its members. 

3.13 The Legal Basis of OTTU and Related Implications 

As we noted earlier OTTU was formed at a time when the act establishing its predecessor, 

JUWATA, had not been repealed. Whereas OTTU was formed on 20th August 1991, the OTTU 

Act No.20 of 1991 came into effect on the 6th December 1991. Consequently, the JUWATA 

Act 1979 was repealed. According to OTTU Act 1991 Section 4(1), OTTU was proclaimed to 

be "Sole trade Union body representative of all employees in the United Republic". This was 

incompatible with the ILO Convention, 1948. Furthermore, it was a violation of fundamental 

human rights. Accordingly, members of JUWATA were automatically deemed to have become 

OTTU founder members (Section 5(2). Section 8(1) provides for the formation of other trade 

unions by OTTU. It stipulates that "every trade union formed by or affiliated to OTTU shall be 

known as OTTU Union and deemed to have been registered as such together with OTTU" (Sec 

8(2). This provision made OTTU have a conflicting dual status. It became both a trade union 

and a federation of trade unions at the same time. This was contrary to trade union principles 

and rights. The principle laid down in Article 2 of Convention No 87 that workers shall have the 

right to establish and join organizations of their own choosing implies that trade union 
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organizations themselves have the right to establish and join federations and confederations of 

their own choosing (ILO, 1996:125). 

After the formation of OTTU, its leadership had an arduous task of mobilizing employees to join 

sectoral trade unions that were formed by OTTU and affiliated to it. This was a reverse trend, 

which infringed the key tenets of democratic trade union movements. The process of establishing 

OTTU unions started in 1992 and was completed in 1995 (Chambua; 1979:296). Eleven sectoral 

trade unions were formed. With the exception of the Tanzania Teachers Union, OTTU Unions 

were not formed from the grassroots, i.e. work places or branches. Members did not meet and 

decide to form a trade union of their own choice. The formula on how to establish a specific 

sectoral trade union was devised by OTTU leadership at its head office. All sectoral trade unions 

were affiliated to OTTU by (already stated) law, not by the choice and consent of members. 

This was either an administrative flaw or a political calculation. 

OTTU identified and categorized eleven industrial or occupational sectors nation-wide from 

which sectoral trade unions were formed. These were: Industries and Trade/Commerce; Mining 

and Construction; Communication and Transport; Railways; and Agriculture. Others were 

Central Government and Hospitals; Local Government; Hotels, Residential and Allied Workers; 

Teachers and Institutions of Higher Learning and Research. However, teachers had already 

formed and registered their own trade union, the Tanzania Teachers Union (TTU). 

Afterwards, the OTTU General Congress held an extra-ordinary meeting in August 1995 in 

Dodoma. The Congress resolved to change the name of their apex organization. OTTU was thus 

newly "baptized". It acquired a new name, the Tanzania Federation of Trade Unions (TFTU). 

During the same meeting, the election of TFTU National leadership was held; both the former 

OTTU Chairman and Secretary General were elected to the same positions in the new federation. 

Generally, there were no substantive leadership changes. Those who were holding leadership 

positions in OTTU maintained the same positions in the newly created TFTU. 

According to TFTU leaders’ opinions, OTTU was formed just as a transitional organization 

towards the establishment of a federation of trade unions. They also argued that they had to form 
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sectoral trade unions using the top-down model, that is from the apex to branches, simply 

because after the deregistration of JUWATA the trade union functions and assets could not be 

left in a vacuum in order to allow the formation of trade unions from the grassroots which would 

then form a federation. They admitted that it was improper to establish an apex organization 

before the formation of trade unions, but they still argued it was the best they could do under the 

circumstances. All the same, this was a gross disregard of the ILO convention and democratic 

practice in general. Yet five years later, another apex organization: the Trade Union Congress of 

Tanzania (TUCTA) was born. It is to the detailed examination of TUCTA that we now turn. 

o FROM TOP-DOWN TO BOTTOM-UP APPROACH: THE BIRTH OF THE 
TRADE UNION CONGRESS OF TANZANIA (TUCTA) 

The birth of the Trade Union Congress of Tanzania (TUCTA) in July 2000 followed the 

appointment of the registrar of Trade Unions by the Minister responsible for Labor matters. This 

made it possible for the Trade Unions in Tanzania Mainland to process their registration under 

the Trade Unions Act No. 10 of 1998 as required. This marked the beginning of an autonomous 

Trade Union sector and the end of its arbitrary control and monopolization by the state. Apart 

from the technical issues, the process and procedure for establishing TUCTA, were, as will be 

shown, similar to those followed when workers were struggling to establish TFTU. TFTU was 

simultaneously terminated in July 2000, but the Government did not hand over its assets and 

liabilities to its successor. Instead, they were handed over to the Administrator General. 

Immediately after the termination, the Trade Unions’ leadership formed a committee composed 

by the chief executives of all the eleven Trade Unions that formed TFTU, to make preparations 

for the formation of a new federation 

RAAWU, who was later on elected the 

Expectedly, the former TFTU General 

responding to the question as to why the 

the current TUCTA leaders said that 

that would replace TFTU. The Secretary General of 

first Secretary General of TUCTA, led the committee. 

Secretary was not assigned any significant role. In 

former TFTU Secretary General was not fully involved, 

the spirit of members was to form an autonomous 

federation, including changing the personalities and even the name of the new organization. 

Allegedly, the former TFTU Secretary General had served the ruling party and government in 
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various positions, and this could have been one among the reasons for not involving him in the 

committee. 

The preparatory committee of eleven people was required to firstly ensure that all legal and 

technical issues necessary for the establishment of an autonomous and strong federation were 

carefully sorted out and adequately addressed, so that the past mistakes and sins that were 

committed by the TFTU leadership were not repeated. Secondly, the committee was supposed to 

ensure that all TFTU affiliated unions were fully registered and had democratically elected 

leadership. Thirdly, the committee was supposed to ensure that the TUCTA draft constitution 

was discussed, scrutinized and approved by congresses of all affiliates. 

Lastly, the committee was assigned other duties that were deemed necessary, particularly the 

supply of information and clarification to various interested parties on the fate of the Trade 

Unions in the country under the new legislation. The committee fulfilled its assignments by April 

2001, when TUCTA was officially established and its first leadership elected by the TUCTA 

National Conference at Dodoma. 

The objectives of TUCTA are the same as the former TFTU and membership to TUCTA is open 

to all trade unions that accept the aims and objectives of the federation. The eleven trade unions 

that founded TFTU were also deemed to be founder members of the Federation. The General 

Council of the Federation, through its executive council, is vested with powers to accept or reject 

applications for affiliation to TUCTA. One application from Tanzania Union of Journalists 

(TUJ) has been accepted and that makes the membership size of TUCTA in terms of unions to be 

twelve. 

4.1 TUCTA Founding Elections 

On the 27th and 28th of April, 2001, a TUCTA conference was held at Dodoma to approve the 

draft constitution and to elect the new leadership, namely: the Chairperson and Secretary General 

of the new Federation, the Treasurer, and the Deputy Secretary. Contestants for these highest 

posts in the organization were supposed to be nominees of their respective trade unions that 
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founded TUCTA. This is a constitutional requirement. A total of seven candidates contested, 

four being for the Chair position, and three for the Secretary General position. Among the seven 

contestants, two of them were females who contested for the Chair and one of them went 

through. The successful female candidate for TUCTA Chair was a female and sitting 

Chairperson of Tanzania Teachers Union (TTU). The post of Secretary General went to the 

siting Executive Secretary of RAAWU. These two positions are constitutionally contestable after 

every three years and the siting officials can seek for re-election. 

Other elective positions were those of Deputy Secretary and Treasurer. According to TUCTA 

constitution, the General Council elects these officials after being nominated by their respective 

unions. In the first election of TUCTA, three candidates contested each of the positions of the 

Deputy Secretary and the Treasurer. No female candidates contested any of the positions. It is 

important to note that the former TFTU Secretary General showed some interest of retaining his 

position in the new Federation, but he failed to get nomination from any of the eleven founder 

Trade Unions. Other former officials did not attempt to contest. The current structure of TUCTA 

does not provide for two Deputy Secretaries, simply because the new Federation is operative in 

Tanzania Mainland only, unlike the OTTU/TFTU which was an umbrella organization for the 

whole of Tanzania. 

After their election, the new officials embarked on the completion of the registration process of 

TUCTA, and on 18 May, 2001, the Federation was formally registered by the Registrar of Trade 

unions. It was the first Federation to be registered under the new legislation with eleven full 

registered trade unions as founder members. By September 2002, twelve trade unions with 

295,521 members had affiliated to TUCTA as shown in the Table 1. The new legislation allows 

for the formation of more than one Federation in the country. Two trade unions, WAMEUCTA 

and TASU had decided to form their own Federation whilst the other two, namely TUJ and 

IGWUTA had applied for TUCTA membership. The Table below shows the size of the trade 

union in Tanzania on the membership criterion. 

Table 1 : Trade Unions Membership Size, September 2002 
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Trade Union Membership 

size 

Tanzania Union of Industrial and Commercial 34,700 

Workers (TUICO) 

Tanzania Local Government Workers Union 34,888 

(TALGU) 

Tanzania Teachers Union (TTU/CWT) 118,000 

Tanzania Plantation and Agricultural Workers Union 28,000 

(TPAWU) 

Tanzania Union of Government and Health Workers 29,328 

Union (TUGHE) 

Tanzania Communication and Transport Workers 10,954 

Union (COTVVU) 

Tanzania Mining and Construction Workers Union 7,228 

(TAMICO) 

Tanzania Seamen’s Union (TASU) 310 

Tanzania Fishing and Allied Workers Union 409 

(WAMEUTA) 

Industrial and General Workers Union Tanzania 86 

(IGWUTA) 

Tanzania Union of Journalists (TUJ) 80 

Registratio 

n status 

Registered 

Registered 

Registered 

Registered 

Registered 

Registered 

Registered 

Registered 

Registered 

Registered 

Registered 

Registered 

Registered 

Registered 

Dockworkers Union of Tanzania (DOWUTA) n.a 

Tanzania Social Industrial Workers’ Union (TASIWU) 384 

Researchers, Academicians and Allied Workers 10,113 

Union (RAAWU) 

Conservation, Hotel and Domestic Workers Union 22,000 

(CODAWU) 

Tanzania Railways Workers Union (TRAWU) 

Total 

Registered 

10,340 Registered    Yes 

306,820 

TUCTA 

Affiliated 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Applied 

for 

Affiliation 

Applied 

for 

Affiliation 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Source: Office of the Registrar of Trade Unions, September 2002 
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Judging from the membership size criterion, it is evident that trade unions in Tanzania is strong 

enough to add value to the roles and functions which the civil society organization, in its entirety, 

play in the Tanzanian democratic reforms and economic developments. 

4.2 Institutional Legacy and TUCTA’S Problems and Prospects 

TUCTA was established by under-resourced and in-experienced trade unions, which could not 

support it effectively. The trade unions, though committed, remain heavily indebted as a result of 

their failure to contribute their dues accordingly. The weak financial base has subjected TUCTA 

to a debt crisis. 

Although the unions affiliated to the Federation are constitutionally required to pay five percent 

of their total collection of membership dues, they have failed to impressively honor that 

provision. Table 1 below shows projected and actual membership dues paid by trade unions 

affiliated to TUCTA for the first six months of it existence (July-December 2001). 

Table 2: TUCTA Projected and Actual Membership Dues Paid, Year 2000 

N/S Name Of The Projected Estimate The Actual % of Actual 
Affiliate in Tshs. Amount Paid in Amount Paid in 

Tshs. Tshs. 
1. CHODAWU 3,000,000.00 25,200.00 0.84 
2. COTWU 7,500,000.00 4,597,219.00 61.30 
3. CWT(TTU) 36,988,657.50 3,600,000.00 9.70 
4. RAAWU 3,288,274.85 2,000,000.00 60.80 
5. TALGWU 5,128,333.10 500,000.00 9.70 
6. TAMICO 3,327,519.00 32,257.00 1.00 
7. TASU 532,519.00 100,000.00 18.80 
8. TPAWU 5,250,000.00 2,203,587.00 42.00 
9. TRAWU 11,696,079.00 NA NA 
10. TUGHE 10,514,107.50 2,200,000.00 20.90 
11. TUICO 12,000,000.00 8,517,459.00 71.00 

TOTAL 99,225,470.95 23,775,722.00 24.00 

Source: Field Data 
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The data in the table above reveals that TUCTA collected about 24 percent of the projected 

collections from its members in the first six months of its existence. Thus, the trade unions 

affiliated to TUCTA owed their Federation a total of Tshs. 75,449,748/= (about US$ 78,590 by 

year 2000 exchange rates). Only four unions had paid above 40 percent of their contributions. 

These are: COTWU, TPAWU, TUICO and RAAWU. Moreover, the effect of low collection of 

membership dues is also revealed in the TUCTA’s 2002 budget, which shows that 30.2 percent 

of the revenue is expected to come from current membership dues, while another 12.8 percent is 

accounted for by the unions’ arrears (see Table 2 below). 

Table 2 below shows the source of revenues of TUCTA’s budget in 2002 

Table 3: 

N/S 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

TUCTA Sources of Revenue Year 2002 

SOURCE AMOUNT IN MILLION (TSHS) % OF TOTAL BUDGET 

DONOR ASSISTANCE 306.00 51.60 

MEMBERSHIP DUES 176.00 30.20 

INCOME GENERATING UNITS 32.00 5.40 

UNIONS ARREARS 76.00 12.80 

TOTAL 593.00 100.00 

Source: Field Data 

In addition, TUCTA’s budget, as shown in the table above, is too dependent on donor funding 

for more than 50 percent. The rest of the sources of revenue in the budget are not reliable at all. 

This weak financial base is a result of the negative legacy inherited by TUCTA from TFTU. Our 

interview findings reveal that TUCTA leaders are taking some initiatives in collaboration with 

their counter-parts in the unions and the donor community to build the capacity of member 

unions so that they can honor their obligations, including paying dues promptly and in full. 

As indicated above, TUCTA continues to enjoy financial support from friendly associations and 

international organizations that have been assisting the trade union sector in the past. They 

include the International Labor Organization and the Commonwealth. These and others support 

TUCTA financially and technically. For example, DANIDA has an on-going project to support 
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TUCTA. Until its end in December 2002, the project will cost a sum of Tshs. 650,000,000. 

DANIDA also provides seminars and training to Union leaders. 

To make the financial situation worse, the government is refusing to hand over to TUCTA the 

assets that were put into the custody of the Attorney General at the time of the dissolution of 

OTTU. TUCTA leaders expressed their disappointment on the reluctance of the Administrator 

General to return the Federation assets as required. The leadership declined to give more details 

as the issue is still in the High court, i.e. Civil Case No. 123 of 2000. According to the TUCTA 

Treasurer, the union is loosing about Tshs. 3,000,000 every month as rent collection from the 

assets under dispute. 

More importantly, TUCTA leaders acknowledge that the ongoing political and economic reforms 

are affecting their efforts to adapt to new changes. The unions are losing their members through 

retrenchment. Also some labor laws are so outdated that they negatively affect the relationship 

between employers and employees. Lastly, the unions have no capacity to adapt quickly to new 

changes. 

5. CONCLUSION 

Several lessons emerge from the above discussion, which are relevant not only to the civil 

society, but also to popular democratic struggles in general. First and foremost workers have 

continuously struggled for their democratic rights. These struggles have at times been overt, and 

at other times taken a latent form. Whatever the form of the struggles, workers have always 

struggled to organize themselves, to demand decent living conditions including a living wage, 

and have generally joined in struggles with fellow countrymen and women to claim their broad 

political rights. 

Secondly, the state has always intervened in worker’s organizations. This has ranged from the 

colonial state’s efforts to restrict workers to bread and butter issues, to the efforts by the post- 

colonial state to take over the worker’s organizations and subjugate them completely. Even the 
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current Unions are not entirely free of state interference and or intervention given the structural 

adjustment dynamics as well as current labor laws3. 

Thirdly, the effectiveness and efficiency of trade unions partly depend on the degree of their 

unity, the quality, capacity and commitment of their leadership, as well as their political skills to 

form and maintain alliances within the trade unions, the civil society sector, and the country in 

general. Evidence clearly shows that Trade Union victories have been due not only to workers 

efforts, but also to critical support from other popular groups in society. 

Finally, while the trade unions seem to have attained their long cherished goal of breaking away 

from the shackles of the state/party domination, it remains to be seen how they will make use of 

their newly acquire autonomy. Also included in this equation, is the state’s response to TUCTA 

and its member’ demands vis a vis employers and the government either as one of the employers 

or as the protector of employers, or both. Whatever the case, for now it can be concluded that by 

upholding the principle of independent and autonomous organization, workers in Tanzania have 

won the battle for democratic governance. 

3 Conditionalities from Structural Adjustment Programs (SAPs) have forced the government to take unpopular 

measures such as retrenchment of public employee~ freezing of government employment and privatization of 
parastatals~ all of which needed strong government intervention. 
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APPENDIX A 

FOUNDER MEMBERS OF TFTU/TUCTA 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

Tanzania Teacher’s Union 

Tanzania Union of Government and Health Employees 

Tanzania Seamen’s Union 

Tanzania Plantation and Agricultural Workers’ Union 

Researchers, Academicians and Allied Workers’ Union 

Tanzania Union of Industrial and Commercial Workers 

- (TTU/CWT) 

- (TUCHE) 

- (TASU) 

- (TPAWU) 

- (RAAWU) 

- (TUICO) 

Tanzania Mines and Construction Workers’ Union - (TAMICO) 

Tanzania Local Government Workers’ Union - (TALGWU) 

Communication and Transport Workers’ Union of Tanzania -(COTWU ) 

Tanzania Railways Workers’ Union (TRAWU) 

Conservation, Hotel, Domestic & Allied Workers’ Union - (CHODAWU) 

Source: Field Data 
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CHAPTER TWO 

POLICY ADVOCACY: THE CASE OF TANZANIA MEDIA WOMEN ASSOCIATION 

(TAMWA) 

Andrew S Kiondo 

Introduction 

To a greater extent, the development of civil society and its relationship to the state on 

governance issues in Tanzania as else where, has been a reflection of the prevailing 

socio-economic and political environments. At independence, the post-colonial state 

inherited a state monopoly system that curtailed many levels of popular participation. 

The political framework that developed thereafter ensured that civic associations were 

deeply entrenched into the state-party system. In this context, it has been pointed out that 

the political monopoly of the single party state during the first years of independence has 

constricted the space for democratic participation and disrupted the balance between 

societal and individual fundamental rights (Halfani and Nzomo, 1995). Within this 

framework, the state continued to maintain and consolidate its hegemony, thus laying a 

foundation for the undemocratic political culture that ensued and continued until the mid- 

1980s and early 1990s when signs of change started to emerge, though in a limited way. 

This situation affected organizations such as cooperatives, youth associations, parents and 

women organizations, etc., all of which were affiliated to the ruling party. 

In the case of women organizations, UWT (Union of Tanzania Women) that was 

originally formed to defend the interests of women in Tanzania was no exception to this 

situation. The organization was deeply entrenched into the party-state system, and was 

therefore, seen as the only legitimate women organization capable of articulating the 

interests of all women in Tanzania. This situation denied 
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Tanzanian women the opportunity for alternative points of view and the right to voice 

their own views. For those who were not members of UWT and/or did not identify with 

the objectives of the organization, the situation further undermined their ability to play 

their rightful role to influence political processes in order to contribute to good 

governance. The situation further denied them the power and space needed to voice 

their concerns, since they were not part of the mainstream political decision-making 

processes. In addition, UWT as an organization entrenched in a male-dominated 

patriarchal system, lacked independent critical thinking in broadly analyzing gender and 

women issues. As result, even those women who were members could not make much 

difference in promoting the interests of women. 

In the late 1980s and throughout the 1990s, the country underwent major social, economic and political 

transformations. In the economic sphere, it moved from a centralized economic system to a liberalized one, while in 

the political sphere the country moved from a single party to a multiparty system. This new orientation created 

space for the emergence of civic associations whose unprecedented growth came to be witnessed in the 1990s. 

However, women civil society organizations (CSOs) were also established not only as a result of 

the liberalized socio-economic and political system, but also as a response to the international 

movement, which encouraged women all over the world to fight for their rights; a call made at 

the 1985 Nairobi UN World Conference on Women. Several women organizations were 

established after the 1985 conference including TAMWA, which was born in 1987. These 

women CSOs have been working hard to empower women socially, economically and politically 

in order to build their capacities to participate effectively in governance issues as part of the 

country’s civil society and the public in general. Women CSOs have therefore placed on top of 
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their agenda, issues of democratization, governance, civic education, political empowerment, and 

women and human rights (Walker, 1997). 

In the democratization process, women demand for the incorporation of gender issues and 

inclusion of their rights as part of the struggle to institute good governance and a democratic 

culture. Therefore, the formation of women civil society organizations such as TAMWA and 

others should be seen as an effort to enable women to participate effectively in influencing good 

governance. As a strategy, lobbying and advocacy for women and children’s’ rights have been 

placed at the top of the agenda of these organizations. 

This case study undertakes, as its main goal, to demonstrate the extent to which civil society organizations interact 

with the government to promote good governance. TAMWA has been singled out because it has demonstrated an 

impressive capacity in policy advocacy in Tanzania. Its policy advocacy strategy focuses on women and children’s’ 

rights in social, economic, political and cultural aspects of Tanzania’s society in general. 

The aim of analyzing organizational activities of this particular CSO is to gain a better 

understanding of its lobbying and advocacy techniques and how it interacts with the government 

to influence policy changes. This study will examine TAMWA/State relations in a wider social, 

economic, political and cultural context. Within that context, it will examine in detail the 

relations between TAMWA and the state, focusing attention on TAMWA’s campaign against 

sexual harassment and abuse of women and children. The case study will specifically examine 

the impact of TAMWA’s advocacy activities in terms of influencing policy changes and creating 

awareness of peoples’ human rights in general. It will also examine the changes that have 

occurred as a result of these activities and the impact of those changes in the wider social, 

political, economic and legal environments. 

Further, the study seeks to shed light on the organizational capacity of Tanzania’s civil society 

organizations in general, and women organizations in particular, in promoting public awareness 

on critical societal issues. In addition, the study will expose in a vivid way, state/civil society 

relations in Tanzania by undertaking a thorough analysis of the way TAMWA encounters the 

government through lobbying for policy changes. This will help to improve the understanding of 
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the nature of state/civil society relations in Tanzania, the techniques used by civil society 

organizations to achieve their goals, and how these techniques become instrumental in 

influencing policy processes. 

TAMWA: A Brief History 

TAMWA was established in 1987. It defines itself as both a professional and an activist 

organization. Its mission is "to use the media to sensitize society on gender issues and to 

advocate and lobby for policy and legal changes which favor the promotion of the rights of 

women and children" (TAMWA Annual Report, 1998:1). It is a membership organization that 

confers full membership to Tanzania professional women journalists. It began with 12 members 

and today it has almost 150 full members and 50 co-opted ones. 

Its specific objectives 

i) 

ii) 

iii) 

iv) 

include the following: 

To collect and disseminate gender, population and development information; 

To undertake research, advocacy and lobbying for legal and policy reforms, 

To publish information dissemination magazines and other productions; and 

To collaborate with other NGOs, CBOs, HIVOs, as well as lawmakers, religious 

groups, traditional healers and youths. 

In fulfilling its objectives, TAMWA has designed several strategies. These strategies include 

identifying problems facing women and children and creating awareness on the problems and 

then lobbying for legal and policy changes. One of the problems that TAMWA has taken up 

successfully is the campaign against sexual harassment and abuse of women and children. On 

top of this, TAMWA sees its mandate as not only to advocate for change and to promote rights 

for women and children, but also to create an environment for a gender sensitive society in order 

to achieve gender equality. The following section discusses the extent of the problem of sexual 

harassment and abuse of women and children in Tanzania, its consequences, and why TAMWA 

has decided to take up this problem and advocate for policy and legal reforms to solve it. 

Violence Against Women: the Magnitude of the Problem 
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In the Beijing Declaration and Platform of Action, the term "violence against women" has been 

defined as 

Any act of gender-based violence that results in or is likely to 

result in physical, sexual or psychological harm or suffering to 

women, including threats of such acts, coercion or arbitrary 

deprivation of liberty, whether occurring in public or private life. 

Accordingly, violence against women encompasses, but is not limited to: 

a) Physical, sexual and psychological violence occurring in the family, including 

battering, sexual abuse of female children in the household, dowry-related 

violence, marital rape, female genital mutilation and other traditional practices 

harmful to women, non-spousal violence and violence related to exploitation. 

b) Physical, sexual and psychological violence occurring within the general 

community, including rape; sexual abuse; sexual harassment and intimidation at 

work; in educational institutions and elsewhere; trafficking in women and forced 

prostitution. 

c) Physical, sexual and psychological violence perpetrated and condoned by the 

state, wherever it occurs. 

Violence against women is a global problem. It is therefore not confined to Tanzania alone. In almost all societies, 

both developed and developing, women are subjected to different forms of violence which may include physical, 

sexual and/or psychological abuse that cuts across socio-economic and cultural lines. Global statistics on gender 

violence indicate that in the United States of America, males beat three to four million of their women partners each 

year. Similarly, every minute and a half a woman is raped in South Africa, totaling approximately to 386,000 

women raped each year. And in Santiago, Chile, statistics indicate that 80% of all women have suffered physical, 

emotional or sexual abuse by a male partner or relative (Heise, 1994:79). 

Acts of violence against women take place both in the public and private spheres such as in the home where it is 

referred to as domestic violence, and in the public arena where it can be seen in the form of sexual harassment and 

intimidation at workplaces. In Tanzania, the magnitude of the problem is phenomenal. It manifests itself in the form 

of domestic violence such as wife battery, sexual assault, rape, defilement, abandonment, forced early marriages, 
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female genital mutilations and violence against aged women in the form of witch killings. In recent years, violence 

against women and children has been increasing at an unprecedented rate. It has been estimated that as many as 

nine out of ten women have experienced violence in their relationships with men, while witch killings of aged 

women has increased tremendously. For instance, between 1996 and 1997, about 399 people were killed in 

Shinyanga, with 43 percent of the killings associated with witchcraft (TAMWA Core Program Annual Report, 

1998:19). In addition, surveys of domestic violence over the past six years in Tanzania indicate that there were 

1,922 cases of domestic violence and 2,432 cases of rape (TAMWA and MCDWAC, 1999:3). It is believed that 

these reported cases represent only but a small fraction of the actual situation since such cases normally go 

unreported for various reasons. First, there is an identified culture of silence among the victims of violent actions 

since traditional customs and culture sanction some of these actions. A socialization process in which children grow 

up in violent ridden families orchestrates this culture of silence. The social stigma associated with such acts leads to 

general acceptance among women that violence is part of the cultural heritage. Second, in some cases victims are 

either ashamed to report cases of violence against them or are discouraged from taking action by relatives and 

friends, or fear possible abandonment by their spouses whom they are totally dependent upon. Other reasons include 

lack of awareness among the victims, of laws protecting them against violent actions. But even where they are aware 

of such laws, they lack the resources to access legal facilities. 

TAMWA’s Substantive Work 

Considering the magnitude of the problem of abuse of women in Tanzania, TAMWA as a civil 

society organization decided to confront the issue head on. The decision to campaign for the 

elimination of violence against women and children is in line with the organizations main 

objective of sensitizing society on gender issues and advocating and lobbying for policy changes 

that will promote the rights of women and children. 

The first challenge faced by TAMWA was to raise awareness among women and the general 

public, including public officials in all spheres of social life, on the magnitude of the problem. 

The strategy to meet the challenge included the publication of a popular magazine, Sauti ya Siti, 

and other promotional and educational materials, which became instrumental in creating 

awareness and sensitizing the public on the magnitude of the problem. Seminars and workshops 

in which victims of violence provided first hand information became part of this sensitization 

strategy. These workshops demonstrated the extent of the problem and its consequences in terms 

of physical and psychological impact on the victims. As part of its sensitization strategy, 
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TAMWA also held night vigils in honor of all those who either lost their lives or suffered 

extensively as a result of violence against women and children. 

The above efforts were consolidated when in 1991 under the leadership of TAMWA; a 

committee against sexual harassment, discrimination and violence against women and children 

was formed. The committee involved members of other civil society organizations whose 

expertise in one way or another could contribute to the campaign to eliminate violence against 

women and children. The other organizations included the Tanzania Women Lawyers 

Association (TAWLA), the Medical Women Association of Tanzania (MEWATA), the 

Department of Women Affairs of the Organization of Tanzania Trade Unions (OTTU), the 

Association for Fighting HIV/AIDS in Tanzania (WAMATA) and the Tanzania Welfare 

Counseling Mission (TAWECOMI). The committee had a total of 60 members comprising 

journalists, doctors, teachers, and welfare workers. It also had representatives from trade unions, 

religious organizations and community development workers (Sauti Ya Siti, 1991:12). 

The objectives of the committee were to: 

i) enhance the struggle to safeguard the rights of women and children on matters 

such as rape, sexual harassment, family conflict, discrimination in workplaces, 

custody and the maintenance of family welfare; 

ii) Provide counseling services on health and law to women and children who have 

fallen victims of rape and sexual harassment, 

iii)    Provide counseling on labor laws to women who face problems at work places. 

The committee reconstituted itself into four sub-committees or groups to work on various issues 

related to violence against women in order to fulfill its objectives. The sub-committees and their 

roles were as follows: 

i) Group one: sexual harassment, rape and child abuse; 

ii) Group two: "rights of women and children"; 
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iii) 

iv) 

Group three: sexual harassment at work places; 

Group four: counseling victims of violent actions. 

From the above discussion, it is evident that the process of campaigning for the elimination of 

violence against women unfolded in stages. The first stage involved assessing the problem and 

its magnitude in Tanzania, including its social, economic, cultural and political context. This 

involved collecting data from various sources. The second stage consisted of sensitizing the 

public, including leaders from various walks of life in the society. The third stage saw TAMWA 

seeking support from other like-minded civil society organizations that had direct or indirect 

interest in solving the problem, and/or others that had contributions to make to the campaign. In 

the fourth stage, the process involved, as part of the sensitization strategy, the holding of 

seminars and workshops, production and distribution of educational and information materials, 

as well as the use of mass media such as radio, TV and newspapers to create public awareness of 

the problem. In the final stage, the process culminated in 1991, with the formation of a 

multidisciplinary committee against sexual harassment, discrimination and violence against 

women and children. This was followed by three years of intense information and education 

campaigns led by the multidisciplinary committee involving professionals with expertise in 

different aspects of the problem. The campaign took the form of lobbying and advocacy for 

policy change. It also involved research and documentation meant to help in widening the 

understanding of the problem in order to devise appropriate strategies for change. Since the 

inception of the Committee in 1991, TAMWA has been drawing up three-year action plans to 

fight gender violence. The third plan (1997-1999) was quite successful since it drew from the 

experience of the first two plans. 

The following section examines TAMWA’s campaigns in the context of state-civil society 

relations. The objective here is to identify various variables that either facilitated or hampered 

the process of lobbying for change, specifically with regard to TAMWA’s encounter with various 

government institutions. 

State-Civil Society Relations in Tanzania: The Case of TAMWA and other CSOs 
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It is important that state-civil society relations be analyzed within a wider context. On the one 

hand, there are government policies committing the state to undertake specific socio-economic 

responsibilities and, on the other hand, there is the nature of civic groups’ activities and 

programs. On the basis of this, we identify the following three scenarios relating government 

policy commitments to CSOs’ activities and programs, as an explanation for possible evolving 

state-civil society relations in the country. 

First, the state is more likely to support civil society organizations whose activities are 

categorized as welfare, advocacy and development oriented, and whose programs are directed to 

supplementing government efforts or working with the government within the framework of 

government commitments for changes. Encounters between TAMWA, its partner CSOs and the 

state should be viewed within the above context. In this context, the government had laid the 

foundation for change by demonstrating its willingness to eradicate all forms of discrimination 

on the basis of sex, creed, color and social status. Secondly, there are those civil society 

organizations that are viewed with suspicion by the state. Experience has shown that the 

Tanzanian state has been suspicious of CSOs whose organizational structures could provide a 

platform for political opposition groups to secure a constituency4, or CSOs whose mobilizing 

techniques could lead to feelings of discontent and opposition to the state among the general 

public. Thirdly, there are civil society organizations whose activities may be seen as a threat to 

national security or sovereignty. 

In the last two scenarios, the state is increasingly looking for ways to control the activities of 

such CSOs. The control measures have included de-registration, as was the case with BAWATA 

(National Women’s Council) and other numerous CSOs; and attempts to control CSO activities 

through a government initiated National NGO policy. Other measures have included denying 

registration to CSOs whose intended activities may seem to threaten the interests of the state, as 

was the case with the National Youth Forum. With regard to this situation, Meena (1997) has 

argued that in Tanzania state-civil society relations are characterized by the struggle for 

autonomy on the part of CSOs, on the one hand, and the counter struggle by the state to control 
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the functioning of the CSOs on the other hand. However, relations between TAMWA, its partner 

CSOs and the state have been to a greater extent harmonious. During its campaigns, TAMWA 

had been able to develop a close working relationship with government institutions such as the 

Ministry of Community Development, Women Affairs and Children; the Ministry of 

Constitutional Affairs and Justice; the Police Force; the Judiciary; Parliament; and the Law 

Reform Commission (TAMWA Annual Report, 1998:6.) 

As noted above, the situation has mostly been facilitated by the government’s commitment to 

safeguard the rights of all people as declared at independence in 1961, and further reiterated in 

policy documents such as the Arusha Declaration of 19675. With such declarations, the 

government affirmed its position to address and respect the rights of women and children. 

Furthermore, the 1977 Constitution of the United Republic of Tanzania guarantees all people 

equality before the law. And the government’s decision to become signatory to several regional 

and international conventions on human rights and gender equality has further affirmed this 

commitment. For instance, Tanzania has signed the International Declaration on Human Rights, 

the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW), 

the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) and the SADC Platform of Action. With regard 

to the latter, the state reaffirmed its commitment to gender equality and to incorporating gender 

issues in community building initiatives.6 

Following from the above commitments, the state has taken some measures geared towards 

safeguarding the interests of women and children. Among others, these measures include: 

i) Being part of international efforts to safeguard the interests of women and 

children by sending delegations to international conferences and adopting and 

implementing important resolutions such as the Beijing Declaration and Plan of 

Action; 
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ii) 

iii) 

iv) 

v) 

vi) 

Enhancing political empowerment of women by legislating the allocation of 

special representation of up to 25% of seats to women in most elected decision- 

making bodies at all levels from the village to the national level; 

Allocating special reserved seats for women in the National Assembly following 

the legislation in (ii) above, 

Establishing the Ministry of Community Development, Women Affairs and 

Children, 

Establishing a Human Rights Commission, 

Adopting a Plan of Action as part of the Beijing Declaration and thus committing 
itself to eradicating violence against women and children. 

In the same direction, other government commitments have included enhancing women’s legal 

capacity and literacy, working towards women’s economic empowerment and poverty 

alleviation, ensuring women’s political empowerment and enhancing women’s access to 

education and training. However, several factors have led to either poor performance or non- 

implementation of these policies and commitments. For instance, although the government has 

committed itself to safeguarding fundamental human rights, there are systemic factors that 

impair the state’s capacity to curb human rights violations. Such factors have been identified as 

poor training given to the police, low morale and corruption among law enforcement agencies, 

and poor working facilities. These factors have led to instances of torture in some cases and 

limited capacity to protect people’s rights (Halfani and Nzomo, 1995.) 

In the same vein, although the government has committed itself to safeguarding the rights of women and children, it 

is evident that at the practical level, the problem of violence against women and children has persisted or even 

increased, due to government inaction. One good example of government inaction here is that, in 1995 the Tanzania 

Law Reform Commission recommended repeal of laws that were gender discriminatory. However, up to the 

moment no action has been taken to initiate parliamentary debates or other processes and procedures to effect 

change in this regard. Among the factors that have led to the persistence of the problem are government 

bureaucracy, poor governance and structural problems in implementing government laws and policies. As such, 
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TAMWA decided to take a leadership role in the campaign to eliminate violence against women. In its campaign, 

TAMWA has focused on lobbying the government to repeal outdated laws, formulate policies in favor of women 

rights, and amend procedures that to some extent perpetuate violence against women and children. 

To effectively influence the government for change, TAMWA has designated lobbying and 

advocacy as twin strategies of its core programs. The particular program upon which this case 

study is focusing is called "Sensitization, Advocacy and Lobbying to Break Free from Gender 

Violence (1997-1999)". According to TAMWA, the program has come to be one of its most 

important lobbying undertakings since its inception in 1987 (TAMWA Annual Report, 1997). 

Under this program several strategies have been adopted which include: 

i) Research: a strategy that encompasses two components, namely: research to 

gauge the severity of the problem and research on existing laws which 

discriminate against women and children; 

ii) Awareness: raising awareness among various sections of society by using diverse 

techniques including media advocacy, 

iii)    Training: training of women on legal and human rights issues, 

iv) Outreach: formulation of an outreach program to sensitize specifically targeted 

groups of the community such as members of parliament, law enforcers, religious 

leaders, traditional leaders, etc. 

In executing this program TAMWA and other CSOs have had encounters with the government 

and some of its institutions. The next section discusses specific strategies and techniques applied 

in the various encounters that TAMWA and the coalition members have made and their 

significance in the process of lobbying for change. 

TAMWA’s Strategies and Tactics 

Inviting Key Government Officials at Functions 
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TAMWA’s lobbying strategies include an aspect of attracting public attention. For instance, in its tenth anniversary 

celebrations that were preceded by 16 days of activism against gender violence, TAMWA invited the President of 

the United Republic of Tanzania to the occasion. This occasion demonstrated the support that TAMWA was 

enjoying from the state. 

As part of the celebrations, TAMWA sensitized the public on the problem of gender violence by 

holding a vigil for 70 women victims of violence who were killed between 1992 and 1996. In 

addition, surviving victims of gender violence were called upon to narrate their stories to the 

public. As part of the same celebrations, Judge Mark Bomani was also invited to officiate at this 

function. During the function, the Judge heard horrifying and shocking testimonies about women 

harassment. In his speech, he noted with concern the moral decay of the society and urged the 

government to take concrete steps to arrest the situation (TAMWA Annual Report, 1997:6). On 

different occasions, TAMWA invited the Minister for Justice and Constitutional Affairs to close 

a workshop for Police Officers, while the former Secretary to the UN Beijing Women 

Conference, Ambassador G. Mongela was assigned to open a workshop on "Domestic Violence, 

Shelters and the Marriage Act of 1971". On another occasion, TAMWA took a lead position 

among organizations that developed the platform of action after the Beijing Conference. The 

platform made resolutions, which were presented to the country’s president in 1998. In the 

presentation ceremony, the President reaffirmed his government’s commitment to safeguarding 

the interests of women and children. 

¯ Workshops, Seminars and Symposia 

Mobilization has been one of TAMWA’s key strategies in implementing its core program. 

Several mobilization strategies have been adopted. They included mobilization through 

workshops/seminars, mobilization through the print media, mobilization through bang style 

campaign in the media (both print and electronic), and mobilization through outreach activities. 

In mobilizing specifically targeted sections of the public, TAMWA has held training workshops 

and seminars for members of parliament, police officers, members of the judiciary as well as 
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community and religious leaders. It has also held consultative meetings with heads of mass 

media on human rights, gender issues and the media; in efforts to win the support of heads of 

these institutions in reporting without bias, issues related to gender violence. 

In 1997, TAMWA convened a parliamentary symposium whose objective was to enlighten 

legislators on the magnitude of the problem of gender violence in Tanzanian society and urge 

them to take measures to repeal or amend laws that discriminate against women and children. 

The symposium did not only raise awareness among the legislators but it also made members of 

parliament initiate and lead parliamentary debates on violence against women. They proposed 

the formation of the Human Rights Commission, special courts on gender violence, adoption of a 

new and detailed PF 3 police form used by victims of violence and enactment of laws to impose 

severe punishment for sexual offences. 

To reinforce this strategy, TAMWA ensures that these workshops receive publicity and good 

coverage through both the print and electronic media. For instance, the symposium for members 

of parliament was broadcast live by the state owned Radio Tanzania Dar es Salaam (RTD). This 

was one way of sensitizing the public on issues of gender violence. 

¯ Media Advocacy 

TAMWA is an association of women journalists, who form part of the media personnel in 

Tanzania. It therefore has the professional strength and expertise to use mass media as a lobbying 

and advocacy tool. Furthermore, it has effectively used the media as an instrument for legal and 

human rights education in Tanzania. 

In its campaigns, TAMWA has used both print and electronic media as a mobilizing tool for 

collective community action against gender violence. Radio and Television programs have 

focused on varied aspects of violence against women through features, radio magazines and 

documentaries. Finally, TAMWA prints Information Education and Communication (IEC) 

materials for wider dissemination, as well as special feature articles in its magazine focusing on 

issues such as gender violence, the Sexual Offences Act and the Law of the Marriage Act. 

¯ Lobbying Through Outreach Programs 
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Outreach programs constitute one of the techniques used by TAMWA not only to rally support 

for its campaign against gender violence but also to sensitize specifically targeted groups of 

people at the grassroots levels. This involves interactions with government and other organs at 

grassroots levels. The interaction enables TAMWA to rally the support of leaders in 

communities, including traditional leaders, religious leaders and women leaders. Indeed, the 

outreach program provides TAMWA with a rare opportunity to interact with and influence law 

enforcement agencies at village, district and regional levels. 

During outreach sessions, TAMWA experts collect data on the extent of gender-based violence, 

give lectures, perform community theatre, and distribute print materials such as books, 

pamphlets, booklets and magazines. During its outreach undertakings, TAMWA visits schools, 

institutions of higher learning, work places, religious organizations and women’s groups. The 

objective of these outreach sessions is to create awareness among the public on issues related to 

human rights and legal literacy, and to create a violence free culture (TAMWA Annual Report, 

1997:27). In most cases, Mara and Shinyanga regions were selected because of their record for 

gender related violence, specifically wife battering and female genital mutilation, which are part 

of the customs and traditions (Mara), together with cases of killings of elderly women because of 

allegations related to witchcraft (Shinyanga). 

Results of TAMWA’s Campaign Effort 

Sensitization and Public Awareness 

TAMWA adopted a multidimensional strategy in its lobbying and advocacy work. For instance, 

media advocacy and other information dissemination techniques were supposed to sensitize and 
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create awareness about the extent of the problem to a wide cross-section of Tanzanian society, 

from the grassroots levels to key policy and decision makers at the national level. This strategy 

was also designed to enable TAMWA to make society realize the extent and prevalence of the 

problem and influence attitudes and behavior of those affected by the problem (that is the 

victims) and those dealing with the problem (law enforcers). How far has the strategy 

succeeded? 

On the part of policy makers, TAMWA’s campaigns have to a greater extent enlightened 

members of parliament, and made them feel that they have a moral obligation to ensure that 

human rights of all peoples are protected by adopting laws that enhance people’s rights and 

promote gender equality. The same campaign has had the effect of making religious and other 

community leaders commit themselves to the struggle by using their religious faith to preach 

morality, given the levels of moral decay in Tanzania society today. According to TAMWA, 

"most of these stakeholders have been influenced and they preach and defend human rights of 

women and children. They have also been critics of domestic and sexual violence in the 

country" (TAMWA Annual Report, 1997:15). As a result, TAMWA has been able to gather 

support in the campaign on gender violence from government organs, community leaders and the 

general public. 

Enactment of the Sexual Offence Special Provisions Act of 1998 

One of the most significant outcomes of TAMWA’s lobbying and advocacy activities was the 

publication of the Sexual Offenses Bill of 1998, which was presented to the National Parliament 

for debate. Given the achieved levels of sensitization of Members of Parliament on problems of 
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sexual violence, parliament passed the bill and the President assented to it in the form of the 

Sexual Offences Special Provisions Act (1998). 

According to TAMWA "by and large the Act has addressed most of the issues that TAMWA has been informing the 

public about, and advocating and lobbying within the framework of legal reforms (TAMWA Annual Report, 

1998:15)." These include: 

i) 

ii) 

iii) 

iv) 

v) 

The redefinition of key concepts related to sexual violence within the legal framework. 

The concepts include: rape, unnatural sexual offences, procurement of persons for sexual 

intercourse or other kinds of prostitution, trafficking persons for the purpose of trading in 

sex, child sexual abuse, sexual exploitation of children, female genital mutilation and 

sexual harassment; 

Definition of who would be considered offenders of such acts; 

Penalties for sexual offenders including the imposition of compensation of victims of 

sexual offences; 

Evidence of children and other victims of sexual offences being admissible even if it has 

not been corroborated independently; and 

Holding in camera, cases of sexual offences for minor offenders and for victims of sexual 

offences in order to protect the dignity of the victims. 

Capacity Building in Terms of Lobbying and Advocacy 

The process of lobbying and advocacy for policy and legal reforms has greatly enhanced the 

skills, capacity, confidence and improved organizational strength, all of which have to some 

extent enabled TAMWA to build a strong corporate culture. Building up capacity for lobbying 

and advocacy and for discharging other duties has not been an easy task. In the process, 

TAMWA has encountered several problems. By analyzing the problems and designing 

alternative strategies, TAMWA was finally able to build its own capacity for influencing change. 

It had been noted that during the early years of its activism, TAMWA faced several problems. 

Lack of experience and organizational capacity, ambitious plans, lack of cooperation and poor 
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relations among members were some of the weaknesses which led to ineffectiveness in 

implementing TAMWA’s activities during the early years: 1987-1990, 1991-1993, 1994-1996 

(Annual Report, 1997). These weaknesses were identified and reexamined in order to chart out 

an effective way forward. In 1995, TAMWA formulated and started implementing an 

Organizational Development Process (OD Process) whose objective was to re-examine the 

whole organizational structure, activities and human relations, in order to come up with a more 

harmonious and effective organization. According to the 1998 Annual Report, the OD process 

was instrumental in influencing the organization’s culture of transparency and team spirit 

(Annual Report, 1998:6). In the process, TAMWA streamlined its activities and healed its 

wounds. This was also the feeling expressed by respondents who said that the OD process made 

them reflect on past experiences and chart out the future of the organization, while criticism and 

self criticism was also instrumental in ensuring harmony and commitment among members. 

The streamlining of activities led to the adoption, in 1997, of TAMWA’s core program, which 

was in line with its mission statement. The program titled "Sensitization, Advocacy, and 

Lobbying to Break Free from Gender Violence (1997-1999)" has been hailed as one of the most 

important undertakings by TAMWA since its inception in 1987 (Annual Report, 1997). Through 

its rigorous training and retraining of members on mobilizing and lobbying skills, TAMWA has 

come to be recognized as a pioneer in 7lobbying skills. As such, other NGOs and CSOs look 

upon TAMWA for advice and guidance. As noted in its 1998 Annual Report, TAMWA has 

been "receiving invitations from various institutions, both governmental and non-governmental, 

to facilitate in their workshops and seminars as resource persons and to give advice on publicity 

through the media (1998:44)." 

The skills learnt and developed by TAMWA members have enhanced the association’s 

confidence in lobbying and advocacy for change. It is therefore now ready to take up challenges 

even in other areas of social concern. That is why TAMWA has currently prioritized the 

campaign to sensitize the public and change attitudes on killings of elderly women on account of 

witchcraft as practiced in some regions of the country. In addition, 
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TAMWA was invited by a women land policy network to lobby and advocate for a gender 

sensitive land bill from the original bill tabled in parliament in 1998. Other additional areas of 

social concern include lobbying and advocacy on issues of child labor, a fair national NGO 

policy and the 1998 Constitutional Reform Proposals. 

Through its many years of organizational experience, TAMWA has drawn several lessons with 

regard to influencing the state to effect change. Some of the lessons drawn include the critical 

issue of mobilizational skills and the use of the media in a sensible and sensitive way to rally 

public support. In addition, it has learnt that it is important to create public awareness and 

influence changes in social behavior and attitudes by using the right strategies. 

Organizational Capacity: Networking and Coalition Building 

The campaign to eliminate gender violence in society was initiated by TAMWA as part of its 

core program. However, from the beginning it was important to work with other progressive 

CSOs. With TAMWA in the lead, various CSOs started building coalitions and networking. In 

the coalitions, each CSO contributed to the struggle by bringing in its expertise, strategies as well 

as capacities. Coalition building and networking among CSOs is instrumental in influencing 

change in several areas of social concern. Through the experiences of some registered levels of 

success and failures in influencing policies, CSOs came to realize that networking is a crucial 

tool in their encounters with the state. As a result, TAMWA and the other CSOs current strategy 

is to build a coalition for each particular issue and to put together capacities and ideas from the 

various CSOs and women members of parliament to pursue that particular issue. Each coalition 

is headed by one CSO. For instance, at the moment one coalition is working for a gender 

balanced land rights. Another is analyzing the distribution of national resources according to 

gender in a "gender budget initiative". A third coalition is working on a gender-balanced 

constitution of the United Republic of Tanzania. 

As a result of TAMWA’s campaign and the strategy of coalition building, there has now 

developed greater cohesion and networking among CSOs with most of them playing a role in 

influencing policy, legal and constitutional reforms as they encounter the state. In this regard, 

TAMWA argues that building alliances with different stakeholders through physical approaches 
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and networking, and through the media and community outreach, contributed a great deal to 

enabling TAMWA to meet its objectives. Through the alliances, most members of the concerned 

CSOs were made to feel accountable, thus rendering support to TAMWA’s activities. Similarly, 

the encounters between CSOs coalitions and the government have produced change among 

members of CSOs, specifically with regard to the critical importance of networking and coalition 

building. 

Conclusion 

This case study has demonstrated the dynamics of state-civil society relations in Tanzania in one 

important area. I have noted that throughout its existence, TAMWA has maintained a 

harmonious working relationship with the government and has therefore registered full support 

from the government and its organs. This has been achieved, partly because of two particular 

strategies. In the first strategy TAMWA has been careful in engaging the state on issues where it 

has committed itself publicly, locally and/or even internationally; but where it is still dragging its 

feet in implementation. In the second strategy, TAMWA relied on educating and sensitizing 

communities including government officials, before engaging the state on any particular issue. 

In terms of lobbying and advocacy for change, TAMWA has been able to win the support not 

only of the public by creating awareness within the society on problems related to violence 

against women, but also that of other stakeholders within civil society by building coalitions and 

networking in policy advocacy. TAMWA has also been able to effectively lobby key policy and 

decision makers to effect change, such as in the case of the Sexual Offences Provision Act of 

1998. It can thus be argued that to some extent TAMWA has undertaken the challenge to fight 

violence against women and children effectively. In doing so, it has not only built the capacity of 

women organizations to contribute to good governance, it has also made some contributions in 

the fight against inequality and social exclusion. 

But I have also previously noted that in general, after the proliferation of voluntary associations 

in the 1980s and 1990s, state/civil society relations have to a great extent been characterized by 

the struggle for autonomy by civil associations on the one hand, and the counter strategy by the 

state to control the effective functioning of the NGOs on the other hand (Meena, 1997:45). This 
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struggle is reflected in the government’s attempts to control civil society activities by 

formulating a national NGO policy and establishing an NGO Directorate within the Office of the 

Vice-President, whose responsibility is to monitor activities of civil society. In ministries, 

officials have been appointed to liaise with NGOs that have activities under the jurisdiction of 

the particular ministries. In this way, it can be concluded that the state has been suspicious of the 

objectives and outcomes of the activities of some particular organizations and thus the need to 

monitor them closely. 

However, as demonstrated in this case study, TAMWA has been able to maintain harmonious 

relations with the government and the government has all along been very receptive to the 

challenges brought forth by TAMWA and other organizations in coalitions, as far as violence 

against women and children is concerned. The main question in this analysis and interpretation 

should be: what has contributed to this co-operative behavior on the part of the government? 

Theoretically, the answer to this question can be found in the nature of activities, and the 

strategies adopted by TAMWA. First, as pointed out in this study, the campaign to safeguard the 

rights of women and children has been part of government policy and the government has taken 

several steps towards that end. The only problem has been effecting and implementation of the 

government’s own commitment to safeguard the rights of women. As such, in principle, the 

government is in agreement with TAMWA and therefore it has felt obliged to support it in its 

endeavors to the extent of creating a partnership in some of the activities. Secondly, although 

TAMWA is an activist organization whose objective is to lobby for policy change, it is also a 

service organization working to offer services to victims of violence by offering them legal and 

counseling services. This is also widely supported by the government, which encourages NGOs 

to supplement government’s efforts in providing services to the public. Walker (1997) has 

pointed out that African governments are stimulating NGO activities foremost in the area of 

social services provision in order to offset its deficiency there. 

Government logic for supporting TAMWA’s campaign is reflected in the reasons it advanced for 

passing the Sexual Offences Bill. The government emphasized that the main goal of the bill was 

to enhance government’s endeavors to protect the rights of women and children in relation to 
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their personal integrity, dignity and liberty. In addition, the government expressed the opinion 

that the Bill was in the interest of the whole Tanzanian society (Sauti Ya Siti, 1998:1). 

In this context it can be argued that what TAMWA has done is to make the government 

responsive to its own commitment in honoring the needs of women as far as the question of 

violence against them and children is concerned. At another level, the exercise has improved 

organizational capacities of TAMWA and other CSOs in lobbying the government for change. It 

has also demonstrated that it is possible to influence change of behavior and attitudes and create 

awareness on issues of social concern. 

However, the harmonious relations that TAMWA has developed with the state on the one hand, 

and the hostile relations between the same state and other women CSOs such as BAWATA on 

the other hand, indicate that for CSOs with a radical stand for political action, relations with the 

state are still precarious. But dependency on state support and good will as is the case with 

TAMWA shows that there is a long way to go before CSOs in Tanzania are able to develop a 

profile as a watchdog on state-civil society power sharing, democratization and popular 

participation (Walker, 1997). Nevertheless, building CSOs’ capacities through coalitions and 

networking and employment of lobbying and advocacy strategies could be the foundations upon 

which CSOs could build their future role in influencing good governance. Finally, the case study 

can also be used to draw the conclusion that for CSOs to be effective in influencing policy 

changes for good governance, they do not necessarily have to confront the government. Indeed a 

well-calculated strategy of "partnership" with the government can yield good results! 
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CHAPTER THREE 

CIVIL SOCIETY AND THE LAND QUESTION IN TANZANIA 

Ernest. Mallya 

Introduction: State Politics in Transition 

The Commandist State 

Since the mid-1980s, there have been a lot of changes in Sub-Saharan Africa in terms of politics and the 

management of society. The statist tendencies that were characteristic of Sub-Saharan Africa a decade ago are now 

on their way out. In essence, there has been a shift from the commandist model of policy making - which was 

characterized by the top-down approach - to a pluralist model, where different sections of society participate in the 

political process. The commandist state was characterized by several features, which had an impact on how public 

policy was made. Firstly, there was monopoly of power by those in office. The political elite in power made sure 

that they kept their offices for as long as possible. Secondly, those in office had a lot of discretionary powers. This 

was synonymous with a lack of democracy. And, usually, in such situations, politicians in office controlled the 

political market, and this gave them a great advantage over those who vied for the same offices. Thirdly, there was 

great loyalty to patrons. This led to many dysfunctions in public circles because the whims of the patron determined 

the way in which rules and regulations were adhered to or bent. 

Fourthly, accountability on the part of office holders was nearly non-existent. With all the powers we have 

mentioned above, lack of accountability by those in office to the public and to other officials created a situation of 

no confidence. In the end, the people opted to withdraw from political processes - including withdrawal from 

development-related activities. An inefficient, ineffective and unmotivated civil service was the outcome. Fifthly 

and lastly, there was no transparency. Government intentions and actions were in many cases secretive. Information 

about government activities, progress and problems was hard to come by, and government non-responsiveness to 

public demands was quite high. This was a closed state where the political market was open to only but a few. 

The state in this political setting was normally seen as the sole provider of goods and services to the population. It 

was also the major actor as far as development was concerned. This meant that other actors in the development and 

policy fronts such as the private sector and civil society were and felt sidelined. These two, however, had to be there 

by necessity, as the state could not efficiently provide all services and goods. Neither could it always formulate 

viable policies independent of these other actors. Civil organizations were given little room to influence whatever 

was going on in the state. At the core of the relationship between the state and the public was a one-way relationship 

where the state issued directives, policies, orders, etc., for the public to take. The state was evidently very powerful, 

and it made every effort to weaken civil society. Private interests were also suppressed. In the end, what one could 
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see was a retarded and incompetent civil society, subservient to the state, or occasionally, one that avoided contact 

with the state. This situation was much more apparent in countries of the size of Tanzania where communication 

systems are extremely poor. The input functions that the public is supposed to play in the political system - in terms 

of support and demands - were only temporarily sought when the incumbents wanted to legitimize the extension of 

their stay in office. 

The Pluralist State 

The pluralist model - which is still in the making - has the opposite of the 
characteristics mentioned above under the commandist model. It is one that is 

transformed to give way for the participation of the public in matters of 
governance. It allows for a vibrant civil society. Transparency, participation, 

delegation, decentralization etc. are features that would appear in most 
institutions of the state under this model. Much as the political system may 

not be perfectly plural in the ideal sense, there will be rights and obligations of 
the citizens, as well as those of the state being largely understood and 

observed. When citizens feel that they are being denied some of these rights 
they would have some means for recourse. 

Contrary to what transpires in statism, in a pluralist state, the public is an important agent of change and a 

stakeholder in development. The varied interests in society are taken into account by the state in such important 

activities as planning, budgeting and other resource-allocating processes. Civil organizations are given an 

opportunity to interact with the state, and in the process their inputs into the policy process are considered. More 

importantly, the private sector is allowed to take a lead in development activities, with the support of the state as 

appropriate. Once civil society and the private sector are given such a role, the public sector will always be of a 

limited nature focusing on those development aspects that the private sector shies away from, or those that are 

generally accepted to be the responsibility of the state. 

Poficy Making in Tanzania prior to the 1990s: the Command Model 

Policy making in Tanzania prior to the 1990s can be said to have followed a command model or what others call a 

top-down approach. Very few people, those who made the Central Committee (CC) of the only political party, were 

the policy makers. Deliberate efforts were made by the nding elite to alienate citizens from the policy process by 

concentrating policy-making power into fewer and fewer people. This is attested to by the ruling elite’s move to 

shift policy-making power from parliament to the party National Executive Committee (NEC), where the CC 

became the ultimate policy maker. Citizens’ alienation in the policy process took place at two fronts. The first front 

was directed at suppressing civic organizations and ideas that were not in conformity with the party ideals. The 

second front was directed at subordinating all national public policy making bodies to the party organs. 

Consequently, citizens lacked autonomous avenues for participation in the policy process. The adoption of the single 
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party constitution and the doctrine of party supremacy that made the party the supreme organ of the state, elevated 

party organs to the national policy making level. The Cabinet, which was the center for policy making as per the 

inherited Westminster model, was deprived of its power over policy making. The party chairman who was also the 

President had enormous powers over the policy making process (Mushi, 1981). The dual structure gave the 

President a lot of discretion in deciding what organ would deliberate on a given policy. This, together with the fact 

that ministers were appointees of the President while members of parliament had to be approved by the party, 

created a lot of blind support for party policies. Those who opposed party policies were dismissed from the party 

and consequently lost their parliamentary seats. The expulsion of nine members of parliament in 1968 from the party 

for questioning party policies, and particularly this new arrangement, is a case in point. 

The consolidation and institutionalization of the state and party supremacy, under the banner of nation building 

justified the alienation of citizens from the policy making process. These state acts led to the suppression and 

forcible affiliation of civil organizations to the regime. It would seem that the state was suspicious of factionalism 

and sectarianism, particularly organized disagreements, which could lay the foundation for the formation of strong 

civic organizations. Trade unions and cooperatives which would be autonomous under different circumstances were 

reorganized to make them operate as affiliates of the party. Civic groups that were allowed to organize were required 

to either be apolitical or pro-party in their activities. As a result of this, there was little room left for the organization of 

autonomous civic organizations that could provide a channel for citizen participation in the policy making 

(Goulbourne, 1980; Rodney, 1980; and Miti, 1987). By the time the Amsha Declaration was pronounced in February 

1967, the party had already monopolized the organization of society in most spheres of life. Potential pressure groups 

such as women, youth, students and workers, had all been co-opted by the party, and were turned into the so-called mass 

organizations. The party’s control over society had the effect of demobilizing the people and discouraged any 

independent organizations or associations that could act as pressure or lobby groups or advocacy groups. 

Citizens’ initiatives and the questioning of public policies were equally affected as many organizations that were formed 

during that time were forced to follow party/government guidelines. As a result, the role of citizens in the making of 

public policy was significantly reduced. The expulsion of nine members of parliament referred to above was a big blow 

to citizens’ participation in policy making. In reality, it meant that even the supposedly peoples’ representatives were not 

allowed to be critical of state policies. The function of many governance structures was to approve rather than deliberate 

on policies. Evidence of this is that there are no examples of policies that were presented and rejected by policy making 

institutions, and those which were referred back for adjustment are scanty, if any. 

By 1969 the party elite had already established its control over all sections or groups in society, including national 

public policy making structures. Needless to say, the party elite, and those in government, were constituted by more 

or less the same personalities. NEC was confirmed as the sole policy maker, as the supremacy of the party was 
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ascertained. Public policy making, particularly policy debates, ceased to be "public". This process meant the transfer 

of policy making from public debate to private discussion (Miti, 1987). Under such a situation policy making 

became highly exclusive and secretive, severely lacking transparency. All other possible avenues for policy 

expression outside the party were eliminated, hence under-cutting not only policy critics but also citizens’ initiatives 

and participation in policy making. The ownership, censorship and monopoly of policy information by the state and its 

control over mass media worsened the situation. Most citizens became uninformed or ill informed and those who were 

informed lacked avenues for expression and participation in the policy process. This policy information and knowledge 

asymmetry in favor of the state played an important role in retarding citizens’ policy competence. 

The command model of policy making had a lot of implications for public policy. In most cases, stakeholders were not 

involved in matters affecting them. Citizen participation in policy making was seen at the post-policy decision period, i.e. 

at the implementation level. Under this model, the reaction of citizens to an adopted policy is taken as participation. 

Similarly, if people were silent regardless of the reasons, the party took it as a sign of acceptance of the adopted policy. If 

peoples’ reaction was too strong and negative, depending on the nature of the policy in question it could be reversed, but 

not without scapegoating. The case of Rashid Kawawa (the former Vice-President and Prime Minister) and Operation 

Maduka is a good example.* The underlying assumption was that the party was "perfect" in policy making. Problems 

only arose at the implementation phase. This is particularly true when one considers that it was not until the late 1970s 

when kojikosoa (self-criticism) and kukosolewa (to be criticized) became party vocabularies. 

The command model highly relies on feedback. Feedback is taken as a mechanism of participation. As noted above, 

this participation mainly occurs in the post-policy decision period rather than during the process of policy-making 

itself. This has serious effects in implementation. In areas where there is no systematic monitoring system, 

evaluations are wanting and bureaucrats are typically inexperienced. As the Tanzania case demonstrated, it takes 

years before mistakes in a given policy can be detected, let alone be reversed or adjusted. Citizen complaints as a 

way of feedback was not very effective as proved by the "Naomba Unilinde Syndrome",9 which is a manifestation 

of the politics of fear. There is no question that the consequences of this type of policy making could be very costly 

to a country’s development. The abolition of Local Government Authorities and Cooperatives, and the adoption of 

the Decentralization policy in the 1970s, and their reversal, is but only a few costly policy examples, which were 

partly a result of the command model of policymaking. Besides, the experience of the last forty years shows that 

* Operation Maduka was a party policy, which called for the establishment of village co-operative shops to replace 

private ones. In its implementation, village private shops were closed all over the country, thereby causing untold 

sufferings to villagers. The president blamed the then Prime Minister, Mr. Kawawa for what he called bad 

implementation of a policy that required the opening of co-operative shops first before closing the private ones. He 

then ordered an immediate reopening of the private shops. 

9 Before addressing an issue to a higher authority in the 1970s and 80s, most people would seek the protection of the 

Chair in a meeting, for fear of being harassed by local political leaders. They used to say "Mwenyekiti Naomba 
Unilinde’ which meant, "Please protect me Chairperson." 
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countries, which have engaged in the command-model of policymaking, have been stricken by serious economic 

problems. These economic problems have been partly explained by the pursuant of poor policies. 

Reforms and the re-emergence of Civil Organizations 

Economic and Political Reforms 

In the mid-1980s, Tanzania started implementing economic liberalization policies. The signing of the Tanzania-IMF 

agreement in 1986 speeded the move away from a state-controlled economy to a more market oriented one. This had 

some spillover effects on how politics was run. Structural adjustment policies, including the move to liberalize the 

economy, gave room for the emergence of a nascent "true" civil society. The development of civil organizations in 

the 1980s was not only a response to the changes which were taking place, but also an attempt by those who had the 

potential to independently participate in the country’s development (but who had been marginalized by single party 

politics) to organize. They thus wanted to make themselves heard and to advance their interests (Hartman, 1994). 

The emerging civil organizations included different groups and lobby associations. 

Other organizations, particularly trade tmions and cooperatives, which were party organs fought for their autonomy. 

By the time Tanzania was embarking upon political liberalization and adoption of a multiparty political system, a 

number of civil organizations such as NGO (Kiondo, 1992). Factors accotmting for the emergence of civil organizations 

in the 1980s and 1990s include: 

The need to fill the gap left by state withdrawal from social services delivery, the effect of Structural 

Adjustment Programs (SAPs) such as increasing social differentiation, and the coming to the fore of 

environmental issues; 

¯ The need for certain social groups including women to organize and articulate their interests; 

¯ The move by international aid agencies to encourage voltmtary organizations (thereby by-passing 

government institutions) as donors lost trust in the state; 

¯ Privatization and retrenchment programs that increased the number of tmemployed people, whom in turn 

fotmd vohmtary organizations as their alternative source of employment. 

The civil organizations formed since mid-1980s with the exception of those which were organs of the party, such as 

Trade Unions and Cooperative Unions, did not involve themselves in the policy process in any significant way. It 
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was only after the introduction of competitive multiparty democracy on July 1st, 1992, that a new era was ushered in. 

Not only was this in politics but also in policy making. It is important to note that although competitive politics 

allow citizens to influence public policy through their representatives, it does not necessarily lead to the 

democratization of the policy making process itself. This is particularly true in those countries that have been 

subjected to decades of authoritarian politics. The worst situation is in those countries where the same party 

continued to dominate politics, as is the case with Tanzania. The legacy of the one party in policy making, including 

politics of fear, lack of experience in competitive policy making, a low degree of citizen participation and a low 

degree of state responsiveness to people’s demands; are still haunting policy makers. In other words, while 

democratization is supposed to open doors for people’s participation in public policy making, the legacy of single 

party politics keeps acting as a stumbling block. It is clear that the state is not voluntarily willing to widen citizens’ 

policy participation horizons. 

Civil Society and Policy Making: The Land Issue 

Tanzania is a country of about 940,000 square kilometers out of which some 51,000 square kilometers are covered 

by water. Some 487,100 square kilometers are arable but according to the 1992 statistics from the Ministry of 

Agriculture, only 10.1% of these are under cultivation (URT, 1995: 4). Again, 93.4% of the land under cultivation is 

under smallholder farming, while the remainder is mainly under plantation agriculture. As for pastoralism, 69% of 

the land (611,238 sq. km) is suitable for pastoral and herding activities while only a part of it is under this use. The 

current population estimates for Tanzania show that there are some 36 million people, 51% of whom live below the 

national poverty line. The urban population constitutes 24% of the total population. Life expectancy at birth stands 

at 51 years but it is falling rather fast because of the AIDS epidemic, among other factors. GNP per capita income 

stands at US $210. 

In the pre-colonial period, land was owned and used according to traditions and customs of a given ethnic group. 

Land users were free to migrate when the land they were occupying became infertile. The amount of land a family 

or an individual put under his or her use depended on one’s usage capability. When the colonialists came in the last 

quarter of the 19th century, they required land for plantation agriculture, as this was a more efficient and cheap way 

to produce the raw materials needed in the metropolitan countries. There was need, therefore, for the colonial 

administration to have control over land. So, smallholder farming and plantation agriculture went hand in hand 

during the German colonial administration. Land was declared public property and the German Governor was its 

custodian. The state was, therefore, vested with a lot of supervisory powers over land tenure, which took the form of 

conveyance of ownership and leaseholds. Under British colonial administration, land remained under state control. 

Crops cultivated in plantations included sisal, cotton, coffee, tea and sugarcane. By the late 1950s, plantations 

accounted for 45% of Tanganyika’s agricultural exports. Large-scale agriculture was also one of the main 

employers. 
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In 1961 when Tanganyika got her independence, most of the structures that the colonial administration had initiated, 

as far as land tenure was concerned, remained. However, in 1963 freehold tenure was abolished via the Freehold 

Titles (Conversion to Government Leases’) Act, (1963), which took effect from July 1st 1964. Plantation agriculture 

and peasant smallholder production continued side by side. The concept of public land introduced by a 1923 Land 

Ordinance was accepted under the independence government. The role played by the Governor in the colonial 

administration was transferred to the President. Thus, powers to grant land rights of occupancy became vested in the 

President. According to Mgongo Fimbo (1992: 4) these public lands included: 

¯ Agricultural land used for agricultural purposes in villages; 

¯ Land occupied by state and parastatal farms; 

¯ Land of populated localities (cities, municipalities, towns etc.); 

¯ Land for industry, transport, health and other non-agricultural land; 

¯ State forests; 

¯ State waters; 

¯ Preserved land. 

Some of these are subject to land tenure rights and others are not. This is 
where Mgongo Fimbo (ibid.) distinguishes between alienated public land and 
un-alienated public land. He qualifies alienated lands as those allocated under 
the operating land tenure system. These had three conditions. First, the land is 

always allocated for a definite purpose. Prior to allocation, the purpose for 
which the user is going to utilize the land has to be established. Second, the 

tenure is more or less stable; it is allocated for a given period of time; the user 
can only be deprived of the land on grounds expressly provided by law. 

Thirdly, the land is not granted for free; the occupier has to pay land rent. 

In 1970, Government Leases were again converted into Rights of Occupancy by the Government Leaseholds 

(Conversion to Rights’ of Occupancy Act of 1969). These rights are deemed to have been granted under the Land 

Ordinance. Until the enactment of the latest Land Act, application for the right of occupancy in both rural and urban 

areas was made to appropriate land offices in the district. Grantees of rights of occupancy included parastatal 

organizations, companies and individuals. In urban areas, registered housing cooperatives were also eligible. After 

1972, when the District Development Councils (DDCs) were established under the Decentralization of Government 

Administration Act and the villagization process initiated during the same period, the DDCs were also performing 

the allocation of land to new villages. Land distribution to families in villages was done by village councils. 
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Economic Development and the Need for Change in Land Policy 

Developments in the economy and politics led to changes in land utilization. 
These changes led the government to appoint a commission in 1991 - the 

Shivji Commission - to look into land matters and recommend to the 
government how to address the emerging land issues. The Commission 

presented a catalogue of problems concerning land ownership and utilization, 
as well as recommendations for the formation of a National Land Policy. The 

issues raised by the commission and which led to the new Land Policy and 
subsequent Land Acts, are as follows: 

¯ TheAllocationofLand 

The frequent administrative and political reorganization of the government 
structures since independence led to a proliferation of land-allocating 

authorities. Such governmental arrangements were the Decentralization of 

1972 and the Reintroduction of Local Authorities in 1982 (effected in 1984). 
This led to a system that had a lot of functional overlaps, with unnecessarily 
bureaucratic and non-transparent procedures. The public could not know 

exactly who was supposed to do what. This bred a lot of complaints from the 
public. 

Demarcation Problems 

The departments charged with the demarcation function were severely 
constrained by lack of equipment, funds and manpower. This led to 

malpractice and abuse of office. 

¯ The Villagization Process 

The villagization process of the mid-1970s led to interference in some land 
tenure systems especially the traditional ones. Land tenure systems that had 
been in use for centuries were ignored in some places. Desecration of worship 
lands happened. There were a lot of complaints from the affected public. It 
was never clear whether the villagization process was a land tenure reform 

process. Village councils - responsible to the central government and the 
district authorities and not to villagers - were given the task of allocating and 
overseeing land-related matters. This also raised questions on the part of the 
villagers. As for now, those who were allocated land during the villagization 
campaign are not secure, nor do they know their fate in the law - in case of 

former occupiers coming back to their "original" home places. Some of those 
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whose land was taken arbitrarily decided to go to court and won their cases, 
evicting current occupiers as a result. This implies that more of these lawsuits 

can be/are on their way unless the law addresses them properly. 

¯ Land Grabbing 

In the 1980s and 1990s, there has been a concerted effort by investors and 
speculators to grab land from wherever they felt their needs would be 

satisfied, including village lands. This problem is widespread and it is acute in 
places like Lolkisale, Monduli, Kiteto and Simanjiro - all in Arusha Region. 

More examples are cited in the Shivji Commission’s report (Vol. II). Villagers 
have not approved this exercise and they have always felt threatened by these 

land-grabbing (and possibly) powerful neighbors. 

¯ Settlement on Alienated Lands 

Some developers with rights of occupancy neglected or abandoned their land, 
leading to villagers occupying it. This, in some cases led to conflict between the 

developers and the villagers at some stage, especially when the developers 
came back to their land. Also, in some places land was allocated to villagers by 
mere declarations of political authorities. This means of allocating land made 
developers with rights of occupancy not consider the new holders as having 
terminal rights of occupancy. As a result, conflicts and court proceedings 
ensued. The problem here was that there was no land policy that clearly 
stated how one should go about allocating such lands as abandoned land. 

¯ Urbanization 

Administrative practice was such that when a peri-urban area was declared a 
planning area for town expansion, then customary law rights were 
extinguished. Expansion of towns, therefore, became a process of 

expropriation (displacement and dispossession) of customary lands. This led 
to insecurity in peri-urban areas. The same applied to built-up areas (slum 

and squatter areas). This was considered unjustifiable before the law. 

¯ LandAdministrators 

It was learnt that land administration departments were poorly untrained, 
underpaid and had unprofessional staff. There was no adherence to ethics 

that go with this particular job. This led to corruption and, of course, 
complaints from the public. 
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¯ Land Disputes and Their Settlement 

The machinery for settlement of land disputes was inaccessible to most Tanzanians. It was also over burdened in 

that there were long delays for those who had a chance to have their cases taken on board. 

¯ Gender Inequality 

There were visible gender inequality and biases against women when it came to land ownership, particularly under 

the customary system. The system was such that it rendered land inaccessible to women. There were also 

discriminatory inheritance laws embedded in custom and culture. Among the areas where women felt they were at a 

disadvantage were the disposal of (family) land by men without consultation with women, lack of participation of 

women in the distribution of the fruits of their labor on the land, lack of rights in the distribution of land in case of 

divorce or separation, and lack of rights of women to inherit land on the death of their spouses and/or parents. These 

were also reinforced by the fact that 80% of rural communities in Tanzania are patrilineal, with all the associated 

consequences. 

The Need for a National Land Policy 

The recommendations of the Shivji Commission included the formulation of a new Land Policy for Tanzania, 

among other things. This was expected to address the shortcomings that the Commission identified, and others that 

the society felt needed being addressed. There were other new pressures that added to what the commission had 

identified. These included population growth, increased livestock and demand for livestock and farming land, 

expanding urban canters, demand from land by investors, increased value of land and conflicts involved in land 

matters (Land Policy of 1995 (1-3) [of the Swahili version]. These led to the need for a Land Policy, which was 

ready by August 1995. 

Civil Society and the Land Issue: An Analysis 

Raising Awareness 

The Land Policy is an example that shows how citizens are engaged in a protracted struggle for effective 

participation in the policy process despite the long exclusion they experienced in policy making. The government 

adopted the National Land Policy in 1995. This policy was supposed, among other things, to reflect the 
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recommendations of the Shivji Commission. Unfortunately this was not the case. One of the major 

recommendations of the Land Commission was the need to have a national debate on Land Policy. The rationale 

was that, a National Land Policy must be based on citizens’ concerns, which can largely be drawn from a national 

debate. Contrary to this recommendation the government came up with a Land Policy in 1995, which continued to 

reflect the single party policy making process as it was based on "private" debate.1° This is particularly true because 

even members of parliament doubt whether they ever deliberated on that policy (Kamata, 1998). Given the 

environment that led to the adoption of that policy, individuals and organizations with interest in that policy started 

to debate on this particular policy. A year after the policy was published; the government came up with the draft of 

the Land Bill. 

Several civil organizations started to actively engage in the land issue 
following the August 1996 Land Bill. A debate on the Land Bill ensued and 

was led by two major interest groups. The first group, which included HAKI 
Ardhi, University of Dare-es-Salaam Academic Staff Assembly (UDASA), 

SAHIBA, Pastoralists Indigenous Non-Governmental Organizations 
(PINGOS) FORUM, WRDP, Ilaramatak Lorkonerei, Inyuat-e-Maa, Kipoc- 

Barbaig, Aigwanak Trust, and Legal and Human Rights Center (LHRC) 
called for a national debate on the Land Bill. These civil organizations 

demanded an active public participation in the land policy debate because 
land was viewed is a resource that more than 90 percent of Tanzanians 

depend on for their livelihood. Another set of civil organizations was led by 
women’s organizations. However, the major concern of the latter groups was 

more about the marginalized interests of women in Land Policy than a 
national debate on the Land Bill itself. 

The Formation of the Gender Land Task Force (GLTF) 

At first, the government seemed not to care about the noise of civil organizations. It went ahead and issued a Land 

Bill draft in August 1996 with the hope of enacting it into law by the end of that year or early 1997. In reaction, 

women’s organizations and groups met to form a Gender Land Task Force (GLTF). The GLTF was formed as a 

result of a consultative workshop on the draft Land Bill for the Basic Land Act held in March 1997. Tanzania 

Women Lawyers Association (TAWLA) facilitated the workshop.11 The Task Force was supposed to lead women’s 

l o In fact the policy was released before the Land Commission submitted its report to the President, even though the 

government alleged that the policy was based on the recommendations of the Commission. The Chair of the 
Commission had to issue a press release to say that his Commission had in fact not yet submitted the report to the 
President. 
11 The idea of the workshop came from the Tanzania Women Council (BAWATA) who had written a project 

proposal and the Royal Netherlands Embassy agreed to support them. Actually there was already a written contract 
entered between BAWATA and the Royal Netherlands Embassy through a project "Lobbying and Advocacy 
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struggle for their rights to be included in the new Land Law. More specifically, GLTF was supposed to make a close 

follow up on the recommendations of the workshop to increase their chances of being included in the final draft of 

the Land Bill and subsequently in the Land Act itself. All organizations that participated in this meeting became 

members of the Task Force and each organization was assigned a specific task to fulfill. These groups were: - 

Tanzania Media Women Association (TAMWA) -Media A dvocacy; 
TAWLA - Review of the Bill; 
Tanzania Gender Networking Programme (TGNP) - Parliamentary Lobbying; 
Tanzania Home Economics Association (TAHEA), SUWATA - Women’s Legal Aid Center 
(WLAC), National Organization for Children Welfare and Human Relief (NOCHU), Women 
Advancement Trust (WAT) - Community Outreach; 
The Institute of Development Studies Women Study Group, Muslim Women, and WAWATA did 
not actively participate in the Task Force meetings and activities although they had an interest in 
what was going on. 

Concerns raised by the Gender Land Task Force can be grouped into four categories: 

Customary Law and Gender in Land Issues 

First, GLTF observed that most customary laws are patriarchal in nature. They are therefore inclined to grant land 

ownership rights to men at the expense of women. For example, most of these laws would deny women inheritance 

rights and grant them to men who are regarded as heads of family or clan (GLTF, 1998). Secondly, GLTF 

challenged the Shivji Commission’s Report in which the continuation of customary laws of land inheritance was 

recommended. The Commission had argued that most of the people interviewed were of that opinion. GLTF argued 

that the continuation of customary laws of land inheritance as such, was detrimental to women’s land interests. 

Moreover, GLTF saw sections 3(a), 20, 23, 62, and 67 of the Land Bill as perpetuating male dominance in land 

ownership. In line with this view, these sections needed to go beyond recognition of women’s land rights to granting 

them. GLTF argued that recognition alone did not give women their rights. Thirdly, the GLTF suggested that the 

Village Council should deal with all matters pertaining to village land ownership rather than families or clans. 

According to GLTF, it is very difficult for family and clans to grant land ownership to women. GLTF also observed 

that though section 20 of the Land Bill elevated the stipulations of the customary law concerned with land 

inheritance to the national level, it did not explicitly address the issue of gender imbalance embodied in that law. 

Land Ownership, Registration and Gender. 

Campaign for Promoting the Passing of Gender Progressive Basic Land Act by Parliament and the Government". 
Unfortunately before BAWATA could implement this program the Government suspended it from performing any 
activity. BAWATA had to contract the program to TAWLA to take responsibility of convening the workshop 
(Silaa,1999) 
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Part V of the Land Bill, which deals with rights and incidents of land occupation, and part VI of the Land Bill that 

focuses on granted rights of occupancy showed that the government intended to allow individual ownership. This 

was an important step toward granting equal opportunity to men and women to own land. However, it was important 

that in all monogamous families the husband and wife’s names appear on the land title. Also there was the issue of 

women’s representation in land organs/bodies. GLTF commended the Bill for stating explicitly the minimum 

number of women required in each land organ. Sections 18, 233, and 236 are cases in point. However, sections 232 

and 234, which focused on the land issue in the High Court and Primary Courts respectively, did not state explicitly 

the number of women required in these organs when determining land issues. GLTF called for women to be 

represented in authoritative organs dealing with land issues such as courts and not only in peripheral organizations. 

According to GLTF, the Bill should have considered equal gender representation in all organs concerned with land 

issues. 

The Youth and Land Issues 

GTLF observed that the Land Bill did not address the youth (age 18-35) and their relation to land issues. According 

to this view, the Bill had not taken into consideration the Youth Development Policy. The Gender Land Task Force 

suggested that the Land Bill should allow the youth to own land regardless of their gender. The Bill should have 

stated categorically that land would not be given to youths on gender discrimination basis. The bill should have also 

made sure that this group was represented in all organs/bodies dealing with land issues. The GLTF recognized that 

land is a resource that must be used for the benefit of all people regardless of their gender orientations and age. Land 

must be used for the development of all sectors of the society without discrimination. Thus, it was important for 

government to educate people about the Land Bill and, gender and land issue. It was also important for all citizens to 

debate on the Land Bill because most Tanzanians depended on land for their livelihood.12 

The National Land Forum (NALF) and the 1996 Land Bill 

In May 1997, all individuals, groups and organizations with interest in Land Policy met in Dar-Es-Salaam for two 

days to forge a common strategy. This consultative meeting identified some of the weaknesses of the land policy. 

The meeting formed a National Land Forum (NALAF) and a secretariat called National Committee for Land 

12 As noted before, this last demand though stated, was less emphasized by the GLTF than the other group. 
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(KATAA) 13 to stimulate and coordinate the debate, disseminate information, educate, and explain the weaknesses of the 

land bill. The NALAF passed a Land Declaration, which highlighted the weaknesses of the Bill and provided 

alternative suggestions/solutions. The Land Declaration had general and specific comments, most of which were 

similar to those issues raised by the other organizations as discussed above. 

In terms of general observations, NALAF observed that the Land Bill was 
rooted in privatization of national resources and foreign investment 

promotion policies. It was further argued that a foreigner who knew little 

about land issues in Tanzania drafted the Bill. And as a result, citizens’ needs, 
aspirations and views were not taken care of by either the Land Policy or the 

Bill. It was, therefore, important for citizens to participate in the Land Bill 
debate. This was particularly important because most Tanzanians depend on 

land for their livelihood. Moreover, the National Land Forum observed that 
the Bill discriminated against women, pastoralists, hunters, youths and small- 

scale farmers. It also observed that the Bill embodied cumbersome 
bureaucratic procedures on matters of land administration, ownership and 

land conflict resolution, which were undemocratic, unfair, and unnecessarily 
expensive particularly to the poor. According to this view, these procedures 

and regulations were fertile grounds for unnecessary delays in decision 
making and corruption. The National Land Forum unanimously agreed to 

have a national debate on the Land Bill. Citizens from all walks of life were to 
be allowed to participate in this debate. The debate had to involve people at all 

levels and not only confine itself to the elite. Recommendations and 
suggestions from this debate had to be the basis of the Land Act. 

Concerning specific observations, NALAF raised nine issues. First, it 
questioned the vesting of all land in the President as a trustee for and on 

behalf of all citizens of Tanzania. This meant that the government and not the 
people through their representative organs had the final say about land issues. 

The Forum proposed the establishment of a new organ that would deal with 
national land issues and that would be accountable to the parliament. 

Secondly, there was the issue of categorization of land. The Bill put land into 
three categories: general land, village land and reserved land, and it gave the 

President authority to transfer land from one category to another. The 
concern was that the Bill gave the President and those to whom he delegated 

powers, power to re-categorize village land for the purpose of giving it to 

13 Although KATAA is an acronym for Swahili "Kamati ya Taifa ya Ardhi" meaning National Land Committee, the 

acronym is also a Swahili word meaning "refuse, reject or disagree". Seen this way, KATAA has a symbolic 
meaning for refusing the government proposed Land Bill, which is the role assigned to the committee. 
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investors without the consent of the villagers concerned. The Forum suggested 
that village land should only be re-categorized with villagers’ consent. 

Moreover, it suggested that all organs dealing with land issues should be 
accountable to the representative organs of the state. 

The third and fourth concerns were related. They focused on accountability and bureaucratic procedures of land 

administration. According to the Forum, the Bill vested enormous power on the Commissioner for Land on all matters 

of land administration, land and plots allocation, re-categorization of village land and land conflict resolution. According 

to the Forum, procedures associated with these processes were undemocratic and created room for unfair practices such 

as favoritism, nepotism and corruption. The fifth and sixth issues were also related. They focused on land for foreigners 

and the "confiscation" of village land. The National Land Forum was of the opinion that the Bill allowed foreigners easy 

access to all categories of land. It observed that most villagers/Tanzanians couldn’t compete with (rich) foreigners for 

land. For that matter, the Bill needed to impose certain restrictions for the purpose of protecting village land. 

The seventh concern was that the Bill put great emphasis on land title. It did not define limits for the title. Moreover, it 

did not show how women and children land ownership and usage rights were protected. The Forum suggested that 

organs that were directly accountable to representative bodies do land allocation and land titles. According to this view, 

the constitution should vest powers over all village land in the village assembly. The eighth issue was that the bill 

discriminated against women, particularly women among pastoralists and small-scale farmers. The Bill allowed a man 

whose name appears on the title to sell or lease family land without the consent of other members of the family. The 

National Land Forum called for the establishment of new procedures that would allow women to effectively participate 

in land issues. Women had to be given equal positions in all representative organs that deal with land issues. 

The ninth issue raised by NALAF was about the resolution of land conflicts. 
The Bill provided that resolution of land conflicts be done at three levels - at 
the primary court, district court and high court levels. The Forum suggested 

that the village elders’ council resolve village land conflicts, because 
conventional courts were too expensive for poor peasants. The composition of 

the elders’ council should then be gender-balanced. 

It is important to note that issues raised by both groups (NALAF and GLTF) 
following the first draft Bill were critical to the state. The demand for the 
elevation of the policy debate from private to public domains had serious 
implications on state-civil society and state-investors relationships. While 

donors and the government were pro-investors, civil groups were pro 
disadvantaged people’s interests. This put the state in a dilemma. Allowing 
people to debate on the policy and most probably influence the outcome to 

their interests could jeopardize investors’ interests in Tanzania. At the same 
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time, preventing citizens from debating the land policy would undermine the 
democratic norms to which the state had publicly committed in the name of 

"good governance." 

Concerning the issues focusing on women interests, the state had a limited 
choice too. Donors and the international community are for gender equality 

and the female gender had often been supported, or even given priority when 
it came to participation in national issues. Donors have been known to openly 

advocate and encourage the enactment of gender sensitive laws. The same 
donors have also been known to fiercely advocate the opening up of 

developing countries’ borders for international capital to come in as foreign 
investment. However, the interests of international capital and those of the 
female gender as far as the land issue in Tanzania was concerned, were not 

congruent. The choice had to be made though, and the donors chose to "stand 
by the sidelines" and wait for the outcome of the controversy. 

Response of Civil Society Organizations to the 1998 Bill 

The "noise" made by civil organizations partly paid off. The government came up with a new Land Bill in 1998. 

This Land Bill had incorporated some of the recommendations of NALAF and the GLTF. However, many of the 

suggestions made in this second draft were those related to gender issues like: the application of customary law, 

sections concerned with the disposal of land, land titles and so on. The suggestions also outlined areas of the bill that 

contradicted other laws of the land. 

Principles of Land Policy 

The first issue came from section 3(2) of the Village Land Act. This section states that the "... right of every adult 

woman to acquire, hold use, deal with and transmit ... of a will ... shall be to the same extent and subject to the same 

restrictions as the right of any adult man." The group recommended this section and said that it should be preferred to 

that of Section 3(2) of the Land Act as it includes the phrase "Operation of a will". The second concern came from 

section 3 (3) of the Village Land Act. This section deals with either of the spouses acquiring an interest in land in their 

own name and for their own occupation and use. That interest in land belongs exclusively to the spouse who acquired it, 

and shall not under any circumstances be regarded as part of the property of the other spouse. 

According to the women groups, this section contradicts section 161 (2) of the Land Act, which protects a spouse who 

has contributed to the productivity, upkeep, and improvement of land ... that spouse is deemed to have acquired an 

interest in land in the nature of a joint occupancy. The section contradicts also section 114 of the Law of Marriage Act, 

1971. According to this view, therefore, section 3(3) of the Village Land Act needed to be deleted. 
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The Application of Customary Law 

Section 20 of the Village Land Act explains about the law applicable to groups of persons, non-village organizations or a 

person occupying land under a "customary right of occupancy". It states that, in case of a person alleging that he/she is 

entitled to succeed to or otherwise occupy that land on the death of, or permanent incapacity of a person occupying land, 

or on another matter affecting land held under customary right of occupancy, the applicable law shall be Customary 

Law. 

To GLTF, this section meant that if a person (woman) alleged that she had the right to succeed to (inherit) or occupy the 

land upon the death of a father or a husband, etc., and if her husband, brother, is incapacitated, or for any other matter, 

Customary Law would be used to decide her fate. Accordingly, therefore, existing Customary Laws, including the 

Customary Law Declaration Order 1963, deny women rights to land inheritance. However, section 20 (2) of the Village 

Land Act, declares to be void and inoperative, any role of customary law which denies women the right to acquire, hold, 

deal with, transmit or receive by will or by gift or by any other means. 

Furthermore, the law provides for Customary Laws to be used in all matters of dispute settlement, and these laws are the 

ones which most of ethnic groups (80%) in Tanzania apply, being patrilineal societies. These customs deny women to 

inheril!own land. Section 53 (3) of the Village Land Act, as well as section 60 (1) put emphasis on the application of 

Customary Laws. 

GLTF observed that it was difficult for "Elders" to adjudicate land issues by using customary land law, and at the same 

time try to do justice to women. This is because by doing justice to women they would contradict customary law. The 

question remained whether it would be possible for the elders to do away with their custom? GLTF proposed that the 

decisions of the elders, which are not legally binding, should be abandoned and that instead, the Ward Tribunal, which is 

already established and is in the court system, should assume the elders’ functions. Such a system would also minimize 

confusion and save time. If this proved to be difficult, then customs that deny women the right to own land, including the 

Customary Law Declaration Order, 1963 should be repealed. Or, since section 61 (4) (a) of the Village Land Act states 

that the Elders Council will be issued with guidance on mediation by the authority of the Chief Justice, then this 

guidance ought to be the only one in use. 

Composition and Representation in Land Organs 

GTLF observed that the National Land Advisory Council whose members are 
appointed by the Minister is a very important Council. Section 17 (1) of the 

Land Act provides eleven as the maximum number of members of this 
Council. Section 17(1) of Land Act vests power in the President to appoint the 

Chairperson of the council. Section 17(2) of the Land Act calls upon the 
Minister to ensure "fair balance" of women and men in appointing members 
to the council. GLTF observed that the word "fair" is a subjective test. The 
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word fair does not mean equal. Therefore, the Minister can appoint only two 
women out of the total of seven or four out of eleven. The GLTF also noted 

with concern section 60 (2) of the Village Land Act, which states that the 
Elders Council shall consist of a maximum of seven members and at least two 

shall be women. The last concern for the GLTF came from section 53 (2) of 
the Village Adjudication Committee, which required a maximum of nine 

members and at least three women. 

The Gender Land Task Force therefore concluded that women were not given equal representation in organs dealing 

with land throughout the Bills. In most cases the Bills required that at least one third of members in any land organ 

be women. For purposes of equal representation, the GLTF proposed that the number of women in those organs be 

raised to 50%. This would help women particularly when voting is used as a basis for decisions. Otherwise there 

would be no point of voting on any issue of women’s interests since women are already a minority. In this respect, 

there should be even numbers by gender in the composition of those organs, 8, 6, 12, etc. 

Outcomes 

The GLTF and the Outcomes 

The land debate was the first serious and systematic civic organizations’ challenge to the state command model of 

the policy process. Citizens’ struggle for participation in the policy process paid off. A number of adjustments were 

made in the Bill as a result of the challenge. GLTF members were most pleased with the changes, which appeared in 

the 1998 Land Bill. In their opinion, they had a cause to celebrate. Women MPs who celebrated on the day the Bills 

were passed also echoed the view of GLTF. For them, putting gender on the agenda of the Land Bill debate was a 

significant achievement. They were also pleased to have been successful in making the government feel the power 

of organized civil organizations for the first time in many years. 

Another outcome was that there was a slight shift in the government’s attitude toward civil organizations. Senior 

officials from the ministry responsible for land, including the Commissioner for land, attended meetings organized 

by the Task Force and answered questions from participants. This was not a common phenomenon in the past. 

Previously, the normal thing for the government was either to remain silent or make its position known through 

public media. The law that parliament passed in January 1999, had accommodated some of the Task Force 

recommendations. GLTF was of the opinion that the new pieces of legislation were "gender sensitive". What 

remained to be done satisfactorily were issues with regard to the right of the youth to own land, which the law seems 

to have ’ignored’ and the customary law practices, whose use the law does not specify. It was the suggestion of 

GLTF that customary practices that discriminate against gender be scrapped off. The last remaining concern was 

that of the representation of women in bodies and committees, which GLTF found wanting. 
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NALAF and the Outcomes 

Out of the nine issues raised by NALAF, the 1998 Land Bill (and the 
subsequent law) did not make any changes to two of them - section 3 (1) (a) 

about Radical Title, and section 4 (4) about land categories. The powers of the 
President, for example, remain. However, four of the recommendations- land 

to foreigners, confiscation of village land, accountability of land 
administrators and land organs for land administration- had minor changes 

effected. 

NALAF is also of the opinion that the new land legislation most favors people 
in power and the economically strong, particularly the so-called investors 

(domestic or foreign) with strong interests in land. The two pieces of 
legislation are based on the assumption that land is a commodity that can be 
sold on the market like any other commodity. This makes the poor majority 

easy prey of the market as most of them cannot successfully compete in a land 
market. In other words, the poor are losers under the new laws. 

Three of the recommendations land titling, gender, and resolution of land conflict had significant changes, but the changes were still considered 

not enough. An officer with HAKIARIDHI argued that the acknowledgment of equality of men and women in the acquisition and ownership of 

land without reviewing other related laws that discriminate against women, like the Marriage Act, would not necessarily guarantee land equality 

to women. Despite these changes NALAF is of the view- that there is not much to present as achievement. To them, if there is any significant 

success, then it is not from the acts themselves but rather from the process of enacting them. The act of coming together as individuals and civil 

organizations is what is considered as the greatest achievement of the Land Forum. 

Contrary to government expectation, these groups were able to delay the 
enactment of the laws for about three years. In fact, this is a record in the 

history of Tanzanian public policy making, parallel only to the making of the 
National NGO Policy, a subject discussed elsewhere in this collection. It 

suggests that the government is no longer impermeable, though considerable 
efforts need to be made to make public policy and law making responsive to 

public demands (Kamata, 1999). The fact that the enactment of the Land 
Laws was delayed for about three years shows that organized citizens are a 

power to reckon with in the policy process. One key lesson that civil 
organizations learnt was how to use the mass media, workshops, meetings, 

seminars, networks and coalitions to influence public policy. They have also 
learnt how to go public by reaching out to involve the general public in the 

policy debates rather than confining policy debates within elite circles. 
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Lessons learned from this experience included the realization of the 
weaknesses of civic organizations. Two of those weaknesses need be mentioned 

here. First, there was a clear lack of organizational capacity. Given the task 
that was before members of the NGO groups, very few people had a clear 

vision and strategy towards the issues before the National Land Forum. There 
were very few people who could clearly articulate the Land Forum’s position; 
this was a weakness as it was not easy to have those few in every place in this 

vast country. Second, the distinction between "general" land rights versus 
"gender-based" land rights led to the clear problem of disunity in purpose 

created by the presence of one group that was advocating general land rights 
to Tanzanians, and the other land rights to women, youth and children. This was 
a divisive and impairing factor. On the one hand, those who campaigned on 

the gender card, especially GLTF, could not easily see how the issues of 
assuring land rights to ordinary Tanzanians against "intruders" (foreigners, 
public enterprises, land grabbers, etc.,) was linked to their quest for gender 

equality in the ownership of land. On the other hand, the position of NALAF 
was that if land for the majority poor was not protected, there would not be 

land for equitable distribution between men and women. 

Conclusion 

The land issue in Tanzania opened a new chapter in the relationship between the state and civil society in that there 

was an intense interaction that resulted in a somewhat positive land policy as opposed to the one originally proposed 

in the government-tailored Bills. While this is a welcome process and outcome, there are several possible 

developments that we might link to the whole process. Here we shall mention a few. Firstly, as the government has 

seen the potential of civil organizations, it might take a stance that would make civil organizations operate with 

more difficulty, especially when it comes to issues sensitive to those in power. Already, as the struggle for a popular 

land policy was on, the government was busy drafting an NGO policy that was totally unacceptable to most NGOs. 

In the draft, the government was proposing to tighten registration of NGOs as well as making them more 

accountable to it. While this is being strongly opposed by NGOs in the first place, analysts also see it as a knee-jerk 

reaction by the government towards a potentially powerful NGO for women- Baraza la Wanawake Tanzania 

(BAWATA), which has currently taken the government to court after being deregistered14. What this demonstrates 

is that the government will go on trying to make the atmosphere for NGOs much more difficult to operate, or it will 

try to co-opt some NGOs or powerful members of NGOs for its own interest. Already the office of the Vice 

President, under which "coordination" of NGOs takes place, has threatened to ban several NGOs for having 

14 Baraza la Wanawake Tanzania (BAWATA) means Tanzania Women Council. Both the National NGO Policy and 

the BAWATA cases will be the subjects for detailed discussions in later chapters of this volume. 
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digressed from what their constitutions bound them to do. While it is true that many NGOs have failed to do what 

their constitutions set to do, such an action as proposed by the office of the Vice President might be used to suppress 

some vital and viable NGOs. 

Secondly, the changes that were made to the Land Act have proved that 
people’s participation will always make a difference for the betterment of life 

in communities. The long held tradition of the commandist model of policy 
making that required communities to participate only at the implementation 
phase demonstrates the weakness of that model. Definitely, the missed input 

must have led to poorer policy outcomes, to the detriment of the targeted 
communities. What is indeed needed now is to bring policy debates to the 

ordinary people because the way policy makers see societal problems can be 
quite different from the way the affected parties see them. When both 

positions are synthesized the output is likely to be of higher quality, and one 
that responds to the actual needs of communities. However, it may be 

important also to note that the government may adopt a strategy of pushing 
many legislative pieces in parliament in a very short time, making it difficult 
for all interested civil organizations to be able to follow. This was the case in 

the 1999 and 2000 budget sessions, when even the MPs themselves were 
unable to make sufficient contributions because they were bombarded with so 
many Bills in a very short time. The excuse can always be financial- that there 

was not enough money to keep the parliamentarians in session for long. 

Thirdly, states have always been very rigid as far as change is concerned. Indeed, policy makers fear radical changes 

to the extent that they would prefer incremental or no changes at all. Therefore, by participating in land policy, civil 

organizations have realized that the state is not willing to open the space for public debates without a push. In this 

regard, civil organizations have to initiate and take up debates when they feel that the government, deliberately or 

not, excludes them. In the process, (formal) inclusion can be the result as was the case with the land policy. 

Fourthly, the collaboration that occurred between civil society organizations like HAKIARDHI, NALAF, PINGOS, 

TAWLA, and TAMWA etc. is an indicator to what is needed in the future as far as civil organizations are 

concerned. They need cooperation and networking. This does not only give them strength in terms of resources like 

expert personnel and finance, but also coverage becomes wider, thus increasing the legitimacy of the problem in the 

eyes of policy makers. Cooperation also brings together shared experience among the affected parties. 

Lastly, it would seem that the civil organizations won some concessions at the level of policy. However, there is 

need for a concerted effort to make sure that what is entailed in the policy is also implemented. It would make little 

sense if the gains that were made by the participating civil organizations remains on paper only. There is need for a 
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concerted effort to see to it that hurdles are overcome in the implementation of the policy. There is need to transcend 

rhetoric to action in such issues as resistance from traditionalists with regard to women owning and inheriting land. 

There is need for women to be educated and encouraged to explore and know their current rights. Politicians and 

other leaders especially at the community level should speak openly about the changes in land ownership, land 

rights and so on. And, the civil organizations that participated in the drafting of the Land Act should not end there 

but must make sure that the campaign goes on at the implementation level to make the policy a success. This will 

encourage other civil organizations to take on the state on policies that affect them. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

STATE AND CIVIL SOCIETY RELATIONS IN TANZANIA: 

THE CASE OF THE NATIONAL POLICY ON NGOs 

Cosmas Mogella 

Introduction 

In the mid-1980s, it became increasingly evident that centralized systems of governance had 

proved a total failure in most countries of Sub-Saharan Africa (Wunsch and Olowu, 1990). 

Further, global political and economic reforms initiated during the same period, had ushered in 

the need for establishing more liberal and democratic systems of governance. The compelling 

political challenge, therefore, was how to mobilize collective power of civil societies in these 

countries, so as to enable them to shape and manage their own lives more democratically. 

Tanzania is among those countries that took up the challenge seriously. Since the mid-1980s and 

early 1990s, a wide range of social, economic and political reforms was introduced. One of the 

objectives of these reforms was to ultimately change, inter alia, the centralist system of 

governance in order to allow more participation of civil society in governance through their 

collective power. 

How is the existing centralized system of governance being altered? What are the emerging 

relations between the state and civil society? Is civil society ultimately being acknowledged as a 

force for fostering democracy and good governance? What is the institutional flame being used 

to mobilize civil society to participate fully in good governance? 

This chapter attempts to answer these questions by discussing one of the processes, which seems 

to have been adopted in altering the existing relations between the state and the civil society in 

Tanzania. It focuses on policy discourse in order to explain the newly emerging state-civil 

society relations. 
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State-Civil Society Relations: Revived Discourse 

The notions of state and civil society are old concepts in political theory, even though their 

precise meanings are still fluid. Since the 1980s, there has been a revived debate on the state and 

civil society, particularly in the context of African contemporary politics. This debate is readily 

available in most social science literature. As such, I will only sketch the major highlights of the 

debate that appear to be informed by three dimensions of the revival of the civil society notion as 

outlined below. 

The first dimension associates the resurgence of civil society in the 1980s with the political 

uprising of Eastern and Central Europe and Latin America (Arato and Cohen, 1993; Schillinger, 

1995). The experience in these countries was that civil society acted as the driving force of the 

democratization process at the time when these countries were undergoing a transition from 

authoritarian rule to liberal democracy. Mamdani (1996) holds a similar view with respect to the 

resurgence of civil society in African countries. However, the role of the civil society in the 

democratization process has been problematized by Naomi Chazan, She notes that 

the relationship between civil society and democracy is a complicated one. The 
emergence of a civil society does not guarantee the development of democracy; 
however, it is highly unlikely that a viable democracy can survive without a civil 
society (Chazan, 1982:94). 

Another dimension situates the resurfacing of civil society in the development of pluralist 

democracies. On the basis of Western experience, civil society is regarded as a social space that 

is distinct from government and that government is but only one of several institutions coexisting 

in a pluralist social fabric (Starr, 1990:194). Commenting on state-civil society relations under 

pluralist democracy, Blair has observed: 

Civil society comprises the collectivity of those social organizations that enjoy 
autonomy from the state (i.e. are not part of the state nor creatures of it) and have 
one important goal among others, to influence the state on behalf of their 
members (1997:24). 
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The third dimension ascribes the revival of the civil society, particularly in the African political 

scene, to the failure of the post-colonial states. Most of these states were centralist in character. 

Economic crises, massive poverty and impoverishment of their people, decline in basic social 

services, corruption, and ever-growing external debts are among the manifestations of this 

failure. Consequently, civil society surfaced in various forms of social organizations to fill in the 

gaps where the state could not deliver (Chabal, 1994; Hyden and Bratton, 1992; Woods, 1992). 

There are theoretical constructs found in all of the three dimensions, which are useful for 

analyzing state-civil society relations. However, little attention has been given to public policy 

discourse in the on-going debate, as another dimension for analyzing these relations. 

State-Civil Society Relations in Tanzania: a Public Policy Discourse 

Public policy formation is usually referred to as a process that involves social interactions among 

several actors: the state, civil society, civil organizations, and political parties, among others. The 

mode of interaction is conditioned, on the one hand, by the nature and content of the policy in 

question; and, on the other hand, by socio-economic, political and environmental conditions in a 

given political system. 

In Tanzania, social interactions with regard to public policy discourse have been appearing under 

different configurations. However, they have become quite phenomenal since the early 1990s, 

when the state and civil society began to be close partners in policy discourse. It will be 

interesting to probe this emerging partnership, whether or not it signals new relations between 

the state and civil society in Tanzania. To do this, we need to first understand its context. 

The Context of Pubfic Poficy Discourse in Tanzania 

In the mid-1980s, Tanzania began to restructure its economy from a centralized to a more 

market-oriented one. Socio-economic and political reforms were initiated. The reforms paved the 

way for a liberalized and free-market economy, together with ensuing democratization and 

decentralization processes. All these changes provided more opportunities for private 

individuals, groups, Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs), community-based organizations, 
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and civil society as a whole, to participate in the economy and effect democratic changes. To 

provide the context for our discussion, I will briefly document the reforms, focusing only on 

those that are immediately relevant to the discourse on public policy. 

(a) Public Sector Reforms (PSRs) 

Public sector reforms were among the early reforms accompanying Structural Adjustment 

Program (SAP) requirements undertaken in early 1990s. The reforms comprised two 

complementing designs. The first design focused on decentralizing the existing governance 

structures and processes which, included central/local relationships, finance, human resource 

management and the empowerment of civil society through local institutions and civil 

organizations. The reform programs under this design included the Civil Service and Local 

Government Reform Programs. 

(b)Civil Service Reform Program (CSRP) 

This program was officially launched in July 1991. The context of the reform program was, by 

and large, derived from the social and economic reforms initiated in the mid-1980s. The signals 

from these reforms indicated a gradual retreat of the state from direct production and 

management of the economy. Thus, CSRP was aimed at further reducing the role of government 

in most spheres of governance. This objective was to be achieved by increasing the role of NGOs 

and the private sector in the delivery of goods and social services. Other measures envisaged 

included the expansion and strengthening of democratic institutions in the quest to promote good 

governance. 

This emerging role of the state necessitated the need for a critical review of the operations of the 

government machinery. The aim was to streamline the government’s activities, improve its 

capacity to meet and manage the new economic and political challenges, and to improve the 

quantity and quality of social services provided to the people. In a nutshell, CSRP aimed at 

changing the centralist economic role of the government into one of a facilitator and provider of 

an enabling environment for the economy. As such, this involved transferring its administrative 

machinery into a servicing, rather than managing agency of the economy (CSRP, 1997). 
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(c)Local Government Reform Program (LGRP) 

The process of transforming the role and function of the central government ushered in the need 

for altering the existing central/local government relations. It is in this context that the local 

government reform program was rationalized and launched in June 1996. Generally, the program 

aimed at transferring substantial powers and authority from the center to local governments; as 

well as decentralizing the social service delivery system. In specific terms, the reforms had the 

following objectives: to give more autonomy to local governments in managing their 

administrative, personnel and financial affairs; to empower civil society through its institutions 

and organizations; and to ensure transparency and accountability in the operations of local 

governments. Other objectives required improved quality of service delivery to the public and 

increased participation of NGOs and the private sector in social service delivery (LGRP, 1999). 

The second design of the public sector reforms (PSRs) focused on decentralizing the role and 

autonomy of the government in the economy and social service delivery. Under this design, two 

major reform programs were initiated namely, the Parastatal Sector and the Social Sector Reform 

Programs. 

(d)Parastatal Sector Reform Program (PSRP) 

PSRP was initiated in 1992 accompanying the liberalization process of the economy. It focused 

on privatization of the public enterprises and parastatals that were, by then, the muscles of the 

government’s involvement and monopoly over the economy. The implementation of the program 

marked the demise of one of the pillars of the centralist state, and thereby providing 

opportunities for expansion and participation of the private sector and NGOs in the economy. 

Thus, between 1993 and 1994, 110 parastatals were listed for divestiture, with 73 of these 

divested within the same period. By June 1997, 128 parastatals had been divested (PSRP Report, 

1998). The anticipated date of completion of the process was 2003, but by the end of 2005, total 

privatization had not been accomplished for a variety of reasons. 

(e)The Social Sector Reform Program (SSRP) 
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A serious crisis in the social sector ensued in early 1980s, despite the Structural Adjustment 

Program introduced in the same period. The crisis threatened the country’s economic and social 

development. Stagnation in education, health, water and other social services characterized the 

crisis. By the mid-1980s, it was evident that the government could not support fully the already 

ailing social service sector. Once again, another pillar of the centralist state was falling apart 

(Social Sector Review, 1996). 

SSRP was launched in the early 1990s to cover health, education, water and sanitation. A policy 

framework for each area in the sector was likewise initiated to guide the reforms. The policy 

framework paper addressed the following three main areas: 

(i) Divestment of the social services in terms of ownership, management and resource 

allocation in order to foster the liberalization process; 

(ii)    Change in institutional roles in the provision and financing of social services by 

decentralizing them, and 

(iii) Enhancing and promoting the participation of the private sector, NGOs, local authorities 

and local communities in the social service sector by empowering the latter two in 

planning, financing and managing the social service delivery systems in their localities 

(SSRP, 1996). 

(f)Political Reforms: From Single Party to Multiparty Politics 

The crisis of the centralist state in Tanzania was not only economic, but political as well. In fact, 

the 1980s economic crisis was, by and large, a result of the failures of the single party system of 

governance, which was one of the strongest pillars of the centralist state. Parallel to these 

developments, were the political changes to multiparty democracy taking place all over the 

world. Taking into account the economic reforms initiated since the mid-1980s in Tanzania, all 

this necessitated the need for political reforms. Consequently, in July 1992, constitutional 

changes were introduced. The changes ushered in a transition from single party to multiparty 

politics. Thirteen political parties were registered between 1992 and 1994, and all of them 

participated in the first multiparty general elections of 1995. Likewise, the integrity and 

supremacy of the Parliament, until then vested in the ruling political party, were constitutionally 

restored. Equally significant, the political reforms opened the door for the development and 
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expansion of private/free media and civil society organizations and associations. For example, 

between 1980 and 1990, about 200 NGOs were officially registered. The number increased to 

over 2,700 by the year 2,000.1~ 

One conclusion seems to be that the on-going reforms, whether driven by economic concerns or 

by the quest for a real devolution of power, have fueled a transformation of the formerly 

centralized system of governance in which civil society had a marginal role to play. Although it 

may be premature to conclude that political processes in Tanzania are now pluralistic, the 

economic and political reforms have fostered the establishment of new avenues for cooperation 

between the state and civil society. Signals of this new cooperation can be seen in the on-going 

policy dialogue between the state and civil society on the proposed national policy on NGOs. 

State-Civil Society Relations: the Policy Dialogue 

There are many modalities through which the state may interact with civil society in a policy 

dialogue. However, if civil society is to play an effective role in such interaction, it must be 

organized into units, which are commonly referred to as civil society organizations. Such 

organizations must, in turn, be substantially autonomous from the state. Indeed, they have to be 

trans-ethnic, regional and trans-racial in character. They must also be recognized and respected 

by the society at large, and their corporate existence must be protected by the state. In addition, 

they should have a measure of organizational cohesion and continuity and their internal 

structures and processes must be democratic (Drah, 1995:20). 

Civil society organizations in Tanzania have a long history. The whys and wherefores of their 

emergence, growth and expansion have been recorded elsewhere in the literature on Tanzania’s 

politics (Kiondo, 1999; Gibbon, 1995; Meena; 1997; Tripp, 1997).16 However, their full 

involvement in a policy dialogue with the state is a recent phenomenon that can be associated 

with the on-going socio-economic and political reforms, which have also influenced the status of 

the civil organizations. Before I look closely at the policy dialogue phenomenon by examining 

See The Directory of Tanzania Non-Governmental Organizations- 2000~ Vice Presidents Office. 
See also the first chapter in this volume. 
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the National NGO Policy, I will first look at the current status of the civil organizations in the 

next section. 

The Current Status of Civil Organizations in Tanzania: NGOs and CBOs 

The liberalization of the economy and politics in the 1990s led to an unprecedented proliferation 

of civil society organizations which are now being recognized as constituting a special sector; a 

third sector after the public and private sectors. The number of registered NGOs alone, operating 

in Tanzania increased fifteen times from about 200 in early 1990s to over 2,700 in 2000 

(Directory of Tanzania Non-Governmental Organizations- 2000). These organizations vary in 

terms of their composition, organization, membership, division of labor, interests, gender, and so 

forth. Every NGO has a constitution, which is one of the prerequisites for official registration. In 

terms of operations, some of these organizations are country wide, while others are 

regional/district-based. However, most of them are concentrated in urban areas. On the basis of 

their preoccupations and interests, these organizations can be classified into the following 

categories: 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

Prevention and control NGOs 

Environmental concerns NGOs 

Educational services NGOs 

Health Services NGOs 

Social and Economic Development NGO 

Legal Services NGOs 

Policy Advocacy NGOs 

Professional Association NGOs 

Women, Youth and Children Concerns NGOs 

Religious NGOs 

Gender Focused NGOs 

Sports and Culture NGOs 

Entertainment NGOs 

International NGOs based in Tanzania 
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Many of these NGOs have voluntarily affiliated themselves to either of the two national umbrella 

NGOs namely, the Tanzania Association of Non-Governmental Organizations (TANGO), and 

the Tanzania Council for Social Development (TACOSODE). 

TANGO was established in April 1988 by 22 founding member NGOs, with the objective of 

strengthening and promoting cooperation and networking among the member NGOs. Up to June 

1999, TANGO had 341 affiliated NGOs that operated in all regions of the country. However, 

more than half are concentrated in Dar es Salaam (TANGO, 1999). TACOSODE, on the other 

hand, was established in 1965 as a quasi-governmental organization, known as the National 

Council on Social Welfare Services. It was transformed into an umbrella NGO by 25 founding 

member NGOs in 1987, thereby shifting its focus from social welfare to social development. 

Currently, it has about 125-affiliated member NGOs, which are spread throughout the country 

(TACOSODE, 1999). 

Although their missions and focus may vary, the two national umbrella NGOs share common 

aims and objectives with regard to the affiliated member NGOs. These aims and objectives are: 

¯ To promote and strengthen professional competence and organizational capability 

of their affiliated member NGOs through training; 

¯ To provide a forum for maintaining, sharing and exchanging information on 

NGOs activities and for making such information accessible to all interested 

parties; 

¯ To facilitate and promote cooperation and collaboration among NGOs and 

between them and the communities; 

¯ To act as a liaison and link between member organizations and relevant 

government ministries and to promote general understanding and cooperation 

between the NGOs and Government; 

¯ To develop and implement joint programs for NGOs or communities and to 

provide or facilitate provision of technical assistance to the same; 

¯ To monitor NGOs activities and promote evaluation of these activities in order to 

improve efficiency in service delivery; 
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Where necessary, to act as a clearing house for NGOs/Donors for channeling 

development grants intended for program implementation; 

To give advice to the Government on matters concerning NGOs generally, as well 

as registration of new NGOs. 

As stated earlier, membership of the two umbrella NGOs is voluntary. However, there are some 

general preconditions for membership. These are: (i) the NGO must be registered by 

government registering authorities; (ii) it must have a physical office premise with some salaried 

staff; (iii) it must have a program!project of activities; (iv) its leadership must be democratically 

elected; and, (v) it must pay application, membership and annual subscription fees of about 

US$100. 

The organization and leadership of the two umbrella NGOs are almost identical. The leadership 

is democratically elected after every two to three years by the affiliated NGOs, although for 

various reasons, both umbrella NGOs have not strictly adhered to this. The organizational 

structure consists of a General Assembly that meets every two years, a Board of Trustees, an 

Executive Chairperson and a Secretariat that is responsible for the management of the NGO 

programs and activities. The existence of the two strong and well-organized umbrella NGOs has, 

by and large, contributed to capacity building among individual NGOs. Despite their diversity, 

the NGOs have jointly been acting as pressure points, a role which has increasingly been 

recognized by the state. This is reflected by their involvement in policy dialogue with the 

government in several policy episodes. I will cite here only the most critical ones. 

The first policy episode involved the decision to change the then one party system to a multiparty 

system of governance. In the early 1990s, there emerged a public demand for changes in the 

constitution in order to end the hegemony of the one party system. Several human rights, legal 

and professional groups, policy advocacy NGOs, and other civil groups voiced the demand. 

Pressures exerted by these groups led to the formation of a Presidential Commission in March 

1991. The Commission (also known as "The Nyalali Commission") was charged with, inter alia, 

collating people’s views on the debate on whether Tanzania should continue with the single party 

system or adopt a multi-party system. According to the Commission’s report, a total of 1,061 
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public meetings and private audiences were held throughout the country and 36,299 people from 

all walks of life submitted their views either in writing or by filling in questionnaires. NGOs 

played a very important role in presenting peoples’ opinions to the Commission. The findings of 

the Commission showed that 77.2% of people’s views preferred to continue with the single party 

system, while 21.8% favored the adoption of a multi-party system (The Nyalali Report, 1992: 

11-12). In spite of these results, the government eventually discarded one of the principles of 

democracy, namely that the voice of the "majority" should always be honored, by deciding on 

the adoption of a multi-party system in 1992. 

Another policy episode was on the "Land Question". The central issue was the outdated land 

laws governing the land tenure system. The laws did not provide adequate guarantees of land 

ownership, particularly to the ordinary people living in rural areas. Several policy advocacy 

groups called for changes in the existing land policy and laws because they were disenchanted 

with the way the government was handling the land question and general complaints from the 

public. 

In response, to these demands, a Presidential Commission was appointed in January 1991 to 

conduct an in-depth inquiry into land matters before the government made any policy changes. 

The Commission’s work involved, inter alia, collecting views from individuals, individual 

groups, (such as NGOs) and institutions. To that effect, the Commission held 277 public 

meetings in 145 villages (out of about 8,500 registered villages) and in 135 urban centers. About 

180 members of the public provided their views in camera. The total attendance at the meetings 

was about 83,000 out of whom 58,000 were men and 25,000 were women. Over 3,000 persons 

submitted their opinions in public meetings. Further, over 1,000 complaints were submitted to 

the Commission in writing. About 150 government officials and land experts were interviewed 

(Land Commission Report, 1999:2-3). Various stakeholders including NGOs, peasants’ 

associations and other interested parties discussed the results of the Commission’s Report 

extensively. The modalities of discussions involved seminars/workshops, conferences and 
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panels, a process that took almost two years before new land laws were enacted by Parliament in 

1998.17 

The third policy episode was the Government White Paper no. 1 of 1998, on the debate whether 

a new constitution of the United Republic should be written. The debate emerged from the 

demands of various groups including opposition political parties, professional NGOs, and legal 

and other groups pressing for constitutional reforms. The major argument was that the nation 

needed a new constitution that is better suited to meet the needs of a pluralist society that has 

emerged from the liberalization of the economy and the introduction of a multi-party system of 

Further arguments put forward by those who demanded a new constitution were governance. 

that: 

The current constitution has too many patches. Twelve constitutional changes 

(amendments) have been made since the 1977 Constitution was adopted. The last 

of these changes were made to accommodate the 1992 and subsequent political 

reforms; 

The Nyalali Commission Report of 1992 recommended the writing of a new 

Constitution; 

The 1977 Constitution is commonly acknowledged as the Constitution of the one 

party system. The raison d’etre of this Constitution was the merger of the 

Tanganyika African National Union (TANU) with the Afro-Shirazi Party (ASP) 

into one political party- ’Chama Cha Mapinduzi’ (CCM). Likewise, this 

Constitution is considered to lack the legitimacy of the people because they were 

not involved in its making; and finally, 

The political history of the country has shown that, whenever major political 

reforms were introduced, a new constitution was written. Such major political 

reforms include Independence in 1961, a Republic in 1962, the Union in 1964, 

introduction of the single party system in 1965 and the merger of TANU and ASP 

in 1977. 

17 Details on the involvement of the civil society in shaping this policy are the subject matter of chapter three in this 

volume. 
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Initially, the ruling party and its government adopted a defensive approach to the critics. They 

dismissed the need and arguments for a new constitution as baseless. However, due to 

intensified pressures from the opposition parties, constitutional reformist groups, legal 

advocacy NGOs and the public in general, the government backed down by admitting the 

need for further constitutional changes, but not for a new constitution. 

Rather than opting for a constitutional conference and/or a referendum as demanded by the 

opposition parties, the government opted for a more limited and controlled model. In July 1998, 

the government issued ’White Paper’ no. 1 and invited the public to debate and give its views on 

the matter. A Presidential Committee (also known as the Kisanga Committee) was appointed to 

monitor, coordinate, collect, record and make recommendations on the views and opinions of the 

public throughout the country. The results of this process were then to assist the government in 

making its final policy decision on the constitutional reforms. 

The White Paper contained nineteen constitutional issues on which the government had 

expressed its position. The most critical were the following: 

¯ The Structure of the Union: The government position was to continue with the present 

structure of two governments (i.e. the Union and Zanzibar governments), while critics 

demanded three governments, or even the dissolution of the Union; 

¯ Referendum on the validity and legitimacy of the Union: Critics maintained that the 

Union did not have the mandate of the people because the then heads of the two countries 

(the late Nyerere for Tanganyika and the late Karume for Zanzibar) took the decision 

without seeking people’s opinions. Hence, there was a need for a referendum. The 

government’s position was that there was no need for such a process; 

¯ Powers of the President: Tanzania has an executive President who enjoys enormous 

constitutional powers, including the appointment of government and public officials from 

the level of directors of public institutions upwards. It was suggested that these powers be 

reduced. The White Paper partially agreed with reducing presidential powers in certain 

functional areas; 
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¯ State of Emergency Powers: The White Paper proposed that the President should 

remain with vested powers to declare a state of emergency and powers over the 

Preventive Detention, while critics sought for abolishing the latter and minimizing the 

former; 

¯ Presidential Elections." Critics proposed that for a presidential candidate to be declared 

a winner, he or she should receive more than half of all the votes cast, rather than the 

current simple majority rule. They also wanted prohibition to challenge election of the 

President once results are declared, be removed. The White Paper maintained that the 

current presidential election system continue as it is; 

¯ Electoral System: Critics suggested changes in the present "winner takes all" or "first 

past the post" electoral system in favor of a direct constituency electoral system 

combined with proportional representation. The White Paper’s position was to continue 

with the present electoral system, although some improvements could be made. 

¯ Independent Candidate: The current Constitution prohibits independent candidacy for 

both presidential and constituency elections. The White Paper seemed to support the idea 

for constituency but not for presidential elections. Critics viewed such prohibition as 

contravening individual natural rights. 

¯ Right of Recall: The position of the critics was that voters should have the right to recall 

their members of parliament in order to make them accountable to electorates and the 

system more democratic. The White Paper did not support this view. 

¯ The National Electoral Commission (NEC): The President currently appoints 

members of NEC. This makes critics regard it as partisan and primarily serving the 

interests of the ruling party from which the President comes. It was therefore demanded 

that after being appointed, members of NEC be approved by Parliament. The position of 

the White Paper was to continue with the present system of appointing members of NEC. 

(The White Paper No. 1, of 1998: 17-46). 

Civil society groups and the public in general were invited to give their views or opinions on 

these paraphrased constitutional issues on which the government had already formed its position. 

However, submission of such views was not restricted to the government’s position only; the 
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public was free to go beyond and make their own suggestions and recommendations. One of the 

main tasks of the Kisanga Committee was to register and record the various views of the public. 

The Committee contacted 600,000 people throughout the country and from all walks of life, 

using the same modalities as those used by previous Commissions.18 According to the published 

report of the Committee, about 90% of the public endorsed the government’s position on 

virtually all the nineteen constitutional issues contained in the White Paper. For example, on the 

structure of the Union, 58,750 (88.87%) out of the 66,105 respondents endorsed the present 

structure of two governments while 4,326 (6.54%) recommended one government structure. On 

the same issue, 2,855 (4.32%) were in favor of three governments, while only 174 (0.26%) 

recommended other forms or the total dissolution of the Union. Likewise, 90% were in favor of 

retaining the existing powers of the President, including powers to use the state of emergency 

provision of the constitution. 

It is too early to postulate what this over-whelming victory of the government will mean in the 

debate on constitutional reforms. Although the public seems to have despaired on the possibility 

of getting a new constitution, this does not mean the end of the struggle for constitutional 

reforms. Neither does it mean that the concerned civil society organizations have given up 

completely on this issue. Besides, the Kisanga Committee made a number of critical 

recommendations whose implementation might require the writing of a new constitution. 19 

A number of conclusions can be drawn from the three policy episodes discussed above. One 

significant conclusion is that the three policy episodes tell us that there are new emerging 

relations between the state and civil society through policy dialogue. Between 1992 and 1999, 

there was a sustained policy dialogue between the state and civil society in critical political 

issues affecting the country, a process that continues to the present. This is novel in the political 

history of Tanzania. Another important observation is that this policy dialogue seems to have 

18 We maintain this difference between the Kisanga "Committee" and commissions like the Nyalali "Commission" 

because the President himself while castigating the committee emphasized that it was in fact not a commission and 
as such it could not make independent recommendations. 
19 Details on this and other issues concerning the constitution making process form the subject matter of the next 

chapter in this volume. 
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been confined to political, or more precisely, governance issues. Within the same period, the 

government has made a number of policy decisions on economic issues without involving the 

civil society. This has involved the privatization and foreign investment policies, which have 

been quite controversial. One glaring example is that of the ongoing privatization of major 

parastatals where the government has refused to bulge to pressures for involving workers and 

their representative organizations.2° 

The last observation is that in all the three policy episodes, the policy dialogue was characterized 

by the top-down policy making approach. That is, policy initiation started from the principal 

actor in response to a policy issue, and then the process flowed downward to other actors whose 

main function was to provide inputs and/or feedback during the process of policy formulation. In 

all three policy episodes, the government has been both the prime mover and initiator in the 

policy dialogue, even though civil society through its organizations made significant 

interventions. 

Civil Society and the National NGO policy: an Analysis of the Policy Dialogue 

In contrast to the policy episodes described above, the policy dialogue on NGO policy departed 

substantially from the usual top-down command approach of public policy making used by the 

government. There are no plausible explanations for this unusual departure, but three factors 

could point to a possible explanation of this unusual phenomenon: 

First is the multiplicity of legal frameworks for NGO registration. Due to this, NGOs can be 

registered under a number of legal provisions. For example, an NGO can be registered either 

under the Societies Ordinance, Cap 337 of 1954; the Companies Ordinance, Cap 212 of 1932; 

the Trustees’ Incorporation Ordinance, Cap 375 of 1956; or the National Sports Council of 

Tanzania Act of 1967. For Zanzibar, the applicable law is the Societies Act of 1995. Further, 

20 This can be seen in the current strikes and threats by the workers of the giant parastatals namely the Tanzania 

Electric Supply Company (TANESCO) and the Tanzania Railway Company (TRC), which are in the final process 
of being privatized. The National Bank of Commerce was also privatized in 1997 amidst the controversy that the 
South African Company that bought the Bank had allegedly swindled the government, but the latter never listened to 
the critics of the privatization policy. The controversy concerning the Foreign Investment Policy has mainly 
centered on the mining sector where investors are alleged to have ignored environmental issues and the interests of 
local small miners and villagers whose land has been affected by the mining companies. 
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none of these legal provisions makes an attempt to define what is and/or is not an NGO or how 

to distinguish it from a company, a society or an association for that matter. The multiple legal 

frameworks have, by and large, made it difficult to classify and categorize the over 2000 NGOs 

which are operating in the country. 

Second is the multiplicity of institutional frameworks. In essence, every government ministry is 

responsible for one type of NGOs or another. For example, there are NGOs that are under the 

responsibility of the Ministry of Education and Sports while others are under the Ministry of 

Health; still others are under the Ministry of Labor and Youth, and so forth. Under such multiple 

institutional frameworks, the coordination, monitoring and evaluation of NGOs’ operations and 

activities have been virtually impossible. Further, none of these ministries felt that it was its 

responsibility to initiate and formulate a national policy on the NGO sector. 

Finally, the donor community seemed to have invested so much on the NGO sector, and 

therefore had a vested interest in a rationalized NGO policy. From Northern NGOs (International 

NGOs) to the World Bank, to Aid Agencies and even individual donor countries, the whole 

donor community was supporting the NGO sector and trying to "by-pass" the state in Southern 

countries. So when in 1996 Tanzania first declared its intention to formulate a national NGO 

policy, the NGO sector with the donor community behind it was ready to challenge the dominant 

role of the government in the process. Because of this no so subtle pressure, the government 

chose to adopt a more reconciliatory as opposed to the usual top-down command approach in the 

making of the NGO policy. 

NGO Policy Issues 

A policy issue is a "condition or situation that produces needs or dissatisfaction among people 

and for which relief or redress is sought" (Anderson, 1994:85). The conditions that gave rise to 

the emergence of NGO policy issues in Tanzania emanated from three main concerns. First, 

NGOs were a growing and expanding sector, especially in the wake of economic and political 

reforms of the 1990s. Its growth and recognition as an important sector fostered the need for a 

national policy to provide a vision, mission and direction for the sector, just as there are 

government policies for other sectors. Secondly, there was the issue of accountability and 
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transparency. NG0s as a sector have become partners with the government in development and 

in the provision of social services. In fact, there are cases where NG0s provide services on 

behalf of the government, although the government does not directly fund those NG0s. Neither 

are the budgets of those NG0s reflected in the national annual development budget. What has 

still been of great concern to the government is that NG0s receive sizeable funds from donors 

without passing through the bilateral or multilateral channels between the government and 

donors. The latter have been under pressure from their taxpayers to account for such funds given 

to NG0s to support their programs and activities. In many instances, therefore, accountability 

and transparency of NG0 funds has been an unresolved issue. In the absence of a national 

policy, neither the government nor the supporting donors could enforce transparency and 

accountability among the NG0s. NG0s themselves were equally concerned on the issue, 

because most of them depended on donors’ funds. 

The third concern is the fragmentation of the NGO sector. Its growth has made it difficult for 

both the government and NGOs themselves to have a clear picture on the level of their 

involvement in economic programs and the type of their operations, because NGOs are 

registered as private, voluntary, religious, or autonomous organizations. At present, there is no 

mechanism that can provide necessary information on the activities and operations of NGOs. 

Such information could cover, inter alia, NGOs programs in different sectors, the magnitude of 

resources they manage, geographical coverage, and their capacities. The NGOs themselves do 

not know much about what each other is doing. Against this background, both the NGOs and the 

government would like to see an NGO policy in place. 

The Current Role of NGOs. 

There are currently more than 2,700 local and International NGOs operating in Tanzania. They 

deal with different issues, and this makes them rich in their diversity. This diversity is reflected 

in the range of activities used to describe their work: welfare, development, environmental, 

indigenous, gender, human rights, advocacy, income generating, job creation, and so forth. 

Another spectrum contributing to their diversity is the focus. There are NGOs with highly 

specialized target groups, such as those in health; and there are those having a much broader 

focus. 
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Since the 1990s’ political, economic and social reforms, NGOs have been recognized as a special 

sector that plays an important role in the development of the country’s economy and in the 

provision of social services. As the government’s capacity to meet the needs of the citizens has 

increasingly been reduced by economic constraints, NGOs have come to be involved in the 

provision of social services, employment generation, environment concerns, gender issues and 

action, the informal sector, in policy advocacy, and in poverty alleviation issues. Equally 

important, NGOs play an important and unique role in the strengthening of civil society through 

informing and educating the public on various issues, such as their legal rights, their democratic 

and human rights, etc. The NGOs have been, and are, operating as the interface between the 

Government and its institutions on the one hand, and the civil society on the other hand. Their 

strength lies in their organizational structure, the extent to which their objectives are fulfilled, 

networking capacity and resource mobilization. Further, their strength is also determined by their 

location, proximity to other well established organizations and structures of the government, 

together with financial and other links with international NGOs or organizations. 

Background to the NGO Policy Formulation Process 

The NGO policy formulation process had reached its fifth draft stage when this research was 

being carried out. The process has, indeed, been a protracted one. This has been so partly 

because the design and formulation of any policy usually involves a lot of research and 

consultations (Hogwood and Gunn, 1984). The research and consultative process, in turn, 

provides an opportunity to identify policy issues that are necessary inputs in setting a policy 

agenda. In addition, the exercise facilitates interaction among various stakeholders of the policy. 

The NGO policy formulation process involved a series of consultations and interactions among 

many actors, directly or indirectly related to the NGOs activities in the country. It started with 

baseline studies in early 1996, which were commissioned by the International Labor 

Organization (ILO). On the basis of these studies, in late 1996, the Vice-President’s Office and 

the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) jointly organized an exploratory 

workshop. The workshop brought together participants from workers’ and employers’ 
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organizations, NG0 umbrella organizations, local and international NG0s, the donor community 

and local institutes. 

The objective of the workshop was to solicit views and ideas from the different stakeholders, 

including the beneficiaries/target groups in designing a policy framework. Thus, it reflected on 

the need for NGO policy to guide the growth and operations of NGOs in the country. The 

participants also acknowledged the need for the consultative process to continue being 

participatory and democratic, and hence recommended the formation of a democratically elected 

National Steering Committee consisting of the major stakeholders to work together with the Vice 

President’s Office in developing a national NGO policy. In summary, this first consultative 

workshop agreed on key issues for a policy framework and policy agenda. These issues included, 

inter alia, (i) the need to research into specific activities and roles of NGOs and government in 

order to streamline the division of labor between them; (ii) the need to research into donor 

policies and relevant government policies; (iii) the need for a series of round table meetings 

between government officials, NGOs and donors; (iv) coordination of NGOs’ guidelines for 

accountability and transparency; and, (v) the setting up of a democratically elected National 

NGO Policy Steering Committee (lst NGO Policy Draft, 1996). 

On the basis of the workshop recommendations, the Steering Committee produced the second 

draft, which was circulated to local and international NGOs, donor agencies, government 

officials and other stakeholders for comments. TACOSODE and TANGO organized workshops 

throughout the country to mobilize and collect views from their affiliated member NGOs. More 

than 400 responses were received by the Steering Committee, which were then incorporated into 

the third policy draft. 

The policy draft was discussed in the second national workshop in February 1998. The 

government and donors jointly financed the workshop. It was attended by 26 government 

officials, 131 NGO/CBO representatives from Tanzania Mainland and Zanzibar, 16 

representatives of international NGOs, 16 participants from international organizations and 
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embassies, five moderators from SIDO/GTZ,21 eight members of the secretariat consisting of 

people from TANGO, TACOSODE, Association of NGOs of Zanzibar (ANGOZA), National 

Income Generating Programme (NIGP), the Vice President’s Office (VPO), and 19 media 

representatives. The workshop recommended, among other things, the widening of the 

consultation process by holding zonal workshops in order to involve more stakeholders at 

regional and district levels; further consultations with the participation of more NGOs and CBOs 

and other stakeholders; a reduction of the size of the National Steering Committee for the 

purpose of strengthening its work in spearheading the policy formulation process up to its final 

stage; and a formation of a National NGO Council which should be recognized as the NGO apex 

coordinating body. 

The inputs from this workshop were used in producing the fourth draft of the NGO policy. The 

draft was submitted for discussions to the zonal workshops organized by the Steering 

Committee. Donors provided about 750 million Tanzanian shillings (US$75,000) to support the 

zonal workshops, which were held between March and April 1998.22 Seven zonal centers, 

including one for Zanzibar, were established for that purpose. The number of participants varied 

from one zonal center to another, ranging between 50 to 85 participants representing NGOs 

(about two-thirds) and government officials (about one-third). The comments and views from the 

zonal workshops, umbrella NGOs and Networks, concerned groups and individuals, international 

NGOs and Embassies, were primarily responsible for producing the fifth NGO policy draft (4th 

NGO Policy Draft, 1998). The draft was supposed to be discussed in the third national workshop 

sometimes in September, and finalize the policy before December 1999. Unfortunately this did 

not happen. Apparently, a conflict had ensued between the government and the NGOs on the 

issue of forming an NGOs Apex Body (the National NGO Council), before the policy was in 

place. 

The conflict emerged during or just prior to the preparations of the zonal workshops. The donor 

community initiated the idea of forming an Apex Body as a reaction to their concern over the 

21 SIDO stands for Small Industries Development Organization, while GTZ is an organization representing the 

German Government. 
22 By 1997/98 exchange rates, this was about one million US dollars. 
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way donor funds were used without any desired impact. Hence the donors wanted both the 

government and NGOs to be accountable and transparent with regard to issues of funds from 

donors. This led to the formation of the Aid Management and Accountability Program (AMAP), 

with NGOs being one of its components. The Program was located in the Treasury and headed 

by a team of Senior Civil Servants, under the chairmanship of the Permanent Secretary in the 

Civil Service Department - President’s Office. Gradually, the Secretariat of AMAP hijacked the 

NGO policy formulation process by single handedly organizing zonal workshops on the 

formation of an apex body to spearhead the process. Both TANGO and TACOSODE threatened 

to pull out from participating in the already advanced process of NGO policy formulation. Their 

threat came after noticing that the new initiatives were not in the interest of the NGOs as a 

whole, but in the interest of government and donors23. Fortunately, AMAP and its Secretariat 

have been phased out, a situation which has paved the way for the continuation of the process 

from where it had halted. 

Rationale and Objectives of NGOs Policy 

The rationale for the NGO policy is the systematic reduction of the role of the state in the 

economy and in the provision of social services. NGOs together with the private sector have 

assumed a more prominent role in this development process. Further, by addressing diverse 

issues, NGOs bring dynamism, creativity and innovation within civil society, thereby developing 

strong community links. Thus, there was need for a policy that recognizes NGOs as development 

actors in their own right. 

The overall objective of the proposed policy was therefore to create an enabling environment for 

the NGOs to operate effectively and efficiently in the social, political and economic development 

of the country (5th NGO Policy Draft, 1999:6). The specific objectives included: 

¯ To provide an operational definition of NGOs; 

¯ To provide a broad framework for legal and institutional arrangements to 

facilitate the operations of NGOs in Tanzania; 

23 This shows the unreliability of the donor community, which had all the time supported the interests of the NGOs. 

One interpretation of this could be that when it came to enforcement of financial accountability, donors were much 
more comfortable with a few bureaucrats than a conglomeration of NGOs. 
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To put in place registration procedures, which are transparent and decentralized, 

and which will facilitate better coordination of NGOs while safeguarding the 

freedom of association. 

To strengthen the relationship between the government and the civil society; 

To enhance mechanisms for collaborative relations between NGOs, the 

government, funding agencies and other stakeholders. 

To facilitate mechanisms for government support to NGOs; 

To promote transparency, accountability and awareness among NGOs themselves, 

the government and other stakeholders; and, 

To facilitate exchange and flow of information on NGOs activities in order to 

maximize utilization of resources and also share experiences or research findings 

(ibid, 7). 

The Content of the NGOs Policy 

In congruence with the above general and specific objectives, seven areas form the content of the 

proposed policy. We shall briefly present each with its accompanying policy statement. 

>Definition of an NGO. 

As stated earlier, there is no clear definition of an NGO provided in the various pieces of NGO 

legislation. The policy proposal attempts to first define specific characteristics and then provides 

a definition. There are seven specific characteristics proposed to distinguish an NGO from 

government organizations or other registered private groupings. These are: (i) organization (i.e 

an established or permanent institution); (ii) voluntary which means formed freely, willingly, 

spontaneously by individuals, groups of people or organizations on a voluntary basis; (iii) self- 

governing (i.e own internal procedures for governance, but operate within the laws of the 

country); (iv) not for profit sharing; (v) non-partisan (i.e do not support any political party, nor 

aspire for political power); (vi) the objective be to improve the circumstances and prospects of a 

particular group or act on concerns/issues of societal concerns as a whole; and, (vii) the founders 

are either individuals or organizations. From these characteristics the proposed definition of an 

NGO is: 
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.a voluntary grouping of individuals or organizations, which is autonomous, non- 
political and not-for-profit sharing; organized locally at the grassroots level, 
nationally or internationally for the purpose of enhancing the legitimate 
economic, social and/or cultural development or lobbying or advocating on issues 
of public interest or interest of a group of individuals or organization (Ibid., p.9). 

¯ Institutional Framework. 

The policy proposal acknowledges the deficiencies of the current 

it proposes that: 

institutional framework. Thus 

at all levels appropriate framework and mechanisms be established to facilitate 
communication and consultation between government and NGOs (Ibid., p. 10). 

To that effect, formation of an NGO-Coordination Board and an NGO National Body is being 

proposed. 

¯ Legal Framework 

Again, the deficiencies of the existing laws have been acknowledged. It is proposed to harmonize 

the existing laws and enact a new law that will provide an appropriate legal framework for 

NGOs. The proposed new legislation is to address issues on registration of NGOs, eligibility for 

registration, the registration process, deregistration procedures, appeal against deregistration, 

termination, dissolution and liquidation. 

¯ Exchange of Information and Reporting 

The proposed policy statement emphasizes the need for establishing a mechanism that will 

facilitate dissemination of information and networking among NGOs, government, the donor 

community, international NGOs and other stakeholders. 

NGOs Accountability and Transparency 
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The policy proposal urges each NGO to maintain its code of conduct for the purpose of 

accountability and transparency. 

¯ Government-NGO Partnership 

As the government recognizes the important role and contribution of NGOs in the society, the 

policy statement urges the government to consider NGOs as important partners in the 

development process by creating a conducive and enabling environment to ensure that NGOs’ 

potentials are utilized. To enhance and sustain this partnership, it is proposed that the 

government should provide direct grants set aside in the development budget to NGOs, under 

terms and conditions which will not undermine or compromise the freedom and autonomy of 

NGOs. Tax exemption for NGOs activities in areas such as health, education, etc. are also 

proposed as a mechanism for strengthening the partnership. 

¯ Implementation of the Policy 

The policy statement acknowledges that the implementation of the policy will require the 

participation of all actors at different levels. Thus, it pleads for full support of all implementing 

agencies and institutions, including the NGOs themselves. In a nutshell, the above-described 

areas form the proposed policy framework for the NGOs in Tanzania. The process of designing 

and developing the framework has taken about three years due to a series of consultative 

interactions among the various stakeholders. The process is not complete yet. 

Conclusion 

Several conclusions can be drawn from the NGOs policy formulation process discussed above. 

First, there has been an interesting phenomenon in this policy process, which is unique and 

profound with regard to State-Civil Society relations. That is, it is quite unusual for the 

government to sit together with a targeted group and discuss how to design and formulate a 

policy for it. In the case of NGO policy, this is exactly what the government has done. Why it 

has been so remains a question for further research. But one possible explanation is the 

recognition by the government, of the consolidated strength of the NGOs; that they are a force to 

reckon with in matters of policy making. Another observation is the intervention and full 

participation of the donor community in the policy process itself. Donors financed the different 
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stages of the process and participated fully in the process. Certainly, they have a vested interest 

in the proposed policy; that is, to ensure accountability and transparency regarding their funds 

given to NGOs. 

Although this case study reveals that NGOs have managed to participate as equal partners with 

the government, their gains should not be overemphasized. The final draft of the NGO policy is a 

compromise document. The NGOs have preferred the definition of what makes an NGO to 

exclude non-partisanship rather than the present law that requires NGOs to be apolitical. 

Somehow the government has been able to maintain this position in the final definition of what 

makes an NGO in Tanzania, at the expense of NGOs’ wishes and interests. But apart from this, 

most of the NGO demands have been met in the final policy document. And probably because of 

this, the document is still stuck at the cabinet level of the policy making process with the 

government being reluctant to translate it into a law, several years after it was finalized in the 

year 2000. 

In conclusion, the lessons drawn from the NGO policy formulation process are a pointer to the 

strength of the civil society through its civil organizations. They are also a pointer to the new 

relations emerging in Tanzania between the state and the civil society, and that these new 

relations could be better understood through a policy discourse approach. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

THE STATE AND INDEPENDENT CIVIL ORGANIATIONS: 

THE CASE OF TANZANIA WOMEN COUNCIL (BAWATA) 

Chris Maina Peter 

The truth is that in the villages women work very hard. At times they work for twelve or 

fourteen hours. They even work on Sundays and public holidays. Women who live in the 

villages work harder than anybody else in Tanzania. But men who live in villages ... 

are on leave for half of their lives. 

Julius Kambarage Nyerere24 

Introduction 

This case study attempts to trace the struggle ofBaraza la Wanawake wa Tanzania (BAWATA) or the 

Women’s Council of Tanzania to establish itself as an independent organization of women in the 

countxy. Over the years, since colonial times, all forms of independent organization have always been 

restxicted and controlled by the State. The colonial regime ensured that no independent organisations 

survived peacefully. The independence goverrmaent, on the other hand, opted for a more subtle 

approach. It co-opted these independent organizations into the State flarough the ruling party. 

Women organizations were no exception. The State ensured that politically acceptable leaders, 

particularly wives of the political leadership or top party cadres, led these organizations. In the post- 

independence period, members of the cabinet led most of these organizations. Even today the main 

women organisation - Umoja wa Wanawake wa Tanzania (UWT) is led by an immediate former senior 

female member of the Cabinet]5 

BAWATA was the first women organization to try and break away from this tradition and establish 

itself as an independent organization, l~ee from the State and the ruling party. This was a challenge to 

the status quo, the first of its kind and, which could not be left to succeed. To do so would be creating a 

bad precedent for others to copy. 

Historical Background: the Right to Organize in Tanzania 

See NYERERE, Julius K., Freedom and Socialism/Uhuru na Ujamaa: A Selection from Writings 
and Speeches 1965-1967, Dar es Salaam: Oxford University Press, 1968, p. 245. See also PETER, 
Chris Maina, "Liberating the Slave of the Slave: Contxibution of the New Protocol on the Rights of 
Women in Africa to tt~e Stxuggle for Gender Equality," in SCHOLLER, Heinrich and Silvia 
Tellenbach (eds.), Faktoren der Enststehung und Uberwindung unfreier Arbeit in Europa und in den 
afrikanischen Kolonien, Munster, Germany: Lit Verlag, 2005, p. 57. 

The current Chairperson of Umoja wa Wanawake wa Tanzania is Hon. Atom Abdallah, was until 
very recently the Minister for Health in the 3ra Phase Government of President Benjamin Mkapa 
which completed its tenure in December, 2005. 
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The Legal Basis of the Right to Organize 

The right to organize is one of the most important fundamental rights of a person. This is because it 

enables people to come together and pursue common interests and goals. It is a right, which is closely 

related to the right to associate and to assemble peacefully and freely. The highest manifestation of this 

right, which covers all sections of a society, is flae formation of political parties, trade unions and other 

types of non-governnaental organizations. 

The international community in various international legal instruments underlines the need to provide 

and guarantee both flae right to organize and to associate and assemble in various ways. The Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights of 1948 provides in Article 20 flaat: 

Everyone has flae right to freedom of peaceful assembly and association. 

The Declaration continues to indicate that: 

No one may be compelled to belong to an association. 

The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights of 1966, in Article 21, underlines what is 

provided in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and goes furflaer to indicate flaat flais right can 

not be reslxicted anyhow except where it is absolutely necessaxy. 26 Similar provisions are to be found in 

regional human rights inslxuments]7 

At a municipal level, correctly or wrongly, people organized properly in any form are perceived by the 

State as a danger to its very existence. This explains flae constant desire by the State to ensure a tight 

control over flae means and forms of organization flaat are available under flae law. 

The Constitution, the Law and Policies 

In Tanzania, the right to freedom of association and peaceful assembly was until recently provided in a 

very confused manner. It is surrounded by various reslxictions. Until 2005 Article 20 (1) of 

Constitution of the United Republic of Tanzania of 1977 provided: 

Every person is entitled to freedom, subject to the laws of the land, to 
freely and peaceably assemble, associate and co-operate with other 
persons, express views publicly, and more specially to form or join 
associations or organisations formed for the purposes of preserving or 
furthering his beliefs or interests or any other interests. 

Now, through flae 14th Amendment to flae Constitution, that claw-back clause has been removed. The 

right to freedom of assembly is provided without any inhibitions. The only remaining restrictions still 

in place are those relating to the formation of political parties. Article 20 (2) enumerates these 

The Universal Declaration and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and oflaer 
important human rights inslxuments are reproduced in MELANDER, Goran and Gudmundur 
Alfredsson (eds.), The Raoul Wallenberg Compilation of Human Rights Instruments, The Hague: 
Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1997. 

See for instance the European Convention for flae Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental 
Freedoms of 1950 (Article 11); the American Convention on Human Rights of 1969 (Articles 15 and 
16); and the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights of 1981 (Articles 10 and 11). 
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restxictions on the types of political parties which can be registered. It is very clear that a political paxty 

should not be based on a particulax religion, only one part of the countxy, on a txibe or gender etc. 

These restrictions were introduced in 1992 following the intxoduction of multi-party politics in the 

countxy and they are by and large acceptable and therefore not contxoversial.28 

This formulation of the Bill of Rights in fiae Constitution is completely in line with fiae policy of the 

governnaent over fiae years. The many years of one-party rule could not be done away with immediately 

after fiae introduction of multi-party democracy in fiae countxy. All forms of independent organization 

have always been under a stxong contxol by the State. Therefore, all important interest groups were 

strictly controlled - directly or indirectly. These included workers, fiae youth, parents, peasants (in their 

co-operatives) and women as well. 

Organization of Women in Tanzania 

Early Women Organizations 

Notwithstanding their numerical strength, women in Tanzania have always failed to organise 

fiaemselves in an effective manner. The colonial regime gave women a very marginal role in society. 

Typical of the feudal system of rule in Europe as represented by the British colonial rulers, fiae wife of 

fiae Governor was there to promote and support fiae work of her husband. This was expected of all 

women in the colony. They were expected to be faithful wives who could learn sewing, cookery and 

related disciplines that would assist fiaem in the house. Politics was exclusive men’s sphere of 

influence. 

This mentality influenced the few women organizations established in the countxy. Notable ones 

included the Women’s Service League; Mothers Union; the Greek Community; the Asian Women 

Association; African Welfare Association; and Tanganyika Council of Women. Somehow, all these 

organizations did not address women’s problems and issues. Their prime aim was to groom subservient 

and obedient women who would always respect and serve their husbands.29 

Women in the Independence Struggle 

Quite early in the struggle for independence, the Tanganyika African National Union (TANU) realized 

that it could do little without the support of the women members of the community. Therefore, just one 

The Constitution and the Political Parties Act, 1992 (Act No. 5 of 1992) prohibit establishment of 
political parties which are based on religion, txibe, race, gender; a poxty that advocates break-up of 
the United Republic; advocates or supports use of force or violence and confrontation as a means of 
attaining political goals; a party that intends to carry out its activities in only one part of the United 
Republic; and a poxty that does not exercise internal democracy. All this is now incorporated into the 
Constitution of the countxy. 

See MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, CULTURE, YOUTH AND SPORTS, 
Situation of Women in Tanzania, Dar es Salaam: Government Printer, 1988, p. 55. 
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year after its formation, TANU established a Women’s section in 1955 under fiae leadership of the late 

Bibi Titi Mohamed.3° 

The main objectives of this section were: 

(i). To mobilize women as well as men to join fiae party; 

(ii). To txy and bring them together in fiae liberation stxuggle; 

(iii). To ensure the security of the leaders of TANU; and 

(iv). To raise funds through various activities such as dances and/or 

fashion shows. 

It is the women section in the pa~ty, which gave TANU a mass base. Women members were very 

active not only in Dar es Salaam but in the regions as well.31 Not all men were happy about the upper 

hand women were being given, but the party President was for equality of both men and women and 

thus made sure that all sections of the party were given opportunity to contribute to the advancement of 

fiae pa~ty aims and objectives. 

Women’s Organization after Independence 

After independence, the ruling party TANU decided that all women should be united under one 

organization - Umoja wa Wanawake wa Tanganyika (UWT) with the President as its Patxon.32 As a 

mouthpiece of all women in the countxy, the main obj ectives of UWT were indicated in its Constitution 

as: 

(i). To unite all women of Tanganyika under one organization; 

(ii). To maintain unity and respect of the nation; to foster the development of 
women in respect of economic, political, cultural, educational, and health 
matters; 

(iii). To work jointly with the ruling party and government for all; 

(iv). To fight for and maintain respect, justice for women of Tanganyika, Africa, 
and the world at large; to collaborate with all women organizations in the 
world whose policies were not in contradiction with the national policies 
and objectives; and 

(v). To maintain mutual relationships with all friendly parties with TANU in 
accordance with the policy of socialism and self-reliance for the benefit of 

TANU was the major political party that was formed in 1954 to fight for the independence of 
Tanganyika, which it successively won in 1961. For the role of women in this struggle see GEIGER, 
Susan, "Tanganyikan Nationalism as ’Women’s Work’: Life Histories, Collective Biography and 

Changing Historiography," Volume 37 Journal of AJ?ican History, 1996, p. 465. 

For instance, it is reported that in Kilimanjaro several of the most active members of TANU were 
women including the late Lucy Selina Lameck who was later to occupy various important positions 
in the post independence government for many years. See SAMOFF, Joel, Tanzania: Local Politics 
and Structure of Power, Madison, 1974, pp. 182-183. 

In fact the President of the Party ensured that the leader of the national women’s organisation was 
one of the 9 or 10 appointed members of the TANU’s Centxal Committee. Bibi Titi Mohamed was 
the first beneficiary of this party procedure. 
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the country regardless of skin colour, tribe, religion, material well-being or 
nationality. 33 

February 1977, saw the merger between Tanganyika AJ?ican National Union (TANU) and flae AJ?o- 

Shirazi Party (ASP) of Zanzibar and the birth of Chama Cha Mapinduzi (CCM). The women 

organizations in flae two parties were joined into one strong party mass organisation called Jumuiya ya 

Wanawake wa Tanzania but retained flae abbreviation UWT. 

The objectives of the new mass organization were almost like those of the old organization. They were 

enumerated as follows: 

(i). To Unite all Tanzanian Women, through which the national policy of socialism and self-reliance and party policies 

regarding women’s liberation could be spread and interpreted to the Tanzanian women; 

(ii). To co-operate and lead all women in various activities concerning family welfare, 
development, defence, culture and many others; 

(iii). To unite all women mentally and practically under the leadership of the party, to maintain 
the policy of socialism and self-reliance; 

(iv). To defend and promote equality and dignity of flae whole nation; 

(v). To liberate all women of Tanzania from oppression and from all traditional 
beliefs and values which deny their development and of the nation as a 
whole; 

(vi). To co-ordinate wifla other organizations under the party to foster national development; and 

(vii). To maintain mutual relationship wifla oflaer African women and flae rest of the world for 
common slxuggle of their liberation and flae stxuggle against imperialism and all kinds of 
exploitation.34 

We have reproduced at lengfla the objectives of UWT at various phases in order to underline flae point 

flaat Umoja wa Wanawake wa Tanganyika (later Tanzania) was in no way an independent organization 

of women, for and by women. It was for all intents and purposes a branch of the ruling party through 

which the Goverrmaent sent its policies to women, and flarough flaem to the rest of the population.35 

This meflaod was particularly useful and has always been effective in the rural areas where the poxty 

has a massive following. 

UWT was completely conlxolled. Anything from flae organization to flae party or goverrmaent had to be 

approved by the relevant organ. This included also nomination of office bearers in flae organization. 

They had to seek and get party blessings before contesting and it was the party, which had the last 

word. 

The Fate of Mass Organizations in the Wake of Multi-Party Politics 

As Tax~zania was preparing to move into the multi-party political system in 1992, flae fate of the various 

mass organisations under the party - flaat is, the Workers,’ Parents’, Co-operatives, Youth, and Women 

33 See flae Constitution offlae Umoja wa Wanawake wa Tanganyika, 1962. 
34 See flae Constitution of flae Jumuiya ya Wanawake wa Tanzania, 1978. 
35 This was part of the strategy to ensure flaat the ruling party had total control over all politics in 

country. See MSEKWA, Pius, Towards Party Supremacy, Arusha, 1977 and also flae Constitution of 
the Chama cha Mapinduzi, 1982 Edition. 
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became a center of discussion due to their importance to lke party. In 1991, lke paxty had already 

decided to release two of these mass organizations from its eonlxol. These were the workers’ 

organization and the co-operative movement. The National Executive Committee of the party had 

directed the government to undertake lke necessary legislative measures to effect these changes.36 

However, lke green light given by the party was limited. The Party declared lkat two organizations i.e. 

Women and Youfla would remain under its umbrella. To justif~v this decision, it was argued that lkese 

organizations were created by lke party itself and lkus belonged to it. 

An attempt by the lken UWT Secretary General to assert some freedom by a declaration that in lke new 

multiparty political system her organization would support any political party that defended the 

interests of women was not received well in lke party. She was immediately appointed Regional 

Commissioner and lxansferred to Mtwara Region. The fifth "mass organisation," lke Parents 

Association (Wazazi) chose, on its own free will, to remain within lke party. 

The Presidential Commission on Single Party or Multipaacty System in Tanzania37 had earlier on 

recommended, inter alia, l~_at: 

... the State should not interfere with the affairs of mass organisations 
and non-governmental organisations. In this regard, the State should 
respect the right to freedom of association, the right to form 
organisations (outside the State system) and even the right to form 
political parties)s 

The State conceded to some of the Commission’s recommendations39 and adopted "a controlled 

approach" to change lke system. For instance, the State, wilkout involving the opposition groups and 

other segments of the civil society, would amend the Constitution and other laws whenever it appeared 

timely and favourable to the ruling party. This is what has been widely referred to by constitutional 

experts as viraka - "patch work." 

The Eighlk Amendment to lke 1977 Constitution of the United Republic of Tanzania4° did away wilk 

Articles 3 and 10 on one-party system and party supremacy respectively.41 Supposedly, in law, all mass 

organizations which were previously under lke conlxol of the ruling party - CCM, were to be left free, 

or otherwise in practice political parties could be formed and in turn left to establish respective wings. 

36 This was done vide the Organisation of Tanzania Trade Unions Act, 1991 (Act No. 20 of 1991); and 

Co-operative Societies Act, 1991 (Act No. 15 of 1991). See inter alia, MBIRO, V.M., "State Conlxol 
of Co-operatives Through the Law in Tanzania (Mainland): An Appraisal of Some New 
Developments on Co-operative Law," Master of Laws Dissertation, University of Dar es Salaam, 
1995 (Unpublished). 

37 See GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED REPUBLIC OF TANZANIA, Report and 

Recommendations of the Presidential Commission on Single Party or Multiparty System in 

Tanzania, 1991 on the Democratic System in Tanzania (Book I), Dar es Salaam: Dar es Salaam 
University Press, 1992. This Commission is popularly known as the "Nyalali Commission" as lke 
late Chief Justice of Tanzania Hon. Mr. Justice Francis L. Nyalali chaired it. 

3s Ibid., paragraph 386 at p. 113. 

39 The major concession by the State was to adopt lke Multiparty political system. 
40 Act No. 4 of 1992. 
41 Sections 5 and 7 of Act No. 4 of 1992. 
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In flae case of UWT, it was required by the party itself to remain its women’s wing. The same was 

case with flae youth organization. The newly formed political parties have also formed such wings of 

flaeir own. The affiliation of UWT to CCM connotes flaat UWT has relinquished one of its legitimizing 

and well established objective in the mono-party context - flaat is, "to unite all Tanzanian Women. ,,42 

There is not much tzut~_ in flae feeling that flae introduction of a multiparty political system has rendered 

nugatory the need for women to join flaeir efforts together for purposes of protecting and furflaering 

flaeir unique interests. Women in Tanzania quickly discovered this fact and flae evils of the new 

political developments if flaey were left to exist. They felt flae need is to organise and associate beyond 

political parties’ ideological fog. 

This background is important in order to appreciate why the ruling party and its governnaent saw 

BAWATA as a thorn in flae flesh, right from its establishment. The ruling party could not accept the 

existence of an organization with such mass following operating outside its wings. BAWATA had to 

go - at all costs. 

BAWATA: Baraza la Wanawake wa Tanzania 

The genesis of BAWATA was a four-day national conference organized by the University of Dar es 

Salaam on flae Position of Women in Multipart~ Democracy. This conference which was held at 

University campus between 24th and 27th July, 1994, was attended by women representatives from all 

over Tanzania, top governnaent officials and leaders of political parties.43 

Issues of a diverse nature were discussed and agreed upon. Of utmost importance was the consensus 

reached flaat: 

Problems facing women in the country and ways of solving them needed 
no ideology.44 

Women indicated in a very clear voice that flaey were ready to bury their political differences in order 

to address a myriad of problems facing flaem as women.45 Following this consensus, it was resolved 

flaat a Women’s Council of Tanzania be established as an autonomous non-governnaental organisation. 

A year later, Baraza la Wanawake Tanzania (BAWATA) was registered on 16al May, 1995 by the 

Registrar of Societies exercising power under the Societies Ordinance, 1954.46 

BAWATA, as an autonomous non-governnaental organisation, could claim independence and freedom 

from any political or religious affiliation.47 The objectives of BAWATA were comprehensively spelt 

out under Article 4 of its Constitution to include: 

See the Constitution ofJumuiya ya Wanawake Tanzania (UWT) of 1978. 

See Daily News (Tanzania), 25fla July, 1994, p. 1 and Daily News (Tanzania), 27fla July, 1994, p. 1. 

Ibid. 

See Daily News (Dar es Salaam), 27th July, 1994. 

Chapter 337 of flae Revised Laws of Tanzania Mainland. 

See Constitution ofBaraza la Wanawake Tanzania (BAWATA) of 1995. 
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(i). To liberate the woman from all forms of gender exploitation, oppression, 
discrimination and degradation and to condemn the same; 

(ii). To work as an institution or a forum on behalf of all women and through 
which they will be able to initiate and further their targets and interests in all 
aspects of social life; 

(iii). To unite all women without regard to their religions, colour, age, creed, 
status, levels of education or authority, political parties, ideologies or any 
other thing so as to strengthen their efforts in the struggle for protecting their 
rights and equality; 

(iv). To mobilize all women for purposes of giving them leadership whereby 
they will effectively be participating in bringing about economic and social 
development; 

(v). To educate women on their basic rights and duties in the society; 

(vi). To maintain women’s respect; 

(vii). To foster women’s participation in planning and implementing various 
national projects; and 

(viii). To make a follow-up on law reforms, particularly in the area affecting 
women activities.4~ 

These objectives, which were serious and well considered, were not received well in the ruling party 

and its goverrmaent. The carrier of such "noble" objectives had to be silenced before flaey gained 

ground in the society. 

The First State-BAWATA Clash: the 1995 General Elections 

The birfla of BAWATA coincided with flae coming of the first multiparty general elections of October 

1995. All political parties which had chosen to participate in these elections, by sponsoring eiflaer a 

presidential or parliamentary candidate or both, set out as usual, women’s agenda in their election 

manifesto. BAWATA not being a political party did not sponsor or support any candidate. However, as 

a civil society actor with a stake in the elections, it came up with a comprehensive document on 

elections. Its goal was, on flae one hand to educate women voters on how best to vote; and on flae oflaer 

hand to identif~v and expose women’s major agenda to potential candidates. 

The BAWATA document on elections set out the foundation for women prospects in Tanzania, as it 

addressed the burning issues affecting women in flae counlxy. The major ones related to women’s 

fundamental rights and flaeir welfare in particulax. These included the right to own land, the right to 

inheritance and not to be inherited as property, and flaeir right to social services such as health, water, 

education, etc. 

Directly related to flae elections, flae document gave women’s views on flae qualities of a presidential 

candidate who is likely to sympathize and take flae issues of women seriously. In order to educate 

Ibid. 
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women voters, flae document went furflaer to expose the position of each political party on issues 

related to women. 49 

It is flais document which brought BAWATA into a direct collision course with flae State. It had 

touched a raw nerve - women and elections. Every sensible State knows that women are faithful 

voters. They normally register and actually go to vote, unlike men who talk a lot and do little. Men 

might even register only to forget to vote on election day. Thus women are regarded as a safe and sure 

constituency and whoever controls flaem is guaranteed victory. By touching this sensitive area - 

BAWATA was seen as a mischievous lot. 

BAWATA versus the STATE 

The efforts of the governnaent to tame BAWATA started some time back. Already by 17th September, 

1996, flae governnaent had decided indirectly to stop all activities of the organization. This was 

mmounced by the flaen Minister for Community Development, Women and Children, Ms. Mary Nagu 

in Morogoro.5° 

However, flae head on clash between the organization and flae State came later on 30th June, 1997. On 

flaat date, flae governnaent of the United Republic of Tanzania banned Baraza la Wanawake wa 

Tanzania (BAWATA). In his letter to BAWATA, the Registxax of Societies, Mr. Bernard Mchomvu, 

who was also the Permanent Secretary in flae Ministry of Home Affairs, said inter alia, flaat: 

I have this day June 30 cancelled the registration of the society known as 
Baraza la Wanawake Tanzania on the ground that it has failed to 
comply with the provisions of Societies Ordinance Cap 337 of 1954.51 

This was a culmination of a concerted effort by the governnaent to squeeze this autonomous women 

organisation out of existence. In June 1997, in what was more or less an attempt to follow laid down 

procedure with predetermined and calculated aim; flae governnaent sent a 21-day Notice of intention to 

deregister BAWATA. Hence, flae cancellation was just a question of time. Commenting on flae decision 

of the governnaent to cancel flae regislxation of the organisation, the Administrative Officer of 

BAWATA Ms. Magdalena Kaihuzi, simply said that she did not expect such an action from a serious 

governnaent like flae Mkapa administration.52 

See BARAZA LA WANAWAKE TANZANIA, Elimu ya Uraia Kwa Wanawake Wapiga Kura na 
Agenda ya Wanawake Katika Uchaguzi Mkuu wa Mwaka 1995, Dar es Salaam: BAWATA, July, 
1995 (Mimeograph). 

See "Mwambulukutu Afafanua Hatua ya Serikali: Bawata Iliendesha Shughuli Kisiasa," Uhuru 
(Tanzania), 7fla December, 1996, p. 1. 

For part of this letter see "Govt Deletes Women Council," Daily News (Tanzania), 2nd July, 1997, p. 
1. 

On BAWATA de-registxation see also "Hatimaye Serikali yaifuta BAWATA," Majira (Tanzania) 2nd 

July, 1997, p. 1; "Hatimaye BAWATA Yafutwa: Wasema Watakwenda Kortini," Mtanzania 
(Tanzania), 2nd July, 1997, p. 1; and "BAWATA Scrapped Since Monday: Set to Lodge an Appeal to 
the Registrar Wiflain 21 Days," The Guardian (Tanzania), 2nd July, 1997, p. 1. 
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Explaining the goverrmaent’s decision, flae then Deputy Minister for Home Affairs Mr. Emmanuel 

Mwambulukutu said that BAWATA had been deregistered and should apply afresh for new 

registxation. Before doing flaat, it had to amend parts of its Constitution and hold meetings to elect new 

office bearers. Elaborating on flae Goverrmaent’s decision, Mwambulukutu explained that BAWATA 

was operating as a political party and was neiflaer holding meetings nor submitting its Annual Financial 

Accounts to flae Registrar of Societies as required by the law. This last point was rebutted by the 

Embassy of Norway, which has been one of the main funding agencies of BAWATA. The Embassy 

explained flaat BAWATA had been submitting its audited statements of accounts always in time.53 The 

same had been going to the Registxar. 

There was no doubt that flais was just an attempt to use legal technicalities to fight a political battle. It 

was aimed at hitting at the autonomy of BAWATA. The ruling paxty and its goverrmaent would have 

liked to see a less independent and more dependent and subservient women organisation - the way the 

gmoja wa Wanawake wa Tanzania (UWT) has been over flae years. This is because women in 

any society constitute an important political force, which can not be ignored. 

As indicated earlier, flais was realized quite early in Tanzania. The mobilizational capacity of women 

leaders for flae party during flae independence stxuggle was enormous. Hence, ever since, flae party has 

txied to ensure that it has total control over women and their organisation. It was therefore important to 

reduce their organisation into an instxument of control and manipulation of women rather flaan a txue 

representative of the wishes and aspirations of flae women in the countxy. 

Like the colonial regime, TANU and later CCM, were of the view that women should be taught 

cooking, knitting, sewing, and basket weaving and oflaer domestic arts to make flaem good and obedient 

wives! In this way, it would be impossible for women to realize flaeir potential. Therefore, gmoja wa 

Wanawake wa Tanzania has over flae years remained under flae total grip of the ruling party.54 

Every action or decision in the organisation is to be sanctioned by the party, including vetting of 

candidates for elections of office bearers. 

The State’s Intention to De-Register BAWATA 

The coming into being of BAWATA as a strong and autonomous organization for all women in 

Tanzania was not well received by all, particularly the ruling party which has been used to having all 

women in the country under its contxol. Therefore, during flae electioneering for the October, 1995 

general elections, leaders of BAWATA were "warned" several times by the flaen President of 

Ibid., at p. 5. 

Incidentally this "father figure" attitude of the party is not exercised with regards to the UWT only. 
Also under close control of the party are all the mass organisations; including the Youth, Parents, 
Co-operatives, and the Elder’s Section. See HERRICK, Allison Butler et al. (eds.), Area Handbook 

for Tanzania, Washington, D.C.: US Government Printing Office, 1968, p. 221. 
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United Republic Ali Hassan Mwinyi, who at flaat time was still the Chairman of the Chama Cha 

Mapinduzi, to stop flaeir involvement in politics.55 

Alflaough BAWATA reduced its political engagement following flais and oflaer threats from CCM, its 

establishment clearly heralded a new era on flae Tanzanian political scene. That is, an era in which 

political parties would no longer take women for granted as Chama Cha Mapinduzi and its 

predecessor TANU had been used to. At flae same time, it would seem flaat the State acknowledged the 

fact flaat women in Tanzania were marginalized and determined to fight this marginalization. That is 

why when all other ways of entering the National Assembly indirectly had been constitutionally closed, 

it was only women who had been granted this opportunity by the Constitution in the form of special 

seats for women. These are filled by the political parties on a proportional representation basis 

depending on their performance in the normal elections.56 

Given this situation, it is unfortunate flaat a government which came to power under flae banner of 

assisting people by removing flaings which bother flaem - kuwaondolea wananchi vitu 

vinavyowakera - would now interfere with flae right of women to organize flaemselves 

autonomously. To argue flaat BAWATA is engaging in politics is just to display ignorance. What is 

politics after all? Is it making public speeches? Politics is about issues of everyday life. How one earns 

his/her living, wheflaer there is medicine in hospitals, whether teachers are teaching in schools, whether 

bureaucrats are corrupt or not, how much one is paid as wages, what one listens to in the radio or reads 

in newspapers, who owns what in flae counlxy - all these are political issues. Should BAWATA keep 

quiet on these everyday issues and go back to cooking, knitting, running kindergartens? A reasonable 

government needs to be tolerant, to listen to other points of view and to accept criticism wifla grace. 

The genuineness of BAWATA as an inclusive women’s organization has also disturbed flae women 

bureaucrats and those powerful women in government.57 In particular, politicians and bureaucrats in 

flae Minislxy of Community Development, Women and Children. After flae Beijing Women Conference 

in 1995, BAWATA was ready to start implementing the various resolutions of that important global 

meeting. The Minislxy on the other hand had no idea where to begin. Its inefficiency became the source 

of its hatred for the more efficient BAWATA. It is no wonder flaat the women in government were now 

floating flae idea of establishing a new bureaucratic organisation from flae top to take the place of 

See for instance "BAWATA Waonywa: Acheni Kujihusisha na Siasa - Mwinyi," Uhuru (Dar es 
Salaam) 19fla September, 1995, p. 3. 

See Articles 66, 78 and 80 of flae Constitution of the United Republic of Tanzania and Sections 18 
and 25 of Act No. 4 of 1992. 

One commentator notes that: "The main difference between BAWATA and UWT is that the former 
is much more concerned about the problems of women at grassroots level than UWT has ever been. 
While UWT expressed concern about the welfare of women in urban cenlxes, BAWATA has 
concentxated on flae bread and butter issues of womenfolk in flae village." See RWEYEMAMU, 

Robert, "The Women Who Scared the Men of Power," East AJ?ican (Dar es 
Salaam/Kampala/Nairobi), 9th -15th June, 1997, p. 9. 
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BAWATA. It is flaese women who have been busy behind flae scenes pressurising flae government to go 

alaead and de-register BAWATA so flaat flaey can come in and fill the "vacuum."58 

To assist in this ill motive, flae Ministry of Home Affairs started with a tkreat to de-register BAWATA 

in 21 days if it did not amend its Constitution within this period. Of course the Minislacy of Home 

Affairs knew very well that BAWATA could not call a General Meeting to amend its Constitution 

within that period. It was therefore giving not only an unrealistic but also an unreasonable notice in 

order to fulfil its motive of de-registering flae organization.59 Worse still, and contrary to what flae flaen 

Minister for Home Affairs Mr. Ali Ameir Mohamed told flae media, flae letter written to BAWATA by 

flae Ministry with Ref. No. HAC.24/04/B/6 dated 5al June, 1997, did not in fact give notice of 

deregistration to BAWATA. Instead, it raised new issues relating to misrepresentation at flae time of 

regislacation. It said in part: 

Please take notice that in the exercise of powers conferred by Section 12 
of the Societies Ordinance (Cap 337), the Registrar of Societies intends 
to cancel the registration ofBaraza la Wanawake Tanzania (BAWATA) 
with registration certificate No. SO. 8408 issued on 16th May, 1995, for 
reasons that the particulars in the application for registration of that 
society were false ...6° 

Reading this letter, one could clearly see that flaere were red warning lights already. There was no 

doubt that the government was totally bent on hitting BAWATA by all means - legally or illegally - 

regularly or irregularly. It was just a question of time before flae final blow was struck. That was to 

come soon. 

The Court of Law as an Arena of Struggle 

The BAWATA leadership was certain about what was on flae way. The Minislacy was definitely going 

to de-register the organization. They thus prepared themselves for flais eventuality. They approached a 

prominent human rights and constitutional lawyer, Prof. Issa G. Shivji of the Faculty of Law, 

University of Dar es Salaam, and obtained his services to act on behalf of their organization in this 

matter.61 

Prof. Shivji immediately applied for an injunction - ex parte against flae Government’s intention to 

deregister BAWATA. Hon. Mr. Justice Chipeta granted flae application pending flae hearing of all 

parties on flae same.62 The Government submitted its objections to the injunction in the inter parties 

hearing before the late Katiti, J. The Government’s objections were overruled and flae earlier injunction 

58 This point is ably argued in "Wazo Binafsi: Bawata, Baraza Jipya na Mizengwe," Alasiri (Tanzania), 

30th May, 1997, p. 7. 
59 This point is clearly made by the BAWATA Chairperson Prof. Anna Tibaijuka. See "BAWATA 

Already Deregistered - Tibaijuka: Notice Merely Formal," The Guardian (Tanzania), 7th June, 1997, 

p. 1. 

60 This letter is reproduced in "BAWATA Already Deregistered - Tibaijuka: Notice Merely Formal," 
The Guardian (Tanzania), 7th June, 1997, p. 1. 

61 See "Shivji Kuitetea BAWATA," Majira (Tanzania), 15fla June, 1997, p. 1. 

62 See the ruling in Baraza la Wanawake Tanzania (BAWATA) and 5 Others v. Registrar of Societies 
and 2 Others, High Court of Tanzania at Dar es Salaam, Miscellaneous Civil Cause No. 27 of 1997. 
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was upheld. The Attorney-General appealed against flais decision only to withdraw the appeal later. 

Thus the issue of injunction was left to rest and parties shifted to flae main suit. That meant that 

BAWATA could continue to exist as an organization and flae Registrar of Societies could not fulfil his 

intention of deregistering it. 

The main suit was set before a panel of three eminent members of the Bench. These were the late 

Justice Katiti, Hon. Mr. Justice Msoffe (as he flaen was), and Hon. Lady Justice Bubeshi. It began wifla 

a preliminary objection by the Attorney-General on behalf of the Government flaat flae case was not 

properly filed before flae court. The reason for this objection was that flae case had been brought before 

flae court as a petition and not by way of originating summons as prescribed in Section 5 of the Basic 

Rights and Duties Enforcement Act, 1994.63 In the view of flae Hon. Attorney-General, this was an 

incurable defect. In a long ruling dated 9th June, 1999, the panel of judges dismissed the preliminary 

objections with costs. 

Immediately, the Hon. Attorney-General applied for leave to appeal against flais ruling in flae Court of 

Appeal of Tanzania. While conceding flaat flae delay in determination of this case was going to 

drastically affect the affairs and flae well-being of BAWATA, Hon. Mr. Justice Mapigano in his ruling 

dated 22na July, 1999 went ahead and granted the State leave to go to flae Court of Appeal. 

In flae Court of Appeal of Tanzania, the matter was placed before Justices of Appeal Kisanga, 

Ramadhani and Lubuva. In their judgement dated 25th April, 2001, flais panel agreed with flae High 

Court that cases of this nature can come by way of originating summons or petition and therefore it was 

proper before flae court.64 The case has now been returned to flae High Court for proper heaxing of the 

main suit before the same panel. 

The parties have been advised to proceed by way of affidavit evidence. For BAWATA Prof. Anna 

Kajumulo Tibaijuka, the Chairperson of the organization has sworn an affidavit. On the other side, 

flaree affidavits have been sworn. One by Florian Wilbald Mushy, a State Attorney employed in 

Civil Service of the United Republic of Tanzania and currently working with the Minis~xy of Home 

Affairs; flae second by Rhoda Lugmao Kahatano, a Member of Parliament and former Secretary General 

of Umoja wa Wanawake Tanzania (UWT); and flae flaird by Tabitha Ijumba Siwale, formerly a 

Member of Parliament-Special Seats for Women and Cabinet Minister. Prof. Shivji on behalf of 

BAWATA has applied for leave to cross-examine flaose three who have sworn affidavits on behalf of 

flae Government. That was expected to take place on 12th February, 2002 when the proper case was 

expected to eventually commence. From flae past practice, behavior of the parties and the speed 

case has been taking, it is not easy to guess when flais case will eventually begin and not to talk of when 

it will come to an end. 

From what has been lxanspiring in court, it is clear flaat flae court cannot be said to be a proper forum 

for pursuit of rights. There are all sorts of tricks and avenues that the State can effectively use to slow 

down flae whole process and in the process wear out an opponent. There are preliminary objections, 

63 Act No. 33 of 1994. 

64 See The Registrar of Societies & 2 Others v. Baraza la Wanawake Tanzania & 5 Others, Court of 

Appeal of Tanzania at Dar es Salaam, Civil Appeal No. 82 of 1999. 
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appeals and other methods, which are perfectly "legal" but very frustxating. By 12th Februaxy, 2002 

when the case was supposed to start properly, it was almost four years since it began. Unfortunately, 

fiae case did not start. It is being tossed from one Judge to the next by the way to mention and it is yet 

to get a proper hearing date on the Cause List offiae Court.65 

Notwithstanding fiae existing injunction against fiae State, BAWATA still could not effectively operate 

as an organization. Apart from fiae fact that it has to worry about the pending matter in court, it is also 

definitely disarmed politically. Alfiaough its office is operational, it is doubtful if it can continue wifia 

all its programs the way they were originally conceived. 

Other Civil Society Organizations and BAWATA Problems 

One would have expected that after the onslaught on BAWATA, which was well covered in the local 

media, ofiaer civil society organizations would have rallied behind it and fought for fiae autonomy of 

Non-Governnaental Organizations (NGOs) as a whole, in fiae country. Unfortunately, this has not been 

fiae case. The reaction of other NGOs to the harassment of BAWATA by the State has been lukewarm 

- not eager to be part of the struggle. 

A few organisations have indicated support for BAWATA but that remained only at the level of 

promises. No serious campaigns have been waged against the curtailment of the right to organize. This 

may be due to the failure by most of the actors in civil society to appreciate fiae issue of the principle 

involved, forgetting fiaat after BAWATA they may be the next victims. This attitude does not promise 

much in terms of building a cohesive civil society movement in fiae country, which can stand togefiaer 

when under siege. 

Conclusion: the Future of Independent Women Organization in Tanzania 

It is high time fiae ruling party and its government realized, fiaat gone are fiae times when women 

organizations used to be led by wives of government Ministers, Regional Commissioners, Dislxict 

Commissioners and Principal Secretaries and ofiaer State functionaries in order to make fiaem conform 

to the wishes of the status quo. The governnaent should be prepared for a new mode of thinking if 

fiais era is to be genuinely referred to as Zama za gwazi na Ukweli - the era of openness and lxuth. 

The new fourfia phase governnaent of President Jakaya Mrisho Kikwete seems to take women seriously 

as promised during fiae general elections campaign in 2005. In his motto ofAri Mpya, Nguvu Mpya and 

Kasi Mpya (new zeal, new energy and new speed), the President has appointed sic women as full 

Cabinet Ministers66 and ten Deputy Ministers.67 In addition, fiae President has picked a few women 

In fiae court corridors those in the know argue fiaat fiais case is political. BAWATA and its leaders 
was seen to be interfering with fiae substantive interests of other more powerful forces who needed to 
control women in the countxy. It cannot fiaerefore win fiae case. Only two options are open to it: to 
give up and wifiadraw or lose the case! It is gratifying to note that some of the forces persecuting 
BAWATA are no longer in office and fiaere is a completely new regime in power. Who knows, 
BAWATA and like-minded organisations might get some breathing space. 

The six full Cabinet Ministers are: Ms. Hawa Ghasia, Minister of State in fiae President’s Office - 
Public Service Management; Dr. Asha Rose Migiro, Minister of Foreign Affairs and International 
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Permanent Secretaries as well.68 This should be seen as a new beginning in which women are given 

their proper place in the decision-making machinery of the State in Tanzania. 

In the meantime, in the context of the state of affairs as far as BAWATA is concern, let it be added that 

it will be self-deceit to think that by de-registering BAWATA it will be easier to tame women. In fact, 

by hitting at BAWATA and women in general, the governnaent is hitting at the very foundation for 

building democracy in the countxy. Likewise, by invoking a colonial Ordinance - without bad 

conscience - it is curtailing the caxdinal right to organize, a right guaranteed under Article 20 of the 

Constitution of the United Republic of Tanzania of 1977. However, the future of independent women 

organization, and indeed of all independent civil society organization, lies not only on the governnaent 

to realize the importance of this right, but also on civil society as a whole to understand the importance 

of building a civil society front to defend its rights. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

THE NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS ACT 2002; A 
SUFFOCATION OF THE NGOS STRUGGLE 

Laurean Ndumbaro and A bu Mvungi1 

Democratic governance is an arena of contestation of power, not some moral dialogue or crusade for good 
against evil... You cannot dialogue with power (Shivji, 2004) 

Introduction 

The 1990s witnessed civil society organizations in Tanzania intensifying their actions for 

widening the space for citizen participation in the governance process, as well as in actual 

participation in the policy making process. The focus has primarily been on 

reconfiguration of state-society relationships (Mercer, 1998). In the quest for political 

democracy and good governance, the citizens of Tanzania through civil society 

organizations have been participating in the making of policies in a variety of areas 

including land, sexual gender equality and policies related to Non-Governmental 

Organizations (NGOs.). 

It has been long understood that for purposes of strengthening civil society, NGOs must 

be sufficiently independent of the state so as to retain its capacity to challenge the state, 

ensure its accountability, express discontent and represent the grassroots. This activity by 

NGOs amounts to calling for the state to be accountable to its people. Naturally, this 

does not endear the non-governmental sector to the state because like many other states 

1 Data for this chapter were collected with the help of the late Professor Kiondo 



the Tanzanian state is not accustomed to opposition from the grassroots (Fowler, 1993). It 

is in this regard that the Tanzanian government has remained suspicious of motives of 

NGOs. Even though the government acknowledges NGOs’ contribution to the welfare of 

the population, it is not ready to give too much autonomy to them. Thus NGOs are 

constrained in terms of what they can do to empower civil society and setting up 

participatory mechanisms. This partly explains the ambivalent attitude of the government 

when it comes to fostering democracy and empowerment through NGOs. The 

government’s attitude toward NGOs emanates from the fact that the country is coming 

from a background of the hegemony of the authoritarian state that was openly against the 

people’s independent organizational activities (Shivji, 2004). While hegemony remains 

the nature of the Tanzanian state, the form of control has changed. As a result of local 

and international pressure for democratic reforms, the authoritarianism of the state is now 

laced with participatory and empowerment rhetoric. Such rhetoric aims at derailing civil 

society from its noble role of reforming and reconstituting the state in a democratic 

direction which is the only way to attain genuine people’s participation and foreclose the 

possibility of abuse of state power (Shivji, 2004). In fact, the government has engaged in 

a protracted struggle to suffocate and deter NGO’s initiatives that aim at widening and 

deepening contours of democracy. The writing of NGO legislation is an ideal case in 

making this point. 

NGO Legislation in Tanzania 

The process that culminated with the adoption of the 2002 NGO Act in Tanzania clearly 

shows the government’s efforts to undermine NGOs’ democratic initiatives. Two aspects 
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explain this. First, the government’s resolve to use largely a non-participatory approach 

in the bill drafting process. This ensured that the state’s views on NGOs would 

predominate. The second factor is that NGOs lacked the requisite competencies (in terms 

of human and material resources) to engage the government in the policy debate. The 

lobbying of policy makers by NGOs was limited, to simply pressing for a more 

participatory and transparent policy formulation process, thus making it easier for the 

government to adopt a bill that was favorable to its views on governance. 

Among the policies that the Government has adopted since 1995, the policy on NGOs 

took the longest time to put in place. While the participatory approach may seem to have 

worked well in the formulation of NGO policy, the same cannot be said of the NGO bill 

drafting process. The bill drafting process was non-participatory, reflecting high 

partisanship and unnecessarily hasty. This chapter intends to discuss issues and 

dynamics that unfolded after the adoption of the government’s NGO policy and leading 

to the passing of the bill and its aftermath. It demonstrates that the process was far from 

being smooth and was characterized by power struggles that involved the state, NGOs, 

academics and donors. The study underscores the fact that while acknowledging the 

expanded political space for NGOs, the government continues its quest to stifle efforts 

that aim at granting more freedom to NGOs to play their role in the democratization 

process. The central objective of the government seems to be the desire to control and 

manipulate NGO activities, thus forestalling the emergence of a stronger civil society. 

NGOs however have responded to this challenge by attempting to be better organized and 

forming alliances amongst themselves. 



NGO Policy in Tanzania: a Short History 

The process of making NGO policy in Tanzania started in 1996. In all, six policy drafts 

were discussed under the coordination of the Vice President’s Office before the final 

policy was adopted in November 2001. With the adoption of the NGO policy, the 

government signaled to the NGO sector that the drafting of the NGO bill would not be as 

participatory or as transparent as the policy making process had been. The Government 

had indicated that it would organize workshops to be attended by all interested parties to 

discuss the final draft of the Bill with a view of allowing wider participation of the NGO 

sector. The NGOs sector, the donor community and other stakeholders assumed that the 

government was genuine in its promise of consultation. It was a wrong assumption. 

Unbeknown to them, the government quest for the control of NGOs had never wavered. 

It has always cherished the need to control and direct civil society institutions. 

Thus it was not surprising that the government did not keep its promise to allow NGOs 

participation in the drafting of the bill. The government’s actions as far as the NGO bill 

was concerned were heavily dictated by the need to control and manipulate NGOs as 

opposed to creating an environment where NGOs can act independently. For example, 

the government called only one meeting in early 2002 in Dar es Salaam to discuss the 

"zero" draft where NGOs pointed out that the NGOs bill zero draft seemed to focus more 

on control, rather than in facilitating the operations of NGOs. In this meeting an 

alternative bill was submitted by NGOs, to the chagrin of government officials. As a 

response to this encounter, the government promised to address NGOs’ views and 

concerns raised in the zero draft of the bill and called for another workshop in September 

2002 to further discuss the matter. The promised workshop never took place although the 
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official responsible for the workshop claimed that it was only a postponement, not a 

cancellation of the meeting. It was clear that the government was bent on tabling the bill 

without giving the NGOs another chance to discuss it. 

By pure chance, some NGOs discovered that the government had secretly completed 

drafting the bill and was due to table it at the November 2003 parliamentary session, 

barely a month away. This coincided with the government’s official announcement that 

the bill would be tabled in the said session. As a reaction to this development, a number 

of NGOs, including TANGO, TACOSODE, the NGO Policy Forum, and others held an 

emergency meeting to deliberate on how to deal with the Bill. The meeting came up with 

two important resolutions. These included a request for consultation before the bill was 

gazetted and the formation of a task force with representatives from TANGO, TGNP, 

HAKI ARDHI and NGO Policy Forum. The task force was charged with the 

responsibility of meeting with the government and other relevant sources to get 

information on the status of the bill. In addition, the task force was given the 

responsibility of identifying issues of concern in the comments from the various 

stakeholders. 

In their endeavor to make their voices heard, NGOs adopted a number of strategies 

including: writing a position paper which clearly stated the position of NGOs on the 

draft bill; conducting public education and lobbying for public support; link with other 

state holders involved in the process to get their views; liaising with allies so as to 



formulate a joint position on the issue, and seek audience with the Minister responsible 

before the public hearing2 . 

In any event, the public hearing on the NGO bill was conducted on the 23rd and 24th 

October 2002 at the Ministry of Works in Dar es Salaam. Several NGOs and the general 

public participated in the debate. At the end of the discussion, the Minister responsible 

promised participants that most of their concerns would be addressed. 

Meanwhile, several meetings were conducted by members of the NGO core groups to 

strategize and make follow-up recommendations to the government. The NGOs were 

later informed that in accordance with the government’s promise, about 75% of the issues 

they had raised were accommodated and would be part of the schedule amendments to be 

tabled in parliament. 

In one of their meetings held on 28th October 2002 and having received feedback from 

the Minister responsible, the core group began to chart the way forward. At this meeting, 

the core group agreed on the following strategies: engage with the media and like- 

minded organizations; sign a petition and come up with a position statement; hold a press 

conference and lobby Parliamentarians in Dodoma, the seat of parliament. All these 

strategies were implemented under the lobbying campaign motto: "not to rush the bill - 

give more time for discussion, and in the end achieve a law that will be owned, respected 

and abided by all stakeholders." 

2 The Tanzanian system gives a lot of power to the minister with regards to recommendation from the 

public hearings. S/He can decide to either include or exclude views from public opinions in the final 
submission to parliament 



In Dodoma where the bill was to be debated in parliament, the lobbying campaign was 

quite intense. The activities in Dodoma included holding seminars and workshops with 

the Media, other NGOs, the public and Members of Parliament (MPs). In addition, there 

were face-to-face interactions with MPs especially those who were in the Parliamentary 

sub-committee dealing with the bill; the use of posters and brochures containing NGOs’ 

position statement; and publicity in international and local print and electronic media. 

However, the lobbying group could not meet with the Attorney General, the members of 

Parliamentary Sub-Committee or the ruling party CCM, MPs. This was a serious setback 

to the campaign, and indicative of the fact that the campaign was likely to fail. Though 

the debate over the bill in parliament reflected uncertainty in its outcome, most 

parliamentarians were in favor of the bill, insisting that the bill would enhance 

accountability ofNGOs. A visit by the then President of Kenya, Daniel arap Moi, 

coincided with the tabling of the NGO bill in parliament. In his address to 

parliamentarians, President Moi urged MPs to pass the government sponsored bill 

because, he argued, it was appropriate for a democratic country like Tanzania and that the 

bill was instrumental to the practice of good governance. 

The Parliamentary Debate 

The NGO Bill was presented to parliament by Edgar Maokola-Majogo, Minister in the 

Vice President’s office on November 12th, 2002. The debate lasted two days. After 

reviewing records of the parliamentary debate on the Bill, three conclusions could be 

drawn. First, the speech of then President of Kenya Daniel arap Moi seemed to have 



tremendous impact on the debate3. In fact, most MPs took Moi’ s speech as an "un- 

debatable truth." Second, the debate was dominated by partisan politics and third, the 

language that dominated the debate was confrontational. 

Most MPs who contributed to the debate on the NGO Bill with the exception of 

opposition MPs, hailed President Moi’s speech. In his speech, President Moi, claimed 

that NGOs had been deployed by developed countries to destabilize developing countries 

as well as to sabotage ruling parties (The African, November 13th 2002; Mtanzania 

November, 13th 2002). According to Moi, developed nations, which in the past had 

sponsored political opposition to destabilize and undermine ruling parties in African 

countries have now turned to sponsoring NGOs for the same purpose. He further argued 

that while developed nations advocate transparency and accountability in government 

activities, they close their eyes on these issues when it comes to NGOs; and that most 

NGOs are corrupt and are not transparent in their activities and none of the developed 

nations point a finger at them. In his speech, he also claimed that a lot of money for 

spying and intelligence gathering is given to these NGOs (Mtanzania, November 13th 

2002). Thus he concluded, there was a need to control and closely scrutinize NGO 

activities. 

The NGO bill was tabled in parliament a few hours after Moi’s stinging critique. We can 

confidently surmise that this was not accidental. Rather, it was a calculated move by the 

3 President Moi addressed the Parliament as he was bidding farewell to Tanzanians before he left politics 

in Kenya. Immediately after his speech to the Parliament, he gave a public speech to Dodoma residents 
outside parliamentary grounds at which most Members of the Parliament attended. It was at this meeting 
hat he severely criticized NGOs. 



government to mobilize MP support for the Bill. This was a tactic to counter the NGOs 

who had mobilized their resources in campaigning against the Bill. The government’s 

ploy proved to be effective as it persuaded most MPs to vote for the bill. It is clear that 

after Moi’s speech the whole issue became a no contest. Some MPs even felt there was 

nothing to debate and withdrew their names from participating in the debate following 

the speech (Speaker, HansardReport, November 13th 2002). 

The majority of MPs including the Minister responsible for NGOs and the Chair of the 

Parliamentary Committee for Constitution and Law, referred to Moi’s speech as a model 

that should guide the debate in parliament. In fact, the Minister went further and said that 

if he had the power to bypass procedures, he would have done so and passed the Bill 

because President Moi’s speech had completed the debate (Hansard, November 13th 

2002). In the same vein, the Chair the Parliamentary Committee on his part said that in 

essence, the debate had been exhausted by President Moi’s speech. 

Most MPs who participated in the debate sang the same praise song for Moi. For 

example, MPs Paul Ntwina, Yete Mwalyego, and Ireneus Ngwatura praised Moi’s speech 

and urged other MPs to support the Bill. In his closing remarks, the Minister responsible 

for guiding the Bill through Parliament thanked President Moi for having clarified to 

MPs on how NGOs should behave. To clear any doubt that might still be remaining in 

the minds of some MPs, the Minister responsible for NGOs noted that President Moi had 

access to privileged information, which made his remarks regarding NGOs even more 



poignant. To cap it all, the Minister told Parliament that the government will make sure 

that NGOs do not engage in politics. 

The above discussion leads to the inevitable conclusion that President Moi’s remarks had 

a decisive influence in the outcome of the parliamentary debate in Dodoma. The Kenyan 

President’s stress in controlling NGOs seemed to have been accepted uncritically by 

MPs. With regard to the partisan nature of the debate most MPs from the ruling party 

seemed to have largely favored the Bill as presented. Opposition MPs through their 

spokesperson for Parliamentary Committee for Constitution and Law, Benedicto 

Mutungirehi questioned the procedure and the haste with which the Bill was tabled for 

debates, and noted that the opposition camp felt uncomfortable to participate in debating 

such an "unprocedurally" tabled Bill. After this submission, the debate in parliament 

largely became one-sided. With the exception of Freeman A. Mbowe, leader of the 

opposition party CHADEMA, and Thomas Ngawaiya, the rest of the opposition MPs did 

not participate, in the debate. Mbowe and Ngawaiya supported Mutungirehi in 

questioning the procedure and expressed dissatisfaction with the way the bill had been 

tabled. 

A notable aspect in this whole process is the confrontational language used in debating 

the bill. The language that was used was confrontational and especially dismissive of the 

opposition. For example, the Deputy Speaker told the opposition spokesperson: "Hon. 

MP please sit down. What you are talking about has already been resolved, you either 

make your contribution to the Bill or not" (Hansard Report, 12th November 2002). A 
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CCM MP, Eliachim J. Simpasa wondered why opposition MPs were opposed to 

everything that is approved by the ruling party even what seemed to be a good thing. 

CCM MP Henry D. Shekiffu said: "the opposition MPs are possibly faced with (English) 

language problems and they should go to the Swahili version of the Bill" (Hansard 

Report, 13th November 2002). Other ruling party MPs used the same tone including 

Emmanuel E. Kipole and Mgana I. Msindai (Hansard Report, 12th November 2002). 

During the debate it also emerged that some MPs did not seem to understand ways that 

are open for the public to influence policy. For example, CCM MP Hamza A. 

Mwenegoha was against allowing time for NGO representatives to make their 

submissions to parliament by questioning the legality of such submissions. In his words 

"the government brought the Bill to the people’s representatives (MPs) and not to NGO 

leaders" (HansardReport, 13th November, 2002). 

The CCM MPs’ views shed light on the nature of debates that tended to be less 

accommodating to the opposition MPs who questioned the procedure by which the bill 

was being hurried through parliament. The situation was not healthy for an objective 

debate. The perception by CCM MPs that the opposition are "troublemakers" or that 

"NGOs do not deserve to be heard," indicate that the legacy of the one party system still 

haunts parliament. Any dissenting voice and/or alternative ideas were branded an 

"enemy action". 

11 



Another issue that came out from the debate was that almost all CCM MPs who did not 

openly refer to President Moi’s speech were also in favor of the control model advocated 

by him. The government also seemed to be in favor of the control model, although it 

claimed otherwise. This is attested by the Minister’s speech that the bill aimed at among 

other things, ensuring that government closely followed and scrutinized NGO activities. 

(HansardReport, 12th November 2002). Comments of other MPs were along the same 

line as indicated in the following sampled statements; "... after the Bill is passed, any 

NGO that becomes political needs to get outright deregistration..." (Charles Kangonji); 

"...Hon. Deputy Speaker, they want autonomy because of the money they poured 

in... they want a government inside the government of Tanzania... (Masumbuko 

Lamwai);"...NGOs need to be regulated and monitored like political parties so that they 

do not go astray (go against their original mission)... The registrar of NGOs needs to be 

extra careful" (Henry D. Shekiffu); "...Hon. Speaker, the purpose of the Government is 

to control, coordinate and to put open and transparent activities and affairs of NGOs in 

the country on behalf of the people of Tanzania... in Kenya for example, NGOs are used 

as a "financial council": where resources are poured in for destabilization purposes and 

thus disturbing peace and security of the country... In order to avoid this, there must be a 

law which will ensure that the government and the people control and monitor activities 

of NGOs in the country" (Ally A. Karavina.) 

Obviously, the debates by these MPs were strongly influenced by the control-oriented 

remarks/speech by President Moi who made such remarks prior to the start of the 

parliamentary debate. Moreover, the government’s position and majority of CCM MPs 
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who contributed without making reference to president Moi’s speech are revealed to be 

more in favour of the control-oriented model of NGOs’ management. 

The Passing of the Bill: NGOs’ Reaction 

On 13th November, 2002, the bill was passed in the National Assembly. None of the 

NGOs recommendations on the Bill were considered. The only option left for NGOs was 

to restrategize and re-energize their campaign so that they could sustain the pressure for 

amendment in the implementation of the law. In one of the NGO statements at a 

Consultative Group meeting which was held in Dar es Salaam, December 2-5, 2002, the 

NGOs revealed their strategic position after the passage of the bill by noting that they 

were committed to mutual respect and genuine open dialogue with the government, on 

NGO matters, and on other issues of mutual interest. 

The NGO community continued to consistently urge the government to amend the NGO 

Act even before implementation so that the spirit of partnership and cooperation which is 

envisaged in the National Policy of NGOs is not undermined. The NGOs continued to 

publicize the irregularities and anomalies of the Act by using the print and electronic 

media and even through public debates. In all these forums the NGOs insisted that the 

enacted law does not safeguard freedom of association, and that it is contrary to Article 

20 of the United Republic of Tanzania Constitution of 1977. They further argued that the 

Act does not address the problem of cumbersome processes of registration, 

deregistration, appeals and termination. Rather it adds more deficiencies to the process 

and procedures of registration. The general feeling among NGOs is that the current NGO 
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Act can neither protect the fundamental human rights including freedom of association 

and assembly, nor can it provide an enabling environment for them to thrive and act 

independently in the interest of the public. Sections 11, 18, 35, and 36 are viewed by 

NGOs as fatal because they introduce compulsory registration with strong penal 

sanctions against unregistered NGOs and those who run them. Related Section 25(4) 

prevents NGOs from forming umbrella groups since the NGO Council and the Board 

which are established by the Act will be the sole bodies to coordinate and harmonize the 

activities of NGOs. Strategically, the NGOs decided willingly to work with the 

government in the implementation process with a view of having an amended Act that 

reflects the true spirit of the National Policy on NGOs. 

On its part, the government has promised the public on various occasions that it will 

consider the amendment proposals when the Act is being implemented. It also argued 

that the NGO Act has both strengths and weaknesses but the NGOs have only been 

emphasizing its weakness. To paraphrase the Director of NGOs, the Act will be a useful 

instrument for ensuring that the NGOs in Tanzania Mainland are effectively administered 

and their activities are well coordinated to the extent that all development partners 

including the government, can be able to measure the impact of the NGO sector on the 

country’ s political, social and economic development. He further contended that the act 

establishes democratic bodies namely the NGO Council and the Board that will 

collectively coordinate and regulate the activities of NGOs with a view of enhancing 

accountability and self-regulation. 
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Although most analysts agree with the NGO’s concerns regarding the inappropriateness 

of the law and its implication on democracy and governance, NGOs in Tanzania and 

elsewhere have recently been criticized for being selective in the freedoms they support 

(Shivji 2004, Manji, 1998). This is a serious weakness for the NGOs as arenas for 

widening the space for democracy. In fact the strength of NGOs would be their 

consistent, principled and committed stand in support of the down trodden, and for 

humanistic values and causes. NGOs should wittingly resist and expose the ugly face of 

power irrespective of where it comes from (Shivji 2004). It was thus regrettable for 

NGOs in Tanzania not to challenge other draconian bills without fear or favor. For 

example, Shivji (2004) points out that NGOs in Tanzania were utterly silent on the anti- 

terrorism bill, although the bill was tabled and debated in the parliament during the same 

parliamentary session as the NGO bill. He argues that both the NGO and anti-terrorism 

bills threaten the existence of NGOs, and undermine basic freedoms and rights in 

Tanzania. Indeed, NGOs themselves remain elite-driven, donor dependent and seem to be 

of self-seeking groups. This major weakness among the NGOs to paraphrase to Shivji, 

emanates from the fact that NGOs did not develop as, nor have they as yet managed to 

become, organic to the mass of the people (2004:13). 

NGO Policy and the NGO ACT: A Comparison 

Because the NGOs policy came before the NGO Act, one would be interested to see the 

relationship between the two documents. First, the definitions given by each document 

differ in some aspects. For example, NGOs policy defines the term Non-governmental 

organization in a more broadly sense as 
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...a voluntary grouping of individuals or organizations 

which is autonomous,.., organized...for the purpose of 

enhancing the legitimate economic, social and/or 

cultural development or lobbying or advocating on 

issues of pub#c interest or interest of a group of 

individuals or organizations. 4 

However, the current NGO law includes the concept of non-partisanship in its definition, 

and does not provide a clear meaning or explanation of what is "politics" or "political 

activity" that an NGO is restricted to perform. It is also not clear whether this prohibition 

covers participation in such activities as advocacy campaigns regarding 

legal/constitutional reforms, which would seem to be ideal functions of an NGO. 

However, the NGOs Act has a narrower definition (than the NGO policy), which 

excludes some organizations such as faith-based organizations, which were generally 

perceived to be NGOs and emphasizes the need for an NGO to be "non-partisan" which 

is not a provision in the NGO policy. 

The key feature of the two definitions given by NGO policy and NGO Act above is that, 

they both "exclude Trade Unions, political parties or religious/faith organizations." This 

position has also been supported by a few NGOs that were asked to contribute to the 

debate of NGOs policy in its initial stages of formulation. The impression that comes 

from these two definitions of NGOs is that only organizations that fit within these 

definitions shall be eligible for registration, while those already registered shall be 

4 The National Policy on Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs)~ November 2001 pp. 7-8 
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obliged to conform to this requirement before they are granted a certificate of compliance 

by the new registrar of NGOs. 

Previously, NGOs could seek registration either as sports or cultural organizations under 

the scheme of the National Sports Council Act, 1967; or as companies limited by 

guarantee under the Companies Ordinance, Cap. 212 of the laws. Although these 

avenues were also restricted, as organizations registered using them could always be 

brought under the legal and administrative ambit of the Societies Ordinance, they 

provided an important alternative venue for the exercise of freedom of expression and 

association. 

In terms of institutional framework, both the NGOs Policy and the NGOs Act of 2002, 

seek to concentrate powers under one legal and institutional roof. The two documents 

propose that the Director of NGOs Coordination in the ministry responsible for NGO 

affairs shall be the sole "contact" between the government and NGOs; while the role of 

other sector ministries shall be to "designate ’Contact’ Officers to handle relations with 

NGOs operating within the ministries’ area of responsibility. Similarly, all existing laws 

governing NGOs shall be "harmonized" and consolidated and a new law enacted to cater 

for all NGOs. 

Whereas under the Societies Ordinance, the Registrar of Societies, the Minister and the 

President were the central figures in the decision-making processes, both the NGO policy 

and the NGO Act have retained the position of the Registrar while ending the role of the 
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President. The Registrar however is to be under the control of the new Office of the 

Director for NGOs Coordination. The two documents further emphasize that the 

Registrar of NGOs is to be charged with the responsibility of"actual" registration of 

NGOs after the National NGO Coordination Board has approved the application for 

registration. The Board is also granted the sole authority to de-register an NGO. These 

provisions suggest that the Registrar is essentially redundant. This lack of clarity shows 

the potential for conflicts over the mandates of the two institutions, which might create an 

endless debate and inefficiency between the two institutions of NGO governance. 

On its face, the power of the registrar of NGOs to deregister particular NGOs for any 

reason stands against the freedom of association as stipulated in the constitution. In other 

words, the de-registration process as expressed both in policy document and the law 

"... gives the mandate to the registrar and the coordination board to de-register an NGO." 

This phrasing implies that, the application for registration will be submitted to the Board 

for determination. The decision of the Board shall then be transmitted to the Registrar 

who shall then "actually" register the applicant NGO (where the Board has approved the 

application), or inform the applicant NGO that the Board has rejected the application for 

registration. In this perspective, the proposed role of the Registrar of NGOs is seen as 

being largely clerical, that is, to convey the decisions of the Board on applications for 

registration to the applicants. It also creates unnecessary bureaucratic procedure for the 

registration process. 
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While the NGO Policy provides for the Government to continue exempting NGOs from 

tax/VAT under the existing tax laws, the new NGO law is silent about this provision. It 

only states that "the Non Governmental Organizations registered under this Act shall be 

entitled to engage in legally acceptable fund raising activities". However, it does not 

clearly indicate what it means by "legally acceptable fund raising activities". The NGO 

Policy provides for all NGOs to make available financial and/or audited reports to the 

Registrar’s office and other stakeholders. This is another area where the Registrar has 

been given some powers to control the NGOs. This provision is not indicated in the 

NGO Law and in fact, this maybe perceived to be the only positive move about the NGO 

law. 

The two documents also propose a right of appeal by an NGO to the Minister responsible 

for NGOs who will be obliged to consider the appeal within two months. For example, 

section 15 of the NGO Law states that "any applicant who is not satisfied with the 

decision of the Board may appeal to the Minister". 

Furthermore, Sect. 16 (4) stresses that; 

... in determining the appeal, the minister may uphold, 

quash or vary the decision of the board, or require the 

board to revise or review its decision or require the 

Board to inquire into specific information from the appellant and make further 

consideration of the application. ~ 

The Non-Governmental Organizations Act, 2002, Section 16 
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It can be observed from the provisions above that the Minister has been empowered to 

make the final decision over NGOs without having to submit his/her decision to other 

organ of justice like the courts of law. Additionally, the NGO Law does not lay ground 

for a constructive relationship between NGOs and the government by, for example, 

institutionalizing channels of communication and cooperation; or providing for NGOs 

representation on certain state bodies. The emphasis, rather, is on narrowing the rights 

guaranteed to the individual, not strengthening them. This is contrary to what the NGOs 

policy says on Section 9 which discusses the government-NGO partnership: 

The government recognizes the significant role and 

Contributions of NGOs in the society and considers 

them as important partners in the development process. 

It is therefore; in the interest of the government to create 

A conductive and enabling environment that NGOs 

Potentials are fully utilized.6 

The Implementation Process 

According to the NGO Act, the Government and NGOs are the main parties involved in 

the implementation process especially in the establishment of key bodies and offices as 

stipulated in the law. The offices and bodies to be established are the office of the 

Director of NGOs, the Non-Governmental Organizations Coordination Board, and the 

National Council for Non-Governmental Organizations. 

6 The National Policy on Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs), November 2001 p. 13 
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The Director of NGOs is charged with the duties related to the administration and 

coordination of NGOs including registration, coordination, communication, supervision, 

keeping and maintenance of records, reports and NGOs register. The office of the 

Director for NGO is supposed to act as a link between the government and NGOs. The 

Director must be appointed by the President from among senior civil servants of 

reputable standing and is accountable to the Board. 

Another body to be established is the NGO Coordination Board. The functions of the 

Board include: to approve and coordinate the registration of NGOs and ensure the NGOs 

code of conduct and constitution of each NGOs are adhered to. The Board also advises 

the government on NGOs activities, examines the annual reports of NGOs, reviews the 

register of NGOs and provides policy guidelines to NGOs for harmonization of their 

activities in light of national development. The Board comprises 10 members: the 

Chairman of The Board who must be appointed by the President upon the 

recommendation of the minister, four NGOs representatives appointed by the Minister on 

recommendation of the NGO council, and five government representatives appointed by 

the Minister by virtue of their knowledge or experience in development and welfare 

management issues. Members of the Board shall hold office for a period of three years 

and shall be eligible for reappointment for a further period of three years. 

The process of establishing the NGO Council was completed on 31 July 2003. The 

established council is a very important body as it will serve as a collective forum 
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responsible for coordination and networking of NGO activities throughout Tanzania 

Mainland. Because of this critical importance the government and NGOs decided to 

work cooperatively to ensure that the electoral process of the council is democratic and 

participatory. 

The office of the Vice President which is explicitly mandated to coordinate issues related 

to NGOs, held a Conference at Morogoro Hotel June 10/11, 2003 to discuss with NGO 

representatives from all over the country on the formation of the NGO Council. About 

150 participants from most of the districts of Tanzania Mainland attended the 

Conference. It was agreed in that conference that: the 30 members of the council as 

stipulated in the Act be elected by 31 July 2003. Out of 30 positions, 21 positions were 

allocated to 21 regions of Tanzania Mainland. In this case each region was supposed to 

elect its representative in accordance with the agreed guidelines. The remaining 9 

positions were allocated as follows: 2 positions for NGO umbrella organizations, 2 for 

regional networks, two for thematic networks, 2 for representatives from disability 

groups, 2 for generic networks, and 1 position for International Non-Governmental 

Organizations. In that meeting the Vice President’s Office promised to convene the first 

meeting of the elected council by September and cover its costs. The meeting was held 

as planned. At the September meeting, the new council members were informed of their 

official responsibilities, rights and obligations as stipulated in the NGO Act. The meeting 

seemed to mark the end of mistrust among major stakeholders of the NGO sector and the 

beginning of a new path toward partnership. 
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According to the Director of NGOs and Tanzania Association of Non Governmental 

Organizations (TANGO) officials, the council’s elections were certified by both parties 

as satisfactory; free and fair with some minor irregularities. The election was repeated in 

Mbeya region where the elected representative was proved not eligible for the post. The 

completion of the council is expected to pave the way for the appointment of other 

important positions. 

Conclusion 

The discussion above suggests that the NGO Policy making process though lengthy, was 

participatory and hence transparent. However the discussion also shows that the 

government overarching objective has always been to control the NGO sector. This is 

evidently clear when one looks at the process of the drafting of the NGO bill, and the 

carefully orchestrated parliamentary debate that ensued. 

The discussion has also shown that since NGOs seek to widen the space for democracy, 

they must always be wary of government rhetoric about fostering democracy. While the 

NGOs believed in the government’s promise of inclusion, the government had other 

plans. Instead of passing a law that was going to strengthen the capacity of NGOs to 

resist and oppose "the ugly face of power," a law was passed that makes NGOs 

accountable to the government and forecloses the possibility of the two sides working 

together democratically. 
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In contrast to the NGO Policy of 2001, the evolution of the Bill was largely a closed 

affair that lacked meaningful involvement of civil society, despite being a bill that 

regulates their activity. Thus, the NGO law does not represent the interests of the 

stakeholders because the majority of them were not involved in the first stages of its 

draft. In its present form, the NGO law represents a severe threat to freedom of 

association Tanzania. The ideal thing would have been legislation that is truly 

democratic, enabling and empowering for NGOs. The NGO law has instead failed to 

protect the basic human rights of freedom of association, expression and assembly. It has 

also been unable to create an enabling environment for NGOs to thrive and act 

independently, while being accountable to their constituencies and transparent to the 

public. 

Further, the development of NGO law should also be participatory, drawing from full and 

meaningful involvement of civil society across the country, and have the drafts be subject 

to wide public scrutiny and debate. The NGO Board should be made independent of the 

Government; and it should be transformed into a body whose purpose is to facilitate 

cooperation among NGOs, and between NGOs and state institutions. Last but not least, 

the NGO law should make a provision for an NGO to appeal against decisions of the 

NGO Board and the Register to a court of law. 
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Introduction 

Ethnicity, Politics, and State Resource Allocation: 
Explaining Educational Inequalities in Kenya 

Alwiya Alwy and Susanne Schech 

Despite international and national level recognition of the importance of education for all, 

both for development purposes and as a basic human right, its achievement still remains a huge 

challenge. Persistent inequalities of gender, class, ethnic and regional context are evident in 

education systems worldwide, whether at the stage of enrolment and attendance, in outcomes and 

achievement, or in terms of consequent opportunities to which education is expected to give rise 

(Watkins, 2001). While gender inequalities in education are at their most extreme in Sub-Saharan 

Africa and South Asia (Challender, 2003), inequalities relating to ethnic minorities and indigenous 

people are widespread in many African countries, where they are often strongly linked to regional 

inequalities, and to the distribution of poverty (Watkins, 2001). 

In Kenya, despite heavy government investment in education, enrolment at various levels of 

education is characterized by regional, socio-economic and gender disparities and declining gross 

enrolment ratios (SID, 2004). Researchers have also identified imbalances in terms of financial 

allocations, inadequate facilities, poor teacher qualifications, and high teacher-pupil ratios as further 

evidence that not all is well in the Kenyan education system (Abagi, 1997; I~malu et al2002; Oyugi et 

al, 2002; SID, 2004). But research on education, as presently constructed, has tended to treat the 

issues of inequality as specific to the Kenyan education system, and consequently assumed that they 

can be addressed through educational reform. By seeing inequalities in education as a symptom of 

wider social processes and structures, this chapter aims to connect the issue of educational inequality 

to the broader notions of equity and the right to education. 

In pursuing this approach we argue that social inequality emanates from the unequal 



distribution of resources, power and privilege among members of society. In many societies, 

particularly in Africa, ethnicity is one of the instruments of division by which access to opportunities 

and power is distributed among the population. Some ethnic groups appear to have better access to 

national power, and thus are in a better position to enhance access to resources, such as education, 

when compared to other ethnic groups. 

Hence, the first challenge we face when looking at inequalities in education is the silence 

around ethnicity as a factor of inequality. Although ethnic divisions are a fact of life in Kenya, there 

is a lack of research that focuses on the impact of an individual’s ethnic identity on his or her life 

choices and opportunities. The everyday presence of ethnicity encourages a primordialist "blood and 

soil" notion of ethnicity that refer to "inherited" or "objective" characteristics such as kinship, 

culture, ’race’ and territory shared by a group. Although this notion of ethnicity is still pervasive in 

African studies, a growing literature recognizes that ethnicity is not simply an objective fact (eg. 

Kornblum 1991, Banton, 1998). Rather, ethnicity is created, imagined and felt with a group of 

people in interaction with their surroundings, and "typically has its origins in relations of inequality" 

(Comaroff, 1995, p. 250). Such a constructivist perspective on ethnicity opens the door for an 

engagement with ethnic inequalities in education that allows for the possibility of change and 

reform. In using this definition of ethnicity, we are also arguing that it cannot be discussed in 

isolation; other concepts such as race, inequality and stratification also come into play. 

As in many African countries, ethnic inequalities in Kenya can be traced back to the colonial 

period. In the early 1900’s the British colonial administration divided the Kenyan territory along 

ethnic lines into eight provinces, each with a different ethnic majority, and sub-dividing each 

province into districts, often according to ethnic groups and subgroups or ’clans’ (Oucho, 2002). 

Upon independence in 1963, the post-colonial government consolidated this ethno-political 

structure by aligning parliamentary constituencies with ethnic boundaries, which still continue to 



frame Kenyan politics and provincial administration today. Despite demographic growth and 

Province 

Name 

Total 

Provincial 

Population 

1,324,570 

3,112,053 

1,829,191 

3,768,677 

371,391 

Dominant Ethnic Group 

Population 

(No.) 

Population 

(%) 

Nairobi Kikuyu 428,775 32.4 

Central Kikuyu 2,919,730 93.8 

Coas t Mij ikenda 994,098 54.4 

Eastern Kamba 2, 031,704 53.9 

North- Ogaden 133, 536 36.0 

Eastern 

Nyanza 3,507,162 Luo 2,030, 278 57.9 

Rift Valley 4,981,613 Kalenjin 2,309, 577 46.4 

Western 2,544,329 Luhya 2,192,244 86.2 

population movements, the provinces have basically retained the ethnic or clan-based boundaries as 

created by the colonial administration. For example, Nyanza Province is predominantly inhabited by 

Luo people, Western Province is the home to the Luhya, Rift Valley Province is the traditional home 

of the Kalenjin, and the Kikuyu inhabit the Central Province and predominate in Nairobi Province. 

North-Eastern Province is an exclusively Somali-speaking region, and the Coast Province is mainly 

inhabited by the Swahili and the Mijikenda (Table 1). 

Table 1: Distribution of Ethnic Groups in Kenya by Province 
Source: Kenya Population Census, 1989. 



Hence, from the district to the provincial level, ethnic groups are clustered together, so that 

regions in Kenya are ethnically distinct. An argument can be made; following Oucho (2002) that 

ethnicity is the fulcrum of administrative boundaries, constituencies and development patterns in 

Kenya. Political power in Kenya, as Kanyinga (1995) notes, has been associated with a few ethnic 

groups since the onset of colonialism. Under the first president Jomo Kenyatta (1963-1978), political 

and economic power was vested in his trusted circle of fellow I~kuyu. This benefited the Central 

Province (including the capital city, Nairobi) where the IGkuyu form an ethnic maiority in terms of 

public investment and development, while other provinces received fewer resources. 

After Daniel Arap Moi assumed the presidency in 1978, political power became 

concentrated in the hands of Kaleniin elites. By the early 1980s, Moi had purged many IGkuyus and 

non-IGkuyu allies of Kenyatta from both central cabinet and senior posts located within 

administrative districts, and deliberately promoted the Kaleniin in these positions (Oucho, 2002; 

Ogot, 1995). Cooksey et a/(1994, p. 211) argue that Moi adopted a/aissez:faire development approach 

that was not concerned with the alleviation of regional disparities in development, including 

education. The Rift Valley was the main beneficiary of the change of power from the Kikuyu to the 

Kalenjin, as Mwaruvie (1989) describes (in Ogot 1995; pg 15): 

~oi] sta~tedpuwng or cleaning the civil se~ice that was dominated by the I~kuyu. He ~laced them with 
the Kale~in. By 1983, the I~kuyu were a minor force in both the d~il se~ice, the army, aM in politics. He 
played one I~kuyu leader against the other until they exhausted themselues. Like Ke~atta, he realised that 
for one to succeed in A~ican politics he had to haue t~usted gene~uls ~’om home ground. [...] There is open 
Kale~inisation of most sectors both pduate aMpublic. FuMs were &anneled to deuelop the i@ust~ucture in 
the Kale~in land. 

A succinct summary of the socio-economic inequalities in Kenya is provided by a recent 

report by the Society of International Development which states that 

Inequality in Ke~a is much more than is conueyed through ugZattedng J~gures: it, in fact, leads to 
discrimination and excludon, thereby becoming not only a matter of social i~ustice, but also a matter of 
human rights and gouer~ance. (SID, 2004:5) 



According to the Third Human Development Report on Kenya, the Central and Rift Valley 

Provinces had better human development performance than other areas due to policy bias from the 

colonial and successive regimes. Policies and allocation of resources have tended to favour the high 

potential areas (UNDP, 2003). 

Looking at the issues of urban educational opportunities in Kenya, we find very few studies 

which explicitly look at the issues of urban educational inequalities. However, as discussed earlier on, 

that other than the Nairobi Province, the urban areas in the eight provinces in Kenya, are mostly 

(over 50%) covered with people from the maiority ethnic group of the province. For example, 

Nyeri, the largest urban area in the Central Province is mostly populated with the IGkuyu ethnic 

group; the Rift Valley Province with the Kaleniin ethnic group; Nyanza Province with the Luo 

ethnic group and henceforth, as discussed earlier on. Henceforth, if the Province has had a strong 

political presence in the government it is bound to have better educational opportunities for its 

students in the urban areas respectively. This rings even more true if the ruling President comes 

from that constituency. Comparatively, students from the rural areas in Kenya have better 

educational opportunities if their community has strong political influence in the government. A 

case in hand is Baringo District, the home constituency of President Moi. During Moi’s term as 

President (1978-2002), the District continually received educational resources such as new public 

schools, highly qualified teachers, libraries and other educational facilities. Other comparably rural 

districts in Kenya without this kind of strong political influence, areas such as those in Coast 

Province or North Eastern Province, continually received far fewer educational resources. 

We argue that the underlying cause of inequalities in education is the patron-client 

relationship between the ethnic group of the ruling elite and the government that prevails in Kenya. 

Political and economic power, and the wealth affiliated with it, is highly skewed to the ruling ethnic 

group, whose exclusionary practices have created marked inequalities in access to resources, 



including educational resources. Our argument is that the ruling group uses the resources of the 

state for the special benefit of its own ethnic community and its allies, and this is reflected in the 

educational development pattern in the urban and rural areas. 

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In the next section, we seek to bring greater 

clarity to the concept of equity in education, explaining its links to the rights-based approach to 

development and education. We then offer an analysis of statistics relating educational resource 

distribution and opportunities in Kenya, followed by the conclusions. Our motivation for shining a 

spotlight on the country’s education policies is primarily due to Kenya’s position as an African 

country with a consistently high public expenditure in education, both as a percentage of GNP and 

as a share of total government expenditure (Abagi, 1997), and yet home to the largest contingent of 

students subject to socially unjust or unfair educational disparities (SID, 2004). 

Educational Equity and the Rights-Based Approach 

The need for greater clarity about the definition of educational equity has arisen in the 

context of recently proposed rights-based approaches to educational reform (Subrahmanian, 2002). 

Assessing educational equity requires comparing education and its social outcomes among more and 

less advantaged social groups, like the marginalized ethnic groups, and the rural and urban poor. 

Without this information, we are unable to assess whether policies and programmes are leading 

toward or away from greater social justice in education. 

Equity is an ethical concept, grounded in principles of distributive justice (Rawls, 1985). It 

implies that greater resources should go to those with greater needs in order to aim at more equal 

levels of well-being overall. In this sense, equity incorporates a concept of justice, which recognizes 

some fundamental humanity, but still attempts to respond to the differing and increasing complex 

needs that exist within a society. This approach seeks to ensure that the less advantaged members of 



society (whether the poor in the urban areas or the poor in the rural areas) have a fair opportunity of 

receiving a reasonable amount of education that would enrich their personal and social life (Rawls~ 

1985). Amartya Sen brings to the discussion on equity the concept of capability~ which conceives 

justice not only in distributive terms but also considers a person’s capability to convert primary 

goods into his or her ends - that is~ to achieve a life he or she has reasons to value (Sen~ 1999~ p. 

294ff.; see also Sen~ 1993). This is an approach which takes into account the need to empower all 

students~ including the marginalized groups~ or the poor in urban and rural areas~ with educational 

opportunities and choices to uplift their life status. 

One of the tenets of distributive justice is that resources at the disposal of the state should 

be apportioned fairly (Jupp~ 1992). Therefore education~ which is generally reckoned to be a primary 

good~ and which is largely f~nanced by public funds~ should be made available according to some just 

principle of distribution. However~ because social justice and fairness can be interpreted differently 

by different people in different settings~ a definition is needed that can be operationalised based on 

measurable criteria. For the purposes of operationalisation and measurement~ equity in education can 

be defined as the absence of systematic disparities in education between social groups who have 

different levels of underlying social advantage/disadvantage - that is~ different positions in a social 

hierarchy. Inequities in education systematically put groups of people who are already socially 

disadvantaged at further disadvantage with respect to their education - a good that is essential to 

their human development and well-being and to overcoming other effects of social disadvantage. 

Underlying social advantage or disadvantage refers to wealth~ power~ and/or prestige - that 

is~ the attributes that define how people are classified within social hierarchies. Thus~ more 

advantaged and less advantaged social groups are those groups of people defined by differences that 

place them at different levels in a social hierarchy. Examples of this kind of definition by difference 

include: socioeconomic groups (typically identified by measures of income~ economic assets~ 



occupational class; and/or educational level); racial/ethnic or religious groups; or, groups defined by 

gender, geography (urban or rural), age, disability, sexual orientation, and other characteristics 

relevant to the particular setting. This is not an exhaustive list, but social advantage is distributed 

along these lines virtually everywhere in the world. 

Equity in education means equal educational opportunity for all population groups. If 

schooling can be viewed as a continual process that operates as a mechanism for selection, then 

equity in education can be viewed from the perspectives of access, survival, output, and outcome. 

Equality of access refers to the probabilities of being admitted into school. Equality of survival 

refers to the probabilities of staying in school to some defined level. Equality of output refers to the 

probabilities of learning the same thing at the same level. Equality of outcome refers to the 

probabilities of living similar lives as a result of schooling (Farrel, 1997). 

Equity in education thus implies that resources are distributed and processes are designed in 

ways most likely to move toward equalizing the educational outcomes of disadvantaged social groups 

with the outcomes of their more advantaged counterparts. This refers to the distribution and design 

not only of educational resources and programmes, but of all resources, policies, and programmes 

that play an important part in shaping education, many of which are outside the immediate control 

of the educational sector. A selective concern for worse-off social groups is not discriminatory; it 

reflects a concern to reduce discrimination and marginalization. At its core, the right to education 

refers to the legal rights of an individual to seek and receive education, and a corresponding duty on 

the state to provide such opportunities. 

According to human rights principles, all human rights are considered interrelated and 

indivisible (UN, 1993). Thus, the right to education cannot be separated from other rights, including 

rights to a decent standard of living and education as well as to freedom from discrimination and 

freedom to participate fully in one’s society. Equalizing educational opportunities requires addressing 



the most important social and economic determinants of education, including, as stated earlier, not 

only equal educational resources for all but also access and opportunities, and policies that affect any 

of these factors. Concern for equal educational opportunities is the basis for including within the 

definition of equity in education the absence of systematic social disparities not only in educational 

status but also in its key social outcomes. 

Statistical Contours 

Inequalities in the distribution of educational resources and opportunities among the 

provinces/districts constitute a formidable challenge to Kenya’s development. For equity in 

education it is important to know at which level of schooling the constraints on the socially 

disadvantaged are most binding. Additional data1 analysis was therefore undertaken in order to help 

pinpoint the current location of inequalities within the education system. The issue of regional 

disparities will be explored using the existing administrative provinces2 as units of analysis. 

It is seen that inequalities in educational access and participation often take a regional 

dimension in Kenya. These differences are observed between urban and rural areas, and between 

defined administrative regions. Inequalities in regional or geographic educational opportunities 

often, but not always3, coincide with ethnic identities because ethnic groups often reside in given 

geographical regions as discussed earlier in the background section. 

Key education statistics for the year 2002 are summarised in Table 2 below. The statistics 

show wide disparities in respect of access to education across the provinces. In Central Province, the 

gross enrolment rates (GER)4 in primary school in 2000 was 106% compared to only 17.8% in 

North Eastern Province. The corresponding figures for secondary school for the two regions are 

37.7% and 4.5%, respectively. There are also wide disparities in the pupil-teacher ratio at the 

provincial levels. Eastern and Central Provinces have the most favourable (lowest) teacher-pupil 



ratio while North Eastern Province has the least favourable (highest). It is notable that the regions 

differ also in terms of school drop-out rates with the highest being in North Eastern Province. 

Table 2: Access to education 2002 

Province 

Nairobi 

Central 

Coast 

Eastern 

N/Eastern 

Nyanza 

Rift Valley 

Western 

Kenya 

Primary 

GER 

% 

Secondary 

Pupil -Teacher 

Ratio 

Primary Secondary 

Dropout 

rates 

% 

52.0 11.8 33.7 11.4 11.3 

106.0 37.7 32.2 16.2 7.1 

71.0 14.4 35.7 15.7 11.8 

96.9 23.3 30.4 16.0 8.8 

17.8 4.5 43.8 19.3 12.6 

94.0 23.5 32.7 17.8 6.8 

88.3 18.3 33.1 16.9 8.2 

93.3 25.1 34.1 17.2 16.9 

87.6 22.2 32.9 16.5 8.1 

Source: Ministry of Education Statistics Division 2003 

The data analyzed by rural-urban residence, reveals that about 36% of the rural population 

was attending school compared to about 31% of the urban population. A larger difference existed 

between rural and urban populations for those who had left school as well as for those who had 

never attended school. Some 55% of the urban population had left school compared to 39% of the 

rural population. On the other hand, 22% of the population never attended school in rural areas 

compared to 11% of the urban population. 
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The number of schools is an indicator of the supply of education in a particular area. It 

determines the capacity of the education system in a given area to provide for educational needs. 

The table 3 indicates a large disparity in the provision of government schools in the different 

provinces, with the Rift Valley having the highest number of schools and the Northeastern having 

the least number of government schools. Educational inequalities are closely related to regional 

disparities in the sense that some rural districts have fewer schools, which are far from each other, 

and attendance is thus more difficult. This is not the case with non-slum urban areas, where there 

are many schools, which are located closer to one another. The long distances that many rural and 

urban poor children must walk are a serious deterrent to school participation. Rural inhabitants, in 

particular, do not enjoy many opportunities in this regard. 

Table 3: Number of Primary Schools and Trained Teachers b 

Province 

No. of 

schools 

No. of 

Trained 

Teachers 

Population 

age 6-13 

Nairobi 

248 

4537 

305,175 

Central 

1799 

25320 

816,629 

R/Valley 

4494 

44764 

1,702,318 

Province, 1999 

Eastern 

4091 

35454 

1,136,941 

Source: Ministry of Education, Science and Technology, Statistics Section, 2000 

Nyanza 

3806 

30586 

1,088,530 

N/Eastern 

175 

1145 

268,8 27 

Coast 

1121 

10567 

543175 

There are also variations in the distribution of schoolteachers across regions. In the Rift 

Valley Province, trained teachers are the majority, standing at 44,764. This is compared to the 
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Northeastern Province which has 1,145 trained teachers. Table 3 shows the extent to which some 

areas are being understaffed while others are overstaffed. 

Table 4: Gross and net rates of enrolment by gender, Kenya, 1994 

Group Gross Enrolment Rate 

Rural females 

Urban females 

All females 

Rural males 

Urban males 

All males 

National 

Primary 

92.56 

90.20 

92.28 

96.21 

89.22 

95.40 

93.88 

Secondary 

20.37 

42.74 

23.78 

23.64 

63.65 

28.21 

26.01 

Source: Welfare Monitoring Survey, 1994 

Gender inequalities in education remain an issue of concern in Kenya. The number of girls 

going to school is still low and becomes even lower as they move up the educational ladder, as seen 

in Table 4. However, the Kenyan government has tried to narrow the gap between girls and boys 

enrolment, and has made great strides in gender equality, as Deolalikar (1999, p. 35) observes: 

The ratio of male to female gross secondary enrolment ratios in Ke~a is far lower than would be predicted at 
its level of GNP per capita, given the observed relationship between per capita GNP and gender disparity in 
secondary enrolments in A~ca. Indeed, Ke~a’s ~utio of male to female gross secondary enrolment ~utio, is 
comparable to counMes su& as Egypt, that haue aper capita GNP that is three times as lage as Ke~a’s. 

Data on access to education by wealth group reveal that the wealthier groups in Kenya have 

generally better access to education than the poorer ones (Table 5). The poorest 20% of Kenyans, 

both in rural and in urban areas, do not have adequate access to primary education. These 

disparities increase in secondary school enrolment due to the fact that the relatively high costs of 
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secondary education are affordable only to richer t~amilies, which also tend to benefit more from 

government subsidies and bursaries. Education, then, acts to perpetuate socio-economic inequalities 

rather than bridging them. 

Table 5: Access to education by wealth group in Kenya, 2003 

Wealth Group Net Attendance Ratio 

Poorest 20% 

Second 20% 

Middle 20% 

Fourth 20% 

Highest 20% 

Primary 

61.3 

79.9 

83.8 

88.1 

86.0 

Source: 2003 Kenya Demographic and Health Survey 

Secondary 

4.0 

7.3 

11.4 

16.2 

28.2 

The attendance ratio in primary schools for the top wealth group is 86% compared to the 

lowest wealth group whose attendance ratio is only 61%. Although attendance is much lower in 

secondary schools than in primary schools, the richer segments of the population still maintain their 

dominance over lower wealth groups. The net attendance gap in both primary and secondary 

schools between the top and bottom wealth groups is about 25%. 

The degree of inequality is even more severe if one looks at the distribution of public 

spending across all school-age children instead of across households, due to the fact that poor 

households in urban areas have more out-of-school children of the relevant age range. Children 

from poor households who do go to school are further disadvantaged by the fact that schools in 

poor communities tend to receive less public resources, such as teachers from the government. 
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The increase in poverty has exacerbated the problem of access. Many of the poor are unable 

to afford even the low costs associated with participation in school or training programmes. They 

also feel a greater need for the involvement of their children in their household economics and in 

the generation of the resources they need for survival. The result is an increasing number of children 

who do not enroll in school, who do not complete the primary cycle, or who are withdrawn early by 

their parents. Cultural and social practices, particularly those affecting girls, also contribute to this 

failure to make adequate use of existing facilities for education. 

Poverty is frequently accompanied by extensive child malnutrition, tuberculosis, sicknesses 

occasioned by poor sanitation and inadequate access to safe source of drinking water, as well as a 

range of vitamin deficiencies. These factors adversely affect child development and the possibility of 

profitable participation in education. The nationwide impact of HIV/AIDS further aggravates the 

situation for young children, particularly by increasing the number of orphans and child-headed 

households, and for youths and adults whose health or economic situation debars them from further 

participation. 

One distinctive issue that calls for immediate public policy intervention is the basic 

education coverage in urban slum areas. For example, the urban slum areas cover over 60 percent of 

the population in Nairobi. Public school coverage is in general low and leads to the low GER in 

these areas. In addition, the existing public schools in these areas tend to be over-crowded. Although 

many community schools exist, they usually are not covered under school census, thus have limited 

support and supervision from the Government. 

Education as a Basic Right: Performance Benchmark in Kenya 

The rapid development of education in Kenya was an aftermath of the Sessiova/PaperNo. 10 

of 1965 on A~icav Socialism avd its Applicatiov to Plavvivg iv Ke~a, which emphasized combating 
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ignorance, disease and poverty. It was based on two long-standing concerns that: (i) every Kenyan 

child, irrespective of gender, religion and ethnicity, has the inalienable right to access basic welfare 

provision, including education; and (ii) the Kenyan government has an obligation to provide 

opportunity to all citizens to fully participate in the socio-economic and political development of the 

country and also to empower the people to improve their welfare. For nearly four decades therefore, 

the education sector has undergone several reviews by special commissions and working parties 

appointed by the government. 

The U. N. Convention on the Rights of the Child was ratified by Kenya on September 30, 

1990. However, the convention has not been incorporated into Kenyan laws, as children’s rights are 

not explicitly enshrined in the country’s constitution, and nor are there specific sections in the 

constitution that focus on children. Although the Kenya Constitution guarantees citizens rights, it is 

silent on education as a basic right and need. In this connection, Chapter V, Sections 70-86, entitled 

’Protection of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms of Individual,’ does not directly mention 

education as one of the fundamental rights. Further, although the sections of the constitution may 

reinforce the right to education and public participation in policy formulation and debates, they do 

not make non-attendance or denial of schooling to a child a legal offence. This is why basic 

education is not compulsory in Kenya. 

Cooksey, Court, and Makau (1994, p.211) argue that the post-colonial Kenyan leadership 

adopted a laissez~aire development approach that was not concerned with the alleviation of regional 

disparities in development, including education. The official government response to inequality in 

educational opportunities was less equivocally stated than was Tanzania, which had inherited a 

similar colonial segregated education system. For example, according to the 1974-1978 

Development Plan: 

Government’s pro~isio~ of educatio~ aM health se~ces will be accele~’ated. The present pla~ provides 
oppo~tu~ities fo~" e~e{yo~e to pa~ticipate actively i~ the economy .... [howe~e~] .... Equal i~come fo~" e~e{yo~e is 
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the~re rot the object of thh play. Differevces iv skill, effort, aM ivitiatiue reed to be recogvized aM 
rewa~’ded. 

This implied the ruling elite used the functional theory of social stratification as their social 

ideology and henceforth development policies. As a result, inequalities were justified because they 

reflected differences in achievement and in the individual’s contribution to society. The unstated 

rationale for this meritocratic ideal was the notion that people will accept inequalities and personal 

relative deprivation if they believed that they had an equal chance to benefit and did not choose to 

question the criteria by which merit and hence mobility were determined (Court, 1979). 

The lack of policy efforts to tackle the inequalities in education has been lamented widely, 

most notably by Amutabi (2003) in his study on the effect of the politicization of decision making in 

the education sector in Kenya since independence in 1963-2000. Amutabi (2003) argues that political 

decisions have marginalized the role and contribution of professionals and thus impacted negatively 

on educational policy formulation and implementation in Kenya. Utilizing a catalogue of major 

political decisions that have influenced trends and patterns of educational growth and policy 

formulation in Kenya, he demonstrates how such decisions have interfered in the running of 

education, causing the inequalities and decline in educational outcomes in the country. One example 

still relevant today is the introduction of the quota system in 1985, where a Presidential directive 

stipulated that each school must draw at least 85% of its students from its local area (Amutabi, 

2003). This was a political move to prevent Kikuyu residing in the Central Province and other ethnic 

groups in other provinces from accessing schools in the Rift Valley which experienced greater 

investment in schools under President Moi at the expense of the rest of the country. This directive 

contravened the policy of national integration that was recommended in the Ominde Report of 

1964, (GoK, 1964) as well as denying students the chance of joining better equipped secondary 

schools in other provinces. 
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Conclusion and Policy Recommendations 

The proposed definition of equity supports operationalisation of the right of education to 

the highest attainable standard of education as indicated by the education status of the most socially 

advantaged group. Assessing educational equity requires comparing education and its outcomes 

between more and less advantaged social groups over a period of time to assess its trend. These 

comparisons are essential in determining whether national and international policies are leading 

toward or away from greater social justice in education. Inequities in education systematically put 

groups of people who are already socially disadvantaged (for example, by virtue of being poor, 

female, and/or members of a disenfranchised racial, ethnic, or religious group) at further 

disadvantage with respect to their education. 

The principle of equity requires fair opportunities both to enter education programmes and 

to succeed in them. Applying the principle of equity implies, on the one hand, a critical identification 

of existing inequalities which are the product of policies, structures and practices based on 

economic, ethnic, gender, disability and other forms of discrimination or disadvantage, and on the 

other, a programme of transformation with a view to redress inequalities. Such transformation 

involves not only abolishing all existing forms of unjust differentiation, but also measures of 

empowerment, including financial support to bring about equal opportunity for individuals. Hence, 

the rights-based framework is important because it ensures that resource allocation and policies are 

not just based on limited calculations of returns, but on the perspectives and interests of the most 

powerless and disadvantaged, too. 

The chapter has shown that the ethnic element has been, and continues to be, one of the 

salient features of Kenyan politics. A combination of factors account for this: the existence of 

relatively ethnically homogeneous geographical spaces in pre-colonial Kenya; the colonial policy of 

divide and rule which intensified ethnic separation by establishing administrative jurisdictions along 
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ethnic and racial lines; and, two ethnically biased post-independent regimes that have legitimized 

ethnic representation and state resource allocations. 

Kenya’s development strategy sanctions growing socio-economic inequalities and these are 

inevitably reflected in the education system. The data has shown substantial inequalities in 

educational opportunity and educational resources between students from the Kenyan provinces 

where the ruling elite have originated, past and present, a difference that has remained largely 

unaddressed by current public educational policies. The issues of access to schools, distribution of 

qualified teachers and other educational resources are equity issues and influence the educational 

outcomes and achievements of the disadvantaged groups. Nairobi Province, Central Province and 

Rift Valley Province have the highest enrolment rates in all education sectors, primary, secondary 

and tertiary. Inequities also exist in the number of schools and higher institutions, where schools in 

the three better resourced provinces are more numerous than in the other provinces, and these 

inequities are compounded by the fact that students from other regions, like the North Eastern 

Province and Coast Province, are more likely to have poor parents, inaccessible road network, and 

poor qualified teachers. Available data also indicate the greater disadvantage of girls at the primary 

level, and the widening gap as one ascends the educational ladder, suggesting that the achievement 

of gender equality and the empowerment of women through education are still a remote dream for 

Kenya. 

To equalize educational opportunities for all students in Kenya, it would seem pertinent that 

in its educational policies the government should give preference to those groups which seem to be 

currently disadvantaged. Spending additional public resources on urban poor and underserved 

districts and fewer resources on better-off and well-served districts would thus not only be more 

equitable but also increase the effectiveness of public spending on education. 
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Taking into consideration the current economic and educational situation in Kenya, there is 

a need to shift policy in ways that will reinforce the right to education. The Kenyan Government has 

already signed numerous international and regional declarations and conventions guaranteeing every 

citizen the right to education. What the Government now needs to do is to translate the provisions 

of the signed declarations into practice. 

This study relied on the Kenyan national surveys. While the surveys were useful in raising questions 
and generating new hypothesis for testing, this usefulness is limited by the fact that the surveys were 
not designed, nor the data gathered in ways that fully suit the purposes of our research. While the 
descriptive evidence of ethnic inequality in Kenya is conclusive, this study is exploratory with respect 
to understanding the determinants of education inequalities among ethnic groups in Kenya, insofar 
as it highlights provincial inequalities among selected groups and offers an explanation of the 
findings based on the limited data at its disposal. The consistent results presented here strongly 
support placing the notion of ethnicity at the forefront of analyses of educational policies in Kenya. 
Based on these results, this chapter argues that ethnicity should be placed at the forefront of 
analyses of educational development in Kenya, as well as in policy efforts to reduce inequalities in 
education. 
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Appendix 1: Kenya’s International Obligations on Education 

United Nations Treaties Date of admissiov to UN: 16 December 1963. 

- International Covenant on Economic Social and Cultural Rights - 
ICESCR 
Acceded: 1 May 1972. 
Reports submitted/due: 1/2 

No reservation related to the right to education 

- International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights - ICCPR 
Acceded: 1 May 1972. 
Reports submitted/due: 1/5 
No reservations 

- International Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Racial 
Discrimination - CERD 
Acceded: 13 September 2001. 
Reports submitted/due: 0/0 
No reservations. 

- Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination - 
CEDAW 
Acceded: 9 March 1984. 

Reports submitted/due: 4/5 
No reservations 

- Convention on the Rights of the Child - CRC 
Ratified: 30 July 1990. 
Reports submitted/due: 1/2 
No reservations 

ILO treaties ILO 98 Right to Organise and Collective Bargaining Convention (1949) - date of 
ratification: 13.01.1964 
ILO 111 Convention concerning Discrimination in Respect of Employment and 
Occupation (1958) -date of ratification: 07.05.2001 
ILO 138 Minimum Age Convention (1973) - date of ratification: 09.04.1979. 
ILO 182 Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention (1999) - date of ratification: 
07.05.2001 

African System The African Charter on Human and People’s Rights 
Date of Ratification: 23.01.1992 

The African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child 
Date of Ratification: 25.07.2000 
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Appendix 2: Constitutional Guarantees on Education 

Date of adoption / date of entry into force 1969 

Relevant provisions The Constitution includes human rights guarantees, but not 
the right to education. 

But, see: 

Chapter V - Protection of fundamental rights and freedoms 
of the individual 

Art.78 - Protection of freedom of conscience 

Full text of relevant provisions Art.78 

(1) Except with his own consent, no person shall be hindered 
in the enjoyment of his freedom of conscience, and for the 
purposes of this section the said freedom includes (...) 
freedom, either alone or in community with others, and both 
in public and in private, to manifest and propagate his 
religion or belief in (...)teaching, (...). 

(2) Except with his own consent (...), no person attending 
any place of education (...) shall be required to receive 
religious instruction (...) if that instruction (...) relates to a 
religion other than his own. 

(3) Every religious community shall be entitled, at its own 
expense, to establish and maintain places of education and to 
manage any place of education which it wholly maintains; 
and no such community shall be prevented from providing 
religious instruction for persons of that community in the 
course of any education provided at any place of education 
which it wholly maintains or in the course of any education 
which it otherwise provides. 
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Notes 

* The data used in this report is from three main sources: the 1999 population and housing census; 
household surveys; and administrative records. The Population and Housing Census cover mainly 
demographic data such as population size, distribution and socio-economic characteristics. This 
dataset was collected by the Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS) and covers all the districts, locations 
and divisions in the country. Three Kenyan Welfare Monitoring Surveys (WMS), conducted in 1992, 
1994 and 1997, were used to access information about enrolment rates, completion rates, the 
teaching force as well as the physical resources in the different provinces. ~ile not comprehensive, 
these household surveys sampled both rural and urban areas in all provinces of the counT. For 
other administrative records, we rely on government data made available by the Ministries of 
Education. These include budget figures disaggregated by province, and unit costs calculated using 
statistics on the number of students in each province and districts. 

2 The province is the most convenient unit of analysis because government opportunities and 

resources tend to be distributed more or less on a provincial basis, It must be borne in mind, 
however, that there are definite limitations to analysis in terms of such large units, for differences 
within provinces, districts and urban centers tend to be obscured, Neve~heless, since the goal of the 
chapter is to demonstrate the general disparity patterns, we feel that this may not be a major 
limitation likely to affect the conclusions drawn based on the overall trends at the provincial level, 
National statistics do not show socio-culm~al and economic disparities in educational access and 
oppommities, At best, provincial educational statistics do not reflect the anomalies except by 
inference, but as mentioned earlier on there is a strong interrelationship in Kenya between ethnic 
groups and the region they populate. 

3 Rural areas are more ethnically homogenous than large cities which have a more ethnically diverse 

population due to urban migration. 

4 Gross enro!ment ratio refers to the number of students enrolled in a given level of education, of 

whatever age, reflected as a percentage of the total population of official school age individuals for 
that level, The GER can be greater than 100% if grade repetition occurs, or if s&ool entry at ages 
either earlier or later than the typical age for that grade level occurs. 

s See Appendices 1 and 2 for details on Kenya’s International Obligations and Constitutional 

Guarantees on Education 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 29, 2006 10:43 AM 

Renee Sherman <rsherman@email.unc.edu> 

Re: April 14 

Thanks 

Renee Sherman wrote: 

> Travis, 
> I double checked with Stone Center and it’s ok for April 14th. 
> Renee 
> 

>Renee Sherman 
>Scheduling Assistant 
>Office of the University Registrar 
>University of NC at Chapel Hill 
>04H Hanes Hall, CB# 2100 
>Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
>(919)962-6093 * (919)843-8709 fax 
>rsherman@email.unc.edu 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 31, 2006 4:19 PM 

Julius E Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Zongola Offer Letter 

Nzongola-Ntalaj a offer letter.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 31, 2006 4:25 PM 

Julius E Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

offer letter 

offer letter.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 4, 2006 2:20 PM 

Renee Sherman <rsherman@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Urgent (not!) 

Thats pretty amazing. I will try to remember but Im sure I will forget! 

Renee Sherman wrote: 

> */ 
> 
> On Wednesday of this week, at two minutes and three seconds after 1:00 
> in the morning, the time and date will be 01:02:03 04/05/06. 
> 
> That won’t ever happen again. 
> 
> You may now remm to your (normal ?) life ...and I’ll get back to work 
>/* 
> 

>Renee Sherman 
>Scheduling Assistant 
>Office of the University Registrar 
>University of NC at Chapel Hill 
>04H Hanes Hall, CB# 2100 
>Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
>(919)962-6093 * (919)843-8709 fax 
>rsherman@email.unc.edu 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 7, 2006 11:39 AM 

Megan Keefe <mkeefe@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Course Scheduling Training 

Hi, 

If the 4/18 from 10-12 is still available I would like to take that one. 
Thanks, 
Travis Gore 

Megan Keefe wrote: 

Good Folks, 

I am contacting you to invite you to sign up for one of our upcoming 
Course Scheduling Training sessions. 

Sessions will be offered at the following times: 

Tuesday 4/18 10:00-Noon 
Thursday 4/20 2:00-4:00 

**Space is limited** - please RSVP if you would like to attend. 

Thank you, 
-- Megan 

Megan R. Keefe 
Scheduling Systems Liaison 
University Registrar’s Office 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Hanes Hall CB# 2100 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p 919-962-9838 
f 919-843-8709 
mkeefe@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 10, 2006 3:06 PM 

LaEula Davis <laeula@email.unc.edu> 

Re: CAB 

Good afternoon, 

Is the TA at the very bottom of this email the one you were talking 
about. I just dont want to give you the wrong one ! 

Thanks, 

Travis 

LaEula Davis wrote: 

Travis, you coming into the office at midnite wasn’t necessary. I 
thank you - and it not being signed the travel is still incomplete. 
So we can wait until Monday on this. 

Travis Gore wrote: 

>> Hey, 
>> 
>> I saw your email and came into the office after midnight because I 
>> want to fax this to you because Im not gonna be in tomorrow. I guess 
>> the form isnt complete because its not signed but Im sending it so 
>> you can see the title. Thanks. 
>> 
>> Travis 
>> 
>> LaEula Davis wrote: 
>> 
>>> Travis, pls send A&S form so I can have the name of the paper she is 
>>> presenting. Fax - 2-2408. 
>>> Travis Gore wrote: 
>>> 
>>>> Good A.M. ! 

>>>> I filled out the CAB form and saved it as incomplete. The TA 
>>>> number is 147155. 

>>>> Thank you. 

>>>> Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 12, 2006 11:55 AM 

wil sonza@mail, arm strong, edu 

Afam 40 books 

Hi Sir, 

We spoke on the phone earlier and I have put together a list of books 
for you below. 

The Slave Community: Plantation Life in the Antebellum South 

Passageways: An Interpretive History of Black America to 1863 

Jubilee 

African Americans in the Colonial Em 

Slave Culture 

Ar’n’t I a Woman 

Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglas 

Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl 

From Slavery to Freedom: A History of African Americans 

Hope that helps! 

Travis Gore 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 19, 2006 10:11 PM 

@peoplepc.com 
Just wanted to thank you again! 

Hi Jane, 

Well now that the season has ended I wanted to thank you again for the 
basketball tickets you gave me. I had so much fun going to those games 
This was a very special season. I had no idea we would turn out to be 
that good! Everyone thought this was gonna be a down year but I think 
they shocked and surprised everyone. Nobody would have predicted that we 
would finish 2nd in the ACC and nobody gave us much of a chance beating 
Duke in Cameron on Senior Day!! The freshmen class were a good group of 
kids and              was amazing! Its gonna be scary how good he 
could be next year. Well thanks again so much and hope you are doing 
well!! 

love Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 21, 2006 9:17 AM 

Renee Sherman <rsherman@email.unc.edu> 
Re: room reservations/final exam week 

Yeah I dont think they should have reading day or exams on Saturdays! 
Have a good weekend too. 
Travis 

Renee Sherman wrote: 

> I should have sent something out earlier. To be perfectly honest, we 
> hadn’t really even thought about it. It’s kind of weird having a 
> reading day on Saturday. Anyhow, have a good weekend. 
> Renee 
> 
> Travis Gore wrote: 
> 
>> Ok, thanks. I actually had somebody try to reserve that day and I 
>> told them they couldnt, oops! 
>> Travis 
>> 
>> Renee Sherman wrote: 
>> 
>>> Hi! 
>>> Reading Day, April 29, is on a Saturday. You will still control 
>>> your regular classrooms for one time reservations on that day. 
>>>/Scheduling will take control of general purpose classrooms from 8 
>>> am to 7 pm beginning on Monday, May 1. 
>>> / 
>>> 
>>> / 
>>>/I’m including the room reservaton protocol chart as an attachment 
>>> to this email. Please review it and feel free to contact us with 
>>> any questions. 
>>> 
>>> Have a great day! 

>>> -- 

>>> Rened Sherman 
>>> Scheduling Assistant 
>>> Office of the University Registrar 
>>> University of NC at Chapel Hill 
>>> 04H Hanes Hall, CB# 2100 
>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
>>> (919)962-6093 * (919)843-8709 fax 
>>> rsherman@email.unc.edu 

> 

>Rened Sherman 
>Scheduling Assistant 
>Office of the University Registrar 
>University of NC at Chapel Hill 
>04H Hanes Hall, CB# 2100 
>Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
>(919)962-6093 * (919)843-8709 fax 
>rsherman@email.unc.edu 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 24, 2006 4:08 PM 

Sarah Henderson <sahend@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Graduate TA Coordinator in AFAM 

Hi Sarah, 

A faculty member by the name of Michael Lambert assumes that role. 

Travis Gore 

Sarah Henderson wrote: 

Debby and Travis, 
We are updating our list of TA administrators in each department and I 
was hoping you could help me. In searching the African & 
Afro-American Studies webpage, I see that you are the two staff 
members listed. Are either of you responsible for TA 
administration/coordination in your department, or is there a faculty 
member who assumes that role? We will be sending announcements for 
the campus-wide TA Orientation soon and we will need to know who to 
send it (as well as any other information for TAs) to now and in the 
future. 

Many thanks, 
Sarah Henderson 

Sarah A. Henderson 
Center for Teaching and Learning 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
316 Wilson Library, CB# 3470 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3470 
Phone: 919-966-1289 
Fax: 919-962-5236 
Email: henderson@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 25, 2006 9:06 AM 

Renee Sherman <rsherman@email.unc.edu> 

Re: room reservations/final exam week 

Good morning! 

Someone asked me about reserving Gardner 105 on May 2nd from 8 to 10. At 
first I was gonna tell him no but them I read this: 

"You may schedule your rooms 7 pm and later/after/checking the final 
exam schedule (some exams last well beyond 7pm). It’s good policy to 
always check with the scheduling office to see if exams with room 
conflicts have been moved to one of your rooms." 

So I was wondering if there is an exam in there. 

Thanks 

Travis 

Renee Sherman wrote: 

> Hi! 
> Reading Day, April 29, is on a Saturday. You will still control your 
> regular classrooms for one time reservations on that day./Scheduling 
> will take control of general purpose classrooms from 8 am to 7 pm 
> beginning on Monday, May 1. 
>/ 
> 
>/ 
>/I’m including the room reservaton protocol chart as an attachment to 
> this email. Please review it and feel free to contact us with any 
> questions. 
> 
> Have a great day ! 
> 

>Rened Sherman 
>Scheduling Assistant 
>Office of the University Registrar 
>University of NC at Chapel Hill 
>04H Hanes Hall, CB# 2100 
>Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
>(919)962-6093 * (919)843-8709 fax 
>rsherman@email.unc.edu 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 26, 2006 10:32 AM 

Renee Sherman <rsherman@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Reading Day April 29 

no problem, I didnt have anything booked at that time. I put Brooke 
down so she is good to go on our end. 

Renee Sherman wrote: 

4/29/2006 
4/29/2006 
4/29/2006 
4/29/2006 
412912006 

> Hi, 
> After telling you all that you could reserve on the Saturday reading 
> day, we went and reserved some rooms for Brooke Dever in Admissions. 
> :-[ So we will need to find out if you have reserved any of those 
> rooms. If so, please let me know as soon as possible so I can find her 
> something else. Sorry for the confusion. 
> 
> Date Building/Room Time Responsible Party 
>412912006 Murphey 116 8:00-2:00 Brooke Dever/3-0373/Admissions 

Gardner 08 8:00-2:00 
Gardner 105 8:00-2:00 
Bingham 103 8:00-2:00 
Greenlaw 431 8:00-2:00 
Manning 209 8:00-2:00 

>Rened Sherman 
>Scheduling Assistant 
>Office of the University Registrar 
>University of NC at Chapel Hill 
>04H Hanes Hall, CB# 2100 
>Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
>(919)962-6093 * (919)843-8709 fax 
>rsherman@email.unc.edu 
> 

Brooke Dever/3-0373/Admissions 
Brooke Dever/3-0373/Admissions 
Brooke Dever/3-0373/Admissions 
Brooke Dever/3-0373/Admissions 
Brooke Dever/3-0373/Admissions 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 28, 2006 10:48 AM 

Stone, Mary (Student Stores) <univbooks@store.unc.edu> 
Re: order 

oh that would be great. The fax number is 962-2694. 
Thanks 
Travis 

Stone, Mary (Student Stores) wrote: 

I failed to ask you if you need a copy of this order you gave me. If 
so I can fax it to you. 

Meanwhile, I’ll get to work ordering the books. 

Thanks 

Mary Stone 

University Books 

UNC Student Stores 

CB 1530 Daniels Bldg 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

ph 919 962 5069 

office hours 7:30am-12:30pm 

email: univbooks@store.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 28, 2006 10:58 AM 

Stone, Mary (Student Stores) <univbooks@store.unc.edu> 
Re: order 

Got it. Thanks. 

Stone, Mary (Studem Stores) wrote: 

I failed to ask you if you need a copy of this order you gave me. If 
so I can fax it to you. 

Meanwhile, I’ll get to work ordering the books. 

Thanks 

Mary Stone 

University Books 

UNC Student Stores 

CB 1530 Daniels Bldg 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

ph 919 962 5069 

office hours 7:30am-12:30pm 

email: univbooks@store.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 2, 2006 4:04 PM 

Roberta Ann Dunbar <radunbar@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Final Exam for AFRI 061--African Women 

ok, so I will wait until tomorrow and you can let me know. 

Thanks, 

Travis 

Roberta Ann Dunbar wrote: 

Travis, let me try this one and see if I get it right. That exam is 
not until next Tuesday, but the Tuesday exam is at 8:00 a.m. So I 
will have to ask that you put the exam on my desk. I won’t be back 
until Monday afternoon and may not get here before the office closes. 

Someone is taking the exam this Friday, I believe. 
If you don’t mind, just sit on this until we touch base again 
tomorrow. I may make some changes over night--or I may not. 
This is the class that has about 50 in it. 

Cheers, 
Ann 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 4, 2006 10:27 AM 

Karla Slocum <kslocum@unc.edu> 

Re: final exam 

Hi Karla, 

I copied and dropped offyour exams. 

Travis 

Karla Slocum wrote: 

> Hi Travis and Debby, 
> 
> I’m attaching the final exam for my class. There are 48 students in 
> the class so please make that many copies. 
> 
> The exam is on Monday, the 8th, at 8 AM. If you can drop it off in my 
> mail box in Alumni on Friday that would be great. If you don’t have 
> time, however, let me know and I’ll come pick it up on Friday. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 
> Karla 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,             1:57 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

grades 

I spoke with you in the office today. I found your final paper grade. 
It looked like you had two papers. One was a reading response paper 
that you made a 100 on and the final exam paper you made a 95. 

Travis Gore 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, May 28, 2006 6:20 PM 

@yahoo.com> 

yo 

Sorry Ive been out of touch for a few days. But here is the recap.. Thanks for the link on the job.., im just 
wondering if I meet all the qualifications .... I was actually passed out Thursday night when you called. I was so 
tired from the night before when I went out to Raleigh. Did you check out at the game the other night. I 
couldnt make it. I spent Thursday running all over campus trying to get put in a legit class so that way 

would be able to talk to without committing a violation. Hope your enjoying the break.. Stay in 
touch. 

TG 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 2, 2006 2:58 PM 

Julius E Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Selassie 

Bereket Habte Selassie.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 5, 2006 9:41 AM 

John Moritz <        @yahoo.com> 

Re: Fwd: Travel- Air, Car, Hotel Phone Numbers 

thanks! 

John Moritz wrote: 

Days Inn 800-325-2525 

Date: Wed, 30 Jan 2002 02:46:07 -0800 (PST) 
From: J Moritz < 
Subj ect: Travel- Air, Car, Hotel Phone Numbers 
To:    " ~ahoo.com,                     ,         emaiLur~c.edu 

American Airlines 

1-800-433-7300 

American West www.americawest.com 

1-800-235-9292 

Continental Airlines www.continer~tal.com 

1-800-525-0280 

Delta Airlines ww~v.ddta.com 

800-221-1212 

Japan Airlines www.~al, corn 

1-800-525-3663 

National Airlines v,~ ~w~.natior~alairlir~es.com 

1-888-757-5387 

Northwest Airlines w~,w.r~wa.com 

1-800-225-2525 

United Airlines 

1-800-241-6522 

US Airways www.usairwavs.com 



1-800-428-4322 

Rental Car Companies return to top 

Alamo 800-327-9633 

Avis 800-331-1212 

Budget 800-527-0700 

Dollar 800-800-4000 

Hertz 800-654-4173 

National 800-328-4300 

Thrifty 800-367-2277 

Hotels return to top 

Best Western 800-528-1234 

Clarion Hotels 800-252-7466 

Comfort Inn 800-228-5150 

Days Inn 800-325-2525 

DoubleTree 800-222-8733 

Embassy Suites 800-362-2779 

Fairfield Inn 800-228-2800 

Fiesta Americana 800-FIESTA- 1 

Four Seasons 800-332-3442 

Hampton Inn 800-426-7866 

Hilton 800-445-8667 

Holiday Inn 800-465-4329 

Hyatt 800-228-9000 

Intercontinental 800-327-0200 

Marriott 800-228-9290 

Omni 800-843-6664 

Radisson 800-333-3333 



Ramada 800-228-2828 

Red Roof Inn 800-843-7663 

Residence Inn 800-331-3131 

Rodeway Inn 800-228-2000 

Ritz Carlton 800-241-3333 

Sheraton 800-334-8484 

Travelodge 800-578-7878 

Westin 800-334-8484 

Wyndham 800-WYNDHAM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 7, 2006 2:00 PM 

Aaron Dunham < ~yahoo.com> 

Re: Carolina Baseball 

Thanks for keeping me posted. Good work! What a month for sports!!! 

Aaron Dunham wrote: 

All, 

Carolina baseball is two wins away from the College World Series and will face Alabama this weekend on national 
television. The game times are as follows: 

Friday, June 9th - 7:00 - ESPN 
Saturday, June 10th - 7:00 - ESPN2/ESPNU (regional) 
Sunday, June 1 lth - 4:00 - ESPN (regional) *if necessary* 

This is a special team that won its three regional games this past weekend in Chapel Hill by an aggregate score of 43- 
13. Our pitching staff features recent 1st round draft picks Andrew Miller (Detroit Tigers) and Daniel Bard (Boston 
Red Sox), the first time UNC has had two true first-rounders since B.J. Surhoff and Walt Weiss were selected back in 
1985. We also have a loaded lineup featuring Jay Cox, an eastern North Carolina baseball hero, who hit four homers 
this past weekend at the regional in front of nearly his entire hometown of Smithfield, North Carolina. We have not had 
a team this good since Mike Roberts was manager and Brian Roberts was our star back in 1998. Hope you can tune in 
this weekend. Let me know if you need any further information. 

Aaron 

Do You Yahoo! ? 
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around 
http:i/mai~+~ahoo, corr~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,           2:5 8 PM 

@yahoo.com> 

Re: confirmate state 

ok, I didnt want to reveal my trump card over the phone... Right now I believe we are trying to get some forms 
done for the Friday Center for 

wrote: 

Okay, so 1st session: 
Yes 

- No (is it possible he took classes from another department on campus or correspondence 
course from somewhere?) 

Anyone you know of taking classes this session? 

Sneak preview the al1-new Yahoo.com. It’s not radically different. Just radically better. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 10, 2006 1:42 PM 

Theresa Maitland <tmaitlan@email.unc. edu> 

Re: Reminder of exams needed at LDS tomorrow 

Hi Theresa. 

Thanks for keeping me posted. Im meeting Robin at 2pm and then I will 
bring the test to you. 

Travis 

Theresa Maitland wrote: 

Hi Travis 

I have sent emails to both profs but thought it would help if you knew. 

8:15 AFAM 40 Vander 
8:15 AFRI 40 Nyang’oro 

-- PLEASE DO NOT SEND THE EXAM BY REPLYING TO THIS EMAIL: ALL EMAILED 
EXAMS SHOULD BE SENT TO OUR SPECIAL EMAIL ACCOUNT FOR EXAMS: 
ldstests@unc.edu 

PLEASE LIST THE STUDENTS LAST NAME & DATE OF THE EXAM IN THE SUBJECT 
LINE 

Please disregard this message if we have already received your exam. 

Dear Prof. 

I am writing this as a friendly reminder. You have a student who will 
be taking your exam at our office on the date listed above. We are 
requesting, if it would be at all possible, to receive the exam by 
noon the day before. If this is not possible, we do understand and we 
request that you please email us at the account listed above and let 
us know when you will be able to email or deliver the exam to our 
office. Please check the directions below for the delivery method you 
selected. 

EMAIL 
Please email the exam to the address listed above. 

DELIVERY 
You have agreed to deliver the exam to our office. Please note that we 
are open from 8-12 and from 1-5 

Thank you on the behalf of the student we share! 
Please feel free to call me or email me if you have any questions. 

Theresa E. Laurie Maitland Ph.D. 
Assistant Director 



Theresa E. Laurie Maitland Ph.D., CPCC 
Assistant Director, 
LD/ADHD Specialist & Co-Active Coach 
Learning Disabilities Services 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
137 East Franklin Street 
6th Floor Bank of America Building, CB#3447 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919-962-9350 
fax: 919-962-3674 
www.unc.edu/depts/lds 
"And life is what we make it. Always has been, always will be!" 
Grandma Moses 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 22, 2006 9:29 AM 

Julie Pendergraph <jmpender@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 105 Gardner 

I did, Thanks! 

Julie Pendergraph wrote: 

>Thanks. Hope you have a good vacation! 
> 
>Julie Pendergraph 
>Recruiting Coordinator 
>UCS/UNC-CH 
>CB 5140, Hanes Hall 
>Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5140 
>Phone: 919-962-7886 
>Fax: 919-962-2197 
>h~t~p:i/careers ~mc ed~ 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
>From: Travis Gore [mai~to:slgore~2emaiLtmc.edt~] 
>Sent: Monday, August 21, 2006 11:55 AM 
>To: Julie Pendergraph 
>Subject: Re: 105 Gardner 
> 

> 

>Hi Julie, 
>Yes I am! Sorry but I was out all last week and that is why Imjust 
>getting to your email now. I havent been told anything different so as 
>far as I know it will work the same way meaning that I cant book 
>anything until two weeks into the semester. Thanks. 
>Travis 
> 
>Julie Pendergraph wrote: 
> 

> 

> 

>>Are you still the person that I need to send my request for night use 
>>of 105 Gardner to? When will you accept requests? 
>> 

>> 

>>Julie Pendergraph 
>>Recruiting Coordinator 
>>UCS/UNC-CH 
>>CB 5140, Hanes Hall 
>>Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5140 
>>Phone: 919-962-7886 
>>Fax: 919-962-2197 
>>http://careers.u~c.eda <~:iicareers.tmc.eda/> 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 23, 2006 9:09 AM 

regester@email.unc.edu 
Re: syllabus 

Hello Dr Regester, 

Ok that sounds good. Debby asked if you could send a copy of each 
syllabus for the file that would be great. Oh and it looks like a 
course pack of yours has amved. 
Thanks, 
Travis 

regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 

Dear Travis: Thanks much. My syllabus for both classes is already 
copied. However, on Thursday I will need to submit travel receipts 
which I have already misplaced -- hope I can find them by then. Thanks 
again. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Quoting Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>: 

>> Hi Dr. Regester, 
>> 
>> I hope you had a good trip. Would you like us to copy your syllabus? 
>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> 
>> Travis 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 29, 2006 11:53 AM 

Iola Peed-Neal <iola@email.unc.edu> 
Re: hello 

Thankyou! 

Iola Peed-Neal wrote: 

Travis, 
All of this equipment has to be used to support classroom teaching. 

So many departments need laptops that I’ve already offered it to 
another department. I heard that employees can buy computers from 
University Surplus, and there are really good deals out there. A 

member of our staff purchased a tower computer that we had sent there 

for $35.00! There was nothing wrong with it; we simply wanted to 

upgrade and standardize all of our lab machines. Surplus is open for 
individual purchases 2 days per week. Check their website for details. 

Best wishes, 
Iola 

Iola Peed-Neal 

Associate Director, Center for Teaching and Learning 
CB #3470, 316 Wilson Library 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3470 

(Voice) 919-966-1289 

(Fax) 919-962-5236 

Iola Peed-Neal@unc.edu 

cfl_unc@unc.edu 

On Aug 29, 2006, at 10:05 AM, Travis Gore wrote: 

>> Hi Iola, 
>> 

>> We just talked on the phone. I want to thank you again. I wish we 
>> had the room for everything! I think you mentioned you had a 
>> laptop. I use a desktop at work but if it could be used for work at 
>> home I would be happy to take it! 

>> Thanks, 
>> 

>> Travis 
>> Afri!Afam 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               4:09 PM 

@email.unc.edu 
Re: Afri , Map Quiz 

Hey 

I will put you down for Monday the 

and thanks for the poster! 

Travis 

at 2pm. Good luck on your game 

@email.unc.edu wrote: 

Hi Travis, 
I spoke with my Professor, Michael Lambert, today after class about 

making up the exam. He told me to contact you to reschedule and then 
bring a note informing him that I made up the exam. I can make up the 
exam Monday the    at 2pm, if that works for you. I do not have 

practice on Mondays. I can also bring a poster when I make up 

the exam. Thank you very much for your help. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 12, 2006 4:26 PM 

Julie Pendergraph <jmpender@email.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: 105 Gardner 

Yes, that one was included as well. 

Julie Pendergraph wrote: 

Did you include this one as a yes? Tues., Sept. 26 from 6-9? 

Julie Pendergraph 
Recruiting Coordinator 
UCS/UNC-CH 
CB 5140, Hanes Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5140 
Phone: 919-962-7886 
Fax: 919-962-2197 
~:!icareers.ur~c.ed~ <~://careers.unc.ed~i> 

..... Original Message ..... 
*From:* Julie Pendergraph [ mail.m~c.ed~] 
*Sent:* Friday, September 08, 2006 12:20 PM 
*To:* ’Travis Gore’ 
*Subject:* 105 Gardner 

Add this to what I have already sent. 

I would like to request 105 Gardner on September 26, 2006 from 6-8 or 
6:30-8:30 or 7-9. Thanks. 

Julie Pendergraph 
Recruiting Coordinator 
UCS/UNC-CH 
CB 5140, Hanes Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5140 
Phone: 919-962-7886 
Fax: 919-962-2197 
~:iicareers.ur~c.edu <~:iicareers.ur~c.ed~i> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                  3:16 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 
Re: funding request 

Hi 

I have sent this to our chairman in the department to take a look at. 

Thank you, 

Travis 

wrote: 

> To Whom It May Concern: 
> 
> My name is , and I am co-chair of Free the Slaves on 
> campus. Our organization - part of Advocates for Human Rights, which 
> is a committee of the campus Y - works on making the campus aware of 
> the reality of human trafficking. We do this through our meetings, 
> documentaries, and speakers. This fall, we have invited Beatrice 
> Fernando to come speak about her experiences as a domestic slave in 
> Lebanon and her efforts to combat human trafficking in Sri Lanka. 
> 
> A bit about Beatrice Fernando: She was born and raised the youngest of 
> thirteen children in Sri Lanka. Extreme poverty forced her to seek 
> employment as a housemaid while her parents cared for her young child. 
> Ms. Fernando responded to an ad from a local job agency that placed 
> Sri Lankan housemaids with families in Lebanon. At 23 years old she 
> left her son and family behind to earn money necessary to support 
> them: Yet Ms. Fernando was never able to send money home. Instead, she 
> found herself being trafficked to Lebanon as a domestic slave. Her 
> wealthy slaveholder locked her inside the home, unhooked the phone, 
> and forbade her from going outside or communicating with others. The 
> apartment complex guards were ordered to shoot her if she was found 
> outside the apartment. During her captivity, she was starved, 
> regularly beaten, and never paid. After months of torture, she escaped 
> by the only option available to her: jumping offthe apartment’s 
> fourth-story balcony. After several months, she made her way back to 
> Sri Lanka, never having received remuneration for her labor. At the 
> hospital doctors told her the damage to her spine as a result of the 
>jump would prevent her from ever walking again. Yet Ms. Fernando is 
> walking as well as sharing her story with audiences across the 
> country. She has spoken several times at Harvard, appeared on local 
> television and radio shows, and been profiled in The Boston Herald. 
> Most notably, she has published her autobiography, In Contempt of 
> Fate, and was invited to testify before the House Committee on 
> International Relations in Washington, D.C. 
> 
> In the past, our speaking events have been extremely well attended, 
> the most recent being a lecture by Francis Bok last December which 
> filled up Carroll 111. Beatrice Fernando would be no different. This 
> event would have a major impact on the campus community, and its 
> subject - human trafficking - is an issue that needs to be addressed. 
> 
> In order to bring Beatrice to UNC to give a lecture, Free the Slaves 
> needs to raise $2000. The breakdown of these expenses are as follows. 
> 

> * Honorarium - *$1500" 
> * Plane Tickets from Chicago-Raleigh - *$250* 



($234 on Orbitz.com, leaving room for the likely increase before the 
tickets are bought) 

* Hotel Room for one night (Days Inn) - *$90* 
* Publicity - *$160" 

* Total - $2000 * 

Airport pick-up and drop-off would be done by my co-chair, who has a 
safe driving history. The speaker’s food will be paid for by the 
members of Free the Slaves. 

Any contribution your department can make for this event would be 
appreciated. 

Thank You, 

co-chairs Free the Slaves 

@email.unc.edu <mail~o: ~ema~k~mc.ed~> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,               4:28 PM 

~email.unc.edu>; 
update 

@email.unc.edu> 

Hey girls, 

Sorry I didm get back to you sooner, the reason being that I just 
havent had any good news to report yet, and the sad thing is things are 
not looking too optimistic. Ive been trying really hard but the head of 
the Arts and Sciences is being a real bitch. It pisses me offbut there 
is really nothing I can do. I think its a bunch ofbullshit. I 
apologize for my tirade but Imjust venting my frustration. Im hoping 
everything will get worked out one way or another. 

Trav 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 14, 2006 9:24 AM 

Reginald Hildebrand <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

LDS 

Hi Professor Hildebrand, 

Someone from LDS contacted me about a student taking one of your 
exams. He didnt show up today but they didnt have the test either. I 
was thinking maybe you and the student worked something out and LDS 
wasnt aware of it. Just wanted to let you know. 

Are you cooking a goose for thanksgiving?! 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 14, 2006 4:33 PM 

Perry Hall <hallpa@email.unc.edu> 
letter 

PerryHall Review06.doc 

Here it is. I will put a hard copy in your box. I will also look for 
that video. 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 8, 2006 11:51 AM 

Kia Lilly Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Toy Lounge 

Hi Kia, 
I got your message. I will check up on that and get back to you with 
that information. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

Kia Lilly Caldwell wrote: 

> Hi Travis, 
> I’m co-organizing a 2-day conference for the Afro-Latin Working 
> Group next spring and need to get information on room availability. 
> Would you please check to see if Toy Lounge is available for an 
> all-day event on the following Saturdays: March 24, March 31, and 
> April 7? We’d probably need the room from 8:30 am to 5:30 pm. We 
> don’t need to book it yet, but I wanted to check in availability. 
> I’m also wondering how to reserve the large auditorium on the first 
> floor of Hamilton Hall. Do you know who I should contact? Any other 
> large rooms that you could recommend would be appreciated. 
> 
> Thanks, 
> Kia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 8, 2006 4:32 PM 

Kia Lilly Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Toy Lounge 

Hi Kia, 

On March 24th there are no meetings booked so far. March 31st has a 
meeting booked from 8am to 10:15am. April the 7th does not have any 
meetings booked yet. I called Hamilton Hall to ask about the auditorium 
and they thought that you would need to book that room through classroom 
scheduling (962-6093). I control Gardner 105 which holds 122 if thats 
big enough. 

Have a good weekend, 

Travis 

Kia Lilly Caldwell wrote: 

> Hi Travis, 
> I’m co-organizing a 2-day conference for the Afro-Latin Working 
> Group next spring and need to get information on room availability. 
> Would you please check to see if Toy Lounge is available for an 
> all-day event on the following Saturdays: March 24, March 31, and 
> April 7? We’d probably need the room from 8:30 am to 5:30 pm. We 
> don’t need to book it yet, but I wanted to check in availability. 
> I’m also wondering how to reserve the large auditorium on the first 
> floor of Hamilton Hall. Do you know who I should contact? Any other 
> large rooms that you could recommend would be appreciated. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Kia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 12, 2006 10:01 AM 

Julie Pendergraph <jmpender@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 105 Gardner 

Hey Julie, 

Yeah I cant believe its that time of year again already! I really have 
no idea if it will be available or not but I could put your name down at 
least. This past semester was a good one for you as far as getting 
rooms go. I hope the spring semester is just as good! 

Travis 

Julie Pendergraph wrote: 

Travis 

It’s time again. I’m already getting requests from employers for 
classrooms for January. Since classes start on Jan. 10 and the 
Registrar will not release rooms until 2 weeks later, I just wanted to 
ask if you thought 105 Gardner would be available on Thurs., Jan. 25th. 

Merry Christmas! 

Julie Pendergraph 
Recruiting Coordinator 
UCS/UNC-CH 
CB 5140, Hanes Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5140 
Phone: 919-962-7886 
Fax: 919-962-2197 
~:iTcareers.m~c.ed-a <~:i/careers. ~mc.ed~/> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 19, 2007 11:01 AM 

Perry Hall <hallpa@email.unc.edu> 

N&O 

I think her name was something like Nalene. Her number was 
Debby seems to think the article was for yesterday. Oh and hope there 
were no hard feelings with the C-Webb comment I made the other day. I 
was just playing around although I think Debby found it to be quite amusing! 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 23, 2007 3:50 PM 

Julie Pendergraph <jmpender@email.unc.edu> 
Re: 105 Gardner Request 

Hey Julie, 

Its that time of semester again! 

Monday Jan. 29th ..... somebody already has it booked from 6 to 7pm. Then 
after that someone has it from 8 to 9:30pm 

Thursday Feb 8 ..... there is a class in there from 6-7:15pm 

**** actually I notice most of these are either for Tuesday or Thursday 
and they have put a PHIL 163 class in there that will meet every 
Tue/Thur from 6 to 7:15. So let me know if maybe you would like to do 
those dates after the class. 

Now for Wed Mar 28 1 can do that from 6 to 8pm for you. So that is the 
only one i will book for now until I hear back from you about the rest. 
Sorry its not running as smooth as last semester but it will get better! 

Thanks, 
Travis 

Julie Pendergraph wrote: 

I would like to put in my request for 105 Gardner. I would like it on 
each of dates listed below from 6:00-8:00 pm but 6:30-8:30 pm will 
also work. Let me know as soon as you possible can!!! Thanks. 

Monday, January 29 
Thursday, February 8 
Tuesday, February 13 
Thursday, February 15 
Thursday, February 22 
Wednesday, March 28 
Tuesday, April 3 

Julie Pendergraph 
Recruiting Coordinator 
UCS/UNC-CH 
CB 5140, Hanes Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5140 
Phone: 919-962-7886 
Fax: 919-962-2197 
~:iicareers.m~c~ed~ <~:/icareers.u~c.ed~i> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 21, 2007 2:49 PM 

Dever, Brooke <bdever@unc.edu> 
[Fwd: Returned mail: see transcript for details] 

details.txt; (null).eml (709 bytes).msg 

Hey, 

Here they are. Let me know if it’s not what you wanted. Thanks. 

March Sat. 24th 10am to Noon 

March Sat. 31st 10am to Noon 

April Sat. 21st 10am to Noon 

Travis Gore 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    Returned mail: see transcript for details 
Date: Wed, 21 Feb 2007 11:29:31 -0500 (EST) 
From: Mail Delivery Subsystem <MAlLER-DAEMON@smtp.tmc.edu> 
To: <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

The original message was received at Wed, 21 Feb 2007 11:29:25 -0500 (EST) 
from dhcp9745.dhcp.unc.edu [152.2.115.93] 

..... The following addresses had permanent fatal errors ..... 
<bdever@email.unc.edu> 

(reason: 550 5.1.1 <bdever@email.unc.edu>... User unknown) 

..... Transcript of session follows ..... 
... while talking to mgate3.isis.unc.edu.: 
>>> DATA 
<<< 550 5.1.1 <bdever@email.unc.edu>... User unknown 
550 5.1.1 <bdever@email.unc.edu>... User unknown 
<<< 503 5.0.0 Need RCPT (recipient) 



Reporting-MTA: dns; smtp.unc.edu 

Arrival-Date: Wed, 21 Feb 2007 11:29:25 -0500 (EST) 

Final-Recipient: RFC822; bdever@email.unc.edu 

Action: failed 

Status: 5.1.1 

Remote-MTA: DNS; mgate3.isis.unc.edu 

Diagnostic-Code: SMTP; 550 5.1.1 <bdever@email.unc.edu>... User unknown 

Last-Attempt-Date: Wed, 21 Feb 2007 11:29:31 -0500 (EST) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 21, 2007 11:29 AM 

bdever@email.unc.edu 

confirmation dates for Gardner 105 

Hey, 

Here they are. Let me know if it’s not what you wanted. Thanks. 

March Sat. 24th 10am to Noon 

March Sat. 31st 10am to Noon 

April Sat. 21 st 10am to Noon 

Travis Gore 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 22, 2007 5:40 PM 

Julius E Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

rec letter 

RecLetter .doc 

Here is the draft. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gary Hill <gary.hill@tlgcre.com> 

Tuesday, March 6, 2007 11:09 AM 

Deborah Crowder (E-mail) <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Packer repeats: Refs got it wrong 
Calling flagrant foul just not "common-sense refereeing,’ he says 

SCOTT FOWLER 
sfowler@charlotteobserver, com 

Billy Packer still believes Gerald Henderson got a raw deal. 

Packer, the longtime CBS broadcaster and a Charlotte resident, was the TV analyst for Sunday’s @#%S-North 
Carolina game. When @#%$’s Henderson fouled North Carolina’s Tyler Hansbrough with 14.5 seconds left and 
the game out of reach, he broke Hansbrough’s nose and ignited a controversy. 

Packer said on-air Sunday that Henderson should be charged with a regular shooting foul. He criticized officials 
when they called a flagrant foul and ejected Henderson, which means Henderson will serve a one-game 
suspension. 

Packer had the same opinion Monday. 

"I felt the call was just not consistent with common-sense refereeing," Packer said by telephone from New York, 
where he was preparing for CBS’s NCAA tournament coverage. "I’ve seen the replay probably a dozen times. The 
more I see it, the more I believe what I said on the air. It should have just been a shooting foul, and that’s it." 

Because all three officials saw the play and did not call a flagrant foul then, Packer said they shouldn’t have come 
to that conclusion after watching replays. 

"If something is flagrant, then it’s obvious," Packer said. "If it’s not called the first time, it’s not obvious." 

Packer said he felt Henderson leaped into the play with the idea of "shocking the pack and knocking the ball 
loose," but not to hurt Hansbrough. 

Packer’s on-air comments riled some North Carolina fans. "I don’t care about that," he said. "This is just one man’s 
opinion. If someone doesn’t like it, that’s OK." 

He will be seeing the Tar Heels again soon. Packer said he has been assigned to broadcast three games at the ACC 
tournament -- two Thursday and North Carolina’s first-round game Friday. 

Gary Hill 
Real Estate Advisor 
100 Europa Drive I Suite 190 I Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919.913.1116 direct I 919.968.4017 main I 919.929.7913 fax 

www.TCGCRE.com Independently Owned and Operated 

RELATIONSHIPS BUILT ON RESULTS 
The information and any attachments contained in the message may be confidentia/ and are for the intended addressee on/y. /f you are not the intended addressee, 
p/ease notify the sender immediate/y and de/ete this message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 7, 2007 2:51 PM 

Kia L Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Request for Assistance 

Hi Kia, 

Im so jealous that you are in Brazil right now! I spoke with Shelly 
today and she said she has been really busy because they are about to 
move. She said that Stacey is the one who helps her out but she has 
been sick for a few days. Shelly told me to call Carolina Union 
Production Service which I did but I got voice mail so I left a message 
and Im waiting on a return call. I know you mentioned two mics and 
shelly told me that you said 1 or 3 so I just wanted to be clear on that. 

I checked the ILAS website and they did have the event on their event 
calendar. This is what it said. 

Friday, March 23, 2007, 3/23 4:00-6:00 pm, UNC Student Union, Rm 
3411 Panel Presentations: 3/24 9:00 am - 4:00 pm, Franklin 
Center Rm 240 (Duke) 

Race, Representation, and Citizenship in the Americas 

This two-day symposium will examine the impact of race on notions of 
citizenship and national belonging in Latin America and the Caribbean, 
and explore how African-descended communities have sought to transform 
their status through diverse modes of cultural and political 
representation. Schedule: Friday, March 23 - Keynote Lecture by Dr. 
Michael Hanchard. Saturday, March 24 - panel presentations by faculty 
and graduate students. Organized by the Carolina!Duke Afro-Latin Issues 
and Perspectives Working Group. Free, but registration is required for 
Saturday. Please Contact: Reena Goldthree rg3@duke.edu for more information. 

I will be looking out for your delivery and I will be expecting Reena 
Goldthree. I could see about maybe hand delivering some of the posters 
and if that doesnt work out I would think Carolina Mail would be fine. 

Let me know if there is anything Im missing. 

Thanks, 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 14, 2007 10:43 AM 

Saine, Deborah <deborah_saine@DENTISTRY.UNC.EDU> 
Re: A Luncheon Invitation from Carolina’s 2006 SECC Chair 

I would like to attend. Thank you! 

Travis Gore 

Saine, Deborah wrote: 

Good afternoon -- 

Dr. John N. Williams, chairman of Carolina’s 2006 State Employees 
Combined Campaign and dean of the School of Dentistry, would like to 
cordially invite you to a buffet luncheon at The Carolina Inn’s Hill 
Ballroom, beginning at noon on April 5, to thank you for your hard 
work in the campaign. 

Carolina’s 2006 SECC effort, themed "Carolina Together: Supporting a 
Great Cause," raised more than $760,000 on behalf of hundreds of 
organizations that help people in need. The entire North Carolina SECC 
raised $4.8 million statewide - setting a new record - in the 2006 
campaign. Carolina’s campaign made a big difference, and you also made 
a big difference in our university’s SECC success. 

Please respond to this hmcheon invitation no later than March 16 to 
let us know if you are able/unable to attend. 

Best wishes, 

Deb 

Deb Saine 

Director of Communications 

UNC-Chapel Hill School of Dentistry 

966-8512 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 12, 2007 1:33 PM 

Roberta Ann Dunbar <radunbar@email.unc.edu> 
Re: CV Margaret Lee 

*Margaret C. Lee* 

Margaret C. Lee is an associate professor in the Department of African 
and Afro-American Studies at the University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill. Her major publications include/The Political Economy of 
Regionalism in Southern Africa/(2003);/SADCC: The Political Economy of 
Development in Southern Africa! (1989);/Unfinished Business: The Land 
Crisis in Southern Africa/(2003), co-editor and !The State and 
Democracy in Africa/(1997,1998), co-editor. Professor Lee is currently 
a member of"The New Scramble for Africa’’ research project sponsored by 
the Dag Hammarskjold Foundation, the Nordic Africa Institute, and the 
Institute for Strategic Studies and co-organizer of a Harry Frank 
Guggenheim Foundation conference on "China and Africa," to be held at 
the Centre for Chinese Studies, University of Stellenbosch (South 
Africa) in October 2007. 

Roberta Ann Dunbar wrote: 

Hi folks, 
I thought I had a c.v. for Margaret, but I don’t. If you have one, 
could you please forward to me for introductory purposes at the 
Saturday session. 
Thanks. 
Ann 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 26, 2007 9:53 AM 

~unc.edu> 

lunch 

Whats up 

Just a reminder about lunch today and also what time can you do it? You 

know I always go at noon but Debby said she might have to take care of 
something about that time so she said you and I could go then and you 

and her could go another time unless you could do it at lpm today. 

Alright, just let me know. 

Thanks 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 8, 2007 2:04 PM 

hildebra@email.unc.edu 
Re: New Lights 

Oh thank you. Very nice. Hope you like it! 

hildebra@email.unc.edu wrote: 

> Dear Debby & Tmvis, 
> 
> They installed the new lights in my office yesterday. Feel free to 
> check them out. -Reg 
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Overview-Clear Drinkin Water S stems 
TM 

Portable, self-contained or custom designed systems built to 
provide 

clean drinking water utilizing surface water or well water 
sources. 

What are the overall health benefits of clean water? 

In developing countries, four-fifths of all illnesses are caused by 
waterborne disease 
with diarrhea being the leading cause of childhood death. Water sources 
are typically 
contaminated with raw sewage, silt, oil or chemical wastes and cause 
diarrhea and 
dysentery. Infectious diseases are caused by pathogenic bacteria, viruses 
and 
protozoa that are most common and create widespread health risks 
associated with 
drinking water. With proper operation and maintenance, the Clear 
Drinking Water 
Systems (COWS) unit produced by Alaska Small Water Systems LLC will 
provide good, clean, potable water and reduce the potential for illnesses. 

What are the overall benefits of the Clear Drinkin Water S 

stem 

COWS units have the capability to remove organic and inorganic constituents that 
cause 

illness (i.e.-arsenic, nitrate, radio nuclides, fluoride, and synthetic organic chemicals.) 

For more 
than 20 years, CDWS units have been designed and operate to meet or exceed U.S. 

Government Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) water quality standards for the 

control, 
removal and/or minimization of items listed below: 



a. Bacterial contamination - will surpass current EPA standards for 

bacterial 
colonies contaminants. 

b. Fecal Coliform and E. Coli - system effluent passes the water quality 
standards 

set by the EPA. 
c. Turbidity - meets the less than 1 NTU current EPA standards. 
d. Heavy metals - includes removing lead, iron, sulphur_ individual 

specific problem 

metals or inorganics can be addressed based upon an actual Certified 
Laboratory 

Source Water Analysis for a particular application. 
e. Giardia cysts and viruses _removal rate is 99.9% or Log 3. 

f. Cryptosporidium cyst - removal rate is 99% or Log 2. 
g. Trihalomethanes .because of the efficient initial treatment stages the 

CDWS 

system utilizes very low levels of Chlorine (in the form of liquid chlorine 

bleach), 
which results in significant lower levels of trihalomethanes. 

Svs_F! ! !L. Uses: 
a. Logging and mining camps 
b. Remote or underdeveloped areas or villages 
C. Resorts & housing developments 
d. Hospitals, clinics, schools, ships (that access flesh water from 
port facilities) 
e. Disaster areas - after hurricanes, earthquakes or other natural 
disasters 

Exclusive Worldwide Agent~for Clear Drinking Water 

Systems TM www. c leardrinkingwatersystems, corn 

ALASKA SMALL WATER SYSTEMS, L.L.C. 
P.O. Box 9441 
Ketchikan, Alaska 99901 USA 
Tel/Fax: 907.225.4513 www. cleardrinkingwatersystems, com 

November, 2006 



Alaska Small Water Systems, LLC, is a culmination of twenty plus years of joint effort by 
Larry Green of 

Southeast Piping and Consulting of Ketchikan, Alaska and Bill Baxandall, P.E. of Superior 

Engineering 
Technologies, Inc. of Houghton, Michigan in the design, development and construction of 

potable water 
treatment systems using surface waters or well water under the influence of surface 

waters. Our water 
treatment system concept was initiated in 1984 and has been in use since then throughout 

Southeast Alaska. 

Since the design and construction of the team’s first water treatment system, Mr. Green, a 
master plumber, 

and Mr. Baxandall, a registered professional engineer, have utilized their vast field 
experience and operational 

knowledge to develop a simple, functional water treatment system for use in remote areas 
as well as small 

isolated communities. 

The water treatment system design concept utilizes primarily bag or cartridge filtration with 
chlorine 

disinfection. In 1995, in an effort to improve the system in light of the high organics in the 
surface waters of 

Southeast Alaska and their effect on filter loading and the potential for formation of 
trihalomethanes, we started testing the system with adding ozone to the treatment stream. 
Recently, this has been expanded to 

also include the use of ultra-violet. We have worked with Dr. David Hand of Michigan 
Technological University in the USA doing several Senior Class student projects in the testing 
of the treatment system using these 

components to further assure consistent results in the treatment process. 

Though all of the systems follow the same basic design concepts, each system is 
developed to be site specific, fully recognizing the needs of the people being served by the 
system. The flexibility of the basic 

design concept allows each individual system to meet varying flows, raw water quality, 
storage needs, and 

distribution parameters, while keeping system costs reasonable. 

Throughout the development of the water treatment system, the objective has been to 
keep the system 

simple with a reasonable cost for both construction and operation. The system is 
redundant in several 

aspects, the objective being the ability for the system to perform adequately should there 
be a failure of one of 

the components within the system. Being used often in remote locations, its maintenance 
and operation 

needs have had to remain functional under a variety of demands and operating 
parameters. 



The lack of available highly trained plant operators and the costs associated with them 
have mandated the 

need for a water treatment system that can be simply operated and maintained by 
individuals at the site with a 

minimum of training. The training provided with the treatment system is geared to the 
individuals who will 

have the responsibility for the operation and maintenance of their new system. 

Treatment systems to date have varied in size from individual residences using 300 
gallons per day to 

remote resorts and small communities using up to 25,000 gallons per day. Past system 
operation and 

maintenance has shown the system to be cost effective in treating up to 40,000 gallons 
per day. 

An Alaska Small Water Systems treatment plant can be supplied as a complete system 
within a portable 

container that is within weight limitations for helicopter transport. The treatment system can 
be transported to 

a site for short term use and then moved to the next site as need arises. The only needs 
for setup of our water treatment systems at a remote location or disaster site are: 1) a 
connection to a raw water supply and 

2) a portable generator, if electrical service is required for the system operation and local 
service is not 

available. 

Simplicity in the Treatment of Potable 

Water 
Overview 

Clear Drinking Water SystemsTM 
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Physical 
System. 
The COWS unit are fully assembled in Alaska, USA and built into the twenty 
foot ocean shipping container which houses it. After arrival at the buyer’s site 
(i.e.-physical pad), the unit must then be hooked up to the water and power 
sources on location at the site where the water will be treated. In most 
instances, the ocean shipping container housing the unit is within weight 
limitations for helicopter transport. COWS units can be sized & custom made for 
various applications: 

a. Containerized COWS units - can be shipped by air, sea, rail or truck. 
1. Basic Units need an electrical supply source. If one is not available 

locally, an alternative portable unit can be added to the system. 
2. One thousand (1 ,OOO) gallon water storage/staging tank, 
standard. 
3. Filters, UV, Ozone and Chlorine units and pumping systems, 



standard. 
4. COWS units treating 5 to 20 thousand gallons per day are installed in 20 

foot ocean container units. COWS units treating 25 to 40 
thousand gallons per day are installed in a single 40-foot ocean 
container or two (2) 20-foot ocean containers. 

5. In all systems where there are short periods of very high demand, an 
external or separately housed water storage tank will be needed. 
b. System design allows each individual COWS unit to meet varying flows, 
properly treat raw water sources and provide adequate clean water storage 
needs. 
C. The system is redundant to assure reliable performance in the event of 
a 

component failure or during maintenance periods, d. COWS units are 
walk-in units with electrical outlets for tools and extra lighting, e. For cold / 
hot weather areas, CDWS self-contained systems are insulated and 
come with lighting. 
f. Electrical requirements - either a local 50Hz or 60Hz supply system or a 
separate ocean container unit or shed with a generator and extra storage 

tank. 

Please bear in mind that COWS units are individually customized based on the customers’ technical 
and budgetary estimates. The "Basic" COWS unit prices and technical specs included herein are a 
framework for discussions about the most feasible way to address water and sanitation problems in 
locations where basic 
infrastructure and highly skilled technical personnel are often absent. The COWS is not a 
desalinization system. 

Tralnino & 
ODe. !:iHi!w. :. 
Once the basic CDWS unit has been installed and adjusted for proper operation, 
trained, local personnel can do the ongoing maintenance and operation. Onsite 
training of local personnel at the buyer’s site can be accomplished in 3 to 5+ days at 
an additional cost, provided that the language ’barrier does not present a problem. 
Persons with basic mechanical skills can be taught to handle the system properly in 
most cases. (i.e. At one remote site the wife of a logging camp manager was trained 
and successfully served as the camp’s CDWS operator. ) 

o erat/on and Maintenance: 
Maintenance is simple and can be performed by trained local personnel. Parts or 
equipment are readily available from the Manufacturer. On site replacement of these 
items can in most cases be done easily and quickly. 
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executing the following 
tasks: 



a. Checking and changing filters. 
b. Monitoring turbidity and adjusting the system accordingly. 
c. Monitoring the Ozone and UV Generators for proper operation. 
d. Monitoring the chlorine level and adjusting for proper application of 
chlorine 

based upon the system outlet design and distribution system. 
e. General maintenance of pumps, pipes and other associated equipment. 

L~fe SDan of the System: 

The average basic system has a minimum design life of ten years (10 yrs) with some 
components lasting considerably longer. On-going maintenance by trained personnel 
is 

needed for: 

a. Filter replacement (depends on turbidity and other factors) 
b. UV lamps (approximate life span of 12 months) 
c. Ozone Corona Tubes (approximately 4 to 6 years) 
d. Replacing Pumps as needed - depends on actual load and water 
quality 

BASIC CDWS UNIT PRICES, FOB Seattle, WA, USA: 
Model Number Gallons of Water Treated Per Day 

5K CDWS 
1 OK CDWS 
15K CDWS 
20K CDWS 
30K CDWS 
40K CDWS 

Price (USD) 
5 000 $ 
10 000 $ 
15 000 $ 
20 000 $ 
30 000 $ 
40 000 $ 

Technically effective, 

efficien!! 
time-tested and cost 

Basic CDWS units are sized to treat from 5,000 to 40,000 US gallons of water 
per day and provide a consistent, clean, potable drinking water supply. 

ALL BASIC CDWS SYSTEM PRICES INCLUDE: 
a. Full Review of the client’s Certified Laboratory Source Water Analysis. 
b. Engineering & Design of the system based upon the certified source water 



analysis and completed client questionnaire. 
c. Training for ten (10) days at the ASWS plant in Ketchikan, Alaska, USA 

to two (2) trainees designated by the buyer as the local CDWS operating 
personnel. Trainees will participate in the construction of the unit in order to 

Exclusive Worldwide Agent~for Clear Drinking Water SystemsTM 
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proper operation and maintenance. 
Buyer is responsible for trainees’ 

transportation to and from Ketchikan, Alaska plus all appropriate 
travel documents. ASWS covers lodging, food and transportation in 
Ketchikan, Alaska 

for the ten (10) days of training. 
d. Support documentation and operations manual. 
e. Replacement filters provided for the first year’s operation. 
f. Follow-up site visits take place about the third and ninth month to 
review the 

system’s basic operations and assist with any concerns or 
questions. 
g. Warranty period of 180 days - extended warranty available. 

ADDITIONAL COSTS FOR A BASIC CDWS SYSTEM: 
a. All Transportation Costs of the portable CDWS unit from the FOB point 

in Seattle, Washington, USA to the client’s installation site. 
Presently, our freight forwarders estimate ocean delivery to any 
world-safe port for less than USD 
$5,000.00. Subject to final confirmation. 

b. On site, in-country installation of the system. 
c. Portable generator or other systems necessary to supply electrical 
power for the 

CDWS unit if local electricity is not available. 
d. Training of personnel at the installation site, when appropriate and 

if available, 
include travel costs (Business Class), per diem of a minimum of US 

$250/day & a 
US $350/day administrative/training fee. 



CLIENT RESPONSmlLITIES These costs are "not" included in the Basic 
Price a. Initial Certified Laboratory Source Water Analysis-analysis of the 
input water 

source the client will treat with the CDWS unit. 
b. Electrical power supply costs to the CDWS site and hookup to the 
CDWS unit. c. Physical site "pad" preparation - insuring the site is made 
level and ready for 

placement of the containerized CDWS system. This also includes 
any government licenses and certifications that the client must 
secure for: ownership or control of the site, construction, preparation, 
setup and long-term operation and maintenance. 

d. On site installation and connection of piping for the CDWS system from 
the source water or to the distribution system. The Manufacturer can 
assist in this process with terms and conditions to be negotiated such 
as supply of piping, spigots, meters, design of water distribution 
system, etc. 

e. Travel and per diem costs for Client’s support personnel to and from the 
site. 

Note: All prices are subject to final confirmation due to the unique variances at each site 
which may include, but are not limited to: input water sources and availability, location and 
site considerations, degree of contamination, 

number of units being ordered, additional training and servicing requirements, etc. per 
buyerlfinancing 

requirements. 

Simplicity in the Treatment of 
Potable Water 
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TRAINING 

ASWS customers have two options to receive training in the setup, maintenance and operation of 
the water and 
sanitation units. Training includes, but is not limited to: 

CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION: 
1. Instructions on setting up the process 



2. Basic operation of the system 

HANDS ON INSTRUCTION: 
1. Standard operating and maintenance procedures 
2. Inspection and monitoring of the system 

Once the basic CDWS unit has been installed and adjusted for proper operation, then trained, 
local personnel 

can do the ongoing maintenance and operation. Onsite training of personnel can be accomplished 

expeditiously, provided that the language barrier does not present a problem. Personnel to be 

trained must have at least a high school level education. Persons with basic mechanical skills can 

be taught to handle the system properly in 
most cases. (i.e. At one remote site the wife of a logging camp manager was trained and 
successfully served as 

the camp’s CDWS operator.) In the event that no trainees speak English, Buyer is responsible to 

provide a 
highly qualified translator during installation and training sessions. 

TRAINING OPTION ONE: Onsite training at the ASWS facility is included in the price of the 

water 
and sanitation unit. Buyer is responsible for trainees’ transportation to and from Ketchikan, 

Alaska, 
USA. Ten (10) days of training at the ASWS plant in Ketchikan, Alaska, USA for up to two (2) 

trainees (i.e. 
local operating personnel) designated by the buyer. Trainees will participate in the construction 
of the unit in 
order to learn proper operation and maintenance. Buyer is responsible for trainees’ transportation 
to and from 
Ketchikan, Alaska plus all appropriate travel documents. ASWS covers lodging, food and 
transportation in 
Ketchikan, Alaska for the ten (10) days of training. 

TRAINING OPTION TWO: Price to be negotiated based on assistance required. Training at the 
customer’s location (to be named) after water and sanitation unit arrives in-country. Buyer is 
responsible for: 

a) Off-loading, storage, preparation and transport of the unites) from the destination port to 
the individual 
unit site in-country. 

b) Physical site" pad" preparation - insuring the site is made level and ready for placement of the 
containerized CDWS system. This also includes any government licenses and certifications that 
the client must 

secure for: ownership or control of the site, construction, preparation- setup and long-term 



operation and 
maintenance. 

c) Onsite installation and connection of piping for the CDWS system from the source water or 
to the 

distribution system. The Manufacturer can assist in this process with terms and conditions to be 

negotiated such 
as supply of piping, spigots, meters, design of water distribution system, etc. 

Simplicity in the Treatment of 
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", Subject, ~eference Lettter for Alaska Small Water Treatment 

Systems 

To Whom This 

May Concern: 

The Civil :a’nd EhviroiimentEl! Erigl--e-ring Department at Michigan Technological Uni 

\lersity 

(MTU)’jocated th Houghtori, Michl~ianhas worked extensively with the Alaska Small 

Water 

t’reatmerit System’..(ASWTSp6r the past six years. In 1999, MTU installed and operated 



a-riASWTS’plant"in"bUr Environmental Engineering Unit Operations Laboratory to 

evaluate 

,theperfbf.rii, oflhe :UniUomeet present drinking water standards. The study was 
performed: aS a ,part of the Senior Design Class for Environmental Engineers. Trie 

students: evaluated tfsuiiace:water\.vith low color. The results iorm the 
study showed that 

, ’the ASWTSuhit~met aU"the EPp’-staridards for drinking water treatment. In addition, the 

- students fo’und fh"at tlie8.nit ’Was’ e’asy assemble and operate. They found the 

simplicity of 
the design:to be a positive aspecf6f the system as compared to more complicated 
water 

treatment devices. 

lil’ the’fall of’2000;, another Sldy on-the ASWTS was performed by another Senior 

Design 
Group atMTU, The pU’rpos’eof, the study was to evaluate whether the 
system could met al 
the’EPA- guidelines’,and regulations as well as remove the color from a surface 
water with high color (28 GU). The:results"of the study showed that the unit easily 
met all the EPA standards for drinking water, treatment and the students optimized the 
ozone system to remove’the ’color,unit-nrom 28 t6:less than 1.0. Results from their 
study were presented at 
the 2000 Alaska AWWA conference held in Anchorage, A~ 

-The,ASWTS is’as’imple’ system-without a lot oi complicated equipment that is easy 

to 

operate~ and maintain. The Units are compact and can be easily designed or 

configured to 
trearalniost any wate’r sourc’e~:’ I highly recommend the unit for small urban or 
remote 
regions whereoperalor skilled..training may not be available. Maintenance on the 
unit is 
also easy ’to’ p’e’rfor’rn: ’Wyou have any questions about the performance of these 

water 

feel free to conlact me. 

) ,,.l’"’Lv 
J ;avid W. Hand, 

PhD. 

III 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 9, 2007 8:49 AM 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
Re: travel dates 

ok, thanks 

Deborah Crowder wrote: 

> I’ve got to look at dates so don’t book a ticket until next week, if 
> flaat is ok. dc 

> stgore@email.unc.edu wrote: 

>> ok, so here is what Im thinking with flae dates. The last day of 
>> summer school is Friday the 27fla. I wanted to leave soon after that 
>> but it turns out flaat Ive got a damn wedding flaat is on Saturday 
>> August 4fla. I was gonna skip flae wedding but my family really really 
>> wants me flaere because its flae wedding of a friend of the family so 
>> they feel I need to be in attendance. I would need to get on my trip 
>> soon after though so I was thinking of taking off on that Monday 
>> August flae 6th. I would be in the air for the entire day and 
>> wouldnt arrive to my destination until sometime flae next day on flae 
>> 7th. So I was flainking i would stay there through the week and have 
>> the weekend and depart on flae following tuesday which would give me a 
>> week flaat I would have to take oft’. Now ifI left to come back on 
>> that Tuesday I would again fly all through the day and night and 
>> arrive on Wed. flae 15th. IfI got enough sleep on flae plane I bet I 
>> could come in for a half day on that Wed. I want to warn you I might 
>> be looking a little rough that day! But I would have the whole end 
>> offlae week plus the beginning of the next week to get ready for fall 
>> semester and I would be refreshed, recharged and ready to hit the 
>> ground running. Plus Id have that entire week after summer school to 
>> get a lot of things ready before I left. Also using these dates 
>> wouldnt even conflict with a pay day. So looking at it that we have 
>> about 3 weeks between summer school and fall semester I would be 
>> taking in that middle week. Under this plan it would give me two 
>> plus days for time ~xaveling in the air and then flaat would allow me 
>> a week at my vacation spot which is probably what is needed to make 
>> it worfla it when you factor in the price of ticket and length of 
>> travel time to get flaere. Also think of this as a vacation for you 
>> by having time away from me. haha! I really wouldnt be gone that 
>> long. It will go by really fast and I would be back before you know 
>> it. And also something to keep in mind is to remember that in flaese 
>> days leading up to my trip Im going to be working so hard in flae 
>> office that you might not even recognize me! So let me know what you 
>> think about this. How does it sound? Is it ok wifla you? Again, 
>> thank you for your time. Have a good weekend ifI dont see you. 
>> 
>> Travis 

>> Quoting Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu>: 

>>> Just give me the dates, dc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 10, 2007 9:31 PM 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Timothy McMillan <tj m 1 @email.unc. edu> 

Re: Mystery solved 

So Im not crazy! I was right that someone did in fact 

Deborah Crowder wrote: 

> Hi folks. I have now spoken to both of Tim’s problem students. 
is white with the last name       I don’t remember the 

> African American student’s name, but he is the one with 
> dc 

> 
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Articles 
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UNDP, No. 2, 2000 pp 40-50. 
"Funding Afican Studies in the Twenty-First Century" Africa Today 44, 2 April-June 1997 pp 183-187 
"Mamdani and the Analysis of African Society: A Review" African Socioloqical Review 1, 2, 1997, pp. 138-140 
"Critical Notes on Africa’s Second Liberation" in In the Spirit of Christ-One Humanity, One Struflflle, One Hope 

edited by Ndugu T’Ofori-Atta and Darius Leander Swann (Lithonia, GA: SCP/-I-hird World Literature 
Publishing House, 1994) pp. 81-87 

"Africa in the New World Order: the Role of International Financial Institutions" in In the Spirit of Christ--One 
Humanity, One Struflflle, One Hope edited by Ndugu T’Ofori-Atta and Darius Leander Swamm 
(Lithonia, GA: SCP/-I-hird World Literature Publishing House, 1994) pp 89-112. 

"Reform Politics and the Democratization Process in Africa" African Studies Review 31, 1, 1994, pp. 133-149 
"Development, Democracy and NGOs in Africa" Scandanavian Journal of Development Alternatives 12, 2&3 

(June-September 1993): 277-291. 
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(Spring 1993) 129-147 
"Building Pluralist Democracy in Africa" MidSouth Political Science Journal Vol. 13, Spring 1992, pp.87-105. 
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"The Quest for Pluralist Democracy in Kenya" TransAfrica Forum, Fall 1990, pp.73-82. 
"The State of Politics in Africa: The Corporatist Factor" Studies in Comparative International Development, 24, 1 

Spring 1989, pp.5-19. 
"Nyerere and the Future of Tanzanian Public Policy" TransAfrica Forum, vol.5, no.4 Summer 1988, pp.3-17. 
"The Politics of International Debt in Africa" Africa Quarterly, vol. XXVII no.i, February 1988, pp.18-41. 



"On the Concept of Corporatism and the African State" Studies in Comparative International Development vol. 
22, no.4 Winter 1986/87, pp.33-54. 

"Why Comparative Advantage is Bad for Africa" Social Science vol. 72 no.l, Spring 1987, pp.61-64. 
"Political Choices and the African Development Experience" African Political Science Review, vol. 1 no. 1 May 

1986, pp.43-60. 

Book Chapters 
"Urban Education in Africa: Section Editors’ Introduction" in Kevin Brennan and Julius E Nyang’oro 
eds. 

International Handbook of Urban Education: Africa _(2007) pp 3-22 
"Civil Society and Political Development in Tanzania: An Introduction" in Andrew S Kiondo and Julius E 

Nyang’oro eds. Civil Society and Development in Tanzania (Harare: MWENGO, 2006) pp 8-18 
"Ethnic Structure, Inequality and Public Sector Governance in Tanzania" in YusufBangura ed. 

Ethnic Inequalities and 
Public Sector Governance (New York: Palgrave, 2006) pp 322-340 

"The Economic Context of Conflict in Africa" in Carolyn Pumphrey and Rye Schwartz-Barcott eds. 
Armed Conflict in 

Africa (Lanham, MD: The Scarecrow Press, 2003) pp 69-86. 
"The Future of New Regionalism in Africa: Regional Governance, Human Security/Development and 
Beyond" 

with Timothy M Shaw, et.al, in J. Andrew Grant and Fredrik Soderbaum eds. The New 
Regionalism in 

Africa .(Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2003) pp 192-206. 
"The Challenge of Development in Tanzania: The Legacy of Julius Nyerere" in David A. McDonald and 

Eunice Njeri Sahle eds. The Leqacies of Julius Nyerere: Influences on Development Discourse 
And Practice in Africa (Trenton, N J: Africa World Press, 2002) pp 27-38. 

"Globalization, the State and Economic Development in Africa" in I. Ikubolajeh Logan ed. Globalization, the 
Third World State, and Poverty Alleviation in the 21st Century (Aldershot, England: Ashgate, 2002) 
pp 77-88. 

"Civil Society and Democratic Development in Eastern and Southern Africa" in Obiama M. Iheduru ed. 
Contendin.q Isuues in African Development: Advances, Challen.qes, and the Future (Westport, CT: 
Greenwood, 2001) pp 89-100. 
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Richard Stubbs and Geoffrey R.D. Underhill eds. Political Economy and the Chanflinfl Global Order 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000) pp. 274-283. 

Expanded version published in African Journal of Political Science 5, 1, June 2000 pp 14-28. 
"Civil Society, Structural Adjustment and Democratization in Kenya" in Remonda Bensabat Kleinberg and 

Janine A. Clark eds. Economic Liberalization, Democratization and Civil Society in the Developinfl 
World (New York: St. Martin’s, 2000) pp 91-108 

"Democracy and Development in Eastern and Southern Africa: The Role of Civil Society" in Julius E. Nyang’oro 
ed. Civil Society and Democratic Development in Africa: Perspectives from Eastern and Southern 
Africa (Harare: MWENGO, 1999), pp 1-15. 

"Hemmed In? The State in Africa and Global Liberalization" in David A. Smith, et. al eds. State and Sovereiflnty 
in the Global Economy (London: Routledge, 1999) pp. 264-277. 

"The Politics of Constitution-Making in Kenya, 1992-1997: A Commentary" in Willy Mutunga, Constitution- 
Makinq From The Middle: Civil Society and Transition Politics in Kenya, 1992-1997 (Nairobi/Harare: 
SAREAT/MWENGO, 1999) 273-280. 



"Civil Society, Democratization, and State Building in Kenya and Tanzania" in Kidane Mengisteab and Cyril 
Daddieh eds. State Buildinq and Democratization in Africa: Faith, Hope, and Realities (Westport, CT: 
Praeger, 1999) pp 183-199 

"African Foreign Policies and the Next Millennium: Alternative Perspectives, Practices and Possibilities" with 
Timothy M. Shaw in Stephen Wright ed. African Foreifln Policies (Boulder, CO Westview, 1999) pp. 
237-248. 

"The Depth of Democratic Change in Africa" in J.N.K. Mugambi, ed. Democracy and Development in Africa: 
The Role of Churches (Nairobi: All Africa Conference of Churches, 1997) pp 129-154. 

"Post-Apartheid Kenya-South Africa Relations" in Larry A. Swatuk and David R. Black eds. Bridflinfl the Rift: 
The New South Africa in Africa (Boulder, CO: Westview, 1997) 171-181 

An expanded version published in Lesotho Social Science Review, 2,4 December 1998 pp 49-83 
"Critical Notes on Political Liberalization in Africa" Journal of Asian and African Studies 31, 1-2, 1998, pp. 113- 

124. Also published in E. Ike Odogu ed. Democracy and Democratization in Africa: Toward the 21st 
Century (New York: E.J. Brill, 1997) pp. 112-124 

"The African State in the Global Economic Context" with Timothy M. Shaw in Leonardo A. Villalon and Phillip 
Huxtable eds. The African State at the End of the Twentieth Century: The Challenqe of Restructurinfl. 
(Boulder, CO: Lynne Reinner) pp. 27-42 

"Discourses on Democracy in Africa: An Introduction" in Discourses on Democracy: Africa in Comparative 
Perspective edited by Julius E. Nyang’oro (Dar es Salaam University Press, 1998). 

"Africa’s Environmental Problems" in Understandinfl Contemporary Africa: Continuity and Chanfle, 3rd edition 
edited by April A. Gordon and Donald L. Gordon (Boulder, CO: Lynne Rienner, 2001) pp.217- 243. 
First Edition,1992 pp.151-173; Second Edition,1998 pp.195-219; Third Edition,2001 pp.217-243; 
Fourth Edition, 2007 pp.235-284 

"Reflections on the State, Democracy and NGOs in Africa" in The South at the end of the Twentieth Century 
edited by Larry A. Swatuk and Timothy M. Shaw (New York: St. Martin’s, 1994) 

"Africa’s Road to Independence (1945-1980)" in Africana Studies: An Introductory Survey of Africa and the 
Diaspora edited by Mario Azevedo (Durham: Carolina Academic Press, 2005): 183-172. 
First Edition, 1992; Second Edition, 2000; Third Edition, 2005 

"African Development in the New International Division of Labor" with Timothy M. Shaw in Nyang’oro and 
Shaw, eds. Beyond Structural Adiustment in Africa: The Political Economy of Sustainable and "The 
Evolving Role of the African State Under Structural Adjustment" in Nyang’oro and Shaw, Beyond 
Structural Adiustment in Africa: The Political Economy of Sustainable and Democratic Development 
(New York: Praeger, 1992) pp.11-27. 

"Corporatism in Africa in the 1990s: Toward a New African Studies?" with Timothy Shaw in Corporatism in 
Africa (1989) pp.1-15. Reprinted in TRANSITION: Journal of the Institute of Development Studies, 
University of Guyana, 18, 1992, pp.50-81. 

"State Corporatism in Tanzania" in Corporatism in Africa, (1989) pp.87-82. 

Book Reviews 

Felicia Arudo Yieke, ed. East Africa: In Search of National and Re.qional Renewal (Dakar: CODESRIA, 2005) 
In Africa Today 53, 3:2007 pp. 125-127. 

Gilbert M. Khadiagala, Allies in Diversity: The Frontline States in Southern Africa Security, 1975- 1993 
(Athens, OH: Ohio University Press, 1994) in Journal of Developinfl Areas 30:4, July 1998: 580-581. 



S.N. Sangmpam, Pseudocapitalism and the Overpoliticized State: Reconcilinq Politics and Anthropolo.qy in 
Zaire (Brookfield, VT., 1994) in Africa Today 42, 4:1995 pp. 112- 113. 

Giovanni Andrea Cornia, et al, eds., Africa’s Recovery in the 1980’s (New York, NY, 1992) in Studies in 
Comparative International Development, 30, 1:1995 pp. 100- 102. 

D. Apter and C.G. Rosberg, eds. Political Development and the New Realism in Sub-Saharan Africa 
(Charlottesville, 1994) in Journal of Developinfl Areas 29, 2 January 1995: 290- 292. 

D.L. Horowitz, A Democratic South Africa? Constitutional Enflineerinfl in a Divided Society. (Berkeley, 1991) 
The World Bank, Sub-Saharan Africa: From Crisis to Sustainable Growth. A Lonfl-Term Perspective Study 

(Washington, D.C.: 1989)in Africa Today 37, 3 1990, pp. 60-61. 
K.A.B. Okoko, Socialism and Self-Reliance in Tanzania (New York, 1986) and Michael Hodd, ed. Tanzania 

After Nyerere (New York, 1988) joint review in Africa Today 36, 2 1989, pp. 71-72. 
D. Bolton, Nationalization- A Road to Socialism? The Case of Tanzania (London, 1985) in Africa Today 34, 1 

and 2, 1987, pp. 131-132. 
A. Yansane, Decolonization in West African States with French Colonial Leflacy (Cambridge, Mass., 1984) in 

Canadian Journal of African Studies 20,2 1986, pp.313-314. 
P. Schwab, Ethiopia: Politics, Economics and Society (Boulder, 1985)in American Political Science Review, 

79, 4 1985, pp.1224-1225. 
I. Wallerstein, Historical Capitalism (London, 1983) and J. Iliffe, The Emerqence of African Capitalism 

(Minneapolis, 1983) joint review in African Studies Review 27, 3 1984, pp.111-113. 
M. Mamdani, Imperialism and Fascism in Uflanda (London, 1983)in Canadian Journal of African Studies 18, 2 

1984, pp.481-483. 
A.M. Babu, African Socialism or Socialist Africa? (London, 1981) in Journal of Modern African Studies, 21, 2 

1983, pp. 338-341. 

Other Publicatioins/Consultancy Reports 
"Biographical Sketch of Bereket Habte Selassie" Societies Without Borders, 2, 2007 p. 50 
"The Transition to Sustainable Democracy in South Africa and the Strategic Role of UASID" with Hal Lipmann, 

Robert Mattes and Robin Silver (Washington DC: Management Systems International, March 2001) 
44pp 

"A Middle-Level Dialogue in Burundi: An Assessment of Effective Practices" (Washington DC: Management 
Systems International, March 2001) 18pp 

"Local Level Intergroup Peace Building in Southern Sudan: An Assessment of Effective Practices" 
(Washington DC: Management Systems International, March 2001) 23pp 

"A political Scientist’s View of Advocay" All Africa Conference of Churches, Emer.qin.q Power of Civil Society 
in Africa (Nairobi: AACC, 1992) pp15-18 

Special Professional Recognition/Affiliation 
Facilitator, Fast Forward to the Future Project, MWENGO, Harare, Zimbabwe 2003-Present 

President, African Association of Political Science, Diaspora Chapter 2000-2005 
Outstanding Faculty Award, Class of 2000, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Member, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill Academy of Distinguished Scholars since July 1, 1999 
Students’ Undergraduate Teaching Award, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 1990/91 
Faculty, Salzburg Seminar, Salzburg, Austria Session 360, "Sustaining the Independent Sector: Fall 1998 
Director, Burch Field Research Seminar, to South Africa, Fall 1999; Fall 2002 
Research Associate, Centre for African Studies, University of Cape Town, Fa111999; Fall 2002 
Member, African Studies Association Board of Directors 1995-98 
Faculty, Uongozi (Leadership) Institute for East Africa 1998-2002 



Member and Chair of Steering Committee, Civil Society Program for Poverty Reduction in Sub-Saharan Africa 
CODESRIA/UNDP 1998-2000 

Membership in Professional Organizations 

African Studies Association-USA (Life Member), Member Board of Directors 1995-1998 
African Association of Political Science (Africa) 
Association of Third World Studies (Life Member) 
American Political Science Association 
International Studies Association 
South-East Regional Seminar in African Studies 

Academic Reviews for Tenure/Promotion 
Boston University, 2007 
Binghamton University 2006 
The Pennsylvania State University 2005 
University of the Western Cape 2003 
University of Botswana, 2003 
Miami University, 2002 
Old Dominion University 1997 
University of Dar es Salaam, 1997/1998/2002/2003 
University of Georgia, 2002/2003 
Binghamton University, Bingamton, NY 2001/2002 
Thunderbird: The American Graduate School of International Management 1996/97 

University of Texas, Austin 1995 
University of Southern California 1998/99 
University of South Florida 1994/95; 1998/99 
University of Massachussett, Amhest 2000 
University of North Carolina, Charlotte, 1997, 2007 
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign 1999/00 
Bennington College, Vermont 1996 

PhD External Examiner 
University of Cape Town 2006 
Howard University 2003 
Dalhousie University 1994 

Other Professional Activities 
Program Chair, African Political Science Biennual Conference, Cairo Egypt September 2005 
Lectures for USIA, Malawi (Blantyre and Lilongwe), October 2002 
Visiting Professor, Institute of Foreign Affairs/USAID, Asmara, Eritrea, July 2001 
African Studies Association (USA) Board of Directors 1995-1998 
Member, African Studies Association Task-Force on Sustainable Development in Africa, 1991-1994 
Member, Current Issues Committee, African Studies Association, 1991-1994 
Member of Editorial Board, The American Review of Politics, 1990-1995 
Mauscript Reviewer for: American Political Science Review 

African Studies Review 
Comparative Politics 
Studies in Comparative International Development 



Canadian Journal of African Studies 
Africa Today 
International Studies Quarterly 
Journal of African Policy Studies 
African Development Foundation 
United States Institue of Peace 
International Institue of Education, Fulbright 

Professional Services-University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 1992-present 
African Studies Center Faculty Advisory Board 2006-present 
Co-Convener, Seminar on "Ecology and Social Processes in Africa" 1993-2006 

Faculty Council 1992-1995 
Pogue Scholarship Selection Committee 1993-2004 
Summer School Administrative Board 1999-2002 
Committee on Cultural Diversity Academic Requirement 1992-94 
Vice Chair/Chair, Conferencce of Chairs in the College of Arts and Sciences, 1994-1996 
"World View" Board of Directors 1999-2006 
Friday Center for Continuing Education Administration Board 2002-2005 

Program in Humanities and Human Values, Faculty Board 1996-2001 
University Speakers’ Bureau 1993-present 

Consultancies (Selected) 
2003-2007, Mwengo: Civil Society, Governance and Political Transition in Eastern and Southern Africa 
1999-2001 USAID/MSI: Governance, Democracy, Civil Society and Conflict Resolution (Sudan, Burundi, 
South Africa) 
1992-present, Consultant, Civil Society Task Force, MWENGO 
1993-1997, Co-Director, Research and Curriculum Development on Women in Africa & the African Diaspora: 

A USIA Affiliation Grant, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and University of Dar es Salaam 
October 1996, Consultation on "Understanding Advocacy" MWENGO/ACTION AID, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia 
July 1995, Consultation on "Public Policy and NGOs in Africa" MWENGO, Harare 
June 1995, Consultation on "Civil Society, Democratization, and Religion in Africa" World Council of Churches, 

Johannesburg, South Africa 
September 1994, Consultation on "Human Rights, Democratization and Civil Society in Africa" Harare, 

Zimbabwe, for the Interchurch Organization for Development cooperative, Zeist, The Netherlands 
August 1994, Consultation on "Democracy and Development" for AACC and World Council of Churches, 

Nairobi, Kenya 
July 1994, Consultation on "Strategy Formulation for NGOs" for MWENGO, Harare, Zimbabwe 
July 1993, Consultation on "Policies for a Post-Apartheid South Africa," the Centre for Policy Studies, 

Johannesburg, South Africa 
August 1993, Consultation "The Receding Role of the State and the Emerging Role of NGOs in Africa," Arusha, 

Tanzania, AACC 
August 1992, Consultation on "Approaches and Skills in Advocacy for Development," Arusha, Tanzania, AACC 



July 1991, Consultation on "Research and Advocacy Agenda for African NGOs," Nakuru, Kenya for MWENGO 
(A Reflection and Development Center for NGOs in Eastern and Southern Africa) 

1991-1993, Conducted a major study on "The Receding Role of the State and Emerging Role of NGOs in 
Africa" for the All Africa Conference of Churches (AACC), Nairobi; subsequently published as Civil 
Society, the State and African Development in the 1990s, a joint publication of the AACC and 
MWENGO (Harare, Zimbabwe) 

Professioinal Skills 

Principally in the area of Democracy and Governance, including: 
Judicial Systems 
Civil/Military Relations 
Legislative Systems 
Political Parties 
Election Systems 
Citizen Participation 
Human Rights 
Mass Media 
Legal Reform 
Civil Society / Civic Organizations 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 7, 2007 10:23 AM 

Julie Pendergraph <jmpender@email.unc.edu> 

gardner 105 

hey Julie, 

Below is a message they sent me so I am still waiting! 

Travis 

Hello, 

We are still currently working with the Law School to help accommodate 
classes displaced by the damage to the brick facade of their building. 
Although we are/hopeful! that we will be able to release rooms to 
evening/weekend departmental representatives by late Thursday, the 
situation is still being assessed and/this is not/a definite date. 
After we are given permission from the registrar for the release, you 
will receive the notification that you can begin scheduling your rooms 
at the time you normally take control. 

Our office will keep you informed and we thank you for your patience. 
Please feel free to call me with any questions. Please forward this to 
any departmental representatives that may not be on the course 
scheduling officers listserv but who make ad hoc reservations in general 
purpose classrooms. 

Thanks 

Renee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 20, 2007 10:38 AM 

LaEula Davis <laeula@email.unc.edu> 
Travel 

Good A.M. LaEula :) 

I was just checking to make sure you received my fax the other day 
because we have been having a problem with the machine and I wanted to 
make sure it was working. 

Thanks 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2007 9:44 AM 

Karla Slocum <kslocum@unc.edu> 

Re: [Fwd: Re: [Fwd: classroom]] 

Hi Karla, 

I was able to get the room changed to the one you wanted in Dey 305. 
Sorry about the problems in Gardner 105. I think it was also too big 
for your class size. The new room should be much better. 

Travis 

Karla Slocum wrote: 

Hi Debby and Travis, 

I would like to see if my class (AFAM 392) can switch to 305 Dey 
Hall. When my class met in 306 Dey a couple of weeks ago I noticed 
that Dey 305 was vacant during that time. I am wondering if it’s 
vacant at that Mon/Wed 3-4:15 slot all semester. I’m currently in 105 
Gardner, which has lots of problems. The air conditioner is very 
noisy so students have trouble hearing me and vice versa. And, when 
we turn the AC off the room is unbearably hot. Also, the computer 
often freezes in the middle of a lecture and I can’t get it to come 
back up for a long time --I’ve contacted the classroom hotline people 
and they say there is nothing they can do about that because the 
system is just old. 
Could you please check for me to see if we can switch to 305 Dey and 
let me know if we can. 

Thanks a lot, 

Karla 

Deborah Crowder wrote: 

>> Looks like you are in business. Take care. Debby 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Subject: 
>> Re: [Fwd: classroom] 
>> From: 
>> Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
>> Date: 
>> Thu, 13 Sep 2007 10:56:27-0400 
>> To: 
>> Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
>> 

>> To: 
>> Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
>> 

>> 

>> Hi Karla, 
>> 
>> I have a room for you for the days you requested. It is Dey Hall 
>> 306. It has 35 movable armchairs. 
>> Travis 
>> 
>> Deborah Crowder wrote: 



>>> Subject: 
>>> classroom 
>>> From: 
>>> Karla Slocum <kslocum@unc.edu> 
>>> Date: 
>>> Wed, 12 Sep 2007 22:30:20 -0400 
>>> To: 
>>> Debby Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

>>> To: 
>>> Debby Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

>>> Hi Debby, 
>>> 
>>> Can you check with classroom scheduling to see if there’s a 
>>> different classroom I can get for AFAM 392 on three dates: Sept 19, 
>>> Oct 10, and Oct 29. I have group activities on these days and the 
>>> classroom I’m is auditorium style where the chairs are fixed to the 
>>> floor. So, I need a classroom where the chairs can be moved so that 
>>> students working in groups can face one another. I was going to 
>>> try to Johnston Center but we’re 4 students over the limit of their 
>>> classrooms. 
>>> 
>>> Can you let me know what you you find that is available? 
>>> 

>>> Thanks, 
>>> 
>>> Karla 
>> 

>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2007 3:39 PM 

Work@FAC.UNC.EDU 
Re: FS Web Request 64149 Pending Further Information 

Hi, 

Can you please cancel this request. Thank you. 

Travis 

Work@FAC.UNC.EDU wrote: 

>The following Facilities’ request is pending further information: 
> 
>You will need to complete this form and submit it to customer service 
> 
> Property ................... BATTLE (056) 
> Location of work ........... Battle Hall 109 
> Requested by ............... Travis Gore 
> Requested .................. 0912612007 14:05:56 
> Web Request Number ......... 64149 
> Description ................ Hi, Who do I contact about getting an estimate for some renovatons on some offices? Thanks. 
> 
>Please provide the additional requested information by replying to this email or contact the Facilities Work Reception Center at 962- 
3456. 
> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2007 2:19 PM 

Perry Hall <hallpa@email.unc.edu> 
Re: could we borrow the cd for acrobat pro, please 

ok, thanks 

Perry Hall wrote: 

This is the original request. 
At 10:33 AM 6/21/2007, you wrote: 

>> Hi Prof. I bought another license for this but didn’t spend the 
>> extra $25 for the cd because I thought I could borrow the one we 
>> bought you. 
>> Thanks much. Debby 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2007 2:33 PM 

Tim McMillan <tj m 1 @email.unc.edu> 

brochure 

reviseddepartment brochurepage2.doc; departmentbrochure.doc 



MAJOR REQUIREMENTS 

All General Education requirements apply. A modern 
foreign language is required. Swahili is encouraged for 
students concentrating in AFRI. Prospective majors are 
encouraged to take AFAM 101 or 102 to satisfy the 
historical analysis Approaches requirement and AFRI 
101 to satisfy the (non-historical) social and behavioral 
sciences Approaches requirement and the beyond the 
North Atlantic world and global issues Connections 
requirements. 

CONCENTRATION IN AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES 

The major requires the completion of 10 courses (30 
hours) including 5 core courses as follows: 

AFRI 101 Introduction to Africa 
AFAM 101 The Black Experience (I) 
AFAM 102 The Black Experience (11) 
AFAM 398 Seminar in Afro-American Studies 
AFRI-AFAM 474 African & Afro-American Linkages 

The remaining 15 hours should be chosen from any of 
the Afro-American Studies courses offered by the 
department, including courses cross-listed with other 
units. At least one of these additional courses should be 
numbered 400 or above. 

CONCENTRATION IN AFRICAN STUDIES 

CORE COURSES: 
AFRI 101 Introduction to Africa 
AFAM 101 or 102 The Black Experience 
ANTH 226 Peoples of Africa 
POLl 241 Contemporary Africa 
AFRI/AFAM 474 Key Issues in African and Afro- 

American Linkages 

ONE OF THE FOLLOWING: 
HIST 187 Arab Histories 
HIST 278 The Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade 
HIST 279 Modern South Africa 

TWO OF THE FOLLOWING: 
AFRI 190 Topics in African Studies 
AFRI 
AFRI 
AFRI 
AFRI 
AFRI 

AFRI 

AFRI 

261 African Women 
262 African Literature 
263 African Belief Systems 
264 African Art and Culture 
265 Political Processes and Economic 

Development in Africa 
266 Contemporary Africa: Issues in Health, 

Population and the Environment 
296 Independent Studies 

AFRICAN & AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES 

ONE OF THE FOLLOWING: 
AFRI 520 Southern Africa 
AFRI 521 East Africa 
AFRI 522 West Africa 
AFRI 523 Central Africa 
AFRI 524 Northeast Africa 

ONE OF THE FOLLOWING: 
AFRI 396 Independent Studies 
ANTH 455 Ethnohistory 
ECON 465 Economic Development 
GEOG 268 Africa 
POLl 437 African Politics and Society 
COMM 649 Third World Media 

MINOR REQUIREMENTS 

CONCENTRATION IN AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES 

The undergraduate minor in Afro-American Studies 
requires the completion of 5 courses (15 hours) including 
3 core courses listed below. 

CORE COURSES 
AFRI 101 Introduction to African Civilization 
AFAM 101 The Black Experience (I) 
AFAM 102 The Black Experience (11) 

The remaining six hours may be chosen from any of the 
Afro-American Studies courses offered by the 
Department, including courses cross-listed with other 
units. 

CONCENTRATION IN AFRICAN STUDIES 

The undergraduate minor in African Studies consists of 
fifteen hours. Students are strongly encouraged to take 
AFRI 101 in General College. 

REQUIRED COURSE: 
AFRI 101: Introduction to Africa 

ADDITIONAL COURSES, selected in consultation with 
the African Studies advisor, two of which must be 
chosen from list A, and one at the 100 level. 

LIST A 
AFRI 190 Topics in African Studies 
AFRI 261 African Women 
AFRI 262 African Literature 
AFRI 263 African Belief Systems 
AFRI 264 African Art and Culture 
AFRI 265 Political Processes and Economic 

Development in Africa 

AFRI 266 Contemporary Africa: Issues in Health, 
Population and the Environment 

AFRI 520 Southern Africa 
AFRI 521 East Africa 
AFRI 522 West Africa 
AFRI 523 Central Africa 
AFRI 524 Northeast Africa 
AFRI/AFAM 474 Key Issues in African and Afro- 

American Linkages 

LIST B 
ANTH 226 Peoples of Africa 
POLl 241 Contemporary Africa 
POLl 437 African Politics and Society 
GEOG 268 Africa 
HIST 187 Arab Histories 
HIST 279 Modern South Africa 

HONORS IN AFRICAN & AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES 
Students with an overall GPA of 3.2 at the beginning of their senior 
year are encouraged to apply for candidacy for the B.A. with 
honors. Students interested in undertaking Honors research and 
the writing of a thesis should consult with the Undergraduate 
Studies Advisor as early as possible. Candidates approved will 
enroll in AFAM or AFRI 691H and 692H Honors Research I and II. 
These courses will count as part of the major requirement in lieu of 
one course to be determined in consultation with the advisor and 
with the approval of the chair. 



African & Afro-American Studies 
The current goal of African and Afro-American Studies at UNC-CH is to give specific and 

)recise attention to the histories, cultures, and cultural linkages of the peoples of Africa and their 
descendants in the New World. Although students must concentrate in either African or Afro- 
American Studies, all majors must gain competence in both areas and thereby come to understand 
the cultural and historical continuities and contrasts between Africa and the African New World. 

The purpose of the African Studies concentration is to develop an analytical approach to 
contemporary Africa. Courses stress the importance of traditional values and institutions to the 
definition of modern African society, and stress the historic range of commercial and political 
relationships with Europe and the New World. The purpose of the concentration in Afro-American 
Studies is to develop a broad knowledge of the history and culture of the peoples of African descent in 
the Americas and the significant social, political, economic, and humanistic issues they face. 

Graduate School and Career Opportunities 
The skills and perspectives of African and Afro-American Studies provide an excellent 

background for students considering careers in international development, education, business, 
government, or diplomacy. 

Students concentrating in African and Afro-American Studies go on to a wide variety of 
managerial, teaching, and research positions. Other careers for which an African or Afro-American 
Studies concentration is excellent preparation include law, the foreign service, various positions in 
government, communications, social work, community development, and public administration. 

Programs of Study 
The degree offered is Bachelor of Arts in African and Afro-American Studies, with a 

concentration either in Afro-American Studies or African Studies. Minors in Afro-American Studies or 
African Studies are also offered. 

For more information please contact: 
Julius E. Nyang’oro, Chair, Department of African & Afro-American Studies, CB#3395, 109 Battle 
Hall, UNC-CH, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395. 
Telephone: (919) 966-5496 Fax: (919) 962-2694 

Department of African 

& 

Afro-American Studies 

Julius E. Nyangoro, Chair 
Barbara Anderson 
Kia Lilly Caldwell 

Amy Cooke 
Roberta Ann Dunbar 

Perry Hall 
Reginald Hildebrand 

Kenneth Janken 
Joseph Jordan 

Michael Lambert 
Margaret Lee 

Timothy McMillan 
Alphonse Mutima 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Robert Porter 

Charlene Regester 
Eunice Sahle 

Bereket H. Selassie 
Karla Slocum 

The University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill 

109 Battle Hall CB# 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

Phone: (919) 966-5496 
Fax: (919) 962-2694 

http://www.unc.edu/depts/afriafam 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 6, 2007 2:02 PM 

eunice@email.unc.edu 

Re: New York conference (ASA) details 

Thanks! but do you have expenses like hotel, airfare,taxi, registration 
fee? Thanks! 

Eunice Sahle wrote: 

Dear Mr. Gore, 

Hope you are well. Please find below the details pertaining to the 
conference in New York. 

Title: 

"Civil society and politics of state transformation in Kenya", 
presented at the African Studies Association annual meeting 2007 in 
New York. 

Departure: 

October 18, 2007 

Return to NC 

October 20, 2007. 

Please let me know if you need more details. 

Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 16, 2007 10:32 AM 

Kenneth Janken <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

update 

afam Searchcontacts.xls 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 19, 2007 9:55 AM 

Kenneth Janken <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

update 

afam Searchcontacts.xls 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 3, 2007 4:14 PM 

Kia Lilly Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Reimbursement for Conference Travel 

ok, sounds great. 
Thanks ! 

Travis 

Kia Lilly Caldwell wrote: 

> Hi Travis, 
> I’m writing about the paperwork for my travel to a conference last 
> week. I don’t have any transportation receipts because I drove to 
> Washington D.C. I can give you an estimate of my automobile mileage. 
> I can also give you my travel dates for per diem expenses. I don’t 
> have any hotel receipts, because I stayed at my father’s house. I can 
> provide any information that you need by email and sign the paperwork 
> tomorrow or Wednesday. 
> 
> Thanks, 
> Kia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Monday, December 10, 2007 7:57 AM 

nc.rr.com> 
Re: test 

list.doc 

Here it is! 

Quoting @nc.rr.com>: 

> got it! 
Original Message ..... 

> From: Tmvis Gore 
> To: 
> Sent: Monday, December 03, 2007 12:07 PM 
> Subject: test 
> 

> 

>hey, 
> this is just a test to see if you got this email. I have not attached 
> anything to it yet. 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 14, 2007 4:19 PM 

Kenneth Janken <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

emails 

afam Searchcontacts.xls 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 15, 2008 10:51 AM 

Michael Lambert <mlambert@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Conference Room 
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eep into the first decade of the twenty-first century, sub-Saharan 
Africa is the poorest region on earth. Most of its more than 700 rail- 

citizens are trapped in a seemingly intractable economic circumstance 
"constitutes the core of the worldwide development challenge for the 

future" (Lancaster, 2005:222). Data from the 2004 UN Human 
Report i~dicate that forty of the world’s fifty 1east developed 

are in Africa and that the twenty-seven least developed countries 
world are African (UNDP, 2004). With average per capita incomes no 

than three decades ago, almost half of all Africans south of the 
live on less than a dollar a day, and the average income of the 

poor is actually declining (UN, 2005:7). It is this "dehttmaniz- 
that led South African President Thabo Mbeki to issue a blunt 

leaders at the dawn of the new millennium. 

An ill wind has blown me across the face of Africa. I have seen the pover- 
of Orlando East and the wealth of Morningside in Johannesburg. In 

(Zambia) I have seen the poor of Kanyama township and the pros- 
residents of Kabulonga. I have seen the slums of Simlere in Lagos 

and the Opulence of Victoria Island. I have seen the faces of the 
~or in Mbare in Harare (Zimbabwe) and the quiet wealth of Borrowdale. 

And I have heard the stories of how those who had access to power, 
to those who had access to power, of how they have robbed and 

and broken all laws and all ethical norms to acquire wealth. It is 
this pungent mixture of greed, dehumanizing poverty, obscene 
and endemic public and private corrupt practice, that many of 
coups d’~tat, civil wars, and situations of instability ate born and 

Surely there must be politicians and business people, youth and 
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women activists, trade unionists, religious leaders, artists and profession- 
als from the Cape to Cairo, from Madagascar to Cape Verde who are suffi- 
ciently en~aged by Africa~s condition in the world to join the mass crusade 
for Africa’s renewal. It is to these that we say, without equivocation, that 

to be a true African is to be a rebel in the cause of the African Renaissance, whose success in the new century and the millennium is one 
of the greatest challenges of oar time. (le Pete and van Nieuwkerk, 
1999:205) 

The °°ill wired" blowing at the end of the last decade of the twentieth 
century contrasts sharply with the "winds of political change" that swept 
through Africaat the beginning of the 1990s. Because then, after more than 

thirty years of predominantly authoritarian rule, a period of massive politi- 
cal reform virtually exploded across the continent, changing the political 
landscape and electrifying the imagination of the African people. 
Beginning With Benin in Jt989 and gathering momentum throughout the 
early 1990s, African citizens moved to challenge autocratic rule. Motivated 
by stifling, deteriorating economies, and domestic revolutions in the former 
Soviet Union and Eastern Europe (among other circumstances), Africans 

demanded multiparty political systems, expanded civil liberties, account- 
able political officials, and free elections. In a wide variety of countries 
across the continent, existing regimes allowed opposition parties to form 
and open national elections to take place. By the end of 1997, only four of 
the forty-eight states in sub-Saharan Africa had not held a competitive, 
multiparty national election (Diamond, 1999:ki). Indeed, "Africa in the 

early 1990s appeared poised to join fully the apparent ’wave’ of democrati- 
zation sweeping the globe" (Villaldn, 1998:1). The extent of the political 
transformation is marked by the fact that by 1994 not a single de jure (cre- 

ated by law) one-party state remained on the continent (Bratton and van de 

Walle, 1997:8). 
Yet by the middle of the 1990s, this wave had crested (Bratton, 

I999:18). And as the twentieth century came to an end, the promises of 
immediate and sustained democratization were ended for many African 

countries as powerful incumbents armed with superior resources moved to 
regain control of African states. As Leonardo Villal6n points out, 

In country after country eft’orts to resm~cture political systems along dem- 
ocratic lines quickly found themselves entangled in power struggles as 
incumbent elites struggled to preserve what they could of their privileges. 
Even in those cases where autocratic incumbents were dislodged in the 
initial wave of change, ensuing struggles demonstrated clearly that there 
was little consensus on how power should be distributed or on the demo- 
cratic processes contesting it. Democracy was not to come easily in 

Africa. (Villaldn, 1998: D 
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For many who study Africa, the beginning of the 1990s--marked by 
moves toward political liberalization, reform, and apparent democratization 
and the energy, euphoria, and hope that accompanied them--were highly 
reminiscent of the anticolonial struggle and the early days of independence 
from colonial rule. For then as in the early 1990s, there were expectations 
of immediate and substantial changes not only in the political systems but 
also in the daily lives of Africans. The transfer of power to African deci- 
sionmakers was expected to end political repression and allow the per- 
ceived wealth of the former colony, siphoned off to Europe, to bring quick 
relief and instant economic progress to African professionals, businesspeo- 
ple, artisans, and the huge ranks of the poor. However, this joyous anticipa- 
tion that marked the late 1950s and early 1960s soon disappeared as the 
new leadership grappled with the sobering aftermath of colonial rule. 

Over time, more than fifty independent African states emerged. The 
variety of government structures and regimes virtually covered the scope of 
possibilities. By the 1980s in Africa, one could find monarchies and dicta- 
torships, military regimes and civilian governments, revolutionary systems 
and democracies, populist administrations, and authoritarian modes of rule 
(Chazan et al., 1988:3-4). Yet, notwithstanding the diversity of structures, 
variations in political style, and professed ideological differences (from 
Marxism to capitalism), the political evolution of African states since inde- 
pendence was characterized by patterns that were strikingly similar. 

With some exceptions, African governments became increasingly 
authoritarian. This trend was marked by the concentration of power in sin- 

gle political parties and, in many cases, in personal rule by the national 
president. Centralization of power was accompanied by the elimination of 
competitive elections, greater reliance on administrative bureaucracies, and 
intolerance of dissent. These systems of rule were often unstable and sub- 
ject to coups d’dtat. Stable or unstable, most were also characterized by 
inefficiency, mismanagement, and corruption. 

How and why did all of this develop? Why were most African states 
unable to sustain democratic, multiparty political systems? What c0nse- 
quer~ces did this have on Africa’s people and on economic development? 
Are Western style democratic states possible in Africa now? These are 
some of the central questions to be exatrdned in this chapter. And as I will 
demonstrate, the structures and problems of African societies have not only 
been shaped by the systems of politics that have evolved, but they, in turn, 
have also been shaping the changes in the politics of Africa that we are now 
observing, 

Before proceeding, however, readers need to be aware of what this 
chapter does not discuss as well as what it does. First, my remarks are of 
necessity relatively abstract and general, as it is a difficult task to synthe- 
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size given the variation and complexity of Africa’s many countries. 
Moreover, although an attempt has been made to examine and link together 
the most important processes and trends, significant issues are inevitably 
bound to be left out or to be insufficiently detailed. Perhaps the most 
important issue I have not discussed in more length is the role of foreign 
political and economic interests in shaping--or misshaping--African polit- 
ical regimes and processes since independence. Although foreign govern- 
ments have regularly intervened to topple or support African rulers or to 
influence their policies, I have chosen to focus on Africans as political 
actors rather than as pawns of, say, superpower politics, multinational cor- 
porations, or Western development agencies. I have also largely omitted 
Africans’ political dealings both with each other, through such organiza- 
tions as the African Union (formerly the Orgmaization of African Unity), 
and with the international community outside Africa. The reader should 
refer to Chapter 6 for a discussion of these topics. In sum, this chapter is an 
introduction to African politics rather than an exhaustive survey. 

The Impact of Colonialism 

It is surprising to many students that most of Africa was under European 
control for less than a century and that the Berlin Conference of 
1884-1885, which initiated the European scramble for Africa, took place 
just over a century ago. Yet, in that relatively short period massive changes 
took place on the continent that not only established the immediate context 
for African politics but also contiut~e to constrain and shape its future. 

To begin, the political map inherited by the new states of Africa was 
based largely on the expedient economic and political strategies of imperial 
Europe. Superimposed over the continent were highly divergent and artifi- 
cial geographical forms and the distortion of traditional social and econom- 
ic patterns. For one, the physical map of Africa contrasts such sprawling 
giants as Sudan, the Democratic Republic of Congo (formerly Zaire until 
1997), and Algeria with the mini-states of Djibouti and Gambia (see Map 
2.6). Diminutive, Gambia (4,127 square miles) could .fit into Sudan more. 
than 240 times! Substantial diversity was and is also apparent in population 
sizes. Nigeria, now estimated at over 130 million people, and Equatorial .i 
Guinea, with only about 500,000, provide extreme examples (World Bank,: 
2005; Sullivan, 1989). With the creation of these artificial boundaries 
cohesive social groups were separated, and logical and well-established 
trading areas were divided. Geographical units were developed that were:.~ 
landlocked or contained few if any resources or enveloped existing divers, 
and highly competitive cultural and political systems. As a result of 
and other circumstances, the political map inherited at independence 

African 

ed huge differences among the various African countries in their potenfials 

for nation-building, economic development, and stability. 

While the colonial economic history of Africa and its contemporary 
impact is complex and variegated, European strategies and actions during 
the period were generally quite similar. African colonies were made politi- 
cally and economically subordinate to European needs. The recently indus- 
trialized states of Europe, particularly Britain and France, required cheap 
raw materials and desired captive markets for manufactured goods. Over 
time, these governments integrated their African colonies into what many 
call the "international capitalist system." African territories supplied inex- 

pensively produced agricultural commodities such as palm oil, rubber, and 
cotton, and such minerals and metals as copper and gold to the industries of 
Europe. Manufactured texti!es, household goods, and farm implements sold 
to Africans at high profit Completed the integrated economic system. 

But there were differences as weI1 as similarities in the forms coIonial- 
ism took to extract Africa’s wealth. Samir Amin (1972:503-521) argues 
that regional differences in coloniat political and economic policies were 

determined by the nature of exploitable resources. 

For instance, in the coastal territories of French and British West 
Africa, Amin’s "Africa of the colonial trade economy°" the colonial state 
attempted to pay for itself and to satisfy the needs of European industry by 
promoting cash cropping among the indigenous population. In Senegal, the 
Ivory Coast (Crte d’Ivoire), the Gold Coast (Ghana), and Nigeria, many 

traditional subsistence farmers (growing food crops for their own use) 
switched to producing such export crops as palm oil, rubber, cotton, cocoa, 
and peanuts. 

Amin’s "Africa of the labor reserves" describes such colonial territo- 
ries as Malawi, Mozambique, and Upper Volta (Burkina Faso), which had 
few easily tapped material resources or had Iimited potential for peasant- or 
settler-produced agricultural exports. As a result, these colonies rather 
quickly became reservoirs of labor migrams, primarily for the mines of the 
Belgian Congo (Democratic Republic of Congo, or DRC), Northern 

Rhodesia (Zambia), and South Africa, and for the white settler plantations 
of sections of Kenya, Tanganyika (Tanzania), and Southern Rhodesia 

(Zimbabwe). 
The former French colonies of Gabon, Congo, and the Central African 

Republic and the Belgian Congo are labeled by Amin as "Africa of the con- 

cession-owning companies." Environmental constraints and low population 

that prohibited profitable cash cropping prompted~transfer of most 
of these areas to concessionary companies. Exploitation of available 

¯ resources in the concession areas was characterized by low investment and 
A fourth macro-region,"w’mte" settIer Africa" (parts of Kenya, 
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Tanganyika until 1918, and Southern and Northern Rhodesia), was, like 
western Africa, characterized by colonial concentration on the production 

of agricultural exports. Aided by colonial authorities, Europeansquickly 
expropriated most of the region’s fertile land, displacing traditional African 
farming groups such as the Gikuyu in Kenya, the Chagga in Tanganyika, 
and the Shona in Southern Rhodesia. Peasant farmers were either legally 

shut off from growing most cash crops as in Kenya.or deprived of suitable 

land. 
No matter what specialized impact colonial economic decisions had on 

particular geographical areas, the profit-centered activities of European 
industrial and commercial firms, settlers, and supportive colonial adminis- 

trators clearly disregarded African development. In no case, even after 

World War II, when the pressures of world opinion and decolonization were 
heavy, did European colonizers invest in cogent, rational programs of 
development designed to make African states self-sufficient. Without join- 
ing the debate about whether Europe actually "underdeveloped" Africa, it is 

obvious that colonial policies worked to handicap independent Africa’s 

economic future. 
On departure, colonial administrations left Africa with weak, real-inte- 

grated, severely distorted economies. These realities and others placed most 
of Africa into a multifaceted and tenacious dependency relationship with 
more economically advanced states. The decisions, strategies, and even 
sovereignty of emergent Africa would be contingent on foreign markets, 
industry, finance, and expertise. (See Chapter 5 for more on colonial 

economies.) 
It is important to note that the end of colonial rule by the British and 

French was accomplished with almost the same speed that had character- 
ized its initial imposition. The achievement of independence by Ghana in 
1957 and Guinea in 1958 came quickly and was for many observers unex- 
pected (Liebenow, 1986:21). With very few exceptions, British, French, 
and Belgian colonies had been granted independence by 1966, over twenty 

between 1960 and 1964. 
Independence, therefore, was not the culmination of a long process of 

preparation in which the end was long known and the means carefully 
developed. Among the colonizing powers, only the British and French 

made attempts to bequeath to Africans the administrative and executive 
skills requisite for governing the new states (Hodder-Williams, 1984:84). 
Furthermore, decisions allowing Africans the possibility of more participa- 

tion in voting for legislative councils with relatively significant power 
came almost entirely after 1950 (Hayward, 1987:7). 

Within this context, the democratic governmental models developed by 
the French and British for their colonies Were essentially alien structures 

hastily superimposed over the deeply ingrained political legacies of imperi- 
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al rule. The real politicdl inheritances of African states at independence 

were the authoritarian structures of the colonial state, an accompanying 
political culture, and an environment of polRically relevant circumstances 
tied heavily to the nature of colonial rule. Imperial rule from the beginning 
expropriated political power. Unconcerned with the needs and wishes of the 
indigenous population, the colonial powers created governing apparatuses 
primarily intended to control the territorial population, to implement 
exploitation of natural resources, and to maintain themselves and the 
European population. For all European colonizers--British, French, 
Belgian, Portuguese, German, Spanish, and Italianmpower was vested in a 
colonial state that was, in essence, a centralized hierarchical bureaucracy. 
Specifically, colonial rule was highly authoritarian and backed by police 
forces and colonial troops. Under this circumstance, power did not rest in 
the legitimacy of public confidence and acceptance. There was no doubt 
wtlere power lay; it lay firmly with the political authorities. 

Long-term experience with the colonial state also shaped the nature of 
ideas bequeathed at independence. Future African leaders, continuously 
exposed to the milieu of authoritarian control, were accustomed to govern- 
ment justified on the basis of force. The idea that government was above 
self-interested political activity (which only served to subvert the public’s 
welfare) was communicated by colonial administrators. As a result, notions 
that authoritarianism was an appropriate mode of rule were part of the colo- 
nial political legacy (Kasfir, 1983:34). 

Furthermore, at independence the politics of the new states would be 
shaped by at least four heavily influential societal circumstances either set 
in motion or amplified by colonial political decisions. First, virtually all 
cotonial territories experienced growing inequalities between social classes 
as both the actions of and the. location of colonial administrations created 
opportunities for some and obstacles for others. (For the impact of colonial 
policies on postcolonial domestic politics in West Africa, see Boone, 2003.) 
Second, in most colonies, particularly those under the British model of 
"indirect" rule through so-called tribal rulers, heightened identification 
with and competition between ethnic, language, and other groups took 
place. (For an excellent analysis of how colonial policies shaped social 
cleavages in Zambia along ethnic and language group lines, see Posner, 
2005, and for a comparison of direct and indirect rule, see Chapter 3.) This 
"tribalism" would especially mark the politics of the early independence 
period. Third, the context of postcolonial politics in many new states would 
include dramatic shifts of population from rural areas to the primary admin- 
istrative city. Finally, as a result of discriminatory colonial educational 

: policies that provided little money for or access to education for most 
:Africans until after WorId War II, African countries entered independence 

to staff either the agencies of government or private business 
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and development organizations. (For one of the best accounts of the colo- 
nial state in Africa, see Young, 1994; 2000:23-39,) 

Nationalism and the Politics of Independence 

For most African states, freedom from colonial rule has come only within 
the past forty years. For some, it is far more recent. The former Portuguese 
colonies of Guinea-Bissau, Angola, and Mozambique achieved indepen- 
dence in 1974-1975, the former French colony of Djibouti in 1977, and 
Zimbabwe in 1980. After years of illegal subjugation by South Africa, 
Namibia became independent in 1990. And while not a colony, South 
Africa attained majority black rule only in 1994. African states are thus 
very young. 

The nature of the imperial response to African nationalism and the way 
in which power was eventually transferred to Africans influenced the ideo- 
logical orientations, political practices, and economic possibilities of the 
new African states. Especially important here is whether the transfer of 
power came as a result of peacefuI confrontation or whether independence 
was achieved only after a violent armed struggle. Our understanding of 
contemporary African politics requires us to look, if only briefly, at nation- 
alism in Africa and at the politics of the independence period. 

To begin, the term nationalism widely applied to African struggles for 

An independence rally in Luanda, Angola, 
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independence is somewhat misleading. The term was borrowed from 
European history, where it referred to nineteenth-century political move- 
ments in which people with a common culture, language, and historical tra- 
dition claimed the right of self-determination. As Bohannan and Curtin 
(1995:240-242) further state, "Europeans began with the nation which then 
wanted to become an independent state. The Africans had states--the exist- 
ing colonial units through which the Europeans ruled--and they wanted 
independence for the units so that they could become nations." Yet, it is 
important to note that, at least initially, very few Africans pushing for 
autonomy from the European colonizers thought in terms of building a 
nation. The struggle that would become known as African nationalism was 

essentially an anticolonial struggle, and its intensity was a reflection in 
large part of the degree of colonial impact on groups and individuals. 

Anticolonial feelings and criticism of and actions against imperial rule 
were present in Africa from the very beginnings of colonialism. Where 
European economic and political penetration was deepest--the white set- 
tler areas and mining centers of eastern and southern Africa--worker-initi- 
ated petitions, strikes, and minor sabotage began in the early 1900s. For the 
most part, however, these work actions were localized attempts to protest 
low wages, hard work, and harsh discipline. They were not part of a nation- 
alist independence movement (Tangri, 1985:4-9). 

In nonsettler Africa, especially in the British territories of western 
Africa, objections to colonial rule were primarily articulated by a small 
core of educated and professional Africans kept from good jobs and access 
to political power by the racially discriminatory practices of colonial rule. 

’In fact, until what Freund (1984:191) refers to as the "second occupation of 
Africa," beginning mainly after World War II, most objections and actions 
against colonial nde were attempts to reform the system, to open it to par- 
ticipation by Africans. The great masses of Africans, mostly engaged in 
subsistence agriculture and relatively unaffected by colonial authority, were 
virtually uninvolved in anticolonial activity. 

The end of the Great Depression and World War II marked the begin- 
ning of a period of rapid change and intense pressure on Africa. Unable to 
provide for their industrial and food requirements because of the war, 
Europeans turned to their colonial holdings. At war’s end, and even more 
so by the late 1940s, food crop and cash crop agriculture would be dramati- 
cally increased; roads, bridges, railways, and ports would be improved and 
expanded; and large numbers of additional bureaucrats would be added to 
the rolls of African colonial administrations. These extraordinary changes 
in African society set the stage for expanded anticolonial activity. The 
changes greatly influenced the creation of new groups and c!asses among 
Africans and helped shape the conditions, opportunities, and relationships 
from which the new nationalist leadership emerged. 
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Increased colonial activity in Africa after World War II took place in a 
changed international environment and among the changing expectations of 
a growing number of Africans. A substandai number of African soldiers 
from such British and French colonies as Senegal, the Gold Coast, Kenya, 
and the Rhodesias had fought in the war. Their experiences in battle and 
knowledge of Japanese successes against Western forces in the Asian the- 
ater challenged ideas of white superiority. The war itself had been justified 
on the grounds of rejection of racial superiority and the rights of national 
independence. Furthermore, many Africans were aware of the new UN 
Charter, which advocated political self-determination. 

Within this atmosphere of new expectations, European colonial admin- 
istrators began to push new rules and regulations, especially into rural areas 
of Africa. In eastern Africa, particularly, a series of new regulations impos- 
ing Western-oriented agricultural methods were forced on ntral farmers and 
cattle herders. Ostensibly imposed to protect resources, these alien mea- 
sures, such as contour plowing and cattle destocking, were often coercively 
enforced. Though less affected, western, central, and southern African 
farmers were subject to new agricultural orders that provoked considerable 
discontent. In the Gold Coast (Ghana), the "swollen shoot program" 
required the cutting of huge numbers of cocoa trees. In the Belgian and 
Portuguese colonies, forced crop production and resettlement of farmers 
took place. These and other new colonial operations caused mass rural dis- 
content across much of sub-Saharan Africa (Tangri, 1985:18). 

This watershed period immediately after World War II marked the. 
beginning of true African nationalism. The nature and pace of political 
activity was dramatically transformed. Anticolonial activity focused on 
influencing policies within the colonial system rapidly became efforts 
aimed at political liberation. 

The prewar associations of African elites (owners of small businesses, 
physicians, lawyers, and other professionals in West Africa, teachers and 
clerks in East Africa) were limited in size and scope. Composed mainly of 
Western-educated "notables" with some access to colonial authorities, these 
groups were mainly confined to urban administrative centers such as LagoS: 
(Nigeria), Accra (Ghana), .and Nairobi (Kenya). Their central concerns¯ 
were the common interests of a relatively privileged minority. 

New and more militant groups were formed by younger activists fron 
among what Marxist analysts refer to as the "petty bourgeoisie"--traders,i 
farmers, and low-level civil servants. Stimulated by the enthusiasm of 

in the new movements, many of the old prewar elite associations wereli.’~ 
themselves transformed into nationalist organizations (Tangri;!i 

The combination of bourgeoisie (the elites) and petty bourgeoisie 

groups was central to the eventual attainment, of independence. To becom~~ 
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formidable opponents of colonial rule, embryonic elite-led nationalist orga- 
nizations had to fie themselves to the rural (and increasingly urban) masses 
of Africans. As Roger Tangri (1985:18) indicates, a litany of complaints was 
tapped by the nationalist politicians. These included not only the disgust of 
subsistence and cash crop farmers over onerous new agricultural rules but 
also worker unrest, complaints against colonial restrictions on small busi- 
nesses and cooperatives, anti-poll tax agitatio~, and the general revulsion 
over the white man’s racist behavior and racial discrimination. 

It must be noted that in very few instances were nationalist groups part 
of a unified and highly integrated movement. In fact, in most colonies the " 
African nationalist campaign was a relatively loose linking of "different 
elements representing sometimes interrelated, but often diverse, economic, 
ethnic, and regional interests temporarily united in a struggle for indepen- 
dence" (Tordoff, 1984:53). 

During the late 1940s and early to middle 1950s, a series of circum- 
stances led the French and British to consider and then begin the process of 
decolonization. The decade of the 1950s saw substantial shifts in colonial 
policies over much of the continent. Among other factors, rising costs of 
administering the territories, pressure from the UN, and the growth of 
nationalism influenced policymakers, especially in France, England, and 
Belgium. In 1956, the French granted independence to the North African 
territories of Morocco and Tunisia and instituted the Loi-Cadre for colonies 
in sub-Saharan Africa. The Loi-Cadre allowed for domestic autonomy but 
not independence. In 1957, the British granted independence to the Gold 
Coast; and by I959, along with the Belgians, they had accepted the immi- 
nence of African self-rule for all territories (Young, 1988a:52-53). 

As coloniai authorities began to allow consultative forums and 
African-elected councils to form before independence, many of the nation- 
alist organizations placed emphasis on expanding their influence. Many, if 
not most, became full-fledged political parties bent on mobilizing mass 
support and promoting agitational politics. "As independence neared, 
demonstration of numerical strength became indispensable to validate the 
etaims of a nationalist party to succeed to power" (Young, 1988b:516). It 
should be noted that the ideas, characteristics, and activities of politicians 
leading the nationalist organizations would have a significant impact on the 
nature of African governments after independence. Their position in the 

and economic hierarchy, the methods used to recruit support, and 
the personal goals of Africa’s new nationalist leadership would all 

set patterns for future political activity. 

:.i.lii:i i : Remember that only a few Africans lived outside the bounds of poverty 
i:il.and material deprivation during the colonial period. Although most of the 
~ i’nationalist leaders, especially in West Africa, were educated and somewhat 
:i:better off than the masses, they were poor compared to low-level European 
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administrators and settlers. Many were low-salaried teachers or clerical 

employees of the colonial government or foreig~ business. Others were 
small-time traders, contractors, or shopkeepers. Given these circumstances, 
a significant nt~mber of the new leaders from this economic class hoped to 
convert their leadership positions into social and economic gain. Common 
among these were, as Wolpe (1974:118) says, "men on the make," their 
political activities motivated by freedom from colonial domination and the 
desire for individual mobility. Those that rose to the top were usually 
charismatic, fluent speakers with organizational skills. After independence, 
many nationalist leaders, recognizing that political office was the only 
vehicle available to escape poverty, wouId not easily relinquish such pow- 

erful positions (see Kasfir, 1987; Tangri, 1985). 
Political parties and individual politicians recognized that mass protest 

and wide support would not only hasten independence but also work to 
secure political advantage or even to ratify leadership positions at independ- 
ence. Securing mass support in the circumstances African nationalists faced 
was not easy. Lack of money, poor communications facilities, transportation 
problems, and widely spread populations were obvious obstacles. Partly as a 
result, but more so because of familiarity and social access, politicians 
appealed for support from individuals and groups from their home villages 
and regions and from their ethnic groups. (Perhaps the best discussion of 
political parties in the nationalist period is found in Hodgkin, 1957.) 

The networks of political affiliation that resulted would have at least 
two important consequences for the postindependence period. For one 
thing, iu most of Africa this pattern of political recruitment and support 
worked to create political parties along "natural" lines of social cIeavage. 
Perhaps the most blatant example of this pattern was Nigeria, where the 
three main parties were sharply divided along ethnic and regional lines: the 
Northern People’s Congress (NPC) in the predominantly Hansa-Fulani 
north, the National Council of Nigeria and the Cameroons (NCNC) in the 
heavity Ibo east, and the Action Group in the mainly Yoruba west 
(Diamond, 1988:33-39). A second result of this form of "linkage" devel- 

oped during the preindependence period. Promises of material aid to sup- 
porters for their backing or for votes created the basis for patronage rela- 
tionships after independence. Called "patron-client networks" by social 
scientists~ these political webs would become the major form of political 

interaction for many African countries in the postcolonial era. 

~ The Transfer of Power 

When the British, French, and Belgians decided to relinquish power to 
African colonies, they did so with deliberate speed. In part, 
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transition reflected practical difficulties of control. Riots in the Gold Coast 
(Ghana) in 1948, the Man Mau rebellion in Kenya in the early 1950s, and a 
breakdown of law and order in Nyasaland (Malawi) in the rnid-1950s were 
strong hints to the British that containing nationalism would be very expen- 
sive. For the French, the defeat at Dien Bien Phu (in Vietnam) in 1954, the 
failure at Suez in 1956, and the Algerian rebellion were most influential 

(Hodder-Williams, 1984:78-79). 
Many observers, however, point to more politically advantageous rea- 

sons for the colonial powers’ quick exit. The main goal was to retain as 
much political and especially economic control as possible. Rapid decolo- 
nization lowered the level of conflict between the colonial rulers and 
nationalist leaders. By creating a basically smooth transition to indepen- 
dence (especially in West Africa), the British and French prevented the cre- 
ation of radicalized poIitical leaders and the formation of segregated, mili- 
tant, and broadly based nationalist organizations. While not having com- 
plete freedom during the transfer period, the imperial powers were the 
dominant actors (Hodder-WilIiams, 1984:80-83). Essentially, they maneu- 
vered to exclude elements of the nationalist movements perceived to be 
dangerous and to aid those leaders and pardes friendlier to European eco- 
nomic interests (see Freund, 1984:202-224; Tangri, I985:20-23). One 
example is Cameroon, where the French essentially eliminated the Union 
des Populations Camerounaises (UPC), a radical movement that played a 
leading role in the Cameroonian nationalist struggle. The politicians who 
eventually inherited power in Cameroon were moderate and conservative 
leaders whose roles in the struggle were insignificant (Joseph, 1977:2-3). 

This strategy of a quick transition coupled with active promotion of 
moderate nationalist leaders had generally favorable results for the British 
and French. Influenced heavily by their own class and personal goals, most 
nationalist leaders endorsed the legitimacy of private property and other 
tenets of capitalism. As a consequence, in most countries the economic 
interests of the European powers were largely preserved (see Young, 
1988b:53-55; Tangri, 1985:23). 

In contrast, during the 1960s and early 1970s, Portuguese refusal to 
grant independence to Angola, Guinea-Bissau, and Mozambique led to 
armed revolt. A protracted liberation struggle provoked mass mobilization 
of farmers and urban workers. A revolutionary consciousness evolved that 
rejected most elements of Portuguese colonialism, including the capitalist 
economy. In addition, mass involvement of destitute populations in 
FRELIMO (Frente de Libertaq~o de Moqambique) and the MPLA 
(Movimento Popular de Liberta~ao de Angola) presented obstacles to lead- 

¯ ers bent on personal gain through entrepreneurial activity (Saul, 1975:330; 
Tangri, 1985:24). 

For the first wave of African countries to receive independence, a final 
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legacy of colonial rule was bequeathed at independence--formal structures 
of.democratic rule. British colonies received negotiated variations of the 
basic Westminster parliamentary type of government in which a prime min- 
ister is chosen from elected members of parliament and in which executive 
and legislative powers are fused. The French model was a president-cen- 
tered form in which the legislative and executive branches are separate. 
Both instituted a democratic election process, political parties, separate 
judiciaries, and protection for citizens’ rights. 

The first period of decolonization, roughly 1957-1969, which saw 
more than thirty new African states obtain sovereignty, came at the end of 
more than a decade of rising commodity prices. In the words of Crawford 
Young (1988a:56), "The extraordinary prosperity of the 1950s contributed 
heavily to [a] mood of optimism and good feeling .... The metropolitan 
states looked forward to fruitful continuing partnerships with their erst- 
while appendages and turned over the keys to the kingdom in a veritable 

orgy of seIf-celebratiom" 

Independence 

The early days of freedom from colonial rule were charged with excitement 
and full of hope. The immediately obvious burdens of racist imperial rule 
were gone. New flags flew over government offices, Africans rather than 
Europeans held political control, and the world recognized the new states 
as sovereign. Yet, the excitement of independence masked an enormous set 

of problems the leadership had to confront promptly. 
From the beginning, internal conflict plagued the parties that assumed 

leadership at independence. The anticolonial organizations that the nation- 

alist movements comprised differed along ethnic, regional, and ideological 
lines. At independence, with the overarching bond of oppositionto colonial 
oppression weakened or removed, intraparty and interparty conflicts 
emerged. One divisive issue was access to positions of power in the gov- 
erument and ruling political party. Offices in government (whether at the 
national or local level) meant access to influencing decisions, to power 

over resources’, and to personal profit (Tangri, 1985:28-33). 
The anticolonialist leaders who became the national leaders in the elec- 

tions of the decolonization period faced a fragile national unity. The geo- 
graphical areas ruled by the colonizers were superimposed over diverse 
cultures, language groups, political entities, and trading areas. During the. 
colonial period, little attempt was made to integrate or unify peoples within 

the colonies. Rather, as a method of control, ethnic group.s., were often pitted 
against each other. 

The reality of African life, heavily oriented toward subsistence 
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and tied to the land, was that most Africans identified primarily with their 
village and clan and secondarily to a °°tribal" or ethnic group. At indepen- 
dence, subnational loyalties were far more important than the new state, for 
which there were no national traditions, no national symbols, and no 
national consciousness. While Africans did not necessarily identify with the 
new state or its leadership, their expectations about what should come from 
the end of colonialism were high. They wanted education for their children, 
hospitals and health care, drinkable water, farm-to-market roads, better 
prices for their crops, and an instantly better life. 

No matter what policy orientations the new leadership pursued, all 
faced bleak economic circumstances and iittIe available capital. Most of the 
new states had an underdeveloped industrial structure, if any at all. Almost 
all states would depend on the sale of one or a very limited number of 
export commodities to make up their treasury. But many of the new states 
had few natural resources. And all were in an economically dependent rela- 
tionship with Europe and the industrial countries (Ake, I981:90-114). 

In addition to this environment of meager economic resources, exter- 
nal vulnerability, high demands and expectations, and a political arena in 
flux, the new governments were shackled with inexperience. 
"Localization," the placing of Africans into civil service clerical positions, 
increased (rapidly in parts of nonsettler West Africa) immediately prior to 
independence. Yet, in areas of technical expertise (accounting, engineer- 
ing, health), on which the new states would heavily depend, the colonial 
powers had provided Africans with little training. Furthermore, "the new 
leaders themselves had earned their positions as a result of their ability to 
organize and capitalize upon colonial protest. They had little, if any, expe- 
rience in governing even a small area, let alone an entire country" (Chazan 
et al., 1999:42-44). 

[] The Centralization of State Power 

From the outset, the leadership of most new states felt--and indeed were-- 
politically insecure. With some exceptions (such as Tanzania), most of the 

.~. new governments had only a thin base of support after the unraveling of the 
anticolonial alliances left those in power with limited backing (often of 

:only their own ethnic groups and regions). Any expansion of support would 
have to come from a quick and meaningful response to the high expecta- 

and deep social and economic needs of the population. 

The fact is that most states simply did not have the revenues to meet 
needs. While most commodity prices remained relatively high during 

early independence period, the enormous neglect of Africans during the 

era would require decades for substantial improvement. Extreme 
:. 
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poverty and the high expectations of most Africans led to enormous 

demands on the leadership. 
Formed or heavily expanded during the openness of the waning colo- 

nial period, o~ganized interest groups (especially trade unions, rural coop- 
eratives, and student organizations) became increasingly vocal and insistent 

on government help and action. In many countries, demonstrations and 
strikes among an increasing number of associational groups soon followed. 
In reality~ many of the new governments were forced to spend much of ¯ 
their time, energy, and money on simply maintaining order (Chazan et al., 

1999:46-47). 
Most threatening to the new state rnlers during the early independence 

period were organizations based on the mobilization of regional, religious, 
generational, class, commercial, and (especially) ethnic interests. During 
the colonial period, economic and social disparities were created in a vari- 
ety of ways. People living close to colonial administrative centers, 
European mercantile centers or plantations, or shipping and port facilities 

had opportunities for wage labor or low-level public or private clerical 
positions or as low-ranked foot soldiers in the colonial military. Close prox- 
imity and employment also led to facility in European languages. For sore.e, 
especially after World War II, it led to education in government- or rms-. 
sion-sponsored schools. Such circumstances no[ only created 

political elite with tremendous advantages to gain office at 
but also left most other individuals and groups disadvantaged. 

group or coalition of anticolonial groups attained power at inde 
’ther as a dominating single party such as the Tanganyika African 

~nion or a winning party among several contenders, winners and losers 

were created. Debilitating poverty and the understanding that the onlyiii) 
mechanism for economic development and personal gain was the state 

itself had prompted the politicization of ethnicity during the preindepen"5 
dence election period. The rapidly forming structures of power after inder 

dence, in which the ascendant leadership was easily identifiable 
pen _ __.~ -~;-,n were oerceived generally to bring instant ec.onormc 

u ~tnu ¯ ..... "    " 
’ 

gro,..p ,    ~ ...... ~,,lar ethnic ~roups. At the same time, those group~i~ 
political power ~u~ v,~,,~ 
not represented in the leadership group or on its periphery felt immensely:: 
threatened with the loss of "their" share of the government pie. Such condi! 

tions caused tumultuous political activity. Groups jockeyed for power with:"-::; 
in the ruling party, and often new parties were formed representing 
ethnic or regionalinterests (see Rothchild, 1981; Horowitz, 1985). 

Under the circumstances, the choices confronting(he governing elite 

were limited. They could use their positions to strengthen themselves pol!) 

ically, or they could operate within the colonially positioned democrat 

political structures and risk electoral defeat. No matter what motivatio~ 
prevailed among the political elites of the continent~personal greed!! 
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selfless nationalism or some combination~there was no option. With few 
exceptions, the independence leadership quickly moved to consolidate 
power and expand political control. Across the continent, the early years of 
independence witnessed a strikingly similar transformation of inherited 

governmental and political structures. Concentration of political power and 
control was achieved primarily through (1) limiting or eliminating opposi- 
tion; (2) expanding the bureaucratic agencies and the security (military and 
police) organizations, which passed to the new leadership at independence; 
and (3) maintaining and expanding systems for taxing rural cash crop pro- 
ducers on which the colonial regimes depended for revenue. (The works of 
Zolberg, 1966; Wunsch and Olowu, 1990; Chazan et al., 1999:46-54; and 

Boone, 2003, are particularly instructive.) 
A variety of justifications for centralizing state power was offered hy 

African independence leaders. Fundamentally, most leaders believed that a 
strong central government was essentiaI to national unity and economic 
development. If political competition along the ethnic, regional, and religious 
(in areas of heavy Islamic concentration) fault lines of society were not elimi- 
nated, the resulting antagonisms would "shred the precious fabric of national 
accord" (Young, 1988b:495). James Wunsch and Dele Olowu (1990:44) 
point to other influential factors in the movement toward centralization: 

I. It was part of the colonial legacy of an administrative state. 
2. Outside development consultants from both Western couritries and 

the Eastern bloc were heavily emphasizing central direction and 

long-term planning. 
3. It complemented the expectation of potential donor agencies for 

"rational" planning and management of assistance programs. 
4. it provided a possible solution for the very real challenges African 

leaders faced. 

The manner in which opponents to regimes lost power and access to 
government involved a variety of actions and mechanisms, with regimes 

~ii~}~:!i;.:i:: differing on the emphasis and degree of restrictiveness. At the outset, the 
i!~:;’.:!: main targets of government moves to eliminate political competition were 
::!!i:!i.il):...rival political parties. Some states, such as Guinea and Ghana, simply 
i::!ii:ii!:;?.declared local political parties illegal and contrary to the national interest; 
~!!!i!i:)others (e.g., Cameroon) made it virtually impossible for opposition parties 
~i;:;:to exist. In Uganda, Angola, and Mozambique, coercive force was used to 
~i~}~..~liminate opposition parties. In any event, as Astride Zolberg’s 
~i}:i):(1966:66-76) classic work Creating Political Order points out: 

N~;~?:~:’:~ 1. Competing poht~cal parties were ehmmated and the government 
party fortified. 
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2. Political opponents were co-opted (drawn in by various induce- 

" ments), intimidated, detained, or otherwise eliminated (imprison- 
ment, exile, or, much more rarely, murder). 

3. Electoral systems were modified to make competition unlikely or 

impossible. 
4. Constitutions were changed to give wide authority to restrict the 

power of representative assemblies, including national parliaments 
and provincial and local assemblies. 

By the late 1960s, the most common political organization of the new 
states was the single-party state. Arguably, only Botswana and Gambia were 

true multiparty exceptions. But transformation of the democratic political 
structures bequeathed by EurOpean poIitical powers involved considerably 
more than the systematic dismantling of institutions of representation and 
interest expression--opposition parties, parliaments, provincial and state 
assemblies, and local district and city councils. Motivated by the desire for 
more comprehensive political control, for regime security, and for implemen- 
tation of government policies, ruling groups moved hastily to fortify three 
main structures of government: administrative bureaucracies, the military and 
police, and the executive. Building on the legacy of effective coIonial bureau- 
cracies and security forces (passed on virtually intact in many instances and 

contairfing the main reservoir of skilled personnel in all African countries), 
the new regimes expanded both the size and function of administrative agen- 

cies (Chazan et al., 1999:54-58). While the number and size of almost all 
administrative bodies increased during the immediate postindependence 
years, the most dramatic increases were created in the ministries of economic :.. 
planning, transportation, education, and sociai services, especially the latter 
two. Greatly expanded too were government bureaucracies and parastatals ¯ 
(relatively autonomous, state-owned corporations) involved in buying and 
marketing agricultural and mineral commodities, producing beer and ciga- 

rettes, and controlling railroads, airlines, and electric power. 
Kept small and under heavy European control (all officers and many .i 

noncommissioned officers were Euiopean) during the colonial period, the 

police and especially the military were expanded. In Nigeria, Kenya,.: 
Uganda, Sudan, and what is now the Democratic Republic of Congo, where... 

particularly strong regional or ethnic interests eithtr challenged the govern-: 

merit or were perceived to be an inunediate threat to the regime, the growth .~ 
of coercive elements was most rapid. 

Perhaps most important in the transformation and augmentation of 
administrative institutions was the concentration of legitimate authority in 
the executive. Virtually all new states in the first decolonization wave 
left with mechanisms to limit, disperse, or cheek executive power. Yet; 
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beginning in the early postindependence period, strong executive presiden- 
cies (supported by the creation of single-party states and the preemption of 
regional and local politics by bureaucracies) began to displace all inde- 
pendent legislative authority (Wunsch and Olowu, 1990:55-56). By the late 
1960s, in governments such as Malawi, Cameroon, Mall, Tanzania, Togo, 
Zaire (now the Democratic Republic of Congo), and Zambia, presidential 
decree had replaced meaningful legislative debate. 

The relative ease with which early postindependence African leaders 
consolidated power through shutting off avenues of access to government, 
gutting representative bodies, and extending the hold on society of the 
administrative branches came as a surprise to many Western observers. After 
all, in the 1950s Europeans had expanded social services to Africans; opened 
the lower branches of colonial government to African clerks; allowed trade 
unions, political parties, and other associations to flourish; and "given" the 
gift of democracy to Africans. Critics blamed (among other things) the "intel- 
ligence of Africans" and the "incomplete job of ’Europeanization’ of 
Africans." Others saw in the anti-imperial slogans of the nationalist period 
and in the extension of the state an anticapitalist bias. When coupled With the 
"abandoning" of democratic institutions and heavy expansion of the state, 
many, Americans especially, saw the specter of socialism (easily equated in 
the Cold War period with commtmism). Ironically, while lamenting the anti- 
democratic trend in Africa, the United States was at the same time supporting. 
such dictators as Mobutu Sese Seko in Zaire, the white-ruled repressive 
apartheid government in South Africa, and othernondemocratic regimes so 
long as they were avowedly anticommunist. 

In reality, the ease and speed with which authoritarian regimes were 
created were heavily rooted in the social and economic by-pr0ducts of 
colonial rule. Long-term colonial economic policies oriented toward com- 
modity produ(tion and keeping labor cheap left most African states with 
huge peasant farmer populations overlaid by very small middle classes and 
minuscule upper classes. Effective opposition to the monopolization of 

by political elites is most often associated with a strong middle class 
investments to protect and with sources of economic and political 

lower independent of the state. Only a large middle class would have the 
educational and organizational skills, the motivation, and the monetary 
resources to successfully challenge government actions. Furthermore, the 

system, highly capitalistic in an international context, created con- 
that made accumulation of wealth by local individuals and groups 

impossible. Without considerable amounts of savings, significant 
investment in production of new resources and goods for society 
take place. In effect, colonial rule thwarted local capitalism; conse- 
independent centers of economic and political power were severe- 
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ty limited. Only the new African state itself, through its taxing and revenue- 
creating powers, could aggregate money to finance development of the 
country. Those who controlled the state, therefore, not only had little effec- 

tive political opposition but controlled the only viable source for the attain- 
ment of wealth. 

Patronage, the Patrimonial State, and Personal Rule 

The rulers and their associates who dismantled the democratic structures 
left at independence were attempting to stay in power. The creation of cen- 
tralized single-party systems of governance was an attempt to consolidate 
control over the political actions of rival interest groups. By centralizing 
power under the executive, the regimes also were acting to obtain compli- 
ance with government policies. 

Yet, the constriction of the political arena; the often ruthless manner 
with which single-party governments were imposed on the populations, and 
the fact that the party and the central organs of government were usually 
closely tied to the ethnic and regional support base of the ruling elite did 
little to dampen opposition. Politicians who lost out in the moves that 
restricted access to decisionmakers and limited participation in the political 
process found it relatively easy to mobilize ethnic and other groups not 
associated with or favored by the ruling elite. As Sandbrook (1985:77-81) 
makes clear, ethnic politicization, or "tribalism," increased throughout the 
first decade of independence as ethnicity became one of, if not the main, 
vehicle for expressing grievances by those outside the system. 

To maintain themselves in power, therefore, African leaders had to 
construct stronger bases of social support. Given the virtual monopolization 
of scarce economic resources by the new regimes and the elimination 
restrictions on the leaders of most African countries, the answer lay in 
discretionary distribution of patronage and the development of "clientelis, 
tic" ties to key individuals and groups (see Eisenstadt and Lemarchand 
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port for the regimes and rulers were import-export licenses, government 
contracts, monopolies over certain kinds of business, tax exemptions, the 
use of government houses and automobiles, and subsidizing of university 
educations. 

The fact is that patron-client relationships permeate most African gov- 
ernments. Citizens "tie" themselves to patrons (from their kinship line, vil- 
lage, or ethnic, language, or regional group) in government who can help 
them in some way. Lower-level patrons invariably are clients themselves to 
a more important patron who may have been responsible for securing his 
ethnic "brother’s" job in the first place. At the upper end of patron-client 
networks are "middlemen" clients of the ruling elite. Using political clout, 
powerful positions, and access to government monetary resources made 
available by the rulers, these middlemen-patrons not only supply jobs in 
government but money for schools, health clinics, wells, storage facilities, 
roads, and other favors to their ethnic groups and regions. Patronage binds 
local constituencies not only to their network of patronage but also to sup- 
port for the regime itself. Emanating from the country leader may be literal- 
ly hundreds of patron-client linkages that fix support of other elites to the 
country’s leadership and create substantial support for the regime. Acting 
also as a system of control, state patronage and "clientelism" served to con- 
solidate regimes by offering access to state resources in exchange for politi- 
cal acquiescence (Boone, 1990b:37). 

Following Max Weber, social scientists generally refer to the political 
process in which government office is bestowed in return for political sup- 
port and personal loyalty and service as "patrimonialism" (Bendix, 
1962:334-335). The essence of patrimonial rule is the personalization of 
power by a country’s ruler. By the end of the first decade of independence, 
most African political systems were characterized by varying degrees of 
personal authoritarian rule. In some countries, such as Zaire under Mobutu 
in the early to mid-1970s, the personal authority of a strongman ruler 

:became vir.tually synonymous with government itself. (For Zaire, see 
..Callaghy, 1984; Young and Turner, 1985:166-I84; Leslie, 1993; for per- 

1981; Fatton, 1986; .Chazan et al., 1999:185-t87). While patron-client     ~:iii:i:~!~;::..sonal rule generally, see Jackson and Rosberg, 1982, and Chabal and Daloz, 

tions quickly became the main form of political exchange in postindepen2:.i~.iN~!!.:!:i!i:i:: 1999 ) A most illustrative "portrait" of a personal authoritarian ruler is one 
deuce Africa, "clientelism" and the swapping of favors for support were ~!:’~:~:~::... scnb~u by Richard Sandbrook: 

" ar " ~ ~:;~!~: : drawn into v rooted in the politics of anticolonialism. Local leaders were . 
"d ’:’~ ~~:": ....... ious nationalist movements with promises of personal office and gain of at ~Nii?:!:i~i.~.!.; The strongman, usually the president, occupies the center of political life. 

to their villages and regions at independence. ~.~i?:~’ ~i;:’:;i:~"~ii Front and center stage he is the central force around which all else 
revolves. Not only the ceremonial head of state, the president is also the In any event, most African rulers m6ved to build support and defuse": 

opposition by a wide variety of patronage devices made possible by thei~:::~i"il)iiiii::!:~i chief political, military and cultural figure; head of government, corn- 

control of the state. Key figures were co-opted into government by appointS:     iiii!i’::ii.:!:.. mander-in-chief of the armed forces, head of the governing party (if there is one) and even chancellor of the local university. His aim is typically to 
merit to high political offices or important positions in the administrativel. ~    ~!~:=.::~.~.i’i ::i:il identify his person with the "nation." His physical self is omnipresent: as 
branch or in parastatals. Among other kinds of patronage used to bind sup~:i:~:~z~=;.~::~ in Orwelt’s I984, Big Brother is plastered on public walls, biIlboards and 
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even private homes. His portrait also ador~s stamps, coins, paper money 
and even T-shirts and buttons often distributed to the party "faithful.°, 
Schools, hospitals and stadiums are named after him. The mass media her- 
ald his every word and action, no matter how insignificant. (Sandbrook, 
1985:90) 

Personal rule, of course, depends on the combination of patronage and 
coercion. Regimes varied in the degree of repressiveness and in the size of 
those sharing the resources of government. In Cameroon under Ahidjo and 
Crte d’Ivoire under Houphoufit-Boigny, broad and relatively genuine ethni. 
cally balanced elite networks created long periods of stability. The more 
autocratic the personal ruler, the more likely the spoils were to be distrib- 
uted only among the politically important: top bureaucrats, party officialS, 
local notables, national and regional politicians, military officers, and trade 
union officials (Sandbrook, 1985:94-95). In Idi Amin’s Uganda, patronage .... 
was limited to the ruler’s band of close associates and his numerically smatl 
cultural group, and violent repression became virtually the only method 
political and social control. In any event, what must be understood is that.: 

maintaining patronage networks and forces of coercion requires a hug~: 
amount of money. And in short order, African ruIers found that to ke, 
clients secure and the system stable, governments had to commit" 
amounts of money to patronage or allow increasing opportunities 

in governmem to use their positions for personal gain. 

iN Military Intervention 

As African leaders shut down rival political parties and 
bodies and ctosed off access to government for the vast majority of 
citizens, they also increased the size of their armed forces. First 
as symbols of national sovereignty and independence throughout the 
and 1970s, the military increasingly became a part of the ruling 
enforcement apparatus. Although the actual growth of the military 
its relationship to African rulers varied, the armed forces " 
became politically powerful entities (Chazan et al., 1999:58-61). 
result of their organization and control of w~aponry, the armed forces 
uniquely positioned to overthrow civilian regimes. As the good feeling 
political openness of the nationalist period quickly disappeared 
ality of single-party government, a variety of factors created conditions 
"justified" military imervention in politics. Certainly, the amount and 
of economic improvement was not even ctose to public 
Animosity toward the government grew among those touched by 
ingly repressive personal rule. Furthermoi)e, conspicuous 
palaces, airplanes, and personal luxury items by many of the rulin 
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The military is an important political actor in most African states, 

g with the general poverty of the masses of citizens, created 
While military takeovers have occurred to rid countries of 

unpopular and corrupt regimes, most are probably better explained by other 
such as the persona! ambitions of military officers or attempts by 

military to deal with low pay, poor conditions, or neglect (see Decalo, 
!976; Cox, 1976). 

In any event, between the 1952 overthrow of King Farouk by Egyptian 
Gamal Abdel Nasser and 1984, seventy successful coups took place 

thirty African countries (McGowan and Johnson, 1984:633-666). 

to Samuel Decalo (1989:547-548), "If during the 1960s the 
d’rtat emerged as the most visible and recurrent characteristic of the 

!Africa~a political experience, by the 1980s, quasi-permanent military rule, 
~f whatever ideological hue, had become the norm for most of the confl- 
Uent. At any one time, 65 percent of all of Africa’s inhabita,,nts 

~}er half of its states are governed by military administrations, and well 

)::::. Since independence, Benin, Burkina Faso (formerly Upper Volta), 
3hahn, and Nigeria have had five or more successful coups d’rtat, and just 

~elve African states have never had civilian rule disrupted by military 
i~iervention. In fact, as late as 1996, only Crte d’Ivoire and Malawi had 
h~t yet experienced an attempted or successful coup d’dtat (see Chazan et 

~!i: 1999"225-230) Then, just three years later, only Malawi remained fol- 

the successful overthrow of Ivoirian President Konan Bedie on 

1999. 
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While military regimes have normally claimed to be "caretakers" who 
would "clean up the mess" and "return to the barracks," most instead have 
moved to consolidate power. It is important to note that almost invariably 
military regimes have tended to operate much like the civilian regimes that 
preceded them (Ball, 1981:576-580; Young, 1988a:496-497; Meroe, 
1980). Most have adopted the single-party political organization, and, .usu- 
ally from a small ruling group, a single ruler emerges. Furthermore, .and 
highly important for an understanding of the continent, most military rulers 
share with their civilian counterparts both the use of patronage as a mecha- 
nism for gathering political support and the use of coercion to control or 
eliminate opposition. They also share an overall preoccupation with 
increasing their own economic position. Nigeria’s military ruler from 1993 
to 1998, General Sani Abacha, is a case in point. Along with crushing all 
political opposition, Abacha and his corrupt military cronies diverted vast 
oil revenues for patronage and their own aggrandizement. Abacha is 
alleged to have stolen a $6 bilIion fortune for himself (Gordon, 2003: 
195-196). Finally, while military and civilian rulers alike have pursued 
almost identical economic development policies and have reaped similar 
results, the Afrobarometer Project has found that military rule is by far the 
least popular form of rule in Africa (Bratton et al., 2006:78). (For an 
exhaustive review of the military in Africa, see Luckham, 1994:13-75.) 

The Political Economy of Decline 

For ordinary Africans, development is seen in personal terms. It means 
additional money for children’s schoolbooks, usable roads that allow farm- 
ers to get their produce to market, electric lights in the village, affordable 
rice and flour, or a health clinic within walking distance. Development toO 
is measured by access to land, jobs, and better housing. But most Africans 
experienced little real economic progress in the postcolonial period..:. 
Resources needed for effective, broad-scale development were drained!: 
away, among other reasons, to support regime efforts to consolidate power. 

As we have seen, attempts by African regimes to enhance control over.:.: 
the political arena and to strengthen and extend bases of support led 
remarkably similar actions. State patronage and clientelism emerged as 
main methods of political control and governance. State resources 
could have been committed to development were used to pull into the sys~i. 

tem, the elite from a variety of politicized fa, ctions (ethnic, regional, 
ers groups, student associations, women s groups). In reality, private::!. 
appropriation of state resources and the use of government money to buildl:~ 

and expand personal rule lay at the very heart of the process by which 
postcolonial regimes sought to govern (Boone, i990b:36-37). 
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In large part because of patronage-based rule, the 1960s and 1970s 
(and beyond) were marked by the rapid growth of the political branch, the 
bureaucracies, and the parastatals. In fact, during the 1960s, the civil ser- 
vice in Africa grew at a rate of 7 percent per year, a rate that doubled the 
number of employees in ten years. The result was that by 1970 over 60 per- 
cent of all African wage earners were government employees. By 1980, at 
least half of all African government expenditures were allocated simply to 

¯ pay the salaries of government employees. Furthermore, the expansion of 
government corporations during the first two decades borders on phenome- 
nal. Parastatals were developed to deal with a broad range of government 
activities. For example, state-owned companies were created to handle the 
control and marketing of agricultural products, provide banking services, 
run airlines and railroads, manufacture products, and manage retail stores. 
As an extreme example of their number and range in a particular country, 
Nigeria (in the mid-1970s) had over 250 state-owned corporations (Chazan 

et al., 1999:56). 
The patronage-based elaboration of the state, the expansion of the 

armed forces, and economic development of a country depended on the 
availability of substantial amounts of money. Especially needed was for- 
eign exchange to purchase petroleum, trucks, buses, industrial parts, and a 

of items Africans could not produce. While some money began 

to flow from donor nations, most government activities would depend on 
money aggregated locally. Given the scarcity of indigenous private say- 

from which to borrow, the lack of established middle- and upper- 
groups on which income taxes could be levied, the absence of an 

.: i. industrial base, and a heavy dependency on technoIogically advanced 
most African regimes turned to the profits to be made from the 

~ort of mainly agricultural commodities. Catherine Boone’s description 
African regimes moved to control highly productive areas of post- 
commerce is highly relevant. "Building on the regulatory appara- 

of the colonial state, post-colonial governments licensed wholesalers 

importers, controlled imports through tax and tariff regimes and fixed 
process of agricultural commodities, agricultural imports, and staple 

goods" (Boone, 1990b:26). While the process of sustaining rev- 
from taxes on rural commercial farmers developed by the colonial 

or intensifying (raising) them was complicated and varied consider- 
depending on the political and economic resources of local farmers, 

result was that throughout most of the continent, substantial profits 
"earned" by African regimes by paying rural agricultural commodity 

low prices and marketing the commodities at considerably high- 
prices (Bates, i981; Boone, 2003). The consequence for farmers and 

of Africa was that the promise of development turned into the 
reality of subsistence living. For increasing numbers, the hope for a 
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better life centered on the already well-traveled path of migration to the 

cities.                                                            "      : 
In fact, government economic policies that handicapped farmers were 

heavily reinforced by the reactions of rulers to major population growth 
urbaza areas. By the carry 1960s, "primate cities" (capitals and ports) often 
were growing at rates as high as 10 percent per year. For example, between 
1958 and 1970, the population of Kinshasa in what is now the Democratic 
Republic of Congo increased from 389,000 to 1,323,000 (Young an 
Turner, 1985:81), and Douala, Cameroon, grew from 54,000 in 1957 

over 313,000 in 1976 (Government of Cameroon, 1977). Early within 
first decade of independence in most African capitals, massive con 
tions of under- and unemployed Africans existed in sprawling squatter 
tlements with no city services. In some instances, they already formed 

bulk of cities’ populations. (More on urbanization and population growth 

Africa is found in Chapters 5 and 7.) 
From the earliest days of independence, African leaders were aware 

the potential danger of large urban concentrations of the poor and 
ployed. Many regimes had experienced urban-based strikes, 
tions, and even violence during moves to centralize the state or as 
pointment grew over slow progress toward meeting the needs 
expectations of various interest groups. As a result, roost leaders 
cut the potential of "instability" of large concentrations of urban poor: i 
holding down food prices in the cities. In effect, urban areas were 
dized by requiring food crop farmers (mostly women) to accept low priC~ 
from government monopoly wholesalers or by setting price caps on fo~ 

sold in urban areas. 
In order to extract profits from rurally produced agricultural comm~ 

ties and to keep food costs low for urban residents, government poli~:i. 

caused the deterioration of rural economies, pushed the rate of 
urban migration dramatically upward, and added to the growing 
between rural and urban areas. Furthermore, farmers, in large 

where access was available, began to sell thei~ crops in the black 

economy outside government control (see Bates, t98 l). 
]?or much of Africa, then, development of the rural areas was 

to finance patrimonial states. These patronage-based systems 
opportunities for all those connected to government through 
networks. For the elite, appointed by rulers to the highest party, admin!:sl 

tire, and parastatal positiotts, state office and political influence cre 
amazing legal and illegal advantages for personal gain. And in virtua!~ 
states, those in positions of power (and their patrons) moved to usri 

influence for economic profit (Young, 1988b:503). 
It i.s the way in which the state-based elite used their profits th) 

most important for an understanding of a political economy of decli~..e.:.i 
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the most pa~t, money legally or illegally secured from government position 
was either used to buy luxury import items or placed into speculative real 
estate development, taxis and trucks, or retail and wholesale commercial 
ventures (Boone, 1990a:427). For a variety of reasons, very little invest- 
ment took place in ventures that created substantial employment, boosted 
industrial capacity, or generally helped develop the country (see 

Sandbrook, 1985). 
Given the circumstances of government economic policies that virtual- 

ly devastated rural areas and pushed urbanization, the expansion of the 
state and the huge costs of personnel and patronage, and the essentially 
nonproductive and wasteful use by the elite of public resources, a!most all 
African states were in economic decline by the early 1970s. During the 
mid- to !ate 1970s, a combination of external and internal political, eco- 
nomic, and social factors moved the continent from decline into crisis. 

State and Society in Crisis 

political agendas that created costly government superstructures and 
..siphoned money into the hands of a relatively nonproductive elite class 
inhibited the development of most African countries. In many regimes, 

mismanagement, and corruption wasted public resources. 
most of the wealth that flowed to the dominant classes was not 

!~:i:~!i~i~. i:spent on capital investments, investments that help a country to produce 
~!:ii:~’~;:~ more and that ultimately promote development. 
i~i!i~:~!ii.:il:. As a result of these and other factors, the economic growth rate of the 

ntinent declined. Data taken from Nafziger (1988:16-34) help chart the 
’i ~ of African economic stagnation and descent in the 1970s and 1980s. 

a growth rate of approximately 1.3 percent per year in the decade 
to independence, economic growth dropped to 0,2 percent yearly for 

from 1965 through 1984. Between 1980 and I985, Africa’s real 
domestic product (GDP) per capita fell an average of 2.3 percent 

the mid-1980s, the "great descent" had become an international- 

tragedy of crisis proportions. While the economic impact of. 
decisions by African rulers was a major factor in creating crisis 

other factors generally outside the controi of rulers contributed 

Y. 
relativeIy high prices that commodities brought in the waning 
years began to drop in the early independence period. During the 

and continuously since, prices for virtually all of the continent’s 
~.hin. agricultural and mineral commodities have declined. At the same 

i~8, costs of goods imported from the more technologically sophisticated 
~htries have risen steadily. Machine parts, automobiles and trucks, 
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industrial tools, and luxury items have become increasingly more expen- 

sive’Even more disadvantageous changes in the "terms of trade" for African 

states were caused by the oil shocks from the mid-1970s to the early 1980s. 
With the exception of oil producers such as Nigeria, Angola, and Gabon, 
sub-Saharan African states were staggered by the high costs of petroleum 

products¯ 
While changes in the international economy placed most African coun- 

tries in increasing jeopardy, population changes within Africa created con- 
ditions that would hinder any hope of economic progress¯ From the rela- 

tively slow populatio~ increases of the colonial period, population growth’i 
rates in independent Africa simply exploded. By the mid-1980s, the 
nental population growth average rose to a yearly rate of over 3.0 
At this rate of growth, populations double in size in little more than 
years (World Bank, 1990a:229)- 

The scope of the crisis can be understood by the number of 

relegated to absolute poverty (living on one dolIar per day or less). B 
1985, the number of absolute poor had grown to 180 million 

percent of the population. By 1998, rapid population growth and slow 
nomic growth combined to increase the number of poor by an 
111 million¯ This means that at the dawn of the twenty-first 

Africans constituted 25 percent of all the poor in the developing world 

compared to only 16 percent in 1985 (World Bank, 1990b:5, 29; 

23). (A comprehensive discussion of the current economic crisis is 
Chapter 5. See Chapter 13 for more on poverty.) 

. he fact is that by the early 1980s most African state 
In any event, t            ¯ - -- ..... idb, ,rowing budge~ 

.    ve the capacity to m~et xap ~ ~ simply did not ha ....... ther results, there was an ove.~,~ 
requirements. Most often, amu-~ ,~ 

weakening of the government’s ability to carry out essential public::~ 
vices. Over time, roads and rail systems deteriorated. Services to agn~.! 

tnre were abandoned. School systems (already shocked by huge incre! 
in the under-fifteen population) found little money available for sc~ 

construction or teacher salaries. Furthermore, as the state "soft~i 
(Ityden, 1983:60-63), even the most essential government tasks, sti! 

ecame roblematic. As Goren Hyden (2006:8) 

clear, "in the absence or a welfare sta~e ux~ ..... rr° 
tax collect~on, b oP .............. ~ n vide AfricanS’ 
a measure of social security, citizens have always relied on 

" su oft systems such as extended families,:i~ 
somal and economic PP ....... ;~- the neriod of econom~:~i 

munit at large. ~ ~ r ~i~ bors, or the corn     Y . ~ ¯     .---easin-l,~ had to rely on tbe..:i...~ 
¯ 

"col decline and now, arr~ca.ns m~.~ .. ~, ~ ...... ~’,-r most P:~ 
Pm°~iltl2conomy,’’ which forms tile ma3orlt.Y .oi 
"" - ..... nd which almost enttrmy esc~p~ 
across the con~lnem a .... 

most African countries. 
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As the administrative capacity of governments decreased, decay within 

regimes increased¯ In many states, corrupt practices among strategically 

ptaced politicians and bureaucrats became so habitual as to be institutional- 
ized. Under these circumstances, citizens expected to pay bribes, and they 
viewed politicians’ raiding of government treasuries as simply "the way 
things are do~e." The term kleptocratic has been applied to states such as 

the former Zaire, where corruption was systematically practiced at all tev- 
els (Young and Turner, 1985:I83). Yet, even in countries with a traditional- 

ly professional civil service, the economic crisis created conditions or 
,’structured" incentives for corruption. In Ghana, for example, "where 

hyper-inflation rapidly outran increases in salaries, demanding a bribe (or a 
higher one than previously) was an understandable reaction of junior or 

...middle-ranking government officiaIs to the problem of feeding their fami- 
(Jeffries, 1989:80). 

For individual Africans, strategies for survival are registered in such 
~nal acts as the following: a decision to sell cocoa not to the official 
eminent agency but on the black market for twice the government 

a move to avoid the possibility of losing money on an export peanut 
, by "retreating" into subsistence agriculture (for one’s own use); or the 

(made by many) to invest time and work in one or a variety of 
~tual aid organizations that operate to help finance a farmer’s seeds, 

road, bnild a school, or even protect a village from thieves. 
Since the early 1980s, the actions of individual Africans combined to 

substantial impact on African regimes¯ Basically, two major patterns 

First, although varying by country and regime, large numbers of 
disengaged from the state or were at least partially successful in 
state laws and officials (see Rothchild and Chazan, 1988). 

a resurgence and expansion of voluntary organizations and associ- 
occurred, even within coercive states (see Bratton, 1989b; Fulton, 

?2; and Harbeson, Rothchild, and Chazan, 1994)1 While both develop- 
had significant ramifications for African regimes, withdrawal from 

and its power to tax was most difficult for rulers to control and 
: inm~ediately to the state in crisis¯ 

from the state denies regimes their expected revenues 
significant ways. First, the economic foundation of most African 

is rests on revenues produced from selling agricultural exports. When 
simply stop growing export crops, the fiscal base of regimes 

ady weakened by a continuing sIide in commodity prices) is further 
Certainly, tess foreign exchange is accrued and the economic crisis 
Disengagement from the state also takes place when people turn 

economic transactions for survival or profit. These black 
activities are remarkably alike throughout the continent and prima- 
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and exchanging scarce goods above both official and jus- Hoarding 

rifled market prices; 
2. Smuggling lucrative cash crops, precious metals, or manufactured 
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nomic crisis of the late 1970s reached "almost cataclysmic proportions" in 
the mid-1980s, most African regimes were forced into the desperate gamble 
of "structural adjustment" loans from the InternationaI Monetary Fund 
(IMF). 

What must be understood is that African regimes had consistently 

avoided IMF loans. Conditions tied to them require countries essentially to 
reorder society by adjusting the structure of internal economic reIation- 
ships. Structural adjustment was and is controversial in Africa, as Virginia 
DeLancey discusses in Chapter 5, and for authoritarian patrimonial states, 
they seemed truly last-ditch agreements. Most structural adjustment agree- 
ments required countries to: 

For the first twenty to twenty-five years, independent rule in most 
states was based on a relatively standard political and economic 
In the most simple terms, an autocratic leader emerged and 
political control through patronage and a heavily expanded state. 

result of government employment and opportunities, connections,¯ 
favors, a dominant group formed. Over time, as this urban-based 

coalesced, government policies increasingly focused on maintaining 

support. 
Patronage networks, massive bureaucracies, and the ec 

a dominant class require a large and steady stream of money. As 

from African civil servants to staff members of these international 
agencies." By 1989, all but five of forty-four sub-Saharan African 

were borrowers from the IMF (Kraus, 1991:211-212). 
From a political standpoint, the significance of these developments 

hould not be underestimated, because for most countries the sweeping 
reforms required to receive IMF monies change the context of 

relations not only between the rulers and the ruled but within 
imes themselves. 
At the outset, structural adjustment policies had a major impact onthe 

areas, which rulers often pacified by subsidizing foodstuffs. 
agricultural prices caused food costs to rise dramatically. In 

. where relatively little food is grown for personal use, price 
for such ~taples as rice, flour, and meal are often devastating. 

the vast urban population made up largely of nonsalaried, underem- 
or unemployed poor feels the fulI effect of structural adjustment 

lower- and middle-range government employees are also affected 
Across the continent, opposition to food price increases was 

’ bitter and led to denaonstrations and riots in many countries. 
allowing agricultural prices to rise and eliminating subsidies 

Structural Adjustment and 
the Reordering of the State 

tually all major lenders dried up, which left only the 
national Monetary Fund loan packages with their grinding 

Bank/Inter , .- ........ complete economic collapse 
terit measures to warn off trte vlrrual,y 

many (if not most) African governments. 

foods either into or out of the country; and 

3. Engaging in illegal currency transactions to avoid monetary 

exchange controls or exchange rates. 

These and other activities are a major part of the parallel or informal econo- 

my, which creates incomes and assets that largely escape government re 
lations and taxes. African governments lose huge amounts of money in 

manner, weakening the fiscal basis of the state even further (MacGaIfeY,::! 

1988:177-185; Lemarchand, 1988:160-166; Sandbrook, 1985:139-149), 
1. Devalue currencies so that exports will be cheaper to foreign buyers. 

n event, as revenues stagnated or declined, as treasuries w In a y ....... oods and services became,:!!i!~[~..,, 
2. 

¯ and as terms of trade ~or tmporteu ~ 
’ 

Reduce deficits by freezing government salaries. 

drained .......... ents borrowed heavily to:@~[:i::;:.. :. 
3. Stop setting agricultural prices and eliminate subsidies to urban 

increasingly dtsadvant.a ercial loans were secured:~)i")i: : 
consumers. 

retain themselves, un J , n Euro e ’::~?~N >.:: End import restrictions. 
m.a ...... :-h Because of Africa s heavy dependence, o . 

p ........ 
~[!~;:;::::: 

4. 

ares wer~ m~ . 
.:~::~.~.:v,: 4::..~ 

5. Privafize state-owned enterprises. when r _ .,-:,-.~ q,~,~¢ the Soviet Union, and other mdustrlat hardens 

japan, me ~mt~u 
money, sub-Saharan Mrica had by 1990 compiled debts so huge that ove~:~i~I[ill ,. i:....~.i=.i~ .! ...~..~ 

6. Increase bank interest rates to encourage savings to generate capital 

40 percent of export earnings needed to be spent each year simply to pay.~).i.~ = ¯ .... 

investment. 

interest (World Bank, 1990b). Economists generally agreed that with~!~i:i 
economies further deteriorating, few Amcan states would have meintere~i:~abilit~ ~i~ii~ ~conom~esi~ii Countriesby that received these loans accepted close surveillance o~ their 
to ever pay debt principal, and a significant number could not meet 

~~:~i~.~.i.~.. the Bank. Lofehie (1989:122) states lhat "at the level of gov- 

payment schedules. Under these circumstances, economic credit from 
nent officer, structural adjustment transferred effective operational 
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increased the scope and intensity of opposition to many African regimes. 
and farther undermined any remaining legitimacy, other austerity measures 
associated with structural adjustment threatened to unravel the very basis of 

regime existence. As governments froze salaries and sold off government 
corporations, money for patronage was drasticaUy reduced, and positions 
connected to the system were eliminated. Furthermore, virtually bankrupt 

regimes slashed services and were increasingly unable to meet the pay 
schedules of teachers, public health workers, and other low- and medium- 

level civil servants. In other words, the patronage systems that in most 
African states tied together and supported an essential socioeconomic-polit- 
ical elite were either st~bstantiaftY weakened or began to break apart. 

’ Chakoadza, 1993; Olukoshi, 1993; Onimode, 1989; and Ponte, 1994, for 
the social and political impact of SAPs.) In mar~y African countries by the late 1980s, regimes in political 
economic retreat faced variations of an increasingly common scenario: 

1. 
Associational groups such as self-help organizations, 
churches, vigilante groups, mad professional organizations, 
had increased as the economic crisis worsened, expanded furtheri: 

under structural adjustment. Deeply rooted in society, these group 

formed the basis of popular dissent toward the regime (see 
1989a, 1989b:29-33; Hyden, 1999:4-5; Shaw, 1990). 

2. Civil servants and trade union members--whose living 

mad incomes were most threatened by the economic crisis and 

terity measures--began demanding political reforms ("A 
for Africa," 1991:2; Neavoll, 1991:413; Press, 1991:4; Henry, 199! 

3. College stndents, graduates, and professors facing cutbacks 

poor job prospects actively worked against the regime 
1990, 1991). They, along with civil servants and trade unionists, 

popular demonstrations against the government.             . ~ 

As autonomous centers of power formed and opposition to regir@ 
increased, many regimes faced additional pressures from outside the con~i 
nent as weft. The extraordinary political upheaval that brought 
zation to the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe resulted in political 

between the superpowers and ended the .Cold War. Under these new cori~ 
tions, the strategic importance of Africa was greatly diminishc the United States and the Soviet Union began to cooperate:~i 
conseqnences, and to reduce both military and economic aid. (See Cha~ 

foreign policy 

et al., 1999:449-451.) Countries tied to the Soviet Union and Easte tes for aid and technology (such as Mozambique, Ethi015 
European sta ..... = ~,~ ..... o nressured to accommodate P0!i 

(especially Zalre.::. 
c~aa~ cA:ag:~2 hi;dr c~.~2n~s~e~J;~m~£~ States 
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Kenya), cutbacks in US aid and the consequent new attention paid by the 
United States to human rights abuses brought new and heavy pressure on 
rulers (see HuIt, 1991 :i93-196, 233-234). As Young points out, "By 1990 
US policy was aggressively promoting democratization, aided by the 
efforts of unusualIy outspoken ambassadors in Cameroon, the Central 
African Republic, Zaire, and Kenya" (Young, 1999a:69). In West Africa, 
former French colonies (Benin, Gabon, Cbte d’Ivoire, and Chad) long 
dependent on French aid and French troops to support Single-party states 
and authoritarian rulers were subject to change in the foreign policy of 
France. New assistance from France apparently required regimes to be 
responsive to citizens’ demands for political reform (Whiteman, 1991; 
Clark, 1997:2; see also Chapter 6). During 1991, the United Kingdom, the 
European Community, and Japan linked future aid to African countries to 
st~ch "political conditionalities" as respect for human rights, a free press, 
democratization, and "honest" government (Clapham, 1996:194-195; 
Khadiagala, 2000:93). More important for some countries, influential voices 
within the World Bank began to call for political reform as a necessary 
component to economic aid (Young, 1999a:69). 

All of these events created an atmosphere for change and heightened 
expectations Africans had for political transformation. Under these circum- 
stances, the last decade of the twentieth Century began. 

Beyond Autocracy: Political 
Liberalization and Democratization 

By late 1989, in countries as different as Algeria and Zaire, Gabon and 
¯ Madagascar, and Benin and "ibgo, open challenges to incumbent regimes 
became commonplace. At first, spontaneous demonstrations, strikes, and 
riots were focused on government austerity measures. Shortly thereafter, 

escalated rapidly into widespread and strident demands for the end 
single-party rule, for accountable political officials, and for free elec- 

(Bratton and van de Walle, 1992:27-38). 
Most African regimes responded first with repression. However, shak- 

by the scope and intensity of protest and pressured by conditions and 
outside the continent, many African rulers movedreluctantly to 

or promised reform (see Kraus, 1991). 

Beginning approximately with the new decade (1990), a period of 
political change began to take place. Within eighteen months, a 

number of states had either publicly committed to a multiparty politi- 
~stem or allowed opposition parties to form. Among those that had 

multiple political parties by late 199I were Angola, Burkina Faso, 
Republic of Congo, Guinea, Mozambique, Niger, Sierra Leone, 
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Under President Robert Mugabe, Zimbabwe has descended 
into being an autocratic state with its economy in shambles. 

Togo, Zaire, and Zambia. Two others, C6te d’Ivoire and Gabon, had 
allowed competitive elections with opposing parties to t~ke place by 
1990. Also during this period, President Robert Mugabe retreated from 
attempts to impose one-party rule on multiparty Zimbabwe, and 
Nigerian military government announced the formation of a two-party sys 
tern (though initial presidential elections were annulled) (African 

1991:vols. 1, 2, 4; Diamond, 1995:458). 
During 1990 and 1991, several authoritarian regimes fell as the 

of either wars of liberation or peaceful elections. For example, 
decades of illegal occupation and rule by South Africa and a bloody 
tion struggle, Namibia .(formerly South-West Africa) received 
deuce in March 1990. And in the Horn of Africa, the highly 
regimes of Siad Barre in Somalia and Mengistu Haile Mariam of 
fell to liberation movements during the first half of 1991. In West 
political pressures led to open democratic presidential elections in 
and March 1991 in Cape Verde, S~o Tom6 and Principe, and Benin. In 
case, a new president was elected over the former ruler, and a 
transfer of power took place (African Demos, 1991:voL4:8). In 
1991, Kenneth Kaunda, leader of Zambia since independence, was 
defeated in a relatively problem-free presidential election by trade 
leader Frederick Chiluba. And, most remarkably, on May 10, 1994, 
Mandela, leader of the African National Congress (ANC), was 
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South Africa’s first biack president. Altogether between 1990 and I995, 

over thirty competitive national elections were held across the continent, 
fourteen of which resulted in peaceful transfers of power (Doro, 1995:245). 

Clearly, by the end of I994 significant political changes had taken 
place on the African continent. In a wide variety of states, power was 
decentralized, political liberties expanded, and new individuals and groups 
entered the political arena. This thrust toward political reform and democ- 
ratization was strengthened by the loss of ci:edibility of ideologies that 

legitimated autocracy (particuIarIy by the Leninist version of Marxism); by 
the growth of local African and international human rights movements; and 
by expectations and the will to act prompted by democratic revolutions 
elsewhere in the world. These were heady days across the continent; the 
world was democratizing, and, to man), the continent of Africa seemed 
destined to fulfill a global democratic imperative. 

The Political Trajectory of Democratic Reform 
Despite the democratic impulse, the social and economic context that 
shaped the political trajectory of Africa over the past forty years remains 
substantially intact. Illiteracy and disease abound, unemployment and 
poverty continue unabated, and inequalities between classes are far worse 
than at independence. Furthermore, in many, if not most, countries, divisive 
ethnic, regional, religious, and even subethnic cleavages tear at the social 
fabric (see Adediji, 1995:134). Civil war in C6te d’Ivoire("A Genera/ 

from Hiding," 2005:40), genocide or mass killing in Darfur ’, (Sudan) (Kasfir, 2005:195), religious and regional tensions in Nigeria 

2005:203; Gordon, 2003), and smoldering rebellions in the 
:ic Republic of Congo and Uganda are notable cases in point. (For 
see Clark, 2002, and for Uganda, see ’%ord’s Resistance Army, 

(:2006). Therefore, as promising as these movements toward democratization 

might appear, it is premature to conclude that genuinely competi- 
multiparty democracies can easily be built or, with Africa’s myriad 

that they can survive. 

To understand the problems associated with achieving democracy in 
it is important to be clear on what is meant by democracy and how 

if a country is democratic. Many political scientists, especial- 

from Western industrial democracies such as the United States, broadly to describe a government chosen in open and fairly con- 
elections, where citizens of the country are protected by a code of 

liberties, and where electior~ results are accepted as legitimate by all 

The term consolidated democracy is used to indicate the wide- 
acceptance (by both political elites and by ordinary citizens) of rules 

g political participation, open competition, and human rights 
1999:18). 
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In reality, by the beginning of the twenty-first century it became quite 
apparent that the democratic gains of 1990 to 1994 were eroding (Bratton 
and van de Walle, 1997). Writing in 1999, Young observed that "the eupho- 
ria that marked the early 1990s has long since evaporated and even the 
most optimistic observers concede that democratization in Africa will be 
gradual, messy, fitful, and slow with many imperfections along the way" 

(Young, 1999b:25).. 
While in many Africar~ states political reforms were substantial and 

real, movement toward democracy was decidedly uneven across the conti- 

nent. Indeed, for mmay Africans gains in political freedom were very limit- 
ed or nonexistent. In 1997, only sixteen of Africa’s fifty-three states were 
categorized as "relatively democratic," a term that indicates a multiparty. 
state in which elections are relatively fair and that at least one change in the 

national leadership has taken place (Young, 1999b:27). Michael Bratton 

,a, 

nd Nicola,s, van de Walle note that while almost all African regimes 
opened up to some degree in the flurry of reform between 1990 and 

1994, the paths of political change were distinctive and divergent. About 40 
percent of the forty-four sub-Saharan African states became relatively dem- 
ocratic, but the majority did not (Bratton and van de Walle, 1997;116). In 
twelve countries (including Cameroon, Kenya, Gabon, and Ghana), regime).:. 
incumbents allowed the formation of opposition parties but "exploited the! 

powers of incumbency to dictate the rules of the political game by 
lating electoral laws, monopolizing campaign resources, or interfering with 

the polls. In an additional twelve countries (such as Uganda, Guinea, and 
Zalre) incumbent strongmen made insincere and tactical concessions 

under pressure to reform, but never intended to give up power" 

and van de Walle, 1997:121). 

The Political Economy of Democratization 
Africa’s divergent transitions toward political reform and democratizatio~:i;! 
are the result of a variety of factors that have an impact on the actior~s and 

poIicies of those in power in African states at the beginning of the twen~ 
first century. The general context within which domestic politics takei 

place in Africa includes the colonial legacies of poverty and dependS! 
economies, patron-client-based political systems, and the increasin~ 

impact of externat political and economic forces (such as the Wori) 
Bank/IMF). It is to the changing circumstances of Africa’s external eaVi 

ronment that we now turn.                                       " To begin, African states and their political systems operate within::I~ 
international environment in constant transition. The favorable combinatl0~ 
of factors that formed the context of dramatic political change in the 

result, many African leaders seeking to remaiii!i 
1990s changed. As a 

: ,.~: 
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power took advantage of the new circumstances and were able to halt what 
seemed to be a democratic destiny across the continent. 

Almost from the start of Africa’s precipitous economic decline that 
began in the late 1970s and early I980s, African economic and political 
systems have been increasingly influenced by donor nations and especially 
by the World Bank and the IMF. Operating on assumptions that only a 
major restructuring of the economic (and later) political systems of African 
countries would save them from complete economic destitution, these 
lenders required variations of structural adjustment programs outlined 
above. These assumptions centered on the belief that African countries 
could only build strong economies by focusing on increased export sales of 
primary products (unprocessed raw agricultural and mineral products). Sale 
of export crops and minerals would give African countries a comparative 
advantage over other states in that low labor costs would allow African 
states to export these products at very competitive prices, especially to 
industrial states. A second goal of the World Bank/IMF lending agencies 
was to open African states to investment from the outside and particularly 
from the wealthy industrial states, such as the United States, Japan, mad 
Germany. Removal of tariffs (developed in part to protect fragile African 
industries) and other obstacles to investment would lure companies from 
the industrialized world to the low labor costs and cheap raw materials of 
Africa. Additional investment would be secured as government corpora- 
tions (state-owned enterprises) were sold to either domestic 0r foreign busi- 
nesses or individual investors. (For information on trade and investment, 
see Chapters 5 and 13.) 

According to the World BankiIMF, the benefits of structural adjust- 
ment would move to quickly revive and "modernize" African economies 
and, indirectly, would promote the development of business and civic 
groups, which would provide a check on government and help contain or 
prevent autocratic regimes. In other words, political reform and democracy 
would be promoted. The reality was decidedly different. 

To work as anticipated, the World Bank/IMF economic reforms depend 
ready markets for exports and substantial investment from industrial 

For the most part, neither happened. As the Cold War ended and 
:!Russia and the new states of Eastern Europe democratized, Western indus- 

states and their huge multinational corporations looked east rather than 
for profitable investment. Eastern Europe and Russia, with their more 

(~highly educated populations, relatively well-off domestic markets, and bet- 
:.ier infrastructure (roads, railroads, and communications technology), pro- 
~:.~ided a superior investment opportunity with less risk and more chance for 
i’~:~ofit than any African state (with the exception of South Africa). With the 
i~ddition of Russia and such states as the Czech Republic and Poland to 
!!!~ewly industrializing democratic states in Latin America (Brazil, 
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Argentina, and Chile, for example) and the so-called Asian Tiger states 
(including Singapore, Taiwan, South Korea, and Thailand), little attention 

was paid to Africa. 
Nor was the anticipated huge increase in export revenues available to 

African states. Tt~e "comparative advantage" formula for driving African 
economies was used as a model for economic growth not only among the 

developing countries of Africa, but also for other nonindustrial states 

around the world. For African states and economies, the results were remi- 
niscent of the days after independence when the new states of Africa with 
huge needs rapidly expanded their export crops. The result then and during 

world markets, resulting in falling prices for 

Under these circumstances, economic stagnation and decline continued 

for most African states throughout the 1990s. As John Clark points out, 

Currency devaluation, the revocation of government subsidies, and priva- 

fization [of government-owned corporations] whatever their long term 
merits, lead to job losses, declining standards of living, and economic 

despair in the short term. Ironically, though these social costs can be the 

source of huge opposition to autocratic regimes, they make consolidation 

of democratic regimes that follow them difficult. For besides creating out- 
right antipathy for new governments, economic concentration quite often : 
creates class and ethnic conflicts as people vie for scarce goods, which in 
turn undermines the consolidation of democracy. (Clark, 1997:29) 

Already poor and unable to provide basic services to most citizens 
side the capital cities, African governments were required by World 

Bank/IM1~ retrenchments to become even smaller or "weaker," 
diminishing their capacity to promote and sustain economic 
(van de Walle, 2001:81-83). In addition, structural adjustment 
pushed African states into "rapid and premature trade liberalization" 
"exposed the vulnerabilities of African farmers and manufacturers 
could not compete against the mass produced or subsidized products 
Europe and America that soon flooded the markets." "Jobs were lost 

farms cut production and factories closed" and "because there were 
’safety ue~s’ in place, those who lost their jobs were forced into 
(Sfiglitz, 2002:17; Bratton, Mattes, and Gyimah-Boadi, 2006:21). 

Englebert, 2000, and Rapley, 2002.) 
As the 1990s progressed, Africa would be further marginalized. 

the Cold War, Africa’s location near the Middle East and the sea lanes 
the South Atlantic arid Indian Oceans and its mineral resources 
what political scientists refer to as geostrateglc importance for the 
neut. A considerable portion of aid and grants to Africa (both 
military) had come from the United States and, to a much lesser 

from the Soviet Union. With the breakup of the Soviet Union and the end of 
Soviet control of Eastern Europe, Africa was far less important. Aid was 
cut not only to US client states, such as Zaire and Kenya, but to other 
African states as well. The end of the C01d War also reduced the demand 
for Africa’s strategic minerals, while making alternative sources of supply 
available from Russia and Eastern Europe, further intensifying the econom- 

ic marginalization of the continent (Clapham, 1996:164). 
As Tom Callaghy makes clear (2000:44-45), "Africa generates a 

declining share of the world output. The main commodities it produces are 
either becoming less important or being more effectively produced by other 
developing countdes.".And as Africa becomes increasingly marginalized, it 
becomes increasingly dependent on the industrial countries. These unfavor- 
able economic circumstances formed the background for an evolution in the 
international political arena taking place in the second half of the 1990s. 

Since the "global conjuncture" (1988-1990) that helped create condi- 
tions for explosive political reform in Africa, the international political 
arena has evolved in significant ways (Young, 1999a:28). And, despite suc- 
cessful transitions to more politically liberalized and relatively democratic 
governments for many African states during the early 1990s, the second 
part of the decade was marked by a drop in interiaational pressure on 
Mrican states to democratize. As early as November 1991, French presi- 
dent Francois Mitterrand had already retreated from the strong support he 
had given to African democratization at the Franco-African Summit at La 
.Baule, France, in June 1990 (Clark, 1997:3, 34). Benin, which led the move 
to democracy in Africa in 1989, actually saw a decline in French aid the 
ear following its transition, while continuing authoritarian regimes in 

i.Togo, Cameroon, and Zaire all benefited from French aid increases during 
the same period (Clapham, 1996:241). Though largely sponsoring attempts 

i:to promote political liberalization in Africa, the United States was decided- 
ily uneven in its attempts to promote democracy on the continent. At the 
:same time as the United States expanded its Agency for International 

(USAID) to include democracy and governance officers, 
US efforts toward political reform and democratization were at once 

and "contradictory." Pressures for democratization were not applied 
Egypt,. where security and strategic concerns ranked high, or toward 
where the cancellation of elections that would have put the Islamic 
Front in power drew no protests from the United States. 

Furthermore, little pressure toward democratic reform was applied to 
countries as Uganda and Ghana, which were getting high marks for 

eonomic liberalization from the United States through moves toward 
markets" (Young, 1999b:28). Where they have commercial interests, 

democracies appear less likely to push heavily (if at all) ¯ 
reform. As examples, Bratton and van de Walle (1997) point to 
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the British and French giving in to questionable elections in Kenya and 
Cameroon, where incumbent regimes used state power to return Presidents 

Daniel arap Moi (Kenya) and Paul Biya (Cameroon) to power in 1997. 
Indeed, it seems clear that whatever their level of commitment to political 
¯ liberalization and democraticrule in Africa, all Western governments have 

other interests and priorities on the continent. Of these, the most important 
are political stability and economic interests such as oil. (For the impor- 
tance of oil in Nigeria to Western companies and governments, see Okonta 
and Douglas, 2003.) If they have to make a choice, the Western industrial 
democracies will apparently choose stability for an African state rather than 

democratic rule (Bratton and van de Walle, 1997:114, 241-242). (For a 
more detailed analysis of Africa international relations, see Chapter 6.) 

As Western democracies backed away from earlier positions, many 
African leaders were able to stay in power by allowing the emergence 
"semi-democracies" or "virtual democracies" (Young, 1999b:35; Joseph, 
1999:60-61). In less than a decade after Western democracies pushed. 
African states to democratize or risk having aid cut off or reduced, many of 
these "liberalized autocracies" (Diamond, 2002) were seen as exhibiting :i 

satisfactory progress by the United States, Great Britain, France, and 
Western states. In these systems, political parties were allowed to 
not compete for office (Uganda) or were r~stricted or intimidated in such 
way as not to be a factor in elections (Zimbabwe); independent news 
were published but were subjected to restrictions (Zambia); and while 
titus were held, results were apparently falsified, as in Cameroon, To. 

and Niger (Joseph, 1999:62). 

In some African states, such as Sierra Leone, Liberia, and the 
politicians used far more drastic strategies and actions to stay in power. 
these already administratively weak and economically destitute 

where to remain in power required using resources to retain 
allies, the political leader simply shut down "costly" government 
(such as health and education) and, using valuable resources such as 
monds, financed private armies to control either all or parts of the 

In areas where government control was either weak or nonexistent, 
political leaders with armies financed through similar,, means,, often 
control. Known as shadow states controlled by warlords, they 

with Somalia were essentially collapsed states, neither interested 
accountable to those living under their control (see Rent, 1998; 

1996:249-252; and Zartman, 1995). 

Prospects for Democracy in Africa 
It was within this context of economic decline, weakened capacity 

states to foster or sustain development), decreased political importanc.~:~ 
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the global community, and political instability that domestic politics in 
African countries took place at the dawn of the new millennium. Efforts by 
African citizens to achieve further liberalization and democratization in 

many states had been stalled by powerful elites, while in other states, previ- 
ously gained liberties were lost. At the beginning of the new century, only 
about 40 percent of sub-Saharan countries had become "relatively demo- 
cratic," a percentage virtually unchanged from 1994. Yet, as I will discuss 
later, despite these circumstances popular support for democracy is wide- 
spread across Africa, with Africans valuing democracy as an end in itself 
and as a means to improved governance and welfare (Bratton, Mattes, and 
Gyimah-Boadi, 2006:65-66). In this regard, at what point are African states 
now, over a decade after the "wave of political liberalization" that swept 
the continent in the early 1990s, and what are the prospects for democracy 
in Africa? 

In Table 4.1, I categorize the political "location" of regimes in sub- 
Saharan Africa in 2006, using a typology based on data about political free- 
dom and civil rights collected by Freedom House (2006). Originally devel- 
oped by Larry Diamond (2002:2) and revised by Bratton, Mattes, and 
Gyimah-Boadi (2006:17), sub-Saharan African countries are divided into 
five categories along a continuum from "unreformed autocracies" (where 

governments make no pretense at legitimizing themselves through demo- 
cratic elections) to "liberal democracies" (where governments came to 
power peacefully in free multiparty elections and subsequently held regular 
elections at intervals prescribed by national constitutions). In between are 
"electoral democracies" (which are constitutionally based civilian govern- 
ments that meet minimal democratic standards by holding free and fair 
elections for the executive and legislative office, but where civil and politi- 
cal liberties are not universally secure) and "liberalized autocracies" where 
leaders from previously military and one-party-ruled states maintain power 
by manipulating the rules of the democratic game and "stage manage" elec- 

. :.tions to their own advantage. 

It should be clear from the above typology that the trajectories of 
countries diverge remarkably in their commitments to political 

and civil liberties. In 2006, five countries (Cape Verde, Mauritius, 
Africa, Sat Tom6 and Principe, and Botswana} can now be consid- 

liberal democracies and another four (Ghana, Mall, Namibia, and 
appear to meet the qualifications for that category. Nine countries, 

allowing democratic elections, still hav~ substantial restrictions on 
civil liberties and "hmnan rights" of their citizens. But most, approxi- 

60 percent, while varying in the calculus of restrictions on political 
and rights, are still nondemocratic states. And of these, five (the 

Swaziland, Eritrea, Somalia, and Sudan) are, simply put, unreformed 
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Table 4.1 Political Regimes in Sub-Saharan Africa, 2006 

Liberal Electoral Liberalized    Unreformed 

Democracy Democracy Ambiguous Autocracy Autocracy 

Consolidating Senegal Mozambique 

democracies (2,3) (3,4) 

Cape Verde Lesotho Guinea-Bissau 
(1,1) (2,3) (3,4) 

Mauritius Madagascar Sierra Leone 

(1,1) (3,3) ¯(4,3) 

South Africa Kenya Nigeria 
(1,2) (3,3) (4,4) 

S~o Tom6 and Niger Zambia 

Principe (3,3) (4,4) 

(2,2) Tanzania Djibouti 

Botswana (4,3) (5,5) 

(2,2) Malawi Burundi 
(4,4) (5,5) 

In transition Liberia 

Ghana (4~4) 

Mali 
(2,2) 

Namibia 
(2,2) 
Benin 
(2,2) 

Burldna Faso 
(5,3) 

Central 
African 

Republic 
(5,4) 

Gambia 
(5,4) 

Uganda 
(5,4) 

Republic 
of Congo 

(5,5) 
Ethiopia 

(5,5) 
Gabon 

(6,4) 
Mauritania 

(6,4) 
Togo 
(6,5) 
Chad 
(6,5) 

Guinea 
(6,5) 

Angola 
(6,5) 

C6te d’Ivoire 
(6,6) 

Cameroon 
(6,6) 

Equitorial 
Guinea 

(7,6) 
Zimbabwe 

(7,6) 

Democratic 
Republic 
of Congo 

(6,6) 
Swaziland 

(7,5) 
Eritrea 
(7,6) 

Somalia 
(6,7) 

Sudan 
(7,7) 

Source: Adapted from Larry Diamond, "Thinking About Hybrid Regime~i 
Journal of Democracy 13 (2) (2002): table 2; and from Michael Bratton, Rob.~ 
Mattes, and E. Gyimah-Boadi, Public Opinion, Democracy, and Market Reforin".i 
Africa (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006): table 1.1. 

Note: Figures in parentheses are Freedom House political rights and civil 
ties scores for 2006 on a scale of 1 (high) to 7 (low). 
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Why have some African countries been able to implement and sustain 
democratic reforms and others not? While it is difficult to generalize, cer- 
tain patterns appear to be associated with political reforms leading to politi- 
cal liberalization, democratic elections, and, at least for now, to relatively 
democratic governments in Africa. Two very important studies give us both 
information about and insight into how ordinary Africans view democracy 
and why the trajectories of political reform in Africa are decidedly different 
(see Bratton and van de Waile, 1997; Bratton, Mattes, and Gyimah-Boadi, 
2006; and information from the Afrobarometer project at www. 
afrobarometer.org). 

The context for political reform in Africa is directly influenced by 
those in power, the rulers, and by the ruled, ordinary Africans seeking a 
better life for themselves and their children. For most of sub-Saharan 
Africa, "the top stratum of political leaders remains wedded to a political 
economy in which wealth and power derive from personal control of the 
resources of the state and incumbent elites are pro-disposed to resist 
reforms in systems that have served them well in the past." This is a main 

reason that political reforms "have been tentative and incomplete, leaving 
Africa with hybrid regimes that awkwardly mix old and new principles of 
organization" (Bratton, Mattes, and Gyimah-Boadi, 2006:14). And at the 
bottom are the African people, subsistence and cash crop farmers, small 
businessmen and women, students, and others whose lives are marked by 
unemployment and poverty. "They address their daily needs by hoping and 
coping--piecing together eclectic livelihoods in an array of formal and 

economic activities" (Bratton, Mattes, and Gyimah-Boadi, 

). 
As I mentioned much earlier in this chapter, Africans, no matter their 

aal education, look at the world in which they live as rationally 
as people in other parts of the world. "They pass judgment on public affairs 

political regimes and Ieaders) based on their own circumstances and 

well they believe their country is doing." In other words, people in 
arrive at opinions on the basis of "knowledge, reasoning, expel-i- 

and on their own self-interest" (Bratton, Mattes, and Gyimah-Boadi, 

248). Under these circumstances, "where Africans believe that 
and weakened incumbent regimes cannot-generate employment, 

services, or protect their interests," it is not surprising that support 
political reform and democracy is widespread (Bratton, Mattes, and 

di, 2006:345). 
While support for democracy (as a perceived mechanism to change the 

:es under which most Africans live) may be widespread, it is 
shallow (Bratton, Mattes, and Gyimah-Boadi, 2006:65), Low levels of 

attainment and lack of awareness of public affairs Ieave most 
with little knowledge of the procedures through which democratic 
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regimes operate and the theoretical concepts on which democracy is based. 
So what strengthens support for democracy among ordinary Africans and 
what factors work to create diverging paths to political reform across snb- 

Saharan Africa? 
As pointed out by Bratton and van de Walle (1997) and Bratton, 

Mattes, and Gyimah-Boadi (2006), "political legacies matter." "Past 
episodes of multi-party rule, however brief, are extremely helpful." 
Successful transitions (from authoritarian regimes) toward democratization 
were found to be highly influenced by the degree of freedom allowed.by 
the preceding authoritarian regime. Those authoritarian regimes that 
allowed relatively more political freedom (participation and competition) 
were more likely to have more frequent political protests that would lead to 

regime transitions in the early 1990s. Furthermore, these transitions were 
more likely to lead to political liberalization than in countries 
regimes were more autocratic. Finally, higher levels of participation 

if just to vote for handpicked government candidates) and competition (as 
measured by. the amount of opposition tolerated by the 

regime) were associated with higher levels of democratization after the fall 
of the authoritarian government (Bratton and van de Walle, 1997). It 
interesting to note that countries that sustain multiparty rule after 

deuce or reinstalled multiparty rule after an authoritaria~a episode are 
times more likely to consolidate democracy as countries that emerged 
settler colonial states (The Afrobarometer Project, 2005, 

We kn,~w, too, that education has an impact on support for democraey~ 

"n Africa Education induces support for democracy and it does so at tl~ 1 
" ~ ....... ndemocratic alternatives. As individuals gum: 

expense ot attacnmems to at, 
formal education, they disengage from loyalties to old political regimes:’; 
(Bratton, Mattes, and Gyimah-Boadi, 2006:205). The combination of 
formal education and the informal education of experience with democratii 

procedures buttresses support for democracy among Africans and hel~ 
explain the diverging paths of political reform among African countries. Despite successful transitions to r~lativety democratic governments 

" reform betw~~ 
many African states since the great wave of democratac ..... 
1990 and 1994 and the move by as many as nine into the category of 

¯ s " African states were non, 
al democracle , in 2006 most 
quick and dramatic political changes that marked the beginning of ~ 
1990s have slowed or stopped. Moves toward further political liberalizati6 
have ended for many African countries, and for most, real "consolidat~ 
democracies appear unlikely. Furthermore, in a ,~anety of c.ountrtes: le 
determined to stay in power have been able to reverse aemocrauc g. 
made earlier. It was within this context that a frustrated but hop~ 
President Thabo Mbeki issued his call for Africans to recapture the twe~ 
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first century from those whose personal greed would block an "African 
Renaissance." 

Yet, notwithstanding the apparent end of movement toward political 

reform in many countries (or even erosion in some), for many Africans 
remarkable political changes have taken place since 1989. While obstacles 

to democratization abound, there have been fundamental reforms made in 
the structures of politics at all levels in most African states. Across the con- 
tinent, virtually all countries have undergone political liberalization, and 
with rare exceptions the single-party state has disappeared. While most 
Africans could only read state-owned newspapers a decade ago, most coun- 

tries now have a variety of independent newspapers available to citizens. 
The number of independent radio stations has increased across much of the 
continent, and computer usage, though in its infancy, is increasing (see 
Chapter 13). Since independence, and especially over the past decade, liter- 
acy rates have risen across Africa. It is clear, however, that the main social 
impact of liberalization in Africa has been in the large number of associa- 

¯ : lions and groups that have formed in virtually all countries across the conti- 
The rapid proliferation of groups (civil society) in response to politi- 

openings may be the most noteworthy legacy of the early 1990s 
1999b:35). In fact, in the twelve countries studied by the 

project, almost seventy-five percent of those interviewed 
membership or activity in a voluntary association of some kind 
Mattes, and Gyimah-Boadi, 2006:251). 

To set in motion the processes of political liberalization and democrafi- 
in Africa did not require a particular level of economic achievement 

structure. Per capita incomes in most African states are among the 
!bwest in the world, and the number of Africans with personal incomes and 
~ucation levels high enough to be categorized as middle or upper class is 
:!~;ry small. But, once democracies are established, economic constraints 
%i~bst.anfially shape the prospects for consolidation (sustaining the democra- 

The chances of a democracy surviving are greater the better off the 
is economically (Young, 1999b:34; Przeworski et al., 

). As William Reno says, "the current wealth of .a_ country is 
entirely decisive .... If they succeed in generating development, 

may survive in even the poorest countries". (Young, 
And both education and a balance of power between political 

may help them survive independently of income (Przeworski et al., 

3;!37). 
important to remember that political liberalization in Africa is little 

a decade old. While the new democracies on the continent are 
,cry young and unconsolidated, they are not necessarily doomed to 

by poverty and backwardness. They need "time to work with and 
habituated to democratic institutions, to shape them to fit particular 
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cultural and political circumstances, and to allow them to sink deep .roots of 
commitment among all the major players and the public at large" (Diamond, .. 

1999:xxv-xxvi). (See also Widner, 2005.) Democratic or not, however, no 
African state will long survive without a measurable and sustainable 

improvement in economic development for its long-suffering people. 
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How agriculture developed is much easier to guess at than it is to 
ascertain why it developed. Women, the gathering specialists, became 
aware of where particularly good food supplies, especially grains, grew, 
and they camped on sites where these foods were plentiful. Over time, the 
harvested seeds were planted, and larger and more firmly attached seed 
heads evolved, tn the widespread African savanna, millets and sorghums 
were domesticated. In the Ethiopian highlands and the Futa Djallon, teff 

ar~dfonio, grasslike grains with tiny kernels, became the respective staples. 
In the marshlands of the interior delta of the.Niger River in present-day 
Mall, a type of rice was cultivated. Many East Africans probably planted 
ensete, a crop related to the banana, more than two thousand years ago 
(McCann, 1999:45-46, 94). Root crops and the native oil palm of western 
Africa enabled agriculturists to penetrate the forests (McCann, 1999, 
114-128). Yet, for most gathering and hunting populations of southern and 
central Africa, there was little pressure to change from a way of life that 
had proven quite satisfactory for thousands of years. Likewise, fluctuating. 
rainfall patterns, soils with ephemeral fertility, and relatively low popula- 
tions allowed, and perhaps necessitated, swidden or slash-and-burn crop- 
ping techniques to persist into the present in many parts of Africa. With 
iron hoes and other iron tools, more efficient cropping techniques became 
possible. The growth of population, which accompanied the slow shift to 
agriculture, and later, the use of iron, set in motion another important 
process in African history. 

Bantu Migrations 
Early in the twentieth century, scholars were struck by the remarkable simi- 
larities in the.languages and cultures of peoples living throughout the vast 
area stretching east from present-day Cameroon to Kenya and on south to 
the Republic of South Africa. All these peoples spoke languages having the 
word-stem ntu, or something very similar to it, meaning "person.’.’ The pre- 
fix ba denotes the plural in most of these languages so that ba-ntu means, 
literally, "people." The source of these languages and the farming and herd- 
ing cultures associated with them and how they becanae so widespread iN 
Africa were major questions by the mid-twentieth century. 

One plausible--though s011 speculative--answer was based on linguis- 
tics, archaeology, and studies of plant origins. According to this account, 
about 3,000 years ago near the Benue River in the western African savan- 
nas, fairly large-scale settlements guided by councils of lineage elders 
evolved based on fishing with dugout canoes, nets, fishhooks, traps, and 
harpoons. Cultivating yams and oil palms and raising goats, these peoples, 
speaking Bantu languages, were better able to survive drought and misfor- 
tune than the small pockets of cultivators that might have developed by 
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then in and south of the tropical rainforests of central Africa. Having long 
mastered the art of firing pottery, these Bantu speakers were smelting iron 
for spears, arrows, hoes, scythes, and axes more than 2,500 years ago. 
Population pressures grew along the Benue as Saharan farmers slowly 
moved south to escape the gradually drying desert. Pushed by growing pop- 
ulations, the Bantu fisherpeoples moved south and east. After reaching the 
Congo tributaries, they spread up the rivers of central Africa to the Zambezi 
and on south to the tip of Africa. Bantu-speaking groups intermarried with, 
conquered, or pushed out the Khoisan speakers and other populations they 
encountered. As they slowly migrated, these Bantu-speaking peoples 
learned to cultivate Asian yams and bananas, which had been introduced to 
eastern Africa by Malayo-Polynesian sailors who colonized the island of 
Madagascar. about 1,800 years ago. In some cases, the Bantu-speaking 
migrants became large-scale cattle.keepers. By 1,000 years ago, most of 
central and southern Africa was populated by iron-smelting, Bantu-speak- 
ing villagers who had virtually replaced all but scattered pockets of the 
original gathering and hunting peoples (Lamphear and Falola, 
1995:86-94). 

Political Patterns of the Past 

Stateless Societies 
Until the 19604, most historians relied on ~vritten sources, so most history 
tended to be about societies with writing. Since most African societies did 
not develop writing, the historical record was sparse, gleaned from 
accounts of non-African travelers, usually Muslims, and archaeological 
remains. In the past forty years, specialists in African history have learned 
to use historical linguistics, oral traditions, and other sources to overcome 
the apparent lack of evidence and develop a far better understanding of 
African history.                                           ~, 

Nevertheless, many writers of World history texts continue to treat 
human societies without writing as "prehistoric." This is rather ironic given 
that even in those complex urban-centered societies called .civilizations, 
which have had written records for more than 5,000 years, only a smalI 
minority of people were literate and most people did not live in cities. 
Certainly in Africa this prehistoric-historic distinction has little value. Most 
historians of Africa realize that a focus on written sources alone would 
mean virtually ignoring the histories of the vast majority of Africa’s peo- 
ples, who were able to achieve--through kinship, ritual, and other means-- 
relatively orderly and just societies without centralized governments or 

states. 
In fact, until about 2,500 years ago, virtually all Africans living south 
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of the Sahara were able to avoid relying on bureaucratic organizations or 
"states" to carry out the political requirements of their societies. Even large 
groups created social systems based on lineage (kinship) with no single 
center of power or authority.. Ideally, such systems could accommodate sev- 
eral million people. On the local level, lineage systems depended on a bal- 
ance of power to solve political problems. People in these societies con- 
trolled conflict and resolved disputes through a balance of centers of 
cooperation and opposition, which appear to have been almost universal in 
human societies. (How these systems worked in practice is explained else- 
where in the text.) This human ethic of cooperation was especially crucial 
in herding and agricultural societies that existed in the often-challenging 
physical environments of Africa (Turnbull, 1973:233-255). 

Variations of lineage systems also helped Africans resist European 
colonial domination. For example, colonial attempts to divide Africa into 
districts, cantons, and even "tribes" were doomed to failure when most of 
the continent south of the Sahara was really a kaleidoscope of lineage frag- 
ments, scattering and regrouping as the need arose. Through marriage 
alliances and various forms of reciprocal exchanges, these networks could 
expand almost indefinitely. As an example, European officials erroneously 
assumed that their control of an important African authority figure ensured 
the "pacification" of a given territory. The Africans, on the other hand, 
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could simply turn to another member of a kinship linkage and continue 
their struggle against the outsiders. 

Africa’s past demonstrates the truly remarkable ability of African peo- 
ples to resist incorporation into state political and economic organizations 
right up to the present (Hyden, 1980). This represents one of the most 
unusual aspects of the history of this continent’s peoples. Many Africans 
still ~)ely on extended family organizations and call upon kinship behavior 
to maintain justice and: cultural and territorial integrity, not only in domes- 
tic but also in wider spheres (see Muir, 1974). And, as in the past, many 
Africans see any state, without at least some symbolic lineage-based 
authority, as inherently tyrannical. The continuing desire to seek and find 
order in.institutions other than the state is very understandable in the 
African context.. 

One important aspect of persisting kinship networks, still very impor- 
tant in Africa, is the degree to which people within such systems could 
mobitize women’s labor and childbearing capacities. The formation of 
alliances between lineages was facilitated by marriage. This does not mean 
that women were simply pawns. In a good number of locations, women 
controlled many resources and could operate almost independently of their 
husbands’ lineage. Quite often, though, especially where cattle keeping-- 
almost always a male-dominated activity--was important, women had 
many of the crop-producing responsibilities as well as household and child- 
rearing duties. When colonial labor demands removed men even farther 

from househol,d economies, this imbalance was often exacerbated 
(Coquery-Vidrovitch, 1997:9-20). 

For those accustomed to. state forms of organization, African social 
organization based on kinship seems chaotic, and nonstate societies are 
seen as less civilized or lacking in sociopolitical development. To dispel the 
notion that Africa lacked civilization, many dedicated Africanists have 
focused almost exclusively on the relatively unrepresentative centralized 
states when portraying Africa’s past. This has sometimes obscured, howev- 
er, the important role of local kinship relations in maintaining peace and 
harmony in most African societies. But since state societies as well as non- 
state societies have a long history in Africa, I examine the significance of 
state societies in the history of Africa next. 

Most Africans have long relied on decentralized, 
kinship-based political systems. In Burkina Faso, male 
family heads meet to discuss a rural development project. 

State Societies 
By the late 1960s, most scholars had rejected the essentially racial deter- 
minist view~ that Africans were incapable of organizing stable "civiliza- 
tions" or states without external leadership. The once commonly accepted 
premise that the first states in Africa were the result of common patterns of 
"divine kingship" diffused from Egypt or elsewhere have been gradually 
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abandoned by most knowledgeable scholars of African history. The equally 
misguided view that civilization originated in sub-Saharan Africa is also 
unacceptable to most scholars. The rigid distinction between state ~nd 
stateless societies, though, continues to exist in many textbooks and other 

popuIar literature. Such categories were created by social anthropologists 
(mostly British) in response to colonial administrators’ needs to classify the 
political structures of the peoples over whom they ruled. Most scholars 

now realize that African states, like states elsewhere in the world, arose 
from a variety of causes and most often resulted fi’om internal forces pres- 
ent in various areas of the continent.- (See Map 2.4 for early states and 
empires.) In many parts of Africa, control over long-distance trade was an 
important aspect of the origin of states. Control of military force for con- 
quest and protection was also generally present. In most cases, African 
states or kingdoms typically retained an element of kinship-based social 
organization. In fact, the process of state-building was usually a long one in 

which rulers gradually established special privileges for their own lineages 
and created a superlineage basis for authority. This caused some elements 
of reciprocity or mutual obligations between the subjects and their rulers 
that persisted for generations in all but. the most authoritarian states, l{ulcrs 
brought prosperity to their people and organized the military to protect 

them, while the ruled supported their rulers with subsistence goods, labor, 
and even service in the military. 

It is quite likely that the first regional states in Africa were those that 
united independent farming communities growing up below the first 
cataract in Egypt about 5,500 years ago. Here, the gradual drying of the 

Sahara Desert had forced together growing populations from the desert into 
a diminishing crop-growing area dependent upon the annual Nile floods. 
From this time until Egypt was conquered by the armies of Alexander the 
Great, the pharaohs, priests, and nobility of Egypt were able to extract sur- 
plus wealth from the cultivators of the vatley and to war with, trade with, 
and interact with the Nnbians south of the cataract as well as other peoples. 
The Egyptian ruling etite controlled irrigation and other public works and 
justified their rule through claims that the pharaoh was a god,king incarnate 
(Lamphear and Falola, 1995:79-80). 

Farther to the south, in a land once called Kush by Egyptians, another 
independent political entity (though not continuously so) developed by 
about 3,800 years ago. Achieving its greatest power between 2,800 and 
2,700 years ago, the history of Kush was ctosely linked to that of Egypt. In 
fact, Kushite kings ruled Egypt from about 700 to 500 s.c. Driven from 
Egypt..about 2,500 years ago, the Kushite leaders pushed farther south into 
Meroe, where a vast iron industry flourished. The causes of the rise of 
Kush and the extent to which its political ideas and metallurgical tech- 
niques spread are still open to considerable discussion. Meroe’s successor 
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states adopted Coptic Christianity from Axum (the ancestor of today’s 
Ethiopia) as a court religion in the first centuries of the Christian era, but 
this was replaced by Islam more than 1,000 years ago. Four hundred years 
ago, the Sennar kingdom imposed unity over much of this area, forcing 
peasants to pay heavy taxes to subsidize their rulers’ households. A large, 

i literate merchant class established itself in numerous towns and played a 
crucial role in deepening the Islamic cultural influence so important in the 
northern part of the present-day republic of Sudan (Leclant, i9.80:295"314; 
Hakem, 1980:315-346). 

Still farther south in the Ethiopian highlands, Axum, dating back more 
than 2,000 years, rose to challenge Kush. The founders of Axum migrated 
from southern Arabia as much as 2,100 years ago and later extended their 

authority over the northern half of what are now Ethiopia and eastern 

Sudan. Two thousand years ago they controlled ports on the Red Sea and 

: maintained trade relations with merchants from the eastern end of the 
Mediterranean who came to buy ivory, gold, and incense from the African 
interior. Four hundred years later, Axum’s rulers became Christians and 
expanded to control other lesser-known states that had also arisen in the 
central and southern highlands of Ethiopia. The leaders of a state led by 

Amharic-speaking peoples, which arose in the north-central area of the 
Ethiopian highlands about 700 years ago, claimed some ties to the long- 
collapsed Axum. This state was based on an expanding landowning class. It 
flourished 500 to 600 years ago, broke up, and was then substantially 
reunited in the eighteenth century (Shillington, 1995:68-71) and persisted 
into the present day. 

State formation in the savannas of western Africa lagged after the 
Roman defeat of the Phoeniciaia-founded city of Carthage (in Tunisia). This 
city-state had conducted a flourishing trans-Saharan trade with sub-Saharan 
Africans through Berber partners between 2,800 to 2,500 years ago. 
Gradually, kingdoms created by horse-mounted forces establishing control 
over small agricultural communities developed in the Senegambia and the 
middle Niger as early as 2,000 year~ ago. One of the first of these western 

African states was Tekrur on the Senega/River (mentioned by later travel- 
ers writing in AralSiE)TEleven hundred years ago, Muslim traders from 
northern Africa also described Ghana, a state centered somewhat north and 
east of Tekrur. The location of Ghana’s consecutive capitals, Kumbi Saleh 
and Walata, in southern Mauritania on the northern edge of cultivation, 
became crucial to the rulers of.these cities. Serving as staging places to 
assemble and equip the members of caravans carrying gold shipments 
north, the leaders of these cities flourished as the gold trade between peo- 
ples in northern Africa and those farther south was reestablished. 

Archaeological evidence suggests that Ghana was already hundreds of 
years old when it was visited 1,000 years ago by Arab traders searching for 
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profits, especially this gold. The writings of thesetraders and other travel- 
ers about Ghana and the subsequent western African savanna kingdoms of 

¯ Mali and Songhai provide little knowledge of those crucial aspects of west- 
ern African society not of direct interest to connnercial travelers. Ghana’s 
decline and ultimate sacking by Berber Muslims were part of a larger shift 
in sub-Saharan trade centers. Trade shifted south as the spreading desert 
made food production around Walata much more difficult, and Muslim 
groups pushing into the western desert prompted a shift eastward. 

Trade and power passed first to Mall, a kingdom of Mande-spealdng 
groups on the upper Niger River. Founded, according to oral traditions, 
between a.D. 1230 and 1235 by Sundiata Keita, the leaders of Mali not only 
extracted enough grain from local farmers to maintain a standing army, but 
also traded gold and other goods for the necessary salt from the desert and 
other commodities from the larger Muslim world. One of Mali’s rulers, 
Mansa Musa, established a reputation for wealth as the result of the splen- 
dor of his pilgrimage to Mecca in 1324. From 1468 on, the power of the 
rulers of Mali passed to those of Songhai in a kingdom located yet farther 
east on the Niger, under Sonni AlL The leaders of Songhai, who controlled 
the river by military canoes, were able to dominate the trading cities of 
Timbuktu, Jenne, and Gao until the Battle of Tondibi in April h.~). 1591, 
when Moroccan invaders decisively defeated an empire already in decline 

(Bohannan and Curtin, 1995:166-169). 
With origins going back to a past almost as remote as that of Ghana, 

Kanem, a state near the desert edge in moderu Chad, may have served as a 
trading entreprt for centuries. Rulers of this state were in close contact with 
North Africa and, possibly, even with Southwest Asia by 1;500 years ago. 
Arabic sources of more than 500 years ago referred to a strong successor 
state called Bornu, southwest of Lake Chad in what is today northern 
Nigeria. This southward shift probably reveals a deepening control over a 
fixed population of cultivators. And though Bornu elites had no gold to sus- 
tain a large trade-based kingdom, they did exploit tin and copper resources 
(Lange, 1984:238-265). 

Two very interesting savanna states, which actually prospered as the 
trade north declined, were the highly centralized non-Islamic kingdoms of 
Mossi (Mori-speaking) peoples in present-day Burkina Fast and the 
Bambara kingdoms of Segu and Kaarta (in the present nation Of Mali). 
Though the Mossi kingdoms date back in some form more than 500 years, 
the leaders of both of these clusters of states probably drew on wealth gen- 
erated by the slave trade to reach the height of their power (Izard, 
1984:211-237). 

By 400 years ago, the most dynamic political systems in the entire 
western African savanna were the Hausa city-states west of Bornu. In the 

area in which these states arose, a high water table and numerous river val- 

leys permitted year-round irrigated cultivation. The 
resulting food supply 

permitted an exceptionally dense population, which established a thick net- 
work of walled settlements and an extensive, specialized, commodity-pro- 
duction economy by about 1,000 years ago. Influenced by Islamized people 

fr°m the Mali Empire, one of the city-states, Kano, had become quite pow, 
erful 500 to 600 years ago. Other Hausa states, such as Gobir and Katsina 
and even Bornu, contended with Kant for dominance. Iron deposits, the 

availability of charcoal-producing woods, trade in kola nuts, slaves from 

. the south, and surplus dyed textiles and leather goods supplied a substantial 

long-dis~ance trade (Iliffe, i995:73-74). 
Elsewhere in Africa t.here were a number of major state clusters, few, 

if any, of which date back much more than 1,000 years. Sometime about 
700 years ago, a process of state formation began in the region of the 
Great Lakes of eastern Africa. Though this process was long portrayed as 
the creation of Kushite- and Nilotic-speaking pastoralists imposing their 
rule over Bantu-speaking agriculturists, such a simplistic and essentially 
racist view (since the Kushite and Nilote speakers were said to have 

"Caucasian" features) is now largely rejected. It would appear that all of 
these states came into being as a conjuncture of the economic importance 
of salt, cattle, and iron and the demographic possibilities allowed by fertile 
soils and crops such as bananas. Unfortunately, tl?e persistence of beliefs 
by an older generation of scholars contributed much to the twentieth-cen- 
tury suffering in Rwanda and Burundi. Clearly there were peoples whose 

ancestors came from the south, west, and east as well as the north into the 
Great Lakes regions in Rwanda and Burundi. Descending from ancestors 
speaking Kushite, Nilotic, and Bantu languages, the rulers of centralized 
kingdoms rose to power through a variety of factors, the least of which 
was their genetic heritage. A state such as Buganda, which occupied the 
fertile plains northwest of Lake Victoria Nyanza, is typical. In the eigh- 
teenth and nineteenth centuries, the kabaka, the ruler of the Buganda, 
extended his authority over much of modern Uganda by gradually taking 
over the prerogatives of all the Ganda lineages. Besides plentiful supplies 
of bananas, a very important food staple, the economic base of this state 
also appeared to be a lively trade in handicraft production (Lamphear and 

Falola, 1995:91-94). 
Other states have existed south of the equator for centuries. Near the 

mouth of the river of the same name lay the Kongo kingdom. When the 
Portuguese first arrived in the late fifteenth century, this kingdom, ruled by 
Nzinga Nkuwu, had already existed for severaI generations. In 1506, 
.Nzinga Nkuwu’s son Affonso, who had converted to Catholicism, defeated 
his brother to become manicongo (ruler) of this kingdom. His ascension to 
power marked the beginning of decline for the kingdom, since much of the 
ruler’s authority depended upon local religious values (which were under- 
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mined by his conversion). The missionaries who surrounded him, and the 

expanding Portuguese influence as slave traders, further reduced his 
authority (Iliffe, 1995:80). In recent years, a number of scholars have point- 
ed out the widespread influence of Christianity all along the west and west- 
central coast in precolonial Africa and its subsequent influence on people of 
African ancestry in the Americas (Thornton, 1998:262-27 I). 

Another cluster of centralized polities lay far inland east of Kong0 in a 
basin where salt and iron deposits assisted the development of long-dis- 
tance trade. In the present-day Shaba province of Congo, a huntsman hero, 
Ilunga Kalala, had founded a dynasty atnong the Luba in the early 1400s. 
Other states of the southern savanna in what are now the DRC, Zambia, and 
Angola established the superiority of their ruling lineages by associating 
their founding legends with the Luba. The Lozi state in the upper Zambezi 
floodplain of western Zambia, which unified only in the nineteenth century, 
is one such example (Shillington, 2005:141). 

Great Zimbabwe (in the modem country of the same name), the center 
of extensive and complex archaeological remains, dates back at least 800 
years. The impressive stone ruins called Zimbabwe (Great House) were 
built by people ancestral to modern-day Shona speakers. This complex 

probably served as a capital for an empire that stretched from the Zambezi 
to the Limpopo, had linkages with widespread Indian Ocean trade net- 
works, and encompassed an area of rich gold works. The sophisticated 
stone architecture of this state indicates a complex economic and political 
system. The organization of the necessary labor to build these structures 
suggests a sophisticated and complex social, economic, and political orga- 
nization. Oral histories and firsthand descriptions of early Portuguese visi- 
tors to the area also confirm the existence of a strong centralized political 
system. Though the original Shona state probably broke up because of 
intergroup warfare after Indian Ocean traders found alternative. African 
partners in the Zambezi valley, a successor state was established by 1420 or 
so under a northern Shona, Nyatsimbe Mutota, using the title Mwene 
Mutapa (Iliffe, 1995:101-103). 

As elsewhere in the world, many African states derived great stimulus 
from outside forces. The oldest and best examples of these externally influ- 
enced states were the trading states of the coast of eastern Africa. Evolving 
from previously existing coastal fishing towns linked to farming peoples in 
the interior, these trading entrep6ts had contacts with the Greco-Roman 
world as early as A.o. 100 (Iliffe, 1995:53-55). Beginning gradually in the 
ninth century, these city-states rose and fell in concert with both the 
Islamized maritime cultures of the Indian Ocean and the African political 
systems that supplied the ivory, gold, and slaves for trade. By A.o. 1000, 
merchants in these local African towns, from Mogadishu (Somalia) to 
Sofala (Mozambique), were deeply involved in overseas commerce. Some, 

f 

like Kilwa in southern Tanzania, which drew upon the. Shona-controlled 
goldfields of Zimbabwe, traded extensively with China, India, and the 
Islamic world. These city-state-based, coastal-trading societies were influ- 
enced by Arab and Persian immigrants and developed a unique Swahili cul- 
ture derived from both African and southwest Asian sources (Connah, 
1987:150-182). 

The kingdoms of Benin and Oyo in present-day Nigeria have historical 
origins dating back hundreds of years. Yet, it was not until 1500, when 
trade with Europeans on the coast contributed to the increase in the scale of 
organization, that other centralized political systems developed in the 
forests and savannas closer to the Atlantic coast of western Africa. For 
example, the Asante of modem Ghana rose to power after 1680 when the 
Asantehene (king of the Asante) Osei Tutu and his adviser and priest, 
Okonfo Anokye, forcefuIIy united three smaller states into a confederation 
dominated by Akan-speaking peoples. The rise of the Asante state owed 
much to the control of the goldfields in central Ghana. The major factor in 

the success of the Asante.leaders, though, was the growth of military activi- 
ty connected with the slave trade and the imported guns that came with this 
trade. The Asante fought to protect the trade to the coast in much the same 
way that~he leaders of the United States intervened in Kuwait to maintain 
control of the oil, which they considered a vital resource (Shillington, 

2005:192-194). 
Four hun&’ed years ago, the dominant state behind the coast in western 

Africa was the savanna-based Yoruba state of Oyo. With far-ranging caval- 
ry, Oyo leaders were poised to respond to the growing demand for slaves 
by French, English, Portuguese, and other traders at ports such as Whydah, 
Porto Novo, and Bada.gry. By 1730, Dahomey, a tributary state of Oyo, 
became a major slave-trading power in its own right under King Agaja and 
dominated the major routes to the sea until the slave trade declined in the 

nineteenth century. Faced with the rise of the Muslim Sokoto caliphate to 
the north and the breaking away led by leaders of Yoruba satellite states to 
the south who were able to obtain guns from coastal traders, the leaders of 
Oyo lost power (Shillington, 2005:189-192). 

A very different series of events, the jihads (holy wars) of the western 
Sudan in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, Was directly inspired by 
Islamic reforming movements introduced from northern Africa and the 
Arabian peninstila and by the large-scale shift in trade and production 
brought about by European commercial interests pressing in from the coast. 
The jihads of western Africa began in the highlands of the Futa Djallon in 
present-day Guinea when Fulb6 (Fulani) pastoralists, supported by Muslim 
traders, revolted against their farming rulers and created a Fulbf-dominated 
Islamic state by about 1750 under the leadership of tbrahima Sori. By 1776, 
the Fulb6 had produced a shari’a-ruled (based on Islamic law) state on the 
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lower Senegal led by Abd al-Qadir. In the early nineteenth century, a simi- 
lar Fulb6-inspired revolution launched by Uthman dan Fodio against the 
Hansa kingdoms farther east created the Sokoto caliphate with a population 
of about 10 million people and the Ilorin emirate, Oyo’s rival, in the 1830s. 
This jihad was extended into northern Cameroon by other Fulb6 leaders. 
Another Fulb6 jihad, inspired by that of Uthman dan Fodio, was led by 
Seku Ahmadu in Macina in present-day Mall Beginning in 1852, al-Hajj 
Umar formed another empire on the upper Niger that united previously 
existing Bambara kingdoms until it fell to the French in the t890s 
(Shillington, 2005:224-230). 

Several other state-building processes, the result of both indigenous 
and external forces, occurred in the past 300 years. A formidable state was 
developed by the notorious nineteenth-century Zulu leader, Shaka. This 
Zulu state-building process in South Africa set in motion the Mfecane, a 
period of wars and disturbances that led to migrations and conquest of 
thousands of people. The Mfecane, which in the Zulu language means "the 
era of the crushing or breaking," may have been directly influenced by the 
presence of expanding white settlement in South Africa. But the conditions 
making the rise of the Zulu kingdom possible were the result of more pro- 
found changes, such as long-distance trade in slaves and ivory, and the 
introduction of maize (corn) by the Portuguese centuries before, which 
enabled populations to expand greatly. 

Until the nineteenth century, the necessities of defense, irrigation, trade, 
and other factors, which led to the creation of states elsewhere in Africa, 

were apparently not as important farther south. Ecological pressures and 
perhaps the activities of Portuguese and Cape Colony slave traders caused 
an intensification of rivalries between small political groupings in the region 
between the Drakensberg Mountains and the Indian Ocean about 200 years 
ago. In that struggle for power, the most successful leader to emerge was 
Shaka. He refined and improved local warfare techniques and consolidated 
authority so effectively that between 1819 and 1828 he was able to create a 
military state that set in motion a series of migrations and conquests result- 
ing in the creation of many kingdoms throughout southern Africa. This 
extraordinary individual trained an army that was very effective and able to 
expand rapidly. He was able to do this by transfortrfing the existing system 
of initiation groups (an age-grade system) into cross-lineage groups that he 
then was able to centrally control. This revolutionary social organization 
allowed him to mobilize an entire generation of young men to fight for him 
while the women worked to produce food to support them. 

This forging of a Zulu nation pushed other peoples, desperate to 
replace cattle stolen by the Zulu, into the interior grasslands of modern-day 
South Africa and far beyond, creating new political formations in what are 
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now Zimbabwe, Malawi, Mozambique, Zambia, and Tanzania. The Sotho 
kingdom of present-day Lesotho and the Ndebele kingdom of modern 
Zimbabwe were among the results of the Mfecane (Omer-Cooper, 
1994:52-81). 

Trade, Exploration, and Conquest 

Slavery 
Apologists for the slave trade in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries 
argued that slavery was intrinsic in backward African societies. They also 
claimed that Siavery in the "Christian" Americas was probably better for 
Africans than their situation had been in their "pagan" homelands. 
Abolitionists essentially agreed with these negative stereotypes about 
indigenous African societies. Most abolitionists supported "legitimate" 
trade, missionary activities, and ultimately colonialism, because these 
intrusions would put an end to slavery and the slave trade and begin the 
process of redeeming this "pagan" continent. Some African nationalists and 

defende~rs of African culture in the twentieth century argued that African 
civilizations, extending back to the glories of ancient Egypt, had been 
deformed and barbarized by the effects of the Atlantic slave trade. It was 
supposed by most Africans and the supporters of Africans that the Atlantic 
slave trade had enriched the West at the expense of Africa and was largely 

responsibIe for Africa’s relative economic backwardness (Manning, 
1990:8-26). 

It should be noted that slav~ery in Africa, as elsewhere, is as old as civi- 
lization. From the Egyptian dynasties through the Carthaginian and Greek 
trading states to the Roman Empire, a small number of black Africans were 
always part of trans-Saharan commerce. By the time the Arabs overran 
northern Africa in the middle of the seventh century, bondage and We slave 
trade were already fixtures of this part of the world as elsewhere. War pris- 

oners from the Sudan, in Arabic bilad al2Sudan, "the land of the blacks," 
were sold north from at least 1,300 years ago. The demand for slaves in the 
Mediterranean world kept a persistent and substantial movement of black 
humans as trade goods f!owing across the desert (with many more dying on 
the journey) well into the twentieth century (Manning, 1990:27-37, 
149-164). , 

Clientship, pawning, and sale of individuals to pay for food in times of 
famine have existed in human societies--in Africa and elsewhere--from at 
least the beginning of crop production. Conquered peoples were absorbed 
into the victors’ societies, often serving in a lowly status with few rights 
and privileges for generations before prerogatives and status distinctions 
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The Slave House on Senegal’s Gor6e Island, with its notorious 
"door of no return," is one location where slaves were held 
before being shipped to the Americas in the Atlantic slave trade. 

between slave and free blurred. In some African states, plantation, quarry, 
mining, and porterage slavery were important parts of the economic base. 
Slave-soldiers were found in the Cayor kingdom of Senegal in the fifteenth 
century (Meirs and Kopytoff, 1977:3ff; Shillington, 1995:172-180). In 
Sudan and elsewhere in Africa, slavery is still present. 

While recent historical research no longer maintains, as serious schol- 
ars once did, that as many as 50 million Africans were taken from western 
Africa as part of the Atlantic slave trade, the economic and human loss to 
Africa of the 10 million or more slave immigrants who reached the New 
World was serious enough (Manning, 1990:5). More important to under- 
stand are the broader negative effects that the slave trade, the conflicts con- 
nected with it, and the rise of slavery within Africa associated with the 
trade had on African culture. At a time when European and American popu- 
lations were growing rapidly, Africa’s was in decline. While Europe and 
North America were industrializing, Africa, largely as a result of the slave 
trade, was involved in an exploitative and unproductive system of trade 
(Bah, t993:79-84). 

Focus on the Atlantic slave trade should not result in less attention 
being paid to the Indian Ocean slave trade. This trade, though it never 
matched the massive numbers of the Atlantic slave trade, had disastrous 
consequences as far inland as the shores of Lake Malawi and those areas of 
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the DRC west of Lake Tanganyika. The centuries-old, though relatively 
small, trade in African humans to south and southwest Asia for plantation 
and mine workers, soldiers, and concubines reached substantial proportions 
beginning in the middle decades of the eighteenth century as demand for 
slaves grew on the French plantations on Mauritius and Rrunion. This trade 
continued very actively into the nineteenth century, supplying slaves for 
Brazil, for the clove plantations on the islands of Pemba and Zanzibar off 
the coast of eastern Africa, as well as for the sugar plantations on the Indian 

Ocean islands. The nineteenth-century Afro-Arab slavers and ivory hunters 
penetrated swiftly and deeply inland, causing proportionately as great a 
loss of life and disruption in eastern African societies as the Atlantic slave 
trade did at its height (Alpers, 1975). The slave trade from Kilwa and 
the offshore island of Zanzibar reached tremendous proportions in the late 
eighteenth century, furnishing labor to _the French plantations on the fertile 
and previously unpopulated islands of Mauritius and R~union in the Indian 
Ocean. 

Clearly the various slave-trading patterns had economic, political, and 
social impacts on both African and other Atlantic societies. The profits of 
European merchants in the Atlantic Slave trade from the mid-seventeenth 
century on to the early nineteenth century were immense. It should be 
noted, though, that these profits diminished considerably for Europeans as 
African traders established a dominant position,in the trade. The profits 
from the Atlantic slave trade may well have helped lay the foundation for 
the IndusLrial Revolution and the expansion of capitalism in Europe and 
North America, but it also enriched many Africans and Afro-Europeans in 
Africa as well (see Klein, 1999, and Eltis, 2000). The various slave trades 
turned African enterprise, over wide geographic areas, from more produc- 
tive pursuits and influenced the rise of more authoritarian rulers. By the end 
of the eighteenth century, slaves were being delivered by Africans to the 

coast from regions as far away as the Hansa states and I~tanga (Shaba) in 
the Congo (once called Zaire; Iliffe, 1995:127-158). 

"Legitimate" Trade 

By the end of the eighteenth century, the word price of sugar was declining 

because of overproduction. At the same time, the price of slaves was rising 

because of stiffe, r competition among African suppliers in western Africa. 

As a result, the power and influence of plantation owners from the British 

West Indies was declining in the British Parliament. The Industrial 

Revolution was spawning a new dominant class of industrialists in Great 

Britain who were finding it increasingly necessary to seek new markets 

abroad for the clothing, pottery, and metal goods they were producing in 

growing quantities. These industrialists saw that Africans in Africa could 

provide European producers with both necessary raw materials and new 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 29, 2008 3:12 PM 

juttwright@email.unc.edu 

[Fwd: Gardner 105 dates that have been booked] 

Justin, Here it is! Sorry about the problems you had the last two 
weeks. I dont think you should have any more trouble. 

Travis 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    Gardner 105 dates that have been booked 
Date: Mon, 28 Jan 2008 08:59:03 -0500 
From: Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
To: Erika Bozeman <boze2004@email.unc.edu> 

Here they are! 

Feb. dates 

Feb Sat. 2nd - Tammy 7:45amto l:15pm 

Feb Sat. 2nd- Lucile Friedman 7:30pm to 11 zOO pm 
Feb. Sun. 3rd Justin Wright with with Campus Crossroads 6:30-9pm 

(672-5678) 
Feb. Sat 9th- Tammy 7:45am to 1:15pm 
Feb. Sun 10th Justin 6:30-9pm 

Feb. Sat 16th Tammy 7:45am-l:15pm 
Feb Sun 17th Justin 6:30-9pm 
Feb Sat 23rd Tammy 7:45am to 1:15pm 

Feb. Sun 24th Justin 6:30-9pm 

March dates 

March Sat lst- Tammy 7:45am to l:15pm 
March Sat 1st - Lucile Friedman 8pmto llpm 
March Sat 2nd- Justin 6:30-9pm 
March Sat 8th- Tammy 7:45am to 1:15pm 
March Sat 15th-Tammy 7:45am to 1:15pm 
March Sun 30th- Justin 6:30-9pm 

April Dates 

April Sun 6th- Justin 6:30-9pm 
April Sat 12th-Lucile 8:45pm 

April Sun 13th-Justin 6:30-9pm 

April Thurs 17th- Unoffical booking 6:30to 9pm phone # 00675 

April Sunday 20th-Justin 6:30-9pm 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,               2:56 PM 

@email.unc.edu 

Re: SWAH    reschedule 

no prob! Thanks 

@email.unc.edu wrote: 

Hi Travis, 

My apologies again for ambushing you! 

So just to confirm, I will plan on coming by at 10 to take the SWAH 
test. 

Thanks for working with me on this, 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 5, 2008 4:08 PM 

zeleza@uic.edu 
Lee’s CV 

MargaretLeeCV.pdf 

Hello Professor Zeleza, 

I am sorry for the delay. It has been a busy day. 

Travis Gore 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 19, 2008 10:03 AM 

Reginald F. Hildebrand <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [Fwd: Re: Discussion Groups] 

Im on top of it! Thanks! 

Reginald F. Hildebrand wrote: 

Any luck with this Travis? Don’t let them forget about my rooms! -Reg 

Subject: 
Re: Discussion Groups 
From: 
Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Date: 
Tue, 15 Jan 2008 10:54:27 -0500 
To: 
hildebm@email.unc.edu 

To: 
hildebm@email.unc.edu 

I called about this and they told me the earliest they can take my 
request would be next week. I will make a note of it and dont 
hesitate to remind me! 
thanks 
Travis 

hildebm@email.unc.edu wrote: 

>> Travis would you be kind enough when you get time, to please secure 
>> some classrooms for discussion groups for my section of AFAM 101? No 
>> rush, and I will take any rooms I can get. I will need rooms for 
>> TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 26TH and TUESDAY, MARCH 25TH. On both days I will 
>> need rooms for the following times: 
>> 
>> 9:30-10:45 
>> 
>> 11-12:15 
>> 
>> 12:30- 1:45 
>> 
>> 2-3:15 
>> 
>> Thanks much, -Reg 
>> 

>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 19, 2008 1:26 PM 

Reginald F. Hildebrand <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 
Re: [Fwd: Re: Discussion Groups] 

Tuesday Feb 26th and Tuesday March 25th 

9:30-10:45 Hamilton 523 

11-12:15 Hamilton 517 

12:30-1:45 Hamilton 517 

2-3:15 Murphy 314 

Reginald F. Hildebrand wrote: 

Any luck with this Travis? Don’t let them forget about my rooms! -Reg 

Subject: 
Re: Discussion Groups 
From: 
Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Date: 
Tue, 15 Jan 2008 10:54:27 -0500 
To: 
hildebm@email.unc.edu 

To: 
hildebm@email.unc.edu 

I called about this and they told me the earliest they can take my 
request would be next week. I will make a note of it and dont 
hesitate to remind me! 
thanks 
Travis 

hildebm@email.unc.edu wrote: 

>> Travis would you be kind enough when you get time, to please secure 
>> some classrooms for discussion groups for my section of AFAM 101? No 
>> rush, and I will take any rooms I can get. I will need rooms for 
>> TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 26TH and TUESDAY, MARCH 25TH. On both days I will 
>> need rooms for the following times: 
>> 
>> 9:30-10:45 
>> 
>> 11-12:15 
>> 
>> 12:30- 1:45 
>> 
>> 2-3:15 
>> 
>> Thanks much, -Reg 
>> 

>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,              9:02 AM 

~email.unc.edu 

Re: favor to ask... 

Hey! Ok, Thanks for the heads up! I’ll take care of it. Have a good 
one and I’ll see you later. 

Travis 

@email.unc. edu wrote: 

Travis! Some students might be coming by to take the quiz. I have 
attached it, and the map. A few things-- I forgot #46 so they don’t 
have to worry about it, and also I forgot to add in the Dem. Rep of 
the Congo. Oops. There is also no 49 and 50 so they don’t have to 
fill that in, obviously. 

Thanks so much. I hope this isn’t a pain! I’ll try to stop in to say 
hello. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 13, 2008 9:06 AM 

Barbara Anderson <banders l @email.unc.edu> 
lunch 

Hi Prof. Anderson, 

I left you a message at your office saying that Debby would not be able 
to make lunch today. 
Have a great day. 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 13, 2008 2:54 PM 

Julius 15; Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu>; Deborah Crowder 
<dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

offer letter 

offer letter.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 13, 2008 3:00 PM 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

(er) 

.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2008 9:58 AM 

Eunice Sahle <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

scan 

20080318093349954.pdf 

Here it is! It was no problem! 

Date: 
From: 
To: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Tue, 18 Mar 2008 09:33:50 -0400 
scanner@unc.edu 

travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 03.18.2008 09:33:49 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Women’s Health 

Human Rights 

and 

~ WOMEN’S health is not only influenced by genetics, bioIogy, and 
physiology but also by women’s role in society. The field of women’s 
health has developed in response to increasing knowledge of the non- 
reproductive differences between men and women, with physicians, sci- 
entists, nurses, women’s advocates, social workers, and administrators 
collaborating in a muttidisciplinary effort to understand and promote. 
women’s health and general well-being. The National Academy of 
Women’s Health Medical Education published a comprehensive defini- 
tion for women’s health which reflects a multidisciplinary approach to 
considering women’s health. "Women’s health is devoted to facilitating 
the preservation of wellness and prevention of illness and includes 
screening, diagnosis and management of conditions which are unique to 
women, are more common in women, are more serious in women and 
have manifestations, risk factors or interventions which are different in 
Women." Women’s health also 

recognizes the importance of the study of gender differences, recognizes mul- 

tidisciplinary team approaches, includes the values and knowledge of women 

and their own experience of health and illness; recognizes the diversity of 

women’s health needs over the life cycle and how these needs reflect differ- 

ences in race, class, ethnicity; cutture, sexual preference and leve]s of educa- 

tion and access to medical care; includes the empowerment of women, as for 

all patients, to be informed participants in their own health care.t 
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Inequalities in the social and economic status of men and women dis- 
proportionately deprive women and their chitdren of good health. Com- 
pared to men, women worldwide tend to earn less money, are economically 
dependent, attain a lower educational level, and have fewer legal rights. 
This disparity leads to a power imbalance between genders, with women     ¯ 
having an inferior status. The influence of these factors is seen in diseases "::: 
and conditions such as HIV/AIDS; violence against women, including do- 
mestic abuse, sexual molestation, rape, sexual harassment, female genital    ’!i 
mutilation (also known as female circumcision), honor killing, dowry-    .::.::..: 
related murder, selective malnutrition of girls, forced prostitution, and tor- 
ture; infringement on reproductive rights; limitations on access to health .... 
care and drugs; and underrepresentation of women in clinical trials.          " ...... 

While women live longer than men and females outnumber males in 
most regions of the world, less than half of the world’s population is com- 
posed of women. The different patterns of morbidity and mortality in men 
and women show that women have particular health risks. These risks be- ...:: 
gin in childhood, when parents and by extension society make decisions on " 
the value of females and males. For example, in some areas where there is 
little social value in women, sex selection is practiced; abortion may be 
used to eliminate female fetuses, and female babies may be the victims of 
selective malnourishment or infanticide. In many areas, social and cui- 
tural factors deny girls and women the same nutrition, health care, and 
other support that males receive2 

These values on gender roles and status influence health later in life. In 
regions where women are malnourished (as are half the women in most of 
Asia and Africa), marry very young, start having children at a young age, 
and do not have access to health care or contraception, the prospects for the      ::; 

health of mother and child are diminished. Maternal deaths are associated i 
with malnutrition, high-risk pregnancies, deliveries that occur without the 
benefit of trained personnel, and abortions, particularly those that are ille- 
gal or performed under unsterile conditions by untrained individuals. 

From a health policy perspective, the challenge of providing health care ..:::.: 
is forming a consensus over what constitutes health. Human rights tenets. :.": 
indicate that the ability to attain the highest possible standard of health is ¯ 
not a privilege for the elite but a right that comes with being human. :i.:..(:. 

A greater knowledge of the link between human rights and health ex-:. :i 
poses the social factors that foster illness and the spread of disease. It is: :: 
becoming apparent that eflbrts to promote health care that d~ not incIude: 
attention to human rights issues are incomplete and ultimately ineffec: ::::ii::: 
live. Therefore, the challenge of promoting public health, and in particu, 
lar women’s health, is unquestionably linked to the challenge of upholding::::. 
human rights.                                                      ¯ 
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Promoting women’s health means valuing fundamental human rights 
such as the right to education, the right to employment and equal pay for 
equal work, and the right to participate in the political life of one’s com- 
munity. In 1945 the United Nations was founded on the principles of pro- 
tecting and promoting human rights. The document that resulted as a 
universal standard for humanity was the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights (UDHR) in 1948. The UDHR is not a legally binding agreement 
but has gained legitimacy on the national and international lehel when na- 
tions have incorporated the UDHR’s precepts into their national constitu- 
tions and referred to portions of the document when upholding another 
nation to these standards for human rights. The International Covenant 
on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) and the Interna- 
tional Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), written in 1966, 
elaborate the scope of the UDHR. They are legally binding in the capacity 
that states agree to comply and regularly be assessed of their compli- 
ance with the covenants. Together, the United Nations Charter, UDHR, 
ICESCR, and ICCPR form the International Bill of Human Rights. The 
acceptance of these documents makes iiadividuals, governments, and locaI 
communities accountable for the protection of human dignity. 

This essay attempts to describe deficiencies in women’s health and their 
inextricable connection to women’s dignity and human rights. Our goal is 
to explain how support for the rights of women is not just a matter of social 
justice but is recognized through national laws and international covenants. 
When individuals and societies are hetd accountable to these standards, 
communities thrive. Effective long-term health planning should include the 
realization of women’s potential as active community participants. 

Women and HIViAIDS 

HIV/AIDS is a global problem. Mthough 85 percent of HIV/AIDS cases 
are located in regions of Africa and Southeast Asia, modern transportation 
and technology foster the rapid spread of people and their products 
throughout the world. Thus the virus disperses without regard for geo- 
graphic or civil boundaries. The United Nations estimates that there are 
dose to 35 million women, men, and children living with HIV, and over 
70 percent of the viral infections occur through sex between men and 
women,a HIV/AIDS is rampant in conditions where poverty, lack of edu- 
cation, and political instability are widespread and where the value of life, 
the rights of the individual, and the dignity of women are not sacrosanct. 

Gender inequities and stereotypes that limit women’s participation and 
influence in society contribute to the spread of HIV. Gender inequality is 
increasingly being understood as a significant factor in HIV transmission. 
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Indeed, the number of cases of HIV/AIDS in women is growing at a stag- 
gering rate. Over half of the 35 million cases of HIV/AIDS worldwide are re- 
ported in women. In the United States in 1994, AIDS was the fourth leading 
cause of death for women, and is the primary cause of death for women be- 
tween the ages of 20 and 40 in some of the major cities in Western Europe, 
sub-Saharan Africa and the Americas.~ In the United States women of color 
comprise the fastest-growing population with HIV infections,s 

Racial breakdown of new cases of HIV in women 
in the United States 

African 
American White 

64% 18% 

Hispanic 
18% 

Source: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, as reported in Lawrence Altman, "Fo- ::!: 

cusing on Prevention in Fight Against AIDS," New York Times, 31 August 1999, 

In both developed and developing nations, social, political, and economic 
systems that discriminate against individuals based on their gender, race, 
creed, sexual preference, or religion further weaken individual and societal ¯ . 
defenses against HIViAIDS and undermine public health policies that tar- 
get the spread of the infection.                                         ’ 

As the response to the HtViAIDS crisis has developed since the beg~n-,. 
ning of the global response in the early 1980s, so too has the manner 
controlling HIViAtDS in women. In the beginning of the AIDS crisis in ’: 
the 1980s, public health prevention strategies focused on individual risk :i~ 
and promoted change in individual behavior. This strategy Was based 
an assessment of HIV/AIDS using classical methods of epidemiology 
identified the determinants of HIV/AIDS as results of individual 
ioral choices. In the late 1980s, with the epidemic transformed into 
global pandemic, the understanding of HIV/AIDS became much 
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complex as public health programs began to consider the social conditions 
that influence individual choices. While public health messages that have 
focused on individual risk and behavioral change have shown elements of 
real success in the populations of injecting drug users, sex workers, arm 
gay men, the epidemic has persisted on a global scale. An analysis of the 
epidemiology indicates that the most vulnerable populations to HtV infec- 
tion are women, urban minorities, and injecting drug users. 

Since an overwhelming majority of new cases of HIV are transmitted 
through heterosexual sex, HIV/AIDS has disproportionately infected 
young individuals in the prime of life. As mothers, wives, caregivers, and 
laborers, women hold a complex place in society. Thus, the infection of 
women with HIV is far-reaching. Women play a critical role in the com- 
munity and economy, and as an increasing number of women become in- 
fected with HIV, these traditional caregivers become invisible to society. 
Women with HIV/AIDS and their similarly afflicted relatives are teft with- 
out the social support to sustain them through their illness because of the 
perpetual role of women as domestic caregivers.~ As mothers die of AIDS, 
a generation of children is orphaned. -When older relatives and grandpar- 
ents become surrogate parents, they suffer the burden of not only grief and 
shame from the loss of a relative due to HIV/MDS, but also the responsi- 
bility of caring for a child later in life, when they have their own geriatric 
medical challenges.7 The increasing infection of HIV/MDS in women and 
in younger populations has devastated traditional social and economic sys- 
tems and norms. 

Differences in HIV/AIDS Based on Sex 

Men and women suffer from sexually transmitted diseases in almost equal 
proportion. Yet tlae consequences of infection in women are unique. Part of 
this is due to women’s biologicaI susceptibility to sexually transmitted in- 
fections. While a number of longitudinal studies in Africa that compare 
male-to-female and female-to-male HIV transmission have been inconclu- 
sive due to the size of the samples and the timing of the surveys, one study 
of HIV-1 infection in rural Uganda indicates that men are twice as likely 
as women to introduce HIV infection into a marriage, and within serodis- 
cordant marriages (in which one partner is HIV-positive and one is HIV- 
negative), women are twice as likely to contract ttIV from their husbands 
as husbands from their wives.~ This data supports research from Europe, 
the United States, and East Africa, along with studies on other sexually 
transmitted diseases that suggest that women are more likely than their 
male partners to contract infection from heterosexual intercourse. 

Women are particularly susceptible to HIViAIDS based on their anatomy 
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md biology. Consequently, diagnosing, facilitating prevention, and treat- 

nent present challenges to health-care providers. The biological character- 

stics of the female reproductive anatomy contribute to women’s greater 

zulnerability to HIV infection. The mucosat surface that covers the female 

~enital tract is a large surface area, which the HIV virus can penetrate 

luring heterosexual contact2 The specific correlation between viral expo- 

sure and the location of cervical lesions or the interaction between HIV in- 

"ection and the menstrual cycle, pregnancy, and hormonal contraception 

~ave only recently begun to be elucidated. 

The consequences of infection from sexually transmitted diseases in 

yeomen is often more severe than in men. Inflammation of the genital tis- 

sue due to infection with other sexually transmitted diseases increases a 

woman’s susceptibility to contracting HIV. Ultimately these infections 

tan lead to pelvic inflammatory disease; complications in pregnancy, deliv- 
ery, and the development of the child; premature death of the fetus or in- 

fant; cervical cancer; and infertility.1° 

The diagnosis of HIV infection, along with other sexually transmitted 

diseases in ~vomen, can be delayed or misclassified because women often 

present with few symptoms or clinical manifestations different from those 

men present. For example, the first AIDS cases were identified in 1981, 

when young homosexual males presented with Pneumocystis carinii pneu- 

monia in metropolitan centers in the United States. Initially the criteria 

for diagnosing ttlV were based on observations from male cases, so that 

women with cervical dysplasia or cervical cancer were not diagnosed or 

treated for HIV infection because clinicians were unfamiliar with this 

manifestation of the disease. It was not until 1993 that the AIDS surveil- 

lance case definition was expanded to include cervical cancer in adolescent 

and adult females.~1 As a result of delays in diagnosis and treatment, his- 

torically women have not been able to benefit equally from medical regi- 

mens to extend life and improve well-being. 

Gender Roles and HW 

Women’s gender--their role in society as determined by their sex and 
shaped by sociocultnral expectations--also influences how H~V infection: 
has an impact on women’s lives. The social, economic, and cultural analy-i: 
sis of the AIDS epidemic shows that the unequal status of men’s and 
women’s roles in societies contributes to the spread of HIViAIDS. 
preventing HIV infection presents multifaceted problems. Men and 
are not monolithic categories but rather differentiated by cultural, ethnic,i: . 
and economic variants in gender roles. But the contents of these gender. 
definitions are interdependent. For exampte, traditionally women have i 
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been expected to act as caregivers. Their identity is tethered to the domes- 

tic realm, while men are often the family breadwinners, control the family 

income, and have the ability to participate in political life. With the re- 

sponsibility of domestic work, raising children, and caring for the elderly, 

women tend to have less opportunities to seek education, receive remuner- 

ation for their labor, and ultimately empower themselves. Therefore 

women tend to be economically dependent on male partners and lack the 

personal freedom to travel, access information, and exert authority in the 

decision-making processes in the home and in their communities. 

This imbalance in power between men and women threatens women’s 

health and is lethal when HIV enters the gender ecology. Since life-saving 

HIV medical therapies cost more than $15,000 per year and are unattain- 

able in poorer countries and communities, control of the AIDS epidemic, 

particularly its transmission to unborn children, depends on prevention. 

The epidemiologist Jonathan Mann suggested that programs that educate 

and motivate women about HIV prevention along with the availability of 

condoms are still unsuccessful in preventing HIV because of gender in- 

equities. Educated women with access to condoms are still vulnerable to 

HIV if they cannot refuse unwanted or unprotected sex from a partner)~ 

These women often fear verbal and physical abuse or the debilitating so- 

cial and economic repercussions of divorce, which can include loss of prop- 

erty, children, and status within the community. 

It is not enough for women to be monogamous in order to prevent the 

spread of ttIV. Women’s susceptibility to HIV is tied to the behavioral 

practices of their male partners, who can choose to have a greater number 

of sexual partners and extramarital relationships. In fact society condones 
promiscuity in males--"boys will be boys." Changes in gender stereotypes 

and expectations are necessary in strengthening AIDS policies. When 

rape, whether within or outside the bounds of marriage, is not considered 

a crime, when sex is a conquest rather than an act of intimaoA and when 

women are valued as vehicles of pleasure rather than as human beings, 

there is a higher probability for HIV transmission.’~ Human rights doc- 

trines provide a language of accountability to develop effective, gender- 

sensitive HIV/AIDS policies. 

The Future of HIV Policy: Human Rights 

In the almost twenty years in which the AIDS epidemic has developed, it 

has become clear, based on the distribution of the disease, that both the 
public health model, which associates individual risks as determinants of 

HIViMDS, and the biomedical model, which targets the pathology of 

HIViMDS, have failed to explain the complex social networks in which 
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the epidemic flourishes. The World Health Organization defines health as 
"a state of complete physical, mental, and social well-being and not merely 
the absence of disease or infirmity"; this definition supports the notion 
that biomedical threats and social injustices determine health. Addressing 
the determinants of HIV/AIDS means also confronting the determinants 
of human well-being and empowerment. In order to protect women 
against susceptibility to HIV it is necessary to provide them with the 
means for safer sex and for men to be responsible and choose to practice 
safer sex. For public health practitioners and policy makers, human rights 
provides a common language to identify the power imbalances in gender 
roles present in society that fuel the spread of HIV. 

When we apply human rights standards to health we have an analytical 
tool to identify the social preconditions for health and the prevention of 
HIV transmission. As Jonathan Mann argued, successful HIV/AIDS pre- 
vention programs entail three difficult tasks: mobilizing political and gov- 
ernmental support so that those in power recognize the threat of HIV to 
women; addressing social mores that perpetuate gender roles and expecta- 
tions that are harmful to women’s health and dignity; and confronting 
disparities in wealth and resources that isolate women to poverty and 
dependency 

Specific rights that protect against HIV/MDS discrimination are enu- 
merated in severn human rights documents: the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights (UDHR); the International Covenant on Civil and Politi- 
cal Rights (ICCPR); the International Covenant on Economic, Social, and 
Cultural Rights (ICESCR); the Convention on the Elimination of M1 
Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW); and the Convention 
on the Rights of the Child (CRC). These documents protect against viola- 
tions of dignity that promote HIV vulnerability and the promotion of 
healthy living conditions. Under article 25 of the UDI-IR, article 12 of the 
ICESCR, article 12 of the CEDAW, and article 24 of the CRC there is 
support for conditions that promote health. Article 12 of the ICESCR 
calls for states to make special provisions for the prevention, treatment, 
and control of epidemic diseases. The Commission on Human Rights and 
the Sub-Commission on the Prevention of Discrimination and the Protec- 
tion of Minorities Resolution, adopted in 1996, calls for the protection of 
an individual’s health rights regardless of the ilMividual’s .health status, 
including tiIViAIDS status.1~ Under the nondiscrimination of clauses in 

articles 2 and 3 of the ICESCR and the ICCPR, article 2 of CEDAW, and 
article 2 of CRC, the enumerated rights are to be applied regardless of an 
individual’s sex or "other status," which could apply to HIV status. The 
governments and organizations, such as the World Health Organization 
(WHO) and the Joint United Nations Program on HIV/AIDS (UNMDS), 
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that have adopted the precepts set out in these documents therefore up- 

hold the notion that an individual cannot be subject to HIV-related dis- 

crimination under the guise of protecting public health. 

Since women’s dependent role in various aspects of community life 

leads to their vulnerability toward HIV infection, human rights can be 

used to empower women within the community by elevating their status. 

The three main paths to reducing women’s risk of HIV are access to edu- 

cation, improved economic status, and increased politicM power for 

women. Education, in its broadest sense, is fundamental to expanding an 

individual’s worldview. For women and adolescents increased access to in- 

formation on HIV/AIDS, reproductive health, and family planning leads 

to their self-empowerment. The UDHR (article 19) and ICCPR (article 

19) protect the right to seek, receive, and impart information and the im- 

portance of education in fully developing the human personality within a 

free society (UDILR, article 26; ICESCR, article 13). With respect to 

HIV-related information, the ICESCR acknowledges the right of everyone 

"to enjoy the benefits of scientific progress and its applications" (article 

15). It is important for adolescent girN and boys to know about HIV pre- 

vention strategies as part of their role as responsible members of a free so- 

ciety. The CRC protects children’s rights to seek, receive, and impart 

information and to have access to education and scientific ;mowledge 

(article 28) with a respect for equality of the sexes (article 29). Yet, as 

much as education can promote well-being and a respect for dignity, by it- 

self education is insufficient to transform women into active members of 

their communities. 

These educational and health programs are most effective when they 

tailor their message and services to the community they are intended to 

reach. In the first example of educational messages, sexually active girls 

and boys have been shown to demonstrate different attitudes toward the 

ttse of condoms.’s Therefore, condom availability programs and sexual 

health education should address feelings of embarrassment, confidentiality 

issues, and gender-related norms on control in sexual relationships that 

appear to inhibit girls from using condoms or accessillg condom availabil- 

ity programs. An often-ignored population is women who have sex with 

women. Studies have shown that such women are at risk for HIV from un- 

protected sex with men, injection drug use, and from unscreened semen 

for artificial insemination. Therefore, education programs that counsel 

this population should be sensitive to the compiicated interaction between 

sexual identity and sexual behavior.1~ With regard to health services, when 

health centers are gender-sensitive they support the social realities of 

women’s lives: they are in accessible locations, operate during hours that 

accommodate ~vomen who work during the day, and provide child care. 
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Human rights, in supporting access to education and HIV-information as 
well as treatment for aI1 individuals, supports the multifaceted determi- 
nants to HIV!AIDS infection. 

The economic independence of women endows them with the ability to 
participate freely in society. Living in poverty burdens women’s lives, and 
immediate survival foreshadows a concern with tlIV/AID$. The opportu- 
nity to seek employment, earn a wage income, build credit, own property, 
or manage their own finances is necessary for women to raise their social 
status and obtain the personal freedom to make choices that benefit their 
health and the livelihood of their children. Human rights guarantee every- 
one the right to work, to freely choose employment, to create labor unions, 
and to ,york under conditions free of discrimination and where equal work 
is remunerated with equal pay (UDHR, articles 23 and 24; ICESCR, 
articles 7 and 8). The CEDAW specifically addresses the rights of women 
to gain employment and property regardless of marital status as well as 
the right to work in an environment free of discrimination and harass- 
ment (CEDAW, artictes 11, 13, and 14.). The rights of women and girls, 
including access to Social Security benefits, are protected during preg- 
nancy and disability, including HIV/AID$ (UDHR, article 25; ICESCR, 
article 10.2; Commission on Human Rights and the Sub-Commission on 
the Prevention of Discrimination and the Protection of Minorities). By 
achieving financial independence in an environment that protects equality, 
women gain a sense of individual agency. Elevating their economic status 
broadens women’s vision for their lives and redistributes the responsibility 
of the caregiving role, which traditionally rests on women and limits their 
ability to achieve complete health. 

When women can actively engage in political and community life, they 
can participate in developing HIV-prevention programs and policies that 
are gender-sensitive. Historically women have been instrumental in build- 
ing seIf-help organizations. In addition, as the primary domestic care- 
givers, women can carry these organizational skills into the community for 
the benefit of social action toward HIV prevention. Often women are re- 
stricted from political and public roles because of religious, cultural, and 
social mores that confine women to the private sphere. However, interna- 
tional human rights documents recognize the importance of every individ- 
ual to freely participate in the development of society, The UDHR states . ’...:. 
that "everyone has duties to the community in which alone the free and 
full development of his personality is possible" (article 29.1). In con- 
tributing to the process of HIV/AIDS prevention on the local, national, 
and international level, wmnen shape policies that affect their lives and 
help to develop the legal backing of their human rights. 

The case of HIViAIDS in women is an important model for the inter- 
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section of health and human rights. Through education and access to sex- 
ual health information, both men and women build the communication 
and negotiation skitls to practice safer sex so that they both have equal in- 
fluence in their sex lives. Ethnicity, race, and class are also major determi- 
nants of behavior. Power, control, and self-esteem are critical elements of 
sexual relationships, and indeed studies have indicated that women with 
high self-esteem and sense of control over their lives are less tikely to par- 
ticipate in sexually risky behaviors,iv Therefore, changes in ~ender expec- 
tations and gender-related sexual responsibilities are part of the long-term 
goals of education, economic independence of women, and their free par- 
ticipation in the development of their communities. A gender-sensitive 
analysis of the HtViAIDS epidemic shows the necessity of elevating 
women’s status in society by fostering changes in male behaviors. 

Violence against and Abuse of Women 

Poverty, violence, malnutrition, and overwork are detrimental to health. 

The threat of violence is a potential aVany point in the life span of an in- 

dividual. Since violence is based on an abuse of power, it often targets the 

weakest members of the family and society--children, women, and the eld- 

erly. Not only is violence a social problem but it is a major burden on 

health resources. Victims of violence require disproportionate use of 

health-care resources in comparison to those women not having been ex- 

posed to rape or assault. 

Certain forms of violence are gender-based: wife or heterosexual partner 

or homosexual partner abuse, incest, forced prostitution, female genital 

mutilation/female circumcision (FGM!FC), female child abuse, and honor 
killings. In addition to physical and sexual violence, other forms of vio- 

lence are psychological and emotional. While violence may take many 

forms, it arises when an individual or group uses its power or control over 

another. In addition, the abuser may use male privilege by treating the 

woman less than equally; withholding access to money; and using the chil- 

dren as a form of coercion by threatening to remove them or eliminating 

visitation. Children also may be injured deliberately or accidentally during 

the assaults on their mother. 

Violence against women is common; in fact, it is almost a universal 
phenomenon.~ The most common form of abuse occurs when men abuse 

women; abuse can also occur between men and Iess frequently between 

women. Violence and abuse also may occur in teenage and elderly rela- 

tionships. Despite its staggering prevalence, violence is thought to 

be the single most underreported crime because of social and legal bar- 

riers that impede the accurate collection of data, including varying 
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definitions used in surveys as to what constitutes violence; fear of retal- 

iation; shame aloout being a victim; irrational feelings of guilt and mis- 

taken sense of loyalty and ambivalent feelings about the abuser, who is 

often a relative or intimate partner. Violence against women that is per- 

petrated by a husband, relative, or intimate partner is most prevalent 

between the ages of twenty-four and thirty-two and is the most perva- 

sive form of gender violence.1. 
Although violence and abuse are an integral part of the lives of many 

people, and the single greatest cause of injury to women, the subject of vi- 

olence has not been systematically addressed as a major issue in women’s 

health,s° Many studies on the prevalence of spousal abuse in developing 
countries indicate rates ranging from 22 to 75 percent, depending on the 

sample that was surveyed and ho~v the abuse is defined.~1 However, only a 

limited number of national surveys address the repercussions of violence 

on women’s health on a global scale. Studies in Tanzania, Ecuador, Chile, 

Ne~v Guinea, Sri Lanka, and Peru report that 60 to 70 percent of women 

were beaten by their husbands or partners. In at least ha]f of these in- 
stances the husband used a weapon. The United Nations Secretariat’s Di- 

vision for the Advancement of Women compiled a study in the mid-1980s 

on domestic violence in thirty-six countries worldwide and included some    :.: 

of the following associations between violence and health.22 

¯ In Kuwait, one-third of women surveyed admitted to being assaulted. 

Eighty percent of women surveyed said they knew of friends or relatives 

who had also been victims of violence. 
¯ Fifty percent of married women surveyed in the largest slum of 

Bangkok admitted to habitual abuse by their husbands. Of a group of 

malnourished children treated at a Bangkok social services center, 25 
percent came from families where the mother was regularly beaten by 

her partner. 
¯ In the United States, 30 percent of female homicides were committed 

by a husband or partner. 

Prevalence figures for domestic violence diagnosed in U.S. health-care 
settings vary according to the service provided: 25 percent of the women 

who seek treatment at hospital emergency departments and 37 .percent of 

women who seek treatment for a violent injury do so becau~se of domestic 

violence. Of women seen in primary care offices, 25 percent have been 

abused at some time in their lives; one out of six pregnant women is 

abused during pregnancy.~3 
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Rape 

Rape and other sexual crimes are underreported probably because of the 

stigma associated with this crime. Most of the perpetrators are known to 

the victim. In the United States several studies report that the occurrence 

of rape is between one in five and one in seven women over their lifetime.~4 

Cases of rape in the United States reach a peak incidence between the ages 

of eighteen and twenty-four.~ Many adolescents believe that there are 

times when it is acceptable for a man to physically force a woman to en- 

gage in sex. Forced sex within marriage constitutes rape. In many cultures 

women do not recognize the abuse as such because they have been social- 

ized to believe that the husband’s marital rights include physical and emo- 

tional punishment. It is important that the society and the legal and 

medical systems sympathize with the victim of violence and rape and cre- 

ate the environment to permit detection and treatment. Where the perpe- 

trator of the rape is a friend, relative, or family member whom the victim 

sees on a regular basis, there is a risk of revictimization. Health-care pro- 

fessionals, representatives of the law, or concerned friends can detect the 

rape, develop a safe plan, and help the victim to leave. Barriers that pre- 

vent health-care personnel from effectively detecting and treating rape 

include their own bias resulting from unresolved personal violence; embar- 

rassment; ignorance and lack of training; poor community services; and 

fear of legal involvement. Complications of rape include the possibility of 

pregnancy and the contraction of a sexually transmitted disease, including 

HIV. 

Factors Responsible for Violence against Women and Girls 

Violence will persist in locations that condone the abuse and beating of 

women and children and classify this behavior as being consistent with 

normal gender and family roles. While violence presents a serious risk to 

women’s health, family violence traditionally has not been perceived as vi- 

olence; thus attempts at detection, regulation, punishment, or education 

have been nonexistent. The health-care system and law enforcement have 
been slow to respdnd to these problems. In fact, behaviors that would be 

criminalized between strangers, such as assault, have been ignored when 

they occur within the family. 

Other cross-cultural factors that foster domestic violence include the as- 

sociation of masculinity with domination, toughness, and honor. Abuse 

within the family is perpetuated by the economic dependence of women on 

men; legal systems that give women an inferior status to men and do not 
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have mechanisms to protect women; insensitivity of police and the courts 

to women’s issues; the tendency to regard domestic violence as a private 

matter; the failure of the economic structure to empower women to be 

financially independent loy limiting their access to education and jobs; 

preventing women from being able to access cash; discriminatory la,vs 

defining limits of property rights for women and inheritance; the accep- 

tance of violence as legitimate; the ability of men to control the behavior of 

women and have proprietary rights over them; and a political organiza- 

tional structure that marginalizes the needs of women so they cannot seek 

relief.~s 

Historically women in the United States have not been protected 

against gender-based violence, but some progress has been made in publi- 

cizing partner abuse and keeping guns out of the possession of men in- 

volved in previous occurrences of domestic violence. The renewal in 2000 

by Congress of the 1994 Violence Against Women Act and increased advo- 

cacy of women’s rights, in this regard, are necessary beginning steps. 

Prevention of Violence 

While domestic violence occurs throughout the world, in all races, reli- 

gions, and economic classes, the changes in rate of occurrence may be in- 

fluenced by race and socioeconomic status. For example, a May 2000 

report from the U.S. Department of Justice’s Bureau of Justice Statistics 

describes a widespread change in reported violence involving intimate 

partners. The results of the study underscore how the likelihood of vio- 

lence depends on complex and interacting factors. One of the reasons sug- 

gested for the decline in violence against black women in the United States 

in the 1990s is that women began to take advantage of resources availalote 

to them since the enactment and implementation of stricter laws protect- 

ing women against violent partners. Another possible factor in the decline 

of partner abuse among African-Americans was the absence from the home 

of viotent black men, who, compared to whites, .receive disproportionately 
long prison terms.27 On the other hand, although white women were more . 

often the advocates for these reforms, as a group they did not benefit from 

a reduction in partner violence between 1997 and 1998, when the inci- 

dence of violence against white women increased for the first time since 

1976. 
Women are at greater risk for violence when they attemp( to leave abu- 

sive relationships. In the United States increased rates of partner abuse 

among white women in comparison to btack women might be explained by. 

the more frequent use of protection orders by white women. As more 
port groups are created and legal advocacy services are directed to I 
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individuals against domestic violence, women may rely on options to pro- 

tect themselves so that they do not have to resort to homicide to end a 

dangerous relationship. IIowever, men still kill as a manifestation of un- 

controlled anger. As black women have become more educated, they have 

come to possess greater financial resources to leave dangerous relation- 

ships. Domestic violence is about control; since many men reason that, "If 

I can’t have her, nobody will," the risk to women rises as they attempt to 

leave. 

Health-care providers are in a uniquely favorable position to diagnose 
and treat abuse as well as refer patients to available resources. The pres- 

ence of health-care providers who are familiar with the community and 

professional and legal resources is of great assistance to the patient. It also 

helps diminish the social isolation that these woman experience. Health- 

care providers who discuss domestic violence as a health issue with all 

their patients provide a supportive environment by increasing awareness 

of safe options for the victim and her children. Globally, members of the 

community should recognize domestic violence as a crime and work to 

protect women and children who are i~ictims and see that offending part- 

ners are punished. 

Sex Selection 

In non-Western countries like China, Korea, and India, male offspring are 

preferred. In these societies girls are considered burdens because they have 

a lower status and require a dowry for marriage. A life as an unmarried 

woman is not an option. Females usually do not get educational opportuni- 

ties or work outside the home and therefore are untrained to support them- 

selves and their families. Today sex selection prior to birth can be achieved 

with amniocentesis or chorionic villus sampling. Female fetuses are selec- 

tively aborted. Where such technology is not applied, female children wilI 

be discreetly killed shortly after birth. In countries where there is a strong 

preference for males, the rate of neonatal death in girls is more than six 

times that of boys; there also is a higher neonatal mortality for girls born to 

families with no sons. Sex selection continues after birth by means of pref- 
erential allocation of food and access to needed medication.~s Population 

studies estimate that, as a result of these practices, at least ~ O0 million 

women are "missing" from the world population, primarily from China, 

Korea, and India.a9 Aside from immediate malnutrition, the long-term ef- 

fects of depriving girls of protein- and iron-rich foods include chronic ane- 

mia, exacerbated by menstruation, and complications of pregnancy. 

Factors that influence food deprivation of girls include education sta- 

tus, class, occupation, region, migratory patterns, and presence of land 



reforma°; selective malnutrition occurs among the poor in some areas and 
among the more prosperous in others. Where food deprivation occurs, boys 
are breastfed longer, receive supplementary milk, subsequently are given 
protein-rich food (when it is available) such as milk, meat, fish, and eggs, 
and are given more than one portion, even when girls have received little if 
anything. 

Studies suggest that where there are more opportunities for education 
of girls and mothers, sex selection decreases and greater investment is 
made in girls. Even where there are home visits to educate families about 
maintaining their daughters, the presence of prenatal sex determination 
technologies may enable couples to prevent the birth of girls. As long as 
education is withheld and women are deprived of self-determination, old 
traditions harmful to girls and women wilt be maintained. 

Female Genital Mutilation/Female Circumcision 

FGMiFC is a ritual performed on approximately 5 million girls per year 
and involves between 80 and 120 million women in more than thirty 
countries, from Muslim, Christian, and indigenous African cultures, in- 
cluding individuals from varied ethnic groups and socioeconomic classes.3~ 
The practice is not an established Muslim tradition, nor is it seen in 
Saudi Arabia or the Gulf states. Despite international efforts to criminal- 
ize the custom, the number of procedures may be increasing. With immi- 
gration the practice is moving to the United States, Canada, and Great 
Britain, and physicians from all countries are now confronted with public 
health problems that result from serious immediate and chronic medical 
complications of this procedure. The estimated numbers of girls and 
women with FGM/FC in Great Britain is 20,000.aa In the United States 
in 1996 more than 150,000 women and girls were at risk. In Egypt the 
Giza Reproductive Morbidity Study, performed in 1989-1990 in two ru- 
ral Giza villages adjacent to Cairo, determined that the entire sample, in- 
cluding women originating from Cairo or other urban areas, had been 
circumcised. In this study the extent of FGM depended on the age of the 
woman, with older women having more extensive genital removal,aa 

Where practiced, FGMiFC reflects cultural standards of femininity, the 
"socialization" of girls, and a physical sign of a girl’s marriageability; it is 
perpetuated by all members of society. FGM/FC is a public event Symbol- 
izing the onset or approach of menstruation. It is usually performed by 
midwives on girls between the ages of six and twelve. The many cultural 
justifications for FGM/FC are associated with morality and family honor 
and include preservation of virginity and protection against promiscuity. 
The roots of these beliefs are deep and include religious customs, distinc-, 
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tions of gender roles, and superstitions,a4 It also has been a symbol of so- 
cial status in Egypt and the Sudan. Women who live in societies where 
marriage is the only guarantee for economic security believe that the ritual 
is not optional but a prerequisite for marriage since the men require wives 
whose genitals have been excised. 

FGM/FC is performed by a variety of individuals from trained mid- 
wives to untrained practitioners. The use of soap and water and the avail- 
ability of needles and knives vary. The extent of the cutting a£d stitching 
varies. A razor or glass shard is often used by lay practitioners as the cut- 
ting instrument. The procedure ranges from partial or complete removal 
of the clitoris to total infibulation, which involves removal of the clitoris, 
cutting of the labia minora, and cutting and stitching together of the labia 
majora to cover the urethra and entrance to the vagina. Only a small open- 
ing.is left for the passage of urine and menstrual blood. 

If a comparable procedure were to be performed in men, it would range 
from amputation of most of the penis to total removal of the penis along 
with some of the scrotum. Although it is important to understand the cul- 
tural perception that FGMiFC aims to protect women and is in their best 
interest, the procedure results in genital removal and scarring,as 

Usually girls and women have little knowledge of the anatomy and 
function of their reproductive organs. They are taught that their genitals 
are the property of their husbands. Because of this and the fact that very 
few of these women were warned about the impending procedure before it 
occurred, the relationship between limiting women’s sexual pleasure and 
the medical and psychological consequences of FGM/FC are very complex. 

Common complications include immediate hemorrhage, severe pain, 
shock, and death. More chronic complications include painful intercourse 
and loss of sexual pleasure with intercourse, chronic anemia, growth re- 
tardation, infection, abscesses, ulcers, blood stream infection, tetanus, 
gangrene, obstruction of urine flow, chronic urinary tract infection, ob- 
struction of menstrual blood flow, menstrual pain, chronic pelvic and back 
pain, chronic pelvic infection, cysts, scars, recurrent stitch abscesses, risks 
with child birth, interference with delivery, tears, vesicovaginal fistulas 
(abnormal communication between vagina and bladder), and urinary in- 
continence. The psychological effects of FGM/FC vary depending on the 
extent of the procedure and whether the practice is common and legal. 
Girls and women who live in countries where FGM/FC is practiced experi- 
ence conflicts between the trauma and complications of the ritual and the 
need to adhere to the social necessities to be "good marriageable girls." 
While the extent of sexual impairment, including the ability to achieve or- 
gasm, is unsubstantiated in the research, often most of the girls and 
women subjected to FGM!FC manifest subtle psychological symptoms 
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that may be difficult to uncover because of strong forces of denial and pres- 

sures exerted by social norms in these communitiesd6 

Women and girls who have undergone FGM/FC and immigrated to 

countries where the practice is neither performed nor condoned experience. 
a different set of complications, which range from problems with develop- 

ing sexual identity to problems with childbirth when they are attended by 

health-care professionals with little or no experience in this area. Immi- 

gration and travel have brought this health issue into countries where it 
has heretofore been absent, necessitating the dissemination of information 

to health-care workers and members of the judicial system so that they can 

prevent, detect, and treat girls and women with FGM/FC. 
Multilateral agencies such as the World Health Organization (WHO) 

and many governments have opposed the practice on the basis of human 

rights violations. In 1993 the Vienna Declaration of the World Conference 

on Human Rights ruled that FGM/FC is a violation of human rights. This 

policy has been adopted by other United Nations health and human rights 

organizations. In addition, statements condemning FGM/F’C and calling 

for its abolition have been issued by the International Federation of 

Gynaecology and Obstetrics and the World Health Assembly (the highest 

authority within WHO). This latter resolution was sponsored by severn 

African nations and Lebanon. Several countries have criminalized FGM/ 
FC. In 1996 the U.S. Congress passed a law making FGM/FC a felony 

punishable by up to a five-year prison term. But criminalization of 
FGMiFC is insufficient in eradicating the ritual. Health-care profession- 

als can play an important role by validating a family’s concerns about 

promiscuity while educating girls and young women so that they make ap- 

propriate choices about sexuality that are consistent with the family’s val- 

ues without FGM/FC. 

Social and Political Action to Curb Violence 

As women have organized to oppose totalitarian regimes, the oppression in 

their own lives has become an issue. In the 1970s the UN Decade for 
Women brought attention to the importance of women in international 
development and provided international money and support for women- 
focused nongovernmental organizations (NGOs). Grassroots community- 

based actions against gender-based violence include neighb~ortfood women 
watches, social sanctions, and public humiliation of the perpetrator. In In- 
dia government-sponsored affirmative action is directed at improving the 
lot of women. The government has mandated that a certain number of col- 
lege seats and government jobs be reserved for women. In 1992 the Pan- 
chayat Act gave women one-third of council seats as well as one-third of 
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village chief positions. Women in India have formed Women’s Rights 
Unions, and there has also been activity to outlaw child marriages. 

Gender-based violence is now emerging as an international issue. 
Women’s health advocates have done much to promote the issue, often 
despite the official indifference of world health leaders. The view that vio- 
lence against ~vomen is a factor in the MDS pandemic and should be con- 
sidered in strategies for AIDS prevention has gained currency. The 
challenge moving forward is to be able to consolidate the gra’ssroots activi- 
ties and the international interest in gender-based violence so that na- 
tional polices are changed. 

Mthough representatives of many countries have signed international 
agreements promising to rewrite or repeal laws that discriminate against 
women, these agreements have been ig~mred. In Spain and Portugal vio- 
lence against women was unofficially condoned until these countries 
joined the European Union. Organizations like Equality Now, in New 
York, are focusing on holding these governments accountable for these 
agreements. The support of enlightened men is critical to the resolution of 
the problem of violence against womefi. 

Human rights codes uphold the individual’s right to well-being. Howq 
ever, the ways in which societies provide for that right differ. Where 
women have poor health status, this is usually attrPoutable to issues of ac- 
cess to health care and the state’s health services. Another factor that com- 
promises women’s access to heNth care is the riR between the ideals of a 
given health system and the prevalence in some locations of superstitions. 
Women will not access heNth care if they have a belief system that does 
not include modern medicine or when they consider themselves unworthy 
of healing. For example, in India some village women believe that illness is 
caused by evil spirits lurking in trees. Furthermore, many of these Indian 
women believe that their worth is determined exclusively by giving birth 
to sons and by laboring in the fields,s~ 

Even when women have access to health care, their diagnosis and treat- 
ment may be compromised because they have not been able to benefit from 
the scientific information derived from research. Data from men cannot be 
extrapolated to women if women have been excIuded from clinical trials. 
Racial differences, such as in the metabolism of drugs and health out- 
comes, must also be taken into account in clinical trials. Research must be 
conducted on diverse populations in order to have wide applicability. Im- 
proved care for all women must thus address scientific, ethical, and politi- 
cal issues. 

Governments vary in how they prioritize health. Nations modeled on 
the welfare state provide some type of universal health care because the 
state considers health a public good comparable to housing, employ~nent, 
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and education. Conversely, in some countries, like Afghanistan, controlled 
by religious extremists, women have poor if any health care since they can- 
not be attended by male physicians and are themselves barred from med- 
ical school and all types of education. In the United States health care is a 
case of both excess and deprivation. Women who belong to disadvantaged 
groups, and who generally lack health insurance, are at great risk of poor 
health. For example, they are much less likely to access preventive serv- 

ices, like mammography, than insured women. 
The advancement of community and global health is bound with the 

status of women’s health. Central to this issue is what governments and 

societies believe is possible in terms of health and what patients betieve 
they deserve. Women as health-care managers for themselves and their 
families substantially influence the capacity of human development and 
ultimately social justice. The advancement of social justice is not based on 
the correction of past inequities but on present practices, which include 
addressing both subtle and blatant health discriminatory practices. 

Reproductive Rights and Access to Pharmaceuticals 

As the twenty-first century began, world population was estimated at six 
billion people. The United Nations estimate of world population in 2050 
is 7.7 to 11.2 billion. Because of changes in culture and the availability of 
contraception, the birthrate in developing countries has been dropping. 
But unplanned and unwanted pregnancies continue to occur. It is esti- 
mated that, of the 200 million pregnancies each year, approximately 50 
percent are unplanned and 25 percent unwanted. The unwanted children 
that result often become the victims of various forms of neglect, including 

abuse or abandonment. Couples who have the knowledge and resources to 
plan their pregnancies have greater control of their future and healthier 
women and children result. But contraception is not a substitute for good 
health-care services. The combination of the ability to choose contracep- 
tion, access to better education and health care, as well as equal rights for.. 

women is essential.                                                     ?:~:~ 
The core rights issue in reproductive health is the aloility of women to " 

have agency and make decisions that shape the course of their lives, such " 
as determination of when to start a family, its size, and the interval be- 
tween children. These rights entail services related to Iamity planning, 
maternal health, treatment of HIV/AIDS and sexually transmitted infec- 

tions, infertility, and reproductive cancer. Reproductive rights include the 
right to a safe and legal abortion. Women should be able to make decisions 
about reproduction free of discrimination, coercion, and violence. 

Globally there has been a wide spectrum of governmental policies aimed ;:: 
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at family planning. In the People’s Republic of China, public policy has 

strictly curtailed the number of children to one child per family, with pun- 

ishments for those who disobey. In India public information campaigns 

about contraception have increased usage and decreased family size. The 

United States has seen a tong-standing political, religious, and moral con- 

troversy over access to and the legaIity of abortion. For some time issues of 

contraception and abortion have consumed the energy of American women 

and advocates of freedom of choice. Worldwide, there are an ~stimated 26 
million pregnancies legally terminated and an estimated 20 million illegal 

procedures with an associated mortality of 78,000 deaths. In the United 

States the mortality of surgical abortion is 0.6 per 100,000 women.~ But 

because of harassment of physicians who perform abortions, in 1995, 86 

percent of U.S. counties had no health-care provider ~o perform this pro- 

cedure. There is interest in safe drugs for the termination of pregnancy, 

particularly in areas where qualified personnel are absent. Because the 

abortifacients do not require anesthesia, they may be used safely very early 

in the pregnancy. The availability of contraception varies around the 

world. Emerging nations with large tSopulations and high poverty rates 

have seen decreasing financial support for contraceptive programs because 

of political and economic crises as well as shrinking U.S. aid. 

Teen Pregnancy and AdoIescent Access to Contraception 

Adolescent pregnancies have traditionally been considered a private family 

matter. In many developing countries, arranged marriages for girls at a 

very young age have been socially desirable. Consequently these young 

girls are not permitted to complete their formal schooling and become 

teenage mothers, frequently having sequential pregnancies. With improve- 

ments in public health, availability of antibiotics, and improved survival 

of infants and children, in developing countries there is now an opportu- 

nity to advocate for delaying the age of marriage and permitting the edu- 

cation of girls. 

Whereas sexual activity in teenage girls in developing nations occurs 

mainly in the context of their early marriages, in developed nations 

teenagers often engage in sex before they are married. The requirements 

for parental consent and the absence of confidentiality often deter 

teenagers from seeking needed contraceptive and reproductive services. 

Considerable interest has been focused on adolescent pregnancy because of 

public awareness of their negative social and economic repercussions. Ado- 

lescents have a greater likelihood of having a premature, low-birth-weight 

infant with all the resulting complications. They also are less prepared for 
the financial, emotional, and psychological consequences of caring for a 



child. Teen mothers frequently leave school, require public assistance, lack 

occupational skills, and have repeat adolescent pregnancies. 

In the United States there has been a decline in teenage pregnancies, 
which reflects reductions in the numbers of sexually active adolescents 

and the increased use of contraceptives by sexually active teens. Al- 

though condom use has increased since 1980, adolescents use them in- 

consistently. Abortion rates are also declining (with half of all abortions 

in the U.S. occurring in women under twenty-five). The teen birthrate in 

the United States remains among the highest in the industrialized 

world, and the proportion of unmarried teenage pregnant mothers con- 

tinues to rise. 

In the United States and other Western nations, health-care profession- 
als, politicians, and religious organizations discourage both youthful mar- 
riage and premarital teen sex. Yet the media is saturated with sexualit)~ 

at~d thus keens receive mixed messages. Efforts focused on motivating ado- 

lescents to delay early sexual experience must take account of the ambiva- 

lence about sex in adult society. In societies where there is no future for 

the poor, sex gives immediate gratification and a baby gives status to the 

new parents, even if this attention is short-lived. Efforts to prevent preg- 

nancy must also be tinked to prevention of sexually transmitted disease. 

Linking prevention of pregnancy with abstinence and condom education 

programs is vital in curbing the growtt~ of STDs, not least of which is 

HIV. Ultimately, success in preventing teenage pregnancy depends on the 

adolescents themselves, who must have a clear sense that they have a good 

future, which early child-bearing would limit. 
Adolescent pregnancy prevention requires more than education about 

reproduction and access to family planMng. Youngsters need education 
about the risks of substance abuse and the relationship of this behavior 

to unplanned pregnancy as wee as preventive strategies. Encouraging 
male responsibility in teenage pregnancies is one vital step; social norms 

that depict responsible male sexual behavior can be revived through the 

media and within communities. Another step is to incorporate family 

planning services in the physician-patient relationship, with accessible, 

affordable family planning and outreach services, with convenient hours, 
situated near schools. Efficient linkages between these services and 

schools is critical. : 
Often teenagers do not seek help from health-care professionals because 

they do not view these individuals as confidential sources of care. They 

fear that information will be disclosed to their parents or guardians who 

will disapprove of or abuse them. When adolescents are aware of their 

rights to confidentiality they are far more likely to use medical facilities 
¯.; 
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for HIV testing and contraceptive services. Among many physicians in the 

United States, confidentiality in providing reproductive care to adoles- 

cents is a controversial issue. Physicians are concerned about parental 

rights and reactions. But minors do have rights to obtain confidential 

medical care; physicians, nurses, social workers, teachers, counselors, and 

advocates must become more familiar with the legislation that permits 

teenagers to receive confidential services. The U.S. Supreme Court has 
found that minors have a constitutional right to privacy, which gives them 

a certain amount of autonomy in deciding reproductive health issues. Fed- 

eral laws guarantee minors access to confidential family planning services. 

The courts have consistently struck down laws that prevent minors access 

to contraception without parental consent. 

Mthough it is important to encourage youngsters to communicate with 

their families, there is evidence that mandating parental consent for abor- 

tion delays treatment and increases risks,s~ The Supreme Court has ruled 

that requirements for parental consent for abortion are not constitutional 

unless they provide for rapid confidential judicial bypass procedures. The 

American College of Obstetricians a~d~ Gynecologists and the Society for 

Adolescent Medicine have supported physicians’ recognition of the im- 

portance of patient confidentiality and the parental role as well as the 

need for communication between adolescents and their parents. However, 

the physician must act appropriately to protect a minor where the teen 

pregnancy occurs as a result of incest or abuse by a relative. In these cir- 

cumstances, teenagers may not wish to disclose the pregnancy or their in- 

tention to seek an abortion. The provision of teen pregnancy prevention 

requires interdisciplinary care. In view of the diverse needs of adoles- 

cents, federal support should include a full spectrum of services beyond 

abstinence. 

Promoting Women’s Health 

Since the founding of the UDHR in 1948, and with the greater awareness 
of women’s status internationally achieved in the 1970s, there has been 
an increased collaboration of governments and nongovernmental groups 
to discuss the advancement of women’s lives. (See appendix.) The 1995 
United Nations World Conference on Women in Beijing was one such 
example. In the years since Beijing, continued inaction on the value of 
women threatens women’s health. Women are still the majority of the 
world’s poor; they labor in unsafe working conditions with few if any so- 
cial services; and they are underrepresented in leadership positions where 
policies are decided. Even within their homes, many women are treated as 
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chattel, subject to abuse, and unable to control intimate sexual activity. 

Educating women is insufficient to overcome women’s rights alouses with- 

out social support and access to resources that empower women to fulfill 

their potential as individuals committed to their communities. 
Health-care policy and practice concerning women’s health must take 

account of several issues: the health of girls and women over the life span; 

improvement in the inclusion of women in research protocols and the 

analysis of findings to include sex and gender; safe and healthy work envi- 

ronments; detecting and eliminating traditions that have a negative im- 

pact on women’s health; treating women with respect and providing for 

their education so that women can participate in their care. When inter- 

national human rights doctrines are ineffective, whether because they are 

unenforceable without national or regional laws or onty sporadically en- 

forced, the role of the health-care professional takes on great importance. 
Health-care workers can document human rights violations, expose abuse, 

and advocate for the elimination of the abuse. 
As respected community members, health-care workers have the unique 

opportunity to point out potential injury to women before it may be ap- 

parent to most, including the women involved. Physicians and health-care 

workers can be effective in increasing public awareness by joining or form- 

ing coalitions that work to recognize and eliminate human rights abuses 

and change laws; that influence the drafting of new legislation; and that 

induce changes in the judicial and police systems to advance human rights 

for women. 
Assessments of the status of ~vomen show that even where there is leg- 

islative support to improve women’s health and well-being, a better system 

of holding nations to standards of accountability is still required. Support 

of women’s rights may still be met with cultural and political unwilling- 

ness. In some countries crimes against women go unpunished; women 

may not inherit property and lack the right to vote. Educating men to 

support the vMue of women and theit rights promotes changes in male be- 

havior, which in turn allows the advancement of women. 
Human rights are not privileges but an inextricable part of being 

human. Indeed, because the attainment of health is dependent on the 

protection of all human rights, the status of women’s health is a repre- 

sentation of the value of women’s dignity in society. Therefore, the appre- 

ciation of women and their role in society is an affirmation of tile value of 

human dignity. Recent advances in human rights have ~Srovided the legal 

underpinnings for the protection of women’s health. H°wever, the 

challenge. 
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Appendix: A 

1946 

1952 

1957, 1962 

1967 

I976-1986 

1979 

1980 

1985 

1989 

1993 

1995 

Chronology of Support for Women’s Human Rights~° 

UN Commission on the Status of Women: calls for global 

monitoring of activities related to women and promotion of 

the rights of women. 

UN Convention on the Political Rights of Women: mandates 

political equality for women throughout the world through 

granting the right to vote and hold office. 

Conventions guaranteeing equal rights to women in mar- 

riage and divorce. 

Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination against 

Women. 

Decade of the Woman. The World Conference on Women ini- 

tiates the collection of statistics on women. 

Convention on the Elimination of M1 Forms of Discrimina- 

tion Against Women. 

World Conference on Women, Copenhagen: further collec- 

tion of statistics on the status of women. 

World Conference on Wdmen, Nairobi: reviews the collected 

statistics about women’s conditions and adopts "Forward- 

Looking Strategies for the Advancement of Women." 

Convention on the Rights of the Child. 

Second Conference on Human Rights: identified gender- 

based violence as an abuse of women’s health rights. 

World Conference on Women, Beijing: established specific 

goals and timetables which could serve as benchmarks to 

evaluate the progress of governments on issues such as the 

elimination of laws that discriminate against women and in- 

creasing the number of women in public service. 
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in the South. The situation, however, is extremely unstable. Both groups 
are constantly preoccupied with it. 

An advance in social status of a subordinate group involves a concession 

to it, the result of which is a reciprocal redefinition of intergroup position. 
This concession to status may be voluntary or involuntary, but it is always 

an admission that the "distanced" group merits the right to be included 
further in the "we" feeling of the dominant group. In the United States, 

Negroes strive constantly to obtain these admissions. 
A people without a culture peculiar to itseff, but having only a truncated 

pattern of the general culture within which it lives, might be expected to 
rely upon decisions of the privileged group for estimates of its own 

achievements. In most parts of the South, therefore, the Negro leader is one 

who is "liked" by white people; and the first Negro to go beyond some 
barrier of the status quo almost invariably has prestige within his group. He 
is a symbol presaging the group’s formation of a new conception of itseff; 

he has attained recognition among those having access to the vertex of the 
culture; he has wrested a voluntary or involuntary concession leading to 

wider cultural participation for his group. 
Although comparatively isolated achievements of Negroes may result 

in some form of redefinition of group position, the situation which produces 

the more radical changes is success in direct competition, rivalry, or 
conflict. For this reason, especially in the South, some whites have found 

it necessary to prohibit any situation involving a direct matching of abilities 

between the races. At any rate, the process of assimilation involves a 

psychological narrowing of intergroup estimations of themselves. Hence, 

of major significance to a true advance in status for Negroes is a conscious 
realization on their part that they have an unquestionable right to some 
immediate social position. 

Negroes in the North 

It may seem paradoxical that Negroes suffer less fi:om race prejudice 

and discrimination in the North where capitalism is farther advanced. A 

friendly critic of the writer put the question thus: "Why does anti-Negro, 

anti-Semitic, anti-alien activity not attain quite the same ferocity in the 
highly industrialized North, with its need for an ’exploitable labor force, ..: 

as in the South?" The answer is, apparently, not far to seek. In the 
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the proletariat is farther advanced than it is in the South. In fact, we may 

think of advanced capitalism as a state in which the proletariat has attained 

some considerable degree of power. In other words, the farther the progress 

of capitalism, the greater the relative pOWer of the proletariat. 

In the North democracy, the proletarian system of government, 
more developed than in is much the South, where the white and the blackproletariat 
has been consistently suppressed. The first great aim of the proletariat in all 

countries has been the capture of the ba/lot. In the North the workers now 

have the ballot, but in the South it is still limited among whites and virtually 

denied to Negroes. It must be obvious that if the conmaon people, regardless 

of co!or, were as free tO vote in Mississippi as they are, say, in Illinois, 

Mississippi could never be the hotbed of racial antagonism that it is,57 

Industrialization creates the need for an exploitable labor force, but it is 
in this very need that the power of the p~letariat finally resides. The factory 

organization not onIy provides the basis for worker organization but also 

faci/itates the development of a consciousness of class power and indispen- 

sability. Social equality is not an aspffation unique among Negroes; it has 

been an exp!icit objective of the whole proletariat, regardless of co!or or 

country, almost from the dawn of industrial capitalism. Therefore, as the 

stronger white proletariat advanced toward this end in the North, Negroes 

have advanced also. In the South the white proletariat is weak and Negroes, 

almost totally proletarian,__that is to say, propeIZyless wage workers with 
a very small upper crust holding relatively hasignificantproductive property 

precariously--are weaker still. To the extent that democracy is ac!’feved, 

to that extent also the power of the ruling class to exploit through race 

prejudice is limited.5~ 

57Stetson Kennedy puts it in this way: 

must he erna~cipated economically "... short of another civil war, the souther~ Negro 
This meaus                     mad politically before he can be emancipated socialJy. 

that he must first join democratic unions and beat a democratic path to the polls. Once ~ese two thiugs have been accompIished--gains in one will facilitate gains ha the 
other--the abolition of Jim Crow 
after civil war broke out. Once the economic and political fimctions of 2im Crow have been 
negated, its social fnnclion          be as inevitable as was the abolition of chattel slavery 

will vanish as the subterfuge that it is." to Get It," Common Ground~ Winter, 1946, p. 66.             "Total Equality, and How 

58Oa this.point Gunnar Myrdal makes a pertinent observation: ’Fhe South, compared to 
regions of America, has least economic 

¯ !s most conservative. The South’s con ...... security, the lowest educational Ievel, a~d 
~l vaUSl~ 15 rl! Negro problem but a!so wi,~ anifested not onl u~ respect t ~,, ^÷~-~_ ¯ 7 wun respect to the ~ o ,,, o,~e~ ~mporta~t problems of the last decades~ 
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Negroes’ Approach to the Problem 

Because the racial system in the United States is determined largely by 

the interests of a powerful political class, no spectacular advance in status 

of Negroes could be expected. This, of course, might happen if the Southern 

oligarchy were liquidated in revolution. Revolution, however, Cannot be 

initiated by Negroes. If it comes at all, it will be under the aegis of the 

democratic forces of the nation. Basically, therefore, Negroes as a whole 

are not radical. They tend to be conservative and forgiving, though not 

resigned. Their policy is that of whittling away at every point the social 

advantages of the whites. By continual advances, no matter how small, the 

Negro hopes to achieve his status of complete equality as an American 

citizen. 
With the exception of the power philosophy of Marcus Garvey,59 the 

racial rationale of Negroes is based upon Western ideas of right and justice. 

Considerable reliance is put upon simple logic in exposing the inconsisten- 

cies of race prejudice. Consider, for instance, the following few sentences 

by Kelly Miller: 

They sometimes tell us that America is a white man’s country. The statement 
is understandable in the fight of the fact that the white race constitutes nine-tenths 
of its population and exerts the controlling influence over the various forms of 
material and substantial wealth and power. But this land belongs to the Negro 

as much as to any other, not only because he has helped to redeem it from the 
wilderness by the energy of his an-n, but also because he has bathed it in his 
blood, watered it with his tears, and hallowed it with the yearnings of his soul.6° 

Two principal ideas of racial policy seem to divide the allegiance of 

Negroes, the one that "Negroes should stick together~’ and the other that 

"Negroes should shift for themselves individually, since the individual can 

advance more easily than the group as a whole." ha reality, however, these 

two plans of action are correlated, The first is a necessity, the second an 

aspiration. Negroes "stick together" when, in attempting to act as individu- 

als, they are rebuffed or disadvantaged. Nevertheless, there is a continuing 

woman suffrage, trade unions, labor legislation, social security reforms, civil liberties and 

with respect to broad philosophical matters, such as the character of religious beliefs and 
practices .... There are relatively few liberals in the South and no radicals." Op. cit., p. 73. 

59For a discussion of Marcus Garvey, see Ira De A. Reid, The Negro lrmnigrant, pp. 

147-56. 

6°An Appeal to Conscience, pp. 72-73. 
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ideal that they should be free to act on their individual merits. As social 

pressure about them is relieved, they automatically become individualists. 

Negro leaders who do not perceive the latter aspiration and advocate 

solidarity as an ideal readi.ly lose favor among Negroes. 

The Problem of Negro Leadership 

One of the most persistent laments among Negroes in the United States 

is that the race has no great leader. There is a sort of vague expectation that 

someday he will arise. But Negroes will not have a "great. leader" because, 

in reality, they do not want him. The destiny of Negroes is cultural and 

biological integration and fusion with the larger American society. Oppo- 

sition by the latter society is generally directed against this aspiration of 

Negroes. Therefore, a great leader, whose function must be to bring about 

solidarity among Negroes, will facilitate the purpose of the opposition. The 

old-fashioned great leader of the l~ost-slavery period, the almost unreserved 

appeaser of the Southern aristocracy, is gone forever. To develop a powerful 

leader Negroes must retract themselves, as it were, from their immediate 

business of achieving assimilation, and look to him for some promised land 

or some telling counterblow upon their detractors. At present, however, the 

most that the race can hope for is many small torchbearers showing the way 

upon innumerable fronts. 

These leaders cannot give Negroes a "fighting" cause. None can be a 

Moses, George Washington, or Toussaint L’Ouverture; he cannot even be 

a Mohandas Gandhi61__a Lenin will have to be a white man. The task of 

leaders of the race is far more delicate. They must be specialists in the art 

of antagonistic co-operation. Their success rests finally in their ability to 

61In commenting upon the wonderful power which Gandhi wields in India, the noted 

Negro publicist, George S. SchuyIer, inquires despairingly: "Can the American Negro use 

soul force to win his battle for equal rights? Have we any leader who is ready to starve himself 

to death that freedom may live? Or to be beaten or shot for his convictions?" The Pittsburgh 

Courier, February 27, 1943. The answer is evidently yes; there are probably hundreds who 

will be ready to do so, if only for the glory of it. But, alas, even glory is not available to such 

a martyr. Unlike the East Indians, Negroes wi!1 not achieve their liberty through these 

methods. Leaders are in large measure produced by their followers; therefore, the question 

may be put thus: "Wili American Negroes arise solidly in revolt behind a Negro holy man 
starving to death, say, for the purpose of having the modem black codes abrogated in the 
South? Or will they be aroused in a body to take action against American whites because a 
Negro offers himseff to be shot in the interest of the race?" By putting the query in this way 
the answer becomes obvious. Surely the Negroes might make Father Divine a universal 
symbol ff such a prospect would not make their cause seem ridiculous. 
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maintain peace and friendstfip with whites; yet they must seem aggressive 

and uncompromising in their struggle for the rights of Negroes. They dare 

not identify all whites as the enemy, for then they will themselves be driven 

together into a hostile camp. 

This tentative nature of Negro solidarity presents a particularly baffling 

problem for the Negro leader. He must be a friend of the enemy. He must 

be a champion of the canse of Negroes, yet not so aggressive as to incur 

the consummate ill will of whites. He knows that he cannot be a leader of 

his people if he is completely rej ected by whites; hence no small part of his 

function is engaged in understanding the subtleties of reaction to the 

manipulations of the whites of his community. 

No contemporary Negro leader of major significance, then, can be 

totally void of at least a modicum of the spirit of"Uncle Tom"; ingratiation, 

compromise, and appeasement must be his specialties. Hence, "a great 

leader," who might with one blow realize the racial dreams of Negroes, will 

never appear; he is destined to remain a fantasy of Negroes. Booker T. 

Washington symbolizes the old Southern Negro leader. He was placed 

between a victorious counterrevolutionary South and an apathetic North; 

he could not help compromising. At least the aitemative of compromise 

must have been an unproductive, unexpressed, sullen hate.6~ Those Negro 

leaders who advocate Negro solidarity for purposes of nationalistic aggres- 

sion will be short-lived. Indeed, in.the South, the Negro who addresses his 

attack directly to the status quo may be feared by Negroes and marked by 

whites. 

Probably this technique of alternate smiling and sulking will never be 

sufficient to reduce the obdurate racial antagonism of whites in the South. 

Yet it is certain that open hostility on the part of Negroes alone will not 

accomplish the latter end. If there is to be an overthrow of the system, it 

will be achieved by way of a political-class struggle, with Negroes as an 

ally of white democratic forces of the nation. It will not come by way of an 

6aYet it should be remembered that Washington was completely void of any sense of a 

social mission in the common people; he stands out as the ideal Negro bourgeois, who 

apparently miscalculated the implacable purpose of the white ruling class in the South to 

keep the whole race proletarianized. He believed that Negroes, by theist sweat, upon the soil 

especially, could unobservedly slip off their yoke of exploitation to become companion 

exploiters with the white oligarcliy. In this, to be sure, he underestimated the intelligence of 

the ruling class.                                  , 
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open interracial matching of power. As a matter of fact, the struggle has 

never been between all black and all white people--it is a political-class 

slruggte. 

But just at this point Negro leadership seems to be weakest. Today very 
few of those who have the ear of the public appear to appreciate the 
significance of the modem POlitical-class movement. Some, Iike W. E. B. 
Du Bois, are frightened by the prospects of violence.63 Others, like George 
S. Schuyler, think, as the ruling class would have them, that communism 
and fascism are bedfellows; therefore, they declare that good Negroes 

should have nothing to do with either.6~ And stilI others, like most of the 
college presidents and bishops, believe that it is safer not to talk about 

63See Dusk of Dawn, pp. 301-2. This citation also shows the extent to which intelligent 
Negroes have absorbed even the comic anti-proletarian propaganda of the riding class. See, 

however, "Prospects of a World without Race Conflict," American Journal of Sociology, 
March 1944, where Du Bois takes a~more serious attitude toward the potentialities of 

socialism; What the Negro Wants, Rayford W. Logan, ed., pp. 60-62; and his Cotor and 

Democracy. 

64See Schuyler’s column in the Pittsburgh Courier, where he criticizes communism 

interminably. The following illustrates the rash criticism which some Negro journalists 
reserve for the conunuulst system of the USSR: "Here is a state in which lackeyism is carried 

to the nadir of nausea; in which bureaucracy is elevated to a tragic absurdity; in which 

integrity is             ¯ -            . 
egotistic, a dangerous addiction. N .the Kremlin sits the Russian Gremlin, a crude, ignorant, ruthless monster who has violated every human law, killed the revolution, slangh- 
tered millions of his loyal followers; jailed ten times as many, and whose poIicies brought 

Russia and the worm to the brink of disaster .... Only American Lend-Lease saved 

Russia--that, and the tremendous distances, plus ice, snow and mud." George S. Schuyler, 

in a favorable book review of One Who Survived, by Alexander Barmine, a Russian po!itical 

refugee, in the Pittsburgh Courier, October 20, 1945. 

To this group of thinkers socialism is not a social movement, in the sense that the 

bourgeoisization of Western society was a social movement, but rather a problem of 

conflicting personalities. Their common approach to the subject centers about a criticism of 

"those communists whom I have met" as unscrupulous or insane; therefore, at best, the 

movement must be described as the rantings of a cult of charlatans. To be sure, this is not a 

peculiarity of Negroes; it is merely their adoption of cmxent propaganda. 

More specifically, there is a large number of journalists and popular writers, white and 
black, who are sincere in their beliefs that they have reached some ultimate in an under- 

standing of the social movement. The fact seems to be, however, that they have attained only 

to the personality or "gossip" stage of perception. Socialism to them involves an analysis of 

the character and foibles ofeertmn leaders, or of the Idiosyncrasies of certain "little commies" 

within their acquaintance, or of immediate practices, many of which must necessarily be 

underground and dissimulative. These persons are obviously buffed under the very transpi- 

ration of a social movement more gigantic and significant than any--in so far as human 

initiation is concerned--that the world has ever seen. Compare, however, a responsible 

reporter’s account: John Scott, Europe in Revolution. 
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"isms" at all. Of course, that small group, la petite bourgeoisie unite, the 

successful Negro businessman, cannot be expected to harbor proletarian 

ideas. In so far as we know, none of the leading newspapers seems to realize 

even remotely the significance of the social movement for the future 
welfare of Negroes. 

And yet Negroes as a whole are not anti-communist; they are indeed 

more decidedly potentially communists than whites. At present they seem 
to sense some deep meaning and value in the movement, but under the 
tremendous weight of anti-communist propaganda they tend to remain 

somewhat bewildered. Then, too, they cannot be expected to take the 
initiative in this movement. Probably most of them would express some 

such basic sympathy as the following by Congressman Adam Clayton 
Powell, Jr.: "Today there is no group in America including the Christian 

church that practices racial brotherhood one-tenth as much as the Com- 
munist Party:’~5 Indeed, in New York, communism among Negroes has 

made some tangible headway; they have recently elected a Negro commu- 
nist to the city council of Manhattan. 

The Problem of W~ite Leadership 

The problem of extending democracy to Negroes in the South involves 

one of the most frightful prospects in American social life. The Southern 

oligarchy has set its jaws against any such plata, which necessarily holds 

for them revolutionary economic consequences. The prospects are frightf-ui 

because, like a mac political class, the rulersof the South are prepared to 

hold their position even at a high cost in blood. Confronted with this terrible 

decision, the minority of liberal whites in the South are easily over- 

whelmed. Here too, therefore, as in the case of the white common people, 

democracy involves a conquest of the bourgeois oligarchy. 

To be sure, at a certain cost the articulate leaders ha this region can be 

overthrown. Without them the masses will soon reach a satisfactory way of 

living, consistent with democratic principles. Modem democracy is some- 

thing to be won; it has always been withheld by some ruling class. We 

should miss an understanding of the political-class interest in the racial 

s.ituation of the South ff we were to think as some writers that: 

65Marching Blacks, p. 69. 

Underlying all is the great need of every man, however humble and stupid, to 

feel that there is some one or some group still lower than he is. Thus only can 

the craving for a sense of superiority be fed. In the case of the Negro, it is 

notoriously the poor whites who are bitterest, who most tenaciously hold to the 

doctrine that he must be kept down at any cost either to himself or to the 

community. 66 

This kind of reasoning is common, and it has the significant--though 
frequently unintended--function of exculpating the Southern ruling class. 

But clearly, we could never explain the social order in the South by resorting 

to some socio-psychological constant in human nature. That which is 
assumed to be common to all human behavior cannot explain behavior 

variations; therefore, "the craving for a sense of superiority" tells no crucial 
story. The attitude of the poor whites is rather more an effect than a cause. 

"The Poor White, in his occasional expressions of race antagonism, acts 

for those Whites who tacitly condofie and overtly deplore such behavior.’’67 

We may take it as axiomatic that never in all the history of the world have 

poor people set and maintained the dominant social policy in a society. 
The Civil War was a war between two dominant political classes; it 

resulted in a partial !imitation of the scheme of life of the Southern 

aristocracy, yet it neither extirpated nor defeated the essential pur- 

pose of this class. The South is still very much aristocratic and fascist. 

"The present white aristocratic party in the South is defending itself 
exactly after the manner of all aristocracies .... Having control of the 

government it has entrenched itself with laws.’’68 From her recent study 

6~xlwin R. Embree, Brown America, p. 201. 

67Hortense Powdermaker, opo cir., pp. 334--35. The makers of the laws of the South 

ingeniously set the stage for the encouragement and perpetuation of racial antagonism. "ff 

there were more real contact between [poor whites and Negroes] some of the lieree hatred 
might be drained off, or even converted into fellow-feeling based on the similarity of their 

positions as agricultural workers struggling against great disadvantages." Ibid., p. 29. In these 

dichotomized racial situations the poor whites are always a danger to the position of the 

rttling class. Says Brookes: "The economic pressure to which the Bantu has been increasingly 

subjected since 1924 arises principally from solicitude for the class known as nor Whites.’ 

This soficitude is the result.., of a feeling on the part of nationalist thinkers that the Poor 

Whites represent a submerged part of the South African nation. Bantu encroachment is to be 

resisted, not only because the Poor White may starve, but also because he may, under pressure 

of living conditions, betray his coIour and mix his blood with the members of the Bantu 
proletariat .... A great part of the driving force which leads parties and governments to restrict 

fields of employment for the Bantu in favour of the Poor Whites is nationalism." Edgar H. 

Brookes, The Cotour Problems of South Africa, pp. 28-29. 
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of a Southern community Hortense Powdermaker refers to the aristocracy 

as follows: 

This class and the old South are inseparable, and both play an enormous part 

in sanctioning the beliefs by which the middle class today guides and justifies 

its course. The superiority of the white man is the courlterpart of Negro inferi- 

ority. And the aristocrat is a superior whitepar excellence, for his own qualities 

and because he is associated with the glory of the old days when the South was 

not at a disadvantage.69 

The present Southern aristocracy is not that natural aristocracy among 

men, "the most precious gift of nature," of which Thomas Jefferson spoke. 

Rather it is represented by such classic expounders of conservative, nation- 

alistic, social philosophy in the South as Governor James K. Vardaman and 

Senator Theodore G. Bilbo of Mississippi, Senator Jeff Davis of Arkansas, 

Governors Hoke Smith and Eugene Talmadge of Georgia, and Senators B. 

R. Tillman and Ellison D. (Cotton Ed) Smith of South Carolina. 

This is the same ruling class that has condoned lynchings, disfranchised most 

Negroes, kept the Negroes confined to work as sharecroppers, laborers, and domes- 

tics, retained the racial pollution laws, and used the newspapers, radio and school 

books to mould the minds of the white masses against equality of Negroes .70 

The "aristocrats" maintained their power not only by their exploitation of 

Negroes but also by their exploitation of poor whites, who are artfully 

played against colored people. 

It should be emphasized that the guardians of the economic and social 

order in the South are not poor whites; indeed, it is sheer nonsense to 

think that the poor whites are the perpetuators of the social system in 

the South. The fierce filibustering in the national Congress against the 

passage of an anti-lynching bill, or against the abolition of the poll tax; 

the hurried conferences of governors to devise means of emasculating a 

Supreme Court decision for equal educational opportunities; the meet- 

ing of attorneys general for the purpose of sidetracking an anti-Jim Crow 

decision for railroads; the attitude of Southern judges toward Negroes 

in courtrooms--these are obviously the real controlling factors in the 

6SRay Stalmard Baker, op. cit., p. 245. See also William H. Skaggs, op. cit., pp. 20, 58. 

69Op. cit., p. 26. 

7°George Schuyler in the Pittsburgh Courier, March 15, 1942. 
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Southern order.7! The poor whites are not only incapable but evidently a/so 

have no immediate interest in the doing of such things. 

Moreover, in the very amiability which upper-class whites sometimes 
seem to have for Negroes lies a most powerful attitude of social distance. 

It is a condescending, patronizing attitude, which is the ~omplete expres- 

sion of racial superiority and prejudice. This attitude is hardly available to 

poor whites. The Southern " "       ,, 
aristocracy, as the modem capitalist ruling 

class of this area is sometimes called, could not endure without the hatred 

which it perpetuatesamong the white and black masses, and it is by no 

means unmindful of that fact. No single social problem, whether of war or 

of peace, is as important to the Southern aristocracy as that of keeping the 

Negro in his place.72 

71On almost any day we may clip such declarations as the followh~g from newspapers in 
the South: "If the Supreme Court of the United States rules that Negroes must be admitted 

[to the Democratic primaries of Texas]," says W. S. Bramlett, Dallas County Democratic 

Chairman, "I will contribute all my experience as a lawyer and as a Democrat to nullify the 

ruling; and I believe most county and state party leaders will feel the same way." Reported 
in the Dallas Moming News, December 1, 1943. 

72It is questionable whether such off-color statements as the following by Dr. Louis Wirth 

contribute to our understanding of race relations: n a period of war we realize more clearly 
than ever.., that racial, re/igious, mid other prejudices constitute a danger to our national 

unity and it begins to dawn upon us that, however deep-seated our own internal comqicts may 

have been, they are as nothing compared with the conflicts between us and our enemies." 

The Scientific Monthly, April t944, p. 305. Tile textbooks put the latter idea in this way: The 

greater the intensity ofconfiict between two groups, the greater the internal solidarity of each. 

But Wirth seems to be very much in error when he applies this concept unrefinediy to that 

situation. In this war, World War !I, Quislings and fifth colunmists were political-class 

leaders and members who were natural friends of the "enemy." Moreover, it is misleading 

to say, ’%Ve realize that prejudices constitute a danger to our national tmity." The Southern 

prejudice against Negroes was not given up. There was "unity" only so long as Negroes did 
not demand that the South give up its prejudice, ff such a demand had threatened to become 

effective, the ru}ing c!ass in .t)e South would have done exactly what the leaders of a number 
of European nations did; that is to say, make a choice between the Negroes, i.e., the proletariat, 

and Hitler; ’ ¯ ¯ and the lJkelihood of Hitler’s being chosen was great indeed. Anyone, for instance, 
might have tested this by trying to put through an and-lynching bill in the national Congress. 

In such an event it would soon have become evident that matters concerning the war were 

quite secondary in importance. 

For a realistic approach to this problem, see Stetson Kennedy, Southern Exposure, pp. 

107-8 mad 341ff.; also Theodore H. White and Annalee Jacoby, Thunder Out of China, pp. 

45--47. It is reported that Chiang Kal-shek declared in 1941: ’"You think it is important that 

I have kept the Japanese from expanding during these years .... I tell you it is more important 

that I have kept the Communists from spreading. The Japanese are a disease of the skin; the 

Communists are a disease of the heart." Ibid., p. 129. 
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The problem of the democratic white leadership of the nation, then, is 

not to think of the exploitative order in the South as a Negro problem but 

rather as a political-class problem of the first magnitude for the nation. The 
Southern "aristocrats" should be understood in the fight of what they really 

are, and the cost of reducing them should be estimated in the light of 

political-class practice. The alternative is a continued divided nation, for a 

political class has never been known to give up its position because of 

logical conviction. The interest of the ruling class rests in the Negroes’ and 

poor whites’ being and feeling inferior and antagonistic. This class insists 

that any plan for improving Southern conditions must first satisfy the latter 

interest. 
It is not possible to speak with any degree of comprehensiveness about 

the problem of white leadership without reviewing somewhat its more 
inclusive world context. In ore" chapter on race relations we attempted to 

develop the hypothesis that modern race .prejudice is rooted in certain 

attitudes and economic needs of the white race and that race prejudice has 

been diffused throughout the world by the white race. We should reiterate, 

however, that we do not mean to say that race prejudice has a somatic 

determinant. Commercial and industrial capitalism, which involved the 

organized movement of Europeans to distant lands, created the cultural 

situation favorable for the development of white race prejudice. 
In our own day this very capitalism has undoubtedly passed the noontide 

of its vigor and is giving place to artother basic form of social organization. 

With the change of the dominant economic organization of the world, we 

should expect fundamental changes in social attitudes. 
In a previous chapter we have attempted to show also that two major 

systems are contending for primacy in the suppression of the present hybrid 
social order: fascism and communism. Fascism must obviously be transi- 

tory; it is an aggravation of the worst aspects of capitalism. We may think 

of fascism as the deathbed attendant of a moribund system, or indeed as the 

last great spasm in the death throes of capitalism]3 "The chills and fever of 

73Cf. J. Kuczynsld and M. Witt, The Economics of Barbarism, and John Stxachey, The 

Coming Struggle for Power. ’qt is our fate to live ha one of those times in history when a whole 
economic system is in decay. History teaches us that once that process has begun there is no 

way of saving the dying economic system. The only way out is to put a new one in its place. 
That is what we must, can, and will do." John Strachey; Socialism Looks Forward, p. 100. 
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capitalism, observed since its infancy, shake and burn its whole body more 
drastically as it approaches old age."74 In degenerating into organized 
fascism, capitalism surrenders very much of its adopted ideals of political 

democracy, but it has no alternative. Fascism is the only significant device 
developed by the established political class for the purpose of both reinvig- 

orating capitalism and combating the democratic forces which are naturally 
antipathetic to capitalism. 

Fascism, then, is defensive and, to repeat, necessarily exalts the worst 
traits of capitalism. So far as race relations are concerned, it makes a fanatic 

religion of white race superiority. But this is merely a function of its 
imperialistic obsession, which in turn stimulates nationalism. Those per- 

sons, then, who are honestly concerned with the elimination of race 

prejudice and race exploitation by the white ruling class must be concerned 
also with the elimination of world imperialism. It will probably not be 
inaccurate to state that the world stronghold of imperialism and colonialism 

is symbolized by the British Crown supported finally by the military and 
economic power of the United States. 

The British Crown is a device kept sacrosanct by the great capitalists of 

the British Empire principally to overawe and exploit the larger part of the 
colored peoples of the world.75 It is a putative institution serving as cover 

and shock absorber for the great imperialists and is completely without 

purpose in a non-capitalist democracy. As Mr. Lastd puts it: "British 

7’~George Soule, The Coming American Revolution, p. 148. 

75probably no historical situation illustrates better than the semi-bourgeois interlude of 
the Russian Revolution the great value of a decadent and impotent monarchy to a rising 
bourgeoisie. Behind the controlled divinity of the royal family the bourgeoisie is able to put 

into effect schemes of mass exploitation, both at home and abroad, that would be otherwise 
unthinkable. 

In his discussion of another situation, John Scott makes the following observation: 

"Russian prestige among eastern peoples is today higher than ever before, owing to an 
inexcusable American blunder at San Francisco. Havi~g raised the issue of the ultimate 
independence of colonial peoples, the American delegation joined the British in voting for a 

sterile formula promising colonial peoples little, and allowing the Russians to stand before 

the world as champions of the hundreds of millions of dependent eastern peoples, This single 
action quite unnecessarily deprived America of its historic rtle as champions of liberty 
in the eyes of milIions, and turned this invaluable asset over to the Russians. 

"Unfortunately the same blunder has occurred repeatedly in Europe on less spectacular 
issues. We have given in to pressure from the British, and from our own reactionafes and 

have identified ourselves with the dusty little kings and equally dusty outmoded ideas from 

the nineteenth century, allowing the Russians to champion progress." Op. cit., pp. 233-34. 
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they are permitted to recognize him or not, he will eventually prove to be 

the emancipator of the poor whites of the South. For example, without any 

considerable attention to the "Negro problem" particularly, President 

Franklin D. Roosevelt undoubtedly did more to elevate the status of Negroes 

in the United States than all other leaders, white and black together, over a 

period of decades before him. Negroes are auxiliary in the American proletar- 

ian struggle for power. Jan~es Madison probably had more vision than he 
thought when he referred to Negroes as that "unhappy species of population 

abounding in some of the states who, during the calm of regular govern- 

ment, are sunk below the level of men; but who, in the tempestuous scenes 

of civil violence, may emerge into human character and give a superiority 
of strength to any party with which they may associate themselves?’8° 

In the Deep South, ruling-class whites have taught Negroes to look to 

them personally for guidance; in fact, these whites have controlled Negroes 

through their own black leaders. The successful Negro leader has learned 

to be sensitive to the wishes of whites. In any political-class struggle in the 

South, therefore, this attitude should be capitalized by the radical white 

leadership. 

Although Negroes have become increasingly intractable to being thus 

indirectly led, they have yet a certain faith in "what the white man says:’ 

It is this faith to which the white radical leader, interested in breaking up 

the Southern social order, has access. Many overcautious and conservative 

Negro leaders, who have no patience with militant Negroes, become readily 

animated when white functionaries speak to them of equal rights. When the 

time comes for the South to be purged of its present political-class leader- 
ship, it will surely be easier for most Negroes to follow convinced whites than 

to tread behind the uncertain feet of their familiar black leadership. 

Moreover, it is also the responsibility of white leaders to conduct the 

struggle according to principles of political-class conflict. That is to say, 

the aristocratic Southern miing class must be defeated not only in an open 

matching of power but also broken in spirit, a social aspiration which the 

military victors of the Civil War failed to achieveY 

8°The Federalist, No. 43. 

81The same necessity for psychological defeat which the Hon. Henry A. Wallace recom- 

mended in dealing with foreign countries should also prove effective in dealing with domestic 

fascists. "A special problem that will face the United-Nations immediately upon the 
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In this we should not be mistaken as to the source of antagonism against 

any serious attempt to extend democracy in the South. The standard bearers 

of the area have repeatedly and most bluntly stated that the issue could be 
settled only by open violence. Thus the noted Southern writer, David L. 

Cohn, declares: "I have no doubt that in such an event [that is to say, an 

attempt to abolish the terrible segregation laws] every Southern white man 

would spring to arms and the country would be swept by civil war."82Again, 
when the United States Supreme Court decided eight to one that Negroes 

should be allowed to vote in state primaries, the South Carolina General 

Assembly passed a number of bills to emasculate the decision, and "the 
House... applauded a speech by Representative John Long... who said 

he was willing to ’bite the dust as did my ancestors’ to prevent Negroes 
from participating in the white Democratic primaries.’’s~ In many parts of 

the modem world democracy is feverishly seeking to get such a hold of 
itself as to be able to say to this characteristic, anachronistic challenge: "You 

shall have your wish." 

The problem of racial exploitation, then, will most probably be settled 

as part of the world proletarian struggle for democracy; every advance of 
the masses will be an actual or potential advance for the colored people. 

Whether the open threat of violence by the exploiting class will be shortly 
joined will depend upon the unpredictable play and balance of force in a 

world-wide struggle for power. 

attainment of victory over either Germany or Japan," he said, "wil! be what to do with the 

defeated nation .... We must make absolutely sure that the guilty leaders are punished, that 
the defeated nation realizes its defeat and is not permitted to rearm. The United Nations must 

back up military disarmament w~th psychological disarmament--~supervision, or at !east inspec- 

tion, of the school systems of Germany and Japan, to undo so far as possible the diabolical 

work of... poisoning the minds of the young." Radio address, December 28, I942. 

8~"How the South Feels," The Atlantic Monthly, January 1944, p. 50. 

83The Dallas Morning News, April 18, I944. 
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~IEI~ voice ~A_DI~ ME think of Fargo. 

It was one of those scrubbed-up, warbling voices from the North- 

ern Plains, full of flattened vowels and Scandinavian resolve, and as it 

¯ shuddered its way down the phone line, it seemed worth giving in to 
the image in my head. So I cloged my eyes and thought of Fargo. 

"When would you like to trayvel?" 

If you closed your eyes, it was all there. The Peterbilt trucks and 

the speedboat auctions; the envelope of fresh November snow. The 

"family" restaurants feeding the great American stomach a steady 

diet of hometown pride and manky coleslaw. A faded gingham and 

rusty styrofoam version of America, full of all the contrived honesty 

of a twenty-cent cup of truck-stop coffee and an evening with the 

Weather ChanneL A postcard from the Great White North. 

Okay, so I got a little carried away. 

It probably wasn’t Fargo on the ¯line. Maybe it was Duluth, or 

Saginaw or Grand Forks or Fond du Lac. Or even suburban 

Delaware. Not like I’d know the difference. In fact, there’s a good 

chance I was talking to a call center in Bangalore. But if you have to 

book airline tickets by phone, why not daydream a little? 

It was November zoo4, and we were living in a world where you 

could make a video clip of yourself and send it to a BlackBerry in 

Tora Bora in less time than it was taking to spell my last name to this 

woman on the phone. I couldn’t remember the last time I bought air- 

line tickets without using the Internet, and the whole thing felt a little 
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odd, a little inefficient--like something your parents might do. But I 

was flying to Nigeria, and if you want to fly to Nigeria, you have to 

buy your ticket the old-fashioned way. Even if you found the fare on- 

line, you have to book your seat over the phone and then go down to 

the airport to pay for it. They literally have to see the credit card in 

your hand. 

There is a good reason for this low-tech red tape. During the 

i99o% under the military dictatorship of General Sani Abacha, Nige- 

ria became an internationally acknowledged entrep6t for money laun- 

dering, narco-trafficldng, and organized crime. Even now, scarcely a 

nanosecond goes by without someone, somewhere in the world re- 

ceiving an e-mail from someone claiming to be the country’s foreign 

minister, in desperate need of a sort code and an account number and 

an electronic pen pal who can help him park a sum of $~-5 million. 

They call the seam h "419" in Nigeria, after the relevant penal code in 

Nigerian law, and the practice has added a high-tech mystique to the 

country’s unsavory reputation. The international banking industry 

remains institutionally paranoid about any transaction that involves 

Nigeria, which means, among other things, that you can forget about 

buying tickets to Lagos over Travelocity. 

Driving down to LAX just to show my face and good faith was 

only my first glimpse of the many hassles and indignities of life in 

a country with a dysfunctional commercial-banking system. Once 

in Nigeria, I would see people p}lying for real estate with enormous 

sacks of cash that would take hours to count, thanks to years of run- 

away inflation. Just imagine--paying for a house with $5 bills. And 

those were the lucky ones. People who couid afford houses. 

But for the moment, all that lay in the future. For the moment, I 

was on the phone to Fargo. 

"So what is it that’s taking you over there, anyway?" she asked 

while we were waiting for one of her screens to come up. "Business 

or pleasure?" 

PREFACE 

"Business; I suppose," I said. "I’m doing some research for a 

book." 

"Oh yeah? What’s the book about?" " 

"Well, it’s about oil. Oil in Africa." 

"Oh, they got oil in Africa?" 

"Yes, there’s quite a lot of it," I replied, pleased with myself for 

drumming up a little advance publicity in the American heartland. 

’~nd we’re starting to get more and more of our oil from over there." 

I was just getting warmed up. "In fact, Nigeria has been--" 

"Good!" she said, with a burst of indignation totally out of charac- 

ter for a customer service agent. "We have to get it from somewhere." 

"Well, urn, sure, but Of course it’s not always that simple," I said, 

clearing my throat. It felt like a bizarre reversal of roles, me trying to 

soothe this prickly customer. In any case, it turned out to be the 

wrong thing to say. A sheet of early-evening ice made its way quietly 

across Fargo. 

"Window or aisle?" 

We have to get it from somewhere. 

. That just about says it all, doesn’t it? That is the American condi- 
tion in the twenty-first century, and it’s hard to argue with. The Arabs 

have let us down, the environmentalists won’t let us drilt in Alaska, 

and even dear little Venezuela’s getting cocky. So what are we to do? 

PuNic transport? Have you seen the si{e of this country? 

Outside that call center in Fargo, there will be a parking lot. It will 

be a checkerboard of Buick LeSabres and Chevy Caprices and light 

tracks and, yes, even an SUV or two. None of the people strapped 

into cubicles and headsets all day will have another way of getting 

home after they’re done booking people onto flights to Lagos. There 

is no bus they can hop on, .as there would be almost anywhere else in 

the developed world. America just wasn’t built that way. 
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And it isn’t simply a question of SUVs or Hummers or miles per 

gallon, despite what America’s bumper-sticker playground of politi- 

cal discourse might have you believe. I have spent my childhood in 

London, my adolescence in the United States, and much of my adult 

life back in Britain. Every time I return, America’s relationship to en- 

ergy looks more bizarre. You don’t have to be an alfalfa-munching 

hippie living in a tree house to notice that here in the .United States, 

we go through oil like it’s water. 

But there is no point getting sanctimonious about it. America is 

not going to change into Europe overnight. We are not going to wake 

up one morning happy to live as a nation of miniature fridges, under- 

heated homes, lukewarm soft drinks, and clothes hung out to air-dry. 

This is something American conservationists, like much of Re world, 

will have to come to terms with for the time being. What makes us. 

American is that we take our personal comfort seriously, and treat its 

instant realization as a sort of extreme sport. The corollary to that, 

and our collective Achilles’ heel as a nation--as we all know--is the 

amount of nonrenewable energy it takes to maintain that way of life. 

So, yes, Fargo was right. Until someone comes up with a better 

idea, we have to get it from some~dzere. 

This book is a journey into that somewhere. It is a journey into a part 

of the world that for most of us never transcends the familiar images 

of sweltering, fly-infested refugee camps; starving, wide-eyed waifs; 

and truckloads of doped-up child sotdiers speeding through dusty 

villages. 

In our hearts, we want to believe that "Africa" is so much more 

than this never-ending diorama of despair and human suffering, this 

biblical landscape of plagues and famines and smiting armies. And 

every now and again, when we learn to look for them, we see signs of 

promise. Every now and again, Africa seems ready to turn the corner, 

ready to embrace those who are drawn by the centuries-old allure of 
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its considerable natural wealth. Every now and again, we are told to 

look past the perpetual slide show of maggots and blood and bloated 

corpses, and to hear the message that Africa is open for business. 

We are living through another one of those now-and-agains. 

Thanks to more than a decade of wildly successful discoveries by the 

world’s largest oil companies, as well as the efforts of a growing army 

of Washington lobbyists and lawmakers, Africa has been quietly 

transformed in policy-making circles from an insignificant backwater 

into a potentially lucrative new source of oil and gas for the global 

market. (Listen to some of the more zealous advocates and you may 

even hear wild talk about how it may soon "replace the Middle East.") 

This book is the story of that transformation, and an attempt to un- 

derstand what it might mean--for Africa, for America, and for the 

world.                       " " 

It is also. the product of a fascination with Africa that dates back 

nearly twen.ty years. It was in a high-school library in suburban Los 

Angeles in the late I98Os, when I was fifteen years old, that I first read 

about a tiny tropical country called Equatorial Guinea, where the 

president had once lined up his political opponents in a football sta- 

dium and had them gunned down to the accompaniment of rock 

music. It was the kind of story that sticks in your head, and I became 

something of an Equatorial Guinea iunki~ after that. 

Back then, my Africa was still the Africa of flies and dust and 

child soldiers, and it never .took much effort to follow the news from 

Equatorial Guinea, because there was hardly ever any. But a few years 

ago, I heard the country had discovered oil, and lots of it. American 

oil companies were investing billions and the Bush administration, 

said the press reports, was about to reopen ,the American embassy in 

the capital, Malabo. 

I began to hear other things that were hard to ignore. Equatorial 

Guinea was just one of several African countries suddenly awash with 

oil money. Older producers, such as Nigeria and Angola, were rapidly 

increasing their out-put as well. I read that the United States might 
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soon be getting as much as 25 percent of its imported oil from sub- 

Saharan Africa. I read that China was already heavily reliant on 

African crude, that international oil companies were investing billions 

in African exploration efforts, and that vast expanses of the African 

continent had never been properly explored for their hydrocarbon po- 

tential. With American and British forces still bogged down in a dis- 

tant country whose strategic importance lay at least in part with its 

vast petroleum wealth, this information seemed to raise an interesting 

question. Shouldn’t we all know a litde bit more about where our oil 

will be coming from? 

So, in 2005, I set out to see for myself what all the fuss was about. 

with a suitcase full of notepads and malaria pills, and a sweaty money 

belt stuffed with Szoo bills, I spent six months traveling through 

twelve African* countries--from Su ,dan to Congo to Angola, and just 

about everywhere in between--hoping to hear a littte bit more about 

the challenges, the obstacles, the reasons for hope and the reasons for 

despair. In some countries I visited, such as Nigeria, vast amounts of 

oii had been flowing for decades and the industry was a major player 

in the nation’s politics and economy. In others, such as Sao Tom~, no 

one had even drilled a hole yet, but there was excited talk about the 

petrodollars on the horizon. I talked to politicians, economists, war- 

lords, diplomats, aid workers, oil-company executives, local journal- 

ists, activists, priests, political prisoners, crude-oil bandits, cabdrivers, 

soldiers, missionaries, bureaucrats, technocrats, scientists, rebel-militia 

leaders, historians, oil-rig workers, lawyers, bankers, and even a few 

children and muttering old men, just for good measure. 

*Students of North Africa will quickly notice that th~ book, Bke so many others purporting to be about 
’~Africa," focuses almost entirely on countries south of the Sahara and wil! perhaps query the decision, 

given tha~ Egypt and Algeria are both significant oil and gas producers and Libya is rapidly increasing its 
onrput. But while the nations of the Maghreb are no less ’%.frican" than those south of the Sahara,. my goal 

here has been to avoid the far more familiar terrain of Arab (andr by extension, North African) oilpolltics. 

Some will consider this a �riminal omission, but any attempt to shoehorn in a superficial d~zcussion of these 
countries in the absence of a larger exposition of Arab history and politicswould, I would argue, havebeen 

the greater crime. 
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What i came back with was a suitcase bulging with notes and a 

head full of questions. To try to make sense of it all, I spent a few 

more months nosing around Washington, London~ and Paris, talking 

to the phalanxes of analysts, lobbyists, and academics who make 

Africa their bread and butter. What I ended up with was a nagging 

feeling that we are ignoring this story at our peril. 

In zorn Tony Blair described "the state of Africa" as a "scar on 

the conscience of the world:" Later that year, George W. Bush re- 

ferred to Africa as a disease-ridden "nation." Each leader unwittingly 

revealed the prevailing attitude of his people to Africa--the one full 

of facile posturing and lingering postcolonial guilt, and the other, 

well, let’s be charitable and call it homespun. But what both men also 
demonstrated was just how difficult it can be to talkabout ’Africa"-- 

a continent of 54 countries, z,oo6 ~thnic groups, and 3,ooo languages-- 

without lapsing into sanctimoniousness or demonstrating frightening 

levels of ignorance. What follows is a snapshot of a moment in time 

when Africa seems on the verge of playing a bigger role in world en- 

ergy security, and the beginnings of a conversation about the com- 

plexities and challenges that form the backdrop to one of every nine 

gallons of fuel being pumped into any given car, anywhere in the 

world, on any given day. 

¯ Now, the real question is: Will it play in Fargo? 
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As bright colors that denote and dominate the heavens, 

We CHARGE the cloua~! 

The winds! The rains! 

We ensure tke fertility df Mama Afn’kak! 

~a" w~ r_aa~x- in the evening, still the hour of terrines and spritzers and 

stiff handshakes. But for Chigomezgo Miriam Gondwe, an irrepress- 

ibly sensual young spoken-word performer from Malawi, there was 

no reason to hold back. 

In her womb, hopes are raised to create opportunities! 

The time is ideal for us to emerge 

To view with these once-tortured eyes 

The delight on her ana:ious and excited fac!! 

Gondwe, who describes hersdf as an "ethno-urban hip-hop soul 

poetess," was clothed in a sunflower-yellow traditional African dress 

and head wrap~ and was spitting sizzle and brimstone, with a look of 

raw~ sexual ecstasy on her face not unbecoming of someone seized by 

the Rapture. She had appeared out of nowhere on the stage at the 

Coca-Cola Dome in the Johannesburg suburb of North Riding, and 
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now she was spiritedly reciting some of her work in front of around 

3,7oo assembled conference delegates. 

AtI of our stories, individual and colIecti~e 

Are born of the African dawn! 

So continue to strive, tnah Aff-ree-tGIH! 

And hold on to your pride" 

And Afn’ca’s sun shall never set on your greamess 

Mah Aff-ree-KAH 

Africa’s sun shalt NOT set! 

To their considerable credit, the ocean of mostly gray, suited, mus- 

tachioed men from every corner of the globe were trying hard not to 

look disconcerted by this unexpectedly fierce display of sistah-hood. 

It was (and could only have been) the official opening ceremony 

of the ~8th World Petroleum Congress, a massive working pow-wow 

and lavish spectacle held once every three years and generally de- 

scribed as "the Olympic Games of the petroleum industry." The 

moniker is an apt one, as, when it comes to sheer pomp and pageantry, 

there is nothing else quite like it in the world of hydrocarbons and 

petrochemicals. At the ~Tth Congress, held in zooz in Rio, delegates 

had partied to samba music late into the night, as their Brazilian hosts 

passed the ceremonial flag to South Africa. Since it takes in all aspects 

of the oil business, from global politics to finance to geophysics, the 

WPC has evolved into far and away the most important date on the in- 

dustry’s calendar, a rare opportunity for Gulf shei!d~s in flowing robes 

to dine and dance with Venezuelan socialists in between discussions of 

lateral-drilling technology, international fiscal-compliance regimes, 

and the Caspian Miocene shelf. Possibly the only thing missing from 

the festivities is a sandaled runner carrying a perpetual flame. 

In the years since the first Congress was held in London in ~933, 

the choice of venue has often acted as a reflection of profound changes 
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within the international petroleum industry. When the WPC was cre- 

ated, motorcars were seen as toys for the mega-wealthy, coal was still 

king, and oil exploration felt like a cutting-edge industry poised to 

supply the fuel of the future. No one had heard of "peak oil" or 

OPEC or Hugo Chavez, and most of today’s oil-rich nations were 

still colonies and protectorates administered by Britain and France. 

BP, or British Petroleum, was still known as Anglo-Iranian Oil Com- 

pany. The world o£ oil, like virtually everything else, revolved around 

London. But in the decades that followed, the WPC would hold court 

in such upstart industry hubs as Mexico City 0967), Houston 0987), 

and Calgary (zoo@ 

In September zoo~ t_he traveling circus had come to Johannes- 

burg, the first time in its seventy-two-year history that the WPC had 

convened in Africa. The decision to do so was being touted as a nod 

to the continent’s growing importance as an oil-producing region, 

and the savvy South African hosts were not about to overlook an 

pormnity to milk the Affikah angle for everything it was worth. 

The evening had begun with delegates being dropped off by the 

busload in front of the Dome. We had sashayed along the red carpet 

as a grinning Soweto steel band played their hearts out from just be- 

hind the velvet rope. Inside, another traditional African band played 

on stage as delegates searched for their tables. Fifty-foot banners 

hung from the rafters, with messages like ’~kfrican Dawn--World 

Energy Solutions Created in Africa" and "We welcome you with 

African pride to the ~Sth World Petroleum Congress." A gigantic disk 

marked with a PetroSA logo was suspended from the ceiling, re- 

minder that the South African oil company would be picking up the 

tab for the evening’s festivities. 

As the first course arrived--a trio of terrines made with smoked 

salmon, Kabeljou, smoked Shock, and angelfish--the interior of the 

Dome went pitch-black. Two enormous video screens suspended 

over the stage came to life, showing a dramatic montage of classic 

African scenes, set to a stirring, primordial drum-driven sound track 
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that could only be described as Afro-electronica. "THE PULSE... 

OF AFRICA!" bellowed a baritone Voice of .God, with a reverbera- 

tion that made the terrines wobble. Sprawling savannahs, lush forests, 

and hissing leopards flashed by on the screen as the music played on 

and the Voice continued to rumble, backed up by the occasional 

thumping of ketdedrums. Glistening fish leaped out of virgin rivers, 

women beamed over their meager wares at rustic markets, Tuareg 

tribesmen beckoned across rippling sand dunes. Children laughed as 

they pulled wooden wheetie toys on strings. It was like a prelude to 

Armageddon scripted by National Geographic. 

Sweating, shiftless steel drummers now appeared on spotlighted 

podiums next to each of our tables, gyrating and banging away on 

their drums with a limber adolescent energy, images of oil refineries 

and deepwater drilling platforms ju,mped from the screen as runners 

with flowing kitelike banners began sprinting between our tables. The 

Voice began reciting a poem about wind and dreams. 

"THE TIME HAS COME TO LET OUR LIGHT SHINE," 

boomed the Voice. More half-naked men appeared, this time perform- 

ing a warrior dance. The other iournalists at my table munched away 

at their terrines, not about to let any impending apocalypse get in the 

way of a free meal. "BEHOLD THE RISING OF A NEW DAWN-- 

AN AFRICAN DAWN~WITH RAYS OF LIGHT HERALDING 

ENERGY’S FUTURE," thundered the Voice. "ENERGY... IS IN 

THE BEAUTY AND POWER THAT IS AFRICA. THE 

WEALTH AND RESOURCES IN THE EARTH BENEATH OUR 

FEET." This was clearly a reference to Africa’s oil wealth, but to keep 

things subtle, cheetahs leaped across verdant grasslands and scooters 

sped down busting city streets on the video screens. 

"THIS IS OUR TIME. THIS... IS OUR... AFRICA," the 

Voice proclaimed, as the music and the video montage built to a cli- 

max. I looked to the stage, half-expecting a cloud of smoke aM the ar- 

rival Of an African messiah, flanked by live panthers. Instead, the 

spotlight went up on a band of singing women draped in South 
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African flags. Then Chigo Gondwe came onstage and began reciting 

her Afro-positive performance poetry, backed up by a little gentle ul- 

ulating from the women. After a few more poems, and a little more ul- 

ulating, the opening m.edley drew to a close as fireworks shot out from 

the front of the stage. 

It was a tough act to follow, but Desiderio Costa, the Angolan pe- 

troleum minister, didn’t do himself any favors with his poor, halting 

English as he read from a prepared speech he clearly hadn’t written, 

or even rehearsed. Angola was a cosponsor--along with Nigeria, 

Libya, and Algeria (Africa’s four biggest oil and gas producers)--of 

the isth WPC, and Costa’s speech was followed.by equally anodyne 

performances by officials from the other three countries2 By the time 

the Libyan took to the stage, most delegates were slumped in their 

seats and had settled into idle chitchat about the chicken in saffron 

basil sauce that sat in front of them. 

Salvation came in the form of Thabo Mbeki, South Africa’s dy- 

namic president, whose role was to declare the WPC officially open. 

Mbeki gave an eloquent speech about the dangers of Afro-pessimism, 

drawing on Duke Ellington and W. B. Yeats, and warning against the 

complacency of what he called "mood indigo," before slipping off, by 

his own admission, to a jazz club on the other side of Johannesburg. 

A special performance by the South African sensation Umoja 

rounded out the evening’s festivities, and the only thing left was to 

bring out the desserts. 

And it has to be said that the evening would not have been the 

same without the desserts. The organizers had decided to give us each 

a little chocolate mousse and sponge cake carefully molded into the 

shape of Africa. It was hard not to admire the culinary artistry in- 

volved, but as I looked round the Dome, I wondered: wa+ I the only 

one to pick up on the symbolism of 3,5oo drunken oil executives de- 

vouring the Dark Continent, bite after dribbling, chocolaty bite? 

The mood of manufactured Afro-positivity was fresh in the air 

the next morning as the Congress got under way in Sandton City, an 
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upmarket business park, hotel, and shopping center in Johannesburg’s 

wealthy northern suburbs. The opening plenary session was called 

"The African Perspective," and made it clear, in case anyone had 

missed the point the night before, that Africa was ready for the inter- 

national oil industry’s embrace. 

And as if this wasn’t enough, on the third night of the Congress 

we were all invited to Gold Reef City, a gold-rush heritage theme 

park on the south side of Johannesburg, for ’%frica Night," spon- 

sored by South African Airways. SAA had rented out the park for the 

night, and laid on dozens of traditional performers from all corners of 

Africa, along with traditional foods representing each of Africa’s oil- 

producing countries--Nigerian iollof rice, Angolan ca[ulu de !~eixe, 

and so on--all topped off with a giant Lindt chocolate fountain for 

dipping desserts. 

By the end of the five-day Coiagress, ordy a red-assed baboon 

could have failed to appreciate the take-home message to the interna- 

tional oil industry. Africa." Come and get it. 

As if they ever really needed an invitation. 

The WPC could have skipped the jollof rice and the steal bands 

and the live fireworks. These days, herds of stampeding wildebeest 

couldn’t keep the international oil industry away from Africa. Since 

the early i99os, advances in deepwater-drilling technology and at- 

tractive contractual terms have helped turn Africa into the world’s last 

true E1 Dorado--a place where exploration blocks the size of France 

can still be picked up at an auction, and host governments tack either 

the experience or the technical capacity to impose burdensome con- 

straints on drilling activity. For years Africa suffered from its image as 

a bad place to do businesswracked by instability, corruption, and po- 

lit.ical violence--and in many ways, it still does. But as the world has 

begun to run out of big new oilbonanzas, the industry’s appetite for 

risk has grown considerably. 
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You can see it in on board the fleet of MD-IIS that leave the tar- 

mac in Houston a couple times a week, bound for destinations with 

names exotic to the Texan ear, like Luanda and Malabo. Operated by 

World Airways and nicknamed the "Houston Express," the nonstop 

flights are open only to members of something called the US-Africa 

Energy Association, and seats start at $5,9i~ for business.class. They 

rarely go empty. 

You can see it, too, in Paris, where Air France runs its nonstop, 

private "Dedicate" service to an ever-growing number of African oil 

cities and encourages regular travelers to join its "Petroleum Club" to 

take advantage of "exclusive services for the oil and gas industry." 

And you could see it in Johannesburg at the WPC, where the 

country presentations from Nigeria and Angola were so heaving with 

spectators that most delegates were reduced to peering in from the 

hallway outside. 

Since ~99o alone, the petroleum industry has invested more than 

Szo billion in exploration and production activity in Africa. A further 

$5o billion will be spent between now and the end of the decade, the 

largest investment in the continent’s history--and around one-third 

of it will come from the United States. Three of the world’s largest 

oil companies--the British-Dutch consortium Shell, France’s Total, 

and America’s Chevron--are spending 15 percent, 3o percent, and 3~ 

percent respectively of their global exploration and production bud- 

gets in Africa. Chevron alone is in the process of rolling out $2o bil- 

lion in African projects over a five-year period. 

The overwhelming maiority of this new drilling activity has taken 

place in the so-called "deep water" and the "ultradeep" of the Gulf of 

Guinea, the roughly 9o-degree bend along the west coast of Africa that 

can best be visualized as the continent’s "armpit." Its littoral zone 

p~sses through the territorial waters of a dozen countries, from Ivory 

Coast in the northwest down to Angola in the south, and a good deal of 

its geology shares the characteristics that have made Nigeria a prolific 

producer for decades. Indeed, a number of unexpectedly productive 
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fields have been discovered in the Gulf over the past decade. But al- 

though the Gulf of Guineahas lately been sub-Saharan Africa’s .most 

exciting region for the oil industry, it is hardly the only "prospective" 
part of the continent (to borrow the industry term). The parched 

semideserts of southern Chad and southern Sudan have recently 

added hundreds of thousands of barrels a day to g!obal markets, and a 
growing chorus of voices is now touting the East African margin as 

the industry’s "next big thing." 

But be it east or west, jungle or desert, it is a safe bet that where 

the drillers go, the politicians, strategists, and lobbyists are not far be- 

hind. Washington in particular has taken a keen interest in Africa’s 

growing significance as an oil-producing region since the headline 

discoveries of the late I99Os. In December ~.ooo the National Intelli- 
gence Council, an internal CIA think tank, published a report in 

which it declared unambigu0usly t~nat sub-Saharan Africa "will play 

an increasing role in global energy markets," and predicted that the 

region would provide ~-5 percent of North American oil imports by 

2o15, up from the I5 percent or so at the time. (This would put Africa 

well ahead of Saudi Arabia as a source of oil for the United States.) 

In May 2oox a controversial and fairly secretive energy task force put 
together by U.S. Vice President Dick Cheney declared in its report: 

"West Africa is expected to be one of the fastest-growing sources of 

oil and gas for the American market." 

In the following months, a group of congressmen, lobbyists, and 

defense strategists came together under the umbrella of the African 

Oil Policy Initiative Group, and began preaching the message that the 

Gulf of Guinea was the new Persian Gulf, and that it should become 

a strategic priority for the United States, even to the point of requiring 

an expanded military presence. A series of well-placed articles in the 
American media followed, some breathlessly announcing the inaugu- 

ration of a new Middle East off the shores of Africa. Beforelong, the 

influential Center for Strategic and International Studies had chimed 
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in with a couple of reports, its most recent, in July 200% claiming that 

"an exceptional mix of u.s. interests is at play in West Africa’s Gulf of 

Guinea." 

During these years, a number of prominent lawmakers in Wash- 

ington began getting excited about the possibility of shifting some of 

America’s oil dependence from the Middle East to Africa. One former 

senior official charged with African affairs recalls Kansas Senator Sam 

Brownback rushing up to him one afternoon in October zooa, posi- 

tively glowing with excitement. "What do you think about bases in 

Africa?" Brown_back asked. "Wouldn’t that be great?" 

But does Africa measure up to the hype? After all, the entire continent 

is believed to contain, at best, iO-l:iercent of the world’s proven oil re- 
serves, making it a minnow swimming in an ocean of seasoned sharks. 

Africa is unlikely ever to "replace" the Middle East or any other major 

oil-producing region. So why the song and dance? Why alI the goose 

bumps? Why do so many influential people in Washington let them- 

selves get so carried away when they talk about African oil? 

The answer has very little to do with geology. Africa’s signifi- 

cance as an oil "play," to borrow the industry lingo, lies beyond the 

number of barrels that may or may not be buried under its cretaceous 

rock. Instead, what makes the African oil boom interesting to energy- 

security strategists in both Washington and Europe (and, increas- 

ingly, Beijing) is a series of serendipitous and unrelated factors that, 

together, tell a story of unfolding opportunity. 

To begin with, one of the more attractive attributes of Africa’s oil 

boom is the quality of the oil itself. The variety of crude found in the 

Gulf of Guinea is known in industry parlance as "light" and "sweet," 

meaning it is viscous and low in sulfur, and therefore easier and 

cheaper to refine than, say, Middle Eastern crude, which tends to be 

lacking in lower hydrocarbons and is therefore very "sticky." This is 
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particularly appealing to American and European refineries, which 

have to contend with strict environmental regulations that make it dif- 

ficult to refine heavier and sourer varieties of crude without running 

up costs that make the entire proposition worthless. 

Then there is the geographic accident of Africa’s being almost en- 

tirely surrounded by water, which significantly cuts transport-related 

costs and risks. The Gulf of Guinea, in particular, is well positioned 

to allow speedy transport to the maior trading ports of Europe and 

North America. Existing sea-lanes can be used for quick, cheap deliv- 

ery, so there is no need to worry about the Suez Canal, for instance, or 

to build expensive pipelines through unpredictable countries. This may 

seem a minor point, until you look at Central Asia, where the Baku- 

Tbilisi-Ceyhan pipeline, stretching from Azerbaijan through Georgia 

and into Turkey, and intended to deliver Caspian crude into the Mediter- 

ranean, had to navigate a minefield ~of Middle East politics, antiglobal- 

izafion protests, and red tape before it could be opened. African oil 

faces none of those issues. It is simply loaded onto a tanker at the point 

of production and begins its smooth, unmolested iourney on the high 

seas, arriving just days later in Shreveport, Southampton, or Le Havre. 

A third advantage, from the perspective of the oil companies, is 

that Africa offers a tremendously favorable contractual environment. 

Unlike in, say, Saudi Arabia, where the state-owned oil company 

Saudi Aramco has a monopoly on the exploration, production, and 

distribution of the country’s crude oil, most sub-Saharan African 

¯ countries operate on the basis of so-called production-sharing agree- 

ments, or PSAs. In these arrangements, a foreign oil company is 

awarded a license to look for petroleum on the condition that it as- 

sume the up-front costs of exploration and production. If oil is dis- 

covered in that block, the oil company wilt share the revenues with 

the host government, but only after its initial costs have been re- 

couped. PSAs are generally offered tO impoverished countries that 

would never be able to amass either the technical expertise or the bil- 

lions in capital investment required to drill for oil themselves. For the 
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oil company, a relatively small up-front investment can quickly turn 

into untold billions in profits. 

Yet another strategic benefit, particularly from the perspective of 

American politicians, is that, until recendy, with the exception of 

Nigeria, none of the oil-producing countries of sub-Saharan Africa 

had belonged to the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries 

(OPEC).* Thus they have not been subject to the strict limits on out- 

put OPEC imposes on its members in an attempt to keep the price of oil 

artificially high. The more non-OPEC oil that comes onto the global 

market, the more di~cuh it becomes for OPEC countries to sell their 

crude at high prices, and the lower the overall price of oil. Put more 

simply, if new reserves are discovered in Venezuela, they have very 

tittle effect on the price of oil because Venezuela’s OPEC commitments 

will not allow it to increase its o~atput very much. But if new reserves 

are discovered in Gabon, it means more cheap oil for everybody. 

But probably the most attractive of all the attributes of Africa’s 

oil boom, for Western governments and oil companies alike, is that 

virtually all the big discoveries of recent years have been made off- 

shore, in deepwater reserves that are often many miles from popu- 

lated land. This means that even if a civil war or violent insurrection 

breaks out onshore (always a concern in Africa), the oil companies 

can continue to pump out oil with little likelihood of sabotage, ban- 

ditty, or nationalist fervor getting in the way. Given the hundreds of 

thousands of barrels of Nigerian crude that are lost every year as a re- 

sult of fighting, community protests, and organized Crime, this is 

something the industry gets rather excited about. 

Finally, there is the sheer speed of growth in African oil produc- 

tion, and the fact that Africa is one of the world’s last underexplored 

regions. In a world used to hearing that there are no more big oil dis- 

coveries out there, and few truly untapped reserves to look forward to, 

*In January 2007, Angola became the first new member of OPEC in over thirty years, and Sudan is ex- 

pected to join late in 2007. Gabon withdrew from the organization in ~995- 
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the ferocious pace and scale of Africa’s oil boom has proved a bracing 

tonic. One-third of the world’s new oil discoveries since the year zooo 

have taken place in Africa. Of the 8 billion barrels of new oil reserves 

discovered in ~.ooi, 7 billion were found there. In the years between 

zoos and zolo, 2o percent of the world’s new production capacity is 

expected to come from Africa. And there is now an almost contagious 

feeling in the oil industry that no one really knows just how much oil 

might be there, since no one’s ever really bothered to check. 

All these factors add up to a convincing value proposition: African 

oil is cheaper, safer, and more accessible than its competitors, and 

there seems to be more of it every day. And, though Africa may not 

be able to compete with the Persian Gulf at the level of proven re- 

serves, it has just enough up its sleeve to make it a potential "swing" 

region--an oil province that can kick in just enough production to 

keep markets calm when supplies elsewhere in the world are unpre- 

dictable. Diversification of the oil supply has been a goal--even an 

obsession--in the United States since the Arab oil embargo of the 

I97Os. Successive U.S. administrations have understood that if the 

world is overly reliant on two or three hot spots for its energy secu- 

rity, there is a greater risk of supply disruptions and price volatility. 

And for obvious reasons, the effort to distribute America’s energy- 

security portfolio across multiple nodes has taken on a new urgency 

since September xt, zooi. In his State of the Union address in January 

zoor, President Bush said he wanted to reduce America’s dependence 

on Middle East crude by 75 percent by zoz5. 

Some of the more evangelical proponents of African oil have argued 

that here, at last, is the longed-for "dean break"--the chance to de- 

tach the fortunes of America once and for all from Middle East crude. 

For several decades, the United States and other Western govern- 

ments made controversial compromises with despotic rulers across 

the Middle East, from the Shah of Iran to the House of Sand, in an el- 
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fort to keep the oil flowing. Wes~tern petrodollars turned nomadic 

tribes into wealthy emirates, with scant concern for democracy or 

human rights. American support for undemocratic and unaccountable 

govermnents bred great resentment across the region, the conse- 

quences of which the entire world is now coming to grips with° This 

time, in Africa, these advocates say, we have a chance to start fresh 

and "get it right." 

But how do we know African oil really represents a good-bye to 

all that? In many ways the situation in Africa is far more difficult, 

complex, and dangerous than the situation in the Middle East. Africa 

is filled with so-called "failed" states, or states that teeter perpetually 

on the edge of failure, one disputed election away from outright con- 

flagration. Iltieit arms are traded across fluid, largely fictional borders, 

national sovereignty is little m&e than a collection of flags and an- 

thems, ethnic tribalism is alive and well, and angry militias have al- 

ready turned to stealing crude oil as a way to keep themselves in 

business. According to the National Maritime Institute, the Gulf of 

Guinea is the world’s second-most-dangerous waterway. 

Some feel that in searching for an alternative to the volatile poli- 

tics of the Middle East, Washington strategists have focused on a con- 

stetlation of far more troubled and impoverished nations, from Angola 

to S~o Tom& According to this narrative, as the international media 

spotlight has stayed trained on Iraq and the Middle East, an unholy al- 

liance has quietly formed between think tanks, oil-industry lobbyists, 

PR firms, and entrepreneurial businessmen, all keen to rebrand and 

reposition corrupt and often violent regimes as benevoIent and im- 

portant new allies of the West. Human-rights campaigners warn that 

many of the fatal compromises that were made with undemocratic 

and unpopular rulers in the Middle East are being repeated all over 

Africa, with potentially catastrophic consequences. In the worst cases, 

control of oil revenue has sparked violent conflicts, with already- 

bitter divisions exacerbated by the promise of untold riches for the 

victor. 
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But it is not just the usual amen chorus of humanitarian Chicken 

Litdes and Iouche, [~ienpensant urban intellectuals who have sounded 

alarm bells over the African oil boom. Hard-nosed economists, too, 

are skeptical. A growing body of evidence suggests that oil, far from 

being a blessing to African countries, is a curse. Without exception, 

every developing country where oil has been discovered has seen its 

standard of living decline and its people suffer, while its less-well- 

endowed neighbors have gone on to (relative) prosperity. Scholars 

have dubbed this phenomenon, which depends on a curious matrix of 

economic and socioIogical responses to a sudden influx of petroleum 

money, the "paradox of plenty" or the "resource curse." Inevitably, 

little of the oil wealth ever makes its way to those who need it most. 

One of the great scandals of the African oil boom, for example, 

is that it has produced far more jqbs in the United States and Europe 

than it ever will in Africa. Only about ~ percent of the bitlions and bil- 

lions invested in African petroleum proiects every year is spent in 

Africa. Oil exploration is by its nature capital-intensive rather than 

labor-intensive, meaning that most investment goes to developing 

and operating expensive and sophisticated hardware, such as the 

multimillion-dollar floating production, storage, and offloading ves- 

sels (FPSOs) that have popped up along the African coastline. What 

little labor is needed is generally of the sldlled variety, and interna- 

tional oil companies have scant incentive to train an indigenous work- 

force when flying in expatriate engineers and technicians is cheaper 

and simpler. Offshore oil exploration is, in the parlance of econo- 

mists, perhaps the ultimate "enclave industry." 

As more African economies become dependent on their oil rev- 

enues, the stakes for finding ways to beat the resource curse have 

never been higher. Oil and gas are already Africa’s largest export cat- 

egory, three and a half times greater than all others put together. Ex- 

tractive industries (i.e., oil, gas, and mining) accounted for more than 

5o percent of African exports and 65 percent of foreign direct invest- 

ment in Africa in the ~99os. The American charity Catholic Relief 

i 
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Services "conservatively" estimates that $200 billion in oil revenue 

will flow into the coffers of African governments over .the next 

decade. All this, it is argued, makes it more important than ever for 

African governments to "get it right" and ensure that oil is allowed to 

be a blessing rather than a curse for their long-suffering people. 

Other% of course~ prefer to see Africa’s oil boom as simply a 

centuries-old story of foreign exploitation and the subjection of 

Africa’s people at the mercy of voracious commercial interests--a 

second great "Scramble for Africa~" after the original carve-up of the 

African continent by European colonial powers in the late nineteenth 

century. Virtually everywhere in Africa today, Chinese, Malaysian, 

French, Australian, and American firms can be seen jockeying for po- 

sition~ trying to snap up exploration acreage in an undignified .rush 

that seems to grow more ruthl~gs by the day. And the chess game 

among oil companies is inevitably echoed in the foreign ministries of 

the world’s great powers. France, China, and the United States are en- 

gaged in an intensifying competkion for influence among the oil- 

producing nations of Africa. China, especially, has shown that it is 

prepared to plunk down large cash incentives in the form of loan 

guarantees in exchange for lucrative oil concessions from African 

countries. 

So who are we to believe? The committed evangelists who tell us 

African 0il can be a catalyst for the continent’s development as well as 

a crucial .source of Western energy security? The constructive critics 

who stress the importance of sound fiscal management and revenue 

transparency, and warn of. the dangers of runaway oil bonanzas? Or 

the Afro-pessimists who say that experience has taught us that rapa- 

cious foreigners motivated by their interests in extractive industries 

will only stand in the way of Africa’s development? In the long run, 

we all know that simply drilling for oil in a faraway country without 

thinking about the consequences of our inevitable involvement in its 

internal politics is not a recipe for stability, or even for the energy se- 

curity we so badly crave. That is a lesson we have probably learned 
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from the Middle. East. But does that mean we should think of Africa’s 

booming oil production as fundamentally a blessing disguised as a 

curse or a curse disguised as a blessing? 

It is not a question with an easy answer, nor one that lends itself 

to glib polemics about "blood and oil." It is, however, a question that 
cries out for an answer, or at least a sensible debate. For every day that 

goes by without such a debate is another day that MD-IIS land on 

tropical tarmacs, another day for FPSOs to load their precious car- 

goes, another day of Africansbecoming frustrated by their misery 

and suffering as they watch their leaders line their pockets with oil 

money, and another missed opportunity to stbp matters from falling 

into the wrong hands. 

CHAPTER 

THE ONSHORE EFFECT 

"I BET YOU DON’T dare touch the salad." 

It was my first week in Africa, and t must have looked every inch 

the amateur because I was being teased mercilessly. 

"It’s fine, you know. It’s not going to make you sick: Not like the 

salads you get in London."    ~ - 

I was at lunch with Adwoa Edun, a Ghanaian-born, half-British 

owner of a Lagos bookshop who also happens to be married to a se- 

nior politician in the Lagos State government. Between lashings of 

gentle mockery, she was giving me her perspective as an expatriate 

African who had made Nigeria an adopted homeland. 

"Nigerians have a tolerance level that is beyond any I have ever 

seen," she said. "You know, living in Nigeria, there are so many times 

when i have thought to myself, okay~ this is it, Adwoa. We are going 

to have to pack our bags now. Where are we going to go? But then, 

every time, the country just somehow muddles through." 

Sooner or later, every expatriate conversation about Nigeria 

comes around to some version of this conclusion--that here is a 

country with an unparalleled knack for survival, an almost inspired 

ability to lurch from crisis to crisis, even to the point of what to out- 

side eyes resembles anarchy, before retreating from the brink and slid- 

ing back into a low-intensity seethe. 

Most such conversations then turn to the subiect of oil, and the 

volatile politics of the Niger DeIta. Ours was no exception. Adwoa 

had no special expertise on the matter, but I had declared my intention 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,             1:3 7 PM 

Reginald F. Hildebrand <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 
Re: [Fwd: film paper--sorry webmail wasn’t working] 

Professor Hildebrand, 

Email is finally working now! I tried opening your attachment but it 
said something about the 45 day free limit for viewing it was over with 
but now you have the option of buying the program. I think the best 
thing would be if we could see if the student could send it some other way. 
Thanks. 
Travis 

Reginald F. Hildebrand wrote: 

> Travis, would you please see if you can print out this attachment. If 
> you can, please do so, and put it in my box. If not let me know and 
> I’ll have the student find another way to send it. Thanks much. -Reg 
> 

> 

> 

> Subject: 
> film paper--sorry webmail wasn’t working 
> From: 
> ~yahoo.com> 
> Date: 
> Thu, 08:55:56 -0700 (PDT) 
> To: 
> hildebm@unc.edu, hildebra@email.unc.edu 
> 

> To: 
> hildebm@unc.edu, hildebra@email.unc.edu 
> 

> 

>Mr. Hildebrand, 
>I am just know turning in my film paper, because I was 
>just allowed to complete it last night. This past 
>weekend and earlier this week I have spent most of my 
>time driving back and forth to the hospital. My 

>oeen an tlnng time tor my talmly, anc~ a worst time 
>for me and my schoolwork. I hope that you accept this 
>paper late, and if you need to take off points, i 
>understand that also. Thanks. 

>You rock. That’s why Blockbuster’s offering you one month of Blockbuster Total Access, No Cost. 
>~:/itc.deals.vahoo.comitc/~lockbuste~i~extS.com 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 7, 2008 3:11 PM 

Patrick J Mortell <mortell@email.unc.edu> 
printer 

Hey patrick, 

That game was awful saturday. I was gonna send a request to ITS but 
I didnt know if you work with printers or not. If you do could you try 
to see whats up with Dunbars and why it wont print? 

Thanks 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2008 10:48 AM 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
(no subject) 

appt..doc 



AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES 101 
THE BLACK EXPERIENCE 

SPRING SEMESTER 2008 
Timothy McMillan Phone 966-5496 

Office: Battle Hall 107 email: tim 1 @email.unc.edu 
Office Hours MWF 9-9:50 and Wed 2-4 www.~mc.edui-tjml 

DESCRIPTION: AFAM 101, introduction to the American black experience has four 
primary objectives. The first objective is to provide a clear context for the understanding 
of race and slavery as concepts; the second obj ective is to understand the origins of the 
trans-Atlantic slave trade and the effects this trade had on Africa, Europe, and the New 
World; the third objective is to explore the (often unknown) history of Anglo-North 
Anaerica as affected by and affecting peoples of the African diaspora, and finally to 
develop models for understanding the effect and legacies of the trans-Atlantic trade in 
contemporary society. I hope you will examine how we know what we know and the 
politics of the educational process in addition to internalizing the "facts" of history. We 
wii1 use a variety of methods and techniques to examine the place that black Americans 
hold and have held in the New World. 

FORMAT: This course will consist of lectures and discussion and four videos. Note that 
the videos are important sources of information and will be addressed in your exams. If 
you wish to review the videos they are available in the Media Resources Center in the 
Undergrad library. 

REQUIREMENTS: There will be a midterm exam, three three-page essays, a quiz, and 
a final examination. If you must miss class make sure that you get the notes from one of ¯ 
your colleagues--much of the material covered in lectures is not in the text. Please 
complete assigned readings before they are due. Make sure to consult the websites 
mentioned in class. Assigned readings that are on the web are noted in italics on this 
syllabus and can be accessed by going to blackboardTM All study guides and video 
outlines are also accessible on blackboardTM as are your grades. 

--Incompletes are not automatically granted so please complete all work on time. 

HONOR CODE: You are required to be familiar with and to follow the Honor Code at 
U.N.C. 

GRADING: QUIZ 5% Jan 28 
MIDTERM EXAMS 40% (20% each) 
ESSAYS 30% (10% each) 
FINAL EXAM 25% May 2 (noon) 

Feb 15 & Mar 26 
Feb 4, Feb 29, Apr 14 

REQUIRED TEXTS: 

Hine, Hine, & Harrold 
White 
Blackboard 

The African-American Odyssey, Volume One 
Ar’n’t I a Woman? 
links at External Links on BlackboardTM 



DATE 
Ian 09 
Jan 11 
Jan 14 
Jan 16 
Jan 18 

Jan 21 
Jan 23 

Jan 25. 

1an 30 
Feb 0I 

iFeb 04 

Fei~ 06 
Feb 08 
Feb t 1 

Feb 13 
Feb t5 
Feb i8 
Feb 20 
Feb 22 
Feb 25 
Feb 27 
Feb 29 

Mar 03 
Mar 05 
Mar 07 
Mar 10-15 
Mar 17 
Mar 19 
Mar21 
Mar 24 
Mar 26 
M~r28 
Mar 31 
Apt 02 
Apt 04 

Apr 07 
Apt 09 

Apt i4 

Apr 16 
_Apr 18 
Apr21 
Apr 23 

Apt 25 
May 02 

SCHEDULE 
TOPI(~                " 
Introduction -terminology and geography 
Black and Blue UNC and Slavery 
The roots of slavery from Aristotle to Ham 

¯ ~Fhe History of Africa - From Egypt to Mali 
The Cultures of Africa 

No Class Martin Luther King Jr. Holiday 
The Middle Pa~age 

The Middle Passage Continued 

Structure of the Slave Trade **QUIZ** 
The Establishment of New World Slavery 
A_n._.glo-American Slavery The 13 Colonies 
George Washington and his slaves 

The Enlightenment 

The American revolution 
The Declaration of Independence and free black 
people 
Review for Midterm 
EXAM I 
The Constitution 
The New Republic and Slavery 

REA~G 

Curse of Ham 
Hine Chapter 
Hine Chapter 

HineChapter 2 Video Africans 
in America I 
Africans in America 
Hine Chapter 2 
Hine Chapter 3 
Hine Chapter 3 
Africans in America H Essay 
one due 
Hine Chapter 4 

Hine Chapter 4 
Declaration of Independence 

Study Guide I 

Hine Chapter .5 
Hine Chapter 5 

Plantation life Hine Chapter 6 

Gender and slavery White Chapters 1-2 

Family. and Slavery White Chapters 3-4 

The culture of slavery White Chapters 5-6 

.Essay two due 
One woman’s story -- Harriet Jacobs Incidents in the l~fe ... 

Were free black people really free?¯ Hine Chapter 7 

The limits of freedom Hine Chapter 7 

SPRING BREAK NO CLASS 
Resistance to Slavery 

Revolts and Revolutions 
Good Friday No Class 
Review for Exam II 
EXAM Ii 
The Western Black Experience 
Strategies of Abolition 
Enslaved Abolitionists 
Free Black Abolitionists 

White Abolitionists 
Prelude .to War 
Bleeding Kansas 
Dred Scott and John Brown 

May 20, 1861 NCLthe last to leave 

The Emancipation Proclamation 
The Civil War 
N~rth Carolina Apologizes 

Review for Final 
FINAL EXAM 

Video: Africans in America III 

Nat Turner’s Confession 

Study Guide II 

Oregon Online 
Hine Chapter 8 

Hine Chapter 8 
Hine Chapter 9 

Hine Chapter 9 
Africans in America IV 
Hine Chapter 10 
Scott v. Sandford 
Essay three due 

William Henry Singleton 
Hine Appendix 
Hine Chapter 11 
NC Senate resolution 
STUDY GUIDE III 

Noon-3 p.rr~ 

THIS SCHEDULE MAY BE MODIFIED BY THE INSTRUCTOR - YOU WILL BE NOTIFIED 

OF ANY CHANGES IN CLASS, ON THE COURSE WEBSITE, AND BY EMAIL 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2008 11:26 AM 

Michael Lambert <mlambert@email.unc.edu> 
Re: quiz 

ok, great. That’s what I thought. Thanks! 

Michael Lambert wrote: 

>Unless this is a student from a previous semester they must be confused. I 
>am not currently teaching Afri 101. 
> 

> 

>Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 
>Director, African Studies Center 
>University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>Campus Box 7582 
>3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
>Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
> 

Original Message ..... 
>From: Travis Gore              emaiLunc.edu] 
>Sent: Tuesday, April 15, 2008 9:47 AM 
>To: Michael Lambert 
>Subject: Re: quiz 
> 

>Ive actually got the 2nd Afri 480 exam. Was there a 2nd exam for afri 
>101? I believe thats what the student said they needed to take. I 
>may be wrong so I wanted to check with you because I cant find anything but 
>the map quiz for afri 101. 
> 

>Thanks ! 
> 
>Travis 
> 
>Michael Lambert wrote: 
> 

> 

> 

>>Hi Travis, 
>> 
>>Do you mean the second Afri 480 exam? I did not send it via email. I 
>>hand carried it and Debby made copies. She did keep the original (two 
>>sheets) which are mislabeled as ’first exam.’ The date on them is April 
>>1, 2008. If you can’t find it, let me know and I will send you a copy. 
>> 
>>Mike 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>From: Travis Gore [mail~o:s~gore~)2email.~mc.ed~] 
>>Sent: Friday, April 11, 2008 11:03 AM 
>>To: michael lambert 
>>Subject: quiz 
>> 

>>Hi Professor Lambert, 
>> 
>>I know you said that you sent Debby the second afri 101 quiz a little 
>>while back. When I spoke with her about it she didnt think that she 
>>had received it. 
>>Would you be able to send it to me if that is not a problem for you. 
>>Thanks ! 



>>Travis 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2008 11:16 PM 

Winifred Fordham Metz <freddie@email.unc.edu> 
Re: video 

ok, great, sounds good. See yatomorrow. Thanks! 

Travis 

Winifred Fordham Metz wrote: 

> hi travis - 
> i’ll certainly make an exception for you since i know you provide 
> support for faculty in your department, but, in the future - we’ll 
> really need that okay from the faculty who originally booked the 
> film. it is an mrc policy - to ensure availability of films for 
> faculty who book them. hope that makes sense. 
> please make sure to bring your PID card with you tomorrow, we’ll need 
> to check the film out to you. 
> also, please tell debby i said "Hi"- 
> see you tomorrow! 
>fred 
> 

> Travis Gore wrote: 
> 
>> Hi Fred, 
>> 
>> I am showing a video for Dr. Amy Cooke on Wed. and Fri. because she 
>> is in Boston for the week. She has the video reserved but when I 
>> called the MRC I spoke with someone who said I couldnt pick it up 
>> because Dr. Cooke did not mention it in her email. The man said it 
>> would be fine if we could get an email from Dr. Cooke saying that I 
>> could pick up the video but the problem is that she will not have 
>> access to email this week. So I thought I would ask you if it would 
>> be ok if I picked up the video in the morning around 10:45. Thanks 
>> 
>> Travis 
> 

> 



Ari Mpya, Kasi Mpya, Nguvu Mpya 

A Political Biography of Jakaya Mrisho Kikwete, President of Tanzania 

VOLUME I 

Acknowledgements 

Writing a political biography of a leader still in power is a complicated matter. A decision 
has to be made as to the time period to be covered. In this volume, I chose to cover the 
period up to the end of President Jakaya Mrisho Kikwete’s third year in office. That decision 
was strategic in the sense that my desire to tell the political story of President Kikwete was 
so compelling that I decided to tell only half of the interesting story of his presidency in 
anticipation of completing the story a few years from now, hence the cut-off point of 2008. 

The end of 2008 through much of 2009 was also a pivotal point in President Kikwete’s 
presidency. The year 2008 had begun with a bang. Several major events involving 

President Kikwete took place. First, he was elected as Chairman of the African Union 

for the year at its annual meeting on January xxxxxx in Addis Ababa. Being Chair of the AU 
is an important position for the diplomacy of Africa, especially when so many crises with 

continental implications were underway. Second, neighboring Kenya, a fellow member of 

the East African Community (EAC) was in conflict from the disputed elections of December 
27th, 2007. Third, domestically, President Kikwete faced the first major test of his 

presidency when the Prime Minister, Edward Lowassa along with two other ministers, 
resigned as a result of a Parliamentary corruption probe stemming from dubious power 

supply contracts now infamously known as "Richmondgate." 

Fourth, as many people in Tanzania have observed in the last few years, Tanzania is at a 
crossroads in terms of both policy and politics. The transition from the policy of socialism 
to that of economic liberalism has been a particularly painful one. The generation that grew 
up in the immediate years of independence looked forward to the availability of free 
education from primary school to university, and the guarantee of employment in the 
formal sector. That is no longer the case as economic liberalism and "cost-sharing" has 
become the norm. The inability to pay for school has thrown a significant number of young 
people out of formal employment that requires technical skills that can only be acquired 
through formal education. 

The necessity of "cost-sharing" has also led in some cases to the deterioration of health 
services as many poor people have not been able to access these services. The story can be 

repeated in almost all sectors of the Tanzanian economy. President Kikwete is not the one 
who introduced all these measures of privatization and liberalization of the economy. 

These measures were initially introduced in 1986 by former President Ali Hassan Mwinyi, 

and carried forward by his successor President Benjamin William Mkapa. Thus Kikwete’s 
accession to the presidency came at a time when these policies had to be reassessed, and 

further institutionalized in the Tanzanian political economy. How he intends to do that has 
been apparent in his first few years in office, and thus gives us an opportunity to see what 

the foundations of his future policies will be. 



For a nation which for twenty four years was led by President Nyerere who in terms of the 
politics of ideology was clearly "socialist," steering the country away from that ideology has 
been a formidable task. In some ways, this task is perhaps the most difficult one for 
President Kikwete as he maneuvers his way through "the politics of expectation and 
anticipation." The expectation is that the government will still be sufficiently concerned 
about the welfare of the population and continue to pursue policies that will reflect this 
concern by investing in social programs. The anticipation is that the pressures of liberalism 
will steer the government away from social spending, and thus the population will be 
largely left to fend for itself. How President Kikwete manages this delicate situation will be 
the key to his success both as a politician, and as a leader. Volume II of my study of his 
presidency will largely be about that process. 

In the course of writing this volume, I was fortunate to interview President Kikwete on 
several occasions. He was generous with his time, and never gave me any conditions for 
granting the interviews. I took his willingness to grant the interviews as a sign of 
confidence in his own leadership and in the positions he has taken with regard to a host 
number of policy issues. I promised nothing to him, and thus the story narrated here is my 
own interpretation of that history. Nonetheless I truly appreciate the time the President 
took to talk to me. 

Besides the President himself, I was granted interviews by two former Presidents of 

Tanzania: Ali Hassan Mwinyi and Benjamin William Mkapa. Again, as was the case with 

President Kikwete, no promises were made to these former leaders about the content and 
interpretation of the story to be told. My aim has been to capture and report the story 

objectively as told to me, but I have also allowed myself the license of interpreting what I 

was told, and also confirmed what I was told, by other means. 

Other numerous persons, including foreign leaders, granted me interviews. I have indicated 
in the text itself the context of the interviews and conversations. Their perspectives were 

particularly helpful when writing the Chapter on Kikwete’s time as minister of foreign 

affairs, and also his role as the face of the AU in 2008. I would like to thank all of them for 
their generous granting of time to talk to me. 

Many Tanzanian government officials spoke to me, but they did so in their individual 
capacities. I have nonetheless indicated, where appropriate, the names of those who talked 
to me in their official capacities. I however would like to give special thanks to former 
Prime Minister Edward Lowassa for taking the time to answer my questions which may not 
necessarily been comfortable to him, but I hope that I have fairly presented his views on 
the issues reported in this book. Kingunge Ngombale-Mwiru, the former Minister of State 
for xxxxx in the President’s office granted me extensive time to interview him. His 
perspectives on the evolution of Chama Cha Mapinduzi (CCM) as a political party were of 
special significance given the fact that he is one of the few remaining party stalwarts who 
go back to the beginnings of the Tanganyika African National Union (TANU) as a party in 
the mid 1950s. In this regard, I would also like to thank Mzee Rashid Kawawa, the second 
prime minister of Tanzania, or Tanganyika then (April 1962-December 1962), for the time 
he took to recall the internal politics of the CCM, and how President Kikwete fits into that 



picture. The story and history of CCM is important because TANU/CCM has been the ruling 
party for all the years that Tanzania has been independent: 1961 to the present. 

Writing this political biography of President ]akaya Mrisho Kikwete of Tanzania has been 
an exhilarating experience. However, I could not have completed the task without the full 
support and encouragement of my family: 

When I seemed distracted,     would remind me that I needed to get back to my 
writing, while      would ask me how many more pages I still needed to write. With such 
diligent supervisors, I had no choice but to finish the project on time. I am dedicating this 
bookto 



Introduction 

Few people can deny the fact that Jakaya Mrisho Kikwete is one of the most intriguing 
political personalities in Tanzania, in Africa, and indeed in the world today. Much of the 
world came to know him after 1995 when he became Tanzania’s Minister of Foreign Affairs 
and International Cooperation in the government of Benjamin William Mkapa, president of 
Tanzania, 1995-2005. He became foreign minister after unsuccessfully running for 
president. He was 44 years of age when he sought the presidency in 1995. Many people 
would say that he was a bit too young to run for such a high office, but he fits the pattern 
and mold of successful young politicians who have had a strong mark on their countries 
and the world: John F Kennedy, Indira gandhi, Bill Clinton, Vladimir Putin, and Tony Blair 
to name a few prominent names. When he finally became President in 2005 at age 55, he 
was still relatively young compared to his peers in neighboring countries, and in much of 
the world. 

This is a political story of Jakaya Mrisho Kikwete who became president of Tanzania on 
December xxxx, 2005 on the ticket of Chama Cha Mapinduzi (CCM), the party that has ruled 
Tanzania from independence.* He became President after defeating xxxx candidates from 
opposition parties. The 2005 elections were the third elections under the new multi-party 
system which was reintroduced in Tanzania after almost 30 years of one party rule under 
former Presidents Julius Kambarage Nyerere (1962-1985) and All Hassan Mwinyi (1985- 
1995). Tanzania had constitutionally become a one political party system in 1964 until the 
repeal of that provision in 1992. 

For Tanzania as a country, the elections of 2005 were instructive and interesting in many 
ways, as the political story of ]akaya Mrisho Kikwete will attempt to show. However, of 
critical significance, is the demonstrated dominance of CCM of the Tanzanian political 
scene. As I was researching and writing this story, the political similarity in party politics 
between Tanzania and South Africa could not escape me: two countries that have had a 
relatively smooth transition from their previous political lives (one partysm and 
apartheid), and two countries that are demonstrably politically open and fairly democratic, 
with no post-election political disputes on the legitimacy of the national elections. As I will 
demonstrate later, this is a significant difference between these two countries and many of 
their neighbors in the region in East and Southern Africa. 

Since the end of apartheid in South Africa, the African National Congress (ANC) has 
dominated the political scene in South Africa in a profound way. In the first democratic 
multi-racial elections in 1994, the ANC won xxxx% of the votes, and had xxxx seats in 
parliament. In the second elections in 1999, the ANC increased its share of votes by xxxxx% 
and that of the parliament seats by xxxxxx. In 2004, the ANC dominance continued, and the 
prediction is that this will continue to be the case for some time to come. Even though the 
election of Jacob Zuma to the Presidency of the ANC in December 2007was a little 
tumultuous, the ANUs domination of South African politics still remains a fact of life. 

As we will see through the narrative of the Kikwete story, CCM in Tanzania, like the ANC in 
South Africa, has dominated the politics of its country. What has been of significance to me 
is the fact that this dominance has been achieved through democratic means. That is, 



electors have gone to the polls and actually chose these parties even though everyone knew 
that the end result was going to be the overwhelming dominance of these parties in the 
political lives of their respective countries. 

While the ANC and CCM as parties have been strong political machines, it is fair to say that 
the people at the top of the party tickets have had a strong influence on the outcome of the 
elections. Obviously in 1994, Nelson Mandela as the head of the ANC ticket had a profound 
influence on the outcome of elections in South Africa. In the case of Tanzania, with a less 
dramatic political history, it is also fair to say that in 2005, with Mr Kikwete at the head of 
the ticket, CCM had chosen as its standard bearer, one of the most fascinating politicians in 
the country. Mr Kikwete had gained tremendous popularity with the youth when he first 
ran for President in 1995, and most young people under the age of 40 came to see him as 
truly representing the new generation of politicians in Tanzania. 

Many young people saw the regime of Benjamin Mkapa (1995-2005) as a transition regime 
from the early independence period under Julius Nyerere and All Hassan Mwinyi, to a 
"new" politics; a politics of the internet age, of global dynamics, of new possibilities. Thus 
the election of ]akaya Kikwete symbolically represented the "second" stage in the politics of 
the country where a new generation was taking over the country, and in turn presenting a 
new opportunity for the young people individually and collectively, to aspire to things 
unthinkable only a few years previously. 

The big question however, was how these young folks thought of, or envisaged these 
changes. For example, what did change really mean to, and for them7 What were their 
expectations on government policy and programs7 In what areas did they feel that the 
government had previously failed them, and that change would indeed be coming7 How 
much of the past (socialism and self reliance of the Nyerere era, for example) were they 
willing to embrace7 How much of globalization were they willing to take in, and how much 
of it did they perceive not to be in their best interests7 Did they have enough sophistication 
to understand all of this in light of being bombarded with and by global images from the 
likes of CNN7 

These questions and many more obviously put a lot of pressure on the candidacy of ]akaya 
Mrisho Kikwete as the standard bearer of CCM. Part of the task of this book is to examine 
how Kikwete the candidate, and then President went about the task of addressing these 
issues. Admittedly, some of those questions will not be answered in full in this volume as it 
only covers the first few years of his presidency. Volume II will be an elaboration of some of 
the issues that obviously could not be tackled in the present volume. I thought that 
President Kikwete’s political biography was an important enough subject to be tackled in 
two volumes, with volume I coming out close to the end of his first term as President to 
give people an opportunity to critically assess his performance through my examination of 
both his leadership style and the substance of his policies. 

If there is one major lesson about President Kikwete that I have learned in the course of 
writing this biography is his political toughness and perseverance. Obviously one does not 
rise through the political ranks of his country by being "soft," but Kikwete has managed to 
show a fairly "soft" exterior while being a tough political fighter, especially within CCM, and 



within the government. Politicians and bureaucrats who have dealt with him over the years 

kept on repeating the same message: do not be fooled by the nice smile and easy going 
manner. Do not cross him, and do not think that he does not see through a lot of foolishness 

among the people who work for him. This character reminds one of Bill Clinton in the 
United States and Tony Blair in the United Kingdom. Both were known as affable politicians 

but quite tough when it came to political fights. Bill Clinton taking on the "vast right wing 

conspiracy" as was once decried by his wife Hillary, and Tony Blair taking on an important 

wing of his own party during the Iraq crisis, are cases in point. 

The quality of being able to maintain the two sides (tough and soft} simultaneously is what 
has made Kikwete a successful politician and leader, It is also clear that he is an extremely 

intelligent individual who manages well the competition among his subordinates, Most 
importantly is the fact that he has perfected the art of not embarrassing his subordinates 

even though he might be cross with them, As a result, he has created an impressive cadre of 

followers and supporters who are extremely loyal to him, 

A typical example of this is the overwhelming support he got during the Presidential 

nomination process within the party in early 2005. It is clear that most of his political 
opponents were amazed at the Kikwete juggernaut, with his major opponents clearly 

standing no chance when the nomination process began. The most formidable candidates: 
Salim Ahmed Salim, John Malecela and Mark Mwandosya were all outplayed by Kikwete, 

primarily through his work in grassroots mobilization within the party. 

I theorize that the fact that his nomination for President was made by the sitting President 

Benjamin Mkapa is testimony to the fact that Mkapa himself saw the inevitability of 

Kikwete’s nomination, not that Mkapa was a super supporter of Kikwete; so better to jump 
on the train than to be left behind. Clearly the ten years that he spent as foreign minister 

had done little to diminish his position in the party, and his popularity among important 
constituencies within the party. As was reported to me by a former top diplomat from a 

neighboring country, when the diplomat met Kikwete for the first time, it was clear to the 

diplomat that Kikwete knew Tanzania well. As all smart politicians know, foreign affairs are 
the icing on the cake. If one aspires to be leader of his or her country, the job must be done 

at home. 

This is in stark contrast to many politicians who become ministers of foreign affairs in their 

respective countries. Many have a tendency to lose touch with the internal politics of their 
own countries. Fairly or unfairly, in the elections of 2005 in Tanzania, this was part of the 

criticism of the candidacy of Salim Ahmed Salim. Salim who had spent much of his adult life 

outside Tanzania as a diplomat in Egypt, India, China, New York and Addis Ababa, was 
portrayed by his political opponents (not by Kikwete though} as elitist, and out of touch 

with Tanzanian normal life. As we all know now, Salim did not make it as a Presidential 
nominee of his party. 

These are some of the issues that this political biography will attempt to capture. While the 
analysis will examine the political genius of Kikwete, it will also seek to analyze some of the 

issues that some people think constitute a major weakness of the President. For example, 

some of the common criticism about Kikwete is that like Mwalimu Julius Nyerere before 



him, he seems to have a big (and kind?) heart which makes him extremely reluctant to fire 
colleagues who abuse their office either through corruption or sheer incompetence. 
Nyerere was famously known for transferring misbehaving officials from one office, or 
position, to the next. The supposition is that Nyerere believed in the eternal goodness of 
people, and that given enough chances, people would invariably turn good, or redeem 
themselves. Thus under Nyerere, one would have to be a "mass murderer" to be let go. 

The question for Kikwete is whether he will follow Mwalimu Nyerere’s trait of forgiveness, 
and whether in reality and analytically, this trait constitutes a major political weakness 
which is bound to bring trouble to his Presidency down the road. But then in 2008 Kikwete 
showed that he could make tough decisions when he had to let go of his long tem friend 
Edward Lowassa who was implicated in a major corruption scandal. 

Nonetheless, the question of political toughness is extremely important because as I show 
in the analysis, Nyerere had the distinct advantage of being "father of the nation" so he 
wielded extraordinary power both morally and politically. One may think of a Nelson 
Mandela in post-apartheid South Africa in this regard. And even more significantly, Nyerere 
ruled the country as a one party state. In contrast, Kikwete is President in a multi party 
political system, and he is the fourth president since independence. He therefore does not 
possess the moral authority of a "founding father." Thus how he deals with incompetent 
people and/or those who are simply unreasonable will be a good test of the amount of 
power that Kikwete has. In his position, Kikwete has to be both tough and also be a good 
diplomat as he weaves his way through the political jungle. 

A note on name usage: President Kikwete is famously known to most Tanzanians by the 
two initials of his first and last name, ]akaya Kikwete. Thus there is only one ]K. As was the 
case with the first President of Tanzania, Julius Kambarage Nyerere who was fondly 
referred to as Mwalirnu (teacher), Tanzanians now refer to their President simply as ]K. 
Throughout this book, I have referred to President Kikwete as ]K unless the context 
required the use of his full name. 



Chapter One: the Early Years 

When JK took the oath of office to become the Fourth President of the United Republic of 
Tanzania on December xxxxx, 2005, it was the result of a remarkable political and personal 
journey. It is a journey that had begun from the small towns of Coast Region in Tanzania as 
a small boy, to active political life as a TANU/CCM party cadre, to the top diplomat 
representing his country as the Minister of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation. 
The taking of oath as President was thus a culmination of a long process that made all of his 
family, friends and acquaintances happy and proud. 

JK was born on October 7th 1950 at a village called Msoga in Bagamoyo district, Coast 
Region of Tanzania. Msoga village is xxxxx miles from the town of Bagamoyo which JK now 
calls his hometown. Bagamoyo where JK grew up and spent quite a bit of his childhood is a 
quiet, others would say a lazy town on the coast of Tanzania, located twenty five miles east 
of Dar es Salaam, the biggest city in the country, and also its main commercial 
center. Bagamoyo is also known as a nice attractive historical city for foreign tourists to 
visit, or for Dar es Salaam residents to visit over the weekend after a long week at work. 

According to the latest census, the current population of Bagamoyo is 60,000. The 
relatively small number of people who call Bagamoyo their home contributes to its 
attraction as a weekend destination for many Dar es Salaam residents who have seen their 
own city grow from a population of about S00,000 in 1975 to the current estimated 
population of four million. Bagamoyo has become a refuge from the hustle and bustle of the 
big city. 

Bagamoyo has not always been a small quiet, lazy town. As historians and anthropologists 
have demonstrated, in the middle of the 19th century with a booming slave trade covering 
the present countries of Tanzania, the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), Uganda 
and Zambia, Bagamoyo became a major transshipment center for slaves and ivory to 
Zanzibar, the Arabian peninsular and beyond. Historical records show that by the time 
Sultan Seyyid Said moved his capital from Muscat, Oman to Zanzibar in 1832 to take 
advantage of the expanding trade in slaves, cloves and ivory on the East Coast of Africa, 
Bagamoyo was already a flourishing town, catering to traders to and from Zanzibar. 

Bagamoyo’s proximity to Zanzibar, a mere 25 miles, made it an ideal place to play the 
important role of being one of the key trading links between Zanzibar and the mainland. As 
can be expected, the long historical connection between Zanzibar, Bagamoyo and the 
Arabian peninsular, a connection that goes back as many as 1800 years, has had a profound 
effect on the culture of the people who live around Bagamoyo. 

Most local residents of Bagamoyo belong to the Wakwera ethnic/linguistic group. ]K 
proudly identifies himself as a Mkwera. According to the census of 1977, people who 
identified themselves as Wakwera numbered 100,000. The 1977 census was the last 
census in Tanzania where ethnic identification was part of the data collection, which means 
that any numbers given as to how many Wakwera exist today would be mere speculation. 
However, there are some general observations which can be made about the Wakwera as 
an ethnic or linguistic group---one of the more than 120 such groups in Tanzania. 



In terms of religion, most Wakwera are Muslims, reflecting the long historical connection 
between Bagamoyo, Zanzibar, and the rest of coastal east Africa, and the Arabian 
peninsular. According to Kikwera legend, Wakwera first moved to Bagamoyo 

having come from ........ Because of the lack of any written historical record, much of 
this history can safely be categorized as mythical history, as much of oral tradition is. What 
is important, however, is that the Wakwera themselves believe in this narrative, and it is 
central to the interpretation of their existence. 

The importance of this mythological history was made vivid through the long conversation 

I had with Mzee xxxxx one of the oldest residents of Bagamoyo and considered by many to 
be the local custodian of Wakwera History. According to Mzee xxxx the best way to 

understand Wakwera is to xxxxxx 

Significantly, like many coastal peoples in East Africa, but more so coastal people in 
Tanzania, Wakwera are a result of long term interaction among many different coastal 
peoples. According to John Middleton and xxxxxx, there is a long historical tradition of the 
interaction between coastal Africans and peoples from the Arabian peninsular resulting in 
the development and evolution of a Swahili culture which is found along the East African 
coast. The geographic span of this region is southern Somalia as the north end, and Sofala, 
Mozambique as the south end. The authors Mark Horton and John Middleton in their 
influential historical and anthropological study The Swahili: The Social Landscape of a 
Mercantile Society describe these coastal people as the Swahili (Waswahili), which turns 
out to be both a set of people and a culture: 

"Swahili society comprises many ethnically defined elements that together form a 
single 

entity basically defined as Muslim and as speaking dialects of Kiswahili. They 

include 

fairly 
include groups that may loosely be referred to as indigenous and others whose 

places 

of 

recent ancestors were immigrants from Arabia. The elements are named, have 

different and complementary economic and political roles and hold varying 

in the overall system of social stratification. 

The various groups that inhabit the coast each see their history largely in terms 

especially 

are 

genealogy, of presumed or claimed descent from a founding ancestor and 

from an original homeland. Some of these claims are historically justified, others 



not. Genealogies are not always statements of actual ancestry but validations of 

present authority and position: descent and kinship are socially defined and 
measured 

for validation of status and may not be biologically or historically true." p 17 

Wakwera, along with many other coastal peoples including groups such as Wazaramo, 
Wadengereko, Warufiji, etc fall into this category. Nonetheless it is important to note that 
each group still identifies itself as separate linguistically from the others. The cosmopolitan 
Swahili influence on the cultures of all these coastal people however, is obvious, profound, 
and inescapable. Still, they give powerful testimony to the notion of "imagined 
communities" as competently argued by Benedict Anderson in his masterpiece study with a 
similar title. 

The proximity of Bagamoyo to Zanzibar and its location as a coastal town had one other 

important historical significance for contemporary Tanzania. It was one of the first major 

towns in Tanganyika (mainland Tanzania) to be occupied by Germany as a colonial power 
in Tanganyika. Tanganyika was the biggest country in German East Africa with the 

systematic occupation of the country beginning on the east coast. Germans established a 

government post in Bagamoyo and eventually made Bagamoyo their territorial capital for a 
while. The Germans stayed in Bagamoyo until their departure after losing World War I to 

the Allied powers. 

German colonial rule was replaced by the British who administered Tanganyika as a 

Trusteeship Territory of the League of Nations (~19 ~19-~1945), and later as a Mandate 
Territory of the United Nations (~1945-~196~1), following World War II. By ~1950, Bagamoyo 
as a town had already experienced several major historical events: the tremendous 

influence of Arab trade, the Islamization of the population, the brief by profound colonial 
occupation by Germany, and finally, British colonial rule. 

It was in this world, and in this context that ]K was born on that significant day in 1950. ]K’s 
very old aunt Mama xxxxxxx who might have been born in 1900 remembers that day as a 
day which was ...... (Easy or difficult pregnancy?)lK was the second child of Mzee Khalfan 
Mrisho Kikwete and Mama Asha Binti ]umbe. As was the norm in those days, particularly 
in Wakwera society, IK was born in a polygamous family, lK’s mother was one of the 
younger wives of Mzee Khalfan Mrisho Kikwete. (ADD WHAT ]K MAY WANT KNOWN 
ABOUT THE FAMILY)The whole family lived in a single compound which had (several basic 
houses). 

By the time ]K was born, his father was already forty seven (47)years old, while his mother 
was....years old, reflecting the practice of many ethnic groups in Tanzania where the 
husband was usually older than the wife. ]K’s parents had met through ..... They both 
came from well established families in the community. Dad was from the .... family which 
had been long established residents of Bagamoyo. ]K’s paternal grandfather had ..... his 
parental grandmother ...... His maternal grandfather ..... Maternal grandmother .... Both sides 
of the family had ..... 



By local standards, JK’s parents were economically well off. His father was born on January 
30th 1913, just before the outbreak of World War I at a village called Kifreta in Bagamoyo 
district. He attended Talawanda Primary School which was one of the British colonial 
schools around Bagamoyo. As was customary during that time, attaining primary education 
was adequate for someone to be employed by the colonial government. Thus, soon after 
completing primary studies at Talawanda, in 197777 Mzee Khalfan Mrisho Kikwete was 
employed as a clerk at district headquarters in Bagamoyo. 

(FOLLOW DAD’S CAREER)and later was trained as a government magistrate at ....... He 
subsequently worked as a local magistrate in various locations in Bagamoyo district 
between 19 ..... and 19. In 19 he was transferred to (Tanga???) as a (District 
Commissioner??) where he stayed until 195 when he was transferred to xxxx in 
anticipation of Tanganyika’s independence in 1961. At the time of Tanganyika’s 
independence, there were very few educated people who could take over the 
administration of the new country after the departure of British colonial officials. As a 
result, educated people like Mzee Kikwete were in extremely high demand. His first job in 
the independent government of Tanganyika was xxxxx. Continue with DAD’s career. 

Mzee Khalfan Mrisho Kikwete retired from government service in 1972, the year JK joined 
the University of Dar es Salaam as a first year student. By Tanzanian standards, and 
arguably by any African standards for people of his generation, Mzee Khalfan lived a rich 
and fulfilling life. He had been born in the last years of German colonial rule, went to school 
and worked for the British colonial government, rising to the coveted post of District 
Commissioner, the highest position expected of "native" Africans. After independence in 
1961, he was appointed to various government posts including that of Deputy Minister of 
Health (1965-1967), Regional Commissioner of Kilimanjaro (1967-...), and as Secretary of 
the Permanent Commission of Inquiry (19 .... ). 

The fact that ]K grew up in a household where his father was not just an authority figure at 
home, but commanded societal respect as a government official for at least three decades, 
left an indelible mark on him. From early on, ]K figured that with long-term strategic 
thinking and planning, much could be accomplished, but it would be a tremendous stretch 
to say that even at an early age, he thought about one day running for, and actually 
becoming, President of Tanzania. 

JK’s Mom Mama Asha Binti Jumbe was a beautiful woman who had captured the heart of 
Mzee Kikwete from the first time he laid his eyes on her. According to ]K’s aunt, Mama 
xxxxx, Mzee Kikwete’s courtship of Mama xxxx went like this ............. 

The fact that from early on Mzee Kikwete worked for the government meant that JK’s life 
was not the typical life of a youngster growing up among the Wakwere people around 
Bagamoyo. To begin with, ]K moved with his parents to xxxxx where his father had been 
posted as a magistrate. ]K’s own reflection of those early days indicate that he was aware in 
some fashion of the difference between his station in life and that of the rest of the kids he 
played with in the neighborhood. 



First, his playing buddies’ parents made sure that their kids understood the hierarchy of 
authority and power in the community, even though neither ]K nor his father went about 
broadcasting that fact. If anything, Mzee Kikwete wanted to make sure that his children 
followed the traditional protocol of deference to age, with community standards of respect 
for elders maintained rigorously. 

Besides being appropriate training for his own children, Mzee Kikwete’s insistence on 
following traditional protocol also meant that his own job as magistrate was made easier 
by following well established local community standards on matters that were purely local. 
His principal job challenge was to balance local standards of societal governance with the 
demands of the colonial government which sought to operate a generalized system of 
administration throughout the country. By all accounts Mzee Kikwete was an expert at this 
balancing act, hence his continued success as a government administrator even in the post 
independence period. 

How did he manage to feed the family? What were the most profound influences in his life? 

What part did religion play in his life? How did he relate to the community? Was the 

coming of the Germans a blessing or a problem? The British? How did he adjust/cope with 
the rapidly changing social/cultural and economic milieu? Did he have a sense of a wider 

world, or was his life confined to Bagamoyo? Any relationship with Zanzibar? How did 
handle family life? What was the relationship with some of his relatives? General 

improvement in his economic life? How was he affected by WWII? What did he do during 

the war? 

How did ]K begin to develop as a young child? What was the relationship between him and 
his siblings? Was he beginning to develop favorites? Who of the parents seemed to be there 
most of the time? Did this make any difference? How was the socialization process? Any 
significant happening early in life? Religious education? What did ]K get from this religious 
education? Traumatic experience? What difficulties at home? How did he perceive his 
relationship to the parents? Who made the decision to send ]K to school? What had been 
the education decision making process regarding the siblings? Were boys favored over 
girls? Did this have any impact in the family? Was it an economic based decision? 

All these experiences were crucial to the development of ]K as a young person within the 
context of a changing Tanzania. Life at home was quite ordered, courtesy of the presence of 
a strong father figure whom ]K adored. Mzee Khalfani’s death was simply devastating for 
]K. At one point ]K had thought that his father would live long enough to see him become 
President of Tanzania. ]K knew that his father knew the significance of such a position not 
only individually to the person who becomes President, but for the broader political 
impact. Mzee Khalfani had been at the center of historical developments at the time of 
Tanzania’s independence in 1961. ]K recalled that on December 9th 1961, the day of 
independence, his father did xxxxxxx. 

(WHERE WAS ]K WHEN HE GOT WORD HIS FATHER WAS DEAD???)Mzee Khalfan Kikwete 
died on August 8th 1998.His death was devastating to ]K. Throughout his student and 



professional life, JK had sought advice and guidance from his father. To JK, the old man 
always stood ten feet tall, even after ]K had made it on his own as a high government 
official and even running for President of the country and barely missing it. The fact that 
the old man died before he became President was not really the issue for ]K, but rather he 
felt cheated in the sense that the person in whom he could confide his deepest and 
innermost thoughts was gone. It is true that ]K had managed to have a collection of good 
and trusted friends, but they were no substitute for the old man. 

The day the old man was buried, JK told a friend that he felt xxxxxxxxxx. (BURIED 

WHERE)?????? 

Mama Asha Binti Jumbe, JK’s mother died on June ist 1999, ten months after Mzee 
Khalfani’s death. (WHERE WAS IK ON THIS DAYT)))))))Mama Asha’s death was as difficult 
to ]K as the death of his father. In a fundamental way, the two people he had known his 
whole life, and had been closest to his whole life were now gone. From then on, he was 
going to face the world with people he had met as as an adult, and this included his wife 
Salma. As a measure of his loss when his mother died, ]K DID WHAT77777Buried 
WHERE7777 

]K’s Family life 

When did ]K get married? 

(HIS FIRST WIFE) 

(HIS CHILDREN) 

(HIS SECOND WIFE) 

(HIS CHILDREN) 

(SALMA’S PARENTS: ALIVE OR DEAD?) What role do they still play in her life? 

Over the years, how has he been able to balance the demanding life of a politician with his 
family life? How integral to his political life is the family? 

Salma Kikwete was born on xxxxxx in xxxxx Coast Region of Tanzania. Her parents xxxxx 
and xxxxx were xxxxx. Salma was the xxxxx child. Her siblings? Her family life was (xxx 
easy? Difficult?) Her early life was xxxx. What kind of community did she grow up in? What 
did the neighbors think of the family? Salma went to school at age xxxx. She attended 
xxxxxx schools. Secondary School? What did her friends remember about her and about her 
earlier life? What kind of student as she? How about her teachers? What did she want to 
become after school? Did she always want to be a teacher? How was her first job? What 
kind on insecurities did she have? What kind of life experiences shaped her views about 
life? About Family? About Friendship? Who have been her friends? How political was she as 
a young woman? What are his reflections about meeting IK? What was the attraction? 

The JK and Salma marriage has been an interesting union of two strong-willed, determined 
and principled people. From early on in their marriage (what kind of 



understanding/agreement did they seem to have about their relationship? How did JK view 

his wife’s professional interests? How did Salma view her husband’s professional interests? 
What have been her complaints? 

(As evidence of her support for her husband’s political ambition) In 1995, what was 
Salma’s reaction to ]K running for President7 What was her reaction to his not getting it7 
How does/did she explain it then7 Looking back what are her thoughts about that period7 
How did she handle the ten years when her husband was foreign minister7 Did she have in 
mind that 2005 was going to be the year where her husband would make another run for 
the Presidency7 How was the discussion about running for President handled in the family7 
How much involvement did she have7 

Regardless of how the decision to run for President was made, Salma’s participation and 
involvement in the election campaign was total. Officially CCM assigned her the task of 

xxxxxx. She knew going in that the campaigning period was not going to be easy and that 
she would be seeing her husband less and less. The anticipation was that between the time 

of the nomination and the scheduled time of the election at the end of October, he would 
spend less than 2 days in a week at home, sometimes the anticipation was that ]K would 
not come home for a couple of weeks. (Who took care of the kids? Ages???) 

As ]K said in his inaugural speech at the National Stadium on December 21, 2005, Salma 
proved to be a tenacious campaigner. In thanking his family for their support during the 
campaign, ]K said: "I should like to recognize and thank my family- the immediate family 
and the extended family...I thank you my wife, Salma. You surprised me by proving a 
formidable politician and campaigner in your own right." In a broader political sense, and 
in an African comparative sense, ]K’s statement is quite revealing. For most African 
politicians, and particularly Heads of States, their wives have generally played a minor role 
in campaigns. As a rule, the wives showed up at inauguration ceremonies or at State House 
dinners, but not playing an active role in political campaigns. 

The statement by ]K indicates that at the beginning of the Presidential campaign, he may 
have thought that Salma would play the passive role of an African politician’s wife. 
Obviously she had other ideas. She confided to her friends that xxxxxx. Deep in her mind 
she saw this as a real partnership, and she was going to make sure that she provides full 
support for her husband. She was also going to be his protector, and biggest supporter. 

Thus Salma reminds one of the fairly strong wives of Western politicians who are always 

part and parcel of their husbands’ political careers. Cherie Blair, Laura Bush and Teresa 

Heinz Kerry come to mind in this regard. In the political campaigns of their husbands, these 
women have served as fine ambassadors for their husbands when it was politically 

convenient. But in some cases the role has not been without controversy. Teresa Heinz 

Kerry’s remarks about not knowing what Laura Bush did with her time, or what Laura’s 
profession was before her husband ran for President, was interpreted as being 

condescending to the wife of her husband’s political rival. Teresa may have cost her 
husband a few thousand votes because of that statement. 



In the context of Africa, political wives are now gaining prominence, although not 
necessarily in the most positive manner. Infact, in some cases, they have become liabilities. 
Terrible stories have been reported about the power and influence that some wives have 
had on their husbands in terms of corruption and accumulation of ill gotten wealth. Or, the 
poor judgement shown by some wives in terms of taking on journalists if they were 
perceived to be negatively reporting on their husbands. 

The incident involving Mrs Lucy Kibaki in Kenya, comes to mind. It was reported that one 
night Mrs Kibaki walked into the offices of the Daily Nation, one of the leading newspapers 
in Kenya and held reporters hostage for several hours. It was a big scandal in Kenya at the 
time and substantially damaged the reputation of President Kibaki. She was not much of a 
help when she entangled with another Daily Nation reporter in the last weeks of the 
Presidential elections in 2005. 

So the record of political wives has been quite mixed in Africa. The question is going to be 
how political wives conduct themselves from this point forward. If Salma Kikwete is any 
guide to what the future may forebode, the prospects are quite positive. Since the election 
of her husband, she has carried herself in public with tremendous class. Very frequently, 
Salma has made public appearances on her own, without being accompanied by her 
husband. As an example, in February 2008 she toured several districts in Coast Region to 
inspect development projects. By all accounts, she has been a fine representative of her 
husband, and also a stark contrast to previous first ladies who ventured out on their own 
very rarely. 

How have Tanzania women generally responded to Salma’s very public participation in her 
husband’s political agenda? Interview: TGNP, Tanzania Women Lawyers, Women at the 
University. What are the dangers inherent in an activist First Lady? Positive for Tanzania 
women? It is still an unpaid position, and yet she really cannot get a job outside of State 
House ........ (COMMENTS FROM TANZANIAN WOMEN). 



Chapter Two: the Education of]K 

For JK’s generation, going to school and getting an education meant that one had to go to 
colonial schools. But then it was never automatic that school age children would 
automatically go to school. At the end of colonial rule in Tanganyika, only xxxxx% of school 
age children were enrolled in school. However, given his father’s background and influence, 
there was never a doubt that ]K would go to school when the time came. (Did the old man 
talk to him about school777777) 

Msoga Primary School (195{{-1961) 

January 1st, 1958 was a big day for young ]K. For several months he had pestered his father 
about going to school. His experience in the religious school had been positive. He had been 
a good student at the religious school but he realized from a very early age, perhaps 
because of having seen his father go to work every morning, that it would be necessary for 
him to graduate quickly from the religious school to one that was secular. His siblings had 
come home with books. He especially admired his older brother ....... ]K began reading at 
age .... His brother recalled that ]K’s earliest interest in books began when he read the 
book: (Name). The minute he picked it up, the boy simply could not put the book down. 

On that January day, he walked (distance) to Msoga Primary School in Bagamoyo district. 
There was no more excited young boy than ]K. Among the friends he started Standard One 
with were his friends XXXXXXXXXXXXX Recalling that day, XXXXXXXsaid: we were .... ]K 
was...I was .... Significantly, Standard One teacher was Mwalimu XXXXXXX.Mwalimu 
XXXXXXX had taught at ...Primary School since. He was known as ..... with tremendous 
respect in the community, a tradition of respect for teachers in Tanzania which was 
particularly reflected in later years in the reference to the first president of the country, 
Julius K Nyerere who himself had been a teacher. He was simply known as Mwalimu. To 
this day, Mwalimu is a standard shortcut when Tanzanians make reference to the first 
President. 

]K’s experience in primary school was quite positive. His friends recall that he was a very 
good student although he might himself dispute that. ]K’s own recollection is that ..... 
Nonetheless ]K went through primary school and passed with flying colors. It is important 
to recall that in colonial Tanganyika, primary school pupils were expected to write a 
national examination at the end of Standard Four. The purpose of the national examination 
was to determine who would move on to Middle School, a coveted opportunity which was 
available to only a few select students. The colonial system had not built enough schools to 
accommodate the enormous demand for schools in the country. When ]K took the Standard 
Four National examination in 1967, there were XXXXMiddle Schools in Coast Region .... 

Middle School xxxxxxxxx (Lugoba Middle School, 1962-1965) 

Secondary School xxxxxxxxx (Kibaha Secondary School, 1966-1970) 

High School xxxxxxxxxxxxxx(Tanga Secondary S chool, 1970-1971) 



National Service xxxxxxxxxx 1972 

University xxxxxxxxxxxWhen ]K arrived at the University of Dar es Salaam in July 1972, he 
pretty much knew what he wanted to study, and was prepared for it. The structure of 
studies at the University of Dar es Salaam at that time, allowed a student in the social 
sciences to take general courses in the first year, but quickly move on to specialization 
during the second year. ]K had already decided that he wanted to major in economics, a 
subject in which he had excelled during his years in High School at Kibaha. But for ]K 
economics was not just an interesting academic subject. It meant more to him. At an early 
stage in his academic life, he became convinced that economics provided a window into 
many of the development problems he had observed as a young man moving around in 
different parts of the country with his father. 

For example, until fairly recently he noted that He began to have an appreciation for 
poverty when he was in Tanga xxxxxxx and in xxxxxx. As we will see later, these were 
some of the reasons which made him become actively involved in TANU Party matters as a 
TANU Youth League activist in High School and at University. 

JK joined the University at a turning point for the University both academically and 
ideologically. The University had just been established as an independent University after 

the break up of the University of East Africa (associated with London University) in 1970. 
The University of East Africa had consisted of the University Colleges of Dar es Salaam in 

Tanzania, Nairobi in Kenya, and the oldest of them all, Makerere in Uganda. The breakup of 

the University of East Africa was partly a reflection of the differences in development 
philosophy that was emerging among the East African countries. While Kenya stood firmly 

for capitalist development, Tanzania, through the Arusha Declaration had decided that 

Socialism and Self Reliance was going to be its preferred mode of development. 

The decision to follow the socialist mode of development had great implications for the 
education system, from primary school to University. The key policy document on 

education was the TANU Party document called Education for Self Reliance. The key 

elements of the policy were: xxxxxxxx 

At the University of Dar es Salaam, the Arusha Declaration led to the attraction of the 

University as a destination for left leaning and progressive foreign scholars who saw 
"socialist" Tanzania as the perfect opportunity for an underdeveloped African country to 

transform itself into a developed country, whose development profile would be radically 
different from other African and Third World countries whose development experience 

from colonial times had been for the benefit of Western countries as opposed to that of 

their own people. The favorite countries being touted as good examples to emulate at that 
time included the Peoples Republic of China, Cuba, Yugoslavia and Vietnam. Tanzania was 

seen as the country in Africa that would be able to join this dynamic group of countries. 

Ofcourse after a while, the assessment about most of these countries has changed radically. 

The Peoples Republic of China is now socialist in name only, having embraced the capitalist 
path of development since Deng Tsiao Ping’s reforms in 1978. In Cuba, the death of Fidel 



Castro and the succession by xxxxxxx coupled with tremendous pressure from the United 
States has led to the adjustment of policy, although Cuba remains one of the leading 
centralized political systems in the world, with the attempt to keep most of the positive 
aspects of the 19 $9 socialist revolution. 

After the death of President Josef Tito in 1978, Yugoslavia has since disintegrated into 
several countries and the country saw some of the worst atrocities and violation of human 
rights in the 20th Century. Lastly, Vietnam, the country of Ho Chi Minh, ne of the greatest 
revolutionary leaders of the 20th Century which inspired a whole generation of anti- 
imperialist struggles through the American involvement in South East Asia is now one of 
the emerging capitalist states in the world. 

The foreign scholars who came to the University of Dar es Salaam during this time included 
the famous Guyanese historian Walter Rodney who wrote perhaps the most popular book 

on the relationship between Africa and the West called How Europe Underdeveloped Africa. 

The book was written while Rodney was at the University of Dar es Salaam. Other left 

scholars at the University included the Hungarian economist Tamas Zsentes, author of The 

Political Economy of Underdevelopment; the Guyanese economist Clive Thomas, author of 
xxxxxxxxx; the English economist Andrew Coulson, author of Tanzania: A Political 

Economy; and the Dutch economist, Marc Wuyts. Those who taught politics included John 
Saul (Canada); Lionel Cliffe (England); Claude Ake (Nigeria); and Yash Tandon (Uganda). 

These were exciting times at the University where critical questions of development were 
being asked by faculty, but they were also exciting times for students who were part of the 

general critical inquiry on development. Students were also part of the larger world of 

socialist development policy of the Tanzanian government which was trying to implement 
policies in critical areas such as agriculture, education and health. This is the world in 

which JK found himself in 1972 when he joined the University. 

Reflecting on this period several decades later, JK said that the faculty who really 
influenced his thinking in economics were the Tanzanian economist the late Justinian 
Rweyemamu who wrote the influential book on challenges of Tanzania’s industrial 
development called Perverse Capitalist Development in Tanzania, and the two other 
economists mentioned earlier, Andrew Coulson and Marc Wuyts. 

The progressive economists brought academic and analytical rigor to JK’s own experience 
with underdevelopment through High School study of economics, and his travels and life 

experiences wherever he had lived in Tanzania. (Discuss with JK how this process 

unfolded). 

I managed to talk to Andrew Coulson in (month????2008) for this project and asked him if 

he remembered teaching JK at University. After leaving the University of Dar es Salaam in 
1978, Coulson had gone back to England and taught at the Universities of Birmingham and 

xxxxxxx. In 2008 he was retired and living in xxxxxx. His reaction was quite remarkable 

XXXXXXX. 



After leaving the University of Dar es Salaam in xxxxxx, Marc Wuyts went back to his native 
Holland, and taught at the University of xxxxxx before retiring. Dr Wuyts also recalled 
XXXXXXXXX. 

The comments of Coulson and Wuyts, ]K’s economics teachers at the University of Dar es 
Salaam do suggest something that would be of interest to anyone interested in the 
leadership qualities of ]K. These comments would seem to tall with observations made by 
others within the contest of the Party in terms of having a critical eye on the social 
condition of regular Tanzania’s who may be left out of the country’s development boat. 

As we will see later, ]K’s commitment to TANU, and his leadership at the University Branch 
of the PartyXXXXX. 



Chapter Three: JK the Party Cadre 

As JK was considering a run for President on CCM’s ticket in early 2005, his principal 
opponents included CCM stalwarts such as John Samuel Malecela, former Prime Minister 
and former minister of foreign affairs, who at that time served as CCM’s Deputy Chairman; 
Salim Ahmed Salim, former Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Defense and a longtime 
Tanzania Ambassador to the United Nations who was Chairman of the Mwalimu Nyerere 
Foundation and who had recently returned home after serving as Secretary General of the 
Organization of African Unity (OAU) for ten years; Dr Mark Mwandosya, former lecturer at 
the University of Dar es Salaam who at the time of the nomination process was minister of 
Energy and Minerals; and Frederick Sumaye, who at the time of the nomination was 
completing his tenth year as Prime Minister of Tanzania under President Benjamin Mkapa. 

I remember in early 2005, talking to Professor Daudi Mukangara, an old friend of mine of 
nearly forty years, who in recent times served as the Tanzania Country Director of the 
NEPAD’s African Peer Review Mechanism. Daudi is as a keen political observer as I have 
encountered in Tanzania, with political knowledge of Tanzania’s electoral system through 
his work with REDET, the University of Dar es Salaam’s Research XXXXXXXX. Sitting in his 
living room at the University of Dar es Salaam, we were discussing Tanzanian politics and 
the impending general elections slated for the end of October 2005. Naturally, the 
conversation gravitated towards the topic of who would be the most likely person to be 
nominated by CCM. Given the dynamics of politics in Tanzania, especially CCM’s dominance 
of politics, everyone in the country understood that CCM’s nominee would become the next 
President of the country. 

After about an hour of such discussion, Daudi, in his calm, and sometimes exceedingly 
irritating deliberate voice, stated as a matter of fact: Look, CCM is going to nominate ]K as 
its Presidential candidate, and the reason is simple. Of all the people who are running, ]K is 
the only real party man in the classic sense. Daudi reminded me that of all the names being 
mentioned, only ]K had risen through the party ranks, and had begun his career from the 
bottom to become perhaps, the most popular politician in CCM, if not the country. Frankly, 
Daudi concluded, if you take the criteria of party membership, loyalty and longevity as the 
basis for nomination, ]K is the most qualified of them all. He knows every single person 
who matters in the party. He also knows all the delegates from the regions by their first 
name, and he will win for that reason. 

Daudi also reminded me of the old course he and I had taken at the University of Dar es 

Salaam as undergraduates called Political Parties and Organizations in which we studied 

how people become leaders of their parties, proceeded to give one other reason why 
Kikwete would be CCM’s nominee. He stated that the common people in Tanzania were 

quite angry with the way Tanzanian society had turned out in the last twenty years, the 
years after Nyerere’s retirement. While almost everybody in the country understood that 

some of Nyerere’s policies had not worked, most of them had simply not expected the 

government to essentially repudiate everything that Nyerere had stood for within such a 
short period of time after his retirement as President. 



The sharp class differences, and the economic inequality growing in the country as a result 
of economic reform and privatization was tearing society apart, and CCM was afraid that if 
the presidential nominee of the party was seen to be one who would continue the policies 
of the Third Phase (1995-2005), there might be a revolt in the party. CCM at this critical 
juncture in its development was not going to take any chances. Daudi’s statement has 
resonated with me since that time. In this chapter I seek to trace ]K’s involvement in the 
party, and critically assess Daudi’s observation that ]K is the quintassetial party 
man. At independence, ]K joined the Youth League of Tanganyika African National Union 
(TANU). He officially joined the Youth League in 196xxx while he was a student at XXXX 
Secondary School. (Why did he join7 How did he join7 How were party activities 
conducted7 Strong party presence7 Full devotion or youthful fun7 When did he begin to 
take the Party seriously7 High School7 National Service7 University7 

]K’s first job out of the University in March 1975 was as xxxx in Singida Region in Central 
Tanzania. Singida is one of the most underdeveloped regions of Tanzania. In 1975, Singida 
town, the regional headquarters had less than xxxxx people. It was not a very attractive 
town to say the least. The main shopping center consisted of fewer than xxxx shops. One 
could still see goats and cows roaming freely close to "downtown." For someone who had 
lived in Dar es Salaam for the previous xxxxx years, a party posting to Singida should have 
been considered as one of the most difficult assignments imaginable, especially for 
someone who might have had several job options in government in Dar es Salaam with a 
BA degree in economics. 

As late as 1980, graduates of the University of Dar es Salaam only went upcountry of their 
own volition, lobs in the big cities of Dar es Salaam, Mwanza or Arusha were still plentiful. 
But still ]K went to Singida to take up his post as xxxxx. 

What were the motivations for ]K taking up the job and agreeing to be sent to Singida? Was 
it a calculation on his part that the posting was a test by the party bosses who wanted to 
see his level of commitment to the party7 What did he think would ultimately be his fate if 
he had resisted such a posting7 It would be unrealistic to suppose that ]K himself never 
seriously thought about his first job in Singida xxxxx. He roughed it out. 

In Singida, his principal responsibilities as xxxxx were to xxxxx. He worked directly under 
xxxx. ( Original Boss alive or dead7 Co-workers available7 How does he himself recall that 
experience7 What valuable lessons did he learn from that experience7 What was the down 
side of such an appointment7 The upside7 Accomplishments7 Failures7 What did his father 
think of the career path he was embarking on7 

JK was in Singida for a total of xxxx years. 



Chapter XXXXXX: JK Running for President, 1995 

As we have seen, right after graduation, JK accepted a job as a Party official. Because of his 
education and background, he rose very quickly within the party. From his initial post as 
xxxx in Singida, he moved on to Zanzibar to become xxxx. By the time he decided to seek 
the nomination of his party to run for President in 1995 he had served in at least 
xxxxpositions, ranging from the Party itself, the Tanzania Peoples Defense Forces, and as 
Government minister in two ministries; Minerals, Energy and xxxx, and Finance. By any 
standards he was a highly qualified candidate to run for the highest position in the land. 

Before analyzing ]K’s first run for President, it is important to present the political 
economic context under which the 1995 elections were held, and the significance of those 
elections for the future of ]K’s political life and leadership. As noted earlier, ]K chose to join 
the party as one of the new cadres recruited by TANU, the ruling party. TANU had 
embarked on a strategy to change the perception and attitudes among many educated 
youth in Tanzania that Party work was for the less educated. This was a perception that the 
Party had tried to overcome since 1966 when students from the University of Dar es 
Salaam demonstrated in the middle of the City, demanding special privileges from the 
government. 

The government did not budge. Instead, the students were expelled from the University 
and ordered to return to their mostly rural homes by Julius Nyerere, Chancellor of the 
University, and President of the country. The President could do this because all students at 
the University were on government scholarship, and fully dependent of the government’s 
largesse. In a broad view of what a newly independent African country needed from its 
educated class, Nyerere was of the opinion that there should not be too great a social 
distance between the educated class and the common person in the street. As leader of 
both the Party and Government, he had observed a growing social and economic gap 
between these sets of people in Tanzania, a trend that that to him signified political 
problems down the road. Significantly, he thought that the educated class needed to be 
fully engaged with issues that were of concern to the workers and peasants of the country, 
who at that time constituted over 9S percent of the country’s population. The 1966 
University turmoil was seen by Nyerere as a clear example of the undesirable trend in the 
country. 

Arguably, the Arusha Declaration of February 1967 could be seen as Nyerere’s answer to 
the economic underdevelopment of Tanzania. In relation to the 1966 problem with the 
University students, the Arusha declaration was supposed to usher in an ideology, and a 



policy of socialism and self-reliance. The policy of Socialism and Self-Reliance was to be the 
country’s collective answer to the problem of underdevelopment. In the Arusha Declaration 
famously authored by Nyerere himself, the party adopted the following principles: 

(HERE ARUSHA DECLARATION) 

The collective answer however was to be supplemented by individual responsibility, 
especially on the part of the few highly educated people in society. This individual 
responsibility was supposed to be in the reduction of salaries at the time of graduation, and 
the introduction of National Service as a compulsory obligation for anybody who graduated 
from high school, technical training, or University. Fundamentally, the idea was to 
psychologically bridge the gap between the haves and those who did not have much in 
terms of material wealth. 

Nyerere’s reasoning was also influenced by the fact that after independence, he had 
instituted a system of free education from secondary school all the way to University for 

students who had managed to pass all the National Examinations. Reduced salaries, and 

National Service were seen as a way for the few privileged to pay back to society the 
enormous sacrifice that the country had made in investing in the education of these few 

people in society. Under Nyerere, the gap in pay between the highest and lowest paid civil 

servants was considerably reduced. 

While it is true that Nyerere worked hard to ensure the prominence of the Party in 
Tanzania’s political life, including the making of TANU as a de jure single party in the 

country, it would be an exaggeration to suggest that the educated class really saw Party 

work as important and as significant as their own professional endeavors. Thus Party work 
still remained in the hands of Party stalwarts whose connection to TANU went back to the 

later years of colonialism, and the early years of independence. 

It would be unrealistic to think that ]K was not disappointed for not becoming the nominee 
of his party to run for President in the first multi-party elections in Tanzania since 1965. He 
had conducted a spirited campaign within the party ranks. His principal campaign message 
was the need to inject new, younger blood in the party after ten years of political and 
economic rehabilitation of the country under President All Hassan Mwinyi. We must recall 
that President Julius Kambarage Nyerere had retired from the presidency in October 1985. 
There is considerable debate in Tanzania as to the main reason President Nyerere stepped 
down, including the thought that Nyerere himself was simply tired of the responsibility of 
running the country, a task he had performed admirably -although not without 
controversy- since the country’s independence on December 9, 1961. 

Few people recall that when Tanzania (Tanganyika) became independent and Nyerere 
became Prime Minister, he was only thirty nine (39) years old. When he stepped down in 
October 1985, he was sixty three (63) years old. Twenty four years is a long time to be in 
power. In the last five yeas of Nyerere’s presidency, the economy of Tanzania had 
significantly deteriorated. Again, there is considerable controversy as to the main reasons 
for the decline of the economy, but the most cited reasons include the rise in the price of oil 



in 1974 and 1980 which put enormous pressure on Tanzania’s capacity to generate enough 
foreign currency for development purposes. 

The war with Uganda was also another reason cited for the deterioration of the economy. 

In 1979, Tanzania had spent $500 million -a considerable amount of money at any time, 
but more so in 1979 with other economic issues to worry about- to defeat Idi Amin, the 

Uganda dictator. Draught has also been cited as a major reason for the deterioration of the 
economy, especially coupled with the policy of massive villagization (village 

collectivization) which had been instituted by Nyerere in the early 1970s. Villagization was 

a policy designed to collectivize Tanzania peasants into planned villages which were 
supposed to create a more dynamic environment for economic development. 

Nyerere’s rationale in creating Ujamaa villages was that under conditions of 
underdevelopment, with limited resources to distribute throughout the country, the only 

rational way for the government to address the problem was to collectivize peasants who 
were scattered across the country into well planned villages which would give the 

government the opportunity to maximize the opportunity cost for the limited resources 

available to it by spending it in well defined and organized villages. 

Initially, the idea was to create real "Ujamaa" villages where the move would be voluntary, 

and villagers would be ideologically committed to socialism. At least this was the thought 
between 1967 and 1972. By 1972 when Nyerere saw that the number of peasants who had 

voluntarily moved to Ujamaa villages was awfully small, forced villagization was instituted. 

Thus between 1972 and 1976, six million peasants in Tanzania’s countryside were forcibly 

moved to villages which were now called "development" villages as opposed to "Ujamaa" 

villages. The change in terminology was prompted by the fact that moving into these 

villages was no longer voluntary on the basis of a socialist ideology, but rather people were 

now being moved into these villages purely on the basis of the government’s development 
rationale. The principal argument of the government at that time was that it would be 

easier for the government to deliver the basic development needs -schools, health clinics, 
roads, etc--much more efficiently to collectivized villages as opposed to scattered ones. 

As has been extensively documented, the process ofvillagization severely disrupted 
production in rural Tanzania. One of the principal reasons given for this disruption was the 

lack of planning on the part of government bureaucrats who were supposed to implement 
the program. Among other things, government officials never took time to understand the 

local context of rural livelihoods. For example, in parts of Kisarawe district in Coast Region, 

peasants had lived much farther from the fields in the Rufiji river valley which they worked 
to grow rice, their main staple. Government officials saw this distance as a very inefficient 

way for these peasants work their fields and organize their lives for other economic 

activities. 

By the time these peasants had been moved either closer to the river or further away, 
considerable disruption had occurred for these peasants. Where these peasants had lived 
before had been determined by their knowledge of the local environment. For those who 
lived away from the river valley, their decision to do so had been informed by the frequent 



floods which perennially destroyed their houses. So it made sense for them to only work in 
the valley on a temporary basis. 

Predictably when government officials either moved them closer to the valley or further 

away from the valley, production systems were severely disrupted. The Kisarawe example 
was replicated in various ways in most of the country. Thus, a combination of draught, 

villagization and the other economic factors already mentioned proved to be fatal for the 
economy. Tanzania’s economy was in trouble. 

As was the case with most African countries during this period, the failure of the economy 
inevitably brought in the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund, two 
institutions which were not necessarily Julius Nyerere’s favorite institutions. Since 1980, 
Nyerere had been involved in protracted negotiations with these two institutions on how 
to reform the economy. The reform measures that these institutions insisted upon were 
inimical to what Nyerere thought the government of Tanzania, indeed any responsible 
government in Africa, should be in terms of public policy. 

The measures that these institutions insisted upon primarily entailed the privatization of 
the economy and a sharp reduction in social spending. The latter aspect was going to be 

immediate in terms of a sharp reduction in government subsidy and spending for social 

services, especially in health and education. Another area in which the IMF and WB insisted 
on reforms being made was in the critical banking sector. Financial sector reform entailed a 

government’s hands off policy on monetary policy and allowing private banking 
institutions to play a key role in economic transactions. 

The bottom line or consequence of all these economic measures being pushed by the IMF 
and WB was essentially the withdrawal of the government from the economy, and for it to 

play a minimally regulatory role. This was going to be in sharp contrast to how the 

Tanzanian economy had been run since the adoption of the Arusha Declaration in February 

1967. 

The main vehicle for government participation had been "Parastatal Corporations" which 
included names such as the National Milling Corporation (NMC), Small Industries 
Development Corporation (SIDO), the Regional Trading Corporation (RTC), and others. The 
World Bank’s argument was that governments were not the best institutions to run 
business. The evidence for this in Tanzania was the fact that none of the parastatal 
organizations was doing a good job. If anything, these organizations constituted the 
problem. 

Understandably, Nyerere argued vociferously against the dismantling of these 
organizations. When it looked that the negotiations were going nowhere, and Tanzania 
would not be able to get much needed capital from the World Bank, Nyerere chose to step 
down rather than accept those conditionalities. As soon as All Hassan Mwinyi became 
President in late :1985, one of the first acts as President was to instruct his Minister of 
Finance, Cleopa Msuya to negotiate and come to terms with the World Bank and the 
International Monetary Fund. 



The reign of President Mwinyi primarily focused on the rehabilitation of the Tanzania 

national economy from the difficulties of Nyerere’s last ten years in office. One of the 
measures that President Mwinyi instituted was the allowing of private enterprises to 

operate in all sectors of the economy. He gave "permission" for such activities to take place. 
Mwinyi is thus famously remembered in Tanzania as "Mzee Ruksa." Ruksa is a Kiswahili 

word which simply means permission. 

Ruksa was a direct result of the so called "Zanzibar Declaration" which was a broad 

statement of policy by CCM of the need to move beyond the principles of the "Arusha 

Declaration." The Arusha Declaration as already noted ha been the principal guiding policy 
document for Tanzania since 1967. The Arusha Declaration had officially stated that 

"Socialism and Self Reliance" would be the guiding principles for the development effort of 
the government of Tanzania, with nationalization of the major means of production 

(industries, banks, insurance companies, etc) being one of the key pillars of that policy. The 

Zanzibar Declaration was about to change all of that. This was a policy shift of major 

consequence. 

The Zanzibar Declaration stated that ....... 

A fair assumption to make would be that Mwalimu Nyerere was not very happy with this 

new policy statement, but he felt that he did not have the power, or the desire to interfere 
with a new policy which was being introduced by his political successor. Neither did he 

think that was his place. According to Joseph Butiku, long time private secretary to Nyerere 
and current Executive Director of the Mwalimu Nyerere Foundation, Nyerere had strong 

misgivings about the Zanzibar Declaration. He saw the Declaration as the abandoning of a 

key element of Tanzania’s unique development, and would lead to political disaster for the 

country. 

According to Butiku, Nyerere’s biggest fear was that Tanzania would develop a class based 
society where the privileged few with access to resources, would seriously exploit the 

underprivileged. Nyerere thought that even though the massive nationalization of the 
major means of production had not worked as a development strategy for Tanzania, there 

was no need to abandon the whole project of Ujamaa and Socialism. Correcting mistakes 

was one thing. Abandoning the whole project was something else, and Nyerere was very 
clear on the matter. 

Politically, Tanzania had been a one party system ...... 

Thus it was is such a pivotal time in the political history of the country that JK decided to 
contest for the Presidency .... His message had to be one of hope ..... 



Chapter XXX: JK Minister of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation 

Arguably, besides the Presidency itself, and the position of Prime Minister, the minister of 
foreign affairs in Tanzania occupies the most desirable and visible ministry in the 
government. That person who occupies that office quickly becomes a household name in 
the country. Such has been the case with all foreign ministers since the late 1960s. Part of 
the reason for this is the fact that from the late 1960s Julius Nyerere as president adopted a 
very strong position vis a vis colonialism and apartheid in Southern Africa, and was an 
advocate of positions which were at some point viewed as radical and anti-Western. 
Tanzania therefore was quite vocal in the halls of the Organization of African Unity {OAU) 
with regard to decolonization, leading to the OAU’s decision to put the headquarters of the 
African Liberation Committee in Dar es Salaam. 

Many African liberation movements were either based in Dar es Salaam, or had substantial 
presence in the city. These included Front for the Liberation of Mozambique (FRELIMO), 

the African National Congress of South Africa (ANC), the Pan Africanist Congress of South 

Africa (PAC), the Zimbabwe African National Union (ZANU), The Zimbabwe African 
People’s Union (ZAPU) Movement for the Popular Liberation of Angola (MPLA), Front for 

the Total Liberation of Angola (UNITA), Front for the National Liberation of Angola (FNLA), 
and the South West Africa Peoples Organization (SWAPO). Even further afield, countries 

such as Guinea Bissau and Cape Verde had strong representation in Dar es Salaam in the 

form of PAIGC. 

Tanzania’s strident position on decolonization was also demonstrated in the 
Commonwealth, especially on the Rhodesia question of the Unilateral Declaration of 

Independence {UDI) by Ian Smith’s Rhodesia Front Party. With Ian Smith’s UDI In 

November 1965 and the reluctance of Britain to crush it, Tanzania broke off diplomatic 
relations with Britain and withdrew from the Commonwealth for some time. In the United 

Nations, Tanzania was a strong voice on decolonization, against the apartheid regime of 
South Africa and a strong advocate for the admission of the People’s Republic of China as 

the legitimate representative of China at the United Nations as opposed to Taiwan 

{Nationalist China) playing that role. 

Naturally, the foreign minister was the point person for such advocacy. John Malecela who 
had been a minister in the East African Community in the late 1960s and then became 
minister of foreign affairs was the first person to exemplify this role. He became an 
effective spokesperson for Tanzania on all these questions and gained tremendous media 
coverage throughout Africa and the world. Even though the public in Tanzania never said 



this loudly, there are some people who thought that John Malecela might be a worthy 
successor to President Nyerere. We now know that such talk and thought were premature. 

Given the prominence and importance of the ministry of foreign affairs in the general 

scheme of the government of Tanzania, It was not a surprise to most observers within the 
country that JK would be appointed minster of foreign affairs by newly elected President 

Benjamin Mkapa, following the general elections of October 1995, elections which had 

pitted Mkapa and JK in the party election primaries a few months earlier. The speculation 
by some was that President Mkapa assigned the ministry of foreign affairs to JK in order to 

remove JK from the domestic political scene, and therefore in a sense, get rid of a political 
rival who might be a distraction as Mkapa sought to consolidate his power in the new 
regime. 

In an extended interview a couple years after he stepped down as President, Mkapa 

maintained that his appointment of JK as foreign minster had been primarily based on 
xxxxxxx. Himself having served twice as foreign minister, Mkapa argued that he fully 

understood the challenges that Tanzania faced in the past, especially during Nyerere’s 

period, and therefore was looking for the most capable person to reorient and effectively 
manage the thrust of Tanzania’s foreign policy in the Great Lakes Region (GLR). In GLR, the 

burning issues at the time which needed attention included the issues of the Rwanda 
genocide, the Burundi civil conflict, the Angola civil war and even more significantly, the 

emerging crisis in then Zaire, now the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC). 

So here we have an intriguing and open question as to whether the foreign ministry was a 

consolation prize for JK, having been denied the opportunity to become the President of the 

country, or there was indeed a genuine desire by President Mkapa to appoint the most 
competent person around for a tough ministry. 

The appointment of JK as minister of foreign affairs was greeted with much enthusiasm at 
the ministry itself. As one former senior diplomat at the ministry told me: "]K’s 
appointment was a relief to most of us because (MANONGI, TOM, BANDORA, OPANGA 
.... "For about xxxx years, some members of Tanzania’s diplomatic corps had noted that 
Tanzania was no longer the major player in Southern Africa regional affairs as it had been a 
decade earlier during the time of Julius Nyerere. More than one senior Tanzania diplomat 
nostalgically recalled that during Nyerere’s regime, no major decision in the region would 
be made without a strong input by Tanzania. 

One of them said: "Can you imagine with Mwalimu around would the Mozambican peace 
negotiations have gone on without serious input from us? Are we playing any meaningful 
role in Angola? Is anybody from the OAU seriously consulting us on these questions?" 
According to these diplomats, Tanzania was being overshadowed by countries such as 
Zimbabwe, and was in the danger of becoming even more marginalized with the emergence 
of a democratically elected government in South Africa under the political icon, Nelson 
Mandela. It seemed to many people that all important diplomatic roads were now leading 
towards Pretoria, not Dar es Salaam. 



The nostalgic recalling of Tanzania’s previous preeminent position in African affairs in 
general and Southern African issues in particular has to be taken in the context of changing 
global environment. By 1995 when ]K became foreign minister, practically all countries in 
Africa had implemented Structural Adjustment policies of the World Bank, and the debate 
on economic reform had become not whether to adopt and implement reform but rather 
how deep the reforms were going to be. Much more importantly, the debate on 
globalization had picked speed, meaning that diplomacy as a practice was also shifting from 
the old real politic world to economic diplomacy. Further, as a collective, the African Union 
had adopted the New Partnership for Development (NEPAD) as the Continental blueprint 
for economic development, governance and foreign relations, and in the process elevating 
issues of globalization to the forefront of any Continental conversation about development 
priorities. 

Thus while questions of civil conflict were still relevant in Southern Africa, the focus for 
most countries in the world was shifting significantly towards matters of economic 
globalization. The fact that South Africa was becoming prominent in the region had less to 
do with its military prowess which was still considerable, but rather its prominence in the 
region was primarily driven by its economic power. The economic power of South African 
companies, and the spreading their wings in the Southern Africa region where they had 
been forbidden before by the shackles of apartheid, was the key issue on the table. It would 
seem therefore that inspite of the desire by some veteran diplomats in Tanzania to relive 
the old glory days, the world had changed, necessitating a new direction both in terms of 
national policy and in this case, foreign policy. 

Upon entering office, ]K envisaged that he would face two basic challenges. The first one 
would be strategic: how to reorient Tanzania’s foreign policy so that it can meet the 
challenges of globalization. In other words, economic diplomacy was now going to assume 
greater emphasis in the conduct of foreign affairs. In a sense this strategic thinking was 
going to be in line with President Mkapa’s overall economic development policy of 
accelerated privatization and opening up the Tanzanian economy for foreign investment. 
While liberalization of the economy had begun in the regime of President Mwinyi where ]K 
had first served as deputy minister of Minerals, Energy and Natural Resources and later as 
minister of the Treasury, it was clear that Mkapa was going to speed up the whole process. 
Naturally the minister of foreign affairs had to prepare himself for such a task. 

The second challenge that ]K realized as soon as he stepped into office as foreign minister, 
was the low morale among foreign service officers, partly as a result of the chronic late 
payment of salaries and allowances for the officers. It was not an unheard of experience 
where officers would go for several months before they received their pay, making their 
personal lives extremely difficult, especially in foreign countries. It was common for 
officers to receive telephone calls from creditors threatening to cut off water or electricity 
to their residences, or even worse, eviction from premises. Worse still, was the dilapidated 
condition of many of the official residences of Tanzania ambassadors, some which had been 
bought by the government several years earlier, but had not received regular maintenance. 
]K quickly realized that this was a major problem that required immediate attention. 



As many of his political opponents have since discovered, despite his jovial character and 
pleasant personality, JK is a shrewd and tenacious bureaucratic infighter who knows how 
to make a policy case and win. The case of the foreign embassies illustrates this point. In 
the last months as minister of finance in President Mwinyi’s government, he had learned 
that the Uganda government was about to pay Tanzania some of the money it owed 
stemming from the 1979 war. 

Upon becoming foreign minister he went and made the case to President Mkapa that the 
ministry of foreign affairs should get the bulk of that money to address the crisis of 
housing, old embassy buildings and allowance payments to officers. Inspite of protestations 
from the new finance minister Daniel Yona, who already had made other plans for the 
money, ]K won the argument, and got the money to fix the problem in his ministry. Foreign 
service officers were forever grateful to their new boss for coming through for them on this 
crucial issue of basic survival. 

Here is where it can be said that ]K’s bureaucratic strategic and tactical thinking merged 
early on in his job as foreign minister. He knew that economic diplomacy was something 
that would take a long time to develop, and required a concerted effort not only from his 
ministry, but also from other branches of the Tanzanian government. However, he also 
knew that it would be extremely difficult to accomplish that task if he had unhappy 
workers around him, whom he would rely upon to carry out the difficult task of economic 
diplomacy. He was therefore not going to take a back seat in the fight for the money from 
Uganda. 

]K’s clash with treasury was also tactical in terms of dealing with foreign affairs personnel. 
He demonstrated to them that he would fight for their interests and indeed he would 
protect them from interference from other government quarters, but he would also expect 
them to give their full devotion to the task at hand, and that he would not tolerate 
incompetence. ]K is known to have approved the termination of foreign service officers 
who might have thought of themselves as his personal friends, but who had professionally 
misbehaved in some fashion. This is a quality of]K that some people, much to their regret, 
come to learn too late after they had been out of a job. 

Before he could devote himself fully to developing a strategy for economic diplomacy as the 
cornerstone of Tanzania’s foreign policy, ]K had to face the reality that Tanzania was in a 

region embroiled in a major crisis. The Burundi case aside which had been going on since 

the early 1970s, and was being mediated by Mwalimu Nyerere, the 1994 genocide in 
Rwanda had itself unleashed a number of problems for the Great Lakes Region. As the RPF 

swept into Kigali in (MONTH) 1994, hundreds of thousands of Hutus, many of whom had 

participated in the massacres of hundreds of thousands of Tutsis, made their escape into 

Eastern Zaire. 

The RPF government went after the escaping genocideres into eastern Zaire. The chaos in 

Eastern Zaire resulted in the death of more than 4 million civilian Congolese, the overthrow 

of President Mobutu of Zaire in ~1997 by Laurent Kabila via an armed insurrection, the 



emergence of several rebel movements in Zaire which still operated a decade later, the 

occupation of large tracts of DRC by Rwandese and Ugandan forces, and the intervention of 

the Southern Africa Development Community (SADC) in DRC in the form of Zimbabwean, 
Angolan and Namibian troops. These were some of the challenges facing JK when he 
assumed his job as minister of foreign affairs. 

This was baptism under fire. JK’s basic challenge was how to maintain the position of 
Tanzania as an interested party, willing and prepared to play a positive role to resolve the 

crisis, but neutral in this complex problem. 

Tanzania had self interest in playing this role, a position that it had maintained for some 

time. JK was aware of this position when he became foreign minister and he was eager to 

maintain it. It may be recalled that the plane carrying President ..... Habaryimana of Rwanda 
and President .... of Burundi that was shot down at Kigali airport precipitating the 1994 

genocide that began in April had actually been coming from a diplomatic meeting in Dar es 
Salaam. Tanzania had to play an active role in resolving the Great Lakes crisis because it 

had also been seriously affected by the Rwanda crisis in the sense that hundreds of 

thousands of Hutu refugees had crossed the border into north-western Tanzania to escape 
the fighting between the RPF forces and the Interahamwe. 

Tanzania was thus facing the usual problems associated with the presence of large 
numbers of refugees coming from a highly charged political environment such as the one in 

Rwanda: sharply divergent opinions on what constitutes the political problem in Rwanda 
on the part of the Rwandese themselves, the security challenge for the local Tanzanian 

population presented by the presence of large numbers of refugees, the discomfort of the 

RPF government of large numbers of its own {disgruntled) population sitting in refugee 
camps not very far from the border, and the possibility of some refugees using Tanzania as 

a base to conduct political activities that could lead to military action against the 
government of Rwanda. Nonetheless thousands of Rwandese refugees stayed in Tanzania 

for a very long time. The last batch of Rwandese refugees in Tanzania were actually sent 

back home in early 2007, almost two years after JK had become President. 

According to Dr Anastase Gasana, a former foreign minister of Rwanda in both the 

governments of Habyarimana and Pastur Bizimungu, and later, Rwanda’s Permanent 
Representative to the United Nations, JK was impressive as foreign minister from the 

beginning. JK had succeeded Joseph Rwegasira, an old politician who was on his way 
towards retirement, and looked to have slowed down because of age. At 46, JK walked with 

a bounce in his step, and looked quite energetic. What was clear about JK was that he knew 

the GLR in terms of the seriousness of the political and security problems; and he also knew 
who the principal players were. 

Ambassador Gasana noted that one could see that JK seemed to have a special relationship 
with President Yoweri Museveni of Uganda, a key player in GLR. The relationship between 

JK and Museveni should have been expected. Even though they were not classmates, the 
two had been contemporaries at the University of Dar es Salaam. They knew each other 

well, especially when Museveni was aligned with groups in Tanzania which were trying to 

overthrow Idi Amin’s regime. The Ugandan forces that eventually drove Idi Amin out of 



Uganda did so on the heels of the Tanzania armed forces’ march into Kampala after 

Tanzania massively responded to Idi Amin’s ill-advised occupation of its territory in the 
Northwest West Lake Region in early 1979. 

Museveni however was also important for one major reason. The RPF forces that took over 
Rwanda on the heels of the genocide, had come from Uganda, and had the full support 

President Museveni. It had not been lost to anyone who understood the political and power 
dynamics in the region that without Museveni’s support, RPF would not have been able to 

successfully carry out the invasion of Rwanda and topple the Habyarimana government. In 

any case the invading RPF was primarily constituted of Rwandese forces who essentially 
had grown up in Uganda, and many of whom had fought alongside Museveni in the National 

Resistance Army (NRA) in its march to Kampala to overthrow the government of Milton 
Obote in 1986. Uganda also bordered Zaire, making it a very interested party to what was 
going on with the Mobutu regime. 

So without Museveni, resolution of the GLR security crisis would be very difficult to 

achieve, and JK knew that. Being a good political strategist, he realized that getting to Know 

Museveni better would make his job easier. An interesting observation by Ambassador 
Gasana worth noting is that from the time the Ambassador met JK, the Ambassador got the 

sense that as competent as JK was in terms of foreign affairs and his impeccable knowledge 
of the GLR, JK was a master of local Tanzanian politics. Ambassador Gasana noted that JK 

would spend hours explaining to him the minute intricacies of Tanzanian politics, and that 

JK seemed to know about local leadership in Tanzania better than anybody else. Thus from 
early on, Gasana knew that it was just a matter of time before JK became President of his 

country. This observation by Gasana makes it tempting to compare JK with President Bill 

Clinton in several ways. 

First, as much of the world knows, Bill Clinton is a great communicator. He is known for his 
wonderful speeches which made him an effective President of the United States for eight 

years (1993-2001). During his Presidency, Clinton would give important policy speeches 

from a card of prepared notes, and he could talk for hours about complex policy issues 
without making them sound complicated. This is a gift and skill that JK also seems to have, 

especially when trying to communicate to normal people who are not policy experts. As we 

will see later, his communication strategy during the Presidential campaign was simply 
magnificent. 

Second, even though President Bill Clinton has been commended for being a good foreign 

policy President, and for choosing an effective foreign policy team, he is primarily known as 

a master politician in the domestic arena. He mastered the politics of the personal: he 
would develop personal relationships with key people across the country, who then would 

drum up support for both for his policy programs, and also as is necessary in the American 

political system, fund raising to finance political campaigns. As Ambassador Gasana noted, 
he thought that JK’s major strength was that he knew Tanzanian politics and seemed to live 

and breathe it. 

(LIST OF CRISES AND ACTIVITIES). 



GRL 

MOZ 

ANGOLA 

WEST AFRICA 

AU 

Economic Diplomacy 

In sum, it could be argued that JK’s most enduring legacy as foreign minister is fourfold: 
first, within the ministry itself, he was able to fight for his foreign service officers and 
improved their financial position as they served their country abroad, coupled with the 
refurbishing of Tanzania embassy buildings abroad. Second, regionally, particularly in the 
GLR, the crises in the DRC, Rwanda and Burundi were reduced to manageable proportions 
partly as a result of the unrelenting effort of ]K as the chief Tanzania diplomat in the 
various negotiations. 

Third, much of Tanzania’s activities abroad, particularly beyond the African continent were 
reoriented to ensure that economics became the centerpiece of Tanzania’s diplomacy. In 
this regard, ]K’s effort were a close reflection of what his boss, Benjamin Mkapa had in 
mind in responding to the challenges of globalization. As we will see later in his own 
presidency, ]K redoubled the effort in this area. 

Fourth, ]K worked tirelessly to revive the East African Community (EAC) as part of the 
larger project on regional integration. The EAC had been one of the most successful 
regional organizations in Africa in the 1960s and 1970s before it fell victim to political and 
policy differences among East African leaders in the wake of the overthrow of President 
Milton Obote in Uganda by General Idi Amin in January 1971. With the significantly 
improved political environment in the 1990s and the present challenge of globalization, 
Tanzania took a lead in trying to revive the EAC. Now that the EAC is operational and has 
been enlarged to include the countries of Rwanda and Burundi, it is fair to conclude that 
Tanzania’s effort under the leadership of its chief diplomat ]K, has been a remarkable 
achievement. 



Chapter XXX: JK Running for President Again, 2005 

For most Tanzania observers the appointment of JK as foreign minister left a major 
question mark regarding his political future. In many polities in the world, speculation of 
who might be the next president or prime minister usually starts promptly after the most 
immediate elections. In South Africa, because of the constitutionally mandated two term 
limit, speculation on Thabo Mbeki’s successor began as soon as the 2004 elections were 
over. Much of the political drama involving Mr Jacob Zuma, the former Deputy President, 
and the then Deputy Chairman of the ANC are a clear evidence of how intense the 
competition for political succession can become. People in Mr Zuma’s camp variously 
claimed that the Mbeki camp had worked hard to undermine the candidacy of Mr Zuma 
because of the political rivalry between the two. 

In the case of JK and his boss President Benjamin Mkapa, there seemed on the surface a 
good relationship. It was clear for most of the time that ]K’s job as foreign minister was his 
as long as he wanted it. Part of the reason for ]K’s job security was that as a result of the 
hard fought party nomination for President in 1995, Mkapa as a smart politician quickly 
figured out that it was a wise thing to keep ]K happy. The foreign ministry was a big enough 
platform to quench ]K’s appetite for power. Much more importantly however was the fact 
that as Chairman of CCM, Mkapa was well aware of the support ]K had within important 
segments of the party faithful, especially the youth. 

As already noted, outwardly, ]K did not seem bitter that he had lost the Party’s nomination 
to run for President, and that instead, Benjamin Mkapa had become the nominee in 1995. 
As many people observed at the time, JK was still very young--only forty five years old-- 
and would get his chance ten years down the road to run again, and actually win. As a loyal 
party man, ]K had accepted this reasoning, although it must have seemed to him at the time 
that some form of injustice had been made. In any case he never mentioned in public about 
his disappointment about the outcome. Indeed, it is ironic that JK’s supporters seemed 
more upset than ]K himself at the outcome of the nomination process, and the politicking 
behind the choice of Benjamin Mkapa as the party nominee. 

For the majority of the almost ten years between the election process of 1995 and 2005, ]K 
never expressed publicly that he would run to succeed Benjamin Mkapa as President. 
When asked about this, on more than one occasion he jokingly said that it was tough 



enough to do his job as foreign minister, let alone worry about running for President. But 

what this incident demonstrates is that JK is capable of maintaining a facade of calm and 
tranquility while the inside is burning. This trait was in full display when he fired poorly 

performing or incompetent subordinates at foreign affairs and also as Deputy Minister of 
Energy and Minerals, and as Finance Minister. 

JK had become Finance Minister in the last years ofAli Hassan Mwinyi’s presidency. It was 
a tough job as the ministry of finance was primarily responsible in implementing structural 

adjustment programs of the IMF and World Bank. It was a particularly difficult assignment 

because previous office holders at Finance had been important and powerful politicians 
including Mr Cleopa Msuya who had also served in the past as Prime Minister. It was the 

same Cleopa Msuya who had run against JK and Benjamin Mkapa for the Presidency in 
19 9 5. xxxxxx 

The first hint that he was going to run first, for the party nomination, and subsequently for 
President of the country was xxxx. However, the fact that he had not announced, or publicly 

discussed, his candidacy between 1995 and early 2005 should not be taken to mean that he 

was doing nothing to prepare for it. If anything, the opposite was true. Given the tough 
competition which emerged against him during the party nomination process, non- 

preparation would have been politically fatal. In any case the brutality of his experiences in 
1995 elections had warned him against any laxity. 

Soon after JK lost the nomination for President in 1995, he .......... He maintained close 
contact with his political base within the party. His political base happened to be all those 

people that he knew by their first names from the regions, and the long term party people 

in leadership positions whom he had known for a long time through his work as a party 
official. Even as foreign minister, JK never missed an opportunity to attend all important 

party meetings and congresses. He maintained his position on the Central Committee of the 

party xxxxxx. 

Most importantly however, JK’s political base was the youth of the party. This had been his 
political base in 1995 and he had made sure that he kept the relationship going. He 

maintained the relationship by constantly ...... And unlike many foreign ministers, he paid 

close attention to his own constituency of xxxxx. 

JK also knew that some of the most powerful politicians in the country were eying the 
presidency, and a serious campaign within the party had already started. The names that 

were constantly rumored to be in the running included the much older former Prime 

Minister, John Samuel Malecela who was at the time Vice Chairman of the Party, a very 
powerful position indeed. Others included the Prime Minister, Frederick Sumaye who had 

served for ten years in that capacity under President Benjamin Mkapa. 

Another rumored name was that of Salim Ahmed Salim, former Deputy Prime Minister and 

diplomat whose last post was that of the Organization of Africa Secretary General. The 
strategy for JK was how to position himself to be the leading candidate within the Party 

without seeming disrespectful, yet at the same time ensuring that the other potential 

candidates were fully aware of both his presence, and intention to run. 



This was a tough political and personal balancing act which he had to play. He knew all of 

these key players personally and he had indicated at various times that he considered some 

of them to be his mentors within both the government and party. But JK as we have come 
to know him, relishes a good fight, without seeming to be obnoxious whenever he wins. As 
a political strategist, he wanted to make sure where everyone stood before he could 

announce his own intentions to run for President. 

Thus it took him sometime before he announced that he was running, putting many of his 

supporters at a very high level of anxiety. Some of his closest advisors had argued that if he 

announced his intentions early, that would discourage some of his potential rivals from 
seeking the nomination, and thus make the path to the presidency much smoother. By 

waiting longer however, JK was able to get a good picture of those who were ambitious 
enough to seek the presidency. Such knowledge is always useful when it come time to pick 

a Cabinet and the kinds of interests a President must be aware of as s/he goes about the 

business of governing. 

JK’s announcement that he was going to seek the nomination of his party came in a 

dramatic moment at a press conference he called on (xxxxxxdate) at his office in the 
ministry of foreign affairs located on Azania Front, a seaside street which also is where the 

Tanzania High Court is located. It is one of the most beautiful streets in Dar es Salaam. On 
this particular day, journalists were anxious to hear from the minister of foreign affairs on 

matters that were at its core about the internal politics of Tanzania but whose import was 

going to be far reaching beyond the borders of Tanzania. The following is the statement 
that JK read to reporters on that day: 

"Members of the Media, I have ..... 

Reading the statement, one is tempted to conclude that ]K had already imagined that he 
would win his party’s nomination and ultimately triumph in the general elections in 
October. His statement was a broader view of what Tanzania needs to do in order to move 
forward, and he clearly saw himself as leading the charge to reach those goals. None of the 
other candidates had come out with such a detailed statement, or pronouncement of a 
vision for the country. Their statements had been simply about going to Party 
Headquarters in Dodoma to pick up nomination forms and seeking the requisite signatures 
from across the country to qualify to run in the party nomination process. 

As had been previously speculated, those who picked up nomination forms within CCM 
included John Samuel Malecela, Salim Ahmed Salim, Prime Minister, Frederick Sumaye; 
minister of Communications and Transport, Professor Mark Mwandosya; minister of 
Planning and Privatization, Abdallah Kigoda; former minister of Trade and Industry, Iddi 
Simba; former minister of Information, Professor William Shija; Tanzania Ambassador to 
Belgium and the European Union, All Karume; Tanzania Ambassador to Russia, Patrick 
Chokala; and long-term party activist, John Shibuda. In all seriousness, the viable 
candidates were xxxxxx: ]K, Salim, Sumaye, Mwandosya, and to a less extent, Kigoda. John 
Malecela, although a powerful member of the party was thought to be too old at age 69 to 
become President. All the remaining others were considered lightweight. 



CCM’s nomination process follows the following pattern: xxxxxx 

The atmosphere at the party congress is always a festive one, but also tense and full of 
anticipation. The nomination process determines the trajectory of politics and policy in the 
country for the following five years, and also determines the political career of those who 
are running for president. If one succeeds in being nominated, it is almost automatic that 
s/he would become President of the country. Not becoming the nominee can also put one’s 
political career in jeopardy. For example, when Cleopa Msuya failed to become the party’s 
nominee for the 199S elections, for all intents and purposes his career as a national 
politician was over. 

Thus while the festive situation is seen on the outside, underneath all the jubilation is 
intense politicking among the various factions within the party. Like any other organized 
party in the world, being on the side of victors is always much more preferable than being 
on the losing side. Naturally the anticipation is that if your candidate wins, then access to 
power and the benefits that accrue as a result of that would be assured. 

May 2nd, 2005 was the most important day in the nomination process. Every single 
candidate was required to make a campaign statement trying to convince delegates to the 

party congress that he was the right person to represent the party in the Presidential 

elections. Political analysts in Tanzania have argues that besides long-term grassroots 
work, the campaign speech to the party congress might be the most important event in a 

candidate’s fortunes. In giving the speech, the candidate is addressing several audiences: 
the congress delegates, the party faithful across the country, and all Tanzanians whose eyes 

are glued to TvT, the government’s television station, or ears glued to Radio Tanzania 

which beams its broadcasts throughout the country. In short, it is the only opportunity that 
one has to show that he is Presidential. 

The presentations by all candidates were adequate but the most impressive presentations 
were by xxxxxx and xxxxx. Who went first? What was ]K’s number????? Later ]K 

recalled that as the others were making their presentations the thought xxxxxx In his own 
mind, he thought that xxxx’s presentation was quite powerful, but he also saw some 

fundamental shortcomings in what they were presenting, and thus felt comfortable and 

confident that he had done what he needed to do to grab the nomination. The themes he 
covered at the party congress were essentially the same themes he had addressed at the 

press conference when he announced his intentions to seek the nomination of his party for 
president back in xxxxx. The themes were: xxxxxxx. This was ]K’s presentation at the party 

congress on May 2nd, 2005: 

"Dear delegates: 

The deliberations at the Congress were ..... Reflecting on the occasion, Kingunge Ngombale 
Mwiru, one of the party stalwarts who has been in leadership position since independence 
noted that .... 

May 3rd, 2005 was the day the party would finally choose its candidate for President. The 

mood of the congress was tense, and excited at the same time. In the first round of balloting 
on May 2nd, the three highest votes went to ]K, Salim Ahmed Salim, and Mark Mwandosya. 



In retrospect, the final tally really reflected what many people in the party thought to be the 
strongest candidates. All the others had significant deficiencies, most notably age for Mr 
Malecela, and lack of support within the party ranks for the rest. Mr Sumaye, the prime 
minister was eliminated in the first round of balloting. Three years later when I asked him 
what he thought were the main reasons for his inability to win the nomination he told me 
that xxxxx. 

In any case, by the time the final balloting took place on May xxxx, it was clear that JK was 
going to win the nomination. The mood for ]K’s supporters was electrifying. They knew 
that their candidate was going to win after his performance in the nomination speech, and 
the obvious weakness in the competition. ]K’s "war cabinet" had included: xxxxx. 

When the returning officer announced the results, there was hardly anyone sitting in the 
hall. Everyone was clapping, while ululating sounds were heard through the hall as people 
danced in the hallways. The sense in the hall was that CCM had chosen the candidate who 
would be a good representative of the party in the general elections. Much more 
importantly, this was a demonstration that the party was now going to be in hands of a new 
generation. 

President Mkapa was the last of the leaders who had come of age politically before, or 
immediately after independence. ]K represented the new generation which had come of 
age after independence, having graduated from University 13 years after independence. 
The symbolism at the congress was one of the passing on of the baton, from the old 
generation to the new one. A symbolism which was captured by ]K’s own speech of 
acceptance. In the speech, ]K said: xxxxxx. 

Chapter XXXX: the 2005 Presidential Campaign 

The 2005 campaign began with much fanfare. As JK was now the official nominee of CCM 
much of the logistical details for campaigning was now in the hands of the party. The 
principal personalities chosen by the party to manage the campaign included xxxxxxx. The 
big question going into the campaign was whether there might be a conflict between the 
candidate, with his particular style of campaigning, and what the party operatives thought 
would be the best way to handle the campaign. There were xxxxx primary tasks to be 
addressed: how to manage and articulate the party election manifesto, how to mobilize and 
energize the CCM constituency, and finally, how to relate to, and manage the opposition. 

Besides the campaign itself, perhaps the biggest story of the campaign season was the 

unfortunate death on October XXXXX of the vice presidential candidate of NCCR-Mageuzi, 

Mr XXXXXX. As a result of XXXXX"s death, Judge XXXXX, the Chairman of the Tanzania 
Electoral Commission was legally obligated to postpone the election for XXXXXX days. The 

national elections were therefore pushed to December XXXXXXX. The elections in Zanzibar 

however went on as planned, and they were won by CCM in a narrow margin for the 
Zanzibar Parliament, but CCM won overwhelmingly in the Zanzibar (Island) Presidential 

elections. 



Chapter XXX: The Inauguration and its Aftermath 

JK’s inauguration as President of Tanzania was on the morning of December 21st 2005 at 
the National Stadium in Dar es Salaam. The National Stadium is the traditional place for 
major public events in Tanzania. Even though the inauguration ceremonies were supposed 
to start at 10.00 AM, reports indicated that people were already lined up to get into the 
Stadium by 5.00 AM for general seating. General Seating meant that anyone who showed 
up at the Stadium would be allowed in until the capacity of the available seats had been 
exhausted. General seating essentially covered three quarters of the Stadium. 

As typical in all such occasions, quite a number of foreign dignitaries came to the 
inauguration. Virtually all Presidents, Prime Ministers and Heads of Government from the 

Eastern and Southern Africa region of Africa came. This was a major statement regarding 

the cordial relations that Tanzania has had over the years with all these countries. It was 

also a statement of how these leaders felt about ]K who was well known to all of them 
having served as Tanzania’s foreign minister for ten years. 

The remarkable irony is that, while some of the leaders were attending a peaceful 
transition of power in Tanzania from one president to the next, they were themselves 
facing tremendous challenges at home on the question of political transition, and their 
record in that regard was dismal. 

Through an old friend, I had managed to get an invitation card which allowed me to sit at 
the Stadium’s Main Stand. This meant that I did not have to get to the Stadium before 9.00 
AM in order to get a decent seat from where I could observe the festivities. As I walked 
towards the National Stadium that warm December morning, and seeing literally tens of 
thousands of people walking towards the Stadium, several things kept passing through my 
mind. First, I wondered why anyone would leave their home in the middle of the night to go 
line up at the National Stadium at 5.00 in the morning. Some people had come from outside 
of Dar es Salaam at their own expense to do just that: be at the National Stadium for the 
inauguration. 

Second, I wondered if all these people coming to the inauguration truly believed that this 
was the dawn of a new era after having been disappointed by the regime of Benjamin 
Mkapa which many saw as being out of touch with the common person in the street. The 
economic facts of the Mkapa regime 1995-2005 were: x% GDP growth per year ............... Yet 
]K had campaigned on the slogan: Ari Mpya, Kasi Mpya, Nguvu Mpya--New Vigor, New 
Speed, New Strength--as a way of making the transition from the Mkapa regime to a new 



political dispensation. People actually symbolically associated themselves with the new 

message, and hence their decision to come to the Stadium. 

In his inaugural speech, JK did not disappoint. First, the speech was short and to the point. 

People did not have to sit and listen to a long speech in the Dar es Salaam December heat at 

the National Stadium. Second, as he had stated in a BBC interview when the election results 
were announced, he had been touched and overwhelmed by the enthusiasm and support 
he saw during the campaign. In the inaugural speech, he reiterated that point: he thanked 

"the people of Tanzania, for agreeing with Chama Cha Mapinduzi that, indeed, Jakaya 

Mrisho Kikwete is qualified and deserves to be entrusted with the leadership of the Fourth 
Phase of Government. Everywhere I went during the campaign, the people waited in the 

scorching sun for hours just to see me, and hear me out. They waited, even when I was 
delayed, and listened to me patiently and encouraged me. I thank you deeply, my fellow 

citizens. This much I can promise you. I will do all in my power to live up to your 

expectations of me when you elected me with a margin I never expected." 

As we already know, JK’s margin of victory was spectacular. He had garnered 80.28% of the 

Presidential vote. The remaining nine candidates (Ibrahim Lipumba of CUF, Freeman 
Mbowe of CHADEMA, Augustine Lyatonga Mrema of TLP, Sengondo Mvungi of NCCR- 

Mageuzi, Christopher Mtikila of DP, Paul Kyara of SU, Ana Senkoro of PPT-Maendeleo, 
Emmanuel Makaid of NLD, and Leonard Shayo of DM) shared the balance. JK being the 

consummate politician was making sure that the people who had gathered at the National 

Stadium, and those listening to him on the Radio everywhere in the country, or watching 
him on Television, would continue to have the belief that he was one of their own, and fully 

understood how he got to be President. To cement JK’s victory, CCM, his political party had 
won 202 of the contested 231 seats in parliament, thus assuring dominance of CCM for at 
least another five years, if not much longer. 

In a direct response to the fear and criticism that CCM would become an authoritarian 

party after such an overwhelming victory for both the Presidency and Parliament, JK 

directly addressed this issue in his inaugural address to the new Parliament on December 

30th 2005 in Dodoma. JK said "xxxxxxxxxxthose who do not know Tanzaniaxxxxxxxx" 

In the inaugural speech, JK had also the task of maintaining a political (within CCM) 
balancing act. While clearly during the campaign he had seen that many people were 

unhappy about the development trajectory of the development of the country, particularly 
in the area of the economy, he made sure that he gave a public tribute to his predecessors. 

In an emotional and touching reference to them he stated: 

"It is not in the nature of Tanzanians to demolish what was built by previous 

governments because, fortunately, those who came before us are giants: The Father of the 

Nation, Mwalimu Julius Kambarage Nyerere; our Second President, Ali Hassan Mwinyi; and 
my dear brother the Third President, Benjamin William Mkapa. Is anyone surprised when I 

stand tall, when I, Jakaya Mrisho Kikwete, walk tall, with confidence, carrying forward the 
excellent work done by my predecessors." 



And finally, in a uniquely Tanzanian political tradition, ]K specifically acknowledged, and 
thanked his presidential opponents, commending them for the spirited campaign. He then 
proceeded to invite them to work with him and his government, for the betterment of the 
country. Opposition leaders had been officially invited to the inaugural festivities, and they 
had been accorded all the necessary protocol. 

In contrast, in neighboring Kenya in 2002, a public melee broke out at the inaugural 
festivities when Mwai Kibaki of the NARC succeeded Daniel arap Moi of the Kenya African 
National Union. In the 2007 elections in Kenya, matters became worse when the election 
results were disputed by the opposition leading as we will see later, to a political crisis of 
significant proportions. In the meantime, in Zambia, the inauguration of Godfrey 
Mwanawasa was marred by the animosity between him and the outgoing President Chiluba 
who had sought a constitutionally barred third term in office. 

The big question in most local observers’ minds was whether during the campaign, ]K had 
over-promised with his catchy slogan of"Ari Mpya, Kasi Mpya, Nguvu Mpya." Surely, all 
those unemployed youth did not expect that on the morrow of ]K’s election jobs would 
suddenly turn up when such had not been the case in the past? What made people believe 
that there would be a radical shift in policy as soon as ]K entered State House as President? 

In an informal survey I conducted among youth groups in Dar es Salaam during the last 
days of the campaign in working class areas of Manzese, Kigogo, Kariakoo and 

Mwananyamala in Dar es Salaam, in Mwanza (the second largest city in the country),and in 
the small town of Shirati on Lake Victoria, revealed the ambivalence among the youth on 

whether first, ]K was over-promising, and second, whether it was realistic for anybody to 

expect that there would be an immediate radical change in peoples’ lives with the election 

of]K. 

Nonetheless as a candidate, ]K had visited every possible constituency in the country, 
breaking all previous records. It is fair to say that ]K’s approach to campaigning was very 
similar to that of the late Mwalimu Nyerere who had visited every single district in the 
country several times over, both as President, and as CCM Party Chairman. 

The ambivalence regarding ]K on whether he would be able to deliver on many of the 
campaign promises was primarily based on a sophisticated analysis of the political 
situation by the majority of the youth I spoke to. It was quite clear that the youth were 
really frustrated by their miserable economic condition. The majority did not have formal 
employment and therefore lived very precarious lives. Their statements about the economy 
and government exhibited deep seated anger and frustration, in instances some of them 
cited cases of corruption in government at least as they saw it. 

Nonetheless they saw ]K as one of them; someone who truly understood their social and 
economic plight, and someone who could relate to their misery. This had also been the 
sense of the top brass of CCM when they made the decision that ]K was going to be the best 
representative the party could have as the competition for control of the National Assembly 
and for President got under way. 



The ambivalence on the part of the youth was therefore not an ambivalence about ]K as 
such, but rather an ambivalence and deep suspicion about the economic system that had 
grown out of economic reform policies that the government of Tanzania had implemented 
since 1986. While macro economic data were indicating that the economy of Tanzania had 
grown by an average of xxxxx% between 1986 and 2005, fact of the matter was that at the 
individual level, many people, particularly the youth had felt left out of the economic 
progress being touted by the regimes of Presidents All Hassan Mwinyi and Benjamin 
Mkapa. This feeling among the youth had accounted for the support ]K received within CCM 
ranks for his 199S bid for the Presidency. 

In a way, one can say that indeed ]K understood the plight of the youth and that is why he 
was seen as their champion within party ranks. The question was whether his feelings and 
slogans were going to be a major obstacle in his governing when he would need to confront 
the fact that Tanzania is so underdeveloped that resolving the question of poverty, 
particularly among the uneducated and unemployed, was going to be a task that will take 
decades; an effort that will take dozens of presidencies to solve. 

The New Cabinet 

The most anticipated act of the new President was the appointment of his Cabinet. There 
had been much speculation during the campaign as to who would be appointed Prime 
Minister. Many names were tossed around, but the name of Edward Ngoyai Lowassa who at 
that time served as minister of xxxxx was always in the mix. Indeed when Edward 
Lowassa’s name was announced as the new Prime Minister, much of the surprise was why 
really the speculation had been to that extent in the first place. Indeed, if we are to take 
longevity of service to the party as one of the important criterion for leadership, Lowassa’s 
career was perfect for this appointment. 

It is fair however to point out that Edward Lowassa is slightly a controversial politician in 
Tanzania. Lowassa has a reputation in some quarters of being brash, arrogant and at times 
insensitive, although many who know him well would dispute that characterization. His 
supporters argue that Lowassa abhors incompetence, and those who dislike him are those 
who ordinarily would be poor performers. In any case, Lowassa’s reputation for toughness 
is what makes him perfect for the job of Prime Minister in the context of Tanzanian politics 
where constitutionally, the job of Prime Minister is not similar to what one would find in a 
Parliamentary system. Rather, the job of Prime Minister in Tanzania is that of a Super 
Minister supervising all other ministers in the implementation of government policy. 

Since independence, the position of Prime Minister in Tanzania has been occupied by some 
of the most important political figures in the country including the first President of the 
country, Julius Nyerere. It was Nyerere however, who pushed for the constitutional change 
to make Tanzania a republic with an executive President, thus making the position of Prime 
Minister of less importance. 



Nonetheless, the position still holds significance in the political hierachy of the country. 
How powerful the Prime Minister becomes depends on a number of factors, but most 
importantly, the relationship of that individual to the President of the country perhaps 
matters the most. It is therefore important to analyze the history and relationship between 
]K and Lowassa to gauge how powerful or important the Prime Minister is in the current 
regime in Tanzania. 

JK has known Lowassa for a very long time. They first met at the University of Dar es 
Salaam in 1974 when Lowassa was in his first year and ]K was in his last year at the 
University. Both were active members of the University TANU Youth League branch. So by 
the time Lowassa was nominated for the Prime Minister post, they had known each other 
for at least 31 years, and in most of those years as colleagues and friends working for 
TANU/CCM as party functionaries. 

Upon graduating from the University of Dar es Salaam in March 1977, Lowassa, like ]K 
before him, went to work for the party as ...... and rose through the party ranks to become 
among other things, Minister of Lands, Housing and Human Settlements, and Minister of 
Water. By any standards, Lowassa had become one of the most successful politicians and 
personalities within CCM and Tanzania in general by the mid 1990s. Besides the usual 
promotions within the party, Lowassa had also attended the Military Officer Training 
Course at the Tanzania Peoples Defence Forces Academy at Monduli, near Arusha. By 1995, 
Lowassa was such a prominent politician that he also put his name up for nomination for 
President of Tanzania through the party ticket. As has been noted already, Benjamin Mkapa 
became the party’s nominee and went on to win both the 1995 and 2000 elections. 

What is interesting is that even though Lowassa had put his name up for nomination for 
President in 1995, he never did so in 2005. I therefore put the question straight to ]K 

whether Lowassa’s appointment as Prime Minister was a reward for him for not giving ]K a 
run for his money in the nomination process, or was he simply appointing his long time 

friend for this important position as a sign of their friendship. ]K’s response was very sharp 

and pointed: look, it is true that Lowassa is my friend and I have known him for a long time; 
but I have also known many other people for a long time, but I did not choose them to be 

Prime Minister. ]K noted that he was looking for someone who would be effective in 

implementing his policies, and Lowassa clearly stood out as someone who could do the job 
effectively. 

Indeed whether one agreed with his tactics or not, during his tenure as Prime Minister 

(December 2005-February 2008), Lowassa demonstrated his effectiveness by putting 

officials at all levels of government on notice that they would all be answerable for their 
actions. He travels the country extensively, and he seems to be a good "general manager" 

for the President. Some of those who have known Mr Lowassa for a long time are convinced 

that his longevity in government is going to make him one of the most formidable 
candidates in the 2015 Presidential elections. Lowassa will be 62 years old at that time, an 

age that will comfortably allow him to serve two terms without becoming too old. 

Perhaps the most interesting question politically is whether Lowassa did not run for 
President in 2005 because he knew he could not stop the ]K juggernaut, and that for him, 



2015 was a better prospect. After all, in 2015 he will be xxxx years old which by any 
measure, is still a good age to run for President. As we have seen in many countries, 
including in neighboring Kenya, politicians as old as 75 years of age have run for the 
Presidency. (PUTTING THIS QUESTION TO LOWASSA HIMSELF????????) 

In retrospect, perhaps the most intriguing speculation on who ]K would appoint as Prime 
Minister was that a woman would be appointed to the position thus breaking new ground 
in Tanzania politics in terms of women occupying high office in the country. The most 
common name being mentioned was that of Dr Asha Rose Migiro, former law lecturer at 
the University of Dar es Salaam, who was then minister of Community Development, 
Gender and Children in the Mkapa government. Instead, she was appointed foreign 
minister, and a year later, was appointed Deputy Secretary General of the United Nations 
by Ban Ki-Moon, the newly elected Secretary General. In this case therefore, the speculation 
was not idle. Dr Migiro was a very capable person who could have managed well the 
position of Prime Minister. ]K a former foreign minister himself had clearly recognized the 
need to have a capable person to succeed him, hence Dr Migiro’s appointment as foreign 
minister. 

The Rest of the Cabinet 

]K’s first Cabinet did not contain many new faces. Much of the Cabinet was a carry over 
from Benjamin Mkapa’s regime. The immediate political tight rope ]K had to walk as he 
appointed his first Cabinet was to be seen as introducing a new vigor in government, since 
he had campaigned on that theme, but at the same time not rock the boat too much. The 
concern in the former instance was with the constituency that had enthusiastically 
supported his candidacy (youth); the concern with the latter was CCM’s old guard, and the 
international community which had bankrolled Mkapa’s economic initiatives, especially 
privatization. Prominent holdovers from the Mkapa regime included: xxxxxxxxxx. 

TABLE XXXX: ]K’s First Cabinet 

The inkling of what ]K’s government would do was contained in his first major speech to 
the nation after his inauguration. This was the 2 hour speech on December 30th 2005 to 

inaugurate the "Fourth Phase" Parliament of the United Republic of Tanzania, in Dodoma, 
the administrative capital of the country. 

Going into the 2010 General Elections, the composition of the Cabinet had not significantly 
changed suggesting that ]K was to a large extent satisfied with the performance of most of 
his Cabinet. Some of the changes had come through death (xxxxx air crash); and 
extraordinary circumstances such as the appointment of Dr Asha Rose Migiro as Deputy 
Secretary General of the United Nations. From the relative stability of the Cabinet we can 
also surmise that ]K believes that his "Ari Mpya, Kasi Mpya na Nguvu Mpya" can be 
accomplished by the same people, although many of them may need some prodding. 



Laying the Foundation for the New Regime 

The December 30th speech was remarkable on several fronts. IK made the politically 
correct and obligatory thank you to his predecessor, Benjamin Mkapa. 

Chapter XXX: Ari Mpya, Nguvu Mpya, Kaasi Mpya, and the Foundations of New Policy 

After his inauguration on December 21st, 2005, ]K’s first major speech and policy statement 

was at the inauguration of the Fourth Phase Parliament in Dodoma on December 30th, 

2005. Because of the delayed elections as a result of the death of xxxx, the NCCR’s Vice 
Presidential candidate, and the postponement of the national elections as stipulated by 

Tanzania’s electoral law, ]K felt the need to call the new Parliament before the end of the 
year to get his political and policy agenda on the table before the end of the year. 

In conversations with some members of parliament, clearly there were some who were 
not thrilled to be in Dodoma on the 30th of December because that meant they had to leave 

their homes immediately after Christmas for Dodoma, and had to spend New Year’s 

travelling back to their homes after the festivities in Dodoma which they had an obligation 
to attend. As members of the new Parliament, they could not afford to miss the session. 

Reflecting his campaign slogan, "Ari Mpya, Kasi Mpya, Nguvu Mpya" JK was a man in a 

hurry. The Fourth Phase Parliament inaugural speech contained xxxx basic pillars or 

principles: 

In response to widespread complaints by citizens regarding government officials’ 

corruption, lax attitude towards work, and the general unhappiness of large numbers of 

people with government performance, one of the first acts by JK was the institution of 
surprise visits (others would call them "inspections") of various government and private 

establishments, particularly in Dar es Salaam. JK announced that he was going to make 
these surprise inspections as an ongoing practice during his presidency to insure that 

government officials performed their duties. 

(The various statements he made at the sites he visited and the reaction of the population 

to those inspections) What did he himself think of those inspections; what were his 
expectations; what really prompted him to do that, and three years on what does he think 

has happened to the initiative. 

What have been the major policy initiatives? What are his views about what has 

happened? What have been the major disappointments? Accomplishments? 



Chapter XXXXX: ]K Puts His Stamp on the Party 

Due to the incongruence of electoral calendars for Party and General elections in Tanzania, 
the practice has been that the Chairman of CCM would ordinarily serve his five year term 
into the second year of the next presidential cycle after his term. This means that a CCM 

Chairman who is a former President of the country would still have a major role to play in 
the first couple of years of his successor. This was the case with Chairman Julius 

Kambarage Nyerere during Ali Hassan Minis’ regime. It was also the same case with Ali 

Hassan Mwinyi during Benjamin William Mkapa’s regime. It was thus anticipated that 
Chairman Mkapa would do the same thing with regard to the Presidency of JK. 

In the context of Tanzania’s politics, but more so within CCM, the relationship between the 
outgoing Chairman of the Party, and the sitting President is crucial to the maintaining of 

Party harmony, and to the shaping of Party policies. A good relationship between the two 
people is thus crucial to the stability of the Party. Nonetheless, it is also true that a former 

President who also is Chairman of the Party gives tremendous deference to the sitting 

President. This is also one way in which a past president maintains the position of an elder 
statesman in the Party. This has been the common practice within CCM, but is also 

understood that an unhappy former President who is Party Chairman could cause a lot of 

trouble for a sitting President. 

The position of Party Chairman is important for another major reason. The Party Chairman 
recommends names of people who would be voted for the Party’s most important policy 

organ, the Central Committee (CC) of the National Executive Committee (NEC). The Central 

Committee is composed of 36 members. 14 are elected by NEC at the recommendation of 
the Party Chairman, and 22 others who become members by virtue of their positions in the 

Party or are appointed by the Chairman. For example, the Party’s Secretary General 

automatically becomes a member of CC by virtue of his or her position. With CCM poised to 
be the ruling party in Tanzania for some time to come, membership in CCM’s CC guarantees 

one an important and influential presence in national politics. Inclusion or exclusion in the 
Central Committee has been known to send people into unfathomable joy. 

Prelude to the 2007 Party Congress 

CCM went into the 2007 at a particularly difficult time for the party. There had been serious 

allegations at a number of government institutions, and the news media was having a 
grand party with it. The most serious allegation involved the Central Bank. During the 



Mkapa regime, the government had made a decision to build a new headquarters of the 

Central Bank. The old building had burned down in 1984 under circumstances that are still 
mysterious up to this point. With the expanding role of financial institutions in the new 

emerging economy, the government sought to put up a big enough building to 
accommodate the new and anticipated demands that would follow. 

The initial estimates for the cost of the building was $xxxx. By the time the building was 
completed in 2007, there had been a cost overrun of $xxxxx. In the meantime, President 

Mkapa had appointed Mr Balali, a low level Tanzania national IMF official to become the 

Governor of the Central Bank in 200...His contract was renewed for another five years in 
200xx. When the scandal of the cost overruns and other malfeasance at the Bank hit the 

news media, foreign donors began putting pressure on the government to respond to these 
charges. 

The government was put in an awkward situation because President Kikwete was about to 
go to Washington DC to sign an important foreign aid package totaling almost $700 million, 

money that was contained in the Millennium Development Challenge account. Even though 

the signing of the deal in Washington went on without a hitch, clearly aid donors were not 
happy with Tanzania, and they demanded a response from the government. 

During the campaign for President in 2005, JK himself had indicated that there was a need 
to revisit some of the contracts that the government had signed with foreign corporations, 

particularly in the mining sector. The complaints were that the terms of the contracts were 
unfair and oppressive. Tanzania had given up too much in those contracts out of its 

eagerness to please the World Bank and other international financial institutions. If there 

was a major complaint against the regime of Benjamin Mkapa, it was that it gave in too 
much to foreign companies, and that it always seemed to be in a hurry to sell off Tanzanian 

assets to foreign investors. The result was that Tanzania always got a raw deal. 

The issue of contracts was such a serious matter that JK gave it prominence in his inaugural 

speech to Parliament on December 30th, 2005. He stated that all corruption in the awarding 
of contracts was a serious matter that needed reexamination. He stated that 

"(w)e have to look again at our systems and processes of contract making, contract 
enforcement and tendering in the government and other public offices, in order to increase 

transparency and accountability. Contracts remain a major loophole for corrupt practices, 
especially those that are called ’grand corruption." 

Clearly, JK new that the issue of corruption was a big one in the country, and constituted, 
perhaps, the biggest political challenge for the incoming government, and for CCM. 

The level of skepticism, and annoyance on the part of the public on this question was quite 
high. Much of the corruption had been associated with the privatization measures of 

economic reform which had begun with the government of President Mwinyi in 1986, but 

was greatly accelerated under President Benjamin Mkapa. The perception which the public 
held about privatization was that foreigners were being given the opportunity to buy 

government parastatals at giveaway prices, and that much of the process was infected with 
corruption through the under the table payment of fees to Tanzanian officials. In a very 



pointed way the Mkapa government was being blamed for the rampart corruption that 

seemed to be taking root in Tanzania. 

Mkapa disputes this assertion by pointing out that ............ Nonetheless many people in 

Tanzania still make the argument that Mkapa’s regime did not have to give in so much to 
these foreign corporations. 

Nonetheless, the problem of corruption was serious enough for ]K that he devoted an 

important paragraph in the inaugural speech to the first meeting of the "Fourth Phase" 

Parliament, essentially pointing to the emerging evidence of corruption : 

"This is what people find obnoxious, when they see someone with nothing 

to begin with getting rich almost overnight after being a Member of Parliament, a Minister, 
a Permanent Secretary, a Director or a Head of Department. When suddenly such people 

have posh houses, town buses, unregistered taxis, and the like, people have the right to ask, 
and the right to get answers. For such dramatic changes in one’s fortunes after getting into 

public office smacks of corruption. The Fourth Phase Government cannot accept this and 

everyone in it must help to fight it. I ask the Public Ethics Commission not to shy away from 
asking each one of us to account for our assets and wealth. The Commission should be 

proactive. I will help it to build the capacity to do so, if indeed that the problem." 

(WHAT DID ]K DO TO STRENGTHEN THE COMMISION???) 

The other pressure facing ]K on the eve of the National Congress was the fact that two years 
into his regime, economic development was still not trickling down to the majority of 

Tanzanians both in urban and rural areas. According to the World Bank and the United 

nations, xxx% of Tanzanians still live on less than one US dollar a day. Urban poverty is 
manifested in the rapid urbanization of the major cities, particularly Dar es Salaam which 

as of 2007 had an estimated population of 5 million people, the majority of whom lived 
under crushing poverty. 

Rural poverty was reflected in various ways including the fact of rural urban migration 
itself, and the fact that according to REPOA, the incidence of rural poverty was increasing 

because of declining yields due to frequent droughts. The showing of the Movie "Darwin’s 

Nightmare" depicting poverty in Mwanza (the second largest city in Tanzania) amid a 
booming fish exporting industry had upset many Tanzanians. 

Finally, ]K had to confront one unpleasant task; replacing some of the old guard in CCM. ]K’s 

popularity among the young people in CCM was partly based on the fact that these young 

people saw him as representing the emergence of a new generation of leadership in the 
Party. ]K himself knew that he really could no longer postpone changing top leadership 

which had been in place for over a decade. The fact that Chairman Mkapa ha stepped down 

early had given an opportunity to ]K to accomplish this task much sooner than had been 
anticipated. But it was also apparent that many of the old guard wanted to hang on. It 

proved to be an interesting Congress. 



The November 2007 CCM Party Elections 

The CCM National Executive Committee elections were conducted in November 2007 in 

Dodoma. This was the first real opportunity for ]K to put a major mark on Party leadership 
since his election as President in December 2005, and since his elevation to Party Chairman 

in xxxxx. The elections were tricky on several fronts. There were several members of the 
Central Committee who were getting on in age, and clearly needed to be replaced. Yet, 
some of them wanted to hold on. 

Even more significantly for ]K the politician, these are people he had worked with in the 
Party all his adult life, and he had a personal relationship with them. Granted, some of them 

had been his political rivals during the campaign for nomination of party presidential 

candidate both in 1995 and 2005. These included John Samuel Malecela (the Party’s Vice 
Chairman) an opponent in 2005, Cleopa Msuya (a former finance and prime minister) an 

opponent in 1995, and Frederick Sumaye (a former prime minister and recent graduate of 
the Harvard University Kennedy School of Government) an opponent in 2005. 

After the dust of the election settled, it was possible to see what ]K had managed to 
accomplish at his first Party Congress after his elevation to Party Chairman. First, he 

sidelined John Malecela by getting former Speaker of Parliament, Pius Msekwa elected as 

Party Vice Chairman. Frederick Sumaye who had run against ]K in the presidential 
nominations was out as CC member, further pushing him out of the ]K dominated inner 

party circle. One of the oldest and most enduring party activists, Kingunge Ngombale- 
Mwiru was also replaced. 

The replacement of Ngombale-Mwiru from CC however, was seen as ]K’s attempt to 
reinvigorate the party with new blood, and not necessarily a rejection of Ngombale-Mwiru 

as such. Ngombale-Mwiru was still an important player in both party politics (as member 

of NEC), and as minister of state in the President’s office for Political Affairs and Civil 
Societies Relations. He remained a key political strategist for both the President and the 

Party. 

Significantly, ]K retained Salim Ahmed Salim and Cleopa Msuya as members of CC. The 

appointment of these three important and powerful figures is evidence that first, ]K did not 
carry personal animosity against everyone who competed against him for the presidential 

nomination (Salim Ahmed Salim in 2005; or Cleopa Msuya in 1995). ]K had done the same 
thing when putting together his first post election Cabinet. He appointed Professor Mark 

Mwandosya as Minister of the Environment even though Mwandosya had been one of his 

bitter rivals for nomination for President in the Party elections. 

Second, ]K was prepared to put to full use the vast experience of people who had served in 
various capacities both in Government and the Party, and he was not afraid to bring 
talented people to work with him. It is not an uncommon practice among many African 
leaders to eliminate all their political opponents through sidelining them from any 
meaningful positions in government or the ruling party once those leaders have been 
elected. This act by ]K of appointing political rivals to positions of power and influence 
demonstrated his political shrewdness, and personal self confidence. He also demonstrated 



his political shrewdness by getting the Party to appoint John Malecela as a lifetime member 
of NEC. 

(How does JK himself explain it?)xxxxxxxxxxxx. 

There are some in Tanzania who criticized JK for allowing the election of John Malecela as 
lifetime member of NEC to go forward as evidence of his major political weakness: the 
criticism against JK is that he is too eager to please, and that he rarely takes strong action 
against his opponents, including those who have not been politically generous to him. This 
might be a valid criticism if one only looks at this as a short term response to political 
competition. 

However, the strategic assessment of JK’s move has to be that he calculated that by keeping 
enough of his political opponents close to him, he was able to control their activities, 
especially when operating in the context of a relatively centralized party like CCM, where 
decisions are usually taken collectively. It is obvious that collective decision making 
requires strong party discipline, and such a political system demands that once decisions 
are taken within the party, all party leaders must march forward with, and defend that 
decision. 

Thus by having all of his major CCM political rivals either in NEC or CC, JK was ensuring 
that all decisions which he would be able to engineer as Party Chairman would be 
implemented, and that such decisions would not be subject to public second-guessing by 
his political rivals. ]K learned fairly early in his Presidency that that is the strategy he would 
need to pursue in order to be successful in his programs. He understood that he did not 
have the advantage that Mwalimu Julius Kambarage Nyerere had during his time. 

First, if we may recall, TANU and later CCM under Nyerere was a highly centralized one 
party system. During that time, an expulsion of an individual from the Party’s important 
political organs meant for all intents and purpose, the political demise of that individual. 
That fact alone made Nyerere an incredibly powerful figure in the political system. Nyerere 
also had the advantaged of having been the founding father of TANU, CCM and the country 
itself. In Kiswahili he was fondly called Baba wa Taifa (Father of the Nation) .Not many 
people had the political wherewithal to challenge his authority. Indeed he remained a 
powerful figure within CCM until his death in October 1999, a full 14 years after stepping 
down as President of Tanzania. 

In contrast, JK operated in an environment of relative political pluralism with all kinds of 
possibilities, including internal revolts within the party. He therefore saw his task among 
others, as keeping the party troops in line, mostly by persuasion, and on occasion by 
threats. This is traditional carrots and sticks approach to the exercises of power. This 
meant therefore, that JK gave in a little to the pet political expectations and ambitions of 
some of the politicians within CCM. Arguably, Malecela’s, Msuya’s and Sumaye’s reelection 
to NEC need to be seen in that light. They were in a single stroke politically neutralized. 
This was a stroke of political genius on ]K’s part. 

The most important conclusion that we can ascertain is that at the November 2007 Party 
elections, ]K managed to install in key party positions, the people that he wanted; people he 



was comfortable with; and people he felt would move the Party forward. It was also clear to 
everybody that if previously there might have been a doubt, ]K was in charge of the CCM 
political ship. All doubts were removed after those elections. Thus contrary to rumor and 
speculation in the media, he retained Mzee Yusuf Makamba, an old friend and political ally, 
as the Party’s Secretary General. 

After the Party elections, ]K gave a 3 (three) hour speech to the party delegates. In the 
speech, IK outlined the challenges facing the party as: corruption, xxxxxx. 

Chapter XXXX: A Political Bombshell, the PM Resigns 

Throughout his campaign for President, ]K had highlighted the need for a clean 
government. He noted that the people were tired of corruption and that his government 
would be committed to tackling the problem. He showed that he was serious about the 
issue in closing speech at the National Congress in November when new members of the 
National Executive Committee were elected. But the issue was not only an internal matter, 
foreign diplomats, but especially the United States Ambassador, the United Kingdom and 
Canadian High Commissioners, and the Representative of the European Union all in unison 
put up the pressure for public accountability. 

The biggest issues related to corruption were: contracts related to mining concessions 
(explain the issue), the Bank of Tanzania’s (External Payment Accounts EPA, explain the 
issue), corruption related to the general privatization excersize, and finally, a new issue 
related to Richmond (Explain the issue) 

Due to increased pressure not only from the outside community, but also from an 
emboldened civil society in Tanzania through an increasingly bold media, and pressure 
from the opposition members in parliament .... 



Chapter XXXXXXXX:The International Scene 

As JK was putting his stamp on the domestic political scene by taking charge of CCM party 
affairs, internationally, he began to put his mark also, particularly in several key areas, 
including: economic diplomacy, the need for Tanzania to meet the Milllenium Development 
Goals, promoting Tanzania as a destination for foreign investment and tourism, and other 
classic issues such as the importance of Tanzania to the African American community. Since 
the early 1970s, many African Americans had viewed Tanzania as one of the countries they 
could call "the motherland," because of the Pan Africanist position of Mwalimu Nyerere. In 
any case international relations had been ]K’s province for the ten years he served as 
foreign minister. 

Continuing with his theme on economic diplomacy, his first instructions to the country’s 
diplomats were that these diplomats were required to promote national economic interests 
as their primary responsibility. In the ceremony to hand over notes to the new Minister of 
Foreign Affairs, Dr Asha-Rose Migiro, ]K noted that 

"the hallmark of our foreign policy is Economic Diplomacy; therefore we need our 
diplomats to change the orientation accordingly. We expect them to be more proactive in 
securing markets for our products abroad, they should market our tourism attractions and 
facilitate acquisition of appropriate technology for the development of our country." 

Thus the theme of economic diplomacy was going to be an essential pillar of economic 
development and foreign policy. 

The importance and centrality of economic diplomacy was in full display when ]K made his 
first major trip abroad to xxxxxxx. 

Economic diplomacy (appeared on MSBC); Tourism package and the Tanzania AD on CNN; 
the taking of Tanzanian business people on a trip to the US; Asia (the trip to Japan, and 
China): The trip to France, Italy(2007); Trips to the UK. 

(Relationship with Bill Clinton, Tony Blair, African leaders; Millennium Challenge Account, 
Any continuation with Mkapa’s program? 

The Tokyo Summit for Economic Devt May 2008 



Several awards: the Leon Sullivan Award; the African American Institute Award and their 
significance: 

The relationship with African American leaders (Andy Young, Jesse Jackson, etc); Hosting of 
the Africa-African American Summit in Arusha; 

Relations with African countries: Neighbors ofcourse, the East African Community, SADC, 
ZIMBABWE, Darfur, Nigeria, South Africa. 

A Neighbor in Distress 

As a member of the East African Community, Tanzania has played a pivotal role in pushing 
for a community that many people in the region hope that will result in a real political and 
economic union among the original East African countries of Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania, 
and the newer members Rwanda and Burundi. The attractiveness of the EAC for many in 
the region lies in the fact a political union of the member states would create a super state 
that would be able to address most of the vexing political issues in the region including 
ethnic conflict, and a larger political entity would engender democracy. 

For economic integrationists, the community promises to provide a potential market of at 
least 120 million consumers. As the proposition goes: a politically and economically 
integrated region cannot go to war with itself. It is a proposition that is supremely 
attractive. 

Because of the proximity of the countries to each other, much of the political development 
in one state is always of interest to the others in the neighborhood. The region is yet to fully 
recover from the consequences of Idi Amin’s rule in Uganda, during the period 1971-1978. 
To a large extent, the original breakup of the Community in 1972 has largely been 
attributed to the inability of Tanzania’s Nyerere to work with Uganda’s Idi Amin. 
Subsequent to the breakup of the Community in the early 1970s, both Kenya and Tanzania 
became home to thousands of Ugandan refugees and immigrants, proving the basic point 
that you cannot feel safe when your neighbor’s house is on fire. 

Such was the case in Kenya at the end of 2007. For most of 2007, Kenya had been caught up 
in an election fever. President Mwai Kibaki who had come to power in 2002 on the ticket of 
the National Rainbow Coalition (NARC) was running for reelection against Raila Odinga, 
one of his former top officials in NARC. Indeed, popular opinion in Kenya has it that it was 
Mr Odinga who had proposed Kibaki’s name for President to his colleagues within NARC 
when both men were opposed to former President Daniel arap Moi who had ruled Kenya 
for 24 years. The understanding within NARC was that Mr Kibaki would govern for only 
one five year term, and leave the post to younger folks in the NARC coalition. When he 
changed his mind about it, NARC splintered, with the Orange Democratic Movement (ODM) 
under Raila Odinga being formed as a response to Kibaki’s change of heart. 



Throughout the campaign in 2007, it was evident that President Kibaki’s reelection bid was 

in serious trouble. Many of his top officials, including government ministers, defected to 
ODM. The President looked isolated. All opinion polls consistently showed him trailing Mr 

Odinga up to the run of the elections. The voting was slated for December 27th, 2007. The 
voter turnout was massive. In the parliamentary elections, half of his Cabinet lost. In the 

Presidential poll, for the first two days of ballot counting, President Kibaki trailed Mr 

Odinga, but then suddenly, the final tally showed that the President had won by roughly 

230,000 votes. 

Immediately, the opposition refused to accept the results. To add to intrigue, the President 
was inaugurated for his second term within an hour’s announcement of the results in a 
ceremony at State House as opposed to the expected public ceremony at the open Uhuru 
Park, the customary location for such occasions. International observers to the elections 
were unanimous in their assessment that the presidential elections had been rigged. 

The United States government which had initially congratulated President Kibaki on the 

outcome of the elections withdrew the congratulations. European Union observers noted 

that there had been serious irregularities, citing the fact that in many cases, election 
returning officers, especially in the President’s home province had gone incommunicado 

from the Election Commission of Kenya. 

The non communication between the returning officers and the ECK was taken to mean 

that the officers were busy doctoring the election results in favor of the President. Adding 
insult to injury, a couple of days after the President had been declared the winner and 

inaugurated into office, the ECK Chairman Mr K xxxxx publicly stated that he had been 

pressured to announce the results by the President’s side. Within days, other 
Commissioners on ECK also came out and stated that they had strong misgivings about the 

conduct of the elections, especially the tallying of the final vote. 

As a result of all of this, chaos broke out. All the major cities were practically shut down as 

riots broke out and businesses were burnt down. For several xxxxx (days/weeks????) 
people rioted in many parts of the country leading to a loss of hundreds (others said 

thousands) of lives. Hundreds of thousands were internally displaced. Thousands of 

Kenyans tried to cross borders into Uganda and Tanzania, and it was clear that this had 
become a crisis not only of Kenya, bit of the whole region. 

]K and President Yoweri Museveni of Uganda immediately began a furious pace of 
diplomacy to try and contain the crisis because of the potential danger to their own 
countries. Recalling the need to engage in immediate action, ]K stated: xxxxxxxxxx Indeed 
this had been the first time with ]K as President that he had to deal with such a sensitive 
matter involving a neighbor. The questions regarding options open to neighbors in such 
cases are always a delicate affair. ]K had demonstrated in the past that he favors quiet 
diplomacy, as his position on Mugabe had been throughout his presidency. 

For example, on a visit to the United States in September/October 2007 he clearly stated 
that he was firmly opposed to the view that public pressure and sanctions should be 
applied to Mugabe to resolve the Zimbabwe crisis. He argued that pushing Mugabe to the 



corner would only make him recalcitrant, and would not necessarily resolve the intricate 

problems which had taken Zimbabwe to the brink of a political and economic meltdown. As 
we saw earlier JK was being a good SADC team player, preferring consensus rather than 

confrontation in regional diplomacy. 

For JK, the Kenyan situation was not any different. If anything, he was much more 
determined to resolve the Kenyan crisis diplomatically because it directly affected 
Tanzania both as a neighbor and as a member of the East African Community. Unlike 
Yoweri Museveni of Uganda who publicly announced that he was offering his services to 
resolve the crisis, ]K worked quietly behind the scene, sending emissaries, and making sure 
that Tanzania does not become a victim of a neighbor’s problem. Public statements from 
Tanzania government officials seemed quite neutral, others would argue "too neutral" in 
light of what seemed to be a gross miscarriage of justice and violation of human rights in 
Kenya. 

What had been clear from the beginning of the crisis however, was the economic cost of the 
crisis to the region. Uganda which is landlocked and gets up to 70% of its imports through 
Kenya began to immediately feel the economic impact of the crisis. Fuel cost had doubled 
by December 31st as retailers could not guarantee the availability of oil from the port of 
Mombasa. Taxi drivers in Kampala raised their fares, but few people were willing to pay the 
increased prices, so the transport industry began to suffer. Traders could not get their 
commodities to market, so the Ugandan economy was slowly being choked by the crisis. 

In the case of Tanzania, the biggest impact was on the tourist trade. The northern tourist 
circuit which includes the world famous Serengenti National Park, the Ngorongoro 
Park/Olduvai Gorge and Mount Kilimanjaro experienced a sharp decline in visitors, while 
all the major hotels had to deal with booking cancellations. For sure, the political crisis in 
Kenya was taking its toll on the region. The hope was that Kenya would not completely fall 
apart as a country because of the potential negative consequences for the region. 

Different interpretations can be arrived at in regard to the stance taken by Tanzania at the 
time, but in hindsight, ]K’s strategy of working behind the scene was quite clever. In the 
case of Uganda, as soon as President Kibaki had been declared the winner, Museveni sent in 
a hearty congratulatory message. And as soon as there was sign of trouble, Museveni 
became public about offering his services to resolve the problems. But Museveni had his 
own problems at home. The opposition in his country immediately suggested that he 
himself ha not been legitimately elected and therefore had no moral authority to act as a 
mediator between the opposing sides in the Kenya elections. The opposition insisted that 
Museveni himself should resign in light of the election he had stolen in 2006. 

By taking a quiet approach, ]K was protecting himself from the potential of facing similar 
charges from the opposition in Tanzania, although in his case, none of the opposition in 
Tanzania had even hinted that his election was not legitimate. Afterall, he had received 
more that 80 percent of the votes, and nobody had challenged those results. What is 
important however, is the fact that lK’s strategy was to make sure that his intervention in 
the Kenya crisis was seen as legitimate, neutral, even-handed, and un-intrusive to the 
Kenyans. In that way he could be an honest broker between the two sides. ]K was aware of 



the fact that he would have to work closely within the context of the EAC with whoever 

eventually became the leader of Kenya. Therefore, it would be unwise to be siding with one 
party or the other in the dispute. 

JK’s first action in the matter was xxxxxx. A week into the crisis, the two opposing sides in 
the Kenya crisis sent their emissaries to Dar es Salaam to brief ]K. President Kibaki’s side 
sent Uhuru Kenyatta whose political party the Kenya African National Union (KANU) had 
aligned with Kibaki’s PNU during the elections. In the weeks following the elections, Uhuru 
Kenyatta was appointed Minister of Xxxxxxx. ODM on the other hand sent its cerebral 
Secretary General, Professor Peter Anyang Nyong’o. 

JK knew both emissaries well. He had worked with them in different capacities at various 
times, especially on issues related to the EAC. A few months later, Professor Anyang 
Nyong’o assessed his mission as xxxxx(successful? Failure???). Uhuru Kenyatta on the other 
hand stated that xxxxxxx. 

Talk to Kenyans on this (Anyang’ Nyong’o, General Mwagiru, Ambassador Nzomo, Dr 
Wafula Okumu, etc on what they thought about the role of Tanzania) 

What do Tanzanian academics think of that stance?? Issa Shivji, Mwesiga Baregu, Abillah 
Omari, Daudi Mukangara, Mohabe Nyirabu, Rwekaza Mukandala. 

Views of the Tanzania foreign Minister. 

Any AU official????? 

How was the crisis resolved? Where did it leave Tanzania/Kenya relations? What is the 
status of the EAC? 

Generally speaking what does this experience tell us about JK’s modus operandi? Is it 
bringing Tanzania close to the prominence it had during the Nyerere period? What can we 
expect from ]K as we move deeper into his leadership? 

]K the Continental Leader 

On January xxxxx, JK left Dar es Salaam to attend a scheduled African Union Summit in 
Addis Ababa. In international affairs, much of the previous month had been dominated by 
the Kenya crisis. Naturally, the Kenya crisis was high on the agenda of the AU Summit, 
making it a little awkward for ]K having to face President Kibaki under those difficult 
circumstances, especially when President Kibaki decided to give his speech essentially 
condemning the opposition in his country while Kenya literally and figuratively was on fire. 
(Did JK visit with Kibaki in Addis?) 

But for JK, the Summit in Addis Ababa was going to be memorable for another reason. As is 
customary, at the end of each AU Ordinary Summit, the organization elects a new 
Chairman. In its 2006 Summit in Khartoum, barely two months after his election as 
President in Tanzania, JK’s name was proposed for the Chairmanship. JK declined the 
nomination by arguing that he was barely into the job of President of his own country, and 
therefore deferred the nomination to someone else. In January 2008 however, JK could no 



longer make the argument that he was still new to the job and he was unanimously elected 
to be the Chairman of the AU for the calendar year 2008. 

The primary responsibility of the AU Chairman is to be the face of the organization for all 
continental diplomatic matters. The person elected to that position, both by design and 
default, acts as the continental troubleshooter, working closely with the AU Secretariat in 

Addis Ababa to ensure that AU business is conducted well. The election to the post also 
symbolizes the level of confidence that your fellow leaders have in you when they elect you 

to essentially represent them for the year. In 2006, at the height of the Darfur crisis in 

Sudan, the AU inspire of the fact that it met in Khartoum, declined to elect President Bashir 
of Sudan to the post because the leaders did not think that Bashir would be an appropriate 

face of the AU, and by extension, of Africa globally. 

The election of JK to that position was therefore a big deal, both for him personally, and for 
his country. Unfortunately for him however, Africa was in the midst of several crises that 
needed attention: Kenya and the post-election political violence; Darfur, where the 
government of Sudan was fighting against several rebel movements, but much more 
seriously, the international community through the United Nations and the AU itself, had 
decided to send a 25,000 peace keeping force to protect civilians from the Sudanese 
government and its allied militia; Somalia continued to suffer from the absence of a central 
authority, and Ethiopian forces which had invaded Somalia in January 2007 were still 
there; in DRC, hundreds of thousands of innocent civilians continued to die as a result of a 
multi-faceated conflict; the Central Africa Republic was falling apart; Eritrea and Ethiopia 
were in a state of war against each other; and in Zimbabwe, President Mugabe seemed to 
be going nowhere. 

JK was well aware of all the difficulties he would confront as AU Chairman, but for him, he 
saw that his most immediate problem was the Kenya question for reasons that have 
already been mentioned. In communication to the chief negotiator of the crisis, former 
Secretary General of the United Nations, Koffi Annan, ]K made himself available if he was 
needed. He received envoys from both sides in the crisis, publicly demonstrating neutrality. 
As long as the negotiations were proceeding in Nairobi, he would stay away. 

However, on February 27th, Kofi Annan announced that the talks had reached an impasse, 
and he was calling offthe negotiations because he did not think that the two sides were 
capable of reaching an agreement. Immediately after the announcement, each side blamed 
the other for the breakdown of the talks. Much more importantly, the opposition publicly 
announced that there were going back to mass action. This threat meant only one thing: 
Kenya was about to descend into serious chaos, with far reaching consequences for itself, 
for the East Africa region, and for Africa in general. 

In his capacity as AU Chairman, JK immediately flew to Nairobi. He met with Kofi Annan 
and his team of negotiators who immediately briefed ]K on the status of the talks, and the 
difficulties Annan and his team were facing in bringing the two sides together. ]K quickly 
realized that the only way the talks could be moved forward was to directly engage the 
principals: Kibaki and Odinga, essentially to plead with them to recognize the risks 
involved in case the talks failed. He shuttled between the two leaders and served as a 



critical liaison between the Annan team and the two opposing sides. He became central to 

the negotiating team that eventually managed to craft the power-sharing agreement 
between the government of President Kibaki and the ODM opposition led by Mr Raila 

Odinga. 

With the entire world watching, but especially Kenyans, with everyone holding their 

breath, it was JK who announced the deal between PNU and ODM. This is what JK said on 
that occasion: 

"At long last we have an agreement that ensures the people of Kenya that the 
historical accident which unfortunately occurred recently can now be a thing of the past. I 

heartily congratulate President Mwai Kibaki and Honourable Raila Odinga for this great 

achievement. 

"I congratulate them for their statesmanship, patriotism and their great love for their 
country and their people. I also wish to congratulate the panel of eminent persons, His 

Excellency Kofi Annan, His Excellency Benjamin William Mkapa and Her Gracious Graca 

Machel for their tireless efforts which have been rewarded by this historic agreement. We 
thank them for having spared part of their retirement time to broker the peace deal for 

Kenya. 

"It would be remiss of me if I did not recognize and commend the negotiating teams of 

PNU and ODM for a job very well done. Their sweat and toil has been handsomely 
rewarded. I know it has not been easy. They persevered so much in the process. 

"The agreement signed today is the beginning of a process. If implemented fully it will 
help the people of Kenya to live their normal life as in the past. 

"However, the signatures alone mean nothing if there is no commitment to seeing 
what has been agreed upon is actually implemented. By appending their signatures to the 

agreement today, President Mwai Kibaki and Honourable Raila Odinga have demonstrated 
the political will to see the impasse indeed. The task ahead of all of us Kenyans, as well as 

friends of Kenya is to ensure that the agreement is implemented to the letter and spirit. 

"I emphasize this point because 

Thus, within a month of becoming AU Chairman, JK had demonstrated that he was up to the 
job, and that he belonged in the company of leading global negotiators such as Kofi Annan. 

Riding partly on the success of Kofi Annan in the Kenya negotiations, ]K began to establish 
himself as a credible continental leader by taking the leading role in tackling the major 
issues facing the continent. 



Chapter xxxxxxx: Conclusion and Reflections 

JK’s first term as president of Tanzania has been remarkable. From a politician who many 
people were not sure was fit for the job has turned out to be not only an effective president 
of Tanzania, but has become a major international figure, being mentioned in the same 
breath as Kofi Annan and Bill Clinton. 

Among his achievements domestically are: addressing the issue of corruption, the 
consolidation of CCM and the promotion of new blood in the leadership of the party, the 
continuation of economic reform which had been started by his predecessor, President 
Mkapa, but strengthened the programs. As a result, Tanzania was able to qualify for the 
Millenium Challenge Account, a foreign aid program of the United States Government in 
support of economic development and the promotion of democracy in the Third World 
XXXXX 

On the international scene, his first major contribution to diplomacy was his contribution 
to the resolution of the Kenya political crisis at the beginning of 2008 when Kenya was on 
the brink of disintegration from the disputed elections in December 2007. 



Ari Mpya, Kasi Mpya, Nguvu Mpya: the Political Biography of ]akaya Mrisho Kikwete, 
President of Tanzania, 2005-2015 VOLUME II 

Introduction 

By the end of 2008, ]K had laid out the broad parameters of what he wanted to accomplish 
as President. ]K had begun his tenure as President of Tanzania with an extremely ambitious 
agenda which was initially contained in his inaugural speech to the Parliament of the 
Fourth Phase on December 30th, 2005. The most significant message that he sought to put 
out at that time was that his government at one basic level needed to be understood as a 
continuation of the basic principles of governance which had been established through the 
preceding regimes of Presidents ]ulius Kambarage Nyerere (1961-1985); All Hassan 
Mwinyi (1985-1995); and Benjamin William Mkapa (1995-2005). Yet he also considered 
that each regime or phase of government had its own clear historical mandate which was 
substantially different from its predecessors. ]K thus laid out what he saw as the historical 
mission and responsibility of each phase of government in the following way: 

"Each phase of national leadership since independence has had its own central tasks. 

The first phase, under Mwalimu Julius Kambarage Nyerere, and later with Sheikh Abeid 

Amani Karume created a united nation. The departing colonial power had not developed a 
sense of nationhood. Their strategy was one of divide and rule. Mwalimu Nyerere did not 

inherit a nation. He inherited a collection of tribes; people of diverse religions, colour and 
creed. But thanks to his long-term vision, he decided to focus on nation building. He 

realized that even if Tanzania were to have a fast growing economy, it would unravel one 

day if it were not built on a strong foundation of nationhood. 

"Mwalimu inherited a country of people afflicted with poverty, illiteracy and disease. He 
made the war on illiteracy 

This volume thus is at its core, an assessment of ]K’ government broadly speaking, although 
much of the coverage will be for the period 2009-2015. The first three years of his regime 
were covered in Volume I of this study. Nonetheless it will be obvious from the analysis 
that there is ample overlap between the two periods for obvious reasons. As this volume 
was being written, the new government of President Xxxxx was already in place. The big 
question in Tanzania is how much of ]K’s policies will be retained by the new regime. In his 
inaugural speech to the public, the new President paid homage to ]K, thanking him for 



doing a wonderful job holding the country together and moving the country forward in 

terms of economic growth. 

Indeed by looking at the new Cabinet, it is obvious that there are many overlaps between 

JK’s regime and the new one. The new President himself was in JK’s Cabinet from xxxxx, so 

the continuation of policy is highly expected. In any case JK has now made a successful 
transition from being President to now being an ex-president. His time is now consumed 
with xxxxx and this promises to keep him busy for the foreseeable future. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 6, 2008 10:51 AM 

Reginald F. Hildebrand <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 
Re: (no subject) 

Thank you!!!!!! 

Reginald F. Hildebrand wrote: 

> Travis, I left $20 with my grades as my contribution to the food fund 
> for the graduate reception. -Reg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 16, 2008 10:22 AM 

vander@email.unc.edu 

Re: Never mind 

Hey Robin :) 

So Sorry that I didnt get your email in time and that I wasnt able to 
catch your phone call. Debby is out today so I got busy with some 
other things first thing in the morning. I’ll be sure to take care of 
it next time it comes up! 

Travis 

vander@email.unc.edu wrote: 

> Hi Travis, 
> 
> Tried to reach you in the office to tell you to check your email. I 
> went ahead and made the copies here at the library. 
> 
> Thanks anyway, 
> robin. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 4, 2008 11:22 AM 

mrc@unc.edu 
video pickup 

Hi, 

I have a request for a video to be picked up from the mrc. 

Name: Julius E. Nyang’oro 
PID: 704273328 
phone # : 966-5496 
Course : Afri 101 
Title : Tools of Exploitation 
When needed: June 5th 9am 

Thank You! 

Travis Gore 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 5, 2008 12:21 PM 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

promotion letter.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, June 26, 2008 10:54 PM 

@hotmail.com 

[Fwd: Thank you for applying for Position 0058473, SUPPORT SERVICES ASSOCIATE] 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Thank you for applying for Position 0058473, SUPPORT SERVICES ASSOCIATE 

Date:Mon, 23 Jun 2008 02:47:12 -0400 (EDT) 
From:             ~nc,ed~ 

To 

Thank you for submitting an application for Staff Employment to the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. This email confirms that your applic 

Position Id: 0058473 

Position Title: #PositionTitle# 

To view your status of current pending applications, visit i~3ps://s6~ ~s.urc~edu ~g~ilicationLis~do. 

To update your application profile, visit ~i%£ps //s~.Jts unc.ei ~i~tProfJle do. 

For more information regarding the Staff hiring process at UNC Chapel Hill, please visit our website at ~ ~%£~s~%,~£obs~-n6 ~edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 11, 2008 8:49 AM 

deby@vikingtravel.com; Eunice Sahle <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Pending Reservation 

Thanks so much Deby for the heads up! Our financial system is down at 
this moment but Im working on the issue and we will keep you updated 
throughout the morning. If you dont hear from me by noon kindly send me 
an email.. 
Best Wishes, 
Travis 

deby@vikingtravel.com wrote: 

>>Travis: 
>> 

>> 

> 

>System still says "Does not Exist". I’m sorry.. 
> 
>Let me know if there is something I need to do. I have rebooked the itinerary again, so we can hold another 24 hours. The fare did 
increase $21.40, new fare is $708.98. 
> 

>Thanks, 
>Deby 
> 

> 

> 

>>From: Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
>>Date: 2008/07/10 Thu PM 02:23:31 EST 
>>To: deby @vikingtravel. com 
>>CC: Eunice Sable <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
>>Subject: Re: Pending Reservation 
>> 
>>Hi Deby, 
>> 
>>Sorry about that. Can you try it again now? It should work this time 
>>but please let me know if it does not. 
>>Thanks ! 
>>Travis 
>> 

>>deby@vikingtravel.com wrote: 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>>>>Eunice/Travis: 

>>>When I check the status of the T number, CABs responds with a "Does Not Exist" reply. 
>>> 
>>>Do I need to send another itinerary? 
>>> 

>>>Thanks, 
>>>Deby 



>>>>From: Eunice Sable <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
>>>>Date: 2008/07/10 Thu PM 01:21:51 EST 
>>>>To: deby@vikingtravel.com, Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
>>>>Subject: Re: Pending Reservation 

>>>>Dear Deby, 

>>>>Thanks so much and my apologies. Our administrative manager- Debby 
>>>>Crowder - 
>>>>         hence the delay. Travis-welcome back- was also away and just 
>>>>returned to the office today. Here is the        for booking the ticket. 

>>>>Once again my apologies. Eunice 

>>>>deby@vikingtravel.com wrote: 

>>>>>Hello Eunice: 

>>>>>I have not received a T number for the Winnipeg reservation which needs to ne ticketed today. 

>>>>>Would you please check on this for me and let me know what you find out. 

>>>>>hanks, 
>>>>>DEN 

>>>>Eunice Sable, Ph.D 
>>>>Assistant Professor of Political Science 
>>>>African Studies and International Studies 
>>>>109 Battle Hall 
>>>>Chapel Hill 
>>>>27599-3395 
>>>>North Carolina 
>>>>Tel: 919-966-2588 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 14, 2008 1:40 PM 

Eunice Sahle <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
(no subject) 

20080714133436677.pdf 

Date: 
From: 
To: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Mon, 14 Jul 2008 13:34:36 -0400 
scanner@unc.edu 

travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 07.14.2008 13:34:36 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 16, 2008 11:27 AM 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
Eunice 

Eunice..DeanThorpe08.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 16, 2008 11:57 AM 

Amy Elizabeth Cooke <acooke@email.unc.edu> 

(no subject) 

20080716115514040.pdf 

Date: 
From: 
To: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Wed, 16 Jul 2008 11:55:14-0400 
scanner@unc.edu 

travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 07.16.2008 11:55:13 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, July 16, 2008 11:58 AM 

Amy Elizabeth Cooke <acooke@email.unc.edu> 
(no subject) 
20080716115545825.pdf 

Date: 

From: 
To: 

........ Original Message ......... 
Wed, 16 Jul 2008 11:55:46-0400 
scarmer@unc.edu 

travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 07.16.2008 11:55:45 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 16, 2008 2:38 PM 

Amy Elizabeth Cooke <acooke@email.unc.edu> 

(no subject) 
20080716143411297.pdf 

Date: 

From: 
To: 

........ Original Message ......... 
Wed, 16 Jul 2008 14:34:11 -0400 
scanner@unc.edu 

travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 07.16.2008 14:34:11 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 16, 2008 2:45 PM 

Amy Elizabeth Cooke <acooke@email.unc.edu> 

(no subject) 

200807 l 6144324116.pdf 

Date: 

From: 
To: 

........ Original Message ......... 
Wed, 16 Jul 2008 14:43:24-0400 
scanner@unc.edu 

travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 07.16.2008 14:43:23 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 16, 2008 3:14 PM 

Amy Elizabeth Cooke <acooke@email.unc.edu> 

(no subject) 

20080716151208892.pdf 

Date: 
From: 
To: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Wed, 16 Jul 2008 15:12:09-0400 
scanner@unc.edu 

travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 07.16.2008 15:12:08 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 16, 2008 4:01 PM 

Amy Elizabeth Cooke <acooke@email.unc.edu> 

(no subject) 
20080716155958345.pdf 

Date: 

From: 
To: 

........ Original Message ......... 
Wed, 16 Jul 2008 15:59:58 -0400 
scanner@unc.edu 

travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 07.16.2008 15:59:58 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 17, 2008 9:21 AM 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Eunice 

Eunice..DeanCarney08.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 8, 2008 2:28 PM 

Eunice Sahle <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
T# 

Hi Eunice, 

I have a T# for you! The magic number It is       . But for this magic 
number to work I need to know about how much your flight will cost so I can 
enter that information in. Thanks! Hope your having a great time. 

Cheers, 

T-Bone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 12, 2008 9:31 AM 

Eunice Sahle <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Re: T # process Please Travis! 

ok thanks for the heads up! Im gonna check this out right now :) 

Eunice Sahle wrote: 

Dear Travis, 

As you can see, the number you provided has been used. Please, please 
I kindly request that your process this for Deby tomorrow. Kindly sort 
out for us. It is the last chance I have on the ticket she has 
pre-booked. 

Thanks. Eunice. 

deby@vikingtravel.com wrote: 

>>> Eunice: 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> It is not good news. The response means that the T number has 
>> already been used and posted in the system. 
>> 
>> Maybe Travis can clear it up by tomorrow... 
>> 
>> Keep me posted. 
>> 
>> Deby 
>> 

>> 

>>> From: Eunice Sahle <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
>>> Date: 2008/08/11 Mon PM 04:10:52 EST 
>>> To: Deby <deby@vikingtravel.com> 
>>> CC: "’Travis Gore’" <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
>>> Subject: Re: T # process Please Travis! 

>>> Great news then Deby ! 
>>> 

>>> Cheers, Eunice. 

>>> Deby wrote: 

>>>> According to the CABS system, has already been posted. 

>>>> Deby 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: Eunice SaNe [mNlto:em~tice@email.unc.edu] Sent: Monday, 
>>>> August 11, 2008 4:58 PM 
>>>> To: Travis Gore; Deby 



>>>> Subject: Re: T # process Please Travis! 

>>>> Hi Travis, 

>>>> Greetings. Kind~ let Deby know the status of the         you 
>>>> provided. The price of ticket has gone up since Friday and it will 
>>>> go up if tNs not by l~est ~mo~ow. 

>>>> Wi~ thanks. EuNce. 

>>>> Deby wrote: 

>>>>> I haven’t heaN from Tmvis yet wi~ a T number. Do you know if 
>>>>> one has 
>>>>> been assigned yet? 

>>>>> Thanks, 
>>>>> Deby 

>>>>>>>>>> Travis Gore wrote: 

>>>>>>>>>>> Hi EuNce, 

>>>>>>>>>>> I have a T# ~r you! The magic number It is        B~ 
>>>>>>>>>>> ~rtNs 

>>>>>> magic 

>>>>>>>>>>> number to work I need to know abo~ how much your fligN 
>>>>>>>>>>> will cost so 

>>>>>I 

>>>>>>>>>> can 

>>>>>>>>>>> enter that information in. Thanks! Hope your having a 
>>>>>>>>>>> gm~time. 



>>>>>>>>>>> Cheers, 

>>>>>>>>>>> T-Bone 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 12, 2008 10:42 AM 

Eunice Sahle <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Deby <deby@vikingtravel.com> 

Re: T # process Please Travis! 

Good news!! Ive got everything working now :) I called travel and 
found out what was going on. They said it was a problem that they hoped 
to resolve in a week but I told them I needed a number right away so he 
gave me a manual number. Anyway, your new T number is          I 
had Debby (with 2 b’s) overlook what I was doing to make sure we had 
it right because we dont have anytime to waste! 
Thanks 

Travis 

Eunice Sahle wrote: 

Great news then Deby ! 

Cheers, Eunice. 

Deby wrote: 

>> According to the CABS system, has already been posted. 
>> 
>> Deby 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Eunice Sahle [~ailto:eunice@emaiLtmc.edt~] Sent: Monday, August 
>> 11, 2008 4:58 PM 
>> To: Travis Gore; Deby 
>> Subject: Re: T # process Please Travis! 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Hi Travis, 
>> 
>> Greetings. Kindly let Deby know the status of the         you 
>> provided. The price of ticket has gone up since Friday and it will go 
>> up if this not by latest tomorrow. 
>> 
>> With thanks. Eunice. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Deby wrote: 
>> 
>>> I haven’t heard from Travis yet with a T number. Do you know if one 
>>> has 
>>> been assigned yet? 
>>> 
>>> Thanks, 
>>> Deby 
>>> 
>>>>>>>> Travis Gore wrote: 



>>>> magic 

Hi Eunice, 

I have a T# for you! The magic number It is 
this 

But for 

enter that information in. 
great time. 

Cheers, 

T-Bone 

Thanks! Hope your having a 

>>>I 

>>>>>>>> can 

>> 

> 

>>>>>>>>> number to work I need to know about how much your flight will 
>>>>>>>>> cost so 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 13, 2008 1:58 PM 

Kia Lilly Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Computer Setup 

Hey Kia, 
Glad you had a good trip. Patrick was away on vacation while you were 
gone but I was able to get Aaron (Patrick’s assistant) to hook up the 
computer. He told me 
that when you come back to the office Patrick will be able to come over 
and get it running. He said it shouldnt take long but I think its 
something he wants you to be present for, maybe because of something 
having to do with passwords. Debby thought it would be best if I gave 
you Patrick’s email address so that way you could set up a time with 
him. It is mortell@email.unc.edu. 
Thanks, 
Travis 

Kia Lilly Caldwell wrote: 

> Hi Travis, 
> I hope you are well. I was wondering if Patrick has been able to 
> setup my new desktop computer yet. It would be great to have it up 
> and running before classes start. Please let me know. 
> 
> Thanks, 
> Kia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 13, 2008 2:28 PM 

Barbara Anderson <b_anderson@unc.edu> 

Stacey Elizabeth Sewall <sewall@email.unc.edu> 
Re: dept brochures for gec open house? 

departmentbrochure.doc; reviseddepartment brochurepage2.doc 

Barbara Anderson wrote: 

Did we actually get an electronic version of the department brochure 
for majors? Thanks. B 

Deborah Crowder wrote: 

>> I don’t have the dept. one, Travis does, and I’ll get him to send it 
>> on tomorrow. Also, I’ll dig up the one just on Wolof. dc 
>> 

>> Barbara Anderson wrote: 
>> 
>>> I got the language flyer, but did you send Stacey the other one? 
>>> Thanks! B 
>>> 
>>> Deborah Crowder wrote: 
>>> 
>>>> Also, it would be good to have the language flyers, dc 

>>>> Barbara Anderson wrote: 

>>>>> Dear Debby and Julius: 
>>>>> Sept 3 the GEC will have an Open House, and the ASC will have a 
>>>>> table with information for students. Could you send Stacey an 
>>>>> electronic version of the Department’s brochure re majors for 
>>>>> students? We can copy these and give them to students who stop at 
>>>>> the table. Thanks! B 

>> 

>> 



African & Afro-American Studies 
The current goal of African and Afro-American Studies at UNC-CH is to give specific and 

)recise attention to the histories, cultures, and cultural linkages of the peoples of Africa and their 
descendants in the New World. Although students must concentrate in either African or Afro- 
American Studies, all majors must gain competence in both areas and thereby come to understand 
the cultural and historical continuities and contrasts between Africa and the African New World. 

The purpose of the African Studies concentration is to develop an analytical approach to 
contemporary Africa. Courses stress the importance of traditional values and institutions to the 
definition of modern African society, and stress the historic range of commercial and political 
relationships with Europe and the New World. The purpose of the concentration in Afro-American 
Studies is to develop a broad knowledge of the history and culture of the peoples of African descent in 
the Americas and the significant social, political, economic, and humanistic issues they face. 

Graduate School and Career Opportunities 
The skills and perspectives of African and Afro-American Studies provide an excellent 

background for students considering careers in international development, education, business, 
government, or diplomacy. 

Students concentrating in African and Afro-American Studies go on to a wide variety of 
managerial, teaching, and research positions. Other careers for which an African or Afro-American 
Studies concentration is excellent preparation include law, the foreign service, various positions in 
government, communications, social work, community development, and public administration. 

Programs of Study 
The degree offered is Bachelor of Arts in African and Afro-American Studies, with a 

concentration either in Afro-American Studies or African Studies. Minors in Afro-American Studies or 
African Studies are also offered. 

For more information please contact: 
Julius E. Nyang’oro, Chair, Department of African & Afro-American Studies, CB#3395, 109 Battle 
Hall, UNC-CH, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395. 
Telephone: (919) 966-5496 Fax: (919) 962-2694 

Department of African 

& 

Afro-American Studies 

Julius E. Nyangoro, Chair 
Barbara Anderson 
Kia Lilly Caldwell 

Amy Cooke 
Roberta Ann Dunbar 

Donato Fhunsu 
Perry Hall 

Reginald Hildebrand 
Kenneth Janken 
Joseph Jordan 

Michael Lambert 
Margaret Lee 

Timothy McMillan 
Alphonse Mutima 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Robert Porter 

Charlene Regester 
Eunice Sahle 

Mamarame Seck 
Bereket H. Selassie 

Karla Slocum 

The University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill 

109 Battle Hall CB# 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

Phone: (919) 966-5496 
Fax: (919) 962-2694 

http://www.unc.edu/depts/afriafam 



MAJOR REQUIREMENTS 

All General Education requirements apply. A modern 
foreign language is required. Swahili is encouraged for 
students concentrating in AFRI. Prospective majors are 
encouraged to take AFAM 101 or 102 to satisfy the 
historical analysis Approaches requirement and AFRI 
101 to satisfy the (non-historical) social and behavioral 
sciences Approaches requirement and the beyond the 
North Atlantic world and global issues Connections 
requirements. 

CONCENTRATION IN AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES 

The major requires the completion of 10 courses (30 
hours) including 5 core courses as follows: 

AFRI 101 Introduction to Africa 
AFAM 101 The Black Experience (I) 
AFAM 102 The Black Experience (11) 
AFAM 398 Seminar in Afro-American Studies 
AFRI-AFAM 474 African & Afro-American Linkages 

The remaining 15 hours should be chosen from any of 
the Afro-American Studies courses offered by the 
department, including courses cross-listed with other 
units. At least one of these additional courses should be 
numbered 400 or above. 

CONCENTRATION IN AFRICAN STUDIES 

CORE COURSES: 
AFRI 101 Introduction to Africa 
AFAM 101 or 102 The Black Experience 
ANTH 226 Peoples of Africa 
POLl 241 Contemporary Africa 
AFRI/AFAM 474 Key Issues in African and Afro- 

American Linkages 

ONE OF THE FOLLOWING: 
HIST 187 Arab Histories 
HIST 278 The Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade 
HIST 279 Modern South Africa 

TWO OF THE FOLLOWING: 
AFRI 190 Topics in African Studies 
AFRI 
AFRI 
AFRI 
AFRI 
AFRI 

AFRI 

AFRI 

261 African Women 
262 African Literature 
263 African Belief Systems 
264 African Art and Culture 
265 Political Processes and Economic 

Development in Africa 
266 Contemporary Africa: Issues in Health, 

Population and the Environment 
296 Independent Studies 

AFRICAN & AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES 

ONE OF THE FOLLOWING: 
AFRI 520 Southern Africa 
AFRI 521 East Africa 
AFRI 522 West Africa 
AFRI 523 Central Africa 
AFRI 524 Northeast Africa 

ONE OF THE FOLLOWING: 
AFRI 396 Independent Studies 
ANTH 455 Ethnohistory 
ECON 465 Economic Development 
GEOG 268 Africa 
POLl 437 African Politics and Society 
COMM 649 Third World Media 

MINOR REQUIREMENTS 

CONCENTRATION IN AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES 

The undergraduate minor in Afro-American Studies 
requires the completion of 5 courses (15 hours) including 
3 core courses listed below. 

CORE COURSES 
AFRI 101 Introduction to African Civilization 
AFAM 101 The Black Experience (I) 
AFAM 102 The Black Experience (11) 

The remaining six hours may be chosen from any of the 
Afro-American Studies courses offered by the 
Department, including courses cross-listed with other 
units. 

CONCENTRATION IN AFRICAN STUDIES 

The undergraduate minor in African Studies consists of 
fifteen hours. Students are strongly encouraged to take 
AFRI 101 in General College. 

REQUIRED COURSE: 
AFRI 101: Introduction to Africa 

ADDITIONAL COURSES, selected in consultation with 
the African Studies advisor, two of which must be 
chosen from list A, and one at the 100 level. 

LIST A 
AFRI 190 Topics in African Studies 
AFRI 261 African Women 
AFRI 262 African Literature 
AFRI 263 African Belief Systems 
AFRI 264 African Art and Culture 
AFRI 265 Political Processes and Economic 

Development in Africa 

AFRI 266 Contemporary Africa: Issues in Health, 
Population and the Environment 

AFRI 520 Southern Africa 
AFRI 521 East Africa 
AFRI 522 West Africa 
AFRI 523 Central Africa 
AFRI 524 Northeast Africa 
AFRI/AFAM 474 Key Issues in African and Afro- 

American Linkages 

LIST B 
ANTH 226 Peoples of Africa 
POLl 241 Contemporary Africa 
POLl 437 African Politics and Society 
GEOG 268 Africa 
HIST 187 Arab Histories 
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those of any preeo~onial despot. He could fix %he least nmnber of 
houses which- shall compose a ltraaP’ (S.42) or forcibly move any 
portion thereof," or individual to any part of the colony (S.37). He 
could "amalgamate" or "divide" any tribe(s) (S.33), appoint all chiefs 
(S.33), or remove any for ~political offence, or for i~,competency~ or 
other just cause" (S.34). He had "absoiute power" to ca21 upon all 
tires" to supply %treed men or levies7 to defend the colony from exter- 
nal aggression or internal rebellion (S,3S) and "to supply labor for pub- 
lic works or the geueral needs of the colony" (S.3’6). 

The regime of total control the 1891 code [aid out applied from top 
to bottom. It laid out the legal basis for not only absolute authority over 
natives in the colony, but also patriarchal control over minors and 
women in each kraal The code specified that the kraal head was to be 
the "absolute owner of all property belonging to his kraal," and it was 
his duty to "settle all disputes" within (S.68). It laid out as a ~’general 
ruin" that "all the inmates of a kraal are minors in law," the exception 
being married males or widowers or %duk ma~es not related to the kraal 

head" (S.72). The section on =personal status" ordained that unless ex- 
empted by the t-Iig~ Court, "females are always considered minors and 
without independent power" (S.9~t). They can "neither inherit nor be- 
queath" (S.143). All income was to be controlled by the head of the 
kraal (S.138), who was given powers to disinherit any sou who may dis- 
obey him (S.140). Short of that, kraal heads were to "rarik as constables 
within the precincts of their own kraals and are authorized to arrest sum- 
mariiy any person therein" (S.74). To complete this declaration by 
which "general principles of humanity, recognized rdaroughout the civi- 
lized world," were to be brought to ~affves, kraal heads were also given 
powers to "inflict corporal punishment upon inmates of their kraals" for 

"any just cause"! 
So routinely and completely was the native to be subjugated that the 

code even specified the type of salute natives must give to and.the man- 
ner in which they must hai~ each category of officialdom, from the white 
supreme chief to the native headman (S.219). The totality of subjection 
was spelled out in the powers of the supreme chief The supreme chief 
possessed not only rule-malting but also judicial powers=-the ’°authority 
to punish by fine or imprisonment or both" (S.39)--and yet stood 
above any law: "The Supreme Chief is not subject ~o the Supreme 
Court, or to any other court of law" for any action "done either person~ 
ally or in Council" (8.40). This then was the essence of colonial absolut- ¯ 
ism, rule by decree, rule wkbout judicial or parliamentary restraint. 

When South Africa was unified in 1910, section 147 of the (South 
Africa) Act Vested control mad administration of native affairs through~ 

out the union in the governor-general, who was to act with the advice 
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the Executive Council, not Parliament. The union was forged around 

one key principle, rule by decree over natives; in the person of the gover- 

nor, the union w~ like an armed fist over native heads. In the evolution 
of native poficy in Sot~th Africa, .1910, 1927, and 19~I s~and out as 

three pivotal points, each the bearer of a key principle in a growing con- 

sensus that would eventually be summed up under apartheid as a unified 

and generalized policy of native control If 1910 was an agreement to 

subjec~ natives to a rule by decree, 1927 generalized customary law as 
the forrt~ that rule must take throughout the Union of South Africa, and 

I951 crystallized the final point of that consensus, that native control 

mus: be mediated at the level of the tribe, not the village, not through 

headmen but through a full-fledged, even if subordinate, state apparatus 

organized around the institution of chiefship. At the same time~ the 

movement from t910 to 1951 reflected a shift ~n perspective, from one 

of direct to indirect rule. 

In the intervening period, from 1910 to 1951, a spirited tug-of-war was 
waged between two different legal and administrative philosophies: that 
of the Cape and that of Natal, that of direct and indirect rule. Because 
much has been made 0fthe liberalism of the Cape system, it is important 
m underline the parameters rha~ both shared and point out where differ- 
ence was the result of principle and where of circumstance. It would be 
a mistake to think of the Cape experience as marking an exception in the 
general flow of native policy in South Africa. Although the pace at which 
the shifz took piece was slower in the Cape, the trend was ultimately not 
different. To tmderiine that shift ~s to illustrate the main contours of the 
£ow and to define the conditions tha~ shaped its trend and pace. The 
thrust of native policy in the Cape is marked by three phases. As the 
mode of ¢ontroI shifts from one to another, the overall framework of 
policy shifts from the race model of the early Cape ~o �he tribal option 
exemplified by the Natal model all along, ftom a direc~ to an indirect 
mode of rule. 

When the English took charge of the Cape, it was a mulr.iracial society 
by a single legal order. In this first phase, the colonized were the 

indigenous ~<hoikhoi and the imported Malay slaves, forming a small 
of the Cape population. But the colonized swelled into an 

g majority in the second phase, which began with the con- 
iquea of the Xb_osa people. It was a conquest ~hat took a century to 

from what the victors termed the First Kattir War to the west of 
the Fish River in 1779 to the Ninth Kaffir War against the Gcaleka in the 



those of any precolonlal’despor- He could fix "the least number of 

houses which shall compose a kraal" (S.42) or forcibty move any ~tribe, 

portion thereof’," or individual to any part of" the colony (S.37). He 

could "amalgamate" or "divide" any tribe(s) (S.33), appoint all chiefs 

(S.33), or remove any for ~’polidcal offeuce, or for incompetency, or 
other iust cause" (S.34). He had "absolUte power" to call upon all 

tires" to supply "armed men or levies" to defend the colony from exter~ 

aal aggression or internal rebellion (S.35) and ’~to supply labor for pub- 

lic works or the general needs of the colony" (S.~6). 
The regime of total control the 1891 code l’aid out applied from top 

to bottom. It laid out the legal basis for not only absolute authority over 

natives in the colony, but .also pan-iarchal control over minors and 

women in each kraal. The code specified that the kraal head was to be 

the "absolute owner of all property belonging to his l~aal," and it was 

his duty to %ettle all disputes" within (S.68). It laid out as a "general 
ruie" that "all the inmates of a kraal are minors in law," the exception 

being martied males or widowers or "adult males not related to the kraal 

head" (S.72). The section on "personal status" ordained that urdess ex- 
empted by the High Court, "females are a~ways considered minors and 

without independen~ power" (S.94). They can ~neither inherit nor be- 

queath" (S,143). Ali income was to be controlled by the b.ead of the 

kraal (5.138), who was given powers to disinherit any son who may dis- 

obey him ($.140). Short of that, kraal heads were zo "rank as constables 

will’in the precincts of their own kraals and are authorized to arrest sum~ 

marlly any person therein" (S.74). To complete this declaration by 
which "general principles of humanky, recognized throughout the civi 

lizcd world," were ~o be brought to natives, kraal heads were also given 

powers to "inlEiet corporal punishment upon inmates of their kraals" for 

"any iust cause"] 
So routinely and completely was the native to be subjugated that the 

code even specifi¢d the type of salute natives must give to and the man- 
ner in which they must hail each category of o~cialdom, from the white 

supreme chief m the native headman (S.219). The totafity of subjection 

was spelled out in the powers of the supreme chief. The supreme chief 

possessed not only rule-making but also iudicial powers--the %uthority 

to punish by fine or imprisonment or both" (S.39)--and yet stood 

above any law: "The Supreme Chief is not subject to the Supreme 

Court, or to any o~er court of law" for any action "done either person- 

ally or in Council" (S.40). This then was the essence of coIouial absolut- 

ism, rule by decree, rule without judicial or parliamentary restraint. 
When South Africa was unified in 1910, section 147 of the (South 

out the union in the governor-general, who was to act ~vlm me a~w~ 

the Executive CounciI, not Parliament. The union was forged around 

one key principle, rule by decree over natives; in the person of the gover- 

nor, the union was Hke an armed fist over native heads: In the evolution 

of native policy in South A2"rica, 1910, 1927~ and 195~. stand out as 

three pivotal points, each the bearer of a key principle in a growing con~ 

sensus that would eventually be summed up urider apartheid as a ratified 

and generaItzed policy of native control. If 1910 was an agreement to 

subject natives ~o a rule by decree, 1927 genea’alized customary [aw as 

¯ e form that rule must take throughou~ the Union of South -&frica, and 

1951 crystaIllzed the final point of that consensus, that native control 

must be mediated at the level of the tribe, not the village, not through 

headmen but through a fiall-fled~ed, even if subordinate, state apparatus 

organized around the institution of chiefship. _At the same time, the 

movement from 1910 to ]951 reflected a shift in perspective, from one 

of direct to indirect rule. 

The Cape versus Natal 

In the intervening peAod, from 1910 to 1951, a spirited tug-of-war was 

waged between two different legal and administrative philosophies: that 

of the Cape and fhat of Natal, that of direct and indirect rule. Because 

much has been made of the liberalism of the Cape system, it is impor.t~nt 

to underline the parameters that bo~ shared and point out where differ- 

ence was the result of principle and where of circumstance. It would be 

a nfistake to think of the Cape experience as maddng an exception in the 
general flow of native policy in Sguth Afifca, Although r_he pace at which 

the shift took place was slower in the Cape, the trend was ultimately not 

different. To underline that shift is to illustrate ~e main eotttours of the 

flow and to define the conditions that shaped its trend and pace. The 

thrust of native policy in the Cape is marked by O.ree phases. As the 

mode of control shifts from one to another, the overall framework of 
policy shifts from the race model of the early Cape to the tribal option 

exemplified by the Natal model all along, from a direct to an indirect 

mode of rule. 

When the English took charge of the Cape, it was a mukiracial society 

marked by a singte legal order. In this first phase, ~e colonized were the 

indigenous Khoikhoi and the imported Malay slaves, forming a small 

minority of the Cape population. But the colonized swelled into an 

overwhelming majority ha the second phase, which began.w£th the corn 
qacs~ of the Xhosa people. It was a conquest that took a century to 

make~ from what the victors termed the First Kaffir War to ~e west of 
the Fish River in 1779 to the Ninth Kaffir War against the Gcaleka in the 
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Transkei in 1877-78. Up to the Seventh Kaffir War, the British had ~ed 
to forc~ ~a~v~s off,he ~and into ~emote area~. In 1847, they abandoned 
the attemp~ annexed the territory west of the Great Kei, and gave i~ the 
h~Bhly illuminating name British 1~fffar~a.~ The tranm~ of eight decades 
of colonial aggression was vividly registered ~n the prophecy that led to 
a ge~eral~zed cattle ~lfi~, bre~dng the back of ~he ~osa ~d Thembu 
peoples who Iived in Bridsh 1~ffraria~ In th~s context S~r George Grey, 
tha~ torchbearer of Cape ~beralism who was then ~e governor of the 
Cape, marked ~n flesh and blood the essenti~s of [~a[ integration in a 
multiraci~ coloni~ stalely. Taidng advantage of~e changed s~tuafion, 
Grey confiscated much of~e Xhosa and Thembu peoples’ [and and set- 

fled thous~ds of whites on ~h~ms between scattered reserve~. The au- 
thority of chiefs was u~dermined, as all judicial and administrative ~c- 
fiong were transferred to whke magis~ates. Thus was established ~e 

social prcreqnis[te of a s~gle legal order ia a colonia~ settler stoicS: ap- 
propriation o6 land, des~ct[on o£ communal autonomy, and establish- 
meat of the "freedom" o£ the individ~ to become a wage worker# 

~so, the single legal order was coached to matters 0f personal law; 
the public realm, natives were ruled by proclamat[o~ and ma~s~ra~s 

hdd absolute powar. This was direct rule. 
The policy of legal integration was shaped by bo~ the iong ~szory of 

colonial wars a~d ~e eventual dci~at and dispersal of ~e natives. The 
background of armed resist~ce had stiffened ~e resolve o£ minters of 
the Cape~proverbi~ly once bitten, ~ice shy~in favor of a policy of 
nonrecog~tion of native institutions. At the same ~me, defeat ~d dis- 
persal made it pomible to integrare and dominare halves wi~[n a single 
[ega~ order. In this, ~ere was little difference between ~e Boers and the 
early British settlers. The zeal of a ~civilizing mission" combined 
the very real threat that ~ibes were seen to represent, not only to the 
civilizing mission, but to the dvilizcrs themselves. For the ~ibe no~ only 
signified the ter~toriai parameter of defense, but was also the ideolog[c~ 
reference point for an independent way of life. ~er ~1, it had taken ~e 
Cape settlers more than a century to tame ~ tribes. Tribalism was 
righdy perceived m the anchor of native resistance. If ~he mifitary capac~ 
ky of the tribes had to be ~roded, the chiefs would have to g~so went 
settler logic of the tkme.~ The ins~mfion~ backbone of the tribe had to 

be stashed, and so ~t was. 
Yet ~ve must remember that this smashing could never be complete. 

Even when the Cape Parliament is said to have "relgct~fly 
~ffraria" ~n 186~ a~d resolved to maintain a si~gie leg~ system for all 

~ts i~habitants, i~ prerequisite~apkalist relations ~d ~e sway of m~- 
ket relafions~id not qnite obtain. In the scattered reserves .~at punC- 
tuated the space be~een one settler ~m ~d ano~er, "~ib~ courts 
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and tribal law continued to operate under makesh~f~ arrangements÷"~ 
In spite of prevailing notions that contrast direct rule in the Cape with 
in direct rule in Natal, it never was possible for the colonists to rule di- 
rectly over natives. Tb.e smashing was more a lobbing off of the political 
superstructure of the tribes: the setthers rnied through village-based 
b.eadmen instead of tribal chiefs. Although the control over natives re~ 
mained indirect, the consequence was to fragment the nature of the me- 
diating Native Authori~ on the ground, confining each to a village. In 
this second phase~ then~ the claim to legal integra~on was part/y a 

The point was to be driven home seven years later, in 1871, when the . 
Cape annexed Basutoland; official policy changed dramatically and ush- 
ered in the third phase in the evolution of native policy in the Cape. 
Arguing that its inhabitants were "not yet sufficiently advanced in civili 
zation and social progress" to assume full responsibility as citizens, the 
Cape a~thorities rejected legal assimilation for the natives of Basuto- 
land. For the first time, then, dualism ira personal taw and political in- 
equality went hand in hand. But the 8otho petitioned for a parliamen- 
tary franchise in 1872. The governor’s response was revealing. RejecrJng 
the appeal, he warned them of the entire range of consequences if legal 
assimilation were to hold: ’°Colonial law would have to supersede Sotho 
law, the unoccupied land would be appropriated and sold, and whites be 
allowed to acquire land and settle in Basutoland."r 

The wisdom of the new policy was to be confirmed in the following 
decade. Resistance to colonial occupation did not cease: the Nin~ Ka~r 
War took place in 1877-78 against the Gcaleka and the Ngqika in the 
Transkei, not to mention the defeat suffered at the hands of the Sotho 
in the Disarmament War of lg80-8I. The lesson was clear: it was not 

p0ssible to sca~tcr and break peasant communities, and without Oat, k 
would not be possible to break their wili and their capacity to resist out- 
right imperial occupation. The Cape Native Laws and Customs Com- 
mission of 1880-83 warned the government against "excessive interfer- 
ence in the affairs of recently conquered communities." From across the 
Natal border, 8hepstone also offered advice. ~The main object of keep- 
ing natives under their own law," he totd the Cape Commission of 
1883, ~s to ensure control of them." To drive the point home~ he re 
minded the commission that Natal’s African population "has never 
taken up arms against us, while your people have; and that, in my opin- 
ion, alters the position of things very much,"s 

These lessons were formalized in law when the Cape annexed the 
Transkei and Griqualand East (1879)~ the Gcalekaland and Themb.n- 
~and (1884), and Pondoland (1894). The pace was set by the Tram_skeian 

Act of 1877, wlaich gave the governor the power to legislate 



by proclamation; no Cape statute was to hold wt~n its borders mntess 
specifically extended. The courts~ even if operated by white commtS- w to ~[ c~es be~een nafives~ subject to 
~io ers ~ere to apply tub!! ~a ¯ +.: .... a auiw" or ++con~ary 

~nw~viso that it not be "repugnant to 1~ ...... 
e~ _ 

to good policy and punic morals." Unite in t~e od~er prorates of 
South Africa, where magistrates were predomin~tIY oNCiats of ~e De~ 

partment of lus~ce, ~ the Transkei they were set apar~under ~e con~ 
e Native ~fNrs Department~ ~ administrative agency of the 

7o1 of th " ~ ¯ .... amoco the colo~zed,.~ere 

cent~ state. The lessons otwar were ~tc~t. 
was not to be even ~e form~ pretense to a rule of laW. Though 

ship w~ abolished, local admi~S~afion was to be mediated ~oug~ a 

corps of naive headmen. In other words= whereas the wMt of headme~ 
hdd over one or sever~ villageS, c~ie~ ~ a wrk ove~ the entire ~ibe 

would not be tol~ated. Broken at the tribal level, Naive AutMority 

would be harnessed ~t the village level Through ~aving to ~tablis~ 

con?n1 in the face of antColoni~ ~esistance, ~e governors of ~e Cape 

had arrived at a form of rule ~at would closely appro~mate ~re~ch~s~!~ 

in~rect rule. 
But political wisdom ~one could no~ ~I[Y explai~ ~e shift from di- 

rect to in~=ect rule. The chan~ng re~tes of ~e polkical economy of 

tge Cape~and with it a rapid? expan~ng demand for mine Iabor~had 

also much to do wkh k. For whereas whke farmers c~ted for the breW- ing up of ~bes to ~e[ease tabor that co~d be absorbed and controlled 
on settler ~ms, the mines reqnired the retention of tribal reserges from 
which labor would be ~eleased when ~equircd ~d to which k could 

returned when no~ needed. The requirements of setder ~arms caged for 

the appropriation of native lands w release land ~d bb~r for setder ag- 

riculture, w~ereas ~at of ~e mines c~led for its retention 
" ue to ~ncdoaras producaw family units, rel~-.. 

~t farms would conun .... ~ .... ,=ain~ series of mtgra~on 
lag ~d reabsorbing single ma~e taoOr ~ ...... 

=~ 

cycleS. 
The difference is dear if we see how the pass 

reference to setder farms and mines.e The pass system was introduced o~ 
Cape following¯ ~e abolition of ~e sIave trade. 

a of 1908 made k ~compulsory for IO~ois~ to ~ave a fixed and ~egisr 

cered place of residence and to carry a pass when mo~ng wi~in or 

~een ~swic:s of a colony." ~ in aiI o~er British 

version of the Masters and Servants Act was in eft?c£~ it "compUlSOry reg[sWafon of (labour) con~actF’ and treated 

as a penal offense- It ~rther -leg[timised a system of enid ~rough compulsory apprentceship of cNldren born to farm 

.- Comoulsory a~tachment~f s 
nder ser~ce contacts       - ,.           ~_~:~,~sui:ed 

~ers and of their children to an OD~tga y 
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needs of labor-starved settler farms. But the pass ~ystem the mines fash- 

ioned through the Native Labour Regulation Act of I911 sought to tie 

t:amily labor hog to a single employer~ but. to the reserve. The difference 

between settler farms and mines in how each perceived the significance 

of the pass system lay in this; whereas the pass system was for settler 

farms a way of tying family labor to employer~ for the mines it was a way 

of preventing the permanent settlement of African families on their 
property" by maintaining worker ties with she reserves. Unlike settler 

farms, who saw the survival of peasant agdcukurc as mainly a threat, its 
reproduction in ~e reserves was for the mines the sine qua non of a 

conrSnuing migrant labor system. The two ends of ~is system of tempo? 

rary migration were the reserve and ~e compound; both, as we will later 

see, organized expressions of indirect rule. 
It seems m me that for Cape liberalism to .flourish in a colonial cot,- 

text required an albembracing capitalist market: combining dvi[ 
equality based on rnarker differentiation with legai equality based on 

rule of law. "Equal rights for a~l civilized men sou~ of the Zambezi," 

that clarion cafl of Cecil Rhodes, was inscribed in a propertied franch~se~ 

one that would "naturally" exclude tkat vast majority of natives on 

grounds of their property.less civil status, not on the basis of any legally 

inscribed racial discrimination. The precondition for legal equaiity was 

civil inequality: an ez~d to customary tenure and holdings and the appro- 

priation of land. But where the reach of capitalist relar2ons was limited~ 

and the law facilitated the retention rather than the appropriations of 

peasant holdings, a propertied franchise could not go hm~d ~n hand with 

colonial control. There, political inequality would have to be grounded 
in a legal du~distn~ rather than in market differentiation, it is this reality 

that the Natal system symbolized in the operation of a dual iudiclal sys- 

tem, one modern, the other customary, neither quite separate nor quite 

equal. 

As the Cape reserves turned into "the single largest source ofmigran~ 
hbour" in South Africa, the Cape system lost both its liberalizing zeal 

:arid its consistency}° In the Cape coIony proper~ the basic terms of a 

propertied franchise had been spelled out under the Cape of 

Hope Constitution Ordinance of i852, and it still held. But this 

¯ of assimilation was modified in the Transkeian territories, where 

administered customary law. This was reflected in the fact 

governor of the Cape did not rule over the Transkeian terrl- 

as he did over the Cape, as presiding officer of a legislature to 

remained answerable. Rather, he ruled ~ese protectorates as 
high commissioner, with powers to legislate for them by decree. 

powers of a governor of a colony were circumscribed by the 

of those he governed, however modestly the latter were defined, 
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those of a higb~ commissioner of a protectorate were not; for t~e essence 
o~" protection was not to gttarante¢ tigh~ but m enforce custom, ~n 
colony under ~rec~ rnl¢, the guaran~e~ ofri~ts required ~e rnlc of civil 
-~aw, however circ~mscfibed radally. Bm in a protectorate trader indirect 
rule, custom was enforced ~rough customary law. 

In mor~ than a century, native policy in the Cape went ~rou~ ~re¢ 
ph~es+ Of ~¢se, only the first can be characterized as direct rule over a 
colonized m~nori~ comprising the in~genouS I~oi~oi and Malay 
slaves. The second period, one in which peman~ commu~fies were 
p~tty ~sintegrated as setter farms were set up ~ British ~ffr~ia, was 
clearty one of transition: official claims to a s~ngle legal order were bel~ed 
by ~ in~ormat tolerance of =[b~ law in peas~t enclaves in the Cape 
proper. The third and ~al period is ~rect rule. Legal dual£sm ob- 
tained; relations among peasanm were regulated throu~ customary ~aw. 
T~e key difference wiZh the apar~e~d period was ~n ~e agents who en- 

forced it, w~te commissioners at ~e outset a~d native chiefs under 
ap~theid. 

~at then were ~� differences be~cen the Cape and ~¢ Natal sys- 
tems by the onset of th~s century~ At first glance, ~ey seem purdy quan- 
OtaEve, with the difference one of rerminolo~, In the Cape, the pa- 
rameters of civil sociew were stretched to include a tiny minority 
colonized. Thus emerged the Cape Native ~r~chtse. No~ ~a~ 
were no natives permitted into the ranks of civ~l sodeW in Nat~. There 
were. But they were exemptions, individu~ly based ~d even more nar 
rawly defined. The success~l pefifionc~ was "exempt from the opera~ 
finn Of native law" only, not ~om d~cr~m[natory ci~I (modern) lc~s- 
tafion~ imposed on ~l ~ic~s-~ ~ereas those exempted in ~atal 
numbered 851 in 1890 and 5,000 in 1904, by 1905 only 3 had man- 
aged to become e~ranc~sed.~z TEe o~er side of ~ndividual exemption 
(Natal) or a group-based civ~fized franchise (Cape) was ~e vast majotiW 
of those colonized, b~ded, and confirmed in a captive stares as natives 

(Na~ai) or unciviEzed (Cape). 
The common presumpEon of~e ~o systems was underfined by their 

acceptance of ~o key institutions: segregation and customary law.. Seg- 
regation sepmated w~tes ~om naOves. Casmm~y law s~paratcd 
from uncivil socieW: in Natal, no~afives ~om natives, except ~osc few 
exemp~ tndifiduals; in ~e Cape, ~e cMl[zed ~om the ~civilized- In 
both instances, the content of customary In% the legal parameters 
width which ~adve lives had to be lived, was sanc~oned by ~g coIo~i~ 

state ~n ~e person of ~e governor-genera- In bo~ inst~ces~ ~e gov- 
emor-get~eral was the supreme ~ctator over natives, w~c~er ~1 or 

most aR. In the ~radition~ nomenclat~e of Nat’, where he adm~s- 
tercd custom~y law through native chief, ~e governor-general was 
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called the paramount chief; in tee modernizing jargon of the Cape, 

where the dispensers of customary law were white commissioners and 

not native chieh, he was the high commissioner. But in the Cape as in 

Natal, he ruled with immunity, from parliament or the courts. It was, in 

modern parlance, an unfettered rule by decree. 

The 1927 Consansus 

This shared premise of the Natal and Cape systems was written into 
in 1927.8.1 of the Native Administration Act designated the governor- 
general as the supreme chief of all natives. S.25 allowed this supreme 
chief to rule all natives by decree ("by proclamafio= in tile Gazette"), 
subject to neither parliamentary nor judicial res~ralut. He was give*~ the 
powers to amend the Natal Native Code by proclamation, which he did 
in 1932. Not only could he "divide" or "amalgamate" tribes, as in ~e 
original Native Code of !891, he was also given powers to "constitute 
a new tribe" [S.5(1)(a)], literary ~at will F!is edict extended to every 
individual native, for he could "create and define pass areas within which 
natives may be required to car{y passes" or even =prescribe regulations 
for the control and prohibition of the movement of natives into, within 
or from any such areas" (S.28), Not content witl~ establishing colonial 
control over collective idendty and individual movement, ~e lawmakers 
made it a crime to =utter any word.., with intent to promote any feel- 
ing of hostility between natives and Europeans" [8.29(t)]. To give ~eeth 
to these powers, the. supreme chief could appoint a naive commissioner 
(a white man), his assistant, or a chief (S.2)--ha other words, the entire 
Native Administration. He could confer power over civil and criminal 
jurisdiction to lesser chiefs (&12). And so, for the first time, courts of 
chiefs and headmen were established throughou= the country on the 
basis o£ authority given by government warrant.is Tlxe powers conferred 
on the governor-general as supreme chief were despotic m the extreme. 
Their context was fast-expanding resistance under the leadership of the 
~dustria! and Commercial Workers’ Union of A~rica (ICU), a trade 
union with growing support in rur£ areas. The ICU did not survive that 
decade, but the Native Administration Act held sway over all of South 
Africa, substantially unchanged, for the next fifty-eight years. 

The 1927 act was qualified in one respect when it came to its appfiea- 
tion in the Cape. The governor-general did not rnlc as the supreme chief 
over Cape eatives; he did so as their high commissioner. The difference, 
we have seen, lay in ~e fact that the supreme chief ruled through native 
ctfiefs, and the high commissioner through white commissioners. Thus, 
unlike in the o~er provinces, white comt’tfissioners---and not native 



chiefs--administered customary law in the Cape Provh~ce. But then, 

cotnm~sSioners in the Cape, u~ike in other provinces, were sub}cot to 

administrative contro! under ~c Dep~tmcnt ofNa6ve M~airs (an exec- 

utive agency), and not ~udid~ supervision made~ ~e Depar~ent of Jus- 

rice. h was the "desperate oppoalfion" of the Cape authorities "to any 

increase in the judicial powers of the chiefs," wgether in ~ranskei or 
Ciskei, that was ’qargely responsible for excluding the Cape Produce 

from ~e ae~s of the ~Supreme Chief.’’t~ We have seen that ins des- 

peration was born of concrete NstofiCal experlence.’~he tenor of Cape 

liber~ism was largely s~aped by the experience’of pro~cted African re- 

sistance: the century-tong I~ffir wars. Cape liber~ism was bent on flag- 
ment~g ~¢ colonized to the extreme. It comNned racial exciasio~ wi~ 

a viSage-level autocracy run ~rough headmen. Yo~ ~he set~e~s [n ~e 
Cape, ~iba[ism was synonymous wit~ resistance. Hence ~eir "desper- 

ate" opposition m the restoration of chieN, even if under the supreme 

chief. 
That desperate opposition held until the apartheid era, when the in- 

stim~on of chiefship was restored throughout Sou~ Mrica ~ ~e ~s- 

penser of customary law. We wiR tater anNyze ~e condigons that made 

¯ [s possible; but ~e point at this juncture is tba~ apartheid neither r~- 
pudia~ed nor changed ~e basic thrust of~e syste~ .ognafi)e con~ol [n 

place by 1927. ~or w[~ the passage of the 1927 Native Ad~Ns~ra~on 

Act, ~o elemen~ of the triple consensus ~at would de~e native policy 

under apartheid were already in place: znie by decree and custom~y 
law. The first had held together the 1910 ~nion, and ~e second was 

eft?teed throu~ the 1927 act. That act gener~ized throughout ~e 

Vnion a system of conSOls ~at wore aa i~digenOus mask and were by 

the benign phrase "i~direct" rute over "natives" ~r0ugh "customary" 

law. k set up sep~at¢ w2ite and ~tican s~uc~ure~, maIdng custom~y 
law for active comrol a preserve of specialized tower court% of chiefs and 

commissioners, subject to administrative control. In Sou~ ~ica tha~ 

conwol was through the Department of Native ~fa[rs, but it w~ a sys- 

tem neither uniquely nor particularly Sou~ Mrican. 

INDIRECT RULE AS COLONlPJ~ REFORM 

HOW is one to understand the Significance of indirect rule? As an inevL 

table response to prevailing circumstances, no more than a practical ne- 
cessity tinct Lugard turned into a theoretJ.cal vireoe-~ Or as a creative colo- 

nlal response to the riddle that simply would not go away: the native 

question? 
Those who have.argued that [ndkect rule was no more than bare 

cessi~ have s~essed two aspects of the colonial situation in the early part. 

of this century: the lack of personnel that every colonial power faced and 

the extreme difficulty in commurdcating over tong distances,t~ Both 

problems were real In I903, when Kano and Sokoto came under the 

control of the British, the population of northern Nigeria was estimated 
at a little more than seven million.~6 To govern this population, Lugard 

had at his command 23I civil Europema officers in 1903-1904. For the ’ 

next two years, the corresponding numbers were 241 and 266 respec- 

tively. In 1906, the ratio of European civil o~cers was something like 

1 to 2,900 square miles and 1 to 45,000 Africans. Subordin.atc clerical 

and technical staff from Europe were hard to come by and were often 
absent. The death rate was high. In the four years from 1903 to 1907, 

65 Europeans died and 264 returned home as inviids, victims of black- 

water fever, dysentery, maIaria, anemia, sunstroke~ and bronchitis. "!n 

i900," claims the Nigerian scholar I. M. Okon~o, "the hopetesmess of 
the communications system made the adoption of ’indirect’ rule all but 

inevitabie." Given flac tortuously slo*v and difficult pace at which avail- 

able transport functioned, ~it was practically impossible for the high 

commissioner or the various heads off department to risk more rdaan a 

third of provinciaI headquarters" in a tour of ~vclve months; even then, 

"nine-tenths of the time of a journey was occupied in actual traveling." 

The result was "a heavy delegation to residents and a large volume of 

correspondence.’’~7 

The situation in other colonies and in o~er periods was not that dif- 

ferent. We can talcc illustrative examples from t~vo different periods: just 
after the First World War and roughiy two decades Inter, before the 

onset of t2~e Second World War. In I(enya, the tightest-governed British 
colony north 0fthe Limpopo, there were a total of 145 British admirds- 

trafive cadres in !921 (and even fewer, 114, in 1939). This gave a ratio 

of 1 per 22,000 natives. The corresponding ratio for Uganda was 1 for 

every 49,0(/0 and for Nigeria i for every 100,000.ts Writing at the onset 

of the Second World War,z~ the French colonial officer Robert Delavi- 

gnette gave tlgures for European officials and the corresponding native 

population in r_b.e African colonies: 

British N~geria 1,32.5 20,000,000 
Belgian Congo 2,384 9~400,000 
~rench Equatorial ~rica 887 3~200,000 
French We~t Africa 3,660 t5,000,000 

of decentralized adinlnlstrafion came to be characteristic of every 

The unit of that administration was the district in British colo- 

and the cercle in French-controlled territories. The real "man on 
the spot," the white officer who personified colonial authority, was t2ae 



British district commissioner and the French ce~cle commander. The 
former was the legendary coloniai "Irdng in the castle"; the latter an 

equally famed "L¢ roi �le In. brousse."’2° Both enjoyed an enormous lati- 

tude in the interpretation of policy. The administration of every district 
or cercl¢ was stamped with the personality, the st~le, ra, d the point of 
view of its commissioner or commander. Anyone who has perused archi- 

val correspondence between the secretary in London and the governor 

in the colonial capital, and in turn the governor and the district commis 
sioncr in the fieid~ cannot f~il to be impressed by the ,division of labor in 

the chain of command over native policy; the colo’nial secretary usually 

con£ncd himself to oud.ining the basic thrust of policy in the form of 

guidelines, the governor and his council established the main lines of 

poiicy, and the district commissioner was in charge of interpreting, 

modifying, and implementing policy in light of local conditions. Van 

Vollenhoven, the celebrated governor general of _Affique Occidentaie 

Franqaise (AOF), solemnly declared that "only one’s presence, personal 
contact counts. The circular is zero." "Few general practitioners in 

human history," concluded Kobert tluessler in his study of northern 

Nigeria, %yore as powerful and active in the whole sweep of community 

~ife.,,z~ 
Clearly, given this combination of circumstances--the paucity of 

ropean administrative personne! available to the colonial administration, 
the difficulty in effecting rapid and regular communication between ad- 
ministrative centers, and the diversity of ecological and social conditions 

on the ground--some form of decentraliaatior~ was inevitable. Tiros 
runs the above argument that indirect rule was a practical necessity for 

all European powers in Africa at the turn of the century. The facts are 

compelling, but o,~y insofar as they underline ~e scarcity of European 

personnel. ~fhey ignore the African personnel~recrnited from educated 
middle strata--and already available to European powers. They ignore 

the decisive shift in the policy orientation of European powers on the 
continent at the turn of this century, as they dropped the alliance with 

literate Africans and began a search for culturally more legitimate allies. 

:.! 
logical construct, was artificially created; it was not inevitable2 

By 1860 the major European powers already controlled enclaves on 

the ~Vest African coast in the form of colonies: the French in the Four 
Communes of Senegal and the British in the Crown colonies of Sierra 

Leone, Goid Coast (Ghana), and Lagos (Nigeria). In the British colo- 
nies were resetd.ed the ~recaptives,"~2 African slaves seized by the British 

naval blockade that lasted from 1807 until the 1860s and who were re~ 
turned to these coastal enclaves as freedmen and freedxvomen. They 

numbered in the hundreds of thousands; one estimate of those captured 

and resettled in a twenty-six-year period is of 103,000 persons. The re- 

captives were ardent proponents of Christianiw and civilization. They 

saw the European powers then on the continent as parmers ~n a joint 

mission to civilize traditional 3A’rica. Not only did they create forms of 

self-administration in tee colonies, but the literate groups along the sea- 

board from Lagos Island to Gambia sent their sons and sometimes 

daughters to Fourah Bay College, set up by the Church Missionary 

ely in Sierra Leone as early as 1827, and to London law schools and 

courts to acquire ~e education they believed was the beacon of a civi- 

lized life. Many returned to occupy Ieading positions ~n colonial admin- 

istration. Among these educated Creoles could be found educators and 

militant intellectuals such as Edward Blyden and James Johnston, doc- 

tors such as John Africanus Horton and Broughton Davies, evangelist 

bishops such as Samuel Ajayl Crowther, and barristers such as Samuel 
Lewis, the ~rst African to be knighted by the queen of England.z~ 

I~ the Gold Coast as in Lagos, Africans sat ia ~e legislature and heId 

senior offices from the 1850s on. In Egypt and Sudan, an even larger 

Turco-Egyptian administration Was established. In the Portuguese col- 

onies in the nineteenth century, the mestizos "dominated commerce" 

and "provided military commanders and civil governors." Many were 

"men of education." Their fortunes were eclipsed in the twentieth cen 

tury wS.en ~’their position was contSnna!ly depressed."a4 In Sierra Leone 

in the eariy 1890s, nearly hail the senior posts were held by Africans. 

From among the Africans domiciled in the four coastal French com- 

munes, it was possible for a general to emerge--like Atfred Dodds, who 

helped conquer Dahomcy for France.~s The widespread belief among 

the educated strata that a partnership with colonial powers would lead 

them to independence and regeneration was understandable in the 

1860s, since European powers appeared to be getting ready to abandon 
their colonial enterprise. 

But that was not to be. The dose of the century saw a sharp reversal 

in trends as a fiarious rivalry was unleashed between the same European 

powers for colonial possessions on African soil. Instead of wit~.drawing 

from coastal settlements, the trend was to turn these into beachheads for 

inland penetration and control. Every little colony was turned into a 

gateway to hug= inland protectorates. The partnership between literate 

coastal Africans and European colonial administrations turned sour in 

no time÷ The end of the nineteenth century saw, as the historian A, E. 

Afigbo ~.as shown, not only a %ystematic removal of educated 2ffricans 

who held positions of responsibility in the earlier decades," bin: also a 

%ystema~ic tightening of conditions under which Africans could be- 

come French citizens in Senegal and elsewhere.’’a~ As colonial powers 

"began to exercise restriction on the recruitment of highly skilled Af’ri- 



cans into the administrations," they ~created t~e artificial scarcity of ad- 
ministrative personnel." Although Africans had held nearly half of all 

s in Sierra Leone in 1892, their share declined to one senior ofhcxal post           -     o ~h,,t in the face of the educated 
in six by 1912-z~ The door mat was 
strata from the start of the scramble remained closed until the final chap- 
ter of colonial rule. In the Gold Coast, for exampl% it was not until 
1942 that the F, rst Africans, A. L. Adu and Kofi Bnsia, crone to be ap 

pointed to the colonial administrative setvice)s We will later see the 
same trend surface in othe~ colonies such as T{inganyika on the eastern 
coast, as German cololfialism gave way to British rule. 

The scarcity of administra6ve personnel was not i=evkabie. It was 

really the by product of a larger political ?robIem: the native question. 
To solve that problem, the educated strata of AfricanS, those who as- 
pired to selgadministrariOn and independence, could be of little help. 
Ironiclly, this stratum had been the most pro-Western of any group+ It 
had assimilated culturally while aspiring for administrative autonomy 
immediately and political freedom eventually. F~stra~ged from the va~’t 

mass of natives, who often saw them as no more than cultural fifth col- 
umnists, only yesterday the spearhead of European perietration--which 
they had championed as a prerequisite for cultural rejuvenation--~e 
educated stratum was to be hurled into politica~ oblivion’while colonial 

rule stabilized over the next several decades. 
Tliis marginalized educated stratum, excluded from the civi! society 

of[the colons but beyond the lash of customary law, articulated the first 
wave of Africanist thought in response to racism and colonial occupa- 
.don. Blyden spoke of the need to herald the "African personaliW" 
response to racism, Johnson advocated an "Africa for the Africans," the demand foe Ethiopianism whereby Africa would be 

popularizing only by kdricans but not by Enropeans-’~9 This constella- .. 
,,evangelized                            . - 
don of ideas about Ethiopianism, Pan-AfncTa,tsm, and the African 
sonality amounted to no less thaz~ an hatcllectual renaissance; yet its po- 
litical import waS by and large limited to the narrow educated stratum. 

~aced with the impera~ve of the native question and the cultural 
resistance of the African population to the policy of assimilation, 
British understood better than any other colonial power the need for a 

policy thai. would harness culturally legitimate political allies--and not 
literate AYricans ambivalent or even hustle to tradition. By 1898 Sir. 

George Goldie, the president of the Royal ~iger Company, had 
Iated a dictum that all company of~dals were required to follow: "The! 

general policy of ruling on African principles through native rulers 
be followed for the present.’’ao Indirect rule came to be predicated on 

form of decentralization that was more cultural than territorial- 
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than just a search for personnel to augment the few European officials 
¯ available on the ground, it was a search for institutional forms of control 

anchored in a historical and cultural legitimacy; summed up in the 
words of General }’an Smuts, it was a shift from territorial to institutional 
segregation. 

Insti:u~ional s~g*’egatioa referred to a policy of native control that 
would be medhted through native chiefs working through native in.sd- 
tutions. But neither the personnel nor the institutions they worked were 
simply available for the picking. Even where chiefs already existed, they 
had to be rained. As usual, Lugard advised on the best practical solu:ion: 
to "thrash them first, conciliate them afterwards; and by this method 
our prestige with the native tribes would be certainly greedy increased,’ 
and subsequent troubles with them would be less likdy."a~ In reality, 
native institutions were given llfe and substance through a poiicy that 
combined a recognitio~ of exist.lug facts with creative modification and 
even outright Fabrication. Wl~atever the mix, in every instance institu- 
tional segregation involved a strife in native policy from a civilized to a 
tribal orientation and a corresponding change in its social base from the 
educated s~rata to traditional chiefs. Simply put, as the Hnk with tradi- 
tional authorities was forged, so the alliance wi~ the educated Strata was 
severed. 

By 1920 indirect rule could be said to express the general thrust of 
Btitish colonil policy on the uative question. Because indirect rnle 
meant that the real locus of coloniaI administration was the local state, 
the district rue by the district commissioner, it was imperative that this 
man on the spot be carefully identified, groomed, and placed. Both Brit- 
ai~ and [France ended the local recruitment of colonial administrators 
between 1890 and I914 and reorganized the colonial administration 
into a formal service along lines of the upper echdon of the metropoli- 
tan bureaucracy,a2 The corollary of district-level decentralization was 
that the agents of distric~ administration were recruited, trained, and 

from the center. This was not simpty a territorial shift, from total 
mlitan recruitmcnt~ but also a change in social emphasis. Dur- 

ing the 1920% the Coloniai Office began to recruit administrators 
from Oxbridge. Apphcants were screened through interviews and 

designed to idenrdfy "those qualities of character and person- 
essential in dealing with native peoples.’’as The rationale for 
the new class of colonial officials from the upper classes at home 

::was that they could be ~chief8 in their own country’--men who consld- 
~.i:~red it their birthright to rule, and who did so by habit. 

Although Smuts may have expressed the poIirical rationale and the 
gist of indirect rule most succinctly, it was Lugard who had 
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to the advice of the Resident, and the ultimate control of the Governor. 

The attitude of the Resident is that of a watchful advisor not of an imerfer- 

iog ruler, but 1~� is ever jea2ous of ~he rlghrs o~" the peasantry, and of any 

injustice ro~vsxds them.3S 

Al~ougl~ fills system was to be appfied "in its fullest" oniy "to com- 
munities under the centralized rule of a paramount chief, with some ad- 
minis~ative macP~inery at his disposal," Lugard had no doubt that "its 
underlying principles" needed to be applied "to the varying extent to 
which it is possible to apply them, even to the most primitive communi- 
vies." Lugasd’s point was that the implementation of indirect rule would 
be greatly facilitated by the prior existence of a native sr, ate apparatus, 
but indirect rule did not have to be restricted m these areas. For it was 
possible to buiId a native state apparatus where none had existed before. 
The important point was to ensure that the parameters of this state au- 
~ority corresponded with that of the native community, the tribe, and 
then to rule through it. Between culture and territory, the former must 
define the parameters of decentralized rule: the boundaries of culture 
would mark the parameters o{’tcrritotial administration. This is why to 
install a state apparatus among communities whose lives had never be- 
fore been shaped by one was literally to invent tribes! 

Not surprisingly, the tendency was for the tribe to be defined as the 
unit of indirect rule administration. As George Padmor¢ noted in Nige- 
ria~ the Mecca of indirect rule, administrative units corresponded 
"roughly ~o ethnic or tribal groupings.    ’The notion of tribe," argues 
the historian John Iliffe, "lay at ~e heart of *indirect’ rule in Tangan- 

.: ylka."sy A 1930 N~i~e Administration Me~*o*~nd~n ot~ 2Va~i~ Courts, 

: issued in Tangauyika, explained that tribes were cultural units "possess- 

mg a common language, a single social system, and an established cus- 
¯ law." Based on the betief ~at "every African belonged m a tribe, 

..~ust as every European bdonged m a nation," a provincial commissioner 
official policy: "Eacla tribe must be considered a distinct 

¯ Each tribe must be under a c~_ief." Yet "most administrators 
:knew that many peopies had no chiefs." The solution of this riddie ~vas 

k~or contribution to indirect rule administration 
H’e gave to the chiefless peoptes chiefs. Admonishing an" 

not see the trees for the wood, Cameron summed up 
in a nutshell: "Mr. Thompson must take the tribal unit." In 

if there did not exist a clearly demarcated tribe with a dis- 
central autkority, then one had to be created in the interest of 

to give the stateless communities a centralized admin 
trader ~eir "own" chiefs got under way, a clear demarcation 



took place between German methods of colonial administration imple- 
mented in the pre-World War I period and British indirect rule-as Until 
1928, ere British had preserved ~e Germ~ adminis~afive structure, 
~vh~ch was based o:: a £orm of ter:itori~ decen~alizafion served by a 

ccmra!ly organized civil service whose complexion was both Europea~ 
who reported to the secrc- 

and ~ic~x. The ~¢nty ~o distort o~cers 
tar[at in Dar ¢s Salaam used a ~adaoo~ of o~Ci~S ~ained in govern- 
men,-run schools. In[lilly, ~ese[ school graduates were used maitOy as 

senior (Ifi~li) and intermediate (~d~) adminis~aEve ~cers, parnCu 
iarly in areas where no administrative s~ruc~ur¢ had existed prior to coio- 
ni~ism. Later, however, they also came vo replace those ~ab and ~E- 
can c~eg who ini~aliy had served ~ongside them, 

In 1924 a conference of disttic~ o~cers unanimously recommended 
~at administrative decentralization ~<e a provinci~ form, with each 
area being run by %n amonomOUS local naOve Government having its 
own legislaoofi, ~casury and au~oridcs." To imple=~ent that agenda 
was the mandate of Sir Donald CamerOg, appoinved governor in 1928. 
"It is our du~," wrote Cameron soon aker arriving in Tangmyika, "to 
do every~ing in our po~ver to develop the na0ve on trees which will not 
Westernize him and turn ~fim into a bad imkarion of a £uropean." The 

point, ra~er, muse be "to m~<¢ him a good ~tican." To kccomplish 
that, however, req~red not to "destroy ~:e ~ican atmosphere, the ~- 
rlcan mind= ~e whole foundaHo~s of his ra~e, and we shall certainly do 
this if we sweep away ~l his ~ibal organiza~o~s-" Like Gener~ Smuts 
around the same time, Cameron too was averse to the ~Europe~lzed 
~rican~," those ~e had seen in Lagos; he viewed ~e political ud~ty of 

indirect rule in clea terms: 

If we s¢t ~p merely a European form of a~lnlst~tion, the day wilt come 
when ~hc people of the Territory w~g demand ~hat vhe Brkish form of ad- 

ministration shall pass ia~o %eir ~aods~we have 1~dia at our do~r as ~ 

object lesson, If we aim at indirec~ adminis~ation through ~c appropriate 
Native Au~hori~y~Ch~ef or Co~ci[~founded ou ~e people’s own ~a~- 
dora md preserving dae[t own tribal organization, their o~ ~aws ~d cus- 
toms purged of any~ing ~at is "repugnant ~o jus~ce ned moodily" we 
shaB be buil~g aa edifice with some fouadatloa to it, capable of s~di~ 

the shock which w~l inevitably come wSen the educated native seel~ to 
ga~ ~lac possession of the machinery of Government and to run it on West- 
ere lines .... If we treat them propcriy, moreover, we sh~l have the mere 

bcrs of the Native Administration o~ our side. 

As Cameron set abou~ realizing his plans for iustaHi~g i=&rect rde 

throu~ Native Au~ofides, it became dear ~at the chief obstacle ~ his 
pa~ were the stateless peoples. Ia dmc~ ~ree ~ternaoves emerged 

ways of removing this obstacle,a9 One option, as pursued with the Sa- 
guru, was to subordinate O_em co a neighboring chiefdom. A second op- 
tion was to convert religious leaders into administrative chiefs, as was 
indeed done with the Masai. A thkd option, almost always disastrous~ as 
with the Makonde, was to elevate one of several village headmen into a 
chief. In the process, however, scvcrat successes were registered iu creat 
ing tribes where none had existed before, the most outstanding being 
the case of t~.e Nyakyusa around Lake Victoria. 

"Tak[ing2 the tribal nnit" as :he point of departure for setri=g up a 
unit of administration was no simple matter. More than just creating a 
tribat hierarchy where none had existed previously, this often involved 
worldng through a mishmash of e~nic afl:iliatioas to create "purer" and 
dearer tribal identifies as the basis for tribal authorities. Early in the his- 
tory of the two ILhod=slas, tie governor of Northern Pd~odesia won 
dered in a communiqu~ to London as to "why the nnmbcr of native 
authorities couldnot be reduced." The secretary of native affairs fell 
back on "native tradi~on" and yet argued without hint of contradiction 
teat the same tribaI boundaries and organization needed careful nurtur- 
ing~ for when colonial rule came to Northern Rhodesia "the tribes were 
in a very disorganized state," but since then a tribal organization had 
been =created."*~ 

The implication is teat tribes ace supposed to be in an organized state, 
each with its own territory, customs, and leadership. Bur should the op~ 
posite be true, it was clearly the duty of o~ciatdom to create order out 
of chaos and tribal "purity" out of a tribal patchwork. This was not as 
formidable a task as may seen: at first thought, for colonial o~cials were 
generally convinced ~hat r_he tendency of commoners to rim t_hings into 
one another had a healthy counter in the tendency of rulers to e~hnic 
purity. One only had to identify, the leaders, the chiefs, and put them in 
place for the rest to follow. How tbAngs did fall into place, and order was 
created out of �hans, is illustrated by a study of the ’~invention~’ of the 
Ndebele ethnic identity in colonial Zimbabwe#1 

Prior to the British conquest, Ore Ndebele were not an e~nic group 
but % conglomeration of peoples who were members of the Ndebde 
state." Imagine the horror of the native commissioner of Malema Dis~ 
trier when he realized that the Ndebeie did not behave as tee Ndebele 
are supposed to: ~Deference is shown by no-one to anyone"; there 
reigned % state of anarchy in which the old vital and essential laws and 
customs were either forgotten or swept away"; and, horror of all hot- 

,rots, far fzom a woman being kept in her place, % girl may chose whom 
likes, when she likes, and as often as she likes"! The commissioner’s 

?[remedy was to reach "the Ndcbcl¢" how to be Ndebele by bringing to 
:them a version of tee Natal Naive Code of 1891. For, reasoned rb.e 



commissioner, "broadly speaking, it is an established fact that the laws 

and customs of Natal and Zululand are absolutely the same as in this 

conntry-" It was an assertion that the assembled chiefs, "attracted by the 

powers which the Natal Code allocated to them," were in no mood to 

dispute. 

The immediate similarity be~veer~ the French and British colonial ad- 

ministrations was that ueithgr could dispense with African middlemen. 

Even though the French had more of a "metropolitan~p°°r white prob- 

lem" to dispose of through emigration to the co!ohies, the number of 

French administrators were stilt few and fa~ between. In I912, 34~, 
ministrato~s were in service in all of FrenCh-controlled West Africa; in 

1937, the nnmber had increased to 385, bat "half of them worked in 
the main towns." The corresponding number in the general administra- 

tion (adminls~rators and civil servants) of French-controlled Equatorial 
Africa was 398 in 1913, going down to 366 in I9283z In French- 

controlled West Africa, eight times the size of FranCe and with a popula- 
tion of around fifteen million by the late 1930s, the territorial admin- 

istration revolved around 118 cercle commanders who supervised 

48,000 village chiefs 5vith the assistance of 2,200 intermediate canton 
chiefs3S "Without the chiefs," admitted the former governor-general of 

"Overseas France," Robert Delavignette,*~ the French adm~istration 

~would have been helpless," nor only because the chief "represented.his 

community in its dealings with the administration," but "even more im- 

portantly," because he represented ~the admiulstration vis-h-vis the 

community." 
_As with the British, the me~e scarcity of persormel could not explain 

a shift to indirect rule. When the French Republic abolished slavery in 

1848, it also conferred citizenship on all the it~abitants of its co~onies 

regardless of color.. Coloni~x then referred to the French West Indles and 

the island of Reunion, In French-controlled Dakar, then but a collection ::; 
of a few txading posts, the decree was of relevance to some ten thousand 

slaves?s Between !890 and 1914, the French installed in the African 
colonies a system officially d~bbed ’~direct administration." TO make up 

for the shortage in personnel they looked to the native citizens of the 
Four. Communes as allies who would mediate between them and newly 

conquered subieels in the in~erior. In another decade, however, both 

the policy of direct administration and the role of black citizens were. 

under question. Key to nnderstanding the shift of French policy 

direct to indirect administxation is a reevaluation 
lation nndertaken a~er World War t. As the French. responded to 

balance of forces on the ground--and learned from their own experb( 
once i~ Indochina and Algeria and the British example next door~theY 
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came to appreciate the need for a native cultural poticy other than assim- 
ilation. The experience of the Four Communes showed that native cul- 
tural assimilation led to a resurgence rather than to an effective subordi- 
nation of native pofitical demands. At the same time, the experience of 
peasant resistance--for example, the one under the leadership of the 
lamic mambouts in turn-of-thercentury Senegal--showed that those 
culturally assimilated were hardly the most efficient mediators between 
colonizers and subjects. The search for traditional as opposed to civi- 
lized institutions through which to mediate eoloulal control was re- 
flected in the shi~c from assimilation to assodation as the central thrust 
of French policy. Let us trace this shift historically. 

The difference between early British and French colo~ia~ experience 
is summed up by the following: unlike the British, who in Nigeria and 
Uganda worked ou~: alliances and =treaties" with rulers of precolonial 
kingdoms, the French were more often than not in direct conflict with 
these great aristocracies. When the majority, of the great African states-- 
like the idngdoms of Segou and Sikasso and the state of Saintly-- 
refused to submit to French claims, they were suppressed. In the words 
of governor-general W. I’onty in 1910, the polnt of direct adminiswa- 
lion was to %upprcss the great native polirics which arc nearly always a 
barrier between us and our subject."4~ To flatten all mediation between 
the vitlage and themselves to one, the village chief, came to be ~c key 
object of French policy. But in reality, this objective remained elusive. 
Caught between an acute shortage of European administrators who 
were concentrated in the main towns and a turn of policy away from the 
previous assimitationist bent, a de facto recognition of chieftainship be- 
yond the village level became inevitable, By the early ~920s, this shift 
had gained a theoretical recognition. The rider ideal of assimilation was 
shed as quickly as the newer notion of association was embraced. In his 
influential work Domino~tion er Colonisa~ion, the conservative colonial 
theorist lules Harmand distinguished "colonies of settlement from 
those of domination in which European rule was exercised over a large 
indigenous population." In:the latter, he argued, "the sociai standards 
of the Native inhabitants were too remote from those of France for 
simihtion to be practicable."÷7 As an alternative, he proposed a ~policy 
of association," which he defined as =indirect’administration, with the 
preservation but improved governance of the institutions of the con- 
quered peoples, and with respect for their past." The publication in 
1923 ofSarraut’s La Mis~ en VMeur des Colonies FmnfM~es signaled tha~ 

’ had indeed received official sanction.~S 
Association, as opposed to assimilation, had originally been suggested 
Indochina. Only later was the policy extended to Africa, where the 

’.test case was the North African colony of Morocco. Tire forms of the 



Sherif, an state ~vere preserved throughout ~V*rorocco, as indeed ~hey were 

by ~e Spanish co[o~ists i~ the portio~ of Morocco they came to con- 
trol. T~e practice in France’s sub-Saharan colonies fell short of the 

gardian stress on creating an autonomous Native Administration. The 
degree of autO~omy va~ed from one situation to ~other~ as did ~e 

~evel of mediatiou ~rough native insOmtions and personnel But 
~e geaera~ sit~afon wks that chlefship could not be confined to the 

village level; a second tier of canto~ chiefs was also c~eated, at first in 

French-contro~ed West ~Oca, later extended to F~ench-contrOlled 
Equatorial ~rica, where the chef de ~e~e came to be in charge of % 

group of several villages.’49 At the same time, reiations anxong natives 

came to be regulated under customary laW, dispensed by various levels 
of chiefs under the ~rec~ supe~visio~ of the French cerd¢ commander, 

as indeed i: was under the supervision of white commissioners in south- 

ern Nigeria or ~¢ Cape. ~1 in all, indirect administra~on in France’s 
sub-Saharan ~rican coIonies was more a Cape like affAr ~an a Natal- 

type admiuistratioa, dose~ to British ;ule in so~thern Nigeria ~an i~ 

~ort~em Nig¢Oa. 
Even in the coasta! enclaves of Gor~e, St. Louis, Rufisque, and DMear, 

wl2ch ~ad received a "~tH mandate" as communes betwce~ 1872 ~d 
1889, ~hereby granting ks "originators" the fight to elect a general 

council a~d to send a deputy to the French parliament~ the policy of 
assimilation was softened as black Sene~lese organized to wrest ~e seat 

of the deputy ~om the coalition of whites and-m~at:~s who had held ~t 
undi the dection of 1913.s° Out of a tot~ population estimated at 

around one miliio~ and ~re~ q~arters, only 78,373 ~ricans were con- 

sidered citizem. The rest were ci~sified ~ subjects. But even ~e mem- 

bers of the Four Commn~es s~addled assimilation ~d assodation, di~ 
rect and indirect r~le: although they had ti~e right to vote, ~eir personal 

relations were regulated from 1936 on u~der customary iaw, Islamic or 
o~erwisefi~ They were beyond the pale of the French civil code. 

T2e shif~ ~om dkect m indirec~ ru~e was perhaps most dramatiCMly 

illustrated in the volte-hce in F vench relations ~th Isiam~ pav~cMady i~ 

Seneg~. Prior to the 1920s, t~e F~ench perceived i~lam as a mflkant 
reac~onary order with ieaders~the maraboms of ~he Su~ brother- 

hoods~ailied to ~ erstwhile feudal and slave~ownlng aristocracy. They 

feared ~e possibilky of a militant Ma~dist opposition and responded to 
Isi~ in a tna~ner both hostile and sharp. By the late 1920s, 

portant that [t had ~o be carefully protected, the rem~Kame nts~v ~ 
Sufi Islam in colonial Se~:egal has been wel! synthesized in a study of its: .: 

leading brotherhood, the Mourides.s~ In the early period of French ex-. 

pansion, the warrior marabouts led mncg of the "most tenaciom 

effective resistance" to French rule. But the leading warrior marabouts 
were ldlled in battle. Even if they inherited prestige and followers, their 
less militant successors turned the energy of these devotees from warlike 
purposes to peaceful and economic ones./Mthough preserving the insti- 
tutional autonomy of the brotherhood, they changed its orientation: to 
migration and settleraenr of virgin lands so as to take full advantage of 
the newly built railway and to cultivating groundnuts for export so that 
both followers and marabouts may gain £rom it, Toward realizing this 
goal, the btotherhood’s major innovation was the d¢m, "a farming 
commuuity of young men acting in the service of the Shaikh." !?Iistori- 
rally a m~ans whereby followers could collecrSveIy seize and settle uu- 
occupied land, the data evolved into both a Koranic school and a farm- 
ing group teat became the marabouts" "principal source of wealth." The 
monastic-type discipline of the dara~ however, appiied to only a small 
minority of the followers, The great majority remained "independent 
peasants" who expressed thei~ devotion through offering the marabout 
occasional Iabor--"a few days in a month or a year" on the tatter’s 
fields--or a regular share of the harvest. 

The authority of the marabouts offered something to alI social, layers 
of the colonized. To the poor and the downcast, the marabouts pro- 
vided "patronage of Ieadership in forms adjusted to the circumstances of 
colonial rule." To those from a Ocher station, they oftered a possibiliw 
of recovering "some of their lost prestige, through marital and other 
alliances with maraboufic families"; and to all, the possibility of coming 
"~o terms with changes that they had been unable to prevent," From 
milkant anficolonlalism at the onset of ~Yrench rule, the brotherhoods 
grew into ~rellgious mutoal aid association(s) with economic aims." 

No doubt this turnaronnd in tee orientation of the brotherhoods 
provided the context for a similar shift in French policy,sa Tb.e shift be- 
came dear at the death of important Islamic leaders like ei-Hajj Malick 
Sy, Sheikh Sidla, and Ahmadu Bamba. Instead of seizing their deaths as 
an opportuniw, to "fragment their respective followings and divide the 

.:: various Sufi orders into their component par~s," the French did the op- 
posite. There was "an tmprecedenred degree of [French] intervention in 
the internal affairs of the Su~ orders in order to maintain a strong and 
unified command" (p. 165). Instead of removing native mediation be 
tween the village and the French authority at the cirri% as had been the 
policy onIy a decade before, they sought and cultivated intermediaries. 

Association found its way into the field of education with the decree 
May 1924, which gave lieutenant governors of Islamized colonies 

authority to estabEsh Islamic reEgious schools (medergtrs) with "the 
:essential aim" of establishing % point of contact between literate Mus- 

and our administrators by the training of interpreters, judges and 



dcrs from 1755 on made ir a criminal offense to refer to offsprings of 
mixed marriages as "half-breeds or (by) aW other insulting term." If 
accompanied by % certain measure of education," the profession of 
Christianity quali£ed a native to be treated as civilized, and was consid- 
ered "sufficient qualification for equal polkica2 and judicial rights."s6 
Like the French, however, tb_e Portuguese entered this century with a 
policy designed to reduce all mediation between their field officers, and 
natives to the village headman. The exception to this tendency were the 
Bakongo in Angola and the lVula in Guinea. Native policy was system 
atized in the late 1920s and put under charge of the local state, its func- 
tionaries being the &errs "de posit (district officers) and the re,~dores 
(administrative chiefs), tn time, there evolved a hierarchy of Af,’ican 
chiefs, from the senior re, g*clos to the junior tubas. The African popula- 
tion was divided between the d~iIisados~by 1980, five thousand in 
Mozambique and tl~.rty thousand in Angola--and tee indi~en~ (na- 
tives). The latter group was the proper concern of native policy, sys:em- 
atized as the Estatuto Politico Civil e Crimin£ des Indigenas in t929. 
Tbe statute viewed the native not as an individual but as ~’part of a com- 
munity ruled directly by a chicf~ and siibject in the firs~ instance to _Afri- 
can c~stomary law." The native was granted access to communal land 
and, in return, paid the native tax and was "llabk to perform a variety of 
(labour) services.’’st 

Similarly, a royal decree in 1929 in Libya divided the nomadic peoples 
of the colon.v into tribes and subtribes at t~e.discretion oftM governor 
and on the advice of the regional commissioner,ss In Liberia, where 
there was no raciaIly distinct colonizer, "civilized men" were defined as 
"those who can read and write English."s9 Indirect rule instkutions 
were introduced with the implementation of the Barclay Plan in 1904.60 
The plan contained two main features: administrative chiefs and a par> 
military force ~o back them up. The indigenous popula%n was reorga- 

into clans, chiefdoms, and districts: several clans constituted a 
and several chiefdoms made up a district with iv~ own com- 

missioner. At each level, executive and iudicial rune%as were per- 
by the same officials. It was the duty. of chiefs to ~maiutai~ 

recruit labor and collect taxes," a job they accomplished wit~I the 
help of~e newly formed Libedan Frontier Force. 

~Vb_ere there was a significant settler presenc=, the transition from 
indirect ruin was usualiy an intbrmai and protracted affair, wiffi 

recognition following rather than clearing ~e ground for it, In 
the point of legal reform was to prune the wors~ excesses 

.’gf indil’ect rule authority brought to light by popular protest. 
Take ~e example of Southern Rhodesia. TEe "cornerstone of all 

Rhodesian law" was the provision that "the hw to be adminis- 
as nearly as ~he circumstances oft~ae country will permit, be 



the same as the law for the tir~e being in force in the Colony of~h~ Cap~ 

of Good Hope?’~x Here, as in So~t~ ~rica, ~e president’s power 

appoint chieff included "the ti$l~t to divide exis~ng ~ibes into ~o 
more" or ’~to am~g~ate tribes or par~ of ~ibes into one."~z Likewise, 
the line of na~vc authori~ r~n from chiefs to headmen to messengers 

~d heads of kraals. As in the ~rench colonies, where tt~e chiefs had no 
status, SouPcon ~odesian Iaw books co~ta[ncd har~y a refgre~Ce 

the po~vers of native chie~ and ~eadmen, bu~ ~here was no shortage of 
clauses on their du~es or obiiga6ons. Yet even if ~e iaw ~vas en~irdy 

silent on this q~esOon, it had ~oag tolerated chieth and headmen 

pensing customary justice as part of ai~ on-the-ground really. 

Tkns, when the 1937 Nat[Ve Law and Cour~ Ac~ de~ned these 
powers formally a~d required that customary taw be dispensed only by 

dwas less to inaugu~zc a new era 
lems, by defi~ing and limiting ~he powers of indirect rule authorizes 

the face of popular protests against zhci~ abuse.6z Exacdy that s~ae 
form, came ~o Botswana through ~e ~afve Co~rrs prodamazion of 

1938, ~d for the same re,on. As popular resentment butt up 

i=d~rec~ rule authorizes in tee 1920s and 1930s, a government cornm£s~ 
~ ed which co~firmed ~e widespread abuse of poWerS by 

s~on was appoint ..... ~- -~m soeCtfied ~at o~y ~hose 

c~iefs ~d headmen; to cnc~c ~t, ~*~ 
chiefs and headmen i~s~ed with warr~ts by the ~s~dcat Commts- 

sio~er co~d exercise ]adicia~ powers and enforce ~eir decisio~-’6~ 

Similarly, ~he statu~c recognizing "rradi~on~ native organ~Zafioas" ~s- 

pensing ’~ad[donal law" in ~e Portuguese colonies was ~ot p~sed 

until 195~-~s 
A complete reform of i~d~rect rule lez~sg to its ~1 autonomy was 

possible 0n[y where the weigh~ of setter interests was weak. ~hat was, 

one wo~d expect, Sa ~e nonset~cr colonies. But ~ was 
~h~se set~ter colouies where the rela6Ve sWeng~a of settler [n~uence 

weakened by o~er ~ac~ons o~ capi~M or a powerful pedant movement 

or some co~btna~on o~ zhe two. One example of where such a reform 

was effected in spite o~ a s~bstanfial settler presence was the Bri~sh col- 

ony of Swaziland. Settlers had Io~g opposed autonomous powers for 

Swaz~ chie~ ~d the Btit]sh-con~oRed central state had obliged ~n 

conrc~t where Swaziland w~ assu~ed to be on a pogtical course 
would 1end to i~ eventu~ abso~ti~n into ~c KepubI~c of Sou~h 

But ~he unexpected v~ctory of ~he National Pa~" ~ ~ae 1~ 

put into q~esdon th~s assmned trajectory. ~ the Na~on~ P~ 

so~idated t~ hold over ~e So~th ~rican statc,.the Swaz~ 

effected z successful traasiao~ in the f~rm of indirect ~ute 
autonomy to autonomy and the~ to ~adependencc. The sh~ is clear 

we compare ~vo key legislations from 1944 and 1950.6~ The sharply 

llmited autonomy of native rulers was reflected in the Native Admin- 

istration Proc]amat2on o~ 19~4 in Swaziland: it gave ~he British high 

commissioner ~c power ro appoint and depose ~1 chiefs, i~cluding the 

paramoun~ c~ef. The t~e turned wi~ Proclamation 79 of 1950. I~ rec- 

ognized ~he Swaz~ ~ng as the sole a~or~U for issuing a~y of a wide 

var~e~ of twenty ~ne orders enforceable in the customary courts. The 

16ng and c~cfs were empowered to make rules providiug these ~d not 

conflict w~th existing ~aws in ~¢ country. These rules could be enforced 

in ua~ve courts. ~other proclamation (the 1950 Native Courts Procla- 

mation) gave the I6ng the r~ght ro establish Swazi courts, ~ prescribe 

the~ ru~es of procedure, and to establish courts of appeal~all subject to 

ra6fica~on by ~e British resident come~ss~oner. 

A s~mitar ~ansidon to autonomy~ful~fledged h~direc~ rule~and 

¯ ea to independence was attempted h~ S~uth ~rica when the Nztionai 

ParW came to power in May Z948. The Bantu Authorities Ac~ 

195~) cla~med ~o restore "the natural native democracy" to the reserves 

by crea~g a syszcm of councils controlled by chiefs and headroom 

~ae first 6me, an atttonomo~s Native Treasnry and a Native Administra- 

6on p~d from ~t~witE power~ to make rules in a native leg~sla~ure~ 

were added to the administration of customary law~ in Zultdand 

~d i~ other homelands. The pace was ser~n r~c Transkei £n 1956, when 

¯ e Transke~an TezrJ~Eal Au~hofi~ was created, growing over the new 

twcaU years fro~ ’%el~govcrnment" (1963) ~o "independence" 

(1976).dr The Transkeian example was emulated £n three othe~ 

sraaces~Ciske~, Vezda, and Bophutha~swana~whereas developments 
in Zululand s~pped at the esrabli~hmen~ of a~ autono~ous £ndirecr 

rule regime. 
lron£caHy, it is zpar~c~d tha~ brought to Sout~ ~ricau natives full- 

blown ind~rec~ rule, ~ar system of con~oI upheld iu equatorial Africa as 

testimony to the true colonial genkts of British imperialism; and it was 

apartheid rkat ttied ~o kee~ pace with impeti~-su]c decolo~iza6o~, par- 

tic~ady i~ migrant reserve territories like Swaz£1and, as the "w~nd of 

c" blew across the continent. Bur that is where the parallel e~ds, 
for akhough indirect rule was success~dly reformed in colonies 

:~e L]mpopo through a deezcialization of the state apparatus, 

was nor within easy grasp of Sou~ Africa. Precisely tsar 

)ecial featnre in the colonial experience of Sou~ African halves, t~at it 

come to bc a colozy of white sc~r~ement~a ~ct most o~cn summed 

the p~rase "setder colonialism" or ~’i~temal colonialism" made 

di~c~t. For the dcrac~al£zation o~thc system of indirect 
rde would require a reform of bot~ native communities and hitherto 

civil socie~. Entrenched i~ civ£1 socie~ and state i~stitu~io~s, 



white priVilege set apar~ South 2kfrica~and~ to a lesser extent, ~ti~ 
and ~ode~o~ ~= rest of~fi=~, To und=r~n~ ~h~ pr~lege and 
deraci~ize ~e state would require a struggle of grea~ depth. I will exam~ 
ine the main fezture~ of that s~uggIe in a subsequent chapter. The fol~ 
[owing section exptores ~e state reform ~a~ was possible in ~e context 

of radal privilege. 

soUTI-I AFRICA: TILANSITION TO Ap~iTI-IEID 

On the face ofir, the debate on the most ef~cient mode of native cot~tro[ came to crystallize around two alternatives: race or tribe. The shift from 
race to tribe wa~ pioneered by the British and articulated as the policy of 
indirect rule. It was a transition ultimately made by every colonial 

power- For this there were compelling reasons that flowed from the very 
nature of the colonial encounter. Occupying powers learned that if pop- 
ular resistance could not be smashed frontally, it would have to be frag- 
mented through reform. To be effective as a mode of control, reform 
wodid have to ~ead to a redefinition in the ~)ery mode of resistance. Race 

as the main way of defining the social status of the colonized had two 
important disadvantages: first, it defined the colo0izcd as a racially op- 
pressed majority; and second, it was diffieuk to legitimate this mode 
of control by anchoring it in any traditional practice. On both eourtts, 

racism tended to accentuate the colonial context of rule rather than to 
assuage it. As the cutting edge of social life, racism compounded rather 

than cased the problem of rule in a colonial context, for its thrust was 

not to divide and r~de, but to unite and rnle! 
The alternative to racism--as the main way of definiug the social, 

legal, and political status of the colonized--was tribalism. On the face of 
it, tribe as a social litmus had none of the disadvantages that race did. In - . vU~erlia~et~ia~ae!, tribe would dissolve the :: fact, 

its advantages were obvious,e minorities; furthermore, 
majority of the colomzed rain s and traditional. Over 
tribal identity could be argued to be both natural 
time, those in positions of power came to realize that a debate on the 
mode of control was simultaneously one on the mode of representation. 
Control and representation were two s~des of the same coin, which 
would evez;tually make for a single ~t: the mode of representation, 
whether racial or tribal, would shape the lines along which natives 

organize a~d in turn avail the state corresponding avennes 

control. 
Those who argued for tribe over race as the maior determinant of 

native social statuS, however, did not have an easy ride. For the recOgm- 
tlon of natives as belonging to tribes was not without ~ts problems. Th~s,. 

INDIRBCT RULE 

more than anything else, had been at the root of the difference between 
the French and British systems of native control It was also the crux of 
the century-long debate in South Africa between the Cape and the Natal 
on how best to control natives. 

The Changing Face of Tribalism ¯ 

To the ekrly settlers on the South African landscape, tribes were the de- 
fining feature of social reality. Tribalism, settlers generally agreed, was a 
source of danger, and a great one at that. For tribes may have been sub 
dned, even conquered, but they defined the parameters of an autono~ 
tutus way of life. This autonomy was multifaceted: the tribal economy 
was a source of livelihood, tribal ideology a source of identity and com- 
mon purpose, and tribal institutions a potential locus of peasant resis- 
tance. In the face of’the tribal way of life, settlers became militant advo- 
cates of a "civiiized~’ policy that would emancipate ordinary tribesmen 
from ~he tyranny of chiefs, and tribeswomen from female slavery. 

"The wives of a man are practically his slaves," argued Natal’s gover- 
nor Pine, "and the more a man has the richer he is." To draw out the 
practical significance of t~s moral erusade~ the governor added: "~Iow 
can an Englishman with one pair of hands compete with a native man 
with five to .t}venty slave wives?" To drive the point home, the Kaffir 
Commission of 1852-53 argued that although "the IZaffirs were rapidly 
becoming rick and independent," this was "evidence of the increasing 
means of sensual indulgence available to the males." "Their prosperity 
would be welcome if it were the fruit of men’s regular and honest indus- 
try, but it flowed in fact from polygamy mad female slavery÷" And so the 
commission made i~s most "enlightened" recommendations: that polyg- 
amy and lof*olo (bridewealth) be prohibited by law.~ 

The early Boer republics were the most resistant to recognizing any 
sort of customary law. For to sanction native law was :o underwrite na 
tive autonomy, and th~{t would offend not only their Calvinist con- 
sciences but also their more urgent and practical demands for land, 
labor, and security. The Orange Free State did sanction the customary 
law ofi~heritance, but "only in administering estates of de facto monog- 
amists." Settlers petitioned the Orange Free Voiksraad =to prevent evils 
arising from tribal marriages," evils such as =the exchange, aldn to slav- 
ery, of women and children, ill-treatmem and the theft of cattle for 
iobolo"~ever mind that these memorialists came from a community 
teat habitually raided tribal villages for child labor!6s 

The Transvaal Volksraad actually legislated against tribal marriage. 
Law 13 of 1876 declared in lofty terms: "In furtherance of morality the 



purchase of women or polygyny ar~ong the co[oured races is ~ot recog- 

law of the land." The supCeme court ruled 
nized in this Repubfic by the ¯ aconsistent with the general principles of d~iiza- 
that "po~ygyny was t~    .    e ,o95 barred loboIo claims. In ~c Boer 
lion.,,re Similarly, a directive o~ ~o            .          P 
repubfics, as in th~ early Cape, ~he accent of native coi~tro! ohcy was on 

d~e reason was patently obvious: tdbai autonomy 
race, not robe, and         ~ . , . a l~e ir setder hands and 
had to be destroyed, both xo n~s~ tan~ an~, ..... nto 
settler controlled markets and m destroy the capacity~f tribal organs to 

act ~ vehicles of reSiStance- pushed into seitlcr-controlled mar 
Once land aud [abor were firmly 

kets, the pcudulum s~ng in the opposite direction. Now ~at tribal 
autonomy had indeed been compromised, settle~ opinion became in- 
cre~ingiy concerned xvith the need for tribal s~abiliw. Let loose from 
age-old triba~ bonds, ~he laborer, the professional, the trader, a~d ~e 
intellectual came to symbolize a threat ~nstead of a promise. These prod-. 
ucts ofa dvifized native poficy made eqU~ly modern and d~l demands: 

parity o~ ~reatment and equality of civil slams. The ~ribal customs 
yesterday were seen as sd~l cementidg t~e bonds o~ resistance now ap- 
peared in a new light: ix~ the words of t~e South ~Ecan Na0ve 
Commission of 1903-190~, as ~keeping young people in check." 

Just as the British had done at the close of the nineteenth century, the 

FrcncE and the Bdg~ans in the ~920s, and ~e Porm~ese ie subsequent 
of South ~rica too came ~o see the culturally c~vb 

decades, tee rulers         ,. , , ~ .... ~ heck ~hat t~rea~ ~e s~te 
~ized native ~ a gro~ng potmcat mr~ ..... c               , 
would ~ry to shore np customary taw a~d trib~ c~e~precise[y when 
changing coodit~ons were fast et-oding ~heir eo~e and stat~s. ~ow t~at 
~iba~ism seemed a spen~ force, no lo~ger a threat to settler security or a 

viable alternative to the labo~ market, new ~rtues would be discovered in a renewed triba~sm, groin ~he early-~we~fieth-centurY e~couatev of 
shriveled tribal authorities and anxious colonial rulers would be born yet 

anothe~ tobal~sm, one that should be understOOd more as the on=come 
o~ a specific historical encounter thm~ of a h~storicat residue+ To grasp 
the significance of this shift, we need to recognize that even when 
niat governments had earlier recognized customary taw, as had the 
eminent in Natal, it ~:ad defended ~fis as a necessary evil, not a vitae. 

Even Shepstone’s rvtd~men~ary form of indirect r~e, evolved in [ate- 
nineteenth-centurY ~ata[, came under question with ~e 
century Bambat~a Kcbdlion in Natal The !906-1907 NatiVe ~fa~rs 

Commission, appointed m underline its causeS a~d draw 
dered aloud why "at th~s daze a~e~ more than sixty yeats of occupatiOn 
~ve should be in search of ~c best methods of governing the ~atives" 
(S~mons, A~i~gn Wome*a, pp- 42-~3). Understandably, that tom,iS: . 
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sion recommended that "means shouid be found for its [tribalism’s] si- 
lent and unobserved disintegration." 

The shift from rate ~o tribe as tee main determinant of native social 
status took decades to be effected. That evolution makes sense as part of 
a wider search for effective forms of native control. To understand how 
~ibalism, once seen as due focal point of native resistance, could now be 
looked upon as an efficient mode off, alive control, we need tO place the 
changing terms of the debate in the context of a shifting social and polit- 
ical landscape. 

The cutting edge of liberal segregationist policy was more obvious in 
urban areas, where a racial mix obtained on the ground. The libera[ 
Cape pioneered the segregation of African urban residents in separate 
areas c£1ed locations. Two locations were set up in 1903, one in Nda- 
bent (Cape Tmvn) and the other in New Brighton (Port Elizabeth) fol- 
lowing the passage of the 1902 Native Reserve Location Act. The 
TransvaaI followed suit in the same year, as did Natal in !9047~ 

This inffiative was generalized on the recommendation of the Staltard 
Commission of 1922. Deploring the "miscegenation" and the tendency 
for mainly unemployed poor whites and blacks to live "cheek by ~owl" 
in squalid locations and shantytowns, the commission speEed out the 
thrust of urban native policy in words that have since been chiseled in 
stone in the annals of Soud~ A~’rican h~sto(y: "The Native should only 
be allowed zo enter urban areas, wi~ich are essentially the white man’s 
creation, when he is willing to enter and to minister to the needs of the 
white man, and should depart therefore when he ceases so to min- 
ister."7: And for those who do get the privileged urban entry, the 
commission recommended a t~oroughgoing mu~cipal segregation on 
mp of the already effected segregation in workplaces and in industrial 
conciliation. 

But the Stailard Commission went a step beyond calling for racial seg- 
regation. It made segregation the basis of representation, It recom- 
mended that each local authority set up a Native Affairs Department to 
admi~ster its own segregated residential lo~afion; at the same time, "dais 
administrative unit would be a xmit of representation~ being a Native 

i Advisory Board staffed by African legal residents but chaired by a whim 
:superintendent of locations. These recommendations were formalized 
in the 1923 Natives (Urban Areas) Act, a piece of iegislation that for 

:"~he first time crystallized not only residential segregation b~tt a comprc~ 



hensive administration of ucban Africans along separate racM lines= thus 
constructing a Chinese wall between native and whKe civil socie~,7~ 

We mus~ remember that race and ~ibe were seldom ~een as mutu~ly 
exclusive akernadves in :he debate on representation ~d control. The 

~vo were always ~oined toge~er in a s~ngle p~licy, ~th ~c debate cusing on where ~e primary emphasis should lie. T~s was most evident 

’    A ~ace olicy would ca~l for racially specific ~ric~ 

’ i~$ ~ter~attv~ty~ ~ F¯ ~ r .... 
comntuenC ¯ .,., c rums ~Native Au~honnes) m the overan 
the crea~On of separate trwm ro 
contex~ of rad~ segregation. ~ ~ncan conned may be elected m some 
measure, but its role would be advisory, ~afive Authorities, 
~ways ~ncfioned with appointed o~cia~s, who either had a hereditary 

d~m to slams or were conferred such a s~atus. The home of the race 
option was the Cape, and ks high point in South ~rican aff~rs~so 
considered a major liberal <ctory~was the passage of Smnts’s Nadve 
~fdrs Act in 1920.74 The act implemented a card,at prindple of liber~ 

segregationist po~: consukadve forums for ~r~cm:s under ~e trustee- . 

ship of whites- 
A sh~ of opi~o~ from race to tribe can be discerned [n ~¢ 1920s. 

raCMty separate councils were set up in ~e yeas that followed the pus 
sage of the 1920 Native Mfairs Act, there was a buildup of concern 
wt~in the ]Native Mfairs Dep~vmenV (N~} about the wisdom of cow 
sfitufi~g transvribal representative hastkufions ~at would lead to the 
distnVegra6o~ of tribal bonds. So ~a= while ~e entire native population 

of the Trangiei (with the exception of Mount Ay~f0 w~ included in 
Tr~skei Bun~a by 192~, d~e view that the gunga wo~d "break down 
tdb~ barters" and %end to produce a bond of interest among ~e black 
vis a vis ~e white" began to g~n the upper hand wi~in ~e N~ 

Bnthus~asm for councils w~ed, No new conncils were established, be- 
tween 1920 and 1926. Even though an amcnd~g legislation was m~o- 
duced tha~ year subs~and~ly reducing ~e powers of coundls, no geW 

eral tranStr[bal council was established outside ~¢ Tr~skei’76 Ltber~ w~te opioon too came to share doub~ about th~ wisdom 

a civ~ized native policy whose inevkabIe effect was to loosen tMbal 
bonds. We have seen that General Smuts ~as unequ~Voc~ on ~e issue 

by ~e time he came to give d~e 1929 ~odes lecture: at ~e root 
colour problem" in South ~rica, he argued~ were "urbanized or de- 

~baHzed natives."              " 
These ~essozs were summed up in ~e 1927 act, whose key provisions. 

gso reflected the general dr[~ of oph~on in favor of ~e tMbai option. 
Sot the ~927 act gen&r~ized, for the ~rs= dine, a dual Icg~ order 
throughout Sou~ ~fica. It created separate naOve courts to administer: 
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customary iaw to natives+ It put in place a semiantonomons form of indi- 
rect rule, one where customary law was administered by white commis- 
sioners, and where native authorities administered single or multiple vil- 
lages as would headmen or canton chiefs in a l~rench colony, but not the 
tribe as would a paramount chief in a British colony. We are told that the 
act was received ~rt Parliament with a degree of enthusiasm that General 
I-lertzog, the minister of native affairs, found "gratifying to the point of 
being almost an embarrassment]" The focus of that enthusiasm wa~ the 
incitement clause, which made it a crime to act "with intent to promote 
any feeling of hosdlky between Natives and Europeans." Members 
called for repressive measures against the Communists and leaders of the 
IndustrM and Commercial Workers’ Union ofMrica (ICU). There was 
a growing feeling that the cutting edge of African resistance was no 
longer tribal; rather, the very processes that were undercutting tribal iso- 
lation and autonomy were giving rise to modern forces with strongly 
egalitarian demands. "The ’incitement’ clause," argued Simons, "sharp- 
ened the realization that tribalism might be a bulwark against radical 
movements, ~7y 

Not until 1931 did South Aftican ruling circles move decisively to 
subordinate race to tribe in the formulation of native poIicy. That move 
was a recognition that the real threat to racial supremacy came from new 
class forces engendered by the modern economy, forces that cut across 
tribal lines and would therefore flourish in the context of a racial mode 
of representation and control. The answer, argued the architects of 
apartheid~ was to try and rebottle these forces within tribal confines, 
where they would surely be better contained by traditionaI authorities 
backed up by the armed might of the settler state. So the new post-19i8 
apartheid regime set about implementing a comprehensive program for 
the restoration of fully autonomous tribal authorities. It was a blueprint 
whose agenda could have been taken from any British manual on in- 
direct rule in colonial Africa. 

How could one ~xprain that although the early-twentieth-century 
Boer republics had been uncompromising opponents of tribalism, the 
Boer intelligentsia organized in the Broederbond would only three de- 
cades later champion tribalism az a form of "native democracy" that 
must not only be tolerated as a necessary evil but positively be encour- 
aged m flo~ish? This change of heart is easier to understand in the con ¯ 
text of a changing situation. If the impetus behind dac 1927 Parlia 
mem’s appreciating the virtue of customary law in containing natives 
within bounds of n-adkion was the sight of the ICU and its Communist 

the 1920s, the tearning impetus two decades later would come 
an urban resistance that seemed to grow rapidly in the teeth of 

bloody repression, l 
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Key to tb.at lesson was ihe realization that in ~h~ ~a[ analysis r~ce and 

co~plcmen~ry~a~d not cxdus~w~me~hod~ 
~bc ou~h~ to be s~eo as                                        . of ~ative control Exdasive reBaace on race ~ad led to a superfici~ mode 
of controk while s:rictly demarcatha~ natives from white ciVit sucre[y, ~t 
left t~ former as a m~jo~ty. To deepen a~d stabilize the rule ofa rada[ty 
de~ed m~Or~, it was oecessary to split the majoriW ~n~0 compart 
me~tal~zed minor[ties- Bat tha~ division cotdd no~ be an ~bitrary ~nven~ 

tiom To be bdievabte and to stick~ it had to be a~choced ~n a h~st~rical nd cU~ura~ ex cdcace To consolidate radM’rulc ~q~ired that tt be 
a , . ~ ~. ~ ~,~e of con[rot: by defintn~ e~ery native as a Bantu 

belonging to a particular tribe, subject ~o regulation u~der i~ own cus- 
~omar~ law, it would be possible to divide natives into a ~umber of 

. . ¯ i~ own, and thereby, contaln, all. wi~in~ the 
tnbes~ e~ch a mmort~.~[ ~nstitutions. I~ racl,l superiority reqmred 
tbrm of~he ~tate to be enforced and reproduced, so ~d the trib~ separa- 

that stage--the local state, the ~ativc Au~or- 
non of the ~at~Ves, on[y,~..~ ~ut daoendeat. A solugon ~at British im 
ity~Would be autOOomVU~ ~     ~ prevengve measure in its Afr~c~ 
peril[sin had arrived at as more ~f a                      ’ 
colonies, a~ other coto~tal powers in ~e ¢on~inezt arrNed at as a cura~ 

~ In lear~ that tesson, the framers of apar~e[d were the 
rive measure,.      ~ .,-r~a[ulv uot d~e only o~es. 

The crisis of native con[rot exploded with great ~utens~ty ~n urban ~eas. 
This urban resort ~a5 both work- and community-based. I~s dimensions 
were marked b~ cVent~ ra~g~n~ from ~e 19~6 ~aeworkers’ s~rikc 
squatter a~d commuter s~ug~les. The mhmrs’ m’ike was ~e most dra- 
matic of this ch~t~ of events. Between sixty ~oesand ~d one h~n- 
dred thousand m~nerS ~opped work, br[ogtn~ between seventeen ~d 
[wend-one m~nes to "a virtual srandsti~."r~ This "largcs~ s~k 

dotug of m~gra~t workers. I~ w~ countered 
~ncan history was the ~-~,,nds were s~a[ed offender armed guard 

a ~nasszve show of force w v ~lled to special du~. Twelve 
as sixteen hundred police were                   ’ were ~lled aud mo~e than a thousand injured. The s~ike, which beg~ 

the scventeeutE, hi spi~e 

on 12 AuguSt, was over,~ ~il of No~-European Trade ¯Unions for a 
~ee~xth by the Transvaat ~ou~ "apparent failure" turned o~t to 
general strike of black workers. Yet th~s 
be "a milestone i~x South ~rica’s social and poetical devdopment?’ 
dramatically brining to zhe surface the changing weight and aEgnmen~ : 
of forces tin ........ ann ~ .... ~t wi~gcred a proCeSS that ’fforce[d~ ~l groups "into... 

a re-examination of their position and responses, producing important 
poetical skirts."z9 

The shift in postwar politics was not just from rural to urban resis 
tance. It was also a shift from work~based to communiwLbased actS.on÷ 
There was a marked slowdown in strike activity once the miners’ strike 
ended, but at the saale rime there was an escalation irt community-based 
organizations and protests. These centered either on the provision of 
poor services, mainly t}ousing and transport, or on the administration of 
pass laws. Some of the most dramatic ones were transport struggles in 
the township of Alexandra, outside Johannesburg. Year after yea, from 
1941 to 1944, building ttmough four boycotts in as many years, the 
Alexandra bus boycotts displayed a tenacity that was to make of them a 
legendary phenomenon. 

Whereas commuter boycotts were sustained by township-based work- 
¯ ers, migrants were more likely to be ~e moving force behind squatter 

struggles, whose cont.ext was twofold. On the one hand, municipal seg- 
regation required that African people be moved from inner-city slums to 
locations; on the other hand, there was a rapid inflow of migrants into 
urban areas. W~thin a decade and a half, between 1939 and 1952, the 
u~ban African population doubled,s~ TO contain this growing inflow of 
rural and inner-city immigrants, the municipalities needed co expend 
more resources in tee construction of locations. But white municipall 
ties were seldom willing to allocate resources, always considered limited, 
toward that end. The result was the squatting epidemic of the 1940s. A 
growing stratum of urban Africans had access to jobs but not to hous- 
Lag.st Others simply could not afford tke available t~ousing, given their 
meager earnings, and migrants" families could not gain access to hostels. 

Resource poor but concentrated, squatters proved to be a militant 
group. As the numbers of squatters grew, city councils despaired: ON_ 
cial figures (whose tendency was to underestimate the problem) indi- 
cated that the squatter population, defined as ~ose Inciting approved 
and serviced accommodation, had by 1947 grown to more than a mil- 
lion, constituting at [east 57.5 perce~t of the urban African popula- 
tion.s~ Because most squatters were legally employed, they could not be 
easily refiaoved to rural areas ~sing pass laws. However~ municipalities 
could not just evict then: from wb, ere they were uuless they had a place 
to w~ch to evict rE.era. Several municipalities simply rescinded location 
regulations restricting one f~miiy to a house. But where rJxey did not, 
squatters organized to keep municipal administrators and p¢lice at bay. 
The resulting movement highlighted the speed with which municipali- 

were losing control over both the housing issue and the squatting 
iepidemic. 
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Patrick Mortell wrote: 
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>From: Travis Gore 
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>Sent: Sep 2, 2008 11:33 AM 
>Subject: computer 
> 
>Hey Patrick, 
> 
>Hope you had a good labor day. We have a professor that needs to get 
>his computer set up (its still in the box). His office is room 201 
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>Damn, I just remembered u no longer work our side. Can you relay this 
>to someone that does? 
> 
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> 
>Travis 
> 

> 

>Patrick Mortell 
>via BlackBerry 
> 

> 
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Michael Jennings Surrogates of the State. NGOs, 
Development, and Ujamaa in Tanzania. BBloomfield, 

CT: Kumarian Press, 2007. 

Michael Jennings has written an interesting book dealing on a broad scale, the role of 
non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) in development; and the role of a particular 
NGO-Oxfam in Tanzania’s development. I highly recommend it for anyone interested in 
Tanzanian development. The book has seven substantive chapters, with an introduction, 
conclusion and epilogue. It is a book that could have been written about NGO work in 
any country in the developing work, given the increasing role of northern NGOs in the 
promotion of civil society and development in the global south. Nonetheless its 
concentration on Tanzania in the 1960s and 1970s, is instructive in certain profound 
ways: Tanzania was a model development state for the global south because of its 
policies of "socialism and self-reliance", northern NGO engagement meant that these 
NGOs were committed to or were in broad agreement with, the policies pursued by the 
state in Tanzania. An analysis and assessment of NGO work then becomes also an 
assessment of the policies pursued by the state. 

Jenning’s basic argument is straight forward: Oxfam, the leading NGO/Charity 
organization in the United Kingdom has been an important player in Tanzania’s 
development since independence in 1961 ( although some form of charity assistance has 
been present prior to 1961). In the 1960s, Oxfam’s development assistance strategy in 
Tanzania had been guided by its "liberal/left" ideological leanings which promoted a 
"participatory development" strategy on the part of grassroots people. The "Ujamau" 
policies of the Tanzania fit this profile well, hence the support from Oxfam. Over time 
however, the voluntary Ujamau policies of the Tanzanian government gave way to forced 
villagization, and in the process, moved away from a strategy of "participatory 
development, to a top-down "statist" strategy, exemplified by the forced villagization 
policy of the mid-1970s. Instead of resisting such a change in policy, Jennings argue that 
Oxfam went along with the changed policy, and in effect enabled the state in its new 
approach-effectively undermining democracy in Tanzania. While he attempts to explain 
this "enabling" positive of Oxfam as a situational response to the realities on the ground- 
given the dominance of the state-he argues that Oxfam could have been a more forceful 
advocate of the grassroots approach to development in its dealings with the state. Instead 
Oxfam’s approach to development essentially became a mirror image of that of the 
Tanzanian governments. 

Jenning’s critique of Oxfam is valid in terms of the "accomodationist" strategy was 
concerned. Oxfam as an NGO operating in a foreign country had limited room to 
maneuvers in terms of a hard line opposition to a state strategy which by most accounts, 
had the support of much of the international donor community. The critique however 
also exhibits some sense of naivete when Jennings argues that Oxfam in essence 
abandoned its principles of "justice and equity" when it embraced the "developmentalist" 
posture of the Tanzanian State. Jennings himself acknowledge that the amount of funds 
Oxfam was spending in Tanzania was miniscule compared to the rest of the state’s 



budget, and therefore its withdrawal would have not changed the policy equation in the 
slightest. The fact that Oxfam went along with the State’s program suggests that Oxfam 
found merit in the Tanzanian government’s approach to development. Indeed Jennings 
himself acknowledges this in the conclusion by noting that perhaps Oxfam did not have 
much of a choice but to go along with the Tanzanian government’s plan if the NGO 
sought to remain relevant in Tanzania’s development equation. 

In the end, Jennings’ critique of Oxfam’s activities in Tanzania facts to acknowledge fully 
the point about the reasons for the shift in government policy-from "Ujamaa Villages" to 
"Development Villages." By 1972, it was clear to the Nyerere government that its desire 
for rapid economic development through voluntary villagization was simply not 
happening. Peasants were reluctant to take chances with their lives based on "communal" 
living; and yet villagers were demanding "development" from the government. Forced 
villagization was the option chosen by the government in response to this demand and 
expectation. An argument might be made that the option chosen by the Nyerere 
government was pretty much the only one open to it. Twenty years later, a twenty- 
twenty hindsight may come to a different conclusion about that choice, but it cannot be a 
basic for a sustained argument about a critical relationship between a for a foreign NGO 
and the State in a complex development dynamic. 
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GUIDELINES FOR WRITING EFFECTIVE POLICY MEMOS** 

A well written policy memo (PM) reflects attention to its purpose, organiz_a~;ion, style and 
format. The context of a PM exercise may vary, but ff,~e following general guidelines are basic to 
successful PM writing.. Policy memos may vary in length and kind: some may make a recommendation 
based on research findings; others may require that the analyst lay out the issues associated with a 
problem area and the client’s options for addressing those issues; still others may require presentation 
Of persuasive arguments for a particular course of action or perspective. Therefore, before writing a 

¯ PM, it is important to be clear as to its purpose as wetl as the expectations of your client (or instructor). 

What is a Policy Memo? 

Policy memos are neither essays nor answers to examination questions. In writing a policy 
memo, you are asked to play the role of a policy analyst who must consider a situation and develop an 
analysis or recommendations for a specific audience. You should demonstrate that you understand the 
probIem well enough to apply relevant concepts and readings to a specific case, reach clear conclusions, 
and to convey your understanding in language and form appropriate to your audience.. 

In any specific case, the expectations of your client are critical. For example, if you are asked 
to write for an elected official, assume that officiaa tacks your technical expertise and thus wouId be 
unfamiliar with the contents, language, and methodologies of your specific discipline or a given subject 
arena.. If anassignment asks you to write for readers with greater technical expertise (i.e. your co- 
workers, or the principal investigator of a project i.n conservation and sus .mined developme.nt), you 
should approach t_hat audience on a more sophisticated level. In any case, assume your audience is busy 
and unwilling to take a great deal of time or trouble to understand what you have to say. Make your 
memos clear and forthright; keep the main points always in focus; strive for conciseness and coherence. 
Memo writing assigrtments never ask you to feed back everything you may know about a given subject. 
Rather, they give you the opportunity to show that you understand the subject well enough to establish 
intelligent priorities, reach reasonable conclusions, and express them convincingly. You must t:tke a 
Iarge amount 9f infotq-nation, and in the face of deadlines and space constraints, reduce it to its 
essentials and then communicate them persuasively. 

Organizing the Memo Presentation 

A good PM depends upon a reasonable arg’ument organized coherently and presented 
persuasively. Qualify your thesis or recommendatio~ when necessary,but keep your reader’,s focus 
clearly on your point of view. Stick to essential information or arguments that grow out 9f your 
introduction and which lead inevitably to your conclusions. 

* Be certain you have solved the problem before you begin to write; then organize your 
presentation to show the reader how that soIution is reasonable and persuasive. Before you 
begin writing, try to picture how the complete PM will look. 

* Your introduction should be concise and explicit, leave elaborate theorizing for other types 
of writing. Your opening paragaph should leave your audience with no doubt as to what your 
memo is about. It should telI the reader: what problem you are addressing, how you intend to 
approach it, and indicate your main considerations. Most readers also appreciate a hint of your 
conclusion. 



* All information should be organized in order to buttress )’our argument logically. Thus PM 
structure should be Iogieal rather than. chronological. Think in terms of what effect your 
organization of informational material will have on your target audience. 

* Confineyourself to the information or analysis usefuI to your audience. Anything that does 
not bear directly on your subject should be compressed, subordinated, or eliminated. 
Unessential material and long digressions are distracting to readers and may detract from your 
ability to achie~’e the objectives for which the memo was written. 

Style and Format 

Your ideas will be no more meaningful to the reader of your memo than you are able to make 
them. Meaning is not just embellished by styte;,rather, the two must function together. 
Muddled writing reflects hazy thinking. Keep the needs of your readers in mind when you are 
writing: prose should be simple, clear, and ..easy to read. Assume the reader will not take time 
to ponder various shades of meshing you think your language contains. Thus whenever 
possible: 

* Choose the plainest words that express your subject. 

Guide your readers through your sentences by: 
- Maintaining a consistent sentence order of subject-verb-object (agent-action-goal); 
-. Placing older more contextual information at the beginning of your sentence. 
- Reserving the end of your sentences for the most important, striking, newer 
information: 
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CRAZY WI-IH FOOD 

Very few policy makers understatad what famine is, They think it 

means there’s ~o food .... Famine is a failure of the market. And you can’t fight an eco[tomic problem by giving away food. 

--Fred Cuny 

’ Cassid wasn’t like most young college graduate aid workers who 

~’~ hr~s      Y -     ¯ ’- -~ for two ,Tears, see some of the contra 
~ want to do good, give it a saul       J                         " 
dictions of aid but decide to get on with their lives rather than deal with 

them. For them, aid is a phase to be passed through, a rite of passage on 

tl’teir way to law school or business school, something to be forgotten 
cept for those stories that can be told over and over again over beers in 
evenings far away. And Chns wash t hk the ones who fall in rove with the 

aid life. They stay in it, become part of the system, and oray resist it on oc- 
casion. They cling to the idea of aid. Aid redeems their lives and uplifts 

lives of the poor. To them, the con~adictions all stem from the West’s 
understanding or hdping enough. Their answer is always more aid, bigger 

budgets, another project. 
Cassidy identified the problem. It was pditical. He kept pointing 

His tragedy might have been avoided, but his entanglement in 
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tics and the local authority’s resentment of him would not have been oth- 
erwise. He was dedicated to his job, not to his career. 

My story is different from Chris’s in many ways. Both of us still wrestle 
with the contradictions of aid. I sometimes write about it; he still practices 

it. I once thought I might have a career in the aid business, but Somalia 

changed all that for me. It made painfully clear to me the full extent of aid’s 

failure. 

When USAID hired me to go to Somalia, I felt that I’d been called up by 

the big leagues. For a young man looking for advancement in the develop. 

meet world, this was as good an opportuni_ty as ever came along. In the 
scheme of the development universe, USAID was a donor, up there with 
the World Bank or Britain’s ODA (Overseas Development Administra- 

tion). All the NGOs received their fundirtg through the big guys. In So- 

malia USAID was calling the shots. The UN was there with all its 

agencies--UNICEF, UNHCR, UNDP, WFP, FAO--and all the European 
countries were represented, but everyone knew who was in charge. I was 
playing a minor supporting role in the organization as a personal services 

contractor, PSC. I had no diplomatic status and.was ot~ six-month con- 

tracts. 
I was a food monitor until my title was upgraded to food assessment spe- 

cialist. But I was only twenty.five, and I had time. The money was great. I 
had my own four-wheel-drive vehicle and a house on the beach in Mo- 
gadishu. Most of the time, however, t was in Beledweyne, a town on the 

Ethiopian border about 200 miles from Mogadishu. I was in the middle of 
a group of refugee camps that had been set up along the banks of the She- 

belle River, where it was all happening in Somalia, The future looked 
bright. 

My job was to make sure that the food sent from the docks of Mo- 

gadishu reached the refugees it~ my region. When the food didn’t arrive, I 
was supposed to find out what had happened to it. Most of the time I felt 
like a cop. People Were actually afraid of me. I could sit down with military 

men and accuse them of stealing food; and there was nothing they could 
do about it. I worked for USAID. A.food monitor working with Save the 

¯ Children, on the other hand, was badly beaten by thugs in a refugee camp. 
The job didn’t require a lot of detective work. On my first few days in 

I saw military vehicles leaving refugee camps loaded down with 
of food. I saw merchants’ warehouses filled with bags bearing the 

handshake logo and the words "Donated by the People of the 
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United States of America, Not for Sale." Over the next few days, I saw mil- 
itary warehouses packed to the ceilings with refugee food. 

After checking ledgers at refugee camps, I figured that most of the relief 
food being sent to the regionJprobably about two.thirds--was being 

stolen. Some disappeared from the docks in Mogadishu- Some disappeared 
from the trucks along the way to the camps. Sometimes ejatire trucks 

would leave the port and vanish forever. Most of it, it seemed, disappeared 
from the camps, sold by camp commanders, who were usually Somati mill- 
taw men, or were just taken by the soldiers or by the guerrillas, who were 
members of the Western Somalia Liberation Front (WSLF). Along with 

the food, the WSLF aim raided the camps for able-bodied young men, un- 

willing conscripts for their murky guerrilla war across the Ethiopian border    :.~ 

in the Ogaden desert. 
Soon after I arrived in Beledweyne, the town began to fill up with 

NGOs. Each group rented a wailed compound with plenty of room to park 
Land Cruisers, and with houses large enough to house the expatriate staff. 
Everyone hired a watchman and a cook and a maid. 

i rented a room at the UNHCR compound- It was a small stone house 

surrounded by a wall The dining area was outside on a patio covered with 

a thatched canopy. A second patio served as an outdoor living room. The 
shower was also outdoors. A 55-gallon UN-blue drum was mounted oft a 

platform above a shoulder-high stall. Water would be hand-pumped into 
the barrd in the morning. After baking in the sun alt day the water was 

perfect shower temperature. 
.Behind the compound was open desert. Peering above the wall in the 

evenings provided magnificent sunsets and the sight of camels moving in 
and out of town as nomads came across the Ethiopian border to trade ani- 

mals and milk. Across the street was a German NGO primarily doing water 
enoineering. Oxfam and a religious British group calied the Tear Fund, 

w~ch did medical work in the refugee camps, were a short walk away. Save 

the Children moved in, along with two separate teams of Italian doctors. 

in a refugee camp outside of town was an American group called Medical 
Volunteers International. The French group M~decins sans FronO~res 

(Doctors Without Borders) showed up eventually. 
Why so many NGOs? There was money available from donors, so they ¯ ; .!.,!~ 

came. The Somali government loved it as well. More NGOs meant more .. 
headquarters in Mogadishu. Most of the maior landlords in the city were 

relatives of the president or other high government officials. Even in towns 
such as Beledweyne, homes were rented from government offidals at pre- 

posterous rates. The government was pleased to have all the NGOs they 
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could get. So, in addition to the NOOs permanently camped out in town, 

we had a steady s~eam of itinerant charities that came through looking for 

projects and things to do. 

A Canadian group arrived one day looking for orphans. They ~hecked 
into the local office of the National Refugee Commission and were given 

permission to collect whatever orphans they found. Of all the problems 

that had sprung up in the refugee camps, I was never aware that orphans 
was one of them. The tight-knit clan structure meant that every child had 

a relative around somewhere. If no one closer could be found, a third 
cousin would gladly take and raise a child. But nonethdess thirty or forty 

children were gathered together and loaded onto a truck and carted off to 
an orphanage in Mogadishu, while their dan’s elders protested. 

Other NGOs came prospecting for projects. They would spend a day 
and then submit a project proposal to USAID in Mogadishu. When I’d get 
back to the capital, my opinion would be solicited. I always recommended 
that the projects not be funded. They were never well thought out. For ex- 
ample, one NGO sent a recent graduate from a forestry program to look 
into planting trees in Somalia. She had no practical experience in Africa 
yet submitted a proposal for more than $100,000, Later I brought her out 

to the site near the Shebelle River where she proposed to plant the trees. I 
pointed out toher that in much of the area the subsoil was limestone, and 

even if trees cou/d be made to grow in part of the area, nomads normally 

brought their cattle to that spot, and the trees would be munched up in no 
time unless she proposed stationing armed guards around the area for the 
next four years. 

And it wasn’t as ff the refugees were urbanites forced to live in tents. 
These people were nomads who’d spent their entire lives outdoors. For the 
most part, they could handle themsdves. 

In the evenings, when I could stand it, I’d get on the radio and talk to 
Mogadishu to find out what trucks had left and how much food they were 
carrying. The reception was so bad, nearly every word had to be spelled out 
using the Alpha-Bravo-Charlie-Delta alphabet. Passing along information 

could take hours. 
My days were spent looking at registers and counting bags of food, I’d 

walk down to the local NRC office and sit down with the head, Abdullahi. 
Jama. It was obvious that he was mucking with the books go hide the food. 
The numbers never matched. Abdullahi would shrug and smile. He was 

about thirty, and well educated. He had a bearded face that was marred by 
his crooked, qat.stained teeth when he smiled. Abdullahi Jama had a ca- 
reer in front of him. The NRC was becoming a powerful organization in 
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Somalia by virtue of its control of the programs that were bringing foreign 

money into the country. 
Then I’d go and try to find out if the right amount of food had come in. 

Monitoring was impossible. I’d do spot checks at warehouses in the camps. 

:.~. If bags were short, they’d tell me that they had .distributed them. Unless I 

’:’ stood there for an entire distribution, there was no way I could tell where 

i: the food was going. In addition, there were many camps with multiple dis- 

"( tribution sites in a vast area to keep track of. I was sure that a lot of theft 

.::: was going on, but I couldn’t rule out every excuse for missing bags of food. 

:.~i My trips to the NRC office became a bit of theater. I’d barge in and de- 
I. 

: :: mand to see the books. I had to be forceful without humiliating Abdullah[ 
~.j : 
i’:.~, in front of the people who worked for him. Sometimes I had to let him 

¯ .:in:: throw me out of the office. Usually he would instruct someone to fetch the 
::::i~::: ¯ 

ledgers, and I’d complain that records weren’t being well kept. Abdullahi 
would blame it on the infrastructure. They didfft have chairs or desks or 

pencils, he’d complain. Then he’d ask me if he could borrow some of my 

pencils. 
Most of my time was spent wandering around the camps and talking to 

refugees: They Would tell me that everything was fine. IfI asked where the 
boys and men were, I was always told that they were around or would be 

back soon. (In fact, they were back in the Ogaden with their herds.) i was 
regularly told how the Cubans and Russians bombed their cows. The sto- 
ries were identical and clearly untrue. Obviously there was a movement 
afoot in the refugee camps to make sure that the refugees presented a 
united front to the foreigners. By my side on all these trips was my transla- 
tor, a nervous man named Abdi, whose English wasn’t very good. At first I 

kept him on because I felt sorry for him. Later I learned that Abdi reported 
every day to the National Security Service in Beledweyne. When I con- 

fronted him, he told me that it was true. He had no choice. He totd them 
who I talked to and what I’d learned. Abdi apologized and begged me not 

to fire him. I fired him. A feisty young Somali woman named Faduma re- 

placed him. I thought she might help me get information from the women 

in the camps. 
There was a great deal of surplus food; even with the amount,, being 

stolen and disappearing, there was plenty of surplus food. Food was evety- 
where. Despite this, journalists still seemed to find emaciated children to 

’ r !!~::!: i write about. They d hea from NGOs in the capital about how many lives 
they were saving, then they’d come out to the bush and probably not see 
much. Sometimes NGOs would lead them to hospitals and sinai1 pockets 
where children were suffering from dysentery or other debilitating diseases. 
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But they got these diseases from being in the camps in the first place. And 

back home NGOs continued to raise money by advertising that people 

were starving in Somalia. 

/~t the center of the probIem was this: The million and a half refugees who 

were allegedly in Somalia didn’t exist. The Somali government liked to say 
1.5 million. Journalists liked to say 1.5 million. It sounded good and added 
a weightiness to their stories. Several press reports even took the liberty of 

pushing the figure up to 2 million. I saw official reports from UNHCR and 

USAID that put the number at less than 400,000. And my own rough es- 
timates from time spent in the camps made me suspect that even the 

400,000 was generous. The camps were filled mostly with women and chil- 

drert and old men. 
While I was monitoring the situation in Hiran District, my colleague and 

friend, Doug.Grice, was doing the same job farther south in Bardera and the 
region along the Kenya border. Once a month, I’d make the five-hour drive 
to Mogadishu, and we’d meet in the house we shared on the Lido, across 

from the beach clubs. We were given a week or so to prepare our reports, 
maybe meet with the ambassador, get a hot shower, catch a movie or a 

videotape at the American compound. We’d sit on our roof deck and cut 
into our rations of whiskey and beer from the diplomatic shop. We’d chew 

qat and watch the ships in the harbor, or try to spot sharks offthe coast. And 

we’d exchange stories about the refugee camps. Separately, we’d arrived at 
the conclusion that the relief program was probably killing as many people 

¯ as it was saving, that Somali soldiers were supplementing their income by 

selling food, and that the WSLF was fueling their attacks into Ethiopia. 

We’d then dutifully submit our reports and head back to the countryside 
to start monitoring the food all over again. At one point a State Depart- 
ment delegation came to Somalia because (I presumed) of all the reports 

back home about.stolen relief food. In the field I spoke with one of the del- 
egates, who started asking me questions, questions that I and other food 
monitors had answered a hundred times in our reports. "Havefft you read 

the reports?" I asked. She’d seen reports, she told me, but they were not 
mine. They were executive summaries compiled by the USAID mission. 

The detailed reports I’d written had remained in the files in Mogadishu. It 
was then that I became aware of what my real rote was: I was writing re- 

ports because the Food for Peace program regulations said that reports had 
to be written. The food monitor was a requirement built into the law, but 

what I actually reported was meaningless. No one really cared what we had 

to say. 
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In June of 1981, CARE, the American NGO, was hired to distribute 
food. They were experts at it. In fact, it was practically all they did. Even 
today, nearly half of CARE’s budget comes from the distribution of surplus 

U.S. commodities. USAID had insisted that CARE distribute the food in 
order to keep track of it, They entered into a contract with UNHCR and 

Somalia’s National Refugee Commission. The resulting organization was 

called ELUiCARE (Emergency Logistics Unit). 
To run the program, they brought in people from India--hard working, 

meticulous, efficient, and most of all, cheap. They seized the ports and 

began trying to keep records. 
Within a few months the record books looked better. The reality, how. 

ever, was that the WSLF and the army still ended up with the food. The 

National Refugee Commission was still pocketing millions of dollars, and 

there were still far fewer refugees than food was being supplied for. 
I was no longer concerned with where the food was going. The more 

time I spent in Somalia, the less it seemed to matter. I was more concerned. 

with what the food was doir~g. 
In Beledweyne I spent more time talking with Abdu~lahi Jama. I stopped 

pestering him about the records and the food. I figured CARE could worry 
about that now. The streets of Beledweyne became more and more 
crowded with Land Cruisers as more NGOs showed up. 

At night the expats would gather and drink whiskey and smoke ciga- 
rettes. The conversation was monotonously the same. Talk was about the 

refugees, the stolen food, the corrupt camp commanders, and the idiotic 

projects. Oxfam was teaching refugees to grow onions and cabbages and 
peppers in the refugee camp. The two Oxfam agricutturists discussed their 
dilemmanightl~: The idea behind their project was to make refugees more 
self.sufficient. But if the refugees were going to return to their nomadic 

way of life, these skills wouldfft be very useful. And if they were going to 
settle down and become farmers, they’d need to know a lot more about 
agriculture than how to grow iust a few cash crops. And there was very lit- 
tle incentive for them to learn. They could eat fine on their rations and sell 

the surplus for whatever pocket change they needed. The Oxfam team 
drank their whisky every night and wondered atoud why they were doing 

what they were doing every day. 

One evening during the Islamic month of daytime fasting, Ramadan, I 

went to Abduilahi Jama’s house to chew qat and break the fast. We talked 

about the refugees. He didn’t seem to care much about them, but he was 
starting to fed that things might be turning against him politically. Then 
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he started telling me about the food being sto|en. The conversation was 

strictly off the record at that time. It was two friends talking. 
He explained to me that the people around Beledweyne were from the 

Hawaadle clan, related to the large Hawiye clan that dominated the area. 
The refugees were mainly Ogaadeen, from the Daarood clan, relatives of 
Siyaad Barre. At first the Hawiye welcomed the refugees, but now they’d 

been there for three years. The refugees were getting rich. They were get- 
ting rations. (The word ration is now part of the Somali. vocabulary. It refers 

to any kind of free food.) The local people were getting nothing and start- 
ing to resent it. And many people were starting to say that the purpose of 
the refugee camps was to replace Hawiye with Daarood. 

Abdutlahi Jams didn’t buy that, but the talk scared him. He was from 
another Daarood subclan, the Majeerteen. After the Ogaden war, a Ma- 

jeerteen leader, Colonel Abdullahi Yusuf, had split with Siyaad Barre and, 
with the support of the Ethiopians, had begun a low-key guerrilla war 

against the Somali government. His group was called the Somali Salvation 
Democratic Front, or the SSDE Jama wasdt sure who his friends were any- 
more. He knew that much of the stolen refugee food went to the Western 

Somalia Liberation Front, which claimed to be fighting the Ethiopian gov- 
ernment for control of the Ogaden. In reality, they were fighting the SSDE 
And as an employee of the National Refugee Commission, he was feeding 
them--feeding people who were killing his own clansmen. 

Abdutlahi Jams was not a man inclined to view the world through the 
lens of clan. He was a modern Somali, a nationalist. But suddenly he was 

thrust back into the clan-centered world of his ancestors. Siyaad Barre 

was using foreign aid to manipulate ethnic rivalries, and Abdullahi Jams 
was being forced into the dangerous polities of clan. 

Many years later, I would learn that Abdullahi Jama had been somewhat 
ha’rye about clan politics. Siyaad Barre was indeed using the refugee crisis 

to displace clans whom he viewed as his political enemies. 

I was in the town of Boosaaso in 1994 at the Hotel Ga’ate, where I 
thought I might find some answers to questions I’d had in 1981. The 
Ga’ate could almost be a motel in Miami Beach. Low, white buildings 
perched on the edge of the sea surrounded a courtyard where old men, re- 

tirees, sat and drank tea. The sand was pure white and the ground was cov- 
ered with small, round white stones. But these weren’t alay old men. The 

first person I met in the parking lot was Mohammed Jibril, former head of 
’i"! 

the feared NSS, now an overweight and sickly man who leaned heavily on 

an intricately carved cane. I approached him and asked for an hour of his 
time. He told me he’d be happy to talk. We set up an appointment, but I 
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never saw him again. A few yards away I ran into General Gani, the man 

who bombed Hargeysa to dust. It struck me that Hotel Ga’ate was a rest 

hon, e for war criminals. It also became the unofficial seat of the North- 
eastern Somali government in the years after the fall of Siyaad Barre. In 

the hotel lounge a group of men were glued to CNN watching Larry King 

Live. One of them, a large man with crooked teeth and an imposing beard, 
¯ was Abdullahi Boqor Muusse. Boqor is a tide meaning king. Abdullahi 
Boqor is widely known by his nickname, King Kong. As king of the Ma- 

jeerteen, Abdullahi Boqor was also king of the Daarood. 
In traditional terms Abdullahi Boqor’s father, Muusse Boqor, would 

have been considered Siyaad Barre’s king. Siyaad didn’t always appreciate 
this and alternated between tossing Muusse Boqor into jail and inviting 
him over for dinner. Siyaad always tried to stay on good terms with his po- 

litical prisoners. Abduliahi Boqor spent three years in isolation in one of 
Barre’s prisons from 1976 to 1978, where he was beaten and tortured. 

Barre tossed him into jail eight other times on various offenses. 
One time was punishment for something his father did. Abdullahi 

Boqor explained: "In 1983 Siyaad called the Harti* eiders together at Villa 
Somalia in Mogadishu and told them about a plan for the Daaro0d to con- 

trol the country. ’If we put half a million Ogaadeen in Beledweyr~e the 
Hawaadle will be a minority,’ he told them. It was his plan to move the 

Ogaadeen into all the strategic areas. The Warsangeli and Dulbahante 

agreed to go along with Siyaad, but my father refused. 
"He refused because the Majeerteen are friends with the Hawiye. We do 

business with them. The Warsangdi and Dulbahante dofft have anything 

to do with the Hawiye. My father had many meetings with the elders of the 

Hawiye. He wasfft going to betray them." 
Siyaad was furious that a traditional leader would so brazenly rebuke 

him. At the time, Muusse Boqor was old and sick. Putting him in prison 
wouldfft have been very satisfying to Siyaad so he took his revenge on Ab- 
dullahi, Muusse’s eldest son and heir to the leadership of the Daarood. 

Once again AbduIlahi Boqor was tossed in jail and tortured. 
Boqor Abdullahi wandered back to the CNN room. General GaN 

squeezed over on the couch and made room for him. There they were, the 
torturer and the tortured. Gani, the ultimate Siyaad Barre loyalist, and Ab- 

dullahi, his victim, sitting and watching NBA highlights on CNN. 

*The Harti are a subgroup of the Daarood which includes the Maieerteen, Dulbahante, and 
Warsangdi subdans. The Marehan atxd Ogaadeen c[ans-~Siyaad’s family group.-are not in- 
cluded. The Harti are considered by some to be the upper classes of the Daarood. 
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The scene reminded me how little I had understood in 1981. But Ab- 
duIlahi Boqor’s brief explanation put a lot of what I had seen into perspec- 

tive. And it showed me how the events placed into motion thirteen years 

earlier had resulted in the present chaos in Somalia. 

I had seen young toughs starting to throw their weight around, a fore- 
shadowing of the role the mooryaan would later play in Somalia. Under 
normal conditions, survival for Somalis is a precarious and delicate bal- 

ancing act, requiring the wisdom and guidance of the elders. The society 
was solid and intact. But with food arriving on trucks every day, traditional 
wisdom arid guidance were no longer needed. Kids with guns.were king. 

I thought it was my job to report these developments, but I soon learned 

that this was exactly the type of information my bosses in Mogadishu did 
not want in field reports. They wanted the tonnage of food received, and 

the tons missing; plate numbers of trucks seen driving off with food and 

names of camp commanders who weren’t cooperating. Still, every month 
Doug Grice and I would write the reports and tack on our observations 
about the state of the refugees and of our growing doubts about the wisdom 
of the relief program. 

Our boss, Robert J. Luneburg, the Food for Peace officer, would storm 
back with the reports and say, "You guys know you can’t write this stuff. 

Stick to the facts as you observe them." So we’d retype the reports and 

head back to the bush. 
Thus confined by the USAID report format, I sat down at my typewriter 

in the dusty heat of the afternoon in Beledweyne and wrote a personal 

memo to Luneburg. It would be my last memo to USAID: 

At the risk of being labeled poltticaIly naive, I submit the following. I cannot 
in good conscience leave Somalia without expressing these opinions to the 

U.S. government in writing. 
My experience in Beledweyne during the last few months has confirmed 

my growing suspicion that the Somali government is deliberately taking part 
in the diversion of refugee food, has deliberately inflated refugee figures in 

order to facilitate these diversions, and is now simply humoring donors by 

submitting itself to the impotent inspection and monitoring of the donors. 

Our involvement in the refugee relief operation is participation in a polit- 
ical ploy to gain suppor{ for an unpopular military government. I do not pre- 
sume to influence the policy of the American government in this regard, 

however I believe that the situation should be recognized for what it is. Our 
continued support for the refugees makes possibIe continued activity of the 

’:Ji WSLF in the Ogaden, which in turn results in more refugees. 
,.i=!iii 



I realize that you have much more information than I do about the actual 

situation in the Ogaden, however I have made a point of speaking with 
refugees about the situation there until I was warned by the NRC early in 

july to desist. When I didn’t, I was confined to my house for four days and de- 

nied access to the records of food deliveries.         . 
I believe that the refugees have been coerced as to the manner in which to 

answer questions pertaining to the Ogaden. I know that there are individuals 
living in the camps known as "politicians" who instruct the refugees in polit- 
ical rhetoric and in how to answer these types of questions. I have been 

struck by the consistent similarities of their answers to the basic~questions,.    . ofT,, 

"Why did you come here?" and "What was life like under the tzmtoptans. 
They all report that Cuban and Russian pilots had bombed their cattle and 

killed their relatives. 
There is a festering resentment among the general population toward the 

expatriates and the refugees. An old man stopped me on the streets of Beled- 
weyne and demanded to know why he was not entitled to rations and health 

care just because he had decided to settle in the town instead of in a refugee 

camp. 
A man with four children working in Beledweyne for 800 shillings a 

month (an extraordinarily high salary) could not supply his family with the 

amount of food tb.e refugees receive for free. 
Many of the town people have solved that problem by keeping a residence 

or a part of their family in the camps. Sigalow camp [near Bdedweyne] is in- 
distinguishable from the mud-house back streets-of Beledweyne which have    ’~ 

now reached the borders of the camp and are joining it to the town. 
There are other issues that make our involvement questionable. Such as 

the recruitment by the WSLF and Somali Army in the camps. This activity 

takes place in all the camps in FIiran. Some of the camp commanders are 

WSLF officers.                                                        : 
PVOs are nmv submitting hundreds of proposals to improve services to 

refugees. Expanded services to the refugees will only aggravate the problem 

by encouraging them to stay, and more refugees will arrive. It will spread more 
thinly the resource base, ~eaving the door open for a real emergency situation 

in the future. 
The future for refugees in the camps holds only years of reiief. The efforts ..: 

of the international community should be aimed at solving the problem-- 

getting the refugees out of the camps.. 

USAID and the U.S. government weren’t interested in what I had to 

say, and, for the most part, neither was the press. Reporters seemed con- 
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tent to write about stolen food, starving babies, and heroic aid workers. I 

handed some of my memos to the only reporter who seemed interested in 
what I thought was the real story in Somalia. The story by Richard Ben 

Cramer was published in the Philadelphia Inquirer in the fall of 1981. It 
wasn’t until fourteen years later that I heard of any fallout from the article. 

I was in Natrobi visiting with Mohamed Abshir Waldo (not to be con- 

fused with SSDF leader General Mohamed Abshir Muusse). Born in the 
bush and a camel herder, he ended up at Coiumbia University during the 
student uprisings in the late ’60s. 

He became Information Minister for the SSDF and briefly head of the 
organization in the 1980s. From his home in Nairobi he was still active.in 

the SSDF and in the running of the Majeerteen area in northeastern So- 
malia. He was expIaining why the SSDF had turned down fobd aid from 

the UN. Though the 1992 famine i~t Somalia did. not affect the northeast 
region, food and aid were still offered. 

"If 10.,000 tons of food arrives it will be sold on the black market and the 
proceeds used to buy arms," he said. "It becomes an arms race. It means 
war. If food comes we lose our ability to control the peace and the stability 

of the region. Everybody will want to have a share, but that’s not possible. 
It’s been three years since there was any food aid and three years since 

there was the hijacking of a truck. The only trucks that are hijacked are 
the ones carrying food aid. No private truck with private cargo has been hi- 

¯jacked. 

"We had meetings about this in Djibouti and in Garowe," Abshir con- 

tinued. "I met with Mohamed Abshir Muusse and with a number of elders 
and we discussed how any form of aid whether it was food or tents would 

cause problems. For example we had about 300 family-sized tents to be 

used exclusive|y for people who were living in public premises after the 
war: schools, hospitals, regional, administration offices, ports, shops, police 
stations. They were a Swedish church donation. They caused problems the 
moment they arrived. Those who were offloading the plane wanted to take 
some for themselves, and people immediately began fighting over them. 
The Red Cross also supplied quite a substantial number of people with 

kitchen utensils as an incentive for them to leave those places. The people 

took everything and never left the houses. This created a conflict between 

the administration and the people. And our relationship with the donors 
also gets spoiled because we’ve taken the gifts and haven’t done what we 
were supposed to do. 

"So if we had accepted the food we knew it was going present these 
problems of instability in the region and attract bandits. There was very 
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good trading going on; livestock, hides, and fish were exported. Commodi- 

ties were imported. People were trading. You know, things were normal. 
Nomads were breeding the animals for sale, but if you have the food even 

the nomad will leave tkte animals to have a share of this food. 
"On the other hand, we could not say we did not want food. We wanted 

the food to buy arms. The dor~ors were giving food to our enemies and they 

were buying arms. We did not even dare not to protest very loudly for aid 

because otherwise the population Would say, why are we not getting our 
share of ttie food? And secondly, what do you do about the liquidity that 
the food will brir~g in, the selling of the food, realizing money, and then 

buying arms?" 
"It’s like a mini arms race fueled with food. If your enemy does not buy 

arms you don’t have to be armed yourself. Or if you rearm and get the fi- 
nance and so on, then you need to rearm also, to balance. Just tike the big 

powers were doing. 
"So we decided to minimize the damage. What We actually did--why 

we had peace--was to give 90 percent of the food straight to the militias. 
That was not what the donors ixxtended, but the donors were giving it to 

our enemy. What would you do?" 
Abshir left the room and returned with some pamphlets from when he 

was in charge of propaganda for the SSDF in the mid-1980s. He showed 
me that the SSDF leadership had come to terms with the militaw uses of 

food aid from watching the Siyaad Barre regime manipulate food aid for 

years. 
"We’ve known for a long time about the damage caused by food," he 

said pointing to a pamphlet entitIed "Somalia Under the Dictatorship of 

" m said Printed in Mo- General Siyaad Barre. At the botto the pamphlet it 
gadishu, August 1994. In reality it was printed in Ethiopia, but Abshir ex- 
plained with a laugh that they were just trying to piss off Siyaad. I Ripped 

through the pamphlet until something caught my eye. 

Feeding on the Hungry of Somalia 

"Profiting from misery" From "Good Intentions gone sour." a series of reports 

published in the Philadelphia Inguirer, USA by Richard Ben Grammer, the 

staffwriter, in 1981. 

They hadn’t gotten the name of the paper exactly right, and the writer’s 

name was misspelled. Close enough. I read on. 
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Famine is not the issue in Somali Refugee camps. The huge international re- 
lief effort has succeeded to this extent: Food has poured into Somalia... 

The relief effort was spurred by a fraud. The theft, the false population count, 

the fraudulent nature of the emergency are all common knowledge in Soma- 

lia. The army of relief workers talks of little else. But nothing is said publicly 
because the relief business is big business, and no one can afford to derail the 

graw train--not Somalia, not the donors, not the relief workers, Specially 
not the refugees because they are hungry. 

A food monitor for the US AID programme, Mr. Michael March said, 
"sixty percent of the food for the refugees is stolen. Sixty percent or two 
thirds. A third of the food that is loaded on trucks never gets to the camps, 

and half the food that does get through is stolen in the camps." 

showed it to Abshir. "You were quoting me before you knew me," I said. 

’~As a US civil servant, I am not flee to criticize the UN agencies. You can do 

what you like, of course, using this information... I am not surprised it’s all 

screwed up out there, food going every way," pointed out Mr. Michael 
March." 

I looked at Abshir. "I didn’t say this. You guys just made it up. I never 
said anything of the sort." 

"The theft was not possible to be the work of a certain individual. He had to 

have certain support within the system. We shared our reports ~vith the So- 

mali Government. Relief business is like other business: there are careers and 
organizations to protect," concluded US relief expert Mr. Michael March. 

I hadn’t said that either, not exactly, though it was inferred from other 
comments I’d made to the paper. All these years, unbeknownst to me, my 

name was being used against the government of Siyaad Barre. Abshir 
smiled mischievously. "Thanks," he said. 

The refugees tiever left the camps. The "temporary" camps, set up al- 
legedly to shelter refugees from the Ogaden war are still there, more than 
ten years after t~iat war ended. As I and many of the other critics of the 

1981 relief effort predicted, the residents of those camps are still depen. 
dent on relief food and still have no way to earn a living on their own. 

Several months after I sent my final memo, Grice participated in a study 
of the Somali economy. It found that the relief industry accounted for two. 
thirds of the country’s economy. There was no way Siyaad Barre could af- 
ford to let the refugees go. 
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And the private rdief agencies couldn’t let them go, either. 

When I was back in Mogadishu tn I993 and 1994, I decided to try to 

find ou~ what happened to the Ogaadeen refugees from the camps in the 

Hiran region. I found groups of them in Mogadtshu, where they had settled 
in open spaces, on the grounds of deserted public areas, in school com- 
pounds. They were tn the same thatched huts living, it seemed, much as 

they had lived in the .camps. The difference now was that there were no 
NGOs there working with them and supplying food and medical care. The 
children whom I had seen running around in the camps in 198i were now 

young adults, and there were hundreds of children who had known noth~ 

ing except refugee camps in their entire lives. 
In Mogadishu in 1993, these Ogaadeen were nonpersons. The city was 

controlled by various factions of the Hawiye dan, who were fighting 

among themselves for power and loot. The Ogaadeen hadn’t had any par- 
ticular probtems with the Hawiye, since they had nothing worth steating. 
The young Hawiye gunmen were not looking to avenge the wrongs of the 
past. So the Ogaadeen in Mogadishu did as they had been doing for the 
past fi~teen years: They sat. They waited. 

A small group of men quietly gathered around me, looking almost em- 

barrassed at their predicament. We met under a tree iust outside their en- 
campment, but as we were making our introductions, children came over 
and began shouting. Unable to hold the discussion, we moved indoors to 

what was once a Save the Children health center, h was a cavernous ce- 
ment structure with cartoonish drawings on the wails showing fat, heakhy 
children, children being weighed, inoculated, fed. 

Then one of the elders spoke: "We are known to respect and welcome 
our visitors. If we had the resources we would have killed a goat. Since you 

came here, we have been trying to obtain even some cups of tea. But 

poverty does not permit us." 
They were surprised that I was interested in history, and shocked that I 

knew anything about the refugee camps at Beledweyne and Jalalaqsi. 
Everyone in this group had been in those camps and fled to Mogadishu 

ahead of the advancing rebel force. They fled toward the protection of a 
government that was crumbling, a government that had long before de- 

serted them. 
Did they know they were being used? I asked. A young man named 

Ahmed Sheikh Osman spoke up. "I was told that as a refugee I would have 

the opportunity for further study. It was a program through UNHCR. I 
filled out the documents. But then I realized there wasn’t any chance of 

that. It was the children of government officials who were getting those 

II 
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scholarships; they were claiming to be refugees. How could these foreign- 
ers possibly know the difference?" 

An older man, Mohamed Mohamoud Aden, joined in. "We are putting 
the blame in UNHCR. They didn’t care who used the food and the money 
for the refugee children. Food was diverted and so were the funds the gov- 

ernment was getting for the refugees. Refugee children were supposed to 
study but couldn’t. So we wanted to go back, back to the Ogaden. We had 

our documents ready for repatriation [in 19881, but the civil war came. 
The rations grew less and Iess. When the fighting started, they left us hold- 
ing our forms for repatriation. We hear UNHCR is supposed to hdp peo- 

pie. They just abandoned us. Now they don’t think, about the people they 
left behind in Jalalaqsi." 

Two men left the room and returned with six blue ptasticration cards on 

a dirty string: a big hole punched in the middle of the cards for the refugees 
who chose to stay in SomaIia; three little ho[es in the middle for those who 

wanted to be repatriated. They regarded those three little holes as a 

promise, Mohamed explained, and they are still holding on to those cards 
in the hope that something will come of it. But those cards are from 1988, 
another era. They are from another humanitarian crisis ministered to by a 

different group of NGOs spending different funds from long-expired gov- 
ernment contracts. Those cards mean nothing, but they are all the refugees 
have to hoId onto now. 

Ahmed Sheikh Osman said, "I would have gone back to the Ogaden in 

1986 if I had been given the chance. As a student willing to pursue stud- 
ies, l sent a letter to UNHCR. What happened to the Ietter for scholar- 

ship? They never replied. That’s when I wanted to go back." 
As we were tatkingl the children once again gathered around and 

started shouting. Some of them came into the room and ignored the de- 

mands of the adults to leave. 
"When a child has been a refugee, he loses his manners," one of the men 

offered. "He has no loyalty to his parents. We were seated under a tree; 
why did we have to leave? Before, children wouId never come to where the 

elders are. We are living so close together here. If you send them some- 
where, they object. They refuse." He shook his head and then looked up at 
me as if to apologize. 

Abdi Ahmed Yusuf is a smaIl, wiry man of fifty-nine with a tight gray 

beard, pasted unevenly across his face. He was a herder in 1974 when the 

first famine hit the Ogaden. His cattle died and he went to refugee camps 

established in the Ogaden by the government of Ethiopia. I met with him 
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later that afternoon in another part of Mogadishu. He and his family had 
found a structure that looked as if it had once been a garage. It had three 

walls and a corrugated iron roof that kept the sun away. Every day he went 

around the hellish streets of Mogadishu and somehow returned with scraps 

of food for his children. 
We sat on a pile of rubble beside his shelter. "Once I had a good life," he 

told me. "I had seven children and a wife, fifty cattle and forty goats. I was 

eating ghee and meat and drinking milk. I didn’t need to ask for permission 
to sleep anDvhere. I was not asked Where are you going? The children 
went to Koran schools. There was peace in the bush, and Somalis never 

wanted to kill one another. Water was easy." 

Then came a drought in 1974. 
"My animals started dying. I didn’t sleep for many nights. Hyenas would 

eat them. I had to run around trying to put more energy into the goats so . 

they could escape. Sometimes I would take just their skins and sell them" I 
would bring a few animal~ into the boma [compound]. I saw my wife hold- 

ing both hands to her face; the woman was demanding some things I could 

not afford. We began to ask Allah for rain. 
"I would take the prayer boards with the Koran written on them and put 

them over my head and pray for rain. We called that the ’cow death’ year. 
T~venty families lost all their cows and goats. When there were only seven 
cows left, it was time to move to town. I put the hori [shelter] onto a don- 

key. I put ct~ildren who were well onto the donkey. I had one camel for 
transporting water in the haman [intricately woven water-carrying con- 
tainers]. We started trekking. I was very strong and I could carry some of 

the children on my back. It was the worst time in my life. On the way to 
the town we saw people dying. People shit their rectums out and died 

on the path. 
"We settled in a cmnp near Korahey, a baked, dry place with no trees. 

The Ethiopian government took us there and established shelters. We 
were given food by the Ethiopians. The government encouraged us to 
learn agriculture. We were brought to a project and taught to farm. The 
government would take the produce and bring us money. We didn’t mind 
because we were hungry. We started growing fat again. We got blisters on 

ds until we ot used to the no ¯ our han g 

~hen, in I977, Somalia invaded the Ogaden. ,, 
..)~ 

We were having a good life until the bullets started coming, Abdi said. . 
"First the Ethiopian troops were there. Then the Somali army came w,t 

’ "n soldiers who were not armed tanks. I captured three Ethiopia .... 
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brought them to the SomaIi commander. I told him that they should not be 

killed. The Somali commander was a good man, brave and understanding. 
But we were sad at the loss of so many Ethiopians." 

While we were talking, a friend of Abdi’s wandered over and sat with us. 

His name was Aden Farah Mohamed. He was in his late fifties, and had a 
long beard dyed red with henna. Together they looked like two respected 
elders of the Ogaadeen clan, and under different circumstances, they might 

be enjoying the fruits of their years, relaxing with other elders and presid- 
ing over the affairs of the clan. Instead, they were scavengers in the urban 

wasteland. He listened as Abdi told me how some of the Ogaadeen had 

fought alongside the advancing Somali troops. Then he added, "Many of 
us helped the Ethiopians. Many of the Ethiopians had to come to the So- 
malis for water. They wanted to *lee back to Addis Ababa with their fami- 

lies. We helped them because they were our friends. 

"Then the Somali troops came to us with trucks and sent us to Beled- 
weyne. We were told, ’you will get medical care, food, and water.’ Some of 

us were taken to Jalalaqsi, down the road from Beledweyne. Others were 
put into camps near Beledweyne. People were given knives and pots and 
kettles. The food was very little but we were told that we would get farm- 
ing land." 

I stopped him. "Do you mean that you were sent back to Somalia before 

the Ethiopian counteroffensive drove the Somali army from the Ogaden?" 
"Yes," they told me. The Ogaadeen had been sent back across the bor- 

der into Somalia even as the Somali soldiers were advancing. 

¯ I had been under the impression that the first wave of Somati refugees 
had crossed into. Somalia fleeing the Cuban-Ethiopian counteroffensive. 
The truth was that the Somali government intended to settle at least some 

Ogaadeen in Somalia from the beginning. It was ironic. Somali culture is 
deeply rooted in nomadic culture. Nomadic lore is venerated by people 

generations removed from that existence. And most Somalis say that the 
Ogaadeen are the keepers of the true culture. 

Abdi told me how from Beledweyne they were asked to move to camps 
in Jalalaqsi. At first they refused, but the government took him and some 
of the elders to the campsite there and showed them around for four days. 

"We saw the river and the farming area and everything. It was good. Then 
they said, ’Sign here and say it’s good and you can iive there.’" 

Aden ended up in Qorioley. "I had no choice. I wanted a place to live in 

peace and we were just taken there," he said. ".I opposed the Somali gov- 
ernment encouraging the people to come this way. ’We promise you we are 
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taking you to a land where there is a big river and good pasture. Food. Shel- 

ter. Medical help.’ I said No! But w.e were taken there in government ve, 
hicles." 

Abdi picked up their story in Jatalaqsi. "First the Somali government 
was bringing the ration, and then CARE came With cards and started giv- 

ing rations. 
"We were made crazy with food. I became rich from food. I was able to 

marry another woman, a second wife who I call CARE wife, and then I 

married another woman, a young one who has many children who are 

s tarring now." 
"How did you get rich on the refugee food?" I asked. 
"We were getting too much food so we would take the food and sell it to 

buy soap and cloth and kerosene. Several refugees opened shops in 
Jalalaqs[ town and started selling the food. It was cheap, so the people were 

buying it. And it was cheaper than in Mogadishu, so merchants from the 
city came to buy the food. 

¯ "I was ar~ eider on the committee in the refugee camp. Because we were 
respected, we were given a bonus in food from the camp commanders. So 
I could sell that food and with the money I would buy the rations from oth- 
ers in the camps. I opened a big shop in Jalalaqsi. Wife number one and 

daughter took care of the business. I was buying food from the refugees at 

a good price and selling it in Jalalaqsi town and returning with food, fuel, 
and watches that I would sell back to the refugees. Soon I was bringing 
food to Mogadishu directly and making a lot of money. Then I married 
CARE wife. I was happy. 

"One day I woke up and said my prayers. I was sittia.g on my mat when 

I saw a group of people coming carrying the Koran. They came into my 
compound. 

"S alaam Alechem." 
"’Alechem Salaam,’ I said. We shook, hands. I’knew the first man. He 

spread mats. We were talking about the Koran and life. I told CARE wife 

to prepare tea, and quickly: She was eighteen years old and a beauty. 
"What can I do for you?" I asked the men. 
"We are here to propose that you marry the daughter of this sheikh." 
"This was the biggest honor. I had earned this. A man would not have 

offered his daughter if t was a bad man. 
"I said, ’Thank you. I want to be engaged now,’ so it took place there 

and then. A goat was brought and slaughtered and we had a feast of rice 

and goat meat. I gave the elders a gift of an imamad, a cloth turban. And 

then I paid the bride price of 2 million shillings." 
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I was astonished. That was a lot of money in 1986. But Abdi was proud. 

"She was the daughter of a sheikh," he told me again. "And that is nothing 

compared to the camels and guns and horses that would be expected of me 
when I was a nomad. I would have given 100 camels. 

"I had three wives and life was blessed. Later the NGOs came and ad- 
vised people to farm, but there was no reason to. When the NGOs would 
tell us this or that, we would try to make them believe we were serious. 

When they would leave, we would just laugh at them. 

’Nnyone who Was seen doing that work was seen as someone who is 
poor, Someone with no camels and no goats. A man of that sort cannot 

marry a girl whose father has camels. A man of that sort cannot marry the 
daughter of a sheikh. 

"We became richer than the Hawiye people who lived in the.area, and 
they used to approach us for food help. 

’Nt first we had good relations with the people. We were sharing and 

helping each other and doing businesi. Then the Siyaad Barre disaster fell 
on us. Around 1985, he started saying, ’These people are Hawiye andthese 

people are Ogaadeen.’ We started getting the first ideas of what Siyaad 
Barre was up to. 

"First there were the rumors," he said, tugging on his ear. We’d start to 
hear that this person was from this clan and this person is that clan. There 

were people in the camps who were watching and Iistening. We were 
afraid." 

Abdi paused for a moment. We could hear the sounds of children crying 
in the distance. He looked around at the broken buildings. "Every problem 
that takes place in this world comes from top officials from the big city," he 

said softly. "Our problems started when Siyaad started handling his own 
people with.his right hand and thd others with his left hand." 

Siyaad Barre had succeeded in turning the Hawiye and Ogaadeen clans 

against each other. Young Ogaadeen, convinced that the Hawiye, Isaaq, 
and other clans were their enemies, began joining the armed forces in 

record numbers. 
"Do you think Siyaad Barre was using the refugees to protect his clan 

against the Hawiye?" t asked Abdi. 
"First we were ignorant about it. Later we discovered that it was the in. 

tent of the Siyaad Barre regime to use refugees for his selfish ends." He 

paused. "I never thought a foreigner would ask that question .... We dis- 

covered that when the war started. Had I discovered it earlier, I would 
have done something." 

"What?" 
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"I would have been the first to leave." 
"And you didn’t know." 
He looked at me sternly. "You are a foreigner. You are writing many 

pages, but I trust you. You will go abroad and you may go and publish any- 
thing. What you are writing may harm me. If I know now that you are 

going to harm me, I would not talk to you. 
"IfI had known earlier, 2,000 lives would riot have been lost in the She- 

belle River. Women and chil&en were put in the river to flow with the cur, 

rent. 
"I myself was rescued by a Habar Gidir [Hawiye] man. I buried my 

brother and my daughter with my own hands, in Jalalaqsi, 1990. This is the 

foundation Afweyrie [Siyaad] laid. Now I have the whole picture. 
"There were people in the camps who said the’~ were ’politicians.’ They 

would lecture us: ’This is your governmerit; the leader, Siyaad, is your rel- 
ative. Without him you wouldn’t have gotten all these opportunities. He 
has brought CARE with the food. We expect you to foltow the way of the 
governmerit.’ Then they would leave and give the elders more money arid 

tell them to talk to the younger ones. We were afraid." 

I had knowri some of this from Abdullahi Jama and [earned more when 
I was working with Faduma in the refugee carnies, but overall, they seemed 

to have kept it all hidden very well "Were you told how to deal with the 

foreigners?" I asked Abdi. 
"Siyaad Barre planted some people in the camps called the eyes of Siyaad 

Barre. We knew who they were. They were.armed with pistols, and they 
were everywhere in camp. If foreigners came to the camp and wanted to 

speak with refugees, the guys from the government would arrange a meet- 
ing of stooges. And even if you don’t give the answers they warit you to give 
to the foreigners--ff you raise your voice or go away from the point--you 

¯ will be jailed. 
"If foreigners come and ask ff we have trouble with local people, we were 

to say, ’We don’t have a problem with the locals. We are brothers.’ If they 
asked about government propaganda, we were to say, ’This is a refugee 
camp; we are free from politics.’ If they ask about tribes, just say, ’We are all 

Somali.’ 
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the Children gave us hoes and seeds. We were told that we should go and 

plant and then eat the food. The people were angry. ’What are we, slaves?’ 
we asked. There was a big confrontation. How can you ask us to dig and 
plant? 

"’We know you’re not slaves, but don’t you want to be self-sufficient? 
Now you have to be given food. We’ve done everything for you.’ We said 
that we were living on meat and milk before. They said, ’You have left the 
milk and meat behind. You are refugees. How do you expect to survive now?’ 

"The people who knew about farming started to plant. The nomads 
waited to see what would happen." 

Aden Farah recalled how an American man with a blond beard stood 
before t~tem one day after the harvest and, pointing to the farmers, said, 
"This man is rich and you are poor. He was not too proud to work in the 

soil." 
"People started going toward the farms. Everyone turned toward farm- 

ing. I plartted onions, and soon I had some money and bought a plot of land 
from another refugee who didn’t want to farm. 

"I soil own the land," he said, quietly, plaintively. "But now all the land 
that was allocated to the refugees, including the land I have bought there, 
has been taken over by the people who were living in Qorioley, and I can’t 

use it anymore." 

As it turned out, some of the land given to refugees in Qorioley actually 
belonged to other people. When the government of Siyaad Barre fell, some 
of those people returned to reclaim their land. And some of the land was 
taken over by General Mohamed Farah Aydiid’s militias. Most of the 

Ogaadeen refugees fled. Aden said ~e thought the ones who stayed had 
been killed. 

"There are none !eft now," he said. "It’s too dangerous. If people know 
you have land there, with documents, they wtl! kill you. The people there 

take everything, and if you say that you have documents, they say, ’We 
don’t care about the former government and the documents.’ They say, 

’The government was wrong to settle the refugees here in the first place, 
and we will not listen to anything you have been given unlawfully.’" 

In t990, the Hawiye-based United Somali Congress, Ied by Mohamed 

"If foreigners asked ~bout rations beir~g stolen, we had to say, ’Nothing 

has been stolen. We get our fair share of what has beer[ given.’" 

It was true. I’d heard all those responses thirteen years before. 
I turned to Aden Farah, who had been listening silently. He had been 

sent far away to Qortoley. "When we first got to Qorioley," he said, 

Farah Aydiid, started fighting its way from the center o~ Somalia toward 

Mogadishu. Their route to the city took them through traditional Hawiye 

alortg the ShebelIe River southward from Beledweyne. It was along 
{:.this very route that the Somali government had located the refugee camps, 

si. 



1~.4 ... THE ROAD TO HELL 

Siyaad Barre expected that his Ogaadeen relatives ir~ the camps, grate- 
ful for years of relief food and assistance, would help him battle the rebel 
army. Itt some cases they did help. But usually they fled. Barre had failed to 
terrorize them into loyalty. They feared him as much as they feared the 

rebels. The camps at ja|a!aqsi were the closest to Mogadishu, a~d by the 

time the rebels were approaching, most of the inhabitants had heard sto- 
ries from other refugee camps: Those who resisted were killed. 

Abdi and the eiders at Jalalaqsi decided riot to resist. But then word 
came to them that Siyaad was sendirtg a shipment of arms to the camp arid 

they were expected to mount a defense against Aydiid and the USC army. 
The NGOs fled, and the rebds [earned that the refugees at Jatalaqsi were 
armed--even though very few weapons had actually reached the camp. 

Most had been seized en route by the rebels. 
With the Jatalaqsi camp tn a panic, the local population from the rebel- 

a!Iied Hawaadle dan began to attack in advance of th~ rebel army, which 

was composed mostly of fighters from the Habar Gidir dan. 
"They came through the camp and daughtered people like goats, and 

they were thrown into the river," Abdi said. "There was one month of se- 

rious fighting every morning. 
"One morning after prayers, while I was just having my cup of tea, the 

Hawaadles came toward the camp." Abdibegan to halt. His eyes moistened. 

"They were using APCs [armored personnel carriers] with big guns that 
they were firing. We had only light arms, but bullets from art AN are noth- 

ing compared to the big guns. There were casualties, and we were all 
rounded up. We were told to surrender the guns, arid we gave them up. 

Arid they went to each and every house and looted everythir~g--men, 

women, and children herded like animals into the town center. 
"The Hawaadles knew the refugees well and vice versa. The bad people 

were known. Those who sided with Barre were known. Some people were 

put on trucks by the USCSNA [United Somali Congress rebels] and taken 
toward the Ogaden, taken out of town. Some were massacred oft the river 

in Beledweyrte. 
"I stood with my arms folded while they took everything from 

clothing, mattresses, beds, 1,000,710 shillings. A married daughter of mine. 

was trying to stop one of them from going into the house. I saw her shot to 

death in front of me, and I could do nothing.                         ¯ 
"I had a Haawadle friend who was a driver. He rescued me and my faro: 

ily and brought us to Mogadishu, where I am today. I lost everythingii 

Everything. Even now I’m afraid." 

.CRAZY WITH FOOD ... 1!5 

I spoke with Abdi and Aden over a period of days, while Mogadishu 

rocked around us with clan violence. After every night of fighting, I went 

back to visit them, and they were glad to see me. I met CARE wife who 

apologized again and again that she had no tea for me. 

Abdi undei-s{ood what the aid had done to him. He kr~ew that it had 

made him greedy and enticed him to abandon the life he wouid give any- 

thing to return to now. 
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20 
The Historiography of the 
Rwandan Genocide 
Scott Straus 

Introduction 

In recent years, the Rwandan genocide has generated a large and growing 

academic Iiterature. The disciplines and themes within the scholarship are 
diverse. History, political science, law, and anthropology are well represented 
in the academic Itterature, but some of the most prominent contributions come 

from human rights practitioners and iournaitsts. Thematically, Rwanda is a 

paradigmatic case of ethnic conflict and centraI to the rapidly growing field of 
genocide studies. The case is also a touchstone for students of transitional justice, 

humanitarian intervention, violence, and contemporary African politics - in 
addition to a number of other themes. Rwanda also commands attention beyond 

the university, in particular, from poiicymakers and lay audiences ~ the latter, 

especially, after a series of high profile ~eature films and documentaries. Thus, 

despite its relative recentness, the Rwandan genocide already has given rise to 
a very large body of work. 

Broadly, the existing literature on the Rwandan genocide may be divided 
into three primary areas. The first focuses on the origins of the genocide, in par- 
ticular the history of ethnicity as well as the planrflng for and execution of the 

genocide itself. The second focuses on the knternafional response to the genocide, 
in particular the decision not to intervene to halt the killing. The third focuses 
on the aftermath of genocide, in particular the question of how to render justice 

after a crime of such enormity. Each area has generated considerable interest and 

writing. That said, while the third area commands significant policy attention, 
the academic literature on post-genocide Rwanda is at a relatively early stage. 
In the second area, the central questions are somewhat narrow and weil 

covered in the literature. The first area, to date, has generated the most empirical 
and theoretical questions and will be the centre-piece of this essay. 

Given the volume of research, I impose a few parameters on the essay. By and 
large, the focus is on works primarily on Rwanda (as opposed to comparative 
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analyses where Rwanda is one case among several). I also focus on English- 

language literature. French is the other language in which a considerable 

amount on Rwanda has been published. However, covering the francophone 
literature comprehensively is weI1 beyond the scope of this essay, and so instead 
I will make reference to French-language works when there is no apparent 

English-language equivalent. Overall, the essay’s main purpose will be to doc- 
ument the traiectory of scholarship and the prima~y questions and themes 

within that scholarship. In addition, where appropriate and in the interests of 
suggesting avenues for further research, I will draw attention to understudied 

areas and to areas where there remain sharp points of disagxeement.1 

From ancient hatreds to modern, planned genocide 

Stereotype has shaped, to a large degree, informed commentary on the roots of 
the Rwandan genocide. In particular, ~rithin the public domain there is a 

common view that tribalism and ancient ethnic animosities drove Rwanda’s 

violence. The idea that African politics is reducible to ’tribalism’ is not peculiar 
to Rwanda. But given the nature of much of Rwanda’s genocide - public, face-to. 
face violence, often committed by machetes, and often entailing neighbour 
killing neighbour - the idea that what happened in Rwanda was atavistic ethnic 

hatred mn amok found particular resonance,z The academic literature has a 

corollary that also was invoked to explain Rwanda’s violence: in the genocide’s 
aftermath, some authors argued that state ’collapse’ and state ’failure’ were at 

play during the genocide.3 
Taken together, the ideas of ancient tribal hatred and state disintegration 

created an image of the genocide as spontaneous, unorganized, chaotic, and 

senseless. That view shaped the original terms of debate of the Rwandan 
genocide, and that idea remains somewhat prevalent among lay audiences, at 

least in the United States. As a result, much informed writing and scholarship 
have been centrally concerned with debunldng this paradigm. The product is 

a new consensus on the Rwandan genocide. Rather.than seeing the violence as 

chaotic frenzy or as an explosion of atavistic animosities, scholars and human 
rights activists alike stress that the violence was modern, systematic, 
intentional. Specific Hutu leaders planned the violence; they drew on m, 

colonially manipulated ethnic categories and a modern ideology of ethnic 
nationalism; they used the state to execute their plans; and they deliberatel3i 

attempted to eliminate a racially defined minority. What happened in Rwand~ 
was not tribalism writ large; it was genocide. 

Those are the central points in the new consensus on Rwanda. For 

purposes, the main points may be divided into three major areas: (I) a 

of ethnicity; (2) the immediate antecedents of genocide and planning 
genocide; and (3) details of the genocide itselL I discuss each area below. 
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A history of ethnicity 

A major focus in the literature concerns Rwanda’s ethnic categories. A starting 

point is a critique of the notion of ’tribe’ in the Rwandan context. In particular, 
many authors and commentators argue that Hutus and Tutsis, which are 
Rwanda’s two main ethnic categories at 84-90 per cent ~nd 10-14 per cent of 

the population, respectiveIy, are not tribes. Hutus and Tutsis speak the same 

language (Kinyarwanda); they live in the same regions; they belong to the same 
clans; they belong to the same religions; and they intermarry frequently. 

To understand the meaning of Hutu and Tutsi, authors focus on the terms’ 
history, both in pre-colonial times and especially under colonial rule. Given an 

absence of written sources, the history of pre-coionial Rwanda is challenging 
to reconstruct. Historians marshal a range of evidence, from archeology and 
pollen deposits to lexicostatistics and oral histories. There is a general consensus 
that prior to coIonialism Rwanda had one of the most sophisticated and 

powerful monarchies in the Great Lakes region of Africa. The monarchy was 

expansionist, centralized, hierarchical, and militaristic. When precisely the 

Rwanda~ monarchy emerged and took the form it eventually took by the nine- 

teenth century is subject to debate. Nonetheless, by the late-nineteenth century, 
on the eve of European penetration into the region, the monarchy was firmly 

established, especially in what is presently south-central Rwanda.4 
By the time of European arrival, the social categories ’Hum’ and ’Tutsi’ were 

prominent in Rwanda’s monarchical system. They were not, however, singularly 

prominent: clan, region, relationship to royalty, and other identities mattered. 
Perhaps more critical is what ’Hutu’ and ’Tutsi’ meant as social categories. The 

balance of historical opinion now locates the origins of the HutuiTutsi cate- 

gories to changes internal to Rwandan society. There would appear to be sev- 

eral overlapping dimensions to the categories in pre-colonial Rwanda. One 
relates to economic activity. Farming and animal husbandry were central 
practices in pre-colonial Rwanda (and in the region). By and iarge, ’Tutsi’ 
referred to herders and ’Hutu’ to agriculturalists. The terms also connoted 

status and power. ’Tutsi’ in general referred to Rwandans of higher status, while 

’Hutu’ referred to lower status. Historian Jan Vansina argues that ’Tutsi’, in fact, 
may initially have referred to the political elite amongherders, but then later 

the term was extended to herders in general.S A final, but important point is that 

the terms became salient within the context of the monarchy. That is, as the 

Rwandan monarchy expanded, so too did the terms’ relevance. AII that said, 
there was considerable variation within the categories. Some Hutus reared cattle 

and goats; many Tutsis farmed. Some Tutsis were relatively poor, while some 

Hutus were relatively wealthy. Moreover, the social categories w~re not fixed; 

enough status within the monarchy, a Hutu could become Tutsi.~ 
European entry and rule into the region altered the categories’ meaning. 

::Europeans viewed the categories and the social stratification in racial terms. 



To wit, the first European explorers - followed in turn by Christian missionaries 
and colonial administrators - described Tutsis as a superior, elegant, ’Caucosoid’ 

race. Tutsis were seen as Hamites who had descended from northern Africa 
and brought with them a superior system of social organization, which they 
had used to conquer the more numerous Hums, who were described as shorter, 

stockier, less intelligent ’negroids’. This view of Tutsis and Hums as different and 

differently endowed races reflected then-current anthropological and historical 
ideas. Particulariy prominent was the so-called Hamitic Hypothesis, which saw 

civilization in Africa (of which the Rwandan monarchy was one example) as 
the product of ’Hamitic’ peoples.V Contemporary historical schoIarship now 

substantially calls into question these related notions of race, fixed corporate 
groupings, and successive large-scale population migrations. 

Nonetheless, as they established colonial oversight in the region, Europeans 
aIso made race the basis for organizing and allocating power in the colonial 

system. First the Germans and then the Belgians (who took control of Rwanda 
after World War I) opted for a system of colonial governance known as indirect 

rule. In so doing, the Europeans backed the ruling elite that had controlIed 

Rwanda in the pre-colonial system. But the relevant category here was less the 

monarchy and more Tutsis - as a race - and Tutsis were allocated positions in 
the colonial administration and sent on for further education. The Europeans 

streamlined Rwanda’s complex pre-coIonial system of governance, which in 
turn increased iocal Tutsi dominance. Belgian colonial officers also introduced 

identity cards that labeled Rwandans according to their ethnicity. The net effect, 

then, of the first 50 years of colonial rule was to racialize a pre-existing social 
hierarchy, to make race a central determinant of power, and to increase the 

arbitrary power of Tutsis.a 
A new round of changes followed World War II as decolonization spread 

throughout the imperial world. Under pressure from the newly established 
United Nations to prepare Rwanda for independence, Belgium began a 

programme of reform in the 1950s. One key change was to increase Hutu polit- : 
ical representation, initially at the local level. In the same period, a Hutu polit- 
ical elite, nurtured largely by Catholic missionaries sympathetic to their 

began to mobilize. There followed a complex sequence of events. In brief, Some 

Tutsi elites whose interests were at stake resisted reform and sought an early: 
end to colonial rule. They also denied the political relevance of 

claiming that the categories were European products. The emerging Hutu 

counter-elite in turn insisted on ethnicity as a way of recognizing and chan 
their pre-existing political and economic exclusion. Independence and democ:.;~ 

racy meant ending Tutsi control, argued Hutu poIitical aspirants. This logic 

turn gave rise to an ethnic nationalist ideology: Hutu political leaders     " 
at independence that democracy meant majority rule, and majority 
Hutu rule. 
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The struggle for power in the terminal colonial period culminated in violence 
and radicaI change. The period as a whole is often labelled the ’Hutu Revolution,. 

The violence began in 1959. In October, some Tutsi men. attacked and wounded 
a leading Hutu poIitical party activist. In response, there was a wave of 

Hutu-led violence against Tutsi civilians, as well as counter-violence by 
Tutsis and others associated with the monarchy against Hutu political leaders.. 

Eventually Belgium, which at the time still h’etd colonial power, settled the 

Issue - in favour of the Hutu counter-elite. In short order, the Belghans 

abolished the monarchy, replaced hundreds of Tutsi administrative officers 
with Hutus, and eventually installed a Hutu president, Gr~goi)e Kayibanda. 

Tens of thousands of Tutsis in turn fled the country, taking up exile in neigh- 

bouring countries. Some in turn launched armed attacks in the early 1960s. 
One serious but failed attempt in late 1963 spawned a reprisal massacre that 
took the lives of as many as 10,000 Tutsis.9 

Many authors-argue that in post-Revolution Rwanda, under the regimes 
of Kayibanda (1962-1973) and Juvhnal Habyarimana (1973~1994), Tutsis were 

treated as second-ciass citizens. Authors use Various formulations. Linda 
Melvern argues that Tutsis were ’marginalized’ in independent Rwanda. In 

particular, Melvern, like others, points to ethnic quotas that limited Tutsi rep- 
resentation m higher education, government, and even business enterprises?O 
Peter Uvin argues that in Rwanda there was a system of ’institutionalized 
preiudice,’ n G@rard Prunier emphasizes that a ’Rwandese ideology’, basecl on the 

pseudo-scientific racial theories introduced under colonialism, pervaded 
These paragraphs do not do iustice to a complex political and social history. 

The main point here is to emphasize that~ as they searched for the origins of 
the genocide and in response to the ahistorical claims of ancient tribal hatred, 

authors turned to this history of ethnic~ty. Some consumers of this history 
attribute too much blame, in my view, to coIonialism. The Europeans did not 
invent the categories ’Hum’ and ’Tutsi’, nor did the Europeans invent social 

hierarchies in. Rwanda. Rwandan elites, moreover, often adopted frameworks 
that served their interests. Nonetheless, colonialism did have an impact. The 

changes that happened under colonial rule altered the meaning and salience 
of ethnicity. Later, in the heady days of competition for political power in the 

terminal colov_ial period, those changes morphed into ethnic nationalism. 
. After independence, ethnic nationalism in turn became the ruling coalitions’ 

political ideology. Changes were incremental and cumulative - 

did not create social or hierarchical categories from thin air- but the changes that happened were significant. 

of and planning for genocide 

nc~ent tribal hatred’ model implies, as does that of state collapse, that the 

genocide was spontaneous, Ieaderless, and chaotic. In response, the 
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academic and human rights literature has argued and shown that a model of 

rudderless state disintegration is misleading. In particular, authors emphasize 
that (a) particular officials promoted and are responsible for the genocide; 

(b) that particular officials planned and organized the violence; and (c) that 

they used the state and other modern means (especially the media) to carry out 
the violence. In this sense, the violence was top-down, systematic, intentionai, 

and state-driven. To demonstrate these points, the historiography focuses on 

two periods - the period just before the genocide (1990~-March 1994) and the 
period of the genocide itself. I begin with the fom~er. 

Two major macro-level changes happened in the three-year period before the 

genocide. First, in 1990, the rebel Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF) invaded from 
southern Uganda and engaged the Rwandan government, then led by Juv4naI 

Habyarimana, in a civil war. The RPF was composed Iargely of Tutsi exiles, many 
of whom were descendents of Tutsis who had fled Rwanda during the Revolution 

period,a3 The second major change was that, in 1991 under pressure from France, 
Rwanda’s principal international backer, Rwanda ended one-party rule. A vibrant, 
largely Hutu opposition movement quickly formed mad challenged the ruIing 

party.14 Many observers locate the genocide’s origins to this period. In particular, 
facing the twin threats of c2viI war and domestic political opposition, Rwanda’s 

ruling elite radicalized and sought to keep power by promoting violence. 
The literature focuses on severa! different developments. One is that ruling :.i! 

officials began targeting Tutsi civilians inside Rwanda and identifying them¯ 
as rebel supporters. Soon after the RPF invasion, for example, the 

govermnent arrested some 13,000 civilians, mostly Tutsis. In addition, 
were a series of violent attacks against’l’utsis. Some took place in 1990, j 
the RPF invasion; others took place later, and sometimes in response to actual i 

or feared RPF incursions.IS Of particular significance is a lO-member 

Commission that the president established in 1991. That commission 

Tutsis who were ’nostalgic for power’ and Tutsis sympathetic to the RPF 

Rwanda’s ’principal enemy’. Numerous observers, inciuding prosecutors at 

International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR), consider the 
evidence of a plan (or the beginning of a plan) to commit genocide.16 

In addition, Rwandan political and military officials took measures to 
the army, launch a .civilian defence programme, develop 
and create assassination lists. Like the military commission that 
Tutsis as the enemy, the civilian .defence programme and the militia 
are seen as key eIemellts in the preparations for genocide. Most 

were members of the ’interaharnwe’. The inrerahamwe began as a youth 

zation that was a wing of the ruling National Revolutionary 

Development (MRND) political party. Almost every political 
wing in Rwanda during the period, including opposition polRical parties. 
distinguished the interahamwe was that hardliners Within the 
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MRND party hierarchy siphoned off some youth and trained them militarily. 
In this sense, some interahamwe became militias - military-trained young men. 

There is also additional evidence of radicalization, including networks of hard- 
l~ners as well as assassination lists.ZZ The hardliners also are seen as the pro- 

genitors of an openly racist political party, the Coalition for the Defence of the 
Republic (CDR), which appeared in 1992. 

Another major area of attention in the historiography of this period is the 
promulgation of racist propaganda. The propaganda was a mix of fear- 

mongering about the ruthlessness of the RPF (the rebels were routinely accused 
of committing atrocities against Hutu civilians); of ethnic nationalism (Tutsis 
were labelIed as ’Hamitic’ foreigners, a minority, and a danger to the Hutu 

majority); of chauvinism (Hutus had to unite and be vigilav~t against the 
enemy); and of ethic stereotyping (Tutsis were often called RPF ’accomplices,). 
The propaganda appeared in the print media, on the radio, and at political 

rallies. The most illustrative and infamous examples come f~om the weekly 
Kangura magazine and the private radio station calied Radio T~16vision Libre des 

MilleS Collines (RTLM). In 1990, Kangura in particular published the infamous 

’Hutu l0 Commandments’, instructing Hutus to sever ties wdth Tutsis and to 
protect the gains of the Hutu RevoIution.~ 

There were two other significant developments in 1993 that many authors 

believe contributed to the radicalization of hardliner Hutu elites. The fi~st is a 
peace agreement signed between the government and the RPF rebels. Finalized 
in August 1993, and known as the ’Arusha Accords’ because they were signed 

in Atusha, Tanzania, the peace agreement called for restructuring the military, 
a transitional broad-based government, and eventual elections. The terms were 

broadly favourable to the RPE and many authors believe they alienated 

hard!iners.~ The second significant development was the assassination, in 
October 1993, of Burundi’s first Hutu president Melchior Ndadaye. Burundi 
and Rwanda have similar, though not identical, ethnic demographics and colo- 

. nial histories. However, in Burundi Tutsis kept power at independence (to the 

exclusion of Hutus). That changed with multi-pazty elections in June 1993 

rye was elected. It would be his assassination that gave Hutu hard- 

~wanda further cause for concern, indeed, after the assassination, they 
political alliance known as ’Hutu Power’. The alliance was composed 

from all political parties who called for Hutu unity in the face of. 
threat.Z0 

authors draw a connection these various measures and the genocide. 
those Hutu hardtiners who were involved in the military preparations for 

civil defence force as well as the military commission that lalYelled Tutsis as 

are considered pianners of the genocide. Similarly those who were 
in czeating and training the interahamwe militia, as well as those 

were involved in the antl-Tutsi media, are considered responsible for 
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the genocide, if not planners of it. Sometimes authors refer to the key group of 

hardliners as ’the akazu’, which means ’little house’ in Kinyarwanda and was 
the nickname for Habyarimana’s inner circle. Others refer to the ’Hutu Power’ 

alliance. But the principal argument is that the genocide had specific, powerful 

architects. 
To summarize the main elements of the new consensus: between 1990 and 

1994, a core group of Hutu hardliners associated with the ruling party radicalized 
as ttaey faced the twin threats of civiI war and multi-party political competition. 

To keep power, they developed irregular militia forces trained to kiI1 civilians; 
they launched a civilian defence programme; they funded and promoted private, 
often racist media; they fomented violence against civilians; and they prepared 

to do what it took to keep power. Many observers argue that these various 

developments amount to a plan to commit genocide (more on this below). The 
ideological arguments that the Hutu hardliners developed rested on a particular 
history of ethnicity. To wit, the hardliners supported version of ethnicnation- 
alism that first appeared in the Revolution period. That political vision in turn 

was the outgrowth of a series of changes to the meaning and institutionaliza- 

tion of ethnicity that occurred under colonial rule. All of these items are not 
necessarily found in every account of the Rway~dan genocide, but this basic 
story line in the vast majority of existing discussions of the genocide,z~ 

The key Anglophone books that contributed to forming the new consensus are 

G~rard Pmnier’s The Rwanda Crisis (1995), which is an overview of Rwandan ¯ 
history and the genocide; African Rights, Death, Despair, and Defiance (1994, 
rev. 1995), which is a long collection of witness accounts and testimony; Philip 

Gourevitch, We Wish to tnflorm You that Tomorrow We Will Be Killed With Our 
Families (1998), which is a Iyrically written essay on the genocide; and Alison. 

Des Forges’ Leave None to Tell the Story, which is a long, detailed analysis of the 
genocide and its origins. 

The genocide 

The hulk of existing literature focuses on the above areas, on the background 

and immediate antecedents to the genocide. Surprisingly less systematic atten-.: 
tion is paid to the patterns and dynamics of the genocide itselL The main 

exception is the Des Forges pubIicafion, Leave None to Tell the Story, 
a iandmark in providing details about the genocide itself. The book was espe-; 

cially strong in documenting genocide at the nafional ievel, as well as in 

~egion, the Prefecture of Butare. Added to the Des Forges report are the 
ments and ongoing trials at the ICTR. The former:U.N, commander, 

Dallaire, has also written an account of his time in Rwanda; that 
provides considerable details about the genocide at the national level.2z 

existing books provide limited details, witness accounts, and anecdote 

systematic investigation of the specifics of the violence, particularly at.t 
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local level.~ Further empirical research on the specifics of the violence is thus 

an imperative for future scholarship on the genocide. 
There is a general consensus in the literature about a number of issues about 

the genocide at the national level and the event’s broad outlines. There is 

agreement, for example, about when the genocide started. The triggering event 
was the assassination of President Habyarimana on April 6, 1994. Habyarimana 

was killed - alorN with several of his top advisors and the president of Bumndi 
as his plane descended to land in the capital IrAgali. ~two surface-to-air missiles 

struck the plane, and it landed in a bail of flame, killi~g all on board. Rwandans 

and outside observers, disagree sharply on who shot down the plane (more on 
this below), but the assassination is what set the genocide in motion. 

There is also general agreement on what happened afterwards. Broadly, the 
Hutu hardliners who had radicalLzed in the I990-~t period moved to take 

control of the state. They did this in several ways. A first order of business 
was to kill leading opposition politicians, inclu~ting Prime Minister Agathe 

Uwilingiyimana. The hardliners proceeded to instaI1 a government composed 
either of politicians sympathetic to ’Hutu Power’ or who were pliable. The hard- 

liners simultaneously unleashed systematic violence against Tutsi civilians. The 
violence started earliest in the capital Kigali, but it quickly began in areas 

¯ sympathetic to the ruling party. There were key areas of resistance, especiaIly 
in the south and central parts of the country, where the Hutu opposition was 
in control. However, by 21 April, systematic massacres of Tutsis had started in 

most parts of the country where government forces were in control. The swift- 

heSS and character of the violence is a primary reason why many observers 
believe that genocide was planned before the assassination. 

Th.ere appears also broad consensus on the man most responsible for the 

~-iolence and for taking control: Colonel Th4oneste Bagosora. At the time of 

Habyarimana’s death, Bagosora was Cabinet Director in the Ministry of Defense. 
But Bagosora had been for some time a key power broker in the regime; he had 

chaired the Military Commission that defined Tutsis as the ’enemy’; and he 

had served as part of the government’s negotiating team in Amsha. Des Forges’s 

research clearly pinpoints Bagosora, as does Datlaire’s account. Taking their 
cues from both Des Forges and Dallaire, ICTR prosecutors refer to Bagosora as 
the ’mastermind’ of the Rwandan genocide. 

.Bagosora, of course, did not act alone, but there is less agreement about who 
specifically were the other key figures at the national level. Members of the 
military, ruting party, media, police, and the interim government all appear to 
have played central roles. Arguably the most important trial at the IGTR is 
’Military I’. The defendants in the case include Bagosora, Anatole’Nsengiyumva 

(a former chief df military intelligence and head of military operations in Gisenyi 

1994), General Gratien Kabiligi (chief of military operations in 1994), and 
(commander of an elite battalion in I994). ’Military II’ 
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is another major trial, which focuses on General Augustin Bizimungu (chief 

of staff in the army), General Augustin NdindiliyimaJla (chief of staff in the 

gendarmerie [the national police]), Major Fran7ois-Xavier Nzuwonemeye (corn= 
mender of an elite battalion), and Innocent Sagahutu (a high-ranking officer in 
an elite battalion), A third major trial prosecutes the former ruling party offi- 

cials; the key defendants are former MRND President Mathieu Ngirumpatse, 

former Secretary General of the party Joseph Nzirorera, and the party’s First 
Vice President l~douard Karemera. A fourth major case is the ’Media Trial’. In 
2003, an ICTR chamber found three journalists - two associated with RTLM 

and the third with Kangura (which pubIished the ’Hutu 10 Commandments’) - 

guilty of inciting genocide. There are also additionally several trials of former 

government ministers as well as regional and locaMevel authorities.24 
There is also general consensus on the beginning and endpoints of the 

genocide. The former is generally dated to 6 April (Habyarimana’s assassination) 
and the latter to 17 July (when tile rebel RPF finally ousted the genocidal regime 

from Rwanda). Many authors refer to ’100 days’ of genocide. During this period, 

there were two primary developments. On the one hand, the RPF advanced and 
won successively, driving the interim government and armed forces southward 
and westward. The RPF victories also produced massive population flows, 

primarily externally to Zaire (now the Democratic Republic of the Congo) and 
to Tanzania, but aiso internally as Rwandans fled their homes for other parts of 

the country. The second dynamic concerned state-Ied violence, which was 

directed primarily at Tutsi civilians and secondarily at Hutu opponents of the 

regime and those who openly refused to participate in the massacres. 
The anti-Tutsi violence was exterminatory. The hardliners labeled all Tutsis 

as ’enemies’, and men, women, and children were targeted. Killing was the pri- 

mary mode of violence, although sexual violence and looting were widespread. 

The exact death toll is difficult to determine and somewhat contested. Several 
international commission reports put the number at 800,000 civilians.2s Des 

Forges estimates a smaller toll of 500,000. Worldng from census figures, Des:.’. 

Forges estimates 660,000 Tutsis were resident in Rwanda just before the 
cide began, and she argues that about 75 per cent of that population was 

killed.2~ By contrast, a post-genocide report estimated a higher toll of 934,218 

dead.zz The key issue here concerns the validity of the last census taken ] 
the genocide, in 1991. If the census figures are broadly correct - and Des Forges 

argues that there is no evidence of widespread fraud - then her estimate. 
probably the most reliable. I use the 500,000 estimate in my work. There is less 
known about the number of Hums ldlled by genocidal forces. 

Most killing during the genocide was public and participatory. There 
four main locations where civilians were idIled during the genocide: (i) at 

blocks and public meeting points, such as commercial centers; (2) in or 

outside homes; {3) in fields or other places where Tutsis and targeted Hutus I 
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and (4) at Central congregation points, such as churches, schools, and government 

buildings where Tutsis and targeted.Hutus fled for safety. The largest massacres - 

sometimes numbering in several hundred and even thousands of civilians - 
occurred at the central congregation points. 

Soldiers, paramilitaries, and militias often played an important role in the 
largest massacres. However, the state deliberately encouraged and sometimes 

required civilian participation, and indeed the scale of that participation is a dis- 

tinguishing feature of this genocide. In primary research on local dynamics, I 
identify three main categories of actors at the local level: il) tocaI elites (includ, 

ing government officials, p01itical party leaders, businessmen, and others) who 

often ted the violence; (2) very violent men (including but not limited to mili- 
tia and ex-soldiers); and (3) ordinary villagers (who formed the mass of partici- 

pants). The first category tended to order, authorize, and legitimize the violence; 
the second category committed the most violence and directly pressured others 

to participate; and the third category often formed the largest number of par- 
ticipants in groups that killed.2~ How many Rwandans took direct pa~t in the 

vioIence is a subiect of much debate. Some authors estimate as many as three 
million Hutus participated in the genocide.(a number that would implicate the 
entire adult Hutu population in 1994); others estimate tens of thousands of 

civilian participants. Judging from a survey of 210 convicted perpetrators, I esti- 
mate about 200,000 direct participants in the killing.29 

Understudied dimensions of the Rwandan genocide 

Despite the amount written about the Rwandan genocide, there remain a num- 

ber of understudied questions. As we have seen, existing literature focuses on 
historical background factors and broad, national-level dimensions. Much less 
well understood are micro-level dynamics and patterns of violence. In addition, 

most existing documentary evidence comes from human rights organizations 

o~ courts. There .also are a number of collections of witnesses, survivors, and 
in some cases perpetrators. While quite valuable, the testimonies are often 

anecdotal. In short, there is a need for more systematic micro-level studies and 
for ones that are disassociated from the normative and Iegal imperatives that 

dominate the exAsting record. 
As of this writing, Des Forges’s work is the primary published analytical work 

on genocide at the local level. In Leave None to Tell the Story, Des Forges devotes 

hundreds of pages to genocide in Butare and Gikongoro Prefectures. The 

Rights volume includes hundreds of pages of material organized by 

but the accounts in the book are anecdotal. There are a~growing hum- 
of works of testimony. French journalist Jean Hatzfeld has published 

books of testimony, one of survivors, the other of perpetrators. The narra- 
in HatzfeId’s book are styIized, but they still contain useful details.~0 
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Rwandan authors also have written several English-language memoirs.3~ I also 
colIected some transcripts of interviews I conducted with perpetrators and 

published them in a book along with a series of photographs by Robert Lyons.a2 
Two short academic articles based on research conducted soon after the geno- 

cide also exist.33 

That said, there is a need for more in-depth, micro-level, and systematic 

investigation of the genocide. Several studies are in the works. My research 
is in this vein. I conducted a survey of 210 convicted and self-confessed 

perpetrators; I also did a micro-comparative study of genocidal dynamics in 
five communes; and I examined regional variation in the genocide.34 Several 

other promising studies are under way. Lee Ann Fujii and Omar McDoom both 

conducted (separate) micro-level studies of the genocide in rural locations.3~ 

Even with these forthcoming studies, there will be room for more research on 
these questions. Future research might seek to explain why some Rwandans 

resisted participation in the genocide. McDoom’s study focuses some attention 

on this issue, but considering the importance of the issue more investigation 
will be warranted. 

An absence of hypothesis testing is another, closely related weakness in the 
existing literature. Currently explanations significantly ontpace evidence. As a 
result, it is difficult to adjudicate between various explanations. Authors have 

focused variously on material incentives, media indoctrination, ideological con- 
viction, structural violence, ethnic antipathy, a cuIture of obedience, coercion, 

security fears, land pressure, and coercion.3a Several authors point to simulta- 

neous motivations; indeed, the mechanisms I just listed are neither mutually 

exclusive across or within individuals (that is, different perpetrators participated 
for different reasons, and some individuals participated for multiple reasons). 

Nonetheless, a critical remaining research task is to use evidence to evaluate 
systematically which factors were most significant. Th6 research of Fujii, 
McDoom, and I are in this vein, but more research will be needed given the " 

complexity of these issues. 
Evaluating macroqevel explanations also remains understudied. What were 

the determinants of genocide? Why did the hardliners choose genocide over a 

range of other possible strategies? As we have seen, authors variousIy 
the impact of the Arusha Accords, the assassination of Burundi’s 

Rwanda’s history of ethnic ideologies, the impact of the war, economic ~ 

overpopulation, and other structural factors. Which issues were more 

Comparative analysis is one approach to ar~swering these questions~ 
indeed there is now a fresh crop of scholarship in which Rwanda is one case 
several. Michael Mann, for example, emphasizes that organic 

centr~i to the logic of what he calls ’murderous ethnic cleansing’, 
focuses, in particular, on the birth of Hutu nationalism at 

Mann also emphasizes escalation in wartinxe. Manus Midlarsky emF 
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in wartime (in particular, that the Rwandan civil war displaced hundreds of 

thousands of refugees) and international dimensions (in particular, France’s 

role in backing the Habyarimana regime).a8 Benjamin Valentino emphasizes the 
strategic origins of genocide. He argues, in particular, that genocide emerged as 
a deliberate, top-down policy because earlier efforts to diminish the threat of 

Tutsis had failed; genocide was thus a ’final solution’.3~ Jacques Sdmelin focuses 

on ideologies of purity and, as with Mann, the ethnic nationalism that 

emerged at independence in Rwanda. 40 On the other hand, even though he 
¯ draws on Melson’s comparative research on the Armenian genocide and the 
Holocaust, Lemarchand finds comparisons of Rwanda and the Holocaust, for 

example, to be problematic.4~ 

Another area deserving further study is the sequencing of events during the 
genocide. Particularly significant here will be the evidence produced in the 
key IGTR trials, which are on-going. The key questions concern the timing, 

chronology~ command structure, and specifics of the planning and orders 
to commit genocide. There is general agreement about the significance of 

Bagosora after April 6, 1994, but details about how the policy to commit 

genocide specifically formed and was issued remain vague. Journalist Linda 
Melvern makes use of witness statements given to the IGTR, in particular that 
of former Prime Minister Jean Kambanda.4a However, the key ICTR trials, in 

particular Military I, are not yet concluded. Once that trial and the other maior 
trials are complete, scholars will do well to mine the ICTR’s judgments and 

arctxives (hopefully ~ey will be accessible) to understand the details of how the 

genocide took shape. There will be much to learn. 

The extent and patterns of sexual violence during the genocide is also need 
of further study. Many discussions of the Rwandan genocide cite a figure of 

250,000 or more rapes during the lO0-day episode. The estimate derives from 
a figure that a United Nations Special Rappo~teur once used.43 However, that¯ 

estimate rests on a set of assumptions and limited data, and there has been little 

effort, as far as I know, to empirically, substantiate the claims. The original 

calculation stems from the following logic: since, in general, there are 100 rapes 

per every pregnancy caused by rape and since there were an estimated 2,000 to 
5,000 ’rape pregnaficies’ in Rwanda during the genocide, then one can estimate 

between 250,000 and 500,000 rapes.~4 However, the 250,000 figures exceed 
the number of Tutsi women and girls in Rwanda at the time of the genocide 

(judging from 1991 census figures). 

Sexual violence is clearly an important dimension of the Rwandan genocide. 
¯ Numerous authors draw attention sexual violence in the genocide.~ Moreover, 

first IGTR decision highlighted sexuai violence, and the judges broke new 

¯ ground in international law by Iisti~g rape as a mode of genocide.46 Given the 

:; ~mportance of sexual violence in this case, more investigation is needed. How 

Was the sexual violence primarily committed hy 



individuaIs or groups? There is unlikely to ever be precision on the extent, 
prevalence, and patterns of sexual violence, given the nature of the crimes. But 

further study would clarify the general picture. 

Points of contention 

In addition to understudied issues, there are a number of quite contentious 

dimensions of the Rwandan genocide. Who killed President Habyatimana is 

chief among them. Initially Anglophone authors suggested that Hutu hard_liners 

who carried out the genocide were responsible (though authors were careful 
to note that they did not l~ow for certain). The related claims were that 

Habyarimana’s concessions at Amsha angered the hardliners; that the hardliners 

decided that a radical strategy was necessary; and that .the president no longer 

controlled extremists within his ruling camp. The speed with which hardliners 
acted after the assassination - setting up roadblocks, deploying elite soldiers to 
kilt leading politicians, and initiating violence against Tutsi civilians - is an 

indicator, in this view of events, that the hardliners were wet! prepared to act.47 

However, there is increasing evidence that the RPF rebels may be responsible. 
A series of RPF defectors have claimed that former RPF leader and current 

Rwandan President Paul Kagame~planned the assassinafion.~s A French magistrate 
investigation similarly concluded that RPF officials planned the assassination.49 
There are various pieces of evidence to support the claim. First, like their coun- 

terparts in the government, RPF rebels acted quickly after the assassination. 

Second, even though the RPF has controlled the Rwandan government since 
1994 and even though finding evidence to implicate the previous genocidal 

regime would be in their interests, no concrete evidence implicating the 
genocidal leaders has surfaced. Third, Habyarimana was not the only one to 
die in the crash; other high-ranking officials were on the plane; as such, the 

crash left confusion at the top of the military ranks, thus dealing a blow to the 

hardtine~s. Indeed, the RPF was in an offensive position from the beginningi:ii 
and throughout much of the genocide period. 

ment. The ICTR refuses to investigate the matter or, if it has, will not 
release its findings. The ICTR stance in turn provides fodder to high-level ::!~ 

defendants, such as Bagosora, to claim that the tribunal engages only in 
sided justice. The ICTR’s to date refusal to charge any RPF officials gives rise 
the same charge. Even Luc Marchai, the former second in command of the 

U.N. forces in Rwanda, recently has focused attention on the issue, claiming:. 

is imperative to know who assassinated Habyarimana.S0 The issue 
to disappear. 

Who killed Habyarimana is an issue that matters for clarifying the historica~l:: 
record. But the issue also will help clarify another contentious issue: the 
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of when a genocide plan formed and thus the determinants of that genocide 
plan. In particular, how significant was the assassination and, if the RPF is 

responsible, are the former rebels in any way culpable?a~ The historiography is 

unclear on the timing of the genocide plan.az Most authors believe that a 
plan for genocide hatched before 1994. Melvern, for example, claims that 

’plans ... for mass murder on a countrywide scale’ began in October 1990 and 
that ’the idea that genocide of the Tutsi would solve all problems was spread in 

a series of secret meetings’ before 1994.s~ Prunier dates the planning for 
genocide to 1992.~4 Des Forges’s claims that by ’March 1994 Hutu Power leaders 
were determined to slaughter massive numbers of "futsi and Hum opposed to 

Habyarimana’.~s In its various decisions, the ICTR has not yet pinpointed an 
exact date, but ~ather concIudes that a plan fo~ genocide did exist before the 

assassination,s4 An alternative account would hold that Hum hardliners had 
prepared to kill Tutsi civilians and to assassinate leading politicians before 
April 1994. However, by this account, the hardliners did not commit to a 

full-scale extermination plan until after Habyarimana was assassinated and 

until after the RPI~ began to advance. In other words, the assassination and the 
course of the war escalated preparations for limited killing and violence to 

country-wide genocide.a~ 
Another key piece of evidence in the chronology debate concerns the extent 

and purpose of militia training. In particular, in January 1994, an informant 
told U.N. peacekeepers that army off~cers were training interahamwe and had 

buried weapons throughout KigaIi. According to the informant, he had been 
given instructions to create iists of Tutsis, which would allow the militiaraen 

to ’exterminate’ Tutsis. In fact, the informant estimated that the militiamen 
could murder as many as 1,000 Tutsis within 20 minutes.Sa Alarmed, Dallaire 

cabled to U.N. headquarters in New York, advising that he wanted to raid 
weapons caches that the informant had revealed. (That cable is now often 
called the ’genocide fax’.) U.N. officials in New York told Dallaire not to under- 

take the operation. The informant’s claims are not conclusive evidence that the 

hardliners planned, before April 1994, country-side extermination. Dallaire’s 
cable indicated that the interahamwe numbered 1,700 persons and were 

stationed in Kigali.~9 Nonetheless, at a minimum, the informant’s claims - 

assuming they are true - show that hazdliners within the ruling party and the 
military had well-developed plans to massacre Tutsi civilians. And they rr~ay 
welI have had a plan to commit nationwide genocide before the assassination. 

Future scholarship and evidence from the ICTR will be critical to resolving the 
lSStle, 

The extent of RPI~ atrocities also is a contentious issue that remains unresolved 
understudied in the historiography. There are four disti~nct episodes of 

(1) the pre-genocide, 1990-4 civil war; (2) the genocide period in which 

RPI~ advanced and ultimately defeated the Hutu hardliner-led regime; 
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(3) the immediate aftermath ofthe war and genocide, as the RPF consolidated 

power; and (4) RPF invasions in Zaire (now the Democratic Republic of the 

Congo) in I996 and 1997 when the RPF killed Hutu refugees who had fled 

Rwanda in 1994. Compared studies of the genocide, there is very little infor- 

mation available about the first three periods,n0 The extent of massacres that 

the RPF committed i~l Zaire has received little systematic investigation to date. 

A recent book, however, by a Hutu refugee indicates that RPF soldiers commit- 

ted large-scale atrocities.~1 More researctl in this area is clearly warranted and is 

a priority for establishing a more balanced historical record. 

International intervention 

Up to this point, the essay focuses on the domestic origins of the genocide 
as well as the patterns of violence during the genocide. A separate stream of 

research concerns the international response to the genocide.¯ In particular, the 
failure to respond to early warnings o~ mass violence and the decision not to 

intervene after the genocide began have received considerable attention. 

Rwanda is now a showcase example of international failure to halt genocide, and 

many monographs, working papers, and seminars have confronted the issue. 
The international record on preventing and stopping genocide is quite weak, 

as Samantha Power makes clear (though her work centres on the United 

States).62 However, three d~mensions of the Rwanda case make the issue that¯ 
much more salient. First, at the time of the genocide, there already was in place ¯ 
a United Nations peacekeeping force. Dallaire’s account of his mission demon- . 
strates that the force had serious problems of intelligence, communicationl 

logistics, discipline, and staffing - among¯ other problems.6~ Nonetheless, 
the genocide began, the U.N. had a force on the,ground and Dallaire himself 

advocated a more forceful intervention. 
Second, much of the genocidal violence was low-tech and thus a forceful 

international response could have been effective. Rwandan Army soldiers were: 
involved in some of tile killing, but loosely organized militiamen and civilians: 

committed the lion-share of violence. On occasion, militia and civilians 
grenades and guns, but often machetes, knives, clubs, and sticks were the tools: 

of murder during the Rwandan genocide. Thus, many commentators, includ:. 

ing Dallaire, argue that a relatively small deployment of well-armed and 

well-disciplined international peacekeepers could have stemmed the viol~ 
Third, as indicated earlier, there were a number of missed opportunities 

intervene before the genocide actually began. The ’genocide fax’ is 

principal among these, but there were other signs of extremism. The 
racist private media was a public matter. In addition, there were a series 

smaller-scale massacres that took place prior to the genocide. The re 
of early warnings and missed opportunities. 
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Taken together, as one report concluded, Rwanda’s was ’the preventable 
genocide’.~ Dallaire has consistently argued that he needed 5,000 well-armed 
troops to bring the genocide to a halt. A panel of military experts �oncluded 
much the same: the group found that an early intervention would have had a 

significant impact on halting the genocide: ’a modem force of 5,000 troops, 
drawn primarily from one country and sent to Rwanda someone between 

April 7 and 21, 1994, could have significantly altered the outcome of the 

conflict.’~s The consensus, in short, is that even a rela0vely sina!!, but disciplined 
and well-commanded force could have save hundreds of thousands of lives. 

A dissenting voice is Alan Kuperman. He argues that the conventional 
wisdom glosses over two major obstacles. First, the violence happened too 

quickly to mobilize an effective U.S.-led intervention force. Second, it took 
about two weeks before key international decision-makers realized genocide 

was underway. From the point of realization, it still would have taken time to 

deploy an effective force. At best, Kuperrnan, argues, only one-quarter of .the 
Tutsi population, or 125,000 persons, could have been saved.66 Other observers 

challenge Kuperman’s premises, in particular about when the genocide was 
recognizable. They also point out that peacekeepers already were in place and 

only needed ~einforcementfi~ In studying the dynamics of genocide, I find that 
the international actions would have had an interactive effect. In particular, 
the international withdrawal strengthened hardliners and weakened moderates 

resisting the violence. Thus, assumptions about the speed and course of 
violence cannot be made; the speed of and course o~ violence may weI1 have 

slowed or changed had the international decisions been different.6s 

A related concern in the historiography is why key international actors took 
the decisions that they did. By and large, scholars agree that the killing of 

American soldiers in Somalia in 1993 cast a long shadow over Rwanda. The 

anti-American violence was a watershed not only for the Clinton Administration, 
but also for United Nations officials, particularly in the Department of 

Peacekeeping Operations (DPKO) that was then headed by Kofi Annan. In a 
careful study by Michael Barnett, a political scientist who was a visiting fellow 
at the United Nations during the genocide, he concludes that officials in the 

DPKO became especially risk averse following Somalia. When Dallaire cabled 
to raid militia caches in Janualy 1994 and later when he wanted to intervene 

to stop the genocide, U.N, officials acted to preserve the organization rather 
than expose it to risksfiv 

The killing of 10 Belgian peacekeepers on 7 April also was significant. The 
Belgians were the backbone of the U.N. peacekeeping force in Rwanda. Shortly 

/.::after Habyarimana’s assassination, Dallaire instructed Belgian ~peacekeepers to 

the then prime minister, a Hutu opposition figure. However, early on the 

of 7 April, the prime minister and her bodyguards came under attack. 

Belgians were eventually captured, taken back to a military camp, severely 
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beaten, and ultimately killed. The news prompted the B~igians to withdraw and, 

echoing Somalia, it likely contributed to the decision not to become entangled 

in another distant African country.T0 
Another prominent subject in the literature is the initial international refusal 

to label the violence ’genocide’. Despite pressure to do so, members of the 

Security Council as well as State Department officials refused to conclusively 
call what was happening in Rwanda ’genocide’. American spokespeopte were 

apparently specifically instructed not to use the temp. Instead, even as late as 
mid May - more than a month into the genocide - they were authorized to 
use the formulation ’acts of genocide’, but not to make a definitive declaration. 

Footage of an American spokeswoman fending off repeated questions from 
reporters is a central feature of several documentaries and films on Rwanda, 

including two popular Fronttine films The Triumph of gvit and Ghosts of Rwanda 

as well as the HBO movie Sometimes in April and the BBC’s Shooting Dogs. 

The issue at stake was that some American officials feared that a genocide 

declaration would have required them, under the Genocide Convention, to ’do 

somethi~xg’, as Samantha Power has reported,n American officials keenly wanted 

to avoid entanglement and hence sought to avoid the term. The Rwanda 
experience clearly inflected various American organizations’ response to the 
Darfur crisis in Sudan, beginning in 2003. Numerous groups pressured the Bush 

Administration to call the Darfur crisis ’genocide’ with the hope of spurring 

international action. The president and his Secretary of Defense did make the 

determination, but little concrete action resulted,zz 
The rote of the French, who were Habyarimana’s principal allies, is also the 

subject of considerable attention in the historiography. The French rote generates 
two areas of criticism. The first concerns the period before the genocide. French 

troops helped the Habyarimana government repel the RPF in 1990. They also 

supplied weapons, military advisors, and training to the Rwandan government, 
at least through 1993. French officials also allegedly provided training to 
interaharnwe militias. Critics hold that at worst French officials turned a blind 
eye to growing extremism and at worst directly aided a plan for genocide. The 
second main period concerns the French intercention in June 1994 called 

Op~rarion Turquoise. The purpose of the intervention was nominally to protect 
Rwandans, but some critics charge that the French should have done more to 

stop killing of Tutsis nearby. The French also allegedly provided safe haven to 
killers. The issue is the subject of considerable attention in France, but deserves 

mo~e attention and analysis in the Anglophone literature,z3                 " 

Post-genocide Rwanda: justice and other matters 

The social consequences and aftermath of genocide is another ma 
in the Iiteramre on Rwanda - and this field is growing rapidly. There 
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number oI related themes for post-genocide Rwanda: reconciliation, justice, 

lingering psychological trauma, rebuilding destroyed infrastructure, continuing 
insecurity fears, and questions of governance. For interests of space and the 

collection’s primary themes, I. focus here on iustice, which commands the 

maiority of scholarly attention, though I also briefly discuss other topics. 
Prosecution is the principal mode of iustice and accounting for the past in 

Rwanda. There have been three principal tracks of prosecution since the 

genocide. The first track is through the ICTR, whose mandate primarily covers 
the maior planners and organizers of the genocide. The tribunal was estab- 
lished in late 1994 and pai~ed to the International Criminal Tribunal for the 

former Yugoslavia. Although the tribunaI has almost all of the highest alleged 

planners and executors of the genocide in custody, as we have seen, the tribunal 
has been marred by a number of problems. In particular, the tribunal has been 

criticized for its slow pace, corruption, staffing problems, weak and disorgan- 
ized investigations, and expense. In addition, ICTR officials made cases against 

lower-level perpetrators the first ones, rather than focusing on the key military, 
national government, and media trials.Z~ 

Another major problem concerns the ICTR’s contribution to Rwandan recon- 

ciliation, which is a central part of the tribunal’s mandate. Many Rwandans feel 
detached fxon{ the tribunal, in part because of the distance between the tribunal’s 

headquarters in Tanzania and because of the exorbitant costs, by Rwandan 

standards (the tribunal routinely spends more than $75 million annually). 

Moreover, the tribunal is widely perceived as pursuing one-sided ~ustice by not 

investigating RPF crimes and relying on current government officials for 
contacts and information. A detailed examination of the ICTR shows how vul- 
nerable the institution is to intimidation by the current government officials, 

whose cooperation is essentiaI to the functioning of the tribunal.ZS A former 
ICTR official also argues that the tribunal practices ’political’, not impartial 

justice.~ A maio~ issue for iudging the tribunal’s legacy concerns the quality of 
the historical record and jurisprudence in some of the maior cases that, as of 

this vrriting, are ongoing. 
The second principal form of justice in Rwanda is domestic trials. Soon after 

taking power in 1994, the RPF began arresting individuals suspected of partic- 
ipating in the genocide. In 1996, the government handed down a law on the 

genocide that was noteworthy for creating four hierarchical categories of crimes. 
They corresponded to degrees of responsibility, with Category 1 reserved for 

organizers and planners as well as rapists and.Category 4 referring to property 
crimes. By and large, the government pursued a strategy of maximal prosecution: 
that is, they arrested .everyone suspected of participation. Even though trials 
began soon after the law was passed, the process was slow. By mid-2002, a little 

¯ more than 7,000 cases had been completed, with roughly 6,000 convictions. 
:. The slowness was in part due to the devastation to the iudiciat system during 
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the war and genocide. New judges had to be trained, and funds were needed: 

by one. account, donors contributed $100 million to justice projects;77 Producing 

evidence to prosecute some cases also proved time-consuming, and the process 

was politicized.78 Corruption and incompetence also are issues.79 

In addition to the problems mentioned, there were two other central limita- 

tions to the domestic court proceedings. The first was the pace. Rwanda’s prison 

population swelled to more than 100,000 detainees by the new miilennium. 

At fire rate of case completion, Rwanda would have required decades to finish 

the trials. Moreover, the court proceedings were formal, long, and often alien- 

ating to Rwandans who attended them. As a result, fairty quickly the Rwandan 

government sought an alternative to the domestic proceedings. 

The chosen alternative - Rwanda’s third main track of justice - was a process 

called 8acaca, which is often translated as ’justice on the grass’. Traditionally, 

gacaca was an informal conflict resolution mechanism, primarily focused on 

property crimes and land disputes. To prosecute genocide crimes, txaditionaI 

8acaca was overhauled to handle murder and other serious offences. The 

central idea is that a panel of civilian judges, meeting in front of their peers in 

open-air hearings, will judge and sentence genocide suspects. While to date 

there only.have been pilot 8acaca hearings, there are expected ultimately to be 

as many as 10,000 8acaca courts who could prosecute as many as 500,000 

suspects.8° The process is widely hailed as a major experiment in post-conflict 

justice and reconciliation.S1 

An issue that has receiyed comparatively less, but increasing attention concerns 

politics in post-genocide Rwanda. Many international observers and authors 

were especially sympathetic to the RPE in particular since the rebel forces put 

an end to the genocide.~ However, RPF policies also now draw considerable 

criticism. Rwanda’s invasion of Zaire in 1996 and 1997, followed by a series of 

military incursions from 1998-2004, led to large-scale direct and indirect 

deaths of civilians. The story is a complex one. In ~996, Rwanda invaded Zaire 

because much of the romp genocidal regime lay across the border in refugee 

camps, which received international aid. Arguing that the camps represented a 

security threat, Rwanda deployed troops and helped Zatrian rebel leader, 

Laurent KabiIa to power. Newly ensconced, Kabila changed Zaire’s name to the 

Democratic Republic of the Congo. He soon turned on his former Rwandan 

allies, sparking the second war (from 1998-2004). That war has been 

devastating - more than 3,000,000 people are estimated to have died ~ and 

should receive considerably more attention than it has.83 Inside Rwanda, the 

RPF has allowed very little space for political opposition and critical media. 

There are consistent reports of disappearances and other serious human 

rights abuses. Often crackdowns are done in the name of extinguishing a 

’genocide ideology’ or ’divisionism’. in short, the RPF-led government is 

stable, but authoritarian,s4 
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Conclusion 

Prio~ to the genocide, Rwanda received Iittle international attention, especially 
in the Ang!ophone literature. The country was small; it had limited strategic 

and economic value outside the immediate region; and it had few cultural, 

historical, or commercial ties to the United States and Britain. There has been 
a dramatic change in visibility since 1994. Rwanda is now a touchstone for a 

wide range of debates, including discussions of ethnicity, violence, genocide, 
foreign policy, and the failures of the United Nations. Given the enormity of 
the crime of genocide, such attention is well deserved. That said, because the 

1994 genocide is the entry point to Rwanda for many observers, a particular 

normative framework often frames the way that Rwandan history is perceived. 

In the historiography, such a normative framework has led to an emphasis on 
racial ideologies (ve~:sus other, more local and Rwanda-specific factors), on the 

colonial period (versus post-independence history), on top-down planning for 
~xtermination (versus a more dynamic process and micro-level studies), on 
international inaction in the face of genocide (versus Rwanda’s role in the wars 

in the Democratic Republic of the Congo), and on iustice and reconciliation 
(versus the RPF’s post-genocide authoritarianism inside Rwanda). 

This essay has traced the traiectory of scholarship since I994 as well as 
pointed to areas for future research. Much remains to be known about Rwanda 

and the genocide. As the scholarship moves forward, it will be important to 

appreciate the local complexities and lineages of the violence and to suspend 
the strong normative context as ~esearch is being conducted. We can never forget 
that genocide took place in Rwanda, but that genocide took place should not 

necessarily be the starting point for research on historicai and contemporary 
questions. 
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21 
iSi Hubo Genocidio en Guaternala! 
Yes! There Was Genocide 
in Guatemala 
Victoria Sanford 

The army came with their guns. The people they found, they 
killed. The crops they came upon, they destroyed. Our clothes, 

our dishes, our tools, they broke them or stole them. And aI1 
our animals, our cows, goats, chickens and turkeys, they killed 

them too. They destroyed and ate everything on the path of 
their persecutions against the people. 

Alejandro, Ixil massacre survivor~ 

Introduction 

The quantitative and qualitative toll of more than three decades of internal 

armed conflict was l~rgely unknown in December 1996 when the Guatemalan 
army and URNGa guerrillas signed the historic Peace Accords. Indeed, the 

number and severity of human rights violations had been a hotly contested 
issue with numbers of dead and disappeared varying widely from 40,000 to 
100,000 and everywhere in between. Likewise, the aumber of village massacres 

varied from 100 to 440.* Regardless of whether one pointed to the high or low 
end of these estimates, there was no doubt that grave human rights violations 

had taken place in Guatemala. Ward Churchills and Ricardo Falla~ were among 
the first to charge genocide in Guatemala and to do so with as much d~ta as 

they could gather during the conflict. StilI, when the concept of genocide was 

used to describe what was taking place in Guatemala, in the Cold War context, 
this description, like any analysis focused exclusively on army atrocities, was 

mostly dismissed as guerrilla or indigenista propaganda. Since the signing ot 

¯ the Peace Accords, however, genocide is a legal tem~ that has been used by the 

Commission for Historical Clarification ([CEH] troth commissi~on) in its report, 

Inter-American Commission and Inter-American Court in i[s 2004 ruling 

ii::i.against the Guatemalan state, and most recently by the Spanish Court in its 
..:2006 international arrest warrant for generals impiicated in the genocide. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 18, 2008 1:28 PM 

~nc. rr. com> 

Re: Fw: ESPN GAME DAY, UNC VS. KENTUCKY 

thanks 

wrote: 
FYI 
..... Original Message ..... 
*From:* rams club events <mailto:ramscl~be~’en~s~mcaa.tmc.ed~> 
*To:* ’@unc.edu <mailto: ~a~c.eda> 
*Sent:* Monday, November 17, 2008 2:57 PM 
*Subject:* ESPN GAME DAY, UNC VS. KENTUCKY 

ESPN Game day will broadcast from the Smith Center on Tuesday, 
November 18 when the Heels take on the Kentucky Wildcats. 
*Peebles pre-game pass holders please take note! Due to the set-up 
required for Game Day, there will be NO ACCESS to the arena through 
the tunnel.* If you usually reach the seating bowl via the tunnel, you 
will need to use an alternate route on Tuesday night. 
The elevator and the stairway will be available for access to the 
concourse level of the Smith Center. You may exit Peebles Practice 
Gym and return to street level in order to enter the arena through the 
main doors. Note that the stairways leading from Peebles are likely to 
be crowded. Please plan accordingly and allow extra time to reach your 
seats. 

Thank you & *GO HEELS!* 

>** 

Rams Club Events 
PO Box 2446 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.843.2000 
ramsclubevents@unc.edu 
www.ramsclub.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 24, 2008 11:22 AM 

Margaret Carol Lee <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

home phone number 

Hi Professor Lee, 

Canyou give Debby a call please. She tried your home phone but I 
think it may be an old number. 
Have a happy thanksgiving! 

Travis 



Viking Travel 
103 S. El~iott Road 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 

University Of North Carolina Chapel Hill Sale Invoice No: 91755 
Date Issued: 10/24/2008 

Agent: deby/kathy!alex!maria 

SahleiEunice 
D 

11/6/2008 11/10/2008 
United Airlines 

RD/RDU 
RDU Raleigh YYZ Toronto 8283 UA 11/6/2008 7:00:00 PM 
YYZ Toronto YYC Calgary 8279 UA 11/6/2008 10:55:00 PM 
YYC Calgary ORD Chicago 5834 UA 1 I/9/2008 3:51:00 PM 
ORD Chicago RDU Raleigh 7034 UA 1 I/9/2008 9:11:00 PM 

1,055.42 

1/6/2008 8:53:00 PM 
1/7/2008 1:18:00 AM 
1/9/2008 8:10:00 PM 
1/10/2008 12:01:00 AM 

SahleiEunice                             10/24/2008 

Service Fee Tafp 35.00 

MC Ending In Received 10/24!2008 Pymt For Inv -35,00 
#91755 

MC Ending In Received 10/24/2008 Pymt For lnv -1,055.42 
#91755 

-1,090.42 

Invoice Total: 1,090.42 
Payment Total: -1,090.42 

Balance Due: 0.00 

11/20/2008 8:37:06 AM Page 1 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, December 2, 2008 3:32 PM 

Joanna Luke <Jluke@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Phone interview request 

Hi Ms. Luke, 

Friday at 12:30 sotmds great. The best number to call would be 
Thanks again, and I look forward to speaking with you. 

Joanna Luke wrote: 
> Hey 
> 

> Let’s plan for Friday at 12:30. What is the best number for me to call you? 
> 
> Thanks, 
> Joanna 
> 

> 

> 

> Joanna M. Luke 
> 
> Residential Communication Services Manager 
> 
> Joannaluke@unc.edu - Phone: 919-962-3695 - Fax: 919-962-1006 
> 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From:                       ~email,unc.ed~] 
> Sent: Monday, December 01, 2008 8:08 PM 
> To: Joanna Luke 
> Subject: Re: Phone interview request 
> 

> Hello Ms. Luke, 
> I am sorry I did not get back to you earlier today but I was away from 
> my computer helping my boss with a couple assignments for the afternoon. 
> I am still very much interested in the position. The best dates/times 
> that would work for me would be: 
> 
> Thurs. Dec. 4th 8am or 12:30 pm 
>Fri. Dec. 5th 12:30pmor4:30pm 
> 

> 

> 

> Please let me know if these times are not good for you and I can try to 
> work out another time. Also, let me know if Thurs. or Fri. is too late 
> in the week and If it is I can manage to set something up for Wednesday. 
> 
> Thank you so much for emailing me and I look forward to talking to you. 
> 

> 

> 

> Joanna Luke wrote: 
> 

>> 

>> 

>> Hello 



>> 

>> I am the hiring manager for the Package Center Supervisor position at 
>> UNC-CH. I would like to set up a phone interview with you sometime 
>> this week. If you are still interested in the position, please send me 
>> two dates (and times) that would work for you for a 15 to 20 minute talk. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> I look forward to hearing from you. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> 

>> *Joanna* 
>> 

>>* * 

>> 

>>* * 

>> 

>> *Joanna M. Luke * 
>> 
>> *Residential Communication Services Manager* 
>> 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill - Housing & Residential Education 
>> 
>> Morrison Package Center 
>> 
>> Campus Box 5500 - Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5500 
>> 
>> Joannaluke@unc.edu ~ Phone: 919-962-3695 ~ Fax: 919-962-1006 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 3, 2008 12:07 PM 

Joanna Luke <Jluke@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Phone interview request 

Hi Ms. Luke, 

I was just informed that 

I would be available 
at 1 lam if that worked for you or anytime after the exam is over on 
Friday. I am really sorry that this came up but I wanted to let you 
know fight away. 

Thanks, 

Joanna Luke wrote: 
> Hey 
> 
> Let’s plan for Friday at 12:30. What is the best number for me to call you? 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Joanna 
> 

> 

> 

> Joanna M. Luke 
> 
> Residential Communication Services Manager 
> 

> Joannaluke@unc.edu - Phone: 919-962-3695 - Fax: 919-962-1006 
> 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From:                       ~emaiL~mc.ed~] 
> Sent: Monday, December 01, 2008 8:08 PM 
> To: Joanna Luke 
> Subject: Re: Phone interview request 
> 

> Hello Ms. Luke, 
> I am sorry I did not get back to you earlier today but I was away from 
> my computer helping my boss with a couple assignments for the afternoon. 
> I am still very much interested in the position. The best dates/times 
> that would work for me would be: 
> 
> Thurs. Dec. 4th 8am or 12:30 pm 
>Fri. Dec. 5th 12:30pmor4:30pm 
> 

> 

> 

> Please let me know if these times are not good for you and I can try to 
> work out another time. Also, let me know if Thurs. or Fri. is too late 
> in the week and If it is I can manage to set something up for Wednesday. 
> 
> Thank you so much for emailing me and I look forward to talking to you. 
> 

> 



Joanna Luke wrote: 

>> 

>> 

>> Hello 
>> 
>> I am the hiring manager for the Package Center Supervisor position at 
>> UNC-CH. I would like to set up a phone interview with you sometime 
>> this week. If you are still interested in the position, please send me 
>> two dates (and times) that would work for you for a 15 to 20 minute talk. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> I look forward to heating from you. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> 

>> *Joanna* 
>> 

>>* * 

>> 

>>* * 

>> 

>> *Joanna M. Luke * 
>> 
>> *Residential Communication Services Manager* 
>> 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill - Housing & Residential Education 
>> 
>> Morrison Package Center 
>> 
>> Campus Box 5500 - Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5500 
>> 
>> Joannaluke@unc.edu ~ Phone: 919-962-3695 ~ Fax: 919-962-1006 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, December 5, 2008 4:42 PM 

Joanna Luke <Jluke@email.unc.edu> 
Re: [Fwd: Re: Phone interview request] 

Hi Joanna, 

Joanna Luke wrote: 
> Hey 
> 
> I just got your email. Would you like to do the phone interview now? 
> 
> If so, just call me at 962-3695 
> 
> Thanks, 
> Joanna 
> 

> 

> 

> Joanna M. Luke 
> 
> Residential Communication Services Manager 
> 

> Joannaluke@unc.edu - Phone: 919-962-3695 - Fax: 919-962-1006 
> 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From:                       ~emaiLunc.eda] 
> Sent: Friday, December 05, 2008 10:15 AM 
> To: joannaluke@unc.edu 
> Subject: [Fwd: Re: Phone interview request] 
> 

> Hi Ms. Luke, 
> 
> I noticed that you have another email address that is different from the 
> one that you sent messages to me with so I was thinking maybe you didn’t 
> see the email I sent below on Wednesday. 
> 
> If 12:30 is my only chance for a phone interview then I will have to 
> find some way to make it work because I do not want to let this 
> opportunity pass me by. 
> 
> Thanks again, 
> 

> 

Original Message ........ 



Subject: Re: Phone interview request 
Date: Wed, 03 Dec 2008 12:06:56 -0500 
From: @email.unc.edu> 
To: Joanna Luke <Jluke@email.unc.edu> 
References: 
<                 @email.unc.edu> 

Hi Ms. Luke, 

I was just informed that 

@UNCSPACKAGEDIR> 

~UNCSPACKAGEDIR> 

I would be available 
at 1 lam if that worked for you Or anytime after the exam is over on 
Friday. I am really sorry that this came up but I wanted to let you 
know right away. 

Thanks, 

Joanna Luke wrote: 

>> Hey 
>> 
>> Let’s plan for Friday at 12:30. What is the best number for me to call 
>> 

you? 

>> Thanks, 
>> Joanna 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Joanna M. Luke 
>> 
>> Residential Communication Services Manager 
>> 

>> Joannaluke@unc.edu - Phone: 919-962-3695 - Fax: 919-962-1006 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From:                       ~emai~unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Monday, December 01, 2008 8:08 PM 
>> To: Joanna Luke 
>> Subject: Re: Phone interview request 
>> 
>> Hello Ms. Luke, 
>> I am sorry I did not get back to you earlier today but I was away from 
>> my computer helping my boss with a couple assignments for the afternoon. 
>> I am still very much interested in the position. The best dates/times 
>> that would work for me would be: 
>> 
>> Thurs. Dec. 4th 8am or 12:30 pm 



>>Fri. Dec. 5th 12:30pmor 4:30pm 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Please let me know if these times are not good for you and I can try to 
>> work out another time. Also, let me know if Thurs. or Fri. is too late 
>> in the week and If it is I can manage to set something up for Wednesday. 
>> 
>> Thank you so much for emailing me and I look forward to talking to you. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Joanna Luke wrote: 
>> 

>> 

>>> Hello 
>>> 
>>> I am the hiring manager for the Package Center Supervisor position at 
>>> UNC-CH. I would like to set up a phone interview with you sometime 
>>> this week. If you are still interested in the position, please send me 
>>> two dates (and times) that would work for you for a 15 to 20 minute talk. 

>>> I look forward to hearing from you. 

>>> Thanks, 

>>> *Joanna* 

>>> * ¯ 

>>> * ¯ 

>>> *Joanna M. Luke * 
>>> 
>>> *Residential Communication Services Manager* 
>>> 
>>> UNC-Chapel Hill - Housing & Residential Education 
>>> 
>>> Morrison Package Center 
>>> 
>>> Campus Box 5500 - Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5500 
>>> 

>>> Joannaluke@unc.edu ~ Phone: 919-962-3695 ~ Fax: 919-962-1006 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 17, 2008 4:54 PM 

blpowell@email.unc.edu 

afri 101 

20081217135109137.pdf 

here it is! 

Date: 
From: 
To: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Wed, 17 Dec 2008 13:51:09 -0500 
scanner@unc.edu 

travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 12.17.2008 13:51:08 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
AFRI: 101, Fall 2008 
Lectures: T-TH: 2:00pm-3.15pm, GL 431 
Instructor: Dr. Eunice N. Sahle 

Office: 
Tel: 
Email: 

Office Hours: T-TR, 12:00pm-1:00prn 
205 Battle Hall 
966-2588 
eunice@email.unc.edu 

Course description and _cloals 

In the post-1945 period there has been a growing debate in both policy and academic circles on the 
nature of cultural, political, and economic processes in pro-colonial, colonial, and postcolonial periods 
in African societies. The rise of this debate has led to interesting and complex studies demonstrating 
the nature of socio-political and economic developments in these .societies. In this course we will 
engage in critical and analytical reflections on the historical and contemporary factors (both internal 
and external) that have influenced socio-cultural, political and economic developments in Africa. We 
will also examine contemporary issues in social formations in Africa. In efforts to meet these goals 
the course will involve in the following manner: 
Section 1 : Pre-colonial, colonial and Africa in the era of "Third World" modernization 
development and geo-politics of the Cold War 

~ Introduces students to pro-colonial socio-political and economic history. 
@ Examines the nature and cultural, economic and political legacies of European imperialism in 

Africa.. 
~$ Discusses the rise of African nationalist movements; their gendered nature; the role of 

violence in liberation struggles; and their legacies. 
¯ ~ Examines the rise and evolution of"Third World" development discourses in the post-1945 

period. 
@ Examines the dominant theoretical approaches (liberal and critical tradition) to the study of 

political and economic development in Africa. 
~ Discusses patterns of economic development and post-colonial political developments 

Section I1: African Literature and social change 
~¢ Discuss the rise of the modern novel in Africa and the responses from the state to artists 

documentation of social change. 
& Critically examines the representation of political-cultural-economic dynamics by African 

writers, 
Section I!: Africa in the era of neo-liberal globalization (1979-current), rise of China and other 
Selected Themes 

~ Discusses the rise of global neo-liberal development discourse. 
~ Examines the nature and evolution of neo-liberal economic development model (Structural 

Adjustment Policies) in Africa. 
~ Examines features of political globalizationmdemocratization, human rights discourse--and 

examines debates concerning rethinking of concepts such as democracy and human rights. 
Discuses responses of African social movements to neoliberat econor~ic and political 
globalization. 

~ Discusses the rise of China in the contemporary world order and the country’s deepening 
involvement in Africa. 

Section II1: African cinema 
~¢ Examines debates on African cinema 
~& Viewing of African films. 



COURSE REQUIREMENTS: 
Exam 1" (in class) September 16       , 
Exam 2: (in class) October 14 
Term paper (Topics and guidelines posted 

to Blackboard August 21 and papers 
due in class, Nov. 20). 

Participation 
Final exam Dec. 5 12.00pm 

(20%) 
(25%) 

(15%) 
(5%) 
(35%) 

BLACKBOARD: THIS IS A CENTRAL SOURCE OF INFORMATION CONCERNING THE CLASS 

1) Key concepts and questions for reflection for each lesson will be available on blackboard. 
2) Unless there is an emergency beyond the instructor’s control, information concerning 

additional or removal of readings, or any changes to the course schedule will be posted to 
blackboard 3 days before our scheduled class time. 

3) With the exception of the final exam, grades will be posted to blackboard within 10 days after 
the submission of a given assignment. 

Grade breakdown 

100- A 79- C+ 
93 77 
92-90 A- 76- C 

73 
89-87 B+ 72- CI 

70 
86-83 B 69- D+ 

67 
82-80 B- 66- D 

6O 
59-O F 

Please note the followinq: 

1) Any student who will miss class because of prior commitments (sport, conference, planned 
trips) should see me in at least a week in advance. 

2) There are no substitutions for course requirements. 
3) Make-up exams will be provided for those students who have legitimate excuses, but only. 

following a request in person before or after class at least a week in advance. 
4) Please note that late papers will not be accepted. Further, please do not slide your term 

papers under my office door or submit them via emait. They will not be accepted. There is a 
penalty of 2% a day for late papers. 

REQUIRED TEXTBOOKS: 

Peter J. Schraeder, African Politics and Society: A Mosaic in Transformation 
Sembene Ousmane, God’s Bits of Wood (Exam 1) 
Ngugi wa Thiong’o, Matigari (Exam 2) 
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Boubacar Boris Diop, Murambi, The Book of Bones ((Exam 2) 
Ngugi wa Thiong’o, A Grain of Wheat (Research paper) 

The textbooks are available at the Campus bookstore and all other readings are on reserve at the 
Undergraduate library or on blackboard. 

PART I: INTRODUCTION, COLONIALISM AND NATIONALIST STRUGGLES 
Week 1: Introductory week 
Aug. 19 Introductory meeting: Discuss course objectives, requirements, etc. 
Aug. 21 Pre-colonial political economy 
Readings: 
Schraeder, Chapter 2 
Films: Basil Davldson African series: Different but Equal Caravan of Gold and Kings and Cities 

Week 2: European imloerialism 
Aug. 26: Readings 
Schraeder, Chapter 3 
(E-Reserve) Walter Rodney, "Africa’s Contribution to the Capitalist Development of Europe--The 
colonial Period" 
(Blackboard) Ngugi wa Thiong’o and Eunice N. Sahle, "Hegel in African Literature: Achebe’s 
Answer." 
(Blackboard), Mahmood Mamdani, "Indirect Rule: The Politics of Decentralized Despotism", pp. 62- 
96. 
Aug. 28 Film: This Magnificent African Cake 

Week 3: Political leqacies of imperialism: Genocide and politics of "Great Forgetting" 
Sept: 2-4: 
***(Blackboard) Mahmood Mamdani, from When Victims Become.Killers, Chapters 3 
(Blackboard) Adam Hochschild, "The Great Forgetting" in King Leopo/d’s Ghost, 1999. 
***Film: Rwanda: "Chronicles of a Genocide Foretold" 

Week 4: Anti-colonial protests, nationalist movements: political violence and gender dynamics 
Sept. 9 Readings 
Schraeder, Chapter 4 (section on African nationalism) 
(Blackboard) David Anderson, "Crimes of Punishment: Law and Disorder in Kikuyuland"). 
(Blackboard) Franz Fanon, Chapter 2, "Concerning Violence" 
Film: Film "Mau Mau’ (Kenya’s anti-colonial struggle) 

Sept. 11: Readings: 
(Blackboard) Kathleen Sheldon, "Women andRevolution in Mozambique: A Luta continua", in Mary 
(Blackboard) Ann Tetreautt, women and Revolution in Africa, Asia, and the New World, 1994 
Sita Ranchod-Nilsoon, "This, too, is a Way of Fighting": Rural Women’s Participation in Zimibabwe’s 
Liberation War" in Mary Ann Tetreault, women and Revolution in Africa, Asia, and the New World, 
1994. 

Week 5: Exam 1, and Africa and emergence of ’Third World’ development discourse 

***Exam 1, Sept: 16-weeks 1-4, including Sembene’s novel)*** 

Sept: 18: Readings: 
Schraeder Chapters 13 (the liberal tradition-modernization theory) 



Arturo Escobar, Arturo Escobar, Encountering Development: The Making and Unmaking of the Third World 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1995), chapter 2. 

Week 6: Critical development perspectives 
Sept. 23: Readings 
Schraeder, Chapter 14 
Bonnie Campbell, Neo-colonialism, economic dependency and political change: a case of cotton and textile 

production in the ivory Coast 196O-1970" in Review of African Political Economy, vol. 2, 1975, pp. 36- 
53 (available, UNC-Libraries-Journals). 

Sept. 25: Film: Blackgold 

Week 7: Africa’s political economies: Era of "Third World" modernization and Cold War 
Sept. 30: Readings 
Schraeder pp:!76-185 and Chapter 9 
Schraeder, Chapter 6 

Oct. 2: Readings: 
Julius Nyerere, Freedom and Socialism 
Julius Nyang’oro, "The challenge of Development in Tanzania: The Legacy of Julius Nyerere, in David 
McDonald and Eunice N. Sahle, The Legacies of Julius Nyerere: Influences on Development Discourse and 
Practice in Africa. 

Week 8 and 9: Literature: Documentincl post-colonial social change 
Oct. 7: Readings 
Schraeder, Chaper 7. 
(Blackboard)Ngugi wa Thiong’o, Penpoints, Gunpoints and Dreams: Towards a Critical Theory of the 
Arts and the state in Africa, Chapters 1. 

Oct. 9: Reading day: Novels, Matigari and Murambi, Book of Bones 

Week 10: Exam 2 and introduction to neo-liberal globalization 
***Oct. 14: Exam II, weeks 5-9*** 

Oct: 16: No classes- Fall Break. 

PART i1: AFRICAN POLITICAL ECONOMIES IN THE ERA OF NEO-LIBERAL GLOBALIZATION 
(1979-PRESENT) AND SELECTED THEMES 

Week 11: Neo-liberal globalization in Africa 
Oct: 21: Readings 
(Blackboard) John Gray, "From the Great Transformation to the Global Free Market," in Frank J. 
Lechner .(ed), The G/oba/ization Reader. 
(Blackboard), Bjorn Beckman, "Empowerment or Repression? The World Bank and the Politics of 

Africa’s Adjustment" 
Film:Life and Debt 

Oct: 23: Readings: 
(Blackboard)) Julius Ihonvbere, "Banking on Poverty and Crisis: The World Bank and the Politics of 

Adjustment in Africa." 
Eur~ice N. Sahle, "Gender, States, and Markets in Africa", in Studies in Political Economy, Spring 
2006. 
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Week 12 and 13: Neo-liberal economic-political globalization and social mobilization: African 
social movements 

Oct: 28 Readings: 
E. Osei Kwando Prempeh, "The Anti-capitalism movement and African Resistance to neoliberal 

globalization" 
Oct. 30: E. Osei Kwando Prempeh a) "Against water privatization: The Struggle continues" and 
b) "Social movements and the new trade regime: An Issue of Fairness, not charity. 

Nov. 4 and 6: Political globalization: Democracy, human rights and social movements 
Readings:. 
"Civil Society and Human NGOs: Themes for the 1990s in Africa" 
Sakhela Buhlungu, ."Reinventing Participatory Democracy in South Africa" 
Shamim Meer, "Which Workers, Which Women, What Interests? Race, Class and Gender in Post- 

Apartheid South Africa 

Week 14: Rise of China and African social formations 
Nov: 11 and 13 
(Blackboard) Joshua Eisenman, "China’s Post-Cold War Strategy in Africa: Examining Beijing’s 
(Blackboard) Methods and Objectives" 
(Blackboard) Eric Heginbotham, "Evaluating China’s Strategy Toward the Development World" 
lan Taylor, "China’s oil diplomacy in Africa, in International Affairs, 82:5 (2006) 

PART Ill: CULTURAL PRODUCTION & SOClO-CHANGE IN AFRICA: A FOCUS ON AFRICAN 
CINEMA 

Week 15: African Cinema 

**Term paper due in class Nov. 20*** 
Nov. 18: Readings: 
Beti Ellerson, "Africa through a women’s Eyes: Sail Faye’s Cinema" 
Robert Cancel, "Come Back South Africa": Cinematic Representations of Apartheid Over Three Eras 

of Resistance" 
Nwachukwu Frank Ukadike and Teshome H. Gabriel, "Questiioning African Cinema: Conversation 
with Filmmakers": 

(Blackboard) Sail Faye (Senegal) 
(Blackboard) Halle Gerima (Ethiopia) 
(Blackboad) Idrissa Quedraogo (Burkina Faso) 
(Blackboard) Kwasi Ansah (Ghana) 

Nov: 20 and 25: Films (TBA) 

Week 16: Readinq and Final exam 

Dec 2: Final exam review 

****Final exam: Dec 5: 12.00pm**** 
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DiscOne: STRUTTIN’ & STRIDIN’ 

THE NEGRO SPEAKS OF RIVERS - Poem by 
Langslon Hughes 
Read by QUINCY JONES, composer, producer, entrepreneur 

1~ RecDr6ed by SHAWN AMOS at the home (~f OtJincy Jones, 
Los Angeles (February 4, 2000) 

Originally published in The Crisis, a periodical (June 1921) 

0 
COTTON CLUB STOMP - Duke Ellinglon 
& His Colton Club Orchestra 

(Harry Carney/Johnny Hod!Tes/Ooke Ellington) 

DUKE ELLINGTON: piano, director,ARTHUR WHETSOL, FREODY JENKINS, COOTIE 

WILLIAMS: trumpets* JOE NANTON: trombone, JOHNNY RODGES: clarinet, soprano 

saxophone, alto ;axophone ¯ HAR RY CARNEY: clarinet, alto saxophone, baritone 

saxophone. BARNEY BRIGARD: clarinet, tenor saxophone. FRED GUY: banjo ¯ 
WELLMAN BRAUD: string bass, SONNY GREER: drums, IRVING MILLS: spoken 

introduction 

Recorded in New Y~rk City (May 3, 1929) 
Victor single #V-38079-A 

THE HARLEM STRUT - James P, Johnson 
(James P. Johnson) 
JAMES P. JOHNSON: solopiano 
Recorded in New York City (c. August ; 921) 
Black Swan single #2026 

BROTHER LOW DOWN - Bed Williams 
(At Bernard/Larry Briers) 

BERT WILLIAMS: vocal ¯ UNKNOWN: trumpet, trombone, saxophone, violin, piano 
Recording location unknown (October 21, 1921) 
Columbia single #A-350B 

LETTER FROM AARON DOUGLAS TO 
LANGSTON HUGHES (Excerpt) 
Read By WALLY "FAMOUS" AMOS, enlrepreneur 

Recorded by SHAWN AMOS at The Clubhouse, Los Angeles 

(June 26, 1999) 
Unpublished 

THERE’LL BE SOME CHAHGES MADE - 
Ethel ~/aters & Her Jazz Masters 
(Billy Higgios/W. Benton Overstreet) 

ETHEL WATERS: vocal, BA.RVIN BIJSHELL (?}: clarinet¯ CHARLIE JACt<SON: violin 
FLETCHER HENDERSON: piano ¯ UNKNOWN: trumpet, trombone, tuba 

Recorded in New York City (August 1921) 

Black Swan single #2021                ~ 

SOUNDS OF AFRICA - Eubie Blake 

7~ (£ubio Blake) 
EUBIE BLAKE: solo piano 
Recorder~ in New York City (July 1921) 
Emerson single #10434 

Eubie Blake 

SWEET MAll 0’ MiNE - Mamie Smith & Her Jazz Band 
(Roy Turk/d. Rz~ssell Rob~tlson)~ _ / . ......... .......... .... 
MAMIE SMITH: vocai, UNKNOWN!~trufi~pet~’;violin;.Piand, drurns 

RecC ~ded.in.Negi York. City (August 18, 1921 ) 
OKe~ single #4511-B 

KAi~ISAS CITY MAN BLUES;- Clarence Williams’ 
:ire 

’,LARE.NCE WILLIAMS: 
S~D~E¥ BECH.EI: c]arin, 

Re~.rded ~n’. New 
OKeh ~in~;!e #4925~A 

Ida Cox 

HARD"HEARTED HANNAH -..Rosa He nderso.n . .: 
~~!~i~i~elo~/c~arles ~. :::; ~:,..:.: ::.;, ~..: .,. . 
~-~ 1"":"" "- -~ ROSA HENDE£~SON: vocal* HARRY-SMITH: ~o~7~t, TEDDY. NIXON; t~ombone" BOB 

FULLER; .’~lai’in"et’, CLIFF UA¢~ON:pi~no OHAREIF~ [~IXON; haiti"O. 

Recorded ~ New.York City (c;Septsmher 1924) 
Aaxs ng e#17060                   - .... 

SONNET..TOA..NEGRO INHAREE~ : Poem by 
Helene Johnson 
Bead by ANGELA BASSETT, actress 

~ Recorded SHAWN AMOS at t~,e home of Angola Bassett, by 

Los Angeles (Decamber 17, 1999) 
Originally published in Opportunity, a periodical (May 1927) 

ST. LOUIS BLUES - Bessie Smith 
(W.C. Handy) 
BESSIE SMITH: vocal. LOUIS ARMSTRONG: comet, FRED LONGSHAW: organ 

Recorded in New York City (January 14, 1925) 

Columbia single #14064-D 



COPENHAGEN - Fletcher Henderson 
.,.-,,, & His Orchestra 

l~ (Walter Molrose/Charlio Oavis) 

FLETCHER HENDERSON: piano, director ¯ ELMER 
CHAMBERS. HOWARD SCOTI~, £OUIS ARMSTRONG: 
trumpets ¯ CHARUE GREEN: trombone ¯ BUSTER 

~AILE¥: clarinet, alto saxophone ¯ DON BEDMAN: 

clarinet, alto saxophone, arranger. COLEMAN ’ 
HAWKINS: clari.r~et,..te/~or sa~pho~ ~:OHARLIE 

tuba * KAISER MARSH, 
IRecord~ 

of poetr~ (19.~2) 

RAILROA[ 

Disc Two: TESTIFYIN’ & PHILOSOPHYIN’ 

SMOKE, LILLIES AND JADE! (Excerpt) - Short Story by 
Richard Bruce Nogent 
Bead by CARL HANCOCK nUX, musician, poet 

Recorded by MICHAEL MOMM at Tiny Lights Studios, New York City (November 11, 1999) 

Originagy published in Fira!!, a periodical (1926) 

(LOOKIE LOOKtE LOOKIE) HERE COMES COOKIE - Cleo B.rown 
(Mack Gordon) 
CLEO BROWN: vocal, piano. PERRY E~OTKIN: guitar* ARTIE BERNSTEIN: string bass 

GENE KBUPA: drums 
Recorder~ in New York City (Ma~ch 12, 1935) 
Decca single #4gg-A 

CHARLESTON - Paul Whiternan & His Orchestra 
(Cecil Mack/dimmie Johnson) 

PAUL WHI~EMAN: violin, director. HENRY BUSSE, FRANK 
SIEGRIST: trumpets. ROY MAXON, WILBUR HALL: 

trombones ¯ CHESTER HAZLETT, ED STANNARB: clarinets, 
alto saxophones * DON CLARK: clarinet, alto saxophone, 

soprano saxophoae. CHARLES STRICKFADEN: alto 
saxophone, baritone saxophone ¯ MARIO PERRY: violin,                   . 

accordion ¯ CHARLES GAYLBRD or AUSTIN "SKIN" YOUNG: 
vinlid. HARRY PERRELLA: piano-MIKE PtNGATORE: banjo. ~OHN SPERZEL: tuba 

GEORGE MARSH: drums. FERDE GROFE: arranger 

Rec~rde6 in Camden, New Jersey (May 7, 1925) 

Victor single #19671-B 

PaulWhitema~ & His 
Orchestra 

4~ CHILI PEPPER - Fred Longshaw (Fred Longshaw) ....... 

FRED LONGSHAW: solo piano 

Recorded in New York City (June 8, 1925) 
Columbia single #14080-D 

LUCY LONG - Perry Bradlord’s Jazz Phools 
(P~rry ~radford) ..... " 

PERRY BRADFORD: voca!* LOUIS ARMSTRONG cornet. OHA.RL E GREEN: trombone. 
BUSTER BAILEY: clarinet. DON REDMAI~: alto saxophone ¯ JAMES P. JO~INSON: piano * 

SAM SPEED (?): banjo. KAISER MARSHALL: drams 
Recorded in New York City (November 2, 1£25) 
Vocalion single #A-15! 65 

CHAIN GANG BLUES - M..a .Rainey 
(Thomas A, Dorsey/Charles J. Parker)     ’ 

MA RAIN~Y: vocal* JOE SMITH: comet. CHARLIE GREEN: trombone ¯ BUSTER 8AEEY: 
clarinet. COLEMAN HAWKINS; bass saxophone ¯ FLETCHER ~ EN D E RSON: piano 

CHARLIE DIXON: banjo 

Recorded in New York City (December 1925) 

Paramozmt single #12338 " 

MOTHER TO SON - Poem by Langslon Hughes 
Road by SYLVIA RHOHE, chairwomnn, Beldra Enledalnment Corp. 

Recorded by SHAWN AM~)S at the offices of Elektra Records, New York City 

(August 12, 1999) 
Originally published in The Crisis, n periodical (1922) 



DEEP RIVER - P~ul Robeson 
(Traditional) 
PAUL ROBESON: vocal* UNKNOWN: piano 

Recording location unknown (1926) 
HMV single #B-869B 

EAST ST. LOUIS TOODLE-O - Duke Ellinglon 
& His Kenlocky Club Orchestra 

(Ouke EI/in!;ton/Bubber Miley) 

DUKE ELLINGTON: piano, arranger, director. BUBBER MILEY, 

LOUIS MErCALF: trumpets ¯ JOE NANTRN: trombone. 

RUDY JACKSON: clarinet, alto saxophone ¯ OTTO 
HAFtDWICKE: clarinet, alto saxophone, soprano saxophone ¯ ouve Ellingt:or~ 

PRINCE ROBINSON (?): clarinet, tenor saxophone° FRED GUY: banjo. HENRY "BASS" 

EDWARDS: tulsa. SONNY GREER: drums 
Recorded in New York City (Novemb~ 29, 1926) 

Vocalion singf~ #A-1064 

LAZY .DRAG - Thomas Morris & His Se~en Hot Babies 

~ (Thomas Morris) 
TOM MORRIS: trumpet, director. WARD PINKET: trumpet. GEECHIE FIELDS: trombone. 

ERNEST ELLIOTT: clarinet, alto saxophone, baritone saxophone ¯ HAPPY CALDWELL: 
clarinet, tenor saxophone, MARLOWE MORRIS (?): piano ¯ LEE BLAIR (?): banjo ¯ BILL 

BENFORD: tuba. MiKE JACKSON: vocal 
Recorded In Ne~t York City (July 13, 1926} 
Victor single #20485 

HOW IT FEELS TO BE COLORED ME {Excerpt) - Essay by 
Zora Neale Hurslun 
Be~d by DEBBtE ALLEN, a~lress, direstu£, [lancer, 

~1~)ch°re°grapher Recorded by SHAWN A~OS at the offices of Re(~ ]3ir(] Productions, Los Angeles 

(November 16, 1999) 
Originally p~blish~d in The World Tomorrow, a periodical 

(May 1928} 

SENGALESE STOMP - Savoy Bearcats 
11~ (Ciaronce Todd) 

DUNCAN MYERS: director. GILBERT PARIS, DEMAS DEAN: trumpets ¯ JAMES REEVY: 

trombone ¯ CARMELO JAP, I ("JEJO"): clarinet, a~to saxophone, baritone saxophone. 

OTTO MIKELL: alto saxophone ¯ RAMON HERNANOEZ: clarinet, tenor saxophone ¯ JOE 

STEELE: pi~no ¯ FREDDY WHITE: D~njo ¯ HARRY EDWARDS: tuba ¯ WILLIE LYNCH: 

drums 

Recorded in New York City (August 23, 1926) 
Victor single #20182-B 

AFTER YOU’VE GONE - Paul White,an & His Orchestra 
@ (~/enry Croam~r/Turoer                         ’ Lay:on) 

PAUL WHITEMAN: director. CHARLIE MARGULIS, HARRY GOLDFIELD: trumpets ¯ ANDY 

SEACREST: clarinet. BOYCE CULLEN, BILL RANK, WILBUR HALL: trombones. BERNIE 
DALY: clarinet, soprano saxophone. FRANK TRUME~AUER, OHESTER HAZLEI-]: alto 
saxophones, ¢iarinets. CHARLES STRICKFADEN: clarinet, alto saxophone, soprano 

saxophone, b~ritone saxophone, English horn ¯ IZZY FRIEDMAN: clarinet, alto 

saxophone~ tenor saxophone. RED MEYER: clarinet, alto saxophone, tenor saxophone, 

bassoon ¯ JACK FULTON:" hombone, violin ¯ LENNIE HAYTO~: cello (?) ¯ KURT 

DIETERLE, M ISCHA RUSSELL, OTTO LANDAU, MAlT MALNECK, JOE VENUTI: viol_ins. 
ROY BARGY: piano ¯ MIKE PINGATORE: ban/o ° EDDIE LANG: guitar. MIN LEIBROOK: 

tuba ¯ MIKE TRAFFI(;ANTE: string bass ¯ GEORGE MABSH: drums ¯ 61NG CROSBY: 

rock! ¯ WILLIA~ GRANT STILL: arranger . 
Re, corded in New York City (October 18, 
Cotuml]ia single #A-8610                             . 

OEAD ORUNt( BLUES - Margaret,Jobn 

(GeortTe ~Z Thomas) 

MAP~G~RET 
PHIL WORDE.or 

LEECAN:. guitar 

? ¯ ~ARVIN BUSHELL: clarinet, alto 

IORTON: piano ° JOIbN MITCt~ELL: banjo ¯ HARRY HULL: 

(?): drums 

Recorded in N~w York City {March 13, 192~) 
Columbia single #~4358-D 

SUGAR - Alberta Hunter 

ALBERTA HUNTER: vocal. FATS WALLER; organ 

Recorded in New York City (May 20, le~27) 

Victor single #2Q771 

Alberta Hunt:er 



DiscThree: PREACHIN’ & PRAYIN’ 

iF WE MUST DIE - Poem by Claude McKay 
Read by ICE-T, rap artist, actor 

(~1) Recorded by VALENTIN L. MARTtNEZ, JR., at Tile Craukhouse, 
Los Angeles (March 16, 1999) 

Originally published in The Liberator. a periodical (July 1919) 

HONEY, I’M ALL OUT AND DOWN - Leadbelly 
(Huddle l-eadbetter) 
LEADISELLY: vocal, guitar 

Recorded in New York City (January 23. 1935) 
Banner single #33359 

MY HANDY MAN - Victoria Spivey 
(Andy Razor) 

VICTORIA SPIVEY: vocalwith CLARENCE WILLIAMS’ BLUE 

FIVE--CLARENCE WILLIAMS: piano ¯ KING OLIVER: comet. 

EDDIE OURHAM: trombone ¯ OMER SIMEON: clarinet¯ 
EDDIE LANG: guitar 

Recorded in New York City (September 12. 1928} 
O~(eh single #8615 

Victoria Spivey 

AIN’T ~ISBEHAVIN’- Louis Armstrong 
& His Orchoslra 

O (Andy Razaf/Fats Waller/Harry Brooks) 
LOUIS ARMSTRONO: trumpet, vocal. CARROLL DICKERSON: 

vocal, leader. HOMER HOBSON: trumpet. FRED ROBINSON: LouisArmstrong & 
His Orchestr~ 

tr(~mbone. I~ERT CURRY, CRAWFORD WETHINGTON: alto 
saxophones. JIMMY STRONG: clarinet, tenor saxophone ¯ GENE ANDERSON: piano, 

celeste ¯ MANCY CARA: banjo ¯ PETE BRIGGS: tuba. zuTrY SINGLETON: drums 

Recor.ded in New York City (July t 9, 1929) 
OKeh single #8714 

A HANDFULL OF RIFFS - Lonnie Johnson & Blind Witlie Dunn 
(Lonnie Johnson/Wiliiam Ounn) 
LONNIE JOHNSON: guitar. "BLIND WILLIE DUNN" (who is actually EDDIE LANG}: guitar 

Recorded in New York City (MayB. 1929) 
OKeh single #8695 

BRIGHT BOY BLUES - Cecit Scott & His Orchestra             ¯ 

(Cecil Scott/Don F~/e) 
CECIL SCOT[: clarinet, tenor saxophone, baritone saxophone. BILL COLEMAN, FRANK 

NEWTON: trumpets ¯ DICKY WELLS: trombone ¯ JOHN WILLIAMS. HAROLD 

McFERRAN: alto saxophones . DON FRYE: piano. RUDOLPH WILLIAMS: banjo. MACK 

WALKER: tuba ¯ LLOYD SCOT[: drums 
Recorded in New York City (November 19, 192~9) 
Victor single #V-38117-B 

THE DEBT - Poem by Paul Laurence Dunbar 
Read by JOSHUA REDMAN, suxophunist, composer 

~ Recorded by SHAWN AMOS at the offices of Warner Bros. 

Records, New York City (August 10, 1999) 

Original publication unknown {1913) 

Joshua Redman 

HARLEM FUSS - Fats Waller & His Buddies 

(Fats Walter) FATS WALLER: piano ¯ CHARL1E GAINES: trumpet¯ CHARLIE IRVIS: trombone. ARVtLLE 

HARRIS: tenor saxophone, clarinet, alto saxophone. EOD~E CONDON: banjo 

Recorded in New York City (March 1, 1929) 
Victor single #V-385O-B 

NOBODY KNOWS YOU WHEN YOU’RE DOWN 
AND OUT - Bessie Smith 
(Jimmie Cox)           ¯ 
BESSIE SMITH: vocal. ED ALLEN: trumpet. GARVIN 

~3USHELL: alto saxophone ¯ GREELY WALI ON: tenor 

saxophone ¯ CLARENCE WILLIAMS: piano ¯ CYRUS ST. 

CLAIR: tuba 
Recorded in New York City (May 15~1929) 
Columbia single #14451-D 

Bessie Smith 

FARE THEE HONEY BLUES - Jimmy Johnson & His Bend 
(Perry Br~df(;rd) 
PERRY BRADFORD: vocal. JAMES E JOHNSON: piano. LOUIS METCALF: comet, 

trombone ¯ ERNEST ELL!OTT: clarinet 

Recorded in New York City (Marc~ 20. 1929) 
Columbia single #14417-D                           i: 

SOON - Poem by Leon Damas 

__~ Read by 6REGORY HINES, dancer, actor R~cor~d by ~HAWN AMOS at the offices ol Rhino 

Enter[ainment, LOS Angeles (March !, 2000) 

Originally published in Pigments, a collection of poetry ~1937) 

SMASHING THIRDS - Fats Waller 

(Fats Waller) 
FATS WALLER: solo piano 

Recorded in New York City (September 24, 1929) 
Victor single #V-38613-B 

Gregory Hines with 
Shown Amos 

Fats Wailer 

I~DO SHUFFLE - Fess WilLiams & i~is Royal. Flush Orsheslra (Kenneth A Roane) " 
FE$S WILLIAMS: alto saxophone, clarinet, vocal, director¯ 

GEORGE TEMPLE. KEN ROANE: trumpets ¯ DAVID "JELLY" 

JAMES: trombone ¯ LOCKWOOD LEWIS, PERRY SMITB: 

alto saxophones * FELIX GREGORY: alto saxophone, clarinet, 
tenor saxophone ¯ HENRY O UNCAN: piano ¯ ANDY 
PENDLE]ON: banjo¯ EMANUEL CABAMORE: tuba ¯ 

RAL?H BEDELL: drums 

Recorded in New York City (April 22, 1929) 
Victor single #V-38064 

Fess Williams. & His 
Royal Flush Orchestra 

~) 
WHEREVER THERE’S A WILL, BABY - McKinney’s Cotton Pickers 

(~on Redma~)                                              " 
DON RSDMAN: clarinet, alto saxophone, baritone saxoph(;ne, vocal arranger, director. 

JOE SMITH, SIDNEY DaPARIS. LEONARD DAVIS: trumpets. CLAUDE JONES: 
trombone ¯ BENNY CARTER: clarinet, alto saxophone ¯ COLEMAN HAWKINS. TEEODORE 

McCORD: clarinets, tenor saxophones ¯ FATS WALLER: piano, celeste ¯ DAVE WILBORN: 

banjo ¯ ~,ILLY TAYLOR: tuba ¯ KAISER MARSHALL: drums 

Recorde6 in New York City (November 7, 1929} 
Victor single #22736-B 



[lEE BLUES - Chocolate Dandies 
O (Benny Carter) 

BENNY CARTER: clarinet, alto saxophone, 

COLEMAN RAWKSNS: 

JACKSON 

BABTH!! 
RecordiSt 
Odumbia:~ir 

iKay ’ 
playwright 

Recorded by SHAWN AMOS at Le Parker Meridian Hotel, 
New York City (October 5, 1999) 

Originally published in The Liberator, a periodical (t92i) 

~IESUS GONNA MAKE UP MY DYING BED - 
Joshua White 
(Traditional) 
JOSHUA WHITE: vocal, guitar 

Recnrded Sn New York City (August 15. 1933) 
Peifect single #0258-A 

August Wil~ 

DiscEour: LUSTIN’ FOR LOVE & LIFE 

I WAHT TO DIE WHILE YOU LOVE ME - Poem by 
Georgia Douglas Johnson 

1~ Read by ALFRE WOODARD, actress 
Recorded ~y SHAWN AMos at The Gear Factory. Los Angeles {March 1, 1999) 

Originally published in The Heart Of A Woman, a collection d 

poetry (1918) 

STORMY WEATHER (KEEPS BAIHIti’ ALL THE 
TIME) - Ethel Waters 
(Ted Koehler/Harold Arian) 
ETHEL WATERS; vocal. (with probably) BUNNY BER~GAN, 

STERLING BOSE: trumpets ¯ TOMMY DORSEY: trombone ¯ 
JIMMY DORSEY: clarinet, alto saxophone ¯ LARRY BINYON: ~larinet, alto saxophone " 

JOE VENUTI, HARRY HOFFMANN, WALTER EDELSTEIN, LOU KOSLOFF: violins ¯ 
FULTON McGRATH: piano. DICK McDONOUGH: guitar. ARTIE BERNSTBN: string bass. 

STAN KING or CHAUNCEY MOREHOUSE: drums 
Recorded in New York City (May 3,1933) 

Brunswick single #6564 

Ethel Waters 

CORR1HE CORRINA - Cab Calloway & His Orchestra 

(J.M. Wil!/ams/Bo Chatman/Mitchell Parish) 
CAB CALLOWAY: vocal, director. EDWIN SWAY-ZEE. LAMMAR WRIGHT, REUBEN R~EVES: 

trumpets. DEPRtEST WHEELER, HARRY WRITE: trombones* ANDREW BROWN: bass ¯ 
clarinet, tenor saxophone * WALTER IHOMAS: alto saxophone, tenor saxophone. 

baritone saxophone, flute * ~ENNY PAYNE: piano ¯ MORRIS WHITE: banjo ~ JIMMY 

SMITH: string bass ¯ LEROY MA×EY: drums 

Recorded in New York City (November 18, 1931) 
Perfect single #15551-B 

SWEETIE DEAR - Sidney Bechet & His 
New Orleans Feetwarmers 

O (Tommy Ladnier)         ¯ 
SIDNEY BECHEI: clarinet, soprano saxophone ¯ TOMMY 

LADNIER: trumpe~o TEBOY NIXON: trombone ¯ HENRY 

DUNCAN: piano. WILSON MYERS: string bass ¯ MORRIS 

MORLAND: drums 

Recorded in New Yolk City (September 15, 1932) 
Victor single #232,60 

THE OAMNATION OF WOMEH (Excerpt) - 
Essay by W.E.B. DBBois 
Read l~y LEVAB BuB’rON, actor, prodecer, director 

-~ Rscorded by SHAWN AMOS at the offices of Eagle Nation Films, 
Los Angeles (November 11, ~ 999) 

Originally published in the boo;( Oarkwatar (1921) 

~B ABY - Adelaide Hall with DukeEllington & His Famous Orcheslra 

(Dorothy Fields/J}mmy McHugh) " " 

ADELAIDE HALL: vocal. DUKE ELLINGTON: piano, director. ARTHUR WH~TSOL, 
COOTIE WILLIAMS: trumpets. JOE NANTON, LAWRENCE ~ROWN: trombones. JUAN 

TIZOL: valve trombone ¯ JOHNNY HODGES; alto saxophone ¯ OTfO HARDWICK: alto 

saxophone ¯ BARNEY BIGARO: clarinet, tenor saxophone * HARRY CARNEY: baritone 

saxophone ¯ FRED GUY: banjo ¯ WELLMAN BRAUD: string hess ¯ SONNY GDEER: drums 

Recorded in New York City (January 7. 1933) 

Brunswick single #6518 



HAPPY AS THE DAY ~S LONG - Leo Reisman & His Orchestra 
O (Ted Koehlor/Harold Arlon) 

LEO REISMAN: vocal direotor, HAROLD ARLEN: vocal. LEW SHERWOOD, UNKNOWN: 
trumpets * ERNIE GIBBS: trombone ¯ BURT WILLIAMS: alto saxophone, baritone 

saxophone. JESS SMITH: clarinet, alto saxophone ¯ 2 U N KNOWNS: tenor saxophones 
ADRIAN ROLLINI: bass saxophone, vibraphone, drums. RAYMOND EL!GH: drums 

Recorded in New Yo~k City (May 2, 1933) 

Victor single #24315 

I GOT RHYTHM - The 5 Spirits Of Rhythm 
(George Gersh~~)lr~ ~;rsh~vin) 

LEO WATSON, WILBUR DANIEL& DOUGLAS DANIELS: tiptoe, vocals, TEDDY BUNN: 

guitar. VIRGIL SCOGGINS: suitcase, vocal 
Recorded in New York City (October 24, 1933) 
Brunswick single #01715 

LET’S GET TOGETHER -,Chick Webb’s Savoy Orchestra 

~ (Chick Webb) 
¯ CHICK WEND: drums, director MARIO BAUZA, RENAULD JONES. TAFT JORDAN: 

trumpets ¯ SANDY WILLIAMS: trombone* PETE CLARK: alto saxophone ¯ EDGAR 

SAMPSON: alto saxophone, arranger. ELMER WILLIAMS: teoor saxophone ¯ JOE 
STEELE: piano. JOHN TRUEHEART: banjo, guitar. JOHN KIRBY: string bass, CHUCK 

RICHARDS: vocal 
Recorder~ in New York City (December 20, 1933) 

Columbia sinole #CB74"~ 

TI-[E1R EYES WERE WATCHING GOD (Excerpt)- Novel by 
Zora Neale Hurston 
Read Z~y VERONICA CHAMUERS, author, journafist ~ Recorded by SHAWN AMOS at the borne ef Veronica Chambers, Brooklyn Heights, NY 

(October 3, 1999) 
Originally pubiiehed in 1937 

LADY BE GOOD - Buck & Bubbles 
@(Ira Gershwin/George Gerahwin) 

BUCK WASHINGTON: piano. JOHN "BUBBLES" SUBtETT: vocal, 

drums 

Recorded in New York City (January 4. 1934). 
Columbia single #2873-D 

SYMPHONY lN RIFFS - Benny Carter 
& His Orchestra 

112) (Irving Milis/Benny Carter) 
BENNY CARTER: alto saxophone, director* RUSS SMITH. OTIS 

JOHNSON. IRVING RANDOLPH: trumpets ¯ BENNY MORTON, 

KEG JOHNSON: trombones ¯ WAYMAN CARVER: alto 
saxophone, flute ¯ GLYN PAOUE: alto saxophpne ¯ JOHN 
RUSSELL: tenor saxophone ¯ TEDDY WILSD N: piano ¯ 

LAWREI~OE LUCID guitar. ERNEST HILL: string bass. 

SIO eATLETT’, d~ums 
Recorded in New York City (October 16, 1933) 

Columbia single #2543-D 

Buck & Bubbles 

8enr~y Carter " 

SEND[H’ THE VIPERS - ~ezz Mezzr~w & His Orchestra      " 

MEZZ MEZZROW: clarinet, alto saxo[~hone, arranger, MAX KAM/NSKY. REUNALD JONES. 
CHELSEA OUEALEY: trumpets" FLOYD O’BRIEN: trombone* BENNY gARTER: alto 

saxophone ¯ BUD FREEMAN: tenor saxophone ¯ WILLIE "THE LION" SMITH: piano ¯ 

JOHN KIRBY: string bass ¯ CHICK WEND: drums 

Recorde~ in New York Oily (May 7, 1934) 

Victor single #250"~9-B 

DOWN SOUTH CAMP MEETIN’ - Fletcher 
{~ Henderson & HIs Orcheslra 

(Flatchar Henda~son/Irving Mills) 

FLETCHER HENDERSON: piano, director* HENRY 

ALLEN, RUSS SMITH. IRVING RANDOLPH: trumpets. 

CLAUDE JONES, KEG JONES: trombones ¯ BUSTER 
BAILEY; clarinet. RUBSELL PROCOPE: clarinet, alto Fletcher H~tlerson & His Orchestra- 
saxophone * HILTON JEFFERSON: clarinet, alto saxophone. 6EN WEBSTER: tenor 

saxophone ¯ LAWF~ENCE LUCIE: guitar. ELMER JAMES: string bass, WALTER 

jOHNSON: ~lrums, RUSS MORGAN: arranger 

Recorded [n New York City (Seplember t2, 1934) 
Decca single #21 

THE DAY BREAKERS - Poem by 
Area Bontemps 
Read t]y C00LIO, rap artist O Recorded SBAWN AMOS atthe hol~e o~ Coolio, ~y 

LOs Angeles {August 4, 199°-) 

Originally published in Opport~mity, a periodical 

[February 1926) 

SHE’LL BE COI~IING ’HOUND THE MOUNTAIN - 

~ Tiny Bradshaw & His Orchestra 
(Traditional~ ’           ¯ 

TINY BRADSI4AW: vocal, director. LINCOLN MILLS. SHAD COLLINS. ~A× MADDOX: 
trumpets" GEORGE MATTHEWS. EUGENE GREEN: trombones ¯ BOB HOLMES, RUSSELL 

PROCOPE: alto saxophones ¯ EDGAR OOURANDE: clarinet, tenor saxophone ¯ HAPPY 

CALDWELL: clarinet, tenor saxophone ¯ CLARENCE 30HNSON: piano ¯ BOB LESSEY: 

guitar. ERNEST WILLIAMS: string bass ¯ ARNOLD BOLDEN: drums 

Recorded in New "fork City (October 3, 1934) 
Decca single #317 

I~IINOFI I~ANIA ~ Claude Hopkins & His Orchestra 
G (Highland DiDos) 

CLAUDE HOPKINS: piano, director, AL SNAER. SYLVESTER LEWIS, OVIE ALSTON: 
trumpets, FERNANDO ARBELLO, FRED NORMAN: trombones, ED MOND HALL: clarinet, 

alto saxophone, baritone saxophone ¯ GENE JOHNSON: alto saxophone ¯ BO~BY SANDS: 
tenor saxophone ¯ WALTER JONES: banjo, guitar. HENRY TURNER: string bass ¯ PETE 

JACOBS: drums 

Recorded in New York City (Janua~ 11, 1934) 
Columbia single #2904-D 

SENSEMAY,~: CHANT FOR KILL[NG A SNAKE - Poem by 
Nicolas Guillen 
Read by EARTHA KITT, a~tress, s[uger 

@ Recorded by MICHAEL MOMM at Tiny Lights Studios, New York City [March 22, 2000) 

Translate[~ into English by Langston Hughes 
Writte~ during tl~ Harlem Renaissance period (exact date tznknown); first published in 

Cuba Libra, Poems (1948) 



SYMPHONY IN BLACK- Duke Ell]ngton & His     .i~ .~: 
Orchestra with Biilia Holiday 

l~ (Ouko Elliogt~n) 
DUKE ELLINGTON: piano, director. ~ILUE HOLIDAY: voca!" 

COOTIE WILLIAMS. ARTHUR WHETSOL, FREDDIE JENKINS: 
trumpets ¯ JOE NANTON, LAWRENCE BROWN. JUAN TIZOL: 

trombones. BARNEY BIGARD, JOHNNY HODGES, OTTO HARDWICK, HARRY CARNEY: 
saxophones. FRED GUY: guitar. WELLMAN BRAUD: string bass. SONNY 6REEF{: 
drums, plus s number of musicians from the MILLS’ BLUE RHYTHM BAND 

ProbabSy recorded in Hollywood (c. September/October 1934) 
From the Paramount motion .picture Symphony in Black (1 £35) 

Bill~e H.olid~.y 

ECHOES OF SPRING - Willie "The Lior¢~ Smith & His Cubs 
(Willie Smith) 
WILLIE "THE LION" SMITH: piano, voca’l. ED ALLEN: comet. CECIL SOOTT: clarinet. 

WILLIE WILLIAMS: washboard 
Recorded in New York City (May 22, 1935) 

Decca single #7090 

LOOKIE, LOOKIE, LOOKIE HERE COMES COOKIE - Teddy Hill 
& His Orchestra 

(Mack Gordon) 
TEDDY HILL: tenorsaxophon~, director. ROY ELDRIDGE. BILL D1LLARD, RILL COLEMAN: 

trumpets ¯ DICKY WELLS: trombone ¯ RUSSELL PROCOPE: alto saxophone, clarinet. 

HOWARD JOHNSON: alto saxophone ¯ CHU BERRY: tenor saxophone ¯ SAM ALLEN: 
piano. JOHN SMITH: guitar. RICHARD FULBRIGHT: string bass ¯ BILL BEASON: drum~ 

Recorded in New York (]ity (February 26, 1935) 
Me Iotone si ogle #13351 -A 

THE NEGRO ARTIST AND THE RACIAL MOUNTAIN - 
Essay by Langston Hughes 
Read by GEORGE DUKE, pianist, composer 

Recorded by SHAWN AMOS al the Royal Righa H~tel, New York 

City (August 11, 1999) 

Originally published in The Nation, a periodical (1926) 

IT NEVER DAWNED ON ME - Teddy Wilson 
(Sam M. Lewis/J. Fred Coots) 
TEDDY WILSON: solo piano 

Recorded in New York City (October 7, ~ 935) 

Brunswick single #7543 

HONEY DRIPPER BLUES - Georgia White 
(Georgia White) 

GEORGIA WHITE: vocal (probably) piano ¯ UNKNOWN: guitar 

Recorded i~ Chicago (July 15, 1935) 
Decca single #7122-A 

George Dul~’e 

I’M IN THE MOOD FOR LOVE - Louis Armstrong & His Orchestra 
(Dorothy Fields/Jimmy McHugh) 

LOUIS ARMSTRONG: trumpet, vocal. LEONARD DAVIS, GUS AIKEN. LOUIS BACON: 
trumpets ¯ HARRY WHITE. JIM ARCHEY: trombones ¯ HENRY JONES, CHARL!E 

HOLMES: alto saxophones. BINGtE MADISON: clarinet, tenor saxophone. GREELY 
WALTON: tenor saxophone. LU IS RUSSELL: piano ¯ LEE BLAIR: guitar" POPS FOSTER: 

string bass ¯ PAUL BARBARIN: drums . 

Recorded in New York City (October 3, 1935) 
Decca single #579-A 

~| A Y 
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AFAM 398 THE SENIOR SEMINAR IN AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES SPRING TERM 2009 
Dr. Perry A. Halt Office Hours: By Appointment 

202 Battle Hal~ 966-5496 (hallpa@email.unc.edu) 

COURSE OBJECTIVES: 
To locate Afdcan Amedcan Studies as the extension of a historical, black intellectual tradition aimed at 

understanding and improving the experiences, conditions, and aspirations of African Americans. 
To examine important contemporary issues of concern for students and scholars of African American Studies and 

of the larger intellectual tradition. 
To challenge Afdcan American Studies majors to extend that intellectual tradition by incorporating insights from 

their studies of black life and applying them to future needs of African American communities. 
REQUIRED TEXTS: 
Hall, Perry A. In The Vineyard: Workinq In African American Studies. Tennessee Press, 1999. 
Asante, Molefi Kete. Afrocentricity: The Theory of Social Chanqe (Revised and Expanded Edition), Chicago, ii1.: 

Afdcan American Images, 2003. 
OTHER REQUIRED READING: available through the tnternet course Web page or Library Reserves 

COURSE REQUIREMENTS 
1. 2 Reaction Papers (3-4pgs ea.) 
2. Topical Essay (6 pgs) 
3. Final Essay (8-10 pgs 
3. Attendance 
4. Participation 
5. Discussion Questions 

DUE FEB. 10 & MAR. 3 
DUE ON APRIL 7 
DUE ON APRIL 30 

see website for details 

20% of Final Grade 
20% of Final Grade 
30% of Final Grade 
10% of Final Grade 
10% of Final Grade 
10% of Final Grade 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 
The first part of the course focuses on the history and development of African Amedcan Studies as an academic 
discipline, emerging at a particular historical moment as an extension of a "Black Intellectual Tradition" with deep 
roots in the historical experiences and struggles of African Americans. 

The second part of the course focuses on three selected issues of current concern in relation to the mission of 
African American Studies and the historical Black Intellectual Tradition. As an assignment, students will choose one 
of these issues for ("Gender and Race in the New Century," ""The Hip Hop Generation and the Black Intellectual 
Tradition," or "President Obama and the Transformation of Racial Discourse) for further investigation. 

As the final task for the course, students, in consultation with the instructor, will join and position themselves within 
the BLack Historical Traditional and (as Afdcan American Studies majors) the mission of the discipline by 
completing a reseamh project that joins their individual interests, goals, and visions with the parameters and 
principles (descriptive, corrective, prescriptive) of that larger tradition. This part of the course, and the final project, 
are guided by asking "what does one do with an African American Studies Degree", =What can be done with 
knowledge gained pursuing an African American Studies Degree," and "What are you going to do with the 
knowledge and experience you have gained pursuing an African American Studies degree. 

READING ASSIGNMENTS 

WEEK 1 (JAN. 13 & 151) 
BLACKBOARD: "Introduction: Black Studies and 

the Racial Mountain." Dispatches from the 
Ebony Tower: Intellectuals Confront the African 
American Experience. Manning Marabte, p. 1-28. 

WEEK 2 (JAN. 20 & 22) 
RESERVE: "The Souls of Black Folk." Chapter 11 

in W.E.B. Du Bois: Biography,of a Race, 265-297. 
"Education and Liberation: Black Women’s 

Perspective," Ch. 5 in Women, Race, and Class, 
Angela Y. Davis, p99-109. 

"Black Women and the Club Movement," Ch. 8 in 
Women, Race, and Class, Angela Y. Davis, p127- 
136. 

WEEK 3 JAN. 27 & 29) 
BLACKBOARD: "Making Black History Practical 

and Popular: Carter G. Woodson, the Proto 
Black Studies Movement, and the Struggle For 
Black Liberation." Peru Gagto Dagbovie, The 



Western Journal of Black Studies, Voi. 28, No, 2, 
2004, pp. 372-383. 

HALL: "Introduction: Confessions of an African 
American Studies Professional," 1-13. 

HALL: Chap. 1: "Struggle Outward: Barricades 
and Ivory Towers," 17-32. 

HALL: Chap. 2: "Struggle Inward: Whither Then, 
and How?" 33-44. 

WEEK 4 (FEB. 3 & 5) 

WEEK 6 (FEB. 17 & 19) 
HALL: Chap. 3: "Afrocentrism: More or Less," 47-64. 
HALL: Chap. 5:"Systsmatic and Thematic 

Principles," 83-! 14. 
"African American Studies: Discourses and 

Paradigms," Perry A. Hall. tn Jeanette Davidson, 
ed., African Amedcan Studies Volume: Introducin.cl 
Ethnic Studies Series, University of Edinburgh Press 
(forthcoming). 

WEEK 7 (FEB. 24 & 26) 
HALL: Chap. 7: "The Songs of Black Folks," 142-168. 
BLACKBOARD: From civil rights to Hip Hop: toward 

a nexus of ideas. Derrick P. AIridge. The Journal of 
African American Histow 90.3 (Summer 
2005): p226(27). 

eBLACKSTUDIES.or,q Dagbovie, Pero Gaglo: "Of All 
Our Studies, History Is Best Qualified to Reward 
Our Research": Black History’s Relevance to the 
Hip Hop Generation The Journal of African 
American History 90:3 [Summer 2005] p.299-323 

WEEK 8 (MAR. 3 & 5) 
"Black Popular Culture and the Transcendence of 

Patriarchal Illusions," Barbara Ransby. in Words 
of Fire: An Antholo_qv of African-American Feminist 
ThouflhL" Beverly Guy-Sheftall, ed. pp. 526-535 

"From ’crisis’ to ’activist’: the everyday freedom 
legacy of Black feminisms," Heather A. 
Oesterreich. Race Ethnicity and Education Vol. 10, 
No. 1, March 2007, pp. 1-20. 

Supplemental posted readings on Race and Gender. 

SPRING BREAK 

WEEK 9 (MAR. 17 & 19) 
BLACKBOARD: "Debating Hip-Hop: Does Gangsta 

Rap Harm Black Americans?" Peter KateL CQ 
ResearcheF, June 15, 2007 Volume 17, Issue 23. 

eBLACKSTUDIES.or,q: "Black Youth and the Mass 
Media: Current Research and Emerging 
Questions." S. Craig Watkins African Amedcan 
Research Perspectives. Volume 6, Issue 1 (Winter 
2000). 

Supplemental posted readings on Hip Hop 

ASANTE: "Preface," pp. vii-viii, "The Essential 
Grounds," 1-40 

ASANTE: "The Constituents of Power," 41-56. 

WEEK 5 (FEB. 10 & 12) 
ASANTE: "Analysis and Science," 57-110. 
ASANTE: "The Bases of Action," 111-136 
ASANTE: "Njia: The Way," I37-148. 

WEEK 10 (MAR. 24 & 26) 
WFBSITE: Posted articles on Barak Obama as 

President. 

WEEK 11 .(MAR. 31 &APR. 2) 
HALL: Chap. 8: "Crisis, Culture, and Literacy in the 

Community," 169-186. 
BLACKBOARD: Au, Wayne: Fresh Out of School: 

Rap Music’s Discursive Battle With Education 
The Journal of Neqro Education 74:3 [Summer 
2005] p.210-220 

eBLACKSTUDIES.orq: "Literacy Skills in African 
American Students: The Legacy of the 
Achievement Gap?" Julie A. Washington. African 
Amedcan Research Perspectives. Volume 9, Issue 1 
(Winter 2003). 

WEEK 12 (APR, 7 & 9) 
BLACKBOARD: "Return to the source: the role of 

service-learning in recapturing the 
empowerment mission of African-American 
studies," Chades E. Jones; Patricia Dixon; Akinyele 
O. Umoja. The Western Joumat of Black s.t.u...die..s.., 
v27 n3 (Fall 2003), 186-195. 

BLACKBOARD: "Theorizing Black Studies: The 
Continuing Role of Community Service in the 
Study of Race and Class," James Jennings," 
Mar-able, Dispatches from the Ebony Towe~ pp. 
176-185. 

BLACKBOARD: "A Debate on Activism in Black 
Studies," Henry Louis Gates, Jr., and Manning 
Marable, Dispatches from the Ebony Tower: pp. 
186-191. 

BLACKBOARD: "The Future of Black Sudies: 
Political Communities and the "Talented 
Tenth.’"’ Joy James. Marable: Dispatches from the 
Ebony Tower, pp. 153-157, 

WEEK 13 .(APR. 14 & 16) 

individual Research and consultation 

WEEK 14 (APR. 21 & 23) 

Individual Research and consultation 

FINAL ESSAY DUE APRIL 30 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 14, 2009 1:14 PM 

~nc. rr. com> 

Re: Fw: ESPN Game Day- UNC vs MIAMI 

thanks 

wrote: 

..... Original Message ..... 
*From:* rams club events <mailto:ramscl~bevems~m~aa.u~c.ed~> 
*To:* ramsclubevents@unc.edu <mailto:ramscl~-bevems~nc.ed~> 
*Sent:* Wednesday, January 14, 2009 10:55 AM 
*Subject:* ESPN Game Day- UNC vs MIAMI 

ESPN Game day will broadcast from the Smith Center on Saturday, 
January 17 when the Heels take on the Miami Hurricanes. 
*Peebles pre-game pass holders please take note !* *Due to the set-up 
required for Game Day, there will be NO ACCESS to the arena through 
the tunnel*. If you usually reach the seating bowl via the tunnel, you 
will need to use an alternate route on Saturday night. 
The elevator and the stairway will be available for access to the 
concourse level of the Smith Center. You may exit Peebles Practice 
Gym and return to street level in order to enter the arena through the 
main doors. Note that the stairways leading from Peebles are likely to 
be crowded. Please plan accordingly and allow extra time to reach your 
seats. 

Thank you & GO HEELS! 

Rams Club Events 
PO Box 2446 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.843.2000 
ramsclubevents@unc.edu <maiho :ramscl~bevems@~mc.ed~> 
www.ramsclub.com <~:iiv,~.ww.ramsclub.comi> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 15, 2009 2:00 PM 

Dana Caudill <dmhedge@email.unc.edu> 

Re: SECC 

Thats great Dana! I am working on it now and hope to get it over there 
tfiis afternoon and if not then for sure by tomorrow morning. 

Travis 

Dana Caudill wrote: 
> Hi- 
> 

> I just spoke with Alan Taylor. He says it is not too late to turn in 
> the payroll deductions as long as he gets the info fairly quickly. Is 
> there any way you can bring these by this afternoon or tomorrow 
> morning. I am in room 302 but if you want to leave it with the 
> receptionist in the lobby she will call me and I will come down to get 
> it. 
> 

> Thanks again! 

> Dana 

> Travis Gore wrote: 
>> Hey Dana, 
>> Thanks for getting back to me. Ive actually got a mix of payroll 
>> deduction, checks, cash, and credit card. For the payroll deduction 
>> I have 4 forms that total $900. I understand if you cant except 
>> those because of the payroll deadline. Im really sorry that I was 
>> not able to get them in on time. I can definitely get the others to 
>> you though. If you could find out about the payroll deduction 
>> deadline and let me know. 
>> Thanks again, 
>> Travis 
>> 

>> Dana Caudill wrote: 
>>> Hi Travis- 
>>> 

>>> Can you tell me if the donations are in the form of payroll 
>>> deduction? If so, I will have to ask the state SECC office if we 
>>> have time to meet UNC payroll deadlines. If the donations are in the 
>>> form of cash or check then it is definitely not too late. Donations 
>>> can be brought to me or Sarah Naylor in the Tate Turner Kuralt 
>>> Building and we will get them to the state office in Raleigh. 
>>> 

>>> Thanks ! 
>>> 

>>> Dana Caudill 

>>> Travis Gore wrote: 
>>>> Hi, 

>>>> I was wondering if it was too late to turn in donations for our 
>>>> department? I am sorry for not getting them in on time. If you 
>>>> could let me know if its not too late and where I would be able to 
>>>> drop it off. 

>>>> Thanks! 

>>>> Travis 
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Attach: 
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The 

1 
Map of Africa 

The English satirist Jonathan Swift, writing in 
the early 18th century, commented on the prev- 
alent ignorance about Africa and the African 
people: 

So geographers in Afric maps 
With-savage pictures fill their gaps, 
And o’er uninhabitable dow~ 
Place elephants for want of towns. 

A century later, Africa remained, in the public 
mind, "darkest Africa"--a mysterious and vir- 
tually unknown continent (see Vignette 1.1 and 
Figure 1.!). Even now, in the 21st century, 
Africa remains the least-known continent. The 
names of African countries are often in the 
news, but people generally know too iittle 
about these countries to give meaning to what 
they read and hear. Where is Mali? Is Malawi a 
different place? Is it Ghana or Guyana that is in 
Africa? What was the former name of Burldna 
Faso? Is Equatorial Guinea a part of Guinea? 
Simple questions such as these are difficult even 
for college-educared Westerners. ¯ 

Africa covers a vast territory. At its widest 
from west to east and at its iongest from north 
to south, the distance is almost the same: ap- 
proximately 7,500 km. To put this into con- 
text, the distance from Los Angeles to New 

York is 4,470 kin. Or, if you prefer, with a sur- 
face area of 24.6 mitlion km2, Africa south of 
the Sahara is about three times the size of the 
continental United States (see Figure 1.2). 

Just as Africa has occupied a relarively small 
part of the consciousness of most Westerners, it 
has also been portrayed on world maps in a way 
that makes it seem smaller than it actually is. 
The widespread use of the Mercator and other 
scale-distorting projections has contributed to 
misperceptions about the relative sizes of land- 
masses. Because distortion within a Mercator 
proiecrion increases markedly with distance 
from the equator, places at higher lati.tudes, 
such as GreenIand and Canada, appear much 
larger than places of comparable size nearer the 
equator. For example, although Greenland ap- 
pears to be roughly the same size as ,adrica on a 
Mercator projection, it is actually only 7.3% as 
large, or slightly smaller than Sudan or the 
Democratic Republic Of. the Congo. 

The Political Nap 

The contemporary political map of Africa south 
of the Sahara (Figure 1.3) bears littte resemblance 
to ~har of a hundred years ago, when the scramble 
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OVERVIEW 

VIGNETTE 1.1. A Continent Not Yet "Discovered": 
A British Map of A[rica, t807 

In 1807, when the highly regarded British cartographer Arrowsmith published a map of 
Africa (Figure 1.I), European explorers and slave merchants had been visiting coastal regions 
of Africa south of the Sahara for more than 300 years. The map testifies to how little they had 
learned about Africa’s geography. V~st areas of the continent remain ~omptetely blank, tack- 
ing even the "elephants for lack of towns" ro which Jonathan Swift had alluded. 

In West Africa, the interior just beyond the "Coast of Guinea" remained totally unknown. 
Note, however, the gomparatively great detail in the savanna regions south of the Sahara, pro- 
viding evidence of the considerable significance of the trade linkages from this region to 
North Africa and beyond. The Niger River appears on the map, but it is shown floW{rig into 
Lake Chad~although the map’s publication coincided almost exactly with Park’s expedition, 
which demonstrated that the Niger flows into the Atlantic. 

Especially intriguing is ~he range of mountains shown extending the fult breadth of the 
continent, nanled the Mountains of Kong in West Africa and the Mountains of the Moon in 
Central Africa. The presence on this map of these mountains that in reality do nor exist¯ attests 

to the power of "received wisdom." These mountain ranges appear on virtually every African 

FIGURE 1.1. The Arrowsmith map of Africa, 1807~an indication of Europe’s ignorance of 
Africa other than the coast ar the time. Note especially the fictitious mour~tain range stretching the 
width of the continent. 
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VIGNETTE 1.1. (~o~.) 

map from the 13th to the 19th century. Cartographers relied primarily on earlier maps for the 
information they needed; sinde every map showed the Mountains of Krng, they surely existed! 
Indeed, some maps published as late as the 1870s show these phantom ranges, even though 
several European travelers had by then visited the region and failed to flnd any mountains. 

Foe the most parr, Arrowsmirh stuck to the geographical "facts" (as he knew them), but he 
did editorialize in a couple of places, such as his reference to "Wild Hottentots" in South Af- 
rica. 

Maps such as this° especially when two or more are viewed comparatively, provide fascinat- 

ing insights into how Africa was perceived and how these perceptions gradually changed over 
time. They tell us more about Europ~ than they do about Africa. 

to carve up the continent among European impe- 
rialist powers was in fui1 swing. The details of 
how the colonial division of Africa was accom- 
plished are discussed in Chapter 8. What is 
important at this point is to ,recognize that Afri- 
can borders are recent and often unrelated to 
either cultural/political realities or natural fea- 
tures. Sometimes this artificiality leads to inter- 
~ational disputes, as indicated by the examples of 
Vignette 1.2 (and illustrated in Figure. 1,4). 

Another unfortunate colonial legacy is the 
extreme fragmentation of the political map. In 
all, there are 46 independent states, some of 

FIGURE 1.2. Africa and the continental United 
States: Relative sizes. 

which ate too small to be considered 

economically viable. The small sizes and na- 

tional populations of the majority of African 

¯ states (Table 1.1) are continuing constraints on 

development. Certain states have shapes that 

are unusual and unhelpful. Gambia is the most 

extreme example; it extends 325 km along the 

Gambia Rivet and is no more than 30 km wide. 
In addition, except for a short coastline, Gum- " 

bia is completely surrounded by Senegal 

Fifteen African states are landlocked (Figure 

1.5). Most of these states share a common leg- 
acy of colonial indifference and negtecc Coun- 

tries such as Mali, Niger, and Chad served as 

bur reserve areas from which workers were 

recruited for the plantations and mines of mote 

prosperous colonies. The (relative) exceptions to 

this pattern of colonial neglect are Uganda, 

once described by Winston ChurchilI as the 

"pearl o£ Africa," and Southern and Northern 

Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe and Zambia, respec- 

tively), which were prosperous centers of min- 

ing and commercial agriculture. Ethiopia 

joined the ranks of Africa’s landlocked states in 

1993 a£ter its coastal province of Eritrea, an- 

nexed in 1954, succeeded in gaining its inde- 

pendence after three decades of armed struggle. 

With the notable exception of Botswana, 

rica’s landlocked states continue to be very poor 

and undeveloped. Only four¯ of them (Zimba~ 

bwe, Botswana, Swaziland, and Lesotho) have 
per capita incomes greater than $400. They also 

tend to have small population; only Ethiopia 
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FIGURE 1.3. The countries of BA’rica. 

and Uganda have more than t 3 million people. 
However, their greatest source of vulnei:ability 
results from a perpetual dependence on neigh- 
boring states for an outlet to the sea, This prob- 
lem is exacerbated by the frequent absence of 
reasonable transportation linkages, Five of the 
landlocked ~tates have no railroads, and even 
where linkages exist, political tensions between 
neighbors or within neighboring states may 
preclude the. use of these railroads. 

The experience of Zambia provides an exam- 
pie of the vulnerability of landlocked stares. 
When an international embargo on trade with 
Rhodesia (the former Southern Rhodesia, now 
Zimbabwe) was imposed following that coun- 

try’s unilateral declaration of independence in 
1965, the route by which Zambia had exported 
its copper and imported its oil and other goods 
was cut off. The alternate route via Zaire (now 
the Democratic Republic of the Congo) and 
Angola could not be used because of the.state of 
insurgency in Angola. Mozambique could not 
be used because of the insurgency and the lack 
of an established route. To overcome the block- 
ade, Zambia arranged to have a railroad and 
pipdine buiIt to the port of Dfir es Salaam in 
Tanzania. The Tazara railway Was an engineer- 
ing success, but because of the g~eat distances 
involved, port congestion, and low volumes of 
freight,, it has proved to be of limited useful- 

The Hat~ ol~ A[rica 

VIGNETTE 1,2. Disputed Borders 

On several international borders, disputes about territory have occurred as part of the legacy of 
the arbitrary political division of Africa under colonialism. These disputes have been the most 
serious in.places where colonial borders have divided a particular ethnic group between two 
countries, or where it has been felt that historical-political affiliations have not been recog- 
nized. The postage stamps shown in Figure !.4 illustrate how certain governments have 
sought to correct what they have perceived as long-term injustices. 

The first stamp is from Mauritania and celebrates the annexation of the southern part of 
Spanish (now Western) Sahara. In 1974, Spain decided to abandon its colony, in large pare be- 
came of the growing threat of a Moroccan invasion. Ignoring a judgment from the Interna- 
tional Court of Justice that rejected the claims of 2~orocco and Mauritania, Spain signed a 
treaty in November 1975 with those two countries, under which Spanish Sahara was to be di- 
vided between Morocco and Mauritania. The Saharan people were ant consulted about this 
agreement, and the Sa!~aran liberation organization called POLISARIO has pursued a fierce 
guerrilla war of independence. Although the total population of Western Sahara was only 
about t00,000, POLISARIO managed tO force the Mauritanians to withdraw and renounce 
their territorial claims in I978. The straggle against Moroccan occupation continues. 

The second stamp is from 8omalia and shows the neighboring Ogaden region of Ethiopia as 
part of Somalia. This region has a predomlnimtly Somali population and has long been 
claimed as part of "Greater Somalia." In 1977, Somalia invaded Ethiopia in an unsuccessfuI at- 
tempt to take over the Ogaden. Although Somalia’s current state of turmoil means that them 
is no immediate threat of another invasion, the Somali people have not abandoned their belief 
that the Ogaden is rightfully theirs. 

During the 1990s, the dispute over Somalia’s borders turned in.ward. As the country de- 
scended into civil war and the central government effectively ceased to exist, the northwestern 
part of Somalia seceded and declared itself the Republic of Somaliland. Later, a second seces- 
sionist state, known as Puntland, was formed in northwestern Somalia. Somaliland has func- 
tioned as a de facto separate state for more than a decade, despite the lack of diplomatic recog- 
nition by any other country. Ethnicity did not influence the decision of Somaliland to attempt 
secession from Somalia, but colonial history was a factor: The self:declared Republic of Soma* 
liland corresponds, to the former British Somaliland, which was amalgamated with the Italian 
colony of Somalia at independence. Despite the initial success of 8omatiland’s secession, the 
absence of international diplomatic recognition means that longer-term prospects for its at- 
tempt to "turn back the map" appear bleak. 

FIGURE 1.4. "Lay claim to thy’neighbor." (a) Mautltania, I976. This stamp celebrates Mautita- 
nia’s ill-t;ated attempt to annex part of Western Sahara. (b) Somalia, J-964. This stamp shows parts 
of neighboring countries as Somali territory. 
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2.0 OVERVIEW 

TABLE 1.1. Countries of Africa South of the Sahara 

A~ea Population 

Capital (I,000 km~) (t,000) 

Angola Luanda 1,246 13,134 

Benin Porto Novo 113 6,272 

Botswana Gabomne 600 1,541 

Burkina Faso Ouagadougou 274 11,535 

Bumndi Baiumbura 28 6,356 

Cameroon Yanund~ 475 14,876 

Cape Verde Praia 4 427 

Central African Republic Bangui 623 3,717 

Chad N’Djamena 1,284 7,885 

Comoros Moroni 2 706 

Congo (Dem. Rep.) Kinshasa 2,345 50,948 

Congo (Republic) Brazzavi[le 342 3,018 

CSte d’Ivoire Yamoussoukro 322 16,013 

Djibouti Djibouti 22 632 

Equatorial Guinea Malabo 28 457 

¯ Eritrea Asmara 94 3,659 

Ethiopia Addis Ababa t,130 62,908 

Gabon Libreville 267 1,230 

Gambia Banjul 11 1,303 

Ghana Accra 239 19,306 

Guinea Conakry 246 8,154 

Gulnea-Bissau Bissau 36 1,199 

Kenya Nalrobi 583 30,669 

Lesocho M~sem 30 2,035 

Liberia Mo~ovia i i i 2,913 

Madagascar Antananarivo 587 15,970 
Malawi Lilongwe 118 11,308 

Mall Bamako 1,240 11,351 ¯ 

Mauritania Nouakchott 1,031 2,665 

Mozambique Mapum 802 18,292 

Namibia Windhoek 824 1,757 

Niger Niamey 1,267 10,832 

Nigeria Abuja 924 113,862 

Rwanda Kigali 26 7,609 

S~o Tom6 e Princfpe Sg.o Tom4 1 138 

Senegal Dakar 196 9,421 

Sierra Leone F~eetown 72 4,405 

Somalia Mogadishu 638 8,778 

South Africa Pceroria 1,221 42,800 

Sudan Kharroum 2,506 31,095 

Swaziland Mbabane 17 925 

Tanzania Dodoma 945 35,119 

Togo Lom~ 57 4,527 

Uganda Kampala 236 23,300 

Zambia Lusaka 753 10,421 

Zimbabwe Harare 391 12,627 

Per capita Human 

income ($) development index 

24O 0.403 
380 0.420 

3,300 0.572 

230 0+325 
iio 0.313 
570 0.512 

1,330 0.715 
290 0.375 
200 0.365 
380 0.51t ¯ 

-- 0.431 
630 0.512 
66O 0.428 
840 0.445 
-- 0.679 
170 0÷421 
100 0.327 

3,180 0.637 
33O 0.405 
350 0.548 
450 0.414 

180 0.349 
360 0.513 
540 0.535 

26O 0A69 

170 0,400 

24O 0.386 

370 0.438 

210 0.322 

2,050 0.610 
180 0.277 " 

260 0.462 
230 0.403 
290 0,632 
500 0.431 

130 0.275 

3,020 0,695 
32o o.499 

1,290 0.577 
28o o.440 
3o0 0.493 
31o 0.444 
3oo 0.433 
480 0.551 

Data sources: United Nations Development Programme (IINDP). Human Dwelopm~t~t R~Oor~ 2002, 

2002. World Bank. World Development R~ort 2002÷ New York: Oxford University Press, 2002. 

New York: Oxford .University P~ss, 
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Swaziland 

FIGURE 1.5. Africa’s landlocked states. 

hess. Although Zambia has become less vulner- ¯ lions in wealth and the quality of life. 
able since the independence of Zimbabwe and 
the end of apartheid in South Africa, its long- 
term prospects remain constrained by its land- 
locked status. 

One of the ongoing tasks for those involved 
in African studies is to "relearn" the map peri- 
odically as changes are made to place names or 
administrative structures (see Table 1.2). In 
several cases, name changes at independence or 
after independence represent a decision to re- 
place colonial names with qnes more histori- 
cally and culturally relevant. 

8everat countries have also relocated their 
capital cities. In each case, the change has been 
justified as a means of bringing government 
closer to the people by abandoning colonial 
seats of government for smaller, more centrally 
located places, 

Levels of Development 

Maps are a powerfi=l tool for displaying and 
analyzing spatial distributions, such as varia- 

The 
maps in Figures 1.6 and 1.7 illustrate contrast- 
ing approaches to the definition of development 
in the continent. Although Africa south of the 
Sahara is very poor as a whole, extreme varia- 
tions of wealth and development exist across 
the continent. There are significant differences 
between the most and least developed countries 
in income, economic diversity, and quality of 
life, There are also large differences within each 
country--between urban and rural areas, and 
between the rich and the poor. 

There is no universally accepted measure of 
development, in pact because development is 
multidimensional and in part because there are 
disagreements about what development eneails. 
The most widely used measure is per capita 
gross narionat income (GNI). In only six coun- 
tries is per capita GNI above $1,000, while in 
seven countries ir is less than #200 (see Table 
1.1 and Figure 1.6). The $3,300 GNI per ca- 
pita of Botswana is 33 timesthat of Ethiopia, 
which at ~100 has the continent’s lowest per 
capita GNI, However, while variations in per 
capita GNI are certainly important, aggregate 
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TABLE 1.2.. Some Important Postindependence 
Changes to the Map of Africa 

¯ Countries renamed at 

Botswana 

Diibouti 
Ghana 

Leaotho 
Malawi 

Zambia 
Zimbabwe 

time of independence 

Bechuan21and 

French Somalitand 
Goid Coast 

Basutoland 

Nyasaland 

Northero Rhodesia 
Rhndesia 

Countries renamed since independence 

New name Former name 
Benin Dahomey 
Burkina Faso Upper 
~re (!971-t997) Congo-Kinshma 
Democratic Republic of 

the Congo (1997- ) 
Tanza~a Taagawika and ~i~ 

Name changes to capital cities 

New name Former name Country 

Banjul Bathurst Gambia 

Haeme ¯ Salisbury Zimbabwe 

Kinshasa l.Aopoldville Dem, Rep. Congo 

N’Dj2men2 Fort Lamy Chad 

Maputo Lorenzo Marques Mozambique 

New capital city established 

New capital Old capital Country 

Abuja Lagos " Nigeria 

Dodoma Dar es Salaam Tanzania 

Lilongwe Zomba Malawi 

Yamoussonkro Abidjan C6te d’I~ioire 

national income data do not show how wealth is 

distributed in a society, or whether available 

wealth has been used to improve productivity 

or the qlialiry of life, 
Another measure, which is being used with 

increasing frequency, is the human develop- 

ment index (HDI) (see Table 1.1 and Figure 

1.7). In the Human Dwdopment R~port, pub- 

lished under the auspices of the United Nations 

Development Programme (UNDP), the HDI is 

described as an index of the range and quality of 

options available to people to shape their own 

destinies. The index is calculated annually by 

using measures of life expectancy, education, 

and per capira income, which are combined ac- 

cording to a methodology described in the re- 

port. The HDI scores for 2002 emphasize the 

underdevelopment of Africa, compared even to 
the most disadvantaged countries in other parts 
of the world. There are 27 African countries 
with lower scores than Haiti and Bangladesh, 
which have the lowest FIDt ratings out~ide of 
Africa. Of 44 countries that were given an HDI 
rating in 2002, 38 are among the bottom 50 
countries. The lowest HDI, 0.27% was assigned 
to Sierra Leone. 

The HDI is a serious attempt to move be- 
yond the limitations of per capita G]NI. How- 
ever, with another mix of variables or with a 
different weighting of variables, somewhat dif- 
ferent results would emerge. Thus care should 
be exercised in drawing conclusions based on 
the proportional size of HDI scores for different 
countries or on the ranldng of countries when 
their HDI scores are fairly similar. Neverthe- 
less, this index is useful for focusing attention 
on broad differences in levels of national devel- 
opment and for identifying countries whose 
people are the most disadvantaged. 

Measures such as GNI and HDI have 
another major weakness--namely, that they 
provide only national aggregate measures of de- 
velopment. National scores may be quite mis- 
leading for African countries where there are 
very large differences in income and human 
welfare between regions or social groups within 
the country. We need to keep in mind several 
weaknesses in tmtional statistics. For example, 
economid data generally ignore or underesti- 
mate the value of women’s work and of subsis- 
tence production. Some statistical measures of 
development also reflect Western cultural and 
economic biases. 

The use of national aggregate measures also 
helps to perpetuate a vision of development as 
occurring naturally within the bounded territo-~ 
ties of nation-states. When development is con- 
ceived at a national scale, the rich diversity of 
resources and of development responses at the 
local level does nor receive appropriate atten- 
tion. Nor are the many ways in which develop- 
ment is facilitated through connections rhag 
link diverse places--urban and rural,. North 
and South--given due consideration. Robin- 
son’s Development and Displacement (see "Further [ 
Reading") expands upon these important ideas. 
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GNI per capita, 2000 ($) 

~ t)- 199 

~ 400- 599 

~ 600- 799 

~ No data 

FIGURE 1.6. Gross national income (GNI), 2000. The pox capita income in the highest income countries 

is about 30 times as large as that of the poorest countries. Data source: United Nations Development 

Programme (LrNDP). Human Development Report 2002. New York: Oxford University Press, 2002. 

HDf score, 2000 

~ 0.401 - 0,463 

FIGURE 1.7. Human development index (HDI), 2002. When Figures 1.6 and 1.7 ~lre compared, there is a 

broad correlation between GNI per capita and the HDI score. Data source: UNDP. Human Devdopme~t Report 
2002. New York: Oxford University Press, 2002. 
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Regional and Political 6roupings 

One approach to the definition of groupings of 
countries is membership in regional economic 
and political organizations based on shared cui- 
ture and history. The most important political 
organization Iink.ing African states is the Afri- 
can Union, founded in 2002 as the successor to 
the Organization of African Unity. All African 
states, with the exception of Western Sahara, 
are members. Among the continent’s 11 
regional political-economic organizations, two 
stand out: the Economic Community of West 
African States (ECOWAS), which links 16 
countries in West Africa, and the Southern 
African Development Community (SADC), 
composed of 12 states in southern Africa (see 
Figure 1.8a) plus Mauritius and Seychdles, The 
SADC states came together initially with the 
objective of reducing their dependence on 
South Africa. Following the abolition of apart- 
heid, South Africa joined aud became ~’first 
among equals" in SADC. 

Several African nations are. members of the 
Commonwealth of Nations or of La. Franco- 
phonie (see Figure 1.8b). The former organiza- 
tion brings togethe~ states from all continents 
that .were formerly British colonies; Cameroor~ 

OVERVIEW 

and Mozambiqee have also been accepted as 
.members. La Francophonie brings together the 
former I~rench and Belgian colonies of Africa 
with other French-speaking nations. During 
the ~1990s, four countries that had formerly 
been under Portuguese or Spanish control also 
joined the organization. 

In addition to groups defined by member- 
ship in an organization, regional groupings are 
often defined on the basis of geographical prox- 
irnity and petceNed similarity. Figure 1.9 
shows some of the commonly used informal re- 
gional groupings of countries in Africa south of 
the Sahara. Note that there is no single defining 
characteristic, and also that thece is less than 
complete agreement on which countries should 
be included in each group. 

The term West Africa commonly refers to 
countries west of the Cameroon-Nigeria bor- 
der, an important physical and cultural divid- 
ing llne in the continent. The Sahd countries 
form a significant subregion within West Af- 
rica characterized by desert-margin environ- 
merits and (especially in recent yeats) recurring 
drought. East Africa consists of Kenya, Tanza- 
nia, and Uganda, the members of the East Afri- 
can Community (EAC; see Chapter 30), but 
Rwanda and Bumndi are usually included be- 

b 

FIGURE 1.8. Examples of maiot political and economic groupings: (a) Econnmic Community of West Af- 
rican States (ECOWAS) and Southern African Development Cormnunity (SADC) states. (b) La Franeophonie 
and the Commonwealth of Nations. 
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FIGURE 1.9. Informal regional groupings of countries. 

INDIAN 

OCEAN 

FIGURE 1.10. Major rivers, lakes, and coaseal waters. 
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26 OVERVIEW " 

cause of their strong economic ties with the 
others. Since the end of apartheid, southern Af- 
rica has become a meaningful grouping for the 
first time. Previously, there had been a group 
referred to as the Frontline States, defined by 
their proximity to South Africa and opposition 
to apartheid. Other informal regional group- 
ings include the four countries of the Horn of 
africa (Ethiopia, Eritrea, Somalia, and Dji- 
bouti; Sudan is sometimes included in this 
group) and the states of w~st central Africa (an- 
chored by Cameroon to the north and the Dem- 
ocratic Republic of the Congo to the south). 

The Physicat Map 

good natural harbors. The scarcity of harbors, 
along with the presence of escarpments and ma- 
jor rapids near the mouths of many rivers, im- 
peded early European attempts to explore and 
exploit the continent. 

Becoming familiar with the locations of 
prominent physical i~earures as well as other ele- 
ments of the African map is not a particularly 
important end in itself. However, familiarity 
does provide a basis for interpreting specific is- 
sues and situations, each of which occurs in a 
particular context that is spatial, environmen- 
tal, sqqial, political, and economic. Thus the 
maps in this ~hapter serve to establish the spa- 
tial context for out study of the geography of 
Africa south of the Sahara. 

Ar first glance, the physical map of Africa looks 
rather uninteresting. The coastline of the conti- 
nent i~ often straight and uncomplicated; there 
are only a few identifiable seas, gulfs, and other 
adjoining bodies of water. Topographically, the 
vast, gently undulating plateaus create an 
impression of uniformity, especially when there 
are no great mountain ranges such as the Hima- 
layas or Rockies to catch one’s eye. 

A closer inspection, however, reveals consid- 
erable variety in Africa’s topography. For exam- 
ple, there are spectacular escarpments up to 
2,000 m fringing the southern African coast; 
the escarpment known as the Drakensberg 
Mountains in South Africa is especially spectac- 
ular.. Then there is the world’s largest rift valley 
system, extending from southern Mozambique 
through eastern Africa to the Red Sea and be- 
yond. And to this list can be added the magnif- 
icent volcanic peaks, notably Mounts Kenya, 
Kilimanjaro, Elgon, and Cameroon, which rise 
to between 4,000 m and almost 6,000 m above 
sea level. 

A half-dozen major river systems together 
dmin some four-fifxhs of Africa south of the Sa- 
hara (Figure 1.10). Four rivers stand out: the 
Nile, the Congo, the Niger, and the Zambezi. 
Others of regional note are the Or.ange, the 
Limpopo, the K~sal, the Ubangi, the Benue, 
the Volta,. and the Senegal. 

Because the coastline is regular and has very 
few substantial indentations, Africa has few 

Further Reading 

Thematic artd regional atlases address diverse 
aspects of the geography of Africa. The first 
Griffiths volume is a useful general source, while 
the others listed below are more specialized in 
nature. 

Griffiths, I. L. L. An Atlas of African Affairs, 2nd 
ed; London: Routledge, 1994. 

There are several excellent historical atlases of 
Africa:              . 

Ajayi, J. F. A., and M. Crowder. Historical A’tlas of 
Africa. London: Longman, 1985.    ’ 

Fage,.J.D. An Atlas of African History. New York: 
Africana, 19S0. 

Freeman-Grenville, G. S. R N~w Atlas of African 
History. ]Snglewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 
1991..           . 

Griftqths, I. L. L. Africa on Maps Dating from the 
Twelfth to the Eighteenth Century. Leipzig, Ger- 
many: Editions Leipzig, 1968. 

McEvedy, C. Penguin Atlas of african History. New 
York: Penguin USA, 1996. 

For a fascinating study of fact and fiction in early 
maps of Africa, see the following source: 

Bassetr, T. J., and P. W. Porter. "From the best 
authorities: The Monnrains of Kong in the car- 
tography of West Africa." Journal of African 
History, vol. 32 (I991), pp. 367-414. 
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Here are two useful series of atiases, each volume 

of which pertains to a particular country: 

Barbour, K. M,, J. O. C. Ogunroyinbo, J. O. C. 

Onyemelukwe, and J. C. Nwafor. Nigeria in 
Maps. New York: Afrlcana, 1982. (Other vol- 

umes in the series deal with Sierra Leone 

[1972], Malawi [1972], Tanzania [1971], Zam- 
bia [i971], and Liberia [1972}.) 

Les Atlas Jeune Afrique: Rgpublique Centraficalne. 

Paris: Edkions Jeune Aftiqne, 1984. (The 

Jeune At’rique atlas series aim includes volumes 
on Africa [1973], Congo [1977], Niger [1980], 

and Senegal [1980].) 

The following are examples of thematic atlases on 
Africa: 

Christopher, A. J, The Atlas of Changing South 
Africa, 2nd ed. London: Routtedge, 2000. 

Diesfeld, H.J., and H.J. Hecklau. Kenya: A 
Geomedical Monograph. Heidelberg, Germany: 

Springer, 1978. 
Food and Agricultural Organization of the United 

Nations (FAO). Atlas of African Agri~sdture. 

Rome: FAO, 1986.. 
Murray, J. Cultural Atlas of Africa, revised edition. 

New York: Checkmark Books, 1998; 
Norwich, I. Norwich’s Maps of Africa: An Illustrated 

and Annotated Carto-Bibliography, 2nd ed. 
Norwich, VT: Term Nova Press, 1997. 

For ideas on African underdevetopment in global 
perspective, see the following sources: 

Robinson,.J. Development and Displacone.nt. Oxford: 

Oxford University Press, 200Z 
Smith, D. TbeState ofttse World Atlas, 6th ed. Lon- 

don: Penguin, 1999. 

lnternet Sources 

The following sites }rovide access to nationa 
maps for African countries: 

Northwestern University. Africa Base Map. WWW. 

library.northwestern.edu/africana/rnap/ 
WorldAtlas.com    www.worldatlas.corn~ebimagei 

countrysiaf.htm 
Yunlortg Xia. Digital Map Page: Africa. http:iiinfor- 

matics.icipe.org/databanki 

Several university libraries have websites devoted 
to their Africa collections: 

Caruso, J. S. Columbia University. Maps attd 
Power in Modern African History. www.columbia. 
eduicu/Iwebiindiv/africaimappower 

University of Texas Library On-line. Perry 
Castaneda Library Map Collection: Africa Maps. 

www.lib.utoxas.~du!rnapsiafrica.html 
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Imagining Africa: Roots of Western 

Perceptions of the Continent 

This chapter focuses on the power of ideas-- 
ideas about Afric~t that have become deeply em- 
bedded in Western society. These ideas range 
from widely held assumptions about how Afri- 
cans ate despoiling their environment through 
backward agriculture and rapid population 
growth, to the endlessly repeated tropes about 
tribalism, violence, and decay. Other ingrained 
images emphasize the exotic: vast herds of wild- 
life, and colorfully dressed people practicing 
traditional rituals. 

Where do such ideas come from, and why do 
they persist? Much of this chapter, looks at the 
roles of various W~stern groups--such as trav- 
elers, missionaries, scholars, and the mass 
din--in disseminating these notions. And why 
is it important to third~ about the power of "re- 
ceived wisdom."? Not only do deeply embedded 
assumptions and stereotypes about Africa stand 
in the way of effective learning about the conti- 
nent, but also they have too often been the basis 
for ill-conceived academic research and devel- 
opment policies. Learning often starts with 
"unlearning." 

Orientatism 

The publication in 1978 of Edward Said’s book 
O~ien¢a[ism (see "Futher Reading") had a pro: 
found int~uence on thinking about the cultural 

and political relationship between the Western. 
world (the so-called "Occident") and the East/ 
South (the "Orient"). Oriental!sin focused on the 
writing 6f Western scholars, travelers, and 
rials about the colonized world and its peoples. 
This discourse ~ypically portrayed the colonized 
subject as exotic, mysterious, deviant, and often 
dangerous. According to Saidj writing that 
ass~rred the superiority of the West became 
instrumental in the domination of colonized 
peoples. The colonized world was objectified as 
essentially a thing for study, display, and con- 
trol. 

Said’s thesis extended earlier works by 
ant!colonialist writers such as Frantz Fanon 
(Wretched of the Earth; Black Skin, White Masks). 
Fanon had written about the role of ideas in the 
maintenance of European control over its colo- 
nies, and the inculcation of a sense of inferiority 
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among subjects wtto were taught to aspire to be 
Europeans but could not be accepted as such. 

Said’s writing has been criticized for focus- 
ing heavily on culture while ignoring the eco- 
nomic dimensions, and emphasizing the role of 
discourse while paying too little attention to 
"concrete" geographies of undetdevelopment. 
However, the ideas espoused in Oriental!sin pro- 
vide a valuable framework for looking at ideas 
about Africa. 

The Traveler’s Gaze 

Prior to the 19th century, European knowledge 
of Africa was virtually gonfined tO the coast. 
The discoveries of the 19th century explorers-- 
L~vingstoixe, Barth, Speke, and Stanley, among 
others--who ventured into the interior of the 
continent were reported in great detail through 
the publications of geographical societies and 
newspapers to a European and North American 
public that could not get enough. The first 
wave of exploiers was followed by. the arrival of 
natural scientists, geographers, and anthropolo- 
gists, who came to collect specimens for muse- 
ums, and to describe in detail the land and its 
people. 

The Rise of Tourism 
Shortly after the colonial annexation of Africa at 
the turn of the 20th century, the firsk tourists 
began to arrive. The massive game populations 
m the eastern and southern parts of the conti- 
hen{ proved irresistible to the aristocrats and 
capitalist tycoons, from North America and 
Europe. Although some came only to view and 
photograph the fauna, many came to collect. 
trophies. These early safaris were lavish affairs, 
befitting the expensive tastes of their clientele. 

Among the most famous of the early visitors 
was Theodore Roosevelt, who arrived with one 
of his sons in t909, shortlyafter the end of his 
term as president of the United States. 
Traveling with 250 porters and guides, Roose- 
velt made his way across British East Africa, en- 
tered the BeLgian Congo, and then followed the 
Nile to Khartoum. Roosevelt and his son killed 
5t2 auimals and collected over 1,000 speci- 
mens for the Smithsonian Institution. Every ad- 
venture was eagerly repotted in the North 
American and European pr~ss, and pictured on 
hundreds of different postcards (Figure 2.1). 

In recent years, AErican countries have done 
more to promote I~istorical sites such as Great 
Zimbabwe lind ~he churches of Lalibela, as wel! 
as the rich cultural heritag~ of the continent. 

FIGURE 2.1. Former U.S. President Theodore Roosevelt poses with a hunting trophy, Kenya, 1909. Roo- 

sevelt°s wideIy publicized trip helped to popularize the African safari. Photo: Pheips Publishing Company. 
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Nevertheless, what is promoted in contempo~ 
rary tourist literature is often a caricature of Af- 
rican culture. Consider these excerpts from a 
tourist brochure: 

This tour is designed for viewing the African peo- 
ple.., visits are made to primitive areas where one 
must expect inconvenience .... The most fascinat- 
ing of the West African countries is the Cameroons 
where native behavior has existed without inter- 
ruption since the beginning o~time.., two-thirds 
of the population still practices t|~e ancient pagan 
religion of ritual figures, magic men and evil 
witches. (Travcoa Africa, 1979, p. 26) 

However, for most Europeans and North 
Americans, tourism in Africa is synonymous 
with the wildlife safari. African society fades 
into obscurity; the safari experieuce offers not 
just Africa-as-wildlife, bur also luxurious 
fort in the wild. In another tourist brochure, 
the safari is described as follows: 

8hamwari is an African dream. A game reserve in 
which a multivade ot~ p~anr, animal, and birdlife 
unfold the very soul of an untamed Continent, 
along with the most luxurious means of experienc- 
ing your safari holiday. Shamwari’s highly rralned 
game rangers, with smiled service s*affwiR ensure 
a memorable adventure, personaliaed to your 
needs. (www.places.co.zalhtml/3636. hrml) 

National 6eographic Pictures Africa 

The majority of North Americans and Europe- 
ans are unlikely to take a trip to Africa for a 
holiday. Nevertheless, there is widespread fasci- 
nation with the continent and its attractions; 
For more than a cent~x-y, since the age of Euro- 
pean exploration, National Geographic magazine 
has played a major role in bringing pictures of 
Africa to the world, and has been instrumental 
in shaping public perceptions about the conti- 
nent. 

In their book Reading National Geographic 
(see "Further Reading") Lutz and Collins char- 
acterize National Geographic as "America’s lens 
on the world." it possesses a subscriber base of 
about 10 million, bat is also widely used in 
schools and displayed in the waiting rooms of 
many professional offices. The magazine’s pop- 

ularity has rested in large part on its success in 
replicating and legifimizing the World view of 
white, upper-middle-class America. The pub- 
lishers o£ Nationa! Geographic have managed to 
situate it both as a readily accessible scientific 
journal and as a magazine providing e~fotic 
pleasure to its readers. 

The main attraction of Natiov~l Geographic is 
its lavish use of spectacular photographs that rel- 
egate the written text to a secondary role. Photo- 
graphs have the aura of objectivity, of showing 
the world as it is. However, this appearance of 
objectivity is misleading. Every aspect of presen- 
tation in National G~ographir--from the selec~ 
tion and modification of photographs, to their 
arrangement and the writing of captions--is un- 
dertaken with utmost care to convey a desired 
"message." The images reproduce and subtly re- 
inforce traditional gender divisions of labor and 
racial hierarchies of dominance. 

For most of the past century, Africa in Na- 
tional Geographic has been the mysterious, often 
intimidating, and barely tamed "dark coati- 
neut." ~urnerous colonial-era artictes featured 
the adventures of intrepid white travelers en- 
countering exotic peoples in remote places. 
Wildlife stories were featured prominently, and 
Africans were repeatedly portrayed in demean- 
ing ways. The dominant images began to shift 
iu the 1950s and 1960s; stories and the photo- 
graphs illustrating them gave greater promi- 
nence to the promise of progress and modern- 
ization in newly independent African countries. 
Wildlife stories remained a staple, bur exotic 
portrayals of African culture became tess com- 
mon. 

As the 1990s progressed, however, ~he cover- 
age of Africa in National Geographic increasingly 
resembled that of a half-century earlier. Modern 
Africa was hardly to be seen. A number of artl- 
ctes featured colorful ceremonies of "tradi- 
tional" peoples, and photos of bare-breasted 
women appeared with greater frequency. A 
lengthy three-part series in 2000-2001 de- 
scribed a "megarransect" of the Congo rain for- 
est in a style reminiscent of the colonial-era ex- 
plorers’ journals--indeed, accentuated by the 
availability of modern graphic and photo- 
graphic techniques as means of sensationaliza- 
tion (Vignette 2.!). 
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VIGNETTE Z1. Megatransect: Notional Geographic’s Africa, 2000-2001 

This vignette discusses a series of articles published a few years ago in Naiional Geographic (see 
the list in the footnote below). It is argued that the troubling picture of Africa in these articles 
owes much ro the magazine’s editorial decisions. You are strongly urged not just to read the 
vignette, but also to examine the series of articles in National G~ographlc. 

In September 1999, conservationist J. MichaeI Fay embarked on a 15-month journey 
through 1,900 km of dense forest from the northern Congo (Democratic Republic) to the 
coast in Gabon. lle traveled by foot, accompanied by a small group of African porters and 
guides. The stated purpose of the trip was to record for the ecology of this large, almost unin- 
habited, and little-explored region of forest ~hat is increasingly threatened by logging. Na- 
tional G~ographic, along with the Wildlife Conservation Society, sponsored the journey. 

Faye’s journey was reported in astonishing detail, in three stories with a total length of 96 
pages. What is most remarkable about these articles, however, is nor their length, bur rather 
the portrayal of this part of, Africa and its people, and of Faye’s obsessive determination to con- 
qger the fearsome jungle on his own terms. 

Bold graphics are used throughout the three articles. Seve,~l of these bold headings accen- 
tuate the sense that danger is everywhere in the African forest. Her~ are some examples: ¯ 

"There are dire diseases, armed poachers, and other sorts of threats" (Part 1, pp. 10- 
X~). 
"After dark there comes a weird, violent, whooshing noise that rises mystifyingly" 
(Part 1, pp. 16-17). 
"Where does Ebola lurk between outbreaks? What species in the forest---a small mam- 
mal? an insect?~serves as its reservoir host?" (Part 2, p. 20), 

Many of the photographs in the articles are dark and shadowy, and several are poorly fo- 
cased, These photographs help to convey the image oftM forest as a place where danger iurks 
everywhere. Several of the photos show the region’s people unsympathetically. Note, for exam- 
pie, a photo entitled "Subsistence hunting’ (Part 1, pp. 24-25) that shows a man almost com- 
pletely enveloped in darkness holding his bloody (welt-illuminated) prey. 

Faye himself is portrayed in the manner of the great white explorer. Not only does the suc- 
cess of the trip depend on his drive and conviction, but also, like the explorers of times past, he 
repeatedly loses patience with his African helpers and harangues them. The following bold 
headings are meant to show Faye’s unwavering zeal, but perhaps the zeal is simply disturbing: 

¯ "It looked like a daunting endeavo~-~far too axdnous and demented to tempt an ordi- 
nary ecologist, let alone a normal htmmn being" (Parr 2, p. 17). 

¯ "I need to ship these boys home.., they are haggard, tota!ly worn out. No matter how 
goad they were they are just going .to go down one by one" (Part 2, p. 20). 

The overall message of the articles is clear: There is little hope for the forest, and implicidy for 
Africa itself. In its selective and manipu!acive portrayal of Africa, National Geographic both 
flects and molds current sentiments about Africa in the West. 

Sources for quotes: El. Quammen. "Megar~ausecr," National Geographic, October 2000, pp. 2-29, 
D. Quammen. "Green abyss: Megarransect P~rr 2." Natio*1al Geogra~hlr, March 2001, pp. 2-37. See also 
D. Quammen. "End of the tint: Megatvamect Pat~ 3," Natiomd Geogr~pbik, August 2001, pp. 74-103. 
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The White Man’s Burden 
Europe’s View oJ: Its Role in A[rica 

£ui~ope’s colonization of Africa grew from its 
sense of historical destiny. Europeans’ long- 
standing views that their continent’s societies 
were more progressive and rational than those 
of people in other parts of the world, were 
espoused with increasing conviction during the 
Renaissance. Other societies not only were seen 
as inferior, but were considered by many as sub- 
human. Thus European domination of other 
societies was seen as natural and inevitable. 

The industrial revolution increased demand 
for raw materials, and for secure markets where 
mauui~acFured goods could be sold. Despite the 
obvious commerciai imperative that was driv- 
ing colonial expansion, Europeans preferred to 
characterize their conquests as nobie, seli%ss 
deeds: It was the "white man’s burden" to 
spread European civilization to ~ll regions (see 
Figure 2.2). This benevolent view of colonial- 
ism as having provided a foundation for African 
development has proven to be very resilient, 
even many decades after the end of colonial rule 
and despite copious evidence of colonialism’s 
darker legacy. 

Missionaries as Bearers 
o[ the While Nan’s Burden 
Christianity, conceived as a European religion, 
helped to provide a spiritaai, conceptual frame 
of reference for Europe’s sense of destiny. 
Europe’s progress was seen as God-given; by 
implication, other societies following other reli- 
gions were inferior. European expansion and 
conquest provided access to new regions and 
peopies who could be converted to Christianity. 
In turn, Christian missionaries assisted in the 
colonial project by encouraging converts to 
accept their earthly fare and to look instead 
toward a heavenly reward. David Livingstone, 
the most famous of the 19th-century missionar- 
ies in Africa, asserted in 1857 that Christianity 
and commerce were inseparable vectors of civi- 
lization. 

Although some missionaries sought to pro- 
tect Africans¯ from the worst excesses of colonial¯ 
rule, many others turned a blind eye. During 
King Leopold II of Belgium’s reign of terror in 
the Congo at the turn of the 20th century, most 
missionaries worked closely with colonial offi- 
cials and helped to implement forced labor. 
Many of the children attending the early mis- 
sion schools in the Congo were taken forcibly 

FIGURE 2.2. "Carrying IAght into the ’Dark Continent.’" Texaco plays on the image of the coloniai "civi- 
lizing mission" in this 19308 postcard. Photo: unknown. 
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from their famiIies and sent for training that 
would prepare them to serve the colonial au- 
thority as soldiers and petty officials. 

Even though missionaries in Africa lived fru~ 
galty, they needed to raise substantial amounts 
of money in Europe and North America to carry 
on their work. Like fund raisers today, they 
sought to create both a sense of the urgency of 
their work and the success they were achieving 
through their efforts. Picture postcards, count- 
less hundreds of which were published by the 
missionary societies to publicize their work, 
showed an Africa being transformed through 
missionary activity (see Figure 2.3). Many cards 
showed Africans learning trades or learning the 
general discipline of work. Others used the 
adoption of Westerfi clothing as a metaphor for 
civilization; the change from unclothed to 

clothed was equated with a transition from sav- 
agery to civilization. Some cards used images of 
Africans in traditional dress or performing tra- 
ditional rituals to warn patrons of the dire con- 
sequences of failing to spread the gospei faster. 

Christian missionaries have played a major 
role in shaping North American and European 
attitudes about Africans-~and about them- 
selves as supporters of the "civilizing mission." 
Colonial-era missionary postcards and other 
documents typically showed. Africans in an 
unfavorable, patronizing way. Indeed, the con- 
temporary ~nd-raising strategies of certain 
Christian charities~for example, television 
infomercials that seek Bands for famine relief 
and child sponsorship~have been criticized for 
perpetuating ae image of Africans as passive, 
tragic victims. 

b 

FIGURE 2.3. Early 20thcearury postcards were widely used by mission~ to advertise their workin Africa. 
(a) Congolese mission schoolchildren "on guard for thee." (b) Written message seeks financial support: "If we 

had started our missionary effor~ earlier perhaps I might have sent a differene picture." Photos.’. (a) Missions 
de Scheu’c. (b) Missionary R~view of the World. 
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Hollywood’s Africa 

Hollywood has contributed to the shaping of 
Western images of Africa. Africa was mereiy 
the backdrop for the series of movies based on 
the Edgar Rice Buxronghs Ta~zan books, and 
for the famous 1951 film The African Queen. 
Although more recent films set in Africa have 
given greater prominence to Africans, they have 
continued to offer white outsiders’ perspectives 
on the continent. The widely acclaimed 1985 
film Out of Africa focused on the stmggies of a 
white woman in colonial Kenya to retain con- 
trol of her fas’m and to protect her African farm 
workers. Africans also take a subsidiary role in 
Gorillas in the Mist, the 1988 film about the 
crusade of Dian Fossey to save Rwanda’s moun- 
tain gorillas. 

The 1987 movie Cry Freedom tells the story 
of the death of Steve Biko, a prominent leader 
in the struggle against apartheid in South Af- 
rica, bur does so through the eyes of a whirr 
newspaper editor. In giving prominence to the 
whlre character, so that the film would be more 
attractive for white audiences in North America 
and Europe, Hollywood provided a distorted 
image of the antiapartheid struggle, Similarly, 
the 2002 film Black Hawk Dawn fails to provide 
the historical context of the crisis in Somalia. 

Several recent films have been criticized for 
unsympathetic, if not racist, portrayals of Afri- 
cans. In the case of Dogs of War, a 1981 film 
about white mercenaries, the African characters 
are uniformly crude and cowardly. The 1994 
Disney movie The Lion King has also been criti- 
cized for the raciatization of the features and ac- 
cents of "good" and "’bad" characters. 

The Western Media’s Tragic 
Continent 

The Western news media provide less coverage 

of events in Africa than in any other part of the 

world. The coverage of Africa, especially out- 

side such major newspapers as Th~ N~w Y~rk 
Times and The Guardian, tends to be not only 

sporadic but also sensationalized and stereotyp- 
ical, Africa has not been well served by the 

Western press~ 

During the apartheid era, the South African 

government put considerable, effo~ into its at- 
tempts to obtain sympathetic media coverage ih 
the West. Politicians and journalists thought to 
be sympathetic to apartheid were flown to South 
Africa, given royal treatment, and taken on care- 
fully staged guided tours, with the expectation 
that they would write stories supporting the 
apartheid regime. The State Department of In- 
formation published copious amounts of propa- 
ganda material for circulation worldwide. 

Certain types of stories have dominated the 
news from Africa. Famine has been a recurring 
theme, typified by the extensive coverage given 
to the Ethiopian ~amine of the mid-1980s. 
other recurring theme has been political, eth-. 
nic, and religious violence, such as that re- 
ported in Somalia and Rwanda during the early 
1990s. Underlying these stories is the recttering 
suggestion that Africa is a tragic continent, be- 
set with problems of an unforgiving environ- 
ment, endemic tribal rivalries, and corrupt and 
incompetent officials. Africa is portrayed as a 
continent unable to help itself and unable to 
put outside aid to good use to bring about pro- 
gressive change. 

The image of Africa as a tragic continent has 
been underpinned by the use of dramatic visual 
images of stfffering~for example, desperate, 
gaunt famine victims in Ethiopia; piles of bones 
from the victims of Rwanda’s genocide; :and 
gun-toting child rebels in Sierra Leone. Certain 
spedfic images have been repeated so fre- 
quently that they [mve come to define the crisis 
in the minds of viewers and readers. Indeed, the 
availability of dramatic photographs is a good 
predictor of the extent of coverage a given story 
receives. It is not necessarily the most serious 
famines ~0r c~ises that¯ receive the most interna- 
tional attention. 

The involvement of whites in a particular 
news story greatly increases the likelihood of 
international coverage, and it also tends to dis- 
tort the coverage. The seizure of whjte farms in 
Zimbabwe received extensive media coverage 
andwas used to account for the widespread food 
shortages in that country in 2002. As a result, 
equally serious food shortages in every other 
country in the southern part of Africa, and nat- 
ural causes of shortages (such as prolonged, se- 
vere drought), faded into the background in the 
news stories. 
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Whereas stories of African tragedy have been 
commonplace, Africa’s success stories have gen~ 
erared littte media interest. There has been 
much less coverage of Uganda’s economic re~ 
covery since the mid-1980s than there was of 
either the terror under Idi Amin, or the contin- 
uing guerrilla campaigns of the Lord’s Resis- 
tance Army in northern Uganda. Where suc- 
cesses have been recognized, they have often 
been treated as exceptional---South African rec- 
onciliation after the fall of apartheid as the indi- 
vidual legacy of President MandeIa, for exam- 
ple, rather than as a national ~chievement. 

The Western media’s negative, stereotyped 
reporting of African events has been instrumen- 
tal in convincing the Western public, as well as " 
politicians, that Africa is a hopeless case. Afri- 
cans appear to be passive victims; images of 
serf-reliance and innovation are rudely shown. 
The negative imagery has made ir easy for peo- 
ple in the West to absolve themselves of any re- 
sponsibility for Africa’s problems, white aiso 
claiming credit for saving the continent 
through humanitarian interventions. 

Alternate Images: New Perspectives 
in Historical-Cultural Studies 
and ~he Arts 

Although many negative stereotypes about 
Africa have been quite resilient, newer scholarly 
writing and artistic works have increasingly 
challenged the old, negative images and have 
provided a different point of view--an African 
perspective. 

~ewr[ting A/rican 

The discipline .of history has tended to focus 
mostly on important people and major 
events~wars and territorial expansion, politi- 
cal regimes and their legislative legacy, and the 
like. Moreover, history has usually reflected the 
perspective of the conquering power, rather 
than that of conquered peoples. The rise of 
postco!onial and poststructuxai approaches has 
given rise to an alternate, African-focused his- 
tory of the continent. 

Postcolonial scholars reverse the gaze, look- 
ing at African history from an African rather 

than a European perspective, and ~ocusing on 
dynamics at the grassroots rather than in cen- 
ters of power. Oral history has proven to be a 
powerful tool to capture the stories of lived ex- 
perience of ordinary Africans under colonialism. 
Oral history has also provided a means of recov- 
ering vanishing traces of knowledge about 
precolonial times. 

Postcoloniai research has uncovered the var- 
ied ways in which local communities resisted 
colonial rule--not only through strikes and 
armed strngglel but also through daily acts of 
resistance and noncompliance. For example, the 
songs of workers engaged in forced-labor pro- 
jects were not always what they seemed; it was 
common for these songs ro subrIy mock de- 
tesred officials or hated policies. Often women 
played an important ro!e in organizing protests 
at the grassroots. 

The increased interest in local histories has 
underscored the danger of overgeneralizing 
about a continent as vast and diverse as Africa. 
Whereas the colonial view strongly reflected 
the interests and biases of the center--of Lon- 
don, Paris, Brussels, and Lisbon---the view 
from the periphery reflected the vast diversity 
of ways in which ordinary Africans experienced 
and resisted colonial rule. Differences of cul- 
ture, gender, ecology, and economy all shaped 
the experience of colonialism, as did external 
factors such as location relative to centers of 
lonial developm.ent (e.g., mines, plantations, 
and ports) and the unevenly distributed impress 
of missionary activity. For posrstructuralists, 
the emphasis on diversity at the grassroors has 
been accompanied by a strong resistance to 
what they consider to be "totalizing" dis- 
courses--overgeneralization--about Africa. 

Afrocentrism 

Afrocentrism .is a term often applied to the school 
of historical-cultural studies that portrays 
Africa as the true source of human civilization. 
Afrocentrisrs typically emphasize the cuirural. 
unity of all Africa; thus ancient Egyptian civili- 
zations and diverse black African civilizations 
are¯treated as parr of a pan-African legacy. Afri- 
can civilization is portrayed idealistically, plac- 
ing an emphasis on the strength, inventiveness, 
peacefulness, and spirituality of the continent’s 
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people. Bernal’s Black A’theita and Asante’s 
Afroc~ntricity (see "Further Reading") are exam~ 
pies of this school of thought. 

Afrocentrist writing has helped to instil/ a 
heightened sense of pride, particularly among 
African Americans and Africans in their cul- 
tural heritage. However, Afrocentrism as histo- 
riography has been criticized for its overgener- 
alization and idealization of the African 
cultural-historical legacy, lfi}s e~sentially an in- 
version of the Eurocentrism that dominates 
conventional historical writing. Most historians 
argue that the antidote to Eurocentric biases 
and blind spots is a wealth of carefully crafted 
historical research to set the record straight-- 
not the sweeping, utopian narratives that have 
been characteristic o£much Affocentric scholar- 
ship. 

Africa and the Arts 

African creative genius is contributing to a 
more informed understanding of the continent 
and its people. Artistic creativity is hardly a 
new phenomenon; African music, dance, paint- 
ing, sculpture, and other art forms have evolved 
over countless generations. (Nor have African 
works of art gone untepreset~ted in Western 
museums; indeed, passionate struggles are now 
being waged over the rightful ownership of tra- 
ditional African artifacts currently exhibited in 
non-African institutions, as Vignette 2.2 
describes.) The focus in this brief section is on 
contemporary writers, mists, and musicians, 
whose work has helped to devetop a pan-Afri- 
can identity and to educate non-Africans about 
the continent. 

The volume of, and critical acclaim for, Afri- 
can creative writing have continued to grow 
since independence. Although a disproportion- 
ate number of successful novelists, poets, aud 
playwrights have come from a few countries, in- 
cluding Nigeria, South Africa, Kenya, and Sen- 
oval, most African countries have produced 
well-known, successfu! wrlrers. Countless stu- 
dents in Africa and in other parts of the world 
have ~een introduced to works by writers such 
as Chinua Achebe, Wole Soyinka, and Ngugi 
wa Thiong’o, a~d in the process have come to 
know more about Africa. 

African popular music represents a fusion of 

diverse influences, pdncipaliy African, Euro~ 
penn, and African-American. ~4drican popular 
musicians have been very eclectic and innova- 
tive in synthesizing these various musical influ- 
ences to create distinctly African music. There 
are many regional and stylistic musical styles. 
Most of the popular performers have gained at- 
tention for t},e rhythmic and instrumental 
qualities of their music. Fela Aniku/apo-Kud 
gained worldwide fame, and some notoriety, for 
his unique styles of music that celebrated Afri- 
can genus and mercilessly mocked the Nige- 
rian state. 

Whereas Adrlcan music has a large inte;na- 
rional following, African cinema has made 
s!ower inroads abroad. Because many of Africa’s 
most accomplished filmmakers are from 
Francophone countries (especially Burkina Faso, 
Mall, and Senegal), African film has remained 
virrually uulmown to the North American pub- 
lic. With the exception of South Africa, the 
film industry in English-speaking countries has 
received less critical acclaim. Since 1972, the 
best new productions have been shown every 
two years at the African Film Festival in 

Ouagadougm~2 Burkina Faso. 

Alternate. Images: New Perspectives 
in Social Science 
and on Development 

Challenging "Received Wisdom" 

A glance at many introductory geography text- 
books reveals a range of widely assumed knowl- 
edge about Africa. For exampie, African exam-. 
pies are commonly used to discuss the 
environmental implications of overpopulation. 
Such "received wisdom" has exerted a powerful 
influence not only on popular perceptions but 
also on social science research, since new 
research proiects are strongly shaped by the 
existing academic literature. The selection and 
design of most development projects are llke-. 
wise shaped by conventional "received wis- 

Recent research has looked anew at the rela- 
tionships linking population, la~d use meth- 

ods, and environmentai degradation. The find- 
ings of many studies in all paths of Africa have 
challenged views rhar have iong been taken for 

lmagini~g Africa 

VIGNETTE 2.2. African History an~t Culture in Western Museums 

The portrayal of African history and culture in finn-African museums is a contentious issue 
that has at rimes plrred African intellectuals and political leaders, and often African Ameri- 
cans as web., against European and North American archeologists, museum curarors~ and aca- 
demics interested in African culture. These disputes form part of a larger straggle by aborigi- 
nai and colonized peoples to reclaim ownership of their cultutaI heritage. 

Many of the finest works of African art are to be found in museums and private collections 
outside o{ Africa. Many of these works were seized as war.booty dt~riag the colonization of Af- 
rica. Others ha’re been stolen--and continue to be stolen--from religious shrit~es, palates, and 
museums in Ad:riea, eventually finding their way into Western art markers. The attempts by 
African governments to have these artifacts returned have generally been rebuffed, largely be- 
cause of the fear that a repatriariort of" antiquities long held by Western museums would set a 
precedent leading to an eventual decimation of their c011ections. Africans argue that many of 
the objects of art held by Western museums are very significant cultural and religious sym- 
bols, and as such belong "at home" rather than in a museum display. 

African concerns about Western museums extend beyond the ownership of antiquities and 
sacred objects to the way in which Africans are portrayed. Consider, for exampie, the contro- 
versy that erupted just prior to the 1992 Barcelona OIympic Games over a display in the mu- 
seum at Banyoles, Spain of the stuffed remains of an African, believed to have been. stolen from 
a grave about 1830 by two French naturalists. "The Negro," as the exhibit is known, has been 
on display since 1916. A local African cultural center referred to the exhibit as a disgrace, a 
horror, and a serious mistake. The International Olympic Committee, at the request of several 
African nations, asked that the exhibit be withdrawn, but the town council refused and re- 
jected claims that the extxibit was racist.. 

A rather more complex controversy erupted at the Royal Ontario Museum in Toronto in 
t 990 over an exhibit entitled "Into the Heart of Africa." Through the display of photographs 
Canadian missionaries had taken and artifacts they had collected, the exhibit was intended to 
explore the cultural arrogance of these missionaries who worked in Africa in the 19rh and early 
20th centuries. However, opponents denounced the display becaus~ it contained negative and 
seereotyped images of Africans; they argued that the display couM misinform rather than edu- 
cate impressionable young viewers. The display was withdrawn, but not .before there had been 
heated debate about the messages "conveyed by museum displays and the rights of particular 
communities to be involved in deciding how their own histories and cultures shoutd be inter- 
preted. 

Although progress toward more seusirive museum policies has been slow, there have been 
victories. In 2002, France returned the skeleton and bottled organs of Saartje Baartman to 
South African off]rials, almost two centuries after she had been transported to Europe and dis- 
played naked as though she were a circus freak under the name "Hottentot Verms" in Paris and 
London. After her death, a plaster cast of her body was prepared and remained on display, 
along with her skeleton, in the Museum of Mankind irt Paris until 1974. The return of her re- 
mains t~ok place several years after a formal request from President Mandda to the President 
of France. Saarje Baartman’s state funerai and buriM in South Afficawere deeply emotional ex- 
periences for many, especial[y fo} her own Kholsat~ people, who had waged a spirited fight far 
the return of her remains. 

3? 

granted. For example, the image of relentlessly 
advancing deserts appears to have been greariy 
exaggerated. When new research succeeds in 
chaIlanging accepted views, social scieniistsand 

students are challenged to look with fresh eyes 
at other widely accepted assertions. Govern- 
ments and deve!opment agencies are challanged 
to revisit their policies, and are reminded of the 
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importance of local surveys as a prelude to deci- 
sion making about development. 

Research has also challenged conventional 
views about HIViAID8 in Africa. Inirial publi- 
cations on the apparent African origin of the 
disease attributed its emergence to a variety of 
customs characterized as exotic and deviant, 
such as initiation ceremonies and sexual pint- 
tires. Many of these assertions were based on ex- 
tremely flimsy evidence, such as early-20th- 
century writings of missionaries and colonial 
officials. There is now a vast literature that has 
thoroughly refuted the myths of deviant Afri- 

can behavior, and instead has provided a 
nuanced understanding of many aspects of 
HIV/AIDS in Africa. 

Indigenous Knowledge 

The study of indigenous knowledge has been a 
major focus for social scientists working in 

¯ Africa, especially since the late 1970s. These 
studies have looked not only at what is.known, 
but also at the uses made of this knowledge, its 
conceptual underpinnings, and its transmission 
from generation to generation. Such studies 
require prolonged observation and detailed 
interviews of both leading practitioners (the 
prime guardians of indigenous knowledge) and 
ordinary people. 

Research on African farming systems has 
demonstrated the economic and ecological 
value of practices such as intercropping (grow- 
ing more than one crop together)~ agroforestry 
(integrating useful trees into farming systems), 
and shifting cultivation, all of which were 
sumed until fairfy recently to have little or no 
value. This has changed most agricultural de- 
velopment from a focus on replacing indigenous 
farming sysrems to approaches that build upon. 
these sysrems. The former belief that African 
farmers were resistant to change has been suc- 
cessfully challenged by research on the diffusion 
of new seeds and methods, and on the role of 
experimentation in indigenous agriculture. 

Although studies of indigenous knowledge 
have done much to change perceptions of Afri- 
can culture, concerns have been raised about 
ethical issues. These incIude the ownership of 
indigenous knowledge and the rights of indi- 

viduals and societies for recognition and com- 
pensation when knowledge developed over 
many generations is used to create modern 
drugs or other products with commercial value. 

Participatory Development 

Participatory approaches have become the 
accepted "best practices" in development work. 
In the past, professions! experts appeared, 
sometimes without notice, to’ implement devel- 
opment projects conceived in a country’s capital 
city or even abroad. There was little if any 
allowance for consultation with those directly 
affected; project managers were usually outsid- 
ers who often did not speak the local language. 

Participatory development is meant to re- 
verse the old power dynamics by insisting that 
development be directed from the local level. 
Local communities are to be empowered to 
identify_their own needs and priorities. The ro|e 
of the ~kpert is redefined as that of a faciiita- ~ 
tot--helping the community to analyze its own 
situation, to set goals for development, and to 
develop an implementation plan. The effective. 
use of local knowledge, together with the mobi- 
lization of local resourcesh..is critical to success- 
fu! participatory development. 

Participatory development is not a panacea. 
Not only do communities very seldom speak. 
with a single voice, but also power relations be- 
tween the rich and the poor, and between men 
and women, are reflected in the process. Devel- 
opment professionals and the state often manip- 
ulare the process to further their own agendas. 

Further Reading 

The historical construction of Africa as an "idea" 
is explored in this book: 

Mudimbe, V. Y The Idea of Africa. Bloomington: 
Indiana University Press, 1994. 

There is a large literature on ¢onstru~tlons of 
Africa in the news media. See the following, for 
example: 

Fair, J. "War, famine, and poverty: Race in the con- 
stmcdon of Africa’s media image." Journal of 
Communications Inquiry, vo[. 17 (1996), pp. 5--22. 

Imagining Africa 

Hawk, B. G., ed. Africa’s Media Image. New York: 
Praeger, 1992. 

Myers, G., T. Kink, and T. Koehl. "The inscrip- 
tion of difference: News coverage of the con- 
flicts in Rwanda and Bosnia." Political Geogra- 
phy, vol. 1.5 (1996), pp. 21-46. 

Phelan; J, M, Apartheid Media: Disinformation and 
Dissent in South Africa. Chicago: Chicago 
Review Press, 1987. 

Walsh, G. The Media in Africa and Africa in the 
Media: Az Anuotated Bibliography. Lochcarron, 
Scotland: Hans ZelI, I996. 

For a riveting account of the media’s coverage of 
the Ethiopian famine, see the following video: 

Consuming Hunger (Part h Getting the Story; Part t1: 

Shaping the Image). MaryknoE, NY: MaryknolI 
World Productions, 1988. 

Representations of Africa in geography textbooks 
are discussed in this article: 

Myers, G. "Introductory human geography text- 
book representations of Africa." ProfessiOnal 
G~ographer, vol. 53 (2001), pp. 522-532. 

The following sources look at the portrayal of 
Africa and Africans in Western popular culture, 

with particular reference to films and National 

Geographic magazine: ¯ 

Cameron, KI M. Africa on Film: Beyond Black and 

White. New York: Continuum, 1994. 
Davis, P. In Darkest Hollywood: Exploring theJung&s 

of Cinema’s South Africa. Athens: Ohio Univer- 
sity Press, 1996. (Video version: In Darkest Hol- 
lywood. Villon Films, 1994.) 

Lurz, C., and J. L. Collins. Reading National Geo- 

graphic. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 

1993. 
Mayer, R. Artificial Africas: Colonial Images in the 

Times of Globalization. Hanover, NH: University 

Press of New England, 2002. 

Pieterse, J. N. White on Black: Images of Africa and 
Blacks in Western Popular Culture. New Haven, 

CT: Yale University Press, 1992. 

There is a growing literature on colonial travel 

writing. See these works, for example: 

Bbant, A. Travel, Gend~ and Imperialism: Mary 

Kingsley and West Africa. New York: Guilford 

Press, I994. 

Kearns, G. "The impe)ial subject: Geography a 
reavel in the work of Mary Kingsley and Halfi 
Mackinder." Transactions of the Institute of Bri~ 
Geographers, vol. 22 (1997), pp. 450-472. 

The following sources offer a range ofpostcolon 
perspectives: 

Blaut, J. M, The Colonizer’s Model of the World: G 
graphic Diffusion~sm and Eurocentric History. N, 

York: Guilford Press, 1993. 

Crush, j., ed. Power of Development. London: Rm 
ledge, 1995. 

Godlewska, A., and N. Smith. Geography a 
Empire. Oxford: Blackweil, 1995. 

Said, E. Orientalism. New York: Pantheon, 197 
Said, E. Culture and tmperialism~ New Yo, 

Knopf, 1993. 

An Affocentric interpretation of civilization 
o~red in the following sources: 

Asante, M. J. Afrocentricity. Trenton, NJ: 

World Press, 1988. 

Bernal, M. Black Athena: The Afroasiatic Roots 
Classical Civilization (2 vols.). New Brunswk 
NJ: Rutgers University Press, 1987 and 1991 

There are nm’nerot~s sources on indigenous knot 
edge~ participatory development, and related to 
its. See the following, for example: 

Leach, M., and R. Mearns, eds. The Lie of the I.an 
Challenging Received Wisdom about the Afric, 
Environment. Oxford: James" Currey, 1996. 

Internet Sources 

There are several interesting sites that focus 

different aspects of African contemporary popul 
cnlrttre: 

Festival Panafricain du Cinhma er de la T~l&isk 
de Ouagadougou. www.fespaco,bf 

Heinemann Publishers. African Writers 
www.africanwriters.com 

Innis Library, University of Toronto. African Ci: 
*ma. www.utoronlo.¢a/innisilibraryiafricanfilrn.ht,~ 

Motherland Nigeria: Music and Samples. WW~ 
m0th~rlan~ni~ria.¢0mimusie.~tm~ ¯ 

Rwue Noire. www.revuenoir.com 
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Culture and Society 

Africa is a diverse continent, containing many 

hundreds of linguistic and ethnic groups. Afri- 

can societies are also divided by differences of 

gender, sociat class, and religion. While ac÷ 

knowledging the importance of the tremendous 

social and culmrat diversity of the continent, 

we must also ask whether ~;here are attributes 

that are common to all Africans, or ar least to 

broad groups of African peopies. Culvural geog~ 

raphers continue to struggle with the chal- 

lenges of understanding African culture and de- 

scribing the dynamic processes of ctxkural 
change that continue to reshape it. 

Identities are defined not only by a group’s 

self-image, but also by the group’s image in the 

eyes of others. As Chapter 2 has shown, non-Af- 

ricans possess a limited number of often stereo- 

typical images of Africa and Africans, garnered 

from such diverse sources as the news media, 

film, missionaries, and politicians’ speeches. 
Many Africans are well aware of these external 

images, and their sense of identity is partly 

shaped in response to them. 

Countless Cultures, or One’t 
Traditional Schotarlg Views 
Numerous studies by cultural anthropologists 
and geographers of the past have documented 

the culruxal diversity of Africa, providing us 
with rich detail about many societies at specific 
points in time, These cukural studies describe 
the social structure, livdihoods, religious 
beliefs, and other characteristics of a commn~ 
nity or tribe. They tend to emphasize the 
uniqueness of cultural characteristics, which are 
often seen as representing function.al adapta- 
tions to the local environment. These tradi- 
tional studies conceptualize cultore as a set of 
recognizable attributes--the beIiefs and prac- 
tices held in common by a group of people liv- 
ing in a particular region. Culture is transmit- 
ted from one generation to another through the 
socialization and education of children within 
the family and community. . 

Traditional anthropological studies contrib~ 
ured to the Western perception of African cul- 
tures as exotic, mysterious, and tradition- 
bound. Although some things were seen as ad- 
mirable--the harmonious connections of Afri- 
cans to nature, for example---many of 
studies have also implied that development 
would be difficult to achieve and likely ro m~:i 
dermine social and ecological balances. Africa’s: 
cultural fragmentation, as well as the,,: 
perceived enmity of different groups, served to 
justify a colonial role that (it was argued):¯ 
would protect African societies from each’ 
other. 

4O 

FIGURE 3.1. African popular wisdom, wrirteta as graffiti on a wall, Zanzibar. In Swahiti, Sali &tb& 
hujasaliw~. ("Pray Before you are prayed fo~"), plaoto: D. Alsen. 

There is another view of African culture re- 
flected in the older academic literature and in 
the Western imagination. This view, exempli- 
fied by the writings of the anthropologist 
Jacques Maquet (see "Further Reading"), de- 
picted Africa as a single cultural entity charac- 
terized by a broad uniformity, iMaquet argued 
that Africans from south of the Sahara share a 
common identity, which he called kdgicanity. 
The shared characteristics, sftared experience, 
and shared world view that define Maquet’s 
Afficanity were ~hought ro prevail despite rhe 
vast size of the continent and the great diversity 
of languages, ethnic identities, and religions. 
According to Maquet, several characteristics 
give rise to difricanity: 

* A black skin, although not all black people 

i are African. 
]:; .~, Belief systems that recognize the presence of 

:~ :i. spiritual forces capable of affecting humans 
i. on a daily basis, everywhere in the environ- 

A "chain of life" that links past and future 
generations through the honor given to the 

of ancestors and the nurturing of the 
generation. 

A dependence on the lar~d African societies 

have traditionally dePended on huuring, 
herding, and farming for their sustenance). 

¯ A respect for the wise and judici0u~ authority 
exercised by revered eiders and traditional 
leaders. 

¯ The use of artistic expression, particularly 
storytelling, sculpture, music, and dance, for 
many purposes (e.g., veneration of ancestors, 
education of youth). (See Figure 3.2,) 

* A deep sense of pride about the outstanding 
accomplishments of Africans, both past and 
present. 

o A shared history of humiliation and oppres- 
sion under colonialism, 

Neither of the abode-described traditional 
views of African culture is viewed with enthusi- 
asm by Africans or by most contemporary 
scholars. Both approaches emphasize the adher- 
ence to tradition as a fundamental characteristic 
of African cultures. In both cases, the primary 
focus is on rural cultures little affected by 
change. The view that Africans share a common 
cultural heritage has been criticized for failing 
to pay due attention to the great cultural dive> 
sjty of the continent. In short, both are Seen as 
alien frames of reference that reirdorce stereo- 
typical views of Africa. 
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FIGURE 3.2. Ca/abash carvers, JigawaState, Nigeria. Much Afriean art involves the decoration of everyday 
obiecrs with designs rhar are often intricate and imbued with cultural meaning. Photo:. author¯ 

A New Cultural Geogruphg 

Scholars now think of culture in new ways. In 

the new ct~[tural geography and related fields, 

culture is viewed as a fluid, dynamic phenome- 

non (see Vignette 3.1 for an example). Because 

culture changes constantIy and unpredictably, 

views of "culture as rradition°’--as a given 

"package" of attributes=are rejected. Culture 

is also seen as contested, meaning that various 

factions within a society have different values 

and aspir~ions. Thus it is normal to find ten- 

sion about cuttutal issues between young and 

old, men and women, "inno’cators" and "tradi- 
tionalists." Identities are individual and com- 

piex; all people are characterized by multiple 

identities related to their age, gender, religion, 

social class, and so on. Pinal~y, culture is seen to 

be a socially constructed phenomenon. As such, 

it reflects subjective, selective, and often self- 
serving identities, rather than a set of obiec- 

lively defined characteristics. Culture is socialiy 

constructed from withinJbuilt, for example, 

on a community’s own memories of triumph 
and tragedy. It is also socially constructed from 
without--reflecting the definitions formulated 

by outsiders, especially conquerors or others in 

positions of dominance. 
What this means is that there is not a single 

Maasai culture (to use this one East African pus= 

total society as an example), but many. The 
traditions guarded by male elders do not. neces- 
sarily reflect the aspirations of younger lVfaasai 
who have moved t:o the city and are employed 
in the public service. The cultural identities of 
men and women axe not identical. Whereas 
some Maasai have embraced Islam, others have 
become Chrisdan. The cultural influences of 
the West (propagated through the school cur- 
riculum, through television and movies, and 
through interaction with tourists and mission- 
aries) have not had a uniform impact on Maasai 
communities. In short, the stereotypical view of 
the Maasai as spear-carrying pastoralists sub- 
sisting on milk and blood taken from tk{ir cat- 
tle does not help us to understand who they are. 
today. 

Indeed, appearances may be deceiving. Al- 
though the Maasai may appear from afar to be 
group that epitomizes African ethnic identity¯ 
in its traditional sense, their hisrory tells a dif- 
ferent story. The Maasai did not emerge as a 
distinct group until the 18th and I9th centu- 
ries, following many centuries of intermingling 
of diverse groups that had migraxed into the rift¯ 
valley region of Eastern Africa. Even their paso: 
total way of life is quite recent; it was only 
the 18th century that the ancestors of the:: 
Maasai ceased to farm and began to rely solel~ ; 
on pastoralism. 

Culture and society 

VIGNETTE 3.1. Continuity and Change in the Hausa Cult of Bori 

The word traditis~ usually evokes an image of reverence for the ideas and rituals of the past and 
perhaps of resistance to change. This case study illustrates tha~ so-called "traditional" reli- 
gious--cosmological belief systems may in reality be extremely fluid, reflecting and responding 
to changes that are caking place in the broader social milieu. Ir also provides an example of a 
cultural institution that has come to be interpreted and used very differently by men and 
women. 

Bo~i is a spirit possession cult widely practiced in segments of Hausa society in northern 
Nigeria and Niger. Bori is based on a belief in an invisible spirit world that parallels the visi- 
ble worid of humans. There are spirits of every social origin and status, and of every disposi- 
tion. They are deeply involved in the daily lives of humans. 8nine spirits seek to establish a 
friendly relationship with humans and may bring them prosperity. Others are antisocial and 
cause various types of misfortune. Bori adepts act as intermediaries between the spirit and hu- 
man worlds, and they are especially involved in the treatment of diseases believed to be cagsed 
by spirit attack. 

The origins of hurl are to be found in the pro-Islamic religion of the t-Iansa people, now ob- 
served only in a few isolated rural areas where people have resisted conversion to Islam. This 
teligloa involves several types of rituals to mediate the relationship between the spirit world 
and humanity. For example, heads of households make sacrifices to the spirits prior tO the ag~ 
ricultuml season to ensuxe that a good crop i~ obtained. The detaiIs of these sacrifices are care- 
fully specified~for example, the exact coloring of the animal to be killed, as well as the loca- 
tion, timing, and method of sacrifice. 

Where 1islam is firmly established, most of the rlruals associated with traditional Hausa re- 
ligion have long since been discontinued. However, aorl continues to be practiced widely, even 
in the most thoroughly Islamic urban areas. The majority of hurl members in the city consist of 
women. Most men condemn bori as on-Islamic and claim that its adepts ~xe usually prostitutes 
or, in the case of male participants, homosexuals. For women, whose social role has been regu- 
lated by the implementation of Islamic traditions such as seclusion (purdah), bori provides a 
medium of social interaction that is relatively free of mate authority. The ceremonies of spirit 
possession become metaphbrs for the concerns of women, ranging from }he frequent death of 
children (whose diseases are attributed ro spirits) to rivalry among cowives in polygamous 
households. Women are often able to use the requirements of bori m negotiate concessions 
from their husbands, who fear the consequences of antagonizing the spirits, 

During the colonial era, the British axrempted to ban bori, fearing that it could become a 
medium for political resistance. However, it ~urvived and experienced a strong resurgence in 
the 1950s. Bori has become an important force in political life in Hausaland, not only because 
it f~cilitates women’s political participation, but also because it promises politicians a way of 
enlisting supernatural support for their campaigns. 

Far from being merely a repository of "tradition," bori is a mirror of social change. Al- 
though formerly important concerns, such as smallpox, have rededed owing to modern vacci- 
nation, new social problems, such as the urban breakdown of traditional values and authority, 
have come to the fore in Hausaland. These new forms o~ social malaise are attributed by many 
Hansa to changes in the spirit world, such as the arrival of previously unknown spirits. The 
ability of the botq cult to reflect and respond to the changing times accounts more than any- 
thing else for its survival and continuing relevance. 

43 
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An Emerging A[rican Identi[g? 

What, then, of the concept of a single African 
identity, such as that proposed by Maquet? 
There is little support at present for the concept 
of a primordial African world view--an iden- 
tity that has existed since time immemorial and 
is based on an assumed common relationship to 
the land and a shared h~story. The colonial con- 
tribution to a sense of shared identity has also 
been questioned; co!onial rulers did not seek to 
culrivare a common African identity. Even 
within the artificial political un!ts they created, 
they used divide-and-rule tactics that often 
accentuated supposed cultural differences. 

In some countries and at particular points 
in time since independence, citizens have felt 
a heightened sense of national pride. Ghana 
under Nkmmah and South Africa following 
the demise of apartheid provide excellent ex- 
amples. Nevertheless, the growth of national 
cultural identities has been at best sporadic 
and uneven. 

Four decades after the end of the colonial era 
in most countries, a stronger sense of pan-Afri- 
can identity is emerging, especially in the 
larger cities. In large parr, this reflects the im- 
pact of Western education and of the modern 
media. Modern Africans are reasonably we!l in- 
formed about events in other parts of the conti- 
nent. During the fight against apartheid, they 
identified closdy and pers0nally with the strug- 
gle of their South African brothers and sisters. 
When Kenyans win medals in Olympic track 
competitions, or when soccer teams from such 
countries as Cameroon, Nigeria, and Senegal 
perform well in the World Cup, their triumphs 
are celebrated throughout the continent as vic- 
tories for Africa. 

The values, attitudes, and lifestyles of young 
Africans are also shaped increasingly by their 
exposure to global popular culture. Many of the 
visual markers of that cuhure--the music, the 
soft drinks, and the fashions--are readily seen 
not only in large cities, but in many rural areas 
as well. This is not to say that young Africans 
have forgotten or reiected their local cultural 
heritage. Rather, it points to the multifaceted 
and flexible nature of cultural identities in the 
contemporary world: Kdkuyu, Kenyan, and 

rican, but also village-born, male, and Chris- 
tian, among others. 

Societal Diversity 

Africa has a rich diversity of cultures, and this 
diversity has had marked effects on political 
life. During the 1960s, the term 2/ur~lism was 
widely used to refer to the complex patterns of 
erhnicity, language, and religion in African 
nations. The forging of a nations! identity from 
often seemingly incompatible groups wai con- 
sidered to be a major challenge for newly inde- 
pendent states. Unfortunately, studies of plural- 
ism were mostly descriptive and provided little 
guidance about policies for facilitating nation 
building. Moreover, they failed to reflect th~ 
fluidity and flexibility that are characteristic of 
ethnic and other identities in. contemporary 
Africa. 

The following discussion looks at several key 
dimensions of sociocultural diversity, notably 
ethnicky, language, religion, and social class. 
Gender relations in African societies are dis- 
cussed at length elsewhere (see Chapter 19). 

Ethnicit! 

Etbnicily has been defined as affiliation with or 
loyalty to a group sharing a common sense of 
origin, real or artificially constructed. Members 
of most ethnic groups share the same language, 
culture, and political and economic institu- 
tions. Ethnidty has replaced the pejorative ~rms 
trib~ and tribalism, with their connotations of 
primitive feuding between hostile rivals, Eth- 
niciry is a deceptive construct, however, since 
ethnic divisions are often quite imprecise. Cer- 
tain African groups share a common ethnic 
identity that overrides evident cultural differ- 
ences, whereas other groeps wi~h no significant 
cultural differences claim separate ethnic iden- 
tities. IN’or do ethnic groups usually occupy dis- 
crete and e~clnsiVe territories (contrary to com- 
mon Western belief), as Figure 3.3 illustrates in 
regard to Sierra Leone. It is because identities 
are socially constructed, rather than objectively 
defined, that such apparent contradictions 
OCCUr. 
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FIGURE 3.3. Sierra Leone: Distributio~ of major ethnic groups. Note that although groups tend to occupy 
relatively emily identified core regions, ethnic territories are seldom discrete and exclusive to a single group. 
Source: J. I. Clarke. Sierra L~onv in Maps. New York: Africans, 1972, p. 37. © 1969 byJ. L Clarke, S. J. A. 
Ndsoa, and K. Swindell. Reprinted by permission. 

Some tribes were essdntially colonial cre- 
ations, Ethnic identities were heightened by 
strengthening the power of chiefs as nominal 
rulers and by establishing new ethnically de- 
fined administrative units.,Certain tooseJy affil- 
iated groups were for the first time given ~hiefs 
and other traditional instltu~ions. For example, 
the Igbo of southeastern Nigeria had no chiefs 
and only a loose sense of common identity prior 
to the colonial era. 

Colonial tribalizarion was instrumental in ie- 
gitimaring not only the colonial conquest that 
allegedly brought peace to a fending continent, 
but al~o policies of separate development ap- 
plied to different groups. Ethnic identities were 
defined in relation to characteristics (e.g., sup- 
posed cultural sophistication) ascribed to vari- 
ous groups by colonial rulers. Certain groups 
were considered ~o be dependable workers, 
while others were deerued recalcitrant and lazy. 
Such labeling not or~ly helped to shape and to 
iustify policies that created gross regional ineq- 
uities in development, but also sanctioned the 
forceful recruitment of migrant labor from cer- 
tain regions and ethnic groups. 

Regardless of how feelings of ethnic identity 

originated, they did not wither after independ- 
ence. African nations, however, vary greatiy in 
the extent of their ethnic diversity. A few na- 
tions, notably Somalia, Lesotho, Swaziland, and 
Botswana, are relativeiy horuogeneous and con- 
tain no substantial ethnic minorities. At the 
other extreme are highly diverse nations such as 
Tanzania, Cameroon, and Nigeria, which con- 
rain hundreds of ethnic groups. In Tanzania and 
Canaeroon, no ethnic group is large enough to 
be politically dominant. However, Nigeria has 
three very large and powerful ethnic groups 
that dominate some 300 smaller groups in the 
country. The Hansa, Yoruba, and igbo, whose 
current populations are about 20-25 million 
each, are more appropriately considered ethnic 
nation, s. Minority groups such as the Nupe, 
Ijaw, Tiv, and Kanuri, with 1-4 million mem- 
bers, are comparatively srua!l in the context of 
Nigeria but are hardly insignificant. The na- 
tional populations of 15 African countries are 
less than the 3.2 miIlion population of the Tiv 
in Nigeria, yet the Tiv are only the eighth larg- 
est Nigerian ethnic group. 

Political conflicts with ethnic dimensions 
have always received considerable attention in 
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the Western media. The 1966 riots and the 
subsequent civil war in Nigeria, and the recur- 
tent Hutu-Tutsi conflicts in Rwanda and Bu- 
rundi (Vignette 3.2), are typical examples of 
crises that the Western media have chosen to 
interpret as conflicts about ethnicity. Unfortu- 
nately, contrary evidence has not received the 
attention it deserves. Not only have ethnic ri- 
valries not been a major problem in many coun- 
tries in Affiea~ but also the intensity of ethnic 
rivalries has receded in many nations. By giving 
excessive coverage to ethnic disputes, the media 
has helped to reinforce the colonial image of 
black African nations as hopdessly divided and 
unviable/ 

Sevet~at recen~ case studies help m underscore 
that ethnic identity in reality has always been 
fluid and socially constructed. This is especially 
the case in urban settings. P~times and Pd~tica’, 
Fart’s study of cultural identities in Zanzibar 
during the first half of the 20th century (see 
"Further Reading"), provides an example. Lei- 
sure activities, populax culture, and modes of 
dress became vehicles through which former 
slaves sought to redefine their status in society. 
Women who had formerfy been slaves adopted 
the veiled dress of the local ruling class, and 
men joined Soccer teams that helped to forge 
tong-lasting social and political connections. 

Language 

Africa has great linguistic diversity; there are 
dose to 2,000 distinct African languages. Lin- 
guists continue to disagree about the best way 
of ciassifying African languages. Even where 
languages are considered to be related, the pro- 
cesses underlying the relationship usuaily 
remain a mystery. 

8rodents of African languages have identi- 
fied over 100 groups of languages--that is, two 
or more closely related languages or a single 
language unrelated to any other--belonging ro 
four major language superfamilies, of which 
Niger-Congo is the largest. It includes both 
the many languages of West Africa and the ap- 
proximately 800-1,000 Bantu languages that 
constitute a stibfamily within ]Niger-Congo. 
Numerous languages of the Afro-Asiatic group 
axe found in the area adjoining the Sahara, both 

in West Africa and in the Horn of Africa. 
Hausa and Amharic are its most important 
members. The Nilo-Saharan languages of north 
central Africa and the Khoisan languages of 
southwestern Africa constitute the other two 
distinct language superfamities. Both are spo- 
ken by far fewer people than either the Niger-. 
Congo or the Afro-Asiatic group. 

The distribution and importance of individ- 
ual African languages have gradually but 
continnoually evolved. Many of the more ob- 
scure languages, spoken by a few dozen to a few 
thousand people, are dying out and are being 
replaced by expanding lingua francas, pidgins, 
and official European languages. Many Africans 
are muldlingual, typically speaking at least one 
lingua franca and a European language, in addi- 
tion to their mother tongue and perhaps other 
local languages. Multilinguatism enables pea- 
pie to function effectivOy in a diverse society; it 
also helps to break down societal divisions. 

In many regions, people from different cul- 
tural backgrounds must use. a lingua franea to 
converse (Figure 3.4). 8walaili, a Bantu lan- 
guage with many Arabic loan words, developed 
along the East African coast and is now spoken 
throughout East Africa. It is also increasingly 
prevalent in adjacent parts of centrai Africa. 
Hausa, spoken by at least 50 million people, is 
the most important lingua franca in West Af- 
rica, paxticularly in Nigeria and Niger. Arabic 
is widely spoken in Islamic societies, especially. 
in Sudan. A few other languages, including 
Malinke in Senegal and neighboring countries 
and Bemba in south central Africa, are used as 
regional lingua francas. Creote and pidgin lan- 
guages, which are derived from English and 
other European tongues combined with local 
African languages, serve as lingua fradcas in 
certain coastal areas of West Africa that have 
had a long history of Afriqan-Ei~ropean contact. 

African lingua francas possess various advan- 
tages that permit them to expaud at the ex-... 
pense of small iocal languages They are widely 
used in the printed and spoken media and have 
their own lltetaxures. The use of lingua francas 
as languages of instruction in the school sys- 
terns of countries where they are spoken has fa- 
cilitated their spread. The growth of. lingua 
ftaneas has contributed significantly to the less- 
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vignette 3.2. "~thnidty" and Political Violence in Rwanda 

The curse of ethnic conflict has been a recurring theme in coverage by the Western media of 
¯ events in Africa, while other dimensions of conflicts have received little attention. The result 
has been to solidify in the minds of the Western public the idea tha~ so-called "tribalism"~s an 
Afriga~ problem. 

The background to the vioIence in Rwanda during 1994, resulting in ~he deaths of berween 
500,000 and 800,000 peopIe, illustrates the importance of looklog beyond stereotypes of- 
tribal conflict. The violence in Rwanda was mostly the result of ethnic differences, but not ex- 
clusively so. Moreover, the ethnic dimension of the crisis reflects a complex history of relations 
between different segmentsof Rwandan society, extending over many commies. Of special 
importance in this hisgoty is the manipulation of ethnic relations that occurred under c~lonial- 
ism. 

The people of Rwanda, the Banyarwanda, embrace three subgroups: *he Hum (about 85% 
of the population), the Tutsi (about 15%), and the Two (1%). The groups con~nooly inter- 
marry, speak the same language, and share a common culture. The Torsi were the ruling class 
in the Kingdom of Rwanda before the colonial conquest, ma!ntaining a "feudal" domination 
o~ the Hum and Two. Status and wealth, vested in their ownership d caxtte, were associated 
with being Tutsi. Tursi who lost their cattle and became poor came m be identified as Hutu, 
and Hum who became wealthy could become Tursi. The system was more one of class than of 
ethnicity. 

The rift between the groups deepened under German, and later (after World War I) Bel- 
gian, colonialism. People were classified formally as HUm or Tutsi on the basis of cow owner- 
ship; anyone with fewer than 10 cows was deemed to be Huru. In communities that had Hutu 
chiefs, the chiefs were replaced by Tarsi. Chiefs were made m administer a brutal regime of 
forced labor and taxation that made life unbearable for the Hum’ and for the poorer Tutsi. As 
independence approached, the Belgians ended their policy of using the Torsi as administra- 
tors, and supported the emergence of an all-Horn political patty. Communal vioIence broke 
ou~ in 1959, resulting in the ~eaths of many chiefs and citizens. The Belgians seized the op- 
porttmiry to replace many Torsi chiefs with t-Ium. In January 1961, with Belgian support and 
in defiance of the United Nations, the Torsi monarchy was abolished and Rwanda was de- 
dared a republic. 

The years following independence saw recurring violence, directed primarily by the gov- 
etnlng Hum majority against the TutsL Many thousands were killed. By 1964, an estimated 
150,000 Banyarwandan refagees had tled to neighboring countries. The Rwanda government 
continued to play on ethnic fears among those who remained; for example, people were re- 
quired to carry identity cards that named the group to which they belonged. Nevertheless, 
HUtU axtd Tutsi continued to rive and work side by side, usually without undue tension. 

Banyarwanda refugees who had tled to countries such as Uganda became essentially state- 
less. Rwanda refused to allow repatriation, claiming that the country was overpopulated and 
that many Banyaxwanda wishing to enter Rwanda had for generations been citizens of another 
country. Banyarwanda living in Ugaa~da were viewed as outsiders and, because of their eco- 
nomic success, were viewed with hostility. The sense of alienation lay behind the decision of 
some Banyarwanda to form the Rwanda Patriotic Fmnr (RPF) and ro invade Rwanda in 1989. 

A study undertaken by Malkki in Tanzania among Hum refiagees from Bumndi living in 
Tanzania sheds llght on the psychological impact of exile, t-Iutu refugees, especiaily those liv- 
ing in camps, created an elaborate mythical history of Huru--Tutsi relations and their envis- 
aged return home. Their sense of identity as Hum was profoundly affected by their experience 
of displacement. 

Between 1989 and I994, there were intermittent battles and several failed attempts t0 no- 

(cont.) 
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VIGNETTE 3.2. (co~;,) 

gotiate a peaceful end to the conflict between the RP£ and the Rwandan government. A wave 
of genocidal violence, perpetrated primarily by government paramilitary groups, commenced 
in April 1994 fo!lowing the death of the president in a plane crasla. Although most of the vic- 
tims were Tursi, many Hntu d~stmsted by the governing faction were also killed. There were 
also many acts of retaliation by the RPF and its suppor~ers.~ ’i~osi01ence escalated, the RPF be- 
gan to move on the capital, Kigali. The government stepped up ~tsNgampaxgn of fear by warn- 
ing that "the lords" were trying to return. In this climate of terror and feast, it is hardly surpris- 
ing that after the defeat of government forces by the RPF, nearly 2 million Rwandans fled to 
Zaire (later the Democratic Republic of the Congo) and other neighboring countries, fearing 
for tlaeir lives. 

Although Rwanda has been relatively peaceful and stable during the decade following the 
genocide, the same cannot be said for the adjoining eastern Congo region. The presence of 
huge nttmbers of Rwandan refugees, controlled by the exiled former government and its mili- 
tia, served to destabilize tl~e region. Fighting broke out in 1996, involving the exiled 
Rwandans, the armed forces of Zaire, and a local resistance movement called the Alliance of 
Democratic Forces for the Liberation of Congo-Zaire (ADFL). Within weeks of the outbreak 
of fighting, the refugee camps had been sh{at down and most of their residents returned to 
Rwanda. Ultimately, the ADFL defeated the Zaire government forces, and the ADFL leader, 
Laurent Kabila, becimae president in !997, However, tighting in the eastern Congo continued 

unabated for several years, resulrlng in many deaths and widespread destruction. The interven- 
tion of troops from Rwanda and Uganda (opposed to Kabila’s regime), and from Zimbabwe 
and other African countries (supporting Kabila), transformed an inremat, regional conflict 
into an international war. 

Based on A. Des Forges. Leave None go Toll the S~ory: G~nocid* in Rwanda, New York: Human Rights Watch, 
t 999, L. Malkkl Purity and Exile: ~!’iokno~, M~mary, and National Cosmology among Hum Rofu.gees in Tanzania. 

Chicago: Uaiversky of Chicago Press, 1995- C, Watson (V. Hamilton, ed.). Exilefrom Rwanda: Background to 
a~ Invasion. Washington, DC: U.S. Committee fo~ Refugees, 1991. 

ening of etEnic rivalries and the emergence of 
stronger national identities. In Kenya, Tanza- 
nia, and Uganda, Swahili is strong enough ro be 
recognized as an offici!l national language. 

The colonial langUages---English, French, 
Portuguese, and Spanish have continued to 
spread because of their role in education. The 
continued use of English and French is virtu~ 
ally assured because of their importance as in- 
ternational languages of science and technol- 
ogy. European languages will retain their 
position as official national languages because 
most countries have. no indigenous language 
suitable for this purpose. Even where other 
languages have the. potential to become na- 
tional languages, European languages ilave be- 
come increasingly entrenched and widely spo- 
ken. 

Christianity, Islam, and traditional religions are . 
widely practiced. In a very general sense, Chris- 
tianity is dominant in southern, central, and. :~ 
west central Africa, whereas Islam is prevalent 
in semiarid and savanna regions from the :, 
Atlantic to the Red Sea and along the 
Ocean coast from the Comoros northward. 
However, the pattern of religious observance is ;. 
far more complex. Many countries, including 
Nigeria and C6te d’Ivoire, have 

regional differences in religious affiliation. In...i:i 
many regions, ¯religious syncretism is common; 
~hat is, many people who are nominally Chris- 
rian or Muslim continue to practice eIements 
a traditional re|igion as well. Because retigiou~ 
affiliation for many Africans is fluid and com .:i 
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FIGLrR£ 3.4. Lingua francas and other important African languages. Arabic, Hausa, and Swahili are the 
most important and fastest-growing of Africa’s lingua francas. Source: D, Daiby, "African languages," Africa 
South of the Sahara, 1991. London: Europa, 1990, p. 96, © 1990 by Europa PnbIications Limited. Reprinted 
by permission. 

plex, religious data such as those iu Figure 3,5 
:. i must always be viewed with caution. 

7. :.. Traditional religion encompasses all the be- 
i : !iefsystems and religious.practices that arespe- 

¯ ...::{ific to a culture. Various kinship and occupa- 

groups typically deperid on specific 
for protection and prosperity, and take 

:.~imary responsibility for performing the ritu~ 
~ls needed to ensure continuing good fortune. 

deities have a variety of characteristics and 
-~ commonly associated with particular ele- 

in the natural environment. The persis- 

tence of traditional religions varies greatly, re- 
flecting both the duration and strength of 
Christian and Islamic missionary activity and 
the resilience of indiyiduai cultures. Certain 
groups, such as the Mossi of Burkina Faso, have 
resisted conversion. The boundaries between re- 
ligions are blurred by the retention of elements 
of traditional belief systems by African Chris- 
tians and Muslims. As Vignette 3~ I has shown, 
even where Islam or ChristiaMty has become 
very firmly established, beliefs and practices 
based on indigenous religion may continue to 
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FIGURE 3.5. The distribution of (a) Islam and (b) Christianity. Islam predominates in the states adjacent 
to the southern edge of the Sahara, Christianity further s0tirh. Nigeria and Ethiopia are the only states with 
large proportions of both. 

be important, a/though they may be expressed 
in new ways. 

African Christianity dates from about 
400, when two Christian kingdoms emerged: 
Nubia, in what is now Sudan, and Ax~m, in the 
region that is now Ethiopia. The Ethiopian Or- 
thodox Churchs the state church of the Ethio- 
pian Empire, has maintained continuing ties to 
major centers of Orthodox Christendom from 
its formation until the present. 

Except for sporadic missionary efforts during 
the era of slavery, European interest in convert- 
ing Africans to Christi-~miry only commenced in 
the 19th century. The continent was then subr 
divided into religious spheres of influence dom- 
inated by different Protestant and Catholic mis- 
sions, each promoting its own version of 
Christianity. Missionaries were actively in- 
volved in providing health care mad education, 
which were used as inducements to conversion. 
The missions were often the only sources of 
such services in are~ts neglected by" the colonial 
states. 

As a response to the uncompromising atti- 
tude of most missionaries toward traditional 
customs and reli.gions, numerous independent 

African churches emerged. These independent 
churches combine Christian teachings and cere- 
monies with elements of African culture and 
traditional religion. Exaanples of independent 
churches include the Zionists of South Africa,. 
the Cherubim and Seraphim of Nigeria, and the 
Kahunga of the Democratic Republic of the 
Congo. Although these churches generally re- 
mained aloof from antlcoloniai smuggles, their 
original rejection of European religious d0mi- 
nance had real political undercurrents. The Af- 
rican indepet~dent churches remain a distinct ’~ 
and very important force in the societies 
many African countries. 

Duri*lg the late 20th century, evangelical .i 
movements began to exert a growing i~floence 
on African Christendom, in large part through 
the global reach of U.S. television evangelism. 
Evangelical churches are the fastest-growing 
denominations in many countries. In parts of 
northern Nigeria, riva|ries between ’Muslims 
and evangelical Christians bare intensified in 
recent years. 

The geography of Islam reflects long-stand- 
ing patterns of interaction between Africa and.. 
the lsiamic societies of Arabia and North Af- 
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tics. Initially, Islam was mainly tl~e religion of 
the ruling classes; it began to take hold so.uth of 
the Sahara when the ruling class of the ancient 
kingdom of Ghana converted in the 12th cen- 
tury. Islam became established at an early dare 
elsewhere, especially in other parts ot: the West 
Adrican savanna, i~ the Swahili states along the 
eastern coast, and in no~thern Sudan. Islam 
grew remarkably during the 19th century as a 
result of militant islamic reform movements 
centered in present-day Sudan, Nigeria, and 
Mali. In each case, charismatic leaders hunched 
f~}aads (holy wars) and established orthodox Is- 
lamic states. These states revitalized Islam 
within their .borders, and extended its reach 
through the conquest of adjacent regions. 

The militant tradition of Islam provided the 
impetus For determined resistance to colonial 
expansion and, later, passive resistance to coio- 
niai rule. Under colonialism, Muslims rapidly 
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expanded theirinfluence, both numerically a_~d 
spatially, as a result of their own proselytizing 
activities, MusIims often describe Islam as a re- 
ligion for black people and, by contrast, charac- 
terize Christianity as a white ’religion. New 
converts are aitracted by the appar&nr unity and 
discipline of" Islamic communities (Figure 3.6). 
They may also be attracted by the relative ease 
of becoming a Muslim; the process commences 
with a simple profession of faith and typically 
proceeds graduadly over many years and even 
generation. Islam has tended to be more pa- 
tient than Christianity about the reluctadme of 
converts to abandon traditional cultural prac- 
}ices. On the other hand, there has been deter- 
mined resistance to conversion in certain coun- 
tries, such as in the southern Sudan. 

There has been a tendency in the West to see 
Islam as a monolithic whole, and---especiaily 
since the events o£ September ii, 2001~to 
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FIGURE 3.6. Islam iu AFrica. (a) Mosque, Niamey, Niger, The mosque is the focal point for religious, and 
often political, life in Islamic communities. (b) Islamic scholar at prayer, Niger. Photos: CIDA, (R. 

Lemoyne), 
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demonize Islam as a fundamentalist faith linked 
to support for terrorism. In reality, Islam is a 
very diverse faith, with several distinct brother- 
hoods characterized by different styles of wor- 
ship and different stances on social and political 
issues. Mahmoud Mohamed Tara, a Sudanese 
religious leader who has called for iibeeal demo- 
cratic reforms and increased opportunities for 
women, represents One of severn reformist tra- 
ditions within Islam, 8enega[ese Islam is domi- 
nared by the influence of Sufl (mystical) 
brotherhoods such as the Mourides, a group or- 
ganized in 1886 to resist colonial rule. During 
the colonial era, the Mourides created many 
new settlements where members grew ground- 
nuts (peanuts). They gradually expanded .into 
other facets of the economy, and became a po- 
tent economic force. The Sufi brotherhoods also 
served as a social welfare organizations, offering 
material support to poorer members. Since in- 
dependence, the brotherhoods have continued 
to be a powerful political force in SenegOese so- 
ciety, and have contributed positively to ttie de- 
velopment of die country’~ .stable democracy. 

Islamic fundamentalism has posed a continu- 
ing challenge to the governments of certain 
stares, particularly Sudan and Nigeria. Many 
Muslims are worried about the implications of 
increasing Western influences. Although most 
Muslims seek a pragmatic accommodation of 
the two, a determined minority continues to 
advocate the establishment of orthodox Islamic 
states purged of corrupting Western influences. 
Fundamentalist organizations in several coun- 
tries have received financial support ’from reli- 
gious organizations in Saudi Arabia, and ro a 
lesser extent from ]Libya. In Nigeria, islamic 
fundamentalism has become an increasingly 
powerful political force. The status of shahs, 
the Islamic legal code, has become the focus of 
heated disputes between Muslims and non- 
Muslims, as well as between fundamentalist 
and IiberO Muslims. 

SoCial Class 

Social classes reflec,t the unequal distribution of 
political and economic power in a society. Rul- 
ing classesare in a position to exploit the weak 
and consolidate their own privileged position, 

using tools ranging from alllances, both inter- 
nal and international, to ideology- Class 
divisions cut across ethnic, linguistic, and reli- 
gious categories. 

The study of social formations has remOned 
mostly the preserve of N[arMst schoIars. Liberal 
and cgnservarive writers have tended to focus 
on horizontal cleavages such as ethnicity and re- 
ligion, or to use variables such as income or oc- 
cupation as indicators of status. There is no ar- 
tempt in the following discussion either to 
define the various social classes precisely or to 
adhere to Marxist categories. Rather, the objec- 
tives are to describe in general terms the chang- 
ing character of,~-erdcal cleavages in African so- 
cieties, and to emphasize that the dynamics of 
class interaction are at least as important as 
those of erhnicity and religion. 

Class composition and the dynamics of class 
relations evolve in response to changing eco~ 
nomlc, political, and sociocultura! circum- 
stances. In precolonial times, many African so, 
cieties were structured hierarchically, with 
chiefs and royal families at the top. The ruling 
classes consolidated their power by using their 
control over access co land, customary obliga- 
tions and taxes payable to them, and their abil- 
ity to wage war. Other precolonial societies 
were more egalitarian, with no tradition of 
chieftaincy. 

Patterns of strarificat~on were radically dif- 
ferent in the colonial state. Europeans 
pied the top positions in the social hierarchy. 
There emerged a new class of indigenous 
elites, with some Western education and ac- 
cess to certain officio positions. These small 
"assimilated" classes had legal status that con- 
ferred limited political rights in the Portu- 
guese, Belgian, and French colonies. The 
power of traditional chiefs was most often 
eroded under colonialisrn; although the chiefs 
retained their positions, they had very tittie 
meaningful power: However, chiefs who in 
some areas had previously wielded limited 
power rose to prominence during the colonial 
era. Although most Africans continued to rely 
on agriculture for their sustenance, farmers be- 
came more differentiated. Some achieved rela- 
tive prosperity through commercial cropping 
and trade, hut many disadvantaged farmers 
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Were forced to leave home to seek seasonal em~ 
ploymenr to earn money for ’their taxes. 

The class structure shifted once again after 
independence. Europeans either left or as- 
sumed less visible roles. The dominant class 
was a state bourgeoisie, consisting of politicians, 
civil servants, teachers and other professionals, 
and senior military officers. Not only were ar- 
eas of power formerly reserved for colonial of- 
ficials opened to Africans, but also the entire 
state apparatus was precipitously expanded 
and diversified. Entry and promotion de- 
pended On educational qualifications and con= 
nections to those in power. However, opportu- 
nities become progressively more limited for 
those lacking p01!tical connections. Mean- 
while, the formal power of traditional rulers 
continued to recede. 

The turn to neoliberal economic poiicies, 
initiated through the structura~ adjustment 
programs imposed by the International Mone- 
tary Fund (IMF) during the 1990s, has dimin- 
ished the role of the public sector and increased 
opportunities for the accumulation of wealth by 
well-placed, innovative entrepreneurs: The re- 
sult has been increased disparities in wealth be- 
tween the richest members of society and all 
others, iecluding not only the poor but middle- 
class, salaried workers as well. Policy measures 
such as reducing or ending subsidized food im- 
ports, reducing public-sector emploYment, and 
imposing fees for health care and education 
have greatly increased the cost of living. 

In most countries, the attitudes and behavior 
of the dominant classes have generated much 
cynicism from the masses. The Wa Benzi, as 
they are called in East Africa, are blamed for 
mismanagement and the deepening economic 
crises. Although relatively few of them own 
Metcedes-Benz cars, take shopping trips in Eu- 
rope, live in palatial estates, and wear luxurious 
clothing, these supposed symbols of success are 
popularly viewed as indicators of corruption 
and betrayal. 

In addition to the ruling classes, several 
groups with varying tevels of wealth and power 
are to be found in the city: 

Lower-status employees of larger businesses 
and governments. 
Poor people who make ends meet in Juror- 
toO-sector jobs they have often created for 
themselves. 
The unemployed, who are mostly dependent 
on others for their sustenance. 

With the rapid growth of cities, distinctly urban 
social classes have emerged and made their mark. 
Although the urban masses have little political 
influence in most countries, states have tacitly 
recognized their potential for protest by imple- 
menting certain policies benefiting the urban 
poor, For example, many countries in the 1960s 
and 1970s subsidized urban consumers by 
importing staple foods for sale below market 
prices. These policies were often reversed during 
the 1980s as a result of the implementation of 
srtucmea[ adjustment packages, 

With few exceptions, most rural people have 
fared poorly since independence. Atthough 
more services are now provided in rural areas, 
the meal-urban gap in service provision 
continues to grow. Governmeut policies have 
depressed rural incrmes and stimulated urban- 
ward migration. Benefits from rural develop- 
ment projects have gone mostly to large farmers 
and entrepreneurs, and have accelerated the 
growth of a landIess class that survives by sell- 
ing its iabor. Despite their numerical domi- 
nance, the rural masses have even less political 
clout than their urban counterparts. 

The flow of people and money between rural 
aM urban areas contributes to class formation in 
both settings. For example, rural-urban migra- 
tion has been the primary source of growth for 
urban classes, especially the urban poor. Mi- 
grants to the city commonty maintain ties to 
their ancestral homes through gifts, investments 
in property, and involvement in hometown im- 
provement associations. The "big men" in rural 
society are often urban-based, although they will 
not necessarily be "big men" in the city. 

Civil Society 

Often relatively prosperous petty capitalist Political scientists have paid c0nsiderable atten- 
traders, rcansporters, and artisans, lion in recent years to the role of civil society in 



can social change. Civil society refers to orga- 
:d groups that exist between, and help 
tiate relations between, the state and society 
¯ whole. Many of these groups are based on 
nomic interests (e.g., business associations, 
perarives, and trade unions); others repre- 
t particular regional, ethnic, or religious 
spectives (e.g., church organizations and the 

tskim brotherhoods); and stiE others are 
~cent political opposition groups (e.g., the 
mm for the Restoration of Democracy 
DRD} in Kenya). Many civii society groups 
ve also been organized ro represent the inter- 
:s of women. 
Given the weakness of the sta~e and of demo- 
iric institutions in most African countries, 
¢il society organizations have often played a 
itica[ role in representing the interests of seg- 
.enrs of society excluded from power. They 
ire formed a core around which opposition to 

~e government could coalesce. In other cases, 
.vii society organizations have worked very 
[osely with the stare. We shall return in Chap- 
;r 27 ro the subject of civil society and its sig- 
,ificance for total development. 

:xploring the Diversity 
African Society 

&frica’s writers have provided a rich and diverse 
body of literature, in which many of the themes 
introduced in this chapter are explored through 
the eyes of ordinary Africans who are forced ro 
grapple with the challenges and dilemmas of 
societal change in the course of simpiy living 
their lives. Works by African writers can be an 

invaluable resource for geographers wishing to 
d~evelop a better understanding of the dynamics 
of tradition and change in African societies. 

There has been much notable writing by au- 
thors communicating in French and Portu- 
guese; but the largest and most accessible body 
of African fiction.is that written in English. 
Several classic works originally written in 
French have been translated into English, in- 
cluding novels by o~mane Sembene (Senegal) 
and Ferdinand Oyono (Cameroon). More and 
more novels are also being written in African 
languages such as Swahili, Kikuyu, Yomba, 
and Igbo in some parts of the continent. 

Nigeria has produced many writers of note, 
including Wole Soyinka (who won the 1986 

Nobel Prize for Literature), Chint-m Achebe, 
Cyprian Ekwensi, Foetus Iyayi, and Buchi 

¯ Emecheta. Novels written by Ghana’s Ayi Kwei 

Armah and Karl Awoonor have also been 
widely acclaimed. East Africa has a thriving lit- 
erary tradition, in which the Kenyon novelist 

Ngugiwa Thiongi0 has achieved prominence. 
In South Africa, the violence of apartheid has 
been the focus for provocative works not only 
by members of the oppressed comm!_mities, but 
also by white liberal writers such as Alan paton 

and Nadine Gordimer. 
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The Physical Environment 

The chapters that follow desc~ribe the physical environment of Africa. 

and outline t~.physical geographical processes shaping it. Although this 
book is about the human geography of Africa south of the Sahara~ the 

fundamental importance of the environment for human activity cannot 
be denied. This is particularly the casein Africa, where the majority of 

people are primary producers relying directly on the environment for 
their sustenance, and where so many concerns have been raised in recent 

years about the nature of environmental degradation and its significance 

for humans. 
Chapter 4 surveys the geomorphology and geology of Africa. To 

undo’stand the broad physical uniformity of the African continent, it is 
important to understand the dynamics of plate tectonics and the 

associated processes of folding, faulting, and volcanism. The processes 
that created Africa as we know it continue to alter the continent very 

gradually, both on the macro scale (e.g., the fracturing of the continent 

along its rift valley systems) and on the micro scale (e.g., processes of 

weathering, erosion, transportation, and deposition by water and wind). 
In Chapter 5~ the climate is described. Africa is bisected by the 

equator, and its Northern and Southern Hemisphere climates are 

essentially mirror images of each other. Major variations~4n the 

amount, duration, timing, and reliability of precipitation are important 
determinants of agricultural potential. Climate change has been a 

major concern in recent years, especially because of recurring droughts in 

several r~gions. Nevertheless, ctirmate change is hardly a new 
phenomenon in Africa. 

Biogeography and ecology are examined in Chapter 6. Africa’s 

vegetation is diverse, ranging from tropical rain forest to desert. Its 

vegetation zones broadly mirror its climate regions. Much has been 



written about threats to the African environment from louman 
development. Deforestation and desertification are complex issues that 

have too often been analyzed in a simplistic mannw. H~wwer, new 

research is offering quite different perspectives on the impacts African 

societies have had on their environment. 

Geology Geomorphology 
of Africa 

The African continent h~s an exceptional de- 
gree of physiographic uniformity. This is pat- 
tlcularly evident in the vastness of its plains and 
high plateaus, the long escarpments abruptly 
separating one physiographic, unit from an- 
other, and the infrequently indented coastline. 
The apparent regularity partly, reflects the 
widespread occurrence of Precarnbrian bedrock; 
most exposed materials consist of Precambrian 
outcrops, the weathered remnants of Precam- 
brian formations, or sedimer~tary deposits origi- 
na!ly derived from Precambrian rocks. The fact 
that particular tectonic and weathering pro- 
cesses have operated at a grand scale, both spa- 
tinily and temporally, has also contributed to 
tt~e broad uniformky of the physical landscapes 
that we see today. 

Although k is appropriate to recognize the 
broad uniformity of Africa’s geology and physi- 
ography, it is also important to acknowledge 
the tremendous diversity of physical landscapes. 
Each region has its own particular geological 
history that needs to be documented, T~e geo- 
logical histories of particuiar regions have con- 
tinuing significance for human society; for ex- 
ample, these are linked to the distribution of 

valuable mineral and fossil fuel deposits, as well 
as to the qualities of the soil (which in turn are 
linked to opportunities for agriculture). 

Relief Features 

Geographers often distinguish between Low 
Africa and High Africa, separated by a Une run- 
ning from northern Angola to~orthwesrern 
Ethiopia .(Figure 4.1_). Low Africa, located 
northwest of this line, is characterized by sedi- " 
mentary basins and 10w plains usually under 
500 m above sea ~evel. Low Africa also contains 
several isolated upland regions with altitudes of 
1,000-4,000 m, the most impnreanr, of which 
are (1) the Tibesti and A~’r Massifs and the 
Ahaggar Mountains of the Sahara, and (2) the 
Cminea and Adamawa Highlands further south. 
Plateaus and plains 1,000-2,000 m above sea 
level dominate .High Africa, which forms the 
southeastern portion of the continent. The pla- 
teaus ate bounded by often spectacular escarp- 
ments, including the Great Escarpment, which 
parallels the coastline from Angola to southern 
Mozambique. There me alto several prominent 
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THE PHYSICAL ~NVI~ONNENT 

Plateau 

Dividing lir~tt b~tween Low 

and High Africa 

H|GH 

-AFRICA 

FIGURE 4,1. p2xyslography: Major physical features, 

high plateaus and mountain systems, most 
norabty the Drakensberg Mountains (Lesotho 

and South d~frica), the Ivfkumba Mountains 
(Democratic Republic of the Congo, Rwanda, 

and Burundi), the Kenya Highlands, and the 

Ethiopian Plateau. 
Africa’s surface has been gently warped to 

form severn large drainage basins ringed by a> 

eas of higher elevation (Figure 4.2). Among the 

most important basins are the Sudan (Nile), 

Congo, Chad, E!-Djouf (Niger), and Katahari. 

Some contain large rivet systems (e.g., the 

Niger and Congo) that reach the ocean, while 
others (e,g., the Chad and Katahari) have rivers 

that drain toward the centers of their respective 

basins. The basins owe their formation to com- 

plex patterns of uplift and warping of the conti- 
¯ neut. This uplift has contributed to down- 

cutting by major rivers, in some cases (such as 
the Congo and Zambezi) creating deep gorges, 

spectacutar waterfallg, and rapids. 
The increased erosion that came with conti- 

nental uplift has gradually worn down the up- 
lifted basin margins and has increased sedimen- 

tation within the bhsins and along the coasts. 

Repeated cycles of crustal uplift have been 
linked to accelerated erosion and deposition, 
and to the resultant formation of a number of 
quite weli-defined erosion surfaces occurring at 
different elevations. Thus prolonged, intensive 
erosion and deposition are key to understanding 
the vast expanses of plains and plateaus that 
characterize Africa’s topography. 

Geological Evolution and Structure 

Africa is structured around three major zones 
that have remained very stable since the Pre- 
cambrian era, which ended more than 590 mil- 
lion years ago. These stable wagons were centers 
of mountain-building activity some 1.5 billion 
years ago. Subsequent weathering and erosion 
gradually removed the mountains; only their 
inner cores remain. The northwest African 
craton is located in the western Sahara, the 
Congo craton in west central Africa, and the 
Kalahari ctaton in the southern part of the don- 
tinent. 

The areas between these large formations are 
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FIGURE 4.2. Physiography: Relief and drainage. 

formed of rocks that are, in comparison, youn- 

get and geologically more complex. They con- 
sist of rocks formed through volcanic processes 

(igneous rocks); through the deposition of 

weathered, eroded, and transported sediments 

(sedimentary rocks); and through the alteration 
of existing bedrock under conditions of intense 

heat and pressure (metamorphic rocks). Some of 

these geological formations are more than I bii- 
lion years old, but are still younger than rocks 

of the cratons. Other formations are much 
younger; the processes that have shaped Africa 

continue to the present day. 

Large areas of northern and western Africa 
contain deposits of sedimentary rocks, formed 

some 4015-500 miliion yeats ago during the Pa- 

ieozoic era, that lie on top of older Precambrian 

rocks. Much of southern Africa, from the Congo 

basin to the Cape region of South Africa, was 

blanketed with sediments some 250-350 mil- 
lion years ago. These rocks, known as the Karoo 

deposits, consist of sediments derived from 611 
laid down by massive glaciers, eroded sedi- 

ments carried fromthe newly created Cape fold 
mountains, and basNts of volcanic origin. 

Sedimentary deposits have continued to be 
laid down oven the past 65 million years in 
coastal areas and in the large~ shallow drainage 
basins that occupy much of Africa’s interio£ 
Sediments, loosened by weathering and erosion 
from higher elevations, are deposited layer upon 
layer by rivers and, in arid regions, by wind. " 
These processes of weathering, erosion, and 
deposition were intensive as a result of the 
increased uplift and warping of the African 
landmass :following the demise of the tonga- 
continent of Gondwanaland. 

Rocks of volcanic origin have also continued 
’ to be produced. Accompanying the formation 

of the Red Sea, massive layers of vo[canic basalt 
were deposited on the Ethiopian Plateau during 
the Tertiary period (Figure 4.3). More localized 
younger volcanic formations have been created 
(and are still being created) in several major 
volcanic zones, among them Mount Cameroon 
and the Ruwenzori Mountains. 

The ongoing processes that continue to re- 
shape Africa’s iandmass include both tectonic 
activities (faulting, folding, and volcanic activ- 
ity} and the processes of weathering that 
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FIGURE 4.3, Volcanic plateau, near Lalibela, Ethiopia, Several layers of basalt are visible on tl~e mountain- 

side. Photo: E. Peters. 

weaken and alter rocks on and near the earth’s 
surface. Weathering is a prelude to other pro- 
cesses--erosion, transportation, and deposi- 
tion-that redistribute sediments, bringing 
about the gradual wearing down of higher-ele- 
vation areas and the slow infiliing of lower-ele- 
vation sedimentary basins. 

Plate Tectonics and the Formation 
of Africa 

The physiography of Africa reflects tectonic 
movements that have occurred over hundreds of 
millions of yeats. The very gxistence of the con- 
tinent is the result of tectonic forces that caused 
the breakup of the ancient megacontinent of 
Pangaea. Currents of magma rise through the 
Earth’s mantle and diverge as they encounter 
the solid lithosphere, subjecting the lithosphere 
to tremendous tensional forces. Eventually, the 
lithosphere fractures and opens a new rift. Vol- 
canic activity often occurs simultaneously,, cre- 
ating lava t2ows and possibly volcanic peaks. As 
a result of the formation of new crust, together 
with the constant tension from the upwelilng 
cutrgnts of magma, the rift gradually widens 
and in time forms separate landmasses divided 
by water. The Mid-Atlantic Ridge, where the 
African and South American tectonic plates 

meet, is an example of a zone where d~ese 
cesses may be observed; magma continues to 
upwell and form new crust along the iine of the 
ridge. 

The evolution from Pangaea to Africa oc- 
curred in several stages, commencing some 250 
million years ago. The first stage saw Pangaea 
divided into two megacontinents known as 
Laurasia and Gondwanaland, each of which was 
destined to fragment further. For Gondwana- 
land, the second stage involved the separation 
of the Indian subcontinent, Australia, 
Antarctica, and Madagascar. Next, South 
America separated from Africa. Africa assumed 
what was essentially its present shape about t5 
million years ago, with the separation of the 
Arabian Peninsula and creation of the Red Sea. 
The great rift valley systems of eastern Africa 
are the results of continuing continental frag~ 
mentation owing to tectonic forces, tn short, 
the processes that gave rise to Africa are contin- 
uing to reshape it. Although these processes are 
hardly discernible in relation to {he scope of hu- 
man history, they are qtfite recent and fast-de- 
veloping when viewed in geological time. 

The evidence that Pangaea and then Goad- 
wanaland existed is varied and convincing. The 
shapes of Gondwanaland’s constituent parts, 
when placed side by side like pieces in a jigsaw 
puzzle, fit quite closely. The adjoining parts of 

the reassembled megacontinent have similar 

rock types, identicai fossil glacial deposits, and 

otherwise unique fossil life forms. The vonfigu- 

ration of ocean-bottom geologicai formations 

also points to the progressive separation of 

landmasses that were formerly a single unit. 

Tectonic Landforms 

Tectonic landfoms are those that result from the 
deformation and reshaping of the earth’s crust, 
through intense compressional and tenslonal 
forces linked to subsurface flows of magma. 
Folded mountains, rift valleys, and volcanoes 
are the major features created by these massive 
forces, 

Folded Mountains 

Folded mountains occupy only a small area in 
Africa south of the Sahara, and they are rela- 
tively low compared to the folded monnrains 
found on other continents. The Cape Fold 
~¢[ountains consist of a series of raffges, inter- 
spersed with broad valleys, aligned parallel to 
the southern coast of South Africa. The highest 
of these ranges are 2,150 m above sea level. 
Their formation took place approximately 250- 
300 million years ago, during’ the Permian 
period. 

The only other foIded mountains on the AlL 
tican continent occur on its northern margins 
in Morocco, Algeria, and Tunisia. The forma- 
tion of the Atlas ranges took place in several 
stages that were concurrent with the formation 
of the Alps and Pyrenees in Europe. They were 
formed through the convergence of the African 
and Eurasian tectonic plates, which com- 
pressed, folded, and uplifted marine sediments 
from the Terhys Sea. The Atlas Mountains 
cover a much largeF area and are higher (up to 
4,160 m) than the Cape Fold ranges. 

Fuulting 

Strong and widespread uplift and deformation 
of the continent resulted in the fracturing of 
bedrock along lines of weakness. As a result, rift 
valleys formed along these fault lines. Africa’s 
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most spe~racuIar rift valleys occur in eastern 
and central Africa, extending gome %600 km 
from the Red Sea coast of Djibouti to southern 
Mozambique. These are divided into two major 
sections, the Eastern and Western Rifts. 
Vignette 4.1 provides further details about 
these spectacular landscape features, particu- 
larly about the diverse structure and appearance 
of different portions of the rift valleys. 

Rift systems are also found in other parts of 
Africa. One extends parallet to the Nigeria- 
Cameroon border, on a line passing through 
Lake Chad, Mount Cameroon, and the offshore 
island of Fernando Po. Many geologists con- 
sider it to be an initial sign that western Africa 
will eventually separate from the rest of the 
continent, in much the same way that Madagas- 
car and the Arabian Peninsula broke away pre- 
viously. The Benue River and a portion of the 
middle Niger River also follow major fault 
lines. 

Volcunism ’ 

Africa has widespread evidence of volcanic 

activity, extending from the Precambrian era to 

the present. As previously noted, increased vol- 
canism has often occurred in conjunction with 

the sequential breakup of Gondwanaland. The 

Karoo deposits of southern Africa and the mas- 

sive basalt flows that covered the Ethiopian Pla~ 

teau.are the two most important exampIes of 

this phenomenom 

Associated with the rift valleys in eastern Af- 
rico are several massive volcanic peaks, rising 

from 4,000 co almost 6,000 m in elevation. 
Most of these mountains, including Mount 
Kilimanjaro, Mount Kenya, Mount Elgon, and 

Mount Mere, are dormant. Several peaks along 
the Congo border with Uganda a~d Rwanda ate 
active volcanoes. Erup{ions on occasion pose a 

hazard for humans, as in 2002 when lava from 
an eruption of Mount Nyiragongo bttried about 

one-quarter of the city of Goma in the Congo. 

Nevertheless, volcanism also brings bendlts. 
East Africa’s spectacular peaks attract many 

tourists, and dense populations are often sup- 
ported on fertile volcanic soils. The weathering 

ofsoils of volcanic origin has formed productive 
soils that support very intensive agriculture and 
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VI6NETTE 4.1,. The Rift Valleys of Africa 

The rift valleys of eastern Africa (Figure 4.4) are among the world’s most impressive physio- 
graphic features. They e~ctend from theJordan River valley, through the Red Sea and l~asr Af- 
rica, to central Mozambique. This represents a dlsrance of over 7,000 kin. kirica has two ma- 
jor rift valley systems. The Eastern Rift extends from the Afar Depression on the Red Sea co~st 
through central Ethiopia~ and thence through central KeWa (Figure 4.5). The Western Rift 
runs from north of Lake Victoria through Lake Tanganyika and Lake Malawi to the southern 
Mozambique coast. 

Different parts of these rift valleys developed in different ways and have distinct geological 
characteristics. The Afar Depression, located in the vicinity of Djlbout~, continues to widen at 
a rare of several centimeters per year. The region experiences constant earth tremors and much 
volcanic activity, both signs of the geological instability of this region. From southern Ethio- 
pia to Central Kenya, spectacular escarpments rise 1,000-1,500 m above the linear valley floor. 
In the Lake Tanganyika basin, vertical displacements of the geoIogical strata of up ro 6,000 m 
have been found. The faulted landscapes of the southern portions of both rift systems tend to 

be rather less impressive. 
The difference between the apparent depth of the rifts and the actual displacement of strata 

is attributable to the erosion of vaIley sides and the accumulation of eroded sediments and of- 
ten of volcanic lavas in the valley bottom. In the vicinity of Lake Naivasha in Kenya, some 
1,800 m of volcanic lavas have been deposited on rap of the original valley floor. ¥olcanic ac- 
tivity a~sociated with the rift valleys has also created several masslve volcanic peaks, rlxe largest 
of which is Mount Kilimanjaro. Although some sectors have much volcanic activity, vol-d~- 
nism is absent from other areas, such as in the Lake Tanganylka sector. The form of faulting 
also varies, with simple tensional f~ulting and vertical displacement creating steep-sided es- 
carpments in some areas, knd complex patterns of parallel faulting creating stepped escarp- 
merits elsewhere. 

East Africa’s large lakes, with the notable exception of Lake Victoria, are located within the 
rifts. Lake Tanganyika, Lal,e Malawi, and Lake Turkana are the largest of ~chese rift valley 

FIGURE 4.4. Rift valleys and volcanic peaks: 

FIGURE 4.5. Escarpment along the edge of 
the Great Rift ValIey near Naivash% Kenya. 
Photo: author. 
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VIGNETTE 4.1. (con~.) . 

lakes. The linear form of these large lakes is defined by Fhe escarpment edges. The rift lakes are 
very deep; the floor of Lake Matawi is up ro 700 m hdow sea level. Lake Turkana is one of sev- 
eral salt lakes that have no drainage outlet. 8oda ash is mined from the saline depositS of[Lake 
Madgadi. 

The rift valleys of Africa are of interest nor only b~canse they provide spectacular landscape 
features that help us to understand the evolution of continents, but also because they have pro- 
vided the ear!iest fossil evidence of early Roman and protohuman life on the planet. The most 
important of these rift valley locations h~e been the Olduvai Gorge in Tanzania and Lake 
Tttrkana in Kenya. At these locations, archeologists have found nor only skeletal remains, but 
also tools, weapons, and other evidence of the evolution of early human llfe. This evidence 
points to Africa as being the very cradle of human development. 
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high population densities in Rwanda and a 
number of other¯ regions. 

Several areas of volcanic activity are associ- 
ated with volcanic hot spots--namely, locations 
where intensive plumes of magma, rise toward 
the surface. Areas located above hot spots are 
subjected to iota! heating and typically have 

¯ frequent volcanic eruptions. The active volca- 
noes of s-V~ount Cameroon and western Uganda, 
as wall as the island volcanoes o£the Comoro Is- 
lands and R~union in the Indian Ocean and St. 
Helena and Ascension in the South Atlantic 
Ocean, all sit astride hot spots. So too do the 
volcanically active Tibesti MasSif and Ahaggar 
Mountains of the central Sahara. 

Climatic Influences: 
Weathering and Erosion 

Climate is a fundamental determinant of land- 
scape formation. Water facilitates chemical 

weathering .in moist Climates, and as it flows 
over the surface provides the energy needed to 
erode soil and weathered rock and to redistrib- 
ute the sediments thus formed through pro- 

cesses of transportation and deposition. Many 
are surprised to learn that glaciation has also 

helped to shape Africa (see Vignette 4.23. Quire 
different forms of weathering, erosion, trans- 

portation, and deposition that depend much 

less on water occur in arid regions. 

Land.forms and Processes in Humid 
Tropical Regions 

In more humid regions (over 1,000 mm of 
rainfall), deep chemica~ weathering occnrs--- 

especially where there is a combination of 
high temperatures, open-jointed Precambrian 

rocks, and the presence of decaying vegetative 
matter that can increase the acidity of infil- 
trating rainwater. The mineralogy and other 

characteristics of the bedrock determine the 

rate of weathering in parzicular areas. Chemi- 
. cal chan’g4s to certain constituent minerals 

cause the b~dtock to become weaker and even- 
tually to disintegrate. Chemical weathering 
commonly affects the top 15 m or more of 

bedrock in humid tropical regions. Because of 

the seasonality of rainfall in savanna regions, 
chemical weathering tends ro be less effective, 

and thus results in a smaller average depth of 

weathered material. 

In relatively flat areas subjected to prolonged 

chemical weathering, well-defined layers of 
mlneral accumulation often develop below the 

surface. These layers, known collectively as 
duricr~sts, may have different compositions. In 
humid tropical argas; the leaching of mineral 
matter downward through the soil has created 

brick-red layers, called feericrete,, that have high 
concentrations of iron and aluminum. Silica- 

rich layers known as dlcme occur in several 
parts of southern Africa. In somewhat drier re- 

gions, limestone layers---cal,rete~were formed 
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VIGNETTE 4.2.. fila¢iers i~ Africa? 

indeed that glaciers e s         o n          . assJve continental glacmrs covered large ~arts of Africa on several occasions. Evidence of the extent of these glacial periods is provided 
y depogits of till#as--glacially deposited sediments long since txansformed into solid rock. 

These deposits are found in diverse locations, including southern Ad:rica, the Congo basin, and 
the northwestern Sahara. 

The greatest kmown extent of glaciation in Africa occurred during the Carboniferous era, 
some 300 million years ago. The Dwyka glaciation covered not only large parts of southern 
Africa, but also much of what ace now western Australia, Antarctica, and southern South ¯ 
America. The smklng similarity of the dllites in found these widely separated continents has 
provided strong support for the theory of plate tectonics and the common origin of these con- 
tinenrs as part of the single megacondnent of Gondwanaland. 

Today glaciers are found at the summits of a few of Africa’s tallest peaka--notably Mount 
Kilimanjaro (Figure 4.6), Mount Kenya, and the Ruwenzori range, despite the fact that they 
are all ~ocated very close to the equator. During the last ice ages in E~rope and ~orth America, 
these glaciers were much Iarger than today, and some other highland ageas such as the Ethio- 
pian Platea~ were covered in ice. The extent of moraine deposits suggests that ice covered up. 

change and an increase in a~mosphezic pollution, ~[ount Killmanjaro’s glaciers declioed ia 
size by about 80% during the 20tt~ century, while Mnunr Kenya’s have Shrank by 40% since 
1963. Glaciologists estimate that the last of Africa’s glaciers could disappear as early as 2010- 
2020 (IAI Ngwslgtt~r, March-June 2001, pp. 14-~7). Perhaps mote important than the minor 
environmental impacts that w~ll accompany the melting of Africa’s last glaciers ~s the strong 
symbolic message from this imminent event about the threat posed to environmental systems 
worldwide by human-induced climate change. 

FIGURE 4.6. Mount Kilimanjaro, Tanzania. A smali icecap crowns the summit of~his magnifi- 
cent volcanic peak. At 5,895 m above sea level, ic is the highest mountain in Africa. Photo: CIDA. 
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through the subsurface accumuladon of cal- 
cium carbonate. 

Whert exposed by the eroding of the overly- 
ing soiIs, these mineral-rich layers dec out and 
become rock~like. This process may also occur 
as a result of climate change (i.e., as conditions 
become drier), Many duricruscs are relict fea- 
tures that are the results of chemical weathering 
and mineraI accumulation maW thousands or 
even millions of years earlier nnder different cli- 
mate conditions. However, intense chemical 
weathering aim continues to occur today. 
Farming is aimost impossible on duricrust 
hardpans .that have been exposed through ero- 
sion. in some areas, outcrops of duricrust form- 
ing caps aver softer underlying materials form 
flat-topped hills known as tamas, or define the 
break of slope of an escarpment. Deposits of 
bauxite-~du_ricmsts with exceptionally high 
concentrations of aluminum---are mined in sev- 
eral countries, and some ferricretes are exploited 
as a source of iron o~e. Duricmst deposits ace 
widely used as a source of construction mated- 

tnselb~rgs are massNe, solitary domes of Pre- 
cambrian rock rising above the surrounding 
plains. They are common features of the moister 
savannas and to a lesser extent of the forests of 
Africa (see Figure 4.7). It is believed that they 
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originated as subsurface masses of rock resistant 
to chemical weathering, These masses remain 
solid artd unaltered, while weathering disinte- 
grates the surrounding area of more open- 
jointed rocks. The inselberg is exposed inter 
when prolonged cycles of erosion strip away the 
surrounding weathered rock. The exposed 
inselberg continues to resist weathering.and 
gradually assumes a dame shape through the 
successive peeling away of surface layers of rock 
(see Figure 4.8). 

Land.forms ~nd Processes in Add Regions 

Arid a~d semiarid Ia~ndscapes cover about two- 
thirds of ~rica. The Salaam, the world’s largest 
desert, h~ an area approximately equal to ~hat 
of the United S~ates. Ic forms a broad band 
some 2,000 km wide across the &dl width of 
the continent. Other major demrt regions occur 
in the Ham and i~ eastern A£rica, separated 
from the S~ara by the major highland region 
of Ethiopia. These include the Danakil and 
Ogaden Deserts located primarily in Ethiopia 
and Som~ia and dm Chdbi Desert of norcMrn 
Kenya, ~ wel! as large a~e~ that ~e classified 
as semiarid. Southern ~rica also has ma}or arid 
regio~notably the N~ib Desert that 
extends for some 2,000 km along the Adandc 

FIGURE 4.7. Insdberg ar Abuja, Nigeria. The smooth, rounded form is typical of inselbergs. Photo: au- 
thor. 
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~ Rocks SUscepll|bl~ to chemical waathe6nfll 

~ Res[sta~lt rocks 

~ Latedtes 

FIGURE 4.8. Schematic dia~ing ~f the format{on 
of inselbergso The processes of chemica~ weathering 
arid erosion that give shape to inselbergs occur grad- 

ually oyez millions of years. 

coast, and the semiarid to arid Kalahari Dese~ 

¯ centered in Botswana. The Karoo is a dryland 
region located north of the Cape Fuld Moun- 

tains in South Africa. 
Weathering in arid or semiarid regions is 

much less active rha-q in hot, moist climates, 
and most of the weathering is physical weather- 
log. Certain type} of rock may be shattered as a 
result of repeazed, large day-to-night fluctua- 
tions in temperature. Physical weathering may 
also occur as a result of intense pressure caused 

by the progressive growth of salt crystals within 
porous rocks such as sandstones. 

Contrary to popular belief, deserts are not 
uniform seas of sand dunes. The largest part of 
the Sahara consists of extensive plains covered 

wkh gravel and rocks. Other areas consist of 
ba~e rock surfaces. Wind is an important agent 
in the formation of all these desert types, con- 
triburlng to the formation of gravel and rock 
deserts by removing loose sediments from the 
surface, and creating dunes and other deposi- 
tional feat~es in sand}’ desert areas. These 

dunes take different forms, depending on local 
wind dbection and sediment supplies. Barchans 
are crescent-shaped dunes, while seif dunes are 
linear ridges extending up to 80 km in length. 

In mountainot~s areas such as the Tibesti Massif 
and Ahaggar Mountains of the central Sahara, 
~he scouring effect of wind-blown sand has cite~ 
ated diverse erosional features such as pinnacles 

and grooves. 
Water also plays an important role in the de- 

velopment of arid lat~dscapes. Fiat-bottomed 
watercourses known as wadis are normally dry 
but are filled with water after occasional heavy 

rains. Alluvial faro are formed of sediments car- 
ried along mountain watercourses, deposited 
where stream gradients de’line as they enter 
flatter ~and. Desert areas also curtain large, 
shallow pans where water accumulates during 
heavy rainfall. With the evaporation of this 
water, deposits of mineral salts that had been 
dissolved in it are left on or near the surface. 
Residents of the Sahara have exploited these 
saltpans for centuries as a source of many valued 
types of mineral salts. 

Coastal 6eomorphologY 

Africa’s coastline tends to be very straight, with 
few good natural harbors. Much of the coasdine 
has only a narrow coastal plain that ends 
abruptly a~ one of the escarpments muting par- 

allel ro the coast in several amos. In southern 
Africa, the Great Escarpment forms an arc ~00- 
200 km from the coastline between Angola and 
Mozambique, a distance of 5,000 kin, The face 
of the Great Escarpment is an imposing site, 
exceeding 2,000 m in places. This landform 
marks the line along-which Africa separated 
from the other constituent parts of southern 
Gondwanaland, creating new coastlines in what 
was formerly a midconrlnent location. 

West Africa between Liberia and Cameroon, 
and the Indian Ocean coast of South Africa and 
southern Mozambique, ate the regions where 
processes of coastal deposition have been most 
active. Where pre,ailing winds blow parallel m 
the coast, sand is mooed along the coastline by 
longshore currents. As a result, large sand spits 
and barrier beaches are deposited, blocking the 
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entrances to most of the few good harbors.. La- 
goons are often found behind these barrier 
beaches. At its mouth, the :Niger River has de- 
posited a huge arcuat~ (~an-shaped) delta with 
numerous stream courses along which the 
Niger flows into the ocean. 

Coral reefs fringe most of the coasdines of 
the Red Sea and indian Ocean in eastern Africa. 
Their growth has been possible because of the 
warm water temperatures, whereas the colder 
water temperatures along Africa’s Atlantic 
coast are inhosphable for corals. Africa’s coral 
reefs were badly damaged by bleaching during 
the late I990s as a result of significandy above- 
normal water temperatures durit~g an extreme 
Ei Nifio event. El Ni~o is the name given to pe- 
riodic shifts in prevailing atmospheric and 
ocean current circulation patterns that initially 
develop in the Pacific region a~d then spread ro 
other parts of the world. It is too early to know 
the extent of permanent damage to.the reef eco- 
systems of eastern Africa as a result of this El 
1Nifio event. ~ 

Africa’s best harbors are found between Sene- 
ga! and Liberia, where, as a resuk of coastal sub- 
mergence, the mouths of larger rivers become 
large and often deep inlets. Freetown, the capi- 
tal of Sierra Leone, is renowned as having oar of 
the very few superior harbors in Africa south of 
the Sahara. However, coastal submergence has 
not been the rule. Rather, the creation of the 
African continent from Gondwanaland resuired 
in straight coastlines and widespread coastal 
ltplift that are not conducive to the formation of 
good natural harbors. 

Further Reading 
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1978. 

Faniran, A,, and L. K. Jeje. Humid Tropical G~o- 
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King. L. C. The Morphology of th~ Earth, 2nd ed. 
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Grove, A. T,, and A. %torten. "Quaternary land~ 
forms and climate charge on the south side of 
the Sahara." Gmgraphical Journal, vol. 134 
(I968), pp. 193-208. 

Thomas, D. S. G. " ’Reiict’ desert dune systems: 
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Environments, vol. 20 (1991), pp- 1-14. 
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Environment. Cambridge, UK: Cambridge Uni- 
versky Press, 1991. 

The fo/lowing volttme is a comprehensive study of 
Africa’s glaciers: 

HastenSath, S. Tb~ Glaciws of Equatorial East Africa. 

Dordrechr, The Netherlands: D. Reidel, 1984. 

Tectonic processes and the rift valleys are dis- 
cussed in many sourres, including these: 

Baker, B. I-t., .Mohr, P. A., and Williams, L A. 
Geology of the Eastern Rift System of Jfrica. Boul- 

der, CO: Geotogica! Society of America, 1972. 
Nyamwem, C. K. "The African rift system." In 

W. A. Adams, A. S. Goadie, and A. R, Urine, 
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lnternet Sources 

The following sites provide links to several 

sources on African geology and geomorphology: 
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Several sites focus on tectonic processes, especially 
as they ~elate t,a ri~ valleys: 

Geology General, with r’eference to material and 

Ethiopian volcanoes page. www, geocities.com! 
Cal~eCanaveral~Hall/1760ioverview.htrnl 

Structural Geology and Tectonics, Duke Univer- 
sity. Turkar~ Rift, Eastern Branch, Ea~ African 
~ifi. www.eos.duke,ed~Reseamh/Struc~R,~ml 

edu/A~sSdence~Geology/webdogs/plate~ 
recenstmctionc.htm~ 5 

Africa’s Climate: 
Regions, Dynamics, and Change 

Virtually atl of Africa south of the Sahara lies 
within 35 degrees of the equator, so tropical 
mates occur in al! but its southern .extremity. 
The climate types fonnd nor*h and south of the 
equator are, av a very general scale, mirror im- 
ages of each other, as are the basic patterns of 
winds and pressure systems. Africa south of {he 
Sahara is affected almost exclusively by tropical 
air masses. The one exceptidn is its southern ex- 
tremity, which receives midlatitude westerly 
winds it~ winter. 

Dynamics ol~ Climate 

African climates are best understood in relation 
to seasonal patterns of air circulation that derive 
from g~obal circulation systems. Altitude, 
topography, and ocean currents also affec~ cli- 
mate and may be extremely important locally 
and regionally. 

Air mas~s are large bodies of air that assume 
particular moisture and ~emperature character- 
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istics in their regions of origin. Most of Africa 
south of the Sahara gets its rainfall from air 
originating over the Atlantic Ocean and mow 
ing irfland toward an equatorial zone of low 
pressure. The mdn exception is eastern Africa, 
from Somalia to Souda Africa, which is affected 
by moisture-bearing air masses from the Indian 
Ocean. These are examples of tropical maritime 
air masses; the names reflect their characteristic 
high temperatures and very higE moisture con- 
tent resulting from their maritime origins. The 
Cape region of South Africa ~eceives most of its 
rair~t~all in winter {May-~AugusO, when i~ is 
under the infltmnce of midlatltude westerly 
winds. This air mass is quite cool and moisture- 
laden, reflecting its origin over the South 
Atlantic Ocean. 

Tmpica[ continental ai~ masses are dominant 
during the cooler winter season. In the ~orth- 
ern Hemisphere, tropical continental air masses 
form over the Sahara Desert--characterized, not . 
sarprisingly, by their extreme dryness, As they 
move southward, they bring hot, dry, and often 
dusty conditions to the areas they affect. In the 
Southern l--iemisphere, continental air masses 
develop over the Kalahari and adjacent regions 
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in the south central interior of the co~tinent. ¯ 
Although they are also hot and dry, their tem~ 

peratare and moisture characteristics tend to be 
less extreme than those of the Saharan air 
masses. The much larger landmass of the Sahara 
contributes ro the dewelopme.nt of mote ex- 
treme air mass conditions. " 

A[mospheric Circulation and Seasonalitg 

The dominant pattern of air movemen¢ over 
most of Africa is toward the equator, from the 
northeast in the 2NTor:herrt Hemisphere .and 
from the southeast in the Southern Hemi- 
sphere. To understand the seasonal changes and 
regional variations in African climates? it is use- 
ful to start by considering the patterns of air 
circulario~. The basic sequence is as follows: 

¯ Air movement is from areas of higher atmo- 
spheric pressure to lower pressure--in Africa, 
primarily from subtropical high-pressure 
areas to the equatorial low-pressure zone. 

* Winds converge in this equatorial zone of 
low pressure, known as the intertmpical con- 
vergence zone (ITCZ), where air rises, spreads 
out, and moves poleward in the upper atmo- 
sphere. 

* This air descends, hot and dry, in the.zones of 
high presstcte centered on the Tropics of Can- 
cer and Capricorn. The air then moves away 
from the tropics, includir, g toward the ITCZ. 

. The zones of high and low pressure (in fact, 
the entire circulation system) shift seasonally 
in harmow xvith the apparent movement of 
the sun’s position, north of the equator in the 
Northern Hemisphere summers and south of 
the equator in Southern Hemisphere sum- 
reefs. 

¯ The two contrasting air masses described 
above, tropical continental and tropi{al mari- 
time, converge at the 1TCZ. When tropical 
maritime air is forced to rise--whether 
owing to convection, frontal uplift, or relief 
(the orographi¢ effect)--rainfaIl may welt 
occur. This is because the verdcal displace- 
ment of air causes it to coot, and as a result 
reduces its moisture-bearing capacity. As the 
air cools beyond its dew point (the tempera- 

lure at which it becomes saturated), water 
vapor cot~denses, and rainfall occurs when 
armospherlc conditions permit the formation 
of smCficleatty large water droplets. 

Figure 3.1a shows the pattern of air pressure, 
prevailing winds, and rainfalt in January wl}en 
the sun appears overhead in the Southern 
Hemisphere. Rainfall north of the equator is. 
minimal at this time. South of the equator, 
onshore southwesterly winds from the Atlantic 
bring heavy rainfall to the Congo basi*~, and 
lesser amounts to the north and south of rhls 
basin. In Bast Afri¢a, south of the ITCZ, large 
tropica! cyclones move onshore from the Indlan 
Ocean. Eastern Madagascar and parts of the 
coastal mainland between southern Tanzania 
and South Africa are particularly affected and 
are likely to receive high winds and torrential 
rainfall in coastal areas. North of the ITCZ in 
East Africa, the predominant northeasterly 
winds bring dry continental air originating 
over central Asia, so that there is little rainfall. 

In July--that is, during summer in the 
Northern Hemisphere---the ITCZ shifts far to 
the north and lies over the southern Sal~al~ 
(Figure 5. lb). Southwesterly winds bring tropi- 
cal maritime air and, consequently, rainfall to 
West Africa. These winds from the Atlantic 
penetrate as far as the Ethiopian Highlands. Ab 
most the entire breadth of the continent re- 
ceives rainfall at this rime. 

The occurrence of rainfall is closely related to 
the cross-sectlonal structure of the ITCZ (Fig- 
ure 5.2). The moist tropical maritime air forms 
a wedge under the dry continental northe- 
asterlies at the ITCZ, Where the wedge is very 
thin, the weather at the surface is hot and hu- 
mid, but ralnfaE is unlikeky to .occur. Some 
400~600 km back from the surface position of 
the convergence, the wedge is sufficiently thick 
(perhaps 5,000 m) to permit the development 
of cum~donimbus cIouds and thunderstorms. 
Further back still, the wedge of moist air con- 
tinues to become thicker, but there is a more 
stable atmospheric configuration, and little 
rainfall, despite high humidity and heavy cloud 
cover. 

Rainy seasons are longer near the coast than 
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FIGURE 5,I. Seas0na[ variations iu atmospheric pressure, wiods, and precipitation. (a) Pressure and wiads, 

January. (b) Pressure arid winds, Ju1~. (c) 2lean monthly precipitation (in millimeters), January. (d) Meao 

monthly precipitation (in millimeters), July. 

farther inland, because coastal regions are under 
the influence o~ tropical maritime air for longer 
periods, Because maximum precipitation occurs 
in the part of the wedge of medium thickness, 
places near the coast rend to have a double- 
m~ximum pattern of rainfaR; tkat is, there are 
two periods of higher rainfall each year. The 
first maximum (see Figure 5.3) occurs in spring 

as the ITCZ moves poleward, and the second 

occurs in early fall as the ITCZ retreats toward 

the equator. Farther from the equator, where 

the wedge of moist maritime air does not re- 
main thick and stable long enough to impede 
rainfall, there is a single midsummer period of 

henW precipitation. 
Seasonal shifts in the apparent position of 
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FIGU~ 5.2. Schematic cross-section of the Intert~opical Co=verge~ce Zone (ITCZ), showing ~sociated 

Weather condicions. After A. T. Grove. Africa, 3rd ed. Oxford: O~ord Univemky Press, !978, p. 14. 

the sun and of the ITCZ have only a minor ef-~ 
fect on rainfall in equatorial and desert regions. 
Equatorial regions are under the influence of 
moist, maritime air almost continuously 
throughout the year, so have year-round rain- 
fali. In contrast, desert regions such as the cen- 
tral Sahara receive little rainfall at any time, be- 
cause the ITCZ sddom advances that far inland. 

Most rainfall in Africa is convectional--that 
the resutr of local surface-level heating and 

updrafts that faci.lirare the development of cu- 
rnuhxs and cumulonimbus ciouds. Convectional 
¯ ainfalI tends to occur in smali systems, and 
therefore gives rather spotty spatial coverage, 
Marked variations in the growth of c:ops may 
result, particularly in areas of seasonal rainfalh 

FIGURE 5,3. Eariy rainy season storm, n6rthem Nigeria. in savanna envirormaents, the start of a raiW sea- 
son is a time fat celebration. Towering cumulonimbus clouds darken the sky..The calm is broken by strong 
gusts ~ wi~d that raise rM dust, the~ a heavy shower or perhaps a downpour. The air is t~lled w~rh the smell 
of earth, as the raindroi~s moisten the parched earth. Children frolic ia the rain. Within days, the dry brown 

landscape starts to turn g~een. ]Photo: author. 
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For example, one village may have healthy, 
knee-high grain, while adjacent villages may be 
awaiting their first suk;srantial rainEa!l of the 
year. Clearly, Africans whose livelihoods are 
~closely linked to the land~not ordy farm&rs, 
hut herders and the t-ew remaining hunter- 
gatherers as wdi--flnd it essential to pay close 
artenr,on m rainfall patterns and other climatic 
variations (see Vignette 5.1 for an example), 

Altitude ~nd.Relief 

Africa has no major mountain ranges compara- 
ble to those paralleling the west coast of the 
Americas from Alaska ro southern Chile. 
Ranges such as the Rockies and Andes have 
impoJtanc effects on the movement of air 
masses and thus on regional clima:es in. North 
and South America. [For example, most areas on 
the western, windward side of these ranges have 
much heavier raio~al2 than nearby areas on the 
leeward side, where so-called "rain shadow" 
effects are common. 

Similar differences between noisier wind- 
ward slopes and dfie= leeward slopes may be ob- 
served on Africa’s highest peaks. ~or example, 
parrs of the southern slopes of Mount Cameroon 
have over 10,000 mm of precipitation annually. 
The windward sides oF highland areas such as 
the Ethiopian Highlands receive somewhat 
higher rainfall than the leeward sides. Even rel- 
atively minor uplands such as Nigeria’s Jos Pla- 
teau have an orographlc effect--increased pre- 
cipirarion that occurs where air is forced to rise 
over a topographicai barrier. 

Altitude also has significant effects on tem- 
perature; on average, temperatures decline 6.4~ 
C per 1,000 m of etevarion. Highland regions 
in southern and eastern Africa experience com- 
paratively coo!, temperate conditions, relarlve 
to lower-elevation regions at the same latitude. 
Indeed, the coo!er temperatures prevailing at 
higher altitudes were a major reason why many 
white settlers ~ame to Kenya and to Northern 
and Southern Rhodesia during colonlal times. 
The most dramatic evidence of how altitude af- 
fects temperature is to be seen on the slopes of 
the highest peaks, where vegetation changes 
from tropical forest or grasslands near the 
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mountain base, to tundra and sometimes gla- 
ciers at ghe summit. 

Ocean Currents 

Ocean currents have significant effects on cli~ 
mate along the Arlantic coast from South Africa 
to southern At~goLa, and from Morocco to Mau- 
rkania. These effects are attributable, respec- 
tively, to the Bengnela and Canaries currents. 
Both are cold currents, bringing water from 
cooler regions toward tee equator. These cold 
currents give rise to somewhat cooler tempera- 
turns and extremely low precipitation in the 
nearby coastal areas such as the Namib Desert. 
The lowest laye~ .of warm, moist air passing 
over these currents is cooled considerably by the 
cold waters. This cooling effect often produces 
dense fogs that blanke~ the coastline and serve 
as an important source of moisture *+or plants 
and humatis in this extremely arid region. 
However, the cooled air mass seldom produces 
rain_fall as it moves onshore and becomes 
warmer. .Coastal. Namibia t~as only about 25 
mm of precipitation per year. 

Cloud Cover and A~mospheric Dust 

Cloud cover is a key determinant of daily tem- 
perature, fluctuarions. Dense clo~xd cover 
reduces daytime temperatures by reflecting 
considerable incoming solar radiation, and 
helps to retard the escape of heat from the 
earth’s sttrface at night. In the absence of dense 
cloud coyer, suc}t as in arid climates or during 
the dry season in other climates, diurnal tem- 
perature fluctuations may be q~4ite large. 

The Sdxara is the source of an escimared 300 
miliion metric tons of airborne dust each year, 
60% of the world’s total. Dust is generated in 
three major regions: (1) the Bod616 Depression 
to the northeast of Lake Chad; (2) a large area 
s~raddling the borders of southern Algeria, 
northern Maii, and eastern Mauritania; and (3) 
northeastern Sudan and southern Egyp~t. Dust 
from the Mali-Mauritania~Algeria source re~ 
gion affects a wide area along ~he western flank 
of West Africa, as well as in North Africa and 
southern Europe. Dust from the Sudan-Egypt 
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VIGNETTE 5.1, Ethnoclimato|ogy: The. !Kung San 

Interpret Their Environment 

The !Kung San of Botswana are among the very few remaining peoples whose traditional econ- 
omy has been based on hunting and gathering. This way of life has come under increasing 

’ ’ 80s ~ z resuk of the exp~asion of cattle ~uchiag into ]Kung terriro~- 
press~e since the 19 ~ 

- --ed the ~Kung to settle permanently an~ .fa}~, ovemment has encourag         ¯ As well, the Botswana g ........ ~ouoh its wiMlife consolation pohctes. 
and has a~tempted to timi~ their hunting rtgn~a ~* 
declining number of ~Kung live ~ before,i~° s of 

T~e ~Kun~ San@ke ot.he~ Africaps h~ g .... arions ofcare~I obse~ation and dosdy 
knowledge about me enwronment, o~ee on g~-~ . ¯ 

flecting their sociery’.s world view. The reiiabili~y of this knowledge about the enviro=ment 

traditionally h~ been of critical importance for the welfare of ~he society. 

The ~Kuug. ~ecognize five disdnc~ serous: 

/Hu~ (spring rai~s), in October aud November, characterized by light thunder show- 

ors with spectacular [ighming. 
¯ Barn (main summe~ raim), from December m March~bundant ~alI, ab~dant 

food. 

~ Tobe (autumn), in April ~d early May, when tee end of the rains ~d still-warn tem- 

peratures bring increased evaporado~- 
¯ /Gum (winter), from May m Aug~, cool and dw with near-freezing night ~empem- 

¯ /G~a (spring d~ se~on), from August to October, With vow high &ytime tempera- 

t~es but before the o~set of r~ns. 

Each o~ these se~ons is chaacterized rr~idonaliy by different patterns of mobiiiry and forag- 

ing. [Kung communities tradidonNty disperse when water is abundant, and congregate 
around remalni~g water so,cos in the du sepoy- Each se~on h~ its ch~acteristic foo&. For 
ex~ple, d~ing !ga~, ~he ~Kang t~ditio~Ily make use of a wide variety of plant foods that 
are ignored at other times when preferred foods are available. Neve~heless, meat is abundant; 
the intense heat in/gag limits the mobility of animNs and makes them easier to kill    . 

The ~K~g recognize diffe*ent types of winds ~ harbinge~ of se~o~l change. The onset of 
the ~ainy season is sig~ied by a succession of winds, ~ch with its own u~e and gender. For 
ex~ple, the svrong, dry, "male" i/g~bl//geb~go wi~ds of September give way to the "female" 
/ig&i//g,bidi, and with it the first sprinkles of eNn in.October. 

The [Kung i~abit a ve~ ma~gi~ environmen~ where the timing, sp~ing, ~d ~oun~ of 
rainfall you greatly from year to year. In evN~dng the rains, they place less emph~is on the 
totM amount t~ on timing ~d du~tion~variables that are of critical importance for the 
maturation of particular species of plants. The o~set of rNos, and heaw showem d~ing ~he 

rainy se~on (bar~), ~e greeted with celebration and prayers. 
Studying the ethnodimatology of societies such as the ~Kung San sheds light on their 

world view, as well ~ on how they conceptualize an=~ rhythms and orgagize their use of the 
environment as a source of s~tenance. Their environmental knowledge is detailed and 

nuanced, a~d is solidly b~ed on centuries of obse~adon- Scientists have increasingly come t0 

recognize the value of such cMture-based k~owledge- 
W~ ogd W~rk i~a ~ Faragiag $~i~% C~bridge, UK: c~bridge U~i- 

B~ed on R. Lee. Tb* ?Kgng Saa: ~, , 
verity Press. 1979. 
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source area travels toward the Arabian Penin- 
sula and eastern Mediterranean region. 

The name harmatta~ is given to the dust- 
laden winds that blow from beyond Lake Chad 
southwesterly across Nigeria and neighboring 
states numerous times each dry season. Typical 
episodes tasr for three to five days, with a dusty 
haze obliterating the sun, lowering tempera- 
rares, and reducing visibility to less than a kilo- 
meter. Although the harmattan is more fre- 
quent and intense ~n the drier semidesert and 
savanna regions neat the Sahara, it is also expe- 
rienced several times annually in coastal cities 
such as Lagos and Accra. 

Climatic Regions 

Afric¢ may be divided into several broad clima- 
tic regions, characterized by broad uniformity 
in relation to the chm’acteristics of the Climate 
and the factors that help to account for these 
characteristics. As Chapter 6 will show, these 
regions¯ conform broadly to patterns of vegeta- 

tion, soilg, and fauna, reflecting the complex 

interrelationships of these maior components of 

the large regions known as blames. To give 
one example, prevailing climatic conditions in 
each biome govern the production of biomass, 
which in ttwn is the source of organic matter 

the soil. 
Figure 5.4a shows the major climatic re- 

gions; Figure 5.4b provides climate graphs for 
places that have been selected as "typical" 
amples of each climate type. These graphs help 

to illustrate a usefui get, oral rule: Equatorial cli- 
mates have extremely regular patterns of tem- 
perature and rainfall, and the degree of variabil- 

ity increases in successive zones away from the 

equatoriaI zone. However, through the map in 

Figure 5.4a and the brief descriptions below fo- 

cus on common characteristics of tl~e various 
climate types£ there is considerabie regional 
variation and complexity within each of these 

zones. 
Equatorial climates are characterized by 

heavy rairffall and a dry season that is either 
very short or absent. Monrovia, Calabar, and 

FIGURE 5.4a. Climate types. Climate g~aphs for representative places in £ach of the bro.ad climatic regions 
are shown in Figure 5.4b. Afte~ The Atlas of Africa. Paris’. Atlas Jeune Afrique, 1977, p. 75. 
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FIGURE 5.4b, Climate graphs for selecte& stations, Tixe Lines indicate temperature; bars are rainfall per 
month. For the LOCations Of the stations, see Figure 5.4a. 

Tamarave are examples of place~ with an eqvta- 
torial climare (Figure 5.4b). Rainfall is abun- 
dant (e.g., 5,131 mm at Monrovia, 3,070 mm 
at Calabar, and 3,256 mm at Tamatave) and oc- 
curs virtually year-round (I0-12 months with 
50 mm or more). Temperatures are high, ave~- 
aging abou~ 25°C. Both annual and diurnal 
(daily) temperatu~re ranges are very low. 
Compared to other parts of A~rica with an equa- 
torial climate, West African Incurious tend to 
have stighdy higher total precipitation, as well 
as sensorial reversals of.p=evailing winds.. These 
areas are classified as "troplcal monsoon’" in cer- 
tain climate classification systems. 

Surrounding the equatorial zone is a band of 
humid tropical climates with less rainfall than 
the equatorial zone, generally about ~,000- 
2,t)00 mm per year. The rainfall tends to peak 
twice during the year (the double-maximum. 
pattern described previot}sly), with the peaks 
separated by relatively short bur distinct dry 

’ seasons, Annual variations in temperature tend 
to be slightly higher than in equatorial cli- 
mates. Kinshasa is an example of a pIacewith a 

humid tropical climate; its 1,359 mm occurs in 
a rainy season that lasts for nine months. 
Yaound~ and Kampala also have humid tropical 
climates. 

Tropical wet-and-d~y climates occur on the 
poleward and easterrt t-tanks of the humid tropi- 
cal zone. These climates have a lengthy dry sea- 
son, typica!ly five to eight months in duration. 
Places such as Kano and Addis Ababa that are 
located in the Northern Hemisphere receive 
rainfall between May atxd September, whereas 
Lusaka in the Southern Hemisphere has rain 
from November to March. As distance from }he 
humid tropical zone increases, the duration, 
amount, and reliabiIiry of rainfalI decrease. P;e- 
cipltarion generally averages betwee~ 500 and 
1,000 mm per year; the higher total at Addis 
Ababa reflects the orographlc effect of the Ethi- 
opian Plateau. The annual and diurnal tempera- 
ture ranges are greater in the tropical wet-and- 
dry zone than in zones closer to the equator. 
Tt~ere are ~oolec temperatures in Addls Ababa 
and Lusaka than at Kano because, of their 
greater elevation above sea level. 
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Between the tropical wet-and.dry and the 
desert climates, there is a transitional semiarid 
zone. PIaces such as Asmara, G-an, and 
Windhoek that have tropical steppe (semi- 
deser0 climates receive approximately 250-500 
mm annually during a raiW season that lasts 
one to three months. Starting in the 1960s, 
precipitation in the tropical steppe and adjoin- 
ing zones has declined significantly, in West 
African locations by an average of 30%, Nor 
only has the average rainfall decreased, but also 
there is great year-to-year variability-in the 
timing and amount of rain. 

Desert climates have Iirtle and unreliable 
rainfall (e.g., 23 mm at Faya Largeau and 43 
mm at Mogamedes). Tropical continental air 
masses are dominant, with the exception of 
short periods in summer when brief incursions 
of moist tropical maritime air bring the possi- 
bility of rain. There are extreme diurnal ranges 
of temperature, and significant annual varia- 
tions. For. example, the differer~ces Between 
mean monthly minimum and maximum tem- 
peratures at Faya Largeau range from !5° to 
!8°C, three times higher than at Calabar in the 
equatorial zone. The mean monthly maximum 
temperature exceeds 40°C (104°F) during five 
months of the year. Mogamedes is somewhat 
cooler because of its coastal location and the ef- 
fects of the co/d Benguela current. 

Mediterranean climates occur in the south- 
ern rip of.South Africa, as weli as north of the 
Sahara adjacent m the Mediterranean. Rainfall 
is receia¢ed in winter (April to September in 
Cape Town) when the midlarimde westerlies 
penetrate farthest toward the equator, precipi- 
tation is quite low; Cape Town, for example, re- 
ceives 615 mm annually. 

Climate Change 

In the early 1970s, a severe drought in the Sahel 
received massive media and scientific attention. 
Initial interpretations of the drought suggested 
that ir was a new phenomenon caused by 
reduced rainfall and human misuse of the envi- 
ronment, and rhar the desert was expanding 
relentlessly as a result. Our understanding of 
climate change is now much more subtle; it has 

been enriched not only hy scientific studies by 
climatoIogisrs and ecologists, but al~o by his, 
torical studies showing that drought has been a 
recurring phenomenot~ in this marginal ,envi- 
ronment for cenruries. 

Climate chartge has been a constant through- 
out the geological history of the African conti- 
nent. The presence in southern Africa of 
t~ll~tes~rocks formed from til! laid down by 
glaciers hundreds o~ millions of years agdl in 
close proximity to Carboniferous-eta coal de- 
posits derived from ,(u.sh tropical vegetation--is 
evidence of the longevity and magnitude of past 
changes in the ctima~e. 

The evidence of climate change during Qua- 
ternary times, especially within the past 20,000 
years o~ so, is striking (Vignette 5.2). Some 
20,000 years ago, Africa’s deserts were much 
larger than today, as demonstrated by the pres7 
ence of several major fields of sand dunes well 
beyond the current desert margins (Figure 3.5). 
As European ice caps retreated, so too did desert 
margins. The mid-Sahara l~ad a savanna envi~ 
mnment that supported abundant wildlife and 
thriving 10astoralist societies, known to us by 
the rock paintings they left behind (Figure 5.6). 
By about ’2,000 years ago, these areas had re- 
verted to desert. 

Superimposed on these very large cycles of 
climate change are smaller ones--namely, cy- 
.des that .are shorter in duration and smaller in 
magnitude. Fluctuarlons in climate over the 
past 300 years in the West AX-rican savannas 
and certain other areas are reflected in both 
physical evidence (e.g., fossil pollen, tree rings, 
and geomorphotogica! features) and historical 
evidence (oral historical accounts of droughts, 
floods, and other climare-related phenomena). 
Climate change in recem centuries has been 
characterized by decades-long cycles of wetter 
and drier conditions, and shorter-term cycles of 
alternating drought and abundance lasting a 
fe~ years. 

Atthough the evidence of long-term fluctua- 
tions demonstrates that change is a lZandamental 
characteristic of African climates, most climatol- 
ogists are now urtwilling to dismiss recent clima- 
tic changes as nothing more than normal pat.- 
terns of fluctuation. In part, this shift in thinking 
reflects global concerns about how hi, roans may 
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VIGNETTE 5.2. Quaternary climate Change onthe Saharan Margins 

As the last glaciation reached its m~ximum e~ent some 18,000 years ago, climate zones in the 
Northern Hemisphere were displaced, toward the equator, and temperature gradieats in- 
creased. The climate o£ Africa was considerably colder and drier than at the present. Desert 
sand dunes¯ formed up ro severat hundred kilomerers beyon.d the limits of the present-day 
hara and Kalahari Deserts. The major vegetarion zpttes all shifted closer to the equator. Gla- 
ciers descended over 1,000 m down the slopes of the high mountains ot[East Africa. 

As the glaciers of Europe and North America began to retreat ¯some¯ 15,000 years ago, 
riea’s climates became warmer and wetter, and the desert margins retreated. Vegetation cov- 
ered and stabilized the sand dunes in areas that had previously been desert. What is now the ¯ 
Sahara became a fertile, savanna-like environment with substantial rivers at:d lakes. The Lake 
Chad Basin and Kalahari Basin both contained very large lakes; well-preserved old shorelines 
show rhar the water level in Lake Chad was at least 40 m above current levels. About 9.000 
years ago, the desert margin was about 1,000 km north of its present position (Figure 5.5). 

CompeEing evidence of these moister environmental conditions exists in the form of rock 
paintings, fossiIs, and archeoiogical evidence o~human habitation in what is now the center of 
the Sahara. Many hundreds of colored rock paintings (see Figttre 5.6 for an example) record in 
exquisite detail aspects of the society and ecology of approximately 2,000-10,000 years ago. 
These paintings show pastoral societies engaged in activities such as herding flocks of animals, 
hunting, preparing food, and performing rituals. Paintings also show elephant, giraffe, hippo- 
potamus, and numerous other savanna animals. Fossil evidence includes not only animal skele- 
tons, bat also pollen indicating the kinds and relative numbers of plane species at different 
points in time. 

About 6,000 years ago, the climate of the Sahara and other comparatively arid environ- 
menvs became progressively drier and less variable. Lake Chad and the other large lakes con- 
tinued to shrink steadily, and all but the largest rivers disappeared. As the desert margins 
moved southward, the number and spatial range of savanna animals declined. Humma commu- 

Legend 

FIGURE ¯5.5. Quaternary landscape features in the southern Sahara. The map shows fluctuations 
in the location of the Saharan boundary, as well as some of the landscape features associated with 
climate changes. 
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VIGNETTE 5.2. (c~nt.) 

FIGURE 5.6. Rock paintings of people and elephants in the Western Cape, South AFrica. Rock 
paiarings, often thousands of years old, are found in many parts of Africa. Some o~’thls artwork pro- 
vides insights into past climarie and ecologicai ehange~. Photo: K. Rondi. 

nities faced increasingly difficult conditions that.forced them to replace their horses with cam- 
els, a~d eventually tO abandon most of rhelr territory, which had been rendered unproductive. 
By some 2,~)00. years ago, the Sahara had become essentially the desert it is today. 

Baaed p=irn~rily on O. Slayrnaker and T. Spencer. PhysicM Geography and Global Envirvnme~tM Chang,, Chapter 

6. New York: Addison Wesley Longman, 1998. 

be changing the climate, lr also refiects the star- 
tling magnitude of changes in the 8ahel during 
the late 20th century. Other arid regions, espe- 
cialIy in eastern and southern Africa, have also 
had reductions in precipitation, greater fluctua- 
tions in rainfall, and hotter temperatures. How- 
ever, the magnitude of these changes is signifi- 
cantIy lower in these regions than in the SaheL 

Climatologists have noted a significant dig 
ference between 1931-1960 and 1961-1990 
rainfall patterns, especially in the Sahel (see 
Figure 5.7). Rainfafl in the Sahel was, on ave> 
age, 30% less in 1961-1990 tha~ in rhe previ- 
ous 30-year period. Not only was there less. 
rainfall, but totals fluctuated greatly from year 
to year, and the timing of precipitation during 

the rainy season was increasingly erratic. 

ciated with the less reliable rainfall was an 
increase in crop failures and hunger. Other cli- 
matic changes have been noted, including more 
extreme temperatures and much more frequent 
dust storms during the dry¯seas0n. Figure 5.8 
shows the much-increased frequency of. dust 
Storms from 1950 to 1983. 

Climatologists have debated the causes of the 
changes that have been observed in recem de- 
cades. Three major types of causes have been 
identified. One hypothesis links the increasing 
aridity of the Sahel to environmental changes, 
such as the clearing of woodlands for farming¯ 
and fuelwood, which may affect climate by in- 
creasing albedo and dust content of the atmo- 
sphere. A second approach involves correlating 
cycles of aridity in different parts of Africa to E1 
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FIGURE %7° Rainfall v~iiability ia the Sahel, 1900-1993. The data are expressed as percentage deviar~ons 
above or bdow the 1951-1980 average. Source: O. Slaymaker and T. Spencer. Physical G~ogra~hy and Global 
Environmental Change. New York: Addison \Vesley Longman, 1998. © 1998 by Addison Wesley Longman. 

Reprinted by permission. 

Nifio events--namely, cycles in global oceanic 
and atmospheric circulation. The third explana- 
tion views recent trends as early manifestariong 
of global warming due to pollution Of the at- 
mosphere by humans. 

Mos: scientists now agree that human poliu~ 
tion of the atmosphere is causing changes in cli- 
mate worldwide, and that these human impacts 

on climate can be expected to accelerate in the 
very near fi~tute÷ These changes are linked to in- 
creased concentration of carbon dioxide, meth- 
ane, chlowfluorocarbons, and other so-called 
"greenhouse" gases in the atmosphere; ir is pre- 
dicted that the concentration of these gases by 
the year 2050 will be twice what it was before 
the industrial revolution. The major sources of 
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FIGURE 5.8. I:reque~cy of dust storms and annual rainfall totals at Khartoum, Sudan, 1950-1983. Here~ 
as elsewhere along the Saharan bouedary, dust storms have become increasingly common. Data source: A. S. 
Goudie. "CEmate: Past and present.°° Ia W. M. Adams, A- S. Goudie, and A. R. Orme, eds. The Physical G~- 
ograpby of Africa. Oxford: Oxford University Preps, 1996. © 1996 by Ox£onl University Press. Reprinted by 

permission. 
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these gases, include pollution by automobiles 
and industry, and the cutting and burning of 
forests. Unlike e~rlier periods of climatic 
change, human beings bear responsibility for 
creating this present phase. 

Africa is not a major source of "greenhouse’’¯ 
gases; none of its 4ouatries ranks among the 
world’s 20 largest sources of air pollutants. 
However, the Ineergovernmental Panel on Cli- 
mate Change (IPCC), in a report published in 
2001 (see "Internee Sources"), predicts that Af- 
rica ¯ is the continent likely to be hit hardest by 
dimate change. Its impac.rs are predicted to be 
most serious in desert-margin and savanna re- 
gions--which are expected to become hotter 
and drier, with more frequent and more serious 
droughts, and much-reduded volumes of water 
in lakes and rivers. Humid climates will be- 
come even warmer and wetter--conditions that 
will result in large increases in mosquito popu- 
lations and consequent increases ,n malaria and 
other insect-borne diseases. Global warming is 
expected to resuk in ~ rise of up to t.3 m in sea 
levels by the mid-21s~ century. Rising sea lev- 
ets would threaten to inundate low-lying 
coastal areas, including much of the Comoros 
and coastal cities like Lagos and Abidjan. 

Perhaps a quarter of the population of Africa 
south of the Sahara lives in comparatively arid 
areas where the threat of drought and desertifi- 
canon is already high, and where climatic 
change would mean diminished agricultural 
potential 0aid increased hunger. Many millions 
more who live in coastal areas face the prospect 
of being displaced by rising sea levels. Because 
of Africa’s poverty, the kinds of public pro- 
grams that may help people in wealthier coun- 
tries ~o cope with rapid changes to their envi- 
ronment are unlikely ro be available to 
Africans. The indifference, or at best the token 
response, of the international community 16 
rica’s current HIViAIDS crisis g,yes little rea- 
son to be optimistic about the continent’s 
chances of receiving major international assis- 
tance ro address the impacts of climate change. 

climate and Human Development 

A~I humans are concerned about the s~ate o~ the 
weather and the implications of possible trends 

in the climate. However, the stakes are particu- 
larly high i;t Africa, where the majority of 
people earn their, livelihood from the ¯land as 
farmers and he~ders. The failure of the rains 
(especially in semiarid environments) may not 
only spell disaster for mrs[ communities, buy. 
may also mean scarcer, and more expensive food¯’ 
in urban centers and shortfalls in the produc- 
tion of agricultural raw materials, such as cot- 
ton for textile mills or for export. The unfavor- 
able climaric conditions that have been 
widespread in Africa since the late 1960s have 
contributed significantly to the persistence of 
poverty and underdevelopment. 

Further Reading. 

For a detailed, yet very readable introduction to 
Africa’s physical geography, see the following: 

Adams, W. M., A. S. Goudie, and A, ]K, Orme, 
ed~. Tha Physical Geography of Africa. Oxford: 

Oxford University Press, 1996. (On climate, 

see especially~ Chapters 3-5,) 

Classical sources or: kd’rica’s climates include 
these: 

Griffiths, J. E, ed. Climates of Africa. Amsterdam: 
Elsevier, 1972. 

N~ewholt, S. Tropical Climatology. Chichesrer~ UK: 
Wiley, 1977. 

Thompson, B. W. The Climate of Africa. New 
York: Oxford University Press, t965, 

Climate change in Quaternary and historical 
times is discussed in the following: 

De,con, J., and 5I. Lancaster. Lat~ Quaternary 

Palaeoenvironments of Southern Africa. Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, I988. 

Grove, A. T., and A. Warren. "Quaternary land- 
forms and climate change on the south side of 
the Sahara." Geographical Journal, vol. 134 
(1968), pp. 193-208. 

Nicholson, 8. E. "Climatic variatiom in the Sahel 
and other African regions d~r[ng the past five 

centuries." Journal of Arid Environments, vol. 1 
(1978), pp. 3-24. 

On contemporary (mid- to lare-20th-ce~mry) 
studies of climate change, especially i~ the Sahel, 
see these sources: 
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Fontaine, B., and S. Bigot. "West African rainfall 

def)clrs and sea-s~trface teraperamres." Interna- 

tlonalJournal of Climatology, vol. 13 (1993), pp. 

271-286. 

Hume, M. "Rainfall changes in Africa: 1931-60 

to 1961-90." International Journ!l of Climatol- 

ogy, voI. 12 (1992), pp~ 685-699. 

McLaren, S. J., and D. R, Knives, eds. Linking 

Climate Change to Land Surface Change. 

Dordrecht, The Netherlands: Kluge, 2000. (See. 

especially Chapters 1-4.) 

Middleton, N. J., and A. S. Goudie. "S~haran 
dust: Sources and trajectories,7 Transactions of 

the Inslitute of British Geygraphws, vol. 26 

(2001), pp. 165-181. 

Studies of global climate change and its relevance 

to Africa inciude the following: 

Hume, M., ed. Climate Change and So~thern AJrica: 

An Explanation of Some Potential Impacts and 

bnplicatiom in the SADC Region. Norwich, UK: 

University of East Anglia, 1996. 

Rowlands, I. Climate Change Cooperation in Southern 

Africa. London: Earthscan, 1998. 

Sullivan, M., ed, The Greenhouse Effect and Its 

Impact on Africa. London: Institute for African 

Mremarives, 1990. 

Internet Sources 

The following sites provide access to climate data 
for hundreds of African localMes: 

Africa Data Dissemination Service. Ntp:/iedcw2ks21. 
cr.usgs.gov/~dd~/data 

World climates, www/climate/index 

What’s the weatl:er today in South Afrlca? Con- 
stilt the South African Weather Service, or CNN: 

S~uth African Wa~tker S~rvice. www.weathersa.co.za 
CNN.com. www.c~n.com~eather/Africaisat, htrnl 

For cub-rent information on climate change, the 

IPCC site is especially important: 

GIobal Environmental Change Program, Univer- 
sity of Virginia- Global Climate Cha~ge and 

Africa. http://africagcc.geep.virginia.edulPolicy 
Intergovemmental Panel on Climate Change 

dPCC). Regional Impacts of Climate Change. Chap- 
tw 2: Africa. www.grida.no/ctimateiit3cdregional/ 
006.Nm 

For examples of the ancient rock art showing life 
in the Sahara when its climate was moist, ~ee the 
following: 

Brown, tt. University of Alabama at Birming- 

ham. Archaic Art of North Africa: Sa~aran 
A~t. www.hp,uab.eduJirnage_archive/taJtad .hlml 

The Roland Collection of Films and Videos on 
Art. TassaIi N’Ajjer. www.roland-collection.com/ 
roland.collection/section/26/10.htrn 

6 
Biogeography and Ecology 

The Western media have written at length 
about some aspects of the African environment, 
in the process repeating certain basic themes. 
The primary theme has been that there is an en- 
vironmental crisis in Africa, attributable both 
to the uncontrollable natural forces (e.g., the as- 
sumed steady advance of the desert) and m hu- 
man mismanagement (e.g., deforestation and 
declining Iarge-animaI populations). This chap- 
ter establishes the context for examining these 
issues by outlining characteristic features of Af- 
rica’s major terrestrial biomes, and through dis- 
cussions of deforestation and desertificariou as 
ecological concerns. We will return ~o these 
themes later in the book, especially in Chapter 
24 on the ~e of flora and fauna as resources. 

Ecosystem Basics 

An ecosystem incorporates mwnerous variables 
¯ that are linked to one another through complex . 

flows of matter and energy, These components 
are both biotic (living organisms such as plants 
and animals, organized in interdependent com- 
munities) and abioti~ (the nonliving physica[ 
and chemical environment). Energy derived 
from the Sun is the basis for ecosystem dynam- 

ics~ Energy transfer occurs through the opera- 
don of food chains, which begin with the 
growth of plants through photosynthesis. Solar 
energy converts water and carbon dioxide into 
biomass. This plan~ life provides saste~ance for 
herbivores, which ate in turn consumed by car- 

" nivores. Omnivores consume both animals and 

¯ plants. In addition to :he primary food chain, 
each ecosystem has a decomposer food chain, 
consisting of microorganisms such as fungi and 
bacteria that consttme .dead organic matter. In 
reality, the structure of food webs is very com- 
plex, with each spedes having a limited range 
9f potential and preferred foods. Food prefer, 
ences are distinct and complementary; that¯is, 
foods preferred by one species ace often ignored 
by others. 

The’ prlmary productivity of an ecosystem is 
the amoant of blomass that is generated per 
square meter per year. The productivity of ter- 
restrial ecosystems is greatest where tempera- 
tm’es are highest and rainfall is abundant. As a 
tropical continent, Africa has relatively few ar- 
eas where temperature is a major limiting fac- 
tor. The key determinants of differences in’Afri- 
can ecosystem productivity are variations in the. 
amount and timing of precipitation. The pr~- 
mary productivity of tropical rain forests is, on 
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average, about three times as great as that for 

savannas, and.more than 20 times that of. 
sere[desert scrub. 

African Terrestrial Biomes 

A biome may be defined as a large, regt~ar 
region whose climate, vegetation, fauna; and 
soils are characterized by broad uniformity. A 
biome is usually named after the predominant 
vegetation in the region, Emphasis must be 
placed on the broad uniforraity of a biome, 
because withi.n each biome there is considerable 
variation and complexity, reflecting the diver- 
sity of interrelated processes that shape the 
environment. Moreover, although there is an 
obvious relation between the elements that con- 
stitute a blome, this does not mean that the 
boundaries between different vegetation types 
and those separating related climate regions 
and soil regions correspond exactly with each 
other. 

The associations of vegetation, climate, and 
soil that characterize Africa’s major blomes are 
summarized in Table 6.I and are discussed be- 
low. Their resulting climate patterns have been 
shown in Figure 5.4a; a map of vegetation types 
is provided in Figure 6.1. 

Vegetation zones in Africa show a pattern of 
roughly concentric rings centered on the Congo 
basin. (Figure 6,2 illustrates four o£ the eight 
different types of vegetation regions discussed 
be!ow.) While rainfall is especially important 

for vegetation, factors such as altitude, soil 

characteristics, and drainage are locally signifi- 
cant. Human use of the environment--selective 
ctearing and planting of species, grazing, and 
the use of fire--continues to rngdify vegetation. 
patterns. Therefore, it is important to remem- 
ber the limitations of "natural" vegetation as a 
meaningful concept. Large areas of vegetation 
that initially seem undisturbed have actually 

been altered significantly by human use. 

Tropical Rain Forest 

Africa has a vast tropical forest centered in the 
Congo basin of west central Africa. It extends 
nor’thward through souvhem Cameroon and 
discontinuously along the West African coast as 
far as Sierra Leone. Ir is also found in eastern 
Madagascar. The tropical rai~ forest occurs in 
close association with equatorial dlmates, 
which are characterized by uniformly high tem- 
peratures, heavy rainfall, and a dry season that 
is either very short or absent, These climatic 
conditions permit the development of the most 
biologically diverse of the .world’s biomes, but 
they also contribute to the development of soils 
called Oxisols, which contain few nutrients and 
litde organic matter. 

The tropical forest is the blome with the 
greatest diversity of animal life--a reflection of 
its very high primary productivity and the 
countless ecological niches that exist in it. The 
fauna of Madagascar’s forests differ greatly from 
those of continental African forests; it is esti- 

TABLE 6.1. Africa’s Major Biomes 

Vegetation type Related climate type Related soil types 

Tropical rain forest Equatorial OxisoIs 

Moist woodland Savanna Humid tropical Oxisqis, AlfisoIs, Ultisols 

Dry parkland savanna Tropical wet-and-dry Alfisols (Ustalfs) 

Semideser~ (Sahel) Tropical steppe (semiarid) Alfisols, Atidisois 

Desert " Desert Aridisols 

Tempeta~ grassland (veldt) 
Subtropical wet-and-dry Alfisols 

Mediterranean Mediter~aneasa Mfisols (Xeralfs). 
Montane Highland Varied, poorly developed 

FIGURE 6.i. Natural vegetation. Note the broad correspondence ofvegeration and climate shown on the 

map, and atso summarized in Table 6.1. 

mated that 90% of its species are found only levels and the brackish water found in estuaries 
there. Madagascar’s biodlversiry is threatened and lagoons. " 
by the clearance and degradation of more than 

Human activities, especially farming and 
90% of its original forests, lumbering, pose a growing threat to tropical 

Vegetation in the tropical forest is very lux-u- rain forests. The forest ecosystem is very deli- 
~mnt and consists of many different species in 

care, and indiscriminate clearing can jeopardize 
dose proximity. Vegetation Wpicaiiy occurs in the .ecosystem’s survival. More than 1 million 
three layers: a shrub layer of relatively low spa- km2 of Africa’s tropical forests have been lost, 
ties, a canopy of densely packed trees of me- and the rate of loss is growing. In some areas, 
dlum s~ze, mad an emergent layer of isolated tall 

however, humans h~ve managed to increase 
trees extending far above the canopy. Where their utilization of forest, environments without 
the forest has remained undisttrcbed, the 

necessarily destroying them. Indeed, in some 
ground level may be quite open bur dark. 

cases the expansion of forests may be attributed 
Where the canopy has been disturbed, permit- to human stewardship. 
~ing much more light to penetrate m ground The so[Is of the tropical rain forest are sub- 
tevel, a dense and tangled mass of vegetation ject to heavy leaching, a consequence of the re- 
develops, glon’s high temperatures and heavy rainfall. 

Tropical wetland forests occur in very moist 
Most mineral nutrients have been leached from 

enwronments. Freshwater swamp forests are 
the soil, leaving iron-rich laterites behind. At- 

widespread in the central Congo basin, while though the forest supplies an abundant supply 
saltwater swamp forests occur m several coastal of biomass, these soils c0n(ain little organic 
areas. The dominant species are mangroves, 

matter. The warm, moist environment is idea/ 
which are highly adapted to fluctuating water for soil bacteria tha( cause the rapid decomposi- 
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FIGURE 6.2, Views from four vegetation regions. (a) Tropical rain forest, southern Cameroon. (b) Dry 

parkland savanna, south central Kenya. (c) Semidesert, southern Kenya. (d) Desert, Eritrea. Photos: (a) CIDA 

(R. Lemoyne); (b) and (c) atichor; (d) M. Peters. 

tion of organic matter. Because these Oxisols 

are so infertile, subsistencefarmers in tropical 
forest environments practice shifting cultiva- 

tion, moving their farms every two or three 
years as the soil’s limited store of plant nutri- 
ents is exhausted. 

Moist Woodland Savanna 

2vioist woodtand savanna forms an almost .con- 

tinuous band adjoining the tropical forest on 
its northern, eastern, and southern edges. The 
characteristic vegetation of this biome is a 

mixture of trees and tal! grasses. Where rain- 

fall is relatively high and human influence 
low, there may be quite a dense canopy of 
evergreen trees. The effect of agriculture on 
the savanna ecosystem is especially evident in 
the "derived savannas" along many parts of the 

forest margins, where overly ~ntensive utiliza- 
tion. has caused degradation from forest to 
savanrta. Fires, oft~ely set by farm- 

ers, herders, and hunters (see Figure 6.3), 

affect the ~evolution of savanna vegetation by 
selegtlvely eliminating gpecies that are not 
fire-resistant. Moist woodland savanna occuxs 

in conjunction with humid tropical climates. 

These Climates have somewhat less rainfall 

than equatorial climates; they have a double- 
maximum pattern of rainfall separated by two 
short bur distinct dry seasons. 

Moist woodland savannas north of the equa- 

tor, often referred to as the G~inea savanna, are 
distinct from those to the south. A type of sa- 

vanna known as r~iombo woodland covers large 

expanses of south central Africa. Miombo is 
dominated by three closely related tree species. 

These species lose their leaves in the dry season 

FIGURE 6.3. Vegetationclearance, C8te d’Ivoke. The Use of fire to dear brush has some immediate bene- -’i 

fits for herders and farmers, bur may have major environmental costs, including tee elimination of some spe- i 

ties and increased soil erosion. Photo: CIDA (M. Faugere).                                             L 

and are highly susceptible to fire. More than 

half of miombo ptant species are found only in 

this region. 
The soils of the woodland savor;no are di- 

verse, a reflection of the transition here from 
forest to relatively dry savanna. Oxisols and 
Ultisols, both highly leached and relarlvely in- 
fertile, occur where precipitation is above aver- 
age for this zone. In drier parts, Alfisols are 

found. The name AlfTsd reflects the high alumi- 

num (A/) and iron ~) content of these soils, 
which tend to be. heavily 1cached but have 

somewhat greater Organic matter than Oxisols 
and Ultlsols associated with moister environ- 

menrs. 

Drg Parkland Savanna 

Adjoining the moist woodland savanna on its 
dry margins is a continuous Band of dry 

savanna vegetation occurring in conjunction 

with tropical wet and dry climates. These cli- 
mates have a five- to eight-month dry season 

and less rainfall than in the woodland savanna 

zone. As distance from the moist woodland 
savanna boundary increases, the duration, 

qtlantity, and reliability of precipitation 
decline. The term Suda~ sava,,aa is commonly 

used for this type of vegetation, especially 

north of the equator. To the south, a drier sub- 
type of ~niombo forest is found. 

Many of the characteristics of the dry sa- 

vanea vegetation reftect the longer dry season 

and lesser amounts of rairffall, as compared to 
the moist woodland savanna. Trees are usually 
more scattered, and the grass is not as tall. The 

species found here are adapted to the more diffi- 
cult climate conditions; acacia trees, for exam- 
ple, have very small leaves that are shed season- 
ally, as well as a tough outer bark and thorns 

that discourage browsing by animals. The bao- 

bab is another of the species usually associated 
with this biome. 

Savanfia environments have less diversity of 
wildlife than tropical forest ecosystems. How- 
ever, East Africa’s dry savanna environments are 
famous for their huge herds of grazing species 

and associated predators. Herd densities average 
more than. 40 animais pet square kilometer in 
the Serengeti Plains and several other areas in 

eastern and southern Africa. 

Usralfs. a type of Alfisol,. are the main soil 
type. These soils are often relatively fertile. 

Ustalfs usually contain fine dust brought by 
winds from the desert during every dry season. 

They are less heavily Ieached than soils in areas 
with moister climates and may have a fairly 
high organic content. 



:emideser~ (5ahel) 

"he Sahet. i~ a transitiona! zone lying between 

he Sudan savanna and the desert, character- 
zeal by a short rainy season yielding an aver- 
~ge of 250-500 mm of precipitation. The 
;parse, unreliable rainfall results in very low 
.~cosystem productivity, and it makes agricul- 
:ure a very risky activity because crop failures 
~ccur frequently. In this hash environment, 
:he drought-resistant properties of plants are 
crucial to their survival. Trees tend to have 
thick bark and small, waxy leaves that do not 
lose much moisture through transpiration. 
8nine species conserve moisture by shedding 
their leaves during the dry season. Semldesert 
vegetation is very vuinerable to damage from 
fire, overgrazing, and agriculture, and there- 
fore may be prone to desertiiicarion. Healthy 
stands of vegetation are crucial for stabiliking 
the soil and reducing soil erosion by wind and 
Water. 

environments, resulting in the accumulation of 

layers of salts or 4alcium carbonate on or below 

the surface. 

Temperate 6rassland O/eld~) 

Much of the high plateau of eastern South 
Africa is covered in grasslands, known in the 
region as the veldt, The veldt is analogous to 
temperategrasslands found in other continents, 
such as the prairies of North America. By Afri- 
can standards, the climate is relatively cool, 
especially in winter when freezing temperarues 
are common. The precipitation of 450-700 mm 
per annum is highly concentrated in the sum- 
mer months. These conditions give rise to vege- 
tation dominated by grasses; trees generally are 

confined to riversides and other favorable 
microenvironments. The deep .and fertile soils 
of the veldt, rich in their organic content, form 
the basis for the prosperous agricultural econ- 

omy of the region. 

Desert 

Desert climates are c~aracterlzed by very low 
and sporadic rainfall, and by snbsrantial daily 
and seasonal temperature fluctuations. Desert 
vegetation occurs in the Sahara, Kalahari, and 
Namib, although different species are typical of 
the different deserts. In the Namib, plants 
depend on frequent fogs, generated as winds 
pass over the cold Benguela Current, for their 
moisture. Desert plant life must be highly 
adapted to the sparse and infrequent rainfall 
and the poorly developed, often saline soils. 
Vegetation is likely to be denser and more var- 
ied along watercourses than in the more open 
desert. Desert plant life may be remarkably 
diverse; the South African region of 
Namaqualand, for example, is renowned for the 
proliferation of beautiful wiidflowers. Maw 
animal species adapt to harsh desert conditions 
through migration and an ability to go without 
water for long periods. 

The Aridisols of desert environments are 
poorly developed and have a very low organic 
content, reflecting the dry climate and lack of 
vegetation. Salinizadon and calcification are 
imporz~mt soil-forming processes in many dry 

Mediterranean 

The South African Cape region has a Mediterra- 
nean climate, characterized by hot, dry sum- 
mers and cool, moist winters. The vegetation 
that develops under these conditions is mrophyt- 

ic (drought-resistant)- The vegetation of the 
Cape region, known as fynbos, includes 8,500 
spegies of plantg (two-thirds of which are 
unique to this region) in a very small area. 
Human impacts threaten the survival of this 
unique and diverse bioregion. Xeralfs are the 
soils usually associated with Mediterranean 
environments. These brownish-colored soils 
often have quite high narusal fertility. 

Montane 
Africa’s highest .mountain peaks form a discon- 
tinuous zone in which altitude is the primary 
determinant of climate, vegetation, and soi! 

types. Temperatures decline with increasing 
altitude, a~d on motmtains’ windward sides, 
rainfall may be very abundant. Vegetation is 
also zoned vertically--starting at the base of ¯ 
East African mountains, from savanna, to 
montane forest, to bamboo, hearher, alpine tun- 
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dra, and in some cases ice. Montane forests con- 
tain an abundarlce of species, many of them 

unUsUal in appearance.and the majority unique 

to this zone. 
¯ Highlands elsewhere in the continent also 

have flora that differs from that of surrounding 

lower-elevation areas, Examples include the 
montane forests of the Ethiopian Plateau, the 

temperate grasslands of South Africa’s high- 
lands, and the isolated Mediterranean species 

occurring in the Ahaggar Mountains and 

Tibesti Massif of the central Sahara. 

Ecological Concerns 

Environmental research, agitation by environ- 
mental pressure groups, and global symposia 
such as the Earth Summits in Rio de Janeir0 
and Johannesburg have heightened concern 
about environmental degradation. The destruc- 
tion of tropical rain forests and deserritqcarion 

have been identified as particularly imporran~ 
threats to the future of the pl.fnet. There is evi- 
dence that African ecosystems have suffered sig~ 
nificanr degradation, Nevertheless, newer evi- 
dence from contemporary research points to the 
complexity of patterns and processes of ecologi- 
cal change, and the need to interpret these 
changes carefully in relation to the incredible 
diversity of the human geography found in spe- 
cific regional settings within each of Africa’s 
blames. 

Deforestation 

It has been estimated that the global area of 
tropical forest decreases by an average of 
157,000 km2 annually, an area equal to that of 
England and Wales. If this rate of deforestation 
is maintained, it is projected that all tropical 
forests could disappear by the middle of the 
21st century. The clearance of tropical forests 
has global as well as local implications. Tropical 
forest ecosystems have incredible biological 
diversity; when plant species become extinct, 
humanity is deprived forever of their potential 
benefits for example, the discovery of signifi- 
cant new medicines. ~Vloreover, the removal of 
forest cover facilitates increased soil erosion and 

soil compaction, thus reducing agricultural 
productivity. Regional climatic change, includ- 
ing higher temperatures and lower rainfall, has 
been observed in deforested environments. 

As noted in Chapre{ 5, deforestation has 
been linked to predicted changes in the climate 
of the earth--the so-called "greenhouse effect." 
With futest clearance, carbon stored in vegeta~ 
lion is released into the atmosphere, while the 
forest’s capacity to create oxygen is reduced. 
Higher concentrations of greenhouse gases are 
expected to produce a variety of climatic and 
edologlcal effects, including hotter, drier condi- 
tions iti the savanna, Vegetation will come 
under increasing stress because of the harsher 
environmental conditions, and because of the 
effects of the increasing intens!ty of human utl- 
lization. 

Africa’s tropical forests are under threat in 
several areas, including coastal West Africa and 
Madagascar. Africa as a whole has lost an esti- 
mated 5 million ha of’tropical forests per year, a 
tOSS Of 0.8% of the total area each year. Ai- 
though forest retreat has occurred in parts of 
West Africa for centuries, the rate of deforesta- 
tion has acceterared~to 2.1% annnaIly--be- 
cause of an ever-growing demand for timber 
and for farmland to support rdatively high 
population densities. Forests in West Africa are 
also in danger because they occupy fairly small 
blocks of territory. In contrast, the forests of the 
Congo basin are less immediately threatened; 
they occupy a huge area, support low popula- 
tion densities, and are difficult to penetrate be- 
cause of poor transport development. 

Recent research, especially that uudertaken 
by James Fairhead and Melissa Leach, has cast 
doubt on the prevailing view of forests that are 
,~ecessarily in permanent decline because of hu- 
man activities (Vignette 6.1). Their studies in 
southeastern Guinea show, contrary to popular 
wisdom, that forests in the area are expanding 
significandy---and did so throughout the 20th 
century, as a resuit of human use of the environ- 
ment. Moreover, their review Of previous stud- 
ies of forest margin environments elsewhere in 
West Africa suggests that the recent expansion 
of forests may be quite widespread. Their re- 
search does nor mean that concern over defores- 
tation is misplaced~ Rather, it points to the 
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VIGNETTE 6.1. Human impacts on the Forest: Destroyers or Builders? 

For a centary, £uropean colonial officials, developmen~ workers, and academics visiting the 
forest-savanna boundary zooe in Kissidougou District, Guinea concluded that the local people 
were carelessly destroying their environment. The visitors saw patches of forest surrounded by 
savanna vegetation, and concluded char these forests were the relicts of a former great forest 
that had been los: due to agriculture and the widespread use of fire. The government of 
Guinea tried to restrict the use of fire. and development projects were inirlared to save the for- 
est, Kiss~dougou school children were taught that their communities would have to change 
their destructive ways. 

Appearances may be deceiving. British anrhropoiogists James Fairhead and Nlelissa Leach, 
undertaking research in the district, repeatedIy heard from local informants that now-forested 
acres had been savannasin living memory. Studies of air photographs confirmed the accuracy 
of the oral evidence: The forests of Kissidoqgou were actually expanding into the savanna. 

Further research provided explanations for this counterintUitive finding. As a result of hu- 
man intervention, forest islands grew ~round each settlement within a generation or so of its 
creation. Silk cotton and other species of trees grew from seeds in rubbish heaps. Green tree 
cuttings wer~ used to make re,ices around household compOunds; these cuttings formed roots 
and became "living fences," and eveuruaRy some of them grew into trees. Crops jn newly 
cleared savanna solis were sown in a pianned sequence, s~ar~ing with legumes such as ground- 
nuts, wtiich enriched the soil and facilitated a transition from grassland to forest. Fires were 
used to convert cleared g~asses and brush into ~utrie;ars to fertilize crops~ By burnirtg vegeta- 
tion relatively early in the dry season, farmers were able tO prevent Later fires at a time.when 
the vegetation would be extremely dry, and rhos when f~tes could be very destructive. As the 
forest aged, it became denser and bioIogicaIly mote diverse, taking on the appearance of a ma- 

ture, "natural" forest. 
Trees within these ~orest islands were maintakned carefully by people living in the settle- 

merits. Historically, the dense vegetation of the forest islands had provided protection from 
enemies’ attacks. The forest also provided shade and a variety of valuable products, ranging 
from palm oil and fruits to firewood, obtained by lopping branches from the trees. 

8ettlemerlts are relocated occasionally. Once the human communities that created and sus- 
tained the forest islands have left, the forests gradually revert to savannas. However, because 
the population of Kissidougou DistriCt has been increasing, there are more settlements and 
more forest islands. The evidence from air photographs is clear: in Kissidougon, more people 
megn mote forests. The most densely populated parrs of the district have the greatest density 
of forest islands, contrary to the orthodox view that population growth meant environmental 
degradation.                                  ¯ 

One of the lessons of Kissidougou is the importance of being open to reconsidering "rer 
ceived wisdom" ahout the sorry state of the African envirormxent. Although deforestation 
linked to population growth may be a widespread problem, we should not assume that this is 
a necessary relationship, Another. lesson concerns the potential value of indigenous knowledge 
as the basis for policy directions to address issues of concern, such as environmental degrada- 
tion. 

B~sed oa J. Fairhead and M. Leach. Mism~tdi~g th* Africa~ La~dac~,Oe: S~ci~ty and Ecd~gy in a Forest-Savanna Ma~ 
sai~. Cambridge, UK: Cambridge Urfiversity Press, t996. See also S*co~d Natur*: Building Fsv,sts in W~st Af- 
rica’s Savannas [video). Haywards Heath, UK: Cyru~ Productions, 1997. (Available onIine from tDS Book- 
store, UK) 
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dangers of overgeneralization, arid to the need 
ro understand the dynamics of human-euviron- 
mental interaction in specific sevtings. 

Deserdfication 
The Sahelian drotighr of the 1970s caused 
greatly increased concern about environmental 
degradation in general and desertification in 
particular. Was the 8ahelian drought evidence 
of larger changes in woi-ld climate? Was the 
Sahara literally advancing southward, envelop- 
ing communities along the way? To what 
extent were humans responsible for the appar- 
ent growgh of desert-like conditions? Could the 
process of desertification be reversed, or at igasr 
be controlled? 

Figure 6.4 illustrates the degree of suscepti- 
biliyy to deserti~icatio~ in Africa. Desertifica- 
tion involves a range of changes to ecosystems, 
including the degradation of vegetation, the 
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loss of soil moisture, ~d the formation of sand 
dunes. The cumulaaive effect of these changes is 

"the diminution or destruction of theobio!ogical 

potential of the land," ultimately producing 
desertlike conditions of vegeratioa and soil in. 
areas beyond the climatic desert. Th~s defini- 

tion, which came from the United ~Nations 

Conference on Deserdflcation in 1977, ~iid not 
end the debate about the meaning of desertifi- ¯ 

cation.. Some studies have used the term ro 
mean the process of land degradation, whereas 
others view it as the end result of a process of 
change. AI1 agree that there are both dimaric 

and htmiart dimensions to desertifi~ation; cli- 
matologists and social scientists often disagree, 
though, about the relative importance of the 
two dimensions. Climatologists have also been 

divided as to whether deserrification is iinked 
to climate variability (recurring droughts) or to 

a longer-term process of climate change (g!obai 
warming), 

FIGURE 6.4. Degree of susceptibility to deserdEcarion. Up to one-quarter of AFrica’s land 0tea, including 
large axeas not located along the desert fringe, is susceptible to degfadationl Source: Environmental Develop- 
ment Action (ENDA). Erwiroumwtt and Dwdopmenr in Africa. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 198 !, p. 9. © 
1981 by United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and ENDA. Reprinted by permission. 
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Most explanations of ecosystem degradation 
¯ ve focused on the pressures exerted by the 
tpid growth of human and animal popula- 
ons, and the resultant need to extend and in- 
:nsify resource utilization (see Vignette 6.2 
~r one case study). The population of the 

Sahel and of other dry savanna regions began 
to increase markedly dnrlng the latter part of 
the colonial era. Farmers and herders were 
couraged to occupy more and more marginal 
environments during three decades of above- 
average rainfall in the region, by relatively 

VIGNETTE 6.2. The Causes of Deser~ification: A Kenyan Case Study 

Who is to blame for land degradation in marginal environments? Are the people who inhabit 
these, regions at fault, or does the blame lie elsewhere? The case of the Renditle pastoralists= 
who live east of Lake Turkana in northern Kenya, is relevant to the questions posed above. 

The Rendiile occupy a marginal semidesert environment with average rainfall ranging 
from 200 to 300 mm per year. Much of the area that they occupy shows signs of severe stress. 
During the droughts of the early 1970s, they lost large numbers.of camels, goats, sheep, attd 
carrie upon which they are dependent. 

Taken ar ¯face vaIue, resource management decisions taken by’the Rendille seem to account 

for the widespread ecological damage. Grazing funds are used unevenly; perhaps .one-fifth of 
the Rendille territory is overgrazed, but considerable gra~ing land remains unused. This un- 
even pattern of grazing is related to the following factors: 

* The Rendille opt for grazing areas relatively close to springs or easily accessible water- 

holes, and only as a last resort move to pastures where much effort is needed to get 

t They avoid areas where cattle raiding occurs most frequently. 
* The devdopmeot of permanent setdements has contributed to uneven use and ecologi- 

cal damage around settlement sites. 

Analyzing the behavior of the Rendille from their own perspective suggests other conclu- 
sions, however. They seem less the careless destroyers of their own sustenance base than the 
victims of policies and systems over which they have no control. Far from urban centers and 
dependent on small, nncerrain local markets to sell their animals, ttae Rendille are forced to 
maimain large herds and maximize their gains in good years to survive through periodic 
droughts, They receive poor prices for their livestock~one-third to one-half of the Nalrobi 
price but must pay very high prices for the pro4ucts that they purchase, These very unfavor- 
able terms of trade are a strong disincentive for ~he Rendiile to invest extra labo~ and capital to 
open up new pastures and watering holes in underndlized areas. 

For the Rendille, government policies have bgen part of the problem, not the solution, 
When the first developmen: projects were initiated in the late 1960s, the focus was on casde 
ranching.Not only were cattle a dubious choice for these vulnerable lands, but government 
planners virtually ignored the existing Renditle economy with its focus on raising camels, 
goats, and sheep. Moreover, restrictions on livestock exports and policies designed to ensure 
low food prices for urban consumers condemned the Rendille to continuing poverty. 

In RendilIe country, as in other parts Of Africa threatened with ecological disaster, policy 
makers must recognize the need for policy solutions that address both facets of the ecological 
crisis: Not duly do fragile lands need to be protected, but the fragile societies and economies¯ 
dependent on these resources need careful assistance if they ate to survive. 

Based off M. O’Lea~y, ’~Ecologica[ villains or economic vicrim~: The case of ~he Rendille of ~orthem Kenya." 

D=rmqficati~n Control, no. 11 (1984), pp. 17-21. 
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good prices for. groundnuts and other crops, 
and by the constmcti0n of wells and roads in 

populated areas. After independence, large- 

scale Cattle ranches and irrigation schemes 
were established in certain marginal, 
semidesert regions (e.g., in Senegal and Bot- 

swana). Feasibiiity studies often discounted 
both the wider ecological implications of in- 

tensive, large-scale development and the effect 

of these proiects on peasant farmers and pasto- 
rallsts. Local farmers and pastoralists were dis- 
placed from productive lands, and were forced 

to occupy¯ marginal areas susceptible to eco- 
logical damage and crop failure. 

In Wo~klng the Sahd (see "Further Reading"), 
Morfimore and Adams argue against simplistic 

cause-and-effect analyses that depict humans as 
either helpless victims or careless perpetrators 

of ecological change. They show how the farm- 
ers of the Sahd--facing major physical con- 
straints of unreliable rainfall, as well as social 
and economic constraints of limited labor and 
capital~have developed sophisticated re- 

sponses that vary over time and space. These re- 
sponses may include an intensification of local re- 

source use, including new forms of primary 
production; diversification into other income- 

earning activities; and migration to o~her, less 
stressed areas. Environmental decision making 
within Sahelian communities under stress is 
formed by three general principles: (1) the di- 
versity of natural, economic, technical, and so~ 

cial resources that may be mobilized by a 

household; (2)flexibility in the choice of field 

and grazing locations and cropping strategies; 

and (3) adaptability over the longer term in re- 
sponding to environmental, social, and eco- 

nomic change. These adaptive strategies that 
have enabled communities in the Sahel to sur~ 
rive for many generations provide the best hope 

for. the continuing viability of human uriIiza- 
tion in this uncertain and challenging environ- 

ment. 

Although widespread degradation, of arid en~ 
vironments has occurred, the extent of damage 

has often been exaggerated by development 
agencies and by governments. Careful longitu- 

dinal research to document the extent and na- 
ture of environmental change is in very short 

.~.’ 
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supply; pubh.shed reports o£ degradation are 
typically based on inadequate evidence and 
deeply entrenched assumptions abot~t desettifi- 

cation. In particular, research by Bassett’ and Bi 

Zu$li (see "Further.Reading") in the savanr*a of 

northern C6te d°Ivoire undedines the need. for 
caution in judging human impacts on savanna 
environments, and in assessing official "calls to 

arms" to combat desertification. 

Sustainable Alternatives 

Africa’s natural resources are vital to the health 
and well-being of rural economies and societ- 
ies-and, in a more general sense, to the weIl- 
being of every African r~ation. What distin- 
guishes Africa from most other global regions 
threatened by environmental degradation are 
the large numbers of people living in African 
r~gions that are vulnerable to declining produc- 
tivity, and the scarcity of national resources to 
address these environmental chaIlenges. 

One encouraging development has been the 
"growing understanding among development 

planners of the importance of vegetation in ru- 
ral economies. Research on ;gr~forestry--the 
systematic integration of trees into farming sys- 
tems has identified promising new tech- 
niques to permit development that is ecolog{~ 
caEy and economicaIly sustainable. The 
development of Ml~y croppivg--a sustainable al- 
ternative to shifting cultivation for use in hu- 
mid forest environments has been a very im- 
portant innovation. Establishing shelterbeIts 
and-helping communities to undertake tree- 
planting projects heip to address the related 
problems of desertification and fuelwood short- 
age (Figure 6.5). 

What is more importartt than new technol- 
ogy, however, is a commitment to sustainable 
approaches to deveiopment~approaches that 
are holistic in orientation; that are sensitive to 
spatial variations in problems, processes, and 
possibilities in different settings; that are com- 
patible with the needs, financial resources, and 
cultural perspectives of ordinary Africans; and 
that are highly sensitive to possible immediate 
and longer-term effects on the environment. 
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FIGURE 6.5. Tending a new windbreak, Bnrkina Faso. Windbreaks improve crop y~elds by reducing both 
soil erosion arid evapotranspiration; they also provide a source of fuelwood. Photo: CIDA (D. Barbour). 

Further Reading 

The following are useful genera1 sources on Afri- 
can biomes: 

Adams, W. M,, A. S. Goudie, and A. R. Orme, eds. 
The Physical Geography of Africe*. Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1996. (An excdlent velume-- 

see especially Chapters 10-17 and 19-21 .) 
Goodall, D. W., ed. Ecosystems of the World. 

Amsterdam: Elsevier, 1982-1993. (This is an 
excellent series of reference volumes on ecosys- 
tems in different parts of the woe[d.) 

Lewis, L. A., and L. Berry. African Environments 
and Resources. Boston: Unwin t-Iyman, 1988. 

White, F. The Vegqtation of Aft’lea: A Descriptive 
Memoir to Accompany the UNE$CO/AEFAT! 
UNSO Veg~tati~ Map of A~ica, Paris: United 
Nations EducarionaI, ~Sclentific, and Culm~ 
Organization (UNESCO), 1992. 

~ictow, J. R. "The study of vegetation in A~rica: 
A historical review of problems and progress." 
Singapore Jou~al ~ Tropical Gmgraphy, vol. 5 
(!984), pp. 88-t0I. 

Whitmore, T. C, An lntrodu~:~ion to T~opical Rain 
F~ts. O~ord: Oxford University Press, 1990, 

Several sources examine ecosystems in specific 
teg[onal settings: 

Battistini, R., and G. Richatd-Vindard. Biogeo- 
grap~y and Ecology in Madagascar. Amsterdam: 
~ Ju~, 1972, 

Cowling, R. M., ed. The Ecology of Fynbos: Nutri- 
ents, Fire and Diversity. Cape Town, South 
Africa: Ox-t:ord University Press, 1992. 

Lovetr, J. C. and S. K. Wasser, eds. Biogeograpky 
and Ecology of the Rain Forests of Eastern Africa. 
Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Pres~, 

1993. 
Wetter, M. J., ed. Biegeography atzd Ecology of 

Southern Afrira= 2 vols. The Hague, The Neth- 
erlands: W. Junk, 1978. 

For a variety of perspectives on deforestation, see 
the fo!iowing: 

Fairhead= J., and M. Leach. Refraining Deforestation." 
Global Analysis and Local Realities. Studies in 
West Africa, London: Routtedge, 1998. 

Guppy, N. "TtopicaI deforestation: A global view. 
Foreign Affairs, no!. 62 (1984), pp. 928-965. 

T~opical Forests: A Call for Action. New York: 
World Reso~ces Institute, 1985. 

Whitlow~ 1~. "Man’s impact on vegetation: The 

African Expeeiet~ce," In K. J. Gregory and D. 
E. Wa~ling, eds. Huv~an Activity and Environ+ 
mental Processes, pp. 353-379. Chichester~ UK: 
Wiley, 1987. 

For more information on desertification and’ 
human responses to the problem= see these 
sol2tces~ 

Bassett, T. J., and K. Bi Zu$1L "Envirotwnenral 

discourses and the Ivoirlan savanna." Annals of 
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the Association of American Geographers, vol. 90 
(2000), pp. 67-95. 

Desertification Control Bulletin [periodical], Nal- 
robi, Kenya: United Nations Envirom-aent 
Programme (UNEP). 

Swlfr. J. "Desertit2cation: Narratives, winners, 
and losers." In M. Leach and R. Mearns, eds. 
The Lie of tb~ ~*ul: Challenging Received Wfidom 
o~ the African Environment, pp. 73-90. Londom 
International African Institute, 1996. 

Warren, A., and M. Khogali. Desertifieation ~nd 
Drought itt the Sudano-Saheli~n Region 1985- 
~991. New York: United Nations Develop- 
menr Programme/United Nations Sudano- 
Sahelian Office (UNDPiUNSO), 1992. 

Environmental change muse be ~ssessed in rela- 
tion to human production systems and responses 
to crisis. This theme is especially wetl explored in 
writings by MichaeI Mordmore: 

Morrimore,/v£. Adai~ting to Drought: Farmers, Fam- 

ine~, and Desertification iv West Africa. Cam- 

bridge, UK! Cambridge University Press. 

1989. 

Mortimore, M., and W. M. Adams. Working the 

Sahd: Environment and Society in Northern Nige- 

ria, London: Rou51edge, 1999. 

Internee Sources 

The Ecor~gions website provides an outstanding 
inctoductiotl to Africa’s eco!ogica[ zones: ¯ 

World Wild,fie Fund. Eraregions, ’¢aqw.worldwild~ife.or~ 
wildworld/profilesiterrestrial at.html 

There are many sites that deal with ecological 
issues in Africa, among them the fol[owlng: 

AfroLcom. Forests and Deforestation in Africa, 
afrol.com/msjndex.htm 

Conserve Africa Foundation. www, conserveafrica.org 
The Desert Research Foundation of Namibia. WWW. 

drfn,org na 
Direction Nationa]e de l’Environnement, Guinea, 

Environne#~nt et Biediv~rsitg Www.mirinet.com! 

gn-env - 

Forests, or& Forest Co*~servation Povtal, http:ffforests. 
orga#ica 

U~P. D~lan~ Dw~#~m~nt C~zt,’~, Www, uadp, 
org/dwla~s 

United Nations Environment Progvam~ (UNEP), 
www,unep,ofg 

UNESCO. Tropical Forests on th~ World 
List. 

University of Virginia. Miombo Netwwk. 
miombo.gecp.virgi~ia.eOu 

Univers[W of the Western Cape. U~C~" Entire 
Facts Index Puff. ~.bolany.uwo.ac.z~onv~aOs 
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Population, 

Urbanization, and AIDS 
April A. Gordon 

T he twentieth century was the setting for the most explosive growth of 

human population in history. Whereas it took about 130 years for pop- 
ulation to double from 1 billion in the early 1800s to 2 billion in 1930, it 

took only 43 years for population to doubIe again to 4 billion in 1973. The 

earth’s population passed the 6 billion mark in 2000, and with 76 million to 

80 million people being added every year, over 6.5 billion people are alive 
today~ By 2050, population growth will have slowed, but there will still be 

more than 9 billion people. Most of this growth is occurring among the 

world’s developing countries. By contrast, the world’s industrial nations 
have had, with the exception of the post-World War II baby boom, declin- 

ing growth rates. Ia fact, most industrial nations are growing at .5 percent 
or less a year, and some countries of Europe are actually experiencing neg- 

ative rates of growth (UN, 2005; Population Reference Bureau, 2005). 

A related trend is the revolutionary transition of the world’s people 
from primarily rural agriculturalists to urban dwellers. As of 20031 over 48 

percent of the world’s people had become urban dwellers (UN, 2003). This 

change-is most advanced in the industrial nations where, in 2000, over 75 
percent lived in urban areas. Urbanization in the developing countries is not 

nearly as advanced; in 2000, only 38 percent were urban (Population 

Reference Bureau, 2000). However, urbanization is increasing so quickly in 

the developing world that by 2030 approximately 61 percent of the world’s 

people wilt be living in cities (UN, 2003). 

The problem is that while industrial societies can provide employment 
and relatively high living standards for most urban dwellers, the opposite is 
true in developing countries. Jobs do not expand nearly fast enoughto meet 

the need, and relentless poverty rather than improved living standards is the 

203 
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lot Of most. Governments, strapped for resources, find it impossible to 

exPand or even maintain the stock of houses, infrastructure, or. services 
under such-conditions. 

Although population growth rates are high in much of the developing 

world, the world’s highest growth rates are in sub-Saharan Africa. Overall, 

sub-Saharan Africa’s population is. growing at a rate of 2.5 percent a year 
compared with an average growth rate of 1.7 percent in less developed 
countries as a whole. Consequently, sub-Saharan Africa’s population is. 

likely to grow from 705 million in 2005 to over 113 billion by 2025 (World 

Bank, 2005; Population Reference Bureau, 2005). The fastest growing 
countries in Africa--such as Burkina Faso, Burundi, Chad, Congo, Liberia, 

a£d Uganda--will at least triple in size between 2005 and 2050 (UN, 

2005). 
The growth rate of sub-Saharan Africa’s cities is also higt}, averaging 

about 4.8 percent a year since 1980: Africa has sixteen of the twenty coun- 
tries with the fastest rate of urbanization in the world, and the percentage of 

Africa’s population living in urban areas has doubled since 1965 from 14 

percent to almost 39 percent today (UN-Habitat, n.d.; Brockerhoff, 
2000:7). Most oF this growth is occurring in one or two cities within each 
country rather than being more evenly distributed among cities and towns 

of varying sizes. One result is that the proportion of urban population li~,ing 
in cities of more than half a million (twenty-eight in 1980 versus three in 

1960) jumped from 6 percent in 1960 to 41 percent in 1980, and a third of 

the urban population lived in cities of 1 million or more (often the capital) 

(World Bank, 1995:223; 1990:239) ..... 
By 2010, there will be at least thirty-three cities in Africa with popula- 

tions of 1 million or more. Lagos, Nigeria, sub-Saharan Africa’s most. 

ulous city, will have over 13 million residents (UN-Habitat, n.d.). Lagos is.. 

t growing so fast that by 2015 it will be the third largest city in the 

with a population of over 23 miltiou people (Br0ckerhoff, 2000:10). Table.ill 
7.1 shows the astonishing rate of urbanization in some of Africa’s major 

cities. 
These statistical indicators reveal only the quantitative parameters 

Africa’s population and urban growth trends. They do not reveal why 

how the current situation came to be or what can or should be done about it; 
There is no consensus on the issues either. For example, there are cul ~ 

three basic views on the issue of rapid population growth. 
~ One view is that family planning and education are needed to ~ 

birth rates, slow urban growth, and ease population pressure on 

(see Montgomery and Brown, 1990:86). The claim is that family 
is the major reason birth rates have fallen so rapidly in other areas of 

Third World ("Reproductive," 1992:11). Also, the fact that Africa has 

world’s highest birth rates and the lowest rate of contraception usage: 
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Table 7.1 Urban Growth in African Citieq (size in millions) 

City, Country                                1965      1990 
2015. 

Abidjan, Crte d’Ivoire 
.3 2.2 5.1 - Addis Ababa, Ethiopia 
.6 1.8 5. I bar es Salaam, Tanzania 
.2 1.4 4.3 Kinshasha, Democratic Republic of Congo 
.8 3.4 9.4 Lagos, Nigeria 

Luanda, Angola i .2 7.7 23.2 
.3 1.6 4.9 Maputo, Mozambique 
.3 1.5 4.7 

Source: Martin R Broekerhoff. 2000. "An Urbanizing World." Population 
BuIletin 55. (September). 

seen as evidence that fertility might fall dramatically in Africa if family 

planning services were more available (Caldwell and CaldweI1, 2002). 

Studies also show that most urban/~rowth in African cities is due to hi_~h 
birth rates rather than migratio_n~re, lowering_~vels woul~ 

ease~e pressure~ilie~.a_.s~.well as overall population growth 
r.’ites (~3"}ocker-~o~, 2000:18, 34). ¯ 

Another view. is that economic development is the solution to high 

rates of population growth. After alI, fertility and population growth rates 

Like most of Africa’s large cities, Nairobi has experienced 
explosive population growth since independence. 
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fell below African levels in other parts of the world long before the advent .. 

.of modern contraceptives or family planning services (see Sai, 1988). This 
" 

suggests that poverty and weak economies are the root causes of high birth 
. 

rates’, family planning under the conditions that exist in Africa Can achieve 
only moderate fertility reductions at best.                                  : 

The third view, one expressed by Some women’s groups, is that the 

emphasis on population growth as a "problem" and birth control as the . ¯ woes by ’ 
solution puts the blame on women for Africa’s development 

implying they are having too many children. Framing the issue this way 

may lead to the sacrifice of women’s human,, and,,reproductive rights in overzealous efforts to achieve population control. One suspicion is that 

such programs, if implemented at the expense of women’s overall welfare, 
become a means for the industrialized world tO continue to disproportion- 

ately benefit from global economic activities that exploit poor countries .... 

and degrade the environment (Lutz, 1994:35; Ashford, 1995:7).           . .i. 
Each of these three views has some limited vaiidity, but population 

issues in Africa are complex, and analyzing current population trends :.,.~i..... 
reqnires some understanding of African history and culture and some .:;: 
understanding of the political and economic constraints on the development . .::::.i};i 

of the conditions necessary for a widespread decline of either population ...... 

growth or urban concentration. Sub-Saharma Africa’s population problems 

are not abstract demographic problems amenable to a technological fix like 

family planning. Population trends are the result °f individual resp0nses t° .::.! iiill political and economic forces that are both historical and current. The 
major historical forces still influencing population dynamics, include pro- 

colonial social institutions (which have survived in modified form to ......... ~e 
resent da ), slavery, and colonialism. Since independence; the fortunes of 

P    - Y ...... ,-. o~o~d b,, hi~,hlv bureancratic African states 
Africa have t~een lncreasmN~Y ~t~,~,~ a ~, - ...... 
attempting to transform their societies within a global economy in which.:: 
Africa has faced many disadvantages. It is also true that the extremely high 

rates of population and urban growth in Africa~far in excess of rates 
occurred in industrializing Europe--impose tremendous hardships 

struggling countries. It would be irresponsible to ignore the need for 
scions efforts to contr01 and manage population as part of an overall 

~I opment strategy.There is now widespread.agreement with this botla within and outside of Africa, as will be discussed later in this chapter.:i 

~ Precolonia| and ColoniaI Periods 

Many people unfamiliar with Africa perceive African 
small and village-based, lacking any urban civilization before 
c~rne. African scholars have altered this view by describing the many 
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ing commercial and/or poIitical centers of considerabIe antiquity in Africa. 
Along the east coast from Mogadishu to Sofala, numerous commercial 

towns were developed by Arabs and Africans with a trading network that 

extended from the interior of Africa to as far away as China. Many miles 

from the coast in southern Africa, the massive stone ruins of Great 
Zimbabwe give witness to an ancient, wealthy state that thrived for cen- 
turies before the astonished Portuguese set eyes on it in the sixteenth centu- 

ry. In western Africa’s Sahel region bordering the Sahara, major cities-- 
Gut, Djrnn~, and Timbuktu--flourished along the trans-Saharan trade 

routes. In the forest regions of western Africa, the artistic and religious cen- 

ter of Yorubaland was the city of Ile-Ife, in what is now Nigeria. Kant in 

Hausaland was a major manufacturing city renowned for its textiles and 
leather goods. Even the slave trade provided the impetus for the growth of 

towns such as Kumasi, capital of the Asante in Ghana. 
Sub-Saharan African cities never achieved the great size of the major 

i~dustrial cities of Europe, nor did more than a small minority of the popu- 

lation live in townsor cities. Most retained a horticultural or pastoral way 

of life. The most likely reason for this is that Africa is so vast that .popula- 
tion pressure could be released by migrating to new land rather than 
through intensification Of productive technologies or the adoption of new 
modes of production. Low population densities, difficulties of transport, 

and the prevalence of largely self-sufficient communities limited the devel- 

opment of markets for goods and services. This, in turn, along with limited 

productive capacity, limited the growth of cities. 

The Atlantic slave trade played a role, too, by depopulating many 

regions and promoting minous warfare among African communities. The 

slave trade, plus a growing reliance on cheap manufactured goods from 
Europe, retarded, if not completely aborted, the industrial development that 
would stimulate urbanization (Rodney, 1974; Mahadi and Inikori, 1987; 

:. Gupta, 1987; Davidson, 1959). 

Although data for precolonial Africa are sketchy, there is good evi- 
dence that regulation of fertility (childbearing) was a common and accepted 

in most African societies, even those few that were hunter-gather- 

such as the San (Bushmen) of the Kalahari. The most common methods 
- ;~0f birth regulation involved ar~ approximate one- to two-year period of 

abstinence and extended breast-feeding, the latter of which is 

known to retard the onset of ovulation once a baby is born. Another 

in many societies deemed it unseemly for a grandmother to become 
?regnant. Since most females married in their mid-teens, this effectively 

their childbearing years to the,middle or late thirties. Age-grade 
many countries of eastern Africa often led to later ages of mar- 

due to late male and female initiation. In Tanzania, males usually 
between the ages of twenty-five and thirty. The cost of bridewealth 
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also forced many males throughout Africa to marry fairly late. These prac- 
tices, among others, resuIted in effective child spacing and lowered the 

number of children born per woman to well below the biological maxi- 

mum. Polygyny (having more than one wife) made these practices work- 

abte, since there was less pressure on a woman to be sexually and reproduc- 
tively active when there was more than one wife in the household. Along . 

with fairly high mortality rates, regulated fertility (high but not maximum) 
resulted in slow population growth (Newman and Lura, 1983; Page and 
Lesthaeghe, 1981; Jewsiewic!d,.1987; Valentine and Revson, 1979). 

Some scholars contend that the Adantic slave trade and later colonial :".. 
policies drastically upset the demographic balance in Africa, promoting 
bo~a higher birth rates and mortality as well as urban concentration (e.g., ... 

O’Brien, 1987; Jewsiewicld, 1987; Page and Lesthaeghe, 1981; Dawson, . 

1987). Slave raiders sometimes captured whole villages and marched their 
unfortunate captives to the coast where slave ships awaited them. An esti- 

mated 10 to 20 million Africans were lost to the Americas or to death in 
transport. Untold others lost their lives resisting the slavers or from the eco- 

nomic and social disruption the slave trade caused. Major migrations and 
wars occurred as a result of people either escaping from slave raiders or ...::. 

pursuing.the trade in human flesh themselves. The prime victims of the .~.- 
traffic in slaves were young men and women and children Africa’s abort- 

ed reproductive and productive future. The disruptions and mixing of pet-. 
ples also resulted in a rise in disease, including venereal disease, and higher 

mortality. In central Africa. venereal and other diseases produced high rates 
of subfecundity and sterility in such countries as present-day Cameroon, 

Gabon. Democratic Republic of Congo, and the Central African Republic. 

With a reduced stock of young reproductive-age women and depleted popu- 

lations, greater pressures were put on-families on women--to increase:..: 

their fertility. 

In the 1800s and 1900s, colonialism further altered the African land- 
scape. Whereas mercantile capitalism in previous centuries valued 

for its slaves, newly industrializing capitalism abolished the exl: 

slavery, replacing it with the exploitation of.Africa’s cheap labor and chea 
raw materials. The colonial system incorporated Africa into the 

global capitalist economy, but Africa did not yield willingly. Unable 

secure voluntary labor for plantations, farms, and mines in a continent 
self-sufficient farmers and pastoralists,colonial policies such as 

were used to force young males to leave their farms and migrate to 

or other areas where they could earn cash in the c01onial economy. Wome~i~ 
were usually left in the rural areas to bear and raise children, to farm, or 

on women. 
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Cash cropping, introduced to men by the colonialists to supply desired 
exports for Europe, also increased women’s burdens in the fields. Lefl~ to 
grow m~st of the food by themselves, women were often compelled~to-" 

work on their husband’s cash crop farms as well. Forced labor, the loss~0f 

male migrant labor, and an’emphasis on cash cropping all threatened food 

production. Rising infant mortality and morbidity (disease) due to food 
shortages were common under the colonial regime (Jewsiewicki, 1987). 

According to Dawson (1987), mortality rose and population actualIy. 
declined between 19110 and 1930 J?he ’ - - ’ _. ¯ .... econormc pressures created by colo- 
nialism created the conditiong-for higher fertility; children became even 

more important as sources of farm labor and wages to be remitted to their 

parents, and high rates of infant and child mortality reinforced the need for 

high fertility to ensure that some would survive to adulthood. 

European Christianity and missionary education also inadvertently 
encouraged larger families. Missionaries, as well as other colonial agents, 
promoted Western Victorian ideas of women’s ’°proper role" as dependent 1 

wives and mothers rather than encouraging women’s productive activities 
outside the family. Christianity also undermined polygyny in favor of the 
Western monogamous family. With only one wife to work and reproduce 

the children necessary for family survival, the old mechanisms of child 

spacing broke down. Weaning occurred earlier, and postpartum abstinence 

was increasingly ignored or shortened. Again, the result was higher fertility 

(Turst~en, 1987). 

Contrary to the typical pattern in which urbanization (an indicator of 

"modernization") promotes declining fertility, in Africa the opposite 
occurred. Primarily male rmgrants, the inhabitants of colonial towns were 

now often able to earn the bridewealth payment necessary to acquire a 
wife at an earlier age. Cultural controls that limited access to wives and 

hence moderated potential fertility broke down. Because of the expense of 

maintaining more than one household, monogamy increased in the towns 
but so did fertility (Dawson, 1987; Turshen, 1987). Retention of rural high 
fertility patterns also occurred because most migrants retal~ied land or 

.!i. rights to land back in their villageso Residence in cities was usually tempo- 

.rary, as most returned home after some years in the city (Brockerhoff, 

¯ 2000:18; Montgomery and Brown, 1990:86; E1-Shaldas and Amirakmadi, 
. 1986:15-17). Indeed, as mentioned above, much of the growth of urban 
-i/areas in Africa has been dae to high birth rates. 

Postindependence Trends 

~-,-:~he restructuring of African economies to serve the coloniaI capitalist 
produced growing populations and migration to cities. These 
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trends mostly reflected hardships imposed on most AfricanS, not opportuni- 

ties of modernizatiort and development. After all, extracting Africa’s ¯ ’ 

wealth, not promotir~g economic prosperity for Africans, was the colonial 

goal. The ensuing poverty and exploitation made families highly dependent 

on their children both as sources of labor and income and as caretakers 
when they--the parents--were old.         ¯ One would expect that independent Africa, the chains of colonial 
oppression broken, would embark upon an economic mad social transforma- ’ 

tion that would produce the fabled "demographic transition" to low birth 

rates and low rates of population ¯growth characteristic of developed coun- 
tries. According to transition theory, as urbanization and other aspects of 

modernization grow and families become less dependent on children as a 
source of labor, smaller families become the "rational" choice of parents. 

Economic growth should have ~he effect of altering the pronatalist motiva- 
tional environment as the costs of rearing children (e.g., educational 

expenses) increase axtd new wants (e.g., consumer goods) compete with the 

desire for children. 
None of this occurred in .Africa. Unlike the rest of the developing 

world since 1965, birth rates and population growth remained high 

Africa despite declining mortality (especially infant mortality), higher life 

expectancy, widespread access to formal education, and rising per 

income (World Bank, 1995:213). Even among the urban middle class, usu: 

.ally at the vanguard of the demographic transition, large families 

the norm, and studies showed little motivation for small families or 
to regulate fertility (see Caldwell, 1994; "Reproducttve, 1992; World ;:}ii! 
Bank, 1986; Sindiga, 1985; Faruqee and Gulhati, 1983). 

The main explanation for sub-Sagaran Africa’s resistance 4o the 

¯ ’on is that Africa’s disadYantaged position in the global 
grap~c transltl ..... ,,~de~read societal Changes ne~:ess~ary for th~:.::~~ 
troy has preventeu u,~ ...... 
demographic transition to occur. Most Africans have remained tied 
rural areas even When they live in the city. Traditionally, and even 

independence, family survival and prosperity depend on having large 

lies and networks of kin (see Cordell, Gregory, and Piche, 
1983). Even now the average number of children per woman in 

fire,the highest in the world (UN, 2005). 

The main qaestion pertaining to Africa is when or whether the exp~ 

sion. of capitalism or other social forces will transform productive 
nomic and social relations so that large families are seen as less 
and desirable. The evidence and arguments so far are mixed. On the 

hand, some conclude that Africa is beginning its demographic 

On the ottaer hand, the conclusion is ¯that any demographic 
Africa wig remain limited for decades to come. We will examine 

tion in turn. 
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View 1: Africa’s Demographi¢ Transition Is Under Way 
Evidence for the view that Africa is experiencing its demographic transition 

(see Caldwell and Caldwell, 2002) is drawn, from several kinds of data. For 
example, recent data show a decline in birth rates and overall population 

growth along with increased usage of family planning services and contra: 

ception. In the mid-1990s, crude birth rates in Africa were forty-four births 

per 1,000 population; in 2005, the rate had dropped to forty-one. In the 

mid-1990s, overall population growth was nearly 3 percent per year; this 

has now dropped to 2.5 percent. This drop of 0.5 Percent may look small 
but its effect on population growth would increase the d0ubti~g time of 

Africa’s population from twenty-three to twenty-nine years and lower the 

overall population size by millions (Population Reference Bureau, 2005:2). 

The declines in fertility are not uniform. Moderate to large declines in 

fertility are most obvious in Mauritius, Seychelles, andsome countries in 

southern Africa. But in most of sub-Saharan Africa birth rates remain above 
forty, although some notable declines have occurred in a few countries such 

as Ghana, Gabon, and Zimbabwe, where birth rates are in the low thirties 
(Population Reference Bureau, 2005). Use of contraception is an important 
factor in the le~el of fertility. Those With lower fertility are generally in 
countries with higher rates of contraception usage, whereas those with the 

highest rates (around fifty) typically are below 10 percent in contraceptive 

usage (see Table 7.2). 

In the 1990s, surveys in many African ¯countries showed a growing 

interest in family planning and dec!ining support for Iarge families (Green, 

1994:40; Mbacke, 1994:188-189). In East Africa (witti the exception of 
::.;. Tanzania), 90 percent of men and women expressed favorable attitudes 

toward family planning. In Ghana, with the expansion of family planning 

¯ programs by the government between 1988 and 1993, rising support for 
¯ :.i;:i ¯ family planning, rising contraception usage, and a drop in the number of 

children desired were reported. In Kenya, for instance, desired family size 

dropped from seven children in the 1970s to four in the 1990si Even in 

Senegal, where birth rates were above forty, desired family size 

; had declined from eight to six children. Studies also suggested a growing 
:"..unmet need for family planning that resulted in many unwanted pregnan2 

abortions (Rosen and Conly, 1998:9-11, 18-19). 

Unfortunately, if a demographic transition is under way in Africa, it 

not appear to be driven by growing development as has been the pat- 

in ~e world. I~nstead,. economic crisis seems to be the maior 
smaller families and f~~In most of African, popula- 

~~economic growth and food production. 

are that the average African is 22 percent poorer today than in 

40 percent of Africans live on less than $1.00 per day (Rosen and 

0nly, 1998:12). With 11 percent of the world’s population, Africa pro- 
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Table 7.2 Crude Birth Rates (CBR), Total Fertility Rates (TFR), and 
Contraceptive Usage Rates (%), in Selected Countries 

Country Lowest CBRa TFRb Contraceptive Usagec 

Mauritius 16 1.9 76 

Seychelles 18 2. t 

South Africa 23 2.8 56 

B otswana 25 3.1 40 

Lesotho 26 3.5 41 

Namibia 27 4.2 44 

Country Highest CBRa TFRb Contraceptive Usagee 

Niger 56 8.0 8 

Guinea Bissau 50 7.1 8 

Liberia 50 6.8 -- 

Malawi 50 6.5 31 

Mali 50 7.1 8 

Angola 49 6.8 6 

Sub-S aharan Africa 41 5.6 21 

Source: Population Reference Bureau. 2005, World Popul.a.tion Data Sheet. 
Washington, DC: Population Reference Bureau (www.prb.org). . 

Notes: a. Number of births per 1,000 population in a given year, 
b. Estimated average number of births per woman during her lifetime based on 

current fertility. 
c. Percentage of maxried women using any method of contraception. 

duces only 1 percent oI the world’s goods and services. Formerly, 
had large families no matter how poor they were. Now, if Africans have 

more children than they can afford, they are likely to face criticism from 
others. This has been found in such countries as Kenya, Senegal.; 
Zimbabwe, Ghana, and Nigeria, especially where economic decline 

hardship are experienced. In one stady in Nigeria, economic hardship 

given as the main reason for using contraceptives and delaying marriage. 

Kenya, shortage of land was another factor commonly cited for 

families smaller (Buckley, 1998:Atl). 

tn Caldwell and Caldwell (2002), structural adjustment 

(SAPs) are added as having an impact on the decline in fertility. 

budget constraints led to cuts in public funding for health and 
services and the imposition of user fees. These cuts in health care 

been imposed at the same time that the AIDS (acquired immune 
syndrome) pandemic, which infects and kills mostly reproductive-age 

pie, was rapidly spreading. Along with higher health-care costs, hi 
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Children are a vita~ economic resource in Africa’s extended 
family systems. Most women want large families, and only a 

smatl percentage use modern forms of contraception. 

cation costs became a major burden on families. Unmarried females desir- 

hag an education and career realized the negative consequences of prema- 

ture motherhood. All of these trends resulted in a growing demand for con- 

traceptives and lower fertility, especially in urban areas. 

To summarize, the evidence, according to view 1, is that "nearIy all the 
traditional supports for high fertility in Africa... have been eroding [and] 
it may be only a matter of time before the fertility ¯transition takes place" 

¯ ("Reproductive," 1992:8). 

2: Africa’s Demographic Transition Will Be Limited ¯ 
to this viewpoint, the declines in Africa’s birth and growth rates 

studies showing a desire for somewhat smaller families can produce 
limited relief from continuing high population growth. For one, most 

the declines are limited to a few countries, mainly the more developed, 
~td those with the best family planning programs. Moreover, the declines 
in:desired family size still indicate a preference for Iarge families of at least 

to five children, and in some countries--such as the Democratic 
of Congo, Uganda, Liberia, and Angola--women continue to 

average of seven children (UN, 2005). As long as these trerids con- 
high rates of growth are guaranteed for the foreseeable future. Many 
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studies also show that men want more children than women do and are less 
approving of family planning and the use of contraception. This is impor- 
tant because men typically have greater power in reproductive decisions 

than women do (Rosen-and Conly, 1998:18-19). Although this situation 
might be subject to change through aggressive pro-family planning pro- 

grams, most countries in Africa do not have such programs. Finally, only 

18 percent of African married women use. any form of birth control, and 
when they do, it is to space children or limit their number to the large num- 
ber-around six--most Africans desire (Rosen and Conly; 1998:9). 

Without a major transformation of African societies in which greater 

economic and .political security are available to more people in both urban 
and rural areas; cultural norms linked to high fertility will persist. As ...: 

Caldwell and Caldwell (2002) observe, these norms include a re.spect for. : 
high fertility, abhorrence of barrenness, behef that b~rths are n~eded to,rein- :. 

l carnate ancestors, fostering of children, extended family systems, poiygy- .: 

~y, and a morally based resistance to contraception. 

N Family Plannin9 " 

Whichever view proves to be more accurate depends in part on the degree 
to which resources and commitment are made to family planning progams. 

Only since the 1980s have African governments invested muchdn this area 

of their countries’ development. 
One reason for the neglect of family planning is that until recently 

there has been considerable controversy over the impact of high fertilit3~.’. 

aM population growth rates on Africa. Africans pointed out that most 
¯ African countries have very low population densities and small 
titus. To increase the labor force and internal markets and to develop their¯ 

countries’ resources required a larger not smaller population 

1985). 
By contrast, development agencies and family planning prog 

mostly from capitalist industrial nations--countered that unless rapid 

iation growth was checked, increasing demands for such necessities 
food, services, land, and jobs would overwhelm the fragile economies 

but a few African countries (World Bank, t986, 1989). It was also 
out that while enormous areas of Africa are sparsely populated and 
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policies, the expanding poor’s need for wood for fuel, water;"grazing land, 
income, or land for crops was also part of the equation. Sympt0rtiatic of the 
environmental damage were extensive deforestation, destruetiCOn of 
wildlife, desertification, and soil erosion in many parts of Africa, as Julius 

Nyang’oro discusses in Chapter 8. The pressures of population, it was 

claimed, threaten to reverse Africa’s development efforts. Population con- 

trol measures must be implemented if development is it take place (see 

Brown and POstal, 1987). 
Only since the 1970s have any sub-Saharan African governments 

expressed concern over their population growth rates or requested assis- 
tance in developing family planning services. When the International 

Family Planning Foundation set up the African Regional Council in 1971, 
only eightcountries were involved: Mauritius, Kenya, Tanzania, Liberia, 
Ghana, Sierra Leone, Nigeria, and Gambia (Sai, 1988:270). At the 1974 

World Population Conference in Bucharest, only three African countries 

¯ expressed a desire .to slow their population growth--Kenya, Ghana, and 

Botswana. Only half of sub-Saharan countries supported family planning 
even as a health measure. None provided extensive services (Wortd Bank, 

1986:1).                                     ¯ ,.-- 
By December i975, Mauritius, Kenya, Ghana, and Botswana had offi- 

cial policies to reduce growth. A few others, such as Tanzania, Nigeria, and 

Zaire, issued statements encouraging "responsible parenthood." Notably, 
Tanzania tried to incorporate population with economic and social planning 
without an official population policy. This included efforts to promote 

maternal and child health, birth spacing, increased age of marriage for 

women (to fifteen years!), and maternity leave (Henin, 1979). By 1976, 
Africa was receiving 13 percent of UN Fund for Population Activities 

¯ (UNFPA) funds (Johnson, 1987:263). 
African governments’ attitudes changed markedly in the 1980s. At the 

Second African Population Conference, sponsored by the UN at Arusha, 

.Tanzania, in 1984, the watershed Kilimanjaro Programme of Action on 

Population was adopted. It recommended that population be seen as a cen- 
tral component in formulating socioeconomic development plans. 

Governments should ensure access to family planning services to all cou- 

ples and individuals freelY or at a subsidized cost. At the UN International - 
Conference on PopuIation held in Mexico in 1985, African population 

¯ growth was an issue of great.concern. Vice president of Kenya Mwai 

developed, much of this land is unsuitable for intensive human Use without~;~l " Kibaki discussed the need to stabilize Kenya’s population and recommend- 

cosily investment. And given the current population pressure on land an~:~~ :") ed that stabiIizing world population within the next fifty years should be a 
resources in Africa, severe or even irreversible ecological damage w~:~:!~!}):.rnajor commitment. Also in 1985, leaders from forty African countries met ¯ ....~;~:. 

already undermining the environment upon which Africa’s developmen~!~!I::, in Berlin with ¯World Bank officials to discuss population control (Johnson, ¯ 
~’[i:!ii:. i987:263).    1986, only Chad, Crte d’Ivoire, Gabon, Guinea-Bissau, and and future population would depend. Although much of the damage canb              By 

attributed to abuses associated With extractive industries and govemmegi~;~::.:. Mauritania did not support family planning. By 1989, on the other hand, 
¯ ! 
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Ghana, Ma~itius, Nigeria, Uganda, and Zambia had declared target fertili- 
ty reductions backed by explicit policies (World BarLk, 1989:71). 

Interest in population growth was at an all-time high in the 1990s. By 

1991 about 60 percent of African governments said their population growth 
was too high (versus only 30 percent in 1976). Even governments uncon- 

cerned about population growth nOW supported family planning as part of 

broader maternal and child.health care (Green, 1994:34). Seventeen conn, 
tries had formal population policies; many others were in the process of 
developing them (Population Reference Bureau, 1993). Symbolically ¯ 
important, the 1994 World Population Conference was held in Africa--in 

Cairo, Egypt. one hnndred and eighty countries, many of them African, 
agreed to a Program of Action to stabilize world popuiation and to provide ’ 
uni’~ersal access to family planning and reproductive health services by . :i 

2015 (Ashford, 1995:2, 33). As discussed above, contraceptive use is increasing in at least some" 

sub-Saharan African countries, especially among more edu,~cated 

dwellers. This dould be. increased if more women had access to family plan=:. ¯ :.i’:::: 
ning services. ’ ent to family planning does seem to be 1.mprow.n,g. 

The commltm , ,. ,t ....... lotlon ~,rowtn must De :: 
Almost all African countries oet~eve taut t~ug ..... ~, 
slowed, and they now incorporate family planNng into their national health 

services. Francophone countries have been the slowest to cliauge,       :":::::::~; 

A flag in front of a family planning clinic in 
Swaziland advertises reproductive services for women. 

they are changing. For instance, SenegaI’s family planning’~ro~am (started 

in 1991) now reaches even small towns and villages. Contracept~,e use 
rose to 13 percent in 1997 (versus 5 percent in 1986). Burkina Faso 
increased its number of family planning clinics between 1991 and 1996 

from 90 to 750. Improvements have also been reported in Benin, Mali, and 

Niger (Rosen and Conly, 1998:26-28). 

More countries are also recognizing the importance of improving the 

status of women if family planning is to. achieve greater reductions in popu- 

lation growth. As research around the world indicates, substantial fertility 

declines occur only in countries where most girls attend primary school and 
efficient family planning programs are widely available (Caldwell and 

CaldwelL 2002). Ghana’s new development plan, Ghana 2020, includes 

population and family planning goals. Ghana is hoping to reduce its growth 

rate from 3 to 1.2 percent by 2020. To achieve this goal, it will be vital to 

improve the status, education, and employment opportunities for women in 

addition to eliminating discriminatory laws and customs. And as discussed 

in Chapter 10, a few countries, notably South Africa, have enshrined 
women’s rights, including reproductive rights, in their constitutions. 

In part, fertility levels remain high because of the inadeqgacies of the 
family planning programs themselves. Except for Kenya and southern 

Africa, countries do not provide comprehensive family planning services. 

in Tanzania, for instance, aImos~ half of communities have no family plan- 
ning services available. Research reveals also that women are more likely 
to go to clinics that are attractive and well stocked with contraceptive 

options. If these are available, contraceptive usage increases. Other studies 

indicate that services are often unavailable or unsuited to the needs of 

otder, unmarried, and sexually active young women. As a result, many of 
these women use no contraception and put themselves at high risk for HIV 

: infection as well as for unwanted pregnancies (Caldwell and Caldwell, 

2002). 
Another obstacle Africans face in reducing high fertility levels is that 

family planning efforts are heavily dependent on external donor and non- 
governmental organization (NGO) funding. This reliance on external fund- 

ing makes Africa vulnerable to cuts in funding determined by outsiders’ 
political agendas. About 25 percent of grant assistance for family planning 

comes from the UNFPA, but the majority of donor funding comes from the 
United States. The US Agency for International Development (USAID) 

accounts for half of all population aid to Africa. Between 1989 and 1996, 
US-backed funding grew from $72 mittio~ to $127 million (Rosen and 

.Conly, 1998:57-60), but US anti-abortion politics have resulted in funding 

the former Reagan and current Bush administrations. 

In 2001, the US government reinstated the so-called global gag rule, 

::.which requires foreign NGOs not to perform or even mention abortion if 
¯ ~;~.?~! .:., 
~:~ .::, " 

:.i.:)~"":~. : ¯ 
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they want to receive US money for their programs. Among others, two of 

the most important organizations in Africa, International Planned 
Parenthood and Marie Stopes International, lost their funding for refusing 

to go along with US policy. Both groups have had to close clinics in Kenya, 
leaving thousands of women without services for family planning. In addi- 

tion, women lost access to cervical cancer screening and childhood immu- 
nization services, which the clinics al£o had provided. The leading family 

planning organization in Zambia lost 25 percent of its funding. Since fami- 

ly planning clinics also provide many HIV/AIDS service~, millions of peo .... 
pie have lost access to condoms in at least 29 countries in Africa and to 
counseling and testing services. In Ghana alone, 700,000 people lost coun- : :: 

S                 "     "2003). 
seling and testing services ( AID and Abortion, 

The major issue in high fertility is not access to family planning and 

contraception, however. Quite simply, African men and women want more .:.:. 

children than people do elsewhere in the world. Until this reality c]~anges, it 

seems unlikely that the demographic transition will reduce fertility much 

below current levels. 

N Urban Population Policy                       . 

As alread discussed urban population growth from both natural increase ... 

~ k I’ ...... ~ ..... 1 ,-o,~ulation is continuing at a rapxd. ,.: (high birm rates) ann rmgrauul~ -~ 1~,~ v v                          " ’~ 

rate. Due to their poverty, most of Africa’s urban dwellers live in slums 
(World Bank, 2003:122). The large numbers of job seekers co’mbined with 

¯ stagnant economies in most countries mal~e it impossible for the wage sec: 

tor to provide enough jobs for all who need them. For this reason, 40 per- 
cent or more of an African city’s labor force is employed in the informal.;.::i 
ector The oversupply of workers tends to depress wages, making it more: 

difficult to achieve mgner l~v ~               ’                       : 
s    .     " ....... in- standards (Hope 1998:353-355). Because.:::: 

the poor have little purchasing power, the private sector falls to respond t0 
their housing or other needs, and government budgets are insufficient to...:;.i:. 
extend most services.to more than a lucky ¯minority (see World Bank,:.:.:.,:i!:!. 

2O04).           ¯ 
Urban environments, especially for the poor, are unhealthy to say the:I 

least. Lack of access to clean water, air pollution (including indoor air pol" ..i. 

lution from the use of wood for cooking), airborne lead, raw sewage, and 

garbage are common problems in overcrowded cities across the 
On average, an estimated 57 percent don’t have basic sanitation, and 

percent lack safe water. In some cities conditions are far worse. For exam~:i~ 
, er 80 ercent.of urban dwellers in Niger, Sierra Leone, and Mall lacl~il pie_ ov    P .......... ~ven when sanitation and water 

ic sanitation (UN-Hamta~, n.u.). ~ bas ........ ~ amon" multiple households Fo ~ 
available, they may nave m t~e s~ar~u      ~ ........ 
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example, in Accra, Ghana, two-thirds of the poorest households wi~ access 

to a toilet or latrine must share it with more tlaan ten other house~01ds. 

Even among the richest 20 percent of households, 12 percent are sharind’--] 

toilets with more than ten other households (World Bank, 2003:122).      ,J 
At the root of these urban problems is Africa’s continuing economic 

and political woes. Economically, Africa has become a marginal player in 

the global economy. Low foreign investment and government mismanage- 
ment and budget cutbacks have made it difficult to reverse urban decline. It 

is difficult for urban dwellers to improve the conditions in which they live 

when so many are poor and living in sluing (see Hope; 1998). In fact, con-. 
ditions are expected to worsen. AcCording to the UN, in 2001 over 166 mil- 

lion urban dwellers were living in slums; in the next 25 years, another 400 
million people will be moving to the cities with the result that the_slg.m 

population wilI double every fifteen years (UN-Habitat, n.d.). 

Typically, immigration to cities is the result of rural outmigration. In 
some cases, however, there is a large increase in the size of rural towns due 

to an influx of rural dwellers escaping insecurity and violent conflict in the 
rural areas. Martin Brockerhoff (2000: I2-14, 23) discusses two new types 

of cities sprouting up in Africa under these circumstances. One type is 
"urban villages" rural villages that have grown into cities of 200,000 to 

400,000, but lack even the most basic services. Another type is the "refugee 

city." An example of this occurred in Tanzania at the site where refugees 

from the 1994 genocide in Rwanda fled. Within a few days a "city" of more 
than 250,000 people had sprung up, becoming Tanzania’s Second largest 

city. A similar phenomenon occurred in Eritrea’s second largest city, Keren, 

during the 1990s. Due to civil war in Sudan and the war between Eritrea 

and Ethiopia, refugees fled to Keren and doubled its population in five 

years. (UN-Itabitat, n.d.). Such migration can also be observed in southern 
Africa. Currently, the near collapse of Zimbabwe’s economy as a result of 

the policies of President Robert Mugabe has led to massive illegal immi- 
gration of an estimated 20 percent of Zimbabwe’s population to the towns 
and cities of South Africa, Botswana, and Mozambique (lohwa, 2003). 

There is no consensus about what to do, if anything, regarding African 
urban population trends and the grim reaIities in the cities. Some free mar- 
ket advocates conte~ad that, however unsalutary urban growth and condi- 

tions appear, it is actually more economical to concentrate population and 

industry than to decentralize in countries of relatively small population 

.i size, such as most countries in sub-Saharan Africa. Economies of scale are 
:..~ maximized when businesses have better access to markets and labor, and 
i):supportive infrastructure and services are more cheaply provided (Brennan 
:.and Richardson, 1986). As incomes and government revenues improve, bet- 

.: ter housing, services, and so on will increase accordingly. Others add that 

i ~rapid urban growth is an inevitable consequence of urban economic devel- 
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opment and rural stagnation rather than a negative force to be suppressed- 

Migrants rationally perceive opportunities to be better in the city. 
Moreover, urban concentration ("primacy") is not excessive in Africa by 
world standards, as the share of total population in large Cities is not usual- 

ly above 10 percent. Furthermore, primacy tends to fall as countries " 
become more developed (Becker, Hamer, and Morrison, 1994:58-60). 

Critics counter that such growth may be economical from the stand- " 

point of the foreign firms that dominate so many African countries, but they 
perpe.tuate backwardness and inequality for most of the host couritries’ peo- : 

ple. Interventioti and plmaning are called for in order to promote more bal- . 

anted and equitable development throughout the country (Rondinelli~ ¯ 
1983). Even those less alarmed by urban concentration concede that urban 
decentralization could be a desirable by-product of current structural .). 

adjustment policies designed to promote rural development, shrink govern- .. 
ment, and promote exports (Becker, Hamer, and Morrison, 1994:60-61).    . While not agreeitag on what to do about their Cities, most African gov- 

ernments recognize that uncontrolled urban growth is problematic. 

Conse uently, various interventionist strategies have been used throughout q ..... : .... The" fall into two basic cate-: 
the continent to deal wittl raplo llrl~anlzauu~,.    .v 

gories: (1) measures to discourage migration to the major cities and (2)"!:::)::: 
policies to improve conditions in the cities. Unfortunately, these two strate- 

gies often work at cross-purposes, since improving urban conditions makes 
cities even more attractive to potential migrants..There are. oth~r problemS!::!i!::!! 

as well, as will be discussed below. 
Category 1, discouraging migration, includes efforts to upgrade condi- 

tions in the rural areas to prevent outraigration to the cities. In Cameroon 
for example, after years of neglect of the rural areas, the government in 

1980s began to pay farmers higher prices, provide more training 
and increase aid to young farmers. The government invested more in such 

infrastructural improvements as road building,, rural electrification, 
construction, and expanded public .health centers (Gordon and 

1988:13). Ethiopia also uses rural development schemes to get people 

stay in the rural areas (Brockerhoff, 2000:3.3). Although rural 
is a desirable goal in its own right, rural development projects have 
been very successful, nor have they had. much effect on migration 

and White, 1989:307; Brockerhoff, 2000:33). 
Some .African governments have tried removing unwanted mi. 

from the city and destroying squatter settlements as a means 
overcrowding and public health hazards. These efforts typically 

because migrants usually return to the city, and their makeshift 
are reconstructed on the same or similar sites. Tearing down sq] 

ing also adds to urban overcrowding by putting even more ~ 
available housing (see Morrison and Gutldnd, 1982). 
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A notable recent effort to demolish squatter settlements took place ;in’ 

Zimbabwe in 2005. President Mugabe had the homes of hundreds of thouZ 

sands of his citizens in urban areas destroyed in a program called "Clean 

the Filth." The goal was to compel people to return to rural areas by deny- 

ing them basic services and destroying ~eir homes. The explanation given 
by the government for this drastic policy was that it was a "city beautifica- 

tion program" (Wines, 2005; HRW, 2005). 
Countries such as Kenya, Ethiopia, Tanzania, and Nigeria have 

attempted resettlement programs as rural development strategies. Some 

resettlement programs are part of regional development plans designed to 

promote the growth of towns and cities outside of the one or two main 
cities. In Ethiopia, industry location policies were used to encourage the 

growth of medium-sized cities (Brennan and Richardson, 1986). In 

C.ameroon, medium-sized cities were promoted through the decentraliza- 
tion of government activities to regional cities throughout, the country 
(Gordon and Gordon, 1988). Some African countries have built new capi- 

tal cities as a means of decentralizing their urban populations. Examples 
here are Abuja in Nigeria, Dodoma in Tanzania, and Yamoussoukro in 

Crte d’Ivoire. Abuja was designed to reduce pressures on Lagos, 
Nigeria’s largest city, and to promote more migration to Nigeria’s sparse- 

ly populated interior. So far, these regiona! development policies have 

Poverty and the lack of basic amenities are Widespread 
in many African towns and reflect, among other 
things, urban bias policies that favor large cities. 
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had little impact on migration to the largest cities (Brockerhoff, 

2000:33-34).                           " 
Under category 2, improving the cities, various policies have been 

tried in an attempt to maintain the livability of overextended cities. Since 

independence, ranch of the investment made by. African governments has 

gone to cities to provide essentials like. roads, housing, water and electrici- 
ty, and sewage disposal There was, in addition, an "urban bias" in govern, . 

merit policies that resnlted in cheap imported or locally produced food for 
urbanites and Cheap housing for middle-class civil servants. Structural 

adjustment programs imposed by the International Monetary Fund have 

forced many governments to cut such subsidies to the cities along with 
other government spending. Higher prices, declining urban living stan- i. 
dards, and deteriorating social services and maintenance of pu~blic works 

followed (white, 1989:5-6; 0’connor, 1991:117). 
As discnssed above, because cities are growing so rapidly, providing : 

simple housing and basic services has become a major problem. Both the . 

government and most migrants lack the financial resources to provide any- 
thing bnt snbstandard, squatter housing. New residents to the c~.ty are often .:.... 

compelled by their circumstances to settle on unclaimed or unoccnpiedl 
land and to sc.av.euge for wood, corrugated metal, and other building mate- :ii:: 

rials,                a "sites and services" policy has become the pre- 
In most countries, urban poor to upgrade their homes and settlements’.’:’::II’ 

ferred way to help the 
"Sites" are first cleared for housing; streets and lots are marked off; then 

"services" such as water pointg, electricity hookups, and sewage disposal 
are provided. Residents build on these prepared sites and add 

ments as their incomes allow. Because of Africa’s economic crisis in 1980s and 1990s, most governments stopped providing free services    . 

poor. In some cases user fees were imposed and individnals and 
ties were required to assume more responsibility to fend for themselves 

provide private water connections, self-help housing, and private 
electric generators (see Browning, 2002; World Bank, 2003: 122). 

Despite the problems in the cities, weak economies, environmental.i)~ 

degradation, political conflict, and rapid population growth continue to 

forces pushing migration to Africa’s cities- Miltions see migration to 
cities as the best laope they have for a better life. Indeed, cities 

offer their inhabitants better incomes, better services, better nutrition, 
less poverty than the places they leave behind. Nonetheless, Africa 
bly is more urban than it should be based on its current level of 
development. High birth rates guarantee that. this growth will 

(Hope, 1998:356). Perhaps, as Brockerhoff (2000:34) concludes, the 

way to slow urban growth is to provide women with family planning 
vices, because discouraging migration will almost surely fail. 

N 
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AIDS in Africa ...... 

Complicating the picture, of African population trends is AIDS. The statis- 
tics on the progresSion of the disease are staggering. At the end of 1990, the" 

World Health Organization (WHO) estimated that there were 8-t0 million 

people in the world infected with the AIDS virus. Sub-Saharan Africa, with 

only 10 percent of the world’s population, had 25-50 percent of all the 
AIDS-infected population (Chin, 1990:223). At the Eighth International 

Conference on AIDS in Africa, held in Marrakech, Morocco, in 1994, the 

WHO upped the estimated infected population worldwide to over 15 mil- 

lion; the total in Africa had climbed to 10 million ("WHO Address," 1994). 
In 1999, the WHO estimated that 34 miliion were living with HIV/AIDS, 

of which 70 percent (over 24 million) were in sub-Saharan Africa 

(Population Reference Bureau, 2005:1). (See Map 7.1.) 

Current statistics reveal that the situation in Africa is worse not better. 

In 2005, almost 26 million people were infected, or about 7.3 percent of the 
adult population. Women are more likely to be infected than men. Almost 

57 percentof adults living with HIV in sub-Saharan Africa are women, and 

these women make up three-quarters of all women worldwide with the dis- 
ease. Young women fifteen to twenty-four years old are most likely to be 

infected; for every ten HIV-infected young men there are thirty-six HIV- 
infected young women (UNAIDS, 2005a). 

There are several reasons why HIVIAIDS is so prevalent in Africa. 
One is the high frequency of sex outside ~)f marriage. Many Africans 

believe that males are biologically programmed to need sex with many 

women. Also the mobility of the population, especially the excess of males 

in urban areas, leads to a high level of casual sex and prostitution among 

women seeking economic survival and working men who are away from 

their wives. Another factor is the high level of sexually transmitted diseases 
in Africa (the highest in the world)i Untreated sex~tteg disd~?~-~- 

(STDs) are a high risk factor making HIV transmission easier; and poverty, 
poor nutrition, and parasitic diseases lower immune systems and promote 

greater susceptibility to infection (Stillwaggon, 2002; Walker, Reid, and 

Cornell, 2004:20; Kevane, 2004:183). The lowincidence of Condom use,. 
:.. even in commercial sex, is another important risk factor since statistics for 

~)many countries Show that a half or more of prostitutes are HIV positive (in 

?.. Zimbabwe, 80 percent of prostitutes in major urban areas are reported to. be 

: infected with HIV) (Caldwell, 2000:120-125). 

’.i".:. Contributing to the problem is the denial and shame associated with 

AIDS on the part of many Africans. This results in inadequate preventive 

¯ measures. John CaldweI1 notes that many Africans refuse to discuss AIDS 
family members or friends had died (even prostitutes) 
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The silence exists partly because people have been taught that AIDS is a 
sexually transmitted disease associated with sexual activity outside of 
marriage. The church has taught that this is a shameful thing and many 
believe the infection was a punishment for sin and are reluctant to dis- 
close ~at any of their relati,~es bear such witness. (Caldwell, 2000:12) 

" Many people also refuse to discuss or acknowledge the high prevalence of 

extramarital sex. Even married couptes have poor communication.about 

sexual matters. Many are also reluctant to recognize the reality of wide- 

spread adolescent sex,. and they believe that providing young people with 
information about sex or Condoms will encourage sexual behavior 

(Kuchment, 2002; Caldwell, 2000:127-129). For example, in Zambia, one 

of the countries most affected by HIWAIDS, government officials argue 
that monogamy is the only protection against AIDS, and condoms encour- 

age.immorality and promiscuity ("Closing the Condom Gap,." 1999:8). 

Many Africans, in fact, hold a negative view of condoms. Exemplifying 

this attitude is ~e perception of young Ohanaian women that condoms are 
associated with "bad girls", and "sex maniacs" (Caldwell, 2000:8). 

Government inaction al~o has contributed to a failure to stop the spread 

of AIDS. Until recently, most government leaders denied the problem and 
devoted few resources to education or prevention (other than abstinence), 

when .what is needed is support for condom use, treatment of STDs, and 

Mothers and their young children in Africa 
are at high risk of contracting AIDS. 
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aggressive education efforts. Instead, "millions of people are being allowed 

to die on the grounds that the only way they canbe saved is by adopting a 
more ’moral’ way of life, indeed a way of life that does not conform to their 

morality" (Caldwell, 2000:131). As a result, young people and unmarried ¯ 
people find it almost impossible to. get condoms (or other contraceptives) 
from ttealth services or family planning clinics (Caldwell and Caldwell, ¯ 

2002; Catdwell, 2000:123).                                       " Obstruction on the part of many religions leaders is another reason for 
the ineffectual response to AIDS. Both the Catholic cttt~rch and~ many . 

is immoral t g" 
active¯ As discussed in Claapter ll, African governments do not wish to 

antagonize the churches, who can mobiiize opposition to them. Confronting 
the churches on issues they define as dealing with morality is seen by many 

politicians as risky, so few challenge the churches on these issues.. 

(Caldwell, 2000:125-126). 
The widespread belief in witchcraft among many Christians and 

Muslims (see Chapter 11) also prevents behavior change and effective;;:;il) 

action against AIDS. It ¯leads people to accept a fatalistic¯ view toward death 
and to believe that the cause of AIDS ismalevolent forces or davine punish;::::;..: 
ment (Caldwell, 2000:121, 125-126). Another negative effect of 
ing HIVIAIDS with witchcraft is the social isolation and even 

against the older women usually accused of witchcraft. Also, families that.i 
believe in witchcraft pay large amounts of money for ineffective 

¯ 
. 

ts from traditional healers Finally, linking witchcraft 
and treatmen ......... u ,~,~ ~4~,~nce on the disease and 

HIV/AIDS hinders eI~orts to ur~m, ........ " ...... er Reid, and Cornell, 2004:100-101).          .or.t;:.;!) 
matize ~t (Walk ,    " -~ --ost ,overnments the real ~ 

inade note response u, m ~ .......... 
Despite the     q .            ., ........ ÷ ,,~licies A few 
..... bott~ ~revention ano ttcatt~xv~,~ g~      "             ¯ ..... 

now are implementing 
made remarkable strides in dealing with the crisis. Once one of 

seriously affected countries, Uganda cut its HIV/AIDS prevalence 

from 13 percent in the 1990s to abot~t 4 percent in 2003 (UNAIDS, 2005~ 
Uganda’s government was the first in A[rica to admit it had an epidernJ~ 
and to ask for help. Since then a cooperative effort involving governmen!i 

grassroots organizations, and religions groups Led to a program to provid~ 
AIDS education, urge delay in sexual onset and fewer partners, and P~i 

mote safe sex. Prevention a~d treatment of STDs and use of condom~: 
integral parts of the program. Even "soap operas" on radio and televis 
have characters who promote the use of condoms (Dervarics, 1999! 
"Closing the Condom Gap, i999. ). noi~i 

Recent reports indicate that Zimbabwe also has experienced a 

drop in HI¥ prevalence from 23 percent of its population to 20.5 perC~ 
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.In women aged¯ fifteen to twenty:four, HIV rates have dropped almost by 

half, and among men seventeen to twenty-nine, the drop is about 25 per-. 
cent. A delay in the onset of sexual activity in young people, a decline ’in 

casual sex, and greater condom use are credited for most of the progress 

that has been made: A relatively educated population, good communica- 
tions, and the effective work of the health care system in prevention and 

providing anti-retroviraI treatment to the afflicted are also credited by 

researchers (Cullinan, 2006)¯ 
In the predominantly Muslim countries of Senegal and Mauritania, 

members of the clergy and the government are making bold moves to slow 

the spread of AIDS. In Dakar, Senegal, prostitutes now get a government 

card to work legally. They must be tested monthly for STDs and every six 
months for HIV. Women who test positive for HIV are counseled on safe 

sex to prptect their own health, ~ince contracting an STD could be fatal to 
them. Punitive measures are avoided since they would only drive prostitu- 

tion underground. The results of these efforts have been impressive; New 

STD and HIV infections have fallen and Senegal has one of the lowest HIV 
infection rates in sub-Saharan Africa. These policies and efforts to promote 

condom use among the general population have the support of both Islamic 
Christian leaders (Schoofs, I999:B2). Senegal% northern neighbor, 

Mauritania, also has Islamic clergy involved in AIDS prevention programs 

¯ that advocate condom use ("Closing the Condom Gap," 1999:8). " 
It should be emphasized that African governments are not the only ones 

¯. that have failed to effectively combat the HIV/AIDS pandemic. The late and 
:;. inadequate response of the international community is also to blame. Indeed, 

iiI if governments and aid oiganizations had responded decisiveIy and early to 

the infection rates would not have reached the appalling levels 
.. we now confront. Only in the past few years do we see significant move- 

: ments to marshal the resources necessary to fight this disease. 

A major advance is the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis, and 

launched in 2002. Kofi Annan, Secretary General of the UN, urged 
countries to contribute $7-t0 biilion a year to the effort. Initially, the 

response under President Bush was to pledge only $200 million to the 

Then in his 2003 State of the Union message, Bush promised 

billion over five years in a new AIDS initiative. He also vowed to 
anti-retroviral treatment for 2 million infected people. Aid would go 

countries, most of them in Africa (McNeil, 2005; Udoto, 2004). 
United States currently, provides up to a third of the budget of the 

Fund. Although follow-through on the US commitment for funds 

to cheaper drugs has not been fully realized, these new measures 
on the past. 

An interesting question is why the Bush administration became more 
about the AIDS crisis. Perhaps a major reason is pressure from 
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Bush’s conservative Christian base. As discussed in Chapter 11, several 

prominent Christian evangelicals--such as Franklin Graham, head of the 

relief organization Samaritan’s Purse--have become convinced that it is 

their religious dmy to fight such evils as poverty, sex trafficking, and 

HIV~AIDS in Africa (Burldaalter, 2004). 
The main problem with the new US AIDS policies is that ideology has 

sometimes interfered with reality and "best practice" On the ground. In the 

area of AIDS prevention, for example, the Bush administration has ear- 
marked about 30 percent of its funding to promoting abstinence as the way 

to prevent infection. USAID, the major US aid and development-~gency in 
Africa, is offering grants to faith-based groups to ¯promote abstinence in ¯ 

their prevention.programs. The importance of condom use is being ignored 
and sometimes distorted, due to the fact that many evangelical churches . 

oppose condoms on moral grounds. They ignore the fact that condoms have 

been shown to be 90 percent effective in preventing HIV infe.ction. The : 
modei for many programs is Uganda’s "ABC policy," but they are only fol- ~ 
lowing A and B--abstinence and be faithful--while ignoring C, use a con- ... 

dora (Kuchment, 2002; Burldaalter, 2004). 
Research dearly shows that abstinence-focused programs am misguid-? 

ed. tn Uganda’s program, abstinence has been shown to be tJhe least effec- 
tive component of the ABC’s. The use of condoms and having fewer sex:.. 

partners were¯the most effective. Abstinence also ignores most of the 

risk groups in the AIDS epidemic: sex workers, IV drug users, and gays 
(Bur!daalter, 2004). Moreover, remaining abstinent before marriage and": 

, being faithful does not work for many young women in Africa, where 

I" some countries young brides are infected at a higher rate than sexuall~ i 

/ 
active unmarried girls. The married girls are infected by their husbandsi 

who may be considerably older than they are (Altman, 2004). Older 
who marry young women are likely to be sexually experienced and wealthy! 

enough to afford multiple sex partners, and they typically do not use con:, 

doms. Such high-risk sexual behavior frequently results in the man 
tracting HIV and then passing it to his wife ("Women and HI ~ 

Not all churches hold the conservative line in their AIDS programs. 

South Africa, church leaders are campaigning for affordable drugs arid:: 

ignoring religious prohibitions against condom use. In Namibia, Cathol!il~ 

leaders espouse an "ABCD" policy--abstain, be faithful, use 

face death (Kuchment, 2002).                                  " 
Recently, the efficacy of ABC policies has been called int~ questi;:ii 

due to patterns of gender inequality in Africa. For instance, Kathle~~ 
Cravero, Deputy Executive Director of the Joint UN Programme 

taIIVIAIDS (UNAIDS),. remarks, "We tell women to abst 
no right. We tell them to be faithful when they cannot ask their. 
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be faithful. We tell them to use a condom when they have nb power to do 

so" (quoted in Crawley, 2004).                   ’ ;:"@ ~ . 
Women’s lack of power in sexual relations and w0ni~n’s low status in 

other areas of their lives are closely linked. Illustrating this point, ~"Study 

women in Zambia found that only 11 percent of women interviewed 

believed women had the right to ask their husband to use a.condom__even 
if he is HIV positive or having sex With other women, in Cameroon. and 

South Africa, as many as 48 percent of girls state t/xat their first sexual 

intercourse was forced (AF-AIDS, 2004). Other studies show that men whd 
batter their partners are more likely to sleep with prostitutes, thus putting 
themselves and their partners at risk of infection. Battered women are 

afraid to say no to sex or to ask their partners to use a condom ("Women 

and HIV," 2004:82-83). 

Gender inequality also can affect treatment for women. In Zambia, 70 
percent of HIV victims are women, but most of those receiving anti-retrovi~ 

ral drugs are men. Women are taught to ignore their own health needs but 

to help their husbands if they are ill Using the same logic, men put them- 

selves first and ignore the needs Of their wives, if they get sick. A midwife 
working in a clinic remarked that she sees women bring their sick husbands 

to the clinic on wheelbarrovcs,bikes, or even their backs; but she has never 
seen a man offer as much as his arm to bring his wife in for treatment. 
Women themselves report that if they were H-IV-positive, their husbands 

wouldn’t spend the $8 per month for long-term treatment on them. By con- 

wast, men put themselves first even if treatment costs are a strain on the 
family!s finances ("The Good Wife’s Sacrifice," 2004). 

Despite more prevention and treatment programs, infections and deaths 
are increasing in most African countries. It is apparent that it will be a long 

and difficnIt battle to bring HIV/AIDS under control in Africa (Goujon, 

2005), and.even in coumries where infection rates have fallen or stabilized, 
reversals are possible. A recent study in Uganda voiced concern that 
progress there could be reversed without renewed prevention gfforts that 

focus on condom use. Abstinence and faithfulness, alone do not work with- 
out condom use because too few people actually practice abstinence or 

faithfulness. There are also far too few people needing drugs than are 
: receiving them. In 2005, only 500,000 were being treated with anti-retrovi- 

rals out of a population of at least 4.7 million who need them (Goujon, 
::. 2005), and access is uneven. Whereas about one-third are getting treatment 
i".i~ Botswana and Uganda, no more than 15 percent are receivin drn s in 

:{::South Africa (UNAIDS, 2005c).                            g g 

Unfortunately, there are too few countries with effective AIDS preven- 
programs. Even if more follow in the footsteps of Uganda or Senegal, 

take years to slow or halt the spread Of HIV/AIDS in Africa. In the 

a, the demographic effects will be devastating. Sub-Saharan :.. 
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Africa’s overall population growth will be lower and its age stracmre will 

be altered as a result of rising mortality, especially in the countries with the. 
highest infection rates (Gregson et al., 1998). In nine countries--Botswana, 

Central African Republic, Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique, Rwanda, 

Swaziland, Zambia, and Zimbabwe--life expectancy has already fallen to 

below forty years (UNAIDS, 2005b). Higher infant and child mortality add 

tO the problem. One-third of babies born to HIV-infected mothers are HI-V- 

pbsitive; few survive beyond age six (Walker, Reid, and Cornel1, 2004:14). 

The consequences of the AIDS epidemic go far beyond~he direct 

demographic effects. Most of the victims are young, working-age adults. 

Thus the labor force that Africa’s economic recovery depends upon will be ¯ 

sharply reduced. Many companies are already seeing the effects of 

ttIV/AIDS in growing sickness, absenteeism, and death among their 

employees, with resulting declines in productivity. In Ta~nzania, for. 5 

instance, estimates are that there will be 20 percent fewer workers in 2010 

than today, and the mean age will drop from 32 to 28. Remaining workers 

will be younger, Iess skilled, and less experienced. Another consequence of 

AIDS is the growing burden of health care for AIDS patients placed on 

families, businesses~ and health care systems that resultsJ in a diversion of 

scarce resources away from¯ basic care and other needs for the rest of the 

population (Guest, 2001; "Firms," 2005; Loewenson and Whiteside . 

1998:20-21), Virginia DeLancey discusses these and other economic::i~ 

impacts of AIDS in Chapter 5.                                       " 

The means exist to slow the spread of HIV/AIDS and to treat its vic- :.. 

tims. The challenge is mobilizing the political will and resources to do 

job. That this disease has become the tragedy it is reflects both global and. 

domestic power relationships rather than the inevitable course of the dis;i:.:: 

ease. AIDS never had to be the epidemic it has become. In the rich world,::::: 
there is adequate health care, access to drugs, good nutrition, and effective!.. :! 

governments that have controlled both the spread and deaths caused by 

HIV virus. In the rich world, AIDS exists, but it is a manageable and 

able disease (Walker, Reid, and Cornell, 2004:7-9). How long before this iS.: 

the case in Africa as well?                                           .. 
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Africa"s 
Environmental Problems. 

Julius E. Nyang’oro 

M ost people are now familiar with such terms as acid rain, the green- 

house effect, ozone depletion, toxic waste, and environmental 
degradation. They remind us of a reality we sometimes forget; that is, the. 

fundamental mutual relationship between the environment and humankind. 
Lynton Caldwe11 reminds us of this when he describes the two realities in 

which humans live: 

The abiding reality is that of earth the planet--independent of man and 
his works; the other rea/ity--the transient reality--is that of the world, 
which is a creation of the human mind. The earth and its biosphdre forma 
grand synthesis of Complex interactive systems within systems, organic 
and 

inorganic, animate and inanimate. The world is the way humanity 

understands and has organized its occupancy of the earth: an expression 
of imagination and purpose materialized through explorationl invention, 

labor and violence. (Caldwell, I984:8) 

This interconnectedness was one of the major issues addressed by the 
UN Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) that took 

place in Rio de Janeiro in July t 992. At this conference, often called the 

£ar~ Summit, the global community developed a program of action called 

Agenda 21, which focuses on promoting both a healthy environment and 
the development of the world’s economies and peoples. Such environmen- 
tal issues as climate change, conservatio,,n of forests, mad biodiversity were 

addressed under the umbrella goal of sustainable development"a {see 
.e.g., World Bank,.1996). The purpose of sustainable development is to 

meet the needs oftoda’s eo le ~     " 
Y P p wnhout jeopardizing the ability of future 

generations to meet their needs (see WCED, 1987). In short, this means 
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Curtis A. Keim 
Africa and Europe before 1900 

Before ~e late nineteenth century, Europeans had made little 

headway in penetrating the African interior. Held back by ~opical 

diseases, geographical obstacles, and African resistance, foreign- 
ers who had arrived by way of the Atlantic were largely iimited to 

the continent’s fringes. The only major exception was southern Africa. There, a 

Medkerranean-type climate, a more benign disease environment, and scattered, 

small-scale societies less able to stop determined settlers had allowed Europeans to 

advance into the iitter~or. In spite of this apparent minimal contact, foreigners fronr 

Europe and from the Americas had a profound impact on Africa’s history, through 
almost five centm’ies of trade, inchiding the trans-Aflanfic slave trade. While histori:’~ 

ans agree on the essentially destructive nature of dais enterprise, there is considerable| 
ff~sa eemear over how to measure a~d int~ipret the destruction. Some histori~s~ 

believe that the slave trade harraed African societies through "underdevehiping"~ 
them and tying them into global markets on disadvantageous terms. This weakness/ 
and dependency was to be corttinued in the colorfial period and is still evident today.t 

Sonae pay less attention to the slave trade and emphasize other factors that shaped 

precolonial African societies such as environment, technology, social organization, 

religious beliefs, and individual initiatives (see chapters 4 and 5). These may be 

related to conditions generated by the slave trade, but they may also be unrelated.. 

Clearly, there was ample room for African creativity and internal dynamism within " " 

societies. 

External Relations, the Slave Trade, and Its Impact 

in West and West Central Africa 

The story of African and European interaction began in the early 1400s with 

voyages sponsored by the Portuguese prince Henry the Navigator, who set himself 
the life ta~k of bypassing the Arabs who controlled North Africa and establishing 

direct trade, especially in gold, with the great civilizations of West Africa. This 
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Plate 2 L An oid drawing of Fort Jesus, the Pom~guese castle of Momhasa, 

From W÷ E W. Owen, Narrative of Voyages to Explore the Shores 

of Afiqca, Arabia and Madagascar, i833. 

P[~oio gourtesy Liliy Library of Rare Books and Manuscripts, indiana Universi~yo 

About two-thirds of the slaves taken to the Americas were men, whom Europeans 

desired as laborers. Africans were, in any case, often reluctant to sell female slaves 
because women were highly valued for p~oduetioa and repreducfion, Moreover, in 

African m~le-dominated societies, slave men were outsiders who could clmllenge the 

social order, but women, whether slave or free, were less fltreatening.4 As a conse- 

~ -~quertce, Africa kept most of it~ female captives, and rtlis, together with polygyny, 
’ 

The trade was deadly for E~opeans as well as Africa|is. An estimated half of the 

white traders on the African coasts died each year, zad as mauy as a liffh of the sailors 

died on the Atlantic crossings. Yet, for the capitaEsts and those whites who survived, 

the profits m~de the risks worthwhile./n West Africa, Europeans established dozens 

of factories or trading posts and forts along the coasts, Local rulers granted permis- 

sion for settlement, collected rent, and famished supplies of food, firewood, and 

wa~er. In Central Africa, local rulers followed a free-trade policy and opposed the 

construction of factories and forts, so white traders had to establish temporary 

collection points on shore or trade off theh: ships. An exception was Angola, where 

the Porragnese goverumem subsidize6 a small military colony at Lna~da to ensure 

that its traders could compete. Eventually this colony led to a local Earn-African 

population that competed for trade w~th metropolitan Portuguese and Brazilians, 

Within Africa, African entrepreneurs organized the trade, as was the case, for 

example, on the Gamble River in the eighteenth centnry.~ There, specialist traders 
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Plate 22, Diagram of a slave ship showing how slaves were transported 
avross the Atlantic Ocean. From aa Abstract of the Evidence delivered 

before a select committee of the House of Commons ia the Years 1790 and 
1791, on the Part of the Petitioners for the Abolition of the Slave Trade. 

Photo cour;esy of the Lilly Library of Rare Books 
and Manuscripts, lndiat~a University. 

traveled inland to the Upper Niger River region, where they purchased slaves who 

had been captured in raids and wars, sold during famines, or folfejted as payments of 

fines. The traders then assembled their slaves into caravans and marched them reward 

the coast. When they reached the headwaters of the Gambia and Senegal rivers, the 

traders could setect the best.market, either the French on the Senegal or the British on 

the Gatlabim lfthey chose the Gambia, they could then sell upstream for a quick return 
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and a lower price, or downstream for a longer trip and a higher price, If they went 
downS~eam, the ~g of Ni~ at the mo~ of ~ river re~[a~ed the ~ade fl~ough 

go~Vmor~ h~ ap~orot~d to a~nus~er ~athng towns such as ]u~ and Albr¢da and " " ’ "~sh from be~o~ng too powerful, ~ ~ng 
....... :~s from ships, To ~ep the Bn .... d a sm~ Fr=nch ~d~g post. 

co~oll~d.the~ ~c~ss m ~o ..... 
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also participated in ~ Gambia ~ver 
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--~ican or Euro-A~can women 
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cow~es, goid, br~s, iron, and copper. Most of ~ese ~de ~tems were destined 

African elites, who used them to msptay tu=~ ~- , 
more slaves.                  .         . ~ -- oc~etv evenwhere~eY~ght 

Res~nseS to the slave ~ade v~ed from ~ocae~y to s    ¢,               . ¯ 

seem si~l~ as ~ ~e case of canU~ized state systems. For ex~ple, some soete~es 

un~gook slave raids to profit ~om European demand, but o~ers sold s~Ius staves 

capt~ed in w~ ~ai were unrelated in foreign deroands. By ~e eigh~anth 
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male slaves, who were used locally for production and warfare and for conspicuous 

display of wealth. One eighteenth-century noble was estimated to have owned 10,000 
slaves. Benin purchased its guns ~vith the proceeds of a royal monopoly on trade in 

pepper, ivory, and other products, 

A good example of the complex relationship between the external demand for 

slaves and local conditions was in the western Sudan, the vast grasslands located 

around the Upper Niger River and extending westward to theAtlanfic Ocean.6 Here, 

states such as Khasso, Gyaman, Kong, and Segu arose in about 1700 that linked 

slavery, warfare, and trade. In each state a rural aristocracy employed warriors to 

capture slaves among surrounding peoples wholivedin small-scale political systems. 

The nobles sold most male captives to urban centers in return for guns and horses, the 

weapons necessary to build and maintain the state systems. The urban centers 

acquired the guns by exchanging slaves westward to the Atlantic and the horses by 

trading slaves northward to the Sahara and North Africa. 

The rural nobles aud the urban traders also retained many captives in the western 

Sudan to grow food and produce trade goods. Thus, engaging in the international 

trade in slaves encouraged elites to increase the nnmber of slaves kept locally and 

spread the institution ha local societies, Slavhag was far from the dominant economic 

activity in the ~ of such states, however. Free people still were more 
numerous and fitilt produced most of the food and manufactured goods. Moreover, 

slaving was not very profitable because of the high costs involved in maintaining 

even small armies and in capturing, guarding, and transporting slaves. Thus, rather 

than completely dominating these societies, the slave trade shaped them over time by 

altowing the acquisition of guns and hqrses, which could be used to capture more 

slaves and control local people. 
Gradually, the growing use of slave labor and warfare brought increasing insecu- 

r~ty to the societies of the western Sudan. Evidence of this appears, for example, in the 

ways tha~ Islam functioned in different societies. By the tale eighteenth century, when 

Islam became a major rallying point for change, Fouta Jalun leaders ofjihads, or 

"holy wars," often cast themselves as protectors of free people against enslavement 

(see chapter 5). In the early nineteen~ century, Fouta Jalon leaders were dependeBt " 
on guns acquired by selling slaves, so they combined fioly Wars with slave raiding on 

nonbelievers. By contrast, in nineteenth-century Masina, some religious leaders rallied 

local slave populations to overthrow their masters and establish new Muslim societies, 

In CentralAfrica, slaving was at the heart of a many-sided competition for wealth 

and power.7 Soon after the Portuguese discovered the Kongo kingdom in 1483, 

traders found that they cou.ld profit from slave tabor by opening sugarptantatians on 

the islands of S~o Tom6 and Principe. The Portuguese who settled in Kongo and S~o 

Tom~ tended to marry African women and quickly developed into a Enm-African 

population with local interests. Thus when Euro-Africans met the Portuguese in 

Kougo, they were often in couflict. Likewise, within the kingdom of Kongo, there 

were conflicting interests between the mani Kongo (the king), who wanted to 

centralize Kongo life around Iris capital, and nobles who had separatist ambitions in 
the provinces. Mani Kongo Afonso I (1506~1543) succeeded in building central 
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Moreover, Kongo was invaded in the the slave trade. The Porto- 
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guese and the Euro-AfrlcanS, many of whom were now trading from Luanda to the 
south, joined forces to help reestablish order so that the slave trade could conrane. By 

out of Luanda drew soatheru provinces away 

the early 1600s, the growth of trade .    "n dotes such as Kasanje and Matamba. 
-- --’ ~a rise to competing kt g ....... ~. and ruled by a wornnn, 
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Queen Nzinga. The KougO kings attempted to keep their land intact against the rising 
influence of Luanda and the new kingdoms,but the 1665 defeat by the portuguese and 

their allies in the Battle of Mbwila meant that the forces of disintegration would 

finally triumph. Succession struggles and civil war broke Kougo into flag-recurs. 
The sequence of events in Kongo was followed in broad outline througho~ut 

CentratAfrica’ Dutch, British, Frencli, Bramhan, and Spamsh traders competed w~th 

along the coast As European trade spread into new 
the portuguese hero and there Matamba, and Kasanje bertefited at first from their 

areas, kingdoms such as Kongo, , ~ 
"’es of the slave trade also had bi~ 

~ ,~.o interior, but th~ opportn.mtt .... ~oth alcoho!, firearmS, 
access to u~ ~- a ~-ote*~d depenaence on ut~ ~. ,. ~ .t.~ ~,iou. Such 

e uenceS. The traue *~- .~- the restige gOOnS O~ tat~ -~= 
~-couS ~ .... oduetS which became ,P ..... f conflicts between ....... 
! othe~ ~nropeau ~.~ ~ to-cans to take aoVan~ y . 

~i e cadence perrmtted ~e ~u=,p~ ~nd between competing kingdoms. 
z~g rulers and separaust non ...... ds forced Africans to prey oft the~ 

In addition, dependence on European gnu                             ’ 

neighbors in order to sustain the supply of slaves. As a result, ~aiding.had to expanu 

the continent, and one society after another fe~l into the 

farther and farther into         -       u htun in an eastward-moving wave of 

lolence ]n the sevemeeny,*     -.,’. _ ,_o.**i,rhteentncemut¢ 

~oufished about twohundred rubles ~mana ta .... ~n the first half of the ~dneteenth 

areas were three and four hundred miles inland. 

¯ . 

century theLundaemptre, attheceaterofthec°ran:tent g~ewwealthyonrmdsandtrade ¯ ’ ’ cle of Etlropean influence, the violence 
~ ,-" ~ ~t-e wa’~e within the wtdemng c~. = ~, ~esources and to ~mpovertsh 

declined, but the slave traue ~- poor and powerless had no protection from warlords who 
the re,on. The many. " s or plantation workers, o~ kidnapped 

peopt~ ~ __~,~ bandits who took captxves ~ ..... . 
firearms in the eighteenth century brought new terror to the regtOn. 

Some peoples gained a measure of wealth and securitY by becoming brokers for 
sla~es and other prOducts com2ng from the liatefior. But ba the turmoil of the era, such 

groups could usually maintuin their position only for brief periods. One increasingly 

common problem was that African elites became caught i~ a debt cycle. They 

depended on imports of cloth, alcohol, and firearms to attract fo1~pwerS. But ~ they 
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failed to secure enough slaves to pay for the goods, they had io sell some of their own 

followers in order to keep the goods flowing. This precarious situation could quickly 

lead to ruin. In a similar fashion, leaders frequently overborrowed trade goods from 

Europeans and then distributed them to followers who were supposed to repay with 

local produce or slaves, which they might lack, as in times of drought¯ Thus even 

successfui groups led a tenuous existence which not oniy called for exploiting other 

groups, but aiso could lead to their being exploited themselves. 

The Portuguese also attempted to colonize Mozambique on the southeast coast of ~- 
Africa. They were first attracted by the gold trade which flowed from the Zimbabwe 

Plateau in the interior to the town of Sofala on the coast and then northward to Kilwa ~" ’ 

Island, Arabia, and beyond. In the early sLxteenth century, Portuguese expeditions 

wrested the gold trade from the Swahili and took eorttroi of Sofala. They then 

adv~ced along the Zambezi River, where they founded military posts at Sane and 

Tote. High mortahty rates from diseases such as malaria, weak support from Lisbon, 

and resistance from African Idugdoms in the interior forced them out of the Zambezi 

gold trade by t700, however, and prevented the establishment of a strong settler 

colony. The few settlers who remained concentrated instead on organizing private 

fiefdoms. These prazeros ("plantation owners") imported guns, organized armies, ’ 
undertook slave raids, and insinuated themselves in Iocal politics by concluding ’ ¯ 
alliances with local chiefs, marrying theirdaughters, and extending the Indian Ocean 

slave trade up the Zambezi toward the Lunda and Kazembe empires. Like the Euro- 

Africans in Kongo and Angota, the prazeros retained a veneer of Portuguese culture, 

but they were in fact firmly rooted in Africa and African cultures. 

While the slave trade clearly had an enormous impact on African societies, 

particularly those in West and West CentralAffica, it is possible to overemphasize its 

significance in the lfistory of precolonial Africa. As akeady noted, there were always 

many powerful non-slave-trade factors such as environment, technology, social 

organization, and personality operating in African history. Long before the slave 

trade had begun, historical trends such as larger political units, more intense.exploi- 

tation of the environment, and increased internal trade were underway, and these 

continued throughout the alave-trading era. Only some of this movement can be 
attributed to European contact, for even peoples who were largely unaffected by the ~ 

trade, such as the forest societies of Central Africa, continued these trends. Likewise, 

Africa’s internal production and commerce were consistendy much larger than its 

external trade. In many societies, social order also proved to be resilient in the face of 

the destruetinn of the slave trade. Family order and cooperation continued to sustain 
individuals, while larger pbhiical units had a measure of legitimacy and a continuing 

abiiity to accommodate peoples of different origins. 
Paradoxically, the European influence, which increased economic opportunifies, 

introduced new food crops fromtheNewWofld such as corn andmanioc, and brought 

new intellectual and technological contacts with the Atlantic world, allowed o.~1 
Africans to prosper even at the heightof the slave trade¯ In the face of the massive 

disruption and death caused bythe trade, howeve5 such development offered little 

recompense. 
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Livingstone sought to map Central Africa so that missionaries and traders could 

eventually "civilize" the interior. Macgregor Laird fonnded the African Inland 

Commercial Company ia3 1832 and sent expeditions up the Niger River to search for 

trading opporturfities. By the 1880s, Europeans had mapped most major physical 

features and visited important population centers in Africa. Even though many gaps 

remained, this geographic knowledge greatty encouraged and faeifitated Enropean 

conquest at the end of the century, 

A further nineteenth-century change in Europe’s relationship with Africa came 

through the modern mission movement. This movement, mostly Protestant during 

the first half of the century, is associated with the rise of the European middle class. 

The Moravian Brethren sent ro2ssionaries to the Khoikhoi people of South Africa as 

early as 1737, and established there permanently in 1793. Larger and more infiuen- 

6M, the London Missionary Society, the Church Missionary Society, the Wesleyan 
Methodist Missionary Society. and many other ~otestant missions had their begin- 

nlngs in the early nineteenth century. London. Missionary Society missionaries 
arrived in South Africa in 1801, and Church Missionary Society missinnaries began 

in Sierra Leone in 1804. Modern Catholic anfivity began in the last haft of the century, 

when missionary orders such as ~h.e Holy Ghost Fathers, the White Fathers, and the 

Sisters of St. Joseph of Cluny established themselves ha many parts of Africa. 

Missionaries played a signi~can’t role in spreading European irdiuence. They not 

only worked to convert Africans within the borders of the new colonies, but they often 

pushed the frontier of contact well beyond administered zones, inlxodoced Western 

education, and ta~ught European vatue~. One example of how this happened is the fife 
of Samuel Adj ai Crowther. In 1821, at the age of twelve, Crowther was rescued from 

a slave ship and taken to Sierra Leone. where he was educated by the Church 
Missionary Society. ReUmaing as a rrfissionary to b2s Yomba people in 1843, he 

evangelized widely beyond the territory then claimed by or receptive to European~. 

In t 864, theAnglican Church consecrated Crowther as bishop of the Niger territory, 
and he worked successfully tmfil the 1880s, when he w~s increasingly pushed aside 

by white missionaries. Crowther died ha 1891. 

The life of L]vlngstone, the most famous of all nineteenth-century missionaries, 

also shows how missionary activity helped to spread European hafluence. Living- 

stone, who began his African career in 1841 at a London Missionary Society station 

on South Africa’s Cape frontier, became as much an explorer as a mJssinnary. He 

traveled throughout Central Africa. and his books and letrers excited Europeans with 

the possibility of spreading "Cluistianity and commerce" in Africa. In 1871, when 

Livingstone had not been heard from for several years, the American Henry Morton 

Stanley led a search expedition that found him at Ujiji on Lake Tanganyika. While 

Livingstone hardly considered himself lost, since he traveled on paths frequented by 

slave and ivpry traders, he was desperately short of supplies and in ilt health. The 

fame which Stanley gained as a result ef this "rescue" [s evidence of how Living- 

stone’s dream of opening Africa to the West resonated in Europe and the United 
States. When Livingstone died in 1873, he was so famous that his body was carried 

back to England and buried in Westminster Abbey. 
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The nineteenth century brought numerous technological advances which allowed 
Europeans to expand into the interior and changed their relationships with local 

mad transportation. 
people s The most important of these were firearms, raedicine,            breech- 
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tropics. Most significant was the discovery of quiuine’s effectiveneSS against malaria 
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sxvety non.slav.e, or .1%. ^÷~anizin* political and economxC syste~ 
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Asante continued to exchange gold for guns to maintain its imperial power. Dahomey, 

on the other hand, responded by intensifying local use of domestic slaves in order to 

produce exportable crops such as palm oil. However its plantations, which empioyed 

slave labor, proved unable to compete with independent producers to the east along 
the Niger coast, and the state fel~ into decline. In most African societies powerful men 

had become accustomed to slaveholding, so that the end o~ the external trade did not 

end domestic slavery. Internal abolition generally awaited the colonial era.. 
Central Africa, the new production and expoXt patte~S of the nineteenth 

InWest                         "               " 
century also brought transformations. As the slave trade declir~ed, European demand 

for industrial" raw materials such as beeswaX and rubber increased. Likewise, the ¯ . s develoned art appeti~ for ivory, used for luxury 
¯ ,fowl ~ Euro can middle ctasse .    t ........ 1~ o these forest products 
=--- nz ~-~Pats billiard balls and prone Keys. ta= 

bad much the same effect on African societies as the search for slakres had in earlier yearS. For example, the Chokwe people, who at the begirming of the century were 
rough hunte~s under the domination of the Lunda, began to specialize in wax arid 

ivory trading. These ~ragal people invested their profits in captive women purchased 

from slavers and in firearms, so that as the nineteenth century pro~essed, their 

numbers and power increased. By the lgT0s Chokwe were employed as bunters and 
soldiers by Lmtda nobles, who were contending for power in the wake o~ the violent 

By the i880s the CEokwe hadteft their LtmOa P y 
their own. Their attacks brought the final dissolution of the Lunda emptre. 
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Cioser to the West Central African coast, warlords shifted from exporting slaves to 

empIoying them in the hunt for ivory, wax, rubber, woods, feathers, and other forest 

products. Many leaders also began to put slaves to work on plantations, where they 

produced sugar, cotton, coffee, and especially palm oil for export to Europe¯ New 
leaders emerged to take advantage of the new opportunities, while kings and clfiefs 

who remained exclusively attached to the slave trade fell. 

In the nineteenth-century substitution of commodity Wade for tha slave trade, it is 

noteworthy that European-African relations continued to be based primarily on 

.eorrmlerc~. Tropical Africa still exported its low-priced raw materials in retttm for 
higher-priced European manufactured g~ods. In fact, die new trade patterns, Euro- 

pean exploration, missions, technological advances, and other outside factors are 

evidence of intensification of European influence on ~d exploitation of the conti- 

nent. It is tempting to focus on such outside influences in any assessment of the 

history of nineteenth~century Africa, because it is easy to see it merely as a prelude 

to co!onialism. As with the slave-trade era, however, assessment should balance 

omside and local factors. Nineteenth-century developments were also shaped by 
many significant changes wffhin Africa, wbdch resulted not from external factors but 

from purely African events and influences. 
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Southern Africa 

In contrast to the rest of the continent, where the European impact came mostly as 

a result oflxade, societies in southern Africa exper~anced the European presence mo.re 

profotmdly through solders who demanded land and labor. The in*zusion began m 
1652, when the Dutch East [ndies Company built a supply station at the Cape of Good 

Hope fo~ ships on theLr way to Asia. Soon ex-employees and other ira. rnigrants n~ov~d . 
¯ ¯ ¯ , " de endear wine arid wheat farmers, and m the mo,.re aaad into the interior as tu p          ¯    ~     - ~-~t,~ n~,~ and then as Afrikaners, 

hinterland as pastoral~sts. These settlers tmown xu ...... 
were a self-reliant frontier people who as C~_lvinistz balieved they were predestined 

by God to claim the land, water, people, and other resource8 of the Cape¯ 
As the Boera spread into the Cape, they decimated the Kkoikhoi herders they 

encountered. The Khoik.hoi died of diseases brought by the Europeans, especially 

sma!lpox, or were defeated in wars in spite of fierce resistance. By i800, these 

populations had been e~ther forced into the far interior or absorbed into the so-called 
¯ ed-race people at the Cape Which included slaves and other 

Coloured group~ a max ..... t.~.~ ,a~ ~reat Fish River at the eastern 

subservient groups. When t~te setUers rc~t.,~ .... N=mani-spealdng peoples, ~ 
boundary’of the Cape in the mid-1700s, they met the 

especially the Xhosa. The Xhosa were better orgamzed than the Khoxktm~ and put tip 
even more resistance. After a eenVary of intermittent wars over grazing lands and 

water, however, they too had lost most of ~e~r resources and much of their social 

cohesion. 
Further impetus to Boer expansion in the interior came from the Bnt~st~ takeover 

of the Cape in the early nineteenth century. The British presence deeply disntpted 

Boer society, For example, British xrkis sionaries and others i~aflueneod by liberal idea~. 

at home sought to l~berate the large slave population used by the white settlers. The 

introduCtiOn of English langtmge and laws infringed on Boer cuttura! and political independence, and the intrusion of British capitalism threatened Boer traders and 

’ ¯ ’ abolitiort of slavery in 1833. Auger over 
farmers. The Boer~ most resented Bntam s 
the British actions plus opportunities for land acquisition in th~ interior precipitated 
the "Great Trek," a movement of Boers northw~d. Nearly 15,000 Boers loaded thei~ 

covered wagons and occupied lands as far north as the L~mpopo River. This was not 

the single or united movement that the phrase makes it seem, but rather a process that 
lasted through the 1830s and 1840s, with a great deal of division among the settlers. 

The British, wishing to limit Boer expansion, planted a colony on the east coast at 

Natal iu 18427 
By the 1860s, therefore, the area that was later to become the country of South 

Africa already had a deeply entrenched white population divided between four 

polities. The British cIaimad the Cape (with a sizabIe population of Boers who had 

dot wekked northward) and Natal, while the Boer "lxekkers" had estab|isl}ed two 
Boer states, the Orange Free State and Transvaal, between the Orange and Limpopo 

rivers. Life among Africans was deeply dist-upted by European ’settlement. h the 

eastern Cape, the British had pushed back or ineorporatod the Xhosa, while increa.s- 

iug numbers of settlers, missionaries, traders, and officials brought changes m 
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laborers. 
InAff theiCpl anantatimrmoilnswhicb had been intertsified by the rise of the Zuh~ kingdom under Shakatl: e andtrekkerseve ’ntt~a~ly beet° mr’eC°nt~°~ Africans through reservlit’e esie~seizUre of land and raids on local populations for labor createde furtherastern Cape and Natal, the British inttoduced the e~fliast me~Suto resNtheatal’centra1 features ofimp the°trail°re nsistance b~and paSSes 0dentificatinn documents), wl~teu chAf~Canapal/~ei~/system. In the nnrthera°f inter~°r,th°nsands of Indit° ansmenial labor ou cssoastia~len~’t~tgedar 

his successOrS. The struggle between the Boe~s atal the British continued through the last half of 

lhe ~ineteenth century. British admitfistr~tor~ feared the ?nsecudty in the interior, 

where Boer repubfics, African states, and frontier settlements clashed ~egularly, but 
.    t and pofitical solUlions faled to bring peace. Indeed, 

numerous attempts at mill .ary ~- -" --a between the Cape and Orange Free 
the discovery of diamonds an termo~y ~msput~u 
State in 1867, and gold irt the Transvaal in 1886, brought heightened tensions. The 
British annexed the diamond fields, but the gold region was in the heart of Beer, 

territory. With gold, the Boers in Transvaal were suddenly wealthy and able to pursue 
art independent foreign poAcy. By 1899 growing ten~ious led to the Anglo-Beer War, 

a bloody three-year conflict which the Boers Inst. But the biggest losers were the. 

black population. A surprisingly generOUS peace treaty, the benefits o~ economic 
cooperation, and a growing sense of a common African threat brought the four 

European regions together in the Unio~ of South Africa in 1910. Except in Cape 
Province, Africans received no political rights in the Act of Unior~. Thus in their 

eonciiation, the two groups of whites nn:ted to ignore the needs and.demands of the. 

black population               _ ............ ,;~ ~ither It ended violent 
The Union did not ~eally address me Brmsn-~u=~ .......... 

conflict, but the po~it~c~ 1, econom c, and cultural struggle conUnued While the Umon 
succeeded because it was supported by moderate Boer leaders who mote or less 

cooperated with the Eugfish-st~ealdng business and farming interests, hard-line 
Boers confirmed to wage a campaign for the creation of a group consciousness based 

on racism and nationalis~rt. Through literature, history~ theology and cultural activi- 

ties they ghve bi~h to a new Boer self-image, symboIized by their renatmng 
themselves "Afrikaners?’ At the lieart of the growing Afrikaner nationalism was the 

myth that.God had chosen the Affkaner people to dominate black South Africa and 

that theB~-itish had attempted to thwart God’s plan. By 19~8, hard-line Afrikaner 
nation;lists bad sufficient support ~2~at they were able to win the South African 

dections and domimte the white-minoritY goverrmaent until !.994 (see chapter 2:t). 
Economically, the period after 19!0 was one of significant urbanization and ¯ 

and 
industriafizafion- The disaster’s of the Anglo-Boer War as well as cattle disease 

drought forced many Afrikaner farmers off thmr land into townS, while the wealth of 

gold and diamonds fueled urban econOmiC growth. This economic transformation . 

preset ted ~ew prorclems, how~ ver, for Africans net ordy b~gan to bty back farraland 
from poor whites vacating the r0:ral a~eas, they also eompeledfor jobs withpoor whites 

and were wgling to work in towns for lowe¢ wages. The government solution was to 

3mit African economic options just as the A~t of Union had limited political options. 
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Plato 24. Apartheid sign outside a public park in South Africa 

which excluded Africans frora the grounds. 

Photo courtesy United Nat~ons~Bcernstek~pas. 

A series of laws made h impossible for Afficans m compete on fair terms. In l g l 3, 
the Natives Land ~ct limited African land purchases to only 7 peroem of South 

Africa. This land, known as the Reserves, was incteasedm 13 percent in 1936, but 

was still far too small to support the African population. As a result, the Reserve land 

was overused, and a growing number of Africans had to seek employment on white 

farms and in towns to survive. To save white labor from this influx of Africans, the 
government enacted laws between 1922 and 1939 that defined a "c~villzed labor" 

l~olicy: all high-paying skilled and semiskilled jobs were effectively reserved for 
whites. At the same time, segregation policies, which were the forerunner (f later 

apartheid policies, were introduced. By the mid-1940s, 25 percent of Africans had 

moved to towns, but they held only menial jobs, lived in segregated townships, and 
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were legally only "’temporary sojourners" in urban areas while being denied access to 

viable farmland. 
In the late nineteenth century, some Africans had still been able to mount 

significant n~ilitary resistance to wl~te settlement, The Zulu defeat..og a British 

imperial m-my in 1879 at the Battle of Isandbdwana greatly embarrassed the London 
government, By about 1900, however, European numbers and weapons were suffi- 

cient to put down all armed resistance- The last significant Zulu revolt was the 

Bambam RebelS0n of 1906, which, united, urban workers. . . with. rural        ¯peasants ~u 
resistance to white power. As the opUon of armed revolt dimtmshed, Africans t~rned 

to other ways of dealing with the European presence, Some ways we, re self-- 
destructive, such as ameng the Xhosa, where in 1856-57 the diviner Nonquase 

convinced thousands of her followers tha~ if they destroyed their cattle and grain, the 

whites would be swept into the sea. The resulting famine killed up to 20,0130 people 

mad forced many to seek work as laborers for Europeans- 
Most ways of deaI~ng with oppression and impoverishment were less destructive, 

however, and 1"fighly creative considering the limited opportunities- For example,. 
Africans established thousands of "independent churches" that combined Christian- 

ity and traditional religions and emphasized Air, can concerns such as healing, 

prophesy, salvation, and m~!lenrfial~sm. In the last half of the nineteenth century, 
several thousand Africans entered m2ssion schools such as the London MissignarY 

Society schoel at Lovedale~ and some became teachers, doctors, and lawyers. In 

1912, when it becanae app areal that there would be.nO political powe~ for. blacks i.n the 

uew Union of SouthAfrlea, such middle ~clas s Africans fotmded the African National Congress in order to lobby for increased opportunities in the white .system- In 19.19; 
Clements Kado3~e an ~mmigrznt from Nyasala~d, started the Industrial and C°mn~er- 

eial Workers’ Union and led Afr~ca~a mine workers to strike. Although whAleS 

consistently found ways to stop resistance when it threatened wlilte control, such 

African efforts at autonomy in the face of colonJalisra persisted throughout modem 

South Af£ican history. 

Conclusion 

B7 the late nine~eemh century, South Africa was oh:early deeply colorazed andthe 
res~ of Africa was on the baSnk of conquest and coinnization, Europeans had the 

technology to conquer the continent c~eaply. Moreover, by this period they also had 

compelling motives for conquest, which included natinnal~st competition; capitalist 

demands for raw materials, markets, and areas for investment; and scientific and 
missionary demands for governments to support their ventures. ~ustifi~ation w~s 

found in both relig-~ous and secular ideologies whicli perceived Africans as inferior 

and ta~ked about Europe’S "civilizing mission-" In the last two decades of the cenVary, 

European govemmants because convinced that colonial conquest was in their interest 

and the partition of the continent was underway. 
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Sheldon Gellar 
The Colonial Era 

"Wl~ile often depicted as a progressive and modernizing force, 

colonialism in fact was based on autocratic and frequently oppres- 

sive foreig~ role. Ironically, the conquest and partition of the 

African continent took place at a dine when major European 

powers such as Britain and France were moving toward greater implementation of 

democratic principles at home. 

Although the European occupation of Africa was well under way by 1870, the year 

~.885 is a useful date m mark the beg~maing of die colonial era because of the Mstoric 
’ importance of the Berlin Conference of 1884-85, which legitimized the"Scramble 

for Africa" by formally sanctioning the partition of the eontinen~ among several 
Eltropean powers. This chapter is primarily concerned with the [mpact of colorfi~l 

policies and indigellous responses during the autocratic phases of colonial rule 

(1885-1945) when Africans had few potidcat and civil rights. 

The Partition of Africa and Colonial Conquests 

As noted in the previous chapter, the nature of the relationships between Europe 

and Africa began to change with the abolition of the slave trade and the expansion of 

commodi;-y exports. The Industrial Revolution spurred Britain and other European 

ee0antries to intenalfy tixeir trade with take rton~Westera world. The requirements of an 

expanding world capitalist system dominated by the major industrial nations were 

major factors underlying the subjugation of Africa and other parts of what has come 

to be known as the developing world. 

While superior teehnologioal and military strangth Mlowed Europe to conquer and 

occupy the African continent, ~e essential causes for colouization were polifica~l~d 

economic,t Politico! factors, such as nationalist rivalries and balance of power,~ 
~nong the. leading European nations and a quest for national glory, height--" 

cued the desire for colonies. Imperialism was also stimulatedby the need of the major 

industrial powers to acquire and control new markets and sources of raw materials in 
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Religion in Africa 
Ambrose Moyo 

importance of religion in any at~mpt to understand African life in 

all its social, economic, and political aspects cannot be overempha- 
sized, Mbiti’s (!969:1) observation that African people are "notoriously 

re]iginus," consciously or unconsciously, is ~till true of a large majority of 

people, urban or rural, educated or less educated. Even those who claim to 

be atheist, agnostic, or ant~religion, of whom there is a growing number, 

Often have no option but to participate in extended family activities, some 

of which require the invocation of supernatural powers. Religion permeates 

all aspects, of African tradidonaI societies. It is a ~vay of life in which the 

whole corrmaunity is involved, and as such it is identical with life itself. 
Even antireligious persons still have to be level;cod in the lives of their reli- 

gious com.mnnities, because in terms of African thought, life can be mean- 

: ingful only in community not in isolation 

:. Because of the size of the African continent and the great diversity of 

religious l~aditions, with variations even within the same tradition, it would 

cover the sub}oct of this chapter in one volume, let 

chapter of a book. Consequently, tl-ds ehap.ter is a survey of the 

th?ree principal religious traditions on the continent: (1) the 

indigenous religious beliefs and practices that, f0r lack of a better 

have been called in Africa scholarship African Traditional Religi0ns 

1971); (2) Christianity, incJuding its expressions in the African 
Christian movements; and (3) Islarn. There are other religious 

praeticeq on the continent, such as Hinduism, Buddliism, 
and ,B. ah_a’k-bnt they are practieed by small minorities that inclttde 

people (Barrett, 1982:782). 
The study of the Christian and Islamic traditions poses no insurraount-" 
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able difficulties with regard to 9o~" sources of information. Both have their 

sacred books, namely the Old and New Tustmnents for Christianity, and the 

Quran for Islam. The founders of these two traditions, their primary sources, 

and their geographical ori~ns remain the same for ~fll the adherents of these 

faiths regardless of the different interpretations. African Tradifiona[ 

R+ligions have no sacred books, their beginnings cannot be pinpointed, and 

each of the many traditions, is practiced by one African group with 

ence whatseever to the religion practiced by other groups. Each African 

group exists as a eompIete social., economic, religious, .a~d political entity 
with no missionary designs. With the many basic, common elements, there .. 

. are also some differences in refigious beliefs and practices that speak against 
generalizations. As unrelated and independent as African gr0nps may 

appear, they nonetheless share some of the same basic religious beliefs and 

practices, These common, basic fea~ure~ suggest a common backgronnd or 

origin and lead to African Traditiona| Religions being treated as a single 

reIigions tradition, just as Christianity. and Islam have many denominations 

or sects within themselves but continue to be treated as single entities. 

Since this chapter is only a survey and an introduction toAfrican 

gions, the need is to concentrate on the basic, common elements and 

out some of the significant differences as we go along. 

Perhaps a question may be raised concerning 

Many African societies have used masks to represent ancestors 
and other spiritual figures, These dancers are Dogon of Mali, 
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tion on African Traditional Religions since there are no sacred scriptures or 

clearly defined and documented dogmas2 Indeed, many studies bare recent- 

ly appeared on different aspects of African Traditional Religions, but hardly " 

amy of them speak from the tradition they present. They are primarily the 

works of seciologists, anthropologists, and theolngians, many of whom 

have had little or no experience of these religions as their own faith. 

Consequently, the African arts, paintings~ sculptures, music and dance, 

myths and rituals, archaeological findings, and oral tradition become 

ex~emeiy important as sources of information. We begin our surve with 
African TradidoaaI Religions and the examnles 
the St.lb-Sahar&o region.       ’                 ~     ~ wx.t.t ee orawn from 

~ African Traditional Religions 

Although African Traditiooai Religions have no sacred books or definitive 
creeds upon which to base any analysis of these religions, from the soumes 

¯ ..: referred to above, the following religious phenomena seem to be basic and 

common to most of them: (a) belief in a supreme being, (b) beiief in spit-. 

(c) belief in Iife after death, (d) religious personnel and sacred 
p!aces, and (e) witchcraft and magic practices. This section of the survey 

will focus on these aspects of African TradiffonaI Religion~. 

e Supreme Being 
The African peroeptior~ of the universe is centered on the belief in 

a is the creator and sustainer of the universe. God, as far 

an traditionalist is concerned, is the ground of all being. 
is i~separably bound together with all of God’s creation since 

both derive their lives from God, ~he source of all life. This strong 

God appears to be universal in traditional societies. The question 

is this God perceived? 

Names in African societies ten a whole story about the family--its.his- 
and aspirations. African societies have so much 

tei| about God as they relate to God; hence, each society has many 
for the Supreme Being. These names are expressions of the differer~t 

in which God r~lates to creation. In other words, God ~n African tra- 
thought can only be known i~ the ~ifferent relationships as 

in God’s names. ]?or exampIe, among my people in Zimbabwe, 

Musikavanhu (creator of humankind) and Musiki/uMdali (creator), 
affirms that God is the originator of all there is. Bu~ Musikavanhu 

the idea of creator to the notion of the parenthood of God. 
God is also designated Mudz~rnu Mukuru (the Great Ancestor). As 

also the sustalner of creation. God’s creativity is continuous 
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and is celebrated with every new birth, and each rite of passage is an 

expression of gratitude to God for having sustained th~ individual and the 

community that far. These names also affirm the belief in .the continuous 
creativity of God. Similarly, in the names Chidziva Chepo or.Dzinaguru, .: 

God is perceived as the giver artd the source of water. Each time it rains, 

God is sustaining creation in a visible way. This explains, in ceremonies 
relating to drought, why people appeal directly to God. So also the name 

Samasimba (owner of power/almighty) affirtu~ God not only as the most 

powerful being but also as the source and owner of all power. 

The African traditionalist does not perceive God as some supreme 

being in merely speculative terms. African thought in general is not given 

to speculation. That which is tea! has to be experienced in real-Bfe situa. 

tions, directly, or indirectly. God can, therefore, be real only insofar as God 

has beeu experienced in .genorete life situations in different relationships .: 
with people and the rest of creation, in other words, African traditional: 

thought cannot conceive of God 

as an idea mysteriously related to this world--distant, unconcerned, 

terest~d in what goes on here below. African thought can express itself onl 

in concrete and practical terms. Consequently, Africans’ view of God can 

arise only out of concrete and practical relationships as God meets 

needs. In that way, they experience God’s love and power (see MeVeigh, 

1974; Mbi.ti, 1970). 

In ~erms of African thought, there can be only one Supreme Being, 

Interestingly enough, before the encounter with Chi-isfianity, 

societies aiready had some concept of the Trinity. This seems 

the case in some African societies, as demonstrated by Twesigye 

in his research into his people’s U’aditlonal religions in southern and 

¯ ern Uganda. In an interview with an old traditionalist, Mr. Anty~ 

Bintukwanga, Twesigye uncovered the following information: 

Before the Europeans came to Uganda and before the white Chtistian rnis- 
sionaties came to our land of Enkole or your homeland of KJgezi, we had 
ourown religion and we knew God well. We knew God so well that 
missionaries added to us little .... We even knew ~od to t~e some kind of 
externally existing tril~le~s: Nyamuhanga being the first one attd being 
~.lso the creator cf everything, Kazo~ba Nyamuhanga being his second 
brother who gives light to atl human beings so that they shouId not stum- 
ble either on the path or even in their lives .... Kazooba "s light penetrates 
the hearts of people and God sues the contents of the human hearts by 
Kazooba’s eternal light .... The third brother in the group is Rugaba Rwa 
Nyam~hanga, who t~kes what Nyamuhanga has created and gives it to the. 
people as he wishes .... You see! We had it all before the missionm-ies 
came, acd all they did reach us was that Nyamuhanga is God the Fatlaeg 
Kazooba Jesus Christ his sen and not his brother as we thought, and that 
Rugqba as the divit~e givex is the Holy Spirit. (Twesigye, 1987:93) 
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In traditional societies, God iS believed to be etemaI, loving, and just, 

the creator and sustaJner of abe universe. God’s existence is simply taken 

for granted, hence the absence of arguments for or against the existence of 

God. Atheism is foreign to African thought. The most widety used name for 
God among my peopie is Mwari, which means literally "the one who is." 

A question often raised is whether God is actually worshiped in 
African Traditional Religions. Sotue Western observers have concluded 

that African people do not worship God but rather have no religion at all, 

at~ animists, or worship ancestor spirits or many gods. Tiffs issue will be 
examined in conjunction with the discussion on ancestors and lesser divini- 

ties in the next section. 

Belief in Divinities and Spirits 
The Supreme Being is believed to be surrounded by a host of supernatural 

or spiritual powers of different types and functions. Their nature, number, 

and functions vary from region to region, and they may be either m~de or 

~emale, just as God in many African.traditions is perceived as being both 

ma~e and female. The numerous divinities, called orisha among ~e ¥ornba 

::,:: in Nigeria or bosom among the Akan of Ghana (and sometimes referred to 

lesser dtwmtaes m order net to confuse them with ehe Supreme Being) 
~re found in most western African traditions but generally not in eastern 

i.:: i ~ad southern AfricaR traditions. These orisha are subordinate to the 
Being. They are befi~ved to be servants or messengers of 

iGod). God has assigned tO each one of them specific areas of 

For e×atuple, the divinity Orun-mila is responsible for all 

:forms of l~n~wledge, and he is therefore associat6d with divination and the 

n Nigeria. The orisha are believed either to have emanated ::~ from the Supreme Being 0r to be deified human beings. Some of the diviM- 

:;’fi~s are associated w~th the sky, eacth, stars, tuoon, trees, monntains, rivers, 

natural elements (see Idown, ! 962). 

Perhaps more universa! among African traditionalists is the belief hi 

spirits, called vadzimu among the Shona people of Zimbabwe or 

among the Znln/Ndebele traditions. These are spirits of the 

mothers and fathers who are recognized in a special ceremony, 

died. This ceremony is called ttmbuyi~o 
in ZuluiNdebete or kurova.guva by the 

From that moment, the deceased person becomes an active "living 

member of the community¯ and is empowered to function as a 

and to mediate with God and other ancestors on behalf of 
its. Among my own people, it is to these spirits that 

and sacrifices are tuade, but often the prayers are concluded 
g the ancestors to take the prayers and offerings to 
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Musikavanhu (creator of hnmank!nd) or Nyadenga (the owner of the 

sky)heavens). 

The significance of ancestors among Africans has led to the common 
misconception that these spirits are worshiped. Traditionalists will categori.- 

rally deny that they worship their ancestor spirits but rather worship God 

through them. Ancestor spirits are departed eiders. African peoples¯in gen- 

eral have a very high respect for elders. If, for example, one has grievously 
wronged h~s or her parents, it woutd be utterly disrespectful and unaceept.":: 

able (o go directly and ask for forgiveness. One would have to go through 

some respectable elderly person to whom one would give some token 

repentance to take to the parent. Similarly, when a young man and 

fiancee decide to get married, the prospective father-in-law will have to be ’~ 

approached by the young man’s parents through a carefully chosen and? 

respectable mediator. In the same spirit, a person cannot approach a chief 
or king directly but must have his or her case taken to the chief through: 

subchief. Even more so, God-~the transcendent; the greatest 
powerful being, the Great Ancestor and creator of all--must be a 

through intermediarie+. The ancestor spirits are believed to be closest t 

both their living descendants and to the Supreme Being and are thus 

qualified to function as intermediaries, 

.--~ 
Ancestor spirits are not the objects of worship. They 

its and intermediaries. They are believed to be responsible to God for 

their actions. As family elders they must be t, espected, and ~f not, they 

jusi like the living elders, can get angry and demand that they 
Quite often, the name of the Supreme Being is not mentioned in 

stiii, it is believed that God is the ultimate re¢ip 
rices. Although not worshiped, the ancestors i’n some traditions axe 

associated with the Supreme Being, so much so that [, 
determine in some of the prayers whether the address is to God or to 

ancestor. Take, for example, the following prayer of the Shilluk, who r 

address ~od directly. Nyikang is the founding ancestor of the Shilluk. 

There is no one above you, O God (Junk). Y~u became the 

Nyikang; it is you Nyikaug who walk with God, yon became 
thor of man. If famine comes, is it not given by 7 
wb.o are God. Protect us, we are in your hands, and protect as, save 
You and Nyikaa~g, you are the ones who created .... TI~* 
is here for you, and the blood will go.to God. and you. (paxfinde: 
19~59:69) 

One of my Shona informants told me that, as 

cerned, God and the nneestors are one; an address to one is an 

the oth~r. This means that even if at times one does not 
God mentioned, it does not mean the people do not worship God. 

Religion in Africa 

¯ ancestors are closely associated and work very closely with each other. For 

example, they_believe that children are a gift of Mwa.ri (God) and the vadz- 

imu (ancestors). So frequently one will hear the people say kana Mwari 

nevadzimu vachida ("if God and the ancestors are w~lling,,). When faced 
with misfortune, they will say: Ko Mwari wati ndaita sei? ("What crime 

does God accuse rne of?"), or they will say mudzlmu yafuratira ("the 

ancestors have turned their backs"; that is, on the individual or family, 

hence the misfortune) (Moyo, 1987). 
There are different categories of ancestor spirits. There are family 

ancestors, family being understood in its extended sense. These have¯ 

responsibility over the members of their families only, and it is only to 

~hem that the members can bring their petitions, never to the ancestors of 
other families. Then there are ancestors whose responsibilities extend over 

the whole tNbe and net just over their own intcaediate families. These relate 

to the founders of the tribe and are represented by the royal house. These 
i.. play an active rote in matters that affect the entire community or ~be, such 

as drought or some 6pidemJc They axe called Mhondoros (lion spirits) 

:. ~mong the Shone people 

Most significamly, ancestor spirits serve as intermediaries. However, 

are times when most of the African peoples will pray and make 

flees to God din~cfly. When, for example, one is in critical danger--face-to- 
g animal, or when thunder and lightning strike, or 

one would approach God directly. 

~lief in Life After Death 

is believed to have come into the world as an intrusion. Human 
originally meant to live forever through rejuvenation or some 

of resurrection. So, most African peoples have myths that intend to 

some myths that depict 
:g come in because some mischievous animal cut the rope or 

linking heaven, the abode of the Supreme Being, and 

the abode of humankind. Such a rope or ladder allowed people to 

and descend from heaven for rejuvenation. Other myths see death 
"from God for human disobedience. God and human beings 

until a $r~igic event that led to the intervention of death, 

people. 

the loss of the original state of bliss and the intervention of 

it is generally believed that there is stil~ life beyond the grave, that 

several forms. In som~ traditions, the dead may be reincar- 

ha the form of an animal such as a lion, a rabbit, or a snake. In that 
be killed~ and if reborn as a lion, one can protect one’s 

~ the danger of other animals. Or the person may be rein- 
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canaled in one of his or her descendants. [u general, people believe there 

is a world of the ancestor’s, and when one dies, one goes on a long journey 

to get to that world+ The world ef the ancestors is conceived of in terms of 
this world; hence, people are buried with some of their utensils and imple- 
ments. That world is also thought of as overlapping with this world, an4 

an�esters are believed to be a part of the cormnunity of the living. The :: 

terms living dead or the shades are approximately accurate English 

ings of those invisible members og the community (see Mbiti, 1969; 

Berglnnd, 1976). 
That there is life after death is also affirmed iu t_he belief 

¯ person can return to purdsh those who have wronged him or her while sill! 
alive. One of the most feared spirits among the Shona is the ngozi, 

’ "    t will kill members of the family of the person who wronged ¯ 
fur sprat tha .... .,, i. _ nn~ .... lent or retribution has been made.: 
the individual willie suit an.v~ _..Lt~ 

In general, people believe they are surrounded by a cloud 

with whom they mnst share everything they have,including 

~rustrations, Their expectatin~ of the hereafter is thonght of in terms 

what people already know a~d have experienced. People kuow there is 
fntare !ire because they interact with their dep~Xted a~cestors throngh spiri 

mediums.                                                                         . 

ReligioUs Leadership and Sacred places 
There are different types of religious leaders in African 

Religions. These can be either mate or female. Where the tradition has 

ular shrines for specific deities, there will be some resident cultic 

At the shrine at Matongeni in Zimbabwe, for exarnple, the priestly 
¯ ’ of both males and females, with. roles, clearly. 

. 

xoraoa’mtY ? mad, e.,_U_Panu u,, z~--n have regular cultic offic,als pres,ding at ~e sbnnes (. 

their d~vinities. They offer sacrifices and petitions on b 
Among most of the Bantu-spealdng peoples, tteads of families also 

out priestly funCtiOns on matters that relate to their f~ 
Another category of religious leadersttip, perhap 

that of spirit mediums. These are individual members 0f.the family or. ¢ 

through whom the spirit of an ancestor communicates with its 
They can be either male or female, but most are female, Among thes.e 

family spirit mediums and the tribal or territorial spirit methums 

Mbuya (grandmother) Nebanda in Zimbabwe. Tile terrlioriat spirits 

great deal of power, and, to use the example of Zimbabwe, they 

ve~ significant political role in mobilizing people in their 

oration from colonialism. The first war of liberation in 
Southern Rhodesia) was led by Mbuya Nehanda, a spirit 

eventually hanged by t~e colonial regime. During the time 
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war of Iiberation, h~r mediums as well as other spirit mediums worked very 

closely with the freedom fighters by mobilizing the people and sanctioning 

the war. The freedom fighters, moat of whom claimed to be Marxist- 

Leninist, soon dlscovere.d that they could not wage a successful war with- 

out the support of the spirit mediums (Ranger, 1985:t75-222; La~, 1985), 

Thus, the mediums have poi!tical as well as religious rotes to play. Through 
these medimns, people discern the will of ~he ancestors, get an explanation 

for the causes of whatever calamities they may be enduring, or obtain 

advice on what the family or the tribe should do in order to avert similar 

danger. Mediums are highly respected members of the community from 

whom people seek advice of any nature. 

The other important category of religions leaders is diat of the diviner. 

Again, diviners may be either male or female. Communication with the 
spirit world is vital for African Traditional Religions. Through divination, 

people are able to communicate wi~ their ancestral spirits and the divlni- 

des. These are consulted in the event of some misfortune, sickness, death, 

or calamity. They communicate with the spirit world to determine the cause 

of the proNem and to seek possible solutions. There are differant mediods 

of divi~ing, using, for example, palm nuts, bones, a bowI of wa~er, wooden 

dice carved with animals an~ reptiles, sea shells, or pieces of ivory. 

Divination would normally be conducted at some !ocation such as a hut set 
.aside for that purpose. In "Yorubaland Ira divination centered at Ile-Ife is. 

::i the most famous. The system is very elaborate and uses palm nuts 

(Awalalu, 1979; Bascom, 1969). 

Finally, since religion permeate~ all aspects of life, the kings and the 

, out some leadership roles. Where the whole nation or tribe 

ts involved, it is the responsibility of the head of the community to take the 
action to consult tke national or territorial spirits, It is also their 

to ensure that all the religious functions and observances are carried 
~t by the responsible authorities, 

With regard to sacred places, reference has atready been made to 

that serve particular divinities such as those among the Yoruba of 

the Akan of Ghana. Among the Zulus of South Africa, there is a 

lmmestead with au elevated portion (umsamu) where rituals 
pipits are performed. The cattle kraal is also associated with 

and is therefore an important place for ritual action. Sacred 

and eaves are almost universal among African peoples, They are 

with ancestors or any of die divinities. Re~gious officials 
i ascend these moun(alns or go into those caves only.on special neon- 

Such mountains are also often associated with the abode of the 

In Zimbabwe, there are several such mountains that serve 

fo~ prayer and sacrifice, partianlarIy in connection with prayers 
cases of severe drought¯ 
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Witchcraft and Magic 
To complete our study of the African Traditional Religions, it is also neces- 

sary to look at the negative forces in these religious traditions. African tra- 
ditionalists believe that God is the source of all power, which God shares 

with other beings. The power of the divinities and ancastors, or that derived 

from medieine~ is primarily viewed as positive power to be nsed for con- 

structive purposes. However, that same power can also be used for dastruc- 

tire purposes, in which case it becomes evil power. Witches and sorcerers 
represent those elements within African societies that use power for the 

purpose of destroying life. (In general, witches are female and sorcerers are 

male.) Witchcraft beliefs are widespread in Africa even among educated 

Christians and Muslims. It is ganerally believed that witches can fly by. 

t 
n ight, can become invisible, delight in eating human flesh, and use familiar 

animals such as hyenas or baboons as their means of transport. Witches are 
believed to be wicked¯ and malicious human beings whose intention is sim- 

ply to kill, which they¯ do by poisoning or cursing their victims. Witches, 
sorcerers, and angry ancestor spirits are usuatly identified as the major: 

causes of misfortune or death in a fan’,ily,            .                : 

Magic has two aspects: to protect or to harm, On the one hand, it is 

used to protect the members of the family, as well as their homestead, eatS 

de, and other property, from witches and other enemies of the family or the 
individual. On the other hand, magic can also be used through spetts and. 
curses to harm or to kill. Beliefs related to magic and witchcraft clearly 

belong to the category of superstition. They represent ways in which peopk 

try to explain the causes of misfortune or social disorders. ~ 
hess, or death may also be explained as an expression of one’s ancesters’::i " 

displeasure regarding the behavior of their descendants (see 

Pdtchard, 1937). 
In conclusion, it must be stated that Mclean Traditional Religions 

tinue to influence the lives of many people today, including some of thg. 

highly educated as well as many African Christians and Muslims. It 

also be pointed out that African religions are not static. Contacts 
Christian and Islamic traditions have brought 

syncretism in all three. As Bohannan and Curtin ( 

"There is an amazingly close overlap between the basic ideas 

Christianity, and of the African religions. Neither Islam tmr 
foreign in its essence to African religious ideas"; the reverse is also 

Although Christianity and Islam have added distinct elements 
religions, each has been and continues to be adapted to and shaped 

Africa’s indigenous religious heritage, as wig be shown in. 

sections. 
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N Christianity in Africa 

Christimaity is one of the oldest religions in Africa, and since the 1800s, the 

number of Christians and Christian churches has expanded rapidty. By 

some estimates there are 360 million Christians in Africa, a number that 

may almost double to 633 million Christians by 2025 (Rice, 2004). This 

makes Christianity the largest religion in sub-Saharan Africa, Recently, 
growth has been most noticeable in ihe African Independent Churches 

(denominations or churches that separated from the European-dominated 

churches) and in foreign-based evangelical Protestam churches, Since so 

much has been written on Christianity as a religion, it is not necessary for 

our puoose to deal with its beliefs, so I will focus instead on the historical 

development of the religion on the African continent. Special attention wilI 

be paid to those aspects that give African Christianity its own identity. 

Early Christianity in North Africa and Ethiopia 
Christianity in Egypt dates back to the first century. According to the ancient 

historian E nsebius’ writing about a.m 311, the Christian church in 

ggypt was founded by St. Mark, author of the second GOspel and a com- 

panion of Paul, a tradition still maintained by the Coptic (Egyptian) church. 

By the end of the first century, Chtistianjty had penetrated into rural Egypt 
and had become the religion of the majority of the people. Egypt has¯one of 

the oldest Christian chu.rches, surpassed perhaps only by Rome in terms of 

longevity of tradition and continuity in the same locality (King, 1971:I). 

Recent discoveries of some Christian and non-Christian documents at the 

Nag Hammadi caves in Egypt show that qttlte early in the history of 
’Christianity, Egypt had become a center for many different and even con~ 

rioting Christian groups and a center foe theological reflection and debate 

(Robinson, 1982). The city of Alexandria was the home of outstanding the- 

:ologians such as Origen, Cyprian, Clement of Alexandria, and others, 

whose writings on the different aspects of the Christian faith have influ- 
i eaced the church throughout the ages. The great "heretic" Pffius (died 

336), originally from Libya, provoked a controversy that rocked the church 

for several decades when he taught that Christ was only a human being. 

controversy produced two creeds, namely, the Nicene and the 
creeds, which are used together with the Apostles’ Creed as 

¯ definitive statements ef the Christian faith throughout Christendom. The 

tWo creeds were formulated at the two grea( councils of Nicaea in A.o. 325 

and of Alexandria in a.o. 362. The Athanasian Creed was named after 

the bishop of Alexandria, who championed the case against 

i.! The recent discoveries from Nag llammadi show that Egyptian 
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Christians were very open-minded as ~hey searched for aa African 

Christian identity, welcoming and accommodating new ideas in their search 

for indigenous expressions of their Christian faith. For instance, in its 

search for an authentic Christian life devoid of all fleshly desires and serv- 

hag God through a life of self-denial, prayer, and worship, Egypt was the 

mother of monasticism. The many caves and the nearby desert provided 

most ideal locations for ascetic pursuits. Christianity continued ~o be a 

vibrant religious tradition until Egypt was conquered by the MusIims dt~r- 

ins the seventh century. Christianity has survived, although it has been 

reduced to a religion of a srz.a~t minority (Robinson, 1982). 
Moving south of Egypt, Christianity came to Eth!opia fairly early. The 

apostle Philip is reported in the Acts of the Aposdes to have baptized 

Ethiopian eunuch, who returned to Iris home country to share his ~ewfonnd 

faith wlth his people. Independent evldenee dates the coming of. 

Christianity to Ethiopia to the fourth centUry. With the conversion of the. _.:- 

emperor, church and state became uhated. The Edliopian Orthodox church,i"~..::. 

which is one of the roost thoroughly African churches in its ethos 

(Oduyoye; 1986:30), has continued to the present and laas 

links with the Coptic church. 

In "Roman Africa," which comprised the present-day countries 

Tunisia, Morocco, and Algeria, Chris[ianity is known to have had a 

following as early as the second century. It produced influential theologica1 

thinkers and writers such as Tertullian of Carthage, who was the first 

son to use the word Trinity in his description of the Godhead, and 

Augustine, the bishop of Hippe, whose ideas on such issues as grace, 

hal sin, and the kingdom of God shaped both Western Catholicism and 
Protestant Reformation. This church did not survive the Arab 

and this area today is almost totally Islamic. 

Christianity South of the Sahara 
There is no evidence of attempts by the 

to take Christianity south of the Sahara. The earliest such efforts 

Christianize the rest of Africa were those of the Portuguese missionaries"~ 

the 3esuit and Dominican orders in tl~e fifteenth century 

Portuguese traders traveling around the coast of Africa on thei~ way to.: 

East, often going into the hinterland of Africa to trade in gold and 

western Africa, Roman Catholic missionaries established 

nities in Congo andAngol~ beginning in 1490, but these disintegrated 

two centuries, in part because oftha slave trade. Missionary work 

started in southern Africa at Sofala (Mozambique). It.was from 

Father Gonzalo da Silveira led a group 

1.560 to the people of the vast empire of Mwanamutapa in what 
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Many Christian ~hutches, such as this cathedral in 
Bangui, Central African Republic, were built 

by missionaries during t~e colonial #eriod. 

; Zimbabwe. On his way to the capital of the empire, he cIaims t~ have bap- 

among the Tonga people. H~s mission, however, ended 

his execution by the e~aperor, whom h~ had eortverted and baptized 
This was apparently the result of pressure 15"ore the emperor’s 

:"Arab Muslim trading partners, who feared Christian missionaries would 

¯ .:Open the door for Portuguese traders to threaten their monopoly. 

ubsequent Portuguese missionary efforts to the empire bY both the Jesuits 
the Dominicans were also tansacgessfu!, Their missionary efforts in 

i~astern Afrl.ca suffered a similar fate. 
¯ A new phase in the evangelization of Africa was introduced by the rise 

!’the antislavery movement in Europe and the United States in the early 

century. The result was that the British decided to send freed 

Sierra Leone, while the Americans sent thefr freed slaves to 
In both cases, the freed people who had become Christians in their 

Christianity to their fellow black people. Famous among 
was Samuel Adjai Crowther, who was missionary to his Own people¯ 

and later became the f’~rst African Anglican bishop. The evangeI- 
culminated in a missionary scramble for Africa that 

all major denominations in Europe and North Amaxica. Famous 

in this process included David Livingstone and Robert Moffat. 
were also involved in these missionary efforts after theh- 
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conversions, crossing borders in the qompany of white missionaries or by 
themselves. As a result of the effo~ts of such people, Christianity was:f’trm- 
ly established in most of Africa by the beginning of the twentieth centUry 

(see Sanneh, 1983). 

The Rise of.New African Christian Denominations 
The rfineteenth-cenmry missionary activities in Africa were a resounding 

success, in which almost all major Christi~ denominatiens were involved. 

These activities were facilitated by the support and protection that mission- 

aries received from colonial administrators. Indeed, the Christianization of 

Africa went hand in hand with its colonization. The missionaries arrived in 
most countries before the colonialists and learned the language of the local 

people. They helped the colonialists negotiate and draft the agreements that 

cheated African chiefs out of their land and its resourceS. To African 
nationalists, missionaries appeared to have collaborated with rife’forces of : 

imperialism, In what is now a famous aphorism, the role of Christian 
s~onaries in the colonization of Africa was once described by Keuyan 

nationalist leader (and Ketaya’s first president) Iomo Ketayatta: "When the 

l 
mi~shanaries came the Africans had the land and the Christians had the 

Bible. They taugh~ us to pray w~th our eyes closed. Wi~en we oper ed t’. te 

they had the la~d and we had the Bible" (in Mazrtti, 1986:149--150). ~S 

the discussions in Chapters 3 and 4 for’more information on colonialism.) 
Despite its association with colonialism, missionnry Christianiw had ~ 

significant political impact on contemporary Africa. Wherever the mission~ 

aries Went, they built schools, where a large majority of the 

of African leaders were educated (see Mazrui, !986:285-286). These insti: 
rations helped create an awareness among oppressed black people 

before God they were of equal value with their oppressors~ and this" 

iuspired many to rise up in defense of their freedom or to liberate 

selves. Tl~e education black people received from mission schooIs 

them a sense of pride atad value that the colonial regimes were not interest- 

ed in creating. Many of the missionaries also stood up for some 

rights of black people. 
Since independence, the Christian church has continued to 

Many churches are taking on new, distinctly African forms. Some of the~q~ 

indigenous Christian denominations are radically different in their 

doctrines, and general ethos from their Western parent 

.~lt denominations or churches have often been labeled ’*African 

Churches" or, negatively, "sects," but they should be viewed more 

rarely as authentic African expressions of the Christian faith. 
The first of these new denominations appeared ~n western 

Africa; thereafter, others emerged in eastern and central 
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Researchers have traced the beginnings of these movements back to a 

Congolese woman named Donna Beatrice, who as early as 1700 claimed to 

haye been possessed by the spirit of St. A~thony. Giving up all her 5etong- 

ings to the poor; she proclaimed a message of the coiffing judgmen~ of God. 

She proclaimed that Christ and his apostles were black and that they lived 

in $5o Salvador (present-day Angola). For the first time, we have a cry 

from Black Africa for an indigenous Christ, an expression of a "deep year,s- 

hag," "the yearning for a Christ who wonld identify with the despised 

African" (Daneet, 1987:46). The basic question Beatrice raised and that 

many of the new African Christian churches have been asking is: "How 

could the white Christ of the Portuguese images, the Christ of ~he 

exploiters how could he ever help the suffering African, pining for liber- 

ty?" (Daneel, 1987:46). 
By the 1960s, there were at least 6,000 new denominations or 

indigenous churches spread throughout most of Africa, including Islaraic 

Africa (Barrett, 1968:18-36). The reasons for the emergence of the new 

p~enomenon of African Christianity have been many and varied. SO)he of 

them began as revival movements within the historical churches and had no 

intention of breaking away. A good example of this is the Kimbanguist 

church in what is now the Democratic Republic .of Congo (DRC), which 

was started by Simon Kimbangu, a great healer and prophet. Since his 

activities were not acceptable to the missionary ch~eh, he was arrested 

shortly after the start of his ministry and tried for subversive activities by 

the Belgian government. He was sentenced te death, but the sentence was 

later commuted to life imprisonment; he died in 1951. Today, the 

Kimbangt~ist church, officially known as the Eglise de J~sns Christ par le 

Proph~te Simon Kimbangu (the Church of Jesus Christ According to the 

Prophet Simon Kimbangu), is one of the largest of the new denominations, 

with followers not only in the DRC but also ha other countries in central 

Africa such as Zambia (see Mazrni, 1986:152-I56). 

The reasons for the emergence of other African Independent Churches 

have been discussed extensively (see, for example, Fashole-Luke et 

1978; Hastings, 1976; Daneel, 1987; Barrett, 1982) and need not detain us 

here for too long. I shall just highlight some of the major reasons as sum- 

a~arized by Daneel (1987:68-!01). First, ~Ld2d not find 

~ etbo~ in.zh~~founaed churches. They wante~d 
churches in which they could express their ~African sym- 

bols and images, churches where they could feel at home, so to speak. 

as proclaimed by the missionaries was for them not compre- 
hensive enough to meet their spiritual needs; hence, many people even 

teday secretly continue to participate in African traditional r~tuais. There 

was no serious attempt on the part of the historical churches to understand 

Mrlcan traditional spirituality and culture, Instead, many traditional beIiefs 
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and practices were simply labeled "heathen" or "superstitious" and were .~. 

thus forbidden. 

Second, as f~r_g~ t~ae.Afri~ans 

colonla-]Tsttsts were birds of a feather..After all, they shared a common world- .. 

vxew and a common racist perception of the African. The missionaries tol- 

erated and even practiced racial discrimination to the extent of providing 

separate entries and secdons ~n sanctuaries, and "by so doing [the church] 

preached against itself and violated human rights" (Plangger, t98g:446). 

Such contradictions in what people heard missionaries preach and what 

they p~actlced cfntxibuted significantly to the formation of some of the 

independent churches. 

Third, with the ~ranslation of the Bible into African languages,_ ..Af. ~.c_an 
Christians c~’~d~d-Th~~l~-for~e~_s.eive~s. They 
~,~"~-a-~Tpq~-~h~l~{l~li~] paragons of faith such as 

Abraham and David were polygamists. They also found out that the Fifth 

Commandment demands that parents be honored and that it is the ordy 

commandurent that comes with a promise, namely, "that your days may he 

long on earth?’ For African peoples the "parents" include the ancestor spiT- 

its. The translation of the Bible into African languages is thus one of the 

major contributions by the missionaries ~o the developrnent of indigenous 

African Chr~stfan spirituality mad to the development of African CEristian . 

theologies. In the African Independeut Churches, the Bible plays 

roIe, and in some of the churches, one service may have as many as five or .".~ 

six sermons, all of which are biblically based. The tendency in 

churches is to be fundamentaIisdc in interpreting the Bible. 

Fourth, indigenous churches are a response to the refusal or slowness, 

on the part fir-missionaries to reIin~~-e~tershlp to tbe indige- 
nous pe~ nussi~-ff~es--i~’d~scoura~-m’-~VoT~"~’c~ as 

healmg,"~-~prophecy, and spealdng in tongues; and, finally, to misalonariest.: 

disapproval of polygamy, ancestor veneration, witches, and 

medicine. 
Some indigenous churches beaded by women are a reaction to ~he mah 

dominance churches and in African 

general. (See the discussion of male 

European expansion in Chapter 10.) For example, spirit possession cults 

eastern Africa are dominated by women. They are considered to 

female counterpart of male veneration of lineage ancestors. Again, 

Catholicism in Zimbabwe is a largely feminine popular religion, 

emphasis on devotion to the Virgin Mary, mother of Jesus (Range 

1986:42, 52, 58)..Women have also been leaders in such movements 

Alice Lichina in Kenya, the Nyabingi of Kenya/Uganda, and Magoi’s 

ing/possession movement in Mozambique (Mikell, 1997:26). 

Africa, women play important roles as healers and diviners, 
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indigenous beliefs and practices With Christianity. For example, they often 

rely on "prophecy, speaking in tongues, ecstatic dancing, and laying on of 

hands rather than herbs to heal" (Gort, 1997:300-30I). 

In formerly whit.~e-mled South Afcica, independent churches were both 

...... °~.~’n~nnze--nt~E0hctes. An e~h~- 
~Ch-~Iflf~n of Israel founded by Enoch Mgijima. In ¯192i, the 
congregation refused to move from land that the white government had 

designated for whites only. South African troops Opened fire, killing i63 

defenseless people and wounding 129 others (Davidson, 1989:26). 

Because of the variety of.factors that led to the emergence of the new 

denominations, the s~irit,mli~hose denominRt~o~a~ak--d’¢~ 

fo_p...~s (see Danee~-l~7.43-67) There -~- C_ .         ~uurerenA 
¯ ’ " , oa~ radically two tVnes ts what has been called the Ethiopian ...... 

" 
protest movements that broke ..... ~, ~.~~_      ssenttaIIy 

~*,~.r uvut me wrote-nominated missionary churches that tended to align themselves with the oppressive colonial 

regimes. They identified themselves, with the aspirations of Oppressed black 

people and sought to give theological expression and spiritual support to 
the straggle for liberation. The references to Ethiopia in texts such as Psa!m 

68:31 were, as observed by Daneel (1987:38), "~nterpreted as a sign that 

the oppressed Black people have a specially appointed place in God’s plan 

of salvation." Th~ E~’fiopian.type churches are found mainly in southern 

and eastern Africa, with the majority of them originating toward the end of 

the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth century. They 

~and to maintain the same doctrine and church purity as the church from 

which they broke away. and they even use the Same hynmbooks; but they 
have African leaders. They are nonprophetic movements and do not place a 

great deal of emphasis on the Holy SpMt and all the extraordinary activities. 
~ssig~ed to the Holy Spirit in the other new denominations. 

The second kind of new denomination is the s~irit t e 

These are often r~�~-^~ -~ ~ -~:__~ . -’2 .... = -      churches as ~,omst chicano ~J, oZL"? 
appears in the self-designations of these movements. They are prophetic 

:: character and place a great deal of emphasis ~n the Work of the Holy Spirit, 

who t~a.alfests herself Jn s~oeaking in tongues, hea!in~, re hec 
and visions and who helps to identify wit-t--- - ~ p P y, dreams, 

., ~,n~ aria cast out evil spirits. .Their Worship services include drams and dancing. They are more con- 

. eemed with the practical benefits that religion can provide in this world with Other~world salvation. At the Same time, they forbid their mem- 

¯ :beTs .to have anything to do w~th traditional African religion (Morrison, 
and Paden, 1989:76). Zionist churches include the Aladura or 

"praying". Churches in Nigeria and the Harris churches in C6te d’Ivoire 

(R~ger, 1986:3). 

The new denominations represent a serious attempt to Africanize the 
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Christian faith by responding concretely to the needs and aspirations of the 

A~ric~ people. These movements take the Africans’ worldview seriously; 

for instance, if salvation is to be real, it must include liberation from evil 

spirits, sickness, and disease. For it to be meaningful and relevant, 
Christianity must offer protection against black magic, sorcery, and witch- 

craft, all of which are issues of vital concern to Afric~ societies (FJernan, 

1995b:23 25). Except for the Ethlopian~type churches, the other move- 

ments are uncompromisingly against participation in the traditional rites 
and substitute specifically Christian rites to fill the vacuum. The prophet 

who is inspired by the Holy Spirit, for example, takes the.place and 

assumes the functions of the traditional diviners and spirit mediums; 

requests for rain are now made dircctly to God through the rfiediation of 

Christian leaders rather than through the tribal spirits mediated by tradi- " 

tional leaders. 
According to Jim Kieman (1995a;118), currently abou¢ 30 percent of 

Africa’s population belongs to Zionist and Ethiopian Christian churches, ¯ 

with Zionists being about 80 percent of the tutaL The Ethiopian churches 

appeal more to largeiy poor urban dwellers by helping them to transcend 

their sense of economic d~privatinn and personal insecurity and hardship. 

In addition to the African Independent Churches, new charismatic; 

evangelical Protestant churches are growing in popularity in many count 

tries. Many of these churches are associated with mission chttrehes 

Pentecostal variety, such as the Asse~:abli~s of God, coming from 

~es. These churches are attracting many ambitious, 
ed, younger Africans who want to get rich but find few avenues to success: 

in Africa’s stagnant economies (of. Gifford, 1998). These churches 

meet the need many Africans have to explain their misfortune or 

the success of others by blaming sorcery or witchcraft. 

Pentecostal churches provide support for such beliefs and promise 

and the mobilization of spiritual forces to promote success or 

witchcrMt (cf. Kieq~an, 1995a, i995b, t995c). 
Many of the new churches are highly fundamentalist and 

in structure. According to Jeff Haynes, new churches are 

ally as a response to some kind of social clisis ~ 

ed by a charismatic leader who claims to 

regarded as a prophet by his/her followers. The churches are often millen 

inn, that is, expecting the imminent "end of the world," at 

befievers will be saved. Critical or rational thought is discouraged mid ~ 

i 
s ent from what the evangelist says is viewed as opposing 

1998:178). Such views can give rise to extremist religious movements, 
tragic results, as receudy occurred in Uganda. Early in 2000, leaders of~ 

Movement for the Restoration of the Ten Commandments Of 

least 924 members of their church, the worst cult killing in modem 
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Cuit leader Joseph Kibwetere, a former teacher, public official, and busi- 

nessman (and devout Catholic), came under the sway of Credonia 

Mwerinde (allegedly "the real power"). She c/aimed that the V’ffgin Mary 

appeared to her and told her the end of the world was coming. The motive 

for the mass murder is unclear, but apparently members of ~e cult became 

disillusioned and questioned the leaders’ authority (and appropriation of 

members’.financial assets) (see Maykuth., 2000). 

The Political and Economic Rote of Christia n Churches 

Christian churches play an important and sometimes contradictory role in 

postindependence Africa, Politically, some churches have aligned diem- 

selves with corrupt, authoritarian regimes. For example, many Pentecostal, 

independent, and evangelical churches iu Kenya supported Darfiel arap Moi 

despite his record.of antidemocratie and corrupt role. In Liberia before the 

I990 civil war, evangelical and Pentecostal churches backed any govern- 
ment, however oppressive, that promoted evangelism. Worse by far was the 

actual complicity and direct invotvemant of some Catholic clergy and lay 

persons in the !994 genocide against the Tutsis and moderate Hutu in 

Rwanda. Church leaders were mostly Hutu and closely tied to the Hutu- 

dominated government (see Longman, 1998; Gifford, 1998:51-55; Ranger, 

20(}3:116)). 

It also appears that many of the churches, especially the new Christian 
¯ " churches, are susceptible to co-optation by the government or to corruption. 

.Archbishop Ondiek of the Legit Maria church was Moi’s 
’Minister of Employment; the church was a Moi supporter. In Zambia, the 

former Chilnba govern.meat’s antidemocradc and corrupt practices were 

~.::."~requently downplayed or over!orked because Chiluba is an outspoken 

who put potentially critical Christian leaders 
of influence in the government (Gifford, I998:5I, 204-205, 

Other Church leaders are susceptible to the financial benefits and 
that government leaders can bestow on them and their churches 

I998:87-88), and those who have benefited from po]itical 

(both clergy and lay persons) use the churches to organize 

qpposition to reform..By the same :okra, politicians at all levels.cooperate 

church "personnel and use the churches to increase their power and 

!~ek legitimacy (Longmau, 1998:68; Ranger, 2003:116). Paul Gifford’s 

study of Ghana buttresses these criticisms and concludes that the 

for the most part noi a force for meaningful politi- 
and democratization. 

current crisis has had a major impact on the role and 

preading in Africa. Many mainline church- 

African Independent Churches are failing to attract new members 
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compared to the new Pentecostal and evangelical churches allied with over- 

seas churches. Some of these promo’te a "faith gospel" promising wealth, 

health, and happiness. Others promise deliverance from demons and witch- 
craft. Gifford sees these new churches as a response to the failure of the 

modernization and development agenda in Africa (Gifford, t998). With 

conditions worsening for many Africans and oppommities for advancement 

in the public or private sectors so limited, religion is seen by many as the 
best avenue for improving their lives. Indeed, churches with external links 

often have access to jobs, incomes, and other resources unavailable else- 

where. An additional plus is that many of these churches, especially the 

faith gospel churches, legitimate the. accumulation of wealth as 

wilt," thus lessening the risk of the accusation of 

relatives or neighbors. Along with the promotion of sobriety, ambition, edu2 .! 

cation, and hard work, a religious ideology that promotes capital accumula-! 

fion in Africa could potentialiy help to accelerate economic growth 
development (Oifford, 1998:308-3 I2, 337-348)- As Gifford remarks 

"Africa’s real parallel economy is now that created by Christian activity" ;if: 

(1998:94). 
tYnfortunately, without major economic and political 

beliefs in faith and personal endeavor alone as the means to riches 
r~liance on deliverance from witches as the cure for social problems 

unlikely to work for most of Africa’s suffering people. As Terence Range~ 

(2003:117) argues, "~ty Ct~istianlty" is more about survival 
rising to the heights of er~trepren~UC~ess. Magic is often 

for thrift, and rewards a~e received for noneconolmc reasons. 
Africa’s impoverished masses, the gospel of prosperity sustains a belief 

that God won’t allow the faithful to perish. The capitalism such 

encourages is mainly "penny capitallsm"---~at is, 
among the young and women that prevents starvation..Gifford 
echoes these eonclusiol~s and adds that with few exceptions, 

church leaders do not encourage the hard work ethic, educational 

moot, and productive entrepreneurialism necessary for significa~ 

ic success or societal development.                              ¯ 
It is necessary to mention, however, that some Christian 

especially the mainstream churches. ~re advocates for social 

democracy and critics of corruption (cf. Lungn, 1.986; "Churches," 

As mentioned above, churches were active in the anti-s 

South Africa. In Rwanda, Buruudi, 
church leaders have supported political reforms and backed.women’S 

Imman rights groups. In Burundi, for example, two 
founding members o~ the mai~ human rights group in the 

¯ (Longman, t998). Moreover, some evangelical missionaries in Africa~ 

playing an important role in addtessiug human rights and conflict 
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such as the civil war in Sudan and the current ganoelde in Darfur (also in 

Sudan). Evangelical missionaries are involved in the crusades against 

AIDS, sex trafficking, and poverty in Africa (Berguer, 2006; Lexington,. 

2005). It is too early to tell what effects this acdvism will have on local 

evangelical churches. 

[] . Islam in Africa 

Like Christianity, Islam is expanding in Africa. Currently approximately 

150-160 million sub-Saharan Africans are !Vlnslims (Qninn and Quinn, 

2003). While Muslims can be found in every African country, they are con- 

centrated in areas bordering the Sahara Desert. Islam, which means "sub- 

mission to God," was fouuded in the seventh, century in Arabia by the 

Prophet Muhammad. Influenced by Judaism and Christianity,. Ialam estab- 

lished monotheism and a scripturally based religion first among Arab 

tribesmen aronnd the towns of Mecca and Medina. AIIah (God) revealed to 

Muhammad how he wanted his followers to live and structure their com- 

munities. This revelation is found in the Quran and is believed to be the lit- 

eral word of God. Muslim Arabs, like Jews, believe they are descendants of 

Abraham, and they respect the Old Testament and the Prophets. Muslims 

~o SO reyer,e ~e N, ew Testamen~ and regard Jesus usa prophet. Mahammad, 

wever, is the last and greatest of the Prophets, and the Qnran is God’s 

supreme revelation. Unlike Iudaism, both Christianity and Islara are mis- 

sloaary religions; as such they have been the major contenders for the re/i- 

giou~ allegiance of Africans. Rather than discussing the faith and doettine 
~f Islam, this study will focus on the historical development of the tradition 

in Africa and its distinctively African features. 

~read of Islam: The First Wave 

e death of Muhammad in A.D. 632, h~s followers embarked on 

among Arabs and then n0n-Arab peoples in northern 

’.. Most of Egypt was taken over by the Muslims by 
Egypt’s rulers supported the Byzantine Orthodox church, 

Egyptians were Coptic Christians who did not accept the 
church’s teachings or authority. Many welcomed Arab rule as 

oppressive than they had experienced noder the Byzantines, The Arabs 

themselves initially as a ruling and powerful mir~ority, but 

as "protected peopie" (dhimmi) who were allowed 
¯ :practice their faith and regulate their affairs through their own leaders. 

!tili, Christians were sec0nd-eIass citizens required to pay a special ~ax 

in lieu of military service. Nonetheless, educated Christians often 
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The Great Mosque in Xhe town of Touba is the center . 
Of devotion for Senecjal’s Mouride brotherhooa. 
Amadou Bamba, the founder of the Mourides, is buried here. 

held prominent positions in the new Muslim state. Conversion to 

gradual. There was some localized persecution and pressure to convert, but: 

most did so for other reasons--for example, attraction to Islamic tenets; 

commercial advantage, attd desire to avoid the jizya mad second-class 
ms. By the end of the eleventh century, Chrhstianity in Egypt had become 

minority religion 0Vlostyn, 1988:190). 

After Egypt, the Arabs moved on to Roman northern Africa, 

they defeated the Christians, who were primarily based lathe towns, 

the Berbers, who had remained untouched by Christianity in 

J. S. Trimingham observes that 

the North African Church 6led rather than was eliminated by Islam, ~ince 
it never rented itself in the life of the country. Although considerations 
such as the prestige of Islam derived from its position as the religion of 
the ruling rn~ncrity and the special taxation imposed on Christians encour- 
aged change, the primary reasons for their rapid conversion were the less 
obvious ones deriving from weal, messes within ~he Christian communities. 
Amens these were Christianity’s failure to claim the Berber soul and its: 
bitter sectarian divisions. (Trimingham, 1962:18) 

The convelsion of the pagan Berbels of nortkern Africa was a 

process. After their initial military conquests, the Arabs located 

Religion in Aft[ca 

towns. They gradually intermarried with the Bothers, who became iacreas 

ingly [aiamized and Arabized. Many Berbers were incorporated into Aral 

. armies, l~his period of conquest ~d gradual Islamization of northern Afric; 
is reported by the great.Arab historian Ibn Khaldun: 

After the formation of the Islamlc Community the Arabs burst out to prop- 
agate their religion among ~ther nadoas. Their armies penetrate~ iron the 
Maghrib and captared all its cantonments an6 elties. The e 
deal in their sU’uggles with the Be~, ...... ~-    ., ~,Y .ndured a great 

-~.~ ,,~t~u. as ~ou ~azld has told us 
apostatized twelve times before Islam gaine~ a firm hold over them. (Ttimingham, I962:18) 

Where~ Islam spread to northern Africa in the aftermath of ~OOquest, 

the spread of Islam sout~ of the Sahara was primarily the result of peaceful, 
informal missionary efforts by Arabized Berber mei’chaats who traded 

manufactured goods from the Mediterranean lands in exchange for raw 

materials such as gold, ivory, gum, and slaves. They followed the estab- 

fished trade routes many of which had existed long before the rise of 
Islam, Wherever they went, Musrlms established commercial and religious 

centers near the capital cities. The Nile River provided access to Nubia, 

Ethiopia, and Sudan. From Sudan, some of.the traders went across to west- 
era Africa. The introduction of the camel also made it possible to cross the 

desert from northern Africa and establish contacts with western and 

Africa (Voll, 1982:80i Lewis, 1980:15-16).                     central 

Muslim communities were established fairly eaxiy in severa! states in 

western Africa, In Ghana, for example, already by 1076, there was an 
Muslim center Withseveral mosques almost competing with 

each other (K~ng, 1971:18). By the fifteenth and sixteenth Centuries, Islam 

was the religion of the rulers and eIites of many large African states such a~ 
the Songhai empire (Voll, 1982:14). (See Map 2.4.) Islam appealed to 

elites for several reasons. One was its association with Arab- 
:’: Muslim civilization and its cosmopolitanism. Islam was also very compad- 
:ible with or at least tolerant of African religious and cultural practices such 

as ancestor veneration, polygamy, cLrcumcision, magic, and be/Jefs in spit- 

and other divinities. In fact most African believers were barely 
perhaps Observing the Five Pillars of the faith--belief in one 

¯ .God and that MUhanamad is Ms prophet, ahns (zakat) for the needy, prayer 

}:i:::five times a day, fasting dutfng the mouth of Ramad~m, and pilgrimage 
Mecca--but often ignoring elements of the shari’a (Muslim law) 

,:?pr.¢ther Islamic practices (e.g., veffing’women), which they found incom- 

with local custom (Lewis, 1980:33-~34, 60-62; CalIaway and 

1994). 

In eastern Africa! Islam was Spread by Persian and Arab merchants 

These merchants established coastal 
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trading towns with local Africans all the way down to southern Africa. 

¯ ¯ Through intermarriage and commercial contacts, a unique Swahili lan=~aage 

and culture developed. There was little movement of traders or Islam into 

the interior until the late tenth century, however, because there were few 

centralized kingdoms to attract them (Lewis, 1980:7). (See Chapter 3 for 

additional information on this period.) 

...... ~ Islamic civilization contributed much to Africa’s own cultural develop- 
/ mont. Islam is a way of life (dar al Islam) affecting all spheres of human 

activity. It emphasizes literacy and scholarship, traditions that Islam pro- 

mated in previously nonlitera~e African societies. Islam’s stress on the 

community of believers (umma) demands the subordination of Kegional and 

tribal loyalties that often separated Africans and impeded the growth of 

larger pofifical milts. Islamic law (shari’a) as the frmnework for eommunl- 

¯ ty life along with Islamic Arab adnfinistrafive and political structures pro- 

vided models for Africa’s state-builders and gave built-in religious legiti- 

macy to the claims of rulers over the ruled (see Mazrni, 1986:136-137; 

Davidson, 1991:28-29; Lewis, 1980:37). 

The Spread of Islam: The Second Wave 
By the eighteenth century in western Africa, Islamic consciousness was 
spreading from the upper classes to the masses. This new wave of 

Islamization was being carried by African Muslims through militant mass 

movements under the religious banner of jibed (holy war). The desqre of 

pious Muslim leaders such as Uthman dan Fedio in northern Nigeria ~early 
nineteenth century) was for social, moral, and political reform. The imposi- .. 

lion of more fioorously Islamic theocratic states on lax African believers:: " 

and non-Islamic peoples was the goal. Jibed thus became a religious justifl-:. 

cation for wars of conquest and political centralization 

1986:184--185; Voll, 1982:80-81). 

The new wave of Islamizafion was not solely the 

movements. Yarions Sufi (mystical) religious orders¯ 

(tariqas) dedicated to a more faitN’ul adherence to Islam wet 

of the earlier ones (sixteenth c.entury) was the Qadifiyya, introduced to 

great Muslim center of learning Timbuktu by an Arab shaikh 

(Lewis, 1980:18-19)~ In the nineteenth century, the Tijaniyya from 

Morocco, gained many followers. The "Qadiriyya greatly 

Uthman dan Fetid, whose jibed movement led to the founding of 

Musiim caliphate at Sokoto (Voll, 1982:80-81). (Again, see Chapter 3,) 

Sufl brotherhoods under the inspiration of their religious 

(marabottts) were able to mobilize large numbers of people for 

and economic as wel! as purely religions ends. Among these ends 

resistance tb European imperialism in the nineteenth century. Using 

ideas of jibed and the brotherhood of all believers, Muslims were able to 

organize resistance ona wider scale than African political units or ethnicity 

would allow (Mazrui, 1986:284), In Senegal, the .Mourides transforn~ed 

= jihad into econ0m~c enterprise as marabottts organized their followers to 
, produce peanuts on brotherhood land. Even today, the Mourides are a 

i major political and ecotiomic force in Senegal They attract mmay followers 

for practical reasons but also because of their liberalism in enforcing 
Islamic law (Veil, t982:249-250).                ¯ 

In eastern ,kffica, Mabdism galvanized, mass religio-polificaI opposi- 

tion to European imperialism in the Sudan. The Mahdi in Islam is a mes- 

i sianic figure sent by God to save the believers during times of crisis. The 

Mahdi Muhammad Ahmed and his followers defeated the British at 

Khartoum in ~885, although the Mahdist forces were eventually defeated 

(Manful, 1986:151-!52). 

European colonialism and missionary Christianity did not halt the 

spread of Islam in Africa. In western Africa, colonial rulers made peace 

with Muslim leaders by prntecting their c.onservative role over their people " 

and prohibiting Christian proselytizing or mission schools in Muslim areas 

(Veil, 1982:247}. Muslims won many uew converts for a variety of reasons. 

The racism mad segregation polMes of the Europeans contrasted sharply 

with the Muslim belief in the equality of believers, Also, in many eases, 

Muslim army officers under the British and the French treated Africans 

kindly, dealing with their grievances. They were tolerant in helping fellow 

Africans adjust African customary law to Islamic law (Zakaria, 1988:21)3). 

Indirectly, colonialism promoted Islamic expangion through the introduc- 
tion of improved communications and rapid social change (Veil, 1982:245). 
lslam proved able to adjust and change as. well as to m~et new needs and 

conditions. ’ 

Islam Since.Independence 

Islamic organizations and practices have undergone remarkable changes in 

::order to cope with Western influences, including Christianity In some 
’eases the process has i~volved accommodation and new interpretations of 

:Islam. In otiaer instances, Christianity and Westernization are seen as erie- 

Islam and failed experiments, unable to solve Africa’s many prob- 
!eats. Such views have spawned a growing number of fundamentalist 

Initially after independence, conservative nineteenth-century organiza- 
~ out or transformed themselves. In Sudan, the fol]owers of 

Mahdi formed a modern political patty that competed in national elec- 
also, conservative and reformist Muslims formed political 

party in dompetition with Christians .in non-Muslim sections of the 
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country. Few of these political parties, however, were explicitly Islamic. 

The Moufides of Senegat reorg~ized and assumed modern eco~nomic and 
political roles to maimain their i~tfluence (Voll, 1982:145-250), i 

The spirit of )ihad and forced conversion were largely replaced by a 
respect for religious pluralism. This was undoubtedly a resul~ of the long 

history of mutual accommodation between African Traditional Religions 

and Islam in the past as well as" contact with Christianity. In most sub- 

Saharan African states, Muslims are a minority or, at least, not the only reli- 

gious community, a fact that tends to reinforce Muslim ~upport for secular 

states. Muslim leaders readily accepted non-Muslim leaders such as 

L~opold Senghor (a Catholic), who was president of Senegal for many 

i 

years. Pluralism is also promoted by the fact that far~ly and etlanic loyal- 

ties still take precedence over religious ties for most Africans (Zakaria, 

1988:204-205). (See Chapter. 9 for more or~ the centrality ~f the family 

Africa.) 

For the masses of Muslim Africans, African traditional beliefs and 
practices have continued, although with some adaptations to conform t~ 

similar practices in Islam. In writing about the Wolof of Senegal, 

Mbiti concluded: 

In spite of the impact ef Islam, there is still a much deeper layer of pagan 
belief and observances .... Men and women ate loaded with amulets.. 
round the waist, neck, arms, legs, both for protection against all so~ts of. 
possible evil, and to help them achieve certain desires. Mo~t frequently 
these contain a paper on which a religious teacher has written a passage 
from the Koran, or a diagram from a book on Arabic mysticism, which is 
then enveIoped in paper, glued down ajad covered with leather, bu~ some- 
times they enclose a piece of bone or w~od, a powder, or an animaJ, claw. 
(Mbiti, 1969:245) 

These are basically African elements, not Islamic, and are 
most Afridan groups.                       . 

A survey of African indigenOUs Islamic communities in uther 

Africa also reveats the persistence of African-based practices. 
veneration, the wearing of amulets to ward.off misfortune and to 

cattle and homesteads, and beliefs in magic, witchcraft, and srrcery 

continued with little discouragement. New elements include 

charms. Also, as Mbiti (1969:249) observed, 
complaints, the medicine men perform exorcisms, ,’ 

Ketonic quotations as magical formulae." 

African Muslims, as w~ll as African Christians 
or modify their religion and religious identity i~ response to modern 

and problems. For many Muslims, this means finding a 
more orthodox Islamic practices and beliefs into those of thei~ 
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African religious and cultural heritage. Moreover, many African Muslims 

are seeking new religious responses to meet the political, economic, and 

social problems they are fa~ing. This has led some Muslims to seek a fun- 

damentalist reaffirmation of Islam, often influenced by fundamentalist 

movements in North Africa and even Iron (cf. Hunwick, I995; ilesanmi, 

1995; Vol~, 1982:250, 337; Brenner, 1993). 

Adapting t~ contemporary boncems, Soft brotherhoods have been at 
the forefront in providing new ways to find accorranodatiou between the 

demands of Islam and popu/ar aspirations, both religious and secular. One 

such movement is Hamallism, a branch of the Tijaniyya. Hamallism is a 

social and religious reform mOVement that stresses the fuII equality of all 

p~ople and the liberation of women. It opposes the materialism and con-up_ 

t~ou of cOnservativ~ Islamic leaders. Before independence, HamalIists 
opposed those Muslim leaders who cooperated with French colonialism. 

Han~allism influenced political leaders like Modibo Keita, former president 

of Mali, and Diori Hamani, fuimer president of Niger (Veil, 1982:254)..On 
the other hand, anti-Sufi movements such as the Izata ig Nigeria a~d Niger 

(Movement for Suppressing Innovations and Restoring the Sunna) have 

attracted many from the urban merchant class with their apposition ~o 

marabouts and emphasis o~? individualism and putting wealth into invest- 

meats (Grrgoire, 1993). 

In Sudan, Islamic fundamentalists have gained dominant influence 

]’heir efforts to impose the shari’a on the entireconn- 

including the non-Muslim south, led to a devastating civil war since i: i983 that only i’ecently ended in 2005 (see O’Fahey, 1993). The fundamen- 
talists obliterated previous nonsectarian, modernist Islamic "mOvements 

as the Republican Brothers, founded by M. M. Tabu. The BrOthers 

reform of Islam in light of modem realities, including advocating 

e equality of men and women. Taha was executed in 1985 for "heresy" 
). 

Elsewhere, and similar to the new Christian churches that are searching 

Christianity, some Musiims are promoting controversial 

of Africanized Islam. In East and West Africa, the Ahmadiyya 

from India) Owes its modest success to its vigorous 
efforts. The Abanadiyya translated the Quran into Swahili and 

local languages (the first to do so), since most African Muslims do 

Currently, there are at least 500,000 Ahmadiyya believers 
Africa. Members are often prominent fu government and 

and more secular. They have made Significant efforts to 

of Women; for example, women are allowed to pray in mosque with men. The Ahmadiyya are seen as heretical by more tribe- 

(Haynes,. 1996:195). Also contrOVerslal is the Maltatsine 

Nigeria in the 1960s and !970s Cameroonian Mahammadu 
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Marwa claimed to be a new prophet of lslam. Marwa was killed along with 

100 other people when his followers sparked a violent confrontation with 

polide i~1 the city of Kano in 1980. Rioting by his followers in 1,990 left 
5,000 people dead (Haynes, 1996:188-19t). The Mourides of Senegal have 

come to revere the town of Touba, where the bretharhood originated, as a 

site of pilgrimage rivaling Mecca in impnrtance (Mazrui, 1986:15-1-152). 
In recent years, there has been mounting concern about fundamentalist 

Islamic extremists gaining ground in Africa. These fears have intensified 

since the tencofist attack on the U~tited States in 290l and the subsequent 
launching of the "war on terror." The united States regards Africa as a 

"breeding ground for terrorism" due to such factors as widespread poverty, 
failed states, a-o~l poor governance by undemocratic and corrupt govern- 

ments ("Faithful." 2003), To counter this possible threat, the United States 

has formed a coalition with the governments of nine Saharat~ states and 

spent $500 million to combat the spread of jLhadist radicalism, that could 

threaten African nations such as Nigeria that provide 15 percent of the:: 
¯ 

Despite these fears about Istamic extremists~ research shows that.: 

African Muslims are mostly moderates, and radical fundamentalism has 

made few conve.rts in Africa (see Hayneg, !996:212; 

1997:214-2i5). The few civil wars that have occurred that 

Muslims and non-Muslims, such as in Sudan and Ctte d’Ivdire, a~e 

about oil, land, or political rights rather than religion. 0nly in Sudan was 
there an effort to impose an Islamic state or shari’a law. [n northern". 

Nigeria, where twelve states adopted shari’a criminal cotes, it was l~gely. 

in reacLion to high crime rates, corruption, and the ineffectualness 

Nigeria’s secular courts to stem these problems. Rep 

in both Sudan and Nigeria are dhiilusioned with the results of such 

to use Islam to solve their problems. Most reject fundamentalism 

to live peacefully with their non-Muslim neighbors (Rice, 

~00~3. 
In fact, the small but growing fundamentalism in their midst 

many Muslimsl Some Muslims are secularists and progressive 

seeking to modernize their societies. Others are traditionalists. Even 

fundamentalists are oriented to local issues rather than linked 

tionalist Islamic organizations or radical g~onps like ALQa[da (see 

and Quirm, 2003; Shima, 2005). 
There are some exceptions to this pattern. In Somali~ 

there are a few radical groups such as Itthad al Islami (AIA), 
to establish an Islamic state and has acknowledged terrorist attacks 
Ethiopia iu the mid-1990s. AIA is believed to have links to AI-( 

(Slfirm, 2005). In northern Nigeria, a small, militant Islamist group 

an uprising in 2003 near the Cameroon-Niger border, where it attacked ~ 
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eral police xtatlon~ and patrols, The g~oup, said to be inspired by ,~3-Qa~da, 

the Taliban in Afghanistan, and the Palesti~ ~esis;ance movement, was 

quickly bzoken up by Nig~ria~ an~orities. Its remaining members ~ in 

hiding. L~e the AIA, the Nigerian m~l~t~ts want ~o replace ~� secular 
sm~e tn ~e~ country with an Isla~c government (Goujon ~d Abub~, 

2006). 

An untbrtuna~e by-product o£ the war o~ to=or, as wee a~ continuing 

economic, and politlca~ problems in Af~ca, is growing teasinns and ani- 

mosities between Muslims and Christians, especially evangelical. 
Chfi~tlans. Muslims from Libya, Sandi Arabia, and ~e Pershan Gulf are 

pouring mouey Into Africa to expand conse~a6ve Isle. At the. s~me Ome, 

Christian m~zsion~es (mostly ~om the United State~) ~e po~ng money 

and mission~es i~to A~ica to promote conserva~ve C~st~anity (R~ce, 
2004). Ex~e~sm can be found among both groups. For example, many. 

C~iatians regard Islam as ~e enemy in a virtuN w~ for African souls. 

Many also see Islam ~ough the ~ens o£ the US-led w~ on tenor, wMch 

they strongly support and perceive to be a war against Islam. Some 

Ch~sfians even support ~e w~ on terror because it is killing Muslims 

(~ce, 2004). Both NigeNa and Uganda ~e counties in which growing see- 

tartan clashes have occurred in recent years (Rice, 2004; Gordon, 

2003:201-227). 
ChNstians have Nso formed violent polit~cN, movements such ~ ~e 

Ugand~ Movement for the RestoraOon of ~e ~en Co~andments of God, 

discussed e~lier In ~s chapter. Another ~oup in Ug~da is ~e Lord’s 

¯ R~ts~ce Army (LRA) under the leadership of Joseph Kony, who consid- 

ers Nmse~ a prophet. The L~& has been at w~ with the Uganda~ 

meat since 1986. Its goal is to replace the government with one based 

Moses’ Ten Co~andments. The L~ has Nlled ~ousands of people ~d 

abducted more that 20,000 children, who were forced to figh~ ~d kill or. 
bec~me ~ex slaves to L~ commanders (Cec~, 2003; "Uganda’s ChUd : 

Rebels," 2003). Obviously, ~y religion in the wrong h~ds ~d under 

favorable circunxstances has ~e poten6M for violence. 

Although it is not possible to do justice to so broad a topi 
giOns within the space of a chapter, this survey has, I hope, 

breadth of the continent’s religious traditions, t~istorically, 

Traditional Religions and Islam have generally bee~t able to 
each other, but there are some strong voices 

that have become more critical of the tess than " 

Islam. African Ck6st~an churches, on the other hand, have been 
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negative toward African Traditional Religions, but at the Same time have 

found ways of adapting SOme of their rituals and betiefs so that African 
Christians could feel at home in new iudigenous denominations. The com- 

bined efforts of the early missionary and colonial powersto destroy African 

cultures and religions led to a crisis of identity that, ironically, has promot. 
ed the Continued practice of African TraditiOnal Religions as a major aspect 

of African cultures. 

Paul Bohannan and Philip Curtin (I995:124) predict that African 

TraditiooaI Religions wil! dwindle with development aud ~ndustrializ~tion. 

Indeed, conversions to Christianity and Islam are growing steadily. This 

prediction, however, presupposes that the current economic and political 
crises of Africa improve and that rura~ dwellers and the peer i~ general 

become situated more securely ha the network of relationships and activi- 
ties we cal! "modern." Even though African Traditional Religions may 

dwindle as Africans affiliate with branches of the world’s two major reli- 

g2ons, Christianity and Islam, Africans will conthaue to preserve in their 
new faiths elements of the old, as they l~ave always done. 

People wi]l embrace religions they feel Speak to their experience and 
tt~eir need for identity and meaning, reIigions that promise some kind of 

justice and redress bf their existential problems. I~ Africa, a meaningful 

religion is one oriented toward promotion of human interests in good 

health, economic well-being, and human development, as well as managing 

social relations and easing conf/Jct (Kiernan, I995b:25). After decades of 

n’fisrule and economic and political dectine, pedple are seeiong solutions to, 
or at least relief from, suffering, lack of progress, ancertalnty~ and disrup- 

tive social change. The ques0on in Africa, as well as in many Other areas of 

the world, is whether emaneipatory and tolerant religions rather than re/i- 

gions of intolerance, repression, and even violence are embraced as people 

seek to meet their worldly and spiritual needs. 
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African Literature 

George Joseph 

S ince 1986, four inhabitants of the continent of Africa have received 

Nobel Prize in literature: Naguib Mahfo~z (Egypt), Wole Soyinka 
(Nigeria), Nadine Gordimer (South Africa), and L M, Coetzee (Sou~ 

Africa). These writers, however, belong to !iteratures so different that to 
cal! ~hem all "African" would seem to refer only to the geograpifical area 

The work of Mab.fouz, who writes ia A~ab~c, belongs 
¯ to Arabo-Islamic Kterature, a literature from a cultural space that stretches 

. from Morocco along the " Med~turranean across North Africa into the Middle 
The fiction of Gprdirner and Coetzee, written in English, belongs to 

: .So European settler tradiron of South Africa. Soyinka, who also writes in 

combines indigenous Nigerian traditions with those of E~ropean 
!iteravare. 

Mosi accessible to US students are the national literatures written in 

languages from Countries such as Senegal Ghana, Nigeria, 

Kefiya, Somalia, and South Africa, but ~hese literatures are only 
of a very large iceberg. There are Written l~teratures in African 

such as Hausa, Swabili, Zulu, Wo!of. and Arabic (wtreh has put 

as well as many oral tradir2ons, A chapter of ntis sort 

give the broadest of outlines, and ~n keeping with the rest of the 
~n sub-Saharan Afr~ca.~ 

The concept of "literature" most ogus hold is of European origin. 

Iiterature implies "written letters," but oral traditions in ’ 
Affi.ea 

the term oral literature to emphasize ttte links between 

literature, while paying careful attention to the ~pecffieity of 
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and Canadian ambitions to stimulate future export market expansion by giving 

away current surpluses. It should therefore come as little surprise that trade disputes 

have often swirled around food aid, although they have perhaps never been more 
acrimonious than in the early twenty-first century. Increased disciplines under the 

World Trade Organization have heightened incentives to use food aid to circum- 

vent global trading rules while the Europemas’ unilateral reductio~ of program food 
aid flows makes them especially impatient with continued American dassificafion 

ofconcessional exports a.s food aid: Transatlantic disputes over genetically modified 
foods merely fan these flames. 

The trade-rdated problems associated with food aid do not originate, however, 

in tee nature of food-based humanitarian or development assistance, but (i) h~ 

operational failures~ especially with respect to the targeting of food aid; and (fi) 

in global regulatory mechanisms that do not meamingfullyincorporate recipient. 

countries and that are openly ignored by donor nations. Substantial refmwns of 

global food aid, above all of the US programs and of the international agreements, 

appear necessaW if the world is to reduce trade-related tensions and to improve 

the efficacy of food aid in addressing food insecurity among poor populations in 

developing cure,tries. Progress on these two fronts will, however, depend on some 

explicit decoupling of food aid from donor governmelats’ expor~ promotion and .. ~:! 

domestic price support objectives, for which food aid has proved itself remarkably 

ineffective. 

5 So who benefits? 

The "iron triangle" 

Food aid remains heavily donor-driented, with only modest progress over the past 
two decades in edging toward a recipient-oriented system, as Chapters 6-9 will 
document. ~et as documented in the preceding three chapters, food aid has been 
Iargely ineffective either in prmdding income support ~o farmers through prices 
support or in export market development or in manipulating foreig¢~ governments 
to support donor foreign policy objectives. So why does food aid~-as,usual have such 
staunch allies in donor countries? 

The simple answer is that while there are negligible general benefits to donor 
country agriculture or foreign policy~ primarily because the volume of food aid is. 
far too small to develop or move markets or foreign governments effectivdy, a few 
specific, small, but highly influential subgroups benefit handsomely from food" aid 
as presently practicgd. In the United States, three.in particular stand out and are 
sometimes referred to by insiders as the "iron triangle" .of food aid: domestic food 
processors, maritime interests, and the NGO community. 

The NGO community has arguably become the most powerful, vocal and 
effective constituency supporting food aid in the past decade or so, not least of 
which due t.o the.leadership, of the Coalition for Food Aid, a Washington-based 
lobby group that represents fourteen US-based NGOs with international devd- 
opment and humanitarian assistance missions,t This is not surprising, given how 

i heavily many prominent NGOs have come to depend on food aid as a resource 
operations£ The NGO coalition nonetheless depends on the support of 
agribusiness and maritime interest groupd to secure legislative backing 

significant food aid programs. The price for that support has always been 
: benefits to domestic milters, proces- 

~ers. This is a major reason why American food aid has not fully 
USDA to USAID, unlike in other donor counties where food aid 

ias been placed wholly under the control of intgrnadonal development agencies 

and maritime interests, profits are ~e bottom line. And as we 

in this chapter, they fare well under existing food aid policies. Food aid 

effective mm’ket power that generates considerable 
e constituencies. Producers and processors earn a premium 

he food aid distribution system, while shippers receive 
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significant mark-ups on food aid cargo. The consequence of these premia is the 

abysmally poor financial efficiency of food aid as a means of providing overseas 

development and humanitarian assistance. We wilt return to the issue of resource 

ta’ansfer efficiency in Chapter 8, 

For the international NGOs that carry out the bulk of the distribution or 

monetization of food .aid, the bottom fine is a mLx of humanitarian and povel~y 

reduction conEerns, on the one hand, with inevitable institutional preoccupa- 

tion with program budgets and the longer-te~’m program horizons Nat food aid 

programming enables, even though food aid is an unwieldy and often less-than- 

appropriate resource for achieving the ends that NGO programs seek to achieve. 

WSile NGO interventions that rely on food aid have had a favorable impact on 

food insecurity and malnutritlon,z food aid nevertheless puts NGOs in an awkward 

position. A 2000 Study by Tufts Unlver~ity noted taut virtually" all US-based NGOs 

)nvotved in food aid programming viewed food aid as the "least-bad" resource for 

any programming beyond emergency response in acute humanitarian disasters, 

but accepted it routinely because they believed food aid to be the only resource 

that donors would make available,s 

But the frank fact of the matter is that the same voinme of food could, in many 
if not most ~ases, be purchased and shipped at far lower aggregate cost, with greater 

developmental benefits in recipient countries, and with greater goodwill ber~efits 
to donors than under present arrangements. And where food aid is monetized, the 

same level of cash resources for programming could be secured far more efficiently 
and with far smaller donor goverrmaent appropriations if resources were made 
available in the form of cash rather than food. US food aid has been captured by 

a small constel]atinn of donor interests. This results in food aid programs that not 

only underperl’orm theh" potent{al as a tool for adda’esslng humanitarian crises and 

advancing economic progress in low-income countries, but are als0 ineffective in 
promoting broad-l~ased donor agricultural or foreign policy interests. 

Domestic producers and processors 

Until the 1980s, most food aid ca~e out of government-i~eld surplus stocks that 

resulted from the government’s role as a buyer of last resort in farm price support 

programs. When market prices dipped, the government ~tepped in to buy up 

surplus commodities and held them in storage. Stored gains had already been paid 

for and hoisting commodities in storage is costly. So food aid ~doriatJons were 
effectively the cheap by-product of domestic farm price support programs. The 

causality here is important because too often one hears people claim incon’ectly 

that food aid caused price supports for farmers when, ~ fact, it was price supports 

that caused food aid. Any benefits to domestic agricultural producers and processors 
from shipping food surpluses abroad was purely i~direct, due to any changes in 

market prices food aid shipments might.have induced. We have found no solid 

empirical evidence anywhere of any such effects. Donor country ministries and 

departments of agriculture that would have a strong interest in documenting such 

gains have notably never done so. 
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Times have changed. As government surplus stocks have dwindled in donor 

countries and food aid has come to rely increasingly on specific procurement from 

market sources, the benefits to domestic producers and processors have changed. 

The theoretidal possibifity oflndirect effects due to higher market prices induced 

by increased demand remains, although these price effects Seem negfigible given 

how tiny food aid procurement is within the broader US economy - less than 

0.2 percent of total sales - and have never been convincingly documented.* 
The more ~aportant benefits appear to be direct, accruing to specific vendors 

" ~\dth Whom food aid donors contract to procure commodities for shipment overseas. 

This is a major reason why large-scale food processors have consistently pressed 

for increased Ievels of procurement of bagged, processed, or fortified commodities 

in US food aid programs, and why agricultural producer groups have often opposed 

these demands, t~avoring bulk commodity purchases that might more directly 

benefit famaers.. 

Each group wants to channel the direct benefits of US government food aid 

procurement toward its ow~ small community. The smaller, better-funded pro- 

cessor lobby has been relatively more successful. For example, the 1985 Farm Bill 

established that at least 75 percent of the nonemergency minimum tonnage be 

fortified, bagged or processed, ensuring demand fi:om the federal goverm-nent for 

the services of a modest number &vendors registered.with the US government in 
that industry. Few farmers sell bagged, fortified, or processed commodities. Those 

value-added activities are the domain of agribusiness firms.          ¯. 
Recall the process by which the US government procures food aid today. The 

US Department of Agriculture’s Farm Service Agency {FSA) serves as the 
buying agent for all American food aid programs. FSA extends invitations for bids 

(IFBs) to prospective sellers of food commodities. Only pre-qualified, US-based 

agribusinesses are efigible to win such contracts. Elementary economics suggests 

that regulatory limits on market entry w~ll drive up wices and increase the profits 

of those firms fortunate or influential enough to be in the market. 

The companies securing contracts for "competitive" provision of food aid corn- 

modifies m-e fimited in number, often just one or two for minor commodities (e.g., 
buckwheat, raisins, or textured soy protein). USDA research has shown that prices 

paid in commodity procurement auctions fall as the number of bidders increases) 
While there are a dozen or more qualified bidders in some commodities, the 

competition for food aid IFBs is typically quite limited and often dominated by 

large, privately beId corporations such as Cargill, Louis Dreyfus, ConAgra, and 

ADMiFarrnland. According to The Wall Street Journal, two agribusiness giants alone, 

CaFgill and Archer-Daniels Midland, combined to ship 1.9 million metric tons 

of food aid in fiscal year 2003, more than one-third of all US food aid shipments 
for ~he year.s These agxibusiness giants, not American family farmers, are the big 

agriculture sector beneficiaries of US government food aid procurement programs. 

But the agribusiness lobbyists effectlvely dre~s up programs that directly benefit 

primarily a small number of downstream processors as support for Anaerican family 

farmers because few legislators or non-specialists understand that farmers are 

~zpicaily far removed from USDA/I~SA~s food aid procurement system, 
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There are a few minor exceptions to this rule that the profits from US food 

aid procurement flow to a relatively small number of very large agribusiness firms. 

Food aid procurement represents a significant share of the total market for a few 
niche commodities like lentils and dried yellow peas, for which domestic American 

demand is [hnited and for which there are many qualified bidders for FSA procure- 

ment operations. But these commodities are an extremely small, albeit variable 

share of US food aid shipments. 
In addidon to this basic market entry limitation issue, the General Accounting 

Office pointed out twenty years ago a variety of problems in procurement 

operations that inflate food aid procurement costs, most of which remain ongoing : 

issues today] Delayed approvals sometimes bunch procurements into a ~ingle, brief " 

period~ often toward the end of a federal fiscal year when a "use it or lose it" . 

approach ~akes over and fiscal discipline often slips. Another common problem is 
uncoordinated, overlapping purchases by different administrative agencies that 

cause a sudden surge in demand on a particular day or week~ thereby sparking 
temporarily higher prices. Congressional restrictions on shipping in US flag¯ 

carriers, on bagging of commodities, etc. also force FSA to award contracts to 

indJvldual bids that are above the market minimum because the lowest price bids 

do not always have matching bids for shipping or bagging services frorfi a qualified ¯ 

US firm. The conseqnence of at] of these phenomena is that the government 
commonly pays more than the open market pace for the commodities it purchases 

to send abroad as food aid. :: :...: 

From conversations with staff in the relevant US government offices, it seems 

that many of these practices have changed litde, if any, in the ensuing twenty years, 

The GAO recommended that the USDA disapproye Tide I bid prices that exceed 

the comparable export market price, remarking that fllt did not, "the price review 
system for Tide I purchases will tack credibility.’’~ The Foreign1 Agricultural Service 

disagreed; the consequence is continued overpayment for food aid commodities 

procured in the United States. 
USDA’s Economic Research Service studied FSA commodity purchases 

domestic school feeding programs and selected food aid program 

of wheat flour and vegetable oil in the early to mid-1990s.~ They found ~at the:; 

median number of bids in these auctions was two. Their estimates suggested tha~) 

FSA paid less than prevailing market prices for these commodities. 
method of price comparison relied on comparisons with a sin 

wholesaler, not open market prices, and their comparisons ~re for t 

that represem a vetT small share of US food aid sbhpment~. 

By looking at detailed USDA records of food aid procurements b~ 

Service Agency of bulk grains that are the main US food aid commodities 

comparing the prices paid against open market prices, we have been abte 

estinaate the direct benefits for those producers and processors 

US food aid programs. Taking the commodities and the place 

purchased as given, for the moment, we ask how food aid procurement 

compare with prevailing market prices for the same commodity at 

in the same place. Note .that we are not yet asking whether the same 
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purchased cheaper elsewhere, nor whether there might be cheaper sources of 

nutrients available than the commodities procured, nor higher-return uses to scarce 

overseas development assistance funding in a particular setting. By taking the 

average procurement price for specific food aid shipments in 1999 and 2000 and 
comparing those against open market prices reported by the USDA’s Farm Services 

Agency for the same commodity and week and location of purchase (e.g.~ hard red 

winter wheat purchased in New Orleans the second week of June 2000), we can 

get a reagonably good estimate of what.premium, if any, qualified vendors enjoy 

from sales of commodlties to US food aid programs. In the empirical analysis that 

follows, we establish that federal government food aid procurement regnladons 

and procedures result in higher price~ paid for food aid than prevail in contempora- 
neous domesdc commodity mm-kets in the United States. 

We constructed a sample of 623,000 tons of corn and wheat shipments to 

Bangladesh, Ethiopia, and Kenya for which we have clearly comparable data.~° 

While one needs m be careful about reading too much precision into the estimates 
from one small, nonrandom sample, these data show that food aid procurement 

prices on individual contracts ranged fi’om 6.4 pqrcent less than contemporaneous 

open market prices to 110.1 percent above. The average procurement premim-n 

accruing to wheat vendors was small, only 3.2 percent above prevailing open 

market prices.~1 Corn food aid purchases, however, cost more than 70 percent in 

excess of the equivalent market prices faced by private sector bnyers. Combining 

the two grains and weighting by shipment ¯volumes, the average procurement 

premium paid on bulk grains food aid shipments was 11.0 percent, as shown in 

Table 5.1. Plainly, a few commodity supplidrs make quite a handsome wind£all 

from selling to American food aid programs, but these direct gains are hlghly 
concentrated on the relatively few who sell into the food aid system. 

This issue .of procurement premla has grown in importance as governments have. 

shifted from donation of government-held surplus stocks generated by domestic 

farm price ¯support pi-ograms to open market procurement of food .for shipment 

overseas. Those stocks did not exist for the purpose of food aid donations; rather, 

food aid existed hx large measure for the purpose of disposing of surplus stocks. 

As a consequence, donations from government-held surplus commodity stocks 

hlstorically were worth less than the market value of the-food due to the savings in 

management and storage costs (including physical losses). Now that food aid is 

: primarily purchased direc@ from the market through government procnrement 

by USDA FSA in the United States - whatever past ftscal savings (of surplus 

Weighted average food aid procurement premia 

70.5. 

3.2 

ge 11.0 
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storage and management .costs) were once achievable by Using food as a medium 

for making international aid transfers no !onger apply unless the US government 
is able to buy food at bdow-market prices. It does not. Our estimates suggest instead 

that US government food.aid costs about 11 percent mor~ than prevai~ng market. 

prices. And that figure does not include any of the fiscal costs of maintaining a 
significant bureaucracy to operate and oversee the food aid procurement .process. 

As a consequence, food is no longer a relatively cheap form in which to provide 

aid. Indeed, food aid as presently practiked by the United States is not necessarily 

even a cheap way to provide food! 

Beyond the procurement premia they reap from food aid sales, several major 

agribusinesses also make good money just for holding Emerson Trust grah~s in their 

silos and warehouses. Indeed, the history of the Emerson Trust, although the 

smallest and least frequentIy used of US food aid programs, sJneds us&u[ |ight on 

who benefits from US food aid programs and how. The Emerson Trust was created 

when Presid(nt Carter imposed an e.mbargo on the Soviet Union in 1980 to protest 

the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. The embargo voided several large commercial 

shipments of American wheat to the Soviet Union. In a hotly contested presidential 
eIection year, the grain merctiants successfully lobbied the US governmerit to step 

. in and assume all the abrogated contracts. Lacking spare public storage capacity, 

the government not only bought the grain shlpmdnts from the commercial traders, 
it then paid them handsomeIy to hold the stocks in their silos. Over the ensuing 
months, the government gradually llquidated much of these stock, i~ many cases, 

selling the grains back to the.orlginal exporter at a sharp discount. The big grain 

merchants quicldy learned that there was geod money to he made from govern- 

ment procurement and storage of grains. Ultimately, this group of grain companies 

championed the creation of a new Strategic Wheat Reserve that was.later renamed 

the Emerson Hama~aitarian Trust, in honor of the late Missouri Congressman. 

Because releases from the Emerson Trust reduce the anaount big mills earn 

for storage, because they are paid only for volumes on behalf of the govenmaent 

the agrlbusinesses that benefit ~’rom the Emerson Trust have historically been very 

successful in minimizing releases from this facility. In recent years, non-grain agro- 

processors have elbowed their way into ~e action over the objections of the straight 

grain merchants Who charge the government for storage under the Emerson Trust. 

The 1998 Farm Bill allowed, for the first tJ.me, domesdc sales of rice, cor~ 
and wheat from the Emerson Trust to raise funds to procm’e processed and fortified 

products (e.g., vegetable oil, nonfat dried milk p.owder). Of course, when the Trust 

holds cash used m procure processed cor~m~oditles, it transfers the profits from ga’ain i/. 

si]o owners to processors. This has sparked backroom battles between the bi 

agrlbusiness concerns. Sub-coalitlons ofagribusinessesjockey for the 

from this system, lobbying for relatively minor rnle changes that eft?ctlvelg! 

red~st~’ibute the profits within a relatively small group of corporations that make! 

handsome profits o~tt of what is intended to be a humanitarian mechanism. 
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Maritime interests 

In the U~tited States, ma~-itkne interests have always played a major role in ~’ood 
aid poticy. In accordance with the cargo preference provisions of Section 90 ld 
of the 1936 !Vlerchant Marine. Act, as amended several times subsequently, and 
the Cargo Preference Act, enacted alongside PL 480 in 1954, a minimum share 
of US food aid must be shipped on American ships. From 1954 until t985, cargo 
preferences restrictions required that at least halt" of the gross tonnage of US food 
aid commodities be shipped on privately owned, registered US-flag commercial 
vessels. The 1985 Farm Bill ingreased that proportion to 75 percent, despite 
opposition by farm groups, USDA, and USAID, and although ~e increase did not 
apply to other goverrmaent-directed shipments, only to food aid.~2 Moreover, 
the maritime industry helped to push (and has benefited handsomely from) the 
1985 Farm Bill provision mandating that at least 75 percent of the nonemergency 
minim~im tonnage be fortified, bagged or processed. Shippers gain from ~is 
because they must sm~:ender subsidies they receive from the Department of Defense 
(DoD) Maritime Security Program (ivlSP) on any days that they carry more than 
7~500 tons of bulk food aid under cargo preference provisions.in Shipp~g lines can 
"double dip," however, when they caxry bagged food aid commodities, collectii~g 
both the substantial premia that accrue from the cargo preference restriction and 
the MSP subsidy of more than $6,500/da} per vessel.I+ These Congressionally 
imposed restrictions on food aid procurement and distribution have made the 
maritime industw, including theconstellation of related labor organizations, some 
of the greatest beneficiaries of food aid policy and, therefore, some of its most 
e~ergefic supporters. 

The basic economics of the previ~u~ section on conmmdity procurement 

carries over directly to the procurement &shipping services. BUt now the effedt is 
twofold. First, ~ere is a market restriction due to cargo preference laws that require 
US-flag carriers to carry at least three-quarters of food aid flows. This necessarily 
generates a wincffatt premium for U8 shipping fines. Second, the government 
procurement process for freight forwarding follows a similar.system to the invitation 
for bids system for corrmmdity procurement, generating additiona2 rents for those 
firms eligibIe to bid on contracts on offer, creating further windfall gains for those 
efigihle to participate. For a variety of’reasons we discuss momentaxlly, only a few 
shipping lines and freight forwarders participate in the system, creating market 
concentration that cannot help but inflate program costs. 

The procurement process works as follows. The food aid recipient or their 
appointed agents - "freight fo~varders" - an-ange for the ocean transportation of 
commodities purchased under Title I or donated under other food aid programs. 
The relevant US government office determines thequantity of the commodity to 
be shipped on US-flag commercial vessds. Open public freightinvitations for bids 
~IFBs) are required for both US and non-US flag vessels when CCC is financing 
any portion of the ocean freight. Unless o~erwise authorized by the USDA~ IFBs 
are also required for non-US fiag vessds even though CCC is not fi~ancing any 

portio~ or’the ocean.freight. Only pre-qualifmd vendors may bid. According to the 
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U8 General Accounting Office, only eighteen shipping companies were qualified 
to bid on food aid contracts in the 1990s.’s The USDA/FSA websitellsted only 
thirteen registered US-flag carriersas approved shippers in June 2002. Limited 
competition necessarily drives up costs. 

The tl-eight forwarders, who act esseritlally as general contractors on behalf of 
operational agencies (e.g. WFP, CARE, World Vision), are an even smaller group. 
The main reason is that some forwarders also have st’dp brokers licenses; creating 
a conflict oflnterest problem that used to plague Title i PL 480 shipments16 untiI 
the US government declared ineligible any forwarders with brokerage operations 
or ships of their own. Add to this restriction the comptex web of rules that govern 
food aid handling, involving at least two different administrative agencies, and the 
number of forwarders able and willing to deal in food aid becomes very small 

In fiscal year 2001, the most recent for which data were available, only twelve 
freight forwarders won contracts for 276 shipments of Section 416(b) and Food for 
Progress food aid. These successful bids were heavily concentrated (Figure 5. I). 
A whopping 84 percent of shipment volumes were handled by just four freight 
forwarders, a market concentration ratio ~at would igaaite keen interest from 
antl-trust investigators were these private transactions rather than government 
procurement operations. Wilson Logistics, a privately held group based in Sweden 
that is WFP’s preferred ti-eight forwarder, alone won 43 percent of the shipment 
comracts that year (and 64 percent of the Section °x 16(b) shipments).~7 Because of 
the limited market competition in freight forwarding and shipping, international 
transport costs for food aid go through the roof. 

Congress has long recognized that cargo preference restrictions force over- 
payment for .freight forwarding and therefore built in complex compensatory 
mechanisms into food aid contracts. Under a Title I PL 480 agreement- as distinct 
from other food aid programs such as Title II- CCC responsibility for ocean freight 
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is generally limited to payment of the ocean freight differential, if any, between 
the cos} of US flag and non-US flag shipments. In certain exceptional cases, CCC 
may also finance on credit terms the balance of freight costs on US flag vessels, 
as well as foreign flag freight charges to selected countries approved by the US 
Department of Agriculture’s Foreign Agricultural Service. For food aid donations, 
the US government pays shipping costs. The US General Accounting Office found 
that cargo preference requirements effectively reduced export market creation 
benefits to American agriculture by requiring buyers to use high-priced US-ttagged 
carriers?s 

The GAO also reported "an average of about $200 million per year in govern- 
merit funds has been used to pay the added cost or shipping US food aid to foreign 
countries on US-flag ships rather ~an on lower-cost foreigaa-flag ships," up from 
GAO esthnates of $I50 mRlion am~uallyjust a few years eartier.m In 2000~2, nearly 
40 percent of total costs of U8 food aid programs were paid to U8 shipping 
companies. The cargo preference law and government procurement regulations 
create siguificant market power in ocean freight ofconcessional food grains exports 
and donations, Ieading to substantial overpayment relative to free market costs. 
The handsome gains they enjoy fi’om the present system give U8 maritime interests 
a keen interest in food aid, making them an oft-overlooked but extremely powerful 
constituency behind US food aid. 

Cargo preference restrictions also contribute to the higher prices paid for 
commodities that we documented in the preceding section. This occurs because 
avallabili~ of appropriate US-flag ships restricts which commodity sale bids can 
be accepted. GAO documents a va,-iety of cases in which lowest-price oilers could 
not be accepted because no US-flag ships were availabIe to pick up the commodity 
when and where it was located?° As a consequence, higher price bids had to be 
accepted. 

Using 1991-93 data, GAO found that average US-flag carrier shipping rates 
were 75.9 percent higher than foreigm-flag shipping rates for the same routes and 
commodities on bulk carriers, the most commonly used ship type, 49.3 percent 
higher for tankers, and 75.7 percent higher on liners3~ The weighted average 
premium paid for shipping on US flag carriers came to 68.8 percent in 1991-93.~ 
The principal reason for the high costs are US regulations with which ship owners 
must comply in order to operate a US-flag ship, such as employment solely of 
American citizens on crews.~ 

When we replicate the GAO’s earlier analysis using 1999 2000 USDA data for 
Section 416(b) and Food for Progress shipments of the same commodity, between 
the same ports, in the same quarter of the year, we find that the shipping cost 
mark-ups due to cargo preference restrictions have, if anything, increased. Using 
71 different pairs of US-flag and foreign-flag carriers that satls@ the preceding 
criteria,~4 we find that the mean premium paid for shipping on U8 ships was 77.7 
percent, an 11.3 percent increase over the course of halls dozen years (Figure 5.2). 

two periods’ series are not strictly comparable across years - although they 
are dlreefly comparable between US- and foreign-flag carriers- and are expressed 
in nominal terms (i.e., they am not adjusted for inflation), so we caution against 
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comparison of food aid freight cost changes over time. Regardless, the core points 

remain: shipping fi’om the US is very cosdy, an average of more than $120 per 

meu-ic ton on US-flag carriers, and nearly 80 percent more expensive ~an st’Jpping 

the same commodities between the same ports on foreign-flag carriers. 

In spite of the enormous profit margins food aid shipments carry-, cargo pref- 

erence laws have proved ineffective in maintaining the viability of the US maritime 

indusnT. The reason is simple and perfectly mirrors the reason why food aid has 
been simiiarly ~effective in supporting the competitiveness 0fAmerican farmers. 

Food aid volumes are a tiny share of global shipments and most ocean freight 

is not subject to cargo preference restrictions. Thus, while food aid shipments 

are lucrative for US-flag carriers that get the business, the volumes involved are far 

too small to keep a shipping line afloat. Food aid merely pads the bottom llne for 

participating shippers, most of whom (e.g., American President Lines, Maersk 

Sealand, Nedioyd) rely primarily on commercially competitive container vessels 

not used for food aid shipments. However, a few shippers that operate mainly dry 

bulk ships (e.g., Waterman Steamship Corporation) depend heavily on food aid 

business and might not be financially viable without the massive subsidies they draw 

from food shipmenta the American electorate thinks are donations not to shipping 

~nes but to poor people abroad. 

As a d-[rect consequence of the urtcompetltiveness of US-flag carriers in open 

commercial tender markets - an inefficiency reinforced by cargo preferences that 
stfield them somewhat from competition - the share of commercial intern 

cargo carried by US flagged ships has declined, stear[ily over the 

accounting for less ~an 3 percent of US commercial export and import tonnage 

today. And according to the American Maritime Congress, cargo 

accounts for only 5-15 percent of US-flagged ships’ total containerized 
The US merchant fleet has sin’unk from 536 vessels in !991 to less than 260 

with tess than one-third the capacity (in deadweight tonnage) of Greece’s, less thanl 

half that of Japan, and significantly less than those of Norway or China. a~ 
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74 percent of the US-owned fleet is registered not in the USA (i.e., is not US- 

flagged), but instead under foreign flags of convenience from nations such as Liberia 

and Panama. 

The GAO concludes that: 

The application of cargo preference to food aid progrmns does not significantIy 

contribute to meeting the intended objectives of helping to maintain US-flag 

ships as a naval and military auxiliary in time of war or national emergency 

or for tlae purposes of domestic or foreign commerce.~ 

Indeed, in intra-depart~ental negoti~tlons, ~e Department of Defense has 
supported Deparu-nent of Agriculture and Department of State pleas to scrap cargo 

preference restrictions since ~ey do not contribute significantly to national security. 

To date, however, the Department of Transportation and Congressional champi- 

ons ofshlpping interests have prevailed thus far. 

Cargo preference requirements are terribly expensive and thereby sharpiy limit 

what can be achieved with a l~mited food aid budget. But these w{ndfafls to a small 

number of shipping lines - many of which might otherwise reflag to another 

country to save costs or would shut dow-n~a - do not make a significant dent in the 

deciine of American shipping. The cost to food aid efficiency comes with no 

discernible long-term benefit to anyone save for a handful of largely privately- 

owned shipping lines and freight for~warders. 
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Nongovernmental organizations 

The steady and substantial transition from program food aid to project and 

emergency shipments has spurred NGOs’ rise to prominence in the design and 

implementation of food aid programming. In so far as project and emergency 

food aid are more cIearly motivated bY humanitarian concerns to which food 

aid can respond effectively, this may be a positive development. But just because 

many NGOs do valuable work arnor~g food-insecure populations does not mean 

that they do not have a strong vested interest in food aid’s status quo. While all 

NGOs would prefer cash to food, mbst have made the (in our view, mistaken) 

assump6on that food is the only form in which d3nors will make resom’ces avail- 

able, and thus they take it irrespective of how inefficient or relafvely ineffective it 

might be. 

We should be clear that our focus in this section falls squarely on US-based 

NGOs. European NGOs have moved much further away from food aid, except 

for direct distribution during acute humanitarian emergencies, not least of which 

because most bilateral European donors and WFP do not permit monetization 

to anything like the degree allowed - even encouraged by the United States. 
Furthermore, even w]thln US-based NGOs, there exists a dlversity of views on the 

use of food aid as a resource in development and emergency programming. In spite 
of this ~versity, a few core patterns have become apparent in recent years. 

Most American NGOs’ strong financial interest in food aid stems fi’om three 

distinct considerations: (1) its magnitude as a resource; (2) its fungibility through 

monetization; and (3) its effect on crucial financial indicators that axe corrmaonly 

perceived to affect private contributions to NGOs. We tackle these each in turn 

using detailed data we assembled on the gross revenues, food aid receipts and food :: 

aid monetization volumes over the period 1990-2002 for eight NGOs that regularly 

received food aid donations from the United States for distribution or monetization 

in develop~g countries,z9 These eight Adventist Development and Relief Agency 

(ADR.A), Africare, CA.R.E, Catholic l!.elief Servlces (CRS), Food for the 

International (FHI), Project Concern International, Technoserve, and World )’i! 

Vision - account for the overwhelming majorit~ of US food aid distributed 

NGOs. They also account for a considerable share of the other bilateral 

and WFP food aid distributed through NGOs. Between them, they had 

$1.5 billion in gross revenues in 2001. Of these eight, CARE, World Vision, and 

CRS, in that order~ are by far the largest, together accounting for 86.5 

annual average aggregate revenues (from nil sources 

organizations over the 1990-2002 period,s° 

Eacl~ organlzat{on pays careful attention to its primary funding sources ...... 

development and relief NGOs, food aid is a primary source 
programming, as the two panels of Figure 5.3 show. US food aid contrlbutioti~ 

alone accounted for 30.0 percent of the weighted average~ share of 2001 gross 

enues among these eight NGOs, ranging from World Vision, at only 
to Technoserve, at 49.6 percent. Other than World Vision~ each of 

depended on US food aid for between one-quarter and one-half sanuaAeJ ssoJl~ ~.o eJeqS s~ s~,d!~oaJ p]~ pOO=l 
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2001. Such financial dependence makes it difficult for the mainstream NGO 

community to push¯ for any significant reforms to existing food aid programs. 
In private, one hears plenty &concerns and criticisms of food aid from senior 

NGO officials. But most have been reincrant to voice the~e concerns publicly, 
in large measure because their organization cannot afford to rock the food 

aid boat without securing the cooperation of the other major NGOs that handie 

food aid.s~ Nevertheless, g~ven some of the concerns we discuss in Chapters 7-9, 

some organizations that take a vlghts-based approach seriously have begun to 
reconsider the role of food aid. And some agencies oriented toward small business 

development,/&e Tectmoserve, have thrown Up their hands in frustration at 
the US goverranent’s renewed insistence on direct ddarlbution rather than mone- 

tization,      " 

NGOs’ dependence on fodd aid derives not only fi’om the in~portance of food 
aid to theh- aggregate revenues. It is perhaps even more a function of the fungibility 

ofmonetized food aid. NGOs that monetize a large share of the food aid they 

receive are able to undertake a range of other projects by cashing out the shipments 
they receive. Many of these highly v~ible projects relate to education, health, 

natural resources management, small business development and other important 

topics that attempt to reduce poverty or improve Hvel~hoods and thereby improve 

nutrition and food sedm-ity - and many of them appear snccessful.~s 

The point is, these NGO project~ do not fiherently need food resources. But 

under present foreign assistance appropriations, many such projects would simply 
not be funded without monetization receipts. Moreover, these projects help 

leverage other donor funds as well as private voluntary contributions precisely 
because of their visibi/ity and appeal as interventions that go beyond food distri- 
bution. Because few believe that the US food aid budget would be converted 

one-for-one into cash transfers abro 
" . "the least bad" available resource b~’,,?f wew of.re. ~any NGOs ~s that food aid is. 

..... ~c, as unwaetdy and wasteful as it may be, i it does generate.cash for use elsewhere. Thi~ is true enough in the short terns; but 

this perspective has also abetted even exacerbated, the business-as-usual approach 
within US food aid,         ’ 

The US Congress first authorized the monetization 
¯ . a 10 percent minimum monetizafi .......... of food md m 1990, setrin~ 

~,, ~a~% mammy to Cover cash ~ter~al tta~s.? 
port, storage~ and handling expenses related to food distribution fin countries. As NGOs d~scovered the funglbi/ity &food aid, however, monetizatior 
rates skyrocketed (Figure 5.4). Congress changed monetization rules, increasfia 

the monetization rate to 15 perce~t on PL ~:80 Tide H non-emergency shlpmentsl 
in 1998. But as Figure 5.4         ¯             . 

shows, wl~e the Congressional minimum target 
reasonably accurate for eventual approved monetization a decade ago, 

meaningless. Actual, approved monetization of non-emergency Tide II food 
sMpments hit 70 percent in 2001, up sevenfold in ten years in 

before dipping back }o 64 percent in 2002. We suspect that most Amer 

and probably most Congressional representatives, would be shocked to 

that food aid shipped through NGOs is generaJly not distributed 

tf~ese days. 
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Figure 5.4 Non-emergency Tide tI monetization rates 

just as Tide I food aid is effectively a form of in-ldnd budgetary assistance to 

recipient countr~ governments that then liquidate the food on local markets in 

recipient countries to raise cash for whatever programs they wish to pursue, so too 

is non-emergency Tide K food aid increasingly a form of budgetary assistance to 
NGOs that do likewise. The data we assembled, reflected in the two panels of 

Figure 5.5, indicate that the two largest NGO food aid recipients, CARE and 

World Vision, each mon~dzed more than half of the non-emergency food aid 

they handled in 2001. Some of the smaller NGOs, such as Technoserve, FHI, and 

Africare, monetize virtually all the food aid they receive, in part because they 

handle tittle emergency food aid.s¢ For these agencies, food is in effect merely bulky 

cash since direct distribution through feeding programs is rare. Indeed, as USAID’s 

Food for Peace office, prodded by the Office of Management and Budget and 

American food exporters, has pushed for greater direct distribution of food aid in 

the past year or two - manil~st in the reduction in monetization rates between 2001 " 

and 2002 - some NGOs have begun to protest at being compelled to distribute 

¯ more of the food aid they receive. The most striking case is Technoserve which 

announced in spring 2003 that it would enter into no new Tide II PL 480 food aid 

agreements as of federal fiscal year 2003-4 (begiuning October 1, 2003). 

The skyrocketing of NGO monetization rates of course raises a question as to 

whether, when, where and why food aid is really an effective or efficient resource 
for development programming, as distinct from its use for operations in situations 

where food access and food availability both threaten food security. We address 

e in Chapters 8-10. NGOs ought.to become much more outspoken 

their criticism of food aid as an inefficient means of addressing the needs of the 
the extent to which the major US-based NGOs are dependent 

aid as a proportion of their gcoss revenues compromises their position to 

strongly for reforms in food ai& This situation is changing in some 

., however, with organizations developing a~d implementing their 

internal food aid policies, and with international codes of conduct (discussed 
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in detail in Chapter 6) being recognized to limit the potentially harmful effects of 

food aid. 
Nevertheless, monefized food aid represents more than 12 percent ~f the group’s 

weighted average gross revenues, ranging from 6.4 percent for World Vision 

to 5 t.5 percent for Technoserve (Table 5.2). NGOs have had favorable impacts 
using food aid resources, but this is arguably more in spite of than because of the 

use of food as a resource. As a group, NGOs have a strong financial incentive to 

perpetuate existing food aid prograrns. So they should not be seen as objective 

or disinterested experts with only the katerests of food-insecure peoples in mind as 

they lobby on food aid policy. 

Food aid has one further, subtle, but extremely important effect on NGOs’ 

behavior, through its perceived effects on private fundraising. Because the admin- 

istrative overhead for dealing with US/kID on Tide It food aid programs - or any 

major donor on food aid - is almost entirely fixed costs, large food aid programs 

generate a very low ratio of administrative expenses to overall revenues for NGOs 

that handle food aid. Note that we are not claiming that there are economies 

of scale in handling food aid, only that the admh~istrative cost component is not 
appreciably greater for extremely large food aid operations than for quite small 

ones, 

Th~s matters because the ratio of adminlstrative costs to total expenses is one 

indicator of NGO effectiveness and efficiency that is tracked by NGO watchdog 

organlzadons - and therefore an indicator that NGO managers monitor doselyj5 

Such indicators are pushed in current NGO management handbooks, and various 

outlets publicize NGOs’ administrative cost ratios, including Guidestar, which gives 
financial information for every non-profit organization in the United States, and 

the Gharity NavigatorJ6 Regular media ratings of non-profit organizations, by 

publications such as the Chronicle of Philanthropy, Money, and Worth magazines, 

routinely incorporate this ratio into their assessments of organizational efficiency 

and efficacy. Given the attention paid to administrative cost ratios within the sector, 

it is not surprising that development NGOs and humanitarian agencies harbor 

deep concerns about reducing food aid volumes and thereby perhaps indirectly 

inflating their admhaistrafi’~ cost ratios; Especlally since the stock market bubble 

Table 5,2 Monetized US food aid as percentage of NGOs’ gross revenues 

aggo 2000-1 Average 

Advent~t Development and RellefAgency (ADRA) 27.0 
Afficare 26,9 
CARE l 3.4 
Oathollc Relief services (CRS) 

Food for the Hungry Intercrationat (FtLI) 19,7 
’l~oject Concern International (PCI) [ 4.8 
Technoserve 51,5 

iWodd Vision Relief and Development (WVRD) 

12÷1 
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popped early in the new millennium and the terrorist attacks of September I l, 
2001, NOOs have found it tougher to attract private contributions for work abroad, 
making them ever more reticent to diminish their attractiveness vis-a-vis domestic 
charitable organizations. Quite aside from the positive pub!ic relations effect feed- 
ing programs based on food aid have on an organization’s marketability to private 
eontributurs, large food aid programs also make NOOs’ financial stewardship look 
better than it otherwise would. The fear among many NOOs ia that disengagement 
from food aid when and where it i~ inappropriate or ineffective may cause not only 
a drop in monetizable food aid receipts but also a drop in private giving due to an 
induced worsening of the organizations’ administrative cost ratios. 

The good news for NOOs, however, is that the data simply do not support the 
assumption that administrative cost ratios matmr to private donors. Academic 
research in this area suggests that non-proHt organizations that position themselves 
as cost-efficient fare no better in fundraising from private individual, foundation 
and corporate contributions than less efficient ones)7 These studies seem to support 
the hypothesis teat marketing around mission is more effective for private fund- 
raising than marketing around efficiency. Informal, expert opinion from marketing 
firms that handle fundraising for major NGOs corroborates this view. Marketing 
professionals think of administrative cost ratios as helpful bits ofint’ormation they 
can exploit when the figures look good, but the ratios are neither necessary nor 
sufficient’for effective fnndralsing. One industry expert told us: 

In focus groups and surveys, dono~-s always say efficiency matters a lot to them. 
I take that with a grain of salt, because efficiency is not an emotional driver, 
and giving decisions are made emotionally .... Those charities that don’t brag 
about their efficiency hold their own.just fine. 

As with so much else in food aid, an apparent myth seems to exert heavy influence 
over current practice. 
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Conclusion 

A global food aid system that began in the i950s as North American programs 
to dispose of government-held grain surpluses in a way that many hoped might 
advance foreign policy objectives, help develop future.agricultural export markets, 
or both, has metamorphosed over half a century into a complex global system 
underpinned by" cash appropriations for & novo food procurement in donor eonn- 
tries and intercontinental shipment of those commodities. The practice of food 

aid over these past fifty years has thus proved that the primary objective has 

not been prov~thng assistance to food-insecure popufanons around the world. 
Rather, food aid has been heavily oriented toward domestic concerns in donor 

countries. 

Nonetheless, a~d in spite of the rhetoric one connnonly hear~ i~ Washington 

Ottawa and other national capitals, the purported benefits offgod a~d to farmers 

kt donor countries have never materialized in the form of either higher farmgate 
prices or increased future commercial agricultural exports. Nor has food aid proved 

an effectxve instrument for diplomacy where ~t has been deployed aggressively, 

millers, freight forwarders, shipping lines, and the major international NGOs have 

emerged as the prtrne beneficiaries zmd the most irffhieuual consntuenctes dnwng 

the design and imDeding the reform of                  global food aid. However, the    gains these 

interests reap from the present global food aid system inflate overall program costs 
and impede the efficacy of food aid in contributing to either the relief of human 

suffering or the sustainable development o~" low-income," food-deficit economies 

around the world " 

As 
t’he next four chapter~ argue, in spite of the severe constrairtts imposed by 

tee present architecture of global food aid, there have been noteworthy advances 

in improving the effectiveness with which operational agencies employ food aid 

to address recipients’ real needs in fighting undernutrition and poverty. We are 
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edging toward a recipient-oriented food aid regime. But there is limited capacity 

for further improvements wiflmut substantial structural chastge to reform donor 

food aid procurement and distribution poficies and to place food aid more firmly 

and appropriately within a broader strategic fi’amework for global poverty 
reduction, 

6 Edging towards a 
recipient-orlented food aid 
system ¯ 

Food aid, as we presently know it, was born largely of donor concerns for trade 

promotion, surplus disposal, and geopolitical advantage. At the macro-level, food 

aid has remained distressingly tethered to donor concerns, as discussed extensively 

in (]bapters 2-5. There are exceptions, such as the reformed Danistl food aid policy 

detaiIed in Box 3.1, but at the global level, food aid remains heavily tied to donor 

objectives. 

Significant changes have nonetheless taken place since the World Food Crisis of 

1973-74 at what might be termed the meso-levet, at the operational tevel of food 

aid cfistrlbutlon agencies. These changes are drivenin large measure by a changed 
understanding of the etiology of famine and food insecurity, as well as growing 

emphasis on non-economic, rights-based considerations. In sum, for the past thirty 

or so years, food aid has been edging slowly toward a more recipient-oriented 

system. It remains p~irnarily donor-driven at the macro-leve~, although the rhetoric 

of food aid has changed even there. For example£ the rcfission statements of the 

largest food aid donor (USAID/Office of Food for Peace) and the largest food aid 

agency (World Food Program) now read exclusively in terms of serving the objec- 

tive of knpro,Ang the food secm~ty of poor and vulnerable people. But donor-level 

considerations still sharply constrain what can be accomplished with food aid, even 

though many intriguing advances have been made with food aid. These advances 

in how food aid is mobilized, how it has been justified, and the way in which food 
aid can be used to address both humanitarian and development objectives reflect 

key advances in the general understanding of food security. In order to take full 
advantage of these advances, systemic changes along the lines of those we propose 
ha Chapters 10 and 11 wilt be necessary. 

First, .however, we need to appreciate how food aid can provide an effec- 

tive instrument for the reduction of food insecurity and hunger around the 

world. This chapter describes how and why food aid has been edging towards a 

recipient-oriented approach, begit~ing with a ~iery brief review of the changing 

of food security. It thus provides a natural segue between the 
~. discussion in Chapters 2-5 of donor-orlented food aid policy - food aid’s history 

Chapters 1~11, in which we discuss what a more effective food aid regime 

during the next half-century. 
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and Canadian ambitions to stimulate future export market expansion hy giving 

away current surpluses. It should therefore come as tittle surprise that trade disputes 

have often swirled around food aid, although they have perhaps never been more 
acrimonious than in the early twenty-first century. Increased disciplines under the 

World Trade Organization have heightened incentives to use food aid to circum- 

vent global trading rules while the Europeans’ unilateral reduction of program food 

aid flows makes them especially impatient with continued American dassificafion 

ofconcessional exports as food aid. Transatlantic disputes over genetically modified 

foods merely fan these flames. 

The trade-related problems associated with food aid do not originate, however, 

in the nature of food-based humanitarian or development assistance, but (i) in 

operational failures, especia!Iy with respect to the targeting of food aid; and (ii) 

i~1 global regulatory mechanisms that do not memiingfutly incorporate recipient 

countries and that are openly ignored by donor nations. Substantial reforms of 

global food aid, above all of theUS programs and of the international agreements, 
appear necessary if the world is to reduce trade-related tensions and to improve 

the efficacy of food aid in addressing food insecurity among poor populations in 

developing countries. Progress on these two fronts wilt; however, depend on some 

explicit decoupling of food aid from donor governments’ export promotion mid 

domestic price support objectives, for which food aid has proved itself remarkably 
ineffective. 

5 So who benefits? 

The "iron triangle" 

Food aid remains heavily donor-oriented, with only modest progress over the past 

two decades in edging toward a recipient-oriented system, as Chapters 6~9 will 

document. Yet as documented in the preceding three chapters, food aid has been 

largely ineffective either in providing income support to farmers through prices 

support or in export market development or in manipulating foreign governments 

to support donor foreign policy objectives. So why does food aid-as-usual have such 
staunch allies in donor countries? 

The simple answer is that while there are negligible general benefits to donor 

country agriculture or foreign policy, primarily because the volume of food aid is 

far too small to deve!op Or move markets or foreign governments effectively, a few 
specific, small, but highly influential subgroups benefit handsomely from food aid 

as presendy practiced. In the United States, three.in particular stand out mid axe 

sometimes referred to by insiders as the ¯"iron t.rimigle" of food aid: domesd¢ food 

processors, maritime interests, and the NGO community. 

The NGO community has arguably become the most powerful, vocal and 

effective constituency supporting food aid in th.e past decade or so, not least of 
which due ~o the.leadership of the Coalition for Food Aid, a Washlngton-based 

lobby group that represents fourteen US-based NGOs with internad0na! devel- 
opment and humanitarian assistance missions.X This is not surprising~ given how 

¯ many prominent NGOs have come to depend on food aid as a resource 
operations. The NGO coalition nonetheless depends on the support of 

domestic agribusiness and maritkme interest groups to secure legislative backing 
aificant food aid programs. The price for that support has always been 

modalities that ensure tangible, benefits to domestic millers, proces- 

and shippers. This is a major reason why American food aid has not fully 

fi’om USDA to USAID, unlike in other donor countries where food aid 
, under the control of internationa! development agencies 

For agricultural and maritime interests, profits are the bottom iine. And as we 

in this chapter, they farewell under existing food aid policies. Food aid 
..guladons create effective market power that generates considerable 

for these constituencies. Producers and processors earn a premium 

i sales of commodities into the food aid distribution system, while shippers receive 
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significant mark-ups on food aid cargo. The consequence of these premia is the 

abysmally poor financial efficiency of food aid as a means of providing overseas 

development and humanitarian assistance. We ~v42l return to the issue of resource 

transfer efficiency in Chapter 8. 

For the international NGOs that carry out the bulk of the distribution or 

monetization of food .aid, the bottom line is a mix of humanitarlan and poverty 

reduction concerns, on the one hand, with inevitable institutional preoccupa- 

tion with program budgets and the longer-term program horizons that food aid 

programming enables, even though food aid is an unwieldy and often less-than- 

appropriate resource for achieving the ends that NGO programs seek to achieve. 

While NGO interventions that rely on food aid have had a favorable impact on 

food insecurity and malnutrition,2 food aid nevertheless puts NGOs in an awkward 

position. A 2000’study by Tufts Urfiversity noted that virtually all US-based NGOs 

.involved ha food aid programming viewed food aid as the "least-bad" resource for 

any programming beyond emergency response in acute humanitarian disasters, 

but accepted it routinely because they believed.food aid to be the ont~ resource 

that donors would make availabfe,s 
But the frank fact of the matter is that the same volume of food could, in many 

if not most cases, be purchased and shipped at far lower aggregate cost, with greater 

developmental benefits irt recipient countries, and with greater goodwlkl benefits 

m donors than under present arrangements. A~d where food aid is monetized, the 

same level of cash resources for prograrmning could be secured far more efficiendy 

and with far smaller donor government appropriations if resources were made 

available in the form of cash rather than food. US food aid has been captured by 

a small constellation of donor interests. This results i~ food aid programs ~hat not 
only underperform their potential as a tool for ad&’essing humanitarian crises and 

advancing economic progress in tow-income countries, but are als0 ineffective ha 

promoting broad-based donor agricultura! or foreign policy interests. 

Domestic producers and processors 

Until the 1980s~ most food aid came out of government-held surplus stocks that 
resulted fi’om the government’s role as a buyer of last resort ha farm price support 

programs. When market prices dipped, the government stepped ha to buy up 

surplus commodities and held them in storage. Stored grains had already been paid 

for and holding commodities in storage is costly. So food aid Oonations were 

effectively the cheap by-product of domestic farm price support-programs. The 

causality here is important bedause too often one hears people claim incorrectly 

that food aid caused price supports for farmers when, ha fact, it was price supports 

t~lat caused food aid. Any benefits to domestic agriculmra] producers and processors 

from shipping food surpluses abroad was pur~ly indirect, due to any changes in. 

market prices food aid shipments might have induced. We have found no solid 

empirical evidence anywhere of any such effects. Donor country minisfries and 

departments of agriculture that would have a strong interest in documenting such 

gains have notably never done so. 

Times have changed.. As government surplus stocks have dwindled in donor 

count,’ies and food aid has come to rely hacreasingly on specific procurement from 

market sources, the benefits to domestic producers and processors have Changed. 

The theoretidal possibility oflndirect effects due tO higher market prices induced 

by increased demand remains, akhough these price effects seem negligible given 
how tiny food aid procurement is within the broader US economy - less than 

0.2 percent of total sales - and have never been convincingly documented.~ 

The more important benefits appear to be direct, accruing to specific vendors 

with whom food aid donors contract to procure eoramodltles for shipment overseas. 

This is a major reason why large-scale food processors have consistently pressed 

for increased levels of procurement of bagged, processed, or fortified commodities 

in US food aid programs, and why agricultural producer groups have often opposed 

these demands, favoring bulk commodity purchases that might more directly 

benefit farmers. 
Eadh group wants to channel the direct benefits of US government food aid 

procurement toward its own small community. The smaller, better-funded pro- 

cessor lobby has been relatively more successful. For example, the 1985 Farm Bill 

established that at least 75 percent of the nonemergency minimum tonnage be 

fortified, bagged or processed, ensuring demand from the fedei’ai government 

the services of a modest number of vendors registered with the US go+ernment in 
that industry. Few farmers sell bagged, fortified, or processed commodities. Those 

value-added activities are the domain ofagribusiness firms.           ’ ¯ 

Recall the process by which the US goverument procures food aid today. The 

US Department of Agriculture’s F~’m Se~iee ~ge,,ey (FSA) serves as the 
buying agent for all American food aid progxams. FSA extends invitations for bids 

(IFBs) to prospective sellers of food commodities. Only pre-quafified, US-based 

agribusinesses are eligible to win such contracts. Elementary economics suggests 

that regulatory limits on market entry wilt drive up prices and increase the profits 

of those firms fortunate or hafluential enough to be in the market. 

The companies securing conu’acts for "competitive" provision of food aid corn2 
modities are limited in number, often just one or two for minor commodities (e.g., 

buckwheat, raishas, or textured soy protein)- USDA research has shown that prices 

paid in commodity procurement auctions fall as the number of bidders increases.~ 

While there are a dozen or more qualified bidders in some commodities, the 

.competition for food aid IFBs is typically quke limited and often dominated by 

large, privately held corporations such as Cargill, Louis Dreyfus, OonAgra, and 

ADMiFarmland. According to The Wall Street Journal, ~wo agribusiness giants alone, 

Ca~’gil] and Archer-Daniels Midland, combined to ship ! .9 million metric tons 

of food aid in fiscat year 2003, more than one-thlrd &all US food aid shipments 
for the year.’6 These agribusiness giants, not American family farmers, are the big 

agriculture sector beneficiaries &US government food aid procurement programs. 

But the agribusiness lobbyists effectively dress up programs that directly benefit 
primarily a small number of downstream processors as support for American family 

farmers because few legislators or non-specialists understand that farmers are 

typically far removed from USDA/FSA’s food aid procurement system. ¯ 
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There are a few m~nor exceptions to th~ tale that the profits fi-om US food 

aid procurement flow to a relatively small number of very large agribusiness N-ms. 

Food aid procurement represents a significant share of the total market for a few 
niche conmaodlties llke lentils and dried yellow peas, for which domestic American 

demand is limited mad for wNch there are many qualNed bidders for FSA procure- 

ment operations. But these commodities are an extremely small, albeit variable 

share of US food aid shipments. 

In addition to this basic market entry limitation issue, the General Accounting 

Office pointed out twenty years ago a variety of problems in procurement 

operations that inflate food aid procurement costs, ¯most of which remain ongoing 

issues today.7 Delayed approvals sometimes bunch procurements into a slngle, brief 
period, often toward the end of a federal fizcal year when a "use it or lose .it" 

approach takes over and fiscal discipline often slips. Another common problem is 

uncoordinated, overlapping purchases by different administrative agencies that 

cause a sudden surge in demand on a particular day or week, thereby sparking 

temporarily higher prices. Congressional restrictions on shipping in US flag 

carriers, on bagging of commodities, etc. also force FSA to award contracts to 

individual bids that are above the market minimum because the lowest price bids 

do not always have matching bids for shipping or bagging services froth a qualified 

US firm. The consequence of all of these phenomena is that the government 
commonly pays more than the open market price for the commodities it purchases 

to send abroad as food aid. 
From conversations with staff in the relevam US government Offices, it seems 

that many of these practices have changed little, ffany, in the ensuing twenty, years. 

The GAO recommended that the USDA disapprove Tide I bid prices 

the comparable export market price, remarking that if it did not, "the price review 
system for Title I purchases will lack credibility. 

disagreed; the consequence is continued overpayment for food aid commodities 

procured in the United States. 

USDA’s Economic Research Service studied FSA commodity purchases fo 

domestic school feeding programs and selected food aid program 
of wheat flour and vegetable oil in the early to mid-1990sP They found that th~ 

median number of bids in these auctions was two. Their estimates suggested 

FSA paid less than prevailing market prices for these commodities. But the 

method of price comparison relied on coml: 

wholesaler, not open market prices, 

that represent a very small share of US food aid shipment~. 

By looking at detailed USDA records of food aid procurements 
Service Agency of bulk grains that are the main US food aid cormnodities 

comparing the prices paid against open ¯market prices, we have been able::j 
estimate the direct benefits for those producers and processors s          . 

US food aid programs. Taking the commodities and the place 

purchased as given, for the moment, we ask how food aid procarement 

compare with prevailing.market prices for the same commodity at 

in the same place. Note ¯that we are not yet asking whether the same 
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purchased cheaper elsewhere, nor whether theremlght be cheaper sources of 

nutrients available than the commodities procured, nor higher-return uses to scarce 

overseas development assistance funding in a particular setting. By taking the 

average procurement price for specific food aid shipments in !999 and 2000 and 

comparing those agaiust open market pnces reported by the LISDA’s Farm Services 
Agency for the same commodity and week and location of purchase (e.g., hard red 

winter wheat purchased in New Orleans the second week of June 2000), we can 

get a reasonably good esdmate of what premium, if any, qualified vendors enjoy 

from sales of commodities to US food aid programs. In the empirical analysis that 

follows, we establish that federal government food aid procurement regulations 

and procedm~esresult in higher prices paid for food aid than prevail in contemp0ra- 

neous domestic commodity markets in the United States. 

We constructed a sample Of 623,000 tons of corn and wheat shipments to 

Bangladesh, Ethiopia, and Kenya for which we have clearly comparable data.t° 

While one needs to be careful about reading too much precision into the estimates 

from one small, nonrandom sample, these data show that food aid procurement 

prices on individual contracts ranged from 6.4 percent less than contemporaneous 

open market prices to 110.1 percent above. The average procurement premium 

accruing to wheat vendors was small, only 3.2 percent above prevailing open 
market prices.~t Corn food aid purchases, however, cost more than 70 percent in 

excess of the equivalent market prices faced by private sector buyers. Combining 

the two grains and weighting by shipment ¯volumes, the average procurement 

premium paid on bttlk grains food aid shipments was 11.0 percent, as shown in 
Table 5.1. Plainly, a few.commodlty snppIidrs make quite a handsome windfall 

from selling to American food aid programs, but these direct gains are highly 

concent~ated on the ~elatlvely few who sell into the food aid system. 

This issue 0fprocurement premia has grown in importance as governments have. 

shifted from donation of government-held surplus stocks generated by domestic 

farm price support p~’ograms to open market procurement of food.for shipment 

overseas. Those stocks did not exist for the purpose of food aid donations; rather, 

food aid existed in large measure for the purpose of disposing of surplus stocks. 

As a consequence, donations from government-held surplus commodity stocks 

historically were worth less than the market value of the food due to the savings in 

¯ ¯management and storage costs (including physical losses). Now that food aid is 

: primarily purchased direcdy from the mm’ket through govermnent procurement 

by USDA FSA in the United States whatever past fiscal savings Iofsurphis 

Wei average food aid procurement premia 

70.5, 

3.2 

11.0 
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storage and management costs) were once achievable by using food as a medium 
for making knternational aid tra~sfers no longer apply unless the US government 

is able to buy food at below-market prices. It does not. Our estimates suggest instead 

that US government food.aid costs about ~ 1 percent more than prevajllng market 

prices. AJad that figure does not include any of the fiscal costs of maintaining a 

significant bureaucracy to operate and oversee the food aid procurement process. 

As a consequence, food is no longer a relatively cheap form in which to provide 

aid. Indeed, food aid as presently practided by the United States is not necessarily 

even a cheap way to provide food! 

Beyond the procurement premia they reap from food aid sales, several major¯ 

agribusinesses also make good money just for holding Emerson Trust grains in tt~eir 

silos and warehouses. Indeed, the history of the Emerson Trust, although the 

smallest and least frequen@ used of US food aid programs, sheds usefut light 

who benefits from US food aid programs and how. The Emerson Trust was created 

when President Carter imposed an embargo on the Soviet Union in 1980 to protest 

the Soviet invaslon of Af"ghanlstan. The embargo voided several large commercial 

shipmeuts of Amerlcan wheat to the Soviet Union. In a h0~y contested presldent~al 
election year, the grain mercl~ants successfully lobbied the US government to step 

. in and assume all the abrogated contracts. Lacking spare pubfie storage capacity, 

the government not only bought the gr~in shlpmdnts from the commercial traders, 

it then paid them handsomely to hold the stocks in their silos. Over the ensuing 
months, the government gradually liquidated much of these stocks, in many cases, 

sellhag the grah~s back to the original exporter at a sharp discount. The big grain 
merchants qnickly learned that there was good money to be made from govern- 

ment procurement and storage of grains. Ultimately, this group of grain companies 

championed the creation of a new Strategic Wheat Reserve that was later renamed 

the Emerson Humanitarian Trust, in honor of the late Missouri Congressrnan~ 

Because releases from ~he Emerson Trust reduce the amount big mills earn 

for storage, because they are paid only for volumes on behalf of the government, 

the agribusinesses that benefit from the Emerson Trust have historically been very 

successful in minimizing releases I’rom this facility. In recent years, non-grain agro, 

processors have elbowed their way into the action over the ob}~ 
gn’ain merchants’~ho charge the government for s~orage under the Emerson Trust. 

The 1998 Farm Bill allowed, for the first time, domestic sales office, corn, sorghum,¯¯¯¯ 

and wheat from the ¯Emerson Trust to raise funds to procure processed and fo~ifiedl ~, 

products Ie.g., vegetable oil, nonfat dried milk p.owder). Of course, when the Trust 

holds cash used to procure processed commodities, it Ixansfers the 

silo owners to processors. This has sparked backroom battles between the 

agrlbusiness concerns. Sub-coalitions ofagribusinessesjockey for the t 

from this system, lobbying for relatively minor rule changes that 

redistribute the profits within a relatively small group of corporations that make 
handsome profits out of what is intended to be a humanitarian mechanism. ’ .!. 
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Maritime interests 

In the United States, mafitin~e interests have always played a major role in food 

aid policy. In accordance with the cargo preference provisions of Section 90 l d 

of the 1936 Merchant Marine Act, as amended several tintes subsequently, and 

the Cargo Preference Ac~, enacted alongside PL 480 in 1954, a minimum share 
of US food aid must be shipped on American ships. From 1954 until 1985,cargo 

preferences restrictions required that at least half of the gross to~anage of US food 
aid conmaodities be shipped on privately owned, registered US-flag commercial 

vessels. The 1985 Farm Bill increased that proportion to 75 percent, despite 

opposition by farm groups, USDA, arid USAID, and although the increase did not 

apply to other government-dlrected shipments, only to food aid.z2 Moreover, 

the maritime industry helped to push (and has benefited handsomely from) the 

1985 Farm Bill provision mm~dating that at least 75 percent of the nonemergency 

minimum tonnage be fortified, bagged or processed. Shippers gain from this 

because they must surrender subsidies they receive from the Department of Defer~e 

(DoD) Maritime Securky Program (MSP) on any days that they can-y more than 

7,500 tons ofbul~ food aid under cargo preference provisions,is Shippinglines car~ 

"double dip," however, when they carry bagged food aid commodities, collecting 

both the substantial premia that accrue from the cargo preference restriction and 

the MSP subsidy of more than $6,500/day per vessel. ~� These Congressionally 
imposed restrictions on food aid procurement and distribution have made the 

maritime industry, including the constellation of related labor organizations, some 

of the greatest beneficiaries of food aid policy and, therefore, some of its most 

energetic supporters.                . -, 

The basic economics of the pre-,iic~ti; section on commodity proc.urement 

carries over dlrectJy to. the procurement of shipping services. BUt now the effect is 

twofold, First, there is a market restriction due to cargo preference laws that require 

US-flag carriers to carry at least three-quarters of food aid flows. This necessarily 

generates a windfall premium for US shipping lines. Second, the government 

procurement process for freight forwarding follows a similar system to the invitation 

for bids system for commodity procurement, generating additional rents for those 

i::::):i.i: firms eligible to bid on contracts on offer, creating further windfall gains for those 

efigible to participate. For a variety of reasons we discuss mDmentarily, only a few 

slaipping lines and freight forwarders participate in the system, creating market 
concentration that cannot help but inflate program costs. 

The procurement process.works as follows. The food aid recipient or their 

appointed agents "freight forwarders" - am’ange for the ocean transportation of 

¯ commodities purchased under Tide I or donated reader other food aid programs. 
The relevant US government office determines the’quantity of the commodity to 

be shipped on US-flag commercial vessels. Open public fi’eight invitations for bids 

(IFBs) are required for both US and non-US flag vessels when CCC is fi~aanclng 

any portion of the ocean freight. Unless otherwise authorized by the USDA, IFBs 

are also required for non-US flag vessels even though CCC is not financing any 

portion of the ocean freight. Only pre-qualified vendors may bid. According to the 
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US General Accounting Ottice, only eighteen shipping companies were qualified 

to bid on food aid contracts in the 1990sJ~ The USDAiFSA website listed only 

thirteen registered US-flag carriers as approved shippers in June 2002. Limited 

competition necessarily drives up costs. 

The freight forwarders, who act essentially as general contractors on behalf of 

operational agencies (e.g. WFP, CARE, World Vision), are an even smaller group. 

The main reason is that some forwarders also have ship brokers licenses, creating 
a conflict of interest problem that used to plague Title I PL 480 shipmentsj~ until 

the US government declared ineligible any forwarders with brokerage operations 

or ships of their own. Add to this restriction the complex web ofrtfles that govern 

food aid handling, involvlng at least two different administrative agencies, and the 

number of forwarders able and willing to deal in food aid becomes very small. 

In fiscal year 2001, the most recent for which data were available, only twelve 

freight forwarders won contracts for 276 shipments of Section 416(b) and Food for 

Progress food aid. These successful bids were heavily concentrated (Figure 5.1). 
A whopping 84 percent of shipment volumes were handled by just four freight 

forwarders, a market concentration ratio that would ignite keen interest from 

anti-trust investigators were these private transactions rather than government 

procurement operations. Wilson Logistics, a privately held group based in Sweden 

that is WFP’s preferred freight forwarder, alone won 43 percent of t_he shipment 

contracts that year (and 64 percent of the Section 416(b) shipments)Y Because of 

the fimited market competition in freight forwarding and shipping, international 

transport costs for food aid go through the roof. 

Congress has long recognized that cargo preference restrictions force over- 

payment for freight forwarding and therefore built in complex compensatory 

mechanisms into food aid contracts. Under a Title I PL 480 agreement- as distinct 

from other food aid programs such as Title II- CCC responsibility for ocean freight 
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is generally limited m payment of the ocean freight differential, if any, between 

the cost of US flag and non-US flag shipments. In certain exceptional cases, CCC 

may also finance on credit terms the balance of freight costs on US flag vessels, 

as well as foreign flag freight charges to selected countries approved by the US 

Department of Agriculture’s Foreign Agricnltm’al Service. For food aid donations, 

floe US government pays shipping costs. The US General Accounting Office found 

that cargo preference requirements effectively reduced export market creation 

benefits to American agriculture by requiring buyers to use high-priced US-flagged 
carcier$.18 

The GAO also reported °’an average of about $200 milfion per year in govern- 

ment funds has been used to pay the added cost of shipping US food aid to foreign 

countries on US-flag ships rather than on lower-cost foreign-flag ships," up from 

GAO estimates ors 150 million annually just a few years cartier5s In 2000-2, nearly 

40 percent of total cos;s of US food aid programs were paid to US shipping 
companies. The cargo preference law and government procurement regulations 

create significant market power ha ocean freight ofconcessional food grains exports 

and donations~ leading to substantial overpayment relative to free market costs. 

The handsome gains they enjoy from the present system give US maritime interests 

a keen interest in food aid, making them an oft-overlooked but extremely powerful 
constituency behind US food aid. 

Cargo preference restrictions also contribute to the higher prices paid for 

commodities that we documented in the preceding section. This occurs because 
availability of appropriate US-flag ships restricts wifich commodity sale bids can 

be accepted. GAO documents a variety of cases in which lowest?rice offers could 

not be accepted because no US-flag ships were available to pick up the commodity 

when and where it was located.~° As a consequence, higher price bids had to be 

accepted. 

Using 1991 93 data~ GAO fonnd that average US-flag carxier shipping rates 

were 75.9 percent higher than foreign-flag shipping rates for the same routes and 

commodities on bulk carriers, the most commonly used ship type, 49.3 percent 

lfigher for tankers, and 75.7 percent higher on linersY The weighted average 

premium paid for shipping on US flag carriers, came to 68.8 percent in 1991-93.~ 

The principal reason for the high costs are US regulations with which ship owners 

must comply in order to operate a US-flag ship, such as employment solely of 

American citizens on crews?s 

When we replicate the GAO’s earlier analysis using ! 999 2000 USDA data for 

Section 416(b) and Food for Progress shipments of the same commodity, between 

the same ports, in the same quarter of t_he year, we find that the shipping cost 

mark-ups due to cargo preference restrictions have, if anything, increased. Using 

71 different pairs of US-flag and foreign-flag carriers that satisfy the preceding 

criteria,~* we find that the mean premium paid for shipping on US ships was 77.7 

percent, an 11.3 percent increase over the course of halls dozen years (Figure 5.2). 

The two periods’ series are not strictly comparable across years - although they 

are directly comparable between US- and foreign-flag carriers- and are expressed 

:.: in nominal terms (i.e., they are not adjusted for hiltafion), so we caution against 
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comparison of food aid freight cost changes over time, Regardless, the core points 
remain: shipping fi’om the US is very costly, an average of more than $120 per 

metric ton on US-flag carriers, and hearty 80 percent more expensive than ~hlpping 

the same commodities between the same ports oh foreign-flag carriers. 

In spite of the enormous profit marghas food aid shipments carry, cargo pref- 

erence laws have proved ineffective in maintaining the viability of the US maritime 

industry. The reason is simple and perfectly mirrors the reason why food aid has 

been similarIy ineffective in supporting the competitiveness of Amerlcan farmers. 

Food aid volumes are a tiny share of global shipments and. most ocean freight 
is not subject to cargo preference restrictions. Thus, while food aid shipments 

are lucrative for US-flag carriers that get the business, the volumes involved are far 

too smali to keep a shipping llne afloat. Food aid merely pads the bottom line for 

participating shippers, most &whom (e.g., American President Lines, Maersk 

Sealand, Nedloyd) rely primarily on commercially competitive container vessels 
not used for food aid shipments. However, a few shippers that operate mainly dry 

bulk ships (e.g., Waterman Steamship Corporation) depend heavily on food aid 

business and might not be financially viabie without the massive subsidies they draw : 

from food shipments the American electorate thinks are donations not to shipping 
lines but to poor people abroad, 

As a direct consequence of the uncompetitiveness of US-flag carriers in open 

commercial tender markets - an inefficiency reinforced by cargo preferences that 

shield them somewhat from competition - the share of commercial international ii;. 

cargo carried by US flagged ships has declined steadily over the past thirty 

accounting for less than 3 percent of US commercial export and import tonna 
today. And according to the American Maritime Congress, cargo i: 

accounts for only 5-i5 percent of US-flagged ships’ total containerized cargoes.~s 
The US merchant fleet has shrunk fi’om 536 vessels in 1991 to less than 260 now, i:: 

with less than one-third the capacity (in deadweight manage) of Greece’s, 

haLt’that of Japan, and sigrfificantiy less than those of Norway or China.~s Moreover, 
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74 percent of the US-owned fleet is registered not in the USA (Le., is not US- 

flagged), but instead under foreign flags of convenience from nations such as Ifiberia 

and Panama. 

The GAO condudes that: 

The application of cargo preference to food aid programs does not significantly 
contribute to meeting the intended objectives of helping m maintain US-flag 

ships as a naval and military auxiliary in time of war or national emergency 

or for the purposes of domestic or foreign commerce,~7 

Indeed, in intra-departmental negnti~fions, the Department of Defense has 

supported Department of Agriculture and Department of State pteas to scrap cargo 

preference restrictions since they do not contribute sigrfificanfly to national security. 

To date, however, the Department of Transportation and Congressional champi- 

ons &shipping interests have prevaiied thus far. 

Cargo preferencq requirements are terribly expensive and thereby sharply limit 
what can be achieved with a limited food aid budget. But these windfalls to a small 

number of shipping lines - many of which might otherwise reflag to another 

country to save costs or would shut down~s - do not make a significant dent in the 

decline of American shipping. The cost to food aid efficiency comes with no 

discernible long-term benefit to anyone save for a handful of largely privately- 

owned shipping lines and freight forwarders. 
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Nongovernmental organizations 

The steady and substantial transition fi’om progran~ food aid to project and 

emergency shipments has spurred NGOs’ rise to prominence in the design and 

implementation of food aid programmi~g. In so far as project and emergency 
food aid are more cleariy motivated by humanitarian concerns to which food 

aid can respond effectively, this may be a positive development. But just because 

many NGOs do valuable work among food-insecure populations does not mean 

that they do not have a strong vested interest in food aid’s status quo. While all 

NGOs would prefer cash to food, mt~t have made the (in our view, mistaken) 

assumption that food is the only form ha which d6nors wili make resources avail- 

able, and thus they take it irrespective of how inefficient or relatively ineffective it 

might be. 

We should be clear that our focus in this section falls squarely on US-based 
NGOs. European NGOs have moved much further away from food aid, except 

for direct distribution during acute humanitarian emergencies, not least of which 

because most bilateral European donors and WFP do not permit monetization 

m anything like the degree allowed - even encouraged by the United States. 

Furthermore, even within US-bas.ed NGOs, there exists a diversity of views on the 

use of food aid as a resource in development and emergency prograamning. In spite 

of dais diversity, a few core patterns have become apparent in recent years. 

Most American NGOs’ strong finmaclal interest in food aid stems from three 

distinct considerations: (1) its magnitude as a resource; (2) its funglbflity througt~ 

monetization; and (3) its effect on crucial financial indicators that are commonly ... 

perceived to affect private contributions to NGOs. We tackle these each in turn 

using detailed data we assembled on the gross revenues, food aid receipts and food " .~! 

aid monetization voIumes over the period 1990-2002 for eight NGOs that regularly 

received food aid donations from the United States for distribution or monetization 

in developing countries.2s These eight Adventist D~ 
(ADRA), Ati’icare, CARE, Catholic Relief Services (CRS), Food for the I-tungry ’i. 

international (FHI), Project Concern Intenaational, Teclmoserve, and 

Vision account for the overwhelming majority of US food aid distributed t~~ 

NGOs. They algo account for a considerable share of the other bilateral 

and WISP food aid dJ~tributed through NGOs. Between them, they had 

$1.5 billion in gross revenues in 2001. Of these eight, CARE, World Vision, 

CRS, ha that order, are by far the largest, together accounting for 86.5 

annual average aggregate revenues (from all sources, food aid included) 

organizations over the 199~2002 period,s°                               .’ :::~ 

Each organization pays careful attention to its primary funding sources. 

development and relief NGOs, food aid is a primary source of resources. 

programming, as the two panels of Figure 5.3 show. US food aid 

alone accounted for 30.0 percent of the weighted averagest share of 2001 gross 

enues among these eight NGOs, ranging from World Vision, at only 
to Technoserve, at 49.6 perce~m Other than World Vision~ each of 

depended on US food aid for between one-quarter and 
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2001. Such financi~! dependence makes it di~cult for the mainstream NGO 

community to push for any significant reforms to existing food aid programs. 
In private, one hears plenty of concerns and criticisms &food aid fi-om senior 
NGO officials. But most have been reluctant to voice these concer~s publicly, 
h~ large measure bee&use their organization cannot afford to rock the food 
aid boat without securing the cooperation of the oliver major NGOs that handle 
food aid.~ Nevertheless, given some of the concerns we discuss in Chapters 7-9, 
some organizations that take a rlghts-based approach seriously have begun to 
reconsider the role of food aid. A~d some agencies oriented toward smail business 

devdopment, like Tecimoserve, have thrown up their hands in frustration at 
the US goverrmaent’s renewed ~sistenee on direct distribution rather than mone- 

tization.      ¯ 

NGOs’ dependence ca food aid derives not only from the importance of food 

aid to their aggregate revenues. It is perhaps even more a function of the funglbiilty 

ofm.onetlzed food aid. NOts that monetize a large share of the food aid they 
recmve are able to undertake a range ofo~er projects by cashing out the shipments 
they receive. Many of these highly visible projects relate to education, health, 
natnra] resources management, small business deveIopment and other important 
topics that attempt to reduce poverty or improve livelihoods and thereby improve 
nutrition and food security - and many of them appear successful.aS 

The point is, these NGO projects do not inherently need food resources. But 
under present foreign assistance appropriations, many such projects would simply 
not be funded Without monetization receipts. Moreover, these projects help 
leverage other donor funds weR     " 

as as private voluntary contributions precisely because of their visibility and appeal as interventions that go beyond food di’stri- 
button. Because few believe that the US food aid budget would be converted 
one-for-one into cash transfers abroad, the view of many NGOs is that food aid is 

e mast bad’ available resource because, as unwieldy and wastefui as it may be, 
it does generate cash for use elsewhere. This is true enough in the short term; but 
this perspective has also abetted, even exacerbated, 
within US food aidl                           the business-as-usual approach 

The US Congress first authorized the monetization of food aid in 1990, setting : 
a 10 percent minimum monetization rate, mainly to cover cash inte~al trans. 
port, storage, and han~Lllng expenses related to food distribution in recipient 
countries. As NGOs discovered the fuagibility of food aid, however, raonetizatim 
rates skyrocketed (Figure 5.4-). Congress changed monetization rules, increasi~ 
the monetization rate to ~5 percent on PL 480 Title II non-emergency shipments: 
in 1998. But as Figure 5.4 shows, while the Congressional minimum 

reasonably accurate for eventual approved monetization a decade ago, it is 
meaningless. Actual, approved monetization o£non-emergency Tide II food 
shipments hit 70 percent in 2001, up sevenfold in ten years in 
before dipping back ~o 64 percent in 200~. We suspect that ~ 

most Am, and probably most Congressional representatives, would he shocked to 
that food aid shipped through NOts is generally not distribated to hungry 
these days. 

So who benq~ts? 7he "iron triangle" tO1 

Approved Title II Monetization Rate 

Minimum Tit~e II Monetization Rat~ 

Figure 5,4 Non-emergency Tide LI monetiiadm~ rates 

just as Tide I food aid is effectively a form of in-kind budgetary assistance to 
recipient country governments that then liquidate the food on local markets in 
recipient countxies to raise cash for whatever programs they wish to pursue, so too 
is non-emergency Tide II food aid incrtasingly a form of budgetary assistance to 
NGOs that do likewise. The data we assembled, reflected in the two panels of 
Figure 5.5, indicate that the two largest NGO food aid recipients, CARE and 
World Vision, each mon~tlzed more flaan half of the non-emergency food aid 
they handled in 2001. Some of the smaller NGOs, such as Technoserve, I~HI, and 
Afi’icare, monetize virtually all the food aid they receive, in part because they 
handle litxle emergency food aid.s~ For these agencies, food is ha effect merely bttlky 
cash since direct distribution through feeding programs is rare. Indeed, as UhAID’s 
Food for Peace office, prodded by the Office of Management .axtd Budget and 
American food exporters, has pushed for greater direct distribution of food aid in 
the past year or two- manifest in the reduction in monetization rates between 2001 
and 2002 - some NGOs have begun to protest at being compelled to dislxibute 
more of the food aid they receive. The most striking case is Technoserve which 
announced in spring 2008 that it would enter into no new Tide II PL 480 food aid 
agreements as of federal fiscal year 2003~4 (beginning October 1, 2003). 

The skya’ocketing of NOO monetization rates of.course raises a question as to 
whether, when, where and why food aid is really an effective or efficient resource 

programming, as distinct from its use for operations in situations 
food access and food availability both threaten food security. We address 

Chapters 8-10. NGOs ought.to become much more outspoken 
thdr criticism of food aid as an inefficient means of addressing the needs of the 

the extent to which the major US-based NGOs are dependent 
food aid as a proportionof thek gross revenues compromises their position to 

strongly for reforms in food aid. This situation is changing in some 
., however, with organizations developing and implementing their 

hwn internal food aid poficies, and with international codes &conduct (discussed 
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in detail in Chapter 6) being recognized to limit the potentially harmful effects of 

food aid. 
Nevertheless, monetized food aid represents more than 12 percent of the group’s 

weighted average gross revenues, ranging fi’om 6.4 percent for World Vision 

to 51.5 percent for Technoserve (Table 5.2). NGOs have had favorable impacts 

using food aid resources, but this is arguably more in spite of than because of the 

use of food as a resource, As a group, NOOs have a strong financial incentive to 

perpetuate existing food aid programs. So tl~ey should not he seen as objective 

or disinterested experts with only the in~erests of food-insecure peoples in mind as 

they lobby on food aid policy. 

Food aid has one further, subde, but extremely important effect on NGOs’ 

behavior, through its perceived effects on private fundraising. Because the admin- 
istrative overhead for dealing with USAID on Tide II food aid programs - or any 

major donor on food aid - is almost entixeIy fixed costs, large food aid programs 

generate a very low ratio of administrative expenses to overall revenues for NGOs 

that handle food aid. Note that we are not claiming that there are economies 

of scale in handling food aid, only that the administrative cost component is not 
appreciably greater for extremdy large food aid operations than for qtfite small 

ones. 

This matters because the ratio of administrative costs m total expenses is one 

i,~dicator of NGO effectiveness and efficiency that is tracked by NGO watchdog 

organizations- and therefore an indicator that NGO managers monitor ctosely,s5 
Such indicators are pushed in current NGO management handbooks, and various 

ondets publicize NGOs’ administrative cost ratios, inc|uding Onidestar, which gives 

financial information for every non-profit organization in the United 8tares, and 

the Charity Navigator.s~ Regular media ratings of non-profit organization% by 

publications such as the Chronicle of Philanthropy, Money, and Worth magazines, 

routinely incorporate this ratio into their assessments o£ organizational efficiency 

mad efficacy. Given the attention paid to adrrdnistrafive cost ratios wiflfin the sector, 

it is not surprising that development NGOs and humanitarian agencies harbor 

deep concerns about reducing food aid volumes and thereby perhaps indirecdy 
inflating their administrative cost ratios; Especially since .the stock market bubble 

Table 5.2 Moncdzed US food aid as percentage of NOOs’ gross revenues 

JCGO 
2000-1 Average 

Adventist Devdopment a~d RefiefAgency (ADRA) 

Caflmlic ReliefServices (GRS) 
Food t’or the Hungr~ Internatioaal 

:~ Project Concern r~[ernadona[ 

zTechnoserve 
Vision Reliefand Devdopmesat (WVRD) 

27,0 
26.9 . 

13.4 

102 
19.7 

14.8 

51.5 

6,4 

12.1 
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popped early in the new m~llennium and the terrorist attacks of September 11, 

2001, NGOs have found it tougher to attract private contributions for work abroad, 
making them ever more reticent to diminish their attractiveness ds-l-vis domestic 

charitable organizations. Quite aside from the positive public relations effect feed- 

ing programs based on food aid have on an organization’s haarketability to private 

contributors, large food aid programs also make NGOs’ fmanclal stewardship look 

better than it otbe~wlse would. The fear among many NOOs is that disengagement 

from food aid when and where it is inappropriate or ineffective may cause not only 

a drop in monetizable food aid receipts but also a drop in private giving due to an 

induced worsening of the oicganlzafions’ administrative cost ratios. 

The good news for NGOs, however, is that the data simply do not support the 

assumption that administrative cost ratios matter to private donors. Academic 

research ~n this area suggests that non-profit organizations that position themselves 

as cost-efficient fare no better in fundraising from private individual, foundation 
and corporate contributions than less efficient ones.s7 These studies seem to support 

the hypothesis that markefi~tg around mission is more effective for private fund- 

raising than marketing around efficiency. Informal, expert opinion from marketing 

firms that handle fundraising for major NGOs corroborates this view. Marketing 

professionals think of administrative cost ratios as helpful bits ofi~fformafion they 

can exploit when. the figruTes look good, but the ratios are neither necessary nor 

sufficientfor effective fundraising..One industry expert told 

In focus groups and surveys, donors always say efficiency matters a lot to them. 

I take that with a grain of salt, because efficiency is not an emotional driver, 

and giving decisions are made emotionally .... Those charities that don’t brag 

about their efficiency hold their own just fine. 

As with so much else in food aid, an apparent myth seems to exert heavy influence 

over current practice. 

So who benoqts? The "iron tgangle" t05 

Conclusion 

A global food a~d system that began in the 1950s as North American programs 
to dispose of govermnent-held grain surpluses in a way that many hoped might 

advance foreign policy objectives, help develop future agricultural export markets, 

or bath, has metamorphosed over half a century into a complex global system 
~nderpinned by cash appropriations for de novo food procurement in donor coun- 

tries and intercontinental shipment of those commodities. The practice of food 

aid over these past fifty years has thus proved that the primary objective has 

not been providing assistance to food-insecure populations around the world. 
]Rather, food aid has been heavily oriented toward domestic concerns in donor 

countries. 

Nonetheless, and i~ spite of the rhetoric one commonly hears in Washington, 

Ottawa and other ~atlonal capitals, the purported benefits of food aid to farmers 

in donor countries have never materialized in tbe form of eitber higher farmgate 

prices or increased future eomanerdal agr[cnltaral exports. Nor has food aid proved 

an effective instrument for diplomacy where it has been deployed aggressively, 
as in Afghanistan, Iraq, Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, or Russia most 

recently. Indeed, the effects offo0d aid as practiced to date have often been negative 

in international affairs, as it has sparked disputes between donor countries over the 
trade-distorting effects of aid shipments and over genetically modified foods. 

Meanwhile, a bewilderiiag array of legislative and administrative restrictions 

on food aid procurement and distribution, especially wittfi~ the United States, 

has allowed a small group of influential specia! interests to effectively capture 

food aid for their own purposes. In the United States, the big agro-processors and 
millers, freight forwarders, shipping lines, and the ~ru~jor international NGOs have 

emerged as the prime beneficiaries and the most influential constituencies driving 

the design and impedkag the reform of global food aid. However, the gains these 

interest~ reap from the present global food aid system inflate overall program costs 
and impede the efficacy of food aid in contributfi~g to either the relief of human 

suffering or the sustainable development of low-income, food-deficit economies 

around the world. 

As the next four chapters argue, in spite of the severe constraints imposed by 
the present architecture ofgloba! food aid, there have been noteworthy advances 

in improving the effectiveness with which operational agencies employ food aid 

to address recipients’ real needs in fighting undernutrition and poverty. We are 
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edging toward a recipient-oriented food aid regime. But there is limited capacity 

for further improvements without substantial structural change to reform donor 

food aid procurement and distribution policies and to place food aid more firrrdy 

and appropriately’ w~thin a broader strategic framework for global poverty 

reduction. 

6 Edging towards a 
recipient-orlented food aid 
system ¯ 

Food aid, as we presenfly know it, was bo~’n largely of donor concerns for trade 

promotion, surplus disposal, and geopofitical advantage. At the macro4evel, food 

aid has remained distressingly tethered to donor concerns, as discussed extenslvely 
in Chapters 2-5. There are exceptions, such as the reformed Danish food aid policy 

detailed in Box 3.1, but at the global level, food aid remains hea,Aly tied to donor 

objectives. 

Sig~aificant changes have nonetheless taken place since the World Food Crisis of 

1973-74 at what might be termed the meso-levet, at the operational tevel of food 

aid distribution agencies. These changes are driveni~ large measure by a changed 

understanding of the etiology of famine and food insecurity, as well as growing 
emphasis on non-economic, rlghts-based considerations. In sum, for the past ttfirty 

or so years, food aid has been edging slowly toward a more recipient-oriented 

system. It remains primarily donor-driven at the macro-let/el, aldlough the rhetoric 

of food aid has changed even there. For example, the mission statements of the 

largest food aid donor (USAID/Office of Food for Peace) and the largest food aid 

agency 0Norld Food Program) now read exclusively in terms of serving t.he objec- 

tive oflmproving the food security of poor and vulnerable people. But donor-level 

considerations still sharply constrain what can be aceompllshed with food aid, even 

though many intriguing advances have been made with food aid. These advances 

it~ how food aid is mobilized, how it lias been justified, and the way in which food 

aid can be used to address both humanitarian and development objectives reflect 

key advances in the genera[ understanding of food security. In order to take full 

advantage of these advances, systemic changes along the lines of those we propose 
ha Chapters 10 and 1 t will be necessary. 

First, however, we need to appreciate how food aid can provide an effec- 

tive instrument for the reduction of food insecurity and hunger around the 

world. This chapter describes how and why food aid has been edging towards a 

recipient-oriented approach, beginning wilt1 a very brief review of the changSng 

understanding oi" food security. It thus provides a natural segue between the 

Chapters 2-5 of donor-orlented food aid policy - food aid’s hlstoU 

,ters 10-11, in which we discuss what a more effective food aid regime 

g the next half-century. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, February 8, 2009 4:39 PM 

Scott McCall <wsmccall@email.unc. edu> 

Re: Laptop Return 

Hi Scott, 

Thanks for getting the laptop to us. I noticed there was not a case 
with it and the one we turned in was in a case so I was wondering if the 
case wasn’t returned or this may not be the right laptop. If you could 
check on that and let me know. Thanks again! 
Travis 

Scott McCall wrote: 
> Debby, 
> 
> As requested, we will return the newest laptop in your trade-in batch 
> (extra R61 still under warranty). Kenneth Burke is making time to 
> return the R61 (Tag No. C46890) to Travis Gore today. 
> 
> The revised trade-in list is attached. Let me know if you have any 
> questions. 
> 
> Scott McCall 
> CCI Deployment Coordinator 
> 919-201-8533 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 9, 2009 10:52 AM 

Roberta Ann Dunbar <radunbar@email.unc.edu> 

scan 

20090209093252810.pdf 

Try this and lets see if it works! 

Travis 

Date: 
From: 
To: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Mon, 9 Feb 2009 09:32:53 -0500 
scanner@unc.edu 

travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 02.09.2009 09:32:52 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 16, 2009 4:43 PM 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

MA 09.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 4, 2009 9:56 AM 

Patrick J Mortell <mortell@email.unc.edu> 

router 

20090304085936144.pdf 

Hey Patrick, 

I was looking around at differem wireless routers to get and I didnt 
realize how many there are! Do you have any recommendations? You can 
check out the one I have in the attachment and you can let me know if 
its a good one. Thanks! 
Travis 

Date: 
From: 
To: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Wed, 4 Mar 2009 08:59:36 -0500 
scanner@unc.edu 

travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 03.04.2009 08:59:35 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Items Page Page 1 of 1 

Click ’Print This Page’ to print this page for your records. 

Click ’Back’ to go to the previous page. 

NETGEAR 

Netgear Wireless-N Router WNR2000 

¯ Secure, High-speed Internet Connection 
¯ The NETGEAR Wireless-N Router uses new Wireless-N 

technology, delivering exceptional range and speed 

It works with older Wire]ess-G devices and new Wireless-N 

devices 
Push "N’ Connect technology allows it to secureiy connect at the 

touch of a button 
Use with a RangeMax Wireless-N Adapter and boost performance 

and range 

Simple and secure way to share your high-speed Intemet 

connection 
¯ Works with older Wireless-G devices and new Wireless-N devices 
¯ Push "N’ Connect secure]y connects at the touch of a button 

¯ Use with a RangeMax Wireless-N Adapters and boost your 
performance and range 

¯ Convenient on/off switch helps save energy when not in use 
¯ Energy Star-compliant power supply 

Staples Item No, Customer’s Item No. NFR ND. Unit Your Price 

746737 WNR2000100NAS EA/1 $79.99 

http :iiwww.staple slink.comiwebappiwcsistores/servlet/StplShowItem 3/3/2009 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 5, 2009 10:17 AM 

Michael Lambert <mlambert@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Afri 368 exam 

Alright, no problem. 

Thanks, 

Travis 

Michael Lambert wrote: 
> 
> Hi Travis, 
> 

> 

> 

> I should have had a student sign up to retake the exam. Because the 
> exam the other students are working from is double sided, could you 
> tell them that they can only answer on one side of each sheet. 
> 

> 

> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

> 

> Mike 
> 

> 

> 

> Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 
> 

> Director, African Studies Center 
> 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 

> Campus Box 7582 
> 
> 3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
> 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 6, 2009 10:27 AM 

Kia L Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 
meeting 

Hi Kia, 

I just spoke with Julius and he said he can meet with you today at 
noon. I dont think you teach today so I dont know if you will be on 
campus. If you can make the meeting let me know and I can contact Julius. 

Thanks, 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 23, 2009 4:55 PM 

Amy Elizabeth Cooke <acooke@email.unc.edu> 

(no subject) 

20090323165104125.pdf 

Date: 
From: 
To: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Mon, 23 Mar 2009 16:51:04 -0400 
scanner@unc.edu 

travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 03.23.2009 16:51:03 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



23 
Water Resources 

Water, a resource that is fundamental for any 

type of development, is very unevenly distrib- 

uted across the face of Africa. In vast areas with- 

in and adjacent to the Sahara and Kalahari, the 

scarcity of water is the defining constraint that 

severely limits opportunities for humans. Else- 

where, especially in equatorial regions, water is 
extremely abtmdant; on occasion, the abun- 

dance of water becomes a development con- 

srramc. How then do Africans evaluate and uti- 

lize this resource base? And what are the major 
challenges that confront Africa’s water users 

and development planners? 

The Resource Base 

This section describes Africa’s rivers, lakes, 

wetlands, and groundwater, which collectively 

comprise the freshwater resource base of the 

continent. The ~atural sources of freshwater 

that Africans use v~ry over space and during the 
year, both reflecting and aff~ing regional ecol- 

ogy and patterns of human utilization. 

Several of the world’s largest rivers are located 
in Africa (’Pab[e 23.1). Apart from this common 

characteristic, the rivers of Africa are extremely 
diverse. The Nile is the wortd’s longest river, 
but its discharge rate-is low. In contrast, the 
Congo is second only to the Amazon in its rate 
of discharge; 38% -of the total runoff from rke 
African continent is carried by the Congo. 

Variation in the hydrology of Africa’s rivers 
reflects the regional diversity of climates, as 
well as such factors as vegetarion cover, soils; 
and slope characteristics. The difference in di~ ili -:: 
charge cares of the Nile and Congo illustrates. 
these disparities. Whereas the Nile flows 
most of its length through arid 
the Congo basin has equatorial climates 

. 
rivers--for example, the Zambezi, Ora~ge,:i 
Niger--are noteworthy for major seasonal ! 
ations in their flow, Such variations 
of rivers that drain savanna regions, 
the seasonal nature of precipitation in 
wet-and-dry environments. 

Flooding is a typical feature of 
ments where precipitation is seasonal and; 
henW. Such flooding may be 
e~icial. The huge floods that affected 
bezi Valley in 2000, destroying 
displacing millions of people, were 
saster for Mozambique. In the 
river systems, especially where slope, 

" 



W~ter R~sources 

23.i. Largest Rivers in Africa South of the Sahara 

: .River 
km Rank~ gank~ 

.Nile 6,670 1 3,349 3 

" C6ngO 4,630 10 3,822 2 

¯ Niger 4,100 14 2,092 9 

Zarnbezi 2,650 33 t ,331 15 

ODangi 2,460 40 773 33 

Orang.____~_e 2,250 50 855 26 

rn2isee 

Discharge rate 

Rank~ 

aIL~k among world rivers. 

Dam so~ce: V. Showers. World Facts and Fi~r~, 3rd ed. ~lew York: Wiley, ~-989. 

2,830 
39,000 

5,700 
7,070 
7,500 

215 

NA 

2 

37 

29 
28 

NA 

339 

vegetation characteristics favor runoff instead of 
ir~ltration, heaw rains often lead ro flash 
flooding (see Figure 23.1, Tig~) and the erosion 
of soil from farmland. On the other hand, sa- 
vanna rivers with t0w-lying floodplains are 
like!y to be inundated annually. These ffoods 
l~ve tradiriona!ly brought many benefits, in- 
cluding silt to fertilize the soil, and water to 

grow flood-tolerant crops such as rice. The in- 
undation of floodplains also delays and spreads 
out flood peaks, in the process sparing places 
downstream from destructive floods (see Figure 
23.1, Gashua). 

Where there is a great seasonal variation in 
discharge, the utility of even the largest rivets 
for navigation and for hydroelectrical genera- 

25,000 

20,000 

= 15,000 

~ 10,000 
,,-,, 

Dischm’ge Rates (lg"/0-711 

1970 1971 

FIGURE 23.1. Flooding regimes in a dry savanna region. The hydrographs show runoff in 1970 along the 
Yobe River at Gashua and along its tributary, the Kano River, at Tiga. They illustrate two distinct flow re- 
gimes. A{ Tiga, an area with steep slopes and heavy soils,runoff fluctuates witdiy and flash floods are com- 
monplace after large rainstorms. At Gashua, 480 km downstream from Tiga, the floods arrive mouths later. 
The floodwaters increase and recede gradually, without the extremes found at Tiga. Dati source: G. Kerekes 
and B. Alma’ssy. Hydrological Yearbook. Kano, N~geria: Kano State Ministry of Works and Surveys, 1974. 
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tion may be limited. Sites with very high gen- 

erating potential during times of peak flow may 

produce Iittle or no power late in the dry ¯sea- 

son. Many rivers in southern Africa have steep 

gradients and deep gorges that would be ideal 

for dam construction, but also have insufficient 

or strictly seasonal runoff, 

Natural and l-luman-ConsCrucr, ed Lakes 

Africa’s lakes, like its major rivets, include 
some of the largest in the world (Table 23.2). 
Lake Tanganyika is the world’s second deepest 
and third largest lake by volume~ Like Lake 
Malawi, another very deep and large-volume 
lake, Lake Tanganyika owes its depth to its 
position within the rift valley. Lake Victoria is 
considerably larger in its surface area--it is 
ranked third in the world--but is relatively 
shallow, and its water volume is much less than 
those of either Lakes Tangawika or Malawi. 
Lake Chad is extremely shallow, and it contains 
littie more than 0.1% of the water volume of 
Lake Tanganyika. Lake Chad is seriously threat- 
ened by reduced inflow due to desiccation and 
irrigation projects; the lake has shrunk signifi- 
cantly since the 1960s. 

In addition to these world-ciass lakes, there 
are many other lakes of substantial size. Many 
of these lakes are located within the rift valtey 
system. The construction of several large dams 
starring in the 1930s has created a new class of 
large human-created lakes. Lakes Volta, Kariba, 
and Cabora Bassa are among the largest artifi- 
cial lakes in the world, but compared ro the 
largest of Africa’s natural lakes, they are rather 
small. 

Africa’s lakes provide many benefits for hu- 

mans. These include very substantial catches of 
fish, as wetl as water for urban, industrial, and 
agricultura! purposes. Kenya’s Lake Magadi is 
one of several dosed-basin, saline lakes in East 
Africa. The lake contains large deposits of so- 
dium carbonate that are mined commercially. 

Wetlands 

Although freshwater wetlands occupy just I% 
of Africa’s area, they are of great hydrological, 
eco|ogical, and economic significance (see 
Vignette 23.1 and Figure 23.2). These features 
are very diverse. Several distinct subtypes are 
commonly recognized as occurring in Africa: 
river floodplains, freshwater marshes, swamp 
forests, and peatlands. Estuaries and coastal 
lagoons are wetlands as well, but they contain a 
mixture of freshwater and saltwater. 

River floodplains bordering rivers with large 
seasonal variations in flow are typically flooded 
each year. Very large floodplaln wetlands adjoin 
the Senegal, Logone, Chari, Tuna, and other 
rivers in savanna regions, For example, the 
Logone and Churl Rivers that flow north into 
Lake Chad inundate 63,000 km~ of floodplain. 
The floodplains are typically a maze of inter- 
connected charmels, oxbow lakes, and shallow 
depressions, with scattered islands of higher 
ground that remain above the flood. Freshwater ::.... 
marshes or swamps occur adjacent to rivers and :. 

lakes, and typically contain dense growth of pa- 
pyrus and other aquatic species. The largest 
these features is the Sudd, a huge marshland 
cared along the White Nile in central Sudai!. [:.:i.::! 

Wetlands tend ro trap and slow the 
of inflowing water, and thus to reduce the mag~ 
nitude of floods downstream. Tl~e. slowing a~d"}::::::i 

TABLE 23.2. Largest Lakes in Africa South of the Sahara 

Area Max. depth Volume Human- Area 

Natural lakes (kin2) (m) (km~) constructed lakes (kin2) 

Victoria 66,400 92 2,656 Volta 8,480 

Tangawika 32,890 1,435 ~8,940 Kariba 5,250 
Malawi 30,800 706 7,000 Caboca Bassa 5,120 
Chad 18,000 12 27 

adorn height. 

Max, depth VoDmei::!i 
(mY 

70 148 

100 160 
100 

Data so~ce: J. Balek~ Hydrolog7 arm Water Resources in Tropical AfriCa. Amsterdam, 1983- (Cited in W. M. Adams, A. S. Goudie, 

11.. Orme, eds. Tt~ Physical G~ography qCA~ica., Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996, p. 123.) 
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VIGNETTE 23.1. The Okavango Delta. 

The Okavango Delta of northern Botswana is .truly an environmental jewel. This Massachu- 
setts-sized wetland is fed by the Okavango River, which has its source in the Bi~ Plateau of 

central Angola. After following the Angola-Namlbia border for some 400 km, the river turns 
soarhward into Botswana and enters a flat, arid plain. Here the river divides into a maze of 

meandering channels, choked with papyrus and other aquatic weeds and with deposited silt. 
In addition to the channel network, which changes constantly, there are large, shaIlow basins 
f~lled wlrh water and higher "islands" that remain maflooded. Virtually all of the water that 
flows into the delta is lost due to evaporation., transpiration, and infiltration. Three channels 
lead southward from the delta, bur only about 3% of the water that enters the delta flows our. 

However, this outflow is extremely important, because it keeps the delta from becoming sa- 
line. 

The delta goes through an annual cycle of expansion and contraction, reflecting the season- 
ality of the climate and the flow regime of the river system that feeds it. Rains swell the 
Okavango River’s Angolan tributaries during the wet season, but it takes several months for 

the water to reach the delta. Peak water levels that occur between March and July. The arriv~I 

of 11 billion m3 of floodwaters causes the delta to expand up to three times its dry seaso~ area, 
depending on the size of the floods in a particul~ year. 

The Okavango supports a rich diversi~" of wildlife that includes large crocodile, hippopota- 
mus, elephant, and Cape buffalo populations. It is an important dry season refuge for large 
herds of wildebeest, impala, and other herbivores. There are over 500 species of birds. The 
Moremi Game Reserve was established in the eastern delta to protect the biodiversity of the 

region. 
Until quite recently, the Okavango experienced relarively little human pressure; the small 

population of indigenous BaTawana lived by hunting and gathering. Tha~ situation has 
changed dramatically since the 1960s. With cattle ranching expanding northward, the Bot- 

swana govert~ment decided to construct barrier fences south and west of the delta to protec~ 
livestock from diseases carried by wildlife. Unfortunately, these fences disrupted annual mi- 

grations of wildlife, resulting in a massive death rare. Tourism has grown exponentially, and 
the regional town of Maun has expanded rapidly. There are major diamond mines at Orapa, 

southeast of the delta. 
Because water in [~orthern Botswana is such a precious and scaxce commodity, the delta is 

attracting much attention as a potential resource for development. Proposals have been devel- 
(com.) 

b 

FIGURE 23.2° Okavango Delta, Botswana. (a) Areal view of the Okavango Rivet meandering 
through the Moremi Game Reserve. (b) Reeds in rhe Okavango Delta. Photos: R. Maconaehie2 
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VIGNETTE 23.’1. 

oped that would see Okavango water used for irrigation projects, cattle ranching, and dia- 
mond mining, and for the needs of the town of Maun. The government of Botswana has con- 
sidered using dredges to create channels that would allow more of the water to p~ss through 
the &lta, where it would be used for irrigation and other pro-poses. Namlbla is proposing to 
construct a dam upstream on the Okavango to supply water to Windhoek. 

Environmentalists argue that these schemes to divert "just a bit" of the Okavango’s water 
for development projects would have a disastrous impact on the fragile ecosystem of the delta. 
Moreover, the precedent created by approving one project based on Okavango water would in- 

crease pressure to allow further water withdrawals and modifications to the natural system. 
Tourism as a mode of development may help to protect what has been called "Africa’s last 

Eden." Tourism is relatively s~stainable;’it does nor extract resources on nea,ly the same scale 

as irrigation, for example. For this comparatively lucrative industry to have a healthy future, 
however, the ecological integrity of the delta must be preserved. 

.spreading of the water allows increased infiltra- 
tion, thus helping to replenish groundwater 
supplies. Much of the "outPUt" of water from 
freshwater wetlands occurs through evaporation 
and transpiration. In the case of the Okavango, 
97% ofinflowing water "disappears" within its 
inland delta. 

Africa’s wetlands support diverse and rich 
flora and fauna. Species chat develop in rhes~ 
environments are adapted to living with flood- 
waters, whether year-round or seasonally. Sev- 
era_l wetlands located near the southern margin 
of the Sahara, including the Senegal Valley and 
the inland delta of the Niger River, provide 
critical staging grounds for species of birds that 
migrate seasonally betxveen Europe and tropical 
Africa. 

In recent decades, African wetlands, espe- 
cially those in areas with seasonal rainl’all, have 
been coveted as sites for modern irrigation de- 
velopment. As a result of irrigation develop- 
ment, the annual floods have been eliminated or 
modified, and large areas of wetland vegetation 
have been cleared. These developments have 
changed not only the ecology but also the. econ- 
omy of affected wetland areas. Large areas for- 
merly used as. dry season pasrureland by pasto- 
t~lisrs have been appropriated, and the diverse 
economies of nearby settled communities have 
been undermined. 

Africa’s groundwater resources are linked 
closely to bedrock geology. ~n general, where 
the bedrock consists of ancient basement complex 
rocks or volcanic deposits, the capacity to hold 
groui:dwarer is low, except where the bedrock is " 
overlain with a thick layer of weathered sedi- : 
ments. In contrast, large sedimentary basins, i. 
such as the Lake Chad basin, have a high stor- ’: 
age capacity. The largest reserves of grmmdwa-:,: 
ter are found beneath the Sahara Desert in sedi- 
mentary formariom. These are actually fossil .:{~.:. 
water deposits, formed thousands of years ago: 
when the regional climate was much moister:... 
than today. Libya is developing irrigati.08.z!i:,i 
schemes that wi!l rap into these sub-Saharan::::!]i 
aquifers; it is expected that the water will be.:?..",~ 
depleted quite rapidly. 

¯ . :, 

Paradigm Shift: From Living with and 
from Nature, to Harnessing Nature 

Water is life. This simple truism is the 
most im ortaur ke to understanding whe*~ii!~"~ p         y                    .,,: 
people live a=d do nor live iu Africa. 
earliest humans, rivers and lakes 
only drinking water, but also 
hunt for food, and perhaps corridors 
and communication with other groups. 



’~:[:~ii.. : As humans developed techniques of agricut- 

¯ :..: tt~re and domesticated animals as a source of 
:". ¯::.fOod, river valleys became even more important. 
’..:.i":Tl~eir relatively fertile soils and water helped to 

:":[i grow crops, and provided dry season pasture- 
: :: lands for pastordists. Riverine areas provided a 

":wealth of other valuable products--fish and 
i:. game for food, and ofi:en distinct species of trees 

for Construction materials, medicines, and other 
goods. These production systems were sustain- 
able, in that they generally did relatively little 

¯ to alter the environment. Even in densely popu- 
lated regions, such as. along the Nile, river- 
borne silt provided sufficient nutrients to sup- 
port dense populations. 

Under European colonialism, the relationship 
between people and freshwater resources began 
to shift. The first irrigation megaproject, the 
Gezira scheme, was developed in Sudan during 
the 1920s. The Gezira scheme was followed by 
the 50,000-ha Office du Niger irrigation project, 
developed during the 1930s to 1950s in present- 
day 1¢~1i. The Owens Falls Dam, constructed on 
the Nile near Lake Victoria during the 1950s, 
created the first large-scale hydroelectric project 
outside of South Africa. 

The period from the late 1950s to the mid- 
1970s has been calleel Africa’s era of the 
megadams. Several major dam Pr0Jects--the 
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Akosombo in Ghana, the Kariba on the Zam- 
bia-Zimbabwe border, the Kainji in Nigeria, 

the Inga in the present-day Democratic Repub-. 
lic of the Congo, and the Cabora Bassa in Mo- 
zambique-were c0mp[eted. Their electrical 
generating capacity was laxge, ranging from 
700 megawatts (MW) to 2,000 MW. Despite 
their very high costs, these dams were coveted 
as keystone development projects that were ex- 
pected to produce many positive spinoffs, in- 
cluding irrigated agriculture, flood control, fish 
production, navigation, and reduced depend- 
ence on imported hydrocarbon energy. 

Each of these dam megaprojects was under- 
taken in a unique political context, Akosombo, 
constructed in the early 1960s on the Volta 
River, was to be ~he cornerstone of Ghana’s 
drive for modernization and industrialization 
(Figure 23.3). A large aluminum, smelter was 
established, but otherwise there were few tangi- 
ble indnstriat spinoffs. Cabora Bassa on the 
Zambezi was constructed during the last years 
of Portuguese colonial rule. The mutual self-in- 
terest of South Africa and Portugal lay behind 
the project---electricity for South Africa, and 
assured South African support for Portuguese 
colonialism, Independent Mozambique contin- 
ued to sell Cabora Bassa power to South Africa, 
even in the midst of the protracted, bitter con- 

FIGURE 23.3. Akosombo Dam, Ghana. This dam, comtructed in the 1960s, was expected to become the 

COrnerstone of Ghana°s drive for modernization. The development that occurred fell far short of expectations. 

Photo: C1DA (B. Paton). 
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flirts between the two countries during the 

apartheid era, Which repeatedly disrupted 

power transmission. 
Anticipated benefits from these massive in- 

vestments generally failed tO materialize, and 

negative effects such as the loss of rich farmland 

and increased disease transmission were fre- 
quently reported. The repayment of dam-re- 

lured debt became a major financial drain in 

countries such as Ghana, and international 
hunting for construction of large dams became 

extremely scarce. No similarly huge projects 
have been completed in Africa since the J.970s. 

The end of the megadam era did not signal a 
slowing of interest in water projects. On the 

contrary, World Bank funding for irrigation 
schemes strengthened demand for the construc- 
tion of medium-sized barrages and reservoirs, 

especially in comparatively wealthy countries 
with semiarid and arid climates. Of the approx- 

imately 980 "large" dams in Africa south of the 

Sahara, according to the World Commission on 

Dams (see "Internet Sources"), 539 are in South 

Africa, 213 in Zimbabwe, and 45 in Nigeria. 

Fewer than 10 dams have been constructed in 

36 of the 46. countries of Africa south of the 8a* 

hara. 

Human F~ploitation 
of Water Resources 

Large-scale irrigation schemes have long been 

seen as a means of increasing the productivity of 

semiarid regions. Colonial initiatives such as 

the Gezira scheme in eastern Sudan were lauded 
as great achievements that sought to replicate 

the success of irrigation agriculture in many 

parts of the world. 
The Sahelian drought of 1970-1974 

creased interest in irrigation. Irrigation seemed 

to promise increased production--t-wo annual 
crops instead of one--and greater security from 

droughJ:. Various economic arguments were ad- 

vanced to justify investment in irrigation. Do- 

mestic food production, including wheat and 

rice cultivation to reduce imports, was stressed 

in some schemes. Elsewhere, the possibilities 

for export earnings from selling vegetables, 

flowers, and sugar have been emphasized. The 

World Bank helped to finance maw of the 

schemes. 

Large-scale irrigation projects brought many 

negative downstream effects not considered in 

project plannigg. Seasonal flooding of rivers 
traditionally formed the basis for active 

floodplain economies based on fishing and 
farming throughout West Africa. Dam con- 

struction, which reduced or eliminated these 

floods, severely damaged ehe economies of 

farming communities that relied on floodwaters 

to grow rice, vegetables, and other crops, and of 

pastoral communities that depended on 

floodplain pastures to feed their herds during 

the dry season. In a northeru Nigerian study, 

the value of production from a wetland under 

an indigenous production regime was compared 

to the net value of production with modern irri- 

gation. The study found that net economic ben- 

efits from the indigenous economy were more 
than ~ive times as great per hectare as those ob- 

tained with modern irrigation. 
Large-scale irrigation has also been associ- 

ated with ecological effects that range from the 

salinization of soils in poorly designed, poorly 
maintained irrigation schemes, to the elimina- 

tion of flood-adapted species downstream from 
dams. Reduced water quality, including herbi- 

cide and fertilizer pollution, adversely affects. 

communities downstream from ’ " 

jects. Communities in the vicinity ot 

and irrigation projects are at increased 

waterborne diseases such as schistosomiasis, 
Major irrigation schemes, such as the 

gut River and Kano River projects, have 

been worth the price---whether this is 

sured according to monetary, social, or 

cal criteria. Nigeria’s three largest schemes 

a total development cost of ~ 

billion, equivalent to $2%000 per 
land developed. Maintenance and 

costs are very high. This heavy investment.¢ 

not be justified as drought security; there 

dora enough water for irrigation 

droughts. 
During the !980s, the World 

promote the use of small irrigation F 

attermtive to iarge-scate irrigation 

Sometimes water was obtained 
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sometimes grotmdwater resources were tapped 
~vi~h tube wells. Irrigation from tube weils has 
been developed in several countries, including 
Nigeria, Senegal, and Gambia (see Figure 
23.4). This technology is much cheaper and 

more flexible than dams and channel networks 
for irrigating gardens and other small-scale 
farms. The key to making these projects sus- 

tainable is to ensure tI~at the rate of removal of 
water does not exceed annual recharge of 

grotmdwater during the rainy season. 

l~OroetectrJcit~ 
Africa has vas* p~otentia] for hydroelectric devel- 
opment. An estimated 40% of the world’s 
potential hydroelectric resources are located in 
Africa; only 6% of this capacity has been devel- 
oped. The continent, particularly High Africa 
(see Chapter 4, Figure 4.1), is bordered by 
major escarpments, over which or through 
which rivers mast pass to reach the ocean. 
Where large rivers cur through axes of uplift, or 
where they cross er0sion-resistant rock forma- 
tions, there are deep gorges and waerfalls or 
rapids that provide ideal sites for dam construc- 
tion. Africa south of the Sahara has some 20 
substantial hydroelectric facilities with capaci- 
ties of 100-2,000 lvfW (see Figttre 23.5), as 

well as numerous smaller installations. 
The greatest potential is in the Congo basin. 

In the lower reaches between 1<Tdnshasa and 
Matadi, the Congo River has an average flow of 
40,000 m~ per second, exceeded only by that of 

the Amazon. In this 350-kin stretch, the river 
drops 270 m through a series of 30 rapids and 
waterfalls. Only 1.3% of the tota! capacity of 

103 million kW has been harnessed. In all, the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo has about 
16% of the world’s total potential hydroelectric 
resources. 

Many newer generating facilities are produc- 
ing thermal electricity from fo.ssil fuels. These 
operations are most attractive in countries with 
reserves of fossil fuels, especially natural gas 

that is produced as a by-pr0duct of petroleum 
extraction. The development of smaller-scale 
projects for generating energy--from local, 
small-scale hydroelectric facilities, as well as 
from the stm and wind--eventaally may pro- 

vide Africa with a more cost-efficient and less 
environmentally damaging alternative to large 

dam projects. 
.in the longer ran, if energy costs continue to 

rise as known fossil fuel reserves begin to de- 

cline, the .massive potential of the Congo and 
other rivers may attract international invest- 

ment to Africa. Such investment would be not 
only in hydroelectric facilities, but also in 
energy-intensive industries. The vision of in- 
dt~strialization based on hydroelectric energy 
that led Kwame Nkrumah to commission the 

FIGURE 23.4. Smaller-scale irrigation scheme, West Pokot, Kenya. Photo: R. Maconachie. 
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FIGURE 23.5. Major hydroelectric projects. Afric~ has several very large hydroelectric dams, but only a 

fraction of Mrica’s pocentiaI has been harnessed. 

Akosombo Dam in the 1950s may yet come 
true, decades tater, in a few parts of Africa that 

are rich in energy potential. 

Fisheries 

Fish are consumed in large quantities in much 
of Africa, especially along the coast and near 
large rivers and lakes with substantial freshwa- 

ter fisheries. The nutritiona! value of these fish- 
eries is grea£ became many of these areas have a 
scarcity of domestic livestock. The importance 

of inland fisheries is often underestimated; the 
landlocked countries of Chad and Uganda have 
larger fish catches than the majority of coasta! 

states. 
According to the Food and Agriculture Or- 

ganization (FAO), the fish catch from African 

inland waters amounted to 2,930,000 metric 
tons in 2000. Uganda was the largest producer 
with 355,831 metric tons, followed by Tanza- 
nia (280,000 metric cons), Kenya (210,000 
metric tons), and the Democratic Republic of 
the Congo (205,000 metric tom). The large 
catches of these countries emphasize the great 

importance of Africa’s inland lakes, especially 
Lakes Victoria and Tangawika, as sources of 
fish. Nigeria, Maki, Cameroon, Chad, Ghana, 
and Zambia each had catches ranging from 

50,000 to 132,000 metric tons in 2000. 
The traditional fishing industry is large and 

very iabor-inrensive. Various fishing techniques 
are used, including fish traps, gill nets, and 
hooks and iines. Fishing is often done coopera- 
tively, with several members of a family or 
c6mmunity working together ro drive fishint0 
traps or to handle larger nets. Societies where 
fishing is important often practice resource con- 
servation by observing traditions that regulate 
fishing seasons and rllar control access to key 

fishing locations. 
Development agencies have attempted tO 

improve the efficiency of traditional fisheries- 
For example, larger and stronger nets enable 

fishers to increase their catches, while improve~, 

preservation techniqtles may greatly r.ed~u~ 
spoilage and enhance the quality of mar~. : 

fish. Fish farming, using fast-growing spe°c!~ 
like titapia, has been promoted as a straregy~ 
in~reasing protein supplies. Fish farming h~ 

:....:;, 
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often been introduced as a secondary enterprise 

in conjunction with irrigation projects. 
Not all of these interventions have been 

problem-free- The introduction of the Nile 

t~herch and Nile tifapia into Lake Victoria had e desired effect of increasing the total catch 
from Lake Victoria, but the introduced species 

have caused ecological havoc, eliminating most 
endemic fish species from rhe lake (Vignette 

23.2). As well, increased socioeconomic dispari- 
ties were created, because most of the local 
fishers could not afford the large fishing gear 
needed to catch the Nile perch. 

Africa’s major rivers and lakes are a mixed 

blessing in their impact on transportation. 

VIGNETTE 23.2. lake Victoria: A Case Study of Ecosystem Destabilization 

Lake Victoria, the second largest freshwater lake in the world, is a maior source of fish that 
supply protein for the people of Uganda, Tanzania,’ and Kenya. Like several other major lakes 
in Africa, Lake Victoria has been renowned for its biological diversity, More recently, it has 
become a lesson in the potential for massive ecological desrabilization through ill-advised hu- 

man interventions. 
The fish fauna of the lake were, until recently, dominated by over 300 species of small fish 

known as cichlidr that aecounte8 for some 80% of the fish biomass. Virtually all of the cichlid 
species were unique to Lake Victoria. Catfishes, lungfish, and two species of tilapia were 
among the major indigenot~s species that preyed on the cichlids. 

From the 1930s to 1960s, overfishing caused a gradual decline in the fish catch. In an effort 
to revive,the fishery, new species were introduced to the lake in the 1950s. These included the 
Nile tilapia and the Nile perch. The Nile perch is a huge fish that commonly exceeds 40 kg in 
size, and is much valued by commercial fishers. However, it is also a voracious predator. 

Initially, the new species had little effect. However, by the early 1980% the indigenous 
tilapia had been displaced by the introduced tilapia’species. There was also a massive increase 
in the Nile perch Catch. However, the growth of the Nile perch population came ar the ex- 
pense of the cichIids that were its main food source. Not only did their population collapse, 
but also almost two-thirds of all cichlid species became extinct within a decade. Other ecosys- 
tem changes ensued, including considerable growth of phytopla~kton and freshwater prawn 
populations because of reduced numbersof cichlids. 

In addition to over~shing and predation by introduced species, other changes to the Lake 
Victoria ecosystem are contributing to the ecological crisis. Increased inflows of nutrients 
from fertilizers and urban efttuenr have resulted in a fivefold increase in algae growth and a de- 
dine in oxygen levels in the lake. Some of the algae blooms are toxic and have resulted in fish 
kills. The increased, nut,lent load has contributed to the two- tO rhreefold increase in 
phytopiankton in the take.                         ¯ 

The water hyacinth is another recently introduced species causing great havoc. The hya- 
cinth forms huge tangled masses of vegetation that may be virtually impenetrable for smaller 
boats, thus adversely affecting fishers on the lake. These masses of hyacinth atso offer new hab- 
itat that favors some species but not others. As wel!, when large masses of water hyacinth die, 
the totting vegetation releases toxic methyl mercury into the water and increases the level of 
toxins in fish, especially larger species such as the Nile perch. 

Lake Victoria’s extinct cichlids cannot be recovered; nor can the problem species, especially 
the Nile perch and water hyacinth, be readily eliminated- Lake Victoria offers a powerful 
warning to those who would tampe~ with nature with the objective of "improving" it. 

Based on F. Witte et al. "Species extinction and concorni~an~ ecological changes in Lake Victoria," Neth~rland4 

Jo~r~l of Zoology, vol. 42 (1992), pp. 214~232, 
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More often than not, rivers and lakes pose major 
barriers to road transportation. Bridges across 
major rivets are usually far apart, forcing traffic 
to take long detours or use ferries. Creating 
artificial lakes such as Lake Volta has further 
reduced transport efficiency. 

tn theory, Africa’s rivers should offer an al- 
ternative ro mad or rail transportation. In prac- 
tice, commercial navigation is quite unimpor- 
tant, witl~ few exceptions. One of the first 
investments of King Leopold’s colonial regime 
was the establishment of a fleet of riverboats to 
carry goods and people along che Congo Rivet 
and its major tributaries (see Chapter 8, Figure 
8.7}. Upstream from Kinshasa, the Congo sys- 
tem is navigable for thousands of kilometers, 
permitting relatively cheap access to much of 
the country throughout the year. In contrast, 
the seasonal climate and discharge regimes of 
savanna West Mrica mean that the Niger and 
Benue overs are navigable for only limited peri- 
ods each year. 

Very few African rivets offer the possibility 
of navigation from the coast into the interior. 
Rapids and waterfalls are common near the 
mouths of the major rivers, especially in south- 
ern Africa, where rivers drop precipitously from 
the high plateau to the coast over the fringing 
escarpments. This barrier, which hetped to re- 
strict Europeans to the coastal plain for centu- 
ries, continues to limit possibilities for the de- 
velopment of navigation. 

Domestic and Industrial Use 

Potable water is a basic necessity for all house- 
holds. The great majority ofpeople in the indus- 
trialized world take the availability of safe water 
for granted, but the same cannot be said for most 
Africans. tn several countries, including Ethio- 
pia, Madagascar, and Zambia, less than 30% of 
the population has access to safe water. In poorer 
rural areas, it is not uncommon for women and 
children to have to walk several kilometers daily 
to obtain water of any sort. Even in cities, where 
piped water systems exist, system breakdowns 
and user fees act as barriers, often forcing the poor 
to pay the high prices charged by water vendors 
or to make use of highly polluted water from 
streams and dugouts. 

Water is a necessary input for most indus- 
trial production. The unreliability of water sup- 
ply, and its high cost in areas where there is a 
water shortage, is a significant constraint on in- 
dustrial expansion. In arid countries such as 
Botswana, the scarcity of water creates difI:- 
culty for mining companies, since mining and 
ore processing require substantial amounts of 
water. Governments are pressured to consider 
uonsustainable solutions, such as raking water 
from the Okavango Delta, to gain near-term 
benefits from new investment, employment, 
an~ profits. 

Three Fundamental Challenges 

Water Scarcity 

As previously noted, Africa is characterized by 
gross regional and temporal variability in water 
supply. The problem of water scarcity in arid 
and semiarid regions has been exacerbated by 
abnormally low precipitation since the late 
J,960s. In semiarid regions with large and 
growing populations, and substantial economic 
activity, the scarcity of water has become a 
major concern. 

At a broad regional scale, the greatest pres- 
sures are being felt in much of East Africa and 
the Horn, the West African Sahel, and large 
parts of southern Africa. Ther~ ate large varia- 
tions within these regions,, with major prob- 
lems in rapidly growing cities lacking a reliable 
local water supply. Nouakchott and Windhoek 
are examples of urban areas that have become 
increasingly desperate for water, forcing them 
to consider expensive solutions such as desalini: 
zation and long-distance water transfers. On the 

slopes of Mount Kenya, a serious, water crisis 
has resulted from the recent boom in horticuL~ 
rural production. In South Africa, where wate~ 
resources axe already used very intensively for: 
irrigated agriculture, mining, and other pur=: 
poses, the increasing scarcity of water is Iike!) 
to be a maior limiting factor for future eco{ 

nomic growth.                             .: 
Africa’s international politics of water pal{i 

i~ comparison to those id other regions witll 

water deficits, such as the Middle East. Neve{--. 

theless, there have been several disputes orei 



~tlle allocation and development of contested 
freshwater resources. ]For example, Somalia and 
Kenya have been in dispute over the Tuna 
1{ire*, while Mauritania and Senegal continue 

to argue about irrigation developments along 
¯ the Senegal River. Egypt has been very watch- 

ful and determined to prevent proiecrs up- 
st,earn in Sudan and Ethiopia that could ad- 
versely affect the quantity or qlmlity of Nile 
River water flowing into Egypt. 

Water quality: Pollution 

Among the consequences of population growth 
and economic development has been an increase 
in water pollution. PolIution by chemical 
agents, excess nutrients, and alien species 
rh,eatens to contaminate water supplies, mak- 
ing them less potable and in extreme cases 
unusable for many purposes. The greatest pol- 
lution often occurs in and around major azban 
areas, where there is the greatest density of pop- 
ulation. 

With the expansion of pesticide use, agricul- 
ture is becoming an increasingly widespread 
and serious source of chemical¯ pollutants. 
Mines, especially poorly designed railings 
ponds, may allow chemicals that ¯have been used 

to extract minerals from the ore, or leached 
from railings dumps, to enter streams or con- 

taminate groundwater. In the Niger Delta, pol- 
lution from oil wells Ms resulted in widespread 
contamination. Too many manufacturers rake 

advan:age of the poor enforcement of environ- 
mental legislation in ¯most African countries to 
dump their chemical wastes. Perhaps the most 
troubling sources of chemical cont~mination 
are dumps of toxic waste exported from the in- 
dustrialized world to Africa for (unregulated) 
disposal. 

The growing use of chemical fertilizers in 
agriculture has resulted in increased nutrient 

loading of lakes and rivers. The discharge of un- 
treated sewage from large cities into nearby 
bodies of water is another major source of phos- 
phates and other nutrients. This human-gener- 
ated overnourishment, know~ as cultural 
eutrophication, promotes excess plant growth, 
lowers oxygen levets, and reduces water quality. 

Biologica! potlt~tion occurs with the intro- 
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ducrion of new species that have a significant 
impact on water quality. For example, the in- 
troduction .of the water hyacinth into Lake Vic- 
toria has resulted in the release of mercury and 

other toxins into the lake as the plant decays. 
In the Cape region of South Africa, there is 

concern about how alien species are affecting 
not only the quality but also the quantity of 
water. Introduced species such as the black war- 
tie and pine grow faster than indigenous trees, 
arid thus have been valued by forest product 
companies. However, the introduced species 
consume more water, and thus reduce stream 
discharge by an average of about 7%. This re- 
duced runoff has significant consequences for 
ecosystems downstream and for human water 
use. In an effort to protect indigenous species 
and conserve scarce water, the government has 
initiated a program ro remove large stands of 
nonindigenous trees. 

~cos~istem Degradation 

Freshwater ecosystems are in a state of decline 
or crisis in many African rivers, lakes, and 

wetlands. The implosion of the cichlid popula- 
tions of Lake Victoria, and with it the fuss of 
hundreds of species found nowhere else, is 
among the most dramatic examples (see 
Vignette 23.2). Lakes Tanganyika and Malawi 

are also under significant ecological pressure 
due to human activities. In Kenya’s Lake 
Nakum, a large proportion of the flamingo 
population has been lost, due to the effects of 

heavy nutrient pollution.    ¯ 
Development projects have changed forever 

the ecology of many African river valleys. Some 
valieys have been drowned by the reservoirs cre- 
ated by dam construction, or cleared of their 

natural vegetation to establish new irrigation 
projects. Engineered changes to the runoff re- 
gime (e.g., trapping floodwaters behind a dam) 
or to the river channel have consequences for 

ecosystems located downstream. 
The Okavango Delta and Lake Victoria case 

studies remind us of the fragility of ecosys- 
tems, as well as the potential for poo}ly con- 
ceived human intervention to have disastrous 
consequences. They point co the need ro value 
and preserve the integrity of Africa’s ~reshwa- 



ter resource base and the biodiversity it sup- 

ports. 

Lake in Nigeria. Lanham, MD: University Press 

of America, 1994.. 

Further Reading 

For a review of the hydrology of African rivers, 
lakes, and wetlands, see the following sources, 

especially Adams er al.: 

Adams, W. M., A. S. Goudie, and A. R. Orme, 

eds. The Physical Geography of Africa. Oxford: 
¯ Oxford University Press, 1996. (See especially 

Chapters 6, 7, and 15.) 

Christie, E, and J. Hanlon. Mozambique and the 
Great Flood of 2000. Oxford: James Currey, 

2000. 
Thompson, J. R. "Africa’s floodplains: A hydro- 

logical review." In M. C. Acreman and G. E. 

Hollis, eds. Water Managwt~ent and Wetlands in 

Sub-S~haran Africa. Geneva, Switzerland: 
World Conservation Union, 1996, pp. 5-20. 

The following sottrces offer broad discussions of 
issues related to water management in Africa: 

Adams, W. M. Wasting the Raim.Rivers, People, and 

Planning in’ Africa. London: Earthscan, 1992. 

Godana, B. Africa’s Shared Water Resources: Legal 
and Institutional Asp~’ts of t& Nile, Niger, and 

Senegal River Systems. Boulder, CO: Lynne 

Rienner, 1985. 
Rachid, E. Water Managenwnt in Africa. Ottawa: Inter- 

~arlonal Development Research Centre, 1996. 

Sharma, N. African Water Resources: Challenges and 

Opportunities f~r Sustainable Dwdopment. Wash- 

ington, DC: World Bank, 1996. 

Environmental and social impacts of dams and 
reservoirs are discussed in the following sources: 

Adams, W. M. "Downstream impacts of darn con- 

struction: A case study from Nigeria." Transac- 

tions of the Institute of British Geographers, no1. 10 

(1985), pp. 292-302. 
McCully, P. Silenced Rivers: The Ecology and Politics 

of Large Dams. London: Zed Books, I996. 

Middlemas, K. Cabora Bassa: Engineering and Poli- 

tics in Southern Africa. London: Weidenfeld and 
Nicolson, 1987. 

Roder, W. Human Adjustment to Kainji Reservoir in 

Nigeria: An Assessment of the Economic and Envi- 
ronmental Consequences of a Major Man-Made 

There is a large literature on irrigation in Africa. 
See, for example, the following studies: 

Barrett, A. The Gazira Scheme: An I!tuslon of Devd- 

opment. London: Frank Cass, 1977. 
Kimmage, K., and W. M. Adams. "Small-scale 

farmer-managed irrigation in northern Nige- 
ria." Geoforum, vol. 21 (1990), pp. 435-443. 

Van Beusekom, M. Negotiating Development: Afri- 

can Farmers and Colonial Experts in the Office du 
Nige~ 1920-!960. Portsmouth, NH: Heine- 

mann, 2002. 

If you’d like to learn more about the Okavango 
Delta, see the following books: 

Bailey, A.. Okavango: Africa’s Wetland WHdwness. 

Cape Town, South-Africa: Srmik, 199% 

]Canting, E, and C. Eckstrom. Okavango: Africa’s 
Last Eden. San Francisco: Chronicle Books, 1993. 

Internet Sources 

The following websites provide access to a wealth 
of resources on issues related to water develop- 
ment and consecvarion: 

Global Water Partnership--8outher~ Africa. 
gwpsatac.org.zw 

International Rivers Network: Linking Human Rights 

and Environmental Protection. ~NwJrn.org     ... 
Natianal State of the Environment Report-L-Satire[ 

.Africa. Freshwater Systems and Resources. 

ngo.grida.neisoesa/nso~r/ia$ues/water ..!;.i 
Southern African Development Community .war, i! 

Sector Coordinating Unit SADCWSCU 
sadc-wetlands.org                         : .:~ 

Waternet. Building Capaz’ity for Water 
Management in Southwn Africa. " i~,:.-! 

Water PollW International. The Water Page: 

porating the African W~ter Pgge. 

thewater~a~e.eom " 
World Commissior~ on Dams. The WCD 

edge Base. www.dams.or~/Rbase 
World Consereation Union (ICUN). 

Resources Pragram. www.[ucrl.0r 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 26, 2009 8:56 AM 

regester@email.unc.edu 

Re: AFAM 276 Exam 

Thank You!! 

regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
Dear Travis: Attached is a copy of the AFAM 276 exam. Also, I sent a 
copy to Debby. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting 
Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>: 

>> I put it under your door. Happy New Year! 
>> 
>> Travis 
>> 
>> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>>> Quoting Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>: 

>>> Dear Travis: A student left some recommendation materials in the 
>>> office either in my mail box or underneath my door. If you can find 
>>> the materials, will you please bring them to Davis Library and slip 
>>> underneath my carrel door so that I won’t have to come over until 
>>> next week. Thanks much for your assistance. Happy New Year. 
>>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 26, 2009 9:44 AM 

Kenneth Janken <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Re:AFAM 276 Exam] 
AFAM276Mid-Termspring2009. doc 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    Re:AFAM 276 Exam 
Date: Thu, 26 Mar 2009 08:19:32 -0400 
From: regester@email.unc.edu 
To: Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
References: <48B2ECOA.2050003@email.unc.edu> 
<20090105095303.8rbukl aqkg0c8s48@webmai13 .isis.unc.edu> 
<49623 C2F.3070200@email.unc.edu> 

Dear Travis: Attached is a copy of the AFAM 276 exam. Also, I sent a 
copy to Debby. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Travis 
Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>: 

> I put it under your door. Happy New Year! 
> 
> Travis 
> 
> regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>> Quoting Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>: 
>> 

>> 

>> Dear Travis: A student left some recommendation materials in the 
>> office either in my mail box or underneath my door. If you can find 
>> the materials, will you please bring them to Davis Library and slip 
>> underneath my carrel door so that I won’t have to come over until 
>> next week. Thanks much for your assistance. Happy New Year. 
>> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 26, 2009 10:16 AM 

Kenneth Janken <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

oops sorry here is the correct one! 

20090326092728313.pdf 

Date: 
From: 
To: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Thu, 26 Mar 2009 09:27:28 -0400 
scanner@unc.edu 

travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 03.26.2009 09:27:28 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Little Red Caboose 
As hot dog lovers know, ingredients matter. And, in Winston-Salem, the best 

can be found in an old Norfolk and Western railcar. 

BY AMY JOYNER 

t’s an overcast Saturday, the 
kind that’s tailor-made for 
sleeping in. But Danny and 
Debbie Brooks of Burlington 
have no time for laziness. 

They’re on a pilgrimage for a little 
taste of heaven nestled in bun. 

Some 20 years ago, Danny pulled 
into a little roadside place on Patterson 
Avenue in Winston-Salem for lunch. 
He’s been coming back to the Little 
Red Caboose ever since. 

Today, he and his wife are sharing 
a combo -- two hot dogs with 
mustard, chili, and slaw and a side of 
fries -- in the Norfolk and Western 
Railroad boxcar that serves as 
the dining room. "They’re good," 
Danny says between bites. "They 
just got a taste." 

Customers have been heaping praise 
on the Little Red Caboose for more 
than 30 years. T.heir words may not 
always be effusive, but they show their 
devotion by returning time and again. 

Accidental career 
Bill Horn was fresh out of high 

school when he took over the Little 

Red Caboose on July 5, 197Z A few 

years earlier, his dad, who was in the 

heavy equipment business, had hauled 

an old train caboose from Roxboro 

to Winston-Salem. The caboose sat 
empty for a few years while the senior 

Horn tried to figure out what to do 
with it. In 1976, the family converted 
the caboose into a take-out grill, 
serving quick, cheap, and tasty food 
from a tiW window out front. 

Bill Horn had always planned to 
join his dad’s equipment business. 
But around the time he was finishing 
high school, the laws changed, 

did. "I came in just greener than a 
blade of grass," Horn says. 

Inside the 8-foot-by-32-foot galley 
kitchen, Horn found his niche. He 
began fiddling with the recipes, 
creating a signature slaw that’s just 
sweet enough to balance out the 
spiciness of the chili, which he also 
doctors up. 

As their daughter becomes more involved in the business, ¯Ginger and Bill Horn 

have found more time to enjoy the hot dogs they’ve worked for years to perfect. 

prohibiting anyone younger than 21 
from operating heavy equipment. His 
dad offered him the option of running 
the restaurant instead. He took it. 
One of his father’s friends predicted he 
wouldn’t last six weeks, and, looking 
back, it’s pretty surprising that he 

Hot dogs are what the Lktle 
Red Caboose is known for, but the 
restaurant also serves hamburgers 
(including the half-pound Caboose 
Burger), chicken sandwiches, fried 
bologna, smoked sausage, chopped 
barbecue, grilled cheese sandwiches, 
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corn dogs, hamburger steak, fries, 

hushpuppies, onion rings, milkshakes, 

and homemade lemonade. At 

breakfast, eggs, sausage, bacon, 

country ham, tenderloin, smoked 

sausage, grits, home fries, and hash 

browns are on the menu. 

Short-order ballet 
Throughout the day, a steady stream 

of customers arrives to place their 

orders. The window is original to the 

railcar, and it only opens a few inches. 

To order, you have to bend down 

low and talk loudly. Customers have 

the option of eating at picnic tables 

outside or in the boxcar. When the 

boxcar was still in commission, it was 

known as the Silver Palace and served 
as a camp car for railroad workers. 

Now, it’s outfitted with two rows of 
tables and wooden benches, each large 

enough for two diners. 

The Little Red Caboose’s food brings customers back time and again, but its 

one-of-a-kind setting adds to the overall experience. 

When someone places an order, 
the cooks in the kitchen begin a 
short-order ballet to get the food out 
the door. One person runs the fryer, 
while another dishes up and dresses 
the dogs. The workers skate by one 
another in the narrow space, rarely 
getting in each other’s way. 

"When somebody new comes in, it 
takes a little while t~or them to see the 
process," says Horn’s wife, Ginger. 
"We train them on one thing, and then 
we let them diversify a bit. You gotta 
be able to do more than ol~e thing." 

While some may say that all hot 
dogs are created equal, aficionados 
would disagree. The ingredients 

matter, and there’s a proper order that 

condiments and toppings should be 

layered on a dog. 

k all begins with a buttered aM 

toasted bun. Then Horn and his 
crew add a red hot dog that has been 

cooked in water. The condiments -- 

ketchup, mayonnaise, and mustard-- 

come next, followed by the toppings, 

always added in the same order and 

in the same proportion. Each finished 

dog is wrapped in paper and deposited 
into a shiny, stainless-steel steamer for 

a few seconds to lock in the flavor. 

And then there’s the secret 
ingredient. "I always tell them, ’Make. 

sure you put a little comeback in every 
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Bring a little spring to 
your computer with a 

sandwich,’" says Horn. 
¯ The "comeback" sure worked 

on Kimberly Ahuna. She lived 
in Winston-Salem for years but 
moved to Mooresville 10 years 
ago. During a recent trip to visit 
nearby relatives, Ahuna and her 
children, Brandon and Britney, 
made a pit stop. 

"I told my kids we had to come 
back and eat the best hot dog ever," 
says Ahuna, who ordered hers all the 
way with mustard, chili, slaw, and 
onions. "It tastes just the same." 

The consistency over the decades is 
likely one reason that the Little Red 
Caboose has remained open for so 
long, even as chain restaurants hage 
encroached on its territory. When 
Horn took over, there were just three 
eateries in the area. Now there are 40. 

But when customers return to 
the Little Red Caboose after a long 
absence, it’s like nothing has changed. 
The hot dogs taste the same, and the 
lemonade is as sweet and tart as ever. 

Natural pairing 

It seems fitting somehow that,, two 

years ago, Horn gave his daughter and 

downloadable wallpaper 
inspired by our photo 

essay on flowers. 

Get a behind-the-scenes look 
inside the Little Red Caboose’s 

(Tar Heel Tastes) well- 
choreographed kitchen. 

Hear the harmonious 
sounds of the Greenville 

Choral Sodety. 

Our State 
NORTH CAROLINA 
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son-in-law the same opportunity his 

father gave him 30 years ago. Horn 

and his wife still own the restaurant, 

but Jennifer and Eldon Farmer 
manage day-to-day operations. 

Jennifer practically grew up at 

the Little Red Caboose. She did 

her homework in the corner of the 
kitchen. And when she very young, 

she’d fashion dish to~vds into cakes 

and pretend to sell them through 

a second window leading to the 

dining room. 

As the heir apparent to the family 

business, Jennifer has sometimes fek 
pressured to work at the Little Red 

Caboose when she would have rather 

been doing something else. Like that 

Monday morning nine ),ears ago 

when her dad paged her at 5 a.m., 

begging her to come to work after an 

employee failed to show up. 
Jennifer came to work, none too 

happy about her wrecked plans for a 
relaxing day off. That morning, she 
waited on a tall young man. He was a 
regular, but Jennifer didn’t know him 
because she usually worked a later 
shift. Soon after, Jennifer switched 
permanently to the breakfast shift 
and began to recognize the morning 
regulars, particularly the tall young 
man who seemed to have takert an 
interest in her. After two weeks, 
Jennifer gave Eldon Farmer her 
phone number. 

Theirs was a pairing as natural as 
chili and slaw. Eldon and Jermifer 
will cdebrate their eighth wedding 
anniversary this year, and it won’t be 
long before their 2~year-old daughter, 
Hannah, is old enough to join her 

parents at the Little Red Caboose. 
"If she wants to help out, sure, she 

can," Jennifer says.~ 

Amy Joyner, an award-winning 

writer and author of The eBay 

Billionaires Club, lives in Greensboro. 

Little Red Caboose 

4284 Paterson Avenue 

Winston-Salem, N.C. 27105 

(336) 767-1776 

Hours: Monday-Friday, 6 a.m.- 3 p.m.; 

Saturday, 7 a.m.- 4 p.m. 

LIN1TED 
CHURCH 

United Church Homes and Services (UCHS) is the perspective on 

retirement living you’ve been looldng for. UCHS offers a rich 

history of" providing retirement lifestyle opportunities as well as 

on-site continuing health care for individuals 62 or better. We are 

proud to serve over I~5O residents in North Carolina and Virginia. 

L I F E g T Y L E Maintenance free living in a 
thoughtful]y designed home means more time for golf, 

traveling, fitness and relaxing with friends. 

W E L L N E ,q ~ We’ll be there if your health 

needs change, and that’s security you can count on. 

VA L L[ E Simple and sensible fee for service means 

paying for what you need only when you need it. 

Ab ernethy Piedmont Lake Prince 

Laurels C ro ssing Wo ods 

Newton, NC Thomesvi!le, N~ Suf~bll~, VA 

877-637-79ff~ 8oo.628.8=7ff 877.637.79ffo 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 27, 2009 1:21 PM 

Kia Lilly Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Itinerary- CALDWELL/KIA 10JUN RDU 

Great, Thanks ! I just got back from lunch so I will work on it. 

Travis 

Kia Lilly Caldwell wrote: 
Travis, 

Here’s my itinerary for Brazil. In case you need the cost or more 

details. 

Thanks, 
Kia 

Subject: 

FW: CALDWELL/KIA 10JUN RDU 
From: 

"Louanne Warren" <LWarren@maupintravel.com> 

Date: 

Fri, 27 Mar 2009 11:59:31 -0400 
To: 
<klcaldwe@email.tmc.edu> 

To: 

<klcaldwe@email.tmc.edu> 

See fare below review and get me approved T number by 5pm today. 

Thanks Louanne 

*CALDWELL/KIA 10JUN RDU* 

DATE 27MARCH09 

AGENT 55/55 BOOKING REF 3BFAID 

CALDWELL/KIA 

SERVICE DATE FROM TO DEPART ARRIVE 

AMERICAN AIRLINES 10JUN RALEIGH DUR NC MIAMI FL 720P 
AA 1541 WEDNESDAY RALEIGH D MIAMI INTL 

Q ECONOMY         TERMINAL 2 
NON SMOKING FOOD FOR PURCHASE NON STOP 

RESERVATION CONFIRMED 2:00 DURATION 
AIRCRAFT: BOEING 737-800 

SEAT 12C NO SMOK1NG CONFIRMED 

AMERICAN AIRLINES 10JUN MIAMI FL 
AA 905 WEDNESDAY MIAMI INTL 

920P 

RIO JANEIRO RJ lll0P 842A 
INTL 11JUN 



Q ECONOMY                TERMINAL 1 
NON SMOKING DINNER/BREAKFAST NON STOP 

RESERVATION CONFIRMED 8:32 DURATION 
AIRCRAFT: BOEING 767-300/300ER 

SEAT 28H NO SMOKING CONFIRMED 

AMERICAN AIRLINES 01JUL RIO JANEIRO RJ MIAMI FL 930P 515A 
AA 2980 WEDNESDAY INTL MIAMI INTL 02JUL 
Q ECONOMY         TERMINAL 1 

NON SMOKING DINNER/BREAKFAST NON STOP 
RESERVATION CONFIRMED 8:45 DURATION 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING 767-300/300ER 
SEAT 24H NO SMOKING CONFIRMED 

AMERICAN AIRLINES 02JUL MIAMI FL RALEIGH DUR NC 950A 1150A 
AA 1004      THURSDAY MIAMI INTL RALEIGH D 
Q ECONOMY                TERMINAL 2 

NON SMOKING FOOD FOR PURCHASE NON STOP 
RESERVATION CONFIRMED 2:00 DURATION 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING 737-800 
SEAT 11C NO SMOK1NG CONFIRMED 

RESERVATION NUMBER(S) AA!KTJAGB 

AA FREQUENT FLYER AA820UV48 
FARE 768.70 PLUS 35.00SVC FEE 
NON REFUNDABLE 250.00 CHANGE FEE 
VALID PASSPORT AND VISA FOR BRAZIL MANDATORY 

CLICK THE FOLLOWING LINK TO ACCESS YOUR ONLINE ITINERARY: 
> <HTTPS://WWW.CHECKMYTRIIP.COl~,fiCMTSERVLET?R=3BEAID&L=US&N=CALDWELL%20> 
> WWW. CHECKMYTRIP. COMJCMTSERVLET?R=3BFAID&L=US&N=CALDWELL 
<I~T’IP S :/iWWW. CHE CKM~’TRIP. CO M!CMTSER VLET?R= 3 BFAID &L=U S&N=CALD \V~;LL%20> 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 27, 2009 2:51 PM 

Kia Lilly Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Itinerary- CALDWELL/KIA 10JUN RDU 

Ive got the Travel Number for you. It is T # 044309.    You can 
give this to Louanne. I have a feeling she will not be able to 
activate it before Monday though but she can give it a try. Even though 
I am the travel coordinator it looks like it still might need approval 
from the department head and Debby is out today but she will be back 
Monday and will be able to go in and get that approved. I know in the 
past the travel agents have been able to put a hold on it through the 
weekend. It would be great if Luanne could lock in that price until 
Monday. If not I understand and I feel confident we will be able to get 
something close to that price because we will act on it first thing 
Monday morning. 

Thanks, 

Travis 

Kia Lilly Caldwell wrote: 
Travis, 

Here’s my itinerary for Brazil. In case you need the cost or more 
details. 

Thanks, 
Kia 

Subject: 
FW: CALDWELL/KIA 10JUN RDU 
From: 
"Louanne Warren" <LWarren@maupintravel.com> 
Date: 
Fri, 27 Mar 2009 11:59:31 -0400 
To: 
<klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

To: 
<klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

See fare below review and get me approved T number by 5pm today. 
Thanks Louanne 

*CALDWELL/KIA 10JUN RDU* 

SERVICE DATE FROM TO 

DATE 27MARCH09 

AGENT 55/55 BOOKING REF 3BFAID 

CALDWELL/KIA 

DEPART ARRIVE 



AMERICAN AIRLINES 10JUN RALEIGH DUR NC MIAMI FL 720P 920P 
AA 1541 WEDNESDAY RALEIGH D MIAMI INTL 

Q ECONOMY         TERMINAL 2 
NON SMOKING FOOD FOR PURCHASE NON STOP 

RESERVATION CONFIRMED 2:00 DURATION 
AIRCRAFT: BOEING 737-800 

SEAT 12C NO SMOK1NG CONFIRMED 

AMERICAN AIRLINES 10JUN MIAMI FL RIO JANEIRO RJ 1110P 842A 
AA 905 WEDNESDAY MIAMI INTL INTL 11JUN 

Q ECONOMY                TERMINAL 1 
NON SMOKING DINNER/BREAKFAST NON STOP 

RESERVATION CONFIRMED 8:32 DURATION 
AIRCRAFT: BOEING 767-300/300ER 

SEAT 28H NO SMOKING CONFIRMED 

AMERICAN AIRLINES 01JUL RIO JANEIRO RJ MIAMI FL 930P 515A 
AA 2980 WEDNESDAY INTL MIAMI INTL 02JUL 

Q ECONOMY         TERMINAL 1 
NON SMOKING DINNER/BREAKFAST NON STOP 

RESERVATION CONFIRMED 8:45 DURATION 
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FELA KUTi 
HOW THINGS FELL APART IN THE OIL BOOM 

I first came across the Nigerian musician Fela Kuti at a London concert in 
the late 1980s, and the experience unsettled me. Not that I had no expe- 

rience of Africa: I was born in Malawi in southern Africa, where my 

mother had worked as garden supervisor for President Kamuzu Ban& and 
my father for Britain’s overseas development effort as a specialist in tropical 
soils. My childhood memories are pleasant and even thrilling: dodging hip- 

pos in our little sailing boat and fishing for chambo on Lake Malawi; listen- 
ing to hyenas laughing at the moon; and a hunter in my bedroom at night, 
waiting for a leopard that had killed our dog Judy and got into our rabbit 
hutch, and that my parents caught sunbathing on our compost heap (my 
sister and I were grounded until he shot it). But despite my African child- 
hood, I didn’t fed a connection to exotic, brash Nigeria. 

When I saw Fela in concert I was a university student thrashing uncer- 
tainly in seas of political correctness, and his rude, sexually suggestive antics 
with female dancers, as I ~tood in the audience beside fearsome student 
feminists, made me squirm in my tender white-boy shoes. I found his 
music too harsh at first, but as the night wore on the hypnotic Afrobeat 
wormed into my head. It was intoxicating. 

The late Fela Anikulapo-Kuti, the Black President, the King of 
A_frobeat, is probably Nigeria’s most loved dtizen of all time. He has been 
compared to Bob Marley, James Brown, Bruce Lee, EMs Presley, 
Muhammad Ali, Mick Jagger, Bob Dylan, and many others-though none 
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of these comparisons quite pins him down. This wiry inusical Hercules and 

African spiritualist called himself Abami Edo--’the ’, weird one"--and he 

would smoke turnip-size joints and put on white ~ace paint before en- 

thralling crowds with mesmerizing stagecraft, which he called his "under- 

ground spiritual game." 

"Man, we walked in the room, and the smoke’~ knocked us down," 
Bootsy Coilins, the bassist for the American funk legefld James Brown, said 

of Fda’s band after touring Nigeria in 1970.1 "Whe~ I heard that, it was 
like, ’Man, this is IT.’... We were telling them they’r~ the funldest cats we 

ever heard in our life .... 1 mean, this is the.James BroWn band, but we.were 
totally wiped out. That was one trip t wouldn’t trad# for anything in the 
world."2 The Brazilian musical superstar Gilberto Gil said that meeting 
Fela changed his Hfe, and made him feel like a tree re 61anted. 

Fela was also a sexual tornado who said he liked ~oenjoy the pleasures 
of at least two women per day. Journalists reported him emerging for inter- 
views from his bedroom in his underpants, with semen still dribbling 

down3; and once he married all 27 of his dancers in a single ceremony. "Co- 
caine I stop am after I discover say e dey kill prick!"j Fela told one inter- 
viewer in the pidgin English that is widely spoken in !xis native Lagos. (He 

reverted to his favorite natural aphrodisiac N.N.G., Nigerian Natural 
Grass.) Fela had referred to women as "mattresses," agd rejected condoms 

as un-African. "That thing, I don’t touch it," he toldI one. Nigerian inter- 
viewer. "Condom means Ko Do Mi .... Ko Do Mi ii Yoruba for You Are 
not Fucking Me. See?’’5 When he died of AIDS in 19197, more than a mil- 

lion people came into the streets of Lagos to mourn his passing. 
Fela taunted the politicians with songs like "Coffih for Head of State," 

"ITT (InternationaIThiefThief)," and "VIP (Vagab#nds In Power)," and 
he suffered endless court appearances, police beatingsi and torture. During 
the t970s, the decade when punk rock became the cu~ing edge of counter- 
culture and protest in recession-prone Europe and A~erica, and petrodol- 
lars began to cascade into the Nigerian treasury, Fel~ led a more deadly, 

desperate form of protest on behalf of ordinary Nigenans who were facing 
the emergence of a vicious, predatory new oil-rich elite. 

I have chosen to write about Fela partly because h~ illustrates the inde- 

fatigable spirit of this remarkable, bellyaching countg?4 which has two to 
three hundred ethnic groups and perhaps 130 milli@n people, a sixth of 
Africa’s population. Its religious divisions pit more M&slims than there are 
in any Arab country except Egypt against simitar ngmbers of Christians 
and followers of African religions, forming what the Kenyan-born thinker 
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All Mazmi calIed the grand laboratory of the new triple heritage: a giant 
western, Islamic, and traditional African melting pot. These divisions com- 
plicate the question of how to share the oil money, which makes up more 
than 97 percent of Nigeria’s exports today.6 

Fda’s long career, which reached its heights during the 1970s oil boom 
and the subsequent hangover of the 1980s, also offers essential conte~xt for 
this book. Around 2003 the world began to see a new oil price boom; to 
understand what this new bonanza means for Africa’s energy producers we 
should look at the last boom. Fda’s is a wholly African story; the British, 
French, Americans, and other foreigners who have helped shape Nigeria 

only get passing mention here. t will turn to them a bit later on. 

Elderly Nigerians will tell you how much better life was in the early years 
after independence in 1960. ".We still had a good civil service inherited 
from the British," remembers Philip Asiodu, who was Nigeria’s top oil 
man during much of the boom. "It functioned well enough. Codes of con- 
duct were followed, without any glaring corruption Or destruction. They 
talked about people taking 5 percent, 10 percent; these were two or three 
ministers in each political party, as fundraisers, mostly not putting their 
hands in the till. They had a vision for running Nigeria properly. The 5 
percent, the 10 percent~it did not distort the programs or affect the offi- 
cials’ authority."7 

Even if this is too rosy a view of the past, a comment by the author 
Karl Maier illustrates how far Nigeria has fallen since then, nearly $400 
billion of oil money later. "It is as if [Nigerians] live in a criminally mis- 
managed corporation," he wrote, "where the bosses are armed and have 
barricaded themselves inside the company safe."s 

The award-winning Nigerian writer Chinua Achebe offers a due that 

goes a long way to explain the trouble with Africa’s oil nations. There is 
nothing basically wrong with the Nigerian character, land, or ctimate, he 
said. Then he penetrated right to the heart of Nigeria’s predicament: "A 
normal sensible person will wait for his turn if he is sure that the shares will 
go round; if not, he might start a scramble."9 

Nigeria is a bit like the queue that Achebe suggests. A functioning 
queue is really two queues: a physical one and a mental one. Disrupt the 

physical queue--by nudging a truck through it, saN or dousing it with a fire 
hose~and if the mental queue remains intact, then order will reemerge, in 
the same way that stable countries recover from economic shocks or terror- 

ist attacks. 

L,= 
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But there is a more damaging way to disrupt a queue: push in at the 

front. This assaults everyone’s belief in it, and if it happens enough, the 
scrambling starts and it will collapse. There is then no easy way to rebuild 
it, no matter how much you shout. 

Take the analogy further. Imagine the queue consists of, say, Ameri- 
cans, French, British, Chinese, and others (pick your prejudice), just as 

Nigeria is divided between Yorubas, Hausas, Igbos, Ijaws, and others. The 
pushing-in is getting worse, and you think you notice that the culprits are 
mostly from the group that you hate. Your faith in the queue will collapse 
faster, and you will hate the other group a bit more. Now imagine that 
your whole family has sent you to represent them in this !ine for food, 
which is t.oo scarce to go around. You will jostle even more aggressively, 
the scramble will intensify, and the strongest and slipperiest characters, 
and those who can form alliances with their own people to thwart the 

other groups, will stand the best chance of getting to the front. This 
image helps me understand better the contrast between the hospitality 
and generosity you find in African homes, and the venality of many 
African rulers. Most corrupt people act like that only because they know 

everyone else is. 
You see the scrambling and indiscipline everywhere: real lines degener- 

ating into free-for-alls, or drivers forcing themselves selfishly into traffic 
and blocking everyone, are a version of this lack of trust and respect. Politi- 
cians think that if they don’t grab what they can, someone worse will get it, 
so even if a dollar’s worth of road repair saves a thousand dollars in broken 
axles, the holes remain untilled. 

As the citizens of this ethnic@ and religiously fractured nation have 
jostled, then scrambled, for what they can get of the oil money, long-term 
planning, shared nationhood and trust in each other--the keys to Nigeria’s 
economic development--have dissolved. This splintering of the national 
good is really what corruption is. Later in the book I will propose a way of 
restoring some of this trust. 

In the early years of independence, Fela studied at the Trinity College of 
Music in London. Another student remembered him as "a stunning extro- 
vert [who] regularly held court among the bedazzled students, whom he 
often left speechless." Fela’s landlady charged him for making extra noise 
with his trumpet, so he just made more noise. When the police were ca!led, 
l:’ela called a London bobby a "foolish bastard." He was thrown into a po- 
lice van,~° but was soon back at his studies. 
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The British had handed over a country with three regions: the North, 
roughly corresponding to the hegemonies of the mostly Muslim Hausa- 
Fulani; the West, dominated by Yorabas; and the predominantly Igbo East. 
The North produced grains and groundnuts, the West grew cocoa, and the 
East produced palm oil. Each pulled its own weight in the federation, more 
or less, and this mitigated political tension. But oil, which had been discov- 
ered in 1956, was beginning to grow in importance. As it grew, the rela- 
tionship changed fundamentally, as regions now had to comp~te for their 
share of the cake from an oH-fed center. Oii-producing areas said that they 

should get the most, the more populous regions argued that they should 
take precedence, while the poorest felt that they were most deserving. It 
was a huge, endless, unwinnable argument. Before¯ Iong, region@ based 
political parties were clashing. Though the fighting was not obviously 
about oil, it was on everyone’s minds. 

Nigerians tatk of a "National Qgestion," which has many variants but 

is essentially this: how can the federation best be conilgured to hold its 
bickering groups together? Over time, in the spirit of old British divide- 
and-rule policies, Nigeria’s riflers first split the regions into states, then 
split the states, again and again. Each new state had its own minorities 
who felt that the dominant groups in their state were snaffling the cash, 
so they pushed for their own smaller states, to get more of the Cake for 
themselves. (Today there are 36 states.) Each new subdivision had new 

¯ configurations of minorities, so the bickering continued, only in more de- 
centralized ways. 

By 1966, oil made up a third of Nigeria’s exports,it arid some Igbo offi- 
cers, zesentftfl that federal spending was skewed (they thought) to favor 
northerners, mounted a bloody coup, vowing to fight corruption, tribalism, 
arid the enemies of progress: "the ten percenters, homosexuals, feudal lords, 
etc."t~ Many Nigerians saw this as an Igbo power grab, and an army gen- 
eral, Yakubu Gowon, launched a successful countercoup, six months later. 
So Igbos in the East, hoping to carve out their own zone and grab the oil- 
fields, decided to secede from Nigeria altogether. 

In a last-ditch move to undermine eastern unity, the government split 
the federation into 12 states in 1967. But it was of. no use: three days later 

the Igbo general Emeka Ojukwu declared an Independent Republic of Bi- 
afra, triggering civil war. 

"It wasn’t re@ a war for oil--I think it would have happened anyway," 
remembers Sola Odunfa, the veteran BBC reporter who accompanied 
Nigerian troops into Biafra for the Daily Times. "But oiI encouraged them." 
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France hoped to wrest this oily gem away from the dreaded Aaaglo- 
Saxons, so President Charles de Gaulle sent the Biafran rebels planeloads 
of weapons, while Britain backed the Nigerian government. I remember 
being haunted for months by a vivid television clip from this wax--i saw it 
while I was a teenager, quite a Iong time afterward--showing several fed- 
e}al soldiers manhandling a civilian, who was pleading for his llfe and re- 
peating, "I am not a Biafran soldier! I am not a Biafran soldier!" They then 

pushed his head down into some bushes and shot him dead in front of the 
camera. 

Perhaps a million Nigerians died in the three-year war, which remains 
today the most obvious example of oil’s destabilizing push-pull effect: first, 
oil pushes Nigerians apart as they fight each other for the cash; then, it 
pulls them together again as they seek to remain connected to the oil- 
gorged federal center. 

After the war, General Gowon promised a policy of "no victors, no 
vanquished" and ushered in a period of postwar optimism, as oil output was 
re-established. 

By now Nigeria’s leaders, fresh from military victory, angry at western 
support for apartheid South Africa, and marveling at Iran’s efforts to wrest 
control of their industry from the companies (and also at the humbling of 
the American superpower in Vietnam), were feeling botd. At a time when 
it was fashionable for developing countries to "occupy the commanding 
heights" of their economies, Nigeria decided that the time had come to 
confront the secretive Seven Sisters, which they suspected used offshore 

counting tricks to veil their real profits and cheat the Nigerian tax man. 
"The Seven Sisters... were a monopoly, a cartel, and they effectively 

dictated the price of oil," the oil man Philip Asiodu said.13 "The miracle of 
the Japanese and European recoveries after World War II was predicated 
on this cheap oil. The oil companies owned the assets, and we were aware 
that if the companies spent $100 million on procurement, they spent $95 
million of that outside Nigeria. Ours were Iegitimate dreams." 

First, Nigeria ramped up the price of its oiI and raised tax rates, then 
increased audit requirements on the companies and even made them incor- 
porate themselves localIy, so that they were subject to Nigerian jurisdiction. 

The companies closed ranks, hoping to form a united front to resist the 
African upstarts. But the world was changing. Charles de Gautle’s foolish 
support for Biafran rebels meant that French oil interests were reduced to 
pleading, and to accept humiliating new terms. And the maverick Italian 
oilman Enrico Mattei, who hated the Sette Sorrdle (Seven Sisters--a term 
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that Mattei is credited with coining) had~ before he died, presented his 
group, ENI, as being a more flexible, fair-minded alternative. ENI had 
ready offered the Iranians three-quarters of the revenues from production 
in Iran, instead of the half that the Sisters were paying, and it was happy to 
accept new terms in Nigeria, too. 

The Sisters’ united front was crumbling. Nigeria unilaterally took over a 
60 percent controlling stake in several Cftheir large exploration and produc- 
tion licenses. The companies, Asiodu said, lobbied ferociously, against this; 
and even got military officials to apply pressure on him to stop the reforms. 
"I told the companies that it was not our philosophy to make them have a 

loss, and I would quite understand it if they wanted stop operating in Nige- 
ria," he said with a chuckle. "That was not what they wanted to hear." 

Nigeria’s oil production was soaring, too, having risen from 150,000 
barrels per day in 1968 to one and a half million by 1971, then exceeding 
two million in 1973: more than twice as much as the United States was 
then importing from the Persian Gulf 14 

The stream of petrodollars became a river. Then, with the Yore Kip- 
pur war and the OPEC oil embargo of 1973, it became a tide as world oil 
prices quadrupled from $3 to $12 per barrel in just three months. (Later, 

with the fall of the Shah of Iran in 1979 and the Iran-Iraq war, prices rose 
to nearly $40,is worth nearly $I00 in today’s prices36) The effect on Nige- 
ria was staggering: by 1975 oil made Up 95 percent of exports, and be- 
tween 1970 and 1980 its annual export earnings rose from 1 billion dollars 
to 26 billion.17 

It changed everything. The politieians promised to harness the oil in a 
great leap forward,18 and well-connected Nigerians scrambled for govern- 
ment contracts to bulld bridges, flyovers, railways, and so on, in an orgy of 
post-war construction. The defense ministry handed out a rustling, torrent 
of cement import contracts, and soon a fabled armada of ships arrived, 
loaded with the world’s cement. At one point in 1975, 400 ships were walt~ 
ing, collecting demurrage charges. Some even registered with the Nigerian 
authorities, then sailed ¯elsewhere on business while collecting the demur- 
rage payments. Nigeria erected import tariffs to encourage local manufac- 
turing, which did not make local industry more competitive, but instead 
generated profits for tricksters. In a famous moment of frankness, the mili- 
tary after General Gowon conceded that Nigeria’s probIem was not the 
money, but how to spend it. 

Salaries went up. "The whole place was awash with cash," the BBC’s 
Sola Odunfa remembers. "People got nine months’ salary arrears paid. Oh 
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boooooy! Shops were full. People were buying radios, fridges; you saw peo- 
ple on motorbikes with televisions on their heads. Just crazy. Everyone had 
money and wanted to spend. Champagne, watches, cars, or-if they were 
too poor~just motorcycles. There was no time to think; it was spending, 
without productivity. We did not yet see that boom would become doom. 
Some say that era destroyed us. The corruption--it felt like it expioded 
from nowhere." 

Suddenly, General Gowon was toppled in another coup, ostensibly 
because he had decided to delay elections. But oil was, once again, the 
silent player. Ahead of the coup, as everyone jostled for contracts, tension 
grew between the oil ministry and the national oil company about who 
controlled the oil sector, and this was stirred by foreign traders and Niger- 
ian middlemen fighting for access to the oil money. Matters came to a 
head in a government meeting in July 1975, in which the oil man Philip 
Asiodu recommended one of his prot~gfis as general manager of the na- 
tional olt company,19 to the fury of Murrain Muhammed, a respected army 
general. General Gowon rejected Muhammed’s advice, and 25 days later 
Muhammed mounted the coup. The oli appointment, he later admitted, 
was "the straw that broke the camel’s back.’’2° 

Asiodu remembers what happened next. "Over six weeks, without due 
process, without controls, more than 10,000 civil servants were retired or 
dismissed," he said. "The justification was to shake up the civil service, 
which was too powerful. But who was shaking it up? Military officers with- 
out training. It was a disaster, it destroyed morale; it gave rise to the ’make 
hay while the sun shines’ mentality: which is corruption. Our pride, as cus- 
todians of the public good, was destroyed. The Nigerian psyche has been 
assaulted and insulted. With civil servants respected, we would have been 

an African lion today beside Asian tigers. But now we are 45 years behind." 
The new leader, Muhammed, was killed a few months later in another 

messy; abortive coup attempt in February 1976. Days afterward, the New 
York Times Nigeria correspondent John Darnton, who had just arrived, saw 
a bizarre caravan of young people in the street, led by a Day-Glo bus. 
"What’s that?" he asked. "That’s Fda," someone said. "To the government, 
he’s nothing but trouble." 

Darnton resolved to meet the man. Whatever it was he expected, that 

wasn’t what he got. 

It’s not always easy to realize when you’re in the presence .of a genius, es- 

pecially when it comes in the form of a muscular flve-foot-seven Niger- 
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ian, dressed in leopard-skin bikini underpants, his eyes blurry red from 
overindulgence in marijuana. He was seated on a thronellke chair... 

smoking a cigar-size joint that was held for him between tokes by one o£ 

three or four female attendants. The interview was awkward at first, but 

he soon warmed up; he was gratefu!, to America, which he had visited in 

1969, for teaching him about Black Power, he said. It was odd, he added, 

but it took photos of African-Americans wearing dashikis on 125th 
Street for Nigerians to fed proud in their own national &ess. What he 

most disparaged about the United States was the size of the joints: "Do 

you believe," he told his circle of wide-eyed followers, "over there, they 

light up one little one, and they have to pass it around!" 

Later, on the street, Fela stopped traffic for blocks around, fotlowed by 

crowds who chanted his name, throwing clenched-fist power salutes.;1 
M. D. Yusufu, Nigeria’s top policeman at the time, remembers Feia 

well, and worked hard to befriend him. "Even though I was chief of po- 
lice, I realized that Fela was the one person who could come out with a 
demonstration and block the two entrances to Lagos and stop every- 
thing," he said. "His youths go everywhere. I thought that as a policeman 
I’d better be friends with that one, despite his lewd behavior."22 Yusufu 
recalled a visit to Lagos of the Guinean leader Sekou Tourd, who invited 
Fela for a meeting. Fela arrived with around 25 wives, and there was a 
scuffle with police outside before he got in. "Sekou Tourd said to 
Obasanjo, ’I have such people in my country, but long ago I realized that 
they are very dangerous opponents. So I became patron of all the artists, 
for the simple reason that they have a talent that no government has. In 
one song, he can destroy years of my work.’" 

The coup that Darnton had arrived for failed, but General Muhammed 
had died in it, so his deputy, General Olusegun Obasanjo, reluctantly took 
oveE 

As the boom progressed, oil had another curious effect: the collapse of agri- 
culture. One problem was that millions of rural Nigerians downed hoes 
and, like moths to an oil lamp, flocked to the towns and cities. Meanwhile, 
civil servants lost interest in agriculture as they focused instead on 
wheedling more money from the oil-fed budget. 

But another thing was happening too: the dreaded Dutch disease. This 
generic effect was named after economic disasters that hit the Netherlands, 
where I now live, after it made big gas discoveries in the 1960s. The wind- 
falls bring cash cascading in, raising price levels and so making local goods 
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more expensive, and less competitive when compared to imported goods. 

Sectors like industry and agriculture wither, and oil pays for a rising tide of 
imports to replace their output. In the process, a relatively small number of 
people get rich~ and farmers are left in tlae dirt. 

Just before the boom, Nigeria had been the world’s second producer of 
cocoa,23 and agriculture made up three-quarters of exports.24 Between 1975 
and 1978 alone the total area under active cultivation fell by 60 percentas 
and recorded production of major crops fell by about as much,2~ plunging 
tens of millions into poverty. It was a classic display of oil’s jealous charac- 
ter, crowding out and crushing other economic sectors. 

Something else was underway too. A rallying cry of the American rev- 
olutionary war against London was, "No taxation without representa- 
tion"--people will pay taxes only if they feel that they get a political voice 
in return. But in Nigeria, as lVeta quickly noticed, the rulers no longer 
needed their citizens for their tax revenues, since they had the oil money 

instead. Millions of Nigerians might as well have fallen off the map. 

Felds early songs reflected the exuberance of the times and his own inner 
mischief. His dazzling dance-floor anthem "Jeun K’oku" emerged in 1970, 
just as the Biafra war ended, and it entranced Nigerian youths more used to 
the Beatles, Simon and Garfunkel, Otis Redding, or West African Juju or 

Highlife. " ’Jeun K’oku’ came and blew us away,", a Nigerian academic re- 
members of that time.~; "It was local, it spoke about our home reality, and it 
met our critical requirements of sophisticated sound." 

His sultry 1972 hit "Na Poi," making cheeky and explicit references to 
the sex act, rippled anger across social, religious, and official strata--which, 
of course, just made Fela more popular. "Male students on campus," wrote 
one Nigerian journalist, "could not sing it loud enough.’’2s Fela also moved 
away from singing in his native Yoruba tongue toward the more widely- 
spoken pidgin English, boosting his audience. 

His songs also began to take on a more political, edge. Like the politi- 
cians standing i~p to the Seven Sisters, ~’ela was growing bolder, too. On a 
visit to the United States he had dated San&a Iszidore, a former member 

of the Black Panthers who had spent time in jail for assaulting a police offi- 
cer during the Los Angeles riots. She turned Fela on to the hedonistic, 
drug taking, sexually liberated American counterculture, and tuned him in 

to the Black Power movement and the ideas Of thinkers like Malcolm X 
and Marcus Garvey. "For the first time, I heard things I’d never heard be- 
fore about Africa," Fela later said. "She was the one who opened my eyes.’’29 
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These ideas intertwined in his mind with pan-African ideals that he had 
imbibed from his fiery mother, a leading agitator against British colonial 
rule who had often thrashed Fela as a child. 

He hung pictures of Kwame Nkrumah and other pan-African heroes 
at the Afrika Shrine in Lagos, the chaofc musical commune where he pro- 
claimed himself chief priest and where traditional leaders offered libations 

as Fela worshiped his ancestors. (One visitor said the Shrine looked like a 
cross between a Black Panther safe house and the Playboy man~ion.) It be- 
came the center of West Africa’s music scene, and Motown even offered 
Fela a million-dollar deal (despite Fela’s tendency to play hour-long songs, 
and never to play old material.) The deal fell through after Fela’s personal 
spirit medium, Professor Hindu, advised him not to sign. 

The ex-Beatle Patti McCartney, who visited Lagos in I972, said that 
Fela’s group was "the best band I’ve ever seen live .... When Fela and his 
band eventually began to play, after a long, crazy buildup, I just couldn’t 
stop weeping with joy."3° McCartney wanted to use African musicians for 
the album Band ~n the Run that he was recording in Lagos, but Fela de- 
nounced McCartney, berating him for "stealing Black Man’s music." Fear- 
lessness and love of controversy were Fda’s strength, but they also 
contributed to what a music journalist called his "unerring ability to piss on 
his own parade,’’al perhaps explaining why Fela never finally became a true 
international superstar. 

Yet at home, he was unsurpassed. He would strut onstage in his under- 
pants, taunting Nigeria’s elites with songs like "Gentleman," which he re- 

leased in 1973, mocking members of the Nigerian elite who would put on 
ties, coats, and hats and end up sweating all over, and smelling "like shit": 

I no be gentleman llke thaaaar, I be Africa man, original. 

In 1975 Fela changed his "slave" name from Ransome-Kuti to Aniku- 
lapo ("one who carries death in his pouch") Kuti, and renamed his com- 

pound the Kalakuta Republic, surrounding it with barbed wire and 
declaring it an autonomous zone free from Nigerian law. Soldiers raided it 
constantly. In 1977, when President Obasanjo’s government splurged over 
100 million petrodollars on an international jamboree called Festac, Fela 
organized a Counter-FESTAC at Kalakuta, complete with dancers and 
buckets of grass. Stevie Wonder, other stars, and the crowds flocked to see 
Fela. This incensed the military government, which was already furious 
about his recent smash hit song "Zombie." It portrayed soldiers as mindless 
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robots who would not even think unless they were told to do so, and it in- 

cited street youths to brandish mock rifles and taunt them in the streets. 

Go and die--joro-jara-joro [left, right, left], No brains.., no sense. 

Days after Festac, hundreds of soldiers descended on Kalaloita, in a 

frenzy. They smashed testicIes with rifle butts, they dragged women naked 

to army barracks and tortured them with bottles, and burned Kalakuta 

down- Fela was hauled out by his genitals alad suffered a cracked skull; his 
brother Beko was in a wheelchair for months; they threw his 78-year-old 

mother through a window. Fatal Rolling Dollar, an aging, impish Nigerian 
m~lsician who lived down the street and who also was injured in the attack, 
described--amid clouds of pungent smoke after a show of his that I saw in 
Amsterdam in 2006--how he lost all his instrumerits aiad spent the next 

quarter century destitute, doing security guard work and other menial jobs. 
Fela’s son Femi, then age 14, later recounted to me his painful mem- 

ories of what he saw, coming back from school. "Soldiers in full gear, bat- 

tie gear. People were scared, screaming, so we thought he was dead. We 
found him in the barracks, in the military hospital, about 12 midnight. 

They let us see him for, like, two minutes. He told us he was all right. He 
had been beaten, but he told us he was OK, and we just gave him a hug 

and then left." 
In prison, Fela was a hero, and when he got out, many months later, he 

was as brassy as ever, composing "Unkaowrl Soldier," referring to the mili- 

tary inquiry’s explanation for who destroyed Kalakuta, and another, a more 
painfii[ song that he composed a while after the attack, after his elderly 
mother had died of her inj~rries. The song, "Coffin for Head of State," de- 
scribed how he had carried his mother’s coffin and delivered it in person to 

Dodan army barracks, putting it down before the gate. 

Obasanjo dey there, with him big fat stomach, dem no want take am. 

The oil politics found strange echoes in Fela’s life. While Nigeria’s 
leaders bickered over how to share the oil money, Fela’s entourage was em- 

broiled in something similar: the old story of a rock band tearing itself 

apart as its members argue over how to divide the spoils and the glory. Tony 
Allen, Fda’s inspirational drummer, remembers the easy money of the 
1970s, when Nigerians could afford to flock to their shows. But by the end 
of the decade Allen was fed up, and left; he called Fela a "slave driver" in 

Fela Kuti 

one iriterview. Years later, Allen was more circumspect when I met him. 
"He was a genius," he said. "But I had had enough of too many imbeciles: 
people I didn’t fucking know from anywhere, who had not been around 

when we were struggling. As soon as we had arrived, we saw all these bees. 
Bzzz, bzzz, they overtook everything. Fela accommodated them,!’ he said. 
"They were just yes-men, riffraff, guys that go out, come back.with unnec- 
essary things, fictitious stories, just to amuse the guy, to make him react to 
what he never saw, to build their own standing. The money was coming in, 
more and more. Tiffs was power, money, the thing was terrible." 

In 1979, President Obasanjo handed over power to civilians (the Nigerian 
people would later thank him, reelecting him in I999). It was also the year 
that the Shah of Iran fell and oil prices spiked again. Obasanjo said that 
Nigeria would be among "the ten leading nations in the world by the end of 
the century.’’~2 It was not, of course, to be. Producing oil is not like produc- 
ing shoes or bicycles. Oil projects are big and complex, and crude oil often 
does not start flowing until many years after a first discovery; a rise in prices 
takes a long time before it stimulates more exploration and a rise in supply. 
It can also take years for higher prices to work their way through the world 
economy and choke off demand. In the meantime, the supply-demand bal- 
ance can shift far out of kilter, meaning that prices rise much too far. When 
supply finally rises and demand finally subsides, prices can also fail dramat- 
ically, as the balance tips too far the other way. 

This is what happened when the oil boom decade ended: world oil 

prices fell from nearly $40 a barrel in 1980 to just over $10 five years 
later--a collapse that was even more vicious when you take the high infla- 
tion of those years into account. For Nigeria this was aggravated by oil con- 
tracts that, for historical and technical reasons, exaggerated the effects of 
price fluctuations on government revenues.3z From $25 billion in 1980, 
Nigeria’s oil export earnings fell to $10 billion in 1983, and just $7 billion 
by 1986.34 For a government whose credibility by now depended on doling 
out oil money, this was bad enough. But also, problems that had qtiiedy 
built up in the boom did not unwind peacefully, but instead mutated into 
new, more pernicious forms. 

As spending fell, each rival faction scrambled to feed itself, at the ex- 
pense of other factions and of the more ephemeral long-term goal of na- 
tional development. The factions were not only ethnic and religious: the 
civil service was a faction, as were political parties, state governments, local 
authorities--which all fought to maximize their shares. Faction leaders 
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were often fat cats milking oil-subsidized government projects, which had 

been easy to set up during the oil boom, but politically much harder to shut 

down after the bust. Of course the strongest and slipperiest usually won 

and many of the cash-cow projects kept going, while Nigeria’s poor bore 

the brunt of cuts, and austerity programs encouraged by IMF-inspired 

belt-tightening. The IMF became a focus of hatred. Mark Allen, who vis- 

ited Nigeria for the IMF in the 1980s, remembered a solctier saying he 

would put a bullet between the eyes oflMF officials if he ever got hold of 

them. "One mission they gave us a bullet-proof car with glass this thick," 

Allen said, measuring an inch and a half with his fingers, "and a driver 

trained in the U.S. who knew how to drive away at 70 mph with the tyres 

blown out."3s 

As millions sank deeper into poverty, a new "austerity bourgeoisie" got. 

rich. They were local and foreign middlemen and politicians who got the 

bureaucrats to dream up price controls and other economic distortions for 

them to exploit. "Somehow the oll money seemed to be getting lost very 

fast in the black box of the oll ministry, somewhere between the oil compa- 

nies paying it and the finance ministry receiving it," the IMF’s Allen said. 

"They understood our questions; they showed equal enthusiasm to get to 

the bottom of it aLl--then there would be long rigmaroles .... We never 

got very far." 

Nigeria’s parliament has long been especially good at teasing out the 

money, and Allen contrasts it with the British parliament, which was set up 

to scrutinize and control the King’s spending requests. "Nigeria’s parliament 

is more like the U.S. Congress with its pork-barrel projects: [its] job is not to 

protect the money but to get hold of it. They are huge spending lobbies." 

Agriculture recovered a bit as the oil revenues collapsed in the 

1980s, but this time the main beneficiaries were not rural farmers but 

big farmer-capitalists.36 Conditions worsened, deepening and widening 

Nigeria’s fracture. 

The period of civilian rule after 1979, not the military rule that pre- 

ceded it, was the time when economic discipline really deteriorated, and 

when Nigeria’s foreign debt grew fastestJ7 The new civilian rulers, lacking 

military backbone, felt more need to shore up their political support by dol- 

ing out contracts and favors, and even as oil prices fell they spent recklessly: 

building a new national capital in Abuja and pushing ahead with the giant 

Ajaokuta steel project, a classic white elephant that was supposed to be 

Africa’s biggest steel plant yet ended up consuming billions of dollars with- 

out producing any steel.3s 

Meanwhile, Muslims and Christians in the North fought bloody bat- 

tles over sharia (Islamic) law, which offered quick, clear and efficient alter- 

natives to the state’s crumbling legal institutions. Oil was never the primary 

focus of feuds, but it lay in the background, as usual. Religion, like tribal- 

ism, was useful for local leaders wanting to mobilize people, often violently, 

to back their claims on the petrodollars. The media focused on the vio- 

lence, but this was just the most visible part of more dangerous conflicts 

churning out of view, inside the government. As oil sharpened the compe- 

tition, moderate religions became radicalized. 

Fela called the new democratic dispensation Demo-Crazy, Demon- 

Crazy, and Dem-Ai1-Crazy. The civilians’ cup of iniquity fiLled up fast, and 

when northern soldiers mounted another coup in 1983; many Nigerians 

were relieved. The new leaders launched a "War against Indiscipline," even 

sending soldiers into the streets with whips to make people wait in orderly 

Iines at bus stops, and getting civil servants who were late for work to do 

humiliating public "frog jumps." The leaders even tried to recover some of 

the funds stolen under the civilians, but Britain and other western govern- 

ments and banks, nervous about getting a rep{ttation among dictators and 

crooks for not protecting their lucrative cash deposits from foreign investi- 

gations, disgracefully declined to help.a9 

But the sotdiers became more authoritarian, bulldozing informal set- 

tlements and markets, and imprisoning many people. Fela’s "Beasts of No 

Nation," which he wrote in jail while serving time for foreign currency vio- 

lations, captures the spirit of the time. The album cover depicts Margaret 

Thatcher, Ronald Reagan, and South African apartheid president R W. 

Botha with devil horns and blood dripping from their mouths. 

Even as the oil revenues collapsed, the factions kept guzzling cash, so 

yawning deficits opened up, and foreign debt grew.4° In the boom years 

Nigeria had found it easy to borrow money (bankers !ove lending to rich 

people, and in the 1970s their coffers were stuffed with Arab petrodollars), 

and foreign debt had reached $5 billion by 1980. Now Nigeria fell into ar- 

rears, and the penalty payments meant that its debt grew even more: by the 

end of the decade Nigeria was nearly $30 billion in hock.41 It was a classic 

boom-bust debt trap, which was happening in oil-producing countries all 

around the world. 

Since then the. mayhem has continued. The coups, and the constant 

pushing and pulling from oil, have weakened Nigerians’ sense of law and 

trust in each other. When Saddam t-iussein invaded Kuwait and oil prices 

spiked again, over $5 billion disappeared from government accounts; some 
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Nigerians said that the reign of General Ibrahim Babangida from 1985 to 
1993 was the most corrupt ofaI1 to date. He was followed by the brutal dic- 
tator Sani Abacha, who was even more reviled until his .death in 1998 from 
poisoning, in the arms of Indian prostitutes. After that, while a military 
caretaker ruler4~ paved the way for elections, huge amounts of money were 
sucked out of the treasury and stashed offshore. 

Between 1970, when the oil boom started, and 2000, while Nigeria 
earned more than $350 billion from its oil, the poverty rate rose from 35 
percent to 70 percent, as incomes steadily grew more unequal and as the 
economy shrank.4a In the 1960s Nigerians and Indonesians had roughly 

the same average income, and their countries have since earned similar 
amounts from oiI.44 Yet Indonesia’s economy has quadrupled, while Nige- 
ria’s has shrunk. There are many complex differences between the coun- 
tries, and one simple one. tndonesia’s long-standing President Suharto was 
an authoritarian, who for all his failings at least promoted a unified vision 
for his country. But in Nigeria no group ever dominated. 

I’m not saying that authoritarianism is good; just that in fragile countries 
strong central governments backed by a political consensus, usually coming 
from a strong middle class, tend to perform better thanweak, fractured ones. 

(Oil, by magnifying inequality amd attacking the industrialized parts of the 
economj4 often destroys the middle class.) Academic research has found that 
divided societies tend to be more violent, and grow more slowly, than others.4s 

"In a society when everyone cheats and takes or pays bribes, there is lit- 
tie incentive not to join in," wrote the Financial Times commentator Martin 

Wolf. "Government is a monopoIy for good reason. Competing bandits are 
bad news." 

TodayNigeria has a civilian government under President Obasanjo, 
who was elected in 1999 as a paragon of transparency and good gover- 
nance. He cleverly appointed Nigerians recruited from the overseas dias- 
pora-less suffused with the Nigerian scramble mentality~and placed 
them in a self-reinforcing ring, where they would hopefully be able to trust 
each other even if they couldn’t trust anyone else. They boast remarkable 

achievements: instead of spending the new oil windfall chaotically, they 
have instead built up big savings; and agreed with Nigeria’s creditors in 
2005 to pay off a most of Nigeria’s vast foreign debt.46 Yet despite this, 

many Nigerians feel that their country has plumbed yet new depths, as 
Obasanjo has made compromise after compromise in order to shore up his 
political support base. In a survey in 2006, 78 percent of Nigerians said 
they thought corruption had increased during Obasanjo’s rule.47 

Fela Kuti 

Allison Ayida, Nigeria’s top finance official for much of the 1960s and 
1970s, is now a creaking, elderIy gentleman who totters around a large, 
comfortable house in Lagos. When we met, my tough, brash driver bent 
down in front of him, touching the ground by his feet with his hands. 
Ayida ushered me into a large room and closed the door to keep children 
from bouncing in while we spoke. As he reminisced about how Nigeria has 
changed, he slowly shook his head: "This is the same country I knew be- 
fore. It was a strict system before; you were held accountable. The legisla- 
ture was taken seriously. But the controls broke down," he said. "The [civil 
servants] were watchdogs; now they axe part of the looting. The state gov- 

ernments have to pay finance offidals in order to get their allocation re- 
leased. It is happening before my eyes today. I--I can’t believe it." 

Fela, perhaps sapped by all the beatings, grew more introspective after 
the 1980s. His commune degenerated and he divorced most of his wives.In 

the 1990s he lost weight and his health deteriorated, but he refused to be 
tested for why he had developed a persistent cough and skin lesions. He 
still called AIDS a "whiteman’s disease," andcontinued to have unpro- 
tected sex. He died in 1997 and was buried in his fight yellow trousers, with 
a joint between his fingers. 

"When my mother died, it was because she finished her time on earth. 
I know that when I die I’ll see her again, so how can I fear death?" he had 
told an interviewer before he died. "So what is this motherfucldng world 
about? I will do my part.., then I’ll just go, man. Just go!’~8 

Some Nigerians say that foreign aid money has had a hand in the degrada- 

tion, making activists shift their attention away from real issues toward 
competing for donors’ cash, in an effect echoing what Nigeria’s oil does to 
its politicians. "In the past we had social movements, a lot of networking; 
their strength lay in their power of organizing," said Otive Igbuzor, Action 
Aid’s country director in Nigeria. "Donor money has had a lot of negative 
impact on organizing. They used to meet in classrooms; now they meet in 

five-star hotels, and their motives for organizing are the per diems that 
donors pay them." 

Nigeria’s best-known activists--Feia, his late brother Beko Ransome- 
Kuti, the Ogoni activist Ken Saro-Wiwa, writers like Chinua Achebe or 
the Nobel prize-winner Wole Soyinka (who is Fela’s cousin)--mostly hall 

from past generations. There is nobody of this stature in Nigeria today; 
Nigerians have become so polarized by their endless competition for re- 
sources, fragmenting the very issues themselves, that it is hard for anyone 
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now to speak for the whole nation. The loudest alternative voices come 
from armed militants who attack oil rigs in the name. of their ethnic heroes, 

often against the very idea of a united Nigeria. Their shocking tales, reveal- 
ing seething and unpredictable new global threats, will appear later in this 
book. 

Fda’s story, the musical score to accompany the unraveling of a nation, 
remains an essentially African tale. But it is important to remember that 

the dangerous effects of Africa’s oit are not confined to this continent: its 
poisonous effects spread far overseas, to tangle secretly with a globalized fi- 
nancial architecture and with the shadow worlds of western politics. I will 
turn to this bizarre, invisible world in a little while. 

Today, Fela’s son Femi Kuti puts on magnificent performances at the 

new Africa Shrint in Lagos, attended by fanatic followers and a band of 
devoted cripples who slide around violently in front of the stage on 
makeshift skateboards. His song "Sorry Sorry," a lament for Nigeria, is 
enough to make people cry. Femi looks like a cleaner-cut version of his. fa- 
ther, although he rarely sings Fela’s songs, and he has ~allen out with other 
family members, partly over disagreements as to who should get Fela’s roy- 
alties. Femi had to buy the tand for his new shrine, after rich landowners 
sued in court to appropriate Fela’s original shrine. 

In his chaotic dressing room behind the stage, Femi roiled joint after 

joint after joint, lining them up neatly in a lane circular tin. He didn’t want 
to talk much about his father, who he said died disillusioned, having spent 
his life fighting a system that just got stronger. 

It is very, very, very boring. Truly, somedme~ I don’t see the importance of 

interviews, so I just stick to writing my songs. People have been talking 

about this for years and it has not seemed to change anything. Compare 

this to the 1970s~eeee, eeee, it has all been downhill since then. I have 

been talking about this all my life, my father talked about it, my mother 

talked about it, my son will probabIy talk about it. People don’t complain 

because they are so weak. Weakened by the bitterness of this corruption. 

Co--rrrrr~uption! Nigeria, politically, it’s a write-off. Everyone knows 

it. It is a disgrace. 

2 

PEDRO MOTU 
A MORPH TO ANOTHER WORLD 

Fi ve years after seeing Fela perform in London, I decided to become a 

oumalist. A friend at the BBC suggested that since I spoke Spanish 
and was interested in Africa, I should try Equatorial Guinea. English- 
speaking news organizations rarely sent anyone there and, he added, it was 
possibly the queerest little place in Africa. Often confused with nearby 
French-speaking Guinea, Portuguese-speaking Guinea-Bissau, and (on the 
other side of the planet) Papua New Guinea, this former Spanish colony 
was about as far offthe map as I could go. It seemed like an excellent place 
to start a career. 

Nestled in Africa’s sweaty, forested western armpit, Equatorial Guinea 
is disjointed, split between Rio Muni, a squarish coastal section of the 
African mainland between Gabon and Cameroon, and some islands in a 
line of volcanoes that runs from Mount Cameroon southwest out into the 

Atlantic Ocean. After Bioko Island, where the capital Malabo sits, comes 
the twin-island state of S~o Tom6 e Principe, then tiny Annobdn Island, 
which is again Equatorial Guinea. These. all lie in the oiI-rich Gulf of 
Guinea, which mapmakers consider to be the center of the world: where 
the prime meridian running through the Greenwich observatory in Lon- 

: don meets the equator. This gulf is now one ofthe world’S most exciting oil 

::i ::.’:.:.! ".: exploration frontiers. 

To fly to Malabo, I first stopped in Douala in Cameroon, where I 

got talking to a taxi driver. He was Equatorial Guinean and had fled his 
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those only concerning the wants or doings ofthemselves ~nd the animals 

But the future of the Afrikaners was secured (and the fate of Africa sealed). i~!~| " 
by events that none but the most outrageously hopeful could have predicted.. 

Diamonds were found in I867 near the confluence of the Vaal and the Harts 
rivers, on the fringe of the Afrikaners’ own Orange Free State; and in i88~:~’~’~.’ 

extensive gold deposits were discovered south of Pretoria, in the 

Republic. The discoveries attraaed stupendous amounts of capital investment    . 

to the dusw interior (the Cape government alone borrowed over ~2o 
sterling be~een ~87~ and ~885),~ and hastened the demarcatio~ oflandhoh " 

ings and national boundaries in the immediate proximi~ of.the deposits 

beyond. 
Thousands of prospectors rushed to the diamond fields. Some 

fortunes; but more than hal~and possibly as many as 9o per 

covered their costs.~ Diamond dealers, speculators, and other entreprene 

flexing their wallets rather than their muscles achieved the highest 

return, especially the handf~ of men who eventually gained control 

entire mining indust~. 

And the Af~cans in whose homelands these riches had been 
Well, many joined the initiN rash and succeeded in staNng claims on 
mond ~elds, but the last was bought out in ~883. Meanwhile, the 

required huge amounts of labour, which offered Affica~s an 

earn a living, now that their right to make a living from the land 

usurped by European settlers o~ all but a fraction of the available 

was paid employment, but li~le be~er than the slave labour that 

exacted in a previous era. 

Diamonds and Gold 

~ODeRN ~R,~ oF African history was inaugurated by the dis- 
of diamonds at Kimberley and gold on the Witwatersrand. 

wealth awakened imperial dreams, while the mines inten- 

labour demands and polarized racist attitudes. Labour corn- 

and pass laws were just two aspects ofofficiaI racial segregation Ider British rule during the z88os which established prece- 

apartheid laws formaIized by South A " ’ 

96os.                          fr~ca s white govern- 

are crystals of carbonl naturally formed only at depths of about i5o 

below the Earth’s surface, where the immense weight of rock above 
pressure ofso, ooo atmospheres and temperatures stand around z,~oo 

Centigrade. The purest diamonds are the whitest and brightest, but 
elements are sometimes incorporated in the crystal as it forms, 

w: most often yellow, though red, blue, green, and even also occur. The radioactive decay rate of these trace elements is 

can be measured, giving the age of the diamond in which they are 

on which this work has been done were found to be more 

years old~__Diamonds sparlde with fire from the core of the 

massive inert slabs of rock which formed the core of the con- 

iP~ge Io)--are the only portions of the Earth’s crust under which 

~ecessary for the creation of diamonds occurred. 
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Prime stones from one day’s production ofs,ooo carats atthe Consolidated 

Diamond Mines worldags in Namibia                       . 
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Material from the active layers beneath the cratons occasionally burst to the 

surface, like steam rising through porridge, leaving the vent plugged with a 

blue, friable rock, studded with diamonds. 

Every diamond ever found was formed under a craton, and each one was 

carried to the surface by volcanic action. Most are found in alluvial deposits far 

from their source, but the antiquity and stability olrAfrica has left the cratonic 

core of the.continent and its diamond-bearing volcanic intrusions uniquely 

intact, especially in the case of the Kaapvaal craton,~ which constitutes the 
largest single portion of the South African land mass. The Kaapvaal craton is 

one of only two pIaces in the world (Russia is the other) where prospectors 

have located the volcanic pipes through which diamonds have been trans- 

ported to the surface. 

Until the fifteenth century, pearls were the most precious gems; diamonds 

were known, but the colour and shapely proportions of emeralds, rubies, opals, 

and sapphires were more highly valued. Diamonds were distinguished primar2 

ily by their hardness; no element is harder--a characteristic which concealed 
their full potential as gems until i456, when Louis de Berquem perfected a 

method of scientific faceting and thus showed how a diamond could be trans- 

.formed into an unequaIled reflector of light, "unleashing the interior beauty of 

the stone..3 

By the nineteenth century diamonds were well established as the most pre- 

::::dons of all gemstones. India was the primary source until the ~72os, when 

were discovered in Brazil. In both India and Brazil diamonds were 
in alluviai deposits, in sand and rock conglomerates created by erosion 

carried far from their original source by massive tectonic movement and" 

¯ :.i~ie local action Of rivers during 3 billion years of Earth history. As a result of tt and erosion they had been exposed to, most aIluviaI stones 

)e carat or Iess. r~arge stones were extremely rare. Indeed, slaves 

~,iiian mines who found a stone of seventeen carats or more (about 
of a large pea) were rewarded with their freedom.4 

hardness of diamonds gives them a utilitarian value in some industrial 

but gem-quality stones are useful onIy as rare eye-catching articles 
on which surplus wealth might be expended--they are strictly 

In terms of their practical value to the inhabitants of the lands 

they were discovered, diamonds were no more useful than the 
ch the slave trade had introduced to the continent. Of course, 

could have bought many thousand cowries, and they enslaved 

as surely. 

plaything, one among a number of pretty stones that a farmer’s 

collected from the veld along the banks of the Vaal River, was the 
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first evidence of the immense material wealth that lay in the gravels and sands 
of a landscape otherwise distinguished only by thorn trees and infrequent rain- 
fall, nearly ~,ooo km north-east of Cape Town. A local magistrate, W.B. 
Chalmers, wrote an account of the discovery in ~867 that was later summa- 
rized in a number of publications, including the London Time~. 

¯.. The first diamond was discovered by pure accident. It was used for a long 
time by the children of a Dutch farmer, called Jacobs, as a plaything. These 
people are very ignorant--in fact not much better than natives.. ¯ This dia- 
mond might have been lost or thrown away.., but fortunately another 
Dutch farmer, a Mr. 5chalk van Niekerk, a very observant man, and one 

more intelligent than the rest of his countrymen in this district, happened to 
visit Jacobs’ place. Seeing the children playing with some nice stones he had 
a look at them, and at once took notice of the gem.He had no idea it was a 
diamond, but thought it was a rare-looking stone, very different from the 
others¯ He took it up, feeling it heavier than the weight of an ordinary peb- 
bfe of such a size, his enquiring mind thought he would try and find out 
what sort of a stone it was. He Offered to purchase it from Mrs. Jacobs; but 
she laughed at the idea of selling a stone, and told him that if he took a 
fancy to the stone he could have it for nothing. Niekerk then took it to 
O’Reilly, arid asked him ~o find out what sort of stone it was. O’Reitly 
brought it to Hope Town, and showed it to everyone, and said he thought 

it was a diamond. But we only laughed at him... He then took it to 
Colesberg; some there half believed it to be a diamond, but most ridiculed 

the idea ... Some gentlemen in Colesberg persuaded him to send it to Dr. 
Atherstone, in Graham’s Town; the doctor pronounced it to be a veritable¯ 
diamond.¯. ~ 

The stone, about the size .of a hazelnut, weighed 2~% carats. 

verification in Cape Town it was bought by the Governor of the 

Philip Wodehouse, for the sum of £5eo sterling. Chalmers ur 

authorities to instigate a proper search and systematic mining. 

The Colony complains about hard times [he wrote], but it deserves to 
hard up when it quietly hears of the discovery of the richest of all gems 
one of its Districts, and takes no steps whatever to open up the vast 

which these gems would produce. I do not think any other 
have treated the matter with such carelessness and cool indifference,s 

While the government dithered, a London merchant 

to investigate the claim; he returned to report that the area was not 

erous. The stones found there had either been planted by speculators 

to inflate land values, he said, or else had been excreted by ostriches 
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om diamond-bearing regions as yet unidentified.7 This report tempered the 

~rdour. of international prospectors and dealers; a small number of isolated 

stones were found in the ensuing months, but diamond fever remained a mild 

local infection ~antil March r869, when a Griqua herdsman known as Swartboy 

(Black boy}¢/o the local white farmers found a large diamond not far from the 

hut he was occupying while herding goatg Swartboy took the stone to Schalk 

van Niekerk and was doubtless overjoyed to receive for it 5oo sheep, ten head 

of cattle, and one horse. Van Niekerk in his turn took the diamond to’agents in 

Hope¯ Town and received £~r,ooo sterling. The diamond Swartboy had found 

weighed eighty-three carats and became known as the Sial" of Africa. 

A mild local infection of diamond fever ngw became an epidemic of major 

proportions. African chiefs organized systematic searches, and desperately 

attempted to keep out white prospecl~rs, who arrived with plans to dig for 

diamonds along the bgnks of the Vaal. But it was by no means certain which of 

several chiefs had jurisdiction over the region; their resistance was uncoordi- 
nated and by July ~87o’ 800 prospectors were digging along the river; by 

October the number had soared to 5,000.8 

Meanwhile, latecomers prospecting further afield found diamonds on 
about a day’s ride from the river¯ Onthe Bulfontein farm, diamonds were 

from the mud walls of the homestead and prospectors rushed to peg 

at the site where the mud had been excavated. Diamond-bearing areas 

~ and pegged out on an adjacent farm, Vooruitzigt, while rumonrs 
renew-two diamonds recovered from a single exploratory furrow attracted 

hopefuls to Du Toll’s Pan,~where the owner attempted to restrict access 

Dutch miners only but w sa~defea~ted by sheer force of numbers and u 

agre~to permit minin~ ~,/ ............ Iti- 

9/-~ -,,~,-,,~� who was aole to pay 7s 6d per 
PetW~onth.9 Though unaware of it at the time, the dryland prospectors 

located a rare and hitherto unknown geological phenomenon: a diamond 

the vent of a long-extinct voIcano that had transported diamonds to the 
their point of creation ~5o kilometres below. 

to the diamond region by the prospect of wealth, confronting all 

and ruthless ambition on a distant frontier which lacked even a of legalIy constituted authori~ the miners very commendably formu- 

themselves a few simple rules that would give everyone at least a 

g their fortune. No person should hoId more than two claims, 

claim le~t unworked for more than eight days would be forfeited. 
ich claim was thirty-one feet square (%4 metres square); within weeks, 

so were staked out over a total area of approximately fift~ to sixty 
to twenty-four hectares) in which diamonds were found)o Huge 

of energy were expended. 
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Our first peep at the famous Du Toits pan.., was certainly unsatisfactory 
early visitor notedt, little was to he seen but densemasses of fine dust 
ascendittg heavenward. Slowly onward rolled otlr waggon ¯ ¯, We were now 
all agog with interest and excitement as the scene before us gradually 
unfolded, and one’s heart began to beat faster as the Diamond City of the 
Plains became more and more distinct. The strange, vagtm llandscape of tents 

widened and grew whiter and clearer. It now became apparent that the dusty 
pall observed from afar was occasioned by the continual sifting and sorting 
of the precious soil by thousands of busy diggers and their vast army of 
native helpers. The novelty of the panorama became intensified as our wag- 
yon at last entered the great hi, man bee-hive, and wended its way in and out 
among the canvas shelters dotted promiscuously here, there and everywhere, 
creaking and groaning through deep sand and ruts, or staggering over 
mighty mounds of debris. The few wooden tenements, scattered about at 
rare intervals, had been fashioned out of packing-cases, and the owners 
thereof considered themselves the aristocrats of Diggerdom. 

Still moving forward, one found the mass of tents becoming denser and 
more bewildering in its chaotic array Water was very scarce, and the many 
unwashed faces that peeped curiously as we passed seemed to match the 
colour of the dusty canvas abodes. Hordes of dogs and semi-nude Kafirs 
were everywhere, and handy Scotch carts drawn by teams of oxen, mules or 
horses, were noisily bumping their way along the labyrinthine roadways,n 

In late July x87~, an African herding cattle on the Vooruitzigt 

picked up a diamond on a small kopje less than two kitometres from the 

diggings. The find immediately sparked off what became known as the 

Rush--a term which eventually was attached to both the event and its 

Within two days nearly ~,ooo claims had been pegged out on and 

kopje. Three months later, 5,ooo miners were working on the 60o to 

claims which had proved profitable (the remainder had been 

many of which had been divided into halves, quarters, and eighths. By 

bet, about 7,ooo whites and blacks were digging and sifting up to 

metres deep--and the diamonds continued to be found. ’.’No field has yiel 

diamonds in greater quantities," it was noted. "Already thousands of gems h 
been unearthed; and.., the richness of some claims is almost beyond 

"What a busy scene of life presented itself to you!" a 

observer wrote of the New Rush diggings. 

There were hundreds of diggers, in every kind of garb " . There 
of every conceivable cast and colour of the. human race.., the Kaffir, 
Englishman, the Hottentot, and the Dutchman, the Fingo 
the Yankee and the Swede, the Frenchman and the Turk, the Norwel 
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the natives, the Russian and the Greek--in fact a smattering ofpeople from 
every nation on the face of the earth--digging, sifting, and sorting from ’ 
morning tilI night, day after day, month after month, until they have 
obtained what they consider sufficient.t~ 

. The site of the New Rush diggings was subsequently named Kimberley 
(after the British secretary of state for the colonies at the time), the richest and 
most famous of South Africa’s diamond mines. In r869 the Cape Colony 
exported ~6,54a carats of diamonds; io2,5oo carats were exported in I87o 

arid 269,000 in r87,. With the Kimberley and other mines contributing a 
futl year’s production to the r872 figures, diamond exports almost quadrupled 
that year, rising to a momentous T,oBo, ooo carats, worth over £~.6 million 
sterling.!4 

Meanwhile, the diamond rush had exposed pertinent differences between 

Boer and British law concerning property and mineral rights. Boers claimed 
ii:.::. " their farms under Orange Free State tides which permitted each adult male to 

farm 3,000 morgen (approximately 6,000 acres) and retain all mineral rights. 
:.But the Oran}e Free State had never actually exercised authority in the region 

..where the diamonds were found, and could c!aim only that sovereignty passed 

’ whenever Boers acquired land from Africans. 
Under British and Cape law, on the other hand, mineral rights were 

by the state and thus remained open to public exploitation, subject to 
appropriate laws.15 In the absence ofa constituted legal authority in the 

the miners and locaI African groups (who also claimed rights to the 

unsurprisingIy declared a preference for Cape taw. Recognizing at 
this distant and hitherto disregarded frontier region might indeed 

significant sums to the Colony cotters, as magistrate Chalmers had 

icted, the Cape government moved swiftiy to rectify its earlier dalliance. 
:ional authority had to be daritied. 
~elds could not have been more contentiously located. They 

the Orange River, which marked the northern boundary of the 
Colony, in a region over which the Griqua, the Tswana, the Kora, 

Tlhaping ethnic groups claimed traditional (and conflicting) rights, 
had also been staked out by white farmers who pledged allegiance 

aer the Orange Free State or the Transvaal Boer republics. 

* of inquiry set up to review the issue found that the Griqua 
[d claim, a decision which so angered the Boers that Griqua 

appealed to the British for a promise of protection,. 

ehe menace of their thwarted,neighbours ever explode into aggressive 



territorial invasion. The British magnanimously responded by annexing the 

territory. Thus by the end of 1871 what was then the world’s richest diamond~ 

producing region had become the British colony of Griqualand West. 

THE KIMB ERLEY MINE Y IELDED more diamonds than any other compara- 

ble operation in the world, biat even there the concentration was little more 

than one part in 3 million: nearly three tonnes of diamond-bearing rubble pro- 

duced on average iust under one gram of diamonds (4.8 carats to be precise, 

equalling 96o milligrams). The proverbial search for a needle in. a haystack 

comes to mind, but a closer analogy would be the search for a single glass bead 

about the size of a pea in a three-tonne truckload of assorted rock 

gravel, and sand, having first dug the material from the mine, lifted it to 

surface, broken it down to size with sledgehammers, sieved, and then 

painstakingly picked over it in the hope of finding the one glittering Prize that 

would make the effort worth while. Large stones were found frequently¯ 

enough to reignite enthusiasm for the tedious exercise but, although 

ley was the most ¯productive mine, most of its diamonds were small.~6 

The mines at Kimberley were quite unlike any other mining operation. 

Having no idea that they were excavating the vent of a diamond pipe up to 

kitometres deep, the first diggers at Kimberley naturally enough expected that:i:i 

their picks and shovels would take them down to bedrock, beyond 

ther excavation would be futile. But the claims did not "bottom out" 

expected. The yellow, ground in which the first diamonds had been 

out at about twenty metres, after which a blue ground was encountered, 

true diamond-beating materiai (subsequently called Kimberlite) in which 

greater quantities awaited discove~                  .                ...,~. 

Some claims on the Kimberley mine were abandoned before they 

the blue ground; not all sections of the pit were equally rich in diamonds, 

not all miners were equally industrious~ Material was removed 

claims around the perimeter of the pit, so they were excavated to 

depths first, leaving blocks of ground standing in the centre like 

castle keeps, and giving the pit the overall appearance of an inverted 

nut. By the late I87OS the central floor of the pit was more or tess level, 

suring nearly 3oo metres across and over ninety metres deep. 

Claims were reached initially by ladders, and a complex of cart-tracks 

boardwalks running between and high above intervening claims. The 

lenges facing miners working on one-quarter or one-eighth claims (four 

two metres, little larger than a living-room carpet) are hardly to be 
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plated. They had barely room to swing a pick, let alone manage the efficient 

removal of’the blue from the pit--manually, around other working claims, OVer 

boardwaIks and up ladders to the rim. Access became increasingly difficult~ 

and perilous--as distances between the claims and the rim lengthened. Falling 
debris was a co~tant hazard; accidents were a reguIar occurrence. 

Eventually a safer and more effective means of removing excavated mater- 

ial from the pit was devised. Timber stagings were constructed around the 

perimeter, and wire cables run down to the claims below, along each of which 

great tubs of excavated ground were hauled up from the claims. A veritable 

web of rabies spanned the pit, like the spokes of’a wheel. By 1874 there were 

x,ooo cables running to as many separate units of production, with at least 

~o,ooo men working in the pit. Horses turned the winding gear, hauling from 

forty to sixty loads per day from each working cIaim. Steam engines intro- 

duced in the late i87os raised daily output to Ion loads?7     " 

Ox-wagons and horse carts transported the bIue ground from the rim to 

depositing floors, where it was laid out to weather, transforming the Kimberley 

surroundings into an ardficiat landscape of ploughed fields. The blue ground 

took up to a year to break down (attempts to hasten the process with horse- 

drawn ploughs and pIatoons of siedgehammer-wielding labourers proved 

unsuccessful), after which it was sorted for diamonds---dry, and by hand in the 

early days; subsequently with the aid of water and mechanical riddIing. 

The speed with which these developments took pIace speaks eloquently 

for the human capacity to get things done. Less than one year after the first 

claims were pegged on the Kimberley diggings, 5o,ooo people were living in 

and make-do shelters in the diamond fields. By the end of i87~, there 

more people at Kimberley than in Cape Town (until then the largest cen- 

...:tre of population in southern Africa);18 more than in either o~" the Boer 
republics, or in Natal. 

The massive demand for meat, fresh vegetables, grain, and firewood stimu- 

i:..ihted the rural economy. Cattle, sheep, goats, wagons, and horses poured into 

~" "at a deuce of a pace," a contemporary report noted,19 as local and 

more distant farmers and traders seized every opportunity to grasp a share of 

profits. Cash quickly replaced barter as the medium of trade. A steady 

wagons brought goods and commodities from coastal ports to Kim- 

distafices of from 600 to over I,ooo kil.ometres. Iron ware, picks, and 

timber, cables, clothing; guns, tobacco, and alcohoI flooded in, but 

alI the frenzied economic activi~ With diamonds fuelling an economy in 

thousands of pounds changed hands daily, there was one Commodity of 
the diggers couId never get enough--labour. 



T~qE MiLL AND TH!S. MINE WERE respectively the sources of the growth of 

industrial wealth in Britain and South Africa, but if the "dark satanic mill" is 

the abiding image of economic and social developments in Victorian Britain, it 

is the mine compound that symbolizes the early development of capitalism in 

South Africa. The compound system, as a particular form of working-class 

housing, simultaneously organized and subordinated the mine labour force to 

capital. On the one hand, it contributed fundamentally to the organization 

of the labour process through the entrenchment of a racial division of labour. 

On the other, it facilitated the exploitation of labour and ensured a constant 

supply’Z° 

In effect, the Kimberley mines "had to prise a work force out of a pre- 

capitalist rural hinterland,"21 but such was the extent of their influence on the 

economy of southern Africa that~ within one year of the opening of the mines, 

every black society south of the Zambezi, with the exception only of the 

Venda and the Zulu, was represented in the diamond fields, whether by inde- 

pendent businessmen, artisans, or labourers.22 

Of the 5o,ooo people living at Kimberley in the early r87os, about 

were Africans, of whom between 3,ooo and ~o,ooo were permanent residents, 

supported by Looo or so heads of family who were engaged in the service 

economy on their own account: masons, bricklayers, carpenters, eatis 

proprietors, cab owners and drivers. Approximately xo per cent of these 

actually owned diamond claims, though mostly in the poorer Bulfontein 

Du Toit’s Pan mines, which were steadily abandoned by whites. The 

of the black population were migrant lahourers, working on the mines 

thing from a few weeks to more than a year. Government sources estimat~ 

that a total ofso,ooo men worked in the Kimberley mines 

each year during the early I87os.23 

Paradoxically, the largest number of migrants arriving 

befley mines in any one year were those who had travelled the g 

tance. Mine returns for ~876, for example, show that 64 per cent had 

from over 8oo kilometres away; thousands had travelled up to ~,6oo 

tres--all the way on foot. By contrast, those whose point of ori 

eighty kilometres of Kimberley constituted less than x per cent of the 
workforce.24                                                               :.:: 

But the paradox is easily explained: those closest to the mines could 

more from the economic activity that diamonds had generated by 

local produce than by selling their labour; furthermore, they were more .. 

diately aware of how unattractive an occupation mine labouring 
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Indeed, there was a direct correlation between the distance travelled ro the 

mine and length of stay: onIy those who had travelted from afar would tolerate 

the unrelenting demands of mine labour for any length of time. 

Fifteen Iabourers worked on the average production unit in the Kimberley 

mine before the introduction of steam machinery.2s Ten men worked on the 
claim and hauled the blue ground to the rim of the pit; five more were kept 

busy transporting the earth to the depositing floors and sifting for diamonds. 

Labourers worked from sunrise to sunset; fourteen hours in summer, ten hours 

in winter. They were paid from ten ro thirty shillings per week, plus food con- 
sisting of maize-meat each day and one pound of meat per week, which added 

the value of about ten shillings to the wage.            ¯ 

In total, the African labour force at Kimberley was paid over £500,00o 

stealing per year; halfof this was spent in Kimberley, each African spending an 

average of £5 during his sojourn in the diamond fields. Guns were a popular 

purchase. Indeed, it has been argued that some African leaders sent cohorts of 

young men to the mines express!y to acquire weapons for use in territorial dis- 

putes.~6 On the other hand, government officials of the day believed that most 

guns were bought for "purposes connected with legitimate and beneficial 

trade," particularly in ostrich feathers and ivory.27 

In any event, the rapid turnover of migrant labour on the mines generated 

an equally rapid turnover in the firearms trade. Gun sales were one of the most 

strildng sights in early Kimberley, a pioneer digger noted: 

At knock-off time our Kaffirs used to pass down streets of temed shops 
::owned by white traders and presided over by yeIIing black salesmen 

above their heads. These they discharged in the air crying: 

"Reka, reka, mona mtskeka" [Buy, buy, a gun]. A deafening din. A sight never 

=in the fifteen months between April 1873 and June I874, 75,0oo guns were 
Kimberley.29 Bui the boom was short-lived. The African gun trade was 
in i877 (when the British adopted he Boers long-standing practice of 

t ’ 

!ibiting the sale of guns to biacks), aIthough Africans had already begun to 
a greater interest in other commodities by then. Purchases of 

goods atone---especially blankets---exceeded the value of gun sales 

and African earnings were increasingly directed towards investment 

economies. Livestock was purchased to rebuild depleted herds; 

were bought to extend and intensify crop production. One trader 

6oo ploughs to African farmers in the Kimberley hinterland during 
to I874r° 



Among the Sotho, in particular, the adoption¯ of the plough led toa con- 

current expansion of both local agriculture and migrant labour. "The use of the 

plough instead of the Kafir pick [a hoe] has enabled the Basutos either to hire 

ploughmen whilst they went to work, or to proceed to the [diamond fields] 
after a few days ploughing themselves," an official reported.31 Approximately 

3,ooo Sotho made the zSo-kilometre iourney to the diamond fields in I87Z; by 

1875 three out of every four able-bodied Sotho men sought work outside 

Basutoland each year. Meanwhile, their households produced from thirty to 

forty bags of grain. When harvests were this good, the Sotho became a major 

supplier of g~ain, as well as of labour, to Kimberley. In the four years to 1874, 

the Sotho acquired Iivestock and other property to the value of over £i million 

sterling from their dealing with the diamond fields)z 

AF RI C A N LA Ft O LI g H AS B EE N aptly described as the barometer of diamond 

wealth: "Native labour is the life of the Diamond Fields, and just as... the su 

ply and demand of this commodity varids so ... is the prosperity of the corn2 

munity gauged."33 

In the first years of the diamond rush it was labourers who held 

hand. Though there were at least 2o,ooo blacks in the diamond fields in 18 

diggers constantly complained about the shortage of labour. In fact, this 

complaint about labour costs, not shortage. Labourers were quick to 

the strength of their position; they¯ refused to accept long-term contracts 

any one employer and with 5,ooo diggers competing for 

forced wages upward. During I872 alone they doubled the ruIing rate by 

tinually moving to employers offering higher wages,~ thereby creating 

stant shortage of labour and straining every digger’s financial resources. 

One early commentator estimated that black wages accounted for a 

imately 86 per cent of the average digger’s working costs. Black labout 

Kimberley newspaper proclaimed, was "the most expensive in the world." 
thermore, the paper continued, it was also "the most unmanageable."~s 

apart from .the problems of short contracts and constant labour shortages, 

gets had also to contend with labourers who refused to work where the, 

sidered conditions had become dangerous; many went absent 

when pressed by the need to plant or harvest their crops; still more left 

mond fields abruptly each year when the first winter chills 
plungingbelow zero. And throughout, labourers knew there was more¯ 

to be made from a stolen diar~ond than from a weekly wage (on one 
mond theft was alleged to account for three-fifths of production))6 

In short, employers in the diamond fields could exercise little 
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over the supply, availabiliW’ a, ost, productivity, and honesty of their labour 

force. Some hankered for seasoned European tabourers in preference to "raw" 

Africans unaccustomed to heavy manual labour. It was said that a single Irish 

navvy could take down a claim faster than a gang of four Africans.37 

With %o0o diggers competing for Iabpur, attempts to formulate wage and 
employment policies that would be beneficiaJ to all Were doomed to failure, 

but the diggers did eventually persuade the government to pass legislation 

designed to bring the African labour force more in line with their require- 

ments. Government Notice 68 of July ~872 established a depot in Kimberley at 

which all black labourers would be required to register on arrival, when they 

would be issued with a pass entitling them ~o seek employment. Labourers 

were obliged to accept contracts ofemployment for not less than three months 

and, on leaving the fields, would have to obtain another pass, certifying that 
they had carried out their contractual obligations to their employer’s satisfac- 

tion. For their part, employers attempting to engage workers other than 
through the register office would be liable to a fine of£io and three months’ 
imprisonment.3s 

One month after the first pass laws were introduced, their conditions were 

further elaborated: upon registering for employment all prospective servants 
.would be given a certificate stating the duration of their contracts and the 

:¯wage they would receive. This certificate should be carried at ali times; any 

found without one and unable to give a satisfactory account of himself 

liable to arrest and a fine of up to £5; or imprisonment for up to three 

with or without hard labour; or "corporal punishment in an~y number 

exceeding twenty-five?’ In addition, any employer could search 

residence, or property of his servants without a warrant at any time 

they were employed, and within two hours of their having left his 
t. AII diam6nds found in the possession of a servant were deemed to be 

ployer. Any servant found guilty of diamond theft ¯could 
up to a maximum of fifty lashes, and sentenced to twelve months’ 

~ labour. 

regu!ations, introduced by the British government of the Cape 

1872, enshrined in law a precedent of racial discrimination that was 

labour relations in southern Africa. AIthough the legislation 

clearly intended to control black labour, government notices care- 

using discriminatory language. Black workers were always 
tto as "servants," never as ’~natives." In Ianguage the law appeared 

lgh in practice it applied exclusively to blacks. The origins 

policy lay here. 

72, the pass laws were vigorously enforced by the police 
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and the courts. In Decemberalone between 1,1oo and 1,5oo departing labour- 

ers were checked for exit passes. Of the 275 unable to present the required doc- 

ument, 25° were fined and eighteen received six lashes each in addition to a 

fine. Of nearly 5,ooo cases that came before magistrates during 1872, most 

deak with "desertion of employment" by black workers. Those found guilty 

received up to twelve lashes with a cat-o’-nine-tails and were then sent back to 
their employers.4° 

But still the diggers were not satisfied. Fifty-one thousand men were con- 

tracted for employment through the reg!ster office in I873, but the number 
dropped to 43,000 in x874 and by the end of that year most whites had con- 

cluded that registration was not the answer to their problems. Diggers declined 

to register their employees, complaining that the men deserted an/wag and 

most succeeded in eluding the police. In fact, the diggers were particularly 

annoyed at having paid registration fees only to see their employees desert 

with a contract document that guaranteed them relatively free movement on 

the diamond fieldsf 

The labourers found loopholes in the regu!ations that enabted them to 
evade official attempts to control their movements and choice of employer. 

The penalties meted out to convicted offenders were draconian, but the corn: 

petitive demand for labour, and the sheer volume of workers on the 

fields, minimized the risk of detection. Official resources were too scanty for.i 

anything more than a token level of pass-law enforcement. Exasperated : i:.;: 

employers could only redouble their complaints and demand yet tougher leg- 

islation. A Kimberley newspaper called for "class legislation, restrictive taws, 

and the holding in check of the coloured races till by education they are fit 

be our equals... "~a 

First moves towards a resolution of the diggers’ labour problems came 

from the introduction of new laws, however, but from the repeal of a law.. 

already on the statute book. The claim-limitation law (see page 503) 

repealed in 1876 and, with it, the era of the small independent 

producing operation ended and the era 

production began.                                               : 
Sixteen hundred claim-holders shared ownership of the Kimberley mine ii 

t872; less than five years later the number of owners had fallen to 3oo, .� 

whom fewer than twenty owned more than half the mine between them. 

1879, twelve private companies or partnerships controlled three-quarters:.! 

the Kimberley mine.4~ Claims were similarly amalgamated on the other 

mines. The process was inexorable. Diamonds attracted the interest 

clefs with access to major sources of capital, and encouraged the 
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speculators who would become renowned for their ruthless business practices 

and the size of their persona/fortunes. 

In a flurry of claim purchases, company flotations, share-price maniptda- 

tions, takeovers, buyouts and consolidations that ranged from the nefarious to 

the devious and outrageous, the entire operation of the Kimberley diamond 

fields was progressively brought under the control of a single company during 

the r88os.~ De Beers Consolidated Mines Limited was incorporated as the 

major hoiding company in March r888; by i89i it had acquired an absolute 

monopoly of diamond production in Kimberley and~ by virtue of that fact, a 

controlling influence on every other commercial activity in the region. 

The man principally responsible for bringing so many diverse and often 

opposing interests under the control of a single company was the man who 

created it: Cecil Rhodes, a British emigrant whose ambitions did not stop at 

Kimberley and De Beers. Rhodes looked beyond, to far broader horizons. The 

Trust Deed he drew up for De Beers Consolidated permitted the company to 

engage in any business enterprise, to annex land in any part of Africa, to gov- 

ern foreign territories and maintain standing armies in those territories, if nec- 

essary. 

Rhodes’s ambitions for the company were expansive, even imperialistic, 

and his i.ntentions concerning the control of De Beers were decidedly oli- 

garchic, not to say dictatorial. Rhodes declared that four or five wealthy men, 

known as "life governors," should control the destiny of the company for 

the duration of their natural lifespans. These men should have substantial 

investments in the company and thus an overriding incentive to secure profits 

the company and themselves, he said. Their wealth and lifeiong appoint- 

wouid shield them from the temptations of short-term gains, and their 
tld give them the political access needed by a company whose 

iepend as much on government policies as on the organization 

and marketing. 

proposed that the life governors’ reward for such devoted attention 

company’s interests should be a quarter of net profits shared between 

after the distribution of dividends (to which of course they were also 

Obiections were raised, but the proposal was accepted. Cecil Rhodes 
his associates in the amalgamation of the Kimberley diamond fields, 

Belt, Barney Bamato and Frederic Stow, became life governors of De 

in May 188875 De Beers made an operating profit of 

~,78o in the twelve months to March ~89o, when revenue exceeded costs 

per cent and De Beers thus made a profit of more than £5° on 
of diamonds sold.4s 
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As THE KIMBERLEY DIAMOND FIELDS WERE transformed from the pio- 

neering enterprises of independent operators in the mid-I87OS into the mono- 
lithic industrial undertaking of the late 188os, with ownership passing to a 
decreasing number of individuals at each stage, employers progressively tight- 
ened their control of the labour force. Foreign capital had facilitated the amal- 
gamation process, and its influence touched labour issues ~oo. Goaded by 
financiers demanding handsome returns on their investments, and aware that 

labour shortages were a serious constraint on profitability, Cape administrators 
introduced regulations that were expressly intended to force more Africans on 
to the labour market. 

In November 1876 the terms under which Griqualand West had been 
annexed to the Cape Colony were amended to give white farmers landholding 
rights. Locations were to be established in which the African population would 
reside--small enough to ensure that they could not be self-sufficient, but large 
enough to constitute a labour pool for farms and mines alike and dispersed 
about the countryside to the convenience of white farmers and the mines. The 
survey delineating the locations allocated approximately ~o pe~ cent of West 
Griqualand to its indigenous inhabitants and the remainder to white farmers. 

African objections to these arrangements were quelled both by force of 
arms and by tegal battles in the courts, during which the appellants found 
themselves obliged to sell land (at discounted prices because of the disputed 
title) in order to pay their legal costs. The cases were dismissed. Uprisings were 
crushed. Livestock was confiscated, property destroyed, arid hundreds of men 

women, and children were taken to Kimberley as pt~isoners of war and forced 
to work a~ mine lab0urers and domestic servants. Mehnwhile, the maiority o: 
Griqualand West’s black inhabitants went to live in the locations, where lim- 

ited opportunities for agriculture, and the administration’s imposition of a 
tax, engendered levels of impoverishment that inevitably forced hundreds 
seek work on the farms and in the mines. An inspector of locations re 
188o: "The greater part of the natives (young men) proceed to work in 
berley for three to six months at a time.., le~,ing their wives and 
take care of their stock et~’’4~ 

The population of Griqualand West was not large enough to satisfy 
than a fraction of Kimberlcy’s voracious labour demands, but the 
tion of land and the establishment of locations was a precedent which 
aged some employers and administrators in their belief that the 
boundaries should be extended, bringing much greater numbers 
under British rule and thus exposing them to a coordinated policy of 
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recruitment. Hitherto, only a relatively high level of wages could attract work- 
ers to Kimberley; furthermore, men heading for the mines had to pass through 
African chiefdoms and the Boer republics, where they were liable to be taxed, 
refused passage, molested, or robbed. It was all too arbitrary. If southern Africa 
was under British control, constraints could be eliminated and regular Supplies 
oflabour assured. 

DURING THE MID- TO LATE i87os Britain’s Colonial Secretary, Lord 
Camarvon, devised ambitious plans for a confederation which would unite the 

Cape Colony and Natal with the Boer republics in asingle South African 
dominion, under the British flag. With the Transvaal Republic essentially 
bankrupt at the time, the Orange Free State moribund, and British interests in 
the Cape and Natal separated by autonomous African polities, the federation 
scheme seemed propitious. Not Ieast, it would permit the establishment of a 
"uniform native policy" in southern Africa, one that would secure an adequate 

and regular flow of migrant labour for the developing econom~as 

Camarvon had hoped that federation could be achieved by diplomatic 
means, but was ultimately obliged to approve more coercive measures. The 
Transvaal, teetering on collapsel was annexed in 1877. British and coloniaI 
troops waged war against the Xhosa in i877-78; against the Pedi (in the east- 

., em Transvaal) in ~877-79; against the Zulu in 1879; and against the Sotho 
188o. Only the Sotho, in the mountain fastnesses of what is now inde- 

Pendent Lesotho, successfttlly resisted the British attacks. Elsewhere the blacks 
defeated. In particular, the economic and political independence of 

Africa’s two most powerful black states was broken: the’Peril were 

dispossessed of carrie and Iand; the Zulu were divided into thirteen units.49 
But dreams of federation and improved supplies of migrant labour came to 

The Transvaal Boers won back their independence after defeating 
forces at the Battle of Majuba Hill in 188I, and British attacks on the 

polities hindered, rather than enhanced the availability of labour. The 

and men were constandy leaving Kimberley to fight; the pro- 
and Sotho among the workforce rose and fell with the rhythm 

l’o attract replacements and persuade workers to stay, employers 
"to raise rates of pay. By the early I88OS wages were the highest 

~ had ever been~up to £2 or more per week?° 

the Cape Colony administration had set up a Labour Commis- 
ways and means of securing a regular supply oflabour and 

g labourers to "rigorous industrial discipline.’’~ A scheme pro- 
by Jo~o Albasini, "an old Portuguese slave dealer," to recruit labourers. 



daily average of inmates was seven time~ the number incarcerated in Cape 

Town. The strain that such a large prison population placed on government 

services was however alleviated in 1884, when the De Beers Mining Company 

negotiated an arrangement t9 establish a privately controlled convict station 

and use the inmates as minel labourers. In return for the cost of erecting the 

convict barrack (£5,2oo) and the expenses of daily maintenance and discipline, 

the company was granted a two-year contract to exploit free convict labour. 

The contract was subsequently renewed. In fact, De Beers persisted with the 

practice of using convict labour until i9327s 

In evidence given to a government Select Committee in i89I, the General 

Manager of De Beers, G.E Williams, described the advantages of convict 

labour: 

In the first place we have labour we can depend on and it is always to hand. 
The convicts cannot get away like ordinary iabourers. We can also prevent 
theft better than with free boys. If the latter attempt to escape you cannot 
shoot them, whereas the sworn officials of the Government can shoot a con- 
vict if he attempts to escape?~ 

Convicts working, in the De Beers mine were better fed than the inmates of 

the city gaol, .and were issued with thick jerseys, moleskin trousers, felt hats, 

boots "when necessaq6" blankets, and a rudimentary mattress, bm they worked 

two ,~urs longer each day than prison department hard-labour regulations 
stipulated and were searched on entering and leaving the convict station. De: 

Beers convicts were obliged to undress completely in the search houses and 

went naked to their cells, where blankets were the only available covering. 

the end of his sentence, each man was confined to the cells for five days, 

and with unwieldy leather gloves locked on his hands. This practice wa~: 

designed to flush out any diamonds he might have swallowed in the hope of" 

selling once he was free.*° 

The advantages of the arrangements which the employment of convict 

labour had entailed were so patently obvious that it was not long before 

called free labour was housed in similar conditions and treated in a 

fashion. Beginning in 1885, the previously open compounds were converted 

into self-contained institutions. Once an African entered a dosed 

he was denied all access to the surrounding town for the 

tract.*z Labourers were paid a wage, but obliged to buy their food and 

other requirements from the compound stores; they moved between 

pound and the mines through enclosed subways, and the corapounds 

covered with a fine wire mesh to prevent stolen diamonds being thrown 

the fences. 
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By i889 all Kimberley’s African mineworkel:F~were accommodated in 

dosed compounds; an arrangement which was not only profitable in its own 

right (De Beers made an annual profit of£xo,ooo from the sale of food and 

other goods to the compound inmates), but also exposed Africans to coercive 

practices which ensured that many labourers stayed beyond the duration of the 

customary two- or three-month contract. Long-term workers with experience 

were of course preferred to a constant turnover of novices. 

The mines supposedly recruited their labour exclusively through the Regis- 

trar of Natives, whose duty it was to issue arid renew contracts. "Those whose 

time has expired and don’t wish to re-contract are discharged," a compound 

manager reported, but many were persuaded to stay on without a contract, 

trapped in a "legaI no man’s land" where they were subject to the fluctuations 

of the mines’ labour requirements but unable ro appeal to the Registrar because 

without a contract they could be arrested.~2 

At least one-third to one-half of the workforce housed in De Beers’s largest 

compound between I886 and ~895 was uncontracred, and many of these men 

were probably unemployed as well, for the compounds generally held more 

labourers than were required for a full workforce. A four-day week was also 

commonplace, "To work 9oo men," a compound manager explained, "we want 

1,4oo or 1,5oo men." Thus, closed compounds provided not only a constant 

supply of labour, but also a reserve that could be called upon as required. 

GOLD DEPOSITS WERE DISCOVERED on the Witwatersrand in 1885. 

Within a few months, the Kimberley mining magnates had bought up the bare 

ran&land farms in the vicinity of the discovery for prices ranging from £7,ooo 

to £70,000. By the end of i887 sixty-eight gold-mining companies had been 

porated with a nominal capital of more than £3 million. Ten years later 

~the Witwatersrand was producing one-quarter of the worId’s gold output. Pro- 

~eIl dramatically during the An#o-Boer war (z899-i9o2), amounting 

only 2 per cent of world output in 19Ol, but resumed rapidly thereafter. In 

o6 the Transvaal mines produced 29.8 per cent of the world’s gold; in 19o7 

mines were exploiting a gold field that extended in an almost 
line for more than sixty kilometres.~3 

The gold-bearing ground dipped sharply from the points at which it was 

)0sed at the surface. Vertical shafts were sunk to intercept the reef, opening 

mining areas of hitherto unimagined extent. Vast amounts of 

.~ed in the new industry, much of it flowing as though by pre- 

intent from fortunes made in the Kimberley diamond fields. The 

for labour in the gold fields was even greater than that which the dia- 
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mond mines had imposed on the African population. In i89o, 15,ooo Africans 

were employed in the gold mines, by ~897 the daily total had risen to 69,000 

and in ~9~2 it stood at just under ~OO,OOO. 
Kimberley’s closed compounds provided a model for the cheap and secure 

accommodation of labour in the gold mines,64 and the history of labour supply 

in the diamond fields was a lesson on how the gold mines’ vast labour force 

could best be recruited. The centralized control of recruitment was to be the 

primary objective. Mine-owners formed the Native Labour Supply Association 

in ~896, which was reorganized as the Witwatersrand Native Labour Associa- 

tion in ~9oo. Not every mine always recruited all its labour through the orga- 

nization, but Wenela (as it became known) gained enough of a monopoly to 

offer considerable advantages to those using its services. 
Wenela established recruiting stations in urban and rural areas throughout 

southern Africa; employers paid a fee ranging from £i per head for men on 

contracts of three months or less, and up to £5 for men on a twelve-month 

contract, but these initial outlays were more than offset by the low wages 

which the centralized control of recruiting was able to impose on the work- .: 

force. In fact, wages fell as Wenela’s influence on the labour market became 

more pervasive. In ~896 labourers earned an average of just over fifteen 

shillings per week; seventeen years later they were earnit~g an average of third. 

teen shillings per week--and that despite the fact that labour efficiency 

individual productivity had increased in the interim.65 

The Kimberley diamond fields and the Witwatersrand gold mines 
lished a precedent for the management of labour inAfrica: it was never empIoyii. 

merit in the sense of a relationship which was mutually beneficial to 

employer and the employee, but always the exploitation of an 

resource. The fact that the labourers came from a population that was 

uneducated, and black encouraged employers to regard them as a race 

with aptitudes and aspirations quite different from those of Europeans 

unlikely ever to change. Recruiting authorities believed that there was no 

in raising wages in line with productivity, because it wouk 

rise in "the native standard of living," while "the main result would 

native would work for a shorter period .... " thus reducing the 

labour available to industry.~6 

The influence of the mines’ employment regime on African 

southern Africa has been pernicious~and profound. Of the 1,7oo,ooo 

Africans aged between fifteen and fifty recorded in South Africa’s 

for example, 393,ooo (23 per cent) were working in the country’s mines.:’, 

allied industries. The majority were migrants, living away from 

months at a time, in all-male compounds, segregated from surrounding 
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munities. Farms, factories, government agencies and even employers of domes- 

tic labour perpetuated the system, in South Africa and throughout the conti- 

nent. Every urban centre which developed to service the application ofcapitaI 

to the exploitation of African resources was surrounded by lodations, com- 

pounds, and hostels in which the essential labour was housed, to the conve- 

nience of its employers but at a distance that. white sensitivities deemed 

appropriate. On an economic .level, the same sort of segregation was to be 

found in the industrialized nations of Europe~no loom-operator could afford 

to ]ire next door to the mill-owner~but education and equality in law could 

change that. In Africa, colour applied an indelibie stain to. economic segrega- 

tion, condemning blacks to subservient status on the basik of first appearances 

alone. 
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VI. 

The Search in identity" 

I have alrea~dy undertaken in broad outline to indicate the path 

along which my investigation, stimulated by deep passion, has 

taken me in my effort to explore the grounds for community in the 
arena that marks the drama of man’s life on the planet. It may be 

an open question as to the extent to which "goal-seeking" in the 
biological sense is manifest in the cdnscious life of man. If there be 

a relationship, we can never be sure that we are able to determine 
precisely what that relationship is. Simply by the very fact that a 

particular phenomenon is being observed, however accurately or 

inaccurately, the phenomenon itself undergoes changemeven as 

does the observer. 
As long as I can recall reacting to the experiences of life, I have 

observed in myself a tendency--even more, an inner demand--for 
"whole-making," a feel for a completion in and of things, for inclu- 

sive consummation. Experiences must somehow fit together; they 

must make sense to the mind. Many years ago when our two 
daughters were very small, the older one was explaining to the 

younger the meaning of Good Friday. She was given a very inter- 
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esting and convincing account of.the story of Jesus leading up to 
and including the crucifixionl But the younger child remained 
unsatisfied, and after more. than thirty years I can hear still her 
impatient and frustrated cry: "But why did they have to kill him. 

... Why?" The events somehow had.to fit together. 
To try tO make sense out of my concern for community and to 

honor intelligently its profound urgency in the human spirit are at 
last .the .feelings that sent me forth in the quest that these pages 

record..Io my search I have examined, within the limitations of my 

skills, the in,sights inherent in the myths concerning the creation 
of the world--those query stories found among all peoples and all 
culture.~ as they. sought to answer the old, old., yea timeless ques- 
tions: "Why was I born? How did the wortd get started? Where did 

the animals and men come from? What was before when there 
were no men, when there were no animals? Was there anything at 
all before there was a world?"       :’ 

I have looke.d long an.d h~ard at the. early alienations of my youth; 
I have lived, as many others, through the frustration of alienation 

and rejection. I have had to discover, after the pattern of the grain 
in my wood, the difference between solitariness and loneliness. I 

have had to wrestle with many spiritual crises growing out of what 
seemed to be the contradictory demands of love and hate, of ven- 

geance and me.r.¢y, and of retaliation and reconciliation. In all of 

these experiences there is a part of me that seeks ever for harmony, 

for community, for unity and creative synthesis in conflicting rela- 

tions; and an equally articulate urgency within me for withdrawal, 

for separateness, for isolation, and for aggression. For long years I 
have felt that the former rested primarily in the demands of my 

religious, commitment, while, the latter belonged to that of my 

inward parts that had never yielded to the imperious demands of 

the religious spirit. But more and more the makings of such a 
thoroughgoing dualism seemed not only intolerable but also the 

constructing of an essentially false dichotomy. 

Thus I am driven to seek, if happily I may find, a basis for this 

"whole-making" tendency in myself and in my relations with the 
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unfolding of life itself in the world. In other words, my search has 

led me to seek answers to the insistent question: Is the pull toward 
community both within myself and the world of men indigenous 

to life, or is it a mirage, a delusion? To state t~e question a little 
differently: .Is there some basis external to ones-self for the hopes 

and dreams of harmonious relations between men of whatever 

kind, .state, or condition? Does the validity of the whole-making 
tendency in human life rest finally upon empirical sanction, or is 
it really against the drift, the movement of life as we experience it? 

Thus I begin’ with the obvious proposition that I am not alien to 
life. I am a creature gr.ounded and rooted in creaturetiness. There- 
fore I am a p~rticipant in the life process rather than being an isolate . 

within it. Truly, I am a space binder; as I described earlier, my body 

participates completely in the life process and it is nourished and 

sustained by ancient processes as old as life, and set in motion 
before any awareness of or knowledge about them was in evidence. 

As a creature, i am the inheritor of age-old wisdom. Hence there. 

can be no sense of self on the part of the individual where, ~.here is 
no self-conscious experience of the body as one’s own unique, 

private, and peculiar possession. The body is a man~s intimate 

dwelling place; it is his domain as nothing else can ever be. It is 
coextensive with himself. If for any reason whatsoever a man is 

alienated in his own body either by shame, outrage, or brutality, his 

sense of community within himself .is rendered difficult, if not 

impossible. It is small wonder that one of the oldest creeds of the 

Christian faith carries the phrase: I believe in the resurrection of the 

body. For many believers the affirmation that death does not ulti- 

mately separate a man from his body makes of death a little thing. 
One is reminded of the story of the little boy who was afraid of 

the dark when he was put to bed, His mother told him that it was 

perfectly safe because God was with him in the dark° All he needed 

tO do was to pray to God and He would comfort him° But the boy 

was still afraid. At length he said to his mother, "Mummy, wit! you 

please ask God to put some skin on and then I will be alrighto" 
The sense of self is rooted in the experience of man’s body as his 
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own. it is for this reason that wher~ men wish to break the will, the 
inner entity of others, they resort to direct and violent cruelty upon 

their bodies. The a~m here is to force a man to abdicate his body 
and thereby to become an alien in his own house. This cuts him off 

from the sustaining source of his own physical being; he becomes 
disembodied and to that extent beingless. 

There is a vast difference between an attitude, for whatever rea- 
son, that.undertakes to separate man from his root in nature and one 
that seeks~ to honor one’s belonging to nature as a part of the total 

life process. The body shares with all living things the urgency to 
actualize its potential as a body. Is it not reasonable to suggest that 
the tendency of the mind for whole-making or "seeing whole," for 
seeking harmony, for community is rooted in the experience of the 
body that in turn is grounded in all of life? I think so. 

Of course we do not know when mind, as such, appeared. It is 

too static and mechanical, in my view, to assume that at some point 

in time, by some act, decree or fiat, mind, appeared in man. Of 

course, no one knows what the fact is. Generations of men have 
accommodated themselves to the notion that seemed to belong best 

to the necessities of their thought and life. It has been most helpful 

to me in my search to think of a time when mind as a separate and 

conscious entity did."noto~formally exist in the body. To state it 

crudely: the min.d°was bodybou’nd but mind as such was not. Many 

years ago I embodied the idea in these lines: 

Through slimy oozes of primeval ocean beds, 

Man’s body, a living thing, 

Climbed slowly up the year~. 

By fitful steps it made its way: 

Swimming, crawling, climbing, 

No stage was skipped. 

At last, held taut twixt earth and sky, 

It stood upright to shout defiance to the hills... 

The body was mature, 

All vital organs seemed as one 

Wkhout consent of mind. 
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The mind was there; mind it was not: 

Taxed to the limit of its power 
h kept the body safe, alive from every harm. ¯ 
With life more friendly, mind released, 
Thus man a living spirit, woke. 

In light of this assumption, and thinking of the mind as an entity 
in itset.f, the tendency to "see whole" seems inherent. Thus .the 

necessity that all experience.make sense and the feet for harmony 

is suiget.!eris.or given. The clue is to be found in the nature of mind 
itself. All experience, then, becomes raw material for harmony, for 
order, and, ti~c individual stands ever in immediate candidacy for 
such fulfillment. If this is true, then it follows that when a person 

actualizes his own potential he becomes whole, harmonized, or 
fulfilled. It must be recalled, however, that the potential itself is 

dynamic and without measure. Thus, actualizing potential must 
mean always "as to" some particular goal, dream, o} projection. In 

this sense a man’s iourney into life may be characterized as a quest 
for community within himself. As life realizes itself in human be- 

ings, what results is at the self-conscious level not unlike what 

happens instinctually in so-called subhuman forms of life. 

At this point I amplify the point made in Chapter ~. It may not 

seem too far-fetched to examine a man’s need to be loved, to be 
understood, to be cared for as the essential building blocks for the 

actualizing of his potential and the essential stuff of community 
among men. Every human being needs and is deeply nourished by 

the feeling of being cared for, of being dealt with totally or com- 

pletely. There is an inexhaustible assurance of well-being that 
floods the life when one is aware of being touched at a center in 

one’s self that is beyond all good and evil, beyond all merit and 

demerit. This is true without regard to culture, background, or 

condition. There is an insistent connection between the need for 
well-being and the elemental necessity in all forms of life to actual- 

ize its own potential and thus fulfill itself. 
The phrase "tender loving care," commonly referred to as TLC, 

describes a certain kind of treatment that may characterize a rela- 
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tionship between one human being and another or between one 
human being and some other form of life, Such treatment results 

in an inner sense of harmony and stability that makes for growth 
and fulfillment. A wide range of laboratory experiments with rats 

and mice in recent years indicates quite dramatically that there is 

a radical difference between the behavior of those that are given 
TLC and those that are not. One such report suggests that the 
gentled’ rats were relatively immune to the effects of strain and 
depriv.ation’because there was probably adecrease of ACTH output 
from the p!tuitary glands, with less release of hormones from the 
~adrenal glands, while the others showed nervous adrenat glands 
with the negative effects from such treatment. It is not necessary 
to go into this aspect of the discussion in greater detail. Suffice it 

to say that what applies to rats, etc., applies to babies and to men. 
The place to look for- the emergence of community in human life 

is in the primary social unit, the family: It is here that the child first 
becomes aware of himself, as a person. It has often been said that 
a child is not born human but becomes human only in a human 

situation or context. I take this to mean that in the intimacy of the 
family the profound process of the unfolding of potential is set in 

motion. The goal of fulfillment appears on the far horizon and 

persists as the pull o~ttie~tong-timed emotion of the ideal. The child 
may fail both within and without, but against that failure something 
wars, always pushing, always making its claim felt. It is the claim 
of. the building blocks, the built-in demand of the mind, the insis- 

tence of the organism, the upward push of the racial memory, the 

glow of the prophets’ demand and the dream of the seer; it is what 

in religion is often called the will of God as touching the life of man. 

What happens if in the life of the child there is in the family 

no pivotal point around which positive self-awareness emerges? 

The child is apt to become permanently crippled. This period of 
the child is also characterized as a time of innocence. In that sense 

there is the recapitulation of the story of the race as found in the 

various creation myths 9r query stories. For the child, very impor- 
tant things are happening in his organism, for the track is being laid 
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the life journey of the body. In terms of community, this means that 
if the child is.forced by the circumstances of his life to cope with 
his environment as if he were an adult, his very nervous system 
becomes enraged and an utter sense of alienation is apt to become 

the style of his life. Because he is rejected by life. he begins to reject 
himself. The’process of withdrawal and alienation begins its deadly 

operation before the child has any tools for assessing or interpreting. 
what is happening to him. As an tmconscious windbreak against 
this kind of communal suicide, provisions are made within the 

scope of tile cu~liure for giving children an early sense of belonging 
to the group.as a whole and to a primary group within the larger 
relationships that give character to the total society. 

There seems to be a built-ln resistance in all human beings. 
against the threat of isolation. It is a major safeguard against the 
disintegration of the self, for we cannot abide being cut off. And it 

is in the primary experience of family that the stage is set for the 
constant renewing and sustaining of the private life of the individ- 
ual. Here die raw materials are provided for establishing an inner 
climate for the growth of personality and for giving full scope to 

the inner urge for wholermaking that in turn increases the possibil- 
ity for actualizing the potential of the individual. For in such a 

setting the individual not only has an awareness of being cared for, 
but also the way is opened for him to emerge as a person in an 

enlarged relationship of persons, the family.        . 
In some societies, for what may bea wide range of reasons, the 

concept of the extended family has developed. This means that no 
member of the family, in substance, is ever lost. One eve’ning in 

Nigeria, Mrs. Thurman and I were beingentertained after a public 
address by an otiieial of the Western Region. Our host offered us 
a soft drink, ginger beer. When he opened the bottle, but befo.re 

serving us, he poured just a little on the floor, saylng,. "To my 
ancestors." For just one swirling moment I felt as if I were sur- 
rounded by a host of others who were suddenly a part of this 
moment of celebration. In modern life such a eoncept’oristles with 

intense complications. However it is but another manifestion, in 
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fine, of the need for belonging, for being cared for, which, in turn, 

is instinctive to life itself and therefore cannot be ultimately affected 

by death. A way has to be found for honoriog this urgency of life 

and the human spirit. The frustration of this tendency to wholeness 

in man is the withering blight that is making so much of modern 

life a wasteland. 

The recognition of the continuing sense of belonging is not only 

present in the so-called ancestor but is also to be found in the total 

etiquette~uLrounding the experience ~fdeath. in some parts of the 

world I have seen the graves of deceased members of the family in 

the front yards, of the family house. This symbolizes their continu- 

ing presence that even death cannot sever. Many funeral rites are 

suggestive in the same way. There are clues to this insistence in the 

sustaining way that mourning for the dead honors their presence~’ 

in the midst of the living. 

To be remembered is the point that the family group is a part of 

a larger social unit in an ever-widening circle of belonging.’ The 

importance of place, of t~rrifory, of the earth takes on special mean- 

ing. Man is a child of nature; he is rooted and grounded in the earth. 

He belongs to it, and it belongs to him. I remember hearing an 

Indian Chief from northwestern Canada say: "I come from away 

up North near the Areti.c.~,i.rcle. I am a part of the snow, ice, and 
wind in winter, q~he.~e flow into me and I flow into them." Man 

cann.ot long sepai’~te himself from nature without withering as a cut 
rose in a vase, One of the deceptive aspects of mind in man is to 

give him the illusion of being distinct from and over against but not 

a part of nature. It is but a single leap thus to regard nature as being 

so completely other than himself that he may exploit it, plunder it, 

and rape it with impunity. 

This we see all around us in the. modern world. Our atmosphere 

is polluted, our streams are poisoned, our hills are denuded, wild life 

is increasingly exterminated, while more and more man becomes 

an alien on the earth and a fouler of his own nest. The price that 

is being exacted for this is a deep sense of isolation, of being rootless 

and a vagabond. Often I have surmised that this condition is more 
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responsible for what seems to be the phenomenal increase in men- 
tal and emotional disturbances in modern life than the pressures-- 

economic, social, and political--that abound on every hand. The 
collective psyche shrieks with the agony that it feels as a part of the 

death cry of a pillaged nature. 
Nevertheless, the importance of territory in the experience of 

community remains. Territory is one of the perennial guarantors 
supporting man’s experience of community. Man has to feel at 

home if he is to be nurtured; home means place and the place means 

territoryi" 
In modern"tlfe the symbol of homeland that has emerged in full 

significance" is that of sovereignty. Thus the state becomes the 

rallying point for establishing the meaning and the significance of 
the life of persons within its boundaries. This is the larger unity that 

guarantees the smaller primary and secondary units within its 

boundaries. This symbol of belonging seems to meet a deep need 
in the life of modern man in a manner somewhat unique in modern 

history. AS such, it unifies the individual and supersedes all other 

integrating symbols; this is particularly true in a society where 
there is no state religion to share the sovereignty of the state. It 

provides a common tie for its citizens and a technical ground for 
rejecting aliens. It formally defines an outsider and establishes rites 

and rituals for belonging, Even where there are birthrights unique 
to those who are born within its boundaries, provisions are made 

for "categories of belonging" established by custom and guaran- 

teed by laws that govern. In modern life it is sovereignty that finally 

has the power of veto and certification over the individuals who 

make up the common life. 
Thus the state takes on a transcendent r01e, thereby fulfilling one 

of the basic requirements of a religion. It seeks to answer three basic 
needs of the human spirit: for a supreme object of devotion and 
therefore worship, for a way of thinking about and believing in the 

object of devotion, and for a way of life in which the spirit of 

the object of devotion is expressed.. The assumption is that the 

citizen who is loyal to sovereignty experiences community. He 
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lives in a climate in which it is reasonable to assume that his poten- 
tial can be actualized or that life can under the circumstance or 

condition be given, a maximum opportunity to realize itself in him. 
Such a notion of sovereignty.does something more. It gives the 

citizen an integrated basis for his behavior so that there is always 
at hand a socially accepted judgment that can determine for him 

when he is lost, when he has missed the way--that is, when he is 

out of community. It defines the meaning of civic character and 
determines .the kind of civic responsibility that may develop it. It 
may w’it~hold such responsibility and thereby determine who may 

develop civic character, the true symbol of membership. Again, 
such a..notion inspires a basis for a definition of self-sacrifice, not 

only of possessions, but also of life itself. If the sacrifice of life is 
made in defense of sovereignty, a man is given a special place of 
honor and recognition.. If in defense of the integrity of sovereignty 

he takes the life of another, his guilt is short-circuited by the paeans 

of praise accorded to the hero. A curious and specious distinction 
is made between murder at the behest of sovereignty and murder 

without such sanction. Finally, the notion inspires a sense of par- 

ticipating in a collective or communal destiny, thus reaffirming in 
crisis a sense of belonging to a transcendent entity in which the 

individual life is someh.~.~ transformed into something so much 

more than itselL 
There are m~ihy symbols and rituals of sovereignty by which the 

sense of community is kept current, fluid, and viable. Symbols such 

as a national flag and a national anthem or hymn come to mind. 

There is the ritual that is a part of the voting ceremony or etiquette, 

the varied celebrations to commemorate the nation’s founding, the 

spontaneous or structured emotions surrounding the crises due to 
war with other sovereignties, etc. But one of the most dramatic 

rituals for highlighting the sense of belonging is the device of na- 

tional or universal registration, when, under conditions of limited 

supply of certain consumer goods, rationing becomes mandatory. 

It is most interesting to observe that when our own Sovereign State 

made such a demand (if citizens, many of them felt themselves a 
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a vital part of the common life for the first time in their lives. Up 
until then, many whose names included such initials as J. B, for 
instance, were now required by the state to give full names to such 
initials. To them it meant that the Sovereign State itself wanted to 
know precisely who they were as to both name and place. The 
demands of communal defense or communal aggression gave them 
a quickened sense of belonging and participation. 

It can be very readily understood how the sovereignty of the state 
may create a major problem for the man of religion, the assumption 
being that such a man has a commitment and a sense of loyalty that 
may transcend his loyalty to the state, leading to an inescapable and 
fundament’al conflict in loyalties. The very concept of sovereignty 
cannot accommodate itself to a divided loyalty in any sense that is 
absolute. Such a position is intolerable to both its integrity .and 
stability. One of the practical though silent agreements between 
the state and religious institution is the recognition of separate 
spheres of influence over the life of the individual. Within the total 
territoryfor which sovereignty is responsible certain limited areas 
may be recognized as temporarily out of bounds for the state. In our 
country such a provision is made in the separation of church and 
state, as defined in the Constitution. The important thing here is 
to indicate that such a dualism is limited, and ultimately the power 
of veto and certification of the life of the individual rests with the 
state. An individual may abide by the judgment and take the conse- 
quences. There is. a long history of those who reserved the right of 
veto and certification over their own lives, the authority of sover- 
eignty to the contrary notwithstanding. But despite the varied 
avenues of appeal, of adjustment, of adjudication, the perogatlve of 
sovereignty is fina!ly to say "yes" or "no," and to make it hold. The 
rationalization covering such an eventuality is that the sovereign 
is the people. 

It becomes clear that if there are any citizens within the state who 
by definition, stated or implied, are denied freedom of access to the 
resources of community as established within the state, such per- 
sons are assailed at the very foundation of their sense of belonging. 
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It reaches in to affect what takes place even within the primary 

social unit, the family, where community is first experienced. The 

term "second class citizen" is often used to describe such a status. 

This means that sdch persons are "outsiders" living in the midst of 

"insiders," required to honor the same demands of sovereignty but 

denied the basic rewards of sovereignty. This collective or commu- 

nal denial of the rights and the "rites" of belonging cuts deep into 

the fabric of the total life of the state. In the first place, it creates 

a condition.of guilt in the general s0ci~ty that has to be absorbed 

in order~ to keep life tolerable within the body politic in general. 

This becomes an increasingly critical issue as the relationships 

between sovereign states themselves become more competitive in 

the terrific crucible of power polities. It is here that the search for 
the jugular vein of one state is sought by another state of relatively 

equal strength and pow. er on a steadiIy shrinking planet. The basic 
commodity in the play of power politics is for the extension of 

community of the particular states. The aim here is to bring those 

who are out of community into a ¯vigorous sense of their own 
importance, thus inspiring the hope thatin such acquiesence they 
will be able to realize their own potential. This is the essence of the 

critical struggle for the conquest of the minds and emotions of 

modern man. Give~a t..~..loyalty and devotion of these, all other 
things follow: .acceptance of standards of value, .new wants for 

COnsumer good~ immediately available, thereby making new mar- 

kets--the list is endless. It is seen that the issue turns on the rewards 
for belonging. But if within the competing powers it can be clear, 

or is known, that within a gi,ven sovereignty there are those who 
are by birth insiders but are regarded or defined as outsiders not- 

withstanding, then those who stand in candidacy for belonging 

may be deterred, stymied, or sidetracked. In the light of this analy- 

sis, for instance, it is quite possible that in the major struggle be- 
tween the Soviet Union and the United States of America the 
future belongs to that power which is the most convincing witness 
tothe fact that it makes available to all its citizens the freedom of 
access to a social elimaie in which the individual not only has an 
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authentic sense of belonging, but in wfiich it is a reasonable hope 
for him to actualize his potential, thereby experiencing community 

within himself as part and. parcel of the ¯experience of commun- 
ity within the state.            . 

The role of minorities in the modern state is crucial not only for 

the state as a community among world states, but also for the 
experience of community on the part of the minorities themselves. 

As suggested earlier, wherever citizens are denied the freedom of 

access to the resources that make for.a sense of belonging, a sense 

of being totally.dealt with, the environment doses in around them, 
resulting in the schizophrenic dilemma of being inside and .out- 

side at one and the same time. Or worse still, they are subject 

to the acute trauma of not knowing at any given moment whether, 
they are outsiders or insiders. Such is the terrifying fate not only 

of the Afro-American but also of the Mexlcan-Latin American, the 
American Indian, and all those ethnic strains that make up the so- 
called Third World. 

I shall pi~rmit myself two comments--one brief, the other ex- 
tended--concerning the bearing of my thesis on community in the 
life of two of these minority groups. 

The American Indian is the only indigenous people within the 
confines of American sovereignty. The merciless and ruthless at- 
tack on the ground of community in the life of the American Indian 
is completely amoral: To uproot him from territory that gave him 
a rare sense of belonging, in which he could actualize his potential 
within a frame of reference that was totally confirming, and at the 
same time to keep him in full or relative view of his devastated and 
desecrated extension of self that the land signified is a unique form 
of torture, a long, slow, anguished dying. The originalinsider is 
forced to become an outsider in his own territory. There are some 
things in life that are worse than death--surely this must be judged 
as such. The Indian wanders homeless and rootless as a fleeting 
ghost in and out of our dreams and like Banquo, is an invisible guest 
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at both our times of feasting and our times of prayer. An uncon- 
scious guilt has entered namelessly into the very fiber of the Ameri- 

can character and th, ere is no catharsis to be found. Every time in 
our sovereign power we champion the cause of those who are 

uprooted in their own land and are forced to watch their souls 

wither ahd die without communal nourishment, there he stands in 
full view before our spirits while our words falter and our claim to 

challenge falls limp at our feet.        , 

The search for community on the part of the Afro-American 
minority within the larger American community reveals still an- 

other facet of the inside-outside dilemma. Those interested in a 

more elaborate statement of my views should read my book The 

Luminous Darkness, an analysis of the anatomy of segregation and 

the ground of hope. Unlike the American Indian, the African slave 

was uprooted from his land, his territory, and brought forcibly 
several thousand miles away’to another land completely alien to his 

spirit and his gods. All ties that gave him a sense of belonging, of 

counting, of being a person nourished by a community of persons 

were abruptly severed, lacerated, torn asunder. Bodies that were 

emotionally bleeding huJ~.~ere set down in the new world of the 

Americas. Initiat!.y h6 had no standing, even of that of outsider. In 
terms of his access to the sources of nourishment for community, 
initially he’ had none. No, not even the status of being a human 

being. It .is no accident that the New Testament Greek word for 

slave is soma, which means body, a thing. 

He was a part of the land, the territory. To that extent and this 
is crucial he was a part of the ground of community, the land by 

which the slave owner sought to realize his potential in community. 

Thus some measure of well-being to the slave could not be sepa- 
rated from the welt-being of the slave owner. They were bound by 

the same chains. To some readers, such a distinction may seem 

merely academic and therefore unreal. For the slave, the primary 
social group, the family, rested always upon an unpredictable con- 
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tingency. Most often the existence and the integrity of the family 
were ignored or destroyed when on the slave market all familial ties 

were like flotsam and jetsam on the tide of the angry waters of 
bartering. °I’hose who lived on a given plantation were forced into 

a primary social group and gave what was available to the children 

in their midst, while their little wary egos squeezed their experi- 
ences for whatever could be found to nourish and sustain. 

There were three currents flowing through the communal life of 

the plantation slave from which survival, sustenance, and nourish- 
men{ could be drawn. The first was his tendency toward whole- 

feeling, to w.hich much of our earlier discussion was devoted. It 

one with the endless search for nourishment, inherent in even the 
simplest forms of life. Here there was no exception the inner: 

necessity to stake a claim for the self not only to nourish but also 
to sustain. Second, he needed some all-encompassing dimension to 

life, native to the spiritual needs of the human spirit and the raw 
materials brought into focus and synthesis by the religious mood. 

Third, he..felt the drive, the tendency or urge expressed in aggres- 

sion. Aggression cannot be separated from the urge for and to 
community. It may be that we get a grand and awesome preview 

of these two in the incipient ground of human behavior in what has 

been discovered about the .behavior of the cell in seeking its own 

nourishment and rejecting, by an uncanny directed spontaneity, 
any intruder that is sensed as a threat to the inner cohesiveness of 

the structure of the cell. No understanding of the significance of 

community can escape the place and significance of aggression. 

Thus it was the operation of this trilogy in the life of the slave that 

made the forebears of the Afro-American of today endure the long 

night and greet the dawn with ancient awareness. 

In the weary isthmus connecting the slave to the present there 
were many cat~:clysms: the War between the States, centering on 

the issue of stavery--a wide range of legal statutes defining and 
redefining the status and rights of the slaves and their descendents, 

which have continued down to latest times; at least two world wars, 
in which finally no distinction was made between combatants and 
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noncombatants; the rise of communism and the appearance on the 

world scene of two world powers involving more than half of the 

earth’s population, dedicated to one form or another of the dialectic 

of materialism, economic determinism, and the overthrowing of 

state religions; the rise and fall of two great fascist states committed 

to the armed conquest of the world; the ushering in of the atomic 

age by intlating the use of the atomic bomb in war and the creation 

of stockpiles of atomic weaponry sufficient to provide the equiva- 

lent of 3.0,000 tons of TNT explosives for every human being on 

the earth; the mechanization of life by phenomenal advances in 

technology; the real possibility of the discontinuity of life on tile 

planet--~he explorations of inner space; the immoral war in Viet- 

nam-the list seems endless! 

While all these things were happening, and not fundamentally 

unconnected with them,.there was the general revolt of youth and 

their disenchantment with the society into which they were born. 

The result is that more and more they regard themselves as outsid- 

ers in the midst of the land of their roots and culture. In their acute 

alienation, they have a diminishing sense of belonging, do not feel 

themselves cared for and nurtured in a climate that makes the 

¯ possibility of actualizing their potential remote, if at all possible. 

Two things charaeteri’2e.~l~ir mood and temper: one, they have no 

sense of place, and are therefore rootless and disoriented in their 

contemporary environment, and two, the future has little if any 

meaning, for it is jeopardized by war and the threat of wars, with 

the fateful consequences of full-scale atomic racial suicide and the 

destruction of nature itself, without whose sustenance even the 

thought of survival comes to a grinding halt. 

All these things have had a terrific impact on the life of the 

Afro-American in society. They have crucially affected his sense of 

belonging, which was always tenuous and fragile..Sever!tl consider- 

ations should be noted here. Together with the rest of America he 

is experiencing the collapse of the family structure--that primary 

womb out of which emerges the self-conscious urge to community 

~as a sense of belonging and support, tt must be remembered that 
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notwithstanding the family life’s survival of the ravages of slavery, 

the struggle for individual economic survival in the turbulent wa- 

ters of the period of reconstruction, the acute vulnerability of the 
family structure under the constant attack of lust, lasciviousness, 
and often secret affection of many of the white men of the South, 

and, from the turn of the century, the personality damage, wrought 
by mounting segregation in the region and in the country as a 
whole, something very creative was at work deep within the social 
structure of Negro life. It was a counterdefense. The individual 

began to"feet himself part of fi larger primary structure in which 
kinship by blbod was not a criterion for the claim of belonging. For 

a long time ~he Negro adult in the community stood in locoparenti~ 

to any Negro ehitd. It was not necessary to know who the child was 
or where he lived. This gave the child an immediate sense of being 

cared for, with positive results in his own personality. The individ- 
ual life could not be easily separated from the whole. Any stranger 
who came into the community had to be given hospitality, for all 
doors outside of the Negro community were closed to him. Thus 

there was the constant experience of overall identification. And this 
was good. 

It broke down decisively and with devastating results, however, 

at one critical point--with the white community. The residue that 
accumulated in the collective and individual psyche of the black 
man from the awful sense, that always, under any and all circum- 

stances, his life was utterly at the mercy of the white world, is the most 

important, single clue to the phenomena of the present. The most 

vic.ious, cruel, and amoral manifestation of this fact was lynching. 

The heartrending years when hundreds of Negroes were lynched, 
burned, and butchered by white men whose women and children 

were often special spectators of the inhuman ceremony are conven- 

iently forgotten. It is scarcely remembered how long it took to pass 
antilynch legislation. The bodies of Negroes remember, and their 

psyches can never forget this vast desecration of personality. The 

boundaries of any sense of community, the effectiveness of one’s 

llfe as a person, the breakdown of the instinctual tendency toward 
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whole-maklng,~ the personality violence from agg~/ession, thwarted 

and turned-in on one’s self, the searching felt in the presence of 

the humiliation of. heroes, the guilt inspired by anonymous fears 

that live in the environment--these are some of the shadows, the 
unconscious reaction to which must be understood as we try to find 

commuhity in the presence of the grim confrontations facing 

American society. 
Concerning the society as a whole, much has been written and 

there w.ill .be much more as perspective is gained on the social 
events of the present time. As the older generation, we have sud- 
denly become aware of our youth, as if for the first time. We are 
angered by their anger, even though secretly we marvel at the 

cour.age of their anger. We are frightened by their violence, even 

as we ponder it. We are shocked by their failure to respond to our 
values, even as we are humiliated by our own sense of failure and 

inadequacy. Nothing seems to hold. Nothing seems adequate to the 

crisis that is upon us. In o.ur extremity we are tempted to take 

refuge in old shibboleths that we ourselves long since abandoned. 

We find ourselves using words that have been forsaken by meaning. 

At last it is beginning to dawn upon us, that at some time in the 

past--when, we are not sure--we became separated from our abso- 
lutes. It is from the life 6t~ur youth that we discover that we have 

lost our way.. W...e; too, have little sense of belonging; our feel for 
whole-making has included less and less of the world, of the wide 

range of human life, until we are only sure of it as touching our 

family, particularly our children. Now, it often seems to us, they 

turn and rend us because we have sought tonourish them with the 

sense of our failure. 

All of this applies to the older generation of Negroes, but with 

even greater intensity. In many ways they have tried to shield their 

childrert from naked exposure to the worst and most damaging 

aspects of white society. They have stood guard on the walls that 

sepa.rate and divide, seeking always how to make a virtue of social 

necessity. Often with sacrifices of which they dare not speak, they 

have bought time for their youth to prepare for effective living with 
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tools, skills, and knowledge of which they sometimes dreamed but 

could never realize. Many of them Uprooted themselves from a’llfe 
that they knew, under circumstances with which they had learned 
to cope, in order that their children might have a wider range of 

opportunity and a cleaner chance to actualize their potential. Now 
they are faced with the bitter judgment of their own youth, de- 

nouncing them as cowards and fools because they were duped and 
betrayed by the very society from which they sought to protect 

them. This they sought to aeco~mplish either by reducing the expo- 
sure of ([a~:ir youth to that society or by equipping them with a 
facility that. ~night be exchanged in that society for certain prizes 

or immunities not available to the rest of their kind, 
Meanwhile, these older ones were seeking ways and means for 

pushing back the boundaries by removing the walls that shut them 
in. What a tong and often unrewarding struggle! The cry in the 

heart was for more room, more opportunity, more of a sense of 
belonging. Thus the circling series of confrontations, within and 

without any Zones of agreement--the ballot, better schools, equal 

schools, the same schools, the freedom of access to the total life of 
the community on the same basis as other citizens--the list is long 

and wearisome, but whatever may have been the contradictions, 

they were never regarded as final. Many tried to keep before their 

view heroes and heroines of the past to bolster a sagging self- 

estimate in the present. But there was ever the insinuating circum- 
stance, the heroes failed where they themselves had failed they 

were outsiders--the walls, sometimes bold and direct, often soft- 
spoken and indirect, were ever present. 

The heroic quality of life was not missing. But the precious 
ingredient had never ¯been found to protect or immunize the hero 
from the final assault that would send him crashing to the ground! 

The hero had to be a man of e0urage, possessing the acumen of 

mind and the discipline of training that could stand up under the 

scrutiny of the sharpest critics who¯guarded the citadels of power 

upon which society based its security, prowess, arid control. In 
addition he must be one whose sense of community was deep¯ir~ the 
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throb of Negro life so that between his heart and theirs there would 

be a swinging door that no man could shut. His thinking, his 

feelings, and his deeds must transcend at! that separates and divides. 
He must know hate’ and conquer it with love; he must know fear 

and conquer it with strange new courage. 
As a result of a series of fortuitous circumstances there appeared 

on the horizon of the common life a young man who for a swift, 
staggering, and startling moment met the demands of the hero. He 
was young. He was well-educated with ~he full credentials of aca- 

demic exdell~nce in accordance with ideals found in white society. 
He was a son of the South. He was steeped in and nurtured by 

familiar religious.traditlon. He had charisma, that intangible quality 
of personality that gathers up in its magic the power to lift people 
out of themselves without diminishing them. In him the "outsider" 
and the "insider" came together in a triumphant synthesis. Here 

at last was a man who affirmed the oneness of black and white under 

a transcendent unity, for whom community meant the profoundest 

sharing in .the eommori ilfe. For him, the wall was a temporary 
separation between brothers. And his name was Martin Luther 

King, Jr. 

His star shot across the heavens¯ like Haley’s comet, making a 

mighty radiance in th.� liga,ht of which ancient dwellers in darkness 
could find their way to b~0ti~erhood. A fresh, cool wind blew across 

the desert places~nd the tired, the weary, the fearridden, the hated, 
and the haters could find a bold new courage. At last there was 

available a personal and collective catharsis. Here was a new hero 

who gave the assurance of succeeding at the very point that had 

proved so vulnerable to all the heroes of the past. As a special kind 
of grace, he had achieved this by the time the assassin’s bullets 

struck, him down. Never again would the boundaries be as estab- 

lished as they were before his coming. In his own short and intense 

life, the announcement was made to all and sundry, far and near, 

that the life of the black man was not at the mercy of white people. 

That for better or for worse they were tied together, No black man 

could be what his potential demanded unless the white man could 
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be what his potential demanded. No white man could be what his 

potential demanded unless the black man could be what.his poten- 
tial demanded. For him this was literal truth and therefore literal 
fact. The elements of a new residue began building up in the psyche 

of the black man. And this was good. 

It is not my purpose here to discuss the deep polarizations within 

the black community that began to emerge; however, there are two 

important aspects in the subsequent unfolding of the whole.making 
tendency operative in Negro life. First, there was the emergence 

of other, her.oes. The psychological condition for testing the hero 

had been set forth in the dynamics of the social experience of the 
race. One of the characteristics of the awakening that followed the 
emergence of Martin Luther King was a search for other heroes 
whose magic would make room for the vital and fundamental p~ace 

of aggresion, that deep drive in llfe so central to the life of the 

species. It is not merely protective, shielding to life, but it also has 
a prowling quality that can scarcely be distinguished from belliger- 

ence. In.the light of this need, the drive could not be ignored--it 
had to be utilized, if not on behalf of community, then it was 

mandatory that a different concept of community must be created. 

Just as nonviolence had become the watchword of community in 

the first instance, violence became the watchword of the new con- 

cept. 
What emerged as the new concept of communlty? The tendency 

toward whole-making was at once self-defeating if it did not estab- 

lish clear-cut and fixed boundaries. Without such boundaries free- 

dom itself had no significance, so the reasoning ran. Therefore, it 

was only within fixed boundaries, self-determined--and that is the 

key word--that the goals of community could be experienced, 
achieved, or realized. The natural lines along which the boundaries 

should be set would be to separate those who had been historically 
victimized by society from those .who had victimized them. The 

bankruptcy of trust stood fully revealed. What had been whispered 
for so long behind closed doors about the real relation between 

black and white was now shouted in the streets and in the public 
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forums, followed by the demand for radical separation between 

black and white~.There was the strident insistence that any notion 

of inclusiveness w.a~s merestillusion, and the term brainwashed" 
was applied to anyone with a contrary point of view. Such a separa- 

tion was distinguished from segregation because it was voluntary 
and deliberate. Psychologically, it would utilize aggression .in a 
manner positive and creative rather than positive and destructive. 

The way was dear now for the emergence of a new kind of hero, 
one wh6..w0uld be a new symbol~a profoundly angry man, hard 
and unyielding. Black. now took on a new meaning and the term 

"Black Power" became a fresh rallying point for a sagging self- 
estimate. Nothing must be as it was before in school, church, mar- 

ketplaee, and territory. The winds blew sharp and fierce across the 
regions of American life. 

This kind of self-estimate sent the believers back into the past, as 

far as human records extended. Africa became symbolic of the 

ideal, an ancient, yet hi.storical expre~ssion of the new center for the 
integration of the human ~pirit. Many rituals appeared in varied 

forms new styles of dress, of hair grooming and new forms of old 

culinary delights. Fresh words also entered the voeabutary~soul 

food, dashikis, and the Afro Hair dress, etc. In fine, the new sense 

of community made. f.or~,the rejection of the white community 

rather than being; rejected by the white community. A cause was 
made out of thelatter rejection and a new offensive was born. The 

heroes were men and women who became at once the voices of that 

rejection. They were local, national, and international. The dream 

of a new sovereignty within the larger sovereignty became appar- 

ent. A new political structure within the larger political super- 

structure put in its challenging appearance. 

There were other forms that the mood of the new sense of 

community found acceptable. The use of language became a com- 
plete mythology. Niceties and refinement of speech became an- 

athema, for they were symbols of the world that was being rejected. 

"Vulgarity" became the trade mark of many who had freed them- 
selves of the contamination of the white society. Often those who 
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stood for the old sense of community and continued to work on its 

behalf were regarded as "Uncle Toms." The moan who was con- 
cerned about such things as good will and 10re beyond the new 

community was seen increasingly as a "traitor" to the new order. 

"Black is beautiful" became not merely a phrase--it was a stance, 
a total attitude, a metaphysic. In very positive and exciting terms 

it began undermining the idea that had developed over so ¯many 
years into a central aspect of white mythology: that black is ugly, 
black is evil, biack is demonic;.therefore black people are ugly, evil, 
and demonic. In so doing it fundamentally attacked the front llne 
of defenca of the myth of white supremacy and superiority. The 
point at’which to start would be with the children. Thus there 

would be a penetration into the seedbed where ideas are planted, 
nurtured, and developed. There began to appear new centers for 

black children that were not much concerned about the traditional 
tools of learning--reading, writing and arithmetic--as they were 

about uprooting and replanting. That is fundamental. 

tn order to document this new mood for a radically different 
sense of community,a rereading of history became urgent. Such 

a Concern was not new in itself nor was it particularly novel. There 

were many voices from the past that had insisted upon correcting 
the distortions of the story of the black man in the western world 

and in the Americas. But the voices did not carry far because they 
were confined largely to the sophisticated, the most literate, and, 

above all, to the specialists. Now all of this had to be changed; the 
fresh word about the past had to take to the streets, giving rise to 

an informed public mind both within and beyond the black com- 

munity. It had to be a common knowledge that would, generate 
mass enthusiasm for building a different collective self-image, thus 

providing stature for the design to stake out territory in the domain 
previously dominated and controlled by white society. Such a reex, 

amination of the roots of history did not exclude the origins of the 
common religion, Christianity. This emphasis found its most ar- 
resting statement in the Black Manifesto delivered to the churches, 

and in the concepts of. the Black Jesus and the: Black Madonna. 
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Overall, there has been the reaction of stubborn resistance, shud- 
ders of guilt, wary capitulation, and desperate efforts to understand 

and comprehend. 2Fhe behavior of the cells of the body in the 

presence of the radical invasion of other cells from foreign bodies 

as seen¯in organ transplants may be mute testimony to the ground 
of such beha~Jior in personality. 

The summary above must suffice to indicate the profound seri- 
ousness of the new concept of community as it emerged in Negro 
life. The l’ecognition of the instinctual tendency to whole-making 
and the utilization of the equally basic drive manifested in aggres- 
sion were both being expressed in establishing and defending the 

boundaries separating black from white. It cannot be overempha- 
sized that the emergence of the new African states in the arena of 
world states and their place of influence in the United Nations must 

not be separated from the new concept of community appearing in 
the black community. 

Let my meaning be c.lear, What xve see happening is the deliber- 

ate, carefully delineated effort to create within white society a 

community of separateness within which an attempt is being made 
to establish a dependable sense of black autonomy, to make articu- 

late a collective sense of self, capable of nourishing and supporting 
the individual as he ~¢ork~’out his destiny in American society and 
the world. In order ~o do this, it has seemed necessary to reduce 

exposure t.o all white persons to a minimum and to recognize, in 
fact, that the ¯white man is the enemy, as is indicated by his historic 

treatment of the black man. The assumption is that such a prag- 

matic possibility is quite realistic. It can be carried out with or 

without his cooperation, peacefully if possible, violently if neces- 

sary. Inasmuch as he has used fear most effectively in the past, in 

his effort to establish and maintain throughout his society artificial 

and arbitrary boundaries between himself and nonwhites, others 
may use the same instrument to establish and maintain self.deter- 

mined boundaries between black and white. The white community 
¯ has held the black community in place by the threat of violence, 

backed always by the power to implement it and to carry it out. 
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This means that he is psychologically and precisely vulnerable to 
the same tactical maneuver. Violence is his most acceptable instru- 
ment for both control and social change as he may determine it. 

The difference in access to and the availability of the tools of vio- 
lence between the black and white communities must not be per- 

mitted to blunt the appeal or deflate the enthusiasm, So the argu- 

ment runs. 
¯ One more step in this rather long summarizing critique must be 

taken. What has been the overall effect of this concept of commu- 

nity on’Am~rican society in general? I suppose the social historian 

or psychql~gist would have an impressive and exhaustive list. I 
would make this observation. There have been far-reaching effects 

in accommodating the impact on white society. Many doors that 

have been closed and sealed are now open. This is true not merely 
because of the impact of the new pressure, but also because the 

pressure itself has provided opportunity for doing what apparently 
could not have been done before without good, sufficient, and 
defensiv~ reasons. Vast areas of society that have been aware of but 

not affected by Negro lithe have let such awareness become effective 

in many changes within the social patterns and structures. 

in many ways the antiblack hatemongers have become legitima- 
tized and, in many instances but by no means in all, violence and 

brutality against Negroes have been given moral and social sanc- 
tion. By .vocal and, most often, silent consent the cry for Law and 

Order is given a specific, racially sinister meaning. The sanctity of 

sovereignty, as discussed earlier, expressed in the power of the state 

to exercise veto and certification over the lives of its citizens, is 
declared to be in jeopardy, and Order is separated from and given 
precedence over Justice. The will to segregate that is inherent in 
the structure of American society is more and more stripped of its 

disguises and making itself felt without its customary facades; at the 

same time all kinds of people in the larger society are being aroused 

to make their voices heard, and their power felt on behalf of the 

creation of an American society inclusive of all. Such persons make 

the rejection of the more narrowly fixed and self-determined 
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boundaries of the black commumty their strength and incentive. 
Lip to and including the present time, no creative way has been 

found to accomplish the specific ends 0f.identity and healthy self- 
estimate~ that is devoid of the negativisms that seem to be inherent 

in the present..struggle. 
There are those who interpret what is happening as the work of 

a few radicals and hotheads. They cannot see in the.stirrings any- 

thing that is symptomatic of the shifting’ of the ground of society 

that makeg foi" cataclysm and upheaval. The notion suggests that if 
the leaders can be eliminated, jailed, or even killed, it would restore 
what is regarded as a lost harmony among the races. Others declare 
that a sickness has overtaken the society as a whole, and what we 

are observing is but symptomatic of something far more disturbin~ 
in the common life. There are still others--they are always to be 
found--who seek to exploit the unrest and the zeal for the sense of 
limited community on behalf of ideologies that are foreign to the 

soil of America~, a new kind of outsider from anothersocial climate 
is busily at work carrying out his evil design. This sense of jitters 
allows hidden anxieties to surface themselves with many hideous, 

ugly, and threatening faces. It is the time and the moment when 
the alarmist comes into his own, but the cry is far removed from 

the real source of the.~’fei~nt. 
It is not amiss....(o be reminded that there may be many areas 

of life within the black community that are disturbed at the turn of ¯ 

events. Perhaps the sharpest criticism is the seeming ignorance 
of the champions for self-determined separateness concerning the 

struggles of the past. The paradox is as cruel as it is apparent. On 
the one hand there is the insistence of reinterpretation of, and at 

the same time, a rejection of past history. This evident lack of a 
sense of history is a most damaging criticism. There seems to be 
no recognition of the relentless logic tying present events and ideas 

with what has preceded them and from which they can never be 

separated. The cavalier manner in which this seems t6 be ignored 

is seen as being the merest stupidity and ignorance. There is gen- 

eral alarm over the way in which the aggression turns on itself, 
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inflicting havoc and wreckage on Negroes themselves. There are 

many who have lived deep in the heart of American society and 

know with certainty that to undertake to build community as a 

closed entity within the large society is not only suicidal but the 
sheerest stupidity, because it plays directly into the hands of those 
persons and elements in society who have stood as defenders 
against any and all inclusiveness as the true (American) basis of 
community. What they were unable to accomplish after three hun- 

dred years is now being done for them without their having to lift 

a finge~. T, hey are willing to encourage, to Support with their 
money an.d their power all moves toward separating black from 
white. At last, their message has gotten through to Negroes and is 

¯ being implemented b.y them in a manner not to be envisioned.by 

the wildest flight of the imagination. 
One of thb most disturbing features of this total activity is its 

effect on youth. There is widespread feeling and thought that the 

youth are being used by clever men, many of whom are motivated 

by unselfish concerns and dedication, to sacrifice the youth while 
their minds are undeveloped and they have no survival skills that. 

enable them to cope with their environment in the future. The 

notion that such youth are expendable is as cruel as it is self-defeat- 

ing. 
But there is one indictment against the older generation that the 

present movement brings into focus: Black youth have not been 

given a binding sense of identity--this is not confined to them 
exclusively--and therehave been few avenues open to them for 

having a sense of membership in society as a whole. But the new 

and limited sense of community, whose boundaries are self- 

imposed, has provided two things: (1) a basls for identity with a cause 

and a purpose more significant, to tbera than their own individual 

survival, and (2) a feeling of membership with others of common values 

with whom they can experience direct and intense communication. 
When they hear that call they drop their tools and answer! No 

amount of logic, argumentation, intimidation, or.appeal has mean- 
ing where those precious ingredients are lacking. ’I feel that here 
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is the clue to the appeal that the new community makes to youth. 

Among the youth are not merely to be found those who are not 

standing in imm.efllate candidacy for higher learning, whose direct 
prospects for the actualizing of their potential is without promise 
of fulfillment. There are others who have the skills already, whose 
minds arc disciplined for finding some measure of fulfillment in 

society as it is now constituted. Two of the most important tests of 
community are met here~a basis fpr integrated action or behavior 
with which the individual may, can, and, finally, must identify and 

a senseof membership in and belonging to a company of others 
who are held together by common values, ideals, and commit- 

ment~. White society has not only shut them out of such involve- 

ment (except at times when the stern Voice of Sovereignty sends 
forth the call to arms in defense of ideas or ideals .to which they do 

not have the freedom of access and therefore with which identifica- 
tion is not easy), but also it has robbed them of any sense of belong- 

ing in the present or .in any imaginable future. Therefore, the new 
sense of community Witi~in self-determined boundaries seems the 

most realistic and immediately practical solution to a cruel and 
otherwise seemingly insoluble problem. 

It is my considered judgment that the present solution is a stop- 

gap, a halt in the line..o.[,march toward full community or, at most, 

a time of bivou..ac oh a promontory overlooking theentire landscape 

of American ¯society. It is time for assessing and reassessing re- 

sources in the light of the most ancient memory of the race con- 
cerning community, to hear again the clear voice of prophet and 

seer calling for harmony among all the children of men. At length 
there will begin to be talk of plans for the new city--that has never 

before existed on land or sea. At the center of the common life there 

will be strange and vaguely familiar stirrings. Some there will be 

whose dreams will¯ be haunted by forgotten events in which in a 

moment of insight they saw a vision of a way of life transcending 
all barriers alien to community. Among the elder statesmen will be 

those through whose blood the liquid fires of Martin Luther King’s 

dream swept all before it in one grand surge of beatific glory. They 
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will remember and wonder at what they see about them. It will be 

discovered, how long and under what circumstance will remain 

among the mysteries, that the barriers of community can never be 

arbitrarily established, however necessitous it may be to seek to do 
so for good and saving reasons. Here and there will be those who 

will walk out under the stars and think loneIy thoughts about 

whence they came and the meaning that their presence in .the 
heavens inspires. They will wonder and ponder heavy thoughts 
about man and his destiny under the stars. One day there will stand 
up in tlJ~ir midst one who Wilt tell of a new sickness among the 
children wh’b in their delirium cry for their brothers whom they 
have never" known and from whom they have been cut off behind 

the selfdmposed barriers of their fathers. An alarm will spread 

throughout the community that it is being felt and slowly realized 
that community cannot feed for long on itself; it can only flourish 

where always the boundaries are giving way to the coming of 
others from beyond them--unknown and undiscovered brothers. 

Then the:wisest among them will say: What we have sought we 

have found, our own sense of identity. We have an established 

center out of which at last we can function and relate to other men. 
We have committed to heart and to nervous system a feeling of 

belonging and our spirits are no longer isolated and afraid. We have 
lost our fear of our brothers and are no longer ashamed of ourselves~ 

of who and what we are--Let us now go forth to save the land of 

our birth from the plague that first drove us into the "will to 

quarantine" and to separate ourselves behind self-imposed walls. 

For this is why we were born: Men, all men belong to each other, 

and he who shuts himself away diminishes himself, and he who 
shuts another away from him destroys himself. And all the people 

said Amen. 

.? 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 1, 2009 4:09 PM 

Roberta Dunbar <radunbar@email.unc.edu> 

Re: AFRI 262 Final 

Thanks! Please let me know if you need more copies of any of them. 

Travis 

Roberta Dunbar wrote: 
> Hi, 
> Here is the e-copy. 
> Ann 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 1, 2009 6:58 PM 

@med.unc.edu 
Re: Fw: UNC NCAA Baseball Super Regional Tickets-Deadline June 3rd 12:00 pm 

how does it work? 

wrote: 
> Do you guys want and I to both sign up and see what happens? 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> ...... Original Message ...... 
> From: webtickets@uncaa.unc.edu 
> To: Med School Address 
> Sent: May 31, 2009 9:10 PM 
> Subject: UNC NCAA Baseball Super Regional Tickets-Deadline June 3rd 12:00 pm 
> 
> With anticipation that Carolina will be one of the host sites for the 2009 NCAA Baseball Super Regional, we would like to give you 
the opportunity to request tickets before they go on sale to the general public. The tournament is scheduled to be held the weekend of 
June 5th through June 8th at Boshamer Stadium in Chapel Hill, NC. We anticipate a strong fan response, so with all seats in the 
stadium being reserved, it is definitely to your advantage to request tickets as early as possible. 
> 
> To request tickets please CLICK 
> HERE <http://ev~~.evenue.nelycgi-bin/nc~mmerce3/ExecMacro/evenue/ev69/c~re/myacc~unt.d2w/rep~rt? 
linkID=unc&entry=DisplayEventList.html&url=https%3 A//ev 10.evenue.net/cgi-bin/ncommerce3/SEGe~ventList%3FgroupCode% 
3DBBSR%261inkID%3Dunc%26shopperContext%3D%26caller%3D%26appCode%3D> and use "Sign In Option 1." Please enter 
your customer number below and the password you have previously created. 
> 

> 

> * Customer Number: 
> 
> The projected schedules for the Super Regional appear below: 
> Friday June 5th through *Sunday June 7th 
> OR 
> Saturday June 6th through *Monday June 8th 
> *If Necessary 
> **All game times are to be announced and are subject to change. 
> Please Note- 
> 
> 

> * This All-Session package includes a ticket to all three potential matchups, regardless of whether Game 3 is played. You will only 
be charged for Games 1 and 2 initially. If Game 3 is necessary, your credit card will automatically be charged for that game. 
> 
> * All requests may be adjusted in quantity and will be filled based on availability. Seating will be based on a variety of factors 
including: the needs of the UNC Baseball program, NCAA mandated visiting team seats, and the Rams Club priority point system. 
> 
> You may request your tickets by CLICKING 
> HERE <http://ev~~.evenue.net/cgi-bin/nc~mmerce3/ExecMacr~/evenue/ev69/c~re/myacc~unt.d2w/rep~rt? 
linkID=unc&entry=DisplayEventList.html&url=https%3 A//ev 10.evenue.net/cgi-bin/ncommerce3/SEGetEventList%3FgroupCode% 
3DBBSR%261inkID%3Dunc%26shopperContext%3D%26caller%3D%26appCode%3D> or by calling the ticket office directly at 1- 
800-722-4335 between 8:30 am and 4:30 pm starting on Monday June 1st. All requests must be received by 12:00 pm on Wednesday 
June 3rd, 2009. 
> Please let us know if you have any questions or concerns and we look forward to seeing you at Boshamer Stadium for the 2009 
NCAA Baseball Super Regional! 
> Go Heels! 
> Request Deadline - Wednesday June 3rd 12:00 pm 
> 
> Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 10, 2009 2:05 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Re: An article from www.newsobserver.com 

wrote: 
has sent you the following story: 

Posted on Friday, Jul. 10, 2009 

Quentin Thomas aspires to be rap artist 
By ROBBI PICKERAL 

Former North Carolina point guard Quentin Thomas used to dream about 
seeing his virtual image programmed into the popular EA Sports video 
game, NBA Live. But when he slips the newest edition into his Xbox 360 
this October, he’ll hear something as idyllic: his voice rapping the 
game’s introduction. 

"I never thought it would happen," Thomas said recently, shaking his 
signature braids while taking a break from recording hip-hop tracks at 
N.C. Central. "But it does seem kind of fitting, doesn’t it?" 

If not for basketball, the 2008 UNC graduate wouldn’t be in this 
position: working with respected producer 9th Wonder on the release of 
his first mix tape; hoping the collection of songs, along with the EA 
Sports single, "Spit," creates enough buzz for an album. 

Read More... 
><~:iTwww.newsobserver.comispor~sicollege/uncistorv’ildO2045~h~ml?sto~ link=er~mil msg> 
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INTRODUCTION 

tn 1885, at the heyday of European imperialism, Africa was a continent 

apart. It had no nation-states, no caliphate, and no empire. It did not even 

have the crude military dictatorships that at the time passed for states in 
Latin America. It was a continent of dons, of segmentary tribes and of a 

few sacred monarchies. Societies were what mattered, and the state was a 

construct many could live without. Boundaries did exist, but not in the 

European sense. They were linguistic, cultural, military, or commercial, and 

they tended to crisscross and overlap, without the neat delineations so much 

beloved by Western statesmen since the treaties of Westphalia. Cdonial 

European logic played havoc with that delicate cobweb of relationships. 

New borders were drawn not so much in violation of preexisting ones but 

according to a different logic. African borders had been porous membranes 

through which proto-nations w~re breathing, and the colonial borders that 

superseded them were of the pre- 1914 cast-iron variety. Then, within those 

borders, vast enterprises ofsodal and economic rationalization were under- 

taken, all for the good of the natives, of course, and for the greater prosperity 

of the empire. African social and cultural ways of doing things Were neither 

taken into account nor questioned; they were simply made obsolete. Karl 

Marx and Rudyard Kipling agreed: empire was t2rogressive. ~he Europeans 

rationalized African cultures to death. AJad it is that contrived rationality 

that they bequeathed to Africa when they walked away from the continent 

in the 1960s. 

The problem was that this rationality had not had time to filter down 

from the exalted spheres of government and philosophy to the real lives of 

ordinary people. Marxists would have said that, after seventy-five years of 

colonization, the administrative superstructure bore litde relationship to the 

productive infrastructure. The Europeans had destroyed a traditional cul- 

ture, planning to rebuild it along wonderfully rationid lines at a later date. 

But history forced them to walk away before they could complete their sup- 
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posedly benevolent alternative system, thus giving renewed tragic relevance 

to Antonio Gramsci’s fa_mous remark that the moment when the Old is 

dead and the New is not yet born is a very dangerous moment indeed. 

Because independence occurred right in the middle of the cold war, po- 

litical evolution was frozen until further notice. France took as its special 

sponsibility the supervision of the cold storage equipment and turned it into 

a dearly beloved consolation prize for its waning role as a superpower. As a 

result Paris was loath to acknowledge the geopolitical earthquake that took 

place in 1989, and the notion that this primarily European event could have 

African consequences was not accepted. President Mitterrand’s extremely 

traditional political worldview did not help. 

The Rwandese genocide acted in this fragile African and international 

environment like the bull in the proverbial china shop because it was at 

the same time both typically "African" and typically un-African. Its deep- 
seated causes reached far back into the precolonial culture of Rwanda. But 

it could never have occurred without the manic cultural reengineering of 

the Belgian colonial authorities. It was both a traditional logic gone mad 

and a totally moderri artifact. In other words, it was a contemporary Afri- 

can social phenomenon. 

To think that an event of such magnitude, of such concentrated evil and 
of such political inventiveness could be kept bottled up in the 26,000 square 

kilometers of the off:ida] Rwanda state was na~’ve. But many people, includ- 

ing this author, hoped against hope that it could be. As for the stir-styled 

"international community," its standardized worldview could not hide the 

fact that as far as Africa was concerned it had willyonilly inherited the man- 

tel of the former colonial empires. Rductandy trying to face a catastrophe 

of unheard-of magnitude, the international community attempted m deal 

with it in the stiked humanitarian style usually dispensed by the United 

Nations. And although the UN Assistance Mission for Rwanda had been 

the ultimate experience in tootb.lessness, further bureaucratic remedies were 
neverthdess proffered after the genocide to a world spinning out of control, 

as if they would sufl:ice to steer it back on course. R~fugee camps were mush- 

rooming, with armed murderers and hapless peasants living side by side, 
sharing the unreal bounty dumped on them by distant authorities who were 

choosing not tO choose. Victorious victims were cradling their weapons in 

anticipation of alooming military solution. The diplomatic rout was almost 

absolute. The French, stunned by defeat and the torrents of blood they had 

unwittingly helped to shed, were incapable of coherent reaction. Shamed 
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by their post-Somalia passive acquiescence to the genocide, the Americans 

were trying their hand at steering a situation they did not even begin to 

understand. And Marshal Mobutu, the longest-serving friend of the former 

free world, was clumsily trying to reformat the whole thing according to the 

obsolete parameters he was familiar with. Through a mixture of diplomatic 

routine and woolly good intentions, more septic material kept being in- 

jected into the already festering sores. By mid- 1996 the infection was totally 

out ofcontrol. 

Let me be clear: the Rwandese genocide and its consequences did not 

cause the implosion of the Congo basin and its periphery. It acted as a cata- 

lyst, precipitating a crisis that had been latent for a good many years and that 

later reached far beyond its original Great Lakes locus. This is why the situ- 

ation became so serious. The Rwandese genocide has been both a product 

and a further cause of an enormous African crisis: its very occurrence was a 

symptom, its nontreatment spread .the disease. 

tn Zaire itself what passed for a government structure was so rotten that 

the brush of a hand could cause it to collapse, A few mortar shells dislo- 

cated it beyond recognition. Paris was stunned for the second time, while 

Washington gleefully boasted about "New African Leaders." And all the 

peripheral conflicts started to roll down into the Congo basin like so many 

overripe toxic fruits. In Burundl the civil war that started in 1993 had never 

stopped. Sudan and Uganda were still at each other!s throats and ready to 

jump, flailing, into the Congolese ring. The so-called Angola Peace Agree- 

ment was but a breathing spell between two periods of military campaigns. 

][n Zimbabwe an ethnopolitical elite that had lost any sense of moderation 

or financial, decency was keen to jump in with bright visions of political 

investments designed to counter South African economic expansion north- 

ward. Even in distant Namibia a weak government afraid of the new South 

African imperialism was ready m follow its supposedly strong protector in 

Luanda into the general melee. 

Then there were the nervous onlookers, with no immediate connections 

to the coming maelstrom but with many invisible links reaching into it: 

Brazzaville and Bangui, where separate conflicts were forever on the edge of 

blending with those across the great rivers; Tripoli, where Cotond Gadd- 

afi’s perennial grand diplomatic design was back on the drawing.board after 

years of Lockerbie freezing; Lusaka, where President Chiluba was trying to 

make up for a disintegrating economy by a flurry of diplomatic activism; 

and Pretoria, where the accession of the African National Congress to quasi- 
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absolute power had created a situation of absolute economic need to em- 

power the blacks without disenfranchising the whites. 

All this is what we coutd call "the modern state logic of the confronta- 

tion," and it provides a first layer of explanation. Africa was teeming with 

geopolitical problems that suddenly all found a common locus. But some- 

thing else is needed to explain the lightning spread and later the sluggish 

intractability of the conflict. Behind the competing egos of the politicians 

and the trendy appetites of the new African imperialisms lay some things 

tfiat are deeper and thicker and that the politicians themselves were quite 

unable to fully understand and, even tess, control. 

First is the uncertainty of Africa’s multiple identities. Governments can 

manipulate what exists; they cannot create what does not. The violence of 

the so-called Congolese conflict, which for a while became a continentwide 

war, was the product of unsettled questions thar the Rwandese genocide had 

brushed raw. What is a country in Africa? What is a legitimate government? 

Who is a citizen? Why do We live together? Whom should we obey? Who 

are we? Who are the "others," and how should we deal.with them? None of 

these questions had been answered, except by the dry legalistic proviso of 

¯ e Organization of African Unity charter guaranteeing the intangibility of 

the former colonial borders. Pretending to answer so many vital questions 

with one paragraph in a forty-year-old treaty designed for a now obsolete 

context was unrealistic. 

Then comes the problem of legitimacy. At independence, being black 

was legitimate enough to qualify as president of a newly decolonized state. 

Later, U.S. cold war interests and French neocolonialism helped buttress 

existing governments. Xhe collapse of the communist empire shook up 

these arrangements, which had never taken the ordinary African into ac- 

count, Ordinary people on the continent began to insist on being treated 

like citizens and not like subjects. Democracy became a new byword. But 

the problem was that democracy as a form of government presupposes a 
certain degree of social integration, ~e existence of a political class with 

some concept of the national interest, and a minimum of economic devel- 

opment. None of these existed. The African political class was largely made 

up of "tropical gangsters,’u and the continent’s economy was a stagnating 

swamp. Attempts at democracy, although inherently hopeful, tended to end 

badly either through violence or, more often, through the deliberate perver- 

sion~of the new institutions, which were promptly emptied of any demo- 

cratic content. Nevertheless these failures did not help the now beleaguered 
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dictatorships that remained under pressure from their rapidly orgmaizing 

civil societies and from a newly politically correct international community. 

Dictators such as Moburu had not been asked too many questions as long 

as they helped the West fight international communism. To their great sur- 

prise they were now held accountable for previously irrelevant items such as 

human rights and good governance. Only in Paris were these uncomfort- 

able innovations largely spurned as "Anglo-Saxon hypocrisy." As a result, 

caught between impotently fermenting democratic ideals and the realities 

of persistent institutional authoritarianism, Africa started to drift into a de 

facto legitimacy vacuum. 

To this second layer of explanation economists, cynics, and anthropolo- 

gists will add a third one, equally deep, equally thick, and equally beyond 

rNe control of the politidans: the social impact of the contemporary African 

economic rout, ~vith its corollaries of extrema poverty and corruption. 

Precolonial African economies were essentially subsistence economies, 

usually producing a small surplus that was used to trade in luxury goods for 

purposes of social prestige. Empire attempted to change all that. Xhe na- 

tives were now supposed to work for two purposes: producing raw materials 

for the benefit of the centers and makin~ money so rhar they could buy in 

their distant peripheries the manufactured goods produced by those same 

centers. As they were only moderately interested in fulfilling these foreign- 

imposed goals, the natives were deemed lazy and were brutally coerced into 

working. "Ihe end of empire did not basically change these "progressive" 

orientations, and the pattern imposed by today’s World Bank and the 

rernational Monetary Fund is not.essentially different from the old colonial 

system except for ~vo things: mass media cultural seductions have replaced 

the whip as an inducement to perform, arid trade has been multilareral- 

ized away from the old empire monopolies. Apart from that, the old evils 

of deteriorating terms of trade, agricultural monoproducdon, the lack of 

¯ industrialization, and an abysmally low fevel of manpower qualification are 

still there. Infrastructures left by colonization have seldom been improved 

and in most places have greatly deteriorated. "Ihe elegant solution to all that 

used to be the revolutionary struggle of the oppressed masses; today it is 

called poverty alleviation through globalized free trade. In both cases the 

result is the same: very little. 

But Africa has had to go on living anyway. And year after year there are 

more and more young Africans trying to makea living out of a stagnant 

traditional agriculture and in a very slowly expanding urban job market. Ab- 



srract economic terms are translated every day into sodal and cultural hun- 

ger and frustration. Unemployment, underemployment, and make-believe 

jobs are politely subsumed, under the heading "informal economy2’ In such 

a context, the violent tearing of an already threadbare social fabric is bound 

to have enormous and unforeseen consequences. The Rwandese genocide 

provided just such a violent rending. 

Since 1960 France had played a disproportionate role in propping up the 

African theater of the cold war conflict. With or without U.S. help, France 

had been playing policeman at the four corners of the continent, taking the 

protection of its economic interests as a reward for its violent involvement. 

The Rwanda debacle took Paris by surprise. France had started in the good 

old spirit of propping up a friendly neighborhood dictatorship and it had 

wound up with 800,000 unexpected dead bodies..The shock felt by Paris 

was primarily cultural: How could France, the birthplace of Voltaire, Victor 

Hugo, and Victor Schoelcher,2 the self-appointed best friend of Africa, be 
responsible for such a mess? The French power structure could understand 

neither its own errors nor the tremendous impact they were going to have 

in the post-cold war context. 

The catastrophe then reverberated clear across the continent under the 

eyes of a stunned and unbelieving audience, knocking down all the worn- 

out props in the process, including the central one, Mobutu himself. But 

given the state of Africa in the late twentieth century, such a radical change 

was bound to have effects not only at the visible state level but also at the 

deeper levels of identity perception and economic survival. The qua~si-conti- 

nenrwide conflict was the logical consequence of that triple conundrum. 

It was thus impossible to analyze the conflict strictly in state-versus-state 

terms (or state-versus-nonstate villains), as the international community has 

tried to do. States of sorts do exist in Africa, and they are indeed part of 

that tragic game. But they are ~:ar from representing the whole story. It is 

within that gap in perception that the heart of the problem lies. Diplomats 

are by nature conservative, and they tend to strive for the fantasytand of a 

balanced status quo, all the while fearing the possible hell of a Kaplan-like 

"coming anarchy." And although reality mostly tends to hover somewhere 

in between, they cannot resign themselves ro the probability of a protracted 

crisis. International diplomacy is at present desperately trying to patch up a 

worn-out and contradictory social order in Africa, first by convincing itself 

that African states are "normal," in the etymological sense, and then by con- 

vincing these states to make peace with each other while at the same time 
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trying to format the nonstate elements into entities acceptable to the UN 

and the World Bank. The complicated patchwork of local contradictions 

blending into the general mess is either not perceived or is ritually dismissed 

as "African complexities." 

¯his is probably due not to incapacity but to two other elements. First, 

there is a massive lack of genuine interest. Africa is too peripheral to the 

contemporary interests of the so-called world community to actually be part 

of it. The September 11 crisis and its vast consequences only accelerated 

the process of Africa’s international marginalization. As Senegalese president 

Abdou Diouf presciently said to a high-ranking French civil servant back in 

1985, "Out last trump card is our capacity for nuisance." African heads of 

state now periodically issue dark warnings about HI’V-AIDS, illegal immi- 

grants, and the terrorist-breeding potentialities of the continent. But even 

this feeble attempt at blackmail is seldom taken seriously. Compared to the 

Middle East, Africa carries only a limited fear factor. 

Second, there is the very low pain threshold of the economically devel- 
oped Western world. This threshold is so low that we cannot even tolerate 

watching the pain of others on television. So one of the diplomats’ jobs--a 

rather thankless task, I should say--is to remove the visible signs of pain 

from the CNN broadcasts before they can prevent Western spectators from 

going about their familiar domestic pleasures: Humanitarian action is then 

resorted to as an adequate substitute for political decisions. High-protein 

supplementary feeding is brought in, a vaccination campaign is undertaken, 

reassuring shots of black babies with white nurses are displayed, and then 

the cameras roll off. Mission accomplished. 

These combined factors--a fatal attraction for what U.S. National Se- 

curity Adviser Anthony Lake once called "a quick fix solution," the lack of 

a genuine interest at the government level, arid the short attention span of 

the general public have given us the "Great Lakes crisis" storyboard of the 

past thirteen years: 

1994: Genocide in R,vanda, Horron 

1995: Festering camps. Keep feeding them and it will eventually work 
OUt. 

1996: 

1997: 

t998: 

Refugees have gone home. It is no~v all over except in Zaire. 

Mobutu has fallen. Democracy has won. 

Another ~var. These people are crazy. 
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1999: Diplomats are negotiating. It will eventually work out. " 

2000: Blank 

200t: President Kabila is shot. But his son seems like a good sort, doesdt 
he? 

2002: 

2003: 

2004: 

2005: 

Pretoria Peace Agreement. We are no~v back to normal. 

T~lese fellows still insist on money. What is the minimum price? 

Do you think Os~una bin Laden is still alive? 

T~ree million Africans have died. This is unfortunate. 

2006: Actually, it might be four million. But since the real problem is AI 
Qaeda, this remains peripheral. 

2007: They have had their election, haven’t they? Then everything should 

be all right. 

The result is rather strange. A situation of major conflict is reduced to a 

comic book atmosphere in which absolute horror alternates with periods of 

almost complete disinterest from the nonspecialists. Massive levels of physi- 

cal violence and cultural upheavals are looked upon from a great distance by 
theoretically powerful international institutions who only dimly understand 

what is actually happening. There is a great use of stereotyped categories 

("advance warning," "faiied state," "humanitarian emergency," "confidence- 

building process," "national reconciliation," "negative forces," "national dia- 

logue," "African ownership of the peace process") which are more relevant 

to the Western way of thinking than to the realities they are supposed to 

address. The desperate African struggle for survival is bowdlerized beyond 

recognition, and at times the participant-observer has the feeling of being 

caught bet~veen a Shakespearian tragedy and a hiccupping computer. 
Which does not mean that African leaders are at all put offby this cogni- 

tive dissonance. Many have learned the new ropes. They know that if talked 

to with the proper, politically correct vocabulary the international commu- 

nity.can be immensely useful. Never mind the fact that the international 

community hardly understands what is going on. This very ignorance is 

part of the African players’ basic tactical kit. Since 1994 gaining the moral 

high ground from where you can.shell your enemies with UN supplies has 

been a routine part of every battle. Humanitarianism is seen as the mainstay 

of international diplomacy, and diplomacy becomes the pursuit of war by 
other means. 
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At this point the situation begs an obvious question: What is going to 

come out of all this? Is Africa falling apart, or is it going through the pangs of 

some kind of rebirth? The answer is, probably both. The Rwandese genocide 

is an example of an atrodously violent leap into some form of modernity. 
The lack of previous economic and social modernization was not its cause, 

but it created the conditions of its feasibility. And the "Congolese" conflict 

that it spawned belonged to the same domain. In a totally different context, 

differential modernity is at work. The warlords, the peasaaats, the dashing in- 

stant neocapitalists, the refugees, the kadogos, the traders, the NGO employ- 

ees, the satellite phone providers are all part of an enormous transformation 

whose historical consequences are still unknown. Diplomats, international 

bankers, humanitai’ians, and businesspeople are all by nature impatient with 

" the erratic events strewing that dark.and meandering path. Their impatiettce 

is understandable, but it is not realistic. History cannot be hurried along, 

and Africa is at present going through a major historical transformation. The 
present calls for an "African government" are unrealistic and premature. But 

they reflect a desire to jump-start an approved form of modernity. Change 

does not automatically mean either progress or decay because history is not 

teleological. But change is irreversible, and Africa is morphing: out of the 

old ctichds and into art unknown future shape. 

This book is a modest effort at stating the problem correctly and more 

or less trying to understand it~ Rarely have ground reality and diplomatic 
discourse been more at variance than in the case of today’s African crises. To 

cite a famous title, Africa worksS--but only in a queer sort of a way--and 

toward whatis still unknown. The "Congolese" conflict, with its accompani- 

ment of horrendous suffering, was part and parcel of that vast transforma- 

tion. For the time being its most violent aspects have subsided, although 

many of the basic questions that had gone into its makirtg have stubbornly 

refused to give way to the diplomatic blandishments: Will Joseph Kabila 

manage to keep kis contradictory regime working? And if so, toward what 

end? Will Rwanda obligingly withdraw to its overcrowded rural slum, or 

will it manage its transformation into the African Singapore Paul Kagame 

is dreaming of?. Will all the peripheral conflicts that for over four years glo- 

balized themsdves into the Congolese cockpit accept deconstruction into 

separate cases amenable to a light diplomatic treatment? 

Whatever happens, one thing is certain: the relatively tame post- or neo- 

colonial Africa of the cold war years is now definitely dead and something 

else is on the way to being born. This difficult birth will occur mostly out- 
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side the presence of an otherwise engaged international community. "Ibis 

leaves unresolved the enigmatic case of the "new" South Africa, winner by 

default of a conflict it did not fight. In a now largely indifferent world, al- 

most nobody but South Africa has the combination of international weight, 

economic wherewithal, and emotional engagement with the continent. ~flie 

two other imperialisms still playing themselves out in today’s Africa are 

much narrower. China’s is a blunter, cruder version of Leninist nineteenth- 

century imperialism, entirely designed arotmd global resource exploitation. 

As for U.S. imperialism, it is selectively focused on siphoning off Gulf of 

Guinea oil, with a more recently added "war on terror" security sideshow in 

dae H6m. Both China and the United States car~ live without Africa. South 

Africa cannot. 

Apartheid crumbled and the Rwandese genodde took place within the 

same time frame. Both events shook the worid; neither was really under- 

stood; and both were later semi-forgotten in the wake of September 11. 
But African history stubbornly went on, and it is in that now disconnected 
history that the "Congolese" conflict marked a watershed. To what end is 

not yet dear, even if South Africa’s increasingly unavoidable presence is 

bound to be a part ofwharever develops. The New Partnership for Africa’s 
Development, "African Union," Can AJ~ica Claim the 21st Cenmry.~---the 

world is now faced with the equally believable possibilities of an African 
Renaissance or an African Anarchy, neither of which will really engage its 

attention. An enormous and inchoate process is now at work, and may God 

help the men and women who are both its actors and its often 3owerless 

raw material. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Friday, July 17, 2009 5:41 PM 

Alphonse Mutima <smutima@email.unc.edu> 

Re: E-mail address 

Hello. Peter needs to approve it. He will be back monday. Thanks! 
...... Original Message ...... 
From: Alphonse Mutima 
To: Travis Gore 
Subject: E-mail address 
Sent: Jul 17, 2009 3:36 PM 

Mr. Gore: 

Good afternoon. I am in my office working.Could you, please send me the 
e-mail address of the person who is handling my April-travel expenses ?I 
would greatly appreciate it. 

Best. 

Alphonse Mutima 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 24, 2009 11:04 AM 

Margaret Carol Lee <leemc@email.unc.edu> 
message from Debby 

Hey Professor Lee, 

Debby wanted me to tell you to schedule the other person and let her 
know the other day. 

Thanks, 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 27, 2009 3:13 PM 

Wendy Ford <WSFord@maupintravel.com> 

Re: FW: MUTIMA/ALPHONSE 03AUG RDU 

Thank you a billion! I had to sweat it out for a minute. 

I told lus assistant that ttus had to [~e done today or 
else!! lm glad everything worked out!! 

Wendy Ford wrote: 
Travis, 
Thanks a million! I appreciate all you have done and your business 

Wendy Ford 
Senior Travel Consultant 
Maupin Travel 
604 Meadowmont Village Circle 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919 967 8888 ext. 1301 
919 929 7992 fax 
www.maupintravel.com 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Travis Gore [ email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2009 1:46 PM 
To: Wendy Ford 
Subject: Re: FW: MUTIMA/ALPHONSE 03AUG RDU 

>Greatnews!! Itsapproved!!! T053038 

Thanks:) 

Wendy Ford wrote: 

>> OK! I will do this for you, bin just for you..hehe WE will be in touch 
>> 

>> on Monday Thanks and have a wonderful weekend! 
>> 

>> 

>> Wendy Ford 
>> Senior Travel Consultant 
>> Maupin Travel 
>> 604 Meadowmont Village Circle 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
>> 919 967 8888 ext. 1301 
>> 919 929 7992 fax 
>> www.maupintravel.com 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Travis Gore [mail~o:stgore(~emaiL~mc.e&~] 
>> Sent: Friday, July 24, 2009 4:04 PM 
>> To: Wendy Ford 
>> Subject: Re: FW: MUTIMA/ALPHONSE 03AUG RDU 
>> 
>> Thanks Wendy ! I will make sure it is approved on Monday. 
>> 
>> Wendy Ford wrote: 



>> 

>> 

>>> Travis, 
>>> If you promise me this will be approved on Monday, I will confirm the 

> 

> 

>>> ticket Thanks 

>>> Wendy Ford 
>>> Senior Travel Consultant 
>>> Maupin Travel 
>>> 604 Meadowmont Village Circle 
>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
>>> 919 967 8888 ext. 1301 
>>> 919 929 7992 fax 
>>> www.maupintravel.com 
>>> 
>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Travis Gore [             emaikunc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Friday, July 24, 2009 3:56 PM 
>>> To: Wendy Ford 
>>> Subject: Re: FW: MUTIMA/ALPHONSE 03AUG RDU 
>>> 
>>> oh sorry I forgot that. It is 3239. I checked and it is still 
>>> waiting department approval. The person who is supposed to approve 

> it 
> 

>> 

>> 

>>> may have gone home for the day. If that is the case is there anyway 
>>> to lock in that price over the weekend. I think something similar 
>>> like that may have been done before in the past. If not we just may 
>>> have to hope the prices don’t go up too much before Monday. 
>>> Thanks! 
>>> 
>>> Travis 
>>> 
>>> Wendy Ford wrote: 

>>>> What is the funding department...please 

>>>> Travel Agency Inquiry 

>>>> Travel Request T053038 has NOT been approved! 
>>>> DO NOT ISSUE TICKET!!! 

>>>> Wendy Ford 
>>>> Senior Travel Consultant 
>>>> Maupin Travel 
>>>> 604 Meadowmont Village Circle 
>>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
>>>> 919 967 8888 ext. 1301 
>>>> 919 929 7992 fax 

www.maupintravel.com 



>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: Travis Gore [ma~to:stg~ema~l.u~c.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Friday, July 24, 2009 3:38 PM 
>>>> To: Wendy Ford 
>>>> Subject: Re: FW: MUTIMA/ALPHONSE 03AUG RDU 

>>>> Thanks Wendy! Here is the T # : *T 053038 
>>>> Is there anything else you needed? 
>>>> * 

>>>> Wendy Ford wrote: 

>>>>> the total fare is 467.70 
>>>>> Please send approved t number before 5pm Thank you *Wendy Ford* 
>>>>> Senior Travel Consultant Maupin Travel 
>>>>> 604 Meadowmont Village Circle 
>>>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
>>>>> 919 967 8888 ext. 1301 

> 

> 

>>>>> - 

>>>>> - 

>>>>> -- 

>>>>> * 

>>>>> MUTIMA/ALPHONSE 03AUG RDU 

>>>>> * 

> 

> 

>>>>> - 

>>>>> - 

>>>>> -- 

>>>>> ETKT CONF CO AVKZMJ 

>>>>> SERVICE DATE FROM TO DEPART 

>>>> ARRIVE 

>>>>> CONTINENTAL AIRLINES 03AUG RALEIGH DUR NC HOUSTON TX 

>>> 928A 

745A 



>>>>> CO 2242 
>>>>> M ECONOMY 

>>>> DURATION 

>> IN 
>> 

>> 

MONDAY RALEIGH D G.BUSH 1NTERCO 
TERMINAL 1 TERMINAL B 

SNACK NON STOP 
RESERVATION CONFIRMED 2:43 

FLIGHT OPERATED BY EXPRESSJET AIRLINES 

AIRCRAFT: EMBRAER RJ135/140/145 

>>>>> CONTINENTAL AIRLINES 10AUG HOUSTON TX 

>>> 222P 

>>>>> CO 2446 
>>>>> M ECONOMY 

>>>> DURATION 

>>IN 
>> 

>> 

MONDAY G.BUSH INTERCO RALEIGH D 
TERMINAL B TERMINAL 1 

SNACK NON STOP 

RESERVATION CONFIRMED 2:47 

FLIGHT OPERATED BY EXPRESSJET AIRLINES 

RALEIGH DUR NC 1035A 

AIRCRAFT: EMBRAER RJ135/140/145 
SEAT 19C NO SMOK1NG CONFIRMED 

> 

> 

>>>>> .............................................. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 30, 2009 2:02 PM 

Kenneth Janken <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

(no subject) 

20090730135313042.pdf 

let me know if this is ok! 

........ Original Message ........ 
Date: Thu, 30 Jul 2009 13:53:13 -0400 
From: scanner@unc.edu 
To: travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 07.30.2009 13:53:12 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Personnel Expenses 

Hiring for positions that are paid 100% from non-state resources is permitted using the normal 
approval process. The following rules apply to positions paid fully or partially from state funds: 

1) Hiring for both tenure-track and non-tenure-track faculty positions directly reIated to 
classroom instruction is still permitted; ho, wever~ the hire must be pre-,approved by the 
campus and notification must be submitted to OSBM at least one week prior to an 
offer being made. 

Hiring of public safety officer or heath care staff providing direct care to patients may 

continue; however~ the hire must be pre-approved by the campus, and notification 
must be submitted to OSBM at least one week prior to an offer being made. 

New mission-critical EPA and SPA temporary hires are permitted; however, the hire 

must be pre-aooroved by the cam0us and notification must be submitted to OSBM 
at least one week prior.to an offer bein~ made. 

4) 

5) 

Current mission-critical staffing contracts with employment agencies and contractors 
(e.g., temporary staffing, IT contractors, etc.) may be renewed at the expiration of the 
current contract period; however, the contract must be pre-approved by the campus 
and notification must be submitted to OSBM at least one week prior to an offer 
bein~ made. 

All other EPA and SPA vacant positions funded entirely or partially from state funds are 
frozen, except those for which there was an oral or a written communication with the 
prospective employee through July 24, 2009~ detailing salary and anticipated start date. 
This limitation does not apply to vacancies existing because indivlduats are on, or obtain, 
leave without pay in accordance with personnel policies. 

6) Creation of a new position that is funded fully or partially with state funds is not 
permitted, other than as allowed in #1 and #2 above. 

7) A salary increase that includes state funds cannot be made to an incumbent for any 
reason. This includes career-banding adjustments and in-range adjustments. However, a 
trainee may receive a scheduled salary progression increase that is required to bring the 
salary to the minimum. 

8) A reclassification or promotion is not allowed, even if there is no ~lary incr~se. 

9) Salary reallocations to state funds are permitted as long as the total salary amount is in 
the current employment agreement. For example, normal salary reallocations to bridge 
research projects or to conduct departmental research in the summer are permitted as long 
as the salary reallocation does not result in a salary in, crease.           ’t 

10) One-time payments to faculty are allowed if they ar a facuI contract that was 
entered into before-July 24. 



Travel Expenses 

Travel paid 100% from non-state sources is allowed. Travel paid fully or partially on state funds 
is prohibited, except as noted below: 

t) TransitiOn to new freeze rules: 

a. In a case where the university has already expended state funds that are not 
refundable, the trip may be compieted. 

b. Travel with department head approved written authorization prior to July 24 may be 
completed. 

In-State Travel." The following In-State travel is allowed, however the trio must be Ore- 
approved by the campus and notification must be submitted to OSBM at least one week 
prior to the obligation. 

InState travel directly related to delivering classroom .instruction (including distance 
education), public safety, delivering direct care to patients or animals, or economic 
development that specifically creates commerce within the State of N.C. 

In-State student travel that is required as part of the student’s ins~uctional program 
and is paid through the billing and collection of special student fees (e.g. in-state field 
training classes). 

c. In-State travel for audits, inspections, regulation, investigations or school assistance 
as a mandatory job requirement. 

d. In-State travel and subsistence related to mandatory commission and board meetings. 

e. In-State continuing education expenses if the certification is required as a condition of 
employment. 

f. In-State travel for student recruitment. 

3) Out-of-State Travel: This travel is prohibited, except.for direct cIassroom instruction. Out- 
of-State student travel that is required as part of the student’s instructional program and is 
paid through the billing and collection of special student fees (e.g. out-of-state field training 
classes), must be.submitted to OSBM as an exception. 

Process: 

® Pre-approval requests required under #2 above, should be submitted to Phil Easler in 
Travel Services at 919-962-0210 or peasler@email.unc.edu. Do not contact OSBM. 

Requests for special exceptions to the travel expense guidelines are being approved 
only in extremely rare cases. The special request must represent an emergency 
situation. Any request for exception must be sent to Phil Easler in Travel Services at 
919-962-0210 or peasler@email.unc.edu. Do not contact OSBM. 



p4 

So 

Payments to state management agencies for services related to core operations. 

Payments for purchasesfor direct economic development activities. 

Expenses that provide direct matching funds to secure federal or other non-state funds 
(e.g. private gift). 

Commitments made to incoming faculty for start-up packages (e.g., scientific 
equipment, lab renovations and related expenses) if the faculty member will have 
classroom responsibilities, but only if the commitment was part of the employment 
contract. 

t. Computers for new faculty members .providing direct classroom instruction. 

Library books and on-line library services, if the goods were received or the on-line 
service contract was signed before JuIy 24th. 

v. New mission critical personal service contracts. 

w. Maintenance contracts. (e.g. equipment maintenance agreements, security contracts, 
waste collection and disposal contracts, IT maintenance contracts, software license 
agreements, janitorial service contracts).. 

x. Insurance premiums. 

y. Student instructional materials that are required as part of the student’s instructional 
Program and is paid through the billing and collection of special strident fees (e.g. 
dentistry equipment!materials fees). 

z. Expenses required to address state or internal audit findings or lawsuits. 

aa. Student refunds. 

bb. Emergency work orders through facilities services. (e.g. health and safety related 
issue such as repairing a door lock that does not work) 

cc. Payments from internal charges from campus service units that are related to external 
contractual arrangements entered into before Jul.y 24th (i.e. the purchase meets the 
same spending restrictions that apply to purchases from outside vendors). 

~td. Grants to AHEC "501 (c) (3) organizations. 

ee. Continuing education courses are considered regular classroom instruction. (Non- 
instructional expenses are still subject to the freeze restrictions.) 



Capital.Improvement / Repair & Renovation Expenses 

Capital Improvement and Repair & Renovation expenses paid 100% from non-state sources are 
allowed. Such expenses paid fully or partially on state funds are prohibited, except as noted 
below: 

1) Emergency/unplanned repairs to facilities <$ I00,000 are allowed; however the repairs 
must be ore-aoproved b~’ the campus and notification must be submitted to OSBM 
at least one. week prior to the obligation. 

2) Emergency/unplanned repairs to facilities >$100,000 is allowed if granted a special 
exception by OSBM. 

3) Purchases for existing Capital Improvement projects are allowed. 

4) Emergency Repair and Renovation (CI) is allowed if granted a special exception by 
OSBM. 

Please contact Facilities Phmning & Construction or Facilities Services depending on the 

fund souree to initiate the required pre-approval process or request an exception from OSBM. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 31, 2009 10:59 AM 

~nc. rr. com> 

Re: Fw: Alumni Basketball Game info, Football and Women’s Basketball Tickets! 

Good article 

wrote: 

..... Original Message ..... 
*From:* Tar Heel Newsflash <mai~to:ncwslet~ers~cbs.com> 
*To:* ~NC.RR.COM> 
*Sent:* Thursday, July 30, 2009 2:46 PM 
* Subject:* Alumni Basketball Game info, Football and Women’s 
Basketball Tickets! 

TarHeelBlue.com 
<h~p:/Twebservices.cs~v.com/wse~mi~!?arg=668302.apTcqiAHk47~[FEpl> 

DVD Store 
<h~p:/i,~vebser~,ices.cslv.co~r~’wsemai~!?ar~=668303.apTcsiA~N47c~> 

Greetings Tar Heels fan, 

Lucas: The Teams That Could’ve Been 

*Players that could’ve made up some of the greatest teams in Tar Heel 
history will be at the NBA alumni game. * 

/By Adam Lucas/ 

Jerry Stackhouse doesn’t think about what might have been. He and 
teammate Rasheed Wallace left Carolina after helping the Tar Heels to 
a Final Four in 1995, eliminating the chance of a potential 1995-96 
dream squad that would have included Stackhouse, Wallace, Jeff 
McInnis, Vince Carter, Antawn Jamison, Ademola Okulaja and Shammond 
Williams. 

"I like to call that 0/0 hindsight," Stackhouse says. "It didn’t 
happen, so I don’t think about it." 

But if you’re a Tar Heel fan, it’s hard not to think about it. Imagine 
McInnis leading the break with Stackhouse on one wing, Carter on the 
other wing, and Jamison and Wallace trailing the play. 

That’s a group with so much athleticism, they might not have needed 
offensive sets; instead, they could have just thrown alley-oops to a 
different recipient on each possession. 

"Whoa," Stackhouse says with a grin. "We still would’ve been playing 
for Coach Smith. So we still would’ve had plays." 

The what-could’ve-been 1996 squad ranks with the potential 1983, 1985, 
1999 and 2006 teams as the five of the most enticing teams that almost 
were in the post-1980 era. Forget scholarship limits, forget battles 
for playing time. Part of the appeal of the upcoming NBA alumni game 
on Sept. 4 in Chapel Hill is the chance to see some of those teams 



finally brought together on the Smith Center court. 

1999’s squad would have given Ed Cota another year with Carter and 
Jamison and put Cota’s career assist record (with 1,030, he’s a 
staggering 262 ahead of second-place Kenny Smith) even further into 
the stratosphere. The 2006 team would have been absurdly loaded, " - 

<h~p:/i,~veb~er~ic~s cslv.colr~/wsemaiL!?ar~a=668304.ap~rcsiA~N47~>. 

Buy Tickets To Alumni Game 
<~:iTw~services.cstv.comiwsemai~i?arg=6(,%05. > 

Meet the Heels 

The 2009 University of North Carolina football team will host "Meet 
The Heels" Saturday, August 22, at Kenan Stadium. Gates for the 
general public open at 5 p.m. and the team will be introduced by Woody 
Durham at 6 p.m. Players will be available for autographs at 6:15 p.m. 

A Carolina Kids Zone will be located in the east end of Kenan Stadium 
with inflatable games and other activities for kids of all ages and 
will remain open until 7 p.m. 

Free Carolina football trading cards, schedule cards and posters will 
be available while supplies last. 

Concession stands and restroom facilities on the south side and at 
field level will be open. Parking is available in the Bowles lot, 
Craige Deck, and Rams Head Deck at the east end of Kenan Stadium. 

The UNC Kids Club will hold its annual kickoff event at 4 p.m. at the 
stadium. For more information on joining the UNC Kids Club, go to 
~ ://~arheeNl~e.c s~v.col~io~/~aroli~a-kids-clt~b.lmr~l 
<~:iTw~services.cstv.comiwser~mili?arg=668306. >. 

In case of inclement weather, stay tuned to TarHeelBlue.com 
<~:/i~,~services.cstv.corru’~.semaili?ar~6(~8307. > for 
updated information. 

UNC Football Single Game Tickets on Sale 

Single game tickets for each of North Carolina’s seven home football 
games went on sale Saturday, July 18 at 10 a.m. Single-game tickets 
are available exclusively at www.TarHeelBlue.com 
<htt~:i/~v~services.cstv.com/~.semaili?arg~6(~g307.~r~Tc~iAHk47q~’EN>, 
the official website of the North Carolina Athletic Department. All 
single game tickets are $50. 

A year after emerging as one of the most improved teams in the 
country, North Carolina heads into 2009 with renewed optimism about 
the future of its football program. The Tar Heels won eight games in 
2008 and earned the program’s first bowl berth since 2004. Carolina 
carried that positive momentum into the off season by signing a top 10 
recruiting class in early February. 

"Last year we flipped the win total from four victories to eight and 
advanced to a bowl ~ame," said head coach Butch Davis. "Our fans have 



been such a huge part of our game day atmosphere and our team feeds 
offtheir energy. We’re excited about the direction we’re heading and 
it’s an exciting time to be a part of Carolina football." 

North Carolina has sold out 12 of 13 games under head coach Butch 
Davis, including all seven in 2008. 

Click here 
<~:iiw, ~services.cstv.comiwsemaili?arg=668308~ > to 
purchase tickets ! 

Youth Day Tickets are now available for $10 if you purchase 10 or more 
tickets. The Youth Day Football game will be Saturday, September 5 at 
6pm vs. Citadel. 

Click here to purchase 
<~:iiw, ebsen.,ices.cstv.comiwsemaili?arg=(~(~8309. >. 

Women’s Hoops Tickets Available at Promotional Price 

Carolina Athletics is pleased to offer an early promotional price for 
women’s basketball season tickets! CLICK HERE 
<~:/iwebsen~ices.cs~.~.co~v’wse~mi[i?ark=668310. > to 
renew or bw your new season tickets, or call the Athletic Ticket 
Office at 800-722-4335. 

*The deadline to receive the promotional price of $160 for adults and 
$120 for students and senior citizens is August 31 st*. After that date 
the regular price for season tickets for 2009-2010 will be implemented. 

Buy or renew your season tickets today to secure a seat for all the 
women’s basketball action this winter! 

Click Here to Bid Today!! 
<~:/9’webservices.csW.comiwse~mi~!?arg=668311.apTcs~AHk47qFEp_~> 

<~ :iiw ebservices.cstv.coxr~/wse~mig?arg=668312.apTcsi2M-{k4 7 q~> 
*TarHeelBlue.com Official Store* 

*2008 Nike® Basketball Blue Authentic Player’s Jersey #50* 
<~:i/webservices.cst-v.com/wsenmig?arg=668312.apTcsi~Mtk47cl~> 

Be a pan of the Tar Heel action with an authentic plwer’s jersey. 
TNs jersey is constructed exactly l~e the plwers’ jerseys wRh 
twill numbem and le~ers. Tyler Hambrough’s #50 ~ 

Click Hem 
<~://~, ~se~-ices.cstv.cor~, semaili?arg=668313. > 

Click Hem 
<~:i/~ebse~-ices.csW.com/>semaili?arN=668314. > 

Click Hem 
<~:/i,~,~se~-ices.cstv.corr~’wsemaili?arg=668315. > 

*Carolina Kids Club* 
<~:i/webse~,ices.csW.co~rdwse~mig?arg=668306. > 



> Click Here to buy tickets! 
> <~:iiwebservices.cs~v.com/wsemaili?arg=(~(~8316. > 
> 
> Click Hem 
> <~:iiwebsen~ices.cs~v.comiwse~mi~!?ar~=~8317. > 
> 
> Click Hem 
> <~:iiwebse~ices.cs’~v.co~r~/wse~mi~/?ark=668318. > 
> 
> Click Hem 
> <~:ii~,ebse~-ices.cs~v.comA~semaili?ark=668319. > 
> 

> Click Hem 
> <~:/9’webse~,ices.cs~v.com/wse~mig?ar!z=668320.apTcsiiHk47qFEpj> 
> 
> Click Hem 
> <~:iiwebse~ices.cs’~v.co~rgwse~mig?arg=668321.apTcsi2M{k47q~> 
> 
> Upco~ng Events header 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> To ~subscfibe from ~tum messages of tNs Upe, click hem. 
> <~:/iwebsenzices.cs:~.co~iop~o~/?level-l&~sk id=53523&~ =uric> 
> To unsubscfibe from N1 fumm messages from tarheelblue.com, click 
> hem. 
> <~:iiwebse~,ices.cs~v.com/op~o~{!?level=2&~sk id=53523& 
> Your co~idence and trust are impo~nt to us. Please review o~ 
> Privacy Policy <h~’~p:iiwww.cs~v.com/o~!pivacv.h~ml>. 
> CBS College Spots - 2035 Co~e del Nogal, S@te 250 - Carlsbad, CA 92011 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 5, 2009 12:42 AM 

@med.unc.edu> 

good morning! 

Cover Letter.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 5, 2009 9:12 AM 

@NC.RR.COM> 

[Fwd: Re: commits to Carolina] 

Cover Letter.docx 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    Re: commits to Carolina 
Date: Tue, 04 Aug 2009 23:24:37 -0400 
From: Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Organization: University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
To: @nc.rr.com> 
References: 

wrote: 
> AND THE BEAT GOES ON ............... 
> ~:/iwww.~,ralsportsfa~.comim~cisto~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,         ,2009 10:07 AM 

@email.unc.edu 
Re: Inquiry 

Hi 

I will pass this information along and find out for you. 

Travis Gore 

@email.unc.edu wrote: 

Hello Mr Gore, 

My name is               from      I am a          MPH student 
in the department of Health Behavior and Health Education (HBHE) in 
the Gillings School of Global Public Health. I am writing to inquire 
about availability of TA positions in your undergraduate courses. I 
look forward to hearing from you. 
Thanks ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 28, 2009 9:25 AM 

Patrick Mortell <mortell@email.unc.edu> 
Re: [Fwd: Urgent request] 

Hey Patrick, 

I got your message. 

Thanks, 

Travis 

Patrick Mortell wrote: 
> Loft, 
> We need to get registrar to get her listed as instructor, so she can 
> get blackboard (OASIS accesses neither.) 
> 

>Travis, Adam, h~lp:i!wwwamc.edt~ideplsiafriafam/cot~rse schedt~lesi 
> shows 416 instructor as Staff, how do they get Eunice named as 
> instructor in SIS? Eunice is in Africa and can’t affect registrar 
> records. 
> Patrick 
> 

> 

> request said: 
> 
> 8/21/2009 4:13:22 PM collado 
> Dear Eunice, 
> 
> You have access to two INTS405 courses one for section 1 and another 
> for section 15. To get access to course the course AFRI416 you need 
> to be assigned as the instructor of record for that course in the 
> Student Information System. Please request your local registrar to 
> assign you as the instructor of record for your AFRI416 course. Onces 
> that happens you need to wait until the following day to see your course. 
> 
> Regards, 
> 

> Aurora 
> 

> 

> Loft Rezzouk wrote: 
>> Hello Patrick! 
>> 
>> I hope you are well. I just received this email from Dr. SaNe, who 
>> is currently leading the Tanzania/Mexico: Comparative Globalization 
>> program. Do you know how to fix this problem or can you point me in 
>> the fight direction to help her? 
>> 

>> Sincere thanks! 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Subject: 
>> Urgent request 
>> From: 
>> eunice@email.unc.edu 
>> Date: 
>> Thu, 27 Aug 2009 12:04:21 -0400 



>> To: 

>> Loft Rezzouk <loft rezzouk@unc.edu> 

>> To: 

>> Loft Rezzouk <loft rezzouk@unc.edu> 

>> Dear Loft, 

>> Greetings from Dar! 

>> We are settling in nicely and looking forward to the semester. 

>> I write to with a request. I know your office is not involved with 
>> Blackboard but my students and I are a bit frustrated with Blackboard 

>> yet again. Before my departure I was in touch with folka on 
>> Blackboard with a request that they include Affi416 on Blackboard. 
>> This has not happenned and thus we still have the courses I am 
>> teaching here listed as INTS405. Students are also not listed in 

>> these classes. 
>> 

>> Please know that I would really appreciate your with this matter. 

>> Help please! 

>> Many thanks. Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 1, 2009 11 : 18 AM 

lam >> michael lambert <mlambert@email.unc.edu> 
(no subject) 

20090901111149055.pdf 

Date: 
From: 
To: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Tue, 1 Sep 2009 11:11:49-0400 
scanner@unc.edu 

travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 09.01.2009 11:11:48 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



THE UNIVERSITY 

~ NORTH CAROL|NA 

~l CHAPEL HILL 

(~,OLL~GE OF AP.TS AND SCIENCES 

AF~(ICAN STUDIES CENT~I~. 

August 28, 2009 
FcdE~ GIOgAL EDt~(~AT[ON (;ENTER 

CHAP£L H[I~.L~ NC 27599-758z 

Karen Gil, Dean of the College of A~s and Sciences 

Stephen Matson, Dean of the GraduNe School 
Universi~ of Noah Carolina N Chapel Hill 

Dear Dean Gil and Dean Matson: 

I write to express my support for the attached proposal for a graduate 
certificate in African studies. 

As home to a National Resource Center in African studies the University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill has established itself as a leading research 
university in the United States in this field. The establishment of a graduate 
certificate in African studies will enhance the prospects Of our graduates in a 

competitive market for academic positions. By underlining our commitment 
to graduate education in African studies at UNC-CH this certificate 

represents a vital and necessary step in the ongoing development of our 

African studies program, This certificate program will solidify our position 
nationally in African studies and open the possibility of securing federal 

funding under the Foreign Language and Areas Studies Program for graduate 
student fellowships. 

As Director of the African Studies Center, the unit which will administer the 
proposed certificate, I am pleased to provide the necessary support and the 
resources required to administer and manage the proposed certificate. 

Please feel flee to contact me should your review committee have additional 
questions. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Lambert 
Director 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 1, 2009 3:17 PM 

michael lambert <mlambert@email.unc. edu> 

(no subject) 

20090901151102744.pdf 

Date: 
From: 
To: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Tue, 1 Sep 2009 15:11:02-0400 
scanner@unc.edu 

travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 09.01.2009 15:11:02 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



UNC 
ARFS & SCITENCES 

August 28, 2009 

THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAP]EL HILL 

DEPAR.TMENT OF AFKICAN & 

AFKO-AMEKICAN STUDIES 

1o9 B, ATTL£ HALL 

CAMPUS BOX 3395 

CHAPEL HILL, N(: 27599-3395 

T 919.966.5496 

F 919,96~,a694 

Karen Gil, Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences 
Stephen Matson, Dean of the Graduate School 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Dear Dean Gil and Dean Matson: 

I am writing to express my support for the proposal t6 establish a graduate 
certificate in African studies. 

The Department of African and Afro-American Studies is looking toward the 

development of a graduate program that will offer masters and doctoral 

degrees in African studies. This certificate program with provide us with a 
valuable initial step in this direction. For now and into the future, this 

program will provide graduate students at UNC-CH who are pursuing 

advanced degrees in departments other than ours with the rigorous training 

that they will need to conduct quality research in this field. 

As Chair of the Department of African and Afro-American Studies, the unit 
which will offer the proposed certificate, I am pleased to provide all the 

support necessary to make this program a success. 

Please feel free to contact me should your review committed have additional 
questions. 

Sincerely, 

Julius Nyang’oro 
Chair 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, September 1, 2009 7:49 PM 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Re: thanks 

No problem! U still at the office.’? 
...... Original Message ...... 
From: Deborah Crowder 
To: Travis Gore 
Subject: thanks 
Sent: Sep 1, 2009 6:34 PM 

Thanks for the biscuit and for the help. dc 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 3, 2009 2:48 PM 

nc.rr.com 
Re: Fw: Football Tickets, Basketball Tickets, and upcoming Tar Heel Events! 

thanks 

~nc.rr.com wrote: 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

*From*: "Tar Heel Newsflash" 
*Date*: Wed, 2 Sep 2009 16:22:54 -0400 
*To*:         ~NC.RR.COM> 
* Subject*: Football Tickets, Basketball Tickets, and upcoming Tar Heel 
Events ! 
TarHeelBlue.com 
<~:iiwebservices~cstwcomiwsemai~i?arg=(~73285. > 

DVD Store 
<~://~ ebservices.cs~v.comi~, semaili?a~g=673286. > 

Greetings Tar Heels fan, 

*Women’s Hoops Tickets Available at Promotional Price* 

Carolina Athletics is pleased to offer an early promotional price for 
women’s basketball season tickets! CLICK HERE 
<~:iiwebservices.cstv.comiwsemai~i?arg=673287.apTcsiAHk47~> to 
renew or bw your new season tickets, or call the Athletic Ticket 
Office at 800-722-4335. 

*The deadline to receive the promotional price of $160 for adults and 
$120 for students and senior citizens is August 31 st.* After that date 
the regular price for season tickets for 2009-2010 will be implemented. 

Buy or renew your season tickets today to secure a seat for all the 
women’s basketball action this winter! 

*Tar Heels Sell Out First Three Home Football Games* 

Buy Tickets For Remaining Four Home Games Now! 
<~:iTw~services.cstv.comiwser~mil/?arg=673288.apTcsiAHk47~> 

The University of North Carolina’s first three home football games vs. 
The Citadel (Sept. 5), East Carolina (Sept. 19) and Virginia (Oct. 3) 
are sold out. Tickets for Carolina’s remaining four home games, 
including the first-ever Thursday night game in Chapel Hill vs. 
Florida State on Oct. 22, are still available at TarHeelBlue.com 
<~:/iwebsen~ices.cs~-.co~v’wse~miL~?ar~=673289. >. 



The Tar Heels remaining four home games are against Georgia Southern 
on Saturday, Oct. 10, Florida State on Thursday, Oct. 22 at 8 p.m., 
Duke on Saturday, Nov. 7 (Homecoming) and Miami on Saturday, Nov. 14. 
Game times will be set by the ACC and its television partners 10 days 
prior to game. 

Season & individual home game tickets were mailed to season ticket 
holders on Tuesday, Aug. 18. Parking passes, for those that qualify, 
were also included. Individual away game tickets will be mailed 
separately. 

"Our fans have been such a huge part of our game day atmosphere and 
our team feeds off their energy," said head coach Butch Davis. "We’re 
excited about the direction we’re heading and it’s an exciting time to 
be a part of Carolina football." 

North Carolina has sold out 12 of 13 home games under Davis, including 
all seven in 2008. 

*#4 Tar Heel Field Hockey host first home game Friday vs. #2 Wake Forest* 

Don’t miss the #4 Tar Heel Field Hockey team in action at their first 
home game of the season this Friday, September 4th vs. #2 Wake Forest 
at Henry Stadium. Field Hockey is free and open to the public. The 
first 100 fans will receive a free Carolina slap coozie! We hope to 
see you there! 

*UNC vs. Belmont Abbey Exhibition Basketball Tickets!* 

UNC vs. Belmont Abbey Exhibition Basketball game tickets are on sale 
now. Tickets are $10 and seating is general admission.Click here 
<~:iiwebservices.cstv.com/wsemaiL/?ar~-=673290.ap~csi;~d-lk47~> to 
order. 

*Calling all golfers and Tar Heel fans!* 

Register now for the Hubert Davis Golf Tournament benefitting 
Volunteers for Youth. This year marks Hubert Davis’s third year 
supporting Volunteers for Youth, a long-standing Orange County agency 
serving at-risk youth. 

The tournament gets underway Monday, September 21, at UNC’s Finley 
Golf Course and features a shotgun format. On-the-course contests, 
raffle prizes, and a light breakfast and lunch combine to make this a 
fun outing for Carolina fans. Registration begins at 9:00 a.m. Golfers 
are welcome to use the driving range before the 11:00 a.m. tee time. 

Fans are also invited to attend a reception and silent auction the 
night before the tournament, Sunday, September 21, from 5:00 to 7:00 
p.m. Enjoy wine and appetizers at Studio 91 in Meadowmont, meet Hubert 
Davis, and bid on exciting auction items including tickets to UNC 



football and men’s basketball games. 

Go to the Volunteers for Youth website (www.volunteersforyouth.org 
<~:iiwebsen~ices cs~v ~com/wsemaiL!?a~.~=673291~ >) 
for more information and registration forms. Email Jared Cares 
atjjc@volunteersforyouth.org <mai~o:~;vol~Neersforvomh.org> with 
questions. Cost per golfer is $150. 

*FRANKLIN STREET GAME DAY PARKING OPTIONS:* 

***NEW***Town of Chapel Hill, Lot 5 

Lot 5, on Franklin Street across the street from Granville Towers / 
University Square. Family friendly tailgating. Flat game day rate of 
$20.00 

University Square Game Day Parking 

University Square Plaza will sell "Event Parking" on each of UNC’s 
seven (7) home football games on Saturdays (and one Thursday night) 
this fall. Parking for the General Public is $20.00 per vehicle and is 
restricted to the YELLOW Tenant Permit areas. As a general rule of 
thumb, we will start selling approximately four (4) hours before 
kick-off. Due to space limitations, RVs and trailers are not permitted. 

Propane grills are OK; no charcoal. As of July 1, 2009 University 
Square Plaza is a tobacco-free zone. 

Parking spaces marked in WHITE are reserved for retail customers while 
patronizing the merchants of University Square Plaza. Walk-offs from 
the property are subject to towing without notice. Additional SFI 
security guards will be on duty to enforce this policy. 

Click Here to Bid Today!! 
<~:iiwebservices.cs~tv.com/wsemaiL/?ar~=673292.a~csi~d-lk47~> 

<~:/iwebsen~ices.cs:~;.col~v’wsemai~i?a~g=673293.ap3~csoiAHk4~> 
*TarHeelBlue.com Official Store* 

*2008 Nike® Basketball Blue Authentic Player’s Jersey #50* 
<~://~, ~services.cstv.comiw. semaili?ar~673293. > 

Be a part of the Tar Heel action with an authentic player’s jersey. 
This jersey is constructed exactly like the players’ jerseys with 
twill numbers and letters. Tyler Hansbrough’s #50 ! 

Click Here 

<~:iA~ebservices.cs~v.co~/~.se~mi~/?ar.~=673294. > 
Click Here 

<~:iiwebservices.cs~tv.com/wsemai~/?ar~=673295.a~3~csi2~d-lk47~> 
Click Here 

<~:iAvebservices.cs~v.comi~vsemai~/?ar~=g73296.ap’l"cs~AHk4"Tq~> 



*Carolina Kids Club* 
<~:iiwebservices~csJtv~colr~/wsemaiL/?arg-=673297~ > 

Click Here to buy tickets! 
<~:/iwebsen~ices.cs:~.co~v’wse~mi~/?a~g-~673298.apS~csoiAHk4~> 

Click Hem 
<~ :iiw ebse ~.,ices.cstv. co miw semaili?arg~ 7 3 2 99.ap TcNAHk 4 7 q~> 

Click Hem 
<~:iiw~se~dces.cstv.comiwse~mil/?arg=673300. > 

Click Hem 
<~://~, ~se~-ices.cstv.cor~v~, semaili?arg~673301. > 

Click Hem 
<~:i/~v ebse~ices.cs~v.comi~, se~mig?a~g=673302. > 

Click Hem 
<~:ii~vebse~ices.cslv.comLwsemaig?ar~=g73303 .apTcs~AHk4?~> 

Upco~ng Events header 

*September 4" 
Men’s Soccer 
<~:/i~,~se~-ices.cstv.cor~u’~.~,semaili?arg~673304. > 
vs Eva~ville vs UNC Greensboro 
5:00 PM - C~pel Hill, S.C. 

Men’s Soccer 
<~:i/webse~%es.cs~-v.com/wse~mig?arg=673304. > 
vs No,hem Illinois 
7:30 PM - C~pel Hill, S.C. 
Gametracker 
<~ :iiwebse ~ices.cstv.com/wse~mig?aca=673305.a~3~cs~2~k47~> 

Women’s Soccer 
<~:/iwebsenzices.cs:~.co~v’wse~mig?a~g=673306.apS~cs-~AHk47~> 
at Notre Dame 
7:30 PM - South Bend, Ind. 
Gametracker 
<~://~, ~se~-ices.cstv.comi~. semaili?arN=673307.                 > 

Field Hockey 
<~:iiwebse~.,ices.cstv.comiwsemaili?arg~673308. > 
vs Wake Forest 
6:00 PM - C~pel Hill, S.C. 

Women’s VolleybM1 

vs WicN~ State 
7:00 PM - WicN~, Kan. 

Cross Count~ 
<~:i/~v ~se~-ices.cstv.com/~. semaili?arg=673310.~iAHk4 > 
at Covered Bridge Open 



All Day - Boone, N.C 

*September 5* 
Football 
<~:i/~ebservices~cs~v~comi~vsemaiL!?ar~:673311 ap’-i"cs~AHk47q~> 
vs The Citadel 
TBA - Chapel Hill, N.C. 

Women’s Volleyball 
<~://~, ~se~-ices.cstv.com/~. semaig?arg~673309.~iAH k47~> 
vs Oklahoma 
10:00 ~ - WicNta, Kan. 

Women’s VolleybM1 
<~://~, ~se~-ices.cstv.cor~v~, semaili?arg~673309. > 
vs Grambling St 
5:00 PM - WicN~, Kan. 

To ~subscfibe from ~tum messages of tNs ~pe, click hem. 
<~:iTw~se~dces.cstv.comio~tout/?level=l&~sk id=54285& TcN~k47~l&school=m~c> 
To unsubscfibe from N1 fumm messages from tarheelblue.com, click 
hem. 
<~:/i~,~se~-ices.cstv.cor~v%~touti?level=2&~sk id=54285& l&school=unc> 
Your co~idence and trust are impo~nt to us. Please review o~ 
Privacy Policy <~:llw~,w.cs~tv.com/ot       .html>. 
CBS College Spots - 2035 Co~e del Nogal, S~te 250 - Carlsbad, CA 92011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 3, 2009 3:17 PM 

@NC.RR.COM> 

Question from a UCONN fann 

How Many Tickets Did UNC Take? 

*Q: - One of the great traditions of college football game days is 
the fans that travel with their team on the road. I have always loved 
the atmosphere the Away Team brings to the Rent when they come with a 
large contingent. When the Away team fills up their comer of the rent 
and brings their cheerleaders and, it makes the experience more like big 
time college football, in my opinion. I still think that the best game 
day atmospheres was when Navy came to town. While the game did not end 
well for UConn, it was the pageantry that I will not forget. They had a 
huge tent set up in the fields, Alumni where there to support their team 
and their band played while walking through the Tailgate areas. That 
was truly special and I see that Navy is getting great treament by OSU 
for their game this week (as they should). So, I am excited that the 
UNC atmosphere may offer some of the same. We have a team coming from 
the South with a National following. Can you find out how many tickets 
were consumed by UNC and if they are bringing their Band and 
Cheerleaders? - 

*A: Hey     Visiting teams can request up to 3,500 to sell. North 
Carolina has taken about 1,150 to sell. I don’t know about the band 
travelling but you would have to believe the cheerleaders are coming, 
Good points. Thanks, 

(I think he just really wants to know if our cheerleaders will be there !) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 4, 2009 11:42 AM 

Kia Lilly Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Re: New Classroom Needed 

Hi Kia, 

I just called Joe from classroom scheduling and told him that you really 
need to get out of that classroom and into another one. He checked for 
availability all over campus and he said he couldn’t find one that had 
the media resources. So I asked him to please put me in touch with the 
person who controls that building. I just got offthe phone with Vicki 
Walker. I asked her about room 07 and she said she has been getting 
complaints from many people about the situation and it has been going on 
for a couple semesters. She said it seems to be the only room in the 
building that is having the problem. (we have to remember never to use 
that room again!!!) I told her that they must send someone over there 
immediately to fix the problem. She is putting in the work order for 
me. If they cant fix the ac then they need to put plenty of fans in 
there. I will keep checking with Joe from classroom scheduling. 
Someone over there needs to find away to accommodate everyone cause its 
just not right to have to hold a class under those conditions. Sorry 
about all this. We will not stop trying tmtil we find a solution. 
Have a great labor day weekend. 

Travis 

Kia Lilly Caldwell wrote: 
> Hi Travis, 
> I’m writing to request a new classroom for AFAM 266. We meet at 2 pm 
> on T, Th in Gardner 07. I know we’ve talked about the heat levels in 
> that room a few times and it’s become unbearable for my students. I 
> spoke to another instructor in the building and it seems that some 
> people have been moving around on campus, so maybe another room is 
> available now. The classroom is extremely hot and the A/C units don’t 
> work. It’s hotter than any other classroom on that floor. 
> Yesterday, I had to squeeze my class into a room that only seats 25 
> people (we have an enrollment of 40), just to get some relief. Thanks 
> for checking into this again. 
> 
> Kia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 4, 2009 3:56 PM 

@yahoo.com 

UNC-CH Class Rolls: 

africa-2009-New.ppt; Cultures around the world-chapelhill.ppt; Map Quiz.doc; 
,.ppt 

~s:iis4.its.unc.eduiSISMisc/ 





INTRODUCTION TO AFRICA 

This course offers a user-friendly introduction to Africa. 
This class will delve into the daily lives of Africans whose 
leaders may make newspaper headlines but whose struggles 
and joys alike are largely invisible to the wider world. 
The continent, the cradle of humanity is so often represented 
in stereotypic terms in the mass media. The good side of 
Africa is rarely shown. Africa is placed on the map only when 
there is a disaster. 
Africa is huge and it is more than three times the size of the 
United States of America. 
Africa is a continent and not a country. It consists of 54 
countries. 
Most of Africa was colonized by European powers except for 
Ethiopia and Liberia. 



ORiGiNS OF HUMANS 

~ Most of the available scientific evidence suggests that Africa was the 
continent in which human life began. And that humans share a common 
origin. 

~ According to Donald Johanson, a Paleoanthropologist: two theories emerge 
about the origin of modem humans: 

~ 1) Humans arose in one place --Africa, 

~ 2) pre-modern humans migrated from Africa to become modern humans in 
other parts of the world. 

Most evidence points to the first theory because: 

~ It is inAfrica that the oldest fossils of the early ancestors of humankind 
have been found, and it is the only continent that shows evidence of 
humans through the key stages of evolution. 

~ Stone tools and other artifacts support African origin. 

~ DNA studies suggest a founding population in Africa. 



AFRICA- A CONTINEN~ OF DIVERSITY 

Africa is a continent of immense diversity and multiple languages. 

~ The partition for Africa produced further diversity thus Africa is divided 
into four divisions: 

a) Arabophone ) These are Arab-speaking countries in Africa. 

They include: Morocco, Algeria, Libya, Egypt, Tunisia, 

Mauritania & Sudan. 

b) Anglophone ) English-speaking countries in Africa 

encompass: Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, Gambia, Ghana, Lesotho, 

Malawi, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, South Africa, Somalia, Swaziland, 

Zambia, Zimbabwe, Cameroon, & Egypt. 

c) Francophone ) French-speaking countries in Africa comprise 

of: Algeria, Benin, Burkina Faso, CAR, Chad, Comoro Islands, 

Congo, Cote D Ivoire, Djibouti, Gabon, Guinea, Madagascar, 

Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Senegal, & Tunisia. 



AFRICA DIVERSITY CONTINUED 

) Portuguese-speaking countries in Africa are: 

Angola, Cape Verde, Guinea Bissau, Mozambique, Sao Tome & 

Principe. 

~ According to CIA Factbook, 2008, there are over 1,000 languages in Africa. 

~:-Africa is often characterized into two categories namely: 

a) Traditional, which carries connotations of being backward, static, and 

retrogressive. 

b) Modem symbolizing progress due to the importation of Western ideas and 

knowledge. 

()However these two concepts are misleading and erroneous. 

Africa can be classified into two: 

1) Urban areas where cities resemble the cities of the developed world. 

2) Rural, refers more to the countryside. 

CUE: Most Africans travel to the countryside from the city on 

the weekends to get away from the pressures of the city and 

most Africans retire in the in their old e. But not all Africans. 

















































Map Quiz: 

students should familiarize themselves with: 

I -All the 54 countries. 

II- capitals of North Africa and East African countries (Including only the islands of 

seychelles, Comoros, Madagascar,& Mauritius). 

a)Morocco~ Rabat 

b) Algeria ~Algiers 

C) Tunisia ~ Tunis 

c) Libya~ Tripoli 

d) Egypt~ Cairo 

e)sudan~ Kha~oum 

g Ethiopia ~Addis Ababa 

g) Djibouti ~Djlboutl 

h) E~it~ea ~Asma~a 

i)somalia ~Mogadishu 

j) Kenya ~ Nai~obi 

k) Tanzania ~ Da~ es salaam 

l) uganda~ Kampala 

m)Bu~undi ~ B~umbu~a 

n) Rwa nda ~ Kiga li 

o) Madagasca~ ~Anata na na ~ivo 

p)The Como~os ~ Mo~oni 

q) Mauritius ~ PO~ Louis 

3. Micro, Mac~o, and Mega cultures and give examples. 

Good Luck! 









( 



CULTURE 
~lt~°C- refers to beliefs, values, behavior and 
material objects shared by a particular people (a 
of life). 

~O¢iC~.~ - people who share a common culture. 
mu.st be I~ound together by established relationships, 
and must continue over time 

According to George Murdoch an anthropologist, 
Culture is: 

-Learned (socialization) 
-Cumulative (it builds upon itself) 
-Shared (we are born into a set of values and beliefs) 
-Gratifying (satisfaction) 
-Adaptive (Changing through technology) 
-Holistic (parts are interrelated) 

Symbolic (expressed through language) 





Components of Culture 

Symbols - anything that 
carries a particular 
meaning recognized by 
people who share culture. 

Not understanding the 
symbols of a culture 
leaves a person feeling 
lost and isolated. 

Symbolic meaning may 
also vary within a single 
society. 



Components of Culture 
Language 

¯ Language- a system of 
symbols that allows people 
to communicate with one 
another. It is through 
language that a people can 
share their thoughts, 
beliefs, and feelings 

¯ Language allows for the 
continuity of culture. 

¯ Cultural transmission- the 
process by which one 
generation passes culture 
to the next. 

society transmits 
ure through speech. 



a) Nilo-Saharan: these are languages spoken south of the Sahara and 
from the Nile to the middle of Niger, E. Africa. 

b) Congo-Kardofonian: has about 1436 languages, spoken by 75% of all 
Africans from Central & Southern Africa, & W. Africa. 

c) Khoisan: has about 35 languages, many almost extinct. Now only 
spoken in the Southwestern Africa. 

d) Afro-Asiatic: 2nd largest language family in Africa. About 371 
languages belong to this family. Languages in this family include 
Semitic (Arabic, Amharic & Tingrinya), Berber, Chadic(Hausa), and 
Cushitic. 

Note: In Sudan & Countries S of the Sahara, Arabic is spoken. 

Sub-Saharan W. Africa, Hausa and Fulani, widely spoken. 

There about 2,038 languages in Africa apart from the extinct ones 

(Utietiang, 2007) 
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Values - culturally defined 
standards by which people 
assess desirability, goodness, 
and beauty and that serve as 
broad guidelines for social 
living. Values are abstract 
standards of goodness. 

Beliefs - speci fic statements 
that people hold to be true. 
Beliefs are particular matters 
that individuals consider true 
or false. 



Components of culture 
Norms 

~’~ Norms - rules and expectations by 
which a society guides the behavior of 
members. 

its 

Most important norms in a culture apply 
everywhere and at all times. 
~’~A~ores- norms that are widely observed and 

have great moral significance. 
~’~ Fo~kways- norms for routine, casual 

interaction. 



~a~erial ~ul~ure- refers to.the physical 
aspects of our daily lives. Example’ food, houses, 
materials and factories 

No~-~eri~l C~l~re ~ refers to 
customs, beliefs, philosophies, governments and 
patterns of communication. It is more resistant to 
change 

C~l~ral Lag (William F. Ogburn (1922)- this 
is when nonmaterial culture lags behind material 
culture. 



~NCULTU~ATION- reinforcing the 

values and norms of a culture. The ’en° 
prefix meaning, enclose, encircle. 

The ’ac prefix meaning 
accept. 

ACCULTURATION - when the values and 

norms o,f an outside culture are acquired. 
, access, acclimat~ 



¯ Norms - rules and expectations by 
which a society guides the behavior 
its members. 

of 

¯ Most important norms in a culture apply 
everywhere and at all times. 
- Mores- norms that are widely observed 

and have great moral significance. 

- Folkways - norms for routine, casual 
interaction. 



Sub-Culture- this refers to a culture that exists 
within a dominant culture but has its own 
distinctive character. They participate in the 
dominant culture while engaging in distinct forms 
of behavior. E.g. the Amish 

Counterculture - when a group is deliberately 
opposed to the dominant culture or aspects of the 
larger culture. 
C~re Shock ~ this refers to anyone who feels 
disoriented, uncertain, out of place when immersed 
in an unfamiliar culture 

High Cu~re ~a culture that distinguishes 
society’s elites. E.G playing polo is more prestigious 
than playing ping pong 

-Popular Culture ~ cultural patterns that 
are widespread among a society’s population 
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Ethnocentrism - refers to the practice of judging another 
culture by the standards of one’s own culture. To assume that 
one’s culture and way of life are superior to all others. E.g. 
’America...Iove it or hate it’ 
Cu~tura~ Relativism - the best alternative to ethnocentrism. It 
refers to the practice of evaluating any culture by its own 
standards. Non-judgmental, assume every culture has validity and 
makes sense to those in it 
S~ereo~ype - an exaggerated or distorted image of a category of 
people 
Prejudice - Involves attitudes. Stereotyped attitudes that 
people categorically feel toward certain other people. 
Discrimina~io~ - involves behavior, categorically treating other 
people in an unfair and inequitable manner 
×e~ophobia - involves irrational fear of those who are different. 



CULTURAL CI-I NGE 
Invention - produces new ideas objects and 
social patterns. 

~i$¢OV~r~- when people take note of existing 
elements of the world. 

Di~=~=usion ~ the process by which a cultural item 
is spread from one society to another. 

Colonialism ~ the imposition of one’s culture on 
another leads to cultural change. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2009 10:20 AM 

klreilly <klreilly@email.unc.edu> 
Re: make-up quiz space 

Hi Katie, 

We open the conference room at 9am but I may be able to open it a few 
minutes early for you this time on friday. Maybe 8:45...that would work 
unless the student has class at 9am. 
Thanks ! 

Travis 

klreilly wrote: 
Hi Travis, 

I have a student who needs to take a quiz early as she is traveling during 
the regularly scheduled time. I am looking for space to administer the quiz 
to her. Is the Battle Hall conference room available this Friday (9/11) at 
8:00am? Please let me know. Thank you! 

Katie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September l 1, 2009 9:11 AM 

@gmail.com 

Civil War Vita 

Vita.N.doc 

To: 

From: Reg Hildebrand 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Monday, September 14, 2009 2:25 PM 

Kenneth Janken <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Re: AFAM/AFRI honors 

Hi professor Janken 
I am out of the office today. Maybe u could ask Debby about this. I will be back tomorrow and will work on 
your travel. Thanks! 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: Kenneth Janken 
Date: Thu, 10 Sep 2009 11:11:53 -0400 
To: Travis Gore<stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: AFAM/AFRI honors 

Dear Travis, 

I have to send in a list of students who are doing Honors this year. Is 
AFAM or AFRI 691? I’ll need the complete list of folks by early next week. 

the only student taking 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Battle Hall, Campus Box #3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

and 
Director of Experiential Education 
Office of Undergraduate Curricula 
Steele Bldg, Campus Box 3504 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 962-2694 (fax) 

http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpress/spr97/i anken.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, September 17, 2009 2:03 PM 

mseck@email.unc.edu 
scan 
20090917140008058.pdf 

Date: 
From: 
To: 

........ Original Message ......... 
Thu, 17 Sep 2009 14:00:08 -0400 
scalmer@unc.edu 

travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sere from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 09.17.2009 14:00:07 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 1, 2009 9:45 AM 

Kia L Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

scan 

20091001093818201 .pdf 

Date: 
From: 
To: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Thu, 1 Oct 2009 09:38:18 -0400 
scanner@unc.edu 

travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 10.01.2009 09:38:17 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 5, 2009 1:26 PM 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Afri-Afam website 

Hi Stacey, 

I am not aware that someone has been working on it. I was told about 
the idea of someone perhaps doing it. I do agree with you if don’t mind 
doing it then I think it would be best for you to continue. If I see 
Adam today I will ask him if he knows anything about it. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

Stacey Sewall wrote: 
Hi Debby and everyone, 

I was wondering about the Afri-Afam website... I know at one point 
Debby mentioned that OASIS might be taking over the support for the 
Afri-Afam website while the department has a temp in place. I said I 
thought it would be easiest if I just kept doing it, because it can be 
difficult to hand code back and forth. Do you all know if someone 
else has been editing the site? At any rate, I noticed just now when 
I went to load the site, that it is down and gives a 403 error. I was 
about to put in a ticket for it, when I thought maybe someone else was 
working on it and it’s down while they work on it. Please let me know. 

Talk to you soon, 
Stacey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 5, 2009 1:52 PM 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Afri-Afam website - ok I feel better! 

Thank you for letting me know. Also thanks for all you do with the 
web site ! 

Travis 

Stacey Sewall wrote: 
Hi All, 

As it turns out, Afri-Afam’s website being down is part of a system 
wide problem that has resulted in a number of departmental websites 
giving 403 errors. ITS administrators are working on the issue. So, 
luckily, we don’t have to do anything! 

Talk to you all soon, 
Stacey 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

stgore@email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, October 6, 2009 3:19 PM 

@caryacademy.org> 

Ok good! You’re welcome. 
...... Original Message ...... 
From: 
To: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Subject: RE: 
Sent: Oct 6, 2009 2:59 PM 

He sent me an email. Thanks for the help. 

From: stgore@email.unc.edu [stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 06, 2009 2:38 PM 
To: 

Subject: Re: 

Hey 
I’m in meeting til 430. Your 
...... Original Message ...... 
From: 
To: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Subject: 
Sent: Oct 6, 2009 1:41 PM 

was at one earlier so he should get your message soon! Thanks. 

Hey Travis, 
isn’t answering his phone, when you see him or when you get in touch with him can you please tell him 

¯ THANKS ! ! 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               9:52 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 
Re: AFAM expo email 

Hi 

This is great. I will make sure everyone gets this. Thanks! 

Travis 

wrote: 
Hi Travis, 

This is       I stopped in your office earlier today discussing PAC’s 
idea for an AFAM expo later on this month. My co-chair and I have written 
the information that we would like for you to distribute to the 
department’s professors. I appreciate all your help, feel free to contact 
me if you need anything else. 

Sincerely, 

Hi AFAM/AFRI professors! 

On behalf of the Political Action Committee of the Black Student Movement, 
we welcome and encourage your participation in our AFAM/AFRI department 
Exposd! With the help of you all, we plan to host an exhibition that 
showcases the various courses offered by the AFAM/AFRI department. In view 
of the recent budget cuts and the legacy of heedlessness the AFAM!AFRI 
department is dealt from the university administxation, we would like to 
foster support and inspire renewed interest in the department. We are 
hoping to hold the event Thursday           deliberately before 
registration for the Spring semester. The expo would ideally provide 
attendees with an overview of the history of the AFAM department, followed 
by a "science-fair" style interactive segment where students would learn 
about the diversity of AFAM/AFRI courses and the material covered in those 
courses. The goal behind the event is promote the AFAM department, such 
that the adminis|xation recognizes it as a viable and SUBSTANTIAL academic 
department. Your participation in this event is integral to its success. 
Please let us know as soon as possible if you might be available to attend 
and/or present. All we ask is for you to bring your expertise on a course 
offered in the department and we will do the rest! If you have any 
questions please do not hesitate to ask. Thank you so much, and we look 
forward to hearing from and working with you all soon! 

PAC co-chairs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 7, 2009 1:13 PM 

ic_review@unc.edu 
Independent Contractor Determination Checklist 

20091007112342493.pdf 

Date: 
From: 
To: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Wed, 7 Oct 2009 11:23:42 -0400 
scanner@unc.edu 

travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 10.07.2009 11:23:42 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,               9:18 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 
Re: quiz 3 print request 

Hi 

I will get started on them now so that they will be ready at your office 
hours! 

Thanks, 

Travis 

wrote: 
Hi Travis, 

I hope you are having a good week! Please see attached quiz. When you have 
a moment, could you please print off 50 copies of this quiz for me? 
Ideally, if I could pick them up by the end of my office hours tomorrow 
(Thursday by about l:30pm), that would be great, but I understand if you 
can’t because I didn’t make the 24 hour deadline. Please just let me know 
the earliest I could pick them up. The students will be taking the quiz at 
9:00am on Friday (10/9). 

Thanks Travis! 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CI-IAPEL HILL 

MEMORANDUM 

SASB NO ~L’r K 

430 IKIDGE P..OAD, SUITE 

CAMPUS BOX 2~o 

CHAPEL HILL, NC ~7599-~oo 

http;//regweb.~nc.edu 

919.962.3954 

9~9.962.6d6~ 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

RE: 

All Teaching Faculty 

Senora DeCosta, Assistant University Registrar 

October 5, 2009 

First Year Student Midterm Grade Roils 

Enclosed are the First Year Student Midterm Grade Rolls for freshman students 
enrolled in your course(s) for the 2009 Fall semester. These reports are due in the 
Office of the University Registrar, 3131 SASB North, no later than noon on Monday, 
October 26, 2009, 

The midterm grades you submit will be reported to students on Student Central. They 
will also be viewed by the students’ advisors in preparation for the Spring 2010 
registration cycle. 

To facilitate the timely receipt and entering of grades, please follow these guidelines: 

Turn in your grade rolls as soon as possible but no later than noon on Monday, 
October 26, 

It is preferred that grade rolls be hand-delivered to the Registrar’s Office, 
located at 3131 SASB North; however, you may also use campus or U. S. mail. 

If you have.any questions, please feel free to contact us at 962-0495. 

Enclosure 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 12, 2009 9:52 AM 

Deby <deby@vikingtravel.com> 

eunice@email.unc.edu 
Re: Itinerary for T Number 

Hi Deby, 

Thanks for the Itinerary. I will use this to create a T-number and once 
that is approved I will send it back to you. 

Thanks, 

Travis 

Deby wrote: 

FOR: SAHLE/EUNICE 

11 DEC 09 - FRIDAY 

TO: UNC-CHAPEL HILL 

AFRICAN AND AFRICAN-AMERICAN STUDIES 

AIR AMERICAN AIRLINES FLT:8105 

OPERATED BY MEXICANA CLICK 

LV OAXACA 

AR MEXICO CITY 

ARRIVE: TERMINAL 1 

ECONOMY 

1205P EQP: FOKKER 100 

01HR 10MIN 

115P NON-STOP 

REF: HLKWHK 

REFUNDABLE ONE WAY FARE IS 637.96 PLUS 35.00 FEE. 

TICKET SHOULD BE ISSUED BY OCTOBER 14 TO AVOID POSSIBLE 

FARE INCREASES. PLEASE REPLY TO THIS EMAIL WITH THE 

APPROVED T NUMBER. THANKS..DEBY. 



SAHLE/EUNICE SEAT-3A 

AIR AMERICAN AIRLINES 

LV MEXICO CITY 

DEPART: TERMINAL 1 

AR DALLAS FT WORTH 

ARRIVE: TERMINAL D 

SAHLE/EUNICE SEAT-14A 

FLT: 1064 

345P 

625P 

AIR AMERICAN AIRLINES 

LV DALLAS FT WORTH 

AR RALEIGH DURHAM 

ARRIVE: TERMINAL 2 

SAHLE/EUNICE SEAT-12A 

FLT: 1702 

755P 

02HR 30MIN 

1125P 

ECONOMY 

EQP: MD-80 

02HR 40MIN 

NON-STOP 

REF: HLKWHK 

FOOD FOR PURCHASE 

ECONOMY    FOOD FOR PURCHASE 

EQP: MD-80 

NON-STOP 

REF: HLKWHK 

THANK YOU FOR CALLING VIKING TRAVEL 

A VALID PASSPORT IS REQUIRED FOR THIS DESTINATION 

Deby Taylor 

Viking Travel 

400 S. Elliott Road Suite E 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Phone - 919-968-4586 (Agency) 

Phone - 919-968-4491 (Corporate) 

Visit our website at www.vikingtravel.com <htt~:i/ww~,.viking~rave1.com> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 13, 2009 6:12 PM 

Adam Kent <akent@unc.edu> 
Re: files 

Thanks Adam. That sounds like a good plan. Yes I was able to get in 
touch with Tammy and you are right, she did seem friendly and helpful. 
She told me just to go ahead and fax everything that I have so I went 
ahead and did that. I will keep you posted. 

Travis 

Adam Kent wrote: 
> No Worries. As long as the file cabinet can be locked, it is ok for the time being. At one point in the fairly near future we will move 
them. Thanks for the keeping me in the loop and keeping Andrew busy. 
> 
> Adam 
> 
> BTW - Any luck with Tammy in getting the contractor paid? 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Travis Gore [             emaiL~mc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, October 13, 2009 4:17 PM 
> To: akent@unc.edu 
> Subject: files 
> 
> Hi Adam, 
> 

> I actually found the key to the file drawers! Before I found it though, Andrew and I were about to do the transition of the files and 
then I got a call from Debby. She wanted to know what we were working on and I told her what we were going to do and she asked if 
we were able to find the key if we could hold off on moving them. I did find it and now we are able to lock it. Julius said that would 
be fine for now but eventually somewhere down the road they would probably need to go in the office but with the key there would 
not be the urgency to move them right away. So I kinda felt like I was stuck in the middle and not sure 
> what to do. So my question is for the time being now that we have a 
> key are they ok where they are. I will do whatever you like but I just brought it up because of Debby’s request. I did make use of 
the time with Andrew here and he was able to help me out with a few things. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 
> Travis 
> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 14, 2009 11:03 AM 

mseck@email.unc.edu 

scan 

20091014103414853.pdf 

here is one of them but for some reason I have not received the other 
one yet but as soon as I do I will forward it along. 

Thanks, 

Travis 

Date: 
From: 
To: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Wed, 14 Oct 2009 10:34:15-0400 
scanner@unc.edu 

travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 10.14.2009 10:34:14 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 14, 2009 11:05 AM 

mseck@email.unc.edu 

scan 2 

20091014103355955.pdf 

ok, th~ other one has amved! 

........ Original Message ........ 
Date: Wed, 14 Oct 2009 10:33:56-0400 
From: scanner@unc.edu 
To: travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 10.14.2009 10:33:55 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 14, 2009 4:54 PM 

dsherman@email.unc.edu 
document in electronic form from Reg. Hildebrand 

20091014140910653.pdf 

Date: 
From: 
To: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Wed, 14 Oct 2009 14:09:10-0400 
scanner@unc.edu 

travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 10.14.2009 14:09:10 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 16, 2009 11:40 AM 

dsherman@email.unc.edu; Reginald Hildebrand <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 
resend (better copy) 

20091016113537914.pdf 

Date: 
From: 
To: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Fri, 16 Oct 2009 11:35:38-0400 
scanner@unc.edu 

travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 10.16.2009 11:35:37 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 20, 2009 11:27 AM 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Karim-Sesay CV 

Hi Stacey, 

Thanks for checking back with me. Its crazy because it actually has not 
turned back up yet so I am asking her to send a copy so that I can then 
get it to you! 

Thanks, 

Travis 

Stacey Sewall wrote: 
Hi Travis, 

I was just checking in to see if the CV has turned up. Thanks ! 

Stacey 

Stacey Sewall 
African Studies Center 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-1522 

Travis Gore wrote: 
>> Yes I was used to her being gone on Fridays but not everyday of the 
>> week! Adam Kent has been assigned to help us ore. I just attended a 
>> training class on schedule of classes earlier this week and Professor 
>> McMillan is going to assist with that also. I checked Waithera’s 
>> file and I could not find her CV bm I do know she has one because I 
>> have actually seen it before. I’m thinking Julius may have it in his 
>> possession as of now so I will check and get it to you as soon as I can. 
>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> 
>> Travis 
>> 
>> Stacey Sewall wrote: 
>>> That would be great. Thanks Tmvis. It must feel strange around 
>>> the office without Debby there. Has the course scheduling and 
>>> registration fallen to you now? Did they wind up hiring a temp? 
>>> 
>>> Thanks for your help! 

>>> Stacey 

>>> Stacey Sewall 
>>> African Studies Center 
>>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>>> (919) 962-1522 



>>> Travis Gore wrote: 
>>>> Hi Stacey, 

>>>> Sorry I did not get to you sooner. I was out of the office for 
>>>> part of the day yesterday. Yes, Debby is officially retired now. 
>>>> We will miss her but we are also happy for her. Let me look for a 
>>>> CV for Waithera and if I can find it I can scan it to you if that 
>>>> would be best. 

>>>> Thanks Stacey, 

>>>> Travis 

>>>> Stacey Sewall wrote: 
>>>>> Hi Travis, 

>>>>> How are you doing? I was wondering if you guys have a CV you 
>>>>> could send me for Waithera Karim-Sesay. Also, is Debby officially 
>>>>> retired now? Talk to you all soon, 

>>>>> Stacey 

>> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 21, 2009 4:02 PM 

Kenneth Janken <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

(no subject) 

20091021155207581 .pdf 

Date: 
From: 
To: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Wed, 21 Oct 2009 15:52:07 -0400 
scanner@unc.edu 

travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 10.21.2009 15:52:07 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Guterl’- DRAFT - un-copyedited version of an essay forthcoming in the Winter issue of the 
Journal of Women’s History. 

"Josephine Baker’s ’Rainbow Tribe’: Radical Motherhood in the South of France"* 

Matthew Pratt Guterl 

in the spring of 1964, Josephine Baker arranged for several appearances at Henry 

Miller’s Theatre in New York City. On select Saturdays and Sundays, she would give a 

matinee performance, chiefly for parents who wished to bring their children to see the famous 

and dazzling costumes. In her press releases, Baker called these matinee shows a "family 

reunion," emphasized the need for "audience participation," and brought candy for the 

children. Sometimes she would hold a dance contest for teenagers. At other times, she would 

bring a collection of multihued dolls onstage, representing the various parts of the world and 

the children she had brought to her home in the Dordogne valley. At one of the major 

intermissions, the Caribbean-born dance impresario Geoffrey Holder would stage his 

remarkable, metaphoric interpretation of miscegenation, "Dougla." One feature, though, was 

repeated at every show. At some critical juncture, and after donning a new costume, Baker 

would step forward towards the audience, sit down on the stage, and call the attending 

children away from their parents, encouraging them to cluster around, to sit in a circle around 

her. And then, in a deep and serious voice, she would sing her childlike tribute to life at Les 

Milandes, "Dans Mon Village." As she implored this collection of other people’s children to 

listen to her story of a world where race didn’t matter so much, and where equality and 

harmony were not just trite concepts, but also daily practices, she would gesture towards the 

faraway South of France, where her twelve adopted children lived in a castle. ~ She offered 

Les Milandes as a kind of romantic, anti-racist state, and as an expression of the French ideal 

of citizenship. 

Baker’s performance of"Dans Mon Village" might be read, as some have argued, as a 

critique of the United States. Historian Mary Dudziak has given us the most penetrating 

reading of Josephine Baker as an African American expatriate, revealing her longstanding 

role in US-driven Cold War politics. Focusing on the early 1950s, Dudziak reads her initial 

withdraw~,l into Old World domesticity as an unhappy consequence of repressive.American 

foreign policy doctrines. The result of Baker’s travel restrictions and surveillance, she 



Guterl - DRAFT - un-copyedited version of an essay forthcoming in the Winter issue of the 
Journal of Women’s History. 

suggests, was a breakdown of Baker’s politicai potential, as the world’s first black superstar 

was sequestered away in France and lost her best chance to speak out against Jim Crow in the 

United States and the Americas. Literary scholar Jonathan Eburne, building on Dudziak, 

further concludes that Bakerremained an expatriate at heart, even at Les Milandes. "Baker’s 

attention," he writes, "remained focused on the politics of race in the U.S .... [and her] appeal 

to universal brotherhood fell short of confronting other racisms and colonialisms as stridently 

as those she confronted in the U.S." In the end, Dudziak and Ebume point out, very usefully, 

that Baker repeatedly lectured the United States on its failings from a great distance, and that 

she never completely disengaged from American race problems. But they also set her too 

firmly in an African American expatriate tradition, and within the close gravitational orbit of 

Jim Crow and diminish - implicitly or explicitly - her closer focus on France, and her use of 

other conceptions of family, nation, and race. The end result is to distance her from other 

social forces and political contexts that may, in the end, have influenced her with equal or 

even greater significance, so that she becomes a spatially marginal, slightly na~’ve, but floridly 

interesting, critic of the United States and not much more. "The pluralistic humanism of 

Baker’s global village," Eburne sums, in one example, "was forged in the name of the civil 

rights movement in the United States.’’2 What would it mean, I wonder, if this were entirely 

untrue? What would we make of Josephine Baker then? And what of that performance in 

New York? 

This essay will focus on the discourses of family that Baker brought together in her 

"Rainbow Tribe." Drawing upon intertwined domestic imaginaries from Peronist Argentina 

and Gaullist France, I hope to offer a series of national and international contexts against 

which to read Baker, and to insist that her emphasis on familial grandeur - headed by a 

charismatic, maternal leader - was an act of extraordinary feminist brieolage. Through it all, 

Baker remained strongly committed to French debates about ho~v racial and national and 

reiigious minorities could be incorporated into the national and international "families" of the 

Cold War era. The transformation of Baker’s life - and her reinvention of motherhood- 

reflected an ascendant, seriously held utopian politics, quite different from the American 

radical traditions of Black Power and the New Left, and just as distinct from the bourgeois 

integrationism of the mainstream civil rights movement. Perhaps we have too quickly labeled 

her work at Les Milandes a return to the enclosed domestic sphere. Perhaps, too, we have 

2 



Guterl - DRAFT - un-copyedited version of an essay forthcoming in the Winter issue of the 
Journal of Women’s History. 

overemphasized her "American-ness," hoping to include her among the cast of diasporic 

expatriates who found freedom to speak truth to power once outside the United States. Her 

distinctive vision, indeed, was to make manifest the various (and seemingly oppositional) 

strands ofutopianism and universalism in her family, to render her private life with her 

children entirely public, and to turn her children into a commodity, a capitalist investment 

whose value as a source of hope and ethical transformation could never be calculated. This 

was an enormously ambitious undertaking, and we should not limit our understanding of it - 

or measure its importance through connection to American racial politics. 

As a historical subject, Baker resists any easy approach. Recognizable but relatively 

unknown or misunderstood, she appears usually as a casual reference across the widest 

spectrum of cultural and historical narratives. Transnational perspectives that challenge the 

hegemony of the nation-state and encourage greater attention to the circulation and mediation 

of peoples, goods, and cultures, should help us reevaluate historical figures like Baker, people 

- famous or otherwise - who never quite made sense when they were seen from a more 

restricted national perspective.3 Even in this emerging field, though, it is remarkable how 

little sustained attention has been given to Baker’s life and political practice. Marking herself 

as an ethical North Star for humanity, Baker deliberately set herself outside of earth’s gravity. 

Peripatetic and m~bounded, she defined herself by relentless movement, dislocation, and self- 

transformation - from her mother’s migration from Charleston to East St. Louis, to her own 

relocation and re-creation from the Midwest to New York, from New York to Paris, to the 

Dordogne, to Monaco, with stops in Morocco and Tunis, ha Brazil, in Peron’s Argentina, and 

in "Uncle Fidel’s" pool. She is not a classic "expatriate." She repeatedly resisted 

conventional racial and national markers, claiming an indigenous heritage, enthusing over 

mixture and hybridity, and fashioning an identity as an extranational cosmopolitan, as a 

woman without a country and a women who was her own country.4 Her slippery 

cosmopolitanism has obscured her life. She does not appear, for instance, in James T. 

Campbell’s Middle Passages, a magnificent account of African American travels to Africa.5 

Nor, quite telIingly, is she present in most of the recent work on Cold War international black 

protests. Kwame Anthony Appiah’s work on cosmopolitanism gives pride of place to the 

U.N. Declaration of Human Rights, but not to Baker, who more perfectly embodied the 

utopian ideals of post WWII "cosmopolitanism" than any of her contemporaries.~ And Baker 

3 
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ought to stand as the quintessential exemplar of the "black Atlantic," that "single complex 

unit of analysis" described with such subtlety by Paul Gilroy.7 Her story ought not, in other 

words, be limited to any one nation state. A European and an American, "transnational and 

intercultural," she depended on her own circulation, exile, and global connection, experiences 

and sensibilities that had, by the early twentieth century, become a surprising source of 

countercultural, even subaltern strength for people marked as "black." She was a playful and 

creative performer, sometimes a "plain ghetto girl" (as Ishmael Reed once called her), 

sometimes the vagabond, sometimes the quintessential cosmopolite, sometimes a French 

colonial, and sometimes the Queen Mother of her own peculiar nation state.~ One 

consequence, I suggest here, is that her political formulations often strayed outside of all sorts 

of conventions - black Atlantic, American progressive, French radical - making her one of the 

most universally inventive, if strangely iconoclastic theorists of anti-racism in an age 

renowned and now celebrated for novel practices of resistance to and subversion of the state. 

In January of 1952, Baker left the United States on a tour of South America and the 

Caribbean. Her return to the United States had been troubling: she had tangled with Walter 

Winchell in a much-publicized incident at the Stork Club, and subsequently found herself 

harangued by the FBI. She ended up in Juan Peron’s Buenos Aires almost nine months later, 

in September, and promptly issued a series of broadsides directed at the U.S. government. As 

significantly, she found a country in mourning, still suffering the loss of Maria Eva Duarte de 

Perdn - Santa Evita. In June of that same year, Argentine voters had returned Juan Perdn to 

power along with his beloved partner. In the victory parade, Evita, fading and seriously ill, 

had relied on a hastily constructed support stand, hidden under a fur coat, to enable her to 

wave to the adoring crowds. Women had voted for the first time in a national election and, in 

a richly symbolic move, Evita had been named "spiritual leader" for Argentina - La Jefa 

Espiritual de la Naci6n. And then, in late July, she had passed away, a victim of rapidly 

progressing uterine cancer. In a series of carefully choreographed and sincere 

commemorations, Argentina wept, nourishing a new and durable myth of Evita as the patron 

saint of the lower classes, dispossessed children, and the descamisados of the city and the 

4 
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countryside. Josephine Baker, no stranger to the power ofpromoti0naI performance, was 

swept up in this nationalist creation, praising her "sister" at a memorial rally and enthusing 

over the righteousness of Justicialism, the social justice platform of the Peronistas. Over the 

next few months, she took up Evita’s public causes, used Buenos Aires as a platform from 

which to criticize the United States, and allowed Juan Per6n to use her politically much as he 

had used Evita, as a symbol of a more inclusive, democratic pluralist state. 

Baker left Argentina six months after she arrived, inspired by the political celebrity of 

Evita. Almost as soon as she got back to Paris, Baker announced her plans to adopt her own 

family ofdescamisados, "shirtIess ones," brought from the war torn, disease ridden comers of 

the world to the beautiful south of France. In early 1953, le Monde reported that Baker, the 

fading chanteuse of interwar Paris, was on the verge of becoming "the mother of a family of 

all colors." "JOSt~PH1NE BAKER," the headline read, "ADOPTE UNE FAMILLE 

PANACHI~E." Speaking to the press corps from Monte Carlo, Baker described her new 

family, soon to feature twelve adopted chiIdren, drawn to France from around the world, but 

especially from the global South - from Southeast Asia, from North and West Africa, from 

Latin America, and also from the mean streets of Paris. By the end of that year, Baker had 

settled some of the children into an old chateau at an estate named Les Milandes, in 

Castelnaud-Fayrac, with her husband, the pliant and accompanying bandleader, Jo Bouillon.9 

There, amidst the crumbling medievalism and nationalist tourism of the Dordogne region, "Jo 

et Jo" would raise a family in which each child was presumed to be a representative of some 

perfect racial type. "She wanted all races, all religions," a family friend once recalled, "and 

she would give them the religion she wanted on the spot.’’1° All twelve children, in the end, 

would be racial exemplars, stereotypes brought to life and on proud display in Baker’s well- 

intentioned "Village of the World." Bound together by her, this diverse group would be 

strong, unified, and subservient to her wishes. 

Baker would have had heard of Evita and the New Argentina long before 1952. 

Evita’s "Rainbow Tour" of Europe in 1947 was a nearly unqualified success, and culminated 

in a five day stay in Paris, including a dinner with French president Auriol and a shopping trip 

with Madame Bidault. The New Argentina was, then, a strange amalgam of social justice 

populism and authoritarian fascism, and Evita was its public face. "With her attractive 

appearance and evident charisma," Victoria Allison writes, "Evita was a spectacle; she proved 
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that politics and Christian Dior could co-exist in (and on) the same body.., her glamorous 

image became a commodity: it sold the.., tabloids, photo-journal magazines, and gossip 

columns, that made her story easily accessible to a mass audience.’’1~ While in Europe, Evita 

stressed that the rainbow - later to be the childlike designated symbol of Baker’s "fairy tale" 

family - was a variegated bridge joining two places, and a symbol ofmulticulturalism. In life, 

as in death, when she was embalmed and placed.in glass-lidded casket in a publicly accessible 

shrine, a veritable "Sleeping Beauty," as Tomfis Eloy Martinez called her, Evita’s body was 

invested with as much cultural currency as possible; like a saint come to life, she offered the 

glamour of hope and friendship. 12 "I come as a rainbow between our two countries," she 

offered to the Spanish press.~ Time simply ealled her an "Argentine rainbow," and a 

"Cinderelia"; "shimmering with a new change of clothes at every appearance," the magazine 

purred, "coruscating with glittering jewels, shapely, brown-eyed Eva [is] unbeatable.’’14 

Through her own efforts and those of others, she was transformed into a dazzling, streaking 

metaphor for both international, cross-national connection and for harmonious cross-class 

collaboration, cutting across the darkened European sky at precisely the moment when 

Josephine Baker first bought Les Milandes, and as the older entertainer struggled to stay 

relevant, to keep her flagging career afloat. 

Baker’s "infatuation with Eva Perdn seems inevitable," writes Phyllis Rose, "[b]oth 

Josephine and Evita did things on a large scale with no thought to accounting; to both, it 

seemed mean-spirited to question where the money to fund their charities was coming from. 

Both were actresses, both had come from terrible poverty, both loved the poor with the 

sincerity of identification, and possibly, with their ditsy charities and mad display, spoke 

better to the fantasy life of those they aimed at helping than more efficientbut imaginatively 

arid government programs.’’15 Per6n and Baker both had overcome hardscrabble beginnings, 

adored fine clothes, and appreciated the trappkngs of privilege, the symbolism of motherhood, 

and the orchestrations of celebrity. Neither was able to have children. And Evita, 

anticipating Baker, turned that to her advantage. Her "real children," she argued in her 

autobiography, "were those she protected - the poor, the old, and the helpless of Argentina." 

Seated behind a desk in her office, Evita, often dressed in haute couture, would entertain 

thousands of requests for small but meaningful support. She would receive lepers, the 

syphilitic, union leaders, mothers with children, and exiles from around the world. With 
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patience, deep pockets, and a good measure of stagecraft, she offered herself up to the lowest 

citizens of her country, and became "the ide al mother."~ 6 

"In the New Argentina," Juan Perdn once said, "the only privileged ones are the 

children." This was one of the "twenty truths of Justicialism," and it likely that Baker heard it 

over and over again during her six months in that country. One can imagine Josephine Baker 

considering her next move in Buenos Aires, so reminiscent of Paris, surrounded by mammoth, 

hagiographic billboards featuring "her sister, Evita," noting the broad social impact of Perdn’s 

efforts to establish orphanages and shelters for unwed mothers, to be the mother of this New 

Argentina]7 She was "fascinated by the legend of Eva," one biographer writes, largely 

because it seemed to mirror her own rags-to-riches story, and because of a parallel 

fascinations with jewelry, fine clothing, and art. After Juan Perdn attended her opening 

performance at the Opera Theatre, Baker was invited to the Casa Rosada, the executive 

mansion, for a private meeting. In early October, she presented herself to Ra~l Apold, 

Subsecretary of Information, placed a bouquet of flowers at the General Confederation of 

Labor, kneeling before an alter and a statue of la Presidenta that had been set up in the lobby. 

Access to Evita’s sacred body - which was then being embalmed three floors above the lobby 

- was strictly forbidden, given government concerns about theft, which were driven by a 

widespread public faith in its miraculous healing power. As days turned to weeks, Baker 

collected information about the work of the Fundacidn Eva Perdn. She toured a dormitory 

and paid public homage to "ia sefiora.’’~8 She wrote - or had written for her - a series of 

essays for Critica, a local newspaper, in which she lambasted the current state of race- 

relations in the United States. In her performances, she featured some of Perdn’s favorite 

designers - Dior, Faith, and others - and stressed her "nueva manara," her emerging punic 

image as a stylized Latin singer, as comfortable in Spanish as in French and English. Within 

a few months, Lynn Haney notes, she had taken over some of Evita’s duties at the 

Foundation, and was drawing support from Juan Perdn for her World Cultural Association, 

which aimed to stamp out racial prejudice in the New Argentina.~9 

Ram6n Carillo, Minister of Health, complained that Baker was no Evita. Her "brow 

beatings" seemed, to him, more petulant. Her darker skin color surely did not help. Indeed, 

she was a racially marked subject of analysis, an object of curiosity, in an Argentina that 

valued Evita’s light skin and bottled blonde hair. The local advertisements of"/a ’vedette’ de 
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color" featured Baker as a slender, elegant figure in a long evening gown with white gloves, 

Baker with hands held aloft in a graceful pose, and an actuai photo of "Ia Baker" in her Latin 

American phase. They stand in sharp contrast to Argentina’s version of Aunt Jemima, the 

squat, darker, kerchiefed, open-mouthed Mammy figure who announced a big sale at Harrods. 

But they are also distinct from Evita’s transformation into the Madonna. Reviews of Baker’s 

various performances emphasized joy, sadness, and unpredictability of "’ta Opera Jose)qna." 

Baker also had, one reviewer opined, "el decorado sint~tico," a cosmopolitan nostalgia and 

synthetic aesthetic, infused with sensibilities of faraway port cites, distant trading posts, 

isolated tropical islands, and the ramshackle cabins of the Mississippi delta.2° It is impossible 

to know, right now, whether Baker began to feel the subtler sting of racism in Buenos Aires, 

or whether she simply began to see past the glittering spectacle of Evita, and to acknowledge 

the less-than-perfect record of the Perdnists in matters of social justice. Juan Peron’s ham- 

fisted attempts at manipulation and control, and her discovery of the darker side of progress in 

the New Argentina, must have hastened her exit. Curiously, like Che Guevara, who returned 

to Buenos Aires from his transformative Pan-American trip in September of 1952, the same 

month and year that Josephine arrived, she is rumored to have taken a pivotal, unannounced 

trip to a sanitariurn and leper colony. For Baker, for a woman who desired a new kind of 

fame and cultura! authority, who enjoyed fashion and decadent living, and who was, by her 

own description, an "unreconstructed liberal" in search of a community to possess, improve, 

and "mother," it may well have been Evita’s posthumous adoration- a consequence of her 

public love affair with the dispossessed - and not just the revolting truth beneath the surface 

of"Justicialism" that ~vas worth thimking about as she made her way back to Europe.2~ 

Once she returned to France, she moved quickly. Between 1953 and 1963, Baker 

adopted twelve children, including two Korean boys from Japan, and boys from Columbia, 

Venezuela, Algeria, Finland, and C6te d’Ivoire. She adopted three boys from France, one of 

them Jewish. She adopted two girls, one named "Marianne" after the symbol of France, and 

the other a Franco-Maghrebian immigrant. Each was infused with stereotype. "Akio," 

husband Jo Bouillon later summarized, was a typical Korean, "almond eyed, sensitive, 

serious." Jari, from Finland, was possessed of"Nordic fairness and stamina." Jean-Claude, 

"our blond Frenchman," was "blessed with innate equilibrium." Mara, "a full blooded 

Indian," wanted only to become a doctor "because they are lacking in his native Venezuela." 
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Janot "the Japanese" was a lover ofplants, flowers, and gardening. Brahim, "the son of an 

Arab," and Mariarme, the granddaughter of a pied noir and named after the icon of the French 

revolution, captured the two sides at war in Algeria. "[D]usky Koffi from Abidjan" was 

suffused with "purity of spirit." Luis, the Columbian, was a fecund Latin through and 

through. Moi’se, the Jew, had been instinctively drawn to the business world of hotel 

management. Finally, there was NoEl, tossed aside like refuse on Christmas Eve, and Stellina, 

the child of an immigrant Moroccan mother in Paris, a synecdoche for the jumbled up world 

in the age of decolonization.22 

The children were sometimes collected by Baker, m~d sometimes by a friend. There 

was little attention paid to procedure. The first two children - Akio and Janot - were brought 

back from Miki Sawada’s famous compound for "Amerasian" and "mixed" children in Japan, 

"order[ed]... as you would a take out dinner," and with a special request for a racially "pure" 

child.~3 At almost every step, these retrievals ~vere outside of the law, and came well ahead of 

the international legal agreements emerging to make sense of adoption as a worldwide issue. 

Even in the United States, international transracial adoption was largely a brand new, post- 

Korean war phenomenon. Liberal activists were just then mightily struggling to put an end to 

the trade in "black-market babies" and to prop up licensed adoption agencies as the solution to 

a social problem. International adoptions were, moreover, deeply inflected with Christian 

missionary, Cold War sensibilities. But Baker’s !llicitly gained family felI completely outside 

of this new history. There was no precedent for an African American expatriate, a French war 

hero, and a scandalous global celebrity who sought to create a home for the poorest infants of 

the global South. There was no precedent for a woman of color struggling to adopt "light- 

skirmed" or "white" children domestically or internationally, a lacuna that could sometimes 

cause Baker trouble as she worked to expand her "tribe." There was no model for a 

religiously and racialty diverse family (though Baker might style herself as the Madonna, she 

actively worked to create religious diversity at Les Milandes). And there was little general 

enthusiasm for the relocation of the children of empire to Europe, or for the creation of a 

"tribal" reserve in the French countryside. In many ways, then, Josephine Baker’s family was 

simply unimaginable. Hers was not a "heroic white adoptive family.’’24 

Baker’s rapid-fire, serial adoptions of children in dire situations - found under a bush, 

or in a garbage can, or with rail thin legs, or after a massacre - marks the phase of her life 
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when all of the previously discordant and varied parts (the tragedies, the careers, the political 

activism) reached a brief, powerful synchronicity and suddenly began to swing together in 

one heavy motion. Les Milandes was a commune, in the classic sense of the term, with a 

~vorking farm and dreams of self-sufficiency. But it was also a royal home for twelve 

children, who were attached to wildly different racial and religious narratives. And it was a 

tourist site, complete with a hotel, a dance club, and intruding paparazzi. As Bennetta Jules- 

Rossette notes, "[Baker] created a composite community based on the ideals of ethnic and 

cultural blending in a simulated touristic space... [whereinJ the Rainbow Tribe reflected 

Baker’s performative persona by representing the multiple national and cultural identities she 

had assumed on stage, on film, and in song." Les Milandes was not just an estate in France, it 

was a postnational dream, a utopian fairy tale, and a sort of colony "an autonomous 

territory," Jules-Rosette sums, governed a "reaI Queen." 25 

In public, Baker went to great lengths to present a utopian, fairytale vision of the 

family, showing that, like Evita, she was a master of public relations. Carefully staged 

photographs emphasized the normalcy of everyday life at Les Milandes three children 

o~ening Christmas presents, playing with them innocently, even as mother smiles in the 

background; all of the children sitting along the edge of a swimming pool, with mother 

standing behind proudly - these are universal moments with a rare racially variegated quality; 

they are also staged publicity shots, not personal snapshots. A collective color advertisement 

for juice - featuring a portrait of the family - might have been taken anywhere, and of 

anyone, were it not for the late medieval castle in the background. What seems, on the 

surface, to be a hastily taken group shot at Les Milandes is far more than that. All of the boys 

are wearing some version of the same outfit, including corduroy pants, plaid, flannel shirts, 

and grey cardigans, except for Kofi, one of the youngest, from Cote d’Ivoire, who wears 

white, drawing attention to his blackness, marking him as a child still quite different, not yet 

old enough to have absorbed the ethos of the "Village du Monde." "Jo et Jo," and they called 

themselves, smile adoringly at the camera; Baker is dressed as a mature, demure, fashionable 

mother, wearing a conservative Peter Pan collar, a light pink jacket, and a white headband. 

The small orange and large blue balls suggest a family at play; the prominently displayed 

juice glasses suggest, too, health and vigor and abundance. Postcards like this were 

advertisements, meant to encourage an adoring public to visit, to spend money in the 
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surrounding town, to keep the ideal alive, and to worship at the throne of Josephine, perhaps 

visiting "the Jorama," a wax museum featuring the more florid, historic phases of her life. 

When Baker returned to the stage, when the receipts at Les Milandes failed to cover her 

considerable expenses, the Rainbow Tribe appeared in commercials for her corporate 

sponsors, and in playbills, endorsing a product even as they represented a distinctive 

revolution. 26 

To be the mother of this apostolic ’°Rainbow Tribe," Josephine Baker needed a new 

image, one that emphasized her qualities as a mother and not her famous sex drive. So she 

invited the press into the kitchen at Les Milandes and donned an apron for the cameras. 

When she appeared in public, she dressed like Jackie Kennedy, trumpeted her 

humanitarianism, and shamelessly promoted her efforts to raise so many different children at 

once. Strolling the grounds with visiting reporters, she carried herself with the regal poise of 

her friend, Princess Grace. When she assembled the children for a photo opportunity or 

advertisement, everyone dressed perfectly and appropriately, including "Maman," who had 

consigned her banana skirt to a museum. She hoped that the world, in paying homage to the 

Rainbow Tribe, would stand in awe of her transformation, and be inspired by her children, 

and that the press would rediscover Baker as an adoring mother, as a seer of world peace and 

not a cheap seductress. In private, whenever an image from her younger days would flash on 

the family television, Baker would quickly tuna it off, so that her children - her gift to the 

world- would not be corrupted. "My ideal is so simple," she wrote in a journal, on the day 

that Les Milandes was finally claimed by creditors, "yet so many people view it as a crazy 

dream. Surely the day will come when color means nothing more than skin tone, when 

religion is seen uniquely as a way to speak one’s soul, when birth places have the weight of a 

throw of the dice and all men are born free; when understanding breeds love and 

brotherhood.’’27 

This utopian vision of the multiracial family echoes Eva Perdn’s vision of the materual 

state in fascinating ways. In the New Argentina, Per6n offered herself as a mother to the 

country’s dispossessed, but her motherhood was inflected with a certain authoritarianism. 

Baker knew and understood the peculiar fascism of the Per6nistas. Her use of the multiracial 

family as a real thing and as metaphor for something bigger was dependant on the same faith 

in power and authority, on a unique vision of"the mother" as a political strongman and a 
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party boss. The children were not equals. In some sense, they were not even children. They 

were subj ects of the state, part of an "nationally" engineered racial harmony. Time and again, 

Baker deployed the children as advertisements ’for her quasi-state, letting the cameras roll and 

offer well-rehearsed talking points about her "Village of the World." Memoirs from Les 

Milandes - especially that of Jean-Claude Baker - emphasize the repeated sacrifice of the 

individuality of the children to the needs of"Maman," the titular head of state,a~ Day-to-day 

life at Les Milandes looked strikingly - even fundamentally - different than it did in any of 

the other correspondingly famous multiracial families of the 1950s and 1960s - for instance, 

the atomistic, classicly American story of the Doss family.~9 It came closer, in fact, to 

publicly realizing the fascist poter~tiaI of cultural pluralism, ~vhere the unique gifts of each 

instrument, or race, are bent to the will of the conductor and the common cause. What the 

novelist Jean Toomer had once hoped to manifest as a superior individual - namely, control 

over all the different races and bloods in his body - Baker sought to make real in her family in 

the South of France.3° Hers was a vision of diversity utterly dependent on her own 

extraordinary personal strength and charisma. 

The scholarly implications of this narrative of Baker’s sojourn to Argentina and her 

return to France are profound. "Criticism of anyone as warmhearted and well meaning as 

Josephine Baker seems aImost criminal," one contemporary traveler noted, "[b]t~t though her 

motives are the purest, the noblest in the world, one can’t help wondering about her means... 

[u]nwilling to recognize differences in peoples and cultures, she is obsessed with the ideal of 

brotherhood :.. she is simply inarticulate about matters political.’’3~ It is hard to imagine an 

act more political than the creation of Les Milandes as described above. But the story of the 

Rainbow Tribe outlined here - with its unusual and fascistic pluralism does not square with 

the emerging body of work focused on the intersections of"black" anticolonialism, the Cold 

War, and various struggles for social justice. What emerges, for instance, from Mary 

Dudziak’s consideration of"desegregation as a Cold War imperative," Kevin Gaines’s study 

of African American expatriots in Ghana, Penny Von Eschen’s narrative of State Department 

"goodwill" tours in Africa, aIongside the work of Paul Gordon Lauren, Brenda Gayle 
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Plummer, Thomas Borstelman and others, is a fresh, challenging portrait of the Cold War 

struggles within the narrow civil and human rights crawlspaces of the 1950s.32 The Cold War 

era United States, Dudziak writes, in one of the few books to dwell on Baker, attempted to 

fashion a "progressive story about race in America." When that propagandistic fantasy was 

challenged by "more authentic voices on the topic," including that of Baker, the official 

response was repression rather than reflection. When, for instance, Baker challenged an 

evening’s rude treatment at the Stork Club, and implored gossip columnist Walter Winchell, 

who was present that night and well regarded for his liberalism, to speak his conscience, it 

produced a venomous backlash from WincheI1 himself, including accusations of"red" 

sympathies broadcast over the radio and in the print media. Baker’s "campaigns against 

’racial discrimination’," Winchell wrote dismissivety, "are obvious publicity stunts.’’33 Once 

marked as a subversive "enemy of the state," Baker was hounded and pressured to leave the 

United States. As she traveled from Bautista’s Cuba to Perdn’s Argentina (and points in 

between), the State Department continued to harrass her, encouraging the Cuban police to 

interrogate and arrest her, making it harder for her to get into the better venues, and smearing 

her antiracist work as a Commm~ist propaganda. It was in the midst of all this that she settled 

in for those six months in the New Argentina, periodically and publicly telling the local press 

everything they wanted to know about American racism.34 

It is interesting that Baker’s adoptions came after all of this, and that the immediate 

genesis of the "Rainbow Tribe" followed her tour of Latin America. But the creation of this 

family does not fit the emerging model of Cold War era black American protest, where 

African American activists and public figures used the international, "democratic" promotions 

of the United States, at great personal risk, to highlight the inconsistencies of its courtship of 

newly independent African, Asian, and Caribbean nations and its domestic sanction of Jim 

Crow. Baker’s "ultimate embrace of domesticity as the locus of her politics in the late 

1950s," Dudziak suggests, was a rushed retreat from formal activism and entertainment, and a 

direct consequence of her blacklisting. Just as "American women were forced out of the 

factory and into the maternity wards," Dudziak argues, so was "Baker blacklisted out of the 

international entertainment circuit," and contained "within French borders.’’3s Forced away 

from what she really wanted she settled for something secondary, something more benign and 

palatable. Such an argument privileges the American context. It sets aside the significance of 
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Baker’s reforging of motherhood, turning it into an act of pragmatic compromise. It suggests, 

I think, that one kind of politics is more important, or more radical, than another. It gives 

strength to the old 1950s canard that the home was, to borro~v from Elaine Tyler May’s work, 

like a bomb shelter, filled with perfectly preserved abundance and walled off from the 

swirling political wastelands outside.3~ And it assurnes the existence of a political spectrum 

where the liberal traditions of democratic civil rights protest are the only legitimately 

subversive positions, largely because they match up with deep-seated American feelings, 

myths, and values. 

Baker, Dudziak admits, "was an international star who lived in a castle, who wore 

Dior gowns in concert, and whose most radical political idea seems to have been a hope that 

the world might someday live in racial harmony.’’37 We would do well to rethink what 

"radicalism" means if our current formulations caunot comfortably contain both "black" civil 

and human rights efforts and Baker’s statetist orchestration of the multiracial family as 

equally important provocations. The question for her, in the context of the tremulous 1950s 

and 1960s, was whether her fame and her skills could serve a humanitarian social purpose and 

still allow for limousines, castles, jet-setting and celebrity. This was a question that Evita had 

already answered. And Baker’s consideration of it, coming after her half-year in Argentina, 

brought her to Les Milandes, and to the Rainbow Tribe, and forced her away from the self- 

sacrificial tactics and strategies of the Civil Rights Movement. She had, friend Donald Wyatt 

recalls, a "stake in the system.’’38 She was not going to take a bus with John Lewis from 

Alabama to Mississippi, and she would march in support of De Gaulie during the Algerian 

crisis. Her formal civil rights efforts were constrained and awkward - fighting for equal 

treatment at the exclusive Stork Club, pushing to have pricey tickets in Las Vegas made 

available to black clientele, and traveling to Havana with the family in tow so that the kids 

could swim in Castro’s pool. Symbolic gestures and, but for their immediate historical 

backdrbp, no more and no less radica! than Oprah Winfrey’s desire to shop at Hermes at any 

hour of the day, or to open a 40 million dollar leadership academy in South Africa. When one 

close friend was told by an American official that Baker might be a Communist, she was 

"stunned": "I had never heard anything so ridiculous. She owned a castle!"39 When Baker 

encountered a black leftist speaker in Hyde Park, London, she urged him to come to Les 

Milandes so that he could be "de-Communized.’’4° 
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Her attempt to harness the same commercial, "fairy tate" magic used by Walt Disney 

in his 1950 animated classic, Cinderella, complicates matters even further. In offering her 

family as a valuable product, the purchase of which assured the ethical transformation of the 

consumer, Baker relied on the Cinderella trope - and the related "fairy tale" mystique of Les 

Milandes’s castle-like spire - to shield her family from the Cold War era’s bipolar mentality. 

Disney’s Cinderella, after all, is lifted out of her forced poverty and unhappy oppression not 

through a progressive alliance with social equals - with the various anthropomorphized mice, 

birds, and farm animals who conspire to create her glamorous dress while she slaves away as 

house servant, an effort that is fails to get her to "the ball" - but by a fairy godmother with a 

magic wand, who creates an extraordinary illusion, and releases the young woman’s beauty 

without touching the social fabric at all. At the end of the movie, Cinderella is a princess, and 

her comrades have joined her in the palace for the good life. Baker had good reason, then, to 

think that the story of Les Milandes might make a good children’s book. Indeed, there are 

powerful echoes ofLa Tribu Arc-en-Ciel in Disney’s "It’s a Small World" exhibit at the 1964 

World’s Fair - a co-product with UNICEF and housed in the Pepsi Pavilion - where childlike 

dolls of different colors and different races sang the same tune in various languages. The 

exhibit’s "competing color schemes," one historian notes, "underlined regional differences, 

with brilliant yellow shades for the Middle East, cool blues and greens for Africa, hot pinks 

and oranges for South America, and shimmering white for the Grand Finale combining all the 

world’s children.’’4~ Baker would not have framed it any different, but the underlying ethos of 

her global village was distinctive. In the Disney exhibit, as at Les Milandes, the 

mlcontrollable exotic was to be replaced by the contaimnent of carnival, and the unruly mob 

transformed into "an audience that dociIely accepts crowd control.’’42 Both would be 

dismissed as trivial. But Baker’s children were not employees in the service of a corporation, 

nor were they cartoons created by an animator. Despite the commercial qualities and the 

"harmlessly touristic" feel of Les Milandes, Baker’s family seems out of sync largely because 

it relied for its coherence so much on the direct authority that flowed from her personality.43 

Baker’s Argentinean and Disney-esque idyll also muddies another recent critical 

presumption: that she should be associated, first and foremost, with an African American 

exile literary tradition that can traced from Langston Hughes to Richard Wright. A French 

citizen before the second World War, she was, given her fame, a weirdly Iiminal figure in the 
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community of African American writers, painters, and poets who sought to escape postwar 

American racism in Europe, or who worked to produce black solidarity outside of or against 

the nation state. Not surprisingly, she often falls out of the group. Tyler Stovall’s Paris Noir, 

a genuinely reorienting work on African American exiles in the City of Light, devotes one 

short sentence to her familial venture at Les Milandes and there only to set the stage for her 

death, and for what he calls "the end of the fairy tale.’’44 Bennetta Jules-Rossette, an expert 

on this community, is especially keen on bringing this connection to life, but even in her 

capable hands Baker seems, at best, an occasional participant in and sponsor of the various 

summits and conferences of the 1950s. In the early 1970s, Baker admitted that she had long 

felt "liberated" in France, and quickly became "more French than the French"; "[t]he French 

adopted me immediately," she remembered, "It]hey all went to the beaches to get dark like 

Josephine Baker." "People didn’t stare at me," she concluded.45 No other African American 

could put it quite this way. There is a gap, I think, between the exile communities of Richard 

Wright, Paul Robeson, James Baldwin and others, and the world, or colony, or utopia 

established by Baker within France. Becoming "more French than the French," even 

proclaiming "embarrassment" at the sound of an American accent, Baker was comfortable in 

France in a way that James Baldwin, her contemporary and friend, though emancipated by his 

escape from the United States, was not. Baker was something more than a transnational exile, 

and something more than a ’:black American expatriate.’’4~ 

The French republic, the myth went, opened its heart to any of its colonial subjects, 

offering universal citizenship provided they gave up everything about themselves that was not 

French. Baker appears to have taken the French at their word.47 Indeed, in one telling 

photograph, Baker lectures nine of her children - all seated - wearing her Free French 

Uniform, reflecting the familiar relations between colonized and colonized, or between white 

France and its darker, not yet "French" possessions.4s But the world she built at Les Milandes 

also represented a strong challenge to the proposed universalism of France. Indeed, after 

World War Two, as a weakened France grappled on multiple fronts with its immigration 

"problem" and its self-emancipating colonies in Southeast Asia and North Africa, Baker 

began to actively test, or even doubt, the cosmopolitanism, or "hospitality" of her adopted 

country.49 In this, was she was rather like Frantz Fanon, who famously rejected black 

nationalism in Peau noire, masque blanc, published in 1952. Fanon imagined his work, 
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Dennis McEnnerney reminds us, as a particularly French critique of France, as an effort to 

encourage the growing moral outrage of "the French black" and "to force white French people 

to recognize them as different - and French.’’5° Though it emerged ~rom a different personal 

history, and was expressed in different terms, this was Josephine Baker’s project, too. Her 

creation ofLes Milandes, deep in the idyllic and pastoral countryside, relocated and 

transformed the immigrant debate from the dystopian banlieues to the nostalgic country. She 

used concepts such as adoption, motherhood, and family, but she was also talking about 

immigration, universal citizenship, and France. She was, here, her own nation-state, issuing 

her own postage stamps, developing her own self-celebratory museums and a university 

tradition, as most postcolonial nations would, extending her broadened social contract to the 

surrounding town, and ruling over the whole thing like an empress. This was a forceful 

intervention into the crumbling republic’s raciai politics, an attempt to bring the French ideal 

to life - and to simultaneously remove it from France - at exactly the moment when 

decolonization and revolution revealed the depths of Gallic racism. In 1957, to make this 

point as clear as possible, she adopted two children from Algeria, six-month-old survivors of 

the Palestro massacre, found under a bush, as the tegend goes. Baker chose to raise one as a 

Catholic and the other as a Muslim, a perfect example of her use of hardline means to secure 

utopian ends. Like the statist, top-down models of Europe and Latin America, she offered 

admission on her terms only, and she punished those who deviated or challenged those same 

terms. When, for instance, one child came out as gay, Baker gathered the family together and 

publicly banned him, forbidding his return,s~ 

The scholarly search for the "transnational" subject trolls the same impure currents, 

pathways, and corridors that Baker so regularly and powerfully traversed and shaped. But the 

utopian challenge of this renegade exile ultimately relied a hardened vision of the state 

transplanted and remade in the Dordogne, into something new and different. As Baker 

labored to imprint on each chiid an identity as a unique racial exemplar, with a distinct 

religious tradition and cultural heritage, she used strong-armed private means to justify 

ambitious public ends. She strove, as well, to depict her family as a socially and politicalIy 
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meaningful union of diverse and fragmented backgrounds, histories, and traditions, like any 

modem cotmtry. And ~he drew herself up as the head of state, whether in uniform or not. 

Her unorthodox orchestration and synchronization of identities in this family has, then, a 

certain politics that does not perfectly overlap with the "roots and routes" of the Black 

Atlantic. Building her Rainbow Tribe in an age of sit-ins and general strikes and guerilla wars, 

Baker’s interest in global, cross-racial adoption was, from some vantage points, a 

counterintuitive solution to the problems of prejudice and oppression. It could, for instance, 

bear no immediate, practical results - no bloody, moral victory over frog-eyed bigots and fire 

hoses on television, no new and shining standards of civil or human rights, no practical 

independence or freedom from the geo-political realities of imperialism, no peace from 

violence or control, nothing, it would seem, beyond the purely symbolic and the hopelessly 

idealistic, nothing beyond a simple, singular escape from one particular set of intersections of 

identity politics. Viewed in light of the Algerian crisis, the rise of massive resistance in the 

South, the heightened tensions in apartheid South Africa, and the first successful struggles 

against colonialism in Africa and the Caribbean, Baker’s quixotic decision to become the 

mother of a new order of things, giving birth figuratively, through multiple adoptions across 

all national lines, to a more harmonious, more humane world, was meant to sound bold, 

heroic, and visionary -just like the France of De Gaulle or the Argentina of the Perons. 

Indeed, Baker didn’t just offer a critique of the nation-state; she also relied on it breathe life 

into her precious "Rainbow Tribe," a new imaging of the French family. Perhaps, then, it 

makes sense to partly re-imagine Les Milandes as a Gaultist or Peronist social justice fantasy 

brought to life by a compelling actress and stage presence who could dominate the cameras, 

stay on message, write a script for the family, and lift this ideal right out of French soil. For 

Baker, this, in the end, was what revolutionary motherhood - and the struggle against racism 

- demanded. 

* The author wishes to thank Kathryn Lofton, Rosanne Currarino, the Interdisciplinary Working Group at the 

University of Minnesota, and the anonymous reviewers for the Journal of Women "s History for their generous 
criticism of this essay. 
~ Josephine Baker Clippings File, New York Public Library, Performing Arts Collection, Lincoln Center. A 

video of a later performance of this song at the Olympia in Paris can be found at: 
http:i/www.youtube.comiwatch?v=4unzkOi4-ns (accessed July 30, 2007). 
2 Mary Dudziak, Cold War Civil Rights: Race and the Image of American Democracy (Princeton: Princeton 

University Press, 2000), 67-75; Jonathan P. Eburne, "Adoptive Affinities: Josephine Baker’s Humanist 
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(_www.barnard.edu/sfonlineibakeriindex.htm; accessed on June 20, 2008). 
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Black Internationalism (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2003); Michelte M. Wright, Becoming Black: 

Creating identity in the African Diaspora (Durham: Duke University Press, 2004); Kirsten Silva Gruesz, 
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2006). 
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~ Victoria Allison, "Devil with a Blue(Dior) Dress," unpublished manuscript in author’s possession. 
tz Tom~s Eloy Martinez, Santa Evita, trans. Helen Lane (1996; reprint, New York: Vintage International, 
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13 Cited in Joseph Page, Per6n." A Biography (New York: Random House, 1983), 192. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 29, 2009 5:21 PM 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@email.unc.edu> 
Re: announcement 

Hi Stacey, 

Sure, I can do this for you! Also, We are having a little gathering 
for Debby on Tue. Nov. 3rd from 5 to 7 pm in the Pope Box at Kenan 
Stadium. You are invited 
to come if you can make it! Just let me know if you plan on attending. 
Thanks, 
Travis 

p.s. I did not forget about the CV. I asked the professor once but I 
think I may have to ask again. 

Stacey Sewall wrote: 
Hi Travis, 

I copied you on the Carolina Seminar announcement a minute ago. Mike 
was wanting it sent out on the Af-am list and I’m not on that list. 
Canyou send it out? Thanks! 

Stacey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 2, 2009 10:05 AM 

Nicholas Siedentop <siedento@email.unc.edu> 

scan 

20091027120325966.pdf 

Hi Nick, 

Here is the scan that we talked about over the phone last week. 

Thanks ! 

Travis Gore 

........ Original Message ........ 
Date: Tue, 27 Oct 2009 12:03:26 -0400 
From: scanner@unc.edu 
To: travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 10.27.2009 12:03:25 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



AFRI 456 
SENEGALESE SOCIETY AND CULTURE 
Professor Seck 

COURSE DESCRIPTION AND OBJECTIVES 

This course provides an overview of Senegalese culture through movies, literary works and scholarly 
books and articles. The course aims at examining the geography, population, ethnic composition, thoughts 
and religious beliefs, arts and music, polygamy, status of women and the impact of the tariqas or Sufi 
orders on people’s daily life and Senegalese politics. 

COURSE MATERIAL 

The course pack is available for purchase at the Student Stores. 
Additional handouts will be provided by the instructor. 

ATTENDANCE POLICY AND EXPECTATIONS 
You are encouraged to attend classes regularly and participate actively in class discussion. You can only 
do this if you complete all assigned readings before class. You are, however, allowed 2 unexcused 
absences. Beyond that, each additional absence will negatively affect your participation grade. 
Assignments are to be banded in by the designated date. Mark due dates on your calendars now so that 
you can plan ahead. Late papers will be assessed a penalty of one-half letter grade out of fairness to those 
who hand in their work on time. 

COURSE EVALUATION 

Class attendance and participation 
Midterm exam 
Weekly Assignments 
10 page essay on a topic of your choice 
Oral presentation of paper of yottr essay 

10% 
20% 
20% 
20% 
10% 

Final exam 20% 
Total: 100 % 

Essay on a topic of your choice: Each student will select a topic of his/her choice and search the library, 
surf the web, read newspapers, or consult electronic media for information about that topic. This is an 
opportunity for you to gain in-dept knowledge of a particular aspect of Senegalese society. The question 
you must answer when elaborating on your topic is how your work helps you and others to understand 
Senegalese society and culture. You must acknowledge your source(s) of information appropriately. Your 
paper should be typed-written on font 12 and should be 10 pages double-spaced long with t inch margin. 
Stylistic requirement for the paper should be APA or MLA. Typographical mistakes/errors, poor 
spellings, and grammatical faults will be penalized. 

Oral Presentation of paper: Every student will give an oral presentation of his/her topic of interest. 
There will be 10 minutes for presentation and 10 minutes devoted to questions and discussion on each 
presentation. 



WEEKLY BREAKDOWN OF COURSE 

WEEK I 

Days Topic Reading 

01/12-01/16 Map and geography Material will be provided by the instructor 

WEEK tI 

Days Topic Reading 

01/19-01/23 Ethnic Composition Material will be provided by the instructor 

Notice 01/19 No class 

Map test on 01/23 counts towards 

your assignment grade 

WEEK III 

Days Topic Reading 

01/26-01/30 Religious syncretism lslamic and caste knowledge practices among, 

Haatpulaaren in Senegal." between mosque and 

termite mound by R.M. Dilley. 

Chap. 5 

Notice Assignment 1 due on 02/02 

WEEK IV 

Days Topic movie 

02/02-02/06 The Lebou community Movie: Ndeysaan - the price of jbrgiveness by 
Mansour Sora Wade 

Notice Assignment 2 due on 02/09 

Days 

02/09-02/13 

Topic 

The figure of the griot then and 

now 

Notice Assignment 3 due on 02/16 

WEEK V 

Reading & movie 

Masters’ of the sabar : Wotof griot percussionists of 
Senegal by Patricia Tang 
Chap. 3 

The role andj~nctions of the griots among the 

Wolof ofSenegal 
isabelle Leymarie 
Chap. 5 

Movie: Names live nowhere by Dominique Loreau 



Days 

02/16-02/20 

Topic 

Senegalese music: current trends 

WEEK Vl 

Reading and movies 

Concert: Youssou Ndour in Pari~ 

Notice Assignment 4 due on 02/23 

WEEK VII 

Days Topic movie 

02/23-02/27 Fotktales Movie: Three tates from Senegal 

Media Resources Center 65- 
Videocassette V5409 

Days Topic 

03/02-03/06 Tariqas ’Sufi orders’ in Senegal 

WEEK VIII 

Reading 

Sufism and religious brotherhoods in Senegal by 

Mback4, Khadim 

Sufism andjihad in modern Senegal: the Murid 

order by John Olover. 

Chap. 2 

Notice Midterm exam 03/04 

WEEK IX 

Days Topic reading 

03/09-03/t3 Art and crafts 

Notice Assignment 5 due on 03/16 

Senegal behind glass: images of religious and daily 
life by Anne-Marie Bouttiaux-Ndiaye ; [translated 

from the French]. 
Davis Library NK5435.$38 B68 1994 

Contemporary art of Senega!. 

Art Library N7399.$4 C62 1980 



4[Page 

Days Topic 

03/16-03/20 Women in Senegalese society 

WEEK X 

Reading & movies 

Selfish gifts : Senegalese women’s autobiographical 
discourses 
Lisa McNee. 

Women of Dakar and surrounding urban area by 
Solange Falade 

Movie: 
Faat Kine by Sembene Ousmar~e 

Moolade by Sembene Ousmane 

Notice Assignment 6 due on 03/23 

WEEK XI 

Days Topic Reading & movies 

03/23-03/27 Family in Senegal Material provided by the instructor 
Polygamy regime 

Movie : Manda bi by Sembene Ousmane 

Notice Assignment 7 due on 03/30 

WEEK XII 

Days Topic Reading 

03/30-04/03 Senegalese literature: Excerpt from So long a letter by Mariama Bgt ; translated fi-ora 
the French by Modup~ Bod~-Tbomas 
Chap. 13 

Extra reading: 
The Senegalese novel by women: through their own eyes by 
Susan Stringer. 

Notice Assignment 8 on 04/06 

WEEK XIII 

Days Topic Reading 

04/06-04/10 Senegalese politics Materialprovided by the instructor 
Democracy in demokaraasi in Senegal by Frederick 
Schaffer Chap.5 

Notice No class on April 10 

Assignment 9 due on 04/13 



Days 

04/13-04/17 

Topic 

Class presentations 

WEEK XIV 

Days 

04/20-04/24 

Topic 

Class presentations 

WEEK XV 

Days 

04/27 

Notice 

WEEK XVI 

Topic 

Class presentations 

10 page essay due on 04/27 

Days 

04/29 

Topic 

Final exam 

WEEK XVII 



From: 
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To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 2, 2009 1:28 PM 

Adam Kent <akent@unc.edu> 

scan 

20091102132603643.pdf 

Here it is! 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 2, 2009 3:34 PM 

Amy Elizabeth Cooke <acooke@email.unc.edu> 

Here it is. Sorry it didn’t get to you the first time! 

Hello Everyone, 

Please make every effort to attend a celebration of Debby’s service to 
the Department. We will be having a dinner at the Pope Box in the Kenan 
Football Stadium on Tuesday November 3rd 
from 5 to 7 p.m. Debby has graciously if reluctantly agreed to join us 
then. Please come if at all possible. 
Please let me know as soon as possible if you will be attending and if 
you will be bringing a significant other. Debby would prefer that this 
be a child free event. 

Thank you, 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 2, 2009 6:10 PM 

Julius E Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

Letter 

Professor Lofchie letter rec.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 3, 2009 10:39 AM 

Adam Kent <akent@unc.edu> 
Re: [Fwd: Document: 00002877] 

Hi Adam, 

OK, I will do that right away. Also, do you know if you can covert a 

PDF file to a Word Document? 

Thanks, 

Travis 

Adam Kent wrote: 
> Hey Travis, 
> 

> There is nothing in my inbox. Please have Ed call me directly so we can deal with this. 
> 

> Adam 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Travis Gore [mailto:st~;ore~emaiLur~c.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, November 02, 2009 1:26 PM 

> To: Adam Kent 
> Subject: Re: [Fwd: Document: 00002877] 
> 

> Thanks Adam. I will take the report to south building. I will also scan it first and send it to your email. It looks like we have 
everything squared away for the party! 

> Enjoy the rest of your day off. 
> Travis 
> 

> Adam Kent wrote: 
> 

>> Hey Travis, 
>> 

>> I am taking a vacation day today and I will not be in. However, 
>> please bring the report that JN signed to south building. I will look 
>> into the appoval when I get home in a bit. 
>> 

>> Adam 
>> 

>> Btw - everything squared away for the party for Debbie? 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 

>> On Nov 2, 2009, at 11:56 AM, Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> 

>>> Hi Adam, 
>>> I got this message and was wondering if this is something you are 
>>> able to approve. I also picked up the newsletters and I got Julius’s 

>>> signature so would you like me to go ahead and walk it over to South 

>>> Building? 

>>> Thanks, 
>>> 

>>> Travis 
>>> 

>>> ........ Original Message ........ 



>>> Subject: Document: 00002877 
>>> Date: Mon, 2 Nov 2009 10:12:24 -0500 
>>> From: edpayne <edpayne@email.unc.edu> 
>>> To: Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

>>> Travis, 
>>> Document 00002877 is in your Finance Central inbox waiting for approval. 
>>> Could you please check on this and call if you have any question. 
>>> 
>>> Ed Payne 
>>> 
>>> Accounting Assistant 

>>> Office of the Dean 
>>> 
>>> College of Arts and Sciences 
>>> 
>>> Campus Box 3100 
>>> 
>>> UNC Chapel Hill 
>>> 
>>> 919.843.3941 

> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 5, 2009 9:55 AM 

regester@email.unc.edu 

Re: AFAM 101 Exam 2 

Thankyou! 

regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
Dear Travis: Attached is a copy of my AFAM 101 Exam II. Thanks much. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>: 

>> Hello Everyone, 
>> 
>> Please make every effort to attend a celebration of Debby’s service 
>> to the Department. We will be having a dinner at the Pope Box in the 
>> Kenan Football Stadium on Tuesday November 3rd 
>> from 5 to 7 p.m. Debby has graciously if reluctantly agreed to join 
>> us then. Please come if at all possible. 
>> 
>> Please let me know as soon as possible if you will be attending and 
>> if you will be bringing a significant other. Debby would prefer that 
>> this be a child free event. 
>> 
>> Thank you, 
>> 
>> Travis 
>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 9, 2009 9:17 AM 

eunice@email.unc.edu 
Re: Response from Travis Gore 

Buenos dias! 

I got Debbys email giving me the go ahead. Im so excited! Now I can 
get on this right away. This was not your fault nor mine but I agree 
we both need to be treated to some coffee 
and breakfast burritos from Jack Sprat when you get back!! 

Hasta Luego ! 

Senior T-Bone 

eunice@email.unc.edu wrote: 

Hi T-Bone, 

You own me a coffee and the great stuff from Jack Sprat for all the 
pain .... 

Take care and thanks for all your work on this. Gracias, E. 

Quoting Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>: 

>> Hi Eunice, 
>> 
>> I just want to thank you for your understanding and patience! I will 
>> check with Christiana so we can fix it. Don’t you worry ! I hope 
>> you are having a great time. Please make sure someone is taking 
>> pictures! Wish I was there now! 
>> I will be in touch. 
>> 
>> T- bone 
>> 

>> eunice@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>>> 

>>> Hi Travis, 
>>> 
>>> Thanks for the update. Please check with Christiana in International 
>>> Studies re; the transfer. I will also follow-up with her since she 
>>> was in touch with Ms. Debby about the transfer of funds. 
>>> 
>>> Peace and thanks. Eunice 
>>> 
>>> Quoting Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>: 

>>>> Hi Eunice, 

>>>> Thanks for calling this morning to clear things up. I’m sorry the 
>>>> email that I sent did not reach you. At the time of the initial 
>>>> request the funds had not been transfered to the department 
>>>> trust account yet and Ms. Crowder had advised me not to do it at 
>>>> that time. The email that you did not receive explained it and 
>>>> when I didn’t hear back from you I figured that you decided not to 
>>>> change the ticket. So again my apologies that we were unable to do 
>>>> anything at that time. I am al~xious to take care of this right 
>>>> away. Having said that, I just checked the trust account and the 
>>>> money is still not in there. 



>>>> I will check with Adam about this tomorrow. I know you get $500 
>>>> from the Arts & Science but that is not enough to cover the full 
>>>> price of the ticket. Once the money shows up in the account I will 
>>>> act on it immediately. 

>>>> Thanks, 

>>>> Travis 

>>>> eunice@email.unc.edu wrote: 

>>>>> Dear Travis, 

>>>>> Greetings from Oaxaca. 

>>>>> I just received this from Deby after writing to ask for an update 
>>>>> for my ticket. 

>>>>> As I mentioned in the original email the funds for this ticket was 
>>>>> to came from: 

>>>>> 1) $500.00 that was awarded to me by my Chair in International 
>>>>> Studies and was transferred to the department’s trust account for 
>>>>> my use. Ms. Debby knows about these funds. 
>>>>> 2) $500.00 which is my travel funds as an associate professor for 
>>>>> this year and I have not used. 

>>>>> Please process a T# for number for Deby before it is two late. 

>>>>> Best wishes, Eunice. 

>>>>> Quoting Deby <deby@vikingtravel.com>: 

>>>>>> Eunice: 

>>>>>> According to Travis (see his email below), he was supposed to 
>>>>>> have contacted 
>>>>>> you about the funding (or lack of) for this trip. As of right 
>>>>>> now, I do NOT 
>>>>>> have you confirmed to return on December 11. 

>>>>>> Please get with Travis and let me know ASAP what I need to do. 

>>>>>> Thanks, 
>>>>>> Deby 

>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>> From: Travis Gore [mailto:stgore(&email.ur~c.edu] 
>>>>>> Sent: Tuesday, October 13, 2009 10:36 AM 
>>>>>> To: Deby 
>>>>>> Subject: Re: Itinerary for T Number 

>>>>>> Hi Deby, 

>>>>>> Unfortunately I have been told we do not have the money to pay 
>>>>>> for this 
>>>>>> so I can not move forward with this now. I will also let Eunice 
>>>>>> know and 
>>>>>> she what she wants to do. 



TO: UNC-CHAPEL HILL 

AFRICAN AND AFRICAN-AMERICAN STUDIES 

REFUNDABLE ONE WAY FARE IS 637.96 PLUS 35.00 FEE. 

TICKET SHOULD BE ISSUED BY OCTOBER 14 TO AVOID POSSIBLE 

FARE INCREASES. PLEASE REPLY TO THIS EMAIL WITH THE 

APPROVED T NUMBER. THANKS..DEBY. 

>>>>>> Thanks Deby, 

>>>>>> Travis 

>>>>>> Deby wrote: 

>>>>>>> FOR: SAHLE/EUNICE 

>>>>>>> 11 DEC 09 - FRIDAY 

>>>>>>> AIR AMERICAN AIRLINES FLT:8105 ECONOMY 

>>>>>>> OPERATED BY MEXICANA CLICK 

>>>>>>> LV OAXACA 1205P EQP: 
>>>>>>> FOKKER 100 

>>>>>>> ARMEXICO CITY 

>>>>>>> ARRIVE: TERMINAL 1 

>>>>>>> HLKWHK 

>>>>>>>     SAHLE/EUNICE 

>>>>>>> AIR AMERICAN AIRLINES 

>>>>>>> FOR PURCHASE 

>>>>>>> LVMEXICO CITY 

>>>>>>> DEPART:TERMINAL1 

>>>>>>> AR DALLAS FT WORTH 

01HR 10MIN 

115P NON-STOP 

REF: 

SEAT-3A 

FLT: 1064 

345P 

625P 

ECONOMY FOOD 

EQP: MD-80 

02HR 40MIN 

NON-STOP 



ARRIVE: TERMINAL D 

SEAT-14A 

>>>>>>> HLKWHK 

>>>>>>>     SAHLE/EUNICE 

>>>>>>> AIR AMERICAN AIRLINES 
>>>>>>> FOR PURCHASE 

>>>>>>> LV DALLAS FT WORTH 

>>>>>>> AR RALEIGH DURHAM 

>>>>>>> ARRIVE: TERMINAL 2 
>>>>>>> HLKWHK 

>>>>>>> Deby Taylor 

>>>>>>> Viking Travel 

>>>>>>> 400 S. Ellio~ Road Sui~ E 

>>>>>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

>>>>>>> Phone - 919-968-4586 (Agency) 

>>>>>>> Phone - 919-968-4491 (Co.or*e) 

SAHLE/EUNICE SEAT-12A 

FLT: 1702 ECONOMY 

755P EQP: MD-80 

02HR 30MIN 

1125P NON-STOP 

THANK YOU FOR CALLING VIKING TRAVEL 

A VALID PASSPORT IS REQUIRED FOR THIS DESTINATION 

>>>>>>> Visit our website at www.vikingtravel.com 
>>>>>>> <l~t~p:iiwww.v~ing~traveLcom> 

>> 

FOOD 
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7 

7 

7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 13, 2009 3:27 PM 

regester@email.unc.edu 

Re: Celebration of Debby 

Hi Dr Regester, 

I contacted the students earlier in the week and the arrangements have 
been made. I was just waiting on the work study student to get here 
this afternoon 
so he could drop it off at the MRC but he has not shown up so I might 
just have to take it over there myself. Thank you for checking. 
REMINDER: UNC game Sat. 3:30pm 

Travis 

regester@email.unc.edu wrote: 
Dear Travis: Have the students who worked at Debby’s reception been 
paid? Please let me know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester Quoting Travis 
Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu>: 

>> Hello Everyone, 
>> 
>> Please make every effort to attend a celebration of Debby’s service 
>> to the Department. We will be having a dinner at the Pope Box in the 
>> Kenan Football Stadium on Tuesday November 3rd 
>> from 5 to 7 p.m. Debby has graciously if reluctantly agreed to join 
>> us then. Please come if at all possible. 
>> 
>> Please let me know as soon as possible if you will be attending and 
>> if you will be bringing a significant other. Debby would prefer that 
>> this be a child free event. 
>> 
>> Thank you, 
>> 
>> Travis 
>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 17, 2009 4:47 PM 

mseck <mseck@email.unc.edu> 
Re: About my course in spring 2010 

Hello 

Yes I just registered someone for your class! I will see what Tim says 
but for now you can 
send the students to me and I can put them in. I do not mind. 

Thanks for the coffee! 

Travis 

mseck wrote: 
Dear Tim and Travis: 

I was approached by a student who had a hard time registering to my 
Senegalese Society and Culture class. I wanted to know if there is any 
restriction to it and also whether it is possible to have the topic of the 
course labeled in the registrar’s online course list. Students may be not 
know what the course is about if they want to enroll. 
Best regards, 
Mamarame 

On Moll 16 Nov 2009 19:04:07 -0500, tjml <tjml@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> Hi Mamarame -- 
>> 
>> No problem. We’ll let you know about the langauges of Africa class as 
>> 

son 

>> as we know. 
>> 

>> -Tim 
>> 

>> 

>> On MolL 16 Nov 2009 17:49:15 -0500, mseck <mseck@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 
>>> Dear Tim: 
>>> 
>>> I apologize for this late reply. Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 10:00 

>> am 
>> 
>>> for my WOLO 401 class and 12:00 pm for my WOLO 403 will be perfect. I am 
>>> not sure yet whether the course I proposed on Introduction to the 
>>> 
>> Languages 
>> 
>>> of Africa will be offered in the fall or not. 
>>> 
>>> Thanks, 
>>> Mamarame 

>>> On Moll 16 Nov 2009 11:56:11 -0500, Tim McMillan <tjml@email.unc.edu> 
>>> wrote: 



>>>> Hello all -- Here is the email I sent on November 4 -- if you have not 
>>>> replied with your requests please do so as soon as possible -- we have 
>>>> to begin working with the new PeopleSoft system and it will be a 
>>>> challenge for us all. Take care. Tim 

>>>> Hello AFAIVI/AFRI/LGLA/SWAHAVOLO Faculty memebers -- 

>>>> It was good to see so many of you at last night’s celebration of Debby. 
>>>> Please give an extra round of appreciation to Travis Gore and Charlene 
>>>> Regester for their hard work in making this event so successful. 

>>>> Travis and I are begining to put together the Fall 2010 course 

schedule. 

>>>> Please send me your requests for courses and for preferred 

>> times/days/and 
>> 
>>>> locations. Julius, Travis, and I will consult about your requests and 

>>> will 
>>> 
>>>> let you know what adjustments must be made. 

>>>> Remember that we are being held to the fire to teach 60% of our classes 

>>> on 

>>>> MWF and a total of only 40% of classes during prime-time. Take this 

>> into 
>> 
>>>> consideration when asking for course times and dates. Because our 

>>> langauge 
>>> 
>>>> courses are on a MWF schedule, the non-language faculty only need to 

>>> teach 
>>> 
>>>> a MWF schedule ONE semester a year. Thanks for your attention to this 
>>>> matter -- I’ve attached the relevant portion of the registrar’s policy 
>>>> below for your perusal. 

>>>> Thanks 

>>>> -Tim 

>>>> "No more than 40% of the lecture and recitation sections under the 700 
>>>> level for Academic Affairs may be 
>>>> offered between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 1:00 p.m. (prime time 

hours). 

>>>> Additionally, the percent of 
>>>> courses offered between these hours on Tues/Thurs (TR) should not 

exceed 

>>>> 20%. The Distribution of 
>>>> Courses form must be filled out for Academic Affairs departments and 

>>> turned 



>>>> in at the end of open Course 
>>>> Schedule Maintenance. This form is found on our website." 

>>>> --- You are currently subscribed to 
>>>> african-and-afro-american-smdies-faculty as: mseck@email.unc.edu. 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  4:53 PM 

~email.unc.edu 

Hi , Here is Professor Lambert’s contact info. Thanks! 

Michael Lambert 

*E-mail:* mlambert@email.tmc.edu <maiF~o:mlambe~email.ur~c.eda> 
*Phone:* (919) 962-1585 

~:iiwww.unc.edu!~fla~ibert <~:ii~,ww.unc.edui%TEm~nber~> 

*Position* 
*Title:* Director, African Studies Center 
*Department:* African & African-Amer Studies (3287) 

*Position* 
*Title:* Director 
*Department:* Carolina Asia Center (3237) 

*Primary Work Location* 
102 Battle Hall 
Campus Box 3395 
USA 
*Phone:* (919) 962-1585 

*Alternate Work Location* 
3026 Fedex Global Education Center 
Campus Box 7582 
Chapel Hill, NC 
27599 
USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 18, 2009 12:21 PM 

deby@vikingtravel.com 

eunice@email.unc.edu 
Re: Updated Itinerary and Fare for December 11 

Hi Eunice and Deby ! 

I completed the CABS and it is awaiting departmental approval. The T 
# is T 060820. I will let you know as soon as the number has been 
approved 
so that you are able to process this today. 

Thanks, 

Travis 

deby@vikingtravel.com wrote: 
TO: UNC-CHAPEL HILL 

AFRICAN AND AFRICAN-AMERICAN STUDIES 

FOR: SAHLE/EUNICE 

HI EUNICE AND TRAVIS...SINCE YOU CAN DEPART EARLIER 
THIS LOWER FARE IS AVAILABLE FOR 532.71 PLW 35.00 FEE. 

BE ISSUED BY 
NOVEMBER 19. PLEASE LET ME KNOW IF EITHER OF YOU HAVE 
ANY QUESTIONS. THANKS..DEBY. 

11 DEC 09 - FRIDAY 
AIR MEXICANA DE AVIACION FLT:7248 ECONOMY 

OPERATED BY MEXICANA CLICK 

LV OAXACA           645A     EQP: FOKKER 100 
01HR 10MIN 

AR MEXICO CITY 755A NON-STOP 
ARRIVE: TERMINAL 1 REF: 2E5QA4 
SAHLE/EUNICE SEAT-3F 

THANK YOU FOR CALLING VIKING TRAVEL 

A VALID PASSPORT IS REQUIRED FOR THIS DESTINATION 

THIS IS NONREFUNDABLE AND **MUST** 

AIR AMERICAN AIRLINES FLT:2272 ECONOMY FOOD FOR PURCHASE 
LV MEXICO CITY 945A EQP: MD-80 
DEPART: TERMINAL 1 02HR 40MIN 

AR DALLAS FT WORTH 1225P NON-STOP 

REF: LZJPCO 
SAHLE/EUNICE SEAT-23F 

AIR AMERICAN AIRLINES FLT: 1204 ECONOMY FOOD FOR PURCHASE 

LV DALLAS FT WORTH       235P     EQP: MD-80 
02HR 30MIN 

AR RALEIGH DURHAM 605P NON-STOP 
ARRIVE: TERMINAL 2 REF: LZJPCO 

SAHLE/EUNICE SEAT-24F 



> .... eunice@email.unc.edu wrote: 
> 
>> Hi Deby, 
>> 
>> Greetings from Oaxaca. 
>> 
>> As some students were confirming their departure on the 11 yesterday, I 
>> thought of sending a quick note to: 
>> 
>> a) check if you received a T# (hi there Travis) since the payments were 
>> authorized. 
>> 
>> b) check if it is possible to book me on the earliest flight out of 
>> Oaxaca on Friday, December 11 since our hosts here have now confirmed 
>> that the program will end on Thursday Dec. 10. I think there are 
>> flights at 6.00am and 8.30am. 
>> 
>> Looking forward to hearing from you. I have classes until 4.00pm today 
>> thus go ahead and book the tickets. The only preference is an early 
>> departure (which means for me early arrival back home in NC...I have 
>> missed home for several months..) 
>> 
>> Hi Travis: Any help you can extend on this front will be highly appreciated. 
>> 
>> Many thanks. Eunice. 
>> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 18, 2009 5:27 PM 

Julius 15; Nyang’oro <j en321 @email.unc. edu> 

letter 

Promotion.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 19, 2009 11:00 AM 

eunice@email.unc.edu 
deby@vikingtravel.com 

Re: Updated Itinerary and Fare for December 11 

The T # has been approved!!! 

eunice@email.unc.edu wrote: 

Hi Deby, 

Perfect!!! 

Many thanks. Offto class. 

Cheers an thanks. Eunice. 

Quoting deby@vikingtravel, com: 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> FOR: SAHLE/EUNICE 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 11 DEC 09 - FRIDAY 

TO: UNC-CHAPEL HILL 
AFRICAN AND AFRICAN-AMERICAN STUDIES 

AIR MEXICANA DE AVIACION FLT:7248 ECONOMY 

OPERATED BY MEXICANA CLICK 
LV OAXACA           645A     EQP: FOKKER 100 

01HR 10MIN 
AR MEXICO CITY 755A NON-STOP 
ARRIVE: TERMINAL 1 REF: 2E5QA4 
SAHLE/EUNICE SEAT-3F 

FLT:2272 ECONOMY FOOD FOR 

945A EQP: MD-80 
02HR 40MIN 

1225P NON-STOP 
REF: LZJPCO 

SEAT-23F 

AIR AMERICAN AIRLINES 

>> PURCHASE 
>> LV DALLAS FT WORTH 
>> 

>> AR RALEIGH DURHAM 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> AIR AMERICAN AIRLINES 

>> PURCHASE 
>> LV MEXICO CITY 
>> DEPART: TERMINAL 1 

>> AR DALLAS FT WORTH 
>> 

>> SAHLE/EUNICE 
>> 

>> FLT: 1204 ECONOMY FOOD FOR 

235P EQP: MD-80 
02HR 30MIN 

605P NON-STOP 

HI EUNICE AND TRAVIS... SINCE YOU CAN DEPART EARLIER 
THIS LOWER FARE IS AVAILABLE FOR 532.71 PLW 35.00 FEE. 

THIS IS NONREFUNDABLE AND **MUST** BE ISSUED BY 
NOVEMBER 19. PLEASE LET ME KNOW IF EITHER OF YOU HAVE 

ANY QUESTIONS. THANKS..DEBY. 



>> ARRIVE: TERMINAL 2 REF: LZJPCO 
>> SAHLE/EUNICE SEAT-24F 
>> 
>> THANK YOU FOR CALLING VIK1NG TRAVEL 
>> A VALID PASSPORT IS REQUIRED FOR THIS DESTINATION 
>> 

>> 

>> .... eunice@email.unc.edu wrote: 

>>> Hi Deby, 
>>> 
>>> Greetings from Oaxaca. 
>>> 
>>> As some students were confirming their departure on the 11 yesterday, I 
>>> thought of sending a quick note to: 
>>> 
>>> a) check if you received a T# (hi there Travis) since the payments were 
>>> authorized. 
>>> 
>>> b) check if it is possible to book me on the earliest flight out of 
>>> Oaxaca on Friday, December 11 since our hosts here have now confirmed 
>>> that the program will end on Thursday Dec. 10. I think there are 
>>> flights at 6.00am and 8.30am. 
>>> 
>>> Looking forward to heating from you. I have classes until 4.00pm today 
>>> thus go ahead and book the tickets. The only preference is an early 
>>> departure (which means for me early arrival back home in NC...I have 
>>> missed home for several months..) 
>>> 
>>> Hi Travis: Any help you can extend on this front will be highly 
>>> appreciated. 
>>> 
>>> Many thanks. Eunice. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 19, 2009 3:13 PM 

Kia L Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 
(no subject) 

20091119141542594.pdf 

Date: 
From: 
To: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Thu, 19 Nov 2009 14:15:42 -0500 
scanner@unc.edu 

travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 11.19.2009 14:15:42 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Jaguar Books on Latin America Series 
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Between Two Worlds: Mexican lmmigrant~ in the 
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Edited by David G. Guti4rrez 
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Resistance, Resilience, and Acculturation 

Edited by John E. Kicza 
Contemporary Indigenous Movement~ in Latin 
America 

Edited by ErickD. Longer ~vith Elana 
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Latin America during World War II 
Edited by.Thomas M. Lecmaxd and l~hn F. 
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Aathtn’itarian Regimes in Latin America: 
Dictators, Despots, and Tyrants 

By Paul H. Lewis 
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Edited by Oscar J. Martlnez 
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Weber 
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Hi~tory 

By William B. Taylor and Kenneth Mills 
Drugs in the Western Hemisphere: Art Od~scy of 
Cultures in Conflict 

Edited by William O. Walker III 
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American Hiswry               . 
Edited by David I. Weber and Jane M. 
Rausch 

Confronting Change, Challenging Tradition: 
Woman in Latin American History 

By Gertrude M. Yeager 

Beyond Slavery 
The Multilayered Legacy of 
Africans in Latin America and 
the Caribbean 

Edited by 
DariOn J. Davis 
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23. For the integral program of the Partido Independiente de Color see Causa 

321/t910 pot conspiracidn pare la rebetidn contra Evaristo Estenoz y 79 otros, 

Archivo Nacional de Cuba (hereafter ANC), Fondo Audiencia de la Habana (hereaf- 
ter AH), Iega]o (bundle, hereafter leg.), 228-1, fol. 392. 

24. Iuli~n V. Sierra, "Presentaci6n importante: Liborio y Jose Rosario," Previsi6n 
(Havana), December 30, 1909 (my emphasis). 

25. PrevisiOn, September 15, 1908. 

26. Previsidn, December 25, !909. 
27. Various articles in Previddn, November 5, I909, to January 25, 1910. 

28. Causas correccionales 210/1910 and 246j10, in CauSa 321/1910, ANC, AH, 
leg, 228~1, fol. 1281. 

29. Evidently, the exact balance Of the 1912 "race war" will never be known. 
Official Cuban sources put the number of dead rebels at more than 2,000. U.S. citi- 
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Pan-Africanism, Negritude, 
Currency of Blackness 

and the 

Cuba, the Francophone Caribbean, and Brazil 
in Comparative Perspective, 19 3 0-19 5 0s 

Daridn L Davis and ludirh Michelle Williams 

Despite the national idebtogies tha~ attempted to co-opt, silence, and marginalize 

black voices at the beginning of the twentieth century, black people in Latin 

America and the Caribbean convinued to express their discontent with national 

politics and their lack of civil rights when they could. From the end of World War 

~ to the 1950s, black intellectuals and artists played important roles in calling for 

full citizenship and promoting black culatre in nations in Europe and the Ameri- 

cas. While these intellectual and artistic movements may not have immediately 

promoted large-scale btach mobilizations, they provided blacks throughout the dias- 

pora with a new mode of thinking and acting and created several forums for dia- 

logue across national boundaries. 

Although separated by language, culture, and a host of other obstacles that pro- 

hibited cross-cu!rural communication, blachs throughout the African diaspora 

learned from one another and began to respond to discrimination and marginali- 

zation in similar ways. Moreover, blacks in Europe, the United States, the Carib- 

bean, and .Sou& America utilized similar discourses of empowerment while 

celebrating blackness. This chapter examines the parallels and the convergences of 

black protest in three cultural movements. The authors emphasize the similarities 

in black cultural production across the African diaspora while noting how those 

productions were tailored to.meet specific national needs. 
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Pan-Africanism began at the beginning of the twentieth century as a polit- 
ical proiect by British and American intellectuals and activists who were 

motivated by the belief that the peoples of the African diaspora had 
endured a similar set of social experiences resulting from the trans-Atlantic 
slave trade. Early pan-Africanists aimed to provide a forum for conversa- 

tion and action among people of African descent across cultures, although 
the "criterion of unity" often overlooked i~sues such as imperialism, class, 
and national sensibilities.1 The varied social experiences of people of Afri~ 
can descent outside Africa are as distinct from one another as they are 
from those of Africans on the continent. Local, regional, and national pol- 
itics and economics, not to mention culture and language, have shaped 
and molded the lives of millions of individuals so as to make mobiliza- 
tion across the miles that separate peoples of African descent complex. Yet 
people of African descent respor~ded to their local contexts in similar 
ways. 

Political and cultural movements that challenged white oppression and 
colonialism while celebrating blackness and promoting black soiidarity 
emerged from cultural contexts in which they interacted with other pan- 

African trends. In the wake of Wortd War I, when the world saw the colo- 
nization of Africa, and when the nation-state became the preeminent 
body for global discourse, pan-Africanists from the Francophone, Span- 
ish, and Lusophone Americas articulated political and cultural agendas 
that challenged Western domination and affirmed the cultural capital of 
blackness. This chapter documents the emergence of three major move- 
ments created by intellectuals, artists, and activists from Latin America 
and the Caribbean--the Negritude movement of Francophone intellectu- 
als who hailed from the Caribbean, the Negrista movement of the Spanish 
Caribbean, and the Black Experimental Theater of Brazil--while high- 
lighting their connections to Ang!ophone pan-Africanism and to Garvey- 
ism in particular. While these movements articulated specific grievances 
and agendas from their distinct colonial and postcolonial experiences, 
each movement defined the terms of blackness and pan-Africanism to suit 
the social and political contours of its own society~ In The Practice of Dias- 
pora: Literature, Translation, and the Rise of Black Internationalism, Brent 
Edwards argues that the only way to contemplate transnational black dis- 
courses such as Negritude is "by attending to the ways that discourses of 
internationalism travel, the ways they are translated, disseminated, 
reformulated, and debated in transnational contexts marked by differ- 

once.’’2 Moreover, it is essential to consider how these discourses and 
movements influenced one another across the diaspora despite the lin- 
guistic and cultural barriers that inhibited the emergence of a global pan- 
African alliance. 

HISTORICAL ANTECEDENTS IN THE 
ANGLOPHONE ATLANTIC WORLD 

For most of the twentieth century, the nation-state served as the basic para- 
digm for international communities. Thus, the idea of nation has played a 
primordiaI role in shaping the consciousness of individualsminduding 
those of Mrican descent--since World War I. Examples of pan-African resis- 
tance and solidarity across multipIe ethnic lines abound throughout the 
Americas from the beginning of the slave trade. Yet modern pan-African 
straggles may have begun as early as the 1780s, when African Americans. 
attempted to return freed Africans to Africa, illustrating a solidarity that 
transcended nation-state issues. Coming at the end of the nineteenth cen- 
tury, when most African nations had fallen to European colonialism, the 
triumph of Ethiopian forces over Italian invaders in 1895 was also an 
important moment that many in the diaspora viewed as victorious and that 
made Ethiopia an important reference poim for people of African descent 
for years to come. 

Henry Sylvester Williams, a Trinidadian-bom lawyer based in London, 
convened the first Pan-African Conference in 1900. This conference saw the 
participation of African Americans, incIuding W. E. B. DuBois, who eventu- 
ally drafted the most important document to come out of the congress. 
"The Address to the Nations of the World" universalized the plight of peo- 
ple of African descent in the face of Western imperialism. Despite the all- 

embracing goals of early pan-Africanists, which Angloph0ne activists and 
intellectuals had constructed, people of African descent in the French and 
former Spanish and Portuguese colonies, though recognized, were largely 
absem from discussions. Only at the fifth congress in 1945, at the end of 
World War II, did leading English-speaking pan-Africanists issue an explicit 
call to all the colonial subjects of the world. Utilizing their relatively advan- 
tageous economic position, blacks in the United States and Britain called 
for political equality. Afro-Latin American~ participation in pan-African 
forums might have been limited due to political and economic disenfran- 
chisement, but these constraints did not mean that they did not engage in 
straggles of their own and that they did not support pan-African ideals. 

In the wake of the first Pan-African Congress in London in 1919, when 
DuBois and.his cohorts met to assert their vision of pan-African unity, the 
Jamaican-born Marcus Garvey’s United Negro Improvement Association 
(UNIA) asserted his own diasporic vision. First founded in Jamaica, the 
UNIA gained a mass appeal, after Garvey’s relocation to New York in 1917. 
Whereas DuBois had called the problem of the twentieth century that of 
the color line, Garvey said that the problem for Africans of the past five 
hundred years was that of disunity, and he set out to solve it. In 1920 the 
UNIA’s ¢eekly periodical, the Negro World, called for its first international 
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convention to be held in August of that year. Garvey boasted a membership 
of four million for the UNIA and a circulation of millions for its periodi- 
cal-its reach extended by publication of sections in Spanish and French. 
In Garvey’s opinion, the earlier Pan-African Congress had no concrete 
achievements. His movement, however, had propagated a black capitalism 
that, along with its pageantry and grand rhetoric, had created an interna- 
tional shipping line. The first UNIA convention brought together 25,000 
people ir~ Madison Square Garden and was in some ways a repudiation of 
what Garvey saw as an elite and ineffectual mulatto movement more inter- 
ested in itself than in the masses of blacks that they claimed to serve, lohn 
Henrik Clark succinctly recalls Garvey’s thoughts: "Where is the black 
man’s government? Where is his king and kingdom? Where is his p.resident, 
his ambassador, his army, his navy, his men of big affairs? He could not 
answer the question affirmatively, so he decided to make the black man’s 
government, king and kingdom, president and men of big affairs. He taught 
his people to dream big again; he reminded them that they had once been 
kings and rulers of great nations and would be again.’’4 It was not in Gar- 
vey’s power to actually convey the powers of these titles and offices on his 
followers; however, he could create the performance of such roles through 
the elaborate costumes, pageants, and parades that the UNIA sponsored. 
The UNIA conventions continued yearly until 1925, when Garvey was 
jailed for mail fraud. 

Garvey’s conventions created a performance of black pride and demon- 
strated the potential strength of the Mack masses: According to Robert Bris- 
bane, "During that last days of luly 1920, African tribesman, some in their 
native dress, Negroes from South and Central America, Canada and the 
West Indies as well a others representing the forty-eight states enthusiasti- 
cally greeted each other in Harlem on what was for them a momentous 
occasion.’’s In addition to their thirty days of meetings, John Henrik Clark 
describes the delegates, dressed in the bold blue and red uniforms of the 
African Legion and the stunning white uniforms of the black cross rmrses, 
parading through the Harlem streets singing the UNIA anthem, "Ethiopia, 
Thou Land of Our Fathers." They carried the UNIA flag with them as they 
sang, the colors stii1 part of the !amaica flag and btack nationalist flags 
throughout the diaspora--black, the color of black skin; green for black 
hopes; and red for black blood. In Black Moses, Edmund Cronon suggests 
that "all the splendor and pageantry of a medieval coronation were present 
at this greatest of Negro shows.’’6 Garvey’s own dress at the convention 
reflected this flair for the performative and induded many gold braids and 
an elaborate hat accented with a plume. Garvey, a skilled and dynamic ora- 
tor, costumed himself in that elaborate uniform when he stood up to be 
proclaimed "provisional president" of Africa. This title, like so many others 
in the LINI& was purely ceremonial--a pageant to impress his followers 
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and to celebrate blackness visually. Critics and many of his contemporaries 
denigrated Garvey for his pageantry and spectacle, as well as his financial 
mismanagement and open criticism of what he called the mulatto face of 
black leadership; however, the visual display was always part of his mass 
appeal and entered into the currency of blackness that remains today. We 
see this remnant in the flag still lifted by blacks throughout the diaspora, 
even if its historical connections to Garvey’s great mobilization have been 
lost. 

As the creator of "the greatest surgence of black nationalism the civilized 
world has ever witnessed" Marcus Garvey proposed an alternate solution to 
racial conflict to deal with the imperialist threat: a return to Africa.~ For the 
most part, pan-Africanists dismissed Garvey as impractical, but Garvey’s 
LINIA assodations sprang up throughout the Americas, including Cuba.~ 
Many argue that Garvey was an adamant capitalist, nonetheless, his impor- 
tance in shaping African American attitudes toward the state cannot be 
understated. Black capitalism emphasized the fact that the present Ameri- 
can capitalist system would never reserve a proper place for Africans. Many 
turned to communism predsely for this reason, although Garvey himself 
critidzed the Communists for their typical racist attitudes and paternalism.’ 

Even though there were UNIA chapters in places such as Panama, Cuba, 
and Costa Rica, althouOa mostly among English-speaking Caribbean immi- 
grants, when Garvey proposed separation as the solution to racial conflict 
in the Americas, Latin Americans hardly took notice. Garvey coined the slo- 
gan "Africa for Africans, those at home and those abroad," which became a 
cry for its members and encapsulated his ultimate program. Garvey’s elo- 
quent articulation of Africa as a historically civilized birthplace of kings, his 
pageantry and performance of such elevated titles, and his assertive capital- 
ist project echoed through the diaspora, and its subtle influences can be 
seen in movements as diverse as the Harlem Renaissance and Francophone 
Negritude, Cuban Negrismo, and the Brazilian Teatro Experimental do 
Negro. 

In general, while Afro-Latin Americans’ political participation has not 
necessarily been explicitly or offidally restricted by race in the postabolition 
era across Latin America, the legacy of slavery and economic deprivation 
have inhibited the forging of a coherent black middle class.~° Because of the 
profound economic inequalities in Latin American societies, lower*income 
classes, in general, had less discretionary time to invest in national, much 
less international, enterprises. In addition, widespread political disenfran- 
chisement of other groups, including indigenous peoples and poor whites, 
meant that political access was not only an Afro-Latin American issue. As a 
role, however, when examining.socioeconomic dynamics, Latin Americans 
have traditionally overlooked racial issues in favor of class inequalities. 
Moreover, in addition to the challenges of communication across linguistic 
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and cultural borders, the politics of racial and national identities has tradi- 

tionally represented the most formidable challenge to pan-Africanism. Syn- 
cretism, miscegenation, patriotism, and nationalism that celebrated either 
whiteness or the mestizo/meti~o nature of Latin American societies often 
recognized the historical contributions of peopIe of African descent while 
prohibiting solidarity among people of African descent within individual 
countries. In many cases, national ideologies rendered black Latin Amerb 
cans invisible, and thus the mere articulation of blackness and the prOmo- 
tion of black culture constituted a challenge to the established order both 
nationally and internationally. It is within this context that the Franco- 
phone movement dubbed Negritude can be best understood. 

NEGRITUDE AND THE 
FRANCOPHONE CARIBBEAN 

Negritude became one of the most important cultural revolutions of black 
imellectuats in the twentieth century. This cultural and political movement 
advocated human rights for blacks globally, although it did not necessarily 
engender a mass following. While championing the black race in global 
terms, the Francophone architects of Negritude took the negative term nbgre 
(or nigger), which denigrated blacks, and reconfigured it into a philosophy 
that celebrated blackness and highlighted the contributions of blacks to 
Western civilization. In the wake of the 1929 stock market crash and the 
destruction of European societies in the 1930s, many intellectuals, includ- 
ing the French-speaking black intellectuals of Negritude, saw black culture 
in messianic terms. They emphasized the cultural and spiritual contribu- 
tions of Africans as an antidote to European degeneracy and insisted that 
the value of black culture be recognized globally.1~ 

The movement, which was inspired by the French caribbean experience, 

spread out to include blacks in all strata of society all over the world. 
Despite the anti-imperialist rhetoric of its writers, Negritude ideologues 
such as Aim4 C4saire and the future president of Senegal, L4opold Sedar 
Senghor, both students in Paris, were greatly affected and transformed by 
European Marxism and surrealism. The British- and American-directed pan- 
African movement and Garvey’s UNIA had inserted aesthetic and political 
models of blackness in the global arena of ideas that were dearly present 
in the Francophone Negritude movement. These contentions, which we can 
collectively interpret as a "currency of blackness" circulated in the works of 
black artists from the Harlem Renaissance, and were also expressed by other 
Francophone writers such as the Haitian lacques Roumain and Jean Price- 
Mars, and the French Guiana native L~on Damns. 
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Negritude’s aim had much in common with the goals of the pan-African 
movement. Its ethical and aesthetic focus followed in the vein of the Har- 
lem Renaissance, which used art, literature, and poetry as media of protest 
and rebellion. Indeed, the cultural movement of their counterparts in the 
United States would have a profound effect on the direction of the Garib- 
bean writers, although the French Garibbean islands were much more 
dependent and culturally tied to Europe. Not surprisingly, the ideology of 
Negritude was constructed in Paris, the capital of the Francophone world. 
With the 1932 publication of the journal L~gi~ime d~fense (Legitimate 
Defense), Negritude set out to attack the colonial culture of France imposed 
and copied by the conservative Antilleans. Organizers called upon Antille- 
arts to recognize and celebrate their African roots in the face of French colo- 
nialism and white racism, citing writers such as Langston Hughes as models 
worthy to be followed.~: 

Young writers and students from the French Garibbean as well as students 
from Aiiica were not interested in real knowledge of their African roots. 
Lfiopold Senghor would bring to the movement an understanding of Afri~ 
cat~ history and society at a time when European artists including Picasso 
and Jean Cocteau had already begun to incorporate African aesthetics into 
primitivism, cubism, and other aspects of the avant-garde.~s The black art- 
ists and activists in Paris were indebted to intellectuals from the French 
Caribbean such as Jacques Roumain, Jean Price-Mars, and L4on Damas. 

Jacques Roumain (1907-1944), a writer, Haitian diplomat, and militant 
Communist, played an important role in the Negritude movement before 
his death. Like Garvey, Roumain was interested not only in blacks’ relations 
with whites and their contribution to Western society but in justice and eco- 
nomic well-being for the proletariat.~ Between 1927 and 1928, Roumain 
and lean Price-Mars published the journal Revue indigOne in Haiti, which 
aimed to promote Haitian culture and resist the cultural dominance of the 
United States. Although the Revue indigene predated the Paris-based Negri- 
tude movement, Roumain’s poem "Bois D’4b~ne," which was printed in 
the Revue, constitutes a classic of the Negritude movement. His most 
important novel, Gou~erneurs de la fosse (Masters of the Dew), likewise illus- 
trated the trans-Atlantic links of Negritude and its fusion of ideology and 
artistic creativityJ~ 

Although most scholars consider C4saire the major spokesman of Negri- 
tude, L4on Damas, born in Cayenne, French Guiana, deserves credit for 
publishing the first major works of the movement. At the Universit4 de 
Paris, he studied African culture in Africa and in the diaspora, including 
African Caribbean countries and Brazil, before serving in the French Acad- 
emy and moving to the United States.~ His Pigments (1937), for example, 
reflected this education. In it, Damas compared Africa’s present situation to 
Africa before slavery, emphasizing the destructive nature of the European 
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colonial enterprise. Like C4saire, he viewed enslavement as the beginning 
of the decline and eradication of African culture by imperialist interests. As 

early as 1934, Damas’s poems appeared in the French periodical Esprit. 
While the avant-garde, and surrealism in particular, allowed Negritude 

writers to promote the ways black writers could help flee the Western imag- 
ination from mechanisms of psychic and social repression, French Marxism 
also influenced Negritude. Ltnlike the early pan-Africanist support of the 

free market system and Garvey’s outright rejection of communism, Negri- 
tude supporters such as G4saire, who was a member of the French Commu- 

nist Party and participated in international congresses organized by the 
Soviet Union, consistently defended the perspectives of proletarian interna- 
tionalism. G4saire, for example, joined the Communist Party because, as he 
reported, "In a world not yet cured of racism, where the fierce exploitation 
of colonial populations still persists, the .Communist Party embodies the 
will to work effectively for the coming of the only social and political order 
we can accept because it will be founded on the right of all men to dignity 
without regard to origin, religion or color.’’17 

Initially, Marxism had become a powerfial tool important to the writers 
of Negritude in the wake of the success of the Soviet Revolution. Thus, Ldgi- 
time ddfense celebrated black art while directing harsh criticism at the French 
government’s explorative racial policies in the Caribbean.la Haitian writers 
like Roumain differed slightly in their attacks largely due to two factors: the 
United States occupation of Haiti from 1915 to 1930 and the collaboration 
of the Haitian elite with American authorities. The LI.S. occupation pro- 
voked a renaissance in Haiti of the idea of the homeland and forced intel- 
lectuals to rethink their moraL, intellectual, and sociat values. The elite 
collaboration with the occupation provoked a serious consideration of Hai- 
tian folk and popular cultural forms of the country. 

Although it is important to recognize.that the majority of the leaders of 
the movement came from privileged or middle-dass backgrounds, Negri- 
tude nonetheless became a valid tool for the Francophone Caribbean, as it 
directly attacked the legacy of slavery and the evolution of a distinct caste 
system characterized by miscegenation, which favored mulattoes over 
blacks. Negritude’s main goal was to raise consdousness to promote the 
ultimate and equal integration of blacks into French sodety at a time when 
France still possessed colonies (rather than departments, as it now does) in 
the Caribbean.1~ 

Throughout the forties, C4saire traveled throughout the Eastern Bloc to 
represent the French Communist Party. As a result, in J949, he would be 
declared persona non grata in the Llnited States, owing to the anticommu- 
nist atmosphere there. He joined a twentieth-century list of black men 
whom the United States considered radical and undesirable, including 
Franz Fan0n, Marcus Garvey, and Malcolm X. Between 1946 and 1956, C4s- 
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aire represented MartiniqUe in the French legislature as a Communist dep- 
uty. At home he was instrumental in urban renewal projects, but his overall 
political impact at homeand in France was limited.~ Uniike many of the 
French Communists who adopted, an uncompromising Stalinist line in the 
1950s, C4saire later broke away from the Communist Party for its rigidity 
in perceiving racial realities. In 1956, C4saire argued in his letter to Maurice 
Thorez that official communism was cutting Martinique off from Africa and 
the rest of the Caribbean. For C4saire, imperialism was always connected 
to colonialism, and colonialism implied racism. He had always hoped that 
Marxism would be able to be more broadly interpreted by his colleagues. 
Two years later in 1958, he founded the independent Socialist Martinican 
Progressive Party (PPM)2~ 

C4saire’s work reflected a frustration with the state of colonialism and 
Marxism’s official response to racial oppression. He attempted to integrate 
a racial analysis into his views on class oppression, particularly as it affected 
the underdeveloped reality within French colonies. In an interview with 
Lillian Kesteloot in 1971, C4saire, now a consecrated statesman, recognized 
the limitations of both the writer and the politician to transform reality: 
"The writer is alone with his mind, with his soul; the politician, not to men- 
tion the party hack, unfortunately has to take contingencies into 
account.’’~a For C~saire, however, the state of black people was different 
from the other exploited masses of the world owing to the Iegacy of slavery. 
They were ashamed of the history of enslavement and had to be liberated 
from the colonial mentality. Art and culture were to play an important role 
in that liberation. 

In many ways, C4saire’s ideas concerning black culture were essentialist. 
In his attempt to celebrate and glorify African traits in his Cahier d’un rewur 
au pays natal, for example, he depicts blacks in romantic, if not stereotypical, 
terms, relegating the African contribution to culture and the European to 
science or reason. Yet C4saire’s call was for spiritual and economic libera- 
tion, thus circumventing traditional Marxist economic materialist theory. 
Only as an attack against colonialism and racism, which denigrated and 
made black contributions to the Western world invisible, does C4saire’s 
essentialist articulation make sense. Moreover, C4saire’s views mnst be 
understood in the wake of views expressed by Oswald Spengler’s Decline of 
the West; intellectuals from the 1920s and 1930s who scorned rationality 
and reason; and surrealists in particular, who called for a return to the pre- 
Cartesian paradise. C4saire seized this opportunity to articulate a positive 
role for people of African descent.~ He called upon the black Egyptian gods. 
and on thestrength of other black heroes such as the Haitian Toussaint 
Louverture, which resonated with Garvey’s own African hero making. Bor~ 
rowing from Marxism, C4saire cailed for the rebuilding of a society in 
which each individual will be free to develop his or her talents. Moreover, 
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in ,he Cahiar, he likens the fate of blacks in Martinique to the fate of the 
proletariat arid the oppressed all over the. world, including lews, Hindus, 
and the disenfranchised blacks of Harlem.2~ 

In his political essay after the war, Discourse on Colonialism (1955), COs- 
dire further indicts European civilization and harks back to Spengler, who 
predicted a "Decline of the West," asserting "that no one colonizes irmo- 
cent!y, that no one colonizes with impunity either; that a nation which col- 
onizes, that a civilization which justifies colonization--and therefore 
force--is already a sick civilization, a civilization which is morally diseased, 
that i*~esistibly, progressing from one consequence to another, one repudi- 
ation to another, calls for its Hitler, I mean its punishmerm°’2s C4saire also 
attacked the current state of European cMlization predsely because of the 
failure of socia! transformation on a global level, ideas also found in the 
writings of his fellow Martinican Franz Fanon and the Haitian Jacques Rou- 
main.2~ C4saire believed that culture could, nonetheless, be used as a politi- 
cal tool. Roumain, like Fanon, believed that blacks were an integral part 
of the international proletariat. Blacks’ marginal status was not a matter of 
culture, but a matter of a deprivation and social and economic conditions.~7 

Negritude’s racial focus would develop, overlap, and often conflict with 
class analysis and the emancipation of the international proletariat, a ten- 
sion that would reverberate throughout the social movements of Latin 
America. For many such as Roumain and Fanon, the suffering of blacks was 
related to capitalist exploitation of poor whites. Yet Negritude, which began 
as a celebration of blackness, evolved i~to a call for inclusion, self-awareness, 
and attention to the black’s role in international struggles. These preoccu- 
pations would be shared with others throughout the diaspora and would 
take diverse directions, as the philosophers of Negrismo in the Sparfish- 
speaking Caribbean attest5s 

PAN-AFRICANISM, NEGR!SM©, AND CLIBA 

¯ influenced by Negritude, Negr~smo was a term commonly used in Spanish 
American intellectual circles of the 1930s and 1940s. Negristas, as members 
of this intellectual movement were called, emphasized the contribution of 
the African to Western culture. The Negristas in Cuba did not claim, as did 
the followers of Negritude, however, ~hat the African element was the cen- 
ter and the redemption of Caribbean culture. They considered it as impor- 
tant as the Spanish in the forging of cubanidad, or Cuban-ness. Moreover, 
Negristas argued that the exclusion of blacks from mainstream culture was 
a disservice to el! Cubans. Their agenda .was to ~mphasize the unity of 
blacks and whites in the forging of the Cuban community~a comnmnity 
that was culturally mulatto. This perspective diverged from that of C{saire 
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and other Negritude ¯writers, and the movement included whites: At the 

same time, this message implied a ceIebration of blackness in a country in 
which African int’luences were marginalized on the national level. 

In the Cuban populist tradition, Negristas saw themselves as spokesmen 
and guides of blacks, and as patriots of the Cuban nation. Their aim was 
to combat the ethnocentrism that persisted in Cuban society arid allowed 
importam elements of Afro-Cubar~ history to be ignored. The Sociedad de 
Estudios Afrocubanos (Society for Afro-Cuban Studies), for example, 
aspired to become the instrument for the advancement of racial unity 
through the publication of information that served that end. Negrista writ- 
ers wanted to promote the appreciation of the Cuban past, encourage patri- 
otic sentiments, and unite the Cuban people2~ 

Cubans heeded the Negristas not only because they included patriotic 
intellectuals of color such as Nicolfis Guill0n, but also because white schol- 
ars and ethnographers such as Fernando Ortiz and Lydia Cabrera joined 
their cause,a° The prominence of white intellectuals such as Ortiz and 
Cabrera in the realm of a black ideological and cultural movement, while 
not unique to Cuba, wa~ants further study. Ortiz, like Nina Rodrigues and 
Gilberto Freyre in Brazil and French intellectuals such as Jean-Paul Sartre, 
played important rotes in identifying black culture as an important subject 
of research. Unlike Sartre, who demonstrated solidarity with the Negritude 
writers, Ortiz’s early views on African culture were not uniformly positive. 
Moreover, in his early works s~ch as Los Negr~s bru)os (The Black Wiwhes, 

1906), Otriz describes black culture in Cuba in ethnocentric terms. Robin 
Moore has convincingly argued that, early on, Ortiz vacillated betweer~ eth- 
nocentricity and fascination, but that by the 1930s he both praised and pro- 
moted Negrista ideas and poetry, particularly the work of Eusebia Cosine.~ 

In an effort to present a more popularly financed Cuban history, the 
Negristas boasted of the African past as well as the African’s natural cultural 
ability, sense of patriotism, and endurance in ways similar to the writers of 
Negitude. Typically, Negrista writings dealt with a folklorist element such 
as music, dance, or art in which African contributions were central. Negris- 
tas promoted patriotism amor~g blacks, attempted to educate whites (in a 
program that would have parallels with the Black Experimental Theater in 
Brazil), and stressed the importance of blacks to the nation in an effort to 
avoid conflict,s~ 

The Negristas developed a double-voiced commentary that tried to bal- 
ance the dual e~ds of affirming blackness and assertir~g the importance of 
Cuba’s national identity. Within this union, however, Negristas focused on 
the patriotism of blacks, emphasizing the black contribution to Cuban 
society in similar ways to the Negritude movement. Enslaved Africans, the 
Negristas argued, were forcibly bound to the Cuban soil. While Spaniards 
and other Europeans came and left, Africar~s, who could not leave, were the 
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first to acquire a sense of homeland, which bound them -to the Caribbean 
natior~, in ways that Spaniards had not been. Therefore, in direct contrast 
to W. E. B. DuBois’s ideas of the African American’s double consciousness 
discussed in The Soul of Black Folks (1903), the Society of Afro-Cuban Stud- 
ies arKu, ed that "Blacks should feel, not with more intensity, but perhaps 
sooner than whites, the emotion and consciousness of Cuban-hess.’’~3 

Many Afro-Cubans echoed these beliefs, some equating Cuban-ness with 
being mulatto. EHas Entralgo reported, for example, that Cuba’s mulatto 
nature represented an equilibrium in its history, liberating the black and 
the white. Whites should feel, according to Entralgo, "less absolute" and 
blacks should feel "less inferior" in relation to the mulatto.~4 Comparing 
Cuba to those countries with more indigenous roots, Entralgo noted that 
national unity was lacking in them compared to the intensification of the 
national consciousness in Cuba2~ Despite the essentialism inherent to their 
discourse, the overwhelming desire for the promotion of Cuban nation~ 
hood was paramount in their minds. Negristas avoided any antagonism 
between races by employing rhetoric similar to that of Cuba’s national hero 

Jos4 Marti: "There is no conflict or race in Cuba because there are no races." 
They preferred to perceive Cuba as a unified culture, but they shrewdly let 
Cubans know that they were indebted to Africans and their descendants. 
This was a strategy that directly responded to the legacies of the race wars 
at the beginning of the century that resulted in the massacre of hundreds 
of black Cubans.3~ (See chapter 6.) 

The Negristas saw their role as cultural leaders as a didactic one. They 
were prepared to guide Cuban society toward consolidation through com- 
mon knowledge and awareness of a shared heritage. Cuban history, Ortiz 
reported, had been characterized by four stages: the hostile, the "transient" 
period of mestizaje, the adaptive second generation of Creoles, and, finally 
the vindication and recuperation of dignity by the people of cotor and the 
acceptance of the mulatto as a national symboll~7 The Negristas also Cited 
other black intellectuals of the diaspora and, like their French counterparts, 
forged alliances with the Communist Party. For example, committed Com- 
munist Nicolfis Guill~n was a friend of Jacques Roumain and referenced 
the African American writer Langston Hughes. Mordover, many of Guill4n’s 
works illustrate an awareness of and identification with the struggles of 
African Ameticans. This is seen vividly in Guitl4ns poem about the 1955 

racist slaying ,of Emmett Till, a fourteen-year-old black teenager from Chi- 
cago. Guill4n s West Indies Limited (1954) also forged bonds between Cuba 
and other Caribbean nations.3a             ¯ 

At the same time, Afro-Cubans like Guill4n and Blas Roca saw the contra- 
diction in the rhetoric of members of the Cuban upper classes who spoke 
out against racial discrimination but Continued to attend social bourgeois 

clubs that often denied entrance to Afro-Cubans29 Other intellectuals such 
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as Salvador Garcia Aguero demanded that Cubans be held accountable for. 
unpatriotic actions, urging the government to enforce the antidiscrimina- 

tion laws of the 1940 constitution.~0 Still, Afro-Cubans’ 9ttempts to orga- 
nize exclusively along radal lines met with opposition, and many Cubans 
saw such endeavors as counterproductive and as negative as white preju- 
dice. Others were clearly afraid of being labeled unpatriotic. Not surpris- 
ingIy, when Enrique Andreu attempted to create a Federation of Societies 
of Color, other Afro-Cubans criticized him. Prominent journalist Gustavo 
Urrutfa, for example, cIaimed that such associations should be formed on 
the basis of their character and not of their color.*x Although Negrismo 
shared many of the same goals as the Francophone Negritude movement, 
Cuban patriotism played an important role. in shaping Afro-Cuban con~ 
sciousness and the way in which Cubans celebrated blackness and pro- 
moted black rights. Moreover, the Negristas responded to and "cashed in" 
on the currency of blackness in ways that corresponded to the social and 
political climate of the Spanish Caribbean in general and Cuba in particu- 
lar. In many ways the Negrista approach was much more cautious than that 
of the Negritude writers. In Brazil, the pan-Africanist Black Experimental 
Theater would also begin cautiously but would develop to fully embrace 
the afrocentricity of Negritude. 

PAN-AFRICANISM, AND THE STAGING OF 
NEGRITUDE IN BRAZIL: THE CASE OF THE 

TEATRO EXPERIMENTAL DO NEGRO 

Brazil received the largest number of slaves in the transatlantic slave trade 
and it was the last nation in the Americas to end slavery in 1888. Despite 
these facts, the country maintained a reputation as a racial paradise for 
much of the twentieth century. Brazilians and foreigners often categorized 
Brazilian race relations as free of the polarizations present in U.S. sodety. 
However, racial interactions in Brazil, while complex, still follow distinct. 
ideological forms that, more or tess, separate black from white or divide 
people into white and nonwhite. After emancipation Brazil did not see 
waves of violence against blacks, nor did Brazilian government pass draco- 
nian laws to oppress blacks, but the state did nothingto help integrate them 
into the changing economy. Moreover, rather than employ blacks in newly 
emerging industries, they subsidized the immigration of European laborers. 
Furthermore, in the Years following emancipation, developing narratives of 
national identity in both popular and intellectual circles created a vision of 
a mixed-race Brazil and celebrated the mulatto as the image of the new 
nation. The rhetoric of the era encouraged miscegenation as part of a pro- 
cess of "whitening" that would strengthen the national character. 
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lZigure 7.1. Abdias Nascimento and Ruth de Souza, founders of 

the Teatro [~xperimenta] do Negro, performing a scene from 
Shakespeare’s Othello. Source: Funarte, Rio de ]aneiro 

Despite this veneer of peaceable interactions, black Brazilians continually 
organized to advocate for greater access to opportunity. The strongest of 
these efforts emerged in the large southern cities of Rio de Janeiro and Sao 
Paulo. In the earliest years of the twentieth century in 83o Paulo, Afro- 
Brazilians created scores of black periodicals that were often linked to social 
dubs and in which discriminatory acts and black Brazilian aspirations were :.:. 
recorded. Also in the rapidly industrializing city of Sao Paulo in 1930 
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emerged the Frente Negra Brasileira (Black Brazilian Front), the largest mass 
mobilization of black Brazilians, which eventually developed into a politi- 
cal party. The activities of the Front ceased in 1937, however, when Getfilio 
Vargas abolished all political parties. The Teatro Experimental do Negro 
(TEN) in Rio de laneiro only emerged on the Brazilian national scene when 
Vargas began dismantling his dictatorship in 1944. TEN turned to Negri- 
tude as an alternative to the national narratives that privileged mulattoes 
over blacks and promoted the advantages of whitening. TEN was certainly 
a theater--and, one might argue, primarily one--however, it had the aspi- 
rations to form a political movement and to affect social, economic, and 
cultural practices in Brazil. 

At the closing session of TEN’s first Afro-Brazilian Congress, TEN member 
Aguinaldo Camargo saluted the presiding officer of the session, the black 
senator Hamilton Nogueira, and then addressed the following exaltations 
to each of the three organizers of the Congress: "The Illustrious, Dr. Abdias 
do Nascimento, ’Negritude’ in person. Esteemed Prof. Guerreiro Ramos! 
The thinker of ’Negritude.’ Esteemed Professor l~dison Carneiro--the 
researcher of ’Negritude.’ 

Camargo’s opening suggests the depth of the commitmer~t of TEN and 
its followers to the ideology and practice of its distinctly Brazilian imple- 
mentation of Negritude. Sociologist Guerreiro Ramos called TEN the prac- 
tice of the theory of a Brazilian sodology that he had developed, a theory 
that reached far beyond the limits of the theater. In TEN’s nearly twenty- 
five years of existence it not only produced plays, held conferences, created 
literary art, and held group therapy classes, but it also created a discourse 
that reconceptualized the idea of Braziliar>ness through the filter of Negri- 
tude. 

Following those who participated in the French intellectual movement 
in the 1930s that gave birth to Negritude, Nascimento, and other Afro~ 
Brazilians were interested in access to full citizenship. Like the French 
Garibbean artists looking toward recognition as French citizens, Nasci- 
mento and other Afro-Brazilians wanted all the rights of citizens. They 
looked to creative expression as the tool to gain entry to this miliett. More- 
over, the Brazilian articulation and celebration of blackness through TEN 
included a strategy of symbolic potitics that relied on a set of images and 
signs or "a shared international iconography" that had a currency withir~ 
the context of the international struggle for black self-determination.4~ 

While Garveyism and his physical return to Africa found few voices in 
Brazil or 8panish-speaMng America, TEN posited a symbolic return to Afri- 
can culture that played an essential if not fundamental part in the construc- 
tion of modern Brazil. Poetry and, to a lesser extent, poetic prose were the 
forms that the Francophone activists used to express their connection to 
an African rather than a European tradition. In Cuba, Afro-Cubans used a 
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blending of music and poetry and were aided by social scientists and histo- 
rians interested in recovering the African past. Theater was TEN’s artistic 
basis, and Nascimento, TEN’s maj.or spokesman and ardfitect, looked for 
roots of Afro-Brazilian performance traditions in African, rather than Portu- 
guese, forms. TEN was deliberate in maintaining its connections with the 
international context of Negritude, while using the theatrical form to create 
a vision of the black man as tragic hero. Rather than the festive or comic 
ideas of blackness that had emerged within the popular spl~eres of Brazilian 
entertainment, TEN demanded that blacks receive serious treatment on the 
stage and be given tragic proportions. In his history of black theater in Bra- 
zil, P4ricles Leal argued that because of stereotypes of blacks in Brazil and 
the United States, it was practically impossible in either country "to con- 
ceive of an actor of cotor representing the great human sufferings, putting 
him in the skin of a character complex in his pain, in his love, in his 
anguish in his despair and his hope.’’~4 

TEN’s project was to place images of black dignity on the stage, a process 
in which, according to J61io Cfisar Tavarez, "the bodies of those subjects 
socially rejected by the radst structure were transformed by TEN into arche- 
types of resistance."4s 

TEN’s own sense of Negritude, its articulation of blackness, and its place 
in the Brazilian nation may have been influenced by French and North 
American thinkers, but Nascimento and the actors and activists who com- 
prised TEN were responding to a uniquely Brazilian reality that gave lip ser- 
vice to the fraternity of blacks and whites, celebrated the mulatto as 
symbolic ofradat union, and marginalized black voices. Indeed, the emer- 
gence of TEN in the mid-1940s vividly illustrates the force of Negritude, 
not only as a historical movement with a particular history arising from a 
particular moment in the Francophone world, but also as a transnational 
ideology that traveled and became a liberating set of ideas for blacks in 
other regions. TEN’s local adaptation of Negritude reflected the Brazilian 
situation and served the political ends of the group within the local context. 

In the preface to Dramas para negros e prologo p~ra brancos (Dramas for 
Blacks and Prologue for Whites), published by the theater in 1961, Nasci- 
mento articulated TEN’s project and proposed a guide to reading its plays; 
In so doing, Nascimento created the basis for a distinctly Afro-Brazilian dra- 
maturgy that dialogued and resonated with peoples throughout the African 
diaspora while specifically and explicitly addressing whites in didactic 
terms. As Nascimento explained, "Our anthological work for the black Bra- 
zilian drama reveals another dimension, in which surges the authentic 
black voice, as a race and as a man of color: the social life: Living as a black 
man is not a common perception of the western mind. Race and color dif- 
ferentiate themselves and turn to a specific sensibility that developed a new 
creative dimension in the century of Negritude.’’4~ 
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In Nascimento’s vision TEN described the everyday lives of black Brazil- 
ians and emphasized that those life stories were worth telling despite hav- 
ing been both distinct and unknown to white Brazilians. Nascimento 
searched for a creative force that would guide the theatrical work of TEN, 
and that force was a Brazilian rearticutation of NegritudeW For Nasci- 
mento, Negritude was an idea that was both essentially black and unintelli- 
gible to whites. This contention provided a specific criticism of white 
intellectuals who had researched and published about the lives of blacks 
Brazilians without engaging with actual blacks voices, or allowing blacks to 
represent themselves in national and international forums. Indeed, Nasci- 
mento not only.revolutionized Brazilian theater, but he also reordered tra- 
ditional constructions of theater history when he argued that the theater of 
peoples of color preceded Greek theater. Like Garvey’s hailing of Ethiopia 
or C4saire’s proclamation of a black Egyptian God, he integrated the theater 
of the Egyptian as part of the African heritage and created a model of origin 
that centers on Africa.4s 

Nascimento understood black Brazilians’ need to connect to the interna- 
tionaI black struggle, which arose in societies that played prominent roles 
on the international world stage such as France and the United States. He 
was acutely aware of Brazil’s status as a developing country and searched 
for strategies that would help overcome black Brazilians’ invisibiIity in a 
country already marginalized from world affairs. "Even separated by the 
injunctions of history and by the languages and cultures of each new 
nation," Nascimento announced to Brazilians, "the blacks from the exodus 
indicated in 1501, route to the new world, maintained the unity implanted 
by color and the common heritage of collective memory.4~ Nascimento 

affirmed not only links to Negritude but foreshadowed his later commit- 
ment to a more defiant pan-Africanist discourse. The alIegiances that he 
detailed were essential to the picture of black Brazilian drama that he illus- 
trated in Brazilian society in the post-World War II era. For Nasdmento the 
genealogy of black Brazilian theater moved from Africa to the Americas, 
and thus, it was important for him to incorporate the black theater of Cuba 
and the United States into his worldview. In Cuba, he saw the importance 
of ritual dances, and in the United States he understood the significance of 
African American pioneers such as James Hewlett and- Ira Aldridge, as well 
as white writers such as Eugene O’Neill and Ridgely Torrance. Nascimento 
also claimed black musical idioms such as jazz, blues, spirituals, and rag- 
time as a part of a common African diasporic heritage. 

Nascimento wanted to make clear to his critics that all blacks share not 
only a common origin in Africa, but that that commonality extended to 
culture and shaped experience,, which meant that the experiences of Afri- 
cans in the United States were congruent with those of Africans in Brazil. 
Thus when he employed the currency of blackness to reformulate ideas 
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such as Negritude or produce plays such as Eugene O’Neill’s Emperor tones 
or Langston Hughes’s Mulatto, it was a legitimate act, and one that was not 
without context. He was using those ideas to reflect on another manifesta- 
tion of their common heritage rather than claiming these, examples as Bra- 
zilian, as many of his detractors claimed, Ironically, many critics considered 
Nascimento’s affirmation of his blackness as racist, although he succinctly 
explained that 

As Ne~itude is an affirmation that is particular to one color and of one race, 
it constitutes an anti-racist gesture. She belongs, as we have already said with 
regard to TEN, not to the order of ends but to the order of means. One day 
Negritude will not have any reason to exist. It wilI die to give up its place to 
another type of human relatioxas. But until that day, while the black [man] 
continues as "a mere object of verses in whose elaboration he does not partici- 
pate," Negritude will stay alive and active,s° 

Nascimento understood Negritude as a tactic born out of necessity rather 
than a permanent statement of a separatist ideology. Thus, Nascimento 

carefully positioned himself both inside and outside of the ideologies of 
Brazil, wanting both to assert the primacy of blackness but also argue for 
its full indusion into the rights and privileges of dtizenship. One could 
argue that these views moderated his militancy and anticipated criticisms 
of TEN’s project, however, it is more accurate to say that he was incredibIy 
strategic in his language and tactics, as he realized that he relied on the very 
establishment that he criticized for the financial support that allowed for 
TEN’s continued existence. 

Examining the revolutionary actions of TEN in hindsight, Nascimento 
explained that "in Brazil, the flag of Negritude was grasped by TEN, since 
its foundation in 1944.’’51 He also set out a concise history of the role of 
blacks in the Brazilian theater before detailing some of TEN’s early successes 
and laid out the importance of the theater’s work in developing plays ,d, ith 
roles for blacks. Nascimento cited O’Neill as an inspiration and asserted the 
need for texts written by black authors. "The author of Emperor ]ones . . . 
supports the claim, that the author ofptays for black actors should be black 
himself," although he recognized many white collaborators and sympathiz- 
ers.~ Even as TEN attempted to replace the vision of the mulatto nation 
with Negritude, the realities of Brazil’s artistic and intellectual class pre- 
vented this and reflected a somewhat uneasy accommodation that even in 
TEN, images of blackness had mixed-race birth. Despite these tensions, 
Nascimento upheld Negritude as an oppositional strategy to that of assimi- 
lation: "Assuming in Brazil, the consequences and the implications that 
Negritude contains, it sharpens the instruments of its refusal, produced in 
the spoilage and in the suffering; refusal of cultural assimilation; refusal of 
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compulsory assimilation; refusal of humiliation; refusal of misery; refusal 

of servitude. 
Nascimento was attempting to dialogue with whites (and blacks who 

were also unconvinced by Negritude), but he still wanted to maintain the 
distinctiveness of the project and the primacy of a separate black identity. 

One of the key extra-theatrical weapons in TEN’s arsenal Was the organi- 
zation of various conferences and meetings to discuss the "negro problem" 
in Brazil. Starting in 1945 TEN launched a series of black conferences, con- 
ventions, and congresses, which, while including whites, allowed a space 
for blacks to theorize about themselves and to replace the dominant ideol- 
ogy with their own. TEN’s assemblages followed a history of conferences in 
which Brazilian blacks had been discussed by theorists and academics as 
objects. These meetings functioned both as performances in which edu- 
cated blacks were able to assert themselves for the academics present and 
for the larger public who would read about them in the media, and as plat- 
forms where TEN was able to propose its own racial orthodoxy. 

TEN’s 1950 First Congress of the Black Brazilian was scheduled so as to 
commemorate the one hundredth anniversary of the abolition of the slave 
trade in Brazil and to intervene in the creation of the UNSECO studies on 
race in Brazil, originally intended to .explain the exceptional harmony of 
Brazil’s race relations. Several of the principal authors and researchers of 
those studies were active participants in TEN’s conventions who presented 
theses for debate and presided over some discussions that were published 
in the hope of influencing the UNESCO report.~4 Guerreiro Ramos, a soci- 
ologist and member ofTEN, submitted the thesis ’% UNESCO e as relagOes 
de raga" (UNESCO and Race Relations), in which he suggested that 
UNESCO study TEN’s attempts to change racial attitudes using theater, 
beauty contests, group therapy, museums, and films.5~ At this conference 
the speakers addressed the social problems of blacks rather than solely cata- 
loging their culture. 

Published eighteen years later, the proceedings of the convention, O 
Negro revoltado (The Rebellious Black), lost much of the optimism of the 
convention. Instead, the work served as a cry of frustration and, as the title 
indicates, revolt. Mthough it included a report of the proceedings of the 
1950 black congress, the first seventy pages encompass a fiery address by 
Abdias do Nascimento and is TEN’s angriest discourse. Between the 1950 
congress and the 1968 publication of this book, Brazil had moved from a 
constitutionally elected government headed by the sympathetic Vargas to a 
repressive military regime that viewed ethnic mobilization as a threat to the 
goals of the nation. Nascimento had suffered through personal scandals, 
electoral defeats, and a long censorship battle over his play $ortil~gio. 
Ramos had gone into exile in the United States in 1966, after his election 
to Congress and threats of persecution by the military dictatorship, and 
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Nascimento would soon follow. All these disappointments provide the 
backdrop for that text. 

In O Negro revoltado, Nascimento demanded the rejection of miscegena- 
tion as a strategy, for racial improvement and the end to the objectification 
of the black Brazilian as historically quaint, folldofic, colorful, or the font 
of Brazilian culture. The alternative he suggested was Negritude. In his later 
vision of Negritude> Nascimento also moved away from attempting¯ to 
engage and educate white Brazilians in a strident support of pan-Africanism 
and the heroes who represented it. This pantheon included many African 
Americans and Negritude figures such as Aim4 C4saire and L4opold 8en- 
ghor but also extended to black Brazilians such as Chico Rei, Luis Gama, 
Jos4 do Patrocinio, Cruz e Sousa, and Lima Barreto." Whereas in 1961 
before the military coup of 1964, which stymied Brazilian democracy, Nas- 
cimento had called Negritude a tactic that would one day be obsolete, in 
his later articulations, he argued that %he values of Negritude are thus per- 
petual, perennial, or permanent, in the measure that being the perpetual, 
perennial or permanent the human race and its historic/cultural sub- 
products.’’~ He posited a historical contour of the straggle when he sug- 
gested the quilombo, or Maroon community, as the model of revolt and 
mobilization of Afro-BraziIians, foreshadowing his later work Quilombismo. 
Nasdmento was interested in the independent and oppositional Spirit of 
the quitombos and the ability of Africans to maintain aspects of their culture 
and sovereignty,sr Indeed, Nascimento saw the founders of the quitombos 
are the precursors of the contemporary Brazilian straggle today. When 
enslaved men and women risked their lives, "they rejected the forced work, 
of the cultural values, new gods, new language, new style of life.’’sa 

There is no denying the fact that TEN’s work changed the face of the Bra- 
zilian stage. TEN’s most active period as a theater was from its birth in 
1944, when it debuted as part of the Teatro Estudantil production of Pal- 
mares, until 1957, when it produced Nascimento’s own Sorti1Ogio: Mist~rio 
negro. In that period it produced six plays, many of which were repeated, 
and four reviews, redtats, or compilation shows. It also participated in four 
productions by mainstream groups, including the famous Orfeu da 
concei~ao by Vinicius de Moraes. Prior to TEN’s ideological and stage work, 
blacks were seldom present on the Brazilian stage, and when they were, 
they were relegated to comic figures, and in a country with a significant 
population of African descendants, these characters were played by whites 
in blackface. After TEN’s intervention, mainstream authors began to write 
complex, if at times still stereotypical, black characters, and blackface was 
no longer acceptable. Without the marriage of TEN’s version of Negritude 
and its political component, it would not have been as Successful in its 
challenge to Brazilian stage practices. As an ideology of aesthetics, Negri- 
tude was a powerful tool; however, as a means for access to political inclu- 
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sion, both the ideology and TEN were less successful..In addition to TEN’s 
theatrical work the group produced a magazine, hosted conferences, cre- 
ated literacy classes, held programs in group therapy, and supported candi- 
dates for office. 

TEN began during an important period of national identity formation in 
Brazil, and it demanded that race be part of that discussion. The ideology 
of Negritude provided the discursive base of all their actions, helping them 
to tap into the internationaI currency of blackness for their own straggles. 
of self-determination. The activities of the Teatro Experimental do Negro 
were varied and had lasting impact. If one looks at easity measurable ends 
like laws passed or persons elected to office, TEN was not a successful politi2 
cal mobilization. However, one must look not just at what TEN did, but 
how those acts were employed and read after its demise;¯ if one looks to the 
power of its discourse and the discourse that arises around it Was very effec- . 

tire. It changed the terms of racial debate in Brazil. 
The Teatro Experimental do Negro, like the other movements discussed 

in this chapter, capitalized on the transnational rhetoric of black.pride and 
social equality that arose within the pan-African movements and Garvey- 
ism of the first half of the twentieth century. Its task was distinct from that 
of the U.S. civil rights movement that targeted specific North American leg- 
islation that mandated segregation and prohibited black voting, for exam- 
ple. In Brazil, Cuba, and the Francophone Caribbean, radsm was a matter 
of custom, not law, and the waves of discrimination were regionally 
unequal. Mobilizing blacks in Brazil, where Brazilians were encouraged to 
believe that there were no racial problems in the country, for example, 
would prove an exceptionally difficult task. 

Cultural, linguistic, and historical differences among peoples of African 
descent in the diaspora constituted de facto barriers to communication as 
well as to politicaI, economic, and other programs across national Iines. 
During slavery, African families were tom apart and condemned to lives of 
servitude in diverse regional and cultural eras where they adapted, assimi- 
lated, and influenced emerging customs. The diversity of languages, customs, 
and religions--not to mention class distinctions among Africans--urges us 
to carefully define and distinguish "African-hess" in Africa and in the dias- 
pora. As Sidney Mintz and Richard Price aptly e~cplain in The Birth of African- 
American Culture, however, the birth of African diasporic culture and con- 
sciousness emerged as a result of a hybridization, syncretism, and cultural 
exchange, first among many African ethnic groups living in close quarters, 
from the bowels of slave ships to slave quarters throughout the kanericas, 
and then through cohabitation with indigenous and diverse European 
groups,s~ 

While male writers, artists, and activists were largely responsible for artic- 

ulating the diverse politics of blackness of Negritude in the French Carib- 
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bean, Cuba, and Brazil, women and gender played important roles in each 

region. Men and women of African descent routinely protested the exploi- 
tation and stereotyping of black women, particularly in sexual terms. Oth- 

ers highlighted the importance of women to pan-African struggles against 
slavery in maroonage and in the creation of modern nation-states. Women 

such as Paulette Nardell, and her sisters Alice and Jane, played significant 
roles in the Francophone Negritude movement of the 1930s and 1940s. 
Contemporaries in Cuba praised Eusebia Cosme’s poetry, while others rec- 
ognized the scholarship of Lydia Cabrera to Negrista thought. Actress Rttth 

de Souza, along with Abdias do Nascimento, was one of the cofounders 
of the Black Experimental Theater.6° Maria Nascimento edited a column in 

Quilombo dedicated to the woman’s voice in Brazil entitled "Fala Mulher" 
(Women Speak Up).Sz Integrating women fully into the histories of black 
movements in Latin America warrants further investigation, yet equally 
important is the study of black women in pan-African movements and as 
transnational promoters of the currency of blackness. 

The decline of empire and the institutionalization of the nation-state at 
the beginning of the twentieth century encouraged black identification with 
nationhood rather than race. Ironically, across the diverse national dis- 
courses of race-nation, the struggles and strategies of peoples of African 
descent show remarkable similarities. These similarities constitute part of 
the currency of blackness and included three basic tenets: the call for equal 
rights, the edification of the black race, and the celebration of blackness. 
Black art, literature, poetry, and theater played pivotal roles in the articula- 
tion of blackness in all spheres of society. Indeed, cultural production 
became a conduit.for the celebration of black culture and the expression 
of discontent, and the springboard for participation into the political and 
economic spheres precisely because Africans and their descendants had 
been barred from representing American nations and from attaining foot- 
holds in national political circles. The pioneers of the French-speaking 
community articulated their dual agenda of protest and celebration in 
remarkably essentialist terms. Yet the Francophone idea of Negritude 
evolved from its historical essentialism and embraced broader meanings for 
the diaspora. That black intellectuals in the so-called peripheral areas of the 
West, specifically Latin America and the Caribbean, shared similar preoccu- 
pations with blacks who lived closer to the centers of power in England and 
the United States affirms an implidt pan-African currency across class and 
national lines. 
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Re~hinMng ~he M~i©an Diaspora: ~lobal Dyn~mi©s 

Ruth Simms I-lamilton, with Kimberly Eison Simmons, 

Raymond Familusi, and Michael Hanson 

INTRODUCTION 

Global Africa, the geographically and socio-cuiturally diverse peoples of Africa and 

its diaspora, is linked through complex netwo;ks of social relationships and 

processes. Whether examined at the level of the household, neighborhood, village, 
¯ 

. city, province, state, or region, the experiences of these dispersed peoples are multi- 

..::~ layered, interactively varied, and complex, and yet constituted of and mediated 

i:. within a global and unequal social ordering system. Here, our task is to actively 
¯ 

" ¯ engage in disaggregating these complexities in relation to the problems identified for 

~: iI. ¯ social action and analysis, the development of a more definitive knowledge base, and 
¯ : @.:::.... the promotion of public understanding and informed discussion. 

¯ : This introductory chapter discusses the framework that has guided the research 

of the African Diaspora Research Project (AI)I~,) in the above-rnentioned task? It 

}ili-,.,~i~...: presents a general overview of the relational processes that constitute this frame- 

. ::: " work, enhanced with empirical examples drawn from (trans)locatities and regions of 

the world. These iliustrations are not meant to be exhaustive but to provide selected 
i.: :.::":: :;i: windows into diaspora realities at different points in time and space.2 Such instances 

i:may function as heuristic devices, and thus stimulate and generate thinking about 

¯ This chapter was unfinished at the time of Ruth Simms I’tamilton’s death. Kimberly Nson Simmons, Raymond 

and Micl~ael Hanson edited this piece on Dr. Hamilton’s behalf. 



specific and broader IeveIs of experiences and inform our approaches to problem 
solving within, across, and between communities of global Africa. 

This framework is embedded within a historical and globe[ context that is based 
on the view that the African diaspora came into being as the result of evdving global 

forces. It thus can be equated to a roadmap, albeit one that is constantly redrawn. 

according to practice, changing spheres of knowledge and understanding, and con- 

tested terrains of thinking and analyses of this diaspora as a worldwide historical 

social formation. 

Articulated over time and grounded within and spanning across pieces and 

spaces, four fields of social rdations constitute the core of our analysis Of the African 

diaspora as a global social formation. 

CoEosoCIAL NIOBILITY ANn DIsI~cA¢~MENT 

This circulator!hess phenomenon, the experience of ongoing and continuous geoso- 

ciat mobility and displacement throughout the African diaspora, focuses on 
processes of structural change and the redistribution of populations. Geosocial 

mobility impacts age and gender distribution a~d processes of racialization, as 
as how ethnicities and nationalities are defined and redefined. It focuses on large- 

scale socio-historical contexts and collective experiences. Circulator!hess describes 

and maps the actual movements of people in the African diaspora across time and 

space and involves a "proliferation of departures" from the fifteenth century to the 
present which have been involuntary, semi-votuntary, and voluntary. Circulator!hess 

also maps the process of identity reformation due to mobility. Don new socio-raciai 

categories, to new languages, to competing notions of nationality and citizenship, cir- 
culator!hess illustrates how identities change as they are changed. 

A~RICA~ D~,s~oR~ CO,~SECTIONS 

Myths and realities of homeland relations focus orl the newvorks, connections, and 

social construction of homelands and the relationships--both real and mythical~ 

that people in ~he African &aspora have with Africa as a symbolic place or homeland. 

In this way, Africa, and wha~ it is imagined to be, becomes the place of origin or a 
in the African diaspora. Th{~s, the idea of returning to 

point of departure for people                     " 
Africa exists and is realized, mythologized, or even discarded as people contemplate 

their relationship with Africa in terms of what it represents and means to them. 

Those who have a strong connection to--and sense of~Aftica as homeland often 

form networks with others who share in this, building alliances based on similar 

experiences and worldviews and shared circumstances in the African diaspora. 

POWER, DOMINATION, INEQUALITY 

Structurations of black dispossession focus on social inequality and oppression, rda- 
tions of domination and subordination (class, gender; nation, race, and religion), and 
how these inequalities have been created and institutionalized, paying close attention 

to race as a social construction based on ideas of biological difference. 

AGENTS OF RESISTANCE 

Diasporic identities and communities of consciousness focus on agency, cultures of 

endurance, resistance, and actions of people of African descent as subiects and cre- 

ators of their history. What people do to assert themselves, what they create, and how 

they remember their past contribute to the formation of communities of conscious~ 

heSS that arise out of very particular experiences based on structural inequatifies. 

Intersecting and overlapping, dynamic and multi|ayered, these fields of relations 

provide the analytical tools by which AD~P researchers have sought to conceptualize 

important dimensions of the collective experiences and complexities embedded 

within the African diaspora as a living e~ample. 

While an extensive and criticat discussion of diaspora is beyond the parameters 

of this essay, it is ~mportant to briefly no~e that the meaning associated with the con- 

cept has changed over time) Ancient Greeks used the concept to designate a nation- 

aIity, or some part of it, dispersed among nations but maintaining its own culture/ 

The Greeks, however, primarily dispersed as conquerors, as expansionists, both 

politically and territorially, and the definition that evolved from this context has for 

much of the modern era been supplanted by a more qualified, or restricted, under- 

standing of diaspora as it applies to peoples displaced from a homeland by violent 

socio-polltical forces such as Africans, Armenians, Jews, and Palestinians. 

Late twentieth-century scholarship saw something of a re-emergence of the 

¯ .:. Greek notion ofdhspora that encompasses an increasingly heterogeneous collection 
::.i:ii..:.. of dispersed populations--dusters of Cubans and Mexicans in the United States, 

::i 7:" Pakistanis in Britain, Corsicans in France, and even corporate executives assigned 

¯ i.ii:., overseas are described as diasporas. In parallel fashiou, the notion of diaspora has 

i: ii: :..i.: become prominent in poststructuratist strains of social theory challenging modernist 

:: ;;:"!. 7 conceptualizations of national, ethnic, and racial h0u~daries/Thus, the postmodern 



semantic domain of diaspora has become quite broad, ranging from nation and mul- 

ticulturalism to nomadic ideas.6 
From the viewpoint of the AoR~, the concept of diaspora represents a mode of 

analysis--an approach to history, a methodof inquiry--rooted in the historical 

experiences of a socially identifiable global aggregate of dispersed and intercon- 

nected networks of peoples. The concept of diaspora connotes people Whose social 

relationships have been iargely inscribed by their geographical displacement at his- 

toricakIy significant moments. All diasporas have defining moments of inception, 

though Smaller movements and dispersions might precede themJ These defining 

moments are the major turning points in history that establish the scope, extensive- 

ness, and severity of the displacement, as well as its future significance. This dis- 

placement invariably occurred under duress, instigated by powerful socialforces 

such as state exile, slave bondage, land appropriation/seizure, racial/ethnic cleans- 

ing, and genocide. Thus, diasporas tend to share a common historkal experience of 

forced displacement, transitoriness of routes and passages, (re)footings, and 

dwelling in multiple locations. For the Armenian diaspora, for example, the defining 

historical moment was the 1915 slaughter and expulsion perpetuated by the Ottoman 

Turkish state. 
For the African diaspora, the maafa,~ this moment was the massive trafficking 

and dispersion of human cargo and enslavement that occurred primarily from the 

sixteenth to the early twentieth centuries. This displacement of people against their 

will and over vast physical spaces was one of the largest in !he history of the modern 

world, it created the first diaspora of the modern era, and it is one of the most salient 

linking points in understanding identity formation within the African diaspora. 

Globally, millions of Africans survived and far too many died when they experienced 

the maafa--this momentous period of collective human trauma, passages of vio- 

lence, terror, degradation, and bondage. Joseph Harris’s mapping of the slave trade 

provides an impressive visual representation of the global and temporal scale of the 

Africans displaced duriug the maafa originated from different ethnic groups 

and regions of Africa--primarily from south of the Sahara, from Senegambia to 

Angola. They embodied complex and varied cultural, economic, and pokitkal his- 

tories. These Africans were already produc~s of ce~uuries of geosocial mobility by 

way of trading routes and networks that conveyed slaves, free people, cultural pat- 

terns, and material goods up the Nile valley, south along the Great Lakes, and west- 
ward into the savannah. East African coastal societies had already been shaped by 

transoceanic commercial migration and exchanges, slave trading, and the expan- 

sion of Islam? The latter was marked by the birth of Islam in the seventh century; 

Muslim occupation of the iberian peninsula in the eighth century, and the "expan- 

sion of Islam from Arabia to India and across northern Africa and Spain to the 

Pyrenees (by 719 cm.).., and the conquest of much of northwest Africa by the 

Berber Muslim Almoravid dynasty in the eleventh century. ’’~ 

The enslavement and trading of Africans was global, crisscrossing Africa, Asia, 

Europe, North America, and South America. And it reflected the political, economic, 

and ~ultural expansions of the time. As noted by David Brion Davis, the "enslave- 

ment of foreign and alien peoples was a fundamental part of the remarkable expan- 

sion of Islam and the later expansion of Christian Europe,"~ 

European expansionism and its emerging system of capitalism articulated with 

different systems of production in Asia, Africa, and the Americas, giving rise to a new 

economic formation. This looming capitalist system was characterized by an insa- 

tiable ~hirst for labor, In today’s terminology, the shipment of enslaved Africans 

around the world was multinational, involving American, Brazilian, Cuban, Danish, 

Dutch, English, French, German, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish, and Swedish traders. 

It also required tt~e complicity of continental African merchants and middlemen of 

various ethnicities, including newer identities such as Afro-Portuguese and Afro- 

Arab blacks, the leading slavers of the Islamic East.*~ Nathan Irvin Huggins captures 

the significance of this contradiction brilliantly: 

The twentieth-century Western mind is frozen by the horror of men seiling and buying 

others as slaves and even more stunned at the irony of black men serving as agents for 

the enslavement of blacks to whites. Shocking though k is, this human barter was truly 

the most {turk representation of what modernism and Western capitalist expansion 

meant to traditional peoples. In the NewWorld, peopl~ became items of commerce, their 

labors, and their produce thrown into the marketpiace, where their best hope was to 

bring a decent price. The racialirony was lost on African merchants, who saw themselves 

as selling people other than their own. 

iT]he world of the African merchant alIowed him to see only his limited involvement 

[and not] the enozmous wealth that was to be produced by the hands of those he traded. 

The Europeans, with whom they traded, how’ever, had a different calculus of value ... 

they made a distinction between a simple thing and one that produces other things, that 

creates wealth. 

So the Europeans traded guns, ammunition and powder, pots and pans. beads and cloth, 

to the African merchants, receiving in exchange men, women, and children, who had 
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within them the capacity to produce wealth .... It was a bad trade no matter how much 

they received, for after the rum, the powder, and the bullets had been spent, riley found 

themselves dependent upon their European trading partners for additiona! supplies:.. ¯ 
It was much too late before the African tradesmen learned the firs~ principle of the 

African market-womem k is no~ important what ~he thing you hold is worth to you; you 

must know what its real value is to the person who wants to trade fo~ it.la 

Much of ~he rest of this story is covered in depth elsewhere in historical work on the 

subject. 
Today, dispersed communities of African descent are located in every region of 

the world and in most countries. In some Caribbean countries, such as Antigua, 

Barbados, Barbuda, Dominica, Haiti, Jamaica, Martinique, and St. Vincent, descen- 

dants of Africa are the majority population and have been present in large numbers 
since the early centuries of New World colonization and settlement. Elsewhere in the 

Caribbean region, espedally in former Spanish colonies such as the Dominican 
Republic and Puerto Rico, the African presence is historically and demographically 

significant. 
In South America the largest numerical concentration of African people outside 

of continental Africa rest& in Brazil2~ Identifiable and distinct communities are 
located in other parts of the continent, especially in Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, 
Uruguay, and Venezuela. The same observation can be made of Mexico and in Central 

America, where you find. long-term settlements of both Spanish-speaking and 

English-speaking communities in countries such as Belize, Costa Rica, ttonducas, 

Nicaragua, and Panama. 
In tile wealthier European-dominated metropolitan centers of North America 

and Western Europe the presence of the African diaspora is an indisputable reality. 
There is also a long history of migration and settlement of African peoples in Russia, 
the Eurasian Republics, and Central!Eastern Europe. With the arrival of new immi~ 

grants and refugees throughout Europe and Eurasia their numbers and settlements 

continue to increase. 
Less welt known are smaller settlements of African peoples in the Middle East 

and Asia that have persisted for centuries. Established settlements and enclaves can 
be found in Aden, Bangladesh, China, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Japan, Malaysia, 
Pakistan, Palestine, Saudi Arabia, Sri Lanka, Timor, Turkey, and Yemen, among oth- 

ers. So.me notable examples are the Siddis (Sidi, Siddhis, Sheedis, Habshis) of India, 
who reside in a number of states including Andhra Pradesh (formerly the Kingdom 

of Hyderabad), Gujarat, Kerala, Karnataka, Maharashtra (formerly Bombay State), 

and West Bengak Within and beyond lndia, there are also the Kafira/Kafara of Din 

and the Saheli of Daman (former Portuguese areas of India); the 8heedis, Afro- 

Baluch, and Makranis of Pakistan; the Siddis of Bangladesh; the Ceylon Kaffir of 
Lanka; the Turks of African ancestry in the Antatya region of Turkey; and African- 

Iranians in the Kerman, Jiruft, and Bandar Abbas regions ofIran,zs These peoples are 
of diverse African origins; and many of their histories date from the seventh and 
eighth centuries; the spread of Islam and subsequent dynastic developments; the 
movements of peripatetic African merchants, traders, and soldiers; the East African 
slave trade; and, more recently, refugees and stateless peoples fleeing strife, hunger, 

and civil wars especially in the south, east, and Horn of Africa. A notable contempo- 
rary example of the changing global demographic morphology of the black African 
diaspora is the organized airlifting and resettlement of Ethiopian Jews (Beta.israel) 
h~ Israel that began in the mid ~98os. 

The African diaspora is a demographic reality in terms of numerical population 

distributions and geosocial emplacements, patterns of movement and settlement, 

and social definitions. From a global perspectiv.e, most reside in the "Third World," 
their settlements often linked to localities where their ancestors--free, enslaved, 
anti/or colonized--engaged in primary agricultural production, pearl diving, min- 

ing, ranching, c~afts and skilled trades, shipbuilding, military service, and urban 
service worl~ in households. Some were self-employed, but the vast majority were 

laborers for institutions of the cotonial state, church, civil society, and commerce 

power complex. These localities of forbearers and descendants are the places where 
collective and individual histories are deeply embedded in material and symbolic 
spheres of social life.~O 

SOCIAL IDENTITY AND STRUGGLE: CHANGE AND CONTINUITY 

A common experience throughout the age of the African diaspora has been the per- 

sistence of oppression, racialization, prejudice and discrimination, potificaI disen- 

franchisement, and hostile social environments. Just as common, however, have been 

eontestafions of the ideolggies, practices, and structural inequalities shaping this 

experience. Experience as "the site of subject formation" is also a "site of contesta- 

lion; a discursive space where different and differential subiect positions and subiec- 

tivities are inscribed, reiterated, or repudiated.’’~ All global African peoples have 

struggled to be subjects of their own history; to establish places and spaces of mean- 

ing and material survival; to create institutions that offer venues for and visions of a 

just society, by which and in which to live their lives. These social experiences and 



relations inscribing processes of coilective identity reformation are the "historical 

and contemporary trajectories of material circumstances and cultural practices 

which produce the conditions for the construction of group identities.";s Thus, dias- 

pora cultural identities are embedded in ongoing political struggles to define indi- 
vidual and eo!lective selves in distinctive ways within historical contexts of 

displacement, oppression, and s6cial inequality.1~ 

A people can only be understood within the context of their historical specNci- 

ties and the associated meanings and valuations thereof. As Anthow Smith argues, 

there is always some sense of historical continuity between the experiences of suc- 

ceeding generations. There are shared memories of specific events and personages 

cited as turning points within a collective history, and there is a sense of common 

destiny on the part of the collectivity sharing those experiences. Social definitions 

and constructions of identity include "those feelkngs and values in respect of a sense 

of continuity, shared memories, and a sense of common destiny of a given unit of the 

population which has had common experiences and cultural attributes-’~° However, 

continuity should not be interpreted to meanfixed. Collective identities are contested, 

negotiated, conflictual, and dynamic. They are paradoxical and contradictory, gen- 

erating internal "differences that themselves need to find a political voice.’’a~ Thus, we 

deliberately use terms such as social identities, sociai identity formations, and social 

identifications to emphasize that the significance and meaning of group membership 

are both ongoing and transient, relational to others and therefore comparative. 

Fundamentally, a people can exist only in relationship to other people. The eras- 

tence of a "we" implies the existence of a "they." Even the extent to which the mobb 

lized actions of a people can be conceptualized as "acts for itself" implies a 

contradiction: people stand (act) in opposition to the forces that have conditioned 

their existential reality a~d material circumstances. Moreover, who people are, have 

been, and may become can be negotiated and can exist on many levels of social life. 

Neither sameness nor unity is implied. At the general and specific levels of Africa~ 

diaspora formation, there is variation by geographical location, by generations, by 

material and institutional conditions, and by socio-economic and demographic pat- 

terns. Of major interest are the "crosspoints," "active sites," and contradictions 

within a social system that not only facilitate tt~e emergence and development of a 

collective "we" l~ut also effectuate major dynamics within and among peopie of the 

diaspora. 

GLOBAL AI~RICA LANDSCAPE 

While the "new" global politicai economy brings people and places into an integrated 

economic space, it has been accompanied by an acceleration of politicat and cultural 

conflicts and fragmentation amoug people within nation-states or among stateless 

people seeking nationhood. Global Africa is today part of"the landscape of persons 

who constitute the shifting world in which we Iive: tourists, immigran[s, refugees, 

exiles, guest workers [athletes, entertainers, students, and scholars], and other mov- 

ing groups and persons constitute an essential feature of the worId, and appear to 

affect the politics of and between nations to a hitherto unprecedented degree."~ 

Who are these people, and how do they see themselves? How, after so many cen- 

turies, do settlements, enclaves, and communities continue to persist materially aud 

symbolically?~ How can we explain the social facts of their transformations and per- 

sistence, whether they are a majority population in a particular country, are a numer- 

ical minority elsewhere, or have (re)created settlements in distant lands and 

transnational spaces? How are global forces differentially experienced within differ~ 

ent diaspora communities and, conversely, how might one town or collectivity 

impact an external world, and what are the processes and dynamics that make the 

difference? 

What are the mechanisms and processes by which people produce and repro- 

duce themselves over long periods, and what are the common connections and his- 

torical experiences among the culturally diverse peoples of the African diaspora? And 

~n th~s context, what are the roles of the states, their poticies and legal apparatuses? 

Why, for instance, are the Siddis of Karnataka, India, and other Afro-Asian peoples 

still.living in settlement enclaves after centuries of existence in these localities? What 

h~ternal and external factors contribute to these patterns? The Siddis have their own 

self-help organizations. What is it about the agency of people acting for themselves 

and the nature ofsociaI relations, constituted at 1oral, national, regional and transna- 

tional levels, that contributes to the (re)shaping and transformation of a global 

Africa~ sociat identity? 

Given the historical specificity and diversity of diaspora peoples, what are the 

systemic social relations, processes, and mechanisms that facilitate their intercon- 

nectedness and web of social networks? Among diaspora peoples, is there evidence 

of interest in preserving their historical and cultural distinctiveness? To what extent 

can collective cultural identity be a force for change in the distribution and location 

of African diaspora peoples in specific pIaces and (tram)localities? These exemplary 

questions inform our work, 
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Four components have been Usefui in providing aDa> researchers with a way of 

rethinking how to build a macro conceptual framework with micro implications for 

analyzing the historical and contemporary experiences, relationships, and African 

diaspora identity formations. These components frame the discussions for the other 

essays in this volume and others in this series. 

DEFINING AFRICAN DIASPORA SOCIAL FORMATIONS 

As a modern diasporic social formation, the African diaspora can be conceptualized 

as a global aggregate of actors and subpopulations, differentiated in social and geo- 

graphical space, yet exhibiting a connectedness based on a shared history of common 

experiences, conditioned by and within a dynamic worm ordering system. The latter 

consists of political, economic, and sodo<ukural forces linked to the emergence and 

growth of capitalist means of production and social relations, and its articulation 

with other modes of production over vast territories. Over time and space, these 

developments have major implications for tile social construction of African dias- 

pora peopleness and social identifications. 
Based on field research, site visitations, analysis of primary and secondary 

sources, and advances in conceptual deveiopments related to diaspora studies, four 

major components are advanced: geosocial mobility and displacement (the circula- 

toriness phenomenon); diaspora-homeland and transnationat diaspora relations, 

social ineqnality and oppression (relations of domination and subordination); and 

endurement, resistance, and struggle (communities of consciousness and agency). As 

conceptual categories, these four components are neither exhaustive nor discrete. 

They overlap in theory and in fact provide greater explanatory value through the 
analysis of their interrelatedness. For example, the forceful displacement of Africans 

from their homelands is both a mechanism of oppression and domination and an 

example of geosocia! mobility. These four components and their differential aspects 

are thus dialectic unkies whose relationships are recognized to be uneven, contested, 

and even contradictory. Under various conditions they interpenetrate and transform 

each other. As relationa! modes and experiences they may coalesce and inter-join in 

disparate ways at various pointsin time to form distinctive structural and symbolic 

configurations. Moreover, at junctures in time, a particular experience and/or pat- 

tern of relations may emerge as the dominant feature or mode of an identity forma- 

tion at local, national, regional, and/or transnational levels. 
As articulatory practices, these components in their linkages and interconnections 

create the bases for the reformation, recreation, and redefinition of African diaspora 

social identity. In essence, articulation is "any practice establishing a relation among 

elements such that their identity is modified as a result of the articulatory practice. ’’~ 

Thus, the defining components should be understood as articulated cross points, 

active sites, and social fields of actions, effectuating the dynamics for social change, 

conflict, and transformation. 

GEOSOCIAL MOBILITY AND DISPLACEMENT: THE CIRCULATORINESS 

PHENOMENON 

The geosocial mobihty of peoples of the diaspora, or circulatoriness, must be under- 

stood within the context of broader social, political, and economic transformations. 

Although individuals may make decisions to move, it is the emergent Streams and 

patterns of passage that suggest major processes of structural change are contribut- 

ing to the redistributions of populations. Qualitatively and quantitatively, geosocial 

mobility engenders shifts in worldwide localities of population concentrations, age 

and gender distributions, redefinitions of ethnicity and nationaiity, and changing 

structures and cukures of racialization. 

Geosocial mobiiity is not just a physical movement but also a complex sociat 

process to be understood within the historical context of the larger collective experi- 

ences. The so-called brain drain, labor migration, and legal or illegal migration deal 

with forms of flows. Yet it is the historical conditioning that underlies the configura- 

tion of events and circumstances, which constitutes the experiences and relations to 

be fully analyzed. The challenge is.to capture the centnil significance of the historical 

flows and movements as conditioned by various social forces and in relationship to 

the forms, patterns, and directions of the flows,as Within the matrLx of the colonial 

institutions’ power complex, it is no surprise that the state and its apparatuses were 

instrumental in displacing enslaved and free people to serve their interests and work- 

force requirements. Wherever and whenever there were geographical redistributions 

within the domain of colonial rule, all property, including enslaved Africans, moved. 

For instance, with the conquest of Peru by Spain in ~5,3, colonial settlers in Panama 

made an exodus to the new territory. This depopulation included the majority of the 

Spaniards, enslaved Africans, and indigenous people.~ 

This type of circulatoriness can be gendered in terms of the movements of 

men and women across time and space. During the rnaafa, for example, the pre- 

ferential cargo Were young males of working age, which established a pattern of 
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male-dominated circulatoriness that prevailed for much of the period. Now women 

are leading the passages. The feminization of diaspora migration is indicative of the 

changing division of labor within a new giobal economy that is dominated by export- 

ing andtrading services. It is women who largely fill the poorly remunerat.ed jobs in 

various service sectors such as tourism, entertainment, information, and communi- 
cations. Women dominate the low-levd service sector jobs, ranging from low-paid 

secretaries to sweatshop seamstresses, housekeepers, nannies, cooks, and waitresses. 

For immigrant women, entU into these jobs is not necessarily related to education 

and experience; it is the process by which they ar~ incorporated into the global divi- 

sion of labor?~ 

The proliferation of Departures 

From its inception as a modern diaspora up to the present day, the geosociat move- 

ments of African diaspora people have been continuous. From the fifteenth to the late 

twentieth century, we can talk about a proliferation of departures across time and 

space, conditioned by and within a changing global cultural and political economy2~ 

For purposes of this discussion we can think of these departures as primarily failing 

into three types: involuntary (e.g., stave trade, exile, expulsion); semi-voluntary (e.g., 

economic dispossession, labor recruitment, indenture); and voluntary (stir-actual- 

ization, the search for decency andbetterment). The first two tend to be more exter- 

nally generated, while the latter seems to be more a result of the agency of the people 

themselves. 

This proliferation of departures began with the direct (involuntary) physical 

force of stealing, capturing, and selling millions of African peoples as the principle 

commodity of exchange in terms of labor across the Atlantic and Indian Oceans and 

the Arabian Sea. For over four centuries, until the end of slavery in Brazil in x888, 

there were continuous worldwide movements, with significant departures of Africans 

within and between the Dutch, British, French, Portuguese, and Spanish empires. 

This was also a period in which men, women, and children fled their places of 

enslavement to establish palenques or.maroon villages in isolated locations in moun- 

tains and jungle-like terrains. Most notable is the Kingdom of Palmares, established 

in 167o in Brazil and comprised of some twenty thousand inhabitants, many of them 

former slaves from Angola. This confederation of villages withstood Portuguese 

attacks for several decades until their leader, Zumbi, was captured and killed in 1695. 

The surviving inhabitants were shipped as slaves to distant regions in Brazil, reflect- 

ing another chapter of the proliferation of involuntary departures.. Many AfriCans 

during these four centuries took flight into "enemy" colonial empires, for example, 
from Jamaica (Bfitish) to Puerto Rico (Spanish). Often they secured their freedom 

and land from the competing empire because of the ongoing need for labor in the 
various colonies. 

Numerous examples can be advanced to demonstrate the circulatoriness of 
global Africa in the earliest fornlation of New World empires, the antecedents of lat- 
ter-day passages of African people to every part of the globe. 

Prior to the colonization of the New World, military slavery was well established in 

the Islamic East. Many of the earliest streams of Africans to the region were recruited 

into "slave armies" by rulers who felt safer under the protection of outsiders3~ "A ruler 

could better trust a slave, his own property, than members of the local society with 

ldnship ties and personal interests different from his own. Slave armies were common 

in the Muslim world--in Ottoman Turkey, in Egypt, and in Morocco, where slave sol- 

diers from across the Sahara were used extensively in the eighteenth century. Because 

these slaves were vaIued as strangers, that value declined after the first generation, and 

successors had to be recruited beyond the frontiers of Islam.’’no Under different cir- 

cumstances, the deadly competition among Europeans for land and resources 

required substantial manpower that could not be fulfilled by recruitment from the 

homeland. Thus, in 1795 Britain formed an army of black soldiers, under the com- 

mand of white officers, known as the British West India Regiments (Bwm). 

BWIB. soldiers served hi the war between Britain and France in the West Indies, 

which lasted from 1793 to 1815, quelled slave revolts, and fought in British colonial 

wars in West Africa, including the British war against the Ashanti in ~8~3. Recruits 

came from British West Indian Islands, especially Jamaica and Barbados; from the 

Dutch Islands; and from Africa. Those from the Caribbean consisted of New 

World-born creoles and recent arrivals born in Africa. Moreover, after the British 

government outlawed slave trading in 18o7, they "established a vice admiralty, court . 

at Sierra Leone to which all illegally transported or condemned slaves captured by 

Royal Navy ships or privateers along the African coast were to be taken for adjudica- 

tion.’’a* These "liberated" or recaptured African men and boys were generally 

recruited directly into the ~WlR. Free Africans from Sierra Leone and other regions 

along the West African coast also volunteered for service. Among the African eth- 

nicities recorded were Ibo, Congo, Hausa, Coromantee, Mandingo, Yoruba, and 

Popo. Because of different methods of calculations, the estimates of total numbers 

who served in the ~Wll~ range fr6m z,5oo to ~z,ooo.a2 



When the regiments were disbanded, resettlement areas were specific. "Some of 

the soidiers were permitted to remain in the Caribbean, but only in Trinidad or in 
the remote Honduras territory. The third area selected for settlement was Sierra 

Leone. Creole soldiers and those brought from Africa at an early age were to remain 

in the West Indies: the remainder would be removed to Sierra Leone-’aa 
Beginning in 183~, Africans were recruited into the Dutch East-India Army. The 

first African soldiers (even before the colonization of Africa) were drawn from Ashanti 
(Ghana) and arrived in Java, Indonesia, in *833. After agreement with the Asantahene, 

paramount chief of the Ashanti, their numbers increased rapidly. As many as three 
thousand Africans reinforced the Dutch East-India Army and fought in many expedi- 

tions, witt~ more than seven hundred men still engaged as late as 1872. In the Malay 
language they were kaaow as Belanda Hitam (Black Dutchmen). Stationed in special 

quarters in Java, some of them remained after their contracts were terminated, usually 
settling down near Semarang or Purworedjo and ~oncentrated in special quarters and 

kampongs. Others returned to their home port in Elmina, located by the Dutch castles 
and fortifications near Cape Coast, Ghana. tVfany returnees settled close together on 

Java Hill, which remains part of the city of Elmina.a~ 

MARITIME CONNECTIONS 

Before chattel slavery was in fuII stride, Africans sailed along their own commercial 

waters and became expert seamen on Dutch and Portuguese crafts into Japan and 

other Eastern ports. At least a couple of centuries before the American Civil War, 
blacks in the United States worked as seamen traveling across much of the world. 

This merchant marine tradition continuedthrough the mid twentieth century?s 
Black seamen were critical to colonial maritime trade within imperial domains. 

West In.dians and Africans, British and French, served On vessels and in ports 

throughout the world. A number of West Indians worked in Cape Town, South 
Africa, where some eventually settied. As Alan CoNey confirms, black seamen 
formed the nuclei of diaspora communities in British ports such as Cardiff, Liverpool, 
Bristol, London, and Glasgow.a~ These seamen were important diaspora cultural 

workers[and they brought news and information to those along their routes of pas- 

sage, connecting others to the wider world they experienced. 

MULTIFUNCTIONAL IMPERIAL Do~,iAINs 

The geosodai spaces taken and controlled by imperial states were multifunctional. 
They were sources for accessing, mobilizing, and deploying a vast array of black labor 

power (enslaved, re-captive, free) for multiple uses (agricultural, industrial, clerical- 
technical, domestic service, military, and so on). These spaces were also loci for reli- 

gious proselytizing and missionary work, and for relocating and exiling those who 
could not be contained, such as rebellious slaves, maroon leaders, defiant African 
chiefs, and other activists. 

Acting in their interests, people of the diaspora perceived and defined the same 
spaces as sites of contestation and rebellion, freedom and refuge, travel and adven- 
ture, job acquisition, and in general loci of access to a range of opportunities both 
within the limits placed on freedom and perceptions of life’s possibilities beyond. 
Exemplary are the eight thousand Central and West African indentured laborers who 
immigrated to Jamaica in the mid nineteenth century. There were also "larger move- 
ments to Trinidad, Guadeloupe, Martinique, and the two Guianas, as well as smaller 

migrations to Tobago, St. Lucia, St. Vincent, St. Kilts, and Grenada.’’at 

In the [ate eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, laborers constituting free 
immigration originated in two areas of Africa. They came from the Kru coast (east- 

ern Liberia and the western Ivory Coast) and Cabinda (northern enclave of Angola). 

These two regions began to provide Europeat~ ships with crew, stevedores, and lighter- 

men [workers on flat-bottomed barges]. The Cabindans also emerged as importar~t 

builders, owners, and operators of ships in their own right, sometimes crossing the 

Atlantic with loads of slaves .... The Kru-Cabinda "frontier" lay roughly between mod- 

ern Cameroun and Gabon, although there was much overlap. Having acquired an excel- 

lent reputation as ship labor, it was natural that they should have bee~ solicited for other 

work overseas .... urban employment, plantations, and public works,a~ 

There remains much to learn about how those engaged in these passages 

empowered themselves as they interpenetrated and transformed one another 

while creating separated and interrelated spaces for contesting and ending their 

oppression. 

SLx centuries ago the African diaspora came into existence as a result of global 

forces including European expansionism and an emerging capitalist system. The 

diaspora remains integral to larger structural churches and social dynamics, changing 

as it is changed, transformh~g relations as it is in turn transformed. All of the above 

mentioned.hist0rical forces and social changes have had particular salience for 

African diaspora geosociat mobility and circulatoriness. Two cases are illustrative: 

Caribbean circulatoriness and changes in migration and displacement from Africa 

since the late twentieth century. 

zS 



Caribbean Circulatoriness and Cultural identity 

Circulatoriness captures the experience of ongoing and continuous g~osocial mobil- 

ity and displacement of peoples of the diaspora. This historical, multidirectional 

process varies by quantity and scale, form and content, direction and rate. 
Circulatoriness itself can become a mode of"dwelling," in which "the wanderers of 

this world, those who live through, ’in transit,’ the true homeless/rootless, are cre- 

ated.’’a9 The Caribbean has been more deeply and continuously affected by interna- 

tional migration than any other region of the world. It therefore seems appropriate 

to use it here as an example. 
The flow of goods, natural resources, and people from the Caribbean was vital 

to industrialization in Europe and North America, and their areas of control in 

Central and South America, Africa, and Asia. Inter-territorial migration in the 

Caribbean region was directly impacted by global conditions that determined "the 

magnitude and timing of the movements." In the last decades of the nineteenth cen- 

tury, Dominicans (Dominica) went to work in the gold fields of Venezuela, as did 

Afro-Colombians; many garbadians left for Surinam and St. CroLx (Virgin Islands); 

and significant dispersions ttowed from the Eastern Caribbean Islands to British 

Guiana (Guyana) and Trinidad.’~° 
The "reserve army of West Indian laborers" was recruited to build the Panama 

Canal (~85o-19a4), to work for an American mining company in the Choco region of 

Colombia, to work on industrial projects in Brazil, and to construct railroads and 

docks in Costa Pica and other parts of Central America.*~ Given the bleak economic 

forecasts and ~ack of adequate earning power for themselves and their families, these 

men viewed labor migration as an avenue of social and economic opportunity. Their 

labor power was purchased at the lowest possible cOStS by British and U.S. commer- 

cial and industrial enterprises, one of which was the United Fruit Company and its 

"banana economy." The fact tbat these men were English speakers was value added 

since the alte.rnative was to hire Spanish-speaking peasants of the region. 

tn the. eariy twentieth century, West Indians migrated to Bermuda, the men 

entering the construction industry, building docks and military installations, and the 

women engaging in domestic service for European families. Many of these same men 

and women joined Haitians and other Caribbean islanders in the cane fields of the 

Dominican Republic. Between ~9oo and ~93o significant numbers of Caribbean 

labor migrants engaged in this annnal seasonal trek to work the January to July har- 

vest period�z Over the next thre+ decades the searcb for work led many Jamaicans to 

Cuba, Bahamians to Miami, and other West Indians to the United States.~9 The 
occupation of Cuba, the Dominican Republic, and Haiti in the early twentieth 
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century greatly facilitated expanded sugar production in the first two locations and 

led to Haitian laborers becoming central to sugar cane production.~ 

The circulatoriness phenomenon was integ{al to labor migration, because many 

work opportunities were temporary and seasonal and, in a region subject to ecolog- 

ical and natural disasters, workers returned home or.pursued employment in other 

locations. Bonham itichardson notes that state control "at either end" contributed to 

"back and forth" labor migration, although regulations were not very effective. The 

government of the Dominican Republic, for example, "imposed varying and chang- 

ing rules about health certificates, deposit money, and immigrants’ credentials... 

Similar constraints at home impeded a free emigration, taxing further the persistence 

of the potential emigrants."4s The study of the circulatoriness phenomenon, whether 

in these particular instances or others, demands that students of the field assess the 

significance of state controls and p.oticies and the relationships between the state, 

commercial enterprises, and their agents. 

Within the United States, the period coinciding with World War I was also the 

beginning afthe great migration from the rural South to cities and urban.centers of 

the South and the North. "Going up North" continued well into the ~95os. During 

this same time period, however, West Indians continued to move regionally, with 

workers from Curacao, Trinidad, and Barbados findkng work in the Venezuelan oil 

fiet&~ as did Afro-Colombians from the Cauca region. When Shell Oil Company 

established a refinery in Curacao in ~915 a (re)circulation of British West Indians and 

other foreigners was immir~eat.4~ 
After the U.S. occupation of Haiti from 1915 to 1934, other civilian leaders came 

to power; but the ~957 election of Francois "Papa Doc" Dnvalier resulted in new 

¯ routes and passages for Haitians. Many political elites opposing the regime of 

Duvafier and his private militia (Tonton Macoutes) fled to the United States, espe- 

cially New York, Boston, and Chicago; others went to Canada, mainly Montreal. 

In the ~95os, as the tourist industry expanded in the Bahamas along with related 

land development and building construction, Haitians were central to the low-wage 

labor market. As the need for Haitian labor lessened, Bahamians were less welcom- 

ing, and Haitians were expelled in various "clean-up" and "crackdown" campaigns. 

Around the early 197os, continuous flows of Haitians left the Bahamas seeking asy- 

lum in Ftorida, giving rise to the "Haitian Boat People."~7The struggles of Haitians to 

attain asylum and refugee status in South Florida continue with far too many in- 

between nowhere, others detained in prison waiting for asylum decisions, and most 

deported to Haiti. 

During the immediate post-World War II period and into the last hail of the 

twentieth century, Caribbean Islanders migrated in various streams to urban areas of 



Britain, France, the Netherlands, the United States, and Canada. The reconstruction 

of Europe after World War II and the shifting need for workers in the expanding 

industrial and service sectors contributed to increased passages of men, women, and 

children. 

Creoles and Maroons from Suriname and West Indians from the Netherlands 

Antil[ean islands of Curacao, Aruba, and Bonaire increased their presence in the 

Netherlands between 196o and 198o; some also migrated to the United States and 

Canada. During the same perinq[, many residents of Guadeloupe, Guyana, and 

Martinique departed for France. As Overseas Departments (departements d’outre-mer 

or D.O.M.), they were considered citizens of France with the right to enter the main- 

land without restrictions. Similarly, residents of independent Commonwealth 

nations had flee entry into Britain until restrictions were imposed by the 

Commonwealth Immigration Act of ~965. By 1974 the population from the D.O.M. in 

France was around 700,000.48 The numbers of British Caribbean Islanders in Britain 

reached nearly 26o,ooo by 1962, and in the United States there were more than 

million between 196o and 198o.~s According to Frances Henry, the West Indian pop- 

nlation of Canada increased significantly during the 196os, but especially in the 

z97os, reaching around 320,ooo.s~ 

The number of Puerto Rican-born residents living on the U.S. mainland grew 

exponentially after World War II, and between 196o and z98z Dominicans (from the 

Dominican Republic) arrived in large numbers. Once the United States and Canada 

changed radalized immigration policies in ~he mid 196os, residents of Gayana, Haiti, 

Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago, and other islands of the Caribbean broadened the 

diaspora presence in North Amerka.a 

Among the things many immigrants share are the processes and modes of their 

incorporation into urban centers of the metropoles. Immigrants, even those who 

may have held white-collar and professional positions in the Caribbem~, are heaviiy 

concentrated in manual occupations and unsldlled jobs. Job relocation at the bottom 

does not necessarily mean permanence for individuals. On the one hand, there are 

subjective goals and creativity of individuals, as welt as the availability of support net- 

works. On the other are the obstacles and barriers designed to maintain the hierar; 

chics of power and privilege by which the dominant groups, civil and state, regulate 

access to political and legal rights and structures of opportunities such as jobs, edu- 

cation, and income. 

The Caribbean has been more deeply and continuously affected by !nternational 

migration th~n any other region of the world. Its experience since ~5oo is extraordi- 

nary, and in the twentieth century there are few, if any, parallels in other world 

regions. One scholar argues that, more than any other region, Caribbean countries 

experience simultaneous emigration and immigration; those who leave represent a 
broader cross-section of the home societies than other sending countries; Caribbean 

states and governments have played a major part in promoting migration compared 
to other areas of the world; and most of the emigration is voluntary,s= 

These historicafly conditioned migration experiences have resulted in the cre- 
ation of cultural and "symbolic patterns to give some minimum human support, if 

not comfort, to their condition. There is an instinctive drive to create, however min- 
imally, symbolic patterns to give meaning and to guide action." The circulatoriness 

phenomenon is integral to identity formation and the "!magined communities" of 
"West Indianness" or "Caribbeanness." Caribbean cultural production and symbols 

reflect the dialectic of migration and the idealized quest for home, which is deeply 
embedded in literature, cuItural artifacts, and rituafized social relations,as Social 

identity thus can devdop within the process of the proliferation of passages, and the 
passages between time and place are indeed meaning-creating experiences,s* 

AFRICAN DIASPORA CONNECTIONS: MYTHS AND REALITIES OF 

HOMELAND RELATIONS 

Homelands are socially constructed spatial representations embedded in economic, 

political, and cultural relations and processes. They may be neither geographical 

"facts" nor legally defined political or national territories. The "African homeland" is 

a case in point. Africa is a continent. There is no country-specific "African home- 

land." The nature of the dispersion process and the culture of violence associated 

with enslavement and colonialism is such that there are multiple diasporic identifi- 

cations with Africa that do not necessarily coincide wtth legal/political boundaries 

linked to specific nation-states, past or present. As a place, Africa in the diaspora is 

part of a collective memory, a reference for tradition and heritage. Its symbolic and 

material significance lies within changing relations and ideas of homeland and dias- 

pora--a dialecticai relationship between and within Africa a~d its diaspora, defi~aed 

by an ongoing proliferation of passages and marked by the impermanence of pLace 

and home. 

For many of the.diaspora, the Africa~ homeland is an emotional attachment, for 

others it is a distant past, and for yet others a concrete present. Ways of thinking 

about the homeland are mitigated by time and conditions of departures over long 

and short spans of time. For very recent African exiles such as the Beta Israel, 

for exampIe, there are attempts to recreate an image of the homeland in the new 
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settlement. Thus, "out of a need to recreate in exile an image of the sacred place of 

dwelling.., the mirror of the Place becomes the unspoken symbol of Hope where 

hope [may] no longer [exist].’’Ss 

For messianic and mi!lenarian groups such as the Rastafarians of Jamaica, the 

homeland is illustrated by way of symbolic voyages to Africa. The Rastafarian move- 

ment emerged during the world depression of the 193os, and was based on the 

norion that there would he an eventual return or repatriation of black people to 

Africa. Members of the religion, now widely diffused throughout the world, stilllook 

toward Ethiopia as their promised land and to their Messiah, Ras Tafari, Negus 

Negu.st, the conquering Lion of Judah, Halle Selassie (the late deposed emperor of 

Ethiopia) 

An exemplary expression of physical return is the establishment of black settler 

colonies, the most resilient of which are the so-called Americo-Libedans of Monrovia 

and the Krios of Ereetown, ¯Sierra Leone. Growing out of colonization movements 

between the eighteenth and nhleteenth centuries, for African returnees colonization 

largely meant the quest for the decent society, while for Europeans it was the solution 

to the "Negro problem.’’sT 

These colonization movements, on the one hand, symbolize positive aspects of 

black consciousness--the constructive attempts among diaspora peoples to extri- 

cate themselves from the bonds of oppression. On the other hand, they pohxt to 

structural inequalities and negative aspects of the relationship between the diaspora 

and its homeland. Returnee and indigenous relations, for example, are implicated 

in both the 198o coup and subsequent carnage in Liberia and the mid ~99os civil 

war and continuing undercurrents in Sierra Leone. The kinds of relations that have 

prevailed within these settler states require critical and objective analysis of the 

changing social, political,.and economic relations and contradictions internal to 

these societies. 

Much of the organized returns occurred during the nineteenth century, guided 

by strong currents of Pan-African nationalist consciousness and the support of major 

institutional networks established by black churches and mutual-aid societies. 

Return~to-Africa schemes continued into the twentieth .century, however, with per- 

haps the most famous of which being the Garvey movement, which organized under 

the banner "Africa for the Africans at home and abroad."s~ Also evident are small but 

steady flows of persons back-to-Africa for a variety of reasons. During the early six- 

ties, for example, many Afro-Americans went to Ghana and to the Republic of 

Guinea, often attracted to the ideologies and programs of Kwame Nkrumah and 

Sekou Tour6, in particular. This interest also exte~ded to Zambia, but especially to 

Tanzania and JuLius Nyerere’s notions of Uiamaa. 

As St. Claire Drake points out, the "myth of the return" has always been an 

important aspect of the African-diaspora connection in both symbolic and concrete 

terms,ss The "myth of the return" suggests that for its diaspora, Africa is a concept, 

an aspect of the symbolic and meaning constrnction process.germane to the black 

cultural experience. The degree and extent of its significance varies over time and 

space among different actors and subpopulatinns of the diaspora. As a focus on 

’African heritage," it epitomizes the dialectical relationship between old, new, and 

emerging "roots," and is therefore an essential element in understanding the emer- 

gence and development of the diaspora as a social formation. 

Settlement, demographic, and migration patterns, as well as processes of incor- 

porating the labor and production of gtqbal Africa into the World economy, have 

been, and continue to be, directly impacted by the economic dominance of Europe 

¯ and North America and the "white" Euro-elite bridgeheads of Latin America. It is 

within the context of a g!obal.system in which Euro-American power is hegemonic 

that African diaspora connections are symbolically and materially shaped and trans- 

formed. This situation is no different in cultural spheres such as religion and educa- 

tion, language, and sport, or in terms of ideologies and values. Dominant 

institutional practices and ideological systems condition not only what is known but 

the processes of controlling and channeling knowledge and information. Hence, 

knowledge of global Africa has been socially constructed by and within an unequal 

world ordering system. 

The writings of Hegel, Darwin, Herbert Spencer, Count Arthur de Gobineau, 

Stewart Chamberlain, and others removed Afric~ and its diaspora from history, 

denying both movement and development2~ European cultural ideologies, systems 

of social thought and representation, put Europe at the center of the world to rein- 

force claims of European universality, European ideas, art, representation, and 

imagery thus followed an imperial framework, a "hierarchical logic," that "remained 

basically unaltered into the twentieth century," in which the "myths of Africa and 

other continents correlate with a myth of Europe itsetf.’’~ 

In the nineteentli and early decades of the twentieth centuries a small but 

erful group of African and diaspora intellectuals and scholars developed counter- 

analyses. Edward Blyden, William Wells Brown, W. E. B. Du gois, and Alexander 

Cromwell were among those who contributed to the restoration of Africa and its 

diaspora to world history. In the ~gaos and ~93os an organized movement of fran- 

cophone African and diaspora intellectuals introduced negritude, which was para|~ 

leled among English speakers by the writers of the Harlem Renaissance of New York. 

Smaller scale but no less significant were indigeniste intellectuals of Haiti and negri- 

tud writers in Spanish-speaking South America. Collectively, these writers reaffirmed 



black African and diaspora cultures and reiected values associated with racia! supe- 

riority, discrimination, and economic expIoitation.~ 

It was not until the post-World War II era, however, that U.S. and European 

anthropologists sought to show in a scientifically conclusive way that "the New 

World Negro did in fact have both a determinate past and a distinctive culture,’’6a 

Much of this theoretical and empirical work focused on African heritage and was 

guided by an emphasis on perceived sets of relatively stable and patterhed relation- 

ships in which the predominant connection between Africa and its diaspora was con- 

ceptualized io. unidirectional or asymmetrical teFm~: as socio-cuhural flows and links 

from Africa to the diaspora. Thus, within various communities of the African dias- 

pora the search has been for organizational patterns and institutions inherited from 

Africa, such as economic and family structures, and cultural and ideological sur- 

vivals, including linguistic patterns, belief systems, religious rituals and symbols, 

music, and dance forms. This mode of theorizing directs attention to the conse- 

quences of African survivals, of"Africanisms," for the adaptation and adjustment of 

black people in the New World. Africanlsms are interpreted as contributions from 

the Old World to the New World, exemplified in Melville J. Herskovits’s query "What 

has Africa Given America?’’~ 

While leaving a legacy accompanied by much controversy regarding the social 

identities and problems of the so<skied New World Negroes in the Americas, these 

traditional conceptual paradigms have yielded basic data and insights regarding con- 

tinuities and linkages between the diaspora and the African past> They were also 

important for their¯ attempt to counter the prevailing belief of mainstream 

Eurocentric scholarship that Africa had’contributed little to world civilization. Yet 

their analyses reflect a limited view and understanding of the complexities of rela- 

tionships between the dispersed peoples and the homeland. The interactions 

between the diaspora and Africa are changing dialectical relationships altered by 

internal dynamics, as well as by transformations in the global geopolitical system. 

Interactive relations are based on social dynamics, not on asymmetrical rela- 

tions or static conditions. This means the conditions of formation and historical 

development of both corttinental Africa and its diaspora are crucial to understand- 

ing the dynamic of their relationship to each other and to the world. The changing 

location of African and diaspora blacks in the world economic, political, social, and 

cultural division of labor is therefore a major explanatory variable. 

The emergence of independent African states in the ~.96os, for example, inau- 

gurated new levels of interaction with and symbolic links to the diaspora. More 

direct diplomatic, economic, and cultural relationships ensued between African 

states, black countries, and subpopulations in the Americas. in the economic arena, 

representatives of African countries have increasingly expressed interest in develop- 

ing more extensive business ties with Afro-American entrepreneurs. A greater cross- 

section of the African diaspora in the Americas (especially West Indians and U.S. 

blacks) has valorized the African past. This became most apparent during the era of 

the civil rights and black power movement, as is evidenced by hairstyles and dress, 

the African names assumed by adults or given to children, and increased tourism to 

- the African continent. 

During the past several decades, politics! developments within U.S. black com- 

munities have made possible new avenues of support for Africa, such as the interest 

of the Black Congressional Caucus in legislation and policy issues with implications 

for Africa. However, this kind of soiidarity is not new. tn the 193os urban blacks in 

the United States and in the Panama Canal Zone demonstrated to protest the Italian 

Fascist incursion in Ethiopia. More recently, South Africa became the focus mobiliz- 

ing the diaspora throughout the Americas to achieve investment boycotts. 

As early as ~889 there was extensive contact between Africans and the tradi- 

tionally black cofleges and universities in the United States, with famous sons of 

Africa such as Kwame Nkrumah and Hastings Bands products of this association,s~ 

Currently, Howard University in Washington, D.C., symbolizes the changing con- 

tours of this historical alliance, often serving as a point of contact between Afro- 

Americans and African heads of state visiting the nation’s capital. In ~979 the 

department of history at Howard hosted a historic scholarly conference, "The African 

Diaspora from a Changing Global Perspective."~ A follow-up conference was held in 

~9~a at the University of Nairobi. 

Finally, in the realm of popular culture, particularly music and dance and to a 

lesser extent films, the ~teraction has been extensive. Jazz, soul, and reggae have 

become an integral part of the African experience, .with much cross-pollination. 

Taking advantage of new technologies as they have emerged, various elements of 

¯ New World black culture, such as dress and speech patterns, have been popularized 

among young people in African cities and towns. 

These selected examples are indicative of the changing bases and levels of inter- 

action between Africa and the diaspora. The Africa of the diaspora’s inceptton and 

the Africa of today are radically different worlds. Likewise the diaspora of the twen- 

tieth century and that of the t~fteenth century are significantly different phenomena. 

What does this mean for Africa-diaspora relations? What are some of the conditions 

and processes that have been significant in mitigating the interactive relations? What 

have been some of the consequences? What might be expected in the future? More 

work on the Afro-Asian or trans-Indian Ocean connection would not only add to the 

knowledge base but would no doubt delineate different pattern~ and networks. 



POWER, DOMINATION, INEQUALITY: STRUCTURATIONS 

OF BLACK DISPOSSESSION 

Expansionism and conquest created social inequality and hierarchies of social differ- 

ence, as well as fueled the emergence of a capitalist world system. For five centuries 
Europeans conquered, enslaved, and colonized peoples of color. In the process they 

institutionalized race, ctass, and gender divisions of labor throughout the mines, 

ports, plantations, towns, and commercial centers in the Americas, Asia, and Africa. 

The social order became a matter of power, and power a matter of control and force. 
A constellation of institutions, ideas, and practices enabled Europeans to achieve and 
maintain power and privilege through control and exploitation.°~ 

To this day, attributes of power are associated with European states (colonial 

and independent), a maior exception being Japan. Power, which implies potential 
force and the ability to get otheFs to do one’s bidding, is difficult to acquire, and those 
who have it seldom, if ever, relinquish it voluntarily. It is indeed the object of oppo: 
sition. The forces that have caused such profound social change and disruption in 
peoples’ lives and identities have not disappeared: "Two of the most glaring facts 

about this world [arel the tremendous inequality, within and between nations, in 
almost all aspects of human living conditions, including the power to decide over 
those living conditions; and the resistance of this inequality to change. ’’°~ 

It is within this context that the most pernicious and persister*t experiences of 

the African diaspora must be assessed. Global Africa has existed and persisted in hos- 
tile, socialiy oppressive situations and conditions, and it continues to do so. While 

race is the indexical term in assessing the diaspora experience, racialization cannot 
be disentangled from the manifold axes of difference that constitute diasporic 

experience, access to opportunity, and the social identification and meaning of black 
collectivity. 

Diasporic Axes of Difference: Race, State, Nation, Class, Gender, Empire 

Racial distinctions can be based on somatic norms, "biological remembrances" and 

color, .parental ancestry, place of origin, or even immigrant status. These and other 

principles of selection are used by a dominant.group to place others iu a hierarchy of 
relative social worth: they are aIso used as indicators of behavior and attitudes and 
as "discrete organizing principles of human consciousness and con.duct."7° The mul- 

tiracial New World colonial societies were organized along a racial division of labor 
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in every sector of the economy and social life. Initially, there wece Europeans, Indians, 
and Africans. Later, Chinese, Japanese, and East Indians entered. Over three cem 

turies (the fifteenth to the seventeenth), new peoples were created in the Americas. 

in Spanish and Portuguese colonies of the New World the term castas was used to 

define the offspring of interracial unions, and the regimen de costa was an explicit 

mechanism for racially and culturally identifying children who were the product of 
miscegenation. Catholic priests, as agents of the state, were instrumental in creating 
detailed classificatory schemes and categories of degradations in primary blood .or 

limpieza de sangre (clean blood). 
As a numerical minority, the Spanish colonialists used the system to protect 

their prestige and status, to maintain control over material and nonmaterial 

resources, One’s classification determined access to benefits, iobs, business and edu- 
cational opportunities, property rights, and enfranchisement. The situation became 
more acute as the new and invented social groups incorporated some free people of 

Afrkan descent. In Pact, around the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, this [atter 
group was on the rise numerically: Moreover, it became an interstitial socially defined 
group and served as a buffer between Europeans and the large number of Africans at 
the bottom of the hierarchy. The middle group atso posed a challenge to some 

Europeans for jobs and social status, which prompted more exduslonary laws and 
restrictions,n 

What is intriguing is the elaborate ideology that emerged to rationalize the hier- 

archy of social race and racial inequality. Stigmatization and racial labels were inte- 
gral to this process, but more important was the idea of"racia[ cleansing," the 
ideological drive toward drawing persons of color nearer to a white normativity, 

which to this day remains an important factor in socio-racial identification. 
tn most Latin American countries, for instance, a premium is placed on the 

European aspect of cultural heritage and identity. The guiding principle is that of 
blanqueamiento--that is, lightening or whitening to improve the race, as whiteness 

stands as the aesthetic marker of moral and social worth. Mestizaje, the symbolic 
explanation of racial mixing, becomes the nationalistic ideology of racial culture7~ 
More important, ideology is put into practice in everyday life. The named identity 
people carry, such as chombo, moreno, mestizo, negro, trigueno, and mulatto, has 

an effect on their consciousness, how they see themselves, how they are seen by oth- 
ers, and what they believe others think of them.                      , 

African diaspora peopies were present at the formation of the first nation-states 
in the Americas and indeed in the modern world. Recruited as part of South 

American revolutionary and military leader Sim6n Bolivar’s campaign and struggle 
for independence, they were even promised freedom in return for their efforts. They 



were deeply engaged in the Revolutionary War in the United States, fighting on both 

sides (as Patriots and Black Loyalists), seizing the opportunity not only to be free but 
also to be part of the new social experiment of creating independent nations. As these 
nations emerged, the white Creole leadership had specific ideas about wMt the new 

entity would look like and which people should comprise it. immigration laws were 
used in every country in South, Central, and North America to exclude people of 

color, explicitly Africans, Chinese, and Japanese, from cultural, poIitical, and institu- 
tional participation in social life. 

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Latin America became more 

integrated into the new era of industrialization and multinatinnal corporations that 
exploited land and mineral resources worldwide. Labor remained a problem, and 
companies were allowed to use temporary workers from the West Indies, the south- 
ern United States, China, and Japan. These peopie built the railroads, worked the 

mines, and developed the agricultural sector in countries like Costa Pica, Panama, 
and Brazil. West Indians were brought in to build the Panama Canal. Yet, all were 

unwelcome strangers. Most were settled in segregated enclaves on company prop- 
erty. They were expected to return home when their job was completed, but they did 
not. As noted by George Simmel, the man who comes {oday and stays tomorrow is 
the "stranger." The stranger who refuses tO go eventually cars the appropriated place 

home. The circulatoriness phenomenon brought diaspora "strangers" into direct 

confrontation with the centripetal, homogenizing state,ra 

Given the racialization of the immigrant, diaspora people were denied citizen- 
ship, restricted to particular territories, and subjected to stigmatizing labels. 

According to Zygmm~t Bauman, the natior~al state collectivizes friends and even ene- 
mies, but they also are "desigt~ed primarily to den! with the problem of strangers."7~ 
Then, as now, states seek to exercise taxonomical control over differences, and the 
relationship between state and nation is everywhere embattled,r~ Given the transi- 
.toriness of diaspora people and the significance of race as a factor in the definition of 

nations; this will continue to be a battleground for potitkal and cultural identity. 
With the modern era came the globaliza~on of racism or the racialization of the 

world system. The meanings underpinning the problematics of race remain socially 
relevant because of the psychological, cultural, and political significance attributed 

to it. As the contours of the modern world system crystallized, a particular signifi: 
ounce was placed on race. The very struggle of creating a new world order imposed 
upon race enormous meaning and prominence in distinguishing fundamental char- 

acteristics of people arranged in a hierarchy of human qualities. The issue of race 
became particularly important as a powerful ~ationalizing ideology based upon 
quasbscientific validation and as a mechanism of social selection, 

Race remains a central defining i~actor in the experience and historical memory of 

African diaspora people. For this reason, the primary experience of being defined in 
racial terms, articulated witl)in these discourses of devalued social worth, is pertinent 

to the processes of subject formation. Racial definitions have constituted a funda- 
mental reality ira.posed upon the African diaspora and have informed their fate within 
a racially structured world system. Racialist principIes of selection have been overrid- 

ing determinants in maintaining and compounding subordinate social positions. 

The manner in which people interact with nature and sustain themselves mate- 

rially also must be considered part of the historical prohess by which they become 
distinctive. An institutional structure that significantly divides individuals and 
groups, particularly in terms of polltica! and economic organization, allows the pos- 

sibility of creating different people. The general position of the African diaspora in 

the global system of production and distribution, the international division of labor, 
should be considered a significant factor in black identity formation. The empirical 
question revolves around the extent to which their general class position constitutes 

a fundamentally different experience from that of other groups. Moreover, is the 
cumulative nature of this experience a major factor in the making of~heir general and 
specific levels of black collectivity a~d subject farmation~af peopleness?7s 

Much has been said and written about the growing black uuderdass in the 

United States and the increasing impoverishment of blacks in metropolitan centers 

and rural areas. There is disproportionate representation of blacks in subordinate 
positions within the income and occupational hierarchy and in the unemployed and 
underemployed economic categories. Diaspora communities in the Caribbean pro- 
vide dramatic illustrations of how the class position of a people may be viewed within 

the framework of a global division of labor. Primary commodity specialization with 
a concentration on cash crop exports, such as sugar, coffee, and fruits, imposed a par- 
ticular kind of experience on plantation societies. Presently, there is still little eco- 
nomic diversification other than an increasing hypertrophy in sectors that provide 
few or low-paying jobs: tourism, banking enclaves, runaway insurance companies. In 
a world qontext, these communities are "lower class," characterized by foreign con- 
trol of major primary and extractive industries, a mono-eeonomy that largely extracts 

fixed value, and low median s~s among the population and high unemployment 
across all age cohorts. The consequences are seen in the poor quality of life and high 
levds of structural violence, which lead to high infant mortality, high crime rates, 
and low life expectancy. In addition, as suggested by their history ofgeosocial mobil- 
ity and circulatoriness, these countries have had a highly exploitable labor force 

within the global framework, and economically driven "passages" have largely been 
limited to occupational areas, tower-loyal service jobs, and unskilled work. 



While the means of production, technology, and organizational factors have 

changed, the qualitative position of African diaspora people in the global system has 

remained relatively constant. Such a pattern is directIy rotated to the law of cumula- 

tive hierarchy, that is, "the present strncture (and any past or future ones) is the resuk 

of the process of accumulating control opportunities... The structure becomes a set 

of control layers, the more recent ones imposed on the past; but without abandon- 

ing subordinate layers."77 

The concern is with how the cumulative class position of diaspora people con- 

tributes to identity formation and the sense of shared memory. As pointed out by 

Julio Ortega, "the events themselves occurred at the origin, but the transformations 

unleashed by them have not ceased. We are living through the change itself, the 

drama of its madness that has no denouement." We live in a global political, social, 

and economic ordering system that continues to undergo change, yet structural 

inequalities still exist today because they are historically conditioned. Nation-states, 

trans-local affiliations, racial and ethnic formations are processual, always forthcom- 

ing enactments. Indeed, "we live in the imminent condition of peoples that [arel still 

being created, in which some standards are favored and others devalued, alternating 

in their exclusivity.’’Ta Today, therefore, many of the practices, !deas, and lived expe- 

riences of.people in various places reflect the deep roots of protracted structural 

inequalities, which no doubt will continue well hato the next millenninm. 

Itis my contention that, in addition to being the first modern diaspora, African 

peoples for the most part constitute an oppressed racialized class subject in a world 

context. This is reflected in structural and cultural violence, specifically and gener- 

ally, and in the d~rect violence and pathos faced by diaspora people in everyday life. 

One aspect of th.e cumulative experience of diaspora people relates to their place ha 

other people’s history and to the fact that they have historically existed in hostile, 

socially oppressive states and nations: The primary issue here is power and the driv- 

ing interest of those who hold it to preserve their position of domination and social 

privilege. Class, gender, nationality, sexuality, and race have been major forces in 

shaping life experiences and social identity within the diaspora. They also have gen- 

erated oppositional forces geared toward redistributing power and changing the 

hierarchy of inequality in the ongoing search for a decent society. 

AGENTS OF RESISTANCE: DIASPORIC [DENTITIES AND COMMUNITIES 

OF CONSCIOUSNESS 

While peoples of African descent have been the objects of oppressive social, political, 

and economic structures, the complete picture requires that we understand them as 

subjects of their history. To paraphrase Ralph Ellison, life for black people is a disci- 

pline, just as any human life that lias endured so tong is a discipline, teaching its own 

insights into the human condition, its own strategies for survival7~ Africa’s descen- 

dants are products not only of their economic and socio-political conditions but also 

of their interaction with those conditions and efforts to develop their own sense of 

who they are and what they want to be, to deal with life in particular ways, and to 

live life as they transform life. 

People are not simply reactors but creators, devising their own mechanisms of 

survival, their own ideological tools and social networks, their own vehicles of strug- 

gle over time and space. This is what constitutes the cultural process, a dynamic and 

creative expression of all the relationships characterizing physical and historical real- 

ity. Culture is the continuous synthesis of a people’s experiential knowledge, beliefs, 

values, and norms that express and derive from the conflicts at each stage of their 

development in the search for survival and progress.~° Culture, then, is the fruit of a 

people’s history and a determinant of that history, not fixed in the past but a~ ongo- 

ing interaction between past and present. 

Looking broadly across time and space, it is possible to think of diasporas as 

communities of consciousness. This is the translation of;heir experiences in cultural 

terms, a field of social and political thoughts, behaviors, and actions, tt is a con- 

sciousness itself, as well as a poIiticized or "oppositional" consciousness,a All con- 

sciousness, group and individual, is social and formed within the context of the 

group’s historical experiences. This plane of social action may be reflected in the ordi- 

nary ways in which people act, think, and live their lives; it may include personal and 

individual practices, ritualized celebrations affirming the collective memory and dif- 

ference, definitions of success and failure, or even the meanings of life and death. 

Worldviews manifest themselves in a number of forms, reflecting the obvious com- 

plexities of individual and social differentiation, but they mayinclude popular cul- 

ture, lifestyles, linguistics, and symbolic behavior. Consciousness emerges from a 

process of"perceiving and experiencing cultural differences and diversity, the singu- 

larity of one’s own traditions opposed to those of the other, dominant society,"s: 

African peoples in the Americas have received .much attention from cultural 

anthropologists, who have studied in depth many of their syncretic traditions, 



ranging from religion to modern dance. Many of these cultural elements have been 

retained from the past, but they also ind[ude dements appropriated from the domi- 

nant group as well as other diaspora people who share their temporal and social 

spaces. People celebrate their difference, and create systems of affirmation and val- 

orization. In many instances the process idealizes that which may have been stigma- 

tized and devalued by the other. 

People create fictitious identities or iavent new ones as.means of empowerment 

and stir-creation. For example, in November 1.995 Afro-Brazilians celebrated the 

death of Zumbi of Patmares, promoted as the "tercentenary [of] Brazil’s primary 

African hero." Leaders of the event said: "Our goal is to transform Zumbi into a hero 

of the Americas, the earliest great black hero of the Americas."so This invented tra- 

dition is in keeping with the emergence of submerged identities, suppressed along 

with those of other communities during the long reign of vicious military dictator- 

ships in Brazil and other parts of the Americas. Afro-Brazilians are attempting to 

retrieve not only their history but also that of global Africa. The idea is to use a per- 

son or an event to commemorate and ascribe some historical significance to the Afro- 

gcazilianiBrazikian reality. In this way they can remember and celebrate events and 

persons that are part of their ctfltural history and identity. 
Two issues are important here. First, how people forget or how they remember can 

be determined by social and political circumstances, and these can change. For exam- 

pie, prior to racial democratization, a great deal of Afro-Brazilian scholarship focused 

on religion rather than race, because there was a tacit policing of race studies, while 

religious inquiries were deemed politically safe. Identity can be lost or even elided 

because political and social conditions may threaten people’s existence, physically, 

culturally, or psychically. The socio-political context and sociat practices have a direct 
effect on the form and content of collective remembering and forgetting, on how peo- 

ple perceive their past?4 
Second, for populations throughout the diaspora, new and old traditions, 

myths, and fictitious or even borrowed identities can not only restore dignity, but 

also reconstruct connections among people long divided by class, race, and color-- 

as is ti~e case in Brazil, due to the ideologies of racial democracy and mestizaje. Thus, 

by inventing traditions and connectedness, "not only iS the sense of bonding inten, 

sifted, but a reversat of collective status is achieved, at least on the cognitive and 

morallevels. It is the start ofa m0rat and social revolution through the mobilization 

of hidden collective energies’’*s 

Cultural and Political Consciousness and Agency 

Historian Robert Hill, in an attempt to capture some of the.dynamics and rdation- 

ships among peoples of African descent, refers to the diaspora as a "field of action.’’~ 

This notion may be further interpreted to mean that, in socio-spatial terms, the dias- 

pora is an active site of cultural and political action and struggle. As Aldon Morris 

has suggested, systems of domination give rise to political consciousness, which is 

comprised of cultural beliefs and ideological expressions that realize and maintain 

group interests and that continuously shape and influence concrete social and polit- 

ical struggles. Moreover, this political consciousness becomes "oppositional con- 

sciousness" for subordinate groups who struggle to dismantle systems of domination 

that prevent them from realizing their interests.*~ Black African diaspora identity 

politics or the politicization of culture embodies processes of symbol and meaning 

construction in terms of active social and physical planes of action, the range of polit- 

ical activities, and the solutions engendered to resolve the conflicts that characterize 

each phase of diaspora history. The pervasive manifestations of African diaspora 

oppositional consciousness and actions relate to the forms of political expression and 

struggle reflected in the various strategies of liberation, resistance, and rebellion. 

This ranges from slave revolts and the ebb and flow of worker militancy to urban 

insurrections of more recent years; from the Haitian revolution of the late eighteenth 

century to the Grenada revolution of the late twentieth century; from flight or the 

formation of maroon communities (pa}enques, q~ilombos, cumbes) to the planned 

emigration settlements, back-to-Africa movements, and black Utopias in Canada?a 

There have been clearly orchestrated Pan-African movements, such as the congresses 

in 19~9 (Paris), ~9~ (London), ~9z3 (London and Lisbon), :1927 (New York), and ~945 

(Manchester), as welt as the All-African Peoples Conference in Accra in 1.95820 

Throughout history, there have been "shifting centers of historieaI gravity" 

within the diaspora.~° The places, people, and events that seem to represent or 

embody the most active sites of conflict and change vary over time and space. These 

diverse fields of action are interrelated and tend to represent acts of&liberate cross-. 

fertilization and interpenetration. They also represent a people’s realization of its 

own po{ential to engage in the transforming and rebuilding process ofsodety, a con- 

scious force acting for itself. 

The dispersed peoples of African descent, separate and interrelated, are "com- 

munities of consciousness" engaged in an ongoing quest for human dignity and col- 

i.:).:i:"lective self-actualization. This notion encompasse~ the cumulative and shared 

endeavors to make themselves the kind of people they imagine themselves capable of 

being, to make their own development, to realize their humanity in their own terms, 



and to deny their status as simply social objects--as slaves or wage laborers in some 

other people’s development process. To struggle for human dignity and social 
decency and to maintain some dynamic concept of human freedom are formative 

experiences that shape the cognitive landscape and social infrastructure of a people. 
The challenge is to discern how this sbared experience and consciousness are crys- 

tallized and transformed into various forms a1~d relations within a geosocia[ and 

ins0tutionai framework and within the historical content of that framework at dif- 
fevent times. 

Toward a Non.Essentialist View of Diasporic Similarity: 

Contradictions and Abutments of Culture 

To recognize the existence of common and particular features does not imply cultural 
nnity or the existence of only one culture of the black diaspora,m Ckcumstances can 

restrict the extent to which people can embody various dements of their culture and 

history. The degree to which a group moves toward a commonrecognition ofitseff 
........ e is in ,,art directly related to the degree to which certain ideas and val- 

as msuncuv ~ ,. _a q-~o i~sne is one of identity which in the framework 

ues are cognitively mternattzeu- * ..... 
~ 

of the culturat process means "at once the affirmation and denial of certain attributes 
defining individuals or sub-populati°ns in rdation to others at any point during their 
devdopment."~s 

In Black Skin, White Masks Frantz Fanon i!luminates the problem of how a sub° 

ordinated people may be culturally and psychologically penetrated by their domina- 
tors. Using language as an example, he contends that "every colonized people... 
finds itself face to face with the lmiguage of the civilizing nation; that is, with the cul- 
ture of the mother country. The colonized is elevated above his jungle status in pro- 

portion to his adoption of the mother country’s cultural standards. He becomes 
whiter as he renounces his bla&ness, his jungle."~a This observation points to the 
need to elaborate and uncover many of the contradictions and conflicts witbin the 

diaspora revolving around competing form~ of identification, including class, color, 

nation, and religion. 
The ongoing struggle of the black diaspora for human dignity and liberation is 

a creative process it embodies contradictory crosscurrents and conflicts, such as the 
dialectical relationship between creativity and action, travail and reaction. It is essen- 

tial to recognize that culture is an expanding and developing phenomenon. No 
culture is ever a complete, perfect, finished whole. The elements of culture are corn-. 

¯ prised of strengths and weaknesses, positives and negatives, stagnation and growth,. 

regression and progress. Moreover, among peoples of the African diaspora, the quan- 

titative and qualitative levels of cultural action and practice vary significantly. 
Finafly, it should be emphasized that to learn about the persistence, endurance, 

and struggles of people of the African diaspora is to be conscious oftheh-value in the 
context of a human universality-. We must compare their historical experiences and 
realities with those of other people, not with a view to deciding superiority or inferi- 
ority but to determine, in the general framework of human progress, ~¢hat contribu- 

tions they have made and can make and what kinds of support they can and should 
receive. To understand people as subjects of their history is to help retrieve, preserve, 

and provide a more objective and meaningful interpretation of that history within 
the universal context. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 23, 2009 4:17 PM 

Tanya E. Kinsella <tekinsel@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Question regarding 

Hi Tanya, 

I will look into this and have an answer for you by tomorrow. I hope 
that is ok. 

Thanks 

Travis 

Tanya E. Kinsella wrote: 
Travis, 

I’d planned to hire                    to teach 
section next semester, but it occurred to me today that I need to 
confirm her employment status with you. 
I know there’s a limit on overtime payments within the fiscal 
year--will        be within this limit               pays ~ 
Are there any other limitations that would prevent her from receiving 

If everything’s okay with this, could you please email me 
PID number? 

Thanks, 
Tanya 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 24, 2009 9:07 AM 

Kia L Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 
(no subject) 

20091124085819251.pdf 

Date: 
From: 
To: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Tue, 24 Nov 2009 08:58:19 -0500 
scanner@unc.edu 

travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 11.24.2009 08:58:18 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



AFRICAN AMERICAN MEN ON GEHDER AND SEXUALITY 

Ed|ted by Rudolph P. Byrd end BeverlY Guy-Sheftall 
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MISSION STATEMENT OF 

BLACK MEN FOR THE ERADICATION 
OF SEXISM 
MOREHOUSE COLLEGE [1994) 

We believe that although we are oppressed because of our color, we are 
privileged because of our sex arid must therefore take responsibility for end- 
ing that privilege. We live in a society that along with being racist, classist, 
homophobic and capitalist, is also fundamentally sexist. Just as all whites 
socialized in a white society wit1 be racists, so too will all men socialized in 
a sexist society be sexists. The fact that we are black does not make us im- 
mune. We are dealing with a disease that once within us remains for the rest 
of our lives. As long as the society remains sexist all of our brothers to come 
will suffer the same fate. Because we struggle to move forward as a people 
we accept our responsibility of helping to dismantle this form of oppression 
that we help to perpetuate. 

We believe that our relationships with women must be based on the 
principle of equality. Our notions of sexuality are based on domination. We 
are taught as boys to be sexual conquerors of women whose bodies are 
objectified and declared to be the property of men to be bought, sold and 
traded. We reiect relationships.based on domination and the violence against 
women and prostitution they create. We seek to establish relationships with 
our sisters based on equality. Men and Women are complementary. We need 
each other in order to survive and to thrlvel However two people must be 
held in equal standing in order to be complementary. 

"There is a profound distrust, if not hatred, between black men and women that 

has been nursed along largely by racism but also by an almost deliberate ig- 

norance on the part of blacks about the sexual politics of their experience in this 

country." -Wallace, Black Macho 6, the Myth of the Superwoman 

Mission Statement                     2{)1 

We recognize that present eurocentric notions of manhood and masculin- 
ity are damaging to the psyche of black men and must be replaced with a 
wholistic interpretation of manhood that acknowledges the oneness of men 
and women. Patriarchal notions of manhod, which we have internalized 
from our oppressors, demand that our existence as men be defined by our 
sexual ab’ility and our ability to produce economically and dominate others. 
Following this path in a society that denies economic equality and perverts 
sexuality is like committing suicide. Masculinity is a one-dimensional, social 
creation that has nothing to do with biological reality. Notions of"mascu- 
line" and "feminine" only serve to further sexism and to suppress the abilities 
of both men and women. It is sexism, not biology, that confines men to being 
aggressive and women to being nurturers. 

We believe that sexism is a g!obal form of oppression of no less importance 
than any other form of oppression. All forms of oppression including, sex- 
ism, racism, and classism are interconnected and support each other. For 
too tong the struggle for the liberation of African people in the United States 
has been centered around the liberation of black men. This male centered 
analysis inhibits us from fully confronting the oppression we constantly face 

and perpetuate within and without the black community. The s~ruggle 
against sexism must become an issue of primary importance if we are to 
advance as a people. 

We believe that sexist oppression against women pervades every aspect of 
our communities and must be eradicated. The oppression of women is a 
difficult issue for our community to deal with partly because it is such a 
personal one. It is passed onto us through media, schools, religous institu- 
tions, friends, and families. Although it has often been said that black 
women are held in high regard by the black community, the reality is that 
black women are either denigrated as whores and enemies or are placed on 
a confining pedestal as superwomen. The humanity of our sisters is lost in 
these classifications which only succeed in further dividing our people and 
preventing us from co!lectively dealing with other forms of oppression. 
Sexism is a radical probtem that requires a radical solution. It will not be 
solved by simple reform. We support feminismiwomanism and all efforts to 
eradicate sexist oppression. We ultimately demand a complete and funda- 
mental change that eradicates oppression based on sex, race, elass, and 
sexual orientation, both within and without. 

We are not perfect. We do not claim to be. As we light alongside our sisters 
we struggle to become whole; to deprogram ourselves. We have organized 
into one body because we know in our hearts and minds that as we hold our 
sisters back so will we hold ourselves back. 
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MARRIED COUPLE FAMILY $39,016 MALE, living alone $17,652 

MALE householder, no spouse $26,375 FEMALE, Iivlng alone $12,227 

FEMALE householder, no spouse $18,222 

--1990 median income for metro Atlanta, US Census Bur. Pop, Stats 

BLACK MEN: VERY MUCH ALIVE 

As of late it’s become very popular to refer to black men as an endangered 

species. As one of these men I think that’s a pretty insulting phrase. It has very 
little to do with the actual numbers of brothers alive and more to do with 
income and education. When our sisters speak about a lack of"good black 
men" the definition usually centers around having ,a decent iob." Now if 

there’s one thing we should never do, it’s to allow our jobs to define us. 

When we do that it becomes very easy to jump out of a Wall Street office 
window when the stock market mashes. Unfortunately that’s exactly what we 

do when we talk about manhood. This western idea of manhod as being 
connected to how much income you generate has well intentioned brothers 
being rejected by many of our sisters for drug dealers and corporate pimps. 
In this culture women are supposed to be dependenl on men. Our people 
are no exception. This is why many of our sisters flock to the brother who can 

provide most. So understand that when manufacturing plants move to areas 
of the world where they can exploit our sisters and brothers even more, the 
brothers who still have jobs here and can pay the rent become the endan- 

gered few. 
Believe it or not my brothers, this is about sexism. We’ve accepted a 

definition of ourselves that’s killing us in a way no bullet ever could. That’s 

why we’re here, to set the record straight. We’re here to redefine ourselves so 
one day we can all realize what it really means to be a man and to be human. 

So forget what"Martin" told you about man-hating feminists that r.eally want 

to be men. It’s all about a love thang. Dig. 

CROSSROADS 

It hurts when those who got your back 
suddenly grow fangs 
The posse gets to the crossroads 
and friendships die 

Memories of good times are overcome 

by present letdowns 
You talked too much and the words stung 
You criticized their heroes 
for calling your mama a bitch 

you exposed their weakness when 

Mission Statement 

you showed you cared about the women 
they claimed to 
You irritated the one the rest looked to for leadership 
All because you cared about your sister- 
-and wanted to be whole 

And now, 
you’re all at the crossroads 
And he gives yon the stare 
words never exchanged 
you know what it means 

203 

"NATIONAL LIBERATION DOES NOT COME BEARING THE 

STAMP ’FOR MEN ONLY’. AND IF IT DOES, AS HAS BECOME 

APPARENT IN ALGERIA, THEN THAT STANDS AS ONE INDI- 

CATOR OF AN INCOMPLETE REVOLUTION, A REVOLUTION 

WHICH HAS NOT FULFILLED ITS PROMISE." 

--ROBERT Lo ALLEN 

"You’re not wanted here anymore" 
the rest look down at the ground 

spineless 

You turn and walk straight, 
towards the rising sun 
on the path born of tears and blood 
shed by those who loved before you 

With more crossroads, snakes, pitfalls 

and broken gla~s 
to cut your feet and feed the path, you move on 

The path seems to go on and on to no end 

Sometimes you wanna just fall into the ground 

and hope the loneliness goes away 
You’l! meet others along the way 

Many won’t seem to be making the pilgrimage 
But I think you’ll be glad to know 
"Everybody’s gotta live a life under the sun" 

As long as the sun is destined to rise 

You will never be alone 
lookers and hookers 

reflecting to a time in my life when the"politics of sex" or "misogyny" 
were terms undefined to me. "female subjugation" and "status quo gender 

roles" were inapplicable to me, a young boy who was simply trying to find 
ALL of my parent’s dirty magazines and satisfy some pre-pubescent curi- 

ousity about sex. the goal was to see that which i was not supposed to see, 
secret things, and there was a detinite reason why these things were secret, 
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especially to a young child, these things (pornography and its evil offsprings) 
reflected the adult world’s most carnal thoughts, thoughts of broken up 
people, broken up mentals from living a life of the non-freedoms of"skirts 
below the knees," and "unattainable beautiful blonde blue-eyed flirtesses" 
and sex as a commodity and ffeudian misconceptions on sexuality, many 
confusing premises about sex. "teach it in school, don’t teach it in school," 
and including your bible that states flesh is sin and eve was a "trick." and it 
all leads to obscene and mostly negative thoughts, flip through any porno- 
graphic magazine on the newsstand (or don’t) and everyone’s curiousities 
and frustrations are there. 

north american society has a vested 

interest in reinforcing an individual’s 

failure to achieve sexual maturity, by 

exploiting unconscious fears, forcing them 

to repress sexual taboos, the media 

guarantees blind repressed seeking for 

value substitutes through conamercial 

products and consumption, sexual 

repression, as reinforced by media, is a 

most viable marketing technology. 

-quote from media sexptoi~atlon by wilson bryan key. 1976. 

NATIONAL BLACK WOMEN’S HEALTH PROJECT 

seli the frustrations of the citizens masked in hot sex on a platter. "i don’t 

make enough money," give him a playboy and a beer. "niggers always acting 

stupid," a hustler and domino’s, always an escape, never a solution, or the 
solution is to transfer one’s hopelessness onto the pages of more lropeless- 

heSS. so what are the ramifications of this process on a thirteen year old boy 

who has no "problems" except his own euriousity? the effect of subliminal 
pedophilia, master/slave pomo, flee sex phone lines, etc. on a child? maybe 
one more broken up individual alienated from his/her sexuality who will 

grown up to be a looker or a lmoker searching eternally for his/her real self 
and not the conditioned self created for us. ffeaknik showed us in one way all 

the break ups. the videoeameras and exhibitionism satisfied a tot of people 

who can now go back and experience the "fun" during their times of 
hopelessness, nonetheless i see the revolution in all of this. the revolution- 

when we can overcome the drive to escapism, the "i don’t give a luck" 
indulges, the hundredth smoked blunt cause "shit is real, god" and being the 
looker upon hookers in sleaze mags. come clean in spirit. ¯ 

PEACE 

MEDITATIONS FROM THE HEART 
Making Meaning Out of Masculillity 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 30, 2009 10:39 AM 

Stacey Elizabeth Sewall <sewall@email.unc.edu> 
Web page 

Hi Stacey, 

Hope you had a good break. Adam Kent asked me if you could add him to 
our department page. His email is akent@unc.edu. His number is 

Thanks ! 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 30, 2009 2:57 PM 

Adam Kent <akent@unc.edu> 
[Fwd: RE: URGENT re: CIBER grant] 

Hi Adam, 

Hope you had a great break. Julius asked me to forward this to you. 
Let me know if you don’t have access to approve this. Karen Stone said 
if you have any questions about it she would be happy to help. Her 
campus number is 3-5657. 

Thanks 

Travis 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    RE: URGENT re: CIBER grant 
Date: Mon, 30 Nov 2009 09:30:03 -0500 
From: Kruse, Julia <Julia Kruse@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 
To: Nyang Oro, Julius E. <JEN321@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 
CC: Gore, Sam <stgore@EMML.UNC.EDU>, Lavrakas, Marybeth 
<lavrakam@unc.edu> 
References: 
<F4501FFDEC552A4AADE789014018816C2C65E4E50A@be4.business.unc.edu> 

Hello Julius, 

I hope you had a good Thanksgiving. We are in the last phase of our 
grant proposal. Could you please approve your cost share in RAMSES? You 
should have received an e-mail. If you have any questions, please let us 
know. 

Best wishes, 

Julia 

*From:* Lavrakas, Marybeth 
*Sent:* Wednesday, November 25, 2009 11:51 AM 
*To:* Nyang Oro, Julius E. 
*Cc:* Kmse, Julia; Gore, Sam 
*Subject:* URGENT re: CIBER grant 

Dear Prof. Nyang’oro, 

I have just received a call telling me that your department has not 
approved your cost share yet for the CIBER grant within RAMSES. I was 



told your name is listed as an authorized approver in RAMSES; the other 
person listed (Debbie Crowder) does not appear to be listed on the 
department’s web page so I don’t know if she’s still working there. The 
grant cannot proceed to OSR review until you or Debbie has done the 
electronic approval. Please let me know if you have questions about the 
process and I can put you in touch with our grants support person. 
Thank you! 

*Marybeth Lavrakas **, *Administrative Manager, Center for International 
Business Education & Research *, *UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Box 3440, Kenan Center 4th Floor, Chapel Hill, NC 27599 *, "919.962.7843 

*, *fax 919.962.8202 *, *lavrakam@unc. edu * ¯ *www. kenan-flagler.unc, edu 

*Shaping Leaders *’1 **Driving Results * 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 1, 2009 9:05 AM 

Becky Williams <rbwill@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [Fwd: Re: [Fwd: [Fwd: Re: RRWA Adjunct - - Joint Appointment]]] 

Hi Becky. 

Hope you had a great Thanksgiving break! I am so sorry that I haven’t 
replied sooner. I actually thought that it was getting taking care of 
but I never did get 
a follow up on it from our department and I know you need this resolved 
quickly and you have been very patient so what I am going to do is let 
our Associate Chair know so that we can get 
this taken care of right away. Expect to hear back from me soon with an 
update. 

Thanks, 

Travis 

Becky Williams wrote: 
> Hi, Travis. 
> 
> Any info on this? I really need to get this resolved. Should I 
> contact someone else about this? 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Becky 
> 

Original Message ........ 
> Subject: Re: [Fwd: [Fwd: Re: RRWA Adjunct - - Joint 
> Appointment]l 
>Date: Wed, 11 Nov 2009 10:08:15 -0500 
> From: Becky Williams <rbwill@email.unc.edu> 
> To: Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
> References: <4AEF277E. 1000703@email.unc.edu> 
> <4AF 1A407.5020905@email.unc.edu> 
> 

> 

> 

> Good morning, Travis. 
> 

> Were you able to get any information on this? 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Becky 
> 

> Travis Gore wrote: 
> > Hi Becky, 
>> 
> > Since Debby was the last one to work on this I am going to talk to her 
> > to find out what the status on that was before she left. She is 
> > retired but she said I could call her if we had any questions. I know 
> > she said she was golma be really busy today but I will try to get in 
> > touch with her. 
> > Thanks! 
>> 
> > Travis 
>> 
> > Becky Williams wrote: 



Dear Travis, 

I was recently informed that Debby retired. Can you help me with this? 

Thanks 
Becky 

Original Message ........ 
Subject: [Fwd: Re: RRWA Adjunct - 
Date: Tue, 06 Oct 2009 12:32:02-0400 
From: Becky Williams <rbwill@email.unc.edu> 
To: dacrowde@email.unc.edu 

- Joint Appointment] 

Good afternoon, Debby. 

Can you tell me if       appointment in African American Studies 
has been processed? If so can you give me access to her in EPAWeb so 
I can get started on her adjunct appointment? 

Thanks, 
Becky 

Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: RRWA Adjunct -           - Joint Appointment 
Date: Wed, 12 Aug2009 18:51:28-0400 
From: ~aol.com 
To: rbwill@email.unc.edu 
CC: dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
References: 
< .aol.com> 
<4A8330B2.5000805@email.unc.edu> <4A833178.30400@email.unc.edu> 

> >> Becky, 
> >> Thanks for your email. The Director of the African American Studies 
> >> department is Debby Crowder. I have copied her on this email so that 
> >> you can connect with h~r to arrange my appointment and she can be 
> >> reached a! Thank you both for your help. 
> >> 

> >> 

> >> 

> >> 

> >> 

> >> 

> >> @aol.com 
> >> 

> >> This communication is privileged by the attorney client relationship 
> >> and shall only be disclosed under certain circumstances. If you are 
> >> not the intended recipient, please do not read or use the information 
> >> and delete the email. Any questions should be directed to the 
> >> attorney listed. 
> >> 

> >> 

> >> ..... Original Message ..... 
> >> From: Becky Williams <rbwill@email.unc.edu> 
> >> To:          ~aol.com 
> >> Cc: Patty Frey <pfrey@email.unc.edu> 
> >> Sent: Wed, Aug 12, 2009 5:17 pm 
> >> Subject: Re: RRWA Adjunct - - Joint Appointment 
> >> 

> >> 

> >> 



> >> Thanks, 
> >> Becky 
> >> 

Patty Frey wrote: 
>>> Hi      and thanks for informing us about your joint appointment. 
>>> I’m sending a copy of this email to Becky Williams, Director of 
>>> Human Resources at the Law School, so that you two can connect. 
>>> Becky’s email address is rbwill@email.unc.edu. Her phone number is 
>>> 962-8509. 

>>> Best, 
>>> Patty 

>>> , @aol.com wrote: 
>>>~Pa’ttv, 

>>>: @aol.com 

>>>> This communication is privileged by the attorney client 
>>>> relationship and shall only be disclosed under certain 
>>>> circumstances. If you are not the intended recipient, please do not 
>>>> read or use the information and delete the email. Any questions 
>>>> should be directed to the attorney listed. 

>>> -- 

>>> Patty Frey 
>>> Business Services Coordinator 
>>> The University of North Carolina School of Law 

> >>> CB 3380 
> >>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
> >>> pfrey@email.unc.edu 
> >>> (919) 962-5385 
> 

> 

> >> 

> >> -- 

> >> Becky Williams 
> >> Director of Human Resources 
> >> UNC School of Law 
> >> Phone (919) 962-8509 
> >> Fax (919) 843-1850 
> >> Email: rbwill@email.unc.edu 
> >> -- 



> >> Becky Williams 
> >> Director of Human Resources 
> >> UNC School of Law 
> >> Phone (919) 962-8509 
> >> Fax (919) 843-1850 
> >> Email: rbwill@email.unc.edu 

> Becky Williams 
> Director of Human Resources 
> UNC School of Law 
> Phone (919) 962-8509 
> Fax (919) 843-1850 
> Email: rbwill@email.unc.edu 

> Becky Williams 
> Director of Human Resources 
> UNC School of Law 
> Phone (919) 962-8509 
> Fax (919) 843-1850 
> Email: rbwill@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 1, 2009 3:49 PM 

Donato Fhunsu <dfhunsu21 @unc.edu> 
Re: Course evaluations, final exams, and syllabi 

Hola Senor Donato, 

I have come up with a solution. See me when you get a chance por favor. 

Gmcias, 

Travis 

Donato Fhtmsu wrote: 
> Hello Travis, 
> Were you able to find out about my evaluations for the AFRI 262 class? 
> Cheers, 
> Donato 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 1, 2009 4:10 PM 

Carrie Stolle <stolle@email.unc.edu> 
Re: [Fwd: Re: 

Hi Came, 

Tomorrow will be good. Thanks! 

Travis 

Came Stolle wrote: 
> Hi Travis: 
> 
> I will be back in the office tomorrow and we can touch base then if 
> you are also free. Sorry you are having to deal with this. 
> 
> Came 
> 

Original Message ........ 
> Subject: Re: 
>Date: Mon, 30 Nov 2009 16:13:17 -0500 
> From: Linda Goldston <Linda_Goldston@unc.edu> 
> To: Stolle, Came <stolle@email.unc.edu> 
> CC: Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu>, Adam Kent 
> <akent@unc.edu>, Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
> References: <4AF87268.5000307@email.unc.edu> <4AF87AB7.40805@unc.edu> 
> <4AF9AOBC.5080403 @unc.edu> 
> 

> 

> 

> The letter from Dale Hutchinson still isn’t correct. The first sentence 
> needs to say: 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Linda Goldston wrote: 
>> 
>> Debby, 
>> 
>> I’ve reviewed the packet for and there a several things 
>> that need to be revised: 
>> 
>> * The Chair’s letter and AP-2 will need to be revised to reflect 
>> the new effective date of The effective date on the 
>> EPA web form needs to be corrected from 
>> * The Anthropology Chair’s letter needs to state 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> rank * The AP-2 also needs to include the current 
>> Anthropology appt in 
>> the "present appt info." section. Also need to correct dates of 
>> the Anthropology jt appt in the proposed section: Begin date 
>> 



Also remove the "4" that denotes a 

*-A joint appt. form signed by both departments needs to be 
included in the packet. 

* Since this review was begun over a year ago, I would suggest 
that Julius’ letter to the Dean say something about that and why 
submission of the recommendation was delayed so as to clarify 
the time frame, i.e., 

>> Let me know if I can help further. 
>> 
>> Linda Goldston wrote: 
>>> Hi Debby ... they just won’t let you retire, huh? 
>>> 
>>> I received the packets fol this afternoon and will 
>>> review as soon as I can. This recommendation would have had to go to 
>>> the       ASAC meeting in order to have a 
>>> effective date. It will need to be changed to 
>>> 
>>> Deborah Crowder wrote: 
>>>> Hi to all. I have prepared a tenure packet for We 
>>>> began this months and months and months ago but were held up on one 
>>>> letter. It arrived in the midst of my various attempts at 
>>>> retirement. Then we realized we needed a letter from ANTH and it 
>>>> was secured after my actual retirement and I just haven’t been able 
>>>> to get back here long enough to put together the packet. I realize 
>>>> the effective date may be an issue and may have to be extended to 
>>>>            I do not have internet access from home so if there 
>>>> is ~nything I can do to assist Adam or Travis in correcting 
>>>> anything that is amiss, please contact Travis and he will track me 
>>>> down. I think otherwise it is in reasonably good shape. Adam, the 
>>>> epa web form is in your inbox. Hope all is well with everyone. Debby 

>> 

>>-- 

>> Linda R. Goldston 
>> Director of Personnel 
>> College of Arts and Sciences 
>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> CB# 3100, 208 South Building 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> Phone: 919.962.9276 
>> E-mail: Linda_Goldston@unc.edu 
>> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 2, 2009 2:57 PM 

@aol.com 

Re: our new course 

Hi Geeta, 

Hope you are well on this rainy day! I am just following up to see if Julius got in touch with you. I think I 
know which office you will be in. I believe Julius is getting ready to leave the country again for 
a few days so maybe you will talk to him before that but if not I will try to get the information from him before 
he leaves. I have Adam working on the joint appointment. 

Thanks, 

Travis 

~aoL cora wrote: 

Debby and Travis, 
I hope you are doing well. I met with Dr. Nyangoro two weeks ago. He was supposed to get back in touch 
with me about 
1. 
2. Money I will be paid -- he said he thinks $ 
3. Office 
4. I only need the one book Race, Law and American Society 

I know he has left the country. I hope you or Travis can give me direction. Thanks. 

Geeta Nadia Kapur 
Attorney & Counselor at Law 
P.O. Box 51035 
Durham, NC 27717 
919.260.1977 phone 
919.682.8111 fascimile 

~aol,com 

This communication is privileged by the attorney client relationship and shall only be disclosed under certain 
circumstances. If you are not the intended recipient, please do not read or use the information and delete 
the email. Any questions should be directed to the attorney listed. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
To:          @aol,com 
Cc: ~tyul~ ~ ~-ravis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Wed, Sep 23, 2009 11:39 am 
Subject: Re: our new course 

Hi Ms. Geeta. I hope all is well. Today is the first day we can make changes. There is no multi media room available 
anywhere at 2 pm. So for the time being I’ll advise staying put at 3:30. I am ccing Travis on this--he can continue to 
check on this periodically until registration starts. Debby 

~aol.com wrote: 
> ~eDDy, 
> Did you get a chance to change the class time in the spring to 2pm? I > have made minor changes to the course 
description. Here is the FINAL > version of the syllabus (until class starts of course :) ). Glad you > stayed an extra 
month but you need some time off. 
> 
> Geeta Nadia Kapur 



> Attorney & Counselor at Law 
> P.O. Box 51035 

> Durham, NC 27717 
> 919.260.1977 phone 
> 919.682.8111 fascimile 
>        ~aol,com 

> This communication is privileged by the attorney client relationship > and shall only be disclosed under certain 
circumstances. If you are > not the intended recipient, please do not read or use the information > and delete the 
email. Any questions should be directed to the attorney > listed. 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email~uncedu> 
> To:          ~aol.com 
> Sent: Tue, Sep 1, 2009 5:36 pm 
> Subject: our new course 
> 
> Hey. [ am still here. [ will get to our course but it will be next > week. September really, really, really is my last 
month. [ can’t > tell you how good it was to see you. JN is back 
dc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 2, 2009 3:11 PM 

Adam Kent <akent@unc.edu> 
[Fwd: [Fwd: Re: [Fwd: [Fwd: Re: RRWA Adjunct - - Joint Appointment]]]] 

Hey Adam, 

Hope all is well on this rainy day! I showed this to Tim and Julius 
and they asked me to forward this along to you. 

Thanks, 

Travis 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    [Fwd: Re: [Fwd: [Fwd: Re: RRWA Adjunct - 
Appointment]]] 
Date: Mon, 30 Nov 2009 11:32:36 -0500 
From: Becky Williams <rbwill@email.unc.edu> 
To: stgore@email.unc.edu 

- Joint 

Becky Williams wrote: 
>> Dear Travis, 
>> 
>> I was recently informed that Debby retired. Can you help me with this? 
>> 
>> Thanks ! 
>> Becky 
>> 

>> ........ Original Message ........ 
>> Subject: [Fwd: Re: RRWA Adjunct - - Joint Appointment] 
>> Date: Tue, 06 Oct 2009 12:32:02 -0400 
>> From: Becky Williams <rbwill@email.unc.edu> 
>> To: dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Good afternoon, Debby. 
>> 
>> Can you tell me if appointment in African American Studies 
>> has been processed? If so can you give me access to her in EPAWeb so 
>> I can get started on her adjunct appointment? 
>> 
>> Thanks, 
>> Becky 
>> 

>> ........ Original Message ........ 
>> Subject: Re: RRWA Adjunct - - Joint Appointment 
>> Date: Wed, 12 Aug 2009 18:51:28 -0400 
>> From: ~@aol.com 
>> To: rbwill@email.unc.edu 
>> CC: dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
>> References: 
>> aol.com> 
>> <4A8330B2.5000805@email.unc.edu> <4A833178.30400@email.unc.edu> 
>> 

>> 

>> 



>> Becky, 
>> Thanks for your email. The Director of the African American Studies 
>> department is Debby Crowder. I have copied her on this email so that 
>> you can connect with her to arrange my appointment and she can be 
>> reached at Thank you both for your help. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> @aol.com 
>> 

>> This communication is privileged by the attorney client relationship 
>> and shall only be disclosed under certain circumstances. If you are 
>> not the intended recipient, please do not read or use the information 
>> and delete the email. Any questions should be directed to the 
>> attorney listed. 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Becky Williams <rbwill@email.unc.edu> 
>> To:         @aol.com 
>> Cc: Patty Frey <pfrey@email.unc.edu> 
>> Sent: Wed, Aug 12, 2009 5:17 pm 
>> Subject: Re: RRWA Adjunct - - Joint Appointment 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>>                            . Please let m~ know who the HR 
>> person is in the African American Department and I will be in touch 
>> with him/her to arrange this. 
>> 
>> Thanks, 
>> Becky 
>> 

>> Patty Frey wrote: 
>>> Hi      and thanks for informing us about your joint appointment. 
>>> I’m sending a copy of this email to Becky Williams, Director of 
>>> Human Resources at the Law School, so that you two can connect. 
>>> Becky’s email address is rbwill@email.unc.edu. Her phone number is 

>>> Best, 
>>> P~ 

>>>> Patty, 
@aol.com wrote: 



>>>> @aol.com 

>>>> This communication is privileged by the attorney client 
>>>> relationship and shall only be disclosed under certain 
>>>> circumstances. If you are not the intended recipient~ please do not 
>>>> read or use the information and delete the email. Any questions 
>>>> should be directed to the attorney listed. 

>>> -- 

>>> Patty Frey 
>>> Business Services Coordinator 
>>> The University of North Carolina School of Law 
>>> CB 3380 
>>> Chapel Hill~ NC 27599-3380 
>>> pfrey@email.unc.edu 
>>> (919) 962-5385 

>> Becky Williams 
>> Director of Human Resources 
>> UNC School of Law 
>> Phone (919) 962-8509 
>> Fax (919) 843-1850 
>> Email: rbwill@email.unc.edu 

>> Becky Williams 
>> Director of Human Resources 
>> UNC School of Law 
>> Phone (919) 962-8509 
>> Fax (919) 843-1850 
>> Email: rbwill@email.unc.edu 

Becky Williams 
Director of Human Resources 
UNC School of Law 
Phone (919) 962-8509 
Fax (919) 843-1850 
Email: rbwill@email.unc.edu 

Becky Williams 
Director of Human Resources 
UNC School of Law 
Phone (919) 962-8509 
Fax (919) 843-1850 
Email: rbwill@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 2, 2009 3:30 PM 

Becky Williams <rbwill@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [Fwd: Re: [Fwd: [Fwd: Re: RRWA Adjunct - , Joint Appointment]]] 

Oh thank you Becky. I am glad you are not mad. I also let Adam Kent 
know that you would be willing to help if he has any questions. 

Thanks again, 

Travis 

Becky Williams wrote: 
> Thank you, Travis. If either of you need help with the process please 
> let me know. I’ve been doing this for several years so I’m fairly 
> knowledgeable. I apologize if I was brusque before, it never occurred 
> to me that this may be new for you and I should offer assistance. So 
> sorry ! 
> 
> Travis Gore wrote: 
>> Hi Becky, 
>> 
>> Adam Kent is going to take care of this. I will let him know that it 
>> is extremely urgent. He may be contacting you if he has any questions. 
>> 
>> Thanks, 
>> 
>> Travis 
>> 
>> Becky Williams wrote: 
>>> Hi, Travis. 
>>> 
>>> Any info on this? I really need to get this resolved. Should I 
>>> contact someone else about this? 
>>> 

>>> Thanks, 
>>> Becky 

>>> ........ Original Message ........ 
>>> Subject: Re: [Fwd: [Fwd: Re: RRWA Adjunct - - Joint 
>>> Appointment]] 
>>> Date: Wed, 11 Nov 2009 10:08:15 -0500 
>>> From: Becky Williams <rbwill@email.unc.edu> 
>>> To: Travis Gore <stgore@email.tmc.edu> 
>>> References: <4AEF277E. 1000703@email.unc.edu> 
>>> <4AF 1A407.5020905@email.unc.edu> 

>>> Good morning, Travis. 

>>> Were you able to get any information on this? 
>>> 

>>> Thanks, 
>>> Becky 

>>> Travis Gore wrote: 
>>> > Hi Becky, 
>>> > 

>>> > Since Debby was the last one to work on this I am going to talk to 
>>> her > to find out what the status on that was before she left. She 



>>> is > retired but she said I could call her if we had any questions. 
>>> I know > she said she was gonna be really busy today but I will try 
>>> to get in > touch with her. 
>>> > Thanks! 

>>> > Travis 

>>> > Becky Williams wrote: 
>>> >> Dear Travis, 

>>> >> I was recently informed that Debby retired. Can you help me with 
>>> this? 

>>> >> Thanks! 
>>> >> Becky 

>>> >> ........ Original Message ........ 
>>> >> Subject: [Fwd: Re: RRWA Adjunct - - Joint 
>>> Appointment] 
>>> >> Date: Tue, 06 Oct 2009 12:32:02 -0400 
>>> >> From: Becky Williams <rbwill@email.unc.edu> 
>>> >> To: dacrowde@email.unc.edu 

>>> >> Good afternoon, Debby. 

>>> >> Can you tell me if      . appointment in African American 
>>> Studies >> has been processed? If so can you give me access to her 
>>> in EPAWeb so >> I can get started on her adjunct appointment? 

Thanks, 
Becky 

Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: RRWA Adjunct - 

Wed, 12 Aug2009 18:51:28-0400 
’@aol.com 

To: rbwill@email.unc.edu 
CC: dacrowde@email.unc.edu 
References: >> 

- Joint Appointment 

>>> >> Becky, 
>>> >> Thanks for your email. The Director of the African American 
>>> Studies >> department is Debby Crowder. I have copied her on this 
>>> email so that >> you can connect with her to arrange my appointment 
>>> and she can be >> reached at Thank you both for your 
>>> help. 
>>> >> 

>>> >> 

>>> >> 

>>> >> 

>>> >> 

>>> >> 

>>> >~" @aol.com 
>>> >> 

>>> >> This communication is privileged by the attorney client 
>>> relationship >> and shall only be disclosed under certain 
>>> circumstances. If you are >> not the intended recipient, please do 
>>> not read or use the information >> and delete the email. Any 
>>> questions should be directed to the >> attorney listed. 



..... Original Message ..... 
From: Becky Williams <rbwill@email.unc.edu> 
To:         ~aol.com 
Cc: Patty Frey <pfrey@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Wed, Aug 12, 2009 5:17 pm 
Subject: Re: RRWA Adjunct - - Joint Appointment 

Please let me 
>>> know who the HR >> person is in the African American Department and 
>>> I will be in touch >> with him/her to arrange this. 
>>> >> 

>>> >> Thanks, 
>>> >> Becky 
>>> >> 

>>> >> Patty Frey wrote: 
>>> >>> Hi      and thanks for informing us about your joint 
>>> appointment. >>> I’m sending a copy of this email to Becky 
>>> Williams, Director of >>> Human Resources at the Law School, so that 
>>> you two can connect. >>> Becky’s email address is 
>>> rbwill@email.unc.edu. Her phone number is >>>        . >>> 

>>> 

>>> >>> Best, 

>>> >>> Patty 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> >>: , ~aol.com wrote: 
>>> >>>~Patty, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>>> >>>~" @aol.com 
>>> 

>>> >>>> This communication is privileged by the attorney client >>>> 
>>> relationship and shall only be disclosed under certain >>>> 
>>> circumstances. If you are not the intended recipient, please do not 
>>> >>>> read or use the information and delete the email. Any questions 
>>> >>>> should be directed to the attorney listed. 
>>> 

>>> >>> -- >>> Patty Frey 
>>> >>> Business Services Coordinator 
>>> >>> The University of North Carolina School of Law 
>>> >>> CB 3380 
>>> >>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
>>> >>> pfrey@email.unc.edu 
>>> >>> (919) 962-5385 
>>> 



>>> >> -- >> Becky Williams 
>>> >> Director of Human Resources 

UNC School of Law 
Phone (919) 962-8509 
Fax (919) 843-1850 
Email: rbwill@email.unc.edu 
-- >> Becky Williams 
Director of Human Resources 
UNC School of Law 
Phone (919) 962-8509 
Fax (919) 843-1850 
Email: rbwill@email.unc.edu > 

>>> Becky Williams 
>>> Director of Human Resources 
>>> UNC School of Law 
>>> Phone (919) 962-8509 
>>> Fax (919) 843-1850 
>>> Email: rbwill@email.unc.edu 

>>> -- 

>>> Becky Williams 
>>> Director of Human Resources 
>>> UNC School of Law 
>>> Phone (919) 962-8509 
>>> Fax (919) 843-1850 
>>> Email: rbwill@email.unc.edu 
>> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 2, 2009 5:28 PM 

pgoodman@email.unc.edu 
Bulletin 

Hi Ms. Goodman, 

I am with the Office Support in the African and Afro-American Studies 
Department and I just wanted to let you know 
that I was told this is being worked on and will be submitted right away 
if not Thursday then Friday. 

Thank you, 

S. Travis Gore IV 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 3, 2009 3:01 PM 

Tim McMillan <tj m 1 @email.unc.edu> 

Here it is! 

20091203145125047.pdf 

please see attachment 
........ Original Message ........ 
Date: Thu, 3 Dec 2009 14:51:25 -0500 
From: scanner@unc.edu 
To: travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 12.03.2009 14:51:24 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Bulletin 

Subject: Bulletin 

From: Paula Goodman <pgoodman@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed, 02 Dec 2009 12:39:42 -0500 

To: "Julius Nyang’oro" <jen321 @email.unc.edu>, Reginald Hildebrand <hildebra@email.unc.edu>, 
Michael Lambert <mlambert@email.unc.edu>, Debby Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Please be reminded that your entry for the Undergraduate Bulletin was due on November I3. Could 
you please let us know when you plan to submit it? We would appreciate a prompt response so that 
we can meet our production deadlines. Thank you. 

Paula A. Goodman 

Department Manager 

Office of Undergraduate Education 

(919)843-9290 

l of 1 12/2/2009 1:52 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 4, 2009 11:07 AM 

~gmail.com> 

Re: Your letters 

sure that is fine. 

wrote: 
I’ve finished things up here early and was going to head to UNC now. 
Could I meet with you at 11:30am instead of 2? 

If that doesn’t work, can you give me a call: 

Thanks, 

On Thu, Dec 3, 2009 at 5:41 PM, 
>. "            ~mail.com>> wrote: 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

>__ 

> 

> 

> 

@gmail.com 

Travis, I will call you in the morning to see if you need any help 
uploading these letters. 

Thanks, 

On Thu, Dec 3, 2009 at 4:31 PM, Julius Nyang’oro 
<j en321 @email .unc. edu <mailto2i~n32 !,~emaiL ~mc. e&~>> wrote: 

Hope you got my earlier message. You need to get in touch with 
Travis Gore to complete uploading the letters. His office no 
is 966-5496. I have cced him this note. 
JEN 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 4, 2009 11:39 AM 

@gmail.com> 

[Fwd: 

doc 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 
Date: Thu, 03 Dec 2009 14:49:11 -0500 
From: Julius Nyang’oro <jen321@email.unc.edu> 
Organization: University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
To: Sam T Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 4, 2009 2:59 PM 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: [Fwd: Re: 

appointment .doc 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    [Fwd: Re: 
Date: Thu, 03 Dec 2009 12:54:53 -0~500 
From: Came Stolle <stolle@email.unc.edu> 
Organization: University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
To: Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Travis: 

Attached is a copy of the letter that was just approved by Linda. 
Please use the dates on the letter for your documentation for our dept. 

Thanks. Came 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    Re: 
Date: Mon, 30 Nov 2009 16:13:17 -0500 
From: Linda Goldston <Linda_Goldston@unc.edu> 
To: Stolle, Came <stolle@email.unc.edu> 
CC: Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu>, Adam Kent 
<akent@unc.edu>, Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
References: <4AF87268.5000307@email.unc.edu> <4AF87AB7.40805@unc.edu> 
<4AF9AOB C. 5080403 @unc.edu> 

The letter from Dale Hutchinson still isn’t correct. The first sentence 
needs to say: 

Linda Goldston wrote: 

Debby, 

I’ve reviewed the packet for 
that need to be revised: 

and there a several things 

* The Chair’s letter and AP-2 will need to be revised to reflect 
the new effective date of         The effective date on the 
EPA web form needs to be corrected from 

* The Anthropology Chair’s letter needs to state 



* The AP-2 also needs to include the current Anthropology appt in 
the "present appt info." section. Also need to correct dates of 
the Anthropology jt appt in the proposed section: Begin date 

Also remove the "4" 

* A joint appt. form signed by both departments needs to be 
included in the packet. 

* Since this review was begun over a year ago, I would suggest 
that Julius’ letter to the Dean say something about that and why 
submission of the recommendation was delayed so as to clarify 
the time frame, i.e., 

Let me know if I can help further. 

Linda Goldston wrote: 
>> Hi Debby ... they just won’t let you retire, huh’? 
>> 
>> I received the packets for this afternoon and will 
>> review as soon as I can. This recommendation would have had to go to 
>> the ~ ASAC meeting in order to have a effective 
>> date. It will need to be changed to 
>> 
>> Deborah Crowder wrote: 
>>> Hi to all. I have prepared a tenure packet for We 
>>> began this months and months and months ago but were held up on one 
>>> letter. It arrived in the midst of my various attempts at 
>>> retirement. Then we realized we needed a letter from ANTH and it 
>>> was secured after my actual retirement and I just haven’t been able 
>>> to get back here long enough to put together the packet. I realize 
>>> the effective date may be an issue and may have to be extended to 
>>>            I do not have internet access from home so if there 
>>> is anything I can do to assist Adam or Travis in correcting anything 
>>> that is amiss, please contact Travis and he will track me down. I 
>>> think otherwise it is in reasonably good shape. Adam, the epa web 
>>> form is in your inbox. Hope all is well with everyone. Debby 

>> 

Linda R. Goldston 
Director of Personnel 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 3100, 208 South Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919.962.9276 
E-mail: Linda Goldston@unc.edu 

Linda R. Goldston 
Director of Personnel 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 3100, 208 South Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919.962.9276 



E-mail: Linda_Goldston@unc.edu 

Carrie K. Stolle, Business Officer 
Department of Anthropology 
CB# 3115, 301 Alumni Bldg. 
207 E. Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3115 

(office) 919-962-8374 
(fax) 919-962-1613 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 8, 2009 9:31 AM 

Kia L Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 
[Fwd: Re: room for an event] 

Hi Kia, 

I checked on the rooms for you and below is what they told me. 

Thanks, 

Travis 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    Re: room for an event 
Date: Fri, 04 Dec 2009 15:14:38 -0500 
From: Joe Rizzardi <rizzardi@email.unc.edu> 
To: Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
References: <4B 196353.3000907@email.unc.edu> 

Hi Travis, 

Unfortunately, the earliest we could look into this reservation would be 
the last week of January. During the first two weeks of classes, 
instructors are allowed to change rooms assignments so that they are in 

spaces more conducive to their teaching style. 

If you have any questions, please let us know 

Best, 
Joe 

Travis Gore wrote: 
Hey Joe, 

I had a request from a professor which is down below. Usually I call 
but I thought for this it might just be better to email you. You can 
let me know whats best. 

Thanks, 

Travis 

Hi Travis, 
I’m organizing an event for the department that will take place in 
March. We will need an auditorium. Would you please check into space 
availability in the Stone Center Auditorium and the Nelson Mandela 
Auditoriuln in the Global Education Center? 

We are looking at a 6-8 or 7-9 pm time frame. These are possible dates: 
March 15, 16, 17, 18 
March 22, 23, 24, 25 

> March 29, 30, 31 

Thanks, 
Kia 



Joe Rizzardi 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Road Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Phone - (919) 962-9836 
Fax - (919) 843-8709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 8, 2009 11:31 AM 

Jennifer B artush <j ennifer bartush@unc, edu> 
Re: ConnectCarolina - Course Catalog and Class Scheduling Access 

Thanks 

Jennifer Bartush wrote: 
> Access to Course Catalog and Class Scheduling in ConnectCarolina has 
> been activated for your Onyen. 
> 
> Logging in: 
> 

> * Log in to my.unc.edu using your Onyen and password 
> * Click on ConnectCarolina in the My Applications list 
> * Follow the procedures you learned in training 
> 
> Help/Support: 
> 
> * Questions related to course catalog and scheduling of classes 
> should be directed to 962-HELP or through a remedy ticket 
> submitted to the ConnectCarolina Student RECS group. 
> * Questions related to logging in and access should be directed to 
> 962-HELP or through a remedy ticket submitted to the 
> ColmectCarolina Security group. 
> 

> 

/For more information on ConnectCarolina, please visit our website at 
~:~’co~mectcarolina,unc.eduki 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 11, 2009 11:53 AM 

cynthia hopkins@unc, edu; hopkinsc@email.unc.edu 

Swah401 Final 

20091211114553164.pdf 

Sorry it was late!!!!! 

Date: 
From: 
To: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Fri, 11 Dec 2009 11:45:53 -0500 
scanner@unc.edu 

travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 12.11.2009 11:45:52 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 14, 2009 8:56 AM 

~mindspring.com 

Re: Maybe a big worry: My paycheck in Spring Semester? 

We would not want that to happen! I will be talking to Debby today and 
I will let you know. 

Thanks, 

Travis 

b~mindspring.com wrote: 
> Travis, 
> 
> I’m wondering if anybody has contacted payroll about 
has filled out any necessary paperwork. Unless you definitely know the answer, it is probably time to call Debby. 
boss know anything about this? Again, it’s probably best for you to talk to Debby before you do anything. 
> 
> Thanks so much for looking into this matter, Travis. If something isn’t done soon (unless something already has been done--maybe 
Debby worked it all out before she left) my paycheck could be delayed big time beginning early next semester. Please, let’s not let 
that happen. 
> 
> Robert 
> 

> 

, and 
Would your new 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 14, 2009 10:15 AM 

cynthia hopkins@unc, edu; hopkinsc@email.unc.edu 

swah 403 final exam 

20091214090557741.pdf 

Date: 
From: 
To: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Mon, 14 Dec 2009 09:05:57 -0500 
scanner@unc.edu 

travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 12.14.2009 09:05:57 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 17, 2009 1:49 PM 

hopkinsc@email.unc.edu 

Porter Afam 101 

20091217134333054.pdf 

Thanks 

........ Original Message ........ 
Date: Thu, 17 Dec 2009 13:43:33 -0500 
From: scanner@unc.edu 
To: travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 12.17.2009 13:43:32 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 17, 2009 1:54 PM 

Perry Hall <hallpa@email.unc.edu> 

Copy 

20091217134917726.pdf 

Date: 
From: 
To: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Thu, 17 Dec 2009 13:49:17 -0500 
scanner@unc.edu 

travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 12.17.2009 13:49:17 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 
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CAROLINA COURSE EVALUATION 
DEPT/COURSE/SECTION 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

E~MPLES 
W~ONG 

WRONG 

WRONG 

For departmen 
use only 

 .srRucTo. 

IMPORTANT DIRECTIONS FOR MARKING ANSWERS 

¯ Use black lead pencil only (No. 2). 
¯ Do NOT use ink or ballpoint pens. 
¯ Make heavy black marks that fill the circle completely. 
¯ Erase cleanly any answer you wish to change. 
= Make no stray marks on the answer sheet, 

~URSE ID ~ 

®®@@@®@® 

SECTION A: Demographic Information 
1. What is your year in school? 

O First year    O Sophomore O Junior O Senior 
2. What is your overall cumulative GPA? 

O 1.99 or less O 2,0-2.49    O 2,5-2.99    O 3.0-3.49 
3. What do you think your grade in this course is now? 

OForD       OC-orC      O C+ ort3-    OBorB+ 

4. Is this a required course for you? 

O No          O Yes 

0 Graduate/Other 

0 3.5-4.0 

O A-orA 

SECTION B: Overall Course Assessment 

5. Overall, considering its content, design, and structure, this 

course was excellent. 

6. Overall, Considering the constraints and opportunities inherent 

in the subject matter, this instructor was an effective teacher. 

7, Overall, I learned a great deal from this course. 

N/A 

0 

0 

0 

Strongly 
Disagree Disagree i Nor Agree Agree 

Strongly 
Agree 

©. 

SECTION C: Course/Instructor Characteristics 
N/A 

8. This course challenged me to think deeply about the subject matter, 

9. The instructor clearly communicated what was expected of me     - 

in this class. 

10. I was able to get individual help when I needed it. 

11. The course materials. (e.g., coursepack, textbook) helped me better 
understand the subject matter. 

12. The course assignments helped me better understand the           O 

subject matter. 

13. The instructor evaluated my work fairly. O 

14. The instructor seemed concerned about whether students 

learned the material. 

15. The instructor expressed ideas clearly. O 

16. The instructor showed enthusiasm for the subject matter 
C) 

in this course. 

17. The instructor showed enthusiasm for teaching in this course. 

Strongly 
Disagree Disagree 

© © 

© © 

© © 

© © 

DP 
.=ither 
;agree 
’Agre~ 

© 

.0 

© 

Agree 
Strongly 
Ag tee 

O 

O 

CONTINUED ~>~ 



N/A 

18. The instructor treated all students with respect. O 

19~ Theinstructi0nai techniquesengaged me with the s.ubjectmatter~~" C).I 

20. The instructor provided me with helpful feedback on my performance. O 

Strongly 
Disagree Disagree 

Neither 
Disagree 
Bier Agree 

© 
Agree 

© 

Strongly 
Agree 

O 

O 

SECTION D: Teaching Award Recommendation 
21. The instructor was one of the best I have had at UNC, fully deserving of a teaching award. O No O Yes 

Neither 
Stror~gly Disagree SECTION E: Student Questions N~A Disagree Disagree NorAgree 

22. The instructor handled questions well. O O O O 

23. The instrUctor Usedexamplesthat had.relevance forme,.. i ; ¯ . O 

24. The instructor used class time well. O 

25: The.instructor effectively encouraged students toparticipate ii :’. .i i.,: :’ ~ 
: ~.!in.thisclasS. ’:/i""~!i ~. " ’.~.." .".".i. ,...i.~.~’ ¯ ~:i .-,. 

26. This course was designed to keep me engaged in learning. O 

27, The Workload was appropriate for what I,gained fr0m this Classl’ ..: O 

O O 

I Strongly 
Agree Agree 

0.. 0 "0 

0 0 0 

.o. 
O O O 

o: o:. o. 

SECTION F: Optional Questions N~A 
28. O 

30. O 

32. 0 

Strongly 

Dis(~ree 

O 

" O 

Neith~ 
Disagn 

Disagree qor Ag~ 

© © 

o. 
© © 

© © 

~ Strongly 
Agree i Agree 

0 0 

COMMENTS: Written comments may help improve this course in the future. What were the best and worst parts? 

What could be improved? 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 23, 2009 11:22 AM 

Adam Kent <akent@unc.edu> 

[Fwd: FW:              21JAN SJC] 

Hey, 
Below is the information you requested. If that schedule is not good 
Wendy can try some others ont. I also called Carolina Inn and canceled 

the dates of Jan. 17tlL 18tlL 19th for and now I have her 
checking in on Jan. 21st and have her checking ont on the 
23rd. I am going to ask them to send me a revised confirmation on 
this. I am getting ready to take the course evaluations to the 
undergrad library and the last of the grade rolls to SASBE. I will be 
back shortly after that. 

Cheers, 

Travis 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: FW: 21JAN SJC 

Date: Wed, 23 Dec 2009 10:42:32 -0500 
From: Wendy Ford <WSFord@maupintravel.com> 
To: Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Let me know Travis, I do see cheaper flights, however the flights are 
very early in each direction 
Thanks 

*Wendy Ford* 
Senior Travel Consultant 
Maupin Travel 
604 Meadowmont Village Circle 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919 967 8888 ext. 1301 

21JAN SJC 

TOTAL FARE 461.40 

SERVICE DATE FROM TO DEPART ARRIVE 

AMERICAN AIRLINES 21JAN SAN JOSE CA DALLAS TX 1015A 340P 
AA 1896 THURSDAY SAN JOSE MNPL DALLAS FT WORT 

N ECONOMY TERMINAL A 



NON SMOKING FOOD FOR PURCHASE NON STOP 
RESERVATION CONFIRMED 3:25 DURATION 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING (DOUGLAS) MD-83 
SEAT 25D NO SMOKING CONFIRMED 

AMERICAN AIRLINES 21JAN DALLAS TX RALEIGH DUR NC 450P 
AA 1032 THURSDAY DALLAS FT WORT RALEIGH D 
N ECONOMY                  TERM1NAL 2 

NON SMOKING FOOD FOR PURCHASE NON STOP 
RESERVATION CONFIRMED 2:30 DURATION 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING (DOUGLAS) MD-80 ALL SERIES 
SEAT 27D NO SMOKING CONFIRMED 

820P 

AMERICAN AIRLINES 24JAN RALEIGH DUR NC DALLAS TX 
AA 1363 SUNDAY RALEIGH D DALLAS FT WORT 

V ECONOMY TERMINAL 2 

NON SMOKING FOOD FOR PURCHASE NON STOP 
RESERVATION CONFIRMED 3:15 DURATION 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING (DOUGLAS) MD-80 ALL SERIES 
SEAT 27D NO SMOKING CONFIRMED 

1055A 110P 

AMERICAN AIRLINES 24JAN DALLAS TX SAN JOSE CA 315P 
AA 1499 SUNDAY DALLAS FT WORT SAN JOSE MNPL 

V ECONOMY TERM1NAL A 

NON SMOKING FOOD FOR PURCHASE NON STOP 
RESERVATION CONFIRMED 3:50 DURATION 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING (DOUGLAS) MD-83 
SEAT 28D NO SMOKING CONFIRMED 

505P 

RESERVATION NUMBER(S) 

CLICK THE FOLLOWING LINK TO ACCESS YOUR ONLINE ITINERARY: 

WWW. CHECKMYTRIP. COMJCMTSERVLET?R= =U S&N= 
<~TTPS :iiWWW CEIECKbIYTRIP.COMiCMTSE~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 23, 2009 2:43 PM 

Adam Kent <akent@unc.edu> 
Re: [Fwd: Document Rej ected] 

I called Steve and he said basically he will accept anything that has 
her social and her autograph on the same page. He even said that an 
email from her with her social would work but couldn’t that be risky 
sending over an email? If you give me phone number I would be 
happy to call her. 

Thanks. 

Adam Kent wrote: 
> Or you cam call him to see what he wants 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone 
> 
> On Dec 23, 2009, at 12:57 PM, Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 
>> Damn It got rejected. I went into the system and Vance left a note 
>> that said See no proof of SSN#-resubmit whenavailable 
>> So what Im thinking is that maybe I need to email      a w-9 form 
>> that she would fill out and sign and either scan and send to me or 
>> fax to me and then what I can do is upload the document in the web 
>> vendor request and re submit. What do you think? Sorry to bother 
>> you on your vacation! 
>> ........ Original Message ........ 
>> Subject: Document Rejected 
>> Date: Wed, 23 Dec 2009 12:21:30 -0500 (EST) 
>> From: no_reply@unc.edu 
>> To: stgore@email.unc.edu 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> A document that you have created and submitted for approval has been 
>> REJECTED. 
>> Please check your Inbox. 
>> 
>> Subsystem name: *Web Vendor Request* 
>> Document #: 
>> Rejected By: 
>> 

>> 

>> Please do not reply to this system generated email. 
>> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 23, 2009 4:36 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: home address 

Hi Amy, 

Hope this email is not too late! Its been super busy around here trying 
to wrap up things and Debby has a new address so I wanted to make sure I 
had the right one ! 

Happy Holidays! 

Travis 

Amy Kleissler wrote: 
> 

> Travis, 
> 
> We would like to send a card to Ms. Debbie. Do you happen to have 
> their home address? Let me know. 
> 
> Thanks so much, 
> 
> Amy 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 23, 2009 5:02 PM 

Wendy Ford <WSFord@maupintravel.com> 
Re: FW: 24JAN STL 

Thank you! Merry Christmas to you too! 

Wendy Ford wrote: 

Thank you, Merry Christmas 

*Wendy Ford* 

Senior Travel Consultant 
Maupin Travel 
604 Meadowmont Village Circle 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

919 967 8888 ext. 1301 

>* 

24JAN STL 

>* 

ACCOUNT NUMBER 2105000000 

*CAPE AIR CONFIRMATION LJMIYF 
AMERICAN AIRLINES JJAFEBF* 

SERVICE 

CAPE AIR 

9K 1156 
Q ECONOMY 

DATE FROM TO DEPART ARRIVE 

24JAN QU1NCY IL ST LOUIS MO 1050A l140A 

SUNDAY QUINCY MNPL LAMBERT 

NON STOP 
RESERVATION CONFIRMED 

AMERICAN AIRLINES 24JAN ST LOUIS MO RALEIGH DUR NC 1230P 
AA 5017 SUNDAY LAMBERT RALEIGH D 

Q ECONOMY TERMINAL M TERMINAL 2 

NON SMOKING NON STOP 
RESERVATION CONFIRMED 1:50 DURATION 

FLIGHT OPERATED BY CHAUTAUQUA AS AMERICAN 
AIRCRAFT OWNER: RP CHAUTAUQUA AIRLINES 

COCKPIT CREW: RP CHAUTAUQUA AIRL1NES 
CABIN CREW: RP CHAUTAUQUA AIRLINES 

AIRCRAFT: EMBRAER RJ 140 
SEAT 07A NO SMOKING CONFIRMED 

AMERICAN AIRLINES 26JAN RALEIGH DUR NC ST LOUIS MO 
AA 5018 TUESDAY RALEIGH D LAMBERT 

Q ECONOMY TERMINAL 2 TERMINAL M 

NON SMOKING NON STOP 

RESERVATION CONFIRMED    2:15 DURATION 

345P 

FLIGHT OPERATED BY CHAUTAUQUA AS AMERICAN 
AIRCRAFT OWNER: RP CHAUTAUQUA AIRLINES 

COCKPIT CREW: RP CHAUTAUQUA AIRL1NES 

CABIN CREW: RP CHAUTAUQUA AIRLINES 
AIRCRAFT: EMBRAER RJ 140 

SEAT 08B NO SMOK1NG CONFIRMED 

320P 

500P 



CAPE AIR 

9K 1149 
Q ECONOMY 

26JAN STLOUIS MO QUINCY IL 655P 745P 

TUESDAY LAMBERT QUINCY MNPL 
TERMINAL M 

NON SMOKING NON STOP 
RESERVATION CONFIRMED 0:43 DURATION 

AIRCRAFT: CESSNA (LIGHT AIRCRAFT) 

THANK YOU FOR USING MAUPIN TRAVEL 

AIR FARE 243.72 TAX 39.48    AIR TOTAL USD 

SERVICE FEE USD 25.00 

CAPE AIR AIRLINE TICKET       98.00 
INVOICE TOTAL:USD 406.20 

283.20 

TICKET PAYMENT: CA 

MCO PAYMENT: CA 
OTHER CHARGES PAYMENT:/THANK YOU 

RESERVATION NUMBER(S) AA/JJAEBF 9K/LJMIYF 

ETKT:AA 001 7570371807 

SVC:890 0518802686 

***PLEASE REVIEW ALL DOCUMENTATION IMMEDIATELY.*** 

MAUPIN TRAVEL CANNOT ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY FOR 

DISCREPANCIES NOTED MORE THAN 24 HOURS AFTER RECEIPT 
OF DOCUMENTS WHETHER BY FAX/ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTION 
OR PAPER TICKETS. 

MAUPIN TRAVEL IS PLEASED TO FURNISH THE FOLLOWING 

TOLL FREE NUMBERS FOR YOUR USE 
888-466-6451 MONDAY - FRIDAY 830AM-530PM 
FOR EMERGENCY HELP *ONLY* AFTER THE ABOVE HOURS USE 

800-669-1337 YOUR PERSONAL ID CODE IS E9653 
***ADDITIONAL FEES MAY APPLY FOR THESE CALLS*** 

GOVERNMENT ISSUED PHOTO ID REQUIRED FOR CHECK IN 
CHARGES FOR CHECKED LUGGAGE MAY APPLY 

PLEASE CHECK YOUR AIRLINES WEBSITE FOR DETAILS 

VIEW YOUR RESERVATION LIVE WWW.CHECKMYTRIP.COM 
VALID ON CAPE AIR ONLY 

CLICK THE FOLLOWING LINK TO ACCESS YOUR ONLINE ITINERARY: 

WWW. CHECKMYTRIP. COMdCMTSERVLET?R=4PDEQD&L=US&N= 
<HT~PS:/iWWW.CH~2CKM~’TRIP.COM!CMTSERVLET?R=4PDEQD&L=US&N= 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 23, 2009 5:20 PM 

@aol.com 

Re: our new course 

Hi Geeta, 

Thanks for the PID. Sorry for the hold up on the key. It appears there was only one key for your office and a 
professor had it and she was out of the country. It looks like we might need to make a copy for you if we cant 
locate another one. I don’t know if Julius mentioned this to you already but the office space you will be using 
is Professor Sahle’s office and she will be leaving the country sometime in February and will be gone the rest of 
the semester. So I just wanted to give you the heads up that she will also be using her office at times during 
the month of January and the beginning of February but there are two desks in the office. I was also told now 
that it would probably be better to give you the key when you get her instead of mailing it. The office will be 
closed through the holidays but will be up and running the first week back in January. The number I have for 
the bookstore is 962-5024. I would be happy to make copies for you at the office. 
Happy Holidays! 
Travis 

~aoL corn wrote: 

Travis, 
Thanks for your response. I do have a PID. It is . Could you mail the key to my office to my home 
address: Do you have contact information for the bookstore. I 
should contact them immediately and ii may take some time for me to set up my PID account. Where can 
make copies or whom can I ask to make copies for me? Thanks for your help. 

Geeta Nadia Kapur 
Attorney & Counselor at Law 
P.O. Box 51035 
Durham, NC 27717 
919.260.1977 phone 
919.682.8111 fascimile 

@aol.com 

This communication is privileged by the attorney client relationship and shall only be disclosed under certain 
circumstances. If you are not the intended recipient, please do not read or use the information and delete 
the email. Any questions should be directed to the attorney listed. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Travis Gore ema&unc.edu> 
To:         @aokcom 
Sent: Mon, Dec 7, 2009 11:43 am 
Subject: Re: our new course 

Hi Geeta, 

1. Becky Williams at the Law School is helping Adam Kent out with this. I will see Adam at lunch today and 
ask him if everything is done. 
2. $      is the number I was told 
3. Office # 205 on the 2nd floor. 
4. If you have a PID # and Onyen you can order your books through student stores website and Tim can 
show you how to do that if you need help. 

If you do have a PID # if you could let me know what it is so I can add it along with the other PIDs. 

Thanks! 



Travis 

wrote: 

Travis, 
Please let me know what Dr. Nyangoro said about my four questions below. Thanks so much. 

Geeta Nadia Kapur 
Attorney & Counselor at Law 
P.O. Box 51035 
Durham, NC 27717 
919.260.1977 phone 
919.682.8111 fascimile 

~aol.com 

This communication is privileged by the attorney client relationship and shall only be disclosed 
under certain circumstances. If you are not the intended recipient, please do not read or use 
the information and delete the email. Any questions should be directed to the attorney listed. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Travis Gore <st mail.unc.edu> 
To:         ~aol.com 
Sent: Tue, Dec 1,2009 10:19 am 
Subject: Re: our new course 

Hi Geeta, 

I hope you had a happy Thanksgiving! Julius just got back into the country. He should be 
coming to the office today. I will talk to him as soon as he gets in. 

Thanks, 

Travis 

@aol.oom wrote: 

Debby and Travis, 
I hope you are doing well. I met with Dr. Nyangoro two weeks ago. He was 
supposed to get back in touch with me about 
1. 

2. Money I will be paid -- he said he thinks $ 
3. Office 
4. I only need the one book Race, Law and American Society 

I know he has lelt the country. I hope you or Travis can give me direction. 
Thanks. 

Geeta Nadia Kapur 
Attorney & Counselor at Law 
P.O. Box 51035 
Durham, NC 27717 
919.260.1977 phone 
919.682.8111 fascimile 

@aol.com 

This communication is privileged by the attorney client relationship and shall only 
be disclosed under certain circumstances. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please do not read or use the information and delete the email. Any questions 
should be directed to the attorney listed. 



..... Original Message ..... 
From: Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 
To:         @aol.com 
Cc: stgore >> Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Wed, Sep 23, 2009 11:39 am 
Subject: Re: our new course 

Hi Ms. Geeta. I hope all is well. Today is the first day we can make changes. There is no 
multi media room available anywhere at 2 pm. So for the time being I’ll advise staying put 
at 3:30. I am ccing Travis on this--he can continue to check on this periodically until 
registration starts. Debby 

@aol.com wrote: 
> Debby, 
> Did you get a chance to change the class time in the spring to 2pm? I > have made 
minor changes to the course description. Here is the FINAL > version of the syllabus (until 
class starts of course :) ). Glad you > stayed an extra month but you need some time off. 
> 
> Geeta Nadia Kapur 
> Attorney & Counselor at Law 
> P.O. Box 51035 

> Durham, NC 27717 
> 919.260.1977 phone 
> 919.682.8111 fascimile 
> @aol,corn 
> 

> This communication is privileged by the attorney client relationship > and shall only be 
disclosed under certain circumstances. If you are > not the intended recipient, please do 
not read or use the information > and delete the email. Any questions should be directed 
to the attorney > listed. 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc,edu> 
> To: 
> Sent: Tue, Sep 1, 2009 5:36 pm 
> Subject: our new course 
> 
> Hey. I am still here. I will get to our course but it will be next > week. September 
really, really, really is my last month. I can’t > tell you how good it was to see you. JN is 
back                                        dc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                  2:34 PM 

Linda Goldston <Linda_Goldston@unc.edu> 
Re: 

Thanks Linda. 

Hope you have a happy holidays! 

Travis 

Linda Goldston wrote: 
> Travis, 
> 
> All I need is Anthropology’s revised letter signed by Dale Hutchinson 
> and the appropriate number of copies. 
> 
> Travis Gore wrote: 
>> Hi Linda, 
>> 
>> I just wanted to double check with you to make sure that I needed 
>> Came to re-sign the joint appt. and AP2 form. 
>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> 
>> Travis 
>> 
>> Came Stolle wrote: 
>>> Hi Debby: 
>>> 
>>> Anth’s letter has been corrected and I sent it to Linda for approval 
>>> to make sure I had it right. I think I still need to sign a joint 
>>> appt. form and possibly a corrected AP2 which I thought Travis was 
>>> going to bring by at some point. 
>>> 
>>> Came 
>>> 
>>> Deborah Crowder wrote: 
>>>> Hi to all. Travis told me this had been done by Came. Is there 
>>>> anything I need to do to the epa web action? Debby 

>>>> Linda Goldston wrote: 
>>>>> Came, 

>>>>> I think we talked about this, but I don’t see that I ever received 
>>>>> a corrected letter from Anthropology for this promotion packet. 

>>>>> Linda Goldston wrote: 
>>>>>> The letter from Dale Hutchinson still isn’t correct. The first 
>>>>>> sentence needs to say: 

>>>>>> Linda Goldston wrote: 



>>>>>>> Debby, 

>>>>>>> I’ve reviewed the packet for and there a several 
>>>>>>> things that need to be revised: 

>>>>>>> * The Chair’s letter and AP-2 will need to be revised to 
>>>>>>> reflect 

the new effective date of The effective date on the 
EPA web form needs to be corrected from 

¯ The Anthropology Chair’s letter needs to state 

* The AP-2 also needs to include the current Anthropology appt 
in the "present appt info." section. Also need to correct 
dates of the Anthropology jt appt in the proposed section: 
Begin date                          , End date - 

. Also remove the 
"4" that denotes 

* A joint appt. form signed by both departments needs to be 
included in the packet. 

* Since this review was begun over a year ago, I would suggest 
that Julius’ letter to the Dean say something about that and 
why submission of the recommendation was delayed so as to 
clarify the time frame, i.e., 

>>>>>>> Let me know if I can help further. 

>>>>>>> Linda Goldston wrote: 
>>>>>>>> Hi Debby ... they just won’t let you retire, huh’? 

>>>>>>>> I received the packets for            this afternoon and will 
>>>>>>>> review as soon as I can. This recommendation would have had to 
>>>>>>>> go to the       ASAC meeting in order to have a 

>>>>>>>> Deborah Crowder wrote: 
>>>>>>>>> Hi to all. I have prepared a tenure packet for 
>>>>>>>>> We began this months and months and months ago but were held 
>>>>>>>>> up on one letter. It arrived in the midst of my various 
>>>>>>>>> attempts at retirement. Then we realized we needed a letter 
>>>>>>>>> from ANTH and it was secured after my actual retirement and I 
>>>>>>>>> just haven’t been able to get back here long enough to put 
>>>>>>>>> together the packet. I realize the effective date may be an 
>>>>>>>>> issue and may have to be extended to           . I do not 

have internet access from home so if them is anything I can 
do to assist Adam or Travis in correcting anything that is 
amiss, please contact Travis and he will track me down. I 
think otherwise it is in reasonably good shape. Adam, the epa 
web form is in your inbox. Hope all is well with everyone. Debby 

>>>>>>> Linda R. Goldston 

>>>>>>> Director of Personnel 
>>>>>>> College of Arts and Sciences 



>>>>>>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>>>>>> CB# 3100, 208 South Building 
>>>>>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>>>>>>> Phone: 919.962.9276 
>>>>>>> E-mail: Linda Goldston@unc.edu 

>>>>>> Linda R. Goldston 
>>>>>> Director of Personnel 
>>>>>> College of Arts and Sciences 
>>>>>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>>>>> CB# 3100, 208 South Building 
>>>>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>>>>>> Phone: 919.962.9276 
>>>>>> E-mail: Linda_Goldston@unc.edu 

Linda R. Goldston 
Director of Personnel 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 3100, 208 South Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919.962.9276 
E-mail: Linda Goldston@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 28, 2009 9:45 AM 

j en321 @email.unc.edu 
vacation 

Hello Sir, 

Hope you had a merry Christmas 
I know that we will again be off Thurs. and Fri. of 

this week for New Years Eve and New Years Day. 
I had mentioned to Adam and Tim last week about potentially taking some 
time off this Mon. Tue. and Wed. as well because nobody will be around 

Tim 
and Adam were fine with it but I realized that I did not run this 
across the most important person involved which would be you the BOSS 
You were not in the office on Christmas eve to discuss : ) My plan 
would be to do a little work from home like checking up and responding 
to some emails, making sure there is not a major crisis and then maybe 
dropping by the office if need be for a short amount of time. As always 
if there was a pressing issue or if you needed your ipod fixed I could 
be reached on my cell. Please let me know if you do not like this plan. 
Thank you, 

Gore 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 28, 2009 1:52 PM 

@gmail.unc.edu 

[Fwd: vacation] 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    vacation 
Date: Mon, 28 Dec 2009 09:44:47 -0500 
From: Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Organization: University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
To: jen32 l@email.unc.edu 

Hello Sir, 

Hope you had a merry Christmas 
I know that we will again be off Thurs. and Fri. of 

this week for New Years Eve and New Years Day. 
I had mentioned to Adam and Tim last week about potentially taking some 
time off this Mon. Tue. and Wed. as well because nobody will be around 

Tim 
and Adam were fine with it but I realized that I did not run this 
across the most important person involved which would be you the BOSS 
You were not in the office on Christmas eve to discuss : ) My plan 
would be to do a little work from home like checking up and responding 
to some emails, making sure there is not a major crisis and then maybe 
dropping by the office if need be for a short amount of time. As always 
if there was a pressing issue or if you needed your ipod fixed I could 
be reached on my cell. Please let me know if you do not like this plan. 
Thank you, 

Gore 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 4, 2010 8:39 AM 

Carrie Stolle <stolle@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [Fwd: Re: 

Thanks Came! Hope you had a good break! 

Travis 

Came Stolle wrote: 
> Hi Travis: 
> 
> The entire office is off this week. When I return on the 4th, I will 
> make the 6 copies and send them and the original to Linda. 
> 
> Came 
> 
> Travis Gore wrote: 
>> Hey Came ! I hope you have already gone home so I don’t expect you 
>> to get this tmtil after the holidays. Below is an email I sent to 
>> Linda and a response from Linda. So it looks like we don’t have to 
>> re do the joint apt and ap2 form. I remember you sending the letter 
>> to Linda. Did she ever get back to you about receiving it? I have 
>> the copy you sent me on email but its not signed. I’m assuming she 
>> needs six copies so should I come to you after the break and get a 
>> signed copy and then make copies of that and deliver to Linda? I 
>> am not sure if I will be in next week but I will definitely be back 
>> the week after. 
>> Happy Holidays! 
>> Travis 
>> 
>> ........ Original Message ........ 
>> Subject: Re: 
>> Date: Mon, 21 Dec 2009 15:54:10 -0500 
>> From: Linda Goldston <Linda_Goldston@unc.edu> 
>> To: Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
>> References: <4AF87268.5000307@email.unc.edu> 
>> <4AF87AB7.40805@unc.edu> <4AF9AOBC.5080403@unc.edu> 
>> <4B 14356D.2050506@unc.edu> <4B2BEOA8.6050902@unc.edu> 
>> <4B2D1354.10704@email.unc.edu> <4B2F9B00.6070703@email.unc.edu> 
>> <4B2FAC 1B.2030606@email.unc.edu> 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Travis, 
>> 
>> All I need is Anthropology’s revised letter signed by Dale Hutchinson 
>> and the appropriate number of copies. 
>> 
>> Travis Gore wrote: 
>>> Hi Linda, 
>>> 
>>> I just wanted to double check with you to make sure that I needed 
>>> Came to re-sign the joint appt. and AP2 form. 

>>> Thanks, 
>>> 
>>> Travis 
>>> 
>>> Came Stolle wrote: 
>>>> Hi Debby: 



>>>> Anth’s letter has been corrected and I sent it to Linda for 
>>>> approval to make sure I had it right. I think I still need to sign 
>>>> a joint appt. form and possibly a corrected AP2 which I thought 
>>>> Travis was going to bring by at some point. 

>>>> Came 

>>>> Deborah Crowder wrote: 
>>>>> Hi to all. Travis told me this had been done by Came. Is there 
>>>>> anything I need to do to the epa web action? Debby 

>>>>> Linda Goldston wrote: 
>>>>>> Came, 

>>>>>> I think we talked about this, but I don’t see that I ever 
>>>>>> received a corrected letter from Anthropology for this promotion 
>>>>>> packet. 

>>>>>> Linda Goldston wrote: 
>>>>>>> The letter from Dale Hutchinson still isn’t correct. The first 
>>>>>>> sentence needs to say: 

>>>>>>> Linda Goldston wrote: 

>>>>>>>> Debby, 

>>>>>>>> I’ve reviewed the packet for and there a several 
>>>>>>>> things that need to be revised: 

>>>>>>>> * The Chair’s letter and AP-2 will need to be revised to 
>>>>>>>> reflect 
>>>>>>>> the new effective date, . The effective date on 
>>>>>>>> the 

>>>>>>>>the 

EPA web form needs to be corrected from 
* The Anthropology Chair’s letter needs to state 

* The AP-2 also needs to include the current Anthropology appt 

in the "present appt info." section. Also need to correct 
dates of the Anthropology jt appt in the proposed section: 
Begin date , End date - 

Also remove 

"4" that denotes 
* A joint appt. form signed by both departments needs to be 

included in the packet. 

* Since this review was begun over a year ago, I would suggest 
that Julius’ letter to the Dean say something about that and 

why submission of the recommendation was delayed so as to 
clarify the time frame, i.e., 



>>>>>>>> Let me know if I can help further. 

>>>>>>>> Linda Goldston wrote: 
>>>>>>>>> Hi Debby ... they just won’t let you retire, huh? 

>>>>>>>>> I received the packets for i           this afternoon and 
>>>>>>>>> will review as soon as I can. This recommendation would have 
>>>>>>>>> had to go to the ASAC meeting in order to have a 
>>>>>>>>> effective date. It will need to be changed to 

>>>>>>>>> Deborah Crowder wrote: 
>>>>>>>>>> Hi to all. I have prepared a tenure packet for 
>>>>>>>>>> We began this months and months and months ago but were held 
>>>>>>>>>> up on one letter. It arrived in the midst of my various 
>>>>>>>>>> attempts at retirement. Then we realized we needed a letter 
>>>>>>>>>> from ANTH and it was secured after my actual retirement and I 
>>>>>>>>>> just haven’t been able to get back here long enough to put 
>>>>>>>>>> together the packet. I realize the effective date may be an 
>>>>>>>>>> issue and may have to be extended to            I do not 
>>>>>>>>>> have internet access from home so if there is anything I can 
>>>>>>>>>> do to assist Adam or Travis in correcting anything that is 
>>>>>>>>>> amiss, please contact Travis and he will track me down. I 
>>>>>>>>>> think otherwise it is in reasonably good shape. Adam, the epa 
>>>>>>>>>> web form is in your inbox. Hope all is well with everyone. Debby 

>>>>>>>> -- 

>>>>>>>> Linda R. Goldston 
>>>>>>>> Director of Personnel 
>>>>>>>> College of Arts and Sciences 
>>>>>>>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>>>>>>> CB# 3100, 208 South Building 
>>>>>>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>>>>>>>> Phone: 919.962.9276 
>>>>>>>> E-mail: Linda_Goldston@unc.edu 

>>>>>>> -- 

>>>>>>> Linda R. Goldston 
>>>>>>> Director of Personnel 
>>>>>>> College of Arts and Sciences 
>>>>>>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>>>>>> CB# 3100, 208 South Building 
>>>>>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>>>>>>> Phone: 919.962.9276 
>>>>>>> E-mail: Linda Goldston@unc.edu 

>>>>>> -- 

>>>>>> Linda R. Goldston 
>>>>>> Director of Personnel 
>>>>>> College of Arts and Sciences 
>>>>>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>>>>> CB# 3100, 208 South Building 
>>>>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>>>>>> Phone: 919.962.9276 
>>>>>> E-mail: Linda_Goldston@unc.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 4, 2010 8:50 AM 

Deborah Crowder <dacrowde@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [Fwd: Re: 

Thanks for the encouragement! Came said that she would make the 
copies today and deliver them to Linda 

Deborah Crowder wrote: 
> Sorry about that. Following up is half the battle. Hang in there, dc 
> 
> Travis Gore wrote: 
>> Hey, 
>> This is the email I got from Linda. I forwarded it to Came. The 
>> letter Came sent me through email as an attachment was not signed! 
>> I told her after the break I could come over and get the letter and 
>> make six copies and then take it to Linda. It seems like this thing 
>> will never end!!!! 
>> 

>> 

>> ........ Original Message ........ 
>> Subject: Re: 
>> Date: Mon, 21 Dec 2009 15:54:10 -0500 
>> From: Linda Goldston <Linda_Goldston@unc.edu> 
>> To: Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
>> References: <4AF87268.5000307@email.unc.edu> 
>> <4AF87AB7.40805@unc.edu> <4AF9AOBC.5080403@unc.edu> 
>> <4B 14356D.2050506@unc.edu> <4B2BEOA8.6050902@unc.edu> 
>> <4B2D1354.10704@email.unc.edu> <4B2F9B00.6070703@email.unc.edu> 
>> <4B2FAC 1B.2030606@email.unc.edu> 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Yravis, 
>> 
>> All I need is Anthropology’s revised letter signed by Dale Hutchinson 
>> and the appropriate number of copies. 
>> 
>> Travis Gore wrote: 
>>> Hi Linda, 
>>> 
>>> I just wanted to double check with you to make sure that I needed 
>>> Came to re-sign the joint appt. and AP2 form. 
>>> 
>>> Thanks, 
>>> 
>>> Travis 
>>> 
>>> Came Stolle wrote: 
>>>> Hi Debby: 

>>>> Anth’s letter has been corrected and I sent it to Linda for 
>>>> approval to make sure I had it right. I think I still need to sign 
>>>> a joint appt. form and possibly a corrected AP2 which I thought 
>>>> Travis was going to bring by at some point. 

>>>> Came 

>>>> Deborah Crowder wrote: 
>>>>> Hi to all. Travis told me this had been done by Came. Is there 
>>>>> anything I need to do to the epa web action? Debby 



>>>>> Linda Goldsmn wrote: 
>>>>>> Came, 

>>>>>> I tNnk we tNked about tNs, but I don’t see that I ever 
>>>>>> receded a corrected le~er from Authropology ~r tNs promotion 
>>>>>> packet. 

>>>>>> Linda Goldston wrote: 
>>>>>>> The le~er from Dale HutcNnson still isn’t correct. The first 
>>>>>>> sentence needs to say: 

>>>>>>> y 
>>>>>>> r. 

>>>>>>> Linda Goldsmn wrote: 

>>>>>>>> Debby, 

>>>>>>>> IWe reviewed the packet ~r and them a several 
>>>>>>>> tNngs that need to be revised: 

>>>>>>>> * The Chair’s le~er and AP-2 will need to be revised to 
>>>>>>>> reflect 
>>>>>>>> the new effective date of . The effectNe date on 
>>>>>>>>the 
>>>>>>>> EPA web ~rm needs to be correc~d from 
>>>>>>>> * The Anthropology Chair’s letter needs ~ s~te 

>>>>>>>>the 

>>>>>>>> Let me know if I can heD further. 

>>>>>>>> Linda Goldston wrote: 
>>>>>>>>> Hi Debby ... they just won’t let you retire, huh? 

>>>>>>>>> I mceNed the packets ~r            tNs afternoon and 
>>>>>>>>> will review as soon as I can. TNs recommendation wo~d have 

* The AP-2 also needs to include the current Anthropology appt 
in the "preseut appt info." section. Also need to correct 
dates of the Anthrooolok~v it aoot in the orooosed section: 
Begin date 

Also remove 

"4" that denotes 
* A joint appt. form signed by both departmeuts needs to be 

included in the packet. 
* Since this review was begun over a year ago, I would suggest 
that Julius’ letter to the Dean say something about that and 

why submission of the recommendation was delayed so as to 

clarify the time frame, i.e., 



>>>>>>>>> had to go to the ASAC meeting in order to have a 
>>>>>>>>> effective date. It will need to be changed to 

>>>>>>>>> Deborah Crowder wrote: 
>>>>>>>>>> Hi to all. I have prepared a tenure packet for 
>>>>>>>>>> We began this months and months and months ago but were held 
>>>>>>>>>> up on one letter. It arrived in the midst of my various 
>>>>>>>>>> attempts at retirement. Then we realized we needed a letter 
>>>>>>>>>> from ANTH and it was secured after my actual retirement and I 
>>>>>>>>>> just haven’t been able to get back here long enough to put 
>>>>>>>>>> together the packet. I realize the effective date may be an 
>>>>>>>>>> issue and may have to be extended to           . I do not 

have internet access from home so if there is anything I can 
do to assist Adam or Travis in correcting anything that is 
amiss, please contact Travis and he will track me down. I 
think otherwise it is in reasonably good shape. Adam, the epa 
web form is in your inbox. Hope all is well with everyone. Debby 

>>>>>>>> Linda R. Goldston 
>>>>>>>> Director of Personnel 
>>>>>>>> College of Arts and Sciences 
>>>>>>>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>>>>>>> CB# 3100, 208 South Building 
>>>>>>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>>>>>>>> Phone: 919.962.9276 
>>>>>>>> E-mail: Linda_Goldston@unc.edu 

>>>>>>> -- 

>>>>>>> Linda R. Goldston 
>>>>>>> Director of Personnel 
>>>>>>> College of Arts and Sciences 
>>>>>>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>>>>>> CB# 3100, 208 South Building 
>>>>>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>>>>>>> Phone: 919.962.9276 
>>>>>>> E-mail: Linda Goldston@unc.edu 

>>>>>> Linda R. Goldston 
>>>>>> Director of Personnel 
>>>>>> College of Arts and Sciences 
>>>>>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>>>>> CB# 3100, 208 South Building 
>>>>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>>>>>> Phone: 919.962.9276 
>>>>>> E-mail: Linda_Goldston@unc.edu 

>> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 4, 2010 9:33 AM 

Kenneth Janken <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [Fwd: Pre-Game Tailgate Buffet Sun., Jan. 10: All You Can Eat and Drink for just $15! !] 

HappyNew Ye~! 

Thunks for sench~lg tiffs. Its makfilg me hm~glT! I checkedthe date on 
tiffs and realized thut the tarheels have a home game that day so I would 
not be able to make it but 
I do appreciate it. 

Travis 

Keimeth Janken wrote: 

> Dear Travis, 
> 
> Does tiffs interest you? We can talk about it next week. 
> 
> Ke~meth 

> 
> Keimeth R. Janken 
> 

> Professor of Afi-o-Amelican Studies 
> 
> Depa~ment of Aflican and Afro-~nerican S~cfies 
> 

> 109 BaSle Hall, CB# 3395 
> 

> UulversiW of North Carolfim 
> 
> Chupel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
> 
> 
> 

>/an~ 
> Director of Experiential Education 
> 

> Office of Under~ad~te C~icNa 
> 

> 300 Steele Blc~, Campm Box 3504 
> 

> Uulversi~ of North Carolfim 
> 
> Chupel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
> 
> 
> 

> (919) 962-1519 (voice) 
> 

> (919) 966-2694 (~ox) 
> 
> 
> 
> ~pre ss mm edk~ibook~"T- 8059 h~ul 

> 
> 
> ........................................................................ 
> 
> Subject: 
> Pre-Game TNlgate Bufi?t SN~., Jan. 10:N1 You Can Eat and DrfiN for 
>jmt $15[[ 
> From: 

> "H~canes Ticket NewsleRer" <RSVP@CAROLINAHU~ICANES.COM> 
> Date: 
> Thug 31 Dec 2009 08:02:13 -0800 
> To: 
> MjmNen@email.mm.edu 
> 

> To: 
> MjmNen@email.mm.edu 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> * Jan. 10th Pre-Game Tailgate B~*?t 
> /N1-You-Can-Eat B~*?t Catered by Backyard Bisbo Jmt $15 per 
> Person[ 
> 
> 
> Dear Ke~mettg 
> 
> We woNd Uke to invite you to eNoy a pre-game tailgate b~*?t ruth 
> fellow Season Ticket Holders on SN~&y, Janmry 10 before the 
> ’Canes take on the ORawa Senators at 5:00 p.m. TNs all-you-can-eat 
> bu~t roll fea~e a vafie~ of deliciom southern cNsine catered by 
> Bac~ard Bisbo for jmt $15 per person~ Pepsi brand sodas and 
> Aquafina bo~led water included.* * Cash bar ruth beer and rune roll 
> be available. 
> 
> Bac~ard Bisbo Tailgate Bu~?t Menu for Sm~day, JanuaW 10, 2010 

, > St. LoNs S~le ~bs - Bac~ard Bisbo’s Sig~m~e Item~ 
> Southern Fried CNcken 
> Baked Potato Bar With N1 the FLYings 
> Broccoli ruth Lemon and Garlic - Back by PopNar Demand~ 
> Garden Salad with Tomato Wec~es, Canot Cmls, Cucumbers and Parmesan 
> Cheese 



> Beef and Barley Soup 
> Homemade Cookies * 

> 
> The bullet will be open 3:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. in an enclosed 
> tent adjacent to the RBC Center’s fi-ont lawn. Enjoy live music, 

> activities for kids, and lots more at tt~e Hun-icanes Front Lawn 
> Pa~y.* Just $15 per person! 
> 

> 
> *2 ways to sign up*: 
> 1) *O~iline via Caniac Accomtt Manager* 
> <h~p://smr.mm.ticketmaster .com: 80/track? 
~ipe click&enid bWFpbG~uZ2~k~TM4MzAyMSZtZXNzYW~llaWQ9NDUzNzYxJmRhdGFiYXN~aWQ9REFUQUJBU~VJRCZzZXJpYWw9MTIyNzI2MTkzNCZ~bWFpbG~k~W~y~mFua2VuQGVtYW~sLnVuYy5~ZHU~ 
> (Select "Proclause Additioilal Tickets" then select "Tailgate Meal 
> Voucher") 
> 2) *Fax Order Foml 
> <h~p://smr.mm.ticketmaster .com: 80/track? 
~ipe click&enid bWFpbG~uZ2~k~TM4MzAyMSZtZXNzYW~llaWQ9NDUzNzYxJmRhdGFiYXN~aWQ9REFUQUJBU~VJRCZzZXJpYWw9MTIyNzI2MTkzNCZ~bWFpbG~k~W~y~mFua2VuQGVtYW~sLnVuYy5~ZHU~ 
> 

> 
> Space is limited and passes will sell quickly, so sign up for the 
> pre-game tailgate buffet today! 
> 
>/*Go ’Canes[ [*/ 
> 
> *P.J. Avetta* 
> Manager of Sales & Client Se~yices 
> Carolina Humcanes 
> 
> Front Lawn Pa~ies are subject to cancellation based on inclement 
> weather. 
> 
> 
> 

> 

> 
> Please do not reply directly to this email. The Humcanes Ticket 
> Newsletter is sent fiom a general inbox which we are not able to check 
> with great fiequency. Please do not hesitate to call 1-866-NHL-CANES 
> (1-866-645-2263) to discuss Caroliila Hm-ricanes ticket questio~ts with 
> an available accomtt representative. 
> 
> *Tt~aitks for readi~g the Hm-ricanes Ticket Newsletter. We appreciate 
> yore support. This email was sent to you by the Caroli~a Hun-icanes, 
> 1400 Edwards Mill Rd., Raleigh, NC 27607. You are receiving this email 
> because yore email address was used for a ticket prochase. Manage 
> yore email preferences or unsubscribe by* *clickii~g here* 
> <t~s:!!oss ticketmaster co~html/~ ed3t email ~~%~t~,~~N/p *.* 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 4, 2010 12:37 PM 

Adam Kent <akent@unc.edu> 
Re: Job talks, etc. 

Hey Adam! 
Happy New Years! Man its freezing out there today! 
Just wanted to let you know that I am back. Ive got to catch up on some 
emails and voice mails from over the break so I have plenty to keep me 
busy today but just let me know if 
you need anything from me and I’ll take care of it. I am going to 
break for lunch in a few. Nice work on securing the other fligh!! 

Thanks, 

Travis 

Adam Kent wrote: 
> Good Morning Eunice, 
> 
> All the travel arrangements (flights and hotel) have been set for both candidates. 
the 26th. Please let me know what else I can do to help prepare for the visits, 
> 
> Adam 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: eunice@email.unc.edu [mailto:eumce@maiLunc~ed~] 
> Sent: Monday, January 04, 2010 9:53 AM 
> To: Adam Kent 
> Cc: Julius Nyang’oro; Travis Gore 
> Subject: Job talks, etc. 
> 

> 

> Dear Adam, 
> 
> Happy 2010 ! 
> 
> Kindly let me know if we’re all set to go on Friday 22 so that Travis 
> can book a a room for      job talk at 12.00pm. In addition, let me 
> know when the 2nd candidate is meeting with the Dean so that we can 
> finalize other arrangements. 
> 
> Travis: Are there any Afril01 courses being taught on Friday, Mon, and 
> Tue this semester? Please let me know. 
> 

> Best wishes, Eunice. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

meeting with the Dean is at 10:30 on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 4, 2010 5:04 PM 

eunice@email.unc.edu 
Re: Reserving Room: Job talks - 

Hi Eunice, 

I heard back from Toy Lounge but they said before they can review it 
they need to know the percentage makeup of group you expect to attend 
this even totaling 100% so what percent faculty, staff, students, 
public. So an example would be : 80% faculty and 20% students. 

Thanks 

eunice@email.tmc.edu wrote: 

Thanks Travis. Looking forward to the confirmation. 

Cheers, Eunice. 

Quoting Travis Gore <stgore@email.tmc.edu>: 

>> Hi Eunice, 
>> 
>> The dates and times requested were available so I filled out a 
>> reservation form for each of them and faxed it to Rob Moore. I will 
>> let you know as soon as I get a confirmation from him. Please let 
>> me know if there is anything else I can do to help. 
>> 
>> Thanks, 
>> 
>> Travis 
>> 

>> eunice@email.unc.edu wrote: 

>>> Dear Travis, 
>>> 
>>> Happy New Year! 
>>> 
>>> I would be very grateful if you reserved the Toy Lounge for the 
>>> following job talks: 

>>> 1) Friday, January 22, 12.00-1.30pm. 
>>> 2) : Monday, January 25, 12.00-1.30pm. 

>>> Thanks. Eunice. 

>>> Quoting Adam Kent <akent@unc.edu>: 
>>> 
>>>> Good Morning Eunice, 

>>>> All the travel arrangements (flights and hotel) have been set for 
>>>> both candidates.          ; meeting with the Dean is at 10:30 on 
>>>> the 26th. Please let me know what else I can do to help prepare for 
>>>> the visits, 



>>>> Adam 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: eunice@email.unc.edu [lr~ailto:eur~ice~email.~c.ed~] 
>>>> Sent: Monday, January 04, 2010 9:53 AM 
>>>> To: Adam Kent 
>>>> Cc: Julius Nyang’oro; Travis Gore 
>>>> Subject: Job talks, etc. 

>>>> Dear Adam, 

>>>> Happy 2010! 

>>>> Kindly let me know if we’re all set to go on Friday 22 so that Travis 
>>>> can book a a room for      job talk at 12.00pm. In addition, let me 
>>>> know when the 2nd candidate is meeting with the Dean so that we can 
>>>> finalize other arrangements. 

>>>> Travis: Are there any Afril01 courses being taught on Friday, Mon, and 
>>>> Tue this semester? Please let me know. 

>>>> Best wishes, Eunice. 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 5, 2010 3:10 PM 

Adam Kent <akent@unc.edu> 

Geeta AP2 

20100105144656687.pdf 

Date: 
From: 
To: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Tue, 5 Jan 2010 14:46:56 -0500 
scanner@unc.edu 

travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 01.05.2010 14:46:56 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chronicle Careers <recruit@chroniclecareers.com> 
Monday, April 20, 2009 5:35 PM 

Sam Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Deadline reminder for The Chronicle’s May 8 and May 15 issues 

Choose the proven recruitr~ent power of 
The Chronic~e~ ÷ H~y 8 / A~ril 27 

The wider the recruitment net, the greater your chances of landing 
the perfect hire. And when it comes to casting for qualified 

candidates, no one in higher education catches the attention of a 
greater print and online audience than The Chronicle. lust look at 
the numbers: 

¯ 76,000 print subscribers 
¯ 325,000 total readers weekly 

¯ 1.5 million unique visitors monthly 
¯ 3 million site visits monthly 
¯ 17.3 million page views monthly 

The Chronicle far surpasses every other higher-education 

publication in total readership. 

Additionally, The Chronicle has site licenses at more than 859 

institutions--further extending its reach on campuses across the 
nation. So you can be assured that your job announcement will be 
seen by the largest and most diverse audience in academe. 

÷ Hayl5iMay4 

5:00 pomo 

Bonus Distribution: 

~4a~ 8 

College and Un versty 

Professional Assoc at on for 

Human Resources (CUPA-HR} 
M dwest Region Conference 

Educause Enterprise Information 

and Technology Conference 

Contact us to learn what ad options best fit your budget and 

recruitment needs at (202) 466-1050 or e-mail jobs@chronicle.com. 

Sincerely, 

The Chronicle Careers team 
The Chronicle of Higher Education 

jobs@chronicle,corn 

Phone: (202) 466-1050 
Fax: (202) 296-2691 
1255 Twenty-Third Street, N.W. 

Washington, D.C. 20037 

Did you place a boxed recruitment ad in the last 4 issues? 
Repeat your ad and enjoy a 25% discount. 

You are receiving this e-mail message because you expressed interest in recruitment services from The Chronicle. 
For more information about our privacy practices, please read our privacy poIicy:http://chronicle.com/help/privacy.htm 

If you do not wish to receive future promotional e-mail solicitations from Chronicle Careers, 
you may send us an e-mail message at optoutjobs@chronicle.com. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Grant Foundation Center <info@grantfoundationcenter.org> 

Tuesday, April 21, 2009 3:35 AM 

~email.unc.edu 

~email.unc.edu; stgore@email.unc.edu;        @email.unc.edu; 
~email.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; ~email.unc.edu 

Emergency Economic Stimulus Grant Writing Workshop in Miami, FL on May 18-19, 
2009 

The Grant Foundation Center will offer the Professional Grant Proposal Writing Workshop and Program 
Planning Certificate: AMERICAN RECOVERY AND RE1NVESTMENT ACT - Emergency Economic 
Stimulus Workshop in Miami, FL on May 18-19, 2009. Interested development professionals, researchers, 
program administrators, and business owners should register as soon as possible, as demand means that seats 
will fill up quickly. All participants will receive certification in professional grant writing from the foundation. 
For more information call (800) 343-9073 or visit us online at www.GrantFoundationCenter.org. Please find the 
program description below: Professional Grant Proposal Writing and Program Planning Certificate: 
AMERICAN RECOVERY AND RE-INVESTMENT ACT Emergency Economic Stimulus Grants Workshop 
May 18-19, 2009 8am to 5pm Miami, Florida The two day course includes: 1. Introduction to the Emergency 
Economic Stimulus Grants 2. Overview of the AMERICAN RECOVERY AND REINVESTMENT ACT of 
2009 3. Understanding and Developing Fundable Programs and Proj ects 4. The Federal and State Compliance 
Requirements 5. Professional Grant Proposal Writing 6. Strategic Government Grant Research 7. Program and 
Proj ect Planning 8. ARRA Working Group Introduction to the Emergency Economic Stimulus Grants Overview 
of the AMERICAN RECOVERY AND REINVESTMENT ACT of 2009 (ARRA) The American Recovery and 
Reinvestment Act of 2009 is an Act making supplemental appropriations for j ob preservation and creation, 
infrastructure investment, energy efficiency and science, assistance to the unemployed, and State and local 
fiscal stabilization for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2009, and for other purposes. This appropriation of 
funds will be distributed from the federal government to each state and then redistributed to local cities and 
municipalities. These funds must be spent within the coming year, creating a unique demand for projects and 
programs in key areas of services. Understanding and Developing Fundable Programs and Proj ects The ARRA 
has specifically set aside grants in twelve different areas of service: Medicaid & other Health Provisions, 
Transportation, Education, Human Services/Nutritional Assistance, Labor, Workforce & Economic 
Development, Energy/Water, Law & Justice, Environment, Broadband, Tax Relief, Housing, and Agriculture. 
This course demystifies the proposal process for government Request For Proposals (RFPs). The emphasis on 
understanding the government’s requirements will show you how to prepare your responses accordingly and 
strategically to give your proposal the competitive edge. You will learn where to locate government 
requirements, how to get started in preparing your response, what should be included in your Technical 
Proposal, and pre-proposal planning activities. This course will cover: *Understanding the ins and outs of 
proposal development from start to finish *Roles and responsibilities in the proposal planning & development 
process *Developing a preliminary response template (management and technical) *Reviewing common 
mistakes to avoid *Identifying the governments requirements *The importance of Strategic Alliances *Knowing 
where to start preparing your proposal *Using an outline to prepare your proposal *Creating and customizing 
the Management Plan *Tailoring your Past Performance information *Putting the final response together The 
Federal and State Compliance Requirements A vital step towards securing grants is regulatory compliance. 
Government compliance dictates human resources policies and procedures, as well as financial and 
management guidelines that are imposed by the DCAA. This course will address each of these aspects to 
provide your organization with a working knowledge of these requirements, while providing additional 
resources where information may be obtained. Moreover, it will enable you to complete Representations and 
Certifications documents with the confidence that the bid meets the regulations for your procurement 
submission. This course will cover Overview: Legal and Ethical Compliance Human Resources Compliance 
Understanding Business and Financial Management Compliance Contract Formation and the Uniform Contract 
Format (UCF) Security Requirements Professional Grant Proposal Writing Designed for both the novice and 
experienced grant writer, this session will make each student an overall proposal writing specialist. In addition 
to teaching the basic components of a grant proposal, successful approaches, and the do’s and don’ts of grant 



writing, this session is infused with expert principles that will lead to a mastery of the process. Strategy resides 
at the forefront of this session’s intent to illustrate grant writing as an integrated, multidimensional, and 
dynamic endeavor. Each student will learn to stop writing the grant and to start writing the story. Ultimately, 
this class will illustrate how each component of the grant proposal represents an opportunity to use proven 
techniques for generating support. Strategic Government Grant Research At its foundation, this session will 
address the basics of foundation, corporation, and government grant research. However, this course will teach a 
strategic funding research approach that encourages students to see research not as something they do before 
they write a proposal, but as an integrated part of the grant seeking process. Students will be exposed to online 
and database research tools, as well as publications and directories that contain information about foundation, 
corporation, and government grant opportunities. Focusing on funding sources and basic social science 
research, this course teaches students how to use research as part of a strategic grant acquisition effort. Program 
and Project Planning This session is centered on the belief that "it’s all about the program." This intensive 
session will teach professional program development essentials and program evaluation. While most grant 
writing "workshops" treat program development and evaluation as separate from the writing of a proposal, this 
class will teach students the relationship between overall program planning and grant writing. AARA Working 
Group This component is designed to complete the AARA worksheet which includes available agencies, 
procedures, programs, and deadlines. Each attendee must understand the rapid pace at which these awards are 
going to be distributed and, thus, must have a tangible and viable plan to acquire funding. The working groups 
allow participants to identify program eligibility, various program nuances, and schedule applications and 
supporting materials in a timely manner. Registration $449.00 tuition includes all materials and certificates. 
Each participant will receive: *The Grant Foundation Center Certificate of Completion in Professional Grant 
Writing *The Grant Foundation Center Economic Stimulus Grant Manual 2009 *The Grant Foundation Center 
ARRA Funding Resource Guide *The Grant Foundation Center’s Guide to Strategic Program Planning *The 
Grant Foundation Center Stimulus Workbook Registration Methods 1) On-Line - Complete the online 
registration form at www.GrantFoundationCenter.org under Register Now and select "The Grant Foundation 
Center Emergency Economic Stimulus Grant Workshop." We’ll send your confirmation by e-mail. 2) By Phone 
- Call (800) 343-9073 to register by phone. Our friendly Program Coordinators will be happy to assist you and 
answer your questions. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,              2:07 PM 
Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[sangam] LAST SANGAM WEEKLY UPDATE 

Sangam Listserv 
A weekly update of news and events provided by Sangam 

Brought to you by Sangam, the South Asian Awareness Organization at the 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

*Note: Due to the changes on Webmail, you will need to click show images.* 

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE EXECUTIVE BOARD: 

President 

Vice President 

Treasurer 

Secretary o J: External Relations 

Secretary o J: Internal Relations 

still to be elected: 

Freshmen Representative 

Graduate Student Liaison 

Upcoming Sangam Events/News... 

1. Mock Wedding 

2. End of the Year Picnic 

3. Sangam Nite Dvds 

4. AKD DVDs 



UPCO~JNG SANGA~ EVENTS!NEWS 

Are you interested in experiencing other cultures represented at UNC in an interactive 

way? Do people ever ask you about how South Asian weddings work? If so, come to Global 

Village- all of the cultural organizations on campus including Sangam will have booths with 

educational information and something interactive today, at 5:00pm in the 

Global Education Center. 

2o END OF THE YEAR P~CN~C 

The end of the year is finally here! Come and reminisce with us about the goodtimes as we 

watch a slideshow capturing the unforgettable moments that occured this year, vote 

superlatives, auction off some of sangam’s most sought after, and bid our seniors a final 

farewell. There will be plenty of food and drinks so come out and mingle before the stress 

of exams kicks in. The picnic will be Monday in Teague Basement at 

5:00pm. 

**to submit your pictures to be in the end of the year slide show contact 

must be sent in by Saturday 

pictures 

*~superlatives will be up on the website soon so be ready to vote. 

3~ SANGA~ N~TE DVDS 

Whether you missed the flight or you just want to experience the thrill ride all over again, 

order your Sangam Nite DVDs now. Contact or for more 

information. 

4~ AKD DVDS 

If interested in purchasing the official AKD DVD (510)- please contact or 

LAST DAY OF CLASS COUNTDOWN 

7 DAYSSSS!!!!!!!! 

Your 

xoxo 

Lovely Co-Secreta ries, 

- email 

- email 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athgo Intemational <athgo_m@athgo.org> 

Tuesday, April 21, 2009 8:40 PM 

stgore@email.unc, edu 

Athgo Newsletter 

Can’t read this email? Try this. 

Around 100 young people from around the globe gathered in UCLA’s 
Tom Bradley International Hall on Wednesday, March 4th with a 
single universal goal: learn, create, and innovate. The day marked 
the start of Athgo International’s 6th annual Global Clean 
Technology Forum in Los Angeles, California. Young people, ages 
18-32, spent the next four days listening to a series of keynote 
addresses and panels, each focusing on a different aspect of 
environmental sustainability. At the end of each presentation, 
participants had the opportunity to ask questions concerning the 
specific topic and interact with the speakers on a personal level. 

With a distinguished speaker line up including the Under-Secretary- 
General of the United Nations, H.E Cheick Sidi Diarra, diplomats, 
CEOs, and representatives from the financial sector, participants 

did little to conceal their excitement. 

~ Athgo Associates 

~ Sustainability Panel 

Their enthusiasm carried over to the social venture development 
portion of the forum as well. Throughout the forum, participants 
broke into groups to devise and draft commercially viable social 
ventures that addressed the UN Millennium Development Goal 7, 
reaching global Environmental Sustainability. In result, participants 
developed and presented innovative social ventures designs, 
including a company that will provide households with affordable 

water reuse technology to ease diminishing water supply, sustain a 
nice landscape and reduce monthly water bills. All of the social 
venture designs will be reviewed at our Innovation and Capacity 
Building Centers for consideration, further incubation and possible 
implementation. 

Please read Paige Donner’s coverage of the forum at: 
htt : www.huffin ton ostocom ai e-donner reenin -holl wood- teen b ~73686ohtml 

Congratulations 

UCLA 2009 Global Forum 
Scholarship Winners! 

Tina Howell 
Peperdine University, California 
Proposal: Water Saver 

ICT & Innovation for 
Education 

GAID Global Forum 2009: 
ICT & Innovation for Education 

Dates: June 10-12, 2009 
Location: Monterrey, Mexico 

~ Register Now 



Julian Harfield 
University of San Diego, 

California 
Proposal: Harfield HomePower 

Inc. 

Cl~mence Rannou 
Laval University, Canada 
Proposal: EnviroTech3000 

Call for submissions: 
GAID Committee of eLeaders 

for Youth arid ICT 

Working so hard and not telling 
the world about your project is 

like winking in the dark. 

The GAID Committee of eLeaders 
for Youth & ICT, in partnership 
with TakingITGIobal, presents an 
opportunity for young people to 
showcase their work in using ICTs 
for development. 

We believe that there are many 
young people doing amazing 
things in various corners of the 
world and we wish to bring them 
to light through a publication of 
best practice efforts. Sharing the 
stories of the work you do will 
also help others know that the 
power of one is bigger than we 

often assume, and we hope that 
your stories will inspire many 
people who will have access to 
the publication at this year’s UN 
General Assembly in New York - 

and those who will read the 

Athgo’s partner, the Global Alliance for ICT and Development (UNDESA- 

GAID) will hold its annual Global Forum on Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) and Innovation for Education in 

Monterrey, Mexico this June 10-12, 2009. Athgo will hold a parallel 
session on Youth Social Entrepreneurship on June 11 and co-host a 
"Solution Salon" on Climate Change on June 12. 

The Annual Global Forum is the flagship event of the Global Alliance to 
engage multi-stakeholder dialogue and to build partnerships based on 
shared knowledge and experience. The 3-day event brings together 

roughly 600 participants, including policymakers, leaders from the private 
sector, civil society, academia, and other stakeholders committed to the 
use of ICT and innovative practices for education development. The 
Annual Meetings will be jointly organized by GAID, the Monterrey 
Institute of Technology, the Government of Mexico, Indigo Brainmedia 

and the Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean 

(ECLAC). 

Mr. 
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ng 

~ 
H.E. 
Cheic 
k 
Sidi 
Diarr 
a 

Mr. 
Craig 

Nro Sha Zukang 
UN Under-Secretary-General for Economic and Social Affairs 

HoEo Cheick Sidi Diarra 
UN Under-Secretary-General and High Representative for the 
Least Developed Countries, Landlocked Developing Countries 
and Small Island Developing States 

Ba rre 
tt 

Dr 
Ham 
adou 
n 
Tour6 

Nr, Craiq Barrett 
Chairman, 
Intel Corporation 

Dr, Hamadoun Tour6 
Secretary General, 
International Telecommunications Union 

Mr. 
Gust 
avo 
Cisne 
ros 

Mr, Gustavo Cisneros 
Chairman & CEO, 
Cisneros Group of Companies 



stories online. 

What’s next? Visit Takinq:[TGIobal 
to submit your best practice 

e ffo r t. 

Here’s how it works: 

Support Athgo International through GoodShop.com 

1. Visit 

2,. Chose Athgo International as your charity choice 

3. Click the link to your favorite store and enjoy shopping 

A percentage of your total purchase will be donated automatically to Athgo International. NO additional costs, 
NO troublesome forms to fill out - just follow these three steps and contribute to Athgo International. 

If you do not wish to receive further emails from Athgo International please reply and type~,ersove in the subject 
Athgo International, 13636 Ventura Blvd., Suite 222, Los Angeles, CA. 91423, Phone: 818.345.6734, Facsimile: 818.345.0955 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

InsideCarolina.com <memberservices@scout.com> 
Friday, April 24, 2009 3:08 PM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
NFL Draft Weekend is Here 

Dear stgore@email.unc.edu (raytown), 

Scout.com has you covered this NFL Draft weekend with all the latest news, rumors, analysis and much more. 

For the latest in NFL coverage, make sure you visit the Scout.com NFL Portal here: 

~rofootba~k scout.comi?refid=9105 

Want to know what is going on with your favorite NFL team? Find out now by clicking here: 

~rofoot-bN1. scout.co~r~/a.z?s= 127&p=3 &c=~t[~lo !eam~lis~t 

If you’re a premium subscriber to InsideCarolina.com, all premium stories on the Scout.com NFL network are available to you at no 
extra charge. 

Thank You, 
Scout.com 

Scout.com - Always on our Game 

Note, if you no longer wish to receive email updates from InsideCarolina.com please update your account preferences on the 
following page: 
~s:iisec~re.sco~.com/a.z?s=78&~=5&c-4 

Scout Media, 1916 Pike Place Ste 12-250, Seattle, WA 98101 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

African Activist Association- ~gmail.com> 

Friday, April 24, 2009 9:55 PM 

UCLA African Activist Association ~gmail.com> 

Narrative of Now: Visual and Performance Art in Africa (May 1 and 2) 

Final Schedule_2.doc; narratives of now 2-3.pdf 

FREE FOOD, MUSIC, DANCE, SPOKEN WORD, FILM SCREENINGS, PANEL PRESENTATIONS, 
GOOD COMPANY .... 

You are cordially invited to: 

"Narratives of Now: Visual & Performance Art in Africa" 
The fourth annual conference hosted by the African Activist Association, 
UCLA 

Fri, May 1st 5:30-9:30pm 
Sat, May 2nd 9:30 am-6pm 

Neuroscience Research Bldg Auditorium, UCLA 
(Corner of Charles E. Young & Structure 9) 

Detailed information about the conference is attached, along with a flyer to distribute, post .... 

All day parking available in Structure 9 for $9 or pay-by space in Structure 6. 

For any questions please contact us at : 
~mail.com or 310 825-3686 or 310 619 9986 

We hope to see you there!!! 

The African Activist Association (AAA) 
University of California, Los Angeles 
c/o The James S. Coleman African Studies Center 
405 Hilgard Avenue 
10244 Bunche Hall 
Los Angeles, CA 90095-1310 
Telephone: (310) 825-3686 
Fax: (310) 206-2250 
Email: africanactivi sts~mail.corn 



NARRATIVES OF NOW: 
VISUAL & PERFORMANCE ART IN AFRICA 

Friday, May 1, 5:30pm-9:30pm 

Saturday, May 2, 9:30am-6pm 

Neuroscience Research Bldg Auditorium, UCLA 

Program 

Friday: 

5:30 Reception 
6:00 Music Performance 
6:15 Keynote Address by Professor Nouri Gana, Comparative Literature, UCLA 
6:45 Batuque Capoeira 
7:00 Spoken Word 
8:00 Film Screening 

Saturday: 

9:30 Complimentary breakfast 

Panel I, And Art is .... 10:lS-11:lSam 
Moderator: 

Meleko Mokgosi, Interdisciplinary Studio Program, UCLA: Consuming A~ique 

Ndubuisi Ezeluomba, School of Art, University of Wales Aberystwyth: The form, function 
and mot~ of Olokun cult objects including earthen sculptures of Benin, southe~ Nigeria. 

Katherine Smith, Department of World Arts and Cultures, UCLA: The A~ts of"Making Do": 
The A~tists of the Grand Rue 

Panel II, The Screen, the Stage, and the Page 11:30am-12:45pm 
Moderator: Ruby Bell-Gam, Librarian for African Studies and International 
Development Studies, Charles E. Young Research Library, UCLA 

Michelle Bumatay, Department of French and Francophone Studies, UCLA: Aya de 
Yopougon: A More Palatable A~ica 

Shanique Streete, African Studies, UCLA: Lea~ing How to Pray: Images of Violence Against 
Women in the No~e~ of Aroma Da~ko 



Rayed Khedher, Anthropology, UCLA: Nouueau Theatre: The Emergence of a New Genre of 
Theatrical Pe~rmance in Modem Tunisia 

Cassandra Tesch, African Studies, UCLA: From Kuxa Kanema to Dockanema: The Re-emergence 
of Mozambican Cinema 

12:45pm: Complimentary Lunch featuring African Cuisine 

Panel III, Symbols, Expressions, and Representations 2:00-3:00pm 
Moderator: Andrew Apter, History/Anthropology, Professor, UCLA. Director, 
James S. Coleman African Studies Center, UCLA. 

Bryan Edward Owens, African Studies, UCLA: Artists of the Green Sahara: An Examination of Ea/y 
Holocene Rock Art in Africa 

Glenda Adjei, African Studies, UCLA: Adinkra as Metaphor: Visual Representation of Akan Culture 

Hassan Hussein, Islamic Studies, UCLA: An Introduction to Afdcan Tradition of AJk’can Cal~graphy. 

Panel IV, The Beats & the Streets 3:15-4:15pm 

Moderator: 

Mouna Mana, Alum of Education, UCLA: From the Battle of Algiers to the Lyrical Battle for Ears: A Bn’ef 
Intro&ction to Alger’an HipHop 

Katelyn Knox, French and Francophone Studies, UCLA: Cigara; Champagne, and Convertibles: C 
Coupg-dgcalg Music and the Pe~mance of an Afn’can Identity 

Catherine Appert, Ethnomusicology, UCLA: Rappin’ Gdots: Indigeni~’ng Senegalese Hip Hop 

4:15pm Closing Ceremony 

Abstracts 

Glenda Adjei, African Studies, UCLA 
Adinkra as Metaphor" Visual Representation of Akan Culture 

Adinkra symbols are often used to convey ideas about life and attempts to depict philosophical, 
socio-cultural, and religious ideologies of the Akan culture in Ghana; specifically the Ashanti. These 
mostly metaphoric illustrations of proverbs, allegories, aphorisms, depict philosophical beliefs and 
the way of life of the Akan, and are culturally significant and ubiquitous to Ghanaian society. The 
pictographic form of writing can be found on virtually anything one can envision--stools, cloth, 
masks, pottery, architecture, and nowadays even the body. Adinkra functions as a communicative 
devise, bridging the gap between tradition and modernity, the living and the deceased, and the 
secular and the profane. Collectively, these emblems form a system of writing that preserves and 



transmits the accumulated cultural values of the Akan. This paper examines the corpus of art motifs 

known as Adinkra, its symbolic meanings and representations, and its cultural significance within the 

Akan culture. 

Biography: 
Glenda Adjei received her BA in International Development Studies and Sociology with regional 
concentrations in Sub-Saharan Africa, Latin America and the Caribbean Basin at UCLA. She is 
currently working on her thesis for the UCLA Masters program in African Studies. Her research 
focuses on micro-finance, women in the marketplace, and micro entrepreneurs in Ghana, based on 
field research conducted in Kumasi. Her research assesses the effects of micro loans and 
microfinance programs from an urban context, examining and analyzing its efficacy, sustainability, 
and potential for poverty alleviation among urban Ghanaian women 

Catherine Appert, Ethnomusicology, UCLA 
Rappia’ Gdots: IMigeaizivg Seaegalese Hip Hop 

Hip hop’s rapid globalization is accompanied by complex processes of indigenization in local hip 
hop cultures. Fieldwork that I conducted over two years with Senegalese tappers in the United 
States and Senegal indicates that Senegalese hip hop involves a multi-tiered process of indigenization 
occurring at the social, textual, and musical levels. Senegalese tappers draw on hip hop’s generic 
intertextuality (as evidenced in practices of musical sampling and lyrical signifyin) to position 
themselves in a transnational network of hip hop cultures connected through shared modes of 
cultural production. At the same time, many of these artists claim rap as a direct continuation of the 
gdot (West African bardic) tradition, citing the verbal performance style tassou, in which griots deliver 
rhythmic lyrics over drum beats, as a precursor of rap music. Thus, combining hip hop (conceived 
of as African American avd indigenous practice) with traditional musical elements, Senegalese 
tappers engage in a performed intertextuality that places hip hop’s origins in Senegal while remaining 
in self-conscious dialogue with the African diaspora. For Senegalese immigrant tappers in the United 
States, the musical and discursive indigenization of hip hop establishes a connection with their 
homeland as well as the established communities of the diaspora in which they live. 

Biography: 
Catherine Appert received her M.A. in Ethnomusicology from UCLA and her B.M. in piano 
performance from Rutgers University. Currently a Ph.D. student in UCLA’s department of 
Ethnomusicology, her research interests include African and Afro-diasporic musics, popular music 
and globalization, and music and gender. Based on comparative study in Dakar and U.S. urban 
centers, her dissertation will explore Senegalese hip hop as a transatlantic form of cultural 
production. 

Michelle Bumatay, French & Francophone Studies, UCLA 
Aya de Yopougom A More Palatable A~ica 

Bandes dessinfies or comics / graphic novels can be found throughout Francophone Africa: in the 
Maghreb, in West Africa and in Sub-Saharan / Central Africa. Many of these bandes dessinfies deal 
with everyday life in Africa, in particular urban life. One award-winning and highly successful 



example of this is Ivorian Marguerite Abouet’s Aya & Yopougon (2005-present). Set in the Ivory 
Coast, this series presents a modern image of Africa far removed from the violence and devastation 
of political coups, famine and disease. Centering on the teenager Aya, her family and friends, this 
series seeks to entertain its readers while simultaneously delivering carefully selected information 
regarding life in the Ivory Coast. To what extent can the story of Aya de Yopougon be considered 
global or universal and what makes it specifically African or Dorian? While answering these 
questions, I will show that the representation of modernity in Aya de ¥opougon is a process fraught 
with tension and that in using this entertainment medium as a platform for teaching readers about 
everyday life to present a more easily palatable vision of Africa, Abouet runs the risk of irresponsibly 
oversimplifying the complexities she is trying to convey. 

Biography: 
Michelle Bumatay is a fourth year doctoral student at UCLA in the Department of French and 
Francophone Studies. Her research focuses on Francophone comics from Sub-Saharan Africa. She 
is particularly interested in how comics, as a narrative form, correspond to and differ from novels 
and films from the same region. She is currently working on the strategies of comics writers and 
artists in their representations of everyday life and of violence (in particular the Rwandan Genocide). 
In addition, she investigates the question of postcolonialism, the limitations of representation, the 
politics involved with producing comics and how the writers and artists of such comics respond to 
these multiple factors. 

Ndubuisi Ezeluomba, Art History, University of Wales Aberystwyth 
The form, function and mot~ of O/okun cult objects including earthen sculptures of Benin, souther~ Nigeria 

The paper examines the shrine and ob)ects dedicated to the worship of Olokun among the Edo 
speaking people of southern Nigeria. The construction of shrine sculptures in Benin depends on 
local tradition of ideas and practices as well as on innovative elements exclusive to particular 
communal or individual shrine. Stylistic and iconographic analysis is used to ascertain the similarities 
between earthen sculptures and the popular bronze castings and ivory carvings of Benin. Just as the 
use of the bronze and ivory media explain the agency of the Oba (especially his significance in the 
socio-religious spheres in the society), so also does earthen sculptures constructed in various shrines 
conceptualize the agency of the deities it depicts, and not necessary the makers. Through the 
reproduction of the history of Benin kingship and the origin of Olokun worship, some of the 
conceptualizations that underpin the idea and practice of constructing shrine sculptures is provided. 
I argue that a significant number of Olokun shrine forms and obiects have imbued meanings and 
functions assigned to them, these qualities makes it appropriate to study them as art forms like the 
forms on ivory and bronzes. 

Biography: 
Ndubuisi Ezeluomba received a BA in fine and applied arts (Painting) and Post Graduate Diploma 
in Education from the University of Benin (1999 and 2002). In 2003, he received an MA in African 
studies/ art history from the centre of African studies of the University of Ibadan, Nigeria. He is 
currently writing a PhD thesis (Art History) at the School of Art, University of Wales Aberystwyth. 
He researches African material and visual cultures, and explores ’Temporality’ and ’Nothingness’ in 
paintings and sculptures. Recently published: ’The Explanation of a Text with reference to the Mud 
Sculptures of Benin: Black A~t Qua~te@ 12 No. 1 (2007): 33-35. Powerful Representations: The 



Human Body in Eighteenth Century Benin Art; in Baker Charlotte (Ed.) (2009) Peter Lang 

publishers. 

Hassan Hussein, Islamic Studies, UCLA 

Rayed Khedher~ Anthropology, UCLA 
Nouveau Theatre: The Emergence of a New Genre of Theatrical Pe~rmance in Modem Tunisia 

Tunisia as most other African countries has a long tradition of the performing arts where cultural 
spaces have often been a breathing hub for artists and intellectuals of various creeds to convene and 
express their cultural resistance and to lay more emphasis on their Tunisian Arab-Islamic identity. 
The main concern of Tunisian intellectuals during the colonization period was to use theatre and 
other forms of art as a means of mobilization and struggle against the French oppressive 
occupation. Most plays acted as instruments of resistance and political commitment and sought to 
set the various problems of the Tunisian society in the context of the colonial encounter. The 
themes dealt with included colonization, rivalries between French settlers and the indigenous 
population etc. In post-independent Tunisia and with the emergence of the national state, the 
situation changed as new theatrical performance experiences emerged and led to the proliferation of 
a variety of new playwright groups. The national theatre got refashioned according to the cultural 
and political changes in the society with Tunisian intellectuals struggling to gain control over their 
own national culture. As such the ’free theatre’ or the ’New Theatre’ as some Tunisian intellectuals 
called it emerged to tackle a number of tremors that characterize contemporary Tunisian society. In 
this paper, I examine the development of the theatrical experience in Tunisia and the role theatre 
played in educating the masses and in sustaining Tunisian national identity. I address some 
prominent theatrical practices and focus on a particular type of theatre: the Tunisian New Theatre 
founded by Fadhel Jaibi by discussing ’Khamsoun’ (Captive Bodies), a recent controversial play that 
recounts the episode of 50 years of Tunisia’s independence. Khamsoun is the powerful story of Amel, 
daughter of two leftist activists, who returns from France to Tunis making a sudden shift from 
radical Marxism to political Islam. Kamsoun, addresses a myriad of problems facing contemporary 
Tunisian society such as religious fundamentalism, the lack of civil and political freedoms, arbitrary 
detention and torture. 

Biography: 

Rayed Khedher holds an MA in applied anthropology from California Sate University, Long Beach 

and is currently pursuing his Ph.D in socio-cultural anthropology at UCLA. His research examines 

issues related to transnational migration, media politics, human rights, Islam and social movements. 

Rayed has also served as a Youth Program Coordinator at E1 Taller International, an NGO that 

works to challenge structural violence and searches for alternative discourses on gender, human 

rights, development and justice. 

Katelyn Knox, French & Francophone Studies, UCLA 
Cigars, Champagne, and Conue~tibles: Coupg-dgcalg Music and the Pe~rmance of an Afiican Identity 



Though it is now one of the most popular music movements in West Africa, coup&dficalfi was not 
always associated with a musical style. Originally, the movement was a "way of life" characterized 
by designer clothing, cigars, champagne, convertibles, and the culture of opulence and was practiced 
by young members of the Dorian Diaspora living in Paris known as the "Jet Set". When a violent 
civil war erupted in C6te d’Ivoire in 2002, African music producer David Monsoh believed that this 
"way of life" could bring a sense of hope and support to the war-torn nation and asked the Jet Set to 
create a musical style that could be associated with their lifestyle. Musically, coup&d&alfi is similar 
to its Congolese predecessor, soukous, however, most coup&dficalfi lyrics are sung in an Ivorian street 
slang, nou&i, which literally redefines French words in order to subvert their meaning. Since its 
introduction into C&e d’Ivoire in 2003, Dorian and other West African artists have created their 
own subgenres of coup&d&ale that give a commentary on contemporary social and political issues 
such as the introduction of bird flu into West Africa. In this paper I will tease apart the multiple 
discursive levels that constitute the coup&dficalfi movement, focusing primarily on the lyrics, the 
images presented in coup&d&alfi music videos, and the dances associated with coup&d&alfi in 
order to show the ways in which coup&d&alfi represents a site of resistance and identity formation 
that resonates with a wide African and African Diasporic population. 

Biography: 
Katelyn Knox is currently a second year graduate student in UCLA’s French and Francophone 
Studies Department. Her interests include West and Central African literature as well as the ways in 
which West and Central African music can be read as non-traditional literature and as a site of 
identity construction. 

Mouna Mana, Alumni of Education, UCLA 

This paper will briefly address the history of HipHop and rap in Algeria incorporating archival data 
and lyric analysis of one of the most popular rap artists there, Lotfi DK. Algeria, a country known 
for its history with revolution and for giving rise to Rai music, has also developed its own rap and 
HipHop style and narrative. While many Algerian HipHop artists are known for their art once they 
receive notoriety or fame in the French music scene, the HipHop movement in Algeria was one of 
the first to emerge across Africa and the Middle East. HipHop in Algeria continues to be one of the 
more established and rapidly growing scenes of lyrical expression in North Africa and merits analysis 
in its own right as it addresses topics of sociopolitical, geopolitical, and even spiritual import. 

Biography: 
Dr. Mouna Mana is a graduate of UCLA’s School of Education. Her areas of interest are broad 
including formative assessment, immigrant and minority students literacy, Arabic language 
education, and sociolinguistics, in particular the language of HipHop culture. As a multilingual 
product of immigrants with roots in North Africa and South Central Los Angeles, her attention has 
always been drawn to issues of language and education as well as language and everyday life. Her 
explorations of HipHop also include inquiries into the presence of the Arabic language in HipHop 
culture. 

Meleko Mokgosi, Interdisciplinary Studio Program, UCLA 



Consuming 

By focusing on Botswana, my thesis proposes an ahistorical approach to African art that is absolved 
from the anchorage of the western episteme and taxonomic descriptives (non-defectiue decoding 
apparatus); hence this is a call not for a democratic aesthetics but an aesthetics of symmetrical relative 
autonomy. Central to exploring this is considering the way art is used and exported out of the 
country and continent plus how western culture and language have rapidly filtered and obliterated 
the inside. One formulation crucial to addressing this is that what is labeled ’modem’/progressing 
Africa exist only within the generic forms of premodernism and postmodernism. Within 40 years, 
Botswana experienced postmodernism not at the philosophical but at a supra-superficial material 
level; an experience that was spread and accelerated by ’independence’. If left unexamined, what is 
at stake dissipates due to uncritical consumption, i.e. desire qua commodity fetishism, appropriation, 
self-exoticism, and xeno-[phobia/philia]. The rapid availability of western culture-consumer-image 
products has engendered the aestheticization of reality and a deep sense of dislocation of the self 
from one’s culture; so much so that one performs (since this is now beyond a representation) the 
self through the means and terms of the outsider. 

Biography: 
Meleko Mokgosi’s experience of America is directly connected to his tertiary education - arriving in 
the US in 2003 to attend college. As a recent Williams College graduate ’07, he was admitted into 
the Whitney Museum Independent Study Program ’07 - ’08. He is currently in the Interdisciplinary 
Studio Program at UCLA. 

Bryan Cooper Owens, African Studies, UCLA 
A~tists of the Green Sahara: An Examination of Early Holocene Rock A~t in Afiica 

The intent of this research is to analyze and interpret Saharan rock art in order to determine what 
these images can reveal to us about the peoples that inhabited the early Holocene Sahara (10,000 to 
2000 BCE). This art consists of both paintings and stone engravings. In order for a more complete 
picture of the people that lived in the Sahara during the early Holocene to be formed, we must 
examine the art that they left behind. The art that was created by these early people of the Sahara is 
an invaluable resource for attempting to understand how they viewed themselves, the world, and 
their place within it. 

Biography: 
Bryan Cooper Owens is a second-year MA student in UCLA’s African Studies program. His 
research interests are archaeology and history, focusing on the early Holocene Sahara and the use of 
art as an interpretive tool within archaeological studies. Bryan received his BA in Anthropology 
with minors in Geology and History at West Virginia University and received his MA in African- 
American Studies at Clark Atlanta University in Georgia. Bryan participated in excavations at 
Boxgrove, UK through the Institute of Archaeology, University College London. 

Katherine Smith, World Arts & Cultures, UCLA 
The Am of"Making Do": The Aztists of the Grand Rue 



This essay investigates the politics and aesthetics of "making do" as exemplified in the work of three 
artists living near the Grand Rue, the main street of Port-au-Prince, Haiti. These artists--Frantz 
(Guyodo) Jacques, Andrfi Eugene and Cfileur Jean-H&ard--are making assemblages that, like 
Vodou altars, are piecemeal embodiments of divinity. Working with recycled materials is a practice 
as old as Vodou itself, however the artists of the Grand Rue are making work that is political as well 
as religious. These materials are the "zombies" of First World commodities sent to Haiti in the 
form of charity or commence; here they are reanimated in the artists’ workshop as postmodern 
icons. 

Biography: 
Katherine Smith is a PhD Candidate in the Department of World Arts and Cultures. She has 
actively engaged with religious and artistic communities in Haiti since 1999 when she first traveled 
there as an intern for a grassroots peasant association. She is currently writing her dissertation, titled 
"Gede Rising: Haiti in the Age of Vagabondaj." 

Shanique Streete, African Studies, UCLA 
Learning How to Pray: Images of Violence Against Women in the Novels of Aroma Da~’ko 

This paper explores Amma Darko’s work as a leading contemporary Ghanaian woman writer. Her 
works primarily address issues affecting women and children in Ghana and the diaspora. In the year 
2006, when this paper was initially written, Amma Darko had published three books; Beyond the 
Horizon (year), The Housemaid (year), and Faceless (2003). The presentation will focus on Faceless, 
where Darko explores the theme of violence against women through the experiences of some of the 
country’s most vulnerable citizens, its children. Here, the paper examines Amma Darko’s social 
commentary on Ghanaian society as street children face extreme poverty and sometimes violence as 
a result. 

Biography: 
Shanique Streete is currently a first year graduate student in UCLA’s African Studies Program. Prior 
to UCLA, Shanique completed her undergraduate education at Tufts University with a bachelor’s 
degree in English and Women’s Studies. Shanique was also a Bill Emerson National Hunger Fellow 
with the Congressional Hunger Center completing placements with D.C. Hunger Solutions and the 
National Women’s Law Center. She also spent a year working as a Staff Assistant/Legislative 
Analyst with Women’s Policy Inc. in Washington, D.C. 

Cassandra Tesch, African Studies, UCLA 
F~’om Kuxa Kanema to Dockanema: The Re-emengence of a Mozambican Cinema 

In 1975, at independence, president Samora Machel helped create Kuxa Kanema - a weekly 
documentary film newsreel that was meant to take back the role that film held in Mozambique 
during the colonial period. As a former Portuguese colony, Mozambique underflourished beneath 
Portuguese presence, which stunted the growth of a national film industry, primarily using film as a 
tool to transmit colonial propaganda at a time with Portugal was attempting to retain legitimacy as a 



colonial power. What the Portuguese did introduce, however, was the use of documentary cinema. 
In the post-independence period the Mozambican government began to regain the power of 
documentary cinema as a mode of mass communication and launched a program to fund 
documentary films. However, as structural adjustment policies led to the privatization of former 
government services, these SAP’s brought the Kuxa Kanema film era to a halt. National film in 
Mozambique was largely left unnoticed until a group of local cineastes founded, in 2006, Dockanema 
- the international documentary film festival of Mozambique as a non-governmental agency. Three 
decades after the first phase of national cinema, and in a country with no film school to speak of, 
what does Dockanema mean for Mozambique? How has the presence of Dockanema lead to the 
reemergence of a Mozambican cinema? 

Biography: 
Cassandra Tesch is a Berkeley-born creative writer who holds a BA in Spanish and Portuguese from 
UC Berkeley and is a MA candidate in African Studies at UCLA. As a student of the Spanish and 
Portuguese-speaking worlds, Cassandra’s research interests include, but are not limited to: African 
Cinema and The Lusophone World. Cassandra is currently writing her MA thesis on the 
preservation of historical memory in Mozambican cinema.    Additionally, Cassandra has taught 
Advanced Portuguese at UCLA for three years and has worked on two PhotoVoice projects (using 
photography as a vehicle for autobiography) in Brazil and Tanzania. Cassandra’s passion is in 
teaching and desires to continue to teach around the world after completing her education at UCLA. 
Contact: Beijolandia@gmail.com 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@remedy03.isis.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 28, 2009 10:29 AM 

stgore@email.unc.edu 
Ticket 1465116 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new information. 

Worklog Entry: User is no longer having issue after restart. 

Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the following link ~s:ih~ww.m~c.eduiar- 
bin/web s~b/mdex.~e--check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scanner@unc.edu 

Tuesday, May 19, 2009 2:37 PM 

travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

20090519143703308.pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 05.19.2009 14:37:02 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/22/2014 3:20:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: party 

Location: Hair for You 

Start: 3/4/2014 9:00:00 PM 

End: 3/4/2014 10:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/22/2014 3:41:34 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Appointment off campus 

Nealy at White Cross Road at 2 

Start: 1/30/2014 6:30:00 PM 

End: 1/30/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/22/2014 6:51:09 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Paula- in late (9:30) 

Start: 1/22/2014 5:00:00 AM 

End: 1/23/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/22/2014 7:00:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: HOLD for phone call to 

Start: 1/23/2014 7:00:00 PM 

End: 1/23/2014 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/23/2014 8:09:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Dinner Sunday Ni~;ht 

Location: TBA 

Start: 4/25/2014 9:00:00 PM 

End: 4/25/2014 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

1/27/2014 6:01:53 PM 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Haven, Ben 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Nick in Cleveland (2/16 - 2/23) 

2/17/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/22/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Lindemann, Erika; Haven, Ben; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/29/2014 3:29:59 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: out 

Start: 1/29/2014 5:00:00 AM 

End: 1/30/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/30/2014 4:39:01 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Dinner is at 6:30 

Start: 2/19/2014 i0:00:00 PM 

End: 2/19/2014 11:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

2/19/2014 1:25:16 PM 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Goodman, 

Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Nick (home appt. 11am-12:30pm) 

Start: 2/26/2014 5:00:00 AM 

End: 2/27/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Lindemann, Erika; Haven, Ben; Goodman, Paula; Bobbi Owen 

I have an appoinm~ent with the home builder at 1 lain on Wednesday, February 26. -Nick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/27/2014 9:35:59 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Leslie Strohm 

Location: Phone 

Start: 2/28/2014 3:00:00 PM 

End: 2/28/2014 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/6/2014 5:32:01 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven] 

Subject: Phone interview with 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 3/7/2014 5:00:00 PM 

End: 3/7/2014 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required Haven, Ben 

Attendees: 

Ben- you will need to get on the phone for Dean Owen and then transfer the call. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/6/2014 8:14:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 3/7/2014 4:30:00 PM 

End: 3/7/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

3/10/2014 12:37:48 PM 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Goodman, 

Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Nick (home appt. 2-3:30pm) 

Start: 3/12/2014 4:00:00 AM 

End: 3/13/2014 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Lindemann, Erika; Haven, Ben; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 

I have an appointment with the home builder at 2pm on Wednesday, so I’ll be taking a long lunch on this day. Sorry for 

the short notice. 

Thanks, 

Nick 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/11/2014 2:52:50 PM 

Subject: Dinner with 

Location: C Inn at 7:30 

Start: 3/21/2014 ii:00:00 PM 

End: 3/22/2014 i:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Also 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/11/2014 3:11:06 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Nick 

Steele 3011 

3/11/2014 4:00:00 PM 
3/11/2014 4:30:00 PM 
Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

3/11/2014 4:25:02 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Siedentop meeting 

3/19/2014 6:00:00 PM 

3/19/2014 6:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

3/20/2014 1:12:00 AM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Goodman, Paula; Fisher, Annice E; Owen, Bobbi A; 

Subject: Candice Vacation 

Start: 3/20/2014 4:00:00 AM 

End: 3/22/2014 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Fisher, Annice E; Owen, Bobbi A; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/24/2014 7:49:56 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: C Inn porch at 5:30 

Start: 4/16/2014 9:00:00 PM 

End: 4/16/2014 11:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodman@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, January’ 23, 2014 12:38 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

20140123123132928.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scanner~unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, January 23, 2014 12:32 PM 

Tn: Goodman, Pau[a 

Sut~iect: 

’]7his E-mail was sent from "r10382" (~ficio MP 3500). 

Scan [)ate: 01 23.2014 12:31:32 (-0500) 
Queries tn: scanner@unc edu 



From: Schuettpelz, Erin C <ecs@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 2014 3:09 PM 

To: @gmaJl.com 

Subject: ffmying in touch... 

Today is my last day at Carolina. Thanks for being such great friends and colleagues. I will miss all of you. And I hope to return to Carolina someday! 

I will keep my cell phone I and my personal email is ~.g!3).~!.!:5:~!3). (copied above). Once I am settled at Wash U. I will let you know my new 
work contact information. 

Thanks] Erin 

Erin C. Schuettpelz 
Chief of StaiT, UNC Chapel Hill 
919 962 1365 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lise Klitten <liseklitten@k~lisse.dk~ 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 1:45 PM 

Lise Klitten <li~klitten@kulisse.dk> 

Coslume Design Group meeting in Sao Paolo August 2014 

E-Scapes-BR 2014-Basic Info.pdf; E-Scapes-BR 2014-Call for l~pers mad projects.pdf; OISTAT Education Performance Design and 

Research letter BR 2014.pdf 

Organisation Internationale des Sc~nografes, Techniciens et Architectes de Theatre International Organization of Scenographers, Theatre Architects and Technicians 

E- Scapes 

OISTAT Education, Performance Design & Research annual meeting & Conference 

Brazil I August, 10th - 15th, 2014 

~Rmail.com 

Dear Colleagues, 

The deadline for papers and workshops projects applications has been extended to 5th March, 

Since some people had been writing to us asking why we required a full paper instead an abstract, we feel it is important to inform all those interested 

the reason why we asked for a full paper. It is because we intend to publish them all in two languages.We know it is very common to apply only with the 

abstract but we would need time to translate and produce that in time for the meeting. 

We are very open to accept abstracts as well, but in this case we cannot guarantee the full paper would be published. (More information Aby Cohen and 

Rozanne Munich        @gmail.com). 

We take this opportunity also to inform you about the general dates of the event. 

E-Scapes has developed to become a wide program that will take place in Sgo Paulo from 4 to 14 August 2014. There is also an extend program to Rio de 

Janeiro. 

Please find here the main dates and basic program: 

Education, Performance Design & Research Conference - OISTAT Annual meeting 

10 to 14 August, Sao Paulo 

9. August         Arrival day 

10 to 14. August Conference Program 

15. August         Departure day 

Extended Workshops Program 

4 to 9 de August, S~o Paulo 

Extended Tours and Meetings Pos - Conference Program 

15 to 18 August, Rio de Janeiro 

15 August Departure from Sao Paulo to Rio de Janeiro 

16 + 17 August Tours and Meeting Program 

18 de Agosto Departure day 

Airports : 

S~o Paulo International Airpor|GRU) Guarulhos 

Sgo Paulo local airport (CGH) Congonhas 

Rio de Janeiro (SDU) Santos Dummont 

Belo Horizonte (CNF) Confins { for INHOTIM) 

Registration will be open i~ ~arch 

Lise Klitten 
Set and Costumedesign 
kulisse.dk 
Vesterbrogade 60A 3 
1620 Copenhagen V 
Denmark 
+45 26524461 
liseklitten@kulisse.dk 

President of OiSTAT center Denmark 



SDS. Association of Danish Scenographers 

Head of the Costume Design Group of 
OISTAT Performance Design 



Organisation Internationale des Sc6nografes, Techniciens et Architectes de Th6~tre 

International Organization of Scenographers, Theatre Architects and Technicians 

E-Scapes 
Education, Performance Design & Research Conference 

annual meeting [ Brazil ]August, 10th - 15th, 2014 

Extended program from 4th - 9th August and 

15th - 18th August will be announced soon 

Dear Colleagues, 

In order to help you to plan your travel arrangements to the meeting in Brazil next year please 

find some useful basic information here. 

City: Sao Paulo 

Arrival day: 10th August* 

Departure day: 15th August* 

Passport and Visa 

All passports need to be valid for the minimum of 6 months. 

Some countries need to apply previously for VISA to come over to Brazil. We suggest you apply 

as a Tourism Visa (VlTUR). In case you have doubts we recommend to get in touch with the 

Brazilian Embassy in your country or in a country nearby. 

We will provide invitation letters in case you need. Please let us to know by sending an e-mail 

to              _~mail.com 



About Sao Paulo 

Airports 
When booking your tickets please notice the Sao Paulo International airport is GUARULHOS 

(GRU) distant 45 km from the city center. 

Sao Paulo local airport is CONGONHAS (CGH) for some other Brazilian cities destination. 

Accommodation 
As reference for accommodation in Sao Paulo, we had been searching for some hotels which 

could offer special prices for groups. We can have some deals with 4 stars hotels category 

around areas of interest for the meeting logistics, which costs around 90,00 euro/120,00 US 

dollar (single rooms) and 100,00 euro/140,00 US dollar (double/shared rooms), including 

continental breakfast. 

Food 

Eating in Sao Paulo costs from 6,00 to 20,00 euro / 9,00 to 30,00 US dollar. 

You can even spend more if you like! 

Local Transport 

You can go around the city by tube for 1,00 euro each way or by taxi for around 12,00 euro per 

10km (if you are lucky on not getting stuck in traffic jam). 

We don’t recommend taking buses as they are not very well signalized for foreigners (neither 

for Brazilians who doesn’t live in Sao Paulo) 

Basic and previous Information we need from you 

In order to organize the event and the pre booking in the hotels we need to get some feedback 

from you with your show of interest on attending to the event. This is not a registration form 

though, but very helpful for us to plan the event. 

Name: 

Country: 

Institution: 

Commission to attend: 
(_) Education (_) Performance Design (_) Research 
Interest on presenting a paper: (_) Yes (_) No 
Interest on leading a workshop: (_) Yes (_) No 

Letter of invitation needed: (_) Yes (_) No 
Hotel booking         (_) through the event (_) by yourself 

In case is through the event please mark: (_) single room 

Length of stay : 
(_) double room 

Notes: 

Aby Cohen & Rosane Muniz 

@Rmail.com 

ABrlC/ 

Sao Paulo, 23 December, 2013 



Organisation Internationale des Sc~nografes, Techniciens et Architectes de Theatre 

International Organization of Scenographers, Theatre Architects and Technicians 

E-Scapes 
Education, Performance Design & Research Conference 

annual meeting I Brazil I August, : 0th - : 5th, 

Extended program from 4th to 9th August and 

from 15th to 18th August will be announced soon 

PAPERS, WORKSHOPS Projects and FLASH TALKS (Pechakucha) presentations are invited to apply 

following the Conference main subject: 

E-Scapes: the exploration of escaping traditional boundaries of Performance and its Design 

We welcome submissions from within specific disciplines, but we are also very much interested 

in interdisciplinary contributions since the Conference aims to develop discussion of common 

interest to all disciplines of Education, Performance Design and Research alike. 

Conference language: English 

Proposals can be based on your work or the work of other inspirational practitioners, from past 

or present, including ideas, theories, researches, processes used and the results that have 

emerged through breaking the boundaries of conventional practice. The topics listed below 

suggest the areas for discussion: 

From the directors and designers attitude of escaping the conventional, to a cultural 

identification and its influence into the visual aspects of the performance today. 

The impact of new technology on the performance aesthetics and the relationship with 

the audience. Also considering the diverse usage - application and adaptation - of these 

new technologies in the practice of the contemporary performance. 

Lighting, sound, stage and costume design have been pushing the boundaries for many 

years, not only in traditional theatre but in public spaces, exhibitions and museums, as 

installations that can stand alone as unique art forms. 

How to educate students, as well as young and established practitioners with the use of 

these tools and ideas. 



What and When to Send 

- A full draft paper should be submitted by 20th February tc @~mail.com 
- Consider a full draft up to 3.500 words and 3 images 

- Preferred in Word, Arial 12 and 300dpi image resolution 

- Including: author(s), affiliation(s), email address, title of the work, bibliography and short bio 

of the author(s) 

We welcome submissions for workshops projects to be selected from within specific topics and 

disciplines. We are also very much interested in international share and collaboration on the 

leading of the workshops. The projects shall consider the main interested people on these are 

students, professionals, practitioners and teachers from formal and informal education from all 

levels graduated, pos graduated and non graduated 

What and When to Send 

- An abstract of the proposal has to be sent by 20t" February to              _~mail.com 

- Technical Information regarding to space, equipments and materials needed, also items 

intended to be brought over 

- Number of participants and profile 

- Short bio of the workshop leader(s) 

- Lenght of the workshop: minimum 3 hours, maximum 15 hours 

Since we cannot use anymore the name PECHAKUCHA as it is under copyright terms we decided 

to use the name FLASH TALKS for this Conference. 

FLASH TALKS consists on twelve presentations of a series of 20 slides shown for 20 seconds 

each. The participants shall present their own creative work and process, also talk about topics 

related to their inspiration as such as: travels, research projects, student projects, hobbies, 

collections or other interests. Please send us an email of intention to participate of the FLASH 

TALKS and your area of interest and theme, followed by a short bio by 20th February to 

~mail.com. 



Aby Cohen 

Theatre and Exhibition Designer / Curator 

Curator of Brazilian National Exhibition for PQ’11 

Professor of Scenography at the FBA - University of 

Belas Artes - Sao Paulo 

Brazilian member of OISTAT Education and Vice 

President of OISTAT 

WSD2013 Exhibition and Design as Performance 

curator 

PO.’~L5 International Commissioner 

Email: ~uol.com.br 

lan Evans 

Senior Lecturer in Technical Theatre and Production - 

Royal Welsh College of Music and Drama 

Chair of OISTAT Education 

Technical Director, Transformation & Revelation, UK 
National Exhibition of Design for Performance, PQ 

2011, V&A Museum London. 

Technical Director World Stage Design 2013 

Email:         @rwcmd.ac.uk 

Rosane Muniz 

Costume Designer / Journalist 

Curator of Brazilian Extreme Costume Exhibition and 

Researcher for National Exhibition for PQ’:11 
Professor at the FBA - University of Belas Artes - Sao 

Paulo 

Brazilian member of OISTAT Performance Design 

(Costume Working Group) 

Email:        ~gmail.com 

Reija Hirvikoski 

Artist Professor, Doctor of Arts (DA) 
Stage and Costume Designer 

Chair of OISTAT Performance Design 

Curator of Finnish National Exhibition for pQ’11 

Member of WSD2013 Curatorial Panel 

Email: ~gmail.com 

Fausto Viana 

Set and Costume Design Professor 

Curator of Brazilian School Exhibition for PQ’11 

Professor at the Scenic Arts School - University of Sao 

Paulo (ECA / USP) 

Brazilian member of OISTAT Research 

Email: ~usp.br 

Dorita Hannah 

Performance Designer / Architect / Academic 

Chair of OISTAT Research 

Visiting Scholar: NYU Tisch School of the Arts 

Visiting Professor: SUNY Buffalo (USA) 

University (Denmark) NACTA (China) 

Design Director: Fluid States, PSi 2015 

Research Curator: WSD 2013 

Theory Curator: PQ 2015 

Email:                ~gmail.com 

Roskilde 



Organisation Internationale des Sc~nografes, Techniciens et Architectes de Theatre 

International Organization of Scenographers, Theatre Architects and Technicians 

E-Scapes 
The exploration of escaping traditional boundaries 

of Performance and its Design 

Education, Performance Design & Research Conference 
annual meeting I Brazil I August, :~0th - :~5th, 

Letter of invitation from the Brazilian OISTAT members 

To the National OISTAT Centres, 

Individual Members, Associate Members, 

Education Delegates, Performance Design Delegates and Research Delegates. 

We welcome the Education delegates, Performance Design delegates and Research 
delegates to attend a Conference and Joint Meeting in August ~.0th - ~.5th 20:~4, in S~o 

Paulo, Brazil. 

E-Scapes I 
The exploration of escaping traditional boundaries of Performance and its Design 

It is an inflection created from the words SCAPE and ESCAPE with the intention of 

bringing not only the sense of location or place (SCAPE) but the action of escaping 

normal boundaries (ESCAPADE); to look forward, of breaking rules, to rethink, to begin 

anew. This is to not only suggest moving out from the traditional space of theatre but to 

explore the designers" attitude in the contemporary. 

We aim to create a conference that will develop discussion of common interest to all 

disciplines of Education, Performance Design and Research alike. Also to provide a 

fruitful encounter in which we can find inspiration for the continuity and development 

into collaborative projects between OISTAT Performance Design and Education. 



We invite you all to present and discuss your work or the work of other inspirational 

practitioners, from past or present. This should include ideas, theories and research, the 

processes used and the results that have emerged through breaking the boundaries of 

conventional practice. The topics listed below suggest the areas for discussion: 

From the directors and designers attitude of escaping the conventional, to a 

cultural identification and its influence into the visual aspects of the performance 

today. 

The impact of new technology on the performance aesthetics and the 

relationship with the audience. Also considering the diverse usage - application 

and adaptation - of these new technologies in the practice of the contemporary 

performance. 

Lighting, sound, stage and costume design have been pushing the boundaries for 

many years, not only in traditional theatre but in public spaces, exhibitions and 

museums, as installations that can stand alone as unique art forms. 

How to educate students, as well as young and established practitioners with the 

use of these tools and ideas. 

Venues 

We wish to include a number of different institutions and venues in the conference and 

hold activities at them. It is hoped that these institutions will support the conference 

and in return they will be given a closer interaction and understanding of OISTAT and its 

activities. The names of the institutions and detailed agenda will follow. 

Among the Theatre groups and Theatres, we wish to include visits and parallel program 

with are: Teatro Alfa, Teatro Brincante, Teatro Ofidna, Teatro da Vertigem, Theatre 

groups of Pra~a Roosevelt area etc. 

Plan of Activities 

The activities we are proposing are: 

Workshops - We are working on a partnership with Universities that could help 

in developing a workshop program to take place a week or two weeks before the 

meeting, so the group and its leader can present the result in an open presentation 

during our program. We will make invitations and also make a call and a selection for 

workshop projects. 

2.    Presentations - We propose a total of 3 presentations: 2 presentations given by 

invited professionals and :1 presentation about the above mentioned workshop process 

and results. (each section duration is 

3.     PAPERS- We will send out a call for papers as it is important for the participants 

to share with the group new research that they may be working on or reporting on a 

recently completed project. We propose 3 to 4 sections of presentations of papers, 

lectures presentations for everyone to attend. (each section has :1h20 and is composed 

of 3 lectures with a debate at the end).. 



4.    Roundtables - We propose 2 to 4 sections of simultaneous round tables focused 

on questions dealing with each commission and individual proposals (the estimated time 

for each section is lh30).. 
5. Working meetings sessions - a total of 3 working sessions: 

1open session of each commission (simultaneously, the estimated time 

for each section is 2h); 

1closed session for each commission and working groups 

(simultaneously, the estimated time for each section is 2h); 

1closed session reuniting both commissions at the conclusion of the 

conference (the estimated time for each section is 2h). 
6.     FLASH TALKS (Pecha Kucha) - We propose 9 presentations of 5 min each, divided 
into two sections followed by 10 min of discussion each. (Total time of lh15). We will 

send out a call for presentations and depending on the attendance it will be a selection. 

7,    International School Panel - Series of recruitment presentations from the 

visiting Education members to Brazilian students. 

8, Side Program - Visits to Ateliers, Theatre Groups, Theatre Tours, Performances and 

others. 
9. Exhibition -Exhibition of Brazilian theatre design. Including an exhibition of 

World Stage Design and Scenofest in anticipation of World Stage Design and Scenofest 

2017. 
10. Catalogue - we are looking for possible partnerships to produce a printed 

catalogue to publish the papers, the work of exhibitors, side activities and projects. This 

will include the papers that were not presented at the conference, encouraging input 

from people who are not able to attend and increasing the content beyond what was 

available at the conference. 

Call for the Workshop projects, Papers and Flash Talks on the theme of the Conference 

are open. 

Conditions 
This is a low budget meeting therefore delegates must be responsible for all costs 

relating to airfares and accommodation for the period of the event in Sao Paulo" 10-15th 

August, 2014 (5 nights), i/Ve" will ,~.~r~..,,’.~~tA~::~:~ -,~,~ ,~:~ ~"~.~ ~~-"~,~-~~~~ ........... " ....... 

The host will provide the visiting OISTAT members with information about travelling and 

hotels. 

Arrangements have been made between Artist Proj~essor, Doctor oJ~ Arts Reija Hirvikoski, 

Chair o~ OISTAT Performance Design; Senior Lecturer in Technical Studies & Production 

lan Evans, chair oj~ OISTA T Education; Proj~essor Dorita Hannah (PhD), chair oJ~ Research; 

Rosane Muniz, Aby Cohen and Fausto Viana, Brazilian members oj~ OISTAT. 



Aby Cohen 

Theatre and Exhibition Designer / Curator 

Curator of Brazilian National Exhibition for PQ’11 

Professor of Scenography at the FBA - University of 

Belas Artes - Sao Paulo 

Brazilian member of OISTAT Education and Vice 

President of OISTAT 

WSD2013 Exhibition and Design as Performance 

curator 

PQ’15 International Commissioner 

Email: ~uol.com.br 

lan Evans 

Senior Lecturer in Technical Theatre and Production - 

Royal Welsh College of Music and Drama 

Chair of OISTAT Education 

Technical Director, Transformation & Revelation, UK 
National Exhibition of Design for Performance, PQ 

2011, V&A Museum London. 
Technical Director World Stage Design 2013 

Emaih         _~rwcmd.ac.uk 

Rosane Muniz 

Costume Designer / Journalist 

Curator of Brazilian Extreme Costume Exhibition and 

Researcher for National Exhibition for PQ’11 
Professor at the FBA - University of Belas Artes - Sao 

Paulo 

Brazilian member of OISTAT Performance Design 

(Costume Working Group) 

Email:        ~gmail.com 

Reija Hirvikoski 

Artist Professor, Doctor of Arts (DA) 
Stage and Costume Designer 

Chair of OISTAT Performance Design 

Curator of Finnish National Exhibition for PQ’11 

Member of WSD2013 Curatorial Panel 

Email: _~gmail,com 

Fausto Viana 

Set and Costume Design Professor 

Curator of Brazilian School Exhibition for PQ’11 

Professor at the Scenic Arts School - University of Sao 

Paulo (ECA / USP) 

Brazilian member of OISTAT Research 

Email: ~usp.br 

Dorita Hannah 

Performance Designer / Architect / Academic 

Chair of OISTAT Research 

Visiting Scholar: NYU Tisch School of the Arts 

Visiting Professor: SUNY Buffalo (USA) 

University (Denmark) NACTA (China) 

Design Director: Fluid States, PSi 2015 

Research Curator: WSD 2013 

Theory Curator: PQ 2015 

Emaih               @gmail.com 

Roskilde 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lamborn,Alan <Alan.Lmn born@colo s~ate.edu> 

Wednesday, Febrnary 26, 2014 12:21 PM 

Amy Burkert (akl l@andrew.cmu.edu); Amy Goodbum (agoodbuml @unl.edu); Andria Costello Staniec (costello@s.~r.edu); Ann 

Kenimer (a-kenime@taJnu.edu); Barbara Altmann (baltmann@uoregon.edu); Barbara Sa~vrey (bsawrey@ucsd.edu); Ben Withers 

(bwithers@uky.edu); Bernard Mair (bamaJ@ufl.edu); Beth Loizeaux (ebloiz@bu.edu); Bette Bottoms (bbottoms@uic.edu); Bill Green 

(wgreen@miami.edu); Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu>; Carol Bea~ (cbarr@provost.umass.edu); Carolyn de la Pefia 

(ctdelapena@ucdavis.edu); Cathy Koshland (vptlapf@berkeley.edu); Charles Robbins (charles.mbbins@stonybrook.edu); Charles Tucker 

(cmcke@illinois.edu); Colin Potts (oue@gatech.edu); Cons~nce Relihan (relihco@auburn.edu); David Harris (provos~t@tufts.edu); Dennis 

Freeman <freeman@mit.edu>; Dennis Groth (dgroth@indiana.edu); Donna Hamilton (dhamil@umd.edu); Ed Taylor 
(edtaylo@u.wasNngton.edu); Elizabeth Dooley (Elizabeth.Dooley@mail.wvu.edu); Elizabeth Whitt (ewhitt~ucmerced.edu); Elliot Vittes 

<Ellio@ucf.edu>; Greg Heileman (heileman@ece.unn~.edu); Greg Jackson (greg.jackson@rutgers.edu); Ha~ry Elam 

(bilgen@stanford.edu); Helen Doerpinghaus (doerp@sc.edu); Holden Thorp (thorp@wustl.edu); Hugh Page <hpage@nd.edu~; 

Hughes,Blanche <Blanche.Hughes@colos~te.edu>; Jacque Fetmw (fetl~owj s@~vfu.edu); Juan Manfredi <~manfredi@pitt.edu>; Karen 

Laughlin (klaughlin@fsn.edu); Keith Jeff(left keith@byu.edu); Larry Abraham <l.abraham@austin.utexas.edu>; Laura Jolly 

(ljolly@uga.edu); Lee D. Balker, Ph. D. <ldbaJ~er@duke.edtr~; Lisa Mact?Mane (academic.affairs@mth.edu); Lyn (Virginia) Stallings 

<vstalli@american.edu>; Lynn Zimmerman (jlzimme@emory.edu); M. Beth Ingrain (beth-ingram@uiowa.edu); Martha Bradley 

(Martha.Bradley@utah.edu); Mary Nisbet (mni sbet@ltsc.ucsb.edu); MaU Wack <mwack@wsu.edu>; Matthew Santirocco 

(matt2tiew.santimcco@nyu.edu); Michael Giant (michael.grant@colorado.edu); Mike Mullen <mike.mullen@ncsu.edu>; Milton Adams 

<jma@virginia.edu>; Monica Brockmeyer 0nbrock~neye@wayne.edu); Nelson Bickers <bickers@usc.edu:> (bicker@usc.edu); Patricia 

A. Turner <pturne@college.ucla.edu>; Paul Dosal (pdosal@usf.edu); Pickering,Kathleen <Kathleen.Pickering@colostate.edu:>; Rachel 

Holloway (rhollowa@vt.edu); Richard Feldman (richard.feldman@rochester.edu); Richard Hughey 0ph@soe.ucsc.edu); Robert McMaster 
(mcmaster@unm.edu); Robert Pangborn (pangborn@psu.edu); Ron Braeutigam (braeutigam@northwes~tem.edu); Sharon Salinger 

(salinger@uci.edu); Stephen Ehrmann (sehrmann@gwu.edu); Steve Bfint (steven.brint@ucr.edu); Steve Dandaneau (dandaneau@ksu.edu); 

Sue Hous~ton <shousto@bgsu.edu>; Suzanne Austin (seaustin@uab.edu); Teri Elldns Longacre (elldns@uh.edu); Tim Renick 

(trenick@gsu.edu); Wayne Carlson (carlson.8@osu.edu) 

Alex Boyd <alexboyd@k- sIate.edu>; Alissa Beideck (abeideck@bu.edu); Allison MacKei~ie (mackenzie~r@us£edu); Allyson Tant 

(allyson.tan~gatech.edu); American University (undergradstudies@american.edu); Amy Cooper (acoope@wayne.edu); Angela Hockin 

<ahockin@t?~u.edu>; Angelina Pasley (apasley@ucdavis.edu); Angle Cochran (angie-cochran@uiowa.edu); Ann Blanchard 

(a.blanchard@ugs.utoh.edu); Arlene Tabag (atabag@aa.ufl.edu); Ashley Selfridge (ashley@umd.edu); Catherine Ribarchak 

<ci2@andrew.cmu.edu>; Christina Ruiz (cruiz2@uic.edu); Christy Moore (cmgallag@indiana.edu); Daphne Fair-Leary 

(dfl@northwes~tem.edu); Denise Gi-iggs (gfiggsc~c))wfu.edu); Elaine l?ritchard (pritchard.90@osu.edu); Gall Hignight 

(gail.hignight@duke.edu); Gall McNabb (g~ncnabb@ucsd.edu); Georgia State University (viceprovosq@gsu.edu); Helen Brewster 

<helen.brewste@unh.edu>; Janice Chizmar <j.chizma@miami.edtc,; Jeanne Bowen (jbowenl@nd.edu); Jeannie Holt (jmholt@wsu.edu); 

Jennifer Cole (jennifer.cole@colomdo.edu); Joseph Suilmann (suilmann@unm.edu); Juana Dumagan-Garcia <jdun~agan@ucmerced.edu>; 

Juanita Jackson-Stoner (jjackson3@nnl.edu); Kaithlyn Kayer (kkayer@gwu.edu); Kathleen Laughnaan (km132@uw.edu); Kelly Smiaroski 

(ksmiaroski@provos~t.umass.edu); Kirsten Thompson (ldrsten thompson@b?a~.edu); Lisa Miller (millerl@pitt.edu); Lisa Siddens 

(lisa.siddens@wustl.edu); Lisa Stagnone (lstag@mit.edu); Atwood, Liz <Liz.At~vood@colostate.edtr~; Madina Brammer 

(madina.bmmme@ucr.edu); Manuela Friedmann (miiiedmann@college.ucla.edu); Marcella Tanona (marcella.tanon~tufts.edu); Marcy 

Ludorl’(ludorI(~ uab.edu); Mary Stein (stein094@umn.edu); Mary Whitehead (mwhitehd@uga.edu); Meg Matron (megm@uoregon.edu); 

Melanie Wheeler (mrwhee0 l@syr.edu); Melinda SchaeftEr (mschaet?@illinois.edu); Monica Garcia (mmgarci~r@berkeley.edu); Myra 
Henry (myra.henry@rochester.edu); Nadine Greenstein (nadine.greenstein@stonybrook.edu); Nagle,Lee <LEE.NAGLE@colostate.edu>; 

Norma Sumez (norma.suarez@ucf.edu); Okan~oto, Kim <Kim.Okan~oto@colostate.edu>; Patrick Melillo 
<melillo@oldqueens.rutgers.edu>; Patsy Yarborough (yarbomp@mailbox.sc.edu); Goodman, Paula <pgoodman@elnail.unc.edu>; Paula 

Stokes-Clark (clarkps@auburn.edu); Robin Deb <rdeb@skanford.edt~,; Roxanne Eyre (reyre@uci.edu); Sabella Hess <shess@uci.edu>; 

Sandm Chavarria (schavarria@tamu.edu); Sarah Meussling (sjeffer@bgsu.edu); Shirley Robinson (shirley.robinson@mail.~wu.edu); 

Tangela Defico (tderico@emory.edu); Terri Runyon (tem.mnyon@uky.edu); UniversiU of Southern California (ugp~usc.edu); Vickie 

Youngblood (viclde.youngbloo&~}ncsu.edu); Virginia Tech Universi~’ (undergraduate@t.edu) 

June and November Reinvention Center meetings 

Colleague~ 

A quick update on upcoming meetings and a quick request for help. 

’][’he quick update: 

The program planning committees for the June UVP meeting at Bos~ton Universily and the November biennial National Meeting are reviemng the final drafts for the 

preliminary programs. We are also close to having the registration site ready lbr the June UVP meehng. 

You will be getting a heads-up email within the next couple of weeks M~en the registration page for the June meeting is ready and another when the preliminary agendas 

are posted on the website. In the meantime, please double-check your calendars to confirm that those dates are being held: 

th th ) ~ The UVP Meeting at Boston University is June 10th & 11 (with a welcoming reception the evening of Monday, June 9 at the 1~ resident’s residence). 
th                                      th ~ The 2014 National Meeting skarts Thursday, Novelnber 14 and concludes Saturday afternoon November 15 . It will be held at the Renaissance Arlington 

Capital View Hotel in Arlington, Virginia.~ 

The quick request: 

Several of us are increasingly seeing references to research indicating that the arts, humanities, and social sciences aid in the development of empathetic learning and 

social intelligence. While none of us doubt the intrinsic value of these disciplinary, areas, we think it is important that the Reinvention Center be able to highlight their 

instrumental value as well. 



If you axe your~lf kmowledgeable about re,arch on the impact of these disciplines on the development ofempathetic learning and social intelligence or if you have 

thculty M~o axe expert in these areas we would veD’ much like to know. h~ the short run, we are interested in organizing a presentation on this topic for the June UVP 

mee’dng (we would be rolling to pay expenses to bring in several lhculty experts to the meeting). In the long ran, we axe exploring the tx~ssibility that this topic might turn 

into one of our tbcused networks. 

Many thanlcs, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Fox <David.Fox@etcconnect.com> 

Tuesday, March 1 l, 2014 10:48 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

RE: Permission to quote 

Bobbi; 

Thank you for your swift reply. Here is my situation, I am developing online content from a course that was created by a former employee but never distributed 

externally. Now we are loo~dt~g to offer [:he class to an external audience I am not sure what portkms of the class are from your bo.:?~s as they are cited it as 

references but the original aut:hor of the class dh~ not anno[:ate l:he~r te’,d:. As a result, I can not af[~rm whet:her or not there are any specffh:: quotath:ms, 

We want to make sure we respect your ~ntel[ectual property and accredit you as a source, but I can not d~ssect precisely which pordons of Lhe class may have come 

from you. ~ w~ll I~st your books ~n the bibliography. 

~ am sorry [ can not be more precise or exact k~ use of the text. I hope you w[[[ approve the request. 

Please feel free to call me with any questions 

David Fox 

E~ectron~c Theatre Controls 

Training and Documentation Specialist 

Direct 608-824-5056 
Direct Toll Free 888.908..2193 

From: Owen, Bobbi A [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 11, 2014 6:32 AM 
To: David Fox 
Subject: Re: Permission to quote 
Please let me know what you w~t to quote. 

Bobbi Owen. 

Sent from Iny iPhone 

On Mar 10, 2014, at 2:16 PM, "David Fox" <.I__)_~21i__d_:_t_!~2:_,i~L{_e__t__c_’__c___o__r!_r_Le__c_’_t_:_c_’~?__n_)_> wrote: 

Professor Owen; 

My name is David Fox, I am a Training and Documentation specialist at Electronic Theatre Controls. I am creating an online training course on the 

history of Dimming. I was wondering if I could quote from two of your publications in my class The books are Lighting Designers on Broadway :19:15- 

:1990 and Scene Designers on Broadway. I would credit the work fully of course. 

Thanks in advance for considering this request 

David Fox 

Electronic Theatre Controls 

Training and Documentation Specialist 

Direct 608-824-5056 

Direct Toll Free 888-908-2193 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

David Fox <David.Fox@etcconnect.com> 

Tuesday, March 1 l, 2014 10:58 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

RE: Permission to quote 

HisloLy of Dimming revision A.pptx 

Bobbi; 

I completely understand, Here is the rough draft of class I am starting with. 1 will be making changes to the end section, but will not be using any of your work in 

anything new I add. 

Please raise a k)ok and let me know ~[ you see any o~ your material you wouldn’t fee~ con~fortabk~ with and f w~H be ha~W to remove ~t, 

A~so, ~ease do not shafe this out as H: is s~:d~ w~ry much a wof~ h~ progress. 

~f you have any questions, p~ease fee~ flee to cai~ me. 

E~ectroNc The~tr~ 

Training and Documer~tation Specialist 

Direct 508-824-5056 
Ditect 7Oil Free 888-908o2193 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 11, 2014 9:50 AM 
To: David Fox 
S~bject: Re: Permission to quote 

I am not willing to provide bla~et ~ission without understanding how extensive (or little) my in~llectuM pro~(ty h~ ~en used. Is it ~ssible to send me sections 

that might include my work’? 

BobN Owen 

On 3/11/2014 10:48 AM, David Fox wrote: 

BobM; 

"]’hat~k you for youf swi[t reply. Here ~5; nly situation I arn dew?h:~pk~g online content from a course that was crea[:ed by a former emph:~yee but never 

d~str~buted e’,d:efnal~y, Now we are looking to oiler the class ~:o an ex~:ernal audience. I am not sure what por~:~ons of the c~ass are from your books as 

they are dted ~t as re[:erences but the ofigff~a~ author of the class d~d noL annotsLe their text. As a result, ~ can not affirm whether of not Lhere ale any 

specific quotations, 

We want to make sure we respect your intellectual property and accredit you as a source, but ~ can not dissect predse~y which portions of the class 

may have come from you. ~ wN Hst your books h~ the bibliography. 

~ arn softy I can not be rnore ~)redse of e’,<act in use of the text. ~ hope you will approve the requesL 

Please feel ffee to call me wH:h any quesl:kms 

David Fox 

Electronic Theatre Controls 

Tra~rfing and Documer~tat~on Specialist 

Direc~ 608.-824-.5056 

Di~ct Toil Free 888-908-2193 

~ Please consider the environment before printing 

From: Owen, Bobbi A [En___a_jJ~9_Lg___w___e_E~__b__9__b__@_q__n__c_=_e__d___q] 

Sent: Tuesday, March 11, 2014 6:32 AM 
To: David Fox 
Subject: Re: Permission to quote 

Please let me know what you want to quote. 

Bobbi Owen. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 10, 2014, at 2:16 PM, "David Fox" <David.Fox({~etcconnect.com> wrote: 

Professor Owen; 

My name is David Fox, I am a Training and Documentation specialist at Electronic Theatre Controls. I am creating an online training course 

on the history of Dimming. I was wondering if I could quote from two of your publications in my class The books are Lighting Designers on 

Broadway :19:15-:1990 and Scene Designers on Broadway. I would credit the work fully of course. 

Thanks in advance for considering this request 

David Fox 

Electronic Theatre Controls 

Training and Documentation Specialist 

Direct 608-824-5056 

Direct Toll Free 888-908-2193 

[~!~ Please consider the environment before printing 
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Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dea~i for Undergraduat~e Education, and 

Michael R. HcVaugh Distinguished Professor oi Dramatic Art 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 30il Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gil, Karen M <kgil@email.unc.edt> 

Sunday, March 16, 2014 2:02 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu>; McHale, Tammy J <tmchale@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: ChMotte Willia~s position in Hono~ 

Bobbi 
As ~ve discussed, I support this request to keep the funding in honors. Thanks I~rworking with Tan~ay and the Bus Ops staffon ?,our proposed plan. 
Karen 

Karen M. Gil, Ph.D 
Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 
Lee G. Pedersen Distinguished Professor of Psychology 

CB # 3100 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel tliH, NC 27599-3100 

919-%2-3082 

919-%2-1165 

919-%2-2408]~x 

kgil@email.unc.edu 

> On Mar 16, 2014, at 1:50 PX4, "Bobbi Owen" <owenbob@unc edu> wrote: 

> I)ear Karen - 

> Thanks ~2~r talking *vith me recently about staffing concerns in the Johnston Center for Undergraduate Excellence / tlonors Carolina. It is thrilling that the honors program now aN:nits twice 
as maW students as in the past, but doubling the size has come *vith some strains as well. Long-time employee Charlotte Williams will retire on July 1 which gives us some opportunity to 
reconfigure some positions and duties - and at least for a short period o17 time to use state dollars and rely less heavily on fund-raising to support staff positions 

> I write to ask for your support to retain Charlotte Williams’s entire salaU of        ~2~r use by tlonors Carolina when she retires on July 1,2014. Jim Ldoudis and Jason Clewanons will *w)rk 
with Abigail Panter and myself and with the appropriate personnel in the College Business Center (including Tammy Mchale) to appropriately redistribute additional duties accompanied by 
associated compensation. You do not need to be concerned *vith the details of reclassification but your support is critical :for moving ahead. 

> Please let me know if you have questions 
> 

> Bobbi 

> Bobbi Owen 
> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
> Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
> 214 East Cameron Avenue 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
> Phone: 919 843-7773 
> FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

N. Deborah Hazlett <ndh@broadwaypress.com> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 1:27 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

s~611 getting together 

well the company for transpolt is GO YELLOW CHECKER SHUTTLE and if you want to make a resel~’ation do not call but go to the usitt website, find the link, and once at their website you 
can make a reservation, keep the number so that you can call them when you land. 

n deborah 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gordon Ferguson <ferguson@acm.org> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 1:36 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Misspelt words or not 

Spell checking for the supplemental pages is no~v 
rumaing on the dev site. It is time 
for lists of costume specific word. 
Please send ’em along. 
If you have added ~vords to personal dictionaries 
in MsWord or FireFox they car1 be ’exported’ -- let me kno~v. 

We can add ~vords as we go too; but it will be a little tedious. 
You will have to send them to me -- or if she is willing 
to learn how 

Love, 
Gordon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bobbi Owen <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 4:51 PM 

Gordon Ferguson <ferguson@acm.org>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Re: Misspelt words or not 

Selvedge 
Armsceye 
Flatlining 
Flatlined 
Flatlme 
lots of fabric names to come but these might be a good test. 
Crepe de chine 
Faille 

Love, B. 

On 3/17/2014 1:35 PiV~ Gordon Ferguson wrote: 
>Hi, 
> 

> Spell checking for the supplemental pages is now 
> running on the dev site It is time 
> for lists of costume specific word. 
> Please send ’em along 
> If you have added words to persona[ dictionaries 
> in MsWord or FireFox the?" can be ’exported’ -- let me know 
> 

> We can add words as we go too; but it will be a little tedious 
> You will have to send them to me -- or ~:[" she is willing 
> to learn how. 
> 

> Love, 

> Gordon 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
Michael R McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(;B~ 3504, 3011 Steele Butlding 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel t lill, N(2 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

May, Lee Y <mayl@emaih~nc.edu; 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 1:47 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

FW: Notification letter to professors 

gobbi, 

Not necessary, but if you are interested you can see an email chain between Alice and others about our response to students who have been victims of sexual 

assauk Your stance [rom a [acuky standpoint ~s warranted and appreda~:ed, 

Lee 

E~= Dawson, Alice C 
$eBt= Wednesday, March $9, 2054 $2:$3 PN 
Te= Nay, Lee Y; Wyrick, Narilyn ~ 
Subject: ~: Notification le~er ~ professors 

I R~I~ Hke I n~eded lo (h’op HowJc ~ response, so I did. Jusl l~,i. I will cmaJl both }%v ~md Howk~ ~o le~. them k~ow Bobbi h~ goi~g to join 

us on b’riday. I will explain that I am not in a position to talk authorRativelyidefiniti~,eb~ about the role of l?~uulty and some of the 

academic uonuernsiit’s above my pay grade/etc., and Bobbi uan. If you think this exuhange will be helpfld 

alice 

F~m; Dawson, Alice C 
~ent~ Wednesday, Narch 19, 20~4 12:1~ PN 
T~ Kallem, Howie; Rieckenberp, Oesir~e; CovMt, Carolyn S; Quimbaya-Winship, Kw 
Ct~ Hu~, Christi; Skur~, Neera Na~ana; Simmons, Kara K; Crisp, Winston B 
Subjett~ R[: Notification le~er to professors 

Howie, 

Thanks ve~F much. I hope I am not sounding contentious as that is absolutely not my intention. In fact, I want to avoid contentiont 

Most succinctly, I am hearing clearly what we (the Uni~,ersiiy--as an institution and community) want to do and are being asked 

do. -Howevec, this doesn’t dovetail nearly wi~h som~ of wha~ is in pla~::e pcesently. So as we mov(: ~brward as we need and want to do, 

i~ is essential to ~ake into account th~ c:amp~s context so tha£ w~ will hav~ at th~ end something that does dovetail. The cont~x~ 

n~ed changir~g in some ways, and ~ha~ will be part of tl3e long t~rm campus c~]t~t’e slfi~. My concecn is ensurir~g ~he two aspects fit 

togetl~ec in suc:]~ a way tha~ we come cound to where we need and wan~ b:~ be. So it is indeed a good discussic~n, a/nd w~¢ll get ~here~ 

Alic(~ 

F~m~ Kallem, Howie 
~ent~ Tuesday, March 18, 2014 [:38 PN 
T~I Dawson, Alice C; Rietkenberp, Oesir~e; Covalt, Carolyn S; Quimbaya-WMsN9, Ew 
~t~ Hu~, Christi; Skur~, Neera Manana; Simmons, Kara E; Crisp, Winston B 
~ubjett~ RE: Notification le~er to professors 

AUce, 

You write that, unlike DOS and 

believe needs to be changed, at least once our new policy ~s put in p~ace. We should have every bit ss much authority to te]~ a professor what must be done to 

assist a survivor as the other offices. ~f a sutv~vor needs to drop a course to deal w~th the trauma or because the perpetrator ~s in the same class, then there should 

be no question of our authority to require that. OCR would ~ns~st on ~t. Note that I say "we~’ and "our" --. I am referring to the University; we cm~ d~scuss whether the 

authorRy shouh~ reside m one office (d~e TRle IX team) or severa~ offices (the F~l:h[~ ~X team, DO5, and/or Academic Advising); I continue to l:hin]~ ~:hat the letter 

sh(~uld not come fiom the EOiADA office, as ~:hat wouM be t.:)o much of a ~:~p-off as to what the undeHying ~ssue ~s I wi~ review the draft o[ ~:he policy being 

developed ~y the Task Force to make sure thai ~t is clear that "we" have this authoHw and that [[ ~s not up to the professo(s [eneros~W to comply. 

~ agree w~th you~ point about fundamenta~ alteration and, in worMng w~th the surv~vor to determine what the student needs, we must be nl~ndful o[: [hat, just as 

Vm sure OARS ~s..Jndeed, ~ could see situations where we would want to tall< w~th the professor before we send out the letter below to make sure that a particular 

accommodation ~sn’t a fundm~enta~ a]terat~on~ S~mHady, ~f we do ~nclude an accommodation that the professor thh~ks goes too far, the professor should contact us 

to questh:m i~ The po~n~: is ~hat we do not want ~he survivor ~:o have to negoth~te w~th the professor., just as the student w~th a disability shouldn’t have to 

negotiate with a professor a~out d~sa~l]ty-related accommodations. 

TNs ~s an interesting d~scuss~on, and 

warrants further d~scuss~on amongst a larger group. 

How~e 

P,S. As a former Yankee, ~ waa under the ~mpreas~on ~:hat a "goobe¢~ was a peat~ut I do not think of you aa a peanut 

~mm: Dawson, Alice C 

Sent: Tuesday, March 18, 20~4 5:03 PM 

To: Kallem, Howie; Rieckenberg, Desir~e; Covalt, Carolyn S; Guimbaya-Winship, Ew 

Subject: RE: Notification letter to professors 

Howie, 

I’m a goob~:rt I got a copy of 

L~av(: attached the genecaI form that is used, attd it is ver~ g~:neraL I aIways cusb:~m~z(: it a hiL.."...that Susatt Jon(:s is exp~:rk:ncJng 

s(:r~ous L{ealth ~ssu(:s tha~ resul~(:d in her missk~g cIass from [da~(:] ~ntil [date} a~td sh~: is making ~se of appropriate resom’c~:s..." or 

"John L)oe ~s dealing wid.~ serio~Js 

cork]m~ction wid~ the sIudenI 

~ am still Yetlecting r-? bout the Ietlx~" below. I’m ~nclined to say ~t is ~]sefl~l ~l" both DOS and AcadeuHc Advising send th(me o~t. I often 

woYk w~t]~ ;a student who is noI i~t t]~e Ioop w~Ih DOS r-rod ~s ~o~. ~nterested ~n being ~n [ha[ Ioop. A~?d staid(arts wo~’k wil.h DOS and do 

no[ come d~Yough o~]Y 

DOS and Tiff as A(:cessibiIRy Resources may have more author~ly in deEermining how an instructor may handle a s~tuation. In our 

ol~iee, we are more e~rcumspect as the option is ultimately up to the pro~hssor and wc are eare~H not to come across as telling 

instructors what they should or must do. In ~-~et~ when I am dire(:tly communicating w~th as~ instru(:tor about a studenffs situation, I 

often say something to the effect that I am not in any way attempting to indieake a course of action but rather ~o confirm khat the 



student is expe~’iencb~g difl~c~lt~es and the i~str’~ctor should wor£ witl~ the st~den~ i~ accor’da~ce with class policies and syllabus, 

I uhink in essence I am unclea~" abo~t who has autho~%y la do whau. My ~ande~’standing ~s uhau accommodations based o~ d~sabi]it}, 

iss~es ca~mot "fllndame~tally alter the esse~t~a] ~’equbements of the cot~’seic~n~’t’~cuh~m." Alternate assignmen[s shot~ld haw~ the 

same lea~’n~ng outcome(s); ’exc~sed’ absentees a~’e ~ot pl’acticaI if attendance a~d pa~’[icipation is a~ essential lea~’n~ng compone~t; 

make--up woi’k and exal-ns, if pei’mitted, must be ,’easonable; that is, fi-~culb’ do not have 1o c~’eate a new exam fl-~*" a missed exam, but 

a del~-[y in the administ~’ation of the exam cannot inh~bit the p,’ogr’ess of the coui’sc. Etc. So as we think about i’csponses in the case 

of sexual assault, a~’e these still applicable’? I.ots o£ q~estions~ 

Ma~y thanks. 

alic~ 

F~m= Kallem, Howie 
Sent= Monday, March 17, 2014 5:14 PM 
To= Rieckenberg, Desirde; Dawson, Alice C; Covalb Carolyn S; Quimbaya-Winship, Ew 
Subject= Notification le~r to professors 

Folks, 

We had discus~d the ~ssibili~ of a somewhat s~ndardized letter to pro~s~rs setting out the accommoda~ons ~or su~,ivom. Til]~ny in O~S and Desiree sha, ed a 

few leRers u~d by their o~ces; ~ haven’t seen ~e ]eRer u~d by Academic Advising, but I came up with the following ba~d on the other leRers. The intent is ~ set out 

the needed accommo&tions or se~ices without the need for the s~dent to explain their si~tion or to negotiate over the s~ci~c sel~ices they need. 

Plebe let me ~ow what y~u ~ink of the ~bllowing... feel five to modi~ or edk as ~u see fit. We ca~ di~uss ~ker which o~ce or o~ces (Academic Advising, Dean 

of Students, the Title IX group) a,e in the best position to detelmine the necesmlT ~’ices and whether Academic Advising, the Dean of S~dents, or ~th should issue 

the leRers. 

ThaWs Howie 

Professor Smith: 

T~s o~ce wor~ with s~dents who are ex~rienmng di~cult si~tions or drcums~Jmes. (Student), who is enrolled in your course, is one such s~dent. (S~dent) 

recently expedenced a signiIicant life event and she is working with our ol]ice to ~cess ~e appropdate re,tortes and support se~’ices. As a resulL the student will 

require the ~ollowing ~commo~tions: 

[Descdbe them flexibility in at~n&nce, una~tidpated absences, e~ended deadlines lbr ~ssignments, re~heduling ofexamina~ons, e’~.; e.g., ’~he student may require 

some assis~nce and consideration lbr absences that may exceed the nodal allotment Ibr the class and an opportu~ to make up mis~d ~ssignments, quizzes and 

exa~]inations due to the ab~nces.] The s~dent, copied on this notice, will con~ct you in a ~mely ma~er [when she is ramble to aRend class, when she needs a~] 

e~ension for ~ assigmnent, to reschedule a~ exam, etc.]. 

As a cou~esy, we ~k ~at y~u rester the coi~dentiaJi~ of the s~dent in this maRer. Ify~u have any questions about the na~m or e~ent of the accommodations, 

please con~ct me directly rather than the s~dent. I can be reached at 919 962-g300 or you may wish to stop by our o~ce, located on the second floor (Suite 2126) 

in the S~dent Academic See’ices Building. Thank you for your time ~d considera~on regarding t~s roarer 

Sincerely, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodman@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 8:32 AM 

~email.unc.e&~>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbol~unc.e&~ 

Signed Aptx~intment Letter 

Seconda .ryAppt2014.pdf 

Please see attached signed appointment letter. The first page is just the document that I use to get this processed. 

Thanks. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Fox <David.Fox@etcconnect.com> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 11:21 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

RE: Permission to quote 

gobbi; 

I was wondering if you had a chance to review the presentation I sent you and if you found anything of yours you didn’t feel comfortable with~ 

Thanks in adw~nce for looking at ~t 

David Fox 
Ebctmn~c Theatre Controls 

Training and Documentation Spec~Nist 

Direct 608-.824.-5056 
Direct To/! F~ee 888-908-2f93 

From: David Fox 
Sent: Tuesday, March 11, 2014 9:58 AM 
To: ’Bobbi Owen’ 
Subject: RE: Permission to quote 

Bobbi~ 

I completely understand. Here is the faugh draft of class ~ am starting with. ~ w~l~ be making changes to the end section, but wH~ not be ush~g any of your work 

anything new I add. 

Please take a k)ok and let me knower you see anyof vour material you wouMn’L [ee] comfortable with and ~ wfl] be happy Lo remove ~:. 

Abo, p~ease do hal share this ou[ as ~t is ;t~H very much a work k~ progress. 

l[:you have any quesLions, #ease fee~ free to calf me. 

David Fox 

E~ectron~c Theatre Controls 

Training and Documentation Specialist 

Direct 608-.824.-5056 
Direct To/! F~ee 888-908-2f93 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 11, 2014 9:50 AM 
To: David Fox 
Subject: Re: Permission to quote 

I a~’~ not willing to provide blanket permission without understanding how extensive (or little) my intellectuaJ properb~ has been used. Is it possible to send me seclions 

that might include my work? 

Bobbi Owen 

On 3/11/2014 10:48 AM, David Fox wrote: 

gobbi; 

Thank you for your swift reply. Here is my situation. I am developing online content from a course that was created by a former employee bu[ never 

distributed externally. Now we are looking to offer the class to an external audience. I am not sure what portions of the class are from your books as 

they are cited it as references but the original author of the class did not annotate their text~ As a result, I can not affirm whether or not there are any 

specific quotations. 

We want to make sure we respect your inteflectuat property and accredi[ you as a source, bu[ I can not dissect precisely which portions at: the class 

may have come from you. I will list your books in the bibfiograph% 

I am sorry I can not be more precise or exact in use of the text. I hope you will approve the request, 

Please feel free to call me with any questions 

David Fox 

Electronic Theatre Controls 

Training and Documentation Specialist 

Direct 608-824-5056 

Direct Taft Free 888@05-2193 

~ Please consider tbe environment before printing 

From: Owen, Bobbi A [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 11, 2014 6:32 AM 
To: David Fox 
Subject: Re: Permission to quote 

Please let me know what you wm]t to quote. 

Bobbi Owen. 



Sent farm my iPhone 

On Mar 10, 2014, at 2:16 PM, "David Fox" <David Fox(a~etcconnectcora> wrote: 

Professor Owen; 

My name is David Fox, I am a Training and Documentation specialist at Electronic Theatre Controls. I am creating an online training course 

on the history of Dimming. I was wondering if I could quote from two of your publications in my class The books are Lighting Designers on 

Broadway 1915-1990 and Scene Designers on Broadway. I would credit the work fully of course. 

Thanks in advance for considering this request 

David Fox 

Electronic Theatre Controls 

Training and Documentation Specialist 

Direct 608-824-5056 

Direct Toll Free 888-908-2193 

~ P lease consider the environment before printir~g 
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Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Nndergraduate Education, and 

Michael R. McW~ugh DJsLinguished Prefessoz of DramaLie Azt 

University of Nozth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 30il Steele Building 

214 East Ca’~’eron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 





Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gwin, Mim~ose Cla~on <mgwin@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, March 22, 2014 12:08 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

RE: Big fl~m~ks aa~d a question 

Hi Bobbi, I’d love to have a drink with you’. Wed., April 16, works for me. Thanks for asking me to serve on the committee again; I enjoyed the experience this year. I just turned in my 
paperwork for phased retirement (gulp!) so that I can have the time and space to focus on my o~vn fiction. 

I’ve gotten vel3~ positive comments on our selection. Hopefully, students will benefit from reading it. I hope Louise can come to campus 

Ok, so if April 16 at 5:30 is still ok, I’ll seeyou then Best, ivlmrose 

From: Bobbi Owen [o~venbob@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 21, 2014 8:13 AM 
To: Gwin, ivlmrose Clayton 
Subject: Big thanks and a question 

Hi Minrose - 
The semester seems like it is flying by and 

I am so grateful for your lea dership of the summer reading selection 
process this year Chair’s don’t often continue but I want to be sure 
tu check in the case yuu want tu do this again next year. Beth is in 
her second uf twu years and I knuw that Frank will cuntinue. 
Bobbi 

Bubbi Owen 
Seniur Associate Dean for Undergraduate Educatiun, and 
Michael R. Mc Vaugh Distinguished Prufessur uf Dramatic Art 
Universi~ of Nurth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
214 East Camerun Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ETECH GERMANY <sustainl5@etechgermany.org> 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 2:29 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Invitation i Education tbr Sus~taJmability i International Greening Education Event 2014 i Germany 

A three day International Greening Education Event will be held from 29th to 31st of October 2014 in Karlsruhe, Germany. This event will bring together 

academic community, policy makers, representatives of international development agencies, senior members of academic institutions, administrators and 

teachers, sustainable development practitioners, environmental management professionals and other stakeholders from around the world. 

The event provides an exclusive forum to: Examine how global issues such as climate change, loss of biodiversity and other major challenges are affecting 

education sector; deliberate on how to embed sustainability in curricula, courses and learning and teaching material; debate on the ways to make 

educational institutions as one of the key leaders in finding long lasting solutions to evolving environmental, social and economic challenges; share best 

practices; and get insights on how education is being reshaped to meet the requirements of the 21st century. 

Further to knowledge sharing, the upcoming event also provides an excellent networking opportunity with academic community, sustainable development 

practitioners and other stakeholders in Europe and beyond. An optional excursion! get-together will take place on Saturday the ist of November 2014. 

You are cordially invited to attend this international event and! or nominate member{s) of your institution. 

For further information, please see the event details. 

Sincerely, 

Organizing Committee 

Education for Sustainability I International Greening 

Education Event 

European Organisation for Sustainable Development 

Duerkheimer Str. 24 

76187 Karlsruhe 

Germany 

Tel.: 0049-721[-476 89 

Fax: 0049-721-476 89 53 

If you wish to unsubscribe, please send a mail with subject unsubscribe to: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

peoplepower=aflcio.org@mail.salsalabs.net on behalf of 
Richard Wilson via AFL-CIO <peoplepower@aflcio.org> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 3:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

It’s time for a raise, Walmart: 

Bobbi, 

I’m 27 years old, I’m trying to finish my college degree and I work at Walmart. 

I started working there while I was in college and stayed because I was promised an opportunity to have a career. But, three years later, I’m not in a better position at Walmart 
I make $9.25 an hour and I still only work part time. That means every week I have to choose between eating and paying my bills--and forget about paying my student loans; I 
had to go into default on them and am slowly paying them back now. 

Recently, the Gap announced it would raise wages for its workers to $10 an hour by the end of 2015. I was hopeful this would light a fire under Walmart to follow suit. Instead, 
they’ve continued to ignore fair pay for me and my co-workers. 

Sign the petition to tell Walmart it’s time to give workers like me a raise to a minimum of $25,000 a year. 

The Gap still has more to do for workers both in the United States and with its supply chain in countries like Bangladesh. But its decision to raise wages for its workers shows 
that large employers can pay their employees fair wages and still survive. 

The thing is, we aren’t asking for a lot, just a shot to take care of our families, keep the bills paid and not have to rely on public assistance to go to the doctor. But it seems to 
be more important for Walmart to pay big salaries to the owners of the company, the Walton family, and top executives, than to share some of the billions it makes every year 
with its workers. 

And it’s not like Walmart can’t afford it. In fact, a report shows the company easily could afford to pay workers an average take-home pay of $33,315.1 That’s more than the 
bare minimum $25,000 a year we’re asking for right now. 

It’s time for Walmart to give me and the 1.3 million other Walmart workers a better path forward, too. 

Add your name to the petition to tell Walmart to pay workers a fair wage of at least $25,000 a year: 

go.aflcio.org/Walmarts-Waqe-Gap 

In Solidarity, 

Richard 

Richard W~lson 
Walmart worker and OUR Walmart member 
Chicago 

1. ’~/hy WaI-Mart can afford to give its workers a 50% raise," Fortune/CNN Money, Nov 12, 2013 

Legal Disclaimer: UFCW and OUR Walmart have the purpose of helping Walmart employees as individuals or groups in their dealings with Walmart over labor rights and standards and their efforts to have Walmart 
publicly commit to adhering to labor rights and standards. UFCW and OUR Walmart have no intent to have Walmart recognize or bargain with UFCW or OUR Walmart as the representative of Walmart employees. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

StageLight <marketing@ s~agelight.com> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 3:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Join StageLight At USITT 2014 

Be Our Guest At USITT Stage Expo 
~ We would like to invite you to attend the expo as our 

guest. To get your complimentary expo pass dick the [ink 

betow: 

West 1 !1:h 



FFom; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owens, Bobbi A <owenbob@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, December 6, 2011 11:04 AM 

Williford, Lynn E <lynn willili~rd@unc.edu> 

In the lobby. 

Sent from my iPhone 



Customer service contact address: 
Digital River, Inc. 
10380 Bren Road West 
Minnetonka, MN 55343, USA 

Digital River 
element " 

UNC-CHAPEL HiLL 

MRS. BOBBI OWEN 

711 BRADLEY ROAD 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27516 

USA 

06-DEC-2011 

Seller of the product: Publisher: 

Digital River GmbH 
Vogelsanger Str. 78 
50823 Cologne 
Germany 

Tax ID Number (Germany): 217/5722/1080 
VAT-ID: DE194149069 

JetBrains s.r.o. 
Natalie Yaremych 
Na Lysinach 443/57 
14700 Praha 4 
Czech Republic 

300489803e IntelliJ iDEA vll Ultimate Edition - 
Academic License - Upgrade 
Delivery date: no later than 08-DEC-2011 

1 USD 59.00    Q00% USD Q00 USD 59.00 

Net total USD 59.00 

VAT (= EUR 0.00) USD 0.00 

Total amount USD 59.00 

Sequential invoice no.: 

Payment Type: 

e5-US-2011-00000778781 

Credit Card (American Express) 

element 5 - a service of digital river 

Digital River GmbH ¯ Vogelsanger Str. 78 . 50823 Cologne. Germany 

Customer Service: http://ccc.element5.comiccc/= vwvw.element5=com 

Managing Directors: John Strosahl, Carsten GrLittner 

VAT ID: DE194149069 ¯ Tax ID: 217/5722/1080 
Commercial register: District court of Cologne HRB 56188 . Registered Office: Cologne, Germany 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Owen, Bobbi A -¢’O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTSiCN=OV~NBOB> 

Thursday, December 8, 2011 11:14 AM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodman@email.unc.edtr> 

Abbey Jordan2012.docx 

Abbey Jordan2012.docx 



Sent: 

Subject: 

Owe~ Bobbi A <owenbob@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, December 19, 2011 8:07 AM 

Woodard, Harold <harold woodard@unc.edu> 

,ate 

Looks late from Chicago Sending my regrets. 

Bobbi 
Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owet~, Bobbi A <owenbob@email.unc.edu-= 

Tuesday, Decembe~ 2:, 2011 7:43 AM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodman@emai1.unc.edu:~ 

We are in Asheville and will drive back tomorrow afternoon. Will check e-mail 
Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Thursday, February 16, 2012 7:40 AM 

Kirby, Brenda W <brend%kirby@unc.edu> 

I~E: Maacch Wed dimmer follow up 

I am a bit reluctant to send them a repolt that is 6 years old. Do you think I could oiler to send an update - knowing it would be a week or t;vo before it would be done? 
Bobbi 

From: Ktrby, Brenda W 
Sent: Wednesday, February, 15, 2012 2:57 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: FW: iVlarch Wed dinner follow tap 

Bobbi, 

See Alston’s question below. 

Is this task force report posted on our website anywhere? 

If not, is there an electronic copy available? 

Thx 
bk 

From: Alston Gardner [mailto            ~’¢ahoo com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 15, 2012 12:33 PM 
To: WI tARG ROVE@brookspierce.com 
Cc: Mary Cooper; bhyde@pittcomanagement.com; Kirby, Brenda W 
Sutziect: Re: March Wed dinner follow up 

Mary, 
On my first year on the board (five years ago) I was assigned to join an on-going student/faculty task force on advising. Their work was mostly completed by the time I joined effort. The 
student body President (immediately before           was very involved in the effort as was Dean Owen The report resulted in a number of substantive changes to undergraduate 
advising, but I can’t recall the exact changes. Perhaps it would makes sense to talk with him and Dean ()wen. 

Brenda, 
Do we have the advising task force’s report and the membership of the task force in our archives? 

On Feb 15, 2012, at 11:45 AM, WtIARGROVE@brookspierce.com<mailto:WIIARGROVE(~brool~spierce.com> wrote: 
Thanks, Mary.. this is very helpful. 

Perhaps we could have a report on what is being done..the new website explained, what the purpose of the advisor is..and the new mentonng program now underway. It would certainly 
send the message that the Board cares and wants this to succeed. 

I defer to you, Barbara and Alston. 

Wade 

Mary Cooper ~gmail. cora<mailto ~gmail.cora>> 

02/15/2012 11:20 AM 

To 

YVHARGROVE@br ookspier ce. c orn<mailto:~\qg~RGROVE (~br ookspier c e. com> 

cc 

bhyde@pittcomanagement .com<mailto:bhyde(&pittcomanagement.com>, 

Subject 

Re: March Wed dinner follow up 

@yahoo. com<mailto: ~yahoo. corn> 

Good morning everyone! 

Advising is always something on students minds - and if you ask students what is one thing they wish could be better, they would 1;qost likely say advising. Coincidentally, today, advising 
came out with a new website so I know efforts are being made. I’ve found that there is a misconception in students minds between advising being a mentoring program (which it doesn’t 
have the capacity- to be) and what it’s main purpose is - to help students understand which requirements they need to have to graduate on time I am CUl~cently working on a subcommittee for 
the Academic Plan where we are in the process of creating a faculty student mentoring program that could fill that need that advising might not currently be able to provide 

I’d love to know more about what has been done in the past at the BOT. 

Please let me know if you’d like aW more information! 



Hope everyone is having a nice day! 

Best, 
Ma~ 

On \Ved, Feb 15, 2012 at 11:06 ~\~ <WHARGROVE@bronkspierce.com<mailto:WHARGROVE(~,brookspierce.com~> wrote: 
Barbara and Alston, 

I recently received an expression of concern (not from a student or parent) about the student/faculty advising program.don’t know if that is something you have focused on in the past, but 
~t may well be something one or both of your committees might wish to address. I know concerns have been expressed about this going back several years, so whether the concern recently 
expressed has merit is something you would know more about 

I’m copying Mary on this since this is likely a matter about which she may have more direct knowledge than any of us. 

Thanks 

Wade 

..... Forwarded by WAI)E Et t I~RGROV~_UBP?,/E Ilk/US on 02/15/2012 11:00 AM ..... 
"Kirby, Brenda W" <brenda kirby@uric edu<mailto:brenda kirbv(a~unc edu>> 

02/15/2012 10:37 AM 

To 

Alston Gardner @yahoo com<mailto (a)yahoo.com>~ 

cc 

"Hyde, Barbara (bhyde@hydefotmdation.org<mailto :bhvde(~,h’c-defoundation. org>)" <bhyde@hydefotmdation. org<mailto :bhyde(~h~,~defoundat ion. org>>, "Crisp, Winston B" 
<wb crisp@ eraail.unc, edu<mailto :wbcrisp (~,,email.tmc. edu>>, "\:vTLARGRO VE@brookspierc e. com<mailto :\VHARGRO\rE(~,br ookspierce, corn>’’ 
<~EVlARGRO\rE@brookspierce.com<mailto 3,\’E~IARGRO\rE(g?brookspier ce.com>>, "Galvan, Heather West" <hgalvan@unc.edu<mailto :hgalvan,@,unc.edu>>, "Kirby-, Brenda W" 
<brendakirby@unc.edu<mailto:brenda kirlw(~unc.edu>>, "CalTlcy, Brace William" <bmce@unc.edu<mailto:bruce(~unc.edu>> 

Subject 

RE: March Wed ditmer follo~v up 

Alston, 

Thanks for letting me know about the joint meeting again for March. 

The agenda items for Student Affairs will be * Over~,,iew of the Office of the Dean of Students; and * Introduction to the Honor System at Carolina: Students from Honor Court, Student 
AG, and Honor Court Outreach 

I will check ;vith Bruce to see ;vhat he has that needs the attention of the committees. 

The plan for the May meeting to present the Over, dew of Fraternity and Sorority life changes, successes and progress on continuing challenges. Winston ;vould like to do this in May after 
the Spring Semester is over. 

Is this okay with you? 

Another agenda item May is to Student Orientation - plan is to introduce some student orientation leaders to learn orientation and ho;v critical these orientation leaders are 

Let me know how all this sounds; 

Thanks, 

bk 

From: Alston Oal-ch~er [mailtc 
Sent: Tuesday, February, 14, 2012 10:33 PiVl 
To: Kirby, Brenda W 
Subject: Re: March Wed dilmer follo;v up 

~yahoo.coml 

I think Barbara and I ~vill do a joint meeting again. We don’t have much in Academic Affairs and will review progress on Greeks in student Affairs (the issue that refuses to die). 

Sent li’om my iPhone 

Confidentiality Notice: 

The information contained in this e-mail transmittal is privileged and confidential intended for the addressee only. If you are neither the intended reci ~ient nor the employee or agent 
responsible for delivering this e-mail to the intended recipient, any disclosure of this information in any way or taking of any action in reliance on this information is strictly prohibited If you 



have received this e-mail in error, please noti~ the person transmitting the information immediately. 

This e-mail message has been scanned and cleared by MaiIMarshal SMTP. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~live.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/17/2012 3:28:09 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil] 

Accepted: Karen & Bobbi Bi-Weekly Meeting 

Karen’s Office 

4/12/2012 6:30:00 PM 

4/12/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Sent: 

To: 

Sub jet’t: 

Owens, Bobbi A <owenbob@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, February 17, 2012 11:32 AM 

Bicldord, Susan <bicklbrd@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Slate 

have a slate If you want to run you would be a third candidate. 

Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iect: 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 17, 2012 11:33 AM 

Bowles, John <jpbowles@unc.edw~ 

Slate 

I have a slate If you do want to mn you could as the t]aird. 

Bobbi 
Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/21/2012 2:23:55 AM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil] 

Accepted: HOLD: Site Visit Luncheon 

TBD 

2/29/2012 4:30:00 PM 

2/29/2012 5:45:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/21/2012 2:23:59 AM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil] 

Accepted: Advising Update at BOT 

Carolina Inn 

5/23/2012 7:00:00 PM 

5/23/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/1/2012 8:03:30 PM 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LewilIif] 

Hirth, Garrett Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=G mh] 

Canceled: Lynn/Bobbi weekly meeting 

Steele 3011 

6/7/2012 8:00:00 PM 

6/7/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Weekly 

every Thursday from 4:00 PM to 5:00 PM 

Williford, Lynn E 

When: Thursday, June 07, 2012 4:00 PM-5:00 PM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 

Where: Steele 3011 

I can’t do this one - and June is probably after we are done anyway! 

Bobbi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/13/2012 7:36:20 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil] 

Declined: Bobbi, Dee, Karen, and Jonathan 

Karen’s Office 

5/31/2012 5:00:00 PM 

5/31/2012 5:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/17/2012 12:04:06 AM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil] 

Declined: A&S Foundation Board Meeting of the Standing Committees 

South - 205 

4/26/2012 8:00:00 PM 

4/26/2012 10:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/17/2012 12:04:22 AM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil] 

Declined: A&S Foundation Board Reception & Dinner 

The Great Room; Top of the Hill 

4/26/2012 I0:30:00 PM 
4/27/2012 12:30:00 AM 
Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/17/2012 12:04:23 AM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil] 

Accepted: A&S Foundation Board Meetinl~ 

The Great Room; Top of the Hill 

4/27/2012 12:30:00 PM 

4/27/2012 4:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

T uesday, 10:47 AM 

Gil, Ka~-en M <kgil@email.tmc.edu> 

May, Lee <:Lee May@unc.edu:> 

Re: Dean’s Certification Form 

No. They go to dean of students office via Doris Martin. 

Bobbi 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

On at 10:42 AM, "Gil, Karen M" <kgil@ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

gobbi and t.ee 

Do these certific~t~on~ us~a~Hy get s~gned h~ Academic Advi~h~g? 

rh~mk yoga 

Karen 

<~ren M. Gil~ Ph.D. 

De~m, Colh:ge of Arts i~nd Sciences 

Lee G. Pedersen Distinguished Professor of Psychology 

CB # :~10{} 

University of North Carolina 

Ch~pe~ Hill, NC 27599-3100 

919-,962-,3082 

919-,962-,1165 

919-9{52-2408 

kgil@email,unc.edu 

From= mailto: .~live.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, J.0:13 AM 
To: Gil, Karen M 
Subject= Dean’s Certification Form 

Dean Gil, 

My name is          [ am a                               double major here at UNC. I am applying to the                           and 
need a dean’s signature for the Dean’s Certification form. I was wondering if there is any way I could bring the form by your office sometime this week for a 
signature. Your help would be much appreciated! 

Thanks, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/22/2012 2:02:46 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil] 

Declined: Board of Trustees 

Carolina Inn 

3/22/2012 12:00:00 PM 

3/22/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/22/2012 7:34:11 PM 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LewilIif] 

Hirth, Garrett Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=G mh] 

Canceled: Lynn/Bobbi weekly meeting 

Steele 3011 

3/29/2012 8:00:00 PM 

3/29/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Weekly 

every Thursday from 4:00 PM to 5:00 PM 

Williford, Lynn E 

When: Thursday, March 29, 2012 4:00 PM-5:00 PM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 

Where: Steele 3011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/22/2012 7:37:09 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil] 

Pasion, Jessica [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jvpasion] 

Declined: Dean’s Advisory Committee 

South - 205 

Start: 4/2/2012 5:30:00 PM 

End: 4/2/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

I will at the Robertson Selection all day and will miss the advisory committee and SADS. 

Bobbi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/22/2012 7:37:26 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil] 

Subject: Declined: SADs Meeting 

Location: South - 205 

Start: 4/2/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 4/2/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/4/2012 2:14:32 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Arts & Sciences Meeting 

218 South Building 

Start: 4/17/2012 6:00:00 PM 

End: 4/17/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/4/2012 9:17:21 PM 

Andrews, William L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Wandrews] 

Accepted: Chair’s Bag Lunch w/Chancellor 

3020 Steele (Possible location change) 

4/11/2012 4:00:00 PM 
4/11/2012 5:30:00 PM 
Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/5/2022 1:24:24 PM 

Taylor, Geraldine [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Gtaylor] 

Subject: Canceled: Bobbi & GT lunch 

Location: tba 

Start: 4/11/2012 4:00:00 PM 

End: 4/11/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Required Taylor, Geraldine 

Attendees: 

When: Wednesday, April 

(US & Canada) 

Where: tba 

11, 2012 12:00 PH-I:00 PM. (UTC-05 : 00) Eastern Time 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/5/2022 5:22:38 PM 

Taylor, Geraldine [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Gtaylor] 

Subject: Canceled: Bobbi & GT lunch 

Location: tba 

Start: 4/11/2012 4:00:00 PM 

End: 4/11/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Required Taylor, Geraldine 

Attendees: 

When: Wednesday, April 11, 2012 12:00 PM-I:00 PM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 

Where: tba 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

importance: 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/9/2012 1:32:35 PM 

McCoy, Gretchen L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=GIs0164]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Wilshire, Collette [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ColIette Wilshire (wilshire)] 

Canceled: Bus Operations Finance Meeting Cancelled due to University Holiday 

Steele 3011 

11/23/2012 3:00:00 PM 

11/23/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Monthly 

the fourth Friday of every 1 month from 10:00 AM to 11:00 AM 

McCoy, Gretchen L; Goodman, Paula 

When: Friday, November 23, 2012 10:00 AM-11:00 AM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 

Where: Steele 3011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/9/2012 1:33:15 PM 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LewilIif] 

Hirth, Garrett Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=G mh] 

Canceled: Lynn/Bobbi weekly meeting University Holiday 

Steele 3011 

11/22/2012 9:00:00 PM 

11/22/2012 10:00:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Weekly 

every Thursday from 4:00 PM to 5:00 PM 

Williford, Lynn E 

When: Thursday, November 22, 2012 4:00 PM-5:00 PM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 

Where: Steele 3011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/9/2012 1:33:38 PM 

Carrion, Maribel [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mcarrion] 

Canceled: Monthly Touchpoint - University holiday begins tomorrow 

Steele 3011 

11/21/2012 7:00:00 PM 

11/21/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Monthly 

the third Wednesday of every 1 month from 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM 

Carrion, Maribel 

When: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 2:00 PM-3:00 PM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 

Where: Steele 3011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/9/2012 1:36:11 PM 

Conrad, Larry D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ldconrad] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: ConnectCarolina Executive Steering Committee Meetings 

307 South 

Start: 6/7/2012 i:00:00 PM 

End: 6/7/2012 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/9/2012 1:38:28 PM 

Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Derickso] 

Canceled: Owen/Derickson Bi-weekly Meeting 

Steele 3011 

4/10/2012 5:00:00 PM 

4/10/2012 6:00:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Weekly 

every 2 weeks on Tuesday from 1:00 PM to 2:00 PM 

Derickson, Christopher P 

When: Tuesday, April 10, 2012 1:00 PM-2:00 PM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 

Where: Steele 3011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, 8:01 AM 

Elwood Coley <coley@                .~rg-~ 

@gmail.com; Goodmma, Paula <pgoodma~@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Pre-med advisor 

image001.jpg; image002.jpg 

Paula should be able to provide the opening horus of the Health Professions advising office for today It also occurs to me that 
Elizabeth (Beth) Shuster or Andrea Caldwell, both terrific full-time advisors in the sciences might make themselves available. 

Again, Paula - please forward this response to them to make them aware that Woody may be in touch. 

I will be in my off’ice fi’om 10-2:30 if I can be of assistance 

Bobbi 

From: El*w)od Colev [colevg~ :~rg] 
Sent: ~Ihursday 5:57 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Cc:                  @gmail corn; Goodman, Paula 
Sutzject: Pre-med advisor 

Dean Owen, xve have ~          recipient,                 , touring campus tomorrow. She has a strong interest in medicine, and expressed a desire to meet xvith a pre-med a&~isor. Do 
you knoxv a recommended faculty member o1 advisor that she might call. Thank you so much, Woody 

[Description: Description: 

Woo@ Coley [ Executive Director 
cell 

919.668.5875 direct 
A250 Smith Warehouse i Bay 7 Floor 2 I Box 90753 

Durham, NC 27708-0753 
arg<htt p://xvwxv.robertsonscholar s.org_/> 

[Description: DLFKE-L2N(-’. 





Duke 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -q’O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN=RECIPIENTSiCN=OW~NBOB> 

Tuesday, 8:08 AM 

May, Lee (Lee May@unc.edu) 

FW: OCS Reference 

Lee - 

Can you handle this? 
Bobbi 

From: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Sent: Monday, 4:46 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: FW: OCS Reference 

Bobbi, Do you have an,v suggestions on this? Lee May and have an academic advisor assist her? Thanks, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Seniur Associate Dean [’or Social Sciences and 

Glubal Programs, College ufArts and Sciences 
Kenneth J Reckford Professur of Pulitical Science 
205 South Building, CB 3100 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 USA 

Email: hartlyn@unc edu<mailto:h artlv, n(~unc.edu> 
Oltice: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 

Sent: Friday, 
To: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject: OCS Reference 

8:24 AM 

(~hve.unc. edu] 

Dr. ttartlyn, 

My name is             and I am a                  majur here at UNC. I’m cun-emly applying to                                     and I need tu compile a list of required 
references. Amung thuse is a Dean of the universib’, and Joe Bongiuvi informed me that yuu might be an appropriate reference fur my major 11511y realize that yuu could hardly have 
anything meaningful to say abum me or my character, but my recruitment officer insisted that ! list a Dean in the applicatiun Would yuu be willing to help me uut with this’? All that I would 
require from you is a phune number, email, and mailing address. They would then send you a questionnaire which you wuuld fill out and return at yuur earliest convenience. 

Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owem Bobbi A <’O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN=RECIPIENTSiCN=OW~NBOB> 

Tuesday, 8:09 AM 

tta~tlyn, Jonathan <lm~4Jyn@unc.edu> 

I~E: OCS Reference 

Makes sense to me but I will check with Lee May as this is not the first ever of these, I’ll bet. 
Bobbi 

From: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Sent: Monday, 4:46 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: FW: OCS Reference 

Bobbi, Do you have an?’ suggestions on this? Lee May and have an academic advisor assist her? Thanks, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 
The Universi~z of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and 

Global Prugrams, Cullege of Arts and Sciences 
Kenneth J. Reckfurd Prufessor uf Political Science 
205 Suuth Building, CB 3100 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 USA 

Email: har tlyn@unc.edu<m ailtu:hartlyn(&) un c edu> 
Office: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 

Sent: Friday, 
Tu: Hartlyn, Junathan 
Subject: OCS Reference 

8:24 AM 

?r) live unc edu] 

Dr. Hartlyn, 

My name is             and I am a                        here at UNC I’m currently applying tu                                     and I need to cumpile a list uf required 
references >~mnong those is a Dean uf the university, and Jue Bunginvi m[’ormed me that you might be an apprupriate reference for my majur. ! fully realize that you cuuld hardly have 
anything meaningful tu say about me ur my character, but my recruitment ufficer insisted that I list a Dean in the application. Wuuld you be willing tu help me out with this? All that ! wuuld 
require frum yuu is a phone number, email, and mai ling address. They wuuld then send yuu a questiunnaire which yuu would fill uut and return at your earliest cunvenience. 

Regards, 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -q’O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN=RECIPIENTSiCN=OW~NBOB> 

Tuesday, 9:36 AM 

tta~tlyn, Jonathan <lm~4Jyn@unc.edu> 

I~E: OCS Reference 

Lee May will handle. 
Bobbi 

From: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Sent: Monday, 4:46 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: FW: OCS Reference 

Bobbi, Do you have an?’ suggestions on this? Lee May and have an academic advisor assist her? Thanks, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 
The Universi~z of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and 

Global Prugrams, Cullege of Arts and Sciences 
Kenneth J. Reckfurd Prufessor uf Political Science 
205 Suuth Building, CB 3100 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 USA 

Email: har tlyn@unc.edu<m ailtu:hartlyn(&) un c edu> 
Office: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 

Sent: Friday, 
Tu: Hartlyn, Junathan 
Subject: OCS Reference 

8:24 AM 

~live unc edu] 

Dr. Hartlyn, 

My name is                                         major here at UNC I’m currently applying tu                                     and I need to cumpile a list uf required 
references >~anong those is a Dean uf the umversity, and Jue Bunginvi m[’ormed me that you might be an apprupriate reference [’or my majur. ! fully realize that you cuuld hardly have 
anything meaningful tu say about me ur my character, but my recrmtment ufficer insisted that I list a Dean in the application. Wuuld you be willing tu help me out with this? All that ! wuuld 
require frum yuu is a phone number, email, and mai ling address. They wuuld then send yuu a questiunnaire which yuu would fill uut and return at your earliest cunvenience. 

Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/20/2012 11:21:48 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil] 

Accepted: A&S Foundation Board 

South - 205 

11/1/2012 4:00:00 PM 

11/1/2012 I0:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 25, 2012 2:51 PM 

Templeton, Joe <joetemp@unc.edu> 

I aJn in the pa~king lot. 

Where are you. 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/25/2012 6:53:41 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil] 

Accepted: A&S Foundation Board Meetinl~ 

The Great Room; Top of the Hill 

4/27/2012 12:30:00 PM 

4/27/2012 4:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, April 25, 2012 3:09 PM 

Templeton, Joe <joetemp@unc.edu> 

Re: I azn in the pa~rking lot. 

I with See you at the hill 
Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 25, 2012, at 3:06 PM. "Templeton, Joe" <joetemp@unc edu> wrote: 

Dear Bobbi, 

I’m in chemistry rea@ to head over to South then to my car to get to Quail Hill at 3:30. 

See you soon. 

Joe 

Joe Templeton 
Venable Professor of Chemistry 
Special Assistant to the Chancellor 
joetemp@unc.edu 
919-%6-4575 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Owen, Bobbi A 
Sent: Wednesday, April 25, 2012 2:51 PM 
To: Templeton, Joe 
Subject: I am in the pafl~ing lot. 

\Vhere are you. 

Sent from my ~Phone 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A <;O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT )iCN=RECIPIENTSiCN=Ow%NBOB> 
Thursday, April 26, 2012 7:50 AM 

LindemaIm~ Erika <ulinde@email. unc .edu> 

Big thm~:s 

You saved me a huge big red face. Tha~ks so much. 

I am in your debt (in yet another way)! 

Bobbi 



]LLEG THEATRE ENSEMBLE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/27/2012 11:54:11 AM 

Andrews, William L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Wandrews] 

Accepted: HOLD: Staff Lunch for Bill Andrews 

Carolina Inn 

6/27/2012 4:00:00 PM 

6/27/2012 6:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/27/2012 11:54:19 AM 

Conrad, Larry D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ldconrad] 

Accepted: ConnectCarolina Executive Steering Committee Meetings 

3020 Steele 

12/10/2012 8:30:00 PM 

12/10/2012 i0:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/27/2012 6:50:37 PM 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LewilIif] 

Hirth, Garrett Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=G mh] 

Canceled: Lynn/Bobbi weekly meeting 

Steele 3011 

5/24/2012 8:00:00 PM 

5/24/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Weekly 

every Thursday from 4:00 PM to 5:00 PM 

Williford, Lynn E 

When: Thursday, May 24, 2012 4:00 PM-5:00 PM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 

Where: Steele 3011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/30/2012 3:38:48 PM 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LewilIif] 

Hirth, Garrett Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=G mh] 

Canceled: Lynn/Bobbi weekly meeting 

Steele 3011 

5/3/2012 8:00:00 PM 

5/3/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Weekly 

every Thursday from 4:00 PM to 5:00 PM 

Williford, Lynn E 

When: Thursday, May 03, 2012 4:00 PM-5:00 PM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 

Where: Steele 3011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -q’O~C EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, May 4, 2012 9:48 AM 

Mat’, Lee Y <mayl@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Teacher Discriminalion 

FYI 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Mnmby, Dennis K" <mumbv(tbemail.~mc.ed~> 

Date: Mat’ 4, 2012 9:20:52 AM EDT 

To: "Andrews, William L" <wandrews(tbunc.edu> 
Cc: "Owen, Bobbi A" <~!~Le__r!_[_x2__b_~L~__u__~_c2_e_d_q> 

Subject: Re: Teacher Discriminalion 

Hi Bill, 
is leaving UNC to join 

Best, 
Dennis 

bm I roll check into this. 

Dennis Mumby 

Professor and Chair 

Department of Communication Studies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3285 

On May 4, 2012, at 9:14, "Andrews, William L" <wandrews(~]nnc.edu > wrote: 

Dennis, Bobbi t:orwarded an emaif (below} complaint frorn a student alleging bias in a Cornm 

¯ Please took inLo this matter and ~nl:orm me o~: your findings. 

Thanks, 

E. rv]a~nard Adams r;rof~ssor of Eng~s~ & Comparative L~terature 

Serfior Associate IDa}an for l:h~} Fine A~ts :rod ~Juman~l:ies 
go~h~ge o~ Ar[s & Sd~nces, CB 

Ofl:k:~?: 9~.9.-962-9270 

Co~ege Office: 919-9S2-1165 

Fax: 9~.9-9e;2-2408 

F~m: BobN Owen [mailto:owenbob@ad.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2012 7:39 PM 

To: Andrews, William L 
Subject: Fwd: ~: Teacher Discrimination 

Can you address, perhaps ruth DenNs? It is Comm 

Bobbi 

:ourse taught by a Cornm grad student, 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:l~V: Teacher Di~rimination 

Date:Thu, 3 May 2012 18:03:51 -0400 

From:May, Lee Y <mayl(i~email.unc.edu> 

To:Owen, Bobbi A <owenbobf, o;unc.edu> 

Thoughts? 

From: [mailto: }live.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, 6:01 PN 
To: Nay, Lee Y 
Subject; Teacher Discrimination 

Dear Dean May, 
I would like to speak with you on an issue that has been bothering me for quite some time now but I 
have yet to come forward about it. I am in a Cultural Diversity class    with Professor In 
this class, I have felt extremely neglected based on my race and ethnicity, is from and 



seems to have extreme hostility towards the majority American culture, as she is constantly says racial 
comments about how "we" as a country are ruining the world. T know that may students in this class have 
similar feelings and we have all discussed what the best approach to end her outward hatred towards us 
as students and it seemed that you were our best option. The grades of the students who are not in the 
minority are substantially lower that those who are. She grades not on the basis of effort or work but on 

race. I am not looking for a grade boost nor am I trying to cause extra stress on you, I simply wanted Lo 
let you know that         is representing UNC Chapel Hill in a very negative light. Being a psychology 
major, who plans to do social work over seas after graduation I was appalled by amount of discrimination 

she applied in the classroom and her teaching. I hope that you will take my complaint with the utmost 
importance and realize the hostile learning environment myself and may other students have endured this 
semester. I do not want people to continue to take this class if they will be taught this way. I appreciate 

your time as I know you only what is best for UNC students and is a negative reflection on 
that goal. 
Th~nk- Yn~ 

UNC Chapel-Hill Undergraduate 
Psychology B.A. 

Class of 2013 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/4/2012 2:58:29 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil] 

Accepted: A&S Foundation Board Meetinl~ 

TBD 

4/11/2013 7:00:00 PM 

4/12/2013 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/4/2012 2:58:35 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil] 

Accepted: A&S Foundation Board Meetinl~ 

TBD 

4/12/2013 12:00:00 PM 
4/12/2013 5:00:00 PM 
Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

importance: 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/8/2012 4:08:55 PM 

Carrion, Maribel [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mcarrion] 

Canceled: Monthly Touchpoint 

Steele 3011 

5/16/2012 6:00:00 PM 

5/16/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Monthly 

the third Wednesday of every 1 month from 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM 

Carrion, Maribel 

When: Wednesday, May 16, 2012 2:00 PM-3:00 PM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 

Where: Steele 3011 

I have a conflict. Sorry- perhaps Paula can find another time. 

Bobbi 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, May 9, 2012 6:50 PM 

@gma~l.com> 

Re: News Alert: Obama Tells ABC News Same-Sex Marriage Should Be Legal 

Thanks tbr sha~ng. 

Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 9, 2012, at 6:14 PM Cb~gmail.com> wrote: 

there is hope after all with this president. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: NYTimes.com News Alert <ngtdirect@nvtirnes.corn> 
Subject: News Alert: Obama Tells ABC News Same-Sex Marriage Should Be Legal 
Date: May 9, 2012 3:18:40 PM EDT 
To:       ~.qrnail.corn 
Reply-To: nytdirect@nytimes.com 

B~eaking News Alert 

The New York Times 

Wednesday, May 9, 2012 -- 3:10 PM EDT 

Obama Tells ABC News Same-Sex Marriage Should Be Legal 

President Obama declaJced for the first time on Wednesday that he supports same-sex marriage, put~Jmg the moral power of his presidency 
behind a social issue that continues to divide the country. 

"At a certain point," Mr. Obama safid in an interview in the Cabinet Room at the White House with ABC’s Robin Roberts, °Tve just 

concluded that for me personally, it is important for me to go ahead and affirm that I think same sex couples should be able to get married." 

The comments end years of pnblic equivocating over the divisive social issne for the president, who has previously said he opposed gay 

marriage bnt repeatedly said he was "evolving" on the issue becanse of contact with friends and others who are gay. 

Read More: 

http://thecancus~b~gs.ny~mes.c~m/2~ ~ 2/~5/~9/~bama-~ike~y-to-speak-ab~ut-san~e-sex-m~mage-in-interview/?emc na 

To unsubscribe, go to: 

http:/iwww.nytimes.com/gs~unsub.html?em~fil~m~hrdsn(~tnafil.cotn&id 47942674&segment 33317&group nl&product NA 

About Tiffs E-Mail 

You received tiffs message because you are signed up to receive breaking news alerts from N YTimes.cotn. 

To change your e-madl address or to sign np for daily headlines or other 
newsletters, go to: 

http://www.n.vtimes.com"emadl 

NYTimes.com 

620 Eighth Ave. 

New York, NY 10018 

Cowright 2012 The New York Times Company 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN=OV~NBOB> 

Sunday,             12:08 PM 

~unc.edu> 

I~E: Winston House 

Happy g~duation! I sent you~ name off to be added to the distribution ~ist [or events at Winston 

Bobbi 

Sent: Monday, 8:55 PM 

To= Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject= Winston House 

Hi Dean Owe~ 

It w~ great seeing yot~ at the celebration of undergraduate resemch- I can’t believe that in a I}w weelm i’ll be a~ alumna of~C{ 

You mentioned that Winston Hou~ h~ occasional events for UNC-affiliated people in the UK- would you mind pu~ng me in con~ct wi~ whomever might let me 

~ow about the schedule’? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/14/2012 3:02:58 PM 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Discuss catalog year guidelines document 

Bobbi’s Office 

Start: 5/15/2012 3:00:00 PM 

End: 5/15/2012 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/14/2012 11:28:55 PM 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Accepted: Discuss catalog year guidelines document 

Bobbi’s Office 

5/15/2012 3:00:00 PM 

5/15/2012 3:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/14/2012 11:54:35 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil] 

Accepted: Karen & Bobbi (Review BOT Presentation) 

Karen’s Office 

5/17/2012 4:30:00 PM 

5/17/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/18/2012 11:34:54 AM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil] 

Accepted: A&S Meeting 

105 South 

5/21/2012 4:30:00 PM 

5/21/2012 5:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/18/2012 9:07:10 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil] 

Accepted: SADs Meetinl~ 

South - 205 

5/21/2012 7:30:00 PM 

5/21/2012 8:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/22/2012 4:16:34 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Lincoln, Christian [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Clincoln] 

Wilshire, Collette [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ColIette Wilshire (wilshire)] 

Bus Operations Finance Meeting 

Steele 3011 

5/25/2012 2:00:00 PM 

5/25/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the fourth Friday of every 1 month from 10:00 AM to 11:00 AM 

Goodman, Paula; Lincoln, Christian 

When: Friday, May 25, 2012 10:00 AM-11:00 AM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 

Where: Steele 3011 

Owen is away so this meeting needs to be rescheduled 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Thursday, May 31, 2012 12:50 PM 

McHale, Tammy J <tmchale@emaJl. unc.edu> 

Re: Interdisciplinmy Initiative proposal for Bobbi 

Beyond the classes this is not much for undergrads but I agree it seems appropriate. Sounds like 1 OK for 2012-2013, right? And, this I think is the last ?’ear of my commitment. 
Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 
Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On May_gl_, ~__~,’~(~1"~ at 10:18 AM, "McHale, Tanmay J" <tmchale@emaihunc edu> ;Vl-ote: 

Bobbi -- The committee has reviewed the interdisciplinary proposals and 
made their selection. Based on my quick review, this one seems 
appropriate for fmading from Luptun, which is ;vhere you wanted to take the 
funds last year (so I assume again, this year). You may recall that your 
commitment is $10K This one is being allocated $9.5K. I’ll let you know 
if we need the additional $500 or not. At this point, we may not need 
that. 

If you agree that this is okay to :fund from Lupton, I’ll have CoHette log 
the cotmnitment and set up the account. If you prefer to read all of the 
funded proposals to determine if another one is more appropriate for 
Lupton funding, let us know and Yulia can get you cop~es. 

Thanks 

Tammy 
Tammy McHale 
Senior Associate Dean, Finance & Planning 
(2B 3100; 205 South Building 
Carolina Campus 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 
phone: (919) 962 -1165 
fax: (919) 962-2408 
mobile: 

On 5/31 / 12 9:52 AM, "Strizheus, Yulia" <ystriN~@emaih unc. edu> xvrote: 

>> Tan~any, 
>> 

>> Attached is the interdisciplinary initiative proposal that you think 
>> Bobbi might f~xd, the Triangle Filra Salon Lectme Series and Symposium. 
>> 

>> And here’s a link to the ftmding breakdown: 
>> 

>> Best, 
>> Yulia 

<20120531083817316.pdl~> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, June 6, 2012 2:39 PM 

Broach, Jena Marie qlena Broach@unc.edu-~ 

Time ofeacc 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Owen, Bobbi A </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWENBOB> 

Thursday, June 7, 2012 7:32 AM 

Matson, Steve <smatson@bio.unc.edu> 

RE: Space in Hanes 

image001 .gif 

Mostly back. Between 9:30-10:45 this morning (before EACC) or on Monday? 
Bobbi 

From: Matson, Steve 
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 2012 4:39 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: Space in Hanes 

Hello Bobbi: 

I am checking in now that you are back in town. I would like to take a quick look at the space in Hanes for the pre-graduate advising. 
Let me know when you have time. Thanks. 

Steve 

Steven W. Matson, Ph.D. ¯ Dean 
The Graduate School ¯ The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
214 Bynum Hall, CB# 4010, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-4010 

(919) 962-6311 ¯ smatson@bio.unc.edu 
Visit us: gradschool.unc.edu<http://gradschool.unc.edu/> 

[Description: https://share.unc.edu/sites/vcred/grad/Logo/UNC GRADBLACK170.gif] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Owen, Bobbi A </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWENBOB> 

Thursday, June 7, 2012 7:33 AM 

Matson, Steve <smatson@bio.unc.edu> 

RE: Space in Hanes 

image001 .gif 

Monday between 10-3. 

From: Matson, Steve 
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 2012 4:39 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: Space in Hanes 

Hello Bobbi: 

I am checking in now that you are back in town. 
Let me know when you have time. Thanks. 

Steve 

I would like to take a quick look at the space in Hanes for the pre-graduate advising. 

Steven W. Matson, Ph.D. ¯ Dean 
The Graduate School ¯ The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

214 Bynum Hall, CB# 4010, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-4010 

(919) 962-6311 ¯ smatson@bio.unc.edu 
Visit us: gradschool.unc.edu<http://gradschool.unc.edu/> 
[Description: https://share.unc.edu/sites/vcred/grad/Logo/UNC GRADBLACK170.gif] 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Owen, Bobbi A </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWENBOB> 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 7:46 AM 

Matson, Steve <smatson@bio.unc.edu> 

Reid, Dee <deereid@unc.edu>; Davis, Nancy K <nancy_davis@unc.edu>; Clarke, 
Tiffany D <tiffany_clarke@unc.edu> 

Re: time to talk tomorrow? 

image001 .gif 

Me too 
Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 15, 2012, at 7:20 AM, "Matson, Steve" <smatson@bio.unc.edu> wrote: 

I will be there. Thanks. 

Steven W. Matson, Ph.D. ¯ Dean 

The Graduate School ¯ The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

214 Bynum Hall, CB# 4010, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-4010 

(919) 962-6311 ¯ smatson@bio.unc.edu 

Visit us: gradschool.unc.edu 

<image001.gif> 

From: Reid, Dee 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 5:41 AM 
To: Matson, Steve; Davis, Nancy K; Owen, Bobbi A 
Cc: Clarke, Tiffany D 
Subject: RE: time to talk tomorrow? 

10:30 today in 205 South. Copying Tiff so she can reserve the room. Thanks 



From: Matson, Steve 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 5:17 AM 
To: Davis, Nancy K; Owen, Bobbi A 
Cc: Reid, Dee; Moore, Tanya Topolka 
Subject: RE: time to talk tomorrow? 

Dee: 

Please let us know when and where. 

Steve 

From: Davis, Nancy K 
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 10:12 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A; Matson, Steve 
Cc: Reid, Dee; Moore, Tanya Topolka 
Subject: RE: time to talk tomorrow? 

Dee, looks like you get to call the time, as long as it’s in the morning. 

From: Owen, Bobbi A 
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 7:24 PM 
To: Matson, Steve 
Cc: Davis, Nancy K; Reid, Dee; Moore, Tanya Topolka 
Subject: Re: time to talk tomorrow? 

Morning is best for me. 

Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 14, 2012, at 6:19 PM, "Matson, Steve" <smatson@bio.unc.edu> wrote: 

I am flee in the morning, from 2-3 and after 4. 



Steven W. Matson, Ph.D. ¯ Dean 

The Graduate School ¯ The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

214 Bynum Hall, CB# 4010, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-4010 

(919) 962-6311 ¯ smatson@bio.unc.edu 

Visit us: ~radschool.unc.edu 

<image001 .gif> 

From: Davis, Nancy K 
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 6:07 PM 
To: Reid, Dee; Owen, Bobbi A; Matson, Steve 
Cc: Moore, Tanya Topolka 
Subject: time to talk tomorrow? 

Would it be possible to schedule a time sometime tomorrow (Wednesday) morning for 
us to talk? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 9:46 AM 

Reid, Dee qteereid@unc.edu> 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodman@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Meet Fridaty morning 

Friday is fine. Pleas 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Aug 22, 2012, at 8:18 AM, "Reid, Dee" <deereid@b~unc.edu> wrote: 

Bobbi, 

I’m hoping we cma meet this Friday morning at 8:30 or so, in your office, to discuss planning tbr possibili~ of KG at BOG panel, second day 8/30. Leslie 

says KG may need to discuss re-org.Since she’s away this week and I’m away ne:~ Monday through Wednesday, Friday is our only opportunity to 

discuss pb~s to brief KG for this. Leslie also thinks BOG roll wand/need to hear frown HW for questions on ASPSA, even if by video conference. 

Paula please set up a meeting for this Friday if possible. 

Thanks. 

College of Arts and Sciences 

The University of NortP Carolina at CPapei Hill 

205 South BuildJ~g, CB #3100 

Chapel }{ill NC 27599-3100 

We~: htt~ : i/college ~unc. edu 

Facebeek : h ttp : //w~,a,,,’. faeebook, c )m/UNC. Co] i eqe 

Twitter : http : /itwitte". com/unccolleqe 

YeuTube : nttp : i!youtube, ceKtit]ser/UNCC )l lec~e 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, 10:39 AM 

Reid, Dee qteereid@unc.edu> 

Re: Quote for The WEEKLY newspaper 

Perfect. 

Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:58 AM, "Reid, Dee" <deereid~unc.edu> wrote: 

B.:)bbi ()wen, 

See em:l.:_~s,:_~d query from CH Weekly it~Lern, based or1 story abouL crowded ~i~rge e~::orl lecture classes. P~ease review my draft respot~se bebw. 

Dee 

Popular classes are sometimes hard to get into on the first to’. Some of the crowding this yea~ may ~ a reflection ofconrses that are in high demand at a 

time when we have experienced con~cutive years of state budget cuts. The good news is that onr 2012-13 budget inclndes new funding that roll allow us 

to o~Er more classes, ~th large and small, wNch should help. 

Chag e ~ @:L iL i K: 2 7 399-- 32L 00 

W(b: http : iicoilege.unc, edu 

Ss ,:;eboo H : h Ltp : //w£~,4. facebook, c Ha/UNC. Col ] 

Tw:[ tie : http : //twitter. com/unccolleqe 

Fmm:~ ~qmail.com [mail~: ~gmail.com] On Behalf Of 
Sent= Thursday, 8:~5 PN 
To= Reid, Dee 
Subject= Re: Quote for The WEEKLY newspaper 

Hi Dee, 

Thanks ~ tnuch tbr geeing back to me[ Tomo~ow would ~ fine, since we are a weeny pa~r I ~allyjust need it by Monday. 

On Thu, at 5:00 PM, Reid, Dee <deemid(~unc.edn> wrote: 

Dee 

.~ h(~J(l (919) 843-633:~ 



W~: http : //college. ur±c. edu 

Ss,3,~lx ~ H : h ~tp : //w~4. facebook, c Ha/UNC. Col i eq} 

T~<~ tie ~ http : //twitter. com/unccolle@e 

Io~%ub } ~ http : /!youtube. com/useriUNCCollege 

From: ~gmail.com [mail~ 
Sent: Thursday, 4:34 PH 
To= Reid, Dee 
Subject= Quote for ~e WEEKLY newspaper 

D~ar Ms. R~id, 

@qmail.com] On Behalf Of 

My name is              , rm an editorial intern at Chapel }{ill Magazine & The WEEKI,Y and a senior at UNC-CH. I am currently working on our 

"Carolina Chatter" column tbr next week, and we would love to inclu& a brief bit on the overcrowding in laxge lecture classes, in light of the recent DTH 
article. I left you a phone tnessage today, but I wanted to email since I won’t be in the office tomorrow and wrested to make sure I had a way of being in 

touch. 

I called the Dean of the College of Ax-ts and Science’s office today, and she referred me to you for a quote for the piece. Basically, I would just like to ask 

you how much of a problem overcrowding in layge lecture courses actually is, m~d what (if an.vthing) you and your office are doing about it. A couple of 

sentences is really a]l we need’. 

I would really appreciate it if you could get me those quote~ either via email or phone. My cell number is so please feel t?cee to call me if 

you have any questions about the piece. I look tbrward to hearing from you soon, thanks in advas~ce tbr your help! 

The University. of Nort~h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Classics and English 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, 10:35 AM 

May, Lee Y <mayl@emafil.unc.edu> 

Fwd: T~ing to graduate 

Can you handle. 

Bobbi. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwa, ded message: 

From: @gmail.com> 

Date: 10:32:21 AM EDT 

To: < owenbob~)unc.edu> 

Subject: T~?dng to graduate 

Hello Dean Owen, 
I was a student at UNC-Chapel Hill from but failed to graduate. I have taken correspondence courses over the years in an effort to meet 

graduation requirements, however, I believe I am still 2 credits short. I live in and would like your advice on the best way to complete my 

coursework from a distance? Are correspondence courses still available? 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O LINC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, October 31, 2012 5:50 PM 

Laughlin, Ka;en L. <Kl,aughlin@admin.I~u.edu~> 

Ower~ Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu>; Gene Bickers <bickers@usc.edu>; Sn’ader, Michael <mstrade@email.unc.edu:>; Patricia Turner 
<patume~ff@ucdavis.edt~-; autofwd-kcline <kcline@tbundalion.fsu.edu:> 

Re: UVP ,neeting 

Terrific. 
Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 31,2012, at 5:38 PM, "Laughlin, Karen L." <KLaughlin@admin [isu edu> wrote: 

> Bobbi, 
> ’]?his looks good to me, though I do not have extensive insights about crowd funding. We will share examples of what we have done and discussed in this area. I thought it might also be 
helpful to share a brief history about how 1, as Dean of Undergraduate Studies, a unit that is outside and in some ways over-arches our college structure, have developed my fundraising 
program Our initial challenges and some of the strategies we have developed to make our fundraising el!torts take off We, too, are starting a capital campaign with the largest ever goal for 
FSU and I want to talk a bit about how our work is in fact playing an important role in extending our donor base and uncovering new prospects for the Umversity as a whole My 
Development Officer, Katherine Cline, and I will do this as a tag team presentation. We don’t plan to use PowerPoint 
> Thanks, 
> Karen 
> 

> Karen Laughlin 
> Karen I,. Laughlin, Phi). 
> Dean of L’ndergraduate Studies 
> 3300A University Center 
> Florida State Universi~ 
> Tallahassee FL 32306-2460 
> Phone: 850-644-2740 
> Fax: 850-644-6494 

> The Honors, Scholars and Fellows House 
> "A Place for Dialogue, Discovery and Engagement" 
> 

> To support this project, please go to www.undergrad.fsu.edu. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> Frora: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob(d~,,unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 5:00 PM 
> To: Oene Bickers; Strader, Michael; Laughlin, Karen L. 
> Cc: Bobbi Owen; Patricia Tmner 
> Subject: L~q~ meeting 

> All - 
> I look forward to seeing you next Wednesday for the EVVP Meeting in Crystal Cir. Our session is scheduled from 10:45-12 noon and follows a session about budget cuts, so will be 
especially welcome! 
> 

> Michael and I ruet earlier today to make some plans. We will talk about traditional fund-raising from individual donors, often alumni, and generally to create endowments and/or expendable 
funds. Michael is one of two full-tirue dcvelopment officers engaged with Undergraduate Education at EEWC-Chapel Hill, the second is devoted entirely to 
> honors Carolina is in the plalming stages for a capital campaign so 
> we will share some of the strategies ibr that efibrt as well as on-going efiblts (we are always in campaign mode) 
> 

> Oene and his development officer at USC (welcome) will talk about raising funds from fou~dations and agencies (as well as their experience with individual donors) Karen and her guest 
(welcome as well) will talk about crowd sourcing and other creative methods for seeking ihnds 
> 

> I will do a brief introduction and then each of the three pairs will 
> have about 15-20 minutes to talk, leaving a bit of time il~r questions 
> Our session is i;allowed by lunch PowerPoint will be possible in the room if you want to use it (we are pondering whether to use it or not). 
> I thilzk 41 UVP’s have registered so if you are bringing copies, please note that number. 
> 

> Please let me know if this outline works for you. 
> 

> Bobbi 

> Bobbi Owen 
> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and \iichael R McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill CB# 3504, 3011 Steele 
Building 
> 214 East Cameron Avenue 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
> Phone: 919 843-7773 
> FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A <’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, November 2, 2012 11:34 AM 

Sharon C iCmox <scknox@ucdavis.edu> 

Patricia A. Turner <patume@ucdavis.edtc, 

RE: UVP meeting 

Michael is only at the UVP meeting. I wilt ask Karen, 

Bobbi 

From: Sharon ¢ Knox [mailto:scknox@ucdavis.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2012 I:S3 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
~:c: Patrida A. Turner 
Subject: RE: Re: UVP meeting 

Bobbi, 

Kath~?rin~? CIJqe and IV]k:ha~?l Strad~-_~r areq’t r~?gistered for the conference -shouM I b-:~ inviting tb?m [o regis[er fi_w the? full con~er~-:~nc~-:~ a~.~ s~leakers or will they only 

be at the UVP meeting? 

Thank you~ 

Sharon 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
5elll:: Thursday, November 0:t, 20:12 5:5J. AM 

To: Patrida A. Turner; Sharon C Knox 
Subject; Fwd: Re: UVP meeting 

Corrected title. 

Bobbi 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: UVP meeting 

Date:Thu, 1 Nov 2012 12:44:05 +0000 
From:Laughlin, Karen L. <Kl,aughlin(i~admm.fsu~edu> 

Thanks, Bobbi. We are locking forward to this. I think the proper title for Katherine would be Director of Development for Unde 

See you soon. 

Karen 

.On Nov i, 2012, at 8:32 AH, "Bobbi Owen" <owe:~bob@anc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks to you all for participating especially as it seems we have a plan (and will not use PowerPoint). 

Here is the list of our participants. 

See you soon! 

UNC-Chapei }{ill: Bobbi Owen, Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education and Michael Strader, Associate Director 

Uniwb£sity of Southern Ca]J£ornia:            Chris Yates, Associate Senior Vice PresiderR: ~or Major arid Planned 
Gifts and Gene Bickers, Vice Provost for Undergraduate Programs 

FiorJ da State University: 

Bobbi 

On 10/31/2012 8:20 PM, Nelson Bickers wrote: 
>> Hi Eobbi and all, 
>> 
>> Accompanying me is Chris Yates, who is our Associate Senior Vice President for Major and Planned 
>> Gifts. We will not he usJ~g Powe:Point. We haven’t worked on joinL projects, so we will be ~eeLi~g Monday 
>> to discuss the parts of ouir presentation. 
>> 
>> We will talk so~’e about our experience with foundations and about ou< President’s strategy on fund-raising 
>> for [~eed-based and merit-based scholarships. We actually have [:he annual meeting fo: our biggest donor-funded 
>> merit scholarship program on Monday as well, so the timing is fortuitous. 

Karen Laughlin, Dean of Undergraduate" StL]dies and KatheriEH~ C]in~’, Undergraduate" StL]dies Deve 

>> 
>> Loo]<::[ng forward t:o seeing everyone aL the meet:ing! GeEH~ 
>> 
>> Gene Bickers 
>> Vice Provost for Undergraduate Programs 
>> Professor, Department of Physics and Astronomy 
>> GFS 227, 1695 UPC 
>> Nniversity of Southern California 
>> Los Angeles, CA 90089-1695 



>> Phone: (213) 740-1114 

>> FAX : (213) 740-9757 

p> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob@unc.edu> 

>> Date: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 2:50 ~m 

>> Su~ject: Re: UVP meeting 

>> 4o: "Laughlin, Karen L." <KLaugPlin@a~min.fsu.edu> 

>> Cc: "Owen, Bobbi A" _________________________________________________.<owenbob@unc.edu>, Gene Bickers ._________________________________________________.ebickers@usc.ectu>, ~Strader, Michaei~’ <mstrader@elnail._ ...................................................................... un.~.edu>, Patricia 

p> 

>>> Terrific. 

>>> Bobbi 

>>> 

>>> Sent fro~’ my iPhone 

>>> 

>>> On Oct 31, 2012, at 5~38 PH, ~Laughlin, Karen L." 

<KLauqhlin@admin.fsu.edu> wrote: 

>>>> Bobbi, 

>>>> This looks good to me, though I do not have extensive insights 

>>> a~out crowd funding. We will share examples of what we have done 

>>> and discussed in this area. K thought it might also be helpful to 

>>> share a brief history about how I, as Dean of Undergraduate 

/~- .... Studies, a unit that is outside an@ in some ways ove~-arches our 

~/- .... college structure, have developed my fundraising prog~am~ Ou~ 

>>> initial challenges and s~lrle of the strategies we have developed to 

>>> make our fundraising efforts take off.           We, too, are starting a 

>>> capital campaign with the largest ever goal fo~ FSU an@ I want to 

>>> talk a bit about how our work is in fact piay~ng an important role 

>>> in extending our donor base and uncovering new prospects for the 

>>> University as a w!’~ole.           My Development Officer, Katherine Ciine, 

and I will do this as a tag team presentation.           We don~t plan to 

>>> use PowerPoint. 

>>>> Thanks, 

>>>> Karen Laughlin 

>>>> Karen L. Laughlin, Ph.D. 

p>>} Dean of Undergraduate Studies 

>>>> 3300A University Center 

>>>> Florida State University 

>>>> Tallahassee FL 32306-2460 

>>>> Phone: 850-644-2740 

>>>> Fax: 850-644-6494 

>>>> The Honors, Scholars and Fellows House 

>>>> "A Place for Dialogue, Discovery and Engagement" 

>>>> To support this project, please go %o www.undergra~.fsu.edu. 

Original Message 

>>>> From: Bobbi Owen [mlilto:owcnbob@unc.edui 

>>>> Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 5:0@ PH 

>>>> To: Gene Bickers; Strader, Michael; Laughlin, Karen L. 

>>>> Cc: Bobbi Owen; Patricia Turne~ 

>>>> Subject: UVP meeting 

p>>~ All - 

>>>> I look forward to seeing you next wednesddy for the UVP Meeting 

>>> in Crystal City.           Our session is scheduled from 1@~45-12 noon and 

>>> follows a session about budget cuts, so will be especially welcome! 

>>>> Hichael an@ I met earlier today to ~’ake some plans.           We will talk 

>>> about traditional fund-raising from individual donors, often 

>>> alumni, and generally to create en@o~.~rlents and/or expendable funds. 

Michael is one of two full-ti~’e @evelopment officers engaged with 

>>> Undergraduate F~ducation at UNC-Chapei Hill, the second is devoted 

>>> entirely to 

>>>> honors. Carolina is in the planning stages for a capital 

>>> campaign so 

>>>> we will share some of the strategies for that effort as well as 

>>> on-going efforts (we are always in campaign mode). 

~->>} Gene and Pis development officer at USC (welcome) will talk about 

>>> raising funds from inundations and agencies ~as well as their 

>>> experience with individual donors).           Ka ten and her guest (welcome 

>>> as well) will talk about crowd sourcing and other creative methods 

>>> fo~ seeking funds. 

>>>> I will do a brief introduction and then each of the three pairs 

>>> will 

p>>} have about lb-20 minutes to talk, leaving a bit of time for 

questions. 

>>>> Our session is followed by lunch.            PowerPcint will be possible in 

>>> the room if you want to use it (we are pondering whether to use it 

>>> or not)~ 



>>>> I think 41 UVP~s have registered so if you are bringing copies, 

>>> please note that number. 

>>>7 Please let me ~6now if tPis outline works for you. 

>>>> 

>>>> Bobbi 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> Bobbi Owen 

>>>> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and Michael R. 

McVaugh Distinguished P~ofessor of Dramatic Art University of NortP 

>>> Carolina at Chapel Hill CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

>>>> 214 East Cameron Avenue 

>>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

>>>> PPone: 919 843-7773 

>>>> FAX: 919 843-4775 

> 

> Bobbi Owen 

> Senior Associate Dean for Jildergraduate Educa tion~ and 

> Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

> University of NortP Carolina at CPapei Hill 

> CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

> 214 East Cameron Avenue 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3b04 

> Phone: 919 843-7773 

> FAX: 919 843-4775 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 2:28 PM 

Gordon Ferguson (thrguson@acm.org) 

FW: See Sir John Eliot Gardiner conduct Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony 

Two Beethoven symphonies in one month? 
B. 

From: Carolina Performing Arts [email@info.carolinaperformingarts org] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 2:00 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: See Sir John Eliot Gardiner conduct Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony 

Share this message: 
[Share this email with yarn- net~vork on facebook]<http://info.carolinaperformin~arts.or~/publicisocial/processshare/? 
fn SocialShare&socnet facebook&ssid 2253&tid k5jhsalv0ku5105hlz0v4mkgukoqq&title Orchestre%2OR%E9volutionnaire%2Oet%2ORomantique%20~vith%2Othe%2OMonteverdi% 
20Choh-%20%TC%20Nov%2014>[Share this email ~vith your network on twitter]<http://info.carolinaperformingarts.org/publicisocialiprocessshare/? 
fn SocialShare&socnet twitter&ssid 2253&rid k5jhsalv0ku5105hlz()y4mk9ukoqq&title Orchestre%20R%Egvolutionnaire%20et%20Romantique%20wlth%20the%20Monteverdi% 
20Choir%20%7C%20Nuv%2014&summary Sir%2~Juhn%2~E~iut%20Gardiner%2~eads%2~rchestre%2~R%E9v~utiunnaire%2~et%2~Rumantique%2~with%2~the%2~Mi)nteverdi% 
20Chu~r%20on%20N0vember%2014%20at%20Memurial%20Hall> 

Sir John Eliut Gardiner leads ORR with the Monteverdi Chuir 
View’ this email in a web bruwser <http://infu.carohnaperformingarts.org/public/? 

q preview" message&fn Link&t l&ssid 2253&id k5jhsalv0ku5105hlz0y4mk9ukoqq&id2 15be3bg3502edn51vmxrq617yqcgs&subscriber id bwslsfvadcjl},unpfqsmqunsqvsibbm&messagev~ 

[http://hustin~.l\qeiu.com/2253/public/Bronto Custom Template Files/newheader2a.ipg]<http://info.carulinaperformingarts org/public/? 
q ulink&fn Link&ssid 2253&id k5jhsalv0ku5105hlA)y4mk9ukoqq&id2 fadsns96batSwfqcokzbtiaeza95d&subscriber id bwsls[’vadcjfyonwqsmqunsqvsibbm&delivery id bx~vkaujuulongik 
BUY TICKETS<http://info.carulinaperfunningarts org/public/? 
q ulink&fn Link&ssid 2253&id k5jhsalv0ku5105hlz0y4mkgukuqq&id2 h66fg65qjucocvngttxuwljknmikj&subscriber id bwsls:Peadcj~onryqsmqunsqvsibbm&delivelT id bvwekaujuolungih 

PERFORM~.NCES<http :/Tinfo.carulinapeffunningarts org/public/? 
q ulink&fn Link&ssid 2253&id k5jhsalv0ku5105hlz0y4mkgukuqq&id2 bpy7i5elxlkdqjuq6klexc~jpl!jgjd&subscriberid bwslsfieadcjfyonryqsmqunsqvsibbm&delivery id bw~’kaujuolungil! 

SUPPORT<http://i~o carolinapeffurmingarts urg/public/? 
q ulink&fn Link&ssid 2253&id k5jhsalv0ku5105hlz0y4mk9ukuqq&id2 5a41tgSedjxqaldSsie6hdube93dm&subscriber id bwslsfvadcjfyunryqsmqunsqvsibbm&delivery id bvvvkaujuulungit 

CON2qECT<http://i~o carolinaperlk~rmingarts.org/public/? 
q ulink&fn Link&ssid 2253&id k5jhsalv0ku5105hlz0y4mk9ukuqq&id2 i624mzpidq4quq2a15h~vv0t94gca&subscriber id bwslsfvadcjfyunlTqsmqunsqvsibbm&delivery id bx~vkaqiuolongi 

ABOUT<http://info.carulin apefformingarts, org/public/? 
q ulink&fn Link&ssid 2253&id k5jhsalv0ku5105hlz0y4mk9ukuqq&id2 724hqzehlyy0b5y01a17twecamu27&subscriber id bwslsfieadcjfyonryqsmqunsqvsibbm&delivep), id bvx~,kat~juolun 

Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony 

Orchestre Rdvolutionnaire et Romantique and the Monteverdi Choir 
Sir John Eliot Gardiner, conductor 

Wed, Nov- 14 ] 7:30pm 

UNC’s Memorial Hall<http:i/itffo.carolinaperformingarts.orgipublic/? 
q ulmk&fn Link&ssid 2253&id k5jhsalv0ku5105hlz0y4mk9ukoqq&id2 5phzkdoydo28113xy10pqev42xcng&subscriberid bwslsfvadcj~’omTqsmq~xsqvsibbm&deliveryid b~wvkaujuolong 

[http://hosting.fyleio.com/2253/public/Orchestre Revolutionnaire et Romantique and the Monteverdi Choir Irnaae 03 - credit artist raanagement.JPG] 
<http://irffo. carolinaperformingar ts.org/publici? 
q ulirtk&fn Link&ssid 2253&id k5jhsalv0ku5105hlz0y4rak9ukoqq&id2 30ylkeydqfqivSpd6901ctariumdra&subscriberid bwslsfvadcj~’omyqsmqunsqvsibbm&deliveryid bw, a~kaujuolongJ 

Internationally recognized for their breathtaking interpretations of the major early Romantic coraposers, Orchestre Rdvolutionnaire et 
Romantique<http :/iinfo. carolinaperformingar ts. org/publici? 
q ulit~&fn Link&ssid 2253&id k5jhsalv0ku5105hlz0y4ng:9ukoqq&id2 3p4gxr9sf5ueka5oik88njyu~iq3q&subscriberid bxvslsfvadcjfyonryqsmqtmsqvsibbm&delively id bv,,~’kaujuolongit~ 
has been especially- acclaimed for worldwide performances of the complete cycle of Beethoven symphonies. 

Following their sold-out appearances and rapturous reception at Memorial Hall a year ago, the Orchestre R6volutionnaire et Romantique and Sir John Eliot Gardiner return with the 
Monteverdi Choir for a performance of one of Beethoven’s greatest works, Symphony No. 9 

Program 
Beethoven Calm Sea and Prosperous Voyage, Op. 112 
Beethoven Symphony No 9 in D minor, Op. 125 

[http://hosting.fyleiocom/2253/public/12-13 Rite 100 video small ORRjpg]<http://info.carolinaperformingarts.org/public/? 
q ulink&fn Link&ssid 2253&id k5jhsalv0ku5105hlz0y4mk9ukoqq&id2 gSfls601~xjg3c0m4dboqd2tido4zc&subscriberld bwslsfvadcjfyon~zqsmqunsqvsibbm&deliveryid bvvvkaujuolongi 

The Rite of Spring 



"... as important to the 20th Century as Beethoven’s Ninth is to the 19th .." 
-The Times (London) 

Carolina Performing Arts arid UNC-Chapel Hill cormnemorate the centennial anniversary of Igor Stravinsky’s The Rite of Spring with a major international project in the 2012-13 season 

The Rite of Spring at 100 features 11 new works commissinned by Carohna Performing Arts, 10 world premieres and 3 U S. premieres of performances inspired by The Rite 

To learn more about the monumental project, visit TheRiteofSpringatl00.org<http://info.carolinaperformingarts.org/public/? 
q ulink&fn Link&ssid 2253&id k5jhsalv0ku5105hlz0y4mk9ukoqq&id2 gwd9v6ggSmca5pyp0~jvq177ipqf&subscriber id bwslsfvadcj]~,onpfqsmqunsqvsibbm&dehvery id bvvvkaujuolon~ 

[http:i/hostin~fyleio.com/2253/public/12-13 ORR Wooden Fluteip~]<http://irffo carolinaperformingarts.org/public/? 
q ulink&fn Link&ssid 2253&id k5jhsalv0ku5105hlz0y4mk9ukoqq&id2 12vapty2wlmmage~ivglk0k31f9ap&subscriber id bwslsfvadcjl},ormfqsmqunsqvsibbm&dehvery id bx.~vka~iuolongi 

Exploring Period Instruments 

6:15pm I November 14 
Historic Playmakers Theatre 

Join renowned conductor Sir John Eliot Gardiner and musicians from Orchestre R~volutionnaire et Romantique for an informal conversation about their period instruments 

They’ll discuss ho~v the period instruments differ from the modern incarnation and how it translates in performance. 

This event is FR EE and open to the public, and takes place prior to the orchestra’s performance at Memorial Halh 

Click here<http : //mfo carolinaperformingarts.org/public/? 
q ulink&fn Link&ssid 2253&id k5jhsalv0k~5105hlz0y4mk9ukoqq&id2 kunze232axrn99rrSbioe59gofShhc&subscriberid bwslsfvadcjfyonryqsmqunsqvsibbm&delivery id bvvvkaujuolongi 
for more details. 

[http:iihosting.g/leio.com/2253/public/12-13 Pierre LavaentDET5.ipg]<http:/iirKo.carolinaperforraingarts.org/public/? 

q ulit~:&fn Link&ssid 2253&id k5jhsalv0ku5105hlz0y4r~fagttkoqq&id2~llifns523awgzdkqlrllaira6s247&subscriber id bxvslsfvadcj~-onryqsmqunsqvsibbnr&deliveryid bvvvkaujuolongil-t 

Pierre-Laurent Aimard, piano<http:i/itffo.carolinaperformingarts.org/public/? 
q ulirtk&fn Lmk&ssid 2253&id k5jhsalv0ku5105hlz0y4mk9~tkoqq&id2 0uodxly4dlbou9ddqxtrfl~dhs03zjq&subscriberid bwslsg,’adcjf¥onryqsmqnnsqvsibbm&deliveryid bv~w-kaujuoloE 

November 11 I 7:30pm 

[http://hosting.~leio.corai2253/public/12-13 Brooklyn Rider 400~x.jpg]<http://info.carolinaperformingarts.org/public/? 
q ulirtk&fn Link&ssid 2253&id k5jhsalv0ku5105hlz0y4mk9ukoqq&id2 0tlnlbwwi3bmcwt0zd0iozSv~tbgn&subscriberid bwslsfvadcjfyonryqsmqnnsqvsibbm&delivetyid b’,a’vka~iuolong 

Brooklyn Rider, string quartet<http ://info.carolinaperformingarts orgipublic/? 
q ulink&fn Lil~&ssid 2253&id k5jhsalv0ku5105hlz0y4mkgukoqq&id2 1akfpkxuhgesajlgbwNtjwt77tvhc&subscriber id bwslsf’~,adcj~ol~ryqsmqu~sqvsibbm&deliveryid bvvvkaujuolongi 

November 16 i 8pm 

[http://hosting fV1eio.comi2253/public/12-13 ORR John Eliot Oardiner.jpg]<http://info.carolinaperformingartsorgipublici? 
q ulink&fn Link&ssid 2253&id k5jhsalv0ku5105hlz0y4mk9ukoqq&id2 k6zdSlipjh5xngtzzhwgnwqfuevm0&subscriber id bwslsS¢adqjfyonryqsmqunsqvsibbm&deliveczid b~-~vkaujuolong 

Pre-show talk with Sir John Eliot Gardiner 

6:15pm I Nov 14 

Join the conductor and featured musicians 12~r a conversation and demonstratinn highlighting period instruments. 

Click<http : //m~o carolinaperformingarts.org/public/? 
q ulink&fn Link&ssid 2253&id k5jhsalv0ku5105hlz0y4mkgukoqq&id2 1265qjSzdtlkx21trqwtsSmw2qgnx&subscriberid bwslst~adcjfyonryqsmqunsqvsibbm&delivery id bvvvkaujuolongit 
for details 



[http:i/hostin~ fy[eio.com/2253/public/12-13 ORR Armeke Scott.ip~]<http://info.caro[inapell"ormingartsorg/public/? 
q ulink&fn Link&ssid 2253&id k5jhsalv0ku5105hlz0y4mkgukoqq&id2 kcjdbap5k77w711ie4w98vS0f5e956&subscriber id bwsls:P~adcj~onryqsmqunsqvslbbm&delivery id bvvvkauluolong 

Natural Horn Masterc[ass 

Join principal horn player Anneke Scott for an open-level masterclass on the natural horn. 

The class is FREE for I~J~qC students and $10 for non-l~Jm.-C students and general public. 

Click here<http ://itffo.carolinaperfom~ingarts.org/public/? 
q uliak&fn Liti&ssid 2253&id k5jhsalv0ku5105hlz0y4rriK9ukoqq&id2 gm4flgupqlffs6sda0ph7slaqbv5h&subscriberid bwslsfvadcjfyot~ryqsmqunsqvsibbm&delivery id b-,a~’kaujuolongi 

or send an email to andrew@ 
hornlessons.org<mailto:andrewf~,hornlessons.org> for more details. 

q ulirtk&fn Litli&ssid 2253&id k5jhsalv0ku5105hlz0y4r~ii9~tkoqq&id2 bfTsaptbntr20o3riek938jlgpiR,’4&subscriberid bwslsiR,’adcjf¥onryqsmqunsqvsibbm&deliveryid bvvvkaujuolongihj 

Learn More 

Visit the Artist Resource<http://irffo.carolinaperformingarts.org/publici? 
q ulirtk&fn Lit~&ssid 2253&id k5jhsalv0ku5105hlz0y4r~9~tkoqq&id2 g39eelwkSir~ffdd7h6s3bsyso3ky31&subscribcrid bwslsfvadcjfyonpy-qsmq~msqvsibbm&delivcl~/id b~vvkaujuolon~ 
section of our website, where we’ve compiled videos and links to learn more about Orchestre Rdvolutiotmaire et Romantique and the Monteverdi Choir. 

[http://hostingfyleio.cond2253/public/ORR Beethoven.jpg]<http ://info carolinaperformingarts.org/public/? 
q ulink&fn Link&ssid 2253&id k5jhsalv0ku5105hlz0y4mkgukoqq&id2 3d0c72a7tlr0i@70rrbcmf5a~vp85&subscriber~d bwslsf’~adcj~on~zqsmqunsqvsibbm&delive~id bvvvkaujuolongi 

Beethoven’s Ninth at the Barbican 

".. more proof that this is the most thrilling symphony ever ;vritten." 
- The Daily Telegraph (UNI) 

Click here<http ://info carolinaperformingarts.org/public/? 
q ulink&~th Link&ssid 2253&id k5jhsalv0ku5105hlz0y4mk9ukoqq&id2 8a2fpyxelmvmu2uxkuxel~:d9plem0&subscriberid bwslsi\’adcjfyol~ryqsmqunsqvsibbm&delivewid b~¢~kaujuolonl 
to read the review 

FolIow us on: [http://hostin~.fy, leio.com/2253/public/Bronto Custom Template Files/facebook ip;] <http://info.carolinaperformingarts.org/public/? 
q ulink&fn Link&ssid 2253&id k5jhsalv0ku5105hlz0y4mk9ukoqq&id2 1k2gbfei2kSid37rop3aw×lo4td5s&subscriber id bwsls[’~,adcjfyonryqsmqunsqvsibbm&delivepf id bvx.~,kaujuolongil~ 
[http://hostin~f’cleio.con~,2253/public/Bronto Custom Template Files/twitter ip;] <http://info.carolinapefformingarts.org/public/? 
q ulink&fn Link&ssid 2253&id k5jhsalv0ku5105hlz0y4mk9ukoqq&id2 d7nccl4040knko3rane2dwekhxysi&subscriber id bwslsfvadcjfyonryqsmqunsqvsibbm&delive~ id bvvvkaujuolon~ 
[http://hostin;.~Meio com/2253/pubIiciBronto Custom Template Files/,voutube ip;] <http://info.carolinaperformingarts org/public/? 
q ulink&fn Link&ssid 2253&id k5jhsalv0ku5105hlz0y4mk9ukoqq&id2 agn33evzvpa68raic49kjkxpshk2g&subscriber id bwsls[~.’adclfyonryqsmqunsqvsibbm&deliver"f id bvx.~’kaujuolongil 
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Carolina Performing Arts i UNC-Chape] Hill i Campus Box #3233 I Chapel Hill, NC 27599 i United S~tes 
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q ulink&fn Link&ssid 2253&id k5jhsalv0ku5105hlz0y4mk9ukoqq&id2 4oifnlidffqflegk2n945er6wf0af&subscriber id bwslsJ%’adcjl},ormfqsmqunsqvsibbm&dehvery id bx.~vkaujuolongihj 

Box Office: (919) 843-3333 i Hours: Monday - Friday, 10 AM to 6 PM 



Subcommittee on Disabilities 
Charge, Membership, and Procedures 

November 2012 

DRAFT--For Advisory Committee Review 
Charge 

The Statement on the Evaluation of Candidates for Admission, approved by the Advisory Commit- 
tee on Undergraduate Admissions in September 2007, commits the University to "comprehensive 
and individual evaluations" of all candidates for undergraduate admission. These evaluations, in 
the words of the Statement, "aim to draw together students who will enrich each other’s education, 
strengthen the campus community, contribute to the betterment of society, and help the University 
achieve its broader mission." 

In keeping with this commitment, the Advisory Committee charges the Subcommittee on Disabili- 
ties with advising the Office of Undergraduate Admissions on the admission of students who vol- 
untarily disclose disabilities during the course of applying for admission. 

Specifically, the Advisory Committee charges the subcommittee with: 

Educating the Office of Undergraduate Admissions about disabilities and their likely im- 
pact upon students’ academic and extracurricular performance. 

Advising the Office of Undergraduate Admissions about individual candidates for admis- 
sion who voluntarily disclose disabilities and provide appropriate documentation. 

Evaluating appeals of admissions decisions lodged by candidates who have disclosed disa- 
bilities and provided appropriate documentation. 

Membership 

The subcommittee consists of at least three members, all of whom serve ex officio: the coordinator 
&the Academic Success Program; the director of the Department &Disability Services; and the 
deputy director of the Office of Undergraduate Admissions or his or her designee. Other members 
may be appointed at the discretion &the chair &the Advisory Committee on Undergraduate Ad- 
missions. 

Procedures 

1. At the start of each admissions season, the subcommittee will meet with the Office of Under- 
graduate Admissions to discuss the range of challenges typically faced by students with disabili- 
ties and the accommodations currently available to students who matriculate at the University. 

2. When a candidate for admission discloses a disability by providing documentation from a 
physician, psychologi st, or school, and when the comprehensive and holistic evaluation offered 
to all candidates indicates that the student will not be admitted competitively to the University, 
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the Office of Undergraduate Admissions may, in its discretion, ask the subcommittee to assess 
the candidate. The purpose of this assessment will be to help the admissions committee gain a 
better understanding of the full context of the candidate’s academic and extracurricular perfor- 
mance, as well as the candidate’ s likelihood of academic success at the University. In order to 

assess the candidate, the subcommittee may require additional documentation, such as a state- 
ment from the candidate regarding the impact the diagnosed condition has had on his or her aca- 
demic performance. 

3. When a candidate discloses a disability by providing documentation appeals his or her admis- 
sions decision in accordance with the Trustee Policy on Appeals, the director of admissions will 
seek the assessment of the subcommittee before acting on the appeal. The director will use such 
an assessment to gain a better understanding of the full context of the applicant’s academic and 
extracurricular performance, as well as the applicant’ s likelihood of academic success at the 
University. 

4. Although the assessments of the subcommittee are advisory only and not binding on the ad- 
missions committee or the admissions director, the committee and the director will consider such 
assessments carefully before acting on candidates’ applications or appeals. 
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2012-2013 Membership 

Ex officio members: 

Theresa Maitland, Coordinator, Academic Success Program 

Jim Kessler, Director, Disability Se~wices 

Jared Rosenberg, Senior Assistant Director, Undergraduate Admissions 
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At the start of each admissions season, the Subcommittee will meet with Admissions to discuss 
the range of challenges typically faced by students with disabilities and the accommodations cur- 
rently available to students who matriculate at the University. 



Subcommittee on Special Talent 
Charge, Membership, and Procedures 

November 2012 

DRAFT--For Advisory Committee Review 
Charge 

The Statement on the Evaluation of Candidates for Admission, approved by the Advisory Commit- 
tee on Undergraduate Admissions in September 2007, commits the University to "comprehensive 
and individual evaluations" of all candidates for undergraduate admission. These evaluations, in 
the words of the Statement, "aim to draw together students who will enrich each other’s education, 
strengthen the campus community, contribute to the betterment of society, and help the University 
achieve its broader mission." 

In keeping with this commitment, the Advisory Committee charges the Subcommittee on Special 
Talent with advising the Office of Undergraduate Admissions on the admission of students who, in 
accordance with trustee policy, "give evidence of possessing special talents for University pro- 
grams requiring such special talents." 

Specifically, the Advisory Committee charges the subcommittee with: 

Recommending to the Advisory Committee policies regarding the admission of students 
with special talent that are consistent with the mission of the University and with policies 
established by the UNC-Chapel Hill Board of Trustees and the UNC-system Board of 
Governors. 

Establishing admissions procedures for students with special talent that maintain the aca- 
demic integrity of the University; respect the competitiveness of admission to Carolina; 
recognize the contributions that talented students can make to the education and the experi- 
ence of everyone within the campus community; and encourage the eventual success, as 
students and citizens, of those candidates who are admitted and choose to enroll. 

Evaluating prospective students presented by University programs requiring special tal- 
ent-currently defined as programs administered by the departments of athletics, dramatic 

arts, and music--who (a) have predicted first-year grade-point averages lower than 2.3; (b) 
require review for possible breaches of community standards for academic or personal be- 
havior; or (c) may only be admitted as exceptions to UNC-system policies and regulations 
because they do not meet minimum course or admissions requirements established by the 
Board of Governors. 

Advising the Office of Undergraduate Admissions on the capacity of the students described 
above to succeed academically and personally at the University, both individually and as a 
class within the programs that they will join. 

Reviewing the final decisions made by the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, and re- 
ceiving and responding to the explanation offered by that office should any final decision 
differ from the decision recommended by the subcommittee; 
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Reporting activities, decisions, and outcomes to the Advisory Committee at least once per 
academic year. 

Membership 

The subcommittee consists of at least six voting members, the maj ority of whom are tenured or 
tenure-track faculty members in the College of Arts and Sciences. With the exception of the Fac- 
ulty Athletics Representative to the NCAA and the Associate Dean for Academic Advising, who 
serve as voting members of the subcommittee ex officio, voting members are appointed by the 
chair of the Advisory Committee on Undergraduate Admissions and serve an initial term of three 
years. Members appointed by the chair may be reappointed for one additional term but may not 
serve more than six consecutive years. 

The subcommittee chair is appointed by the chair of the Advisory Committee and serves a term of 
one year. The subcommittee chair may be reappointed but may not serve more than three consecu- 
tive years. 

Procedures 

1. The chair is responsible for moderating subcommittee meetings and for ensuring that all mem- 
bers have ample opportunity to voice their opinions and their questions. 

2. Recommendations regarding the admission of talented students require a vote of the subcom- 
mittee by show of hands. At the request of any subcommittee member, voting will be conducted 
by secret ballot. With the exception of the Associate Dean for Academic Advising, only faculty 
members may vote. 

3. For cases that require a recommendation before the full subcommittee can meet, the subcom- 
mittee authorizes the chair, in consultation with the Office of Undergraduate Admissions and one 
or more subcommittee members, to act on the case or convey the information to the full subcom- 
mittee by secure electronic transmission for a full vote. Recommendations authorized by the chair 
will be reported at the next regularly scheduled subcommittee meeting. 

4. Before each meeting, all members of the subcommittee, including non-voting members, will 
receive and review the credentials of the prospective students who are on the agenda. 

5. At the beginning of each meeting, the subcommittee will discuss the students individually, as a 
group, and in light of students previously reviewed. As part of this discussion, representatives of 
the Office of Undergraduate Admissions will present background information about each candi- 
date’s curriculum, academic performance, test scores, and high school, as well as any other infor- 
mation they consider necessary, for a full and fair consideration of the candidate. 

6. Representatives from the University programs that will then present each candidate, focusing on 
the student’s academic history and potential, character and personal circumstances, expected con- 
tribution to the team, and any other information that they believe will help the subcommittee see 
the candidate in the appropriate context. The program representatives will also respond to any 
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questions posed by the subcommittee. These questions will normally range widely and may in- 
clude, for example, requests for information in the following areas: 

The candidate’s academic histou, character, and work ethic; 

The performance of the program’s previous candidates, both as students and as citizens at 
the University, and the ways in which the current candidate is similar to or different from 
these students; 

The extent to which the program is prepared to support the candidate academically and per- 
sonally, given the likely needs of the individual candidate and the program’s entering class 
as a whole; and 

The approach that the program takes in setting academic standards, monitoring perfor- 
mance, and intervening to assure acceptable outcomes. 

While program representatives are present, subcommittee members will direct all questions and 
discussion to them and not to other members of the subcommittee. 

7. Following these presentations, the subcommittee will discuss each candidate and vote to rec- 
ommend one &the following actions to the Office &Undergraduate Admissions: 

Offer admission to the candidate, provided he or she meets any additional conditions that 
may be specified by the committee; 

Deny admission to the candidate; 

Defer action until more information can be gathered. 

Ordinarily, a vote to defer action should specify what information the subcommittee will require in 
order to decide whether to admit or deny the candidate, as well as when the subcommittee will re- 
consider the candidate’s credentials. 

8. Following the vote, the Office of Undergraduate Admissions will consider the subcommittee’s 
recommendation in making its decision regarding the candidate. The office will communicate both 
its decision and the subcommittee’s recommendation to the program that presented the candidate. 

9. Reviewing the final decisions made by the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, and receiving 
and responding to explanations offered by that office should any final decision differ from the de- 
cision recommended by the subcommittee. 

10. At least once per year, the subcommittee will review the progress of past candidates, the 
threshold used to decide what candidates come before the subcommittee, and the approaches used 
by each University program to ensure the success of future subcommittee cases. 
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2012-2013 Membership 

Voting appointed members: 

Layna Mosley, Political Science (Chair) 

John Akin, Economics 

Napoleon Byars, School of Journalism and Mass Communication 

Jane Hawkins, Mathematics 

Voting ex o.~icio members: 

Lissa Broome, Faculty Representative to the NCAA and School of Law 

Lee May, Associate Dean for Academic Advising 

Non-voting ex o.~icio members: 

Stephen Farmer, Vice Provost for Enrollment and Undergraduate Admissions 

Vince Ille, Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

Barbara Polk, Deputy Director of Undergraduate Admissions 

Harold Woodard, Associate Dean and Director, Student Success and Academic Counseling 



Subcommittee on Transfer Students 
Charge and Membership 
November 2012 
November 2012 

DRAFT--For Advisory Committee Review 
Charge 

By policy and by longstanding practice, each year the University welcomes new undergraduate 
students who began their postsecondary education at other colleges and universities. By virtue of 
their talent, their persistence, and their diversity of background and experience, these transfer stu- 
dents enrich the education of their classmates, strengthen the campus community, and help the 
University achieve its broader mission. 

In recognition of the integral role that transfer students play at the University, the Advisory Com- 
mittee on Undergraduate Admissions established the Subcommittee on Transfer Students in 2010 
with an expectation that the subcommittee remain active for four academic years. 

The Advisory Committee has charged the subcommittee with developing strategies to enhance the 
experience of such students at UNC, and especially their retention and graduation rates. Specifi- 
cally, the Advisory Committee has charged the subcommittee with: 

Focusing on the needs of students from recruitment through graduation, with a special em- 
phasis on the needs of students who transfer into the junior class. 

¯ Enhancing outreach and information for prospective and admitted students. 

,, Exploring opportunities to centralize services for transfer students. 

¯ Expanding programming and services, including advising, orientation and other transition 
services, and the evaluation of transfer credit. 

,, Increasing participation in undergraduate learning opportunities outside of the classroom-- 
for example, in undergraduate research, study abroad, service learning, and internships. 

Evaluating the effectiveness of current and proposed initiatives that strengthen the experi- 
ence and the success of students. 

Membership 

The members and the chair are appointed by the chair of the Advisory Committee. Because the 
subcommittee is expected to conclude its work within four years, the members serve without 
fixed term. 



2012-2013 Membership 

Rebecca Egbert, Undergraduate Admissions (chair) 

Kimberly Abels, Learning Center 

Patrick Akos, School of Education 

Cynthia Demetriou, Retention 

Annice Fisher, Housing and Residential Education 

Laura Lane, University Career Services 

April Mann, New Student and Parent Programs 

Rachael Murphey-Brown, Academic Advising 

Kaitlyn Murphy, School of Information and Library Science 

Stacy E Outlaw, Academic Advising 

Steve Reznick, Psychology 

Gidi Shemer, Biology 

Ann Trollinger, Scholarships and Student Aid 

Brian Woodard, Undergraduate Admi ssions 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O LINC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Sunday, November 18, 2012 9:12 AM 

Gordon Ferguson <t}rguson@acm.org> 

ILE: Mugshots 

Thanks. Offto the NIet. 
Chaplin ;vas wonderful. Milly is still Milly. 
Bobbi 

From: Gordon Ferguson [ferguson@acm org] 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 6:40 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: Mugshots 

I’ve uploaded what I call ’batch 14’: 
G1426,7,8 
G1769-73, G1775 

The camera had 15 more, my batch 15 
coming soon. 
Love, 

Gordon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, November 18, 2012 12:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Book 

The Chinese calligraphy bible. Yay ming Cathy ho Barron’s 2007 

Sent from my iPhone 



Institute for Broadening: P~rt~c~pat~on 
Bui~’.din~ Par~ne~",shi~; to Support Diversity 

www. pathwaystosc ence, or8 
450+ Paid summer research ~experiences for undersraduates 

~ Graduate fellowship% mentorin$ and professional development opportunities 

~ t50+ 9ost~doctora[ opportunities 

~. Si~n~up to [ecefve notiffcations about prosrams and opportunitfes[ 

GRAD and UNDERGP~AD 
Proflrams Funded by NSF and NASA 

a variety of internships, fellowships, and scholarships 
nationwide in a wide range of STEM and related disciplines 

Check out SOLAR! 
for students app[yin8 for NASA opportunities 
htt ://intern.nasa. or/ 

IBP - P.Oo Box 607 -- 281 Main Street --- Oamariscotta, ME 04543 
Phone: 866.~§93~9103 Fax: 207~563~6069 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, 7:37 AM 

Gil, Ka~-en M <kgil@email.tmc.edu> 

Fwd:             receives Rhodes Schola~rship 

In the case you had not already heard. 

Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwa~-ded message: 

From: "Dykstra, I,inda" <ldvkstr’~unc.edu> 

Date:                  5:55:51 PM EST 

To: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob(~unc.edu>, "Strauss, Ronald P." <ron strauss,@~unc.edu>, "Thornton, Dan F" <dan thomton~unc.edu> 
Subject:               receives Rhodes Scholarship 

Bobbi, Ron and Dan, 

Just in case the news hasn’t reached you today, I’m pleased to let you know that             was awarded a Rhodes Scholarship in the 

District. Unfortunately,              was just under the wire and didn’t receive that honor from the 

District.              (who yon didn’t meet because he was in India durin our practice reception) also interviewd in the                District, but 

didn’t receive a scholarship. Interviews for Canadian Rhodes are next Friday. 

So, lbr now, lets celebrated loud and clear for 

Thanking you for your tremendous support. 

linda 

Interesling note: within the list of 32 Rhodes recipients this year, only 6 are from punic universilies; of the remaining, 26:6 are from Harvmvl; 7 from YaJe, 

4 from militaD~ academies and then a handfnl of those from places like Stanford, Comell, Brown and a few small colleges. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 7:41 AM 

Siedentop, Nicholas J <nicksiedentop@unc.edu> 

Lindemam~, Erika <ulinde@e,nail.unc.edu>; Haven, Ben <bhaven@email.unc.edu>; Siedentop, Nicholas J <nick siedentop@unc.edu> 

Re: SPAN 292 

Seems unlikely that the fifll board will overrule these objections. Should we wait to let them l, mow that there axe questions and spring 2013 is not likely. 

Bobbi 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

On Nov 19, 2012, at 5:13 PM, "Siedentop, Nicholas J" <nick siedentolc~b~unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Bobbi and Erika, 

As expected, the at this aftemoon’s meeting. Bobbi suggested last week that 

if this happened, the course should be reviewed by the Ad~ninistrative Boards. 

~N~itte~ N~N~ (see a~ched agenda). (We’ll aJso send the BoaNs me ~llabus.) Let me ~ow if you have concerns with this strategy. We could ruble 

this to Jm~ua~-, but the depm~ent submi~ed the coupe ruth a spring 2013 e~cfive date. 

Here’s an oven~iew of our conver~tion. The fi~t pa~ focnsed on the teaching and gr~ing res~nsibilifies in the SP~ 101 and 102 ~cfions. First, 

Un&rgrad~tes should pro~bly not be given responsibili~ tbr delivering instruction tbr one of the tbur contact hou~ of SPAN 101 and 102. Secon& 

even iffl~ey’m using a rubric to grade qukzes. Ly~ Willitbrd pointed out that ’"a rubric is a rating in~rumen~ which requires the use of subjective or 

professional judgment." And as Efika mentioned, SACs requires 18 hours of post-baccahinreate study to have such responsiNlifies. The te~ "tutor" 

us~lly doesn’t include grading. 

The second pa~ of the conversation focused on the course reqni~ements for SP~ 292. Based on the syllabus, there’s little contact mfl~ the lead 

professor m~d program coordinator. Also, students aren’t given much in the way of instruction on how to create lesson plans, lead Nscussions, 

eval~te/gmde ~sigmnents. 

Tha~ 

Nick 

Nichol~ Siedentop 

Cumculum Dimck~r 

O~]ce of Undergraduate Cumcula 

Campus Box 3504 ] Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 ] T 919.962.5819 

**Co~denfiNi~ notice: TNs emml message, incluNng any a~ac~ents, is for the role u~ ofinteMed recipient(s) ~d may contain co~&ntiN and 

privileged i~o~afion. ~y unanthofized review, use, N~losum, or NsNbution is pmNNted.** 

<AGENDAdraft.doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 12:18 PM 

Siedentop, Nicholas J <nicksiedentop@unc.edu> 

Lindemmm, Erika <ulinde@email.unc.edtf>; Haven, Ben <bhaven@email.unc.edu> 

Re: SPAN 292 

Agreed. Bobbi 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Nov 20, 2012, at 10:46 AM, "Siedentop, Nicholas J" <nick siedentop(a)unc.edu> wrote: 

Agreed, it’s tmlikely that the boards will overrule these ob~ectioi~s. My feeling is that we should wait to let the ROML department know that there are 
quest:iotas re: SPAN 292 (a~t that s~rmg 20:D; is w:,ry unlikely) ut~til after tl’u:_~ full boards meet. 

.-Nick 

From: Owen, Bobbi A 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2022 7:41 AM 
To: Siedentop, Nicholas J 
C:c: Lindemann, Erika; Haven, Ben; Siedentop, Nicholas J 
Subject: Re: SPAN 292 

Seems unlikely that the full board roll overrule thes~ objections. Should we wait to let them know that them are questions m~d spring 2013 is not likely. 

Bobbi 

Sent ti~m my iPhone 

On Nov 19, 2012, at 5:13 PM, "Siedentop, Nicholas J" <nick siedentop(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Bobbi and Efika, 

As expected, the ~)N ~N~itte~ ~i~ riot ~prO~ Sp~ 2~2 N~isl~ pe~ ~utori~ at this aftemoon’s meeting. Bobbi suggested 

last week that if this happened, the course should be reviewed by the Administrative Bomds. i fid~ ~} ~u~ to N~v~r ~ ~ ~~ 
ite~ ~) with the ~i~i~ ~i~iitte~ R~ (see attached agenda). (We’ll also send the Boards the syllabus.) Let me know if you have 

concerns ruth this strategy. We could table this to January, but the department submitted the course with a spring 2013 effective date. 

Here’s an overview of our conversation. The first ~ar’t tbcused on the teaching and grading responsibilities in the SPAN 101 m~d 102 

sections. First, Undergraduates should probably not be given responsibility for delivering instruction tbr one of the tbur contact hours of 

SPAN 101 m~d 102. Second, even if they’re using a rubric to grade quizzes, Lynn Willitbrd Iyointed out that ’°a rubric is a rating instrument, 
which requires the use of subjective or professiona1 judgment." And as Erika mentioned, SACs requires 18 hours of post-baccalaureate 

study to have such responsibilities. The texan ’~rutor" usually doesn’t include grading. 

The second past of the conversation focused on the course requirements for SPAN 292. Based on the syllabus, there’s little contact with the 
lead professor and program coordinator. Also, students aren’t given much in the way ofinstrnction on how to create lesson plans, lead 

diseussions, and evaluate/grade assig~maents. 

Thanks, 

Nick 

Nicholas Siedentop 

Cumcnlum Director 

Office of Undergraduate Curricula 

Campus Box 3504 i Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 T 919.962.5819 

**Contidentiality notice: This emaJl message, including any attachmenks, is tbr the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 

confidential and privileged inIbrmation. AW uuauthorized review, use, diselosure, or distribution is prohibited.** 

<AGENDAdraIt.doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 1:00 PM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodmm~@email.unc.edtr"~ 

Re: Paula- Vacation 

Seems a good to be of Ii Be sure we see each other Tuesday before I leave again 
B. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 20, 2012, at 12:40 PM. "Goodman, Paula" <pgoodman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> I am having a windo~v installed at my apartment and will need to be there. 
> 

> <meeting.ics> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, November 28, 2012 4:58 PM 

McHale, Tammy J <tmchale@emaJl. unc.edu> 

l~odes, Ten3, Ellen <RHODES@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Spa~ish in the Spring 

yes. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Protbssor of Dramatic Art 

On Nov 28, 2012, at 2:31 PM, "McHale, Tammy J" <m~cha]e(~)ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

B~bbi l)o yot~ t[unk we should ~n these sections? 

Tammy 

Tammy HcHa~e 

5r ~ssoc Dean - ~nance ~nd Planning 

Co~ege of ArN & Sciences 

CB #3~00, 2OS South Bdild~ng 

Chape~ H~II NC 27599-3100 

fax: (91~) 96Z-~408 

mobile: 

From: Rhodes, Terry Ellen 
Sent-¯ Wednesday, November 28, 2012 10:40 AM 
To-" McHale, Tammy 3 
S~bject; FVV: Spanish in the Spring 

Te~y Ellcn i@~odes 

Senior Associate Dean., }"i~e Ar~s and Hx~man~ties 

Co]l~gc’ oF A~l:s a~ad 

Prol~ssor of Music 

205 South Building, CB u 3100 

U~dvetsib of Nodh Cam]ix~ at Ch;~p~l Hill 

Chapel H~II, NC 27599-.3100 

919-962- [ 165 

919-962-2408 ihx 

rhodes@email.unc.edu 

From: King, Larry D 
Sent-" Wednesday, November 28, 2012 10:34 AM 



To: Rhodes, Terry Ellen 
C¢; Greenway, Ryan; Jones, Mary J 
Subject-" Spanish in the Spring 

Terry: ~Ve have overenrolled Spanish sections and closed some smaller sections, but we still have significant wait lists for Spanish    and ~Ve could 
easily fill three sec’dons of you have a~y extra $$ lying around. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/29/2012 4:51:29 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Subject: Accepted: Paula-Vacation 

Start: 12/20/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/28/2012 10:30:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Thursday, November 29, 2012 6:40 PM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodman@email.unc.edu~> 

Fwd: CAS Dean’s Office Holiday Luncheon 

Can you change the brown bag I have on this date so we can both go? I would be glad to host breaM’ast (and pay)’. 

B. 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVangh Professor of Dramatic Art 

Begin tbrwa~-ded message: 

From: "Pitt,na~ Jan" <Jan Pittman,@~unc.edu> 

Date: November 29, 2012 3:05:00 PM EST 

To: "Crimmins, Michael T" < cfimmins(~email.unc.edu>, "Gil, Karen M" <kgil(~?emM.m~c.edu>, "Hartl5~, Jonathan" <haNyn~unc.edu>, "McHale, 
Tammy J" <tmchale(~email.unc.edu>, "Owen, Bobbi A" <owanbob(&unc.edu>, "Reid, Dee" <deereid(~unc.edu>, "Rhodes, Ten7 Ellen" 

<RHODES~email.unc.edu>, "Beattie, Kristen R" <krbeatti~email.unc.edu>, "Clarke, Tilt’any D" <liffanv clarke~unc.edu>, "Cline, Alexis L" 

<Alexis Cline~unc.edu>, "Farrell, Janet C." <Janet Farmll~unc.edu>, "Flowers, Sabrina Dawn" <sabrina flowers(&tmc.edu>, "Goldston, Linda R" 

<linda goldston~unc.edu>, "Goodman, Panla" <pgoodman(~email.unc.edu>, "Greenway, Ryan" <greenway~unc.edu>, "Lang, Andrew" 
<alang(a)unc.edu>, "Lincoln, Clmstian" <clincoln@email.anc.edu>, "Moye, Kevin Durand" <kmoye@email.unc.edu>, "Parker, MaD" Lide" 

<mmylide parker@unc.edu>, "Payne, Ed" <edpayne(a)emafil.unc.edu% "Wilkinson, Teresa T" <tsmith7@email.unc.edu>, "Spurn Kim Weaver" 

<spurrk(k)email.unc.edu>, "Strizheu~ Yulia" <ystrizh@emafil.unc.edu>, "Taylor, Geraldine" <gtaylor@email.unc.edu>, "William~ Lachonya" 

<ldmllia(~emml.unc.edu% "Willimns, Becky" <rbwill(a)emml.unc.edu-*, "Wilshire, Collette" <wilshire(~email.unc.edu>, "Yurco, Laura Nicole" 

<laura yurco(~unc.edu>, "May, James W Jr" <iames.,nay~unc.edu>, "Kenne@, Shannon" <shatmon.kennedv(~unc.edu>, "Hubbard, Allison K" 

<aNson~)unc.edu>, "Robinson, Ashley C" <acrobins(~email.m~c.edu>, "Lane, Alison Paige" <apl~unc.edu >, "Warren, Travonte Jaquan" 

<tiwa~ren~)live.unc.edu>, " _ _ .,~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: CAS Dean’s Ottice Holiday Lm~cheon 

<image001 .jpg> 

Our holiday luncheon date is already on your calendars. Here’s the official invitation with the menu choices. As far as the beef entr6e, let me know 

how you would prefer it cooked. Any other food concerns? Please let me know. If you are unable to attend, please let me know. 

Jan 

9 i 

<Invitation & Entree Choices 2012.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, November 30, 2012 6:14 AM 

Bland, Jem <jembland@unc.edu> 

Re: Declined: Breakfast ruth Jem Bl~d 

I think It is meant to be next Friday - I am in London. There is a candidate on campus next Thursday when we ;vould normally have breakfast. 
CC’ing Paula Goodman to sort out. 
Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 
Michael R. McVaugh ProtEssor of Dramatic Alt 

On No’., 29, 2012, at 9:27 PM. "Bland, Jerri" <jerri~land@unc.edu> ;vrote: 

Hi Bobbi, 

I’ll be driving back fi~om Greensboro tomorrow afternoon, so won’t be available [’or blast tomorrow. 

Thanks, 

Jen-i 

Jerri L Bland 

Assistant Vice Chancellor 

Enterprise Applications 

Information Technok~gy Services 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

211 Manning I)rive, 5210 

CB #3420 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.962.5065 (office) 

919.962.0418 (fax) 

> j erribland@unc.edu<mailto: iem blandr~mc, edu> 

http :// its. unc.edu/Enterprise/index.htm 

http :i/connectcarolina.unc. edu/ 
<meeting.ics> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, November 30, 2012 6:15 AM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodmm~@email.unc.edtr> 

Fwd: Declined: Bl~ak-Xhst with Jem Bland 

Can you sort this out? For next Friday - not today! 

B. 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

Begin tbrwa, ded message: 

From: "Bland, Jem" <iem bland(~?unc.edu> 

To: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob@unc.edu> 
Subject: Declined: Brea ~kfast with 3erri Bland 

Hi Bobbi, 

I’ll be driving back from Greensbx)ro tomorrow al?ternoon, so won’t be available for bthst tomorrow. 

Thank~ 

Jerri 

Jem L. Bland 

Assistant Vice Chancellor 

Enterprise Applications 

Information Technolo~ Services 

The University of North Cmolina at Chapel Hill 

211 Manning Drive, 5210 

CB #3420 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.962.5065 (office) 

919.962.0418 (fax) 

ierri bland(~unc.edu<mailto:ierri blanck~)unc.edu> 

http://its.unc .edu/Enterpfi se/index.htm 

http:i/connectcarolina.unc.edtr’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Saturday, December 1, 2012 8:28 PM 

McHale, Tammy J <tmchale@emaJl. unc.edu> 

Gil, Karen M <kgil@e,nail.unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Re: SAAO II salary ranges 

Seems like the only one who doesn’t quite fit is Marcus Collins so I wonder if you have may sugges~dons. And I wonder if Mary Willingham is meant to be on this list? 

Else ok unless you see something I am missing. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 
Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Dec 1, 2012, at 4:35 PM, "McHale, Tammy J" --~ttncha~e~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Bobbi 

Attached is the list we have from HR for mlary ranges by position. Plea~ review quicMy to be sure there aren’t any concerns. These are consistent with 

where you slo~ed folks aN~ut 6 months ago in te~ms of levels, but the sNary ranges have ch~ged somewhat for each level. Let me ~ow if you have 

questions by Wednesday, if g~ssible. 

Thanks. 

r~mmy McHa~e 

$r kssoc Dean - g~ance and Planning 

College of ArN & Sciences 

CB #3100, 205 Sot~th Bt~ild~[~ 

Chape~ H~II NC 27599-.3100 

Nx: (9~9) 962-.2@8 

mobile: 

<SAAO II UE Salary Ra~ges.xlsx:~ 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, December 10, 2012 5:50 PM 

Schuettpelz, Erin C <ecs@unc.edu> 

We know no news is good news. 

But are sitting alert and read?-. 
We are hoping for NO call. 
Bobbi 

is nay cell. 
Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, December 10, 2012 5:53 PM 

Schuettpelz, Erin C <ecs@unc.edu> 

Re: We know no news is good news. 

By 7 your Tim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 10, 2012, at 4:50 PM. "Schuet~elz. Erin C" <ecs@uaac.edu> wrote: 

> Got it. ;rill call me il’hears from them By 7, right? 
> 

> Sent from my iPad 
> 

> On Dec 10, 2012, at 5:49 PM, "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> But are sitting alert and rea@ 
>> We are hoping for NO call 
>> Bobbi 
>> is my cell. 
>> Bobbi 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, December 10, 2012 5:53 PM 

Schuettpelz, Erin C <ecs@unc.edu> 

Re: We know no news is good news. 

Your time We are one hour ahead. 
B. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 10, 2012, at 4:50 PiVi. "Schuettpelz, Erin C" <ecs@unc.edu> ;vrote: 

Got it will call me if hears ticom them. By 7, right? 

Sent ticom my iPad 

On Dec 10, 2012, at 5:49 Pivl, "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob@unc edu> wrote: 

>> But are sitting alert and rea@. 
>> We are hoping for NO call. 
>> Bobbi 

is my cell 
>> Bobbi 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/11/2012 3:27:00 AM 

Conrad, Larry D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ldconrad] 

Accepted: ERP Executive Steering Committee Meeting 

105 South 

12/12/2012 i:00:00 PM 

12/12/2012 2:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Owen, Bobbi A -q’O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN=RECIPIENTSiCN=OW~NBOB> 

Wednesday, December 12, 2012 4:33 PM 

Williford, I,ynn E <lynn williibrd@unc.edu> 

I~E: CHEA 2013 Annual Conference and CIQG A~mual Meeting 

image001.jpg; image002.jpg 

I agree but thought I should ask. 
Glad the meeting ;vent welh 
Bobbi 

From: Williford, Lynn E 
Sent: Wednesday, December 12, 2012 2:16 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Sublect: RE: CtlEA 2013 Annual Conference and CIQG Annual Meeting 

Bobbi, 

This seems to cover a very high level view of accreditation and would be an interesting follow-up to the Reinvention Center meeting. But I :[’eel like I have my hands full with local issues, 
such as understanding the changes in the SACS standards and putting together a plan for the decennial. 

I’ll have to share with you sometime *vhat Michael Johnson told us about SACS’ position on MOOCs. At this point, they don’t plan to develop aW special guidelines or policies related to 
these courses ’IThe?’ ~vill simpl?" h(~ld instituti<)ns ~ccountable f<)r f<)ll<)*ving the existing credit h(~ur p<)licies ~nd standards related to ]~)E c<)urses That makes sense to me. 

Thanks for your message today. All is well. 

Lynn 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob(&unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 12, 2012 10:09 AM 
To: Williford, Lynn E 
Sutzject: Fwd: CHEA 2013 Armual Conference and CIQG Armual Meeting 

Not that I want to travel but xvondering if you think we should go. 
Bobbi 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

CHEA 2013 Annual Conference and CIQG Annual Meeting 

Date: 

Mon, 10 Dec 2012 21:58:17 -0500 

From: 

CHEArnail <CHEAmail@chea .org><raailto: CHEAmail,@,chea. org > 

Reply-To: 

<CHEAmail@chea. org><mailt o :CHEAmail~chea. or~> 

Organization: 

Co~xcil for Higher Education Accreditation (CHEA) 

To: 

<owenbob@unc edu><mailto :owenbob@unc edu> 

[Image removed by sender.] 

Com~cil for Higher 
Education Accreditation 
One Dupont Circle NW 
Suite 510 
Washington, DC 20036 
(tel) 202-955-6126 
(I?x) 202-955-6129 
chea@chea, org<mailto:chea@chea.org> 

COL,~CIL FOR 
HIGHER EDUCATION ACCREDITATION" 
January 28-31, 2013 

CHEA 2013 Annual Conference 
Accreditation, Higher Education and the 
Innovation Environment: Moving Beyond the Present 

and 



CHEA International Quality Group (CIQG) 
Annual Meeting 

Washington Man-iort Hotel - Washington, DC 

The Ctt[~A 2013 Armual Conference and the inaugural CHEA International Quality Group (CIQ(I) 2013 Annual Meeting will take place next month in Washington, DC. Speakers and 
responders from higher education institutions and programs, accrediting organiauons, government, higher education associations and foundations will address a range of vital issues for 
accreditation and quality assurance in the United States and around the world. Don’t miss the opportumty to be a part of the conversation on accreditation and its future! 

Confirmed speakers at the CHEA 2013 2mnual Conference and the CIQG 2013 Annual Meeting include: 

* Kai-ming Cheng, (;hair of Education, Universi~ of ttong Kong 
* Sir John Daniel, Education Master, Beijing DeTao Masters Academy 
* Fabrice ttenard, Analyst, Institutional Management in Higher Education, Organisation Jk~r Economic Cooperation and Development [Image removed by sender. CIQG Button] 
* Amy Laitinen, Deputy Director J2~r ttigher Education, New 2,merica Foundation 
* Catherine Ngugi, Proj ect Director, OER Africa 
* Stumy Lee, Project Lead, Open Badges, Mozilla Foundation 
* Andy Rosen, Chair and Chief Executive Officer, Kaplan, Inc. 
* Leslcy Wilson, Secretary General, European University Association 

Click on the Preliminary Programs for the CHEA 2013 Annual Conference<http:/;’www.chea.org/pdf/2013 AC Preliminar,i- Programlb.pdf~ and the CIQG 2013 Armual 
Meeting<http://www.chea.org/pdf/2013 CIQG Preliminary Program5.pdl’> for more information. Then click here<https:i/sectu:e5.webfirst.congchea.or~/2013%20Annual% 
20Conference/2013 registration index YVF.asp> to register. We look forward to seeing you in Washington, DCt 
Institutions and organizations that join the CIQG <http://www.cheainternational.org/de~ault.asp> by December 31, 2012 will receive a special new member rate for CIQG Annual Meeting and 
CHEA Annual Conference registrations. 

A national advocate and institutional voice for self-regulation of academic quality through accreditation, CHEA is an association of 3,000 degree-granting colleges and universities and 
recognizes 60 institutional and prograrrmratic accrediting organizations. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/13/2012 4:36:54 PM 

Carrion, Maribel [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mcarrion] 

Canceled: Monthly Touchpoint 

Steele 3011 

12/19/2012 7:00:00 PM 

12/19/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Monthly 

the third Wednesday of every 1 month from 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM 

Carrion, Maribel 

I can’t meet next week. Paula can reschedule. 

Bobbi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/16/2012 3:38:10 PM 

Bland, Jerri [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jlbland] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Warehouse/OBIEE Celebration Lunch 

The Carolina Club 

Start: 1/9/2013 4:30:00 PM 

End: 1/9/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/16/2012 7:16:01 PM 

Strader, Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mr Michael Ray Strader (mstrader)] 

Canceled: Strader/Owen 

Steele 3011 

12/17/2012 4:00:00 PM 

12/17/2012 4:30:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Weekly 

every 2 weeks on Monday from 11:00 AM to 11:30 AM 

Strader, Michael 

I am double booked tomorrow morning and cannot meet you. Paula can rearrange if needed. 

Sorry, Bobbi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/17/2012 1:38:21 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil] 

Accepted: SADs Meetinl~ 

South - 205 

12/17/2012 6:30:00 PM 
12/17/2012 8:00:00 PM 
Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, December 17, 2012 1:38 PM 

Cable, Jaye Ellen <j ecable@email, unc.edu> 

Re: run!!!! 

Hooray 
Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 17, 2012, at 1:37 PM. "Cable, Jaye Ellen" <jecable@email.unc.edu> ~vrote: 

Hi Bobbi, 
Tomorrow ~vould be even better Makes my lii? easier too. 

See you there. 
>J 

Sent from my fPhone 

OnDec 17, 2012, at 1:18 PM, "Bobbi Owen" <owenbob@unc edu> wrote: 

>> Eli Jaye - 
>> Is tomorrow stil[ a possibill~ - perhaps 5:30 at Kitchen (the restaurant near Foster’s Market has a nice bar) Today has gotten complicated. 
>> Bobbi 
>> 

>> Bobbi Owen 
>> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
>> Michae[ R McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
>> 214 East Cameron Avenue 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
>> Phnne: 919 843-7773 
>> FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/18/2012 10:24:25 PM 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LewilIif] 

Declined: Data Coordinating Committee 

236 Bynum Hall 

12/19/2012 8:30:00 PM 

12/19/2012 i0:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O LINC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, December 18, 2012 7:44 PM 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Fwd: P&P report 

??? Did you get this too. 

Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwarded message: 

From: Raina Rose Tagle <raina.rosetagle¢~baI:ertilly.com> 

Date: December 18, 2012 6:01:58 PM EST 

To: "owenbob(~unc.edu" <owenbob(5)unc.edu> 

Subject: P&P report 

Hi Bobbi! I would be available this evening if you would like to discuss the policies and procedures report. Should it be addressed to the Chancellor? We are 
still making some refinements to the risks. 

Please let me know if you have time. I could also talk tomorrow if you’d rather. 

Thank you! 

Raina 

Rai~a Rose ’Fagle, Pait~er 

Bal,.e~ "Filly Vhvhow Kmuse, [ :LP 

Baker ’Filly Beers & Cutlet PLI ~C 

82I 9 Leesburg Pike, Suite 800 

VJem~a, VA 22182-2625 

tel 703 923 8251. flax 703 923 8092. mobile :202:255 9491 

raina.roseta~le([fbakertJllv.com: Co~mect,~ia~ ua: bakerlillv.com <http:/i~v.bakeNlly.com::: 

An I~&rx~de~t Member of Baker Tilly Internation~d 

Pursuant to the rules of prot~ssional conduct set tbrth in Circular 230, as prom~dgated by the United States Depa~ment of the Treasury, nothing contained 

in this communication was intended or written to be u~d by any taxpayer fbr the purpose of avoiding penalties "that may be imposed on the taxpayer by 

the Interna] Revenue Service, and it cannot be used by any taxpayer for such purpose. No one, without our express prior written permission, may use or 

refer to any t~x advice in this communication in promoting, m~rketing, or recommending a pustne~ship or other entity, inveslment plan or anangement to 

any other parb~. Baker Tilly Virchow Krause, LLP Confidentia]ity Nolice: This message is being sent by Buker ’Filly Virchow Krause, LLP. It is intended 

exclusively for the individuals and entities to which it is addressed. This communication, including any attachments, ~nay contain infonnalion that is 
proprietary, privileged, co~Ndential, including information that is protected under the HIPAA privacy rifles, or otherwise legally exempt from disclosure. If 

you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized to read, print, retain, coW or disseminate this message or any part of it. If you have received this 

message in error, please notify the sender immediately by email and delete all copies of this message. This message is protected by applicable legal 

privileges and is confidenlial. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/2/2013 6:35:23 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Accepted: Paula-Dentist Leaving at 2:30pro 

Raleigh 

1/3/2013 5:00:00 AM 

1/4/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, JanuaD 4, 2013 6:08 PM 

Lee Willard, Ph.D. <lee.willard@duke.edu-* 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Re: md trip 

Yes. Americm~ is my choice. Should I send some options. Do not care which airport. 

B. 

Sent tkom my iPhone 

On Jan 4, 2013, at 4:42 PM, "Lee Willard, Ph.D." <lee.mllard(a)duke.edu> wrote: 

Do you want to go up and back on the same flight? 

Lee W. Willard 

Duke Universi~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/16/2013 11:55:45 AM 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Alexis Lynn Cline (alcline)24a] 

Tentative: Interview candidate for HR position, 

205 South 

1/23/2013 6:30:00 PM 

1/23/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/16/2013 3:14:51 PM 

Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Leloudis] 

Subject: Canceled: Leloudis/Owen 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 1/17/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 1/17/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Required Leloudis, James L 

Attendees: 

We will reschedule for a time when you are on campus. 

Bobbi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, January 22, 2013 4:20 PM 

May, Lee Y <mayl@emafil.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Advising difficulties continued 

Yuk. Can you get 

B. 

to respond. 

Sent fiom my iPhone 

Begin tbrwa~-ded message: 

From:                 ~emafil.unc.edu> 
Date: January 22, 2013 3:33:08 PM EST 
To: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob@unc.edu> 
Subject: Advising difficulties continued 

Hello Dean Owen, 

After I met with you to talk about my advising issues I went to try to talk to           about the class I wanted to drop and whether or not that would be 
possible. She was not available at that time so I emailed her with my questions but have not heard back. I went by her office several more times and was unable 
to get in contact with her. I emailed her a second time and have not heard back. It is very frustrating not being able to contact the one adviser whose opinion I 
somewhat trust when the drop/add deadline is tomorrow. 
I spoke to a different adviser on the 2nd floor who told me one of the biology courses I am taking does not count as an elective. If I had not decided to take 
MASC    for undergraduate research credit for my minor I would have needed two biology electives to graduate and I find out now that one of those two that I 
would’ve taken would not have counted as a biology elective so I would not have been able to graduate. This is extremely frustrating and I’m sorry to say does 
nothing to restore my faith in the advising department. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/22/2013 9:22:42 PM 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Alexis Lynn Cline (alcline)24a] 

Accepted: Interview candidate for HR position, 

205 South 

1/23/2013 6:15:00 PM 

1/23/2013 6:45:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/22/2013 9:47:58 PM 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LewilIif] 

Accepted: Lynn & Bobbi 

Bobbi’s Office 

1/25/2013 3:00:00 PM 

1/25/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/27/2023 1:56:28 PM 

Blanchard, Bob [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rrblanch] 

Declined: Kinetic Demonstration 

ITS-Manning Rm 2400 

2/4/2013 7:00:00 PM 

2/4/2013 8:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Sunday, JanuaD~ 27, 2013 10:14 AM 

McHale, Tammy J <tmchale@emaJl. unc.edu> 

Wilkinson, Teresa T <ksmifl~7@email.unc.edu-~; Strickla~d, Jamie Linens <linens@email.unc.edu-~; Williams Lachonya 

<ldmlli@e~naJl.unc.edU>; Rho&s, Tel~ Ellen <RHODES@emaJl.unc.edt~-; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu; 

Re: Dramatic Art Acting Search 

I agree with Tammy’s assessment, especially for a tenure track position. If this position were for a professor of the practice or fixed term rank, with lots of professional 

experience it may be possible to establish a case. 

SACS is really clear about credentials and we follow the ones for introductory classes (18 hours of post-bac study in the area being taught), the ones liar "teaching 

majors aT~d grad students are considerably higher. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dea23 for Undergraduate Education 
Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic A2l 

On Jan 26, 2013, at 8:19 AM, "McHale, Tammy J" <tmchale(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I doubt "that this would count. What king of diploma? What does the degree say? In a~y case, I think this is a question tbr Bobbi. I am copying her, as 

well as Terry. Bobbi is our accreditation expert and any exceptions must always go through her. 

Thanks. 

Tammy 

From: <Wilkinson>, Teresa Wilkinson <[smith7@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, January 24, 2013 22:40 PM 

To: Tammy McHale <tmchale@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Strickland, Jamie Linens" <linens@emaiLunc.edu>, Lachonya Williams <ldwillia@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Dramatic Art Acting Search 

Ta m my, 

I’[~1 not sure how to r~-:~spond to Jarnie’s ema~[ below, [s [:h~s a question for 

Best, 

Teresa 
]’eresa K WJlk~nsor~ 
HR Col~su]tant 
College of Arts & Sciences Bus~rtess Operations 
CB# 3056, 04 Howel~ Ha~l 
Unive~sity of No~tb Caro~i]~a at Chapel Hil~ 
Chapel Hill, NC 
Pi3o ~3e: (9 ] ~ ) 962-(~2 ] ] 

F~m: Strickland, 3amie Linens 
Senti Thursday, 3anua~ 2~, 2013 10:08 AN 
Te: Wilkinson, Teresa T 
Subject= Dramatic A~ Acting Search 
Hi Teresa, 
We have a search underway in Dramatic Art for an Assistant Professor. One of the top candidates, who has been interviewed, has a Diploma from The 

in addition to a BA. It’s not technically an MFA, but it is the equivalent of one. We wanted to check to make sure the College 
would accept the Diploma? 
Thanks 
Jamie 
Jamie L. Strickland 
Manager 
Depa~ment of Dramatic A~ 
223 Center for Dramatic A~, CB# 3230 
The University of Noah Carolina-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3230 
Tele: 919-962-2~0 
Fax: 919-962-5791 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, Januao~ 27, 2013 11:55 AM 

May, Lee Y <mayl@emml.unc.edu> 

Staxbucks mug 

Does have Chicago? Mirmeapolis? 
Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, Jmmary 28, 2013 9:47 AM 

Williford, I.ynn E <lynn williii~rd@unc.edu> 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

I~NV: Dramalic Art Acting Search 

CV.pdf 

Lyrm - 
Do you think this would :tly with SACS credentials? We can ask to see transcript. 

have discouraged them but wanted to check. ’]’here are likely 18 hours there, but she would be mainly teaching grad students. 
Bobbi 

From: Rhodes, Terry Ellen 
Sent: Monday, January 28, 2013 9:06 ~\~i 
To: O~ven, Bobbi A 
Subject: F~V: Dramatic Art Acting Search 

Bobbi, 

Please see attached CV for             the candidate in question. Is it still your opinion that with regard to SACS accreditation we should not consider her for the position? I’ll certainly 
stand by your ruling, but I can see why there might be a question here. 

Thanks again. 

Terry 

Terry Ellen Rhodes 

Senior Associate Dean, Fine Arts and Humanities 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Professor of Music 

205 South Building, CB # 3100 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

919-962-1165 

919-962-2408 fax 

rhodes@emaihunc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O LINC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, Jmmary 28, 2013 9:50 AM 

Rhodes, Teny Ellen <RHODES@email.unc.edu-* 

ILE: Draa~atic Art Acting Seamch 

I will consult ;vith a someone who is equally good a credentialling. And this is a resume, not a CV. It would help alot to see the tradiitonal cv stuff - service, teaching, experience. She is 
relatively young so the experience is not like 

Back later, perhaps tomorrow-. 

Bobbi 

From: Rhodes, Terry’ Ellen 
Sent: Monday, January 28, 2013 9:06 AM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: FW: Dramatic Art Acting Search 

Bobbi, 

Please see attached CV for             the candidate in question. Is it still your opinion that with regard to SACS accreditation we should not consider her for the position? I’ll certainly 
stand by your ruling, but I can see why there might be a question here. 

’]?hanks again 

’]?err?, 

’]?err?, Ellen Rhodes 
Senior Associate Dean, Fine Arts and Humanities 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Professor of Music 

205 South Building, CB # 3100 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

919-%2-1165 
919-%2-2408 fax 

rhodes@emaikunc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/29/2013 12:30:52 AM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil] 

Tentative: CHAIRS LEADERSHIP PROGRAM RECEPTION AND DINNER 

Hyde Hall 

2/12/2013 I0:30:00 PM 

2/13/2013 I:00:00 AM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/29/2013 12:30:52 AM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Accepted: Paula-Dentist appt coming in around lunch 

Mebane 

2/7/2013 6:00:00 AM 

2/8/2013 6:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/29/2013 12:30:58 AM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Accepted: Paula- MD visit leaving at 8:45, back around noon 

UNC 

2/21/2013 6:00:00 AM 

2/22/2013 6:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, January 29, 2013 12:18 PM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodmm~@email.unc.edu~> 

Re: Event Reminder: Larry Conrad Fa~cewell Celebration 

Thanks 
B. 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 
Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Jan 29, 2013, at 11:17 A2vl, "Goodman, Paula" <pgoodman@email uric edu> wrote: 

> It allo~ved me to change to no, so you should be good 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Owen, Bobbi A 
> Sent: Monday, Janua~ 28, 2013 9:58 AM 
> To: Goodman, Paula 
> Subject: t;W: F, vent Reminder: Larry Conrad Farewell Celebration 
> 

> Can you change my response to no? Given the weather forecast, I don’t think it is likely. 
>B. 
> 

> From; Evit~ [mli~@m~ilx;~]evite];om] 
> Sent: Monday, JanuaW 28, 2013 5:33 AM 
> To: Owen, Bobbi A 
> Subject: Event Reminder: Larry Conrad Farewell Celebration 
> 

> [http://new evite.comiima~es/emailiicon calendar.~if] 
> Event Reminder 
> 

> 

> Larry Conrad Farewell Celebrafion<http://new.evitecom/liU33NZ2WJCU/v?utm content title> 
> 

> Hosted by: 
> ITS Senior MamNemem 
> 

> When: 
> Wednesday, Januaw 30, 2013 
> 3:30 PM - 5:30 PM 
> 

> \7V~aere: 
> The Carolina Club, Alumni Hall 3 
> Stadium Drive at Ridge Road 
> Chapel Hill NC 27514 
> 

> Your reply is: yes 
> 

> [View h~vitation]<http://new.evite.corrN/U33NZ2WJCU> 
>    [cid:shortguestinvitebg034CAAPMT7NZ5QB5EEPCMATF77IGSY] <http:i/new.evite.com/1iU33NZ2WJCU/v?utm content image> 
> Don’t forget to snap + share 
> 

> Capt~uce the memories of the event and upload them instantly via the iPhone<http:t/bit.lyiLclWOV> or Android<http:iibit.lv/2UantOOM> app, and let the good times last forever! 
> [http://new. evite.com/in~ages/email/apps, png] 
> 

> 

> 

[http:i/ad.doubleclick.net/ad/5480.iac.eviteiemail/save the date;sz 300x250;template chocolateribbon;statectxt NC;e 51aed93cbe983935ff~ccd5863241700aebffgb7;host 0;s evb;u s~300x," 
<http://ad.doubleclick.net/]umpi5480.iac.evite/email/save the date;sz 300x250;template chocolateribbon;statectxt NC;e 51aed93cbe983935ff5ccd5863241700aebfi;Sb7;host 0;s evb;u sz 30 
> 

> 

> lEvite] 
> 

> Evite respects your privacy. For more information, please review our privacy policy<http:i/new.cvite.com/content/privacypolicy?utrn medium email&utra campaign privacypolicy>. 
> 

> If you no longer ~vish to receive notifications from Evite for this event only, update your notification settings<Ntp:/inewevite.com/? 
utm source other email&utm medium email&utm content text~utm campaign inviteJ#Aew invite/pre£s:eid 034CAAP\fETNZ5QB5EEPCIVIATF77IGSY&gid 034CMDV\VTUTCHIVCOF~P 
Don’t want to receive an?- Evite emails from this person? Block this host<http ://new.evite corn/? 
utm source other email&utm medium email&utm content text&utm campaign invite#view mvite/block:eid 034CAAPMT7NZ5QB5EEPCJ~LA_TF77IGSY&~id 034CIVIDVWTUTCHIVCOE} 
> 

> Note: Replies to this email will go directly to the person who sent this message, not to Evite 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, January 29, 2013 12:47 PM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodmm~@email.unc.edu:* 

Re: letters 

Is this done??? 
b. 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 
Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Jan 26, 2013, at 2:29 PM, "Bobbi Owen" <owenbob@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Tammy reviewed and I signed them - dated Monday. Attached, if you need to revise date (Tuesday should be ok with Monday’s date) and use my e-sign 
> Bobbi 

> Bobbi Owen 
> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
> Machael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
> 214 East Cameron Avenue 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
> Phone: 919 843-7773 
> VAX: 919 843-4775 

> -~ ’\ppointment Jan-28-2013.doc> 
> ~ 2013.doc> 
> <owen esign.jpg> 



FrOlll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, January 29, 2013 12:50 PM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodmm~@email.unc.edu~> 

Re: letters 

signed and I am about to close the OUR search[ 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 
Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Jan 29, 2013, at 12:49 PM. "Goodman, Paula" <pgoodman@email uric edu> wrote: 

Yes. I just got the email tlcom while I was at lunch I have just contacted 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Owen, Bobbi A 
Sent: Tuesday, Januaw 29, 2013 12:47 PM 
To: Goodman, Paula 
Subject: Re:         letters 

Is this done??? 
>b 

Bobbi ()wen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Jan 26, 2013, at 2:29 PN{ "Bobbi Owen" <owenbob@unc edu> wrote: 

>> Hi - 
>> Tammy reviewed and I signed them - dated Monday. Attached, if you need to revise date (Tuesday should be ok with Monday’s date) and use my e-sign. 
>> Bobbi 

>> Bobbi Owen 
>> Senior Associate Dean for L’ndergraduate Education, and Michael R 
>> McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art University of North 
>> Carolina at Chapel Hill (213//3504, 3011 Steele Building 
>> 214 East Cameron Avenue 
>> (Napel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
>> Phone: 919 843-7773 
>> FAX: 919 843-4775 

> Appointment Jan-28-2013.doc> 
>> < 2013.doc> 
>> <owen.esign.jpg> 

to have her come by and sign the letter Crim check came back clean as well 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, January 29, 2013 12:55 PM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodmm~@email.unc.edtr> 

Re: letters 

Hooray! 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean f,ar Undergraduate Education 
Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Alt 

On Jan 29, 2013, at 12:49 PiVi. "Goo&nan, Paula" <pgoodman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes I just got the email from while I was at hmch. I have just contacted 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Owen, Bobbi A 
Sent: Tuesday, January 29, 2013 12:47 PM 
To: Goodman. Paula 
Subject: Re:         letters 

Is this done??? 
>b. 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education ]Vhchae[ R McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Jan 26, 2013, at 2:29 PM; "Bobbi Owen" <owenbob@unc.edu> wrote: 

>> Hi - 
>> Tamany reviewed and I signed them - dated Monday Attached, if you need to revise date (Tuesday should be ok with Monday’s date) and use my e-sign. 
>> Bobbi 

>> Bobbi ()wen 
>> Senior Associate Dean [’or Undergraduate Education, and Michael R. 
>> McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art University of North 
>> Carolina at Chapel Hill CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
>> 214 East Cameron Avenue 
>> Chapel }Jill, NC 27599-3504 
>> Phnne: 919 843-7773 
>> FAX: 919 843-4775 

>> < a.ppointmcnt Jan-28-2013.doc> 
>> < 2013.doc> 
>> <oxven.esign.jpg> 

to have her come by and sign the letter. Crim check came back clean as well. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/29/2013 6:11:26 PM 

Conrad, Larry D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ldconrad] 

Accepted: ERP Sponsors Meeting (including Chris Kielt and Jerri Bland) 

218 South 

5/30/2013 12:30:00 PM 

5/30/2013 1:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/29/2013 6:11:46 PM 

Conrad, Larry D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ldconrad] 

Accepted: ERP Sponsors Meeting (including Chris Kielt and Jerri Bland) 

104D South Building 

9/23/2013 7:00:00 PM 

9/23/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Janua~ 29, 2013 6:15 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Ben hur 

Scientific american view of proscenium. Opened 1899 followed by 10 year national tour. Real horses. 

Sent froru ray iPhone 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/5/2013 1:57:30 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Declined: CHAIRS LEADERSHIP PROGRAM RECEPTION AND DINNER 

Hyde Hall 

Start: 2/12/2013 I0:30:00 PM 

End: 2/13/2013 I:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/6/2013 6:26:16 PM 

Templeton, Joe [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Joetemp] 

LUNCH mtg w/Bobbi 

Steele 3011 

2/7/2013 5:00:00 PM 

2/7/2013 5:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Daily 

Occurs every day from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM effective 1/3/2011. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 

Templeton, Joe 

I need to talk with Holden at 12:30 - so should I come to you in South Building? We can do much in 30 minutes. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/7/2023 22:57:34 AM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil] 

Accepted: Karen and Bobbi 

Karen’s office 

4/11/2013 6:30:00 PM 

4/11/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/11/2013 2:47:17 PM 

Bland, Jerri [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=JLBLAN D] 

Accepted: CC Grade Uploads 

TBD 

2/14/2013 9:00:00 PM 
2/14/2013 I0:00:00 PM 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/12/2013 6:30:48 PM 

Bland, Jerri [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jlbland] 

Accepted: CC Grade Uploads 

Bobbi’s Office 

2/27/2013 7:30:00 PM 

2/27/2013 8:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/13/2013 7:34:46 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Meeting with Karen, Bobbi and Bruce 

Bruce’s office 

Start: 2/15/2013 6:30:00 PM 

End: 2/15/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/14/2013 9:56:19 PM 

Blanchard, Bob [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rrblanch] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Declined: Data Custodians Meeting 

ITS-Manning Rm 2400 

Start: 2/18/2013 8:30:00 PM 

End: 2/18/2013 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/14/2013 9:56:40 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil] 

Subject: Accepted: SADs Meeting 

Location: South - 205 

Start: 2/18/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 2/18/2013 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/15/2013 11:10:52 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke] 

Tentative: Meet w/Dir of Capital Gifts finalist 

South 105 (Chancellor’s conference room) 

2/18/2013 3:00:00 PM 

2/18/2013 3:45:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/15/2013 11:11:00 PM 

Cain, Kelly [Kelly_Cain@kenan-flal~ler.unc.edu] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Semester Online and Financial Aid 

South Building - Room 218 

Start: 2/22/2013 i:00:00 PM 

End: 2/22/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, Februao~ 17, 2013 9:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Td&t 

P 70-72 
B. 
Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: Declined: Lynn & Bobbi 

Location: Bobbi’s Office 

Start: 2/20/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 2/20/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/18/2013 6:07:56 PM 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LewilIif] 

Hirth, Garrett Michael [gmh@email.unc.edu] 

I am out of town. We can try to meet tomorrow if you want. 

Bobbi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/18/2013 6:08:15 PM 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LewilIif] 

Hirth, Garrett Michael [gmh@email,unc,edu] 

Declined: Data Coordinating Committee 

236 Bynum Hall 

2/20/2013 8:30:00 PM 

2/20/2013 i0:00:00 PM 

Busy 

I am out of town. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 4:55 PM 

McHale, Tammy J <tmchale@emaJl. unc.edu> 

May, Lee Y <mayl@e~n~Jl.unc.edu> 

Re: Asst Dem~ 

Tammy. 

The candidate who is especially experienced and desirable provided a salaD’ comparison from folks with whom she felt comparable and made a 

good case above the We really want her and I believe that this one should be the hire paid by athletics. 

By coW of this I mn asking Lee to share the analysis with you, perhaps in person. 

I think this is imporm~t especially with the changes aiix~t. 

B. 

Sent from tny iPhone 

On Feb 19, 2013, at 4:45 PM, "McHale, Tammy J" <tmchale(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Lachonya has heard from Lee May that you have authorized for the Asst Dean position (for athletes). I thought we agreed to . Please advise. 

Thanks. 

Tamnly 

Tammy McHale 
Senior Associate Dean, Finance & Planning 

CB 3:100; 205 South Building 
Carolina Campus 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 
phone: (919) 962-1165 

fax: (919) 962-2408 

mobile: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 5:03 PM 

McHale, Tammy J <tmchale@emaJl. unc.edu> 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Re: Assoc Director position) 

You probably need to indicate range. Low and high ,so we do not have to go back to eeo office if we need to oiler more. And Robert is higher. We have revised 

the description and have twice the number of students than two years ago. Someone has to do the work. 

I will talk to Jim about salau contribution and start date on Monday. 

B. 

Sent t?om my iPhone 

On Feb 19, 2013, at 4:41 PM, "McHale, Tammy J" <tmchale(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I just received a coW of the fo~:m that you approved for the replacement of               at a max salary of     . We do not have that a~ount in the 

position this is mo~e than      was tn~king. No~:mally, we reauthorize at the sIarting salary for that position. In this case, that would be      Is it 

okay ruth you if I conect this max salary to     ? Jim cm~ then pay a higher amount if he has the funds to do so. 

I also noted a possible hire date on the form of Maa:ch 1, but I do not believe we can put a new person in there until 

I would like to note a start date of May 1, rather than March 1. 

Thanks. 

Tamnly 

Tammy McHale 
Senior Associate Dean, Finance & Plannin8 

CB 3100; 205 South Buildin~ 
Carolina Campus 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 
phone: (919) 962-1165 

fax: (919) 962-2408 

mobile: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, February 20, 2013 12:51 PM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodman@emaJl.unc.edu>; McHale, Ta~nmy J <tmchale@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: 

This is a brand new position authorized earl?- last fall. The dollars arrive ;vhen the position is filled. Talnmy iVlcHale can help 
Bobbi 

From: Goodman, Paula 
Sent: Wechaesday, February 20, 2013 9:22 AiVl 
To: McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: 

Geraldine just called and told me that there isn’t state funding sho;ving up for         action. There is however enough monies in there to cover for only about a month or so or her salar,v 
This is a brand new position that was established last year. Can either of you advise me of where the funding was coming from? 

Thanks. 

Paula A Ooochnan 
Department Manager 
Office of L’ndergraduate Education 
919-843-9290 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, February 20, 2013 12:56 PM 

Mct tale, Tammy J <tmchale@emaJl. unc.edu> 

May, Lee Y <mayl@e~n~l.unc.edu> 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

RE: Asst Dean 

I would like to try [’or the (and appreciate your visinn of the big picture) 
Again, I think this is ~mportant especially with the change in reporting that may occur. 

Worth checking with OHR - but I need Lee to help as I am not there 
Bobbi 

From: McHale, Tammy J 
Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 2013 10:01 AM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Cc: May, Lee Y 
Subject: RE: Asst Dean 

is a increase for her and is consistent with the Assistant Dean salaries As you know, Bobbi, I am concerned about the salary compressinn for other employees in this rank. 

The other issue we have is that the maximum salary on the position is      We would need to get approval from OHR to adjust this, which will take some time (and I am not sure the?’ will 
allow this at this stage in the recruitment process). Let us know if you want us to proceed with this request. Until we have approval, we catmot respond to this counter ofi;er or promise any 
additional salaW. 

also wonder if we can meet her halfway at : 2 

Thanks. 

Tallowy 

Tan~ny McHale 
Sr Assoc Dean - Finance and Planning 
College of Arts & Sciences 
CB #3100, 205 South Building 
Chapel Hill NO’ 27599-3100 
(919) 962-1165 
l:ax: (919) 962-2408 
mobile: I 

From: Owen, Bobbi A 
Sent: Tuesday-, Febl~dmy 19, 2013 4:55 PM 
To: McHale, Tarrm~y J 
Cc: May, Lee Y 
Subject: Re: Asst Dean 

Tammy. 
The candidate who is especially experienced and desirable provided a salary comparison from folks with whom she felt comparable and made a good case above the 
We really want her and I believe that this one should be the hire paid by athletics 
By copy of this I am asking Lee to share the analysis with you, perhaps in person 
I think this is important especially with the changes afoot. 
B. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 19, 2013, at 4:45 PJVL "2vlcHale, Tammy J" <tmchale@emaihunc.edu<mailto:tmchale@email uric edu>> wrote: 
Lachonya has heard from Lee 2vlay that you have authorized      for the Asst Dean position (for athletes). I thought we agreed to ’~ 

Thanks 

Please advise 

Talnmy 
Tammy McHale 
Senior Associate Dean, Finance & Planning 
CB 3100; 205 South Building 
Carolina Campus 
Chapel Hill, N(2 27599-3100 
phone: (919) 962-1165 
fax: (919) 962-2408 
mobile: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -q’O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN=RECIPIENTSiCN=OW~NBOB> 

Wednesday, February 20, 2013 4:59 PM 

Mct tale, Tammy J <tmchale@emaJl. unc.edu> 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 
RE: Asst Dean 

I can try to call you tomorrow akemoon once I get to Winston House which could be at 6 pm (the event is at 7). 
My cell phone would cost more than the salaU (one time). 
6 pm here wuuld be I pm there. Is there a goud number? 
IIly back Sunday. 
B. 

From: McHale, Tammy J 
Sent: Wednesday, Februau 20, 2013 2:11 PM 
To: Owen, Bubbi A 
Subject: RE: Asst Dean 

Is it possible for yuu to call me? I am available this afternoon until 3:45 pro. 

Thanks 

Tammy McHale 
Sr Assoc Dean - Finance and Planning 
Cullege uf Arts & Sciences 
CB #3100, 205 South Building 
Chapel }{ill NC 27599-3100 
(919) 962-1165 
~x: (919) 962-2408 
mubile: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Owen, Bobbi A 
Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 2013 12:56 PM 
To: McHale, Tarrm~y J 
Cc: May, Lee Y 
Subject: RE: Asst Dean 

I would like to try for the (and appreciate your vision of the big pictuxe). 
Again, I think this is iraportant especially with the change in reporting that may occur. 

Worth checking xvith OHR - but I need Lee to help as I am not there. 
Bobbi 

From: McHale, Tan~ny J 
Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 2013 10:01 AM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Cc: May, Lee Y 
Subject: RE: Asst Dean 

is a , increase for her and is consistent with the Assistant Dean salaries. As you know, Bobbi, I am concerned about the salary- compression for other employees in this rank. 

The other issue we have is that the maxiraum salary on the position is      We xvould need to get approval from OHR to adjust this, xvhich will take some time (and I am not sttre they xvill 
allow- this at this stage in the recruitrnent process). Let us know if you want us to proceed xvith this request. Until we have approval, we cammt respond to this counter oiler or promise any 
additional salary. 

I also wonder if we can meet her halfway at ~ 

Thanks 

Tammy 

Tammy iVlcHale 
Sr Assoc Dean - Finance and Plam~ing 
College of Arts & Sciences 
CB #3100, 205 South Building 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 
(919) 962-1165 
fax: (919) 962-2408 
mobile: 

From: OWel"~, Bobbi A 
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 4:55 PM 
To: McHale, Tammy J 
Cc: May, Lee Y 
Subject: Re: Asst Dean 

Taml~¥ 
The candidate who is especially experienced and desirable provided a salary comparison from folks with whom she felt comparable and made a good case above the 
We really want her and I believe that this one should be the hire paid by athletics. 
By copy of this I am asking Lee to share the analysis with you, perhaps in person. 
I think this is important especially with the changes afoot 
B. 



Sent l~om my iPhone 

On Feb 19, 2013, at 4:45 PM, "McHaIe, Tammy J" <tmchale@emaiI.unc.edu<mailto:tmchale~email uric edu>> wrote: 
Lachonya has heard from Lee Mi~y that you have authorized      for the Asst Dean position ~[or athletes). I thought we agreed to 

Thanks 

Tammy 
Tammy McHale 
Senior Associate Dean, Finance & Plarming CB 3100; 205 South Building Carolina Campus Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 
phone: (919) 962-1165 
~ax: (919) 962-2408 
mobile: 

Please advise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -q’O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN=RECIPIENTSiCN=OW~NBOB> 

Wednesday, February 20, 2013 5:03 PM 

May, Lee Y <mwl@em~l.unc.edu> 

I~E: Asst Dean 

Nothing that impacts you. I was trying to make a point to Tammy not to you. 
B. 

From: iVlay, Lee Y 
Sent: Wednesday, February, 20, 2013 1:05 PM 

To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: RE: Asst Dean 

Bobbi, 
What change in reporting may occur? 
Is there something that I should kmow about? 
Lee 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ()wen, Bobbi A 
Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 2013 12:56 PM 
To: McHale, Tammy J 
Cc: May, Lee Y 
Subject: RE: Asst Dean 

I *w)uld like to try [’or the, ~and appreciate your vision of the big picture) 
Again, l think this is ~mportant especially with the change in reporting that may occur. 

Worth checking with OHR - but I need Lee to help as I am not there 
Bobbi 

From: McHa[e, Tammy J 
Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 2013 10:01 AM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Cc: May, Lee Y 
Subject: RE: Asst Dean 

is a ; increase [’or her and is consistent with the Assistant Dean salaries As you know, Bobbi, I am concerned about the salary compression for other employees in this rank. 

The other issue we have is that the ma×imum salary on the position is      We would need to get approval from OHR to adjust this, which will take some time (and I am not sure the?’ will 
allow this at this stage in the recruitment process). Let us know if you want us to proceed with this request. Until we have approval, we cannot respond to this counter offer or promise any 
additional salary. 

also wonder if we can meet her halfxvay at ? 

Thanks. 

Tan~y 

Tan~ny McHale 
Sr Assoc Dean - Finance and Plamfing 
College of Arts & Sciences 
CB #3100, 205 South Building 
Chapel Hill iNT’ 27599-3100 
(919) 962-1165 
l:ax: (919) 962-2408 
mobile: 

From: Owen, Bobbi A 
Sent: Tuesday-, Febl~dalT 19, 2013 4:55 PM 
To: McHale, Tarrm~y J 
Cc: May, Lee Y 
Subject: Re: Asst Dean 

Tarrm~y. 
The candidate xvho is especially- expcrienced and desirable provided a salary coraparison from folks xvith whom she felt comparable and made a good case above the 
We really xvant her and I believe that this one should be the hire paid by athletics. 
By copy of this I am asking Lee to share the analysis with you, perhaps in person 
I think this is important especially with the changes afoot. 
B. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 19, 2013, at 4:45 PiV~ "McHale, Tammy J" <tmchale@emaihunc.edu<mailto:tmchale@email unc edu>> wrote: 
Lachonya has heard from Lee May that you have authorized      for the Asst Dean position (for athletes). I thought we agreed to 

Thanks 

Please advise 

Tammy 
Tammy McHale 
Senior Associate Dean, Finance & Plalming CB 3100; 205 South Building Carolina Campus Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 
phone: (919) 962-1165 
fax: (919) 962-2408 
mobile: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -q’O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN=RECIPIENTSiCN=OW~NBOB> 

Thursday, February 21, 2013 11:48 AM 

May, Lee Y <mwl@em~l.unc.edu> 

I~E: Asst Dean 

Tarmny is going to send it on ~vith ~get the positon modified). We are trying. 
I told her that we would have to reopen the search if this didn’t work. 
Cross your toes. 
Let know ~ve are trying. Will, ~vork? 
B. 

From: May, Lee Y 
Sent: Wednesday, Februa~’ 20, 2013 5:06 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: RE: Asst Dean 

Okay, great. I am rea@ to offer an?’ help that I can give to this issue Since I have not heard back from Tammy today, perhaps she is putting the request fbrward. If I don’t hear awthing by 
Friday I ~vill check in ~vith Lachonya to check on progress--unless you advise differently 

I hope your travels and time in London are going well Perhaps you will get to see a couple of sho*vs. 

Best, 

Lee 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Owen, Bobbi A 
Sent: Wednesday, Februau 20, 2013 5:03 PM 
To: MiU, Lee Y 
Subject: RE: Asst Dean 

Nothing that impacts you. I was trying to make a point to Tammy not to you. 
B. 

From: May, Lee Y 
Sent: Wednesday, Februau 20, 2013 1:05 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: RE: Asst Dean 

Bobbi, 
What change in reporting m~U occur? 
Is there something that I should know about? 
Lee 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Owen, Bobbi A 
Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 2013 12:56 PM 
To: McHale, Tan~ny J 
Cc: May, Lee Y 
Subject: RE: Asst Dean 

I xvould like to try for the (and appreciate your vision of the big picture). 
Again, I think this is important especially with the change in reporting that may occur. 

Worth checking with OHR - but I need Lee to help as I am not there. 
Bobbi 

From: McHale, Tarrm~y J 
Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 2013 10:01 AM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Cc: May, Lee Y 
Subject: RE: Asst Dean 

is a increase for her and is consistent with the Assistant Dean salaries. As you know, Bobbi, I am concerned about the salau corapression for other employees in this rank. 

The other issue we have is that the maximum salalT on the position is :     We would need to get approval from OHR to adjust this, which will take some time (and I am not s~e they will 
alloxv this at this stage in the recruitment process). Let us know if you want us to proceed with this request. Until we have approval, we catmot respond to this counter ofi;er or promise any 
additional salatT. 

I also wonder if;ve can meet her halfway at ? 

Thanks. 

Tarrany 

Tammy McHale 
Sr Assoc Dean - Finance and Planning 
College of Arts & Sciences 
CB #3100, 205 South Building 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 
(919) 962-1165 
fax: (919) 962-2408 
mobile: 

From: Owen, Bobbi A 
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 4:55 PM 
To: McHale, Tammy J 



Cc: May, Lee Y 
SubJect: Re: Asst Dean 

Tamm3~’. 
The candidate who is especially experienced and desirable provided a salary comparison from folks with whom she :felt comparable and made a good case above the 
We really want her and I believe that this one should be the hire paid by athletics 
By copy of this I am asking Lee to share the analysis with you, perhaps in person 
I think this is important especially with the changes afoot. 
B. 

Sent from ray iPhone 

On Feb 19, 2013, at 4:45 PM, "McHale, Tarmny J" <tmchale@email.unc.edu<mailto:m’~chale(&email.unc.edu>> wrote: 
Lachonya has heard from Lee May that you have authorized      for the Asst Dean position (for athletes). I thought we agreed to Please advise. 

Thanks. 

Tanway 
Tarmny McHale 
Senior Associate Dean, Finance & Plarming CB 3100; 205 South Building Carolina Campus Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 
phone: (919) 962-1165 
l:ax: (919) 962-2408 
mobile: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, February 26, 2013 7:17 AM 

Taylor, Geraldine <Ttaylo@email.unc.edtr> 

Fwd: Asst Dean 

Underway? 

Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: "McHale, Tammy J" <tmchale(~:email.unc.edu> 

Date: February 26, 2013 6:49:33 AM EST 

To: "May, Lee Y" < ~navl~email.unc.edu>, "Owen, Bobbi A" < owenbob~unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Asst Dean 

By coW of this email, I’ll ask Geraldine to modi~ the sala~~ range for this position and see if we can get appmva]. 

Tammy McHale 

Sr Assoc Dean - Finance and Planning 

College of Arts & Sciences 

CB #3100, 205 South Building 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 

(919) 962-1165 

fax: (919) 962-2408 
~nobile:, 

..... Origina] Message ..... 

From: May, Lee Y 

Sent: Wednesday, Februa~ 20, 2013 1:04 PM 

To: Owen, Bobbi A; McHale, Tammy J 

Subject: RE: Asst Dean 

Please let me know any next steps that I should take. 

Thank you, 

Lee 

..... Origin~J~ Message ..... 

From: Owen, Bobbi A 

Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 2013 12:56 PM 
To: McHaJe, Tmnmy J 

Cc: May, Lee Y 

Subject: RE: Asst Dean 

I would like to t~ for the (and appreciate your vision of the big picture). 

Again, I think this is important especially ruth the change in reporting that may occur. 

Wor~h checking with OHR - but I need Lee to help as I am not there. 

Bobbi 

From: McHg~e, Tan~ny J 

Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 2013 10:01 AM 

To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Cc: May, Lee Y 

Subject: RE: Asst Dean 

is ~    , increase tbr her and is consistent with the Assistant Dean salaries. As you know, Bobbi, I am concerned about the salary compression 

other employees in this rank. 

The other issue we have is that the ma~-;imum sahiD, on the position is      We would need to get approval them OHR to adjust this, M~ich will take 

some time (and I am not sure they roll gdow this at this stage in the recruitment process). Let us know if you want us to proceed with this request. Until we 

have approval, we cannot respond to this counter offer or protnise any additionaJ~ salary. 

I also wonder if we can meet her half way - at ? 

Thanks. 



Tammy McHale 

Sr Assoc Dean - Finance and Planning 
College of Arts & Sciences 

CB #3100, 205 South Building 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 

(919) 962-1165 

fax: (919) 962-2408 

mobile: 

From: Owen, Bobbi A 
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 4:55 PM 

To: McHale, Tammy J 

Cc: May, Lee Y 

Subject: Re: Asst Dean 

The                candidate who is especially experienced and desirable provided a salaxy comparison from folks ruth whotn she felt cotnpamble 

and tnade a good case above the : We really wm~t her and I believe that this one should be the hire paid by athletics. 

By coW of this I am asking Lee to share the analysis ruth you, perhaps in person. 

I think this is important especially with the changes afoot. 

B. 

Sent farm my iPhone 

On Feb 19, 2013, at 4:45 PM, "McHale, Tammy J" <tmchale~b~emaJl.unc.edu<mailto:tmchale(~:email.unc.edu>> wrote: 

Lachonya has heard from Lee May that you hmze authorized      tbr the Asst Dean position (tbr athletes). I thought we agreed to Please advise. 

Thanks. 

Tammy 

Tanmay McHale 

Senior Associate Dean, Finance & Planning CB 3100; 205 South Building Carolina Campus Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

phone: (919) 962-1165 

fax: (919) 962-2408 
mobile: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O LINC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, March 1, 2013 8:54 PM 

Lynn Roundtree ~y~hoo.com> 

Re: messy but there 

B. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 1,2013, at 7:26 PM, ’%ynn Roundtree" ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

Thas~ks tbr the heads-up, Bobbi. 

Ififs okay ruth you, I’ll jus~t wait until Sunday -- unless I hear from you otherwise in the interim. 

Keep plugging -- I have at least some awareness of the difficulty. 

-- LR 

--- On Fri, 3/1/13, Bobbi Owen <owenbob(&~une edu> wrote: 

From: Bobbi Owen <owenbotx@unc.edu> 
Subject: messy but there 

To: ’%ynn Roundtree" ~)vahoo.com> 
Date: Friday, March 1, 2013, 6:58 PM 

I ~n working on the integrity of degrees slowly but surely. 
It’s messy but the bones may be worth reviev~~- but not ~oo much yet (today’s date frown me). Probably Sunday afternoon betbre done. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 

Hichael R~ McVaugh Distinguishe@ Professor of Dramatic Art 

University ef Ner~h Ca~elina a~ Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Thursday, 5:11 PM 

May, Lee Y <mayl@emafil.unc.edu> 

I~W: Finishing up undergraduate degree 

If you tell me who best to refer him to, I will respond to him and provide that information. 
How nice re remembered and is considering returning. 
B. 

From ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:07 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: Finishing up undergraduate degree 

Hello Dean O;ven, 

I found your name on the Arts and Sciences ;veb page and realize that I had spoken to you back in ~bout finishing my degree at UNC! 

I enrolled in and had a less than stellar academic career and my GPA would need tu impruve to graduate. I am not sure who I should contact abuut finding out my optiuns so I thuught 
I’d start out with an emai[ to you. If I am in the wrung place, cuuld yuu please steer me in the right direction? Thank you fur your time 

Sincerely 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -q’O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN=RECIPIENTSiCN=OW~NBOB> 

Friday, March 8, 2013 10:37 AM 

Demetriot~ Cynthia <cyndem@email.unc .edn> 

ILE: FW: Nominate Candidates for ULEAD 2013 

I am on it Glad you are seriously considering this. 
Bobbi 

From: Demetriou, Cynthia 
Sent: Friday, March 08, 2013 9:42 AM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: FW: FW: Nominate Candidates for ULEAD 2013 

Hi, Bobbi. 

I have submitted my application for ULead 

Letters of support are due by March 15th (http ://ba.nnc.edu/f‘arm-finder/trainin~-and-ta~ent-deve~pment-f‘arms/u~ead-app~icati~n-f~rna/). 

Thank you for offering this opportunity and for providing a letter of support. 

Best, Cynthia 

From: Demetriou, Cynthia 
Sent: Monday, February 25, 2013 3:51 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: RE: FW: Nominate Candidates for ULEAD 2013 

Bobbi, I am interested. Thank you for thinking of m!! 

-Cynthia 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob(h)unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, FebruaW 25, 2013 3:34 PM 
To: I)emetriou, Cynthia 
Subject: t,’wd: FW: Nominate Candidates for JJLF.±~,.D 2013 

Interested? [ would ask Karen Gil to nominate you if so. 

Bobbi 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

FW: Norninate Candidates for L-LEAD 2013 

Date: 

Mon, 25 Fcb 2013 13:30:19 -0500 

From: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan <hartlyn@unc.edu><mailto:hartlyn(~unc.edu> 

To: 

Owen, B obbi A <owenbob@unc. edu><rnailto :owcnbob(~unc. edu> 

Bobbi, There ruay be one or more people in Undergrad Ed you would like to nominate for this program. Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 
The Unb,~ersity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and 

Global Programs, College of Alts arid Sciences 
Kenneth J Reckt’ord Professor of Political Science 
205 South Building, CB 3100 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 USA 

Email: hartJyn@unc edu<mailto:hartlyn@unc.edu> 
Office: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 

From: Frey, William Allan 
Sent: iVlonday, February 25, 2013 12:55 PM 
To: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject: Nominate Candidates for ULEAD 2013 

Hello Jonathan, 

Because you participated in a discussion at a ULEAD session last year, you are aware of the program and are cordially invited to nominate candidates for ULEAD 2013. 

ULEAD develops high potential, high peribrming leaders for the unique emdronment of higher education. Eighteen candidates are selected frol;q UNC-Chapel Hill and NCICU, based on thetr 



nomination by executives and managers. 

Each year we improve UL]~;AI), and this year is no exception There are new instructors, new classes, and more time and support for the team projects Attached is a brief description and a 
schedule :[’or I.IM2AD 2013; please feel welcome to share the information with leaders who you believe would benefit from UL]~;AI). 

Short informative sessions will be held over the next few Tuesdays, which anyone may attend to find out more about ULEAD: 

* February 26, 12-1 pro, Campus Y 103 
* March 5, 3~4 pm, MacNlder 328 
* March 12, ll-12pm, AOB 1501C 

As inspiration, three graduates of ULEAD took a few minutes to share some of their perspectives in a video on the I~’LEAD website: 
http ://hr. unc.edu/training-talent-deve~p1nent/specia~ized-pr~grams-and-res~urces/u~ead/ 

The application deadline for I_rLEAD 2013 is March 15th, so please encourage managers and leaders to apply. Potential applicants are welcome to contact nre at 
will frey@unc.edu<mailto:will fre~,~(d~anc.edu> o1 962-9685, or they can go straight to the L~EAD ~vebsite: 
http ://hr. unc.edu/training-talent-d~ve~pment/specia~ized-pr~grams-and-res~urces/u~ead/ 

That’: you for sharing the news with a developing canrpus leader. 

Will 

William Frey 
Assistant Manager, Training & Talent Development 
Office of Human Resources 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
104 Airport Drive, CB 1045 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1045 

919-962-9685 office 

919-962-6010 fax 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 8:32 AM 

~live.com> 

1~:;: Miss you 

How- I wish - and thalzks for the images Very cute i 
Sorry about your Glad she got to meet 
We are aiming for May 
Bobbi 

of course 

From:                ~live corn] 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 7:15 AM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: Miss you 

Sorry to hear that you are not able to make the trip this week. We were looking for;vard to seeing you. 

Elope sometime later this spring or summer you will get a chance to visit. 

Sent frum my tITC EVO 4(3 LTE exclusively fi~om Sprint 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A --~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 5:22 PM 

Cable, Jaye Ellen <j ecable@email, unc.edu> 

Re: do you want a ride down the hill? 

Already here 

Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 19, 2013, at 5:14 PM, "Cable, Jaye Ellen" <iecable~b~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

_laye E. Cable 

Chair, Curriculum for Environment and Ecology 

Professor, Department of Marine Science 

CB-3300, 4202H Murray Hall 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-3468 

iecable@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, March 22, 2013 2:32 PM 

Pukkila, Patricia J <Pukkila@bio.unc.edu-* 

Pe~reira~ KrisIa <perreira@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: University of Pittsburgh MIDAS Undergraduate Dam Resemeh Palooza Competition 

Undergraduate Data Palooza 2013.pdf; ATT00001 .him 

FYI 
Bobbi 

Sent from nay iPhone 

Begin forw~:rded tnessage: 

From: "Palmer, Phillip D" <php9~)pitt.edu:> 

Date: March 22, 2013 2:11:17 PM EDT 
To: "Palmer, Phillip D" <php9~pitt.edu~-- 

Cc: "Baker, Sha Nay M" <smb185~,~pitt.edu> 

Subject: University of Pittsburgh MIDAS Undergraduate Data Research Palooza Competition 

Please disiMbute to interested students. Flyer attached. 

2 0 13 Undergraduate Data Palooza 
The amount of public health data collected around the world is increasing rapidly providing new and exciting opportunities to use data and analysis in 

support of policy making and disease control. Access to fine resolution public health data is often restricted, however, due to ownership and privacy 

concerns. The MIDAS National Center of Excellence at the University" of Pittsburgh is advocating for open access to public health data. The Tycho 

project at the Universi .ty of Pittsburgh digitized 120 years of weekly U S disease surveillance reports from 1888 to 2010 and will provide open access to 

this database on www.tvcho.pitt.edu in the nea~r future. This vast resora~e will be invaluable for discovery of disease patterns and for the improvement of 

public health. We are collaborating with the US Open Government Initiative (w~-.whitehouse.goviopen), in particular in the Department of Health and 

Human Services (http://www.data.govihealth), to maximize the use of these data for the advancement of science and discoveu. 

We provide an exciting opportunity- for undergraduate students to use their skills and creativity’ in this competition by answering a research question in 

one of three categories using data sets made available especially for this competition. Registration will provide you with access to the datasets at the start 
of the competition. Participation of individuals as well as groups will be accepted. Registration will open on March 18, 2013. The competition will s~tart 

on May 20, 2013 and submissions will be due by July 26, 2013. During the month of Augus~t, an expert review panel will independently score finalist 

con’mbutions according to standard criteria and select a winner tier each category. Contributions must meet a minimmn review score to be considered as a 

finalist. Wi~mers will be am~oanced by August 31,2013. The winning contribution in each category will receive the 2013 Undergraduate Data Palooza 

Scholarship Award certificate and $1,000 USD. The thiee categories for this competition are: 

Category. Description 

Provide an interesting historical conte~ for a disease pattern (social, political, economic, or other) 

Develop an innovative quantitative or qualitative visualization of a disease pattern 

Conduct a quantitative analysis of a disease pattern 

Please register at www.midas.pitt.edu/datapalooza on or before May 19, 2013. Following registration, you will receive a confirmation e-mail and 
intbrmation to access the data sets which will be available at the start of this competition on May 20. You may withdraw ti-om the competition at any time. 

If you have any questions please contact Sharon Crow (crows(~edc.pitt.edu) or Dr. Phillip Palmer (php9~)pitt.edu) at the University" of Pittsburgh. 

Good luck! 



The amount of public health data collected around the world is increasing rapidly providing new and exciting 

opportunities to use data and analysis in support of policy making and disease control. Access to fine resolution public 

health data is often restricted, however, due to ownership and privacy concerns. The MIDAS National Center of 

Excellence at the University of Pittsburgh is advocating for open access to public health data. The Tycho project at the 

University of Pittsburgh digitized 120 years of weekly US disease surveillance reports from 1888 to 2010 and will provide 

open access to this database on www.tycho.pittedu in the near future. This vast resource will be invaluable for 

discovery of disease patterns and for the improvement of public health. We are collaborating with the US Open 

Government Initiative ~www.whitehouse.gov!open), in particular in the Department of Health and Human Services 

(http:!/www.data.gov/health), to maximize the use of these data for the advancement of science and discovery. 

Unde  raduate 

Research Competition 

We provide an exciting opportunity for undergraduate students to use their skills and creativity in this 

competition by answering a research question in one of three categories using data sets made available especially for 

this competition. Registration will provide you with access to the datasets at the start of the competition. Participation 

of individuals as well as groups will be accepted. Registration will open on March 18, 2013. The competition will start on 

May 20, 2013 and submissions will be due by July 26, 2013. During the month of August, an expert review panel will 

independently score finalist contributions according to standard criteria and select a winner for each category. 

Contributions must meet a minimum review score to be considered as a finalist. Winners will be announced by August 

31, 2013. The winning contribution in each category will receive the Undergraduate P~..:~:.,,,~ ~P.~":6~.:,~:~,?:~!::.~":~’,~~’ 2&~:~ 

$~ho[arship Award certificate and ~:1,000 USD. The three categories for this competition are: 

Category 

1 

2 

3 

Description 

Provide an interesting historical context for a disease pattern (social, political, economic, or other) 

Develop an innovative quantitative or qualitative visualization of a disease pattern 

Conduct a quantitative analysis of a disease pattern 

Please register at www.midas.D!ttedu/datal~alooza on or before May 19, 2013. Following registration, you will receive a 

confirmation e-mail and information to access the data sets which will be available at the start of this competition on 

May 20. You may withdraw from the competition at any time. If you have any questions please contact Sharon Crow 

(crows@edc.pitt.edu) or Dr. Phillip Palmer (php9@pitt.edu) at the University of Pittsburgh. Good luck! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, March 29, 2013 11:36 AM 

Cline, Alexis L <Alexis Cline@unc.edu-* 

Re: Hunter Rawlings 

Yes. Should be done shortly after 11. 

B. 

Sent fw~m my iPhone 

On Mar 29, 2013, at 10:45 AM, "Cline, Alexis L" <Alexis Cline(a)unc.edu> wrote: 

TDing to sche&de this meeting (see below), do you think Bill roll ~ ~ee on the 4th at 11:30? 

Sent fiom my iPad 

Begin tb~varded mes~ge: 

From: "~drews, William L" <wandrews~tmc.edu> 

Date: March 29, 2013 9:12:58 AM EDT 

To: "Cline, Ne~s L" <Ne~s Cline(~unc.edu>, "Leonar& Barbara J" <bileonm~email.unc.e&~> 
Cc: "Schue~pelz, Efin C" <ecs~unc.edm, 

Subject: RE: It~ter Raw~ngs 

Bobbi asked me to set aside 10:30 to till noo~ o~ the 4th m case the SACS reviewers wanled to talk ~o her Jonathan ]{ar@~. a~d me abou~ 

the ~view of Nc Af& Al?o-Am departme~t~ I don ~t k~ow whether I would be m’ailaNe at 11:30 on the 4~h. O~l the 9;t~ ] hm~e nothing 

scheduled a[ 2 

B~ 

W~lliam L. Andrews 

E. MaynaN Adams Pro~:ssor 

Depl of E~glish & Comp I 

From-’ Cline, Alexis L 
Sent: Thursday, March 28, 2013 3:06 PM 

To,, Leonard, Barbara .I; Andrews, William L 
Cc-" Schuettpelz, Erin C 
Subject-’ RE: Hunter Rawlings 

Hi Barbara, 

April 4th at 11:30 a.m. is the only time that will work with Karen’s schedule. 

Alexis 

From-’ Leonard, Barbara .1 
Sent-’ Thursday, March 28, 2013 2:44 PM 
To,, �line, Alexis L; Andrews, William L 
Cc-" Schuettpelz, Erin C 
Subject-’ Hunter Rawlings 

Alexis and Bill: 

Per a phone call th)m Bill Andrew~ I am wresting to a~range a time tbr Holden, Bill and Karen to ta]k about the upcoming visit ofttunter 

Rawlings. Bill wants to share some intbrmation t?om a conversation he had with ttunter recently. Below are some times that are good on 

Holden’s calenda~ for this call: 

4/4 11:30-12:00 

4/9 2:30-3:00 



Thanks-Barbara 

Barbara J. Leonard 

Executive Assiffts~t 

Office of the Chancellor 

The Universi~ of NortJ~ Carolina at Chapel Hill 

103 South Bldg., CB#9100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-1365; Fax: 919-962-1647 

Email: bjl~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O k~C EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 9:48 AM 

May, Lee Y <mayl@emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: advising seaxch 

Yes. Let Talnmy know 
B. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 10, 2013, at 9:23 AM, "May, Lee Y" <mayl@email.uaac.edu> wrote: 

> Thank you. Just to clarify’, we have gone from three to four advisor vacancies and we are requesting to recruit for a fifth (not yet open) which is referenced 
below 
> 

> We will proceed ;vith recruitment of five academic advisors per this con~aunication 
> Please let me know if you have any questions 
> Best, 
> Lee 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Bobbi ()wen [mailto:owenbob(a)unc edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, April 10, 2013 8:07 AM 
> To: McHale, Tammy J 
> Cc: Williams, Lachonya; Diallo, Ashante N.; May, Lee Y 
> Subject: Re: advising search 
> 

> Thanks so much I am cc’ing Lee May so she knows to proceed with one additional advisor 
> 

> Bobbi 
> 

> On 4/10/2013 8:06 AM; McHale, Tammy J wrote: 
>> We should not have to create another position. I am copying Lachonya because ! am less familiar with PeopleAdmin limitations We can add to the recruitment already underway - I think 
there is j ust one search now ]2~r all 3 We can make a note that the 4th position has not yet opened I am okay with using this email as documentation ]2~r our posauth database to add the 
position authorization with the pos # to be identified later (but prior to the hire date). 
>> 

>> Thanks. 
>> 

>> Tammy McHale 
>> sent from mobile device 
>> 

>> On Apr 10, 2013, at 8:01 AM, "Bobbi Owen" <owenbob@unc edu> wrote: 
>> 
>>> Hi - 
>>> A search is underway in advisin~ to hire three folks - but there is a domino effect headed that way and I want your help to hire four. Here is the path: 
>>> 1. 
>>> 2. There will be an internal search to promote someone from advisor to senior advisor. 
>>> 3. This will create a vacancy for an advisor. 

>>> We have talked about this in the past as a possibility and it has now- occmred. Perhaps we need to establish an additional position - and know that one position nuraber is always 
vacant - to allow ~P to use searches more effectively. There are more than 300 candidates and many of them have really good qualifications (and there is a inquiry frora the Geog 

search). 

>>> Bobbi 

>>> Bobbi Owen, Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic 
>>> Art and Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education College of 
>>> Arts and Sciences CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building Chapel Hill, 
>>> 27599-3504 
>>> PHONE: 919 843-7773 
>>> DRAMA PHONE: 919 962-2483 
>>> FAX.: 919 843-6557 

> Bobbi Owen, 2vSchael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
> and Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 
> College of Arts and Sciences 
> CB# 3504. 3011 Steele Building 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
> PHONE: 919 843-7773 
> DR~A2,AA PHONE: 919 962-2483 
> FAX: 919 843-6557 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 5:32 PM 

Cable, Jaye Ellen <j ecable@email, unc.edu> 

Kitchen 

got the cornet stool. See you soon I hope. 
Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, May 3, 2013 4:49 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Doc is beyond barbed ~vire. 
Obit la times. 2006 Wednesday January 4. 
Young o. Kim. Retired army colonel 
Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhune 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 9:26 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Cat rx 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 8:39 PM 

Lindemmm~ Efika <ulinde@emaJ 1. unc .edu> 

Re: Drinks on Thursday 

Yes at 5. 

B. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 8, 2013, at 8:05 PM, "Lindemann, Erika" <ulinde@emafil.unc.edu> wrote: 

And we have a tentative date for drinks tomorrow (Thur~ay) after work. If that’s still convenient for you, I’ll come in to Steele in tomorrow a£temoon 

mad collect yon at quitting time. 

Cheers! 

Erika 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 7:08 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Call her 
B. 
Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 8:03 AM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodmm~@email.unc.edtr~ 

Call liar me. 

Can you call the Legion Road Animal clinic for 
B. 

Sent from my iPhone 

And give them my cell phone number. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 1:53 PM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodmm~@email.unc.edu~> 

Re: Call tbr me. 

Thanks 
B. 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 
Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Jun 4, 2013, at 8:07 AM, "Goodman, Paula" <pgoodman@email uric edu> wrote: 

Done’. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Owen, Bobbi A 
Sent: Tuesday, June 04, 2013 8:03 AM 
To: Goodman, Pau[a 
Sut~iect: Call for me. 

Can you call the I,egion Road Animal clinic for 
>B. 

Sent from my 1Phone 

And give them my cell phone number. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, June 17, 2013 8:35 AM 

Cline, Alexis L <Alexis Cline@anc.edu-* 

Re: candidate 

Of course. 

B. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 17, 2013, at 8:25 AM, "Cline, Alexis L" <Alexis Cline~anc.edu-* wrote: 

Hi Bobbi, 

Could I ask a favor? Do you mind walking the candidate,          over to Steele 3020 after the SADs meet with him? He has 
several other meetings scheduled in your conference room. Please let me know, 

Thanks Bobbi 

Alexis 

Alexis ,Clirle 

8xeo:~tive Assis~nt to the Dean 

Unwersity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arbs A Sdences, Dean~ Office 

205 South BuHd~ng 

Chape~ Hill, NC 27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, June 19, 2013 6:50 PM 

Adam~m, Judy <jadamson@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Costume Socie~ of AInerica 

Cain you help my friend? 

Offto London Friday and will be back here July 5. 

Hope all is well. 

B. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwa~-ded message: 

From:           @¥ahoo.com> 

Date: June 19, 2013 5:02:25 PM EDT 

To: Bobbi Owen <owenbotxa)unc.edu> 

Subject: Costmne Society of America 
Reply-To:           ~ ,yahoo .com> 

Bobbi, are you a member of the Costume Society of America? I’m needing a member to access the electronic copy of the full abstracts for 
the 2011 Symposium. 

Hope you are well. Do you get some of the summer off? 

Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, June 19, 2013 6:51 PM 

@yahoo.com 

Re: Costume Society of A~nerica 

No but roll ask . Offto London Friday. 

Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 19, 2013, at 5:02 PM, ~yahoo.com" ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

gobbi, are you a member of the Costume Society of America? I’m needing a member to access the electronic copy of the full abstracts for 
the 2011 Symposium. 

Hope you are well. Do you get some of the summer off? 

Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, June 19, 2013 9:22 PM 

Ad~m~m, Judy <jadamson@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Costume Socie~ of AInerica 

FYI. 
B. 

Sent fiom my iPhone 

Begin tbrwa~-ded message: 

From:           @yakoo.com> 
Date: June 19, 2013 7:45:27 PM EDT 
To: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob@unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Costume Society of America 
Reply-To:           ~yahoo.com> 

Bobbi, I would indeed be grateful if could download and send on to me what I assume is a PDF of the abstracts of the 2011 
symposium. I want to look at this: 
"From Broadway to Fifth Avenue: The Achievements and Innovations of American Designer Kiviette" by Dilia Lopez-Gydosh,Director, 
Historic Costume and Textiles Collection, University of Delaware, Department of Fashion. As I’ve mentioned, I in touch with Kiviette’s 
grandson, and he is sending me images of the drawings that he still has from Kiviette’s archive. 

Lucky you to be heading - again - to London. I’m negotiating with my family so I can go in September for the World Stage Design 
conference in Cardiff. I’m also negotiating a possible trip to Richmond over Christmas to see the Hollywood Costume exhibition. It will be 
interesting to see how it differs in its translation from London to Richmond. I understand the Diaghilev exhibition from the V&A that was in 
Washington didn’t have the same punch it had in London. 

Cheers, 

From: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob~.unc.edu> 
To:            ~yahoo.com>" ,           ,~.yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 6:50 PM 
Subject: Re: Costume Society of America 

No but roll ask Judy Adamson. Offto London Friday. 

Bobbi 

Sent farm my iPhone 

On Jun 19, 2013, at 5:02 PM ~yahoo.com" a)yahoo.com> wrote: 

Bobbi, are you a member of the Costume Society of America? I’m needing a member to access the electronic copy of the full 
abstracts for the 2011 Symposium. 

Hope you are well. Do you get some of the summer off? 

Regards, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@email.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, June 22, 2013 12:58 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

"test t?om Acorn 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 
Michael R. McVaugh Prot?ssor of Dramatic Alt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O k~C EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Saturday, Jnne 22, 2013 6:22 PM 

~yahoo.com 

Re: Costume Society of A3nerica 

Glad you got it. Send it on to me if it is useful! 

Spend the afternoon at Hampton Court Palace - and avoid the costumed re-enactors. All else terrific. 

B. 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Edncation 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Jun 19, 2013, at 7:45 PM, ~/~}Tahoo .toni" ~),/ahoo.com > wrote: 

Bobbi, I would indeed be grateful if could download and send on to me what I assume is a PDF of the abstracts of the 2011 
symposium. I want to look at this: 
"From Broadway to Fifth Avenue: The Achievements and Innovations of American Designer Kiviette" by Dilia Lopez-Gydosh,Director, 
Historic Costume and Textiles Collection, University of Delaware, Department of Fashion. As I’ve mentioned, I in touch with Kiviette’s 
grandson, and he is sending me images of the drawings that he still has from Kiviette’s archive. 

Lucky you to be heading - again - to London. I’m negotiating with my family so I can go in September for the World Stage Design 
conference in Cardiff. I’m also negotiating a possible trip to Richmond over Christmas to see the Hollywood Costume exhibition. It will be 
interesting to see how it differs in its translation from London to Richmond. I understand the Diaghilev exhibition from the V&A that was in 
Washington didn’t have the same punch it had in London. 

Cheers, 

From: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbobC~,unc.edu> 
To: "           ,i~,ya hoo.com>"            ,~,ya hoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 6:50 PM 
Subject: Re: Costume Society of America 

No but roll ask Judy Adamson. Offto London Friday. 

Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jnn 19, 2013, at 5:02 PM, ~yahoo.com" b)yahoo.com> wrote: 

Bobbi, are you a member of the Costume Society of America? I’m needing a member to access the electronic copy of the full 
abstracts for the 2011 Symposium. 

Hope you are well. Do you get some of the summer off? 

Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, June 24, 2013 1:52 AM 

Adam~m, Judy <jadamson@ema~l.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Costume Society of A~nerica 

Thanks. In cool London, wishing for another sweater. 

Spending today at Kew Gardens. 

See you back in Chapel Hill. 

B. 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Edncation 

Michael R. McVangh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Jun 23, 2013, at 9:56 PM, "Adamson, Judy" <iadamson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Oor~e. Hope you are havir~g a great trip. See yot~ soom 

From: Owen, Bobbi A 
Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 9:22 PM 
To: Adamson, Judy 
Subject: Fwd: Costume Society of America 

FYI. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

F~,om:            ~yahoo.com> 

Date: Jnne 19, 2013 7:45:27 PM EDT 

To: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob@unc.edn> 
Subject: Re: Costume Society of America 

Reply-To: ~           ~)yahoo.com> 

Bobbi, I would indeed be grateful if    could download and send on to me what I assume is a PDF of the abstracts of the 
2011 symposium. I want to look at this: 
"From Broadway to Fifth Avenue: The Achievements and Innovations of American Designer Kiviette" by Dilia Lopez- 
Gydosh,Director, Historic Costume and Textiles Collection, University of Delaware, Department of Fashion. As I’ve mentioned, I 
in touch with Kiviette’s grandson, and he is sending me images of the drawings that he still has from Kiviette’s archive. 

Lucky you to be heading - again - to London. I’m negotiating with my family so I can go in September for the World Stage 
Design conference in Cardiff. I’m also negotiating a possible trip to Richmond over Christmas to see the Hollywood Costume 
exhibition. It will be interesting to see how it differs in its translation from London to Richmond. I understand the Diaghilev 
exhibition from the VSdk that was in Washington didn’t have the same punch it had in London. 

Cheers, 

From: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob@.unc.edu> 
To:             ~yahoo.com>"            .D, ya hoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, dune 19, 2013 6:50 PM 
Subject: Re: Oostume Society of America 

No but will ask Judy Adamson. Offto London Friday. 

Bobbi 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On Jun 19, 2013, at 5:02 PM, ~vahoo.com" ~vahoo.com> wrote: 



Bobbi, are you a member of the Costume Society of America? I’m needing a member to access the electronic copy 
of the full abstracts for the 2011 Symposium. 

Hope you are well. Do you get some of the summer off? 

Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, June 28, 2013 2:27 AM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodmm~@email.unc.edtr> 

Fwd: meeting 

Can you find me time? 

hello from London. 

My feet hurt from all the walking and my brain from the wonderful s~dents who ask hard questions. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

Begin forwaxded tnessage: 

From: "Schoenfisck Mark H" <mhs~)unc.edu> 

Date: June 27, 2013 9:56:11 AM EDT 

To: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob~unc.edu> 

Subject: meeting 

Dear Bobbi, 
Hello. Hope your summer is going well. Assuming you are in town, I think it would be impo(tant tier you and I to meet prior to the ttttMI meeting that 

Krista has scheduled with Dean Gil. I basically want to shaxe my vision and get some feedbac~outside of a more formal meeting. I’m available this 

week and next. Would you be up for cofl’ee some morning? 

Thank~ 

Mark 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 1:04 PM 

Angle, O. Ray <rayangle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Re: Kink3, Boots’? 

image001 .j pg 

Fabulous. Do go. 
B. 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On Jul 2, 2013, at 5:01 PM, "Angle, O. Ray" <rayar~gle~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Bobbi, 

How was Kinky Boots? It looks like it raked in at the Tony Awards. My trip to Vermont via NYC, CT, MA and PA is coming up and I’m about ready to buy 

tickets for a Sunday matinee for July 2:1st. 

www.505Orvad.com ............................................. 

It’s been too long! Hope to see you soon. 

Ray 

O, Ray A~g~e, Director 

University Career Servfces 

The Wendy P. and Dean E. Painter Career Center 

The University of North Carolina at Chape~ 

23.4 Hi~nes I-ta~l, Campus Box 53.40 

Chape~ Hi~l, NC 27599-5140 

9:1.9,952.44.8t D~rect 

9:[9.962~6507 Help Desk 

919 962,2197 Fax 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

http:!!www.facebook.com!uncucs 

Upcoming career and information fairs: 
Pa~-Time Job ~po, 8-21-13 
Diversi~ Job!Internship Fair, 9-11-13 
Fall Job/Internship ~po, 9-12-13 

G~duate School Info Fair, 10-22-13 
Nu~ing Job Fair, 11-2-13 

Law School Inb Fair, 11-6-13 
Masters & PhD Fair, 11-21-13 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, July 15, 2013 8:23 AM 

Cline, Alexis L <Alexis Cline@unc.edu-* 

Re: SADs meeting 

Student services personnel web access AND hire. 

Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 15, 2013, at 8:14 AM, "Cline, Alexis L" <Alexis Cline~;tmc.e&~> wrote: 

Good morning, 
We are scheduled for SADs meeting this afternoon at 3:00 p.m. Please send forward your agenda items by 2:00 p.m. Thanks 

Alexis 
Alexis Cline 
E×eoutive Assistant to the Dean 
University of North Caroiina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts & Sciences, Dean ~ Office 
205 South Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, July 19, 2013 11:11 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

@!yahoo.corn > 

Fwd: Revised Presentalion 

FYI 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

Begin forwazded message: 

From: "Reid, Dee" <&ereid@unc.edu> 
Date: July 19, 2013, 9:11:07 AIM EDT 
To: "Owen, Bobbi A" < owentx)b@unc.edu> "Gil, Karen M" < _k_gj_l_£~_e___n_!’_a_j_l_:__u__rL£:_%d___u_> 
Cc: "Cline, Alexis L" < ,.A__[_e~&_..C__’.{i_n__e_~i._uj~c_:_e_.d_ .u_P 
Subject: FW: Revised Presentation 

Karen and Bobbi, 

suggestions and what we can do: 

<!--[if’.supportgists]-->l) <!--[endifl-->Get Info and rankings on our Competitors (relaLed to Admissions, I’ll ask Steve Farmer) 

<!--[if ’.supportLisls]--:>2) <!--[endifl-->Replace credk hour pie chart with table showing number of students (and credit hours) we teach, 

compared with other schools. (I have the student enrollments for all (we teach 88.% of all undergraduate students, as well as 86% of credit 

hours): don’t know if I can get credit hours for all but will include if I can. I agree that this table will show that we teach just about all the 

undergraduates, 

<!--[if’.supportLists]-->3) <[--[mdit]-->When we say we provide first-rate educatio~ w~th a~] of the benefits of major research universky, we 

need to say what we nlean by the bet}efits. Iql ~nsert something m KG’s script: about opp.:xtumties to work closely with facuky who are 

outstanding teachers at}d k~adit}g experts in theh" fieMs (which Sobb~ wH] tail about anyway when she h~gNights OUR, r:YS etc). 

<!--[if’.supp~tLists]-->4) <~--[endi~-->Strot}g graduate programs, He wanLs ranMngs, but sit}co they are not all ranked, at}d t}ot all by same 

organizations, let’s not show on the slide. ~ can #~sert something in Karen’s scalp[ about US News rankings for the ones who are ranked. 

<~--lif ~supmaListsl-->9 <~--Imdifl-->Co~bge Budget slk~e, [o make k clearer ~’1~ change tide to "College Expendkures by Fund Type" 

<~--[if ~supp~Lists]-->S) <~--[mdi~-->21s~ Century Visbn. He suggests moving this to the end but ] think that’s because he didn’t 

£.:?bb[’s slide about "r([4u[ding Students to Next Steps" is about whaL we’re doing w~th 21:~t c. recomnlet~datkms. B.:?bbi can explait~ to 

that ~t makes sense for Karen to met~tk)t~ the recommendatkx~s (ince she co-cha#ed), and that Bobb~ w~J[ d~scuss several spedfic thk~gs we 

are doing asa direcL follow-up Lo Lhe recommendations, and we will put Lhat slide at the end as part o[the thingswe are doing to 

~mprove/transformed the Carolina undergraduate educaL~ona[ experience. 

<F--[if [supmaLists]-->Z)<[--[mdiq-->He also suggests Academic Advising b out of sequence. We co@d begin BobbY’s section with that 

thought it made some sense to tie it to academic success and to graduation rates, hence [ have it nearer the 

<F--Fir ’.supp¢tLis~s]--:4) <~--[mdit]-->Academic Success: he says "how about promoting Academic Success?" Not sure what that means. 

Perhaps Bobbi can Jet    know that she will indeed exp~ait} how we promote academic success through t:he programs listed etc. it} her 

refriarks, 

<[--[if’.supD~Lis~s]-->9) <~--[endi~-->Graduatkm £ates,    says explak~ the s~gnificance or t:hem. We ktmw Bobb~ w~l~ do that m her remarks, 

noting that we have highest rat:es armx}g UNC sch.:>:ts, among Lhe highest among major pubk: peers .-.- second highest 4-year rate among the 

publics, as a res@t oF our Focused atten[~on to academic success ~n~tiat~ves and interven[~ons. She wH] also note the h~gh retention rates and 

students who return for fourth year etc. 

<F--[if [supmaLists]-->l@ <[--bndiq-->Area for [mprovemen[, [ think we can move gobbi’s slide on Guiding Students to Next Steps For [his, 

these are the new ink~at[ves re[ated to 2:].st C. v[s{o[~ recommendatbns. We can mention we want to expand experiential opportunities 

every disdpl~ne and that ~s part: oF our [undraising goa~s. 

~ IH(e the way it tools. Iqi work on the above. LeL ~T~e know H: you have any quesL~ons or concerns. 

Dee 

D~ Re~,ff (~J ~:, 843-~ 229 

’2~( UtzJvet,sii:y of North ,Cait:>iii~ ~t: Chapel ililJ 

:Thspe] i]J ] i NC /599-5~ (( 

FacebcbN::: http : ,/,/wi~d. faceboo,~, com/NNC. College 

F~: Owen, Bobbi A 
~Bt: Friday, July 19, 101~ 7:M AM 

T~: Reid, Dee; Gil, Kamn ~ 
Subject= Fwd: Revised Presen~tion 

~ am {n and out ~day with a couple o£ap~{ntments 

Bobbi 

Sent from my it hone 



Begin forwarded message: 

From:                          (r-~yahoo~com> 
Date: July 19, 2013, 12:48:48 AM EDT 

To: Bobbi Owen <owenbob(a),nnc.edu> 
Subject: Revised Presentation 
Reply-To: :~yahoo.com> 

See attached. I conformed the presentation to the standard format for all presentations. I have included comments on several of the 

charts, just delete them as you edit the present:ation. 

Give me a call ila the morning. I will be at the vet f-tom 10:30am to 11:15 EST. Otherwise I am open. Also, 

I am 2 hours behind you. 

attaching the agenda I-or t:he entire Orientat:ion session per your request. 

Thanks, 

<’BOT Orientation 2013 Undergrad Education.pptx> 

<Orientation Agenda Final.pdt-’-~ 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 9:16 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

tectonic shift back to tech stuff 
ugs have great ideas new concepts 
concepts don 
t matter without being able to tak the next step 
essential Engineer - how sicnec alone does not solve problems 
pent up demand for ideas 
ties to NC State 
can NC State and UNC have the same calendar? AS,~) Duke? 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 
Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 10:52 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

teaching ~hedule. 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O LINC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 3:11 PM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodmm~@email.unc.edu> 

Re: to discuss 

is the same and will be away. 

More tomorrow. 

B. 

replacement is stone as last year. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 31, 2013, at 2:35 PM, "Goodman, Paula" <pgoodman(a)email.unc~edu> wrote: 

I need to begin working on the GA’s for the fall. I know Cynthia has pretty much set a salary for both ~                               replacement). 

I do however, need to know the salary for        I know that she is in need of an increase especially given the significant increase to both 

and Please give me your thoughts and I will proceed accordingly. 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 7, 2013 1:23 PM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodmm~@emai|.unc.edu:~ 

~d expired. 

Can we sort this out? 

Sent from ray iPhone 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Saturday, August 10, 2013 8:28 AM 

McHale, Tammy J <tmchale@emaJl. unc.edu> 

Textor, Laurie J <ljtexto@email.unc.edu>; Diallo, Ashante N. <ashante@unc.edu> 

Re: Review needed of appointment letters 

there is no normal so we can make one! Laurie already approved this version and it has gone to the candidate and been signed! We ;vill do what you prefer in future. 
Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Assuciate Dean fur Undergraduate Education 
Michael R. McVaugh Professur ufDramatic Art 

On Aug 9, 2013, at 9:12 PM, "McIIale, Tammy J" <tmchale@email.unc.edu> wrute: 

> Nurmally these letters would come from Haruld, rather than yuu It would alsu be great if they mentioned sume responsibilities for the positiun I am cupying Laurie tu assist. She has been 
working un sume templates and can pull language frum them and get them back tu yuu. 
> 

> Bubbi -- We will be sure to wu~k with the direct supervisurs in the future. Surry tu bring you into the middle. We are huping we can get the supervisors tu draft the letters for positiuns 
funded by us, particularly, and send the drafts tu yuu and Laurie at the same time, for review. Laurie then adds them to our database 
> 

> Thanks 
> 

> Tammy 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> Frum: Bubbi ()wen [mailto:u~venbub(a)unc edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, August 06, 2013 12:52 PM 
> To: McHale, Tammy J 
> Cc: Owen, Bubbi A; Diallu, Ashante N 
> Subject: Review needed of appuintment letters 
> 

> Tarmny - 
> As I mentioned earlier today this is a set of letters that need review before being sent. 
> I used the letters you approved for earlier this year as the template. 
> Bobbi 

> Bobbi Owen 
> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and _’vlichael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill CB# 3504, 3011 Steele 
Building 
> 214 East Camcron Avenue 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
> Phone: 919 843-7773 
> FAX: 919 843-4775 
> 
> ~ \ppointraent 8-6-2013.doc> 
> < 2013.doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 11:50 AM 

Brundage, W Fi~hugh <brundage@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

RE:              (Abbey Fellow) 

There is no expectation that continues this term as 
Bobbi 

From: Brundage, W Fitzhugh 
Sent: Saturday, August 17, 2013 9:46 AM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: RE:              (Abbey Fellow) 

is on leave I will send some information to you about the nomination process. 

Bobbi: 

is happy to serve this semester without the stipend, if that is possible. Iql nominate so that can take over on January 1 

Will that work? 

Cheers 
F~tz 

W Fitzhugh Brundage 
William B. Umstead Professor of History 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 
Hannlton Hall CB ¢¢3195 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
brundage@emaih unc.edu 

From: Bobbi O,yen [owenbob@unc edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 10:04 AM 
To: Brundage, W Fitzhugh 
Subject: Re:              (Abbey Fellow) 

Could we have a brief phone call or talk in person about this’? The e-mail chain is getting confusing and I think it might be important to talk about the mission of the Abbey Fellow-s Program. 
I inserted a couple of cormnents below. 
My direct line is 843-7771. 

Bobbi 

On 8/14/2013 10:15 PN~Brundage, WFitNxugh wrote: 
Bobbi: 

Thanks for the clarification. I apologize for not being clear about this wrinkle. 

Is there aW value in nominating to set’,,e on an Interim basis, while is the for the fall semester? 
Again, the Abbey- Fellowship is not tied to the and it is hard to imagine that there would be much value added during one semester xvith an 
being 

who is sure to be busy enough 

Otherwise, I’m not sure that          will want to continue to perform    duties xvhile    is on leave. 
has been removed for the semester because you cannot have a "service" award while on leave (chaired profs retain their perks). 

Bobbi 

Cheers 
Fitz 

W. Fitzhugh Brundage 
William B. Umstead Professor of History 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Hamilton Hall CB #3195 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
brundage@email.unc, edu<mailto:brundagea~)email unc.edu> 

From: Bobbi Owen [o~venbob@unc.edu<mailto:owenbob@unc.edu>] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 4:24 P\{ 
To: Kent. Adam S 
Cc: Brundage, W Fitzhugh; Goodman, Paula 
Subject: Re:              (Abbey Fellow) 

Dear Adam and Fitz - 
I did a careful review before responding and am sorry to report that there cannot be two Abbey Fello~vs in one department at the same time. I appoint Abbey Fello~vs to a three-year term 
based on a recommendation from a chair. The Abbey Fellow does not need to be DUS and can be reappointed once. 

Here are the options I see: 

Make sense? You are correct that service appointments do not carry stipends when folks are on leave 



Bobbi 

On 8/9/2013 11:27 >~M, Kent, Adam S *vrote: 
Good Morning Dean ()wen, 

I write to you regarding                 Abbey Fello*vship for the         semester. ’]’he understanding between Fitz and yourself was that         *w)uld remain as the Abbey Fellow 
for the         semester and then History would nominate            for the Fellowship starting            Unfortunately,          is on leave this semester and according to College 
policy, supplemental appointments and pay must be renroved (which it has) during this tinre. I want to inquire if it is possible that the History Departnrent does not have an Abbey Fellow for 
the       semester and both         and     be Abbey Fellows for the         semester? If this is acceptable, great. 1I" not, Fitz will probably be contacting you in the near future to 
nominate an Abbey Felloxv for this semester. Thank you in advance for you time to consider this request and please contact me with any questions or if I can be of further assistance. 

Adam 

Adarn Kent 
Depaltmental Manager 
UNC Department of History 
CB 3195,555 Hamilton Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 

919.962-2117 (Direct Line) 
(Mobile) 

919.962-1403 ,(Fax) 

akent@unc.edu<mailto:akcnt(&unc.edu> 
IM: oasisadanrkent 
htt~ : i/histolw.unc, edu 

Bobbi Oxven 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 35(;,4, 3011 Steele Building 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 35(;,4, 3011 Steele Building 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 



CHARTER 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY GOVERNANCE 

ENTERPRISE APPLICATIONS COORDINATING COMMITTEE 

Revised: August 1, 2013 

MISSION 

The Enterprise Applications Coordinating Committee (EACC! i~ ~esponsible for providing 
timely recommendations to the CIO regarding strategies, pri~O!i~; policies and standards for 
campus ITS as related to Enterprise Applications. The s~[at~!~ campus-wide commitment to 
supporting Enterprise Applications is at the center of all ~ig~g~ions and decisions in support of 
advancing the goals of UNC-Chapel Hill ..... ......... :::: ...... .... 

The Enterprise Applications Coordinating Co:~i~e (EACC) will b~ ~ponsible for 
coordination across campus activities related .... :: .... 

ConnectCarolina ...... : ...... 
® Campus Solutions : ..... 
o HRiPay : ...... :: .... 
o Finance :: ::: ...... :: .... 

¯ GradStar (formerly:Starlight) ::: ...... :: .... 
¯ Data Warehouse/R~i~g ....... ...... 

The memb~v~ 0~ ~,rategi{ ~Nitt~ wi!!::raise ~0:!or respond to IT-related issues and 
particip:~ i~ 8ig~i~::to form~i:ate red~NN~da{i~s from a holistic perspective of the 
Umve~s]{~i s needs ra{~{~ {~n r{~}~oting th~ i~{{~ests or needs of a particular school, 
departm{~{i or unit. The i:~i{ial: foc~ was on the student system (Campus Solutions); with the 
’ ~’a~ ...... impl$~ntati6h ~£:::~he Finance and Human Resources projects, it is scheduled ............ : 20114 ....................... .......................... 
being broade~{d ~0: encompass N! EA mai{grs. The Executive Sponsors have primary authority 
.o_xe__r___p__¢ .o_p_l__e_S__o__f.t__,!~.t._##~nce all .._s_y_:~Ns have been 
a regular basis. Th~ NA:CC vdl:~ ~: the conduit to senior members of the administration. 

The focus of the strategi8 ~ 6r the committee is on tactical issues and direction for enterprise 
class applications. StrategiC:issues related to data are to be referred to the Institutional Data 
Coordinating Committee. An operational group also exists, consisting of functional leads within 
key campus units. It is a larger group, as a common core of critical members, and invites guests 
related to agenda 

The Enterprise Applications Coordinating Committee is responsible for coordination of 
enterprise application development activities including: 

,, Prioritization of development requirements 
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Recommendations for application architecture 
Communication of committee decisions 

AREAS OF FOCUS 

Strategic Alignment with Institutional Priorities 
Ensuring alignment of the University’s enterprise application strategies with the 
University’s academic mission, needs and objectives; A group understanding of an 
integrated system where everything impacts everybody; ~.~-ome of the decisions made 
one or two years ago can (and should) be revisited .... .... 

¯ Value Delivery .... .... 

Ensuring that enterprise applications deliver ben:~i ~::provide value to the University’s 
overall business functions; lViaintaining the pro~g ~hd functioning of production 
enterprise systems for the University; An u~d~rgi~nding :~at ~n integrated system impacts 
everybody and that one data system is ~ finny to solve all ~)!ems 

¯ Resource Management ........ .... 
Ensuring optimal investment in and pr@~ management of software ~velopment 
resources including applications and supp~ ~ff; ~ ~p consensa~ ~ ~he assignment 
of resources; Many universi[~ ~p:grations dep:~ ~ EA:CC in order to ~ included in the 
discussion ...... 
Risk Management        : :: ...... :: .... 
Ensuring that systems comply wi~ ~p~:?~i~ stand~ ~:nd regulations, e.g.~ FERPA 

and security pol!~i~ 
¯ Advocacy .... ::     : ....... ........ ...... 

Advocating fo~ d)cisionS g~a:directio~ ~at ~6sitiveI~ i~pact the University 
environment i~{!~0ing advOCacy for inifiat!ves from the University to ITS and 
representing IT S ihi~iatives ~g ~h:e Univergi~i:: 

.... ~ri:~ {~{ ~Uing fu~,ions that are campus-wide needs and that they 
~ integrated a~ ~am~i !~:cluding:~ections with specialized data systems in 
u:h~ ::Note that th6 ~$ituti0fig! Data Coordinating Committee also has an interest in 
rep~ihg issues and t~{ two co~i~,ees should coordinate their efforts. 

When considering priofiti~i ~CC uses a standard of review that encompasses all units on 
campus, understanding tha~ ~::integrated system creates ramifications (challenges and 
opportunities) for all units. EACC aims for group consensus on the assignment of resources 

Priorities (in order of importance): 
¯ Regulatory compliance and mitigating institutional risk 
,, Essential EA (PeopleSoft) application maintenance and updates 
¯ Student benefit 
¯ Faculty benefit 
¯ Staff benefit 
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Requests for system enhancements 

Proj ects with limited impact are not considered critical. 
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MEMBERSHIP of EACC 

The committee, including the chair, will be appointed by the Provost to rotating memberships. 
Committee membership vdll be reviewed and adjusted as appropriate. Members effective 
September 1, 2013 are as follows: 

Associate Provost and Director for Undergraduate Admissions (Steve Farmer ) 
Associate Provost and Director for Scholarships and Student Aid (Shirley Ort) 

Assistant Provost and University Registrar (Chris Deri~n) 
Assistant Provost and Director of the Omce of Inst!~ii~l Research (Lynn Williford) 
Associate Vice Chancellor for Finance (Kevin 
Dean of the Graduate School (Steve Matson) : ...... .... 
Executive Director for Enterprise Applicm!:~fi~ i~an0 :: .... 
CIO (Chris Kielt) .... ........ 
One faculty member-at-large (~B~):: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::: 

The chair of the EACC operational gro@ ~Roberta Ke!!y 20112013) 
Provost appointee for finance (TBA) .... ...... ::      :: 
Provost appointee for HR (TB~) :     :: ........ 

omcio EACC : :::: ..... :: .... 
Campus Solutions (Maribel Car~) :: ...... :: .... 

HR / Finance ...... 

The ~+~++~+++++~++~++++++~+stablish~+~++++~++++~{a~:~+~+~++~++++~++mmi+i~+, an operational ,,corking group. The 

O~Ni6nal Grou0 ~i~:ws igg~: under c6~i~eration by EACC and provides feedback on 
im~g~ig {9 functional::g)~; an~ ~!~ inform EACC deliberations on prioritization of 
Enterp:ri{~ ~pplicarlons ~{oj ~ctsrequests. The Operational Group al so identifies and 
raises EA i~{~gs from the functional gi~g with the EACC (through the chair) for 
consideratiofi ~O::takes an ~ii~e role in communication efforts to the campus. Individual 
members are a~gi~ab!e to c@aborate with the Business Analyst team to conduct and review 
testing results pri6~ ~ i:m~!~N~ntation for any modifications or changes that the group has 
recommended to EA~ : 

PROCEDURES for OPERATIONAL WORKING GROUP 

Committee activities - Support for the activities of the committee will be provided by a 
person designated by the chair. The ITS representative will assist as necessary and as 
requested by the chair. 
Meeting structure - The chair or a designee will collect agenda items and circulate 
agendas in advance of each meeting to ensure informed discussions of scheduled topics. 
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Meeting frequency - Quarterly at this time with the anticipation that frequency will 
increase as implementation of HR and Finance gets closer (currently scheduled for 
~a-~-~a+5"~---;~-04-4’~ da:te TBF.O. Operational Wing will also meet on an ad hoc basis when 
needed to address time-sensitive issues from the Strategic Wing. 

Reporting - The chair will raise issues and recommendations to the EACC group as 
necessary via the chair. 

Documentation of proceedings - All meetings will have notes of discussions, 
recommendations and action items. 

Meeting attendance - All meetings except those concerned with personnel will be 
conducted according to the open meetings regulations:::: 

MEMBERSHIP of OPERATIONAL GROUP .... 

Core membership .... ::i:: :: .... 
. Undergraduate Admissions: Alison Le~ 
. Scholarships and Student Aid: Phit~g~ry 

. University Registrar: Roberta Keli:{ ~ir 2011-2~13) 

. ConnectCarolinaUsers’ Forum: Roge:{NSp:lan ~N~emicAdvi~program) 
Director of Student Accou~ ~nd Univer;i~ ~i~ables (Deahn B~h~om) 

, Institutional Research an~ ~$~ent: Des~::of Lynn Williford 

. ITS: Candy Davies 

. Graduate School: Stephanie~:mi~ 

. Student Affa~@: ~topher0~y~e 

. Unit-basea ~}~:ese~iatives for :::T my McHale (College of a~s and .... .......................................................... 

Sciences} ~0 Patsy OI!~r (SOM) 
.... 

Represent@v$@ fr~ S othe~ ~Nts: 

: ~ Friday Cefi~E~ .----R.J. ~carelli 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

.... . S chool of Me~e: R~pla~ Ka}~n S~on 

........ A~aOConndi~ ;;: ............ .......................................................................... 

. Se:~b~ 9f Nursing Ng~hy M66~e 

. SchoN~Law: Sha~ Sessoms 

. School ~:catio~: ~nneBryan 

. School ofJb~N~fi~ :Dorothy Howell 

. School of Info~tiGn and Librau Science: Tammv Cox 

. Kenan-Flagler School of Business: Stephanie Peterson 

. Eschelman School of Pharmacy: Brad Wingo 

. Gillings School of Global Public Health: Robe~ Pitts 
~ School ofDentistu: Walter Miller 
. School of Government: D~i~ of Dean Mike Smith 
. Undergraduate Student: D~s~gn~E(s) of Student Body President Christy Lambden 
. Graduate Student: Designee of GPSF president Kiran Bhardwaj 
. Office of Sponsored Research: D~gn~e of Barbara Entwistle 
. Development Office: D~ignE~ of Interim VC, Julia Spmnt-Gmmbles 
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Auxiliary Services: D~sign~e of Meredith Weiss 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 11:27 AM 

Carney, Bruce William <bruce@unc.edu> 

Re: lunch 

See you there at noon. 
B. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 5, 2013, at 11:21 AM, "Carney, Bruce William" <bruce(tbunc.edu> wrote: 

Let’s aim for Sept 24, Bobbi. I have a series of faculty hearings committee 

stuff that I’ll need to focus on in October. 

I have never been to Neal’s Deli, so let’s shoot for there, with 

Panzanella in reserve. Noon? 

--Bruce 



Sent: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A <iO=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMiNISTRATiVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)ICN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWENBOB> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 8:15 AM 

Gordon Ferguson <ferguson@acm.org> 

F~vd: Pali Grammar for Students 

Date: September 9, 2013, 3:23:02 AM ED] 

To: "owenbob’~u~c edu" <owenbob~6;,unc edu> 

by TW Rhys Davids; Wiiiiam Stede 

List Price: $49.00 

Price: $39,07 

You Save: $9.93 (20%) 

....................... ..... :-;- : ::~2~:~::). ........ :- ;. o ........... ~]i~- -". -" 

List Price: $89.75 

~~.........~.......~ Pfioe: 

i You Save: $4.49 (5%) 

See even more similar ~tems 

Find Great Deais on ~iHions of Items Storewide 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 1:24 PM 

Simmons, KaJca E <KaJca Simmon@unc.edu> 

Fwd: new facul~.., question... 

FYI. 
I will ask for the syllabns. 

B. 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Edncation 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

Begin forwa~rded tnessage: 

From: "Escolea, Maisa" <escolar(~email.unc.edu > 

Date: September 20, 2013 12:57:39 PM EDT 

To: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob~,unc.edn> 

Subject: RE: new facul~.., question... 

Hi BobN, 
Thanks for your reply. In regards to the questions: 

1. He is simply not allowed to watch r-rated films according to his parents. (He is 21 but chooses to follow their guidance.) He wasn’t particularly aware of what 
constituted an R-rated film and said he doesn’t even know the names of any such films, but he isn’t allowed to see them. When I asked him to consider the 
specific films in question (i.e. some of the masterpieces of Italian cinema), he had his parents view the film, and they told him he cannot watch it. 

2. The names of the books and films are on the syllabus, not descriptions (nor ratings -- did not occur to me in a college setting). The issue of sexuality is 
mentioned, and all our discussions from the 2nd/3rd class have addressed this directly (the first reading had a scene of attempted rape, the second, an explicit 

account of sex). The student has been present for such discussions and mentioned!exhibited no discomfort -- he even addressed the issue of sexuality in one of 
his posts. The movie we are now watching is the film version of this book, where I think it could be safely assumed that there would be similar themes 
represented. 

According to the student, he can drop and still have a full load (he has 15 units and would go to 12) and seems to be willing to do so. But I wanted to find out if 
there is any sort of university policy that requires me to give him a sort of parallel course in order to avoid these "uncomfortable" films. (Or if you would 
recommend/encourage that course of action. I feel as though I am in unusual moral circumstances and am unsure of how to do the right thing for all concerned). 

Anyway, coffee would be lovely on Tuesday, I wouldn’t mind the chance to get to chat in person. Do you have a spot in mind? Hope your travels go smoothly, 
lvlarisa 

From; Bobbi Owen [owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, September 20, 20:t3 i0:54 AM 
To; Escolar, Marisa 
13c-" Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject; Re: new faculty...question... 

I would be happy to talk ruth you next week, if you want (ran away from campus at noon today through Monday). Tuesday at 8 mn for coffee is possible. 

Here are some questions that I have: 

1. What has the student expressed ~vith respect to his discomfort? Is he uncomfortable watching the films with his classmates, or does he not £eel 

comfortable ~vatching them at all? And do we knoxv what, in particular, he objects to? 

2. Did ?’our syllabus list these films and/or any description of the content of these movies. Based ~tpon yo~tr description of the class, below, it 

seems likely t:hat students would have been on notice from the very beginning of t:be semester that they would be asked to wat:ch [-ilrns tbat 

contain sexual and violent content. Please con{irn~ that your syllabus reflects this information and also whether you spoke to your students during 

e~rly elass sessions about the movies they would wat:ch and discuss. 

In rare but similar circumstances in recent years, we have make some alternatives possible (dropping the class provided still within time ~iame to 

allow drops and also still in £ull load a@er drops). It is unlikely that we would be able to move the student to another class as this is the 5th week 

of the semester. 

Bobbi 

On 9/19/2013 7:58 PM, Escolar, Marisa wrote: 

Dear Bobbi, 

Hi, ~’m a new faculty member in Romance Languages (Italian) . I heard you speak at the orienta~ 



I am teaching a course on fascism as represented in fi~tiDn and film, specifically about hew i 

Obviob.siy iR terms of t~’_e pedagogy of the class, I am against providing alterr~ative assig~Hk~erS 

As I mentioned, K’m ]~’~appy ~o come and talk to you at your convenience J f you prefer. I know t? 

Tr~ank you in advance, 

Marisa 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Educ, ation, and 

Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

Unive~rsity of North Carolir~a at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3011 S~eele Building 

2] 4 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone :    919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 6:59 AM 

McHale, Tammy J <tmchale@emaJl. unc.edu> 

Goldston, Linda R <linda goldston@unc.edu>; OweK Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Re: InstmctionaJ Budget Allocation Letters 

Will do. 

Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 2, 2013, at 6:45 AM, "Mcttale, Tammy J" <tmchale(a;email.unc.edu> wrote: 

As I mentioned at SADs, the me,no didn’t really fit a non-academic departmenL but we do have $4K toward the minimum graduate stipend increase 

to go to the Writing Center. 

Will you work with Linda to modify the lette~; as needed to send to them? I meant to do thaL but it was a hectic week and I have been/will be away much 

offl~is week. 

Thanks. 

Tamnly 

From: <Goldston>, Linda Goldston <linda .goldston@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, September 30, 2013 8:10 AM 

To: Bobbi Owen <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Cc: Tammy McHale <tmchale@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Instructional Budget Allocation Letters 

gobbi, 

There wasn’t one for Kim Abels, but i’ve copied Tammy to let us know if there should have been one. 

I.inda R. Goldston 

College of Arts and Sciences 

De~m’s Offk:e 

9~9.962.3082 

~inda goldston@unc.edu 

F~m= Bobbi Owen [mai~to:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent= Sunday, September 29, 20~3 M:28 AN 

Te= Goldston, Unda R 
Subject= Re: Instructional Budget Allocation Le~ers 

Is there one from me to Kim Abels? 

Bobbi 

On 9/27/2013 4:00 PM, Goldston, Linda R wrote: 

This messoge is being sent to Deportment ond Curriculum Directors in the Coflege of Arts and Sciences with ~ copy to Monogers. 

The Senior Associate Deans’ letters to Chairs concerning instructional budget allocations are ready for pick-up in the Dean’s Office, 205 

South Building. If you would like to pick your letter up today, please do so by 5:00 p.m. Any letters not picked up by 12 noon on Monday, 

September 30 will be put in campus mail. 

Linda R. Goldston 

College of Arts and Sciences 

Dean’s Office 

9~9.962.3082 

I~nda ~oldston@unc.edu 

Bebbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean foz Undergraduate Education, and 

Michael R. HcVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phene: 919 843-7773 

MAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 4:31 PM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodmm~@email.unc.edu~> 

I~E: Thin,day and Friday 

Your pleasure My support 
Bobbi 

From: Goodman, Paula 
Sent: Wednesday, October 16, 2013 4:27 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: FW: Thursday- and Friday- 

From: Cline, Alexis L 
Sent: Wednesday, October 16, 2013 3:00 PM 

To: ’cas as ddd@unc edu’ 
Cc: (;AS as Mgrs 
SubJect: Thursday and Friday 

This message is being sent on behalf of Tammy McHale, Senior Associate Dean, Finance and Planning to all department chairs and administrative managers 

AN’NOUNC E MENT AN[) [ZE,V2IN[)ERS 

To help alleviate anticipated traffic congestion and frustration, the University has encouraged us to allow our employees to flex their schedules tomorrow, October 17th in order for them to 
vacate campus by 3:30 p.m due to the Thursday night game. There[’ore, the Dean’s office will be closing at 3:30 pm 

Also, Friday, October 18th between 9:00 a.m. 3:00 p.m. is Employee Apprecintion Day with lunch being sepCed between 11:00 am. 2:30 p.m There will be various activities going on 
throughout the day The Dean’s office encourages you to allow your employees flexibili~" to stop by the Student Union and the Pit In a time where we have difficulty offering raises, this is 
certainly a way that we can show our employees how much we appreciate them. This is considered a work time event with advance approval. 

Please direct any questions to 

Alexis (;line 
Executive Assistant to the Dean 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts & Sciences, Dean’s Oltice 
205 South Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
(919) 962-3082 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Saturday, October 19, 2013 11:53 AM 

Dawson, Alice C <adawson@email.unc.edu> 

Siedentop, Nicholas J <nick siedento~.a~unc.edu;>; Goodman, Paula <pgoodmaJ~@e,nail.unc.edu> 

Re: Question per study abroad situation 

sure. Paula can help you find a time this week. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Prot~ssor of Dramatic Art 

On Oct 18, 2013, at 4:10 PM, "Daw son, Alice C" <adawson(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Bobbi, 

Study Abroad has contacted me for some assistance with withdrawal processes (which of course will be changing very 

soon). They contacted me with a particular situation about which I ~vould value your input. There are a couple of 

simple options but I do NOT want to overlook any implications that ma~v turn the situation into a snarling mess! I 

talked it over with Nick as well, but we concluded your input was needed. If you have a few minutes next week when 

I could zip upstairs and run this by you, I’d be most appreciative. 

Thanks so much. 

Alice 

Alice Dawson, Ph.D. 

Senior Assistant Dean 

Academic Advising Program 

College of Arts and Sciences and the General College 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

1014 Steele Building 

CB# 3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

email: alice dawson(&unc.edu 

919.843-7727 

919/966-5116 to schedule an appointment 

919/962-6668 fax 

Advising web site: http://advisinA.unc.edu/ 

**Confidentialit~v notice: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) 

and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 

prohibited.** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 7:30 AM 

McHale, Tammy J <tmchale@emaJl. unc.edu> 

Re: Abbey Fellow 

Happy to but give me the path to the template. 
Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 8, 2013, at 7:06 AM, "McHale, Tarnmy J" <tmchale@email.unc.edu> }Vl-ote: 

Let’s follow the chair’s template for some of the standard language on the 
appointment (at will, salaW contingency, etc). Of course, we can add 
additional language, as needed and eliminate paragraphs not needed (i.e. 
RSA, travel). This is less than 10% of her base, but I am unsure if she 
has received other supplements. Regardless, it will need approval for the 
salaD, increase, so the contingency language is very important -- as is 
timing. 

Bobbi - do you want to take a stab at modi~ing first If’the standard 
language is ~n there, the review will be really quick. 

Thanks. 

Tammy 

>> On 11/7/13 3:48 PM, "Bobbi ()wen" <owenbob@unc edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Lachonya - 
>> I am in the process of appointing an Abbey Fellow and think you are 
>> supposed to review the letter I also think that there is some language 
>> about the commitment but in the reorg of the "S" drive can’t find the UE 
>> template at the moment. ~Ihis is a mirror of the letter for the last 
>~ appointment, of exactly a year ago 
>> Bobbi 
>> 

>> Bobbi ()wen 
>> Senior Associate Dean ]k~r Undergraduate Education, and 
>> Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
>> Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel tliH 
>> CBI/3504, 3011 Steele Bui[chng 
>> 214 East Cameron Avenue 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
>> Phone: 919 843-7773 
>> FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 9:07 AM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodmm~@email.unc.edu~> 

Haven~ Ben <bhaven@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Safety floor captains 

Perfect. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Protbssor of Dramatic Art 

On Dec 6, 2013, at 9:02 AM, "Goodman, Paula" <pgoo&nan~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ben: 

I have recomme~ded you be a floor capt~dn aio~g with me. P~ease let me know if you ~: willing to do this. Basically., I figm~:d since you ~we fhmiliar ~x, ith 

the Pa~demic Han yot~ would be Ne right choice., alo~g wi~h my~dil 

Bobbi- P~ease le* me know if you fl~ink ~hN Ben ~md myself are flxe lw~ appmpfiam choices fhr ~his. 

Thanks. 

From; Womack, Tammy S 
Sent; Thursday, December 05, 20:t3 8:59 AN 
To," Goodman, Paula 
Subject," Safety floor captains 

Paula, 

As part of the Safety Committee’s eltbrt to establish protocol for adhering to disasters, Dean May has decided that there will be two sat~ty captains per 

floor. She has asked "that I confirm with you which two people would ~rve in this capacity for UE. This would entail checking offices on your respective 
ends of the hallway to ensure that every, one (aJd s~afl’and students) is aware of disaster alarms and ensuring that they a~re following protocol (i.e., leaving 

the building for fire alarms, going to the ground floor for tornado aJ~anns, etc.). Additionally, yon would be responsible tbr taking a headcount for your 

department should a~ evacuation occur. For reference, Academic Advising will be doing this via the departmental contact list on the Intrm~et which is 

accessible by smafft phone. 

Please respond via this emaJl to confirm who the floor captains will be for UE aker sharing this information with the nominees. Once all confirmations are 

received, I will send a list of the floor captains for each division. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/6/2013 2:43:38 PM 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kimberly Jeanne Killeen (kkilleen)698] 

Declined: Assistant Dean for Human Resources Interview 

Howell Conference Room 

12/13/2013 3:30:00 PM 

12/13/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 9:14 AM 

Demetriot~ Cynthia <cyndem@email.unc .e&t> 

Fwd: Outage on the 17th 

FYI. 

Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwa, ded message: 

From: "Derickson, Clmstopher P" <cderickson(a)A~nc.edu> 

Date: December 10, 2013 at 9:09:28 AM EST 
To: "Owen, Bobbi A" <£!~Le__r!_~__x_Lb_@__ujLc_’:__e___d___u_> 

Subject: Fwd: Outage on the 17th 

FYI 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: Outage on the 17th 

From: "Carrion, Ma~-ibel" <mcan-ion(a)pmail.unc.edu-* 

To: "Derickson, Christopher P" <cderickson(a;unc.edu> 

CC: "Davies, Ca~dy" <c__~S!i_e__~@_e__n__)__a_~!:_u__&c_:_e___d__p_/,,"Dockens, Julie" <__d_~_c___k__e___n___s_@__y__r_Lc_:__e_s_t__u_.>,"Rice, Roger M." <!~?A_ejL_~_c_~.~__u__r!_c_:__e__d___u_~,"Dykstm, Finn" 

.t_LLm______d_z!S_s_t__r2_a(,q2__ujL£:_e___d____u>, Clayton, Mechelle C" <_r__n__e___c_!Le_!_l__e_____c_’_l__&._vlt_~?_~@__u__r!_c_:_e__s_t__u_> 

Hi Chris, 

After reviewing with the team, we are moving the bundle to Thursday, Dec 19th The lime for l:he system outage wil~ be the same-- 5:00pro to I i :pro. 

lh~ d~ployrr~ent of the ERP Firewa~ r~quiring the us~ o~ VPN oll~-campus ~nd UNC Secure R?r w~reless ~ccess on c~mpus will go h~ as p~anned on Wedn~sday, ID~c 

18th This v¢~ not r~qu~r~ an outage of (:::ampt~s 8olu[ions 

Cheers, 
Maribel 

F~m~ Deric~on, Christopher P 
$ent~ Friday, December 06, 2013 5:31 PM 
Te= Davies, Candy; Carrion, Naribel 
$u~ject~ Ou~ge on the 17th 

Candy and Maribel - 

Is there any flexibility with the outage on Tuesday the 17th? Debra had indicated that the new VPN requirements would be in place the evening of the 

[8th, and I think this will have far less impact. I didn’t realize we would also be down for an extended time on Tuesday. That’s just one day after 

grades are due, and I would expect we would still have quite a few faculty wanting to enter grades throughout that day and into the ~8th. Happy to 

discuss on Monday. 

Have a great weekend. 

Chris 

Christopher Derickson 

Assistant Provost and University Registrar 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3:108 SASB North Campus Box 2:100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

T- 9:19-962-8289 

F- 9:19-962-:1655 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/10/2013 9:05:52 PM 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kimberly Jeanne Killeen (kkilleen)698] 

Declined: Assistant Dean for Human Resources Interview 

205 South 

12/11/2013 4:15:00 PM 
12/11/2013 4:45:00 PM 
Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/10/2013 9:05:58 PM 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kimberly Jeanne Killeen (kkilleen)698] 

Declined: Assistant Dean for Human Resources Interview 

Howell Conference Room 

12/13/2013 3:30:00 PM 

12/13/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 10:25 AM 

Norwood, Roberta Anne <rakelly@emafil.unc.edu-*; Bachman, Dia~ne L <Dianne.Bachman@Ihcilities.unc.edu>; Payne, Christopher A 

<Chrisk)pher Payne@unc.edu>; Barker, Michael <michael barker@unc.edu-*; Pa;tridge, Chris <cpartrid@email.unc.edu> 

Good,nan, Paula < pgoodman@emafil.unc.edu>; Tresolini, Carol P <cmol tresolini@,ned.unc.edu>; HunL Andrew <hunan@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Subcom,nittee to Review Use of Depast,nental Priority 

Can we meet soon? 

Perhaps next week? 
gobbi 

From-" Norwood, Roberta Anne 
Sent: IVlonday, December 02, 2013 12:11 PM 
To; Owen, Bobbi A; Bachman, Dianne L; Payne, Christopher A; Barker, Michael; Partridge, Chris 
12¢; Goodman, Paula; Tresolini, Carol P; Hunt, Andrew 
Subject; Subcommittee to Review Use of Departmental Priori~ 

All, 

Following up from our CPSC meeting on 10/22/13, attached please find an excel file that contains the data elements requested in order to review departmental 

priority utilization of GPC’s. 

The first tab is a listing of all general purpose classrooms in which there is departmental priority. 

The numbers in columns D and F reflect the total number of hours scheduled by the priority department between 8am-6pm, M-F for the Spring 13 and Fall 

13 terms. 

The numbers in E and G reflect the total number of hours scheduled by the priority department PLUS the Registrar’s office fitting classes in around the 

departments’ schedule again out of the same timeframe. 

* The cells shaded in pink note usage less than 12 hours which is 1/3 of the GA’s benchmark of 35 hours per week per room. 

* Column I labeled "Technology" indicates whether the room is equipped with the standard package from Classroom Hotline. 

The second tab includes similar data but includes only the general purpose classrooms controlled by the Registrar’s office. These are primarily the larger 

classrooms. 

The third tab lists all of the general purpose classrooms that are designated for student group meetings and events in the evenings. These are scheduled starting at 

6pm by the College Union in accordance with the formal agreement. Dr. Payne has provided details on the usage for student groups/events in past terms if we 

need this information. 

The last tab is a list of all rooms categorized as "110" rooms (identified in the SPOTS system) but are not part of the General Purpose Classroom pool. They are 

managed by departments and are sporadically reported in Ad Astra (scheduling software) to show the classes meeting there. We are working on these numbers as 

available and will send them to you in a similar format to the GPC report when finished. 

Next steps from here: 

Learning Technology will prioritize the gpc’s that do not currently have the Classroom Hotline technology package to determine which rooms would be the 

best candidates for installing technology should funding be identified to do so. 

Set a meeting date for this smaller group to meet and discuss the information provided. The outcome would be to have recommendations to the 

Classroom Policy Steering Committee for possible changes in priority on some rooms, a priority listing of rooms to have technology installed, and any other 

recommendations determined by our discussions. 

Chris Partridge is going to put out a Doodle poll to get everyone’s input for meeting date/time. 

Thank you to Chris and the scheduling team for putting the data together. We appreciate everyone’s help in this effort. 

Roberta 

Roberta A. Norwood, Ed.D. 
Associate University Registrar for Registration and Scheduling 

Office of the University Registrar 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Phone - 919-962-9840 

Fax - 919-843-8709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O k~C EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 8:45 AM 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Fwd: grade change information 

Advice welcolne. I can tell her to do it herself. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dranmtic Art 

Begin tbrwa, ded message: 

From: "Bautch, Victoria L" <bautch@unc.edu > 

Date: December 13, 2013 8:15:46 AM EST 

To: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob(~unc.edu> 
Subject: grade change information 

Dear Dr. Owen- 

I would like to delegate the grade change authority in the Department of Biology I have an Associate Chair for Academic AtthArs (a thculty member) 

who is qualified tbr thi s authority. The number of grade change requests i s quite high due to our undergraduate teaching load, and it will be more eNcient 

for fl~is thculty member to handle this. 

If you are not the appropriate person to authorize this change, please let me know who is the appropriate contact person. Thank you’. 

Best, Victoria Bautch 

Victoria L Bautch, PhD 
Professor and Chair of Biology 

The UniversiF of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Dept. of Biology; CB#3280 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 USA 

206 Coker Hall 

phone: 919-962-8321 

Lab phone: 919-966-6797 

FAX: 919-962-4574 

email: lmutch(dbunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/28/2014 10:52:18 AM 

Hughes, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=828e245c3b3548898e345cca lelbbdce] 

Accepted: HR Associate Director Interview 

205 South Building 

1/31/2014 8:00:00 PM 

1/31/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/29/2014 10:59:18 AM 

Hughes, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=828e245c3b3548898e345cca lelbbdce] 

Accepted: HR Associate Director Interview 

205 South Building 

2/4/2014 5:00:00 PM 

2/4/2014 5:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/29/2014 10:59:34 AM 

Hughes, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=828e245c3b3548898e345cca lelbbdce] 

Accepted: HR Associate Director Interview 

205 South Building 

2/7/2014 8:00:00 PM 

2/7/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/29/2014 10:59:53 AM 

Hughes, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=828e245c3b3548898e345cca lelbbdce] 

Declined: HR Associate Director Interview 

205 South Building 

2/10/2014 3:00:00 PM 

2/10/2014 3:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/7/2014 7:46:07 PM 

Hughes, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=828e245c3b3548898e345cca lelbbdce] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Declined: HR Associate Director Interview 

205 South Building 

Start: 2/7/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 2/7/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, February 10, 2014 4:05 PM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodmm~@email.unc.edu> 

Re: ACCIAC Meeting February 16-17 

Pay for it and send bill to acc. She can park at c i,m for dinner. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Feb 10, 2014, at 10:47 AM, "Goodman, Paula" <pgoodman(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I’m not sure how to respond, since we would have to "pay" for the parking. That’s the only way to reserve it. 

Thanks, 

From= Lee Willard, Ph.D. [mailto:lee.willard@duke.edu] 
Sent= Monday, February 10, 2014 10:42 AM 
To= Goodman, Paula 
Subject= RE: ACCIAC Meeting February 16-17 

Can you arrange parldng for me there? 

Lee W. Willard 

Duke University 

From= Goodman, Paula [mailto:pqoodman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 10:34 AM 

To= Lee Willard, Ph.D. 
Subject= RE: ACCIAC Meeting February 16-17 

Dr, WilJard: 

t would suggest ~:he Morehead parking lot I am irH::k~ding a link. 

Thanks 

http://www.dps.unc.edu/~arking/visit~r/visit~r~~t~~cati~ns/visit~r~~t~~cati~ns.cfm 

From: Lee Willard, Ph.D. [mailto:lee.willard@duke.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014- 10:31 AM 

To= Goodman, Paula 
Subject= RE: ACCTAC Meeting February 16-17 

Paula: Where should I park for this meeting, coming from Duke? Thanks. 

Lee W. Willard 

Duke University 

From= Goodman, Paula [mailto:pqoodman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, February i0, 2014 i0:26 AM 
To= Owen, Bobbi A; Brown, Dave; Andria Costello Staniec; Bill Green; Colin Ports; Dale Billingsley; Donna B. Hamilton; Hugh Page; Jacquelyn Fetrow; James 
Adams 0ma); Jan Murdoch; Juan Manfredi; Laughlin; Lee Willard, Ph.D.; Maurie Mclnnis; Mike Mullen; Rachel Holloway; Teresa Wright; Thomas Burish 
Subject= RE: ACCIAC Meeting February 16-17 

****Please see message below from Senior Associate Dean, Bobbi Owen*** 

Dear ACCIAC Colleagues: 

We are looking forward to your visit for the meeting in Chapel Hill on February 16-17, The draft agenda with locations indicated and 
contact information included is attached. Do let Paula Goodman and me know if your plans change or if you need assistance (Ben 



Haven is our back up). 

When you check into the Carolina Inn (or arrive at dinner) you will be given a folder containing additional information (including maps) 
that might be useful while you are on campus, 

See you soon. 

Bobbi Owen and Paula Goodman 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 27, 2013 2:04 PM 
To: Brown, Dave; Andria Costello Staniec; Bill Green; Colin Ports; Dale Billingsley; Donna B. Hamilton; Hugh Page; 3acquelyn Fetrow; .]ames Adams 0ma); 3an 
Murdoch; .Juan Manfredi; Laughlin; Lee Willard; Maurie Mdnnis; Mike Mullen; Rachel Holloway; Teresa Wright; Thomas Burish 

Cc: Goodman, Paula 
Subject: Re: ACCIAC Meeting February 16-17 

I look tbrward to seeing you in Chapel Hill February 16-17 and am especially happy to report that when I signed the contract for the rooms, the rate was 
$159.00 for Sunday night. It will be easiest on me (and my executive assistant Paula Goodman), if you would allow us to make the reservations at the 

Carolina Inn for you. We’ll also be able to arrange catering, etc. because we will have an accurate count of attendees. Rooms that have not been 
reserved roll be removed form the block on Januao’ 15 at which point they roll get much more expensive. 

Please contact her directly at pgoodman@anc.edu as soon as you know your plans. She can also be reached at 919-843-9290. Once we get closer to 

that date, we roll provide some local inlbrmation to maI:e travel easier. RDU airport is a hub for American AMines, but serves aJl careers. 

Bobbi Owen and Paula Goodman 

On 11/27/2013 12:32 PM, Brown, Dave wrote: 

B obbi Owen has graciously made arrangements tbr our Februa .w 16-17 meeting in Chapel Hill. Here’s what she wrote to me: 

"I have reserved a block of 15 rooms at the Carolina Inn on campus for $169.00 for Sunday night, February 16. And, there is a nice room 

within the restaurant in the Carolina Inn where we can be together and order from the menu; we can have drinks there or in the adjacent bar 

prior to a 7 pm dinner. I have arranged for the conference room in my, building, 3020 Steele, to be available all day, Monday,. Breald’ast can 
be catered there or done "on your own" and lunch can be catered. I will arrange for atour of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence which 

hours the Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes for the early afternoon [of Feb 17]." 

This should be an important meeting and a good chance to experience the UNC campus The preci~ agenda will be shaped by the provosts’ 
meeting (where Bill Green and I will be representing the Advisou Committee) on Januoa7 (13-14). It’s likely that our Advisou Committee 

will be asked to follow up. As soon as the agenda for their Janua .w meeting is sent to the provosts, I’ll share it with you. It roll be important 

for each of you, prior to Janua~cy 13-14, to update your provost re the value of our current emphasis upon undergraduate education. I know 

that several have done so already. 

For now, please call in your reservation for the night of Janua~ 13th at the Carolina Inn (866-974-3 l01) and, if flying, make your plane 
reservation. With the Inn mention that you’re ruth the ACCIAC meeting. As before, the ACCIAC roll cover all costs. (We hope to have all 

Ca, olina Inn charges go to a central account. The best way to handle other reimbursements is to file ruth your own university and send me an 
email re what we owe you.) 

Wa~rm regards and ttappy ttolidays, 

Dave 

David G.Brown 

439 Vanderbilt Road 

Asheville, NC 28803 

828-274-0828 

brown@wfu.edu 

http:i/~¥.wfu.edu/.-brown 

Bobbi Ower~ 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 

Hichael R. HcVaugh ~istinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 



Ul~iversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3@11 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Averiue 

Chapel Hill~ NC 27599-35@4 

Phone~ 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, February 11,2014 10:42 AM 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Lindem~am, Erika <nlinde@e~nail.unc.edu>; Knight, Ira <iknigh@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Securi~ Audit 

Paula has the DUS list and Alexis the chairs. Lee may for advisors and ?Stephanie Schmitt for DGS. 

Cold here but no snow unlike Chapel Hill. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 
Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Feb 11, 2014, at 9:25 AM, "Derickson, Christopher P" <cderickson@unc.edu > wrote: 

Erika and Bobbi 

My office has launched a massive review of secnrity roles on campus with the goal of cleaning up student records access as quickly and accnrately as 

possible. We have determined that there is not a good model for removing access for users, particnlarly when a user’s role changes on campus. The first 

phase roll focus on security roles tbr all thculty since these are relatively s~traightlbrw~xt mfl~ the Iyossibilities generaJly involving faculty center access, 

advisor center access, and admini~_rative access for chairs (including associate chairs iflyossible) and directors of unde~raduate studies. Can I kindly 

request the most recent list you have tbr all the chairs, directors of undergraduate studies, and (if possible) facul~ advisors. Based on this review, we will 

begin to make the appropriate adjustments to any users’ profiles that we can confim~ have changed since their original access was granted. I would be 

happy to provide updates to your office if this would be helpful. 

Thanks for any assistance you can provide. 

Chris 

Christopher Derickson 

Assis~nt Provost and University Registrar 

The Universi~ ofNortfi C~xolina at Chapel Hill 

3108 SASB North Campus Box 2100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

T- 919-962-8289 

F- 919-962-1655 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O LINC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 6:57 AM 

Lindemmm, Efika <ulinde@emaJ 1. unc .edu> 

Derickson, Christopher P <c&rickson@unc.edu>; WilliforK Ly,m E <lynn willitbrd@unc.edu> 

Re: Daily ’Far Heel question 

Thanks. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Protbssor of Dramatic Art 

On Feb 11, 2014, at 6:56 PM, "LindemanK Erika" < ulinde(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Bobbi, 

I’ve lust hung up after talking with Ale×andra, the DTH reporter, for about 30 minutes~ She had read about the FSU and ECSU programs and wanted to 

know what wou~d be ~nvolved in setting up a similar eighth-week program of co~rses at Carolina. I laM o~t the mm~v ~ssues that would need to be 

addressed: federal defin~l:km of the credR hour, scheduling probkm~s, far:u~tv workloads, student demand. ~r~ short ~ complk:ated her story 

s~gmfican~:ly, wM~e a~so referring her to Kr:BS, where "mod~es" sre possiMe (tho~gh they work only [or a defined cohort such as BUSI majors). ~ 

stressed that Carolina faculty members want undergradusLes ~o have a degree that ~s based on classroom engagemenL with 1:acuity members and 

other students, something an online degree program can’t offer. 

1 tried to highlight what we are already doing to support active-duty and veteran students, steered her to the veteran’s website 

(http:/!deanofstudents.unc.edu/student-support!veterans-resources), and gave her the names of Brian Papacjik, Megan Stallings, and Dean 

Blackburn. 

Hop~:_~ t was helpful wi~:hout sending {~s into impossible directions, 

Erika 

From-" Owen, Bobbi A 
Sent-" Tuesday, February 11, 2014 5:23 PM 
To-" Lindemann, Erika 
Cc-" Derickson, Christopher P; Williford, Lynn E 
Subject," Re: Daily Tar Heel question 

I would like to know why this is coming up. Fsu makes sense because fayetteville is ft. Bmgg. gliz. City is close to caa~p lejeune. 

We speciaJize in full time undergrads. Don’t get dragged in[ You are aware of some system initiatives. 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dea~ for Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Feb 11, 2014, at 12:54 PM, "Lindemann, Erika" <ulinde~email.nnc.e&~> w~me: 

Dear b/rm and Chrb.b 

I’ m ~o rw a rd i ng a list of q u esl:k~ns t h a t A I exa n d ra W iHc.:)>: wa n t e d m e to r espon d to. We’ll t a l k by ph o n e i n st ea d t:h ~ s eve ni n g, bu t: ~’ m 

sharing her questions with you to give you an idea o[: what’s on her mind. 

Best, 

Erika 



From: Willcox, Alexandra Claiborne 
Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 2014 11:38 AM 
To: Lindemann, Erika 
Subject: RE: Daily Tar Heel question 

Thanks for your quick reply! Untbrtunately, I’m at work from 2:30-4:30 (what a coincidence), so I won’t be able to talk by phone or in 

person. While the DTH pret~rs not to do email interviews, we’ll have to make an exception in this case. Below are some questions that I 

have - I understand you may not have the answers to a31 of them. Please respond at your earliest convenience so that I c~n send follow-ups 

or find other sources if need be. Tha~nks so much for your help. 

Alexm~dra 

1. Has the Universi~’ ever considered crealing eight- week classes or winter sessions for active- duU militau s~dents? 

2. What is the plausibiliU of doing this’? 

3. ttow many active-duty milita~ students are on campus? Or students at*ending IYNC on GI benefits? 

4. Would creating eight-week ~ssions be a large financial burden tbr the University? 

5. In your opinion, which courts would be in most Ngh demmad lbr military or other nontraditional students? (high enrolln~ent like 

ECON 101, some PWAD courses? ... could detem~ine with a survey) 

6. How many ,nilitary students currently use UNC’s online courses’? 

7. Why do you think FSU and ECSU have otter eight-week courses while UNC does not? Do they have higher numbers of active duty 

militau s~dents? 

8. Isthe~e anyone else I should mJk to? 

From: Lindemann, Erika <ulinde@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 1:1, 20:14:1:1:20 AM 

To: Willcox, Alexandra Claiborne 

Subject: RE: Daily Tar Heel question 

Deargfexandra, 

I would be happy to tall( with you by phone (919-843--7772) or in the off:ice {Steele 3014.) this afternoon about your editorial. I’1t be free 

between 2:30 and 4:30 pm~ 

Best wishes, 

"~eeie B~ikii~s;{, CB# 9504. 

%2-. 

use.. disclosu~’e, o~ dissribuSio~ is ~:~’otfibi~e~i."~’~" 

From: Willcox, Alexandra Claiborne 
Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 2014 9:58 AM 

To: Lindemann, £rika 
Subject: RE: Daily Tar Heel question 

Dear As~)ciate Dea~ Lindemam~, 

I write for the Daily Tax Heel a~nd ~an currently working on ~ editorial about the plausibiliU of UNC offering eight-week courses for the 



benefit of active du~ military students and other nontmditional students who cannot be on c~znpus t~r an entire semes~ter. Would you be 

available for a short phone interview about this sometime this at~ternoon/evening? Please let me know as soon as V~ssible! 

Thanks, 

Alex~adva Willcox 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Tuesda> 5:38 PM 

Gil, Kamn M <kgil@email.unc.edu>; Versenyi, Adam Nathaniel -4anversen@email.unc.edu>; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 

<RHODES@email.unc.edu>; Reid, Dee ~’deereid@unc.edu> 

Fwd: FYI - records provided to DTH re Drama Courses w/S-A enrollments (2003-04 - 2011-12) 

FYI. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Oweu 

Sehior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 
Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

Begin tbm,aacded message: 

From: "Stabile. Re~ina" <regina siabile,@~unc.edu> 

Date:                  5:35:35 PM EST 

To: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob(~unc.edu>, "Renner, Joy J" <Jo,v Renner~med.unc.edu>, "Derickson, Christopher P" <cderickson(~unc.edu> 

Subject: FYI - records provided to DTH re Drama Courses w/S-A enrollments (2003-04 - 2011-12) 

recent response sent k~             ~)f The Daily Tar 7{ [eel regarding hits p~Nic rccoats request seeking courtse enrollment data specific 

st~de~t-a~hlete e~m~llme~s m cot~rses in fl~e Drama I)e[~meu~ (whal was provi&d was fl~e avai~aNe da~a ~i)r Academic Years 2003-04 ~hrough 20I 1 - 

... Fm happy to Vovide addifioaa] inlb,~natio,~ if you would like please call me a1 , Thanks’. 

From," Allen, Denise O. 
Sent-" Monday, 4:11 PM 
To-" 
C¢-" Public Records 
Subject; Follow Up (Public Records Request Dated 

Dear Mr. 

Please see the attached .pdt; which consists of a letter from Regina Stabile and the documents referenced in her letter (in all, 10 pages / 79KB). 

Sincerely, 

Denise Q. Allen 

Receptionist andPnblic RccordsAssistant 

Office of University Counsel 

The University of North Carolina at Chapd Hill 

110 Bynum Hall, Campus Box 9105 

222 East Cameron Blvd 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 

Denise Allen~),unc.edu 



The Daily Tar Heel 
151 E. Rosemary Street, Suite 101 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

@live.unc.edu 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Dear           ’ 

I write in response to your correspondence dated             , in which you wrote seeking University records. 
Specifically, you wrote: "1 am requesting the records of all student-athletes who took courses in the Drama Department from 
2004 to 2012, broken down by class and year." 

The information that follows and the enclosed document are being provided to you in accordance with the North Carolina 
Public Records Act. The enclosed spreadsheet provides data extracted from existing records subject to disclosure under 
the North Carolina Public Records Act. It covers Academic Years 2003-04 through 2011-12. The Excel File lists the data 
assumptions at the top of each worksheet and includes the following data: (1) Term, (2) Course Subject!Number!Section, 
(3) Total Course Section Enrollment, (4) Student-Athlete Enrollment, (5) Total Average GPA, (6) Student-Athlete Avg. GPA 
and (7) Non-Athlete Student Avg. GPA. 

This request has been fully processed and is now closed-out. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at 
httpj/policies.unc.eduipo!!£!es~public-records/. 

Sincerely, 

i,~Z..¢,,/ 

Regina J. Stabile, J.D. 
Director, Institutional Records and Reporting Compliance 

RJS/dqa 

Enclosure 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/19/2014 1:48:12 PM 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Nick/Erika Ad Boards prep 

3011 Steele 

2/24/2014 9:00:00 PM 

2/24/2014 9:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J; Lindemann, Erika 

Moving time 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/20/2014 11:31:22 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Accepted: Terry and Bobbi 

BY PHONE???? 

2/26/2014 3:30:00 PM 

2/26/2014 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A <’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Thursday, Februaw 20, 2014 7:17 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen <RHODES@email.unc.edu-* 

Re: Wilson Libray 304 

Thin,ks. 

B. 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Feb 20, 2014, at 5:16 PM, "Rhodes, Te~ Ellen" <~lODES(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Does ROML indeed know that tcchn~logy ~s ~ing added m Dey 306? ([ do r~ot believe 

mceivh~g a~ upgrade ~md going to Asiml Studies.) 

I r~gree ~x, ifla you ~hat Binghani, COMM is the k~st choice ha this case., m~d ~x, il~ contac~ Ke~ Hillis. 

Ihm~ks, 

Teny E [len R[~odes 

Sc’~fio~ Associa~ Dean~ 

College of A~ts and Sciences 

Pro~k:ssor of Music 

205 Soalt~ Baihli~g, CB 

Ihfiv~rsity of Norfl’t CarolNa at ChapeI Hi]I 

<Nape[ H~II, NC 27599-.3100 

91%962- [ 165 

919-962-2408 

rhodes@email.unc.edu 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, February 20, 2014 4:13 PM 
To; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Owen, Bobbi A; Guskiewicz, Kevin H 
Subject; Fwd: Wilson Library 304 

Te~ry - 

I mm to you for help, once again. Wilson 304 is not accessible and will therefore be decommissioned. We have three options - but need to decide 
quickly. Would you please ponder which is bes~t - and then contact either Comm or ROML? Seems to me that Bingham might be best but Dey 306 is the 

top choice. 

Call if you wait to discuss. 

Bobbi 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Wilson Library 304 

Date:Thu, 20 Feb 2014 15:17:53 -0500 

Erom:Norwood, Roberta Anne <ra£ellv~)etnail.unc.edu> 

To:Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob~unc.edu> 
CC:Paxtridge, Cliffs <cpartzidk~email.unc.edu> 



Bobbi, 

In researching option for moving all of the classes out of Wil~n Libra, Room 304 tbr Fall 14 in order to take the room out of the GPC pool, we’ve 

identified 3 possible options. From previous email exchanges I know that Asian Studies would pret~r Dey 209. 

Bingham Hall #208 has a capacil~’ of 35 and roll have technology starting in the Fall 14 term. COMM currently has departmental priority but doesn’t use 

it much. To the best of my knowledge, the department has not yet been infom~ed that technology is to be added. 

Dey Hall #209 has a capacity of 35 and will have technology starting Fall 14. ROML currently has departmental priori~ and has been intbrmed that 

technology is to be added to the room. 

Dey Hall #306 has a capaci~, of 35 and roll have technology started Fall 14. ROML also has departmental prioril~’ in this room and knows technolog?, is 

being added. 

If we could finalize which room we roll move over to Asian Studies in Fall 14 by the end of the day Monday, it would significantly help our big scheduling 
process which runs to find rooms for all sections not already scheduled into a room. 

Thank you! 

Roberta 

Roberta A. Nor~ood, Ed.D. 

Associate University Registrar for Registration and Scheduling 

Office of lhe University Registrar 

L2",IC Chapel Hill 

Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Phone - 919-962-9840 

Fax- 919-843-8709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Thursday, Februaw 20, 2014 8:19 PM 

Rhodes, Teny Ellen <RHODES@email.unc.edu-* 

Re: Wilson Librmy 304 

Seems so according to below they have not been usiug it ,nuch and have priori~ for lots of rooms Both 209 and 309 get it this summer. 

B. 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Educatiou 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

Ou Feb 20, 2014, at 7:32 PM, "Rhodes, Terry Ellen" <RtlODES(a)emafil.unc.edu> wrote: 

Does ROML know about Dev 306? 

Thanks, 

Terry 

Terry Ellen R~odes 

Serlk)f Assodate Dearl, Free Ar[s ;and Hum~mit~es 

Colk~ge of A~ts ~nd Sdences 

Professor M Music 

205 South ~3uiMh~g, CB # 3100 

UnN, ers~ty o~ North Carolina ~t Chape~ HHI 

C]aspe~ Hill, NC 27599-3100 

919-962-11(55 

919-.962-.2408 fax 

rhodes@email.unc.edu 

From: Owen, Bobbi A 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 20:!.4 7:17 PM 
"l’o~ Rhodes, Terry Ellen 
Subject-" Re: Wilson Library 304 

Thanks. 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Feb 20, 2014, at 5:16 PM, "Rhodes, Terry Ellen" <RHODES(a)emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Does ROML indeed kr~ow that ~echnoh ~g3, is being added in Dey 306? (I do not belie~ e that ] was n~t apprised of this. ~ do kn~ that De5, 

303A is mcei~,ing aa upgrade and going to Ashm Stadies~) 

I agree wifl~ you that Bingham COMM is the ~st choice m this case, and wfl] cont~:t Ken ] {illis. 

Thank< 



Ten’? ElIen Rhodes 

Senior Associa~tc Deam, Fine .bts and Humainiics 

College of Afros and Sciences 

Prolbssor of Music 

20~ South Bu[kling, CB 

Univers~%c of Nmlh Carolina 

C[mpel Hill. NC 27599-3 I 

9 ]9-962-1 ]65 

919-9{~2-2408 

rhodes@~ail.unc.edu 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 4:13 PM 
To: Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Owen, Bobbi A; Guskiewicz, Kevin M 
Subject: Fwd: Wilson Library 304 

’Ferry, - 

I mm to you for help, once again. Wilson 304 is not accessible and will theretbre be decmnmissioned. We have three options - but need to 

decide quicldy. Would you please ponder which is best - and then contact either Comm or ROML? Seems to me that BinghaJn might be 
best but Dey 306 is the top choice. 

Call if you want to discuss. 

Bobbi 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Wilson LibraU 304 

Date:Thu, 20 Feb 2014 15:17:53 -0500 

From:Norwood, Roberta Anne <rakellv(~email.unc.edu> 

To:Owen, Bobbi A <owenbol~a?unc.edu> 
CC:Partridge, Chris <cpartrid,@~email.unc.edu> 

Bobbi, 

In researching option for moving all of the classes out of Wilson Libmu Roo,n 304 for Fall 14 in order to take the room out of the GPC 

pool, we’ve identified 3 possible options. From previous email exchanges I know that Asian Studies would prefer Dey 209. 

Binghan Hall #208 has a capacity of 35 and roll have technology s~arting in the Fall 14 term. COMM currently has departmental priori~ 

but doesn’t use it much. To the best of my knowledge, the department has not yet been inIbrmed that technology is to be added. 

Dey Hall #209 has a capacity of 35 and will have teclmology starting Fall 14. ROML currently has departmental priori~ and has been 
informed that technology is to be added to the room. 

Dey Hall #306 has a capaci~ of 35 and will have technology started Fall 14. ROML also has departmental priori~’ in this room and knows 
technology is being added. 

If we could finalize which room we will move over m Asian Studies in Fall 14 by "the end of the day Monday, it would significantly help our 

big scheduling process which rans to find rooms lbr all sections not already scheduled into a room. 

Thank you! 

Roberta 

Roberta A. Norwood, Ed.D. 

Associate University Registrar for Registration and Scheduling 



Office of the University Registrar 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Suite 3100, SASB NorCJa, Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Phone - 919-962-9840 

Fax- 919-843-8709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, Febrnary 21, 2014 5:07 PM 

Norwood, Roberta Anne <rakelly@email.nnc.edu-* 

Fwd: Wilson Library 304 

FYI. 
Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Edncation 
Michad R. McVangh Professor of Dramatic Art 

Begin tbrwaa-ded message: 

From: "l~ode~ Te~D" Ellen" < RHODES@emaiLunc.e& > 
Date: FebruaD~ 21, 2014 4:51:51 PM EST 
To: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owen~b(~unc.edu> 
Subject: ~: Wilson ~bra~ 304 

And I included the fact that BINGHAM 108 wH~ need to be ~sed 35 hrs/wk at 55% seat capadW. 

TR 

Terry Elkm r~hodes 

Senk)r Associat:e Dean, F~ne Aria and Humanities 

College o~ Arts a nd Sdences 

205 South ~ik]~ng, CB # 3100 

Un~vers~l:y of North C~ro]ina at: Chape~ 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.-3100 

919-.962-.1165 

919-962-2408 

rhodes@email.unc.edu 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent-¯ Friday, February 21, 2014 2:25 PM 
To; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 
Subject," Re: Wilson Library 304 

OK- 

ITS will put technology into two rooms in Bingham - one for Asian Studies (208) use and one for Comm (108). 
Bobbi 

On 2/21/2014 10:24 AM, Rhodes, TerU Ellen wrote: 

Ju~.~t spoke with K~-_m t-lillb.~. They haven’t b~-’_~en using ginghi~m 208 due to t:he fi~ct that th~-’_~re’s be~-’_m no techn.:_~logy there. Ken i~.;s~r,-_~.; me 

that th~-’_~y would ul:iliz~-:~ it Rally if t~-:~chrH:flog¥ were inst~lled. 

{Right now, there are no IT possibilities in that room; only 2 ~’oorns in Bingham, ~n fact, have 

I hale to go back to ROML/Dey ~n that [hey are akeady gMng up 303A. 

Any other possibilities? 

Thanks, 

Terry 

Terry E~h?n Rhodes 



Senior Associate Dean, Fine Arts and Humanities 

College o[ Arts and Sciences 

Professor of Music 

205 South Building, CB # 3100 

Umw~rs~ty of North Carolina at Chapel 

Chapel H~I, NC 27599-3100 

919-9{~2q.165 

919-9fi2-2408 fa~ 

rhodes@email.unc.edu 

From= Owen, Bobbi A 
Sent= Thursday, February 20, 2024 8:29 PM 
To= Rhodes, Terry Ellen 
Subject= Re: Wilson Library 304 

Seems so according to below they have not been using it much and have priority for lots of rooms Both 209 and 309 get it this summer. 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Protester of Dramatic Art 

On Feb 20, 2014, at 7:32 PM, "Rhodes, TesTy Ellen" <RHODES(~email.unc.edu > wrote: 

Does ROML know about Dey 305? 

Thanks, 

Terry 

Terr,i F_,tlen Rhodes 

Senior Associate Oean, Fh~e Arts and Humanities 

College of Ar[s and Sdences 

Professor of Music 

Un~versit:y of Nort:h Carohna a[ Chapel Hi[~ 

Chapel H~I~; NC 27599-.3100 

9~.9-962-II65 

9~.9.-962-2408 fax 

rhodes@email.unc.edu 

From: Owen, Bobbi A 
Sent= Thursday, February 20, 2014 7:17 PN 
To= Rhodes, Terry Ellen 
Subject= Re: Wilson Library 304 

Thanks. 



Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Edncation 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Feb 20, 2014, at 5:16 PM, "Rhodes, Terry Ellen" <RHODES~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Does ROML indeed kn~w that tcchn~logT is being added m Dey 306? ([ do rmt behove that I was not apprised 

ofthis, l d~ know that Dey 303A is recenmg an upgrade and g~ing to Asi~m Studies0 

I agree with yotl that Bingbam, COMM is Ne best choice iu this ca~., and ~x, ill corttac~ Ken Hillis 

Tbmka, 

%my Ellen Rhodes 

Sc’nio~ As~o~i~te Dean, Fine ,zk~ ;rod tJammail:ies 

CoIbge of 2~’ts and Scic~aces 

Proff:ssor of Mi~sic 

205 Soulh Baildi~g, CB ~r 3100 

Uni~ ersty ofNo~Na Ca~olNa at ChapeI Hill 

<Nq}el Htl, NC 27599-3100 

919-962- ] 165 

919-962- 2408 12~x 

Nodes~h~ail.unc.edu 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 4:13 PM 
To; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Owen, Bobbi A; Guskiewicz, Kevin M 
Subject; Fwd: Wilson Library 304 

rI’e~D, _ 

I mm to you for help, once again. Wilson 304 is not accessible and will therefore be decommissioned. We have 

three options - bnt need to decide quickly. Would you please ponder which is best - and then contact either 

Comm or ROML? Seems to me that Bingham might be best bnt Dey 306 is the top choice. 

Call if you wm~t to discnss. 

Bobbi 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Wilson Libra,’ 304 

Date:Thu, 20 Feb 2014 15:17:53 -0500 

Erom:Norwood, Roberta Anne -<ra£ellv(~?email.unc.edu> 

To:Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob~,nnc.edu> 
CC:Partridge, Chris <cpartrid~email.unc.edu> 

Bobbi, 

In researching option for ~noving all of the classes out of Wilson Library Room 304 for Fall 14 in order to take the 



room out of the GPC pool, we’ve identified 3 possible options. From previous email exchanges I know that Asian 

Studies wonld pretbr Dey 209. 

Bingham Hall #208 has a capacity of 35 and will have technology staxfing in the F~J~I 14 term. COMM currently 

has depaxtmental priority, but doesn’t use it much. To the best of my knoMedge, the del~rttnent has not yet been 
informed that technology is to be added. 

Dey Hall #209 has a capacity of 35 and roll have technology staxfing Fall 14. ROML currently has departmental 

prioril}~ and has been intbrmed that technology is to be added to fl~e room. 

Dey Hall #306 has a capacity of 35 and will have technology started Fall 14. ROML ~lso has departmental 

pfiofib~ in this room and knows technology is being added. 

If we could finalize which room we will move over to Asian Studies in Fall 14 by the end of the day Monday, it 

would sig~ificantly help our big scheduling process which runs to find rooms for all sections not already schedtfled 

into a room. 

Thank yo u! 

Roberta 

Roberta A. Norwood, Ed.D. 

Associate University Registrar for Registration and Scheduling 

Office of the University Registrar 

L2’~" C Chapel Hill 

Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Phone - 919-962-9840 

Fax- 919-843-8709 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, an@ 

Hiohael R. McVaugh DistJngu~sh~’~ Professo~ of Dramatic A~t 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hi 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Ph M?e: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Friday, Febrnary 21, 2014 5:07 PM 

Norwood, Roberta Anne <rakelly@email.nnc.edu-* 

Fwd: Wilson Library 304 

#2 of 2. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Undergraduate Edncation 

Michael R. McVangh Professor of Dramatic Art 

Begin tbrwa~-ded message: 

f¥~: "l~ode~ Te~D" Ellen" < RHODES@mnail.unc.edu> 

Date: FebruaD~ 21, 2014 4:51:50 PM EST 

To: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owen~b(~unc.edu> 

Subject: ~: Wilson ~bra~ 304 

Yvejust teft a message for Ken HilUs to let him know that this ~s the waywe wUI be proceedh~g. 

Terry 

Terry EIk~n Rhodes 

Senk~r Associate Dean, F~ne Arts arid Humanities 

Colk~ge of A~t5 a ~d Sden(:es 

Pro~esso~ of MuSic 

205 Soud~ BuiMh~g, C~ # 3100 

Un~ve~sRy o~ North C~roUna at (hape~ HHI 

Chape~ Hill, NC 27599-3100 

919-962-1165 

919-962-2408 f~ 

rhodes@email.unc.edu 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2014 2:25 PN 
To: Rhodes, Terry Ellen 
Subject: Re: Wilson Library 304 

OK- 

ITS will put technology into two rooms in Binghmn - one for Asian Studies (208) use and one for Comm (108). 

Bobbi 

On 2/21/2014 10:24 AM, Rhodes, Teny Ellen wrote: 

,lust spok~:_~ wit:h Ken HiIlis, They haven’t: been using Bingham 208 due to the fact that there’s been no t:e(:hnology there. Ken assures me 

that they wou~d utilize it fully ~: [echnology were ins[ailed. 

(Right now, there are no IT possibilities ~t~ that room; on~y 2 rooms in Bingham, ~n fact, have that.) 

I hate to go back to ROMWDey b~ that they are akeady g~ving up 303A. 

Any other possibilities? 

Th a n ks~ 

Te~W 



Terry Efk.m Rhodes 

Senior Associate Dean, Fine Arts arid H~man~ti~s 

Co~ege of ~r~s ~ng Sdences 

Professor of Music 

205 South BuHdir% CB # 3100 

University of North Carolina at Chape~ 

Chape~ HHI, NC 2759~-3100 

919-962-1165 

919-.962.-2408 

rhodes@email.unc.edu 

F~m: Owen, Bobbi A 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 8:19 PM 
To: Rhodes, Terry Ellen 
Subject: Re: Wilson Library 304 

Seems so according lo below they have not been using it much m~d have priorit.3~ tbr lots of rooms Both 209 and 309 get it this summer. 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Profes~r of Dramatic Art 

On Feb 20, 2014, at 7:32 PM, "Rhodes, TerW Ellen" <RHODES(a~email u ~c e& > wrote 

Does ROMI. know about Dey 306? 

Thanks, 

Terry 

ferry Ellen Rhodes 

Senio~ Associu~t(! Dean, Fir~e Arts ;~r~d Humardtk?s 

College of Arts an{t Sdences 

Professor of Music 

University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Cha£el N~II, NC 27599-3100 

919-952-I~ G5 

919-952-2408 fax 

rhodes@email.unc.edu 

From; Owen, Bobbi A 
Sent; Thursday, February 20, 2014 7:17 PM 
To: Rhodes, Terry Ellen 
Subject: Re: Wilson Library 304 

Thanks. 



Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Deau for Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Drmnatic Art 

On Feb 20, 2014, at 5:16 PM, "Rhodes, Terry Ellen" <RHODES@email.anc.edu> wrote: 

Does ROML indeed know that ~echnology is being added m I)ey 306? (~ d,) not believe ~hat [ was not app~sed 

of this. I do kn~ that I)ey 303A is receiving an upgrade and gohrg t~ Asim~ Studies.) 

[ agree wifll you fllat Bingham,’COMM is ~e be~t choice m this ca~e, and wil~ cont~mt Ken } ~il]is. 

Thank>. 

"Ferry Elle~ Rhodes 

Senior Associate Dean, Free Ar~ at~d ttm~N~ities 

College of Art~ a~d Sciences 

Professor of Music 

205 South Building, CB ~ 3100 

~ rnivers ib’ of Nortt~ CaroI ma at Claa pel Hi I1 

Chapel Hill., NV 27599-3100 

919-962- l [65 

919-962-2408 t?x 

Nodes@email.unc.e& 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2024 4:23 PM 
To: Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Owen, Bobbi A; Guskiewicz, Kevin M 
Subject: Fwd: Wilson Library 304 

Terry - 

I mm to you for help, once agak~. Wilson 304 is not accessible and will therefore be decom,nissioned. We have 

throe options - but ueed to decide quickly. Would you please ponder which is best - and then coutact either 
Comm or ROML? Seems to me that Bingham might be best but Dey 306 is the top choice. 

Call if you want to discuss. 

Bobbi 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Wilson Librmy 304 

Date:Thu, 20 Feb 2014 15:17:53 -0500 

From:No~-~vood, Roberta Aune <rakellv~email.unc.edu> 

To:Owen, Bobbi A --~owenbob(gbunc.edu > 
CC:Partridge, Chris <cpartrid(~mnail.unc.edu> 

Bobbi, 



In researching option for moving all of the classes out of Wilson Libm~ Room 304 for Fall 14 in order to take the 

room out of the GPC pool, we’ve identified 3 possible options. From p~evious e~nail exchanges I know that Asian 
Studies would prefer Dey 209. 

Bingham Hall #208 has a capacity of 35 and will have technology staxfing in the Fall 14 term. COMM currently 

has depaxtmental priori’t}, but doesn’t use it much. To the best of my knoMedge, the department has not yet been 

intbrmed that technology is to be added. 

Dey Hall #209 has a capacity of 35 and will have technology staxting Fall 14. ROML currently has departmental 

priority and has been informed that technology is to be added to the room. 

Dey Hall #306 has a capaci~ of 35 and will have technology started Fall 14. ROML also has departmental 
priority in this room and knows technology is being added. 

If we could finalize which mo~n we roll move over to Asian Studies in Fall 14 by the end of the day Monda55 it 

would significantly help our big scheduling process which runs to find morns for a~l sections not already scheduled 

into a room. 

Thank you! 

Roberta 

Roberta A. Norwood, Ed.D. 

Associate University Registrar for Registration and Scheduling 

Office of the University Registrar 

I~-C Chapel }{ill 

Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Phone- 919-962-9840 

Fax- 919-843-8709 

Bobh i Owe~ 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 

Hichael R. HcVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

Ur~Jversity ef Ner~:h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenkle 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 9i9 8~3-7773 

EAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/22/2014 8:38:35 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef] 

Accepted: Candice at Coaching Training 8am - lpm 

HR 

3/6/2014 5:00:00 AM 

3/7/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/22/2014 8:38:37 PM 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Fisherae] 

Subject: Accepted: Craven CC visit with CSTEP 

Start: 3/14/2014 4:00:00 AM 

End: 3/15/2014 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/22/2014 8:38:38 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef] 

Accepted: Candice at Coaching Training 8am- lpm 

HR 

3/4/2014 5:00:00 AM 

3/5/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/24/2014 5:58:16 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Subject: Accepted: Paula-vacation 

Start: 2/28/2014 5:00:00 AM 

End: 3/1/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/26/2014 3:53:58 PM 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kimberly Jeanne Killeen (kkilleen)698] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Declined: Interview with Director of Communications Candidate 

South - 205 

Start: 3/6/2014 7:30:00 PM 

End: 3/6/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

I cannot attend. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/28/2014 2:55:17 PM 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cyndem] 

CANCELLED today 

Steele 3011 

2/28/2014 6:00:00 PM 

2/28/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the third Wednesday of every 1 month from 9:00 AM to 10:00 AM 

Demetriou, Cynthia 

Bobbi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 5:51 AM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodman@email.unc.edu>; Demetriou, Cynthia ~cyndem@email.unc.edu>; Powell, Caa~dice Shields Fleming 

<candicef@emml.unc.edu-~; Fisher, Annice E <tisherae@ema~l.unc.edtr~; Siedentop, Nichola~s J <nicksiedento~unc.edu>; Haven, Ben 

<bhaven@email.unc.e&~>; Lindemann, Erika <ulinde@email.unc.edw~ 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Adverse weather 

Condition 3 until 11 amttome page does notsayso@et)butt he phone number does. 919-843-1234 

Stay sal~. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 
Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/6/2014 9:43:42 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil] 

Accepted: Bobbi and Karen (15 minutes) 

Karen’s office 

3/7/2014 4:00:00 PM 

3/7/2014 4:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/7/2014 10:52:52 AM 

Mann, April Selena [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Asmann] 

Accepted: Summer Reading Wrap up 

Bobbi’s office 

3/7/2014 6:30:00 PM 

3/7/2014 7:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN=OV~NBOB> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 7:32 AM 

David Fox <David.Fox@etcconnect.com> 

Re: Permission to quote 

Picture (Device Independent Bitmap) 1 .jpg; Picture (Device Independent Bitmap) 2:jpg; Picture (Device Independent Bitmap) 3.jpg; Picture 

(Device Independent Bitmap) 4.jpg; Picture (Device Independent Bitmap) 5:jpg 

Please let me know what you want to quote. 
Bobbi Owen. 

Sent tkom my iPhone 

On Mar 10, 2014, at 2:16 PM, "David Fox" <David.Foxfa)etcconnect.com> wrote: 

Professor Owen; 

My name is David Fox, I am a Training and Documentation specialist at Electronic Theatre Controls. I am creating an online training course on the 

history of Dimming. I was wondering if I could quote from two of your publications in my class The books are Lighting Designers on Broadway 1915- 

1990 and Scene Designers on Broadway. I would credit the work fully of course. 

Thanks in advance for considering this request 

David Fox 

Electronic Theatre Controls 

Training and Documentation Specialist 

Direct 608-824-5056 

Direct Toll Free 888-908-2193 

3.jpg> ~Picture (Device Independent gitmap)4.jpg> ~Picture (Device Independent gitmap) 5.jpg> 













From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/11/2014 7:56:49 PM 

Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard] 

Canceled: Woodard Monthly meeting 

Steele 3011 

3/25/2014 6:00:00 PM 

3/25/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Monthly 

the fourth Tuesday of every 1 month from 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM 

Woodard, Harold 

We need to reschedule as l will be away. 

Bobbi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 7:24 AM 

Leloudis, James L <leloudi~unc.edu-~ 

Re: Fingers Crossed 

Glad to hear and relieved too. Hope calls are equally good. 
B. 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 
Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

On Mar 11, 2014, at 7:50 PM. "Leloudis, James L" <leloudis@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Tonight was a huge success, is fabulous! 
> 

> Sent from my iPad 
> 

>7. On Mar 11, 2014, at 2:53 PM. "Bobbi ()wen" <owenbob@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Hope tonight is wonderlhl - with lots of good folks there. 
>> Trust you are breathing{ 
>7. Bobbi 
>> 

>> Bobbi ()wen 
>> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
>> Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
>7. Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel tliH 
>> (2Bl/3504, 3011 Steele Builchng 
>> 214 East Cameron Avenue 
>> (Napel Hill, NC 27599-35(At 
>7. Phone: 919 843-7773 
>> FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 1:56 PM 

Levine, Caxy S <clevine@~mc.edtr> 

Re: Facul~ Council 

July 1 is the start. They can appoint a sub when you are away. Ok? 
Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhune 

> On Mar 12, 2014, at 1:26 PJ~ "Levine, CaD, S" <clevine@unc edu> ;vrote: 
> 

> Hi Bobbi, 
> 

> Thales so much for thinking of m!! I’d be happy to rua~, but I’ll be on leave in the Spring Will this be okay? Also, I’m swamped this current semester, but I assume the term ~vouldn’t start 
until next, yes? 
> 

> Ca137 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Owen, Bobbi A 
> Sent: Monday, March 10, 2014 9:27 AM 
> To: Levine, Cary S 
> Cc: ()wen, Bobbi A 
> Subject: Facul~ Council 
> 

> Hi @apf - 

> I write to ask if you would be willing to run for a three-year term to represent the fine arts on Facul~ Councih I think you have stood for election before, prior to being tenured. Beth 
Grabowski has been sep~ing and her term ends June 30 She can tell you about it if you want to know more. I know that there are 8 total meetings@ear (4 per semester) on Friday afternoons 
from 3-5 
> Please say yes and let me know as soon as possible as the ballot is being created this week. 
> Bobbi 

> Bobbi ()wen 
> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 3:36 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Turner, Katie <katie mme@unc.edu>; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell <Anne Whisnant@unc.edtf>; Ferrell, Joseph S 
<jsferrel@mna~l.unc.edu>; Ower~ Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Re: Fine A~ts nominees stares to date 

Cap)~ Levine in art agrees to mn so the slate should be complete. 
Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Mar 11, 2014, at 3:16 PX4, "Bobbi Owen" <owenbob@unc edu> wrote: 

> Faculty’ council from the fine arts: 
> 

> Tenured ranks for (Joe said two *w~s enough): 
> 1 Jan Chambers (Dramatic Art) agrees to seek a second term. She would also like to stay on the Fixed Term cowanittee 
> 2. ??’? TBA ??? 1 have contacted CaD" Levine (Art) but no response back yet. tie ran unsuccessfully in the past before he got tenure and Beth Orabowski (who *viii not seek reelection) 
recommended I contact him again. I also reached out to Annagret Fauser at Andy Perrin’s recommendation and she said sorp),, no. 

> N0n-tenured or fixed term: 
> 1 Michael Kris (music) 
> 2. Judy Adamson (Dramatic Art) 

> More once I hear back from Cary - and if he says no, from sorneone else. 
> 

> Bobbi 

> Bobbi Owen 
> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
> Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
> Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
> 214 East Cameron Avunue 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
> Phone: 919 843-7773 
> FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Sunday, March 16, 2014 2:28 PM 

Leloudi~ James L <leloudi~unc.edu> 

Clemmons, Jason <jclem@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Charlotte Williams position in Honors 

FYI. 

Bobbi 

Sent t?om my iPhone 

Begin forwaxded message: 

Fr~n: "Gil, Ka, en M" <kgil~!email.m~c.edu> 
Date: March 16, 2014 at 2:01:55 PM EDT 
I’o: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob~unc.edu> 
Cc: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob~unc.edu>, "McHale, Tammy J" <tmchede(gbemail.mm.edu> 
Subject: Re: Charlotte \Villiams position in Honors 

Bobbi 
As we discussed, I support this request to keep the funding in honors. Thanks for working with Tammy and the Bus Ops staff on your proposed plan. 
Karen 

Karen M. Gil, Ph.D. 
Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 

Lee G. Pedersen Distinguished Professor of Psychology 

CB # 3100 

Universi~ of North Caacolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599- 3100 

919-962-3082 

919-962-1165 

919-962-2408t~x 

kgil(~em~l.m~.edu 

On Mar 16, 2014, at 1:50 PM, "Bobbi Owen" <owenbob,~mnc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Karen - 

Thanks for talking with me recently about staffing concerns in the Johnston Center for Undergraduate Excellence / Hono~ Carolina. It is 
thrilling that the honors program now admits twice as many students as in the past. but doubling the size has come with some strains as well. 
Long-time emplwee Charlotte Williams will retire on July 1 which gives us some opportunity to recortfigum some Ix~sitions and duties - and 
at least lbr a short period of time to use state dolla~-s and rely less heavily on thnd-raising to suplyort stafftx~sitions. 

I write to ask tbr your support to retain Charlotte Williams’s entire salad of       for use by Honors Carolina when she 

tim Leloudis and Jason Clemmons will work with Abigail t anter and myself and with the appropriate perso~mel in the College 

Business Center (including Tan~,ny Mcha2le) to appropriately redis~tribute additional duties accompanied by’ associated compensation. You 

do not need to be concerned with the details of reclassification but your support is critical for moving ahead. 

Please let me know if you have questions. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 

Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dranmtic Art 



University of NoN~ Carolina at Chapel ttill 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Ca~eron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Sunday, March 16, 2014 5:49 PM 

tta~tlyn, Jonathan <ha~dJyn@unc.edu> 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu>; Rhodes, Terry Ellen <RHODES@e~nail.unc.edu> 

Re: Chai:~s letter of suppo~n[ for the Latina/o Studies Graduate Certificate 

Thanks. Sounds good. 

Bobbi 

Sent tkom my iPhone 

On Mar 16, 2014, at 5:35 PM, "Hartlyn, Jonathan," <hardyn(a)tmc.e&~> wrote: 

Bobbi (copy to Terry), Thank you for sharing this~ It does not appear that the Institute for the Study of the Americas is referenced and I don’t see any 

History courses listed in the proposal There are some complicated ~ssues here -Terry perhaps we could touch base and then fo~l.:?w up with Bobbi? 

Tha[~ks, Jor~sthat~ 

Jonathan Hart~yn 

The University of North Carolina st Chape~ Hill 

Senior Assodate Dean ~or Sodal Sciences and 

G~ob~l Programs, Co~ege of Arts and Sciences 

~(enneth J. £eckford Professor of Politk:al Science 

205 South gkd~dk~g, CB 3~00 

ChspN HN NC 27599-3100 USA 

Emai~: harflyn@unc.edu 

O~ce: 9:[9 962-1:[55 F~x: 919 962-2408 

Frem: Bobbi Owen [mai~to:owenbob@unc.edu] 

Sent: Sunday, March 16, 2014 11:41 AM 

To: Hartlyn, Jonathan 

Subject: Fwd: FW: Chair’s letter of support for the [atinaio Studies Graduate Certificate 

Jona~a~ - 

I would appreciate your review, wanting to ~ sure that tNs is not impinging on o&er temto~ 

Bobbi 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:FW: Chair’s letter of suplcx)rt [br the Latins"o Studies Graduate Certificate 

Date:Fri, 14 Mar 2014 12:49:52 -0400 

From:Lindema~m, Erika _<2_u_!_i_~t__e__(_a~_email.unc.edt~-, 

To:Owen, Bobbi A 2~£__w___e___n___b_R_b__@unc.edu> 

Hi Bobbi, 

This proposal for a Latinalo graduate certit:icate hit my inbox this n~orning. Though the Department of English and Cornparative Literature approved ~t 

this week, Stephan~e and ] were not aware that it was coming, so we have not had any ~nput along the way. Maria Deguzman would ]~ke it approved to 

be effective h~ fal~ 2014. 

I’ve read the proposa~ and ar~t[dpate that the Ad Boards might raise sew~ral concerns. We could be put on the agenda for the Apri~ 22 meeting in order 

to offer feedbsd~ to Maria, w~th a decision coming in the first meeting of the fall 20~4 semester. Or Sl:ephan~e and ~ could work w~th Maria to offer 

feed#ack, w~Lh Lhe proposal com~n~ to the Ad Boards in September 20~4.. Happy to have your advice on how #est to handle this. 

We have a ~etter from Beverly Taylor but wo~ld also need a ~etter of endorsement from Dean Rhodes, correct? 

Thanks, 

Edka 

F~m; Deguzm~n, Naria 
Sent: Friday, Narch ~4, 20~4 ~:02 AN 
Te= Schmi~, Stephanie; Lindemann, Erika 
~¢= Taylor, Beverly W 
Subject= Chair’s le~er d suppo~ for the Lat~na!o Studies Graduate Ce~ficate 
Thank you, StephaNe. 

Dear Erika, 
I am writing ~ you because the UNC Program in Latina!o Studies proposal for a Latina/o Studies Graduate Certificate for Graduate and Professional Students 
was approved unanimously at our English & Comparative Literature facul~ meeting Wednesday Narch 5. I am a~ching the proposal and ~ have signed le~ers 
from all the people listed in it that I can send as PDF files, should you wish to see them. 
I unders~nd from Dean Schmi~ that the College needs to approve the certificate proposal before the Graduate School does. Thus, ~ wish ~ know exactly what 
you need from me and also how we can get on your calendar for consideration of our proposal and how best to coordina~ this process of approval ~n the most 
streamlined way. 
Here are the names of our le~er writer supporters. I have a~ched the proposal to this email. Looking fo~ard to hearing from you. If you need to speak with 
me, my telephone number is: I am here in ~wn. 
All best to you, 

Naria 
Dr. Naria DeGuzm~n 
Professor d English & Comparative Literature 

Director of Latina!o Studies 



UNC - Chapel Hill 
Professor William l~ Andrews, E. Maynard AdeJns Prot~ssor of English & Comparative I,iterature 

Associate Professor Trude Bennett, Department of Maternal and Child Health, Gillings School of Global Public Healtk UNC Chapel Hill 

Donna M. Bic ~lfford, Ph.D., Associate Director; Office for Undergraduate Rese~xch 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Virginia L Cfirdenas, Ed.D., School of Education, UNC Chapel Hill, and Program Director School Transformation Coach at the NC Depa~tment 

of Public Instruction 

Professor Marta Civil, Distingnished Professor of Mathematics Education, UNC School of Education 

Associate Professor Altha Cravey, Geography Department 

Associate Professor Paul Cuadros, School of Journalism and Mass Communication, Chair of the UNC ScholaJcs’ Latino Initiative, and Interim President 
of the CaJcolina Latina/o Caucus 

Associate ProfEssor Emilio del Valle Escalante, Romance Languages 

Professor Eric Downing Intermin Director of Comparative I,iterature, and tlanes Distinguished Term ProtEssor of German 

Professor Michael Em ch, ChaJ r of the Geography Department 

Associate Professor Osw aldo Estrada, RomaJace Languages 

University of North Caxolina School of Law, Class of 

Associate Professor David Garcia, Director of Graduate Studies, Music Department 

Assis~nt Professor Laura Halperin, English & Comp~xative Literature Depart~nent 

Associate Professor Jennifer Ho, Director of Graduate Studies, English, in the English & Comparative Literature Depaxtment 

Professor Sherryl K3eimnan, Sociolo~- Department 

Assis~nt Professor Laura Ldpez-Sanders, Sociology Department 

Associate Professor Mario Marzan, Director of Undergraduate Studies. Art Department 
Dean Bill McDiarmid, Dean & Alumni Distingnished Professor of Education, The UNC School of Education 

Pertbrmance Studies, Department of Commnnication Studies & Teatro Latin~/o 

Professor Rosa Perelmuter, ProtEssor of Spanish in Romance Languages, and Director of the Moore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program 

Josmell & P~rez, M.A. Coordinator, Multicnltural Program and Carolina Latina/o Collaborative, Diversity and Multicnltural Affairs, UNC Chapel 
Professor Krista Perreira, Public Policy Department 

Assis~tant Professor Tanya Shields, Women’s & Gender Studies Department 
Jennifer Snead Williams, Executive Directoc Latinoia Studies in the Global South, Duke University 

Professor Beverly Taylor, Professor and Chair of the Department of English & Comparative Literature 

UNC Latina/o Caucus of faculty, staff, students, and ahirnns 

Professor Ad am Versenyi, Chair of Dramatic Art 

Assistant Professor Ariana E. Vigil, Women’s & Gender Studies Department 

List of graduate students who have signed the petition for the approval of the UNC Chapel Hill Latina,’o Studies Graduate Certificate: 

From: Schmitt, Stephanie 
Sent: Friday, March 24, 2024 20:38 AM 
To: Deguzm~n, Maria 

~¢: Lindemann, Erika 
Subject: RE: Chair’s letter of support for the Latina!o Studies Graduate Certificate 

Maria, the College should approve anything before the final approval in the Graduate School. I am including Erika Lindemann on this note and she can 

let you know a bit more about their approval process and next meetings. 

Did you see the guidelines for having certificate programs developed and approved? They can be found on this website 

(http://gradsch~l.unc.edu/p~icies/facu~ty-staff/pr~gram-deve~pment/certificates.htm~). It provides guidance for the process, l’m happy to answer 

anything further as well. 

Best - 



Stephanie 

From: Deguzm~n, Maria 
Sent: Friday, March 14, 2014 10:33 AM 
To: Schmitt, Stephanie; Taylor, Beverly W 
Subject: Re: Chair’s letter of support for the Latina/o Studies Graduate Certificate 

Do they come belbre or a!’ter the Graduate School approval? This is the tirst I have heard of them. With ~vhom, specitically, should I be in touch a~d what 

should I tell them? Please advise. Thank you’. All best, Ma~ia 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On Mar 14, 2014, at 10:03 AM, "Schmitt, Stephanie" <sschmitt(r-~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Maria - thank you for sending this. I don’t need the full package until everything is finalized and submitted for the final review 

meeting. Also, typically when I meet with sponsors early in the planning process we discuss the approval process. Certificates must first 

be approved by the College of Arts and Sciences Board. Have you been in touch with them and are you scheduled for one of their 

upcoming meetings? 

I hope to review your proposal sometime next week and provide you feedback then. 

Thanks - 

Stephanie 

From: Deguzm~n, Maria 
Sent: Thursday, March 13, 20:[4 4:35 PM 
To: Schmitt, Stephanie 
Subject: Chair’s letter of support for the Latina/o Studies Graduate Certificate 

Dear Dean Schmitt, 
Attached you will find the letter of support from Beverly Taylor, the Chair of the Department of English & Comparative Literature. 

I still have to send you all the other letters. Do you want them now or later? 
Anyway, I wanted you to know that the chair has sent hers. Let me know if you have any questions. 
All best to you, 
Maria 
Dr. Maria DeGuzm~n 
Professor of English & Comparative Literature 

Director of Latina/o Studies 
UNC - Chapel Hill 

From: Schmitt, Stephanie 
Sent: Monday, March I0, 20:[4 I:[:55 AM 
To: Deguzm~n, Maria 
Subject: RE: Questions for you about the next level 

Dear Maria - thank you for providing me this draft copy of your proposal. I will put it in the queue for a cursory review and offer you 

feedback in the coming days. I probably have three proposals for review ahead of yours. And then yes, once I offer any feedback, if you 

have any changes to make to the proposal, you can then submit it officially for review and approval. At this point, I will tentatively try to 

slot it for our April meeting, but it somewhat depends on the status of the proposals ahead of yours if we can accommodate them all in 

this meeting. I will be in touch in the coming weeks with more information. 

Best - 

Stephanie 

Stephanie Schmitt ¯ Associate Dean for Academics 

The Graduate School ,The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

200 Bynum Hall, CB# 4010, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-4010 

(919) 962-6306 ¯ _s__s__c___h___n_!!_t__t____@____e___m___a__!!_.___u__n___c_:__e___d___u_. 

Visit us:gradschool.unc.edt. 

From: Deguzm~n, Maria 
Sent: Thursday, March 06, 20:[4- 10:4-3 AM 
I"o: Schmitt, Stephanie 
Subject: RE: Questions for you about the next level 
Dear Stephanie, 
I am sending you the proposal for you to review. Do you want the letters also? Or just this proposal that I have attached as a Word document? 
The UNC Program in Latina!o Studies has been in existence i0 years now. It is completely different from Latin American Studies. Ours focuses on 
what is happening with Latina/o populations and cultural production ~in the United States and its territories.¯ We are talking one quarter of our 
U.S. population by the year 2025, a mere :[i years from now. 
Latin American Studies, on the other hand, is focused on Latin Americ& The only overlap is migration, but our program is concerned with Latina!os 

who have been here 500 years in addition to new immigrants. So, frankly there is very little overlap, and there is no question of duplication. 
Our Program in Latina/o Studies is the first in the Southeast. Second is Duke’s and third is Vanderbilt’s. But we are the only program that would 
now have a graduate certificate component in the state of North Carolina which is the next logical step for us. That is why we have so much 
support from faculty, etc., including from Duke. You will see when you view the letters, but meanwhile you have the names of all the signatories as 
part of the proposal itself (turn to the last 3 pages). 
T am sending the proposal as a word document I am very eager to have this approved, if possible, so that students can take advantage of the 

Latina!o Studies Graduate Certificate beginning fall 2014-. 
Let me know if you have questions and I await your comments. I assume that once I receive them, I incorporate them, and send you all the 
materials at that time. Is that correct? 
I will be here through Spring Break, so as soon as you have those comments to me, we can formally send all materials to the Graduate School. Am 
1 understanding this correctly? 

All best, 
Maria 
Dr. Maria DeGuzm~n 
Professor of English & Comparative Literature 

Director of Latina/o Studies 

From: Schmitt, Stephanie 



Sent= Thursday, March 06, 2014 10:26 AM 
To= Deguzm~n, Maria 
Subject= RE: Questions for you about the next level 

Dear Maria - the next step is to send the proposal to me for review and comment. I would prefer a Word version so I can make edits and 

track changes as needed. I can help determine what types of questions may need to be addressed before we schedule it for review. 

There are many other proposals already in the queue for the final review meeting of this academic year, so depending on whether or not 

they are deemed ready, we may or may not be able to hear yours in April. The committee does not meet over the summer, and our first 

meeting of the fall is generally in mid-September. 

Also, I note that the university already has a certificate in Latin American Studies. I’m assuming your proposal details the differences and 

similarities to the existing program and explains why that program is not sufficient? We wouldn’t approve duplicate programs and would 

like to see collaborative activities where appropriate. 

Best - 

Stephanie 

Stephanie Schmitt ¯ Associate Dean for Academics 

The Graduate School .The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

200 Bynum Hall, CB# 4010, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-4010 

(919) 962-6306 ¯ sschmitt(~email.unc.edu 

Visit us:gra dschool.unc.edu 

From= Deguzm~n, Maria 

Sent= Thursday, March 06, 2014 8:20 AM 
To= Schmitt, Stephanie 
Subject= Questions for you about the next level 
Dear Dean Schmitt: 
The proposal for a Latina/o Studies Graduate Certificate for graduate and professional students passed unanimously at the faculty meeting 
yesterday in the home department of English & Comparative Literature. 
The proposal is done and 1 have all the letters of support for it, 26 from faculty and administrators around campus, and a letter signed by 25 
graduate students. 
3[ am now awaiting our chair’s letter documenting the results of our faculty meeting vote in the affirmative. I already have an email from the 

associate chair. 
So, my questions are these: 
1~ Today is Thursday March 6. TS there a particular schedule for considering certificate proposals at the level of the Graduate School? 1 am hoping 
that the certificate might be available to students beginning fall 2014, if it were approved by the Graduate School. 
2. As for submitting all the materials, I was thinking of submitting everything as a set of PDF files -- the proposal and then each of the letters. Can 
you let me know how you want to receive them? Do you need hardcopy? 

All best wishes, 
Maria 
Dr. Maria DeGuzrn~n 
Professor of English & Comparative Literature 

Director of Latina/o Studies 
UNC - Chapel Hill 

http : / /vecv’w.linkedin.com/in/mariadequzman 

<LSCertificateProgramApplicadonForm.doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Sunday, March 16, 2014 5:50 PM 

Lindemmm~ Efika <ulinde@emaJ 1. unc .edu-* 

Fwd: Chair’s letter of support for the Latina/o Studies Graduate Certificate 

Hmmm. Glad I asked. 

Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwa, ded message: 

Frora: "HaztJyn, JonathaJx" <hartlvn@~mc.edu~> 

Date: March 16, 2014 at 5:35:07 PM EDT 
To: "Owen, Bobbi A" <£!~Le__r!_[__xz_b_@_unc.edn>, "Rhodes, Terry. Ellen" <.[_~_t_i!_(__)__I__)__[i;~/~_e___n_!_a__i_Lu_n_£:_e_d__~!> 

Subject: IBNV: FW: Chair’s lelter of support tbr the Latin~o Studies Graduate Certiticate 

Bobbi (copy to Terry), Thank you for sharing this~ It does not appear thaL the institute for the Study of the Americas is referenced and I don’t see any 

History courses listed in the proposal. There are some complicated issues here --.Terry perhaps we could touch base and then fo]Jow up with Bobbi? 

Thanks, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hart~yn 

The Lln~versity of North Carolina at Chape~ 

Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and 

G~obal Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

~enneth J. Reckford Professor of Political Science 

Chape~ Hill NC 27599-.3100 

Emaih ~_~[~_E~_~_~_~:~_9. 

Office: 919 962--1165 Fax: 919 962--2-~38 

From: Bobbi Owen 

Sent: Sunday, March 16, 2014 11:41 AM 

To: Hartlyn, Jonathan 

Subject: Fwd: FW: Chair’s letter of support for the katina/o Studies Graduate Certificate 

Jonafl~a~ - 

I woMd appmciate your review, wanling to ~ sure fllat this is Bot impinging on other temtoE~ 

Bobbi 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subje~t:FW: Chair’s letter of support for the Latina/o Studies Graduate Certificate 

Date:Fri, 14 Mar 2014 12:49:52 -0400 

From:Lindemarm, Erika <ulinde(r-~email.unc.edu> 

To:Owen, Bobbi A :owenbob(?~unc.edw> 

Hi Bobbi, 
This proposal for a La~:maio graduate certificate hit my mbox this n]ormng Though the Department of English and Comparatiw? I_Rera~:ure approw~d it 
this week, Stephanie and ~ were not aware that it was coming, so we have not had any k~put along the way. Maria Deguzman would I~ke it approved to 
be effective ~n fal~ 20:[4. 
]’ue re~d the ~roposa~ and ~nt~dpate that the Ad go~rds m~ght r~ise severa~ concerns, We could be ~ut on the agenda for the A~ri~ 22 meeting in order 
to offer ~eedback to Maria, wRh a decision coming in the first meeting o[ the fal~ 2014 semester. Or Stephame and ~ could work wRh Maria to offer 
feedback~ with the proposal coming to the Ad goards in Sept:ember 2014. Happy to haw? your advance on how best to handle this. 
We have a letter from Beverly Taylor but would also need a letter of endorsement from Dean Rhodes, correct? 
Thanks, 
Edka 

Fmm~ Deguzm~n, Maria 
Sent~ FrMay, March 14, 2014 ll:02 AN 
T~ Schmi~, S~phanie; Lindemann, Erika 
Ce~ Taylor, Beverly W 
Subject= Chair’s le~er of suppo~ for the Latina!o Studies Graduate Ce~ificate 
Thank you, StephaNe. 
Dear Erika, 
I am writing to you because the UNC Program in Latina/o Studies proposal for a Latina!o Studies Graduate Certificate for Graduate and Professional Students 
was approved unanimously at our English ~ Comparative Literature Ncul~ meeting Wednesday March 5. I am a~ching the proposal and I have signed le~ers 
from all the people listed in it that I can send as PD~ files, should you wish ~ see them. 
I unders~nd from Dean Schmi~ that the College needs ~ approve the certificate proposal before the Graduate School does. Thus, I wish to know exactly what 
you need from me and also how we can get on your calendar for consideration of our proposal and how best to coordinate this process of approval in the most 
streamlined way. 
Here are the names of our le~er wrier supporters. I have a~ched the proposal to tNs email. Looking fo~ard to hearing from you. If you need to speak with 
me, my telephone number is:            I am here in town. 



All best to you, 
Maria 
Dr. Maria DeGuzm~n 
Professor of English & Comparative Literature 
Director of Latina/o Studies 
UNC - Chapel Hill 
Professor William L Andrews~ E. Maynard Adams Professor of English & Comparative Literature 

Associate Professor Trude Bemlett, Department of Maternal and Child Health, Gillings School of Global Public Health, UNC Chapel Hill 

Donna M. Bickford, Ph.D., Associate Director, Office for Undergraduate Research 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Virginia I. Cfirdenas, Ed.D., School of Education, UNC Chapel Hill, and Program Director School Transformation Coach at the NC Department 

of Public Instruction 

Professor Marta Civil, Distinguished ProtEssor of Mathematics Education, UNC School of Education 

Associate Professor Altha Cravey, Geography Department 

Associate Professor Patti Cuadros, School of Journalism and Mass Communication, Chafir of the UNC Scholms’ Latino Initiative, and Interim President 
of the Carolina Latina/o Caucus 

Associate Professor Emilio del Valle Escalante, Romance Languages 

Professor Eric Downing Intennin Director of Comparative Literature, and Hanes Dis~tinguished Tem~ Professor of German 

Professor Michael Emch, Chair of the Geography Department 

Associate Professor Oswaldo Estrada, Romance Languages 

University of North Carolina School of Law, Class ot 

Associate Professor David Garcia, Director of Graduate Studies, Music Department 

Assistant Professor Laura Halperin, English & Comparative Literature Depar’anent 

Associate ProtEssor Jennifer Ho, Director of Graduate Studies, English, in the English & Comparative Literature Depa~ment 

Professor Sherryl Kleinman, Sociologj~ Department 

Assistant Professor Laura I~pez-Sanders, Sociology Department 
Associate Professor Mario Marzm~, Director of Undergraduate Studie~ Art Department 

Dean Bill McDiarmid, Dean & Alumni Distinguished Professor of Education, The UNC School of Education 

Pertbnnance Studies, Depm~tment of Communication Studies & Teatro Latina/o 

Professor Rosa Perelmuter, Professor of Spanish in Romance Languages, and Director of the Moore Un&rgraduate Resemch Apprentice Program 
Josmell J. P~rez, M.A. Coordinator, Mulficultural Program and Carolina Latina/o Collaborative, Diversity and Mulficultural Aft’airs, UNC Chapel Hill 

Professor Krista Perreira, Public Policy Department 

Assis~nt Professor Tanya Slfields, Women’s & Gender Studies Department 
Jennifer Snead Williams, Executive Director, Latinoia Studies in the Global South, Duke Universfiy 

Professor Beverly Taylor, ProtEssor mad Chair of the Department of English & Comparative Literature 

UNC Latin’Mo Caucus of faculty, staff, students, and alumns 

Professor Adam Versenyi, Chair of Dramatic Art 

AssisIant Prot~ssor Ariana E. Vigil, Women’s & Gender Studies Department 

LisZt of graduate students who have signed the petition for the approval of the UNC Chapel Hill Latina/o Studies Graduate Certificate: 

From: Schmitt, Stephanie 
Sent: Friday, March :t4, 20:t4 :t0:38 AM 
To: Deguzm~n, Maria 

(::¢: Lindemann, Erika 
Subject: RE: Chair’s letter of support for the Latina/o Studies Graduate Certificate 

Maria, the College should approve anything before the final approval in the Graduate School. I am including Erika Lindemann on this note and she can 



let you know a bit more about their approval process and next meetings. 

Did you see the guidelines for having certificate programs developed and approved? They can be found on this website 

(-h--t--t--p---:-~-/--g-r---a---d--s--c---h---~---~--[.-u---n---£.--e---d---u--~-p---~--!~-£!-e---s-/---f--a---c--u--!-t--y-:-s--t--a---f-f-~[9g~#-~:~#-~!-£R~-#-~[~!~!~-~-[~!)~ It provides guidance for the process, l’m happy to answer 

anything further as well. 

Best - 

Stephanie 

From= Deguzm~n, Maria 

Sent= Friday, March 14, 2014 10:33 AM 
To= Schmitt, Stephanie; Taylor, Beverly W 
Subject= Re: Chair’s letter of support for the Latina/o Studies Graduate Certificate 

Do they come before or after the Graduate School approval? This is the first I have heard oftheln. With whom, specificaJly, should I be in touch mid what 

should I tell them? Please advise. Thank you’. All best, Ma~ia 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On Mar 14, 2014, at 10:03 AM, "Schmitt, Stephanie" <sschmitt(r-~emaAl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Maria - thank you for sending this. I don’t need the full package until everything is finalized and submitted for the final review 

meeting. Also, typically when I meet with sponsors early in the planning process we discuss the approval process. Certificates must first 

be approved by the College of Arts and Sciences Board. Have you been in touch with them and are you scheduled for one of their 

upcoming meetings? 

I hope to review your proposal sometime next week and provide you feedback then. 

Thanks - 

Stephanie 

From= Deguzm~n, Maria 

Sent= Thursday, March 13, 2014 4:35 PM 
To= Schmitt, Stephanie 
Subject= Chair’s letter of support for the Latina/o Studies Graduate Certificate 

Dear Dean Schmitt, 
Attached you will find the letter of support from Beverly Taylor, the Chair of the Department of English & Comparative Literature. 
I still have to send you all the other letters. Do you want them now or later? 
Anyway, I wanted you to know that the chair has sent hers. Let me know if you have any questions. 
All best to you, 
Maria 
Dr. Maria DeGuzm~n 
Professor of English & Comparative Literature 

Director of Latina/o Studies 
UNC - Chapel Hill 

From= Schmitt, Stephanie 
Sent= Monday, March 10, 2014 11:55 AM 
To= Deguzm~n, Maria 
Subject= RE: Questions for you about the next level 

Dear Maria - thank you for providing me this draft copy of your proposal. I will put it in the queue for a cursory review and offer you 

feedback in the coming days. I probably have three proposals for review ahead of yours. And then yes, once I offer any feedback, if you 

have any changes to make to the proposal, you can then submit it officially for review and approval. At this point, I will tentatively try to 

slot it for our April meeting, but it somewhat depends on the status of the proposals ahead of yours if we can accommodate them all in 

this meeting. I will be in touch in the coming weeks with more information. 

Best - 

Stephanie 

Stephanie Schrnitt ¯ Associate Dean for Academics 

The Graduate School .The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

200 Bynum Hall, CB# 4010, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-4010 

(919) 962-6306 ¯ s___s__c__h___n__!!_t__t___@___e____m___a__!!_.__u___n___c_:__e__d___u__ 

Visit u s: ~_r__a___d__s__£_h___o___o__[:__u___q_c_:__e___d___u_. 

From: Deguzm~n, Maria 
Sent: Thursday, March 06, 2014 10:43 AM 
To= Schmitt, Stephanie 
Subject: RE: Questions for you about the next level 
Dear Stephanie, 
3[ am sending you the proposal for you to review. Do you want the letters also? Or just this proposal that 3[ have attached as a Word document? 
The UNC Program in Latina!o Studies has been in existence 10 years now. it is completely different from Latin American Studies. Ours focuses on 
what is happening with Latina/o populations and cultural production *in the United States and its territories.* We are talking one quarter of our 
U.S. population by the year 2025, a mere 11 years from now. 
Latin American Studies, on the other hand, is focused on Latin America. The only overlap is migration, but our program is concerned with Latina!os 
who have been here 500 years in addition to new immigrants. So, frankly there is very little overlap, and there is no question of duplication. 
Our Program in Latina/o Studies is the first in the Southeast. Second is Duke’s and third is Vanderbilt’s. But we are the only program that would 
now have a graduate certificate component in the state of North Carolina which is the next logical step for us. That is why we have so much 
support from faculty, etc., including from Duke. You will see when you view the letters, but meanwhile you have the names of all the signatories as 
part of the proposal itself (turn to the last 3 pages). 
[ am sending the proposal as a word document. 3[ am very eager to have this approved, if possible, so that students can take advantage of the 
Latina!o Studies Graduate Certificate beginning fall 2014. 
Let me know if you have questions and I await your comments. I assume that once I receive them, I incorporate them, and send you all the 

materials at that time. Is that correct? 
I will be here through Spring Break, so as soon as you have those comments to me, we can formally send all materials to the Graduate School. Am 
1 understanding this correctly? 

All best, 
Maria 



Dr. Maria DeGuzm~n 
Professor of English & Comparative Literature 

Director of Latina/o Studies 

From-’ Schmitt, Stephanie 
Sent-’ Thursday, March 06, 2014 10:26 AM 
To,, Deguzm~n, Maria 
Subject-’ RE: Questions for you about the next level 

Dear Maria - the next step is to send the proposal to me for review and comment. I would prefer a Word version so I can make edits and 

track changes as needed. I can help determine what types of questions may need to be addressed before we schedule it for review. 

There are many other proposals already in the queue for the final review meeting of this academic year, so depending on whether or not 

they are deemed ready, we may or may not be able to hear yours in April. The committee does not meet over the summer, and our first 

meeting of the fall is generally in mid-September. 

Also, I note that the university already has a certificate in Latin American Studies. I’m assuming your proposal details the differences and 

similarities to the existing program and explains why that program is not sufficient? We wouldn’t approve duplicate programs and would 

like to see collaborative activities where appropriate. 

Best - 

Stephanie 

Stephanie Schmitt ¯ Associate Dean for Academics 

The Graduate School .The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

200 Bynum Hall, CB# 4010, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-4010 

(919) 962-6306 ¯ sschmitt@email,unc.edu 

Visit u s: g_F_~__d__s___c__h___o___o__[:__u_~_c_:__e___d___u_. 

From-" Deguzm~n, Maria 
Sent-’ Thursday, March 06, 2014 8:20 AM 
To,, Schmitt, Stephanie 
Subject-’ Questions for you about the next level 
Dear Dean Schmitt: 
The proposal for a Latina!o Studies Graduate Certificate for graduate and professional students passed unanimously at the faculty meeting 
yesterday in the home department of English & Comparative Literature. 
The proposal is done and I have all the letters of support for it, 26 from faculty and administrators around campus, and a letter signed by 25 
graduate students. 
I am now awaiting our chair’s letter documenting the results of our faculty meeting vote in the affirmative. I already have an email from the 
associate chair. 
So, my questions are these: 
1. Today is Thursday March 6. Is there a particular schedule for considering certificate proposals at the level of the Graduate School? I am hoping 
that the certificate might be available to students beginning fall 2014, if it were approved by the Graduate School. 
2. As for submitting all the materials, I was thinking of submitting everything as a set of PDF files -- the proposal and then each of the letters. Can 
you let me know how you want to receive them? Do you need hardcopy? 

All best wishes, 
Maria 
Dr. Maria DeGuzm~n 
Professor of English & Comparative Literature 

Director of Latina!o Studies 
UNC - Chapel Hill 

httL0 :jjwww. l i n kedin~comji n!ma r ia declu zma n 

<L SCer tificateProgmn~kpplicationForm.doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Sunday, March 16, 2014 5:50 PM 

Lindemmm~ Efika <ulinde@emaJ 1. unc .edu-* 

Fwd: Chair’s letter of support for the Latina/o Studies Graduate Certificate 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: "Rhodes, Terry Ellen" <RHODES,~;email.unc.edu> 

Date: March 16, 2014 at 5:48:27 PM EDT 
~ , .......................................... 

rl o: HartJyn, Jonatha~ ._h__~_Lrl__~3__r_r_~__t_Ln__c_2_e__d___t_~,, Owe~ Bobbi A" <owenbob~unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: 1~,¥: Chair’s letter of support tbr the Lafinaio Studies Graduate Certificate 

Well, this is the [:irst I’ve heard o[: d~is graduate certificate. Jonathan, let’s find each other tomorrow. [’1[ be ~n the office tomorrow morning, before C 

of C meet~ng~ and also have avai[ab[l~ty between 3 and 4. 

Thanks, 

Terry 

Terry Ellen Rhodes 

Senior Associate Dea~, F~ne Arts a~d Humanities 

College of Arts and Sciences 

Professor of Musfc 

UNvers~ty of North Carolfr?a at Chapel Hill 

205 South Bu[Idf~g, CB #3~00 

Chapel Hi~, NC 27599-.3~00 

9~9-962,-Z165 

9~9-962,-2408 

rhodes~email.unc.edu 

From: Hartlyn, Jonathan 

Sent: Sunday, March 16, 20~4 5:35 PM 

Te: Owen, BobN A; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 

Subject: FW: FW: Chair’s letter of support for the Latina!o Studies Graduate Certificate 

Bobbi (copy to Terry), Thank you for sharing th~s. It does not appear that the Institute for the Study of the Americas is referenced and I don’t see any 

~-~storv courses listed ~n the proposal There are some complh::ated ~ssues here -Terry perhaps we could touch b~se ~md ~:hen follow up with ~3obbi? 

Thanks, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hart~yn 

The University of North Carolina at Chape~ 

Senior Associate Dean for Sodal Sciences and 

Global Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Reddord ~rofessor of Pofit~c~;I Science 

205 South gu~d~ng, Cg 3~00 

Chape~ l-li~l NC 27599-.3~00 USA 

Emaik hart~yn@unc.edu 

O~ce: 9:1.9 962-1:1.65 Fax: 919 962-2,~8 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.eduJ 
Sent: Sunday, March 16, 2014 ~:4~ AM 

To: Hartlyn, Jonathan 

Subject: Fwd: FW: Chair’s letter of support for the Latina/o Studies Graduate Certificate 

Jonathan - 

I wonld appreciate your review, wanting to ~ sure that tNs is not impinging on oilier terfitoD~ 

Bobbi 

........ O6ginal Message ........ 

Subject:FW: Chair’s letter of support lbr the Latina/o Studies Graduate Certificate 

Date:Fri, 14 Mar 2014 12:49:52 -0400 

From:Lindemaam~ Erika 5L~_l_i_~Ld___e_~2~_e___r_~LLU_[:__u__~Lc_:__e__d___u__2 

To:Owen, Bobbi A :~9/kLe_!!_b__@_@__u___n_~_:_e_st___u__2 

Hi Bobbi, 

This proposal for a ~.atina!o graduate certificate hit my inbox this morning. Though the Department of English and Comparative Literature approved it 

this week, Stephanie and 1 were not aware that it was coming, so we have not had am/input along the way~ Maria Deguzman would like it approved to 

be effec~:i~e m fal~ 2014, 

V~e re~d the propos~ and ~mt~dp~te ~:hat the Ad Bo~rds m~ght n~ise seven~ concerns, We could be put on the ~genda [or the Apri~ 22 mee~:ing in order 

to offer [:eedback to Maria, with a decision coming in the first meeting of the fal~ 2014 semester. Or Stephan~e and ~ could work with Maria to offer 



feedback, wil:h l:he propos~l coming to the Ad Boards in Septemb~-_~r 20~4. }4~ppy to have your advk:e on how best to handle this. 
We have a [etLer from Beverly Taylor buL would also need a [etLer of endorseme~L from Dea~ Rhodes, correctP 
Thanks, 
Er~ka 

F~= Deguzm~n, Maria 
Sent’- Friday, March 14, 20~4 11:02 AM 
To= Schmi~, Stephanie; Lindemann, Erika 
Cc= Taylor, Beverly W 
Subject= Chair’s le~er of suppo~ for the Latina!o Studies Graduate Ce~ificate 
Thank you, Stephanie. 
Dear Erika, 
I am writing to you because the UNC Program in Latina!o Studies proposal for a Latina/o Studies Graduate Certificate for Graduate and Professional Students 
was approved unanimously at our English ~ Comparative Literature facul~ meeting Wednesday March 5. I am a~ching the proposal and I have signed le~ers 
from all the people listed in it that I can send as PDF files, should you wish to see them. 
I unders~nd from Dean Schmi~ that the College needs to approve the certifica~ proposal before the Graduate School does. Thus, ~ wish ~ know exactly what 
you need from me and also how we can get on your calendar for consideration of our proposal and how best to coordinate this process of approval in the most 
streamlined way. 
Here are the names of our le~r writer suppor~rs. I have a~ched the proposal to this email. Looking fo~ard ~ hearing from you. If you need ~ speak with 
me, my telephone number is: I am here in town. 
All best to you, 
Maria 
Dr. Maria DeGuzm~n 
Professor of English & Comparative Literature 
Director of Latina/o Studies 
UNC - Chapel Hill 
Professor ~V~ L ~dre~vs, E. Mayumd Ad~s t rofes~r of English & Com~rative Litera~re 

Associate Professor Trude Be~e~, DeN~meut of Maternal aud Child Healfl~, Gillings School of Glo~l Public Healtk UNC ChaN1 Hill 
Do~a M. Bic~ord, Ph.D., Associate Director, Office for Undergraduate Research 

Universi~ of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Vir~a L Cfirdenas, Ed.D., School of Education, ~C Chapel Hill, and Program Director School Tmnsfo~ation Coach at the NC Depa~ment 

of Public Instruction 
Professor Marta CivR, Distinguished ProtEssor of Mathematics Education, [~C School of Education 

Associate Professor Altha Cravey, Geography DeN(tment 

Associate Professor Paul Cuadros, School of Journalism and Mass Communication, Chair of the [~C Schola, s’ Latino Initiative, and Interim Pmsi&nt 

of the Carolina Latin~o Caucus 
Associate Professor En~flio del V~le EscN~te, Romance Lm~g~ges 

PmtEssor Eric Doing Intennin Director ofCom~mtive Litera~e, and Hanes Dis~iuguished Tem~ Professor of Ge~m~ 

PmtEssor ~chael Emch, Cha~r of the Geography Depa~,nent 

Associate Professor OswNdo Es~’ada, Romm~ce Lang~ges 

UNversi~ ofNo~h C~olina School of Law, Cl~s oI 
Associate Professor Da~d Garcia, Director of Graduate S~dies, Music Depm~ment 

Assis~nt Professor Laura HNpe~, Euglish & Comparative Litera~re DeN~eut 

Associate Professor aemfifer Ho, Director of @adore Studies, English, in the English & ComNmtive Literature Dep~ment 

ProtEssor Sher~! ~einman, SocioloD~ DeN~ment 
Assistant Professor Laura I~pez-S~ders, Sociology Depa~ment 

Associate ProtEssor Mario Marzan, Director of Undergraduate Studie~ A~ Department 

Dean BiR McDiarmid, Dean & Alumni Distinguished ProtEssor of Education, The [~C School of Educatiou 

Pe~bnnance S~dies, Depm~ment ofCommmfication S~dies & Teago Latin~o 

Professor Rosa PereN~uter, Professor of SNnish in Romance L~guages, and Director of the Moo~e Un&rgraduate Resemch Apprentice Program 

aosmeR ~. P~rez, M.A. Coordinator; Multiculmral Progrmn and Ca, olina Latina/o Colla~rative, DiversiU and Multiculmml Affa~rs, ~C ChaN1 ~11 
Professor ~’ista Perreira, l~Nic Policy DeN~nent 

Assis~nt Professor T~ya SNelds, Women’s & Gender Studies DeN~ment 

Jeerer Snead WflRan~s, Executive Director, Lafinoia Studies in the Glo~l South, Duke UniversiD~ 
Professor Beverly Taylor, Profesmr and Chair of the DeN~ment of English & ComNrative Literature 

UNC La~o Caucus of fac~U, staff, students, m~d al~ns 

Professor Adam Versenfi, Chair of Dramatic ~ 
Assis~nt ProtEssor Ariana E. Vi~l, Women’s & Geuder Studies Depa~ment 

Lis~ ofgrad~te stu&nts who have signed the petition tbr the approval of the I~C Cha~l Hill LafiuWo Studies Gmd~te Ce(tificate: 



From: Schmitt, Stephanie 
Sent-. Friday, March 14, 2014 10:38 AM 
To,, Deguzm~n, Maria 

¢:¢-" Lindemann, Erika 
Subject-. RE: Chair’s letter of support for the Latina!o Studies Graduate Certificate 

Maria, the College should approve anything before the final approval in the Graduate School. I am including Erika Lindemann on this note and she can 

let you know a bit more about their approval process and next meetings. 

Did you see the guidelines for having certificate programs developed and approved? They can be found on this website 

(http]/~gradsch~oi~unc~edu/p~!cies~facp~ty-staff/program-deve~o~ment/certificates~htm~)~ It provides guidance for the process. I’m happy to answer 

anything further as well. 

Best - 

Stephanie 

From-. Deguzm~n, Maria 
Sent-. Friday, March 14, 2014. 10:33 AM 
To,, Schmitt, Stephanie; Taylor, Beverly W 
Subject; Re: Chair’s letter of support for the Latina/o Studies Graduate Certificate 

Do they come beIi~re or a2[’ter the Graduate School approval? This is d~e first I have heard of them. With whom, specificaJly, should I be in touch ed~d what 

should I tell them? Please advise. Thauk you! All best, Media 

Seut from my iPhone 

On Mar 14, 2014, at 10:03 AM, "Schmitt, Stephanie" <s~lm~itt(~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Maria - thank you for sending this. I don’t need the full package until everything is finalized and submitted for the final review 

meeting. Also, typically when I meet with sponsors early in the planning process we discuss the approval process. Certificates must first 

be approved by the College of Arts and Sciences Board. Have you been in touch with them and are you scheduled for one of their 

upcoming meetings? 

I hope to review your proposal sometime next week and provide you feedback then. 

Thanks - 

Stephanie 

From-. Deguzm~n, Maria 
Sent-. Thursday, March 13, 2014- 4.:35 PM 
To,, Schmitt, Stephanie 
Subject; Chair’s letter of support for the Latina/o Studies Graduate Certificate 

Dear Dean Schmitt, 
Attached you will find the letter of support from Beverly Taylor, the Chair of the Department of English & Comparative Literature. 

I still have to send you all the other letters. Do you want them now or later? 
Anyway, I wanted you to know that the chair has sent hers. Let me know if you have any questions. 
All best to you, 
Maria 
Dr. Maria DeGuzm~n 
Professor of English & Comparative Literature 

Director of Latina!o Studies 
UNC - Chapel Hill 

Schmitt, Stephanie 
Monday, March 10, 2014 11:55 AM 

Deguzm~n, Maria 
S,,bjeet-" RE: Questions for you about the next level 

Dear Maria - thank you for providing me this draft copy of your proposal. I will put it in the queue for a cursory review and offer you 

feedback in the coming days. I probably have three proposals for review ahead of yours. And then yes, once I offer any feedback, if you 

have any changes to make to the proposal, you can then submit it officially for review and approval. At this point, I will tentatively try to 

slot it for our April meeting, but it somewhat depends on the status of the proposals ahead of yours if we can accommodate them all in 

this meeting. I will be in touch in the coming weeks with more information. 

Best - 

Stephanie 

Stephanie Schmitt ¯ Associate Dean for Academics 

The Graduate School .The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

200 Bynum Hall, CB# 4010, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-4010 

(919) 962-6306.._s__s__c_h___m___!_t__t_~__e____m___a_!_[:__u___n___c_:_?__d___u__ 
Visit us:gra dschool.unc.edu 

From-. Deguzm~n, Maria 
Sent-. Thursday, March 06, 2014. 10:4.3 AM 
To,, Schmitt, Stephanie 



Subject-" RE: Questions for you about the next level 
Dear Stephanie, 
I am sending you the proposal for you to review. Do you want the letters also? Or just this proposal that I have attached as a Word document? 
The UNC Program in Latina!o Studies has been in existence 10 years now. It is completely different from Latin American Studies. Ours focuses on 
what is happening with Latina/o populations and cultural production *in the United States and its territories.* We are talking one quarter of our 
U~S~ population by the year 2025, a mere 11 years from now. 
Latin American Studies, on the other hand, is focused on Latin America. The only overlap is migration, but our program is concerned with Latina/os 
who have been here 500 years in addition to new immigrants. So, frankly there is very little overlap, and there is no question of duplication. 
Our Program in Latina/o Studies is the first in the Southeast. Second is Duke’s and third is Vanderbilt’s. But we are the only program that would 
now have a graduate certificate component in the state of North Carolina which is the next logical step for us. That is why we have so much 

support from faculty, etc., including from Duke. You will see when you view the letters, but meanwhile you have the names of all the signatories as 
part of the proposal itself (turn to the last 3 pages). 
I am sending the proposal as a word document. I am very eager to have this approved, if possible, so that students can take advantage of the 
Latina/o Studies Graduate Certificate beginning fall 2014. 
Let me know if you have questions and T await your comments. I assume that once I receive them, T incorporate them, and send you all the 
materials at that time. Is that correct? 
I will be here through Spring Break, so as soon as you have those comments to me, we can formally send all materials to the Graduate School Am 
I understanding this correctly? 

All best, 
Maria 
Dr. Maria DeGuzm~n 
Professor of English & Comparative Literature 

Director of Latina/o Studies 

From-" Schmitt, Stephanie 
Sent; Thursday, March 06, 2014 10:26 AM 
To; Deguzm~n, Maria 
Subject: RE: Questions for you about the next level 

Dear Maria - the next step is to send the proposal to me for review and comment. I would prefer a Word version so I can make edits and 

track changes as needed. I can help determine what types of questions may need to be addressed before we schedule it for review. 

There are many other proposals already in the queue for the final review meeting of this academic year, so depending on whether or not 

they are deemed ready, we may or may not be able to hear yours in April. The committee does not meet over the summer, and our first 

meeting of the fall is generally in mid-September. 

Also, I note that the university already has a certificate in Latin American Studies. I’m assuming your proposal details the differences and 

similarities to the existing program and explains why that program is not sufficient? We wouldn’t approve duplicate programs and would 

like to see collaborative activities where appropriate. 

Best - 

Stephanie 

Stephanie Schmitt ¯ Associate Dean for Academics 

The Graduate School .The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

200 Bynum Hall, CB# 4010, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-4010 

(919) 962-6306 ¯ sschmitt@email.unc.edu 

Visit us:gradschool.unc.edu 

From: Deguzm~n, Maria 
Sent: Thursday, March 06, 2014 8:20 AM 
To-" Schmitt, Stephanie 
Subject," Questions for you about the next level 
Dear Dean Schmitt: 
The proposal for a Latina/o Studies Graduate Certificate for graduate and professional students passed unanimously at the faculty meeting 
yesterday in the home department of English & Comparative Literature. 
The proposal is done and I have all the letters of support for it, 26 from faculty and administrators around campus, and a letter signed by 25 
graduate students. 
I am now awaiting our chair’s letter documenting the results of our faculty meeting vote in the affirmative. I already have an email from the 
associate chair. 
So, my questions are these: 
1. Today is Thursday lvlarch 6. Is there a particular schedule for considering certificate proposals at the level of the Graduate School? I am hoping 
that the certificate might be available to students beginning fall 2014, if it were approved by the Graduate School. 

2. As for submitting all the materials, I was thinking of submitting everything as a set of PDF files -- the proposal and then each of the letters. Can 
you let me know how you want to receive them? Do you need hardcopy? 

All best wishes, 
Maria 
Dr. Maria DeGuzm~n 
Professor of English & Comparative Literature 

Director of Latina/o Studies 
UNC - Chapel Hill 

http://www.linkedin.com/in/mariadequzman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 8:53 PM 

Lindemmm, Efika <ulinde@emaJ 1. unc .edu-* 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Re: Coward but warm 

Sounds wise. Thanks for the help today. 
B. 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Mat- 17, 2 014, at 8:3 8 PM, "Lindemann, Erika" < ulinde@emai 1. unc edu> wrote: 
> 

> I decided to be cowardly and spend the night at the Country Inn near the airport. Less anxiety-producing in the morning I figure. 
> Enjoy the rest of the week, 
> Erika 
> 

> Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/22/2014 1:42:32 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Accepted: Paula in VolP training 2-4 

ITS Manning 

3/25/2014 4:00:00 AM 

3/26/2014 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Owen, Bobbi A -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN OV~NBOB> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 2:38 PM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodmm~@email.unc.edt~> 

Fwd: Declined: Transfer Committee Report 

ATT00001 .htm 

FYI. 

B. 

Sent tkom my iPhone 

Begin forwaxded message: 

From: "Egbert, Rebecca A" <regbe~t~adtnissions.unc.edu> 

To: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob@unc.edu> 
Subject: Declined: Transfer Committee Report 

Hi Paula, 

I am a~d I ~m m~ming another meeting from 3-4-4:30 on this same day. 

Is there m~y flexibiliU on the time? 

I am so sorry! 

Becky 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Parents Council on Feb 25 at C Club 

2/24/2012 

2/24/2012 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Piano at Duke on Sat. 

io/28/2o11 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Honors Advisory Board dinner with A&S Foundation 

10/28/2011 

10/28/201~ 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Dean Gil away 11/7-9 

11/7/2011 

11/7/2011 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Dean Gil away 12/1-3 

11/3o/2oll 
11/30/2011 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 







Dr Paul Hills, 

Coul~auld institute, London 

Paul Hills is well known for his pubiications on color, on Italian Renaissance art, and on 

the poet and painter David Jones. After studying at Cambridge, he took an MA and a 

PhD at The Courtauld. During his time as lecturer at Warwick University, from I976 to 

:[9£8, he directed the History of Art program in Venice. tn ~.98:1 he curated the 

retrospective exhibition of DovidJones at the Tate Gallery and he has continued to write 

cata{ogue essays on Jo~es and on such contemporarY/artists as Simon Lewbt, ARa Maria 

Pacheco a:~d Antoni Malinowski. He has been a visitin~ professor aL ~.he Institute of Fine 

Arts, New York; Villa I Tatti, The Harvard Center for Renaissance Studies; and the Royal 

Coliege of Art. In 2003 Hills was ap~3ointed Andrew Melton Visiting Professor at ]he 

Courtauld, and ,~ook up a permanen[ post in 2004. He has lectured on Rer~aissance art 

at international venues, including Harvard University, the Prado, the Louvre, and the 
National Gallery in London. His books inc:lude Dovil~’ ]one.s (Tare Gallery, :~ 9g~), 77~e Light 

qf Eefly Itofl~n Peinting (Yale, 1987), and Venetian Colour: M~rbte; Mo~oic, Pe~nting ~znd 

G~,ess, ~250-2550 (Yale, :L999). His research interests are: Colour and ian~uage; Art and 

perception; Titian arid Venetian pair~ting; Curtains, veils aod drapery in Renaissance art:. 





Dr Birgitt Borkopp~Restle 

Bern University, Switzerland 

Bir~itt Borkopp-Restte graduated from Bonn University in 299:~ with a Ph,D. thesis on 

the textile collect:ions of the Aachen canon Dr. Franz Bock. From 1.992 to ~.995 she 
held a position as assistant curator at the Ge[manisches Nationalmuseum in 

NOmberg. From ~993 to 2005 she was curator of the depaRment of textiles and 

cos[urea at the Bayerisches Nationalmuseum in Munich, where she curated and 

contributed to three major exhibitions: From Chi~e to Byzantium .-- Early Medieval 

5ilks [rom Bu~ing Grounds in North-Western G]uc~usus (joint project with the State 

Hermitage, St. Petersburg, ~996/97}; Rome and Byz(~ntium - Late Antique end 

Byzantine A~l ~kom Bavarian Collections (&998/99); With Great Joy, Triumph #nd 

5plen~our- Textile Treasures o[ the Renaissance and Baroque (2002/03). From 2005 
until 2008 she was director of the Museum fQr AnBewandte Kunst in Cologne. In 

September 2009 she was appointed ordinad~ for [he histo~ of tex[ile arts (Warner 

and Margaret Abe~8 e~dowed chair) at the Institute for Art History at Berne 

Uniw~rsity 

Her research interests are the textile arts of the Middle Ages and early modern period, 

textile objects as media of princely and bour,~eois representation, the history of 

museums and collections and related theories, the historiography of appiied arts, 

cultural transler between Occident and Orient, and the perception of the Middle ABes in 

the 29th century 





Dr Maria Hayward 

University of Southampton, GB 

Maria Hayward graduated with a history desree before undertakin~ the post i~raduate 

dipioma in te×tile conservation at the Textile Conse~a~on Centre, I-larnpton Court 

Palace {TCC). After workin8 as a conservator and completing a PhD in Histopf at the 

London School of Economics, she is currently a Reader and Head of Studies and 

Research at the TCC, Un~versit:y of Southampton. She was the Director o~the AHRC 

Research Centre for Textile Conse~’ation and Textile Studies (2004-07). In 2004 she was 

elected as a Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries and joined the editorial board of 

S~ud~es in Conservation. Her publications {nck~de ,The 2542 Inventory of Whitehall: The 

Palace and Its Keeper" (2004), ,,Tapestry ConseP~ation: Prindp~es and Practice", edited 

with Frances Lennard (2005), and ,,Dress at the Court of Henry Viii" (2007). Her research 

interests are: Dress and textiles at the court of Henri VIII; The production of revels and 

dis~uisinss at the Tudor court; Late medieval and early modern archaeoloSical textiles; 

The dress of Charles li in c~mparison with that: of Chades I. 





Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Rand Lecture 5:30 Hanes Art Center 

2/15/2012 

2/16/2012 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

Owner: 

0 

0 

Owen, Bobbi A 

Rand Lecture 

Presentation.pptx 





Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Dolley Madison Exhibit on Sat, Nov. 12 

11/11/2Oll 
11/11/2011 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Teaching Awards Banquet 

4/26/2012 

4/26/2012 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

BOT 

1/25/2012 

1/25/2012 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

BOT 

3/211’2012 

3/21/2012 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

grades? 

12/19/2011 

12/19/2011 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

grades 

12/21/2011 

12/21/2011 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

for 

2/22/20:1.2 

2/22/2012 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

overthe weekend 

3/30/2012 

3/30/2012 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Dinner 

4/18/2o12 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Winston House Event 

1/19/2012 

1/19/2012 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

SADS canceled - Gil away 

~/~/~o~ 
~/~/~o~ 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

To London 

5/24/2012 

5/24/2012 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Event is Friday and Saturday 

5/25/2012 

5/25/2012 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: PRC Friends mtg at 6 

Start Date: 31’I/2012 

Due Date: 3/1/2012 

Status: Completed 

Percent 1 

Complete: 

Total Work: 0 

Actual Work: 0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 

Rehearsal hall. 6-7:30 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

IDGC Cancelled 

2/14/2012 

2/14/2012 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Ken Strong Gallery will be dedicated at CDA time TBA 

3/23/2012 

3/23/2012 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Cinderella at Mem Hall - including pre-show talk 

4/5/2012 

4/5/2012 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

4/13/2012 

4/13/2012 

Completed 

1 

on campus 12-15 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Taylor Branch at 7 at Stone Center 

3/19/2012 

3/19/20~2 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Dinner at 7:45 

3/22/2012 

3/22/2012 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

lecture 

4/9/2012 

4/9/2012 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

5/9/2012 

5/9/2012 

Completed 

1 

at C Inn at 5:30 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

6/29/2012 

6/29/2012 

Completed 

1 

’ is SAT 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

August 4 at 10 am is Bridge Graduation 

8/3/2012 

8/3/2012 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

To DC at 10:45 AM AA#4451 

11/7/2012 

11/7/2012 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

UVP meeting 

11/8/2012 

11/8/2012 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Reinvention Center meeting starts 

11/9/2012 

11/9/2012 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Summer Bridge Dinner with 

11/7/2o12 
11/7/2012 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

9/19/2012 

9/19/20~2 

Completed 

1 

at home at 6:30 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

ACCCIAC in College Park??? 

2/10/2013 

2110/2013 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

ACCCIAC in College Park Confirmed 

2/11/2013 

2/11/2013 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Commencement 

s/12/2o13 
s/12/2o~3 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

11/7/2o12 
11/7/2012 

Completed 

1 

on retreat - noon on 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

10/29/2012 

10/29/20~2 

Completed 

1 

Here? 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Board MTG 4:30-6:30 followed by Dinner 

11/8/2012 

11/8/2012 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

To NYC on Saturday 

11/16/2012 

11/16/2012 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

IAH chair’s dinner postponed to spring 

12/5/2012 

12/5/20E2 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Possible ASP board re 

4/12/2013 

4/12/20~3 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Home from Madison at 3:00; 

1/30/2013 

1/30/2013 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

Owner: 

0 

0 

Owen, Bobbi A 

reception is Jan 29. 

Reception at 3:30 C Club 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Arts Brunch in NYC is Sunday 5-19 

5/17/2013 

5/17/2013 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

5/6/2013 

5/6/2013 

Completed 

1 

begins 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

6/25/2013 

6/25/2013 

Completed 

1 

flight leaves 9 am 

Total Work: 0 

Actual Work: 0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 

American Airlines        Flight Number: AA1563 
From: (RDU)Raleigh/Durham NC, USA      Depart: 9:00 AM 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Hold for 

7/8/2013 

7/8/2013 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

Reinstate 

3/31/2014 

3/31/2014 

Completed 

1 

0 

0 

as BOA effective July 1, 2014 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

K Gil on vacation 

7/15/2013 

7/15/2013 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Folt Installation on Saturday - at 2, lunch at 11:30 

10/11/2013 

10/11/2013 

Status: Completed 

Percent 1 

Complete: 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 

Brunch at 11:30 C Inn Honorary Degrees 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

honors Brunch at 10 on Sunday, August 18, 2013 

8/16/2013 

8/16/2013 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Convocation at 7 at Smith Center 

8/18/2013 

8/18/20~3 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Dr Holland at noon 

11/8/2013 

11/8/2013 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Fall Themed bake sale is Monday 

11/8/2013 

11/8/2013 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Auto Logic at 8 for day 

11/5/2013 

11/5/2013 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Status: Not Started 

Percent 0 

Complete: 

memorial Saturday from 2-4 

Total Work: 0 

Actual Work: 0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 

Morehead Dining Room 



Subject: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Chancellor Folt Winston House at 7 

Not Started 

0 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Chancellor Folt Winston House at 7 

3/11/2014 

3/11/20~4 

Completed 

1 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Honors London Info Session? 

8/27/2014 

8/27/2014 

Not Started 

0 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Honors London Info Session? 

8/28/2014 

8/28/2014 

Not Started 

0 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Honors London Info Session? 

9/2/2014 

9/2/2014 

Not Started 

0 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Honors London Info Session? 

9/3/2014 

9/3/2014 

Not Started 

0 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Honors London Application Deadline 

9/18/2014 

9/18/20~4 

Not Started 

0 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Honors London Interviews? 

10/6/2014 

10/6/2014 

Not Started 

0 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Honors London Interviews? 

10/7/2014 

10/7/2014 

Not Started 

0 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Honors London Interviews? 

10/8/2014 

10/8/2014 

Not Started 

0 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Honors London Interviews? 

10/9/2014 

10/9/2014 

Not Started 

0 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Honors London Interviews? 

10/10/2014 

10/10/2014 

Not Started 

0 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Honors London Orientation? 

10/29/2014 

10/29/2014 

Not Started 

0 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Honors London Orientation? 

10/30/2014 

10/30/2014 

Not Started 

0 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Honors London Students arrive on i-i0 

Not Started 

0 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Students arrive Sat 1-10 

1/9/2015 

1/9/2015 

Not Started 

0 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Orientation for W House 

1/11/2015 

1/11/2015 

Not Started 

0 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Orientation for W House 

1/12/2015 

1/12/20~5 

Not Started 

0 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Classes begin to April 

1/13/2015 

1/13/2015 

Not Started 

0 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Internships begin 

1/19/2015 

1/19/2015 

Not Started 

0 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Sprin~ Break this week 

3/2/2015 

3/2/20~5 

Not Started 

0 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Departure for students 

4/18/2015 

4/18/2015 

Not Started 

0 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Ft Worth 

3/27/2014 

3/27/2014 

Not Started 

0 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Ft. Worth 

3/28/2o14 
3/28/2014 

Not Started 

0 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Ft. Worth 

3/29/2o14 
3/29/2014 

Not Started 

0 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



Subject: 

Start Date: 

Due Date: 

Status: 

Percent 

Complete: 

Ft. Worth - home 

3/30/2014 

3/30/2014 

Not Started 

0 

Total Work: 

Actual Work: 

0 

0 

Owner: Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2010 9:37:20 PM 

LUNCH 

1/3/2011 5:00:00 PM 

1/3/2011 6:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Daily 

Occurs every day from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM effective 1/3/2011, (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
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LUNCH 

1/3/2011 5:00:00 PM 

1/3/2011 6:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Daily 

Occurs every day from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM effective 1/3/2011, (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2010 9:37:20 PM 

LUNCH 

1/3/2011 5:00:00 PM 

1/3/2011 6:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Daily 

Occurs every day from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM effective 1/3/2011, (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2010 9:37:20 PM 

LUNCH 

1/3/2011 5:00:00 PM 

1/3/2011 6:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Daily 

Occurs every day from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM effective 1/3/2011, (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2010 9:37:20 PM 

LUNCH 

1/3/2011 5:00:00 PM 

1/3/2011 6:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Daily 

Occurs every day from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM effective 1/3/2011, (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2010 9:37:20 PM 

LUNCH 

1/3/2011 5:00:00 PM 

1/3/2011 6:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Daily 

Occurs every day from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM effective 1/3/2011, (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2010 9:37:20 PM 

LUNCH 

1/3/2011 5:00:00 PM 

1/3/2011 6:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Daily 

Occurs every day from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM effective 1/3/2011, (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2010 9:37:20 PM 

LUNCH 

1/3/2011 5:00:00 PM 

1/3/2011 6:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Daily 

Occurs every day from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM effective 1/3/2011, (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2010 9:37:20 PM 

LUNCH 

1/3/2011 5:00:00 PM 

1/3/2011 6:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Daily 

Occurs every day from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM effective 1/3/2011, (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2010 9:37:20 PM 

LUNCH 

1/3/2011 5:00:00 PM 

1/3/2011 6:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Daily 

Occurs every day from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM effective 1/3/2011, (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2010 9:37:20 PM 

LUNCH 

1/3/2011 5:00:00 PM 

1/3/2011 6:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Daily 

Occurs every day from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM effective 1/3/2011, (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2010 9:37:20 PM 

LUNCH 

1/3/2011 5:00:00 PM 

1/3/2011 6:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Daily 

Occurs every day from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM effective 1/3/2011, (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2010 9:37:20 PM 

LUNCH 

1/3/2011 5:00:00 PM 

1/3/2011 6:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Daily 

Occurs every day from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM effective 1/3/2011, (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2010 9:37:20 PM 

LUNCH 

1/3/2011 5:00:00 PM 

1/3/2011 6:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Daily 

Occurs every day from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM effective 1/3/2011, (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2010 9:37:20 PM 

LUNCH 

1/3/2011 5:00:00 PM 

1/3/2011 6:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Daily 

Occurs every day from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM effective 1/3/2011, (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2010 9:37:20 PM 

LUNCH 

1/3/2011 5:00:00 PM 

1/3/2011 6:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Daily 

Occurs every day from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM effective 1/3/2011, (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2010 9:37:20 PM 

LUNCH 

1/3/2011 5:00:00 PM 

1/3/2011 6:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Daily 

Occurs every day from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM effective 1/3/2011, (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2010 9:37:20 PM 

LUNCH 

1/3/2011 5:00:00 PM 

1/3/2011 6:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Daily 

Occurs every day from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM effective 1/3/2011, (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2010 9:37:20 PM 

LUNCH 

1/3/2011 5:00:00 PM 

1/3/2011 6:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Daily 

Occurs every day from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM effective 1/3/2011, (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2010 9:37:20 PM 

LUNCH 

1/3/2011 5:00:00 PM 

1/3/2011 6:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Daily 

Occurs every day from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM effective 1/3/2011, (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2010 9:37:20 PM 

LUNCH 

1/3/2011 5:00:00 PM 

1/3/2011 6:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Daily 

Occurs every day from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM effective 1/3/2011, (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2010 9:37:20 PM 

LUNCH 

1/3/2011 5:00:00 PM 

1/3/2011 6:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Daily 

Occurs every day from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM effective 1/3/2011, (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2010 9:37:20 PM 

LUNCH 

1/3/2011 5:00:00 PM 

1/3/2011 6:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Daily 

Occurs every day from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM effective 1/3/2011, (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2010 9:37:20 PM 

LUNCH 

1/3/2011 5:00:00 PM 

1/3/2011 6:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Daily 

Occurs every day from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM effective 1/3/2011, (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2010 9:37:20 PM 

LUNCH 

1/3/2011 5:00:00 PM 

1/3/2011 6:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Daily 

Occurs every day from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM effective 1/3/2011, (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2010 9:37:20 PM 

LUNCH 

1/3/2011 5:00:00 PM 

1/3/2011 6:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Daily 

Occurs every day from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM effective 1/3/2011, (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2010 9:37:20 PM 

LUNCH 

1/3/2011 5:00:00 PM 

1/3/2011 6:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Daily 

Occurs every day from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM effective 1/3/2011, (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2010 9:37:20 PM 

LUNCH 

1/3/2011 5:00:00 PM 

1/3/2011 6:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Daily 

Occurs every day from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM effective 1/3/2011, (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2010 9:37:20 PM 

LUNCH 

1/3/2011 5:00:00 PM 

1/3/2011 6:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Daily 

Occurs every day from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM effective 1/3/2011, (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2010 9:37:20 PM 

LUNCH 

1/3/2011 5:00:00 PM 

1/3/2011 6:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Daily 

Occurs every day from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM effective 1/3/2011, (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2010 9:37:20 PM 

LUNCH 

1/3/2011 5:00:00 PM 

1/3/2011 6:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Daily 

Occurs every day from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM effective 1/3/2011, (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2010 9:37:20 PM 

LUNCH 

1/3/2011 5:00:00 PM 

1/3/2011 6:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Daily 

Occurs every day from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM effective 1/3/2011, (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2010 9:37:20 PM 

LUNCH 

1/3/2011 5:00:00 PM 

1/3/2011 6:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Daily 

Occurs every day from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM effective 1/3/2011, (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2010 9:37:20 PM 

LUNCH 

1/3/2011 5:00:00 PM 

1/3/2011 6:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Daily 

Occurs every day from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM effective 1/3/2011, (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2010 9:37:20 PM 

LUNCH 

1/3/2011 5:00:00 PM 

1/3/2011 6:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Daily 

Occurs every day from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM effective 1/3/2011, (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2010 9:37:20 PM 

LUNCH 

1/3/2011 5:00:00 PM 

1/3/2011 6:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Daily 

Occurs every day from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM effective 1/3/2011, (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

4/16/2013 1:18:04 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen 

Rhodes (rhodes)]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Hartlyn, Jonathan I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reid, 

Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid] 

Board of Trustees - at 2 

Clnn 

1/22/2014 7:00:00 PM 

1/22/2014 10:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; McHale, Tammy J; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Owen, Bobbi A; Reid, Dee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

4/16/2013 1:18:04 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen 

Rhodes (rhodes)]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Hartlyn, Jonathan I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reid, 

Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid] 

Board of Trustees - at 2 

Clnn 

1/22/2014 6:45:00 PM 

1/22/2014 9:45:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; McHale, Tammy J; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Owen, Bobbi A; Reid, Dee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

4/16/2013 1:18:04 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen 

Rhodes (rhodes)]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Hartlyn, Jonathan I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reid, 

Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid] 

Board of Trustees - at 2 

Clnn 

1/22/2014 7:00:00 PM 

1/23/2014 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; McHale, Tammy J; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Owen, Bobbi A; Reid, Dee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

4/16/2013 1:18:04 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen 

Rhodes (rhodes)]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Hartlyn, Jonathan I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reid, 

Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid] 

Board of Trustees - at 2 

Clnn 

1/22/2014 6:00:00 PM 

1/22/2014 Ii:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; McHale, Tammy J; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Owen, Bobbi A; Reid, Dee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

4/16/2013 1:18:04 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen 

Rhodes (rhodes)]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Hartlyn, Jonathan I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reid, 

Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid] 

Board of Trustees 

1/22/2014 6:00:00 PM 

1/22/2014 11:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; McHale, Tammy J; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Owen, Bobbi A; Reid, Dee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

4/16/2013 1:18:04 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen 

Rhodes (rhodes)]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Hartlyn, Jonathan I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reid, 

Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid] 

Board of Trustees 

1/22/2014 1:00:00 PM 

1/22/2014 9:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; McHale, Tammy J; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Owen, Bobbi A; Reid, Dee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

4/18/2013 12:56:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; McHale, Tammy J I/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale] 

SADs meeting 

205 South 

8/22/2013 7:00:00 PM 

8/22/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Thursday from 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM effective 8/22/2013 until 5/8/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US 

&Canada) 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A 

(owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

4/18/2013 12:56:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; McHale, Tammy J I/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale] 

SADs meeting 

205 South 

8/22/2013 7:00:00 PM 

8/22/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Thursday from 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM effective 8/22/2013 until 5/8/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US 

&Canada) 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A 

(owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

4/18/2013 12:56:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; McHale, Tammy J I/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale] 

SADs meeting 

205 South 

8/22/2013 7:00:00 PM 

8/22/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Thursday from 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM effective 8/22/2013 until 5/8/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US 

&Canada) 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A 

(owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

4/18/2013 12:56:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; McHale, Tammy J I/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale] 

SADs meeting 

205 South 

8/22/2013 7:00:00 PM 

8/22/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Thursday from 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM effective 8/22/2013 until 5/8/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US 

&Canada) 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A 

(owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

4/18/2013 12:56:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; McHale, Tammy J I/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale] 

SADs meeting 

205 South 

8/22/2013 7:00:00 PM 

8/22/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Thursday from 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM effective 8/22/2013 until 5/8/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US 

&Canada) 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A 

(owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

4/18/2013 12:57:55 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Lang, Andrew I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alang]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy] 

SADs meeting 

205 South 

8/26/2013 7:00:00 PM 

8/26/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM effective 8/26/2013 until 5/5/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 

Canada) 

Lang, Andrew; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Rhodes, Terry 

Ellen; Kennedy, Shannon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

4/18/2013 12:57:55 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Lang, Andrew I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alang]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy] 

SADs meeting 

205 South 

8/26/2013 7:00:00 PM 

8/26/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM effective 8/26/2013 until 5/5/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 

Canada) 

Lang, Andrew; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Rhodes, Terry 

Ellen; Kennedy, Shannon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

4/18/2013 1:09:54 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Hartlyn, 

Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen 

Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Thanksgiving Recess 

11/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

11/30/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Reid, Dee (deereid@unc.edu); Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); McHale, Tammy J; 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

4/18/2013 1:11:34 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen 

Rhodes (rhodes)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Reid, Dee I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale] 

Reading Day 

12/5/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/6/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Owen, Bobbi A 

(owenbob@unc.edu); McHale, Tammy J; Reid, Dee (deereid@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

4/18/2013 1:12:57 PM 

McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin 

M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M 

Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Reid, Dee I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Reading Day 

12/12/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/22/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A 

(owenbob@unc.edu); Reid, Dee (deereid@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

4/18/2013 1:14:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid] 

Exam days 

12/12/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/14/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Reid, Dee (deereid@unc.edu); 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); McHale, Tammy J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

4/18/2013 1:15:04 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; McHale, Tammy J 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; 

Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Reid, Dee I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Fall commencement 

12/15/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/16/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

(hartlyn@unc.edu); McHale, Tammy J; Reid, Dee (deereid@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

4/18/2013 1:16:02 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan I/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, 

Kevin M I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)] 

Classes begin 

1/8/2014 5:00:00 AM 
1/9/2014 5:00:00 AM 
Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); McHale, Tammy J; Reid, Dee 

(deereid@unc.edu); Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

4/18/2013 1:16:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin 

M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M 

Guskiewicz (gus)]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Reid, Dee I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn] 

Last Day for Late Registration 

1/14/2014 5:00:00 AM 

1/15/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Reid, Dee (deereid@unc.edu); 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); McHale, Tammy J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

4/18/2013 1:17:37 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Reid, Dee I/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)] 

MLK Holiday 

1/20/2014 1:00:00 PM 

1/20/2014 10:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Guskiewicz, Kevin M; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A 

(owenbob@unc.edu); Reid, Dee (deereid@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

4/18/2013 1:20:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; McHale, Tammy J I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale] 

Spring Holiday 

4/18/2014 12:00:00 PM 

4/18/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Reid, Dee (deereid@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

6/10/2013 2:42:28 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen 

Rhodes (rhodes)]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Hartlyn, Jonathan I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Board of Trustees 

3/27/2014 12:00:00 PM 

3/27/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; McHale, Tammy J; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Owen, Bobbi A 

(owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

6/10/2013 2:43:28 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)] 

Board of Trustees 

1/23/2014 1:00:00 PM 

1/23/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

6/10/2013 2:43:28 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)] 

Board of Trustees 

1/23/2014 1:00:00 PM 

1/23/2014 9:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/27/2013 7:05:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Thanksgiving Holiday 

11/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

11/28/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Out of Office 

Recurrence: Daily 

every day 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/27/2013 7:05:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Thanksgiving Holiday 

11/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

11/28/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Out of Office 

Recurrence: Daily 

every day 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/3/2013 5:09:19 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Co star 

Start: 1/6/2014 1:00:00 PM 

End: 1/6/2014 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Monday from 8:00 AM to 11:30 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/3/2013 5:09:19 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Co star 

Start: 1/6/2014 1:00:00 PM 

End: 1/6/2014 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Monday from 8:00 AM to 11:30 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strizheus, Yulia -4’O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN 19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65> 

Friday, October 11, 2013 9:10 AM 

Cable, Jaye E <jecable@email.unc.edu>; GuskJewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu-~; Owen, Bobbi A <owenh~b@unc.edu> 

ILE: conflict with today’s meeting 

Atl, I’1f re-send the Outlook invite for 4--Spin on Monday, October :14. 

Yulia 

From: Cable, Jaye E 
Sent; Friday, October 11, 2013 9:04 AM 

To; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 
Cc; Strizheus, Yulia 
Subject; RE: conflict with today’s meeting 

Kevin and Bobbi, 
I’m open from 2-3 and 4-5 on Monday. Either works, but prefer the latter timeslot if possible. 
Jaye 

Jaye E. Cable 
Chair, Curriculum for Environment and Ecology 
Professor, Department of Marine Science 
CB-3300, 4202H Murray Hall 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-3468 
]ecable@email,unc,edu 

From: Guskiewicz, Kevin M 
Sent; Friday, October 11, 2013 8:23 

To; Owen, BobN A 
Co: Cable, Jaye E; Strizheus, Yulia 
Subject: RE: conflict with today’s meeting 

Bobbi, 

Thanl~s. t will w~;il: 1:.:> hear [rorn Jaye about her availability. 

Kevin 

From; BobN Owen [mailto:owenbob@unqedu] 
Sent; Friday, October 11, 2013 8:16 AM 

To; Guskiewicz, Kevin M 
Co; Cable, Jaye E; Strizheus, Yulia 
Subject; Re: conflict with today’s meeting 

Today is not possible but Monday between 2-5 is open for me. 

Bobbi 

On :10/:1:1/20:13 7:59 AM, Guskiewicz, Kevin M wrote: 

Bobbi and Jaye, 

I have a conflict at 2pro today. Do you have any flexibility in your schedule this mornin~ between 9:30-:1:1:00 or Monday afternoon between 2:30-5pm? 

I apologize for the short notice. 

Kevin 

Kevin Guskiewicz, PhD, ATC 

Kenan Distinsuished Professor, Exercise and Sport Science 

Senior Associate Dean, Natural Sciences 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dea[z [or UndergraduaLe Education, and 

Michael R. HcVaugh Distinguished Professor oi Dramatic Art 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 301] SLeele BuildJ[zg 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyl~ Jonathm~ <hartlyn@nnc.edu~ 

Monday, September 16, 2013 2:30 PM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gu@email.unc.edu>; McHale, TaJnmy J <tmchale@email.unc.edu>; Strizheus, Yulia <ystrizh@email.unc.edu>; 

Goldston, Linda R <linda goldston@unc.edu-~ 

l~odes, Ten3, Ellen <RHODES@email.unc.edt~- 

I~NV: Thmiks for meeting re CoC 

Dear all, Fyi, re Nov. 18 meeting, Jonathan 

Jonat]am~ Hartlyn 

The Universi~ of NoVth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Social Sciences and 

Global Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Recklbrd Prot~ssor of Political Science 
205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel HillNC 27599-3100 USA 

Email: hartlyn@unc.edu 

Office: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Bardsley, Janice B 

Sent: Monday, September 16, 2013 2:27 PM 

To: Haxtlyn, Jonathan; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hirschfield, James 

Subject: Thanks for meeting re CoC 

Dear Jonathan and Terry, 

Thank you for meeting with us regarding the role of the CoC. I told the chairs that CoC Ineetings were useful to the demis as a way to catch up informally with chairs at 

the CoC meetings, to hear perspectives from chai~ outside their division, and when presentations are given, to hear what the chairs are told so we’re all on the same 

page. Thus. the Oct 14th meeting with the Chancellor is a good one for the deans to attend. 

At the CoC discussion today, the consensus was that chairs preferred to use CoC meetings this ?,ear to talk informally and among ourselves rather than to hear 
presentations. I’m pla~ning that the Nov. 18th meeting then is only tbr chairs. 

Thanks again’. 

Jan Bardsley 

Associate Professor and Chair 

Department of Asian Studies 

Room 121 New West, tel: 919-962-1534 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

President, Southeast ContErence/Association of Asian Studies Co-editor with Laura Miller of Manners and MischieI! Gender, Power, and Etiquette in Japa~ (UC 

Press, 2011) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Microsoft Outlook [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYD~B~HF23SPDLT)/cN=REc~P~ENTS/cN=M~cR~S~FTEXCHANGE329E71Ec88AE461~BBc36AB6cE411~9E] 

10/22/2013 4:36:44 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Meeting Forward Notification out of office till lpm - 

10/28/2013 4:00:00 AM 
10/29/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Microsoft Outlook [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYD~B~HF23SPDLT)/cN=REc~P~ENTS/cN=M~cR~S~FTEXCHANGE329E71Ec88AE461~BBc36AB6cE411~9E] 

10/22/2013 4:36:44 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Meeting Forward Notification: out of office till lpm -, appt 

10/28/2013 4:00:00 AM 
10/29/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

10/22/2013 5:09:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Accepted: out of office till lpm - appt 

Start: 10/28/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/29/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

10/22/2013 5:09:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Accepted: out of office till lpm - appt 

Start: 10/28/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/29/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/22/2013 5:20:10 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Accepted: out of office till lpm - appt 

Start: 10/28/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/29/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/22/2013 5:20:10 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Accepted: out of office till lpm - appt 

Start: 10/28/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/29/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

11/18/2013 5:28:57 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Cline, 

Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alexis Lynn Cline (alcline)24a] 

McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale] 

Distinguished Professorships Reception 

Hyde Hall: University Room 

11/19/2013 9:00:00 PM 

11/19/2013 Ii:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gil, Karen M; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Owen, Bobbi A 

(owenbob@unc.edu); Cline, Alexis L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Pittman, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JH PITTMA] 

11/20/2013 9:22:55 PM 



EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

Subject: 

Location: 

Dean’s Office Holiday Luncheon Invitation & Entree Choices 

North Parlor, Carolina Inn 

Start: 12/11/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 12/11/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gil, Karen M; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Reid, Dee; Rhodes, Terry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Pittman, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JH PITTMA] 

11/20/2013 9:22:55 PM 



Subject: 

Location: 

Dean’s Office Holiday Luncheon Invitation & Entree Choices 

North Parlor, Carolina Inn 

Start: 12/11/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 12/11/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gil, Karen M; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Reid, Dee; Rhodes, Terry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Pittman, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JH PITTMA] 

11/20/2013 9:22:59 PM 



Subject: 

Location: 

Dean’s Office Holiday Luncheon Invitation & Entree Choices 

North Parlor, Carolina Inn 

Start: 12/11/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 12/11/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gil, Karen M; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Reid, Dee; Rhodes, Terry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Pittman, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JH PITTMA] 

11/20/2013 9:22:59 PM 



Subject: 

Location: 

Dean’s Office Holiday Luncheon Invitation & Entree Choices 

North Parlor, Carolina Inn 

Start: 12/11/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 12/11/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gil, Karen M; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Reid, Dee; Rhodes, Terry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= 

11/22/2013 8:04:47 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Accepted: 

Location: Steele 3011 

~Owen/Asbu ry/Derickson 

Start: 11/25/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 11/25/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=        I 

11/22/2013 8:04:47 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Accepted: 

Location: Steele 3011 

’Owen/Asbu ry/Derickson 

Start: 11/25/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 11/25/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

11/22/2013 8:04:47 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Accepted: 

Location: Steele 3011 

/Owen/Asbu ry/Derickson 

Start: 11/25/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 11/25/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN: 

11/25/2013 5:32:25 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O--UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Educational Leave 9:30-4:30 

11/26/2013 5:00:00 AM 

11/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

11/25/2013 5:32:25 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Educational Leave 9:30-4:30 

11/26/2013 5:00:00 AM 

11/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

11/25/2013 5:32:25 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Educational Leave 9:30-4:30 

11/26/2013 5:00:00 AM 

11/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

11/25/2013 5:32:25 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Educational Leave 9:30-4:30 

11/26/2013 5:00:00 AM 

11/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

11/25/2013 5:32:25 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Educational Leave 9:30-4:30 

11/26/2013 5:00:00 AM 

11/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

11/25/2013 5:32:25 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Educational Leave 9:30-4:30 

11/26/2013 5:00:00 AM 

11/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: 

11/25/2013 5:32:28 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Educational Leave 9:30-4:30 

11/26/2013 5:00:00 AM 
11/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 
Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

11/25/2013 5:32:28 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Educational Leave 9:30-4:30 

11/26/2013 5:00:00 AM 
11/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 
Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

11/25/2013 5:32:28 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=       I; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Educational Leave 9:30-4:30 

11/26/2013 5:00:00 AM 
11/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 
Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=        ] 

11/25/2013 5:32:28 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN:       I; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Educational Leave 9:30-4:30 

11/26/2013 5:00:00 AM 
11/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 
Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

11/26/2013 3:10:31 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Accepted: Undergraduate Breakfast/Meeting 

Carolina Club 

11/26/2013 1:00:00 PM 

11/26/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

11/26/2013 3:10:31 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Accepted: Undergraduate Breakfast/Meeting 

Carolina Club 

11/26/2013 1:00:00 PM 

11/26/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

11/26/2013 3:10:31 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Accepted: Undergraduate Breakfast/Meeting 

Carolina Club 

11/26/2013 1:00:00 PM 

11/26/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

11/26/2013 3:10:31 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Accepted: Undergraduate Breakfast/Meeting 

Carolina Club 

11/26/2013 1:00:00 PM 

11/26/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

11/26/2013 3:10:31 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Accepted: Undergraduate Breakfast/Meeting 

Carolina Club 

11/26/2013 1:00:00 PM 

11/26/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

11/26/2013 3:11:14 AM 
Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Subject: 

Start: 11/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 
End: 11/30/2013 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

11/26/2013 3:11:14 AM 
Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Subject: 

Start: 11/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 
End: 11/30/2013 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

; Owen, Bobbi A; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

11/26/2013 3:11:15 AM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCMANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicefl; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCMANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCMANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]~ [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCMANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: I 

Subject: 

Start: 11/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/30/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

11/26/2013 3:11:15 AM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCMANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicefl; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCMANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCMANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCMANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOMF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

Subject: 

Start: 11/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/30/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

; Owen, Bobbi A; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

11/26/2013 3:11:15 AM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCMANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicefl; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCMANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCMANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCMANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOMF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

Subject: 

Start: 11/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/30/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

11/26/2013 3:11:15 AM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCMANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicefl; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCMANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCMANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]~ [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCMANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOMF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: 

Subject: 

Start: 11/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/30/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

; Owen, Bobbi A; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

11/26/2013 5:01:29 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Siedentop/Owen Monthly Meeting 

Steele 3011 

Start: 11/27/2013 5:30:00 PM 

End: 11/27/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

11/26/2013 5:01:29 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Siedentop/Owen Monthly Meeting 

Steele 3011 

Start: 11/27/2013 5:30:00 PM 

End: 11/27/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

11/26/2013 5:01:29 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Siedentop/Owen Monthly Meeting 

Steele 3011 

Start: 11/27/2013 5:30:00 PM 

End: 11/27/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

11/26/2013 5:01:29 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Siedentop/Owen Monthly Meeting 

Steele 3011 

Start: 11/27/2013 5:30:00 PM 

End: 11/27/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

11/26/2013 5:01:29 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Siedentop/Owen Monthly Meeting 

Steele 3011 

Start: 11/27/2013 5:30:00 PM 

End: 11/27/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/27/2013 3:29:10 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=, [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ]; /O=U NC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ; Lindemann, 

Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon (gmenon)]; Morgan-Smith, Mary 

Margaret [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=D298aO5ddlaO4bfc9f67b8366aa23clc]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ; Panter, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Panter (panter)]; Powell, Candice 

Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Spurt, Kim Weaver [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Spurrk] 

***Fire Drill*** 

Steele Building 

12/16/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/17/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Bobbi A; 

Fisher, Annice E; Haven, Ben; 

; Lindemann, Erika; Menon, Geeta; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret; Owen, 

; Panter, A. T.; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Spurt, Kim Weaver 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/27/2013 3:29:10 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= I/O=U NC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= Lindemann, 

Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon (gmenon)]; Morgan-Smith, Mary 

Margaret [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=D298aO5ddlaO4bfc9f67b8366aa23clc]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ; Panter, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Panter (panter)]; Powell, Candice 

Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Spurt, Kim Weaver [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Spurrk] 

***Fire Drill*** 

Steele Building 

12/16/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/17/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Bobbi A; 

Fisher, Annice E; Haven, Ben; 

; Lindemann, Erika; Menon, Geeta; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret; Owen, 

Panter, A. T.; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Spurt, Kim Weaver 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/27/2013 3:29:10 PM 

I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: 1; Lindemann, 

Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon (gmenon)]; Morgan-Smith, Mary 

Margaret [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=D298aOSddlaO4bfc9f67b8366aa23clc]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ; Partier, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Panter (partier)]; Powell, Candice 

Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Spurt, Kim Weaver [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Spurrk] 

***Fire Drill*** 

Steele Building 

12/16/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/17/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Bobbi A; 

Fisher, Annice E; Haven, Ben; 

Lindemann, Erika; Menon, Geeta; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret; Owen, 

Panter, A. T.; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Spurt, Kim Weaver 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/27/2013 3:29:10 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= I/O=U NC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ; Lindemann, 

Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon (gmenon)]; Morgan-Smith, Mary 

Margaret [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=D298aO5ddlaO4bfc9f67b8366aa23clc]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ; Panter, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Panter (panter)]; Powell, Candice 

Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Spurt, Kim Weaver [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Spurrk] 

***Fire Drill*** 

Steele Building 

12/16/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/17/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Bobbi A; 

; Fisher, Annice E; Haven, Ben; 

Megan Brandy Patricia; Lindemann, Erika; Menon, Geeta; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret; Owen, 

Panter, A. T.; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Spurt, Kim Weaver 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/27/2013 3:29:10 PM 

/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= i/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN: ; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN: [/O=U NC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= ; Lindemann, 

Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon (gmenon)]; Morgan-Smith, Mary 

Margaret [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=D298aO5ddlaO4bfc9f67b8366aa23clc]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN: ; Panter, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Panter (panter)]; Powell, Candice 

Shields Fleming [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Spurt, Kim Weaver [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Spurrk] 

***Fire Drill*** 

Steele Building 

12/16/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/17/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Bobbi A; 

Fisher, Annice E; Haven, 

Lindemann, Erika; Menon, Geeta; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret; Owen, 

; Panter, A. T.; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Spurt, Kim Weaver 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/27/2013 3:29:12 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN:        ; 

I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= /O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon 

(gmenon)]; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=D298aO5ddlaO4bfc9f67b8366aa23clc]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: ; Panter, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Panter (panter)]; Powell, Candice 

Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Spurr, Kim Weaver [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Spurrk] 

***Fire Drill*** 

Steele Building 

12/16/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/17/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Bobbi A; 

Fisher, Annice E; Haven, Ben; 

Lindemann, Erika; Menon, Geeta; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret; Owen, 

Panter, A. T.; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Spurr, Kim Weaver 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/27/2013 3:29:12 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: ; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon 

(gmenon)]; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=D298aO5ddlaO4bfc9f67b8366aa23clc]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: ; Partier, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Partier (panter)]; Powell, Candice 

Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Spurr, Kim Weaver [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Spurrk] 

***Fire Drill*** 

Steele Building 

12/16/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/17/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Bobbi A; 

Fisher, Annice E; Haven, Ben; 

Lindemann, Erika; Menon, Geeta; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret; Owen, 

Panter, A. T.; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Spurr, Kim Weaver 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/27/2013 3:29:12 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN:        ; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=       I; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon 

(gmenon)]; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=D298aO5ddlaO4bfc9f67b8366aa23clc]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ; Panter, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Panter (panter)]; Powell, Candice 

Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Spurr, Kim Weaver [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Spurrk] 

***Fire Drill*** 

Steele Building 

12/16/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/17/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Bobbi A; 

Fisher, Annice E; Haven, Ben; 

Lindemann, Erika; Menon, Geeta; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret; Owen, 

Panter, A. T.; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Spurr, Kim Weaver 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/27/2013 5:44:44 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Asbury, 

Phillip Keith [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pkasbury]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANG E 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

SAP 

3011 Steele 

12/3/2013 3:00:00 PM 

12/3/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Derickson, Christopher P; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Asbury, Phillip Keith; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/27/2013 5:44:44 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Asbury, 

Phillip Keith [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pkasbury]; /O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANG E 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

SAP 

3011 Steele 

12/3/2013 3:00:00 PM 

12/3/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Derickson, Christopher P; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Asbury, Phillip Keith; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/27/2013 5:44:44 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Asbury, 

Phillip Keith [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pkasbury]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANG E 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: 

SAP 

3011 Steele 

12/3/2013 3:00:00 PM 

12/3/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Derickson, Christopher P; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Asbury, Phillip Keith; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/27/2013 5:44:44 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Asbury, 

Phillip Keith [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pkasbury]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANG E 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

SAP 

3011 Steele 

12/3/2013 3:00:00 PM 

12/3/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Derickson, Christopher P; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Asbury, Phillip Keith; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/27/2013 5:44:44 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Asbury, 

Phillip Keith [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pkasbury]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANG E 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

SAP 

3011 Steele 

12/3/2013 3:00:00 PM 

12/3/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Derickson, Christopher P; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Asbury, Phillip Keith; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/27/2013 5:44:44 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Asbury, 

Phillip Keith [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pkasbury]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANG E 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

SAP 

3011 Steele 

12/3/2013 3:00:00 PM 

12/3/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Derickson, Christopher P; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Asbury, Phillip Keith; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

11/27/2013 6:29:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Accepted: SAP 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 12/3/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 12/3/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

11/27/2013 6:29:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Accepted: SAP 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 12/3/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 12/3/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

11/27/2013 6:29:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Accepted: SAP 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 12/3/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 12/3/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

11/27/2013 6:29:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Accepted: SAP 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 12/3/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 12/3/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

11/27/2013 6:29:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Accepted: SAP 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 12/3/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 12/3/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Asbury, Phillip Keith [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PKASBU RY] 

12/2/2013 1:57:03 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Accepted: SAP 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 12/3/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 12/3/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Asbury, Phillip Keith [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PKASBU RY] 

12/2/2013 1:57:03 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Accepted: SAP 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 12/3/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 12/3/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Asbury, Phillip Keith [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PKASBU RY] 

12/2/2013 1:57:03 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Accepted: SAP 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 12/3/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 12/3/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Asbury, Phillip Keith [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PKASBU RY] 

12/2/2013 1:57:03 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Accepted: SAP 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 12/3/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 12/3/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ross, Marnie Elizabeth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=MARNIE ELIZABETH ANDERSON (MARNIEA)] 

12/2/2013 9:14:26 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Accepted: SAP 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 12/3/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 12/3/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ross, Marnie Elizabeth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=MARNIE ELIZABETH ANDERSON (MARNIEA)] 

12/2/2013 9:14:26 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Accepted: SAP 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 12/3/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 12/3/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ross, Marnie Elizabeth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=MARNIE ELIZABETH ANDERSON (MARNIEA)] 

12/2/2013 9:14:26 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Accepted: SAP 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 12/3/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 12/3/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ross, Marnie Elizabeth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=MARNIE ELIZABETH ANDERSON (MARNIEA)] 

12/2/2013 9:14:26 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Accepted: SAP 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 12/3/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 12/3/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

12/3/2013 6:53:28 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Alexis 

Location: Bobbi’s office 

Start: 12/4/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 12/4/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/3/2013 7:49:09 PM 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Panter, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Partier (partier)] 

Paula-leaving at 4:30 

Mebane 

12/6/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/7/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Fisher, Annice E; Haven, Ben; Siedentop, Nicholas J; 

Lindemann, Erika; Panter, A. T. 

Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/3/2013 7:49:09 PM 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Panter, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Partier (partier)] 

Paula-leaving at 4:30 

Mebane 

12/6/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/7/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Fisher, Annice E; Haven, Ben; Siedentop, Nicholas J; 

Lindemann, Erika; Panter, A. T. 

Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/3/2013 7:49:09 PM 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=       I; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Panter, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Partier (partier)] 

Paula-leaving at 4:30 

Mebane 

12/6/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/7/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Fisher, Annice E; Haven, Ben; Siedentop, Nicholas J; 

Lindemann, Erika; Panter, A. T. 

: Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/3/2013 7:49:09 PM 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ]; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Panter, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Partier (partier)] 

Paula-leaving at 4:30 

Mebane 

12/6/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/7/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Fisher, Annice E; Haven, Ben; Siedentop, Nicholas J; 

Lindemann, Erika; Panter, A. T. 

Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/3/2013 7:49:09 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Paula-leaving at 4:30 

Location: Mebane 

Start: 12/6/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/7/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Panter, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ABIGAIL T PANTER (PANTER)] 

12/3/2013 11:33:04 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Accepted: Paula-leaving at 4:30 

Mebane 

12/6/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/7/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Panter, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ABIGAIL T PANTER (PANTER)] 

12/3/2013 11:33:04 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Accepted: Paula-leaving at 4:30 

Mebane 

12/6/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/7/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

12/4/2013 1:33:30 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Paula-leaving at 4:30 

Mebane 

Start: 12/6/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/7/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

12/4/2013 1:33:30 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Paula-leaving at 4:30 

Mebane 

Start: 12/6/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/7/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

12/4/2013 4:43:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= ; Powell, 

Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef] 

Subject: out 

Start: 12/23/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/24/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula; @email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

12/4/2013 4:43:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= ; Powell, 

Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef] 

annice 

12/23/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/24/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula; @email,unc,edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

12/4/2013 4:43:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= ; Powell, 

Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef] 

annic~ 

12/23/2013 S:00:00 AM 

12/24/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula; _~email,unc,edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

12/4/2013 4:43:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN: 1; Powell, 

Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef] 

annice 

12/23/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/24/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula; @email,unc,edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

12/4/2013 4:43:28 PM 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN: ]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef] 

annice 

12/23/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/24/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula; @email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

12/4/2013 4:43:28 PM 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN: ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef] 

annJce, 

12/23/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/24-/20"13 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula; @email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

12/4/2013 4:43:28 PM 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef] 

annice 

12/23/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/24/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula; @email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

12/4/2013 4:43:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Annice Out on 

12/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/28/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; @email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

12/4/2013 4:43:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN: ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Annice Out 

12/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/28/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; @email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

12/4/2013 4:43:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Annice Out ~ 

12/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/28/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; @email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

12/4/2013 4:43:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Annice Out 

12/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/28/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; @email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

12/4/2013 4:43:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Annice Out 

12/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/28/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; @email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

12/4/2013 4:43:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Annice Out 

12/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/28/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; ~email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

12/4/2013 4:43:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= ]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Annice Out 

12/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/28/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; @email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

12/4/2013 4:43:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Annice Out 

12/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/28/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; @email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

12/4/2013 4:43:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Annice Out 

12/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/28/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; @email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

12/4/2013 4:43:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Annice Out 

12/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/28/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; @email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

12/4/2013 4:43:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN: ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Annice Out 

12/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/28/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; @email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

12/4/2013 4:43:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Annice Out 

12/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/28/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; @email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

12/4/2013 4:43:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Annice 

12/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/28/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; @email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

12/4/2013 4:43:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= l; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Annice Out 

12/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/28/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; @email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

12/4/2013 4:43:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Annice Out 

12/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/28/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; @email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

12/4/2013 4:43:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Annice Out 

12/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/28/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; @email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

12/4/2013 4:43:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Annice Out 

12/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/28/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; @email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

12/4/2013 4:43:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN: ]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Annice Out 

12/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/28/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; @email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

12/4/2013 4:43:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Annice Out 

12/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/28/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; @email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

12/4/2013 4:43:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Annice Out ~ 

12/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/28/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; @email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

12/4/2013 4:43:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Annice Oul 

12/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/28/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; @email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

12/4/2013 4:43:58 PM 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; I/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= ]; Powell, 

Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Annice Out 

12/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/28/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Owen, Bobbi A; _~email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

12/4/2023 4:43:58 PM 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN: I; Powell, 

Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Annice Out 

12/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/28/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; @email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

12/4/2023 4:43:58 PM 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN: ; Powell, 

Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Annice Out 

12/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/28/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; ~email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

12/4/2013 4:43:58 PM 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= ; Powell, 

Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Annice Out 

12/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/28/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; @email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/4/2013 9:25:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

FW: ERP Executive Steering Committee Meeting 

3020 Steele Building 

Start: 2/6/2014 2:00:00 PM 

End: 2/6/2014 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: Monthly 

Occurs every month on the first Thursday of the month from 9:00 AM to 10:30 AM effective 2/6/2014 until 

1/9/2015. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/4/2013 9:25:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

FW: ERP Executive Steering Committee Meeting 

3020 Steele Building 

Start: 2/6/2014 2:00:00 PM 

End: 2/6/2014 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: Monthly 

Occurs every month on the first Thursday of the month from 9:00 AM to 10:30 AM effective 2/6/2014 until 

1/9/2015. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
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To: 
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Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/4/2013 9:25:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

FW: ERP Executive Steering Committee Meeting 

3020 Steele Building 

Start: 2/6/2014 2:00:00 PM 

End: 2/6/2014 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: Monthly 

Occurs every month on the first Thursday of the month from 9:00 AM to 10:30 AM effective 2/6/2014 until 

1/9/2015. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/4/2013 9:25:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

FW: ERP Executive Steering Committee Meeting 

3020 Steele Building 

Start: 2/6/2014 2:00:00 PM 

End: 2/6/2014 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: Monthly 

Occurs every month on the first Thursday of the month from 9:00 AM to 10:30 AM effective 2/6/2014 until 

1/9/2015. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/4/2013 9:25:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

FW: ERP Executive Steering Committee Meeting 

3020 Steele Building 

Start: 2/6/2014 2:00:00 PM 

End: 2/6/2014 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: Monthly 

Occurs every month on the first Thursday of the month from 9:00 AM to 10:30 AM effective 2/6/2014 until 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Howell, Diane F. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
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Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mbrody]; Eubanks, Trevaughn B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tbrown3]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Gray, 

Karol Kain [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Karol Kain Gray (kkgray)a15]; Hepp, Don [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dhepp]; Jones, Don 

Edward Jr [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Donje]; Malone, Brenda Richardson [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bmalone]; Pinkney, Dwayne L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dpinkney]; Seitz, 

Kevin R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Krseitz]; Socola, Donna Marie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Donna Marie Socola (socola)Ofe]; Thurman, 

Stephanie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Sthurman]; CAS - Steele 3020 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cas_iesteele3020.rmb]; Hating, Steve [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Srharing]; Kielt, Chris 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christopher L. Kielt (kielt)e52]; Boudler, Laurie [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Laurie Jean Boudler 

(boudler)3f9]; Bradley, Vicki [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Vbradley]; Arnold, Becky [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Beckya]; Jackson, Scott Thomas [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Stjacks]; Gout, Dawn 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dawn 

Harish Gour (gout)643]; Dean, James W Jr [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=South_deanjr.con Ida] 
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(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mbrody]; Eubanks, Trevaughn B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tbrown3]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Gray, 

Karol Kain [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Karol Kain Gray (kkgray)a15]; Hepp, Don [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dhepp]; Jones, Don 

Edward Jr [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Donje]; Malone, Brenda Richardson [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bmalone]; Pinkney, Dwayne L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dpinkney]; Seitz, 
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[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christopher L. Kielt (kielt)e52]; Boudler, Laurie [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Laurie Jean Boudler 

(boudler)3f9]; Bradley, Vicki [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Vbradley]; Arnold, Becky [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Beckya]; Jackson, Scott Thomas [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Stjacks]; Gout, Dawn 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dawn 

Harish Gour (gout)643]; Dean, James W Jr [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=South_deanjr.con Ida] 
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(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mbrody]; Eubanks, Trevaughn B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tbrown3]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 
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(boudler)3f9]; Bradley, Vicki [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Vbradley]; Arnold, Becky [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Beckya]; Jackson, Scott Thomas [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Stjacks]; Gout, Dawn 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dawn 

Harish Gour (gout)643]; Dean, James W Jr [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=South_deanjr.con Ida] 

FW: ERP Executive Steering Committee Meeting 

3020 Steele Building 

Start: 2/6/2014 2:00:00 PM 

End: 2/6/2014 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Monthly 

Occurs every month on the first Thursday of the month from 9:00 AM to 10:30 AM effective 2/6/2014 until 

I/9/2015. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Howell, Diane F. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DFHOWELL] 

12/4/2013 9:25:47 PM 

Howell, Diane F. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DfhowelI]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Blanchard, Bob [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rrblanch]; Brody, 

Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mbrody]; Eubanks, Trevaughn B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tbrown3]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Gray, 

Karol Kain [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Karol Kain Gray (kkgray)a15]; Hepp, Don [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dhepp]; Jones, Don 

Edward Jr [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Donje]; Malone, Brenda Richardson [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bmalone]; Pinkney, Dwayne L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dpinkney]; Seitz, 

Kevin R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Krseitz]; Socola, Donna Marie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Donna Marie Socola (socola)Ofe]; Thurman, 

Stephanie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Sthurman]; CAS - Steele 3020 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cas_iesteele3020.rmb]; Hating, Steve [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Srharing]; Kielt, Chris 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christopher L. Kielt (kielt)e52]; Boudler, Laurie [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Laurie Jean Boudler 

(boudler)3f9]; Bradley, Vicki [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Vbradley]; Arnold, Becky [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Beckya]; Jackson, Scott Thomas [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Stjacks]; Gout, Dawn 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dawn 

Harish Gour (gout)643]; Dean, James W Jr [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=South_deanjr.con Ida] 

FW: ERP Executive Steering Committee Meeting 

3020 Steele Building 

Start: 2/6/2014 2:00:00 PM 

End: 2/6/2014 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Monthly 

Occurs every month on the first Thursday of the month from 9:00 AM to 10:30 AM effective 2/6/2014 until 

I/9/2015. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Howell, Diane F. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DFHOWELL] 

12/4/2013 9:25:47 PM 

Howell, Diane F. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DfhowelI]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Blanchard, Bob [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rrblanch]; Brody, 

Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mbrody]; Eubanks, Trevaughn B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tbrown3]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Gray, 

Karol Kain [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Karol Kain Gray (kkgray)a15]; Hepp, Don [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dhepp]; Jones, Don 

Edward Jr [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Donje]; Malone, Brenda Richardson [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bmalone]; Pinkney, Dwayne L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dpinkney]; Seitz, 

Kevin R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Krseitz]; Socola, Donna Marie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Donna Marie Socola (socola)Ofe]; Thurman, 

Stephanie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Sthurman]; CAS - Steele 3020 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cas_iesteele3020.rmb]; Hating, Steve [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Srharing]; Kielt, Chris 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christopher L. Kielt (kielt)e52]; Boudler, Laurie [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Laurie Jean Boudler 

(boudler)3f9]; Bradley, Vicki [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Vbradley]; Arnold, Becky [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Beckya]; Jackson, Scott Thomas [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Stjacks]; Gout, Dawn 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dawn 

Harish Gour (gout)643]; Dean, James W Jr [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=South_deanjr.con Ida] 

FW: ERP Executive Steering Committee Meeting 

3020 Steele Building 

Start: 2/6/2014 2:00:00 PM 

End: 2/6/2014 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: Monthly 

Occurs every month on the first Thursday of the month from 9:00 AM to 10:30 AM effective 2/6/2014 until 

I/9/2015. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Howell, Diane F. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DFHOWELL] 

12/4/2013 9:25:47 PM 

Howell, Diane F. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DfhowelI]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Blanchard, Bob [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rrblanch]; Brody, 

Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mbrody]; Eubanks, Trevaughn B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tbrown3]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Gray, 

Karol Kain [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Karol Kain Gray (kkgray)a15]; Hepp, Don [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dhepp]; Jones, Don 

Edward Jr [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Donje]; Malone, Brenda Richardson [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bmalone]; Pinkney, Dwayne L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dpinkney]; Seitz, 

Kevin R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Krseitz]; Socola, Donna Marie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Donna Marie Socola (socola)Ofe]; Thurman, 

Stephanie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Sthurman]; CAS - Steele 3020 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cas_iesteele3020.rmb]; Hating, Steve [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Srharing]; Kielt, Chris 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christopher L. Kielt (kielt)e52]; Boudler, Laurie [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Laurie Jean Boudler 

(boudler)3f9]; Bradley, Vicki [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Vbradley]; Arnold, Becky [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Beckya]; Jackson, Scott Thomas [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Stjacks]; Gout, Dawn 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dawn 

Harish Gour (gout)643]; Dean, James W Jr [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=South_deanjr.con Ida] 

FW: ERP Executive Steering Committee Meeting 

3020 Steele Building 

Start: 2/6/2014 2:00:00 PM 

End: 2/6/2014 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: Monthly 

Occurs every month on the first Thursday of the month from 9:00 AM to 10:30 AM effective 2/6/2014 until 

I/9/2015. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

12/4/2013 9:56:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Karen and Bobbi 

Karen’s office 

12/5/2013 7:30:00 PM 

12/5/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs on Thursday every other week from 1:00 PM to 1:30 PM effective 1/17/2013 until 1/2/2014. (UTC-05:00) 

Eastern Time (US & Canada) 

Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

12/4/2013 9:56:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Karen and Bobbi 

Karen’s office 

12/5/2013 7:30:00 PM 

12/5/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs on Thursday every other week from 1:00 PM to 1:30 PM effective 1/17/2013 until 1/2/2014. (UTC-05:00) 

Eastern Time (US & Canada) 

Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

12/4/2013 9:56:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Karen and Bobbi 

Karen’s office 

12/5/2013 7:30:00 PM 

12/5/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs on Thursday every other week from 1:00 PM to 1:30 PM effective 1/17/2013 until 1/2/2014. (UTC-05:00) 

Eastern Time (US & Canada) 

Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

12/4/2013 9:56:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Karen and Bobbi 

Karen’s office 

12/5/2013 7:30:00 PM 

12/5/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs on Thursday every other week from 1:00 PM to 1:30 PM effective 1/17/2013 until 1/2/2014. (UTC-05:00) 

Eastern Time (US & Canada) 

Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

12/4/2013 9:56:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Karen and Bobbi 

Karen’s office 

12/5/2013 7:30:00 PM 

12/5/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs on Thursday every other week from 1:00 PM to 1:30 PM effective 1/17/2013 until 1/2/2014. (UTC-05:00) 

Eastern Time (US & Canada) 

Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

12/4/2013 9:56:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Karen and Bobbi 

Karen’s office 

12/5/2013 7:30:00 PM 

12/5/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs on Thursday every other week from 1:00 PM to 1:30 PM effective 1/17/2013 until 1/2/2014. (UTC-05:00) 

Eastern Time (US & Canada) 

Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/5/2013 7:04:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Departmental Priority 

Location: TBD 

Start: 12/11/2013 9:00:00 PM 

End: 12/11/2013 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/5/2013 9:41:58 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: HOLD for Departmental Priority 

Start: 12/12/2013 6:30:00 PM 

End: 12/12/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

12/5/2013 10:23:17 PM 

Lang, Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIang]; Gusldewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy] 

SADs meeting 

205 South 

12/9/2013 8:00:00 PM 

12/9/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM effective 8/26/2013 until 5/5/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 

Canada) 

Lang, Andrew; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Rhodes, Terry 

Ellen; Kennedy, Shannon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

12/5/2013 10:23:17 PM 

Lang, Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIang]; Gusldewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy] 

SADs meeting 

205 South 

12/9/2013 8:00:00 PM 

12/9/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM effective 8/26/2013 until 5/5/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 

Canada) 

Lang, Andrew; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Rhodes, Terry 

Ellen; Kennedy, Shannon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/6/2013 2:08:42 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: HOLD for 

Start: 12/11/2013 6:30:00 PM 

End: 12/11/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

12/6/2013 2:24:38 PM 

Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources Interview 

205 South 

12/11/2013 4:15:00 PM 

12/11/2013 4:45:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

12/6/2013 2:24:38 PM 

Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources Interview 

205 South 

12/11/2013 4:15:00 PM 

12/11/2013 4:45:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

12/6/2013 2:24:38 PM 

Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources Interview 

205 South 

12/11/2013 4:15:00 PM 

12/11/2013 4:45:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

12/6/2013 2:24:38 PM 

Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources Interview 

205 South 

12/11/2013 4:15:00 PM 

12/11/2013 4:45:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

12/6/2013 2:24:38 PM 

Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources Interview 

205 South 

12/11/2013 4:15:00 PM 

12/11/2013 4:45:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

12/6/2013 2:24:40 PM 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kimberly Jeanne Killeen (kkilleen)698]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, 

Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources Interview 

205 South 

12/11/2013 4:15:00 PM 
12/11/2013 4:45:00 PM 
Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

12/6/2013 2:24:40 PM 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kimberly Jeanne Killeen (kkilleen)698]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, 

Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources Interview 

205 South 

12/11/2013 4:15:00 PM 

12/11/2013 4:45:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan~ Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

12/6/2013 2:24:40 PM 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kimberly Jeanne Killeen (kkilleen)698]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, 

Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources Interview 

205 South 

12/11/2013 4:15:00 PM 

12/11/2013 4:45:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan~ Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

12/6/2013 2:26:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)] 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources Interview 

Howell Conference Room 

12/13/2013 3:30:00 PM 

12/13/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

12/6/2013 2:26:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)] 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources Interview 

Howell Conference Room 

12/13/2013 3:30:00 PM 

12/13/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

12/6/2013 2:26:55 PM 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kimberly Jeanne Killeen (kkilleen)698]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, 

Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)] 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources Interview 

Howell Conference Room 

12/13/2013 3:30:00 PM 

12/13/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

12/6/2013 2:26:55 PM 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kimberly Jeanne Killeen (kkilleen)698]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, 

Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)] 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources Interview 

Howell Conference Room 

12/13/2013 3:30:00 PM 

12/13/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

12/6/2013 3:30:53 PM 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Candice 

12/6/2013 6:30:00 PM 

12/6/2013 10:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

12/6/2013 3:30:55 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ]; Goodman, 

Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Candice 

12/6/2013 6:30:00 PM 

12/6/2013 10:00:00 PM 

Out of Office 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

12/6/2013 3:30:55 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ]; Goodman, 

Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Candice 

12/6/2013 6:30:00 PM 

12/6/2013 10:00:00 PM 

Out of Office 

Required 

Attendees: 

Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

12/6/2013 3:30:55 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; /O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ; Goodman, 

Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Candice’ 

12/6/2013 6:30:00 PM 

12/6/2013 10:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

12/6/2013 3:30:55 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ]; Goodman, 

Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Candice 

12/6/2013 6:30:00 PM 

12/6/2013 10:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

12/9/2013 11:28:51 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Accepted: UE Holiday Luncheon 

Carolina Club- details to follow 

12/17/2013 5:00:00 PM 

12/17/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

12/9/2013 11:30:10 AM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae] 

Candice 

12/9/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/10/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A; Fisher, Annice E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

12/9/2013 11:30:11 AM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae] 

Candice 

12/9/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/10/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A; Fisher, Annice E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

12/9/2013 11:30:11 AM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae] 

Candice 

12/9/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/10/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A; Fisher, Annice E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

12/9/2013 11:30:11 AM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: ; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae] 

Candice 

12/9/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/10/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A; Fisher, Annice E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

12/9/2013 11:30:11 AM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae] 

Candice 

12/9/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/10/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A; Fisher, Annice E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/9/2013 2:55:28 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Welborn, Spencer [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Spencer Brooks Welborn (swelborn)]; Goodman, 

Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Exam (proctored) 

Steele 3011 ( Bobbi’s office) 

12/11/2013 5:00:00 PM 
12/11/2013 7:00:00 PM 
Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Welborn, Spencer; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Welborn, Spencer [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SPENCER BROOKS WELBORN (SWELBORN)] 

12/9/2013 2:55:50 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Exam (proctered) 

Steele 3011 ( Bobbi’s office) 

Start: 12/11/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 12/11/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/9/2013 2:57:27 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Exam (proctored) 

Steele 3011 ( Bobbi’s office) 

Start: 12/11/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 12/11/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/9/2013 2:57:27 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Exam (proctored) 

Steele 3011 ( Bobbi’s office) 

Start: 12/11/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 12/11/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/9/2013 2:57:27 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Exam (proctored) 

Steele 3011 ( Bobbi’s office) 

Start: 12/11/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 12/11/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/9/2013 2:57:27 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Exam (proctored) 

Steele 3011 ( Bobbi’s office) 

Start: 12/11/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 12/11/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Huerta, Carmen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CH U ERTA] 

12/10/2013 3:11:13 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Accepted: UE Holiday Luncheon 

Carolina Club- details to follow 

12/17/2013 5:00:00 PM 

12/17/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

12/10/2013 3:53:23 PM 

Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources Interview 

205 South 

12/11/2013 4:15:00 PM 

12/11/2013 4:45:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan~ Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

12/10/2013 3:53:23 PM 

Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources Interview 

205 South 

12/11/2013 4:15:00 PM 

12/11/2013 4:45:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan~ Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

12/10/2013 3:53:58 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)] 
Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources Interview 

Howell Conference Room 

12/13/2013 3:30:00 PM 

12/13/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

12/10/2013 3:53:58 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)] 
Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources Interview 

Howell Conference Room 

12/13/2013 3:30:00 PM 

12/13/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

12/10/2013 3:53:58 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)] 
Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources Interview 

Howell Conference Room 

12/13/2013 3:30:00 PM 

12/13/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

12/10/2013 3:54:00 PM 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kimberly Jeanne Killeen (kkilleen)698]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, 

Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)] 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources Interview 

Howell Conference Room 

12/13/2013 3:30:00 PM 

12/13/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

12/10/2013 3:54:00 PM 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kimberly Jeanne Killeen (kkilleen)698]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, 

Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)] 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources Interview 

Howell Conference Room 

12/13/2013 3:30:00 PM 

12/13/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/10/2013 6:14:01 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

HOLD for Data Studies 

South bldg. 

12/19/2013 2:00:00 PM 

12/19/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

12/10/2013 7:10:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: HOLD for Data Studies 

South bldg. 

Start: 12/19/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 12/19/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/10/2013 9:05:52 PM 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kimberly Jeanne Killeen (kkilleen)698] 

Declined: Assistant Dean for Human Resources Interview 

205 South 

12/11/2013 4:15:00 PM 
12/11/2013 4:45:00 PM 
Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

12/10/2013 9:05:54 PM 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, 

Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)] 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources Interview 

Howell Conference Room 

12/13/2013 3:30:00 PM 

12/13/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/10/2013 9:05:58 PM 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kimberly Jeanne Killeen (kkilleen)698] 

Declined: Assistant Dean for Human Resources Interview 

Howell Conference Room 

12/13/2013 3:30:00 PM 

12/13/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

12/11/2013 1:48:03 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources Interview 

205 South 

12/13/2013 3:30:00 PM 

12/13/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

12/11/2013 1:48:03 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources Interview 

205 South 

12/13/2013 3:30:00 PM 

12/13/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

12/11/2013 1:48:03 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources Interview 

205 South 

12/13/2013 3:30:00 PM 

12/13/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

12/11/2013 1:48:03 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources Interview 

205 South 

12/13/2013 3:30:00 PM 

12/13/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

12/11/2013 1:48:03 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources Interview 

205 South 

12/13/2013 3:30:00 PM 

12/13/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

12/11/2013 1:48:03 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources Interview 

205 South 

12/13/2013 3:30:00 PM 

12/13/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

12/11/2013 1:48:06 PM 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kimberly Jeanne Killeen (kkilleen)698]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, 

Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen 

Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources Interview 

205 South 

12/13/2013 3:30:00 PM 

12/13/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

12/11/2013 1:48:06 PM 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kimberly Jeanne Killeen (kkilleen)698]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, 

Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen 

Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources Interview 

205 South 

12/13/2013 3:30:00 PM 

12/13/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

12/11/2013 1:48:37 PM 

Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources Interview 

Howell Hall 

12/11/2013 4:15:00 PM 

12/11/2013 4:45:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan~ Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

12/11/2013 1:48:37 PM 

Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources Interview 

Howell Hall 

12/11/2013 4:15:00 PM 

12/11/2013 4:45:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan~ Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

12/11/2013 1:48:37 PM 

Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources Interview 

Howell Hall 

12/11/2013 4:15:00 PM 

12/11/2013 4:45:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan~ Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

12/11/2013 1:48:37 PM 

Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources Interview 

Howell Hall 

12/11/2013 4:15:00 PM 

12/11/2013 4:45:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan~ Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

12/11/2013 1:48:37 PM 

Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources Interview 

Howell Hall 

12/11/2013 4:15:00 PM 

12/11/2013 4:45:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan~ Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

12/11/2013 1:48:39 PM 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kimberly Jeanne Killeen (kkilleen)698]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, 

Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources Interview 

Howell Hall 

12/11/2013 4:15:00 PM 

12/11/2013 4:45:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

12/11/2013 1:48:39 PM 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kimberly Jeanne Killeen (kkilleen)698]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, 

Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources Interview 

Howell Hall 

12/11/2013 4:15:00 PM 

12/11/2013 4:45:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/11/2013 4:04:28 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for SA info 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 12/19/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 12/19/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

12/11/2013 9:39:02 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Erika at home 

12/19/2013 2:00:00 PM 

12/30/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Haven, Ben; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

12/11/2013 9:39:02 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Erika at home 

12/19/2013 2:00:00 PM 

12/30/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Haven, Ben; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

12/11/2013 9:39:02 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Erika at home 

12/19/2013 2:00:00 PM 

12/30/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Haven, Ben; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

12/11/2013 9:39:04 PM 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Haven, 

Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Erika at home 

12/19/2013 2:00:00 PM 

1/6/2014 2:00:00 PM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Haven, Ben; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

12/11/2013 9:39:04 PM 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Haven, 

Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Erika at home 

12/19/2013 2:00:00 PM 

12/30/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Haven, Ben; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

12/11/2013 9:39:04 PM 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Haven, 

Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Erika at home 

12/19/2013 2:00:00 PM 

1/6/2014 2:00:00 PM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Haven, Ben; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

12/11/2013 9:39:04 PM 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Haven, 

Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Erika at home 

12/19/2013 2:00:00 PM 

1/6/2014 2:00:00 PM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Haven, Ben; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

12/11/2013 9:39:04 PM 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Haven, 

Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Erika at home 

12/19/2013 2:00:00 PM 

1/6/2014 2:00:00 PM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Haven, Ben; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

12/11/2013 9:39:04 PM 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Haven, 

Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Erika at home 

12/19/2013 2:00:00 PM 

1/6/2014 2:00:00 PM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Haven, Ben; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

12/11/2013 9:39:04 PM 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Haven, 

Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Erika at home 

12/19/2013 2:00:00 PM 

1/6/2014 2:00:00 PM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Haven, Ben; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

12/11/2013 9:39:04 PM 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Haven, 

Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Erika at home 

12/19/2013 2:00:00 PM 

12/30/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Haven, Ben; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

12/11/2013 9:39:04 PM 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Haven, 

Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Erika at home 

12/19/2013 2:00:00 PM 

12/30/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Haven, Ben; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

12/11/2013 9:39:04 PM 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Haven, 

Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Erika at home 

12/19/2013 2:00:00 PM 

12/30/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Haven, Ben; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

12/11/2013 9:39:04 PM 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Haven, 

Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Erika at home 

12/19/2013 2:00:00 PM 

12/30/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Haven, Ben; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

12/11/2013 9:39:04 PM 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Haven, 

Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Erika at home 

12/19/2013 2:00:00 PM 

12/30/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Haven, Ben; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Smith, Kristen Rae [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KRISTEN RAE SMITH (KRSMITH3)DA2] 

12/12/2013 12:59:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Coleman, Drew S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Drew S Coleman (dcoleman)] 

FYS Meeting 

Steele Building 

12/12/2013 1:30:00 PM 

12/12/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Coleman, Drew S 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Smith, Kristen Rae [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KRISTEN RAE SMITH (KRSMITH3)DA2] 

12/12/2013 12:59:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Coleman, Drew S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Drew S Coleman (dcoleman)] 

FYS Meeting 

Steele Building 

12/12/2013 1:30:00 PM 

12/12/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Coleman, Drew S 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Smith, Kristen Rae [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KRISTEN RAE SMITH (KRSMITH3)DA2] 

12/12/2013 12:59:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Coleman, Drew S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Drew S Coleman (dcoleman)] 

FYS Meeting 

Steele Building 

12/12/2013 1:30:00 PM 

12/12/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Coleman, Drew S 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Smith, Kristen Rae [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KRISTEN RAE SMITH (KRSMITH3)DA2] 

12/12/2013 12:59:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Coleman, Drew S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Drew S Coleman (dcoleman)] 

FYS Meeting 

Steele Building 

12/12/2013 1:30:00 PM 

12/12/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Coleman, Drew S 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Smith, Kristen Rae [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KRISTEN RAE SMITH (KRSMITH3)DA2] 

12/12/2013 12:59:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Coleman, Drew S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Drew S Coleman (dcoleman)] 

FYS Meeting 

Steele Building 

12/12/2013 1:30:00 PM 

12/12/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Coleman, Drew S 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Smith, Kristen Rae [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KRISTEN RAE SMITH (KRSMITH3)DA2] 

12/12/2013 12:59:54 PM 

Smith, Kristen Rae [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kristen Rae Smith (krsmith3)da2]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

Coleman, Drew S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Drew S Coleman (dcoleman)] 

FYS Meeting 

Steele Building 

12/12/2013 1:30:00 PM 

12/12/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Coleman, Drew S 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Smith, Kristen Rae [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KRISTEN RAE SMITH (KRSMITH3)DA2] 

12/12/2013 12:59:54 PM 

Smith, Kristen Rae [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kristen Rae Smith (krsmith3)da2]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

Coleman, Drew S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Drew S Coleman (dcoleman)] 

FYS Meeting 

Steele Building 

12/12/2013 1:30:00 PM 

12/12/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Coleman, Drew S 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Smith, Kristen Rae [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KRISTEN RAE SMITH (KRSMITH3)DA2] 

12/12/2013 12:59:54 PM 

Smith, Kristen Rae [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kristen Rae Smith (krsmith3)da2]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

Coleman, Drew S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Drew S Coleman (dcoleman)] 

FYS Meeting 

Steele Building 

12/12/2013 1:30:00 PM 

12/12/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Coleman, Drew S 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Smith, Kristen Rae [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KRISTEN RAE SMITH (KRSMITH3)DA2] 

12/12/2013 12:59:54 PM 

Smith, Kristen Rae [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kristen Rae Smith (krsmith3)da2]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

Coleman, Drew S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Drew S Coleman (dcoleman)] 

FYS Meeting 

Steele Building 

12/12/2013 1:30:00 PM 

12/12/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Coleman, Drew S 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/12/2013 2:49:09 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Start: 12/12/2013 4:30:00 PM 

End: 12/12/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

12/12/2013 3:54:51 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale] 

Wilshire, Collette S. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ColIette Wilshire (wilshire)] 

Subject: Canceled: SADs meeting 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 1/16/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 1/16/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Thursday from 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM effective 8/22/2013 until 5/8/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US 

&Canada) 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Owen, Bobbi A; McHale, Tammy J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

12/12/2013 3:54:51 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale] 

Wilshire, Collette S. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ColIette Wilshire (wilshire)] 

Subject: Canceled: SADs meeting 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 1/16/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 1/16/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Thursday from 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM effective 8/22/2013 until 5/8/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US 

&Canada) 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Owen, Bobbi A; McHale, Tammy J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

12/12/2013 3:54:51 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale] 

Wilshire, Collette S. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ColIette Wilshire (wilshire)] 

Subject: Canceled: SADs meeting 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 1/16/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 1/16/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Thursday from 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM effective 8/22/2013 until 5/8/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US 

&Canada) 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Owen, Bobbi A; McHale, Tammy J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

12/12/2013 3:54:51 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale] 

Wilshire, Collette S. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ColIette Wilshire (wilshire)] 

Subject: Canceled: SADs meeting 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 1/16/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 1/16/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Thursday from 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM effective 8/22/2013 until 5/8/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US 

&Canada) 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Owen, Bobbi A; McHale, Tammy J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

12/12/2013 3:54:51 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale] 

Wilshire, Collette S. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ColIette Wilshire (wilshire)] 

Subject: Canceled: SADs meeting 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 1/16/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 1/16/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Thursday from 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM effective 8/22/2013 until 5/8/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US 

&Canada) 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Owen, Bobbi A; McHale, Tammy J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/12/2013 4:19:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Start: 12/12/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 12/12/2013 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/12/2013 4:19:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Start: 12/12/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 12/12/2013 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Farrow, Raymond Benjamin [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RFARROW] 

12/12/2013 5:04:41 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Honors Minor Meeting 

Porthole Conference Room 

12/19/2013 7:30:00 PM 

12/19/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Kang, Emil; Kasson, Joy S; Shackelford, Aaron; Leloudis, James L; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Farrow, Raymond Benjamin [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RFARROW] 

12/12/2013 5:04:41 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Honors Minor Meeting 

Porthole Conference Room 

12/19/2013 7:30:00 PM 

12/19/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Kang, Emil; Kasson, Joy S; Shackelford, Aaron; Leloudis, James L; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Farrow, Raymond Benjamin [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RFARROW] 

12/12/2013 5:04:41 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Honors Minor Meeting 

Porthole Conference Room 

12/19/2013 7:30:00 PM 

12/19/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Kang, Emil; Kasson, Joy S; Shackelford, Aaron; Leloudis, James L; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Farrow, Raymond Benjamin [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RFARROW] 

12/12/2013 5:04:41 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Honors Minor Meeting 

Porthole Conference Room 

12/19/2013 7:30:00 PM 

12/19/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Kang, Emil; Kasson, Joy S; Shackelford, Aaron; Leloudis, James L; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Farrow, Raymond Benjamin [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RFARROW] 

12/12/2013 5:04:41 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Honors Minor Meeting 

Porthole Conference Room 

12/19/2013 7:30:00 PM 

12/19/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Kang, Emil; Kasson, Joy S; Shackelford, Aaron; Leloudis, James L; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Farrow, Raymond Benjamin [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RFARROW] 

12/12/2013 5:04:43 PM 

Farrow, Raymond Benjamin [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rfarrow]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Kang, Emil [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Emilkang]; Kasson, 

Joy S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jskasson]; Shackelford, Aaron [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ashackel]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Leloudis]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Honors Minor Meeting 

Porthole Conference Room 

12/19/2013 7:30:00 PM 

12/19/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Kang, Emil; Kasson, Joy S; Shackelford, Aaron; Leloudis, James L; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Farrow, Raymond Benjamin [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RFARROW] 

12/12/2013 5:04:43 PM 

Farrow, Raymond Benjamin [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rfarrow]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Kang, Emil [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Emilkang]; Kasson, 

Joy S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jskasson]; Shackelford, Aaron [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ashackel]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Leloudis]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Honors Minor Meeting 

Porthole Conference Room 

12/19/2013 7:30:00 PM 

12/19/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Kang, Emil; Kasson, Joy S; Shackelford, Aaron; Leloudis, James L; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Farrow, Raymond Benjamin [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RFARROW] 

12/12/2013 5:04:43 PM 

Farrow, Raymond Benjamin [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rfarrow]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Kang, Emil [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Emilkang]; Kasson, 

Joy S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jskasson]; Shackelford, Aaron [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ashackel]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Leloudis]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Honors Minor Meeting 

Porthole Conference Room 

12/19/2013 7:30:00 PM 

12/19/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Kang, Emil; Kasson, Joy S; Shackelford, Aaron; Leloudis, James L; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Farrow, Raymond Benjamin [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RFARROW] 

12/12/2013 5:04:43 PM 

Farrow, Raymond Benjamin [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rfarrow]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Kang, Emil [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Emilkang]; Kasson, 

Joy S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jskasson]; Shackelford, Aaron [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ashackel]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Leloudis]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Honors Minor Meeting 

Porthole Conference Room 

12/19/2013 7:30:00 PM 

12/19/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Kang, Emil; Kasson, Joy S; Shackelford, Aaron; Leloudis, James L; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Farrow, Raymond Benjamin [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RFARROW] 

12/12/2013 5:04:43 PM 

Farrow, Raymond Benjamin [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rfarrow]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Kang, Emil [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Emilkang]; Kasson, 

Joy S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jskasson]; Shackelford, Aaron [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ashackel]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Leloudis]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Honors Minor Meeting 

Porthole Conference Room 

12/19/2013 7:30:00 PM 

12/19/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Kang, Emil; Kasson, Joy S; Shackelford, Aaron; Leloudis, James L; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Farrow, Raymond Benjamin [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RFARROW] 

12/12/2013 5:04:43 PM 

Farrow, Raymond Benjamin [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rfarrow]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Kang, Emil [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Emilkang]; Kasson, 

Joy S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jskasson]; Shackelford, Aaron [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ashackel]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Leloudis]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Honors Minor Meeting 

Porthole Conference Room 

12/19/2013 7:30:00 PM 

12/19/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Kang, Emil; Kasson, Joy S; Shackelford, Aaron; Leloudis, James L; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

12/12/2013 5:41:13 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale] 

Wilshire, Collette S. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ColIette Wilshire (wilshire)] 

Subject: Canceled: SADs meeting 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 12/19/2013 6:30:00 PM 

End: 12/19/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RAKELLY] 

12/12/2013 7:54:06 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
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Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Payne, Christopher A; Barker, Michael; Platz, Gina B; Bachman, Dianne L; Partridge, Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RAKELLY] 

12/12/2013 7:54:06 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Payne, Christopher A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cpayne]; Barker, Michael [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Barkerjm]; Platz, 

Gina B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Gina]; Bachman, Dianne L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dianne L Bachman (dbachman)ee3]; Partridge, 

Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Christopher Michael Partridge (cpartrid)2e6] 

Subcommittee on Dept Priority 

Steele 3020A 

12/17/2013 1:30:00 PM 

12/17/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Payne, Christopher A; Barker, Michael; Platz, Gina B; Bachman, Dianne L; Partridge, Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RAKELLY] 

12/12/2013 7:54:08 PM 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RakelIy]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Payne, Christopher A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cpayne]; Barker, 

Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Barkerjm]; Platz, Gina B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Gina]; Bachman, Dianne L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dianne L Bachman 

(dbachman)ee3]; Partridge, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christopher Michael Partridge (cpartrid)2e6] 

Subcommittee on Dept Priority 

Steele 3020A 

12/17/2013 1:30:00 PM 

12/17/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Owen, Bobbi A; Payne, Christopher A; Barker, Michael; Platz, Gina B; Bachman, Dianne L; Partridge, Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RAKELLY] 

12/12/2013 7:54:08 PM 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RakelIy]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Payne, Christopher A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cpayne]; Barker, 

Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Barkerjm]; Platz, Gina B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Gina]; Bachman, Dianne L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dianne L Bachman 

(dbachman)ee3]; Partridge, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christopher Michael Partridge (cpartrid)2e6] 

Subcommittee on Dept Priority 

Steele 3020A 

12/17/2013 1:30:00 PM 

12/17/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Payne, Christopher A; Barker, Michael; Platz, Gina B; Bachman, Dianne L; Partridge, Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RAKELLY] 

12/12/2013 7:54:08 PM 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RakelIy]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Payne, Christopher A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cpayne]; Barker, 

Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Barkerjm]; Platz, Gina B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Gina]; Bachman, Dianne L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dianne L Bachman 

(dbachman)ee3]; Partridge, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christopher Michael Partridge (cpartrid)2e6] 

Subcommittee on Dept Priority 

Steele 3020A 

12/17/2013 1:30:00 PM 

12/17/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Payne, Christopher A; Barker, Michael; Platz, Gina B; Bachman, Dianne L; Partridge, Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RAKELLY] 

12/12/2013 7:54:08 PM 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RakelIy]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Payne, Christopher A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cpayne]; Barker, 

Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Barkerjm]; Platz, Gina B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Gina]; Bachman, Dianne L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dianne L Bachman 

(dbachman)ee3]; Partridge, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christopher Michael Partridge (cpartrid)2e6] 

Subcommittee on Dept Priority 

Steele 3020A 

12/17/2013 1:30:00 PM 

12/17/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Payne, Christopher A; Barker, Michael; Platz, Gina B; Bachman, Dianne L; Partridge, Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/12/2013 7:58:17 PM 

Strader, Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mr Michael Ray Strader (mstrader)] 

Owen/Strader Bi-weekly 

Steele 3011 

12/17/2013 2:30:00 PM 

12/17/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every 2 weeks on Tuesday from 9:00 AM to 10:00 AM 

Strader, Michael 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strader, Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=MR MICHAEL RAY STRADER (MSTRADER)] 

12/12/2013 8:16:51 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Accepted: Owen/Strader Bi-weekly 

Steele 3011 

9/24/2013 1:00:00 PM 

9/24/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strader, Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=MR MICHAEL RAY STRADER (MSTRADER)] 

12/12/2013 8:16:51 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Accepted: Owen/Strader Bi-weekly 

Steele 3011 

9/24/2013 1:00:00 PM 

9/24/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strader, Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=MR MICHAEL RAY STRADER (MSTRADER)] 

12/12/2013 8:17:13 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Accepted: Owen/Strader Bi-weekly 

Steele 3011 

12/17/2013 2:30:00 PM 

12/17/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strader, Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=MR MICHAEL RAY STRADER (MSTRADER)] 

12/12/2013 8:17:13 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Accepted: Owen/Strader Bi-weekly 

Steele 3011 

12/17/2013 2:30:00 PM 

12/17/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

12/13/2013 1:38:33 PM 

Lang, Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIang]; Gusldewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy] 

Subject: Canceled: SADs meeting 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 3/10/2014 7:00:00 PM 

End: 3/10/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM effective 8/26/2013 until 5/5/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 

Canada) 

Lang, Andrew; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Rhodes, Terry 

Ellen; Kennedy, Shannon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

12/17/2013 8:20:41 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Candice 

12/19/2023 9:00:00 PM 

12/19/2013 10:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Fisher, Annice E; Demetriou, Cynthia; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/20/2013 12:36:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Start: 12/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/28/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

12/20/2013 4:16:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pg;oodman] 

Subject: 

Start: 12/23/2013 1:30:00 PM 

End: 12/23/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Demetriou, Cynthia; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

12/20/2013 4:16:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pg;oodman] 

Subject: 

Start: 12/23/2013 1:30:00 PM 

End: 12/23/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Demetriou, Cynthia; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

12/20/2013 4:16:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pg;oodman] 

Subject: 

Start: 12/23/2013 1:30:00 PM 

End: 12/23/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Demetriou, Cynthia; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

12/20/2013 4:16:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pg;oodman] 

Subject: 

Start: 12/23/2013 1:30:00 PM 

End: 12/23/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Demetriou, Cynthia; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

12/20/2013 4:16:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pg;oodman] 

Subject: 

Start: 12/23/2013 1:30:00 PM 

End: 12/23/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Demetriou, Cynthia; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

12/21/2013 3:50:49 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Erika at home 

12/19/2013 2:00:00 PM 

I/6/2014 2:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Haven, Ben; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

12/21/2013 3:50:49 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Erika at home 

12/19/2013 2:00:00 PM 

I/6/2014 2:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Haven, Ben; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

12/21/2013 3:50:49 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Erika at home 

12/19/2013 2:00:00 PM 

I/6/2014 2:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Haven, Ben; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

12/21/2013 3:50:49 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Erika at home 

12/19/2013 2:00:00 PM 

I/6/2014 2:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Haven, Ben; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

12/21/2013 3:50:49 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Erika at home 

12/19/2013 2:00:00 PM 

I/6/2014 2:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Haven, Ben; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

12/21/2013 3:50:49 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Erika at home 

12/19/2013 2:00:00 PM 

I/6/2014 2:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Haven, Ben; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

12/21/2013 3:50:49 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Erika at home 

12/19/2013 2:00:00 PM 

I/6/2014 2:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Haven, Ben; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/21/2013 9:16:32 PM 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Subject: Accepted: Erika at home 

Start: 12/19/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 1/6/2014 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

12/27/2013 2:22:36 PM 

Lang, Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIang]; Gusldewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy] 

Subject: Canceled: SADs meeting 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 12/30/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 12/30/2013 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM effective 8/26/2013 until 5/5/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 

Canada) 

Lang, Andrew; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Rhodes, Terry 

Ellen; Kennedy, Shannon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

12/27/2013 2:22:36 PM 

Lang, Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIang]; Gusldewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy] 

Subject: Canceled: SADs meeting 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 12/30/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 12/30/2013 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM effective 8/26/2013 until 5/5/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 

Canada) 

Lang, Andrew; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Rhodes, Terry 

Ellen; Kennedy, Shannon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

12/27/2013 2:22:36 PM 

Lang, Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIang]; Gusldewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy] 

Subject: Canceled: SADs meeting 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 12/30/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 12/30/2013 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM effective 8/26/2013 until 5/5/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 

Canada) 

Lang, Andrew; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Rhodes, Terry 

Ellen; Kennedy, Shannon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

12/27/2013 2:22:36 PM 

Lang, Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIang]; Gusldewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy] 

Subject: Canceled: SADs meeting 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 12/30/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 12/30/2013 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM effective 8/26/2013 until 5/5/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 

Canada) 

Lang, Andrew; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Rhodes, Terry 

Ellen; Kennedy, Shannon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

12/27/2013 2:22:36 PM 

Lang, Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIang]; Gusldewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy] 

Subject: Canceled: SADs meeting 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 12/30/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 12/30/2013 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM effective 8/26/2013 until 5/5/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 

Canada) 

Lang, Andrew; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Rhodes, Terry 

Ellen; Kennedy, Shannon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

12/27/2013 2:22:49 PM 

Lang, Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIang]; Gusldewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy] 

Subject: Canceled: SADs meeting 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 1/20/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 1/20/2014 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM effective 8/26/2013 until 5/5/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 

Canada) 

Lang, Andrew; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Rhodes, Terry 

Ellen; Kennedy, Shannon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

12/27/2013 2:22:49 PM 

Lang, Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIang]; Gusldewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy] 

Subject: Canceled: SADs meeting 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 1/20/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 1/20/2014 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM effective 8/26/2013 until 5/5/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 

Canada) 

Lang, Andrew; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Rhodes, Terry 

Ellen; Kennedy, Shannon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

12/27/2013 2:22:49 PM 

Lang, Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIang]; Gusldewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy] 

Subject: Canceled: SADs meeting 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 1/20/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 1/20/2014 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM effective 8/26/2013 until 5/5/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 

Canada) 

Lang, Andrew; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Rhodes, Terry 

Ellen; Kennedy, Shannon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

12/27/2013 2:22:49 PM 

Lang, Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIang]; Gusldewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy] 

Subject: Canceled: SADs meeting 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 1/20/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 1/20/2014 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM effective 8/26/2013 until 5/5/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 

Canada) 

Lang, Andrew; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Rhodes, Terry 

Ellen; Kennedy, Shannon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

12/27/2013 2:22:49 PM 

Lang, Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIang]; Gusldewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy] 

Subject: Canceled: SADs meeting 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 1/20/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 1/20/2014 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM effective 8/26/2013 until 5/5/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 

Canada) 

Lang, Andrew; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Rhodes, Terry 

Ellen; Kennedy, Shannon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

1/3/2014 3:22:08 PM 

Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Leloudis]; Miles, Bob 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bobmiles]; 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sable (eunice)]; Lambert, Michael C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Michael C Lambert 

(mlambert)] 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Marcinowski, Erin J, [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Marcinow] 

Africa Study Abroad Meeting 

307 South Building conference room 

1/16/2014 7:30:00 PM 

1/16/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Leloudis, James L; Miles, Bob; Sahle, 

Eunice N; Lambert, Michael C 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

1/3/2014 3:22:08 PM 

Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Leloudis]; Miles, Bob 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bobmiles]; 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sable (eunice)]; Lambert, Michael C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Michael C Lambert 

(mlambert)] 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Marcinowski, Erin J, [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Marcinow] 

Africa Study Abroad Meeting 

307 South Building conference room 

1/16/2014 7:30:00 PM 

1/16/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Leloudis, James L; Miles, Bob; Sahle, 

Eunice N; Lambert, Michael C 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strizheus, Yulia -4’O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN 19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65> 

Friday, JanuaD 3, 2014 10:22 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbo~unc.edu~; Leloudis, James L <leloudis@unc.edu-~; Miles, Bob <bob.miles@unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N 

<eunice@email.unc.edu>; Lambert, Michael C <mlamber@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Good,nan, Paula < pgoodman@email.unc.edu>; Marcinowski, Erin J. ~-erin mal~inowski@unc.edu>; Hamtlyn, Jonathan <hamtlyn@unc.edu> 

RE: Proposed meeting in Jax~uary regarding p~Jgraxmning of study abroad programs in Africa 

All, 
This ernail cont:irms the meeting regarding study abroad programs in Africa on: 

Thursday, January :1.15 

2:30-3:30pm 

3,2?7 South Bu~lchng 

Please note tha~: this meeting wil~ be m the d~ird floor conference room ~n South Building< S~gns at the entrance of d~e suite will d~rect you to the ~)ew Ioci~tb:)~ of 

the conference roorn. I’fl send an Oudook inviLe shordy to get th~s on everyone’s calendars. 

Best, 

Yu~ia 

From: Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent: Thursday, January 02, 2024 2:59 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A; Leloudis, James L; Miles, Bob; SaNe, Eunice N; Lambe~, Michael C 
Cc: Goodman, Paula; Marcinowski, Erin ~, 
S~bject: RE: Proposed meeting in 3anua~ regarding programming of study abroad programs in Africa 

Wh~[e ~ am woddn~ ~ ~npoint the bes~ dine, wo~d you ~ase hold d~e fol~owin~ dmefrarnes on your c~l~ndar~? These appea~ ~o be d~e ~est dates ~or th~ 

majority of 

Thurs, Jan t6 

2:30- 5pro 

Mort, Jan 27 

1Oam-2pm 

Best, 

Yu~a 

F~m= Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent~ Thursday, December 19, 2013 10:13 AM 
Te= Owen, Bobbi A; Leloudis, James L; Miles, Bob; SaNe, Eunice N; Lambe~, N~chae~ C 
¢¢= Goodman, Paula; Narcinowski, Erin J. 
$ubject~ ~E: Proposed meeting in Janua~ regarding programming of study abroad programs in Africa 

Please ~et me know what your avaHaMlity ~ooks ~ike for a one hour meeting regarding study abroad programs it~ Africa during the fo~owing timeframes: 

Weds, Jan ~5 

ihurs, .Ji~ I6 

9-10a rn 

2:30-5pm 

Fri, Jan :1.7 

:l.O~m-2:3Opm 

Tues., Ja~ 2~ 

].Oam.-].2pm 

Fri, Jan 24 

lOam--Spin 

Mort, Jan 27 

:[Oam-2pm 

4-Spm 

Best, 

Yu~ia 

Yu~is Str~zheus 

Office of the Dem~ 

College of Arts and 5dences 

UNC-Chape~ 

Campus Box 3100 

Chapel H~, NC 27599--3~ 

919/962-:1.:[65 

ystHzh@email.unc.edu 

F~m= Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
Sent-" Friday, December 06, 2013 3:24 PN 
To= Owen, Bobbi A; Leloudis, James L; Niles, Bob; SaNe, Eunice N; Lambe~, Nichael C 
C¢= Strizheus, Yulia 
Subject= Proposed meeting in Janua~ regarding programming of study abroad programs in Africa 

Dear all, 

I would like to propose a meeting in January for all of us to come together and discuss the best ways to achieve effective coordination and programming ol 

study abroad programs in Africa and to maximize the appeal of all these programs. It may be useful to know what current and possible proposed programs are 

being considered. 

I will ask Yulia ~n the Dean’s office to arrange a time that works for all of us (~ hour -lunch provided if it works out that way). 



Thanks, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and 

Global Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of Political Science 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 USA 

Email: hartlyn@unc.edu 

Office: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

1/3/2014 3:22:08 PM 

Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Leloudis]; Miles, Bob 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bobmiles]; 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sable (eunice)]; Lambert, Michael C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Michael C Lambert 

(mlambert)] 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Marcinowski, Erin J, [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Marcinow] 

Africa Study Abroad Meeting 

307 South Building conference room 

1/16/2014 7:30:00 PM 

1/16/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Leloudis, James L; Miles, Bob; Sahle, 

Eunice N; Lambert, Michael C 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

1/3/2014 3:22:08 PM 

Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Leloudis]; Miles, Bob 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bobmiles]; 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sable (eunice)]; Lambert, Michael C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Michael C Lambert 

(mlambert)] 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Marcinowski, Erin J, [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Marcinow] 

Africa Study Abroad Meeting 

307 South Building conference room 

1/16/2014 7:30:00 PM 

1/16/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Leloudis, James L; Miles, Bob; Sahle, 

Eunice N; Lambert, Michael C 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

1/3/2014 3:22:13 PM 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Leloudis]; Miles, Bob [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bobmiles]; Sahle, 

Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle (eunice)]; Lambert, Michael C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Michael C Lambert 

(mlambert)] 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Marcinowski, Erin J. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Marcinow] 

Africa Study Abroad Meeting 

307 South Building conference room 

1/16/2014 7:30:00 PM 

1/16/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Leloudis, James L; Miles, Bob; Sahle, 

Eunice N; Lambert, Michael C 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

1/3/2014 3:22:13 PM 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Leloudis]; Miles, Bob [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bobmiles]; Sahle, 

Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle (eunice)]; Lambert, Michael C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Michael C Lambert 

(mlambert)] 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Marcinowski, Erin J. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Marcinow] 

Africa Study Abroad Meeting 

307 South Building conference room 

1/16/2014 7:30:00 PM 

1/16/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Leloudis, James L; Miles, Bob; Sahle, 

Eunice N; Lambert, Michael C 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

1/3/2014 3:22:13 PM 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Leloudis]; Miles, Bob [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bobmiles]; Sahle, 

Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle (eunice)]; Lambert, Michael C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Michael C Lambert 

(mlambert)] 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Marcinowski, Erin J. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Marcinow] 

Africa Study Abroad Meeting 

307 South Building conference room 

1/16/2014 7:30:00 PM 

1/16/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Leloudis, James L; Miles, Bob; Sahle, 

Eunice N; Lambert, Michael C 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

1/3/2014 3:22:13 PM 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Leloudis]; Miles, Bob [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bobmiles]; Sahle, 

Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle (eunice)]; Lambert, Michael C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Michael C Lambert 

(mlambert)] 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Marcinowski, Erin J. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Marcinow] 

Africa Study Abroad Meeting 

307 South Building conference room 

1/16/2014 7:30:00 PM 

1/16/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Leloudis, James L; Miles, Bob; Sahle, 

Eunice N; Lambert, Michael C 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=MAYL] 

1/6/2014 9:13:23 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Tentative: Dean Owen Brown Bag Lunch 

Steele 3020 

Start: 1/17/2014 4:30:00 PM 

End: 1/17/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=MAYL] 

1/6/2014 9:13:23 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 
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Location: 

Tentative: Dean Owen Brown Bag Lunch 

Steele 3020 

Start: 1/17/2014 4:30:00 PM 

End: 1/17/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=MAYL] 

1/6/2014 9:13:58 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Tentative: Dean Owen Brown Bag Lunch 

Steele 3020 

Start: 4/11/2014 3:30:00 PM 

End: 4/11/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=MAYL] 

1/6/2014 9:13:58 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Tentative: Dean Owen Brown Bag Lunch 

Steele 3020 

Start: 4/11/2014 3:30:00 PM 

End: 4/11/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=MAYL] 

1/6/2014 9:13:58 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Tentative: Dean Owen Brown Bag Lunch 

Steele 3020 

Start: 4/11/2014 3:30:00 PM 

End: 4/11/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=MAYL] 

1/6/2014 9:13:58 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Tentative: Dean Owen Brown Bag Lunch 

Steele 3020 

Start: 4/11/2014 3:30:00 PM 

End: 4/11/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=MAYL] 

1/6/2014 9:17:10 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Dean Owen Brown Bag Lunch 

Steele 3020 

Start: 2/28/2014 4:30:00 PM 

End: 2/28/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=MAYL] 

1/6/2014 9:17:10 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Dean Owen Brown Bag Lunch 

Steele 3020 

Start: 2/28/2014 4:30:00 PM 

End: 2/28/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=MAYL] 

1/6/2014 9:17:10 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Dean Owen Brown Bag Lunch 

Steele 3020 

Start: 2/28/2014 4:30:00 PM 

End: 2/28/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=MAYL] 

1/6/2014 9:17:10 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Dean Owen Brown Bag Lunch 

Steele 3020 

Start: 2/28/2014 4:30:00 PM 

End: 2/28/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Perreira, Krista [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=PERREIRA] 

1/6/2014 9:29:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Tentative: Dean Owen Brown Bag Lunch 

Steele 3020 

Start: 1/17/2014 4:30:00 PM 

End: 1/17/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Perreira, Krista [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=PERREIRA] 

1/6/2014 9:29:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Tentative: Dean Owen Brown Bag Lunch 

Steele 3020 

Start: 1/17/2014 4:30:00 PM 

End: 1/17/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Perreira, Krista [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=PERREIRA] 

1/6/2014 9:29:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Tentative: Dean Owen Brown Bag Lunch 

Steele 3020 

Start: 1/17/2014 4:30:00 PM 

End: 1/17/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Perreira, Krista [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=PERREIRA] 

1/6/2014 9:29:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Tentative: Dean Owen Brown Bag Lunch 

Steele 3020 

Start: 1/17/2014 4:30:00 PM 

End: 1/17/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Floyd-Wilson, Mary L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FLOYDWlL] 

1/7/2014 12:34:03 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Dean Owen Brown Bag Lunch 

Steele 3020 

Start: 2/28/2014 4:30:00 PM 

End: 2/28/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Floyd-Wilson, Mary L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FLOYDWlL] 

1/7/2014 12:34:11 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Dean Owen Brown Bag Lunch 

Steele 3020 

Start: 1/17/2014 4:30:00 PM 

End: 1/17/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Floyd-Wilson, Mary L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FLOYDWlL] 

1/7/2014 12:34:22 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Dean Owen Brown Bag Lunch 

Steele 3020 

Start: 4/11/2014 3:30:00 PM 

End: 4/11/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Panter, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ABIGAIL T PANTER (PANTER)] 

1/7/2014 3:25:46 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Accepted: Dean Owen Brown Bag Lunch 

Steele 3020 

1/17/2014 4:30:00 PM 

1/17/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/7/2014 3:08:37 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Siedentop Monthly meeting 

Steele 3011 

1/8/2014 2:00:00 PM 

1/8/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the second Wednesday of every 1 month from 9:00 AM to 10:00 AM 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/7/2014 3:08:37 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Siedentop Monthly meeting 

Steele 3011 

1/8/2014 2:00:00 PM 

1/8/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the second Wednesday of every 1 month from 9:00 AM to 10:00 AM 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/7/2014 3:08:37 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Siedentop Monthly meeting 

Steele 3011 

Start: 1/8/2014 2:00:00 PM 

End: 1/8/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Monthly 

the second Wednesday of every 1 month from 9:00 AM to 10:00 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/7/2014 3:16:28 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem] 

Demetriou Monthly meeting 

Steele 3011 

1/15/2014 2:00:00 PM 

1/15/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the third Wednesday of every 1 month from 9:00 AM to 10:00 AM 

Demetriou, Cynthia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/7/2014 3:16:28 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Demetriou Monthly meeting 

Steele 3011 

Start: 1/15/2014 2:00:00 PM 

End: 1/15/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Monthly 

the third Wednesday of every 1 month from 9:00 AM to 10:00 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/7/2014 3:16:28 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Demetriou Monthly meeting 

Steele 3011 

Start: 1/15/2014 2:00:00 PM 

End: 1/15/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Monthly 

the third Wednesday of every 1 month from 9:00 AM to 10:00 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

1/7/2014 3:22:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Siedentop Monthly meeting 

Steele 3011 

Start: 1/8/2014 2:00:00 PM 

End: 1/8/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

1/7/2014 3:22:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Siedentop Monthly meeting 

Steele 3011 

Start: 1/8/2014 2:00:00 PM 

End: 1/8/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

1/7/2014 3:22:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Siedentop Monthly meeting 

Steele 3011 

Start: 1/8/2014 2:00:00 PM 

End: 1/8/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

1/7/2014 3:22:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Siedentop Monthly meeting 

Steele 3011 

Start: 1/8/2014 2:00:00 PM 

End: 1/8/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/7/2014 4:14:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

Lee May Monthly meetings 

Steele 3010 

1/10/2014 7:00:00 PM 

1/10/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the second Friday of every 1 month from 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM 

May, Lee Y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/7/2014 4:14:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

Lee May Monthly meetings 

Steele 3010 

1/10/2014 7:00:00 PM 

1/10/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the second Friday of every 1 month from 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM 

May, Lee Y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/7/2014 4:14:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

Lee May Monthly meetings 

Steele 3010 

1/10/2014 7:00:00 PM 

1/10/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the second Friday of every 1 month from 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM 

May, Lee Y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/7/2014 4:14:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

Lee May Monthly meetings 

Steele 3010 

1/10/2014 7:00:00 PM 

1/10/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the second Friday of every 1 month from 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM 

May, Lee Y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/7/2014 4:14:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

Lee May Monthly meetings 

Steele 3010 

1/10/2014 7:00:00 PM 

1/10/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the second Friday of every 1 month from 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM 

May, Lee Y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/7/2014 4:14:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Lee May Monthly meetings 

Steele 3010 

Start: 1/10/2014 7:00:00 PM 

End: 1/10/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Monthly 

the second Friday of every 1 month from 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/7/2014 4:14:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Lee May Monthly meetings 

Steele 3010 

Start: 1/9/2014 7:00:00 PM 

End: 1/9/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Monthly 

the second Thursday of every 1 month from 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=MAYL] 

1/7/2014 4:32:23 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Lee May Monthly meetings 

Steele 3010 

Start: 1/10/2014 7:00:00 PM 

End: 1/10/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=MAYL] 

1/7/2014 4:32:23 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Lee May Monthly meetings 

Steele 3010 

Start: 1/10/2014 7:00:00 PM 

End: 1/10/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=MAYL] 

1/7/2014 4:32:23 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Lee May Monthly meetings 

Steele 3010 

Start: 1/10/2014 7:00:00 PM 

End: 1/10/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=MAYL] 

1/7/2014 4:32:23 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Lee May Monthly meetings 

Steele 3010 

Start: 1/10/2014 7:00:00 PM 

End: 1/10/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

1/8/2014 1:16:59 PM 

Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Wilshire, Collette S. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ColIette Wilshire (wilshire)] 

SADs meeting 

205 South 

2/6/2014 9:00:00 PM 

2/6/2014 10:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Thursday from 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM effective 8/22/2013 until 5/8/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US 

&Canada) 

Hartlyn, Jonathan; Owen, Bobbi A; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; McHale, Tammy J; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/8/2014 1:43:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Leloudis] 

Leloudis monthly meeting 

Steele 3011 

1/15/2014 3:00:00 PM 

1/15/2014 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the third Wednesday of every 1 month from 10:00 AM to 11:00 AM 

Leloudis, James L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/8/2014 1:43:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Leloudis] 

Leloudis monthly meeting 

Steele 3011 

1/15/2014 3:00:00 PM 

1/15/2014 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the third Wednesday of every 1 month from 10:00 AM to 11:00 AM 

Leloudis, James L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LELOU DIS] 

1/8/2014 1:48:47 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Accepted: Leloudis monthly meeting 

Steele 3011 

1/15/2014 3:00:00 PM 

1/15/2014 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LELOU DIS] 

1/8/2014 1:48:47 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Accepted: Leloudis monthly meeting 

Steele 3011 

1/15/2014 3:00:00 PM 

1/15/2014 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LELOU DIS] 

1/8/2014 1:48:47 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Accepted: Leloudis monthly meeting 

Steele 3011 

1/15/2014 3:00:00 PM 

1/15/2014 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LELOU DIS] 

1/8/2014 1:48:47 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Accepted: Leloudis monthly meeting 

Steele 3011 

1/15/2014 3:00:00 PM 

1/15/2014 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/8/2014 1:52:14 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard] 

Woodard Monthly meeting 

Steele 3011 

1/28/2014 7:00:00 PM 

1/28/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the fourth Tuesday of every 1 month from 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM 

Woodard, Harold 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/8/2014 1:52:14 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard] 

Woodard Monthly meeting 

Steele 3011 

1/28/2014 7:00:00 PM 

1/28/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the fourth Tuesday of every 1 month from 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM 

Woodard, Harold 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Slivka, Dara [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SLIVKA] 

1/8/2014 1:53:18 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Woodard Monthly meeting 

Steele 3011 

Start: 1/28/2014 7:00:00 PM 

End: 1/28/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Slivka, Dara [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SLIVKA] 

1/8/2014 1:53:18 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Woodard Monthly meeting 

Steele 3011 

Start: 1/28/2014 7:00:00 PM 

End: 1/28/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Slivka, Dara [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SLIVKA] 

1/8/2014 1:53:18 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Woodard Monthly meeting 

Steele 3011 

Start: 1/28/2014 7:00:00 PM 

End: 1/28/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Slivka, Dara [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SLIVKA] 

1/8/2014 1:53:18 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Woodard Monthly meeting 

Steele 3011 

Start: 1/28/2014 7:00:00 PM 

End: 1/28/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/8/2014 1:57:48 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Coleman, Drew S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Drew S Coleman (dcoleman)] 

Coleman Monthly meeting 

Steele 3011 

1/14/2014 6:00:00 PM 

1/14/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the second Tuesday of every 1 month from 1:00 PM to 2:00 PM 

Coleman, Drew S 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/8/2014 1:57:48 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Coleman, Drew S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Drew S Coleman (dcoleman)] 

Coleman Monthly meeting 

Steele 3011 

1/14/2014 6:00:00 PM 

1/14/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the second Tuesday of every 1 month from 1:00 PM to 2:00 PM 

Coleman, Drew S 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Coleman, Drew S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DREW S COLEMAN (DCOLEMAN)] 

1/8/2014 2:00:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Accepted: Coleman Monthly meeting 

Steele 3011 

1/14/2014 6:00:00 PM 

1/14/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Coleman, Drew S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DREW S COLEMAN (DCOLEMAN)] 

1/8/2014 2:00:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Accepted: Coleman Monthly meeting 

Steele 3011 

1/14/2014 6:00:00 PM 

1/14/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Coleman, Drew S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DREW S COLEMAN (DCOLEMAN)] 

1/8/2014 2:00:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Accepted: Coleman Monthly meeting 

Steele 3011 

1/14/2014 6:00:00 PM 

1/14/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Coleman, Drew S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DREW S COLEMAN (DCOLEMAN)] 

1/8/2014 2:00:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Accepted: Coleman Monthly meeting 

Steele 3011 

1/14/2014 6:00:00 PM 

1/14/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

1/8/2014 3:58:04 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

DUS workshop 

Steele 3011 

1/13/2014 8:15:00 PM 

1/13/2014 8:45:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J; Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

1/8/2014 3:58:04 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

DUS workshop 

Steele 3011 

1/13/2014 8:15:00 PM 

1/13/2014 8:45:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J; Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

I/8/2014 3:58:04 PM 

Hold for 

1/13/2014 8:00:00 PM 

1/13/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

1/8/2014 7:04:40 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Accepted: DUS workshop 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 1/13/2014 8:15:00 PM 

End: 1/13/2014 8:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

1/8/2014 7:04:40 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Accepted: DUS workshop 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 1/13/2014 8:15:00 PM 

End: 1/13/2014 8:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

1/8/2014 7:04:40 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Accepted: DUS workshop 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 1/13/2014 8:15:00 PM 

End: 1/13/2014 8:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

1/8/2014 7:04:40 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Accepted: DUS workshop 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 1/13/2014 8:15:00 PM 

End: 1/13/2014 8:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

1/8/2014 7:37:06 PM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Hartlyn, Jonathan I/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn] 

Wilshire, Collette S. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ColIette Wilshire (wilshire)] 

SADs meeting 

205 South 

1/9/2014 8:00:00 PM 

1/9/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Thursday from 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM effective 8/22/2013 until 5/8/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US 

&Canada) 

Gusldewicz, Kevin M; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Owen, Bobbi A; McHale, Tammy J; Hartlyn, Jonathan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

1/8/2014 7:37:06 PM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Hartlyn, Jonathan I/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn] 

Wilshire, Collette S. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ColIette Wilshire (wilshire)] 

SADs meeting 

205 South 

1/9/2014 8:00:00 PM 

1/9/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Thursday from 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM effective 8/22/2013 until 5/8/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US 

&Canada) 

Gusldewicz, Kevin M; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Owen, Bobbi A; McHale, Tammy J; Hartlyn, Jonathan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

1/8/2014 7:37:06 PM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Hartlyn, Jonathan I/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn] 

Wilshire, Collette S. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ColIette Wilshire (wilshire)] 

SADs meeting 

205 South 

1/9/2014 8:00:00 PM 

1/9/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Thursday from 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM effective 8/22/2013 until 5/8/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US 

&Canada) 

Gusldewicz, Kevin M; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Owen, Bobbi A; McHale, Tammy J; Hartlyn, Jonathan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

1/8/2014 7:37:06 PM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Hartlyn, Jonathan I/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn] 

Wilshire, Collette S. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ColIette Wilshire (wilshire)] 

SADs meeting 

205 South 

1/9/2014 8:00:00 PM 

1/9/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Thursday from 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM effective 8/22/2013 until 5/8/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US 

&Canada) 

Gusldewicz, Kevin M; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Owen, Bobbi A; McHale, Tammy J; Hartlyn, Jonathan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CYN DEM] 

1/8/2014 9:02:58 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Powell, 

Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN: 

Educational Leave- All Day 

1/9/2014 5:00:00 AM 

1/11/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A; Fisher, Annice E; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CYN DEM] 

1/8/2014 9:02:58 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Powell, 

Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; /O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= 

Educational Leave- All Day 

1/9/2014 5:00:00 AM 

1/11/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A; Fisher, Annice E; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CYN DEM] 

1/8/2014 9:02:58 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Powell, 

Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN: 

Educational Leave- All Day 

1/9/2014 5:00:00 AM 

1/11/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A; Fisher, Annice E; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CYN DEM] 

1/8/2014 9:03:01 PM 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: [/O=UN C 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN: 

Educational Leave- All Day 

1/9/2014 5:00:00 AM 

1/11/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A; Fisher, Annice E; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CYN DEM] 

1/8/2014 9:03:01 PM 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: i/O=UN C 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN: 

Educational Leave- All Day 

1/9/2014 5:00:00 AM 

1/11/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A; Fisher, Annice E; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CYN DEM] 

1/8/2014 9:03:01 PM 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= [/O=UN C 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN: 

Educational Leave- All Day 

1/9/2014 5:00:00 AM 

1/11/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A; Fisher, Annice E; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CYN DEM] 

1/8/2014 9:03:01 PM 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: [/O=UN C 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN: 

Educational Leave- All Day 

1/9/2014 5:00:00 AM 

1/11/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A; Fisher, Annice E; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

1/9/2014 6:12:15 PM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

HOLD: Meeting re: department request--details to follow soon 

South - 205 

1/10/2014 2:00:00 PM 

1/10/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

1/9/2014 6:12:15 PM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

HOLD: Meeting re: department request--details to follow soon 

South - 205 

1/10/2014 2:00:00 PM 

1/10/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strizheus, Ynlia -4’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN 19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 4:06 PM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu>; Hartly~, Jonathan <ha~tlyn@unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu;~; Norwoock 

Roberta Am~e <raJaelly@email. unc.edu> 

Goodtnan, Paula <pgoodman@etnail.unc.edu> 

RE: Del~rtment Request Meeting 

All, 

I must now turn around snd reschedufe Lhis meeting for later nexL week. I’fl be sending you an updated Oudook inviLe t:or the fo~ow~ng rime: 

Thursday, January 

4-5pm 

Best, 

Yu~ia 

~= Strizheus, Yulia 
SeBt~ Thursday, January 09, 201~ 1:35 PM 
Te~ Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Ha~lyn, ~onathan (ha~lyn@unc.edu); Owen, BobN A (owenbob@unc.edu); No~ood, Robe~a Anne 
¢¢~ Goodman, Paula 
8~bjeCt~ Depa~ment Request Meeting 
All, 
This ema~l is to inform you that I have scheduled a meeting regarding classrooms for Asian Studies TOMORROW on: 
Friday, January i0 
9-10am 
205 South Building 
FII send Outlook invites shortly to the group (Kevin Guskiewicz, Jonathan Hartlyn, Bobbi Owen, Roberta Norwood). 
Best, 
Yulia 
Yurts Str~zheus 
Of~:~ce of the Dean 
College of Arts and Sdences 
UNC---Chape~ HN 
Campus Bo’.4 3100 
Chapel H~]~ NC 
919/962- ~65 
2str~zh @emaHAmc.edp 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

1/9/2014 6:12:18 PM 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65]; Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=RakelIy]; Guskiewicz, 

Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; South - 205 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=South_south205.rmb] 

Department Request Meeting 

205 South conference room 

1/16/2014 9:00:00 PM 

1/16/2014 I0:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Norwood, Roberta Anne; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Owen, Bobbi A 

(owenbob@unc.edu); South - 205 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

1/9/2014 6:12:18 PM 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65]; Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=RakelIy]; Guskiewicz, 

Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; South - 205 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=South_south205.rmb] 

Department Request Meeting 

205 South conference room 

1/16/2014 9:00:00 PM 

1/16/2014 10:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Norwood, Roberta Anne; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Owen, Bobbi A 

(owenbob@unc.edu); South - 205 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

1/9/2014 6:12:18 PM 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65]; Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=RakelIy]; Guskiewicz, 

Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; South - 205 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=South_south205.rmb] 

Department Request Meeting 

205 South conference room 

1/16/2014 9:00:00 PM 

1/16/2014 10:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Norwood, Roberta Anne; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Owen, Bobbi A 

(owenbob@unc.edu); South - 205 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

1/9/2014 6:12:18 PM 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65]; Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=RakelIy]; Guskiewicz, 

Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; South - 205 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 
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Strizheus, Yulia -4’O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN 19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65> 
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Campus gox 3100 

Chapel H~, NC 27599-3:[~ 

9 I9/962- :[ 165 

ystrizh @email.unc.edu 
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Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 
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Accepted: Dean Owen Brown Bag Lunch 
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Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Perreira, Krista [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Perreira] 

Perreira Bi-weekly meeting 

Steele 3011 

1/21/2014 7:30:00 PM 

1/21/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every 2 weeks on Tuesday from 2:30 PM to 3:00 PM 

Perreira, Krista 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/9/2014 9:13:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Perreira, Krista [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Perreira] 

Perreira Bi-weekly meeting 

Steele 3011 

1/21/2014 7:00:00 PM 

1/21/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every 2 weeks on Tuesday from 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM 

Perreira, Krista 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/9/2014 9:13:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Perreira, Krista [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Perreira] 

Perreira Bi-weekly meeting 

Steele 3011 

1/21/2014 7:00:00 PM 

1/21/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every 2 weeks on Tuesday from 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM 

Perreira, Krista 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/9/2014 9:13:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Perreira, Krista [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Perreira] 

Perreira Bi-weekly meeting 

Steele 3011 

1/21/2014 7:00:00 PM 

1/21/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every 2 weeks on Tuesday from 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM 

Perreira, Krista 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/9/2014 9:13:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Perreira, Krista [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Perreira] 

Perreira Bi-weekly meeting 

Steele 3011 

1/21/2014 7:00:00 PM 

1/21/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every 2 weeks on Tuesday from 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM 

Perreira, Krista 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/9/2014 9:13:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Perreira, Krista [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Perreira] 

Perreira Bi-weekly meeting 

Steele 3011 

1/21/2014 7:00:00 PM 

1/21/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every 2 weeks on Tuesday from 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM 

Perreira, Krista 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/9/2014 9:13:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Perreira, Krista [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Perreira] 

Perreira Bi-weekly meeting 

Steele 3011 

1/21/2014 7:00:00 PM 

1/21/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every 2 weeks on Tuesday from 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM 

Perreira, Krista 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/9/2014 9:13:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Perreira, Krista [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Perreira] 

Perreira Bi-weekly meeting 

Steele 3011 

1/21/2014 7:00:00 PM 

1/21/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every 2 weeks on Tuesday from 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM 

Perreira, Krista 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/9/2014 9:13:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Perreira, Krista [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Perreira] 

Perreira Bi-weekly meeting 

Steele 3011 

1/21/2014 7:00:00 PM 

1/21/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every 2 weeks on Tuesday from 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM 

Perreira, Krista 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/9/2014 9:13:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Perreira, Krista [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Perreira] 

Perreira Bi-weekly meeting 

Steele 3011 

1/21/2014 7:00:00 PM 

1/21/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every 2 weeks on Tuesday from 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM 

Perreira, Krista 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/9/2014 9:13:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Perreira, Krista [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Perreira] 

Perreira Bi-weekly meeting 

Steele 3011 

1/21/2014 7:00:00 PM 

1/21/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every 2 weeks on Tuesday from 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM 

Perreira, Krista 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/9/2014 9:13:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Perreira, Krista [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Perreira] 

Perreira Bi-weekly meeting 

Steele 3011 

1/21/2014 7:00:00 PM 

1/21/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every 2 weeks on Tuesday from 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM 

Perreira, Krista 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/9/2014 9:13:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Perreira Bi-weekly meeting 

Steele 3011 

Start: 1/21/2014 7:00:00 PM 

End: 1/21/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every 2 weeks on Tuesday from 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/9/2014 9:13:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Perreira Bi-weekly meeting 

Steele 3011 

Start: 1/21/2014 7:00:00 PM 

End: 1/21/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every 2 weeks on Tuesday from 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/9/2014 9:13:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Perreira Bi-weekly meeting 

Steele 3011 

Start: 1/21/2014 7:00:00 PM 

End: 1/21/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every 2 weeks on Tuesday from 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/9/2014 9:13:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Perreira Bi-weekly meeting 

Steele 3011 

Start: 1/21/2014 7:00:00 PM 

End: 1/21/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every 2 weeks on Tuesday from 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/9/2014 9:13:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Perreira Bi-weekly meeting 

Steele 3011 

Start: 1/14/2014 7:00:00 PM 

End: 1/14/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every 2 weeks on Tuesday from 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/9/2014 9:13:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Perreira Bi-weekly meeting 

Steele 3011 

Start: 1/14/2014 7:00:00 PM 

End: 1/14/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every 2 weeks on Tuesday from 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/9/2014 9:13:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Perreira Bi-weekly meeting 

Steele 3011 

Start: 1/14/2014 7:00:00 PM 

End: 1/14/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every 2 weeks on Tuesday from 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/9/2014 9:13:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Perreira Bi-weekly meeting 

Steele 3011 

Start: 1/14/2014 7:00:00 PM 

End: 1/14/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every 2 weeks on Tuesday from 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/9/2014 9:13:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Perreira Bi-weekly meeting 

Steele 3011 

Start: 1/14/2014 7:00:00 PM 

End: 1/14/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every 2 weeks on Tuesday from 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

importance: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/9/2014 9:53:55 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: i/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: 

I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: 

Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=D298aO5ddlaO4bfc9f67b8366aa23clc]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: ; Partier, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Panter (partier)]; Powell, Candice 

Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Spurt, Kim Weaver [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Spurrk] 

; Fisher, 

[/O=UNC 

Lindemann, 

Power off tonight! 

Steele building 

1/14/2014 5:00:00 AM 

1/15/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Fisher, Annice E; Haven, 

Lindemann, Erika; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret; Owen, Bobbi A; 

Panter, A. T.; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Spurr, Kim Weaver 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

importance: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/9/2014 9:53:55 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: i/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: 

Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=D298aO5ddlaO4bfc9f67b8366aa23clc]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: ; Partier, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Panter (partier)]; Powell, Candice 

Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Spurt, Kim Weaver [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Spurrk] 

; Fisher, 

[/O=UNC 

; Lindemann, 

Power off tonight! 

Steele building 

1/14/2014 5:00:00 AM 

1/15/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Fisher, Annice E; Haven, 

Lindemann, Erika; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret; Owen, Bobbi A; 

; Panter, A. T.; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Spurr, Kim Weaver 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

importance: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/9/2014 9:53:55 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= i/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: 

Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=D298aO5ddlaO4bfc9f67b8366aa23clc]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: I; Partier, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Panter (partier)]; Powell, Candice 

Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Spurt, Kim Weaver [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Spurrk] 

; Fisher, 

[/O=UNC 

; Lindemann, 

Power off tonight! 

Steele building 

1/14/2014 5:00:00 AM 

1/15/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

High 

Required 

Attendees: 

; Fisher, Annice E; Haven, Ben; 

Lindemann, Erika; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret; Owen, Bobbi A; 

: Panter, A. T.; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Spurt, Kim Weaver 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

importance: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/9/2014 9:53:55 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: 

Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=D298aO5ddlaO4bfc9f67b8366aa23clc]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: : Partier, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Panter (partier)]; Powell, Candice 

Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Spurt, Kim Weaver [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Spurrk] 

; Fisher, 

[/O=UNC 

I; Lindemann, 

Power off tonight! 

Steele building 

1/14/2014 5:00:00 AM 

1/15/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Fisher, Annice E; Haven, Ben; Huerta, 

Lindemann, Erika; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret; Owen, Bobbi A; 

: Panter, A. T.; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Spurr, Kim Weaver 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

importance: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/9/2014 9:53:55 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=D298aO5ddlaO4bfc9f67b8366aa23clc]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ; Partier, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Panter (partier)]; Powell, Candice 

Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Spurt, Kim Weaver [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Spurrk] 

; Fisher, 

:/O=UNC 

’, Lindemann, 

Power off tonight! 

Steele building 

1/14/2014 5:00:00 AM 

1/15/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

High 

Required 

Attendees: 

; Fisher, Annice E; Haven, Ben; Huerta, 

Lindemann, Erika; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret; Owen, Bobbi A; 

; Panter, A. T.; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Spurt, Kim Weaver 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/9/2014 9:53:57 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=        ; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=    I; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=D298aO5ddlaO4bfc9f67b8366aa23clc]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ; Panter, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Panter (panter)]; Powell, Candice 

Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Spurt, Kim Weaver [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Spurrk] 

Power off tonight! 

Steele building 

1/14/2014 5:00:00 AM 

1/15/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

High 

Required 

Attendees: 

; Fisher, Annice E; Haven, Ben; Huerta, 

: Lindemann, Erika; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret; Owen, Bobbi A; 

Panter, A. T.; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Spurt, Kim Weaver 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/9/2014 9:53:57 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: I/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: ; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= : Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=D298aOSddlaO4bfc9f67b8366aa23clc]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ; Partier, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Panter (partier)]; Powell, Candice 

Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Spurt, Kim Weaver [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Spurrk] 

Power off tonight! 

Steele building 

1/14/2014 5:00:00 AM 

1/15/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Annice E; Haven, Ben; 

Lindemann, Erika; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret; Owen, Bobbi A; 

Panter, A. T.; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Spurt, Kim Weaver 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/10/2014 1:21:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 1/10/2014 6:00:00 PM 

End: 1/10/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/10/2014 1:21:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 1/10/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 1/10/2014 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=MAYL] 

1/10/2014 7:49:21 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Lee May Monthly meetings 

Steele 3010 

Start: 1/10/2014 4:30:00 PM 

End: 1/10/2014 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=MAYL] 

1/10/2014 7:49:21 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Lee May Monthly meetings 

Steele 3010 

Start: 1/10/2014 4:30:00 PM 

End: 1/10/2014 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

1/14/2014 3:19:45 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIexis Lynn Cline (alcline)24a]; Killeen, Kim 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kimberly 

Jeanne Killeen (kkilleen)698] 

Council of Chairs 

271 Hamilton 

1/27/2014 5:30:00 PM 

1/27/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gil, Karen M; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Cline, Alexis L; Killeen, Kim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bardsley, Janice B <bardsle~Q@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 9:52 AM 

St~heas, Yulia <ystrizh@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Council of Chairs Meeting Jan. 27 (Mon) 12:30-2PM 

HI Yulia, 

Here’s the tentative line-up of CoC topics but the dates are set, and you may share with others. I can let eye,one know when the Feb and Mar meeting speakers are 

set. 

JAN 27: Fixed-tram faculty- rifles; SADS invited, though latter part of the meering is closed to chairs only 

FEB 17: Hope to have someone l]com Office of Univ. Counsel to discuss legal issues chairs may want to be awaxe of: also brief presentation on ttonor Council, 

SADS invited 

MAR 17: Probably this session is devote to fundraising s~trategies; SADS invited to attend 

APR 14: Chancellor Folt discusses vision for Carolina after nearly one year in office; SADS invited to attend. 

Best, 

Jan 

Jan Bardsley 

Associate ProiEssor and Chair 

Depaxtmem of Asian Studies 

Room 121 New West, tel: 919-962-1534 
UNC-Chapel tlill 

President, Southeast Conference/Association of Asian Studies 
Co-editor with Laura Miller of Manners and Mischief: Gender, Power, and Etiquette in Japan (UC Press, 2011) 

F~om: Strizheus, Ynlia 

Sere: Tuesday, JanuaD~ 14, 2014 9:44 AM 

To: Bardsley, Janice B 

Subject: RE: Council of Chairs Meeting Jan. 27 (Mon) 12:30-2PM 

Jan, what are the meeting dates for the Council of Clmirs this year? I just realized these meetings are not on the Dean’s Office calendar. Are the SADs invited to the 

Januaxy 27 meeting or is it Chairs-only? I have not kept up to date with the discnssions regarding SAD attendance at CoC. 

Thanks! 

Yulia 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Bardsley, Janice B 

Sent: Tuesday, Januau 14, 2014 9:21 AM 

To: CASdpt cr DDD 

Subject: Council of Chairs Meeting Jan. 27 (Mon) 12:30-2PM 

Deaac Colleagnes, 

The Council of Chairs meets Monday, JAN. 27th in Hamilton 271, 12:30-2PM. A light lunch is served. 

Our first meering of 2014 focuses on a proposal (attached) from the Committee on Fixed-Term Facul .ty Colnmittee to replace titles Lecturer~ Senior Lecturer~ Master 

Lecturer with Term Assistant Professor, Term Associate Professor, and Temi Professor, with retenrion of the Lecturer title for certain cases. The Dean’s office would 
like to have the Cotmcil of Chairs respond to this proIx~sal. 

Adam PerskT, Jan Boxill and Kelly Hogan, represenring the Fixed-term Facul~’ Committee, will be on hand to give a short presentation of the proposal, and to answer 
yonr ques*ions at the beginning of the session. Later in the session, we need to close the meeting to chairs-only for more discussion and to decide on a response. 

Adam Persky created a 10-second snrvey on this that we can take in advance to recoM some basic intbnnation relevant to this topic: 
https:i/unc.~l.qualtlics.conv’SE/?SID SVI RMBaeUP7R9VTZr 

Soon, I’ll send out a list of topics for the rest of the spring session. 

Best wishes for a good semeffter! 

Jan 

Jan BaMsley 



Associate Prot~ssor and Chair 

Department of Asian Studies 

Room 121 New West, tel: 919-962-1534 
UNC-Chapel tlill 

President, Southeast ContErenceiAssociation of Asian Studies Co-editor ruth Laura Miller of Manners and Mischie£ Gender, Power, and Etiquette in Japan (UC 

Press, 2011) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bardsley, Janice B <bardsle~Q@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 9:21 AM 

CASdpt cr DDD <cas-dpt-cr-ddd@unc.edu> 

Council of Chairs Meeting Jan. 27 (Mon) 12:30-2PM 

Dem Colleagues, 

The Cotmcil of Chairs meets Monday, JAN. 27th in Hamilton 271, 12:30-2PM. A light lunch is served. 

Our first meeting of 2014 focnses on a proposal (attached) from the Committee on Fixed-Term Faculty Committee to replace titles Lecturer, Senior Lecturer, Master 

Lecturer with Telrn Assistant Professoc Term Associate Professor, and Term Professor. with retention of the Lecturer title for certain cases. The Dean’s office would 

like to have the Council of Chairs respond to this proposal. 

Adam Persky, Jail Boxill and Kelly Hogan, representing the Fixed-term Facul~ Committee, will be on hand to give a short pre~ntation of the proposal, mad to answer 

your questions at the beginning of the session. Later in the session, we need to close the meeting to chairs-only for more discussion and to decide on a response. 

Adam Persky created a 10-second survey on this that we can take in advance to record some basic information relevant to tiffs topic: 

https:i/nnc.azl.qnaltrics.conv’SE/?SID SV 1RMBaeUfYTR9VTZr 

Soon, I’ll send out a list of topics for the rest of the spring session. 

Best wishes for a good semester! 

Jail 

Jail Bardsley 

Associate ProI~ssor and Chair 

Depaxtmeut of Asian Studies 

Room 121 New West, tel: 919-962-1534 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

President, Southeast Conference/Association of Asima Studies 
Co-editor with Laura Miller of Manners and Mischief: Gender: Power. mad Etiquette in Japan (UC Press, 2011) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

1/14/2014 3:19:46 PM 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65]; Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; McHale, 

Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Cline, 

Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alexis Lynn Cline (alcline)24a]; Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kimberly Jeanne 

Killeen (kkilleen)698] 

Council of Chairs--SADs only invited to first half 

271 Hamilton 

1/27/2014 5:30:00 PM 

1/27/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Gil, Karen M; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Cline, Alexis L; Killeen, Kim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

1/14/2014 3:19:46 PM 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65]; Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; McHale, 

Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Cline, 

Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alexis Lynn Cline (alcline)24a]; Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kimberly Jeanne 

Killeen (kkilleen)698] 

Council of Chairs--SADs only invited to first half 

271 Hamilton 

1/27/2014 5:30:00 PM 

1/27/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Gil, Karen M; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Cline, Alexis L; Killeen, Kim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

1/14/2014 3:19:46 PM 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65]; Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; McHale, 

Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Cline, 

Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alexis Lynn Cline (alcline)24a]; Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kimberly Jeanne 

Killeen (kkilleen)698] 

Council of Chairs--SADs only invited to first half 

271 Hamilton 

1/27/2014 5:30:00 PM 

1/27/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gil, Karen M; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Cline, Alexis L; Killeen, Kim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

1/14/2014 3:19:46 PM 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65]; Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; McHale, 

Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Cline, 

Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alexis Lynn Cline (alcline)24a]; Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kimberly Jeanne 

Killeen (kkilleen)698] 

Council of Chairs--SADs only invited to first half 

271 Hamilton 

1/27/2014 5:30:00 PM 

1/27/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gil, Karen M; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Cline, Alexis L; Killeen, Kim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bardsley, Janice B <bardsle~Q@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 9:21 AM 

CASdpt cr DDD <cas-dpt-cr-ddd@unc.edu> 

Council of Chairs Meeting Jan. 27 (Mon) 12:30-2PM 

Dem Colleagues, 

The Cotmcil of Chairs meets Monday, JAN. 27th in Hamilton 271, 12:30-2PM. A light lunch is served. 

Our first meeting of 2014 focnses on a proposal (attached) from the Committee on Fixed-Term Faculty Committee to replace titles Lecturer, Senior Lecturer, Master 

Lecturer with Telrn Assistant Professoc Term Associate Professor, and Term Professor. with retention of the Lecturer title for certain cases. The Dean’s office would 

like to have the Council of Chairs respond to this proposal. 

Adam Persky, Jail Boxill and Kelly Hogan, representing the Fixed-term Facul~ Committee, will be on hand to give a short pre~ntation of the proposal, mad to answer 

your questions at the beginning of the session. Later in the session, we need to close the meeting to chairs-only for more discussion and to decide on a response. 

Adam Persky created a 10-second survey on this that we can take in advance to record some basic information relevant to tiffs topic: 

https:i/nnc.azl.qnaltrics.conv’SE/?SID SV 1RMBaeUfYTR9VTZr 

Soon, I’ll send out a list of topics for the rest of the spring session. 

Best wishes for a good semester! 

Jail 

Jail Bardsley 

Associate ProI~ssor and Chair 

Depaxtmeut of Asian Studies 

Room 121 New West, tel: 919-962-1534 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

President, Southeast Conference/Association of Asima Studies 
Co-editor with Laura Miller of Manners and Mischief: Gender: Power. mad Etiquette in Japan (UC Press, 2011) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bardsley, Janice B <bardsle~Q@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 9:52 AM 

St~heas, Yulia <ystrizh@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Council of Chairs Meeting Jan. 27 (Mon) 12:30-2PM 

HI Yulia, 

Here’s the tentative line-up of CoC topics but the dates are set, and you may share with others. I can let eye,one know when the Feb and Mar meeting speakers are 

set. 

JAN 27: Fixed-tram faculty- rifles; SADS invited, though latter part of the meering is closed to chairs only 

FEB 17: Hope to have someone l]com Office of Univ. Counsel to discuss legal issues chairs may want to be awaxe of: also brief presentation on ttonor Council, 

SADS invited 

MAR 17: Probably this session is devote to fundraising s~trategies; SADS invited to attend 

APR 14: Chancellor Folt discusses vision for Carolina after nearly one year in office; SADS invited to attend. 

Best, 

Jan 

Jan Bardsley 

Associate ProiEssor and Chair 

Depaxtmem of Asian Studies 

Room 121 New West, tel: 919-962-1534 
UNC-Chapel tlill 

President, Southeast Conference/Association of Asian Studies 
Co-editor with Laura Miller of Manners and Mischief: Gender, Power, and Etiquette in Japan (UC Press, 2011) 

F~om: Strizheus, Ynlia 

Sere: Tuesday, JanuaD~ 14, 2014 9:44 AM 

To: Bardsley, Janice B 

Subject: RE: Council of Chairs Meeting Jan. 27 (Mon) 12:30-2PM 

Jan, what are the meeting dates for the Council of Clmirs this year? I just realized these meetings are not on the Dean’s Office calendar. Are the SADs invited to the 

Januaxy 27 meeting or is it Chairs-only? I have not kept up to date with the discnssions regarding SAD attendance at CoC. 

Thanks! 

Yulia 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Bardsley, Janice B 

Sent: Tuesday, Januau 14, 2014 9:21 AM 

To: CASdpt cr DDD 

Subject: Council of Chairs Meeting Jan. 27 (Mon) 12:30-2PM 

Deaac Colleagnes, 

The Council of Chairs meets Monday, JAN. 27th in Hamilton 271, 12:30-2PM. A light lunch is served. 

Our first meering of 2014 focuses on a proposal (attached) from the Committee on Fixed-Term Facul .ty Colnmittee to replace titles Lecturer~ Senior Lecturer~ Master 

Lecturer with Term Assistant Professor, Term Associate Professor, and Temi Professor, with retenrion of the Lecturer title for certain cases. The Dean’s office would 
like to have the Cotmcil of Chairs respond to this proIx~sal. 

Adam PerskT, Jan Boxill and Kelly Hogan, represenring the Fixed-term Facul~’ Committee, will be on hand to give a short presentation of the proposal, and to answer 
yonr ques*ions at the beginning of the session. Later in the session, we need to close the meeting to chairs-only for more discussion and to decide on a response. 

Adam Persky created a 10-second snrvey on this that we can take in advance to recoM some basic intbnnation relevant to this topic: 
https:i/unc.~l.qualtlics.conv’SE/?SID SVI RMBaeUP7R9VTZr 

Soon, I’ll send out a list of topics for the rest of the spring session. 

Best wishes for a good semeffter! 

Jan 

Jan BaMsley 



Associate Prot~ssor and Chair 

Department of Asian Studies 

Room 121 New West, tel: 919-962-1534 
UNC-Chapel tlill 

President, Southeast ContErenceiAssociation of Asian Studies Co-editor ruth Laura Miller of Manners and Mischie£ Gender, Power, and Etiquette in Japan (UC 

Press, 2011) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bardsley, Janice B <bardsle~Q@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 9:21 AM 

CASdpt cr DDD <cas-dpt-cr-ddd@unc.edu> 

Council of Chairs Meeting Jan. 27 (Mon) 12:30-2PM 

Dem Colleagues, 

The Cotmcil of Chairs meets Monday, JAN. 27th in Hamilton 271, 12:30-2PM. A light lunch is served. 

Our first meeting of 2014 focnses on a proposal (attached) from the Committee on Fixed-Term Faculty Committee to replace titles Lecturer, Senior Lecturer, Master 

Lecturer with Telrn Assistant Professoc Term Associate Professor, and Term Professor. with retention of the Lecturer title for certain cases. The Dean’s office would 

like to have the Council of Chairs respond to this proposal. 

Adam Persky, Jail Boxill and Kelly Hogan, representing the Fixed-term Facul~ Committee, will be on hand to give a short pre~ntation of the proposal, mad to answer 

your questions at the beginning of the session. Later in the session, we need to close the meeting to chairs-only for more discussion and to decide on a response. 

Adam Persky created a 10-second survey on this that we can take in advance to record some basic information relevant to tiffs topic: 

https:i/nnc.azl.qnaltrics.conv’SE/?SID SV 1RMBaeUfYTR9VTZr 

Soon, I’ll send out a list of topics for the rest of the spring session. 

Best wishes for a good semester! 

Jail 

Jail Bardsley 

Associate ProI~ssor and Chair 

Depaxtmeut of Asian Studies 

Room 121 New West, tel: 919-962-1534 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

President, Southeast Conference/Association of Asima Studies 
Co-editor with Laura Miller of Manners and Mischief: Gender: Power. mad Etiquette in Japan (UC Press, 2011) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bardsley, Janice B <bardsle~Q@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 9:52 AM 

St~heas, Yulia <ystrizh@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Council of Chairs Meeting Jan. 27 (Mon) 12:30-2PM 

HI Yulia, 

Here’s the tentative line-up of CoC topics but the dates are set, and you may share with others. I can let eye,one know when the Feb and Mar meeting speakers are 

set. 

JAN 27: Fixed-tram faculty- rifles; SADS invited, though latter part of the meering is closed to chairs only 

FEB 17: Hope to have someone l]com Office of Univ. Counsel to discuss legal issues chairs may want to be awaxe of: also brief presentation on ttonor Council, 

SADS invited 

MAR 17: Probably this session is devote to fundraising s~trategies; SADS invited to attend 

APR 14: Chancellor Folt discusses vision for Carolina after nearly one year in office; SADS invited to attend. 

Best, 

Jan 

Jan Bardsley 

Associate ProiEssor and Chair 

Depaxtmem of Asian Studies 

Room 121 New West, tel: 919-962-1534 
UNC-Chapel tlill 

President, Southeast Conference/Association of Asian Studies 
Co-editor with Laura Miller of Manners and Mischief: Gender, Power, and Etiquette in Japan (UC Press, 2011) 

F~om: Strizheus, Ynlia 

Sere: Tuesday, JanuaD~ 14, 2014 9:44 AM 

To: Bardsley, Janice B 

Subject: RE: Council of Chairs Meeting Jan. 27 (Mon) 12:30-2PM 

Jan, what are the meeting dates for the Council of Clmirs this year? I just realized these meetings are not on the Dean’s Office calendar. Are the SADs invited to the 

Januaxy 27 meeting or is it Chairs-only? I have not kept up to date with the discnssions regarding SAD attendance at CoC. 

Thanks! 

Yulia 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Bardsley, Janice B 

Sent: Tuesday, Januau 14, 2014 9:21 AM 

To: CASdpt cr DDD 

Subject: Council of Chairs Meeting Jan. 27 (Mon) 12:30-2PM 

Deaac Colleagnes, 

The Council of Chairs meets Monday, JAN. 27th in Hamilton 271, 12:30-2PM. A light lunch is served. 

Our first meering of 2014 focuses on a proposal (attached) from the Committee on Fixed-Term Facul .ty Colnmittee to replace titles Lecturer~ Senior Lecturer~ Master 

Lecturer with Term Assistant Professor, Term Associate Professor, and Temi Professor, with retenrion of the Lecturer title for certain cases. The Dean’s office would 
like to have the Cotmcil of Chairs respond to this proIx~sal. 

Adam PerskT, Jan Boxill and Kelly Hogan, represenring the Fixed-term Facul~’ Committee, will be on hand to give a short presentation of the proposal, and to answer 
yonr ques*ions at the beginning of the session. Later in the session, we need to close the meeting to chairs-only for more discussion and to decide on a response. 

Adam Persky created a 10-second snrvey on this that we can take in advance to recoM some basic intbnnation relevant to this topic: 
https:i/unc.~l.qualtlics.conv’SE/?SID SVI RMBaeUP7R9VTZr 

Soon, I’ll send out a list of topics for the rest of the spring session. 

Best wishes for a good semeffter! 

Jan 

Jan BaMsley 



Associate Prot~ssor and Chair 

Department of Asian Studies 

Room 121 New West, tel: 919-962-1534 
UNC-Chapel tlill 

President, Southeast ContErenceiAssociation of Asian Studies Co-editor ruth Laura Miller of Manners and Mischie£ Gender, Power, and Etiquette in Japan (UC 

Press, 2011) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

1/14/2014 3:24:12 PM 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65]; Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; McHale, 

Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Cline, 

Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alexis Lynn Cline (alcline)24a]; Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kimberly Jeanne 

Killeen (kkilleen)698] 

Canceled: Council of Chairs 

271 Hamilton 

2/17/2014 5:30:00 PM 

2/17/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gil, Karen M; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Cline, Alexis L; Killeen, Kim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bardsley, Janice B <bardsle~Q@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 9:52 AM 

St~heas, Yulia <ystrizh@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Council of Chairs Meeting Jan. 27 (Mon) 12:30-2PM 

HI Yulia, 

Here’s the tentative line-up of CoC topics but the dates are set, and you may share with others. I can let eye,one know when the Feb and Mar meeting speakers are 

set. 

JAN 27: Fixed-tram faculty- rifles; SADS invited, though latter part of the meering is closed to chairs only 

FEB 17: Hope to have someone l]com Office of Univ. Counsel to discuss legal issues chairs may want to be awaxe of: also brief presentation on ttonor Council, 

SADS invited 

MAR 17: Probably this session is devote to fundraising s~trategies; SADS invited to attend 

APR 14: Chancellor Folt discusses vision for Carolina after nearly one year in office; SADS invited to attend. 

Best, 

Jan 

Jan Bardsley 

Associate ProiEssor and Chair 

Depaxtmem of Asian Studies 

Room 121 New West, tel: 919-962-1534 
UNC-Chapel tlill 

President, Southeast Conference/Association of Asian Studies 
Co-editor with Laura Miller of Manners and Mischief: Gender, Power, and Etiquette in Japan (UC Press, 2011) 

F~om: Strizheus, Ynlia 

Sere: Tuesday, JanuaD~ 14, 2014 9:44 AM 

To: Bardsley, Janice B 

Subject: RE: Council of Chairs Meeting Jan. 27 (Mon) 12:30-2PM 

Jan, what are the meeting dates for the Council of Clmirs this year? I just realized these meetings are not on the Dean’s Office calendar. Are the SADs invited to the 

Januaxy 27 meeting or is it Chairs-only? I have not kept up to date with the discnssions regarding SAD attendance at CoC. 

Thanks! 

Yulia 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Bardsley, Janice B 

Sent: Tuesday, Januau 14, 2014 9:21 AM 

To: CASdpt cr DDD 

Subject: Council of Chairs Meeting Jan. 27 (Mon) 12:30-2PM 

Deaac Colleagnes, 

The Council of Chairs meets Monday, JAN. 27th in Hamilton 271, 12:30-2PM. A light lunch is served. 

Our first meering of 2014 focuses on a proposal (attached) from the Committee on Fixed-Term Facul .ty Colnmittee to replace titles Lecturer~ Senior Lecturer~ Master 

Lecturer with Term Assistant Professor, Term Associate Professor, and Temi Professor, with retenrion of the Lecturer title for certain cases. The Dean’s office would 
like to have the Cotmcil of Chairs respond to this proIx~sal. 

Adam PerskT, Jan Boxill and Kelly Hogan, represenring the Fixed-term Facul~’ Committee, will be on hand to give a short presentation of the proposal, and to answer 
yonr ques*ions at the beginning of the session. Later in the session, we need to close the meeting to chairs-only for more discussion and to decide on a response. 

Adam Persky created a 10-second snrvey on this that we can take in advance to recoM some basic intbnnation relevant to this topic: 
https:i/unc.~l.qualtlics.conv’SE/?SID SVI RMBaeUP7R9VTZr 

Soon, I’ll send out a list of topics for the rest of the spring session. 

Best wishes for a good semeffter! 

Jan 

Jan BaMsley 



Associate Prot~ssor and Chair 

Department of Asian Studies 

Room 121 New West, tel: 919-962-1534 
UNC-Chapel tlill 

President, Southeast ContErenceiAssociation of Asian Studies Co-editor ruth Laura Miller of Manners and Mischie£ Gender, Power, and Etiquette in Japan (UC 

Press, 2011) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

1/14/2014 3:24:12 PM 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65]; Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; McHale, 

Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 
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From: 
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To: 

Subject: 

Bardsley, Janice B <bardsle~Q@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 9:52 AM 

St~heas, Yulia <ystrizh@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Council of Chairs Meeting Jan. 27 (Mon) 12:30-2PM 

HI Yulia, 

Here’s the tentative line-up of CoC topics but the dates are set, and you may share with others. I can let eye,one know when the Feb and Mar meeting speakers are 

set. 

JAN 27: Fixed-tram faculty- rifles; SADS invited, though latter part of the meering is closed to chairs only 

FEB 17: Hope to have someone l]com Office of Univ. Counsel to discuss legal issues chairs may want to be awaxe of: also brief presentation on ttonor Council, 

SADS invited 

MAR 17: Probably this session is devote to fundraising s~trategies; SADS invited to attend 

APR 14: Chancellor Folt discusses vision for Carolina after nearly one year in office; SADS invited to attend. 

Best, 

Jan 

Jan Bardsley 

Associate ProiEssor and Chair 

Depaxtmem of Asian Studies 

Room 121 New West, tel: 919-962-1534 
UNC-Chapel tlill 

President, Southeast Conference/Association of Asian Studies 
Co-editor with Laura Miller of Manners and Mischief: Gender, Power, and Etiquette in Japan (UC Press, 2011) 

F~om: Strizheus, Ynlia 

Sere: Tuesday, JanuaD~ 14, 2014 9:44 AM 

To: Bardsley, Janice B 

Subject: RE: Council of Chairs Meeting Jan. 27 (Mon) 12:30-2PM 

Jan, what are the meeting dates for the Council of Clmirs this year? I just realized these meetings are not on the Dean’s Office calendar. Are the SADs invited to the 

Januaxy 27 meeting or is it Chairs-only? I have not kept up to date with the discnssions regarding SAD attendance at CoC. 

Thanks! 

Yulia 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Bardsley, Janice B 

Sent: Tuesday, Januau 14, 2014 9:21 AM 

To: CASdpt cr DDD 

Subject: Council of Chairs Meeting Jan. 27 (Mon) 12:30-2PM 

Deaac Colleagnes, 

The Council of Chairs meets Monday, JAN. 27th in Hamilton 271, 12:30-2PM. A light lunch is served. 

Our first meering of 2014 focuses on a proposal (attached) from the Committee on Fixed-Term Facul .ty Colnmittee to replace titles Lecturer~ Senior Lecturer~ Master 

Lecturer with Term Assistant Professor, Term Associate Professor, and Temi Professor, with retenrion of the Lecturer title for certain cases. The Dean’s office would 
like to have the Cotmcil of Chairs respond to this proIx~sal. 

Adam PerskT, Jan Boxill and Kelly Hogan, represenring the Fixed-term Facul~’ Committee, will be on hand to give a short presentation of the proposal, and to answer 
yonr ques*ions at the beginning of the session. Later in the session, we need to close the meeting to chairs-only for more discussion and to decide on a response. 

Adam Persky created a 10-second snrvey on this that we can take in advance to recoM some basic intbnnation relevant to this topic: 
https:i/unc.~l.qualtlics.conv’SE/?SID SVI RMBaeUP7R9VTZr 

Soon, I’ll send out a list of topics for the rest of the spring session. 

Best wishes for a good semeffter! 

Jan 

Jan BaMsley 



Associate Prot~ssor and Chair 

Department of Asian Studies 

Room 121 New West, tel: 919-962-1534 
UNC-Chapel tlill 
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EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIexis Lynn Cline (alcline)24a]; Killeen, Kim 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kimberly 

Jeanne Killeen (kkilleen)698] 

Canceled: Council of Chairs 

271 Hamilton 

4/14/2014 4:30:00 PM 

4/14/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gil, Karen M; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Cline, Alexis L; Killeen, Kim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bardsley, Janice B <bardsle~Q@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 9:52 AM 

St~heas, Yulia <ystrizh@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Council of Chairs Meeting Jan. 27 (Mon) 12:30-2PM 

HI Yulia, 

Here’s the tentative line-up of CoC topics but the dates are set, and you may share with others. I can let eye,one know when the Feb and Mar meeting speakers are 

set. 

JAN 27: Fixed-tram faculty- rifles; SADS invited, though latter part of the meering is closed to chairs only 

FEB 17: Hope to have someone l]com Office of Univ. Counsel to discuss legal issues chairs may want to be awaxe of: also brief presentation on ttonor Council, 

SADS invited 

MAR 17: Probably this session is devote to fundraising s~trategies; SADS invited to attend 

APR 14: Chancellor Folt discusses vision for Carolina after nearly one year in office; SADS invited to attend. 

Best, 

Jan 

Jan Bardsley 

Associate ProiEssor and Chair 

Depaxtmem of Asian Studies 

Room 121 New West, tel: 919-962-1534 
UNC-Chapel tlill 

President, Southeast Conference/Association of Asian Studies 
Co-editor with Laura Miller of Manners and Mischief: Gender, Power, and Etiquette in Japan (UC Press, 2011) 

F~om: Strizheus, Ynlia 

Sere: Tuesday, JanuaD~ 14, 2014 9:44 AM 

To: Bardsley, Janice B 

Subject: RE: Council of Chairs Meeting Jan. 27 (Mon) 12:30-2PM 

Jan, what are the meeting dates for the Council of Clmirs this year? I just realized these meetings are not on the Dean’s Office calendar. Are the SADs invited to the 

Januaxy 27 meeting or is it Chairs-only? I have not kept up to date with the discnssions regarding SAD attendance at CoC. 

Thanks! 

Yulia 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Bardsley, Janice B 

Sent: Tuesday, Januau 14, 2014 9:21 AM 

To: CASdpt cr DDD 

Subject: Council of Chairs Meeting Jan. 27 (Mon) 12:30-2PM 

Deaac Colleagnes, 

The Council of Chairs meets Monday, JAN. 27th in Hamilton 271, 12:30-2PM. A light lunch is served. 

Our first meering of 2014 focuses on a proposal (attached) from the Committee on Fixed-Term Facul .ty Colnmittee to replace titles Lecturer~ Senior Lecturer~ Master 

Lecturer with Term Assistant Professor, Term Associate Professor, and Temi Professor, with retenrion of the Lecturer title for certain cases. The Dean’s office would 
like to have the Cotmcil of Chairs respond to this proIx~sal. 

Adam PerskT, Jan Boxill and Kelly Hogan, represenring the Fixed-term Facul~’ Committee, will be on hand to give a short presentation of the proposal, and to answer 
yonr ques*ions at the beginning of the session. Later in the session, we need to close the meeting to chairs-only for more discussion and to decide on a response. 

Adam Persky created a 10-second snrvey on this that we can take in advance to recoM some basic intbnnation relevant to this topic: 
https:i/unc.~l.qualtlics.conv’SE/?SID SVI RMBaeUP7R9VTZr 

Soon, I’ll send out a list of topics for the rest of the spring session. 

Best wishes for a good semeffter! 

Jan 

Jan BaMsley 



Associate Prot~ssor and Chair 

Department of Asian Studies 

Room 121 New West, tel: 919-962-1534 
UNC-Chapel tlill 

President, Southeast ContErenceiAssociation of Asian Studies Co-editor ruth Laura Miller of Manners and Mischie£ Gender, Power, and Etiquette in Japan (UC 

Press, 2011) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

1/14/2014 3:48:04 PM 
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EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn] 

Wilshire, Collette S. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ColIette Wilshire (wilshire)] 

SADs meeting 

205 South 

1/23/2014 8:00:00 PM 

1/23/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Thursday from 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM effective 8/22/2013 until 5/8/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US 

&Canada) 

Gusldewicz, Kevin M; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Owen, Bobbi A; McHale, Tammy J; Hartlyn, Jonathan 
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EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Hartlyn, Jonathan I/O=UNC 
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(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

1/14/2014 3:48:04 PM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Hartlyn, Jonathan I/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn] 

Wilshire, Collette S. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
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1/23/2014 8:00:00 PM 

1/23/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 
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Location: 
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(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

1/15/2014 7:39:21 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; McHale, Tammy J 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; 
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Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alang]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDII3OHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid] 

Spring Recognition Reception 

Hyde Hall 

4/29/2014 8:00:00 PM 

4/29/2014 10:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Guskiewicz, Kevin M; McHale, Tammy J; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan 
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4/29/2014 10:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Guskiewicz, Kevin M; McHale, Tammy J; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

(hartlyn@unc.edu); Lang, Andrew; Kennedy, Shannon; Reid, Dee (deereid@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

1/15/2014 7:39:23 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

Lang, Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alang]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid] 

Spring Recognition Reception 

Hyde Hall 

4/29/2014 8:00:00 PM 

4/29/2014 10:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Guskiewicz, Kevin M; McHale, Tammy J; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

(hartlyn@unc.edu); Lang, Andrew; Kennedy, Shannon; Reid, Dee (deereid@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

1/15/2014 7:39:23 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

Lang, Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alang]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid] 

Spring Recognition Reception 

Hyde Hall 

4/29/2014 8:00:00 PM 

4/29/2014 10:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Guskiewicz, Kevin M; McHale, Tammy J; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

(hartlyn@unc.edu); Lang, Andrew; Kennedy, Shannon; Reid, Dee (deereid@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

1/16/2014 8:50:36 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

1-4:30 Educational Leave 

1/27/2014 5:00:00 AM 

1/28/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN:        I 

1/16/2014 8:50:36 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O--UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

1-4:30 Educational Leave 

1/27/2014 5:00:00 AM 

1/28/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

1/16/2014 8:50:36 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

1-4:30 Educational Leave 

1/27/2014 5:00:00 AM 

1/28/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= 

1/16/2014 8:50:36 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O--UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

1-4:30 Educational Leave 

1/27/2014 5:00:00 AM 

1/28/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=        ] 

1/16/2014 8:50:37 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

1-4:30 Educational Leave 

1/27/2014 5:00:00 AM 

1/28/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

1/16/2014 8:50:37 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=       I; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

1-4:30 Educational Leave 

1/27/2014 5:00:00 AM 

1/28/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=        I 

1/16/2014 8:50:37 PM 

/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

1-4:30 Educational Leave 

1/27/2014 5:00:00 AM 

1/28/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=        I 

1/16/2014 8:50:37 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=       I; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

1-4:30 Educational Leave 

1/27/2014 5:00:00 AM 

1/28/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN:        I 

1/16/2014 8:50:37 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

1-4:30 Educational Leave 

1/27/2014 5:00:00 AM 

1/28/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: 

1/16/2014 8:53:08 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Educational Leave - All day - 

2/11/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/12/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= 

1/16/2014 8:53:08 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O--UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Educational Leave - All day - 

2/11/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/12/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

1/16/2014 8:53:08 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Educational Leave - All day - 

2/11/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/12/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: 

1/16/2014 8:53:08 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Educational Leave - All day - 

2/11/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/12/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

1/16/2014 8:53:08 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Educational Leave - All day - 

2/11/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/12/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN:        I 

1/16/2014 8:53:08 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Educational Leave - All day - 

2/11/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/12/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN:        I 

1/16/2014 8:53:10 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: ]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Educational Leave - All day - 

2/11/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/12/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

1/16/2014 8:53:10 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Educational Leave - All day - 

2/11/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/12/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

1/16/2014 8:53:10 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Educational Leave - All day - 

2/11/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/12/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=        ] 

1/16/2014 8:53:10 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Educational Leave - All day- 

2/11/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/12/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN: 

1/16/2014 8:54:48 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

12-4:30 Educational Leave - 

2/18/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/19/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

1/16/2014 8:54:48 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

12-4:30 Educational Leave - 

2/18/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/19/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

1/16/2014 8:54:48 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

12-4:30 Educational Leave - 

2/18/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/19/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: 

1/16/2014 8:54:48 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

12-4:30 Educational Leave - 

2/18/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/19/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= 

1/16/2014 8:54:49 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN: : Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Canceled: 8-12:00 Educational Leave - 

2/18/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/19/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

1/16/2014 8:54:49 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

8-12:00 Educational Leave - 

2/18/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/19/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: 

1/16/2014 8:54:49 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

8-12:00 Educational Leave - 

2/18/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/19/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=        ] 

1/16/2014 8:54:49 PM 

I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

8-12:00 Educational Leave - 

2/18/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/19/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN:        I 

1/16/2014 8:54:49 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

8-12:00 Educational Leave - 

2/18/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/19/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: 

1/16/2014 8:54:49 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

12-4:30 Educational Leave - 

2/18/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/19/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: 

1/16/2014 8:54:49 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=       I; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

12-4:30 Educational Leave - 

2/18/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/19/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

1/16/2014 8:54:49 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

12-4:30 Educational Leave - 

2/18/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/19/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

1/16/2014 8:57:52 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

11- 4:30 Educational Leave 

2/24/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/25/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: 

1/16/2014 8:57:52 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

11- 4:30 Educational Leave 

2/24/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/25/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

1/16/2014 8:57:52 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

11- 4:30 Educational Leave 

2/24/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/25/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: 

1/16/2014 8:57:52 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

11- 4:30 Educational Leave 

2/24/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/25/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

1/16/2014 8:57:52 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

11- 4:30 Educational Leave 

2/24/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/25/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: 

1/16/2014 8:57:52 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

11- 4:30 Educational Leave 

2/24/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/25/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= 

1/16/2014 8:57:54 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN:        I; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

11- 4:30 Educational Leave 

2/24/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/25/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN:         I 

1/16/2014 8:57:54 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

11- 4:30 Educational Leave 

2/24/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/25/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: 

1/16/2014 8:57:54 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

11- 4:30 Educational Leave 

2/24/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/25/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: 

1/16/2014 8:57:54 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

11- 4:30 Educational Leave 

2/24/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/25/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: 

1/16/2014 9:00:05 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

11-4:30 Educational Leave 

3/3/2014 5:00:00 AM 

3/4/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

1/16/2014 9:00:05 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

11-4:30 Educational Leave 

3/3/2014 5:00:00 AM 

3/4/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: 

1/16/2014 9:00:05 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

11-4:30 Educational Leave 

3/3/2014 5:00:00 AM 

3/4/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: 

1/16/2014 9:00:05 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

11-4:30 Educational Leave 

3/3/2014 5:00:00 AM 

3/4/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= 

1/16/2014 9:00:05 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

11-4:30 Educational Leave 

3/3/2014 5:00:00 AM 

3/4/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: 

1/16/2014 9:00:05 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

11-4:30 Educational Leave 

3/3/2014 5:00:00 AM 

3/4/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

1/16/2014 9:00:07 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

11-4:30 Educational Leave 

3/3/2014 5:00:00 AM 

3/4/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: 

1/16/2014 9:00:07 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

11-4:30 Educational Leave 

3/3/2014 5:00:00 AM 

3/4/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

1/16/2014 9:00:07 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN:       I; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

11-4:30 Educational Leave 

3/3/2014 5:00:00 AM 

3/4/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

1/16/2014 9:00:07 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

11-4:30 Educational Leave 

3/3/2014 5:00:00 AM 

3/4/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= 

1/17/2014 5:45:05 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O--UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

8-12:00 Educational Leave - 

2/18/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/19/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= 

1/17/2014 5:45:05 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O--UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

8-12:00 Educational Leave - 

2/18/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/19/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

1/17/2014 5:45:05 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

8-12:00 Educational Leave - 

2/18/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/19/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: 

1/17/2014 5:45:05 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

8-12:00 Educational Leave - 

2/18/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/19/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= 

1/17/2014 5:45:05 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O--UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

8-12:00 Educational Leave - 

2/18/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/19/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/19/2014 4:54:48 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Lunch with 

C Inn at noon 

1/29/2014 4:30:00 PM 

1/29/2014 6:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/19/2014 4:54:48 PM 

Subject: Lunch with 

Location: C Inn at noon 

Start: 1/29/2014 4:30:00 PM 

End: 1/29/2014 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/21/2014 12:38:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Linda Dykstra Dinner at 5 

Carolina Club, Peebles Room 

2/7/2014 9:30:00 PM 

2/8/2014 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/21/2014 12:38:05 PM 

Subject: Linda Dykstra Dinner at 5 

Location: TBA 

Start: 2/7/2014 9:30:00 PM 

End: 2/8/2014 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

1/21/2014 5:12:09 PM 

Lang, Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIang]; Gusldewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy] 

SADs meeting 

205 South 

2/3/2014 7:00:00 PM 

2/3/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM effective 8/26/2013 until 5/5/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 

Canada) 

Lang, Andrew; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Rhodes, Terry 

Ellen; Kennedy, Shannon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

1/21/2014 5:12:09 PM 

Lang, Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIang]; Gusldewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy] 

SADs meeting 

205 South 

2/3/2014 7:00:00 PM 

2/3/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM effective 8/26/2013 until 5/5/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 

Canada) 

Lang, Andrew; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Rhodes, Terry 

Ellen; Kennedy, Shannon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

1/21/2014 5:12:09 PM 

Lang, Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIang]; Gusldewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy] 

SADs meeting 

205 South 

2/3/2014 7:00:00 PM 

2/3/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM effective 8/26/2013 until 5/5/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 

Canada) 

Lang, Andrew; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Rhodes, Terry 

Ellen; Kennedy, Shannon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/21/2014 7:19:49 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Appointment off campus - G 

Start: 1/29/2014 9:00:00 PM 

End: 1/29/2014 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/21/2014 8:21:44 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: for alters 

Start: 1/28/2014 i0:00:00 PM 

End: 1/29/2014 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

1/22/2014 2:05:56 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= ]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Annice at Medical Appointments 1:30-5:00pm 

2/18/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/19/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

@email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

1/22/2014 2:05:56 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=       I; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Annice at Medical Appointments 1:30-5:00pm 

2/18/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/19/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

~email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

1/22/2014 2:05:56 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= ]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Annice at Medical Appointments 1:30-5:00pm 

2/18/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/19/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

~email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

1/22/2014 2:05:56 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN: ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Annice at Medical Appointments 1:30-5:00pm 

2/18/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/19/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

@email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

1/22/2014 2:05:56 PM 

/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN: ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Annice at Medical Appointments 1:30-5:00pm 

2/18/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/19/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

_~email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

1/22/2014 2:05:58 PM 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN: ~]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Annice at Medical Appointments 1:30-5:00pm 

3/7/2014 5:00:00 AM 

3/8/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

@email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

1/22/2014 2:05:58 PM 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Annice at Medical Appointments 1:30-5:00pm 

2/18/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/19/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

@email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

1/22/2014 2:05:58 PM 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Annice at Medical Appointments 1:30-5:00pm 

2/18/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/19/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

@email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

1/22/2014 2:05:58 PM 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Annice at Medical Appointments 1:30-5:00pm 

2/18/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/19/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

@email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

1/22/2014 2:05:58 PM 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Annice at Medical Appointments 1:30-5:00pm 

2/18/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/19/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

@email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

1/22/2014 2:05:58 PM 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Annice at Medical Appointments 1:30-5:00pm 

2/18/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/19/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

@email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/22/2014 3:20:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: for alters 

Start: 3/4/2014 I0:00:00 PM 

End: 3/4/2014 11:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/22/2014 3:41:34 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Appointment off campus 

Nealy at White Cross Road at 2 

Start: 1/30/2014 6:30:00 PM 

End: 1/30/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

1/23/2014 3:40:54 PM 

Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Subject: Canceled: SADs meeting 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 2/6/2014 9:00:00 PM 

End: 2/6/2014 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Thursday from 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM effective 8/22/2013 until 5/8/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US 

&Canada) 

Hartlyn, Jonathan; Owen, Bobbi A; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; McHale, Tammy J; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

1/23/2014 3:40:54 PM 

Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Subject: Canceled: SADs meeting 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 2/6/2014 9:00:00 PM 

End: 2/6/2014 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Thursday from 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM effective 8/22/2013 until 5/8/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US 

&Canada) 

Hartlyn, Jonathan; Owen, Bobbi A; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; McHale, Tammy J; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

1/23/2014 3:40:54 PM 

Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Subject: Canceled: SADs meeting 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 2/6/2014 9:00:00 PM 

End: 2/6/2014 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Thursday from 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM effective 8/22/2013 until 5/8/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US 

&Canada) 

Hartlyn, Jonathan; Owen, Bobbi A; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; McHale, Tammy J; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

1/23/2014 3:40:54 PM 

Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Subject: Canceled: SADs meeting 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 2/6/2014 9:00:00 PM 

End: 2/6/2014 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Thursday from 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM effective 8/22/2013 until 5/8/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US 

&Canada) 

Hartlyn, Jonathan; Owen, Bobbi A; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; McHale, Tammy J; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/24/2014 5:05:10 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Siedentop, 

Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; candicef (candicef@email.unc.edu) [candicef@email.unc.edu]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ]; Partier, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Partier (panter)]; Fisher, Annice E 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae] 

Paula-MD appointment leaving at 2pm 

Mebane 

2/7/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/8/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika; Haven, Ben; Siedentop, Nicholas J; candicef (candicef@email.unc.edu); 

Panter, A. T.; Fisher, Annice E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/24/2014 5:05:10 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Siedentop, 

Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; candicef (candicef@email.unc.edu) [candicef@email.unc.edu]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=       I; Partier, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Partier (panter)]; Fisher, Annice E 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae] 

Paula-MD appointment leaving at 2pm 

Mebane 

2/7/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/8/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika; Haven, Ben; Siedentop, Nicholas J; candicef (candicef@email.unc.edu); 

Panter, A. T.; Fisher, Annice E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/24/2014 5:05:10 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Siedentop, 

Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; candicef (candicef@email.unc.edu) [candicef@email.unc.edu]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: ; Partier, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Partier (panter)]; Fisher, Annice E 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae] 

Paula-MD appointment leaving at 2pm 

Mebane 

2/7/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/8/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika; Haven, Ben; Siedentop, Nicholas J; candicef (candicef@email.unc.edu); 

Panter, A. T.; Fisher, Annice E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/24/2014 5:05:10 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Siedentop, 

Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; candicef (candicef@email.unc.edu) [candicef@email.unc.edu]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: ; Partier, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Partier (panter)]; Fisher, Annice E 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae] 

Paula-MD appointment leaving at 2pm 

Mebane 

2/7/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/8/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika; Haven, Ben; Siedentop, Nicholas J; candicef (candicef@email.unc.edu); 

Panter, A. T.; Fisher, Annice E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/24/2014 5:05:10 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Siedentop, 

Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; candicef (candicef@email.unc.edu) [candicef@email.unc.edu]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ; Partier, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Partier (panter)]; Fisher, Annice E 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae] 

Paula-MD appointment leaving at 2pm 

Mebane 

2/7/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/8/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika; Haven, Ben; Siedentop, Nicholas J; candicef (candicef@email.unc.edu); 

Panter, A. T.; Fisher, Annice E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

1/24/2014 5:15:04 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Paula-MD appointment leaving at 2pm 

Mebane 

Start: 2/7/2014 5:00:00 AM 

End: 2/8/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

1/24/2014 5:15:04 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Paula-MD appointment leaving at 2pm 

Mebane 

Start: 2/7/2014 5:00:00 AM 

End: 2/8/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Panter, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ABIGAIL T PANTER (PANTER)] 

1/24/2014 7:40:34 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Accepted: Paula-MD appointment leaving at 2pm 

Mebane 

2/7/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/8/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Panter, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ABIGAIL T PANTER (PANTER)] 

1/24/2014 7:40:34 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Accepted: Paula-MD appointment leaving at 2pm 

Mebane 

2/7/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/8/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/28/2014 5:36:58 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Broome and Derickson 

Start: 2/18/2014 6:00:00 PM 

End: 2/18/2014 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hughes, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=828E245C3B3548898E345CCAIE 1BBDCE] 

1/28/2014 6:19:50 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, 

Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

HR Associate Director Interview 

205 South Building 

2/4/2014 5:00:00 PM 

2/4/2014 5:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hughes, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=828E245C3B3548898E345CCAIE 1BBDCE] 

1/28/2014 6:19:50 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, 

Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

HR Associate Director Interview 

205 South Building 

2/4/2014 5:00:00 PM 

2/4/2014 5:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hughes, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=828E245C3B3548898E345CCAIE 1BBDCE] 

1/28/2014 6:19:50 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, 

Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

HR Associate Director Interview 

205 South Building 

2/4/2014 5:00:00 PM 

2/4/2014 5:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hughes, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=828E245C3B3548898E345CCAIE 1BBDCE] 

1/28/2014 6:19:50 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, 

Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

HR Associate Director Interview 

205 South Building 

2/4/2014 5:00:00 PM 

2/4/2014 5:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hughes, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=828E245C3B3548898E345CCAIE 1BBDCE] 

1/28/2014 6:19:54 PM 

Hughes, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=828e245c3b3548898e345ccalelbbdce]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

HR Associate Director Interview 

205 South Building 

2/4/2014 5:00:00 PM 

2/4/2014 5:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hughes, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=828E245C3B3548898E345CCAIE 1BBDCE] 

1/28/2014 6:19:54 PM 

Hughes, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=828e245c3b3548898e345ccalelbbdce]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

HR Associate Director Interview 

205 South Building 

2/4/2014 5:00:00 PM 

2/4/2014 5:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hughes, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=828E245C3B3548898E345CCAIE 1BBDCE] 

1/28/2014 6:19:54 PM 

Hughes, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=828e245c3b3548898e345ccalelbbdce]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

HR Associate Director Interview 

205 South Building 

2/4/2014 5:00:00 PM 

2/4/2014 5:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hughes, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=828E245C3B3548898E345CCAIE 1BBDCE] 

1/28/2014 6:19:54 PM 

Hughes, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=828e245c3b3548898e345ccalelbbdce]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

HR Associate Director Interview 

205 South Building 

2/4/2014 5:00:00 PM 

2/4/2014 5:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hughes, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=828E245C3B3548898E345CCAIE 1BBDCE] 

1/28/2014 6:26:43 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, 

Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

HR Associate Director Interview 

205 South Building 

2/7/2014 8:00:00 PM 

2/7/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hughes, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=828E245C3B3548898E345CCAIE 1BBDCE] 

1/28/2014 6:26:43 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, 

Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

HR Associate Director Interview 

205 South Building 

2/7/2014 8:00:00 PM 

2/7/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hughes, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=828E245C3B3548898E345CCAIE 1BBDCE] 

1/28/2014 6:26:43 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, 

Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

HR Associate Director Interview 

205 South Building 

2/7/2014 8:00:00 PM 

2/7/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hughes, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=828E245C3B3548898E345CCAIE 1BBDCE] 

1/28/2014 6:26:43 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, 

Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

HR Associate Director Interview 

205 South Building 

2/7/2014 8:00:00 PM 

2/7/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hughes, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=828E245C3B3548898E345CCAIE 1BBDCE] 

1/28/2014 6:26:44 PM 

Hughes, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=828e245c3b3548898e345ccalelbbdce]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

HR Associate Director Interview 

205 South Building 

2/7/2014 8:00:00 PM 

2/7/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hughes, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=828E245C3B3548898E345CCAIE 1BBDCE] 

1/28/2014 6:26:44 PM 

Hughes, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=828e245c3b3548898e345ccalelbbdce]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

HR Associate Director Interview 

205 South Building 

2/7/2014 8:00:00 PM 

2/7/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hughes, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=828E245C3B3548898E345CCAIE 1BBDCE] 

1/28/2014 6:26:44 PM 

Hughes, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=828e245c3b3548898e345ccalelbbdce]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

HR Associate Director Interview 

205 South Building 

2/7/2014 8:00:00 PM 

2/7/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hughes, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=828E245C3B3548898E345CCAIE 1BBDCE] 

1/28/2014 6:26:44 PM 

Hughes, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=828e245c3b3548898e345ccalelbbdce]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

HR Associate Director Interview 

205 South Building 

2/7/2014 8:00:00 PM 

2/7/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hughes, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=828E245C3B3548898E345CCAIE 1BBDCE] 

1/28/2014 6:26:44 PM 

Hughes, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=828e245c3b3548898e345ccalelbbdce]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

HR Associate Director Interview 

205 South Building 

2/7/2014 8:00:00 PM 

2/7/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hughes, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=828E245C3B3548898E345CCAIE 1BBDCE] 

1/28/2014 6:29:48 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, 

Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

HR Associate Director Interview 

205 South Building 

2/10/2014 3:00:00 PM 

2/10/2014 3:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hughes, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=828E245C3B3548898E345CCAIE 1BBDCE] 

1/28/2014 6:29:48 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, 

Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

HR Associate Director Interview 

205 South Building 

2/10/2014 3:00:00 PM 

2/10/2014 3:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hughes, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=828E245C3B3548898E345CCAIE 1BBDCE] 

1/28/2014 6:29:48 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, 

Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

HR Associate Director Interview 

205 South Building 

2/10/2014 3:00:00 PM 

2/10/2014 3:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hughes, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=828E245C3B3548898E345CCAIE 1BBDCE] 

1/28/2014 6:29:48 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, 

Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

HR Associate Director Interview 

205 South Building 

2/10/2014 3:00:00 PM 

2/10/2014 3:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hughes, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=828E245C3B3548898E345CCAIE 1BBDCE] 

1/28/2014 6:29:49 PM 

Hughes, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=828e245c3b3548898e345ccalelbbdce]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

HR Associate Director Interview 

205 South Building 

2/10/2014 3:00:00 PM 

2/10/2014 3:30:00 PM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hughes, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=828E245C3B3548898E345CCAIE 1BBDCE] 

1/28/2014 6:29:49 PM 

Hughes, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=828e245c3b3548898e345ccalelbbdce]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

HR Associate Director Interview 

205 South Building 

2/10/2014 3:00:00 PM 

2/10/2014 3:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/28/2014 9:28:06 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Anne Collins 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 1/31/2014 2:30:00 PM 

End: 1/31/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/28/2014 9:28:06 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Anne Collins 

Location: Phone 

Start: 1/31/2014 2:30:00 PM 

End: 1/31/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/28/2014 9:47:38 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Leslie Strohm 

Location: her office 

Start: 1/29/2014 8:30:00 PM 

End: 1/29/2014 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/29/2014 10:59:18 AM 

Hughes, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=828e245c3b3548898e345cca lelbbdce] 

Accepted: HR Associate Director Interview 

205 South Building 

2/4/2014 5:00:00 PM 

2/4/2014 5:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/29/2014 10:59:34 AM 

Hughes, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=828e245c3b3548898e345cca lelbbdce] 

Accepted: HR Associate Director Interview 

205 South Building 

2/7/2014 8:00:00 PM 

2/7/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/29/2014 10:59:53 AM 

Hughes, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=828e245c3b3548898e345cca lelbbdce] 

Declined: HR Associate Director Interview 

205 South Building 

2/10/2014 3:00:00 PM 

2/10/2014 3:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RAKELLY] 

1/29/2014 2:05:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Payne, Christopher A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cpayne]; Bachman, 

Dianne L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dianne L Bachman (dbachman)ee3]; Barker, Michael [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Barkerjm]; Platz, 

Gina B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Gina]; Partridge, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christopher Michael Partridge (cpartrid)2e6] 

Departmental Priority Subcommittee meeting 

3020 Steele 

2/5/2014 2:00:00 PM 

2/5/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Bobbi Owen (owenbob@unc.edu); Goodman, Paula; Payne, Christopher A; Bachman, Dianne L; Barker, Michael; 

Platz, Gina B; Partridge, Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RAKELLY] 

1/29/2014 2:05:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Payne, Christopher A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cpayne]; Bachman, 

Dianne L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dianne L Bachman (dbachman)ee3]; Barker, Michael [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Barkerjm]; Platz, 

Gina B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Gina]; Partridge, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christopher Michael Partridge (cpartrid)2e6] 

Departmental Priority Subcommittee meeting 

3020 Steele 

2/5/2014 2:00:00 PM 

2/5/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Bobbi Owen (owenbob@unc.edu); Goodman, Paula; Payne, Christopher A; Bachman, Dianne L; Barker, Michael; 

Platz, Gina B; Partridge, Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RAKELLY] 

1/29/2014 2:05:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Payne, Christopher A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cpayne]; Bachman, 

Dianne L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dianne L Bachman (dbachman)ee3]; Barker, Michael [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Barkerjm]; Platz, 

Gina B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Gina]; Partridge, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christopher Michael Partridge (cpartrid)2e6] 

Departmental Priority Subcommittee meeting 

3020 Steele 

2/5/2014 2:00:00 PM 

2/5/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Bobbi Owen (owenbob@unc.edu); Goodman, Paula; Payne, Christopher A; Bachman, Dianne L; Barker, Michael; 

Platz, Gina B; Partridge, Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RAKELLY] 

1/29/2014 2:05:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Payne, Christopher A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cpayne]; Bachman, 

Dianne L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dianne L Bachman (dbachman)ee3]; Barker, Michael [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Barkerjm]; Platz, 

Gina B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Gina]; Partridge, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christopher Michael Partridge (cpartrid)2e6] 

Departmental Priority Subcommittee meeting 

3020 Steele 

2/5/2014 2:00:00 PM 

2/5/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Bobbi Owen (owenbob@unc.edu); Goodman, Paula; Payne, Christopher A; Bachman, Dianne L; Barker, Michael; 

Platz, Gina B; Partridge, Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/29/2014 3:30:02 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Start: 2/4/2014 9:30:00 PM 

End: 2/4/2014 11:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/29/2014 4:08:29 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Paula-in at 10. 

Start: 1/29/2014 5:00:00 AM 

End: 1/30/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Blanchard, Bob [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RRBLAN CH] 

1/29/2014 6:57:02 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Canceled: Meet/Greet 1:1 Fran Dykstra and Bobbi Owen 

3011 Steele 

1/31/2014 3:00:00 PM 

1/31/2014 3:45:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Blanchard, Bob [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RRBLAN CH] 

1/29/2014 6:57:02 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Canceled: Meet/Greet 1:1 Fran Dykstra and Bobbi Owen 

3011 Steele 

1/31/2014 3:00:00 PM 

1/31/2014 3:45:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Blanchard, Bob [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RRBLAN CH] 

1/29/2014 6:57:02 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Canceled: Meet/Greet 1:1 Fran Dykstra and Bobbi Owen 

3011 Steele 

1/31/2014 3:00:00 PM 

1/31/2014 3:45:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Blanchard, Bob [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RRBLAN CH] 

1/29/2014 6:57:02 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Canceled: Meet/Greet 1:1 Fran Dykstra and Bobbi Owen 

3011 Steele 

1/31/2014 3:00:00 PM 

1/31/2014 3:45:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/29/2014 6:57:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Kelly Hogan 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 1/31/2014 3:00:00 PM 

End: 1/31/2014 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Blanchard, Bob [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RRBLAN CH] 

1/29/2014 8:19:20 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Meet/Greet Fran Dykstra and Bobbi Owen 

3011 Steele 

2/5/2014 6:15:00 PM 

2/5/2014 7:15:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Blanchard, Bob [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RRBLAN CH] 

1/29/2014 8:19:20 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Meet/Greet Fran Dykstra and Bobbi Owen 

3011 Steele 

2/5/2014 6:15:00 PM 

2/5/2014 7:15:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Blanchard, Bob [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RRBLAN CH] 

1/29/2014 8:19:20 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Meet/Greet Fran Dykstra and Bobbi Owen 

3011 Steele 

2/5/2014 6:15:00 PM 

2/5/2014 7:15:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Blanchard, Bob [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RRBLAN CH] 

1/29/2014 8:19:20 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Meet/Greet Fran Dykstra and Bobbi Owen 

3011 Steele 

2/5/2014 6:15:00 PM 

2/5/2014 7:15:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Blanchard, Bob [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RRBLAN CH] 

1/30/2014 1:56:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Bobbi Owen and Fran Dykstra (Meet/Greet) 

3011 Steele 

2/5/2014 6:15:00 PM 

2/5/2014 7:15:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Blanchard, Bob [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RRBLAN CH] 

1/30/2014 1:56:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Bobbi Owen and Fran Dykstra (Meet/Greet) 

3011 Steele 

2/5/2014 6:15:00 PM 

2/5/2014 7:15:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Blanchard, Bob [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RRBLAN CH] 

1/30/2014 1:56:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Bobbi Owen and Fran Dykstra (Meet/Greet) 

3011 Steele 

2/5/2014 6:15:00 PM 

2/5/2014 7:15:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/31/2014 2:35:36 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Nick/Bobbi 

Steele 3011 

1/31/2014 4:00:00 PM 

1/31/2014 4:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/31/2014 2:35:36 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Nick/Bobbi 

Steele 3011 

1/31/2014 4:00:00 PM 

1/31/2014 4:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/31/2014 2:35:36 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Nick/Bobbi 

Steele 3011 

1/31/2014 4:00:00 PM 

1/31/2014 4:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

1/31/2014 2:37:06 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Accepted: Nick/Bobbi 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 1/31/2014 4:00:00 PM 

End: 1/31/2014 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

1/31/2014 2:37:06 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Accepted: Nick/Bobbi 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 1/31/2014 4:00:00 PM 

End: 1/31/2014 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

1/31/2014 2:37:06 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Accepted: Nick/Bobbi 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 1/31/2014 4:00:00 PM 

End: 1/31/2014 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

1/31/2014 3:12:35 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Subject: 

Location: 

FW: HIP Conference Planning Committee Dinner w. Tia Brown McNair 

411 West - Reservations under Candice Powell 

Start: 2/6/2014 11:30:00 PM 

End: 2/7/2014 1:30:00 AM 

Show Time As: Tentative 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

1/31/2014 3:12:35 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Subject: 

Location: 

FW: HIP Conference Planning Committee Dinner w. Tia Brown McNair 

411 West - Reservations under Candice Powell 

Start: 2/6/2014 11:30:00 PM 

End: 2/7/2014 1:30:00 AM 

Show Time As: Tentative 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

1/31/2014 3:12:35 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Subject: 

Location: 

FW: HIP Conference Planning Committee Dinner w. Tia Brown McNair 

411 West - Reservations under Candice Powell 

Start: 2/6/2014 11:30:00 PM 

End: 2/7/2014 1:30:00 AM 

Show Time As: Tentative 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

1/31/2014 3:12:35 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Subject: 

Location: 

FW: HIP Conference Planning Committee Dinner w. Tia Brown McNair 

411 West - Reservations under Candice Powell 

Start: 2/6/2014 11:30:00 PM 

End: 2/7/2014 1:30:00 AM 

Show Time As: Tentative 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

1/31/2014 3:12:35 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Subject: 

Location: 

FW: HIP Conference Planning Committee Dinner w. Tia Brown McNair 

411 West - Reservations under Candice Powell 

Start: 2/6/2014 11:30:00 PM 

End: 2/7/2014 1:30:00 AM 

Show Time As: Tentative 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

1/31/2014 3:12:37 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleminl~ [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Ganl]i, 

Emily Williamson [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ms Emily Lynn Gan~i (emmywill)359]; Caldwell, Andrea L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Andreac]; Bickford, 

Donna M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Dbickfor]; Hoover, Shandol Christine [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Schoover]; Mann, April Selena [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Asmann]; 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae] 

HIP Committee Dinner w. Tia Brown McNair 6:30 

411 West - Reservations under Candice Powell 

2/6/2014 i0:00:00 PM 

2/7/2014 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

1/31/2014 3:12:37 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleminl~ [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Gangi, 

Emily Williamson [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ms Emily Lynn Gangi (emmywill)359]; Caldwell, Andrea L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Andreac]; Bickford, 

Donna M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Dbickfor]; Hoover, Shandol Christine [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Schoover]; Mann, April Selena [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Asmann]; 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae] 

FW: HIP Conference Planning Committee Dinner w. Tia Brown McNair 

411 West - Reservations under Candice Powell 

2/6/2014 i0:00:00 PM 

2/7/2014 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

1/31/2014 3:12:37 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Gangi, 

Emily Williamson [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ms Emily Lynn Gangi (emmywill)359]; Caldwell, Andrea L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Andreac]; Bickford, 

Donna M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Dbickfor]; Hoover, Shandol Christine [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Schoover]; Mann, April Selena [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Asmann]; 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae] 

FW: HIP Conference Planning Committee Dinner w. Tia Brown McNair 

411 West - Reservations under Candice Powell 

2/6/2014 11:30:00 PM 

2/7/2014 1:30:00 AM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

1/31/2014 3:12:37 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Gangi, 

Emily Williamson [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ms Emily Lynn Gangi (emmywill)359]; Caldwell, Andrea L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Andreac]; Bickford, 

Donna M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Dbickfor]; Hoover, Shandol Christine [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Schoover]; Mann, April Selena [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Asmann]; 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae] 

FW: HIP Conference Planning Committee Dinner w. Tia Brown McNair 

411 West - Reservations under Candice Powell 

2/6/2014 11:30:00 PM 

2/7/2014 1:30:00 AM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

1/31/2014 3:12:37 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Gangi, 

Emily Williamson [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ms Emily Lynn Gangi (emmywill)359]; Caldwell, Andrea L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Andreac]; Bickford, 

Donna M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Dbickfor]; Hoover, Shandol Christine [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Schoover]; Mann, April Selena 

(asmann@email.unc.edu) [asmann@email.unc.edu]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae] 

FW: HIP Conference Planning Committee Dinner w. Tia Brown McNair 

411 West - Reservations under Candice Powell 

2/6/2014 11:30:00 PM 

2/7/2014 1:30:00 AM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

1/31/2014 3:12:37 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Gangi, 

Emily Williamson [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ms Emily Lynn Gangi (emmywill)359]; Caldwell, Andrea L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Andreac]; Bickford, 

Donna M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Dbickfor]; Hoover, Shandol Christine [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Schoover]; Mann, April Selena 

(asmann@email.unc.edu) [asmann@email.unc.edu]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae] 

FW: HIP Conference Planning Committee Dinner w. Tia Brown McNair 

411 West - Reservations under Candice Powell 

2/6/2014 11:30:00 PM 

2/7/2014 1:30:00 AM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

1/31/2014 3:12:37 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Gangi, 

Emily Williamson [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ms Emily Lynn Gangi (emmywill)359]; Caldwell, Andrea L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Andreac]; Bickford, 

Donna M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Dbickfor]; Hoover, Shandol Christine [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Schoover]; Mann, April Selena 

(asmann@email.unc.edu) [asmann@email.unc.edu]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae] 

Subject: 

Location: 

FW: HIP Conference Planning Committee Dinner w. Tia Brown McNair 

411 West - Reservations under Candice Powell 

Start: 2/6/2014 11:30:00 PM 

End: 2/7/2014 1:30:00 AM 

Show Time As: Tentative 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

1/31/2014 6:55:43 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65] 

Kevin and Bobbi 

Kevin’s 205 South office 

2/5/2014 8:00:00 PM 

2/5/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Strizheus, Yulia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

1/31/2014 6:55:43 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65] 

Kevin and Bobbi 

Kevin’s 205 South office 

2/5/2014 8:00:00 PM 

2/5/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Strizheus, Yulia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

1/31/2014 6:55:43 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65] 

Kevin and Bobbi 

Kevin’s 205 South office 

2/5/2014 8:00:00 PM 

2/5/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Strizheus, Yulia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=KEVIN M GUSKIEWlCZ (GUS)] 

1/31/2014 6:55:47 PM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65] 

Kevin and Bobbi 

Kevin’s 205 South office 

2/5/2014 8:00:00 PM 

2/5/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Strizheus, Yulia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=KEVIN M GUSKIEWlCZ (GUS)] 

1/31/2014 6:55:47 PM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65] 

Kevin and Bobbi 

Kevin’s 205 South office 

2/5/2014 8:00:00 PM 

2/5/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Strizheus, Yulia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=KEVIN M GUSKIEWlCZ (GUS)] 

1/31/2014 6:55:47 PM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65] 

Kevin and Bobbi 

Kevin’s 205 South office 

2/5/2014 8:00:00 PM 

2/5/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Strizheus, Yulia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=KEVIN M GUSKIEWlCZ (GUS)] 

1/31/2014 6:55:47 PM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65] 

Kevin and Bobbi 

Kevin’s 205 South office 

2/5/2014 8:00:00 PM 

2/5/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Strizheus, Yulia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

2/3/2014 1:46:19 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Canceled: Undergraduate Administrators 

TBD 

2/12/2014 6:00:00 PM 

2/12/2014 7:30:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

2/3/2014 1:46:19 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Canceled: Undergraduate Administrators 

TBD 

2/12/2014 6:00:00 PM 

2/12/2014 7:30:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

2/3/2014 1:46:19 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Canceled: Undergraduate Administrators 

TBD 

2/12/2014 6:00:00 PM 

2/12/2014 7:30:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

2/3/2014 1:46:19 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Canceled: Undergraduate Administrators 

TBD 

2/12/2014 6:00:00 PM 

2/12/2014 7:30:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

2/3/2014 1:46:19 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Canceled: Undergraduate Administrators 

TBD 

2/12/2014 6:00:00 PM 

2/12/2014 7:30:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/3/2014 2:38:09 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven] 

Ben 

Steele 

2/3/2014 6:30:00 PM 

2/3/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Haven, Ben 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/3/2014 4:07:10 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Breakfast with 

Location: C Inn 

Start: 2/19/2014 I:00:00 PM 

End: 2/19/2014 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/3/2014 4:20:37 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 2/3/2014 9:00:00 PM 

End: 2/3/2014 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/3/2014 6:38:12 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: TBA 

Start: 2/18/2014 9:30:00 PM 

End: 2/18/2014 Ii:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

2/3/2014 7:37:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae] 

Subject: 

Start: 2/5/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 2/5/2014 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula; Demetriou, Cynthia; Fisher, Annice E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

2/3/2014 7:37:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae] 

Subject: 

Start: 2/5/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 2/5/2014 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula; Demetriou, Cynthia; Fisher, Annice E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

2/3/2014 7:37:50 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleminl~ [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae] 

Subject: 

Start: 2/5/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 2/5/2014 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman Paula; Demetriou, Cynthia; Fisher, Annice E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

2/3/2014 7:37:50 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleminl~ [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae] 

Subject: 

Start: 2/5/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 2/5/2014 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman Paula; Demetriou, Cynthia; Fisher, Annice E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

2/3/2014 7:37:50 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleminl~ [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae] 

Subject: 

Start: 2/5/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 2/5/2014 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman Paula; Demetriou, Cynthia; Fisher, Annice E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

2/3/2014 7:37:50 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleminl~ [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae] 

Subject: 

Start: 2/5/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 2/5/2014 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman Paula; Demetriou, Cynthia; Fisher, Annice E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

2/3/2014 7:37:50 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleminl~ [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae] 

Subject: 

Start: 2/5/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 2/5/2014 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman Paula; Demetriou, Cynthia; Fisher, Annice E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

2/3/2014 7:37:50 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleminl~ [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae] 

Subject: 

Start: 2/5/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 2/5/2014 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman Paula; Demetriou, Cynthia; Fisher, Annice E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/4/2014 1:37:39 AM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleminl~ [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef] 

Subject: 

Start: 2/5/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 2/5/2014 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/4/2014 1:55:50 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: April Mann 

Start: 2/4/2014 4:30:00 PM 

End: 2/4/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/4/2014 1:55:50 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: April Mann 

Start: 2/4/2014 4:30:00 PM 

End: 2/4/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

2/4/2014 2:43:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Nick/Erika Ad Boards prep 

3011 Steele 

2/24/2014 9:00:00 PM 

2/24/2014 9:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J; Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

2/4/2014 2:43:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Nick/Erika Ad Boards prep 

3011 Steele 

2/24/2014 9:00:00 PM 

2/24/2014 9:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J; Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

2/4/2014 2:43:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Nick/Erika Ad Boards prep 

3011 Steele 

2/24/2014 8:00:00 PM 

2/24/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J; Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

2/4/2014 2:43:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Nick/Erika Ad Boards prep 

3011 Steele 

2/24/2014 8:00:00 PM 

2/24/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J; Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

2/4/2014 2:43:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Nick/Erika Ad Boards prep 

Start: 2/24/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 2/24/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

2/4/2014 2:57:34 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Nick/Erika Ad Boards prep 

3011 Steele 

Start: 2/24/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 2/24/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

2/4/2014 2:57:34 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Nick/Erika Ad Boards prep 

3011 Steele 

Start: 2/24/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 2/24/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

2/4/2014 2:57:34 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Nick/Erika Ad Boards prep 

3011 Steele 

Start: 2/24/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 2/24/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/4/2014 4:51:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Start: 2/4/2014 6:00:00 PM 

End: 2/4/2014 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CYN DEM] 

2/4/2014 6:01:10 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

3 p.m. Cynthia leaving early for private appointment 

2/4/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/5/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CYN DEM] 

2/4/2014 6:01:10 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

3 p.m. Cynthia leaving early for private appointment 

2/4/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/5/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CYN DEM] 

2/4/2014 6:01:10 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

3 p.m. Cynthia leaving early for private appointment 

2/4/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/5/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CYN DEM] 

2/4/2014 6:01:12 PM 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

3 p.m. Cynthia leaving early for private appointment 

2/4/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/5/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CYN DEM] 

2/4/2014 6:01:12 PM 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

3 p.m. Cynthia leaving early for private appointment 

2/4/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/5/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CYN DEM] 

2/4/2014 6:01:12 PM 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

3 p.m. Cynthia leaving early for private appointment 

2/4/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/5/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CYN DEM] 

2/4/2014 6:01:12 PM 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

3 p.m. Cynthia leaving early for private appointment 

2/4/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/5/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CYN DEM] 

2/4/2014 6:01:12 PM 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

3 p.m. Cynthia leaving early for private appointment 

2/4/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/5/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CYN DEM] 

2/4/2014 6:01:12 PM 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

3 p.m. Cynthia leaving early for private appointment 

2/4/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/5/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CYN DEM] 

2/4/2014 6:01:12 PM 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

3 p.m. Cynthia leaving early for private appointment 

2/4/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/5/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CYN DEM] 

2/4/2014 6:01:12 PM 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

3 p.m. Cynthia leaving early for private appointment 

2/4/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/5/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CYN DEM] 

2/4/2014 6:01:47 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O--UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Cynthia in at 11 

2/5/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/6/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CYN DEM] 

2/4/2014 6:01:47 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O--UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Cynthia in at 11 

2/5/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/6/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CYN DEM] 

2/4/2014 6:01:47 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O--UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Cynthia in at 11 

2/5/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/6/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CYN DEM] 

2/4/2014 6:01:48 PM 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Cynthia in at 11 

2/5/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/6/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CYN DEM] 

2/4/2014 6:01:48 PM 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Cynthia in at 11 

2/5/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/6/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CYN DEM] 

2/4/2014 6:01:48 PM 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Cynthia in at 11 

2/5/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/6/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CYN DEM] 

2/4/2014 6:01:48 PM 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Cynthia in at 11 

2/5/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/6/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CYN DEM] 

2/4/2014 6:01:48 PM 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Cynthia in at 11 

2/5/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/6/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/5/2014 1:12:37 PM 

Chong, Christine [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chongcd]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Haven, 

Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Huerta, Carmen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chuerta]; [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=D298aOSddlaO4bfc9f67b8366aa23clc]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Partier, 

A, T, [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Partier (partier)]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Paula- Vacation ( Red Cross Training) 

Greensboro 

3/28/2014 4:00:00 AM 

3/29/2014 4:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Chong, Christine; Demetriou, Cynthia; Fisher, Annice E; Haven, Ben; Huerta, Carmen; 

Lindemann, Erika; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret; Owen, Bobbi A; Panter, A. T.; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/5/2014 1:12:37 PM 

Chong, Christine [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chongcd]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Haven, 

Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Huerta, Carmen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chuerta]; [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

I; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=D298aOSddlaO4bfc9f67b8366aa23clc]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Partier, 

A, T, [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Partier (partier)]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Paula- Vacation ( Red Cross Training) 

Greensboro 

3/28/2014 4:00:00 AM 

3/29/2014 4:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Chong, Christine; Demetriou, Cynthia; Fisher, Annice E; Haven, Ben; Huerta, Carmen; 

Lindemann, Erika; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret; Owen, Bobbi A; Panter, A. T.; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/5/2014 1:12:43 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Chong, Christine [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chongcd]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Huerta, Carmen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chuerta]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Morgan- 

Smith, Mary Margaret [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=D298aO5ddlaO4bfc9f67b8366aa23clc]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Partier, 

A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Panter (partier)]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Paula- Vacation ( Red Cross Training) 

Greensboro 

3/28/2014 4:00:00 AM 

3/29/2014 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Chong, Christine; Demetriou, Cynthia; Fisher, Annice E; Haven, Ben; Huerta, Carmen; 

Lindemann, Erika; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret; Owen, Bobbi A; Panter, A. T.; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/5/2014 1:12:43 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Chong, Christine [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chongcd]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Huerta, Carmen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chuerta]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Morgan- 

Smith, Mary Margaret [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=D298aO5ddlaO4bfc9f67b8366aa23clc]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Partier, 

A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Panter (partier)]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Paula- Vacation ( Red Cross Training) 

Greensboro 

3/28/2014 4:00:00 AM 

3/29/2014 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Chong, Christine; Demetriou, Cynthia; Fisher, Annice E; Haven, Ben; Huerta, Carmen; 

Lindemann, Erika; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret; Owen, Bobbi A; Panter, A. T.; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/5/2014 1:12:43 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Chong, Christine [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chongcd]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Huerta, Carmen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chuerta]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Morgan- 

Smith, Mary Margaret [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=D298aO5ddlaO4bfc9f67b8366aa23clc]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Partier, 

A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Panter (partier)]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Paula- Vacation ( Red Cross Training) 

Greensboro 

3/28/2014 4:00:00 AM 

3/29/2014 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Chong, Christine; Demetriou, Cynthia; Fisher, Annice E; Haven, Ben; Huerta, Carmen; 

Lindemann, Erika; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret; Owen, Bobbi A; Panter, A. T.; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/5/2014 1:39:28 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Laurie McNeill 

Location: TBA 

Start: 2/27/2014 9:30:00 PM 

End: 2/27/2014 Ii:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

2/5/2014 2:40:41 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Nick (working from home) 

2/5/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/6/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Bobbi Owen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

2/5/2014 2:40:41 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Nick (working from home) 

2/5/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/6/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Bobbi Owen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

2/5/2014 2:40:41 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Nick (working from home) 

2/5/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/6/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Bobbi Owen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

2/5/2014 2:40:43 PM 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Nick (working from home) 

2/5/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/6/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Bobbi Owen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

2/5/2014 2:40:43 PM 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Nick (working from home) 

2/5/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/6/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Bobbi Owen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

2/5/2014 2:40:43 PM 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Nick (working from home) 

2/5/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/6/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Bobbi Owen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/5/2014 5:18:04 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Lee May 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 2/6/2014 6:00:00 PM 

End: 2/6/2014 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RAKELLY] 

2/5/2014 6:02:59 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Bachman, Dianne L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dianne L Bachman 

(dbachman)ee3]; Payne, Christopher A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cpayne]; Barker, Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Barkerjm]; Partridge, Chris [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christopher Michael 

Partridge (cpartrid)2e6] 

Classroom Priority Subcommitee 

Steele 3020 

2/19/2014 2:00:00 PM 

2/19/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Bobbi Owen (owenbob@unc.edu); Goodman, Paula; Bachman, Dianne L; Payne, Christopher A; Barker, Michael; 

Partridge, Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RAKELLY] 

2/5/2014 6:02:59 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Bachman, Dianne L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dianne L Bachman 

(dbachman)ee3]; Payne, Christopher A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cpayne]; Barker, Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Barkerjm]; Partridge, Chris [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christopher Michael 

Partridge (cpartrid)2e6] 

Classroom Priority Subcommitee 

Steele 3020 

2/19/2014 2:00:00 PM 

2/19/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Bobbi Owen (owenbob@unc.edu); Goodman, Paula; Bachman, Dianne L; Payne, Christopher A; Barker, Michael; 

Partridge, Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RAKELLY] 

2/5/2014 6:02:59 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Bachman, Dianne L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dianne L Bachman 

(dbachman)ee3]; Payne, Christopher A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cpayne]; Barker, Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Barkerjm]; Partridge, Chris [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christopher Michael 

Partridge (cpartrid)2e6] 

Classroom Priority Subcommitee 

Steele 3020 

2/19/2014 2:00:00 PM 

2/19/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Bobbi Owen (owenbob@unc.edu); Goodman, Paula; Bachman, Dianne L; Payne, Christopher A; Barker, Michael; 

Partridge, Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RAKELLY] 

2/5/2014 6:03:00 PM 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RakelIy]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; 

Bachman, Dianne L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dianne L Bachman (dbachman)ee3]; Payne, Christopher A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cpayne]; Barker, 

Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Barkerjm]; Partridge, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christopher Michael Partridge (cpartrid)2e6] 

Classroom Priority Subcommitee 

Steele 3020 

2/19/2014 2:00:00 PM 

2/19/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Wednesday from 9:00 AM to 10:00 AM effective 2/19/2014 until 2/26/2014. There are 2 more 

occurrences. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 

Bobbi Owen (owenbob@unc.edu); Goodman, Paula; Bachman, Dianne L; Payne, Christopher A; Barker, Michael; 

Partridge, Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RAKELLY] 

2/5/2014 6:03:00 PM 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RakelIy]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; 

Bachman, Dianne L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dianne L Bachman (dbachman)ee3]; Payne, Christopher A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cpayne]; Barker, 

Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Barkerjm]; Partridge, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christopher Michael Partridge (cpartrid)2e6] 

Classroom Priority Subcommitee 

Steele 3020 

2/19/2014 2:00:00 PM 

2/19/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Wednesday from 9:00 AM to 10:00 AM effective 2/19/2014 until 2/26/2014. There are 2 more 

occurrences. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 

Bobbi Owen (owenbob@unc.edu); Goodman, Paula; Bachman, Dianne L; Payne, Christopher A; Barker, Michael; 

Partridge, Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RAKELLY] 

2/5/2014 6:03:00 PM 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RakelIy]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; 

Bachman, Dianne L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dianne L Bachman (dbachman)ee3]; Payne, Christopher A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cpayne]; Barker, 

Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Barkerjm]; Partridge, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christopher Michael Partridge (cpartrid)2e6] 

Classroom Priority Subcommitee 

Steele 3020 

2/19/2014 2:00:00 PM 

2/19/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Wednesday from 9:00 AM to 10:00 AM effective 2/19/2014 until 2/26/2014. There are 2 more 

occurrences. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 

Bobbi Owen (owenbob@unc.edu); Goodman, Paula; Bachman, Dianne L; Payne, Christopher A; Barker, Michael; 

Partridge, Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RAKELLY] 

2/5/2014 6:03:00 PM 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RakelIy]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; 

Bachman, Dianne L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dianne L Bachman (dbachman)ee3]; Payne, Christopher A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cpayne]; Barker, 

Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Barkerjm]; Partridge, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christopher Michael Partridge (cpartrid)2e6] 

Classroom Priority Subcommitee 

Steele 3020 

2/19/2014 2:00:00 PM 

2/19/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Wednesday from 9:00 AM to 10:00 AM effective 2/19/2014 until 2/26/2014. There are 2 more 

occurrences. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 

Bobbi Owen (owenbob@unc.edu); Goodman, Paula; Bachman, Dianne L; Payne, Christopher A; Barker, Michael; 

Partridge, Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RAKELLY] 

2/5/2014 6:03:00 PM 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RakelIy]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; 

Bachman, Dianne L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dianne L Bachman (dbachman)ee3]; Payne, Christopher A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cpayne]; Barker, 

Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Barkerjm]; Partridge, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christopher Michael Partridge (cpartrid)2e6] 

Classroom Priority Subcommitee 

Steele 3020 

2/19/2014 2:00:00 PM 

2/19/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Wednesday from 9:00 AM to 10:00 AM effective 2/19/2014 until 2/26/2014. There are 2 more 

occurrences. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 

Bobbi Owen (owenbob@unc.edu); Goodman, Paula; Bachman, Dianne L; Payne, Christopher A; Barker, Michael; 

Partridge, Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RAKELLY] 

2/5/2014 6:03:00 PM 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RakelIy]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; 

Bachman, Dianne L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dianne L Bachman (dbachman)ee3]; Payne, Christopher A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cpayne]; Barker, 

Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Barkerjm]; Partridge, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christopher Michael Partridge (cpartrid)2e6] 

Classroom Priority Subcommitee 

Steele 3020 

2/19/2014 2:00:00 PM 

2/19/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Wednesday from 9:00 AM to 10:00 AM effective 2/19/2014 until 2/26/2014. There are 2 more 

occurrences. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 

Bobbi Owen (owenbob@unc.edu); Goodman, Paula; Bachman, Dianne L; Payne, Christopher A; Barker, Michael; 

Partridge, Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RAKELLY] 

2/5/2014 6:03:00 PM 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RakelIy]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; 

Bachman, Dianne L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dianne L Bachman (dbachman)ee3]; Payne, Christopher A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cpayne]; Barker, 

Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Barkerjm]; Partridge, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christopher Michael Partridge (cpartrid)2e6] 

Classroom Priority Subcommitee 

Steele 3020 

2/19/2014 2:00:00 PM 

2/19/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every Wednesday from 9:00 AM to 10:00 AM 

Bobbi Owen (owenbob@unc.edu); Goodman, Paula; Bachman, Dianne L; Payne, Christopher A; Barker, Michael; 

Partridge, Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RAKELLY] 

2/5/2014 6:03:00 PM 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RakelIy]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; 

Bachman, Dianne L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dianne L Bachman (dbachman)ee3]; Payne, Christopher A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cpayne]; Barker, 

Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Barkerjm]; Partridge, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christopher Michael Partridge (cpartrid)2e6] 

Classroom Priority Subcommitee 

Steele 3020 

2/19/2014 2:00:00 PM 

2/19/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Bobbi Owen (owenbob@unc.edu); Goodman, Paula; Bachman, Dianne L; Payne, Christopher A; Barker, Michael; 

Partridge, Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RAKELLY] 

2/5/2014 6:03:00 PM 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RakelIy]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; 

Bachman, Dianne L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dianne L Bachman (dbachman)ee3]; Payne, Christopher A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cpayne]; Barker, 

Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Barkerjm]; Partridge, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christopher Michael Partridge (cpartrid)2e6] 

Classroom Priority Subcommitee 

Steele 3020 

2/19/2014 2:00:00 PM 

2/19/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Bobbi Owen (owenbob@unc.edu); Goodman, Paula; Bachman, Dianne L; Payne, Christopher A; Barker, Michael; 

Partridge, Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RAKELLY] 

2/5/2014 6:03:00 PM 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RakelIy]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; 

Bachman, Dianne L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dianne L Bachman (dbachman)ee3]; Payne, Christopher A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cpayne]; Barker, 

Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Barkerjm]; Partridge, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christopher Michael Partridge (cpartrid)2e6] 

Classroom Priority Subcommitee 

Steele 3020 

2/19/2014 2:00:00 PM 

2/19/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Bobbi Owen (owenbob@unc.edu); Goodman, Paula; Bachman, Dianne L; Payne, Christopher A; Barker, Michael; 

Partridge, Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RAKELLY] 

2/5/2014 7:05:42 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Bachman, Dianne L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dianne L Bachman 

(dbachman)ee3]; Payne, Christopher A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cpayne]; Barker, Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Barkerjm]; Partridge, Chris [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christopher Michael 

Partridge (cpartrid)2e6] 

Classroom Priority Subcommitee 

Steele 3020 

2/19/2014 2:00:00 PM 

2/19/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every Wednesday from 9:00 AM to 10:00 AM 

Bobbi Owen (owenbob@unc.edu); Goodman, Paula; Bachman, Dianne L; Payne, Christopher A; Barker, Michael; 

Partridge, Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RAKELLY] 

2/5/2014 7:05:42 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Bachman, Dianne L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dianne L Bachman 

(dbachman)ee3]; Payne, Christopher A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cpayne]; Barker, Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Barkerjm]; Partridge, Chris [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christopher Michael 

Partridge (cpartrid)2e6] 

Classroom Priority Subcommitee 

Steele 3020 

2/19/2014 2:00:00 PM 

2/19/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every Wednesday from 9:00 AM to 10:00 AM 

Bobbi Owen (owenbob@unc.edu); Goodman, Paula; Bachman, Dianne L; Payne, Christopher A; Barker, Michael; 

Partridge, Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RAKELLY] 

2/5/2014 7:05:42 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Bachman, Dianne L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dianne L Bachman 

(dbachman)ee3]; Payne, Christopher A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cpayne]; Barker, Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Barkerjm]; Partridge, Chris [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christopher Michael 

Partridge (cpartrid)2e6] 

Classroom Priority Subcommitee 

Steele 3020 

2/19/2014 2:00:00 PM 

2/19/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every Wednesday from 9:00 AM to 10:00 AM 

Bobbi Owen (owenbob@unc.edu); Goodman, Paula; Bachman, Dianne L; Payne, Christopher A; Barker, Michael; 

Partridge, Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RAKELLY] 

2/5/2014 9:33:10 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Bachman, Dianne L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dianne L Bachman (dbachman)ee3]; Payne, 

Christopher A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cpayne]; Barker, Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Barkerjm]; Partridge, Chris [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christopher Michael 

Partridge (cpartrid)2e6]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Classroom Priority Subcommitee 

205 South 

2/19/2014 2:00:00 PM 

2/19/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every Wednesday from 9:00 AM to 10:00 AM 

Goodman, Paula; Bachman, Dianne L; Payne, Christopher A; Barker, Michael; Partridge, Chris; Bobbi Owen 

(owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RAKELLY] 

2/5/2014 9:33:10 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Bachman, Dianne L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dianne L Bachman (dbachman)ee3]; Payne, 

Christopher A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cpayne]; Barker, Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Barkerjm]; Partridge, Chris [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christopher Michael 

Partridge (cpartrid)2e6]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Classroom Priority Subcommitee 

205 South 

2/19/2014 2:00:00 PM 

2/19/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every Wednesday from 9:00 AM to 10:00 AM 

Goodman, Paula; Bachman, Dianne L; Payne, Christopher A; Barker, Michael; Partridge, Chris; Bobbi Owen 

(owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

2/6/2014 2:54:19 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Rescheduled coaching workshop out from 8-1pm. 

2/11/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/12/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Demetriou, Cynthia (cyndem@email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

2/6/2014 2:54:19 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Rescheduled coaching workshop out from 8-1pm. 

2/11/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/12/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Demetriou, Cynthia (cyndem@email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

2/6/2014 2:54:19 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Rescheduled coaching workshop out from 8-1pm. 

2/11/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/12/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Demetriou, Cynthia (cyndem@email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

2/6/2014 2:54:21 PM 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Powell, 

Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Rescheduled coaching workshop out from 8-1pm. 

2/11/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/12/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Owen, Bobbi A; Demetriou, Cynthia (cyndem@email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

2/6/2014 2:54:21 PM 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Powell, 

Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Rescheduled coaching workshop out from 8-1pm. 

2/11/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/12/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Owen, Bobbi A; Demetriou, Cynthia (cyndem@email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

2/6/2014 2:54:21 PM 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Powell, 

Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Rescheduled coaching workshop out from 8-1pm. 

2/11/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/12/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Owen, Bobbi A; Demetriou, Cynthia (cyndem@email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

2/6/2014 2:54:21 PM 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Powell, 

Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Rescheduled coaching workshop out from 8-1pm. 

2/11/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/12/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Demetriou, Cynthia (cyndem@email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/6/2014 3:16:29 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Search Committee Charge (Greeting) 

Steele 2002 ( Beth Shuster’s office) 

Start: 2/6/2014 5:00:00 PM 

End: 2/6/2014 5:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

2/6/2014 10:17:34 PM 

Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lerch, Tae [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lerch] 

Meeting with Jonathan, Bobbi, Dee and Tae RE: annual report survey 

South - 218 

2/7/2014 8:30:00 PM 

2/7/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Lerch, Tae 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

2/6/2014 10:17:34 PM 

Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lerch, Tae [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lerch] 

Meeting with Jonathan, Bobbi, Dee and Tae RE: annual report survey 

South - 218 

2/7/2014 8:30:00 PM 

2/7/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Lerch, Tae 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

2/6/2014 10:17:34 PM 

Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lerch, Tae [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lerch] 

Meeting with Jonathan, Bobbi, Dee and Tae RE: annual report survey 

South - 218 

2/7/2014 8:30:00 PM 

2/7/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Lerch, Tae 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEEREID] 

2/6/2014 10:17:36 PM 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lerch, 

Tae [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lerch] 

Meeting with Jonathan, Bobbi, Dee and Tae RE: annual report survey 

South - 218 

2/7/2014 8:30:00 PM 

2/7/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Lerch, Tae 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEEREID] 

2/6/2014 10:17:36 PM 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lerch, 

Tae [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lerch] 

Meeting with Jonathan, Bobbi, Dee and Tae RE: annual report survey 

South - 218 

2/7/2014 8:30:00 PM 

2/7/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Lerch, Tae 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEEREID] 

2/6/2014 10:17:36 PM 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lerch, 

Tae [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lerch] 

Meeting with Jonathan, Bobbi, Dee and Tae RE: annual report survey 

South - 218 

2/7/2014 8:30:00 PM 

2/7/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Lerch, Tae 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEEREID] 

2/6/2014 10:17:36 PM 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lerch, 

Tae [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lerch] 

Meeting with Jonathan, Bobbi, Dee and Tae RE: annual report survey 

South - 218 

2/7/2014 8:30:00 PM 

2/7/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Lerch, Tae 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

2/7/2014 5:11:06 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Bobbi and Karen 

Start: 2/25/2014 4:30:00 PM 

End: 2/25/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required Owen, Bobbi A 

Attendees: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

2/7/2014 5:11:06 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Bobbi and Karen 

Start: 2/25/2014 4:30:00 PM 

End: 2/25/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required Owen, Bobbi A 

Attendees: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

2/7/2014 5:11:06 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Bobbi and Karen 

Start: 2/25/2014 4:30:00 PM 

End: 2/25/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required Owen, Bobbi A 

Attendees: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Blanchard, Bob [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RRBLAN CH] 

2/7/2014 7:27:59 PM 

Blanchard, Bob [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rrblanch]; Brody, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mbrody]; Eubanks, Trevaughn B [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tbrown3]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Hepp, Don [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dhepp]; Pinkney, Dwayne L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dpinkney]; Seitz, 

Kevin R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Krseitz]; Socola, Donna Marie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Donna Marie Socola (socola)Ofe]; Thurman, 

Stephanie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Sthurman]; CAS- Steele 3020 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cas_iesteele3020.rmb]; Haring, Steve [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Srharing]; Kielt, Chris 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Christopher L. Kielt (kielt)e52]; Boudler, Laurie [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Laurie Jean Boudler 

(boudler)3f9]; Bradley, Vicki [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Vbradley]; Arnold, Becky [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Beckya]; Jackson, Scott Thomas [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Stjacks]; Dean, Jr., 

James W. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Deanjr]; Beller, Debra L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BelIer]; Smith, Brian T [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Brian T Smith 

(btsmith)]; Leonard, Barbara J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bjleonar]; Dykstra, Fran [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fran Dykstra (fdykstra)a83] 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; VCF&A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOH F23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=VCF&Adcg] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Canceled: ERP Executive Steering Committee Meeting 

3020 Steele Building 

Start: 2/6/2014 2:00:00 PM 

End: 2/6/2014 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the first Thursday of every 1 month from 9:00 AM to 10:30 AM 

Blanchard, Bob; Brody, Matt; Eubanks, Trevaughn B; Goodman, Paula; Hepp, Don; Pinkney, Dwayne L; Seitz, Kevin R; 

Socola, Donna Marie; Thurman, Stephanie J; CAS - Steele 3020; Haring, Steve; Kielt, Chris; Boudler, Laurie; Bradley, 

Vicki; Arnold, Becky; Jackson, Scott Thomas; Dean, Jr., James W.; Belier, Debra L; Smith, Brian T; Leonard, Barbara J; 

Dykstra, Fran 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Blanchard, Bob [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RRBLAN CH] 

2/7/2014 7:27:59 PM 

Blanchard, Bob [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rrblanch]; Brody, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mbrody]; Eubanks, Trevaughn B [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tbrown3]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Hepp, Don [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dhepp]; Pinkney, Dwayne L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dpinkney]; Seitz, 

Kevin R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Krseitz]; Socola, Donna Marie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Donna Marie Socola (socola)Ofe]; Thurman, 

Stephanie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Sthurman]; CAS- Steele 3020 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cas_iesteele3020.rmb]; Haring, Steve [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Srharing]; Kielt, Chris 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Christopher L. Kielt (kielt)e52]; Boudler, Laurie [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Laurie Jean Boudler 

(boudler)3f9]; Bradley, Vicki [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Vbradley]; Arnold, Becky [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Beckya]; Jackson, Scott Thomas [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Stjacks]; Dean, Jr., 

James W. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Deanjr]; Beller, Debra L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BelIer]; Smith, Brian T [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Brian T Smith 

(btsmith)]; Leonard, Barbara J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bjleonar]; Dykstra, Fran [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fran Dykstra (fdykstra)a83] 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; VCF&A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOH F23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=VCF&Adcg] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Canceled: ERP Executive Steering Committee Meeting 

3020 Steele Building 

Start: 2/6/2014 2:00:00 PM 

End: 2/6/2014 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the first Thursday of every 1 month from 9:00 AM to 10:30 AM 

Blanchard, Bob; Brody, Matt; Eubanks, Trevaughn B; Goodman, Paula; Hepp, Don; Pinkney, Dwayne L; Seitz, Kevin R; 

Socola, Donna Marie; Thurman, Stephanie J; CAS - Steele 3020; Haring, Steve; Kielt, Chris; Boudler, Laurie; Bradley, 

Vicki; Arnold, Becky; Jackson, Scott Thomas; Dean, Jr., James W.; Belier, Debra L; Smith, Brian T; Leonard, Barbara J; 

Dykstra, Fran 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

2/10/2014 2:25:26 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lang, Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alang]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Kennedy, 

Shannon [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Jung, Shontel [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Sjung1] 

SADs meeting 

205 South 

2/10/2014 6:30:00 PM 

2/10/2014 7:15:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM effective 8/26/2013 until 5/5/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 

Canada) 

Owen, Bobbi A; Lang, Andrew; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; McHale, Tammy J; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Reid, Dee; Kennedy, 

Shannon; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Jung, Shontel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

2/17/2014 2:04:21 PM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Hartlyn, Jonathan I/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn] 

Subject: Canceled: SADs meeting 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 2/20/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 2/20/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Thursday from 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM effective 8/22/20:~3 until 5/8/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US 

&Canada) 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Owen, Bobbi A; McHale, Tammy J; Hartlyn, Jonathan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/17/2014 4:36:58 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard]; Abels, Kimberly Town [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kabels] 

LD Funds 

Steele 3011 

2/18/2014 6:00:00 PM 

2/18/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Woodard, Harold; Abels, Kimberly Town 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

2/19/2014 9:51:23 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Hartlyn, 

Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen 

Rhodes (rhodes)]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Spurr, Kim Weaver [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Spurrk]; Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIexis Lynn Cline 

(alcline)24a]; Pittman, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jhpittma]; Goldston, Linda R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lgoldsto]; Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kimberly Jeanne 

Killeen (kkilleen)698]; Lawrence, Beth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=C5eeS5c722b148249a2c5baf3e327647]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Clarke, 

Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tclarke] 

HOLD: Dean’s Office Potluck 

205 South Building Conference Room 

4/30/2014 4:00:00 PM 

4/30/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gil, Karen M; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); McHale, Tammy J; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Goodman, Paula; Spurr, Kim Weaver; Cline, Alexis L; Pittman, Jan; 

Goldston, Linda R; Killeen, Kim; Lawrence, Beth; Reid, Dee (deereid@unc.edu); Clarke, Tiffany D 

(tiffany_clarke@ unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

2/19/2014 9:51:23 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Hartlyn, 

Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen 

Rhodes (rhodes)]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Spurr, Kim Weaver [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Spurrk]; Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIexis Lynn Cline 

(alcline)24a]; Pittman, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jhpittma]; Goldston, Linda R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lgoldsto]; Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kimberly Jeanne 

Killeen (kkilleen)698]; Lawrence, Beth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=C5eeS5c722b148249a2c5baf3e327647]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Clarke, 

Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tclarke] 

HOLD: Dean’s Office Potluck 

205 South Building Conference Room 

4/30/2014 4:00:00 PM 

4/30/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gil, Karen M; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); McHale, Tammy J; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Goodman, Paula; Spurr, Kim Weaver; Cline, Alexis L; Pittman, Jan; 

Goldston, Linda R; Killeen, Kim; Lawrence, Beth; Reid, Dee (deereid@unc.edu); Clarke, Tiffany D 

(tiffany_clarke@ unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

2/19/2014 9:51:24 PM 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65]; Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Spurr, 

Kim Weaver [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Spurrk]; Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIexis Lynn Cline (alcline)24a]; Pittman, Jan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jhpittma]; 

Goldston, Linda R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lgoldsto]; Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kimberly Jeanne Killeen (kkilleen)698]; 

Lawrence, Beth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CSee55c722b148249a2c5baf3e327647]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Clarke, 

Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tclarke] 

HOLD: Dean’s Office Potluck 

205 South Building Conference Room 

4/30/2014 4:00:00 PM 

4/30/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Gil, Karen M; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); McHale, Tammy J; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Goodman, Paula; Spurr, Kim Weaver; Cline, Alexis L; Pittman, Jan; 

Goldston, Linda R; Killeen, Kim; Lawrence, Beth; Reid, Dee (deereid@unc.edu); Clarke, Tiffany D 

{tiffany_clarke@ unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

2/19/2014 9:51:24 PM 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65]; Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Spurr, 

Kim Weaver [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Spurrk]; Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIexis Lynn Cline (alcline)24a]; Pittman, Jan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jhpittma]; 

Goldston, Linda R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lgoldsto]; Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kimberly Jeanne Killeen (kkilleen)698]; 

Lawrence, Beth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CSee55c722b148249a2c5baf3e327647]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Clarke, 

Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tclarke] 

HOLD: Dean’s Office Potluck 

205 South Building Conference Room 

4/30/2014 4:00:00 PM 

4/30/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Gil, Karen M; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); McHale, Tammy J; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Goodman, Paula; Spurr, Kim Weaver; Cline, Alexis L; Pittman, Jan; 

Goldston, Linda R; Killeen, Kim; Lawrence, Beth; Reid, Dee (deereid@unc.edu); Clarke, Tiffany D 

{tiffany_clarke@ unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

2/25/2014 6:00:26 PM 

McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Owen, Bobbi A 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Lang, 

Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alang]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Jung, 

Shontel [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Sjungl] 

Subject: Canceled: SADs meeting 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 3/17/2014 7:00:00 PM 

End: 3/17/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM effective 8/26/2013 until 5/5/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 

Canada) 

McHale, Tammy J; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Owen, Bobbi A; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Lang, Andrew; 

Kennedy, Shannon; Reid, Dee; Jung, Shontel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

2/26/2014 9:40:27 PM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Hartlyn, Jonathan I/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn] 

Subject: Canceled: SADs meeting 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 3/13/2014 7:00:00 PM 

End: 3/13/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Thursday from 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM effective 8/22/2013 until 5/8/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US 

&Canada) 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Owen, Bobbi A; McHale, Tammy J; Hartlyn, Jonathan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

3/3/2014 5:33:25 PM 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Nick (out of office) 

3/17/2014 4:00:00 AM 

3/18/2014 4:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika; Goodman, Paula; Haven, Ben; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

3/3/2014 5:33:25 PM 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Nick (out of office) 

3/17/2014 4:00:00 AM 

3/18/2014 4:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika; Goodman, Paula; Haven, Ben; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

3/3/2014 5:33:25 PM 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Nick (out of office) 

3/17/2014 4:00:00 AM 

3/18/2014 4:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika; Goodman, Paula; Haven, Ben; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

3/3/2014 5:33:27 PM 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pg;oodman]; Haven, 

Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Nick (out of office) 

3/17/2014 4:00:00 AM 

3/18/2014 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika; Goodman, Paula; Haven, Ben; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

3/3/2014 6:12:50 PM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Jung, 

Shontel [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Sjung1]; Lang, Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIang]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reid, 

Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65]; Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alexis Lynn Cline 

(alcline)24a]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Interview with Director of Communications Candidate 

South - 205 

3/4/2014 4:15:00 PM 

3/4/2014 5:15:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gusldewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Jung, Shontel; Lang, Andrew; Bobbi Owen; Reid, Dee; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

3/3/2014 6:12:50 PM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Jung, 

Shontel [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Sjung1]; Lang, Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIang]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reid, 

Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65]; Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alexis Lynn Cline 

(alcline)24a]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Interview with Director of Communications Candidate 

South - 205 

3/4/2014 4:15:00 PM 

3/4/2014 5:15:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gusldewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Jung, Shontel; Lang, Andrew; Bobbi Owen; Reid, Dee; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/6/2014 5:32:01 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven] 

Phone interview with 

Steele 3011 

3/7/2014 5:00:00 PM 

3/7/2014 5:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Haven, Ben 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/6/2014 5:32:01 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven] 

Phone interview with 

Steele 3011 

3/7/2014 5:00:00 PM 

3/7/2014 5:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Haven, Ben 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

3/6/2014 7:28:58 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Phone interview with 

Steele 3011 

Start: 3/7/2014 5:00:00 PM 

End: 3/7/2014 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

3/6/2014 7:28:58 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Phone interview with 

Steele 3011 

Start: 3/7/2014 5:00:00 PM 

End: 3/7/2014 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Perreira, Krista [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=PERREIRA] 

3/6/2014 10:08:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Declined: Perreira Bi-weekly meeting 

Steele 3011 

Start: 1/21/2014 7:30:00 PM 

End: 1/21/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

3/17/2014 7:32:08 PM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; McHale, Tammy J I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Board of Trustees 

3/27/2014 12:00:00 PM 

3/27/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; McHale, Tammy J; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Owen, Bobbi A 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Greg Esposito <gesposito@IMSearch.com> 

Saturday, Janua~ 11, 2014 12:13 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Dean search at Vi~inia Tech 

VT De~ of CLAHS position descfiption.pdf 

Prof. Owen, 

My name is Greg Esposito. I’m working with Virginia Tech on the search for their next Dean of the College of Liberal Arts and Human Sciences. I know my 
colleague Ben Tobin spoke to you recently about an opportunity that you declined, but I wanted to talk to you about this search at Tech. Given your 
relative proximity, you may be familiar with the college and its previous dean, Sue Ott Rowlands, who just left for a provost position. 

Tech is looking for someone to continue many of her efforts - such as undergraduate research and international outrach - while building on the recent 
focus in the arts at the university. I thought your experience might make you an interesting candidate here and I’d like to discuss this with you briefly when 
you have a few minutes to talk. I’ve attached the position description here for you to review or pass along to others. 

If this doesn’t interest you, I’d welcome your thoughts on others we should contact. 

Thanks for your time, 
G reg 

Greg Esposito 

Senior Associate 

Isaacson, Miller 

263 Summer St. 

Boston, MA 0223L0 

617-262-6500 

www.imsea rch.com 



VirginiaTech 
Invent the Future® 

Dean 
Virginia Polytechnic institute and State University 

College of Liberal Arts and Human Sciences 
Blacksburg, Virginia 

THE SEARCH 

Virginia Tech, the leading research university in the Commonwealth of Virginia, 
welcomes applications and nominations for the next dean of the College of Liberal Arts 
and Human Sciences (CLAHS). The dean will join Virginia Tech at an exciting time of 
transition. The university’s 16th president, Timothy Sands, will begin his tenure in June 
2014. He will build on the momentum generated by a string of successes at the 
university over the past several years, including the establishment of a school of 
medicine, the successful completion of a $1.1 billion capital campaign, the construction 
of several new buildings, and strategic initiatives to further develop health sciences and 
the arts at Virginia Tech. 

Established as part of a university-wide restructuring in 2003, CLAHS is currently 
Virginia Tech’s second-largest college, spanning disciplines in the social sciences, 
humanities, performing arts, human sciences, and education. The CLAHS community is 
linked by a shared goal to better understand and promote the human condition and to 
engage critically with the complexities of a diverse, global society. In recent years, the 
college has developed several initiatives around undergraduate research, diversity, and 
international partnerships and has played an integral role in advancing the university’s 
Arts Initiative to facilitate construction, hire faculty, and otherwise meet future needs to 
enhance learning and the creative process across the university. 

Reporting to the Senior Vice President and Provost at Virginia Tech, the dean is the 
chief administrator of a college of 11 departments, 11 departmental centers, two 
schools, three ROTC programs, two college-level degree programs, an undergraduate 
university-wide degree program, and seven college- or university-level research centers. 
Courses are taught by more than 500 professors and instructors -including 295 tenured 
or tenure-track faculty. The dean manages a leadership team of five associate deans 
and oversees an annual budget of approximately $42 million. 

Virginia Tech seeks an energetic leader, strategic thinker, relationship builder, and 
strong communicator who will advocate for the college and the important role it plays in 
the university’s research, outreach, and education missions. 
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A representative search committee has been convened to conduct the search and to 
recommend finalists to the provost and president of Virginia Tech. The university is 
assisted in the recruitment by the executive search firm, Isaacson, Miller. All inquiries, 
nominations, and applications should be directed in confidence as noted at the end of 
this document. 

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS AND HUMAN SCIENCES 

The College of Liberal Arts and Human Sciences was formed in 2003, as part of a major 
university-wide restructuring that changed the departmental makeup of every college 
except Veterinary Medicine. The former College of Human Sciences and Education was 
joined with the liberal arts departments of the former College of Arts and Sciences to 
comprise the new college. The founding dean of CLAHS was Jerry Niles, a member of 
the Virginia Tech community since 1974 who also served as the interim dean of College 
of Human Sciences and Education prior to the restructuring. 

Niles led the college through its early years as it coalesced around a shared mission to 
"illuminate human experience and expression through discovery, learning, and 
engagement." The college aligned its development with university initiatives, establishing 
an undergraduate research institute and developing numerous collaborations with other 
colleges. 

In 2007, Sue Ott Rowlands succeeded Niles as the dean of CLAHS. Hallmarks of her six 
years as dean include an increased commitment to diversity throughout the college, a 
continued emphasis on undergraduate research, and an expansion of international 
opportunities for students. She also played a major role in the university’s 
comprehensive arts initiative, which included increased support for arts-related facilities 
and the creation of several new graduate degrees in the college. 

Academic Programs 

CLAHS is the most academically diverse college at Virginia Tech. All undergraduate 
students come into contact with the college as it provides the majority of offerings for the 
general education curriculum. CLAHS offers 17 majors and over 40 minors, and includes 
the School of Education and School of Performing Arts and Cinema. At the graduate 
level, the college houses 15 graduate degree programs and 13 doctoral programs. The 
college played an integral role in the recent establishment of an interdisciplinary program 
in real estate, through the property management program in the Department of Apparel, 
Housing, and Resource Management. The MFA program in creative writing in the 
Department of English is ranked No. 23 among 400 programs in the nation by Poets & 
Writers Magazine, and continues to enjoy top rankings in poetry (16) and fiction (29). 
The apparel program in the Department of Apparel, Housing, and Resource 
Management is ranked No. 15 in the world by FashionSchools.org, cited for its focus on 
new technologies and consumer-centric industry information, as well as its internship 
program. The Department of Political Science was recently ranked 13th in the nation with 
regard to return on investment for undergraduate majors. 

Several programs in the college are accredited by professional organizations, including 
the American Association for Marriage and Family Therapy, the National Council for 
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Accreditation of Teacher Education, the National Association for the Education of Young 
Children, the National Association of Schools of Music, and the National Association of 
Schools of Theatre. 

CLAHS is home to Virginia Tech’s Army, Navy, and Air Force ROTC programs (Reserve 
Officers’ Training Corps) - recognized as top military training programs in the nation in 
areas such as physical fitness, leader development, and officer production. The ROTC 
programs also connect the college with the university’s roots as a military college and 
Virginia Tech receives recognition as one of only two large public universities in the 
nation with a corps of cadets. The Virginia Tech Corps of Cadets is also recognized for 
having the highest commissioning rate for corps graduates in the country, consistently at 
about 80 percent annually. 

For a complete listing of academic departments and programs, see 
http://www.clahs.vt.edu/academics.htm For a complete listing of CLAHS centers and 
institutes, see http://www.clahs.vt.edu/centers.htm. 

Students and Faculty 

CLAHS is currently the second-largest college at Virginia Tech with 3,947 undergraduate 
majors and approximately 1,300 graduate students. Eighty-three percent of CLAHS 
undergraduates participate in research and 24 percent study abroad during their time at 
Virginia Tech. These opportunities for intellectual and personal growth are catalysts for 
post-graduate success: in a 2010 survey of CLAHS graduates, 31 percent indicated that 
they were attending graduate school and 42 percent indicated they were employed or 
had received a firm job offer - for a total of 73 percent either hired for jobs or continuing 
their education immediately following graduation. Recent graduates of the college have 
won prestigious fellowships and awards and include a Rhodes Scholarship finalist and 
Fulbright Award winners. The amount of energy and creativity that CLAHS faculty put 
into teaching and research contributes to students’ sense of a personalized educational 
experience within a large university. 

To date, 11 CLAHS departments have won University Exemplary Department awards, 
which recognize departments that maintain exemplary teaching and learning 
environments for students and faculty at Virginia Tech. In the past year, 29 CLAHS 
faculty members authored, co-authored, or edited books; CLAHS faculty have also been 
honored with various creative and scholarly awards and fellowships in recent years and 
serve as editors of multiple scholarly journals. In 2008 alone, faculty within the 
department of English earned two Guggenheim Fellowships, two National Endowment 
for the Arts Fellowships, the Bobbitt National Poetry Prize, a Myers Book Award, and an 
NAACP Image Award. Faculty members in communication, English, history, human 
development, and political science have recently been honored for making benchmark 
contributions to their respective fields. The college is also home to two University 
Distinguished Professors and five Alumni Distinguished Professors. 

Research 

With nearly $6.8 million in sponsored research expenditures in 2012-13, the college 
enjoys a rich and diverse portfolio of faculty research projects and initiatives. Eleven 
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centers focused on research and outreach operate out of college departments, and an 
additional seven centers operate on the college or university level. The college houses 
innovative cross-disciplinary programs and research in a variety of fields in the 
humanities, human sciences, social sciences, education, and the performing and 
cinematic arts. 

The college has been active in projects funded by the National Endowment for the 
Humanities, and the School of Education has a history of substantial federal funding for 
a variety of projects, including STEM education. Faculty in the Department of Human 
Development have procured funding from the National Science Foundation and the 
National Institutes of Health, the United States Department of Agriculture, and other 
funders for projects related to family relationships, gerontology, caregiving, and health- 
related concerns among diverse populations facing challenges. The CLAHS dean chairs 
the stakeholders committee for the Institute for Society, Culture, and Environment - a 
multi- and inter-disciplinary institute supporting a variety of research that leads to 
additional extramural funds in the college. 

The college is at the forefront of University efforts to enhance interdisciplinary research, 
a priority within the university strategic plan, including collaborating on health-related 
research associated with the Virginia Tech Carillon School of Medicine and Research 
Institute. There is a demonstrated record of excellent scholarship contributions by faculty 
in the humanities and the social sciences - a continuing priority for the college. The 
records of research active faculty positively contribute to the successful tenure and 
promotion process that exists in the college. The college faculty and research centers 
are recognized nationally and internationally as strong contributors to the body of 
knowledge in their respective fields, and play an integral role in the university’s strategic 
focus on growing research activity and recognition. 

Programs 

In addition to its many strong departments and schools, the college is home to several 
innovative programs. The programs listed below are just a few examples of initiatives 
that cut across disciplines to advance discovery and engagement throughout the 
university and beyond. 

ASPECT 

ASPECT (the Alliance for Social, Political, Ethical, and Cultural Thought) is an innovative 
interdisciplinary doctoral program that CLAHS founded in 2007 to foster critical 
engagement among the social sciences, the humanities, and the arts. The history, 
philosophy, political science, and religion and culture departments are the core 
departments of ASPECT, with the College of Architecture and Urban Studies as a strong 
collaborator. Students in the program produce research that is theoretically innovative, 
critically relevant, and methodologically diverse on a range of topics such as the 
connection between social justice and disability rights; and the structures of the state, 
governance, and organized crime in Latin America and the Caribbean. ASPECT 
promotes intellectual engagement across the Virginia Tech community by hosting events 
such as a book series that showcases ASPECT faculty authors, a lecture series 
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featuring noted national and international scholars, and an annual conference 
highlighting the work of ASPECT students. 

Center for 21st Century Studies 

The Center for 21st Century Studies (C21S) is home to a transdisciplinary undergraduate 
minor that includes an immersive international experience that allows students to fully 
understand the issues and countries they study in the classroom. In Morocco, C21S 
students taught language-building skills at a school in a Berber village in the Atlas 
Mountains; in Istanbul, the group participated in seminars on Islamic-European relations 
at Virginia Tech’s Turkish partner universities; and in Sri Lanka, they worked with an 
NGO based on Buddhist principles. The range of the majors represented in C21S proves 
how transdisciplinary the program truly is - students come from more than a dozen 
departments across the university. 

Center for Peace Studies and Violence Prevention 

Founded in 2008, the Center for Peace Studies and Violence Prevention is a student- 
centered, cross-disciplinary program that builds upon the academic, cultural, and 
security initiatives that evolved within the Virginia Tech community after the April 16, 
2007 shootings on campus. The Center now offers an undergraduate minor with support 
from the departments of political science, philosophy, geography, and agricultural 
economics. In the fall of 2013, the Center and CLAHS hosted a research symposium for 
the international community of advanced peace scholars in Rabat, Morocco. 

Integrative STEM 

The Integrative STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) Program 
trains K-16 educators to integrate technological/engineering design-based teaching 
practices into STEM education. The School of Education led the intercollege, 
transdepartmental effort to build the STEM Education Collaboratory, which is unlike any 
other university laboratory. The Collaboratory consists of digital media stations with 3-D 
printers and SMART boards; science and technology tools such as centrifuges and 
electronic kits; and a prototyping room with manual and power hand tools. This 
innovative approach to STEM exploration and learning excites both students and 
teachers. 

Under.qraduate Research Institute 

The Undergraduate Research Institute (URI) exposes undergraduates with majors or 
minors in CLAHS to investigation, inquiry, and creative expression in the liberal arts and 
human sciences fields. Currently the only college Undergraduate Research Institute at 
the university, the URI provides information on research opportunities and conferences, 
awards grants, and oversees the publication of the student-run undergraduate research 
journal Philologia, which will publish its sixth volume in 2014. A recent $365,000 grant 
from the National Science Foundation allows the URI to offer a "Hands-on, Minds-on" 
summer research experience in which students study the causes and consequences of 
societal violence. This project immerses students in interdisciplinary research, as the 
participants come from three different colleges at Virginia Tech: CLAHS, the College of 
Science, and the College of Engineering. 
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Facilities 

CLAHS is composed of a variety of departments that predate the college. As a result, 
the college has not had one "home" building on the Blacksburg campus. However, there 
are plans in place for a complete renovation of the historic Performing Arts Building, 
which will house the CLAHS dean’s office and create an opportunity for the college to 
establish an anchor in the university’s upper quad. Nearby, the newly-opened Moss Arts 
Center is a 150,000-square-foot, $100 million state-of-the-art facility that includes a 
1,260-seat performance hall, visual arts galleries, amphitheater, and multiple studios. 
The building’s four-story Cube - an experimental space for the Institute for Creativity, 
Arts, and Technology - offers an unprecedented melding of the arts and science at a 
university. The center also offers a multimedia studio, production control room, 
newsroom, and associated classroom in support of the Department of Communication. 
Its highly visible location and role as host to exhibits, galleries, and performances will 
encourage engagement with the surrounding community. 

Other capital projects that have had an impact on the college in recent years include 
Theatre 101 - an academic building with a high-tech black box performance space that 
serves as home to the theatre department. The college was also instrumental in 
securing $5 million for a practice facility for the Marching Virginians - one of the 
university’s two marching bands. 

Diversity 

CLAHS is a campus leader in diversity and has developed many efforts in recent years 
to enhance diversity in the college and university-wide. The Undergraduate Diversity 
Research Grant Program funds departments and individuals for a range of projects - 
from a research forum on health, race, and rhetoric, to an achievement ceremony for 
Hispanic/Latino graduating seniors, to a student’s attendance at an Appalachian Studies 
Association conference. Recent hires have increased the number of under-represented 
minorities among the faculty. A new position of undergraduate student diversity director 
was recently created and the college’s efforts in mentoring, advising, and undergraduate 
research all contribute to retaining and graduating students from underrepresented 
groups. 

In May 2013, the College held its first undergraduate research symposium on diversity. 
The program featured 17 undergraduate students who made presentations on a variety 
of subjects including the retention of women in STEM fields, Latino undergraduate 
student perceptions of campus diversity at Virginia Tech, Black mothers’ perceptions of 
charter schools, the Korean community in Quito, Ecuador, and endogamy and religion, 
to name a few. The event attracted a large number of students, faculty, and staff from 
across the university and ignited conversations surrounding diversity on a local and 
global level. A second annual symposium is scheduled for 2014. 

The college’s department of sociology houses the Race and Social Policy Research 
Center and programs in Africana Studies, American Indian Studies, and Women’s and 
Gender Studies, and the department of religion and culture includes programs in 
Appalachian Studies, Asian Area Studies, Middle East Studies, and Religion. The 
college’s status as the home for a variety of growing academic programs to promote 
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better understanding and research between different cultures, religions, 
imparts it with the role of an intellectual leader on issues of diversity. 

and races 

Outreach and Engagement 

CLAHS contributes greatly to the university’s land grant mission of outreach and 
engagement with research and programs in communities throughout Virginia. The 
Center for Family Services, which is housed within the college’s Northern Virginia 
campus, provided more than 2,400 contact hours of services to families as part of its 
clinical training of Marriage and Family Therapy students. The Family Therapy Center, 
which is a part of the college’s Human Development department, provided close to 1,000 
contact hours of services to families in Blacksburg in academic year 2012-13. Human 
Development also operates the Child Development Center for Learning and Research 
and an Adult Day Services center on the Blacksburg campus, providing services to 
community members while supplementing the rich research and education experiences 
of students. The School of Education - housed within the college - engages in 
numerous PreK-12 partnerships, such as the Virtual Virginia Project and the Educational 
Technology Leadership Conference with the Virginia Department of Education; and the 
STEMAbility Summer Program, which serves high school students with disabilities and 
their parents throughout the Commonwealth. The Counselor Education students provide 
over 9,000 hours of pro bono counseling services to local K-12 schools and community 
agencies annually, and at least 250 hours of pro bono counseling services per year to 
community college students in Roanoke. The Department of English’s Blue Ridge 
Writing Project consists of writing workshops and mentoring for middle and high school 
students and writer retreats for teachers from the surrounding counties. CLAHS faculty 
and administrators also play an active role with industry through participation in advisory 
boards and other professional associations. 

OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES 

To ensure CLAHS’ continued vitality and distinction, the next dean will be expected to 
address several key opportunities and specific challenges: 

Continue building support around shared values in the college while highlighting 
unique features and contributions of individual programs 

Despite its size and diverse collection of programs, the college has successfully 
established its identity around a shared vision of achieving a better understanding of the 
human condition. As CLAHS enters its second decade, the next dean must identify and 
highlight unique, differentiating features and accomplishments of individual programs in 
a way that encourages collaborations and advances the college as a whole. Deans at 
Virginia Tech participate in a collaborative, collegial culture and meet twice monthly. The 
next dean will be a tireless champion for the college with his or her peers and the central 
administration and communicate specific achievements and opportunities of individual 
units in the college. 

Manage college operations effectively and strategically 
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As the leader of a large college, the dean will oversee the allocation of significant 
resources and make decisions that will have a broad impact across a diverse array of 
programs. The dean must act strategically around issues such as research support, an 
evolving enrollment landscape, faculty line allocation, advancing the general education 
initiative, and managing teaching loads while building upon the college’s successful 
promotion and tenure record. He or she must think creatively to leverage college funds 
to encourage research and scholarship, with a focus on strengthening the research 
profile of the college and advancing its research environment. Administratively, the next 
dean will look for opportunities to enhance collaboration and create efficiencies between 
departments, and develop a staff of more than 100 people. 

Ensure excellence in graduate education 

Virginia Tech is completing the first year of a six-year strategic initiative that calls for the 
enrollment of an additional 1,000 graduate students university-wide. As home to strong 
centers of national and international research, the college will play a significant role in 
developing innovative graduate training. The dean will advocate for and develop 
resources to support and grow graduate education and capitalize on existing strengths in 
interdisciplinary, international, diversity-oriented, and transformative graduate education 
while being mindful of opportunities for new programs. 

Develop, recruit, and retain excellent faculty 

The dean will be attuned to market trends to make competitive offers to strong faculty in 
areas of growth for the college. He or she will strategically allocate resources for faculty 
hires and think creatively to leverage university-wide initiatives that support and 
encourage faculty, including the highly successful dual-career program. 

Faculty development and retention is aided college-wide by a clear and supportive 
promotion and tenure process. In a recent faculty survey, CLAHS was ranked No. 1 
among colleges at the university in tenure clarity. The next dean will build on this 
momentum by communicating regularly with departments and developing a nuanced 
understanding of how scholarship and research varies across disciplines and contributes 
to the discovery and dissemination of knowledge. 

Engage donors and alumni to support the college 

Virginia Tech alumni are known for their loyalty, energy, and robust school spirit. The 
dean will engage with the college’s 55,000 alumni around the nation and world to 
connect the good work of CLAHS with the good will of its graduates. Given that the 
college is only 10 years old, many alumni identify with their individual disciplines rather 
than CLAHS. The dean must work with department leadership to communicate the 
important role these alumni can play in advancing the new home for their respective 
disciplines. 

Maintain and enhance CLAHS’s place as an exemplar of the university=wide 
commitment to diversity. 
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Over the past decade, Virginia Tech has launched several initiatives to improve the 
diversity of students and faculty on campus but much work remains to be done. With the 
most active diversity committee on campus and the development of degree programs to 
engage with issues around race, culture, gender, and class, CLAHS has served as a 
model for other colleges and an intellectual leader. The next dean will continue to build 
on this momentum by supporting initiatives to further this conversation and lead 
initiatives to support the recruitment, retention, and success of faculty and students from 
underrepresented groups. 

Establish effective recruitment strategies to leverage growth opportunities for 
student enrollment in the college. 

The college awarded 1,712 total degrees last year (bachelor’s, master’s and doctoral) 
and consistently awards undergraduate degrees at rates of three to four times the 
number of entering freshmen it enrolls. Overall recruitment of undergraduate freshman 
to the college has decreased slightly in recent years, with the exception of an increase in 
enrollments in the fall of 2012. The dean will find ways to increase and leverage financial 
aid resources to consistently maximize opportunities for enrollment in growth areas. He 
or she must also work with faculty to develop programs and experiences as distinctive 
areas of excellence that differentiate the college in a competitive environment. 

QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE 

The successful candidate will bring many of the following professional qualifications, 
skills, experiences, and personal qualities: 

An earned terminal degree and a distinguished record of excellence in research, 
scholarship, creative achievement, or professional experience that would support 
an appointment to the rank of professor in an academic department or school in 
the college; 

A demonstrated ability to lead the college to achieve excellence in teaching, 
research, and outreach; 

Effective communication and interpersonal skills; the ability to lead and work 
collaboratively with a variety of constituencies; a good listener and active learner 
who can understand issues from multiple viewpoints; 

¯ A commitment to building a strong learning environment for students that 
stresses academic quality, student engagement, experiential learning, and global 
perspectives; 

Evidence of a commitment to diversity; 

Successful experience or demonstrated potential in fundraising and development 
activities; 

An energetic, entrepreneurial, and creative leadership style that inspires faculty, 
students, and staff, and builds pride in and commitment to the CLAHS vision; 
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A track record of effective planning, administration, personnel, and fiscal 
management; 

A strong commitment to the liberal arts and human sciences, and to the land- 
grant mission of learning, discovery, and engagement. 

TO APPLY 

Nominations and applications are welcome. Applications are encouraged by February 
17, 2014; however, all applications will be considered until the position is filled. 

Nominations and inquiries should be sent to: 
Philip Jaeger, Vice President 

Greg Esposito, Senior Associate 
Courtney Thomas, Associate 

Isaacson, Miller 
1300 19th St, NW, Suite 700 

Washington, DC 20036 
E-mail: 4978@imsearch.com 

Electronic applications strongly encouraged. 

Virginia Tech does not discriminate against employees, students, or applicants for 
admission or employment on the basis of race, gender, disability, age, veteran 

status, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, or political affiliation. 
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APPENDIX: UNIVERSITY BACKGROUND 

VIRGINIA TECH 

Dedicated to its motto, Ut Prosim (That I May Serve), Virginia Tech takes a hands-on, 
engaging approach to education, preparing scholars to be leaders in their fields and 
communities. Founded as a land-grant institution in 1872, Virginia Tech is Virginia’s 
most comprehensive university and its leading research institution as well as one of only 
six senior military colleges in the nation. With more than 1,300 instructional faculty, 
Virginia Tech offers 215 undergraduate and graduate degree programs to nearly 31,000 
students, and manages a research portfolio of about $450 million. Its operating budget 
for 2013-14 is $1.23 billion and its endowment is approximately $693 million. 

The university offers about 65 bachelor’s degree programs through its seven 
undergraduate academic colleges: Agriculture and Life Sciences, Architecture and 
Urban Studies, Engineering, Liberal Arts and Human Sciences, Natural Resources and 
Environment, Pamplin College of Business, and Science. It offers approximately 150 
master’s and doctoral degree programs through the graduate school and a professional 
degree from the Virginia-Maryland Regional College of Veterinary Medicine. In addition, 
the Virginia Tech Carilion School of Medicine and Research Institute in Roanoke will 
welcome its fifth class this fall. 

Virginia Tech ranks 25th in U.S. News and World Report’s ranking of national public 
universities. Its College of Engineering’s undergraduate program ranks 15th in the nation 
among all institutions and 7th among publics. Undergraduate programs in architecture 
and landscape architecture rank No. 4 and No. 3, respectively, in the America’s Best 
Architecture & Design Schools study by Designlntelligence. A Wall Street Journal survey 
of 479 employers ranked Virginia Tech 13th in the nation for preparing graduates to 
succeed on the job, and IEEE Spectrum ranked Virginia Tech 10th among universities for 
the impact of its patents. 

Location and Campus 

Virginia Tech’s 2,600-acre main campus is located in Blacksburg. The town has 
approximately 43,000 residents and is one of three central communities that make up 
the New River Valley, one of the fastest-growing areas in the state. Situated on a 
plateau between the Blue Ridge and Allegheny Mountains, Blacksburg offers a high 
quality of life and low cost of living with nearby outdoor attractions such as the New 
River and the Appalachian Trail. In 2011, Blacksburg was named the "Best Place in the 
U.S. to Raise Kids," by Bloomberg Businessweek and "The Best College Town in the 
South" by Southern Living. Nearby metropolitan areas include Roanoke (45 minutes to 
the north), Charlotte, N.C. (less than three hours to the south), and Washington, D.C. 
(four hours to the northeast). 

Virginia Tech’s campus reaches well beyond Blacksburg through the Virginia 
Cooperative Extension and from campuses and research facilities throughout Virginia. 
These include: The Virginia Tech Carillon School of Medicine and Research Institute in 
Roanoke; the Marion DuPont Scott Equine Medical Center in Leesburg; several 
locations in Northern Virginia including the recently-opened Virginia Tech Research 
Center; regional centers in Richmond, Roanoke, and Abingdon; and the Institute for 
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Advanced Learning and Research in Danville. Virginia Tech’s international facilities 
include the Center for European Studies and Architecture in Riva San Vitale, Switzerland 
and the Caribbean Center for Education and Research in the Dominican Republic. 

Leadership 

Charles Steger will retire in June 2014 after 14 years as president. During his tenure, he 
charted a course to expand Virginia Tech’s research enterprise and to raise its profile 
among the nation’s best universities. He led Virginia Tech through its largest capital 
campaign, gained state support to establish the Virginia Bioinformatics Institute, and he 
partnered with Carillon Clinic to found the Virginia Tech Carillon School of Medicine and 
Research Institute in Roanoke. 

In June 2014, Timothy Sands will succeed President Steger as the 16th president of 
Virginia Tech after spending 11 years at Purdue University, where he serves as Provost 
and holds an endowed chair in engineering. Sands served as interim president at 
Purdue in the fall semester of 2012. As an administrator, he led the development of 
Purdue’s first comprehensive academic program assessment and launched the 
university’s online teaching and learning platform, known as Purdue NEXT. He holds 
bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral degrees from the University of California, Berkeley. 

Mark McNamee became provost at Virginia Tech in 2001 after 26 years at the University 
of California at Davis where he served as a faculty member, department chair, and dean 
of the Division of Biological Sciences. At Virginia Tech, McNamee has extended the 
university’s efforts to expand research opportunities in biomedical and health sciences, 
bioinformatics, information technology, and nanotechnology. 

For more information about Virginia Tech, please visit www.vt.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Panter, A. T. <panter@ad.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:36 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

FW: CLAR ISLC 

Syllabus for EE requirement ~ , PID ).pdf 

Any further follow up. Should I go for coffee with him? 

A. T. Panter 
panter@unc.edu 

From: <Haggis>, Donald Charles <dchaggis@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday,               at 5:54 PM 

To: "A. Panter" <p~!~e£@~d~c~ed~!> 

Cc: Bobbi Owen <__o___w___e_=[!_b___o___b___@_!L_n__c__.___e__d__L~.> 

Subject: Re: CLAR        ISLC 

On 9:11 PM, Donald Haggis wrote: 

On 1:34 PM, Panter, A. T. wrote: 

Dear Karna, 

Thank you so much! This is what l needed. I appreciate your timely response! 

Happy end of the semester and holidays. 

Abigail 

A. T. Panter 

From: <Younger>, Karna <._k_J_y____o___u___qg_e_.__@___e_.__q!_a__i_L._L~__n___c__.__e___d___u_> 

Date: Wednesday, at 1:12 PM 

To: "A. Panter" <panter@ad.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Haggis, Donald Charles" <dchag~is@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: CLAR       ISLC 

Dear Ms. Panter, 

Attached is the ISLC for CLAR 

Best, 

Karna 

Karna Younger 

Registrar 

Department of Classics I The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

212 Murphey Hall I Campus Box 3145 

you have any other questions, please let me know. 



Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3145 

919.962.71911 karna.youn~er~unc.edu 

Donald C. Haggis 

Nicholas A. Cassas Professor of Greek Studies 

Professor, Curriculum in Archaeology 

Director of Undergraduate Studies, Classics 

http://classics.unc.edu/people/faculty/donald-ha~is 

Department of Classics 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

212 Murphey Hall, CB 3145 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3145 

Tel. (office) 919-962-7191 

Tel. (cell) 

Fax. 919-962-4036 

dcha~is@email.unc.edu 

May-August 

Director, Azoria Project (www.azoria.org) 

Institute for Aegean Prehistory Study Center for East Crete 

Pacheia Ammos, lerapetra 

PO Box 364 

GR 72200 

Greece 

TeL 30-28420-93027 

Cell. 

Fax. 30-28420-93017 

Donald C. Haggis 

Nicholas A. Cassas Term Professor of Greek Studies 

Prefessox of C]assicalL AKchaeeiiegy 

Professor, Curriculum in Archaeology 

Dixecter ef UndeKgKaduate Studies, Classics 

http:iiclassics.uncoedu!peoplei~aculty!Conald-haqqis 

Department of Classics 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

212 ~1urphey Hall, CB 3145 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3145 

Tel. (office~ 919-962-’7191 

Tel. (cell) 

Fax. 9~9-962-4036 

dchaGqis@eK~J].kmc°edu 

May-August 

Director, Azoria Pro~ect (,,~,,n,,~.azoriaoorq) 

Institute for Aegean Prehistory Study Center for East Crete 

Pacheia ~l~nos, Ierapetra 

PO Box 364 

GR 72200 

Greece 

Tel. 30-28420-93027 

Ceil. 

Fax° 30-28420-93017 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

2/26/2014 2:32:22 PM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Jung, Shontel [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Sjun~l]; Lan~, 

Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alan~]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65]; Cline, 

Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIexis Lynn Cline (alcline)24a]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PI~oodman] 

Interview with Director of Communications Candidate 

South - 205 

Start: 2/28/2014 7:00:00 PM 

End: 2/28/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gusldewicz, Kevin M; Jung, Shontel; Lang, Andrew; Owen, Bobbi A; Reid, Dee; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 

The search committee invites you to interview candidates for the position of Director of Communications in the College 

of Arts and Sciences. Resume, cover letter and writing sample attached in the Submissions PDF. 



Dear Colleagues, 

The Office of the University Registrar is reviewing security roles on campus to ensure that faculty 

members and instructors who need to view student data (beyond their own classes, which can be 

viewed in Faculty Center) have the correct access in ConnectCarolina. The list of Directors of 

Undergraduate Studies and the list of Department Chairs have been sent to the Registrar’s Office. We 

need to know if there are other faculty members or instructors in your unit who need access to view 

student data (beyond Faculty Center). This might include a director of an undergraduate minor, an 

internship coordinator, a Senior Honors Thesis department coordinator, or an associate chair. 

(We are not collecting names of staff members at this time, only faculty and instructors.) 

If your department/unit has one or more of these positions - and the individual needs access to student 

data (via Advisor Center or Student Service Center) - please send the following information to Nick 

Siedentop (nick_siedentop@unc.edu) by Friday March 7, 2014: 

Name of faculty member/instructor 

Position title/role 

Onyen 

PID 

Thank you for your help in this project. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gil, Karen M <kgil@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, i                4:32 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu>; Hartlyn, Jonathan 
<hartlyn@unc. edu>; Rhodes, Terry Ellen <RHODES@email.unc. edu> 

Thank for your forwarding this gobbio Terry and Jonathan, please follow-up with the relevant 

department chairs. 

Thank you 

Karen 

Karen M. Gil, Ph.D. 
Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 
Lee G. Pedersen Distinguished Professor of Psychology 

CB #3100 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3 !000 

919-962-3082 
919-962-1165 
9 ] 9-962-2408 ~x 
~@email.unc.edu 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:21 AM 

To: Reid, Dee; Gil, Karen M 
Subject: Fwd: Academic irregularities here at UNC 

FYI - 
and, Dee, I would welcome your advice about how to respond. 
Bobbi 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Academic irregularities here at UNC 

Date:Wed, 03:47:56 +0000 
From: ~live.unc.edu> 

To:Owen, Bobbi <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Dear Dean Owen: 

My name is                            , and I am a           here at UNC. In light of 
the recent academic scandal here at UNC with no-show classes and academic 
irregularities, I wanted to reach out and inform you about some of my own 
personal experiences. I have also reached out to the chancellor, provost, and 



the faculty chair. Although many of the concerns about academic integrity 
here at the University have been focused around the former Department of 
African and Afro-American Studies, I wanted to inform you of several 
instances of courses outside the department in question that may be of 
interest to you. This past summer, I enrolled in a newswriting course, JOMC 

at UNC with Professor Deb Aikat in the School of Journalism and Mass 
Communication. These are just a few of the concerns I had about the course, 
about which I corresponded frequently with the J-school’s dean, and which 
initial correspondence I have enclosed in this email: 

Dear Dean King: 

My name is                               and I am a student in Professor Aikat’s JOMC 
class for the second summer session. I am writing because I wanted to ask 

whether some of my concerns about the course were unfounded, or whether they 
will have an impact on me if I choose to take further courses in the School 
of Journalism and Mass Communication. 

i) The class has only met two or three days each week of the second summer 
session (most weeks the class has met three days, but July 4th week it met 
only twice). Professor Aikat will usually cancel class for a "workday" if at 
least two out of 16/17 students will be unavailable. Thus, the total class 
meeting time at the end of the semester will be below the federal guidelines 
of 2250 minutes of classroom time required for three-credit courses. 
Furthermore, when I saw on the schedule that JOMC       courses meet for six 
hours per week during the semester, I was wondering whether students in the 
semester JOMC       would have had a more rigorous and thorough preparation 
than I would have, since they probably had more assignments, information 
conveyed to them by the instructor, and more in-class time to practice 
writing assignments. 

2) We have not yet received the results of our first competency exam, which 
was taken two weeks ago. 

3) We have only completed five newswriting assignments in the class (in 
addition to one practice assignment that was not graded), and only three of 
them have been graded so far. 

4) Professor Aikat has only covered about 1/3 or 1/4 of the material in the 
syllabus. 

5) On the "faculty salary report" assignment, there was fabrication of 
interviews in the assignment, and rather than exercising disciplinary action 
toward the student(s) who was cheating, he turned the assignment back to the 
class ungraded and allowed all students more time for the assignment. (I 
didn’t know if this is important, since I wouldn’t want any academic scandals 
to affect the J-school.) 

6) Finally, Professor Aikat does not respond to class-related emails or phone 
messages about assignment questions. 

Perhaps my concerns are unfounded, but I at least wanted to make you aware. I 
am hoping to apply to the graduate program in journalism here at UNC after 
graduation, and I was wanting to ensure that I receive a thorough training in 



the journalism classes that I take as electives (since I am currently a 
classics major) in preparation for graduate school. 

Thank you for taking the time to hear my concerns, 

Dean King listened to my concerns and visited the class, and spoke with the 
students enrolled in it, and tried to elicit feedback from them. Furthermore, 
she and the J-school’s senior associate dean (Chris Roush) also met with 
Professor Aikat to address their concerns. However, the academic integrity of 
the course itself was never restored. Although I was able to take and pass a 
subsequent course that listed JOMC       as a prerequisite, I am concerned 
about the level of academic integrity across Carolina as a whole. For 
example, the course itself only met 13 out of 25 scheduled sessions - not to 
mention that the sessions were not the entire scheduled class time, and often 
ended 30 to 60 minutes before the two-hours-and-forty-five minute session was 
completed. 

Although the assignments were eventually handed back before the conclusion of 
the summer term, the lack of objective evaluation of students’ work and the 
difficulty of communicating with him outside of class sessions (of which 
there were so few) - and the "watering down" of the syllabus were equally 
important concerns to me. 

Furthermore, I have additional concerns about additional courses that may or 
may not be of interest to you. These include: 

JOMC 

This was the follow-up course that I took with the senior associate dean. 
However, this was a three-credit class that met twice a week (so class 
sessions should have been 1:15 in length), but in practice, many days, the 
course ended after 30 to 45 minutes. 

JOMC 

I did not take this class, but a close friend informed me that there was a 
lack of objective evaluation of student performance, as well as a lack of 
organization to the administration of the class, and with regard to the 
syllabus. I did not speak to the journalism school dean about this course. 
This was with the same instructor as the       class above. 

SPHS 

This was a three-credit class that met twice a week (so class sessions should 
have been 1:15 in length). This course also often only lasted 45 - 60 minutes 
per class session. 

GREK 

This was a course during my first semester as an undergraduate in which the 
instructor was often 10-25 minutes late per session (in a four-times-per-week 
hour-long class). 

ASIA 



In this class, which was designed to be a class centered around "Turkey: 
Beyond Tradition and Modernity", we began the semester with reading 
assignments and a syllabus that listed those. However, over time, the 
instructor became frustrated with what she perceived as a lack of student 
engagement, so often, she would spend the first 20-25 minutes of a class 
session talking about her frustration and trying to convince students to have 
more engagement with the material, rather than actually using that time for 
teaching material. After she became very frustrated, she changed her plan for 
the semester, and removed most of the readings from the assignments - and 
removed the research paper assignment from the syllabus, and spent the 
majority of time in class watching films related to Turkey, and using the 
university-mandated writing policy to assign responses to those instead of 
the research project. 

POLI 

This class, in which I am currently enrolled, meets twice a week for lecture 
and once for a recitation section. However, the instructor does not usually 
begin actually covering material in lecture or slideshows until after about 
20-25 minutes into the class session. The time before that is often devoted 
to questions or logistics. 

One of my primary concerns with the POLI       class is that once the details 
below are taken into account, combined with the fact that at the beginning of 
the semester, her husband (a UNC history professor specializing in Eastern 
Europe, which is related to the course topic of Politics in East Central 
Europe) and TAs guest-lectured for her because she was out of town for 
academic conference, as well as the inclement weather that canceled a class 
session and a week’s recitation, the combined and cumulative effect for the 
class will diminish its effectiveness or quality. Furthermore, we often spend 
class time watching CNN videos on Eastern Europe before/during/after WWII - 
but very little time on lecture. For example, this past Tuesday (February 
18th), out of a 50-minute period, the instructor only lectured for 10-15 
minutes, and on February 20th, did not lecture at all, but merely discussed 
news clips from the Ukrainian conflict. 

Thank you for taking the time to hear my concerns, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

mcueil <mcneil@ad.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 8:33 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

flmnks, m~d concert inlb 

POSTCARD3- Marcia2-2014 Curious Comlnsions Conce(t.pdf 

Dear Bobbi, 
It was great to see you today--it has been too long. Let’s plan to do 
it again soon. Thanks again for the glass of wine I appreciate your 
regard for me 

Attached is information about the concert I am singing in Sunday. If you 
decide to get out of your pajamas on Sunday, you might well enjoy it. 

All the best, 

Pro£ Laurie E. McNeil 
Dept. of Physics and Astronomy 
Phillips Hall C[3#3255 
Univ. of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3255 
(919) 962-(;963 



Bach Sonata No. 6 fl)r violin and harpsicl~ord 

~e ~a~a Concerto for harpsichord, violin, cello, 
flute, oboe, and clarinet 

~enett~ The Unicorn~ ttse Gor£on, and the Manticore 

Mallarm6 Chamber Players 

Helen Simoneau Danse 

Choral Society of Durham Chamber Choir 
Rodney Wynkoop, conductor 

3:00 p.m. Sunday, March 2 

Reynolds Auditorium, Bryan Center, Duke University 
$20 in advance $25atthe door $5 students 



Dear Mr. 

Senior Associate Dean Bobbi Owen forwarded your email to me. Thank you for sharing your perspective 

on some of the courses you have taken here. Regarding the three courses you highlighted that are in the 

College of Arts and Sciences, we have shared your comments with the chairs of the relevant 

departments and have asked them to report back to their Senior Associate Deans to ensure that 

academic policies are being followed. For your information, the instructor you had for Greek    in the 

Fall of : is no longer at the University. 

The JOMC and SPHS courses you highlighted are not under my jurisdiction in the College, so your 

concerns about those should be directed to the School of Journalism and Mass Communications, the 

Summer School, and the School of Public Health. 

As you know, we encourage students to provide constructive feedback on courses and instructors 

directly with the instructors during appointments and office hours, and indirectly through confidential 

course evaluations and correspondence or meetings with department chairs. Student evaluations and 

comments are taken seriously and are helpful to the departments and the College. 

Thank you again for taking the time to let us know about your experiences. 

Sincerely, 

Karen M. Gil, Dean 

College of Arts and Sciences 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Killeen, Kim <kkilleen@unc.edu> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 4:17 PM 

Jung, Shontel <~iungl @email.unc.edu>; LaJag, Andrew <a]m~g@unc.edu-~; Reid, Dee <deereid@unc.edu>; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 

<RHODES@email.unc.edu>; Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu>; Spurr, Kim Weaver 

<spurrk@ema~l.unc.edtr~; Cline, Alexis I, <Alexis Cline@unc.edu> 

H~y~ Jonathan <haxtlyn@unc.edu>; McHale, Tmnmy J <tmchale@emafil.unc.edu>; Sttizheus, Yulia <ystrizh@etnail.unc.edu> 

Candidate Evaluation Form 

Candidate Evaluation Foma.docx 

Hello Dean’s Office folks, 

Attached is the Candidate Evaluation Form for you to provide feedback on all of whom are interviewing for the 

Director of Communications position. Please return your completed forms to me (in hard copy or electronically) by March 10 for the committee’s review. 

Thank you all for taking the time to speak with these candidates this week and next. 

Have a great weekend! 

Kim Killeen 

Executive Assistant 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts and Sciences, Dean’s Office 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-6903 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Jordan, Scarlett L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SLJORDAN] 

3/3/2014 4:03:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Summer Reading Wrap up 

Bobbi’s office 

3/7/2014 6:30:00 PM 

3/7/2014 7:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A 







Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bobbi Owen <owe~lbo~@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 2:25 PM 

Cuadros, Paul F <cuadros@email.nnc.edu> 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edn> 

Undergraduate Admissions Advisoo~ Co~nmittee 

I write to ask if you will accept reappointment to the Undergraduate 
Admissions Advisory Committee for a second three-year term, effective 
July 1, 2014. 
Thanks - your voice is important 
Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
Michael R McVaugh Distinguished Pro[’essor of Dramatic Art 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB�� 3504, 3011 Steele Bmlding 
214 East Cameron Averiue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Perreira, Krista [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=PERREIRA] 

3/4/2014 7:30:53 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: Perreira Bi-weekly meeting 

Steele 3011 

Start: 3/17/2014 6:00:00 PM 

End: 3/17/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cuadros, Paul F <cuadros@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 2:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Re: UMergraduate Admissious Advi~ry Committee 

Bobbi, 

Okay, sign me tap! And I’ll be more vocal now that I have more security 
Best, 

On 3/4/14 2:25 PM. "Bobbi Owen" <owenbob@unc edu> wrote: 

>Paul - 
>I ~vl-ite to ask if you will accept reappointment to the Undergraduate 
>Admissions Advisor.v Committee for a second three-year term, effective 
>Ju!y 1, 2014 
>Thanks - your voice is important. 
>Bobbi 
> 

>Bobbi Owen 
>Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
>iVhchael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

>Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
>214 East Cameron Avenue 
>Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
>Phone: 919 843-7773 
>};AX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Perreira, Krista [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=PERREIRA] 

3/4/2014 9:52:46 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

New Time Proposed: Perreira Bi-weekly meeting 

Steele 3011 

Start: 3/17/2014 6:00:00 PM 

End: 3/17/2014 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Hi Paula, 

Sorry. My earlier meeting ends at 2pm. So, I meant to say that we should make this from 2:30-3pm. This will allow me 

to walk to Bobbi’s office. 

Best, 

Krista 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Heather Vickeo~ <hvickeO@IMSeaxch.com> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 7:37 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Confidential Advice: Seaxch for the Dean of the Division of Arts and Humanities, UC San Diego 

UCSD Arts and Humm~ities Dem~ - Position Profile.pdf 

Dear Dr. Owen, 

I hope this message finds you well. By means of introduction, my name is Heather Vickery and I am assisting UC San Diego with their search for the Dean 
of the Division of Arts and Humanities. I have attached the position description for your reference. 

I would love to get your thoughts and recommendations for potential candidates for this search. I welcome the opportunity to speak with you at your 
convenience. Please let me know if you have availability at the end of this week or next week. 

look forward to speaking with you. 

Best regards, 

Heather 

Heather Vickery 

Associate 

Isaacson, Miller 

ZOO0 Sansome Street, Suite 300 

San Francisco, CA 94111 

www.imsearch.com 



Opportunity & Challenge Profile 

Search fi)r the Dean of the Division of Arts and Humanities 
Universily of Cal!fornia, San Diego 

The University of California, San Diego (UC San Diego) invites applications and nominations for the position of 

Dean of the Division of Arts and Humanities. Since its founding, the Division of Arts and Humanities has played 

a fundamental role in education and has encouraged innovation in teaching and research in a wide breadth of 
fields at UC San Diego The successful candidate for the Dean will be an inspiring leader who will lead the 

division of Arts and Humanities into a new era of continued excellence. 

UC San Diego, established in 1960 as part of the 10-campus University of California, has rapidly achieved status 
as one of the top institutions in the U.S. for higher education and research. UC San Diego is ranked fifth in the 
nation in federal research and development expenditures, with annual research funding of approximately $1 

billion over the last four years. The U.S. News and World Report 2014 Best Colleges Guidebook ranks UC San 
Diego as the ninth-best public university in the nation. According to the 2010 National Research Council 

rankings, 60 percent of UC San Diego’s rated graduate programs are among the top 20 programs in their fields 

nationwide, and the University’s Ph.D. programs were ranked highly in every academic division. UC San Diego 
is the largest employer based in San Diego County, with an estimated indirect economic impact of over $20 

billion annually. 

The Division of Arts and Humanities comprises the Departments of HistoD~, Literature, Music, Philosophy, 

Theatre & Dance, and Visual Arts. Organized within and across these are several interdisciplina~~ programs in 

regional studies (African, Chinese, European, German, ltalian, Japanese, Middle Eastern, Russian and Soviet, and 

Third World) and ethnic and cultural studies (African-American Studies, Chicanoia and Latinoia Arts and 
Humanities, Classical Studies, Film Studies, and Judaic Studies). The iDivision includes 424 faculty and staff, 

comprised of 174 tenured and tenure-track faculty, 151 non-senate academics, and 99 full-time staff. The Dean 

will oversee the Division of Arts and Humanities’ operating budget of $38.6 million and total expenditures 
including extramural and gift funding of $43.6 million. 

Reporting to the Executive Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs, the Dean is responsible for leadership of the 
Division in the areas of teaching, research, and public service. The Dean sets divisional goals; develops long- 
range plans; promotes high academic standards in instruction and research; promotes the needs of an outstanding 
diverse faculty and student body; builds and manages resources; works closely with campus administration, 
Academic Senate, and other academic units; and articulates the goals and successes of the Division with alumni, 
the profession, indust~, and government at the local, state, national, and international levels. The Dean is also 
responsible for ensuring the recruitment and retention, in addition to promoting the needs, of a diverse body of 
faculty, staff, and students. 

To achieve these goals, the Dean will address several opportunities and challenges: 

Champion the humanities and arts and lead the faculty to craft a dynamic vision for the future of the 
Division; 
Provide energetic leadership to enhance the strengths and standing of the Division of the Arts and 
Humanities; 
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Identify and create opportunities for interdisciplina~ collaboration; 
Support graduate and undergraduate student success; 
Embrace and strengthen the culture of inclusivity and commitment to diversity at UC San Diego; and 
Mobilize resources and explore new lines of funding. 

A complete list of the desired qualifications and characteristics can be found at the conclusion of this document, 
which was prepared by the Search Advisor" Committee and Isaacson, Miller, a national executive recruiting firm. 
All confidential applications, inquiries, and nominations can be directed to the parties listed on page 7. 

The University of California System 

Founded in 1869, the UC system is recognized as one of the world’s largest and most successful academic 
institutions, with a tripartite mission of research, teaching, and public service. The l0 campuses that make up the 
UC System - Berkeley, Davis, II~’ine, Los Angeles, Merced, Riverside, San Diego, San Francisco, Santa Barbara, 
and Santa Cruz - collectively enroll approximately 220,000 students and are supported by more than 134,000 
faculty and staff and 1.5 million alumni living and working around the world. Another half million people benefit 
from UC continuing education courses each year, as well as from research centers and educational programs 
operating throughout the state. UC extends its work beyond its campuses through national laboratories, medical 
centers, and outreach programs in neighboring communities - throughout California, around the world, and 
online. 

At the helm of the University of California is Janet Napolitano, who was named the 20th president of the UC 
system in the summer of 2013. Prior to her appointment as the first female president of the UC system, President 
Napolitano served as secretary of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security and as a two-term governor of 
Arizona. President Napolitano is a graduate of Santa Clara University and received her J.D. from the University 
of Virginia Law School. 

To learn more about the UC System, please see www.universitvofcalifornia.edu. 

The University of California, San Diego 

UC San Diego currently enrolls a diverse student bo@ of over 30,000 students including 23,800 undergraduates 
and 6,500 graduate, medical, and pharmaceutical students. 65 percent of UC San Diego undergraduate students 
receive need-based financial aid of some type. 2014 U.S. News & World Report ranks UC San Diego as the ninth- 
best public university in the nation and 15th among national universities in the catego~" of "Up and Coming 
Schools." 

The University is led by Chancellor Pradeep Khosla, who arrived in 2012 following an eight-year tenure as the 
Dean of the College of Engineering at Carnegie iMellon University. Chancellor Khosla provides strategic vision 
and leadership over UC San Diego’s top-notch faculty and academic programs. In the last year, the campus 
embarked on a comprehensive strategic planning effort, which has led to the development of a shared vision for 
the future of UC San Diego as a student-centered, research-focused, and service-oriented public university. 
Included in the goals of this emerging plan are a focus on improving the student academic and co-curricular 
experience, reducing time to degree, responding to research funding opportunities, and improving access, 
affordability, and diversity. Key decisions based on these emerging themes include the creation of the 
Chancellor’s Associates Scholars program, the Center for Brain Activity Mapping, and an initiative to increase 
the number and quality of PhD students at UC San Diego. 

UC San Diego’s outstanding faculty includes over 1,200 full-time tenure and tenure-track faculty representing a 
diverse array of backgrounds and world views: 23 percent are women and 25 represent ethnic minorities. Faculty 

~saacson, ~iller 
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honors include six Nobel laureates; two iFields Medalists; two recipients of the Balzan Prize in science; eight 
recipients of the National Medal of Science; 161 members of the National Academies: the National Academy of 
Sciences (90), National Academy of Engineering (26), and Institute of Medicine (45); and several other major 
honors including the Pulitzer Prize, a Tony award, and eight MacArthur "genius" fellows. Not surprisingly, 
shared governance, a hallmark of the campuses of the University of California, is an especially important feature 
of UC San Diego’s academic experience. 

With its vast array of academic departments, programs, and research centers, UC San iDiego provides a 
stimulating research environment, particularly in the Division of the Arts and Humanities. Specialized research 
resources on campus include the Center for Research in Computing and the Arts; the Center of Interdisciplinary 
Science for Art, Architecture, and Archaeology (CISA3); Center for Humanities; Mandeville Center; the 
University Art Gallery; the world-famous Scripps Institution of Oceanography; the School of iMedicine; the UC 
San Diego Medical Center, part of the highly-ranked UC San Diego Health System, repeatedly rated the best adult 
hospital in San Diego; the Skaggs School of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Sciences; the Rady School of 
Management; the School of International Relations & Pacific Studies; the Center for U.S.-Mexican Studies; the 
Institute on Global Conflict and Cooperation; the Institute of the Americas; the San Diego Supercomputer Center; 
and the Qualcomm Institute for Telecommunications and Information Technology. Total research funding for the 
fiscal year ending June 2013 was more than $1 billion. 

The iDivision of Arts and Humanities 

A large and thriving academic enterprise at UC San Diego, the Division of Arts and Humanities has been an 

important aspect of the educational program at UC San Diego since its founding and has been a center for 
experimentation in teaching and research in a variety of fields, offering programs in iHistory, Literature, Music, 

Philosophy, Theatre & Dance, and Visual Arts. UC San Diego scholars in the humanities and the arts are pioneers 

in new scholarship leading to deeper and more profound understanding of civilization and humankind’s role in the 
world. All working professionals, the visual artists, music performers, composers, writers, dancers, 

choreographers and theatre professionals continue to actively pursue personal work both nationally and 

internationally, while teaching and inspiring future generations of creative thinkers. 

UC San Diego’s Division of Arts and Humanities programs are annually ranked among the highest in the country. 
Fine arts multimedia, video and film programs have been ranked among the top 15 in the nation. Theatre & Dance 
ranked third and Latin American Histo~ ranked 12th nationally by US News & World Report. The Departments of 
Literature and Philosophy were also ranked in the top 20 nationwide by the Nationa! Research Council. 

UC San Diego’s founders brought a stellar faculty of writers and critics, philosophers and historians, artists, 
musicians, and performers to the campus. These faculty founders built departments that remain as innovative 
today as they were at their founding. At the heart of these departments, then as now, is teaching undergraduates, 
training future scholars, and fostering creative life. The Literature Depamnent brings together scholars, teachers, 
and creative writers to nourish a global understanding of poetry, fiction, and drama in society. In Visual Arts, 
Music, and Theater and Dance, scholars and students are pushing the barriers of creativity, working with 
advanced applications in computer technology and digital inquiry. Philosophers investigate approaches from 
cognitive science to look anew at consciousness, freedom, and personal responsibility. Historians are opening new 
archives to bring the past to life, whether that past happened in Mexico or China, Florence or California, the 
Middle East or the Midwest. Additionally, many historians are using interdisciplinary approaches in order to 
create a more complete and nuanced understanding of the past. A full list of programs and centers is available in 
Appendix II. 

For more information on the Division of Arts and Humanities, please visit http://dah.ucsd.edu/. 
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Key Opportunities and Challenges Facing the New Dean 

The Dean serves as the academic and administrative officer of the iDivision of Arts and Humanities and reports to 

the Executive Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs. The Dean is responsible for all academic and operational 

areas across the Division of Arts and Hulnanities, including faculty and staff management, development of 
curricula, deliver5’ of student services, facilities maintenance, and other functions. Managing an annual budget of 

$38.6 million, the Dean has several direct reports, including two associate deans, an assistant dean, and six 

department chairs. In order to successfully lead the Division, the Dean will address several key opportunities and 
challenges, detailed below: 

Champion the humanities and arts and craft a dynamic vision for the future of the Division 

The fields of the humanities and arts are at a juncture in higher education. In an increasingly information-based 
society, this is a crucial historical moment to respond to these societal challenges and place humanities and arts as 
a key partner. On UC San Diego’s campus, academic leaders are keen to bring the perspectives of the arts and 
humanities to the University’s strategic vision, and the Dean will be an important partner in that venture. In order 
to do so, the Dean ~vill serve as an advocate and a champion raising the visibiliU of the iDivision and promoting 
the value of a liberal arts education. By articulating the importance and value of the Division, the Dean will 
illuminate how the humanities and arts can participate in advancing bodies of knowledge relevant to the campus 
community and the world. 

Central to this goal will be an ability to be bold and to celebrate what makes the Division unique. Innovation is at 
the heart of UC San Diego’s campus culture and has defined the University’s evolution. The Dean will 

demonstrate the ability to stimulate new directions, promote existing resources to the best advantage, and build 

for the future of the Division of Arts and Humanities. The Dean will embrace UC San Diego’s culture of 
innovation and will, with the faculty, craft a vision for the Division that reflects and engages both the historical 

and emerging strengths of the campus and of the Division. 

Provide energetic leadership to enhance the strengths and standing of the Division of Arts and Humanities 

The Dean of the Division of Arts and Humanities is responsible for enhancing the profile, visibility, and prestige 

of the Division, striving to make the Division stronger in all aspects of research, teaching, and service. The Dean 
will seek to maintain the Division’s top-ranked programs and use their success as a model to strengthen the 

position of all programs across the division. To do so, the Dean must be willing to consistently and thoroughly 

evaluate departments, curricula, and teaching quality to promote a culture of continuous improvement. With those 
learnings in mind, the Dean will work closely with internal and external constituents to communicate and achieve 

a common vision, sharing widely the successes of the Division’s students, faculty, and staff. 

Central to the standing of the Division will be an ability to set and promote high academic standards and agendas 
in instruction and research, as well as continued recruitment and retention of strong and diverse cohorts of faculty 
and students. In order to do so, the Dean must appreciate and embrace the cross-disciplinau nature of the 
Division, with its unique coexistence of scholars and artists. The Dean will demonstrate the intellectual breadth 
and curiosity necessars~ to understand and engage units across the spectrum and the ability to create an 
environment supportive of both scholarly and artistic discourse. 

Identify and create opportunities.for interdisciplinary collaboration 

The Chancellor has spent the past year creating a strategic vision process regarding the way UC San Diego 
currently views itself and how the University wants to position itself in the future. Out of this strategic vision has 
risen the need to cut across disciplines and divisions in order to build programs in a new unorthodox way. The 
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Dean will have the opportunity to put his or her own mark on how the iDivision of Arts and Humanities interacts 
with other divisions within UC San Diego based on the emerging new strategic vision. 

The Division is already engaged in a number of strong partnerships across campus, including with Social 
Sciences, Biological Sciences, and Engineering. The Dean will help to identify and facilitate new types of 
research initiatives where the Division can participate and lead. Given the existing interdisciplinary strengths 
within the Division, as well as numerous opportunities for innovation across campus, the Dean will seek to push 
boundaries and develop new models for teaching, research, and service across the arts and humanities. 

Support graduate and undergraduate student success 

UC San Diego’s rapidly increasing visibiliW and quickly rising profile have produced increasingly high-caliber 
undergraduate and graduate student bodies. The programs within the Division of Arts and Humanities are 

relatively strong and represent the core of undergraduate general education at UC San Diego. Thus they are 

crucial components of the academic experience of the University’s students. The Dean will seek to further 
strengthen the academic experience for all students, interfacing closely with UC San Diego’s residential colleges 

to support the undergraduate student population. 

Academic programs within the Division are small, and the Dean will advocate for their continued excellence and 

enhancement at the graduate level, highlighting what makes the programs distinct and important. To enhance the 

size and quality of graduate student education in the Division, the Dean will identify additional support for 

fellowships, scholarships, and financial aid. As students move through their programs, the Dean will identify 
pathways for success after graduation. Central to these goals is a commitment to balancing the teaching, research, 

and service missions of the University, providing quali~ academic opportunities for all students. 

Embrace and strengthen the culture of inclusivity and commitment to diversity at UC San Diego 

UC San Diego is deeply committed to maintaining a culture that supports inclusiveness and diversity. The Dean 
should be dedicated to supporting those ideals and promoting them within the Division of Arts and Humanities. 
Specifically, the Dean will be expected to recruit and retain a diverse faculty and staff; enroll, foster, and graduate 
a diverse student population; and cultivate an environment of inclusiveness across all areas of the Division. At the 
core of UC San Diego is a focus on academic growth for all students, and the Dean should foster a culture that 
reflects that vision. 

Mobilize resources and explore new lines of funding 

The Dean will be responsible for strategic budget management and will determine resource allocation and funding 
models across the Division. In addition, the Dean will be responsible for augmenting declining state dollars with 
new sources of funding. This includes, but is not limited to, the creation of new programs and fee-based services, 
generation of additional research and grants, funding from interdisciplinary partnerships, and philanthropy. At the 
center of this effort will be an ability to clearly and effectively communicate the vision and successes of the 
Division across the disciplines to potential partners in La Jolla and beyond. 

In addition, the Dean will broaden the Division’s research by connecting with individuals, companies, and 
institutions in San iDiego, nationally, and internationally. By establishing and cementing long-term, synergistic 
relationships with key partners and individuals, the Dean will find opportunities to cultivate appropriate 
sponsorships and strengthen fundraising, alumni engagement, and endowment growth. 

~saaeson, ~iller 
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Qualifications and Characteristics 

The Dean will possess many, if not all, of the following qualifications and characteristics: 

A distinguished record in teaching, scholarship, and service consistent with the expectations of the rank of 

professor and tenure in the Division of Arts and Humanities 

Prior experience in academic administration 

Demonstrated commitment to advancing diversity and equity 

Success in securing internal and external programmatic support for instruction, research, service, and 
outreach, including external relations, development and fundraising 

Proven record of creating innovative and entrepreneurial programs to generate resources beyond 

traditional state/federal and grant support 

Demonstrated leadership skills, with the ability to set challenging and attainable goals, to set priorities, 

and work with and inspire others to high levels of creative performance 

Proven experience and commitment to interdisciplina~ collaboration that enhances institutional and unit 

priorities 

Commitment to high-quality and innovative research and teaching at the undergraduate and graduate 

levels, faculty governance, student success, interdisciplinary programs, outreach, and extended education 

Administrative ability, including budget and financial management processes, public relations and 

development, strategic planning, policy formation, and personnel management 

Demonstrated competence in and dedication to recruitment, retention and success of highly talented 

faculty and students from diverse backgrounds 

Demonstrated ability to bring groups together and establish effective and meaningful partnerships 

Strong communication and interpersonal skills 

The highest degree of personal integrity 

Energy, enthusiasm, and a sense of humor. 

Location 

The position will be located in La Jolla, California, just to the north of the City of San Diego. La Jolla is known 

for its rolling hills, high sandy cliffs, and miles of Pacific shoreline. Founded as a small, quiet village, well 

isolated from the bustle of downtown San Diego, today La Jolla boasts a vibrant economy and, thanks in large 

part to the presence of UC San Diego, serves as an intellectual and cultural hub for Southern California. 

San Diego is the eighth-largest city in the United States and second-largest city in California. With a population of 
1.338 million, the city is an ethnically diverse area with a near-perfect climate and easy access to beaches, 
mountains, and deserts. San Diego is also a vibrant cultural center, with world-class museums, theater, and nmsic 
imbued with the traditions of the many cultures that coexist within the city limits, with immediate access to the 
border with Mexico. 
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Nominations, Applications, and Inquiries 

UC San Diego is committed to cultural diversiW and it is expected that the successful candidate will further this 
commitment. The University is an affirmative action/equal opportunity employer. Nominations, applications, and 

inquiries are currently being accepted for the position. Review of candidates will continue until the position is 
filled. Candidates must submit a cover letter, curriculum vitae, diversity statement, and list of references. 

Nominators should send a letter of nomination that includes the mailing address, e-mail address and phone 

number of the nominee. All correspondence should be directed to Isaacson, Miller. E-mail correspondence is 

strongly encouraged. 

David Bellshaw, Regan Gough, Cati Mitchell, and Heather VickeB~ 

Isaacson, iMiller 

1000 Sansome Street, Suite 300 

San Francisco, CA 94111, USA 
Phone: + 1.415.655.4900 
Fax: +1.415.655.4905 

Email: 4999(~imsearch.com 

~saacson, Miller 
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Appendix I 

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 

SENIOR MANAGEMENT COMPENSATION & BENEFITS 

1111Franklin Street, 7tl~ Floor 

Oakland, California 94607-5200 

(510) 987-0299/0306 

Fax: (510) 587-6252 

POSITION DESCRIPTION 

I. Name: 2. Date: 

3. Title: Dean of the Division of Arts and Humanities 4. % Time: 100% 

5. Department: Division of Arts and Humanities 6. Location: General Campus 

7. Campus Address: Campus Phone: 

Division of Arts and Humanities 
University of California, San Diego 
9500 Gilman Drive Dept 0406 

La Jolla, CA 92093-0406 

8. To Whom Do You Report: 

Name: Suresh Subramani 

Title: Executive Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs 

9. Responsibilities: 

The dean, reporting directly to the Executive Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs, is the academic and 
administrative leader of the .D-~..x’..i...sj...~-n..-..~-f......t....h-e.-...A...g..s.‘.-~..d..-..H-.u...~1~..n.j.~.¢.~.~. comprised of six large academic 
departments -History, Literature, iMusic, Philosophy~ Theatre & Dance, and Visual Arts - each with a fi~ll 
range of undergraduate and graduate programs, and performance facilities. In addition to instructional 
programs offered at the department level, the division administers several centrally managed undergraduate 
and graduate programs - Chinese Studies, Classical Studies, Environmental Studies, German Studies, 
Japanese Studies, Judaic Studies, Italian Studies, Middle East Studies, Program for the Study of Religion, 
Russian and Soviet Studies, Science Studies, Basic Writing Program, Chicano/a and Latino/a Arts and 
Humanities minor, African American Studies minor, Film Studies minor, Language Program, and Third 
World Studies. Other units at UC San Diego involving Arts and Humanities faculty and oversight of the 
dean include: Center for the Humanities, Mandeville Center, the University Art Gallery, the Arthur C. 
Clarke Center for Human Imagination and affiliated external entities including the La Jolla Playhouse and 
the La Jolla Symphony and Chorus. 
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The dean is responsible for leadership of the Division in the areas of: teaching; research; public service; 
academic planning; development and management of resources; articulation of the goals and programs of 
the Division with alumni, the profession, industry, and government at the local, state, national, and 
international levels. The dean sets divisional goals; develops long-range plans; promotes high academic 
standards in instruction and research; promotes the needs of an outstanding diverse faculty and student body; 
provides leadership assistance to departments in resource and space needs, academic recruitments and 
advancement of faculty; works with the campus administration, Academic Senate, and other academic units 
in the maintenance, innovation, development, and implementation of needed programs; and represents the 
division in various forums at the local, state, national, and international levels. The dean is also responsible 
for ensuring achievement of diversity among its faculty, staff, and students. 

10. Scope: 

a) Describe the amount and complexity of assignments for which you are responsible. 

Instrumental in the review and approval process for establishment of new departments, graduate and 
undergraduate programs or degrees and curricular changes within the division. 

Sets and promotes high academic standards and agendas in instruction and research. 

Anthorizes the initiation of faculty recruitment, including negotiations. Approves faculty start-up packages. 
Reviews and/or has final authority for the division permanent and temporary faculty and other academic 
series appointment files, merits, sabbaticals, leaves of absence, promotions and retentions. Serves as the 
division’s academic affirmative action officer for all academic affirmative action compliance documents. 

Serves as an advocate and champion to the larger campus community, including in efforts to promote the 
goals of equity and inclusion in an outstanding, diverse faculty, staff, and student body, and to promote the 
UC San Diego Principles of Community. 

Responsible for promoting an environment in which the highest standards of ethical conduct are understood 
to be a pmnary responsibility of all members of the Division. 

Responsible for enhancing the profile, visibility and prestige of the Division. 

Promotes morale and sense of collective purpose for the Division. 

Directs the financial performance of the Division. Responsible for developing and presenting the Division’s 
budgetary and space proposals and for the allocation of financial and space resources among the units 
~vithin the Division. 

Cultivates local and national artistic and industrial affiliation and support. Co-supervises iDevelopment 

Officer assigned to the division and works closely with the Development Office to cultivate major gifts in 

support of the division’s teaching, research and public service programs. 

Provides leadership for UC San Diego’s participation in competitions for large-scale, collaborative 
interdisciplina~ research opportunities. 

Initiates proposals and represents the division to extramural agencies for institutional support grants. 
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Reviews and approves acquisition of infrastructure support for computing and communications. 

Responsible for short- and long-range planning of minor and major capital improvement projects for the 
division. Approves requests for renovations and alterations in division’s space. Serves on Building 
Advisor Committees of all Arts and Humanities capital projects, usually as chair. 

Represents the division on various General Campus committees including the Program Review Committee 
and its subcommittees. 

Serves on other campus wide and University wide committees as designated. Represents the division at 
local, state, national, and international levels. 

iResponsible for the functioning of the division office. Supervises the 

general direction to the staff. 

b) Skills and/or experience necessary to perform this position. 

responsibilities of and provides 

A distinguished record of teaching, research, and professional service appropriate for a tenured Full 
Professor appointment at UC San Diego. 
Outstanding scholarly or creative credentials and broadly recognized national stature. 

A commitment to academic excellence and a vision for the future of the division of Arts and iHumanities. 

Capability to stimulate new directions, to promote existing resources to the best advantage, and to build for 
the future. 

An appreciation of the dual research and educational missions of a major research university. 

Ability to set clear goals and to build a coherent entrepreneurial organizational culture for both scholars and 
staff. 

Demonstrated leadership and administrative skills. 

Ability to engage the division openly and cooperatively. 

Demonstrated skill in fundraising. 

A record of achievement in working with a diverse academic community. 

A commitment to enhance the diversity of the Division’s faculty, staff and students and to promote equity 
and inclusion at all levels. 

Capable of effective action in representing the Division of Arts and Humanities at UC San Diego and at the 

regional, state, national, and international levels. 

Knowledge of and experience with undergraduate and graduate education, academic personnel, and 
research. 

Ability to interact effectively with faculty, staff, undergraduate and graduate students, and other 
administrators. 

~saacson, Miller 
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Comprehensive knowledge of the policies, procedures, and governance of UC 
University of California. 

Ability to direct and supervise staff. 

San Diego and the 

11. Budget: Operating: 38.6M. Capital: 0 

Total expenditures including extranmral and gift funding: $43.6M 

12. FTE: 

Describe by classification or occupational grouping the total number of full-time equivalent 
Employees under your supetazision or jurisdiction. 

Total FTE Managed: 424 (LRF Faculty: 174; other academic: 151; staff: 99) 

a) Total SMG Managed 

Title(s): 

b) Total MPS Managed: 1 
Title(s): 

Assistant Dean 

Grade(s): 

Grade(s): 

Isaacson, Miller 
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Appendix II 

Division of Arts and Humanities Departments 

History 

40 faculty 
Emphasize the traditional humanistic skills of critical reading, good writing, and analysis of 
historical texts, and allow majors to take a broad range of courses across regional and temporal 
boundaries. 

Literature 

46 faculty 

A department of world literatures and cultures within a single unit committed to the multilingual 
historical study of the connections and conflicts between cultures and society. 

Offer ten undergraduate majors, including Literatures in English, French, German, Italian, 

Russian, Spanish, Literatures of the World, Writing, Cultural Studies, and the composite major in 

two literatures. 

26 faculty 
The department’s overlapping concerns -composition, improvisation, performance, scholarship, 
and technology - reveal a terrain rich in tradition but constantly expanding - sometimes shattered, 
then thoughtfully reinvented. 

Philosophy 
21 faculty 
Faculty have a broad range of research interests, with special concentrations in the philosophy of 
science, ethics and political philosophy, history of philosophy, and epistemology and 
metaphysics. 
Strongly committed to interdisciplinary work in philosophy with close ties to many other 
depamnents and programs on campus including History, Classical Studies, Psychology, Political 
Science, and the Division of Biological Sciences. 

Theatre & Dance 
42 faculty 
Faculty feature artists and scholars with national and international profiles whose research and 
professional work is integral to their ~vork as teachers. 
Scholars in the department are in the forefront of their respective fields and the work of faculty 
artists is seen regularly in New York, at major American regional theatres, in iEurope and 
elsewhere around the world. 

Visual Arts’ 

23 faculty 

One of the country’s leading centers for research in contemporary art practice, history and theory 
and one of the few institutions in the country that combines its MFA and Ph.D. programs in a 

single scholarly and artistic community. 

Ongoing interest in urban, ecological, and territorial transformations and their critical relationship 

to arts and culture, often in the context of its engagement with Latin America along a 
transcontinental axis to the south and East Asia along a trans-Pacific axis to the west and other 

projects such at Calit2 and SME initiatives. 

Isaacson, Miller 
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Division of Arts and Humanities Centers 

CenterJbr the Humanities 
The Center for the Humanities was established in 1996 to promote research and other activities in 
humanistic lines of inquiry at UCSD. Its current goal is to promote interdisciplinary research on 
issues surrounding human experience and knowledge and to facilitate collaborations that inquire 
into issues that have, continue to, and now confront our diverse societies. The activities of the 
Center range from collaborative research groups to public events. It also offers tools and 
assistance to faculty and graduate students to advance their research goals. 

Arthur C. Clarke Center for Human Imagination 
The Clarke Center bridges perspectives from the sciences, arts, humanities, engineering and 
medicine to provide a new theoretical framework for exploring the basis of imagination. Through 
a global network of scientific and cultural partners we transfer discoveries from the University to 
the world beyond. 

University Art Gallery 
The U r~iversky Art Gallery, fbunded in 1966, has had a k~ng-standing co:mmim~er~* to new and 
diverse fom~s of artistic practice, hosting some of the earliest exhibitio~:~s of performtmce and 
insta.lla~ion art on the ~,est coast~ k is deeply tied to the history of" a~istic im~ovation in Southern 
California and the border c~lture of the US and Mexico. 

"I’lae Galle~) maintains a~ ongoing commitment to mno~ative forms of pt~blic programming, 
exhibition, and public im:ervention. The Ga~le~7 aims to activate new ~Selds of knowledge 
pmductk~n, new mae~ial, discursive, and critical possibilities -- alternative %rms of organiza~k~n, 
exchange, collection, and presentation that can be i:nco~orated into new understm~dmgs of artistic 
endea:vor, woNmg with the conditions and i nterm~ationst~ips of puN ics, space~ discourse, and 
pedagogy, it enhances the dialogt~e arotmd di~ersity within comemporary cu~tura~ practice and 
supports fcllo~x,s and students m ~heir academic and prof~ssk}nal developmem as ctxraors, critics, 
w~qters and scholars. 

Isaacson, Miller 
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Appendix III 

UC San Diego Programs and Schools 

The Division of Biological Sciences comprises four sections: Cell & Developmental Biology; Ecology, Behavior, 

and Evolution; Molecular Biology; and Neurobiology. Undergraduate majors include Bioinformatics, 
Biochemistry & Cell Biology, Ecology Behavior & Evolution, General Biology, Human Biology, Microbiology, 

Molecular Biology, and Physiology & Neurosciences. The division’s researchers are making breakthroughs that 
hold promise for solving some of the most perplexing and urgent issues of our time, from curing cancer and 
diabetes to removing toxic waste from the environment, from protecting the world’s food supply to exploring the 

diseases of aging and the brain, from creating sustainable biofuels to maintaining the planet’s biodiversity. The 
division is poised to play an even greater role in defining global research initiatives through large-scale 

interdisciplinary collaborations with our colleagues in other schools and divisions at UC San Diego as well as 

other local research institutions, including the Salk Institute of Biological Studies, with which the division has a 

joint graduate program, the Burnham Institute for Medical Research, and The Scripps Research Institute. 

The Division of Social Sciences comprises the iDepartments of Anthropology, Cognitive Science, 

Communication, Economics, Education Studies, Ethnic Studies, Linguistics, Political Science, Psychology, and 
Sociology. Its many interdisciplinary degree programs include Critical Gender Studies, Human Development, 

International Studies, Latin American Studies, and Urban Studies and Planning. Also offered, in tandem with 
other departments and schools, are programs in African Studies, Global California Studies, Cognitive Science, 

Health Care and Social Issues, International iMigration Studies, Language and Communicative Disorders, Law 
and Society, Middle East Studies. An engine of interdisciplinary scholarship, the division hosts numerous centers 

and projects. These range from regional and cultural investigations such as the African and African-American 

Research Center, the Center for Iberian and Latin American Studies, the Institute for International, Comparative, 
and Area Studies, and the Center for US-Mexican Studies, to projects in political economy and law such as the 

American Politics and Institutions Project, the Center on Global Justice, the Center for Urban Economics, the 

Center for African Political Economy, the Center for Comparative Immigration Studies, the Institute for Applied 
Economics, and the Center for Environmental Economics. Also under the aegis of the Division are numerous 

groundbreaking collaborations in social, psychological, and neuropsychological fields such as the Center for the 

Study of Gender in the Professions; the Center for Human Development; the Center for Research on Education 
Equity, Assessment and Teaching Excellence; the Center for Research in Language; the Institute for Neural 
Computation; the Kavli Institute for Brain and Mind; the Laboratory of Comparative Human Cognition; and the 

Project in Cognitive and Neural Development. 

The Division of Physical Sciences comprises the Departments of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Physics, and 

Mathematics. Undergraduate programs include these fields as well as Environmental Systems and the CalTeach 

Science and Math teacher education program. Doctoral studies can likewise be pursued in the departmental fields, 

and also in innovative programs in Computational Science, Mathematics, and Engineering; Mathematics and 
Science Education, and Materials Science. Because the physical sciences are fundamental to all disciplines, 

including engineering, medicine and biology, the division contributes to the education of most undergraduate 

students at UC San Diego. The Environmental Systems program allows students to combine a strong scientific 
background with an understanding of social issues and policy. And the division is helping to meet California’s 

need for qualified science teachers through the California Teach Science and Math Initiative. Researchers address 

climate change, fabricate nanoparticles to image tumors and deliver d~gs, probe the fundamental nature of 
matter, trace the evolution of the universe, hunt for elusive subatomic particles, design detection systems for 

toxins and explosives--to name only some of the faculty’s achievements. 

The Jacobs School of Engineering is comprised of six academic departments - Bioengineering, Computer 

Science & Engineering, Electrical & Computer Engineering, Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering, Structural 
Engineering, and NanoEngineering - each with a full range of undergraduate and graduate programs and research 

~saacson, 
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facilities and all ranked in the top 20 nationally. The Department of Bioengineering ranks 1 st in the nation for 

biomedical engineering, according to the 2010 National Research Council ~RC) rankings, and the Jacobs School 

of Engineering ranks 12th internationally, according to the 2012 Academic Rankings of World {~iversities 
conducted by Shanghai Jiao Tong University in China. With an annual operating budget of $72 million, and 

research awards of approximately $163 million in Fiscal Year 2012, the Jacobs School is expanding its areas of 
innovation and discover, making significant advances on the educational front, and developing new community 

partnerships. This is an exciting time of growth and development for the Jacobs School, and the Dean will play a 

crucial role in leading this effort. 

The School of Medicine (Health Sciences), besides its highly regarded MD program, offers doctoral and MD- 
PhD programs and training in multiple areas of Medical Science including Bioengineering, Biomedical Sciences, 

Molecular Pathology, and Neurosciences. Joint doctoral study can also be pursued in Clinical Psychology, Public 

Health, and Engineering. But the school’s programs range still wider, with Master’s programs in iLeadership of 
Health Organizations, Health Law, and Clinical Research. The School of Medicine includes highly regarded 

research programs in basic biomedical science and neuroscience, genetics, cardiovascular diseases, cancer, 

epidemiology, Alzheimer’s Disease, neuropsychiatw, and HIV Disease, with specialized research centers such as 
the Clinical Translational Research Center, the Rebecca & John Moores UC San Diego Cancer Center, the 

Institute of Genomic Medicine, the Institute for Molecular Medicine, the Stein institute for Research on Aging, 

and the AIDS Research Institute, all of which offer postdoctoral training. The School operates the UC San Diego 

Health Center, ranked the best adult hospital in the San Diego area and nationally renowned as a teaching 
hospital. 

The Scripps Institution of Oceanography is one of the oldest, largest, and most important centers for ocean and 
earth science research, education, and public service in the world. Research at Scripps Institution of 

Oceanography encompasses physical, chemical, biological, geological, and geophysical studies of the oceans and 

earth. Courses of study include PhD programs in Oceanography, Marine Biology, and Earth Sciences, an 
undergraduate degree in earth sciences, and a Marine Science minor. The brand-new NSF-funded Integrative 

Graduate Education and Research Training (IGERT) award supports graduate training in Global Change, Marine 

Ecosystems, and Society. The project combines the world-class climate research program at Scripps Institution of 

Oceanography with the economic, legal, business, policy, and historical perspectives represented by the diverse 

UC San Diego departments (Economics, Histo~T, Anthropology, Sociology), the Rady School of iManagement, 
the Graduate School of International Relations and Pacific Studies, UC San Diego Sustainability Solutions 

Institute and Climate Institute, the management-based research of NOAA’s Southwest Fisheries Science Center, 
and the non-profit Enviro~maental Law Institute. 

The School of International Relations and Pacific Studies (IRPS) offers the following degree programs: 
Master of Pacific International Affairs (MPIA), Master of Advanced Studies in International Affairs (MAS-IA), 
Bachelor of Arts in International Studies/Master of International Affairs (BAIS/MIA); a PhD in Political Science 
and International Affairs (PhD)~ and non-matriculating coursework in Executive Education through the Global 
Leadership Institute. While curricula cover many regions of the world, they reflect an engagement with the Pacific 
Rim consistent with UC San Diego’s location. The unique BAIS/MIA program provides a core curriculum in 
Globalization, Quantitative Methods, Policy-Making Processes, International Politics and Security, Economics, 
Accounting & Finance, and Language,Regional Specializations in China, Japan, iKorea, Latin America 
(Spanish/Portuguese), and Southeast Asia (multiple regional languages). A regional/language focus is also 
required for the PhD in Political Science and International Affairs, offered jointly with the Department of Political 
Science. Since its founding, IRiPS has trained more than 1,900 global students who now hold positions of 
leadership in business, government, and nonprofits throughout the world. 

The Rady School of Management’s MBA program is offered both full-time and, for working executives, part- 

time/lower residency (FlexMBA). The program is built around a core curriculum that includes Accounting; 
Finance; Leadership, Values and Teana Management; Managerial Economics; Marketing; Operations; Information 
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Systems and iData Analysis; Organizational Strategy, (Business) Strategy; and Quantitative Analysis. Also part of 
the core is the School’s innovative Lab to Market (L2M) coursework, which addresses the process by which 
technological innovations are concept-proved, developed, manufactured, and sold. The academically oriented 
PhD program in Management builds on a foundation of coursework in mathematics and the social sciences to 
allow students to address research questions in a wide range of management issues. The school also offers 
undergraduate course sequences and minors in Business and Accounting. 

The Skaggs School of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences centers on the four-year Doctor of Pharmacy 

program, which includes coursework in anatomy, pharmaceutical chemist~~, pharmaceutics, bioinformatics, cell 

biology and biochemistw, organ physiology, pharmacology, neurosciences and endocrinology, reproduction and 

metabolism. Supplementary courses specific to the needs of pharnmcy students, such as additional coursework in 
pharmacology, drug study design, and pharmacy practice are also offered. In the third year, students address 

microbiology, pathology, histology, laboratow medicine, pharmacology and biopharmaceutics. Portions of these 

courses are taken with medical students. In the fourth year, students pursue clinical clerkships where they learn to 

apply the skills and knowledge obtained in the curriculum in a variety of clinical settings. Many of these clerkship 
experiences take place at UC San Diego-affiliated medical centers, such as UC San Diego Medical Center - 

Hillcrest, UC San Diego Medical Center - La Jolla, The Veteran’s Administration Medical Center in La Jolla, and 

San Diego Children’s Hospital and Medical Center. The common required and elective coursework and clerkships 
in which medical and pharmacy students work closely together are intended to foster the cooperation between the 

professions. Feeding into the PharmD program is the seven-year B.S. Chemistry/Doctor of Pharmacy Program, 

drawing students who demonstrate outstanding academic performance and strong potential for leadership. The 

Doctor of Pharmacy / Ph.D. Program prepares students for positions in academia, government, and the 
pharmaceutical indust~~ that require experience in the conduct of original investigation related to the 

pharmaceutical sciences. Students who complete this program are uniquely suited to perform basic and clinical 

research and to translate the results of the research to clinical practice. The program is a joint venture between the 

SSPPS and selected graduate programs on the UC San iDiego campus. 

The Undergraduate College System 

Undergraduates at UC San Diego join one of six colleges, irrespective of major: Thurgood Marshall, John Muir, 
Roger Revelle, Eleanor Roosevelt, Sixth, and Earl Warren. Each college has a distinctive culture and academic 
focus, with required core general education courses and an intensive writing requirement of at least one year. 
Marshall is oriented toward civic engagement and social responsibility. ~luir stresses the spirit of individual 
choice and responsibility within the framework of a strong, supportive community and promotes involvement in 
environmental preservation and sustainability. Revelle focuses on the development of critical thinking both in the 
humanities and in science and mathematics, with a strong emphasis on writing. Roosevelt is oriented toward 
cross-disciplina~ global studies and international awareness. Sixth, the newest college, is dedicated to helping 
students acquire the interpersonal skills, self-knowledge, technical know-how, and cultural awareness needed to 
engage creatively and ethically with the complex issues facing the world, centered on the Culture, Art, and 
Technology course sequence. Warren is committed to helping its students gain the intellectual, social, and 
decision-making skills necessary to assume responsible global citizenship. To this end, Warren sponsors the Law 
and Society Minor and the Health-Care Social Issues Minor. 

[saacson, Miller 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bobbi Owen <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 11:07 AM 

Watts, Eric King <ekwatts@email.unc.edu> 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

nomination 

Earlier today I was at the nominations committee meeting and heard your 

name mentioned as a posstbili~z for running for election on the FacultT 
Athletics Committee Perhaps you are not interested, but I said I would 
reach out to you to be sure. It does meet monthly and has "homework." 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
Michael R. Mc Vaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 



Itinerary for 

Candidate for Director of Communications 
College of Arts and Sciences 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 

8:30 AM Meet Tammy McHale in the Carolina Inn lobby to walk to South Building 

9:00 AM -- 9:20 AM 

9:20 AM -- 10:20 AM 

Search Committee 
Jonathan Hartlyn, Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and Global Programs 

Del Helton, Director of Donor Relations, The Arts and Sciences Foundation 
Mike McFarland, Director, University Relations 

Tammy McHale, Senior Associate Dean for Finance and Planning 

Ashley Memory, Assistant Director, Admissions 

Eunice Sahle, Chair, African, African American and Diaspora Studies 

205 South Building 

Search Committee 
205 South Building 

11:00 AM -- 12:00 PM 

12:15 PM -- 1:45 PM 

Dean 
Karen Gil, Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 

Lunch with Arts & Sciences Communications Team 

Alexis Cline, Executive Assistant to the Dean 

Kim Spurr, Assistant Director of Communications 

Top of the Hill 

2:30 PM -- 3:30 PM Dean’s Leadership Team 

Kevin Guskiewicz, Senior Associate Dean for Natural Sciences 

Jonathan Hartlyn, Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and Global Programs 

Shontel Jung, Senior Director of Development, The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

Andy Lang, Director OASIS 

Tammy McHale, Senior Associate Dean for Finance and Planning 

Dee Reid, Director of Communications 

Terry Rhodes, Senior Associate Dean for Fine Arts and Humanities 

205 South Building 



3:30 PM -- 4:15 Campus Communicators 

Patty Courtright, Director of Internal Communications, Editor of The University Gazette 

Karen Moon, Director of News Services, University Development 

David Pesci, Director of Communications, School of Public Health 

Scott Ragland, Communications Director, Central Development 

Katie Bowler Young, Director of Global Relations, UNC Global 

105 South Building 

4:30 PM -- 5:00 PM Search Committee 
205 South Building 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bettin, Jade R <betlin@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 11:09 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

RE: nominNJon 

Bobbi, 
Yes, I just emailed Joseph Ferrell back this morning to say that I would be willing to be nominated I had asked him about the three year term as well. 
But yes, please pass my assent along. I would love another opportuni~z to work with Laurie! 

Thanks, 
Jade 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 2014 11:05 AM 
To: Bet;in, Jade R 
Subject: nomination 

Earlier today I was at the nominations committee meeting alrd heard your name mentioned as a possibilit5’ for the Administrative Board of the Libral~-. You would be terrific and really like 
this cormnittee - and Laurie Langbauer who is currently chairing it. 
Please say yes! If you reply to me, I will send that assent along. 
Don’t worls’ about what happens three years from now 
Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and Michael R McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art University of North Carolina at Chapel }Ill[ CB113504, 3011 Steele 
Building 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: ?}gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, March 7, 2014 2:07 PM 

To: Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Subject: Thank You 

Hello Dean Owen, 

Thank you for taking the time to speak with me today. I especially enjoyed discussing the departmeut’s needs and long-tem~ technology goals. I think this would be a 

great fit for both of us. Hope to hear from you soon! 

SinceMy, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bobbi Owen <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 4:55 PM 

Fauser, Annegret <fause@email.unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Faculty Council 

Hi Amaagret - 
I write on behalf of the nominations cormnittee where your name was 
mentioned as at1 excellent possibili~ to represent the Division of Fine 
Arts for a. three-year term. Are you willing to ran? 
Thanks for getting back to me soon - and happy spring break. 
Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 35(;,4, 3011 Steele Building 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bobbi Owen <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 4:57 PM 

Katz, Mark <mka~@email.unc.edu> 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Faculty Council nomination needed 

I write on behalf of the nominations committee to ask if you could 
identi~ anyone from the Department of music to represent the Division 
of Fine Arts for a three-year term. The spot on the ballot is for 
someone who is not tenured ~vhich means it could be someone on the tenure 
track or a fixed-term faculty member (at least 3/4 time and preferably 
full-time) 
Thanks for getting back to me soon - and happy spring break. 
Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
Michael R. Mc Vaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bobbi Owen <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 4:59 PM 

Boger, Jack <jcboger@email.unc.edu-~ 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Honora~~ Degrees Committee 

I write on behalf of the nominations con~aittee where your name was 
mentioned as an excellent possibili~ for the Committee on HonoraW 
Degrees (by me)’. There are only a few meetings each year and you would 
be terrific. Are you willing to run? 
Thanks for getting back to me soon - and happy spring break. 
Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
Michael R. Mc Vaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kalz, Mark <mkalz@email.unc.edu;> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 6:21 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Re: Faculty Council nomination needed 

Bobbi, 

I would recommend Michael Kris <n’fl,:ris@email.unc.edu>, who is a full-time lecturer 

And a happy spring break to you, too! 

Best, 

Mark 

Mark Katz, PhD. 
Professor and Chair of the Department of Music 
Adjunct Professor of Communication Studies 

Editor, Journal of the Society for American Music 

Department of Music 
Hill Hall, (313 #3320 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3320 

Tel: (919) 962-1039 
Fax: (919) 962-3376 
Email: mkatz@unc edu 
Web: ht tp ://music unc.edu/l~cstaff/katz 

On Mar 7, 2014, at 4:57 PM, Bobbi Owen wrote: 

> Mark - 
> I write on behalf of the nominations committee to ask ffyou could identify anyone from the Department of music to represent the Division of Fine Arts for a three-year term. The spot on 
the ballot is for someone who is not tenured which means it could be someone on the tenure track or a fixed-term faculty member (at least 3,’4 time and preferably full-time). 
> Thanks for getting back to me soon - and happy spring break 
> Bobbi 

> Bobbi ()wen 
> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
> Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> C[3//3504, 3011 Steele Building 
> 214 East Cameron Avenue 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
> Phone: 919 843-7773 
> FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Adamson, Judy-<jadamson@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 1 1:23 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

RE: Faculty Council 

What is involved? Sure, I suppose. Home tomorrow 
Judy 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob(~unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 07, 2014 4:55 PM 
To: Adamson, Ju@ 
Cc: Adamson, Judy 
Subject: Faculty Council 

Judy - 
I write on behalf of the nominations committee where your name was mentioned as an excellent possibility to represent the Division of Fine Arts for a. three-year term Are you willing to 

run? 
Thanks for getting back to me soon o and happy spring break. 
Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and Michael R McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Alt University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill CB# 3504, 3011 Steele 

Building 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-3504 
Phune: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boger, Jack <jcboger@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 9, 2014 5:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

RE: t tonoraxy Degrees Committee 

Dear Bobbi, 

I bet you say that to all the nominees! Your powers of persuasion ovelavhelm my good judgment -- happy to stand for the position. Thanks to you and all on the nominations committee who 
work resourcefully to keep the wheels of facult5’ govermaaent turning. Hope you steal some time for spring break yoursel£ 

Jack B. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 07, 2014 4:59 PM 
To: Boger, Jack 
Cc: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: HonoraQz Degrees Committee 

I write on behalf of the nominations committee where your name ~vas mentioned as an excellent possibility’ for the Con~mittee on HonoralT 
Degrees (by me)’. There are only a few meetings each year and you would 
be terrific. Are you willing to run? 
Thanks for getting back to me soon - and happy spring break. 
Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and iVhchael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art University of North Carolina at Chapel tlill CB# 3504, 3011 Steele 
Building 
214 Bast Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Taylor, Beverly W <btaylor@email,unc,edu~ 

Sunday, March 9, 2014 7:15 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

RE: I took you at your word 

Glad to be helpful, Bobbi. "¢,qaatever will we do without you in Undergrad Education??? 

I hope you get to enjoy a Spring Break-- 
Beverly 

From: Bobbi Owen [owenbob@uaac edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 07, 2014 1:05 PM 
To: Taylor, Beverly W 
Cc: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: I took you at your ~vord 

Beverly - 
Your name ~vill be submitted to the chancellor lbr a three-year 
appointment on the Undergraduate Admissions Advisow Committee. I am so 
grateihl that you indicated your willingness to do this and promise that 
you ~vill like it. 
Bobbi 
Happy Spring Break 

Bubbi Owen 
Seniur Associate Dean ]l~r Undergraduate Educatiun, and 
Michael R. Mc Vaugh Distinguished Prufessur uf Dramatic Art 
Universi~ of Nurth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
214 East Camerun Avenue 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Estroft; Sue E <sue estroff@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 8:30 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu>; Ferrell, Joseph S <jst~rrel@email.unc.edu>; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell 

<Anne Whisnant@unc.edu>; Turner, Katie <katie turne@unc.edu> 

I~E: HonoraQ" Degrees Comtnittee 

Bravo! 
I’ll get after Paul and Max today 

Sue E. Estroff, Ph.D. 
Professor 
Department of Social Medicine 

CB 7240, 33~ MacNider 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Phone: 9:t9-843-8076 
Fax: 919-966-7499 

sue_estroff@med.unc.edu 

From: Owen, BobN A 
Sent: Monday, March 10, 20:L4 6:28 AM 
To: Ferrell, Joseph S; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell; Turner, Katie 
l:::c: Estroff, Sue E 
Subject: Fwd: Honorary Degrees Committee 

FYI. 
I roached out m Jack because I suggested his name and am glad he his willing to run. 
Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 
Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Boger, Jack" <icboger~email.unc.edu> 

Date: March 9, 2014 5:23:56 PM EDT 

To: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbx~b(a)unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Honorary Degrees Committee 

Dear Bobbi, 

I bet you say that to all the no,ninees’. Your powers of persuasion overM~elm my good judgment -- hapw to stand tbr the position. Thanks to you and all 
on the nominations committee who work resourcefully to keep the wheels of t:aculty government turning. Hope you steal some time for spring break 
yourself. 

Jack B. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.e&t] 
Sent: Friday, March 07, 2014 4:59 PM 
To: Boger, Jack 
Cc: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: Honomu Degrees Committee 

I write on behalf of the nominations committee where your name was menlioned as an excellent possibili~" for the Committee on Honormy 
Degrees (by me)! Them are only a few meetings each year and you would 
be terrific. Am you willing to run? 
Thanks for getting back to me soon - and happy spring break. 
Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate E&tcation, and Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Prot~ssor of Dramatic Art University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 9:27 AM 

Levine, Cary S <clevine@~mc.edtr~ 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

FaculF Council 

Hi Ca~z - 
I write to ask if you ~vould be willing to lxln for a three-year term to represent the fine arts on Faculty Council. I think you have stood for election before, prior to being tenured Beth 
Grabo~vski has been serving and her term ends June 30 She can tell you about it if you want to know more. I kno~v that there are 8 total meetings/year (4 per semester) on Friday afternoons 
Iicom 3-5 
Please say yes and let me kno~v as soon as possible as the ballot is being created this week. 
Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Kris <mkri@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 10:38 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Re: Faculty Council 

Dear Bobbi, 
I’d be honored to serve. Please put me on the ballot. 

Best, 

Mike Kris 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Mar 10, 2014, at 9:23 AM. "Owen, Bobbi A" <o~venbob@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> 

>Hi- 
> I write on behalf of the nomination committee and the recommendation of Mark Katz to ask if you would be ~villing to run for a three-year term on faculty council, as a non-tenured faculty 
member in the fine arts. There are 8 meetings a year on Friday afternoon from 3-5 with only light reading in advance I expect you would find the contact with colleagues from across campus 
enlightening and hope you will say yes. 
> Please respond as soon as you might as the ballot is being put together this week. 
> Thanks in advance - 
> Bobbi 

> Bobbi ()wen 
> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 
> Michael R McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Turner, Katie-<katie turne@unc.edu~ 

Monday, March 10, 2014 11:55 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbx~b@unc.edu>; Ferrell, Joseph S <jsferrel@emml.unc.edu-~; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell <Anne Whisnant@unc.edtv~ 

RE: Honorary Degrees Committee 

OK, groat, rye marked him down as having accepted nomination. Have you had any luck with Fine Arts for Faculty Council yet? 

Kathryn Turner 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Faculty Governance 
230 E. Cameron Ave. 
Campus Box 9170 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
Phone: 962-2146 
Fax: 962-5479 

From: Owen, Bobbi A 
Sent: Monday, March 10, 2014 6:28 AM 
To: Ferrell, Joseph S; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell; Turner, Katie 

Co: Estroff, Sue E 
Subject: Fwd: Honorary Degrees Committee 

FYI. 

I reached out to Jack because I suggested his name and am glad he his willing to run. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 

Michael R. McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 

Begin forwarded message: 

Frown: "Boger, Jack" ~icboger@email.unc.edu> 

Date: March 9, 2014 5:23:56 PM EDT 

To: "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob@unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: tlonorary Degrees Committee 

Deal Bobbi, 

I bet you say that to all the nominees! Your powers of pelsuasion overa, helm tny good judgment -- hapw to stand for the position. Thanks to you and all 

on the nominations committee who work resourcefully to keep the wheels of facul~ government turning. Hope you steal some time for spring break 

yourself. 

Jack B. 

..... Origina] Message ..... 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailt~:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 07, 2014 4:59 PM 

To: Boger, Jack 

Cc: Owen, Bobbi A 

Subject: Honorary Degrees Committee 

I write on behalf of the nominations committee where your name was mentioned as an excellent possibility for the Committee on Honorary, 

Degrees (by me)! There are only a few meetings each year and you would 

be temfic. Are you willing to run? 

Thanks for getting back to me soon - and hapw spring break. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art Univelsity of North Cazolina at 

Chapel Hill CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773~919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/10/2014 6:21:29 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Paula- in late ( 

Mebane 

3/21/2014 4:00:00 AM 

3/22/2014 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reija Hirvikoski ~gmaJl.com> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 2:40 AM 

Reija Hirvikoski <reija.hirvikoski@kolumbus.fi> 

Friends aJ~d Members ofOISTAT Pertbrmance Design Wood m~d Canvas (m~d rabbit glue) conference 13 - 15 June 2014 Antwerp 

FYI. Reija 

Dear Dorita and Reija, 

I’m sure you roll already know all about this conference inspired by the problem of what to do ruth tl~e Bourla Theatre in Antwerp. I hope that it is 

relevant to the problematic encounter between historical and contemporary, theatre technologies and aesthetics and to our fascination for ruins and used 

artefacts and buildings. (Timely new exhibition at Tare Britain - entitled Ruin Lust). 

I would be grateful if you could please tbrward m your Performmace Design and Research Commission databa~s, thank you. 

Registration, presenters, drat~t ~hedule and all intbrmation ca~ be found at: http://woodandcanvas.intb.vorku.ca/ 

The Technology; Aichitecture Commissions and Theatre Timeline Working Group with be Ineeting during the 3 day event. 

An agenda a~ld minutes of the previous TTWG meeting in Brussels will be sent closer to the event. 

veD~ best wishes 

Kate B 

Kate Burnett 

Co- o~a~iser OISTAT Theatre Timeline Working Group 

Reader in Theatre Design 

Nottingham Trent Universi~ 

Burton St, Nottingham, NG1 4BU 

kate .burnett~ ntu.ac .uk 

Mobile: 

Tel: 0115 848 2832 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodman@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 11:01 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu>; I ~oyola, Jimena <loyol~r@email.unc.edu-~ 

thanks! 

I feel better now! 
Pa~la A. Goodman 
Depart mer:t Mar:ager 
Of[ice of Unde..’gradt~ate Educatior: 
919-843-9290 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

3/11/2014 3:16:26 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Accepted: Nick 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 3/11/2014 4:00:00 PM 

End: 3/11/2014 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



To: 

Badger Voice <badgervoice@uwakm’lrd.corn> 

[uesday, March 11, 2014 12:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc=edu> 

Your March issue is here! 

Badger Voice from the Wisconsin Alumni Association 

i~i B.~dger Voice from the Wi ....... in ABmniA ..... ia~ion [] 

....... What’s the 

Big Idea? 

First in Our Hearts 

Bragging Rights 

if you do net wish to receive future emails from WAA: Badger Voice, please click here to unsubscribe. 

Wisconsin Alumni Association I 650 Nolth Lake Street I Madison, WI 53706 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Microsoft Outlook [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYD~B~HF23SPDLT)/cN=REc~P~ENTS/cN=M~cR~S~FTEXCHANGE329E71Ec88AE461~BBc36AB6cE411~9E] 

3/11/2014 4:25:03 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Meeting Forward Notification: Siedentop meeting 

3/19/2014 6:00:00 PM 

3/19/2014 6:30:00 PM 

Recurrence: (none) 

Your meeting was forwarded 

Siedentop, Nicholas J has forwarded your meeting request to additional recipients. 

Siedentop meeting 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 2:00 PM-2:30 PM. 

Siedentop, Nicholas 3 

times iisted a~,,’re i~",, the fic,,iiowi~~!:.! time zo~",,e: (UTC--O5:O0} Ea~,st:e’.,r.,,’,,, Time (US & 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

3/11/2014 4:25:21 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Accepted: Siedentop meeting 

Start: 3/19/2014 6:00:00 PM 

End: 3/19/2014 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/11/2014 5:08:23 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A 

Subject: Paula- vacation 

Location: New Orleans 

Start: 4/10/2014 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/16/2014 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Required Owen, Bobbi A 

Attendees: 

I would like to take Thursday-Monday off for a trip to New Orleans. I would return to work that following Tuesday. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/11/2014 5:08:23 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Paula- vacation 

Location: New Orleans 

Start: 4/10/2014 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/16/2014 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required Owen, Bobbi A 

Attendees: 

I would like to take Thursday-Monday off for a trip to New Orleans. I would return to work that following Tuesday. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/11/2014 5:49:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso]; Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=RakelIy]; Clemens, J, 

Christopher [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Clemens] 

JCUE Classroom Discussions 

Steele 3011 

3/25/2014 5:30:00 PM 

3/25/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Derickson, Christopher P; Norwood, Roberta Anne; Clemens, J. Christopher 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RAKELLY] 

3/11/2014 5:52:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Accepted: JCUE Classroom Discussions 

Steele 3011 

Start: 3/25/2014 5:30:00 PM 

End: 3/25/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Thank you! 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amm~da Bohlin <maritimeengineering@rpainc.org > 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 2:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

SUNY M~’d me Engineering Chair Opportunity 

Dear Ns. Owen: 

i am writing to remind you of the great opportunity at the State Uni’~ersit~/ef New Yorl~ (SIJN¥) N~ritime CeHe~le as they search for P~ new IEngiaee~qng Departmeat 
C|~iv. The first review of: candidates begins on April 3, ~0J_#. An announcement of the search with a brief description of the position can be found at htt~)://rpainc.orq/postsi 
SUNYNaritimeChairAd.pdf. 

Located on the Throggs Neck Peninsula outside of New York City, SUNY Naritime is the oldest and largest maritime academy in the United States. Reporting to the Provost, 
this new Chair will receive a faculty appointment as well as oversee the Engineering Department, directing all degree programs and Coast Guard engineer license training. To 
learn more about SUNY Naritime College please visit www.sunymaritime.edu. 

If you would like to nominate a friend or colleague, please send to maritimeenqineerinq@rpainc.orq using "Nomination" in the subject line. If you want your nomination to be 
confidential, please so indicate. 
Interested candidates should submit a cover letter and resume to maritimeenqineerinq@rpainc.orq using "Chair of Engineering" in the subject line. Additional material will be 
requested as needed. Applications will be accepted until the position is filled. 
]f you are interested in learning more about this opportunity, please feel free to call me at 800-992-9277. 
i apprecia[e any assistance you rnay provide to our effort [o Find d’le very base candidates ~or this position. Please ~eei ~ree to review and share with your colleagues. 

Thank you so much, 

Arnanda O’Donneli 
Senior Recruitment Specialist 
RPA [nc. 
800-992-9277 
www.rpainc.org 

Update your preferences 

We are interested in keeping your file active so that we can acquaint you with employment opportunities that might be of interest or provide you with the ability to nominate a 
colleague. You can click on the following link to update your preferences http://www.rpainc.orq/form candidate.html 

To stop these announcements, please ciick here Unsubscribe. 

RPA Inc. 2895 South Reach Road Williamsport, PA 17701 800.992.9277 www.rpainc.org 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bobbi Owen <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 3:12 PM 

Turner, Katie <katie tume@~mc.edtp; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell ~Anne Whisnan@unc.edu>; Ferrell, Joseph S <jsferrel@email.unc.edu> 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Fine A(ts nominees smms to date 

Tenured rm~lcs for facul .ty council: 

1. Jan Chambers (Dramatic Art) agrees to seek a second temp. 

2. ??? I have asked CaD, Levine (Art) but no reply yet - he ran unsuccessfully in the past before he got tenure and Beth Grabowski (who will not seek reelection) 

recommended him. 

non-tenured of fixed terns: 

1. Michael Kris (music) 
2. Judy Admnson (Dramatic Art) 

Bohbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dea~ ~or Undergradua~e Education, and 

Michael R. HcVaugh Distinguished Professor oi Dramatic Art 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 301~ S~eeie BuildJ~g 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-35@4 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 9~9 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bobbi Owen <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 3:16 PM 

Turner, Katie <katie tume@unc.edtr~; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell ~Anne Whisnan@unc.edu>; Ferrell, Joseph S <jsferrel@email.unc.edu> 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Fine A(ts nominees smms to date 

Faculty couaacil from the fine arts: 

Tenured ranks for (Joe said two was enough): 
1. Jan Chambers (Dramatic Art) agrees to seek a second term She would 
also like to stay on the Fixed Term cormnittee 
2. ??? TEA ??? I have contacted Cary Levine (Art) but no response back 
yet He ran unsuccessfully in the past before he got tenure and Beth 

Grabowski (~vho will not seek reelection) recommended I contact him 
again. I also reached out tu Annagret Fauser at 2m@ Perrin’s 
recummendatiun and she said surry, nu. 

Nun-tenured or :fixed term: 

1. Michael Kris (music) 
2. Ju@ Adamsun (Dramatic Art) 

Mure once I hear back frum Cary - and if he says no, from sumeune else. 

Bubbi 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Assuciate Dean fur Undergraduate Education, and 
Michael R McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
University uf North Carulina at Chapel Hill 
CB�� 3504, 3011 Steele Braiding 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-3504 
Phune: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thiner, Katie <katie mrner@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 11~ 2014 3:17 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbx~b@unc.edn>; Whisnm~t, Anne Mitchell <Anne Whisna~@unc.edu>; Ferrell, Joseph S <jsferrel@email.unc.edtr~ 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edn> 

RE: Fine Arts nominees status to date 

Thanks for the update, Bobbi! 

Katie Turner 
Office of Faculty Governance 
204 Cart Building 
CB 9170 
Phone (919) 962-2146 
Fax (919) 962-5479 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob(~unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 11,2014 3:16 PM 
To: Turner, Katie; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell; Ferrell, Joseph S 
Cc: Owen, Bobbi A 
SubJect: Fine Arts nominees status to date 

Facul~" council from the fine arts: 

Tenured ranks lbr (Joe said two was enough): 
1. Jan Chambers (Dramatic Art) agrees to seek a second term. She would also like to stay on the Fixed Term committee 2. ??? TBA ?’?7 I have contacted Cary Levine @rt) but no response 
back yet. He ran unsuccessfully in the past before he got tenure and Beth Grabowski (who will not seek reelection) recommended I contact him 
again. I also reached out to Annagret Fauser at 2m~dy Perrin’s 
recommendation and she said sorry, no. 

Non-tenured or :fixed term: 

1. Michael Kris (music) 
2. Judy Adamson (Dramatic Art) 

More once I hear back from Cary - and if he says no, from someone else. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi O~ven 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art Universit’y of North Carolina at Chapel Hill CB# 3504, 3011 Steele 
Building 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 



Preparations are underway for welcoming and registering nearly 4,000 first-year and 800 transfer 

students this summer. I am writing on behalf of Dean Bobbi Owen, Senior Associate Dean for 

Undergraduate Education, to once again ask for your assistance to ensure that a sufficient number of 

seats are available for these students this fall. 

For the first time, first-year students will be registering from home after attending a two-day orientation 

session this summer. We will continue to release seats for each registration period--as we have for the 

past 6 summers--in coordination with the Registrar’s Office. This practice has worked well in providing 

equitable distribution of seats for first-year students. 

As directed by the University’s Academic Plan, the Ad Hoc Committee on Transfer Students has been 

diligently working on a comprehensive approach to supporting the academic success of our transfer 

students. Consequently, we are asking departments to allow us to set up reserve capacities not only for 

General Education courses, but for upper-level courses where appropriate. You can help strengthen 

that effort by approving the number of seats we wish to reserve for transfers. 

Please confirm with me the following (by March 26): 

On the attached table, the courses and numbers of seats for first-years and transfers we are 

requesting. If there are other courses in your department appropriate for inclusion, please let 

me know. Note that there may be courses for which seats for transfer students only are 

requested. 

The contacts for your department I have included in this email. 

YOU DO NOT NEED TO DO ANYTHING WITH THESE COURSES AND NUMBERS IN CONNECTCAROLINA. I 

will coordinate that effort with the Registrar’s Office. 

For every other course in your department that does not appear on the attached table, you will be 

responsible for setting any reserve capacities, max enrollment numbers, etc. We will take care of setting 

max enrollment numbers and releasing seats for the courses/sections on the table designated for first- 

years, as well as set a reserve capacity for transfer students for the applicable courses listed. If there are 

other courses within your department for which you wish to set reserve capacities for transfer students, 

feel free to do so. 

For courses with seats for first-year students, if a waitlist exists when registration for first-years begins 

(June 18), the waitlist function will be turned off. Turning the function off enables first-year students to 

add to the waitlists, while prohibiting students on the waitlist to roll into seats that are opened for each 

first-year registration period. Waitlists will continue to be active through the first week of the fall 

semester. 

Feel free to contact me with any questions or concerns you may have. I look forward to hearing from 

you soon. 



Preparations are underway for welcoming and registering nearly 4,000 first-year and 800 transfer 

students this summer. I am writing on behalf of Dean Bobbi Owen, Senior Associate Dean for 

Undergraduate Education, to once again ask for your assistance to ensure that a sufficient number of 

seats are available for these students this fall. 

For the first time, first-year students will be registering from home after attending a two-day orientation 

session this summer. We will continue to release seats for each registration period--as we have for the 

past 6 summers--in coordination with the Registrar’s Office. This practice has worked well in providing 

equitable distribution of seats for first-year students. 

As directed by the University’s Academic Plan, the Ad Hoc Committee on Transfer Students has been 

diligently working on a comprehensive approach to supporting the academic success of our transfer 

students. As a result, we are asking departments to allow us to set up reserve capacities not only for 

General Education courses, but for upper-level courses where appropriate. You can help strengthen 

that effort by approving the number of seats we wish to reserve for transfers, a practice that will help 

them enroll in the appropriate course sequence for their level. 

Please confirm with me the following (by March 26): 

On the attached table, the courses and numbers of seats for first-years and transfers we are 

requesting. If there are other courses in your department appropriate for inclusion, please let 

me know. Note that there may be courses for which seats for transfer students only are 

requested. 

The contacts for your department I have included in this email. 

We will take care of setting max enrollment numbers and releasing seats for the courses/sections on the 

table designated for first-years, as well as set a reserve capacity for transfer students for the applicable 

courses listed. For every other course in your department that does not appear on the attached table, 

you will be responsible for setting any reserve capacities, max enrollment numbers, etc. If there are 

other courses within your department for which you wish to set reserve capacities for transfer students, 

feel free to do so. 

For courses with seats for first-year students, if a waitlist exists when registration for first-years begins 

(June 18), the waitlist function will be turned off. Turning the function off enables first-year students to 

add to the waitlists, while prohibiting students on the waitlist to roll into seats that are opened for each 

first-year registration period. Waitlists will continue to be active through the first week of the fall 

semester. 

Feel free to contact me with any questions or concerns you may have. I look forward to hearing from 

you soon. 



ixi slo~n4:logo WORKSHOP SER~ES DESIGNED 

....... FOR FUNDAMENTAL 
ONLINE qfEACN~NG SKILLS 

i~:’~:~i Nursing Masted/Series image 

Online 
Teaching 
Skills Explored 
WEB~NAR 

Are you ~ the beg~nin(~ stages of on~h~8 teacMng - perhaps devek~p~ng your fi~;t onl~e or 

blended co~rse? Or maybe you’d ~ke Io ~mprov8 the quality of your online ceurse des~gm We 

oan he~p yo~ gain the knowledge and skills yeu need to be an effeotive engine ed~oalor, 

Re~ste~’ r~ow fo[ The New to O~)e WeM~ar for comp~mentapi ~nfon~ation about the 

Sloen-C New to Online Wo[kshop Series - workshops specifically designed for the development 

of fundaments~ online teaching skills, 

Workshops i~ t~is series iaclade: 

~ New ~o Online: The Essentials 

~ Suppod~ng New Orfi~e Learners 

. Q[~a~y Course Design Framewo[ks 

e S~rate~ ies for ~ncreash~ h~teracfion and Engagement 

Webinar: March 26, 2014 

Bes~ Regards, 

Sandra 

Sandra Coswat~ ~ Dkector ~ Sloan-.C Institute o~ Learnk~g 

The $1oan Co~sort~um 

~md~v~dua~s, ~st~tutio~s and Organization, s Committed to ~ua~ty O~e Education 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Leloudis, James L <Moudi@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 7:50 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Re: Fingers Cros~d 

Tonight was a huge success, is fabulous! 

Sent from my iPad 

> On Mar 11, 2014, at 2:53 PM. "Bobbi Owen" <owenbob@unc edu> wrote: 
> 

> Hope tonight is wondelful - with lots of good folks there. 
> Trust you are breathing[ 
> Bobbi 

> Bobbi Owelr 
> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
> Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Prot?ssor of Dramatic Art 
> Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> CB# 3504. 3011 Steele Buildii~g 
> 214 East Cameron Avenue 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
> Phone: 919 843-7773 
> VAX: 919 843-4775 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 10:23 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Automatic reply: Peer Tutoring Program 

I am away from campus and will have infrequent access to e-mail until I return to campus on Monday, March 27, 20:14. Happy Spring Break! 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Educational Content Provider <announcements@cengageleaming.com> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 10:26 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

We want to heax your opinion on college textbook publishers 

View Mobile or Online 

SHARE YOUR EXPERTISE ABOUT COLLEGE TEXTBOOKS 

A large educational publisher would like to hear your unbiased opinion on college textbooks. 
The survey is being conducted among a select group of individuals in higher education, so 
your responses are essential to the accuracy and results of this survey. 

Click on the link below to take a 8-10 minute survey on college textbooks. Your answers will 
be treated in the strictest confidence and will only be used in conjunction with those of other 
higher-education professionals. Your time and insight are greatly appreciated! 

https:i!brand.qualtrics.com/SE!?SI D=SV 31Y8pCXF5AzZn Kt 

If you would like to be removed from further communications, 

please click here 

20 Davis Drive 

Belmont, CA 94002 

Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Levine, Cao~ S <clevine@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 1:27 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

RE: Faculty Council 

Hi Bobbi, 

Thanks so much for thinking of m!! I’d be happy to run, but rll be on leave in the Spring. Will this be okay? Also, I’m swamped this current semester, but I assume the term wouktn’t start 
until next, yes? 

Cary 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Owen, Bobbi A 
Sent: Monday, March 10, 2014 9:27 AM 
To: Levine, Ca~z S 
Cc: O~ven, Bobbi A 
Subject: Faculty Council 

Hi Cary - 
I write to ask if you would be willing to run for a three-year term to represent the fine arts on Faculty Council I think you have stood for election before, prior to being tenured. Beth 
Grabowski has been serving and her term ends June 30. She can tell you about it if you want to know more I know that there are 8 total meetings/year (4 per semester) on Friday afternoons 
from 3-5. 
Please say yes and let me know as soon as possible as the ballot is being created this ~veek 
Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education Michael R McVaugh Professor of Dramatic Art 



FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

USITT <iMb usitt.org@ma]13.afl31 .mcdlv.net~ 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 1:55 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

USITT Intemationa] Reception 

Marketa Fantova~ Vice@resident for International Activities, and 
Lea ’~:be[bSwanger, Presktent,, 

to~ether with 
the Fellows of US~TT 

Cordially invite you to a reception we[comin~ our international 8uests 

Jo~n us for conversation, beverages aim hors d’oeuvres 

?ou a~e rsceMn9 tMs emall because S, es s;e ~e@ste~ed fo~ the USIW A[ll!uai Conference & Sbsge Expo, March 28- 
29, 2014 

LISITT 

3 [5 So(ith C:’otise Ave 

Suite 200 

Syracuse, NY 13210 

Add us to gour sddiess book 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Levine, Cao~ S <clevine@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 2:19 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

RE: Faculty Council 

Yep ! 
C 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Owen, Bobbi A 
Sent: Wednesday, March 12, 2014 1:56 PM 
To: Levine, Ca~z S 
Subject: Re: Faculty Council 

July 1 is the start They can appoint a sub when you are away. Ok? 
Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Mar 12, 2014, at 1:26 PM. "Levine, Ca~z S" <clevine@uaac.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Hi Bobbi, 
> 
> Thanks so much for thinking of m!! I’d be happy to run, but I’ll be on leave in the Spring. Will this be okay? Also, I’m s~vamped this current semester, but I assume the term wouldn’t start 
until next, yes? 
> 

> Cary 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> Frum: Owen, Bubbi A 
> Sent: Monday, March 10, 2014 9:27 AM 
> To: Levine, Cap)~ S 
> Cc: Owen, Bobbi A 
> Subject: Faculty Council 
> 

> Hi Cary - 
> I write to ask ifyuu wuuld be willing to run fur a three-year term to represent the fine arts on Faculty Council. I think you have stuod fur electiun befure, priur to being tenured. Beth 
Grabowski has been serving and her term ends June 30. She can tell you abuut it ifyuu want tu know more I know that there are 8 tutal meetings/year (4 per semester) un Friday afternuons 
from 3-5. 
> Please say yes and let me know as suon as pussible as the ballut is being created this week. 
> Bobbi 

> Bobbi Owen 
> Senior Assuciate Dean for Undergraduate Education ]VIachae[ R McVaugh Professor uf Dramatic Art 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 3:36 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Turner, Katie <katie turner@unc.edu>; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell <Atom Whisnan~unc.edu>; Ferrell, Joseph S 
<jsferrel@e~n~fil.unc.edu>; Ower~ Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Re: Fine A(ts nominees status to date 

CaiN Levine in art agrees to la.ln so the slate should be complete. 
Bobbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Mar 11, 2014, at 3:16 PX4, "Bobbi Owen" <owenbob@unc edu> wrote: 

> Faculty’ council from the fine arts: 
> 

> Tenured ranks for (Joe said two *w~s enough): 
> 1 Jan Chambers (Dramatic Art) agrees to seek a second term. She would also like to stay on the Fixed Term cowanittee 
> 2. ??7 TBA ??? 1 have contacted CaD" Levine (Art) but no response back yet. tie ran unsuccessfully in the past before he got tenure and Beth Orabowski (who *vill not seek reelection) 
recommended I contact him again. I also reached out to Annagret Fauser at Andy Perrin’s recommendation and she said sorp),, no. 

> N0n-tenured or fixed term: 
> 1 Michael Kris (music) 
> 2. Judy Adamson (Dramatic Art) 

> More once 1 hear back from Cap), - and if he says no, from someone else. 
> 

> Bobbi 

> Bobbi ()wen 
> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
> Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
> Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
> 214 East Cameron Avenue 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
> Phone: 919 843-7773 
> FAX: 919 843-4775 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jody L. Blake ~ody.blake@mcnayart.org> <daniela@mcnayart.ccsend.com> 

~Vednesday, March 12, 2014 7:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edtr~ 

Join Steve & Sam Gilliam and Me Tomorrow at Backstage at the McNay 

Dear Friends, 
Please join me on Thursday at 6:30 for a very special Backstage at the McNay 
gallery conversation with San Antonio’s own Steve and Sam Gilliam whose theatre 
designs are featured at the McNay this Spring. 
In over 20 years designing Fiddler on the Roof at the St Louis MUNY and on national 
tours, Steve and Sam have embraced new digital technologies. Like the fiddler 
balancing on Tevye’s roof, they have managed to bring this beloved musical into the 
21 st century without sacrificing tradition. 
A wine reception will precede the conversation at 6:00 pm in the museum’s Blackburn 
Patio. Young artists from Las Casas Behind the Scenes program will close the 
evening with Matchmaker, Matchmaker and other Fiddler songs. 
Hope to see you on Thursday, 
Jody Blake, Curator 
Tobin Collection of Theatre Arts 

Recreation of the Gilliam’s digital studio at the Mcnay 

Recreation of the Gilliam’s digital studio at the Mcnay 

Fort,yard email 

] 

this email was sent to o’~,enbob@emaiLunc.edu by jody.blake(:o~mcnayart.org 
Update Prof:ile/Ernail Address Instan~ removalwith SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy. 

NcNay Art Museum :: 6000 North New Braunfels San Antonio :: TX 78209 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodman@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 10:41 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

temp 

I am working with       to hopefully get the temp position posted today. The posting will only last 3 days, and the pay is going to be between 

hours. We have more than enough in lapsed salaries to cover this for at least 6 weeks. 

dollars an 

will keep you posted. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Futrell, Betty S <bfutrell@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 11:27 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Card 

Hi Bobbi, I love my card and I am ’HANGING IN THERE’ and thanks for your kind note. I hope to be back soon, enjoy my absence while you can. 

Take care, 

B 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bobbi Owen <owenbob@ad.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 11:29 AM 

Futrell, Betty S <bfutrell@email.unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbo~unc.edtr~ 

Re: Card 

No one is fussing at me (and it is going to my head) so please hulD~ back. 
Bobbi 
On 3/’13/2014 11:27 AM, Futrell, Betty. S wrote: 

Hi Bobbi, I love my card and I am ’HANGING IN THERE’ and thanks for your kind note. I hope to be back soon, enjoy my absence while you can. 

Take care, 

B 

Bobbi Owen 
Senio: Associate Dean for U[~dergraduate Education, and 
Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 3504, 3011 S<eele Building 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Nili, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-6557 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Futrell, Betty S <bfutrell@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 11:35 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

RE: Card 

Thanks 

Fm~: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@ad.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, March 13, 20:1.4 1:1:29 AM 

To: Futrell, Betty S; Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: Re: Card 

No one is fussing at me (and it is going to my head) so please hurry back. 

Bobbi 

On 3/:13/20:14:1:1:27 AM, Futrell, Betty S wrote: 

Hi Bobbi, I love my card and I am ’HANGING iN THERE’ and thanks for your kind note. I hope to be back soon, enjoy my absence while you can. 

Take care, 

B 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean io~ Undergraduate Education, and 

Hichael R. HcVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27699-3504 

Phone: 9~9 8~3-7773 

FAX: 919 843-6557 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Levine, Cao~ S <clevine@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 11:37 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

RE: Faculty Council 

OK, sounds good Are there many nominees? I’m just wondering what will be involved in "running." 
Thanks, 
Ca~ 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:o~venbob@ad.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, March 13, 2014 11:33 AM 
To: Levine, Cary S 
Subject: Re: Faculty Council 

Hooray. You will be contacted for bio tufa for the ballot 
Bobbi 
On 3/12/2014 2:18 PM. Levine, Ca~z S wrote: 
> Yep! 
>C 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Owen, Bobbi A 
> Sent: Wednesday, March 12, 2014 1:56 PM 
> Tu: Levine, Cary S 
> Subject: Re: Faculty Council 
> 

> July 1 is the start. They can appoint a sub when you are away. Ok? 
> Bobbi 
> 

> Sent frum my ~Phone 
> 

>> On Mar 12, 2014, at 1:26 PM. "Levine, Cary S" <clevine@unc.edu> wrute: 
>> 

>> Hi Bobbi, 
>> 

>> Thanks so much :[’or thinking ufme! I’d be happy tu run, but I’ll be un leave in the Spring. Will this be ukay? Also, I’m swamped this current semester, but I assume the term wouldn’t start 
until next, yes? 
>> 

>> Cary 
>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> Frum: Owen, Bubbi A 
>> Sent: Monday, March 10, 2014 9:27 AM 
>> To: Levine, Capf S 
>> Cc: Owen, Bobbi A 
>> Subject: Faculty Council 
>> 

>> Hi Cary - 
>> I write to ask if you would be willing to l~ln for a three-year term to represent the fine arts on Faculty Council. I think you have stood for election before, prior to being tenured. Beth 
Grabowski has been serving and her tem~ ends June 30. She can tell you about it if you want to know more. I know that there are 8 total meetings/year (4 per semester) on Friday afternoons 
from 3-5. 
>> Please say yes and let me know- as soon as possible as the ballot is being created this week. 
>> Bobbi 

>> Bobbi Owen 
>> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education Michael R. McVaugh 
>> Professor of Dramatic Art 

Bobbi O~ven 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill CB# 3504, 3011 Steele 
Building 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-6557 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Levine, Cao~ S <clevine@unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 11:41 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

RE: Faculty Council 

OK, thanks. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:o~venbob@ad.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, March 13, 2014 11:41 AM 
To: Levine, Cary S 
Subject: Re: Faculty Council 

Two from the division of fine arts are on the ballot for the tenured ranks @ou are here) and two for non-tenured ranks 
Bobbi 
On 3/13/2014 11:37 AN~ Levine, CaN- S wrote: 
> OK, sounds good. Are there many nominees? rm just wondering what ~vill be involved in "muning." 
> Thanks, 
> CaN- 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@ad.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, March 13, 2014 11:33 AM 
> To: Levme, CaiN S 
> Subject: Re: Faculty Cuunci[ 
> 

> Houray You will be cuntacted for bio into for the ballut 
> Bubbi 
> On 3/12/2014 2:18 PM, Levlne, Cary S wrute: 
>> Yept 
>> C 
>> 
>> ..... Origina[ Message ..... 
>> From: Owen, Bobbi A 
>> Sent: Wednesday, March 12, 2014 1:56 PM 
>> Tu: Levine, Cary S 
>> Subject: Re: Facul~ Cuuncil 
>> 

>> July 1 is the start. They can appoint a sub when yuu are away. Ok? 
>> Bobbi 
>> 

>> Sent frum my iPhone 
>> 

>>> On Mi~r 12, 2014, at 1:26 PM. "Levine, Cary S" <clevine@unc.edu> wrute: 

>>> Hi Bobbi, 

>>> Thanks so much for thinking ufme! I’d be happy tu run, but I’ll be un leave in the Spring. Will this be ukay? Also, I’m swamped this current semester, but I assume the term wuuldn’t 
start unti [ next, y es? 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Owen, Bobbi A 
>>> Sent: Monday, March 10, 2014 9:27 AM 
>>> To: Levine, Caty S 
>>> Cc: Owen, Bobbi A 
>>> Subject: Faculty Council 

>>> Hi Cary - 
>>> I write to ask if you would be ~villing to run for a three-year term to represent the fine arts on Faculty Council. I think you have stood for election before, prior to being tenured. Beth 
Orabowski has been sel~Ang and her term ends June 30. She can tell you about it if you want to know ruore. I know that there are 8 total rueetings/year (4 per semester) on Friday afternoons 
froru 3-5. 
>>> Please say yes and let me know as soon as possible as the ballot is being created this week. 
>>> Bobbi 

>>> Bobbi Owen 
>>> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education Michael R. McVaugh 
>>> Professor of Dramatic Alt 

> Bobbi Owen 
> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and Michael R. 
> McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art University of North 
> Carolina at Chapel Hill CB# 3504. 3011 Steele Building 
> 214 East Cameron Avenue 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
> Phone: 919 843-7773 
> FAX: 919 843-6557 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and Michael R McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Alt University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill CB# 3504, 3011 Steele 
Building 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 



Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-6557 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Collins, Anne CraJghill <mme.collins@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 12:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Automatic reply: Learning center gift--need feedback 

I will be out of the office until Monday, March 17. If you need assistance, please call 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Liudemann, Erika <uliude@email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 1:24 PM 

Schmitt, Stephanie <sschmitt@email.unc.edw~ 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

RE: HPM 718 CRAS Submissiou 

Hi Stephanie, 

Thank you for vour message. I appreciate your keeping me in the loop. I am responding to you only, without copying [ynnette, because 1 am irritated that the same 

HPM 630 course that 1 have been back and forth on w~th the Schoo~ of Public Hea~th has now come to you as HPM 718. ~t m~ounts to a Matant end run. ~f that were 

not so, why remove ~:he undergraduate grading information wh~k~ still aIlowh~g undergraduates ~:o enroll ~n the 700-~ew~ course by permission? 

Undergraduate s~:udents do not have to submit: a [ormal petition to enroll in a 700.- or 8(~:?-Ieve] course. The ~nstn.Ector’s permisskm ~s sufficient, ~f he or she judges 

[hat the student can manage the material S~nce the grading bash will foflow the student, undergraduates w~l~ receive undergraduate grades in a 700- or 800-4eve] 

course. That part of th~s arrangement ~s fine. 

However, two issues remah~. First, ~ have never received a satisfactory explanation of why a "readh~gs" course needs to be offered at two locations (the Sheps 

{::enter on IV)LK BIw~. and Br~ghtleaf Square ~n Durham) 

Second, BobM and f object to the requirement ~:hat studen~:s must travel to these two ~oca~:~ons--on l:he~r own l:~me and dime. gobbi has k~dk:ated that she will be 

g~ad to tall< w~th you about th~s, bu[ here is part of her response to me: ~%NC-Chape~ HH~ canno[ expect ~ts students to travel [o a d~fferent location for regular class 

meetings. When o]~arnpus sessions occur, trsnspor[at~on is generally provided (trave~ to events, concerts, e[c. for FYS, e[c.}. Requiring a studen[ to be 

somewhere else ~s not consistent with our m~ss~o~. That saM, pracflcum like student teacMng and medical residencies are d~fferen~ and are fuji-semester 

obligations/’ 

f’m no~: sure what the ne>:t s~:ep should be, Stephanh~, but I’d be glad to tal]~ with you once your weighed op~:~ons. 

Best, 

E r~ ka 

O~f~c~:,: 9:~9- ~,:1% 7772 

F~m= Schmi~, StephaNe 
Sent= Thursday, March ~3, 2014 ~1:28 AN 
To~ Jones, Lynne~e 
¢¢~ Lindemann, Erika 
Su~ject~ RE: HPN 718 CRAS Submission 

kynnette - 

My understanding is that an undergraduate student must petition to take a graduate level course, not just receive the permBsion of the instructor. This is not 

within my area so I am copying Erika from the Office of Undergraduate Education so she can provide guMance. Presumably, since this same course was not 

approved at the undergraduate level, an undergraduate wouM not be permitted to take the course. If you think undergraduates will want to enroll in this course, 

then it needs to be numbered in the 400-699 range. 

Thanks - 

Stephanie 

F~m~ Jones, Lynne~e 
Se~t~ Thursday, March 13, 2014 8:00 AN 
Te~ Schmi~, S~phanie 
Subject= RE: HPN 718 CRAS Submission 
H~ Stephanie: 

Good mornh~g! 

The course should be 3 credit hours. Can you make that change. 

We hsw~ removed anv wording concerning grading [or undergraduates. ~s it correct, [:hat undergrsdual:es can enroll w~[:h instructor perm~ss~ot~? 

Lynnette Jones 

Student Services Manager 

UNC GiHh~gs Schoo~ of G~oba~ Public Hea~th 

Hea~th Policy and Management 

~.~.98 Rosenau Hall, CB 7411 

Chapel EH~]~ NC 27599.-74~.1 

Phone: (9~9) 966- 7~9~ 

Fax: (919) 84g-4980 

Ema~: Ijonesg@email.unc.edu 

~m~ Schmi~, Stephanie 
$eBt: Wednesday, March ~2, 20~4 ~:~0 PN 
Te: ~ones, Lynne~e 
$~ject: HPN 7~8 CRAS Submission 
Lynnette - 

The submission for HPM 718 has several issues. Also the deadline for fall courses was in January, so I am not sure we will be able to accommodate this request for 

fall. 

I can correct the formatting issues with the CRAS submission. However, the syllabus references undergraduate students and grades; they will not be able to enroll 

in this course at the 700-level. 

Also, the course was submitted as variable credit but the syllabus does not appear to differentiate. If I missed this, I’m sorry and please just point me to where it 

explains the differences in workload for different credit hour registrations. 



Thanks - 

Stephanie 

Stephanie Schmitt ¯ Associate Dean for Academics 

The Graduate School ¯ The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

200 Bynum Hall, CB# 40110, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-40:10 

(919) 962-6306 ¯ sschmitt~emaikunc.edu 

Visit us: ~[_a___d___s__c___h__o___o__!:__u___n___c_:__e__d___u_. 



FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marquis Who’s Who <MarquisWhosWho@e.marquiswhoswho.com> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 4:00 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Commemorate your achievement with a Certificate of Recognition 

Click here if you are unable to view the imaqes in this email. 

Marquis Who’s Who 

Celebrate Your Successwith a Marqtds Who’s Who Certifi~ate of Recognition 

Dear Bobbi Owen, 

Your inclusion in a Marquis Who’s Who publication distinguishes you as one of the 

leading achievers in your field. 

Celebrate this achievement with a personalized Certificate of Recoqnition, featuring the 

official Marquis Who’s Who seal and suitable for framing. To order this commemorative 

keepsake now, simply click here. 

Congratulations on your achievements and best wishes for your continued success, 

Sincerely, 

Fred Marks 

Editor-in-Chief 

FOR PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS 
OR TO ORDER, CLICK HERE. 

marqu[sjnfo@marqu~swhoswho.com .)(~ -:{: 73 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 11:37 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Summer Internship 

Hi Bobbi’. 

I hope that you’re eRioying a relaxing break I’ve been using the time to look at options for summer internships, particularly the few that you suggested, and I ~vas hoping that I could ask for 
a favor. 

After looking through different options, I’ve decided to apply to the costuming internship with the It’s one of the best programs I’ve researched and 
I am veW glad that you reconmaended it. On that note, I was hoping that I could list you as a reference for my @plication. I have enjoyed working with you so much and know that you 

would prove an honest and valuable source for the heads of the program. 

Thank you so much[ I hope to hear back from you soon 

Best, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

eCampus News <ecampus.news@ecampusnews.com> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 10:09 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Powering fl~e Digital Campus 

.~.i Special Reports 

Read this special report and learn how to: 

Design a Blended Learning Environment 
Engage Digital Natives on Their Home Turf 
Connect Students to Campus Life 
Build Tomorrow’s Digital Campus 

Read More 

Upon entering college, many students expect to have the same kind of instant access to 
information using a smart phone, tablet or other mobile device that they grew up with. 
Colleges and university officials know they must respond to the demand of these "digital 
natives" if they want to attract and retain them. Read this special report and learn how 
several universities are meeting this challenge, increasing enrollment and utilizing 
mobile devices. 

Continue reading for first-hand experiences and learn: 

How Southern Illinois increased enrollment by 13% and saved freshman an 
average of $270 on textbooks with its Mobile Dawg initiative. 
How Maryville University has deepened engagement with prospective students 
through its mobile campus app. 
How Quinnipiac and Tulane Universities have transformed mobile devices into 
student ID cards, streamlining campus transactions. 

Read More 

eCampus News, 7920 Norfolk Ave Suite 900 Bethesda, MD 20814 

Phone: 301-913-01!5 . Fax: 301-9!3-01!9 

www.eCampusNews.com 

custserv@eCampuslNews.com 

Contents Copyright 2014 eCampus News. All rights reserved. 

You are receiving this eMail newsletter at owenbob@unc.edu as part of a free information service from eCampus News. To 

unsubscribe please click here. 



Proposed Class Schedule Change for Spring 2015 

Carolina’s Academic Plan calls for us to work as an integrated university to 
challenge and inspire students through transformative academic experiences and 

through rigorous interdisciplinary study and practice. Our current class schedule, 
however, often works against this goal, causing our students to cover unmanageable 

distances in short periods of time between classes and even to give up hopes of 

enrolling in courses in disciplines whose classrooms they cannot reach. 

Long distances and short between-class times are not our only challenge. Careful 
study of our classroom utilization patterns reveal additional impediments to 

teaching and learning: 

Classes scheduled at non-standard times, which blocks access to classrooms 
and makes scheduling difficult for students 

Unbalanced distribution of classes throughout the day, which limits students’ 

ability to find class offerings that do not conflict 

Room assignments with enrollments mismatched to room capacities. 

In addition, we are not fully meeting the following clear guidelines from UNC 

General Administration on appropriate levels of classroom utilization: 

Classrooms should be occupied a minimum of 35 hours per week 

65% of the workstations should be used. 

In order to begin to address these issues, we are establishing scheduling 

requirements, described below, which will be effective for Spring 2015 for the 

College of Arts and Sciences and the schools of Journalism and Mass 
Communication, Information and Library Science, Education, and Social Work, 
which u~eo~ h ous~ G~n~al P~po~ela~s~oOm ~h~ ~qui~m~n ~ no~ appI~ 
t a ~s0s h~ld ~ n ~ ~ae h~ n g la b so~ el a s S tha ~a ~ ~ n0~n ~h~ G~n0~al P u ~ p 0S0 
ela~00m pool. Kenan-Flagler Business School, the Gillings School of Global Public 

Health, the School of Government, and the Department 0rAllied Health Sciences, 
~ho~gh n o inv olv ~ n ~h~ G~n0~al P~pos0 Class~oom p 0oi, will b e affe ct e d b y th e 

schedule changes (1) if students in those areas also take classes in the College or 

professional schools using the new schedule and (2) if they offer courses that are 
cross-listed with the College or other schools using the new schedule. We highly 

recommend thak in these cases, the scheduling requirements be followed to the 

greatest extent possible. 

Those schools to which these new requirements do not apply should attend to 
meeting the General Administration utilization standards listed above. 

For questions about these new requirements, please contact Dr. Roberta Norwood, 

Associate University Registrar. 



Standard Meeting Times 

An analysis of course meeting patterns identified five standard meeting times, as 

follows: 

50 minutes, MWF 

75 minutes, TTH 

hours, one day per week 

50 minutes, four days per week (e.g., language classes, select science classes) 

50 minutes, I day per week 

Classes with non-standard schedules, i.e., classes that do not conform with any of 

the above-listed standard meeting times, result in incomplete use of classrooms 

because they overlap multiple time slots and block full use of the rooms. Although 

the majority of courses already conform to the standard schedules listed above, we 

have significant capacity to increase classroom utilization by increasing the 
proportion of classes meeting at standard times. Although it will not be possible for 
all classes to use one of the five standard meeting times listed above, particularly in 

the professional schools, as many classes as possible should adhere to these 

standards. We also must continue to adhere to the contact hour requirements used 
to determine credit hours, found at http~registrar.unc.edu!acaclemic- 

services/policies-procedures/university-policy-memorandums/upm-29-definition- 

of-a-credit-hour!. 

In addition, to the greatest extent possible, one-day-per-week classes starting prior 

to period 7 should be paired with other once-per-week classes in order to fill that 

time slot throughout the week. For example, a S0-minute class meeting only on 
Monday could be paired with two other once-per-week classes meeting on 

Wednesday and Friday. This may be done within the department or with other 

departments. 

Time between Classes 

Limited time to change classes on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday makes it difficult 

for students to arrive on time for classes that are in buildings far from one another. 
Consequently, the time between classes on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday will be 

increased from 10 minutes to 15 minutes. (The between-class interval for 
Tuesday/Thursday classes already is 15 minutes.) The table below illustrates 
current and future meeting patterns. 



Current Class Schedule Future Class Schedule 

M/W/F Schedule (10 minutes between 
classes) 

Period i 8-8:50am 

Period2 9-9:50am 
Period 3 10-10:50am 

Period4 11-11:50am 
Period 5 12-12:50pm 

Period6 1-1:50pm 
Period 7 2-2:50pm 
Period8 3-3:50pm 

Period9 4-4:50pm 
Period 10 5-5:50pm 

M/W/F Schedule (15 minutes between 
classes) 

Period i 8-8:50am 

Period2 9:05-9:55am 
Period3 10:10-11am 

Period4 11:15-12:05pm 
Period 5 12:20-1:10pm 

Period6 1:25-2:15pm 

Period7 2:30-3:20pm 
Period8 3:35-4:25pm 

Period 9 4:40-5:30pm 
Period 10 5:45-6:35pm 

T/Th Schedule (15 mins between 

classes) 

Period 1 8-9:15am 

Period2 9:30-10:45am 
Period 3 11am-12:iSpm 
Period4 12:30-1:45pm 

Period 5 2-3:15pm 
Period 6 3:30-4:45pm 

Period 7 5-6:15pm 

Class Start Times 

T/Th Schedule (15 mins between 

classes) 

Period 1 8-9:15am 

Period2 9:30-10:45am 
Period 3 11am-12:lSpm 
Period4 12:30-1:45pm 

Period 5 2-3:15pm 
Period 6 3:30-4:45pm 

Period 7 5-6:15pm 

In order to make the most of the new schedule, to the greatest extent possible, all 
classes regardless of length should begin at the official starting times listed above, 

Any remaining classes with non-standard meeting patterns should still adhere to 

the same starting times to preserve accessibility for other classes in the rooms, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Block Gallery <RaleighArts@info.raleighnc.gov> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 11:11 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Block Gallery News 

~’-’i BlockGalleny banner 

Surface Matters Artist Talk and Demonstration Next Week 
Join artist Cir~d~, one of the artists featured in the ~.~.~ Cindy Morefield, Reser,/oir 08, 

8lock Galleq/’s Sur[ace Matters exhibition, for a 2012 

demonstration of her artistic process and discussion of her 

inspiration as it applies to the works on view. 

Ms= Morelield uses charcoal, metal leaf and different additive 

and subtractive techniques to create richly textured abstract 

imagery. She will demonstrate a rubbing process in which 

images are made using the surface of existing artworks 

revealing new patterns and forms not visible in the original 

works of art. 

Don’t miss this unique opportunity to see an artist in action! 

Wednesday, March 19 I ’1 :’15-2pro 

IB~ock Gallery 

Raleigh Municipal Building 

222 West Hargett Street 

2nd floor, outside City Council Chambers 

Attendees are welcome to bring Rmch. 

For more information, contact E~lock Gallery, Coordinator Annah Lee at 919-996=3610 or 

222 W, Hargett St,, Raleigh 

"IWilter 

Image: Cindy Morefield, Resen~oir 08, 2012 

~~ city of Raleigh ~s~ce~_ 222 W. Hargett St. Raleigh, NC 2760:[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bobbi Owen <owenbob@ad.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 11:36 AM 

~aol.com 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Ft. Worth 

Hi 
My schedule has been slow to get sorted out but 1 now know I will be in Ft. Worth from Thursday evening through Satarday (leaving in the wee hours Sunday 

morning). Judy Adamson and I roll be in the Marriott. Do you think we might meet in person over cofl~e, or lunch, or drinks? I roll certainly be in line to get signatures 

on the newest monograph (hooray for                         and have not yet made many plans for the rest of the time. Let me know what works bes~t for you. 

We can talk about plans tbr November - I look forward to seeing the vintage garmenks at the ttistorical Society with you. 

Warmly, Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dea~ ~or Undergradua~e Education, and 

Michael R. HcVaugh Distinguished Pro~essor oi Dramatic Art 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 35@4, 30il Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone:    919 843-7773 

~AX: 939 843-6557 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bobbi Owen <owenbob@ad.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 11:40 AM 

~broadwaypress.com>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Ft. Worth 

Dearest 
I now lcaow that I get to come to Ft. Worth for a couple of days and 
write to ask if there is a space in your schedule into which I would 
fit. My flight arrives early Thursday evening and Judy and I head back 
in the wee hours Sunday morning. Other than getting autographs on the 
Ann Roth monograph (hooray for that) I have no other plans. Ju@ and I 
will be in the Marriott (she arrives Wednesday) 
Cheers, Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 35(;,4, 3011 Steele Building 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-6557 



From: @aol.com 

Sent: Friday, March 14, 2014 12:03 PM 

To: Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Co: hdurbin@uci.edu 

Subject: Re: Ft. Worth 

Hi Bobbi, 
I am so happy you contacted me. I was just about to write to : again and ask for your email address. 

I would love to meet up with you at Fort Worth and I am arriving on Wednesday afternoon,      my co-author and I are both staying at the Sheraton. We are pretty booked 
up on Friday when    arrives but I also have no plans yet for Thursday or Saturday. So I would love to meet you for lunch either day. I am sure     would also love to meet 

you so I am forwarding this to her in case we can all arrange something. 

I hope you can sign your book for me too as I planned on getting one. 
Let me know which day is better. 
Looking forward to it. 

Best wishes, 
Bonnie 

Bonnie Kruger 
Costume Director/Professor of the Practice 
Washington University Performing Arts Dept. 
Campus Box 1108 
One Brookings Dr. 

St. Louis, MO 63130 
314 935 7522 Costume Shop 
314 935 8831 Academy Office 

Cell 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Bobbi Owen <owenbob@ad.unc.edu> 
To:                    ~aol.com> 
Cc: Owenbob <Owenbob@unc.edu> 
Sent: Fri, Mar 14, 2014 10:36 am 
Subject: Ft. Worth 

Hi Bonnie - 

My schedule has been slow to get sorted out but i now know I will be in 

Ft. Worth from Thursday evening through Saturday (leaving in the wee 

hours Sunday morning). Ju~y Adamson and I will be in the Marriott. Do 

you think we might meet in person over coffee, or lunch, or drinks? I 

will certainly be in line to get signatures on the newest monograph 

(hooray for ~n Roth and you and but have not yet made many plans 

for the rest of the time. Please let me know what works best for you. 

We can talk about plans for November - I look 2orward to seeing the 

vintage garments at the Historical Society with you and meeting your 

students. 

Warmly, Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate E~ucation, and 

Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 35@~, 3@11 Steele Building 

214 Eas~ Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-35@4 

Phone: 91@ 843-7773 



FF~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen. Bobbi A <owenbob(&unc edu> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 12:08 PM 

~aol.com 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu>; hdurbin@uci.edu 

Re: Ft. Worth 

Lunch Saturday sounds perfect. 
Let’s talk once we get there. 
Bobbi 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

OnMar 14,2014, at 12:03 PM, ~)aol.com" ~aol.com> wrote: 

Hi Bobbi, 
I am so happy you contacted me. I was just about to write to again and ask for your email address. 
I would love to meet up with you at Fort Worth and I am arriving on Wednesday afternoon,      my co-author and I are both staying at the Sheraton. We are 
pretty booked up on Friday when    arrives but I also have no plans yet for Thursday or Saturday. So I would love to meet you for lunch either day. I am sure 

would also love to meet you so I am forwarding this to her in case we can all arrange something. 

I hope you can sign your book for me too as I planned on getting one. 
Let me know which day is better. 
Looking forward to it. 

Best wishes, 
Bonnie 

Bonnie Kruger 
Costume Director/Professor of the Practice 
Washington University Performing Arts Dept. 
Campus Box 1108 
One Brookings Dr. 

St. Louis, MO 63130 
314 935 7522 Costume Shop 
314 935 8831 Academy Office 

Cell 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Bobbi Owen <owenbob@ad.unc.edu> 
To:                   (~,,a ol .co m > 
Cc: Owenbob <Owenbob@unc.edu> 
Sent: Fri, Mar 14, 2014 10:38 am 
Subject: Ft. Worth 

Hi Bonnie - 

My schedule has been slow to get sorted out but I now know I will be in 

Ft. Worth from Thursday evening through Saturday (leaving in the wee 

hours Sinday morning). Judy Adamson and I will be Jn the Marriott. Do 

you think we might meet in person over coffee, or ]linch, or drinks? i 

will certaJniy be in line to get signatires on the newest monograph 

(hooray for ANn Roth and you and but have not yet made many plans 

for the rest of the time. Please let me know what works best for you. 

We can talk aboit plans for November - I look forward to seeing the 

vintage garments at the Historical Society with you and meeting your 

students. 

Warmly, Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 

Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

University o~ North Carolina at Cha~e± Hill 

CB# 35@4, 3@11 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-35@4 

Phone: 919 843-7773 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/14/2014 5:17:48 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: HOLD for Distance Learning 

Start: 3/19/2014 3:00:00 PM 

End: 3/19/2014 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/14/2014 5:18:12 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: HOLD for Distance Learning 

Start: 3/21/2014 2:30:00 PM 

End: 3/21/2014 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/14/2014 5:18:12 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: HOLD for Distance Learning 

Start: 3/21/2014 5:00:00 PM 

End: 3/21/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/14/2014 5:18:12 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: HOLD for Distance Learning 

Start: 3/19/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 3/19/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/14/2014 5:18:29 PM 

HOLD for Distance Learning 

3/20/2014 7:00:00 PM 

3/20/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/14/2014 6:53:19 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Distance Learning 

Start: 4/1/2014 5:00:00 PM 

End: 4/1/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/14/2014 6:53:19 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Distance Learning 

Start: 4/1/2014 7:00:00 PM 

End: 4/1/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/14/2014 6:53:19 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Distance Learning 

Start: 4/3/2014 5:00:00 PM 

End: 4/3/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NC Retirement News <NCRetirementNews@nctreasurer.com> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 7:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

NC Retirement News: Reminder - 2011 ABSs to be deleted soon 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here to view as a web page. 

Reminder: 2011 Annual Benefits Statements for Active Employees Available until March 

31, 2014 

The North Carolina Retirement Systems is preparing 2013 Annual Benefits Statements for 

active employees who contributed to their Retirement System account as of December 31, 

2013. In preparation for the new statements, 2011 statements will be permanently removed 

from ORBIT on March 31, 2014, and will not be retained by the Retirement Systems 

Division. 

Please review, download and save your 2011 Annual Benefits Statement to assist you with 

your future retirement planning. Your Statement is available in ORBIT accessible at 

wvwv m’cncretirement.com Click on the ORBIT logo and access your account. 

The Retirement Systems will communicate further by email when the 2013 statements are 

posted in late spring. 

Retirement Systems Contact Information 

Active Employees with questions or in need of information or forms should contact 

the Division’s Member Services Unit toll-free at 1-877-627-3287 (for outside Raleigh 

area) or 919-807-3050 (Raleigh area only), or email 

Visit the Retirement Systems website at ww’w myncretirement.com. 

Remember, to better serve our Spanish-speaking customers, the Retirement Systems’ 

Call Center is staffed with a representative who can assist members with translating 

Retirement Systems’ information and addressing their retirement-related questions. 



If you need to update your email address with the Retirement Systems, please log into ORBIT If you 

need to update your email address for this mailing list, please reply to this message with the new email 

address. 

i~ Visit the N.C. Retirement Systems’ Facebook paqe for updates regarding long-term financial 
~.,.~ planning, retirement readiness tips, updates on the North Carolina Pension Fund, and much 

more. Be sure to like our page so you see the updates as they become available. 

This message was sent to owenbob@UNC.EDU from: 

North Carolina Retirement Systems 1325 N. Salisbury St. I Raleigh, NC 27603 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~etucldns.com> 

Sunday, March 16, 2014 9:37 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Will be cloud due to bad conditions. 

Will be closed due to bad conditions 

This will be the only notification to bobbio~ven@unc.edu and just ignore if sent to the incorrect individual. Thank you 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J <nicksiedentop@unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 16, 2014 10:52 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Automatic reply: Certificate in Latino-a Studies 

Thanks for your message. I roll be out of the office on Monday, March 17. I will respond to your message when I return on Tuesday, March 18. 

Nick Siedentop 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~verizon.net~ 

Sunday, March 16, 2014 11:01 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Prospective student 

Hello, 
I am a current high school senior and a prospective student studying Dramatic Arts at U~!C I know this is late notice, but I am visiting the campus tomorrow-, March 17 and ~vas wondering if 
I could obsel~’e an?- theatre classes to help in my college decision making process. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gil, Karen M <~kgil@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, March 16, 2014 11:45 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Automatic reply: Summer Reading Convocation Speaker 

I will be out of the office until Thursday March 20. Please contact the Dean’s Office 919-962-:1:165 if you need assistance. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bobbi Owen <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 16, 2014 1:44 PM 

Gil, Karen M <kgil@email.unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edtv~ 

Charlotte Williams tx~sition in Honors 

Dear Karen - 
Thanks for talking with me recently about sta£fing concerns in honors. It is thrilling that the honors program now admits twice as many students as in the past but 

doubling the size has come with many strains as well. Long-time employee Charlotte Williams will retire on July 1 which gives us some opporturfi .ty to reconfigure some 

duties and realign jobs - and at least for a short period of time use our state dollars more effectively and rely less heavily on fund-raising to supIx~rt stalt’positions. 

I write to ask for ?,our support to retain Charlotte Williams’s eutire salary of 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 

Michael R. HcVaugh Distinguished P~efesser e~ Dramatio Art 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3@11 Steele Building 

Chape~ Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone~    919 843-7773 

FAX:    919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bobbi Owen <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 16, 2014 1:49 PM 

Gil, Karen M <kgil@email.unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edtp 

Charlotte Williams position in Honors 

Dear Karen - 

Thanks for talking ruth me recently abom staffing concerns in the Johnston Center for Undergraduate Excellence / Honors Carolina. It is thrilling that the honors 

program now admits twice as many students as in the past. but doubling the size has come with some strains as well. Long-time employee Charlotte ~Villimns roll ~etire 

on July 1 which gives us some opportunily to leconfigure some positions and duties - and at least for a short period of time to use state dollaxs more effectively and rely 

less heavily on fund-raising to support staff’positions. 

I write to ask for your support to retain Charlotte Williams’s entire salary of        for use by Honors Carolina when she retires on July 1, 2014. Jim Leloudis and 

Jason Clemmons will work with Abigail Panter and myself and with the appropriate personnel in the College Business Center (including Tammy Mchale) to 

appropriately redistribute additional duties accompanied by associated compen~tion. You do not need to be concerned with the details of reclassification but your 

support is critical for ~noving ahead. 

Please let me know if you have questions. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean io~ Undergraduate Education, and 

Hichael R. HcVaugh Distinguished Professo~ of Dramatic A~t 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
214 East Ca~’eron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, HC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7’7’73 
FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bobbi Owen <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 16, 2014 1:51 PM 

Gil, Karen M <kgil@email.unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edtr~ 

ChMotte Williams position in Honors 

Dear Karen - 

Thanks for talking with me recently about staffing concerns in the 
Johnston Center for Undergraduate Excellence / Honors Carolina. It is 
thrilling that the honors program now admits twice as many students as 
in the past, but doubling the size has come with some strains as ~vell. 
Long-time employee Charlotte Williams will retire on July 1 which gives 
us some opportunity to reconfigure some positions and duties - and at 
least for a short period of time to use state dollars and rely less 
heavily on fund-raising to support staff positions 

I write to ask for your support to retain Charlotte Williams’s entire 
salaw of       for use by Honors Carolina when she retires on All?’ 1, 
2014. Jim Leloudis and Jason Clemmons will work with Abigail Panter and 
myself and ~vith the appropriate personnel in the College Business Center 
(including Tammy Mchale) to appropriately redistribute additional duties 
accompanied by associated compensation. You do not need to be 
concerned with the details of reclassification but your support is 
critical for moving ahead. 

Please let me know if you have questions. 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
Michae[ R McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB�� 3504, 3011 Steele Butlding 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cornell, Jeffrey Blair <jeffcomell@unc.edu;, 

Sunday, March 16, 2014 3:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

RE: Prospective student 

Thanks, Bobbi. I’ll take care or her 
Jeff" 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, March 16, 2014 11:02 AM 
To:               Adamson, David; Comell, Jefli-ey Blair 
Subject: Re: Prospective student 

Good question I am cc’ing David Adamson who is Director of Undergraduate Studies and Jeff Cornel1, Associate Chair, so they can assist you One of them might also be able to meet ~vith 
you 
Dean Owen 
On 3/16/2014 11:00 A’~L wrote: 
> Hello, 
> I am a current high school senior and a prospective student stu@ing Dramatic Arts at L~,-C. I know this is late notice, but I am visiting the campus tomorrow, March 17 and was wondering 
ifI could observe any theatre classes to help in my college decision making process. 
> 

> 

Bubbi Owen 
Senior Assuciate Dean for Undergraduate Educatiun, and M~chael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art University of North Carulina at Chapel tlill CB# 3504, 3011 Steele 
Building 
214 Bast Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 



Nationai Theatre <ne....reply@nationaltheatre.erg,uk> 

Monday, March 17; 2014 7:4~0 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc,edu> 

Aian AyckbourHs ds, rk comedy A Smail Family Business opens soon 

Ayckboum’s riotous exposure of entrepreneurial greed i°etums to 
he Oiivier stage where it premiered in ~ ~4B~ 



To: 

Wisconsin Alumrd Association <waa@uwalurnni,¢om> 

Nonday, Hatch 17, 2014 9:45 AN 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc,edu> 

2014 Badger Travel OppoRunltles 

Hit the road with the Bad#ers: 20!4 WAA Athietic Travei Schedule, photo credit Jeff MiliedUniversi~’ Communications 

If you do not w’ish to receive future emails fro111 WAA: Athletics, please click here to unsubscribe 

Wisconsin Alumni Association I 650 Nodth Lake Street I Madison, WI 531’06 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~broadwaypress.com> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 10:56 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Re: Ft. Worth 

bobbi 
looking forward to seeing you in person we can get together with you thursday evening before you dive back in to the world of usitt or perhaps after the costume commission session for 
ann and reception on friday evening this might be dangerous as you might get distracted by someone or something at the reception, we also find ourselves free on saturday for lunch and 
again at 5. let us know what works for you. 
only the best 

On Mar 14, 2014, at 11:40 AM. Bobbi Owen wrote: 

> Dearest 

> I now know that I get to come to Ft Worth for a couple of days and ~vrite to ask if there is a space in your schedule into which I would fit My flight arrives early Thursd ay evening and 

Ju@ and I head back in the ~vee hours Sunday morning. Other than getting autographs on the Ann Roth monograph (hooray for that) I have no other plans. Judy and I will be in the 

Marriott (she arrives Wednesday) 

> Cheers, Bobbi 

> Bobbi Owelr 

> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 

> Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Prot?ssor of Dramatic Art 

> Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

> 214 East Camerun Avenue 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

> Phone: 919 843-7773 

> t;AX: 919 843-6557 



and the policies and procedures necessary to provide a safe learning environment, 

in the more welcoming environment often associated with higher education, certain situations can present 

significant legal, human and ethical dilemmas for the school From housing to campus clubs to locker rooms, 

colleges and universities need to have policies and personnel to address the needs of these students and 

make the experience a positive one 

In today’s post "don’t ask don’t tell" world, colleges and universities need a clear understanding of the laws that 

apply to them regarding their LGBT students They’ should also have the internal policies and procedures in 

place to foster an educational environment that serves all students. 

Please join Jessica Gabel, associate professor of law at Georgia State University College of Law, as she 

discusses the necessary steps colleges and universities should take to ensure they deal with LGBT legal and 

practical issues, develop appropriate policies and procedures, provide a safe learning environrnent, handle 

discipline issues and limit liability for the school, its administrators and staff 

Place Order 

Date:      IIApril 1,2014,1 PM Eastern. 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Duration: IlScheduled for 90 minutes including question and answer session. 

$299.00 web~nar 
$299.00 CD (Includes full audio presentation, Q&A session and presentation slides) 

Price: 
$399.00 webinar + CD 

*Each may be by an .o,imi,e  number o a, en e s  ,om 
Prese.ter: Jessica Gabel, associate professor of law at Georgia State University College of Law. 

College and university administrators, human resources depa~ments, school health 
Who Should 3rofessionals, admissions officers, student counselors, attorneys representing colleges and 

J usta sampling of the many practical tips you’ll take away: 

e LGBT rights and school obligations in public schools vs private schools 

e LGBT rights and school obligations in colleges and how those differ from K-12. 

e Discipline and harassment issues. 

~ LGBT access to student housing, restrooms and activities. 

~ Curriculum considerations. 

~ Transgender issues for same-sex schools. 

~ School obligations for acts of other students, faculty and staff. 

~ Managing student organizations that promote or oppose LGBT causes or membership. 

Your conference leader for Gay, £esbiaa a.d Tra~sge~der Students: Legal and Practical Guidance for 

Colleges is Professor dessica Gabel. Professor Gabel is an associate professor of law at Georgia State 

University College of Law. She received her JD magna cum laude from the University of Miami School Of Law 

and her bachelor of science summa cum taude from the University of Central Florida. Prior to joining Georgia 

State Unive~ity College of Law, she clerked for Judge Peter T. Fay of the United States Cou~ of Appeals for the 

Eleventh Circuit. She then practiced law with Covington & Burling LLP in San Francisco. Professor Gabel 

presents on education law and policy issues including drug testing, student searches, student privacy, and 

issues involving the interplay between the obligations of schools and the duties to and rights of students. She is 

also a frequent contributor of opinion pieces for various publications. 



EducationAdminWebAdvisor wants you to be satisfied with your webinar. If this webinar does not meet your 

expectations, email us at service~.educationadminwebadvisor.com 

CERTIFICATE OF PARTICIPATION 

Certificates of participation are available to everyone attending this webinar. 

Education Administration Headlines + More! COMPLIMENTARY NEWSLETTER 

Educators across the country rely on this need=to-know information resource. 

Be~qin receiving] your complimentaw subscription now! 

Place Order 
See a full list of upcomin!q webinars 

Thank you for reading this EducationAdminWebAdvisor advertisement 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OCRCC <info@ocrcc.org> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 2:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Cupcakes & Cocktails! 

Join us Tuesday, April 29, as we celebrate 
our 40th anniversary. 

Enjoy a cupcake contest, cocktails, all-you- 

can-eat cupcakes, and more! 
Purchase tickets 

i.~.i Enter the cupcake 

contest 
i.~.i Enter the drawing 

ii~iI Orange County Rape Crisis Center 

1506 E. Franklin Street, Suite 302, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

24-Hour Help Line: 1-866-WE LISTEN 

Facebook ~i Twitter 

Alysori I PC go>: 4722 I (}hsp~?: H:II~ ..’4C 27515 



Soff~ Surroundings <SoftSurroundings@e,softsurroundingscom~ 

Honday~ Hatch 17, 2014 3:13 PIvl 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc,edu> 

Still Trending: LACE 

Sof~ Surro:Jndings 

Frill Seekers Gorgeous lacE, rehsven~ed i!l unexpectedly fresh !lew~,;,ay~ Shcp Lace 

Shop Lace 

This mer~a¢~s is being sent to ;:he e"a~s ~sddr~sss ow~snbob~}] "c ed and co"tP~ir~s por~ otonal conter~t. 



ii.~.ii Sl°anJOl°g° BLENDED LEARNING 

I 
MASTERY SERIES 

Design an Effective 

Blended Learning 

Environ rnent 

The Elende6 kearnm~ Mastery Ser~es 

assessment o[ blen6e6 courses culm~nat~n~ m a reco~mt~on of master~ m blen6e6 learmn~ 

Throughout each o[ the workshops, gou wHI explore relevant research an6 use that research to hel~ you 

6es~n an effective blen6e6 learn~n~ environment. 

In th~s three worksho~ ser~es, gou 

¯ Analyze teachm~ methods an~ ~earn~n~ actMt~es for use m e~ther gace-to-gace or online se~n~s 

¯ ~evebp a teacNn~ unit for ~our blen~e~ course that mclu6es face-to-face an~ online components 

Im~row stu6ent I~arnm~ an6 

class 

To learn mere and reqister for next series click here. Next series begins on May 16, 2014. 

Best regards, 

Sandra 

Sandra Coswatte ~ Director ~ Sloan-C lns~i&~t~ o. Learning 

The S~oan Co~so~t~um 

~nd~v~dua~s, ~nst~tut~o~s and O~’gaf~zatio~Is 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McHale, Tammy J <tmchale@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 5:10 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 
RE: Fine 

Awesome. We will set this up to merge them together as of July 1, 2014. We will move Kim Abel’s position into that merged unit too, okay? 

We’ll just rename the Writing Center department and merge the Learning Center into it. 

Thanks! 

Talnmy 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:o;venbob@unc.eduj 
Sent: iVlonday, iVlarch 17, 2014 2:19 PM 
To: McHale, Tammy J 
Subject: Fine 

Kim says ok 
Bobbi is brilliant. 
You are too 
B. 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and M~chael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art University of North Carolina at Chapel tlill CB# 3504, 3011 Steele 
Building 
214 Bast Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 



FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Education by KNOWLEDGEContbrences <education@knoMedgecontbrences.com> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 8:05 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu:> 

Addressing ADA Section 504 Reqniremen’B in the Higher Education Setting 

Tronble Reading This EmaJl? View the Mobile Version Here. 

Addressing ADA Section 504 Requirements in the Higher 
Education Setting 
Airing on Thursday, April 17, 2014 @ 1 PM Eastern 

Program Description: 

Recent amendments to the Americans with Disabilities Act have 

eased the path students must navigate to establish a covered 

disability and receive Section 504 accommodations and 

protections. Higher education institutions must take note of the 

changes, as they will require new procedures for evaluating 

potential disabilities and providing necessary accommodations for 

them Failure to comply comes with huge risks and possible 

penalties. Please join Tess O’Brien-Heinzen for clear guidance on 

college and university responsibilities under the Americans with 

Disabilities Act Amendments Act (ADAAA) and the related Section 

504 requirements 

Addressing ADA Section 504 Requirements in the Higher Education 

Setting, presented by Tess O’Brien-Heinzen, attorney at law, is 

brought to you by KNOW/EDGEConferences. 

Program Highlights: 

Ms. O’Brien-Heinzen will cover: 

The broadened scope of protections offered to students 

under the ADAAA. 

Proper evaluations of potentially disabled students. 

Necessary accommodations. 

Due process requirements. 

What is KNOWLEDGEConferences? 

At KNOW/EDGEConferences we are dedicated to providing timely 

and authoritative audio conferences at an affordable price 

Presented by experienced subject matter experts, our audio 

conferences focus on both legal and regulatory analysis as well as 

provide practical guidance to assist practitioners at work 

All content is delivered via audio conference. Just dial in to listen 

while following along with the downloaded presentation.. 

convenient and accessible for any busy professional! 

We Want You to Be Satisfied: 

We want you to be satisfied with your audio conference. If you have 

any questions please email us at 

service~.kBewledgeceafereaces.cem. Also, if you wish to receive 

a certificate of completion for attending the entire audio conference 

you can download a certificate at the conclusion of the audio 

conference. 

DATE: April 17, 2014 at 1 PM Eastern. 

Conference is approximately 60-75 

minutes. 

SPEAKER: Tess O’Brien-Heinzen, 

Attorney at Law, Boardman & Clark LLP 

PRICE 1ST ATTENDEE: Audio 

Conference $179, CD $249, Audio 

Conference & CD $299. Each 

additional attendee $29.95 Program 

includes speaker presentation 

materials. 

AUDIENCE: HR, school law attorneys, 

in-house counsel, college and 

university administrators, special 

education directors, and student 

service professionals 

Tess O’Brien-Heinzen, attorney at law, 

practices at Boardman and Clark LLP 

Her practice focuses on school law and 

general litigation, She provides legal 

consultation to the School Law Group 

with respect to issues under the ADA, 

ADAAA and the Rehabilitation Act, She 

is also a frequent speaker and writer on 

this area of the law, She published "The 

ADAAA: Key Changes to Disability La~,i’ 

in the May 2012 Wisconsin Lawyer, and 

recently presented on disability law at 

the WCASS Spring Conference and a 

state bar webinar. 

Read More 

Copyright @2014 Knowledge Conferences, LLC All rights reserved. 

Disclaimer I Legai Terms I Pdvacv Policy I FAQs 

3005 Huron Club Court ¯ Austin, Texas 78738 

service(~,knowledgeconferences.com I (866) 598-2552 

Unsubscribe from these emails. 



FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Education by KNOWLEDGEContbrences <education@knoMedgecontbrences.com> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 8:06 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu:> 

Addressing ADA Section 504 Reqniremen’B in the Higher Education Setting 

Tronble Reading This EmaJl? View the Mobile Version Here. 

Addressing ADA Section 504 Requirements in the Higher 
Education Setting 
Airing on Thursday, April 17, 2014 @ 1 PM Eastern 

Program Description: 

Recent amendments to the Americans with Disabilities Act have 

eased the path students must navigate to establish a covered 

disability and receive Section 504 accommodations and 

protections. Higher education institutions must take note of the 

changes, as they will require new procedures for evaluating 

potential disabilities and providing necessary accommodations for 

them Failure to comply comes with huge risks and possible 

penalties. Please join Tess O’Brien-Heinzen for clear guidance on 

college and university responsibilities under the Americans with 

Disabilities Act Amendments Act (ADAAA) and the related Section 

504 requirements 

Addressing ADA Section 504 Requirements in the Higher Education 

Setting, presented by Tess O’Brien-Heinzen, attorney at law, is 

brought to you by KNOW/EDGEConferences. 

Program Highlights: 

Ms. O’Brien-Heinzen will cover: 

The broadened scope of protections offered to students 

under the ADAAA. 

Proper evaluations of potentially disabled students. 

Necessary accommodations. 

Due process requirements. 

What is KNOWLEDGEConferences? 

At KNOW/EDGEConferences we are dedicated to providing timely 

and authoritative audio conferences at an affordable price 

Presented by experienced subject matter experts, our audio 

conferences focus on both legal and regulatory analysis as well as 

provide practical guidance to assist practitioners at work 

All content is delivered via audio conference. Just dial in to listen 

while following along with the downloaded presentation.. 

convenient and accessible for any busy professional! 

We Want You to Be Satisfied: 

We want you to be satisfied with your audio conference. If you have 

any questions please email us at 

service~.kBewledgeceafereaces.cem. Also, if you wish to receive 

a certificate of completion for attending the entire audio conference 

you can download a certificate at the conclusion of the audio 

conference. 

DATE: April 17, 2014 at 1 PM Eastern. 

Conference is approximately 60-75 

minutes. 

SPEAKER: Tess O’Brien-Heinzen, 

Attorney at Law, Boardman & Clark LLP 

PRICE 1ST ATTENDEE: Audio 

Conference $179, CD $249, Audio 

Conference & CD $299. Each 

additional attendee $29.95 Program 

includes speaker presentation 

materials. 

AUDIENCE: HR, school law attorneys, 

in-house counsel, college and 

university administrators, special 

education directors, and student 

service professionals 

Tess O’Brien-Heinzen, attorney at law, 

practices at Boardman and Clark LLP 

Her practice focuses on school law and 

general litigation, She provides legal 

consultation to the School Law Group 

with respect to issues under the ADA, 

ADAAA and the Rehabilitation Act, She 

is also a frequent speaker and writer on 

this area of the law, She published "The 

ADAAA: Key Changes to Disability La~,i’ 

in the May 2012 Wisconsin Lawyer, and 

recently presented on disability law at 

the WCASS Spring Conference and a 

state bar webinar. 

Read More 

Copyright @2014 Knowledge Conferences, LLC All rights reserved. 

Disclaimer I Legai Terms I Pdvacv Policy I FAQs 

3005 Huron Club Court ¯ Austin, Texas 78738 

service(~,knowledgeconferences.com I (866) 598-2552 

Unsubscribe from these emails. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

AACSB International <communication@aacsb.edu> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 9:59 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

[,earn effective teaching techniques and strategies ruth AACSB. 

Gain the knowledge, skills, and tools to balance the call for 
scholarship. 

Join us May 22-23, 20"14 for AACSB’s popular Teachinq Effectiveness 

Seminar in Tampa, Florida, USA to learn innovative methods for effective 

teaching in today’s increasingly competitive environment. 

This seminar assists in the creation and deliveq/of highly relevant, student- 

focused courses and will be facilitated by master instructor, Earl 

Simendinqer, professor of management, John H. Sykes College of 

Business, The University of Tampa. Topics include: 

How Professors Manage Challenging Behaviors, Interactions and 

Engage Students in the Learning Process 

Designing Experiential Learning Exercises Students Will Remember 

Publishable Reseamh In and Out of the Classroom--presented by 

Gina Veqa, professor of management and founding director, Center 

for Entrepreneurial Activity, Bertolon School of Business, Salem State 

University. 

Register by April 22, 2014 to receive early registration savings, 

No need to travel--we’ll come 

to you! 

AACSB now offers the Teachinq 

Effectiveness Seminar on Your 

Campus for schools who wish to 

develop and enhance the skills 

of their faculty and improve 

overall quality without having to 

travel. 

If you have 10 or more faculty 

members who could benefit 

from a seminar on ways to 

expand their teaching 

perspectives, gain and exchange 

new ideas, or strengthen their 

skills, then you can utilize this 

seminar to your advantage, 

For more information, please 

contact mariza(~.aacsb.ed u. 

About AACSB International 

AACSB Internationa! (The Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of 

Business), founded in 1916, is an association of more than 1,400 educational 

institutions, businesses, and other organizations in 87 countries and territories 

AACSB’s mission is to advance quality management education worldwide 

through accreditation, thought leadership, and value-added services As the 

premier accreditation body for institutions offering undergraduate, master’s, and 

doctorate degrees in business and accounting, the association also conducts a 

wide array of conferences and seminar programs at locations throughout the 

~vorfd 

Update your preferences i Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lym~ Williford <survey@qualtrics.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 12:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Administrative Performance Review for 

Dem Colleague, 

As part of the annual administrative performance reviews conducted by the Provos~t ~ s Office, you are invited to provide feedback for 

Please take a few moments to respond to the short survey at the link below, which contains just two open-ended questions about the major strengths of 

and how she might improve in this role. 

Take the Survey 

Please respond by April 1,2014. 

The Office of Institutional Resea~rch and Assessment will receive the responses and remove a:ay information that ~night idenlify you before compiling the results in a 
coafidential report for this administrator and Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost Jim Dean. If you have questions, please ~eply to this email or call 962-1500. 

Thank you for supporting our senior leaders in their efibrts to enhance their professiong~ development and the performance of their units. 

Sincerely, 

Lynn Willifo~l, Plff) 

Assistant Provost for Institutional Reseaxch & Assessment 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Victoria Guzzo <victofia.guzzo@livete~.com> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 1:14 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edtr~ 

StaMing Room Only AAC&U Session Now a Web Fxent, complimentaxy NILOA webinar 

Not rendering correctly? View this email as a web page here.. 

email header.png 

2014 Best Practices Webinar Series 

Did you mias i[ the Firs[ time? Wes the roorr! too crowded? .’{ou’re in luck! Ifs now a pe!t of the 2014 Best 

Practice Webinar Sede.s, Featudn.~) r!’~ontMy presentations on key [opk:s m assessment e-Portfolios, studer!t 

learning, col~tinuous improvement and accreditation 

Followii]9 up NILOA’s standh]s room only session at AAC&U’s annual e,/ent in January, 14, .~,. 

Na~ion~d hqel:~tul:e fer L~arnm90u[comes AssesslTlent (NILOA), as ehe preeerfl:s: 

To learn more about the prese~ter, this webinar and to register, chck below: 

Learn More 



This web[nar is preset!ted, free of cha[ge, by [_l~eT~ ~:,..:~p .... is i[nfil:ed so re.ser~-~ yogi[ s!)ot today 

Follow Us! 

LiveText 1West Harris Avenue, 2rid Floor La Grange IL 60525 

You received this ernail because you are subscribed to Webinar Offers from LiveText. 

Update your ._e___r[_!__a_j_~__D__£9__f_~£__e__n__[__e__s_’. to choose the types of emails you receive. 

Unsubscribe from all future emails 

Powered by HubSpot 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

State Health Plan <communication@shpnc.ccsend.com~ 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 2:27 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edtr~ 

March Edition of Member Focus 

Having trouble viewing this e-mail? Click here 

Hi, just a reminder that you’re receiving this e-mail because you have expressed an interest in the State 
Health Plan. Don’t forget to add communication@nctreasurer.com to your address book so we’ll be sure 
to land in your inbox! 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 





Forward this email 

this emsil was sent to owenbob@unc,edu by communication(a~nctreasurer.com 

Update Profiie/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy, 

State Health Plan 4,90:[ Glenwood Avenue :: Suite 300 Raleigh i NC 276:[2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Filbrandt & Company <adviso~@badgerinternet.com~ 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 9:19 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Live Webinax: 2014 Market Ulxtate lbr University Retirement Plan PaNcipants 

Specifically for University of North Carolina retirement plan participants 

Live Webinar! 
Spring 2054 Market Update 

Wednesday, April 2 
5 p.m. Eastern Time, 4 p.m. Central Time 

We have recently passed the 5 year anniversary of the current bull market. 
Can you afford to lose retirement assets 

if there is a market correction? 
Learn how to Capture market gains, reduce risk and position your 

university retirement accounts as you approach retirement. 
Speakers James Haygood, AWMA® and Robert Parham, CFA~ and Chief Investment Strategist of Filbrandt & Company, a firm 
that specializes in working with university retirement plan participants, will help you learn: 

If those approaching retirement from the university should be concerned with the large market growth over the last few years 

How to capture recent market growth within your university retirement plan ta×=efficiently 

How a rising interest rate environment can hurt your university retirement p~an and strategies you can use to protect yourself 

How to identify and avoid unnecessary risk w{thin your university retirement pla~ as you approach retirement 

How investments ~onsidered "safe" might be riskier than you think ~oing forward 

ll~eg~ste~ 
Or Call 

~ -800-43 ~ -9740 
Filbrandt & Company 

8401 Greenway Blvd.~ Suite 212 

Middleton, WI 53562 
AdvisoR’ sen,ices are offered through Filbrandt Investment Advisers., Inc. (FIA). FIA is an independent, fee only, advisory firm that works primarily with university professionals. FIA is not associated with any 
university or any retirement vendor. FIA is not associated with the university benefits office, nor did the university release any private retirement or personnel information. All e-mail, phone number or 
department affiliation was obtained from public sources. For further information about FIA, please contact us at advisors¢o~badgerinterneLcom or call at (800) 431-9740. To be removed from this mailing list, 
reply to this email and type, "REMOVE" in the subject line. 



Become a Recognized 

Leader in Online 
Education 
Application Deadline - April I 

Apply by April I to join an exclusive group of leaders in online education in a unique 

blended-learning leadership development progn~m spensored by The SIoan Consortium and 

Penn State. 

The ~nstitute for Engaged Leadership in Online Edtacation (IELOL) ~s designed to sewe the 

{eade~;hip development needs ef professionals in the ra~dly expanding 

~earn~ng. 

Learn more about this exclusive leadership program which accepts only 

educators each year to coRabo~ate and: 

~ Develop an uRdemtand~ng of the ro~e of online ~eaming in an evolving higher ed[~cat~oR 

contexL 

~ CoRceptua~ze a ~eadership perspective to add[ess ~Rs{~tutional challenges in Ngher 

educa{~om 

~ Recognize and seize ~nstitut~ona~ op~oMun~ties for ~eadersh~p in on{ine edtacation. 

Space is ~imRed to 4~ qualified applicants with a~ 

Visit our IELOL website to ~earn more and fil~ out an application today. 

Best Regards, 
Kathleen 

Kathleen Ives I Acting Chief Executive Officer & Executive Director 

The Sloan Consortium 

#~d~v~dua~s, #~stRut~ons and O~gan~zations Commi~ed to Quality Online Education 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NC Retirement News <NCRetirementNews@nctreasnrer.com> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 1:55 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

NC Retirement News: You’re Eligible for Retirement! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here to view as a web page. 

Dear Retirement System Member: 

Congratulations! Our records show that based upon your retirement credit and/or age you 

are eligible to receive a retirement benefit. Below are the steps to help you make a smooth 

transition from your last pay check to your first monthly retirement benefit when you are 

ready to retire. The information contained in this email is meant to provide a customer 

service by identifying the many options available to you when you are ready to retire. 

Log-in to your personal ORBIT account to get a preliminary estimate of your 

retirement benefits and to double-check balances and creditable service. 

Begin the retirement process with your current employer approximately 90 to 120 

days before your planned retirement date by completing a Form 6, Claiming Your 
t~onthty Retirement Benefit 

Contact your employer for vacation, bonus leave and unused sick leave balances. 

Review the available benefit payment options and determine which would be best 

suited for your needs at the time of retirement 

Determine if you are eligible to purchase additional creditable service Refer to the 

Frequently Asked Questions at w’w-,e’.myncretirement.com 

Review your beneficiary(ies) and update if needed 

Contact the Social Security Administration and the N.C Supplemental Retirement 

Plans for information concerning your account(s). 

Learn about the optional NC 401 (k) and NC 457 Transfer Benefit available to 

Teachers’ and State Employees’ Retirement System and Local Governmental 

Employees’ Retirement System retirees. You are eligible to make a one-time 

election at or following retirement to transfer any portion of your eligible 

contributions, not including Roth contributions and earnings, in the NC 401 (k) 

and/or NC 457 Plan to the Retirement System to receive an additional lifetime 

monthly benefit based upon your transferred balance. If you do not have one of 

these retirement accounts, but have other similar eligible retirement accounts, such 

as an IRA or NC 403(b) account, you can open a NC 401 (k) or NC 457 retirement 

account before retirement transfer to eligible funds in those accounts to your NC 

401(k) or NC 457 account You will then be eligible to apply for the Transfer Benefit. 

For more information, visit the NC 401 (k) and NC 457 Transfer Benefit web page. 

Review (for teachers, state employee or eligible local employees) your State Health 

Plan coverage which will change from the active group to the retiree group when you 

retire After the Retirement System processes your Form 6E, Choosing Your 

Retirement Payment Option, you will be auto-enrolled into a health plan under the 

retiree group. For more information, see the State Health Plan Retiree Coverage 

Frequently Asked Question "What is auto-enrollment?" 

~For more detailed information about these and other benefits, and to see how they 

apply to you, please visit our website at ~,t, ew. myncretirement.com. From there you can view 

or download your System’s retirement handbook, which summarizes the various benefits 

that you may be entitled to receive once you meet the appropriate age, service and other 

requirements. From our website, you can also access your personal ORBIT account for 

individual account information, other current news and information about your retirement 

benefits. 

Sincerely, 

ThomasG Causey 

Deputy Director, Operations 

N.C Retirement Systems 

325 N. Salisbury Street 

Raleigh, NC 27603-1385 

Phone: 1-877-627-3287 and (919) 807-3050 (Raleigh area only) 

North (~rolin~ Retirement Systems 



This message was sent to owenbob@UNC.EDU from: 

North Carolina Retirement Systems 1325 N Salisbury St. I Raleigh, NC 27603 

~r~st~bec~i~3e 



for Presenters & Posters 
Ihe application p~ocess is now open for p~esen[ers and pos[er abstracts for the 3rd 

annual edition of B~dg~r~g the 

Bridging #.~e Gap is a confelence thai uni[es K-12 education, higher educatior< industry, 

government and other STEM groups to work toward the common goal of strengthening 

K-16 STEM educatier~ in I’~o~th Cmofina. 

Over the past two years, mo~e than 650 STEM stakeholders flom No~th Ca~olina and 

beyond have come together a[ Br;dg;ng the Gap to share ideas and resources. 

Presenters 

Conferonce at[endees me invi[ed to submit applica[ions to give p~esentations dum~g 

Bridging the Gap. 

P~esentations should be interactive and engaging and will foster collabo~atien between 

I’~o~th Cmofina’s K-16 STEM education commurfities. ]hey also will increase awa~eness 

of STEM education resources being developed by faculty at No~th Carolina 

colleges!universities and by othe~ STEM education stakeholde~s statewide. 

Presenter applications will be accepted through June 16. Each ~pproved 

presenter will receive a 50% discount on conference registration. 

Conference attendees are invited to submit abstracts to apply for the Bridging the Gap 

poster sessk~n, The pester sessien will provkte attendees with updated information about 

p~acticat quality STEM ~esemch that intereats a wide range el subjects. 

Don’t miss this opportunity to share your STEM initiatives! 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lambom,Alan <Alan.Lmnbom@ColoState.EDU> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 6:29 PM 

Amy Burkert (akl l@andrew.cmu.edu); Amy Goodbum (agoodbuml @unl.edu); Andria Costello Staniec (costello@s.~,r.edu); Ann 

Kenimer (a-kenime@taJnu.edu); Barbara Altmann (baltmann@uoregon.e&0; Barbara Sawrey (bsawrey@ucsd.edu); Ben Withers 

(bmthers@uky.edu); Bernard Mair (bamaJ@ufl.edu); Beth Loizeaux (ebloiz@bu.edu); Bette Bottoms (bbottoms@uic.edu); Bill Green 

(wgreen@mimni.edu); Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu>; Carol Bnn (cbarr@provost.umass.edu); Carolyn de la Pefia 

(ctdelapena@ucdavis.edu); Cathy Koshland (vptlapf@berkdey.edu); Chmles Robbins (charles.mbbins@stonybrook.edu); Charles Tucker 

(cmcke@illinois.edu); Colin Potts (oue@gatech.edu); Cons~nce Relihan (relihco@aubum.edu); David Harris (provosl@mfts.edu); Dennis 

Freema~ <freema~@mit.edu>; Dennis Groth (dgroth@indiana.edu); Donna Hamilton (dhamil@umd.edu); Ed Taylor 
(edtaylo@u.wasNngton.edu); Elizabeth Dooley (Elizabeth.Dooley@mail>wu.e&0; Elizabeth Whitt (ewhitt~ucme~ced.edu); Elliot Vittes 

<Ellio@ucf.edu>; Greg Heileman (heileman@ece.unm.edu); Greg Jackson (greg.jackson@rutgers.edu); Harry Elam 

(bilgen@stanford.edu); Helen Doerpinghaus (doerp@sc.edu); Holden Thorp (thorp@wustl.edu); Hugh Page <hpage@nd.edu.;; 

Hughes,Blanche <Blanche.Hughes@ColoState.EDU>; Jacque Fetrow (fetrowj@wfu.e&0; Juan Mm~fredi <manfredi@pitt.edu>; Karen 

Laughlin (klaughlin@fsn.edu); Keith Jeff(left keith@byu.edu); Larry Abraham <l.abraham@austin.utexas.edu>; Laura Jolly 

(ljolly@uga.edu); Lee D. BaI:er, Ph. D. <ldbaJ~er@duke.edu.% Lisa Mact?Ma~e (academic.affairs@mth.edu); Lyn (Virginia) Stallings 

<vstalli@american.edu>; Lynn Zimmerman (jlzimme@emory.edu); M. Beth Ingrain (beth-ingram@uiowa.e&0; Martha Bradley 

(Martha.Bradley@utah.edu); Mary Nisbet (mni sbet@ltsc.ucsb.edu); MaU Wack <mwack@wsu.edu>; Matthew Santirocco 

(matthew.santimcco@nyu.edu); Michael C~ant (michael.grant@colorado.edu); Mike Mullen <mike.mullen@ncsu.edu>; Milton Adams 

<jma@virginia.edu>; Monica Brockmeyer 0nbrocDneye@wayne.edu); Nelson Bickers <bickers@usc.edu;> (bicker@usc.edu); Patricia 

A. ’][’umer <pmme@college.ucla.edu>; Paul Dosal (pdosal@usf.edu); l?ickefing,Kathleen <Kathleen.Pickefing@ColoState.EDU >; Rachel 

Holloway (rhollowa@vt.edu); Richard Feldman (richard.fddman@rochester.edu); Richard Hughey 0ph@soe.ucsc.edu); Robert McMaster 

(mcmaste@unm.edu); Robert Pangbom (pangbom@psu.edu); Ron Braeutigam (braeutigam@northwes~em.edu); Sharon Salinger 

(salinger@uci.edu); Stephen Ehrmmm (sehrmann@gwu.edu); Steve Bfint (steven.brint@ucr.edu); Steve Dandaneau (dandaneau@ksu.edu); 

Sue Houston <shousto@bgsu.edu>; Suzanne Austin (seaustin@uab.edu); Teri Elldns Longacre (elldns@uh.edu); Tim Renick 

(trenick@gsu.edu); Wayne Carlson (carlson.8@osu.edu) 

Johnson, Kathy Elizabeth <kjolmso@iupui.edu>; Atwood, Liz <Liz.Atwoo@ColoState.EDU> 

Indiana UNversity-Purdue University Indianatx~lis (IUPUI) joins the Reinvention Center 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kalz, Mark <mkalz@email.unc.edus> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 8:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Greetings from India! 

Hi Bobbi, 

I got a message that you called yesterday,                             fl~is week on a planning trip for the hip-hop diplomacy program I’m running with the State 

Department. If there’s a time- sensitive matter you’d like to discuss we can find a time to talk (Skype would be better as calls will be expensive) today or tomorrow. Let 

me know what works for yon. 

All best, 

Mark 

Begin forwarded Inessage: 

From: Daniel Hnh <         ~gma~l.com> 
Date: March 19, 2014 at 12:39:39 AM GMT+5:30 
To: <mkalz~email.unc.edu> 

Bobby Owens called asking ti~r you. Her number is . She has a meeting at 3:30 today but she is free all day tomorrow. 



Fil~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Henry. Taylor <heno~t@educationwebinars.org> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 9:32 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Violence Against Women Act (VAWA) 2014: Negotiated Rule Ma~ing 

Good Morning, 

At $35,000 per violation, it is easy to see why compliance with the Cle~ Act should be a top priority for post- secondaxy educations institutions. 

While this act is over two decades old, fiequent amendments and gromng public interes~t in this topic continue to make compliance difficult. And, the latest proposed 

amendments conld make previous compliance look like a piece of cake. 

Join us for How the Department qf Education’s Negotiated Rule kIaking on the ~olence A~ainst Women Act Will Impact Your Organization, special 

one-hour webinar with James P. Evans on Mar 27, 2014 at 1 PM EST to learn what the lates~t pl~oposed legislation, Negotiated Rulemaking, have in store for yonr 
institution. 

This insight[ill webinar will: 

Help school administrators critically evaluate your institution’s policies relative to compliance with the VAWA and its obligations; 
Provide ad~ninis~trators ruth pragmatic guidance concerning the development and implementation of policies required by the VAWA 

Ana15~e the pending regulations and their development during file ongoing negotiated mlemaJdng process; 

Provide an analysis oil the likely finaJ~ regulations; mid 

Provide guidmlce on how schools can influence file negotiated mlelnaking process 

Space for this webina~: is limited, so please sign np today. 

Click here to re~ister now. Use discoum code "C~O" to get $20 off. 

Looking tbrward to your participation. 

Thank~ 
Henry Taylor 

800-223-8720 
DartnellColp, 2222 2222 Sedwick Drive, Dufllam, 27713 Unsubscribe. 



A comprehensive overview of the impact of 

student loan reform on your institution. 

in ensuring students graduate without too much debt.. Bills in both the House and the Senate in 2013proposed 

to make private student loans once again dischargeable.. Still other reforms examine the borrower’s post- 

graduation employment prospects. Of course, the suggested reforms have implications not only for student loan 

lenders but also have consequences for educational institutions. 

What does all of this mean for your institution 

and what should you be doing to address these issues? 

Cofleges and universities should be particularly concerned about proposed legislation conditioning 

all. Unemployment rates remain high among 20-to 24-year olds, and outstanding student loan debt is at an all- 

time high, approaching $1.2 trillion. If your institution does not "rank" well, it will increasingly impact admissions 

and student retention. 

Please join Jess!ca Gabel, associate professor of law at Georgia State University College of Law, as she 

guides you through this new area of scrutiny on the efficacy of your educational institution’s return on investment. 

Date: IIMarch 26, 2014,1 PM Eastern. 

Duration: IlScheduled for 9O minutes including question and answer session. 

$299.00 web!her 

$299.00 CD (Includes full audio presentation, Q&A session and presentation slides) 
Price: 

$399.00 webinar + CD 

*Each option may be viewed by an unlimited number of attendees from the same connection 

Presenter: Jess!ca Gabel, Associate Professor of Law at Georgia State University College of Law. 

School administrators, financial officers, admissions officers, recruitment officers, student 
Who Should 

counselors, student employment counselors, attorneys representing colleges and 
Attend? 

universities 

WHAT YOU’LL LEARN 

Please join Professor Jess!ca Gabel as we cover: 

~ Implications of the Department of Education’s changes to student loan monitoring 

~ Proposed reforms and legislation. 

~ Consumer protection issues for for-profit colleges. 

~ Whether schools should certify private student loans. 

~ Managing students in default. 

~ Avoiding a toxic student loan portfolio. 

~ AND MUCH MOREl 

Place Order 

YOUR CONFERENCE LEADER 

Your conference leader for What Student Loan Defaults Mean to Your Institution: Much More Than a Problem 

for Lenders is Professor Jess!ca Gabel Professor Gabel is an associate professor of law at Georgia State 

University College of Law. She received her JD magna curt] faude from the University of Miami School Of Law 

and her bachelor of science summa cum faude from the University of Central Florida. Prior to joining Georgia 

State University College of Law, she clerked for Judge Peter T. Fay of the United States Court of Appeals for the 

Eleventh Circuit She then practiced law with Covington & Burling LLP in San Francisco. Professor Gabel 

presents on education law and policy issues including drug testing, student searches, student privacy, and 

issues involving the interplay between the obligations of schools and the duties to and rights of students. She is 

also a frequent contributor of opinion pieces for various publications. 

EducationAdminWebAdvisor QUALITY COMMITMENT 



EducationAdminWebAdvisor wants you to be satisfied with your webinar If this webinar does not meet your 

expectations, email us at service~,educationad minwebadvisor.com 

CERTIFICATE OF PARTICIPATION 

Certificates of participation are available to everyone attending this webinar. 

Education Administration Headlines + More! COMPLIMENTARY NEWSLETTER 

Educators across tile country rely on this need-to-know information resource. 

Berlin receiuin~l your complimentary subscription now! 

Place Order 
See a full list of upcoming webinars, 

Thank you for reading this EducationAdminWebAdvisor advertisement. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Pates, Laura <pates@email.nnc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:06 PM 

Stricklmad, Ja~nie Linens <linens@email.unc.edu>; Adam~m, David <adamson@email.unc.edu-~; Adamson, Judy 

<jadamson@email.unc.edtr~; Bettin, Jade R <bettin@email.unc.edu>; Chambers, Jm~ <janc@email.unc.edu>; Coble, McKay 

<acoble@email.unc.edu>; Cornell, Jetti~ey Blair ~iefl~omell@unc.edu>; Dooley, Ray <rdooley@emml.nnc.edu>; Fishell, Julie 

<fishell@ema~l.unc.edu>; Friedrich, Peter < peterfri@em~fil.unc.edu>; Gibson, Julia <gibju@email.unc.edu>; Haj, Joseph C 

<haj@unc.edu>; Kable, Gregory A <gkable@emafil.unc.edu>; King, James K <jkldng@etn~fil.unc.edu>; Maxfield, Adam Michael 

<ma:d]eld@email.unc.edu>; Navalinsl~, David B <dbnav@emafil.unc.edu>; O’Brien, Kaxen <obrien@unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A 

<owenbob@unc.edu>; Patrick, Jolm <jpcuomo@email.unc.edu>; Perldns, Kathy A. -~caperkin@email.unc.edu>; Perry, Mark E 
<mpen)O@email.unc.edu>; Pollock~ Rachel E <costume@email.nnc.edu~; Rolleri, Michael <mrolleri@email.unc.edtr~; Turner, Craig 

<c~vt4885@email.unc.edu>; Versenyi, Adam Nathaniel <anversen@emaiLunc.edu~; Williams, Kathy <khmlli@email.unc.edu>; Zhuang, 

Jia~n ~zhuang@email.unc.edu>; Aldn, Andrea <andreaakin@unc.edu>; Akin, Stephen <staldn@unc.edtc,; Coon, Doug 

<dwcoon@email.unc.edu>; Futrell, Betty S <bfutrell@email.unc.edu~; Reklis, Heidi <hveklis@email.unc.edu>; Maxtinez, Scott F 

~<~m5150@email.unc.edu>; Meanza, Jeffrey <meanza@email.unc.edu>; Shefler, Kath~n P <kshefler@email.unc.edu~; 

Subject: 

Grannemann, Hannah <hgrannemann@unc.edu>; Johnson, Aline <aline.jolmson@unc.edu>; Mahma, Connie <cmaha~a@emafil.unc.edu>; 

Payne, Stacy <shpayne@emml.nnc.edu-~; Wales, Jenny Adair <j wales@ema~l.unc.edu>; Abbenmate, Dominic A 

<dabbenan@email.unc.edtr~; Bayang, ChMes K <bayang@email.unc.edu>;                    ~live.unc.edu>; Cassie Handzo 

<            ~gmail.com>;                    @live.unc.edu>; Hamson, Karestin L <karestin@email.unc.edtr~; 

@live.unc.edtr~; Smiley, Sarah E <ssmiley@email.unc.edtr~; Toney, Sammatha Kate <sktoney@email.nnc.edu~; Waa~r, Stephanie 

<swaase@email.unc.edu>; Widgeon, S~xah Catherine <swidgeon@etnail.unc.edu>; Ba~an, Vincent J <vbayyan@email.unc.edt~,; 

Bennel, Frank <bennel@em~fil.unc.edu>; Cain, Mmy <caimnp@email.unc.edu>; Hodge, Heather <hhodge@email.unc.edu>; Lucier, Julie 

<lucie~j@emafil.unc.edu>; Shefter, Smart J <shefte@email.unc.edu> 

Hollywood Special EflEcts Makeup Class 

Starr Jones is a very succesful Hollywood makeup artist who grew up (and still resides) in our back yard in North Carolina. (Some of you may be familiar with the Original 
Hollywood Horror Show out in Snow Camp, or you know.. Pirates of the Caribbean or Star Trek...) 

He is developing a school for Special Effects makeup just down the road (well, the interstate) in Graham, about 30 minutes from the CDA. 

If anyone is interested in special effects makeup it would be a great opportunity to learn from an extremely talented artist! No prior experience necessary. 

You can read all about it and apply via the website (pasted below). Starr is processing applications right now for the first round of classes starting in April, 

hollywoodeastma keu p.com 

Laura Pates 
Associate Production Manager 
Phone: 336.213.6552 

PlayMakers Repertow Company 

Department of Dramatic Art 

CB# 3230 Center for Dramahc A~t 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC, 27599-3230 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic Affairs Forum <ResearchEdu@advisory.com> 

Friday, March 21,2014 9:02 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Our national meeting agenda is finalized, is your attendance? 

Is yo~" attendance? 

V’,~e have a great [esearch agenda lined up for our 2014 national 
meeting series-----and we hope you or you~ team will ioin us, This 
year, you ca~ choose from fou~ distiller meeling sessio~~s 
and 10 dates, 

Below is ar~ ove~view of the agenda~ ]-"or more details abou~ our 
prese~tation topics a~d session types, please visit our website. 

~4/~nt to iterate your cetfeagues? Forward this ern~if to t,6em so 

S~pporting s~ude~, success 

¯ lransi~ior~ing ~e a studenb.centeied en~erpiise 

¯ Cafibrating your investment in student atlccess illte#TelRtiolls 

Reallocati~g reso~’ces to s~ppo[t institutio~a~ p~iorities 

S~staining your institution’s missions is a[~ e~a of constrained 
resources 

Fi~di~g the right academic budget model 

Ir4roducing "[he Dean’s Dashbo~id"-----a collection o1’ s{~pper~ 
roofs for impseying academic p~oductivity 



Registration for attendees and exhibitors is underway for the 3rd annual edition of 

Bridging the Gap is a conference that unites K-12 education, higher education, industl~,, 

government and other STEM greups to work toward the cerumen goal of strengthening 

K-16 STEM education in Ne~th Carolina. 

Over the past two years, rnore than 650 STEM stakeholders from North Carolina and 

beyond have come together at Bridg#~g the G~p to share ideas and resources. 

W~)e~): October 26-29,2014 

Where: McKimmon Center i Raleigh, NC 

Attendee Registration 

Anyone invofved with K-t2 ed~catier~, hig~e~ ed~.~catio~~, b~d~.~st~y, gove~~~ment or 

o~he~ STE#,~1 gr~u~-~s who wants to help strengthen STEM education in North Carolina is 

encouraged to attend. ~Click these links for details about how individuals from different 

groups can benefit from attending.) 

Before August ’1: Rrices start at $195 ($75 for undergradlgrad students) 

O~/after August 1 : Prices start at $350 ($75 fer students) 

Exhibitor Registration 

As an exhibitor at Btfdgk~g the Gap, your organization can reach current and petential 

customers, network with STEM education decisien-.makers and strengthen its SIrEM 

education profile. 

If yoLa register fer a Premium Exhibit, you may reserve a dadicated room for a "Lunch and 

Learn" presentation ~e talk abou~ your organization and wha~ i~ p~ovides to ~he STEM 

education community. "Lunch and Learn" spaces are limited and are available on a first- 



come, first.-served basis a[ [he time o[ ~egistration. V~,~e encourage interested 

o[ganizations to registe[ as soon as possible. 

Exhibit booths sta~t at 8325 and inck~de at least 1 complimentary confe~ence 

registration. 

Presenter & Poster Applications 

The application process is open to give a p~esentetion and/or participate in tf~e poster 

session at Bridgi~g the Gap. For details, visit the Presenters and P<~ster Sessi<~n 

pages of br~dg~ngthegapnc.com ~,~e welcome applications from anyone who plans to 

ettend the conference. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

cheamail@chea.org on behalf of 

CHEAmail <cheamail@chea.ovg> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 2:54 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Effective Institutional Praclice in Student Learning Outcomes: CHEA Award Recipients 

% Description: 
..... Description: 

Description: CHEA 
Logo 

March 21,2014 

Effective Institutional Practice in Student Learning Outcomes: CHEA Award 
Recipients provides information on the three institutions and programs that 
received the 2014 CHEA Award, as well as past recipients. 

Each year, the CHEA Award for Outstanding Institutional Praclice in Student 
Learning Outcomes highlights successful efforts in the use of learning 
outcomes. Since its establishment in 2005, the CHEA Award has been 
presented to 32 institutions and programs. 

Please take a few minutes to read more about this year’s award recipients and 
their work. It provides concrete and workable examples for institutions and 
programs seeking to make gains in their own use of student learning 
outcomes. 

Council for Higher 

Education Accreditation A national advocate and institutional voice for self-regulation of academic quality through 
One Dupont Circle NW accreditation, CHEA is an association of approximately 3,000 degree-granting colleges and 

Suite 510 universities and recognizes institulional and programmatic accrediting organizations For 
Washington, DC 20036 more information, visit CHEA’s Website at ._w__~_~_~=_c__h___e_#_~_o_r_cj 

(tel) 202-955-6126 

(fax) 202-955-6129 



FFOllil : 

Sent: 

Tel 

Subject: 

MaJcketing Technology Blog <inLb@maxketingtechblog.com> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 6:49 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu;> 

The Maxketing Technology Blog Weekly Digest! 

ii~~ A digest from the Marketing Technology Blog j 
facebook ]] ::~:: twitter [ ~:: google I 

I 

Just this week I was interviewed about the optimization work we do and one of the problems we fi~d centtaf [e ma~y of our 

prospect and clients’ m~rketing efforts is,., 



The Marketing Technology BIog is 

brought to you by DK New Media, 

Load images to display the thumbnail for Evercontact: Update your Contact info with Inbou nd 

Email Signatures 

Evercontact: Update your 
Cow, tact info with Inbound 
Email Signatures 
~.bout half an hour ago, a PR person called 

t~e to s[ar[ an online interview... ~ ans~,ered 

:he phone and sa~d, "Hi Rebecca ~ I’m [eady 

:o go~" and she._ 

~ 



Load images to display the thumbnail for Infographic: The Top Marketing Tactics for Lead Generation I~fogr~phic: T~e Top 
~ark~ting T~ctic~ ~or Le~d 
Generation 
~Ne touched base with an old chest today who 

hasn’t wo~’ked w~th us in the ~ast year, A yea~ 

ago, many compall~eS were utilizing our 

resources because we were ahead. 

Read More I 
J 

Load images to displaythe thumbnail for Selling IN Content is not Selling WITH Content Se~ing IN Content is not 
Se~ing W~TH Content 
In speaking with a company that p~oduces 

great content, they discussed that some of 

~he content ideas that they ran up the 

~lagpole had been denied beca~se the 

centent didn’t.. 

~dMo~ / 



Load images to display the thumbnail for Brook Daily: Find the Best Tweets of Interest Brook Dai~y: Find the Best 
Tweets of 
~hile f folfow a ~o~ of accounts on Tw~tter, 

don’t ~ctually fol~ow the accounts. Twi~er is a 

~ream tha~ ~’d have to stare 

,,ranted_. 

~d Mo~ I 

.....~i 
Load images to display the thumbnail for Gainsight: A Customer Insight and Retention 

Platform 

Gainsight: A Customer Insight 
and Retention P~atform 
Gainsight launched the Spring Release of its 

Customer Success Management p~atform, 

wMch makes ~t even eas~er for marketers to 

get a 360~ customer v~ew and collaborate wkh 

other c~stome[ s~ccess._ 

"~::: Read More 



i.~.i L°ad images t° display the thumbnail f°r Inf°graphic: Creating An Inb°und Website F°r 2014 

~nbound Website For 2014 
Eve~y week o~ the Edge of the Web Radio 

podc~st, Edn and ] stress that the mistake 

th~ most companies h~ve is ~hat they believe 

theh s~te ~s an on~ine_~ 

:~:~ Read More 

Load images to display the thumbnail for Infographic: SXSW 2014 Interactive 

Infographic Wrapup 

Infographic: SXSW 20t4 
Interactive lnfogra£hic 
~rap~p 
::)he of the cool tMngs ~bout ou~ partner 

~4e~,ateCs social media monitoring software 

s that you can men,tot topics and events 

:horeL~gMy to get a fui~ #~cture of the 

~entiment and,,, 

~ .~d Mo~e 

Upcoming Events: 



Socia~ ~.~edia ~a~keting World 20t4 

When: We.d~esday March 26, 20’14 4:00 PM EST to Friday March 28, 2014 8:00 PM 

ESIr 

Where: Manchester Grand Hy~tL I M~rket Place, San Diego, CA 92101 

You awe recei~,ing this becau~ you signed up on one of oar sites. Unsubscribe 

M~Jling Address: 120 E Market St, Suite 940 Indianapolis~ IN 46204 

Telephone: (317) 759-4940 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

regester@emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, March 24, 2011 12:15 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emaJ, l.unc.edu> 

Your JSTOR Citations 

Citations.e~ 

JSTOR CITATION LIST 

These citations have been sent to you fi-om: 
regester@email unc edu 

Emai[ note: 

Your use of the JSTOR archive indicates your acceptance of JSTOR’s Terms and Conditions of Use 

http://www istor, orb/about/term s.html. 

NUMBER OF CITATIONS : 1 

Title: tted&i Hopper, Hollywood Gossip, and the Politics of Racial Representation in Film, 1946-1948 
Author(s): Jenni:[’er Frost 
Source: The Journal of African American Histop),, Vo[. 93, No. 1 (Winter, 2008), pp. 36-63 
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of Use 

http:/iwww.jstor.org!about!terms.html. 

NUMBER OF CITATIONS : 1 

Title: Dixon, Griffith, and the Southern Legend 

Author(s): Russell Merritt 

Source: Cinema Journal, Vol. 12, No. 1 (Autumn, 1972), pp. 26-45 

Publisher(s): University of Texas Press on behalf of the Society for Cinema & Media 

Studies 

Stable URL: http:iiwww.jstor.org/stable/1225402 

These records have been provided through JSTOR http:!iwww.jstor.org) . 

If you have any questions or need assistance using JSTOR, please contact JSTOR Support 

(http:iiwww.jstor.org/action/showContactSupportForm) and let us know how we can help 

you. 

For more information about JSTOR, please visit http:iiabout.jstor.org/ 

If you need additional assistance, please do not hesitate to contact JSTOR Support 

(http:iiwww.jstor.org/action/showContactSupportForm). 

JSTOR Support 

support@jstor.org 

(888) 388-3574 
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use digital technologies to preserve the scholarly record and to advance research and 

teaching in sustainable ways. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

regester@emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, April 7, 2011 4:12 PM 

Regester, Chm~lene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

Your JSTOR Citations 

Citations.W~ 

JSTOR CITATION LIST 

These citations have been sent to you fi-om: 
regester@email unc edu 

Emai[ note: 

Your use of the JSTOR archive indicates your acceptance of JSTOR’s Terms and Conditions of Use 

http://www istor, orb/about/term s.html. 

NUMBER OF CITATIONS : 1 

h 

Title: Revisiting Julie Dash’s "Daughters of the Dust": Black Feminist Narrative and Diasporic Recollection 
Author(s): Jennifer A Machiorlatti 
Source: South Atlantic Review, Vol. 70, No. 1 (Winter, 2005), pp. 97-116 
Publisher(s): South Atlantic Modern Language Association 
Stable UR!,: http://www.istor.or~/stable/20462733 

These records have been provided through JSTOR (http:i/www.istor or~) 

If you have an}, questions or need assistance using JSTOR, please contact JSTOR Support (http:/iwww.istor.org/actionishowContactSupportForm) and let us know how we can help you. 

For more irdormation about JSTOR, please visit http :/,’about. istor, orgi 

If you need additional assistance, please do not hesitate to contact JSTOR Support (http://~vw~v.istor.org/actiorgshowContactSupportForm%. 

JSTOR Support 

support@j stor.org 

(888) 388-3574 

JSTOR is part of ITHAKA, a not-for-profit organization helping the academic commani~" use digital technologies to presel~’e the scholarly record and to advance research and teaching in 
sustainable ways. 
Terms and Conditions (http :/iwww. i stor. org/page/info/about/policiesiterms, j sp) I Privacy Policy (http :i/www. j stor. org/page/infoiabout/policiesiprivacv.i sp) I Accessibility 

(http ://w~vw. jstor, org}page/inf o/aboutipolicies/accessibilits,, isp ) 

(c)2000-2010 ITHAKA All Rights Reserved. JSTOR(r), the JSTOR logo, and [TtIAKA(r) are registered trademarks of ITfIAKA. 



JSTOR CITATION LIST 

These citations have been sent to you from: 

regester@email.unc.edu 

Email note: 

Your use of the JSTOR archive indicates your acceptance of JSTOR’s Terms and Conditions 

of Use 

http:/iwww.jstor.org!about!terms.html. 

NUMBER OF CITATIONS : 1 

Title: Revisiting Julie Dash’s "Daughters of the Dust": Black Feminist Narrative and 

Diasporic Recollection 

Author(s): Jennifer A. Machiorlatti 

Source: South Atlantic Review, Vol. 70, No. 1 (Winter, 2005), pp. 97-116 

Publisher(s): South Atlantic Modern Language Association 

Stable URL: http:iiwww.jstor.org/stable/20462733 

These records have been provided through JSTOR http:!iwww.jstor.org) . 

If you have any questions or need assistance using JSTOR, please contact JSTOR Support 

(http:iiwww.jstor.org/action/showContactSupportForm) and let us know how we can help 

you. 

For more information about JSTOR, please visit http:iiabout.jstor.org/ 

If you need additional assistance, please do not hesitate to contact JSTOR Support 

(http:iiwww.jstor.org/action/showContactSupportForm). 

JSTOR Support 

support@jstor.org 

(888) 388-3574 

JSTOR is part of ITHAKA, a not-for-profit organization helping the academic coimmunity 

use digital technologies to preserve the scholarly record and to advance research and 

teaching in sustainable ways. 

Terms and Conditions (http://www.jstor.orgipage!info/about/policiesiterms.jsp) 

Privacy Policy (http:!iwww.jstor.org/pageiinfoiaboutipoliciesiprivacy.jsp) 



Accessibility (http:!/www.jstor.org!page/info/about/policiesiaccessibility.jsp) 

(c)2000-2010 ITHAKA. All Rights Reserved. JSTOR(r), the JSTOR logo, and ITHAKA(r) are 

registered trademarks of ITHAKA. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

regester@emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, April 7, 2011 4:30 PM 

Regester, Chm~lene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

Your JSTOR Citations 

Citations.e~ 

JSTOR CITATION LIST 

These citations have been sent to you fi-om: 
regester@email unc edu 

Emai[ note: 

Your use of the JSTOR archive indicates your acceptance of JSTOR’s Terms and Conditions of Use 

http://www istor, orb/about/term s.htmh 

NUMBER OF CITATIONS : 1 

h 

Title: Race, Rationality, and Melodrama: Aesthetic Response and the Case of Oscar Micheaux 
Author(s): ][)an Flory 
Source: The Journal of’Aesthetics and Art Criticism, Voh 63, No. 4 (Autumn, 2005), pp. 327-338 
Publisher(s): Blackwell Publishing on behalf o:[" The American Society for Aesthetics 
Stable UR!,: http://www.istor.or~istable/3700509 

These records have been provided through JSTOR (http:i/www.jstor or~) 

If you have an}, questions or need assistance using JSTOR, please contact JSTOR Support (http:/iwww.istor.org/actionishowContactSupportForm) and let us know how we can help you. 

For more irdormation about JSTOR, please visit http :/,’about. istor, orgi 

If you need additional assistance, please do not hesitate to contact JSTOR Support (http://~vw~v.istor.or~/actiorgshowContactSupportForm%. 

JSTOR Support 

support@j stor.org 

(888) 388-3574 

JSTOR is part of ITHAKA, a not-for-profit organization helping the academic comm~fib" use digital technologies to presel~’e the scholarly record and to advance research and teaching in 
sustainable ways. 
Terms and Conditions (http :/iwww. i stor. or~/page/info/about/policiesiterms, j sp) I Privacy Policy (http :i/www. j stor. org/page/infoiabout/policiesiprivacv.i sp) I Accessibility 

(http ://www. jstor, or~fpa~e/inf o/aboutipolicies/accessibility, isp ) 

(c)2000-2010 ITHAKA All Rights Reserved. JSTOR(r), the JSTOR logo, and WtIAKA(r) are registered trademarks of ITfIAKA. 



JSTOR CITATION LIST 

These citations have been sent to you from: 

regester@email,unc.edu 

Email note: 

Your use of the JSTOR archive indicates your acceptance of JSTOR’s Terms and Conditions 

of Use 

http:/iwww.jstor.org!about!terms.html. 

NUMBER OF CITATIONS : 1 

Title: Race, Rationality, and Melodrama: Aesthetic Response and the Case of Oscar 

Micheaux 

Author(s): Dan Flory 

Source: The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism, Vol. 63, No. 4 (Autumn, 2005 

pp. 327-338 

Publisher(s): Blackwell Publishing on behalf of The American Society for Aesthetics 

Stable URL: http://www.jstor.orgistablei3700509 

These records have been provided through JSTOR http:!iwww.jstor.org) . 

If you have any questions or need assistance using JSTOR, please contact JSTOR Support 

(http://www.jstor.orgiactionishowContactSupportForm) and let us know how we can help 

you. 

For more information about JSTOR, please visit http:iiabout.jstor.orgi 

If you need additional assistance, please do not hesitate to contact JSTOR Support 

(http:/iwww.jstor.org!actionishowContactSupportForm). 

JSTOR Support 

support@jstor.org 

(888) 388-3574 

JSTOR is part of ITHAKA, a not-for-profit organization helping the academic community 

use digital technologies to preserve the scholarly record and to advance research and 

teaching in sustainable ways. 

Terms and Conditions (http:!iwww.jstor.org/pageiinfoiaboutipoliciesiterms.jsp)    I 



Privacy Policy (http://www.jstor.orgipage!info/about/policiesiprivacy.jsp)    I 

Accessibility (http://www.jstor.org/page/info/about/policies/accessibility.jsp) 

(c)2000-2010 ITHAKAo All Rights Reserved. JSTOR(r), the JSTOR logo, and ITHAK~(r) are 

registered trademarks of ITHAKAo 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

regester@emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, April 7, 2011 4:35 PM 

Regester, Chm~lene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

Your JSTOR Citations 

Citations.e~ 

JSTOR CITATION LIST 

These citations have been sent to you fi-om: 
regester@email unc edu 

Emai[ note: 

Your use of the JSTOR archive indicates your acceptance of JSTOR’s Terms and Conditions of Use 

http://www istor, orb/about/term s.html. 

NUMBER OF CITATIONS : 1 

h 

Title: "Try to Re[rain :[’rom That Desire": Self-Control and Violent Passion in Oscar Micheaux’s Afi-ican American Western 
Author(s): Michael K. Johnson 
Source: African American Review, Vo[. 38, No. 3 (Autumn, 2004), pp 361-377 

Publisher(s): St Louis Universi~ 
Stable UR!,: http://www.jstor.or~istable/1512440 

These records have been provided through JSTOR (http:i/www.jstor or~) 

If you have an}, questions or need assistance using JSTOR, please contact JSTOR Support (http:/iwww.istor.org/actionishowContactSupportForm) and let us know how we can help you. 

For more irdormation about JSTOR, please visit http :/,’about. istor, orgi 

If you need additional assistance, please do not hesitate to contact JSTOR Support (http://~vw~v.istor.or~/actiorgshowContactSupportForm%. 

JSTOR Support 

support@j stor.org 

(888) 388-3574 

JSTOR is part of ITHAKA, a not-for-profit organization helping the academic comm~fib" use digital technologies to presel~’e the scholarly record and to advance research and teaching in 
sustainable ways. 
Terms and Conditions (http :/iwww. i stor. or~/page/info/about/policiesiterms, j sp) I Privacy Policy (http :i/www. j stor. org/page/infoiabout/policiesiprivacv.i sp) I Accessibility 

(http ://www. jstor, or~fpa~e/inf o/aboutipolicies/accessibility, isp ) 

(c)2000-2010 ITHAKA All Rights Reserved. JSTOR(r), the JSTOR logo, and WtIAKA(r) are registered trademarks of ITfIAKA. 



JSTOR CITATION LIST 

These citations have been sent to you from: 

regester@email.unc.edu 

Email note: 

Your use of the JSTOR archive indicates your acceptance of JSTOR’s Terms and Conditions 

of Use 

http:/iwww.jstor.org!about!terms.html. 

NUMBER OF CITATIONS : 1 

Title: "Try to Refrain from That Desire": Self-Control and Violent Passion in Oscar 

Micheaux’s African American Western 

Author(s): Michael K. Johnson 

Source: African /~nerican Review, Vol. 38, No. 3 (Autumn, 2004), pp. 361-377 

Publisher(s): St. Louis University 

Stable URL: http:iiwww.jstor.org/stable/1512440 

These records have been provided through JSTOR http:!iwww.jstor.org) . 

If you have any questions or need assistance using JSTOR, please contact JSTOR Support 

(http:iiwww.jstor.org/action/showContactSupportForm) and let us know how we can help 

you. 

For more information about JSTOR, please visit http:iiabout.jstor.org/ 

If you need additional assistance, please do not hesitate to contact JSTOR Support 

(http:iiwww.jstor.org/action/showContactSupportForm). 

JSTOR Support 

support@jstor.org 

(888) 388-3574 

JSTOR is part of ITHAKA, a not-for-profit organization helping the academic coimmunity 

use digital technologies to preserve the scholarly record and to advance research and 

teaching in sustainable ways. 

Terms and Conditions (http://www.jstor.orgipage!info/about/policiesiterms.jsp) 

Privacy Policy (http:!iwww.jstor.org/pageiinfoiaboutipoliciesiprivacy.jsp) 



Accessibility (http:!/www.jstor.org!page/info/about/policiesiaccessibility.jsp) 

(c)2000-2010 ITHAKA. All Rights Reserved. JSTOR(r), the JSTOR logo, and ITHAKA(r) are 

registered trademarks of ITHAKA. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

regester@emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, April 7, 2011 4:38 PM 

Regester, Chm~lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Your JSTOR Citations 

Citations.w~ 

JSTOR CITATION LIST 

These citations have been sent to you fi-om: 
regester@email unc edu 

Emai[ note: 

Your use of the JSTOR archive indicates your acceptance of JSTOR’s Terms and Conditions of Use 

http://www istor, orb/about/term s.html. 

NUMBER OF CITATIONS : 1 

Title: Bamboozled: A Visual Culture Text lbr Looking at Cultural Practices of Racism 
Author(s): Nancy S Parks 
Source: Art Education, Vol. 57, No. 2 (Mar., 2004), pp 14-18 

Publisher(s): National Art Education Association 
Stable UR!,: http://www.jstor.or~istable/3194110 

These records have been provided through JSTOR (http:i/www.jstor or~) 

If you have an}, questions or need assistance using JSTOR, please contact JSTOR Support (http:/iwww.istor.org/actionishowContactSupportForm) and let us know how we can help you. 

For more irdormation about JSTOR, please visit http :/,’about. istor, orgi 

If you need additional assistance, please do not hesitate to contact JSTOR Support (http://~vw~v.istor.or~/actiorgshowContactSupportForm%. 

JSTOR Support 

support@j stor.org 

(888) 388-3574 

JSTOR is part of ITHAKA, a not-for-profit organization helping the academic commani~" use digital technologies to presel~’e the scholarly record and to advance research and teaching in 
sustainable ways. 
Terms and Conditions (http :/iwww. i stor. or~/page/info/about/policiesiterms, j sp) I Privacy Policy (http :i/www. j stor. org/page/infoiabout/policiesiprivacv.i sp) I Accessibility 

(http ://w~vw. jstor, orR}pa~e/inf o/aboutipolicies/accessibility, isp ) 

(c)2000-2010 ITHAKA All Rights Reserved. JSTOR(r), the JSTOR logo, and WtIAKA(r) are registered trademarks of ITfIAKA. 



JSTOR CITATION LIST 

These citations have been sent to you from: 

regester@emailounc.edu 

Email note: 

Your use of the JSTOR archive indicates your acceptance of JSTOR’s Terms and Conditions 

of Use 

http:/iwww.jstor.org!about!terms.html. 

NUMBER OF CITATIONS : 1 

Title: Bamboozled: A Visual Culture Text for Looking at Cultural Practices of Racism 

Author(s): Nancy S. Parks 

Source: Art Education, Vol. 57, Noo 2 (Mar., 2004), pp. 14-18 

Publisher(s): National Art Education Association 

Stable URL: http:iiwww.jstor.org/stable/3194110 

These records have been provided through JSTOR http:i/wwwojstoroorg) . 

If you have any questions or need assistance using JSTOR, please contact JSTOR Support 

(http:iiwww.jstor.org/action/showContactSupportForm) and let us know how we can help 

you. 

For more information about JSTOR, please visit http:iiabout.jstor.org/ 

If you need additional assistance, please do not hesitate to contact JSTOR Support 

(http:iiwwwojstoroorg/action/showContactSupportForm) o 

JSTOR Support 

support@jstoroorg 

(888) 388-3574 

JSTOR is part of ITHAKA, a not-for-profit organization helping the academic coimmunity 

use digital technologies to preserve the scholarly record and to advance research and 

teaching in sustainable ways. 

Terms and Conditions (http://www.jstor.orgipage!info/about/policiesiterms.jsp)    I 

Privacy Policy (http://www.jstor.orgipage!info/about/policiesiprivacy.jsp)    I 
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JSTOR CITATION LIST 

These citations have been sent to you from: 

regester@email.unc.edu 

Email note: 

Your use of the JSTOR archive indicates your acceptance of JSTOR’s Terms and Conditions 

of Use 

http:iiwww.jstor.org/about/terms.html. 

NUMBER OF CITATIONS : 1 

Title: 

Personal Disorganization 

Author(s): John D. McCarthy; William L. Yancey 

Source: American Journal of Sociology, Vol. 76, No. 4 

Publisher(s): The University of Chicago Press 

Stable URL: http:/iwww.jstor.org!stablei2776433 

Uncle Tom and Mr. Charlie: Metaphysical Pathos in the Study of Racism and 

(Jan., 1971), pp. 648-672 

~tbstract: The commonly held hypothesis the Negro Americans are very likely to 

experience "crisis of identity" and exhibit low self-esteem is questioned. After a 

brief description of the prevailing view, several major theoretical statements 

explaining the assumed state of affairs are presented. The third section reviews a 

variety of empirical evidence revealing considerable az~iguity over, if not directly 

challenging, currently held assumptions. The concluding section presents a series of 

alternative perspectives which suggest hypotheses which conflict those derived from the 

traditional position. 

These records have been provided through JSTOR http:!/www.jstor.org) . 

If you have any questions or need assistance using JSTOR, please contact JSTOR Support 

(http:iiwww.jstor.org/action/showContactSupportForm) and let us know how we can help 

you. 

For more information about JSTOR, please visit http:/iabout.jstor.org/ 

If you need additional assistance, please do not hesitate to contact JSTOR Support 

(http:!iwww.jstor.org/actionishowContactSupportForm). 

JSTOR Support 

support@jstor.org 

(888) 388-3574 
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Your use of the JSTOR archive indicates your acceptance of JSTOR’s Terms and Conditions 

of Use 

https://www.jstor.org/page/info/about/policies/terms.jsp. 

NUMBER OF CITATIONS : 1 

Title: Quadroon Blues: Film Review: Night of the Quarter Moon (1959) 

Author(s): Natia Steans 

Source: Black Camera, Vol. 16, No. 1    Spring/Summer, 2001), p. 9 

Publisher(s): Indiana University Press 

Stable URL: http://www.jstor.orgistablei27761577 

These records have been provided through JSTOR https:iiwww.jstor.org) . 

If you have any questions or need assistance uslng JSTOR, please contact JSTOR Support 

(https:/iwww.jstor.orgiactionishowContactSupportForm) and let us know how we can help 

you. 

For more information about JSTOR, please visit http:iiabout.jstor.org! 

If you need additional assistance, please do not hesitate to contact JSTOR Support 
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of Use 
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NUMBER OF CITATIONS : 1 

Title: "Never Was Born": The Mulatto, an American Tragedy? 

Author(s): Werner Sollors 

Source: The Massachusetts Review, Vol. 27, No. 2 (Suzmmer, 1986), pp. 293-316 

Publisher(s): The Massachusetts Review, Inc. 

Stable URL: http://www.jstor.orgistablei25089759 

These records have been provided through JSTOR https:iiwww.jstor.org) . 
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To: 

Subject: 

office@cm, s[udies.org 

Wecinesday, January 2, 2013 4:50 PM 

Reges~,e[, Charlene B <regesler@err, laii unc.edu> 

Society Fer Cinema and Media Studies - Ti~ank you for yeur order 

Dear Charmeuse Regester, 

Confirmation for the order piaced on 112/2013 

Click here for a printable view of tb, e order 

Tb, e follov¢ing is a description of the order: 

Order Number is: 24719370 

Ordered I products (see below): 

Product Number: X52TMM 

Product: 2013 Conference - Presenter, Non-Student Member- Charlene Regester 

Quantity: 1 

Price Each: $135.00 

Total Price: $135.00 

To~h 

Thanks! 

Society For Cinema and Media Studies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

events@regonline.com 

Monday, Januao~ 7, 2013 11:35 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Registration Confimmtion 

Thank you for registering. You are confirmed for 

2013 Popular Culture Association Annual 

Conference. 

Name: Charlene Regester 

Registration ID: 

Review. chanqe, eE ~pdate your reoistration. 

We look forward to seeing you at the event! 

When 

3/27/2013 12:00 PM EDT - 

3/30/2013 6:00 PM EDT 

Where 

Washington Marriott Wardman 

Park 

2660 Woodley Road NW 

Washington, District of 

Columbia 20008 

1-506-474-2009 

~=h ~___e_:~_e_~L_c_jj~__k___h_~__r~_: 

Contact 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DONOT REPLY@allacademic .cam 

Friday, January 18, 2013 3:33 PM 

Jordan, Joseph F <jtjordan@email.unc.edu> 

aosei@desu.edu; Jordan, Joseph F <jljordm~@email.unc.edu>; Regester, ChMene B <regester@email.unc.edu-~; ssmckoy@ncsu.edu 

2013 NCBS Conference Acceptance Letter 

Dear Joseph Jordan, 

Thank you for your abstract submission to the National Council for Black Studies 37th Almual Conference On behalf of our Colaference Program Committee, it is my pleasure to inform you 
that your proposal titled, "The Cultural Politics of the Black Filmic Image: The Struggle for an appositional Aesthetic" has been accepted for presentation at the 2013 conference. The 
program schedule will be sent out soon. 

All presenters must make their pre-registration payment for the COlaference by January 31 st, to ensure that your name ~vill appear in the conference program ( 1 check numbers must be 
provided if paying by check; 2. American Express users: please include an additional $5.00 for fees) Please note that NCBS membership is strongly encouraged for all conference presenters 
If you have already paid for membership andiur conference registratiun, please disregard this portiun uf the letter We will nuti(y yuu as to when the date and time ufyuur presentation will 
be posted un our website. 

Please register online by going to http:/iwww ncbsonline.ur~icunference registration1 by January 31, 2013 in order tu take advantage uf the discuunted earl?’ bird registration rates 
Additiunally, we urge you tu make your hutel reservatiuns with The Westin Hutel-Downtuwn Indianapulis befure 5:00 pm Februa~ 8, 2013 to ensure the ruon~,board rate ($134 00/day) and 
availability Tu make your reservatiuns with The Westin tlotel-Downtuwn, please call (800) 228-3000 

Please make sure the :gull address and phone number ~vith e-mail address ]2~r EACH presenter is submitted, and that your Username in]2~rmation is accurate Your usemame in]2~rmatiun will 
appear in the program exactly as yuu have entered it (no all caps please) We look forward to your presentatiun at the 37th Annual Natiunal Cunference ufthe Natiuna[ Council [’or Black 
Studies, March 13-16, 2013 in Indianapolis, Indiana 

Sincerely, 
Geurgene Bess-Montgumery, Vice President, 
Cunference Cummittee Chai~ NCBS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jordan, Joseph F @]ordan@email.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, Januao~ 19, 2013 7:56 AM 

Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 2013 NCBS Conference Acceptance Letter 

From: DO NOT REPLY@allacademic.com [DO NOT RF~PLY@allacademic.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 18, 2013 3:32 PM 
To: Jordan, Joseph F 
Cc: aosei@desu.edu; Jordan, Joseph F; Regester, Charlene B; ssmckoy@ncsu edu 
Subject: 2013 NCBS Conference Acceptance Letter 

Dear Joseph Jordan, 

Thank you for your abstract submission to the National Council for Black Studies 37th Almual Conference On behalf of our Colaference Program Committee, it is my pleasure to inform you 
that your proposal titled, "The Cultural Politics of the Black Filmic Image: The Struggle f,ar an appositional Aesthetic" has been accepted for presentation at the 2013 conference. The 
program schedule will be sent out soon. 

All presenters must make their pre-reg~stration payment for the conference by January 31 st, to ensure that your name will appear in the conference program (1 check numbers must be 
provided if paying by check; 2. American Express users: please include an additional $5.00 for fees) Please note that NCBS membership is strongly encouraged [’or all conference presenters 
If you have already paid for membership and/or conference registration, please disregard this portion of the letter We will noti(y you as to when the date and time of your presentation will 
be posted on our website. 

Please register online by going to http:/iwww ncbsonline.or~iconference registration1 by January 31, 2013 in order to take advantage of the discounted earl?’ bird registration rates 
Additionally, we urge you to make your hotel reservations with The Westin Hotel-Downtown Indianapolis before 5:00 pm Februa~ 8, 2013 to ensure the roans, board rate ($134 00/day) and 
availability To make your reservations with The Westin tlotel-Downtown, please call (800) 228-3000 

Please make sure the :gull address and phone number ~vith e-mail address ]2~r EACH presenter is submitted, and that your Username in]2~rmation is accurate Your usemame in]2~rmation will 
appear in the program exactly as you have entered it (no all caps please) We look forward to your presentation at the 37th Annual National Conference of the National Council [’or Black 
Studies, March 13-16, 2013 in Indianapolis, Indiana 

Sincerely, 
Georgene Bess-Montgomery, Vice President, 
Conference Committee Chai~ NCBS 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jordan, Joseph F <j0ordan@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, Januao~ 20, 2013 3:02 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

RE: 2013 NCBS Cont~rence Acceptance Letter 

yes -- although we will only be able to do one night -- so you should let me know whether you want to go the night before our presentation and then leave the evening of the presentation to 
return to chapel hill Or do you want to arrive on the day of the presentation and leave the next day 

By the way -- I have a student coming to from Venezuela to be at the Stone Center for one month 
that might be interested in hosting her in a homestay?? 

there but will intern with us. Do you know a family in chapel hill 

Thanks! 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Sunday, January, 20, 2013 8:14 
To: Jordan, Joseph F 
Subject: RE: 2013 NCBS Conference Acceptance Letter 

Dear Joseph: Thanks for the acceptance letter. I will register for the conference but will your office make my hotel reselwation Please let me know how I should proceed in this matter. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Jordan, Joseph F 
Sent: Saturday, January 19, 2013 7:56 AM 
To: Sheila Smith McKoy; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: FW: 2013 NCBS Conference Acceptance Letter 

From: DO NOT REPLY@allacademic.com IDa ~NOT [ZEPLY@allacademic.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 18, 2013 3:32 PM 
To: Jordan, Joseph F 
Cc a)sei@desu edu; Jordan, Joseph F; Regester, Charlene B; ssmckoy@ncsu edu 
Sutzject: 2013 NCBS Conference Acceptance Letter 

Dear Joseph Jordan, 

Thank you J2~r your abstract submission to the National Council for Black Studies 37th Annual Conference On behalf of our Conference Program Committee, it is my pleasure to inform you 
that your proposal titled, "~fhe Cultural Politics of the Black Filmic Image: The Struggle :[’or an appositional Aesthetic" has been accepted [’or presentation at the 2013 conference. The 
program schedule will be sent out soon. 

All presenters must make their pre-reglstration payment for the conference by January 31 st, to ensure that your name will appear in the conference program (1 check numbers must be 
provided if paying by check; 2. American Express users: please include an additional $5.00 for fees) Please note that NCBS membership is strongly encouraged for all conference presenters 
If you have already paid :[’or membership and/or conference registration, please disregard this portion of the letter We will noti(y you as to when the date and time of your presentation will 
be posted on our website. 

Please register online by going to http:/iwwwncbsonline.or<iconference registration1 by January 31, 2013 in order to take advantage of the discounted earl’>’ bird registration rates 
Additionally, we urge you to make your hotel reservations with The Westin Hotel-Downtown Indianapolis before 5:00 pm February 8, 2013 to ensure the roans/board rate ($134 00/day) and 
availability To make your reservations with The Westin Hotel-Downtown, please call (800) 228-3000 

Please make sure the full address and phone number xvith e-mail address for EACH presenter is submitted, and that your Username information is accttrate. Your username infom~ation will 
appear in the program exactly as you have entered it (no all caps please). ~3, e look forward to yottr presentation at the 37th Atmual National Conference of the National Council for Black 
Studies, March 13-16, 2013 in Indianapolis, Indiana. 

Sincerely-, 
Georgene Bess-Montgomely, Vice President, 
Conference Corrm~ittee Chair 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.eduv 

Thursday, Janua~ 24, 2013 4:41 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Update - Summer School 

Dear Charlene, 

I hope you are doing well. Here are the responses to your questions concerning teaching CCO AFAIVI 101 in the summer: 

1) You wonld only be required to do minor changes. 

2) Pay is the usual salary: 

3) Summer sessions sta(t on the first day of SSI and end on the last day of SSII atter which axe finals. 

Kindly let know your decision as soon as possible. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu> 

Friday, Janualy 25, 2013 1:12 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@emml.unc.edu> 

Howell, TiaN. <tia william@unc.edu> 

RE: Update - Summer School 

Dear Charlene, 

Thanks for your email. 

As I indicated in the email to Judith, ~a (hello) reviewed the overload question and indicated that there would be no problem in terms of you teaching the course. In terms of 

other matters such as minor changes for your course, kindly contact Judith. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Regester, Charlene B 

Sent: Friday, January 25, 2013 11:07 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Update - Summer School 

Dear Eunice: Yes, I will teach the online class this summer -- hope you have cleared all appropriate approval in order for me to do this. Once you let Judith know that I will be 
teaching the class, hope I will receive the information so that I can make the minor revisions in a timely manner. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, January 24, 2013 4:40 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Update - Summer School 

Dear Charlene, 

I hope you are doing well. Here a~e the responses to your ques¢ions concerning teaching CCO AFAM 101 in the sulnmer: 

1 ) You would only be required to do minor changes. 

2) Pay is tile usuaJ salary: 
3) Summer sessions start on the first day of SSI and end on the las¢ day of SSIi after which a~e finals. 

Kindly let know your decision as soon as possible. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Benowilz, Judith <benowitz@email.unc .edu> 

Monday, Januao, 28, 2013 8:56 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Anderson, Barbara S <barbar%anderson@unc.edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu>; Howell, Tia N. 

<tia willimns@unc.edu> 

RE: Form - CCO Summer courses 

Thanks very much, Eunice. Zql write and send contracts to B~*,rbara and Charlene after our payroll st~ff send the requisite dE form to 

your department to sign ond return 1o us----.somet~rne k~ler th~s spring. 

Cheers, 

Judith 
~udi?h 

CB#1020 

Chepe~ Hi~l, ~C 27599 

Tek 91%962-6302 

Fex: 919-962-5549 

h~R~ / / feid¢ycenter.unc.edu 
Embr’ace D~versity[ "We ~earn the most [:rom those who we have d~e ~east ~n common w~th." 
.Joseph M. DeS~mone. Ph D. 
Director, gran~ Hawk[n5 Kenan ~nstitute of ~l’ivate E~terpdse 
UNC-.Chapel 

From= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent= Friday, 3anuaw 25, 20~3 1:08 PN 

Te~ Benow~tz, Judith 
¢c~ Anderson, Barbara S; Regester, Charlene B; Howell, ~a N. 
Su~ject~ Form - COO Summer courses 

Dear Judith, 

Kindly see attached signed form pertaining to CCO Summer courses in the department. Thanks for working with us on these courses. 

Barbara and Charlene: 

If you have further questions kindly contact Judith, In addition, this is to confirm that ~a has reviewed overload issues but if you have further questions about this matter 
please get in touch with her. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jane Burke < @gmafil.com> 

Wednesday, February 6, 2013 1:22 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

SPNC: Ret~rval 

iNi inline image 1 

Dear Charlene Regester, 

of]ANC-CH referred me to you as someone witl’, potentiai interest in joining yogin [~ilow schoiars in participating in Schoiars for a Progressive N~,~th Carolina. We 

are an orgamzafion of factfl~, graduate s~&nts, and program s~ff in ]fisher education who are commi~ed to using lmowledge [kom a varie~~ of di~iplines to 

promote a progressive fu~m [i~r our s~te. Our mission is ~ [i~ster infimned conversations about N o~h Carolina’s s]mmd hefi~ge ~d cmrent challenges that can 

guide public &cision-m~ng to promote a morn inclusive and robust &mocmcy and pt~s~fi~" fi:~r all~ 

We arc p~eased ~o at~fiale wifl~ the N~ (iaro~ina J~ce Ce~er and won ruth other progressive organizations a~mnd the state in pm:sNt of ot~r common 

goNs. We hold q~rterly meetings in ~rtnerstfip mlh the Justice Cenmr to s~ay abreast of developments in state govemmenk sham notes fiom our working groups, 

and plan ot~r activities. 

We welcome eve~yone to attend our meetings. The nex~ v~ssion is scheduled lbr Friday, Eebru~ 8a~ at 2pro at the Center for 1)ocumema~ Studies 

in I)urh~. We hope that you will join us. It’s a grea~ way m learn morn abou~ SPNC and NCJC while meeting other ~holars t?om fl~e T~angle and T~ad. 

As pa~ of fom~N memberstfip in SPNC, we ask scholars to commit ~o at least one acfiviV each year with NCJC such ~ writing an OpEd or Leter to 

Ne EditoC engaging in commmfi~’ or cmnpus ou~vack devek~ping ~ng ~int~ or mviemng m~:arch by Justice Center s~ff 

For morn in[bm-~afion on otar ;~fivifies plea~ visit one of these sims: 

~ Websim: w~v.duke.sims.edw’spnc 

* Facebook: h~ps://~v.Ncebook.com/schol~sforaprogmssivenc?fref~s 

* Twit~r: ~s:i,%viRer.conv’ScholPm~ 

SPNC is divided into several working groups, described b,{efly below; we eucoorage all new membem to join at le~l one. For a more complete description 

oi’our working groups please visit our websi~. 

In the meantime, please let me 1mow if you are inte,vs*ed rejoining ¢he organ~ation and:or if there are any questions I can a~swer. I look ~b~vard to heating 

back from you. 

Sincerely, 

Jane Burke 

S f~NC Proj ect Coordinator 

@gmml.com 

Wor~g Groups: 

1, ~bRc HiO~er Education: Idenfi~ ways m defend against a~cks on ¢he integri~ and quali~" of public Ngher education caused by sl~nding cut~ a*ti~rdabili~ 

challenges m~d limited ~ep~esenmfion on strategic direction commiRees. 

2. Nblic K-I 2 Education: Developing sIrategies to pro~ct pO)lic pro-K- 12 education fiom pfvatizafion, while promoting improvements in schooling, ~rfictdarly 

for low-income and minofiIy smdent~ th~mgh legislative and admmistraIive advocacy, re,arch, community ontmaclv and litigation. 

3. Workers RiN~ls: SPNC is cmrently worldng with fl~e Justice Center’s statewide c~N~ign against wage the~ ~oug with coalition [~rluers fiom all over Norlh 

CaJolina and ~ssisfing eltb,ts m launch a worker center in the T,iaugle. 

4. Budget a~d Taxes: WorMug to build a broader unders~uding of the r~le of~evenue policy in sup~x~rting viral s~te mrvices ~tat provide economic oppommity 

and o¢her ~nefits for all by educating s~te policy~n&ers and the public ak~ut the issues. 

~. C~Nal ausfice: Reform the process and petv:eption of incmceration in No~h Carolina and develop e~ctive reentD~ policies fi:~r the fotme/ly incmverated~ 

6. Em~sion 202~: Put fonvard a progressive vision tbr Noah Carolina guided by the best available evidence and research. We hope to generate materials, tools 

and the apace for a conversation abont an alternative paIh ffw No~h Carolina policymakers to pumue. 

7. Women’s Issues: Working to secure mp~&~cfive justice, affordable child care and housing, high qnaliD’ public education and health cam, protection farm 

violence, aud a robust social sal}ty net. 





Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCBS <info@nc bsonline .o~g> 

Friday, Febrnary 15, 2013 2:11 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

NCBS 37th Conference Hotel Reservations reminder 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR BLACK 
STUDIES 37th CONFERENCE 

The tentative program schedule has been posted. 
Oick here to review...due to cancellations your panel may repost with 
changes. Be sure to double check your day(s) and time(s), 

Due to local events during the weekend of our 

conference the hotel rooms are quickly filling up! And 

so, we strongly encourage everyone to go ahead and 

reserve their rooms for the NCB$ Conference 2013. The 

NCBS nightly hotel rate is S134.00 and this special group 

rate will last until February 15, 2013 (Subject to 
Availability). Please take advantage of this great deal and 

visit the Westin website for more accommodation 

information. 

Sincerely, 

National Council for Black Studies 



Click here for all 

Hotel Information 

National Council for Black Studies 

37th Annual Conference 

March 13-16, 2013 

::~:: NOBS 
The West~n Indianapolis 

50 South Capitol Avenue 

Indianapolis, IN 46204 

800-228=3000 

Group rate available until February 8, 

20:~3. Subject to availability. 

Forward to a eolleaque 

rhea email was sent to regester@email.unc,edu by infoCencbsonline.org 
Update Prof:ile/Email Add[ess £nstan~ removalwith SafeUnsubscribe" P[ivacy Policy, 

NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR BLACK STUDIES :: National Council for Black Stu :: P.O. Box 4109 :: Atlanta :: GA 30303 



rcges~or 

Tuesday, Februa~" 19, 2013 6:08 PM 

Rcgesler~ Charle~e B ~-regester@ema~] amc.edu> 

Gone whh lhe wind: black at~d while in ~echnicolor 

regester (regester@emaii uric edu) thinks that you would be interested in the following content on 

h~i p:iiw<,w bm£csiine.cem/de}isbs/i 0 ~ 050/10509200490282451 

Thank you for using Taylor & F~ancis Online 

If you have any fu~her queries, please contact suppo~i@!:endfenHnexsom w~o will be happy to help 

F~ahcis O~:~na, p~esse add "s~e~%@tendfoh~ne con< s~:d "~nfo@tendfoh~ne con< to your safe sehders 



JSTOR CITATION LIST 

These citations have been sent to you from: 

regester@email.unc.edu 

Your use of the JSTOR archive indicates your acceptance of JSTOR’s Terms and Conditions 

of Use 

http://www.jstor.org/page/info/about/policies/terms.jsp. 

NUMBER OF CITATIONS : 1 

Title: Skins, Tattoos, and Susceptibility 

Author(s): Anne Anlin Cheng 

Source: Representations, Vol. 108, No. 1 (Fall 2009), pp. 98-119 

Publisher(s): University of California Press 

Stable URL: http://www.jstor.orgistablei10.1525/rep.2009.108.1.98 

Abstract: This essay tells the story of the performer Josephine Baker and the architect 

Adolf Loos as a way to track an unexpectedly intimate dialogue between the making of 

the so-called "denuded modern surface" and the spectacle of black skin at the turn of 

the twentieth century. This connection in turn compels a reconsideration of the way we 

read (as) modern subjects. 

These records have been provided through JSTOR http:!iwww.jstor.org) . 

If you have any questions or need assistance using JSTOR, please contact JSTOR Support 

(http:iiwww.jstor.org/action/showContactSupportForm) and let us know how we can help 

you. 

For more information about JSTOR, please visit http:iiabout.jstor.org/ 

If you need additional assistance, please do not hesitate to contact JSTOR Support 

(http:iiwww.jstor.org/action/showContactSupportForm). 

JSTOR Support 

support@jstor.org 

(888) 388-3574 

JSTOR is part of ITHAKA, a not-for-profit organization helping the academic coimmunity 

use digital technologies to preserve the scholarly record and to advance research and 

teaching in sustainable ways. 

Terms and Conditions (http://www.jstor.orgipage!info/about/policiesiterms.jsp)    I 

Privacy Policy (http://www.jstor.org/page/info/about/policies/privacy.jsp)    I Cookies 



(http:iiabout.jstor.org!cookies-use)    I Accessibility 

(http://www.jstor.org/page/info/about/policies/accessibility.jsp) 

(c)2000-2012 ITHAKAo All Rights Reserved. JSTOR(r), the JSTOR logo, and ITHAK~(r) are 

registered trademarks of ITHAKAo 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <j0ordan@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, 4:04 PM 

Natalie Bullock Brown @ahoo.com>; ~live.unc.edw~; Regester, Charlene B 

<regester@email.unc.e&~; chandra guinn <chandra.guinn@duke.edu> 

Ryan Gosliug Is Looking For Bi- Racial Actors To Play Leads In His Directorial Debut [ Shadow and Act 

see my comment as 

htto ://blog s.iudiemre .comishadowa~dacV r~m~- gosling - is- looldug - ib~ bi - mcia] - actors- to- play- leads- h- his- directofi~J - debm 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiordan~,email u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

importance: 

Microsoft Outlook [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYD~B~HF23SPDLT)/cN=REc~P~ENTS/cN=M~cR~S~FTEXCHANGE329E71Ec88AE461~BBc36AB6cE411~9E] 

3/12/2013 6:00:03 AM 

Regester, Charlene B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Charlene B Regester (regester)] 

Your mailbox is almost full, 

High 

Your mailbox is almost full. 
2048MB 

Please reduce your mailbox size, Delete any items you don’t need from your mailbox and empty your Deleted Items 
folder. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

No~h American Book Dislributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@mail61.us2.mcsv.net> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 9:15 AM 

Regester, Chaslene B <regesler@emml.unc.edu> 

Black History Collection 

SLAVE NARRATIVES COMPLETE SET 

A Folk History of Slavery in the United States 

from interviews with former slaves 

Faculty and students interested in African-American Studies will be searching the library for information on 
slavery in the United States. We are pleased to announce the republishing of the entire set of SLAVE 
NARRATIVES; A Folk History of Slavery in the United States from interviews with former slaves. The 

SLAVE NARRATIVES were collected in the 1930s as part of the Federal Writers’ Project of the Works 
Progress Administration from interviews with former slaves. 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES provides a unique and unsurpassed collective portrait of African-American 
population during slavery. Indeed, historian David Brion Davis has argued that the voluminous number of 
documented slave testimonies available in the United States "is indisputably unique among former 
slaveholding nations. In addition to the substantial number of life histories it contains, the most compelling 
feature of the collection is the composition of the sample of people who made up its informants." SLAVE 
NARRATIVES thus constitute an illuminating and invaluable source of data about antebellum and post- 
Emancipation Southern life, the institution of slavery, and, most important, the reactions and perspectives 
of those who had been enslaved. The profoundly moving text which yields great insight into the impact of 
slavery upon human lives. 

Thank you for your consideration in recommending the entire set of SLAVE NARRATIVES to your 
collection development librarian or subject librarian. 

Please visit NABDLLC.com/Slave-Narratives/to view further details regarding this title. 

FREE SHiPPiNG ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE iN THE U.S. 
Purchase orders are accepted from all organizations. 

For your convenience we accept Visa and MasterCard as a payment option. 

Order Form 

Slave Narratives Complete Set - Edition 
$1 995.00 .... 11978040302211 

Name: Library Name: 

Phone: Email: 

Mailing Address: 

City: State: 

Payment Type: Visa MasterCard Check Purchase Order#: 

Cardholder Name: 

Card Number: 

Zip: 

Expiration Date: 

uns~ibsc:-ibe From th~s ~st ~ update subsc:dpt~on p:-efere:~ces 
North Amedcsn Book Distributors, LLC , PO Box 510 . Hamburg~ N[ 48139 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Meersman, Katie <meersman@emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:50 AM 

You’re Invited! 

Good morning! 

Please find your invitation to the Friday Center’s Instructor Appreciation Banquet below this message. To open it and to RSVP to the banquet, please click on the invitation. If at 

all possible, please do not forward this message to anyone else--this will help us ensure that we have an accurate guest count. 

We look forward to seeing you! 

Katie Meersman I Instructional Designer 

The Friday Center for Continuing Education 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-2593 

friday/center, unc.ed u 

[i~i Click to View Card 

View invitation: 

www.papeflesspos~..comievents/3585663- 

5£~60dgcireplies 

View on map 

Add to Google CoJendo~. Outlook, iCal, Yahoo 

Calendar 
Access event on the move: Get the iPhone app now 

FCCE InsCructor Appreciation Banquet 

Wednesday, April 17th at 6:00 PM 

The Friday Center 

100 Friday Center Drive, Chapel Hill, NC 

Un!~ubsc~be from P~]per]e!~s Posl 

~i fsc~book ~ j : Get iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon <dsolomon@nalionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 4:52 PM 

NttC Events <event@nafiona]humanitiescenter.org> 

Noted Scholars ti-om Canada, China, Israel, Germany among speakers at upcoming NHC conference March 21-22, 2013 

Please share with colleagues, students, and friends 

Ni Inline image 1 

March 91 - 99, 9o13 

at the National Humanities Center 

SpeWers-* 

Keynote Add ress: Michael Ignatieff, Toronto University and t talward Kennedy School 

Daniel Bell, Tsinghua University 
Aalat Biletzki, Tel Aviv University and Quinnipiae University 

Christopher Browning, University of North Carolina at Chapd Hill 

Jeml Bethke Elshtain, University of Chicago and Georgetown University 
Catherine Gallagher, University of California - Berkeley 

Hm~s Joas, Freiburg Institute for Advanced Studies and University of Chicago 

Ben Kiernan, Yale University 
Thomas Laqueur, University of California - Berkeley 

Robert Post, Yale University Law School 

Wmlg Hui, Tsinghua University (concluding speaker) 
Richard Wilson, University of Connecticut 

David ~,~ong, Duke University 

One of the most striking features of the contemporary, world is the extraordinaW variety of situations that are claimed to involve human rights 
issues. But do we know what human rights are? Can we describe the difference between human rights and other kinds of rights? Do we have 
an adequate understanding of rights, and of humans, as they are conceived in cultures around the world? 

The full range of issues surrounding human rights cannot be grasped by the language of statutes, treaties, declarations, or conventions; nor can 
human rights be reduced to on-the-ground negotiations. A more durable and productive understanding would require a reflective approach 
based on a thick description of historical, philosophical, and cultural thetors. Human Rights and the Humanities will seek to bring the vast 
resources of the humanities to bear on the understanding of this, one of the central issues of our times. 

Htunml Rights mid the Hmnanities will seek to underscore the contribution of the humanities to an understanding of human rights and to 
stimulate and support fresh thinking on this subject by humanistic scholars. 

A registration tee of $2o ($10 for seniors and students with valid ID) provides entry to all sessions and meals. The keynote address by Michael 
Ignatieff on Thursday, March 21, is free and open to the public. 

For further details or to register for the conference, contact Martha Johnson at (919)549-o661(x128) or 
mjohnson(~nationalhumanitieseenter.org or visit http://wu~’.nationalhumanitieseenter.org/news/9ol3springevents.htm#eonferenee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 
frank tomasulo <             @yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 7:51 PM 

UFVALIST- I~@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: UFVA question? 

Jeff: The Committee has a surprisingly good point about potential confusion for some students. 
I have no idea, though, how many programs use the word "digital" in UFVA schools. If you want, you can ask that 
question through the UFVA listserv: UFVA Listserv <UFVALIST-L(oJLISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU>; you have to be a listserv 
member to use it. 
As I read what you sent me, though, the Committee’s concern is over the DUPLICATION of the term "Digital" for two 
separate program titles, NOT its use at all. How is your Digital l~ledia Produ~rtion different from Digital Arts (Is the 
latter in the Art dept.?)? You might want to make a better distinction between the two in the name you use. Maybe the 
solution would be to change the name of Digital Arts to something else? 
I hope this helps. 
Frank 
Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor of Film Studies 
Department of Media and Communication Arts 
City College of New York, City University of New York 
501 East 87th Street, Apt. 16=G 

NewYork, NY 10128 

646-678-4167 

From: Jeffrey Wisotsky <jeffrey.wisotsky@bcc.cuny.edu> 
To: frank tomasulo ¯            @yahoo.com> 
Cc: Jeffrey Wisotsky <jeffrey.wisotsky@bcc.cuny.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 1:54 PM 
Subject: Re: UFVA question? 

Frank 

Hope all is well. A ques~tion came up at the Curriculum Cornmittee meeting laser week about our proposed name change frorn MEDIA TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM 

to 

DIGITAL MEDIA PRODUCTION. (see below) 

Frank, do you have any idea how many UFVA Colleges use ’DIGITAL’ in the name of their film & TV programs? 

Meeting today from 2-4 PM. Thanks. 

Jeff 

Question from DIGITAL ARTS PROGRAM (ART & MUSIC DEPT): 

"Why have you chosen to rename the program Digital MeNa Production when we aJready have a DigitaJ A(ts program? Can’t you choose a name the is descriptive of 

your program but won’t confuse students?" 

Fr 

Thi s list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.mnerican.edu: subscribe UFVAI,IST-L Ftdl Name ( Full Name should be 

your firs~t and last n~ane.) You caaa leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@lis~tse~w.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <~UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Landau. David <landau@FDU.EDU> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 8:57 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: UFVA question? 

Hello Frank and Jefl; 

We at FDU used to have an "electronic filmmaking" program, 
which we gave up for the standard "film" label, but lately 
have been discussing the same thing - as film is not being 
shot much anymore (although the majority of movies this 
year nominated for both Best Picture and Best 
Cinematography were shot on film) and all our classes 
shoot HD now. Digital iVledia has been used by the computer 
graphics people and seems to be more widely being used at 
other institutions as a combination of web design, flash 
animation, photoshop and the like. Some do include digital 
video production, but not as a major focus. At FDU we 
decided against calling the film program Digital Media 
anything, nut unly because uf the graphics program but 
alsu because the Communications dept has digital media 
journalism cuurses which are webcasting audio and web 
print based. So we don’t want to confuse our students. 

Just my two cents. I wuuld be very interested in what 
name yuu do end up coming up with. 

David Landau 
Cinematugraphy professor 
b~f)U 

On Tue, 12 Mar 2013 16:50:45 -0700 
frank tumasulu <:             ~yahuo.com> wrote: 
> Jeff: The Con~nittee has a surprisingly guud point abuut 
>potential cunfusion for some students. 
> 

> I have nu idea, thuugh, how many prugrams use the word 
>"digital" in I_TFVA schuols. If you want, yuu can ask that 
>question thruugh the UFVA listserv: UFVA Listsep¢ 
><UFV;kLIST-L@MSTSERV AMERICAN F.DU>; yuu have tu be a 
>listserv member to use it. 
> 

> As I read what you sent me, though, the Cummittee’s 
>concern is over the DL~PLICATION of the term "Digital" for 
>two separate progranr titles, NOT its use at all. How is 
>your Digital Media Production different frora Digital Arts 
>(Is the latter in the Art dept. ?)? You nright want to make 
>a better distinction between the two in the name you 
>use. Maybe the solution would be to change the name of 
>Digital Arts to something else? 
> 

> I hope this helps. 
> 

>Frank 
> 

>Fratfi( P. Tonrasulo, Ph.D. 
> Visiting Professor of Film Studies 
> Department of Media and Commtmication Arts 
> City College of New York, City University of New York 
> 501 East 87th Street, Apt. 16-G 
> New- York. XrY 10128 
> 

> 6d~5-678-4167 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Jeffrey Wisotsky Rieffrey.wisotslcy@bcc.cuny.edu> 
> To: frank tomasulo <           @yahoo corn> 
> Cc: JeitYey Wisotslcy <jeffrey.wisotsky@bcc.cuny edu> 
> Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 1:54 PM 
> Subject: Re: UFVA question? 
> 

>Frank, 
> 

> Hope all is ~vell A question came up at the Curriculum 
>Committee meeting last week about our proposed name 
>change from \4E~DIA TECHNOLOGY PROGRANI to 
> DIGITAL MEDIA PRODUCTION. (see below) 
> 

>Frank, do you have any idea how many UFVA Colleges use 
>’DIGITAL’ in the name of their film & TV programs? 
> 

> Meeting today from 2-4 PM Thanks. 
> 

> Jeff 



> 

> Question from I)IG[TAL ARTS PROGRAM (ART & MUSIC DEPT): 
> 

> "Why have you chosen to rename the program Digital Media 
>Production when we alrea@ have a Digital Arts program? 
>Can’t you choose a name the is descriptive of your 
>program but won’ t c onfuse students ?" 
> 

> 

>Fr 
> 

> 

>T 
> 
> This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the 
>following message to listset~@listser,~.american.edu: 
> 

> subscribe UFV.4LIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 
>your first and last name.) 
> 

> You can leave a list by sending the following corrm~and to 
>listserv@listser~,~.american.edu: 
> 

> signoff UFV.4LIST-L 
> 

> Posting Messages: 
> 

> You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail 

>to l~FVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listselv@listserv.araerican.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be yo~ first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following cormnand to listserv@listselw, american edu: 

signoff UFVALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to LrFVALIST-L@listserv american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Campbell, Andrea A. <acampbell@STU.EDU> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 9:29 PM 

UFVALIST- L@HSTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

FW: UFVA qued, ion? 

For’ our’ grad program (which ix a studies program NOT a productio~ program), we use Electronic Media Arts. Which has caused confusion with potential students. 
Not between programs but as to what e~ectronic media would be. (we cover fi~m, TV, h~ternet and videogames). 
Andrea Campbell, PhD I Associate Pro~ssor ~ Insflt~te for Communica[ion, Entertainment and Med~a 
Schoo~ of Leadership Studies I St. Thomas University ~ 16@1 NW 37th Avenue I M~ami Garden& F133054 
305628.6526 ~ acampbeJ~@stu.edu 
"Being pa~ of a scholarly conversation is like p~aying chess by mail, one move at a time, With someone who lives behind the iron Cu~a~n. ~n a 
country with erratic ma~l deliver," - F~avia 

F~m= Universi~ Film and Video Association [mailto:U~ALI~-L@LIS~ERV.AHERICAN.EDU] On Behalf Of frank ~masulo 
Sent~ Tuesday, Harch 12, 2013 7:51 PN 
To= U ~ALIST- L@ LISTSERV.AN ERICAN. EDU 
$ubjeet~ Re: UNA question? 
Jeff: The Committee has a surprisingly good point about potential confusion for some students. 
I have no idea, though, how many programs use the word "digital" in UFVA schools. If you want, you can ask that 
question through the U~A listserv: U~A Listserv <KEg_&C!_hZ:_C@_C!hZh_KB_g_,_&N_5_B!_CAN_._hD_~.>; you have to be a listserv 
member to use 
As I read what you sent me, though, the Committee’s concern is over the DUPLICATION of the term "Digital" for two 
separate program titles, NOT its use at all. How is your ~igital Media ~rodu~ion different from ~igital A~s (Is the 
latter in the Art dept.?)? You might want to make a better distinction between the two in the name you use. Maybe the 
solution would be to change the name of ~igital ~s to something else? 
I hope this helps. 
Frank 
Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor of Film Studies 
Depa~ment of ~edia and Communication 
City College of New York, City University of New York 
501 East 87th Street, Apt. 16~ 

NewYork, NY 10128 

646-678-4167 
From: Jeffrey Wisotsky <ieffrev.wisotsky@bcc.cuny.edu> 
To: frank tomasulo,             ~/ahoo.com> 
Cc: Jeffrey Wisotsky <.[_e_[~_[__e_y:___w_j~g_t__s___~_@_b___c__c_’:__c_’_u__r_!y_:_e___d_~!> 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 1:54 PM 
Subject: Re: UFVA question? 

Hope all is well. A queslion came up at the Cumculum Committee meeting lasl week about our proposed name change from MEDIA TECHNOLOGY PROGIL~\M 

to 

DIGITAL MEDIA PRODUCTION. (see below) 

Frank, do you have aly idea how many UFVA Colleges use ’DIGITAL’ in the name of their film & TV programs? 

Meeting today from 2-4 PM. Thanks. 

Jeff" 

Question from DIGITAL ARTS PROGIUkM (ART & MUSIC DEPT): 

9 "Why have you chosen to rename the progra~ Digital Media Production when we already have a Digital Arts prograan ~ Can’t you choose a name the is descriptive of 

your program but won’t coat’use students?" 

FF 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv(&liskselv.arnerica~.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first aa~d last na~e.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to !j_s__k__~__e_D_i@!~t__s__e__r_y_’_:_~a_in___e__rj_c_’_a__r_!:e___d__tj.: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You caaa post messages to the list by sending aa~ e-mail to [_]_]~_V___:_A__I__:_[~[I__[-__I__fq~_l_j_gN_E!:’_a_ln___e___rj_c__~rj:_~! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Peter Kiwitt <     ~GMAIL.COIVI> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 9:37 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: UFVA question? 

I’ve thought a lot about this topic. I touch on it in my article in the winter issue of The Journol of Film and Video, "What is Cinema in a Digital Age? Divergent Definitions from a 

Production Perspective." For space reasons I had to cut the section that focused on what names we should use, but I may try to make that a second article~. 

I argue that we need to recognize the separation of technology, production form, and medium medium that has always existe& Cinema (which can be synonymous with film and 

motion pictures) is both a production form and an exhibition medium. Production programs teach form, studies programs generally teach medium. Cinema is also a place where 

we see content, and film is also a photochemical technology. 

So the answer to what you should call your program is, what is your program? if it is a production program that teaches the film form, which is used in movies and television series 

such as Breoking Bad and The Office, then why not call it film, or cinema, or even motion pictures? If it is a production program that teaches the film and television forms (the 

television form includes sitcoms like Two and o Ho/fMen, news, talk shows, the Travel Channel) then why not call it media production? 

The word digital describes technology and, since most of us are not in community colleges or trade schools, we don’t teach technology as an end but an evolving part of each 

production form. So why feature it in the name? Moreover, digital technology has replaced analog video and is on its way to replacing photochemical film--which will likely occur 

in schools before the industry--just as it is transforming everything from art, music, and even humanities. So the addition of digital (and its older sibling, electronic) to a program 

title doesn’t really tell you anything beyond the obvious. Rather it just creates the dilemma you are facing where multiple programs are grabbing for the same word. Leave the 

word digital to those programs that have true separate, enduring alternates (like art) and need to distinguish their multiple offerings. 

Take care, 

Peter Kiwitt 

5choof of Film & Animation 
Rochester Institute of Technology 

1-818-219-5407 (no text, please) 

h ttp://peterkiwitt, wordpress.com/ 

http://cias.rit.edu/schools/film-animation 

From: "Landau, David" <Iandau@FDU.EDU> 

Reply-To: "Landau, David" <Iandau@FDU.EDU> 

Date: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 8:57 PM 

To: <U FVALIST- L@ LISTSE RV.AM E RICAN.E DU > 

SubjecL: Re: UFVA question? 

Hello Frank and Jeff, 

We at FDU used to have an "electronic filmmaking" program, 

which we gave up for the standard "film" label, but lately 

have been discussing the same thing - as film is not being 

shot much anymore (although the majority of movies this 

year nominated for both Best Picture and Best 

Cinematography were shot on film) and all our classes 

shoot HD now. Digital Media has been used by the computer 

graphics people and seems to be more widely being used at 

other institutions as a combination of web design, flash 

animation, photoshop and the like. Some do include digital 

video production, but not as a major focus. At FDU we 

decided against calling the film program Digital Media 

anything, not only because of the graphics program but 

also because the Communications dept has digital media 

journalism courses which are webcasting audio and web 

print based. So we don’t want to confuse our students. 

Just my two cents. I would be very interested in what 

name you do end up coming up with. 

David Landau 

Cinematography professor 

FDU 

On Tue, 12 Mar 2013 16:50:45 -0700 

frank tomasulo <             @yahoo.corn> wrote: 

Jeff: The Committee has a surprisingly good point about 

~:; potential confusion for some students. 

I have no idea, though, how many programs use the word 

~ "digital" in UFVA schools. If you want, you can ask that 

~ question through the UFVA listserv: UFVA Listserv 

~ <UFVALIST-L(~LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU>; you have to be a 

::i:: listserv member to use it. 

:::::: As I read what you sent me, though, the Committee’s 

~ concern is over the DUPLICATION of the term "Digital" for 

iii two separate program titles, NOT its use at all. How is 



your Digital Media Production different from Digital Arts 

(Is tlme latter in the Art dept.?)? You might want to make 

iii a better distinction between the two in the name you 
use. Maybe the solution would be to change the name of 
Digital Arts to something else? 

iii’ hope th s he,ps. 
Frank 

Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor of Film Studies 

Department of Media and Communication Arts 

City College of New York, City University of New York 

501 East 87th Street, Apt. 16-G 

New York, NY 10128 

646-678-4167 

From: Jeffrey Wisotsky <jeffrey.wisotsky@bcc.cuny.edu> 

To: frank tomasulo,         @yahoo.coin> 
Cc: Jeffrey Wisotsky <jeffrey.wisotsky@bcc.cuny.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 201B 1:$4 PM 
Subject: Re: UFVA question? 

Frank, 
Hope all is well. A question came up at the Curriculum 

Committee meeting last week about our proposed name 

change from MEDIA TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM to 

DIGITAL MEDIA PRODUCTION. (see below) 
Frank, do you have any idea how many UFVA Colleges use 

’DIGITAL’ in the name of their film & TV programs? 

Meeting today from 2-4 PM. Thanks. 

Jeff 
Question from DIGITAL ARTS PROGRAM IART & MUSIC DEPTI: 
"Why have you chosen to rename the program Digital Media 

Production when we already haven Digital Arts program? 

Can’t you choose a name the is descriptive of your 

program but won’t confuse students?" 
F r 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the 

following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 
your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to 

listserv@listserv.a merica n.edu: 
signoff UFVAUST-L 

YOU can post messages to the list by sending aim e-mail 

to U FVALIST-L@listserwa merica n.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.amedcan.edu: 

subscribe U FVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

signoff UFVALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to U FVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first 

and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoff UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with 

nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to L~;ALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

University Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Peter Kiwitt <      ~GMAIL.COM> 

Tuesday, March :12, 20~_3 9:38 PM 

UFVALIST-L@ LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.EDU 

Re: UFVA question? CORRECTED 

I’ve thought a lot about this topic. I touch on it in my article in the winter issue of The Journol of Film ond Video, "What is Cinema in a Digital Age? Divergent Definitions from a 

Production Perspective." For space reasons I had to cut the section that focused on what names we should use, but I may try to make that a second article. 

I argue that we need to recognize the separation of technology, production form, and exhibition medium that has always existed. Cinema (which can be synonymous with film and 

motion pictures) is both a production form and an exhibition medium. Production programs teach form, studies programs generally teach medium~ Cinema is also a place where 

we see content, and film is also a photochemical technology. 

So the answer to what you should call your program is, what is your program? If it is a production program that teaches the film form, which is used in movies and television series 

such as Breoking Bod and The Office, then why not call it film, or cinema, or even motion pictures? If it is a production program that teaches the film and television forms (the 

television form includes sitcoms like Two ond a Half Men, news, talk shows, the Travel Channel) then why not call it media production? 

The word digital describes technology and, since most of us are not in community colleges or trade schools, we don’t teach technology as an end but an evolving part of each 

production form. So why feature it in the name? Moreover, digital technology has replaced analog video and is on its way to replacing photochemical film--which will likely occur 

in schools before the industry--just as it is transforming everything from art, music, and even humanities. So the addition of digital (and its older sibling, electronic) to a program 

title doesn’t really tell you anything beyond the obvious. Rather it just creates the dilemma you are facing where multiple programs are grabbing for the same word. Leave the 

word digital to those programs that have true separate, enduring alternates (like art) and need to distinguish their multiple offerings. 

Take care, 

Peter Kiwitt 

Schoo! of Film & Animation 

Rochester Institute of Technology 

1-818-2!9-5407 (no text, please) 

h ttp://peterkiwitt, wordpress.com/ 

http://cias.rit.edu/schoofs/film-animation 

From: "Landau, David" <Iandau@FDU.EDU> 

Reply-To: "Landau, David" <Iandau@FDU.EDU> 

Date: Tuesday, March :12, 203[3 8:57 PM 

To: <U FVALIST- L@ LISTSE RV.AM E RICAN.E DU > 

Subject: Re: UFVA question? 

Hello Frank and Jeff, 

We at FDU used to have an "electronic filmmaking" program, 

which we gave up for the standard "film" label, but lately 

have been discussing the same thing - as film is not being 

shot much anymore (although the majority of movies this 

year nominated for both Best Picture and Best 

Cinematography were shot on film) and all our classes 

shoot HD now. Digital Media has been used by the computer 

graphics people and seems to be more widely being used at 

other institutions as a combination of web design, flash 

animation, photoshop and the like. Some do include digital 

video production, but not as a major focus. At FDU we 

decided against calling the film program Digital Media 

anything, not only because of the graphics program but 

also because the Communications dept has digital media 

journalism courses which are webcasting audio and web 

print based. So we don’t want to confuse our students. 

Just my two cents. I would be very interested in what 

name you do end up coming up with. 

David Landau 

Cinematography professor 

FDU 

On Tue, 12 Mar 2013 16:50:45 -0700 

frank tomasulo <             .@yahoo.com> wrote: 
~:; Jeff: The Committee has a surprisingly good point about 

~:; potential confusion for some students~ 

:::::: I have no idea, though, how many programs use the word 

::i:: "digital" in UFVA schools. If you want, you can ask that 

question through the UFVA listserv: UFVA Listserv 

<UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU>; you have to be a 

listserv member to use it. 

:;:: As I read what you sent me, though, the Committee’s 

concern is over the DUPLICATION of the term "Digital" for 

:;:: two separate program titles, NOT its use at all. How is 



your Digital Media Production different from Digital Arts 

(Is tlme latter in the Art dept.?)? You might want to make 

iii a better distinction between the two in the name you 
use. Maybe the solution would be to change the name of 
Digital Arts to something else? 

iii’ hope th s he,ps. 
Frank 

Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 

Visiting Professor of Film Studies 

Department of Media and Communication Arts 

City College of New York, City University of New York 

501 East 87th Street, Apt. 16-G 

New York, NY 10128 

646-678-4167 

From: Jeffrey Wisotsky <jeffrey.wisotsky@bcc.cuny.edu> 

To: frank tomasulo <i         @yahoo.corn> 

Cc: Jeffrey Wisotsky <jeffrey.wisotsky@bcc.cuny.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 201B 1:$4 PM 
Subject: Re: UFVA question? 

Frank, 
Hope all is well. A question came up at the Curriculum 

Committee meeting last week about our proposed name 

change from MEDIA TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM to 

DIGITAL MEDIA PRODUCTION. (see below) 

Frank, do you have any idea how many UFVA Colleges use 

’DIGITAL’ in the name of their film & TV programs? 

Meeting today from 2-4 PM. Thanks. 

Jeff 
Question from DIGITAL ARTS PROGRAM IART & MUSIC DEPTI: 
"Why have you chosen to rename the program Digital Media 

Production when we already haven Digital Arts program? 
Can’t you choose a name the is descriptive of your 

program but won’t confuse students?" 
F r 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the 

following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to 

listserv@listserv.a merica n.edu: 

signoff UFVAUST-L 

YOU can post messages to the list by sending aim e-mail 

to U FVALIST-L@listserwa merica n.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.amedcan.edu: 

subscribe U FVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

signoff UFVALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to U FVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe U FVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last 

name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoff U FVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with nothing else) 

Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to U FVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 
frank tomasulo <             @yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 9:45 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Fw: UFVA question? 

Dear All: Thanks to Julie S. and David L. for addressing the "question" rasied in my improper email. I had not intended 
to send it to the UFVA listserv as it was; in fact, what you all received was my private response to Jeff Wisotsky’s 
program-naming dilemma. 
Here’s a more appropriate posing of the issue: 
UFVA mainstay Jeffrey Wisotsky has proposed changing the name of his program at Bronx Community College from 
MEDIA TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM to Digital Media Production. The Curriculum Committee at his college has suggested 
that that title might cause potential confusion for some students since there is already a Digital Arts program. 

So he asked me: "How many UFVA Colleges use ’DIGITAL’ in the name of their film & TV programs?" 

Any responses would be welcomed and valuable. 
Best to all, 
Frank 
Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor of Film Studies 
Department of Media and Communication Arts 
City College of New York, City University of New York 
501 East 87th Street, Apt. 16-G 
NewYork, NY 10128 

646-678-4167 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the follomng message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Nmne should be 

your first and last nmne.) You can leave a list by sending the follomng command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.an~erican.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

University Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Scholle, Ben <BScholle@LINDENWOOD.EDU> 

Tuesday, March :12, 20:13:10:52 PM 

UFVALIST-L@ LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.EDU 

Re: UFVA question? 

This is an interesting discussion and something we’ve been talking about recently at my institution. In 2008, we launched a "Digital Cinema Arts" degree. At the time, the "digital" 

in the name was intended either (a) to distinguish us from some of our competition at other schools in our region or (b) as an apology for shooting as little celluloid as we do. 

Now, it seems we’re rapidly approaching a point when "digital cinema" is redundant or obvious. As a result, we’re considering changing the name to a more traditional "cinema 

Ben Scholle 

Cinema and Television Department Chair 

Lindenwood University 

636-949-4166 

From: frank tomasulo < ~yahoo.com> 

Reply-To: frank tomasulo < @yahoo.com> 

Date: Tuesday, March :12, 20:13 8:44 PM 

To: "U FVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.EDU" <U FVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.EDU > 

Subject: Fw: UFVA question? 

Dear All: Thanks to .]ulie S. and David L. for addressing the "question" rasied in my improper email. I had not intended 
to send it to the UFVA listserv as it was; in fact, what you all received was my private response to .]eft Wisotsky’s 
program-naming dilemma. 
Here’s a more appropriate posing of the issue: 
UFVA mainstay .Jeffrey Wisotsky has proposed changing the name of his program at Bronx Community College from 
MEDIA TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM to Digital Media Production. The Curriculum Committee at his college has suggested 
that that title might cause potential confusion for some students since there is already a Digital Arts program. 

So he asked me: "How many UFVA Colleges use ’DIGITAL’ in the name of their film & TV programs?" 

Any responses would be welcomed and valuable, 
Best to all, 
Frank 
Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor of Film Studies 
Department of Media and Communication Arts 
City College of New York, City University of New York 
501 East 87th Street, Apt. 16-(3 

New York, NY 10128 

646-678-4167 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe U FVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last 

name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoff U FVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with nothing else) 

Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to U FVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 

Lindenwood University Email Disclaimer: http://www.lindenwood.edu/emailPolicy.htm This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to 

listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to 

listserv@listserv.americamedu: signoff UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e- 

mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Elizabeth Coffman <ECoffma@LUC.EDU> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:00 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: UFVA question? 

Loyola U Chicago (LUC) has a new Masters in Communicafion in "Digital Media and StoD’telling." We had a lot of discussion about why we should and should not 

include "digital" in the title; particularly becanse we have another Mas~ters program at LUC in Digital Hnmanities coming from the English dept. (We don’t 

include "analog" in any, titles.) We were also tom over using "StoD~telling," for obvious folksy reasons, but went ruth it to cover the program’s interdisciplinmy reach, 

which includes nonfiction areas of documentary, journalis~dc and promotional media producfion. 

Like many decisions at the university, the choice of title finally came down to data ti~m enrollment management which supported that programs with "digital" in their 

title have higher enrollments. As you can tell from our web site, we don’t blast the name of the program evewwhere, and it is often confused with a Masters in Comm, 

which was the other title we wanted. 

Digital Media and Sto .rytelling is our firs~t and only Masters program for our School of Comm so far. (It’s a professional "MC" degree, not an IVL&.) We’ll see if 

enrollment s~ats hold tree ruth our name... 

Elizabeth 

Elizabeth Coffman, PhD 
Associate Professor of Communication 
Loyola University Chicago 
820 Michigan Ave. 
Chicago, IL 60611 
Office: (312) 915-6716 
Home: 
Cell: 
ECoffma@luc.edu 

On Mar 12, 2013, at 8:44 PM, frank tomasulo wrote: 

Dear All: Thanks to Julie S. and David L. for addressing the "question" rasied in my improper email. I had not 
intended to send it to the UFVA listserv as it was; in fact, what you all received was my private response to 
Jeff Wisotsky’s program-naming dilemma. 
Here’s a more appropriate posing of the issue: 
UFVA mainstay Jeffrey Wisotsky has proposed changing the name of his program at Bronx Community College 
from MEDIA TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM to Digital Media Production. The Curriculum Committee at his college 
has suggested that that title might cause potential confusion for some students since there is already a 
Digital Arts program, 

So he asked me: "How many UFVA Colleges use ’DIGITAL’ in the name of their film & TV programs?" 

Any responses would be welcomed and valuable. 
Best to all, 
Frank 
Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor of Film Studies 
Department of Media and Communication Arts 
City College of New York, City University of New York 
501 East 87th Street, Apt. 16-(3 
NewYork, NY 10128 

646-678-4167 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to lis~tseP~@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Nmne ( Full Name 

should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv(~listse~w.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L 

(Write this command in body of emafil with nothing else) Posfing Messages: You can posit messages to the list by sending an e-mafil to UFVALIST- 

L(~listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Nmne should be 

your firs~t and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the tbllowing command to listserv@lis~tserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVAl,IST-L@lis~tserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <~UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 
Laszlo Zsolt Fulop <Izfulop@UNO.EDU> 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 11:04 AM 

UFVAI~IST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: UFVA question? COP, RECTED 

Good points, Peter’. Yes, "digital" is becoming meaningless in almost all aspects of film/cinema. 

Laszlo 

D~:pa:tment of Film and 

The University oi New 

504 280 6809 

From: University Film and Video Association [mailto:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU] On Behalf Of Peter Kiwitt 

Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 8:38 PM 

To: U FVALIST- L@ LISTSE RV.AM E RICAN.E DU 

SubjeCt: Re: UFVA question? CORRE~ED 

l’ve thought a lot about this topic. I touch on it in my article in the winter issue of The Journel o~Film end Video, "What is Cinema in a Digital Age? Divergent Definitions from a 

Production Perspective." For space reasons I had to cut the section that focused on what names we should use, but I may try to make that a second article. 

I argue that we need to recognize the separation of technology, production form, and exhibition medium that has always existed. Cinema (which can be synonymous with film and 

motion pictures) is both a production form and an exhibition medium. Production programs teach form, studies programs generally teach medium. Cinema is also a place where we 

see content, and film is also a photochemical technology. 

So the answer to what you should call your program is, what is your program? If it is a production program that teaches the film form, which is used in movies and television series 

such as Breeking Bed and The O[fice, then why not call it film, or cinema, or even motion pictures? If it is a production program that teaches the film and television forms (the 

television form includes sitcoms like Two end ~ Hel~Men, news, talk shows, the Travel Channel) then why not call it media production? 

The word digital describes technology and, since most of us are not in community colleges or trade schools, we don’t teach technology as an end but an evolving part of each 

production form. So why feature it in the name? Moreover, digital technology has replaced analog video and 

schools before the industry--just as it is transforming everything from art, music, and even humanities. So the addition of digital (and its older sibling, electronic) to a program title 

doesn’t really tell you anything beyond the obvious. Rather it just creates the dilemma you are facing where multiple programs are grabbing for the same word. Leave the word 

digital to those programs that have true separate, enduring alternates (Nke art) and need to distinguish their multiple offerings. 

Take ca 

Peter KJwJtt 

School o~ Film & Animetion 

Rochester Institute o~ Technology 

1-818-219-6407 (no text, please) 

h t t~://~eterkiwitt, wordpress.com/ 

ff~; "landau, David" <landau~FDU=[OU) 

Oatm Tuesday, Maroh 17, 20~3 8:S7 PM 

T~: <U [VALIST- [ @ {.ISTS[ RV.AM [ RIOAN.[ DU > 

Sublet: Re: UFVA question7 
Hello Frank and Jeff, 

We ~t FDU used to have an "electronic filmmakh~(’ program, 

which we gave up for the standard "film" label, but lately 

have been discussing the s~me thing - ~s film is not being 

shot much anymore (although the majority of movies this 

7ear nominated for both Best Picture ~nd Best 

Oinematograph7 were shot on film) and all our 

shoot HD now. Digital Media has been used b7 the computer 

graphics people and seems to he more widely being used at 

other institutions ~s a ~ombination of web desi~B, fl~sh 

animation, photoshop m~d the like. Some do include digital 

video produc~on, but not as a major focus. At FDU we 

decided against caning the film program Digital Medi~ 

anything, not only because of the graphics program but 

also because the Oommunioations dept has digitM medi~ 

journalism courses which are webcasting audio and web 

print based. So we don’t want to confuse our students. 

Just m7 two cents. I would be very interested in what 

name 7ou do end up coming up with. 

David Landau 

Oinem~togr~ph7 professor 

FDU 

On Tue, 12 Mar 2013 16:S0:4S -0700 

frank tomasulo <             ~)yahoo.com> wrote: 

Jeff: The Committee has a surprisingly good point about 

potential confusion for some students. 

I have no idea, though, how many programs use the word 

"digital" in UFVA schools. If you want, you can ask that 

question through the UFVA [istserv: UFVA Listserv 

.... <~-u-~-F--v---A--L1-s-1:L~-LLs-Z-s-~-E1R-~y~.--A----M--~-E---R-L-c--A----N--.~-E-~-D-~-U-~>; you have to be a 

listserv member to use it. 

As I read what you sent me, though, the Committee’s 

concern is over the DUPLICATION of the term "Digital" for 



two separate program titles, NOT its use at all. How is 

your Digital Media Production different from Digital Arts 

(Is the latter in the Art dept.?)? You might want to make 

a better distinction between the two in the name you 

use. Maybe the solution would be to change the name of 

Digital Arts to something else? 

I hope this helps. 

Frank 

Frank P~ Tomasulo, Ph.D. 

Visiting Professor of Film Studies 

Department of Media and Communication Arts 

City College of New York, City University of New York 

501 East g7th Street, Apt. 16-G 

New York, NY 10128 

646-678-4167 

From: Jeffrey Wisotsky <jeffrey.wisotsky@ bcc.cuny.edu > 

To: frank tomasulo <             @yahoo corn> 

Cc: Jeffrey Wisotsky <jeffrey.wisotskL/@bcc:cuny:edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 1:54 PM 

Subject: Re: UFVA question? 

Frank, 

Hope all is well. A question came up at the Curriculum 

Committee meeting last week about our proposed name 

change from MEDIA TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM to 

DIGITAL MEDIA PRODUCTION. (see below) 

Frank, do you have any idea how many UFVA Colleges use 

’DIGITAL’ in the name of their film & TV programs? 

Meeting today from 2-4 PM. Thanks. 

Jeff 

Question from DIGITAL ARTS PROGRAM (ART & MUSIC DEPT): 

"Why have you chosen to rename the program Digital Media 

Production when we already have a Digital Arts program? 

Can’t you choose a name the is descriptive of your 

program but won’t confuse students?" 

Fr 

i This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the 

following message to listserv@listserv american.edu: 

subscribe U FVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to 

list ser’v @listser’v.a m erici~ n.ed u: 

.... signoff U FVALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail 

to [J FVAL.IST-L@listserv.a merican.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.americamedu: 

subscribe U FVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to list:serv@list:serv.american.edu: 

signoff UFVALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to U FVALIST-L@listserv.anqerican.edu 

This list at AU cma be subscribed to by sending the following message to lis~tse~’~’(~listserv.amefican.edu: subscribe UFVAI~IST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first m~d last name.) You can leave a list by sending fl~e follomng command to listserv(?~listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in bod~v 

ofemail ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You cma post messages to the list by sending m~ e-mail to UF VALIST-L(E41istsec~’.americm~.edu 

TNs list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the follomng message to lis~tserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVAI~IST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your firs~t and last name.) You cm~ leave a list by sending the follomng command to lisLserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this commmad in body 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@lis~tserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Good, Roger <good@OHIO.EDU> 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 12:09 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Fwd: UFVA question? COf~RECTED 

Begin fo~varded message: 

From: Roger Good <         ~vmail.com> 
Subject: Re: UFVA question? CORRECTED 
Date: March 13, 2013 11:57:54 AM EDT 
To: "UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU" <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> 
Cc: John Bowditch <bowditch@ohio.edu> 

VeD’ cogent and Hear! t teaz! 

With this one quibble: for programs that are atfiliated closely with the arks side more than "the ~)ciological side or the tech side, "media production" is a 
little prejudicial in its dismissal of"media" as artists think of them. If you start with an idea, whether it is a sto~y or noL creatives ought to next consider 

what medium(a) is best for presenting that idea. I refer you to a great mnticle in Wired magazine a while back wherein Guillenno Del Toro talks about 

the "Story Engine" concept, http:/iv~v.wired.com/enterta~waent/hollwvood/magazine/17-O6imf deltoro 

The implication for us is that there is peril in s~arting our sloD~telling curriculum from the film bubble or the digital bubble or the cinema bubble. Maybe the 

idea screams for a graphic novel or an installation or a game - or a painting or a blog or a sculpture. So if our program is tailored to those ideas that 

scream for audible moving image for mass audiences, we still need to find a tem~ to fit. 

T~meDependentContentForManjPeople sEyesAndEazs programs await the coinage of a new word. And I m just saying "media production" only makes 

sense from within our own box. Sculptors may ta]~e exception. 

On the other hand, I’m newly retired and hmze a lot of time on my hands, so multiple grains of ~lt may be in order. Is there a Curmudgeon Interest Group 

in UFVA? 

Roger Good 

Associate Professor 

Chair, Digital Media: Special Effects, Games and Animation (which for some reason also inchMes digital post, my field) 

School of Media Arts & Studies (now there’s a name that testifies to the knottiness and snottiness of the is,s’~e) 

Ohio Universi~ 

On Mar 13, 2013, at 11:04 AM, Laszlo Zsolt Fulop <lzfhlop~b~UNO.EDU> wrote: 

Good ~mints, P~-:d:er. Yes, "digita£’ is becoming meaningless in akin)st ~] as~)ects of fi~rnicinema. 

Losz/o Falop 
Assistant Professor 

Department of Film and Th~atre 

From: UNversity Film and Video Association [mailto:UFVAUST-k@USTSERV.AMER~CAN.EDU] On Behalf Of Peter Kiwitt 
Sent: Tuesday, March ~2, 20~3 8:38 PM 

Subject: Re: UFVA question? CORRE~ED 
I’ve thought a lot about this topic. I touch on it in my article in the winter issue of The Journal of Film end Video, "What is Cinema in a Digital Age? 

Divergent Definitions from a Production Perspective." For space reasons I had to cut the section that focused on what names we should use, but I may 

try to make that a second article. 

I argue that we need to recognize the separation of technology, production form, and exhibition medium that has always existed. Cinema (which can 
be synonymous with film and motion pictures) is both a production form and an exhibition medium. Production programs teach form, studies programs 
generally teach medium. Cinema is also a place where we see content, and film is also a photochemical technology. 
So the answer to what you should call your program is, what is your program? If it is a production program that teaches the film form, which is used in 
movies and television series such as Breaking Bad and The Office, then why not call it film, or cinema, or even motion pictures? If it is a production 
program that teaches the film and television forms (the television form includes sitcoms like Two and o Half Men, news, talk shows, the Travel 
Channel) then why not call it media production? 
The word digital describes technology and, since most of us are not in community colleges or trade schools, we don’t teach technology as an end but 
an evolving part of each production form. So why feature it in the name? Moreover, digital technology has replaced analog vMeo and is on its way to 
replacing photochemical film--which will likely occur in schools before the industry--just as it is transforming everything from art, music, and even 
humanities. So the addition of digital (and its older sibling, electronic) to a program title doesn’t really tell you anything beyond the obvious. Rather it 
just creates the dilemma you are facing where multiple programs are grabbing for the same word. Leave the word digital to those programs that 
have true separate, enduring alternates (like art) and need to distinguish their multiple offerings. 
Take care, 
Peter Kiwitt 
School of Film & Animation 
Rochester Institute of Technology 



no text, please) 

h ttp:~/peterkiwitt, wardpress, corn/ 

Frorn~ "Landau, David" <landau@FDU.EDU> 

~e~l~-T~: "Landau, David" <Iandau@FDU.EDU> 

Date: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 8:57 PM 

To; <U FVALIST-L@USTSERV.AM ER~CAN.EDU> 

Subject; Re: UFVA question? 

Hello Frank and Jeff, 

We at FDU used to have an "electronic filmmaking" program, 

which we gave up for the standard "film" label, but lately 

have been discussing the same thing - as film is not being 

shot much anymore (although the majority of movies this 

year nominated for both Best Picture and Best 

Cinematography were shot on film) and aH our classes 

shoot HD now. Digital Media has been used by the computer 

graphics people and seems to be more widely being used at 

other institutions as a combination of web design, flash 

animation, photoshop and the like. Some do include digital 

video produc~on, but not as a major focus. At FDU we 

decided against calling the film program Digital Media 

anything, not only because of the graphics program but 

also because the Communications dept has digital media 

journalism courses which are webcasting audio and web 

print based. So we don’t want to confuse our students. 

Just my two cents. I would be very interested in what 

name you do end up coming up with. 

David Landau 

Cinematography professor 

FDU 

On Tue, 12 Mar 2013 16:50:45-0700 

frank tomasulo <             ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

Jeff: The Committee has a surprisingly good point about 

potential confusion for some students. 

iiiiiiii I have no idea, though, how many programs use the wore 

"digital" in UFVA schools. If you want, you can ask that 

question through the UFVA listserv: UFVA Listserv 

<~-U-~!-.,:*~-L-!~-T-~-L-~-L-[-S-~-T-~-E-~-R--Y~--A-~-~-E-~-R-!~-C---A-~-E--~-U-~>; you have to be a 

As l read what you sent me, though, the Committee’s 

concern is over the DUPLICATION of the term "Digital" for 

two separate program titles, NOT its use at all. How is 

your Digital Media Production different from Digital Arts 

(Is the latter in the Art depL?)? You might want to make 

~i~i a better dist~nction between the two in the name you 
use. Maybe the solution would be to change the name of 

Digital Arts to something else? 

~i~i ~ hope this helps. 
Frank 

Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 

Visiting Professor of Film Studies 

Department of Media and Communication Arts 

City College of New York, City University of New York 

501 East 87th Street, Apt. 16-G 

New York, NY 1012g 

iiii 646-678-4167 

From: Jeffrey Wisotsky <j_e___f_f__r__e_y_:__w__!_s__9_Ls__k_y___~__b__c___c_:_c_#__n_~:#~#.> 

To: frank tomasulo <         ~3yahoo.com> 

Cc: Jeffrey Wisotsky <j__e__f__~£_e__~,_:2~_,_Ls__o__t__s__k__y_~__b__c__c_:__c__LLn_y_=~#_~] > 

Sent: Tuesday, Mamh 12, 2013 1:S4 PM 
Subject: Re: UFVA question? 

Frank, 

Hope all ~s well. A question came up at the Curriculum 
Committee meeting last week about our proposed name 
change from MEDIA TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM to 

DIGITAL MEDIA PRODUCTION. (see below) 

Frank, do you have any idea how many UFVA Colleges use 

’DIGITAL’ in the name of their fih’n & TV programs? 

Meeting today from 2-4 PM. Thanks. 
Jeff 
Question from DIGITAL ARTS PROGRAM {ART & MUSIC DEPT): 
"Why have you chosen to rename the program Digital Media 
Production when we already have a Digital Arts program? 

program but won’t confuse students?" 



iiii T 
iliili This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the 
~ following message to !!_s__t_~_e__r__v__@__!!_s__t__s__e_~_=_a__m____e__r_!_c__a__n_:__e__d_~: 

iiiiiiii subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

iiiiiiii You can leave a list by sending the following command to 

:::::::: to UFVALIST--L@listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to !~!~t~s~[~v~(‘~!!~s~s~e~r~v~a~[~e~!~c~a~e~d~‘~u~: 
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Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to U FVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 
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You are receiving this email because you have shown interest in receiving updates and 

notifications about the Center for the Study for Class, Labor, and Social 

Sustainabilityo To unsubscribe from this list, navigate to 

https:iilistsoduke.edu/sympa/info/class-center-list. 



Labor Research Action Network 

LRAN 2013 - Call for Panels and Workshops 

Explore the intersection of cutting-edge labor research and innovative worker organizing 
campaigns at the national Labor Research Action Network Conference in June. 

The Labor Action Research Network will be ha~ing its third annual conference in Georgetown 
Washington D.C on June 18-19. The annual L~LN conference is an opportunity for labor 
leaders, actMsts, academics and supporters to think creatively and daringly about the future of 
the labor movement. 

We are now accepting proposals for panel speakers, roundtable discussions, and workshops on 
topics including (but not limited to): 

Organizing: Board Elections, Non-Board Campaigns, and Alternative Forms 

Best Practices in Comprehensive Organizing Campaigns 

Research on Private Equity 

Strike Strategies 

State and Policy Issue Campaigns 

International Campaigns 

Organizing contingent workers 

Organizing in Right to Work for Less States 

Immigrant Worker Organizing 

Approaches to Labor Law Reform 

This is a space to question fundamental assumptions, propose new pathways and challenge one 
another to create strategies that propel our movement fol~vard. We are calling on organizers, 
leaders, academics, researchers and other participants of some of the innovative campaigns and 
exciting struggles of the past year to share their insights. 

Sessions (roundtable discussions and workshops and panels) during the conference will be in 
ninety minute time blocks. Proposals should be designed to fit that time and leave space for 
questions and engagement with participants. 

Please email proposals to Erin Johansson at ejohansson@amerieanrightsatwork.org no later 
than March 29th. If you require assistance with travel costs in order to attend, please email Erin 
Johansson at ejohansson@amerieanrightsatwork.org and indicate whether you need funding for 
travel, lodging or both. 



F]~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:22 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: teacher recommendation 

Hi Professor Regester, 

I hope you had safe travels. I know you are busy, but I have not been able to contact any other professors and the internship application is due in two days on the Igth of 
March. I would be beyond appreciative if you could write a teacher recommendation for my application. 

The reason why I would like to get this internship is because it will give me the opportunity to see what it is like to be a photojournalist for a newspaper. With my 
photojournalism class that I am taking now, I am given a theme (i.e. caregiver, taxi driver, trailer park) and seven days to take photos for a photo story that fits that theme. 

This job would further expose me to the professional life of a photojournalist because I would get assigned a mentor who is a professional photo journalist for the Chicago 
Reporter that I would shadow for assignments. 

I have no idea what I am getting myself into by declaring myself a         major in the         school and saying that I am a photojournalist and this will be my chance 
to find out and be challenged like I have never been before. I have a lot to learn, and I know that this internship will teach me things that I never even thought of. Just thinking 
about this opportunity excites me. 

Most newspapers have this internship but what I like most about the,              is the investigative style of the periodical and its stories of focus. The 
uncovers and publishes stories that most people shy away even though the information impacts the community. They publish stories on the devastating numbers of child 
homicide in Chicago, faulty government officials and the injustices of immigration mistreatment. 

I am really sorry that this request is last minute. Please let me know if you can do it. 

Thankyou, 

From: Regester, Charlene B [regester@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:40 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: teacher recommendation 

Dear Will be more than glad to submit a letter but I am on my way to Chicago tomorrow, will be in Indiana next Saturday, and will be in Washington, D.C. at the end of the 
month. If you have someone else, this would be better for me because in order for me to do a good letter I need at least a two weeks notice. If possible see if you can locate 
someone else and if not, the earliest that I will be able to do this will be on Wednesday as                                            Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: teacher recommendation 

5:43 PM 

Hi Professor Regester, 

I am applying for a summer photojournalism internship with the               I need a teacher recommendation for the application. The application is due on March 15. I 
would really be honored if you could write my teacher recommendation. Would you be willing to do it? 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <~UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMEPdCAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Frederick Burger <lburge@visionsmedia.com> 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 2:33 PM 

UFVAIAST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: UFVA question? COf~RECTED 

I agree that "digital" is becoming a rather unnecessmy descriptor just as "new media" should fade away since it is hardly new anymore. 

And the explanation of the term "fihn" as both a photochemical process as well as a production form is a good one. 

I do however take exception to the statement below... 

’h-he word digital describes technology and, since most of us are not in community colleges or trade schools, we don’t teach technology as an end but an evolving part of each 

production form." 

As one who teaches in a community college, you might want to consider taking a drive down the street to one and find out that we are not simply 

teaching technology, and we are not a "trade school." We make every effort to educate our students, the vast majority of whom are transferring to four 

year schools, in the aesthetics and theory of production as well as the practical aspects of the production form, 

That said, if a school is a "film school" but students are not actually shooting film for the majority of their projects, can they be called "filmmakers?" 

While I struggle with this and cringe when my students tell me they are done "filming" I for one, would say yes. A rose by any other name. Some terms 
transcend their original meaning. 

Fred 

1&ederiek P. Burger 

Assistant Pr@ssor of Communication & ~4edia Arts 

Visual & Pe~lbrming Arts Department 

Monroe Communi& (’ollege 

] O00 E Henrietta ~d 

Rochester, 2V1" ]4623 

flourger@monroecc.edu 

585.2923142 

Chairman, Rochester Jewish Film Festival 

fburger~)!visionsmedia.com 

On Mar 12, 2013~ at 9:37 PM~ Peter Kiwitt wrote: 

The word digital describes technology and, since most of us are not in community colleges or trade schools, we don’t teach technology as an end but an evolving part 

of each production form. 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Nmne should be 

your first and last name.) You can lem~e a list by sending the following command to listserv@listser~.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by ~nding an e-mail to UFVAI JST-L@lis~tserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mark Jones <mjones@fxconferences.com> 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 3:16 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Using Emotional Intelligence as a Predictor lbr Leadership Success - Audio Contbrence 

Using Emotional Intelligence as a 
Predictor for Leadership Success 

We are all familiar with IQ, but wha~ about [he role ol EQ - emotional inteNgence - as a measure ol 
potential leadership suscess and, ultimately, indbkh~at and organizational pedem~anse? Emotk)na~ 
intelligence req@’es effective communbafion bebveen the rational and emotbnN centers of the brain. 
It represen% 1he path between fee~ng and reason. There are four skills thal togelher make up 
eme~bna~ intelligence. The top two are se]f-awareness and se]f-managemenL whbh are abou~ 
persona~ c()rnpe[ence, and the botbm two are social awareness and retatkmsh~p managen~ent, which 
are about social competence. 

Studies indicate tha~ EQ is a required competency for s~rong leaders, is the number one predictor of 
professk)nal success and per.serial excellense, and aIle(Xs profitability and perlom~ance. This audio 
conference introduces the concept of EQ and the rob it can play in selecting top tabnt, improving 
opeta[ional efficiency, and building a powedrul leadership team. 

For cornplete details ol thL<; conferense, please vLq~ FXConferences.com 

Feedback on simita~ conferences from p~evieus participants: 

’Ver~ so~d over’view,’ 

Learning Objectives 

The brain science behind [he [haory of emo[ional intelligence 

The Iour competancies required to develop emotional in[elligence 

Tips and strategies for developing the required compatancies 

Building the business case for growing emotionally intelligent leaders 

"The.~ role ol ~.’I~ as a predics[or of i}er.~;e~lal and pro[essional 

Who sho~ld attend? 

DirecR~rs 

Team Leaders 

Proiect Managers 

Trainin,q and Development 

About the speaker: 

Rita tBMiaf~ A~en is ~he presk~ent ol Rita B. Allen Associate% a ixovider ol career management 
consulting a~d coacMng se[s’bes for ~ndb’iduals and organizations, representing a vadety of hsdustdes 
inck~ding h~gh technobgy, bio[echnology, financ~N services, professional sewbes, medbal 
devbedpharmaceutba~s, higher education, heN[hcare and retail/consumer products. W~th over 
twenty-4ive years e~ human resoursea ex periense, her specialty areas incbde a variety ef talerfi 
management offerings, ~nchx~in9 executive coaching, leadership development, management tn~n~ng 
and career devebpment. Prevbusly, she hem robs as vbe-presMen[ of Marke~ng and Sea~eh 
Serviced wN~ Ga[l:i & Associates, and human resources positkms with CR. Bard, hK:. B]’U 
Intemationa~ and Un~lrode Corgoralion. 

Ms. Allan holds an MS in badership and a BS in business administration from Nodheastern 
University, Rita cutrenl:ty serves as a board member ef More Than Words as wetl as the Asaesa~k~n o~ 
Career Professk)nab tnternatkma~ - New ~ngland and is a ~orrner board member of "The Boston Chub 



She is also an ac[ive member of othe~’ professional associa[iens, a frequent speaker, author of seve~’al 

articles, an~J ,t~ri~es a menfilly celumn and bfog, Ri~a’s Ca~ee~ Cemer, on the Glebal Business Hub 

section d Boston,.com. Rita is an adjuncl faculty member a~d lecturer at No~lheastem University, 

Bentley University a~d Lesley U~]ivelsity. She was voted o~e of the top ten executive coaches by the 

Women’s Boston B~siness Jearnal, is ce~tilied h] several assessmen~ ~eels and is fl~en~ in Amlenian. 

Cwer 50,000 attendees ac~’oss hmndteds el companies have taken advantage of ou~ easy4o-mse aadie 
cenfe~’ense.s ~e stay abreas~ of‘ a ~asl:.-ohang~ng bus~ness envirenmen~ We specialize ~n disl:anse 
education f‘er 1hose workh~g i~ regulaled ~ndustries includh~g medbal deqce, pharmaceuticals asd 
food $ bevelage. Come check oat oar ~b~’a~}’ d past sadie conferences and see wha~s ~pcom~ng at 

FXConferences. 

Follow us o~ Twitter fo~ announcements, discou~ts, asd special events at 
htt ps://twitter.com/FXConferences 

Please co~tact AC Supper1 at acsupport(~,fxtrans.com with any questions or a.<~sista~ce in 
registration. 

The 

1001 Wa[e~tewn 8[feet 
Ne,,~,,ton, MA 02465-5001, USA 
617-564-3177 

This email was sent to regester@email.unc.edu by FXConferences.com. To be removed from our list, please click here 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Neddo, Lynn J <neddo@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 4:14 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesler@emafil.unc.edu> 

Rezzouk, Lori Autumn <loft rezzouk@unc.edu>; Neddo, Lym~ J <neddo@ema~l.unc.edu> 

letter ofmcom~nendation for student 

Good afternoon Professor Regester, 

I am writing on behalf of the Study Abroad Office and the student named 

We really appreciate that you partially filled out an online form for her but in this recommendation you indicate that you will be sending us another letter via 

email. We have not yet received that letter and so we are waiting for this letter to complete the application and make a decision. 

We would appreciate it if you would let us know if this letter was sent and to whom it was sent. 

In case you are not sure whom to send it to, please respond to Lori Rezzouk copied in this mail as she is the advisor for this program. You may also send it to me and 

I can forward it to Lori. 

I hope you are getting some down time during this spring break and I apologize for bothering you; we want to notify students of their acceptance this Friday. 

Best regards 

Lynn 

Lyn~ Neddo 
Continental Europe Programs D{rector 

Study ,,\broad Office 

CB 3130, 2015 FedEx <-:lobal Educatkm Cent:er 

The UrJvers~ty of North Carolina at Chape~ H~fl 

Chapel Hi~l, North Carolina 27599-3130 

Tek +19~9.962.9272 

Fax: +1 919.9622262 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

importance: 

Microsoft Outlook [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYD~B~HF23SPDLT)/cN=REc~P~ENTS/cN=M~cR~S~FTEXCHANGE329E71Ec88AE461~BBc36AB6cE411~9E] 

3/14/2013 6:00:05 AM 

Regester, Charlene B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Charlene B Regester (regester)] 

Your mailbox is almost full, 

High 

Your mailbox is almost full. 
2048MB 

Please reduce your mailbox size, Delete any items you don’t need from your mailbox and empty your Deleted Items 
folder. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Dalton, Ma~ <dalton@X~FU.EDU> 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 8:46 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: UFVA question? CORRECTED 

#7 

On Wed, Mar 13, 2013 at 12:09 PM, Good, Roger <goo&~ohio.edu> w~ote: 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Roger Good <         @vmail.com> 
Subject: Re: UFVA question? CORRECTED 
Date: March 13, 2013 11:57:54 AM EDT 
To: "UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU" <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> 
Cc: John Bowditch <bowditch@ohio.edu> 

Vmy cogent aa~d Hear! Hear! 

With this one quibble: for programs that are altiliated closely with the arts side more than the sociological side or the tech side, "media production" is a 

little prejudicial in its dismissal of"media" as artists think ofthmn. If you stml with an idea, whether it is a stou or not, creatives ought to ne~ consider 

what medium(a) is best for pmsanting that idea. I refer you to a great article in Wired magazine a while back wherein Guillermo Del Toro talks about 

the "Sto~ Engine" concept, http://~wwv.wired.com/entertaimnent/holl~vood/magazine/17-O6imf deltoro 

The implication for us is that there is peril in starting our stoi~lelling currictflum from the film bubble or the digital bubble or the cinema bubble. Maybe 
the idea screams tbr a graphic novel or an ins~llation or a game - or a painting or a blog or a sculpture. So if our program is tailored to those ideas that 

scream for audible moving image tbr mass audiences, we still need to find a term to fit. 

TimeDependentContentForManyPeople’sEyesAndEars programs await the coinage of a new word. And I’m just saying "media production" only 

~nakes sense from within our own box. Sculptors may take exception. 

On the other hand, I’m newly retired and have a lot of time on my hands, so multiple grains of salt may be in order. Is there a Curmudgeon Interesl 

Group in UFVA? 

Roger Good 

Associate Professor 

Chair. Digital Media: Special Effects, Games and Animation (whidt for some reason also includes digital post, rro, field) 

School of Media Arts & Studies (now there, a name that testifies to the knotliness and snottiness of the issue) 
Ohio University 

On Mar 13, 2013, at 11:04 AM, l,aszlo Zsolt Fulop <lzfidop(~UNO.EDU> wrote: 

Good points, Peter. Yes, "digital" is becoming meaningless in almost all aspects of film!cinema. 

Loszio Fuqop 

Assistant Protessor 
Department_ of Fi~rn and Theatre 
The Un~ver~ty of N~w Ori~ans 

504 280 6809 

From: University Film and Video Association [mailto:UFVALIST-t.@L~STSERV.AMER~CAN.EDU] On Behalf Of Peter Kiwitt 

Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 8:38 PM 

To: U FVAUST-L~USTSERV.AM ERICAN.EDU 

Subject: Re: UFVA question? CORREWED 

I’ve thought a lot about this topic. I touch on it in my article in the winter issue of The Journef of Fifm end Wdeo, "What is Cinema in a Digital Age? 

Divergent Definitions from a Production Perspective." For space reasons I had to cut the section that focused on what names we should use, but I 

may try to make that a second article. 

I argue that we need to recognize the separation of technology, production form, and exhibition medium that has always existed. Cinema (which 

can be synonymous with film and motion pictures) is both a production form and an exhibition medium. Production programs teach form, studies 

programs generally teach medium. Cinema is also a place where we see content, and film is also a photochemical technology. 

So the answer to what you should call your program is, what is your program? If it is a production program that teaches the film form, which is used 

in movies and television series such as Breeking Bed and The Office, then why not call it film, or cinema, or even motion pictures? If it is a production 

program that teaches the film and television forms (the television form includes sitcoms like Two end e Hel~Men, news, talk shows, the Travel 

Channel) then why not call it media production? 

The word digital describes technology and, since most of us are not in community colleges or trade schools, we don’t teach technology as an end 

but an evolving part of each production form. So why feature it in the name? Moreover, digital technology has replaced analog video and is on its 

way to replacing photochemical film--which will likely occur in schools before the industry--just as it is transforming everything from art, music, 

and even humanities. So the addition of digital (and its older sibling, electronic) to a program title doesn’t really tell you anything beyond the 

obvious. Rather it just creates the dilemma you are facing where multiple programs are grabbing for the same word. Leave the word digital to 

those programs that have true separate, enduring alternates (like art) and need to distinguish their multiple offerings. 



Take care, 
Peter Kiwitt 

School of Film & Animation 
Rochester institute of Technology 

1-818-219-5407 (no text, please) 

h ttp://peterkiwitt, wordpress, cam/ 

h ttp://cias.rit.edu/schools/film-animation 

From: "Landau, David" <Iandau@FDU.EDU> 

Reply-To: "Landau, David" <Iandau@FDU.EDU> 

Date: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 8:57 PM 
To: < ~y_~Lt~Z.-_L_.@_LJ._S_~S_._E_ ~V_:&NE_RJ_C_~ .N__:E~N.> 
Subject: Re: UFVA question? 

Hello Frank and Jeff, 
We at FDU used to have an "electronic filmmaking" program, 

which we gave up for the standard "film" label, but lately 

have been discussing the same thing - as film is not being 

shot much anymore (although the majority of movies this 

year nominated for both Best Picture and Best 

Cinematography were shot on film) and all our classes 

shoot HD now. Digital Media has been used by the computer 

graphics people and seems to be more widely being used at 

other institutions as a combination of web design, flash 

animation, photoshop and the like. Some do include digital 

video production, but not as a major focus. At FDU we 

decided against calling the film program Digital Media 

anything, not only because of the graphics program but 

also because the Communications dept has digital media 

journalism courses which are webcasting audio and web 

print based. So we don’t want to confuse our students. 

Just my two cents. I would be very interested in what 

name you do end up coming up with. 

David Landau 
Cinematography professor 

FDU 

On Tue, [2 Mar 2053 116:50:45 -0700 

frank tomasulo <             @yahoo.cam> wrote: 

Jeff: The Committee has a surprisingly good point about 

potential confusion for some students. 

iiiiiiii I have no idea, though, how many programs use the word 
"digital" in UFVA schools. If you want, you can ask that 

question through the UFVA listserv: UFVA Listserv 

<UFVALIST--L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU>; you have to be a 

listserv member to use it. 
As I reaa what you sent me, though, the Committee’s 

concern is over the DUPLICATION of the term "Digital" for 

two separate program titles, NOT its use at all. How is 

your Digital Media Production different from Digital Arts 

(Is the latter in the Art dept.?)? You might want to make 

iiiia better distinction between the two in the name you 
use. Maybe the solution would be to change the name of 

iiiiiiii I hope this helps. 

Frank 

Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor of Film Studies 

Department of Media and Communication Arts 

City College of New York, City University of New York 

New York, NY 
646-678-4167 

From: Jeffrey Wisotsky <ieffrey wisotsky@bcc.cuny.edu> 

To: frank tomasulo.         ~yahoo.com> 
Cc: Jeffrey Wisotsky <jeffrey.wisotsky@bcc cuny.edu> 

Subject: Re: UFVA question? 

Frank, 
Hope all is well. A question came up at the Curriculum 

Committee meetin~ last week about our proposed name 

chan~e from MEDIA TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM to 

DIGITAL MEDIA PRODUCTION. (see below) 
Frank, do you have any idea how many UFVA CoHeres use 

’DIGITAL’ in the name of their film & W programs? 

Meetin~ today from 2-4 PM. Thanks. 

~uest~on from D~G,TAL ARTS PROGRA~ ~ART ~ ~US,C DEPT~: 
"Why have you chosen to rename the program Digital Media 



Production when we already have a Digital Arts program? 
Can’t you choose a name the is descriptive of your 
program but won’t confuse students?" 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the 
following message to listserv@listserwamerican.edu: 
subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 
your first and last name~) 
YOU can leave a list by sending the following command to 
listserv@listserv a merican.edu: 

signoff UFVAL ST-L 

YOU can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserwamerican.edu: 

signoff UFVALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to !i_~!~__r!,_~j~!_J_~_~_~_~_~7_aj__r_Le__r~%__r!:_e___d___a_: subscribe UFVALIST- L Full 

Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) You can leave a liszt by sending the following command to 

listserv(a)listse~a~.an~erican.edu: signoffUFVALIST- L (Write this command in body ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You 

can posit messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UF VALIST- L~?listserv.american~edu 

This list at ALl can be subscribed to by sendin9 the following message to 
listserv@listserv.american,edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and 

last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

signoff UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You 

can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@iistserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to lislserv(~listserv.amerJcan.edu: subscribe UFVAI~IST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last n~ane.) You can leave a liszt by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.an~erican.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this cotnmand in 

body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-tnail to UFVALIST-L,@]istserv.american.edu 

Mary M. Dalton, Ph.D. 

Co-Director, Documentary Film Program 

Wake Forest University 

http:/iwww.wfu.eduidocumentary/ 

http:i/www.wfdddalton.wordpress.com 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to lis~tserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last name.) You can lem~e a list by sending the following command to listserv@listser~.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.an~erican.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Norman Hollyn <nhollyn@CINEMA.USC.EDU> 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 9:36 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: UFVA question? CORRECTED 

Several years ago USC’s increasingly inaccurately named School of Cinema m~d Television undem’ent a name change as we tried to figure out how to encompass the 

Interactive/games based, Web based, location based, installation based, non-traditional based axt forms that we embraced. The facul~ didn’t have a lot of input, but 

most of us are more or less hapw ruth the new designation -- Cinematic Arts -- as it is sufficiently broad to encompass everything we do, has the word "Arts" in it (we 

use a lot of technology but are not a technology-based school), and respects [x~th the old and the new. 

Digital makes no sense anymore, since most everything is digital today - - m~d we don’t teach designing cars, or programming (well, we do in some sense, but...) 

Mis~ped on my iPad 

On Mar 13, 2013, at 11:33 AM, "Frederick Burger" <tburger~visionsmedia.com> wrote: 

I agree that "digital" is becoming a rather unnecesmu descriptor just as "new media" should fade away since it is hardly new anymore. 
And the explanation of the tem~ "film" as both a photochemical process as well as a prodnction form is a good one. 

I do however take exception to the statement below... 

’h-he word digital describes technology and, since most of us are not in community colleges or trade schools, we don’t teach technology as an end but an evolving 

part of each production form." 

As one who teaches in a community college, you might want to consider taking a drive down the street to one and find out that we are not 

simply teaching technology, and we are not a "trade school." We make every effort to educate our students, the vast majority of whom are 

transferring to four year schools, in the aesthetics and theory of production as well as the practical aspects of the production form. 

That said, if a school is a "film school" but students are not actually shooting film for the majority of their projects, can they be called 

"filmmakers?" While I struggle with this and cringe when my students tell me they are done "filming" I for one, would say yes. A rose by any 

other name. Some terms transcend their original meaning. 

Fred 

Frederick P. Burger 

Assistant x~rofessor of Communication c~ A~edia Arts 

Visual & Pe~fiorming Arts Department 

~fonroe Comm~nity College 

l O00 E. Henrietta 

Rochester, NI~ 14623 

.~ur~er(a~monroeee. edu 

585.2~2 3142 

<SUNY-Monroe-Community-College-logojpg> 

Chairman, Rochester Jewish Film ~’estival 

fburger(a)x isionsrnedia.corn 

On Mar 12, 2013, at 9:37 PM, Peter Kiwitt wrote: 

The word digital describes technology and, since most of us are not in community colleges or trade schools, we don’t teach technology as an end but an 

evolving part of each production form. 

This list at AU cm~ be snbscribed to by sending the follomng message to listserv@lis~tserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST- L Full Name ( Full Name 

should be your tirst and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the tbllowing commmad to liskserv@listserv.american.e&t: signoffUFVAI~IST- L 

(Write this comma~d in body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending a~ e-mail to UFVALIST- 

L(a)listserv.america~.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~JO UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 11:43 AM 

Neddo, Lynn J <neddo@email. unc.edu> 

PJ~: letter of recommendation for s~dent 

Dear Lynn: The letter may have been sent to the wrong person. I will attempt to forward as an email attachment Iter today and will send directly to you. Thanks much and I 
apologize for the inconvenience. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Neddo, Lynn J 

Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2013 4:13 PM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
(::¢: Rezzouk, Lori Autumn; Neddo, Lynn .I 
Subject-" letter of recommendation for student 

Good afternoon Professor Regester, 

I am writing on behalf of the Study Abroad Office and the student named 

We really appreciate that you partially filled out an online form for her but in this recommendation you indicate that you will be sending us another letter via 

email. We have not yet received that letter and so we are waiting for this letter to complete the application and make a decision. 

We would appreciate it if you would let us know if this letter was sent and to whom it was sent. 

In case you are not sure whom to send it to, please respond to Lori Rezzouk copied in this mail as she is the advisor for this program. You may also send it to me and 

I can forward it to Lori. 

I hope you are getting some down time during this spring break and I apologize for bothering you; we want to notify students of their acceptance this Friday. 

Best regards 

Lynn 

L.~,nn N eddo 

Continental Europe Programs Director 

Study Abroad Office 

CB 3:1.30, 2015 FedE× Global Education Center 

The University of Nor~:h Carolina at Chape~ H~H 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27S99--3130 

Tek ~-~ 919.962.9272 

Fax: -~I 9~9.98Z2262 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Neddo, Lynn J <neddo@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 11:48 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: letter of recommendation tbr student 

Dear Professor Regester, 

Thank you so much! I will look for it. 

Best 

Ly~ N eddo 

Continental Europe Programs Director 

Study Abroad Offk:e 

CB 3130, 2015 FedEx Global Education Cent:er 

The University of North Carolina at Chape~ Hill 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-3130 

Tel: +1 919.962.9272 

Fax: +1 919.9622262 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Thursday, March 14, 2013 11:43 AM 
To: Neddo, Lynn .I 
Subject: RE: letter of recommendation for student 
Dear Lynn: The letter may have been sent to the wrong person. I will attempt to forward as an email attachment Iter today and will send directly to you. Thanks much and I 
apologize for the inconvenience. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Neddo, Lynn J 
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2013 4:13 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Cc: Rezzouk, Lori Autumn; Neddo, Lynn .] 
Subject: letter of recommendation for student 

Good afternoon Professor Regester, 

I am writing on behalf of the Study Abroad Office and the student named 

We really appreciate that you partially filled out an online form for her but in this recommendation you indicate that you will be sending us another letter via 

email. We have not yet received that letter and so we are waiting for this letter to complete the application and make a decision. 

We would appreciate it if you would let us know if this letter was sent and to whom it was sent. 

In case you are not sure whom to send it to, please respond to Lori Rezzouk copied in this mail as she is the advisor for this program. You may also send it to me and 

I can forward it to Lori. 

I hope you are getting some down time during this spring break and I apologize for bothering you; we want to notify students of their acceptance this Friday. 

Best regards 

Lynn 

[,y~ N eddo 

Continental Europe Programs Director 

Study ,,\broad Office 

CB 3130, 2015 FedEx Global Educatkm Cent:er 

The UrJvers~ty of North Carolina at Chape~ H~fl 

Chapel Hi~l, North Carolina 27599-3130 

Tek +19~9.962.9272 

Fax: +1 919.9622262 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:52 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: teacher recommendation 

Thank you so much Professor Regester. - 

From: Regester, Charlene B [regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,             11:45 AM 

Subject: RE: teacher recommendation 

Dear Just received your email and will try to do your letter later today. Will keep you posted. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:21 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: teacher recommendation 

Hi Professor Regester, 

I hope you had safe travels. I know you are busy, but I have not been able to contact any other professors and the internship application is due in two days on the 15th of 
March. I would be beyond appreciative if you could write a teacher recommendation for my application. 

The reason why I would like to get this internship is because it will give me the opportunity to see what it is like to be a photojournalist for a newspaper. With my 
photojournalism class that I am taking now, I am given a theme (i.e. caregiver, taxi driver, trailer park) and seven days to take photos for a photo story that fits that theme. 

This job would further expose me to the professional life of a photojournalist because I would get assigned a mentor who is a professional photo journalist for the 
that I would shadow for assignments. 

I have no idea what I am getting myself into by declaring myself a         major in the         school and saying that I am a photojournalist and this will be my chance 
to find out and be challenged like I have never been before. I have a lot to learn, and I know that this internship will teach me things that I never even thought of. Just thinking 
about this opportunity excites me. 

Most newspapers have this internship but what I like most about the              is the investigative style of the periodical and its stories of focus. The 
uncovers and publishes stories that most people shy away even though the information impacts the community. They publish stories on the devastating numbers of child 
homicide in Chicago, faulty government officials and the injustices of immigration mistreatment. 

I am really sorry that this request is last minute. Please let me know if you can do it. 

Thankyou, 

From: Regester, Charlene B [regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:40 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: teacher recommendation 

Dear Will be more than glad to submit a letter but I am on my way to Chicago tomorrow, will be in Indiana next Saturday, and will be in Washington, D.C. at the end of the 
month. If you have someone else, this would be better for me because in order for me to do a good letter I need at least a two weeks notice. If possible see if you can locate 
someone else and if not, the earliest that I will be able to do this will be on Wednesday as                                           . Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: teacher recommendation 

5:43 PM 

Hi Professor Regester, 

I am applying for a summer photojournalism internship with the               I need a teacher recommendation for the application. The application is due on March 15. I 
would really be honored if you could write my teacher recommendation. Would you be willing to do it? 

Thankyou, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Neddo, Lynn J <neddo@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 12:12 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Letter of Recommendation tbr 

I have it open! All is well! 

Thank you so much 

[.Vrm 

I,ynn Neddo 

Continental Europe Prograrns Director 

S[udg Abroad Office 

CB 313()~ 2015 ~:edEx Global Educatiot~ Center 
The University of Nor[:h Carolina at Chape~ 

~hspe~ NiH~ North Carolina 27S99--glgO 

Tek ~-1919,9~2,9272 

Fax: <~ 919.9~2.2262 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Thursday, March 14, 2013 11:53 AM 
To: Neddo, Lynn .~ 
Subject: FW: Letter of Recommendation for 
Attached is the letter that apparently was forwarded to Mark Nielsen but I am now forwarding the letter to you. Again, thanks for bringing this to my attention. Please let me 
know that you can access the letter. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 2013 5:23 PM 
To: Nielsen, Mark S 
Subject: Letter of Recommendation for 

Attached is a letter for who is applying to your travel abroad program. Please attach the letter to her application materials. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:25 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: teacher recommendation 

Resume docx 

Hi Professor Regester, 

I have to attach the letter of recommendation to my online application. If you email it to me as an attachment I will upload it directly to my online application and will not read 
it. The application is for the 332 S. Michigan Ave. S00, Chicago, IL 60604. The application requests the name, phone number, e-mail address and title of 
the professor. 

For more information about the internship that I am applying for here is the link to the website: http://www. °.com/photojournalism-internship 

I have also attached my resume to this email address, if you would like some more information about my activities. 

Thank you, 

From: Regester, Charlene B [regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:12 PM 

To: 
Subject: RE: teacher recommendation 

Dear I need the exact address to whom the letter is to be sent--a name, place, address -- please send within the next hour. Do you want me to submit online or do I send 
by USmail. Provide adequate information. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
From: 
Sent: Thursday, 11:51 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: teacher recommendation 

Thank you so much Professor Regester. - 

From: Regester, Charlene B [regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:45 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: teacher recommendation 

Dear Just received your email and will try to do your letter later today. Will keep you posted. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:21 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: teacher recommendation 

Hi Professor Regester, 

I hope you had safe travels. I know you are busy, but I have not been able to contact any other professors and the internship application is due in two days on the 15th of 
March. I would be beyond appreciative if you could write a teacher recommendation for my application. 

The reason why I would like to get this internship is because it will give me the opportunity to see what it is like to be a photojournalist for a newspaper. With my 
photojournalism class that I am taking now, I am given a theme (i.e. caregiver, taxi driver, trailer park) and seven days to take photos for a photo story that fits that theme. 

This job would further expose me to the professional life of a photojournalist because I would get assigned a mentor who is a professional photo journalist for the 
that I would shadow for assignments. 

I have no idea what I am getting myself into by declaring myself a         major in the         school and saying that I am a photojournalist and this will be my chance 
to find out and be challenged like I have never been before. I have a lot to learn, and I know that this internship will teach me things that I never even thought of. Just thinking 

about this opportunity excites me. 

Most newspapers have this internship but what I like most about the              is the investigative style of the periodical and its stories of focus. The 
uncovers and publishes stories that most people shy away even though the information impacts the community. They publish stories on the devastating numbers of child 
homicide in Chicago, faulty government officials and the injustices of immigration mistreatment. 

I am really sorry that this request is last minute. Please let me know if you can do it. 

Thankyou, 

From: Regester, Charlene B rrecJester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:40 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: teacher recommendation 

Dear Will be more than glad to submit a letter but T am on my way to Chicago tomorrow, will be in Indiana next Saturday, and will be in Washington, D.C. at the end of the 
month. Tf you have someone else, this would be better for me because in order for me to do a good letter T need at least a two weeks notice. Tf possible see if you can locate 
someone else and if not, the earliest that I will be able to do this will be on Wednesday as                                            Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From-" 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: teacher recommendation 

5:43 PM 

Hi Professor Regester, 

I am applying for a summer photojournalism internship with the               I need a teacher recommendation for the application, The application is due on March 15, T 
would really be honored if you could write my teacher recommendation. Wo~JId you be willing to do it? 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

HarperAcademic <academic@harpercollins.com> 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 1:02 PM 

Regester, Chmtene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

F~-;citing Updates to our Film Studies Catalog 

1)ear P~oi~ssor Rege~ter, 

We’re hapt)y to announce that ot~r Fi]n) S~t~die~; c~,dal~ ~,o, and jus~t been t@dated wi’(h two wonderful new additions: 77,,e F)%~:[icin C~)nn~’~cgi~),*t: A :~,~m~)i~ by Oscar- 

wira~iag director W~lliam Frledldn at~d ~~ )~ by Academy Award- ~.inning scre.enwriter Mark Boal. 

77te l,>ie~£t,-i,~ (7~>m,eca~)r~. written by one of’(he legendaQ" directors (i~7~e I@enc]~ Cc~m~.ection at~d I?~e Kvorci,st) wtao ushered in Holl?,~x, ood’s second Golden Age in 

{he 1970s, takes readers on a journey {hrough tt,e numerous chance encom,ters and unplanned occurrences that led a young man [iom a poor urban neighlx)rhood {o 

a~ccess in o~,e of the most competitive industries and art fom, a in tlae world, 

One of the most crilically acclaimed and controversial films of the t-~st year, .{.~£.*.~:?..,{~.).!Ln..i,.L2[~..~!.n.{~.: highlights the hunt ti)r Osama bin Laden, which preoccupied lhe wood 

and two Ame~ic~m p~esidentia~ admmistra*_ions ibr more ~_han a decade. The ~ipt tmcovered signitic~mt paJ~s of the highly r, ecretive intelligence oFemtion tha*_ m7enta~Oly 

brought bin I ~aden down--a trtte testament *_o Bo~O’s powers as not jt~s*_ a screenwriteL bat ajot~matiat as welt. 

And, as always, remem~r to check out onr classic film titles, stich as ,~t~r~ by Robert McKee, ~ £~¢cas*.a" ?3]oc’.,,:b,¢.~@~g by Alex Ben Block and I ,tic?, Au’uey 
Wilson, and Sc~,~,*~’ri~,~rs’ ,1A~,~.~-r@2.s.,~. by Kevin Conroy Scott. 

Click on lt~e title lh~ks above or here to begin browsing the Film Steadies calalo~ as a whole~ 

Sincerely, 

Louisa Hager 

Academic Ma~:keting Depariment 

Ha@erCollins Publishers 

10 E 53rd Stieet 

New York, NY 10022 

www.}{al~el;,*~cadell~ic~ci)ll~ 

This is a commercial message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susam~e Carter < ~(}compm~ioncamp.net> 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 2:34 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges’ter@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Letter Attached 

[~etterolReconnnendation.doc 

Hi Charlene, 

Here you go! 

Susanne 

On 3/14/2013 2:01 PM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Susanne: Please review the letter attached at your earliest convenience, lust returned from Chicago and headed to Indiana on Saturday. I am exhausted 

but still functioning. Thanks much for all of your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, ,5:12 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: teacher recommendation 

Hello Professor Regester, 

Thank you so much for writing a teacher recommendation for me, especially at such short notice~ 3[ think it would be okay without the letterhead. I will submit the application 
today because I will be on the road tomorrow to head back to campus. 

Thank you again, 

from: Regester, Charlene B [regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,             2:43 PM 

Subject: RE: teacher recommendation 

Dear Attached is the letter but if you want it on university letterhead, I left my flashdrive so T won’t be able to transfer to letterhead until tomorrow. Let me know if you 
need this. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 12:25 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: teacher recommendation 

Hi Professor Regester, 

I have to attach the letter of recommendation to my online application. If you email it to me as an attachment I will upload it directly to my online application and will not read 
it. The application is for the 332 S. lvlichigan Ave. 500, Chicago, IL 60604. The application requests the name, phone number, e-mail address and title of 
the professor. 

For more information about the internship that I am applying for here is the link to the website: http://www. .com/photoiournalism-internship 

I have also attached my resume to this email address, if you would like some more information about my activities. 

Thankyou, 

From: Regester, Charlene B [regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:12 PM 

To: 
Subject: RE: teacher recommendation 

Dear T need the exact address to whom the letter is to be sent--a name, place, address -- please send within the next hour. Do you want me to submit online or do I send 
by USmail. Provide adequate information. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 
From: 
Sent: Thur~day~ 11:51 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: teacher recommendation 

Thank you so much Professor Regester. - 

From: Regester, Charlene B [regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:45 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: teacher recommendation 

Dear Just received your email and will try to do your letter later today. Will keep you posted. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:21 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: teacher recommendation 

Hi Professor Regester, 

I hope you had safe travels. I know you are busy, but I have not been able to contact any other professors and the internship application is due in two days on the 15th of 
March. I would be beyond appreciative if you could write a teacher recommendation for my application. 

The reason why I would like to get this internship is because it will give me the opportunity to see what it is like to be a photojournalist for a newspaper. With my 
photojournalism class that I am taking now, I am given a theme (i.e. caregiver, taxi driver, trailer park) and seven days to take photos for a photo story that fits that theme. 

This job would further expose me to the professional life of a photojournalist because I would get assigned a mentor who is a professional photo journalist for the Chicago 
Reporter that I would shadow for assignments. 

I have no idea what I am getting myself into by declaring myself a         major in the         school and saying that I am a photojournalist and this will be my chance 
to find out and be challenged like I have never been before. I have a lot to learn, and I know that this internship will teach me things that I never even thought of. Just thinking 



about this opportunity excites me. 

Most newspapers have this internship but what T like most about the              is the investigative style of the periodical and its stories of focus. The 
uncovers and publishes stories that most people shy away even though the information impacts the community. They publish stories on the devastating numbers of child 

homicide in Chicago, faulty government officials and the injustices of immigration mistreatment. 

3[ am really sorry that this request is last minute. Please let me know if you can do it. 

Thank you, 

From: Regester, Charlene B [regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:40 PM 
To: 
S..bject: RE: teacher recommendation 

Dear Will be more than glad to submit a letter but T am on my way to Chicago tomorrow, will be in 3[ndiana next Saturday, and will be in Washington, D.C. at the end of the 
month~ 3If you have someone else, this would be better for me because in order for me to do a good letter 3[ need at least a two weeks notice. 3[f possible see if you can locate 
someone else and if not, the earliest that 3[ will be able to do this will be on Wednesday as                                           . Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: teacher recommendation 

5:~-3 PM 

Hi Professor Regester, 

I am applying for a summer photojournalism internship with the               I need a teacher recommendation for the application~ The application is due on March :~5~ I 
would really be honored if you could write my teacher recommendation. Would you be willing to do it? 

Thankyou, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Joe Brown <joe@STARSDOWNTOEARTHFILMS.COM> 

Friday, March 15, 2013 1:53 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

UFVA Grad Student Fellowship applications due 3/29/2013 

UFVA Fellows Flyer 2013.pdt:, UFVA Graduate Student Fellowship Application 2013 edit.pdf 

UFVA members, 

’]?his is just a reminder that the 2013 Graduate Student Fellowship 
application period will close on 3/29, two week from today. 

Please see the below into and encourage your students to apply 

The UFVA Board and Officers are pleased to announce the 2nd Annual 
Graduate Student Conference Fellowship. 

’]?he fellowship will pay expenses for six graduate student members to 
attend the 2013 UFVA conference at Chapman University The fellowship 
will pay for conference registration, housing, meals, and both the 
picnic and banquet tickets, but will not cover the cost nf travel to the 
conference. In addition, there will be a number of fellowship programs 
designed to introduce fellows to the association. These include: 

¯ A "Meet and Greet" session ]’ollowed by a "How to Conference" session 
with other interested grad student attendees 

¯ A Student Fellows / grad student "m~’;er". 

¯ A lunch session and informal "lecture" on the histoW of the UFVA as 
presented by one or more UFVA "veterans." 

¯ A "Fellow-s’ Presentation Panel" &tring which fellows share their xvork 
(open to all L~FVA conference attendees). 

¯ A "Fellows only" l~xch session with the L~FVA Board. 

¯ A "Goodbye Event" (a.k.a. "after par~’" out on the toxvn). 

Graduate studunt members are encouraged to attend the conference, 
submit their work, and to apply for the fellowship. 

APPLICATION MATERIALS ARE ATTACHED BELOW. 

If you are an active UFVA meraber, please post the flyer and help get 
the xvord out about this opportunity for our graduate student members. 

UFVA Graduate Student Fellowship Applications are clue 3/29/2013. 

The deadline to submit films, scripts, new media, and workshop ideas 
for presentation at the conference is 4/1/2013 (separate from Fellow-s 
Application process). 

Direct questions to: nfvafellows@gmaih com 

Joe Brown, MFA Candidate 
University of North Texas, Dept. of RTVF 
j oe@starsdo;vntoearthfllms, com 
763-360-8340 

Universi~z Film & Video Association 
Board Member (2012-2014) 

Website: www.starsdowntoearthfihns.com 

Blogs at: w~,;v.classlessthefilm.com / www greenearthcinema corn 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listsel~’.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following con~mand to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

signoff L~VALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 
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2013 
GRADUATE STUDENT 

CONFERENCE 
FELLOWSHIP 

Description: The University Film and Video Association (UFVA) is now 
accepting applications for its 2nd annual Graduate Student Fellowship. The 
fellowship provides financial support to students interested in attending the 
annual UFVA conference at Chapman University. The fellowship is meant to 
provide professional development opportunities for current graduate students 
working in the areas of media, film, and production studies. 

Fellows receive: free conference registration, lodging in a shared dorm 
room, meals, and a "special event" ticket for the summer conference. 

Fellows also participate in a special "Fellows’ Program" designed by a UFVA 
board member. 

PRESENT YOUR WORK AT A NATIONAL CONFERENCE. 

POSITION YOURSELF FOR THE ACADEMIC JOB MARKET. 

LEARN ABOUT INDUSTRY JOBS. 

NETWORK WITH FILM, VIDEO, & MEDIA FACULTY. 

Eligibility: The UFVA is looking for outstanding applicants from all media 
related disciplines. Practitioners (a.k.a. "makers") and scholars are 
considered equally. 

Dates: July 30th- Aug 4th 2013; Chapman University, Orange, CA 

O/ O/ See: http://www.ufva.org/Graduate ~o20Student ,~o20Fellowship for application 
details and requirements. 

C o nta ct: u._f_._v__a__f_._e_.![_o_._w__s__ .@.__gm.__a_ j[;_c__o_ ._m_ 

Application Deadline: March 29th, 2013 



IIFVA Graduate Student Fellowship ~ Application 
2013 UFVA Conference; Chapman Universi~, Orange, CA 

U N | V E 2RS ITY 
FI I.,M &VI DEO 
ASSOCIATION 

Description: 

The Universi~ Film and Video Association (UFVA) is continuing its new Graduate Student Fellowship for 

the 2013 year. The fellowship provides financial support for students interested in attending the annual 
UFVA conference at Chapman Universi~. The fellowship is meant to provide professional development 
opportunities for current graduate students working in the areas of media, film, and production studies. 

The fellowship is led by a UFVA board member and features a series of "fellows only" programs designed 
to further each fellow’s knowledge of media education, media production, and careers within higher 

education. Fellows should expect to gain inspiration, career furthering experiences, mentorship, and 
connections. Fellows receive: registration, lodging in a shared dorm room, meals, and a "special event" 
ticket for the summer conference) 

Eligibility: 

The UFVA is looking for outstanding applicants from al.__!l media related disciplines. Practitioners (a.k.a. 
"makers") and scholars are considered equally. The UFVA is searching for applicants who have 
demonstrated achievement in their field of study or creative work and show the potential to be an 
emerging scholar or media professional. 

Applicants must be a current graduate student and a member of the UFVA. 
Student memberships can be purchased for $30 at: www.ufva.org!membership 

Selected Fellows will be required to attend the entire conference. Arrive by 4pm on Tuesday 7/30 and 
not depart until Sunday 8/4. 

1 The special event ticket allows one entrance to the annual UFVA picnic. Other special events such as the UFVA Awards 

Banquet, etc, are not included in the fellowship. Tickets for additional events can be purchased separately. The fellowship does 
not cover airfare or other travel related expenses. 



Applicant Information: 

Address: 

City: 

Fellowship Questions 

1.) Have you ever attended a UFVA conference? If yes, during which years? 

2.) Does your academic department offer travel / conference support to graduate students? If so, are you 
applying for these funds? 

3.) Write a short statement (75 words or less) explaining why you would like to attend the 2013 UFVA 

Conference at Chapman University. 

4.) What is your focus in study or creative work (narrative filmmaking, documentary filmmaking, script 

writing, new media, film studies, etc)? 

5.) Have you submitted any scholarly or creative work to this year’s conference? If so, provide a short 
abstract on your presentation. 

6.) Briefly explain your professional goals and aspirations. Pay particular attention to how attending the 
2013 UFVA Conference will contribute to your professional development. Please limit your response to 

500 words or fewer. 

7.) Please submit a current C.V. with your materials. 

8.) Please submit an academic transcript from your current college / university (unofficial is fine). 

9.) Please solicit a recommendation from a faculty member who can assess your scholarly / creative work 
and have your recommender submit the recommendation directly to the UFVA Fellowship Committee at: 

ufvafellows@gmail.com. Please ask your faculty recommender to confirm your student status. 



Additional Fellowship Requirements 

Fellows will be expected to write a two-page evaluation of their UFVA Fellowship experience upon 

completion of the conference. 

Fellows will also be assigned two short "work assignments" that will entail working as a "Social Media 

Publicist" during the conference. These work assignments will focus on photography of UFVA events, 
"Tweeting," and blogging. 

Deadlines / Submission Instructions 

Submit your application and essays as one PDF document. 

Email all materials to: ufvafellows@gmail.com. 

Have your recommender submit their letter directly to the UFVA Fellowship committee at: 
ufvafellows@gmail.com. 

All materials must reach the UFVA Fellowship Committee by 3/29/2013"**. 

Applicants will be notified of their status by 5/17/2013. 

Accepted fellows must accept or decline their award by 5/24/2013. 

Award "Pay Out" / Cancellation Policy 

Pay Out PoIicy 

The UFVA Student Fellowship "award" covers the cost of conference registration, lodging in a shared 
dorm room, meals, and a "special event" (UFVA picnic ticket) for the summer conference. 

The "award" will be paid directly to the LIFVA summer conference host site by the UFVA. 

Accepted UFVA Student Fellows will not receive any funds directly. 

Cancellation Policy 

Cancellations after the 5/24/2013 confirmation date are highly discouraged. 

If "extenuating circumstances" arise after the 5/24/2013 confirmation date and the accepted UFVA 
Student Fellow is unable to attend the conference a written explanation endorsed by the UFVA Student 
Fellow’s faculty recommender will be expected. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Howard Melton II ~attnet> 

Friday, March 15, 2013 4:21 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Panel Propo~] liar "Unleashing "the Black Erotic" 

Many thanks, Dr. Regester. I received all the documents you sent. 

I thi~k your presentation will work well as part of the panel. I’ll keep yon posted as we revise the panel proposal and proceed ruth submission. 

All best, and thanks again, 

Gene 

--- On Fri, 3/15/13, Regester, Charlene B <regester@email une. edu> wrote: 

Froln: Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Panel Proposal for "Unleashing the Black Erotic" 

To: "Howard Melk~n II" <         ~att.net> 
Date: Friday, March 15, 2013, 2:45 PM 

Dear Gene: Attached is my CV as I did not want to send in the previous email because I did not know if the computer would allow me to send so many attachments at 
one time, Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Howard Melton II         ~att.net] 

Sent: Sunday, March 20, 2023 2:47 PM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Panel Proposal for "Unleashing the Black Erotic" 

Dear Professor Regester, 

My name is Gene Melton and I am working with Mae Henderson and             on a panel proposal for the conference "Unleashing the Black Erotic: 
Gender and Sexuality~Passion, Power, and Praxis" to be held in Charleston, SC, this coming September. I have attached a copy of our draft proposal and the CFP 
for your review. 

We think that your contribution would balance the panel, and we would be delighted if you could join us. At this point, all we would need is a brief description (approx. 
150 words) of what you would like to present, a brief hie, and a recent CV. These materials may be e-mailed to me at this address          ~att.net). 

Please do let us know if you are interested. 

Thankyou, 

Gene 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <nancy.maclean@duke.edu> 

Friday, March 15, 2013 6:52 PM 

Nancy MacLean <nm~cy.maclean@duke.edu> 

FW: SA’v~ OUR STATE - Scholars Speak Out at Forum on Thurs. March 28 at Santbrd School of Public Policy -- plea~ tbrvwacd widely 

Scholars Speak Out flyer - for 3-28.pdf 

SCHOLARS SPEAK OUT 
ON THE DESTRUCTIVE COURSE PURSUED BY THE NEW STATE LEGISLATURE 

JOIN US FOR AN EMERGENCY IF()RUM 
Scholars from across the Triangle are joining together in this ~mprecedeuted forum to reach out to the pubic with information about how current 

policy p~posals wiB damage NoNh Carofina for decades to come. Laws already passed and in the works will impede economic recover, restrict 

democracy, stifle critical thoughL and midercut a ceutmw of refoimis to promote oppo~mfitv, widely shared prospeiJtv, mid the common good. T~s radicN 

U-tu~ in policy demands public sc~tMy and discussion, wlfidl the fb~mm a~s to encourage. 

M  rch 27, 20 3 
Sa   %rd Schoo  of P bHc Polcy 
FREE AND OPEN TO T~E PUBLIC 

Moderator: Dr. Jacquelyn Dowd Hall Julia Cherry Spruill Professor of Histow, UNC Chape~ 

Panelists: 

William Hodd~ng Carter 111, University Professor of Leadership & PuNic Policy, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Or. Katherine Charmn, Associate Professor of History, North Carolina Central University 

~r. Wilie Jennings, Associate Professor of Theology and Nack Church Studies, Duke Divinity School 

Dr. Robert Rorstad, Kevin D~ gort:er Professor of P@ik: Policy and H~st:ory, D@<e Un~versHiy 

Br. BavM JNly, Associate Professor and Chair, Public Health Education, North Carolina Central University 

Dr. Helen ~add, Edgar T. Thompson D~stinguished Professor of Pubic Policy and Economics, Duke University 

Nancy Mackean, Wtfam H. Chafe Professor of History and Public Policy, Duke University 

Dr. ~unther Peck, Fred W. Shaffer Associate Professor of H~story and Public Policy, Duke University 

****** Panelists wi/speak for 5 minutes each, take questions from the press, and then open the floor to discussion 

S~,~O~SOREL~ ~: SCIIOI:.,ARS g(Hi :% P~iOG~iESSIVE NC 

http:i/sites.duke.edu/spnci 
SPNC IS AN ORGANIZATION OF PEOPLE FROM ENS~TUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCA~ON ACROSS ~AE STATE WHO ARE COMMITTED TO USING THE BEST AVAILABLE 

RESEARCH KN OWLEDGE TO FOSTER INFORMED CONVERSATIONS ABOUT NORTH CAROL [NA’ S HIS’I"ORY AN[) CU RR I~NT PUBLIC POLKY CHALL [:NGES 





Frol’~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

fundingalert@cos.com 

Sunday, March 17, 2013 12:59 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Charlene Regester 

Funding alerts for your 
saved searches 
Results: March 17, 2013 

fundit-"~9 sea~°¢h Feb 0~; 
3 funding opportunities 

Develo~e~t 

Sponsor: 
Association for Education in Journalism and 
Mass Communication (AEJMC) 

Limited submission 

Sponsor: 
Society for the Preservation of American 
Modernists 

Sponsor: 
Dallas Museum of Art 

Funding alerts for your saved searches 

Results: March 17, 2013 

Logi~ to view yo~.~" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 17, 2013 5:02 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Library Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

03-17-13 05:02AIM 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon Please visit 

https://webcat.lib unc.eduipatroninfo--S1 for details or to renew-. 

AUTHOR: 

Headline Hollywood : a centuay off 

CALL NO: PN1993.5.U65 H39 2001 

BARCODE: 00018955089 

Davis Library DUE: 03-20-13 

CtlARLENE B REGESTER 
AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER STUDIES 
CB# 3395 204 BAT~[I~E t;r~XLL 

29:8 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Mulcahy, David M - (mmulcahy) <mmulcahy@EIVlAIL.ARIZONA.EDU> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 2:22 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

2013 Conference Update & Re,ninder 

Thanks to those folks who have already submitted entries for this SUlnmer’s UFVA Conference, to be held at Chapman Universi~z in Orange Count’. 

Reminder: April 1 is the deadline to submit films, scripts, new- media exhibits, arid workshops for the conference 

Go here to enter your work: http ://www.uf\’a. orainode/4517 

Online registration for the conference, to be handled by Chapman University, is ALMOST ready to go There ;vill be a link to the Chapman site, once it is up (which should be any day now) 
on the UFVA Conference page. 

I hope your semesters are going well and to see you all at Chapman on July 31. 

~-- Michael 

Michael Mulcahy 
Associate Professor 
School of Theatre, Film and Television 
The Un lversity of Arizona 

Conference Vice-President, 2012-13 
Umversity Film and Video Association 

’]?his list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the 12~llowing mess~ge to listserv@listsep¢.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVAMST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

signoff UFVALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Columbia University Press <j b2579@cup-columbia.ccsend.com> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 8:37 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-* 

Save 50% on Sab’ajit Ray on Cinema 

You’re receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in Columbia University Press. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

this email was sent to regester@emaii.unc,edu by ~_j’_2__l__6__4___@c__o_j_u___n)__b_La_:_e__d__u_ 
Update Prof:ile/Email Address £nstan~ removalwith SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy, 

Columbia University Press 61 West 62nd Street :: New York NY 10023 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC<cs nabdllc.com@mai164.wdc01.mcdlv.net> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 9:15 AM 

Regester, Chmtene B <regesl, er@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Americ~ History Studies/Collection 

Native Peoples A to Z -Second Edition 

Best Books for Academic Libraries recommends... 

NATIVE PEOPLES- A TO Z 
A Reference Guide to Native Peoples of the Western Hemisphere 

Courses on the indigenous people of the Americas are 
taught at your university. Native American educators and 
students will be looking for new reference materials that 
are culturally appropriate and sensitive to the many 
customs and ways of various tribes and nations. The 
material needs to reflect the diverse experiences that 
relate to indigenous peoples of the Americas. We are 
)leased to announce that such a publication is now 

available in the Second Edition of NATIVE PEOPLES A 
TO Z; A Reference Guide to Native Peoples of the 
Western Hemisphere. 

NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z provides authentic examples 
of indigenous Art, culture, literature and history. By 

purchasing a set of NATIVE PEOPLE A to Z you will be providing educators and students a reference that 
is culturally related to the academic needs of indigenous students and will promote student self-esteem and 
character development. 

Please visit www.NABDLLC.com to read a detailed description of the publication’s contents, and view 
sample pages of the encyclopedia. 

The addition of Native Peoples A to Z in your collection will allow students and faculty the ability to tteighten 
awareness and understanding of diverse indigenous cultures and unique traditions. 

Purchase orders are accepted from all institutions on net 60 day terms. If you would like to charge to your 
credit or purchasing card please call our customer service at (810) 231.3728. The ISBN for the set is 
1878592734. The eight volume set is $995.00. 

Thank you for your time and consideration in recommending NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z for purchase to 
your collection development librarian. 

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE IN THE U,S. 
Purchase orders are accepted from all organizations. 

For your convenience we accept Visa and MasterCard as a payment option. 

Customer Order Form 
Please send     set(s) of NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z - Second Edition (Sv. set) at $995.00 per set. 

ISBN: 9781878592735 

Name: Library Name: 

Phone: Email: 

Mailing Address: 

City: State: 

Payment Type: Visa MasterCard Check Purchase Order#: 

Cardholder Name: 

Card Number: 

Zip: 

Expiration Date: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Interlibra~-Borrowing <uncilb@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 1:28 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

ILB Status Update 

To: Charlene Regester 

RE: Title: Jet Magazine / April 1965-October 1966 and Octoberl967-Octoberl968 / 5 MICROFEbM REELS 
Author: Johnson Publishing Company 

TN:     1902872 

This EbB microfilm is due this week. Please return it to the 
Davis Libraw Circulation Desk promptly No renewal is possible. 

If you need another copy, submit a new request, 
but we need this cop?’ back promptly 

EbB Staff 

InterlibraO’ Borrowing 
Davis Librao’, UNC-Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mae Henderson < "_c}gmail.com> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 1:32 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Hello Charleue, 

Here ~:re email addresses: 

?))gmail.com> 

~uuc.edu> 

Also, it is not clear to me that the UNC editor understands the scope and potential appeal 

of the Baker volume. Too bad.., m. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Monday, March 18, 2013 5:17 PM 

~reen~ciety-annonnce@duke.edu; ami-lhculty@duke.edu; amicer~dnke.edu; fihn-video <tilm-video@duke.edu> 

**Screen/Society presents: TONIGIIT--Mon 3/18: "Brother Number One" (Cambodia docu); TOMORROW--Tue 3/19: Surrealist shorts 

(classics on 35mm!); Wed 3/20: "Our School" (docu for N. Korea series) 

Screen/Society presents... 

Brother Num.~er One 

Panel Discussion to follow! 

== Download PDF Flyer ] More Info == 

TOMORROW-~Tuesday March 19, 8pro: 
S~rrealist Short Films program 

Classic experimental French films from the 1920s-30s, 



including two rarely screened 35mm prints! 
== Download PDF Flyer I More Info == 

Our School 
== Download PDF Flyer I More Info == 



l~he Arofse of Cairo 
Download PDF Flyer ] More In~b == 



Lecture by Prof, Barbara Klir~ger 
¢~n 3D Cinema Aest|~etics 
Free ~d Open to the ~blic~ 

== Download PDF Flyer I More Inlb == 



http://ami.duke.eduiscreensociety 

A/! Scree~/Society events are coordim~ted and co-sponsored 
by the [~rogrctm m ~he Ar~s oj~he Moving ]ma~e 

hokazak@duke.edu 



::,~:~,~::~ ii::~: http://ami.du ke.edu/screensociety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noreply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Jero., terHorst (LinkedIn Invitations) <invitations@linkedin.com> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 6:06 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-* 

JetO’ terHorst’s invitation is waiting for your response 

I N:. Lin kedln 

Hi Charlene, 

Jerry sent you an invitation to connect 5 flays ago Howwould you like to respond? 

Jer~y terHorst 

Acto r,M/rite r 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clari~ Press, Inc. <clari~@islandnet.com> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 7:31 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emaJ4.unc.edu> 

BOOK: Desta~ying Libya and World Order/Boyle 

An lnside Track on the Longest US War 
°-from 198t to 2011-- 

against Qaddafi, a man most Americans never knew 

DESTROYING LIBYA 
AND WORLD ORDER 

The Three-Decade 
U.S. Campaign to 

Terminate the 
Qaddafi Revolution 

by 

FRANCIS A. BOYLE 

ISBN: 978-0-9853353-7-3 

$18.95 / 212 pp. / 2013 

SYNOPSIS 

It took three decades for the United States govemlnent spaaming 

and working assiduously over five different plesidential 

administrations (Reagan, Bush I, Clinton, Bush II, and Obama) 

to terminate the 1969 Qaddafi Revolution, seize control over 
Libya’s oil fields, and dismantle its Jamahiriya system. This book 

tells the s’to~ of what happened, why it happened, and what was 

bx~fl~ wrong and illegal with that ti~om the perspective of an 

international law proi~ssor mad la~ier who tried tbr over three 

decades to stop it. 

AUTHOR 

FRANCIS A. 8OYLE is a leading American 

expert in international law, He was 

responsible for drafting the Biological 

Weapons Anti=Terrorism Act of ’t989, the 

A~ericaa i~ple~ent}n# {e#}slation for the 
~972 ~{o{oo}c~ Weapons Conventioa, H~ 

~nternat}o#al (1988-1992~, and represented 

n~ot{ations fro~ ~991 ~o 1993, 

~n 2007, ~e del}vered the Bertrand Russe}} 



Francis Boyle provides a cotnprehensive histoD" and critique of 

American foreign policy towmd Libya from when the Reagan 

administration came to power in January of 1981 up to the 2011 

NA TO war on Libya that ultimately achieved the US goal of 

regime change, and beyond. 

He s~ts the record straight on the s~ries of milita~’ conflicts and 

crises between the United States and Libya over the Gulf of Sidm, 

exposing the Reagan administration’s fraudulent claims of Libyan 

instigation of international terrorism put forwaxd over his eight yeaJcs 

in ottice. 

Boyle reveals the inside s~tory behind the Lockerbie bo~nbing cases 

against the United States and the United Kingdotn that he tiled at 

the World Court for Colonel Qaddafi acting upon his advice and 

the unjufft resolution of those disputes. 

Deploying s~ndard criteria of international law, Boyle analyzes and 

debunks the UN R2P "responsiNli~ to protect" doctrine and its 

immediate predecessor,"humaNtarian intervention". He addresses 
how R2P served as the basis tbr the NATO assault on Libya in 

2011, overriding the UN Charter commitment to state sovereign~ 

and prevention of aggression. The purported NATO protection in 

actuality led m 50,000 Libyan casualtie~ and the complete 

brea]cdown of law and order. And this is just the beginning. Boyle 

lays out the ramifications: the des~abilization of the Maghreb and 

Sahel, and the French intervention in Ma]i with the 
USA/NATO/Eumpe staxting a new imperi~ scramble tbr the 

n~:tural resou~ces of Al~ica. 

This book is not only a classic case study of the conduct of US 

foreign Ix~licy as it relates to international law, but a damning 
indictment of the newly-contrived R2P doctrine as legal cover 

Western intervention into thiird world countries. 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 
Introduction 

Chapter 1. 

Using International Law ~o Analyze A~nerican 

Foreign Policy Decision-Making. 

Chapter 2. 
The Confiontation Between the Reagan 
Adminis’tmtion and Libya 
over the Gulf of Sidra and Tem~rism 

Chapter 3. 

The Reagan Ad~ninistmtion’s Criminal Bombings of 

Tripoli and Benghazi 

Chapter 4. 

Resolving the Lockerbie Dispute by Means of 

International Law. 

Chapter 5. 

Responsibili~ to Protect (R2P)versus International 

Law. 

Chapter 6. 
The 2011 U.S.?NATO War Against Libya. 

Conclusion 

Peace Lectures, Proles~or Boyle teaches 

internationa~ ~aw at the Universi~.y of ~llinois, 

Champaign and i~ autho~ of, i~r alia, Th~ 
F~t~re o~ ~nte~nat~o~al Law a~d Ameri~a~ 

F~eign Policy, Fo~ndation~ of World Order, 

The Criminali~ of Nuclear Deterrence 

Palestine Pa~e~tinian~ and l~terna~iona~ 

Law, Des~roy~n~ World O~der, Biowar~re 

and Terrorism, Tacklin~ America’s Toughest 

Problems, and The Ta~nii Genocide ~V S~i 

Lanka. 

He holds a Doctor of Law Nagna Ct~m Lau~e 

as well as a Ph.D, in Politica~ Science, both 

~rom Harvard University, 

View other Clarity Press titles on the Middle East 

Available now #orn Clarity 

~.’quire this book ~rom arnazonx:om 

Overseas orders from Mars{on Nooks, UK 

CLARITV PRESS, INC 
h~t p:ii~-~w.cEadtyp~ ess.com 

You are presently listed as a subscriber fo[ press 

[eleases from C~arity P[ess, Inc, ~o unsubscribe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}live.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 9:52 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

Office Hours to Discuss Pre-Graduate School OpportuniW 

Hello Dr. Reges~ter, 

I hope you enjoyed yonr Spring Break! 

I am emailing you becausc I was wondering if I could meet with you somelime this week to discuss the Phillips Academy Institute for Recruitment of Teachers program. 

The program is designed to address the lack of minority, representation inside of America’s classrooms at the secondary m~d collegiate level. The program will aid 

students through their graduate school application process and roll advocate tbr sufficient funding for advanced studies. The program has built a consortium of top 

schools that I will be able to apply directly through the program. I will coW and paste the link to the webpage so that you can read more about it. I believe participating 

in this program will be a great opportunity to learn the ins and outs of graduate school as well as provide me with adequate resources and information needed to make 

my application process smoother. 

I was hoping you would write me a letter of recommendation. The application deadline is April 1. I most recently found out about this program and due to a lack of 

intemet at home over spring break, I was unable to email you sooner. I would love to s~top by your office in order to talk to you more in-depth about the program as 

well as my next course(s) of aclion for my academic/professioua] career. 

If you are willing to write me a recommendalion, please let me know and I roll stop by your office when you are available. 

Thank you in adva~ce for your time and assista~ce. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Facets Multi-Media <wholesale@facets.org> 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 7:02 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Now Available from the Facets Label - Bela Tarr in Color, Afghans in Iran, and Working for Stalin 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

%:: The Outsider B~la Tarr’s second film (and one of only two shot in 
color) offers a naturalistic view of life in modern 
Budapest. The film’s self-absorbed and aimless 
protagonist floats through life with no direction or 
purpose. His only escape is through music, dancing, and 
drinking at the local tavern. Tarr communicates a world 
of limited options and few opportunities through vivid 
close-ups and evocative urban locales. 

i~i View The Outsider clip 

~i Order DVD 

.~i Delbaran Director Abolfazl .]alili offers a compassionate story of a 
young Afghan refugee living illegally in Iran. Though the 
film is shot in a modest documentary style that adds a 
certain immediacy, the narrative is lyrical, moving, and 
quite funny. "...[A] beautifully realized study of 
characters lost between the cracks of history and 
politics" (Derek Elley, Variety). Winner of the Don 
Quixote Award and nominated for the Golden Leopard at 
the 2001 Locarno Film Festival. 

i.~.i View Delbaran clip 



Worked for Stalin Semyon Aranovich’s documentary is a brilliant assembly 
of eyewitness testimony and rare archival photographs 
and materials. The film records the Machiavellian power 
plays between Zhdanov, Andreyev, Khrushchev, 
Malenkov, Suslov and Molotov as they maneuvered for 
power and prestige to gain the inside track to becoming 
Stalin’s successor. The film is a chilling record of the 
inner workings of an authoritarian state. 

i~i View l Worked for Stalin 
clip 

[~i Order DVD1 

This email was sent to regester@email.unc.edu by wholesale@facets,orq 

Update Profile/Email Address :: ~[nstant removal with SafeUnsubscribeT" Privacy Policy. 

Facets Multi-Media, ~[nc. I 1517 W. Fullerton Ave. I Chicago I IL I 60614 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Interlibraxy Borrowing <uncilb@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 9:01 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

ILB Status -- MICROFILM DUE 

To: Charlene Regester 

RE: Title: Jet Magazine / April 1965-October 1966 and Octoberl967-Octoberl968 / 5 NIICROFILM REELS 
Author: Johnson Publishing Company 

TN:     1902872 

This ILB microfilm is due this week. Please return it to the 
Davis Library Circulation Desk promptly No renewal is possible. 

If you need another copy, submit a new request, 
but we need this cop?’ back promptly 

~LB Staff 

InterlibraO’ Borrowing 
Davis Librao’, UNC-Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Columbia University- Press <j b2579@cup-columbia.ccs~nd.com> 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 9:59 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.unc.edu> 

Save 50% on ALL Titles During our Spring Sale’. 

You’re receiving this email because of: your interest in Columbia University Press titles. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

We are pleased to annom~ce m~r 
Spring Sale! 

ALL t,tles are :_~ a, Offi 

Please visit cup.columbia.edu 
To receive the discount, enter tile code "SALE" 

in yot~r sliopping cart and dick "a.pply" 

Forward email 

This email was sent to regestar@email,unc.edu by p121.64@columbia.edu 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant i~me,,’al ~’ddl SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Poliw. 

Columbia University Press 61 West 62nd Street :: New York NY 10023 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gartenberg Media Enterprises, Inc. <sales@gartenbergmedi&com> 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 10:09 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-> 

GME Announces Panl Sharits’ MANDALA FILMS & Rose Lowder’s BOUQUET D’IMAGES - Available on DVD tbr Institutional Sales 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

This is a reminder that you’re receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in 
Gartenberg Nedia Enterprises, Inc. Don’t forget to add sales@gartenbergmedia.com to your address 
book so we’ll be sure to land in your inbox! 
You may ._u_r_)_s2_u__b__b_c__r_j_b___e_. if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

::~ MANDALA FILMS 



h;stituL’;enai Sake P.qce; $ 200.00 

EacF~ 9ub{icatios comes w~th a bi’:h~,gua{ {FrencHiEngHsh) booktet, co~tai~hs~ 

For ourentire {)Vl)~:aLa~oIue~ p~ease v~s~I: w~,.~arI:enberImedia.corn/dwJ/ 

inquiries an~I to or~Ier by e-rna~ con1:a~:t: sales@~artenber~media.com 

@de~ bi Pb~e ~)}) 2 t2.280.86~ ~ b# F~x @ 212,280.8~16 

P~ease Note: 

Massy of our DVDs ar~ Qub{ished 

Yhese DVD ai~d 8[u-ray editions 

l~ort:h America (1iS a~d Canada), 

Public p~rformance ~ghts ~xte~d to use 

commerda~ setti~sls where no admission 

Forward email 

This email was sent to reges~er@email,unc.edu by sales@clartenberqmedia.com 

Update Profi]e/Emaj]Address ~nstant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy 

Gartenberg Media Enterprises, Inc. i 143 West 96th Street, Suite 7B i New York i NY ii 10025 



AFAM 276 

GUIDELINES FOR PAPER II 

REGESTER 
SPRING 2013 

As part of the course requirements, each student is required to submit a second paper. Your paper should critically examine 
any topic related to the intersection of race and cinema in the post-1960s period. The topics below are provided to assist 
you in developing your final paper. This paper should be 7-9 pages in length and must adhere to file following guidelines. 
The paper has to demonstra/te your ability to apply theoretical concepts to reading race on screen. It should be 
argumentative, reflect your ability to critically examine racialized screen representations, and demonstrate that you have 
consulted a variety of sources including: class lectures, assigned reading materials, course pack, rcselve reading ma/terial, 
dvds/videos (on reserv’e at the Media Resources Center), etc. In conducting research :for this paper you need to consult 
journal articles, books, documents, etc. and do no limit your search to materials provided exclusively on-line. This paper 
constitutes one-fourth of your grade and should reflect your best effort. 

1) Select a motion picture that has been re-made and examine how these versions compare to or 
differ from each other in their representation of African Americans or race on screen. 
The Defiant Ones (Sidney Poitier & To~\v Curtis)/Fled (Laurence Fishburne); 
A Time to Kill (Samuel Jackson)i To Kill a lVlockingbird; 
Cry the Beloved Country (Sidney Pottier, Canada Lee)/Cry the Beloved Country (James Earl Jones); 
Shaft (1971, Richard Roundtree)iShaft (2000, Samuel L. Jackson); 
King Kong (1933)/King Kong (2005); 
Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner (1967)/Guess Who (2005) 

2) Examine how African American physicians historically have been transformed on screen and assess whether or not the 
screen image has improved or deteriorated (i.e. No Way Out, Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner, Eve’s Bayou etc. 

3) Examine the construction of race in films involving serial killers, i.e. (Summer of Sam, Kiss the Girls, Seven). 
4) Select an actor or actress and develop a guiding argument that will allow you to examine his/her body of works 

with respect to how they have been transformed on screen (Denzel Washington, Angela Bassett, Laurence 
Fishburne, Whoopi Goldberg, Samuel Jackson, Morgan Freeman, Jada Pinkett, Vivica Fox, Alfrc Woodard, Halle 
Berry., Will Smith, Cuba Gooding, Terence Howard, Forest Whitaker, etc.) 

5) Examine how the African American family has been presented on screen from the 1960s to the present (i.e. Once 
Upon a Time When We Were Colored, A Raisin in the Sun, The Preacher’s Wile, Eve’s Bayou, Crooklyn, 
Inkwell, Soul Food, Beloved, Color Purple, Precious, etc. ) 

6) Examine how African Americans in the military have been presented on the screen (i.e.Glory, A Soldier’s Story, 
Tuskegee Airmen, Buffalo Soldiers, Courage Under Fire, Crimson Tide, Three Kings, Miracle at St. Anna, 
Red Tails) 

7) Assess how institutions of higher learuing have been depicted on screen (i.e. School Daze, 
Higher Learning, Great Debaters, etc.) 

8) Examine how interracial relationships have been reconstructed on screen (i.e. Guess 
Who’s Coming to Dinner, One Potato, Two Potato, Jungle Fever, Body Guard, Jackie Brown, 
Bulworth, Mississippi Masala, One False Move, Monster’s Ball, Something New, Shadowboxer, Black 
Snake lVloan, Lakeview Terrace, Four Brothers). 

9) Explore the relationship between rap artists and cinema (Ice Cube, Ice Tea, Queen Latifah, 
Tupac, Hea~3~ D, Will Smith, Mos Def. Snoop Dog, Fif~T Cents, Ludacris, Xzibit, Outkast, Bow Wow, Nelly, Eve, 
Colnmon, etc.) 

10) Examine how black militancy has been transformed on the screen (i.e. Panther, Malcolm X, Django). 
11) Examine the evolution of black horror films in cinema (i.e. Blacula, Tales from the Hood, 

Def by Temptation, To Sleep with Anger, Last Vampire in Brooklyn, Scream Blacula Scream, Candyman) 
12) Assess how black male camaraderie has been transformed on screen and discuss how black 

masculinity is presented in these films (i.e. Cooley High, Boyz in the Hood, Juice, New Jack City, iVIenace II 
Society, Get on the Bus, Five Heartbeats, The Best Man, The Wood, Life, Baby Boy, Drumline, The 
Brothers, Idlewild, Barbershop, etc. ) 

13) Compare and contrast the black detective to the white detective (ioe. Shaft vs. James Bond, Seven, Enemy of the 
State, True Crime, Kiss the Girls, Man on Fire, High Crimes, Inside Man, D~j~ vu, Shaft, The Taking of 
Pelham, 123, etc.) 



{PAGE } 

14) Examine Black/White Buddy" Films (i.e. Danny Glover, Eddie Mtu~l\,�’, Keenan Wayans, 
Morgan Freeman - (i.e. Lethal Weapon I, II, III, IV’, Shawshank Redemption, Seven, Beverly Hills 
Cops, The Last Boy Scout, Kiss the Girls, Money Train, Pulp Fiction, Training Day, Miami Vice, The 
Taking of Pelham 123, Shawshank Redemption, Safe House) 

15) Explore Black Love as reconstructed in cinema (i.e. Lady Sings the Blues, A Warm 
December, Poetic Justice, Higher Learning, Love Jones, Boomerang, A Thin Line 
Between Love and Hate, Jason’s Lyric, What’s Love Got To Do With It, Waiting to 
Exhale, Love Jones, How Stella Got Her Groove Back, The Preacher’s Wife, Why Do Fools 
Fall in Love, What’s Love Got To Do With It, Love and Basketball, Disappearing Acts, Why Did I Get 
Married, Why Did I Get Married II, Deliver Us From Eva, Boomerang, etc.) 

16) Examine the evolution of the drug dealer on screen (Superfly, New Jack City, Juice, Menace II Society, Boy z 
’n theHood, Sugar Hill, Hustle and Flow, American Gangster) 

17) Examine black westerns in cinema (i.e. Buck and the Preacher, Posse, Wild Wild West, Django) 
18) Examine black female camaraderie as transformed on the screen (i.e. Set It Off. Waiting 

to Exhale, Soul Food, How Stella Got Her Groove Back, Dream Girls). 
19) Critically examine the works of a contemporary black filmmaker (i.e. Spike Lee, Bill Duke, Forest Whitaker, Julie 

Dash, Mario Van Peebles, John Singleton, F. Gary Gray, Robert Townsend, Kasi Lemons, Carl Frankli~ Lee 
Daniels, Tyler Pen),, Euzhan Palcy). Explore the impact of iris/her works on the African American screen image 
and spectators. 

20) Examine black bio-films or bio-pics (Malcolm X, Dorothy Dandridge Story, Hu rricane, All, Ray, Last King of 
Scotland, Cadillac Records). 

21) Explore fihns that attempt to examine the issue of transgressing racial difference (i.e.Watermelon Man, Soul Man, 
White Man’s Burden, T~ae Identity, Bulworth, Human Stain, Devil in a Blue Dress) 

22) Compare and contrast black exploitation films to ’~hood" films produced in the early" 1990s (Boyz N the Hood, 
Menace II Society, Juice, Sugar Hill, New Jack City, Straight Out of Brooklyn). 

23) Examine African American histo~~ when transformed on screen (Rosewood, Ghosts of Mississippi, Malcolm X, 
The Tuskegee Airmen, Josephine Baker Story, Mississippi Burning, Lean On Me, Glory, Amistad, Dorothy 
Dandridge, Medgar Evers Story, Four Little Girls, The Last King of Scotland, RedTails, Django) 

24) Examine the African American athlete when transformed on screen (Cooley High, Cornbread Earl and Me, Boyz 
n’ the Hood, He Got Game, Hurricane, Jerry Maguire, All, Remember the Titans, Any Given Sunday) 

25) Examine the African American novel when transformed on the screen (Devil in a Blue 
Dress, Beloved, Waiting to Exhale, Color Purple, Once Upon A Time When We 
Were Colored, Knock On Any Door, Native Son, How Stella Got Her Groove Back, I Know 
Why the Caged Bird Sings, Their Eyes Are Watching God, Disappearing Acts, Precious) 

26) Examine the black male/female as a gangster/criminal (i.e. Hoodlum, Rage in Harlem, Jaclde Brown, 
Set It Off, New Jack City, Menace to Society, Boy z N the Hood, Hurricane, True Crime, Green Mile, Life, 
Idlewild, Hustle and Flow, Shadowboxer, American Gangster) 

27) Examine black presidents/leaders (Mandela and DeKlerk, Malcolm X, Head of State, Deep Impact, The Last King 
of Scotland) 

28) Examine the representation of African American athletes in documentary fihns (Hoop 
Dreams, When We Were Kings, Jim Brown: All American Athlete). 

29) Examine black father/son relationships (i.e. Boy z N the Hood, He Got Game, Baby Boy, John Q, Pursuit of 
Happyness, etc.). 

30) Examine the construction of race - whiteness/blackness (i.e. Bulworth, Jackie Brown, 
Summer of Sam, American History X, Bamboozled, Remember the Titans, Crash, Lakeview Terrace, Black 
Snake Moan, Shadowboxer, The Help). 

31) Examine the neutralization of blackness in cinema (i.e. Deep Blue Sea, Bone Collector, Pelican Brief, Man on Fire, 
The Help, Flight). 

32) Examine black superheroes (i.e. Hancock, Seven Pounds, Book of Eli, Catwoman, Django) 
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ALL PAPERS MUST ADHERE TO THE FOLLOWING GUIDELINES: 

1) Title page that includes the title of paper, full 
name, PID number 
2) Typed and Double-Spaced/Times New Roman 
Style Preferred 
3) Adhere to basic rules on Grammar and Style 
4) Contain Footnotes or Endnotes (Parenthetical 
Documentation is acceptable) 

5) Include Bibliography 
6) Legible, Near Letter Quality or Better (Original Dark 
Copies) 
7) Pages shouhl be Numbered and in Correct Order 
8) Please do not print paper on front and back 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

N.C. African American Heritage Commission <michelle.lanier@ncdcr.gov> 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 12:57 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

The N.C. Arts Council Wants to Hear From You 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 
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This email was sent ,’.o regester@email.unc,edu by michelle.lanjer@ncdcr.e~ov :: 
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North Carolina Department of Cultural Resources :: 109 East ]ones Street :: Raleigh NC :: 27601 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Final Draft Inc. <noreply@fin~Jdraftcom> 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 6:48 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@,.ema]l.unc.edu> 

Final DraJ[’t, Inc. Newsletter - March 2013 

Click here to view online 

i~ Click heretovisit .... line 

i i’~ Click here to I ........... bout Big Break Contest 

Company Newsletter 

Volume 11, Number 2- March 19, 2013 

S@ B~k Scree~writin9 Cow, test Now Ope~ For Entries 
The 2013 Final Draft, Inc. Big Break Contest is bigger and better than ever -- This year 

we’ve added a TV contest, as well as prizes for best feature in seven different genres. 

With over $80,000 in cash and prizes, plus A-List executive meetings, Big Break is the 

premier international screenwriting contest. 

Final Draft, Inc. sat down with acclaimed writer/director Lawrence Kasdan 

before presenting his award at the An~ualAwards Event. Kasdan has written, 

directed or ptx)duced 22 motion pictures, including BodyHeat, The Bi~7 Chill, 

Silverado, The Accidental Tourist, and Grand Canyon. Among them, he has 

written or co-written four of the most successful films in motion picture history 

-- Raiders of The Lost Ark, The Empire Strikes Back, Return of The Jedi, 

and The BodNuard. 

In this informative interview, Kasdan talks about his craft, his break into the 

industry, and of course, the next chapter in the Star Wars franchise. 

Live O,&A ~itl~ Final Dra~ Inc~ 

Join Final Draft, Inc. Product Manager Joe Jarvis for a live Twitter Q&A this 

Wednesday, March 20th at 3PM PST. Joe wiil be on hand to answer all of 

your questions about the development of Final DraR software. Follow us to 

learn how to make the most of the most powerful screenwriting tool available. 

Even professional screenwriters value opinions about their script. The Final 

Draft, Inc. ScriptXpert coverage service helps you develop your script from a 

rough draft or outline into a polished screenplay ready to be submitted to 

producers, agents and managers. 

Click here to learn 

more 

Sc~iptXpert advisors help you answer these questions: 

Does the script have a strong plot? 

Are the characters dynamic and real-to-life? 



the story tight and marketable? 

ScriptXpert coverage service helps you polish your script or develop a rough 

draft or outline into a finished screenplay ready to be submitted to producers, 

agents and managers. 

Try ScriptXperttoday. Use code FDN313 for a 20% discount between now 

and March 31st. 

The folks at Final Draft, Inc. took to the lanes for a day of fun! It was a battle 

to the end, and congratulations go out to "Te~m FDXXXXXXXXXX" led by Scott 

McMenamin, VP of Sales and Marketing, and his team members Michelle, 

Pete, Jason, and Manny. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

seo3478@s7.iphos~ter.rn on behalf of 

Wyno Academic Journals 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 6:17 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@email.unc.edu> 

Call for paper 

http:/7~vww.uynoacademicjournals.org Dear colleague, Call for paper: Wyno Academic Journal is cunently accepting mm~uscripts for publication. The journal 

publishes high-quality solicited and tmsolicited articles, in English, in all areas of Medical seiences(JlVlS), Biological Sciences(JBS), Agricultural Sciences 

(JAS),Educational Research and Essays(ERE), Managenrcnt and Business Studies(JMBS)m~d Journal of Social Sciences(JSS),Engineering and Technological 

Research (WJETR)m~d Physical Sciences(JPS) All papers published by the Journal are peer reviewed. It’s a ve~ rapid response journal with an issue published eve~ 

month. The following Upes of papers are considered for publication:. Original articles in basic and applied research. ¯ Critical reviews, surveys, opinions, 
commentaaies and essays. Our objective is to inform authors of the decision on their manuscript(s) within three weeks of submission. Following acceptance, a paper 

will nonnally be published in the next issue. One key request of reseaxchers across the world is open access to research publications. Wyno Academic Journal is fully 

committed to providing free access to all articles as soon as they are published. We ask you to support this initiative by Publishing your papers in this journal. 

Instruction for authors and other details axe available on our website http://www.wynoacademicjoumals.o~/instructions tbr authors.h~nl Prospective authors should 

send their mmmscript(s) to edito@uynoacademicjournals.org cc ~noacademicjournal@gmail.com Kindly indicate the Journal your paper thlls within when sending 

your paper. More so, Wyno Academic Journals is seeking for qualified reviewers/editors as tnetnbers of her editorial board. Wyno Academic Journals serves as a 

great resource for researchers and students across the globe. We ask you to suppo~t this initiative by joining our reviewer’s team. Kindly contact me if you are 

intereffted in serving as a reviewer. Bes~t rega~ts, Edwin Oyibo Assisistant Editor Wyno Academic Journals Web : http://~vww.uynoacademicjournals.org 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

seo3478@s7.iphos~ter.rn on behalf of 

Wyno Academic Journals 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 6:36 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@email.unc.edu> 

Call for paper 

http:/7~vww.uynoacademicjournals.org Dear colleague, Call for paper: Wyno Academic Journal is cunently accepting mm~uscripts for publication. The journal 

publishes high-quality solicited and tmsolicited articles, in English, in all areas of Medical seiences(JlVlS), Biological Sciences(JBS), Agricultural Sciences 

(JAS),Educational Research and Essays(ERE), Managenrcnt and Business Studies(JMBS)m~d Journal of Social Sciences(JSS),Engineering and Technological 

Research (WJETR)m~d Physical Sciences(JPS) All papers published by the Journal are peer reviewed. It’s a ve~ rapid response journal with an issue published eve~ 

month. The following Upes of papers are considered for publication:. Original articles in basic and applied research. ¯ Critical reviews, surveys, opinions, 
commentaaies and essays. Our objective is to inform authors of the decision on their manuscript(s) within three weeks of submission. Following acceptance, a paper 

will nonnally be published in the next issue. One key request of reseaxchers across the world is open access to research publications. Wyno Academic Journal is fully 

committed to providing free access to all articles as soon as they are published. We ask you to support this initiative by Publishing your papers in this journal. 

Instruction for authors and other details axe available on our website http://www.wynoacademicjoumals.o~/instructions tbr authors.h~nl Prospective authors should 

send their mmmscript(s) to edito@uynoacademicjournals.org cc ~noacademicjournal@gmail.com Kindly indicate the Journal your paper thlls within when sending 

your paper. More so, Wyno Academic Journals is seeking for qualified reviewers/editors as tnetnbers of her editorial board. Wyno Academic Journals serves as a 

great resource for researchers and students across the globe. We ask you to suppo~t this initiative by joining our reviewer’s team. Kindly contact me if you are 

intereffted in serving as a reviewer. Bes~t rega~ts, Edwin Oyibo Assisistant Editor Wyno Academic Journals Web : http://~vww.uynoacademicjournals.org 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC<cs nabdllc.com@mai143.wdc01.mcdlv.net~ 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 9:50 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@emaJ, l.unc.edu> 

Americ~ History Studies/Collection 

NORTH CAROLINA HISTORY 

RESOURCES 

Courses on North Carolina History are being taught at your academic institution. Questions on the people, 

places and events in North Carolina History are some of the most frequently asked questions received by history 

and reference librarians. General information on North Carolina History is found in many national publications, but 

lack the detail for in-depth study on the state. The following titles listed below are the definitive reference works on 

the people, places and events in North Carolina History. Minority studies are of special interest in schools. 

November is National Native American Heritage Month and our publication Indians of North Carolina will allow 

students and library patrons access to the definitive reference on North Carolina Native American History. Also, 

February is Black History Month and our publication North Carolina Slave Narratives will allow students and library 

patrons access to the definitive reference work on Black History during slavery. 

If you are a faculty member, we would appreciate you recommending these titles for purchase to your collection 

development librarian or subject liaison. All titles are available for immediate delivery and can also be ordered from 

your library book distributor. To order by mail, please print and fill this form out and send it to the address located at 

the bottom of this page. We accept orders by phone at (810) 231-3728, fax at (810) 231-8910 or by email at 

nabdllc mail.com. Please click on a specific title name for further information, or go to NABDLLC.com to browse 

our full catalog. 

Please send the following titles as indicated below: 

Encyclopedia of North Carolina - Third Edition 
9780403097326 $~ 65.00 (2v.) 

..... IINorth Carolina Biographical Dictionary- 

*" °°°°llsec°nd Edition (2v.) 
9780403097357 

1’95.00 Illndians of North Carolina (lv.) 119780403099382 

North Carolina: A Guide To The Old North State /9780403021 826 

~[North Carolina Slave Narratives (2v.) 119781878592859 
1*995.0011Native Peoples A to Z- Second Edition (8v.) 119781878592736 
1*295.0011encyclopedia of The United States (3v.) 119780403096657 

Purchase craters are accepted from all o~gan~zations. 

Name: Library Name: 

Phone: Email: 

Mailing 

Address: 

City: State: 

Payment Visa MasterCard Check 

Type: Purchase Order #: 

Cardholder 

Name: 

Card 

Number: 
Expiration Date: 

Zip: 

uns:.:bsc~ibe h’om :.his iist I u¢~,dste subscription ¢~re!:ere:~ces 
North American B,:)c:,i,: Distribul:or~, L.LC . P9 3c:.x 51.0 ¯ ?qi~mburcj, 1’4[ 48139 



]’o: 

Subject: 

Script <scriptmag@fiwmedia.co m:> 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 10:32 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <~egeste~@emaiJ,unc.edu> 

Get you~ Pitch in Top Shape! 

Get ~nsightfu~ Feedback from a Veteran Screenwriter! 

When il comes to pitching, if you c~sn’t imp,~ess an Exec in mere 
minutes, yau’li quickly find your scriptoselling chad;cos i~ criticai 
condition. 

Di.scov~.~r ,how you .’:a~t ke.~.~p your p4tch flora fial:~4~mg a[ the Writers 

Sto~e’s Pitch C~nic. b~ th~s one4~mone session that em~dates an ac~ua~ 

~ndustry meeting (bet w~thoui a~ the p~essu~e) ~ you’~ have the 

Specialist who can swiftly d~agnose exadJy whafs ai~ng you~ p~lch. 

Ou,~’ Sio~y Speoiaiists are professionally b’ained expe,~ts who can show 

you how to ree~ ~n a~ a~d~er~ae, arid ~eep ’era (:a~)l:~vated tm~ t~e eR(J. 

Th~s ~s you~ chance to practice you~ p~lch and get ins~ghtfu~ feedback 

flora a veteran sc~eenwr~ter~ 

Ready io ~!el you~" pilah 4~t fighl:4[~! shap~.~? Book your session wilh The Wril:.er.s Siore’s Pit(:h (}I4[~i.’: today, A 
,sir~gie I 0 mi~ui,e ~il:ch s,essiop by phor~e is o~tly $19.95! 

More Great Products to Enhance Your Script 

~i ScFeenwdtin9 Coaching from ]he 

StoPy Specialists 

Final Draft 8 ProScript Classic Story Concepts That Sell 
Linen Script Cove~ 

Your Price: You~ P~ice: $9,95 Sale!: $~9.00 (ends 8/2411 
$79.00+ 

¯ ~creenwrithx( Coaching from 
The Story Specialists 

Your P~ice: ,$49.00 

One-Click Unsubscribe I Plenage Subscriptions I Update Profile i F:orward to a Priend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NOI Research Group <admin@noirg.org> 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 10:46 AM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

NOI Research Group Weekly Report--Volume 4, Issue 9 -- FARRAKtIAN @ TUSKEGEE University -- THIS FRIDAY March 22 

As-Salaam Alaikum! (Peace!) 

A weekly newsletter of articles from members of the Nation of Islam Research Group and others covering a variety of topics. 

Min. FARRAKHAN speaks @ Tuskegee Univ., 
THIS FRIDAY, March 22. View it here. 

This week’s report includes: 

Farrakhan Controversia  Visit Awakens Tuskegee University 

Tuskegee Board Mere bet Andy Hornsby Fails History 

By Tingba Muhammad, and the NOI Resem-ch Group 

Last week a local Montgomery TV station WNCF broadcast the inte~nperate remarks of a white Tuskegee University bored ~nember, Andy Hornsby. The folmer 

deputy director of the Alabama Finance Commission and the director of food stamps under Pres. George H.W. Bush decided to concern himself with the ~nuch- 

anticipated visit of The Honorable Minister Louis Faxraldaan to the Tuskegee campus and he publicly vented his disapproval. He is quoted thus: 

"There is no question that he [Farrakhan] hates Jewish people, and I find that appalling.... Vie sh ouldn’t endorse him anymore than we endome the Ku 

Klux Klan. They are two organizations of a similar breed [and] I encourage my friends and others not to attend" 

By what measure does Mr. Homsby calculate "hate," and is he willing to apply that measurement equally to all, or just to Black people? 

The tlonorable Minister Louis Farrakhan has led the Nation of Islam since 1977, and in tho~ 36 extraordinaD, years, there is not a single insIance where The 

Minister, the Nation of Islam, or any ofiks members have committed a single act that has injured one Jewish person, stopped a single Jew from doing business, infringed 

on the Jewish people’s civil or human fights, hindered their education, inj ured their thmilies, or sullied, desecrated, or disrespected their synagogues or institutions. 

There is not one. Except for The Minister’s willingness to tell the truth and his unwillingness to apologize for telling the trutl~ on what basis does Mr. Hornsby charge 

Minister Farrakhan with being a "hater" of Jews? 

And since Mr. Hornsby is unable to suppo(t his libelous charge with any proof whatsoever, WNCF repo(ter Jessica Ge(tler eiflisted the aid ofa Heidi Beirich of the 

Southern PovelW Law Center. And though that organization claims to be the best cataloguer of"hate crimes," Beirich was yet unable to attribute a single "hate crime" to 

Minister Farrakhan or the Nation of Islam, but nonetheless added, "Any time that Farrakhan is on the road speaking to groups we are afraid [his] ideas are going to be 

spread." 

Minister Farmkhan has hosted and attended meetings with Jewish rabbis and scholars where they have had frank, open, and intelligem dialogue about issues important 

to both people. The Minister has always advocated constructive engagement with all who may hold opinions diff’ering ti-om his own, but the bitterness and vitriol that 

chm’acterize the remarks of Mr. ttomsby and Ms. Beirich have no thnction in advancing true understanding. 

But Mr. Hornsby didn’t stop there. In his attempt to maJce his slmader stick he proceeded to draw a false paacallel between the notorious terrorist group Ku Klux Klan 

and the Nation of Islam. By every, measurelnent--be it religious, philosophicdl, or behavioral--the two groups could not be further apart. The Ku Klux Klan since its 

post-Civil War inception has always been dedicated to white racial dolninance mad control. It has tried to achieve this through bloo@ violence and murderous racial 

terrorism. Quite the opposite, the Nation of Islam is dedicated to racial mad spiritual redemption through the religion of Islam and a Do-for-Self philosophy that 

prepares Blacks to overcome the debilitating effects of America!s entrenched and violent white supremacy. Polaac opposites. 

But let us see whether Mr. Hornsby and Ms. Beirich are willing to truly examine his~tory’ and to appropriately apply the label of"hater" to whom it belongs. Reseaacch 

now reveals that the ve~ people that Mr. Hornsby falsely claims are "hated" by The Minister have a long histo~ that is much closer to that of the Ku Klux Klan than to 

that of"God’s Chosen People." The fact is Jews were involved in the tbrmation of the KKK Mter the Civil Win-. its rebirth in the 1910s, and the worldwide promotion 

of its particular white supremacis"t ideolo~. 

The Gentile tbanders of the Ku Klux Klan received their first major "start-up" investment from a Jewish banker and slaveholder named Judah P. Benjamin. Jews 
became members of the Klan, and there axe many docmnented instax~ces where Jewish merchants supplied the terrorists with guns, sheets, and hoods. The KKK 

attacked Black schools and Black businesses and murdered Black voters. The prat,,ose was to drive freed Blacks away frown independent development and back to 

the cotton fields to grow and pick the world’s most importaa~t cash crop. Jews were the major cotton dealers and exporters at that ti~ne, so it should not be hard to see 

why the Jewish support for the Ku Klux Klan was so extensive. 



The obscene Jewish cotton profits are why their rabbis det~nded the Ku Klux Klan, and Jewish lawyers handled the KKK’s legal issues. The Nation of Islam has 

punished documents and writings by Jewish ~holars, rabbis, politician~ histolim~s, and other Jewish notables attesting to all these lhcks in the recently released tx~ok 

The Secret Relationship Between Blacks and Jews. Vol. 2. It is now up to Mr. ttornsby, with all the resources of academia at his commm~d, to try to refute the fact 

that Jewish people were intimately involved ruth the most violent band of race haters in American history. Jewish people have gone to the tar ends of the earl~h to 

ensure that evely human being knows of their sufl~ring and exactly who caused it. Would Mr. Hornsby deny Black people the same right to never forget? 

Not all of Tuskegee’s great ond hi s~toric community sh~re file views of Mr. Hornsby. Vice President of Student Affairs Cynthia Sellers reflects file tree and fiee spirit of 

the event when she says that "the university, im~tes all walks of life to speak at the school. We know that [Min. Farrakhan’s] main topic is on Historical 

Black Colleges and Universities, and of course, by being one, we are ve~3~ excited." 

The Ministeis February, 2013 announcement that he roll be implementing The Most HonoraNe Eliiall Muhammad’s Economic Blueprint is profoundly important, and it 

is an economic plan in which our great Black Colleges must be intimately involved. The Minister has presented a vision of how the 40 million Blacks all over America 

can reverse their spiraling downthll to become free ~md self- sul~icient once and for all. 

And there is probably no one in history that would welcome The Blueprint more joylhlly than Tuskegee’s illustrious and visional lbunder, Booker T. Washington. 

His dream was to develop mid organize the great potential of his people, even as the Ku Klux Klan and Inofft of white and Jewish America saw Black education as a 

MAJOR threat to white idle. Mr. Washington passionately wanted Blacks to pool their lmman and financial resources to build a s~trong economic base, as other 

immigrant groups had done. Under his leadership Tuskegee encouraged Blacks to become eve .rything they aspired to be fiom doctors, lax~)~ers, engineers, 

carpenters, and masons, to teachers, bankers, melchants, mechanics, t:allners, and more. And all of Black Alnerica shared in that hope. But outside interference 

corrupted that dream, and blurred that vision, and we lost our educational and economic footing. 

Tuskegee s~dents already know this. and they have made a rose decision in inviting our greates~ leader and visionau to their campus. All should attend Minister 

Farrakhan’s lecture and then engage in the ldnd of dialogue that roll lead Blacks to the success that Bro. Booker T. Washington envisioned and indeed that God 
ttimself has commanded tbr His people. 

Minister Farrakhan’s ke>’note address will be Friday,, Mm-ch 22, at 6 p.m., in Tuskegee Universit3,’s Gen. Daniel "Chappie" James Center. 

If you would like to UNSUBSCRIBE, simply return this email to admin@noirg.org with the word "tmsubscribe" in the subject or body and you will be removed from the mailing list. Not yet a 
subscriber? Sign up at:htt’0://wxvw.noira.orp~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ah@edmonialewis.com 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 11:06 AM 

; 

=> New Biography of Edmonia Lewis - Now Available 

Dear Faculty Member: 

"The Indomitable Spirit of Edmonia Lewis A Narrative Biography," by Harry’ 
Henderson and Albert Henderson, is no~v available. 

Edmunia Lewis (1844-1907) was the first famous "colored sculptor" and the 
first to idealize her African- and American-Indian heritages in stone She 
flourished from 1864 through 1878, shuttling between Rome, Italy, and the 
United Sates as proof that the myth of ~vhite male superiorit5’ in the fine 
arts was false 

Based primarily on decades of research by Harr,v Henderson (co-author with 
Romare Bearden of"A Histo~- of African American Altists from 1792 to the 
Present"), "The Indomitable Spirit of Edmonia Lewis" oilers a fresh look at 
Edmunia Lewis’s life al’~d alt - and how she helped shape today’s world. 
Revealing more essential facts and sources than ever before collected and 
published, it includes more than 100,000 ~vords, 50 illustrations (12 in 
color), 800 hyperlinked notes, a bibliography, and a catalog of more than 
100 works with notes on more than twel’~ museums that collect her work. 

Following are a few highlights: 

As an artist, Lewis was a rare instrument [’or social change in the aftermath 
of the Civil War. Emerging in "the Athens uf America," then heading for 
Rume, she pressed her case for equali~ by regularly touring with her wurk 
across the United States frum Boston tu San Francisco. Amung her greatest 
achievements, she became the only artist uf color invited to exhibit at the 
1876 Centennial. She created a sensation there, appearing with her marble 
"Death of Cleopatra" and several other wurks 

tier biography reveals private letters, public ducuments, essays, hundreds of 
news items, reviews of her work, museum collections, and more than twu duzen 
published interviews. It shows huw a wurld biased against her colur, class, 
gender and religiun received her during her lifetime - sumetimes accepting 
her, sometunes nut. The narrative upens an abundance of previuusly 
unrecugnized sources, reinterprets ~mpurtant relationships, names m~ssing 
works, and corrects the identificatiun of an impurtant purtrait Students uf 
the nineteenth century will :find it a cuol cuunterpoint to the bitter rage 
raised by wumen’s suffrage, C~vil War, and Reconstruction. 

The examination of Lewis’s life pruvided a basis fi~r new considerations of 
her art. Readers familiar with her legendary icons of race may be surprised 
by her many portraits, her religious wurks, and her untold moves tu Paris 
and Londun. Unexpected are the clashes uf art and culture as she attempted 
to honor the liberation of her father’s people. Fans of Lewis will also find 
answers to long-standing questions: 

> How did she adapt to the strict rules of neoclassical sculpture? 

> Where did she turn when she stopped sculpting ethnic theraes? 

> Where, when, and how did she die - a mystery for ruore than 100 years’.’ 

> Where did she live in Boston and why did her encounter with a bronze Ben 
Franklin leave her reeling? 

> Why did she idealize a woman with African fcatures only once in her 
career? 

=> Vghy did she never cite the now-famous Forever Free after her first 
intei,,dews in Rome? 

> ~,\~y did she have to stalk Henry Wadsworth Longfellow through the streets 
to make his portrait? 

> ~;~’nere was her studio in Rome and how did she receive racist visitors from 
America? 

> How often did she tour America and how- did she deal with hostile editors? 

> What role did photography play in her career? 

> How did she enter her work in the 1876 Centelmial expo, which had barred 
all colored people? 

> What were her relationships with fans, mentors, and fellow sculptors and 
why did her first American boosters reject her? How did she respond? 

> Who were her rivals, her best friends, and her worst enemies al"~d what ;vas 
her relationship with the suffragettes? 



> What was her Indian name, "Wild Fire," in the Chippewa language and when 
did she ask to be called "Edmonia" instead of"Mary?" 

> What roles did Reconstruction and the newly industrialized press play in 
promoting her fame? 

> What was her sexual orientation and what was the problem with the image 
of a black woman in sculpture? 

Fresh evidence, never before collected and collated, argues a novel motive 
for her erotic masterwork, the Death of Cleopatra, which sits apart in her 
ouvre like a hussy- in a small town church. Newly realized sources also 
change our view- of her childhood and provide anrple support to refute 
distortions of her personal character, sexually, and appearance. 

Lewis was born near Albany NY, orphaned early in life, and raised on the New 
York / Canadian border by Indians. Her romantic illustrations of Longfellow’s 
"Song of Hiawatha," which were considered authentic because of her Indian 
background, produced raany raore orders for copies than her now-famous 
Enrancipation themes, portraits, or religious works. 

Under the sponsorship of her Haitian-born half-brother, who had followed the 
Gold Rush west with success, she was educated in New York and Ohio states. 
After some years at Oberlin College, she sufl;ered humiliations and a brutal 
assault. Young John Mercer Langston advocated on her behalf, but not before 
her local reputation was ruined. Because the College did not allow her to 
finish her degree, she went to Boston to study art - a unique goal for a 
young woman of color. Her brother continued to play- a major role in her 
litb. 

Lydia Maria Child, a famous abolitionist, egalitarian, and the source of the 
"tragic nmlatta" theme in American literature, became a great admirer. Soon, 
however, they were at odds. Child praised her in public but privately 
opposed her in a neurotic cycle that ended in conrplete alienation. 

Le~vis moved to Italy where she fouled a society of literaw artists made 
famous by Nathaniel Hawthorne in "The Marble Faun" A fe~v helped her, but 
many of them cursed her invasion of the professional art world long 
dominated by white males. It was, in fact, a society of ferocious rivalries. 

Wealthy English Catholics, oppressed at home, ordered man?’ statues from her 
She became a member of a circle that included fellow sculptor Isabel Curtis 
Cholmeley and composer Franz Liszt. Acknowledging the Jesuit missionaries 
who taught her prayers as a child, she took Roman Catholic baptism with the 
name "Maria Ignatia" as an adult in Italy. Thus she returned to America in 
1869 as a member ofa minori~z religion by choice while suffering biases 
against her native color, gender, and class. The news made little difl’erence 
to African-American members of Protestant sects who embraced her as their 
hero 

Heni~’ James later identified her with "that strange sisterhood of American 
’lady sculptors’ who at one time settled upon the seven hills in a white, 
malrnorean flock." Yet the sisterhood, feminists who orbited lesbian actress 
Charlotte Cushman, abandoned her after raising money to send one of her 
works to Boston. 

She took satisfaction from her fame in the United States, but she retired to 
Europe, where her color was rarely at issue Frederick Douglass, who had 
told her to ’go east’ in 1863, met her again in Rome in 1887, according to 
his diary. Her life after that was a myster,f for more than 100 years, until 
the recent discovery of her 1907 death certificate and related documents in 
London, England. 

The newly industrialized press played an enormous role in making 
celebrities. It had turned fiction into artistic fact, applying Hawthorne’s 
hyperbole to WW. Story’s statue, "Cleopatra." It made Lewis 
internationally known shortly after she arr~ved in Rome. It continued to 
recognize her through the era of Reconstruction but not thereafter Writers, 
who rarely shared her race, religion, or gender, filtered the content of 
their writing Their sometimes hostile coverage nonetheless draws a portrait 
of a woman determined to make a statement. Thus the Prologue to her 
biography begins, "Think of Edmonia Lewis as an artist at war." 

Of special interest to: students of art history, women’s history, American 
history, African-American studies, American studies, and American-Indian 
studies, as well as scholars of race, gender, the 19th-century American 
novel and popular culture. 

About the authors: Harry Henderson was co-author with Romare Bearden of the 
"landmark" History of African-American Artists from 1792 (Pantheon, 1993) 
and 6 Black Masters of American Art (Doubleday, 1972). Albert Henderson has 
contributed to a number of learned j ournals and books and edited Publishing 
Research Quarterly for six years. 

Independent Opinion: 

Kirkus Reviews obsel~¢ed, "The Hendersons’ monument of research and 



crafismanship seeks to give Lewis the consideration that she has been 
denied-not dissimilar to the artist’s own commitment to proving her 
competitors and critics wrong, demonstrating that a minority could take on 
the h egemonic tradition of fine arts." 

Praise from the Midwest Book Review: "A key acquisition 12~r any arts or 
African-American history holding. ’]’he authors’ attention to precise 
scholarship provides all the details of a solid linear history and biography 
but the end result is anything but dry: it reads with the passion and drama 
of good literature." 

More details, including links to Kirkus and other reviews, can be found at 
http ://edraonialewis. corr~r ec ent bibliograph¥.htm#INDOMITABLE 

> "The h~domitable Spirit of Edrnonia Lewis. A Narrative Biography," by 
Harry Henderson and Albert Henderson. Esquiline Hill Press. 2012. 

ISBN: epub 978-1-58863-452-8. $9.99 

You can read a free chapter at http:i/e&nonialewis.com 

Best wishes, Albert Henderson, co-author 

PS You should enjoy special features found only in e-books: Uniquely 
published as a native e-book (not convelted from print), the biography is 
far more affordable than comparable bound books. It also offers hyperlinks 
to notes as well as contents, and other user-friendly features, depending on 
the e-reader used: a "find" function that will locate names and other text, 
adiustable ~’pe size, a way to add personal notations, and an embedded 
dictionary that will define most words with a click or two. 

PPS If you wish to be removed from our mailing list, simply reply with the 
words "please remove" in the subject line. 

¢© 2013 A.H 



AFRICAN, AFRICAN AMERICAN, AND DIASPORA STUDIES 

AAAD 50: Defining Blackness: National and International Approaches to African-American Identity 

SS, US 

Timothy McMillan 

TuTh, 9:30am - 10:45am 

America is an increasingly multicultural and diverse nation. And yet, the central concepts of race and 

diversity are often poorly defined. Racial categories have been used in the U.S. from the earliest colonial 

times, but their meanings have changed with every generation. What makes a person black in the 21st 

century is increasingly complex and a subject of much debate. In this seminar, we will focus on the 

creation of black identity in the U.S. and internationally. As we move beyond the lOth anniversary of the 

September 11th attacks on the United States, how does race play a role in our personal lives, our 

national identity, and our international concerns? Position papers written in response to films, readings, 

and blogs; class discussion; and a final documentary project exploring race and society will be used to 

enhance and evaluate students’ understanding of the meaning of blackness in the U.S. and the larger 

global community. 

Timothy McMillan is senior lecturer in the Department of A,frican and A,fro-American studies. He received 

his Ph. D. in Anthropology,from UNC-Chapel Hill in i988. McMillan has taught A,fro-American studies, 

A,frican studies, and anthropology at UNC-Chapel Hill, at NC State, and at Humboldt State University. His 

research has included,fieldwork in Kenya; Haiti; Salem, MA; and Chapel Hil!, NC In 2007 he won the 

Tanner Award,for Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching and has won the Black Student Movement’s 

Hortense McClinton Faculty Award three times. Dr. McMillan is currently writing a book about race and 

remembrance at UNC, and often conducts a "Black and Blue" tour o,f campus. 

AAAD 51: Masquerades of Blackness 

VP, US 

Charlene Regester 

TuTh, 9:30 - 10:45am 

This seminar is designed to investigate how the concept of race has been represented in cinema 

historically, with a particular focus on, ~r intere.~,~ in~ representations of race when blackness is 

masqueraded. Its intent is to launch an investigative inquiry into how African Americans are represented 

on screen in various time periods, how we as spectators are manipulated by these cinematic 

constructions of race, and how race is marked or coded other than through visual representation. 

Students will view films that deal with "passing" from the various historical periods and will utilize 

theoretical concepts introduced in the assigned reading material to reedo~nreed racialized 

representations in these visual representations. Films selected for viewing include those from the pre- 

World War II Era, the Civil Rights Era, and the "Post-RaciaV’ era. Students will be required to write three 

papers that reflect their ability to apply theoretical concepts to reading racialized representions on 

screen in these three historical periods and that demonstrate their understanding of how racial 

masquerades have evolved over time. 

AAAD 52: Kings, Presidents, and Generals: Africa’s Bumpy Road to Democracy 

BN, CI 

Bereket Selassie 



TuTh, 2:00pm - 3:15pm 

This seminar is designed to introduce students to Africa’s modern history and politics. Starting with a 

brief, recent history of the continent, we will focus on the variety of systems of government in Africa 

and the challenges facing them. Traditional institutions, juxtaposed with modern institutions, will be 

discussed with a special focus on the types of leadership involved in such institutions. A major part of 

the seminar will pose questions such as: 

¯ What has been Africa’s record in the march toward democracy? 

¯ What are the obstacles to democratic transition and how have Africans tried to overcome such 

obstacles? 

¯ What are the roles of the constitutional systems and the forms of government in advancing 

democracy? 

¯ What is the role of leadership? 

¯ What difference does the type of leadership (monarchy, republican, etc.) make in the march toward 

Bereket Selassie is the Williom E. Leuchtenburg ProJ:essor oj: Aj:rican Studies, and Proj:essor oJ: Law at 

UNC, Chapel Hill Aj~ter over 20 years of engagement in government, law and diplomocy, Proj:essor 

Selassie chose university teaching as a career. He has always enjoyed teaching, even when in 

government, and he has been engaged in full-time teaching J:or over 30 years. Professor Selassie’s roles 

in government service have included serving as Attorney General and Associate Supreme Court Justice oJ: 

Ethiopia, among other positions. More recently, he served as the Chairman of the Constitutional 

Commission of Eritrea (i994-i997), and he has been a senior consultant on the draj~ting of constitutions 

in Nigeria, Iraq, and other countries. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

Dan Streible -qJan.streible@nyu.edn> 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 4:23 PM 

Orphans 7 <orphan-lihn- symlx)sium@lisls.nyu.edu> 

FREE: The US Pre~niere of"Nentori i d~e" (The Second November) - Wednesday, March 27 

Gentle colleagues, 

I’m particularly excited about this March 27 (free) screening of the Albanian film The Second November, newly restored by Colorlab and the Albmfian Cinema 

Project, founded by our gentle colleague, Regina Longo. 

Hope to see you there. Admission is free, but you must e-mail requests tbr ,seats in adv~mce. 

TRULY, 

* ** RSVP to CinemaStudiesEvents~n3al.edu* ** 

NYU~ Department of Cinema Studies presents 

The US Premiere of 
N ntori i dytO" (The Second November) 
1982, 93 minutes, dir. Viktor Gjika 

Followed by a discussion on the state of Albanian film preservation with Albanian fihranaker Fatmir Koci, Albanian American film producer 

and screenwriter Thomas Logoreci, Colorlab CEO Russ Suniewick, and Albanian Cinema Project director Regina Longo. 

Wednesday, March 27, 6:lSpm 

NYU Tisch School of the Arts 

Department of Cinema Studies 

721 Broadway, 6th Floor, Michelson Theater 

* * *Please RSVP to Cinem aStudiesEvents(~n.vai.edu * ** 

[ :i~i: Inline image 1 ] 

Most Albanian fihns made betbre 1991 were never tra~slated into another la~guage and are rarely screened outside of Albania. The Albanian Cinema Project’s (ACP) 

newly launched preservation initiative is changing this facl, bringing a ’new’ national cinema to intemationa] ~reens. 

Our digital resloration of Vilaor Gjika’s 1982 patriotic drama NOntori i dytg was completed just in time to celebrate 100 years of Albanian Independence from 

Ottoman rule (1912-2012). It premiered to a packed house at the 13th Festival of Albanian Film in Tir~la, on November 3, 2102. And now, for the first time, will play 

for US audiences in the first ever English langaage adaption of Qiika’s sociaJist reaJist epic, restored by Colorlab Corp. 

Be part of the first American audience to screen Ngntori i dytg, and to hear firsl~hm~d accoums from Albanian filmmaker Fatmir Koci (Tirana Year Zero, 2001; Land 

of the Eagles, 2007; Time of the Comet, 2008), Albanian American film producer and screenwriter Thomas Logoreci, ACP Director Regina Longo, and Russ 

Snniewick, CEO ofColorlab Corp, who hm~e formed ACP to help save and restore Albania’s film heritage. 

The ca~npaign to relocate the collections of the Albania~ nationa] film archives to a new, mold-free lhcility is at the heart of our mission. Working with the support of the 

Alb~mian Minist~ of Culture, the US Embassy in Tirana, the Association of Moving hnage Archivists, the Orphan Film Symposium, the Libra, of Congress 

Audiovisual Archives and the Albanian American National Organization, the Albani~m Cinema Project is dedicated to preserving, restoring, and promoting Albania~ 

film heritage. 

Co-sponsored by Wesleyan University. and the Alba~lian Cinetna [ miect. 

Dan Streible I (917) 754-1401 
Assoc. Professor of Cinema Studies & Director of Graduate Studies 

Moving Image Archiving & Preservation Program, Assoc. Director 

Orphan Fim Symposium, director, www.nyu.edw’orpha~film 
NYU ] Tisch School of the Arts l Department of Cinema Studies 



* AMPAS ()~phml Film Showcase (~ Academs~ Film Archive, t tollywood, CA, May 10-11, 2013 

** Orphmls Midwest @ IU Cinema, Bloomington, rN, Sept. 26-28, 2013 

*** Orphan 9, Tl~e Future of Obsolescence, @ EYE, Amsterdam, Marcl130 - April 2, 2014 

You are currently subscribed to orphan-lNa-~mtx~sium as: reges~te(c~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.n’~u.edu/u?id 3700087.c4476b5496517241785b4e924154b026&n T&l=orphan-li~n-symposium&o 13588262 

(It may be necessms~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to leave-13588262-3700087.c4476b54965f7241785b4e924154b026~)lists.nvn.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

NAAAS & Affiliates <nanasconference@eartNink.net~ 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 9:56 PM 

NAAAS & Affiliates <naaascont~rence@earthlink.neV~ 

International Re,arch Forum - Daemen College 

daemen cfp3.1xtf 

Dear Colleague: 

Daemen College (Amherst, NY) will host an hltenlational Research Forum April 21-25, 2013. The guest institution is the Universid ad Autrnoma de Coahuila 

in Saltillo, Mexico. 

Please support Daemen College and co-host the National Association of African ~erican Studies & Affiliates by submitling an abstract for paper 
presentation. And, please forward the attached "Call liar Papers" to friends and colleagues. 

Your support is appreciated. 

Respectfully, 

Lemuel BelD’, Jr., Ph.D. 
Executive Director 

NAzU\S & Affiliates 
fpp~ 



International Research 
F 
Co-sponsored by 

~tional Association of A~rican 
American Studies 

& 

Universidad Autbnorna de Coahuila 

April 21-25, 2013 
Host Institution - Daemen College 

Amherst, New York 

Abstracts, not to exceed two (2) pages, may be 
submitted for consideration for the research forum. 
Topics may include, but are not limited to: health 
issues, immigration, social media, global initiatives, 
education and other topics. Both quantitative and 
qualitative research are welcomed. 

ABSTRACTS WITH TITLE OF PAPER, PRESENTER’S NAME, HOME 
AND INSTITUTION/ORGANIZATION ADDRESS AND E-MAIL 

SHOULD BE POSTMARKED BY: Frida A ril 5 2013. 

SEND ABSTRACTS TO: 

Dr. Lemuel Berry, Jr. 
Executive Director 
NAAAS & Affiliates 

PO Box 6670 
Scarborough, ME 04070-6670 

T: 207/839-8004 
F: 207/839-3776 

E: naaasconference@earthlink.net 

www.NAAAS.org 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Duke University Press <julie.thomson@dukeupress.edu> 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 7:01 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emafil.unc.edu> 

Announcing new books by Shem/B. Om~er and B. Ruby Rich 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

Dear Charlene Regester, 

Duke University Press is pleased to announce the publication of Not Hollywood by Sherry B. Ortner and New Queer Cinema by B. Ruby Rich. 

Not Hollywood: 
Independent Film at the Twilight of the American Dream 
Sherry B. Ortner 

"Not Hollywood does what compelling ethnographies do: it helps us better understand the human complexities of something we simplistically thought 
we already knew. As a result, the Sundance ’scene’ documented here sometimes feels like ’The Emperor’s New Clothes’ and, at other times, like truly 
engaged progressive politics and effective cultural critique. Required reading in film and media studies, but relevant far beyond those fields."--John 
Thornton Caldwell, author of Production Culture: Industrial Reflexivity and Critical Practice in Film and Television 

The pioneering anthropologist Sherry B. Ortner combines her trademark ethnographic expertise with critical film interpretation to explore the 
independent film scene in New York and Los Angeles since the late 1980s. Offering insightful interpretations of many of these films, Ortner argues that 
during the past three decades independent American cinema has functioned as a vital form of cultural critique. 

2023. 352 pages / 978-0-8223-5426-0, paper, $24.95 
For more information and to view the table of contents, please visit our website. 
To read the introduction, please visit this book’s preview on Scribd. 

New Queer Cinema: 
The Director’s Cut 
B. Ruby Rich 

"I thought I knew a lot about gay movie history until I read New Queer Cinema and realized what a dunce I was. Ruby Rich has to be the friendliest 
yet toughest voice of international queerdom writing today. She’s sane, funny, well-traveled and her aesthetics go beyond dyke correctness into a 
whole new world of fag-friendly feminist film fanaticism."--3ohn Waters 

B. Ruby Rich designated a brand new genre, the New Queer Cinema (NQC), in her groundbreaking article in the Village Voice in 1992. This movement in 
film and video was intensely political and aesthetically innovative, made possible by the debut of the camcorder, and driven initially by outrage over 
the unchecked spread of AIDS. As a critic, curator, journalist, and scholar, Rich has been inextricably linked to the New Queer Cinema from its 
inception. This volume presents her new thoughts on the topic, as well as bringing together the best of her writing on the NQC. 

2013. 360 pages, 23 Illustrations / 978-0-8223-5428-4, paper, $25.95 
For more information and to view the table of contents, please visit our website. 
To read the introduction, please visit this book’s preview on Scribd. 

If you would like to consider Not Hollywood or New Queer Cinema for your courses, please visit our For Educators page. 

If you wish to opt-out of future mailings, please contact 
Books Marketing 
Duke University Press 

905 West Main Street, Suite 18B 
Durham, NC 27701 

Sincerely, 
Julie Thomson 
Interim Direct Marketing Manager and Sales Associate 

This is a commercial message. 



ii~;~iI The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and Histoey ] 

2 FREE Sneak Preview 
Events next weeM 

Dear Friends, 

Please john us on Wednesday, March 27 for 2 

Preview Events! 

3:30pro, Bulls Head Bookshop (UNC Campus): 

"We Will Shoot Back: Armed Resistance in the 

Mississippi Freedom Movement" Book 

Discussion with author Akinyele Omowale 

Umoja. The notion that the civil rights movement 

in the southern United States was a nonviolent 

movement remains a dominant theme of civil 

rights memory and representation in popular 

culture. Yet in dozens of southern communities, 

Black people picked up arms to defend their 

leaders, communities, and lives. In We Wi!!Shoot 

Back: Armed Resistance in the Mississippi Freedom 

Movement, Umoja argues that armed resistance 

was critical to the efficacy of the southern freedom 

struggle and the dismantling of segregation and 

Black disenfranchisement. 

7pro, Stone Center Hitchcock Room: 

"Spies of Mississippi" Film Screening and 

Discussion 

*Special Sneak Preview Film Screening and 

discussion with film producer Dawn Porter A little- 

known chapter of American history, the frightening 

world of anti-civil rights espionage is presented in 

the film Spies of Mississippi. Replete with eerie 

accounts of the informants, infiltrators, and agent 

provocateurs who worked in the shadows to 

undercut the movement, the film is personalized 

with the inspiring stories of relentless civil rights 

crusaders who lived under the ever-present 

shadow of the state spy apparatus. 

Both events are FREE and open to the public. Let 

us know you’re coming via email or Facebook! 

Events are co-sponsored by UNC Chapter of the 

NAACP; Black Workers for Justice; Theta Omk:ron 

Chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc. 

Upcorning at the Stone 
Center... 

April 4 at 7pro, Stone Center Hitchcock Room 

Conversation with Christina Sue, author of 

"Land of the Cosmic Race: Race Mixture, 

Racism, and Blackness in Mexico" and Laura 

Lewis, author of "Chocolate and Corn flour: 

History, Race, and Place in the Making of "Black" 

Spring 2013 Prograr~ 

Agenda 



Mexico" and photo exhibition of "la Costa Chica" 

a new collection by photographer and scholar 

Wendy Phillips, 

Land of the Cosmic Race is a richly-detailed 

ethnographic account of the powerful role that 

race and color play in organizing the lives and 

thoughts of ordinary Mexicans. 

Chocolate and Corn Flour explores the history and 

contemporary culture of African descended 

Mexicans in the agricultural village of San Nicolas 

on the southern Pacific Coast of Guerrero (the 

Costa Chica). 

La Costa Chica photo exhibit explores the 

communities of "La Costa Chica" along the Pacific 

coast of Mexico from 1999 to present, 
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............... S!tY and 

Qffice of the E~eO~iveVic~e 
~hancellor and Provost 
~mpus Box 9125 

96~-696~ 

This document was prepared by the Office of Diversity and Multicultural Affairs (DMA) under 

the direction ofArchie W. Ervin, PhD and Melva"Cookie" Newsom, PhD, and was designed 

by Mary Louise Kersgard.We would like to thank all of the unit administrators and diversity 

liaisons for their contributions in providing the initial reports from which this publication 

was derived. Special thanks to the Office of Institutional Research and to the Office of Equal 

Employment Opportunity/Americans with DisabilityAct (EEO/ADA) for providing assistance 

with the statistical data. 
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our world today.We are educating the Millennial Generation - people born be~ 1~81 

and ~993.This generation ~s ~0 percent nonwhite and 20 percent have a parent 
immigrant. Census projections re, us that by 2023 there wi, be no racia~ majori~ ~ 
18-years-old and younger, and that by 2042 there will be no racial majority in 

Campus indusivity and diversity is a theme of ourAcademic Plan, which is currently being 

reviewed by the Provost’s Office.This will be our roadmap for the next several years and we ..... 

place a high value on d~vers~ty in ~t for a number of reasons.We want our faculty, staff and 
students to excel, for example, and we know that an environment of respect for different ......................... 

perspectives is key to their success.We also know that addressing big, complex problems ............. 

requires a wide variety of perspectives and experiences at the table.This idea includes more 

than race and ethnicity; it means having a diversity of class, gender, age and political ideology. 

A diverse student body demands a diverse faculty and research community. Here is where 

we have much work to do at Carolina.We have learned that good intentions and traditional 

processes are not enough; we must find innovative approaches that will attract and nurture 

the faculty that will define the Carolina experience in the decades ahead. More, as a major 

research university which produces the human capital critical for our society, we must ensure 

that what we do helps other universities succeed in their diversity goals as well. 

This report reveals that we need new ideas, innovative strategies and continued attentiveness 

if we are to achieve our vision for a diverse and inclusive university. I thank Dn Ervin and the 

entire Office of Diversity and Multicultural Affairs for leading our community in its efforts to 

reach these critical goals. 

Sincerely, 

Holden Thorp 
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The 2009-10 Diversi~y Plan Report is the third annual report since the implementation of the 

Carolina Diversity Plan in the fall of 2006. It builds upon the established Diversity Plan template 

from the previous two years that summarized the diversity goal priorities and outcomes of 

initiatives as submitted by academic and administrative units.We have also included select sta- 

tistical data that reflect historical and current racial/ethnic and gender diversity of faculty, staff, 

and students.These data help illustrate the important demographic shifts within the University 

over the past thirty years. 

An important new dimension included in the demographic data presented this year is data show- 

ing gender diversity within the leadership ranks of the University. For the current report, data 

on gender and racial/ethnic diversity among vice chancellors, associate vice chancellors, deans, 

associate deans, and associate provosts are presented along with data from the College of Arts 

and Sciences that reflect gender diversity in departmental chairs and other administrative roles. In 

future years, we intend to explore additional dimensions of gender diversity within the University 

along with other demographic characteristics. 

Several trends emerged from this year’s reports. First, there was an increase in the number of 

academic units that created faculty-led standing committees to address diversity and inclusion 

within schools.The appointment of these committees suggests more investment and ownership 

by academic leadership and illustrates an advanced understanding that diversity and inclusion 

issues are important facets of school culture and climate that must be taken seriously. 

Second, increasing racial/ethnic and gender diversity continued for the third consecutive year 

to be the highest priority for the majority of schools and units. A number of new initiatives 

were launched to address recruitment of undergraduate, graduate and professional students. 

Many of these initiatives are highlighted in this report. Several administrative units launched 



new staff diversity recruitment efforts.The Office of the Provost continued to support and 

encourage academic units to explore hiring opportunities to enhance faculty diversity. Still, 

faculty racial/ethnic diversity remains largely unchanged and continues to be among the most 

daunting challenges for the University. Data on hiring opportunities versus hiring outcomes 

reveal the continued slow pace for advancing racial/ethnic diversity among faculty over the 

past five years. 

Last, climate remains an important priority for many units. Several schools have launched ma- 

jor initiatives to better understand the impact that climate has on recruitment and retention 

of faculty and staff, and student enrollment. 

This report concludes that a major systemic effort is necessary if the University is to "move 

the needle" on faculty racial/ethnic diversity, especially for historically underrepresented mi- 

norities. Committed, visible leadership across all spectrums of the University will be required 

to advance our institutional commitment. Resources, both internal and external, will be criti- 

cal to any successful effort 

During the 2010-11 academic year, the Office for Diversity and klulticultural Affairs and 

the Office of Institutional Research and Assessment, in consultation with EEO/ADA, Human 

Resources, Faculty Governance, and the Division of Student Affairs will conduct a diversity 

climate assessment.The data from this assessment will inform us of the progress we have 

made with achieving our diversity goals stated in the 2006-10 Diversity Plan. It will also help 

to shape our future and augment the broader goals that will be defined in theAcademic Plan 

that is currently being drafted. 



The 2009-10 Diversity Plan Report is the third annual report prepared as a requirement of 

the University’s Diversity Plan~ implemented in August 2006.This Plan resulted from a 2004- 

05 assessment conducted by the Chancellor’s Task Force on Diversity~.The Task Force was 

charged with the responsibility to conduct a diversity assessment and to use the findings of 

the assessment to make recommendations to the University about how to address diversity 

on the campus. 

TheTask Force’s report included recommendations to advance its vision for a diverse and in- 

clusive campus community. Chancellor Moeser shared the report widely with the leadership 

of the University and accepted and acted upon several of the key recommendations of the 

Chancellor’s Task force on Diversity. There were two over arching recommendations made 

by the Task Force. 

First, that the University adopt the five broad goals for diversity which the Chancellor en- 

dorsed and implemented in the Fall of 2006.These goals were: 

Go~l 1 
Clearly define and publicize the University’s commitment to diversity. 

Goal 2 
Achieve the critical masses of underrepresented populations necessary to ensure the educa- 

tional benefits of diversity in faculty, staff, students and executive, administrative and manage- 

rial positions. 

Go~l 5 
Make high quality diversity education, orientation, and training available to all members of the 

University community. 

Go&] ~ 
Create and sustain a climate in which respectful discussions of diversity are encouraged and 

take leadership in creating opportunities for interaction and cross group learning. 

Goal 5 
Support further research to advance the University’s commitment to diversity and to assess 

the ways in which diversity advances the University’s mission. 

Second, that a Diversity Plan be developed to guide the University efforts to achieve and 

monitor a diverse and inclusive campus community.A committee chaired by Dr.Archie Er- 

vin, Associate Provost for Diversity and Multicultural Affairs and co-chaired Dr. H. Cookie 

Newsom, Director of Diversity Education and Assessment--both from the Office for Diver- 

sity and Multicultural Affairs--was formed to draft the Diversity Plan.After presentations to 

the Chancellor’s Cabinet, Deans Council, and Faculty Council, Carolina’s first ever diversity 

plan (see http:flwww.unc.eduldiveristyldiversityplanldiversityplan.pdf)was launched in August 

2006.The first annual reports on diversity goals, objectives and outcomes required from all 

academic units and twenty-one administrative units were submitted to Diversity and Multi- 

cultural Affairs as part of the spring 2007 budget process. 

~Please see http:flwww.unc.eduldiversity/assessmentlindex,html for a copy of the Task Force Report 
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Diversity at Carolina is a rich tapestry made up of myriad threads of talent, culture, intellect 

and inquiry.The term "diversity" itself invokes different images and perceptions depending on 

the experiences, outlook, and demographic characteristics of the person hearing or reading 

the word. As we learned from the Diversity Assessment of 2005, when you ask people to 

define diversity you get a wide range of responses. For those asked in 2005 to define diversity, 

some said diversity meant social justice, to others it meant inclusion or equity, and to some 

it simply meant the presence of others who were different in some way. 

Diversity at Carolina is all of that and more. Broadly considered, an examination of diversity 

at Carolina can be divided into three categories: 

Presence is used to refer to the individual characteristics of mem- 

bers of the campus community such as, race, gender, sexual orien- 

tation/identity, religion, political philosophy, age, disability status, and 

socioeconomic status among others.While all characteristics are im- 

portant, information is only collected on certain of them.We do not 

keep records of how many of the campus community are Protestants 

or Democrats, for example, and most data is confined to broader 

categories of race/ethnicity and genden 

Clima,te 
The manner in which the campus community acknowledges, encour- 

ages and supports all members of the campus community--faculty, 

staff and students, regardless of their individual characteristics. 

Diversity Priorit{es 
ldentff{ed by Goal 

 oa14 

0    $ 
Research 

Research refers to units that are self-reporting on their hiring trends, efforts to sustain a 
respectful climate, and/or educational sessions, and generally supports the other two goals. 
Research tends to focus on either staffing needs or climate. 

This report summarizes some of the ways Carolina views diversity, describes the diversity 

priorities of academic and administrative units, and reveals how people from various units 

and schools are working to help make the experiences of all members of the campus com- 

munity as equitable and free of artificial barriers to academic and career success as possible. 

This report does not attempt to highlight all of the activities, programs and initiatives on the 

campus that address diversity, but is, rather a compilation of some of the efforts of various 

campus academic and administrative units. In addition, the report provides an analysis of and 

commentary about what appears to be succeeding and what initiatives or programs do not 

appear to be accomplishing desired outcomes. In some cases, we offer commentary and in- 

sights about how less successful efforts may need to be re-evaluated or improved. Finally this 

report includes some suggestions for ameliorating some of the more persistent difficulties 

and challenges. 

units selected ( oa[ 2 as a 

priorivioThe goal selected by 

Goa  S. 
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D vers ty of Presence 

Achieving greater racial/ethnic and gender diversity remains a clear priority at Carolina with a 

maiority of academic and administrative units (30 of 32 or 94 percent) reporting the Diversity 

Plan’s Goal 2 (recruitment and retention of a diverse faculty, staff and student body) as a priority. 

Since the inception of the Diversity Plan, Goal 2 has been the goal most often chosen as a prior- 

ity for both academic and administrative units. Section I includes data provided by the Office of 

Institutional Research and the EEO/ADA Office that illustrate demographic diversity trends and 

examples of activities reported by the units to address Goal ZThe section is divided into three 

partsl student diversity, staff diversity and faculty diversity. 

Student D vers ty 

Carolina has achieved significant racial/ethnic diversity in the student body. Among under- 

graduates, White students account for 69.2 percent of the student body, African Ameri- 

can students represent 10.7 percent, .8 percent are American Indian, 7.4 percent are Asian 

Other 

American Indian 

Asian American 

African American 

Hispanic 

White 

American Indian 

~ Asian American 

~ African American 

~ Hispanic 

~ White 

American, 5.2 percent are Hispanic and those identifying as 

"other" make up 6.6 percent of the student body. 

Graduate and professional student figures are similar to 

undergraduate numbers with White students being the 

dominant majority, followed by African American students. 

The numbers for American Indians and Hispanic students 

continue to be the lowest. Numbers of Hispanic students, 

however, are showing a fairly steady increase over a nine 

year period. In the graduate and professional student cat- 

egory, Hispanic students have grown from 2.6 percent 

in 2000 to 4.3 percent in 2009, a 1.7 percent increase. 

American Indian student numbers in the graduate/profes- 

sional ranks have remained fairly static with 0.6 percent in 

2000 and 0.8 percent in 2009, or an increase of only 0.2 

percent. Although there is great racial/ethnic diversity in 

the student body overall, there are challenges associated 

with race and ethnicity that impact the climate for the stu- 

dent body. 

In the area of gender diversity, Carolina has similar ratios 

when compared with most institutions of higher learning 

in America. In the fall of 2009, 41 percent of the undergrad- 

uate student body was male, 59 percent female. Among 

graduate and professional students, females made up 59. I 

percent of the student population and males 40.9 percent2. 

This reflects a national trend3. 

Data Source:The Otfice ot Institutional Research and Assessment 
Various units continue to target Goal 2, recruiting and re- 

taining a diverse student body, as one of their goals. More 

than 90 percent of academic units reporting identified Goal 

SAil statistics in this paragraph are from The Office for Institutional Research and Assessment 

~ Chronicle of Higher Education; 413012004,Vol, 50 Issue 34, pAl 8 
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2 as one of their priorities for 2009-10. A refreshing trend is that many units have expanded 

their understanding of Goal 2 to include more categories of diversity than just gender and/ 

or race/ethnicity. 

D vers ty 
to Achieve Student 

School of $oda~ Work 
This unit actively pursued Goal 2 by solidifying their current campus recruitment plan. Sharon 

Holmes Thomas, the Director of Recruitment, Admissions and Financial Aid, conducted addi- 

tional campus and agency visits and collaborated with centers and offices affiliated with UNC’s 

Office of Academic Affairs. In October, the School of Social Work hosted a Diversity Open 

House designed to target Historically Black College and University (HBCU) students as well as 

Native American and other minority students from high schools across North Carolina. 

University Counsel provided legal advice to administrative and academic units across campus 

on scholarship and fellowship programs and admissions criteria that could be designed to 

foster a diverse student body. 

University Development Ne~ ~n~t~ves ~n student 
Funding was secured for seve~l progmms dedicated to the achievement of a diverse student body: 

College Advising Corps Gra.Es secured by University Development are supposing O~vers~t~ Open Ho~se 
full year of UNC Chapel Hill’s leadership role as ~h, national headquarters for ~he Co e~e 

SC~O0~ Of SOd~ Work, 
Advising Corps,The Corps hires and ~ins recen~ college graduates who work in 

the Gillings School of Globa~ 

Public Nealth Open 

the Carolina 

a~d the LEAD ~rog~am at 

Eshe[ma~ School o~ ~a~macy, 

sourced high schools across the country to help primarily low income and minority student] 

achieve their goal of attending college. During the 2009-I 0 school year the Corps employed 

150 advisers to serve over 37,000 high school students. 

University Development has been instrumental in raising over $10 million to date from 

corporations, foundations and individuals to support Carolina Covenant, the University’s 

landmark initiative that enables eligible students from historically low-income families to 

attend the University and graduate debt-free.After only six years, there are now over 2,300 

Carolina Covenant Scholars who have benefited from the program by attending Carolina. 

This year, 535 new Covenant Scholars were admitted (including first year students and trans- 

fers). Covenant scholars made up over I I percent of our first year class in 2009-I 0. Of that 

total, 62 percent are students of color, and 57 percent are first-generation college students. 

Research Rocks! is another program being promoted by the Corporate and Foundation Re- 

lations office to potential supporters.The program’s purpose is to introduce targeted public 

high school students in Orange, Chatham, and Durham to college level work and college 

opportunities, as well as encouraging high school completion and college attendance. 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 
The Business School increased the number of African American applicants to the PhD pro- 

gram from zero in 2008 to 18 in 2009. Of the I I (total) enrolled in 2009, four were female, 

including one African American. 
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School of Dentistry (SOD) 
In an effort to reduce challenges that many students of color face, the School of Dentistry 

increased the amount of money specifically designated for scholarships for incoming dental 

students who are from underrepresented minority backgrounds.The SOD again supported, 
both with funding and staffing, the pipeline program, Medical Education Development Pro- 
gram (MED). This program is designed to increase the number of minority students and 

disadvantaged students who enter science and health related fields.The School admitted two 
students from the MED program into the DDS program.The successful admission of these 
students was due, in part, to the students’ success Jn the MED program.The School of Den- 

tistry also hosted the Dean’s Luncheon for Under-represented Minorities. 

Center for GIoba~ initiatives (CG~) 
The Scholars’ Latino Initiative (SLI) is a mentoring program for selected Latino high school 
students who demonstrate promise, determination, discipline, and need. Each year, SLI selects 

about a dozen UNC sophomores to be mentors to a group of Latino high school sophomores 
at Jordan-Matthews High School in Siler City, NC. SLI is now expanding to other schools. 

In January 2010, together with the Office of Disability Services, CGI submitted a $400,000 

grant request to the US Department of Education aimed at increasing access to international 

educational opportunities for students with disabilities. 

Gillings School of GIoba~ Public klea~th ($PH) 
Staff and student assistants, along with student, faculty and alumni volunteers, attended 20 

events specifically for prospective minority students, compared with 22 for the previous 
year. They engaged with more than 471 minority students, compared with more than 699 

for the previous year. In October 2009, SPH sponsored the School’s first School-wide open 
house for prospective graduate students.The Office of Student Affairs provided funding and 

administrative support for the Minority Student Caucus’ Minority Student Mixer. Current 
and prospective minority students met after the Open House events to discuss the minority 

student experience in the School and departments. 

School of Government 

The 200%10 entering MPA class included 12 minority students (35 percent) among the 34 

enrolling students. The previous year’s class included four minority students (17 percent) 
among 29 students. In the year before that, there were three minority students (I 3 percent) 
among 24 students. Minority representation is on a gradual increase: 65 percent of the most 

recent class are women; 52 percent of the previous class were women, two of the students in 
the 2009-10 class are from the LGBTQ community. During the 2009-10 admissions cycle, the 
School tracked outreach and recruitment efforts for increased contact with underrepresent- 

ed audiences.Within North Carolina, the School participated in career fairs at two HBCUs 
and one Native American university with a minority majority enrollment; the MPA Program 
continues to build and award scholarship support from its Diversity in Public Service Scholar- 

ship Fund. MPA staff also work with the Graduate School to access travel awards for minority 
applicants needing financial assistance to attend admissions interviews whenever possible. 

Graduate School 
The Graduate School continued participation in national recruitment and participation in 

off-site campus visits to various undergraduate colleges and universities.They also hosted on- 
campus student visits aimed to provide prospective graduate students an understanding of 
the UNC-Chapel Hill campus culture and infrastructure as well as to provide the opportunity 
to interact directly with faculty and students in departments and Schools of their interest.The 
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(graduate School held annual orientation and welcome receptions for students from distinct 

cultural backgrounds and hosted a NativeAmerican recruitment event at an annual recruiting 

weekend on April 6, 2009, at the (graduate Student Center. Fourteen different departments 

and Schools utilized travel awards from the (graduate School during 2007-08 to bring 47 

underrepresented applicants to campus. 

Under the leadership of Ms.Terri Houston, the office conducted outreach and recruitment 

programs for underserved student populations: Project Uplift, H.S. Honor Days, UNC Scholar 

Days, Native American Recruitment, Hispanic/Latino Recruitment, NC Renaissance and Pre- 

Orientation. More than a thousand potential students attended Project Uplift, one of the pri- 

mary minority student pipeline projects on campus. In addition, DHA collaborates with schools 

and units to provide assistance in recruitment and retention efforts, including consultation, 

committee service and programming. Under the leadership of Dr. Cookie Newsom, DP1A also 

began a new high school outreach program, Research Rocks!, which partners high school soph- 

omores from selected populations with graduate/professional student mentors to complete a 

research project over an academic year.The goal of the project, which targets low-income, first 

generation and minority students, is to encourage high school completion, college attendance 

and graduation, and graduate/professional school attendance and completion. Josmell Perez 

provided administrative support for and programming of the Carolina Latindo Collaborative, 

designed to be a muiti-faceted resource for potential and current undergraduate and graduate/ 

professional Latina/o students. 

School of Journalism and ~lass Communication 
Diversity Initiatives Coordinator, Dr. Queenie Byars and Dr.Trevy PlcDonald attended and 

participated in recruiting fairs and open houses.The school also reported demographic sta- 

tistics for its graduate student applicants. 

Undergraduate Admissions sought and received grant funding to hold a special recruitment 

program, Carolina Firsts, that focused on first generation and low-income student.The pro- 

gram was a collaboration among many campus units, including the College of Arts and Sci- 

ences, the Office of Diversity and Muiticultural Affairs, and the Division of Student Affairs. 

School of La~ 

Recruitment efforts at the Law School proved quite successfuLThe first-year class entering UNC 

Law in the fall of 2009 was comprised of 54 percent women and 31 percent students of color.The 

School has been quite successful with Native American students and Latinos, but it continues to 

focus efforts on improving the number of African American students who accept its offers to join its 

entering classes. 

Eshe[man School of ~Pharmacy 

The School received national recognition from the American Association of Colleges of 

Pharmacy for its minority recruitment video (pharmacy.unc.edu/pharmd), which is the fourth 

most viewed item on the UNC-CHYouTube page with more than 17,500 views. Eighty per- 

cent of the recruitment plan was executed. The Office of Recruitment Diversity Initiatives 

received more than 50 recruitment requests from various programs and partners, iVlore than 

200 students attended the LEAD programs led by Carla White-Harris.The school received 

a $10,000 gift from Walgreens to increase program diversity, part of which will be used for a 

$2,000 scholarship to be awarded to a student who has contributed to diversity efforts. 
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~ac~a~tb~c Data 

........... ~:~:~:~ .............................................................. ~:~::~:~ ........................... ~,:%~ ..................... ~::~:~ .......................... ~:~/o~ .................... 

........... ............................. !~0 ....................................... ~o/o~ ..................... ~ ...................................... ~o/o~ .................... 

Total 1,770 6,484 
Data Source: Office of Institutional Research and ~sessment 

Office of Scholarships and Student Aid 

The Office is working with the Maximizing Student Aid Awards Subcommittee. The Office 

recognizes that private scholarships are an important part of helping students afford the 

cost of a college education.The subcommittee’s mission is to increase the awareness about 

the need to collaborate on this issue, develop "good practices" and polities for scholarship 

providers, and ultimately influence federal higher education policy. Objectives are: I) assist 

students in maximizing their financial aid awards, 2) minimize student loan indebtedness, 3) 

improve communication among the many diverse scholarship providers assisting students, 

4) reconcile private scholarship funds with institutional grant and scholarship awards, and 5) 

increase college access, persistence and graduation rates. 

$choo~ of Education 
The School of Education reported that in 2008, 177 minority students were enrolled. The 

2008 minority student enrollment was 23 percent of its total student enrollment; in 2009, 

228 minority students were enrolled which was 27 percent of the total school enrollment, 

representing a 4 percent increase. 

Staff D~ve~s~ty 
Carolina has a very racially/ethnically diverse staff. Of the 8,254 staff members, EPA non- 

faculty and SPA, Whites make up 73 percent, African 

Americans 17 percent, American Indians less than 

percent, Asian Americans 7 percent and Latinas/os 2 

percent. (Please see inset for definitions of EPA and 

SPA.) There ~s considerable racial/ethnic difference ~n 
the racial/ethnic ratios between the two categories, 
EPA non-faculty and SPA with far more employees of .................................................................................................................................................................................... 

color being concentrated in the SPA category. Minori- 

ties make up only 20 percent of EPA non-faculty employees while they make up 28 percent 

of SPA employees.This trend Js particularly demonstrated in the AfrJcan American popula- 

tion where blacks make up less than 10 percent of EPA employees but 19 percent of SPA 

employees. (SeeTable I.) 

Table 2: EPA Non-facL~lty~ 

Nffes by Race/ 
Ethn~city 2005-09 

In the area of gender diversity the University has more female staff employees than 

male. EPA non-faculty has a 732 (41 percent) to 1,038 (59 percent) male to female split. 

The SPA category represents the largest number of employees at Carolina, or 78.5 

percent of non-faculty employees. In the SPA category there are 2,664 (41 percent) 

males to 3,820 (59 percent) females, or 

the same ratio as EPA non-faculty. 

Data Source: EEO/ADA Office.This table does not include people hired as a result of special searches. 

Table 2 reflects a pattern of some 

change in hiring in the category of EPA 

non-faculty hires. In 2005 Whites ac- 

counted for 82 percent of the hires. In 

2009Whites accounted for 76 percent. 

This change is reflected in an increased 

hiring of African Americans and Asian 

Americans.African American hires rose 

from 9 percent in 2000 to 12 percent 

in 2009. Asian American hires in the 

category rose from 7 percent in 2000 
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to 10 percent in 2009.American Indian hires remained virtually the same, near or less than 

I percent, in the time period, while the percentage of Hispanic hires in the category actually 

decreased in the same time period--from 5 percent to I percentA few units reported that 

they were making concerted efforts to achieve or improve racial/ethnic or gender diversity 

in their staff ranks. 

Actions Repor ÷d 

Department of Athletics 
The Athletics Department continued to make concerted efforts to attract a more diverse 
pool of candidates by advertising in publications and web sites and with organizations that 

reach a wide population of persons in college athletics, including racial/ethnic minorities.They 

advertised position openings for coaching hires and other EPA hires in the NCAA News, which 

reaches a wide population of persons employed in college athletics, including those employed 

at HBCUs.They also advertised in minority sport publications and web sites and with minor- 

ity organizations, including the Black Coaches Association. In addition, the Director of Ath- 

letics requested that senior staff members have a sincere, focused effort on diversity within 

their unit(s), especially in areas where there are no minority staff members or a very small 

number. He encouraged senior administrators to work on creating pools where minority 

applicants can compete for job openings in the department. 

Frank Porter Graham Child Development Institute 

This unit hired an African American Investigator to work on a new infant-toddler project. 

StudentAffairs saw a number of hires from historically underrepresented groups join the Divi- 

sion of Student Affairs.A senior level position (Salvadore Mena) is now focusing on diversity 

efforts. One of their goals is to design a process to pay close attention to the cultivation of a 

diverse applicant pool for key positions, provide each candidate that interviews for a position 

the opportunity to learn about the University’s and Division’s commitment to diversity (e.g., 

distribution of a special diversity packet of information, meeting with the Assistant to theVice 

Chancellor, DiversityWorking Group members, or some other appropriate group/person), and 

ensure appropriate follow-up with candidates. In addition, gathering information from candi- 

dates about their interview experience with the Division of Student Affairs will be central to 

continuously improving the process for future candidates.The information below about recruit- 

ment provides an overview of 2007-08 hiring outcomes. 

20 i~ 
Data So u rce: Departm ent of Student Affairs 
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2009 

Female 10 11 10 43 9;’ 

Female 0 I 2 ! 5 

Female 7 10 21 69 115 

Female 7 5 10 32 54 

Female 0 0 2 0 2 

Data source: Office of Institutional Research and Assessment 

Faculty Divers{ty 
Carolina’s faculty is not as racially/ethnically nor as gender diverse as 

its staff and student body, particularly in the category of full professor. 

As shown in Table 3, there is some evidence of improved gender par- 

ity in the associate and assistant professor ranks and White women, 

African American women and American Indian women actually out- 

number men in the fixed term category.While White males make up 

47 percent of all faculty, they account for sixty-nine percent of the 

full professorships.White males and females make up 91 percent of 

the full professorate category and 81 percent of all faculty members. 

Women represent 42 percent of the entire faculty. Historically Under- 

represented Minorities (HURMs)4 make up less than one percent of 

the full professor category. 

A review of faculty hiring data from 2005-09 as shown in Table 4 reveals 

that faculty diversity remains largely unchanged for the past five years 

and trend data suggest uneven progress for at least the past decade. 

There have been issues of gender and racial/ethnic equity apparent in 

tenure/tenure track position data from this time period as well. 

In 2005-06 there were 4405 applicants in all schools for tenure/tenure 

track faculty positions. Of that number 105 were hired. The racial/ 

ethnic breakdown of the hires, which was 83 White, 2 African Ameri- 

can, 3 Hispanic, I American Indian and 16 Asian American, is shown 

in Table 4. As the table indicates there is a significant difference in 

the percentages of racial/ethnic minorities versusWhites hired in this 

category--tenure/tenure track faculty, when compared to both the 

SPA and EPA non-faculty categories, this pattern is also reflected in 

gender disparities in faculty hires when compared with male/female 

ratios in SPA and EPA non-faculty hires. 

Of the 105 hires in 2005, 73 (70 percent) were male and 32 (30 per- 

cent) were female. In 2006-07, 3,997 people applied for tenure/tenure 

track faculty positions and 89 were hired. Of those, 58 (65 percent) 

were male and 31 (35 percent) were female. In the ethnic and racial 

breakdown not much changed.The tenure/tenure/track hires were 59 

Data Source: EEO/ADA Office.This table does not include people hired as a result of special search, 

4 Historically Underrepresented Minorities:AfricanAmericans, Hispanics,American Indians 
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(66 percent) White, 7 (8 percent) African American, 3 (3 percent) Hispanic and 20 (23 per- 

cent) Asian. 

There were 7,301 applicants for tenure/tenure track positions in 2007-08, with 146 hires.Women 

made up 58 (40 percent) of those hires with men accounting for 88 (60 percent) of the hires. In 

the area of ethnic/racial diversity 118 (81 percent) of the hires were White, 7 (5 percent) were 

African American, 4 (3 percent) Hispanic, 16 (6 percent)Asian and none were American Indian. 

In 2008-09 there were 4,447 applicants, 107 hires. In this period we see males accounting for 70 

(65 percent) of the hires and female constituting 37 (35 percent) of the total, indicating contin- 

ued gender disparity. In the area of ethnic/radal diversity there was no significant change. 

In the category of historically underrepresented minorities the hiring patterns from 2006-09 

show an essentially flat line in faculty hiring with less than a four percent variation except 

for the 06-07 statistics when only 89 tenure/tenure track faculty were hired.This year also 

accounts for the only time in the period where the number of HURMs hired reached more 

than I 0 percent of the total hires. 

The challenges of faculty diversity, particularly racial/ethnic diversity as demonstrated by the 

above charts, has been one of the most difficult issues impacting Goal 2, followed closely by 

challenges in gender equity. Not surprisingly several academic units have identified diversify- 

ing their faculties as a goal and have reported varying outcomes as a result of their efforts to 

achieve faculty diversity. 

Diversity 

SchoN of Socia~ Work 
SSW voted to create a new committee to identify and address strategies for recruiting and 

retaining faculty of diverse backgrounds.The dean agreed to make this a standing committee 

to help fulfill the service requirement of faculty members. At their monthly faculty meet- 

ing, small groups were formed to brainstorm ideas for identifying and recruiting applicants 

for ongoing and future searches for both clinical and tenure-track faculty positions. Three 

endowed professors each committed $2,000 from their discretionary funds to support the 

committee’s activities. 

In Table 4, it should be noted that 

there are limitations that need to 

be clearly stated.These are data 

for tenure/tenure track hires only 

and do not include fixed~term 

hires.Also, applicants are not 

required to report their race/ 

ethnicity or gender.This results 

in large numbers of applicants 

in the "Unknown Gender" and 

"Unknown Race" columns. Large 

numbers of unknown race and 

gender pose a problem in clearly 

defining the applicant pool and 

severely limits inferences about 

hiring outcomes. Knowing more 

about the applicant pool would 

help provide insights to search 

committees and would help 

clarify outcomes. 

University Counsel 
University Counsel reviewed and advised on the proposed online Search Committee training 

offered through the EEO/ADA Office. 

Associate Provost forAcademic [nitia,tives 
Centers with diverse staff, students, and faculty affiliates have maintained or increased their 

diversity, e.g., the facuJty in the Center for DeveJopmenta[ Science has achieved what it con- 

siders to be a critical mass of diverse faculty affiliates, including those who are ExecutiveTeam 

members, which facilitates the further recruitment of minority faculty and students. 

KenanMFlagler Business School 

The School compared the total number of tenure/tenure-track faculty recruited and hired 
from identified underrepresented populations (e.g., international, people of color, female) 
comparing 2008 to 2009.The number of faculty hired was significantly lower in 2009 (3 corn- 
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pared to I I the previous year).The number of female faculty hired in 2009 was I (33 percent) 

compared to 3 (27 percent) in 2008.The number of international faculty hired in 2009 was I 

(25 percent), also I female, compared to 3 (27 percent) in 2008 (two of whom were female). 

For 2008-09, there were 263 tenure/tenure-track faculty applicants; 191 males, 62 females, 

10 unknown; 126 White, 7 African American, 6 Hispanic, 76 Asian, I American indian, 28 un- 

known.The school hired 42 males, 2 fema[es;I was international, no people of color. 

GilIings School of Global Public Heallh 

Several SPH hires and promotions of minorities were reported.The Department of Environ- 

mental Sciences and Engineering (ESE) hired a Hispanic faculty member.The Department, which 

has a long history of underrepresentation of women faculty, hired a woman as visiting assistant 

professor in May 2009, and she became tenure-track assistant professor January I, 2010.They 

were pleased to receive support from the Provost’s Office to recruit a very strong African 

American faculty member to Epidemiology whose diversity includes not only race, but back- 

ground and interests. Epidemiology promoted a Latina faculty member to Associate Chair. 

EEO!ADA 

The office implemented a revised faculty recruitment system. Significant changes were made 

in their web site redesign.The new format makes the site more visually attractive, thereby 

increasing user friendliness and making it easier to navigate. The application functions were 

enhanced to make it easier for applicants to find and apply for open faculty positions (e.g. 

"Friendly" Web lin!dURL, "Quick Apply" feature and Departmental Contact Information). In 

addition an "Online training module for Search Committees" was developed. The program 

was implemented on February 29, 2010.The module provides valuable information, helpful 

advice, and proven techniques to enable search committees to run more efficiently. The focus 

of the training is on attracting, hiring and retaining diverse faculty and staff. Over the summer 

along with the vice chancellor for human resources meetings were held with all deans and 

vice chancellors; provided availability analysis, workforce composition and applicant/hiring 

data for their unit; discussed areas of concern and opportunities for improvements. 

]ournalisn~ and Mass Communication 
JOMC reported being cognizant of the need to continually plan, assess, and take action on 

diversity hiring opportunities when they arise. An African American male was hired in 2008 

with a delayed appointment to teach visual communication courses starting in fall 2010.An 

African American female and alumna of the School was recruited as an adjunct professor in 

2008 and later hired full-time, under the Targeted Hiring Program. She began teaching mass 

communication and diversity courses in the tenure track in January 2010. In December 2009 

the School hired a Pacific Islander and doctoral candidate, to teach in the research tenure 

track beginning in July 2010. 

School of Law 
The School hired seven new faculty members for the 2009-10 academic year, including an 

openly gayAsian American male, another openly gayWhite male, and three White women.They 

hired as staff an Asian American woman, three African American women, one openly gayWhite 

woman, and anotherWhite woman. 

The School achieved another historical milestone with the successful promotion of the director 

of the Office of Multicultur~l Affairs to the rank of Clinical Professor in the School of Nursing. 

This is the first faculty member of color at this rank across all three missions of the school. 
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Office oil theVice Chancellor for [Resea,rch anal Economic Development 
(OVCRED) a~d ~he Carolina Postdoctora~ Pro~ra~ for F~cu[~y D~vers~ty 

These units reported that the CPPFD secured two additional postdoctoral scholar positions 

for a period of two years.The positions will be funded by OVCRED and the Provost’s Office. 

OVCRED continues to receive positive comments about the CPPFD from current and past 

postdoctoral scholars. Host importantly CPPFD scholars are joining the Carolina faculty.As 

of this report, 27 of these scholars have transitioned to the Carolina faculty. 

CPPFD Historica~ Data 

139 Scholars participated the program since inception 

116 Scholars teaching at a university 

27 are currently faculty at UNC 

College of Arts and Sciences 
The College continues to focus on increasing diversity in faculty hiring, with an emphasis on 

the tenured and tenure-track faculty.The percentage of women in tenure/tenure-track faculty 

positions effective July 2009 was 31.5 percent, continuing a steady increasing trend from July 

2006, when it was 28.9 percent.This reflects a 2.6 percent increase over three years, and a 

0.9 percent increase over last year. For minority faculty members the percentage effective 

July 2009 was 19.9 percent, also reflecting a continuing upward trend from July 2006, when 

it was 16.7 percent.This reflects a 3.2_ percent increase over three years, and a I. I percent 

increase over last year.The College hired 36 new tenure/tenure-track faculty for 200%10. 

This number is lower than in 2008-09 due to the economic situation; of the 36 hired, 16 

(44.4 percent)come from underrepresented populations. Of these, three are African Ameri- 

can (8.3 percent), five are Hispanic (I 3.9 percent), three are American Indian or American 

Indian/Alaskan Native (8.3 percent), and five are Asian/Padfic Islanders (I 3.9 percent). New 

facul~ members include 13 women (36. I percent), of which seven (I 9.4 percent)also rep- :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ...................... 

resent underrepresented minorities.The dean’s office worked successfully last year with four ~:~:~:~ 

departments (Anthropology, Geography, History, and Psychology)on the Provost’s Target of 

Opportunity Diversity Initiative on faculty hiring, leading to six successful hires (I 6.7 percent .................... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

of w :h e ch  .th.opo og  o.e e ch the 
other departments.This year (2009-10) six offers have been made to prospective candidates : 

through thJs JnJtiative.Two candidates have accepted posJtions (in English and in 

one offer was declined.The others are pending.The College strongly supports 

of the Target of Opportunity program.The College also hired ten facul~ members 

derrepresented populations last year through the regular search process, re 

percent of all hires.These hires were made in the following departments:Anthro 

City & Regional Planning, Exercise & Sports Science, History, Political Science, 

guages, Sociology (two), and Statistics.TheWOWS Scholars (Working 

worked wJth several departments Jn the sciences wJth the goal of increasing 

women who apply for and are interviewed for faculty positions. 
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within Carolina’s Leadership 
Beginning with this report, we are providing data and commentary on the gender and racial/ 

ethnic diversity of the University’s leadership ranks.This includes: vice chancellors, associate 

vice chancellors, associate provosts, deans, and associate deans. (For data, see Table 6 to the 

right.) InTable 5 below we have also provided data on gender and racial/ethnic diversity of the 

leadership ranks (deans’ office senior leadership team, chairs, and other department heads) 

within the College of Arts and Sciences. 

From 2005 to 2010 the number of vice chancellors increased from 6 to. 8. In 2005, women 

accounted for 50 percent of the vice chancellor cohort. In 2010, of the eight vice chancellors 

three (37.5%) are women, and one (12.5 percent) is a racial/ethnic minority. One male vice 

chancellor is also a racial/ethnic minority. In 2005, there was no racial/ethnic diversity within 

the vice chancellor cohort. 

Table 5: Gender and 

Racial DiverMty of 
Chaira~ Department 

Among deans, women have constituted slightly more than one-third of the deans from 2005-09, 

with the exception of 2008 when women constituted fifty percent of the deanships. At the 

associate vice chancellor, associate provost and associate dean levels, White women have 

consistently fared better as a percentage of the leadership groups.Among associate vice chan- 

cellors,White women have essentially achieved parity, and among associate provosts, women 

have held a majority of the positions since 2005.Among associate deans, women have moved 

from 38.8 percent of the cohort in 2005 to 51.7 percent of the cohort in 2010. 

Racial/ethnic diversity progress has been uneven from 2005 through 2010.Among vice chan- 

cellors, the racial/ethnic diversity increased with two appointments over the last two years. 

The greatest level of racial/ethnic diversity among these groups is within the 

ranks of associate provosts.At the associate deans level, there has been a de- 

cline in the percentage of African American associate deans from I I percent 

in 2005 to 6.8 percent in 2009.Asian Americans have grown from 1.4 percent 

to 3.4 percent of the total associate deans in the same time period, although 

noAsian American women have been appointed associate dean. Between 2005 

and 2009, there have not been any deans appointed who represented racial/ 

ethnic diversity. 

The College o[ A~ts and ~eie~ee~ 

In the College of Arts and Sciences (see Table 5), women constitute nearly fifty 

percent of the senior leadership of the College.Among department chairs, the 

percentage of women has remained virtually unchanged for the past five years. 

The percentage of women serving as department heads in the College has 

increased from 27.3 percent in 2005 to 35 percent in 2010.The percentage of 

minority department chairs has remained virtually unchanged from 2005 (6.7 

percent) to 2009 (6.8 percent).Among other department heads in the College, 

the percentage of minority department heads has decreased significantly from 

18.2 percent in 2005 to 10 percent in 2009. 
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Section 2 

Commitment, diversity education and climate are all integrally linked. Goal I,which deals with 

public acknowledgement of the University’s commitment to diversity is, in essence, a climate 

issue.The same can be said of Goal 3, which calls for effective, engaging diversity education 

opportunities, and Goal 4 which is specifically about the creation of a climate where campus 

community members are able to learn from and interact with each other. It is impossible to 

separate the three completely as each is dependent in some way on the other.The same can 

be said, of course, for Goal 2.Without a diverse faculty, staff and student body the other goals 

could not be achieved, or would be much more difficult to achieve. 

Twenty-four of the 32 reporting units (75 percent) indicated they had identified Goal I as 

a priority for 2009-10. For Goal 3, 23 of 32 or 72 percent of the units said they were going 

to work on diversity education. Goal 4 was the second most popular goal, trailing only Goal 

2, with 27 of 32 units or 84 percent, identifying it as a priority.The popularity of Goal 4 is 

not surprising since it deals with climate.There seems to be a good understanding of the 

importance of climate issues in recruiting, retention and quality of experience for faculty, staff 

and students.Assessments of climate and initiatives to address climate issues are increasingly 

reflected in the diversity plan reports. It will be interesting to see if the programs and assess- 

ments have an impact on climate issues in the future and how that will be evaluated. 

Actions Reported to Pub]icize 
Commitment to Diversity 
Goal 1 
The actions and priorities expressed for Goal I crossed a broad gamut, from up-dating print 

materials and web sites to creating new diversity mission statements. 

College of Arts and Sciences 

The College increased the number of departments that publish a commitment to diversity 
on their web sites.The College also increased the number of larger departments that have 

special committees dealing specifically with issues of faculty and graduate student diversity. 

School of SociN Work 

SSW finalized its Diversity Commitment Statement and include this statement in all recruit- 

ment, orientation, and informational materials. 

Associate Provost forAcademic Initiatives 
The Friday Center for Continuing Education has been engaged in a "stories project" to 

identify students, participants, and dients--a diverse group of people from all walks of life-- 

whose lives have been changed through Friday Center programs.These stories are featured 

on the Center’s web site, in publications and in advertisements. 

Office of University Counsel 

University Counsel assisted other campus units in their efforts to clearly define and imple- 

ment the University’s commitment to diversity. 
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University Devebpment 
The Development Office communicated with the University’s key audiences Jn ways that 

reflect the high priority that Chancellor Thorp and other senior leaders have placed on 

successfully implementing the planl promoted programs and initiatives that help reinforce 

key messages about the University’s commitment to accessibility and affordability--those 

included the Carolina Covenant, C-STEP, or Carolina Student Transfer Excellence Program, 

and the CarolJnaAdvising Corps. 

Center for GIoba~ ~nitiatives 
CGI increased awareness of our diversity values and vision to the publicl defined and com- 

municated the significance of diversity, 

$choo~ of Dentistry 
The School developed and participated in diversity-related conferences, training sessions and 

outreach programs: employed best practices related to diversity; publicized its diversity commit- 

ment in "Carolina 2010:The School of DentistryAcademic Plan" and through its web site. 

Equa~ Opportunity/ADA Office 
The office included the University’s commitment to diversity and equal opportunity in com- 

munication material generated from the office and on the web page. 

Diversity and Multicu~tural Affairs 

DMA represented Carolina at various regional and national conferences, including presentations 

on the Diversity Plan.The office widely disseminated the annual University Diversity Plan Report. 

University Library 
The library targeted communications to underrepresented communities: broadened connec- 

tion to underrepresented communities. 

Division of Finance and Administration 
The division reflected diversity values in Campus Services’ open position advertisements and 

communicated its commitment to diversity. 

Schoo~ of Law 

The Law School continued affirmative efforts to promote diversity in principle and in practice 

in its hiring of faculty and staff, its recruitment of students, its programming, and its alumni and 

public service outreach, 

ice of Human Resources 
Resources enhanced their recruitment, employment, and orientation materials to 

ensure the University’s commitment to diversity and equal employment opportunity is ap- 

propriately reflected.The office also better informed the University’s management regarding 

diversity issues within their departments/divisions. 

Research and Economic Development 
Units reporting to the Office of theVice Chancellor for Research and Economic Development 

:ommitted to encourage women and minority populations to apply for open positions with- 

~eir departments.The units also include considerations for employee diversity when making 

urce decisions.The Office of Information and Communication enhances diversity by 

the pages of its magazine Endeavors a University that promotes diversity among its 

ents and addresses issues of diversity in its scholarship and research. 
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The Office continued to communicate the availability of need-based aid, the Carolina Cov- 

enant, C-Step and NCAC to neighborhoods~ schools, churches, and communities~They con- 

tinued to recruit and retain a diverse staff and encouraged diversity training among a[[ staff~ 

Reported to Offer D vers ty 
and Education 

Goal 5 
Most units and schools interpreted this goal as referring to specific on-campus diversity 

education or training, some units, however reported recruiting efforts, diversifying the cur- 

riculum or alliances with HBCUs or other minority focused entities.The examples, some of 

which are listed below, therefore, tended to be diverse. 

The college continued to encourage a wide array of undergraduate and graduate-level cours- 

es that address issues of diversity,.They held advising activities, events and seminars related 

to diversity. 

School of Social Work 
The School made its diversity-focused training events, research findings, and course content 

widely available to the larger University community. 

The Department provided diversity education and training. 

Office of the [~×ecutive Director for the Arts 

The Office collaborated with different organizations to present a series of artist lectures 

that sparked conversation about diversity-related matters amongst students, faculty, staff, the 

community, and artists. 

Schoo[ of Dentistry 

Dentistry provided courses to students that include content directly pertaining to diversity 

education.They provided diversity-related training and workshops for employees, including 

HR staff.The School provided outreach programs for students to serve underserved popula- 

tions, and increased funding for cultural events during African American History Month as 

well as for the Hispanic Dental Association. 

Gillings School of ¢]IobaI lublic Health 

Public Health insured that students are knowledgeable about the existence of, reasons for, 

and approaches to eliminate health disparities. 

The Library continued to offer ongoing diversity training, emphasizing that diversity training 

should be a priority for all library employees and offered diversity-related public programming. 

Dr. Newsom taught two classes for Human Resources: Diversity in theWorkplace for Employ- 

ees and Diversity in the Workplace for Supervisors. She coordinated the Diversity Education 

Team made up of faculty and staff to provide diversity education sessions for the campus 
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community. DMA provided diversity classes/presentations for various University units and co- 

directed the Summer ResearchVideo Conference on Minority Health Disparities. Dr. Newsom 

taught 10 sessions of Diversity in theWorkplace for the Department of Public Service. 

The Finance Division continued to stress diversity education through diversity training. They 

provided diversity training for all supervisors in Campus Services and continually worked with 

the United Minority Contractors, State HUB Office, and the Carolina Association of General 

Contractors to identify and assist with the critical training areas for all minority businesses. 

This unit created and sustained a safe, respectful, open, and welcoming climate for all persons 

and provided opportunities to raise awareness and better understand diversity issues. 

Schoo~ of ~nforrnation & Library Science 
SILS increased faculty awareness of the importance of diversity within the department. Prog- 
ress was made toward its enhancement and development of strategies for improvement; 
included diversity education when hosting national audiences. 

The School informed faculty and staff of opportunities to participate in diversity training and 

continued to offer Spanish speaking courses to faculty and staff. 

Office of Human Resources 
OHR incorporated content into the EPA non-faculty classroom training curriculum which 

highlights equal opportunity responsibilities of departmental hiring units and which comple- 

ments training on the University’s equal opportunity policies and procedures offered by the 

EEO Office. They continued to utilize these training opportunities to highlight University 

diversity and EEO goals and responsibilities of employing units.The Office continued to moni- 

tor the progress of the Benefits and Employee Services staff toward completion of the OHR 

Diversity Certificate Track over four fiscal years and incorporated diversity into the Training 

and Talent Development Department’s new Learning Modules.They revised the University’s 

orientation program to ensure that diversity education is included and collaborated with the 

EEO Office to provide training to all Employment and Staffing Specialists to increase aware- 

ness of departmental action plans when hiring. 

Eshe[n~an School of Pharmacy 
The Pharmacy School sought and created opportunities for cultural competence exposure 

for students, faculty, and staff. 

Research and Econon~ic Development 

This department focused on the Institute on Aging (IOA) to achieve this goal. The IOA re- 

searched training of junior faculty through the National Institute on Aging K-07Award,"CIosing 

the Gap on MinorityAging and Health Research" and continues the Ethnicity, Culture, Race and 

Aging (ECP~) seminar series.Also, its unit, The Office of Information and Communication, in- 

creased training for faculty, post docs, and students seeking grant funding for diversity studies. 

Office of Scholarships & Student Aid 

The Office encouraged diversity training among all staff and included diversity workshops in 

the work plans of those working in the Client Services Unit.They also encouraged involve- 

ment in diversity-related initiatives on or off-campus. 
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School of Education 

The School ran workshops on minority issues in the Teaching Fellows program and placed 

emphasis on recruitment of minority students. 

For MPA students, the School maintained and improved programs that increase understand- 

ing of diversity including a presentation by Diversity and Multicultural Affairs staff. For public 

official clients, they maintained and increased programs that help public officials understand 

diversity and provide high quality advising about diversity issues. For School faculty and staff, 

the School provided opportunities to improve knowledge about diversity. 

Participants"paid it forward" by training additional colleagues (e.g., some participants in a teacher 

training workshop sponsored by the American indian Center went on to train their colleagues in 

K-12 schools). Six managers and employees from the Institute for the Environment participated in 

diversity training sponsored by the Office of Diversity and Mu[ticu[tural Affairs. 

Division of Student Affairs 
The Division continued to provide diversity training programs to student leaders and dedi- 

cated a staff person and a divisional diversity working group to this initiative/goal. 

Office of f~cho[arships & StudentAid 
The Office continued to recruit and retain a diverse staff and encouraged diversity training 

among all staff.They included diversity workshops in the work plans of those working in the Cli- 

ent Services Unit and encouraged involvement in diversity-related initiatives on or off-campus. 

Actions Reported to Achieve am 

Goa~ 8 
The interpretation of Goal 4 varied. Some saw it as a call to have specific opportunities for 

cross-cultural communication, others saw it as a broader issue, one which deals with climate 

holistically, beyond discussion. As a result, the actions taken in addressing this goal varied 

widely.They included: 

College of Arts and Sciences 

The College continued to encourage a wide array of undergraduate and graduate-level 

courses that address issues of diversity.They also held advising activities, events, or seminars 

related to diversity. 

School of $ocia~ Work 
The School ensured that its faculty members have the skills, tools, and resources to create 

and sustain a classroom climate where respectful discussions of diversity are encouraged. 

Department of Athletics 

The department held open discussions and elicited feedback on issues relating to diversity. 

Office of the Executive Director for the Arts 

The Office facilitated the 2009-I0 Carolina Creative Campus--a year-long, cross campus 

conversation on a major topic. Carolina Creative Campus engages a range of academic de- 
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diversity .............................. 

partments and units to be involved in these conversations in relation to the year-long, cross- 

group learning, research, and teaching around these important issues. 

Center for Global Initiatives 
CGI increased awareness of diversity processes and policies.They created opportunities for 

cross cultural learning. 

Equal Opportunity/~DA Office 
The Office provided more in-person training on harassment and discrimination prevention. 

The Equal Opportunity Plan and Employment Review reports were updated and placed on 

their web site.The policies on non-discrimination and prohibited harassment and discrimina- 

tion were disseminated via a memo from the chancellor on September 14, 2009. A policy 

on Reasonable Accommodations in Employment was completed and disseminated to the 

University community on November 6, 2009.The policy reaffirms the University’s commit- 

ment to equal opportunity in all aspects of employment for individuals with a disability and 

describes the process for requesting an accommodation under the Americans with Disability 

Act (ADA). An Accessibility Map committee was formed to develop a map of the acces- 

sible entrances for buildings on campus.They re-surveyed all employees to collect race and 

ethnicity information using the revised race and ethnicity categories adopted by the federal 

government. 

The Library partnered with HBCU libraries to increase access to African American archival 

resources.They continued library administrative travel funding on a regular basis for at least 

one staff member to attend a major library diversity conference with the expectation that the 

individual will make a presentation about the conference to library staff. 

Diversity and IMuJdcultural Affairs 
Through the Diversity Education Team, DMA provided film screening of documentaries on 

various diversity topics and led discussions of the films afterward for faculty, staff, and stu- 

dents.They also implemented Diversity 201, a discussion group that is conducted around a 

selected reading on a diversity topic. 

Division of Finance and Administration 
The Division continued to hold diversity programs sponsored by the Finance Diversity Com- 

mittee three times per yeanThey also provided opportunities for diverse group interaction. 

School of ~nformatJon & Library Science 
The School examined the cultural climate within SILS with an aim to improve it. 

School of Law 
The Law School hosted a minority alumni breakfast as part of its annual LawAlumniWeekend. 

They sponsored a table and sent representatives to the 2_009 Light on the Nil Banquet, and 

co-sponsored the Minority Health Conference convened by the Qilfngs School of Global 

Public Health. 

Office of Human lesources 
OHR continued to ensure that due consideration is given to adverse impact and equal op- 

portunity issues that may be directly relevant to personnel issues that may present.This in- 

cluded close coordination with the EEO Office on issues which may require intervention or 

which would benefit from ensuring heightened awareness of diversity/EEO issues by relevant 
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departmental management.They created, sustained, and promoted a climate in OHR in which 

respectful and engaged discourse around diversity issues is encouraged. 

Three cultural coaches work with Asian,African American and male nursing students to pro- 

vide nurturing, mentoring, and support.Throughout the semester, the coaches held sessions 

with these students to discuss issues students might face being in a majority institution. In 

addition, constant contact be~veen the coaches and students was maintained via e-mail and, 

when necessary, tutoring sessions were held.Attendance records at all events were kept. Dr. 

Edward Halloran, the male cultural coach, was elected as president of the American Assembly 

of Hen in Nursing and took four men with him to their annual meeting.Two Asian Visiting 

Scholars spent time with the School in 2009.A1[ coaches made presentations nationally and 

internationally, conducted research, and contributed to the scholarship of diversity through 

writing articles and book chapters for publication. 

The unit continued to promote open discussion on diversity topics through Office of the 

University Registrar (OUR) Staff Development Committee programs including a presenta- 

tion by Diversity and Multicultural Affairs staff. 

Research and Economic Development 

The department focused on the Frank Porter Graham Child Development Institute to meet 

the goal.Their aim was to continue their Race, Culture, and Ethnidty Committee (R.A.C.E.) 

a diverse core group of people recognizing the need to focus on issues of race and ethnic- 

ity.The major goals of this committee are to elevate awareness, promote dialogue, ensure a 

positive and sensitive work climate, and develop culturally responsive research. In addition, 

the Office of Postdoctoral Affairs enhanced resources for postdoctoral scholars and faculty 

mentors to assist them on mentoring postdoctoral scholars across cultures. 

For iVlaster of Public Administration students, the School maintained and improved programs 

that increase understanding of diversity and promote creating and sustaining a climate of 

respectful discussions of diversity. For public official clients, they maintained and increased 

programs that help public officials understand diversity and that promote creating and sus- 

taining a climate of respectful discussions of diversity. For School faculty and staff, the School 

provided opportunities to improve knowledge about diversity and to learn about creating 

and sustaining a respectful climate on diversity. 

The Division will identify a new initiative to provide on-going meaningful dialogue post Caro- 

lina United for students and will revitalize the Diversity Circles program. They will bring 

faculty and staff together to have outcome-driven conversations. 

School of Medicine 
The School developed new training programs specifically aimed at underrepresented minori- 

ties.They conducted discovery and action dialogue with students, faculty, and staff regarding 

the University’s diversity report and actions that can be taken. In addition, they reported on 

efforts at the department’s annual meeting of peer organizations, developed consensus on a 

diversity statement and publicizing it via annual reports and strategic plans, on web sites, in 

faculty meetings, and in recruitment of residents, faculty, and staff. 
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Goal 5 

This goal was prioritized by 17 of the 32 reporting units, or 53 percent, the lowest percent- 

age of all the goals.This is probably due, at least in part, to some misconceptions about what 

represents research in regards to diversity issues. It may also be due to the relatively com- 

mon perception that diversity issues are not necessarily the stuff of good research projects 

or initiatives. Despite the growing body of knowledge and scholarship on a wide variety of 

diversity topics from micro-aggressions to unconscious biases or prNiiege, the concept of 

doing research on diversity has traditionally been viewed as one lacking academic rigor and 

substance.That is changing in many academic institutions. The research activities that were 

reported by the various units were varied. 

Diversity and Mu[ticultura[ Affairs 

DMA implemented data collection and an analysis process for the Diversity Plan reports. 

They conducted an analysis of areas that reflect best practices.They also performed analysis 

of areas that need further attention and began data collection for an annual report to high- 

light the accomplishments and initiatives of the office.The Office began data collection and 

planning for the 2010 University DiversityAssessment. 

Associate Provost forAcademic ~nitia,tives 
Center for Developmental Science research initiatives lent support to the exploration of 

diversity issues and the involvement of underrepresented or underserved populations.These 

research projects have allowed for the participation of young minority investigators from 

such varied disciplines as anthropology, education, psychology, public health and sociology. 

College of Arts and Sciences 
The College maintained updated detailed information on the number of faculty members by 

rank and ethnic background in each of the academic departments and conducted a compre- 

hensive web-based survey of the academic departments and units in the College. 

School of $ocia(Work 
The School encouraged and provided support to faculty and students by engaging in a diver- 

sity-focused research agenda. 

Eshe[man School of Pharmacy 
The School collected data to evaluate overall program progress. 

KenanoF~ag~er Business 

Rankin~ 

Kenan~Flagler [Business School 
The Business School conducted a biennial diversity survey 

before the end of the 200%10 academic year.To understand 

how they perform in relation to their peers, they used The 

Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business 2008- 

09 Business School Questionnaire data to compare ethnicity 

of Kenan-Flagler faculty to the mean for Business Week’s 2008 

Top 20 business schools that responded to the BSQThe find- 

ings are shown in the table at right. 

Center for G~oba[ ~nitiatives 
In 2009, CGI employed Google analytics and recently added 

Asian/Pacific Islander 13.0 I0 6 14 

Hispanic 2.4 I 5 14 

l~ace/Ethnicity Unknown 0. I 

Origin other than Host Countr}, 13.2 15 ] II 

Data Source: Kenaa-Flagler Busiaess School 
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their Diversity statement to their web site.They plan on using the number of web site hits in 

2010 as baseline data for showing an increase in awareness of their commitment to diversity. 

The School explored reasons why minority students accepted to the SPH do not choose 

to enroll.They asked each department to identify their top 10 applicants, indicate race and, 

to the extent possible, identify the reasons why some applicants chose not to enroll.While 

there were many reasons, a major factor affecting recruitment of top minority appJicants is 

the availability of competitive scholarships. 

Hea~h Sciences Library 

The Library assessed diversity climate at HSL, success in attracting diverse candidates, and 

how diversity may affect their abiJity to serve diverse users. 

Office of Human [Resources 

OHR conducted further analysis of SPA compensation practices by EEO category and con- 

ducted analysis of all SPA layoffs. 

Research and E~conon~ic Development 
For the Center of Health Promotion and Disease Prevention, the Office provided leadership 

in the areas of community-based participatory research, research translation and dissemina- 

tion, and community engagement with a focus on reducing health disparities.They provided 

leadership in the development of a"portal of connection" between the University and diverse 

North Carolina communities to facilitate the development of partnerships for conducting re- 

search that is responsive to community need and culture.They partnered with local, regional, 

and state organizations and agencies to assess research, translation, and dissemination needs 

and to begin to plan projects designed to address identified needs.The Office responded to 

funding opportunities that support research that addresses health disparities. For the Center 

for Aging and Diversity, they continued the research activities that focused on various diver- 

sity issues and health disparities across different cultures.They supported further research to 

advance the University’s commitment to diversity and to assess the ways in which diversity 

advances the University. For The Office of Postdoctoral Affairs, they collaborated with the 

School of Medicine, the Graduate School, and Diversity and Multicultural Affairs on research- 

based minority initiatives. 

Office of Scholarships & Stuc~en~ Aid 
The Office continued to assess and develop their financial aid programs and services. 

$chooJ of Nursing 
The School exposed faculty, staff, and students to diverse research scholars and continued to 

encourage and be actively engaged in research grants which focus on the reduction of health 

disparities. 

School of Government 
The School continued research and publication designed to improve knowledge about diver- 
sity among traditional public official clients. 

Undergraduate Admissions 
The Office surveyed students before and after an event (Carolina Firsts) to assess the im- 

pact of the the program on their beliefs about Carolina.They also tracked the yield of these 

students--that is, whether or not they eventually enrolled at Carolina. 
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and 

The 2009-10 unit diversity reports reveal several important trends. First, there was an in- 

crease in the number of standing committees established to address diversity in departments 

and schools. In the first two reporting cycles diversity actions and initiatives tended to be 

more short-term and initiated by ad hoc committees or individuals. In the latest reports an 

increased number of units reported the establishment of standing committees charged with 

addressing diversity. 

Goal 2 remained a high priority for the majority of units and schools and there is evidence 

of a growing number of innovative and exciting initiatives to support this goal, particularly in 

the area of recruiting a diverse student body. New initiatives in student recruitment are being 

implemented frequently.As examples we can cite the Diversity Open House at the School of 

Social Work, the Gillings School of Global Public Health Open House for prospective gradu- 

ate students, the Carolina Firsts initiative by Undergraduate Admissions and the LEAD pro- 

gram at the Eshelman School of Pharmacy. Several schools reported gains in their minority 

student numbers.There is a need for schools to make distinctions between the broad term 

"minority" and historically underrepresented minority (HURM) populations. Care must be 

taken and attention paid to disaggregating the student population demographics in order to 

determine if one or more populations are underrepresented in the overall increased racial/ 

ethnic diversity of the student population. 

The College of Arts and Sciences recorded a number of successful programs to celebrate 

diversity in undergraduate education and to help at-risk students. Among these are Sum- 

mer Bridge, the Bounce Back Retention Program and the Academic Probation Intervention 

program.The Office of Undergraduate Education reported that its retention interventions 

helped seventy-five percent of participating students return to good academic standing and 

continue on their path to degree completion. It was further reported by the College that a 

significant portion of the students who have benefited from these retention programs are 

low income, first generation and/or from HURM populations. 

Carolina Firsts, an organization for first generation college students created by the College’s 

retention coordinator, shows a positive sign that the University recognizes that recruitment 

is only part of what is necessary to build a supportive climate for diverse communities. 

The real work is in providing support for academic success, and we can measure this suc- 

cess clearly when students attain their goal--graduation. This is especially true for popula- 

tions like American Indian students where the loss of a few is magnified by small numbers. 

Another important change made in the College was the reorganization of the Office for 

Student Academic Success and Student Counseling.The Office has achieved some success by 

combining academic support programs with academic enhancement programs to improve 

HURM retention and graduation rates in the last year. Since retention is tied closely to Goal 

4---climate--it is also possible that the initiatives mentioned in that section can be counted 

as retention efforts.The concept that one size does not fit all, and that specific populations 

may need unique support systems and programs should be encouraged. Covenant Scholars, 

for example, are provided with unique support systems, including mentoring, which has no 

doubt contributed to the success of that program. 

For this year’s report, the 

examination of gender 

and racial diversity within 

Carolina’s leadership was 

implemented due to the 

policy and management 

responsibilities inherent in 

these positions. 

Utilizing the talents and skills 

is critical to our aspirations 

f~r an indusive campus 

commun[tyo Diversity among 

the leadership ranks wiiI help 

build a community that uses 

the best we have to offer~ 
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Two programs (Athletics and StudentAffairs) reported targeting staff diversity as a goal.There 

were other reports of increased diversity among staff in various units but these were not re- 

ported as being the result of specific initiatives.There were no reports of initiatives to retain 

diverse staff.As with the student body, recruiting and hiring a diverse staff is only one part of 

what is necessary to achieve diversity, they must also be retained. Opportunities to advance 

and more acknowledgement of value seem to be called for in order to accomplish this goal. 

More emphasis needs to be placed on creating and maintaining an inclusive climate for all 

campus community members. In addition, some attention needs to be given to retaining 

current faculty, staff, and students. In far too many instances it seems that units have viewed 

recruitment as an end unto itself rather than the first step to maintaining a diverse body of 

faculty, staff, and students. In the area of faculty recruitment and retention considering the 

relatively unchanged racial/ethnic hires in the last four years as shown in Table 7, it would 

seem that more concentrated and purposeful efforts are needed to achieve the stated goal 

of faculty diversity. 

The University commitment to diversity Js widely stated on most web sites, print material 

and other media. Diversity education is available to all who want to attend classes, forums, 

lectures, panels and discussions. Besides Diversity and Multicultural Affairs and the Diversity 

Education Team, many units have diversity education sessions for their staff and faculty led 

by both on-campus and off campus facilitators. Many of these were cited in the submitted 

Diversity Reports from the units and schools (see Section 2). Most, if not all, of the opportu- 

nities are, however, voluntary and tend to be attended and taken advantage of by those who 

already have a good grounding in diversity issues.The University commitment to diversity, for 

example, does not extend to required orientation in diversity at Carolina for most faculty, 

staff or students. 

Initiatives and programs in the area of climate (Goal 4) seemed to concentrate primarily on 

either surveying the target population or holding discussions. Some units and schools re- 

ported taking steps to address climate by having specific diversity materials displayed or host- 

ing speakers on diversity subjects. (See Section 2 for examples). What seems to be missing, 

however, is a coherent examination of climate. For example, there were no results reported 

for the impact of most of the discussions and lectures and materials displayed on climate in 

the unit. In addition, the results that were shared from climate studies were not for the most 

part linked to any action generated in response to those results.To provide opportunities and 

then to not evaluate how many people took advantage of the opportunities, what they gained 

from the opportunity and how the opportunities can be offered to more people and made 

more effective is to presume providing opportunities is sufficient and that no assessment of 

results is necessary.All actions and efforts should include an objective, measurable, evaluation 

method that can permit the assessment of the efficacy of the action. 

The completion of the 2010 Diversity Assessment conducted by Diversity and Multicultural 

Affairs with the assistance of Institutional Research will, no doubt, provide important data on 

climate, particularly when compared with the 2005 DiversityAssessment. Units and schools can 

still be encouraged, however, to examine climate in their respective areas and use their surveys 

to drive the establishment of goals and objectives with measurable outcomes for the unit. 

In regard to Goal 5, research on diversity and diversity issues, the majority of research initia- 

tives studied either climate or presence.While these issues are very important and should 

be the object of examination and research, they do not represent the entire focus of the goal 

and why it was established. Goal 5 was adopted by the Task Force primarily in response to 
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complaints by graduate students that they were being discouraged from engaging in scholar- 

ship that had a diversity topic as its subject. Reports of this practice have continued, primarily 

in anecdotal discussions, throughout the campus. Exceptions are the Schools of Government, 

Nursing and Social Work as well as the Frank Porter Graham Child Development Institute 

who have reported their encouragement of research on diversity related subjects. 

Although there are great strides being made in incorporating diversity and the management 

of diversity issues into the fabric of many administrative and academic units, accountability 

remains a problem.A majority of the programs, initiatives and actions taken do not have mea- 

sureable goals and objectives. In some cases goals and objectives are listed with metrics for 

evaluation that are not congruent. For example: "Inform our faculty and staff about diversity 

education opportunities" is not followed up with a survey of the faculty and staff to see if 

they took advantage of the opportunities, or if having taken advantage of the opportunities, 

they learned anything. 

What continues to stand out most prominently is the challenge of increasing facuky racial/ 

ethnic and gender diversity.While there are other areas that could bear both scrutiny and 

action, the inability of the University to achieve greater radal/ethnic and gender diversity in 

its faculty remains as the primary opportunity for improvement. 

Table 7 shows the lack of progress with increasing the racial/ethnic diversity of the faculty 

from 1976 to the present, particularly for African Americans, Latinos and American Indians. 

African Americans, for example accounted for 2.7 percent of faculty in 1976, thirty years later 

the University has only managed a less than 2 percent 

increase, despite there being many more African Ameri- 

cans holding graduate degrees. 

in viewing the relatively static number of HURMs hired 

as faculty between 1976 and 2006, it will likely take de- 

cades to significantly increase our faculty racial/ethnic 

diversity goals unless more effective strategies are iden- 

tified and implemented. 

(90.0%) 96 (4.0%) 5 (0.~%) 41 (2.0%) 117 (4.0%) 

As shown previously in Table 4 on page 14, for example, 

African Americans accounted for 2 percent of tenure 

track faulty hires in 2005-06. In 2008-09--despite re- 

ported efforts from several schools to increase faculty 

racial/ethnic diversity in the past three diversity plan reports--they accounted for only 4 

percent. Looking at other minorities,Asians are the only group that managed to reach double 

digits in hiring during the four years in Table 7. In order to address this area--faculty ethnic/ 

racial diversity, one of the most challenging in the area of diversity--a systematic, strategic 

plan must be developed with measurable outcomes at each stage. 

When reviewing the hiring process it is important to examine the number of applications received 

from underrepresented populations for tenure/tenure track positions. If the number of applicants 

is low, then we need to ask questions designed to reveal causes for low applicant pools. 

Clearly, something significant and systemic will be required to increase the diversity of Caroli- 

na’s faculty. Research on best practices and theoretical research indicates several things: First, 
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committed and visible leadership from the chancellor, provost, deans, department chairs and 

individual faculty will be required. This demonstrates that faculty diversity is an institutional 

commitment. Second, allocation of resources for hiring and retaining faculty that enhance our 

diversity is critical.Third, we need a systemic evaluation of all parts of the recruitment and 

hiring practices and procedures.We do not have good information on where we are failing to 

achieve our goals--in advertising, in interviewing, in hiring, in retention, or in a combination 

of these variables. Even in financially challenging times, maintaining a focus on diversity hiring 

must remain a priority. 

Fourth, accountability is critical It is recommended that deans and department chairs be 

asked to submit plans annually to the Office of the Provost for faculty hiring opportunities 

and use the planning mechanism to demonstrate how they will address diversity in their fac- 

ulty.Annual evaluations of the leadership performance of deans and department chairs should 

include performance criteria for faculty diversity. Deans should share their plans with each 

other and with the Provost annually.The sharing of information will provide opportunities for 

cross fertilization of successes and best practices. 

As a corollary to accountability, it is recommended that the Office of the Provost provide the 

resources and support to Diversity and Multicultural Affairs to assist deans and department 

chairs with detailed planning to address faculty diversity annually.This could be accomplished 

within the context of the current diversity plan report processes with some minor modifica- 

tions. 

Finally, we recommend a Provost supported initiative to "map" the campus to identify exist- 

ing diversity pipeline programs and initiatives that enhance our ability to "grow our own" 

faculty.We miss many opportunities on this campus that would encourage our own students 

to enroll in faculty pipeline programs due to lack of coordination, lack of information sharing 

and collaboration.Additionally, funding should be provided for post doctoral programs with 

commitments to hire in tenure track appointments.This method of faculty development of- 

fers one proven method to enhance diversity.A Provost level task force should be appointed 

to study what programs exist, what are the possible duplications of effort and what it would 

cost to coordinate pipeline programs for faculty advancement. 

Wishing for the achievement of our diversity goals, in the area of faculty diversity and other- 

wise, is not sufficient.We must develop strategies, programs and above all, the will, to make 

our desired outcomes feasible and attainable.We must keep our commitment to live up to 

the state motto and Be rather than Seem if we are to be a leader among Research I public 

universities. 
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Department of Athletics 
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School of Education 

University Engagement 

Office of EEO/ADA 

Finance & Administration 

School of Government 

Graduate School 

Health Sciences Library 

School of Information & Library Science 

Information Technology 

International Affairs 

School of Journalism & Mass Communication 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

School of Law 

Law Library 

Libraries 

School of Medicine 

School of Nursing 

Eshdman School of Pharmacy 

Gillings School of Global Public Health 

Registrar 

Research & Economic Development 

Scholarships & Student Aid 

School of Social Work 

Student Affairs 

Appendix 2 

Diversity Liaisons 

U~dt Liaison Name 

Academic Initiatives, Assoc. Provost ............................ Carol RTresolini 

Advancement .................................................. June Steel 

Office of the Executive Director for the Arts ....................... Reed Colver 

College of Arts and Sciences ................................ Jonathan Hartlyn 

Department of Athletics ...................................... Martina Ballen 

Diversity & Multicultural Affairs ............................. Cookie Newsom 

Engagement and Public Service .................................. Laih Robbins 

EEO/ADA Office ................................................ Ann Penn 

Finance and Administration ................................... Brenda Malone 

Graduate School .............................................. Leslie Lerea 

Information Technology ....................................... Lisa Lipscomb 

Institutional Research and Assessment ............................. Larry Hayes 

International Affairs,Assoc. Prov. ............................... Niklaus Steiner 

Kenan-Flagler Business School .................................. David Stevens 

Office of the Registrar ......................................... Amy Dunlap 

Research and Economic Development ......................... Jo Ann Gustafson 

Scholarships & Student Aid ................................... Jackie Copeland 

L~it 
School 

School 

School 

School 

School 

School 

School 

Liaison Name 

of Dentistry ...................................... Matthew M. Morano 

of Education ..................................................... 

of Government ................................... ThomasThornburg 

of Information and Library Science ................................... 

of Journalism & Mass Comm ........................... Dulcie Straughan 

of Law .............................................. Meredith Weiss 

of Medicine ......................................... Kevin Fitzgerald 

School of Nursing ......................................... Rumay Alexander 

Eshelman School of Pharmacy ............................. CarlaWhite-Harris 

Gillings School of Global Public Health .......................... Felicia Mebane 

School of SocialWork ........................... Anna Scheyett,Travis Albritton 

Student Affairs ............................................... Melissa Exum 

Undergraduate Admissions ....................................... Herb Davis 

University Counsel ................................... Joanna Carey Cleveland 

University Libraries ............................................... Jan Paris 

Health Sciences Library ..................................... Margaret Moore 

Law Library .................................................. Scott Childs 
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Append{x 5 
Campas Wide Racial/Ethnic and GeNder Diversity 
Source: UNC Office of Institutional Research 

Faculty 

N    %    N    %    N    %    N    % N    % N % N % N % N % N % N % N 

)005 1,088 60.4 455 25.2 39 2.2 45 2.5 4    0.2 I 0.1 91 5.0 33 1.0 30 1.7 16 0.9 

2007 1,050 57.9 470 25.9 37 2.0 40 2.6 6    0.3 I 0.1 III 6.1 43 2.4 32 1.0 16 0.9 

2009 1,070 56.5 501 26.4 40 2.1    49 2.6 7    0.4 3 0.2 122 6.4 46 2.4 32 1.7 22 1.2 I 0.1 2 03 

9taft 

N    %    N    % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % 

2005 2,349 30.0 3,552 45.4 447 5.7 944 12.1 9 03 13 0.2 152 1.9 243 3.1 51 0.7 60 0.0 3 5 0.1 

ii~O06 ~OiO 3i~1~ Ilig I~ ~il 13 Oi~ 171 50 0 O 0 O O~ 

2007 L489 30.1 3,623 43.8 476 5.8 978 11.8 14 O1 14 0.2 206 L5 310 3.7 63 0.8 81 I.O I0 0.1 II 0.1 

2009 2,672 30.7 3,706 43.5 450 5.3 975 11.2 15 0.2 19 0.2 252 2.9 333 3.0 64 0.7 91 I.I 9 03 17 0.2 

N %    N    %    N    %    N    % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N 

2005 5,359 31.0 7,126 42.3 507 3.5 1,240 7.4 59 0.4 90 0.6 521 3.1 663 3.9 236 1.4 342 2.0 255 1.5 350 2.1 

2007 5,365 30.4 7,333 41.6 663 3.0 1,277 7.2 46 0.3 90 0.6 584 3.3 754 4.3 322 1.0 471 2.7 301 1.7 400 2.3 

2009 5,244 29.2 7,169 39.9 606 3.8 1,240 6.9 42 0.2 104 0.6 637 3.5 013 4.9 389 2.2 569 3.2 370 2.1 642 3.6 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

N    %    N    % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % 

2005 3,210 30.1 4,407 42.0 257 2.4 659 6.2 32 0.3 50 0.5 571 5.3 595 5.6 122 I.I 154 1.4 313 2.9 229 2.1 

2007 3,070 29.2 4,344 41.3 262 2.5 661 6.3 24 0.2 40 0.5 501 4.0 503 5.5 107 1.0 116 1.7 393 3.7 339 3.2 

2009 2,973 21.2 4,366 39.9 251 2.3 660 6.0 20 0.3 46 0.4 542 5.0 640 5.9 156 1.4 231 2.1 490 4.6 536 4.9 
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Racial/Ethnic and Gender Diversity for Reporting Campus Units 

N % N % N % N % N % N % ~1 % ~1 % N % N % N % N 

1009 424 56.0 172 13.0 11 1.8 15 33 5 0.7 3 ~.4 40 5.4 10 1.7 11 !.9 14 1.9 I 0.1 - - 

~005 163 30.9 Z69 50.9 20 3.8 47 8.9 ~ 0.4 II LI 12 L3 I 02 ~ 0.4 I 02 

2007 183 3L9 ~69 48.3 19 3.4 51 9.2 2 0.4 13 L3 15 L7 ~ 0.4 3 0.5 

!009 184 33.6 256 46.8 18 33 54 9.9 1 0.4 - - II LO IS L7 I 02 4 0.7 - - 1 0.4 

1005 4,609 31.8 5,744 40.9 533 3.8 1046 7.4 53 0.4 84 0.6 450 3.1 528 3.8 109 1.5 191 LI ll4 1.5 186 LO 

2007 4,681 31.5 5,861 39.5 607 4.1 1116 7.5 42 03 81 0.5 519 35 636 4.3 284 1.9 409 2.8 256 1.7 355 2.4 

2009 4,604 30.4 5,738 37.9 617 4.1 1078 7.1 39 03 87 0.6 551 3.6 745 4.9 338 2.2 487 3.2 319 23    542 3.6 

2009 704 36.4 705 36.4 36 1.7 45 !.1 5 0.1 7 0.3 151 7.0 114 5.3 31 1.4 45 2.1 90 4.2 63 2.9 

2005 121 57.9 63 303 13 6.2 I0 4.8 I 0.5 I 0.5 

2007 130 56.5 67 29.1 17 7.4 12 5.2 I 0.4 I 0.4 I 0.4 I 0.4 

2009 131 57.0 67 29.1 16 7.0 II 4.8 2 0.9 I 0.4 I 0.4 I 0.4 
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291 43.7 228 34.2 12 1.8 19 2.9 2 03 2 0.3 34 5.1 30 4.5 18 2.7 II 1.7 14 2.1 5 8.8 

2009    278 42.9    189 29.2    23 3.5 9 1.4 I 0.2 I 0.2 50 7.7 27 4.2 33 5.1 12 1.9 19 2.9 6 0.9 

2007 408 41.4 170 17.2 19 1.9 24 2.4 3 0.3 2 0.2 66 6.7 27 2.7 20 2.0 10 1.0 182 18.5 5S S.6 

2oo9 40~ 3!.4 ~88 n.7 38 2.9 2~ 2.~ 4 o.4 ~ oJ 74 7.3 3s 3.4 38 3.7 ~4 L4 ~64 ~6.~ ss s.4 

N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N 
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N %    N % N %    N    % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N 

2 43 

I 2.4 2 4.8 

101)9     II     31.4     19    54.3     I     1.9 3 8.6 I     1.9 

I 0.6 4 2.4 I 8.6 

0 0.0 4 2.5 

2009 47 27.2 99 57.2 4 2.3 17 9.8 I 0.6 4 23 I 8,6 

2009 278 42.9 189 29.2 23 3.5 9    1.4 I 0,2 I 0.2 50 7.7 27 4,2 33 5.1 12 1.9 19 2.9 6 0,9 ~ 

N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % 

2009 8 72.7 2 18.2 I 9.1 

2085 ~55 28.3 434 56.9 32 4.2 ~00 ~3.~ 3 0.4 2 8.3 ~0 ~.3 ~5 2.0 4 0.5 7 8.1 ~ 0.~ 

~oo~ ~to ~.~ ~to ~.o ~ ~.~ st~ ~.e ~ o.~ ~ o.~ ~o ~.~ ~o ~.~ ~ o.~ e Lo ~ o.~ 
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N % N % N % N % N % N % N 

1009 !4 600 14 350 1 50 ...... 

2.005 17 2.6.2. 39 60.0 4 62 4 6.2 I 

1009 26 21.4 57 60.0 4 4.1 5 5.3 I    I.I 

2.009 21 33.3 2.5 39.7 4 6.3 6 9.5 I 1.6 I 1.6 - - I 1.6 - - I 1.6 - - 3 4.8 

N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N 

2.005 2.3 62..2. 7 10.9 718.9 

2007 2.0 65.1 7 16.3 8 10.6 

2009     20    63.6     7      15.9                                                                 8     10.2     I     2.3 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

2009     22    21.4    51     49.5     I      1.0     0     7.0     I      1.0 7     6.0     I0    9.7     I 1.0     I 1.0 I 1.0 

2.006 163 2.5.5 311 40.7 12. 1.9 2.8 4.4 - ...... 
~ ............ 4 016 ......... ii ................. ili ................. iO ................. ili .................... i ..................... Oi ................... 9 ..................... ii .................... i ...................... ili .................... 8 ...................... ii ........ 

2000 150 22.0 299 43.1 13 1.9 36 5.2 I 0.1 3 0.4 55 7.9 71 10.2. 0 1.2 20 2.9 12 1.7 10 2.6 
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N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % 

2oo5 ~ 42.~ ~0 5~.6 ~ 5.~ 

1009 8 40 0 9 45 0 - - I 50 1 I00 

2005 I 7.7 12 92.3 

2007 5 29.4 I0 58.8 I 5.9 I 5.9 

15 556 4 14~ 3 111 0 O0 I 37 I 37 2 74 , 37 
~ 

N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N 

2005 6 60.0 2 20.0 ~ ~0.0 ~ ~0.0 

2007 6 66.7 I I1.1 I I1.1 I I1.1 

2009      4 57.1 ...... I 14.3 I 14.3 I 14.3 ...... 

2009 39 43.3 39 43.3 2 2.2 4 4.4 3 3.3 2 2.2 - - I I.I .... 
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N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N 

Wi W 
2005 20 51.3 13 3~.3 2.6 3 7.7 2 S.I 

2007 20 47.6 14 33.3 2.4 3 7.1 2 4.0 2 4.0 

2009     16 42.1 14 36.0 2.6 I 2.6 2 5.3 2 5.3 2     5.3      - - 

2007 I0 38.5 12 46.2 3.8 2 7.7 I 3.8 

2007 155 20.3 470 62.5 5 0.7 44 5.0 5 0.7 5 0.7 18 2.4 9 1.2 21 2.7 9 12 16 2.1 

2009 166 19.0    499 59.5    14 I.l 46 5.5 I 0.1 5 0.6 6 03 30 3.6 0 1.0 32 3.0 6 0.7 26 

2009 37 20.7 51 39.5 I 0.0 9 7.0 4 3.1 7 5.4 S 3.9 4 3.1 II 05 

N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % 

2005 40 29.9 79 59.0 3 2.2 9 6.7 2 I.S I 0.7 
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Law 

N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % 

I    1.4 2.7 I 1.4 I 1.4 

N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % 

2009 7 31.0 I0 45.5 I 4.5 3 13.6                      I 4.5 

2009 12 23.5 27 52.9 I 2.0 0 15.7 I 2.0 I 2.0 I 2.0 

2005 42 il.9 2ii 6Sii ......... 6 .......... i3 ......... 44 ......... li14 ......... i ........... Oii ................ i .................... 018 ................... ; .................... 018 ................... i0 ................ i18 .................... ~ .......................... ~ ......................... ; ..................... ili ..................... i ..................... Oi; ................... 6 ...................... ili .......... 

2007 36 10.6 216 63.7 II 3.2 43 12.7 I 0.3 2 0.6 3 0.9 9 2.7 7 2.1 I 0.3 I0 2.9 

2009 33 10.2 185 57.3 7 2.2 46 14.2 I 0.3 5 1.5 9 2.8 I 0.3 10 3.1 2 0.6 24 7.4 
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N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % 

!!!!!!! !! !o ..................................................... 

2007 30 64.4 12 20.3 I 1.7 3 5.1 2 3.4 2 3.4 I 1.7 

2009 35 59.3 12 20.3 I 1.7 2 3.4 4 6.0 3 5.1 2 3.4 

200s 4~ ~.2 ~s s~.~ 4 L4 4~ ~.2 ~ 0.4 ~ 2.s ~ 2.s ~ 2.~ 2 0.~ 

200~ ~2 ~s.4 ~s~ s~.s 2 0.~ 4~ n.~ ~ 0.~ s ~.~ ~ 2.~ ~ 2.~ ~ 0.4 2 0.~ 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

2009      48      16.0     164     54.7     5       1.7      60     20.0      I       0.3       I       0.3      4       1.3       9      3.0       I       0.3       5       1.1       -        -        2       03 

2009 0 0.0      60     61.4     - - 10    20.2     - - I I.I - - 5 5.6 - - 4 4.5 - - I I.I 

lib 

I0 2.4 

2007 144 33.2 120 29.5 17 3.9 41 9.4 3 0.7 2 0.5 24 5.5 26 6.0 3 0.7 13 3.0 16 3.7 17 3.9 

I~ 33i~ 132 31i0 I~ 3i5 ~ /i~ II 16 3i0 I~ ~i8 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % 
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N %    N    % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

2005 309 65.3 133 22.3 0 1.3 7 1.2 I 0.2 35 5.9 II 1.0 7 1.2 5 0.0 

2007 376 63.7 134 22.7 8 1.4 7 1.2 I 0.2 39 6.6 12 2.0 0 1.4 5 0.0 

200! 304 63.~ ~42 23.3 9 Ls 6 Lo ~ 0.~ 44 7.z ~z ~.0 s 0.~ s 0.~ 

2005 359 18.6 1,082 56.2 35 1.8 223 11.6 3 0.2 67 3.5 126 6.5 8 0.4 22 I.I I 0.1 

2007 368 18.2 1,132 56.1 38 1.9 227 11.3 I 0.0 3 0.1 70 3.5 138 6.8 13 0.6 22 I.I 2 0.1 3 0.1 

2009 417 18.9 1,216 55.2 43 2.0 241 10.9 I 0.0 5 0.2 80 3.6 143 6.5 15 0.7 30 1.4 4 0.2 7 0.3 

~ ~ 2005 8 12.1 33 50.0 I0 15.2 I 1.5 3 4.5 7 10.6 I 1.5 2 3.0 I 1.5 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

2009 I0 143 33 41.1 3 4.3 9 12.9 I 1.4 3 4.3 7 I0.0 I 1.4 2 2.9 I 1.4 

2009 449 28.4 667 42.2 46 2.9 121 7.6 4 0.3 5 0.3 70 4.4 95 6.0 9 0.6 24 1.5 30 1.9 62 3.9 

N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % 

2009 64 22.5 138 48.6 7 2.5 54 19.0 3 I.I 8 2.8 7 2.5 3 I.I 
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N ..................................................................................... ...................................... 
N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N 

~ ~07 ~ ~.~ ~7 B7.~ ~ ~.~ ~ ~.~ 

2009     3 7.9 29 76.3 4 105 2 5.3 

.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 
~00~ ~ ~.~ ~0 ~8.8 z z.9 ~z ~7.~ z z.9 ~ 

2009 14 18.2 40 51.9 2 2.6 15 19.5 I 1.3 4 5.2 I 1.3 

~00~ z~ ~.9 ~ 7. ~ o.9 ~z ~.~ ~ ~.~ ~ ~.~ z 0.~ ~ 4.8 8 z.4 9 ~.7 

zoo7 zz ~.~ z~ 7~ ~ ~.~ z~ 7.~ 6 ~7 ~ 0.8 ~ ~.0 z 0.~ ~z ~.~ ~ 0.~ 7 

2009 37 9.0 277 67.7 3 0.7 29 7.1 - - 5 1.2 2 0.5 21 5.1 I 0.2 12 2.9 3 0.7 19 4.6 

Li braries 

N %    N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N 

2005 95 31.7 173 57.7 5 1.7 14 4.7 2 0.7 5 1.7 3 1.0 3 1.0 

zoo7 ~o~ ~.9 ~77 s6.s s L6 ~6 s.~ ~ 0.~ ~ 0.~ 4 ~.~ ~ 0.6 ~ 0.6 z 0.6 
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% N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % 

o.7 4 3.o 7 s.2 s 3.7 2 ~.s ~ 0.7 

2009    62    40.0    45    35.4     I 0.0 3 2.4 9     7.1      4     3.1 I      0.0      I     0.0 I      0.0 

2007 00 22.9 217 56.5 0 2.1 32 0.3 I 0.3 2 05 10 2.6 19 4.9 5 1.3 I 0.3 I 0.3 

2009 95 23.0 225 56.4 9 2.3 30 75 I 0.3 2 0.5 II 2.0 16 4.0 5 1.3 2 0.5 I 0.3 2 0.5 

200~ ~2 ~0.~ ~ ~.z ~ 0.9 ~ 7.~ 7 ~.~ ~ ~0.0 ~ z.~ ~ ~.~ ~ ~.~ 

1009 21 150 61 415 5 34 9 61 .... 12 82 17 116 I 07 2 14 5 34 13 88 

~35 ~1~8 589 ~5 ~0 1~8 ~1 I 0~1 0~ 6~ ~ III 9~ J O~ ~ ~ 0~3 I 0~1 ~ 

12 0.0 12 4.1 143 9.3 I1 I.I 22 1.4 25 1.6 43 2.0 

2007 208 10.6 757 40.0 38 2.4 141 9.1 3 0.2 6 0.4 72 4.6 138 8.9 12 0.8 26 1.7 24 1.5 47 3.0 

2009 299 10.2 751 45.0 40 2.4 136 0.3    - - 6    0.4 09 5.4 133 0.1 20 1.2 36 2.2 43 2.6 06 5.2 

N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % 

i 200s ,~ 2~.0 ~0 62.~ ~ 6.3 ~ 6.3 

i 2007 ,~ 2s.0 ~0 62.~ ~ 6.3 ~ 6.3 

2009     6 31.6 II 57.9 - - I 5.3 ........ I 5.3 ...... 
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H % H    % H % H % 14 % H % H % H % H % H % H % H % ii 

2009 13 21.7 31 51.7 3 5.0 12 20.0 I 1.7 

2.009 86 27,4 125 39.8 13 4.1 25 8.0 I 0.3 0 0.0 6 1.9 7 2.2 6 1.9 II 3.5 17 5.4 17 5.4 

N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N 

;’007 21 29.Z 10 25.0 5 6.9 3 4.2 I 1.4 6 0.3 3 4.2 I 1.4 7 9.7 7 9.7 

2009 20    25.3    21    26.6 I 1.3 4 5.1 I 13 5 6.3 5 6.3 I 1.3 I 1.3 9 11.4 II 13.9 
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N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % 

2005 9 30.0 17 56.7 2 6.7 ~ 6.7 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N 

~oos 76~ 4~.~ ~TS ~.s ~s ~.] ~ss ~s.s ~ o.i ~ i.] ]] ~.o ~ ko 6 0.4 ~ o.~ 

H % N % 14 % 14 % H % H % N % H % H % H % H % H 

Note: In 2009 the Office of Human Resources became a separate unit. Prior to that, diversity information was included in the table for Finance and Administration. 
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FINAL 

2013 Diversity Assessment 

College of Arts and Sciences responses to survey from the Office of Diversity and Multicultural Affairs 

School Name: College of Arts and Sciences 

Submitted by: Senior Associate Dean Terry Rhodes and Patricia Parker, Director of Faculty Diversity 

Initiatives in the College of Arts and Sciences 

Date submitted: March 6, 2013 

Goal #1 Define and publicize a commitment to diversity? Did you address the goal during 20127 

Yes 

The College of Arts and Sciences publicizes its commitment to diversity on the College’s Diversity 

webpage at this link: http://college.unc.edu/2011/O4/21/colle~e-task-force-focuses-on-faculty- 

diversity! 

In addition, the College highlights the achievements of diverse faculty, students, alumni and staff on its 

main web page as well as on the Diversity web page [http://colle~e.unc.edu/diversity/], and through the 

College magazine, e-news, and social media platforms. Recent examples include features about: 

African-American historian Heather Williams’ latest book and its review in the Sunday New York Times 

Book Review, Professor Eunice Sahle’s vision as the new chair for African and Afro-American studies, the 

appointments of the College’s first Director of Faculty Diversity Initiatives (Patricia Parker, Associate 

Professor of Communication Studies) and its first Diversity Liaisons in every department, the teaching 

and research of American Indian studies scholar Valerie Lambert, and the accomplishments of Kevin 

Claybren, the Women’s and Gender studies major who won the Martin Luther King Scholarship. The 

College also produced several videos promoting programs that address diversity, including ones about 

Summer Bridge, transfer students, and studying Spanish for the professions. The Diversity web page also 

includes diversity reports from our units, and links to resources across the College and the University. 

Nearly all College units (79%) publicize their commitment to diversity on their websites. Many also 

featured stories about the achievements of diverse students. A recent example is a feature posted on 

the political science department web site about Darius Love ’12, a political science major who won a 

contest for his essay on the value of a liberal arts education. 

Goal #2 Achieve the critical masses of historically underrepresented populations necessary to ensure 

the educational benefits of diversity in faculty, staff, students and executive, administrative and 

managerial positions. Did you address the goal? 

Yes. 



The College has focused on enhancing diversity in several ways: 

Dean Karen Gil has made enhancing faculty diversity a high priority. She appointed a College 

Task Force on Faculty Diversity in 2010/11 and has already fulfilled several of its key 

recommendations including: creation of the Diversity website, appointment of the Director of 

Faculty Diversity in the dean’s office, and appointments of Diversity Liaisons in every 

department in the College. 

During 2012, 41.3% of College units (12 of 29) that were recruiting faculty, hired 14 faculty from 

under-represented populations. This is the direct result of efforts to enhance diversity. New 

faculty members include African Americans, Hispanics, Asians, and women in areas where 

women are under-represented. 

86.2% (25 of 29) of units in the College interviewed faculty candidates who were under- 

represented racial/ethnic minorities or women. 

62% (18 of 29) of units used the Office of the Provost’s Target of Opportunities Program in the 

past three years. Of those, 13 units successfully hired 15 minority candidates. 

More than one third (34.9%) of departments (10 of 29) hired fellows from the Carolina Postdoc 

Program for Minority Fellows. Two of those fellows have since been appointed to tenure-track 

positions in two departments of the College (political science and public policy). 

All of these efforts resulted in new diverse faculty joining the College this year (2012-13). Ethnic 

racial minorities accounted for one third of all tenured/tenure-track faculty joining the College 

in 2012-13. Women also accounted for one-third of new tenured/tenure-track faculty joining 

the College this year. Examples of departments with multiple hires from diverse backgrounds 

include: two new minority colleagues joining the Department of Music this year, and two more 

being hired by the Department of Political Science - one joining this year and the second coming 

in 2013/14. 

Goal #3: Make high quality diversity education, orientation, and training available to all members of 

the University community. Did you address the goal? 

Yes 

55.5% of our units (25 of 47) held workshops, symposia, seminars, visiting lectures, receptions 

and other events to reach out to diverse students or to discuss issues associated with diversity 

or the accomplishments and challenges associated with diverse populations. Among many 

examples: the Department of Anthropology sponsored and staffed the UNITAS living and 

learning experience where students living together designed projects to encourage critical 

thinking, writing and community building to address cultural diversity; the Department of 

Dramatic Art co-sponsored a conference on "Teaching So Everyone Can Learn." 

Enhancing knowledge of ethnicity, race or gender issues is part of the mission of many programs 

in the College including the African Studies Center, the Carolina Asia Center, the Institute for the 

Study of the Americas, the European Studies Center, the Carolina Center for Jewish Studies, the 

Center for Slavic, Eurasian and East European Studies, the Center for the Study of the American 

South, the Center for the Study of the Middle East and Muslim Civilizations, and the 



departments of African and Afro-American studies, American studies (which includes American 

Indian studies), Asian studies, English and comparative literature (which includes Latina/o 

studies, Germanic and Slavic languages and literatures, history, Romance languages, and 

women’s and gender studies, as well as the program in sexuality studies and the curriculum in 

global studies and in peace, war and defense. These programs sponsored numerous workshops, 

conferences, and symposia addressing cultural diversity. Many other academic departments 

and programs also study the impact of race, ethnicity, culture, gender and sexuality, and they 

sponsor lectures and activities related to their studies. These units include anthropology, 

economics, geography, linguistics, political science, public policy, psychology, religious studies, 

sociology, city and regional planning, and urban and regional studies. 

Several units sponsored lectures, films or performances that addressed diversity or celebrated 

diverse populations. These include art, communication studies, dramatic art, PlayMakers and 

music. Among many examples: PlayMakers presented two plays - "A Raisin in the Sun" and 

"Clybourne Park" - in rotating repertory with discussions about the impact of race on 

community; the Department of English and Comparative Literature’s Morgan Writer in 

Residence was Athol Fugard, a South African playwright and anti-apartheid activist; and the 

Department of Music sponsored the VIDEMUS conference on African American women 

composers. 

Several units within the Office of Undergraduate Education focus on supporting the academic 

needs of diverse students through special programs and events. These units include Academic 

Advising, Academic Success, Retention, Carolina Firsts (first-generation College students) and 

Summer Bridge. Among many examples: Academic Advising sponsored a "Right Turn" support 

group for African American undergraduate males; and the Center for Student Success and 

Academic Counseling conducted the Minority Advising Program (MAP) designed to respond to 

the needs of diverse students with peer mentoring and academic recognition initiatives. 

Goal #4: Create and sustain climate for discussions of diversity, and take leadership in creating 

opportunities for interaction and cross group learning. 

Yes 

Many of the activities mentioned in the previous question address this goal as well. 

Goal #5: Support further research to advance the University’s commitment to diversity and assess 

ways in which diversity advances the University’s or the School’s mission. 

Yes. 

The College supported research and teaching activities that address diverse populations and issues 

in at least 20 units, including: American Indian studies, Asian studies, classics, communication 

studies, economics, English and comparative literature, Latina/o studies, exercise and sport science, 

Germanic and Slavic literatures and languages, Jewish studies, history, linguistics, music, philosophy, 

political science, psychology, public policy, Romance languages, sociology, Latin American studies, 

and undergraduate education. The department of physics and astronomy participated in SMART 



(Science, Math Achievement and Resourcefulness Track) to increase the participation of students 

from diverse backgrounds in the sciences through support for summer research, laboratory work 

and presentations. The College is also piloting a new program to encourage more minority student 

participation in STEM disciplines. 

Final question: Any additional diversity successes or promising practices you wish to share? 

The Director of Faculty Diversity Initiatives in the College is meeting individually with each 

departmental Diversity Liaison to learn about challenges and opportunities for enhancing faculty 

diversity in their units. The director will meet with all of the liaisons as a group in March to develop a 

vision and to plan next steps to further increase faculty diversity in the College of Arts and Sciences. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dana Murphy <aJana defenddemocracy.org@mai157.us4.mcsv.net~ 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 1:15 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Approaching Deadline: FDD Contlict Studies Fellowship, Israel 

Foundation for Defense of Democracies 

deadline, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 1:51 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Re: Infonna’6on mailed to me 

Hey Charlene, 

Jufft wanted to thank you for the recommendation (I am i:amiliar ruth 

the doctor’s name), and for the infommtive ~all Street Journal piece 

on how to miNmize the risk ofinfeclion. I am surprised that no one 

explained these issues to me as part of pre-op preparation! 
Thanks again, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

newslette@mlliamhbunchcpa-mail.corn on behalf of 

William H Bunch <scarson@mlliamhbunchcpa.com> 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 2:41 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesler@..emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Employers: Gain Extxa Time to Claim the Work Opportunity ’Fax Credit 

Having trouble seeing this email? View this email in your web browser. 

.~iI Click f ....... info 

o 

Hi, Charlene. If you have any questions about this week’s articles, please call us at (919) 929-0595 

Employers: Gain Extra Time to Claim the Work Opportunity Tax Credit 

~ The IRS is giving employers extra time to file a form required to claim the Work 

Opportunity Tax Credit for eligible employees. Employers now have until April 29, 2013 to 
file the IRS form that is required to claim the valuable tax credit. This article has the 

details about the IRS relief and the steps an employer must take to claim the valuable credit. 
Copyright © 2013 

Check Out the New 1=9 Forms Soon to be Mandatory 

~ As an employer, you know that new hires must prove their identity and eligibility to work 

in the U.S. by filling out I-9 forms, and providing certain documents. Periodically, the 
federal government revises these forms to request more information or to add clarity to 

the instructions. The latest version of the Form I-9 was released on March 8. While there is 
some leeway, use of the new forms will soon be mandatory. Keep reading to find out about the 
changes and t~minders of your responsibilities. 
Copyright © 2013 

Can’t stand to look at old balances? Get them OFF the Books! 

~ Have you ever tried to contact a customer with an old outstanding balance, only 

to find out their phone has been disconnected? You no longer have a receivable, now it’s 

a bad debt! Get it offthe books in QuickBooks, here’s how._ 
Copyright © 2013 

The Ins and Outs of Firing 

~ You might want to fire employees with bad attitudes, or those who are just plain lazy= 

The question is: Can you do it legally? Here are some guidelines to help structure your 
staff as you see fit, without running afoul of government rules and regulations. 

Copyright © 2013 

Ranking Your Credit Customers 

~ R atings are critical in deciding whether to offer credit to a customer and in determining 
a credit limit that the customer is likely to maintain. Once you start letting customers 
buy on credit, however, you can set your own in-house ranking to further categorize the 

risk quotient of your buyers and help minimize your company’s risks. 
Copyright © 2013 

EU gives Cyprus bailout ultimatum risks euro exit 
Reuters.corn- Thu, 21 Mar 2013 17:59:15 GMT 

Unfazed by hawks, Bernanke refreshes easy-money message 
Reuters.corn- Thu, 21 Mar 2013 17:28:40 GMT 

Exclusive: Buyout firms team up to take BMC Software private -sources 
Reuters.corn- Thu, 21 Mar 2013 17:09:06 GMT 

EADS changes to take effect in April: spokesman 



Reuters.corn- Thu, 21 Mar 2013 17.08.05 GMT 

Data points to growing economic momentum 
Reuters.corn- Thu, 21 Mar 2013 17.0528 GMT 

View report 

~, No saved articles. 

~iI Click f ...... info 

"To ensure compliance ~ith the Circular 230 requirements imposed by the Internal 

Revenue Sel~ice, we inform you that any tax adx~ice contained in the communication 

(including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, 

t~r the purpose of(i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) 

proinoting, marketing or recommending to another pm’ty any transaction or lnatter 

addressed in fliis communication." 



S~bject: 

FY~ Carolina <F~Caroli~m@.) unc.edu> 
Thursday, March 2 I, 2013 3:16 PM 
Rege~er, Charlene B <regester~:emaiLunc.edu> 
Seve~ Sawyers march d~roug~ Carolm~’? !.S. News ranks program,/! ~C leads nadon in I ,uce Scholars - March FYI Cardma 

When Raymond oa~vyer graduales Irom Carolina in May, it well be the end of an era - at leas~ for UNC’s ,,"s",,alx2~M{! 1":~! Hee~ 

band and the Sat~er family, For the past 17 years, a Savwer has played and mamhed in the band. Raymond is the {ast ef 

seven Sin, wet children (nine in aid to attend Carolina and march in the band. Raymond is also rise family’s second 

UNC appears on muJtipJe JJsts of 
schools, degree programs and 
specJaity areas newiy ranked in 
2013 by U.8. News and World 
Report For tile 20!4 edition of 

"America’s Best Graduate Schools " 
The S:’:!~ee} of M! d}cine was ~anKed 
No. 1 in primary care 

Caroiina seniors Wili Leimenstofl and 
Henry Ross earned 2013-.2014 
sci~olarsNps from the Henry Luce 
Foundation [he Lace Scholars 
Program funds a year of riving and 
learning in Asia. Carolina continues 
to lead ti~e nation in Luce Scholars 
with 35 winners since the program 
began ~n !97,1. 

Atter three decades of connections 

wili become the next prevost of 
__Washington University in St. Louis. 

Thorp will succeed Edward Macias.- 
the chie~ academic ogicer ~of the 

past 25 years, starting Juiy 1 He 
aiso will hold an endowed 
professorship wRh appointments in 
chemistP~, and medicine 

Caroiina has been named to the 
2013 President’s Hig~ser Edacation 

__Community SePt’ice Honor Roll with __ 
Distinction It’s estimated that over 
the past year 20,672 Carolina 
students gave a total of 952,170 

The Chapel HJiJ Town Council’s 
unanimous vote allows for a 
transformation of University Square 
into a r!lodenl mixed-use 
development with office space, 
apartments, shops, restaurants. 
public space and a ~arkJng deck 

National expert Gins Smith is 
engaging the campus community in 
,,pen di,:iog.:e to heip strengthen 
Carolina’s response to sexual 
assault. To learn about the current 
policy, available resources and how 
the University is addressing 
questions about past practices, visit 

(q,:t~< tr’,(~tt~ d~(,~3 ~z~ 

A new study conducted by School 
of Der4~s~[y researchers and the 
Un~vers@ of Adelaide, Australia, 
has produced the strongest 
evidence yet that fluoride m drinking 
water provides den~l hea~th 
benefits to sdulN, even those who 
had not received fluoridated dnnlqng 
water as children. 

The Carofina facultys expertise will 
be available Lo online learners as 
part of a new partnership to offer 

trom more than 60 academic 
institutions. UNC will offer its first 

MOOCs, in the fall. 

859:3 o: ,,,’rile. Office or Uni,/eFsit’~ C:emr/F.micatioss. 210 Pittsbore St C:}lar, el I-lift. )iC: 2759 ~.521:.3 





To~ 

Subject: 

UNC-’R./<membei~@unc4v.org> 

Thursday, March 21,2013 3:16 PM 

Regeste[, Charlene B <[egester@email.unc.edu> 

25% off Papa Johns with UNCTV code! 

Xi UNC-TV NewsFlashi 

Click here nowto go to pspaiohns corn - use code 

Unsubscdbe or change your emai[ preferences, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

companaontoafricanamericarfl]lm <compaNontoafricanamericas~ihn@gmafil.com > 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 4:51 PM 

black film -~companiontoatiicanamericanfilm@gma~l.com> 

Update on the progress of the Wiley-Blackwell Companion m Ati-ican American Cinema 

Dear All, 

If you are ~eceiving this Email update on our volume for Wiley-Blackwell, you can be o, ssu~zd that your essay is accepted and the volume is s~till a~-aiting other 
contributors to finish their essay and have me edit them. At this writing we have more than twenty essays and of the twenty plus essays, 14 are in and are ready to be 

submitted. As is always the case ruth a lmge anthology as is ours, there roll be drops, slow arrivals, and new additions that prolong the process. Wiley-Blackwell is 

100% percent in support of this projeck so there is no need to worry that it will be dropped. 

I hope that this update reassures you that the anthology will be published on or before 2015. 

Best, 

Mark A. Reid, Editor 

The Wiley- Blackwell Companion to African A~nerican Cine~na 

Mark A. Reid 

PO BOX 142525 

GAINESVILLE, FL. 32614-2525 

USA 

Avant d’imprimer, pensez ~ I’environnement. 

Consider the environment before printing this mail. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <cfa@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 5:28 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

The International Symposia on Cultural Diplomacy 2013 (Berlin, Bucharest, Brussels, 
Washington D.C., New York City, Paris, London; May-July 2013) 

- Call for Applications - 

The ~-~tematior~taI Symposia o~-~ C~.~t~:~ra~ ©ip~omacy 2013 
"The Potential for Cultural Diplomacy in Supporting National and international Governance" 

(Berlin, Bucharest, Brussels, Washington D.C., New York City, Paris, London; May-July 2013) 
www.icd-internationalsymposiu m.org 

Dear Friends and Colleagues, 

We are pleased to announce a number of new and exciting opportunities available in the field of Cultural Diplomacy and 
also wish to bring to your attention our forthcoming International Conference and Young Leaders’ Weeklong Seminars, to 
be hosted by the ICD in partnership with other prestigious organizations. 

The information attached below provides further details on the opportunities and programs provided at these events. We 
would also be extremely grateful if this announcement could be shared with other interested parties, by forwarding the 
information provided along with the attached flyer. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Donfried 
& the ICD Team 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
Kurf0rstendamm 207-8 Berlin, Germany=10719 
Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 
www.culturaldiplomacy.org 
info@cu!turaldiplomacy_org 

What is cultural Diplomacy? Click Here 

ICD Ir:~terr~ationa~ Co~-:derences 
Forthcoming Conferences 2013 
(Berlin, Reykjavik, Pretoria, Brussels: March -April, 2013) 
wwwJcd-conferences.o rcl 

The ICD organizes a number of international conferences which take place throughout the year and around the world. The 
international conferences provide an opportunit3~ for larger audiences to actively participate and engage in lectures, 
debates, and discussions featuring high-profile figures from the fields of international politics, diplomacy, culture, 
academia, and the private sector. The events have an inclusive participation policy and are open to individuals from all 
academic, cultural, and professional backgrounds. 

We are currently acceptin.q applications for the followin,q conferences: 

T~-~e Ir:~terr~ationN Symposia or~ C~%~ra~ Diplomacy 201;~ 
"The Potential for Cultural Diplomacy in Supporting National and International Governance 
(Berlin, Bucharest, Brussels, Washington D.C., New York City, Paris, London; May-July 2013) 
www.icd-internationalsymposium.orq 



The International Symposia on Cultural Diplomacy 2013 is the world’s leading and largest event in the field of Cultural 
Diplomacy. The Symposia 2013 will include large-scale events incorporating the fields of Australasian Relations, 
Mediterranean Development, Global Human Rights, Multiculturalism, European Identity, American Culture, Democracy, 
Peace Building, Cultural Heritage, and the British Commonwealth, particularly as they relate to the potential for Cultural 
Diplomacy in supporting national and international governance. The events will take place in seven different cities, in six 
countries, on two continents throughout the months of May, June, and July, and will include more than 200 high-level 
speakers and over 1,000 participants. 

Symposia Events - The following Events will take place during May - July 2013: 

The 2013 international Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in Australia (Berlin; May 17th - 20th, 2013) 
The 2013 international Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in the Levant (Bucharest, May 23rd - 25th, 2013) 
The 2013 International Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in the European Union (Brussels; June 12th - 
14th, 2013) 
The 2013 International Symposium on Cultura~ Diplomacy in the USA (Washington D.C. & New York City; 
June 24th = 28th, 2013) 
The 2013 international Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy & UNESCO (Paris, July 3rd-5th, 2013) 
The 2013 international Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in the UK (London; July 10th - 12th, 2013) 

The Rey~<,iav~k Co~:~gress o~:~ }--{uma~:~ Rights 
"Human Rights Protection & International Law: The Multifaceted Dilemma of Restraining and 
Promoting I~ternational I~te~entions" 
Co=hosted by the I~st~tute for Cultural D~plemacy & Minist~ of Interior of Iceland 
(Reykjavik, Ice,and; Apri~ 10th - 13th, 2013) 
~.reykjavikcongress.org 
If you would like to resewe a position and pa~icipate in the conference, please click HERE 

The international community acknowledges the increasing and persistent cases of mass atrocities and crimes against 
humanity occurring on a vast scale. Understanding the complexity in bringing these crimes to an end, the Reykjavik 
Congress on Human Rights aims to argue and debate the notion of the responsibility to protect from a human rights 
perspective, taking into account the divergent dimensions in restraining or promoting international intervention. 

Through the discussions and exchange of this conference we aim to consider the current most vehement cases of human 
rights violations, and further comprehend the varied issues and approaches to these mass atrocities and crimes against 
humanity from a theoretical perspective, analyzing the complex layers and structures, and taking into account the ethical 
dilemma surrounding the responsibility to protect and international intervention. 

The 2013 Congress will create and publish a discussion document that will be presented to the international community 
on how to overcome the dilemma of restraining and promoting all forms of International Interventions based on 
coordinated global coalition efforts between governments, NGOs and International Institutions. 

~:onference Speakers >> 
Speakers during the Conference will include head of state and ministers, leading figures and experts from international 
politics, economics, academia, diplomacy, civil society, and the private sector. The speakers will also include a number of 
individuals from the ICD Advisory Board. For further information on the ICD Advisory Board, please click here. 

Speakers for the Conference include: 

Dragi~a Slijepeevie - President of the Constitutional Court of Serbia 
President Emi~ Constantinescu ~ Former President of Romania; Former Rector of Bucharest University 
The Hen. France Frattini - Former Foreign Minister of Italy 
The Hen. John LesEe Prescott, Lord Prescott - Former Deputy Prime Minister of the United Kingdom 
The Hen. ~assimo D’Alema - Former Primeminister of Italy 
~inister Ogmundur J6nasson - Minister of the Interior of Iceland 
President Olafur Ragnar Grimsson - President of iceland Minister 
Dr. Urmas Paet ~ Minister of Foreign Affairs of Estonia 
Prof. Dr. Valur Ingimundarson - Professor of History and Chairman of the History Department at the University 
of Iceland 
The Hen Vesna ~edenica ~ President of the Supreme court of Montenegro 



The 2013 Intematio~’~a~ Confere~’~ce o~’~ the Africa~’~ Unio~’l & Cu~t~o~ra~ Diplomacy 

"African Perspectives: An African Vision for Positive Developments in Africa" 
The Conference is Co-organized and Co=hosted by Brand South Africa and the ICD 
(Pretoria, April 7th - 11th, 2013) 
www.au=culturaldil3!omacv=conference.orq 

This unprecedented gathering within the African continent will seek to highlight Africa’s self-attained achievements with 
regards to its standing in the international community, as well as its increasing emancipation from the often assumed 
dependency on the Western world. The focus will be on the role and successes of the African Union as an 
intergovernmental regional organization seeking to combat political, social, and economic inequalities. Past 
achievements will be considered while simultaneously accenting the future challenges the AU faces. 

It will be demonstrated that the application of Cultural Diplomacy is pervasive within the African Union’s activities, as it 
has charged itself with the task of uniting highly differentiated cultures within Africa with the aim of achieving "greater unity 
and solidarity between the African countries and the people of Africa. Cultural Diplomacy will be shown to support and 
solidify such efforts. 

Conference Location 
Based in Pretoria, South Africa, the conference will be hosted at the African Union Parliament and at a number of 
important political, historic, and cultural locations across the city. 

Conference Speakers 
Speakers during the Conference will include head of state and ministers, leading figures and experts from international 
politics, economics, academia, diplomacy, civil society, and the private sector. The speakers will also include a number of 
individuals from the ICD Advisory Board. For further information on the ICD Advisory Board, please click here. 

Conference Participants 
Participation in the conference is open to governmental & diplomatic officials, academics & scholars, economists, 
journalists, artists, civil society practitioners, private sector representatives, young professionals, and students, as well as 
other interested individuals from across the world 

if you would like to reserve a position and participate in the conference, please Click HERE 

:~he EuropeamAfdca~:~ A~lia~:~ce Confe~°e~sce 2013 
"Enhancing the Inter-cultural Dialogue between Europe and Africa to promote the Stabiflty and 
economic Development within the two Continents" 
(Brussels, April 17th - 19th, 2013) 
www. a u-e u-pa rt n e rs hil3_Org 

The ICD recognizes the unique partnership shared by Africa and Europe, two highly diverse yet interdependent 
continents. To exemplify this fact and further build on this mutually beneficial relationship, the second European-African 
Alliance will be held by the ICD. As the political epicenter of Europe, Brussels will serve as the venue for this unparalleled 
conference, 

The first part of the conference will begin by exploring the novel opportunities that Africa and Europe can seize in the 
quest to promote their cooperation in the fields of youth education, women empowerment, and peace and security. The 
second topic will offer an in-depth analysis of the current economic situation in both continents, and will provide an insight 
into corporate behavior and entrepreneurship, allowing parties to exchange expertise. Finally, the conference will integrate 
Cultural Diplomacy as a highly conducive means of strengthening the European-African alliance. 

if you would like to reserve a position and participate in the conference, please Click HERE 

The Bedin ~----{uman Rights Con,~#"ess 2013 
"Towards a Global Human Rights Culture: The Need for a Collective Alliance in the Protection & 



Promotion of Human Rights" 
(Berlin, May 26th - June 1st, 2013) 
www.bhrc.de 

Since its earliest inception, Human Rights have increasingly been considered to form part of what is now seen as 
universal law. The creation of the United Nations in 1945 subsequently provided an international regulatory framework for 
dialogue on Human Rights in the global sphere. Despite a global governing set of laws set forth by the formation of the 
UN, the international community still lacks a cohesive implementation and engagement strategy in the enforcement of 
Human Rights. 

The Berlin Human Rights Congress 2013 will therefore provide the platform for activists, experts, academics and world 
leaders involved in the field of Human Rights to come together, create alliances, and better coordinate their activities, thus 
promoting better implementation and enforcement of Human Rights in a more effective nature. 

The Congress will furthermore engage Cultural Diplomacy as a means of uniting the varying sectors of society in order to 
create a joint collaboration for the protection and support of Human Rights activities, as well as recognize the capabilities 
of Cultural Diplomacy in enabling governments to fulfill Human Rights obligations towards their citizens. 

if you would like to reserve a position and participate in the conference, please Click HERE 

ICD Young Leade~°s~ Confe[÷nces 
Forthcoming Conferences 
(Berlin, Brussels, London, Belgrade: March -May, 2013) 
wwwJcd-ylf.org 

The ICD Young Leaders" Forums are international networks of like-minded young individuals with an interest in 
developing, supporting, and sustaining intercultural relations. Over the past decade, the ICD Young Leaders’ Forums 
have grown to become one of Europe’s largest independent cultural exchange organizations, hosting programs that 
facilitate interaction among young individuals of all cultural, academic, and professional backgrounds from across the 
world. 

are currently acceptin.q applications for the followinq conferences: 

Cultural Diplomacy in Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders 
(Belgrade, April 15th - 19th, 2013) 
www.icd-europe,oLq 

Cultural Diplomacy in Africa: A Forum for Young Leaders 
(Brussels, April 15th - 19th, 2013) 
www.icd-africa.org 

[Europe Meets Russia: A Forum for Young Leaders 
(Berlin, April 22nd - 26th, 2013) 
www.icd-emr.org 

Europe Meets China: A Forum for Young Leaders 
(Berlin, April 29th - May 3rd, 2013) 
www.icd-emc.org 

The USA Meets Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders 
(Berlin, May 6th - 10th, 2013) 
www.icd-usame.orq 

To apply, please click HERE 

What is cultural Diplomacy? Click Here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <~UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Women Make Movies Educate <educate@WMM.COM> 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 5:35 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

WMM Special OfferI NO JOB FOR A WOb,~kN Broadcast Premiere! 

I am writing from Women Make Movies, the non-profit distributor of films by and about women, to let you know about our **special offer**. 

This Wednesday, March 20, marked NO JOB FOR A WOMAN’s first public broadcast on the WORLD channel. To celebrate, Women Make Movies is oIt’ering 20% offwhen you order the 
title with Promo Code NOJOBLS13. I am posting more info on the film and additional screenings below Please let me know if you have any questions and thank you for your support! 

Catch additional broadcasts on Sunday, March 24, 1 pm and 7 pm ET. (Check local listings ) 

NO JOB FOR A YVOMAN <http://~wwmmcom/fllmcatalog/pa~es/c820.shtml> 

"An ir~volving doculnentary ..this compelling title oilers insight into the era and contributions of women journalists" 
Booklist 

This award-winning documentary, narrated by Etmny® Award winner Julianna Margulies, tells the culorful story, ofhuw three tenaciuus war correspondents forged their now legendary 
reputations during the war - when battlefields were considered nu place for a woman. 

When World War I1 bruke uut, repurter Martha Gellhorn was so determined to get tu the fruntlines that she left husband F.rnest Hemingway, never tu be reunited. Ruth Cowan’s repurting 
was hampered by a bureau chief who refused tu talk to her. Meanwhile, phutc~joumalist Dickey Chapelle wanted tu get so close to the action that she cuuld :[’eel the bullets whizzing by. The 
repeated efforts to push these women tu the sidelines might have forced them tu cuver the "woman’s angle," but the ubstacles also alluwed them to expand the fucus of war coverage to a 
new kind uf story: a persunal luuk at the cust uf war 

The recent Emmy® numinated HBO film "tlemingway and Oellhom" has sparked a special interest in Martha Gellhurn’s story. NO JOB FOR A WOMAN tells nut unly the real triumphs and 
tragedies uf Gellhurn’s life but alsu thuse uf her felluw heruic women war currespundems. 

View Trailer here <http ://www vuutube.comiwatch ?v H7URaSfJFCu> 

Purchase film here <http://www wmm cum/fihncatalu;/pa;es/c820.shtml> 

You can alsu email urders@wmmcum ur call 212.925.0606, x360 Offer ends April 30, 2013. Applies unly tu institutions, public libraries, K-12 schouls and cummunity groups - nu hume videu. 
Cannot be combined with any other offer. 

GENERAl~, ORDERING INFORMATION 

All orders must be accompanied by an institutiunal purchase urder or Prepayment Payment may be made by institutiunal check, money urder, ur Visa, MasterCard and AMEX 

Women Make Movies * 462 Bruadway #500LS * NY, NY * 10013 * 

orders@wmmcom 
Tel: 212.925.0606 >360 

Sincerely-, 

Liane Costello 
Women Make Movies 
462 Broadway, Suite 500 
Ne~v York. NW 10013 
212-925-0606 

Since 1972, Women Make Movies has changed the landscape for women filmmakers around the xvorld. Our catalog of over 550 films includes Academy®, En’~’ny®, Stmdance and Peabody 
Award nominees and wim~ers. In addition, our films have been broadcast on HBO, Showtime, Discovery, PBS and more. The Production Assistance Program helps women filrrm~akers with 
fiscal sponsorship and guidance on production from concept to completion. 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listsel~’@listserv.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the followit~g corcanand to listsetw@listserv.american.edu: 

signoff LTVALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Educalional Content Publisher <announcement@cengageleaming.com> 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 5:39 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Share your insights on texdx~ok publishers 

View Mobile or Online 

A major publisher would like to hear your thoughts on different educational publisher brands. 
Click on the following link to take a 8-10 minute survey. 

https://brand.qualtrics.con~’SE/?SID=SV bEG7PScEux5aoKN 

Thank you for your time. Your input can make a difference in our industry! 

To manage your subscriptions or unsubscribe, 

please click here. 

20 Davis Drive 

Belmont, CA 94002 

Privacy Policy 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu> 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 10:05 PM 

screensociety-announce@&&e.edu; tilm-video <tilm- video@duke.edu-~; ami-thculty@duke.edu; amicert@duke.edu 

Transnational North Korea series -- Zhang Lu ~reenings (April 3-4) + TNK Workshop (April 5) 

Aimee Workshop (2).txtf 

FYI! The screening of DESERT DREAM on April 3 is part of ScreervSociety, and the other 2 events are "related" and also of interest. 

Best regards, 

HaJtk 

Begin forwa~:ded message: 

From: "Tanya Lee, Ph.D." <tanya.lee@duke.edu> 
Subject: Transnational North Korea Workshop, April 5 
Date: March 21,2013 9:55:06 PM EDT 
To: "intl-apsi@duke.edu" <intl-apsi@duke.edu> 

Announcing 
Transnational North Korea: Migration and Urbanization: 

Workshop 
Screenings of two Zhang Lu films and Q&A Sessions with the filmmaker precede the workshop - see below for schedule and film descriptions. 
For the entire Transnational North Korea film series, see: https:flweb,duke.edu~al3si~eventstfi~ms,htm~ 

Desert Dream/Ky~nggye (ZHANG 

6PM Reception with filmmaker Zhang Lu in attendance. HOSTED by DEAN (DUKE East Asia Nexus) Old Trinity Room (West 
Campus). 

7PM: Film screening, followed by Q & A with filmmaker Zhang Lu. Introduced by Prof. Nayoung Aimee Kwon (AMES) 
.... A ,,":i~,.,,,,"~ sl.ubbor,qy devoted to ~elor,~.-’sti,,"~{:/the steppes of Mo,,"~{:/oii~.: is ioi,’~ed by :::’,. pr:-’,ir ol North Ko,,"e~:,~n refugees i,,"~ 
d~;£~~;:,~ pl;:,~},e~.i o~.~l, o,~’, ;:,~r’., e’pic cs,,"~v~’.~s:., i-\iso kr’.,o,,.:vr~ b}" ti’.,e i.itle 

"lb,,,:~, A/:.,’,,"il 4, FedEx Globa~ Education Center, UNC 
Dooman River/Tumanqanq {ZHANG i.;.~, 

Q & A with filmmaker Zhang Lu follows screening. Introduced by Prof. Ji-Yeon Jo 
.... Set ip, Cisiii~, Zh:~..’iii:(s firtti i~:.,~:iture lilt’c,, c,oIicerIis the frier~o’si’,ip :~..’Iici ter~sioIis be,’,.,veep, two boys 

F:o,," mo~e ink.,r,,":~;,fio,,"~ or: sor.~.-’er’.,i,,"~(:/~:..’t LiNC. see: http:/iasianstudies.unc.edu/events/transnational-north-korea-migration-and- 
urbanization 

Tanya Lee, Ph.D. 

Outreach and Communications Coordinator 

Asian/Pacific Studies Institute 

Duke University 

323A Trent Drive Hall, Box 90411 

Durham, NC 27708-0411 

Tel: 9:19-668-2280 

tanya.lee@duke.edu 

www.duke.edu/APSI 

www.facebook.com/APSI Du ke 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 11:51 PM 

screen~ciety-announce@duke.edu; tilm-video <tilm-video@duke.edu>; a~nicer~duke.edu; ami-lhculty@duke.edu 

**Screen/Society--Ffi 3/22: 4pro "3D" lecture by BaJcbaJca Klingec Sam 3/24: "Microphone" (Egyptian drama); Wed 3/27: "Happy 

Together" (35Inm); Thu 3/28: "This Is Not a Fihn"; Ffi 3/29: 3D screening of"Pina" (7:30pro, Raleigh) 

Screen/Society presents... 

Friday Marcel~ 4pro: 
Lecture by Prof. Barbara Klinger 

on 3D Cinema Aesthetics 

Free and Open to the Public! 

== Download PDF Flyer I More Info 



A~icroph~ne 
Download PDF Flyer I More Info == 

Happy Together (35ram) 
Download PDF Flyer [ More Info == 



This is Not a Film 

Download PDF Flyer ] More Inlb z~ 



PENA (3D) 
Free 3D scree~fing in Raleigh! 

== Download PDF Flyer ] More Info == 



http://ami.duke.eduiscreensociety 

A/! Scree~/Society events are coordim~ted and co-sponsored 
by the [~rogrctm m ~he Ar~s oj~he Moving ]ma~e 

hokazak@duke.edu 



::,~:~,~::~ ii::~: http://ami.du ke.edu/screensociety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-no~ply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Li~kedln Today <news@linkedin.com~ 

Friday, March 22, 2013 6:10 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-* 

Top news for Charlene: Why bmcketology tl~ives m~d the NCAA dies in the modem workplace 

i[:e;i 25 Quotes to lnspire ~ ~uotes to l~spire You ~o 

...... You to Becomea Better Leader 
Leader 

: : tostopDoing Right NOW 
Now 

[ 



i~i 7 Lessons From the 7 Lessons From the World’s Most Captivating 
....... World’s Most Presenters [SlideShare] 

Captivating Presenters 

National U~)~vers{ty 

Florida State University 

Pace University 

Follow 

Fordham University 

email 



Sent: 

Subject: 

¯ _crl~q ¯ -’+ <scriptmag@R’¢media.com> 

Friday, March 22, 2013 8:04 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <~egeste~@email,unc.edu> 

Learn HoliywooCs Goiden Rule 

i ::~,’~ 8tc’~V Concepts rhal Sell 

About the Webi~a~: 

script ~s the story concept if you have a strong one you have a shot 

of tnern- understand how to develop them, and assess their 

commercial viability 

high-concept spec script K-9 in a bidding War He has written 

live ,,~.’eb:qa~. S.’:ott will .si;are in.sights into this iligiW sp.m]iaiized 

aspect of the creative process, one he has practiced and developed 

Who should attend: 

~ Writers who want te write 

~ Writers who need to 

understand the mmdset of 

a Hollywood buyer 

. ’v’,;dters s,:,ho sir~i!.~.qie with 

~,:.riti n.q Iogii!;es 

~ Writers who want to 

nssximize their chances at 

breaking into Hollywood 

Wha~ will you learn: 

/\ take an :i;=gh concept’ ihai 

Howte thmkin terms of 

:stuffier, bu[ d~fferent’ 

Keys to bran]storrs~n9 story 

concepts 

bending 

Why you need to take ~nte 

accotmt the ~ntemado~a~ 

Scotl [’,1ye~e has wdl:tm~ nearly 

~’,,riting credits inciude the movies 

K-9~ AIs~ks. ~nd Yrojsn Wa~. He 

spare !:m~e m 2002 and 

Wdl:ers’ P[ogram Outs~ndmg 

instrt~c!:er/\ward :n 2005. ScolJ: is 

Perhaps the thing io[ wilich he is 

t~e B~ac~ gis~ Since its inception 

=n 200& Scott h~s written e’~er 

I i .000 posts and l:he sil:e has 

Setween n~s teaching sr:d GF[S, 

Scott has ne~ped dozens of 

screenwriters break into the 

business: msr:y of them through 

specscdptsa~e5 Because of his 

d~a~ed into the Hollywood 

community and he ~eSrS daily 

the ~mpo~lance of a scqpt having 

a great story concept 

Now $59,00 





From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, March 22, 2013 9:55 AM 

To: ~gmail .com 

Subje~’t: UFVA Conference Update 

Howdy, 

Thanks to those folks who have already submitted entries for this summeis UFVA Conference, to be held at Chapman University in Orange Count)-. 

Reminder: April 1 is the deadline to submit films, scripts, new media exhibits, and worlcshops for the conference. 

Go here to enter your work:htlp://www.ufva.org/node/4517 

Online registration tbr the conference, to be handled by Chapman Universi~, is AI~MOST ready to go. There will be a link to the Chapman site, once it is up (which 

should be any day now) on the UFVA Cont~rence page. 

I hope your semesters are going well and to see you all at Chap~nan on JuN 31. 

Best, 

~ Michael 

Michael Mulcal~y 

Associate Prot~ssor 

School of Theatre, Film and Television 

The UNversity of Arizona 

Co~fference Vice- President, 2012-13 

Universi~ Film and Video Association 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

TEACH Chaxlotte <camilla.robinson~@~tntp.org> 

Friday, March 22, 2013 10:02 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Graduation is approaching. What will your graduates be doing after May? 

You are receiving this message because a large number of our teachers graduated from your university. 
If you do not wish to receive future emails, please click ’unsubscribe’. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Stay Connected 

Forward this email 

rh~s emsil wss sent to regester@emsii.unc,edu by £_a_t~i![_a_=_r__o__b_Ln__s__o__n__C~__t_n__t_p__=_o__r_.q. 

Update Profile/Email Address [nstant removalwith SaFeUnsubscribeTM Privao/Policy, 

TEACH Charlotte :: Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools TEACH Charlotte - Courier 871 PO Box 30035 :: Cl~arlotte :: NC 28230 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Friday, 10:54 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

RE: i3 Summer Internship and Re,arch Program - All Majors Encouraged to Apply 

i3 Instructions for Lettels of Recomlnendation.pdf 

Good Morning Dr. Regester, 

I am going to apply to this program. They have extended the deadline until             , however they encourage applicants to turn in the application early to receive 
priority consideration. I am working on the application over the weekend. I have attached the Letter of Recommendation Instruction Form which includes the email address and 
physical address to which you can choose to send the letter to. If you have any questions feel free to send me an email. 

Thank you again for your time and assistance. Have a great weekend! 

Best, 

From: Regester, Charlene B [regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 1:28 PM 
To: 
Subject: FW: i3 Summer Internship and Research Program - All Majors Encouraged to Apply 

From: Regester, Charlene 13 
Sent: Saturday, 9:05 AM 
To: afam276-fal120:t2@listserv.unc.edu 
Subject: FW:     i3 Summer Internship and Research Program - All Majors Encouraged to Apply 

From: ~gmail.com] on behalf of Michael Depew [mdepew@pitt.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 4:52 PM 
To: i3info@pitt.edu 
Subject:     i3 Summer Internship and Research Program - All Majors Encouraged to Apply 

Applications for the 
majors. 

i3 summer internship and research program are now being accepted. Please share with students of all 

Dear Colleagues and Student Leaders, 

The iSchool Inclusion Institute (i3) is an undergraduate research and leadership development program that prepares students from 
underrepresented populations for graduate study and careers in the information sciences, i3 provides students with an opportunity to learn about 
the many research and career areas that define the information sciences-all of which are centered on the interdisciplinary connections between 
people, information, and technology. Students eager to solve problems in busines~ public health, education and libr~zianship, government and public 
administration, the arts, or other interdisciplinmy fields, axe encouraged to apply. 

i3 is held each year in June at the University of Pittsburgh and includes two summer institutes and a year-long team research project. Students are 
immersed in special-topics workshops, professional development seminars, research projects, and network-building opportunities. For more 
information about the program and the information sciences, check out our FAQ: http:i/www.ischool-inclusion.orgiabout-i3ifaq.pdf 

i3 Scholars receive full funding for travel and housing as well as a $50.00 per day stipend for their continued participation. Upon completion of the 
program, i3 Scholars are eligible for scholarship opportunities at select graduate schools in the United States. 

To apply to i3, students must submit an online application with essay questions, two letters of recommendation, and official undergraduate 
transcripts. All application materials must be submitted by March 8, 2013. Additional information about the program and application process can 

be found online: www.ischool-inclusion.org 

i3 is funded by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation and is hosted by the University of Pittsburgh’s School of Information Sciences. Please direct all 
questions to Michael Depew at i3info@pitt.edu. 

Sincerely, 
Michael Depew 



MfcbaelDepew 

Director; iS’chool Inc/usion Institute (i:g.2 

University of Pittsbu rgh 
School of Inf~rn, ation Sciences 

135 N. Bellefield Avenue, Room 603 
Pittsburgh, PA 15260 

rndepew@p;it.edu 
412 624 3981 



Information Sciences Building, 
~5 North Bellefield Avenue 

Pittsburgh, PA 15260 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING LETTERS OF RECOMMENDATION 

For more information about the iSchool Inclusion Institute (i3), which may help you in writing a letter of 

recommendation for this applicant, please visit www,ischool-inclusion,org. 

In your letter, please be sure to include the following: 

¯ Applicant’s name 

. Your relationship with the applicant 
¯ Your name, title, and institution 
~ Your contact information 

. Signature and date 

Please address the following questions: 

1. Why do you think that this applicant will benefit from participatin~ in i37 

2. Discuss the attributes and abilities that make this student an attractive candidate to participate in i3, an 

intensive undergraduate research program? Please provide your assessment of the applicant’s maturity 

level and motivation to successfully navigate the academic and social dimensions of this experiential 

pro~tram. 

Signed and dated letters can be sent via email to i3info@pitt.edu or sent via mail to: 

Attn: Michael Depew 

iSchool Inclusion Institute 03) 
School of Information Sciences 
University of Pittsburgh 

135 North Bellefield Avenue, #603 
Pittsburgh, PA 15260 

Thank you for your time and commitment, 

....% 

Michael Depew 

Director, i3 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Inslitute for Cultural Diplomacy <cfa@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Friday, March 22, 2013 12:20 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesler@ema]l.unc.edu> 

Call for Applicati ons - The 2013 Internafi onal Cont:erence on the Africa~ Union & C ul tural Diplomacy (Pretoria, April 7th - 11 th, 2013 ) 

- Call for Applications - 

"African Perspectives: An African Vision for Positive Developments in Africa" 

The Conference is Co-organized and Co-hosted by Brand South Africa and the ICD 

(Pretoria, April 7th - 11th, 2013) 

www.au-cult u raldiNomacy-conference.or.g 
Dear Friends and Colleagues, 
We are pleased to announce a number el new and exciting opportunities available in the field of Cultural Diplomacy and also wish to bring 1o your attention our forlhcoming 
International Conference and Young Leaders’ Weeklong Seminars, to be hosted by the ICD in partnership with other prestigious organizatiens. 
The information attached below provides further details on the opportunities and programs provided at these events. We would also be extremely grateful if this announcement 
could be shared wilh other interested parties, by forwarding the information provided along with the attached flyer. 
Sincerely, 
Mark Donfried 
& the ICD Team 
institute for CulturM Diplomacy (ICD) 
KudiJr~.~tendamm 207-8 Berlin, Germanv-10719 
Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 
~:_o___u_!Lu__c_a_Ld_ip_Lo___m____a__o_y_:_o___rg 
info(:d~,oult u raldiplomaoT.org 
What is cultural Diplomacy? Click Here 

Fo~coming Conferences 2013 
(Ber n, Reykjavik, Pretoria, Brussels: March -April, 2013) 

wvw~.icd-conferences.org 
The ICD organizes a number of international conferences which take place throughout the year and around the world. The international conferences provide an opportunity for 
larger audiences to actively participate and engage in lectures, debates, and discussions featuring high-profile figures from the fields of international politics, diplomacy, 
culture, academia, and the private sector. The events have an inclusive participation policy and are open to individuals from all academic, cultural, and professional 
backgrounds. 

We. are currently accepting applications for the followin.q conferences: 

"African Perspectives: An African Vision for Positive Developments i~ Africa" 

The Conference is Co-organized and Co-hosted by Brand South Africa and the 

(Pretoria, April 7th - 11th, 2013) 

www.au-cult u raldiplomacy-conference.org 
If you would ~ike to reserve a positio~ a~d participate i~ the conference, please ~J_~__~. 
TMs unprecedented gathering within the African continent will seek to higMight Africa’s self-altained achievements with regards to its slanding in the international communily, 
as wen as its increasing emancipation from the often assumed dependency on the We‘stem world. The fecus will be on the role and successes of the Afdcan Union as an 
intergovemmental regional organization seeking to combat political, social, and economic ~nequalities. Past achievements will be considered while simultaneously accenting 
the future challenges the AU faces. 
g will be demonstrated that the application of Cultural Diplomacy is pe~’asive within the African Union’s activities, as it has charged itself with the task of uniting higMy 
d~fferentiated cultures within Africa with the aim of achieving "greater unity and solidari~" between the African countries and the peoNe of Africa. Cultural DiNomacy win be 
shown to suppo~ and solidify such errors. 
Conference Location 
Based in Pretoda, South Africa, the conference will be hosted at the African Union ParNament and at a number of ~mportant political, Mstodc, and cultu~a~ ~ocafions ac~oss the 
c~ty. 

Conference Participants 
Pa~ic~pafion in the conference ~s open to governmental & d~plomafic offic~Ns, academics & scholars, economisls, journN~sts, artists, cNq~ society practitioners, private sector 
representatives, young professionals, and students, as we~ as othe~ ~nterested individuals from across the wodd 

Conference Speakers >> 
Speakers dudng the Conference w~N ~nc~ude head of state and minsters, ~ead~ng figures and expels from internafiona~ politics, economics, academia, diNomacy, civi~ 
society, and the pdvate sectoL The speakers w~ Nso ~nc~ude a number of individuals from the ~CD Advisory Board. For fudher infermation on the ~CD Advisory Board, please 
cNck here. 
Speakers fo~ the Conference i~clude: 

* President Oluseg~n Obasanjo - Former PresMent of N~ger~a 

* S~r James Mancham - Founding President of the RepuM~c d Seychelles 
~ Phumele~e Ntshiqela ~ Member of the South Afdcan Parliament 
~ Themba Godi - Member of ~he South A~dcan Parliament 
~ Tshi~o ~ichael ~asutha - Member of the South Afdcan Parliament 
* Zeta Mlenzana - Member of the South African Parliament 
* Mmamo~oko Kubay~ - Membe~ of the South A~rica Parliament 

* Mabel Mento~ - Member of South African Pad~amen~ 
* Nkosi Phathek~le Ho~omisa - PresMent of the Congress of T~adifional Leaders d South Africa; CMef of the AmaGebe Tdbe 
~ Bhesigen Harden - CEO, Water Research Commission of South Africa 
~ ~ga Herbert - Head d ~ntemafiona~ PartnersMps, A~dcan Wodd Hed~age Fund 
. Kayum Ahmed - CMef Executive Officer, South Afdcan Human Rights Commission 
* Kayu~ Ahmed - CMef Executive Officer, South Afdcan Human Rights Commission 
* Dum~ Nyala - Nafiona~ Executive Officer, ChiM Line South Africa 



"Enhancing the Inter=cultural Dialogue be~veen Europe and Africa to promote the Stability and economic Development within the ~wo 

(BrusseLs, April 17th -- 19th, 2013) 

~.au-eu-padnership.or# 
The ~CD recognizes the unique partnership shared by Africa and Europe, two higMy diverse yet ~nterdependent continents. To exempNfy this fact and fudhe[ bu~M on this 
mutually beneficia~ re~afionsMp, the second European-African AN~ance wH~ be held by the ICD. As the poNtica~ epicenter of Europe, Brussels win se~’e as the venue for 
unpma~eled conference. 
The first pa~ of the conference wH~ beg~n by exploring the novel oppo~un~ties that Africa and Europe can seize in the quest to promote their cooperation in the fields of youth 
education, women empowe[ment, and peace and security. The second topic w~ dyer an in-depth analysis of ~he current economic situation ~n bo~h continents, and will 
provide an insight ~nto corporate behavior and entrepreneurship, allowing pmties to exchange expertise. F~naNy, the conference wi~ integrate Cu~tura~ Diplomacy as a highly 
conducive means d strengthening the European-African alliance. 
If you would like to reserve a position and participate in the conference, please #jj£~__~8~. 

"Human Rights Protection & ~ntemational Law; The Multifaceted Dilemma of Restraining and Promoting lntemationa~ ~nte~entions" 
Co-hosted by the institute for Cultural Oiplomacy & ~nist~y of interior of Ice,and 

(Reykjavik, ~celand: April 10th - 13th, 2013) 

The international oomm~nit7 acknowledges the increasing and persistent cases of mass atrocities and crimes against kumo~it7 occurring on a vast scale. Understanding the 
oomplexit7 in hri~ging these cdmes to an end, the Reykjavik Congress on Human Rights aims to argue and debate tke notion of the responsihilit7 to protect from a human 
~igk~s pe~peotiw, taking into accounl the divefge~ dimensions in restraining o~ promoting i~emational inle~entiom 
Through the discussions and exchange of lkis conference we aim to oo~si~ef the OUfl~t most vohemo~t oases of huma~ rigkls violations, and rusher comprehend the varied 
issues and approaches to these mass atrocities and crimes against humanit7 ffom a theofetioal perspective, analyzing the complex layers and structures, and taking into 
aoootml th~ elkioal dilemma surrounding the responsihilit7 to pfoteo~ a~d international 
The 2013 Congress will create and publish a discussion ~OOlJmo~t that will be p~sCnted to the international oomm~nit7 on how to overcome lke dilemma of restraining and 
promoting all forms of International Interventions based on ooo~tinated global ooalilion efforts he~Yeen governments, ItOOs and Inlemational Instil~lions. 

"Towards a Global Human Rights Culture: The Need for ~ Co#ective Alliance in the Protection & Promotion of Human RiThts" 
(~erN~, May 26th -June 1st, 2013) 
~.bhrc.d~ 
Since its earliest inception, Human Rights have increasingly been considered to form pa~ of what ~s now seen as universal law. The creation of the United Nations in 1945 
subsequently provided an international regulato~ framework for dialogue on Human Rights in the global sphere. Despite a global governing set of laws set fo~h by the 
formation of the UN, the international community st~ll lacks a cohesive implementation and engagement strategy ~n the enforcement of Human Rights. 
The Berlin Human Rights Congress 2013 will therefore provide the platform for activists, expels, academics and world leaders involved ~n the field of Human Rights to come 
together, create alliances, and be~er coordinate their activities, thus promoting better implementation and enforcement of Human Rights in a more effective nature. 
The Congress will fu~hermore engage Cultural Diplomacy as a means of uniting the va~ing sectors of society in order to create a joint collaboration for the protection and 
suppod of Human Rights activities, as well as recognize the capaMlifies of Cultural Diplomacy in enabling governments to fulffil Human Rights obligations towards their 
citizens. 
~ you wo~ld ~ke to reserve a posit~on an~ participate ~n th~ confer~nce, p~ease C~ck HERE 

"The Potential for Cuttural Diplomacy in SuppoSing National and International Governance" 
(~erNn, ~uchmest, ~russels, WasM~gton D.C, Hew York C~ty, Par~s, London; May~uly 2013) 

~.~cd-~ntemafionalsymposium.or~ 
The Intemafiona~ Symposia on Cultura~ D~p~om~cy 2013 ~ the worM’~ leading and I~ge~ even~ ~n the field of Cultural D~plomacy. The Symposia 2013 win ~nclu~e 
events ~corporating the fieMs o~ Austra~as~a~ Relations, Mediterranean Development, G~oba~ Human R~ghts, Mulficu~tura~sm, European ~de~fity, American Culture, 
Democracy, Peace ~u~ing, Cultural H~ritag~, and the British Commonwealth, pa~iculady as they re,ate to the potential for Cultura~ Diplomacy in ~uppo~ing nafiona~ and 
iatemational governance. The eveat~ will take pl~ce in seven d~ffereat cities, ia ~i~ countries, on two continents throughout the months of May, June, and July, and win include 
more than 200 Mghqevel ~pe~ke~s and ove~ 1,000 pa~cipan%. 
Symposia Events 
The follow~ag Events w~ t~ke place d~ring May - Ju~y 20~ 3: 

* The ~013 I~temat~ona~ Symposium o~ Cu~tura~ D~omacy ~n Australia (~er~n; May 17th - 2~h, 
* Th~ 2013 Internat~ona~ Symposium on Cu~tura~ Diplomacy ~n th~ L~vant (Bucharest, May 2~rd - 2~th, 201~) 

* Th~ 2013 ~nt~rnat~onal Symposium on Cultural D~plomacy in th~ E~rop~an Un~on (~russ~s; June 12th - 14th, 2013) 
~ The 2013 ~nt~rnat~o~ Symposium o~ Cu~tura~ Diplomacy ~n the USA (W~sh~ngto~ D.C. & New York C~ty; June 24th - 28th, 2013} 
* The 2013 ~nternat~o~al Symposium o~ Cultural D~plomacy & UNESCO (Par~s, Ju~y 3rd~th, 2013} 
. The 201~ ~nternat~ona~ Symposium on Cu~tura~ Diplomacy in th~ UK (London; ~uly ~0th - 12th, 

Fo~hcoming Conferences 
(Bed~n, Brussels, London, ~e~gra~e: March - May, 20~3) 

The ICD Young Le~de~" Forums ~re intem~tion~l ne~o~ks o[ l~ke-minded young individuals with an interest in developing, supporting, an~ sustaining ~ntercul~u~al relations, 
Over the p~st decade, the [CD Youag Leade~’ Forums have g~own to become oae of EU[Ope’$ [~rgest ~ndependent cultural exchange organizafioas, hostiag progrmas that 
facilitate interactioa among young indhddua[s of all cultural, academic, an~ professional backgrouads from across the world, 
We are currently accepting appNcations ~o~ the foNow~n9 conferences: 
Ca[tara[ D~p[omacy in Europ~: A Forum for Young Lea~ers 
(Belgrade, April 15th - 19th, 2013) 

~.icd-europe.or9 
Cultural Diplomacy in Africa: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Brussels, April 15th - I 9th, 2013) 

Europe ~leets Russia: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Bed~n, April 22nd - 26th, 2013) 

~Jcd-emr.orQ 
Europe Meets Ch~na: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Ber~n, April 29th - May 3rd, 2013) 

The USA ~eets Burope: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Berlin, May 6th : 10th, 2013) 



vv’ww.icd-usame.orc! 
To apply, please c~ick _H___E____R___E_. 

Forthcoming Academic Programs 
w, wv.ccds-bedin.de 
The Center fer Cultural Diplomacy Studies (of the ICD Academy for Cultural Diplomacy) offe~.~ educational programs in partnership with other leading organizations. 
Educational programs include Certificate Programs, Study Abroad Programs, Distance Learning Programs (designed specifically for governmental officials, academics, and 
professionals who are not able to leave their current positions), and Postgraduate Programs (for individl~als pursuing careers in academia, diplomacy, govemmenL and!or the 
private sector, t~lated either wholly or in part to the fie~d of Cu~tural Diplomacy). 

The CCDS is currently 8ccept~n~ applications for the fo~owin~ programs: 

Distance Learn#~g Programs in Cultural Diplomacy 

(Start: April Ist- 26th, 2013) 
MA Program in Euro-Mediterranean & Cultural Diplomacy Studies 

(Start: Summer Semester---Berlin, June 3rd, 2013) 
MA Program i~ ~nter~ationa~ Relations & Cultural Diplomacy 

(Start: Fall Semester --- Berlin, October 2n~, 20~t3) 
[~A Program in ~ternational Economics & Cu~tura~ Diplomacy 

(Start: Fall Semester - Berlin, October 2r~d, 2013) 
Study Abroad Programs in ~nternational Relatiof~s & Cultural Diplomacy 
(Spring Semester; Berlin, April 15th - June14th, 2013) 
Certificate Programs i~ ~nternationa~ Relations & Cu~tura~ Diplomacy 
(Spring Program: Berlin, May 1st - 31st, 2013) 

To apply, please click HERE 

What is cultura~ Diplomacy? ..C_!_[£k.___.H__.e_._re__. 



Fly,m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

office@cmsmdies.org 

Friday, March 22, 2013 1:14 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

2013 SCMS Election: Don’t Forget to Vote! 

Dear SCMS Melnbers: 

This email serves as a notice that the 2013 SCMS Election is nearly over. To ensure full participation, we emended this year’s deadline until after the SCMS 

conference. To be counted, yonr vote MUST be received by March 31, 2013 at 1 l:59pm (CST). 

SCMS leadership is delem~ined by and devoted to serving lhe organization’s members. Please lake the time, if yon have not already, lo fiflly participate in SCMS by 

voting NOW! Statements and bios by candidates running tbr office are available on the SCMS website. Yon will find full instructions there. 

Again, to have your ballot connted, you must vote no later than 11:59pro (CST) on March 31, 2013. 

Thanks for your participation, 

Corey Creekmur, SCMS Secretaly 

~--~ike us on Facebook > ~ollow us on Twitter > 



20~ 2o~ 3 Hi~tery 
D~ke University 

Attica, Attica, Attica! 
From The Possibilities 
of Prisoner Rebellion 
to ~he Problem of 
P~nitiv÷ J~stice Policy 

TempSe University 

HISTORY 
Monday, March 25 
Room 229 Cart 
12:00 ml :30 



FIom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Popular Culture Association / American Culture Association <briley@colum.edu> 

Saturday, March 23, 2013 11:35 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

See you soon! (Last minute reminders for PCA/ACA) 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

.~i PCA/ACA logo 

Popular Culture Association !American Culture Association 

See You Soon! 
A few reminders as you prepare to travel to DC 

Greetings! 

We hope you’re as excited for PCA;ACA 2013 as we are. This email contains 

a few last-minute reminders, announcements, and links. Please take a minute 
to review it. 

Have safe travels, and we’ll see you in DC! 
Brendan 

In This Emaik 

. Reminders ~ Things to remember before you leave 
~ Links - Resources to bookmark or read 
~ Announcements - Spy Museum, Summer Writing Workshop 

Reminders: 

Paper table - Please bring 10 copies of your paper to donate to the 
Scholarly Exchange. 
Social networks - Up to and during the conference, you can keep in 
touch with us and one another on our Facebook page 
( facebook.comipcaaca ) and on Twitter (@pcaaca). VVe’ve designated 
_#_ _ p_ _ _c_ _ _a_ _ _a_ _ _c_ _ _a_ _ _l_ _ _ _3_ . as the hashtag for the conference. 

Recording policy - Please do not record presentations at the 
conference. Individuals have not signed waivers for recordings. Feel 
free to take notes, though! 
Oliver Stone event - Be sure to wear your name badge to the Ray and 
Pat Browne Lecture with Oliver Stone and Peter KuzNck Please note 
that no recordings or photography will be allowed at the event, and that 
the signing event afterward will be for UNTOLD HISTORY books only, 
which will be available for purchase on site. 

Links: 
Here are some quick links to useful pages on the PCA/ACA website. 

__P____D__E___o___f___tb__e___p__r__o_.gmm and the addendum Hard copies will be available 
on site. 
First-time Presenters’ guide to the conference. 
AV Equipment page - remember to bring your own adapter (dongle) if 
you have a nonstandard video port on your computer. (I’m looking at you, 
Mac users). 
Chairing a Panel? Check out this quick guide to making things go 
smoothly. 

Announcements: 



lnternetiona! Spy Museum 
Come see the villainous side of Washington DC! The exhibition, "Exquisitely 
Evil: 50 Years of Bond Villains" recently opened at the International Spy 
Museum. The Museum is offering )~[e.~...~,~,~¢.qrO..a#.r0i.##i.q.q.’~#..p.~,.i~.(~. 

£0.£~f#.[f!.#.£#.. The Museum is open until 8 pm from March 27-30. Created in 
conjunction with Eon Productions, "Exquisitely Evil" is a light-hear~ed look at 
how the iconic film series shaped-and continues to shape-the public’s 
understanding of the world of espionage, encouraging visitors to make 
connections between fact and fiction and to discover how the evildoers and 
their plots have changed to reflect the times. The Museum is located in 
downtown DC, across from the National Portrait Gallery, and is easily 
accessible by Metro. For directions and information: www.sp~museumor~. 
"Time To Die Mr. Bond!" 
PCA~/ACA Summer Writers’ Workshop 

New York University, NY 
June 16-23, 2013 
Join PCAiACA for summer in New York! Take part in our first writers’ 
workshop, an intensive weeklong experience where you can begin a new 
project or develop a work in progress. Our topic is History, Media and Popular 
Culture and writing projects related to these areas are encouraged. 
Lecturers will guide discussion and writing. Tours of museums and visits to 
some of New York’s most popular cultural highlights are in the works. Enjoy 
housing in Greenwich Village, a short walk to NYU’s Kimmel Center, 
overlooking historic Washington Square Park. Take part in the excitement, 
culture and opportunity of New York with its restaurants, boutiques, music and 
nightlife. 
Cultivate your skills in a small, supportive writing environment as you explore 
one of popular culture’s most exciting cities in the world. 
Space is limited. Applications and detailed information will be available soon 
at http;i/#ca a~a~ o r_cj/e d u ca tio / 

For more information contact Ro Conforti, confortirl @southernct.edu 

As always, If you have questions or concerns please email me: 
Brendan Riley 

Interim Executive Director 
PCAiACA 

briley@colum.edu 

Join Our Mailing List 

Forward this ernail 

This email was sent ~o regester@~mail.unc.~du by briley@colum.edu 
_U_#__d__a__t__e__!Lr_?_f_LLej_E___~_La_LL_A__d__d__r_e__s__s. ~nstant removal with ._S__a__f#__U__n__s__u__b__s__c__r_i__b__e_~< [_~_rLv__a__c_~__[_Lo_Jj_c_y__. 

Popular Culture Association Popular Culture Association Columbia College Chicago, English Department 600 South Michigan Avenue i Chicago i IL :: 60605 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Saturday, March 23, 2013 12:22 PM 

~reen~ciety-announce@duke.edu; tilm-video <tilm-video@duke.edu>; a~nicer~duke.edu; ami-lhculty@dnke.edu 

***CANCELED!! --> Sun 3/24, 7pm: "Microphone" (Egyptian drama) - will NOT be shown this week! 

Screen!Society 
(~nceHation 

Announcement: 

Microphone 
*UNFORTLqNATELY, THIS SCREENING WILL 

NOT TAKE PLACE A S SCHED ULED ** 



Hank Okazaki 

Exhibitions P ~ ogr a~,~,er 

Program in the" Arts of t;he H)vii]g image 

Smith Warehouse 

114 S. Buchanan Bivd, Bay 12, Room A121 

Duke University, Box 90766 

Durhan, NC 27708-0766 

E-mail : hokazak@du~¢e, edu 

Phone : 919-660-3031 

Fax: 919-681-1378 

Web; http : / iami. duke, edui sc~ eensociety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Screenwriters University from The Writers Store <scriptmag@fwmedia.com> 

Monday, March 25, 2013 8:04 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJJ.unc.edu> 

Create Stories to Enthrall Your Audience 

RIIERS UNI ; ER ][I  

From the Editor: 

From sentence to scene, a good storyteller knows how to hook an audience and 
keep them transfixed on the story. We all know a good story when we hear or 
read one, but how do we write it? What makes us sit on the edges of our chairs 
and widen our eyes? 

In ~!~£~!!~jJ.i[?~L.[-JgXg.2!2..!~.e.,Z[i!~..’.S..!2.~jN;L find that the "secret" of a good story isn"t 

quite as enigmatic as you’d think. Instructor, Thomas Sawyer, offers writers 
practical advice about how to enthrall an audience, whether you write fiction, 
nonfiction, or scripts. 

A graduate of Storytelling testified: 

IVe been writing for a long time, but never ttfed the screenplay format. Knowing I 

knew zilch, I Iooked for a class to learn the craft and met Tom. He helped me 
set a good foundation and my first screenplay made the top 10% in the Page 
Awards (7,000 ent~es) and the top 15% (8,000 entries) in ttre Nicholls 
Competition... The Oscars. There is no way I could have done so well on my first 
attempt without Tom’s sage advice and instruction. Highly recommend him! 

If you’ve been investing time into your story - be it weeks, months, or even years! 
- but haven’t been getting the results you deserve, invest just four weeks into this 
course and get tips and feedback that have proved to yield results. 

It doesn’t matter whether your goal is the small screen, big screen, or best 
seller’s list, your story is what will get you there, t@~k~.~ il ih~.~ I>~;~4! 

Happy writing! 
Aaron Bauer 

Give ’era Secrets 

Secrets are a splendid soume of conflict. Character A is concealing something, and Character B is angered 
or at least resentful at being out of the loop - or is for whatever reason determined to discover or expose the 
secret. Conflict. And the secret(s) need not be major. Thomas Berger’s wonderful comic novel, Sneaky 
People, is an excellent example of the mileage - and fun - that can be wrung from people with soiled 
laundry - the gag being that every character in his story was concealing something, from an adulterous 
affair to a criminal record to the mousy housewife/mother earning extra spending money by furtively 
authoring pornographic novels. 

Characters with secrets - or those who live lies - are far more fascinating to your audience than those who 



are completely out front. 

And on the subject of secrets, or more precisely, things left unsaid, whenever I read a story or see a movie 
or play in which a character is able to articulately explain his or her motives - even about the simplest acts, 
I rarely believe. Why? Because in my experience I’ve almost never met anyone who can objectively, 
honestly, explain themselves. Or is willing to do so - even to themselves. 

Another way to accomplish that is to simply... 

Class starts 3/28. 



ii~;~iI The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 

2 FREE Sneak Preview 
Events THIS Wednesday! 

Dear Friends, 

Please join us on Wednesday, March 27 for 2 

Preview Events! 

3:30pro, Bulls Head Bookshop (UNC Campus): 

"We Will Shoot Back: Armed Resistance in the 

Mississippi Freedom Movement" Book 

Discussion with author Akinyele Omowale 

Umoja. The notion that the civil rights movement 

in the southern United States was a nonviolent 

movement remains a dominant theme of civil rights 

memory and representation in popular culture. Yet 

in dozens of southern communities, Black people 

picked up arms to defend their leaders, 

communities, and lives. In We Wil! Shoot Back: 

Armed Resistance in the Mississippi Freedom 

Movement, Umoja argues that armed resistance 

was critical to the efficacy of the southern freedom 

struggle and the dismantling of segregation and 

Black disenfranchisement. 

7pro, Stone Center Hitchcock Room: 

"Spies of Mississippi" Film Screening and 

Discussion 

*Special Sneak Preview Film Screening and 

discussion with film producer Dawn Porter A little- 

known chapter of American history, the frightening 

world of anti-civil rights espionage is presented in 

the film Spies of Mississippi. Replete with eerie 

accounts of the informants, infiltrators, and agent 

provocateurs who worked in the shadows to 

undercut the movement, the film is personalized 

with the inspiring stories of relentless civil rights 

crusaders who lived under the ever-present 

shadow of the state spy apparatus. 

Both events are FREE and open to the public. Let 

us know you’re coming via email or Facebook! 

Events are co-sponsored by UNC Chapter of the 

NAACP; Black Workers for Justice; Theta Om~cron 

Chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc. 

Upcoming at the Stone 
Center... 

April 4 at 7pro, Stone Center Hitchcock Room 

Conversation with Christina Sue, author of 

"Land of the Cosmic Race: Race Mixture, 

Racism, and Blackness in Mexico" and Laura 

Lewis, author of "Chocolate and Corn flour: 

History, Race, and Place in the Making of "Black" 

Spring 20t3 Program 

Agenda 



Mexico" and photo exhibition of "la Costa Chica" 

a new collection by photographer and scholar 

Wendy Phillips, 

Land of the Cosmic Race is a richly-detailed 

ethnographic account of the powerful role that 

race and color play in organizing the lives and 

thoughts of ordinary Mexicans. 

Chocolate and Corn Flour explores the history and 

contemporary culture of African descended 

Mexicans in the agricultural village of San Nicolas 

on the southern Pacific Coast of Guerrero (the 

Costa Chica). 

La Costa Chica photo exhibit explores the 

communities of "La Costa Chica" along the Pacific 

coast of Mexico from 1999 to present, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sockell, Chuck (Student Stores) <CWSOCKELL@store.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 25, 2013 9:32 AM 

Christopher Dreyer <mikage@umich.edu> 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Regester manuscript 

Great...sometimes technology and I don’t get along! 

Best, 

Chuck 

From: Christopher Dreyer <mikage@umich.edu> 

Date: Monday, March 25, 2013 9:29 AM 

To: Chuck Sockell <cwsockell@store.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Regester manuscript 

Chuck, 

it looks like it went through; I was able to download the file and it seems like everything is fine with it. Thanks! 

Sincerely, 

Christopher 

On Fri, Mar 22, 2013 at 3:26 PM, Sockell, Chuck (Student Stores) <CWSOCl<ELL@store.unc.edu> wrote: 
Christopher, 

could not get the invite link to work. However I did set up an account myself...uploaded the file...and sent you an invitation to your email address. The website message says it 

was successful but let me know. 

Thanks! 

Chuck 

From: Christopher Dreyer <mikage@umich.edu> 

Date: Friday, March 22, 2013 1:26 PM 

To: Chuck Sockell <cwsockell@store.unc.edu> 

Subject: Regester manuscript 

Dear Chuck (if I may), 

Just a quick note to say I’ve set up an M+Box folder for the uploading of the materials for Charlene Regester’s manuscript. You should receive an invite (either already or shortly) 

to the site. Do let me know if you have any trouble or questions, or if the invite does not arrive. The University of Michigan just recently started using the system so there’s been 

a few kinks still. Thank you very much. 

Sincerely, 

Christopher Dreyer 

Christopher Dreyer 

Editorial Associate 

University of Nflchigan Press 

839 Greene Street 

Ann Arbor, 5/1I 48104 

Phone: (734) 647-2463 

fax: (734) 615-1540 

Christopher Dreyer 

Editorial Associate 

University of Michigan Press 

839 Greene Street 

Ann Arbor, MI 48104 

Phone: (734) 647-2463 

fax: (734) 615-1540 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC<cs nabdllc.com@mail50.wdc01.mcdlv.net~ 

Monday, March 25, 2013 9:45 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

American Indian Biography Reference 

The definitive biographical reference on Native Americans... 

BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY OF 

INDIANS OF THE AMERICAS 

The noted historian Samuel Johnson stated, "All history is biography." American Indian education programs 
and libraries with American Indian collections are in need of a dedicated reference work on biographies of 
the indigenous people. We are pleased to announce the addition of BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY OF 
INDIANS OF THE AMERICAS - Second Edition to our backlist catalog. This two volume set is considered 
the definitive biographical reference on the indigenous peoples of the Americas. This is a contemporary 
work that contains nearly 2,000 biographies and 1,000 pictures that bring visual enhancement to the 
expertly written text. Thousands of bibliographical references provide listing of publications for further in- 
depth study on many of the entries. The TRIBAL INDEX makes it easy to search entries by their tribe or 
nation. 

BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY OF INDIANS OF THE AMERICAS contains over 900 pages (&5. x 11 inch 
page size) and is handsomely bound in cloth, 

Please place your order today so you will have it in time for NATIONAL NATIVE AMERICAN and ALAKSA 
NATIVE HERITAGE MONTH, which is celebrated during the entire month of November. This order form 
reflects $100.00 savings off the original price of the set. This offer expires April 30, 2013. 

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE IN THE U.S. 
Purchase orders are accepted from all organizations. 

For your convenience we accept Visa and MasterCard as a payment option. 

Special Discount Customer Order Form 
Please send __ set(s) of BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY OF INDIANS OF THE AMERICAS - Second 
Edition - Two Volume Set (ISBN 9780937862292) at $195~00 set. 

Name: Library Name: 

Phone: Email: 

Mailing Address: 

City: State: 

Payment Type: Visa MasterCard Check Purchase Order #: 

Cardholder Name: 

Card Number: 

Zip: 

Expiration Date: 

North Arna:-icm-~ Book Distributor.% [.I.C ¯ PO 6ox 510 . Han’:btJr~ I’,i,r 4g~.39 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ashley Williams <awilliams@granttraining.net> 

Monday, March 25, 2013 2:58 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

~>>~,NSF Grant Workshop at North Carolina Research Campus 

Writing & Designing NSF Proposals Workshop 
Writing Winning Grants for NSF 

April 23, 2013 
8:30 a.m.- 5:00 p.m. 

To be held at: 

North Carolina Research Campus 
Kannapolis, NC 

Sponsored by: The Grant Training Center 

This one-day comprehensive workshop is geared for those who wish to submit winning research proposals to 
the National Science Foundation (NSF). It is taught by experienced faculty who have received various NSF 
grants and serve as evaluators on NSF review panels. 

Participants will understand how to navigate the FastLane, focus on the key sections of successful proposals and 
demonstrate that their proj ects merit the excellence and innovation that bring them to the top of other 
submissions. All sessions engage the attendees in interactive exercises, writing, lectures and discussions so that 
all participants will leave the class understanding how to research, write and develop their specific project. 

Areas to be covered include the: 

1. Overall strategic plan of grant-writing 
2. Types of awards and NSF funding, including what to look for in a grant application 
3. Proposal preparation process and submission mechanisms 
4. Characteristics, content and function of the various pieces of the proposal, including: hypothesis, methods, 
outcomes, broader implications, evaluation, timelines and budgets 
5. Secret to organizing and writing "Merit Review Criteria" 

Participants will learn how to: 

1. Compose the pieces of an NSF Research Grant Proposal 
2. Understand the inner workings of NSF’s Peer Review System and the rating scores 
3. Develop and write the approach and "Broader Impacts" section 
4. Package superior proposal submissions 
5. Avoid the fatal flaws of a grant 
6. Effectively write and approach resubmissions 

Presenter: Dr. Henry L. Bart has been a Professor of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology for Tulane University 
since 1996. He received a B.S. and M.S. (Biology) from the University of New Orleans, and his Ph.D. in 
Zoology from the University of Oklahoma. Dr. Bart is a director of Tulane’s Museum of Natural History, is 
involved in a number of professional steering committees, has several funded research grants, and is a panel 
member for many NSF programs. Among the various grants that he has received from NSF is a grant to 
increase the number of minorities who ultimately pursue careers in academia. 



Dr. Bart has published over 50 articles and books nationally and internationally, including his most recent 
publications on phylogenetic relationships of the North American cyprinid subgenus Hydrophlox, molecular 
phylogenetics, and evolution. Some of his research interests include the relationship between mitochondrial 
genomics and the basal divergence of cypriniform fish, and evolutionary divergence of duplicate copies of the 
growth hormone gene in suckers 

Space is limited, and since this class fills-up quickly, it is on a first-come, first-serve basis. 
Workshop Fee: $375.00 (including tuition, materials, certificate of completion, and continental breakfast and 

lunch) 

To register: Click Here 
Or call us toll free at (866)-704-7268 or (571) 257-8864 

Additionally, a Writing & Designing NIH Proposals Workshop is also going to be held at North Carolina 
Research Campus, on April 22, 2012. 

Get a discount of $155 on registration for both workshops (Call us for the discount): 
Each person can register for either NIH or NSF for the price of $375. If a person registers for both, the price is 

$595 (discount of $155). *Please contact Grant Training Center for the discount code. 
For participants who has already registered for the NIH, this discount also applies if you register for the NSF 

workshop. 

To 
We are finalizing the attendee list as we speak, if interested please visit our website or contact us at 1- 
866.704.7268 if you have not already done so. To register/reserve seating. 

North Carolina Research Campus is not endorsing or sponsoring the activities conducted by The Grant Training 
Center. The relationship between North Carolina Research Campus and The Grant Training Center is solely that 

of licensor and licensee. 

You received this e-mail due to your institutional or organizational affiliation. If we sent this e-mail to you in 
error, and you wish not to receive any further e-mails from us, simply send us an email with the word 

ur~subscribe as subiect. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Duke Law Events <news-events law.duke.edu@mai152.us2.mcsv.net~ 

Monday, March 25, 2013 3:01 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu-> 

R~dall Kennedy di~usses the Civil Rights Movement March 28, Duke Law 

Please co~:tact ~:t~.L~?~tL:~Lg.~ with quest~o~:s 

friend of D~ike Lew School 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Popnlar Culture Association / American Culture Association <briley@colum.edn> 

Monday, March 25, 2013 4:01 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

See you sooner! (More last minute reminders for PCA/ACA) 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

.~i PCA/ACA logo 

Popular Culture Association !American Culture Association 

See You Sooner! 
A few more reminders as you prepare to travel to DC 

Greetings again! 

There’s so much going on at the PCA/ACA 2013 conference that I can’t resist 
sending another info-email. You might be sick of us now, but next week you’ll 
miss these missives. 

In This Email: 

Awards Ceremony 
Registration Desk Hours 
WiFi 

Awards Ceremony: 

Each year the PCA!ACA gives out several awards for high achievement in a 
variety of scholarly categories. This year, we will hand out the awards at a Special 
Awards Ceremony on Friday morning at 10:30 in the Marriott Ballroom (where the 
exhibitors will be). Please join us to congratulate the winners. 

Registration Desk Hours: 
We’ll be at the registration desk to welcome you to the conference during 
these hours: 

Tuesday, 2pm-6pm 
Wednesday 7am-7pm 
Thursday 7am-6pm 
Friday 7am-5pm 
Saturday 7am-1 pm 

Please note that we request that you wear your name badge to all conference 
events, and we will require name badges for the Oliver Stone / Peter Kuznick 
event 

We have arranged for free V~Fi atthe conference this year, so you should 
have access in the meeting rooms and throughout the hotel. 
Please be wary, though, of relying on a strong connection during your 
presentation. At least have a backup plan ready to go. No-one wants to be the 
person who burns up ten minutes on a technical issue or a web-access 
problem. 
We will have a testing station near the registration desk where you can test 
your setup to make sure it works as you hope it will 

As always, If you have questions or concerns please emNI me: 
Brendan Riley 

Interim Executive Director 
PCAiACA 

briley@columedu 



Join Our Mailing List 

Forward this email 

"lIhis email was sent to regester@email,unc.edu by ._b_E[[_e_~__@c__o_j_u___n)_:_e__d__u_. 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

Popular Culture Assodation Popular Culture Association Columbia College Chicago, English Department 600 South Nichigan Avenue i Chicago i [L :: 60605 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu> 

Monday, March 25, 2013 6:01 PM 

~reen~ciety-m~nonnce@duke.edu; amicert@duke.edu; tilm-video <tilm-video@duke.edu-~; ami-liiculty@dnke.edu 

Tue 3/26: F~xperimental Filmmaker James Bemling at the Na.sher Mu~um (6pm) 

Immersed2 JmnesBenning.pdf 

FYI -- here’s a non- Screen/Society evem of interest! 

Best regards, 

Hm~k 

Begin forwaxded message: 

From: William Noland <wnoland@duke.edu> 
Subject: Benning at the Nasher 
Date: March 25, 2013 10:11:03 AM EDT 
To: Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu> 

Hank~ can you send the file below to any and all who may be interested? Thanks, Bill 



13 Visitin Artist Series 

Immersed in Every Sense 2 is supported by the Duke University Council for the Arts Visiting Artist Fund, 
James Benning’s talk and screening is cosponsored by the Nasher Museum of Art at Duke University. 

NASHER 
MUSEUM OF ART AT DUKE UNIVERSITY 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Documentm7 Studies at Dnke University <llm@duke.edu~ 

Monday, March 25, 2013 6:40 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

CDS NEWS: Full Frame Update, New Workshops, "Pina" in 3D, Primate Pa]ooza, Student Videos, Special Issue of"Document" Online, and 

More 

i ii.~.iI CDSI Centerfor D ...... 
taR/Studies 

~ ~:~ ii Exh ibitions] ~ 
:~ About Us 

FULL FRAME UPDATE / Tickets and "Center Frame" Screenings 

Photograph by Leon Godwin 

A reminder that the complete schedule for the sixteenth annual Full Frame Documentary 

Film Festival is available online and that tickets to individual films and events went on sale 

today, Monday, March 25. Click her~e for details. 

For those attending the festival, note that as you make your picks, three films from the 

Invited Program will exhibit as ’Center Frame" screenings in Fletcher Hall of the Carolina 

Theatre. Subjects from the films will participate in extended conversations with the 

filmmakers after each screening. The films include the world premiere of Patrick Creation’s 

If You Build It about a radical, transformative school curriculum in Bertie County, North 

Carolina, the North American premiere of Patrick Reed’s Fight Like Soldiers Die Like 

Children, and Greg Barker’s acclaimed documentary Manhunt. 

TWO NEW WORKSHOPS IN THE DOCUMENTARY ARTS /Writing About Nature and 

Animation in Documentary 

Center for Documentary Studies 11317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

We’re pleased to offer these two new additions to our lineup of CDS Continuing Education 

classes. Both workshops will be held here at the Center for Documentary Studies. 

Writing About Nature 

Thursdays, April 11 to May 16, 7-9 p.m. 



This six-week workshop led by writer Belle Boqgls will explore strategies for researching 

and writing essays about the natural world using fresh and unexpected angles. Students 

will read and discuss exciting contemporary essayists, develop essay topics of their own, 

and workshop and revise their essays "with a focus on voice, narrative structure, and 

emotional resonance," says Boggs Register here. Early registration discount: Register 

before April I and receive $10 off the regular course fee of $225. 

Animation in Documentary: A Hands-On Introduction 

Saturday and SundayApri113 and 14, 1-5 p.m. 

This two-day workshop will provide a hands-on introduction to tz,,o animation techniques: 

2D, using Adobe Photoshop and After Effects; and stop-motion, using a variety of cameras. 

Led by filmmaker and animator Francesca Talenti students will practice making simple 

animations with both techniques, and "will come away with a good sense of what it takes to 

make a complete animated scene," says Talenti. Register here. Early registration discount: 

Regis ter before April 3 and receive $ I 0 off the regular course fee of $175. 

SPECIAL 3D FILM EVENT / Free Screening of Wire Wenders’s Pina in Its intended Format 

Friday, March 29, 7:30 p.m. / WRAL 3D Theater / North Carolina Museum of Natural 

Sciences ! 11 W. Jones St., Raleigh, North Carolina 

A one-time special event in Duke University’s Thinking Cinematics series on 3D cinema 

aesthetics: 

The Screen/Society presents Wim Wenders’s award-winning documentary Pina, which will 

show for the first time in the North Carolina Triangle area in its intended 3D format The film 

is a masterful example of the unique artistic potentials of 3D from the renowned European 

filmmaker, essentially a work for and about the influential German dancer and 

choreographer Pina Bausch, who died in the summer of 2009. 

Limited seating available ~ 

There is no admission fee for the event, but general admissions tickets will be distributed at 

the door on a first come, first served basis. 

Sponsored by the Franklin Humanities Institute, the Program in the Arts of the Moving 

image, the Department of Theater Studies, the Center for Documentary Studies, the 

German Department, the Office of the Dean of Humanities, and other generous co-sponsors 

at Duke University. 

RENOWNED VIDEOGRAPHER AT DUKE’S PRIMATE PALOOZA/Bill Wallauer Is Host 

Speaker at Annual Event 

Saturday, March 30, 2 p.m. / Love Auditorium, LSRC Building / 308 Research Drive, 

Durham, North Carolina 



Bill Wallauer 

Duke Roots & Shoots, a student arm of the Jane Goodall Institute, hosts the annual Primate 

Palooza, a weeklong event series that aims to raise awareness of primate conservation 

and biodiversity conservation in general 

This year’s host speaker is renowned wildlife videographer Bill Wallauer (PBS’s Nature and 

the BBC’s Planet Earth, among other nature documentaries), Wallauer has worked closely 

with the Jane Goodall Institute and Jane Goodall herself, and was the co-cinematographer 

for Disney’s Chimpanzee, shot in the Tai Forest of Ivory Coast, Africa, That footage will be 

used by undergraduate students in a new fall 2013 course at the Center for Documentary 

Studies, Documenting the Environment, taught by MFA in Experimental and Documentary 

Arts student Erin Espelie, 

For more information on Primate Palooza, go to the event’s Facebook page. 

Primate Palooza is organized with support from Duke University’s Student Organization 

Finance Committee, Department of Evolutionary Anthropology, Center for Documentary 

Studies, Lemur Center, and Environmental Alliance 

FARMVVORKER AWARENESS WEEK / CDS Undergrads Contribute Series of Short Videos 

for National Campaign 

Still from the video is Cheap Food Good Food? by CDS undergraduate Melissa Benn 

In collaboration with Student Action with Farmworkers (SAF) and other farmworker 

organizations nationwide, ten undergraduate students at the Center for Documentary 

Studies have created a series ef short videos that will be used in the media campaign for 

the fourteenth annual National Farmworker Awareness Week, March 24-31, 2013, 

The students are enrolled in Farmworkers in North Carolina: Roots of Poverty, Roots of 

Change, taught by CDS instructor Christopher Sims and Service-Learning Graduate 

Assistant Elizabeth Landesberg. Their videos will be shared on the Web, through social 

media, and in e-newsletters during the weeklong media campaign. Each video was 

inspired by a large mural created by migrant and farmworker youth in SAF’s Levante 

Leadership Institute Youth Program; the mural project was completed in collaboration with 

the Beehive Design Collective 

View all the videos on the CDS Vimeo site. 

Some of the videos will also be shown as part of the panel discussion "Building Solidarity: 



Farmworker Justice in the South" on March 28 at 7 pm in Murphy Hall, Room 166 on the 

UNC-Chapel Hill campus. Panel members include Christopher Sims and organizers from 

the AFL-CIO and Farm Labor Organizing Committee 

The class receives support from the Service-Learning Program at Duke University 

NEW SPECIAL ISSUE OF DOCUMENTAVAILABLE ONLINE 

A special Spring 2013 issue of Document, the CDS quarterly newsletter, is now available 

online in a format that allows readers to turn the pages of a full-screen version of the 

publication. This special issue celebrates the publication of two photo books by CDS, and 

accompanying exhibits: One Place: Paul Kwilecki and Four Decades of Photo~ from 

Decatur County, Georqia, edited by CDS director Tom Rankin, and Legendary’: Inside the 

House Ballroom Scene, by 2012 CDS!Honickman First Book Prize in Photography winner 

Gerard H. Gaskin. 

To browse past issues, click here 

To receive print issues of Document, join Friends of CDS. 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Monday, March 25, 11 a.m. / Full Frame tickets go on sale 

http://wv~.fullframefest orq/passestickets/ticketsl 

Thursday, March 28, 7 p.m. / Panel discussion: "Building Solidarity: Farmworker Justice in 

the South"/Murphy Hall, Room 166, UNC Campus / Lenoir Dr, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 
http:llwww cdsporch.orci/archives/17748 

Thursday, April 4, through Sunday, April 7 / Full Frame Documentary Film Festival 

http://fullframefest orq 

Saturday, March 30, 2 p.m. / Bill Wallauer talk at Primate Palooza / Love Auditorium, LSRC 

Building 1 308 Research Drive, Durham, North Carolina 

http:flwww, cdsporch orglarchivesl17735 

EXHIBIT 

March 18-July 27,2013 / One Place: Pau! Kwifecki and Four Decades of Photographs from 

Decatur County, Georgia / Kreps and Lyndhurst Galleries, Center for Documentary Studies / 

1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

http://docu mentarystudies.du ke.edu/exhibits/u pcoming-exh ibits 

MORE ABOUT CDS: 

CDS Website http://documentarystudies.duke.edu 

CDS Porch http:flwww.cdsporch.orq 

Friends ofCDS http://documentarystudies.duke.edu/donate 

Upcoming Events http:/idocumentarvstudies.duke.edu/events 

~ eaaag~ sent to ~&’,,~ter~’~em~il,u,~e,edu by 

Unsubscribe ~ Update Profile/Email Address ~ Fo~ard To A Friend 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"_c}live.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:56 PM 

The Sisters of the Academy Research BootCamp 

Brochure-Rev.pdf; RBC Reminder.pdf 

The Sisters of the Academy Research BootCamp® will be held in Tallahassee, Florida at the Florida State University College of Education. 

The Institute of African American Research has support for 3-4 eligible jr, faculty or administrators interested in attending and participating in the 
BootCamp, Support for attendance in the amount of $850 is available, If you are interested please send a letter with your name, rank or position, 
University department or unit by Tuesday, ,5 pm to: IAAR, Sisters of the Academy Research Project - jr, faculty/Administrator Support; Suite 309, 
The Stone Center CB#3393 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3393 

Interested applicants should contact the Sisters of the Academy Program directly to pay all required deposits as soon as possible as an 8 April deadline 
was mentioned for space reservations. If you have questions please contact April Spruill at 919-843-2668. 

Support decisions will be made and awardees notified on 5 April. For more information please see attached announcement and brochure. 

The 2013 Sisters of the Academy Research BootCamp® will be held in Tallahassee, Florida at the Florida State University College of Education. 

The 2013 Research BootCamp® is designed to create a forum for senior scholars, junior scholars, administrators, and doctoral students to advance their research skills. In 
addition, to connect participants with mentors and colleagues who will assist them in their development as scholars in the academy. The Research BootCamp® is an intense, 
one-week program designed to assist doctoral students, administrators, and junior faculty members in developing the skills necessary for success in the academy. Senior 
scholars, statisticians, and theorists will facilitate workshops intended to help doctoral students conceptualize and design key components of their dissertations~ 

Senior scholars will also assist administrators and junior scholars in the development of manuscripts for publication, and clarification of a future research agenda. Along with 

the research component, each participant will be linked with a senior scholar to help cultivate a mentoring relationship. 

Do not delay your opportunity to access a wealth of resources this summer to help meet your research and scholarship goals. Lock in your slot now with a $100 deposit as 
seats are filling up quickly. To ensure you are able to attend we have extended the deadline to April 8, 2013 for you to apply. All application materials should be postmarked or 
received via online application process (with PayPal deposit) by April 8, 2013 for priority consideration. 

See the attached brochure for more details. If you should have any questions regarding financial assistance, lodging, travel arrangements, or any general inquiries, please 
contact the committee Chair or Co-Chair via phone or email provided below. 

We look forward to seeing you soon. 

Tamara Bertrand-3ones, Ph.D. 
Research BootCamp® Chair 
TBertrand@admin.fsu.edu 

Nia Imani Cantey, Ph.D., MSW 
Research BootCamp® Co-Chair 
ncantey@tnstate.edu 
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As Sisters of the Academy, o~lr mission is to create an e&lcationa] net~vork of Black 

women in higher education committed to fbstering collaborative scholarship and 

achievement. Through this commitment, members of the organization wi]l impact 

Black peop]e, school s, and commun~ities. 

1. To create a forum %r senior scholars, junior scholars, administrators, and doc- 

toral students to advance their research skills. 

2. To connect participants with mentors and colleagues who will assist them in their 

development as scholars in tlhe academy° 

The iResearch BootCamp~:i~: is an intense, one-week program designed to assist doc- 

total students, administrators, and junior faculty members in developing the skills nec- 

essary for success in the academy. Senior scholars, statisticians, and theorists will fa- 

cilitate workshops intended to help doctoral students conceptualize and design key 

components of their dissertations including: 

Research Question and Hypothesis Development 

Literature Review° 

Conceptual Framework Development 

l[nstrumentation 

Methodology 

Data Analysis 

Senior scholars will also assist administrators and junior scholars in the de’~elopment 

of manuscripts t5r publication, and clarification of a t~lture research agenda, in addi- 

tion to the research component, each participant will be linked with a senior scholar to 

help cultivate a mentoring relationshipo 

The 2I)13 Research BoatCamp® will be held July 28-Augt~st 3 in Tallabassee, FL at Florida State 
Uiaivezsity. 



SOTA’s mission is rooted in a tripartite foundation of knowledge~ skills, and values that 
infbrm the programmatic activities of the organization° SOTA seeks to support o~r 
members in developing a knowledge and skill base that will equip them to become 
competent teachers, scholars° and servam:s. We also seek to support members as they 
identit\,~o clarif),o developo and maintain their core vakles. These values are necessary to 
become centered a~d competent teachers, scholars, and mentors. 

K~owJ~g¢~rCJo~t- We are ii~te~~- N’~i!Ia" ~l~l~¢Jo~!:~g’z~t- We are i~te~tio~al 
tional in creating opportunities for the ac- in creating oppo~mities tBr the acquisition 
quisition of knowledge re~ated to: of skills related to: 
~ Research desi~ & methodology ~ Developing research q~estions 
~ Theoretical & co~cepmaI frameworks . Critical thinking 
~ Content & discipline-specific knowledge ~ Data collection 
~ ~owledge of the ~e~ain of academia . Data a~alvsis 
~ Knowledge of self & commm~ity ~ Academic writing 
~ Instructional methods & c~l~icular ~ Publishing 
choices 

ga/~s - We are intentional in creating opportunities for the clarification of values re- 
lated to: (1} Professio~al developme~t, I21 Co~rnnunitv outreach, and !3} Personal 
development. 

Research BootCamp~X~ activities w°ill take plaCe on the Florida S~ate Uni~e~sity campus 
located in Tallahassee, FL. Participants have two opti0~is fi-~r housing: 

1. A room block will be availabie at a local hoteI in Tailahassee. M0re details witl be 
annoanced, 

2i On,CampUs: BootCamp’g? pa~iCipa~.ts will be Boused in apartment~style on,campUs 
: housing a~ Raga~s Ha!L EaCh apartment:Can aCConm~odate up t0 g individuals: 

EaCh uMt Contains a fiilt~size kitchen, Iiving room; 4 si~agle bedrooms; and 2 shared 
accessible only :to theperson assigned; while all sake 

: : : mateS: will have aCCesS ~o the common areas; As this tao~sing opti0n is closeS~ ~o 
::: ::: :traditioiial:reside~.Ce hall living, additio~.al personM items may be required to pm~ 

: : : :Vide the Comfo~s of home. If participants Cho0se ~his housi~g option; SOTA WiI1 
make apartment assignments. If you 1mow another participa~t and would li~e to be 
placed with her, please indicate {his :on your: app:[ication. To learn m0re about 
Ragans Hall visit: h~t 

Registration covers: breakfaS~ (M0~:daW:Sa~U~daV:: lunch (MondawSaturdasi3: SnaCks 
(Monday=Friday), and materials2 



Doctoral Students (SOTA members) .............................. $550 

Doctoral Studen~ts (non-members) ................................. $600 

Jr. Fac~fltyiAdministrators (SOTA members) ..................... $765 
Jr. Faculty/Administrators (non-member) .......................... $850 

Campus Based Housing ............................................. $250 

NOTE: P~r?iHp~z~t~’ M~oz¢ld seek KmmciM assislaz~ce lbr this research opportm~ity 

Pr~z~ms, Provost ~ O[~ice. 

The Research BootCamp~’ has been designed for indivi&mls in the Social Science and 
STEM disciplines. There are three levels of participation and a specific application~ 
process for each level. A $ ] 00 refimdable application fee must accompany your appli- 
cation° 

..All pre-tenure Social Science, STEM faculty, as well 

as higher education administrators in the acade~Kv. J~mior Facuky & Administrators 

Should submit the %1lowing items with their BootCamp~" application: 

1. C~c~ Vi~ 

2. Le~er of suppo~ ~om dep~ent chaK, dep~men~l mentor, or sup~isor 

3. Person~ S~tement ~&ess~g ~e follow.g: (~dse limit ~o 3yage~7 

¯ Describe your research agenda and your advancement with this agenda. 

¯ What specific outcomes do you expect to achieve during the BootCamp~? 

¯ What progress do you hope to have made by the time the BootCamp~ 

begins? 

What are the expectations at your institution for promotion/advancement 

and/or ten are? 

Given your experiences at your institution, What challenges have you 

faced in meeting these expectations? 



.g.;~~.~.*g T~/~>--o NC~d~.~g A doctoral student in the Social Sciences who has suc- 

cessfallv defended the research proposal and is in ~ihe research/data collection stage. 

Doctoral students i~terested in attending the Research BootCamp~:, should submit 

the ~Bllowing materials with their application: 

1. C~cM~ Vi~e or Res~e 
2. Absent ofyo~ rese~ch goNs 
3. Me~odolo~ section ofyo~ rese~ch proposd or ~ss~tion 
4. Le~r of suppo~ ~om NcM~ ad~sor ad&ess~g: (~ } student’s strengths and 

weaknesses as a researcher and (2) sMlls you would like strident develop as 
they pe~:ain to co~ducting research 

5, Personal S~ment M&essNg ~e follo~g: (I)Iease iizMt to 3 pages) 
¯ Describe voter research interests and any research experiences you have par- 

ticipated in during your proN-am. 

¯ What research skilIs would you like to develop ~ i.e. statistical analysis, sur- 
vey design, data management)? 

¯ What specific outcomes do you expect to achieve duri~ag the BootCamp ~? 

~d~.~: A doctoral student in the Social Sciences who is pre- 

paring the research or disse~ation proposal. Doctoral stt~dents interested in attending 

the Research BootCamp(~ should submit the fBllowing materials with their applica- 

tion: 

1. C~cMm Vi~e or Resme 
2, Abs~act ofyo~ rese~e~ gods 
3. Leger of snppog ~om NcM~ ad~sor ad&essNg: { 1 ~ student’s stre~gths and 

wealmesses as a researcher and ~2~ skills you would like student to develop as 
they pertain to conducting research 

4. P~sonN S~teme~t ad&ess~g the fo~ow~g: (Plea~e limit to 3 
¯ Describe your research i~terests and aW research experie~ces you have par- 

ticipated ~n during your program. 

~ What research skills you would like to develop ~ i.e. research desiN~, concep- 
tual framework devefopme~t)? 

. What specific outcomes do yot~ expect to achieve during the BootCamp~? 



Nallle 

Mailing Adckess 

~fitutionaIAffiiafion 

Phone Fax 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

[ ]Administrator [ ]Junior Scholar [ ]Level One Doctoral [ ]Level Two Doctoral 
Expected Semeste~ & Yea of Co~lefion ............................................................................................................................................. 

Major~ield of Study 

List ~e ~_ame, rifle, i~.s~fional ~afion, tel~hone n~be~ ~d e-real ~ess 
of ~e person ~m whom you ae zeques~g a le~er of 

Specia~ Consideration: 

FEES 

1 Doctoral Students (SOTA members) .............................. $550 
.J Doctoral Students (non-members) ................................. $600 
~ Jr, FacultyiAdministraor (SOTA members) ..................... $765 

1 Jr. Faculty/Administrator (non-member) ........................... $850 
.J Campus Based Housing .............................................. $210 

TOTAL FEES            $ 

Applicant Signature Date 

All application materials should be postmarked or received via o~fline application 
process (with PayPal deposit) by April 8, 2013 for priority consideration. 

Applications can be submitted eleclronicaliy by clicking i!].~i.[5 



Felicia Moore Mensah~ Teachers College 

Anna L. Green. Clayton State University, 

Kay e Thompson-Rogers. North Carolfna Central 
LJni~,ersftv 

Virgh~a Tickles. NASA 

Boot C~:[p Committee 

Tamara Bertrand Jones 
Florfda State Unfversitv 

Nia Cantey 
Tennessee State University 



March 20, 2013 

Greetings! 

We hope this letter finds you in great spirits as we enter a season of renewal and fresh beginnings. 
As you renew this spring season, do not forget to secure your presence at the 2013 Sisters of the 
Academy Research BootCamp®. The Research BootCamp® will be held July 28-August 3, 2013 in 
Tallahassee, Florida at the Florida State University College of Education. 

The 2013 Research BootCamp® is designed to create a forum for senior scholars, junior scholars, 
administrators, and doctoral students to advance their research skills. In addition, to connect 
participants with mentors and colleagues who will assist them in their development as scholars in 
the academy. The Research BootCamp® is an intense, one-week program designed to assist 
doctoral students, administrators, and junior faculty members in developing the skills necessary for 
success in the academy. Senior scholars, statisticians, and theorists will facilitate workshops 
intended to help doctoral students conceptualize and design key components of their dissertations. 
Senior scholars will also assist administrators and junior scholars in the development of 
manuscripts for publication, and clarification of a future research agenda. Along with the research 
component, each participant will be linked with a senior scholar to help cultivate a mentoring 
relationship. 

Do not delay your opportunity to access a wealth of resources this summer to help meet your 
research and scholarship goals. Lock in your slot now with a $100 deposit as seats are filling up 
quickly. To ensure you are able to attend we have extended the deadline to April 8, 20’/,t for you 
to apply. All application materials should be postmarked or received via online application process 
(with PayPal deposit) by April 8, 2013 for priority consideration. 

See the attached brochure for more details. If you should have any questions regarding financial 
assistance, lodging, travel arrangements, or any general inquiries, please contact the committee 
Chair or Co-Chair via phone or email provided below. 

We look forward to seeing you soon. 

Tamara Bertrand-Jones, Ph.D. 
Research BootCamp® Chair 
TBertrand@admin.fsu.edu 850.645.9558 

Nia Imani Cantey, Ph.D., MSW 
Research BootCamp® Co-Chair 
ncantey@tnstate.edu 615.967.7098 

P,O, Box 3064452 - Tallahassee, FL 32306~4452 
E.mail: mere bership@sotai~stit(,~te 

Website: www.siste rsoftheacadem .o~£Eq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

N.C. African American Heritage Commission <info.marketingservices@ncdcr.gov> 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 4:51 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Gullah Geechee Commission Accepts Applications tbr Commissioners 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 





Fort,yard email 

] 

This email was sent to regester@email.unc,ed~i by info,marketinqservices@ncdcr.qov i 

Update Prof:ile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribef’~ Privacy Policy, 

North Carolina Department of Cultural Resources:: 109 East Jones Street :: Raleigh NC ::27601 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Library Reserves Reading <reserve reading@nnc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 7:25 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

AF AM 101.002: Summer 2013 Renewal Notification 

Dear Instluctor: 

We have renewed the reserve materials you requested for AFA2vll 01 002 Summer 2013. 

Please Note: The electronic items will only be visible between 5/14/2013 and 7/26/2013 for copyright reasons 

To view your paper reserve items, click: http://webcat.libunc.edu/search. S1 ?irafaml01/rafam101/l%2C5%2C5%2CB/frameset&FF~zafamlOl+OO2+regester+charlene+ul&l%2Cl%2C 

You may also see the items by clicking on "Resel-ces" on the libraw homepage and searching for your course 
If there are an?’ problems or inquiries regarding your reserves, please let us know 

Thank you, 
Reserves Processing 

UL Reserves 
R.B. House Undergraduate Libral~-, CB# 3942 
reservereading@unc edu<mailto:reserve readin~@unc.edu> 
919962.1355 



* Sidney Mintlz; whose work in Anthropology and 
History transformed both fields, and has profoundly 
shaped Caribbean Studies, will reflect here on his in- 
tellectual trajectory, his life and fieldwo::rk, and the 
future of the disciplines. ~ 

Other participants in this Q&A conversation include: 
* Eric Mintz, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
* Laurent Dubois, Professor of Romance Studies and History, Duke 
* Deborah lenson, Professor of Romance Studies, Duke 

Co-s~onsors: Haiti Humanities Lab, Center for Latin American and 
Caribbean Studies, and Franklin Humanities nstitute at Duke 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA,’ Association for the Study office Middle East and Africa <info asmeascholars.org@mail175.wdc02.mcdlv.net> 

~Vednesday, March 27, 2013 10:58 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

APPI,Y NOW: Travel Grants from ASMEA 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

TRAVEL GRANTS 2013 
6th Annua  ASMEA Conference 

Tides of Change. Looking Back and Forging Ahead 
in the Middle East & Africa 

November 2%23, 2013 

Key Bridge Marriott Hotel * Washington, D.C. 

We are pleased to announce a new travel grant of up to $500 to professors and students 

who wish to attend our upcoming 6th Annual Conference. 

To apply for the ASMEA Travel Grant: 

* Applicants rrlust be eng~aged in ongoing study of the Middle East or Africa and enrolled in a 

Ph.D. program (preferably with M.A. complete), or serve in a pest-dec capacity, or serve as a 

visitin£~! adjuncL; assistant professor teaching a minimum of two courses per semester 

. Each grant may be used to cover hotel, conference registration, transportation, and related 

costs. 

. Applications must be accompanied by a paper proposal for the conference. Paper 

proposals must be relevant to the regions of study and represent new and unopublished 

research. Students may submit research poster proposals. 

. Professors!post=docs must submit a brief letter of reference from their department chair. 

Students must submit proof of enrollment. 

. Applicants must be members of ASMEA at the time the award is made. 

. The application deadline is April 30. 

For questions about ASMEA, the travel grants, or the Annual Conference, please do not 

hesitate to contact us at 202~429-8860 or info(~.asmeascholars.org. 

www.asmeascholars.org 

U nsubscribe regester@email.unc.edu from this list I Forward to a friend I Update your profile 



You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website w~vw.asmeascholars.org. 

Our mailing address is: 

ASMEA 

PO Box 33699 

Washington, DC 20033 

Add us to your address book 

Copyright (C) 2013 ASMEA Affrights reserved. 



S~bj~ct: 

Script <scriptmag@fiwmedia.co m:;o 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 12:02 PM 

Re,seater, Charlene B <regester@email,unc.edu> 

Create Characters Your Audience Will Remember! 

bad !)dys Ti]e.%e arci;(~wpes s}re de.%cribed it! detail: perso!;aiiiy i!aiis q~iu>li~ies, fias,’,,s 

backgrour=d, occupations; an,.<. how t~iey interact with other personalities W~iether your character is a 

Watch this video to learn how Persona can help you 

Creath°=.q= a compelling; empathic and beiie,/able character ir~ your story doesn’t have to be left to chance 

Order Persona today for only $39,95 (Reg~ $49o95) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Grant, Maggie <maggiegrant@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 1:38 PM 

Carolina Women"s Center monthly announcement <cwc_announce@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cwc_announce] CWC Weekly Update 

April 2013 event calendar.pdf 

Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

~_bi_._k__e_’__t.b_._e__~_~W_.Qg_._n___~’k_c_e_-_.b_9_~ for updates throughout the week on campus feminist and gender equity programs and other 
opportunities and follow us on Tvwitter! 

Happy Spring! Please see the attached April calendar for more info on our upcoming programs and events! 

CWC News and Upcomh g Events 

4/1- 4/30: Sexual Assault Awareness Month 
Various locations at UNC and in Chapel Hill 
Sexual Assault Awareness Month {SAAM 20131 kicks off on Mtmdav, April I st with The Clothesline Proiect at UNC. This is a display that will be up 
in Polk Place from April 1-3 and consists of clotheslines strung across the quad with t-shirts designed by survivors of sexual violence used to 
help raise awareness about sexual violence and show support for survivors. S?kAM 2013 will also feature a number of events throughout April, 
including a benefit concert, film screenings, workshops and trainings, and Human Trafficking Awareness Week. We can all make a difference 
when it comes to preventing sexual violence and creating a supportive communitTr.’----- please join us[ Also, consider becoming Haven, One Act, 
and/or Safe Zone trained! 

See the entire SAAM event schedule at http://saam.web.unc.edu/2013-saam-event-schedule/and join the Facebook event[ 

4/4: Gender Equity in the Workplace 
Hanes Hall 239, time TBD 
Are you worried about your gender affecting your employment in the future? Join the Carolina Women’s Center and Carolina’s Career Center 
for a presentation on gender equity in the workplace. We will bring light to gender issues faced during interviews, negotiating raises, and the 
glass ceiling. Ann Penn of UNC’s Equal Opportunity Office will be the guest speaker, and additional women professionals will be in attendance to 
share their personal experiences and answer questions. 
Sponsored by Carolina Career Services with the Carolina Women ~ Center 

Other Campus Community Evm ts Opportm ities 
The Clothesline Project at UNC 
The first event of Sexual Assault Awareness Month (April) is called the Clothesline Project. It is a display that will go up in Polk Place from April 1- 
3 and consists of clotheslines strung across the quad with t-shirts designed by survivors of sexual violence used to help raise awareness about 
sexual violence and show support for survivors. Please like the Facebook page and attend the event page and invite your friends to do the same! 
Here are the links: 
http://www.facebook.com/pages/The-Clothesline-Proiect-at-UNC/454836101256204 
http://www.facebook.com/events/540796165953043 / 

Let’s make sure we really have a presence in the month of April so that we can begin to change the culture surrounding sexual violence and 
gender inequality on our campus! 

"The Future of LGBT Rights in America" 
Wednesday April 10th, S.30pm 
Nelson Mandela Auditorium FedEx Global Education Center, UNC-CH 
A conversation with Frank Bruni of the New York Times and Jonathan Capehart of the Washington Post and MSNBC. 
Hosted by the UNC LGBT Representation and Rights initiative. Co-sponsored by the Curriculum in Global Studies, the Program in Sexuality 
Studies, the Provost’s Committee on LGBTQLife and the Center for Global Initiatives. 

She’s Smart: Negotiation Strategies for Women 
Friday, April 12, 2013 
UNC Women in Law and Women in Business presents "She’s Smart: Negotiation Strategies for Women", a workshop focusing on the unique 
challenges women face negotiating for pay and position in the workplace. Please join us at UNC Kenan-Flagler School of Business for a 
discussion and hands-on activities, led by attorneys and business-women from the North Carolina community and focusing on how we as 
women can better advocate for ourselves in the workplace. Online registration is available. Find more info at 



http://studentorgs.law.u nc.edu/wil/events/defauk.aspx. 

Stone Center Writer’s Discussion Series event on Thursday, April 4, 7pm features author’s Christina Sue and Laura Lewis, plus "La Costa 

Chica" photo exhibit by Wendy Phillips. Christina Sue, author of "Land of the Cosmic Race: Race Mixture, Racism, and Blackness in Mexico" and 

Laura Lewis, author of "Chocolate and Corn flour: History, Race, and Place in the Making of ’Black’ Mexico" and photo exhibition of ’% Costa 

Chica" a new collection by photographer and scholar Wendy Phillips. This event is free and open to the public, please RSVP via 

stonecenter@unc.edu or http:i/www.facebook.comistonecenterievents 

WELL in the World Blog Writers Wanted! 
Calling all writers, thinkers, p>~testers, comforters, observers, women, men, supporters, skeptics, and everything m between[ We want YOU to be 
writing for WELL h~ the World (h~ps://wellintheworld.web.unc.edu). UNUs campus is HUGE, so we know there ~s only so much that the current team 
can report om We a~l wan~ U NC ~o be ~he best commm~ity it can be aud thh~k that this blog cau serve as a p~atform for cbauge, both big aud 
sinai1. But ouly w~h your help{ So whe~her yo~ fee[ motwa~ed to writ;e a single piece, or wa~t t:o become a regular cont, rib~toL please consider 
applying to be a blog writer. Yo~ can do this e~%er by filling ou~ the information under the "Appl!* tab, or by emai~tng us dh’ect[y at 
WELLintheWorld 11@gmail.com 

Sustaining Healthy Relationships in LGBTQ Communities: 
This three-session (1.5 hours per week) workshop is led by Carolina students, for Carolina students who are interested in learning how to 
create and sustaining healthy relationships in LGBTQ communities. While the information is applicable to people of all sexual orientations, the 
group will be centered on the experiences of LGBTIQ, Two Spirit, Same Gender Loving, and Ally communities. Qualifies as a Buckley Public 
Service Scholar training[ 
Spring 2013 Session Dates: 

Monday, March 25, 6:30 - 8 pm 
Monday, April 1, 6:30 - 8 pm 
Monday, April 8, 6:30 - 8 pm 

If you attend all three sessions and complete our pro- and post-tests, you will get a $15 gift card to Student Stores! 
Space is limited! For more information or to sign up, email Sarah-Kathryn Bryan at skbrvan1(a~’live.unc.edu by March 22, 2013. 

Mindful Movement: A dance-based workshop series for survivors of sexual violence 
When: April 2, 9 (6:30-8:30pm) and April 13 (2-4pm) 
Where: OCRCC 
Cost: FREE 
The Orange County Rape Crisis Center is offering a dance-based support workshop for adult, female-identified survivors of sexual assault and 
abuse. We will meet for three sessions on April 2, 9, and 13. This group is an opportunity to focus on self-care, relaxation, and reconnecting the 
body and mind, as well as learn, share, and gain support from others with similar experiences of sexual violence. 
Please note that screenings with staff and group facilitators are required for participation. Please allow 2-3 weeks for this process prior to the 
start of group. For more information, contact Programs Director Laurie Graham at 919-968-4647 or laurie@ocrcc.org as soon as possible. 

Healing with Nature: A horticulture-based support group 
When: April 9, 16, 20, 23, May 4 and 7 (6-9pm on Tuesdays and 9am-lpm on the two Saturday meetings) 
Where: TBD 
Cost: FREE 
The Orange County Rape Crisis Center is offering a support group for female survivors of sexual assault and abuse. We will meet for 6 sessions 
beginning in early April 2013. Through elements of nature and horticultural therapy techniques, we will explore common topics like anger, trust, 
and self-care. This group will provide the opportunity to learn, share, and gain support from others with similar experiences of sexual violence. 
Please note that screenings with staff and group facilitators are required for participation. Please allow 2-3 weeks for this process prior to the 
start of group. 
For more information, contact Programs Director Laurie Graham at 919-968-4647 or laurie@ocrcc.org as soon as possible. 

Safe Zone Training 
The Safe Zone Ally program is a symbol of this University’s efforts to increase awareness and acceptance of the diverse gay, lesbian, bisexual, 
transgender, and queer community. Email Laura at [_a_u___r__a__!_i_~_@_!_i_zg__:!_4R_c_:_e____d_u_ to register. Please include your first and last name; the date of the 
training you wish to attend; whether you are a staff, faculty, undergraduate, graduate or postdoc student; department affiliation and (if 
applicable) your anticipated year of graduation. The Safe Zone training is a four hour program open to all UNC-CH community members. 
Spring 2013 Safe Zone training dates are as follows: 

4/3, 3-7 pm 

HAVEN Training Opportunities 
Ongoing Spring 2013 
HAVEN helps UNC students, staff, and faculty learn how to respond to sexual and relationship violence in our campus community and how to 
become informed allies. Training dates and registration information are available at !~.t~..~£s...a.~.e.:..u...n-c.:..e...d...ty.~R.c.‘..t~.~.~5:~Zg.~]~X~iggA8.[g.~. For 
general information about interpersonal violence, including One Act trainings and resources on and off’ campus, please visit http://safc.unc.edu 



i.~.i Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: 
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The Carolina Women’s Center’s mission is to create an inclusive education and work environment where gender is not a barrier to success, 
difference and diversity are celebrated, and everyone is safe to live, learn, teach, and work without threat of harm or unequal treatment. 
150 South Road, Suite 101 Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3302 
cwc@uncoedu [ 919-962-8305 
h ttp: / /wome~scen ~er,un c.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve ~Vright <wright@tophatmonocle.com> 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 3:33 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Meeting Request: Classroom Response System at UNC 

Hi Professor Regester, 

I hope your second half of the semester is off to a great start. I reached out a couple of months ago on behalf of Top Hat, a ~veb-ba sed classroom response system We’re finishing up with 
training sessions for this term over these next fe~v weeks, and I would love to connect with you for 20 minutes or so to sho~v you a quick demonstration. 

Our platform gives you live feedback from students during your lectures through a broad range of question types, discussions and other interactive modules like classwide tournaments. It 
also allows students to use devices they already own (anything ~vith WiFi or cell phone reception works). 

To get a better sense of Top Hat, you can see a 3-minute video (http://vimeo com/58666637 / or check out some professor case studies (https:i/www.tophatmonocle com/tour/casestudies) 

Do you have time for a quick, 20-minute online demonstration? 

Talk to you soon, 

Steve ;Vright 
Account Director ] Top Hat 
wright@tophat, corn 
513-379-4252 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve ~Vright <wright@tophatmonocle.com> 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 4:25 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emaJd.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting Request: Classroom Response System atUNC 

Hi Professor Regestel; 

No problem. I will contact you next week. 

Enjoy your trip, and I look forward to speaking with you next week! 

On Wed, Mar 27, 2013 at 2:35 PM, Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Steve: Currently, I an~ on my way to a cont~rence in Washington you can contact me next week if you would like. Sincerely, Chaxlene Regester 

Froln: Steve Wright [wright@tophatmonocle.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 2013 3:33 PM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 

Subject: Meeting Request: Classroom Response System at UNC 

Hi Professor Regester. 

I hope your second half of fl~e semester is offto a great start. I reached out a couple of months ago on behalf of Top Hat, a web-based classroom response system. 

We’re finishing up with training sessions tbr thi s term over these next tEw weeks, and I would love to coimect with you tbr 20 minutes or so to show you a quick 

demon~_ration. 

Our platform gives you live iEedback from students during your lectures through a broad range of question types, discussions and other interactive modules like 

classmde tournanients. It also allows students to use devices they already own (anything ruth WiFi or cell phone reception works). 

To get a better sense of Top Hat, you can see a 3-minute video (http://vimeo.coln/58666637) or check out some professor case studies 

(https://w~x~v.tophatmonocle.com/tour/casestudies). 

Do you have time for a quick, 20-minute online demonstration? 

Talk to you soon, 

Steve Wright 

Accomat Director ] Top ttat 

wright(c?,tophat.com 

513-379-4252 

Sincerely, 

Stephen C. Wright 
Account Direetor I Top Hat 

(513) 379 - 4252[ wright@tophat.com 

How Top Hat Works! 



National Association of Hispanic and Latino Studies 
National Association of Native American Studies 

Western Regional 
Conference 

Saltillo, Mexico 
October 25-27, 2012 

Joint National Conference 
Baton Rouge, LA 

February 11 -16, 2013 

MElVIBERSHIP REWARDS AND BENEFITS 

Opportunities to: 
Publish and Present Research 
Engage in a series of information exchanges with peers, 
scholars, students, academics and industry professionals 
Receive Affiliate News, our national newsletter 
Receive our Journal of Intercultural Disciplines 
Participate in nationwide and international projects, 
presentations and forums 
Join our Speakers’ Bureau 
Place position announcements on our website 
Network and build relationships with peers and professionals 
Access our resources and national directories 

To learn more, visit our website at www.naaas,org 
Or 

Email: naaasmembershiE@earthlink, net 

Member of the month highlights 
Member recruitment incentives 
Member Meet and Greet events 

NAAAS & Affiliates 
PO Box 6670 . Scarborough, Maine 04070-6670 

Tel: 207/839-8004 www.naaas.org 



Membership Categories: 

Please check (~/) the appropriate membership category. Enclose a check, money order or credit 

card number with this application. Do not send cash. 

[ ] Life Membership $3,000 

[ ] Institutional Membership $500 

[ ] Individual Membership $125 

[ ] Student Membership $100 

[ ] Sustaining Donor $100 

Membership Application: 

I l NAAAS I I NAHLS I I NANAS 
(please check the appropriate orgalfiZation) 

I I IAAS 

Name: (Mrs., Ms., Dr., Mr.)(pl ..... ircle) Title/Position: 

College/University/Organization: 

Mailing Address: [ ] Home [ ] Office 

City: State: Zip: 

Phone: Fax: Email: 

PAYMENT METHOD: 

[ ] Check 

[ ] Money Order 

[ ] Credit Card # 

MasterCard, Visa, Discover Exp. Date 

CVV ~ (3digits on back) 

Cardholder’s Name: 

Signature 

I agree to pay the above total amount according to card issuer’s agreement 

Date 

Make all methods payable to: 

NAAAS & Affiliates 
PO Box 6670 

Scarborough, ME 04070-6670 

Tel: 207/839-8004; Fax: 207/839-3776 
Email: natlaffiliates@earthlink.net 

Federal Tax I.D. #54-1701165 
www. NAAA ~: org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.eduv 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 1:43 AM 

~reen~ciety-announce@duke.edu; tilm-video <tilm- video@duke.edu-~; ami-thculty@duke.edu; amicert@duke.edu 

** Announcing the Spring 2013 AMI Student Film Award Screening -- Mon April 1, 7pm in Griffith Film Theater (Free and open to the 

public!) 

AMI-Smdent-Film-Awards-Screening Spring2013 flyer.pdf 

~P]ease distribn~e widely! ~ 

Dear All, 

The Program in the Arts of~e Moving Im~e (~I) at Duke UmversiD" is ple~ed m announce the Sprig 2013 AMI Student l;i~s Awards Scree~g, wNch 

will ~ ~ng place on Mon&y, April 1st, at 7pm in the ~fl~ Film Theatec B~’m~ Center. This event is flee and open to the geneM public. 

// / ~ Info~afion abom fl~e screening can ~ found at: http.v~ ti~trl, co~ dukefilma, ards-spri~gl3 

I have a~ched a PDF flyer for the event, which can also be downloaded here: 

http:£/ami.~ke.e~/i~ploa&/media item~p~#ng-2013-ami-smdentrf!lms-awar&-screening-p~:/IFe~:originaLp~" 

Please help spread the woKt aN~ut this event, mad we hope you will be able ~ join us at the screening, as we celebrate stu&nt tihnmaking at Duke and congratulate 

the m~ming filmma~ers on ~eir acNevements~ 

Best regards, 

hokazak@duke.edu 

%~:~:.!:ii::~ : http://ami.du ke.edu/screensociety 



2:49 mi~ 5;41 

2:49 mira 

2:48 mira 

Sponsored by the Program in the Arts of the 
Moving hnage (AMI), with support from the 

Mary Duke Biddle Foundation. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Columbia University Press <tdll 0@columbia.edu> 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 11:04 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Women’s Studies and Film -- New Course Titles 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

Innovative rifles for courses in Women’s Studies and Film. 
Order your free exam copies now. 

Knock Me Up, Knick Me Down 
Knock Me Up, Knock Me Down 
Images of Pregnancy in Hottywood Firms 

Kelly Olive~° 
"Drawing on concepts from science, pbilosophy, feminism, and film, Kelly Oliver’s 
book...exmnines new possibilities, not all positive, in an age of recline-pregnancy and the erotic 
glorification of’baby bumps,’ ’momshdls,’ and pregnant celebrities. A higldy serious yet 
entertaining account of the relationship between Film mid the popniar imagination and a 

thnely renlinder of tim hnportmlce ofpopniar culture in everyday life" 

- -Barbara Creed, University of Metbourne 

This book is available on Google Preview 

Pretty 
Film and the Decorative Image 

R.~ ~salb3d Galt 

"Brilliantly engaging and absolutely knoMed~eable. 
This is a key work .... Higlfly recommended."Choice 

(7~loice (h~samd~l~. Academk Title 

Scree~ Studies (BAFTSS) 
"This veW original take on eultueally received and eultueally determining 
ideas and emotions suveounding ~sual pleasuee is long ove~ue, Galt’s hook 
is a neeessaW eon~ibution to the s~dy of the image in film and ~suality 
studies." - Brigitte Peucker, author of The M~erial Image: Art and the Real in Film ~d 

Incorporating Images: Film and the Rival Arts 

This book is available on __~____3___o_g_l__e_.____P__m__:~__e_=_w__. 

TO ORDER Exam copies, 

Find us on Facebook Follow us on Twitter 

Columbia University Press 

61 West 62nd Street 

New York, N.Y. ~oo23 

This is a commercial message. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hidden Voices <info@hiddenvoices.org> 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 12:46 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

April 22 at the Nasher Mnseum ! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

About Projects Connect News Donate Contact Us 



Please join Hidden Voices, Duke Center for Civic Engagement, the Program in 
Education, Narratives of Development, ~nd Information Sciences & information 
Studies for ~ speciai works-in-progress preview of ~one of the Above: Dismanffing 
the schoo~ to prison 

April 22, 6:30 - 8 pm at the Nasher Museum, 2001 Campus Drive, Durham, NC 27705° 
Free and open fo ~he public° 

This is really about tenorism aga#~st young people, an assault en #}eir minds, bodies, and spidts, it’s 

absolutely cruel particularly ter the kids that are most vulnerable to begin with. They are kicked out 
with the message that we don1 cute about you, we den’~ want you here. -tVo~#~ Carolina A~tomey 

A three=year con’!munify-based, n’!uifimedia collaboration, None of the Above exF, Iores the 
into!section of race, pavedy, edc~cational policies and incarceration through the voices of 

those most affected: students, teachers, administrators, parents, attorneys, juvenile justice 

officials, the incarcerated and formerly imprisoned and others, 

The United States hc~s the highest inca!ceration rate in ihe vvorid, More than 2,2 million 

people are behind ba~s ~n the US, Add fo that total those on probation and parole and vve 

have a~n’K:,sf 7 million people I~v~ng under some form of correcfkmai supervision. The 

numbers of children offecfed is sfoggering, 

it’s sad te see these happy, jarful tim kids cem#~g #~ and me knowing the# chances ef ending up in a 
place like this are much gteater compared te the regulat happY.,1 jo}#ul fun k#Js that I see. Because kids 
of an incamerated parent are four to six dines as likely to be incamerated themselves. That’s horrible, 
that’s just honible. -Prison Chaplain 

A high school dropouf is 9 times more likely fo end up in prison fhan a high school graduafe. 

How do children get pushed out of school and into fhe criminal justice system? Who 

benefifs? Who is harmed? Whaf choices can we as a communify make fo dismanfle fisis 

pipeline? 

Some of our students work and have jebs, and so it’s mo~e hnportant for them te go to work so they 
can he~p pay the Mils than it ~s for them ~o come ~o school Challenges #~at most k~ds don’t have ~o 
tbce are faced by kids he¢~, eve~ day. One kid wants te ~let a job and is hying te ~lradua~e because 
he’s about to age-ouL He’s taking care ei his younger brother because his father is diabetic, has lest 
one leg, and is going back and fo#h inte the hospital Y~)u know his morn died nine years ago. And he 
said, "I’ve been doing this for like eleven years. I’m tired. "-North Catalina Teacher 

Young Man for HV 

Workshop in Warren[on, NC. 

When I hear school i think 

Hatred 
I ain’t gonna lie 

Boring 

Sfressfui 

Headache 

Heartache 

Constant irFiaiion 

Dread 
N asfy food 

Throwing duff 

Sex on the bus 
Figh[s on fhe bus 

Fights everywhere 

Some people hear schoo~ 

And jusf say 

Damn 

Sometimes 

I~ kn’t even a word 

Sometimes 
You ]usf shake your head, 

-North Carolina 5fudenfs 

Teacher Po~ It Notes Corkboard 

Kkds are people, nor cogs, 

as are leachers, 
not machines with 

;nterchdngeable pd!ts, 

unique, not products created fo 

be marketed. 

-North Carolina Teacher 



The evening includes an opening ~ecepfion; an installation with selections from rise portrait 
coiloge, student and teacher desks, and digifa~ medk~: staged read,rigs by Duke sfuder~fs 

and community members whose voices highlight the sfruggies of those caught ~n fh~s 

pipelfne; and a ciosing conversaffon vdfh perfc.rmers and audience. 

~ Imitations 

Pharos by Jess;e Giadin-K!amer 

Lynden Harris and Kathy Willlan-~s 

Hidden Voices 

Fort,yard email 

this email was sent to regester@email.unc~edu bv info~hiddenvoices.orq :: 
Update Prof:ile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy, 

Hidden Voices :: PO Box 6zt :: 9602 Art Road :: Cedar Ridge NC :: 27231 



Fly,m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

office@cmsmdies.org 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 2:55 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emafil.unc.edu> 

F1NAI, REMINDER: Please vote in the SCMS Election 

Dear SCMS Melnbers: 

Tiffs email serves as a FINAL notice that the 2013 SCMS Election is nearly over. To be counted, your vote MUST be received by March 31, 2013 at 

11:59pm (CST). 

Please take the time, if you have not already, to fully participate in SCMS by voting NOW! Statements and bios by candidates running tbr office are available 

on the SCMS website. You roll find thll instructions there. 

Again, to have your ballot counted, you must vote no later than l1:59pm (CST) on March 31, 2013. 

Thanks for your p0a~icipation. 

Corey Creekmur. SCMS Secretaly 

~--~ike us on Facebook > ~ollow us on Twitter > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Script <scriptmag@ fwmedia.com> 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 3:03 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

[,earn How to Create a Successful TV Show Premise 

The Two Types of TV Stories 

Erik Bork, screenwriter and producer of HB O’s "Band of Brothers’, shares with 
our t~aders his insights on what TV show ideas work and why. 

Don’t miss Erik’s WhaZ Makes a Great TV idea? Learn What Hollywood 
Looks for in a TV Idea at~d Pilot Script webinar next Wodnesday. Now ON 

SALE until March 31, 2013! 

I used to lament the fact that so many network series focus on cops, lawyers, 
and/or doctors. I tried pitching and developing multiple series about other kinds of 
workplaces. I felt, like many aspiring television writers do, that there are many 
different kinds of job challenges that could make for compelling television. 

But in my years of doing it professionally - selling some ideas, but having many 
others be batted down by executives, producers, or my own agents - I’ve learned 
some things. And one of the chief lessons is that ’~vork responsibilities" generally 
can only drive stories and series concepts for certain kinds of occupations. 

The kind of jobs that can do this generally have two specific qualities. The first is 
that they are heroic: they involve doing something for others. The stakes of a 
typical story are not just friends and family, but society at large. The show’s 
regulars are involved in protecting, helping and/or fighting for humanity, beyond 
their personal sphere. 

The second quality is that the nature of their work consists of entertaining-to- 
watch scenes of compelling interpersonal confrontations, with high emotions and 
high stakes for all. 

Law & Order is perhaps the quintessential example of this. A unique hybrid of 
"investigative/police" show and "legal/courtroom" show, it is made up entirely of 
scenes of professionals fighting on behalf of society and crime victims, to identify 
who committed a murder. (Yes, the crimes on such shows are almost always 
murder, because it has the highest stakes -- which is necessary for the 
audience to care enough about its resolution.) 

The process of achieving that goal is made up entirely of high-conflict, high- 
stakes, high-emotion confrontations with witnesses, suspects, bosses, opposing 
counsel, judges and juries. Every scene, on the best episodes, is a fun-to-watch 
attempt to solve the larger story problem of the episode (the murder), which 
meets with resistance, and builds to an unexpected turn - which then leads to 
more scenes, as the complications build. 

This is what "procedural" stories look like - the first of the two types of TV 
stories. 

Learn ~ore about the two t~pes of successful TV stories 

MyTeeVee is very excited to announce its first web series 
MATCH. 

We need writers. 

For more info, tune in to h~tp:!!on.myteevee.~v!rnatch 

Online 

8criptMag.com 

What Makes a Great 

TV Idea? Learn What 

Hollywood Looks for in 

a TV Idea and Pilot 

Script 

Register Now >> 

:~:: 300x250 screen 

Final Draft So~b,~are 

How To Write a 

Marketable Screenplay 

Hollywood 

Screenwriting Directory 

ScriptMag corn 

[he Writers Store 

SoreeRwriters 

U n iversity 

Follow Script 



What Makes a Great TV Idea? 
Learn What Hollywood Looks for in a TV ~dea and 

Pi~ot Script 

After having the good fortune of launching a professional scr~enwriting career with the HBO miniseries 
BAND OF BROTHERS and FROM THE EARTH TO THE MOON, writer-producer Edk Bork was introduced 
to the world of creating series ideas, pitching them, and writing pilot scripts by his television agents at 
CAA. 

Since then, Erik has developed countless one-hour and half-hour concepts and presented them to 
agents, producers, studio and network executives - in some cases selling or optioning the idea and being 
commissioned to write a pilot script (in other cases, not!). In the process, he learned, the hard way, what 
works and doesn’t work in a series idea, and how television writing and series creation works. 

In this live webinar, Erik will share all the key things he’s learned about what makes an idea "work," and 
what a good concept, pitch, and pilot script looks like. 

Erik continues to pitch series ideas and write pilots - his latest being a 
half-hour comedy that was optioned and developed by ABC Studios in 
2011. 

Register" Ior the live ovon[ today and you will Ioarn: 

"What’s the franchise?" - how to answor this quostion and other 
annoying questions executives ask 
Why doctors, la~/ers, and cops always seem to dominate 
prime time 
The key to good TV characters 
The emotional thrill ride that is the annual series development 
cycle 
How most aspiring writers think of television storytelling the wrong way 
The (superficial) differences between broadcast, basic, and pay cable 
How "procedural" and "personal" are the only two kinds of 3"V stories 
How "3-act structure" works on TV, despite shows not having 3 acts! 
Juggling A, B, and C stories, and the characters who "get" them 
What a "premise pilot" is, and why you really shouldn’t write one 

Join Erik Book April 3! 

:~’-’i rn a kin g m,3n ~,ebook-488x60 

One-CiJck Unsubscribe I Menage Subscriptions I Update Profiie i Fo[ward Lo a Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <~wmcke@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 10:56 PM 

Department listserv <~athalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriat?am] Fwd: Race Theory Workshop 

FYI 

From: "ProfBayo Holsey, Ph.D." <bavo.holsev~duke.edu> 

Date: March 28, 2013, 10:45:13 PM EDT 

To: "drwmcker~gmail.com" <drwmcker~gmail.com> 

Subject: F~V: Race Theory Workshop 

You are currently subscribed to afidafam as: regester~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscfibe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edtvu?i&32361607.26892ffebebb2514dbed042d10c3de25&n T&I afriafam&o 32932103 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32932103-32361607.26892ffebebb2514dbed042d10c3de25,@]istserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 11:40 PM 

~reen~ciety-announce@duke.edu; tilm-video <tilm-video@duke.edu>; a~nicer~duke.edu; ami-lhculty@duke.edu 

**Screen/Society--Fri 3/29, 7:30pm: "P1NA" (3D); Next week- -Mon: AMI Student Films Award screening; Tue: "Last life in "the 
Universe" [35Inm]; Wed: "Desert Dream" [35nun] w/dir. Zhang Lu! 

* Please distribtlte ~,idely ~ 

Screen/Society presents... 

TODAY~-Friday March 29, 7:30pro: 

Pina (3D) 
Free 3D scree~i~g i~ Ra~ei#~ 

== Download PDF Flyer I More Info == 

Admission is free - tickets availaNe at the door oR a 
first come first served basis, while supplies ~ast! 

NB: the free charter bus for Pina leaves from 
the East Campus Bus Stop at 6:30pr!! 

(for pre-re~istered passen.qers only) 



Coming Next Week: 

S£ring 20"~3 A[~ Student Fi~rns Award Screening 

Celebrating student filmmaking at Duke -jury selections 
for the best student films of the Fall 2012 semester! 

== Download PDF Flyer I More Info == 



Last Life in the Universe [35rnrn] 
== Download PDF Fiver I Mere Info == 



Desert Dream [35mna] 
w/director Zhang Lu! 

Download [~DF Fl’¢er I More Info 



http:A/ami.duke.edu/screensocietv 

by ~he t>~vgram in the Arts ofthe Moving [mc~ge 

i!!!.. :::::: ~:!~ i i: hokazak@duke.edu 



V~,~;:~:.!~ii:::~ : http://ami.du ke.edu/screensociety 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 11:40 PM 

~reen~ciety-announce@duke.edu; tilm-video <tilm-video@duke.edu>; a~nicer~duke.edu; ami-lhculty@duke.edu 

**Screen/Society--Fri 3/29, 7:30pm: "P1NA" (3D); Next week- -Mon: AMI Student Films Award screening; Tue: "Last life in "the 
Universe" [35Inm]; Wed: "Desert Dream" [35nun] w/dir. Zhang Lu! 

* Please distribtlte ~,idely ~ 

Screen/Society presents... 

TODAY~-Friday March 29, 7:30pro: 

Pina (3D) 
Free 3D scree~i~g i~ Ra~ei#~ 

== Download PDF Flyer I More Info == 

Admission is free - tickets availaNe at the door oR a 
first come first served basis, while supplies ~ast! 

NB: the free charter bus for Pina leaves from 
the East Campus Bus Stop at 6:30pr!! 

(for pre-re~istered passen.qers only) 



Coming Next Week: 

S£ring 20"~3 A[~ Student Fi~rns Award Screening 

Celebrating student filmmaking at Duke -jury selections 
for the best student films of the Fall 2012 semester! 

== Download PDF Flyer I More Info == 



Last Life in the Universe [35rnrn] 
== Download PDF Fiver I Mere Info == 



Desert Dream [35mna] 
w/director Zhang Lu! 

Download [~DF Fl’¢er I More Info 



http:A/ami.duke.edu/screensocietv 

by ~he t>~vgram in the Arts ofthe Moving [mc~ge 

i!!!.. :::::: ~:!~ i i: hokazak@duke.edu 



V~,~;:~:.!~ii:::~ : http://ami.du ke.edu/screensociety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noveply@bounce.linkedin.com on behJfof 

Linkedln Today <news@linkedin.com~ 

Friday, March 29, 2013 6:13 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-* 

Top news for Charlene: Be A Hero: Five Steps to VmNuish Any Problem 

~e A .ero: ~ve Ste~s to Van~u~s~ 

...................................................................................... ~ Teach Onli~Courses ~ Courses Don t Think Their Students ........................................................................................ 
[ Don’t Think Their 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ Students... ~ :.::: :::.:.: .::::: :::.: .:.:::: ~h~ ~ ~.~.[ ~..,~.~d ~g. ~ ~4d~, :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

~ ~ ~;~vou N~;;~ ] ~0 Yh~n~ You Need to Do Every Workday 
1~ ~ Do Eye’Workday 

................................................... 

~ 5 Soft Skills You Should 

....... A~y~ 8~9 Up ~n A~ An ~nterv~ew 
I ntemiew 

i~:*:]i 5 Questions Great Job 

...... Candidates Ask 

Questions Great Job Candidates Ask 

:::::::::::::::::::::: Many of t.h÷ qu~stions pote.qtiad n<÷w hi.~es ~sk 

~re th~ow~ways, But not th(~s(~, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dana Murphy <a:lana defenddemocracy.org@mail 131 .wdc02.mcdlv.net> 

Friday, March 29, 2013 10:30 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

DEADLINE: Israel Conflict Studies Fellowship Applications clue April 5th 

Foundation for Defense of Democracies 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Veri~ Asset Management <amy@veri~invest.ccsend.com> 

Friday, March 29, 2013 1:21 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Verity As~t Management Insights Into Investing 

X:: VAM 

P~,,rticuk~rty ir~ today’s u~ce~t~in m~rkets, ~..".. ~dap[ab~e but d}sc}p~h~ed process bu~[ 

~iow ~re these decision, s m~de; ~nd how does portfolio co~str~ot~o~ ,d%ct the probability of 

regions of the worn wh~c~ offer at-t~act~ve f~ndamenta~ va~e and favorable ma~et trends, and ~t 

Th~s p~ece, recently re,eased; provides insight h~te the e~ements of o~r process a~d 

d~sc~p~mes. We hope you find ~t 

Insiqhts Into Investinq 

This email was s~rlt to r~gester@email.ur~c.edu by newsletter~veritvinvest.com 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant ramovalwith SaFeUnsubscdbe~" PFivao/Policy. 

Verity Asset Nanagement :: 280 S. Mangum St., Suite 550 :: Durham :: NC 2770~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

¯ _crl~,q ¯ ’"+ <scriptmag@R’¢media.com:> 

Friday, March 29, 2013 4:03 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <~egeste~@email.unc.edu> 

Learn V~qqat Hoilywood Looks for in a TV Idea anci Pilot Script 

i i~ Whal Makes a Great TV Id®a’? Learn Wi~at Hollywood Looks for in a 7’,/idea and Pilot Scrip~ 

Abo~t the Webi~a~: 
After ~iaving tf=e good foiS~une of launc~iing e professionai 

scream/vdtir!g career v’dth the HBO minh~edes BAND OF 

BROTHERS and FRO~ [~-4E EARTH 1O [HE MOON, ’,#r=:ie~- 

producer Efik Bork was ~ntroduced to type world of creating series 

ideas, p~tchir=g them: and wqting pilot scripts by f=i5 television 

ageM:s at CAA. 

Since tYlen Erik has deveioped countless one-hour and half#lout 

I~ t~ie process; he iearned the hard way; what works and doesn’t 

this lira wabinsr, Eril~ will share all the key l:hing.s he’s iearned 

being a ilaii:.haur camedy tilai ,,~,~as optio!;c-~d and devc-~;:apaci by ABC 

Studios h°= 2011 

WI~o sl~ould attend: 

~ Writers wf:o are 

considering writing 

television scripts (of 

kind) 

~ WrRera who thbk they haw~ 

w}sh l:hey 

~ Writers who are t~red of the 

negatives of feature 

;:s pass}bly the best place 

, Writers h~terastad h~ 

on a TV w[il:ing 

ielev~sksn scr~pl: ~hey !:h;:nk 

~ Writers ksokh~g for 

~nspiration ~nd guidance 

’What’s the ~ra!;cilise’?"--. ilow 

ri~e amoi;:ar~w ihdll dde that 

think of l:e~evJsk)n sl:ory~e~lJng 

the wrong way 

The (superfk:;:a~) difference~ 

and psy cable 

Emrny~ and GoidemGiobe~ 

producer or= the HBO m, iniseries 

BAND OF BRO[HEF~:tS and FROM 

’,,HE EARTH TO THE M©©N He’s 

sold m, uitipie original pitcf:es; 

ser,/ed en trle wrWn9 staff of 

ass~gm~qent for producers ~ke 

m~ag~ne Ente~ainment, The 

L~efieM Company, 

~ilm, 8~uckheh~ser [e~evision 

a~d The P~sytone Compar!! 

~atest pro~ect was 

p~bt developed w~th £8C Studios 
~20iIq2 Heteaches 

sc~eenwnt~ng ~or Nst~ona~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

Michael Depew <mdepew@pitt.edu> 

Friday,              5:35 PM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <mgester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Re: Letter of Recommeu&tion for Summer Internship Program 

Dear Dr. Regester, 

Thank you for submitting your recommendation for 

Best regards, 

Mike Depew 

I will be sure to let her know your letter has been received. 

Mic hae l De/oe w 

Director; iSchool Inciu~on Institute 

University of Pitt:sburgh 
School og Infonnat:ion Sciences 

135 N. Belle~ield Avenue, Room 603 

Pittsbu@, PA 15260 

mdepew@pitt.edu 

412 624 3981 

On Wed, Mar 27, 2013 at 9:40 PM, Regester, Charlene B <regeste ~r~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Director Depew: Please see the letter attached for Qubilah Huddleston who is applying for your summer internship and research program. Thanks much for your 
assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athgo International <new@athgomedia.org> 

Friday, March 29, 2013 9:54 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Athgo’s 5th Global Innovation Forum 

Washbgtoli 

and Br,’,a~ib~nd G)mmissi,)n F,’,i Oi~.Siu~i 

H.E. Mr. Paul Kagame 
President el ~t’,e ~epuhli~ of Rwanda 

H.E. Dr. Hamadoun Tour~ 
SecretawK~eaeral of ~[L~ 

Mr. Denis O’Brien 
( h,~irman el: i)igicet 

Ambss~sador ~: 20J.O for h:s e~fo:ts to rebuild Hs~tJ ::~ the 
:d~e:math oF :.h<s devasta~h~g earthquake. 

Ms. Masiela Lusha H.E. Mr. lye Ivanovski    Ms. Angelica Silvero 

... and Executives from Blue Chip Companies 

Young delegates flom.,. 

¯ 33 countries 

¯ 50 universities worldwide 

Tarn your academic knowledge into practice and ideas 

into business 

Join peers from around the globe in an entrepreneurial 

team and baild a constructive startap 

Get guMance and direction from accomplished 

entreprenears and gbbal leaders 

Get your team efforts rewarded with one of our three 

Innovation Grants 

Hangout and network w~th 200 peers and higbdmpact 

entrepreneurs and gbba~ leaders 

Leverage curling-edge te(:hnok~g~es to accelerate the 

startup process 

Be first to build your st~rtap in ~ 3.@ churl-based 

gain]fled marketplace for entrepreneurs 

Unsubscribe Contact Us 



i.~.i UNM Mentoring Institute - 2013 Call for Proposals - 6th Annual Conference - Impact and Effectiveness of Developmental Relationships - Student Union Building I Albuquerque, NM I October 29 - November 1, 
2013 

The Mentoring Institute at the University of New Mexico is seeking proposals for its sixth armual Mentoring Conference, themed "hnpact & Effectiveness of 
Developmental Relationships". 



We seek to facilitate discourse on the impact and efi~cliveness of developmental relalionships among a broad constituency, which includes divisions of higher education, 
academic researchers, educators, comm uhity leaders, administrators, non- profit pe~ners, government agencie~ and other professionals. 

For the 2013 conference we anticipate a rich mix of conversafion~ networking oppol~nities~ ha~lds-on workshops, and engagement with professionals from a diverse 

varie~ of disciplines. 

i.~.i Call For Proposals 

We are particularly keen to receive protx)sals for papers presentalions and posters that are informative and relevant to the field of developmental relationships, 

supported by theo~ and research, and demonstrate ideas that axe applicable to the conference theme. We are interested in presentations based in the tbllowing fields: 



STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering & Mathematics), ttumanities, Business, t tealth Sciences, Education, and the Arts. With this in mind, we seek proposals that 

accomplish a~y of the lbllowing: 

Builds on the knoMedge base of those new to the field of developmental relationships. 
Demonslmtes the effecliveness of exisling mentoring programs. 
Proposes a methodology or ew]uation model for developmental relationships. 
Suggests new ideas and best practices for successful developmental relationships. 
Proposals that include participa~ats of diltEmnt nalionalities, different levels of experience, and ~om diflEmnt institutional and organization b’pes. 

i.~.i Presenter Requirements 



Presenters in the 2013 conference will be required to meet the following obligations and requirements: 

Each presenter will be provided with a45 minutes slot to present, during the concurrent presentations for the conference. The session will be divided up as 

follows: 30 minutes for presentalion, 15 minutes for Q&A, and 5 minutes for session evaluations. 

All presenters are required to submit a 5-7-page txaper prior to the conference on the topic of your presentation. Papers roll be peer reviewed and published in 

the 2013 conference proceedings. 

In addition to submitling a paper, we strongly suggest the snbmission of a poster. Guidelines can be found at: http:i/mentor.nran.edu/conference/faq.html 

i.~.i Submission Process & Deadlines 

1. The deadline to sub,nit abstracts is May 1~, 2013. Abstracts must not exceed 250 words and should be submitted online, at: 



http:/, mentor.unm .edtr/conference/abstrac’Ls .html 

The abstracts will be reviewed and selected authors will receive a notification of acceptance by May 30, 2013. 

2. Once you receive confirmation of acceptance to the contErence, you will be required to submit a 5-7-page paper on the topic of your presentation. The 

deadlh~e to submit the paper is dune 30, 2013. 

3. Papers will be retur~ed o~ July 30, 2013 with peer review comments. You may choose to accept or reject these suggestions. 

4. Final paper submissions are due electronically by August 30, 2013. Please proofread your paper for spelling and grammatical errors. 

::~:: Peer Reviewers Needed 



WOUI,D YOU LIKE TO BE A PEER REVIEWER FOR THE 2013 MENTORING CONFERENCE? 

We are seeking quaJified individuals to serve as peer reviewers of paper submissions for the 2013 Mentofing Conference. It is a great opportunity for you to read some 

interesting papers and i~npmve your proofreading and editing skills. For ~nore intbnnatio~ or to volunteer, visit: 

lnentor.mun.edu/conference/revJewers.html 

To remove yourself ti-om the Mentoring Institute Mailing List, ~nd a message to: lisk~erv@list.unm.edu 

Leave the Subject field blank. In the tx~dy of message type (with no other text): 

unsubscribe MENTOR-L 

The Mentoring Institute 
University of New Mexico 

1716 Las Lomas Rd N.E. 

Albuquerque, NM, 87131 

http://mentor.unm.edw’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrea Meyer <ufval~ome@gmaJl.com> 

Saturday, March 30, 2013 6:26 PM 

ufvahome@gmail .com 

UFVA March Digest 

UFVA DIGEST - MARCH 2013 

*NEWS 

A Message fiom UFVA President Norman Hollyn 
This time I’m going to start with a really boring lead line. It’s been a busy few months in UFVA land. How was that? It may not be a ve~ exciting lead, but it’s true. In 

FebruaD~ the Boaacd spent a full day’ meeting at the University o£.. 

UFVA Conference Submissions Due April 1 ! 
Reminder! UFVA Conl~rence submissions axe due on April 1 ! To submit and for more coni~rence infonnation, go to: http://www.ufi,a.org/conference Chapman’s 

ollicial cont~rence registration site will be up and rmming shortly. 

Sundance Institute and TED Announce New Collaboration 
Sundmace Institute and TED announced the first collaboration between the two organizations, which will jointly award $125,000 for a short documentary film project 

about the work of S ugata Mitra, winner of the annual TED Prize. The... 

Revitalized Hisqtoly/Theory Caucus 
After consnlting with the UFVA Board of Directors, I have voluuteered to revitalize the UFVA Histo~iTheoD~ Caucns. At the 2012 conference, there was no meeting 

of the Cancus and, just as important, one of its chief functions went... 

Snndance Inslitute Snmmer Film Feslival in Los Angeles 
SUNDANCE INSTITUTE TO HOST 4-DAY SUMMER FILM FESTIVAL IN I,OS ANGELES, AUG. 8-11 NEXT WEEKEND, Presented by Sundance 

Institute to Oiler Film Screenings and Panels at Sundance S unset Cinema in West Hollywood Additional Screenings Around Los... 

Herb Farmer Teclmology Display at SCA 
Visit the Collection of Cinema’s Rich History USC School of Cinematic Arts By Valerie Turpin March 1, 2013 http:,/cinema.usc.edu/news, mlicle.cfm Ad=13363 

Today’s moving images are created far diil~renfly thma its origins: with green... 

) Sundance Institute and Women In Fihn Los Angeles t resent: Exploring the Bamers and Opportunities for Independent Wolnen FilmmaI:ers 
Exploring the Baniers and Opportunities for Independent Women Filmmakers In our digital age, ideas and culture are increasingly shaped by the stories told with 

moving images. This context elevates film artists to an enormously influential... 

’CALLS FOR ENTR]{ES 

"A ]~ ledCe for Life" Fihn Festival Call for Entries 

"A 1~ ledge for Life" Film Festival Tuesda?, June 25, 2013 6:00 PM - 9:00 PM Melwood Screening Room 477 Melwood Avenue Pittsburgh, PA 15213 To kick-off 

Donate Life Month in April, we are organizing the 2013 Center for Organ Recovew &... 

San Diego Fihn Festival Call for Entries 
SAN DIEGO FILM FESTIVAL San Diego, California - USA October 2 to 6, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 12th Annual San Diego Film Festival (SDFF). The 

12th edition brings together snn, sand, and cinema for ma extraordinary five-day... 

Woods ttole Film Festival Call tbr Eutfies 

WOODS HOI,E FILM FESTIVAL Woods Hole, Massachusetts - USA July 27 to August 3, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 22nd Annual Woods Hole Film 

Festival (WtIFF), named by MovieMaker Mag~ine as "One of the 25 Coolest Film Festivals in the... 

Breckenridge Festival of Film Call for Entries 
BRECKENRIDGE FESTIVAL OF FILM Breckenridge, Colorado - USA September 19 to 22. 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 33rd Annual Breckenridge 

Festival of Fihn (BFF), primed to dazzle visitors with extraordinary fihns in a gorgeous locale that... 

Toronto Independent Film Festival Call for Entries 
TORONTO INDEPENDENT FILM FESTIVAL Toronto, Ontario - Canada September 5 to 14, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 5th Annnal Toronto Independent 

Film Festival (Toronto Indie), celebrating microbudget and no-budget fihns of exceptional... 

Artisan Festival International Call tbr Entries 

ARTISAN FESTIVAl, INTERNATIONAL WORLD CINEMA FESTIVAI, East Hampton, New York - USA September 12 to 15, 2013 In the Spotlight today is 



the 5th Annual Artisan Festival International World Cinema Festival (AFIWCF), a boutique celebration of... 

DC Shorts Film Festival Call for En’mes 

DC SttORTS FILM FESTIVAl. Washington, D.C. - USA September 18 to 29, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 10th Annnal DC Shorts Film Festival, one of the 

East Coast’s largest short fihn events, and a unique celebration that seeks out only the... 

Napa Valle’¢ Film Fes~tival Call for Entries 

NAPA VALLEY FILM FESTIVAL Napa, California - USA November 13 to 17, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 3rd Annual Napa Valley Fihn Festival (NVI~F), 
plucking remarkable filmmakers fi~om across the globe for an unforgettable five-day... 

Maul Film Festival Call for Entries 

MAUI FILM FESTIVAL Wailea, Haw-all - USA June 12 to 16, 2013 In the Spothght today is the 14th Anm~al Mani Film Festival (MFF), an unforgettable island 

oasis that stands apart from the traditional festival experience with a bedrock... 

Action,/Cut Short Film Competition Call Ibr Entries 

ACTION/CUT SHORT FILM COMPETITION August 15 to September 1,2013 In the Spotlight today is the 10th annual Action/Cut Short Film Competition, a 

thrilling celebration of fihnmaking that’s been lauded by MovieMalcer Maga.zine as one of the "... 

WNET New York Public Media seeks filmmakers to contribute to SACRED 

WNET New York Public Media seeks fihnmakers from around the globe to contribute to SACI~LD, a major new docnmentm?~ fihn about the world’s religions 

Filming begins on the summer solstice, June 21, 2013 through June 21, 2014. Production is... 

Cris dn Monde Film Festival Call for Entries 

Let’s start with a simple question: why are artists such as Alain Bergala. Juliette Binoche, Costa Gavras, Jean-Lonis Comolli, Denis Cttd, Philippe Faucon, Enrico 

Ghezzi, Claude Guisa~d, Lanrent tlerbiet, I~belle Huppert, Khalil Joreige et... 

SCANDAR COPTI Directing Workshop in Stavanger Norway 
This will be an amazing opportunl~ tbr everyone wanting to develop their skills directing actors, or just getting insight on the whole process. You will have an 

educational experience of excellence, with Scandar Copti a tutor who... 

Exuberant l?olitics Call for Fihn/Video Programs 

Call for Film/Video Programs: Exuberant Politics Deadline: April 21,2013 An exuberant politics is exhortative, celebrator% evocative. It is foot-s~mping, lung- 
splitting, boo .ly- shaldng. It’s in yonr face, your backyard, yonr neighborhood... 

Zero Film Festival London Call for Entries 

ZERO FILM FESTIVAL LONDON London - England July 11 to 13, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 3rd Annual Zero Film Festival - London (ZFF), a festival 
dedicated to exclusively celebrating the miracle of self- financed filmmaJaing. Championing... 

The Inigo Fihn Festival Call for Entries 

TIlE INIGO FILM FESTIVAL Rio de Janeiro - Broil July 23 to 26, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 4th Annual Inigo Film Festival (TIFF), a celebration of short 

films that shine a light on spiritual experience and a connection to God in a... 

Rod Seflin~ Conference Short Feature Scriptwriting Competition Call for Entries 
Entries are now being accepted for the Rod Sefling Conference s Short Feature Scfiptwfiting competition. The conference, sponsored by the t ark School of 

Communications at... 

Palm Springs International Shortfest Call for Entries 

PALM SPRINGS INTERNATIONAL SHORTFEST Palm Springs, California - USA June 18 to 24, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 19th Annual Palm Springs 

International ShortFest, a truly nnmissable festival attracting enthnsiastic audiences year... 

Bel Air Film Festival Call tbr Entries 

BEL AIR FILM FESTIVAL Los Angeles, Calilbrnia - USA October 10 to 15, 2013 In "the Spotlight today is the 6th Annual Bel Air Fihn Festival (BAFF), 

celebrating great independent and international fihns deep in the heart of the indust~?’... 

Bmokl,~a~ Short Fihn Festival Call for Entries 

BROOKYLN SHORT FILM FESTIVAL New York City, New York - USA June 12 to 14, 2013 In the Spothght today is the 4th Annual Brooklyn Short Film 

Festival, pumping vibrant new creative voices and exceptional short films right into the heart of... 

Game Sound and Music Call for Papers 

Call for Papers: Game Sound and Music The Sonndtrackjournal is soliciting calls for a special issue devoted to sound and music in games. How is the soundtrack of 
gaines similax to or different farm that of film or other time-based image?... 

Balaamas Fihn Festival Call lbr Entries 

BAHAMAS INTERNATIONAI~ FILM FESTIVAL Nassan - Bahmnas December 5 to 13, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 10th Annual Bahamas International 

Film Fes~tival (BIFF), off,ering unforgettable films and unbeatable climate in one of the most... 

Evolution International Film Fes~tival Call for Entries 

EVOLUTION INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Various International Locations Spring 2013 - Fall 2013 In the Spothght today is the 2nd Am~ual Evolution 
International Film Festival (EIFF), a year-long, traveling celebration of stella¢ cinematic... 

Lunafest Call for Enlries 



LUNAFEST FILM FESTIVAL Touring - USA & CANADA October 2013 to June 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 13th Annual LUNAFEST Fihn Festival, a 
touring fihn festival that honors the talents and stories of women eveuwhere through a series... 

KODAK Student Scholarship Program 2013 Call for Entries 
Once again there will be a Student Cinematography Scholarship Awaacd, in addition to a Student Schola~rship Award. Each awaacd will include a cash tuition prize along 

with KODAK Fihn... 

Woodstock Film Festival Call for Entries 
The 14th annual Woodstock Film Festival (October 2-6, 2013) is NOW ACCEPTING SUBMISSIONS of independent films of all genres and lengths and in all 
categories Early deadline April 15. Final deadline June 7. Withoutabox extended deadlines... 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Sunday, March 31, 2013 9:17 PM 

~reen~ciety-announce@duke.edu; tilm-video <tilm-video@duke.edu>; a~nicer~duke.edu; ami-lhculty@dnke.edu 

**Screen/Society this week--Mon: AMI Student Films Award screening; Tue: "Last life in the Univer~" [35mm]; Wed: "Desert Dream" 
[35mm] w/dir. Zhang Lu! 

* Please distribtlte ~,idely ~ 

Screen/Society presents... 

Sprin~t 2013 AMI Student Films Award Screenin£~ 

Celebrating student filmmaking at Duke -jury selections 
for the best student films of the Fall 2012 semester! 

== Download PDF Flyer I More Info == 

Tuesday April 2, 7pro: 
Last Life in the Universe [35mini 
== Download PDF Flyer I More Info == 



Wed~e,~day Apri~ 3o 7pro: 

Desert Dream [3gmm] w/director Zhang 
6pro: Recept~o~ liar Z.~:~ang L~.~ ir:~ ()ld 7’rinity Room, West ~ ~ion Bui[di~g 

(spo~sored by Duke Eas~ Asian Nexus) 
7pm: ~:ilm screer~ir~g ir~ (}rigfi~.ia ~:i~ Tt~eNer, Bryan Cemer 

DowNoad PDF F15~er I Morn Info 



http:A/ami.duke.edu/screensocietv 

by ~he t>~vgram in the Arts ofthe Moving [mc~ge 

i!!!.. :::::: ~:!~ i i: hokazak@duke.edu 



V~,~;:~:.!~ii:::~ : http://ami.du ke.edu/screensociety 



The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and I-4istory j 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Henderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 1:41 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Henderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.~mc.edu-* 

I}%V: Lecture: "Translating Fiction into Film: Tagore, Premchand, and Satyajit Ray" Monday April 8 

Hello Charlene, 

Please see below --.sourtds like it might be important to 

our proiect, Perhaps you can attend with tape recorder--- 

of" with note pad, 

Let me know wh~t you think, m. 

F~m~ Ahuja, Neel [mailto:nahuja@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Monday, ApN 01, 2013 12:17 PN 
To~ The doefac mailing list 
Subject~ [doefac] Lecture: "Translating Fiction into Film: Tagore, Premchand, and Sa~ajJt Ray" Monday April 8 

Begin tb~azded message: 

From: Afroz Taj <taj@email.unc.edu> 
Date: April 1,2013 11:34:32 AM EDT 
To: UNC South Asia Faculty <southasiafaculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: [southasiafaculty] Lecture: "Translating Fiction into Film: Tagore, Premchand, and Satyajit Ray" Monday 
April 8 

Reply-To: Afroz Taj <taj@email.unc.edu> 
Dear Friends and Colleagues, 

Professor Mohd. Asaduddin (Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi) will be on campus on Monday, April 8, to give a public lecture on "fra~slating Fiction into Fihn: Tagore, 
Premchand, and Sa~ajit Ray." 

Time: 6:00 7:30 pm 

Location: FedEx Global Education Center Room 1009 

Dr. Mohd. Asaduddin is chair of the Department of English at Jamia Millia Islamia. He is the author of numerous books and articles in the theory and practice of 

translation in twentieth centuo, fiction (English & Indian), postcolonial literature and theory, and P~mchand studies. He teaches courses on mentieth centu~ fiction, 

South Asian literature(s) in translation, postcolonial literature and partition literature. His books include Fihmng Ficliom Tagore, Premchand andRay (witJ~ 

Anuradha Ghosh), Oxtbrd University Press, 2012, and a number of edited collections of translations of short stories into English t?om Urdu and other South Asian 

languages, fie is the recipient of awaxds including the Sahi .tya Akademi (National Academy of Letters Letters) Award tbr Translation, 2004, the Dr. A.K. Ramanujan 

Award, 1993, m~d the KATtLA Translation Award, 1991 and 1992. tte was a Fulbright Scholar-in-Residence at Rutgers University for the academic year 2008- 

2009. 

Pro£ Asaduddin’s visit and lecture axe sponsored by: 

The South Asia Section of the Department of Asian Studies 

The Hindi-U~du Fund 

The South Asia Studies Working (lhoup 

The Center for Global INtiatives 

The Carolina Asia Center 

The Caxolina Center for the Study of the Middle East and Mnslim Civilizations 

For infix, contact: 

Afroz Taj 

Coordinator, South Asia Section 

Advisor, South Asian Studies Concentration 

Department of Asian Stu@ies 

Diredtor, UNC SuK~ter Jn India Study Abroad Program 

Board of Trustees, ~llerican Institute of Pakistan Studies 

O[[ic~’: 919.962.1060 Fax: 919.843.7817 

Campus Box 3267 201 New West, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, 2/599 

You are currently subscribed to southasiafaculU- as: nahuia(d~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: hltp:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id=554.00650.Tb5ca5 b348bcTab470c037271 IR)7aa42&n=T&b=so uthasiafaculty&o=32939191 

(It may be necessa~ to cut m~d paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or 
send a blank emaJl to leave-32939191 - 55400650.7b5ca5b348bcTab470c037271 ff)7aa42@[i_@b__ej!k_u_!)__c_:__e_d___u- 





From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Indiana University Press <iupress@iMiana.tm00.com> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 2:11 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.nnc.edu> 

New books from IU Press 

Indian~ University Press 

Dear Charlene Regester, 

The following is an email update based on the interests chosen in your profile. To 

ensure you continue to receive emails that ONLY match your preferences, be sure to 

edit your profile to refine what we send you. 

We’ve moved! 

We moved to the Wells Library last week. Our new address is: 

Indiana University Press 

Office of Scholarly Publishing 

Herman B Wells Library 35o 

~32o E. aoth St. 
Bloomington, IN 474o5-39 o 7 

Our phone and fax numbers remain the same. 

Check out our moving photos on Facebook! 

The B Word 
Bisexuality in Contemporary Film and Television 

Maria San Filippo 

"Maria San Filippo argues convincingly that bisexuality should 

not be entirely subsumed under the heading of queer studies, but 

deserves to be as legitimate an object of scholarly attention as 

gay and lesbian studies. Her argument is provocative and 

thoughtful." --Tania Modleski, author of Loving with a 

Vengeance: Mass Produced Fantasies for Women 

294 pp., 26 b&w screen grabs 

cloth 978-0-253-00879-4 $75.00 

paper 978-0-253-00885-5 $25.00 

The B Wo~d 

Press podcast 

The Jazz Life of Dr. Billy Taylor 

Dr. Billy Taylor 

with Teresa L. Reed 

"In this excellent collaboration with author Teresa Reed, Dr. Billy 

Taylor, one of the most beloved and iconic figures in the jazz 

world, tells his extraordinary life sto~’ in his own words with 

characteristic humility, warmth, and eloquence. This is a book of 
major importance not only to the jazz field but also to the study of 

the African American social and cultural experience in the 20th 

and early 21st centuries. It is a must read--I couldn’t put it down!" 

--Dr. David N. Baker, Chair, Jazz Studies, Indiana University 

3aeobs School of Music; National Endowment for the Arts 
American Jazz Master 

256 pp., 25 b&w 

cloth 978-0-253-00909-8 $25.00 

% Dr Billy Tayior 

~Read an excet’pt 



Post- Revolution Nonfiction Film 
Building the Soviet and Cuban Nations 

Joshua Malitsky 

F’ost-R~volution 

Nonfiction Film 

"Joshua Malitsky here mines a rich seam. By closely comparing 

Vertov and Alvarez he uncovers ’post-revolutionary nonfiction 

film’ as a discernible entity with eommonalities shared across 

time and cultures. The extensive--indeed vast--archive of 
newsreels from both filmmakers is well wm’th the thorough 

attention he gives it, suggesting a context for their better-known 

documentaries. And his situating of Esfir Shub’s compilations as 

not so much an alternative to Vertov but rather a wholesale 
replacement approach to agitprop is also compelling. All in all, 

Malitsky offers a crucial corrective to much received thinking on 2oth century radical 

film."--Brian Winston, University" of Lincoln, UK. 

New Directk~ns in National Cinemas 
29o pp., 19 b&w illus. 

cloth 978-o-253-oo764-3 $8o.oo 
paper 978-o-253-oo766-7 $28.oo 

ehook 978-o-253-oo77o-4 $23.99 

Trash 
African Cinema from Below 
Kenn eth V~r. Harrow 

"Reading these films in this manner becomes a metaphor of how 

one must understand African nations in a global context ... 

highly original and deeply historieized." --Frieda Ekotto, 
University of Michigan 

344 PP., 44 b&w illus. 
cloth 978-0-253-00744-5 $85.00 
paper 978-0-253-00751-3 $30.00 

ebook 978-0-253-00757-5 $25.99 

% -trash 

Free and French in the Caribbean 
Tou~saint Louverture, Aired Cdsaire, and Narratives of Loyal 

Opposition 

,John Patrick Walsh 

"A fruitful intervention in a growing body of literature and 

increasingly lively debate on the Haitian Revolution and the 

figure of Toussaint Louverture, the book also contributes to the 

emerging scholarship on C~saire, Franeophone literature, and 

posteolonial theory .... Walsh reveals how these texts [by 

Loverture and C6saire] are structured, how they function, and 

what dynamics they contain--and what they have to show us 

about politics and history." --Gary Wilder, CIJNY Graduate 

Center 

Free and French in 

the Caribbean 

Elacks in ~he Diaspora 

206 pp., 7 b&w illus. 

cloth 978-o-253-oo627-1 $75.oo 
paper 978-o-253-oo63o-~ $26.oo 

Indiana University Press 

Office of Scholarly Publishing 

Herman B Wells Library 350 

132o E loth St. 
Bloomington, IN 474o5-3 9 o 7 

You are subscribed using the following email address: regester@emai|.unc.edu. If you wish 

to change your selections or unsubseribe altogether, click below. 



:: Tailor your profile settings.. 

:: Forward this to a lk’iend .. 

:: To be removed, rise i[iis o~ie.-eiiek unsubs,:~ribe 
:: Not yet sighted ;~p’~ Go here.. 

:: India_~la Ur_,iversi,’_y Press does not sell, share or trade 

eleetror_,ic address ir_,forma,’_ion with 

Tailored 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 2:40 PM 

film-video <fihn-video@duke.edu>; screensociety-announce@duke.e&~; intlhouse@duke.edu; Literature Program <literature@duke.edu> 

Fwd: 4/4 Cowboys in Paacadise screening + discussion 

FYI - here is a non-Screen/Society" screening and discussion that might be ofimerest. 

Best regards, 
Hank 

........ Original Message ........ 

Please join us for a screening of Amit Virmani’s 2009 documentary film Cowboys in Paradise (http:/iwww.cowbovsinparadi~.com/) on 

Thursday, April 4, 3pm at the FIII Garage (Smith Warehouse, Bay 4). The ~reening will be tbllowed by Q & A with the director! 

The fihn lbcuses on the "Kuta Cowboys" of the beaches of Bali, one of the world’s leading deslination for female sex tourism. The film provides a 

provocative and eye-opening view of Bali’s "holiday rommice" trade. It also charts the typical trajectory of a Cowboy’s life, from entry, into beach life to 

his reign at the top of the tourist-industly chain, before lbllomng his heastbrealdng descent into obsolescence. The film has fuelled delmtes on gender roles 

and sexuality" as well as Third World exploitation. See this CNN interview about the film, as well as so,ne of the controve~ies it has generated: 

http://youtu.beimKXf~VOi7YCM 

Virmm~i’s most recent film MenstrualMen (http://www.menstmalman.comi), about a smprising imersection of micro-entrepreneurship and women’s 

health in a mml India, will be screened atthe 2013 Full Frame Documentary Film Festival in Durham (http://www.fifllfmmefest.orW). 

This ~reening is co-sponsored by AMES, AMI, Women’s Studies, and the FttI. 

~:/, www.thi .duke.edu/eventgcowbovs~:paradise 

%:: poster 

christina m. chia, ph.d. 



john hope franklin humal~ities institute 

duke university 

cnrls~in’ s’ ’’    . chia@duke, edu 

ph 919.668.1902 I fx 919.684.1658 

www. fhi. duke. edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 4:05 PM 

~reenmciety- announce@duke.edu 

[Fwd:] Special Screening of’The (Yther Son" - Wed April 10, 7pm, at Carolina Theatre in Durham 

FYI -- Here is a non-ScreeniSocieb’ screening and discussion that might be ofinteresfi 

Best regards, 
Hank 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Collins, Jeff" <iicollins@pappasventures.com> 
Subject: Special Screening of ’The Other Son" 
Date: April 1,2013 3:00:00 PM EDT 
To: ’Hank Okazaki’ <hokazak@duke.edu> 

Hank, 
Would it be possible to for you to distribute the notice of a special film screening (see below) to your distribution list. 
Many thanks, 
Jeff Collins 
A special showing of a thought-provoking and entertaining film will take place on Wed., April 10. The film, titled "The Other Son", which is a 
recent (2012) film by the Israeli Director Lorraine Levy, shares its premise with "The Prince and the Pauper" and Shakespeare’s "Comedy of 
Errors", though its mood is more dramatic than humorous. The idea of infants switched at birth, each growing up as somebody else, is an old 
and potent one in literature. The possibility of such a mix-up happening in real life evokes both fascination and horror and raises stark, primal 
questions of identity. Is who you are determined by the genetic fingerprints of your biological inheritance or by the influence of your 
environment? These issues arise with special intensity in "The Other Son" for Joseph and Yassin and their families, who live on opposite sides 
of the Israeli-Palestinian divide. Joseph is the dreamy, artistic son of a high-ranking Israeli officer and his French-born physician wife, emerging 
from a cozy, privileged adolescence and preparing for his own military service. A routine blood test shows that he cannot be his parents’ child, 
and further investigation reveals that their baby- Yassin, that is- has been reared by an Arab couple on the West Bank. 
This special screening of "The Other Son" will be shown at 7pm on Wed., Apr. 10, without charge at the Carolina Theatre in Durham, and will 
be followed by an expert panel discussion on the meaning of "identity" in relation to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. This panel will be comprised 
of Daniel Greyber, Rabbi at Beth El Synagogue in Durham, Abdullah Antepli, Muslim Chaplain and Adjunct Faculty Member in the Islamic 
Studies Program at Duke University, and Yonat Shimron, Development Director and Features Editor at the Religious News Service and former 
religion reporter for the Raleigh News & Observer. 
Jeffrey J, CoII}~s, PhD ..... Exec~dive.-ip-Reside~ce :::~ jcollins@pappasventures.com 

re; 9!9.99333~8 ,~dx 9!9.9933301 ce,q919949.g75~ 

Suite 400 

Durham. NC 27T13 

P O. Bo£ I i 

R~,,.sea[ch Yriangb P;rl~ NC 27709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon <dsolomon@nafionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 4:30 PM 

NttC Events <event@nalionaJJmmanitiescenter.org> 

REMINDER: Art Historian Morea Oqqeill to speak at the National Humanities Center this Thursday, April 4th 

You, your colleagues, and students 

are cordially invited to 

The Decorative Art of Display: 

The Case of Hugh Lane (1875-1915) 

Morna O’Neill, Wake Forest University 

iNi Inline image 1 

Thursday, April 4, 2o 3 - 5:00 p.m. 
In her talk, O’Neill will explore the intertwined discourses of fine and decorative art in the Edwardian era through an examination of the career of 
Hugh Lane. A successful dealer of Old Master pictures and collector of modern art based in London, Lane invented the role of freelance curator, 
and his projects suggest the ways in which decorative art is able to be both public and private in the same moment, a product of individual will and 
collective action. 

Morna O’Neill is assistant professor of art history at Wake Forest University where her research focuses on the intersection of politics and artistic 

practice in late nineteenth-century Europe. She is the author of Walter Crane: The Arts and Crafts, Painting, and Politics, 1875-1890 and 
coeditor with Michael Hatt of The Edwardian Sense: Art, Design, and Performance in Britain, 1901-1910. She was curator of the exhibition ;4rt 

and Labour’s Cause is One:’ Walter Crane and Manchester, 1880-1915 at the VVnitworth Art Gallery, University of Manchester, in 2008-09 and 
author of the exhibition catalogue. O’Neill has received fellowships from the Frick Collection and Art Reference Library, the Paul Mellon Centre for 
Studies in British Art, the Center for Advanced Study in the Visual Arts, and the Huntington Library= In 2013, she is working at the Center as the 
Benjamin N. Duke Fellow on Decoration and Display: British Art and International Exhibitions, 1888-1910. 

To reserve space, please follow this link, or respond 
to Martha Johnson (O~O ).q40-o66~, ext. ~ 6, or miohnson@nadonalhumanidescenter.org 

Nadonal Humanities Center 
7 T. W. Alexander Drive 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Documentm7 Studies at Dnke Universib, <llm@duke.eduv 

Monday, April 1, 2013 5:00 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

CDS NEWS: Free Frill FraJne and Ethics Film Series Screenings, Documentary Video Institute, Special Issue of°’Document’’ Online, and More 

i ::~ :: CDS I Center for D ...... tary Studies ~ 

FREE SCREENINGS AND EVENTS AT FULL FRAME 

Photograph by Maggie Smith 

In addition to the ticketed films and events at the Full Frame Documentary Film Festival, 

there are always great freebies. This year’s festival, April 4-7 in Durham, North Carolina, 

will feature six such film screenings and five Speakeasy conversations--no ticket required. 

Two of last year’s Full Frame award winners, 7:rash Dance and Chasing Ice, will each 

screen twice, once outdoors at Durham Central Park (with food trucks!), and once indoors at 

the new Full Frame Theater on the American Tobacco Campus. Borat and the closing night 

film, Big Star. Nothing Can Hurt Me, will screen at the Carolina Theatre. Prior to Big Star, 

there will be live music on the Carolina’s plaza, along with food trucks and an outdoor cafe. 

Click her~e for the schedule. 

The A&E IndieFilms Speakeasy is a series of panel conversations in a casual, intimate 

setting where industry leaders--filmmakers, directors, producers, editors, programmers-- 

take on topics that are at the heart of the documentary community today. Click here for 

descriptions and a schedule. 

HABIBI CLOSES OUT ETHICS FILM SERIES I Last Free Screening Exploring the Theme 

"Love and Justice" 

Monday, April 8, 7 p.m. / Griffith Film Theater, Bryan Center, Duke University West 

Campus / 125 Science Dr., Durham, North Carolina 

Still from Habibi 

Habibi is the widely acclaimed fiction feature from writer, director, and producer Susan 

Youssef (named one of "25 New Faces to Watch" by Fifmmaker magazine). The film tells a 



story of forbidden love between two students in the West Bank who are forced to return 

home to Gaza, where their relationship defies cultural and generational traditions. 

Duke’s annual Ethics Film Series features works that provide popular and accessible 

vehicles for discussing ethics around a particular theme--this year, "love and justice." 

Refreshments, snacks, and parking passes are provided; panel discussions with faculty 

members follow the free screenings. 

The Ethics Film Series is sponsored by Duke’s Kenan Institute for Ethics, Screen/Society,; 

and Center for Documentary Studies. 

DOCUMENTARY VIDEO INSTITUTE / Annual Summertime Course Offers Full-immersion 

Filmmaking 

June 15-22, 2013 / Center for Documentary Studies 11317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, 

North Carolina 

2012 Documentary Video Institute. Photograph by Joel Mora. 

This summer CDS will offer its tenth annual Documentary Video Institute, our one-week 

video boot camp that has turned out over two hundred full-fledged documentarians. With 

expert guidance from multiple instructors, students learn all aspects of video production: 

pre-production and scouting locations, camera operation, lighting and sound, editing and 

post-production, and finally, screening in front of a live audience. 

Filmmaker Randolph Benson has been a Doc Video Institute instructor from the beginning. 

’The goal was for students to be able to come in and make a film, but then leave knowing 

how to make their own film," he says. "So it was important to have all those elements 

crammed into a week 

Some institute students have gone on to graduate programs in film, others have made films 

that have screened at film festivals around the world. "But mostly people use this as a 

stepping stone to self-expression," says Benson. 

For more information, and to register, click here. To view student projects from the 2012 

institute, click here. 

NEW SPECIAL ISSUE OF DOCUMENTAVAILABLE ONLINE 

A special spring 2013 issue of Document the CDS quarterly newsletter, is now available 

online in a format that allows readers to turn the pages of a full-screen version of the 

publication. This special issue celebrates the publication of two photo books by CDS, and 

accompanying exhibits: One Place: Paul Kwifecki and Four Decades of Photoqraphs from 

Decatur Countv, Georgia, edited by CDS director Tom Rankin, and Legendary: Inside the 

House Ballroom Scene, by 2012 CDS/Honickman First Book Prize in Photoqraphv winner 

Gerard H. Gaskin. 

To browse past issues, click here 



To receive print issues of Document, join Friends of CDS. 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Thursday, April 4-Sunday, 7 / Full Frame Documentary Film Festival / various venues in 

Durham, NC 

http://fullframefest.org 

Monday, April 8, 7 p.m. / Free Ethics Film Series screening of Habibi! Griffith Film Theater, 

Bryan Center, Duke University West Campus/125 Science Dr., Durham, North Carolina 

http:/ivwvw cdsporch.orq/archivesi16525 

EXHIBIT 

March 18-July 27,2013 / One Place: Paul Kwifecki and Four Decades of Photographs from 

Decatur County, Georgia I Kreps and Lyndhurst Galleries, Center for Documentary Studies / 

1317 W. Pettigrew St, Durham, North Carolina 

http:lldocumentarystudies.duke.edulexhibitslupcoming-exhibits 

MORE ABOUT CDS: 

CDS Website http:/Idocumentarystudies duke edu 

CDS Perch http://vwwv.cdsporch oqq 

Friends clODS http:ffdocumentarystudies.duke.edu/donate 

Upcoming Events http:I/documentarystudiesdukeedu/events 

Unsubscribe i Update Profile/Email Address I Forward To A Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Facets Multi-Media <wholesale@facets.org> 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 7:02 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Coming Soon from the Facets Label 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii "...a nightmarish picture of life in the contemporary Federal Republic,.," 

"...revivesthetradition of the ’city symphony’ fromthe 1920sto constructa disquieting portraitof 

I 
West Germany thirty years ago 

In 1974, Klugeand goodfriend EdgarReitz(the Heimatseries) roamed Frankfurtfortendayswitha 

camera capturing life in the city atthattime--the political demonstrations, carnival fun, and debate 

withinthecongressfortheSPDParty. Klugeinterweavesthereal-lifefootagewithfictionalthreads 
abouttwoverydifferentwomen. Onewoman seduces men, sleepswith them, and then robsthem 

Tod. Directed by Alexander Kluge. With Dagmar Bodderich, Alfred Edel, Jutta Winkel ........... d Norbert Kentrup. Written by AI ..... der 

Kluge and Edgar Reitz. Ci .... tography by Guenter H ........ Alfred H ........ d Edgar Reitz. Edited by Beate Mainka-Jellingh .... 



This email was sent to regester@email.unc.edu b~’ wholesale@~’acets.orcl 
~Jpdate Piogile/[mail/~ddress :: Instant removal with Sa~’~:tJns~Jbscribe" P~-ivac~/ Polic3~. 

Facets Nulti-Ne~tia, Inc. I 1517 W. Fullerton A,¢e. I Chicago I II_ I 606J.4 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Henderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 7:44 AM 

Regine@brooklyn.cuny.edu; Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.e&~; Ferris, William Reynolds <wt~ms@unc.edu>; 

Subject: I:W: Memorid~ Tribute to Chinua Achebe 

On Chinua Achebe"s passing, mgh 

From: Cowan, Tara L [mailto:tlcowan@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 01, 2013 11:56 PM 
To: The doefac mailing list 
Subject: [doefac] FW: Memorial Tribute to Chinua Achebe 

From: Ainehi Edoro [Ln___a_!J~9_:__a___e___e__6__~__d___u__k___e_:__e__d___u_] 
Subject: Memorial Tribute to Chinua Achebe 
loin the Duke U~iversib, communib~ in a memc~riaJ tribute to the African literaty icon, Chinua Achelx:, who pa~sed away on March 2L 2013. Prof~:ssor Maurice 
%~ aJlace and [ ~vl;essor %~ almeema Lubiano will share brief personal reflections on Ache~ Members oldie audience will get the ch~ce to read )as~ges from 
Achebe’s works that have special resonance~ 
AfficaE~ philosopher and cuhuml theofisL Kwame AE~thon~ Appi~h, eulogizes Cbit}~a Achebe: 

or ~shld~ ~fluenced 
Thanks~ 
AineN 
Phd Candidate 
E~glish Depa~men~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Columbia University Press <j b2579@cup-columbia.ccs~nd.com> 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 8:48 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.unc.edu> 

Still time to Save 50% on ALL Titles During our Spring Sale’. 

You’re receiving this email because of: your interest in Columbia University Press titles. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Still T~ne to Save During our 
Spring Sale! 

ALL t,tles are :_~ a, Offi 

Please visit cup.columbia.edu 
To receive the discount, enter tile code "SALE" 

in yot~r sliopping cart and dick "apply" 

Forward email 

This email was sent to regester@email.unc,edu by ~12164NIcolumbia~edu 

Update Pmfile/Email Address Instant ~emovalwith SageUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

Columbia University Press 61 West 62nd Street :: New York NY :10023 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gartenberg Media Enterprises, Inc. <sales@gartenbergmedi&com> 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 10:02 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edw* 

GM[E Announces NANOOK OF THE NORTtt & TIlE MOST DANGEROUS GAME - Available on Blu-ray lbr Inslitutional Sales 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

This is a reminder that you’re receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in 
Gartenberg Nedia Enterprises, Inc. Don’t forget to add sales@gartenbergmedia.com to your address 
book so we’ll be sure to land in your inbox! 
You may ._u_r_)_s2_u__b__b_c__r_j_b__#. if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Gart~nberg Media Announces 



::~ NANOOK ~":i MOST DANGEROUS GAME 

THE ~IOST DANGEROUS GAME (193:~} is a p~e-Code aeHon-adventure film 

b;~sed upon the ~;~rnous short story by Rib:hard Conr~e~L Ddliz~n~ some of the 

;~m;~in~ ~a~t~ made fi)r KR~G KOHG~ the fih~ is son~etJme~; thou~ht of as a 

s~imation schedule, [~is included actors Fay Wray, Robert Armstrong, Noble 

Max Ste} n~ soand efie~:ts ~per~: Mu~ ~ay Sp~va k; i~us~a ~o~s Ma ~o 1. 

D{~afi, The film fi)~ow~ biq game hunter~ Bob Ra]fis~ord; (Joe~ ~dcC~ea)~ as ~e 

becomes quar~7 for another, t~e epu[ent~y deranged Coast Z~reff, (p~ayed 

v~goroas a~:tion aad fast paong make THE MOST DANGEROUS GA~IE ’a 

significandy; flora a (Hm historian’s per~ped:ive, ~h~ f~lr~l can be seea bo~h as 

exp~essh~g the fears ef American ise[ado~ism dudnl the depression and as a 

h~rbm~r of the ds~ of Fasosm. Botr~ 9icture ~nd sound are scrapa~o~s~y 

Pro(essor ;~t L~e USC Schoo~ of Ci~em;~dc Arts and auL~o~ of ’=T~e RKO SLo~y" 

GOW~ THE HEADHUNTER (1931,63 rain.} ~s not only a true curiosity b~t 

indadh~ K~HG KOHG, The R~o~age h~ GOW was proda(~d hy Edward A. 

Salisbury, a wealthy ~Ndsh adveatu~e~ wb% h~ 1920~ set sail in an 

yachL equi~ped with a motion pi~:tu~e laboratory t:o~ i~ ~fis words, 

and ho~d for h~story a 9hero record of the fast-d~sapp~adn~ ~aces of the 

So~th Seas ~s~nds". Cooper a~d Sc~o~dsack were among the cameramen on 

thi~; bvo-year expedRion t:h~ docamcnt~d gename he~d-hanters aad 

separa te fH rn~; i~ the siren L era and wa~; (oaso~dated as Lhe f~[m GOW~ TH 

HEADHUNTER fo~ ~n ~[ustr~ted ~cture by expedition member WH[iam P~ck~ 

recordi~ h~s ow~ cdn~e-inducin~ comm~n~W in }93}. GOW is mastered for 

posH::ve; ~nd k; bd~i~at[y i[larnh]~ted v~Hh an exclusive ~ad~o essay by 

/s~at:thew Spdggs~ ProR}s~;or of A[ch;~eo[ogy at L~e A~sL~a[~aa NaUona[ 

[J~ve[sH:y and a~t:ho~ of :’The ~s[and 

NANOOK OF THE NORTH / THE WEDDtNG OF PAL.O .. 

And Other Films of Arctic Life 

14AHOOK OF THE NOR]H (t922) 

[FIE WEDDIttG OF PALO d934) 

D~dude~; S~:< E:d:~aordh~ary Bonus F~Dns. 

2-Disc Biu-ray Deluxe Edi~em 

~nstitational Sale Priee: $ 300,00 p/u~.; shipping & ,han.,il~,nR, 

THE MOST DANGEROUS GA~E / GOW~ THE HEADHUNTER 

TNE .;s~OST DANGEROUS G~#TtE ~1932~ 

Irvin~ Pi~hei & Ernest B, S~hoedsa~k - USA 

GOW TDE N[ADI-NJNTER (aka CANN~SAL ISLAND) d931) 

B~u-ray, ,"Io Req’:onai Code. 



Forward email 

This emai[ was sent to regesLer@email,unc.edu by sales@r4arterlberqmedia.com 
._U_#_d___a_t__e___r_~_Lo__~jj_e_LE_[~_a_jj__A___d__d__r__e_s__s_ instant removal with S_’.a_f_.e_U_._n_s_L_[b__s_c_l:jb_A" !~__rj_v__a__c_~L_~_o_[Lc~ 

Gartenberg Media Enterprises, Inc. :: 143 West 96th Street, Suite 7B i New York :: NY 10025 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Adriane Lentz- Smith <adl 16@duke.edu> 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 11:21 AM 

A/kicaJ~ Ameficm~ Histo~ Workshop <aJhm@list~rv. unc.edu> 

[at:am] Fwd: Comell VAP position 

FYI, a VAP position for 20th C US History at Cornell 
Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Robert L. Harris Jr" <rlhl0@CORNELL.EDU> 
Date: April 1,2013 2:40:34 PM EDT 

Kindly see the link below for a position in history at Cornell University. 
https://www, h- net.org!jobs/iob display.php?id=46547 

Adriane Lentz-Smith 
Associate Professor, History 
Duke University 
Box 90719 
Durham NC, 27708-0719 

<nl> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul~ 

afam as: -ca hre~"mailto:regesler@email.unc.edu">iegester@email.unc.edu-~:/a>.<br> 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 5383356.1210a5a0009220deaf6b12afgcc7a5bd&n T&I afam&o 32945812 or send a blank email to <a 

hre~"mmlto:leave- 32945812-5383356.1210a5a0009220deaf6bl 2atgccTa5bd@listserv.nnc.edn">leave-32945812- 

5383356.1210a5a0009220deaf6b12af9cc7a5bd@listserv.nnc.ednWa:~ 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

regester@emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 5:53 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Your JSTOR Citations 

Citations.v.~ 

JSTOR CITATION LIST 

These citations have been sent to you from: 
regester@email uric edu 

Your use of the JSTOR archive indicates your acceptance of JSTOR’s Terms and Conditions of Use 
https://wwwj stor or~/pa~e/infoiabout/policies/termsjsp 

NUMBER OF CITATIONS : 1 

h 

Title: "Without Manners You Are Nothing": I,a@ Bird Johnson, Eartha Kitt, and The Women Doers’ Luncheon of January 18, 1968 
Author(s): JANET MEZZACK 
Source: Presidential Studies Quarterly, Vol. 20, No. 4, Modern First Ladies White ttouse Organization (FALL 1990), pp 745-760 
Publisher(s): Wiley on behalf of the Center Jf~r the Study of the Presidency and Congress 
Stable UR!,: http://www.istor.or~/stable/20700158 

These records have been provided through JSTOR (https:i/www.jstor.or~). 

If you have an)’ questions or need assistance using JSTOR, please contact JSTOR Support (https://www jstor or~/actionishowContactSupportFonn) and let us know how we can help you. 

For more information about J STOR, please visit http:i/about j stor or~i 

If you need additional assistance, please do not hesitate to contact JSTOR Support ~https://www.istor.or;/action/showContactSupportForm) 

JSTOR Support 
support@ stor.org 
(888) 388-3574 

JSTOR is part of ITHAKA, a not-for-profit organization helping the academic communib, use digital technologies to presel~’e the scholarly record and to advance research and teaching in 
sustainable ways. 
Terms and Conditions (https ://www. i stor.org/page/info/about/policies/terms, i sp ) i Privacy Policy (https :/iwww. i stor. org/pageiirffo/aboutipolicies/privacv, i sp) i Cookies 

(http://ab~ut.~st~r.~rg/c~ntent/setting-ist~r-access#TechnicaMr~#JST~R-s-Use-~f-C~kies) I Accessibilib" (https://www. istor.org/page/info/about/policies/accessibility.isp) 
(c)2000-2013 ITILa_KA. All Rights Reset’,,ed. JSTOR(r), the JSTOR logo, and ITHAKA(r) are registered trademarks of ITHAKA. 



JSTOR CITATION LIST 

These citations have been sent to you from: 

regester@emailounc.edu 

Your use of the JSTOR archive indicates your acceptance of JSTOR’s Terms and Conditions 

of Use 

https://www.jstor.org/page/info/about/policies/terms.jsp. 

NUMBER OF CITATIONS : 1 

Title: "Without Manners You Are Nothing": Lady Bird Johnson, Eartha Kitt, and The 

Women Doers’ Luncheon of January 18, 1968 

Author(s): JANET MEZZACK 

Source: Presidential Studies Quarterly, Vol. 20, No. 4, Modern First Ladies White 

House Organization (FALL 1990), pp° 745-760 

Publisher(s): Wiley on behalf of the Center for the Study of the Presidency and 

Congress 

Stable URL: http:/iwww.jstor.org!stablei20700158 

These records have been provided through JSTOR https:!iwww.jstor.org) . 

If you have any questions or need assistance using JSTOR, please contact JSTOR Support 

(https:iiwww.jstor.orgiactionishowContactSupportForm) and let us know how we can help 

you. 

For more information about JSTOR, please visit http:i!about°jstor°orgi 

If you need additional assistance, please do not hesitate to contact JSTOR Support 

(https:/iwww.jstor.orgiactionishowContactSupportForm)° 

JSTOR Support 

support@jstor.org 

(888) 388-3574 

JSTOR is part of ITHAKA, a not-for-profit organization helping the academic community 

use digital technologies to preserve the scholarly record and to advance research and 

teaching in sustainable ways. 

Terms and Conditions (https:iiwww.jstor.org/page/infoiaboutipoliciesiterms.jsp)    I 

Privacy Policy (https:/!www.jstor.orgipageiinfo!about!policies!privacy°jsp)    I Cookies 

(htt~://ab~ut.jst~r.~rg/c~ntent/setting-jst~r-access#Technical-Inf~#JST~R-s-Use-~f- 

Cookies)    I Accessibility 



(https:i!www.jstor.org/page/info!about!policies!accessibility.jsp) 

(c)2000-2013 ITHAKA. All Rights Reserved. JSTOR(r), the JSTOR logo, and ITHAKA(r) are 

registered trademarks of ITHAKAo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 1:50 AM 

~reen~ciety-announce@&tke.edu; tilm-video <tilm- video@dnke.edu-~; ami-ti~culty@duke.edu; amicert@duke.edu 

** 3 ’Transnational Nort~ Korea’ series events this week w/filmmaker Zha~g Lu! (~Ved-Thu-Ffi) 

Please distribtlte ~,idely ~ 

Screen/Society presents... 

Wedi~e.~day Apri~ 3, 7pro: 
Desert Dream [35mini w/director Zhang 

6pro: Recept~on fbr Z.hang Lu ir:~ Old Trinity Room, West ~ )~ion Building 

(sponsored by Duke Eas~ Asian Nexus) 

7pm: Film screening in (}rig@.h Fi~ Theater, Bryan Cemer 

DowNoad PDF Flyer I Mow Info 



Dooman River w/director Zhang Lu! 

== Download PDF Flyer I More Info == 

Workshop: rransnational Notch Korea & N~)rcheast Asia 

i.~ tI.~e B.reedlt~s e Room:, 204 ]?erkins I.ibrary 

DowNoad PDF Flyer I Mow Info 



http://ami.duke.eduiscreensociety 



All Sct"een/S’ocieO, events cn:e coo~’dinc~ted and co-~s)oo~sot"ed 
~v d~e P~’ogram in !he Arts ojthe Moving 

iiii ,, ::~ :::::~:.:~ iii: hokazak@duke.edu 

=i~?~,~!:i: i==i:i~: http:iiami.du ke.eduiscreensociety 
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"~’o: 

Subject: 

Script <scriptmag@fiwmedia.co m:;o 

Wednesday, Aprii 3, 2013 12:03 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regestsr@emaiLunc.edu> 

Save 50% on ALL OnDemand VVebinars Now through April 8th! 

7 Common Blunders 
Screenwriters Make (and 

How to Avoid Them) 
Reg. Price: $79.00 
50% Off: $49,00 

How to Sell Your Film & TV 
Scripts: Treatments, 

Loglines, Synopses & 
Marketing Platforms 
Reg. Price: $79.00 
50% Off: $49,00 

How to Create 
Characters that Engage 

Your Audience 
Reg~ Pdce: $79.00 
50% Off: $49,00 

VVnat Makes a 
Great Scene? 

Reg. Pdce: $7900 

50% Off: $49.00 

The 3 C’s of Screenwriting: 

Concept, Conflict & 
Character 

Rag. F;nce: $79.00 
~0% Off: $49.00 

Breaking in Outside 
of Hollywood Webinar 

Reg. F’rice: $7900 
~0% Off: $49.00 

One-Click Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions I Update ProFile == Forward to a Friend 



To: 

Subject: 

Script <scriptmag@fiwmedia.co m:;o 

Wednesday, Aprii 3, 2013 3:02 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regestsr@email.unc.edu> 

Pdce Co~ection! Save 50% on ALL OnDemand Webinars Now through April 8th! 

7 Common Blunders 
Screenwriters Make (and 

How to Avoid Them) 
Reg. Price: $79.00 
50% Off: $39,50 

How to Sell Your Film & TV 
Scripts: Treatments, 

Loglines, Synopses & 
Marketing Platforms 
Reg. Price: $79.00 
50% Off: $39,50 

How to Create 
Characters that Engage 

Your Audience 
Rag Pdce: $79.00 
50% Off: $39.50 

V~at Makes a 
Great Scene? 

Reg. Pdce: $7900 

50% Off: $39.50 

The 3 C’s of Screenwriting: 

Concept, Conflict & 
Character 

Rag. Price: $79.00 
50% Off: $39.50 

Breaking in Outside 
of Hollywood Webinar 

Reg. F’rice: $7900 
50% Off: $39.50 

Otis-Click Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions I Update ProFile == Forward to a Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nafionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 3:09 PM 

NttC Events <event@nafiona]lmmanitiescenter.org> 

Maxtha Jolm~n <mjolmson@nationallmmanitiescenter.org> 

REMINDER: Art Historian Moma O2qeill to,no,row, April 4, at the National Humanities Center 

You, your colleagues, and students 

are cordially invited to 

T~e Dec~ra~- _A_~~ ~f D~splay: 

Morna O’Neill, Wake Forest University 

~:N~ Inline image 1 

Thursday, April 4, 2o13 - 5:oo p.m. 
In her talk, Morna O’Neill will explore the intertwined discourses of fine and decorative art in the Edwardian era through an examination of the 
career of Hugh Lane. A successful dealer of Old Master pictures and collector of modern art based in London, Lane invented the role of freelance 
curator, and his projects suggest the ways in which decorative art is able to be both public and private in the same moment, a product of individual 
will and collective action. 

O’Neill is assistant professor of art history at Wake Forest University where her research focuses on the intersection of politics and artistic 
practice in late nineteenth-century Europe. She is the author of Walter Crane: The Arts and Crafts, Painting, and Pofitics, 1875-1890 and 
coeditor with Michael Hatt of The Edwardian Sense: Art, Design, and Performance in Britain, 1901-1910. She was curator of the exhibition IArt 
and Labour’s Cause is One:’ Walter Crane and Manchester, 1880-1915 at the Whitworth Art Gallery, University of Manchester, in 2008-09 and 
author of the exhibition catalogue. O’Neill has received fellowships from the Frick Collection and Art Reference Library, the Paul Mellon Centre for 
Studies in British Art, the Center for Advanced Study in the Visual Arts, and the Huntington Library. In 2013, she is working at the Center as the 
Benjamin N. Duke Fellow on Decoration and Display: British Art and International Exhibitions, 1888-1910. 

To reserve space, please follow Ibis link, or respond 
to Martha Johnson (9~9) 549-o66~, ext. H6, or rnjohnson@nationalhumanitiescenter.org 

Nalional Humanities Center 
7 ~I: W. Alexander Drive 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Wright <wright@tophatmonocle.com> 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 3:54 PM 

Regester, Cha’lene B <regester@emal.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting Request: Classroom Reslx~nse System atUNC 

Hi Professor Regestel; 

I hope you enjoyed your trip! 

I’m follomng up to see if you have any’ time on Friday, April 12th, or ahnost any time the follomng week, to view a demonstration of Top Hat. 

Please let me know ifI can answer any questions for you. 

On Wed, Mar 27, 2013 at 3:25 PM, Steve Wright <~hatmonocle.com> wrote: 
Hi Professor Regestm; 

No problem. I will contuct you next week. 

Enjoy’ your trip, and I look forward to speaking with you next week! 

On Wed, Mar 27, 2013 at 2:35 PM, Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Steve: Currently, I mn on nay way to a conference in Washington you can contact me next week if you would like. Sincerely, Chaxlene Regester 

From: Steve Wright [wri~hk~tophatmonocle.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 2013 3:33 PM 

To: Regester~ Charlene B 

Subject: Meeting Reques~t: Classroom Response System at UNC 

Hi Professor Regester, 

I hope your second half of the semester is off to a great start. I reached out a couple of months ago on behalf of Top Hat, a web-based classroom response 

~’stem. We’re finishing up with training sessions for this term over these next few weeks, and I would love to connect with yon for 20 minutes or so to show you a 
quick demon~_ration. 

Our plattbrm gives yon live tEedback t?om students during your lectures through a broad range of question types, di~ussions and other interactive mo&fles like 

classwide toummnents. It also allows students to use devices they already own (an,vthing with WiFi or cell phone reception works). 

To get a better sense of Top Hat, you can see a 3-,ninute video (http:i/vimeo.com/58666637) or check out so,ne professor case studies 

(https://wvwv.tophatmonocle.com/tour/casestadies). 

Do yon have time for a quick, 20-minute online demonstration? 

Talk to yon soon, 

Steve Wright 

Acconnt Director ] Top Hat 

wfighk~tophat.com 

513-379-4252 

¢~3) aTO - ~2~a { wriOlt@tophat.com 

How Top Hat Wor~ 



Sincerely, 

Stephen C. ~Tright 
Account Director I Top Hat 

(513) 379 - 4252[ wright@tophat.com 

How Top Hat Works! 

t~+mdle Yo+n~ Pe++rson "l"ex-l-book wil-~ "Fo~ .Ha~~L~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Kasson <~jlkasson@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 4:29 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: New Book -- Temple Chapter 

Dear Charleen, 

Many, many thanks for calling this to my attention. 

Yes, I am finally winding tap my book I plan to compolete the manuscript 
this sunmaer. W. W. Norton is publishing it next year 

I hope that you are flourishing 

Warmest wishes, 
John 

On 4/3/2013 2:42 PM. Regester, Charlene B wrote: 
> Dear Professor John Kasson: Just wanted to let you know that a new film 
> studies book published by University of California Press -Berkeley 2013 
> entitled Precious Charms: Stars Performing Girlhood in Classical 
> Hollywood Cinema by Gaylyn Studlar has a chapter on Shirley Temple It 
> might be worth looking at for your own work Hope things are going well. 
> Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cineas~e Magazine <ga~@cineas~emagazine.ccsend.com> 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 7:36 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@ema:il.nnc.edu-* 

Clearance Sale on Back Issues 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Cineaste Magazine. Please confirm your 
continued interest in receiving email from us. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Back issues, that is. Cineaste will be moving into new but 
smaller office space in June and, as a result, we will not be 
able to take with us our entire inventory of back issues, 
dating from the early Seventies through the most recent 
issues. We’re thus pleased to make available to Cineaste 
subscribers in the U.S., for a limited time only, any of the 
regular back issues listed on our Website at clearance sale 
prices of o~ly $~.00 per copy, with minimum orders 
required of either five back issues for $8,00 (including 
postage), ten issues for $14.00 (including postage), or 
fifteen issues for $21.00 (postage induded). "Rare 

orders must be received no laterthan Saturday, May 18. 
Foreign subscribers may inquire for applicable postage rates 
by emailing us at cineaste@cineaste.com. 

Orders may be placed by sending payment along with the 
attached order form, or via credit-card payments on our 
Website. In the latter case, please note that although back 
numbers are listed online at the regular price of $7.00 each, 
you can qualify for the $1.00 per copy discount and 
reduced postage rates by writing "Clearance Sale" in the 

~ Back issues :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Vol. ~II, No. 2: Lewis Milestone, interviews with Michel 
Hazanavidus, Ralph Fiennes, Johnny Depp and Peter Von 

Vol. ~II, No. ~: Critical Symposium on Political Cinema 
Today, interviews with David Cronenberg, John Sayles and 

Preservation, Ella Kazan, Antonioni, Malcolm McDowell, Civil 

Vol. ~I, No. 3: Nikita Mikhalkov, Making of Godzilla, 
interviews with Bertrand Tavernier, Patricio Guzm~n, 

Vol.~I, No. 2: Claude Lanzmann, Abbas Kiarostami, 
Kelly Reichardt, Apichatpong Weerasethakul, Raoul Walsh’s 

Vol. ~, No. 2: Repertory Film Programming, Frederick 
Wiseman, Tom~s Guti~rrez Alea, The Messenger, Lebanon, 

Vol. ~, No. l: Articles on the Contemporary Horror 

Vol. ~IV, No. 4: Nohsen Nakhmalbaf, Philippe Garrel, 
Satyajit Ray, Joe Berlinger on Crude, Kuhle W~mpe, The 

Vol. ~IV, No. 3: DEFA Studios films, Palestinian 



Cinema,Christopher Plummer, Paolo Sorrentino, Food, Inc,, 

Kubrick, Matteo Garrone on Gomorrah, Steve McQueen on 

Vol. XXXIII, No. 4: Chris Marker, Mike Leigh, Guy Maddin, 

Alex Gibney, Manoel de Oliveira, Luis Bui~uel, Ramin Bahrani, 

Vol. XXXI"II", No. 2: Daniel Day-Lewis, ‘]ohn Sayles, Cristian 
Mungiu, ‘]ia Zhangke, Charles Burnett, Queer Film Criticism, 

Curtis, .]ames Mangold, Alexander Sokurov, Beur Cinema 

Vol. XXXII, No. 2: Care Blanchett, Ken Loach, Michael 

Vol. XXXI", No. 2: Robert Bresson, Dardenne brothers, 

Vol. XXXI", No. :~: Making of La Dolce Vita, Michael Haneke. 
Vol. XXX, No. 4: Wong Kar-wai, Sally Potter, Apichatpong 

Vol. XXX, No. 3: Alexander Mackendrick, .]onathan 

Vol. XXX, No. :I: Ousmane Sembene, Mira Nair, Mike Leigh, 

Vol. XXIX, No. 4: Patrice Leconte, Mario Monicelli, Ingmar 

Vol. XXI"X, No. 3: Guy Maddin, Ross McElwee, The Battle of 

Vol. XXIX, No. 2: Film and History, Michael Caine, Omar 

Vol. XXV1rI1r, No. 4: Stephen Frears, Peter Mullan, Alfred 

Vol. XXVI"I"I", No. 3: Spike Lee, Michael Haneke, .]ean-Pierre 
and Luc Dardenne, RussianArk cinematographer, 

Vol. XXVI"I"I", No. 2: Bertrand Tavernier, Costa-Gavras, 

Vol. XXVII, No. 4: Cinephilia, Hou Hsiao-hsien, Suso Cecchi 

Vol. XXVII, No. 2: Kubrick, Laurent Canter, Guillermo del 

Vol. XXVI", No. 4: Sergei Eisenstein, Monty Python, Agn~s 

Vol. XXV, No. 3: Errol Morris, .]ulie Taymor, Orson Welles. 
Vol. XXV, No. 2: Pauline Kael, Gillo Pontecorvo, Mike Leigh. 
Vol. XXV, No. :I.: Edward Norton, Atom Egoyan, Catherine 

Vol. XXI"V, No. :I: Shakespeare in the Cinema, Ken Loach. 

Sheridan, Bertrand Tavernier, Kundun, Godzilla interview. 

Vol. xx1rl, No. 3: Orson Welles, 

Blacklist, Tim Robbins, .]im .]armusch, DeadMan Walking, 

Vol. XXI", No. 3: Pulp Fiction, Buster Keaton, Hoop Dreams, 
Marcel Ophuls, Lee Tamahori, Freddie Young, Abbas 



Vol. XX, No. 4: Lawrence of Arabia, Francesco Rosi, 
Frederick Wiseman, John Schlesinger, Andrzej Wajda, ATDS 
Videos. 
Vol. XX, No. 1: Sally Potter, Susan Sarandon, Zhang 
Yimou. 
Vol. )(VIII, No. ~.: Melvin Van Peebles, Pedro Almodovar, 
Bertrand Tavernier, Denys Arcand, Reginald and Warrington 
Hudlin. 
Vol. XVII, No. 3: Costa Gavras, Wes Craven, Chert Kaige, 
Amos Gitai, New Chinese Cinema, The Good Fight, 

Casualties of War. 
Vol. XVII, No. 2: Lawrence of Arabia Restoration, David 
Cronenberg, Vietnamese Cinema, Blade Runner, Mississippi 
Burning. 

Vol. XVI, No. 3: Alex Cox, Oliver Stone, Patricia Rozema, 
"Cheech" Marin, Larisa Shepitko, Wall Street, Matewan, 

Walker. 
Vol. XV, No. 2: Julie Christie, Bertrand Tavernier, Denys 

Arcand, Alan Parker, Heartburn, Decline of the American 
Empire. 
Vol. XV, No. 1: Gian Maria Volont~, Carlos Diegues, 
Agnieszka Holland, Agn~s Varda, Donna Deitch, Italian 

Political Westerns. 
Vol. XIV, No. 4: Charles Chaplin, Akira Kurosawa, Feminist 
Heroines, Cinema in Poland and Hungary, The Official Story, 
Out of Africa. 
Vol. XIV, No. 3: Jack Lemmon, Haskell Wexler, Maria Luisa 
Bemberg, Hitchcock, Kiss of the Spider Woman, Shoah, 
Rambo. 
Vol. XIV, No. 2: Michael Palin, Robert Airman, Andrzej 
Wajda, Nelson Pereira dos Santos, Tomas Gutierrez Alea, 
Secret Honor. 
Vol. XIII, No. 2: Peter Greenaway, Ann Hui, Leon Hirszman, 
Franco Solinas, Daniel, Under Fire, The Big Chill. 
Vol, XIII, No, I : Jean-Claude Carriere, John Sayles, Joseph 

Losey, Young Misogynists of American Cinema, Tarkovsky, 
Danton. 
Vol. XII, No. 4: Bruce Beresford, Lindsay Anderson, Hermes 
Pan, Hollywood Musicals, Fassbinder, Tootsie, Fitzcarraldo. 
Vol. XII, No. 3: Wayne Wang, Taviani Brothers, British 
Cinema, Spanish Earth, Not a Love Story, Chariots of Fire, 
Blade Runner. 
Vol. XI, No. 3: Molly aaskell, Politics of the Documentary, 

Ashes and Diamonds, Sao Bernardo, D,O,A,, Thief. 
Vol. XI, No. 2: Gance’s Napoleon, Zanussi, The Battle of 
Chile, Klute, McCabe and Mrs, Miller, The Elephant Man, 
Ordinar~ People. 
Vol. X, No. 4: Pontecorvo, Kevin Brownlow, Loach and 
Garnett, Cinesemiology, Every Man for Himself, Kagemusha, 
Last Metro. 
Vol. X, No. 3: John Berger, John Springer, Hitchcock. 
Vol. IX, No. 3: Andrew Sarris, Hollywood’s Vietnam, Spy 
Films, Mideastern Cinema, Norma Rae, China Syndrome, 
Hardcore. 
Vol. IX, No. 2: The World at War, John Badham, Hungarian 
Cinema, 
Vol. VIII, No. 3: Sidney Poitier, Agn~s Varda, Paul 
Schrader, Albert Maltz, 1900, Apocalypse Now, Julia, 
Serpent’s Egg. 
Vol. VIII, No. 2: John Howard Lawson, John Addison, 
Gordon Parks, Sr., Fassbinder, Black and White in Color, 
Children of Labor. 
Vol. VII, No. :1.: FrancescoRosi, GianMariaVolont~,Monty 

Python’s Flying Circus, Arab and African Cinema, Nashville. 

FonNard ernail 

This email was sent ~o regester@en~aiI.unc,edu by cineastemaqazine@hotrnail.com 
Update Profile/Email Address I{~star;t removaiwith SafeUnsubscribef~" Privacy Policy, 

Cineaste Magazine :: 243 Fifth Avenue #706 :: New York NY 10016 



The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and I-4istory j 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Script <scriptmag@ fwmedia.com> 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 1:33 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@~,email.unc.edu> 

Things just got a whole lot better... 

View this email with images 

Things just got a whole lot better... 

C~er the past few months, there’s a very good chance that you’ve heard about Plot 

Control software and maybe even looked into it. 

Well Plot Control 2.0 has a brand new look, brand new features and EVEN BETTER 

CONTROL! 

Click here to get your copies or learn more about Plot Control 2.0. 

So let me ask you...have you finished that script you’re working on? 

tlow’s that idea coming along? 

Only you truly kmow the answers to those qnestions and if the reality is that you are 
slmggling; or even if you could really use a boost in your wriling efficiency then... 

What are you wailing for’?? 

For ONE DAY ONLY you can take advantage of the entire Plot Control 2.0 so~¥are 

package which is now valued at over $495... 

...FOR ONLY $69 

Click here to get your copies or learn more about Plot Control 2.0. 

All the best, 

Mitchell German 

The Story Problem Solver 

P.S. If the above links don’t work, please copy and paste the followinR into your 

browser: 

https:i/secureco~mect.int~sionsoft.com/~oiws040413iws040413/ 

One-Click Unsubscribe } Manage Subscriptions } Update Profile i Forward to a Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Duke Law Events <news-event~law.duke.edu@maJ136.wdc03.rsgsv.net> 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 2:53 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-> 

Ra~dall Kennedy di~usses the Civil Rights Movement April 8 & 9, Duke Law 

Please contact ~.!~9..~:!~..~.e..}?.,t..’~. with questions. 

Copjdigh~, © 2013 Duke Law School .4fl rights reserved. 

,rierld o, [::uke L.~v~’ School. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve ~Vright <wright@tophatmonocle.com> 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 5:44 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@emaJJ.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting Request: Classroom Reslyonse System atUNC 

Great! Does 12:30 or 4 PM on the 12th work for you? 

On Wed, Apr 3, 2013 at 3:20 PM, Regester, Charlene B <regesteff~email.nnc.edu~ wrote: 

Dear Steve: Yes, I could possibly do it on April 12th. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Steve Wright [wright@tophatmonocle.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 03, 2013 3:54 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
$,,bject: Re: Meeting Request: Classroom Response System at UNC 

Hi Professor Regester, 

I hope you enjoyed your trip! 

I’m following up to see if you have any time on Friday, April 12th, or almost any tilne the follomng week to view a demonstration of Top Hat. 

Please let ~ne know ifI can answer any questions ibr you. 

On Wed, Mar 27, 2013 at 3:25 PM, Steve Wright <wrigh~tophatmonocle.com> wrote: 

Hi Professor Regester, 

No problem. I will contact you next week. 

Enjoy your trip, and I look forward to speaking with you next week! 

On Wed, Mar 27, 2013 at 2:35 PM, Regester, Charlene B <regesle~,@~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dealt Steve: Currently, I am on my way to a cont}rence in Washington you can contact me next week if you would like. Sincerely, Chaxlene Regester 

From: Steve Wright [wright(a~tophatmonocle.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 2013 3:33 PM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 

Subject: Meeting Request: Classroom Restx)nse System at UNC 

Hi Professor Regester, 

I hope your second half of the semester is off to a great slart. I reached out a couple of months ago on behalf of Top Hat, a web-based classroom response 

system. We’re finishing up with training sessions for this term over these next few weeks, and I would love to connect with you for 20 minutes or so to show 

you a quick demonstration. 

Our platform gives you live feedback from students during your lectures through a broad range of question Upes, discussions and other interactive modules like 

classwide tournaments. It also allows students to use devices they alrea@ own (anything ruth WiFi or cell phone reception works). 

To get a better sense of Top Hat, yon can see a 3-minute video (http://vimeo.comi58666637) or check out some professor case studies 

(https:/iwww.tophatmonocle.com/tour/casestudies). 

Do you have time tbr a quick, 20-minute online demonstration? 

Talk to you soon, 

Steve Wright 
Account Director I Top Hat 

wright(~tophat.com 

513-379-4252 



{.~t:~) .~7o - ~2.~2 I wright@tophat.com 

Hon, Top Hat Works! 

Sincerely; 

Stephen C. Wright 

Account Director I Top Hat 

(.~1.~ .~70 - ~2.~2 I wright@tophat.com 

How Top Hat Works! 

Sincerely, 

Stephen C. Wright 

Account Director I Top Hat 

(513) 379 - 42521 wright@tophat.com 

How Top Hat Works! 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Georgia Kennedy <Georgia.Kennedy@bloomsbuD~.com~ 

Friday, April 5, 2013 7:42 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@emafil.unc.edu> 

Commissioning lbr new tilm texk~ 

Dear Charlene, 

I hope this emaii finds you well and that you don’t mind me contacting you out of the blue like this. 

I am an editor in the Visual Arts division of Bioomsbury Publishing (www.Noomsbury.com/academic) where I am currently developing our list of highly illustrated, introductory film 

textbooks. I am in the early stages of research and am currently looking for suggestions on what the series should cover in order to be as useful as possible for both foundation level 

and beginning undergraduate students. If you have time, I would very much appreciate your feedback on this. 

Just to give a little bit of background, I’m initially seeking to commission 5-6 new titles to build on our existing film list: www.bloornsbury.comiuk/academic/acadernic- 

subjects!film-and-media-studies 

I am currently seeking proposals for introductory level textbooks for foundation and beginning first year undergraduates on the following subjects: 

¯ Cinematography 

¯ Visual effects 

¯ Narrative techniques 

¯ Short film production 

We’re aiming to publish the first of these new titles in September 2014, so if you might be interested in authoring a book on one of the subjects above, or a related topic, then I would 

be very interested in discussing this with you. Alternatively, if you know of a colleague who you think might be suitable/interested then please feel free to forward my details on to 

them. 

Many thanks for your time and I very much look forward to hearing from you. 

Best wishes, 

Georgia 

c:. ~" ~:~: ~::.~ ~ 2~ ?~3~ :¢.:.3~: 

This email has been scanned by the Symm~tec Elnail Securi~.clond sel7ice. 
/ For more information please visit http:/, www.syma~teccloud.coln 



From:    Steve Wright 
Importance:        Normal 
Subject: Invitation: Top Hat Demonstration - Professor Regester @ Fri Apr 12, 2013 11:30am - 
12pm (wright@tophatmonocle.com) 
Start Date/Time: Fri 4/12/2013 4:30:00 PM 
End Date/Time: Fri 4/12/2013 5:00:00 PM 
invite.ics 

more details >> 

Top Hat Demonstration - Professor Regester 
Hi Professor Regester, 

As we discussed, when the time comes I will give you a call at 
response tool. 

to demonstrate to you our interactive classroom 

will also ask that you join me by clicking the following link, 

@£:.../.!}pin,me/stev~f_igb~ (Please copy and paste this in your web address bar if you cannot click on it). 

Please note that the demonstration lasts 15-20 minutes. I have reserved a 30 minute time slot, thus allowing a buffer for any 
questions that may arise during the demo. 

Thank you for taking the time to arrange this with me. If you have any questions or need to arrange for a new time, please feel free to 
email me at the following. 

Warm Regards, 
Steve Wright 

hat, corn 

Whe/- 

Ca enda~ 

Who 

FriApr 12, 2013 11:30am- 12pm Centra 

wright@tophatmonocle.com 

Gong? Yes - ~laybe- No more options 

Invib;iion Iota Goo~le Calendar 

regester@email 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve ~Vright <wright@tophatmonocle.com> 

Friday, April 5, 2013 12:51 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emaJd.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting Request: Classroom Reslyonse System atUNC 

Thanks! I just sent you aJa e~nail, c~lendar invitation for that time. 

I look forward to speaking ruth you then! 

On Fri, Apr 5, 2013 at 11:39 AM, Regester, Charlene B <regester(~email.tmc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Steve: You can call me on my cell Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Steve Wright [wriqht@tophatmonocle.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 05, 2013 10:26 AM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Meeting Request: Classroom Response System at UNC 

Good morning Prot~ssor Regester! 

I actuaJly conduct these detnonstrations over the phone and online (with a link for you to view my laptop monitor on your own computer) so you can see the 

product. 

Is there a paxticular phone number you’d like me to call at that time to contact you? 

On Fri, Apr 5, 2013 at 8:02 AM, Regester, Charlene B <regester~email.unc.edu> wl~ote: 

Dear Steve: The 12:30 time slot works best for me. Just let me know where. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Steve Wright [wriqht@tophatmonocle.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 04, 2013 5:44 PM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Meeting Request: Classroom Response System at UNC 

Great! Does 12:30 or 4 PM on the 12th work for you? 

On Wed, Apr 3, 2013 at 3:20 PM, Regester, Charlene B <reges~teI~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Steve: Yes, I could possibly do it on April 12th. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Steve Wright [wriqht(~tophatmonocle.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 03, 2013 3:54 PM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Meeting Request: Classroom Response System at UNC 

Hi Professor Regester, 

I hope you enjoyed your trip’. 

rm lbllowing up to see if you have any "time on Friday, April 12th. or almost any time the tbllowing week, to view a demonstration of Top Hat. 

Please let me know ifI can answer aJ~y questions tbr you. 

On Wed, Mar 27, 2013 at 3:25 PM, Steve Wright <wright~,tophatmonocle.com> wrote: 

Hi Professor Regester, 

No problem. I roll contact you next week. 

Enjoy your trip, and I look fon~-ard to speaking ruth yon next week’. 



On Wed, Mar 27, 2013 at 2:35 PM, Regester, Charlene B <regeste~o~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Deax Steve: Currently, I am on my way to a conl~rence in Washinglx~n you caJ~ contact me next week if you would like. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Steve Wright [wnoht~to hatmonocle.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 2013 3:33 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Meeting Request: Classroom Response System at UNC 

Hi Professor Regester, 

I hope your second half of the semester is off to a groat start. I roached out a couple of months ago on behalf of Top Hat, a web-based classroom 

restx~nse system. We’re finishing up with traiNng ~ssions tbr this tem~ over these next t}w weeks, and I would love to connect with you lbr 20 minutes or 

so to show you a quick demonstration. 

Our plattbrm gives you live feedback ti-om students during your lectures through a broad range of question types, di~ussions and other interactive modules 

like classwide tournaments. It also aJdows s~m&nts to use &vices they g~ready own (anything with WiFi or cell phone reception works). 

To get a better sense of Top Hat, you can see a 3-minute video (http://vimeo.com/58666637) or check out some professor case studies 
(https:i/wv~v.tophatmonocle.comitour/casesmdies). 

Do you have time for a quick, 20-minute online demonstration? 

Talk to you soon, 

Steve Vv~6 ght 

Account DirectorI Top Hat 
wrighk@tophat.com 
513-379-4252 

Sincerely, 

Stephen 12. Wright 

Aeeotmt Director I Top Hat 

tr.~R} RT~ - ~t2.~2 I wright@tophat.com 

How Top Hat Works! 

Sincerely, 

Stephen C. Wright 

Account Director ] Top Hat 
~.~1.~} .~7�) - ~2.~2 ] wright@tophat.com 

How Top Hat Works! 



Sincerely, 

Stephen C. Wright 

Account Director I Top Hat 

(.~1:O :~7~ - ~2.~2 [ wright@tophat.com 

How Top Hat Works! 

B~d le Your Pear~o~ Textbook w~th 

Since~el?; 

Stephen C. Wright 
Aecom~t Director I ~ Hat 

(513) 379 - 4252 I wright@tophatocom 

How ~ Hat Works! 
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change. 
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~rom: 

To~ 

Subject: 

UNCm’R/<membels@unc4v.org> 

Friday, April 5, 2013 4:54 PM 

Regeste[, Charlene B <[egester@email.unc.edu> 

Business Ethics: Sunday at 1 PM! 

Xi UNC-TV NewsFlashi 

Coming Sundsy; April 7~ st 1 RMI 

How do we cultivate and support companies that are ethically sound? 
Ex#ert panelists discuss this question and much more when UNC~/presents 

Business Ethics: ChaI~e~ges for a Chan.qin# WoHd 

Taped on Monday, Januarf 28, 2013, a panel of six experts discussed the topic "Business Ethics: Challenges 
for a Changing World" before a live audience at the McKimmon Center on the campus of North Carolina State 
University in Raleigh. The discussion was moderated by UNC--R/’s Shannon Vickeqi, and recorded for 
broadcas~ on UNC-TV. 

The six panelists are: 

Denis Arnold: Surtman Distinguished ocholar in Business Ethics and associate professor of 
management at ~he University of North Carolina-Charlotte/Editor ~n chb~, ~usmess ~th~cs Qua,~edy;/ 
Past presk~ent, o >defy for Business Ethics 
Peter Anderson: Attorney 

4.~.~.~R~: President, DonaM Haack Diamonds and F~ne Gems 
Bonnie Hancock: Executive Director. NC State Poo~e Cello{ e of Management’s Enterprise R~sk 
Management ~nitiative, and lecturer in the college’s departmenl of accounting 
P[abhavathi Femandes: President and Chief Executive Offber, Cempra Pharmaceufics~s 

~Y1!#..[#.~].~[}£[: Business reporter, Wilmington Star News 

The discussion touched on such topics as factors that bd to 2008 financial crisis, organizational ethics and 
more. Shannon Vickery, UNC-TV’s director of production and the moderator for the panel discussion, expressed 
her hope that the even~ would benefi~ altendees and UNC-TV viewers alike, saying, "This is ~he sort of ~irnely 
depth examination of an important topic that we strive to present to our statewide audience. We deeply 
appreciate the participation of the panelists and the support and assistance of both the R.P. Holdings 
Foundation and our colleagues at Norih Carolina State University." 

The event and tebvision production are being funded by a generous grant from the R.P. Holding Foundatien. 

the UNC-TV Cor~mu~ity! 
Get the latest News. 

Unsubscribe or change your email preferences. 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <cfa@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Saturday, April 6, 2013 9:22 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@emaJ, l.unc.edu> 

The International Symposia on CnlturaJl Diplomacy 2013 (Berlin, Bucharest, Pretoria, Rome, Washington D.C., New York City, Brussels, 
London; May-July 2013) 

"The Potential for Cultural Diplomacy in Supporting National and International Governance" 
(Berlin, Bucharest, Pretoria, Rome, Washington D.C., New York City, Brussels, London; May-July 2013) 

vw’cw.i-s-c -d.org 
Dear Friends and Colleagues, 
We are pleased to announce a number of new and exciting opportunities available in the field of Cultural Diplomacy and also wish to bring to your attention our forthcoming 
International Conlerences and Young Leaders’ W’eeklong Seminars, to be hos~ed by the ~CD ~n partnership with other prestigious orgaNzafions. 
The information a~ached belew provMes further details on the epportuNfies and programs provk~ed at these events. We weuld also be extremely gratefu~ if tMs anneuncement 
couM be shared with other h~terested pa~es by fowvarding the ~nfonnat~on provided below. 
Sincerely, 
Mark Donfried 
& the ICD Team 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
Ku~rstendamm 207=8 Bedin, Gennany=10719 

Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 
~.cult u raldiplomacy.org 
info@cult u ra~di~lomacw~Eq 
Wbat ~s Cultural Diplomacy? Click Here 

"The Potential for Cultural Diplomacy in Supportin~ N~tional ~nd International Governance" 
(Ber~n, Bucharest, Pretor~a, Rome, Washington D.C., New York City, Brussels, London; May=July 2013) 

~.i-s-c4l.org 
The Intemafiona~ Symposia on Cultura~ DiNomacy 2013 is the worM’s leading and ~argest event in the field of Cu~tura~ D~plomacy. The Symposia 2013 will include ~arge-scale 
events explor#N the Po~entia~ fat CultutN DiNomacy in Supporting Nafiona~ and ~n~ernafiona~ Governance. The events will take Race in different cities ~hroughout ~he months 
of May - Ju~y 201& 
The follow~n~ Events w~ take place during Mav - Ju~’f 2013: 

Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in Germany 

Befi#~ as a Mul#cuttura~ ~xample: A Case Study for ~mbracin# German Cultural Plurality 
(Berlin; May 19th - 22rid, 2013) 
v’~.kuffurbr£icken.de 

* Symposmm on Cultural DiNomacy #~ the Levant 
"Levant, Cradle of Cultural D~plomacy: Rediscovering the Mediterranean" 
(Bucharest; May 23rd - 25th, 2013) 

~.l~-v~-n-t .or~ 
* Symposmm on Cultural Diplomacy & Human Rights 

"Towards a Global Human Rights Culture: The Need for a Co#ecdve A#i~nce in #~e Protec#on & Promo#on of Human Right" 

(Berlin; May 27th --- June 1st, 2013) 

v’~.bhrc.de 
Symposmm on Cultu~a~ Diplomacy in the African Union 
"African Perspec#ves: An African Vision for Pos~Ove Developments in Africa" 

(Pretoda, June 4th - 7th. 2013) 
~.au-cult u raldi#lomacy ~onference.oEq 
Symposmm on Cultural D~plomacy in the Asia Pacific 
"The App~icaOen of Cultura~ Diplomacy in FosteNng Relations within ~e Asi~ Paci#c" 

(Bed~n; June 07th - 09th, 2013) 

Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in Italy 

"Italian Cultural Diplomacy & Nor~-South ReMdons wi~in the EU" 

(Rome; June 12th - 14th. 2013) 

* Symposmm on Cultural D~p~omacy ~n Afghanistan & Centra~ Asia 
"Democracy, Development, and Diplomacy in Afghanistan & Central 

(Ber~n June 21st- 2ord 2013~ 

Cultural DiNomacy ~n Afghanistan & CentrN Asia 
~ Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in the USA 

"US Cultural Diplomacy: ~e Use of ~e A~s in Promoting Dialogue, Fostering Peace, and Inida~ng Mutual Unders~nding amongst WaNd Cultures and 
Civ~izadons" 
~ashington D.C. & New York City; June 24th - ~Sth. 2013) 

v~.~cdqntemational-sy mposiu m-usa.orq 
~ Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy ~n the European Union 

"Cultural Diplomacy and the European Union: Promoting a European Iden#ty Regionally and 
(Brussels; July 3rd = 5th, 2013) 

~.eu-cult u raldiplomacy ~onference.or# 
Symposium on CuRura~ D~Nomacy in the UK 
"Using Cultural Diplomacy to Promote Human Rights, Democracy, Peace & $Nbflity #~ ~e BHOsh Commonwealth" 
(London; Ju~y 10th -12th, 2013) 

re#beaming Conferences 
(Belgrade, Brussels, Bet~ir~, WasMngton D.C. & New York C~y; April - June, 2013) 



www.icd-ylf.or.q 
The ICD Your~g Leaders" Forums are ir~ternational r~etworks of like-mir~ded young individuals with an interest ir~ developing, supporting, and sustaining intercultural relations. 
Over the past (Jecade, the ~CD Young Leaders’ For~Jms have grown to become one of Europe’s largest i~dependent cultu[a~ exchange organizations, hosting programs that 
facilitate interaction among young individuals of all o~Jlt~Jra~, academic, an(J professional backgrounds from across the world. 

~e are currently acceptinq applications for the follow~nq conferences: 
Cultura~ D~plom~cy in Europe: A Forum fo~ Young Leaders 

(Belgrade, Apr~ 15th = 19th, 2013) 

~.~cd-europe.org 
Cultural Diplomacy ~n Africa: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Brussels, April 15th - 1#h, 2013) 

~.icd-africa.oEq 
Europe Meets Russia: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Berlin, April 22nd = 26th, 2013) 

~v.~cd-emr.org 
Europe Meets China: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Berlin, June5th -9th, 2013) 

Cultural D~p~omacy in East Asia: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Berlin, June 7th - 1 lth, 2013) 

The USA Meets Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders 
~’ashin#ton D.C. & New York City; June 24th - 28th, 2013) 

~.~cd-usame.orq 
To apply, please click 

What is Cultural D~plomacy? Click Here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mae Henderson < i@gmail.com> 

Saturday, April 6, 2013 10:11 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: Update 

Thanks, Ch~:rlene, for forw~xding Duke email. 

Remember that I’ll be iu NYC ou Mouday, but roll be ~:round (if ~hing 

comes up) on Tuesday. Cheers, m. 

On Sat, Apr 6, 2013 at 9:14 AM, Regester. Charlene B <regester(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Danielle Nelson [bedit.danielle.nelson@dukeupress,edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 05, 2013 4:35 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: "The Josephine Baker Critical Reader" proposal 

Dear Charlene Regester, 

I am writing to inform you that Courtuey Berger has received your book proposal for "The Josephine Baker Critical Reader." 

Best, 
Da~ielle 



Sent: 

Subject: 

fundingalert@cos.com 

Sunday, April 7, 2013 1:01 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Charlene Regester 

Funding alerts for your 
saved searches 
Results" April 07, 2013 

fundit-"t9 search Feb 08 
7 funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 
Chiang Ching-Kuo Foundation for International 
Scholarly Exchange (CCKF) 
American Region 

Sponsor: 
~’Mener Libra~, Limited 

Sponsor: 
Association for Education in Journalism and 
Mass Communication (AEJMC) 
Mass Communication and Society (MC&S) 
Division 

Sponsor: 
American Historical Association (AHA) 

5 K#~’t Weill Book P}’ize 

Sponsor: 
VVeill Foundation for Music, Inc., Kurt 

Sponsor: 
American Historical Association (AHA) 
Book Prizes and Awards 

Sponsor: 
American Historical Association (AHA) 
Book Prizes and Awards 

Funding alerts for your saved searches 
Lo~i~-~ to view yo~.~" 



Results: April 07, 2013 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rob Stephens < ~gmail,com> 

Sunday, April 7, 2013 10:55 AM 

Invitation to Real Silent Sawn Community Update 

Dear Friends, 

The Real Silent Sam Movement picked tip two years ago when a group of students and communi~7 members re-engaged long anti-racist 
efforts to bring historical accuracy and j ustice to UNC-Chapel Hill’ s campus. A~ler months of conversations and several cormnuni~ 
meetings, a campai ~gn began to put a plaque on Silent Sam telling the truth about a history rooted in white supremacy. 

On April 9th the Real Silent Sam Committee invites you and your organization to a "Real Silent Sam Community l Jpdate and Discussion." 
This spring is a critical time for the Movement. Wc believe we must pull our cormnunity together again to give an update on the work of 
the past year and together prepare to build the Movement to achieve real results this spring. June of this year marks the 100th anniversary 
of the Confederate Soldier Monmnent. With our community fully engaged, we can make sure Silent Sam tells the truth about his history in 
his second century’. 

What: Real Silent Sam Community l ~pdate and Discussion 

When: Tuesday, April 9th @ 6:30 p.m. 

Where: Wilson Library 

Hope to see you there, 

Rob 

Rob Stephens 
Field Secreta~ 
North Carolina NAACP State Conference 
919-682-4700 (o) 

(c) 
rob~naacpnc.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Sunday, April 7, 2013 7:49 PIVl 

~reenmciety-announce@duke.edu; tilm-video <tilm- video@duke.edu-~; ami-thculty@duke.edu; amicert@duke.edu 

**Screen/Society --Mon 4/8: "Habibi" wi dir. Susan Yousset~; Wed 4/10: "Lion’s Den"; Thu 4/11: "The First Year" (docu.); Fri 4/12: "The 

Mourning Forest" (Mogari no moil) by KAWASE Naomi 

*Please distribme ~,idely* 

ScreenlSociety presen 
Habibi 

w/director Susan Youssef 

== Download PDF Fiver [ More Info == 



Lio~ ’s Det, 
== Download PDF Fiver ] More Iatb == 

Thursday ApriI 11th~ 7pro: 
The First Year 

(discussion to follow) 
== Download PDF Flyer I More Info == 



"lh e Mourning t;~rest 

(Mogari no ~r0 

== Download PDF Flyer [ More Info == 



http:A/ami.duke.edu/screensocietv 

All Screen/Society events are coordinated and co-sponsored 
by the Program in the Arts of the Moving Image 

i!!! ..i~~ =.=Jii:: hokazak@duke.edu 



W,~:~:~ i:;~ : http:!/ami.du ke.edu/screensociety 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

TEACH Chaxlotte <camilla.robinson@~tntp.org> 

Monday, April 8, 2013 8:03 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Help Fill onr Schools ruth Excellent Teachers! 

You’re receiving this message because a large number of: our teachers graduated from your university. 
If: you do not want to receive future messages, please click "unsubscribe". 
You may unsubscribe if: you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

[~;ii NOLA Fellow 

Teaching Our Way To The Top 
Forward this email 

This ema[[ was sen~ to regesLer@email,unc.edu by camilla.robinson@tntp.orq 

Update Profi]e/Emaj] Address instant removal with SsfeUnsubscribe’’ Privacy Policy, 

TEACH Charlotte :: PO Box 30035 Charlotte :: NC :: 28230 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Columbia University Press <j b2579@cup-columbia,ccs~nd.com> 

Monday, April 8, 2013 8:35 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-> 

Save 50% on Hollywood & Hider during Our Spring Sale 

You’re receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in Columbia University Press. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails, 

SovieIUnion, Dehedyalserecountshewthedispmpodionalely 

His history features a cast ol charismatic personalities: Cad 



Forward this email 

This email was sent to regester@email.unc,edu by r#12~.~4’~lcolu rnbj~ed~ 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeT~’ Privacy Policy. 

Columbia University Press 6:[ West 62rid Street :: New York NY :[0023 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

No~h American Book Distributors, LLC <c~nabdllc.com@mai1294 .us3 .mcdh,.net> 

Monday, April 8, 2013 9:06 AM 

Regester, Chaslene B <regesler@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Aliican Americm~ Studie~Collection 

SLAVE NARRATIVES COMPLETE SET 

A Folk History of Slavery in the United States 

from interviews with former slaves 

Faculty and students interested in African-American Studies will be searching the library for information on 
slavery in the United States. We are pleased to announce the republishing of the entire set of SLAVE 
NARRATIVES; A Folk History of Slavery in the United States from interviews with former slaves. The 

SLAVE NARRATIVES were collected in the 1930s as part of the Federal Writers’ Project of the Works 
Progress Administration from interviews with former slaves. 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES provides a unique and unsurpassed collective portrait of African-American 
population during slavery. Indeed, historian David Brion Davis has argued that the voluminous number of 
documented slave testimonies available in the United States "is indisputably unique among former 
slaveholding nations. In addition to the substantial number of life histories it contains, the most compelling 
feature of the collection is the composition of the sample of people who made up its informants." SLAVE 
NARRATIVES thus constitute an illuminating and invaluable source of data about antebellum and post- 
Emancipation Southern life, the institution of slavery, and, most important, the reactions and perspectives 
of those who had been enslaved. The profoundly moving text which yields great insight into the impact of 
slavery upon human lives. 

Thank you for your consideration in recommending the entire set of SLAVE NARRATIVES to your 
collection development librarian or subject librarian. 

Please visit NABDLLC.com/Slave-Narratives/to view further details regarding this title. 

FREE SHiPPiNG ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE iN THE U.S. 
Purchase orders are accepted from all organizations. 

For your convenience we accept Visa and MasterCard as a payment option. 

Order Form 

Slave Narratives Complete Set - Edition 
$1 995.00 .... 11978040302211 

Name: Library Name: 

Phone: Email: 

Mailing Address: 

City: State: 

Payment Type: Visa MasterCard Check Purchase Order#: 

Cardholder Name: 

Card Number: 

Zip: 

Expiration Date: 

uns~ibsc:-ibe From th~s ~st ~ update subsc:dpt~on p:-efere:~ces 
North Amedcsn Book Distributors, LLC , PO Box 510 . Hamburg~ N[ 48139 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:56 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

- AFAM    2rid Paper Topic 

Hi Prof. Register, 

I have completed a draft of my opening paragraph for the second required paper. I have included it below and I would greatly appreciate your thoughts on my 

topic, as well as the strength of my opening paragraph. 

Thank you, 

Public Health: Health Policy and Management Major 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@live.unc.edu 



~ent: 

To~ 

Subject: 

UNC-TV <membei~@unc4v.org> 

Monday, April 8, 2013 3:34 PM 

Regeste[, Charlene B <[egester@email.unc.edu> 

Much Ado About Nothing: Tuesday at 8 PM 

~’-’i UNC-TV NewsFlashi 

i i~ UNCSA Presents’Much AdoAbout Nothing" 

UNCSA’s Much Ado About Nothing - Tuesday, April 9, at 8 P~ 

Tomorrew night at 8 PM, UNC-TV will present a new performance program produced by the 
Univemity el North Carolina School of the Arts. 

UNCSA’s performance of VV]lliam Shakespeare’s Much Ado About Nothing features the artistic work 
of UNCSA students, faculty, and staff. The pedormance a~so ~nc~udes the Amedcan premiere of the 
orches~ra~ score by Edch Wolfgang Komgo~d, wMch was originally composed for a s~age production 
~n V~enna h~ 1920. TMs is the firs1 production fu~y ~ntegrafing the music s~nce it was outlawed by 
the Nazis in 1933. UNCSA Chancellor John Mauceri collaborated w~th the music puM~shing house 
Scho~t on this new edition o~ KorngoM’s sco~e. 

This program was made possible by a generous .grant from the A. J. Fletcher Foundation to the 
University of Nodh Carolina School of the Arts, which allows UNC-TV to broadcast the work of 
UNCSA’s talented faculty, staff, and students to viewers statewide. Much Ado About Nothing ~s the 
second grant~uppoded UNCSA performance that UNC-~ has broadcast. Additional support was 
provided by the Thomas S~ Kenan ~nstitute for 1he Ads and 1he ~lliam R Kenan, Jr~ Fund fer 1he 
A~s. 

We are pleased te give UNCSA this prime time showcase for this performance and we hope that 
you will tune in tomorrow night for its premiere. 

Join the UNC-TV Oor~l~nunity! 
Get the iatest News. 

Unsubscribe or change your email preferences. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Documentm7 Studies at Dnke Universib, <llm@duke.eduv 

Monday, April 8, 2013 5:00 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

CDS NEWS: Full Frame Awards, Feminism & Freedom Screening, Documentaxy Writers Series, World Voice Day, One-Day Workshops, 
Special Issue of "Document" Online, and More 

i ii.~.iI CDSI Centerfor D ...... 
taryStudies 

~ ~iI Exhibitions ] 

FULL FRAME AWARD WINNERS 

About Us 

~ 

Still from A River Changes Course 

The Full Frame Documentary Film Festival announced the 2013 festival award recipients on 

April 7, 2013, the last day of the sixteenth annual event. Ten awards and two Honorable 

Mentions were given, including Full Frame’s top prize, the Reva and David Logan Grand 

Jury Award (American Promise), and the Center for Documentary Studies Filmmaker Award 

(Kalyanee Mam for A River Chan.qes Course), a $7,500 prize to honor and support 

documentary filmmakers whose works are potential catalysts for education and change. 

American Promise, directed by Mich¢le Stephenson and Joe Brewster, follows their son 

Idris and his friend and classmate Seun from their first day of kindergarten at the 

prestigious Dalton School in New York all the way to their 2012 high school graduation, 

presenting a portrait of middle-class African American families who struggle with 

stereotypes and identity, and who wrestle with doubts and angst over their sons’ 

educational journeys. 

Kalyanee Mam’s feature film, A River Changes Course, portrays three rural Cambodian 

families and their vanishing way of life in the face of globalization and encroaching 

development. CDS exhibitions director Courtney Reid-Eaton, a member of the Full Frame 

selection committee, describes the film as "heartbreaking and beautiful," as it travels from 

the Cambodian countryside to the garment factories of Phnom Penh. 

For a full list of award winners, click here. 

FEMINISM & FREEDOM FILM SERIES I Free Screening of Acclaimed Lion’s Den 

Wednesday, April 10, 7 p.m. / White Lecture Hall, 107, Duke University East Campus / 

1308 Campus Dr., Durham, North Carolina 

Still from Lion’s Den 



Next up in Duke University’s 2013 Feminism and Freedom Film Series is Argentinian 

director Pablo Trapero’s Lion’s Den, winner of the Special Jury Prize at the Havana Film 

Festival in 2008, nominee for the Palme d’Or at Cannes, and a New York Tilnes Critic’s 

Pick. 

Lion’s Den tells the story of Julia Zarate, who gives birth to a son while in prison awaiting 

trial for the alleged murder of her boyfriend and another man. Much of the film was shot 

inside maximum-security Iockups in Argentina with real inmates and staff members as 

extras. Instead of raking over the murky circumstances of the crime, "the movie observes 

Julia’s personal growth during several years spent in a maternity cellblock," writes the 

Times. "From a smoldering antisocial depressive she evolves into a popular, defiant inmate 

for whom motherhood gives purpose to a previously aimless existence." Watch the trailer 

here. 

The Feminism and Freedom Film Series is sponsored by Duke University’s Screen/Society; 

Center for Documentary Studies, Women’s Studies Program, and International Comparative 

Studies program. The Screen/Society presents most of the school’s annual film series, free 

screenings that highlight significant films from around the world that are not readily available 

to the public. 

DOCUMENTARY WRITERS SERIES / Ben Miller on River Bend Chronicle and the 

Junkification of His iowa Boyhood 

Monday, April 15, 7 p.m. / The Regulator Bookshop / 720 Ninth St., Durham, North Carolina 

CDS is pleased to host Ben Miller in our Documentary Writers Series, a regular showcase 

of nonfiction authors who write artfully observed stories about the world The series is part 

of our ongoing commitment to find audiences for new and notable work by documentary 

artists. 

Miller will read from his debut memoir (presented as a collection of essays), River Bend 

Chronicle: The Junkification of a Boyhood Idyll Amid the Curious Glory of Urban Iowa a 

book that includes contemporaneous documentary photographs by Robert Campagna The 

award-winning essayist’s bittersweet evocation of his eccentric family’s tangled 

connections--between themselves, an unlikely cast of locals, and a seldom-documented 

urban Iowa of thrift stores, TV dinners, and bridges spanning the muddy sprawl of the 

Mississippi River--is by turns uplifting, harrowing., and very funny. 

WORLD VOICE DAY CELEBRATION / Unique Event Features Grammy=Nominated Musician 

Tilt Merritt 

Tuesday, April t6, 6:30-9:30 p.m. / Nasher Museum of Art / 2001 Campus Dr., Durham, 

North Carolina 



Tift Merritt Photograph by Jason Frank Rothenberg. 

The Duke Voice Care Center will celebrate World Voice Day 2013 with a special event 

(cohosted by CDS) featuring singer-songwriter Tift Merritt, recipient of Duke Voice Care 

Center’s Patrick D. Kenan Award for Vocal Health and Wellness. The Voice Care Center 

aims to raise awareness of the importance of vocal health and howto maintain good vocal 

habits with an exhibit and demonstration; a "Care of the Singing Voice" demo with vocal- 

health experts; a panel discussion--"What Do We Mean When We Talk About Voice?"--with 

Merritt, CDS director Tom Rankin, writer Clyde Edgerton, Duke Chapel dean Luke A Powery, 

and experts from the Voice Care Center discussing the many facets of the human voice. 

There will also be a performance by North Carolina native Merritt, the Grammy-nominated 

singer-songwriter described by The New Yorker as "the bearer of a proud tradition of distaff 

country soul that reaches back to artists like Dusty Springfield and Bobble Gentry." 

Admission is $15/$10 students with valid ID; free parking. Space is limited and registration 

is required Reqister online. 

For more information: 919-681-4984 

UPCOMING WORKSHOPS IN THE DOCUMENTARY ARTS ! Wet Plate Processing and 

Documentary and the Three=Act Structure 

We’re pleased to offer these upcoming one-day CDS Continuing Education classes, one of 

which an online course. 

Alternative Processing: Wet Plate Workshop 

Saturday, April 20, 10 a.m.-5 p.m. 

Center for Documentary Studies / 1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

Learn this beautiful, antique photographic process practiced in the nineteenth century by 

photographers such as Timothy O’Sullivan and Julia Margaret Cameron. The wet plate 

process is experiencing a renaissance and is now practiced by well-known contemporary 

photographers such as Sally Mann and Joni Sternbach. Working with large-format cameras, 

photographers Leah Sobsey and Tim Telkamp will guide students step-by-step through the 

process of making these exquisite instant images. Each student will leave with at least 

three plates. For more information and to register, click here. Eartyregistration discount: 

Register before April 10 and receive $10 off the regular course fee of $350 

Documentary and the Three=Act Structure 

Saturday, April 27, 10 a.m.-4 p.m. 

ONLINE 

Led by screenwriter/filmmaker Joshua Dasal, students will view and dissect memorable, 

tightly paced Hollywood films for the elements of traditional three-act structure, the most 

common storytelling format in the industry. By understanding how and why this structure is 

so effective, students will be able to apply it to their own nonfiction work, identifying ways to 

adapt their subject matter for a story-hungry contemporary documentary audience and to 

deliver commercially viable documentary films in today’s selective environment For more 

information and to register, click here Early registration discount: Register before April 17 

and receive $10 off the regular course fee of $160. 



NEW SPECIAL ISSUE OF DOCUMENTAVAILABLE ONLINE 

A special spring 2013 issue of Document. the CDS quarterly newsletter, is now available 

online in a format that allows readers to turn the pages of a full-screen version of the 

publication. This special issue celebrates the publication of two photo books by CDS, and 

accompanying exhibits: One Place: Pau! Kwifecki and Four Decades of Photoqraphs from 

Decatur County, Georgia, edited by CDS director Tom Rankin, and Legendary: Inside the 

House Ballroom Scene, by 2012 CDS/Honickman First Book Prize in Photoqraphy winner 

Gerard H. Gaskin. 

To browse past issues, click here. 

To receive print issues of Document, join Friends of CDS. 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Monday, April 8, 7 p.m. / Free Ethics Film Series screening of Habibi/Griffith Film Theater, 

Bryan Center, Duke University West Campus/125 Science Dr., Durham, North Carolina 

http:/ivwvw cdsporch.orq/archivesi16525 

Wednesday, April 10, 7 p.m. / Free Feminism & Freedom Film Series screening of Lion’s 

Den I White Lecture Hall, 107, Duke University East Campus / 1308 Campus Dr, Durham, 

North Carolina 
http:ll~^tww.cdsporch orqlarchivesl17891 

Monday, April 15, 7 p.m. / Documentary Writer Series with Ben Miller, author of Rivet Bend 

Chronicle / The Regulator Bookshop 1 720 Ninth St., Durham, North Carolina 

http://vwwv cdspo rch. o rcl/a rc hives/17722 

Tuesday, April 16, 6:30-9:30 p.m. / World Voice Day event with Tilt Merritt I Nasher Museum 

of Art/2001 Campus Dr., Durham, North Carolina 

http:ll~^tww, cdsporch orglarchivesl16923 

EXHIBIT 

March 18-July 27,2013 / One Place: Pau! Kwifecki and Four Decades of Photographs from 

Decatur County, Georgia I Kreps and Lyndhurst Galleries, Center for Documentary Studies / 

1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

http:fldocumentarystudies duke edulexhibitslcurrent-exhibits 

MORE ABOUT CDS: 

CDS Website http:!/documentarystudies.duke.edu 

CDS Porch http:flwww.cdsporch.org 

Friends ofCDS http:/!documentarystudies.duke.edu!donate 

Upcoming Events http:/idocumentarvstudies.duke.edu/events 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Pamela Demory <phdemory@UCDAVIS.EDU> 

Monday, April 8, 2013 9:12 PM 

UFVALIST- I~@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

CFP: REALITY TELEVISION: MEDIA CONVERGENCES AND NARfL&TIVE FUTUf~ES (5/13/13; 7/5-7/6/13) 

CFP: Reality. Tde~sion: Media Convergences and Narrative Eutures Conference 
July 5-6, 2013. The Media School - Bournemouth University., United Kingdom. 

Proposals aace invited for potential papers (of20 minntes length) considering the contempora~-potential of reality television for an academic media conference held by 

The Media School in Boumemonth Universi~,, at Kimmeridge Honse on TaJbot Campus. 
Confirmed plenau speakers include: 

¯ Prot~ssor Stella Bruzzi of the University of Wa~,ick, author of New Documentary (Routledge 2006) 

¯ Dr Deborah Jermyn, Reader at the Universi~ of Roehampton, editor of Understanding Reality’ Television (Routledge 2003) 

¯ Prot~ssor Helen Wood of DeMonttbrt University, author of Reacting to Reality Television: Pertbmmnce, Audience and Value (Routledge 2012) and co-editor 

of Reali .ty Television and Class (PaJ~grave 2011) 

The conference places a particular focus on issues of media convergence and narrative innovation. Proposdls for the conference ,nay involve a purely academic focus 

involving textual investigation, such as considering media narratives, representations, cultures and/or audiences. Also proposals axe invited which might consider issues 

within creative practice or industry. A published edited collection is platmed, to include a range of papers that will be presented at the event. 

With the rise of reali~, television formats, which involve media convergent opportunities, such as connecting to mobile technologies, and involving increased distribution 

through web based dowNoading, alongside an increased interest and populari~ in the use of scripted reali~ formats, this conference ofl}rs an innovative chance to 

share research interests, intersecting contempomD, television, new media and narrative potentials. 

General topics could inclnde: 

¯ Conve~ent media teclmologies 
¯ Multiplatlbrm textual innovations 
¯ Contempora~, narrative forms 
¯ Realism and the hyper-reaJ~ 
¯ Issues of identity 
¯ The politics of representation 
¯ Potentials for minori~" groups 
¯ Theories of intimacy and afl}ct 

As a small exmnple, texts that conld form possible case studies include: 

¯ Communi~ celebrity: The Hills (MTV); The Only Way is Essex (ITV) 

¯ Talent sem-ches: The XFactor (ITV); The Glee Project (Ox.vgen) 

¯ Relationships & daring: Playing in Straight (Channel 4); Temptation Island (Fox) 

¯ Historical recreation: The 1900 House (Channel 4); Pioneer Ques~t (CBC) 
¯ Personal makeover: The Swan (Fox); Queer Eye tbr the Straight Guy (Bravo) 
° Food & domesticity: Come Dine with Me (Channel 4); The Chew (ABC) 

° Education & othemess / addiction: The Undateables (Chmmel 4); Intervention (A & E) 
° Domesqtic audiences: Gogglebox (Channel 4) 

Please send abstracts (of 200 words length) and a biography, hidicating any technical requirements tbr the delivery of your paper, by Monday the 13th 

of May 2013 to Chris (cpullen~bournemouth.a~uk) and Peri (pbradley~bournemouth.a~uk) 
Decisions will be made by Monday 20th May 2013 

Registration and Costs: 
DetaJls of registration processes will appear shortly at the following URL: http://buvbu.boumemouth.ac.uk,%vent~’EventCatalogInfo.aspx 

Accepted papers will incur no registration t~es. Attendees only, will pay a modest registration lee. 

Also there will be bespoke web page for the conference available shortly. 

About the Organisers: 

Dr. Christopher Pullen is Senior Lecturer in Media Theory at Boumemouth UNversi~, UK. tle is rudely published in the area sexuality and contempora .ry media, with 

a specific focus on socidl identi .ty and self-reflexivity. He is the author of Docmnenting Gay Men: Identi .ty and Perfolmance in RealiW Television and Documentary Film 

(McFarland, 2007) and Gay Identity’, New Stoutelling and the Media (Palgrave, 2012). He is tim editor of LGBT Transnational Identity" and the Media (Palgrave 

2012), and the co-editor of LGBT Identi .ty and Online New Media (Routledge, 2010) and Queer Love in Television and Film (Palgrave, 2013). His current research in 

progress includes - a funded reseaxch project exanfining secondmy school student responses to ,nedia, foregrounding the education of sociaJ~ and se:mal diversity in 

relation to discouraging bullying, and an edited collection entitled Queer Youth and Media Cultures. 

Dr. Peri Bradley is a lecturer in Media Theory at Boumemouth University’. She has interests and publications in horror, reality’ TV, 1970s cinema and TV and LGBT 

culture. Her publications include, ’Monstrous Makeovers: Transforming ’Monsters’ into Beau ~ty Queens’ in Dark Reflections, Mons~trous Reflections: Essays on the 

Monster in Culture, ’Hideous Sexy The Eroticised Body and Deformi~ in 1970s British Horror Films’ in Don’t Look Now: British Cinema in the 1970s, "’You Are 
Awful...But I Like You!" The Politics of Camp in 1970s Television’ in British Culture m~d Society’ in the 1970s: The Lost Decade, ’The Exotic Erotic: Queer 

Representations in the context of post-colonial ethnicity on British TV’ in LGBT Identity in Non Western Worlds, Archival appendix to British Cinema In The 

1970s:The Boundezies of Pleasure, ’Romancing the Soap: Representations of Gay Love and Relationships in EastEnders’ in Queer Love in Film and Television. At 

present she is working on oa~ edited collection on Food on Screen and a monograph looking at maI:eover TV mad the Camivalesque - specifically the UK TV 

personality~ Gok Wan. 

About the fm~ders: 
This conference is funded by the Narrative Research Group at Bournemouth Media School, with supplementmy funding fio,n the Centre for Broadcasting History 

Research Group, also at Bournemouth. 



Pamela Demery, Ph.D. 

Continuing Lecturer 

University Writing Program 

UniversJt~y of Califer~iJa, Davis 

One Shields Avenue 

Davis, CA 95616 

Fax: 530-752-5013 

Ema~i: NK!emery@ucdavis.edk~ 

http:iiw~itinqproqram.ucdavis.edu 

’][’his list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following tnessage to lis~tse~-v@listse~w.ame~ican.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last na~ne.) You can leave a liszt by sending the following command to listserv@lis~tser~.american,edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.an~erican.edn 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/The Colleginm T.V./Cultuml Zephyr e.V. <bicdaa~ce@aol.com> 

Monday, April 8, 2013 11:52 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ[l.unc.edu> 

28. Black International Cinema Berlin 2013 Fes~tival Announcement 

XXVIII, Black International Cinema Berlin 2013 

"Footprints in the Sand?" - Exhibition 2013 

District Tempelhof-Sch~.ineberq, Berlin/German’g 

Nil, Black International Cinema Berlin 2012 

Carnival Homecomin~ - A Poem by Ursula Troche 

THE COLLEGIUM Archive on YouTube please click >here< 

http : i/www, youtube.com/user, thecollegium 

Dance Pro~jram Collection at the IO South Bend Archives 

Fountainhead® Mission Statement 



A FOUNTAINHEAD® TANZ TH~/~TRE PRODUCTION 

A Complexion Change 
Transnational 8~ Intercultural Diplomacy 
An International Media Project (UNESCO) 

~III. Black Tnternationai Cinema 
Berlin/Germany & U.S.A. 2013 

Production and Direction / Produktion und Leitung: 

Prof, Donald Mu~drow Griffith, Fountainhead® Tanz TheAtre 

in cooperation with / in Kooperation mit 

Gabriele GQn Tank 



Commissioner for Integration of the district Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin/Germany 

Integrationsbeauftragte des Bezirks Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin/Deutschland 

in association with / in Verbindung rail der 

Embassy of the United States of America, Berlin 

Botschaft tier Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika, Berlin 

Venue / Veranstaltungsort 
Rathaus SchBneberg (city hall) 
John-F.-Kennedy Saal, Kinosaal, Bibliothek 
John-F.-Kennedy Hall, Cinema, Library 
John- F.- Kennedy- Platz, :[0825 Berlin/Germany 

free / Eintritt frei 

"...Art and culture can build bridges, cross borders and pu# away from 
stereotypical categorized thinking. Therefore, initiatives such as Black International 
Cinema Berlin are important for the capital of Germany. 
I extend my congratulations to the organizers of Black International Cinema Berlin, 
a cultural highlight which is unique Germany-wide_." 

"...Kunst und Kultur kSnnen hier Bracken bauen, Grenzen #berschreiten und sich 
stereotypischem Schubladendenken entziehen. Deshalb sind Initiativen wie Black 
International Cinema Berlin wichtig f#r die Hauptstadt. 
Mein Dank geht an die Organisatorinnen und Organisatoren von Black International 
Cinema Berlin, ein kulture!les Highlight, welches deutschlandweit einmalig ist..." 

Gabriele GUn Tank 
Commissioner for Integration of the district Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin!Germany 

Integrationsbeauftragte des Bezhks Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin/Deutschland 

"Only when lions have historians will hunters cease being heroes." - African Proverb 

"Nut wenn LSwen ihre eigenen Geschichtsschreiber haben, werden J~ger aufh6ren, 
Helden zu sein." - Afrikanisches Sprichwort 

http:/!www.b~ack=intemational-cinema.com / BIC ~,3/bic 3.3.htm 

FESTIVAL PROGRAM SCHEDULE 
please download the festival program >here< (pdf) 

6 pm / ~8 Uhr 

Presenters 

Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith 
co-founder/producer/publisher/director!curator!moderator 

Fountainhead~ Tanz Th@#tre / B#ck International Cinema Berlin / 
The Collegium - Forum & Television Program Berlin/ 
"Footprints in the Sand?" - Exhib#ion / Cultural Zephyr e. V. 

Representative of the Embassy of the United States of America, Berlin 

Gabriele Gen Tank, Commissioner for Integration, District Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, 
Berlin 

Filmmakers 

Guests 

Catering 

8 pm / 20 Uhr 

A TRIBUTE TO WILLIAM GREAVES 

Director, producer and writer William Greaves began his career as a featured actor 
on Broadway and in motion pictures. His dedication, professionalism, creative and 
academic abilities behind and in front of the camera have earned him over 60 
international film festival awards, including an Emmy and four Emmy nominations. 
1980, he was inducted into the Black Filmmakers Hall of Fame, and in the same year 

he was the recipient of a special "homage" at the first Black American Tndependent 
Film Festival in Paris. Tn :[986, he received an "[ndy" - the special Life Achievement 
Award - from the Association of Independent Video and Filmmakers. 



For two years, Greaves served as executive producer and co-host of the pioneering 
network television series Black lournal, for which he was awarded an Emmy. 

Regisseur, Produzent und Autor William Greaves begann seine berufliche Karriere 
Hauptdarsteller am Broadway und in Spielftmen. Seine Hingabe, Professionalit£t 
sowie kreativen und akademischen F£higkeiten hinter und vor der Kamera trugen 
ibm 0bet 60 internationale Filmfestivalpreise ein, sowie einen Emmy und vier Emmy- 
Nominierungen. Im ]ahr 1980 wurde er in die Black Filmmakers Hall of Fame 
aufgenommen und war im selben :]ahr Empf~nger einer besonderen "Hommage" auf 
dem ersten Black American Independent Film Festival in Paris. 1986 erhielt er den 
"Indy" - die besondere Auszeichnung for das Lebenswerk - yon der Vereinigung 
Unabh~ngiger Video- und Filmemacher. 

Zwei Jahre lang war Greaves geschSftsf0hrender Produzent und Ko-Moderator der 
wegbereitenden Fernsehreihe Black Journal im US-amerikanischen Sendenetz, for die 
er mit einem Emmy ausgezeichnet wurde. 

RALPH BUNCHE~= AN AMERICAN ODY~EY 
Director: William Greaves 
Documentary, Color, 117 min. 

USA 2001 
English 

10 pm / 22 Uhr 

KAKOOT~ 
Director: Mohammad Hassanzadeh Ghomi 
Narrative, Color, 95 min. 
Iran 2012 
Persian with English subtitles 

SAYEHA DAR AKHARIN KHATEREH ROD / 

Director: Reza Mohammadi 

Animation, Color, 6 min. 
Iran 2012 
no dialogue 

RETURN TO THE WORLD OF DANCE 
Directors: Dan Boord, Marilyn Marloff & Luis Valdovino 
Experimental, Color, 7 min. 

USA 2011 
English 

MA PA~L~ION 
Directors: Matthias G. Ziegler & Sidoine Boris Talom 
Experimental, Color, 22 min. 

Cameroon 2012 
French with English subtitles 

Director: Sergio San Martin 
Documentary, Color, 27 min. 
Spain 2012 
Spanish with English subtitles 

GUILLERMO OYAGOEZ MONTERO 
Director: Antonio G6mez-Olea 
Documentary, Color, 29 min. 
Spain 2012 
Spanish with English subtitles 

T~-~o.~r,~d~-~~’~ ~ t~-~~’~ ~ (Ki ..... IiCi .... ) 

4 pm / :t6 Uhr 

A PORTRAIT OF ROSWITHA GUNTHER 
EIN PORTRAIT OBER RO~WITHA GONTHER 
Director: PFOf. Donald Muldrow GFiffith 
Documentary, CO]OF, 80 min. 
GeFmany 2013 
GeFman with English subtitles 

6 pm / :t8 Uhr 

TA~KO: INOCHI NO KODO 

Director: Ivan Muioz 



Documentary, Color, 15 min. 
Spain 2012 
Spanish and Japanese with English subtitles 

.1UBA YOUTH 
Since South Sudan became independent in July 2011, the country faces its "zero 
hour". Despite the challenging situation in the country, it is particularly the young 
South Sudanese who are optimistically guiding their lives towards a better future. 
But what exactly are they looking for and what issues are close to their hearts? 
Within the framework of the project JUBA YOUTH, five South Sudanese filmmakers 
present local adolescents and their means of living both in fictional and 
documentary short films~ The project was financially supported by the German 
Federal Ministry for Economics Cooperation and Development (BMZ). 

Seit S0dsudan im Juli 2011 unabh£ngig wurde, durchlebt das Land seine "Stunde 
Null". Trotz der momentanen Herausforderungen im Land sind es besonders die 
jungen S0dsudanesen, die optimistisch fur ihr Leben eine bessere Zukunft sehen. 
Abet was genau suchen sie und welche Themen liegen ihnen am Herzen? Im Rahmen 
des Projekts JUBA YOUTH pr£sentieren f0nf s0dsudanesische Filmemacher sowoh[ in 
fiktionalen als auch in dokumentarischen Kurzfilmen einheimische Jugendliche und 
ihre Art zu leben. Das Projekt wurde vom Bundesministerium fur wirtschaftliche 
Zusammenarbeit und Entwicklung (BMZ) finanziell gef6rdert. 

Director: Joice John Thomas 
Documentary, Color, 9 min. 
South Sudan 2013 
Arabic with English subtitles 

Director: Alex Taban 
Narrative, Color, 10 min. 
South Sudan 2013 
Arabic with English subtitles 

DOWRY OF LIFE / MITGIFT 
Director: Simon Bingo 

Narrative, Color, 9 min. 
South Sudan 2013 
English with German subtitles 

WANI AND HIS VISION / WANI UND SEIN TRAUM 
Director: Ochan Hannington 
Documentary, Color, 6 mira 
South Sudan 2013 
Arabic with English subtitles 

Director: Mary Kadi Manoah 

Narrative, Color, 5 min. 
South Sudan 2013 
English and Arabic with English subtitles 

MELVIN & 3EAH~" AN AMERICAN I~TORY 
Director: Maia Wechsler 
Documentary, Color, 60 min. 
USA/France 2012 
English and French with English subtitles 

MARY BURRILL’S AFTERMATH= CONNECTING WITH THE PAST THROUGH DRAMA 
Director: Precious B. Stone 
Documentary, Color, 52 min. 
USA 2011 
English 

A TRIBUTE TO WILLIAM GREAVES 
IDA B, WELLS: A PASSION FOR :JUSTICE 
Director: William Greaves 
Documentary, Color, 58 min. 
USA 1989 
English 

10 pm / 22 Uhr 

~’4 IKEL°S FAITH 
Director: Alexander Etseyatse 

Narrative, Color, 32 min. 
USA 2011 
English 



23rd PSAL~o" REDEHPTION 
Directors: Cornelius Booker III & Christopher C. Odom 

Narrative, Color, 72 rain. 
USA 2012 
English 

HAZOR 
Director: Miro Mastropasqua 

Narrative, Color, 22 
Germany/Ttaly/Spain 2013 
German with English subtitles 

2 pm / 14 Uhr 

A PORTRAIT OF ROSWITHA GUNTHER 
EZN PORTRA%T OBER ROSWITHA GONTHER 
Director: Prof. Donald MuldFow Griffith 
Documentary, COIOF, 80 rain. 
Germany 2013 
German with English subtitles 

HOHENTS OF AWAKENINGS 
Director: Amir Kaufmann 
Narrative, Color, 23 rain. 
Germany 2008 
English 

PRESENT PAST TOffORROW 
Director: Amir Kaufmann 
Narrative, Color, 22 min. 
Germany 2011 
no dialogue 

CYCLE OF EXlrSTENCE 
Director: Amir Kaufmann 
Narrative/Experimental, Color, 25 min. 
Germany 2012 
no dialogue 

~id~ o ~t’~ ~LO (Ki ...... ItCJ .... ) 

6 pm / 18 Uhr 

GHATRE GHATRE / G~I"TV 
Director: Seyed Sajad Moosavi 
Narrative/Experimental, Color, 4 min. 
Iran 2012 
no dialogue 

Director: Seyed Hadi Mohaghegh 
Documentary, Color, 40 min. 
Iran 2012 
Persian with English subtitles 

HILAGROSo" HADE IN MEXICO 
Directors: Martina Guzm~n & Monique Vel~squez 
Documentary, Color, 56 min. 

USA/Mexico 
English and Spanish with English subtitles 

~l~id~%,a~ . ~,~ ~LO (Bibliothek/Library) 

6 pm / 18 Uhr 

Seminar 

ALL POLITICS ARE LOCAL / ALLE POLZTIK ZST LOKAL 
How we betray today’s victims of genocide in Central Africa / 
Wie wir die heutigen Opfer von V61kermord in Zentralafrika verraten 

Presenter/Pr~isentatorin; Dr. Sabine Grund 
and Guests / und G~iste 

Dr. Sabine Grund and guests explore the ’hidden hands’ behind the atrocities in 
Rwanda, Uganda and the Democratic Republic of Congo. Who has covered up all 
these crimes and prolonged the suffering? And what needs to be done to restore 
justice? 



Dr. Sabine Grund und ihre G~ste untersuchen die ’versteckten H~ichte’ hinter den 
Grausamkeiten in Ruanda, Uganda und der Demokratischen Republik Kongo. Wer hat 
all diese Verbrechen vertuscht und das Leiden verl~ngert? Und was muss 
geschehen, um Gerechtigkeit wiederherzustellen? 

8 pm / 20 Uhr 

A TRIBUTE TO WILLIAM GREAVES 
HALCOLFI X~" NAT]EONAL:IST OR HUHANIST? 
ProduceFiDiFectoF: Madeline AndeFson 
Executive PFoduceF: William GFeaves 
Documentary, B/W, 14 rain 
USA 
English 

~,UARTERBACK = A LOOK AT DR. ERNEST C, W:ITHERS 
Director: Chuck O’Bannon 
DocumentaFy, ColoF, 20 rain. 
USA 2012 
English 

TO~4 L::[NSON el:ILL 
Director: Lisa Kaselak 
Documentary, Color, 70 min. 
USA 20:i2 
English 

~*iday’ o Hay’ :~,0 (Bibliothek/Library) 

8 pm / 20 Uhr 

Presenter/Pr~isentator: Wolfgang Busch 
and Guests / und G~ste 

As documented in the film "How Do I Look" (director: Wolfgang Busch, presented 
during the XXIII. Black International Cinema Berlin 2008), the Harlem "Ball" traditions 
originated in the 70’s, which were historically an off shot from the Harlem "Drag 
Balls" from the 20’s. Because of the loss of hundreds of members and leaders of the 
"Ball" community due to the HIV epidemic, "How Do I Look" was able to record an 
important aspect of the history and legacy which was still available. 

Wie in dem Film "How Do I Look" dokumentiert (Regie: Wolfgang Busch, pr~sentiert 

w~hrend des XXIII. Black International Cinema Berlin 2008), hat die Harlemer "BalF- 
Tradition ihren Ursprung in den 70er lahren und ist geschichtlich ein Nebenzweig der 
Harlemer"Drag-Balls" aus den 20ern. Da es dutch die HIV-Epidemie den Verlust yon 
Hunderten von Nitgliedern und Fahrungspers6nlichkeiten der "Ball"-Gesellschaft zu 
beklagen gibt, stellt "How Do I Look" mit dieser Aufzeichnung ein unsch~itzbares 
Zeitzeugnis dar. 

~:~iday’ o Hay’ :~LO (Ki ...... I/Ci .... ) 

:I.0 pm / 22 Uhr 

Director: Sarah Shamash 
Experimental, Color, 4 min. 
Canada 2010 
no dialogue 

Director: Alexander Etseyatse 

Narrative, Color, 15 rain. 
USA 2012 
English 

BERL:IN ANGELS 
Director: Jens Roth 

Narrative, Color, 21 min. 
Germany 2012 
English, German and Pashto with English subtitles 

ON VA~4PYRES AND OTHER SY~4PTO~S 
Director: Celia Novis 
Documentary, Color, 74 min. 
Spain 2011 
English, Spanish, French and Catalan with English subtitles 



2 pm / ~L4 Uhr 

Director: Ibrail Abubakr 
Documentary, Color, 17 min. 
Iraq 2012 
Kurdish with English subtitles 

Dl[E ROCRKEHR VON "RO~BEZAHL" IN DEN BERLINER STADTWALD / 

Director: Wolfgang 3ohannes Lechner 
Narrative/Experimental, Color, 60 min. 
Germany 2012 
German 

EI"N~ ZWEl[~ DREI 
Director: Stuart Pound 
Experimental, Color, 1 rain. 
UK 2012 

NI~,ISAT 8ADTAR / HALF AN HOUR LATER 
Director: Mohammad Reza Lotfi 
Narrative, Color, 22 min. 
Tran 2012 
Persian with English subtitles 

3.0 ~:lrRKE / :~0 SECONDS 
Director: Ako Aziz Merza 
Narrative, Color, 85 rain. 
Iraq 2012 
Kurdish with English subtitles 

Saturday . 
6 pm / 18 Uhr 

COl[NED 
Director: Elijah Hasan 
Experimental, Color, 8 min. 

USA 2010 
English 

Directors: All Allie & Ruben Reyes 

Narrative, Color, 99 min. 
Honduras!U.S.A. 2012 
English, Spanish and Garifuna with English subtitles 

Saturday . ~ay 11 (Bibliot:hek/Library) 

6 pm / 18 Uhr 

RAP IS THE KEY / RAP IST DER SCHLOSSEL 

Conductor/Dirigentin: Harina Treichel 
Participant/Teilnehmer: Borris Diederichs, Deutsch-Franz6sisches 3ugendwerk 

and Guests / und G~iste 

Music - Film - Dialogue are door-openers between young people, adults and 
societies, on the upward path towards education, understanding, cooperation and 
constructive societal participation, resulting from the contribution of a universal 
spoken word music entitled RAP, which is a key component towards, A Complexion 
Change - Future Blossoms. 

Musik - Film - Dialog sind TOr6ffner zwischen jungen Menschen, Erwachsenen und 
Gesellschaften auf dem Weg nach oben in Richtung Bildung, Verstandnis, 
Kooperation und konstruktiver gesellschaftlicher Beteiligung, welche aus dem Beitrag 
einer universellen Musik des gesprochenen Wortes mit Namen FLAP resultieren, der 
ein Schl0sselelement for A Complexion Change - Future Blossoms (den Wandel im 
Erscheinungsbild - BNiten der Zukunft) darstellt. 

Saturday , Hay, 11 (Ki ..... I/Ci .... ) 
8 pm / 20 Uhr 

A TRIBUTE TO WILLIAM GREAVES 
THE FIRST WORLD FESTIVAL OF NEGRO ARTS 
Director: William Greaves 
Documentary, B/W, 40 min. 
USA 1967 
English 



Production & Direction: Prof. Donald Muldrow GfiffithiFountainhead® Tanz Theatre 
Documentary, Color, 50 min. 
Berlin/Germany 2004 
English 

Saturday . ~ay ~L ~L (Bibliot:hek/Library) 

8 pm / 20 Uhr 

Perfo~r~nce 

Presenter/Pr~isentator; Rolf G~nsrich/OKBeat, Author 
Guests / G~ste: Heiko Welker/Music, Dave/Author 

Spoken word, music, pantomime and much more. 

Gesprochenes Wort, Nusik, Pantomime und vieles mehr... 

10 pm / 22 Uhr 

BAZ ~tARAN! / P-J~N AGAIN! 
Director: Hohammad Reza Khavari 
Narrative/Experimental, Color, 8 min. 
[ran 2012 
no dialogue 

CRITERIOH 
Director: Alberto Blanco 
Documentary, Color, 19 min. 
Spain 2011 
Spanish with English subtitles 

SHIRIN GHANARI BOD / SNIP, IN W~ A CANARY 
Director: Davood Tohidparast 

Narrative, Color, 90 min. 
Iran 2012 
Persian with English subtitles 

2 pm / 14 Uhr 

(DIS) LOCATION - SAI~PA 
Director: Sarah Shamash 
Experimental, Color, 42 min. 
Canada 2011 
English subtitles 

Director: Floreal Peleato 
Documentary, Color, 71 min. 
Spain 2009 
French and Portuguese with English subtitles 

4 pm / 16 Uhr 

Director: Ondine Geary 
Experimental, Color, 12 min. 

USA 2012 
English 

STEPPING." BEYOND THE LINE 
Director: Dee Garceau 
Documentary, Color, 43 min. 
USA 2011 
English 

~4 ~XICO FLAI4ENCO 
Directors: Josep Badell & Carlos S~nchez-Llibre 
Documentary, Color, 53 min. 
Spain 2011 
Spanish and Catalan with English subtitles 



"TEMPELHOF 42" 

Presenters/Pr~isentatoren: Regina Gerschke, Hans-Jiirgen Gomme 

6 pm / 18 Uhr 

PINKFONIK 
Director: Sergio R. Zaurin 
Documentary, Color, 55 mm. 
Venezuela 2012 
Spanish with English subtitles 

VIVIR EN LA MOSICA / LIVE IN MUSIC 
Directors: Galina Likosova &, Hern~n Humberto Restrepo 
Documentary, Color, 59 min. 
Colombia 2013 
Spanish with English subtitles 

8 pm / 20 Uhr 

A TRIBUTE TO WILLIAM GREAVES 
RALPH BUNCHE: AN AMERICAN ODY~EY 
Director: William Greaves 
Documentary, Color, 117 min. 
USA 2001 
English 

10 pm / 22 Uhr 

TA NABZE KHISE SOBH / UNTIL THE WET PULSE OF MORNING 
DirectoFs: Farid Mirkhani, Siavash Gholami & Shiva Gholami 
DocumentaFy, Color, 20 min. 
IFan 2012 
Farsi with English subtitles 

L’ITALIE / ITALY 
Director: Arnold Pasquier 
Narrative!Experimental, Color, 20 min. 
France 2012 
French and Italian with English subtitles 

Director: Tman Tahsinzadeh 
Documentary, Color, 72 min. 
Iran 2012 
Farsi with English subtitles 

Program subject to change 

April, 8, 2013 

A COMPLEXION CHANGE 
Transnational ~. Intercultural Diplomacy 

"FOOTPRINTS IN THE SAND?"- Exhibition 
PFoduction/DiFection/CuFation 
PFof. Donald Huldrow GriffithiFountainhead® Tanz TheAtre 

"..,VISIONS BECOME REALITY,,," 
" .,,VISIONEN WERDEN WIRKLICHKEIT,,," 

Photographic Exhibition - Visual Documentation 
Fotoausstellung - Visuelle Dokumentation 

Rathaus Sch6neberg (city hall) - Foyer 
3ohn- F.- Kennedy Platz 
10825 Berlin- Sch6neberg 

back to top 





XXVII. Black International Cinema Berlin 2012 

http :/’iwww, bRack-international- cinema,com!BIC~.2ihtml/bic_12_presse, htm 

back to top 
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The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and Histo~! ] 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@maill06.us4.mc~.net> 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 9:15 AM 

Regester, Chmtene B <regesl, er@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Americ~ ttistory Studies/Collection 

Native Peoples A to Z -Second Edition 

Best Books for Academic Libraries recommends... 

NATIVE PEOPLES- A TO Z 
A Reference Guide to Native Peoples of the Western Hemisphere 

Courses on the indigenous people of the Americas are 
taught at your university. Native American educators and 
students will be looking for new reference materials that 
are culturally appropriate and sensitive to the many 
customs and ways of various tribes and nations. The 
material needs to reflect the diverse experiences that 
relate to indigenous peoples of the Americas. We are 
)leased to announce that such a publication is now 

available in the Second Edition of NATIVE PEOPLES A 
TO Z; A Reference Guide to Native Peoples of the 
Western Hemisphere. 

NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z provides authentic examples 
of indigenous Art, culture, literature and history. By 

purchasing a set of NATIVE PEOPLE A to Z you will be providing educators and students a reference that 
is culturally related to the academic needs of indigenous students and will promote student self-esteem and 
character development. 

Please visit www.NABDLLC.com to read a detailed description of the publication’s contents, and view 
sample pages of the encyclopedia. 

The addition of Native Peoples A to Z in your collection will allow students and faculty the ability to tteighten 
awareness and understanding of diverse indigenous cultures and unique traditions. 

Purchase orders are accepted from all institutions on net 60 day terms. If you would like to charge to your 
credit or purchasing card please call our customer service at (810) 231.3728. The ISBN for the set is 
1878592734. The eight volume set is $995.00. 

Thank you for your time and consideration in recommending NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z for purchase to 
your collection development librarian. 

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE IN THE U,S. 
Purchase orders are accepted from all organizations. 

For your convenience we accept Visa and MasterCard as a payment option. 

Customer Order Form 
Please send     set(s) of NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z - Second Edition (Sv. set) at $995.00 per set. 

ISBN: 9781878592735 

Name: Library Name: 

Phone: Email: 

Mailing Address: 

City: State: 

Payment Type: Visa MasterCard Check Purchase Order#: 

Cardholder Name: 

Card Number: 

Zip: 

Expiration Date: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Precious Stone, @hotmail.com> 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 10:10 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 28. Black International Cinema Berlin 2013 Festival Announcement 

Hi Charlene, 

I was going to call you to tell you that my video is showing on May 9 before a Greaves documentary about ida B. Wells. 

I hope you’re well. I’ll be in touch soon. 

Take care, 

Precious 

From: regester@email.u nc.edu 

To:          @hotmail.com 

Subject: FW: 28. Black International Cinema Berlin 2013 Festival Announcement 

Date: Tue, 9 Apt 2013 12:24:21 +0000 

From-" Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/The Collegium T.V.!Cultural Zephyr e.V. [bicdance@aol.com] 

Sent-" Monday, April 08, 2013 11:52 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: 28. Black International Cinema Berlin 2013 Festival Announcement 

XXVIII, B~ack Internationa~ Cinema Berlin 2013 
~a~8~-~2~e~s~Lv~a~1~Er~g~r~a~m~s~c~b~e~d~q Le__ 

"Footprints in the Sand?" = Exhibition 2013 

Statement by the Commissioner for Integration, 
District Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin/Germany 

XXVII. Black International Cinema Berlin 2012 

Carnival Homecoming - A Poem by Ursula Troche 

.T~h-e~c-~[Le~u~m~E~r~u~T-e~Le-v~Ls~L~-P~r-~g~B m__B ~ di_n 
THE COLLEGlruM Archive on YouTube please click >here< 

http ://www.youtu be.corn, user/thecollegium 

Dance Program Collection at the IU South Bend Archives 

Fountainhead® Mission Statement 



A FOUNTAINHEAD® TANZ THEATRE PRODUCTION 
A Comple×ion Change 
Transnational 8~ Intercultural Diplomacy 
An International Media Project (UNESCO) 

Black International Cinema 
Berlin/Germany & U.S,A. 2013 

"FUTURE BLOS~ORS" / "BLOTEN DER ZUKUNFT" 

Production and Direction / Produktion und Leitung: 

Prof, Donald Muldrow Griffithl Fountainhead® Tanz TheAtre 

in cooperation with / in Kooperation mit 

Gabriele GQn Tank 

Commissioner for Integration of the district Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin!Germany 

Integrationsbeauftragte des Bezirks Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin/Deutschland 



in association with / in Verbindung mit tier 

Embassy of the United States of America, Berlin 

Botschaft der Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika, Berlin 

Venue / Veranstaltungsort 
Rathaus Sch6neberg (city hall) 
lohn-F.-Kennedy Saal, Kinosaal, Bibliothek 
,]ohn-F.-Kennedy Hall, Cinema, Library 
,John- F.- Kennedy- Platz, :[0825 Berlin/Germany 

"...Art and culture can build bridges, cross borders and pull away from 
stereotypical categorized thinking. Therefore, initiatives such as Black International 
Cinema Berlin are important for the capital of Germany. 
I extend my congratulations to the organizers of Black International Cinema Berlin, 
a cultural highlight which is unique Germany-wide..." 

"...Kunst und Kultur kSnnen hier Bracken bauen, Grenzen #berschreiten und sich 
stereotypischem Schubladendenken entziehen. Deshalb sind Initiativen wie Black 
International Cinema Berlin wichtig f#r die Hauptstadt. 
Vein Dank geht an die Organisatorinnen und Organisatoren von Black International 
Cinema Berlin, ein kulturelles Highlight, welches deutschlandweit einmallg ist..." 

Gabriele G(Jn Tank 
Commissioner for Integration of the district Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin/Germany 

Integrationsbeauftragte des Bezirks Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin/Deutschland 

"Only when lions have historians will hunters cease being heroes." - African Proverb 

"Nut wenn LSwen ihre eigenen Geschichtsschreiber haben, werden J~ger aufh6ren, 
HeldeB zu seJn." _ Afrikanisches Sprichwort 

http;//www,black-international-cinema.com! 8:[C:~3!bic :~ 3,ht na 

FESTIVAL PROGRAH SCHEDULE 
please download the festival program >here< (pdf) 

6 pm / ~8 Uhr 

Presenters 

Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith 
co-founder/producer/publisher/director/curator/moderator 

Fountainhead® Tanz Th~#tre / Black International Cinema Berlin / 
The Collegium - Forum & Television Program Berlin/ 
"Footprints in the Sand?" - Exhibition / Cultural Zephyr e. V. 

Representative of the Embassy of the United States of America, Berlin 

Gabriele G~in Tank, Commissioner for Integration, District Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, 
Berlin 

Filmmakers 

Guests 

Catering 

Wedr~esday , t~ay 8 (.~ ..... I/Ci .... ) 

8 pm / 20 Uhr 

A TRIBUTE TO WILLIAM GREAVES 

Director, producer and writer William Greaves began his career as a featured actor 
on Broadway and in motion pictures. His dedication, professionalism, creative and 

academic abilities behind and in front of the camera have earned him over 60 
international film festival awards, including an Emmy and four Emmy nominations. In 
1980, he was inducted into the Black Filmmakers Hall of Fame, and in the same year 
he was the recipient of a special "homage" at the first Black American Independent 
Film Festival in Paris. In :[986, he received an "Indy" - the special Life Achievement 
Award - from the Association of Independent Video and Filmmakers. 

For two years, Greaves served as executive producer and co-host of the pioneering 
network television series Black .lournal, for which he was awarded an Emmy. 



Regisseur, Produzent und Autor William Greaves begann seine berufliche Karriere als 
Hauptdarsteller am Broadway und in Spielfilmen~ Seine Hingabe, Professionalit~t 
sowie kreativen und akademischen F~higkeiten hinter und vor der Kamera trugen 
ibm Ober 60 internationale Filmfestivalpreise ein, sowie einen Emmy und vier Emmy- 
Nominierungen. Im Jahr 1980 wurde er in die Black Filmmakers Hall of Fame 
aufgenommen und war im selben Jahr Empf~inger einer besonderen "Hommage" auf 
dem ersten Black American Independent Film Festival in Paris. 1986 erhielt er den 
"Indy" - die besondere Auszeichnung for das Lebenswerk - yon der Vereinigung 
Unabh~ngiger Video- und Filmernacher, 

Zwei Jahre lang war Greaves gesch#iftsf0hrender Produzent und Ko-Moderator der 
wegbereitenden Fernsehreihe Black Journal im US-amerikanischen Sendenetz, f~ir die 
er mit einem Emmy ausgezeichnet wurde. 

RALPH BUNCHE= AN AMER:[CAN OD¥SL~EY 
Director: William Greaves 
Documentary, Color, 117 min. 
USA 2001 
English 

3.0 pm / 22 Uhr 

KAKOOT[ 
Director: Mohammad Hassanzadeh Ghomi 
Narrative, Color, 95 min. 
Iran 2012 
Persian with English subtitles 

SAYENA DAR AKHARIN KHATEREH ROD / 
THE OBSCURITY ~IN LAST REMINISCENCE OF THE R:iVER 
Director: Reza Mohammadi 
Animation, Color, 6 min. 
Iran 2012 
no dialogue 

RLcTURN TO THE WORLD OF DAMCl= 
Directors: Dan Boord, Marilyn Marloff & Luis Valdovino 
Experimental, Color, 7 min. 
USA 2011 
English 

N.A.P~.~N. 
Directors: Matthias G. Ziegler & Sidoine Boris Talom 
Experimental, Color, 22 min. 
Cameroon 2012 
French with English subtitles 

Director: Sergio San Martin 
Documentary, Color, 27 min. 
Spain 2012 
Spanish with English subtitles 

GUILLERMO OYAGOEZ MONTERO 
Director: Antonio G6mez-Olea 
Documentary, Color, 29 min. 
Spain 2012 
Spanish with English subtitles 

THE COLLEGIUJ’4 - FORUM & TELEVISION PROGRAM BERLIN: 
A PORTPJ~IT OF ROSW~[THA GONTHER / 

Director: Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith 
Documentary, Color, 80 min. 
Germany 2013 
German with English subtitles 

Director: Ivan Mu~oz 
Documentary, Color, 15 min. 
Spain 2012 
Spanish and Japanese with English subtitles 



3UBA YOUTH 
Since South Sudan became independent in July 2011, the country faces its "zero 
hour". Despite the challenging situation in the country, it is particularly the young 
South Sudanese who are optimistically guiding their lives towards a better future. 
But what exactly are they looking for and what issues are close to their hearts? 
Within the framework of the project JUBA YOUTH, five South Sudanese filmmakers 
present local adolescents and their means of living both in fictional and 
documentary short films. The project was financially supported by the German 
Federal Ministry for Economics Cooperation and Development (BMZ). 

Seit S(]dsudan im Juli 2011 unabh~ngig wurde, durchlebt das Land seine "Stunde 
Null". Trotz der momentanen Herausforderungen im Land sind es besonders die 
jungen SCidsudanesen, die optimistisch f~r ihr Leben eine bessere Zukunft sehen, 
Aber was genau suchen sie und welche Themen liegen ihnen am Herzen? Im Rahmen 
des Projekts 3UBA YOUTH pr~sentieren fOnf sOdsudanes~sche FHmemacher sowoh~ ~n 
fikt~onalen a[s auch in dokumentar~schen Kurzfilmen e~nhe~m~sche Jugend[~che und 
ihre Art zu leben. Das Projekt wurde vom Bundesmin[steHum for w[rtschaft[iche 
Zusammenarbe[t und Entw[cklung (BMZ) finanziell gef6rderL 

Director: Joice John Thomas 
Documentary, Color, 9 min. 
South Sudan 2013 
Arabic with English subtitles 

DECIDE / ENTSCHEIDUNG 
Director: Alex Taban 
Narrative, Color, 10 min. 
South Sudan 2013 
Arabic with English subtitles 

DOWRY OF LIFE / MITGIFT 
Director: Simon Bingo 

Narrative, Color, 9 min. 
South Sudan 2013 
English with German subtitles 

WANI AND HIS VISION / WANI UND SEIN TRAUM 
Director: Ochan Hannington 
Documentary, Color, 6 min. 
South Sudan 2013 
Arabic with English subtitles 

CLA~3H OF CULTURES [ KAMPF DER KULTUREN 
Director: Mary Kadi Manoah 

Narrative, Color, 5 min. 
South Sudan 2013 
English and Arabic with English subtitles 

MELV]:N ~, .JEAN: AN AMERICAN STORY 
Director: Maia Wechsler 
Documentary, Color, 60 min. 

USA/France 2012 
English and French with English subtitles 

MARY BURRILL’S AFTERt4ATH: CONNECTING WITH THE PA~T THROUGH DRAMA 
Director: Precious B. Stone 
Documentary, Color, 52 min. 

USA 2011 
English 

A TRIBUTE TO WILLIAM GREAVES 
IDa, ~. WELLS: A PASSION FOR 3USTICE 
Director: William Greaves 
Documentary, Color, 58 min. 
USA 1989 
English 

10 pm / 22 Uhr 

MIKEL% FAITH 
Director: Alexander Etseyatse 

Narrative, Color, 32 min. 
USA 2011 
English 

Directors: Cornelius Booker III & Christopher C. Odom 

Narrative, Color, 72 min. 
USA 2012 



English 

Director: Miro Mastropasqua 

Narrative, Color, 22 min. 
Germany/Italy/Spain 2013 
German with English subtitles 

A PORTRAIT OF RC~WITHA GUNTHER / 
EIN PORTRAIT OBER ROSWITHA GONTHER 
Director: Prof. Donald MuldFow GFiffith 
Documentary, Color, 80 rain. 
Germany 2013 
German with English subtitles 

4 pm / :1.6 Uhr 

MOMENTS OF AWAKENINGS 
Director: Amir Kaufmann 
Narrative, Color, 23 min. 
Germany 2008 
English 

PRESENT PAST TOMORROW 
Director: Amir Kaufmann 
Narrative, Color, 22 min. 
Germany 2011 
no dialogue 

Director: Amir Kaufmann 
Narrative!Experimental, Color, 25 rain. 
Germany 2012 
no dialogue 

6 pm / 18 Uhr 

GHATRE GHATRE Z GUTTY 
Director: Seyed Sajad Moosavi 
Narrative!Experimental, Color, 4 rain. 
Iran 2012 
no dialogue 

Director: Seyed Hadi Mohaghegh 
Documentary, Color, 40 rain. 
Iran 2012 
Persian with English subtitles 

MILAGROS,° MADE IN MEXICO 
Directors: Martina Guzm~n & Monique Vel~squez 
Documentary, Color, 56 min. 
USA/Mexico 
English and Spanish with English subtitles 

~’id~’:~ ~ ~’:~ ~J~ (BibliothekiLibrary) 

6 pm / t8 Uhr 

Seminar 

ALL POLITICS ARE LOCAL / ALLE POLITIR IST LOKAL 
How we betray today’s victims of genocide in Central Africa / 
Wie wir die heutigen Opfer von V61kermord in Zentralafrika verraten 

Presenter/Pr~isentatorin-" Dr. Sabine Grund 
and Guests / und G~ste 

Dr. Sabine Grund and guests explore the ’hidden hands’ behind the atrocities in 
Rwanda, Uganda and the Democratic Republic of Congo. Who has covered up all 
these crimes and prolonged the suffering? And what needs to be done to restore 
justice? 

Dr, Sabine Grund und ihre G~ste untersuchen die ’versteckten M~chte’ hinter den 
Grausamkeiten in Ruanda, Uganda und der Demokratischen Republik Kongo. Wet hat 
all diese Verbrechen vertuscht und das Leiden verl~ngert? Und was muss 



geschehen, um Gerechtigkeit wiederherzustellen? 

B pm / 20 Uhr 

A TRIBUTE TO WILLIAM GREAVES 
HALCOLH X: NATIONALI~F OR HUI~4AN:IST? 
PFoduceF/DiFectoF: Madeline AndeFson 
Executive ProduceF: William GFeaves 
Documentary, B/W, 14 rain 
USA 
English 

QUARTERBACK - A LOOK AT DR, ERNEST C, WITHERS 
Director: Chuck O’Bannon 
DocumentaFy, Color, 20 min. 
USA 2012 
English 

TOH LIN~:)N HILL 
Director: Lisa Kaselak 
Documentary, Color, 70 min. 
USA 2012 
English 

~id~y ~ ~i~y ~0 (Bibliothek/LibFary) 

8 pm / 20 Uhr 

VOGUING IN BERLIN 

Presenter/Pr~isentator-" Wolfgang Busch 

and Guests / und G~ste 

As documented in the film "How Do T Look" (director: Wolfgang Busch, presented 
during the XXIII. Black International Cinema Berlin 2008), the Harlem "Ball" traditions 
originated in the 70’s, which were historically an off shot from the Harlem "Drag 

Balls" from the 20’s. Because of the loss of hundreds of members and leaders of the 
"Ball" community due to the HTV epidemic, "How Do T Look" was able to record an 
important aspect of the history and legacy which was still available. 

Wie in dem Film "How Do I Look" dokumentiert (Regie: Wolfgang Busch, pr~sentiert 

w~hrend des XXIII. Black International Cinema Berlin 2008), hat die Harlemer "Bali"- 
Tradition ihren Ursprung in den 70er Jahren und ist geschichtlich ein Nebenzweig der 
Harlemer"Drag-Halls" aus den 20ern. Da es dutch die HTvLEpidemie den Verlust von 
Nunderten yon Mitgliedern und FOhrungspers6nlichkeiten der "Ball’-Gesellschaft zu 
beklagen gibt, stellt "How Do L[ Look" mit dieser Aufzeichnung ein unsch~tzbares 
Zeitzeugnis dar. 

10 pm / 22 Uhr 

Director: Sarah Shamash 
Experimental, Color, 4 rain. 

Canada 2010 
no dialogue 

4=1=9 
Director: Alexander Etseyatse 

Narrative, Color, 15 rain. 
USA 2012 
English 

BERLIN ANGELS 
Director: Jens Roth 
Narrative, Color, 21 min. 
Germany 2012 
English, German and Pashto with English subtitles 

O.N.VA~.P.X.~E~.~..OT.UE.~.~Y~.~T~qM~ 
DIFectoF: Celia Novis 
Documentary, Color, 74 rain. 
Spain 2011 
English, Spanish, French and Catalan with English subtitles 

Saturday , ~ay :~ (Ki ..... IiCi .... ) 

2 pm / 14 Uhr 

REAL vs BARCELONA 



Director: Ibrail Abubakr 
Documentary, Color, 17 min. 
Iraq 2012 
Kurdish with English subtitles 

THE RETURNING OF °°ROBEZAHL" INTO THE BERLIN FOREB3F 
DirectoF: Wolfgang Johannes Lechner 
NaFFative/ExpeFimental, COlOF, 60 min. 
GeFmany 2012 
German 

4 pm / %6 Uhr 

EIN, ZWEI~ DREI 
Director: Stuart Pound 
Experimental, Color, 1 min. 
UK 2012 

Director: Mohammad Reza Lotfi 
Narrative, Color, 22 min. 
Iran 2012 
Persian with English subtitles 

I0 ~IRKE / :[0 SECONDS 
Director: Ako Aziz Merza 

Narrative, Color, 85 min. 
Iraq 2012 
Kurdish with English subtitles 

Saturday , 
6 pm / 18 Uhr 

COINED 
Director: Elijah Hasan 
Experimental, Color, 8 min. 
USA 2010 
English 

GARIFUNA IN PERIL 
Directors: Ali Allie & Ruben Reyes 

Narrative, Color, 99 min. 
Honduras/U.S.A. 2012 
English, Spanish and Garifuna with English subtitles 

Saturday , Hay ~t ~L (Bibliothek/Library) 

6 pm / 18 Uhr 

Seminar 

Conductor/Dirigentin: Marina Treichel 
Participant/Teilnehmer: Borris Diederichs, Deutsch-FranzSsisches Jugendwerk 

and Guests / und G~ste 

Music - Film - Dialogue are door-openers between young people, adults and 
societies, on the upward path towards education, understanding, cooperation and 
constructive societal participation, resulting from the contribution of a universal 
spoken word music entitled RAP, which is a key component towards, A Complexion 
Change - Future Blossoms. 

Musik - Film - Dialog sind TOrSffner zwischen jungen Menschen, Erwachsenen und 
Gesellschaften auf dem Weg nach oben in Richtung Bildung, Verst~ndnis, 
Kooperation und konstruktiver gesellschaftlicher Beteiligung, welche aus dem Beitrag 
einer universellen Nusik des gesprochenen Wortes mit Namen RAP resultieren, der 
ein SchlOsselelement fL~r A Complexion Change - Future Blossoms (den Wandel im 
Erscheinungsbild - BIZJten der Zukunft) darstellt. 

Saturday, Hay ~L:$ (Ki ..... I/Ci ..... ) 
8 pm / 20 Uhr 

A TRIBUTE TO WILLIAM GREAVES 
THE FIRST WORLD FESTIVAL OF NEGRO ARTS 
Director: William Greaves 
Documentary, B/W, 40 min. 
USA 1967 
English 

THE COLLEGIUm4 - FORUt4 & TELEVISION PROGRAm4 BERLIN 
Cor~versatio~ with Wi~liarn Greaves a~d Audrey Henr~i~#harn 



Production & Direction: Prof. Donald Muldrow GfiffithiFountainhead® Tanz Theatre 
Documentary, Color, 60 rain. 
Berlin/Germany 2004 
English 

Saturday . ~t~a~j~ ~L ~L (Bibliot:hek/Library) 

8 pm / 20 Uhr 

Presenter/Pr~sentator; Rolf G~insrich/OKBeat, Author 
Guests / G~ste: Heiko Welker/Music, Dave/Author 

Spoken word, music, pantomime and much more... 

Gesprochenes Wort, Musik, Pantomime und vieles mehr... 

10 pm / 22 Uhr 

BAZ HARAN! / P-J~N AGAIN! 
Director: Mohammad Reza Khavari 
Narrative/Experimental, Color, 8 min. 
Tran 2012 
no dialogue 

Director: Alberto Blanco 
Documentary, Color, 19 min. 
Spain 2011 
Spanish with English subtitles 

SHIRIN GHANARI HOD / SNIRIN W~ A CANARY 
Director: Davood Tohidparast 

Narrative, Color, 90 min. 
Tran 2012 
Persian with English subtitles 

2 pm / 14 Uhr 

(DIS} LOCATION - SAHPA 
Director: Sarah Shamash 
Experimental, Color, 42 min. 
Canada 2011 
English subtitles 

Director: Floreal Peleato 
Documentary, Color, 71 min. 
Spain 2009 
French and Portuguese with English subtitles 

4 pm / 16 Uhr 

Director: Ondine Geary 
Experimental, Color, 12 min. 
USA 2012 
English 

STEPPING: HEYOND THE L~NE 
Director: Dee Garceau 
Documentary, Color, 43 min. 
USA 2011 
English 

H ~XICO FLAHENCO 
Directors: Josep Badell & Carlos S~nchez-Llibre 
Documentary, Color, 53 min. 
Spain 2011 
Spanish and Catalan with English subtitles 

~d’~ ¯ [V~.~ ~[,2 (BiblioLhek/Library) 

4 pm / 16 Uhr 

Semir~ar 



"TEMPELHOF 42" 

Presenters/Pr~isentatoren: Regina Gerschke, Hans-Jiirgen Gomme 

6 pm / 18 Uhr 

PINKFONIK 
Director: Sergio R. Zaurin 
Documentary, Color, 55 min. 
Venezuela 2012 
Spanish with English subtitles 

VIVIR EN LA MOSICA / LIVE IN ~4USIC 
Directors: Galina Likosova & Hern~n Humberto Restrepo 
Documentary, Color, 59 min. 
Colombia 2013 
Spanish with English subtitles 

8 pm / 20 Uhr 

A TRIBUTE TO WILLIAM GREAVES 
RALPH BUNCHE: AN A~4ERICAIN ODY~EY 
Director: William Greaves 
Documentary, Color, 117 min. 
USA 2001 
English 

10 pm / 22 Uhr 

TA NABZE KHISE ~(:)BH / UNTIL THE W~" PULSE OF HORNING 
Directors: Farid Mirkhani, Siavash Gholami &, Shiva Gholami 
Documentary, Color, 20 min. 
Iran 2012 
Farsi with English subtitles 

L’ITALIE / ITALY 
Director: Arnold Pasquier 
Narrative!Experimental, Color, 20 min. 
France 2012 
French and Italian with English subtitles 

Director: Iman Tahsinzadeh 
Documentary, Color, 72 min. 
Iran 2012 
Farsi with English subtitles 

Program subject to change 

April, 8, 2013 

back to top 

A COMPLEXION CHANGE 
Transnational 8~ Intercultural Diplomacy 

"FOOTPRHNTS HN THE SAND?"- Exhibition 
Production/Direction/Curation 
Prof. Donald Muldrow GriffithiFountainhead® Tanz Theatre 

"..,VISIONS BECOME REALITY,.." 
" .,,VISIONEN WERDEN WIRKLICHKEIT,,," 

Photographic Exhibition - Visual Documentation 
Fotoausstellung - Visuelle Dokumentation 

July 1 - August 31r 2013 
Rathaus Sch6neberg (city hall) - Foyer 
3ohn- F.- Kennedy Platz 
10825 Berlin- Sch6neberg 

back to top 





XXVII. Black International Cinema Berlin 2012 

http :!/www. b lack-internationa I- cinema .comiBIC12!htmlibic_12_p resse. 

back to top 





Abmeldung yon diesem Newsletter: 

http:/iwww.news~troll.de/app/del,2c4osbt7zdap/209125 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@yorktown.lib.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 10:20 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Your tihn request for 2013- 04- 09 

Your reservation request for The human stain [videorecording] from 2013-04-08 through 2013-04-10 has been approved 

You may pick up the film at the MRC as early as 8am the first day of your reservation 

Staff Notes: 
The human stain [videorecording]: 

Please note that the fihn(s) listed ~vill only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MRC 
If you have an?’ questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559 

This automated email was sent at 04-09-2013 10:20 am 
...... Mail generated at Apr 09.2013 10:04:17 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chapman Universi~ <~ufva~chapman.edu;, 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 12:17 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Welcome to UFVA 2013 

Welcome to UFVA 201.3 
We are delighted to welcome our friends old and new to the third UFVA conference hosted by Chapman 
University. 

We have all certainly seen a lot of changes~in filmmaking and in film education Dover the years since 

we first hosted UFVA in 1996. Although the 1996 conference was actually UFVA[~s 50th conference, 
each conference gathering still feels young and vital. I attribute that to the fact that, as educators, we all 
seek to keep abreast of what[~s new and that, simply, always learning keeps us young,at least in spirit. 

Our flqeme, Story First, reflects the ongoing challenge that we all face, a challenge that grows more 
difficult as technology enables more sophisticated and complex storytelling. Every successful film, 
television show, or multi-media installation depends on a clear and compelling story. Yet our students 
often lose sight of their stories, or do not truly have a story in place when they are swept up in the 
excitement of the process of ma king their work come to life. Helping them understand and hew to the 
importance of always putting story first is our perennial challenge, one that we look forward to exploring 
with you during the conference. 

Registration will be available shortly but in the meantime I encourage you to explore all the details of this 
year~s conference on our website: www.ufva2013.com. 

We look forward to welcoming you to Chapman University this summer. 

More to come, 

Bob Bassett 
Twyla Reed Martin Dean[~s Chair in Film and Media Arts 

Chapman University[~s Dodge College of Film and Media Arts 

I 
I f you no longer want to receive emails from Chapman University please click the 
link below. 
Opt-Out 

Cvent - Web-based Soft .... Solutions 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Black Youth Proj ect <info@black?-outhproj ect.com> 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 5:10 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.unc.edu-~ 

From the White House to the South Side of Chicago: Can Digital Media Save Young People’s Lives? 

Don’t miss a fascinating event focusing on the role 
digital media can have in transforming the lives of our 

youth. 

From the White House to the South Side of Chicago: Can 
Digital Media Save Young People’s Lives? 

How can digital media help combat gun violence and other 
social problems plaguing our youth? And how are youth already 

taking action via media spaces to organize and amplify their 
voices in their daily lives? Join us to explore the possibilities of 

transforming the lives of young people through new media 
technologies. 

Featuring: Cathy Cohen, founder of the Black Youth Project and 
principal researcher of the Youth & Participatory Politics Survey 
Project; Biko I~aker, Executive Director of the League of Young 
Voters; Har~in Hacias, Youth Organizer at Chicago Fair Trade; 
Charity Tolliver, organizer at Black on Both Sides, and more! 

PLUS, a live performance by Hip Hop artist FM SUPR1EME! 
The event takes place on April 20th, from 3 to 6pm at 
Experimental Station; 6100 South Blackstone Avenue, 

Chicago, IL 

More details below: 



Forward this email 

] 

rh~s email was sent to regester@emsiLunc~edu by [[~__f_o__d_@__b_!_a__c___kdg__u_t__h_p_£_o_j_e__c__t~__c__o_[!! 
IJpdate Profile/Email Address Instant r£movalwith SaFeUnsubscdbeT’~ Privao/Policy, 

BlackYouth Project :: 5733 S. Univerity Ave. Chicago :: :[L 60637 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Final Draft Inc. <noreply@fin~Jdraft.com> 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 5:19 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Theme: The Key to a Stronger, More SaJeable Script 

Click here to view online 

i~ Click here to register for this webinar 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 
from 6:00 PM- 7:15 PM 

Theme: The Key to a Stronger, 
More Saleable Script 

Use The Powerful Tool of Theme to 

Consistently Write Better Scripts with 

Leading international Script Consultant Dara Marks 

An Online Event Brought to You by Final Draft, inc. 

In the process of developing plot and character, it’s easy for a 

writer to lose track of those elements that give a story 

significance and meaning. In this course, Data Marks - a 

leading script consultant and author of the top selling book on 

screenwriting, Inside Story: The Power of the TransfomTational 

Arc- will discuss how to consistently create scripts that 

contain more depth and substance by developing a strong 

thematic core that defines and drives the narrative. In this 

course, you will discover that theme is more than just a nice 

thought or concept, it’s actually a powerful tool that enables 

you to reach into the heart of your story and: 

Create memorable and fomeful characters. 

Build more original, powerful plotlines. 

Develop unique and compelling imagery. 

Express the depth of your protagonist’s humanity. 

Write strong, effective subtext and rich, honest 

dialogue. 

Knowing how to utilize the power of theme enhances your 

ability to write something you care about that not only 

connects more deeply with audiences, but will undoubtedly 

make producers sit up and pay attention. 

Dara can be contacted at: dara@daramarks.com and for more 

information go to: vwvw.daramarks.com 

Register now and make your script unforgettable! 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 
from 6:00 PM to 7:15 PM 



Can’t make the webinar? Don’t worry! 
If you miss the live event we’ll send you a link the day after it 
takes place so you can view the webinar on your own time. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Melz, Winifred F <~freddie@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 6:15 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: Can you locate a DVD? 

Thank you for your message. I out of the office and may not be able to send a prompt reply. If you need immediate assistance pertaining to the 
Media Resources Center, please contact Katelyn Ander (khander@email.unc.edu) or 919.962.2559. 



Fix~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH University Library <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 5:02 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

Library Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

04-10-13 05:01A~/I 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon Please visit 
https://webcat.lib unc.eduipatroninfo--S1 for details or to renew-. 
AUTHOR: Sherman, Vincent 
Studio affairs : my life as a film 
CALL NO: PN1998.3 $453 A3 1996 
BARCODE: 00013669719 
Davis Library DUE: 04-13-13 

CtlARLENE B REGESTER 
AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER S~IlYDIES 
CB# 3395 204 BAT~[I~E t I~XLL 

29:9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Precious Stone ~ _~hotmail.com> 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 6:31 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

RE: UFVA March Digest 

Thanks for passing this along, Charlene. 

I plan to be in Durham this weekend. Let me know how your schedule is on Friday or Saturday evening. 

I hope all is well. 

-Precious 

From: regester@email.u nc.edu 

To:          ~hotmail.com 

Subject: FW: UFVA March Digest 

Date: Tue, 9 Apt 2013 21:12:55 +0000 

See the film festivals that might be of interest to you. 

Frem: Andrea Meyer [ufvahome@gmail.com] 
Sent; Saturday, March 30, 20:[3 6:25 PM 
To; ufvahome@gmail.com 
Subject; UFVA March Digest 

UFVA DIGEST - MARCH 2013 

A Message from UFVA President Norman Hollyn 

Tiffs time I’m going to start with a really boring leM line. It’s been a busy few months in UFVA land. How was that’? It may not be a veD~ exciting lead, but it’s true. In 
Febn~a~ the Board spent a full day meeting at the University 

UFVA Conference Submissions Due April 1 ! 
Reminder’. UFVA Conference submissions are due on April 1 ! To submit and for more conference information, go to: httg://wx~v.nfva.org/conference Chapman’s 

official conference registration site will be up and running shortly. 

Sundance Institute and TED Announce New Collabx)ration 

Sundance Institute and TED announced the first collaboration between the two organizations, which will jointly award $125,000 lbr a short documenta~ tihn project 

about the work of S ugata Mitra, winner of the annual TED Prize. The... 

Revitalized History/Theory Caucus 

After consulting with the UFVA Board of Directors, I have volunteered to revitalize the UFVA HistoryiTheo~y Caucus. At the 2012 conference, there was no meeting 

of the Caucus and, jnst as important, one of its chief fi~nctions went_. 

Sundance Institute Summer Film Festival in Los Angeles 
SUNDANCE INSTITUTE TO ttOST 4-DAY SUMMER FII ~M FESTIVAL 1N LOS ANGELES, AUG. 8-11 NEXT WEEKEND, Presented by Sundance 

Institute to OilEr Film Screenings and Panels at Sundance Sunset Cinema in West Hollywood Additional Screenings Around Los... 

Herb Farmer Technology Display at SCA 
/ / Visit the Collection of Cinema’s Rich History USC School of Cinematic Arts By Valerie Turpin March 1~ 2013 http:/,cinema.usc.edu news/article.cfm’~id=13363 

Today’s moving images are created far dift~rently than its origins: with green... 

Sundance Institute and Wotnen In Film Los Angeles t resent: Exploring the Barriers and Opportunities for Independent Women Filmmalcers 
Exploring the Barriers and Opportunities for Independent Women Filmmakers In our digital age, ideas and culture are increasingly shaped by the stories told with 

moving images. This context elevates film artists to an enormously inlluential_. 

"A t ledge for Life" Film Festival Call for Entries 

"A t ledge for Life" Fifin Festival Tuesday, June 25, 2013 6:00 PM - 9:00 PM Melwood Screening Room 477 Melwood Avenue Pittsburgh, PA 15213 To kick-off 

Donate Life Month in April, we are organizing the 2013 Center for Organ RecoveD~ &... 



San Diego Film Festival Call ti3r Entries 
SAN DIEGO FILM FESTIVAl, San Diego, Calilbrnia - USA October 2 to 6, 2013 In the Stx~flight today is the 12th Annual San Diego Film Festival (SDFF). The 

12th edition brings together sun, sand, and cinema tbr an extraordinary five-day... 

Woods Hole Film Fes~tival Call for Entries 

WOODS HOLE FILM FESTIVAL Woods Hole, Massachusetts - USA July 27 to August 3, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 22nd Annual Woods Hole Film 

Festival (WHFF), named by MovieMaker Maga, zine as "One of the 25 Coolest Film Festivals in the... 

Breckeruidge Festival of Film Call for Entries 
BRECKENRIDGE FESTIVAL OF FILM Breckenridge, Colorado - USA September 19 to 22, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 33rd Annual Breckenridge 

Festival of Film (BFF), primed to dazzle visitors ruth extxaordinaw films in a gorgeous locale that... 

Toronto Independent Fihn Festival Call ti3r Entries 
TORONTO INDEPENDENT FILM FESTIVAL Toronto, Ontario - Canada September 5 to 14, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 5th Annual Toronto Independent 

Film Festival (Toronto Indie), celebrating microbudget mad no-budget films of exceptional... 

Artisan Fes~tival International Call for Entries 

ARTISAN FESTIVAL INTERNATIONAL WORLD CINEMA FESTIVAL East Hampton, New Yorlc - USA September 12 to 15, 2013 In the Spotlight today is 

the 5th Annual Artisan Festival International World Cinema Fes~tival (AFIWCF), a boutique celebmfion of... 

DC Sho~s Film Festival Call for Entries 

DC SHORTS FILM FESTIVAL Washington, D.C. - USA September 18 to 29, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 10th Annual DC Shorts Film Festival, one of the 

East Coast’s largest short film events, and a uniqne celebration that seeks out only the... 

Napa Valley Film Festival Call for Entries 
NAPA VALLEY FILM FESTIVAL Napa, Caliti3rnia - USA November 13 to 17, 2013 In the Slyotlight today is the 3rd Annual Napa Valley Film Festival (NVFF), 

plucking remarkable filmma]~ers t?om across the globe ti3r an unfo~ettable five-day... 

Maul Fihn Fes~tiva2l Call ibr Entries 

MAUl FILM FESTIVAL Wailea, Hawaii - USA June 12 to 16, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 14th Annual Maul Fihn Festival (MFF), an unforgettable island 

oasis that stands apart frown the traditional festival experience with a bedrock... 

Action/Cut Short Film Competition Call for Entries 

ACTION/CUT SHORT FILM COMPETITION Augnst 15 to September 1, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 10th annual Action/Cut Short Fihn Competition, a 

thrilling celebration of filmmaking that’s been lauded by MovieMaker Magazine as one of the "... 

WNET New York Public Media seeks filmmakers to contribute to SACRED 

WNET New York Public Media ~eks filmmakers ti~om around the globe to contribute to SACRED, a major new documentary film atx~ut the world’s religions Filming 

begins on the summer solstice, June 21, 2013 through June 21, 2014. Production is... 

Cris du Monde Fihn Festival Call for Enlries 

Let’s start with a simple question: why axe artists such as Alain Bergala, Juliette Binoche, Costa Gavras, Jean-Louis Comolli, Denis Crtd, Philippe Faucon, Enrico 

Ghezzi, Claude Guisaxd, Laurent Herbiet, Isabelle Huppe& Khalil Joreige et... 

SCANDAR COPTI Directing Workshop in Stavanger Norway 
This roll be an amazing opportunity for eve~one wanfing to develop their skills directing actors, or just getting insight on the whole process. Yon will have an 

educational experience of excellence, ruth Scandar Copti a tatar who... 

Exuberant Politics Call lbr Fihn/Video Programs 

Call for FilnfVideo Programs: Exuberant Politics Deadline: April 21,2013 An exuberant politics is exhortative, celebratory, evocative. It is ti3ot- stomping, lung- 

splitting, booty- shaJ~ing. It’s in your face, your backyard, your neighborhood... 

Zero Film Festival London Call for Entries 

ZERO FILM FESTIVAL LONDON London - England July 11 to 13, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 3rd Animal Zero Film Festival - London (ZFF), a festival 

dedicated to exclusively celebrating the miracle of self-financed fihvanaking. Championing... 

The Inigo Film Fes~tival Call for Entries 
THE INIGO FILM FESTIVAL Rio de Janeiro - Brazil Jnly 23 to 26, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 4th Annual Inigo Film Festival (TIFF), a celebration of short 

films that shine a light on spiritual experience and a connection to God in a... 

Rod Sefling Conference Short Feature Scriptwriting Competition Call for Entries 
Entries are now being accepted tbr the Rod Serling ContErence’s Short Feature Scriptwriting competition. The contErence, sponsored by the Park School of 

Communications at... 

Palm Springs International ShortlEs~t Call for Entries 

PALM SPRINGS INTERNATIONAL SHORTFEST Palm Springs, California - U SA June 18 to 24, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 19th Annual Palm Springs 

International Sho~_l~’est, a truly unmissable festival attracting enthusiastic audiences year... 

Bel Air Film Festival Call for Entries 

BEL AIR FILM FESTIVAL Los Angeles, California - USA October 10 to 15, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 6th Annual Bel Air Film Festival (BAFF), 

celebrating great independent and international films deep in the heart of the industry... 



Brooklyn Short Film Festival Call tbr Entries 

BROOKYLN SHORT FILM FESTIVAL New York City, New York - USA June 12 to 14, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 4th Annual Brooklyn Short Film 
Festival, pumping vibraJ~t new creative voices and exceptioual short films right into the heart oil.. 

Game Sound and Music Call for Papers 

Call tbr Papers: Game Sound and Music The Soundtmckjourn~] is soliciting calls for a special issue devoted to sound and music in gmnes. How is the soundtrack of 

gables similax to or different from that of film or other time-based image’?... 

Bahamas Film Festival Ca]l for Entries 

BAHAMAS INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Nassau - Bahamas December 5 to 13, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 10th Annual Bahamas International 

Fihn Fes~tival (BIFF), ofl~ring mfforgettable films m~d unbeatable climate in one of the most... 

Evolution International Film Festival Call for Entries 

EVOLUTION INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Various Intematioua] Locations Spring 2013 - Fail 2013 In the Spothght today is the 2nd Annual Fxolution 

International Film Festival (EIFF), a year-long, traveling celebration of stellaJc cinematic... 

Lunafefft Call for Entries 

LUNAFEST FILM FESTIVzLL Touring - USA & CANADA October 2013 to June 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 13th Annual LUNAFEST Film Festival, a 

touring film festival that honors the talents and stories of women eveuwhere through a series... 

KODAK Student Scholarship Program 2013 Call for Entries 
Once again there roll be a Student Cinematography Scholarship Award, in addition to a Student Scholarship Award. Each awaxd roll include a cash tuition prize along 

with KODAK Film... 

Woodstock Film Festiva] Call tbr Entries 

The 14th aJmual Woodstock Film Festival (October 2-6, 2013) is NOW ACCEPTING SUBMISSIONS of independent films of all genres and lenTths mad in all 

categories Early deadline April 15. Final deadline June 7. Withoutabox extended deadlines... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Script <scriptmag@ fwmedia.com> 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 8:04 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesler@,emml.unc.edu> 

FREE CLASS: "Best Rewrite Class I’ve TaJaen" 

Aplii 9.3 201 .’ View this email with images 

Free Teleconfere’ac÷s by Hat Croasn’mn 

2i Steps to a 
Powerful Rewrite 
Sat, May 4th,2013, 12pm (noon) Pacific 

One-Click Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions I Update Profile i Forward to a Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Precious Stone < @hotmail.com> 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 9:51 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

RE: UFVA March Digest 

Saturday evening sounds great. I look forward to seeing you. Yes, the traffic in this area can be absolutely horrendous. Afternoon rush hour starts around 3 

p.m. Fridays are awful. I plan to leave really early in the morning on Friday. 

Take good care, 

Precious 

From: regester@email.u nc.edu 

To:          _~hotmail.com 

Subject: RE: UFVA March Digest 

Date: Wed, 10 Apt 2013 11:47:31 +0000 

Dear Precious: Saturday evening works better for me. Just call me on my cell. Have a safe trip -- the traffic out of DC was incredible. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Precious Stone [        @hotmail.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, April 10, 2013 6:30 AM 
To= Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= RE: UFVA March Digest 

Thanks for passing this along, Charlene. 

I plan to be in Durham this weekend. Let me know how your schednle is on Friday or Saturday evening. 

I hope a]l is well. 

- Precions 

Frown: ~egester@email.nnc.edu 

To:         @hotm~Jl.com 
Subject: FW: UFVA March Digest 

Date: Tue, 9 Apr 2013 21:12:55 +0000 

See the film festivals that might be of interest to you. 

From= Andrea Meyer [ufvahome@gmail.com] 
Sent= Saturday, March 30, 2013 6:25 PM 
To= ufvahome@gmail.com 
Subject= UFVA March Digest 

UFVA DIGEST - MARCH 2013 

*NEWS** 

A Message fiom UFVA President Norman Hollyn 
’][’his time I’m going to st~ with a maJly boring lead line. It’s been a busy ][~w months in UFVA land. How was that? It may not be a ve~ exciting lead, but it’s true. In 

Febma~ the Board spent a full day meeting at the University o£.. 

UFVA Conference Submissions Due April 1 ! 

Reminder! UFVA Conference submissions are due on April 1 ! To snbmit and for more conference information, go to: ht~://w~v.ufva.ovg/conference Chapman’s 

ollicial contarence registration site will be up and rtuming shortly. 

Sundance Institute and TED Annonnce New Collaboration 

S undance Institute and TED announced the fl rst collaIx~ration betw’een the two organizations, which will j ointly award $125,000 tbr a short docnmentary film proj ect 

abont the work of S ugata Milra, winner of the annnal TED Prize. The... 

Revit~2tized Hisloe#Theory Caucus 

After consulting with the UFVA Board of Directors, I have volunteered to revitaJize the UFVA History/Theory Cancus. At the 2012 con][~rence, there was no meeting 

of the Cancus and, just as important, one of its chief functions went... 

Snndance Inslitute Snmmer Film Feslival in Los Angeles 



SUNDANCE INSTITUTE TO HOST 4-DAY SUMMER FILM FESTIVAL 1N LOS ANGELES, AUG. 8-l I NEXT WEEKEND, Pmsemed by Sundance 
Ins~titute to Offer Film Screenings and Panels at Sundance Sunset Cinema in West Holbsvood Additional Screenings Around Los... 

Herb Farmer Teclmology Display at SCA 
Visit the Collection of Cinema’s Rich History USC School of Cinematic Arts By Valerie Turpin March 1, 2013 http://cinema.usc.edu/news/mnticle.cfm?i&13363 

Today’s moving images are created far differently than its origins: with green... 

Sundance Institute and Women In Fihn Los Angeles Present: Exploring the Bamers and Opportunities tbr Independent Wotnen Filmmakers 
Exploring the Baniers and Opportunities for Independent Women Filmmakers In our digital age, ideas and culture are increasingly shaped by the stories told with 
moving images. This context elevates film artists to an eno~raously influential... 

~*CA[d~S FOR ENTR]{ES* ~ 

’°A Pledge for Life" Fihn Festival Call for Entries 
’°A Pledge for Life" Film Festival Tuesday, June 25, 2013 6:00 PM - 9:00 PM Melwood Screening Room 477 Melwood Avenue Pittsburgh, PA 15213 To kick-off 
Donate Life Month in April, we are organizing the 2013 Center for Organ Recoveu &... 

San Diego Fihn Festival Call for Entries 

SAN DIEGO FILM FESTIVAE San Diego, California - USA October 2 to 6, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 12th Annual San Diego Film Festival (SDFF). The 

12th edition brings together snn, sand, and cinema for an extraordinaD’ five-day... 

Woods tIole Film Festival Call tier Entries 

WOODS HOLE FILM FESTIVAL Woods Hole, Massachusetts - USA July 27 to August 3, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 22nd Annual Woods Hole Film 

Festival (WtIFF). named by MovieMaker Mag~ine as "One of the 25 Coolest Film Festivals in the... 

Breckenridge Festival of Film Call for EnWies 
BRECKENRIDGE FESTIVAL OF FILM Breckenfidge, Colorado - USA September 19 to 22, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 33rd Annual Breckenridge 

Festival of Fihn (BFF), primed to dazzle visitors with extxaordinary fihns in a gorgeous locale that... 

Toronto Independent Film Festival Call for Entries 
TORONTO INDEPENDENT FILM FESTIVAL Toronto, Ontario - Canada September 5 to 14, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 5th Annual Toronto Independent 

Film Festival (Toronto Indie), celebrating microbudget and no-budget fihns of exceptional... 

Artisan Festival International Call tbr Entries 

ARTISAN FESTIVAl, INTERNATIONAl, WORLD CINEMA FESTIVAL East Hmnpton, New York - USA September 12 to 15, 2013 In the Spotlight todw is 

the 5th Annual Artisan Festival International World Cinema Festival (AFIWCF), a boutique celebration of... 

DC Shorts Film Festival Call tbr Entries 

DC SHORTS FILM FESTIVAL Washington, D.C. - USA September 18 to 29, 2013 In the Spotlight today is tim 10th Annual DC Shorts Film Festival, one of the 

East Coast’s largest short fihn events, and a unique celebration that seeks out only the... 

Napa Valley Film Festival Call for Entries 

NAPA VALLEY FILM FESTIVAL Napa, California - USA November 13 to 17, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 3rd Annual Napa Valley Film Festival (NVFF), 

plucking renmrkable filmmakers from across the globe for an unforgettable five-day... 

Maul Film Festival Call tbr Entries 
MAUI FILM FESTIVAL Wailea, Ha~vaii - USA Jane 12 to 16, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 14th Annual Maul Film Festival (MFF), an untbrgettable island 
oasis that stands apart from the traditional festival experience with a bedrock... 

Action/Cut Short Film Competition Call for Entries 

ACTION/CUT SHORT FILM COMPETITION August 15 to September 1, 2013 In the Spotlight today is tim 10th annual Action/Cut Short Film Competition, a 

thrilling celebration of fihnmaking that’s been lauded by MovieMalcer MagaAne as one of the "... 

W~ET New York Public Media seeks filmmakers to contribute to SACRED 

W~ET New York Public Media ,seeks filmmakers from around the globe to contribute to SACRED, a major new docnmenta~ film atx~ut the world’s religions Filming 

begins on the summer solstice, June 21, 2013 through June 21, 2014. Production is... 

Cris du Monde Film Festival Call for Entries 
Let’s start with a simple question: why axe artists such as Alain Bergala, Julietle Binoche, Costa Gavras, Jean-Louis Comolli, Denis Cttd, Philippe Faucon, E~mco 
Ghezzi, Claude Guisazd, Lanrent Herbiet, Isabelle Huppert, Khalil Joreige et... 

SCANDAR COPTI Directing Workshop in Stavanger Norway 
’][’his will be an amazing oppormni .ty for eveuone wanting to develop their skills directing actors, or just getting insight on the whole process. You will have an 
educational experience of excellence, with Scandar Copti a tutor who... 

Exuberant Politics Call for Film/Video Programs 

Call for Film/Video Programs: Exuberant Politics Deadline: April 21, 2013 An exuberant politics is exhortative, celebrator>-, evocative. It is foot- s~mping, lung- 

splitting, booU- shaking. It’s in yonr face, your baclg’ard, yonr neighborhood... 

Zero Film Festival London Call lbr En’mes 



ZERO FILM FESTIVAL LONDON London - England July 11 to 13, 2013 In the Spotlight today is "the 3M Annual Zero Film Festival - London (ZFF), a festival 

dedicated to exclusively celebrating the miracle of self-tinanced filnmaaking. Championing... 

The Inigo Film Festival Call tbr Entries 
THE 1NIGO FILM FESTIVAL Rio de Janeiro - Brazil July 23 to 26, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 4th Annual Inigo Film Festival (TIFF), a celebration of sho~t 

fihns that shine a light on spiritual experience and a connection to God in a... 

Rod Serling Conference Short Feature Scriptwriting Competition Call for Entries 
Entries are now being accepted for the Rod Serling Conference’s Short Feature Scriptwriting competition. The conference, sponsored by the Park School of 

Commu~ications at... 

Palm Springs International Shortfefft Call for Entries 
PALM SPRINGS INTERNATIONAL SHORTFEST Palm Springs, Calitbrnia - USA June 18 to 24, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 19th Annual Palm Springs 

International Shor~2’est, a truly nnmissable t~stival at~xacting enthusiastic audiences year... 

Bel Air Film Festival Call lbr Entries 

BEL AIR FILM FESTIVAL Los Angeles, California - USA October 10 to 15, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 6th Annual Bel Air Film Festival (BAFF), 

celebrating great independent and international films deep in the heart of the industu... 

Brooklyn Sho~t Film Festival Call tbr Entries 
BROOKYLN SHORT FILM FESTIVAL New York Ci~, New York - USA June 12 to 14, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 4th Annual Brooklyn Short Fihn 

Festival, pumping vibrant new creative voices and exceptional short films right into the heart of... 

Game Sound and Music Call for Papers 
Call for Papers: Game Sound and Music The Soundtrackjournal is soliciting calls tbr a special issue devoted to sound and music in games. How is the soundtrack of 

games similar to or different ti~m tha’t of tilm or other time-based image?... 

Bal~amas Film Festival Call tbr Entries 

BAHAMAS INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Nassau - Bahamas December 5 to 13, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 10th Annual Bahamas International 

Film Fes~tival (BIFF), ofl}ring unforgettable films and unbeatable climate in one of the most... 

Evolution Intemational Film Festival Call for Entries 

EVOLUTION INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Various International Locations Spring 2013 - Fall 2013 In tl~e Spotlight today is the 2nd Annual Evolution 

International Fihn Festival (EIFF), a year-long, traveling celebration of stellar cinematic... 

Lunafes~t Call for Entries 
LUNAFEST FILM FESTIVAl, Touring - USA & CANADA October 2013 to June 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 13th Annual L[INAFEST Film Festival, a 

touring film t~stival that honors the talents and stories of women eve~where through a ~fies... 

KODAK Student Scholarship Program 2013 Call tbr Entries 
Once aga~n there roll be a Student Cinematography Scholarship Award, in addition to a Student Scholarship Award. Each award roll include a cash tuition prize along 

with KODAK Film... 

Woodstock Film Festival Call for Entries 
The 14th annual Woodstock Film Festival (October 2-6, 2013) is NOW ACCEPTING SUBMISSIONS of independent films of all genres and lengths and in all 

categories Early deadline April 15. Final deadline June 7. Withoutabox extended deadlines... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Women Make Movies Educate <educate@WMM.COM> 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 11:21 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

You’ve Still Got Time - Buy Oue, Get One Free! i Women Make Movies 

Hi All, 

I am writing from Women Make Movies, the non-profit distributor of films by and about ;vomen, to let you know- about our **Buy One, Get One Free Special**. 

Monday, April 15, is the final day for ~r~/Dd’s Buy One, Get One Free Special! Institutions cali take advantage of the opportutaity to own t;vo YVMM films for the price of one, including our 
most requested classic titles and recent bestsellers*. 

Choose from an?- of our 550 titles <http://ww~.wmm.col~’filmcataloa/titleindex/browse titles.shtml> 

Catalogue Includes: 

RIGHTS & ~rRONGS: THE STORY OF WOMEN IN" ISLAM <http://www.wlnm com/filmcatalo~ipa~es/c833.shtml> 
"Highly recon~mended, mandator,v viewing." Library Journal 

T[IE PRICE OF SEX <http://wv#a,.wmm com/filmcatalo~/pa~es/c804 shtml> 
Wirmer of the Daniel Pearl Award for International Investigative Reporting 

NO JOB FOR A WOMAN: TIlE WOMEN W[tO FOI.XIHT TO REPORT WORLD WAR II <http:,q/www.wmmcom/filmcatalo;/pa~es/c820 shtml> 
"tt~ghly recommended." Video Librarian 

INVOKING JUS~IXCE <http://wvav.wmm com/fihncatalo~/pa~es/c834 shtm[> 
"An inspiring portrayal of the collective action of Muslim sisterhood" Stephen Hughes, University of London 

TIlE I;EARN]NtI <http://www.wmm.comJfilmcatalo~/paves/c 813.shtml> 
"ttighly recommended ..will encourage discussion." Educational Media Reviews Online 

SIN BY SILENCE <ht*p://wwwwmm com/filmcatalov/pa~esic759.shtml> 
Broadcast on Investigation DiscoveW 

ORC[trDS: MT INFERSEX ADVENTURE <http://www.wmm.com~filmcatalo~/pa~es/cS02. shtml> 
Broadcast on Showtime 

You can take advantage of this special offer by ordering online at www wmm corn and referencing promo code BOGOI,S13 You can also place your order via email at orders@wmm corn or 
by calling 212.925.0606, ×360 and referencing the promo code. Offer ends April 15, 2013. 

*Offer does not include 2013 new releases The second fihn must be of equal or lesser value. Cannot be combined with any other offers. Does not include home video or public libraries, K-12 
or community groups 

GENERAL ORDEPdlX-G ]2XTORMATION 

All orders rfutst be accompanied by an institutional purchase order or Prepayment. Payment may be made by institutional check, money order, or Visa and MasterCard. 

Women Make Movies *115 W. 29th Street, Suite 1200, New Yurk, NY* 
ordcrs@wrfm].com 
Tel: 212.925.0606 x360 

Please let me know if you have any questions and thank you for your support! 

Liane Costello 
Women Make Movies 
115 W. 29th Street, Suite 1200, 
New- York, iN’Y 10001 

WE’VE MOVEDt As of 4/1, our new ad&ess is 115 W. 29th Street, Suite 1200, New York, NY 10001. 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listselw@listserv.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following cormnand to listserv@listselw.american edu: 

signoff LTVALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to LTVALIST-L@listserv american.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA,’ Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa <info~smeascholars.org@mai167.wdc03.rsgsv.net> 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 11:53 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

DON’T FORGET: Travel Grants from ASMEA 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

TRAVEL GRANTS 2013 
Sixth Annua  ASMEA Conference 

Tides of Change. Looking Back and Forging Ahead 
in the Middle East & Africa 

November 2%23, 2013 

Key Bridge Marriott Hotel * Washington, D.C. 

We are pleased to announce a new travel grant of up to $500 to professors and students 

who wish to attend our upcoming 6th Annual Conference. 

To apply foB the ASMEA Travel Grant: 

* Applicants rrlust be engiaged in ongoing study of the Middle East or Africa and enrolled in a 

Ph.D. program (preferably with M.A. complete), or serve in a pest-dec capacity, or serve as a 

visitingi! adjuncL; assistant professor teaching a minimum of two courses per semester 

. Each grant may be used to cover hotel, conference registration, transportation, and related 

costs. 

. Applications must be accompanied by a paper proposal for the conference. Paper 

proposals must be relevant to the regions of study and represent new and unopublished 

research. Students may submit research poster proposals. 

. Professors!post=docs must submit a brief letter of reference from their department chair. 

Students must submit proof of enrollment. 

. Applicants must be members of ASMEA at the time the award is made. 

. The application deadline is April 30. 

For questions about ASMEA, the travel grants, or the Annual Conference, please do not 

hesitate to contact us at 202~429-8860 or info(~.asmeascholars.org. 

www.asmeascholars.org 

U nsubscribe regester@email.unc.edu from this list I Forward to a friend I Update your profile 



You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website w~vw.asmeascholars.org. 

Our mailing address is: 

ASMEA 

PO Box 33699 

Washington, DC 20033 

Add us to your address book 

Copyright (C) 2013 ASMEA Affrights reserved. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Sumner Jules Glimcher <sumner.glimche@n3a~.edu> 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 12:27 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Sumner Jules Glimcher Talks About "A Fihnmakei s Joumar’ 

Dear Fellow UFVA Members, 

I’ve just posted a short video on YouTube, which describes my extraordinary EBOOK memoir, "A Filmmaker’s Journal." I hope you will check out the video and if the book 
seems to interest you, consider reading it. 

Since my first book: "MOVIE MAKING: A GUIDE TO FiLM PRODUCTION" became required reading at Universities as diverse as Washington University in St Louis as well as 
New York University in NY, perhaps you might consider my latest one as well for your students. 

Click here for the direct link to the video on YouTube. 

Many thanks[ 

Sumner 

Sumuer Jules Glimcher 

Professor Emeritus, NYU 

212 505 1140 

917 434 5673 

sumner.glimcher~nvu.edu 

www.sumne~julesglimcher.com 
This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the tbllowing message to listserv@listserv.america~.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your firs~t and last name.) You ca~ leave a list by ~nding the follomng command to listserv@list~rv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this commmad in body 

of email with nothing else) Postiug Messages: You can post messages to "the list by ~nding an e-mail "to UFVALIST-L@lis~tserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universily Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AIVlEPdCAN.EDUv on behalf of 

Betsy A. McLane <clumb3@yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 3:17 PM 

UFVAI~IST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

l~\v: Editing 

Are there any UFVA’ers who are members of tim editor’s guild out there? 
Tha,kks from Betsy 

Betsy A. McI,ane, Ph.D 

Director, [nternatiorml Cinema U S 

betsymclan@documentarydiva, corn 

This list at Aid can be subscribed to by sending t ~e tb lowing message to listserv@listserv.amefican.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last name.) You cm~ leave a list by ~nding the following command to listserv@list~r~.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

~f email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by ~nding an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Megan Waggy <ecusurvey@qualtrics.com> 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 3:28 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@email.unc.edu> 

Diversity education: Information regarding a lbrthcoming stu@. 

Dem diversity, course instructor, 

We are contacting yon in an eltbrt to learn abont the effectiveness of diversity education at the tmdergraduate level from the perspective of factflty members engaged in 

such instructional eflbrts. 

Within the next 2-3 days you will receive a request to complete a survey questio~maire regarding your experiences in teaching an midergraduate 
diversity course. The survey is being conducted as past of diversity education research eftbrts through time assigned to the Office tier Eqnity and Diversi~ of Ea~st 

Caxolina University, Greenville, NC. We obtained your contact in[bmmtion which was publicly accessible through your university ~] s website. We identified diversity 

course instructors listed in your university catalog for the lhl12012 and spring 2013 ~mesters. 

As a diversity course ins~tmctol: you axe uniquely positioned to contribute to this research effort with the aim to understand and disseminate best practices in 

undergraduate diversity, education. 

There is an increasing moveinent at lnost university campuses to require undergraduate students to complete at least one or two diversity tbcused 
courses to prepare them to function more effectively in a diverse nation and a more globally comiected world. However, there is a wide array of courses 
which get the nod to meet the diversity course criteria. There is an ongoing need to identify effective content mid teaching practices for undergraduate 
level diversi~~ courses. This exploratory- study is being conducted to discover instructor practices, perceptions, experiences, and recommendations for teaching 

undergraduate diversity courses. By learning abom your perspectives, we hope that the resnlts of our project will be able to identify ~xeas of effective content and 

instruction methods, as well as axea~s where improvements can be made for undergraduate diversity course instruction. 

We encourage you to di~uss the invitation to participate in this study with your department chair or adminis~trator. Thank you in advance tbr your help tbr this project. 

The survey will be sent to you in the next 2-3 days. Your valuable tEedback will be greatly appreciated. 

Very. sincerely, 

Priti P. Desai PhD, MPH, CCLS Amy McMillan, DBA 

Principal Investigator Associate Professor, College of Business 

Assistant Professor mcmillana(~ecu.edu 

Child Development and Family Relations Dept. 

East Carolina University. Megan Waggy, BA 

Greenville, NC, 28590 Graduate Assistant 

desaip@ecu.edu waggym 12@students.ecu.edu 

252-328-2866 
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Hidden Voices <info@hiddenvoices.org> 

Thursday, April 11, 2013 11:07 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Mapping, Stories, Portraits, and Conversation: April 22 at the Nasher 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

About Projects Connect News Donate Contact Us 



Please .join Hidden Voices, D~ke Center for Civic Engagement, the Program in 
Education, Narratives of Development, ~nd information Sciences & information 
Studies for ~ speciai works-in-progress preview of ~one of the Above: Dismanffing 
the schoo~ to prison 

April 22, 6:30 - 8 pm at the Nasher Museum, 2001 Campus Drive, Durham, NC 27705° 
Free and open fo ~he public° 

6:30o7 pm Exhibit and reception 
7-7:45 pm Welcome and readings 
7:45°8 pm Community conversation 

This is really about terrorism against young people, an assault on their mfl~ds, bodies, and sphits. It’s 
absolutely cruel, particularly for the kids that are most vulnerable to begin w#h. They at~ kicked out 
w#h the message #~at we ~n ’t care about y~u, we don’~ want yeu here. -IVerth Ca~l#~a Atte~;o~ey 

A three-year community-based, muifimedia coilaborafion, None of the Above explores the 

irqersectien of race, poverty, educational pelicies, and incarceration through the voices of 

those most affected: students, teachers, administrators, parents, attorneys, juveniie justice 

officials, the incarcerated and formerly imprisoned, and others. 

The United States has the highest incarcerafien rate in the worid. More than 2.2 million 
people are behind bars in the US, Add to that ioial these on probaiion and paroie and we 

ilave aimosf 7 miilion people living under some form of correcfionai supervision. The 

numbers of child!en affec[ed is staggering, 

#% sad to see these happy; jey!ul fun kids com#~g #~ and me knowing d}eir chances of ending ap #~ a 
place like this are much gPeater compared to the regular happy, joyful fua kids that I see. Because kids 
of an incamerated parent are four to six times as likely to be incametated #~emselves. That’s horrible, 
b~tat’s just horrible. -Pdsot~ Chapla#~ 

A high school dropoutis ? times more likely io end up in prison ihan a high school g!aduate, 

Hew do chiid~en get pushed out of school and into the criminal justice system? Who 

benefits? Who is ha~med~’ What choices can we as a community make to disrnantle this 

pipeline? 

Some of our" students work and have jobs, and so it’s more important for them to go to work so they 
ca# help pay d}e bills #}an it is tot them to come to scheoL Challenges that nest kids dof}’t have te 

Young Man for HV 

Workshop in Warren[on, NC. 

When I hear school i think 

Hatred 
I ain’t gonna lie 

Boring 

Stressfui 

Headache 

Heartache 

Constant irFiaiion 

Dread 
Nasty food 

Throwing stuff 

Sex on the bus 
Figh[s on the bus 

Fights everywhere 

Some people hear school 

And just say 

Damn 

Sometimes 

I~ ~sn’t even a word 

Sometimes 
You just shake your head, 
-North Carolina Students 

Teacher Po~ It Notes Corkboard 

Kids are people, not cegs, 

as are reachers, 
not machines with 

interchangeable pa!ts, 

unique, not products created fo 

be marketed. 

-North Carolina Teacher 



face are faced by kids here every day. One kid wants to get a job and is trying to graduate because 
he ~ about ~:o age@ut. Hels tak#~g care of his younger brother because his t~ther is diabetic, has lest 
one !eg, and is goiag back and forth into the hospital You kaow his morn died nine years ago. And he 
,said, "l~/e been doing this for like eleven yea~s, i’m tired. "-North Carolina Teacher 

The evening includes an opening ~ecepfion; an installation with selections flora the portrait 

collage, siudent and tec~cher desks, and digital media; siaged readings by Duke siudents 

whose voices highlight the struggles of fho.’.;e caught in this pipeline; and a elo.’dng 
conversation vvifh performers and audience, 

Photos by Jessie GIo~din-Kramer 

Lynden Harris and Kafhy Williams 

Hidden Voices 

Forward email 

This email was sent ~o regester@email.unc,edu by irlf:o~hiddenvoices.orra :: 
Update Profile/Email Address fnstant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe~’’ Privacy Policy. 

Hidden Voices :: PO Box 6~t :: 9602 Art Road :: Cedar Ridge NC :: 2723:t 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Betsy, A. McLane <      @yahoo.com> 

Thursday, April 11, 2013 1:07 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

As most of you know DuArt labs in NYC closed some time ago. However, many of its remaining nmterials-nmsters, wlmtever- were 
being watched over by a dedicated individual. Now that respite is over. Everytlfing not claimed from there will be trashed VERY soon. 
So if you know of anyone who has anything at Duart, please let them know. 
Betsy 
Betsy A. McI,ane, Ph.D 

Director, International Cinema U S 

b et symclan~(&do cumentarydiva, corn 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

)’our first and l~st name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in bod~v 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to "the list by sending an e-mail "to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 
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Sent: 
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Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Jack Lucido @ucido@WESTERN.EDU> 

Thursday, April 11, 2013 1:27 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Low Residency MFA in Screenwriting 

Colleagues, 

Western State Colorado Universi~ is accepting applications for our 60 credit hour MFA in Creative Writing - Screenwriting Track. 

This is a tv~-o year program with three, two week summer residencies, and two fall and spring semesters. The residency this summer runs July 15th - 27th. Students 

may interact with their thll and spring instructors and coursework from anywhere in the world. 

Here is fl~e program intbnnation: 

http://www.westem.edu/academics/creativew~n~mfa-pro~r~m-requirements-screenw~tin~.htm~ 

Here are fl~e admission/application requirements: 
http://www.westem.edu/academics/creativewritinp,/mfa- admission- requirements.html 

The deadline for completed application materials is June 1 st. 

Please consider sharing this information with your fi~iends, colleagues, and students that may be interes~ted in such a degree program. 

Thank you, 

Jack kucido, M.F.A. 
Associate Professor of Film 
Undergraduate Film Studies Director 
MFA Screenwriting Track Coordinator 
Western State Colorado University 
Thi s list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to lis~se~@listse~’.amefican.edu: subscribe UFVAI,IST-L Ftdl Name ( Full Name should ~ 
your tirs~ and l~st name.) You can leave a lis~ by ~nding the tbllowi~g command to lis~e~@lis~t~.amefcan.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L ~6te fl~is commaM in N~dy 
ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post mess~es m the list by ~nding ~ e-mail ~ UFV~IST-L@lis~se~w.~efican.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Basic Books <examcopies@perseusbooks.com> 

Thursday, April 11, 2013 1:46 PM 

Regester, Chmtene B <regester@~,emaJd.unc.edu> 

Bending Towaxd Justice now available for your courses 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

Dear ProIessor Regester: 

copy order form to order. (Mention source 

Sincerely, 

Basic Books 

A Member of Perseus Books Group 

250 West 57th Street, 15th Floor 

New York, NY 10107 

w~,w.perseusacademic.com 

Basic B ooks proudly announces the publication of a new book for your Civil Rights History. and Constitutional Law 

courses: 

Bending Toward Justice: The Voting Rights Ad and the Transformation of American Democracy by Gary 

May (ISBN 978-0-465-01846-7). 

"Gav May’s compelling hisk~ry of why and how the Voting Rights Act advanced the promi~ of American life conld not 
be more timely. Every, member of the Supreme Court and every citizen interested in the widest possible access to the 

b~]lot box will want to read May’s book. It should be recognized as the st~a~dard work on this most important subject." 

--Robert Dallek, anthor of An Unfinished Life: John F. Kennedy, 1917-1963 

In Bending :To,,!ard Justice celebrated historian Gary. May describes how black voters overcame centuries of bigotry to 
secure and preserve one of their most important rights as American citizens. The slruggle that culminated in the passage of 

the Voting Rights Act of 1965 was long and torturous, and only succeeded because of the courageous work of local 

freedom fighters and nation~J civil rights leaders. But while the Voting Rights Act represented an unqualified victory over 

such forces of hate, May explains that its achievements remain in jeopardy. Many ~:gue that the 2008 election of President 
Barack Obama rendered the act obsolete, yet recent years have seen renewed efibrts to curb voting rights and deny 

minorities the act’s hard-won protections. 

A vivid, thst-paced history of this landm~xk piece of civil rights legislation, Bending Toward Justice offers dramatic, 

timely acconnt of the struggle that fin~]ly won AfiJcan Americans the ballet--although, as May shows, tbe fight tbr voting 
rights is by no means over. 

Order Your Exam Copy Today! 

Visit ~:~L~__v_:p£!:_s_’__e__u_s_’~g’_a_d___e_!__n__i_£:~9_q~ tbr more intbrmation, or to order your exam copy. Colnplete the online exam 

code W379.) 

il’his is a commerciaJ~ message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Indiana University P~ess <iupress@indianatm00.com> 

Thursday, April 11, 2013 5:01 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~er@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Premier Issue of Teaching & Lem’ning 

Dear Charlene Regester, 

The following is an email update based on the interests chosen in your profile. To 
ensure you continue to receive emails that ONLY match your preferences, be sure to 
edit your profile to refine what we send you. 

Publication of inaugural issue of 

Teaehin~t & Learning Ir~quir~l 

The inaugural issue of Teaching & Learning 
inquiry, the official publication of the 
International SoeieD of the Scholarship of 
Teaching and Learning (ISSOTL), is now 
available online and in print. It is published 
by the Office of Scholarly Publishing and 
Indiana Universib~ Press. 

The issue includes eotnmissioned articles and 
submissions from Society membels that 

"Teaching & Learning Inquiry will strive to 

push boundaries and expand the field by 

introducing a wider range of genres and 

perspectives. We plan to do this without 
compromising well-established criteria that 

would be expected across the disciplines. We 

will be creative, thoughtful, artistic, and 

scientific. This sounds ambitious, but it is just 

what SoTL needs within the covers of one 
leading journal." 

Nano/~3hick, Vanderbilt University-Center for 

Teaching 

"We have learned that literature in the field 
must speak to scholars in their language as it 

helps those same scholars expand their 
language and understanding of just what 

learning and teaching can be." 

Gary Poole, University of British Columbia- 
School of Population and Public Health 

respond to the editors’ invitation to "explore SoTL’s traditions or its cutting edges, its 

highest moments or the challenges that remain, its efl’ot~ts to go public or its impacts in 

eampus classrooms or hallways, its relevant eonstitueneies or its unexplored audiences," 

Editors Nancy Chick (Vanderbilt University, USA) and Gazy Poole (University" of British 

Columbia, Canada) structm~d the issue in two sections: one that explores the benefits of 

SoTL for specific audiences and contexts and one that focuses on ways of promoting the 

growth of SOT[,. Volume one, number one includes arfic’les by Carolin Kreber, Barbara 

Cainbridge, Jan Parker, Daniel Bernstein, JoSlle Fanghanel, Keith Trigwell, Joy Mighb~, 

Peter Felton and more. 

Published twice a year, Teaching & Learning Inquiry includes insightful research, theotT, 
eommentalT, and other scholarly works that document or facilitate investigations of 
teaching and learning in higher education. TL! values quality, and varletT in its vision of the 
scholarship of teaching and learning. I ts pages showcase the bi~adth of the interdisciplinaIT 
field of SoTL in its explicit methodological pluralism, its call for traditional and new genres, 
and its international authorship from across career stages. 

The Scholarship of Teaching and Learning (SoTL) is scholarly inqui~ into student learning 
that advances the practice of teaeifing by tnaking research findings public and is a growing 
movement in post-seeondaiT education. ISSOTL has cultivated a strong international and 
interdiseiplinai7 eoinmunity, fortnerly through the quality of its annual conferences and 
now including Teaching & Learning Inquiry. A subscription to 75/is a benefit of 
membership in ISSOTL. 

Published semiannually elSSN: 2167-4787 ] plSSN: 2167-4779 



We have opened access to one article for you to sample. Principles of Good Practice in SoTL 

by Peter Felten. Enjoy the free reticle at this link. 

Ques [ions regarding submissions may be directed to: TLI @vanderbilt.edu. 

,lournal Information: Teaching & l~arning Inquiry: The ISSOTL ,lournal 

Editors: Nancy Chick and GaLv Poole 

Frequency: Semi-annual (March and September) 

To order: call 1-8oo-842-6796 or visit http://jstor.org/r/iupress 

Indiana University Press 

Office of Scholarly Publishing 

Herman B Wells Library 350 

Indiana University 

1320 East lOth Street 

Bloomington, IN 47405 

You are subscribed using the following email address: regester@email.unc,edu. If you wish to change 

your selections or unsubscribe altogether, click below. 

:: -raiior your profiie settings.,. 

:: F:orward this to a friend.,. I :-~: .~rea I 

:: To be removed, use this one-click unsubscribe link,., 
:: Not yet signed up? Go here,., 

:: Indiana University Press does not sell, share or trade eiectronic 

address information with anyone, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Fred Ginsburg <eqe@EARTHLINK.NET> 

Thursday, April 11, 2013 10:08 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

sync playback 

Sync Playback revisited.docx 

Here is a new article explaining sync playback for your students. Feel free to share it. The original can be found on my website, www.FilmTVsound.com 
Note that all UFVA members may request (by email) free subscription to the site..., for life! 
I have submitted a proposal for a workshop on Production Sound for our next conference. Hopefully, it will be selected. 
See you all in August! 
From the keyboard of Fred Ginsburg CAS PhD MBKS 
Fred@FilmTVSound.com 
818-231-1038 fax 818-892-9236 
This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the ~bllowing message to listserv.~listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Naane should be 

your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L 0,Vrite this command in body 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listse~w.american.edu 



 back: revisited 

Categow: Audio Technictues 
Fred Ginsburg 

y, our faculty at California State University Northridge 

was submitted a proposal for one of our Senior Thesis Films for an original musical, to be shot 
"live". Even though we have discussed Sync Playback in previous articles here on our website, 
FilmTVsound.com, I felt that it is important to revisit this topic and explain about the process of 
shooting to Sync Playback. 

Filming a music video or musical sequence within a film entails having the cast perform in 
perfect lip synch to the music seamlessly throughout a large number of camera angle changes 
and other edits. The only practical way to achieve this is to splice all of the selected picture takes 
over one continuous piece of music (aka the edit master), so that you end up with a final product 
that is built from one rendition of the song devoid of frankenstein-ish glitches in pitch & tempo. 

Attempts to re-construct the "song" by assembling multiple "live" takes is a dauntless task, and 
seldom is successful even with the best of singers & musicians. The only way to go "live" is to 
utilize only footage shot from multiple cameras during one single take. It is extremely difficult to 
combine audio from other takes. 

Usually, music video shot of a "live" concert consists of one performance covered by multiple 
cameras, which is then enhanced by additional coverage acquired by playing back the audio from 
the "live" song repeatedly while the performers lip synch back to the original live track. 

Traditional music videos are shot by playing back a song that was previously recorded in the 
studio (in order to achieve audio perfection). These can be shot either single camera or multi- 
camera. First, you must create an edit master which consists of the original song combined with 
SMPTE timecode. The edit master is safely set aside for post production, after duplicates of the 
edit master (playback dupes) have been produced for use on the set. 

During production, camera is rolled first. Then the Director calls for "playback" and the pre- 
recorded playback dupe is played back on the set via a loudspeaker system. Note that the song 
can be played in its entirety, or only a selected portion (along with several seconds of lead-in). 
Simultaneously, the pre-recorded timecode is displayed for the camera on a timecode slate or 
timecode display reader. After visually capturing a few frames of the playback timecode, the 
slate is removed and the performance is ready to be photographed on film or video. 
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Remember that you cannot JAM SYNC the playback timecode to the timecode slate the way we 
do for live dialogue, since the timecode is pre-recorded and dependent on the act of playback. 
The slate and the playback recorder/deck need to be physically connected by a cable or wireless 
transmitter/receiver. 

The presence of the visual timecode allows the editors to match up each visual take with the 
corresponding section of the song (edit master). Note that although the timecode can sometimes 
be recorded in the camera on a sotmdtrack for reference -- it is not advised to jam sync the 
camera timecode to the playback timecode. The camera timecode allows post production to 
identify and conform all of the resulting camera footage; if that footage had timecode that 
repeated itself (the playback timecode) -- then the computers would have no way of 
distinguishing the raw-footage! 

"But we want to shoot ’live’, like they did on HBO’s TREME 
and Les Miserables!" 

True, sometimes Hollywood does shoot a musical sequence live, without benefit of playback. 
But those instances are extremely rare. 

First, let’s take a quick look at TREME, which was the HBO dramatic series about musicians in 
New Orleans. In that series, all of the musical numbers were, in fact, shot live and recorded live. 
However, there are a couple of things to take into account. To begin with, all of the musical 
scenes were supposed to be live performances on the streets and clubs. That meant it was okay to 
be imperfect, and to suffer from poor acoustics & extraneous noise. This music was not intended 
to match the "studio album" of a record label. 

The stars in the series sometimes were not actual musicians themselves, so the real street 
musicians played in for them just outside of camera frame, while the actors pantomimed with the 
music. Nor was there much in the way of choreography, lighting effects, set changes, or magical 
location changes, it was all kept simple, real-time, and street realistic. 

Les Miserables was a hit Broadway show for many years. Sets and choreography have had a 
long evolution, so the production team had a lot to start from. All of the cast (except for you 
know who) were accomplished singers and had stage experience. 

It was, for the most part, shot "live" one song at a time. Those songs were covered by three to ten 
cameras per take. It was shot in large state-of-the-art sound stages, so that there would not be 
extraneous noise. Lighting and set changes (within the take) ~vere controlled by computerized 
lighting boards and sophisticated rigs. 

The live accompaniment was a piano. Full orchestration was recorded during post production to 
match the singing (key & tempo). 

And they rehearsed, rehearsed, and rehearsed for around four months! 
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Keeping It All in Synch 

Sync Playback requires precision lip synch. Just as in recording live dialogue, there must be 

perfect alignment in terms of speed as well as wow & flutter if the performance in the picture is 
to match up frame for frame with the soundtrack. 

In today’s digital climate, concern about wow & flutter is a thing of the past (unless you are 
playing back CD’s on a boom box). Pretty much all of your digital files, played back on a digital 
recorder, will maintain perfect speed without mechanical drift. Yes, CD’s may drift during 
playback -- ever watch a DJ do a scratch mix? 

What you do need to be concerned with is matching the timecode frame rate with that of the 
camera (and edit system). 

If you are shooting in standard (SD) video, or in high def (HD) video -- then it is fairly simple. 
Picture speed does not change between on-set, editing, and presentation. Just make sure that you 
playback your audioitimecode files at the same rate that they were created, which should match 
the same rate as the intended picture. 

For standard (SD) video, that means 29.97 frames per second (either non-drop or drop-frame). 
Make sure that you match non-drop audio to non-drop picture, or drop-frame audio with drop- 
frame picture settings. For example, if the video format is going to be 29.97 non-drop -- create 
your edit master (music) at 29.97 non-drop. Then create your matching playback dupes at 29.97 
non-drop. 

Bit rate is usually 16 bit at 48K sampling; although some productions may opt for 24 bit at 48k. 
Never at 16 bit/44, lk, which is consumer audio CD release format. 

For HD video, picture would be at 23.97 frame rate (there is no drop or non-drop in HD). So 
format your audio likewise, at 23.97 frames per second. 

On the set, you would playback your audio at its true rate. 

Where things become complicated is when the camera shoots on the set at one speed, but ends up 
in the edit bay at a slightly converted speed. For example, if you shot with a film camera running 
at 24 sprocketed frames per second -- that speed might be slowed down during the film-to-video 
telecine conversion to 23.97 video frames per second (HD) or even 29.97 non-drop video frames 
per second (SD). To get from a true 24 fps to 23.97 fps, the film footage is slowed down (pulled 
down) by one tenth of one percent. 

If the performers sang, danced, and played to music on the set (during playback) that was real- 
time, then their movements would appear out of sync to the music after the camera footage was 
slowed down yet synched up with the same music. (picture slowed down from 24 to 23.97 but 
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audio not changed). To compensate for this slowing down of what was shot on the set, it is 
necessary to playback the music one tenth of one percent faster on the set in order to match the 
fact that the camera is running slightly faster on the set then it will be in post. 

Speeding up the playback rate is known as pull-up. So what you will get is: camera on the set at 
24fps, slowed down to 23.97 in post. audio on the set at 24 fps, slowed down to 23.97 in post. In 
terms of sampling rates, when we slow" down 48k by 0.1% you end up with 47.9k. Or if you start 
with 48.048k on the set, you would end up with 48k in post. 

So what you want to do is the following: record your edit master at 23.97fps @ 48k for use in the 
finished product. But create your playback dupes at 47.9 k (but faux stamped as 48k), so that 
when those files are played back by your recorder at 48k (the faux stamp fools the machine), you 
will have pulled up (sped up) the music by the proper percentage. Note that some recorders have 
menu settings to allow you to do this easily; otherwise you must create these pull ups with Pro 
Tools back in the studio. 

If you are planning to shoot at a true 24 fps either in film or electronic cinema, and NOT edit in 
23.97 -- then you can just create your edit master and playback dupes at 24 fps and not concern 
yourself with speed conversions. But that is a rare situation! 

In all instances, it is very important to confirm with the Post Production 
Supervisor about what frame rates, bit rates, and sampling rates to use for the 
edit master and subsequent playback dupes. And get the answers in writing, lest 
they be contested later. 

Life gets real complicated when the Director wants something bizarre, such as filming the actors 
in slow motion while they sing in real time to the song! Leave those shoots for the experts! Some 
audio engineers earn a lucrative living doing nothing but sync playback shoots. 

However, if there is no lip sync required for the performance, then there is nothing to worry 
about. Thematic shots of slow motion or random shots of whatever (that do not involve lip sync 
or performing to specific notes/beats) only require playing back any general rendition of the song 
to set the mood. Pull-ups or pull-downs won’t matter, since those loose shots do not require 
precise matching. 

Playback Techniques on the Set 

For basic sync playback, you need a digital recorder or playback deck, a timecode slate, and a 
loudspeaker system. After the camera rolls, you begin the playback (from the song start or from a 
predetermined cue point) and allow the camera to see a few frames of the playback timecode on 
the slate. The slate must be hard wired to the playback unit, or use a wireless transmitter/receiver 
so that the timecode on the track is being displayed. 

Sometimes, it is necessary to record some live dialogue before, after, or even during the playback 
sequence, To do this, you will need two timecode slates as well as two recorders (or one recorder 
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and one playback deck). Begin the roll as you normally would for live dialogue. Roll camera, 
roll the audio recorder, verbally slate the scene/take .... and then begin the playback. Make sure 
that the camera can see both sets of timecode numbers in the two slates (or one double-decker 
slate). One set of timecode numbers is for the live dialogue take; the other set of numbers 
represent the playback track. (If the playback track is to start and stop in the middle of the scene 
and precludes the use of head or tail slates, then try to record the pl ayback timecode onto an 
audio track on the camera, or at least onto an ISO track on your audio recorder.) 

Play some of the playback track through the loudspeakers to set the mood/tempo on the set. On 
cue, kill the loudspeakers so that the set is silent in order to record usable clean dialogue. 
However, the playback track continues to play in the headphones or earphones of the "band" in 
the background, or for the choreographer and dance captains who might be standing just out of 
frame, yet within the eye line of the background dancers. The dance captains will continue to 
step and move to the music, so that the background extras can follow the beat. Sometimes, it is 
possible to hide small, directional speakers downstage and set to very low volume. 

You might consider having the dancers remove their shoes, or adhere soft padding to the front 
row of shoes if they might be visible. Of course, everyone in the scene who does not have key 
dialogue is "silent" and only pretending to talk, drink, etc. 

Another technique for inaudible playback of the "beat" is to use what Hollywood calls a 
thumper. On cue, the main loudspeakers are killed, and the playback track is limited to a large 
sub-woofer. The sub-woofer puts out audio around 40 to 50 hertz, so low that you feel it more 
than you can hear it. Microphones on the set are set to roll offbass frequencies below 90Hz, so 
that they cannot "hear" the sub-woofer track. 

In-the-ear wireless receivers are yet another way to achieve silent playback (or cueing). Actors 
can wear small belt pack receivers with discreet earpieces to receive transmitted playback tracks, 
script prompts, or stunt cues. If the wire from their earpiece cannot be readily hidden, there are 
wireless earpieces available. 

Comtek induction earpieces are longtime favorites of Hollywood 
and considered standards of the industry. An induction earpiece utilizes a wire loop "necktie" 
that is worn under clothing and plugs into the headphone output of a belt pack receiver. A small, 
hearing aid sized, in ear receiver is able to pick up the magnetic field created by the loop 
antenna. 

For large casts, or when talent is scantily clad, we can utilize a variation on the wire loop necktie. 
Instead of placing the magnetic field around the neck, we use a large audio amplifier (around 400 
watts) and pump the audio into a large wire loop that we run around the circumference of the set. 
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The ~vire connects to the plus and minus of the speaker terminals -- make sure that you have 
enough resistance so as not to short out the amplifier. Use either a lot of thin ~vire, or add some 
in-line resistors to satisfy "minimum load" requirements. 

Anyone in the cast who stands within the wire loop will receive audio in their earpieces. 

Shooting sync playback is a complex process and requires a good deal of planning. It is not 
overly complicated, but you have to do it right or else risk having your performance out of sync 
with your music! Make sure to pay attention to background performances as well. I have been on 
many music videos where the Director was only paying attention to the lead vocal, and did not 
pick up on the errors in the background. 

It is always a good idea to have some sort of video playback available to check your takes. Even 
if it is just a consumer camcorder held close to the film camera. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Megan Waggy <ecusurvey@qualtrics.com> 

Friday, April 12, 2013 10:41 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@..emaJd.unc.edu> 

Diversity education: Request your par~ficipation in a stu@. 

Subject: Request to fill out the enclosed survey about your experiences related to teaching an midergraduate level course with diversi .ty content. Your 

valuable response is kindly requested by May 3rd 2013. 

Dear colleague, 

We are contacting you to request your participation in a stu@ to learn about the ett~ctiveness of diversity education at the undergraduate level farm the perspective of 

thcnlty members engaged in such instrnctional elt’orts. We request yonr participation by completing a survey questiomraire regarding your experiences in teaching air 

undergradnate diversiF conrse. 

This s~dy has been approved by our institution ~ s review bom~t in tile office for Human Research Integrity. The consent to pa(ticipate in the study is included at the 

beginning of the survey. 

The survey linlc is provided below: 

Follow this lh~k to the Survey: 

Take tire Snrvev 

Or coW and paste the URL below into your internet brow~r: 

https://ecu.qualtrics.com/~%QualtricsSurveyEngine/?O~SS 3K2k9bqVfdPTjzTODNQa87bDtas5Yp& 1 

Follow the lip2~: to opt out of future emails: 
Click here to unsubscribe 

Please note the link is developed uniquely for you and you will be able to participate only one time. While we encourage you to complete the survey upon initiation, you 

can save the information if necessary and complete file survey mthin up to 3 days of beginning to take the survey. 

The survey is being conducted as part of diversity education research effort during time assigned to the Office for Equity and Diversity at East Carolina University, 

Greenville, NC. We identified diversity course instructors lis~ted in your universily [] s catalog for the fall 2012 and spring 2013 semes~ters. We encourage you to discuss 

the invitation to paxticipate in this s~udy ruth your department chair or administrator. 

As an instructor of a course with diversi~, content, you are aniquely positioned to contribute to this research eltbrt. By learning about your personal experiences, 

perspectives, practices, and recommendations the results ofonr project will be able to identify areas of effective content and instruction methods and areas where 

improvements can be made tbr undergraduate diversity course instruction. We hope to nnderstand and disseminate best practices in undergraduate diversi~ edncation 

to prepare students to function more effectively in a diverse nation and a more globally connected world. 

Thank you in advance for your help for this project. Your valuable feedback will be greatly appreciated. Please contact us if you have any questions regarding this 

study. 

Ve~ sincerely, 

Priti P. Desai PhD, MPH, CCLS Amy McMillan, DBA 

Principal Investigator Associate Prot~ssor. College of Business 

Assistant Professor mcmillana~b~ecu.edn 

Child Development and Family Relations Dept. 

East Carolina University Megan Waggy, BA 

Greenville, NC, 28590 Graduate Assistant 

desaip(~ecu.edn wag p, ym 12~ s~dents.ecn.edu 

252-328-2866 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Pamela Demory <phdemory@UCDAVIS.EDU> 

Friday, April 12, 2013 2:34 PM 

UFVALIST- I~@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Book Announcement: Queer Love in Fihn and Television 

QUEER LOVE IN FILM AND TELEVISION: CRITICAL ESSAYS 
Co-edited By Pamela Demou and Christopher Pullen 

This turn-of-the-century moment -- when queer love has become increasingly visible in both popular culture and socio-political realms -- provides an ideal occasion for 

a critical e~mination of same- sex love stories in the media. Focusing primarily on film and televisual te~s fi~om the ten years before and after the millmmium, the essays 

collected in Queer Love in Film a~d Television ask how recent fihns and television programs play ruth, imitate, subvert, mock, critique, and queer the romantic 
narrative conventions m common in Western culture. The collection tbllows the trajectoU of the conventional romance narrative, from the pursuit of romantic love to 

the creation of thmilies, and "then it pushes further, into ma~cginal regions where conventional narratives thil to venture, and then turns back to consider how that narrative 

is ikselftraJ~stbnned (or queered) through adaptation. 

PRAISE FOR QUEER LOVE IN FILM AND TELEVISION: 

"Influenced by tile major queer theorists, the varied and provocative essays collected in Queer Love in Film and Television challenge our thi,fldng about the ways in 

which gay a~d lesbian sex and love have been presented in fihn and on television over the past two decades, fio,n Modem Family to The L Word, and from 
Brokeback Mountain to gay 10om. Along the way, crucial questions are asked about the validiD’ of conventional romantic narratives as vehicles for presenting queer 

relationships, and the possibili~’ of queer love. " 

-- John M. Clum, author of The Drama of Marriage: Gay Playwright,~’Straight Unions from Oscar Wilde to the Present (2011), Something for the Boys: Musical 

Theater m~d Gay Culture (2001). and Still Acting Gay: Male Homosexuality in Modem Drama (2000) 

ABOUT THE EDITORS: 

*Pamela Demory is Continuing Lecturer in the University Writing Program at the University of California, Davis, USA. She has published numerous articles on topics in 

film adaptation in journals such as Literature/Fihn Quarterly, Short SmW Criticism, and others. 
*Christopher Pullen is Senior Lecturer in Media Studies at Bournemouth University, UK. He is tile author of Documenting Gay Men: Identi~ and Performmlce in 

Reali~ Television and Documentary Film (2007) a~d Gay Identity, New Story/telling mad tile Media (2012), eNtor ofLGBT Transnational Identity and the Media 

(2012), and coeditor of LGBT Identi~ and Online New Media (2010). 

For more information, including the table of contents, visit the book’s webpage: htto:/ius.macmillaa~com/queeflovei,~ihn~dtclevision,’lOmnelaDemory 

Please email me if you have any quesitions. 

Pamela DemoU 

University Writing Program 

University of California, Davis 

phdemo ~’~;ucdavis.edu 

Palgrave Macmillml1277 pages 12013 

ISBN 9781137272966 i Hardcover $90.00 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to lis~tserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVAEIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your firsit and last name.) You can leave a liszt by sending the follomng command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in bod~v 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You cma post messages to the list by sending m~ e-mail to UFVAEIST-L@lisitserv.american.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Friday, April 12, 2013 5:05 PM 

~reen~ciety-announce@duke.edu; tilm-video <tilm- video@dnke.edu-~; ami-thculty@duke.edu; amicert@duke.edu 

**Screen/Society next week--The: Chris Markets "I~ajet~e"+"The Case of the Grinning Cat"; Thu: "This Is My Atiica" (docu); 

Fri: "Embracing" ÷ "Kya Ka Ra Ba A" (by Japan’s leading female fihnmaker, Nao~ni KAWASE) 

Please distribute ~,idely ~ 

Screen/Society presents... 

A Tribute to Chris Marker: 
Lajetde + The Case of the Grinning Cat 

== Download PDF Flyer~l More Info == 

Thursday Apri~ ~8, 7pro: 
T_his I.~’ 3Iy AJ~ica 

- debut of the Lights on Afiqca 2013 series 



at the Nasher Museum of Art 
== Download PDF Flyer ] More Info == 

[~’riday Apfi~ 19, 7pro: 
Two documentaries by Naomi KAWASE: 

Embracing (Ni t~’utsurm~rete) + Kya Ka Ra Ba A 

-- discussion to follow! 
Download PDF Flyer I More Inlb 



htlp:A/ami.duke.edu/screensocietv 

A]/ Screen/A’ocieO: evenLs are coordinated and co-,s~::onsored 
by ~he t>~vgram in the Arts of the Moving :merge 

i!!!..,:,:,~:!~ii: hokazak@duke.edu 



W,~:~:~ i:;~ : http:!/ami.du ke.edu/screensociety 



i.~.i UNM Mentoring Institute - 2013 Call for Proposals - 6th Annual Conference - Impact and Effectiveness of Developmental Relationships - Student Union Building I Albuquerque, NM I October 29 - November 1, 
2013 

The Mentoring Inslitute at the University of New Mexico is seeking proposals for its sixth aimual Mentoring Conference, themed "Impact & Effectiveness of 
Developmental Relationships . 



The conference will be held in the Student Union Building, on UNM’s main campus, on Tuesday, October 29 to Friday, November 1, 2013. 

We seek to facilitate discourse on the impact and effecliveness of developmental relationships an~ong a b~ad constituency, which includes divisions of higher 

education, academic researchers~ educators, community leaders, administrators, non-profit p~xtners, govermnent agencies, and other professionals. 

For the 2013 conference we anticipate a rich mix of conversafiol~ net~-orldng oppormnifies, hands-on workshops, and engagement with professionals from a diverse 

variety of disciplines. 

::~:~:~:: Call For Proposals 



We axe pa~ic~darly keen to receive proposals for papers presentations and posters that axe intbrmative and relevant to the held of developmentaJ relationships, 

supported by theory a~d research, and demonstrate ideas "that are applicable to the conference theme. We are interested in presentations based in the following 

helds: STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering & Mathematics), Humanities, Business, Health Sciences. Education, and the Arts. With this in mind, we seek 

propo~ls that accomplish a~y of the follomng: 

¯ Builds on the knoMedge base of those new to the field of developmental relationships. 

¯ Demonstrates the effecliveness of e~s~ting mentoring programs. 

¯ Proposes a methodology or evaluation model for developmental relationships. 

¯ Suggests new ideas and best practices for successful developmental relationships. 
¯ Proposals that include participants of ditt~rent nationalities, d ill, rent le~els of experience, a~d from dilt~rent institutional and o~a~ization ~pes. 



i.~.i Presenter Requirements 

Presenters in the 2013 conference will be required to meet the following obligations and requirements: 

Each presenter will be provided witla a45 minutes slot to present, during the concurrent presentations for the conference. The session will be divided up as 

follows: 30 minutes for presentalion, 15 minutes for Q&A, and 5 minutes for session evaluations. 

All presenters are required to submit a 5-7-page paper prior to the conference on the topic of your presentation. Papers roll be peer reviewed and published in 

the 2013 cont~rence proceedings. 

In addition to submit~Jmg a paper, we strongly suggest the submission of a poster. Guidelines can be found at: http://mentor.unm.edu/cont~renceit~l.html 



i.~.i Submission Process & Deadlines 

1, The deadline to submit abstracts is May 15, 2013. Abstracts must not exceed 250 words and should be submitted online, at: 

Ntp:/, mentor.unto .edtr/conference/abstrac’Ls .html 

The abstracts will be reviewed and selected authors will receive a notification of acceptance by May 30, 2013. 

2. Once you receive confirmation of acceptance to the cont~rence, you will be required to submit a 5-7-page paper on the topic of your presentation. The 

deadlh~e to submit the paper is June 30, 2013. 

3. Papers will be returned on July 30, 2013 with peer review comments. You may choose to accept or reject these suggestions. 

4. Final paper submissions are due electronically by August 30, 2013. Please proofread your paper for spelling and grammatical e~rors. 



::~:: Peer Reviewers Needed 

BTOULD YOU LIKE TO BE A PEER REVIEBTER FOR THE 2013 MENTORING CONFERENCE? 

We are seeking qualified individuals to serve as peer reviewers of paper submissions for the 2013 Mentoring Conference. It is a great opportm~i~ for you to read 

some interesting papers and improve your proofreading and editing skills. Peer reviewers must be presenters in the 2013 conference, and will be able to sign 

up upon registration for the conference. For more information, or to volunteer, visit: 

mentor.unm.edu/conferenceireviewers.html 



To remove yourself from fl~e Mentoring Institute Mailing List, go to: 

http://mentor.umn.edu/colfference/unsubscfibe.php 

Or send an e-mail to: 

lis~e~,~list.unm.edu 

Leave the Subject field blank. In the body of message Upe (ruth no ot]~er text): 

unsubscribe MENTOR-L 

The Mentoring Institute 
University of New Mexico 

1716 Las Lomas Rd N.E. 

Albuquerque, NM, 87131 

htt~O://mentor.unm .edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marissa R. Del Fierro <marissa.delfierro@universi~readers.com~ 

Sunday, April 14, 2013 7:10 AM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Create a custom reader tbr your class 

Dear Professor Regester~ 

You may recall receiving an earlier email from me about our custom publishing services but we haven’t had the chance to connect. I know you have a busy- schedule, 

and I’d be gratefifl for the opIx~rtunity to discuss how we can support you. A few features of our services: 

Quick 2-3 week turnaround time 
Free cost estimates betbre ordering 

Savings to students that average 30-40% off the textbook price 

ComplimentaD, re~mrce consultations to match your SLOs 

Access to online libra, ofpre-cleared and less expensive readings t~om top publishers 

When would be the best day and time to reach you for a 5-10 milmte phone call? You may also fill out an Infokit form to get started. 

All the best, 

Marissa R. Del Fierro 

Acquisitions Editor 

Universi~ Readers, an imprint of Cognella, Inc. 

ma~is~.deltierro@universi~readers.com, 800-200-3908 x543 
3970 Sorrento Valley Blvd., Ste. 500, San Diego, CA 92121 

www.cognella.com - CognellaAcademic Publishing 

www.universityreaders.com - University Readers Cus~tom 

As this’ is’ a commercial message from Cognella, Inc., you may opt-out of Jhture e-mails by clicking the link below. 

http:/Twww, universityreaders, corn/optout.php?guid d7adbe3b-ld33-f3c4-O586-4595a68402f4 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Sunday-, April 14, 2013 4:44 PM 

Regester, Chaa~lene B <reges~er@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: BI tlim 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

F~om: <        c~o~nqail.com> 

Date: Sun, Apr 14, 2013 at 4:29 PM 

Subject: BI film 

To: "cregeister~b, unc.edu" <_cre~eister,~unc.edu-~ 

Plz check your t~7 stations for black films showing today on tbx network 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Institute for African Studies <con£2014@gmail.com> 

Monday, April 15, 2013 7:17 AM 

jhd@emory.edu 

Announcement Paper Abstracts 2014.doc 

Dear Colleague, 

Please find attached the First Call for Papers Announcement of the 13th Conference 

of Atkicanists "Society and Politics in Africa: Traditional, Transitions], and New. 

The Organizing Committee would appreciate your t~niliarizing the interested 

colleagues with this Announcement. 

Centre for Infomialion and International Relations 

Inslitute for African Studies 

Russian Academy of Sciences 

tel. (+7 495) 690 2752 

fax. (+7 495) 697 1954 



RUSSIAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES 

INSTITUTE FOR AFRICAN STUDIES 

SCIENTIFIC COUNCIL FOR THE PROBLEMS OF ECONOMIC, 
SOCIAL, POLITICAL AND CULTURAL 

DEVELOPMENT OF AFRICAN COUNTRIES 

30/1 Spiridonovka str. Moscow, Russia 
Tel. (7 495) 690-60-25 Fax (7 495) 697-19-54 

E-mail: conf2014@gmail.com, inter.inafr@mail.ru 

SOCIETY AND POLITICS IN AFRICA: 

TRADITIONAL, TRANSITIONAL, AND NEW 

13th International Conference of Africanists 

(Moscow, Russia. May 27-30, 2014) 

b~rst Call jbr Papers Announcement 

Dear Colleagues, 

On May 27-30, 20114, in Moscow the Research Council for the Problems of Economic, Social, 
Political and Cultural Development of African Countries and the Institute for African Studies of 
the Russian Academy of Sciences hold the 13th Conference of Africanists titled Society and 

Politics in Africa: Traditional, Transitional, and New. The Conference will take place on the 
premises of the Institute for African Studies and the Institute for Linguistics of the Russian 
Academy of Sciences. The working languages of the Conference are Russian and English. 

The Organizing Committee have considered all the panel proposals received by it. The list of 
accepted proposals can be found below. The deadline for paper proposals (in the form of 
abstracts within 300 words in Russian or English) is November l, 2013. The proposals should 
be sent directly to the respective panel convener(s) who is (are) to inform the applicant about his 
(her) application’s fortune by December 1, 2013 - the date by which the panel conveners are to 
submit their compiled panels to the Organizing Committee. 

The information to be submitted alongside with the paper abstract includes full name, title, 
position, institutional affiliation, full mail and e-mail addresses, telephone and fax numbers. 

However, in case you feel your paper does not fit any particular panel but corresponds to the 
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Conference’s general topic, you may submit your proposal to the Organizing Committee by the 
same date (November 1, 2013) and it will be considered for scheduling for the Free 
Communication Panel. Besides, if the Organizing Committee finds it reasonable to unite an 
appropriate number of proposals submitted for the Free Communication Panel into a thematic 
panel, it may establish such a panel and propose one of its prospective participants to convene it. 

The Organizing Committee can be reached by e-mail, at the addresses: conf2014@gmail.com 
(for general inquiries on the Conference-related academic matters and proposals for the Free 
Communication Panel) and inter.inafr@mail.ru (for the inquiries regarding technical matters - 
accommodation, visas, etc.). 

The Organizing Committee can assist in booking accommodation, while it is also possible to 
make an independent reservation in on of Moscow hotels of different class through the Internet 
on     such     local     sites     as     http ://www.moscow-hotels-russi a.com/index.html, 
http :iiwww.hotelsrussia.comi, http :iiwww. select-a-room comihotelsirussia?language=en, or 
http:iiall-hotels.ruiindex.en.html?kk=0356fS0d4e, as well as on global sites like 
http:iiwww.otel.comi, http:iiv,-c#c,7.bookingcomi, etc. Please note that late May is high tourist 
season in Moscow, so early booking is strongly recommended. 

Information regarding the visa application process will be sent to the prospective participants in 
the beginning of 2014. 

The Conference registration fee is $150 ($75 for students) and can be paid not only in dollars, 
but also in Euros or Russian rubles according to the official exchange rate on the date of 
registration. The fee is to be paid in cash on site upon arrival. The registration fee includes the 
visa application support (Official Invitation), the Conference Book of Abstracts, stationary items, 
coffee-breaks, and reception. The fee for an accompanying person ($ 50) includes the visa 
application support (Official Invitation) and reception. 

The Organizing Committee would appreciate your familiarizing interested colleagues with this 

Announcement. 

PANELS ACCEPTED FOR THE CONFERENCE 
In the alphabetical order of English titles of the thematic blocks and panels within them 

L Economics, Politics, and Socie.tv 

I-1. African Population in a New Global Model of Economic Development 
Convener: Prof. lrina 0. Abramova (Institute for African Studies, Moscow, Russia); e-mail: 
irina.abramova@inafr.ru 

The panel looks into demographic challenges facing the world as a whole and Africa, in 
particular, against the background of the transformation of the Global Model of Economic 
Development (GMED). Special attention will be paid to the analysis of Africa’s new role in the 
global demographic processes, problems of African urbanization and trans-border migration, 
dynamics and qualitative changes of African labor resources and human capital in the era of 
globalization. 
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I-2. "African Syndrome" in the Socio-Economic and Political Realities of Russia 
Convener: Prof~ !/iktor !/. Bocharov (St. Petersburg State University, Russia); 

vi ctana2007@rambler.ru 

e-mail: 

Both African States and Russia, despite the huge differences between the cultures of the peoples 
living on their territories, as well as the levels of socio-economic development, science and 
technology, education, etc. show remarkable similarities with respect to economic and political 
issues with which they face. In particular, there is a primacy of the informal relations in 
communal life. In the economies of these countries the informal practices play very important 
role. In politics the real authoritarianism prevails, often contrary to the official Democracy. In the 
legal field reigns "legal nihilism", i.e, ~vhen most of the population is not in compliance, "~vritten 
law", and live according to the "shadow right." Increasingly, Africa is compared with Russia, 
according to the degree of corruption, the existing gap between the rich and the poor, crime, the 
role of personal relationships, private security services, neglect of small towns and rural areas. In 
various world rankings Russia is invariably among the Black Continent. Within the section will 
discuss the causes of this phenomenon. 

I-3. Challenges of Democratisation and the New African Civil-Military Relations 
Convener: Dr. Martin R. Rut)iya (The African Public Policy & Research 
Pretoria/Tshwane, South Africa); e-mails: mrupiya@appri.org.za, mrupya@gmail.com 

Institute, 

The importance of the panel becomes clear if one takes into account recent events of rapid power 
changes in Egypt, Tunisia, Libya, Cote d’ivoire, Kenya, Zimbabwe, Democratic Republic of 
Congo and Madagascar - confronting the African Union with unique characteristics of political 
and socio-economic crises that have both sub-regional and international dimensions? These 
events - reflecting the fragility of the African state in the post-colonial/One-Party-State era - 
have thrown up interesting dynamics for the new- political elite to deconstruct and reconstruct 
new civil military relations, complete with reformed institutions. The question of the discovery 
and abundance of natural resources, minerals and hydrocarbons that has become prevalent on the 
African continent, this has become a game changer--creating the potential for domestic capacity 
and yet the source/curse of possible instability? Given the specificities of the challenge: from 
Cote d’Ivoire, Egypt, Mali, the new Somalia, South Sudan and Madagascar - the constitutional 
and institutional establishment of new- civil-military relations has emerged as the single most 
important dimension for long-term stability and development. Civil Military Relations include 
the defined and constitutional role of the Executive; Legislature - complete with Oversight 
powers; constitutionally mandated civilian bureaucracy and institutions - ranging from 
Intelligence; Border Guards/Immigration; Police; Army, National Parks and V1P Points such as 
oil wells and diamond mines as well as Prison officials. An example of the common response has 
been the time limits of all political and civil service officials responsible for defense and security 
matters, finding their terms of conditions of service and periods limited in the series of draft 
constitutions produced in Kenya, Zimbabwe and Egypt. What future does this hold for stable and 
balanced civil military relations in these and other African states? 

I-4. Chiefs in Postcolonial Governance and Development in Africa: Issues and Options 
Convener: Prof. Geoffrey I. Nwaka (Abia State Univeristy, Uturu, Nigeria); e-mail: 
geoffreynwaka@yahoo, com 

A strong anti-chieftaincy lobby in Africa maintains that traditional rulers have now outlived their 
usefulness, and are no longer relevant to modern day society; that such traditional institutions are 
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incompatible with democratic practice, and could in fact reinforce ethnic differences, and 
undermine nation building. On the other hand many critics of African development blame state 
failure an d the governanc e cri si s in th e conti nent on "the structural di sconn ecti on b etween form al 
institutions transplanted from outside and indigenous institutions born of traditional African 
cultures". There is now renewed interest in an alternative approach to governance and 
development which emphasizes the cultural dimension of development, and the overlooked 
potentials of indigenous knowledge and traditional institutions. The challenge is how best to 
reconcile democracy and tradition, and enlist traditional institutions and values in the effort to 
promote good governance and sustainable development. Many now believe that by building on 
the indigenous we can make governance and development more participatory and sustainable, 
and also bring the full weight of customary restraints and cultural values to bear on public policy 
and public life. The panel considers how successive post-colonial constitutions and governments 
in Africa have tried to evolve a suitable chieftaincy policy, and to manage relations with chiefs at 
the state and local levels. The panel invites papers which discuss: 
- relevant background issues on chiefs and traditional authorities in pre-colonial and colonial 
Africa; 
- constitutional provisions on the place of chiefs, and on chieftaincy management in post- 
colonial African countries; 
- the role of chiefs in customary law, and in judicial reforms; and how to strike the right balance 
between Western jurisprudence and indigenous concepts of justice and conflict resolution; 
- chiefs and traditional leaders in the practice of democracy; 
- chiefs in local government, decentralization and grassroots mobilization; 
- traditional rulers and institutions in environmental protection, natural resource management, 
and response to climate change; 
- chiefs and land control in traditional and contemporary African societies; 
- should chiefs and traditional rulers take part in politics? 
Other proposals that relate to the general theme of the panel will be considered. 

I-5. Economic Policy in Africa 
Convener: Dr. Evgenia V. Morozenskaya (Institute for African Studies, Moscow, Russia); e- 

mail: emorozen@mail.ru 

The panel addresses African studies, conducted in all fields of state economic activity with a 
special focus on: 
- national programs for reforming the economic structure; 
- evolution of the African state’s role in the economy and a perspective of the "developmental 
state" concept; 
- investment policy and the institutions of the capital market regulation in Africa; 
- national and regional industrial policy; 
- public finance: budget and fiscal policy; 
- methods of the measurement and the control over an informal activity; 
- credit policy of national and regional banks; 
- changes in the regulation mechanism of a foreign trade; 
- employment situation and government activity in this sphere; 
- social development programs and a possibility of achieving sustained economic growth. 

I-6. Gender Dimension of Social and Political Life in Africa 
Conveners: Prof. Nalalia L. Ktylova (Institute for African Studies, Moscow, Russia); e-mail: 
krylovanl@yandex.ru, Dr. Natalia A. Ksenofontova (Institute for African Studies, Moscow, 
Russia); e-mail: galina.terenina@inafr.ru 
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During the work of the panel it is supposed to analyze the various aspects of the gender situation 
and its impact on the socio-political development of African countries. Special attention will be 
paid to issues related to the place and role of women in the system of social relations and 
political life of the continent, as well as to the costs of gender discrimination in basic rights, 
access to education, participation in public life and the expression of political interests. The aim 
and the sense of gender approach to the afore-mentioned problems is to draw" a picture of diverse 
public and political life of the continent, and thus realize the main purpose of the panel - to show 
that ignoring gender disparities hurts human well-being and does harm to the possibilities of 
African countries in their quest for sustainable growth, good governance and poverty reduction. 

I-7. Governance and Nation Building in Transitional Africa 
Convener: Dr. Peter Adebayo (University of 
peteradebayo2000@gmail, com 

Ilorin, Nigeria); e-mail: 

The aim of this panel is to initiate discussions on the various problems that have continued to 
bedevil the process of good governance and nation building in Africa right from the 20t~’ century 
till this 2"d decade of the 21~t century. Hitherto, African countries have after the attainment of 

independence in 1960 been plagued by the series of problems such as leadership crises, ethno- 
religious crises, civil wars, boundary and communal disputes, refugees, etc that have continued 
to militate against the issue of nation building in Africa. Indeed, the problem have further been 
exacerbated by other issues such as terrorism in some countries such as Nigeria, Mall, Somalia 
etc, credibility of elections leading to election disputes, authoritarianism, democratic 
governance/civil rule and coup d’6tats. The various papers are to employ both inter and 
multidisciplinary approaches cum historical perspective in their analysis respectively. 

I-8. Hot Minerals in African Hot Spots: The Transformation of African Societies in 
Mineral Rich Regions 
Convener: Charles Ezeagwu (Universidad Autdnoma de Madrid, Spain); e-mail: 
charles, ezeagwu@estudiante.uam es 

Since the onset of mineral exploitation in commercial quantities in many parts of Africa 
traditional African society and politics have experienced a lot of transformation. There is a huge 
discrepancy between what African society and politics used to be fifty years ago and ~vhat it has 
been since the last decade. The discovery of rich deposits of minerals in various parts of the 
continent was initially considered to be a doorstep to stepping out of poverty by many Africans, 
but, unfortunately, after more than half a century of mineral exploitation in various African 
countries, the economic benefits of thi s adventure are yet to be seen. As a matter of fact, mineral 
rich regions have turned out to be the epicenters of armed conflicts, environmental degradation 
and abject poverty in the continent. Scholars have tried to explain this socio-political and 
economic contradiction using theories such the resource curse, greed and grievance, barbarism, 
underdevelopment, neocolonialism, etc. This panel studies how mineral exploitation has affected 
society, politics and economy in various regions of the continent. Case studies from individual 
countries are welcomed, as well as comparative studies of the situation in various countries. 
Each study is expected to make a critical analysis to show how mineral exploitation has affected 
society and politics in the region of study and also suggest adequate theories that can be used to 
explain the resultant sociopolitical situation. Papers which would address some of these and 
other similar questions are welcomed: Why has the socio-political situation in many mineral rich 
African states degenerated into chaos, armed rebellions and conflicts? Are natural resource 
deposits really a curse to countries like the Angola, Chad, Democratic Republic of the Congo, 
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Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Sudan, etc. Is it possible that the deposits of diamond, gold, coltan 
(tantalum), crude oil, tin, tungsten, etc., buried thousands of miles beneath the earth could be a 
curse to human beings living above them or is it better to find a more profound and critical 
approach to explaining the causes of perpetual armed conflicts in African mineral rich regions. 
Who are the actors responsible for the transformation of mineral rich African states into conflict 
and war zones? Are there examples of places where the exploitation of mineral resources has 
given rise to a positive transformation of society and politics? This panel plays down the role of 
passive mineral resources buried underneath the earth and emphasizes the role of active human 
actors - such as governments, multinational mineral exploitation companies, national and 
transnational gangs, etc., - in the transformation of society and politics in African mineral rich 
zones. 

I-9. Pasts and Futures: The African State since the 1950s and into the 21st Century 
Conveners: Nicholas Gilhuku (West Virginia University, Morgantown, USA); e-mail: 
ngithuku@mix.wvu.edu), Dr. Robert Maxon (West Virginia University, Morgantown, USA; e- 

mail: rmaxon@wwu.edu 

The end of the imperial epoch and the messy process of decolonization inaugurated the creation 
of African quasi states. The end of European imperialism paved the way for the successor United 
Nations state system in a new world scarred by international war and polarized along ideological 
lines. The trajectory of decolonization fundamentally was fundamentally affected by the 
atmosphere of the Cold War. The Cold War complicated Africa’s integration into the global 
political economy to which it was a marginal appendage. Notwithstanding the fact that African 
colonial states were shallow" seedbeds that were somewhat prematurely graduated and recognized 
as "modern states," some African states among them the Democratic Republic of Congo, Angola 
and Mozambique, became sites of destabilizing proxy wars. Others yet were, for decades, 
buttressed by either Washington, DC or Moscow and would soon show signs of weakness after 
1989.Whatever international posturing taken during the Cold War by African states, it is an 
undeniable fact that many failures of state-building in these modem states was hidden by the 
prevalent ideological bipolar atmosphere, it is undeniable that both sides of the Cold War were 
involved in not only propping up regimes but, also, the African state in effect by so doing. In the 
1980s, while USA and Britain were undertaking major economic policy direction dubbed 
Reaganomics and Thatcherism, the Bretton Woods institutions were administering Structural 
Adjustment Policies. Neoliberal economics made the control of resources critical and contributed 
to the opening up of political space, which was, in some countries, accompanied by instability. 
To this was added another destabilizing development in the shape of the wave of 
democratization that swept across the continent in the early 1990s, itself emanating from the end 
communism regimes in Eastern Europe and the breakup of the Soviet Union. It is also important 
to point out the NGO Revolution that started in the 1990s, its dramatic impact on new states 
especially with regard to state power. The story of African despite all this has remained more or 
less the same: endowed with vast mineral resources, Africa still lags behind developed countries. 
This panel invites papers that examine the continent’s checkered past in the last fifty years or 
critically analyze its prospects especially in light of China, which is significant player in the 
continent’s political and economic prospects as the 21~t century unfolds. 

1-10. Political Modernization and Social Development in Africa 
Convener: Prof. Nikolay D. Kosukhm (Institute for African Studies, Moscow, Russia); e-mail: 

mivanova@inafr.ru 

Political process in African societies in transition has its own logic connected with the character 
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of these societies. Political changes play dominant role in the process of social transformations 
during the last quarter of this century. Political modernization takes place in the conditions of 
economic crisis, poverty and beggary of wide starters of the population, unsettled ethno-religious 
and regional relations. Specific feature of socio-political situation is concentrated in traditional 
relations. The stability of political process depends on taking into consideration traditions and 
customs of traditional societies in the strategy and tactics of political modernization. The 
formation of democratic institutes needs the development of multiparty ship, human rights, 
electoral system, activity of social and non-governmental organizations. Different forms of 
political activity of the population become very important. Political modernization must help the 
development of democratic institutes and civil society. 

I-11. Sociopolitical Destabilization Risks in Africa Monitoring 
Conveners: Prof. Andrey V. Korotayev (Institute for African Studies, Moscow, Russia); e-mail: 
akorotayev@gmail.com, Leonid M. ]ssaev (National Research University - Higher School of 
Economics, Moscow, Russia); e-mail: isleonid@yandex.ru 

The main purpose of the panel is systemic monitoring and analysis of social and political 
transformation of the countries of African continent, attempts to work out on this basis the 
forecasting mechanisms of their social and political development, as well as subsequent 
development of practical recommendations for overcoming or avoiding social and political 
instability. The study of socio-political instability in the context of current processes occurring in 
recent years in Africa (the "Arab Spring", conflicts in northern Mall, Nigeria, etc.), as well as in 
the context of globalization allo~vs the following: 
- to identify certain laws that govern various aspects of development; 
- to make reasonable forecasts on future trends in the development of various countries on the 
basis of such laws; 
- to define the control parameters influencing which by certain public policies could significantly 
affect various aspects of development in the desired direction; 
- to provide the basis for higher-level decision-making and for formation of the country-, regional 
and global development policy. 
Thus, the range of issues discussed in the section can be described as follows: 
- monitoring of the main trends of development in Africa, as well as global trends affecting 
African continent; 
- identification of patterns of different development processes, as well as factors contributing to 
the destabilization of socio-political situation in African countries; 
- identifying the risks of instability in Africa and the analysis of them based on the comparison of 
different indicators: economic, demographic, social, political, cultural, etc. 

developing of reasonable forecasts for future development trends and perspectives for 
maintaining social and political stability in North Africa after the events of the "Arab Spring"; 
- study of the factors that could lead to destabilization of the political situation in the countries of 
sub-Saharan Africa; 
- developing of a system for forecasting the dynamics of structural and demographic risks of 
destabilization. 

1-12. The SecuriD" Sector in Africa and its Reforms: History, Development, Approaches, 
Trajectories, and Outlook 
Convener: Dr. Christoph Kohl (Peace Research Institute Frankfurt, Frankfurt am Main, 
Germany); e-mail: kohl@hstk.de) 

In the panel we wish to discuss the historical background and development of the security sector 
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in various countries in Africa. The security sector is here understood in a vast sense, including 
aside different police services and army units the justice sector. While scholarly attention has 
been laid for decades, inter alia, on the study and analysis of the state in Africa, only in the past 
decade scientific analyses have become increasingly interested in studying the African security 
sector, departing in many cases from a political scientist macro perspective. This new interest 
was triggered by a shift in international policy since about the mid 1990s, with the African 
security sector being increasingly identified as an obstacle to Western style democracy and 
economic development. This did not only concern countries plagued by protracted wars, such as 
Liberia, Sierra Leone, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, or Burundi, for example, but also 
encompassed states otherwise identified as "weak", "unstable", "failed" etc., such as Guinea, 
Guinea-Bissau, and Nigeria, amongst others. Therefore, the international community - including 
the United Nations (UN), the European Union (EU), the Organization for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) as major players in Africa and some of its members - and non- 
governmental organizations and think tanks "discovered" security sector reform (SSR) as a key 
pre-condition to capacitate the African countries in question for democratic and economic 
development. "Local Ownership" was declared a prerequisite to implement such reforms - even 
though the term remains somewhat unclear, its meaning in both theory and practice oscillating 
between "governmental ownership", "civil society/non-governmental organization ownership" 
and what could be branded (true) "populations ownership". Thus, while lip service has been 
frequently paid to "local ownership", it appears that key-stakeholders and local populations have 
been in many cases sidelined from SSR-related decision making processes. This and the fact that 
a possibly successful security sector reform would menace illicit practices and twilight (Christian 
Lund) businesses particularly of police and army key-stakeholders might explain the total or at 
least partial failure of some of these reforms. In this panel we intend to analyze the security 
sector in Africa and its reform from both historical and present perspectives, thus highlighting 
not only current developments but also looking at the root causes of the trajectories of the 
security sector and SSR in the countries in question and researching the role of international 
interventions - and what Russia as a crucial international actor could learn from the respective 
reform attempts. In doing so we will also choose a socio-anthropological perspective, hence 
portraying the security sector and its reform also from a "bottom-up"-perspective, i.e. from the 
perspective of the respective actors, the beneficiaries of security sector reform (i.e. resident 
citizens), those actually targeted by reform (i.e. police, army, and justice members), and those 
involved in implementing the reforms, thus describing and analyzing the respective arenas of 
SSR. The presenters will deal with case studies anthropologically researched on site and focus on 
the countries of Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, and Nigeria being open to further papers dedicated to 
the security sector and its reform in Africa. 

1-13. The Social and Political Effects of AIDS in Africa 
Conveners: Dr. I)aniel ,_!ordan Smith (Brown University, Providence, USA); e-mail: 
daniel_j_smith@brown.edu), Dr. Bianca Dahl (University of Toronto, Canada); e-mail: 
bianca.dahl@utoronto.ca 

Africa is disproportionately burdened by the global HIV and AIDS epidemic. A great deal of 
recent research has tried to understand the causes of the epidemic’s rapid spread in Africa. Much 
scholarship has also contributed to developing policies and strategies that address prevention and 
treatment in ways that are suited to Africa’s social realities. This panel extends beyond 
examining AIDS in Africa as a health crisis, to look instead at the wider social and political 
consequences of the epidemic. The premise of the panel is that AIDS in Africa is not only an 
epidemiological reality but also a significant social fact that has affected every aspect of life 
from governance and civil society to religion, kinship, intimacy, and the very experiences of 
personhood and subjectivity. The panel will be composed of social scientists who draw-on their 
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long-term ethnographic research across sub-Saharan Africa (Botswana, Ethiopia, Ivory Coast, 
Lesotho, Nigeria, South Africa, and Uganda). The papers will demonstrate the ways in which the 
epidemic both represents and contributes to exacerbating many aspects of social change. 
Potential topics include exploring how the scale of donor interventions has led to new 
dimensions of governance, often in manifesting itself in the work of non-governmental 
organizations. In addition, both Christian and Muslim faiths have taken up issues around AIDS 
that speak as much to the changing practices of faith as to the health effects of the virus. While 
AIDS has reconfigured political and social landscapes in the wider spheres of governance, civil 
society, labor relations, and religious practice, the consequences of the epidemic also reach 
deeply in communities and families, as parents die, orphans must be cared for, and people living 
with HIV desire to marry and make their own families. The most intimate relationships of care- 
giving and emotional attachment, and even people’s senses of self, are reshaped in the wake of 
AIDS’ effects on everyday life. The papers in this panel will all attest to the importance of 
understanding the material, economic, and political dimensions of social life as they intersect 
with and are often reinforced by the more symbolic, moral, and emotional aspects of human 
experience. While the papers will all extend beyond the health impact of AIDS to explore wider 
social and political effects, ultimately, as these presentations will show, these broader 
repercussions become part of the context in which behaviors relevant to preventing (or 
worsening) the epidemic take place. Many practices that appear irrational from a purely medical 
or public health point of view can be seen to have a discernible social logic, if these wider 
meanings and effects of the disease are properly studied, theorized and accounted for. AIDS- 
related policies and interventions can be much better conceived and more successfully 
implemented if the importance of the non-health impact of the epidemic is more fully understood 
and addressed. 

1-14. Transdisciplinary Perspectives to Contemporary African Socio-Political, Economic, 
and Cultural Transformation 
Conveners: Dr. Nnatma Onuoha Arulave (University of Nigeria, Nsukka); e-mails: 
noarukwe@yahoo.com, nnanna.aruk~ve@unn.edu.ng, Dr. Peter-Jazzy Ezeh (University of 
Nigeria, Nsukka); e-mail: ezeh.pj3@gmail.com 

The 1950s and 1960s were the decades that witnessed the independence movement ferment that 
would ultimately usher in political independence for a preponderance of the African states. 
Immediately after political independence, what followed has been a struggle to develop the 
African continent in some transformative fashion. This struggle has over the years spurned its 
own fair share of controversies. So that there are the critical issues of plan implementation, 
corruption, over-bloated bureaucracy, the oil mono-economy, etc. Consequently, for over half a 
century, African society has grappled with the issue of the transformation of the continent into a 
highly evolved society in social, political and economic terms. Unfortunately, most of the 
strategies adopted to tackle this problem have either abysmally failed or at best fell short of 
meeting the apparent objectives to which they have been employed. This has made it ever 
imperative for scholars of Africa and African scholars to not only continuously appraise the 
trajectories of the chosen strategies for African socio-political and economic transformation but 
to always propose novel strategies to actualize the contemporary socio-political and economic 
transformation of Africa. However, for any strategy aimed at the socio-political, cultural, and 
economic transformation of Africa to be objectively possible and realistic, that strategy has to be 
at the same time transdisciplinary. As Africa, therefore, finds itself at the crossroads once again 
there is a need now" more than ever before to interrogate the social, political, economic, and 
cultural development dynamics in contemporary Africa with a view to determine the best and 
most futuristic transformational perspectives towards an eventual African-generated solutions to 
most African developmental challenges, as well as broad-based strategies for future African 
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progress and prosperity. The Panel welcomes contributions that examine the issue of socio- 
economic, cultural and political transformation of contemporary Africa in specific terms of 
governance, cultural imperatives, economic planning, pragmatic social development strategies 
that are relevant to reality in Africa; the Chinese development model and what contemporary 
African leadership can borrow from it; what cultural revivals or changes does Africa need to 
embark on, and how, in order to position itself for global cultural leadership or cope with the 
onslaught of multiculturalism; or whether there could be an alternative model of development, 
being neither Eastern nor Western that could be entirely home grown for Africa to make Africa 
to emerge on the world stage and come into its own as a society that could conveniently solve all 
its problems of social, political, economic or cultural dimensions. 

IL Environment 

II-1. Ecology and State Policy in Africa 
Convener: Prof. Vladilen L Gusarov (Institute for African Studies, 
m.ivanova@inafr.ru 

Moscow, Russia); e-mail: 

It is supposed, that in the panel a wide range of problems connected with the aggravation of the 
socio-ecological crisis will be considered. During the panel - sittings it is also supposed to 
consider the measures of the African governments for the overcoming of this crisis in many 
fields, in particular in the localization and the averting the new, as well as the traditional 
diseases. The majority of the African states each taken separately are not able to send the 
necessary financial means into these fields. Therefore they are compelled to apply for the help 
and the assistance to the neighboring countries, to the developed western powers, to the 
international and the inter-African organizations. These subjects would be also discussed on the 
panel-sittings. The results of the discussion would allow to discover the new trends in the 
development of the socio-ecological crisis and to mark some ways of their possible overcoming. 

II-2. Political Economy and the African Environment 
Convener: Dr. Madia ]homson (Philadelphia, USA); e-mail: madiat2000@yahoo.com 

Environmental crises are a recurrent theme in African history. How and when they occur can 
vary greatly over space and time, with drought appearing in places once subjected to flood. The 
extent of the damage caused - or lack thereof- depended not only on the climate, but often on 
the actions of individuals and government. With this as its purpose, this panel examines the 
political economy of environmental crises in twentieth- and twenty-first-century Africa. It 
considers the nature of the crises -agricultural, epidemiological, etc- and the role of both 
collective and individual action in relief and recovery. 

IlL History and Anthropology 

III-1. African History: Old and New Approach 
Convener: Acad. Apo[lon B. Davidson (National Research University - Higher School 
Economics, Moscow, Russia); e-mails: adavidson@yandex.ru, caashoru@mail.m 

of 

An old and rich tradition of studying African History, is undergoing serious changes in modern 
Russia. Despite decreasing number of professional scholars of African history and research 
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centers, the interest to the past of African peoples is constantly growing The growth of 
economic, political and other relations of Russia with African countries make the deepening of 
knowledge about different periods of African history and their reassessment quite necessary. At 
the panel we intend to discuss three major themes: 
- Russian and Soviet historiography of Africa; 
- African historiography abroad with special reference to African national historiographies; 
- African history and the present day of the continent. 
Colleagues from research centers in Russia and abroad are invited to take part in the panel’s 
work. 

III-2. African Students in the Soviet Union / Russia: Destinies, Experiences, and Influences 
on the Development of African Studies 
Conveners: Prof. Nicolay A. Dobronravin (St. Petersburg State University, Russia); e-mail: 

sokoto95@yandex.ru, Dr. Atma I/. Slim (Peter the Great Museum of Anthropology and 
Ethnography [Kunstkamera], St. Petersburg, Russia); e-mail: anna.siim@gmail.com, Dr. Tatiana 

A. Smirnova (Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales / Reseau International d’Acteurs 
Emergents, Paris, France); e-mail: taniyasmirnova@yahoo.fr 

Thousands of African students were trained in the Soviet Union/Russia. The education of foreign 
cadres was seen by the Soviet authorities as an instrument of ideological influence in the 
’developing’ world. However, life experience of African students was not shaped by 
socialist/communist indoctrination, even ~vhere such indoctrination did take place. Many of the 
students arrived from the countries which were classified as "socialism-oriented" in the Soviet 
Union, but this classification rarely corresponded to the official ideology of these African states. 
African students came to the Soviet Union to study various disciplines which was seen as helpful 
for the development of their countries. Many of the graduates became qualified specialists in 
their fields. At the same time, the development of African studies in the Soviet Union relied 
upon lasting interaction with African students, sometimes leading to the emergence of new 
scholarly approaches far beyond the ideological conjuncture of the Soviet period. Most African 
graduates returned to their countries, where some of them held high government positions, 
played a significant role in the fields of university education, sciences and arts. Individual 
trajectories were often influenced by everyday experiences of African students in the Soviet 
Union. As a result, political, social and cultural life of many countries has been closely 
associated with the Soviet Union/Russia. This link is not always obvious because of more visible 
postcolonial influences in the respective countries. The objective of this panel is twofold: an 
attempt to analyze the role of Soviet/Russian life experiences in the individual trajectories of 
African students, as well as an endeavor to trace the development of African studies in Russia in 
the light of interaction with African students. How were these students trained? What were the 
relations established with the professors and other students? How did African students and 
Soviet Africanists interact? What was the outcome of these reciprocal influences? What ~vas the 
role played by the "mixed" marriages, political context, family and personal relations? The 
corresponding narratives remain underexplored, and all these questions cannot be answered 
without a deeper understanding of the Soviet period of Russia’s history, far beyond both pre- 
1991 and post-Soviet ideological cliches. 

III-3. After Bandung Conference: A Wind of Change in the African Continent (1955-1965) 

Conveners: Ha1~’o K~nto I~ibisono (Tulang Bawang University, Lampung, Indonesia); e-mail: 

wibisono_kunto@rocketmail.com, Tret~gg~ono P~jo Sakti (Jember University, Indonesia); e-mail: 
trenggon o~!~uj o@yahoo, com 
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After Bandung Conference (18-24 April 1955), the condition of global politics has been changed 
rapidly, especially in African continent where the struggle to gained their independence 
underway. That meeting resulted such as resolution that made many new African countries had 
established, released themselves from colonial rule and organised to continued ideological 
framework named Pan-Africa or African Union influenced by W.E.B Du Bois an African- 
American scholar, Ghana independence in 1957, Kwame Nkrumah leadership, and All-African 
People Conference in 1958. For African people, Bandung Conference or Asian-African 
Conference became referred to their struggle and vision of solidarity among ex-colonies. As the 
result of that conference, many African leaders along with Asian countries emphasised 
cooperation in economy, political, cultural aspect to develop their countries, recovery from rest 
colonial rule, identified their character in global society, defended their independence, restore 
new powers leaded by African people called self-determination politics. On the other side, 
nuclear competition had threatened world peace and Cold War between the Eastern and Western 
blocs had stimulated Asian-African people to choose their position in global constellation. At the 
same ti me, during 1955-1964 or after Bandung Conference, 35 countries in Africa decl ared their 
independence, those situation made Asia-African countries more frontal to United Nations and 
organised themselves to conduct NEFO’s conception, Afro-Asia People Solidarity Organisation, 
and Non-Alignment Movement with addition Latin America and Yugoslavia. The focuses of this 
panel papers would be the patterns of colonialism in Africa before Bandung Conference, Pan- 
African thought as political, economic, cultural movement, solidarity and cooperation between 
Asia and Africa as noted in the Final Communiqu6 of Asian-African Conference 11955. 
Furthermore, it is important to answer and explain what was the African condition before that 
event? What was the main factor of change in Africa in the 1950s-1960s? Why Bandung 
Conference referred as milestone to gain their independence? Why Africans chose Asian 
countries as a partner to seek cooperation and eliminated colonial influence in their continents? 

III-4. New Ethnogenesis: Ethnic Processes and Ethnicity Construction in Colonial and 
Postcolonial Africa 
Convener: Prof. Vladimir A. Popov (Peter the Great Museum of Anthropology and Ethnography 
[Kunstkamera], St. Petersburg, Russia); e-mail: popoff@kunstkamera.ru 

The research problems of ethnogenetical studies become highly important for the development 
of modern type of dialogue of civilizations and ethnic cultures at the worldwide. Nevertheless a 
new ethnogenesis phenomena as a special process of the era of globalization is underestimated. 
Meanwhile for the last 100 years ethnic mixing and ethnicity construction have become the most 
important ethno-transforming processes (naturally developed and artificially stimulated 
respectively) and provide dinamics of ethnocultural development of the mankind. The problems 
proposed for the discussion are as follows: 

comparative historical research of ethnocultural, ethnosocial, demographic (especially 
urbanistic), racial and socio-linguistic factors for ethnogenesis in colonial and postcolonial Sub- 

Saharan Africa; 
ethnicity construction in the British Eastern Africa and Nigeria (colonial "tribes" and 

technologies of artificially-driven ethnogenesis); 
ethnocultural and ethnopolitical characteristics of Lusotropicalism and apology of the 

creolization and metisation; 
- finding out and ethnocultural charcterization of the new ethnic groups of mixed origin ("metis 
cultures" and "creole-syndrom"); 

creating of the new post-colonial ethnicity in the process of national-administrative 
construction including the invention of new ethnonyms, as well as ethnic planning together with 
the linguistic one ("one people = one language"); 
- The development of ethnocaste units (for example, in the case of the TutsiiHima - HutuiIru - 
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A special theme: an analysis of scholarly mythologization of ethnic processes, and critique 
studies for ideologically loaded historical and culturally-anthropological research studies in the 
countries of Ibero-America as well, where the group of communities, sharing African 
background, are said (on the both sides of the Atlantic Ocean) to be a special civilization. These 
ideas include, for example, a theory about Yoruba transatlantic complex ("the worldwide Yoruba 
ethnicity"). 

III-5. Shadows of Empire: "Big Men," Gendered Violence, and the Making of Colonial and 
Post-Colonial African States 
Convener: Dr. Kirk Arden Hoppe (University of Illinois at Chicago, USA); e-mail: 

kahoppe 1 @uic.edu 

Using infamous "Big Men" of Africa as a lens while interrogating the "Great Men of Hi story" as 
explanation for historical change, the papers of this panel illustrate the crucial role of gender and 
gendered violence in the making of colonial and post-colonial states in Africa. Kirk Arden 
Hoppe uses the historical example of Emin Pasha to explore issues of state power and the 
ordering of resources in the making of contemporary politics of the southern Sudan. Emin Pasha, 
ne~ Eduard Schnitzel worked for the Ottoman state as the governor of Equatoria from 1878- 
1888. In contrast to the hyper-masculine narratives of Henry Morton Stanley, Schnitzer’s self- 
narrations depict a gentle scientist-administrator collecting biological specimens and mapping 
resources, quietly administering over a community of Egyptian and Sudanese soldiers and their 
families. Hoppe’s gender analysis of Emin Pasha exposes state attempts to forcibly order African 
people and landscapes in the southern Sudan through discourses of science, white masculinity, 
and the erasure of colonial violence. TJ Boisseau’s paper focuses on the public career as an 
"explorer" and supposed advocate for Africans of an American feminist named May French- 
Sheldon. French-Sheldon achieved minor fame as a result of her expedition from Zanzibar 
through British and German-controlled East Africa in the Kilimanjaro region in 1892. Later in 
1903-04, she served as a double agent and spy for Leopold in the Congo, and building upon 
travel to that region, attempted to obtain her own rubber concession in Liberia. Boisseau’s 
research unearths the links between gender, race, and imperial ambition in the making of several 
colonial states at key moments in their construction and highlights the peculiarly gendered 
violence enacted by white women in the process of colonizing Africa. Alicia Decker examines 
Ugandan women’s complex and sometimes paradoxical relationship to Idi Amin’s military state. 
She argues that the gendered violence of Amin’s regime resulted in opportunities as well as 
challenges for Ugandan women. Some women assumed positions of political power or taught 
themselves to become successful entrepreneurs, while others experienced the trauma of watching 
their husbands and sons "disappeared" by the state’s security forces, or lived through violent 
sexual assaults themselves. Women had a mixed relationship to Amin and his military 
government, one that was complicated and uneven: while they appreciated many of the policies 
that he put into place, they feared and resented the violence of militarism and sought refuge from 
state violence in the obscurity of the shadow’s. Kevin Dunn’s paper offers a critical reading of 
Henry Morton Stanley’s understanding of Congolese identity. It does so against the backdrop of 
contemporary Congolese realities and an international construction of the country as 
synonymous with state collapse, aid inefficiency, and brutality (the "rape capital of the world" 
according to one U’N official). Employing a feminist and post-colonial engagement, this paper 
explores the ways in which the colonial construction of "Congo" has produced and is reified in 
contemporary international politics, with ramifications for Congo and beyond. 

III-6. Society and Politics in Africa in the Historical and Cultural Aspects 
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Conveners: Dr. NataOa A. ZherOtsina (Institute for African Studies, Moscow, Russia); e-mail: 
ns_inafr@mafl.ru, Dr. Irina G. Tatarovskaya (Institute for African Studies, Moscow’, Russia); e- 
mail: itatarovskaya@mail.ru 

The panel will concentrate on two basic directions. First, it is a research of various aspects of 
African history, its interrelation with world history, and also analysis of historical connections 
between the countries of the continent and RussiaiUSSR. Secondly, it is proposed to consider the 
cultural component of the African countries development, and its role in the bilateral Russian - 
African relations. Special attention will be paid to the processes which have emerged on the 
continent and in the bilateral relations in the crucial moments of history. The study of the topics 
will allow to expand the understanding of Africa and the Russian-African relations. 

III-7. Soviet Training and Research Programs for Africa in the Khrushchev Era, 1955- 
1964: Convergences and Divergences 
Convener: Dr. Harold "Hal" D. Weaver (Du Bois Institute, Harvard, USA); e-mail: 
~veaverhal@yahoo. com 

A critical examination of international cultural relations between the USSR and Africans during 
the Khrushchev era, 1955-1964, with specific reference to education. This panel will critically 
examine various aspects of Soviet education programs, both training and research. Hopefully, 
one of the key questions all panelists would address is the following one: how did the USSR 
respond to African needs, aspirations, and priorities as expressed by African intellectuals, 
political leaders, and other elites and non-elites in planning and implementing their education 
programs? How" were these programs innovative and unique? Research refers to the nature of the 
research and publications at the newly established Africa Institute in Moscow, the Institute of 
Ethnography in Leningrad (St. Petersburg), and other institutions where Soviet scholars were 
involved in the study of the African continent. Training programs refer to the educational 
interactions bet~veen the USSR and Africa through Soviet organizations and their affiliated 
organizations both inside and outside the USSR. Not only would we critique (1) the traditional 
formal education at Soviet universities (e.g., People’s Friendship University), but also (2) short- 
term, non-formal education (e.g., hands-on training of airline pilots and filmmakers in intensive 
short courses), and (3) sporadic informal education events (e.g., the World Youth Festival in 
Moscow (1957) inside and outside the USSR. A context of transnational history would also be 
provided in which Soviet international cultural relations with Africans during this important era 
~vhen African peoples were striving for decolonization and becoming constitutionally 
independent would be examined. By looking at divergences and convergences between African- 
defined needs and priorities, on the one hand, and Soviet policies and programs, on the other 
hand, we hope that the cosmopolitan panel - drawing upon experts from Africa, Russia, 
Germany, Finland, and the USA - will present a rather comprehensive picture, throwing much 
new light on Soviet-African international cultural relations, especially in education, during this 
crucial decade in both African and Russian history. 

IV. International Relations 

IV-1. Africa and the EU: Past, Present, Future 
Convener: Dr. Olga X Kulkova (Institute for African Studies, Moscow’, Russia); e-mail: kulkova- 
olga@yandex.ru 

A wide range of problems of political and economic relations between the African continent and 
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the European Union will be discussed on the panel, and the African view on these issues will be 
welcomed, not only Eurocentric. The relevance of the proposed topic is determined by the fact 
that for most sub-Saharan African countries the EU is the major international partner, and will 
remain so at least in the short and medium term. The EU is a major trading partner for sub- 
Saharan Africa, accounting for about 85% of agricultural exports of these countries, and for 
about 75% of total trade turnover. In the conditions of globalization, with the development of 
new kinds of social and political interaction the format of the EU - Africa cooperation is being 
revised and updated, which raises many new" problems and creates alternative perspectives. 
The panel will cover the following topics: 
- Political dialogue between the EU and Africa: EU relations with individual African countries 
(e.g. Nigeria, South Africa et al.), and with the continent’s integration organizations (ECOWAS, 
SADC, a number of Central African associations, COMESA, IGAD, etc.); 
- Interaction between Africa and the EU in the framework of strategic partnership (including 
through the establishment of regular summits "EU - Africa" since 2007, the EU delegation to the 
African Union, the dialogue between the European and Pan-African Parliaments) as a realization 
of EU’s "continental approach" to cooperation with Africa; 
- Interaction of Africa and the EU within the framework of the ACP (African, Caribbean and 
Pacific countries, including 48 African countries south of the Sahara), which began in 1975 and 
is now being implemented on the basis of the Cotonou Agreement, valid till 2020; the prospects 
of cooperation after 2020; 
- Problems and prospects of EU cooperation with individual African countries within the 
framework of economic partnership agreements (EPAs), contracted in accordance with the 
Cotonou agreement; 
- Historical aspects of the implementation of cooperation agreements between the EU and Africa 
(Yaound6, Lomb, Cotonou); 
- EU peacekeeping initiatives in Africa (including j oint ones with African actors such as African 
Peace Facility etc.); 
- Cooperation between the EU and Africa in the field of development assistance, realization of 
the Millennium Development Goals; gradual transformation of the "donor - recipient" paradigm; 
problems of European aid to Africa and how Africans view them; 
- EU’s interaction with other external actors on the continent, including the new ones, (such as 
individual countries - Turkey, Russia, etc., and with their associations, such as the BRICS). 
- The prospects of strengthening the EU’s Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) and the 
possible impact of thi s process on the implementation of EU initiatives on the African continent. 
- Interaction of Africa and the EU in the areas of trade, infrastructure, climate change, energy, 
agriculture and land use, migration, science, education, technology (including ICT) and media. 
Participants are encouraged to speak on topics of the EU overall policy towards Africa and on 
African policies of individual EU member states. 

IV-2. Africa in the Context of Modern International Law 
Conveners: Prof. Hendrik Strydom (University of Johannesburg, South Africa); e-mail: 
hstrydom@uj.ac.za, Prof. Alexander B. A~[ezyaev (University of Management "TISBI", Kazan, 
Russia); e-mail: alexmezyaev@gmail.com 

The African continent plays an important role in the formation of contemporary, international 
law-. Currently, there are a number of international courts created specifically to situations in 
Africa (Special Court for Sierra Leone, International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda). The 
International Criminal Court works exclusively on situations and cases from Africa. To date, the 
Conference of the Russian Association of African studies had no legal section. We believe that 
the active influence of international law on the external and internal political processes in Africa, 
requires special attention to the academic study of the issue. 
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IV-3. China and Africa 

IV-3-A. China-Africa Rhetorics and Discourses: The State, the Media and African Society 
Convener: Ambass., Dr. David Shinn (The George Washington University, Washington, DC, 

USA); e-mail: dhshinn@earthlink.net 

This subpanel explores Sino-Africa discourses on different levels: the state, in African media, 
and among African society. Much of Sino-Africa discourse has been framed by media outlets in 
the United States and Europe, so these papers present voices not often heard. Mario Esteban 
Rodriguez focuses on the official speeches given at the four meetings of the Forum on China- 
Africa Cooperation (FOCAC); and he examines the two main African partners of China, South 
Africa and Angola. He focuses on the receptivity of Chinese leaders to African concerns, the 
consistency of China’s official rhetoric on Africa, and comparisons between their official 
rhetoric in Africa and Latin America. Maddalena Procopio’s paper explores how African peoples 
confront the Chinese state and as African people become more confident they will create new- 
ways of modifying international relations. Bob Wekesa’s research investigates the changing 
media image of China in Africa with a view to determining different perceptions over time, 
using major Kenyan, Nigerian, and South African newspapers as the backbone of his research. 
Herman Wasserman draws on content analysis and interviews with journalists and investigates 
how the South African media reports on China, the attitudes displayed towards China, and the 
constructions of China operating in South African media. It aims to explore these discourses 
across a wide range of media in order to probe whether different sections of the South African 
media might display different attitudes towards China’s involvement in Africa, depending on 
their audiences. Moving beyond the rhetoric of mainstream Western media, probing government 
proclamations, and interrogating the growing influence of African civil society, these subpanel 
participants give texture and voice to Africans as they perceive Chinese involvement in Africa. 

IV-3-B. Chinese and Africans in Sub-Saharan Africa: Motivations and Interactions 
Convener: Dr. Foon Jung Park (Howard University, Washington, DC, USA); e-marl: 
yoonl @verizon.net 

This subpanel will look at the two areas that sometimes get short shrift in Sino-Africa analysis: 
migration and cultural exchange. China-Africa discourse tends to focus on economic or 
diplomatic/political engagement, but there is growing body of research on ground-level 
interactions. These four papers form part of this much-needed focus on the grassroots and face- 

to-face encounters between Chinese and Africans. Tatiana Deych chronicles the history of 
several generations of Chinese migrants to Africa. She pays particular attention to issues of 
illegal immigration and African perceptions of Chinese migrants in relation to Chinese 
development. Mothusi Turner examines increasing Chinese migration to the "periphery", away 
from maj or global flows of goods and capital. He examines in inflows of Fujianese merchants to 
the tiny mountain kingdom of Lesotho. Further, he explores both how they came to dominate the 
retail sector of the Lesotho highlands, an economic area that previously escaped serious foreign 
penetration, and whether those same Fujianese merchants feel they are in a ’remote’ location. 
Anthonia Akhidenor examines the impacts and influence of Confucius centers in Nigeria, 
studying the demand for Chinese study amongst Nigerians, and how they perceive the "Chinese 
Dream’ and Mandarin’s role in that dream. In doing so, she argues that Chinese people’s lack of 
proficiency in English is the main impetus behind so many Nigerians learning Chinese, whether 
in Nigeria or in China. Finally, Barry Sautman and Yah Hairong investigate the racialization of 
labor at Chinese enterprises in African countries, with a focus on mines in Zambia, where 
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Chinese investment in the continent has been most controversial. In doing so, they interrogate 
the meaning of race in Sino-African labor relations. This subpanel attempts to bring to light 
stories of Sino-African engagement that are often ignored in the macro analyses in this growing 
sub-field. As this engagement deepens, these sorts of stories will become crucial to 
understanding future patterns of Sino-African relations. 

IV-3-C. The Impact of China on African Economies 
Convener: Wmslow Robertson (Chinese in Africa/Africans 
Arlington, USA); e-mail: winslowalrob@gmail.com 

in China Research Network, 

Much has been ~vritten about China’s effect on African economies. Whether as a responsible 
partner of the global south, buying African products at fair prices and supplying affordable 
products to African markets, or a rapacious superpower plundering the continent’s resources, 
China’s impacts on African economies is one of the most controversial topics in Sino-African 
relations. This subpanel vdll explore how Chinese policies and products impact African 
economies at both the state and local levels; based on new research the four papers examine 
different layers of impact. Alice Sindizngre’s paper centers on whether China’s macro 
involvement with Africa since 2000 holds any potential to change the parameters of African 
economies in moving from commodity exports to light manufacture and industrialization. She 
predicts that a long period of high growth rates combined with improved finances may 
structurally transform African economies. Christina Wolf examines the rapidly growing 
economic flows between China and Sub-Saharan Africa and their effects on the region’s 
opportunities for structural change, moving toward activities with higher value-added such as 
industrial manufacturing. She argues that, rather than accusing China of potentially causing 
deindustrialization in Africa, we should be focusing on African policies that will lead to 
beneficial structural changes. Antoine Kernen points to a multiplicity of Chinese actors on the 
African continent that do not always act in concert or under the direction of Beijing, and explores 
what that means for future relations. He looks at the impact of Chinese products on African 
consumers and how traders interact with African products. Guive Khan’s paper looks at the 
emergence of Chinese motorcycles in Burkina Faso and what that means for existing trade 
networks in the country, backed by findings based on two years of extensive fieldwork. Through 
this subpanel, the participants demonstrate the complexity of Chinese-African interactions 
beyond the rhetoric of partner or predator, and instead emphasize existing and potential future 
African agency in negotiating the economic spaces various Chinese actors have created. 

IV-4. Emerging Powers in Africa: New Wave of the Relationship? 
Conveners: Dr. Alexandra A. Arkhangelskaya (Institute for African Studies, Moscow, Russia); e- 
mail: aarkhangelskaya@gmail.com, Dr. Gerhard Seibert (Instituto Universitfifio de Lisboa, 
Portugal); e-mail: mailseibert@yahoo.com 

The changes and challenges of the modifying world in some sectors that were ignored now are 
needed to be examined and are knocking at the door. The innovative character of BRICS and 
other rising powers in Africa, such as Turkey, South Korea, if reflected in practical actions of the 
association, can change perceptions of world realities that traditionally emphasize inter-State 
disputes and conflicts, and can contribute to the harmonization of international relations and 
have a significant effect on global governance. Common strategic interests that had brought 
BRICS states together even before the formal association was established may further prevail 
over their disagreements on certain issues. With a new rise of interest from the emerging powers 
towards Africa, it becomes clearer that these states and Africa need each other. Emerging powers 
represent a vast market not only for African minerals, but for various other goods and products 
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produced by African countries. At the same time, emerging powers activities on the continent 
strengthens the position of African countries vis-a-vis both old and new other external players. 
Political and economic significance of emerging powers to Africa is reinforced by the active 
participation of its members in both the authoritative international organizations, such as the UN, 
WTO, IMF and the World Bank, and leading informal associations, including the Non-Aligned 
Movement, Group of 77, G-20, APEC and G-8, as well as in regional organizations in Europe, 
Asia, Africa and Latin America. That creates objective opportunities for the "co-participation" 
with other countries in building a fair polycentric world, for exerting a systemic influence on 
decision-making processes in a wide range of structures - from global to regional, from well- 
established to relatively new. 

IV-5. Military-Political 
Organisations 
Convener: Dr. Andrey A. 

stp79@yandex.ru 

Cooperation of Africa with Great Powers and International 

7bkarev (Institute for African Studies, Moscow, Russia); e-mail: 

During the panel’s work special emphasis ~vill be made on the following questions: 
- Africa’s military-political relations with USA, France, Britain, China, with NATO block; 
- "Africom": declarations and reality; 
- experience of military-political cooperation of AfricaT countries with the USSR; 
- directions and prospects of military-political cooperation of Africa with Russia; 
- Russian participation in UN peacekeeping operations in Africa. 

IV-6. Neocolonialism in Africa: 21st Century 
Conveners: Prof. !Tasiliy R. t~T/ippov (Institute for African Studies, Moscow, Russia); e-mail: 
fvr1957@mail.ru), Prof. Elena 1. t~Tlippova (Institute for Ethnology and Anthropology, Moscow, 
Russia); e-mail: elena filippova89@yahoo.fr 

The collapse of the colonial empires of the past and proclamation of independence of African 
countries did not mean the end of an era of exploitation of former dependent countries, both from 
the former colonial powers, and by the other industrialized world-powers. Classic colonialism, 
based on military coercion and implying incorporation of colonial territories into the political 
system of the metropolis, has given way to neocolonialism. The latter is a latent form, not based 
on direct coercion and deprivation of sovereignty exploitation of developing countries by the 
developed world-powers. This is the particular system of discriminatory economic and political 
relations, imposed by the world powers to developing states of Africa. Neocolonialism in the 

past century, as a special form of expansion of developed countries to African countries, 
included the whole arsenal of specific methods of political and economic manipulation. These 
methods include the planting of corruption and outright bribery of African political elites, 
uncontrolled arms political favorites, the system of bonded loans, the use of so-called 
humanitarian aid as a tool of manipulation, the use of armed force, allegedly in the name in the 
name of maintenance of peace, and the use of inciting tribalist conflict just to transfer state 
power to controlled leaders. There is no doubt that contemporary competition for access to 
African raw materials will generate serious conflicts among the countries of the Old World, 
retained significant influence in its former colonies, the United States, and the new centers of the 
global economy - China, India, and possibly Russia and Japan, which, though slow, but recovers 
lost ground in Africa. Also the appearance of new participants of scramble for African wealth 
not excluded. To large companies have moved from the export of raw materials to its processing 
and production of finished products in the field, it’s necessary to provide them security of tenure 
&the property. In other words, political stability needs to be. And this can be possible only if the 
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political situation in recipient countries will fully controlled by the armed forces of the donor 
states. This will mean the actual return to a classic case of colonial relations. It may be supposed 
that the contingent of military groups stationed in African countries will be largely recruited with 
the local population. Thus, there will be a gradual merging of the armies of the colonial powers 
and re-colonized territories. Brief period of post-colonial history made the Dark Continent 
neither richer nor happier. Why do young African states have failed to produce immunity against 
neocolonialism? Why the second coming of colonialism becomes visible at the turn of the 
twentieth and twenty-first centuries? 

IV-7. Russia-Africa Reltions - A Geopolitical Compulsion: Traditional or Transitional? 
Convener: P. Nansi (Jahawaharlal Nehru University, Delhi, India); e-mail: 
nancy, antanet@gmail.com 

Russia has had a versatile experience of geopolitics, initiated as the geographical expansionism 
th      th in the early centuries, followed by ideological expansionism in the 18 and 19 century. But in 

the 21~t century- Russia came with practical geopolitics, which in turn could foster its national 
interest via politically or economically. The process of change in Russia’s foreign policy has 
both internal and external dimensions; foreign policy debates have been drawn into the arena of 
political contention within the country, where domestic and external policies are closely 
interlinked. Historically speaking after the disintegration of Soviet Union the period of 1990’s 
Russia and Africa relation retrogress, every initiative to build up the relationship were broken 
down. The necessity for Russia to solve its internal problems has taken the toll of Russia-Africa 
relations. In order to rectify its mistake Russia has to bring out its critical policy to transform its 
relation as it was before disintegration. Though the Russian foreign policy priority dominates 
post soviet space but it has larger emphasis in the African continent. Both of them are important 
to each other as it opens new areas of expansion and opportunity. Africa and Russia complement 
each other in terms of natural resources. Never the less the "Concept of Pragmatic" approach of 
Russia applied in the regions of Africa too. So the underlying question is whether the Russia’s 
overture in Africa is going to be the "Traditional" or "Transitional" in nature. 

IV-8. Russia and Africa in the Context of "North-South" Relations and in the Framework 
of BRICS 
Conveners: Dr. Evgeny N. Korendyasov (Institute for African Studies, Moscow-, Russia); e-mail: 
ekorendyasov@yandex.ru, Dr. Tatiana L. Deych (Institute for African Studies, Moscow, Russia); 
e-mail: tdeich@yandex.ru 

Contemporary international relations are characterized by the shift of center of global 
development from the West to the East and by growing influence of new global actors. The 
liberal model known as the "Washington Consensus" is being replaced by a new model which 
rejects a range of ultraliberal dogmas. Changes in the global power balance make it more urgent 
to explore the growing role of the "emerging" powers in the world affairs, in particular their 
relations to Africa. Today the BRICS countries play the role of new engine of the global 
economy. At the same time, in the new millennium most African countries have experienced the 
longest ever period of sustainable growth. This is one of the reasons why the continent in general 
has become the focus of new- global actors’ foreign policies. Africa’s economic growth was 
stimulated by the demand for raw" materials, which contributed to a dynamic increase in FDI 
inflows. In the recent years, there has been increased competition for Africa between the "old" 
players - the countries of the "North" - and the new "emerging" powers, especially the BRICS 
countries. The new "emerging" powers demonstrate their will to do what the West failed to do in 
Africa and persistently force "old players" out of the continent. In particular, BRICS are giving 
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African countries more access to new financial and investment resources and to the latest 
technologies. Africa’s interaction with new global players helps it to better integrate into a new 
world order based on polycentrism, power balanced and sustainable development. However, the 
increase of international weight of the "emerging" countries and their strengthening positions in 
Africa are of growing concern for the traditionally leading actors in the African scene. Western 
countries see BRICS’ activities in Africa as a threat to their economic interests, and as an 
obstacle to liberal democratization and market reforms in the continent. Tensions are also fuelled 
by competition among major ’emerging’ markets for exports, investment, and impact on the 
global arena. They struggle not only for African resources, but also for political influence in 
Africa. The 54 African countries are a growing political force in the global world, which both the 
"old" and the new global players in their fight for Africa have that force in view. In recent years 
the Russian-African economic partnership has been expanding in many areas. Russia has long- 
term interests on the continent and considers development of multidimensional relations with 
Africa as one of its international priorities. Among other issues to be discussed are the present- 
day violent conflicts in Africa and the ways to resolve them. The panel will also discuss new 
trends in African countries’ foreign policies, the role of African countries in international 
organizations, the relations of major countries in the "North" and the "South" to the continent 
and to individual African countries, problems of inter-African relations and, in particular, aspects 
of violent conflicts in Africa. Special attention will be given to various aspects of the Russian- 
African relations and the Russian prospects in Africa. 

IV-9. Secession: The Key to Unlocking Africa’s Potential? 
Convener: Athanasios Stathopoulos (University of St Andrews, Fife, UK); e-mail: as2367@st- 
andrews.ac.uk 

The end of colonization led to a ’freezing’ of African state boundaries. However, there seems to 
be a trend in Africa and elsewhere towards the creation of new political entities. Can the ’exit 
option’ be the solution for Africa’s current political and economic challenges? The academic and 
policy debate on secession reaches back at least to the early 1960s, when the newly-founded 
Organisation of African Unity (OAU) set as one of its main goals, the territorial integrity and 
sovereignty of African states. Ever since, and with the advent of the African Union (AU), there 
has been a lot of discussion on whether Africa’s main obj ectives, namely the promotion of peace 
and security, the protection of human rights and the continent’s integration into the global 
economy, can be achieved in parallel with the respect of the ’frozen’ boundaries of the 
postcolonial era. Until recently, this issue was considered to be a ’hot potato’, backed by the 
fears of the international community that it would open up a Pandora’s box. However, the cases 
of South Sudan and the successful experiment with Somaliland, together with increasing 
discussions in Europe over the possible independence of Scotland and even Catalonia, has 
brought back the issue of secession and separatism back into the limelight. The question is 
whether we are before a rearrangement of the political global order and an upset of the status quo 
and whether Africa could already be at the forefront of the formation of that emerging global 
order. The timing seems perfect to start talking about the creation of new political entities, better 
suited to promote the continent’s long-standing aims and their citizens’ interests, to explore 
whether secession is the key to unlocking Africa’s potential. 

IV-10. The Cooperative Relations between Africa and Russia: Challenges and Prospects 
Convener: Ermelinda Liberato (Instituto Universitfirio de Lisboa, Portugal); e-mail: 
ermelinda.liberato@gmail .com 

The relationship between Russia (at time USSR - Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) and 
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African countries was essentially marked during the second half of the twentieth century, by an 
exchange in all sectors: political (socialist policy), military (sending weapons and technicians), 
economic, social (sending Soviet teachers and doctors to work in those countries and on the 
other hand, reception of African students in soviet schools). The fall of the socialist policy in the 
beginning of the 1990’s also meant, for most of these countries, a change in their policy and 
economic model. New scenarios have emerged, giving a new direction to bilateral relations 
between the different African countries and Russia, and in most of them, the distance was quite 
evident. The international relations are always in constant mutation, leading to periods of 
constant withdrawal approaches. Recently, we can witness an approach from Russia to African 
countries, in an attempt to resumption the previous ties from the past. We intend to debate the 
evolution of the relations between Russia (and other countries that constituted the US SR) and the 
different African countries after the fall of the socialist bloc. What is Russia’s position on the 
African continent today? What are the main fields of intervention of Russia in that continent? Is 
there a cooling or intensification in bilateral relation between Russia and such countries? What 
future for Africa-Russia relations? On what basis is based cooperation between Russia and 
African countries? These are just examples of issues that we intend to bring on to the debate. 

IV-ll. UN SC APSA and Military Interventions in Africa 
Conveners: Prof. Kay Matheu’s (Addis Ababa University, Ethiopia); e-mails: 
kay_mathews40@yahoo.com, kay_mathews@rediffmail.com, Ricardo Real Pedrosa de Sousa 
(Erasmus University, Rotterdam, Netherlands); e-mail: ricardorps2000@yahoo.com 

The African Peace and Security Architecture (APSA) is being developed to be the main 
framework for conflict management in the continent. This regime in the making is formally 
structured on the responsibility to protect to justify military action and on subsidiarity to allocate 
the onus of that decision and implementation. With the approval of the constitutive act of 2000 
creating the African Union (AU), the then Organization of African Unity (OAU) member states 
accepted for the first time the interference into the domestic affairs of their states in 
circumstances of war crimes, genocide and crimes against humanity. Six years later the principle 
of subsidiarity entered explicitly into APSA in the Memorandum of Understanding between the 
AU and African sub-regional organisations (SRO) in 2008. The principle considers that action 
should be left to the lowest possible level and only when such level is inefficient should a more 
central organ assume such responsibilities. This can be applied both to the relationship between 
AU and UN or AU and SRO like ECOWAS, SADC or IGAD. The utility of both of these rules 
can be questioned on the grounds of its real use or the extent of its legality or merit. The clauses 
of the responsibility to protect enshrined in the AU constitutive act have not been used to justify 
an intervention so far. Therefore it is doubtful if and when would a civil war meet such general 
criteria. Additionally the principle of humanitarian interventions have been permeable to 
political interest and military interventions authorized with such mandate have been considered 
to deviate significantly from it when implemented, such as was the case with the UN authorized 
intervention in Libya. Subsidiarity itself is prone to the resource dependence, which constrains 
lower level organizations from acquiring independence on decision and action on military 
interventions. This means that the advantages of regional ownership and initiative are plagued by 
out of the region interests more likely alienated from local conditions and possible humanitarian 
crisis. At the same time subsidiarity is not a guarantee that regional and local action is motivated 
by humanitarian considerations and is equally subjected to the political interests that the current 
centralized systems have. This panel welcomes papers who seek to explore these two dimensions 
of APSA and in what way its formulations can contribute more or less to the establishment of an 
international security regime based on the rule of law and humanitarian action. 
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V. Linguistics 
V-1. Language and Society in Africa 
Conveners: Prof. Viktor A. Vinogradov (Institute of Linguistics, Moscow, Russia), Prof. Viktor 
Ya. Porkhomovsl~ (Institute of Linguistics, Mosco~v, Russia); e-mail: ashl@yandex.ru 

The panel will be devoted to the wide range of problems related to languages in Africa, including 
phonetics, lexicon and grammar, as well as sociolinguistics of African languages. The topics for 
discussion in the panel include: 
- sociolinguistic studies of cultural and language situations; 
- typological studies of African languages; 
- comparative studies of African languages; 
- problems of genetic classification; 
- field studies of African languages: theory and practice; 
- African dialectology and areal studies; 
- language contacts in Africa: synchronic and diachronic aspects. 

VI. Media 

VI-1. Hybrid Media and Political Change in Africa 
Convener:    Dr.    Nicole Stremlau    (University 

nicole, stremlau@csls.ox, ac.uk 
of Oxford,    UK)    e-mail: 

The ubiquity of new" Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) such as the mobile 
phone and their ability to interact with older media, from radio to poetry, is enabling citizens to 
experiment with innovative ways of influencing politics, interacting among each other as well as 
with the variety of actors that shape political processes, from governments to private companies 
to religious organizations. In "media and development" theory, policy and practice, however, 
strong normative statements about the transformative power of ICTs have often clouded the 
understanding of how people and communities actually make sense of, and engage with, the 
technologies that surround them. This panel seeks to promote a broader understanding of how 
individuals combine old and new media to influence public debates and decision making 
processes. We particularly encourage submissions by scholars who have experimented 
innovative approaches to examine how individuals and communities mix different ICTs, from 
mobile phones to participation on public gathering to social media such as facebook and twitter, 
to increase their ability to coordinate, raise voice and influence decisions that have repercussion 
on their lives. We aim also at exploring how public authorities, from formal state institutions to 
less formalized pressure groups, religious organizations or NGOs, react to these innovative ways 
of using old and new- media to influence politics. What are the factors that influence the 
communication between these two poles? What are the elements that make individual and 
collective claims successful in raising attention and influence decisions? Are new media actually 
changing the ways in which individuals and authorities interact or do they simply add up to 
existing dynamics? If so, in which ways old and new forms of influencing politics interact? 

VI-2. Development of Mass Media in Modern Africa: New Opportunities, Old Limitations 
Convener: Dr. Veronica Usacheva (Institute for African Studies, Moscow, Russia); e-mails: 
veronius@mail.ru, veronius@rambler.m 

From the first years of independence the African states faced to different complications in 
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receiving, spreading and creating of information products on internal, external and international 
news. As a rule, African states inherited social infrastructure oriented on metropolitan countries, 
especially mass media. As a result, African countries during the 20th century were not competent 
participant of informational interaction; often play the role of object of research or consumer of 
information. After independence the task of development of informational infrastructure was the 
most vital for many African countries. Globalization of information environment can be 
characterized not only by ’internalization’ of media, when flows of information from different 
sources grow up multifold and their influence become wider than states’ boundaries, but also by 
extremely asymmetrical flow of communication gadgets and cultural products between 
developed countries and the ’rest of the world’. As a rule it is not only commercial exchange, but 
rather a part of a complex process dominated by ideologies of developed countries. The most 
radical critics of ’Western influence’ argue that global media and commercial expansion, 
facilitated by liberalization and privatization of media systems worldwide and the developed 
cable and satellite technologies, have reduced African ’states’ ability to exercise power and 
maintain full sovereignty. Adoption of new technologies, development of mobile internet and 
mobile connection, combined with social media leads to qualitative change of situation in Africa. 
Social media have already changed communication space in the world and introduced new 
modes of influence. The panel will cover the questions of mass media systems development in 
African countries as well as the role of mass media (old conventional and new social media) in 
economic, political and cultural development of African continent and encourages papers that 
deal with the following issues: the role of media in post-colonial and post-conflict societies; 
whether or not ’alternative’ media can provide the democratization and development, their 
influence on political consciousness; mass media as a supporter of stability and initiator of 
changes, authoritarian regimes and democratic reforms, etc. 

VI-3. Mediating Post-Conflict Stabilization, Security, and Peace Journalism in Africa 
Convener: Prof Yusuf Kalyango, Jr. (Ohio University, Athens, USA); e-mail: 
kalyango@ohio.edu 

In the face of rising political and religious extremism along with terrorism-related threats, the 
last decade has seen heightened public concern about global security and conflict management. 
Africa, with its long-waged conflicts, regularly recurring tensions, and more recent security 
threats on the one hand, and new peace and conflict related initiatives and transformations on the 
other, has secured its place on the global agenda. Understanding the role of media in propagating 
the causes and escalation of conflicts is critical to mediating and preventing war and other 
conflicts. The conflicts might be multilayered, complex and interstate, and may involve long- 
term and short-term issues (Frere 2012; Kalyango and Vultee 2012; Thussu and Freedman 2003; 
Chouliaraki 2012b). Guerrilla warfare in the jungles of some African states as well as urban 
warfare raises significant challenges for the legacy (traditional) media and war reporting within 
the context of media ecology, the increasingly influential online social networking sites such as 
twitter, micro-blogging, Facebook, or YouTube. The objective of this panel is to revisit African 
and global media’s role and performance in times of conflict as well as post-conflict stabilization 
across the African continent. We take as a starting point the claim that mass media are one of the 
main sources of people’s knovdedge and perception of conflicts and that "mediatization of 
conflicts" (Cottle 2006) has important consequences for the ways in which media audiences react 

to such events (Allen and Seaton 1999; Thussu and Freedman 2003; Thomson and White 2008, 
Carruthers 2000; Kellner 2003; Hodges and Nilep 2007; Thompson 2007). Hence, we are 
interested both in the role of media in four stages in "the spiral of conflict escalation" viz. 
anxiety, agitation, alienation and "accusation in a mirror" (Hamelink 2011) and the emerging 
differences between war journalism and peace journalism (Nohrstedt and Ottosen 2008; Lynch 
and Galtung 2010; Mcmahon and Chow-White 2011). 
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VII. Regional and National Problems 

VII-1. A Comparison of the Election-Related Violence Incidences in Kenya, Tanzania and 
Ghana 
Conveners: F. GOzde ~olak (Ankara University, Turkey); e-mail: fgozdecolak@gmail.com, 
MOge I)alar (Eski~ehir Osmangazi University, Turkey); e-mail: dalaroma@gmail.com 

The transformation of social and political patterns of Africa is reflected in the democratization 
movements and elections. Unfortunately the elections in most African countries are 
characterized by instability, uncertainty and even violence. The election-related violence, which 
may occur before, during or after the elections is a direct result of economic and ethnic 
marginalization, land-related disputes, and the weak and ineffective civil society organizations in 
the political sphere of these countries. Needless to say, there are great differences across the 54 

African countries. Some countries have seen little or no incidents of election-related violence, 
whereas some others have witnessed violent electoral contests for decades. There are even 
significant variations between different elections within same country, while some turning 
violent and some not. Throughout this paper it will be analyzed the recent elections that were 
resulted with different levels of violence in Kenya, Tanzania and Ghana in a comparative way 
with references to the existing broad literature on democratization and election related violence. 
Election-related violence, in this paper, is regarded as a sub-category- of political violence and 
distinguished primarily by looking to the timing and motivation of the violence. As well known, 
while the cultural perspective tries to explain the source of this kind of violence by pointing out 
the existence of a particular political culture; the structural perspective suggests that society and 
politics are organized in a manner that generates conflict. Apart from these perspectives, a 
historical approach, addresses directly to the structural questions in the African societies and 
politics rooted in colonialism, regarding the social, political, economic and administrative 
dynamics of the countries. The violent events before, during and after the elections in Ghana 
(2007), Tanzania (2010) and Kenya (2012) will be analyzed with their reasons to be held, the 
course of events and their results from an historical perspective. These three cases namely 
Ghana, Tanzania and Kenya are respectively the examples for a successful election without 

violence in Ghana; an election with middle scale violence in Tanzania and a direful violent 
election in Kenya. These countries have lots of common in their social, economic and historical 
patterns while the course of events evolved in totally different ways. Thus, we will first examine 
the different level of violent incidents that took place before, during and after the elections. Then 
the transformation of these three states in terms of social equality and just representation will be 
compared. Our main research question is that which factors do lead an election process into a 
violent atmosphere. In that regard, the participation into the social welfare, the political parties 
and their influence over the wealth and emerging civil society that create immense impact to 
politics are the main parameters of the comparison and analyze. As a result of this comparison 

we aim at making re-interpretation of main reasons behind the electoral violence by engaging 
with the existing literature and drawing some conclusions about the future of democracy in 

Africa. 

VII-2. Contemporary Development Problems of Southern African Countries 
Dr. Andrey A. Tokarev (Institute for African Studies, Moscow, Russia); e-mail: 
stp79@yandex.ru, Dr. Alexandra Arkhangelskaya (Institute for African Studies, Moscow, 
Russia); e-mail: aarkhangelskaya@gmail.com 
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The panel’s aim is to discuss contemporary problems of the region’s countries. Special emphasis 
is supposed to be given to the following questions: 
- analysis of the internal political situation in the countries of Southern Africa on the eve of/after 
presidential and parliamentary elections; political balance, development of civil society, 

interethnic relations; 
- status and prospects of bilateral and multilateral cooperation of Southern African countries 
(SADC); bilateral cooperation of South Africa and Angola; 
- internal and external economic and political relations of the countries of Southern Africa. 

VII-3. External Agency in the Greater Horn of Africa: A Comparative Analysis of Non- 
Regional Powers’ Engagements from the Cold War Era to Present 
Conveners: Ambass., Dr. David Shinn (The George Washington University, Washington, DC, 

USA); e-mail: dhshinn@earthlink.net, Dr. Alexander E. Zhukov (Institute for African Studies, 
Moscow, Russia); e-mail: zhukovhisci@gmafl.com 

The panel will prioritize the term Greater Horn of AJ~ica ((5HA) which includes eight countries 
in the northeastern part of the continent (Eritrea, Djibouti, Ethiopia, Somalia, Kenya, Sudan, 

South Sudan and Uganda) and is often preferred to a commonly used Horn of Africa while 
discussing international politics in the region. Since the end of World War II, the Greater Horn 
has been one of the most conflict-ridden areas in the world. The inter-state relations in the region 
have been long characterized by a plethora of border-, land- and water-related disputes, many of 
which were created by colonialism, and negative historical memories that were further 
complicated in the post-colonial era and exacerbated by external interventions from within and 
outside the region. Given the region’s strategic location at the crossroads of major land- and 
waterways and the availability of various natural resources in the GHA, this area has long 
attracted the attention of many extra-regional forces. This explains why the political decision- 
making in the post-colonial Greater Horn of Africa has constantly revealed a high degree of 
involvement from outside the region. In view of the complexity of extra-regional agency in the 
GHA politics, we believe that it is necessary to ’map’ it in space and time by combining a 
historical perspective with a structural approach that would analyze political involvement ’from 
the outside’ as a system of interdependent factors. With this consideration in mind, the proposed 
panel will include two subpanels focusing on two different periods of time. Both subpanels will 
place a special focus on the international dimensions of major inter- and intra-state political 
crises in each of the periods in question: e.g., The Eritrean secession conflict 1962-1991, the 
1977-1978 Ogaden war between Somalia and Ethiopia, the 1978-1979 war between Uganda and 

Tanzania, the second civil war in Sudan (1983-2005), the Somali civil war since 1991, the 
Ethiopia-Eritrea border dispute since 1998, etc. We particularly welcome contributions analyzing 
both the structure and agency of recent extra-regional involvements in the Greater Horn, e.g. its 
role in the U.S.-led war on global terrorism, other Western states’ engagements in security- 
related issues, the growing economic presence of emerging powers from the East (China, India, 
Russia), etc. The session will also prioritize the discussion of Third World agency which often 
remains neglected in the academic discourse on the GHA politics. This includes, in particular, 
the ongoing political and economic engagements of Egypt, Iran, Turkey, Indonesia, Saudi 

Arabia, Qatar and other states in Asia, Middle East and North Africa [MENA]. 

VII-3-A. The Greater Horn of Africa under the Bipolar World Order: Superpower Rivalry 
in the Regional Politics from the 1960s to 1991 

In the first subpanel, we will discuss, in particular, the ways in which diplomatic relations and 
military events in the GHA of the 1960s-1980s reflected the global perspectives of inter- 
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superpower relations, what strategies the regional governments used to draw various kinds of 
resources from their superpower alignments (or a contested neutrality), and what made some of 
them switch Cold War-time alignments. It will be argued that the Cold War powers often didn’t 
use their capacity to prevent acute regional conflicts from escalating, but rarely directly 
provoked or inspired the latter. 

VII-3-B. The Greater Horn of Africa and the Engagements of Non-African Powers in the 
Late 20th -- Early 21St Centuries 

The second subpanel ~vill focus on the issue of extra-regional involvement in the GHA by 
analyzing the ongoing dynamics of the regional politics and looking into its recent history in the 
early XXI century. We will discuss, inter alia, most important structural changes in the 
contemporary international relations in the context of polycentric world order, the competing 
African agendas of global, emerging and other non-African powers and the role these agendas 
assign for the GHA region, the impact of multinational corporations and mineral resource 
development on the regional security, the role of 1NGOs and other non-state actors’ engagements 
for conflict resolution and state-building in the GHA, etc. 

VII-4. Gender and Society in Lusophone Africa: Contemporary Approaches 
Conveners: SOnia t~ias (Universidade T~cnica de Lisboa, Portugal); e-mail: 
sonia.frias@iscsp.utl.pt, Iolanda ~,vora (Universidade T6cnica de Lisboa, Portugal); e-mail: 
ioevora@hotmail.com, Maria da L,¢z Ramos (Universidade T6cnica de Lisboa, Portugal); e-mail: 
luz@iscsp.utl.pt 

The discussions on the situation of women in different regions of Africa have had a relatively 
small focus within the general reflections on gender. These reflections, quite generalized, inhibit 
closer recognition of the African women contexts and a more incisive perspective about the 
realities under study. The range of these realities, is vast and complex, and requires an accurate 
analysis of several specific segmentations, for example, be~Teen traditional and modem 
experiences. Particularly in the case of Lusophone Africa, these are just some of the difficulties 
that theorists have to deal with in this field in order to discuss and clarify matters. 
Address some of the issues surrounding gender relations in the context of Lusophone Africa is 
therefore the purpose of this panel. Readings are important in their difference and perspective. 
The readings vve propose are about the past or the present, also about ethnicity or tribalism, 
kinship models, the conception of the sacred beliefs, values of fertility, ritualistic practices, race 
and racism, health, gender issues, or even the colonial question, the background that places us as 
Lusophone Africa. In practice, it is the articulation of these dimensions with those more 
traditionally used in the West (that none of the other regions of the world can escape anymore), 
that will allow us to study and understand gender issues in Africa. With this discussion is 
intended to contribute to a more accurate knowledge about the particulars of the actual number 
of contexts, with respect to circumstances surrounding the everyday gender organization. We 
would also like to contribute to the promotion of a theoretical and more understanding 
theoretical board on these subj ects. 

VII-5. The Horn of Africa: Between Archaic and Globalization (Round table) 
Convener: Dr. Alexander A. Tkachenko (Institute for African Studies, Moscow’, Russia); e-mail: 
alexander.tkachenko@inafr.ru 

The Round table will focus on the following issues: 
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- political, economic and social processes in the countries of the Horn of Africa and challenges 
of the 21 ~t century: country, regional and global aspects; 

- international environment in the Horn of Africa (the issues of international terrorism, piracy, 
and drug trafficking); 
- Ethiopia: between ethnicity and federalism; 

- Sudan, South Sudan, and the issues of Darfur; 
- Somalia: centrifugal and centripetal tendencies in domestic politics; 
- Eritrea: domestic and international aspects of development; 
- the role of international community in overcoming crises and settling armed conflicts in the 
Horn of Africa. 

VII-6. Liberation Struggle in Southern Africa: Old Sources Revisited, New Sources 
Analyzed 
Convener: Prof. !/’ladimir G. Shubin (Institute for African Studies, Moscow, Russia); e-mail: 
vlgs@yandex.ru 

Two decades have already passed after the completion of the struggle against colonialism and 
apartheid in Southern Africa, but attention to its history in recent years increased. The 1~t 
International Colloquium on the History of the MPLA was held in Luanda in December 2010, 
and several conferences were held in South Africa within a framework of the ANC centenary 
celebration. Moreover Joint Declaration on the establishment of a Comprehensive Strategic 
Partnership bet~veen the Russian Federation and the Republic of South Africa, signed on March 
26, 2013 envisages "activities to preserve the historical memory of cooperation in the struggle 
against apartheid and education of young generations of both countries in the non-racial spirit". 
The papers presented at the panel are expected, firstly, to revisit old sources on the liberation 
struggle in Southern Africa in the light of new information, for example, on the relationship 
between its participants, in particular, the ANC and the SACP, and secondly, to analyze the 
sources who became available in recent years, especially the memories of veterans of national 
liberation movements and their supporters. 

VII-7. Naming Otherness: Art, Traditions and Wars in Angola and beyond 
Convener: Bruno Brant ,5ollo Mayor (National Museum, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil); e-mail: 
sottomayor.bruno@gmail.com 

This panel aims at perusing the relationships be~Teen nation-state building, wars and traditions 
in Angola and beyond. By analyzing naming practices, we are interested in unveiling the 
historicity and iteration of social categories such as ethnic denominations, war enemies, national 
boundaries and social otherness. Departing from the nkishi art movement, we seek to evidence 
foremost the wide circulation of concepts across frontiers and social units in Central Africa 
(Angola, Gabon, Congo-Brazzaville and Congo-Kinshasa) along the last 150 years, in order to 
challenge the contemporary idea of "national heritage" - still strongly based on the ethnography 
carried out by colonial museums. By questioning the translation of nkishi art ethnographically, 
we intend to approach urban and rural artists beyond the formal borrowings as well as the duality 
modernity/tradition that have constituted the so-called national art traditions nowadays in Central 
Africa. Appropriated solely for its aesthetics, the nkishi sculptural genre has kept behind formal 
programs taken by contemporary artists in their strategies of insertion into the global art market - 
while devoid of any ontological dialogue. In contrast, we want to explore ethnographically how 
the nkishi art, in its different strands, has been dealing with ecology, war trauma, and otherness, 
and most importantly, what is the potential of inter(in)vention and political critique that it brings 
to avant-garde art movements. On the other hand, such a historical approach to art allows us to 
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question the ethnic boundaries which, forged by missionary- writings and colonial 
administrations, would then be dialectically incorporated by anti-colonial nationalist fronts in 
Angola. Our attempt is to reveal how social instabilities affect conventions and, as a result, the 
process of naming and invention. Therefore, we assume that the name ascribed to collective 
subjects precedes and exceeds them in that it has a historicity that is contained in iteration. In this 
way, we analyze the sameness and differences that have been historically attributed to ethnic and 
national denominations, in an attempt to delineate pre-colonial, colonial, and post-colonial forms 
of naming the difference. Our purpose is to understand the relationship between the production 
and iteration of naming categories and the assignment of a social place to those designated by 
such names. In contrasting colonial archives with contemporary ~kishi ritual practices, we 
emphasize the biography of categories such as "chimbali" (black who became whites as slave 
traders) and "chindeli’i’puthu" (white men themselves). These terms were created by those 
peoples who remained beyond colonial domains in Central Africa until the end on the 19th 

century, while hierarchically and violently inserted in long-distance trade routes. Having Angola 
as paradigmatic background, we intend to explore how the social category of the white continued 
to be historically renamed according to (Portuguese, Belgian, French) colonial specificities and 
war proxies, whereas the term "chimbali" would remain misunderstood. If one the other hand it 
reverberates the silence of archives in contrast to how the pre-colonial war trauma has been 
domesticated by nkishi rituals until today, on other hand it had a paradoxical consequence. By 
denying the vernacular forms of nomination, colonial written sources perpetrated a drastic 
iteration that was appropriated by the leaders of nationalist movements; this caused the 
emergence of excluding national imaginaries that, while based foremost on colonial taxonomies 
and forged in opposition to the white, would be progressively employed against any idea of 
ontological difference and self-nomination. 

VII-8. Nigeria: 100 Years after Amalgamation 
Convener: Dr. O. Igho Nat,~fe (Institute for African 

igho.natufe@inafr.ru 
Studies, Moscow, Russia); e-mail: 

The Northern and Southern protectorates of Nigeria were amalgamated by British Colonial 
Governor Fredrick Lugard in JanuaryT 1914. Several Nigerian scholars and statesmen have 
expressed contending views about the risks and incentives of this amalgamation. For example, 
speaking in the Northern House of Assembly in 1952, Sir Alhaji Abubakar Tafawa Balewa, who 
later became the Prime Minister of Nigeria (1960-1966), dismissed the amalgamation of Nigeria 
by the British Government. He declared as follows: "...the Southern people who are swarming 
into this region daily in large numbers are really intruders. We don’t want them and they are not 
welcome here in the North. Since the amalgamation in 1914, the British Government has been 
trying to make Nigeria into one country, but the Nigerian people are different in every way 
including religion, custom, language and aspiration. The fact that we’re all Africans might have 
misguided the British Government. We here in the North, take it that "Nigerian unity" is not for 
us." (As cited by A. Adeleye, "Amalgamation of 19914: Was it a mistake?" Vanguard, Lagos, 
May 18, 2012.) In numerous articles on the subject for the past 6 decades, Nigerians have 
grappled with the problematic of amalgamation. The proposed panel strives to assemble a group 
of experts - Nigerians and expatriates - to provide insightful analysi s on this subj ect by focusing 
on the following topics: 
- the concept of amalgamation; 
- pre- 1914 Nigeria: protectorate or colony? 
- amalgamation and the national question in Nigeria; 
- the socio-economic ramifications of amalgamation. 
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VII-9. Nigeria Elections and Invalid Votes: A Challenge for Adult Continuing Education 
Convener: Dr. Tajudeen Ad~,umi Adebisi (Osun State University, Osogbo, Nigeria); e-mails: 
tajudeen~adebisi@uniosun.edu~ng, j onathanadebisi@yahoo.com 

The importance of elections in democracy cannot be overemphasized. Nigeria transition to 
democratic governance in recent years, from 1999 till date can be described as a democratic 
experiment as a result of many years of military dictatorship. The challenges of evolving a 
democratic culture in Nigerian citizenry have been a very daunting experience. Despite the fact 
that transitional elections are held every 4 years as enshrined in the Nigerian constitution a lot of 
demographic alterations take place. More significantly are changes in the information and 
communication technology associated with electioneering and voting processes. This paper 
therefore captures these changes and highlights the need for a re-orientation, re-information, and 
re-education of the citizenry for a healthy democratic culture which can herald credible elections 
in transitional politics in Nigeria. The paper further maintained that continuous education is 
imperative in providing adults, who constitute the prospective electorates, with requisite voters’ 
education in order to inculcate a positive democratic culture and the development of a stable 
democratic dispensation. The paper concludes by exfoliating on the relevance of continuous and 
strategic voters’ education which is categorically imperative of building a virile and stable 
democracy in the light of enormous changes Nigeria is undergoing. 

VII-10. North Africa and the Middle East: Political Processes in the Context of Dynamic 
Relativity of Civilization Development 
Convener: Dr. Alexander A. Tkac/~enko (Institute for African Studies, Moscow, Russia. e-mail: 
alexander.tkachenko@inafr.ru 

The Section will focus on the following issues: 
- the collapse of the authoritarian model of political power and the statehood crisis causes, 
characteristics and consequences; 
- the political upheaval in the region of the Middle East and North Africa (MENA): the role of 
political parties and movements, Intemet groups; 
-"old" and "new"’ models of political power: archaic elements, tradition and modernity; 
- problems of modernization in the MENA and challenges of the 21st century; 
- civil society and the Islamic tradition in the context of the Arab Spring; 
- international relations in the MENA: the current situation and prospects; 
- socio-economic aspects of the transformational change in MENA (the issues of unemployment, 
small and medium-sized enterprises development, and migration); 
- interfaith relations in the context of political crises; 
- the Middle East conflict and the prospects for tits settlement in the light of "the Great Arab 
Revolution". 

VII-11. Social and Political Dynamics in Sudan prior to and after the 2011 Separation: 
Conflict, Activism, and the Diaspora 
Conveners: Prof. Sondra Hale (University of California, Los Angeles, USA); e-mail: 
sonhale@ucla.edu), Gada Kadoda (Independent Researcher, Khartoum, Sudan); e-mail: 
gadoda@gmail.com, Dr. Alexander E. Zhukov (Institute for African Studies, Moscow, Russia); 
e-mail: zhukovhisci@gmail, com 

In this panel we explore a complex political paradigm of modem Sudan that has existed over six 
decades of independence and continues to shape the political landscape of the country, both its 
external relations, and internally, as related to its ethnic group conflicts, oppositional parties and 
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movements, rural and grassroots activism, the growth of civil society, women and youth 
movements, and the growing salience of non-governmental organizations (NGOs), etc. Although 
a priority will be given to the problems of ’northern’ Sudan, we also welcome contributions 
dealing with socio-political dynamics in southern Sudan before its secession in July 2011. As 
background, we take into consideration a number of factors that have characterized the political 
life in modern Sudan before and after its separation into two states. These include, to name just a 
few, the colonial legacy, the leading role of the military in the national politics, the role of rebel 
groups at the regional level, fragmentation of the society and the rise of marginalized groups 
throughout the country, the displacement of populations, the dominance of sectarian (based on 
competing Sufi orders) politics, and the more recent rise of salafi Islam, the general failure of 
political parties, the economic and environmental factors such as the discovery- of oil and 
desertification, the strong influence from the diaspora and its returnees, and eventually political 
and economic consequences of the secession of South Sudan. The panel will then look into the 
divisions in Sudan which did not end with the country’s separation but, instead, took up new 
forms of armed struggle in the Nuba mountains and Blue Nile (the so called Sudan’s "new 
South"). A backbone to our discussion will be a very complex issue of political activism in 
Sudan and its global diaspora. In our analyses, we will deal with both the present-day politics in 
and around Sudan and its recent history’. One of our key research propositions is that many 
political actors (our most neutral term), have moved away from self-identifying as members of a 
particular political party and/or espousing an established political ideology (e.g., socialist) and 
have begun to refer to themselves as "activists," a relatively new term in Sudan. We have also 
seen activism emerge among rural women previously aligned with other political forces. We will 
argue that this has happened for a range of reasons to be discussed. The panel will also argue that 
many of these Sudanese phenomena have coalesced with and/or are reactions to similar 
processes in other countries of the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) and reflect some 
global trends. Having discussed these and other empirical observations, the panelists will raise 
theoretical issues of transnationalism and diasporic engagements for home-state politics, of new 
means of political mobilization (e.g., via social media), and of the shifting emphases on NGO’s, 
"grassroots", and direct action politics in the political life of MENA and Sub-Saharan African 
states in general. 

VII-12. Social Change, Southern African Case Studies 
Convener: Prof. Rosabelle Bo,~well (Rhodes University, Grahamstown, South Africa); e-mail: 
r.boswell@ru.ac.za 

The Southern African Development Community (SADC) has experienced dramatic social 
change in the past 100 years. From the institution of apartheid in South Africa to decolonisation 
in Malawi, Mozambique and Zimbabwe as well as the implementation of a Truth and Justice 
Commission in Mauritius. The region’s nations have been compelled to adapt to new social 
circumstances and to forge alternative modes of living. Drawing on anthropological and 
historical fieldwork, this panel will offer country specific examples from southern Africa to 
explore and interrogate how" change has been experienced or managed and what processes of 
change mean for society in southern Africa. 

VII-13. Social Protection in Northern Africa: What New Schemes for Countries in Political 
Transition? 
Convener: Dr. Virginie Diaz Pedrelzal (Agence Fran~aise de D~veloppement, Paris, France); e- 
mail: diazv@afd.fr 

Half the world’s population lives without social protection. However, social protection plays an 
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essential role to prevent and mitigate poverty. By supplying an insurance which covers the 
"social risks" (unemployment, disease, disablement, maternity, old age), it allows individuals to 
sustain a decent level of income and to favor investments for the future, particularly in children 
education. In Northern African Countries (Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Egypt...), social 
protection schemes are unevenly developed. Established during the colonial period, they have 
broadened their scope (i. e. reached a ~vider population) after the countries’ political 
independence. In the 1960’s and 1970’s the Northern African governments considered the State 
as a welfare State, responsible for the well-being of the population. This paternalistic approach 
last until the first economic and political crisis in the 1990’s. Northern African Countries have 
experienced a political turmoil with the Arab Spring in 201l 1. The "social contract", which linked 
the State to its population, was henceforth broken. New forms of social protection are now 
emerging. Nevertheless, funding new programs is challenging, particularly in the labour and job 
insurance markets, with massive unemployment records, especially among the youth. The 
objective of this panel is to explore the new political guidance regarding social protection. The 
question panelists will be invited to address is to what extent new democratic governments can 
implement the social protection schemes they need. In other words, what is the room for 
maneuver of such governments? New stakeholders are implementing pilot projects, ~vhich need 
to find new funds. At stake is to understand the political economy of social protection in the 
Northern African countries, in order to sustain and implement the most suitable schemes in each 
specific context. Communications to this panel will be based on academic works conducted by 
sociologists, economists, anthropologists and political scientists specialized on the area and 
topic. 

VII-14. Tunisia and the Hard Times of Transition 
Convener: Dr. SadokAbclqa (University of Tunisia, Tunisia); e-mail: sadokabcha@gmail.com 

The Tunisian revolution which ousted one of the dictators of the Arab world has led to profound 
social and political changes. It should be noted that in talking about changes one should 
distinguish between changes that resulted from the revolution and changes that are expected as 
the objectives of the Revolution, mainly to establish democracy, to preserve people’s dignity and 
to create an egalitarian society and to clean institutions at all levels off corruption. The expected 
changes mainly concern the reform of the main judicial, media, political and security institutions, 
which were part of the corrupt machine that sustained the toppled president and provided a cover 
for the plunder of the riches of the country. However, achieving the changes has proved so 
difficult for a number of reasons: the economic difficulties and the lack of investment, the tense 
labour relations and the very big number of strikes and sit-ins, the differences in visions of 
reforms, the difficult process of accountability, security problems, extremism on both sides and 
the weak performance of the democratically elected government on many levels. The proposed 
paper will seek to address all these issues and to make an assessment of the progress of the 
revolution in light of the changes that have taken place since 23 October 2011, the day when the 
national constituent ~vas elected to prepare a new- constitution to end the transition phase and to 
prepare for a permanent one. 

VIIL Religion and Culture 

VIII-1. African Cinema: The View from Moscow 
Conveners: Dr. Alexandra Arkhangelskaya (Institute for African Studies, Moscow, Russia); e- 
mail: aarkhangelskaya@gmail.com, Dr. [)aria A. Zelenova (Institute for African Studies, 
Mosco~v, Russia); e-mail: d.zelenova@gmail.com 
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African cinema, or a cinema about Africa, is one of the least studied in Russia, but at the same 
time one of the most empirical trends in modern African studies. The term "African cinema" 
combines not just cinema about Africa, not just cinema made by Africans, but cinema, made by 
the African immigrants outside of the "Dark Continent." African cinema is considered to be one 
of the world’s new film schools. Georges Sadoul wrote in the "General History- of Cinema": "In 
1960, 65 years after the invention of cinema, it has not yet created any truly African feature film 
that is written, played, shot and edited by African black and voiced by an African Language". A 
few years later, after creation of first films by the young African states, Sadoul stated: "African 
cinema - is the youngest in the world. It only makes first steps in very difficult conditions. But 
there is no doubt that in the last third of the XX century, we’ll see deeply talented works". This 
section makes the first attempt to revive interest in both academic and general public in Russia to 
the African film industry, as an instrument for understanding and research of Africa, its history, 
its problems, and perhaps, its future. The themes suggested for discussion are: 
- the history, of African cinematography; 
- cinema as an instrument for understanding of African culture; 
- Prospects and problems of contemporary African cinema; 
- Soviet Cinema of Africa; 
- What will happen to us? Cinema as a cultural bridge that makes Russia and Africa closer to 
each other. 

VIII-2. Globalization, Democratic Culture Evolution and Political Re-orientation in Africa 
Conveners: Dr. Ehiyamen Mediayat,ose Osezua (Osun State University, Osogbo, Nigeria); e- 

mails: osezuaomo2002@yahoo.com, ehiyamen@gmail.com, Dr. Tq]udeen Adewumi Adebisi 
(Osun State University, Osogbo, Nigeria); e-mails: tajudeen.adebisi@uniosun.edu.ng, 
jonathanadebisi@yahoo.com, Dr. Clementma Oghoadena Osezua (Obafemi Awolowo 
University, Ile Ire, Nigeria); e-mails: tinaosezua@yahoo.com, tinaosezua@oauife.edu.ng 

This panel will weave together four themes in the evolution of democratic culture in African 
continent in the last two decades. The first paper appraises the relevance of a vibrant, informed 
eclectic civil society in birthing and nurturing a healthy democratic culture in African states in 
the light of the overarching and ambivalent effects of globalization on most countries in Africa. 
The paper concludes that a highly engaged civil society will mitigate the adverse effects of 
globalization in post-colonial Africa democratic processes. The second paper elucidates the 
torturous processes experienced by the most populous African nation-Nigeria its transitional bid 
from military rule to democratic governance in the past few years. The paper observed a critical 
change in the transitional process in the changes in voting patterns arising from the adoption of 
new informational technologies. The paper maintains that these changes may negatively impact 
on the adult citizens of the Nigeria who constitute a viable number of prospective electorates in 
any election. The paper therefore concludes that there is a need for re-orientation of the adult 
population in order to strengthen the emerging but fragile democratic culture in the face of 
critical security challenges Nigeria is presently undergoing. The third paper underscores the 
emerging evolution of nascent democratic culture being witnessed in an African State-Nigeria, 
among the women folks. The paper observed these changes are attributable to the active 
deployment of the mass media enabled by the new technologies in the communication world. 
The paper concludes by underscoring the role of re-orientation and gender education as viable 
tools in engendering democratic culture and active political participation among women who 
constitute about half of the prospective electorates in elections. Finally, the last paper presenter 
identified the proclivity by political leaders to abuse political offices without recourse to 
democratic tenets as operational in advanced democracies. The paper argued that corruption 
among political office holders through irrational amassment of wealth have made political office 
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holders irresponsive to her citizenry and further created a negative value structure, which are 
potential threats to the fragile democratic culture in Nigeria. The paper concludes that 
democratic responsive governance can be achievable through what the author referred to as re- 
orientation counseling. All four papers affirm the imperativeness of an active and informed civil 
society which holds the potentiality of building and sustaining the nascent democratic culture in 
many African states, using Nigeria as a window. 

VIII-3. Reflecting on Traditionalism and Reels of Africa’s Developmental Paradigms 
Convener: Olatunji Olateju (Swansea University, UK); e-mail: olaolatej u@yahoo.co.uk 

Understanding the state of Africa involves examination of governance, governing ideologies, 
nature and character of ethnic pluralism, monopolisation of political and economic power, 
ideological pathways of development in Africa and the transition of Africa’s pre-colonial 
societies to post-colonial states. Though, many theoretical approaches have evolved, both within 
and outside Africa, to address Africa’s underdevelopment and Africa’s political tragedy but 
unfortunately not all are helpful. Many of these approaches contextualise Africa’s political 
development in one universal model or the other. They thereby wrongly interpret Africa’s 
political instability either as a consequence of ethnic rivalries or the negative consequences of 
some retrogressive cultural values. This error of judgment [mis]leads the proponents of the 
universal theorists to by-pass the central issue involved in the genesis of Africa’s political crisis. 
Africa’s political instability have at different times also been subjected to various interpretations 
ranging from modernisation to neo-Marxist theories with each interpretation identifying different 
sources of the African crises and which subsequently have impact on the ’best-practice’ thinking 
of each interpretation. Best-practice thinking as explained by Levy (2011) and Booth (2011) is a 
’one size-fits all’ approach to governance and development. It involves identification in all 
societies, of uniformity in what drives changes in institutions, governance, development, as well 
as in society while ignoring feasible entry points that are country-specific for democracy and 
development. From this approach comes a uniform set of policy prescriptions that are 
ideologically based irrespective of the peculiarities of each country. This approach, as applied to 
the interpretations of African crises and subsequent prescriptions of each interpretation, has 
profound implications for state state-builiding, democratisation processes and development. 
Scholars such as Harrison and Huntington, who stressed "Culture Matters" (2002) in Africa’s 
political instability failed to see how the same culture can facilitate autochthonous political and 
economic models for economic sustainability, political development and democratic 
consolidation. We need to be conscious that African socio-political crises are embedded in the 
social structures of their post-colonial forms. These are the after-effects of the relegation of the 
African traditional values to the fringes of the political and state building processes; and the 
disarticulation of African politics, economy and hybridisation of the traditional patrimonial 
political system by the colonial and the post-colonial administrations. This panel welcomes 
contributions that examine the consequences of by-passing Africa’s traditional values in the 
state-building and democratisation processes and how such by-pass politicised Africa’s 
economical and political development and indeed everyday lives of the African peoples who 
continue to aspire to be citizens in their supposedly independent countries. 

VIII-4. Religious Identity Politics in Africa: New Perspectives 
Convener: Dr. Nathan P. Devir (University of Utah, Salt 

nathan, devir@utah, edu 

Lake City, USA); e-mail: 

In the past decade, much scholarly work has been done on religion in the "Global South," in 
particular with regard to the spread of Christian movements. However, much academic research 
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has neglected to look at other emerging religious movements that are interdependently connected 
with local and transnational politics, such as neo-Jewish, Muslim, Hindu, mystic, and resurging 
traditionalist/animist movements. The popularity of these movements has demonstrated the deep 
link between national and religious identity in many postcolonial African national discourse. The 
panel which I propose, "Religious Identity Politics in Africa: New- Perspectives," will bring 
together scholars of African religion and politics in an attempt to document and analyze 
emergent religious movements that - by discursive, legal, or unconscious means - have become 
synonymous with the tentative for political change or national volition. It will also welcome 
papers that trace the diasporic connections and motives of the so-called "maj or religions" in their 
encounter vdth local African mores and praxis. 

VIII-5. States of Sub-Saharan Africa in the Age of Globalization: Preservation of Cultural 
Identity 
Convener: Prof. Konstanlin A. Pantserev (St. Petersburg State University, Russia); e-mail: 
ppsapmar@yandex.ru 

Nowadays, Globalization of all the societal spheres is taking place. In the meantime, 
Globalization has not only a positive side but also a negative one. Critics of modern global trends 
suggest that Globalization will lead to the unavoidable transformation of the world-wide space to 
the one and homogenous formation in which the whole World will change its approach 
according to the Western model oh the development. In order to prevent this process it is very 
important for small developing countries, so as for the states of Sub-Saharan Africa, to 
participate more actively in the international discussion of main features of the new world order 
which is under construction. Thereupon we intend to discuss a wide range of questions 
concerning an idea of the creation of an alternative (African) model of social and cultural 
development which demands a theoretical analysis and empiric verification 

VIII-6. Understanding Social and Political Change through Mutations in Popular Music 
Convener: Dr. Denis-Constant ~/lartin (University of Bordeaux, France); e-mail: 
d. c.martin@sciencespobordeaux, fr 

At the time when the independence of the Belgian Congo was negotiated in Brussels, Grand 
Kall6 et l’African Jazz were busy recording "Ind6pendance Cha Cha". This song appears today 
as a landmark in the history of African popular music and provides an example of the bonds that 
tie popular music and politics. But it is far from being an isolated phenomenon: for almost two 
centuries, at least, musical innovation has accompanied social and political change in Africa. 
This has been demonstrated by numerous studies on various parts of the continent. The questions 
that remain debated, and debatable, are related to the nature of the "accompaniment" music 
offers, to the role it played, and continues to play, in contemporary societies. This panel will 
therefore focus not only on the emergence of new genres and styles of African music during the 
20th and 21st centuries, but also on the methods which have been, or should be, used in the 
analysis of the relationship between mutations in music and social and political change. If, as is 
widely acknowledged, music is not a language but a symbolic form, how is it possible to conduct 
symbolical analysis? Must musical analysis be used, and how, in the study of music’s social 
significations, and what lessons should be dra~vn from ethnomusicology? Ho~v can we 
understand the relationship established within a song between the music and the lyrics? Which 
lessons should be learned from performance studies? These questions, and many others, even if 
they are not specific to African music studies, are particularly important because they invite to 
go beyond the mere admission that there is a relationship between music and politics to find 
ways to assess the real impact music has on ordinary citizens: how it may influence their 
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political conceptions and possibly bear upon their political behaviour. In this perspective, the 
study of popular music in contemporary Africa could shed additional, and original, light on 
social and political phenomena, and in particular bring new insights into the social 
representations that citizens entertain about the society and the political system they live in. The 
panel will be multidisciplinary: ethnomusicologists, historians, anthropologists, sociologists, 
political scientists are invited to participate. 

IX-1. Free Communication Panel 
Convener: Organizing CommitWe Member (Institute for African Studies, Mosco~v, Russia); e- 
mail: conf2014@gmail.com 
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Monday, April 15, 2013 11:56 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~er@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

50% OffMoving Sale: April 15-17 

Indian~ University Press 

Dear Charlene Regester, 
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Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nicole Stewart <nstewa~granttrainingalliance.com> 

Monday, April 15, 2013 4:58 PM 

Regester, Chm~lene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

i~)i,NSF Grant Training Seminar at North Carolina Research Coanpus: Last chance to register! 

Greetings - As courtesy we would like to remind you to join us at our Writing/Designing NSF Proposals Workshop to be held at North Carolina Research 
Campus, April 23, 2013. This one-day comprehensive workshop is geared for those who wish to sublnit winning research proposals to the National Science 

Foundation (NSF). It is taught by experienced facul~ who have received various NSF grants and serve as evaluators on NSF review panels. 

Workshop Fee: S3~5 00 (inclnding tuition, materials, certificate of completion, continental breald?,~st and lunch) 

To Enroll: 

We are finalizing the attendee list as we speak, if interested please visit our website or contact us at 1-866.704.7268 if you have not already done so. To register/ 
reserve seating. 

Thank~ 
Gpa~at Training Center 

Additionally, a Writing & Designing NIH Proposals Workshop is also going to be held at North Carolina Research Campus, on April 22, 2012. 

Get a discount of $155 on registration for both workshops (Call us for the disconnt): 

Each person can register for either NIH or NSF for the price of $375. If a person registers for both, the price is $595 (discount of $155). *Please contact Grant 

Training Center for the discount code. 

For participants who has already registered tbr the NIH, this discount also applies if yon register tbr the NSF workshop. 

To Enroll: 

We are finalizing the attendee liszt as we speak, if interested please visit our website or contact us at 1-866.704.7268 if you have not already done so. To register/ 
reserve seating. 

North Carolina Research Campus is not endorsing or sponsoring the activities conducted by The Grant Training Center. The relationship between North Carolina 

Research Campus and The Grant Training Center is solely that of licensor and licensee. 

You received this e-mail due to your institutional or organizational affiliation. If we sere this e-mail to yon in error, and you wish not to receive any further e-mails from 

us, simply send us an email ruth the word unsubscribe as subject. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Documentm7 Studies at Dnke Universib, <llm@duke.eduv 

Monday, April 15, 2013 5:08 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

CDS NEWS: Lange-Taylor Prize, Event tbr "One Place", CDS Meet Up Group, Gullah Geechee Gala, Intemship~ Special Issue of 

"Document" Online, mid More 

i ii.~.iI CDSI Centerfor D ...... 
taryStudies 

~ 

~ii Exhibitions] ~ :~ About Us 

ANNOUNCEMENT: LANGE-TAYLOR PRIZE DEADLINE EXTENSION 

no. 63, Mere celibataire, Morocco, 2011. Photograph by 2010 Lange-Taylor prizewinner Tiana Markova- 

Gold. 

The Center for Documentary Studies awards this $10,000 prize to documentary artists-- 

working solo or as a team--who rely on the interplay of words and images in the creation 

and presentationoftheirwork The deadline has been extended to May 7, 2013 Click here 

for more information on the Lange-Taylor Prize 

HIGHLIGHTED EVENT / Celebration of One Place, the New Photo Book Edited by CDS 

Director Tom Rankin 

Thursday, April 25, 6-9 p.m. / Center for Documentary Studies / 13t7 W. Pettigrew St., 

Durham, North Carolina 



Trailways bus station, 1978 Photograph by Paul Kwilecki. 

Oxford American editor Roger Hodge calls One Place "a masterpiece of documentary art" 

Renowned photographer Alec Soth says it’s "an American classic." An event celebrating the 

publication of One Place: Paul Kwitecki and Four Decades of Photographs from Decatur 

County, Georgia, will include a talk and signing by CDS director Tom Rankin, the book’s 

editor A reception beforehand will allow guests to view an exhibit of the same name 

featuring selected photos from the book, on view at CDS through July 27. 

While Paul Kwilecki (1928-2009) ranks among the most important American documentary 

photographers of the twentieth century, he is also one of the least well known. Kwilecki was 

born and lived his entire life in Bainbridge, Georgia, running the family hardware store, 

raising a family, and teaching himself how to use a camera Over four decades, he 

documented life in his community, making hundreds of masterful and intimate black-and- 

white prints Kwilecki was also a wonderful writer, and in addition to more than two hundred 

of his photographs One Place includes selected prose. Click here for more information and 

a slideshow of images. 

One Place is published by the Center for Documentary Studies in partnership with the 

University of North Carolina Press 

CDS MEET UP GROUP / Audio Guru Shea Shackelford to Lead Next Meeting 

Monday, April 22, 6 p.m. / Center for Documentary Studies Library/1317 W. Pettigrew 

St., Durham, North Carolina 

Shea Shackelford, middle, with students during the 2012 Audio Institute. Photograph by Joel Mora 

The CDS Meet Up Group, organized and run on a volunteer basis, provides a monthly forum 

for students at the Center for Documentary Studies and others doing documentary work to 

network, talk shop, and learn. The next meeting will be led by Shea Shackelford, a 

documentary producer and a founder of the award-winning production company Big Shed 

Media. He will be joining via a live feed from Montreal in a virtual presentation. 

Shea will lead a discussion on audio equipment and software; in addition to answering all 

audio-related questions, his presentation will include information on a range of audio 

equipment (price, popularity, specifications, capabilities), choosing equipment that is most 

suited to your work, and an intro to Hindenburg software. 

Though not required, you can RSVP and join the CDS Meet Up Group on Facebook here. 

GULLAH GEECHEE GALA/Kick=Off Event for Partnership Between Duke and Historic 

African American Community 

Monday, April 22, 7 p.m. / Gothic Reading Room, Perkins Library, Duke University West 

Campus/411 Chapel Dr., Durham, North Carolina 



Gullah Geechee net maker Charles "CC" Williams, Jr., Awandaw, South Carolina. Photograph by Diedra 

Laird. 

A new summer program--the Carolina Summer of SeP,4ce--will send young scholars from 

North and South Carolina to live and work with Gullah Geechee community groups in 

Conway, South Carolina, on projects ranging from cultural history to education, public policy, 

and health. A kick-off event, open to the public, will include a keynote address by Ron Daise, 

chairman of the Gullah Geechee Cultural Heritage Corridor Commission, who will also host 

a "Gullah Geechee-maniaF game show. 

The project is a collaboration between Duke University’s B.N. Duke Scholars Program, 

headed by CDS director of undergraduate education Charlie Thompson, and one of 

America’s most distinctive cultures. The Gullah Geechee are descendants of enslaved 

Africans; their communities’ remote locations on sea islands from North Carolina to Florida 

helped retain their unique culture, arts, and Creole language. The region was designated by 

Congress as the Gullah Geechee Cultural Heritaqe Corridor in 2006 and is administered by 

the National Park Service 

The event is co-sponsored by Duke entities including the Center for Documentary Studies; 

the Departments of African & African-American Studies, Anthropology,; and English; Duke 

Engage; Franklin Humanities Institute; Center for African and African-American Research; 

Durham Regional Affairs; Hart Leadership Program, Duke Development, and Office of the 

Provost. 

CDS ANNOUNCES NINE-MONTH PAID INTERNSHIPS FOR 2013-20t4 

The Center for Documentary Studies. Photograph by Joel Mora 

We are now accepting applications for three nine-month paid internships that will begin in 

September 2013 and end in May 2014: Exhibitions, Digital Arts and Publishing, and Web 

Design. The interns will be based at the Center for Documentary Studies in Durham, North 

Carolina 

To qualify, applicants should be recent college graduates (no more than three years out of 

school) who demonstrate excellent communications abilities, pay careful attention to 

details, balance initiative and drive with congeniality and team play, show creative talent, 

and exhibit achievement in some aspect of the documentary arts CDS internships are 30 

hours per week, and interns receive a monthly stipend of $1,000 

For more information, including detailed descriptions of the positions and application 

instructions, click here. 

NEW SPECIAL ISSUE OF DOCUMENTAVAILABLE ONLINE 



A special spring 2013 issue of Document the CDS quarterly newsletter, is now available 

online in a format that allows readers to turn the pages of a full-screen version of the 

publication. This special issue celebrates the publication of two photo books by CDS, and 

accompanying exhibits: One Place: Paul Kwilecki and Four Decades of Photoqraphs from 

Decatur Countv, Georgia, edited by CDS director Tom Rankin, and Legendary: Inside the 

House Ballroom Scene, by 2012 CDS/Honickman First Book Prize in Photo~qraphy winner 

Gerard H Gaskin 

To browse past issues, click here. 

To receive print issues of Document, join Friends of CDS 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Monday, April 15, 7 p.m. / Documentary Writers Series with Ben Miller, author of River Bend 

Chronicle I The Regulator Bookshop / 720 Ninth St, Durham, North Carolina 

http:ll~^A~/.cdsporch oqqlarchivesl17722 

Tuesday, April 16, 6:30-9:30 p.m. / World Voice Day event with Tift Merritt / Nasher Museum 

of Art/2001 Campus Dr., Durham, North Carolina 

http:/ivw’A^J cdspo rc h.o rq/a rch ives/16923 

Monday, April 22, 6 p m / CDS Meet Up Group with Shea Shackelford / Center for 

Documentary Studies Library / 1317 W. Pettigrew St, Durham, North Carolina 

http:llwww, cdsporch oqqlarchivesl17999 

Monday, April 22, 7 pm I Gullah Geechee Gala / Gothic Reading Room, Perkins Library, 

Duke University West Campus / 411 Chapel Dr., Durham, North Carolina 

http:/ivw’A^J cdspo rc h.o rg/a rch ives/17917 

Thursday, April 25, 6-9 p.m. / Reception, talk, and book signing for One Place / Center for 

Documentary Studies I 1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

http://vww~/cdspo rc h.o r~q/a rch ives/17366 

EXHIBIT 

March 18-July 27,2013 / One Place: Pau! Kwifecki and Four Decades of Photographs from 

Decatur County, Georgia I Kreps and Lyndhurst Galleries, Center for Documentary Studies / 

1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 
http:lldocumentarystudies.duke.edu!exhibitslcurrent-exhibits 

MORE .ABOUT CDS: 

CDS Website http://documentarystudies.duke.edu 

CDS Porch http:flwww.cdsporch.orq 

Friends ofCDS http://documentarystudies.duke.edu/donate 

Upcoming Events http:/idocumentarystudies.duke.edu/events 

~ eaaag~ sent to ~9,~ter~’~em~il,u,~e,edu by 

Unsubscribe ~ Update Profile/Email Address ~ Fo~ard To A Friend 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu> 

Monday, April 15, 2013 7:10 PM 

~reenmciety-announce@&tke.edu; tilm-video <tilm- video@duke.edu-~; ami-thculty@duke.edu; amicert@duke.edu 

**Tuesday in Screen/Society--Chris Marker Tribute: "Lajet6e"+"The Ca~ of the Grinning Cat" (8pm); Thu 4/18: "This Is My Ati-ica" 

(docu)(Tpm); Fri 4/19: "Embracing"+"Kya Ka Ra Ba A" by Naomi KAWASE (7pro) 

Please distribute ~,idely ~ 

Screen/Society presents... 

A Tribute to Chris Marker: 
Lajetde + The Case of the Grinning Cat 

== Download PDF Flyer~l More Info == 

Thursday Apri~ ~8, 7pro: 
T_his I.~’ 3Iy Ajf~ica 

- debut of the Lights on Afiqca 2013 series 



at the Nasher Museum of Art 
== Download PDF Flyer ] More Info == 

[~’riday Apfi~ 19, 7pro: 
Two documentaries by Naomi KAWASE: 

Embracing (Ni t~’utsurm~rete) + Kya Ka Ra Ba A 

-- discussion to follow! 
Download PDF Flyer I More Inlb 



htlp:A/ami.duke.edu/screensocietv 

A]/ Screen/A’ocieO: evenLs are coordinated and co-,s~::onsored 
by ~he t>~vgram in the Arts of the Moving :merge 

i!!!..,:,:,~:!~ii: hokazak@duke.edu 



W,~:~:~ i:;~ : http:!/ami.du ke.edu/screensociety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Columbia University Press <j b2579@cup-columbia.ccs~nd.com> 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 8:34 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.unc.edu> 

Still time to Save 50% on ALL Titles During our Spring Sale’. 

You’re receiving this email because of: your interest in Columbia University Press titles. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails, 

Still T~ne to Save During our 
Spring Sale! 

ALL t,tles are :_~ a, Offi 

Please visit cup.columbia.edu 
To receive the discount, enter tile code "SALE" 

in yot~r sliopping cart and dick "apply" 

Forward email 

This email was sent to regestar@email,unc.edu by p121.64@columbia.edu 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removal ~’ddl SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Poliw. 

Columbia University Press 61 West 62nd Street :: New York RY 10023 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Interlibra~-Borromng <uncilb@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 2:08 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

ILB Status Update 

To: Charlene Regester 

RE: Title: Jet Magazine / October 1966-October1969 / 4 microfilm reels 
Author: 

TN:     1925717 

This ILB microfilm is due this week. Please return it to the Davis 
Libra,- Circulation Desk promptly. No renewal is possible. 

If you need another copy, submit a new request, 
but we need this cop?’ back promptly 

Interlibra~’ Borrowing 
Davis Libra,’, UNC-Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:59 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

The printer has not been working 

.docx 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Final Draft Inc. <noreply@fin~Jdraftcom> 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 4:44 PM 

Regester, Chmtene B <reges’ter@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Final Dra£t, Inc. Newsletter - April 2013 

Click here to view online 

i~ Click here to visit .... line 

Company Ne~tslett er 

Volume 11, Number 3 - April 16, 2013 

i~ Click here to learn more about Big Break Contest 

B~cj Break~ Screenwriting Contest Eady Deadline Fast 
Approaching - Pk~s more winner success! 

The 2013 Final Draft, Inc. Big Break Contest is bigger and better than ever. And if you 

enter by April 30, you can save up to $25! 

2010 Big Break third place winner Larry Brenner j£~st, sold a p ...... ~ 7~a=. DIsne, 

Pictures. Are you ready for your big break? 

New to Big Break this year we have added a TV contest, awarding prizes in four 

formats (Half-Hour and Hour-Long Pilots and Specs). Big Break is also awarding 

more prizes to outstanding scripts in 7 different feature genres. Even more winners will 

receive cash and prizes. Plus, the Grand Prize Feature and Grand Prize TV winner will 

be flown to Los Angeles for meetings and our famous Annu~[ A’wa~d,<~ event where they 

will be VlP along with the top screenwriters in the industry. 

Want to see what the Big Break winner experience is like? Click here to watch. 



Final Draft, Inc. is proud to announce the donation of 100 licenses to The 

Cinema School, the nation’s first film high school. TCS opened its doors in 

September 2009, and will graduate 100% of its first class this coming June. 

All students complete a four-year film program as part of their overall 

academic experience, which prepares them for acceptance into the very best 

colleges. Major filmmakers, industry professionals and partners round out a 

comprehensive pre-professional training in filmmaking and creative 

storytelling. 

’~/e believe in replicating the industry standard at TCS. [Final Draf~ is 

definitely an amazing tool that makes it easier to teach screenwriting. The 

students will benefit so much from writing their scripts in a more user-friendly 

and reliable way" said Mr. Peter Moore, head of the TCS film department. 

Compelling charaOers are essential to any successful screenplay. Yet few 

writers are consistent in their ability to develop characteB that are strong 

enough to truly grab and hold a reader’s attention. 

This seminar offers guided specific tools and exercises writers can use to 

create fascinating, believable characters that will captivate readers. The 

seminar also shares a variety of writing processes professional writers use to 

explore, develop and refine their characters. They are the same tools and 

techniques Corey teaches in his UCLA classes, private workshops and script 

coaching services for working writers. 

Topics include: 

What all compelling characters have in common 

How to create professional level dialogue 

Creative integration for long term success 

How to turn-off the inner critic 

Effective tools to avoid procrastination 

Register now and make your characters unforgettable! 

Click here to learn 

more 

Final Draft, Inc. Director of Studio Relations, Zack Gutin, will travel to Toronto 

to give a private training for the Script Coordinators of the IATSE Local 411 on 

Saturday, April 20th at Pinewood Studios Toronto. Attendees will include 

dozens of veteran Script Coordinators from a variety of television shows, from 

many different networks, who work for both US and Canadian productions. 

The training will include in~:lepth instruction on advanced features of FH}al 

Draft, like revision tracking, script tagging, production reports and 

breakdowns, as well as script distribution and more - all of which are 

pertinent to the production process of a television show. In addition to 

instruction on Final Draft 8, the training will also feature methods for utilizing 

the Final Draft WdterApp in production, as well as glimpses into upcoming 

features that will further the efficiency of the writing process. 

Fi~a~ DraR, I~Co Atte~tJs PGA Digital VoLP. Gala 

Final Draft, Inc. CEO Marc Madnick and CSO Josh C. Kline attended the 



Producers Guild of America’s Digital V.I.P. gala last week. Final Draft, Inc. 

was a sponsor of the event honoring nine visionaries, innovators, and 

producers who have made significant contributions to the advancement of 

digital entertainment and storytelling during the past year. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

office@cmstudies.org 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 5:56 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

April 2013 News Brief 

April 2013 I News Brief 

Call for Committee Se~wice 

SCMS is a member-run organization, and service to our profession remains critical to the ongoing health of our field and to our schol~xly org~lization. Serving on an 

SCMS committee is an excellent way to network with other members and to provide vital service to the organization. Descriptions for sIanding, annual, and award 
committees (below) are provided on the SCMS website under About Us. 

Standing Committees: Information Teclmologies, Media Archive, Nominating, Professional Development, Public Policy, Teaching, Translation 

Annual Committees: Cont~rence Host and Conference Program 

Award Committees: Anne Friedberg Award tbr hmovative Scholaxship, Best First Book, Best Edited Collection, Best Essay in an Edited Collection, Dissertation, 

Distinguished Career Achievement, Kovfics Book, Kovfics Essay, Pedagogy; Sta&nt Writing Awaxd 

There will be vacancies on the following committees beginning July 1: Professional Development, Teaching, Dis~tinguished C~xeer Achievement Awmd, Public tblicy, 

Nominating, Tr~lslation, Conference Program, Dissertation, Kovfics Book, Kovfics Essay, Student Writing, Pedagogy, Anne Friedberg, Best First Book, Best Edited 

Collection, and Best Essay’ in an Edited Collection awards committees. 

To volunteer to serve on a committee, please contact the SCMS Office (office(~cmstudies.org) or volnnteer through the SCMS website: http:i/x~-w.cmstudies.or~/? 

page Volunteer service. 

The nantes and affiliations of fl~e volunteers will be forward to the SCMS Board of Directors tbr review and approval. The SCMS Office s~tt’will notify members 

selected tbr committee services in Jnne. 

SCMS 2014 Bulletin Board Announcements 

To encourage and facilitate the developmem of panel and workshop proposals, SCMS provides an online forum on which you can announce your topic for a panel or 

workshop proposal to solicit presenters and participants. To submit a posting to the official 2014 Conference Bulletin Board, click on the 2014 Cont~rence Bulletin 

Board link below and then on Post New Topic. Only ONE submission per per~)n please. The deadline tbr posting ~mnouncements is July 15, 2013 at 5pm CT. 

Bulletin Board and Panel/Workshop Annoancement Guidelines: 

¯ To be able to submit an mmounce~nent, individuals must be registered users (either as a ~nember or a tempora~ member) of the SCMS website. 

¯ All chairs/organizers must notify individua]s of acceptance or rejection by" August 15, 2013. 

¯ Individuals whose submissions are accepted for an adveNscd panel or workshop must provide the required information for completion of the proposal forms to 

the chair/organizer by August 23, 2013, 5pro CT. 

¯ When creating your proposal, do not include more than two individuals t~om the same institution. 

¯ Panels should have a chair and four presenters or a chaic three presenters, and one respondent. Workshops shi)uld have a chair and at least tbur participants, 

but no more than five (excluding the chair or co-chairs). 

2014 Conference Bulletin Board 



SCMS 2013 Cnnference Survey 

We hope you enjoyed yo ur time at the 2013 Chicago Conference. We would appreciate your feedback, as we are already thinking towards next year’s 2014 Seattle 
Conference. Please take a tEw moments to answer the following questions. 

Complete the survey by 5pm on May 1, 2013, and you will be entered into a dra~ving for a free memberslfip renewal for the 2013-2014 membership 
year! 

Note: To submit the survey, you will need to answer every question, but please feel free to ~pe in N/A for questions you do not wish to answer. While including your 
contact information ruth the survey submission is optional, you must include your contact information if you would like to be entered into the drawing. 

New lhablishers’ Discotmts 

SCMS is pleased to announce three new additions to our year-round publisher discount program: Indiana University Press (of[bring 30% off on all titles), New York 
University Press (of[bring 20% offmedia and cultural s~dies titles), and UniversiU of Mi~mesota Press (offering 30% offfilm and media titles). Visit our publisher 

discount page (you need to be signed in to do so) for the discount codes and links to these presses’ websites. 

SCMS Members’ Business Meeting: Minutes 
Friday, March 8, 2013: ll:00 a.m.     12:15 p.m. 

SCMS Cenfere~K:e, D~ake Hete], Chioage 

I. Welcome and Introductions: Chris Holmlund 

SCMS President Hoimlun@ welcomed members and thanked the Department of Fii~’, TV, and Theatre at 

Netre Dame University ~or spenserJ[~g the eveilt}. 

She briefly summarized the order of the meeting, and introduced present officers and board 

members before thanking outgoing hoard members Haggins, Hogan, Rivero, and Petro (whose notable 

accomplishments for SCHS were cited); Hendershot was also acknowledged as the departing Cinema 

~ournai editor. 

SCHS members currently running for office were recognized, and those who served on the proposal 

review committee, as well as caucus and special interest group representatives, were also cited 

for their service. 

conference and awards funds. 

IT. 2013 Conference Report: Barb Klinger 

After thanking SCHS members and staff cruoial te [:he planning ef [:he oonfere[K;e, Klinger 
summarized the data, emphasizing that the 2013 conference received a record number (1244) of 
proposals, and that 2013 conference attendance involves approximately half of the organization’s 
members. The current acceptance rate ef cen[erenoe prepesa]s is arekH~d 70% (vs. 83% Jn 2012). 

ITT. Treasurer’s Report: Jim Castonguay 

RelyJE~g upon a detailed handeut, Castonguay SLH~rlarized ourrent SCHS assets; JEK:ome; membership 
figures; and conference registration figures. All of these confirm the remarkable growth of SCMS 
as an organization in the past decade. 

He then skH~rlarized three key points: i) the increased pro[ess:ionalizatJon of SCHS, based on 
comparison with our peer groups in the ~ilerican Council of Learned Societies (ACLS); 2) the 
increased internationalization of SCMS, based u~on increased membership and conference 
participation of non-US scholars; and 3) the need for and efforts toward hiring an Executive 

IV. Website Report: Aviva Dove-Viehahn 

Dove-Viebah~k thanked the IT committee, arid summarized recent, stream]J~ked website redesign 
features and updates, a significant increase in Facebook and Twitter followers, and expanded use, 
during the conference, of Twitter, video production by student workers, live-streaming of 
werkshops, and hlegging, all inte~ded t:o :h]crease [:he web presence of SCHS J~ general and te 
offer the full membership greater access to conference events as they happen. 

V.CirH~ma Journa[ Report: Will Broeker 

C~nema Journal editor Brooker summarized a range of new initiatives ~eing planned around the 
jeur~H~], inoluding greater online activity and links to and p’essible oollaberations with ether 



established, releva[R: ffiira and media sites, while emphasizing [:ha[: the oore mission and status of 
the journal will remain in place: the journal functions, he noted, as the "core text" that will 
expand with innovative "paratexts." 

Vi. SCHS Undergraduate Conference Report: Christine Becket 

BecKet announced the April 12-~3 underg<aduate conference at Notre Dame, which with SCHS support 

is expanding from its origii~al regional status to serw} as a rHR:ional forum for the presentation 
of undergraduate research. 103 proposals were received for 30 slots (with students from over 60 
schools applying). Plans are underway for the next conference to take place at the University of 
Oklahoma. 

Vii. Questions from the Audience 

A few questions were posed and answered, involving cla<ification of categories used in the 
Treasurer’s Report (distinguishi~g confe~eNoe attendees from participants), a[~d regarding the 
increase of Travel Grant awards. Members were again urged to consider donating to the Travel 
Grants and other awa<ds funds. 

The m~’eting ended at 12:15 p.m. 

~%ike us on Faeebook >~.’ollow us on "I%vitter > 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

TEACH Chamlotte <~camilla.robinson@tntp.org> 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 8:07 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-* 

This is the Final Weekend to Apply. Know Someone Looking tbr a Job? Ret~r them Today. 

You are receiving this message because many of our teachers are affiliated with your school or 
organization. [F you do not wish to receive these messages in the Future, please click "unsubscribe" 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

We still have a 
strong need for individuals interested in teach}ng 

Math, Science and ~;pa~isho 



Forward this email 

This emai[ was serl~ to regesLer@email,unc.edu by camilla.robinson@tntp.oiq 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEAi Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa <info~smeascholars.org@mail41 .wdc03.rsgsv.net> 

~Vednesday, April 17, 2013 12:48 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-* 

"Call for Papers" & Travel Grant: 2013 Am~ual Cont~rence 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

*** CALL FOR PAPERS *** 
Sixth Anm~a~ ASMEA Conference 

Tides of Change: Looking Back and Forging Ahead 
in the Middle East & Africa 

November 21-23, 2013 
Key Bridge Marriott Hotel * Washington, D.C. 

ASMEA is currently seeking proposals for paper presentations at the Sixth Annua~ Conference. Members from 

any discipline, tendred or untenured faculty, or those otheP,,vise affiliated with a recognized research institution, 

may submit proposais te pr~!semt at the Conferences. Umqu¢~ proposals from senior graduat~ sbJdents (ABD) 

will also be considered. Abstracts on topics ~elated to the Middle East and Africa should consist of a one-page 

outline of newand unpublished research A recent C.V with all contact data also must be included with name. 

C Vs can be subm~ed NE~. 

ViEW the list of papers presented at the 2012 Annual ASMEA Conference HERE 

Travel Gran~ 

Those interested in submitting abstracts may also be eligible to apply for the ASMEA Travel Grant Program 

Download an application and find out more information, HI=RE 

Any questions or for mere information contact ASMEA at 202.4298860 or info@aemeaeeholare,orq 

www, asmeas~holars.or~ 

U nsubscribe regester@email unc.edu from this list I Forward to a friend I Update your profile 

You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website www asmeascholars.org. 

Our mailing address is: 

ASMEA 

PO Box 33699 

Washington, CC 20033 

Add us to your address book 

Copyright (C) 2013 ASMEA All rights reserved. 
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Sammy’s Valiant Effort Fails to Save Film 
"A Man Galled Adam" is a 

10g-minute film in which Sam- 

my Davis Jr. feels s~rry for 
l~irn~If for 95 of them--a kind 

of ’Yes I Can... But I Don’t 

Like protagonists in o t h e r 
movies about jazz musicians 
[Pete Kelly’s Blues," "Young 

"A ~ CALLED ADAM" 

~ ~ a Horn"I, Davis’ 
Ad~ Johnsen ~ brass-~und-- 
a ~t player who tosses 
off ~ple ~ cooly as he tosses 
off a B-fla~ But, u~e ~e o~- 
er hor~lowers, ~am h a 
s~l~ ~ti-hero whose ~fi- 
Ir~ze ~fid~ies en [1] raci$ 
pre~ce, [2] a hang-up as the 
Compleat Br~ng ~us, ~d 
[~] a l~ye~-old auto accident 
~ w~ch h~ wife ~d baby 
w~e killed ~d h~ piano play- 
~ b~d~. 

~e proble~ start right 
away as ~e ff~ opens ~ a 
C~c~afi ~ght club, w h e r e 
~ ofay [white] customer over- 
~ngly r~s Adam, who 
"blows ~e ~g" by stomping 
off ~e stand. "M~icia~" ~s 
ag~t snor~. "You’re ~fldren 
--you’re a~ ~i!~en~" Adam 
~en babies along h~ puerile 

~ep;oduced with permission 

proprieties between engage- 
meats by punching out people, 
quarreling with his sidemen, 
threatening an agent with a 
broken bottle, unceasingly pour- 
ing down the booze; and making 
things miserable for his girl 
[Cicely Tyson]. 

Thruout the movie, every- 
thing is overblown except the 
notes, beautifully dubbed in by 
Nat Adderly. It’s as if Scenar- 
ists Les Pine and Tina Rome 
got together sqth Director Leo 
Penn and decided to get a few 
cats to blow up some good and 
then tack any kind of a story 
onto it. The music is sweet. The 
script is sour. 

In addition to being dull and 
draggy [self-pity-watching soon 
wears thin], everything is arti- 
ficially intensified. When t h e 

bigots attack, Adam is always 
the target--never the other Ne- 
gro musicians. When Adam 
stays at a white friend’s home, 
he just happens to run up 
against a boorish .New Y o r k 
state trooper. In a northern 
city, a white audience beats up 
his white protege [Frank Sin- 
atra Jr.] for no apparent rea- 
son. Even his llth-hour search 
for Humility results in a final 
flourish of heavy-handed melo- 
drama. 

Playing a part that is the 
antithesis of his real life 
and-at-’em personality, D a v i s 
skillfully agonizes over his role, 
bringing it possibly to its maxi- 
mum potential, which unfortu- 
nately isn’t much. In support- 
ing assignments, Miss Tyson 
performs admirably as the sen- 

sitive young woman who tries 
to bring meaning and stability 
to Adam’s life, and Michael 
Lipton stands out as his agent. 
Louis Armstrong, cast as Willie 
[Sweet Daddy] Ferguson, an 
Other Generation jazz great, 
doesn’t exactly sparkle as an 
actor, but it doesn’t matter. 
Satch is still irresistible. T h e 
pity is, he gets to perform only 
briefly, and in one scene looks 
downright uncomfortable sitting 
in the audience while Davis 
mouths the ghosted music. 

Also making appearances are 
Peter Lawford, as a hard-push- 
ing booking agent, and M e l 
Torme, as himself. If "A Man 
Called Adam" shows anything 
at all, it is that Peter Lawford 
and Mel Torme have really 
gotten chubby. 

of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission. 
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Freedom Coming, Freedom For All 

You’re receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in the N.C. African American 
Heritage Commission. Don’t forget to add michelle.lanier@ncdcr,gov to your address book so we’ll be 
sure to land in your inbox! 
You may unsubscribe if: you no longer wish to receive our emails. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

HarperAcademic <academic@harpercollins.com> 

Thursday. April 18, 2013 9:02 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Specia] OilEr on Puli’~er Prize Winner DEVIL 1N TIlE GROVE 

Dear Professor Regester~ 

I want to oiler you a complimentary cow of Gilbert King’s Devil in the Grove: 27mrgoodMamhall 2he GrovelaiMBovs, and the Dawn qfa New America- 
winner of the 2013 Pulitzer Prize for General Nontiction to consider for fall adoption. 

Gilbert King’s Devil in the Grove follows one of America’s most heated court case,s, and paints a rare, unparalleled portrait of Thurgood Marshall, arguably the 

greatest American lawyer of 20th century. Just as he was about to bring the landmark suit Brown v. Board QfEducation to the Supreme Court, Marshall risked his 

life to save a young black man slated for the electric chair--exonerating him, against all odds, from dying tbr a crime he did not commit. 

Praise for Devil in the Grove: 

"A powerful and well-told drama of Sotuhem injustice."--Ihe Chicago Tribune 

"Its rich case his~tory captures the beginning of the end of the ~nost extreme forms of racism, when violence ran rampant, aided by public authority, when the federal 
government was dis~nt at best, and when a small group of courageous activists risked all for justice. Very few books combine this depth of research and narrative 

power about a subject of such pivotal significance."--Ira Kalznelson, author of When AffirTnative Action Was White and a former president oftbe American Politica] 

Science Association 

"The story’s drama and pathos make it a page-turner, but King’s attention to detail, fresh material, and evenhanded treatment of the villains make it a wo(thy 

contribution to the histo~ office period, while offering va]uable insight into Marshall’s work and life."--Publi,~’he~:~’ tVeek[y 

If you wotfld like to receive a complimentary coW of Devil in [he Grow~, please fill out the form here. 

Sincerely, 

Louisa Hager 

Academic Mmketing 

HarperCollins Publishers 

10 E 53rd Street 

New York, NY 10022 

w~¥.Hm:perAcademic.com 

*This oiler in non-transt~rable, available in the US only, and limited "to the first 300 responders. The oiler will expire on May 1,2013. 

This is a commerciaJ~ message. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Indiana University P~ess <iupress@iMianatm00.com> 

Thursday, April 18, 2013 2:44 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Film History, now edited at Indiana University 

Dear Charlene Regester, 

The following is an email update based on the interests chosen in your profile. To 
ensure you continue to receive emails that ONLY match your preferences, be sure to 
edit your profile to refine what we send you. 

The right time for Film History, now edited 
at Indiana University 

"Inquiries, Speculations, Provocalions," a 
special double issue of Film Hislory (volume ~5, 
nos. l&O) is the first issue edited by Gregot~ A. 
Waller at the jom’nal’s new home at Indiana 
Universib,-Bloomington. Waller, Professor of 
Film and Media Studies, succeeds Richard 
Koszarski as edito~qn-ehief. 

"Inquiries, Speculations, Provocations" 
underscores Film tIisto[y’s commitment to 
publishing original research across the full range 
of international film history, from the 
producfion, distribution, exhibition, and 
reception of moving pietm’es to the 
technological, economic, political, and legal aspects of film and the role of cinema as a 
contested cultural phenomenon. 

Rather than being asked to take stoc’k of the discipline or predic’t its futme, the more than ~o 
contributors to the issue were asked to examine a research question, weigh in on a 
his toriographieal issue, or explore the implications of a particular piece of evidence. The 
result is a rich array of finely tuned iniero-analyses and pointedly provocative intelventions. 

The issue also showcases what the new-designed Film History plans to promote: the variety 

and vitality- of historical research as it engages with primary materials, develops explanatory 

claims, expands our understanding of what eonsfitutes cinema, and eontextualizes film 

within a broader media, soc’ial, and cultural constellation. 

In addition to subtnissions related to these topics, the editorial team encourages queries and 
submissions across the full spectrum of international film histoiy, fl’om pre-einema to the 
21st eentuxy, in and out of the eominereial, theatrical mainstream and weleoines proposals 
for review essays and reassessments of classic texts in film histoly. 

Film History volume ~5, nos. l&2 is now available online atjstoroorg/r/iupress. 
I~) for FREE a satnple article: The Standard Exhibition Contract and the Uw,~°itten 
History of the C~assieal HollFa,ood Cin ema by Richard Maltby 

Please direct all proposals and inanuseripts to filmhist@indiana.edu. 

Journal Information--Film History, An International Journal 

Editor: GregoI3~ A. Waller 

Frequency: Quarterly 



To order: call 1-800-849-6796 or visit http://.istor.orgiriiupress 

For more information: Linda Bannister, Marketing Manager, llbannis@indiana.edu, 819- 
855-9449 

Indiana University Press 

Office of Scholarly Publishing 

Herman B Wells Library 350 

Indiana University 

1320 East lOth Street 
Bloomington, IN 47405 

You are subscribed using the following email address: re~ester@email.unc.edu. If you wish to change 

your selections or unsubscribe altogether, click below. 

:: Tailor your profile settings... 

:: Forward this to a friend.,. 

:: 70 be removed, use this one-click unsubscribe link,., 
:: Not yet signed up? Go ,here_, 

:: Indiana University Press does not sell, share or trade eiectrorfic 

address information witil anyone. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <nancy.maclean@duke.edtc, 

Thursday, April 18, 2013 6:28 PM 

SPNC-Lis@duke.edu; class- center-list@duke.edu 

FW: NC Religious Leaders Speak out Against Regressive Actions of the State Legislature 

message- footer.txt 

Dear friends, 
SPN¢ member and Duke Divinity School professor Willie Jennings has asked us to circufate this important requesL Please send any 
names of clergy, campus ministers, and refigious schoJars you are able to gather as additionaf signers to: wjennings@div.duke.edu 

Friends, please read the follo~ving letter written by clerk- and other reiigious leaders of North Carolina in response to the recent 
legislative efforts of ~he reactionaries in the s~ate capital. I beg },our patience with its ieng’~h, but the seriousness of the issues in 
front of us demanded an extended response. Please send this out to factflty and staff coIleagues at your institutions and to students. 
Attached to this letter is a chart showing the recent extremely destruction bi1is that have been introduced and in man}~ cases passed 

by- legislators in the state capital I also recommend that you fom~ opportunities for students and facut~y to discuss these matters in 
public settings. In addition I ask that ?’ou forward this letter to religious schoiars at }~our institution, campus ministers and other 

.rdigious ieaders in "~he communiV. 

i~-~ NC NAACP Letterhead 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

17 April 2013 

For More Information: Rev. Dr. William J. Barber, President, 919-394-8137 

Mrs. Amina J. Turner, Executive Director, 919-682-4700 

Atty. Jamie Phillips, Pnblic Policy Coordinator, 919- 682-4700 

Moral and Religious Leaders will hold a News Co@re~ce on Mon&~v. Aped 22. i~ Raleigh 

lo elaborate on their concerns. 7~ose who have signed this letter arejus’t the lni#al writers" 

of the/elter. It is pres’enh(}’ beb~,g circulaled mnong h~mdreds qfmir#s’le~’, rabbis, imams 

~md olher religious" #m~em acros:~" the state. This #tier is being released o~ #~e armiversa~y 

oJihe re/eas’e oJ’Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King’s historical "Letier.L~om Bin~ingham Jail" 

that called on all [ eoI, le Q[5~’ai¢~ and Good f~ ill to tah’e a moral stand against the outrages 

~f the racist bacldash the second recoml~cdon civil rights’ movemem that Dr. King and 

othem had bui# in the,/~we ~f @namidngs; .jai#n,~s, bearings, and great pemonal s’~wr~ce 



.~om ] 9 5~L 
Micah 6:8 

lVlmt does Gr~d require of us but tr~ do justice, tore mercy and wall~ humbly with 

Ope~ letter to Governor ~CroO, and State Legislators 
Dear Governor McCm~; P~esident Pm Tempo~e Be~e~; and Speaker Tillis, 

We are clergy members who have devoted our careers to se~a, ing the people of No~h 

Carolina~ Many of us are natives, and have lived here all our lives. We care about ¢he morn ~hbric 

of our Smtc~ We trust you also care about the people of NoN~ Carolina-all the people. 

We have never doubted fl-~e good hea~ oflhe state and its people. North Carolina ranks 

high in the South. It is consis~e~Ny characterized as a caring s~ate, by observe~ across the 

At the core of North Carolina’s good reputation is our ability to build bridges of 

democracy-not wails of division. We have earned lhe nation’s respect becm~se most of the time 

we govern tbr the common good-fl~e hallmark of democracy. We take seriously our pledge tha~ 

tiffs is a nation mfl~ liberty and]usticeJbr all. 

From ~he moment each of you were elected, we have hoped for an energized, forward- 

thinking governance of an erflightened population. In the past three months, however; we see old 

bridges being torn down, and new walls being built up. As moral leaders we are compelled to 

sNak out. We must fight back agams~ your insistence on building walls~ 

We call on all Nople of good will to exmnine the tools of the non-violent moral movement 

to expose the hu~l, immorN, unconstitutional pAicies keing discussed and passed m the Peoples 

House. These policies arc singular to those by repressive regimes in other countries, who see their 

owa citizens aa pa~ of the problem, rather than pa~ of the solution. If we are truly moral leaders, 

we must expose with our words and deeds these shame[)l attacks on the poor and working 

people of No~h Carolina. 

We me guided in our critique by the words of Micah 6:8: ~hat does God require 

but to do justice, love mercy ~md walk humbly with God 

We me also guided by fl~e moral t?amework of our State Constitution: ~e hold it 1o be 

se~/:evident thou ~dl persons are created equal, fl~at they ~re ena)~wed @ fl~eir Creator with 
cert~#n ins#enable rights’: that among these are lijb, #berry, the eaj<vmertt ~f the.~ui~s of 

their ow~ labor, rind the pursuit ~fhappirtess. Aft poli#cal power is vested #~ and derived 

.~"nm the people; aY governmertt ~f right origmates fiwrt the people, is fi)unded upon their 

wiY only, and is instintted solel~ for the good,f the who#. 

Maay of the policies you have proposed and adopted in the Peoples House are eerily 

remiaiscent of the Old South policies shoNy after slave~ was defcate& in the 1870’a, when the 

old slave-holders lauached their campaign to ’redeem’ (their) Amefica. Your policies a~lack the 

w~fiag and political pa~ic~pafion fights of Afi:~can Americans, just aa the redeemers did ~ck 

You r~jec~ed fuuding tbr Medicaid that s~ripped over a half millmu poor people of health care. 

You rqjected tgnding lbr weekly payments for over 150,000 workers looking ~?rjobs. You have 

repeatedly disrespected oar sister and brothers flom Latin America. Yoa resist on promoting 

pofi cies to de- tgnd pablic educatmu-which will lead to more re- segregation of our children’s 

school years. You cut the mx credit fi:~r over %000 poor and wofldng people, while giving a 

break to 23 of the wealthiest people m our State. ~d you introduced your voter suppression law 

on the day all ~rican ~nericans and people of good will tememg~r-April 4fh-when Dr~ King was 

assassinated for tt?,ing to expand the electorate-not take it back to the all-white voting days. 

While cruci[~,mg the vofiag fighls of the poor and minofit~ea y~)u advocale making it easier to get 

guns. These policies are eerily singular to Richard Nixon’s white Southera Strategy and George 

Wall~e’s ~nte~sifion and nullification ~licies, with a21 ~t century 

Is this really how the leadership oflhe 2013 General AssemNy wants lo be knowa~ Do 

you really want to be remembered as being on lhe wrong side ofhisto~-~ The wrong side of 

democracy? The wroag side offlae Conatitufioa~ 

Your V)licies barget vulnerable people. The LGBT commmfity was discouraged--bo~ not 

de[(ated--by the rejection ofmamage as a righ~ of all coaples. Little childreu are being rqiected 

fl~r pre- school programs, and the policies being promoted in ~he uame of e&~cational refom~ w~ll 

fl~her divide ~he rich th)m fl~e ~or, one r~e i?om another. Immigrauts mow our lawns, build our 

mansions, and ha~e~ our fields. But we Nnalize those who lack proper documentation. 

You get our poinL Noah Carolina has long-standing pockets of pove~; within our cities 

and m our commy side. We should be ashamed. No~h Carolina has some of the best secondary 

and higher education institutions m the countD~. But we also have some of the worst, and the gap 

widens. A poor woman may work lhrce jobs and still be poor. We cannot demonize the people 

Jesus called "the least of these." We must stand together, or the house we have built will not stand. 

We are committed to five principles for flae common good: 

1 )              Economic sustainabiliD~ ~nd ending poverD~ by fighfiag for flail 

emphument, living wages, the alleviation of disparate unemphument, a green economy, labor 

fights, aflbrdable housing, ~rgeted empowerment zoues, strong sat~ty net services tbr the poor. 

thor ~?licies fl?r immigrants, mi~astmctu~e development and ~air ~ ~etb~m. 

2)           Educational equNity by eusu~ng every child receives a high q~lity, well- 
funded, Constitutional diverse public education, access to Communi~, Colleges and Universities 

and equitable fi~nding fbr minori~ colleges m~d unive~ities. 

3)              Healthcare Ibr all by ensuring access to the Af~brdable Care Act~ 

Medicare and Medicaid, Social Securig~~ and providing environmental protection. 

4) Fah’ne~s in the cNminal jus~e system by addressing the continuing 



ineqtm.lifies in the system a.nd providing equal protection un&r lhe k~w [br Nack, brown sad poor 

white people. 

5)          Vo~g ri~ts by defending the fighl to vote and extending voting rights tbr 

MI people by standing agaiast suppmssioa lzcfics, such as voter ID, restriction of Emly Vofiag, 

race&~sed mdistncthg, or any other efl~)rl that ~mdemfines eqnM protection under the ~aw. 

It is our perspective that Norl~ Carolhm has stopped moving lbrwaM. We are stMled. 

Political difi}rences are no longer bounded by picket t~nces, bul rather by walls of steel and 

concrem, Ngh and daunting. 

We could learn a lesson flom our past. Eleven days after Bloody Sunday at Edmund 

Pe~s Bridge in Sehnm Alabama. on March 18, 1965. the wMls of Jim Crow w)fing began m 

come down when Senate Bill 1564 was introduced by Mike Mansfidd, a Democrat, and Evem~ 

Dirksen. a Republican. Over 94% of all the Republicans in the Senate voted to teat down the 

sot~fl-~ern walls of virtuMly torn voter suppression for Afficaa Americans. Aad, ahnost eveU 

no,Nero Democrat joined lhem--73% of d~ Democrats voted m War down the Jim Crow Voting 

Walls. 

EveU time a wM~ comes down -- wMls ~hat divided stales, polNcM pa.~ies, and citizens -- 

we can all move abom fredy in the coMi&nce that honest comm~mication, not walls of division, is 

the wellspring of our nation. 

Yet we are concerned-as are our clmrch members, as are many citizens of our stale--that 

division, pdafization, and conflict will evenlually reNfild wMls. We see ?star attack on our volmg 

righta as building walls. The right to vote is, fi)r example, the single way that the poor, 

disenfranchised, and ostracized residents of our state can show their pleasure or displeasure ruth 

the policies that ~ct each of us at eveg~’ level. 

Do ?,ou nN ~ow or un&rs~and that when this RepnNicmMed GeneM Assembly seeks to 

push a poll lax disguised as voter ID, cu~Ml Early Voting, baa Same-Da.y mgistralion, elimiaate 

Sunday voting, add additional qt~Mificafions and burdens to the formerly inca.rcemmd and so- 

cMled mentally incompemnt. &’aw racially &signed redistricting maps and in eveU way attempt lo 

block sad suppress the righIs lo w)Ie for all No,~h Caro~iniaas. it stinks of coasfitufionM and voting 
fights violations? It reveals what Gen. Colin Powell, cMled the shamefi~l dark vein of h~toleraame 

thal has taken over the ReD~blican parU. These regressive m~d race-based policies are bad [br 

NoN~ Carolina, bad tbr America and bad lbr everyday people of North Camlhm. 

Instead of going b~kwaNs we cMl on fl~e General AssemNy lo expm~d democracy by: 

1, Enforcing compliance of the 14th, 15th, and 24th Amendments to the 

Cons~itmion, and the Voting Rights Act of 1965. 

2. Maintaining the best voting system in the nation: Signature attestation 

combined mff~ a five-yea.r fialoay charge ~br lying. 

3. Stopping ra.ce-based gerrymmMering and mdisIricfing which disenfrancN~s 

black and minority voters. 

4. Enibrcmg *.he N.C. Constitution’s requirement that all elections aace 

5. hnproving Ea-ly Voting by opening polls on more SamMays and Sundays. 

6.    Opening coung~wide voting centers on Election Day with Same Day 

Regisu-afion. 

7. Maintaining m~tomafic enfranchisement a.fler people have paid their debl lo 

society. 

8. Releasing Help American Vote Act (t lAVA) funds to allow tbr smoother 

elections. 

9. Automahc registration on 18th Bi,lJ~day, like the dralI. 

10. Making Election Day a State Holiday. 

We call on all of us to build tim bridges of understanding, m~d not the walls of division. 

The policies now being promoted demands our voice, not oar silence. These new walls demand 

our action, sot our complacency. We call on NC citizens who bdieve the common good lo pra.y 

sad discern the wa.ys we can t~se fl-~e moral tactics of fl-~e nonviolent movement to dramatize 

shamethl place we fiad our~lves in 

We shall speak and we sha.ll a.ct. We call t~pon a.ll people of good will to join ia the moral 

movement to Iv the ~loved community that Rev. Dr. Marlin Luther King, Jr. called on each of us 

m build &~ ~ople of ~h~h. 

Sincerely, 



i~ill Barber Signature 

Rev. Dr. William J. Barber, II 

President. North Carolina NAACP 

National Board Member 
Pastor, Greenleaf Christian Church Disciples of Christ 

Rev. Dr. Cardes H. Brown, Jr, Chair 
NC NAACP Stale Religious Afliairs Commiltee 

Pastor, New Light Missiona~ Baptist Church 

/si 

Rev. Dr. T. Anthony Spearmint, 3rd Vice President 

North Carolina NAACP 

Pastor, Clinton Tabernacle AME Zion Church 

Rev. Dr. Grego~ Moss, President 

Lott CareT Foundation 
Immediate Pasl President, NC Genera] State Baptist Convention 

Rev. Dr. Nel son N. Johnson, Pastor 
F~fth Comm~mity Church, G~eensbom 

/s/ 

Rev. Dr. John Mendez, Pastor 
Emm~mae113aptist Chn~h, Winston-Salem, N C 

is/ 

Dr. Rodney Sadler, Professor 

Union Presb~lerian Semina~ 

Rev. Kojo Nantambu, Director, 

Religious Education Advocacy Prqiect (REAP) of the NC NAACP 

Rev. Curtis E. Gatewood, NC NAACP Coordinator 
Historic Thousands on Jones Street People’s CoaJJtion 

Rev. Jirnmy Hawkins, Pastor 

Covenant Presbyterian Church, Durhmn 

NC N/L~kCP Executive Committee 

id 

Rev. Dr. Nancy Pet~; Pastor 

Pullen Street Baptist ChuMk Raleigh 

Re~z. Dr. Willie Jennings, 

As~)ciate Pmt~ssor of Theology and Black Church Studies 

Dnke Divinity School 

Re~z. Dr. Earl Johnsor~, 
P~esident, Raleigh Wake Citizens Association 

MaNn Street Bapt~b~ Church, Raleigh 

### 

Founded m 1909, the ~4CP is the nation’s oldest and largest civil rights organization. Its 

members throughout the UniWd States and the world are the premier a~ocates fl)r civil 

rights in their communities, conducing voter mobilization and monito~ng equal 

opportuni& in the public and private sectors. 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <nancy.maclean@duke.edu;, 

Friday, April 19, 2013 9:14 AM 

SPNC-Lis@duke.edu; class- center-list@duke.edu 

FW: NC Religious Leaders Speak out Against Regressive Actions of the State Legislature - with bill tracking document 

NC GA Bill Tmcldng.docx; message-footer.txt 

Now wiLh document tracking NC legislation attached. 

From-" Nancy MacLean 
Sent: Thursday, April :[8, 20:[3 6:28 PM 

To: ’SPNC-List@duke.edu’; class-center-list@duke.edu 
Subject: FW: NC Religious Leaders Speak out Against Regressive Actions of the State Legislature 

Dear friends, 
SPNC mernber and Duke Divinity School professor Willie .Jennings has asked us ~o circulate this important request. Please send any 
names of derby, campus ministers, and religious schofars you are able to Bather as additional sisners to: wjenn!ngs@d!v.duke.edu 

Friends, please read the folloxving letter written by cler~ and other religious leaders of >,’orth Carolina in response to the recent 
legisla’dve efforts of’~he reactionaries in the s’~ate capital. I beg your patience with its ieng~h, but the seriousness or: the issues in 
front of us demanded an extended response. Please send this out to faculty- and staff colleagues at your institutions and to students. 
Attached to this letter is a chart showing the recent extremely destruction bii1s that have been introduced and in many- cases passed 

by legislators in the state capital I also reco,ranend tha~ you fo~n oppormni’des for students and i-acutff to discuss these ma~ters in 
public settings. In addition I ask that you forward this letter to rdigious schoIars at your institution, campus ministers and other 

.rdigious leaders in the communiW. 

::% NC NAACP Letterhead 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

17 April 2013 

For More Information: Rev. Dr. William J. Barber, President, 919-394-8137 

Mrs. Amina J. Turner, Executive Director, 919-682-4700 
Atty. Jamie Phillips, Public Policy Coordinator, 919-682-4700 

Mor~d and Rehgious Le~m’ers w~ll hold ~ News Co@fence on Mon~ ,@ri[ 22, m R~de~gh 

to e/aborate on fl~eir concerns. 77~ose who h~me signed this/etter ~rejust lhe bzitia] w~ters 

~/" fl~e letter. It is presen@ being circuhaed amo~g hwzdreds" ~f mmisters, rabbis, im~m~s 



aim other religious leaders across the state. This letter is being released on the 

of the release cf Rev~ Dr. Martin Luther K#~’s hi,~’~orical %et~erjhom Bimtingham .J~#L " 

#~at called on aY People of Failh and Good ~" iY lo rake a moral stand agaiusl the outrages 

~f lhe racist bacMash the ,~’econd reconst~tc#on civil rights mow~ment that Dr. LFn~ and 

others had bui# m thejbce oJ’~(~amiH~q.s; jaihngs, bea#~gs, a~d great perso~al sae~4J~ce 

from 1954. 

~hat does God require q[ us but to do justice5 love mercy and wa& humbly wit]~ Go~ 

Open le~ter to GovetT~or ~IcCroo~ and State Legislators 
Dear Governor McCro~; President Pro Tempore Berger, and Speaker Tillis, 

We arc clergy members who have devoted our c~reers to se~wmg the people of No~h 

Carolina. Many of us arc natives, and have lived here all our lives. We care abou~ the moral ~bfic 

of our State. We m~st yo~ also cam about the people ofNo~h Carolina-alI the people. 

We have never doubted fl~e good heart office state and its peopIe. No~h Carolina ranks 

high m the Soofl~. It is consistently characterized as a caring s~ate, by observe~ across ~he nation. 

At the core of North Carolina’s good reputation is our ability to bmld bridges of 

democracy-not wNls of division. We hm~e earned fl~e nation’s respect because most of the time 

we govern for the common good-the hNhnark of democracy. We take seriously our pledge Chat 

tNs is a nation ruth [iber& m~djusticefor all 

From fl~e moment each of you were elected, we have hoped f~r an energize& 

thinkh~g governance of an enlighlened population. In the past fl-~me months, howevec we see old 

bridges being tom down. and new walls being built up. As moral leaders we are compelled 

steak out. We must figN b;~k agains~ yore: insistence on building walls. 

We call on all ~ople of good will to examine the tools of the non-violent moral movement 

k~ expose ~e lmrffnl, immoral, ~nconstitu~onal [x~licies ~ing discussed and passed in fl~e Peoples 

House. These pobcies are simiIar m those by ~pressive ~ghnes m other counties, who see their 

own citizens as part of the problem, ~ather than part of the solo~on. If we are truly moral leaders, 

we must expose with our words and deeds these shameful a~tacks on the poor and working 

people of NoN~ Caroli~m. 

We a~ guided in our critique by the woNs of Micah 6:8: ~Zhctt does God require Q/us 

but to do justice, love mer<v and wcdk humb@ with God 

We mv also guided by the moral framewo/k of our State Consti~fion: f~ze hold i~ to be 

se~5~ident that aY persons are crea~ed equal; that ~hey are endowed by their Creator with 

certain inalienable rights; that amo~N ~hese are liji< liber&, lhe enjoyment ~f the~ils 

their own labor, and the pursuit ~fhappine,~’s. All po[i#cal power is vested in cmd derived 

.~om lhe peoi~le: aY government qf right orNinate,~’f!~om lhe people, is j~mnded ~non ~heir 

will o~0~, a~d is i~stituted solely.,~)r the good of the whole. 

Many of the policies you have proposed and adopted in the Peoples House are eefily 

~miniscent of the Old South policies shorIly aider slaveo~ was defeated, m the 1870’s, when 

old slave-holders laonched ~heir campaign to ’redeem’ (their) America. Your policies arrack 

voting and political pa~icipafion rights of ANcan Americans, just as the ~deemers did ~ck then. 

You rejected ~bnding for Medicaid that stripped over a half million poor people of health care. 

You rqiected funding ~br wee~y payments fbr over 150,000 workers looldng f6rjobs~ You have 

repeatedly disrespected our sister and brothers from Latin America. You insist on promoting 

policies to de-fired punic education-which will lead to more re-segregation of our children’s 

~chool year~. You cul the tax credit l~w over 9,000 poor and working people, while giving a 

break lo 23 of the wealthiesl people in our State. And you inlroduced your voter suppression law 

on lhc &ay all African Americans and people of good will rememl~r-Ap~il ~lth- when Dr. King wa~ 
assassinated liar trying to expand the electorate-not take it back to the all-white voting days. 

W[~le crucil~ing the vo~mg rights of fl~e poor and minorities you advocate making it easier to get 

guns. These policies are eerily similar k~ Richard Nixon’s white Southern S~ategy and George 

Wall~e’s inter~x~sifion a~d n~llification [x~licies, wifl~ a 21 st century twist. 

Is ~his ~ally how the leadership of the 2013 General Assembly wants to be known? Do 

you really want to be ~membered as being on the wrong side of history? The wrong side of 

democracy? The wrong side of the Consti~tion? 

Your ~licies target vulnerable people. The LGBT commmfi~~ was discouraged--but not 

de~hated--b?, the ~jection ofmamage as a right of all couples~ Li~le children are being rejected 

I~r pre- school programs, and the policies being promoted in the name of educational refbrm will 

th~hcr divide the rich from the ix)or, one race fiom another. Immigrants mow our lawns, build our 

mansions, and harvest our fields. But we ~nalize lhose who lack proper documentation. 

You get our point. No~h Carolina has long-standing pockets of p(~ve~); within our cities 

and in our count~- ~ide. We should be ashamed. Noah Carofina has ~ome of the best seconda~- 
and higher education ins~ltutions in ~he country. But we also have some of the worst, and the gap 

widens. A poor woman may work three jobs ~d still be poor. We cannot demonize the people 

Jesos called "~he least of these." We must stand togefl~e~ or fl~e ho~se we have boilt will no~ s~nd. 

We are connni~ed to iive p~inciples for the common good: 

1 )               Economic s~stainabili~ and ending pover~ by fighting I~:~r full 

employment~ living wages, the alleviation of disparate unemployment~ a green economy, labor 

rights, aflbrdable housing, targeted empowerment zones, strong safcg~~ net se~dces for the 

fair ~:~licies I~:~r mnnigrant~ i~Ymsm~c~te development and fhir ~x ~fom~. 

2) Educational equali~, by ensuring eve~ child receive~ a high qtualiD’, well- 



fimded, Constitutional, diverse pt~blic education, ;access to Community Colleges and Universities 

and equitable fi~nding tbr minodty colleges and tmive~Nea. 

3)              Healthc~re ~or M1 by ensuring access to the AftbrdaNe Care Act, 

Medicare and Medicai& Social Sectmly and providing environmental proteclion. 
4)            Fairness in the cfimi~M juslice system by addressing the continuing 

ineq~lities in the system and providing equN protection nn&r fl~e law [~)r bl~k, brown and poor 

wlfite people. 

5)           Voting ri~ts by defending the right m vote m~d ex~nding voting rights 
all people by s~andiug against st~ppmssion tactics, such as voter ID, restriction of Early Voting, 

race- Nased mdistrictiug, or aw other effbg that nndenNues eqt~al protection uuder the law. 

It is our perspective that Nogh Carolina has stopped moving Ib~vard. We are stalled. 

Political difl}rences am uo longer bounded b?, picket fences, bt~t rather by walls of steel aud 

concrete, high and 

We could learn a lesson t?om ot~r past. Eleven days aider Bloo@ Sunday at Edmund 

Pettus Bridge in Selma AlN)ama, on March 18, 1965, lhe wdls of Jhn Crow voting began to 

come down when Sena.Ie BiIl 1564 was introduced by Mike Mansfield, a Democrat, and Everett 

Dirksen, a RepnNicm~. Over 94% of Nl the Republicans m the Senate voted to tear down the 

souflmrn walls of virtually total voter suppression liar A[iican Americans. And, Nmost eveD’ 

no,fl~em Democral joined fl~em--73% of N1 Democrats voted m tear down 1he Jim Crow Voting 

Walls. 

Eveg~ time a wN1 comes dowu -- wNls that dNided states, polNcal parties, and citizens -- 

we can all move about ~eely iu the corNdence fl~at honest commnnicafiou, nN walls ofdNision, 

the wellspdug of our uation. 

Yet we are coucemed-as are our church members, as are many citizens of our state--that 

division, polarization, and conflict will eventually rebuild walls. We see your attack on our voting 

rights as building walls. The right to vote is. [i~r example, the single way that the poor, 

disent?anchi sed, and ostracized reaidenIs ofm~r slate can show lheir pleasure or displeasure ruth 

the policies thai ak~ct each of us at eveU level. 

Do ?s~u not know or nn&rs~and fl~at when this RepuNican-led General Assembly seeks to 

push a poll ~x disguised as voter ID, curtNl Ea,ly Voting, ban Same-Day mgis~ation, eliminate 

Sunday voting, add addNonal quNi[icalions m~d burdens to the tbnnefly incarceramd and 

cdled men~ally mcompemnt, Naw mciNly &s~gned reNsNcting maps and m eveD’ way attempt to 

block and suppress tim figNs m vote fior N1 NoRh Caroliuians, R stinks of constitutional and w)fiug 

figNs violations? It reveals what Geu~ Colin Powell, cdled fl~e shmnefi~l da/k veiu ofintolerm~ce 

that has mkeu over the Republican pm~’. These regressive and race-based policies are bad ~br 

NoN~ Camliua, bad for America and bad fi)r eve,?,day people of No~h Carolina. 

InsIead of going backwards we cN[ on the General Assembly ~o expand democracy by: 

1. Enforcing compliance of the 14th, 15th, and 24th Amendments to the 

Con~ritution, and ~he Voting Rights Act of 1965. 

2, Maintaining the best voting system in the nation: Signature at*estation 
combined with a live-year i~lony cha,ge [i)r 1.sqng. 

3. Stopping race-based gergCmanderiug m~d tv:districting which disenfmnchi~:s 
black and minori~" w)te~. 

4. E,~oming the N.C. Coustitution’s tvquimment that all elections am free. 

5. Improving Early Voting by opening polls on morn Saturdays and Sun&ys. 

6. Opening coumywide voting centers on Election Day with Same Day 

Registration. 

7. Maintaining automatic en[’ranchisement alter people have paid their debt to 

society. 

8~ Releasing Help American Vote Act (HAVA) fuuds to allow for smoother 

electious~ 

9. Amomatic registration on 18th Birthday, like the draft. 

10. Making Election Day a State Holiday. 

We call on all of us to build the bridges of understanding, and not the walls of division. 
The policies now being promoted demm~ds our voice, not our silence. These new walls demand 

our action, not our complacency. We call on NC cNzens who believe the common good to pray 

and discern the ways we can use the moral tactics of the nonviolent movement to drmnatize the 
shameti~l place we lind our~lves in 

We shall speak and we shall act. We call upon all people of good will to join in "(he moral 

movement to be the kvloved communi~~ that Rev. Dr. Martin Luther Kiug, Jr. called ou each of us 

to build as people of faitt~. 



Sincerel?; 

[~iI Barber Signature 

Rev. Dr. William J. Barber, II 

President, North Carolina NAACP 
National Board Member 

Pastor, G~eenleaf Christian Church Disciples of Christ 

/si 

Rev. Dr. Cardes H. Brown, Jr, Chair 
NC NAACP State Religious Affairs Committee 

Pastor, New Light Missionm7 Baptist Church 

is/ 

Rev. Dr. T. Anthony Spearma~, 3rd Vice President 

North Carolina NAACP 

Pastor, Climon Tabernacle AME Zion Church 

Rev. Dr. (kego~7 Moss, President 

Lott Carey Foundation 

Immediate Past President, NC Gener~2l State Baptifft Convention 

Rev. Dr. Nelson N. Johnson, Pastor 

Fedth CommuniU Church, Greensboro 

Rev. Dr. John Mendez, Pastor 
Emmmmel Baptis~ Church. Wins~on-Salem, NC 

Dr. Rodney Sadler, Professor 

Union Presb.vterian Seminary 
is~~ 

Rev. Kojo Nantambu, Director, 

Religious Education Advocacy Project (REAP) of the NC NzL’kCP 
is~~ 

Rev. Curtis E. Gatewood, NC NAACP CooNinator 
Historic Thousands on Jones Street People’s Coalition 
/~ 

Rev. Jimmy Hawkins, Pastor 

Covenant Presbyterian Church, Dnrham 

NC NAACP Execntive Committee 

Rev. Dr. Nancy Petly’, Pastor 
Pallen Street 13apt~st Cimrch, Raleigh 

/s/ 
Rev. Dr. Willie Jem~ing& 

Asmciate Prot}ssor of Theology and Black Chmch Studies 

Duke Divi,~i~ School 

Rev. Dr. Earl Johnson, 
President, RaJleigh Wake Citizens As~)ciation 

Martin Street Baptist Chnrch, Raleigh 

### 

Founded in 1909, lhe ~\~A(TP is lhe nation’s oldest and h~rgest civil rights organization. Its 

members throughout the United States and the world are the premier advocates for civil 

rights in their communities, conducting voter mobilization and monitoHng equal 

opportuniO, in the public and private sectors. 
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# 

HB 

451 

SB 
428 

HB 
589 

SB 
666 

SB 
721 

SB 
668 

HB4 

Name 

Election 
Omnibus 

Voting Reform 
Act 

Voter 
Information 
Verification Act 

Election Law 
Changes 

Election 
Omnibus 

Restrict 
Mentally 

Incompetent 
from Voting 

UI Fund 
Solvency & 
Program 
Changes 

NC GENI~2RAL ASSEMBLF 2013     NAACP POLI(TW BILl. WATCH- Updated 4/7 

Impact 
Voter 
Suppression 

Voter 
Suppression 

Voter 
Suppression 

Voter 
Suppression 

Voter 
Suppression 

Voter 
Suppression 
* Constitution 
Amendment* 

Anti- Poor & 
Working 
People 

Sponsors, Full Text, Current Committee 

Starnes, Arp, Blust, R. Brawley, Brody, 
Whitmire 
http:iiwww.ncleg.netiSessionsi2013/Bills/ 

HousefHTML/H 451 v0.html 

COMM ON ELECTIONS 

Tillman, Brock, Daniel, Hise, Randleman 
http:iiwww.ncleg.netiSessionsi2013/Bills/ 

Senate/HTML/S428v0.html 

COMM ON RULES & OPERATION 

Warren, Murry, T. Moore, Samuelson, 
Arp, Hurley, iMartin, Skoza, Whitmire 
http:iiwww.ncleg.netiSessionsi2013/Bills/ 

House/HTML/H589v0.html 

Cook, Sanderson, Rabin, Randleman, 
Soucek 
http:iiwww.ncleg.netiSessionsi2013/Bills/ 

Senate/HTML/S666v0.html 

COMM ON RULES & OPERATION 

Ne~¢on, Barefoot, Bingham, Brock, Cook, 
Daniel, Hise, Jackson, Rabin, Randleman, 
Sanderson, Soucek, Tucker 
http://www.ncleg.net/Sessions/2013/Bills/ 
SenateiHTML/S 721 v0.html 
COMM ON RULES & OPERATION 

Cook, Rabin, Newton, Randleman 
http:iiwww.ncleg.netiSessionsi2013/Bills/ 

Senate/HTML/S668v0.html 

COMM ON RULES & OPERATION 

Howard, Warren, Statues, Setzer, Arp, 
Avila, Brawley, Brown, Bryan, 
Bumgardner, Cleveland, Conrad, 
Dockham, Faircloth, Horn, Iler, Jones, 
Langdon, McGrady Moffitt, Murry, 
Schaffer, Shepard, Szoka 
http://www.ncleg.net/Sessions/2013/Bills/ 
HouseiHTMLiH4v4.html 

Summary Description 
Eliminates all early voting on Sundays. 

Cuts a full week from the early voting period. Repeals same- 

day voter registration during the early voting period. 

Cuts a full week from the early voting period. Repeals same- 

day voter registration during the early voting period. 

Creates strict Voter Identification Requirement. 

Prohibits the child dependency tax deduction ($2,500) for 
parents if their child registers to votes in the town or city 
where they attend school instead of their parents’ address. 
Allows poll observers to move about more freely in the 
polling place. 

(1) Enforces 5-year waiting period, after a person convicted 
of a felony has se~wed their time, before they can get their 
voting rights back (Having their rights restored must be 
approved unanimously by county board of elections). (2) 
Requires strict government-issued photo ID to vote and 
financial hardship oath to obtain free identification. (3) Cuts 
full week from the early voting period. Ends Sunday voting. 
Amends the state constitution to disqualify voters deemed 
"mentally incompetent." 

Slashes state unemployment benefits and denies federally 
funded Emergency Unemployment Compensation - that is, 
benefits after 26 weeks of unemployment - to 170,000 
unemployed North Carolinians. 

Status 
PASSED 
1~t 

Reading 
3/28 

PASSED 
1st 

Reading 
3/27 

FILED 

4/4 

PASSED 
1st 

Reading 
4/3 

PASSED 
1st 

Reading 
4/3 

PASSED 
1st 

Reading 
4/3 

PASSED 
2/14 

SIGNED 
BY GOV 
2/19 
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#      Name                          Sponsors, Full Text, Current Committee Summary Description                                   Status 

HB Internal 

82/ Revenue Code 

$64 Update 

HB Share Arrest 
392/ Warrant Status/ 
$401 Pub. Assistance 

SB Consumer 
489 Finance Act 

Amendments 

SB Deferred 
89 Presentment 

SelaSces 

SB No NC 

4/ Exchange/No 

H16 Medicaid 
Expansion 

Impact 

Anti- Poor & 
Working 

People 

Anti- Poor & 
Working 

People 

Anti- Poor & 

Working 

People 

Anti- Poor & 
Working 

People 

Anti- Poor & 
Working 

People 

Howard, Brawley 

Rucho, Rabin, Rabon 
http://www.ncleg.net/Sessions/2013/Bills/ 

HouseiHTMLiH82v3.hlml 

Arp, Horn, Starnes, Burr, Avila, Cleveland, 

Faircloth, Howard, Jones, Malone, Martin, 
McNeil, S. Ross, Saine, Shepard, Speciale, 

Steinburg, Szoka 
http://www.ncleg.net/Sessions/2013/Bills/ 

House/HTMLiH392v2.html 

COM ON COMMERCE 

Gunn, Newton, Clodfelter, Barringer, 

Brock, Brown, Cook, Daniel, Davis, Davis, 
Goolsby, Hise, Hunt, Jackson, Jenkins, 

Parmon, Pate, Rabin, Randleman, Rucho, 

Tarte, Tucker 
http://www.ncleg.net/Sessions/2013/Bills/ 
SenateiPDFiS489v 1 .pdf 

COM ON COMMERCE 

Tillman, Apodaca, Jenkins 

http:iiwww.ncleg.netiSessionsi2013/Bills/ 

Senate/HTML/S89vl.html 

COM ON COMMERCE 

Apodaca, Brown, Rucho, Allran, Barefoot, 

Bingham, Brock, Brunstetter, Cook, Curtis, 

Daniel, Davis, Goolsby, Gunn, Harrington, 

Hartsell, Hise, iHunt, Jackson, Meredith, 

Newton, Pate, Rabin, Rabon, Randleman, 

Sanderson, Soucek, Tilhnan, Tucker, 
Wade 
http:iiwww.ncleg.netiSe ssionsi2013/Bills/ 

Senate/HTML/S4v4.html 

Reduced the state Earned h~come Tax Credit that helps 
low-wage workers. 

Requires people applying to DSS for temporary assistance or 
benefits to submit to criminal background, and requires 
anyone with outstanding arrest warrant to be reported to law 
enforcement 

Dramatically raises interest rates on small loans and 
eliminates consumer protections. 

Repeals ban on iPay Day iLending. Authorizes "deferred 
presentment transactions" up to $500 and enables the lender 
to charge a 15 percent fee per $100 borrowed. 

Rejects federal funds to insure 500,000 more people in 
North Carolina 

PASSED 

3/7 

SIGNED 
BY GOV 
3/13 

PASSED 

Reading 

3/21 
Postpone 

to 4/9 

PASSED 
1st 

Reading 

3/28 

PASSED 
1st 

Reading 

2/14 

PASSED 

2/27 

SIGNED 
BY GOV 
3/6 
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NC GENI~2RAL ASSEMBLY 2013     NAACP POLI(TH BILL WATCH- Updated 4/7 
Name                          Sponsors, Full Text, Current Committee Summary Description                                   Status 

Right to Work/ 
Secret Ballots 

Right to Work/ 
Secret Ballots 

Public School 
Regulatory 

Reform 

Wake County 
School Board 
Districts 

NC Public 
Charter School 
Board 

2013 School 
Safety Act 

Impact 

Anti-Labor 

* Constitution 
Amendment* 

Anti-Labor 

* Constitution 
Amendment* 
Education 
Rollbacks 

Education 
Rollbacks 

Education 
Rollbacks 

Warning: 
Possible 
Education 
Setbacks 

School to 
Prison 
Pipeline 

Tillis, Moffitt, Murry, Goodman, Arp, 
Bell, Brawley, Brown, Bumgardner, Burr, 
Cleveland, Collins, Faircloth, Ford, Horn, 
Iler, Jones, Jordan, Lambeth, Martin, 
McElraft, Pittman, Presnell, Saine, 
Samuelson, Schaffer, SEtzer, Shepard, 
Statues, Stone, Szoka, Torbett, Warren, 
Whitmire 
http:iiwww.ncleg.netiSessionsi2013/Bills/ 
House/PDF/H53v0.pdf 
COMM ON RULES, CALENDAR, OPS 
Tillis, Moffitt, and Murry 
http:iiwww.ncleg.netigascriptsiBillLookUp 
/BillLookUp.pl ? Session=2013 &BillID=H6 
COMM ON RULES, CALENDAR, OPS 
Tillman 
http:iiwww.ncleg.netiApplicationsiBillLoo 
kUpiLoadBillDocument.aspx?SessionCode 
=2013 &DocNum=2238 &SeqNum=0 
COMM ON EDUCATION 
Hunt, Barefoot 
http:iiwww.ncleg.netiSessionsi2013/Bills/ 
SenateiHTMLiS325vl .html 
COMM ON REDISTRICTING 
Tilhnan, Soucek, Daniel, Goolsby, Hise, 
Ne~on, Rabin 
http:iiwww.ncleg.netiSe ssionsi2013/Bills/ 
Senate/HTML/S337v2.html 
COMM ON FINANCING 
Holloway, Glazier, Faircloth, Lucas, 
Baskerville, Bell, Blust, Elmore, Farmer- 
Butterfield, Fisher, Floyd, Gill, Goodman, 
Hall, Hamilton, Hanes, Harrison, Insko, 
Jackson, Jeter, Luebke, McManus, 
MoNey, Pierce, Ramsey, D. Ross, Terry, 
Tine, Waddell, Whitmire, Wray 
http:iiwww.ncleg.netiSessionsi2013/Bills/ 
HouseiHTMLiH452vl .html 
COMM ON EDUCATION 

Makes union-weakening right to work law a part of the state 
constitution. Require a secret ballot for union elections and 
voids any agreements between unions and local governments 

Makes union-weakening right to work law a part of the 
state constitution. Require a secret ballot for union 
elections and voids any agreements between unions and 
local governments. 
Proposes many changes, including: Eliminates Personal 
Education Plans for Children, Eliminates maximum class size 
for K -4th grade 

Republican-sponsored bill to redraw school board election 
districts in Wake County; extend the terms of the elected 
Republican board members while chopping 17 months from 
the elected Democrats’ terms. 
Charter School Bill creating Charter School Board financed 
through taxpayer money; a bill to take charter school 
oversight authority away from the state’s Department of 
Public Instruction and loosen requirements on the schools. 

Gives 20 million in matching funding to increase SRO’s 
presence in elementary and Middle school. 10 million to 

school psychologists and counselors; 4 million to panic alarm 

systems 

PASSED 
1st 

Reading 
2/4 

PASSED 
1st 

Reading 
1/31 
PASSED 
lst 

Reading 
3/28 

PASSED 
ist 

Reading 

3/14 

PASSED 
ist 

Reading 

3/19 

PASSED 
lst 

Reading 
3/28 



NC GENERAL ASSEMBLY 2013     NAACP POL1CH BILL WATCH- Updated 4/7 

#      Name           Impact       Sponsors, Full Text, Current Committee Summary Description                                   Status 

SB Armed Security 
59 Guards in K-12 

SB Excellent Public 

361 Schools Act 

SB    Capital 
306 Punishments/ 

Amendments 

Warning: 
Possible 
Education 
Setbacks 

School to 
Prison 
Pipeline 
Warning: 
Possible 
Education 
Setbacks 

Criminal 
Justice 
Rollbacks 

Rabin, Sanderson 
http:iiwww.ncleg.netiSessionsi2013/Bills/ 
Senate/HTML/S59vl.html 
Corn On Rules and Operations of the 
Senate 

Berger, Tillman, Soucek, Barefoot 
Barringer, Cook, Daniel, Davis, Goolsby, 
Gunn, Harrington, Hise, Hunt, Newton, 
Pate, Rabin, Rabon, Randleman, 
Sanderson, Tarte, and Wade 
http://www.ncleg.net/Sessions/2013/Bills/ 
SenateiHTMLiS361vl.html 
Corn On Education!Higher 
Education 
Goolsby, Brock, Meredith, Rabin, Tillman, 
Tucker 
Http:/Avww.ncleg.net/Sessions/2013/Bills/ 
SenateiHTMLiS 306v2.html 
Recommended to House 

Allows anyone from teachers and school volunteers to "any 
person otherwise qualified" by a local school board to carry 
deadly weapons in schools. Encourages local boards of 

education to provide at all elemental, middle, and high 
schools an armed security guard. 

Includes a host of reforms. Institutes merit pay, shortens 
teacher contracts, ends tenure. 

Repeals iRacial Justice Act. 

PASSED 
1st 

Reading 
2/6 

PASSED 
1st 

Reading 
3/20 

PASSED 
3rd 

Reading 
in Senate 
4/4 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hidden Voices <info@hiddenvoices.org> 

Friday, April 19, 2013 10:31 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Join us Monday tbr None of the Above at the Nasher Museum’. 

About Projects Connect News Donate Contact Us 



Please .join Hidden Voices, D~ke Center for Civic Engagement, the Program in 
Education, Narratives of Development, ~nd information Sciences & information 
Studies for ~ speciai works-in-progress preview of ~one of the Above: Dismanffing 
the schoo~ to prison 

April 22, 6:30 - 8 pm at the Nasher Museum, 2001 Campus Drive, Durham, NC 27705° 
Free and open fo ~he public° 

6:30o7 pm Exhibit and reception 
7-7:45 pm Welcome and readings 
7:45°8 pm Community conversation 

This is really about terrorism against young people, an assault on their mfl~ds, bodies, and sphits. It’s 
absolutely cruel, particularly for the kids that are most vulnerable to begin w#h. They at~ kicked out 
w#h the message #~at we ~n ’t care about y~u, we don’~ want yeu here. -IVerth Ca~l#~a Atte~;o~ey 

A three-year community-based, muifimedia coilaborafion, None of the Above explores the 

irqersectien of race, poverty, educational pelicies, and incarceration through the voices of 

those most affected: students, teachers, administrators, parents, attorneys, juveniie justice 

officials, the incarcerated and formerly imprisoned, and others. 

The United States has the highest incarcerafien rate in the worid. More than 2.2 million 
people are behind bars in the US, Add to that ioial these on probaiion and paroie and we 

ilave aimosf 7 miilion people living under some form of correcfionai supervision. The 

numbers of child!en affec[ed is staggering, 

#% sad to see these happy; jey!ul fun kids com#~g #~ and me knowing d}eir chances of ending ap #~ a 
place like this are much gPeater compared to the regular happy, joyful fua kids that I see. Because kids 
of an incamerated parent are four to six times as likely to be incametated #~emselves. That’s horrible, 
b~tat’s just horrible. -Pdsot~ Chapla#~ 

A high school dropoutis ? times more likely io end up in prison ihan a high school g!aduate, 

Hew do chiid~en get pushed out of school and into the criminal justice system? Who 

benefits? Who is ha~med~’ What choices can we as a community make to disrnantle this 

pipeline? 

Some of our" students work and have jobs, and so it’s more important for them to go to work so they 
ca# help pay d}e bills #}an it is tot them to come to scheoL Challenges that nest kids dof}’t have te 

Young Man for HV 

Workshop in Warren[on, NC. 

When I hear school i think 

Hatred 
I ain’t gonna lie 

Boring 

Stressfui 

Headache 

Heartache 

Constant irFiaiion 

Dread 
N asfy food 

Throwing duff 

Sex on the bus 
Figh[s on the bus 

Fights everywhere 

Some people hear school 

And just say 

Damn 

Sometimes 

I~ ~sn’t even a word 

Sometimes 
You just shake your head, 
-North Carolina Students 

Teacher Po~ It Notes Corkboard 

Kids are people, not cegs, 

as are reachers, 
not machines with 

interchangeable pa!ts, 

unique, not products created fo 

be marketed. 

-North Carolina Teacher 



face are faced by kids here every day. One kid wants to get a job and is trying to graduate because 
he ~ about ~:o age@ut. Hels tak#~g care of his younger brother because his t~ther is diabetic, has lest 
one !eg, and is goiag back and forth into the hospital You kaow his morn died nine years ago. And he 
,said, "l~/e been doing this for like eleven yea~s, i’m tired. "-North Carolina Teacher 

The evening includes an opening ~ecepfion; an installation with selections flora the portrait 

collage, siudent and tec~cher desks, and digital media; siaged readings by Duke siudents 

whose voices highlight the struggles of fho.’.;e caught in this pipeline; and a elo.’dng 
conversation vvifh performers and audience, 

Photos by Jessie GIo~din-Kramer 

Lynden Harris and Kafhy Williams 

Hidden Voices 

Forward email 

This email was sent ~o regester@email.unc,edu by irlf:o~hiddenvoices.orra :: 
Update Profile/Email Address fnstant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe~’’ Privacy Policy. 

Hidden Voices :: PO Box 6~t :: 9602 Art Road :: Cedar Ridge NC :: 2723:t 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Facets Multi- Media <facets@facets.org> 

Friday, April 19, 2013 10:34 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Focus on Facets: Spring 2013 

STOP THE TALK: 
LET’S DO SOMETHING 

gacet~ has focused on our 

3o@us-year experience 

using imagesto help 

children learn, to formalize 

The Face~s School Violence 

Pt’eve~ion Program. We 

selected the best films from 

the Facets’ Chicago 

~nternational Children’s Film 

Fest~va~ dealing w~th issues of bullying and v~olence, and 

are now targeting schools and cNIdren ~n underserved 

areas where students are at greatest risk and the need 

the most pressin9 In this weld-tested ~mtiat~ve, ~lm is the 

platform to he~p kid~ ur~derstand how bullyir~g and school 

violence "work" an~ how to peacefully re~olve 

For fur[her informatior~, or [o ~chedule a Schoo~ Violence 

Prevention Program, contact Allisor~ Phillips 

fldtri ps@facets.org. 



FACETS SCREEN GEMS BENEFIT 

Chicago% champions of fiim     ~<1 
will gather at The A£s Ck~b of ...... 
Chicago on May ~, 2os3 forthe 
Facets Screen Gems Benefit, to 
honor the Polk Bros, 
~oundat~en and ~ts ~eadership, 
and to celebrate Facets MultP 
Media and the 3oth 
Anniversary of the Chicago 
International Children’s FHm 
Festival The Benefit’s 
Honora~ Chairs are Mayor 
Rahm Emanuel and 
Congressman ~ike Ou~gley, and the Screen Gems Benefit 
co<ha~r~ are M~tcheH Cobey~ Flora Lazar and B~ba Roesch. 
All proceeds iron dAs event suppor~ the year-round 
educat~ona~ programs of Face~s Muld~Med~a and the 
Chicago International Children’s Film FestivaH For more 
inforrnat~on or to purchase dckets, p~ease visit d~e .~_~ 
webs~te or contact Mary Hayes at mary@facets~or9 

FACETS KIDS FILM CAMP EXPANDS 
~.5o kids ages 
will spend an 
intense week this 
summer iearning 

the ianguage and 
grammar of fiim: 
and working in 

teams [o write; 

storyboard, 
design, act, shoot, d[rec~ and presen~ their own short 
movies. This year, Facets ~s expandin9 the Summer Rim 
Camp into four separate sessions-available as all-day 
weekqon9 sessions, or as half-day two-week sessions. 

Graduates of the Film Camp are eligible to paltidpate on 

the Children’s Jury of the Chicago International Childrem’s 

Film Festival and to serve as Facets Film Ambassadors -- 

jury members of children’s film festivals in India, Korea, 

~ta~y and Canada. The Pour Film Camp sessions are June 

28, July 8-~2, July ~5-~9, and July 22-August 2. For further 

inforrna~on~ click here or call 773-28~9o75 exL 



Forward this email 

This em~il w~s se~l{c to reges~er@email.unc,edu by f:acets@facets.orcl 
U[xl#te ! rof[lej~ma[[~dch#~ [l~star~t removal ~iti~ Sal=eUnsubscribe ~’ Privacy P#Jj£~. 
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Sen~: 

To~ 

Subject: 

UNC-’R/<membei~@unc4v.org> 

Friday, April 19, 2013 4:18 PM 

Regeste[, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

George Beverly Shea Services on Sunday at 3 PM 

Xi UNC-TV Ne~Flashi 

~i George BevedyShea .. !909..2013 

George Beverly Shea Fuf~eral Service -Sunday, April 21, at 3 PM 

UNC-TV will carry a live broadcast of funeral sewices for Ion.g4ime associate of Billy Graham 
and gospel singing legend George Beverly Shea from Montreat, No[th Carolina on Sunday, April 
21 at 3 PM Mr. Shea died on Tuesday, April 16 a~ the age of 104. 

UNC-"FV will aL<~o broadcast two odginal docu~qentary specials celebratin.g the life and work of 
George Beverly Shea on Saturday, April 20. The Wonder of it All, a decumentary about Mr. 
Shea’s life, can be seen at 6 PM, to be followed immediately at 6:50 PM by George Beverly 
Shea and Friends, featuring musical perlomrances by Mr. Shea and other gospel musicians 
and singers. 

Regularly scheduled UNC-TV programs will be pre-empted by these special presentations. 

Join the UNC-TV Come.unity! 

Get the ~atest News. 

~l.[}:s.~#£[i.~ or change your email preferences. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Tittim Company <donotreply@fiffen.com> 

Friday, April 19, 2013 6:23 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@.emaJl.unc.edu> 

TillS W%EK’S WEB1NAR SCttEDULE 

Next Webinar is April 24th at 12PM EST. 
JOIN US FOR WEBINAR WEDNESDAYS ! 
Upcoming Schedule of Events- 
April 24th 12pro* Specialized Workflow Series- Creative 
Retouching ( LightRoom/Photoshop workflow with Dfx) with Software Support 

Specialist- Michael Cassara 

May 1st 12pro* Production to Post Workflow Series- Working 
with Tiffen Glass optical filters and Dfx software with Special Guest -Carey Duffy - 
Tiffen MPTV Filter Group Specialist 

May 8th 12pm* Lens Control and Movie Looks with Dfx- 
~lease note rescheduled from May 1st 

May 15th 12pm* Specialized Workflow Series-TBD 

JOIN US ON INSTAGRAM 

http://1nstagram.com/tiffencompany# 

*EST -Eastern Standard Time 

Sign up for upcoming Web,hats and our previously recorded Webinars here: 

http:/iwww.tiffensoftwa re.comitutorialsiwebina rs 
Have you tried our 
Mobile Apps yet? 

http://www.tiffe nsoftwa re co m/prod ucts/ipho ne-Jpad-a pps 

Join us on the Creative Cow Forum- ~ 
http:!/forums.creativecow.net!tiffendfx 

The Tiffen Company I 90 [ ii ~;~ iI iContact - Try It Free! 



i.~.i UNM Mentoring Institute - 2013 Call for Proposals - 6th Annual Conference - Impact and Effectiveness of Developmental Relationships - Student Union Building I Albuquerque, NM I October 29 - November 1, 
2013 

The Mentodng Inslitute at the University of New Mexico is seeking proposals for its sixth annual Mentoring Coni~rence, thelned "hnpact & Effectiveness of 
Developmental Relationships , 



The conference will be held in the Student Uuion Building, on UNM’s main campus, on Tuesday, October 29 to Friday, November 1, 2013. 

We seek to facilitate discoul~e on the impact aa~d effectiveness of developmental relationships aanong a broad constitaency, which includes divisions of higher 

education, academic researchers, educators, community leadel~, administrators, non-profit paxtners, government agencies, a~ld other plx3fessionals. 

For the 2013 conference we anticipate a rich mix of conversation, nelworking opportunities, hands-on workshops, and engagement with professionals from a diverse 
variety of disciplines. 

i.~.i Call For Proposals 



We axe pa~ic~darly keen to receive protx)sals for papers presentations and posters that axe intbrmative and relevant to the held of developmental relationships, 

supported by theo~ and research, and demonstrate ideas that are applicable to the conference theme. The term developmental relationsltip includes but is not 

limited to mentoring, coaching, networking, a~d spon~rship relationships. 

We are interested in presentations based in the following fields: STEM (Science, Teclmology~ Engineering & Mathematics), Humanities, Business, Health Sciences, 

Education, and the Arts. With this in mind, we seek proposals that accomplish any of the follomng: 

Builds on the knoMedge base of those new to the tield of developmental relationships. 

Demonstrates the effectiveness of existing mentoring programs. 

Proposes a methodology or evaluation model for developmental relationships. 

Suggests new ideas and best practices for successful developmental relalionships. 

l~roposals that include l~rticipaa~ts of dilt~rent nalionalities, ditt~ent levels of experie~ce, aaad fion~ ditt~rent ins~titutional and orgaaaization types. 



i.~.i Presenter Requirements 

1~ re senters in the 2013 conference will be reqnired to meet the tbllowing obligalions m~d requirements: 

¯ Each presenter roll be provided with a45 minutes slot to present, during the concurrent presentations for the conference. The session roll be divided np as 

follows: 30 minutes for presentalion, 15 minutes for Q&A, and 5 minntes for session evaluations. 
¯ All presenters are required to snbmit a 5-7-page paper prior to the cont~rence on the topic of your presentation. Papers will be peer reviewed and published in 

the 2013 conference proceedings. 

¯ In addition to submit’~ng a paper, we slrongly suggesl the submission of a poster. Guidelines can be tbund at: http:i/mentor.unm.edticonl~rence/faq.html 



i.~.i Submission Process & Deadlines 

1. The deadline to submit abstracts is May 15, 2013. Abstracts must not exceed 250 words and should be submirted online, at: 

http://mentor.umn .edu/cont~vence, abstracts.html 

The abstracts will be reviewed and selected authors will receive a notification of acceptance by May 30, 2013. 

2. Once you receive confimlation of acceptance to the conference, you will be vequired to subtnit a 5-7-page paper on the topic of your presentation. ’][’he 
deadline to sub,nit the paper is June 30, 2013. 

3~ Papers ~Till be retu~aed on July 30, 2013 with peer review comments. You may choose to accept or reject these suggestions. 

4~ Fina~ paper submissions ave due electronically by August 30, 2013. Please proofread your paper for spelling and grammatical errors. 



::X:: Peer Reviewers Needed 

Presenter Registration Fee is $350. 

WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE A I EER REVIEWER FOR THE 2013 MENTORING CONFERENCE? 

We are seeking qualified individuals to serve as peer reviewers of paper submissions for the 2013 Mentoring Cont~rence. It is a great opportunity for you to read 

~me interesting papers and improve your proofreading and editing skills. Peer reviewers must be presenters in the 2013 conference, and will be able to sign 

up upon registration for the conference. For more information, or to volunteer, visit: 

mentor.unm.edu/conferenceireviewers.html 



To remove yourself frown the Mentoring Inslitute Mailing List, go to: 

http:i/mentor.unm.edu’conference/unsubscribe.php 

Or send an e-mail to: 

lis~serv~list.unm.edu 

Leave the Subject field blank. In the body of message type (with no other text): 

unsnbscribe MENTOR-L 

The Mentoring Insfit~ale 
University of New Mexico 

1716 Las Lomas Rd N.E. 

Albuquerque, NM, 87131 

http://~nentor.unm.edui 



Sent: 

Subject: 

fundingalert@cos.com 

Sunday, April 21,2013 12:58 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Charlene Regester 

Funding alerts for your 
saved searches 
Results" April 21, 2013 

Lo.~i~ to view your 

fundi~-~’t9 search Feb 0(~ 
I funding opportunities 

Lydia E}on~ldson Tutt--3ones Memorial 

Sponsor: 
African American Success Foundation (AASF) 

Funding alerts for your saved searches 

Results: Apdl 21,2013 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <~nancy.maclean@duke.edu;, 

Sunday, April 21, 2013 1:36 PM 

class- center-lisV~:duke.edu 

FW: New meeting Location tbr SPNC GREENVILLE!! THIS Weds. 7-9 pm at Museum! 

message- footer.txt 

Please see below for a message from Lucy about the Greenville meeting this week and help us splead the word mnong people in the area who might be interested: 

Dear Progressive Scholars, Friends, and Greenville Enthusiasts, 
I have wonderful news! Our first local meeting of Scholars for a Progressive North Carolina will be held on the same day, same time as 
earlier am~ounced, but in a new place. Please join us for a lively discussion on important topics that impact all North Carolinians. ttere are 
the details: 
Scholars for a Progressive North Carolina 
Wednesday, April 24th 
7pm- 9pm 
The Greenville Museum of Art 
802 South Evans Street 
Green,Alle, NC 27834 
All are welcome! Event is FREE to the public. The museum is a short walk from ECU and there is plenty of parking. I will provide light 
refreshments. We will have a "town hall" style meeting with ~knowledgable experts facilitating discussion on four topics: water (legislation 
impacting the health of our coastline), voting rights, immigration, and budget cuts to higher education. These are all big topics! 
For more information, please take a minnte to look at our website: http:!isites.duke.ed~spnc/ 
Feel free to contact me with suggestions . I look forward to seeing you all there! Please feel free to share this email and 
invite others who 1nay be interested. 
Sincerely, Lucy Fox 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

AnmM Mississippi CNil Rights M~x~.,rs Memorial Service 

Sunday, April 21, 2013 6:57 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~ter@emml.unc.edw~ 

Justice tbr Civil Rights Martyrs 

=gmail.com@mail173.us4.mc~.net~ 

49th Annual Mississippi Civil Riqhts Martyrs 
Me2nerial Service Conferencer Caravan and March for 

Justice 
J~ne 21-22~ 2013 

Neshoba Count~ Mississippi 

Still standing for justice for Civil Rights 
Martyrs[ 

You are invited to attend the 49th Annual 
Mississippi Civil Rights Martyrs Memorial 
Service, Conference, Caravan and March for 
Justice on June 21 and 22, 2013. During this 
time, we will remember and honor all Mississippi 
Civil Rights Martyrs. Over fifty martyrs have 
been identified thus far and compared to the 
number of Mississippi murders committed -- and 
the number of murderers involved -- 
investigations and prosecutions have been a 
token few. During these events, we will also ask 
"What is the measure of justice in Mississippi 
today?" 

On Fridays June 21 from l:00 - 6:30 p.m., a Meet 

and Greet will take place at 31st Missionary 
Baptist Church, 3411 20th Street and 35th Avenue 
in Meridian, MS. At 6:30; Dinner and the Opening 
Program will take place. 

On Saturday~ June 22; you are invited to 
participate in the Caravan for Justice, which 

will assemble at 8:30 aomo at 610 38th Avenue 
Meridian, MS. At 9:00 a.m., the Caravan will 
proceed to the former Council of Federated 

Organizations (COFO) office on 2505~ 5th Street, 
Meridian. 

From the COFO office, will begin our March for 
Justice; it will proceed one block to The 
Lauderdale County Courthouse (500 Constitution 
Avenue in Meridian) where a civil rights rally 
will take place. 
The Caravan will then proceed to Okatibbee 
Cemetery, the site of James Chaney’s gravesite 
(5052 Fish Lodge Rd, Meridian, MS) and after a 
brief service, the Caravan will travel to Rock 
Cut Road in Neshoba County (CR# 284 at 
intersection with CR# 515). 

Afterwards, we will go to the Mt~ Zion United 
Methodist Church (11191 Road 747 Philadelphia, 



MS) where the civil rights history of the church 
will be given by Jacquelin Spencer and John 
Steele, the only two people still living who 
were present the night of June 16, 1964, when 
the KKK held hostage and beat some members of 
the church and burned the church down. 

The Caravan will then proceed to the site of the 
old Longdale Co~mmunity Center (10470 CR# 
632),Philadelphia, Mississippi which was fire 
bombed during predawn hours in 1982. A picnic 
lunch will be served on the grounds. After 
lunch, a Memorial Service that will include the 
planting of trees in honor of the Civil Rights 
Martyrs, will take place. Attendees and others 
may purchase a "Tree for Justice" to plant on 
the site for $50. 

From 2:00 - 6:00 p.m~ a conference that focuses 
on the question, ’~PZhat is the Measure of Justice 
in Mississippi Today?;’ will be held at the Unity 
Springs Community Center (Little Rock Road). The 
purposes of this conference will be to shine 
light upon unsolved and unprosecuted murder 
cases and to discuss educational and economic 
justice today. 

Our evening will end with dinner and 
entertainment at the Unity Springs Co~munity 
Center from 6-9 p~m~ 

For more information, contact John Steele, 
Chairman, at                             @gmail.c©m or 

Diane Nash, ~msn.c©m 
C.T. Vivian, ~c©mca.st.net 
Curtis Muhammad, 
George Roberts, @a©l.com 
Also, visit our website: 
www.justiceinmississippi.org 

You are receiving this email because you expressed interest. 

Unsubscribe regester@email.unc.edu from this l~st. 

Our mailing address is: 

Annual Mississippi Civil Rights Martyrs Memorial Service 

1@47@ CR#632 

Philadelphia, MS 3935@ 

Add us to your address book 

Copyright (C) 2013 ~d~ua] Mississippi Civil Rights Martyrs Memorial Service All 
rights reserved. 

Fc, rward this email to a friend 

~] Email Marketing 

...... Powered by 

MailChimp 



Dear Spring 2013 African and Afro-American studies graduates - 

The departmental commencement ceremony for African and Afro-American Studies will take place on 

Saturday May 11 at 11am in the Stone Center auditorium. A light lunch will follow in the Hitchcock 

Room (also in the Stone Center.) The event will end at 1 pm. 

We are delighted to have Charles Watts Jr. as our commencement speaker this year. 

Please rsvp to at @live.unc.edu with the number of people you will be 

bringing to the ceremony. In the interest of space we request that you invite no more than six guests. 

Please send your response by April 29. 

Thank you and congratulations on your upcoming graduation. 

The 2012-2013 AFRI/AFAM commencement planning committee 

Tim McMillan 

Barbara Anderson 

Reginald Hildebrand 

Margaret Lee 

Charlene Regester 

Eunice Sahleh 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Documentm7 Studies at Dnke Universib, <llm@duke.eduv 

Monday, April 22, 2013 5:00 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

CDS NEWS: "One Place" Event and Multimedia Slideshow, Undergrad Project Presentations + F,-;hibit. Audio Doc Listening Pa;ty, Special 

Issue of "Document" Online, and More 

i ii.~.iI CDSI Centerfor D ...... 
taryStudies 

ONE PLACE EVENT THiS WEEK I Exhibit Reception Plus Talk and Book Signing with Tom 

Rankin 

Thursday, April 25, 6-9 p.m. I Center for Documentary Studies I 1317 W. Pettigrew St., 

Durham, North Carolina 

Elberta Crate & Box Company, 1982 Photograph by Paul Kwilecki. 

In a review in Garden & Gun magazine, writer Clyde Edgerton called it "one of the best and 

most important books to come from the South, ever..." An event celebrating the publication 

of One Place: Paul Kwifecki and Four Decades of Photographs from Decatur Count;4 

Georgia, will include a talk and signing by CDS director Tom Rankin, the book’s editor A 

reception beforehand will allow guests to view a companion exhibit featuring selected 

photos from the book, on view at CDS through July 27, 2013 

For a sneak preview of what’s in store, click here to view a multimedia slideshow narrated 

by Tom Rankin 

One Place is published by the Center for Documentary Studies in partnership with the 

University" of North Carolina Press. The Paul Kwifecki Photographs and Papers Collection is 

held in the Archive of Documentary Arts at the David M. Rubenstein Rare Book & Manuscript 

Library at Duke University 

FINAL DOCUMENTARY PROJECTS AND EXHIBIT I Certificate in Documentary Studies 

Undergrads Present Beyond the Front Porch 2013 

Friday, April 26, 3-5 p.m. presentations; 5:30-7 p.m. BBQ / Center for Documentary 

Studies / 1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 



Image from Michaela Dwyer’s project "A Dancer Intent on Being Herself’ 

Eight graduating seniors who are completing the Certificate in Documentary Studies at 

Duke University-- David Chou, Michaela Dwyer, Melanie Houston, Alice Kim, Haley Read, 

Hannah Scott, Sarah Van Name, and Katie Vo--will present their final projects to the public, 

followed by a BBQ. An exhibit of the students’ w’ork, Beyond the Front Porch 2013, opens 

simultaneously and will be on view through August 31, 2013. Click here for student bios and 

descriptions of their projects. 

Under the guidance of Alex Harris and teaching assistant Amanda Berg, the students 

completed their projects in the spring 2013 Capstone Seminar as the culmination of their 

documentary studies classes and certificate requirements. The works "span the range of 

documentary possibilities from printed still black-and-white-photographs to audio, video, 

and multimedia," says Harris. 

AUDIO DOCUMENTARY LISTENING PARTY / Undergrad and Grad Students Present a 

Selection of Works 

Monday, April 29, 10-11 a.m. / Full Frame Theater, Power Plant Building, American 

Tobacco Campus / 320 Blackwell St., Durham, North Carolina 

John Biewen teaching during the 2012 Audio Institute. Photograph by Joel Mora. 

The general public is enthusiastically invited to this presentation in the new Power Plant 

building (see next item) by undergraduate and graduate students in the Short Audio 

Documentary class taught by CDS audio director John Biewen. The students will present a 

selection of works produced during the spring semester. The short audio documentaries 

will be on a range of themes, including "Appetite" (this year’s Third Coast Audio Festival 

ShortDocs Challenge) and "Hello, My Name Is ." (works about naming, a joint class project 

agreed upon by the students). Interviewees featured in some pieces will attend 

Click her~e to learn more about the students’ work. 

POWER PLANT LIGHTS UP DOWNTOWN DURHAM I Historic Building’s Visionary 

Renovation Provides New Event Space 



Boiler Room Photograph by lan McClerin 

CDS and the MFA in Experimental and Documentary Arts program are partnering with the 

American Tobacco Campus in downtown Durham to offer programming and event space at 

the newly renovated Power Plant. The dynamic new facility features the Full Frame Theater, 

a state-of-the-art screening space with digital projection; the Power Plant Gallery, a 1,500- 

square-foot visual arts space; and the Boiler Room. a unique event venue flanked by 

mammoth coal-fired boilers used in the original building. The offices of the Full Frame 

Documentary Film Festival are also housed on the first floor of the Power Plant, built in 1930 

as the second coal-fired power source for the historic complex of old tobacco warehouses 

and factory buildings that comprised the American Tobacco Company, the largest tobacco 

company in the world when it was founded in 1890 by J.B. Duke. 

For more information on the Power Plant. and to view a slideshow, click here 

NEW SPECIAL ISSUE OF DOCUMENTAVAILABLE ONLINE 

A special spring 2013 issue of Document. the CD$ quarterly newsletter, is now available 

online in a format that allows readers to turn the pages of a full-screen version of the 

publication. This special issue celebrates the publication of two photo books by CDS. and 

accompanying exhibits: One Place: Pau! Kwifecki and Four Decades of Photoqraphs from 

Decatur County, Georgia. edited by CDS director Tom Rankin, and Legendary: Inside the 

House Ballroom Scene, by 2012 CDS/Honickman First Book Prize in Photocjraphy winner 

Gerard H. Gaskin. 

To browse past issues, click here. 

To receive print issues of Document, join Friends of CDS. 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Monday, April 22, 6 p.m. / CDS Meet Up Group with Shea Shackelford / Center for 

Documentary Studies Library / 1317 W Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

http:livw, A^J cdsporch.orqlarchivesl17999 

Monday, April 22, 7 p.m. / Gullah Geechee Gala / Gothic Reading Room, Perkins Library, 

Duke University West Campus / 411 Chapel Dr., Durham, North Carolina 
http:ll~^tww.cdsporch orglarchivesl17917 

Thursday, April 25, 6-9 pm I Reception, talk, and book signing for One Ptace / Center for 

Documentary Studies / 1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

http:flwww, cdsporch oqqlarchivesl17366 

Friday, April 26, 3-5 pm presentations; 5:30-7 p.m. BBQ / Certificate in Documentary 

Studies student project presentations and exhibit opening / Center for Documentary 

Studies/1317 W Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

http : I/www. cdsporch oqq/arch ives/17996 

Monday. April 29, 10-11 a.m. / Audio documentary listening party / Full Frame Theater, 

Power Plant Building, American Tobacco Campus ! 320 Blackwell St., Durham, North 

Carolina 
http:llv,~.cdsporch.or.q!archives!18094 

EXHIBIT 

March 18-July 27,2013 / One Ptace: Paul Kwifecki and Four Decades of Photographs from 

Decatur County, Georgia I Kreps and Lyndhurst Galleries, Center for Documentary Studies / 

1317 W. Pettigrew St, Durham, North Carolina 

http:fldocumentarystudies.duke.edulexhibits!current-exhibits 



MORE ABOUT CDS: 

CDS Website http:i/documentarystudies duke edu 

CDS Porch http://w~w.cdsporch orq 

Friends ofCDS http://documentarystudies.duke.eduidonate 

Upcoming Events http://documentarystudiesdukeedu/events 

~ esssge sent to ur~8,,edu by Hm@duke.eda. 

r for Dacume!;ta~v Stsldies at Dske Unive~sit~ .... ~{~:.7~-~;(,~ ............... 

Unsubscribe ~ Update Profile/Email Address ~ Fo~ard To A Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

humanitie@hichumanities.org on behalf of 

Sara Jane Arellano <humanities~Nchumanities.org> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 6:30 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Call for Papers - 12th Annual Hawaii Intematioual Conference on Arts & Humanities 

Nil http:/,M, ww. hich u rna nities.org/h u rna n itieshea der 1.]pg 

i~iii http:// .... hich .... it 
ies.org/Facebook.jpg 

%i http:i/www.hichumani ] 
ties.orq/uofl.jpq 

- Center for 

Sustainable Urban 

Neighborhoods 

(for full conference details, visit our website at: _h__:Lt£_L/~}~N2_]?__i__c___h____u_Ln____a___n__i__t__i_~_~=R_r_g) 

Submission/Proposal Deadline: August 16th, 2013 
(Submit well in advance of the above date to take advantage of our 

Early Bird Registration Rate. For rate details, click here) 

Topic Areas (All Areas of Arts and Humanities are Invited) 
Anthiopology                         . Languages 

¯ Literature 
American Studies 
Archeology 

o Linguistics 

Architecture 
° Music 

Art 
¯ Performing Arts 

Art History 
o Philosopt), 

~ ° Postcolonial Identities 
Art Management 

¯ Product Design 
Dance 
English 

o Religion 
° Second Language Studies 

Ethnic Studies 
Film 

¯ Speech/Colnmunication 

Folklore 
o Theatre 

Geography 
° Visual Arts 
¯ Cross-disciplinary areas of Arts 

Graphic Design 
and t tumanities 

Histo~, ° Other Areas of Arts and 
Landscape Architecture 

Humanities 

Submit~h~g a Proposal/~aper: 
You may submit your paper/proposal by following the instructions on our 

website. To make a submission, and for detailed intbrmation about submitting 
see: 

http: !/www.hichumanities. orgicfp artshumanities.php 

To be removed from this list, reply to this email with REMOVE ~vritten in fl~e sul~iect 
line. 
Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities 
P.O. Box 75036 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96836 

http://www.hichumanities.org/ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SmdentFilmmakers Magazine <newcinema@studentfihnma£ers.com> 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 8:07 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Your Complimentary Downloads: New AE Templates 

Video Editors, 

To celebrate the addition of hundreds of new After Effects templates to Video 
Blocks, they are giving you 7 days to download them all for free: 

Download the New After Effects Templates 

[ ~ NewClips1 

This is a great opportunity to build up your collection of AE templates, while also 
downloading new production music, motion backgrounds, video and more. Start 
downloading now-" 

I ~ complimenta~/Dow, loads J 

To be unsubscribed from the April 2013 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 

Unsubscribe reRester@,email.unc.edu 



Sent: 

Subject: 

Columbia University Press <j b2579@cup-columbia.ccs~nd.com> 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 8:47 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Save 50% on New Books on Steven Soderbergh and Terry Gilliam, m~d all Film Titles 

You’re receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in Columbia University Press. 
You may unsubscribe if: you no longer wish to receive our emails, 



Forward this email 

This email was sent to regester@email.unc,edu by p12164@columbia.edu 
_U_#__d__a__t__e__Lr_o_ZLLeZg__m___a_LLA__d__d__r__e__s__s. ~nstar~t removal with .S_a__f#..U_n_.s_u_.b_s_.c_[i__b_e_ ’~’ [_~_[Lv__a_£~__[_~_o_Jj_c_y__. 

Columbia University Press 6:!. West 62nd Street i New York NY 10023 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Facets Multi-Media <wholesale@facets.org> 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 9:02 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Coming Soon from the Facets Label 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii film has a narrative drive unusual for a 60-minute television documentary, pulling us along like a political 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii "Thisintimatev~rit~-styledocumentarysuppliesrefreshinglyhuman insightintoAmerica’seconomic 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Tothatend, theyformeda powerfulalliancewith newly-elected Republican governorScottWalker, 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii whose "divide and conquer" anti-union strategy would cometo rip apartthe state, triggering an 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii historic recall election, and thrusting Wisconsin politics ontofront pages nationwide, Acautionarytale 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii fora polarized country, thefilmfollowsthreeyears in the livesoflaid offworkersstruggling to survive, 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii business~eaderstryingt~reinventtheir~~ca~ec~n~my~andastatesenat~rcaughtinthemidd~e~As 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

.............................................................................................................................. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ¯ Includestheatrical cutand broadcastversion thatoriginally aired on PBS’ Independent Lens 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
¯ Audi~c~mmentary~de~etedscenes~behind-the-scenesf~~tage~studyguide~featurettes~and 

~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i AS GOES 3ANESVILLE. Directed, produced, and shot by Brad Lichtenstein. Written and edited by Leslie Simmer. Husic by Vernon Reid. Co- 



This email was sent to regester@email.unc.edu by wholesale@gacets.oN 
~p__d__a__~_e___P__r_c?_f_[l__e]_~_m___a_![_~_d__d__r__e_s_’_s. :. Instant removal with .S__a_[e___U_t_!_s~_t~_~_r~_rj~_e_.TM .P__r_[_v_’_a__c_’~i__P__o_[!_c_~. 

Facets Nulti-Nedia, Inc. I 1517 W. Fullerton Ave. I Chicago I II_ I 60614- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

No(th American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@maill09.us4.mc~.net> 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 10:03 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges’ter@.~,emml.unc.edu> 

American India~ Collection 

Native Peoples A to Z -Second Edition 

Best Books for Academic Libraries recommends... 

NATIVE PEOPLES- A TO Z 
A Reference Guide to Native Peoples of the Western Hemisphere 

Courses on the indigenous people of the Americas are 
taught at your university. Native American educators and 
students will be looking for new reference materials that 
are culturally appropriate and sensitive to the many 
customs and ways of various tribes and nations. The 
material needs to reflect the diverse experiences that 
relate to indigenous peoples of the Americas. We are 
)leased to announce that such a publication is now 

available in the Second Edition of NATIVE PEOPLES A 
TO Z; A Reference Guide to Native Peoples of the 
Western Hemisphere. 

NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z provides authentic examples 
of indigenous Art, culture, literature and history. By 

purchasing a set of NATIVE PEOPLE A to Z you will be providing educators and students a reference that 
is culturally related to the academic needs of indigenous students and will promote student self-esteem and 
character development. 

Please visit www.NABDLLC.com to read a detailed description of the publication’s contents, and view 
sample pages of the encyclopedia. 

The addition of Native Peoples A to Z in your collection will allow students and faculty the ability to tteighten 
awareness and understanding of diverse indigenous cultures and unique traditions. 

Purchase orders are accepted from all institutions on net 60 day terms. If you would like to charge to your 
credit or purchasing card please call our customer service at (810) 231.3728. The ISBN for the set is 
1878592734. The eight volume set is $995.00. 

Thank you for your time and consideration in recommending NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z for purchase to 
your collection development librarian. 

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE IN THE U,S. 
Purchase orders are accepted from all organizations. 

For your convenience we accept Visa and MasterCard as a payment option. 

Customer Order Form 
Please send     set(s) of NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z - Second Edition (Sv. set) at $995.00 per set. 

ISBN: 9781878592735 

Name: Library Name: 

Phone: Email: 

Mailing Address: 

City: State: 

Payment Type: Visa MasterCard Check Purchase Order#: 

Cardholder Name: 

Card Number: 

Zip: 

Expiration Date: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ah@edmonialewis,com 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 10:40 AM 

; 

-> New Biography of Edmonia Lewis wins CK)LD awaacd! 

Dear Faculty iVlember: 

"The Indomitable Spirit of Edmonia Lewis A Narrative Biography," by Harry’ 
Henderson and Albeit Henderson, just won GOLD in the 2012 eLit Awards for 
Biography - Illuminating Digital Publishing Excellence! 

Edmonia Lewis (1844-1907) ~vas the first famous "colored sculptor," one of a 
generation of feminist literary sculptors, and the first to idealize her 
African- and American-Indian heritages in stone She flourished from 1864 
tl~rough 1878, shuttling between Rome, Italy, and the United Sates as proof 
that the mean myth of white male superiority, in the fine arts ~vas false. 
Aided by the most famous abolitionists, she "crossed swords" ~vith 
anti-slavery reformer Lydia Maria Child, and challenged the references of 
Nathaniel Hawthorne Her ~vork is on display in malay museums and held by 
important private collections 

Based primarily on decades of research by Harry Henderson (co-author with 
Romare Bearden of "A Histoly of African American Artists from 1792 to the 
Present"), "The Indomitable Spirit of Edmonia Lewis" offers a fresh look at 
Edmonia Lewis’s life and art - and how she helped shape today’s world. 
Revealing more essential facts and sources than ever before collected and 
published, it clears away the considerable misinformation about her origins, 
progress, and final years. 

It includes more than 100,000 words, 50 illustrations (12 in color), 800 
hyperlinked notes, a bibliography, and a catalog of more than 100 works with 
notes on more than twen~ museums that collect her work. 

Independent Opinion: 

Kirkus R evi ews o bserved, "The Hendersons’ monument of research and 
craftsmanship seeks to give Lewis the consideration that she has been 
denied-not dissimilar to the artist’s own commitment to proving her 
competitors and critics wrong, demonstrating that a minority could take on 
the h egemonic tradition of fine arts." 

Praise from the Midwest Book Review: "A key acquisition fi~r any arts or 
African-American history holding. ’]’he authors’ attention to precise 
scholarship provides all the details of a solid linear history and biography 
but the end result is anything but dry: it reads with the passion and drama 
of good literature" 

Lifelong Dewey wrote: "Lewis’s story is all at once interesting and sad. 
Her life, while forgotten for a while is now making a come back among art 
historians and this immense work helps to secure her altistic legacy." 

Goodreads gave 5 stars and noted, ". even though it is classified as a 
narrative biography, don’t expect to find extended scenes of iraprovised 
dialogue or re-imagined day to day occ~trrences fleshed out by artistic 
license. The book remains academic and serious in nature throughout, but 
with conjecture here and there concerning what Edmonia must have been 
thinking and feeling." 

More details, including links to Kirkus and other reviews - and an author 
intet,,dew - and purchase options can be found at 
http://edraonialewis.corr~recent bibliography.htm#INDOMITABLE 

> "The Indomitable Spirit of Edmonia Lewis. A Nat*ative Biography," by 
Harry Henderson and Albert Henderson. Esquiline Hill Press. 2012. ISBN: 
epub 978-1-58863452-8. $9.99 -- also available in the Apple store, Amazon, 
etc. 

Best wishes, Albert Henderson, co-author 

PS You should enjoy special features found only in e-books: Uniquely 
published as a native e-book (not converted from print), the biography is 
far more affordable than comparable bound books. It also offers hyperlinks 
to notes as well as to contents and other user-friendly features, depending 
on the e-reader used: a "find" fmaction that will locate names and other 
text, adjustable type size, a way to add personal notations, audio output, 
and an embedded dictionary that will define most ~vords with a click or t~vo. 

PPS Kyou wish to be removed from our mailing list, simply reply with the 
words "please remove" in the subject line. 



¢© 2013 A.H 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Final Draft Inc. <noreply@fin~Jdraftcom> 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 12:36 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Big Brea$: Contest Eaxly Bird Deadline April 30th 

Click here to view online 

i~ Click hereto learn more 

Big BreakTM is an annual, international feature and television screenwriting contest 

designed to launch the careers of aspiring writers. Big Break rewards screenwriters 

with over $80,000 in cash and prizes, including a trip to Los Angeles, A-list executive 

meetings, and celebration at the exclusive F~n~ 

Recent Big Break Success Stories 

2012 Bi~ Break First-Place Winner, Craig Houchin 

has just signed with agent Joel Millner of 

Larchmont Literary, and is working with Katonah 

Pictures producer, Chris Salvaterra to package the 

film of his winning screenplay, Ludlow¯ 

Since winning the 2011 Big Break, Adam Perlman 

and Graham Sack have signed with The Gersh 

Agency for film and television and are developing a 

film project with Global Produce¯ Additionally, Adam 

is a writer for the HBO original television series 

?-he Newsroom. 

Last week Walt Disney Pictures acquired Labryinth, 

a pitch by 2010 Third-Place Big BreakWinner 

Larry Brenner. Last year Brenner sold his contest- 

winning script to Universal in a six-figure deal. Big 

Break judge Palak Patel of Roth Films brought the 

project to his company which is producing Big 

Break judge Mitch Solomon of Magnet 

Management repped Larry in the deal and in 

securing writing work for hire in both television and 

features. 

~arfy Bird Deadlir~e Apl~if 30th, 2013--. $40 i ~ Click hereto enter ]~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Megan Waggy <ecusurvey@qualtrics.com> 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 2:09 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@emafil.unc.edu> 

Diversity education: Request your paxlficipation in a stu@. 

Dem Colleague, 

We contacted you earlier to request your participation in a spa@ to learn about the effectiveness of diversi~’ education at the undergraduate level fi~om the perspective 

of facul~~ members engaged in such instrnctional efforts. If you have not yet completed the survey, we would be very grateful for your participation in this stu@ about 

your experiences, practices and recommendations regarding teaching an undergraduate course with diversi~ content/diversi~ course. 

This study has been approved by our institution[; s review boaxd in the oltice for Human Research Integrity. For your convenience, the unique survey link developed for 

you is being re-~nt to you. You can access the survey using the tbllowing link: 

Follow this link to the Survey: 

Take the Survey 

Or copy and paste the URL below into your internet browser: 

https://ecu.qualtrics.com/WRQualtricsSurveyEngine/?Q SS 3K2k9bqVfdf~IjzT 0DNQa87bDtas5Yp& 1 

Follow the link to opt out of future emails: 
Click here to unsubscribe 

Please note the link is developed uniquely for you and you will be able to participate only one time. While we encourage you to complete the survey upon initiation, you 

can save the intbrmation if necessa .ry and complete the survey mthin up to 3 days of beginning to taJae the survey. 

If you know of colleagues at your institution teaching an andergraduate course with diversity content, but have not received the invitation to paxticipate in this study, 

please inlbnn us and we will be able to ~nd a survey link to them to request their participation in the study. 

Thank you for your help and contribution tou.ard advancing knowledge regarding best practices in undergraduate diversity education. 

Very, sincerely, 

Priti P. Desai PhD, MPH, CCLS 

Principal Investigator 

Assistant Professor, CDFR 
East Carolina University 

Greenville, NC, 28590 

desaip@ecu.edu 

252-328-2866 

Amy McMillan, DBA 

Associate Professor, College of Business 

mcmillana~ecu.edu 

BA 

Graduate Assistant 

!@students.ecu.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

tick friedber~              ~(~MAC.COIVI> 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 2:10 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

a Holly-a, ood how to/memoir you m~d s~deuts will enjoy 

Dear compatriot (I taught courses in Making Movie Magic at UCLA extension): 

I’m an awmd wi~ming wtiter/director of movies (Spyhard), episodic TV (CSI-Miarni), reality TV (The Real Housewives) documentaries (Rodeo Cowboy), music videos ( Hot for Teacher) m~d national TV commercials 

I just published a book entitled Something out of Nothing . a Ho1{1.r’ood~/iaverick’s Rule l~ook. It’s an often fla~my, eulighte~fing insider’s view on how to break into the world of show biz and navigate its shark- 

infested waters, filled with anecdotal "war stories" of working with Academy-award wimfing talent. 

Each short chapter explains a role to follo~v to "make it" in Hollywood, fiom "Good Ideas Don’t Just Fall Offa Turnip Truck" to "Never Get Your Hopes up Higher than yore- Desk" 

Something is fi~mfier than Julia Ptfillip’s You’ll ]vever Eat Zu*~ch in This Town Again and more broadly encompassing than William Goldman’s Adventures in the Screen Trctde. 

Here’s the link to preview some of the contents: 

h~p://www.amazon.com/s/rel:qtb sb n~ss?m.~=search-a~ias%3Dstripb~ks&~e~d-keYw~rds=S~met~ng~f~rqN~t~ng...a+II~v~d~Maverick%27s+Rule~B~k 

Please buy the book for your t:acul~ and students If you like it, write a brief review on Amazon 

I think you really will like it and, if so, Recommend it to 3,our voluminous e mail list. 

For all oflter e books like Nook, iTunes, iPad, etc, the li~tk is: hteps:!I~vww smash~vords corn/books/view/302971 

In t~act, if you need a guest lecturer to speak about it and tIolls~vood studio rigors, I’ve had pleng¢ of experience at that. 

Thanks in advance, 

Rick 

Thi s list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVAI,IST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and la~st name.) You ca~ leave a list by sending the tbllowiug commaud to listserv@lis~tserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (~ rite lhis command in tx~dy 
ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You ca~ post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVAl,IST-L@listserv.american.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The ASC <holly~heasc.com@maill9.wdc01 .mcdlv.net> 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 2:20 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

2013 ASC Hams Savides Student Heritage Award 

2012 AdC H:~rris Sa’,ddes Student Heritage Award 

The American Society of Cinematographers is ple;~sed to imHte you to recommend 

eligible sb.~den~s for consideretion in ~he 2013 ASC Hards Say,des Student Hedtage 

Award competition TMs honor ~s designed to hssp~re the next generation of 

cinemabgraphers and to he~p them pursue ~he~r dreams. It a~so ce~ebrates the memory 

of the film ~ndustry’s most extraordhsary individuals. 

Etigible students must be in undergtadua[e at g~eduate school or hove graduated within 

the past year (please see link to PDF Rubs of Bntr£ for fulthel details). A july of ASC 

members vql~ choose the vqnners. ~ominatbns w~l~ be announced ~n ~,~ay The winners will 

be reveabd at the ASC Student Hedtage ~mards ce~ebratbn o~ June 15, 2013 at the 

ASC Clubhouse ~n Los Angeles 

This yeaes Heritage Award is dedicated to the memory Harris Savides, ASC. Savides, a 

fiVeotime b~dependent Spirit Award nominee, was a visual poet. ’Y don’t fee[ as ~f I have a 

definke styte._ ~ neve~ bok a~ a movie as sometMng ~ am going 

don’t think photography should @aw a~eRtbn to itself - ~t’s part of the story." Huhis was 

best known ~er Ms s[unn~ng c~nematography on such accle~med films as 

Somew~e~e. 

Here is a link to the of rules and instructions by which to recommend your best 

cinematogn~phy students. 

.~£(:. 

The deadline for entries is neon, April 26, 2013. If you have any questions, please 

contact Patty Armacost at 323-969-4333 ext. 103. 

Sincerely, 

Isidore Mankofsky~ ASC~ 

A8,3 ,Student Awards Committee Chair 

Add us to Xour address 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 7:49 AM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[affat~m] Facul~ Comer 

Dear Colleagues, 
The Faculty Corner will also include professional appointments. 
Best, 
Margaret 

You a~e currently subscribed to al~iafam as: regester(~emaiLunc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?i&32361607.26892ffebebb2514dbed042d10c3de25&n T&I afriafam&o 33037119 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJd to leave-33037119-32361607.26892tt~bebb2514dbed042d10c3de25~b~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

No~lh American Book Distributors, LLC<cs nabdllc.com@mai147.wdc01.mcdlv.net> 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 8:16 AM 

Regester, Chaslene B <regesler@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Aliica~ American Collection 

SLAVE NARRATIVES COMPLETE SET 

A Folk History of Slavery in the United States 

from interviews with former slaves 

Faculty and students interested in African-American Studies will be searching the library for information on 
slavery in the United States. We are pleased to announce the republishing of the entire set of SLAVE 
NARRATIVES; A Folk History of Slavery in the United States from interviews with former slaves. The 

SLAVE NARRATIVES were collected in the 1930s as part of the Federal Writers’ Project of the Works 
Progress Administration from interviews with former slaves. 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES provides a unique and unsurpassed collective portrait of African-American 
population during slavery. Indeed, historian David Brion Davis has argued that the voluminous number of 
documented slave testimonies available in the United States "is indisputably unique among former 
slaveholding nations. In addition to the substantial number of life histories it contains, the most compelling 
feature of the collection is the composition of the sample of people who made up its informants." SLAVE 
NARRATIVES thus constitute an illuminating and invaluable source of data about antebellum and post- 
Emancipation Southern life, the institution of slavery, and, most important, the reactions and perspectives 
of those who had been enslaved. The profoundly moving text which yields great insight into the impact of 
slavery upon human lives. 

Thank you for your consideration in recommending the entire set of SLAVE NARRATIVES to your 
collection development librarian or subject librarian. 

Please visit NABDLLC.com/Slave-Narratives/to view further details regarding this title. 

FREE SHiPPiNG ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE iN THE U.S. 
Purchase orders are accepted from all organizations. 

For your convenience we accept Visa and MasterCard as a payment option. 

Order Form 

Slave Narratives Complete Set - Edition 
$1 995.00 .... 11978040302211 

Name: Library Name: 

Phone: Email: 

Mailing Address: 

City: State: 

Payment Type: Visa MasterCard Check Purchase Order#: 

Cardholder Name: 

Card Number: 

Zip: 

Expiration Date: 

uns~ibsc:-ibe From th~s ~st ~ update subsc:dpt~on p:-efere:~ces 
North Amedcsn Book Distributors, LLC , PO Box 510 . Hamburg~ N[ 48139 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA,’ Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa <info~smeascholars.org@mai168.wdc03.rsgsv.net> 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 12:16 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

DEADLINE APPROACHING: Travel Grants from ASMEA 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

TRAVEL GRANTS 2013 
Sixth Annua  ASMEA Conference 

Tides of Change. Looking Back and Forging Ahead 
in the Middle East & Africa 

November 2%23, 2013 

Key Bridge Marriott Hotel * Washington, D.C. 

We are pleased to announce a new travel grant of up to $500 to professors and students 

who wish to attend our upcoming 6th Annual Conference. 

To apply for the ASMEA Travel Grant: 

* Applicants rrlust be eng~aged in ongoing study of the Middle East or Africa and enrolled in a 

Ph.D. program (preferably with M.A. complete), or serve in a pest-dec capacity, or serve as a 

visitin£~! adjuncL; assistant professor teaching a minimum of two courses per semester 

. Each grant may be used to cover hotel, conference registration, transportation, and related 

costs. 

. Applications must be accompanied by a paper proposal for the conference. Paper 

proposals must be relevant to the regions of study and represent new and unopublished 

research. Students may submit research poster proposals. 

. Professors!post=docs must submit a brief letter of reference from their department chair. 

Students must submit proof of enrollment. 

. Applicants must be members of ASMEA at the time the award is made. 

. The application deadline is April 30. 

For questions about ASMEA, the travel grants, or the Annual Conference, please do not 

hesitate to contact us at 202~429-8860 or info(~.asmeascholars.org. 

www.asmeascholars.org 

U nsubscribe regester@email.unc.edu from this list I Forward to a friend I Update your profile 



You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website w~vw.asmeascholars.org. 

Our mailing address is: 

ASMEA 

PO Box 33699 

Washington, DC 20033 

Add us to your address book 

Copyright (C) 2013 ASMEA Affrights reserved. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Columbia University Press <j b2579@cup-columbia.ccs~nd.com> 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 8:49 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.unc.edu> 

Sale Ends April 30 -- Save 50% on ALL Titles During our Spring Sale! -- 

You’re receiving this email because of: your interest in Columbia University Press titles. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails, 

Still T~ne to Save During our 
Spring Sale! 

ALL t,tles are :_~ a, Offi 

Please visit cup.columbia.edu 
To receive the discount, enter tile code "SALE" 

in yot~r sliopping cart and dick "apply" 

Forward email 

This email was sent to regestar@email,unc.edu by p121.64@columbia.edu 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removal ~’ddl SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Poliw. 

Columbia University Press 61 West 62nd Street :: New York NY 10023 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@mai188.us2.mcsv.net> 

Thursday. April 25, 2013 8:55 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Aliic~ American Studies 

SLAVE NARRATIVES 
Folk History of Slavery in the United States from 

interviews with former slaves 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES were collected in the 1930s as part of the 
Federal Writers’ Project of the Works Progress Administration 
0NPA). BLACK HISTORY MONTH is celebrated every February in 
the United States. Librarians and media specialists will be counted on 
to provide students, faculty and library patrons with information on 
slavery in America. 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES provides a unique and virtually 
unsurpassed collective portrait of Black History in America. The noted 
historian David Brion Davis has argued that the voluminous number 
of documented slave testimonies available in the United States "is 
indisputably unique among former slaveholding nations." 

Please visit NABDLLC.com to order the complete set of Slave Narratives from our website. We 
do accept purchase orders from all libraries via phone, fax and email. If possible, please use 
this order form if you would like to order by email, fax or mail. 

FREE SHIPP{NG ON ALL ORDERS TO AN~3iVHERE ~N THE 

Purchase orders are accepted from al} organi:~atior~s, 

{=or your convenience we accept Visa and NasterCa~d as a payment option, 

Order Form 
Please send __ set(s) of SLAVE NARRATIVES - 19 volume set at $1,995.00 per set. 
ISBN: 978-0-403-02211-3 

Name: 

Phone: 

Mailing 

Address: 

City: 

Payment 

Type: 

Cardholder 

Name: 

Visa MasterCard Check 

Purchase Order #: 

Library Name: 

Email: 

State: Zip: 

CaFd 

Number: 
Expiration Date: 

Sertt to egeste -(@e a ~ "c edc .--- ~__v_L.,_v___c_~!;~__[_.q_~_t__~L.,~_s_’~ 
unsi;bscr-ibe from this ~ist ~ ~date s bsc:- pt on p:-eferer-:ces 
Ne~’th Ame~~ca~n BooX Dis[dbL:[or5, LLC ~ PO Box 510 . Hamburg, N:. 48139 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 
John Douglass {(}GMAIL.COM> 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 10:26 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Converting Grad Students fro,n MA to MFA 

Do a:ny of you have both an MA and an MFA program that allows students having stmnted one degree path to conve~nt to tile other? I’d like to discuss it with you if you 

do. 

John 

John Douglas~ Director 

Film & Media Arts Division 

School of Communication 

American University 

4400 Massachusetts Ave, NW 
Washington, DC 20016- 8017 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the tbllowing message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your firsqt and last name.) You ca~ leave a list by sending tile following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L 0,Vrite this command in body 

ofemail ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending m~ e-mail to UFVAl,IST-L@listserv.mnerican.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 11:31 AM 

class <alhm05 l@listserv.unc.edu-~ 

[afam051] AFAM 101 Snmmer School 

If anyone is intersted in AFAM :tOl -- I will be teaching this course first session summer school. Please enroll in my section if you are interested in this course. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

You are currently subscribed to at?am051 as: regester,~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/n?id 60343625.t2977e417da4e828ea9c52426b71881d&n T&I afam051&o 33043479 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank em~l to leave-33043479-60343625.t2977e4fTda4e828ea9c52426b71881d(~listserv.nnc.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 12:15 PM 

Department lis~serv <~athalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afdM~m] Duke EVENT TONIGItT: STEVEN RADELET 

Flyer S Radelet.pdf 

Begin tblwaded message: 

From: Anna Alcaro <anna.alcaro@duke.edu> 
Date: April 25, 2013 11:16:35 AM EDT 
To: undisclosed-recipients:; 
Subject: EVENT TONIGHT: STEVEN RADELET 

PLEASE DISTRIBUTE WIDEIN - Apolof~ies fl}r duplications: 

Professor Steven Radelet (Georgetown University), author of Erner~in,~ Africa: t tow 17 Countries Are Leadin~ the Way, 

will be discussing his latest book on campus TONIGHT; all are invited to attend. 
Please join us for this Africa Initiative and Center for African and African American Research-sponsored talk Tmdght, 

Thursday, April 25th from4:aopm until 6pm in the Gothic Reading Room, Perkins Library. 

This event is free and open to the public. Please share with anyone who might be interested. 

The Africa Initiative 

Duke University 

101 Allen Building, Campus Mail 90036, Durham NC 27708-0036 

Tel: 1.919.684.0682 

You are currently subscribed to al’daiiim as: regester(a)email.tmc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 32361607.26892ffebebb2514dbed042d10c3de25&n T&I afriafam&o 33043742 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave - 33043742 - 32361607.26892ffe bebb2514dbed042d 10c3 de25,@]i stserv, unc.e du 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

jeffu@j effu.tv on behalf of 

@mac.cam 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 3:03 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

[UFVA] a Hollywood "how to" book for lhcul .ty AND students 

pregester, 

RFriedberg (http://www.ufva.org/users/rfriedberg) has sent you a message via 

your contact form (http:/i~vw~v.ut\’a.or~/useri909/contact) at UFVA. 

If you don’t want to receive such e-mails, you can change your settings at 
http :/i~vw~v.ul’va. or ~A~ser/909. 

Message: 

Dear compatriot (I taught courses in Making Movie Magic at UCLA extension): 
I’m an a~vard winning writer/director of movies (Spyhard), episodic TV 
(CSI-Nhami), reality TV (The Real House~vives) documentaries (Rodeo Cowboy), 
music videos ( Hot for Teacher) and national TV commercials. 

I just published a book entitled Something out of Nothing.. a Hollywood 
Maverick’s R~le Book. It’s an often funny, enlightening insider’s view on how 
to break into the world of show biz and navigate its shark-infested waters, 
filled with anecdotal "war stories" of working with Academy-award winning 
talent. 

Each short chapter explains a rule to follow to "make it" in Hollywood, from 
"Good Ideas Don’t Just Fall Off a Turnip Truck" to "Never Get Your tJopes up 
Higher than your Desk." 

Something is funnier than Julia Phillip’s You’ll Never Eat Lunch in ~Ihis Town 
Again and more broadly encompassing than William Goldman’s Adventures in the 
Screen Trade. 

Here’s the link to preview some of the contents: 

http://w~v.amazon.comiSomethin~-Nothin~-HolIywood-Mavericks-Rule/dp/148390136X 

Please buy the book for your faculty and students. If you like it, write a 
brief review on Amazon. 

I think you really will like it and, if so, Recommend ~t to your voluminous e 
mail list. 

For all other e books like Nook, iTunes, iPad, ctc, the link is: 
https:i/www.smashwords.con~/books/view/302971 

In fact, if you need a guest lecturer to speak about Hollywood rigors, let rae 
know. 

Thanks in advance, 

Rick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Script <scriptmag@ fwmedia.com> 

Friday, April 26, 2013 1:02 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,email.unc.edu> 

Here’s what they really want... 

Aplii 2S 2£8" View this email with images 

Clean, compelling stuD,telling... 

Over the past few months, there’s a very good chance that you’ve heard about Plot 
Control softwo~re and maybe even looked into it. 

Well Plot Control 2.0 has a brand new look, brand new features and EVEN BETTER 

CONTROL! 

So let me ask you...have you finished that script you’re working on? 

Click here to learn more about Plot Control 2.0. 

How’s that idea coining a]ong? 

Only you truly know the answers to those questions and if the reality is that you a~e 

struggling; or even if you could really use a boost in your wriling eflficiency then... 

What are you waiting tbr?? 

For ONE DAY ONLY you c~l take advantage of the entire Plot Control 2.0 software 

package Milch is now valued at over $495... 

...FOR ONLY $69 

Click here to learn more about Plot Control 2.0. 

All the best, 

Mitchell Gem~an 

The SmV Problem Solver 

P.S. If the above links don’t work, please copy and paste the tbllowing into your 
browser: 

h ttps: //securecolmect.infusionsoft.com/ go/w sO42613b/w sO42613b/ 

One-Click Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions I Update Profile i Forward to a Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

office@cmsmdies.org 

Friday, April 26, 2013 2:49 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

Take the SCMS post-cont~rence survey (you could win a tiee membership!) 

Dear SCMS Members, 

If you attended our 2013 Chicago Conference, please don’t forget to take our 2013 Conference Survey! We greatly appreciate your feedback, as we are aheady 

thinking towards next year’s 2014 Seattle Conference. Thanks to those who have already responded. 

Click on the icon below for access to the survey (you must be signed into your SCMS account): 

Complete the survey by 5pin on May 1, 2013, and you will be entered into a drawhig tbr a free lnembership renewal for file 2013-2014 membership 

year! 

Note: To submit the sula~ey, you will need to answer eyeD’ question, but please feel free to type in N/A for questions you do not wish to answer. While including your 

contact information with the survey submission is optional, you must include your contact information if you would like to be entered into the drawing. 

~,ike us on Facebook ; ~ollow us on Twitter > 



Sent: 

Subject: 

fundingalert@cos.com 

Sunday, April 28, 2013 8:34 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Charlene Regester 

Funding alerts for your 
saved searches 
Results" April 28, 2013 

Lo.~i~ to view your 

fundi~-~’t9 sea~°ch Feb 0(~ 
2 funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 
Association of Learned and Professional 
Society Publishers (ALPSP) 

Sponsor: 
Association of Learned and Professional 
Society Publishers (ALPSP) 

Funding ale~ts for your saved searches 

Results: April 28, 2013 

Lot~i~ to view your 
s~ve~l se~rches 



From: tjml@email.unc.edu 

Sent: Sunday, April 28, 2013 4:08 PM 

To: 

Subject: Fina] Exam 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Timothy McMillaaa 

Dear AFAM 101 CCO students -- 

Just a reminder that your final is due on May 1 by 11 pm. IfI do not receive your exam by the due date and time I will not be able to grade your work until you get a 

dean’s approval for missing the exaan. Please submit in enough time that you will be able to deaJ with aaay technicaJ dilticullies. 

Take care and thanks for a good semester. 

Tim McMillaaa 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AFAM101.990.SP13" site. To reply to this message click 

this link to access Messages for this site: AFAM101.990.SP13. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <c~nabdllc.com@mail8.us2.mcsv.net;> 

Monday, April 29, 2013 10:21 AM 

Regester, Chmtene B <reges’ter@emaJl.unc.edu> 

North Carolina Slave Narratives 

NORTH CAROLINA SLAVE NARRATIVES 

BLACK HISTORY MONTH is celebrated every February. Librarians and media specialists will be counted 
on to provide students, faculty and library patrons with information on slavery in America. The SLAVE 
NARRATIVES were collected in the 1930s as part of the Federal Writers’ Project of the Works Progress 
Administration from interviews with former slaves. 

NORTH CAROLINA SLAVE NARRATIVES provides a unique and unsurpassed collective portrait of African- 
American population during slavery. Indeed, historian David Brion Davis has argued that the voluminous 
number of documented slave testimonies available in the United States "is indisputably unique among 
former slaveholding nations. In addition to the substantial number of life histories it contains, the most 
compelling feature of the collection is the composition of the sample of people who made up its informants." 
NORTH CAROLINA SLAVE NARRATIVES thus constitute an illuminating and invaluable source of data 
about antebellum and post-Emancipation Southern life, the institution of slavery, and, most important, the 
reactions and perspectives of those who had been enslaved. 

NORTH CAROLINA SLAVE NARRATIVES is the definitive reference on slavery and a profoundly moving 
text which yields great insight into the impact of slavery upon human lives. NORTH CAROLINA SLAVE 
NARRATIVES is also a valuable genealogical and state history reference. 

Visit the NORTH CAROLINA SLAVE NARRATIVES details page to view further information regarding this 
publication, or visit NABDLLC.com to browse our entire catalog of state history publications. 

FREE SHiPPiNG ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE IN THE U.S. 
Purchase orders are accepted from all organizations. 

For your convenience we accept Visa and MasterCard as a payment option, 

Order Form 
Please send __ set(s) of NORTH CAROLINA SLAVE NARRATIVES (2v.) at $165.00 per set. 
ISBN: 9781878592859 

Name: Library Name: 

Phone: Email: 

Mailing Address: 

City: State: 

Payment Type: Visa MasterCard Check Purchase Order#: 

Cardholder Name: 

Card Number: 

Zip: 

Expiration Date: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Monday, April 29, 2013 6:52 PM 

~reenmciety-announce@&&e.edu; tilm-video <tilm- video@dnke.edu-~; ami-thculty@duke.edu; amicert@duke.edu 

**Thu May 2 in Screen/Society--"The Triptych" (7pm, Nasher Musenm)--documentary featuring a~ists Santbrd Biggers, Bamm 
ClaJbome, and Wangechi Mum’. 

* Please distribtlte ~,idely ~ 

Screen/Society presents... 

The Triptych 

- part of the Lights on Africa 2013 series 

at the Nasher Museum of A~ 

DowNoad PDF Flyer I More Info 

http:i/ami.duke.edu/screensociety 



A]! Screen/SocieO~ events c~re coo~"dinc~ted and co-~v~o~sored 
~v rite P~’ogram in !he Arts ojthe Moving 

iiii ,, ::~ :::::~:.:~ iii: hokazak@duke.edu 

~,~,~,~:~: ii::~: http:iiami.du ke.edu/screensociety 



FFOIll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Betsy, A. McLane <clumb3@yahoo.com> 

Monday, April 29, 2013 7:02 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Fw: Video Asset Prese~wation 

b, ets~m clan ecs~docu m er~ ~a r t~c~ w~.c:o m 

F~m: New York Digi~l Media [mailto:nydm@ne~orkdms.com] 
Sent= Monday, April 29, 20~3 2:2~ PM 
To= Betsy McLane 
Subject= Video Asset Prese~ation 
You are receiving this e-mail because oF your existing relationship with Broadway Video Digital ~edia. 
You may unsubscribe iF you no longer wish ~o receive our emails. 

F’ree Vk: eotape Decay White Paper 

New York [:}~t~ Med~a and r~roadway V~deo F)~t~ Med~a are offer~ncj a free dowr~oad ef ~r~ ~mportan~ s~udy on v~deo~ape decay and presewa 
manage your ~brary, 

C~ck here to access the white paper 

e=00191 DkyzYs~22peJWLXZbQMJyAvTdBqL I o KG E E uo RXozXTU h4._.QYq27a53kB3nS[vv>vR6J BSN7 t L~51 C DVR8COG3kgTTTx~a W4sB~%%gbF6~ 
o EN lyf~VVd F~w-ffb-EelSj SyAX.-EQ F~44vGozp2gq LogXgjyeQgLQ GktgRm~4Q = 

New York Dicj~ts~ Med~a also offers s w~de range of serqces ~r~c~ud~n~: 

DiRitat Video Encoding Advanced Video ArchivinR 

DVD and Blu-Ray Disc Se~ices Fiber Optic ~ Sate[hte Transmission 

Data and Asset ManaRement Closed Captioning and Subtitling 
P~ease note our new customer serqce and sa~es contact {rffermat~on: 

emaik nydm@ne~orkdms pt~one: (212} 333 

~o cr~at.e a c~st.om ar~a~ysis o~" your vid,:~o~ap~~ 

New York Digital Media 1619 Broadway New York~ NY 10019 (212) 333 0555 

Forward this email 

This email was ~nt to betsymclane@documentawdiva.com by nvdm@newyorkdms.com 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe~ :: Privacy Policy, 
New York Digital Media :: ~6~9 Broadway New York NY :: ~0019 

This list at AU cau be subscribed to by seudiug the following message to listserv@listserv.mnerica~.edu: subscribe UFV,C~,IST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@lislserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in bod~v 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVM,IST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

michael@tdatb,com 

Monday, April 29, 2013 10:53 PM 

Books??? 

Hello again Professor, 

I will be back on campus buying books this week (4/30-5/3). 

Summer is right around the corner so let me know if you’d like me to help you make room on your book shelves. 

We have expanded our buying capacity and are now excepting over 200k titles. 

Please include a convenient time, building and room number if you’d like me to stop by. 

Nichael 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Facets Multi-Media <wholesale@facets.org> 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 7:02 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Now Available from the Facets Label - Kluge’s Nightmarish Picture 

.~i In Danger and Deep Distress Alexander Kluge, the father of New German Cinema, 
never ceased to provoke viewers by playing with film 

form and content. IN DANGER AND DEEP DISTRESS 
offers a challenging combination of documentary and 
fictional footage that is a snapshot of life in West 

Germany thirty years ago. 

View In Danger and 

Deep Distress clip 
Order DVD j 

This email was sent to regester@email.unc.edu by ._U_[:z__d__a__~_e___P__r_c_tf_[L_eLE__m___a_[L_A__d__d__r__e_s_’_s" 
i Instant removal with S__a__f.e_.U_~_~__s.L_~!~_rj~.e_.T" .P_/_[y_’_e__c_y___P__o_[[£Z. 

Facets Multi-Media, Inc. I 1517 W. Fullerton Ave. I Chicago I IL I 60614 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Columbia University- Press <j b2579@cup-columbia.ccs~nd.com> 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 8:48 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Last Day! Save 50% on ALL Titles During our Spring Sale! 

You’re receiving this email because of: your interest in Columbia University Press titles. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails, 

Last Day to Save During our 
Spring Sale! 

Sale Ends April 30 
ALL titles are 50% O~ 

~tease xasit cup.columb~a.edu 
To receive the discount, enter the code "SALE" 

in. yo~r Shopping ca~ and click "apply" 
The Fine 

Forward email 

Thi~ email ~’¢as sent to re~aagar@amail.onc.adu by p12164@columNa.edo 

U~data Profila/Email Address I~atant removalwith SageUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy, 

Columbia University Press 61 West 62nd Street :: New York RY 10023 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <~c~nabdllc.com@mai1291 .us3.mcdlv.net> 

Wednesday, May 1, 2013 10:05 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJJ.unc.edu> 

Aliican American Studies Program 

SLAVE NARRATIVES 
Folk History of Slavery in the United States from 

interviews with former slaves 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES were collected in the 1930s as part of the 
Federal Writers’ Project of the Works Progress Administration 
0NPA). BLACK HISTORY MONTH is celebrated every February in 
the United States. Librarians and media specialists will be counted on 
to provide students, faculty and library patrons with information on 
slavery in America. 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES provides a unique and virtually 
unsurpassed collective portrait of Black History in America. The noted 
historian David Brion Davis has argued that the voluminous number 
of documented slave testimonies available in the United States "is 
indisputably unique among former slaveholding nations." 

Please visit NABDLLC.com to order the complete set of Slave Narratives from our website. We 
do accept purchase orders from all libraries via phone, fax and email. If possible, please use 
this order form if you would like to order by email, fax or mail. 

FREE SHIPP{NG ON ALL ORDERS TO AN~3iVH~RE 

Purchase orders are accepted from al} organi:~atior~s, 

{=or you~ convenience we accept Visa and NasterCa~d as a payment option, 

Order Form 
Please send __ set(s) of SLAVE NARRATIVES - 19 volume set at $1,995.00 per set. 
ISBN: 978-0-403-02211-3 

Name: 

Phone: 

Mailing 

Address: 

City: 

Payment 

Type: 

Cardholder 

Name: 

Visa MasterCard Check 

Purchase Order #: 

Library Name: 

Email: 

State: Zip: 

CaFd 

Number: 
Expiration Date: 

Sertt to egeste -(@e a ~ "c edc .--- ~__v_L.,_v___c_~!;~__[_.q_~_t__~L.,~_s_’~ 
unsi;bscr-ibe from this ~ist ~ ~date s bsc:- pt on p:-eferer-:ces 
Ne~’th Ame~~ca~n BooX Dis[dbL:[or5, LLC ~ PO Box 510 . Hamburg, N:. 48139 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

oflfice@cmstudies.org 

Wednesday, May 1, 2013 12:58 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@~,emaJd.unc.edu> 

LAST DAY to take the 2013 SCMS conference survey and enter iu a drawing tbr a free membership 

Dear SCMS Members, 

If you attended our 2013 Chicago Conference, it’s the last day to take our 2013 Conference Survey! ~Ve greatly appreciate your feedback, as we are already thinking 

towards next year’s 2014 Seattle Conference. Thanks to those who have already responded. 

Click ou the icon below for access to the survey (you must be signed into your SCMS account): 

Complete the survey by 5pin today, May 1, 2013, and you will be entered into a drawing tbr a free lnembership renewal tbr the 2013-2014 lnembership 

year! 

Note: To submit the sula~ey, you will ueed to answer every question, but please feel free to i3.~pe in N/A for questions you do not wish to auswer. While including your 

contact information ruth the survey submission is optioual, you must iuclude your coutact information if you would like to be entered into the dmmng. 

~,ike us on Facebook ~l ix~i ][ollow us on T~vitter > 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jones, Reginald <Reginald.Jones@durhamnc.gov~ 

Wednesday, May 1, 2013 3:38 PM 

Floyd B. McKissick, Jr. <Floyd.McKissisck@ncleg.net-~; H. M. Michanx, JR <Mickey.Michaux@ncleg.nel>; Larry D. Hall 

<Larry.Hall@ncleg.net-~; Mike Woodard <Mike.Woodard@ncleg.net.>; Paul Luebke <Paul.Kuebke@ncleg.net-~; Valede Fonshee 

<Valerie.Foushee@ncleg.not>; bren~brendahowerton.com; Mason Ailstock <Allstock@rtp.org>; chaye@re~archtriangle.org; Ga~ 
Kueber <Ga~.Kuebe@scienlificproperties.com >; Hams, Andrea -~ndreal~@ncilned.com>; Killeen, John 

<John.Killeen@Durhalnnc.gov >; Christopher Gergen <cgergen@bullcityforward.org>; jane@preservationdurham.org; 

jm~e@prese~ationdurhmn.o~g; Jane Hills <j~le@alpaspen.com>; Myers, Lew <lmyer@FREELON.COM>; 

lrichard@durhamcountync.gov; mwelton@durhamcounb~nc.gov; dcr~g-ray@durhmncountync.gov; Tim Catlett <tcatlett@pmgform.com>; 

andrew@empire1792.com; Regester, Charlene B <legeste@email.unc.edu;,; Dnnham-Jones, Ellen <ellen.dunhmn- 

jones@coa.gatech.edu~; LWatkins@sitinmovement.ovg;       @gmail.com; Allen, Robert <robert allen@unc.edu>; 

~gmail.com;         "_c}nc.rr.com; Allen, Kelvin <~kalIen@NCCU.EDU>; janice@stphilipsdurham.org; 

@gmail.com; Johnson, James H Jr <jim~ohns~n@unc.edu> 

FW: Calling All Creative Entreprenenrs! Creative Economy F~xtx~ on May 16th 

The flyer below has intbrmation that ~nay be of interest to you and your network. 

Reginald W, Jones 
Economic Development Coordinator 
ParHsh Street & Special Initiatives 

City of Durham 
Office of Economic and Workforce Development 
302 E. Pettigrew Street-Suite 190 
Durham, NC 27701 
Phone: 919.560.4965, ext. 15207 Fax: 919.560.4986 
Reginald.Jones@durhamnc.gov 
wvw.pa rrishst reet.org 
https;~,twitt~r.com,D~rhamOEWD 
htt p:/~wv~,,fac ebook,comiDu r hamO EWD 
~*w,Du r ha m Economic Developm~D~,orA 

F~m= Coyle, Peter 
Seat; Wednesday, Nay 01, 2013 12:50 PN 
To; OEWD 
Subje{t; ~: Calling All Creative Entrepreneurs~ Creative Economy Expo on Nay 16th 

P~ease d~stribute 

Sent by: Durham Arts Council 
I~I Forward to s frie.nd I B~#y to!h~ #~nd~f " 

CREATXVE 
ENTREPRENEUR 

EXPO 
Presented by the 

Durham Arts Council 
City of Durham Office of Economic & 

Workforce Development 
Durham Cultural Advisory Board 

Durham Small Business Advisory Council 
Durham Convention & Visitors Bureau 

Aspiring and Developing Creative Business People 
Visual 8= Performing Artists, Designers, Filmmakers, 



Musicians, Writers, Creative Product Retailers, and 
More! Don’t Miss this opportunity to gain new 

entrepreneurial insights, hone your business skills, 
connect with business resources and breathe in 

inspiration for your creative enterprise! 

THURSDAY, HAY  L6TH 

8:00 am - 12:30 pm 
at the Durham Arts Council 

120 Morris Street 
Durham, NC 27701 

Join us for a fantastic morning of Creative Economy and 
Entrepreneurship learning, discussion and networking featuring 

keynote presentations, the Creative Vitality index, business 
development workshops and a resource expo filled with 

invaluable resources to help you launch and grow your creative 
business. 

Tickets: $25 Includes Breakfast, All Presentations, Workshops, 

Handouts, Business Resources Free Parking, plus Lunch Discount 
at Downtown Partner Restaurants 

CLICK HERE FOR TICKETS 

SCHEDULE 

8:00 a.m. -8:45 
Registration and Continental Breakfast, Networking 

8:45 a.m. -’10:00 a.m. 
The Importance of the Creative Economy and Creative 
Entrepreneurs in Durham, NC 
* Welcome from Event Hosts - Sherry DeVries, DAC Executive 
Director and Renee Leverty, Chair, Cultural Advisory Board 
* Greetings from Mayor William V. "Bill" Bell 
* Creative impact in Our State - NC Secretary of Cultural Resources 
Susan Klutz 
* Creative Vitality Index TM Announcement - the latest data for Durham! 
* Keynote: Carl Nordgren, Author, Creative Entrepreneur "Guru", & 
Duke University Professor 
with Christopher Gergen, Founder of Bull City Forward 
* introduction of Creative Business Resource Expo & Workshops - 
Thomas Leathers, City of Durham OEWD, Coordinator for Small 
Business Advisory Council 

10:00 a.m. -12:30 pm 
Creative Business Resource Expo 
Over 30 local business resources and companies to help you build your 
creative enterprise= Resource tables and experts located on main and 
2nd floor of Durham Arts Council 

10:30 aom. =12:30 p.m. 
5 Outstanding Creative Business Workshops to Help You 
Launch, Develop or Expand Your Creative Business 
Attend 2 ~/orkshops of your choice 

12:30 
Lunch On Your Own and Continue the Networking 
Discount coupon for participating downtown restaurants will be 
~rovided 

CLICK HERE FOR TICKETS 



CLICK HERE FOR 
DIRECTIONS & 
PARKING 

CLICK HERE FOR 
DIRECTIONS & PARKING 

REGISTER TODAY! 
WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU 

at the Durham Arts Council on May 16th 

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT 
Durham Arts Council 

120 Morris Street 
Durham, NC 27701 

(919) 560-2787 

GREAT THINGS ARE HAPPENING IN DURHAM! 

8:00 AM - 8:45 AM REGISTRATION, BREAKFAST 
NETWORKING 

THANK YOU TO OUR BREAKFAST 
SPONSOR! 

Continental Breakfast catered and sponsored 
by 

The Radisson at Research Triangle Park 

8:45 AM - 10:00 AM 
The Importance of the Creative Economy and Creative 
Entrepreneurs in Durham, NC 

Our Mayor, the Honorable William V. 
"Bill" Bell knows how important creative 
entrepreneurs and the arts are for Durham. 
He will be at the Expo to bring greetings 
and share how important you are to our 
economy! 

Newly appointed NC Secretary of 
Cultural Resources, Susan Klutz will 
share with us how important the creative 
economy is across the state and her new 
charge to lead us forward with new 
collaborations in the arts, creative 
entrepreneurship, creative place-making, 
commerce, transportation and tourism. 

Carl Nordgren, Author, Duke Professor 
and "Creative Populist", will inspire you 
with his passionate belief in the power 
of creativity to fuel our future. 

"For America to stay relevant we need to change, 
we need to grow, we need to get back to our broad 
based entrepreneurial roots. The need for a 
creatively entrepreneurial revolution- an up-raising 

of our own-has been brewing for years. Even corporate leadership is 



calling for this revolution, as is evident by the 1,500 CEO’s surveyed by 
IBM that found the number one employee trait they valued to 
successfully navigate an increasing complex world is creativity. 

Carl Nordgren, serial entrepreneur, author and Duke University Professor, 
has been participating in this creatively entrepreneurial revolution for 
years now and has recently offered it a name: Creative Populism. The 
Creative Populist revolution is about each and all of us cultivating our 
ability to be creatively entrepreneurial." 

from What’s Your M.O. www.mo.com/carl-nordgren-bio 

Christopher Gergen, successful creative entrepreneur 
and Founder of Bull City Forward will "tag team" with 
Carl to bring you a lively conversation and look at the 
creative entrepreneurial spirit of Durham, 

10:30 AlVl - 12:30 PH 

CREAT~rVE ENTREPRENEUR WORKSHOPS 

"Develop Your Biz and Create The Buzz!" 
Select Workshops of Your Choice 

Workshop I - Business Plan Development for Aspiring 
or Start Up Creative Businesses & Entrepreneurs: This 
workshop will help attendees evaluate their creative capital and develop 
their business plan for a successful entrepreneurial venture. 
Presenter: Fred Hathaway, EntreDot 

Workshop 2 - Strategic Plan Development for Existing 
or Expanding Businesses & Entrepreneurs: This workshop 
takes you to the next level in business planning and development. How 
to grow the enterprise and sustaining momentum as you expand. 
Presenter: LaShon Har~ey, Durham Tech Small Business Center 

Workshop 3 = Copyright, Contracts & Intellectual 
Property 
What to think about when thinking about copyright & arts 
entrepreneurship. 
The session will cover the basics of copyright law. Topics addressed 
include: What is protected by copyright? When can you use other 
people’s work? How can you protect your own work? What is "fair use?" 
What is a derivative work? What is "creative commons?" Dan is a 
frequent speaker and writer on a variety of arts law issues. 
Presenter: Daniel Ellison, Attorney 



11:30 AH 
Workshop 4 -Creating The Buzz: Developing Your 
Harketing Strategy for the Creative Sector 
Tivi Jones Media is a marketing and media agency with a penchant for 
the extraordinary. "We believe...We can make the world a more creative, 
conscious and happy place through passionate marketing, purposeful 
media and contagious moxie." 
Presenter: Tivi Jones, Tivi Jones Media - "Marketing, Media, Moxie" 

Workshop 5 - Finding & Growing the Target Audience 
for Your Creative Enterprise: Learn how to identify your 
business’s target market so that you can best utilize and focus your 
marketing resources to build a customer base. 
Presenter: Mary Speight, NCCU Small Business, Technology and 
Development Center 

CLICK HERE FOR EVENT TICKETS ...................................................................................................................... 

Tickets: $25 Includes Breakfast, All Presentations, 
Workshops, Handouts, Business Resources, Free 
Parking, plus Lunch Discount at Downtown Partner 
Restaurants! 

10:00 AM - 12:30 plvl 

CREATIVE BUSZNESS 
RESOURCE EXPO 

Hore than 30 vendors, 
businesses, and business 
education programs will be 
present in the Creative 
Business Expo to talk with you 
and connect you with 
resources to help launch, grow 
and develop a successful 
creative business, 

~i Durham Arts Council 

120 Morris Street 

Durham Arts Council 

120 Morris Street 

Resource tables and representatives will be located on the 
main and second floors of the Durham Arts Council. 

Closing and Off to Lunch for IVlore 
Networking! 
12:30 PM 
Location: Participating Restaurant of Choice - Discount Coupon to Be 
Provided at Event 

CLICK HERE FOR CREATIVE EXPO EVENT TICKETS ................................................................................................................................................................................. 

Tickets: $25 Includes Breakfast, All Presentations, 

Workshops, Handouts, Business Resources, Free Parking, plus 
Lunch Discount at Downtown Partner Restaurants! 

The Durham Arts Council’s Business Committee for the Arts program is a partnership of 

the DAC, Durham Convention & Visitors Bureau, Greater Durham Chamber of 
Commerce, Duke University, and the City of Durham Office of Economic and Workforce 

Development, and is an affiliate of the national BCA program. Each year programs are 

presented in Durham to highlight the important role of the arts and the creative 

economy, and to encourage arts and business partnerships. 

The mission of the Business Committee for the Arts (BCA) is to ensure that the arts 
flourish in America by encouraging, inspiring, and stimulating businesses to support 

the arts in the workplace, in education, and in the community. The Business 



Committee for the Arts, founded in 1967 by David Rockefeller, provides businesses of 

all sizes with the services and resources necessary to develop and advance 

partnerships with the arts that benefit business, the arts, and the community. 

~ 
connect with us~ 

I~ 
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Carol L. Folt will become 

the first woman to lead 

Carolina Learn more by 

reading Nothin.q ceuld be 

finer and FoR in her own 

words. :UNC home 
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change. He didn’t know 
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on nutrition trends around 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mark Morns <              @gmail.com> on behalf of 

Morris Mark <Mark@MarkMorrisLCSW.com> 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 6:37 PM 

An Exciting Announcement 

is pleasecJ to announce 

the openin4 of: a secon3 oFFice se~in5 uptown New Orleans: 

7sl .5 }k4aple ,_%t., New Orleans, LA, 7oi is 

z~ol lR.iclselake Drive, .Ste 10Z, Metairie, L.A, 7oooz 

An3 ... I will Be completing m.9 feJeral se,-.,,ice this month! 

[:or more about m~ practice, please visit www.MarkMo<sLC,SW.~om 
have an upc{atec{ Living yes websi~e: www.livin,~.qes.oq~. 

IF.gou woul3 like to be removed from these occasional messase updates, please let me know. 

Mark Morris, LCSW, ACSW 

Diplomate, Academy of Cognitive Therapy 

Mark@MarkMorrisLCSW.com 

w,,ew. M a rkM o rris LCSW corn 

www, LivingYes.org 
New Orleans, La., USA 

504-388-7463 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Da Capo Press <examcopies@perseusbooks.com> 

Friday, May3,2013 l:01 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@~.emafil.unc.edu> 

A Disease in the Public Mind now available for your courses 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

Dear ProIessor Regester: 

A Me~nber of Perseus Books Group 

44 Farnsworth Street 

Boston, MA 02210 

www.perseusacademic.com 

Da Capo Press proudly mmounces the forthcoming publication of a book for your Civil War His~oly and American 
History courses: 

,4 Disett~e in the Public 3Iind: A New Understanding of Why We Fought the Civil War by Thomas Fleming 

(ISBN 978-0-306-82126-4). 

A Disett~e in the Public Mind is the riveting and character-driven history of the Civil War. Distinguished his~torian and 

author of more than 50 books, Thomas Fleming, traces the "disease in the public ~nind"--dis~ortions of rea]ity that seized 

large numbers of A*neficans--in the decades-long ran-up ~o the Civil Wax, inclnding: 

By the time John Browlfs bo@ hung fiom the gallows ibr his crimes at Harpeds FelD~, abolitionists had made him a "holy 

martyr" in the fight agains~ Southern slave owners. 

Northern hatred for Southerners had been long in the making and was born in the conviction that New England, whose 

spokesmen and militia had begtm the American RevohNon, should have been the leader of the new nation. Instead, they 

had been displaced by southerners, "slavocrats," men like Thomas Jefferson. 

Northern envy only exacerbated the South’s greatest fear--race war. In the sixty years preceding the outbreak of civil war, 

Northern and Southern thnatics ramped up the straggle over slavery. By the time they had become intractable enemies, 

only the tragedy ofa bloo@ Civil War could save the Union. 

Order Your Exam Copy TcMay! 

Visit 9erseusacademic.com for more information, or to order your exam copy. Complete the online exam copy 

order forn~ to order. (Mention source code ~,V362.) 
Sincerely, 

Da Capo Press 

.This is a commercia] mes~ge. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Metz, Winifred F <~freddie@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, May3,2013 l:ll PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

li starve for MRC supervisors <mrcsupervisors@li st~rv.unc.edtr~ 

Thank you! 

Thanks SO much for the sweet surprise today That was yew kind of you to send pizzas to us at the MRC. Evewone enjoyed them 
What a nice way to end the work week. 

Thanks again, 
Winifred 



To~ 

Subject: 

UNC-TV < membei~@unc4v.or.g> 

Friday, May 3, 2013 2:31 PM 

Regeste[, Charlene B <[egester@email.unc.edu> 

Downton Abbey Ma[athon on UNC-EX- 12:30 PM Sunday! 

Xi UNC-TV NewsFlashi 

Unsubscdbe or change your emai[ preferences, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

NextFmme Film Fes*ival <nextfes~TEMPLE.EDU> 

Friday, May 3, 2013 4:32 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

From Nextfran~e - Impol~tant 

Dear Friends, 

Internationally recognized as one of the world’s premiere touring festivals for showcasing student work, NextFrame dedicates itself to 
connecting s~udent filmmakers from all backgrounds, providing them with a chance to share their unique vision to audiences around 
the world. As an international festival, we pride ourselves in both the quality and diversity of the work that makes up our annual 
program. 

Based on technological leaps in recent years, we are choosing to spend this season updating our systems and streamlining our efforts 
to bring an even stronger NextFrame tour and call for submissions next spring. We would like to be able to provide an up-to-date and 
efficient process for both our filmmakers and for our screening partners. To this end, we will be taking stock, evaluating and 
updating our systems. We will not be accepting submissions until 2Ol4. 

During this time, our ofl?ce is staffed and available to answer questions. We will be attending the annual UFVA conference as well 
and we look forward to connecting with you there. 

If you submitted your s~dent film last year and you were accepted, your film will be distributed as part of the regularly scheduled 
tour for 9019-Spring 9013. 

Sincerely, 
Leslie and ,Josette 
Nextframe Directors 
Temple University 

Watch our trailer for a recent festival on YouTube at http: //~.~,~v.youtube.com/watch?v= XfxN 11B 7uRY. 

NextFmme International Student Film Fes~ivaJ 
nextfes~(&temple.edu 
http://nextfmme.org 

Nexl2Frame Student Film Festival 

Dept. of Film and Media Arts 

Annenberg Hall, Room 14E 

Temple Universi~ 011-00 

Philadelphia, PA 19122 

USA 

This list at AU cm~ be subscribed to by sending the tbllowing message to lis*serv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Nmne ( Full Name should be 

your firs~ and last name.) You can leave a lis* by sending the follomng command to listserv@lis*serv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in bod~v 

ofemail ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVAI ~IST-L@lis~serv.mnerican.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <~cfa@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Friday, May 3, 2013 9:38 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emaJl.unc.edu> 

The International Symlx~sium on Cultural Diplomacy in Italy - "Italian Cultural Diplomacy & Nor~h- South Relations within the FlY’ (Rome; 

June 12th - 14th, 2013) 

"Italian Cultural Diplomacy & North-South Relations within the EU" 
(Rome; June 12th - 14th, 2013) 

~% j_t_’_a_J_Y2-__c__u_J_t__u__r__a__[_d_ j~_ J£ E!_a__£ y_~_o__[!_[~_r_~_r_! ~.R[g 

Dear Friends and Colleagues, 
We are pleased to announce and bring to your attention our forthcoming International symposium and Young Leaders’ WeeMong Seminars, to be hosted by the ICD in 
partnership with other prestigious organizations. The inlormafion attached below provides further details on the programs provided at these events. We would be extremely 
grateful il this announcement could be shared with other interested parties by forwarding the information provided below. 
Sincerely, 
Mark Donfried 
& the ICD Team 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD} 
Kurf~rstendamm 207-8 Berlin. Germany-10719 

Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 
vww~.cu It u r aid ip!~[~#cy~ rg 
laiD@cult u raldiplomacy.org 
See what the ICD is doing./-Click Here 

Cultural Diplomacy, How it Operates Today? Click Here 
==================================================== 

"Italian Cultural DiplomacF & North-So~th Relations within the EU°’ 

(Rome; June 12th- 14th, 2013) 
The Symposium is hosted by the President of the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy, the Honorable Francesco Rutelli 
~:i_IN y_-__c_’__u_!_tg r_’_a_!__d_jp__[9__t_n_~!_c_y__-__c_Q__n_[~[~!?_~ 9_=~£ g 

Italy’s vast artistic and cultural heritage has allowed the country to use Cultural Diplomacy highly effectively as a foreign pelicy ton since its unification in the Eighteenth 
Century.. As one of the founding member states of the Eurepean Union, Italy has typically been a key mediator in political and economic negotiations regarding integration 
within Europe. It has been called upon once again to take on this role during the current state of severe economic and political crises throughout the region. 
The Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in Italy will place emphasis on the ways in which the country has directly and indirectly used Cultural Diplomacy as a tool to improve 
its standing and relations with other countries, particularly with regard te its use of Cultural Diplomacy measures in past intematienal negotiations, as well as the potential fer 
its utilization in the future as a possible means of improving the financial state of the country. 
Particular emphasis will be placed on the ability of successful Cultural Diplomacy tactics to ameliorate relations between Northern and Southern Europe in order to overcome 

the current economic and political crisis, as well as on how Cultural Diplomacy could be used internally to alleviate the long-standing Italian North-South Divide. 
Symposium Locations 
Based in Rome, the Conference will be hosted at a number of important political, historic, and cultural locations across the city, and will consist of excursions to the country’s 
top institutions and landmarks. Featured locations during the Conlerence will include: the Italian Parliament, the italian Foreign Ministry, The Dante Alighieri Society, the 
European Commission in Rome, the Coliseum. Sistine Chapel, and Vatican City, in addition to varieus foreign embassies and gevemmental institutions. 

Symposium Participants ~> 
Participation in the Conference is open to governmental & diplomatic officials, academics, artists, journalists, civil society practitioners, private sector representatives, human 
rights activists, historians, young professionals, and students, as well as other individuals interested in italy, Europe, international relations, global politics, and related fields 
from across the world. 

Symposium Speakers >> 
Speakers during the Conlerence will include leading dignitaries, heads of state, ministers, politicians, diplomats, academics, authors, human rights activist, journalists, 
authors, and adi.~ts, as well as figvres and experts from international politics, economics, the cultural sector, diplemacy, and civil society and private sector representatives 
from around the world. These speakers will include a large number of individuals from the ICD Advisory Board. To learn more about the ICD Advisory Board, please click here. 

Speakers for the Symposium include: 
Adele Chatfield Taylor ~ President and CEO, American Academy in Rome 

Antonio PaNucci - Director, Vatican Museum: Former Minister of Culture of Italy 

Alessandro Masi * oecretary General, Societ~ Dante Alighieri 

Arab. Bruno Bottai - President, Societ~ Dante Alighieri 

IEmrnanuele Ernanuele = President, Fondazione Roma; President, Fondazione Mediterranea 

The Hen. F[ancesco Rute~l= Former Deputy Pdme Minister N I~a~y; Former Mayor N Rome 

France Fratt~ni = Former Minister N Foreign Affairs of ~ta~y 

Giovanna ~elandri - PresMent, MAXX~ Museum; Fermer Minister of Culture of ~taly 

Giovann~ Puglisi - Dean, ~ULM University; Italy; President. italian Commissien UNESCO 

~aurizio FioriN - Deputy GenerN Attorney, Italian orate 

Paolo Baratta - President. the international Biennale, Venezia 

Paolo Peluffo - Secreta~ General, National Committee for the National Unity Ce~ebrations 

No~-So#th Reladons within ~e EU 

(Rome; June 12th - 16th, 2013) 
~.icd-europe.or9 
To apply, p~ease click ~. 
Cu~ura~ D~plomacy ~n Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders (CDE) is a nehqork of young indivMua~s from across ~he worM, who have an ~nterest in exploring and s~rengtheNng 
relations between European states. The program is based on the recognition that the increasing polificN and economic integration of the European Union must be 
accompanied by sustained activity to ensure that public opinion and relations between individual member states, remain posNve and constructive at the grass roots ~evel. 
About CDE WeeMong Seminars 
Individuals can join the CDE Forum by taMng patt in one of the CDE Weekbng Seminars, which are he~d evety 4-6 months. Each CDE W~eklong Seminar will be focused on 
a specNc theme re~ated to Europe and the goals of the Forum. These Weeklong Seminam include ~ectures, seminars and workshops, lead by expels from the fields of 



politics, academia, and civil society, as well as cultural and social activities and provides an opportunity to network and exchange. 
Joining the Forum 
Cultural Diplomacy in Eurepe; A Ferum for Yeung Leaders (CDE) is epen te young professionals and students w~th an ~nterest ~n exploring and strengthening relations 
between European States, in intemafienal affairs ~n general, and Europe in particular. 

What ~s CuJtural Diplomacy? £[~£_~___~_#_[~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/The Colleginm T.V./Culmml Zephyr e.V. <bicdmace@aol.com> 

Friday, May 3, 2013 11:32 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

28. Black International Cinema Berlin 2013 Festival Edition 

FOREWORD 

)O(VIII. Black International Cinema Berlin 2013 
A Complexion Change /Transnational & Intercultural Diplomacy 
An International Media Project (UNESCO) 

Future Blossoms 

"Only when lions have historians will hunters cease being heroes." African Proverb 

Deductive and inductive reasoning as sources for aspiring towards utopia in 

human relations, 



in other words 
You have to learn stuff before you know how to do stuff. 

The idea of constructive relationships, based upon human creations, arose many 
years ago from the inspiration and demands of our father, who insisted despite my 
uncooperative response"s", to provide my sisters and I with additional education, 
despite our having to endure the drudgery of attending school on a daily and 
demanding basis. 
I am speaking on my sisters behalf, without their permission, I might add. 
Needless to say, our parents’ efforts on our behalf, eventually were and are mightily 
appreciated, but this recognition required time, many years in fact. 
Well, at least on my part. 
Our father spoke with us about reasoning, deductive and inductive approaches to 
learning and critical thinking. 

The deductive approach, from general information to specific information and the 
inductive path, was from the opposite direction, namely specific information to 
general information, both approaches in the pursuit of knowledge. 
As a result of training and experience in the creations of painting, cinema, 
psychology and education, T began over time to recognize the contributions and 
relevance of each knowledge field to another. 

The creations of impressionism seemed related to the Rorschach examination, 
associated with Sigmund Freud and the recording and documentation through film 
and photography, were complimentary reinforcements to the aforementioned fields. 

The daily mental exercise and experience through schooling and self initiative, were 
designed to provide a basis for increasing knowledge and hence my understanding 
of the interactive relationship between studies. 

Ergo, the flow of information from various persons into their respective fields of 
competence seemed to me a principle for much broader human interaction, involving 
fields of interest and examples of human sharing and hence constructive 
interaction. 
The inductive approach is also beneficial to human kind, but when assessing the 
social, emotional and educational requirements of large populations with varying and 
perhaps lesser degrees of resources, I believe persons possessing the requisite 
knowledge and additional resources, are far out numbered by persons without these 
possibilities. 
Those who have been blessed with much are responsible to share these gifts with 
their and our less fortunate persons, either from a moral or self-interested 
perspective, or both. 
As a result, the chickens will be satisfied where they are and need to look no 
further for a place to roost. 
Therefore, deductive reasoning and the accompanying behavior are utilized for the 
encouragement of understanding and cooperation towards more inclusive, 
supportive and interactive societies. 
Hence, as a result, we have possibilities for a more peaceful world through 
deductive and inductive reasoning. 
These intellectual and emotional realities exist and we should continue to develop 
and encourage their usage for our individual, societal and international aspirations 
towards the utopia we seek in human relationships. 

Please! 

Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith 

back to top 



Greetings 
from the Commissioner for Integration 
of the district Tempelhof=Sch6neberg, Berlin 
to the )O(VIII. Black International Cinema Berlin 2013 

Culture is not a closed and rigid unit, but heterogeneous and dynamic. Due to 
globalization and migration, the idea of a culture bound to one nation and a specific 
place seems to be obsolete. 

Culture is rather marked by a variety of conceivable identities and has cross border 
outlines. Also the Black International Cinema Berlin Festival conducts itself in a 
cross border manner. This year, the festival becomes 28 years old and enriches the 
district Tempelhof-Sch6neberg through its varied program for the past five years. 

The interdisciplinary and transcultural film!video festival is produced and directed by 
Fountainhead® Tanz Th6~tre. The festival presents films from the African Diaspora 
and works dealing with various transcultural backgrounds and perspectives. This 
also includes a clear position against deeply entrenched racist attitudes. 

A study by the Friedrich Ebert Foundation from the year 2011 records that 
discrimination and racism are widely spread throughout Europe and deeply 
imbedded. Approximately half the European persons asked are of the opinion that 
there is too much immigration in their country. Similarly, approximately half the 
European interviewees wish to have priority to any job as "locals" in times of crises. 
About half the persons asked, categorically denounced the Islamic religion as being 
intolerant. 

In spite of everything, I am and will remain an optimistic woman and therefore at 
this point, I would like to quote the civil rights activist Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King 
Jr. A man who fought against social oppression and racism throughout his life. 

"I refuse to accept the view that mankind is so tragically bound to the starless 
midnight of racism and war that the bright daybreak of peace and brotherhood 
can never become a reality," 

Let us try together to move step by step a little bit closer to this daybreak. 

Thank you for this exemplary event to all persons involved and I wish you many 
interesting impressions and an active dialog. 

Gabriele GiJn Tank 
Commissioner for Integration of the district Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin/Germany 



A FOUNTAINHEAD® TANZ TH~:.~TRE PRODUCTION 



A Complexion Change 
Transnational & Intercultural Diplomacy 
An International Hedia Project (UNESCO) 

XXV]:][]:, Black ]International Cinema 
Berlin/Germany 8= U.S.A, 2013 

"FUTURE BLO&5~:~N$" / "BLOTEN DER ZUKUNFT" 

Production and Direction / Produktion und Leitung: 

Prof. Donald l~luldrow Griffith, Fountainhead® Tanz Th&6tre 

in cooperation with / in Kooperation mit 
Gabriele G(Jn Tank 
Commissioner for Integration of the district Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, 
Berlin/Germany 
Integrationsbeauftragte des Bezirks Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, 
Berlin/Deutschland 

in association with / in Verbindung mit der 
Embassy of the United States of America, Berlin 
Botschaft tier Vereinigten Staaten yon Amerika, Berlin 

Venue / Veranstaltungsort 
Rathaus Sch6neberg (city hall) 
John-F.-Kennedy Saal, Kinosaal, Bibliothek 
John-F.-Kennedy Hall, Cinema, Library 
John- F.- Kennedy- Platz, 10825 Berlin/Germany 

"...Art and culture can build bridges, cross borders and pull away from 
stereotypical categorized thinking. Therefore, initiatives such as Black International 
Cinema Berlin are important for the capital of Germany. 
I extend my congratulations to the organizers of Black International Cinema Berlin, 
a cultural highlight which is unique Germany-wide..." 

"...Kunst und Kultur k6nnen hier Bracken bauen, Grenzen ~berschreiten und sich 
stereotypischem Schubladendenken entziehen. Deshalb sind Initiativen wie Black 
International Cinema Berlin wichtig f~r die Hauptstadt. 
Mein Dank gem an die Organisatorinnen und Organisatoren von Black International 
Cinema Berlin, ein kulturelles Highlight, welches deutschlandweit einmalig ist._" 

Gabriele G(Jn Tank 
Commissioner for Integration of the district Tempelhof-$ch6neberg, Berlin/Germany 

Integrationsbeauftragte des Bezirks Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin/Deutschland 

"Only when lions have historians will hunters cease being heroes." - African Proverb 

"Nut wenn L6wen ihre eigenen Geschichtsschreiber haben, werden J~ger aufh6ren, 
Helden zu sein." - Afrikanisches SprichworL 

http:/ /www.biack-international-cinema.com/BIC3’3/bic 3’3.htm 

FESTIVAL PROGRAH SCHEDULE 
please download the festival program >~£~< (pdf) 

Wednesday , ~4ay 8 (3ohn-F.-Kennedy-Saal/Hall) 

6 pm / 3.8 Uhr 

Opening Ceremonies 

Presenters 

Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith 
co-founder/producer/publisher/director/curator/moderator 

Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin / 
The Collegium - Forum & Television Program Berlin/ 
"Footprints in the Sand?" - Exhibition / Cultural Zephyr e. V. 

May G. Baptista - Deputy Cultural Attach~ 
Embassy of the United States of America, Berlin 

Gabriele GiJn Tank 
Commissioner for Tntegration, District Tempelhof-SchSneberg, Berlin 



Marina Treichel - Television Producer, Berlin 

Netra Nambiar Veetil- Dancer/Student, Berlin/India 

Michael S6chtig - Cultural Ambassador, Germany 

Melitta Manigk & Regina Gerschke - Tempelhof 42, Berlin 

Amir Kaufmann - Filmmaker, Berlin/Israel 

Martina Guzm~n - Filmmaker, USA!Mexico 

Gregor - Free Mumia B~indnis, Berlin 

Sabine Grund - Historian, Berlin 

Margarita Mejia Likosova - Journalist, Colombia 

Wolfgang Busch - Filmmaker, USA/Germany 

Matthew Frazier - Filmmaker, USA 

Artistic Presentation 
"East-West Dialogue of Musical Melancholy" 
Raycurt Johnson,A/iolin, USA 

Viktor Maximov/Guitar, Berlin/Vitebsk 

Catering 

Mahide Lein/Ahoi Kultur, Berlin 

8 pn~ / 20 Uhr 

A TRIBUTE TO WILLIAM GREAVES 

Director, producer and writer William Greaves began his career as a featured actor 
on Broadway and in motion pictures. His dedication, professionalism, creative and 

academic abilities behind and in front of the camera earned him over 60 international 
film festival awards, including an Emmy and four Emmy nominations. In 1980, he was 
inducted into the Black Filmmakers Hall of Fame, and in the same year he was the 
recipient of a special "homage" at the first Black American Independent Film Festival 
in Paris~ In 1986, he received an "Indy" - the special Life Achievement Award - from 
the Association of Independent Video and Filmmakers. 

For two years, Greaves served as executive producer and co-host of the pioneering 
network television series Black Journal, for which he was awarded an Emmy. 

Regisseur, Produzent und Autor William Greaves begann seine berufliche Karriere als 
Hauptdarsteller am Broadway und in Spielfilmen. Seine Hingabe, Professionalit~t 
sowie kreativen und akademischen F~higkeiten hinter und vor der Kamera trugen ibm 
tiber 60 internationale Filmfestivalpreise ein, sowie einen Emmy und vier Emmy- 
Nominierungen. Im Jahr 1980 wurde er in die Black Filmmakers Hall of Fame 
aufgenommen und war im selben Jahr Empf~nger einer besonderen "Hommage" auf 
dem ersten Black American Independent Film Festival in Paris. 1986 erhielt er den 
"Indy" - die besondere Auszeichnung for das Lebenswerk - von der Vereinigung 
Unabh~ngiger Video- und Filmemacher. 

Zwei .~ahre lang war Greaves gesch~ftsfiJhrender Produzent und Ko-Moderator der 
wegbereitenden Fernsehreihe Black Journal im US-amerikanischen Sendenetz, for die 
er mit einem Emmy ausgezeichnet wurde. 

RALPH 8UNCHE: AN A~4ERICAIN ODY~EY 

Director: William Greaves 
Documentary, Color, 117 min. 
USA 2001 
English 

Wednesday , N~ay 8 (K~ ..... I/Ci .... ) 

10 pm / 22 Uhr 

KAKOOT~ 
Director: Mohammad Hassanzadeh Ghomi 
Narrative, Color, 95 min. 
Iran 2012 
Persian with English subtitles 



THE OS~URIT~ IN LAST REMINISCENCE OF THE RIVER 
Director: Reza Mohammadi 
Animation, Color, 6 rain. 
Iran 2012 
no dialogue 

RETURN TO THE WORLD OF DANCE 
Directors: Dan Boord, Marilyn Marloff 8( Luis Valdovino 
Experimental, Color, 7 min. 
USA 2011 
English 

Directors: Matthias G. Ziegler & Sidoine Boris Talom 
Experimental, Color, 22 rain. 
Cameroon 2012 
French with English subtitles 

TXIKI 
Director: Sergio San Martin 
Documentary, Color, 27 rain. 
Spain 2012 
Spanish with English subtitles 

GUILLERMO OYAGOEZ MONTERO 
Director: Antonio G6mez-Olea 
Documentary, Color, 29 min. 
Spain 2012 
Spanish with English subtitles 

THE COLLEGIUM - FORUH ~ TELEVISION PROGRAM BERLIN: 

EIN PORTRAIT USER ROSWITHA GUNTHER 
Director: Prof. Donald MuldFow GFiffith/Fountainhead® Tanz Th4AtFe 
Documentary, Color, 80 rain. 
Germany 2013 
German with English subtitles 

Opening Remarks: Felix Block 

6 pm I t8 Uhr 

Director: AYssa Rabbaoui 
Documentary~Animation, Color, 20 rain. 
Germany 2013 
German 

~UBA YOUTH 
Since South Sudan became independent in July 2011, the country faces its "zero 
hour". Despite the challenging situation in the country, it is particularly the young 
South Sudanese who are optimistically guiding their lives towards a better future. 
But what exactly are they looking for and what issues are close to their hearts? 
Within the framework of the project JUBA YOUTH, five South Sudanese filmmakers 
present local adolescents and their means of living both in fictional and 
documentary short films. The project was financially supported by the German 
Federal Ministry for Economics Cooperation and Development (BMZ). 

Seit SOdsudan im Juli 2011 unabh~ngig wurde, durchlebt das Land seine "Stunde 
Null". Trotz der momentanen Herausforderungen im Land sind es besonders die 
jungen Sidsudanesen, die optimistisch for ihr Leben eine bessere Zukunft sehen. 
Abet was genau suchen sie und welche Themen liegen ihnen am Herzen? Im Rahmen 
des Projekts JUBA YOUTH pr~sentieren f~inf s~idsudanesische Filmemacher sowohl in 
fiktionalen als auch in dokumentarischen Kurzfilmen einheimische Jugendliche und 
ihre Art zu leben. Das Projekt wurde vom Bundesrninisterium for wirtschaftliche 
Zusammenarbeit und Entwicklung (BMZ) finanziell gef6rdert, 

Director: Joice John Thomas 
Documentary, Color, 9 rain. 
South Sudan 2013 
Arabic with English subtitles 

DECIDE / ENTSCHEIDUNG 
Director: Alex Taban 
Narrative, Color, 10 min. 
South Sudan 2013 
Arabic with English subtitles 

DOWRY OF LIFE / MITGIFT 



Director: Simon Bingo 

Narrative, Color, 9 min. 
South Sudan 2013 
English with German subtitles 

Director: Ochan Hannington 
Documentary, Color, 6 min. 
South Sudan 2013 
Arabic with English subtitles 

CLASH OF CULTURES / KAMPF DER KULTUREN 
Director: Mary Kadi Manoah 

Narrative, Color, 5 min. 
South Sudan 2013 
English and Arabic with English subtitles 

MELVIN ~ 3EAN: AN AMERICAN STORY 
Director: Maia Wechsler 
Documentary, Color, 60 min. 
USA/France 2012 
English and French with English subtitles 

MAR’{ BURRILL’S AFTER[’4ATH= CONNECTING WITH THE PAST THROUGH DRAMA 
Director: Precious B. Stone 
Documentary, Color, 52 min. 
USA 2011 
English 

A TRIBUTE TO WILLIAM GREAVES 

Director: William Greaves 
Documentary, Color, 58 min. 
USA 1989 
English 

HIKEL°S FAITH 
Director: Alexander Etseyatse 

Narrative, Color, 32 min. 
USA 2011 
English 

Directors: Cornelius Booker III & Christopher C. Odom 

Narrative, Color, 72 min. 
USA 2012 
English 

HAZOR 
Director: Miro Mastropasqua 

Narrative, Color, 22 min. 
Germany/Italy/Spain 2013 
German with English subtitles 

2 pm / 14 Uhr 

THE COLLEGIUH - FORUM & TELEVISION PR~RAM BERLIN," 
A PORTRAIT OF ROSWITHA GONTHER / 

Director: Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith/Fountainhead® Tanz TheAtre 
Documentary, Color, 80 min. 
Germany 2013 
German with English subtitles 

4 pm / 16 Uhr 

Director: Amir Kaufmann 
Narrative, Color, 23 rain. 
Germany 2008 
English 

PRESENT PAST TOMORROW 



Director: Amir Kaufmann 
Narrative, Color, 22 min. 
Germany 2011 
no dialogue 

Director: Amir Kaufmann 
Narrative!Experimental, Color, 25 min. 
Germany 2012 
no dialogue 

6 pm / 18 Uhr 

GHATRE GHATRE / GUTTY 
Director: Seyed Sajad Moosavi 
Narrative!Experimental, Color, 4 rain. 
Iran 2012 
no dialogue 

Director: Iv~n Mu~oz 
Documentary, Color, 15 min. 
Spain 2012 
Spanish and Japanese with English subtitles 

NEGAHI lSE ASEHAN / A LOOK TOWARDS THE SKY 
Director: Seyed Hadi Mohaghegh 
Documentary, Color, 40 min. 
Iran 2012 
Persian with English subtitles 

~4ILAGROS: ~4ADE IN HEXICO 
Directors: Martina Guzm~n & Monique Vel~squez 
Documentary, Color, 56 min. 

USA/Mexico 
English and Spanish with English subtitles 

~’id~’~ o H~’~ ]~,0 (Bibliothek/Library) 

6 pm / 18 Uhr 

ALL POLITICS ARE LOCAL / ALLE POLITIK IST LOKAL 
How we betray today’s victims of genocide in Central Africa / 
Wie wit die heutigen Opfer von V61kermord in Zentralafrika verraten 

Presenter/Pr~sentatorin-" Dr, Sabine Grund 
and Guests / und G~ste 

Dr. Sabine Grund and guests explore the ’hidden hands’ behind the atrocities in 
Rwanda, Uganda and the Democratic Republic of Congo. Who has covered up all 
these crimes and prolonged the suffering? And what needs to be done to restore 
justice? 

Dr, Sabine Grund und ihre G~ste untersuchen die ’versteckten M~chte’ hinter den 
Grausamkeiten in Ruanda, Uganda und der Demokratischen Republik Kongo. Wet hat 
all diese Verbrechen vertuscht und das Leiden verl~ngert? Und was muss 
geschehen, um Gerechtigkeit wiederherzustellen? 

A TRIBUTE TO WILLIAH GREAVES 
HALCOLH X: NATIONALIST OR HU[~4ANIST? 
Producer/Director: Madeline Anderson 
Executive Producer: William Greaves 
Documentary, B/W, 14 min 

USA 
English 

QUARTERBACK - A LOOK AT DR. ERNEST C, WITHERS 
Director: Chuck O’Bannon 
Documentary, Color, 20 min. 

USA 2012 
English 

Director: Lisa Kaselak 
Documentary, Color, 70 min. 
USA 2012 
English 



~ri~¢;~ o H¢;~ :~,~ (BiblioLhek/Library) 

8 pm / 20 Uhr 

VOGUING IN BERLIN 

Presenter/Pr~isentator: Wolfgang Busch 

and Guests / und G~ste 

As documented in the film "How Do T Look" (director: Wolfgang Busch, presented 
during the XXTTI. Black Tnternational Cinema Berlin 2008), the Harlem "Ball" traditions 
originated in the 70’s, which were historically an off shot from the Harlem "Drag 
Balls" from the 20’s. Because of the loss of hundreds of members and leaders of the 
"Ball" community due to the HIV epidemic, "How Do 3[ Look" was able to record an 
important aspect of the history and legacy which was still available. 

Wie in dem Film "How Do I Look" dokumentiert (Regie: Wolfgang Busch, pr~sentiert 

w~hrend des XXIII. Black International Cinema Berlin 2008), hat die Haflemer 
Tradition ihren Ursprung in den 70er Jahren und ist geschichtlich ein Nebenzweig der 
Harlemer "Drag-Balls" aus den 20ern. Da es dutch die HIV-Epidemie den Verlust von 
Hunderten von Nitgliedern und FiJhrungspers6nlichkeiten der "BalF-Gesellschaft zu 
beklagen gibt, stellt "How Do ~[ Look" mit dieser Aufzeichnung ein unsch~tzbares 
Zeitzeugnis dar. 

:tO pm / 22 Uhr 

Director: Sarah Shamash 
Experimental, Color, 4 min. 
Canada 2010 
no dialogue 

Director: Alexander Etseyatse 

Narrative, Color, 15 
USA 2012 
English 

BERLIN ANGELS 
Director: Jens Roth 
Narrative, Color, 21 min. 
Germany 2012 
English, German and Pashto with English subtitles 

Director: Celia Novis 
Documentary, Color, 74 min. 
Spain 2011 
English, Spanish, French and Catalan with English subtitles 

Saturday . Hay 11 (K~ ..... I/Ci .... ) 
2 pm / %4 Uhr 

REAL vs BARCELONA 
Director: Ibrail Abubakr 
Documentary, Color, 17 min. 
Iraq 2012 
Kurdish with English subtitles 

DIE ROcKKENR VON "ROBEZANL" IN DEN BERLINER STADTWALD / 
THE RETURNING OF "ROBEZAHL" INTO THE BERLIN FOREST 
DirectoF: Wolfgang Johannes Lechner 
NaFFative/ExpeFimental, ColoF, 60 min. 
GeFmany 2012 
German 

Saturday . Hay 11 (K~ ..... I/Ci .... ) 
4 pm / 16 Uhr 

EIN~ ZWEI~ DREI 
Director: Stuart Pound 
Experimental, Color, 1 min. 
UK 2012 

N:I~;AT BADTAR / HALF AN HOUR LATER 
Director: Mohammad Reza Lotfi 
Narrative, Color, 22 min. 
Iran 2012 
Persian with English subtitles 



10 ~:~[RKE / :I,0 SECONDS 
Director: Ako Aziz Merza 
Narrative, Color, 85 rain. 
Iraq 2012 
Kurdish with English subtitles 

6 pm / 18 Uhr 

Director: Elijah Hasan 
Experimental, Color, 8 rain. 
USA 2010 
English 

Directors: Ali Allie & Ruben Reyes 

Narrative, Color, 99 min. 
Honduras/U.S.A. 2012 
English, Spanish and Garifuna with English subtitles 

Saturday , t~ay 1 ~ (BiblioLhek/Library) 

6 pm / 18 Uhr 

Seminar 

Conductor/Dirigentin-" Marina Treichel 
Pa rticipa nts!Teiln eh merln nen : 
Borris Diederichs, Deutsch-Franz6sisches Jugendwerk (German French Youth Office) 

Joe Bliese, MC, Kulturwissenschaftler (Cultural Scientist), Witness Berlin e.V. 
Roland Geiger, Jugend- u. Familienstiftung Land Berlin (Youth and Family Foundation 
of Berlin) 
Kerstin Wode, Institut far Qualit~itsentwicklung an Schulen (Institute for Quality 
Development in Schools), Schleswig-Holstein, Festival-Leitung "Rap dich 
stark" (Festival Director "Be Empowered by Rap") 

and Guests / und G~ste 

Music - Film - Dialogue are door-openers between young people, adults and 
societies, on the upward path towards education, understanding, cooperation and 
constructive societal participation, resulting from the contribution of a universal 
spoken word music entitled RAP, which is a key component towards, A Complexion 
Change - Future Blossoms. 

Musik - Film - Dialog sind TOr6ffner zwischen jungen Menschen, Erwachsenen und 
Gesellschaften auf dem Weg nach oben in Richtung Bildung, Verst~indnis, 
Kooperation und konstruktiver gesellschaftlicher Beteiligung, welche aus dem Beitrag 
einer universellen Musik des gesprochenen Wortes mit Namen RAP resultieren, der 
ein Schl0sselelement for A Complexion Change : Future Blossoms (den Wandel im 
Erscheinungsbild - BI0ten der Zukunft) darstellt. 

Saturday , Hay 2:~ (Ki ..... I/Ci ..... ) 
8 pm / 20 Uhr 

A TRIBUTE TO WILLIAM GREAVES 
~..F.~.~.W.O.~.~..~!~..�~.~..~.E.~R~.~!~ 
Director: William Greaves 
Documentary, B/W, 40 min. 
USA 1967 
English 

THE COLLEGIU~ = FORU~ & TELEVISION PROGP-,.A~ BERLIN 

~.~z#.~#.~.i.e.~..~i.~ b..~i.!~..i..a..m..A~.#.e.~...e.~#..A~.~ [.~.~..b~#.e.~i.~ b.e.m. 
Production & Direction: Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith/Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 
Documentary, Color, 60 min. 
Berlin/Germany 2004 
English 

Saturda~t . ~ay ~ 2 (Bibliot:hek/Library) 

8 pm / 20 Uhr 

OKBeat on b-’TAGE." "CRAZY WORDS" 

Presenter/Pr~isentator: Roll G~insrich/OKBeat, Author 
Guests / G~ste: Heiko Welker/Music, Dave/Author 

Spoken word, music, pantomime and much more... 

Gesprochenes Wort, Musik, Pantomime und vieles mehr... 



10 pm / 22 Uhr 

BAZ BAP--J:’,N! / RA:EN AGAIN! 
Director: Mohammad Reza Khavari 
Narrative/Experimental, Color, 8 min. 
Tran 2012 
no dialogue 

CRITERION 
Director: Alberto Blanco 
Documentary, Color, 19 min. 
Spain 2011 
Spanish with English subtitles 

Director: Davood Tohidparast 

Narrative, Color, 90 min. 
Iran 2012 
Persian with English subtitles 

2 pm / 14 Uhr 

{DIS) LOCATION - SA~PA 
Director: Sarah Shamash 
Experimental, Color, 42 min. 
Canada 2011 
English subtitles 

LA HANO ~UL / THE BLUE HAND 
Director: Floreal Peleato 
Documentary, Color, 71 min. 
Spain 2009 
French and Portuguese with English subtitles 

4 pm / 16 Uhr 

PORTRAITS IN ~OTIONo" SKETCHES OF SOULSVILLE 
Director: Ondine Geary 
Experimental, Color, 12 min. 
USA 2012 
English 

STEPPING~ BEYOND THE LINE 
Director: Dee Garceau 
Documentary, Color, 43 min. 
USA 2011 
English 

Directors: Josep Badell & Carlos S~nchez-Llibre 
Documentary, Color, 53 min. 
Spain 2011 
Spanish and Catalan with English subtitles 

4 pm / 16 Uhr 

"TEHPELHOF 42" 

Presenters/Pr~sentatoren: Regina Gerschke, Hans-J~rgen Gomme 

6 pm / 18 Uhr 

PINKFONIK 
Director: Sergio R. Zaurin 
Documentary, Color, 55 mm. 

Venezuela 2012 
Spanish with English subtitles 

Directors: Galina Likosova & Hern~n Humberto Restrepo 
Documentary, Color, 59 min. 

Colombia 2013 
Spanish with English subtitles 



8 pm / 20 Uhr 

A TRIBUTE TO WILLIAM GREAVES 
~.~.P.~..~.~.~.~.~.L~..~..~.SN..~.~ 
Director: William Greaves 
Documentary, Color, 117 min. 
USA 2001 
English 

10 pm / 22 Uhr 

Directors: Farid Mirkhani, Siavash Gholami 8. Shiva Gholami 
Documentary, Color, 20 min. 
]ran 2012 
Farsi with English subtitles 

L’ITALIE Z :[TAL¥ 
Director: Arnold Pasquier 
Narrative/Experimental, Color, 20 min. 
France 2012 
French and Italian with English subtitles 

HEZ,-~RSI / ~030 
Director: Iman Tahsinzadeh 
Documentary, Color, 72 min. 
Iran 2012 
Farsi with English subtitles 

Program subject to change 

May 3, 2013 

back to top 

Fountainhead 
a homage / ce~ebration 



Ursula Troche - April 2013 

Fountainhead 
a unique historical cultural political artistical organisation 
with origins in the 1980’s 
when civil rights activism was still vibrant across many countries 
and there it was, Fountainhead, founded against indifference 
and therefore rising 

for our togetherness all the time 

Fountainhead 
is like going to the mountain top 
and seeing the promised land 
for all to understand 
what Martin Luther King prophesied 
so that our lights and souls can shine bright 

here and now and far and wide 
in colour 
inspired by Africa 
which is the root of the fountain head 
inside us all 

Fountainhead 
with which we can see the Promised Land 
we can see it, watch it 
on screen, on stage, on TV 
in dance, in action, in the spoken word, the written 
word an in deed 
indeed, Fountainhead 
is like the Mountain Top 

we will go there, 
with each other 
friends, colleagues, kings and queens, sister, brother 
and pay homage to those who went there before us 
so we can follow their footprints 
footprints which are no longer in the sand 
but pointing to the mountain, high 
crossing rivers, deep 
and oceans, deeper still 
yes we are going 

we are marching 
we are dancing 
we are singing 

we are speaking 

we are going to the Mountain Top 
with Fountainhead! 

so let’s celebrate 
the top of the mountain 
with the Head of the Fountain 
for our lives. 

back to top 





rofiD6h H~ld~d~G~iffit 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <nancy.maclean@duke.edu;, 

Saturday, May 4, 2013 3:56 PM 

class- center-list@duke.edu 

1=~’: NAACP CaJl for Next Wave of Civil Disobedience on Monday, May 6 AND time chaJ~ge tbr May 7th rally and vigil - now 7 pm 

message- footer.txt 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: \Villiam Chafe < ~)gmail.com> 
Date: Fri, May 3, 2013 at 11:55 AIM 

Snbject: Re: NAACP Call for Next Wave of Civil Disobedience 

To: Timothy Ty~n <            ~)gmaJLcom> 

On Fri, May 3, 2013 at 11:40 AM, Robin Kirk <rights@dnke.edu> wrote: 

De~x Colleagues, 

Bill Chafe and Bob Korstad roll be p~zticipating in this act of civil disobedience and invite any and all interested to attend or take p~zt. 

Best, 

Robin 

Dear All People of Goodwill, 
For anyone who would like to participate in nonviolent civil disobedience on Monday, May 6, 20~3 at the NC General Assembly, please join the NO NAACP and others at 

3:45 pm at DavJe Street P~esbyterian Church (~00 E. Davie Street, Raleigh, NC)~ There we will discuss the specific plans for the rest N the day~ ~T IS CRITICAL tha~ 
you come to the Church firN if you w~sh to panic,pate in cMI disobedience. Otherwise, you can join us at the NC General Assembly as supportem, obse~’e~; or protesl 

outsMe with s~gns. We do not know our exact arrival time, but ~t will not be before 5:20 pro. 

Please ca~ Rob Stephens, F~eld Secreta~ for the NC N~CP ~336~577~9335), ~f you have any questions. Note that many fu~her specifics will be d~scussed at the Church. 

If poss~Ne, hold questions until then~ Media is not ~nvited to the Church ~or that discussion, ~hough ~here may be a neu~ conference la~er before we travel to the NC General 

Assembly. Please email me (rob~naacpnc.orp) if you or peoNe you know are coming. Put "May 6" in the suNect line so I know to look for 

Feel free to bring s~gns and pins supposing the many issues under attack at the General Assembly such as hea~thcare, public education, the Racia~ Justice Act and 

voting r~ghts and effods to bring back payday lending. 

Look ~oaqard to seeing you there, 

Rob 

> 

:: :~ :: cid:436febca-2e9b46d5-b492- 

04d4995096d5 @win.du ke.ed u 

919-682-4.700 

rob@naacpnc.org 



To~ 

Subject: 

UNCm’R/<membels@unc4v.org> 

Sunday, May 5, 2013 9:39 AM 

Regeste[, Charlene B <[egester@email.unc.edu> 

REMINDER: Downton Abbey Marathon on UNC-EX- 12:30 PM Today! 

Xi UNC-TV Ne~Flashi 

Unsubscdbe or change your email preferences, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <’UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Sheila Schroeder <Sheila.Schroeder@DU.EDU> 

Sunday, May 5, 2013 11:09 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

camera/cinematography/pedagogy issue 

All, 
I’d like to hear the collective wisdom from this group on a camera/cinematography/pedagogs, issue 
Some context first: 
We are a relatively small major witJa about 25-35 students majoring in Film Studies and Production Some non-majors and minors also take our courses We teach film history, theory, ethics 
and production in the major, often all in a single class 

We’re tlying to figure out ~vhat camera technology to use at ~vhat level and we’re having a bit of a debate. Given limited resources/faculty/classes, I lean toward using our cinematograph?- 
course to train students for the careers they will hopefiflly find themselves in some day It’s my contention that these situations will be using digital video in 99°,/o of cases. I know- of 0 of our 
grads in the last 10 years actually shooting on film 

I would love to hear from others whether you teach film in your cinematography courses and to educate me on why film is crucial to this course Besides my rationale that students will not 
be shooting film as a career, it seems to me that teaching lighting/storytelling in a cinematograph?- course for digital video cameras is also a unique skill and should, then, be paired with 
digital cameras. 

I’m not opposed at all to teaching a fihn course, but given the lack of’resources, teaching it every other year as an elective would be our better option. 
Thoughts would be appreciated! 

Sheila 

Sheila E. Schroeder, Ph. D 
University of Denver 
Department of Media, Film & Journalism Studies 
Director of Graduate Studies 
2490 S. Gaylord St 
Denver, (20 80208 
303.871 4701 

sschroed@du.edu 

www.woodstockwestthemovie.com 
www.facebook.com/woodstockwest 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the fill lowing message to listserv@listsep<american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-I~ Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

signoff LT’VALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listsel~’.american. edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NC Retirement News <NCRetirementNews@nctreasurer.com> 

Monday, May 6, 2013 9:50 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

NC Retirement News: New emailing system; Videos now available 

NC Retirement Systems Begins Using iContact 

As communicated in our email during the week of April 29, the N.C Retirement Systems 

has begu n to use iContact to send member emails. As a reminder, you do not need to take 

any action to sign up for emails through this new system. Those already receiving our 

emails will continue to receive them. If you wish to unsubscribe to our emails, please click 

on "Unsubscribe" link below. If you are receiving an email from us for the first time, it may 

be that you signed up in ORBIT to receive our communications, but your email provider has 

been blocking our messages as SPAM. 

Please remember to designate ncretirementnews.@,nctreasurer.com as a favorite so 

emails do not go to spare. 

New Hire and Retirement Planning Videos Now Posted on our Website 

The Retirement Systerns has added New Hire videos for the Teachers’ and State 

Employees’ Retirement System and the Local Governmental Employees’ Retirement 

System to the New Hire Welcome Kits web page The narrated presentation provides an 

overview of available member benefits. 

If you’re a member of TSERS and are nearing retirement, the Retirement Systems has also 

posted Retirement Planning videos on our website The videos address all topics covered 

during a Retirement Planning Conference If you’re unable to attend a conference, or would 

like to reviewwhat you sawat a conference you attended, head to the TSERS Retirement 



bi,o!kh Carolh’.a Rel:ireriler!l: Sy.~l:ei~"..~ 1327 hi 8alisbuiy 8i. == Raleigil, i’dC 27603 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 
Anthony Collins <     @YAHOO.COM> 

Monday, May 6, 2013 9:59 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: came~J’cinematogmphy/pedagogy issue 

In my opinion it doesn’t really matter that zero of your students are shooting film. It does matter that cinematography students learn and master skills and understand issues that the use and 
processes for using film will help to clarify. Using film compels a high degree of Self-reliance without dependence on immediate vie;ving of results (On a reD- basic level you have to spend a 
lot of money to see your results and cannot use some crutch to check your results in advance of lab work), it enhances greater knowledge of exposure and lighting in relation to depth of 
field, and it compels understanding about the complexity of color temperature and its proper measurement as ;ve shoot in the field or in a controlled situation--and much more. It sounds like 
the debate at your institution has become more focused on the end results and on only the final steps in the learning process (whether or not student shoot film or learn the process of using 
film over the use and final outcome ! 
in digital media). Many students today don’t even kno;v how to use a and exposure meter or a color temperature meter or and seem to have no knowledge or interest in what those 
measurements can mean to the image making process. Can someone get by and work ;vithout knowing these things? Sure but you are providing an educational experience to students of 
cinematograph?- so I suggest that your responsibility- is greater than merely hitting just the minimum standard. This is a gap that does not benefit serious students of cinematograph?, If 
you don’t want to shoot motion picture film in your program then you should at least have a thoroughly developed still photography course of stu@ for cinematography students in my 
opinion 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 5, 2013, at 8:08 P,N4, Sheila Schroeder <Sheila. Schroeder@I)U EDU> wrote: 

>All, 
> I’d like to hear the collective wisdom from this group on a camera/cinematography/pedagogy issue. 
> Some context :first: 
> We are a relatively small major with about 25-35 students majoring in Film Studies and Production. Some non-majors and minors also take our courses. We teach film histow, theory, ethics 
and production in the major, often all in a single class 
> 

> We’re trying to figure out what camera technology to use at what level and we’re having a bit of a debate. Given limited resources/faculty’/classes, ! lean toward using our cinematography 
course to train students for the careers they will hopefully find themselves in some day It’s my contention that these situations will be using digital video in 99% of cases. I know of 0 of our 
grads in the last 10 years actually shooting on film 
> 

> I would love to hear from others whether you teach film in your cinematography courses and to educate me on why film is crucial to this course. Besides my rationale that students will not 
be shooting film as a career, it seems to me that teaching lighting/storytelling in a cinematograph?" course for digital video cameras is also a unique skill and should, then, be paired with 
digital cameras. 
> 
> I’m not opposed at all to teaching a film course, but given the lack of resources, teaching it every other year as an elective would be our better option 
> ’l’houghts would be appreciated! 
> 

> Peace, 
> Sheila 
> 
> 

> Sheila E. Schroeder, Ph D. 
> University of Denver 
> Departraent of Media, Film & Journalism Studies 
> Director of Graduate Studies 
> 2490 S. Gaylord St. 
> Denver, CO 80208 
> 303.871.4701 

> sschroed@du.edu 
> 

> www.woodstockwestthemovie.com 
> www.facebook, coru/xvoodstockwest 
> 

> This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listset,,~@listserv.american.edu: 
> 

> subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 
> 

> You can leave a list by sending the following corrm~and to listserv@listset~z.american.edu: 
> 
> signoff UFVALIST-L 
> 

> Posting Messages: 
> 

> You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to LrFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listselv@listserv.araerican.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be ?,our first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following cormnand to listserv@listselw, american edu: 

signoff LTVALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@mail166.wdc02.mcdlv.net> 

Monday, May 6, 2013 10:03 AM 

Regester, Chaslene B <regesl~er@ema]l.unc.edu> 

Aliican Americm~ Histo~ Collection 

SLAVE NARRATIVES COMPLETE SET 

A Folk History of Slavery in the United States 

from interviews with former slaves 

Faculty and students interested in African-American Studies will be searching the library for information on 
slavery in the United States. We are pleased to announce the republishing of the entire set of SLAVE 
NARRATIVES; A Folk History of Slavery in the United States from interviews with former slaves. The 

SLAVE NARRATIVES were collected in the 1930s as part of the Federal Writers’ Project of the Works 
Progress Administration from interviews with former slaves. 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES provides a unique and unsurpassed collective portrait of African-American 
population during slavery. Indeed, historian David Brion Davis has argued that the voluminous number of 
documented slave testimonies available in the United States "is indisputably unique among former 
slaveholding nations. In addition to the substantial number of life histories it contains, the most compelling 
feature of the collection is the composition of the sample of people who made up its informants." SLAVE 
NARRATIVES thus constitute an illuminating and invaluable source of data about antebellum and post- 
Emancipation Southern life, the institution of slavery, and, most important, the reactions and perspectives 
of those who had been enslaved. The profoundly moving text which yields great insight into the impact of 
slavery upon human lives. 

Thank you for your consideration in recommending the entire set of SLAVE NARRATIVES to your 
collection development librarian or subject librarian. 

Please visit NABDLLC.com/Slave-Narratives/to view further details regarding this title. 

FREE SHiPPiNG ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE iN THE U.S. 
Purchase orders are accepted from all organizations. 

For your convenience we accept Visa and MasterCard as a payment option. 

Order Form 

Slave Narratives Complete Set - Edition 
$1 995.00 .... 11978040302211 ’ u~v.) II 

Name: Library Name: 

Phone: Email: 

Mailing Address: 

City: State: 

Payment Type: Visa MasterCard Check Purchase Order#: 

Cardholder Name: 

Card Number: 

Zip: 

Expiration Date: 

uns~ibsc:-ibe From th~s ~st ~ update subsc:dpt~on p:-efere:~ces 
North Amedcsn Book Distributors, LLC , PO Box 510 . Hamburg~ N[ 48139 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <~UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Landau. David <landau@FDU.EDU> 

Monday, May 6, 2013 10:06 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: came~w’cinematogmphF’pedagogy issue 

Hello Sheila, 

I am a DP and teach classes in both lighting and 
cinematography here at FDU, where we also just started a 
cinematograph?’ concentration for undergrads. I love film - 
I grew up shooting film - nothing looks like film. That 
said, viltually no one is shooting film anymore, which is 
a horrible shame. But that shouldn’t have any effect on 
your teaching What we as teachers need to look at is ~vhat 
tools we have available that will allow us to teach 
students the concepts and crafts they need to advance and 
succeed Shooting on film is not one of those. Digital 
cinema cameras that have super 35mm sensors now offer a 
tremendous amount of latitude and picture quality More 
important than the capture medium is working in a 
professional manner and understanding how to use the 
tools 

The camera I recommend [’or beginning students is the Sony 
VG30. It has a beautiful 35ram sensor, records good sound 
and can use fixed lenses It is easy enough as an 
introduction to working with real cameras and not iphones, 
handycams and cheap DSLRs that high schools all seem to 
use. In cinematography, it isn’t the capture medium or 
even the capture resolution, its all about the lens The 
better the lens, the better the picture. You can have the 
best resolution possible and if the lens is poor the poor 
quality will be even more noticeable. ’l’he Sony VG30 I 
believe is around $2,000 and produce excellent footage and 
will help you teach students how to work more seriously 
with a camera. 

If you are serious about teaching cinematography, refuse 
to use DSLR cameras They teach terrible habits and the 
lens that comes with them is poor at best. Can the?" get 
good pictures? Yes, but with extra work that is not part 
of the professional working method. I have a lot of 
students who own their own DSLR cameras and they always 
begin by handing in totally tmacceptable footage, thinking 
its great. Its out-of-focus almost all the time, the depth 
of field is too limited and unprofessional, they handhold 
theru because "they’re made that way" and the footage is so 
rocky its unwatchable, demand that they use tripods, 
understand that the human eye can see farther than four 
inches without going out of focus and that no footage, no 
matter ho~v ftmny, is usable if its ever blurt5,. 

The basics of Lighting, framing, caruera movement are the 
same no matter xvhat medium you captme on. But use a 
camera ruade for cinematography instead of home movies and 
stills. 

Hope this helps. 

Best Regards, 
David Landau 
FDU 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listsel~’.american.edu: 

subscribe L~VALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following con~aand to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

signoff L~VALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

No(rh American Book Distributors, LLC <c~nabdllc.com@mai1323.us3.mcdlv.net> 

Monday, May 6, 2013 11:09 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges’ter@.~,emml.unc.edu> 

History of the Americas Collection 

Native Peoples A to Z -Second Edition 

Best Books for Academic Libraries recommends... 

NATIVE PEOPLES- A TO Z 
A Reference Guide to Native Peoples of the Western Hemisphere 

Courses on the indigenous people of the Americas are 
taught at your university. Native American educators and 
students will be looking for new reference materials that 
are culturally appropriate and sensitive to the many 
customs and ways of various tribes and nations. The 
material needs to reflect the diverse experiences that 
relate to indigenous peoples of the Americas. We are 
)leased to announce that such a publication is now 

available in the Second Edition of NATIVE PEOPLES A 
TO Z; A Reference Guide to Native Peoples of the 
Western Hemisphere. 

NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z provides authentic examples 
of indigenous Art, culture, literature and history. By 

purchasing a set of NATIVE PEOPLE A to Z you will be providing educators and students a reference that 
is culturally related to the academic needs of indigenous students and will promote student self-esteem and 
character development. 

Please visit www.NABDLLC.com to read a detailed description of the publication’s contents, and view 
sample pages of the encyclopedia. 

The addition of Native Peoples A to Z in your collection will allow students and faculty the ability to tteighten 
awareness and understanding of diverse indigenous cultures and unique traditions. 

Purchase orders are accepted from all institutions on net 60 day terms. If you would like to charge to your 
credit or purchasing card please call our customer service at (810) 231.3728. The ISBN for the set is 
1878592734. The eight volume set is $995.00. 

Thank you for your time and consideration in recommending NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z for purchase to 
your collection development librarian. 

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE IN THE U,S. 
Purchase orders are accepted from all organizations. 

For your convenience we accept Visa and MasterCard as a payment option. 

Customer Order Form 
Please send     set(s) of NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z - Second Edition (Sv. set) at $995.00 per set. 

ISBN: 9781878592735 

Name: Library Name: 

Phone: Email: 

Mailing Address: 

City: State: 

Payment Type: Visa MasterCard Check Purchase Order#: 

Cardholder Name: 

Card Number: 

Zip: 

Expiration Date: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Harvard University Press <hup news@harvard.edu> 

Monday, May 6, 2013 1:17 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu> 

Harvard’s Digital F~xamination Program fi~r Educators 

To faci]itatc your eourse bo~k decisions, tl~arvard ~. niversity Press’s Digital Examina}.ion Program 

scholarship iri your field is arM]able ak yonr ~gertips---.at no charge, Cli& o~ the links below to request 

digit.a1 exam ccq)y or visil our websRe tbr a list of all available titles, Edsca~,:ws are permitted lo view up 

d~ree books shmdta~eously, Once a request has been approved, yo~ will have ’dO days to tx’view your 

salad.tress as yma t~3aIixe your eourse needs. 

Additionally, we eneo~ rage ~ael lty to s~ bsc~’ibe to ore’ mailir~g list at~d browse m~r digitul eatulogs for the 

~alest news m3 book.s available in your tie,d. 

Daniel K. Ricl~tar Edited by Rights LGa 

. Read more Andrew J. {~a(;evich Dav:d W Blight 

* Request a digital exam * Request a digital exam 

Stra{,t-?gic Comr*;unications and American 

Seeunty in b$%id War / 

,lenal:har~ Reed Winlder 

~ Raqdest a digitai axam 

I ii.~j The Hungry WorldI 

Tl~e Nu~gry W~rld 

aga/nst Povorty io Asia 

Nick Cullather 

~ tread more 

" Request a digital e~am 

[ ~ American Medit ....... ] 

Southern Slaveholders *,~ 

the Age of Emanc/pa~to~ 

Mal2hew Pratt Gt~l:arl 

~ Requast a dig[[~l exam 

Digital catalogs :: lwitter :: Faceboe~,~ :: HbP blo9 

Subscribe to our Isqa ilmg iist Copyright @ 20! 3 

Piease join our maifing iist for updates on the iatest Har,/ard University Press 

schoiarship Harvard University Press is committed to reducing Aii rights reser,/ed. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina for Kibera <ctk@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 7:03 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

It’s soccer season in Kibera! 



"Talent is universal, but 
opportunibj is not" Never has this 

phrase rung truer than when 
talking about Sophia Opiyo. 

Upon learning about CFK’s jump 

rope program, she joined with just 

one month remaining before the 
proglam’s first in-house 

competition in 2013. Trained for 

less than a month, Sophia jumped 

67 times in 30 seconds, almost 
breaking the East African Record! 

Read more about Sophia’s 

extraordinary skills on _o__u__r___b_Lg~q... 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@mai168.wdc03.rsgsv.net> 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 11:13 AM 

Regester, Chaslene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

American Guide Series 

::.’~i American Guide Series 

AMERICAN GUIDE SERIES 

The AMERICAN GUIDE SERIES was described as "The biggest, fastest and 
most original research job in the history of the world." The AMERICAN GUIDE 
SERIES was produced by the Federal Writers Project between 1935 and 1943. 
The Federal Writers Project was one of the many programs under the Works 
Progress Administration. These wonderful books cover all 50 states except for 
Hawaii. Each volume covers a state’s history, geography, and culture along 
with photographs, maps, bibliography and index. The project enlisted the 

talents of such well-known writers as John Cheever, Saul Bellow, Richard 
Wright, Ralph Ellison and many others. 

The Smithsonian Channel has produced a documentary titled SOUL OF A 
PEOPLE that chronicles the story of the AMERICAN GUIDE SERIES and has 
created a new demand for the republishing of the entire series. 

Each state guide has been enlarged to 8 x 11 inch page size for easier reading for researchers and the 
public. 

Please visit NABDLLC.com/American-Guide-Series to order the entire series, or visit NABDLLC.com/state- 
encyclopedias to view details of each volume in the American Guide Series. 

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE IN THE U.S. 
Purchase orders are accepted from all organizations. 

For your convenience we accept Visa and MasterCard as a payment option, 

Special Discount Customer Order Form 
Please send __ set(s) of AMERICAN GUIDE SERIES (49 volumes) at $4,665.00 per set (free shipping). 

ISBN 9780403022496 

Name: 

Phone: 

Mailing 

Address: 

City: 

Payment 

Type: 

Cardholder 

Name: 

Card 

Number: 

Library Name: 

Email: 

Visa MasterCard Check 

Purchase Order #: 

State: Zip: 

Expiration Date: 

North Americ~r~ Booi( Distributors, LLC , PO Box 510 . H~.~rl~burg~ P~[ 48139 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@mai168.wdc03.rsgsv.net> 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 9:14 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@emaJ, l.unc.edu> 

NC Histow Publications 

NORTH CAROLINA HISTORY 

RESOURCES 

Courses on North Carolina History are being taught at your academic institution. Questions on the people, 

places and events in North Carolina History are some of the most frequently asked questions received by history 

and reference librarians. General information on North Carolina History is found in many national publications, but 

lack the detail for in-depth study on the state. The following titles listed below are the definitive reference works on 

the people, places and events in North Carolina History. Minority studies are of special interest in schools. 

November is National Native American Heritage Month and our publication Indians of North Carolina will allow 

students and library patrons access to the definitive reference on North Carolina Native American History. Also, 

February is Black History Month and our publication North Carolina Slave Narratives will allow students and library 

patrons access to the definitive reference work on Black History during slavery. 

If you are a faculty member, we would appreciate you recommending these titles for purchase to your collection 

development librarian or subject liaison. All titles are available for immediate delivery and can also be ordered from 

your library book distributor. To order by mail, please print and fill this form out and send it to the address located at 

the bottom of this page. We accept orders by phone at (810) 231-3728, fax at (810) 231-8910 or by email at 

nabdllc mail.com. Please click on a specific title name for further information, or go to NABDLLC.com to browse 

our full catalog. 

Please send the following titles as indicated below: 

Encyclopedia of North Carolina - Third Edition 
9780403097326 $~ 65.00 (2v.) 

..... IINorth Carolina Biographical Dictionary- 

*" °°°°llsec°nd Edition (2v.) 
9780403097357 

1’95.00 Illndians of North Carolina (lv.) 119780403099382 

North Carolina: A Guide To The Old North State /9780403021 826 

~[North Carolina Slave Narratives (2v.) 119781878592859 
1*995.0011Native Peoples A to Z- Second Edition (8v.) 119781878592736 
1*295.0011encyclopedia of The United States (3v.) 119780403096657 

Name: Library Name: 

Phone: Email: 

Mailing 

Address: 

City: State: 

Payment Visa MasterCard Check 

Type: Purchase Order #: 

Cardholder 

Name: 

Card 

Number: 
Expiration Date: 

Zip: 

uns:.:bsc~ibe h’om :.his iist I u¢~,dste subscription ¢~re!:ere:~ces 
North American B,:)c:,i,: Distribul:or~, L.LC . P9 3c:.x 51.0 ¯ ?qi~mburcj, 1’4[ 48139 



Fly,m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

office@cmstudies.org 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 11:33 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@~.email.unc.edu> 

May News Update: SCMS Det~nds Fair Use 

SCMS Continues to Defend Educational Fair Use 

Film and Media scholars rely on cowfighted material for teaching and research, and SCMS has a long histoiy of defending fair use in the U.S. The Society has recently 

participated as a friend of the court (amicus curiae) on behalf of our members in a fair use appeal. 

In the 1980s, John Belton represented the Society beii~re the Cowright Office of the United States when it considered expanding the authorial rights of film directors. 

In 1993, a committee led by Kristen Thompson drafted a report that made the case that fair use pemfitted reproductions of films stills in academic work. That 

document was adopted as policy by many university presses, mad permitted decades of well-documented books and articles by media scholars. A decade and a half 

later, SCMS’s public policy committee wrote a new statement, identil}’ing thir use best practices in tilm mad media teaching and publication. In 2006, Society member 

Peter Decherney successfully argued for an exemption to the Digital Millennium Cowright Act, In,king it legal for media professors to Ina£e clips fiom DVDs for 

teaching. SCMS submitted a letter of support, and in 2009 and 2012 the Society joined Peter and others to expand the exemption to encolnpass students, educators in 

all field~ and documento~ ~d noncommercial fihnmakers. 

This April 2013, SCMS joined another efibrt to protect educational fair use and signed onto an amicus brief in the 1 lth Circuit Court of appeals. Academic publishers 

Cambridge, Oxford, m~d Sage all sued Georgia State University over its e-reserve practices, i.e. making teaching materials available though courseware. The university, 

won a big victoD~ in the first round of the case. The district court found that 70 of 75 examples under question were clearly not infringing. The material was used for 

education and the mnounts assigned were small. It was a triumph, but the decision was also overly nayrow. Represented by the USC Intellectual Property and 

Technology Law Clinic, SCMS joined the Americm~ Association of University Professors, the Modernist Studies Association, and Universi~ of Pennsylvania 

professors Peter Dechemey and Tsi~si Jaji to argue that course reserves can also be "transfommtive." As many courts, including the Supreme Court, have held, even 

the use of entire works can be protected by fair use when the purpose of the use is dilt~rent than the originally intended purpose. When works made by the 
entertainment industry, for example, are used for teaching, comment, and criticism, they are likely to be fair uses. Briefs by academic authors a~d librmy associations 

made very silnilax points. 

This is a case that affects everyone teaching fihn and media. Arguments are expected to take place in late May, and a decision will follow. We will update you as soon 
as we learn of any decision. In the meantime, because we know how vital such issues are to our members, we want to keep you informed of our work on your behalf. 

~-~ike us on Facebook > ~ollow us on Twitter > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Women Make Movies <wmmrele&se@wmm.com~ 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 10:55 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

The 2013 New Releases Catalog is ttere! Women Make Movies 

X:: 2013 
For 2013, Women Make Movies is 
proud 1o bring you a diverse and 
,~owerful collection of films from around 
the globe! If you are a WMM customer, 
your new releases catalog is on its way 
to you or has arrived. II not, please let 
us know and we’ll be happy to send you 

New releases include 2012 Academy 

Award® winner Ior Best Short 
Documentary SAVING FACE. which 
draws necessary and urgent attention 
to violence against women in South 

Asia while SALMA. the newest film from awardowinning 
documentarian Kim Longinotto, looks at the inspiring story of a 
woman who defied her village to become the most famous poet ~n 

southern h~d~a. I n FORBI DDE N VOICES: HOW TO START A 
REVOLUTION ~TH A COMPUTER women Moggers and cyber 
feminists from Iran, CMna and Cuba dare to speak out under 
d~ctatodal regimes. Other groundbreaking Nms ~nck~de RED 
~DDING: WOMEN UNDER THE KHMER ROUGE from 
Cambodia: CAMER~OMAN from Morocco; and a new collection 
of four Nms that explore the I~ves of women in Latin America: 

MARIA IN NOBODY’S LAND ~ARIA EN TIERRA DE NADIE), 
ABUELAS: G~NDMOTHERS ON A MISSION. CHILDREN OF 

MEMORY (NINOS DE LA MEMORIA) and BAY OF ALL SAINTS. 
The clash of modernity and [rad~tional culture in Asia are the 
subject of THE MOSUO SISTERS, a new fihn by MarCo Poras, as 

we~ as UNDER SNOW (UNTER SCHNEE) and KOREAN 
~DDING CHEST~DIE KOREANISCHE HOCHZEITSTRUHE3 by 
renowned German filmmaker and auteur Ulrike Otfinget, Closer to 
home in Noah America, we have new fi~ms on the complex issues 
facing women in prison with MOTHERS OF BEDFORD and TH~ 
GREY AREA: FEMINISM BEHIND BARS and women ~n ~he 
military with SERVICE: ~EN WOMEN COME MARCHING 

, HOME and SISTERS IN ARMS. And VIRGIN TALES and HOW TO 
LOSE YOUR VIRGINITY take a surprising look at virginity fifty 
years after the sexual revolution. 
As a non-prefit organization we are committed to suppoding wemen 
filmmakers and we return 30 - 40% of all revenue to them annually, 
So when you buy a fifin Irom WMM you are helping the women’s 

film community by ensuring the production ol more Ieminist Iilm, 
You are helping women directors by supporting their reles as 
worldwide change makers, giving voice to women in places where 
women’s voices are often silenced. 

Special Offer on 2012 Releases - Get any 5 for $495! 

Order any five of our 2012 titles for only $495! This offer applies to 

institutions only; public libraries, K-12 and community groups still 

receive any title for only $89. 

Some of our most popular titles include: 



NO JOB FOR A WOMAN: THE WOMEN WHO FOUGHT TO REPORT 

WORLD WAR II Broadcast on PBS 

ATOMIC MOM Broadcast on Doc Channel 

SCARLET ROAD 

CALYPSO ROSE - LIONESS OF THE JUNGLE Nominee 2013 ALA 

Notable Video for Adults 

THE LEARNING Broadcast on PBS 

RIGHTS AND WRONGS: THE STORY OF WOMEN IN ISLAM 

JUSTICE FOR SALE 

You can place your order directiy through WMM’s Online Shopping Ca~S 

During checkou< enter pi’o~o ~ode ~5495~I3 and you~ discount will be 

applied For qt~estions, emaii orders@wmm.com, or call 212 925.0606 

>:360 

**~er only for 2012 titles. Other exceptions may apply. Cannot be combined 
with any other offer. Excludes home video and public libraries, K-12 and 

community groups. 

Forward this ernail 

This emsil was sent to regester@email.unc,ed[i by wmmrelea~@wmm.com 
_U_!%_d_a_t_e__!~_r_o_~[[_e.~__m__@_[LA_d_d_r_9_s_s. {nstant remova[ with .S_a_f~I.U_n_s_u_b_s_c_rj_b_e_ " [_~_rLv_a_£L[_~gJj_c_y_. 

Women Make Movies :: 115 W. 29th St :: Suite 1200 :: New York :: NY :: 10001 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Melz, Winifred F <~freddie@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 11:22 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: The 2013 New Releases Catalog is Here! ] Womeu Make Movies 

Thank you for your message. I am out of the office and may not be able to send a prompt reply. If you need immediate assistance pertaining to the 
Media Resources Center, please contact Katelyn Ander (khander@email.unc.edu) or 919.962.2559. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Final Dra£t Inc. <noreply@fin~Jdraft.com> 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 12:32 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@emml.unc.edu> 

ONE WEEK ONLY - Final Draft Writer App only $29.99 

Click here to view online 

Click hereto buy now 

Click hereto buy now 

Offer expires May 15, 2013 

Inspiration can strike at any moment, 

and with the ~!~!#~{..#..~#)~..~:~’.~t:.#.~ for 

iPad, you can read, write and edit Final 

Draft scripts anytime, anywhere - 

freeing you from the confines of your 

office. 

For one week only, save 4~% off the 

Final Draft Writer app for iPad - now 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kickstarter HQ <no-reply@kickstarter.com> 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 3:30 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Projects We Love: Unique Perspectives 

~ii ThisWeekon Kickstarter 

May 09, 2013 

This week we’re exploring projects that examine the past, present, and future, and 

imagine how we look at the world. We’re also super into our new #Maps tag! Who knew 

there was so much left to Map?! 

InfMite imagination 

Ever wonder what it might be like to see the 

world through the eyes of a child? That’s the 

driving concept for Among the Sleep, an 

adventure game where you explore a magical 

dream world from the perspective of a two° 

year-old, Essentially, it’s the perfect game for 

the Oculus Rift! 

Gonzo photos 

In 1974, AI Safterwhite headed to Mexico to 

photograph Hunter S. Thompson. 

Documenting the king of gonzo journalism is 

no ordinary gig, but Al’s photos -- both 

effervescent and introspective -- manage to 

capture the essence of Thompson’s restless 

spirit, Now, AI is paying tribute to Thompson 

with a photo diary chronicling the time they 

spent running amok in Cozurnel, 



Trace the future 

You’ve probably never heard of a camera 

lucida, but that’s about to changel The 19th- 

century tool used by artists "to trace what they 

see" is being revived and modernized by 

Pablo and Golan, two men who understand 

the device’s potential, and are determined to 

make it available for students and artists 

everywhere to enjoy! 

Check out even more projects right from your phone! 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CUNY TV <cun~vtv@cun~va~.ccsend.com~ 

Friday, May 10, 2013 1:31 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

This month on City Cinematheque 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with CUNY TV. Please confirm your continued 
interest in receiving email from us. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

CITY CINEMATHEQUE 
A New Decade of Film from China Nay 2013 

The best in world cinema is showcased in City Cinematheque. 
Hosted by Professor Jerry Carlson and co-produced 
with the Department of Media and communication Arts .~iI logo 
of The City College, CUNY, each film is followed by 
lively discussion with scholars, film professionals and 
critics. 

Saturday & Sunday nights at 9:00 PM, repeated the following Friday night 

at 12:00 Midnight. Hosted by Jerry Carlson. 

May 11-12/i 7                i)~ 

(2003/China, 92 min., color, 
drama, in Mandarin with English 
subtitles) 
Oir.: Diao Yinan. Cast: Liang 
Hongli, Zheng Xueqiong. A young 

who works in a tailor shop 
is compelled one day to put on a 
policeman’s uniform that he was 
unable to deliver and he finds 
that his life changes. Using the 
uniform to extort money from drivers, he finds both a way out of his 
financial troubles and a way to woo a girl at a video store whom he likes. 
Discussion guest: Weihong Bao, Columbia University. 

May 18-19/24 

(2005/China, 93 min. color, 
drama, in Mandarin and Sichuan 
with English subtitles) Dir.: Li 
Yu. Cast: Liu Yi, Liu Rui, Huang 
Xingrao, Li Kechun, Wang Yizhu. 
In a small town in China in the 
early 1980s, a 16-year-old girl 
gets pregnant and is forced to 
give up the baby for adoption. 
Ten years later, estranged from 
family and community, the girl 
works as a singer in a local song-and-dance troupe and her only friend is 
a fiercely protective boy. When a marriage proposal comes her way, her 
life changes-on all fronts. Discussion guest: Xudong Zhang / New York 
University. 

May 25-26/31 

(2005/China, 90 min., color, 
drama, in Mandarin with English 
subtitles) Dir.: Li Shaohong. 

Cast: Zhou Xun, Wu Jun, Cai 
Ming, Su Xiaoming. Drama 
about a young girl, charting her 
from an awkward adolescence 
in which she is sent to live with 
her aunt and grandmother in 
Beijing, and has to cope with 
feelings of abandonment, through teenage years in which she surprises 
everyone by being accepted into college. An encounter with a delivery 
boy triggers a series of unexpected events. Discussion guest: Martha 
Nochimson, Cineaste. 

(2006/China, 88 min., color, 
drama, in Mandarin (Wuhanese) ~ii: 
with English subtitles) Dir.: 
Wang Chao. Cast: Wu You Cai, 
Tian Yuan, Huang He, Li Yi Qing. 
A man travels to the city of 

Wuhan, determined to fulfill his 
wife’s last wish of seeing her 

But instead of finding his 
son, he discovers his daughter 
working as a karaoke bar 
escort, forcing him to come to 
terms with their long-estranged relationship and the tenuous future of his 
family. Discussion guest: Cindy Wong / College of Staten Island CUNY. 



June 15-16/21 

(2007/China, i01 min., color, 
comedy-drama, in Mandarin 
with English subtitles) Dir.: 
Zhang Yang. Cast: Zhao 
Benshan, Hong Qiwen, Gong 
Dandan, Guo Degang. Zhao, a 
middle-aged construction 
worker, sets out with the body 
of a dead co-worker to fulfill the 
man’s last wish of being buried in China’s Three Gorges region. Zhao 
travels hundreds of miles across extraordinary countryside, encountering 
a number of colorful characters and experiencing all sorts of adventures 
in this Chinese road movie. Discussion guest: Peter Hitchcock/ Baruch 
College CUNY. 

About CUNY TV 
CUNY TV, Channel 75, is )art of the City University of New York serving 
the five boroughs of New York City with educational, cultural and public 
affairs programs. The station’s mission is to extend the academic and 
intellectual richness of the University beyond the campuses and to offer 
New Yorkers a haven for life long learning experiences through television. 
email: film@cuny.tv 
phone: 212-817-7575 
web: CUNY TV 

Forward ernail 

this email was s~nt to r~gester@email.unc~edu by fl]m(~cuny~tv 
Update Profile/Ernail Address Instant remavalwith SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy. 

CUNYTV :: 365 Fifth Ave :: Suite 1~t00 :: New York NY 10016 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

AnthroFieldSchool <Info@AnthroFieldSchool.com> 

Saturday, May 11, 2013 5:06 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Field School Application Deadline is June I st. Please share with your students 



Culture P~ Environment 

Latin America ~t Caribbean 

Hostin~ two summer sessions in 2013 

Session 1 -- May 18 to June 30 Session 2 -- July 6 to August 18 

The First Session (May 18 to June 30th) application are now closed. 

We still are acceptin~ applications for the second session. The deadline for applications for 

the second session is June 1st. 

Please see our site for more information: www.anthrofie~dschoel.com 

Each of the Six Week Field School Sessions will be structured to maximize the 8uest Student’s 

trainin~ and field experiences, as well as opportunities to enjoy the natural and man-made 

wonders of Isla Mujeres. Each week students will experience Field Work with their Local 

Expert Mentors, alon8 with Excursions, such as takin8 a Lanchero to the Contoy island Nature 

Preserve, swimmin8 in the open Caribbean Sea with Whale Sharks, toudn~ the Isla Mujeres 

Tortu~ranja Turtle Preserve, divan8 or snorkelin8 at the Cancun Subaquatic Museum, or 

,fisit~in~ the Mayan ruins on the island and at Chich~n Itz&. 

¯ En~a~ementin CrossCultural Processesto~ain an on-the-~round perspective of everyday 

lifethroughinternshipswithlocatnativementors, familiesandculturalactiv~ties 

Environmentin an amazing location thatthriveson eco-tourism and environmental protection 

¯ PADI OpenWaterDiveCertification and Spanish Language BootCamp 

¯ Informed CareerCounselinsand Direction byexpe~s tofu~heryourcareerin the 

competitive professional and academic field of Anthropology 



swimmingwithWha|eSharks, sea turtlepreservation efforts, v~sitinga nearby naturepreserve 

island, openwaterdivingcertification, snorkelingand di~n~ reefs, swimmin~v~thdolphins, 

Cancun. Spannin~about5 miles Ion~and a haIfmi[ewideatitswidestpoint~ IslaMujeresisa 

tivethere) is ddven bytoudsm~ foUowed byfishlngand theMexlcan Navat Baseonthelstand. 

Located 1.5 hours from the Coba Rulns~ 2 hours from the Tutum Ruins~ and 2.5 hours from 

Chlch+n Itz&, Ista has a dchMayan trad+Uon spannlngseveratthousandyears, +ntersecUng 

interesUngtywlthahisto~ofPirates[Thetranquflftowofmodernlstandtlfeonthelstand~ 

however, +ssomethingtoexpedenceand trutyenjoy. 



Edtm[%,enb~ == 717 611~ Sireet, NW DC I W-~-silm9!:o!; DC 20009 



Sent: 

Subject: 

fundingalert@cos.com 

Sunday, May 12, 2013 12:59 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Charlene Regester 

Funding alerts for your 
saved searches 
Results: May 12, 2013 

Lo.~i~ to view your 

fundit-"t9 sea~°¢h Feb 0e~; 
3 funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 
Society of Broadcast Engineers (SBE) 
Ennes Educational Foundation Trust 

Sponsor: 
Graham Foundation for Advanced Studies in 
the Fine Arts 

Sponsor: 
Japan Broadcasting Corporation (NHK) 

Limited submission 

Funding alerts for your saved searches 

Results: May 12, 2013 

Lo~i~ to view your 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cognella Academic Publishing ~-~titles~cognella.com~ 

Sunday, May 12, 2013 7:10 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges’ter@emaJ~l.unc.edu> 

New perspectives on ethnic studies 

Cognella Academic Publishing is pleased to share a list ef innovative titles that were developed 

as dynamic alternatives to the generalized, off-the-shelf textbooks. Each title is born from the 

teachable moments our authors and editors have successfully created in their classrooms. 

~i~ii’_~:’,_!~!_’~’i!l~:.__~,~’,~-’.,!~_!l<~.~ to view a complete list of available and forthcoming titles from Cognella. 

~~ 
Multidisciplina~ Perspectives on th. African Experience 

{First Edition) 

~~ The rich collection of essays in IntmducOon m Africana Studies: 

~ Multidisciplina~ Perspectives on Experience the Africana 

provides a thorough and scholarly examination of Africa and its 

~dit~d bg ~holoud ~l-~ubbai 

This in~erdisoiplina~ title i~ designed to explore many 

dimensions of diversi~, ranging from perspeotives on ethnioiiy 

and nationaliiy lo world religious praotioes and peroeptions of 

gender, sexuality, ~nd family life. Fu~hermore, the title strikes a 

balanoe beiween lhe lheoretioal foundations of dive~ity, oultuml 

and religious histo~, and oontempora~ sooial issues rooted in 

Racial Theories ~n Context 

Edited by Jared Sexton 

This book presents a critical framework for undemtand~ng how 

and why race matters ~ past, present, and future. Tt~e readings 

trace the historical emergence of modern racial thinking in 

Western society by examining religious, moral, aesthetic, and 

scientific writing; legal statutes and legislation; political debates 

and public policy; and popular culture. ~.~ ~=~ ~.~ .. 



EHack Thinkers 

By Abdul Karim Bangura 

This book is the first in a series geared toward the analyses of 

fractal complexities in the works of major African/Black thinkers 

from the continent and the Diaspora. The major challenge for us 

was how to transform the linguistic pragmatic or deep-level 

meanings in the litera~ texts stud~ed for mathematical modeling. 

B~ack Thinkers (Volume ~) 
(F,rst Ed,t,on) 

in-depth review of the works of mejor African and Black thinkers 

f~o~ me oonti~t ~d me di~por~, Thi~ ~ook e~in~ 

studied for mathematical modeling, thereby enriching both of the 

oon , u in,,ie,   o, stu ,. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alan Wieder < ~gmail.com~ 

Sunday, May 12, 2013 11:07 AM 

Alm~ Wieder < ~gmaJl.com> 

New book Ruth First and Joe Slovo in the War Against Apartheid 

I am wriling to let you lmow that my book on South Afficm~ freedom fighters Ruth First & Joe Slovo is now av~lable for pre-order at both Monthly Review Books 

and Amazon. 

http://monthlvreview.org/press,’books/pb3560/ 

h~tp://~x~vw.amazon.comiRuth-First-Joe-Slovo-Apartheid/dpi1583673563/re~sr 1 l?s books&ie UTF8&qid 1367867094&s~l-l&kevwords alan+wieder 

Hope you’ll check it out at Am~on and maybe buy from Monthly Review 

thanks 

Alan Wieder 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <nancy.maclean@duke.edu;, 

Monday, May 13, 2013 7:49 AM 

class- center-list@duke.edn 

FW: Join Us In RaJeigh Today! New Video Release on Forward Together Campaign 

message- footer.txt 

From: Rev. Dr. William J. Barber, II [mailto:amina~Nnaacpnc.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of Rev. Dr. William J. Barber, IT 
Sent; Sunday, May :t2, 20:t3 i:t:5:t PM 

To:       @gmail.com 
Subject: Join Us In Raleigh Tomorrow! New Video Release on Forward Together Campaign 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@mail135.wdc02.mcdlv.net> 

Monday, May 13, 2013 10:29 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJJ.unc.edu> 

Al~ca~ American Slavery 

SLAVE NARRATIVES 
Folk History of Slavery in the United States from 

interviews with former slaves 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES were collected in the 1930s as part of the 
Federal Writers’ Project of the Works Progress Administration 
0NPA). BLACK HISTORY MONTH is celebrated every February in 
the United States. Librarians and media specialists will be counted on 
to provide students, faculty and library patrons with information on 
slavery in America. 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES provides a unique and virtually 
unsurpassed collective portrait of Black History in America. The noted 
historian David Brion Davis has argued that the voluminous number 
of documented slave testimonies available in the United States "is 
indisputably unique among former slaveholding nations." 

Please visit NABDLLC.com to order the complete set of Slave Narratives from our website. We 
do accept purchase orders from all libraries via phone, fax and email. If possible, please use 
this order form if you would like to order by email, fax or mail. 

FREE SHIPP{NG ON ALL ORDERS TO AN~3iVHERE ~N THE 

Purchase orders are accepted from al} organi:~atior~s, 

{=or your convenience we accept Visa and NasterCa~d as a payment option, 

Order Form 
Please send __ set(s) of SLAVE NARRATIVES - 19 volume set at $1,995.00 per set. 
ISBN: 978-0-403-02211-3 

Name: 

Phone: 

Mailing 

Address: 

City: 

Payment 

Type: 

Cardholder 

Name: 

Visa MasterCard Check 

Purchase Order #: 

Library Name: 

Email: 

State: Zip: 

CaFd 

Number: 
Expiration Date: 

Sertt to egeste -(@e a ~ "c edc .--- ~__v_L.,_v___c_~!;~__[_.q_~_t__~L.,~_s_’~ 
unsi;bscr-ibe from this ~ist ~ ~date s bsc:- pt on p:-eferer-:ces 
Ne~’th Ame~~ca~n BooX Dis[dbL:[or5, LLC ~ PO Box 510 . Hamburg, N:. 48139 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jungle SofaYare <aaton@junglesoftware.ccsend.com> 

Monday, May 13, 2013 11:48 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Spring Sale! ] Ulxtates Available ] Koala Call Sheets ] Trmning Videos 
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Update Profi]e/Emai] Address [nstanL removalwith SafeUnsubscribe"~ Privao/Policy, 

Jungle Software :: www.junglesoftware.com $imiValley :: CA 93065 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

StudentFilmmakers Magazine <newcinema@smdentfilmmakers.com> 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 10:51 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Making a DVD? 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sara Imnan, Education Portal <sar~education-portaLcom> 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 11:33 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Over 3,400 online lessons to help your students prepaJce for final exams 

Dear Professor Regester, 

Education Portal has over 3,400 online lessons that you can use to supplement and strengthen your instruction. Our videos are bite-sized (5- 
10 minutes long), taught by subject matter experts and available to you at no cost. Students use them to review material, study for exams, 

and preview concepts. There is no cost or barrier to access. Please feel free to share them with your students as they prepare for final exams. 

See all 3,400 video lessons here: http://education-portal.com/academy/course/index.html 

You can also browse our lessons by subject: 

Science videos) 

Humanities (ST videos) 

Foreign Language (16 videos) 

Math (317 videos) 

English (239 v deos) 

Business (408 videos) 

Social Science (337 v deos) 

History (234 videos) 

Looking for something else? We’re adding over 60 new video lessons per week, so check back frequently! 

Education Portal is dedicated to using technology to make education accessible. We’ve been around for ten years and our free video lessons 
are our newest and boldest way to achieve this goal. Our lessons are and always will remain completely free to use with no barriers to access. 

With summer fast approaching, we hope that you keep these resources in mind as you prepare for your next semester. We know that these 
lessons can’t replicate the work you do in the classroom, but we hope you can use them as a fun and engaging way to reinforce key concepts. 

I hope you will share these resources with your colleagues and students, if you have any questions or hesitations please feel free to contact 
me. ][ love to hear how professors are using our lessons and answer their questions. 

Check out my favorite recently published video lesson, Social Roles: Philip Zimbardo’s Prison Experiment. We’re always open to feedback and 
I would love to hear what you think! 

Best regards, 

Sara Inman 

Education Portal 

To unsubscfibe~ click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:40 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Recommendation Form liar 

Recom~nendation Form"..docx 

Hello Dr.Regester, 
This is from your AFAIVl    class. We’ve talked outside of class and developed somewhat of a personal relationship. I am writing you to kindly request that 
you fill out a~ recommendation form for me. Information about the leadership position that I am applying for is included in the document, as well as who the form should be 

sent to. I know you are very busy with your       courses; however, the form is really short and straightforward. It is to be sent by        . Please let me know if you are 
willing to fulfill this request. If you aren’t able to complete this form, please let me know as soon as possible. 
Thanks in advance, 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill i Class of 

Bachelor of Arts, Sociology ~d Political Science 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrea Meyer @gmall.com> 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 1:40 PM 

@gmail .corn 

UFVA Digest - May 2013 

UFVA DIGEST - MAY 2013 

*NEWS 

A Message fiom UFVA President Norman Hollyn 
Fihnmakers axe sto~1ellers we hear that so much that it’s practically a clichd. But it is at the ve~ core of everything that we teach. We either analyze or create or 

both. but our concern always ends up revolving around how we affect... 

2013 Cav:~le Fielding Grant Recipients Announced 
The 2013 UFVA Carole Fielding Student Crrant recipients have been selected. They are Sana Attiq Haq, MFA student at WaJae Forest University, tbr "The Other 

Army," a documentaD, that focuses on the struggle of ordinary PaJ~is~nis against... 

Meet the Fihnmakers of FIVE BROKEN CAMERAS 
Yoa eae Cordially Invited to MEET THE FILMMAKER, (Elizabeth Sheldon, distrib rep) On Monday, Jane 10, 2013, 6:00 - 8:001~ M At the National Academy of 

Television Arts and Sciences I375 Broadway (37th Street), Suite #2103 Reception 6:00... 

Rooftop Fihns Samlner Series Announces Full Schedule 
THE 17th ANNUAL ROOFTOP FILMS SUMMER SERIES ANNOUNCES FULL SCHEDULE Presented by AT&T (New York, NY May 10, 2013) 

Rooftop Fihns announces its full schedule for the 2013 Summer Series, featuring more than 45 outdoor screening of new... 

Mono No Aware Filmmaking Workshops in Brooklyn 
MONO NO AWARE is proud to oiler yeax round filmmaking workshops in Brooklyn, NY. Workshops are limited to 12 persons or less, providing an intimate hands- 

on learning experience. Instructors are locally-based, practicing filmmakers and... 

Something out of Nothing... a Hollywood Maverick’s Rule Book is Published 
Rick Friedberg, UFVA Inember and an award winning writer/director of movies (Swhaxd), episodic TV (CSI-Mimni), reality TV (The Real Housewives 

documenturies (Rodeo Cowboy), music videos (the legendaxy Hot for Teacher) and national TV... 

UFVA Member Ondi Timoner’s Kickslart Campaign 
I’m about to jump off a building. That’s how I feel as a babe in the woods of cv:~wdfunding on lannch day. I have resisted c~owdfunding since it entered our 

vocabulaw, but rm spearheading a project so timely, inspiring and impaclful to... 

Queer Love in Film and Television: Critical Essays Published 
QUEER LOVE IN FILM AND TELEVISION: CRITICAL ESSAYS Co-edited By Pamela Demory and Christopher Pullen This turn-of-the-centu~ moment -- 

when queer love has become increasingly visible in both popular culture and socio-political realms --... 

TM New One Man Crew from Redrock Micro Camera 
o New One Man Crew from Redrock Micro Delivers High t rodaction Value Footage with "Virtual Camera Crew" Motorized t a~rabolic Motion Ideal for Corporate, 

Docmnentary, and t rodact, Tabletop Video Hollywood, CA and Dallas, TX - Redrock Micro .... 

THE CINEMA AND ITS SIL~kDOW: Race and Teclmolo~y in Early Cinema B’~ Alice Maurice is 1~ ublished 
How race shaped the fundamental formal and technological means of the cinema THE CINEMA AND ITS SHADOW: Race and Teclmology in Early Cinema By 
Alice Manrice Universi~ of Minnesota Press i 288 pages 12013 ISBN 978-0- 8166-, 805-1 i... 

Scfiptwriting and Creative Writin~ workshop with Cannes Golden Camera Winner Etgar Keret 
This will be an unique opportunity tbr everyone wanting to develop their skills in scriptwriting, sto ~rytelling and creative writing. You will have an educational experience 

of excellence, with Etgay Keret Cannes Golden Camera Winner and... 

Directing Fihn Techniques and Aesthetics. 5th Edition By Michael Rabiger and Mick tturbis-Cherrier Out Now! 
Michael Rabiger and Mick Hurbis-Cheniefs Directing Film Techniques and Aesthetics Published. "A comprehensive introduction to directing that focuses heavily on 

the interpersonal and organizational aspects of the craft....For... 

Special Pricing for International Masic & Film Festival Conference 
The 2012 International Music & Film Festival Conference in Auslin was our most successful event in our nine-year history. Please take a look at our new sizzle reel: 

http:/ivimeo.com/60757332 We had over 400 attendees and 300 festivals... 



**CALI.~S FOR ENTRIES~’ * 

Dallas Videofest Call for Entries 
The Dallas Videofest is looking for great films and videos for it’s 26th festival! Go to http://videofes~t.org/for iatb or emafil ba~a)videofest.org 

Rome International Film Festival Call for Ennies 

ROME INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Rome, Georgia - USA September 5 to 7, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 10th Annual Rome International Film 

Fes~t (RIFF), unveiling remarkable independent films from across the United States, South Africa,... 

KinoKabaret Call for Entries 
Where can you experience master classes and workshops from the best filmmakers in "the world, and still experience the incredible vibe and creativeness of a 
KinoKabaacet? In the rifts KinoKabaret in Portugal, right in the summer and in... 

Arclight Documenta~rv Festival Call for Entries 
ARCLIGHT DOCUMENTARY FESTIVAL Hollywood, California - USA October 9 to 13, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 3rd Annual ArcLight Documenta~y 

Festival, honoring 25 of the most exceptional documenta~~ fihns on the festival circuit. As any... 

Oscar-qualif-/ing Ra~nda~ce Film Fesqdval Call for Entries 
RAINDANCE FILM FESTIVAL London, England - United Kingdom September 25 to October 6, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 21st Annual Raindance Fihn 
Festival, the largest independent film fefftival in the United Kingdom and an Academy-... 

Thermaikos International 2min Film Festival Call tbr Entries 

CALL 2013 is open... If you are a proI~ssional or amateur film-maJaer, we happily invite you to participate in the 6th TttERMAIKOS INTERNATIONAl. 2min 

FILM FESTIVAl, 2013 "Escape" organized by the Cultural Department of ThermaJkos... 

Hot Springs Documentary Fihn Festival 
HOT SPRINGS DOCUMENTARY FILM FESTIVAL Hot Springs, Arkansas - USA October 11 to 20, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 22nd Annual Hot 

Springs Documenta~~ Film Fefftival, showcasing the most exciting, enlightening, and infom~ative... 

Conscious Media Fihn Fes~a’al Call for Entries 
CONSCIOUS MEDIA FILM FESTIVAL Bonlder, Colorado - USA June 19 to 20, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the Conscious Media Fihn Festival 
(CMFF2013). driven by an interest in spiritually rich and powerfully contemplative filmmaking. At... 

BlackSta~- Fihn Festival Expands with Competitive Knight Arts Challenge Grant 
PHILADELPHIA BlackStaac Film Festival is slated to receive a $25,000 matching grant from "the John S. and James L. Knight Fotmdation, bolstering its ability to 

achieve the festival’s mission of celebrating the visual and slx~Lytelling... 

Aesthetica Shofi Film Festival 2013 Call for Entries 

One Month to Go: The Aesthetica Shofi Fihn Festival 2013 Call for Entries There’s only one month to go to for the Aesthetica Short Film Festival Call for Entries. 

Sub,nit your films to the mos~t exciting film festival in the UK before 31 May... 

Han~ptons International Film Festival Call for Entries 
HAMPTONS INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL East Hampton, New York - USA October 10 to 14, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 21st Annual 

Han~ptons International Film Festival (HIFF), an Academy Awa~vl- qualifying festival tha’~s been lauded by... 

In "the Palace International Short Fihn Fesfival Call tbr Entries 
IN THE PALACE INTERNATIONAL SHORT FILM FESTIVAl. Balchik - Bulga~-ia June 29 to July 6, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 1 lth Annual In the 
Palace Intemafional Short Film Festival, "tapping prolEssional filmmakers into an expansive network... 

Indic Spirit Fihn Festival Call for Entries 
INDIE SPIRIT FILM FESTIVAL Colorado Springs, Colorado - USA October 3 to 6, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 6th Annual Indic Spirit Fihn Festival 
(ISFF), nestled in the ibothills of Pike’s Peak and featuring a slate of more than 100... 

Toronto h~temational Film Festival Call for Entries 

TORONTO INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Toronto, Ontario - Canada September 5 to 15, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 38th Annual Toronto 
International Fihn Fes~tival (TIFF), the world’s leading punic film festival and a long-s*anding... 

Society tbr Phenomenology and Media (SPM) Call tbr Papers 

Society for PhenomenoloD and Media: 16th Annual Intemafional ContErence The Society tbr Phenomenology and Media invites proposals tbr individual contErence 

papers and three- person panels for its 16th Annual International ContErence. Send... 

Training Ground, Cine,na and Audiovisual Training Activits~ 

FEST Training Ground is a place where film makers and fihn enthusias~ts from all over the world gather in one week, to attend a deluxe training from workshops to 

maffter classes, lectured by industry top experts with recognized... 

Holl~vood Film Festival Call for Entries 

HOLLYWOOD FILM FESTIVAL Hollywood, California - USA October 17 to 21, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 17th Annual Hollywood Film Festival (HFF), 

hailed by Variety as "the ultimate networking opportunity" and by The New York Times as "... 

Fantastic Fest Call for Entries 

FANTASTIC FEST Austin, Texas - USA September 19 to 26, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 9th Annual Fantastic Fest, named one of the "25 Coolest Film 



Festivals" and one of the "25 Festivals Wo(th the Entry Fee" by MovieMaker Magazine .... 

Catalina Film Festival Call tbr Entries 
CATALINA FILM FESTIVAl. Avalon, Catalina Island - USA September 18 to 22, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 3vet Annual Catalina Fihn Festival (CFF), an 

astonishing celebration of cinema tl~at takes full advantage of the only reso~t island... 

HollyShorts Film Festival Call for Entries 
HOLLYSHORTS FILM FESTIVAL Hollywood, California - USA August 15 to 25, 2013 In the Spotlight tochy is the 9th Annual HollyShorts Film Festival 

(HSFF), where short films and A-List names overlap to wow audiences at one of Hollywood’s most... 



S~bject: 

FY~ Carolina <F~qCaroli~m@.) ur~c.edu> 
Tuesday May 14, 2013 I:54 PM 

Rege~er, Charlene B <regester~:email.unc.edu> 
Case tells gradua{es to be curious, take risks, Cove,,afar clo.~s acNm, ement gap/Phone app aids drivers - May F~r3r Carolina 

On a beautiful morning in Kenan Stadium, ,£’~.~h,Uh Cr=se, co-founder of Americr= Or, li~?e and chair of the C~?.*.,e Fo=m, dr=iiou and 
chairman and CEO of Re’,,olulio;:, urged Carolina’s newest graduates to be attackers, not defenders, as the new badem of 

~,vhat always has been "a star[up nation." An estimated 6,027 undergraduate, graduate and professionN students received -- 
degrees during Commencement weekend, which included a heeding ceremony for doctoral students. C~k:~, h<:r<: for photo 

drive? Lessen parental anxiety that 

at UNC. The research-based iPhone 
app helps parents ensure their teen 

the initial period of supervised 

Cancer patients at UNC and Duke 
i~ave one less thing to worry abouL 
ti~anks to the recentiy iaunched 

collaboration amen9 the law schoois 

universities and the Norkh Carolina 
Bar Association offers free legal 
sen’ices to cancer patients. 

i<eiiy Sio,-,m, Thad L. Beyle 
Distinguished Professor of biology, 

--i~as been elected to ti~e American -- 
Academy of .Arts and Sciences, 
one of ~he na~ion=s oldest and mos~ 
prestigious honorary societies and 
a leacling cerl~e[ for independent 
policy research. 

the American Association for 
--Cancer Research Academy, whici~ -- 

was c[ea~ed ~hJs year to recognize 
distinguished scientists whose 
contributions have made progress in 
the fJgi~t against cancel. 

Parents may piead~ cajole or entice 
their children to try new foods, but 
some Kids just won=[ budge. 

reason these kids fear new roods 
has less to do with what’s on ti~eir 
plate and more [o do with [heir 

genes 



The University has created a i.a~.~ 
~’.r~’:~ to review i~ policies rer 

handlin9 student-on-student 

misconduct or discrimination. Christi 
Hur~, recently named Interim Title IX 
Coordinator, is on leave from the 
Carolna ~Nemen’s Center and will 

based at Carolina, sends hundreds 
--of faculty members ~o towns       -- 

acloss the state to teaci~, to cale 
for patients and ~o look for ways to 
be~el sewe local communities 

8593 or v~:ite. C;’~iic¢ ef Uliiz~er:sity Cammisnicatio:-:s 2 iO Pi!!SbO:O St.. Cia,tpel }4iil. NO 27599-8.:10 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Su~e~: 

A~ach: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 
frank tomasulo              @yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 2:11 PM 

UFVALIST- I~@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Fw: UFVA tmper prize - Revised deadline: June 30, 2013 

UFVA - Paper Prize Submission.doc 

Andrea Meyers: Please publish this in the next UFVA Digest. I’ve revised the deadline for this UFVA award. 
All other UFVA members: Please note the attached document that spells out the easy guidelines and 
instructions for submitting a 2011 OR 2012 UFVA conference paper for consideration for the annual UFVA 
Paper Prize. (At present, I’ve received NO submissions for this important award.) 
Best to all, and see you at Chapman! 
Frank 
Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor of Film Studies 
Department of Media and Communication Arts 
City College of New York, City University of New York 
501 East 87th Street, Apt. 16-G 
New York, NY 10128 

From: Andrea Meyer          @gmail.com> 
To:         @gmail.com 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 1:28 PM 
Subject: UFVA Digest - May 2013 

UFVA DIGEST- MAY 2013 

*NEWS** 

A Message from UFVA t resident Norman Hollvn 
FilmmaJcers ae storytellers we hear that so much that it’s practically a clichd. But it is at the very core of ever~lhing that we teach. We either anals~e or create or 
both, but onr concern always ends up revolving around how we affect... 

2013 Carnie Fielding Grant Recipients Announced 

The 2013 UFVA Cacole Fielding Student Grant recipients have been selected. They are Sana Atliq Haq, MFA student at Wake Forest University-, for "The Other 
Army," a documentary that focuses on the s’a-uggle of ordinary PaJdstanis against... 

Meet the Fihnmakers of FIVE BROKEN CAMERAS 

You are Cordially Invited to MEET TIlE FILMMAKER, (Elizabeth Sheldon, distfib rep) On Monday, June l 0, 2013, 6:00 - 8:00PM At the National Academy of 

Television Arts and Sciences I375 Broadway (37111 Street), Suite #2103 Reception 6:00... 

Rooftop Fihns Summer Series Announces Full Schedule 

THE 17111 ANNUAL ROOFTOP FILMS SUMMER SERIES ANNOUNCES FULL SCHEDULE t resented by AT&T (New York, NY ] May 10, 2013) Rooftop 
Films announces its full schedule for the 2013 Summer Series, featuring more than 45 outdoor screening of new... 

Mono No Aware Filmmaldng Workshops in Brooklyn 
MONO NO AWARE is proud to offer 5,ear round filmmaldng workshops in Brooklyn, NY. Workshops are limited to 12 persons or less, providing an intimate hands- 

on learning experience. Instructors are locally-based, practicing filmmakers and... 

Something out of Nothing... a ttollywood Maverick’s Rule Book is Published 

Rick Friedberg, UFVA member aJ~d an awacd winning writer, director of movies (Spyhard), episodic TV (CSI-Miami), reaJity TV (The Real ttoasewives) 
documentaries (Rodeo Cowboy), music videos (the legenday Hot for Teacher) and nalioned TV... 

UFVA Member Ondi Tirnone~s Kickstmt Camtm~,gn 
I’m about to jump offa building. That’s how I feel as a babe in the woods of crowdfunding on launch day. I have resisted crowdfunding since it entered our vocabulary, 



but I’m spearheading a project so timely, inspiring and impact[itl to... 

Queer Love in Film and Television: Critical Es~ys Published 
QUEER LOVE 1N FILM AND TELEVISION: CRITICAL ESSAYS Co-edited By Pamela Demou and Christopher Pullen This turn-of-the-century moment -- 
when queer love has become iimmasingly visible in both popnlm culture and socio-polifical realms --... 

New One Man CrewTM from Redrock Micro Camera 

New One Man CrewTM from Redrock Micro Delivers High Production Value Footage with "Virtual Camera Crow" Motorized Parabolic Motion Ideal for Corporate, 

Documentau, and Product!Tabletop Video Hollywood, CA and Dallas, TX - Redrock Micro .... 

THE CINEMA AND ITS SHADOW: Race and Technology in Early Cinema Bv Alice Maurice is Published 
How race shaped the fundamental formal and technological means of the cinema THE CINEMA AND ITS SHADOW: Race and Technology in Early Cinema By 
Alice Maurice University of Minnesota Press 288 pages] 2013 ISBN 978-0-8166-7805-1 i... 

Scriptwriting and Creative Writing workshop with Cannes Golden Camera Winner Etgar Kemt 

This will be an unique opportuNty for everyone wauting to develop their skills in scriptwriting, storytelling and creative writing. You will have an educational experience 

of excellence, with Etgaac Keret Cannes Golden Camera Winner and... 

Directing Film Techi~iques and Aesthetics. 5th Edition By Michael Rabiger and Mick Hurbis-Cherfier Out Now! 
Michael Rabiger and Mick Hurbis-Cherrier’s Directing Film Techniques and Aesthetics Published. "A comprehensive introduction to dimcfing that focuses heavily on 
the interpersonal and organizational aspects of the craft....For... 

Special Pricing for International Music & Film Festival Conference 
The 2012 International Music & Film Festival Conference in Austin was our mos* successful event in our nine-year histou. Please take a look at our new sizzle reel: 
http:i/vimeo.com/60757332 We had over 400 attendees and 300 festivals... 

*CALLS FOR ENTR][ES~ ~ 

Dallas Videofefft Call for Entries 

The Dallas Videofest is looking for groat films and videos for il’s 26th festival’. Go to http://videofes~t.o ,mi for info or email bart@videofest.org 

Rome International Film Festival Call for Entries 
ROME INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Rome, Georgia - USA September 5 to 7, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 10~h Annual Rome Intematioua] Film 

Fest (RIFF), unveiling remarkable independent films t?om across the United States, South Africa,... 

KinoKabaret Call tbr Entries 

Where can you experience master classes and workshops fiom the best filmmakers in tl~e world, and still experience the incredible vibe and creativeness of a 

KinoKabaret? In the ftrts KinoKabaret in Portugal, right in tl~e summer and in... 

!uelight Documenta~-y Fes~tival Call for Entries 
ARCLIGHT DOCUMENTARY FESTIVAL Hollywood, California - USA October 9 to 13, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 3rd Annual ArcLight Documentau 
Festival, honoring 25 of the most exceptional documentaD, films on the festival cimuit. As aw... 

Oscar-qualifying Ra~ndance Fihn Festival Call for Entries 
RAINDANCE FILM FESTIVAI~ London, England - United Kingdom September 25 to October 6. 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 21 st Annual Rainda~lce Fihn 

Festival, the largest independent film festiva] in the United Kingdom and an Academy-... 

Thermaikos International 2min Film Festival Call tbr Entries 
CALL 2013 is open... If you am a professional or amateur film-maker, we happily invite you to pariicipate in tl~e 6th THERb, U~IKOS INTERNATIONAL 2min 
FILM FESTIVAL 2013 "Escape" organized by the Cnltural Department of Thel:ma~kos... 

Hot Springs Documentary Fifin Festival 
HOT SPRINGS DOCUMENTARY FILM FESTIVAL Hot Springs, Arkansas - USA October 11 to 20, 2013 In the Spotlight today is tile 22nd Anm~al Hot 

Springs DocumentaD~ Fihn Festival, showcasing the most exciting, enlightening, and informative... 

Conscious Media Fihn Feswal Call for Entries 
CONSCIOUS MEDIA FILM FESTIVAl, Boulder, Colorado - USA June 19 to 20, 2013 In the Spotlight tochy is "the Conscious Media Film Festival (CMFF2013), 
driven by all interest in spiritually rich and tx)werfully contemplative filmmaking. At... 

BlackStar Film Festival Expands with Com~titive Knight Arts Challenge Crrant 
PHILADELPHIA BlackS’mac Film Festival is slated to receive a $25,000 matdring grant from the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation, bolstering its ability to 
achieve the festival’s mission of celebrating the visual and sto .i2aelling... 

Aesthetica Shol~t Film Fes~tiva12013 Call tbr Entries 

One Month to Go: The Aesthetica Short Fihn Festival 2013 Call for Entries There’s only one month to go to for the Aesthetica Short Film Festival Call for Entries. 

Submit your fihns to the most exciting fihn festival in the UK before 31 May... 

Hanlptons International Film Festival Call for Entries 
tIAMPTONS INTERNATIONAl, FILM FESTIVAl, East tiampton, New York - USA October 10 to 14, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 21 st Annual tiamptons 

Iutematioual Fihn Festiva] (HIFF), an Academy Award-quailS.. qng tEstival that’s been lauded by... 



In "the Palace International Short Fihn Festival Call tbr Entries 

IN THE PALACE INTERNATIONAL SHORT FILM FESTIVAL Balchik - Bulgaria June 29 to July 6, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 1 llh Annual In the Palace 

International Sho~t Film Festival, tapping professional filmmakers into an expeaasive network... 

Indie Spirit Fihn Fes~tival Call for Entries 
INDIE SPIRIT FILM FESTIVAL Colorado Springs, Colorado - USA October 3 to 6, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 61h Annual Indie Spirit Film Festival (ISFF), 

nestled in the foothills of Pike’s Peak and featuring a slate of more than 100... 

Toronto Imemational Film Festival Call lbr Entries 

TORONTO INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Toronto, Ontario - Canada September 5 to 15, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 381h Annual Toronto 

International Film Festival (TIFF), the world’s leading public fihn l~stival and along- standing... 

Societs~ for Phenomenolo~v and Media (SPM) Call for Papers 
Society for Phenomenology and Media: 16gt~ Annual International Conference The Society for Phenomenology and Media invites proposals for individual conference 

papers and three-person panels for its 16th Annual International Conference. Send... 

Training Ground, Cinema mad Audiovisual Training Activitv- 

FEST Training (2hound is a place where fihn makers and film enthusias~ts from all over the world gather in one week, to attend a deluxe training from workshops to 

master classes, lectured by industD, top experts with recognized... 

ttolbs~-ood Film Feslival Call tbr Entries 
ttOLLYWOOD FILM FESTIVAl, ttollywood, Calitbmia - USA October 17 to 21, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 17th Annual ttollywood Film Festival (tlFF), 

hailed by Variety as "the ultimate networking opportunity" and by The New York Times as "... 

Fantastic Fest Call for Entries 

FANTASTIC FEST Austin, Texas - USA Septetnber 19 to 26, 2013 In tl~e Spotlight today is tl~e 9th Annual Fantastic Fesk named one of the "25 Coolest Film 

Fes~tivals’’ and one of the "25 Festivals Worth the Entry Fee" by MovieMaker Magazine .... 

Catalina Film Fesaival Call for Entries 

CATALINA FILM FESTIVAE Avalon, Catalina Island - USA September 18 to 22, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 3rd Annual Catalina Film Festival (CFF), an 

astonishing celebration of cinema that takes full advantage of the only resort island... 

ttollyShorts Film Feslival Call tbr Entres 
ttOLLYSHORTS FILM FESTIVAL ttollywood, Calitbmia - USA August 15 to 25, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 9th Annual ttollyShorks Film Festival (tISFF), 

where short films and A-List names overlap to wow audiences at one of Hollywood’s most... 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the follomng message to lis~tserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Nmne should be 

your first and last nmne.) You can leave a list by sending the follomng command to listserv@listser~.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.an~erican.edu 



UFVA PAPER PRIZE 

The UFVA History/Theory/Criticism Caucus announces the annual prize for the best paper 
presented at the UFVA conference. All formally presented papers addressing any aspect of 
film/video/new media scholarship (including pedagogy) are eligible. You are invited to submit 
the paper you presented at either (but not both) the 2011 or 20112 UFVA conference for 
consideration. The essay may be a revised version of the one you presented (should translate in 
length to a 20-25 minute talk, which is about 2500-3000 words or 10-12 typed pages of text, 
double-spaced), and all work submitted should be original, unpublished, and has to have been 
presented in person by the author at the 2011 or 2012 UFVA conference. Since work will be 
juried anonymously, please include your name and contact information in the text of your email 
message but NOT anywhere in the essay itself. If any outside research sources were used, they 
should be indicated in any standard style of bibliographic citation. You should submit only one 
paper for award consideration. The deadline for submission is June 30, 2013. 

Submissions should be submitted by email attachment to the person and email address noted 
below. Please indicate "UFVA Paper Prize" in the Subject line. 

Deadline: June 30, 2013 

Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor of Film Studies 
Department of English 
Pace University 
501 East 87th Street, Apt. 16-G 
New York, NY 10128 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Script <scriptmag@ fwmedia.com> 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 2:33 PM 

Regester, Cha;lene B <regesl~er@email.unc.edu> 

Escape to Writers Paradise! 

Have You Ever Dreamed 
Of A Writing Getaway? 

thing that ma~ered was your writing, creatbity flowed 

naturally anti beauty ,,,’,,ss sll araund you? 

for a life chengin9 retreat of writing, creative expioration and 

medih~tian b tranquil Cosl:a Rica 

Begin your writing day with a yoga session on a 9orgeous 

Tl~en curl up with your iaptop, far a day c’:evcted [o [i~e l:hings 

to tl’:eh- ,,~/riting 9oals as you are to yours 

"~ou’ll .qet ihe .quidance you need ta succeed witi} ir!spiratior!, 

Staff 

feedback sessions, writing marathons, meditative writing; 



Jacob I<,rueger’s ,,~mting includes the screenplay for "[~le Matt~lev,,, Shepard Story" which won the Writers 

Guiid of America Paul Se~’~,ir: ~ward earned Stockard Charmir:g an Em~qy for Best Actress, and was 

nemir=ated for a Gem~n~ Award for Best Screenplay 



FI’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mark Jones <mjones@fxconferences.com~ 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 3:44 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regesle@emml.nnc.edu-* 

Influencing Internal Clients - Audi o Conf Encore Pre sentati on 

Influencing Internal Clients 

Iq aF~ el~or~ te previde a v:-~lue-added .~e~,,ie.e to out cL~s~oBqers aqd par[nerL=., ~"X Coqf@rences is pleased 

to invite you 1o a~ encore presentation of: Influencing Internal Clients, If you think that somebody ek<;e 

at your company would be interested, please feel free ~e pass on this emaL 

Successful lechnicN professionaL<; realize the impedance of developi~Xg ongoing and productive "wire 

win" te~at~ensMps with othet~ inside their companies. Influench~g and negotiating w~lh coworkers ~n 
d~fferent areas of the company to gain thek ~in’~e and commitment to mee~ your needs is cdfical to 
yeur persona~ suscess as we~ as ~ha[ of your business This ~s eapesia~y ~rue when reseurcea are 
stretche& 

Many people find it daunting when faced with a need to influence o~hets, but the uniqueness of 
technical preles’,~ionat’s training and ~>:perience gives thrum additional ~ayers e~ challenges and 
issues, While yo~ a~?d your coworkers a~l support tl~e greater needs of 1he company, undetstand~ng 
each other’s h~d~viduN and depaflmen~a~ ~ssues ~s importan[ ~n golfing results~ This ~sn’t always 
simple to do, and, ~n facL can become even more complicated when you must make your case 
group, ra~het than ~e an ind~viduN 

For complete details el this conference, please visit FXConferences.com 

’Cot~ten~ was re~eva~ to my]oh at~d presented ~ a ma~mer wt#ch e~s~#’ed ~ was 

’This audio cenfere~ce r~#~y was #me~y. We havejust made some of the changes to our 
systems #~e sp~kets men#o#ed/ 

Senior li~?e mana(je4s 

Vii30 pr~.~sidenLs and direc[ers 

Engineers and ~T prefess~ona~s 

Scientists 

Training and devebpment 

Learning Obiectives 

Planning for and controlling the dialogue 

How to recognize cues and use them to your advantage 

The impedance of shaping agreement 

Overcoming roadblocks 

Enhancing your cr’edib~t~ty by strengthening your atgumenb~ 

The 10 ~n~h~ensing challenges and pNa~ls you mus~ avoid 

Top s~rategiea and ~ips you can use 

About the speaker: 

Herb Cohen is senior managing partner IOr Performance Connections. Previously, he was one of the 
original principles of MOHR Dew~topmenL ~ns, one e~ the nation’s ~eadh~g train~ng/censutt~ng 
companies best known £)r pk)needng behav~er mede~ng [echniques. He went en tO [)@come ~he CBO 
of MOHR Learning Syslems, ~nc,, a specialty training firm and the nation’s ~argesl rela~l trainh~g 
resource, increasing sales and ~mprov~ng customer service and otgan~zationN producfiv~y ~Br 
hundreds e~ (:~enl:s. ~n 1998, Herb became~ a founder and ditesl:or ef Prew~nl:, a company elfeting the~ 
largest inslrucfional peffem~ance improvemenl contenl in America~ Also at Provanl, he took on the 
posNon of group president responsible for all Provan[ companies with an industry focus, 

Herb is a pas~ presktent of ISA, an asseciatien ef ew~t 15g ~rakfing and multimedia organizatiens 

dedicated to hnproving pedermance through training. At Pedermance Connections, he is responsible 



for executive consulting, business developmen[ and dis[ributo~ management. 

Over 50,000 at[endees ac~ess hundreds of companies have ~aken advantage of our easy4o-use audio 
conferences 1:o s~ay ab~’eaat o~ a fast-.changing businese environment. We apec~a~ize in Uie Science 

conferences, alon9 w~lh to£~cs re~evan~ R)r HR, Marketing, Legal, and Finance profesaienals. Cerne 
check out our I[b~aP¢ of pael audio conferences and see what’s upcoming at FXConferen~s~ 

Follow us erl "[Wi[l:~.~r le]" ar~nounc.e, Frler~t.%, disoourl~s, a]’~d si)e¢iat ever~ts a~ 

htt ps://twitter.com/FXConferences 

Please contact AC Support a[ acsuppor~@fxtrans.com with any questions or assistance 
~egislra~ion 

The Localization Institute FXConfe[ellces.com 
1001 Water[own Street 
N~.wton, MA 02465-5001, USA 
~17-564-3177 

This email was sent to regester@email,unc,edu by FXConferences.com. To be removed from our list use the following link: 

http ://www.fxcon ferences.com/unsubscribe.aspx?EMA~[L= reqester@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, 4:33 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

ILE: Recommendation Form for 

Dear Yes, I will submit the form on your behalf. If I have any problems with the form, I will let you know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From; 

Sent: Tuesday, :t2:39 PM 
To-" Regester, Charlene B 
Sul~jeet; Recommendation Form for 

Hello Dr.Regester, 
This is from your AFAM    class. We’ve talked outside of class and developed somewhat of a personal relationship. I am writing you to kindly request that 
you fill out an recommendation form for me. Information about the leadership position that I am applying for is included in the document, as well as who the form should be 
sent to. I know you are very busy with your       courses; however, the form is really short and straightforward. It is to be sent by        . Please let me know if you are 
willing to fulfill this request. If you aren’t able to complete this form, please let me know as soon as possible. 
Thanks in advance, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Class of 

Bachelor of Arts, Sociology and Political Science 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chapman Universi~ <ufva~chapman.edu> 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 7:36 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

UFVA 2013: Registration Now Open 

2013 UFN A Conference 
The annual UFVA Conference represents a unique gathering of academics, media art practitioners and 
professionals from the media industries, who come together to share new work and ideas in films, 
videos, new media art.This conference will focus on storytelling in visual media and its theme is ~Story 
First~. 

With the many panels, screening sessions, script reading and critiquing sessions and workshops, this 
year~s conference will be the perfect opportunity for members to present scholarly work, receive 
evaluation of creative work, and monitor the developments in film!video education, scholarship, artistic 
pursuits and technology ~ all under the Southern California sunshine! 

Chapman University 
Dodge College of Film and Media Arts, Marion Knott Studios, 283 N Cypress, Orange, 
California 92866 

Event Website and Registration 

RSVP 30 July, 2013 

Please respond by clicking one of the buttons below 

Having trouble with the link? Simply copy and paste the entire address listed below 
into your web browser: 
http:!!www.cvent.com!d/5VQizc8BjU mqzmli7oY4-Q!g81 g/P 1/1 Q? 

If you no longer want to receive emails from Chapman University please click the 
link below. 
Opt-Out 

:~.;. Cvent-Web-based SofbNare Solutions ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Institute for African Studies ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 4:53 AM 

nelsonj@ohio.edu 

International Conference "Society and Politics in Africa": Second Call lbr Papers Announcement 

Announcement Paper Abstracts 2014.pdf 

Dear Colleague, 

On May 27-29, 2014 in Moscow the Research Council for the Problems of African Countries and the Institute for African Studies of the Rnssian Academy of 

Sciences hold the 13th African Studies Conference tiffed "Socie~ and Politics in Africa: Traditional, Transitional, andNew?’ The Conference will take place at the 

Institute tbr Affcan Studies and the Institute lbr Linguistics of the Russian Academy of Sciences. The working languages are Russian and English. 

Please find attached the First Call for Papers Announcement of the Cont~rence of At~canis~ts "Society and Politics in Africa: Traditional, Transitional, and New. 

’][’he Olg~zing Committee would appreciate your familiarizing the interested colleagues with this Armouncement. 

Sincerely yoms, 

Centre for Inforn~ation and International Relations 

Institute for African Studies 

Rnssian Academy of Sciences 

tel. (+7 495) 690 2752 

fax. (+7 495) 697 1954 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Script <scriptmag@ fwmedia.com> 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 8:03 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

FREE CLASS: Selling To Hollywood._For Real 

/’,,’.t%, i5, 2(i iS View this email with images 

For Real 

@ 
This 2 Hour Class Will Cover: 

~ 5 Ke~oto k~etlJ:i %~ Your Scdot Sold, 

~ How To Light Up Hollyvvc(:(t ~ :From Anywhere, 

N YOLJr M~t lmpo~ant Screenplay Marke~ng Decision, 

~ How To Get Your Netvvc~k To Sell You, 

~ Wt-~t To Do ~ ~*od L JOe KS ~@n’t B.ltin@ ~ 

~ Your Direct Pa-~]s To Studbs, 

Sat, May 25, 20t3, 12pm (noon) Pacific 

One-Click Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions I Update Profile i Forward to a Friend 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gartenberg Media Enterprises, Inc. <sales@gartenbergmedi&com> 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 10:12 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~er@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

DVD Distribution Academic Yeax Recap 

This is a reminder that you’re receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in 
Gartenberg Nedia Enterprises, Inc. Don’t forget to add sales@gartenbergmedia.com to your address 
book so we’ll be sure to land in your inbox! 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

For a comp,:ete list of DVD and BEd-ray 9ub[ications from our entire ,:ibrary of d~sb~buben t~t[es, as a p,dntab,:e PDF, dick here~ Please ~;ote that aU of these t~t~es are a~ 

i~i LOVES OF 

PHARAOH 

CASTING A 

GLANCE / RR 

THIS IS ClNERAMA 

Blu-ray/DVD Combo 

WINDJAMMER Blu- 

ray/DVD Combo 

.~i FOUR FILMSWlTH 
ASTA NIELSEN 

THE LATE 

MATHIAS PASCAL 

::~i IS THIS WHAT’ 

WERE BORN F( 

CALIFORNIA TRILOGY 

&~me~ Bmm~b~9 

CASr~NG A GLANCE & RR 

Abi~2oi~ dbi~d 

~S TH~S WHAT YOU WERE BORN FOR? 

THE MOST DANGEROUS GAME a GOW THE HEADHUNTER 

Lo~is de Ro~mmon~ 

W~D,;A~NER : THE VO Y~(}~’ OF THE dHRL~?A~ 

Robert F~aherty / FreidH~h 

NANOOK OF YNE NORTN / TNE WEDD~NG OF PALO 

THE LATE ~THIAS PASCAL 

B()UQUEr D]MAGES 

TNE LOVES OF 

FOUR FILMS w~rH ASTA N~ELS~N 

MANDALA FILNtS 

Henri Sto;’ck 

iMAGES D’OSTEN DE 

Recap of Fall 

Available 



0 r d~,~r by 

Fo~ o~ e~the [_~V[} cata[ot~ue, please ,,%~t: www~ga~¢elsber~media, com/dvdi 

Forward email 

This email was sent to regester@email,unc.edu by ~les@qartenberqmedia.com 
._U_Ed___a_Le__J_~_[_o__fjj_e_LE_[~_a_jL_A___d__d__r__e_s__s_ instant removal with S_’.a_f_.e_U_._n_s_~_[b__s_c_lzjb_~" !~__rj_v__a__c_E_E_o_[Lc2~ 

Gartenberg Media Enterprises, Inc. :: 143 West 96th Street, Suite 7B i New York :: NY 10025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 
Brigid Maher <bmaher@AMERICAN.EDU> 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 10:21 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

CALL FOR PAPERS: After Chapman, sub,nit to IDMAA! 

Call for Papers: 
The eleventh annaal international Digital Media arrd Arts Association Conference will be held November 6-8, 2013 in L~g~na Beach, Calflk~mia. i[)~/L~,a invites you to share yore thoughts 

and work in digital media and arts. 

The deadline for accepting submissions for panel proposah; and presentations is micNigh~, Sunday September 1, 20 [ 3. To ensme rich dialog and exchange, we ask tha~ presentations 

cordorm to 20 slides, 20 seconds per slide format (See *~ae lir~ on ~ :.’.:i :~ ~,:~..:i : ~} ~ ~.: thr more ilfformation) Authors interested in olganimng panels will need to s~bmit single word file 

containing an abstract and vita gor each panel participant. 

The conference will include keynote speakers, lively pecha kucha presentations, a jm-ied alt e~ibition highlighting creative research in interactive media and digital arts, topical discussions 

focused both on future of digital media in the indusny and also evolving pedagogies in academia. 

Call Ibr Papers and Prq[ec~: 

While we welcome papers and projec*s whose focus is on "the [hturei’ we are equally interested in papers and projects that question and subvert this idea of wha* lies before us. From 

disruptive technologies to neo-luddite practices, the conl~rence wants ~o exarmne all sides of our unquestioning inclination to prwilege "progress" and to look garward. Where is fl that we 

are hm*y~ng to arrive ~nd do we really want to arrive ’there? This year’s conference theme is both a celebration of that which we build and study that brings about this halcyon guture, and 

a joyous, subversive questioning of those practices and be[ie:[h that underlie this impulse to look 12>rward 

~reatwe research that demonstrates the convergence of did%rent disciplines, media, cultures, and technologies is particularly encouraged. The con gerence will contain several tracks of 

programming that expand on the conference theme in the :[~llowing areas: 

art and design (process talks, hisloW el’digital art, algorithmic ari~ motion graphic design~ video ganre desig~’theow/research, data visualizalion) 

education (pedagogy, curriculum, software-as-service, digital humanities, promotion arrd tenure, digital media and arts; pedagogy/curriculum) 

narrative (electronic/digital/interactive [iteratur% transmedia story~.el[ing, motion graphics/comics, second screen viewing, narrative and sense-.rnaking) 

media practices (mobile, advertising and pr, aagrnented reality’, natural user imerfaces, iraeraction/exk:~erience design, privacy in the 21st century, citizen journalism, social media 

activism) 

All abstracts will be refereed for acceptance and should report on the results of creative or research projects that explore immvative areas of new media and will be posted as is on the 
conference website. 

Submission guidelines: 

1. Subrnit your abstract 0naximcm’~ 500 words) online (i;ii ’,",:.,":, / :,ra:: >; :->; i., ;d ~;’:, : i(~)) as a word docarnent by midnight, September 1, 20 [3. Panel proposah; should be 
submitted as one file 

2. All abstracts should follow the formatting conventions found in the latest edition of the Chicago ~iamcal c{/S0~/e(docmnentaW note), include kcywords and a bio (maximmn 100 
words). 

3. Authors will be notified via email of their submissions’ staIus by approximately SepIember 9. 

4. Authors should confirm atIendance by October 6. 

5. To be reviewed for possible publication in The" 2ournal ~’~he Inte~,aI~onal Digital ~[ed~a and Arts Association selected conference proceedings, accepted papers of no more 
than 3500 words must be submitted in their final lk~trn (as a word documem using your last name m the file name) by December 21 Details forthcoming at 
htt~ :/iwww. idmaa, or~/idmaa2013/ 

Click the li~: below to submit your abstract now: 

Brigid Maher 
Associate Professor 

Associate Division Director, Film and Media Arts Division 
Program Director, Digital Media Skills Graduate Certificate 

School of Commnnication 
American Universi~.., 
202.885.2664 

Producer and Director of The Mama Sherpas 
For production updates follow us on Facebook’. 
’][’his list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to lis~tserv@listse~w.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 
your first and last name.) You cm~ leave a liszt by sending the ~bllowing command to listserv@lis~tser<americm~.edu: signofl’UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 
ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending a~ e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.a~nerican.edu 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

frank tomasulo ~yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 10:32 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~er@emal.unc.edu> 

Re: UFVA paper prize - Revised deadline: June 30, 2013 

Charlene: I’ll certainly contact you if and when any submissions come in. Incidentally, your own paper at 
the Chicago meeting last year would be a fine candidate for the award -- although you’d need to recuse 
yourself or even opt off the committee in order to enter it and judge the other entries. Even though the 
conference was held in Chicago, we can’t use Chicago voting rules! @ (The old joke is that Chicago is so 
committed to democracy that it even allows its dead citizens to vote. 
Finally, I’ll miss seeing you at the conference. I understand, though, about travel funds. As a semi-retired 
adjunct, I consider myself lucky to be eligible for a pittance of $600 from one of my institutions: Pace 
University. 
Best, 
Frank 
Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor of Film Studies 
Department of Media and Communication Arts 
City College of New York, City University of New York 
501 East 87th Street, Apt. 16-G 
New York, NY 10128 

From: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@emaiLunc=edu> 
To: frank tomasulo              @yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 4:29 PM 
Subject: RE: UFVA paper prize - Revised deadline: June 30, 2013 

Dear Frank: If you need me to help me review some of the papers just let me know as I am still on board. Send me an email. Please note that I will not be attending UFVA this 
year as my finances will not permit my attendance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: University Film and Video Association [UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU] on behalf of frank tomasulo 

Sent; Tuesday, May 14, 2013 2:10 PM 
To: U FVALIST- L@ LISTSERV.AM ERICAN. EDU 
Subject; Fw: UFVA paper prize - Revised deadline: June 30, 2013 

@yahoo.com] 

Andrea Meyers: Please publish this in the next UFVA Digest. I’ve revised the deadline for this UFVA award. 
All other UFVA members: Please note the attached document that spells out the easy guidelines and 
instructions for submitting a 2011 OR 2012 UKV’A conference paper for consideration for the annual UFVA 
Paper Prize. (At present, I’ve received NO submissions for this important award.) 
Best to all, and see you at Chapman! 
Frank 
Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor of Film Studies 
Department of Media and Communication Arts 
City College of New York, City University of New York 
501 East 87th Street, Apt. 16=G 
New York, NY 10128 

From: Andrea Meyer.         @gmail.com> 
To:         @gmail.com 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 1:28 PM 
Subject: UFVA Digest = May 2013 



UFVA DIGEST - MAY 2013 

*NEWS 

A Message from UFVA President Norman HolE~a 
Fihnmakers axe storytellers we hear that so much that it’s practically a clichd. But it is at the veo~ core of ever~1hing that we teach. ~Ve either analyze or create or 

both. but onr concern always ends up revolving around how we affect... 

2013 Carole Fielding Grant Recipients Annoanced 
The 2013 UFVA Carole Fielding Student Grant recipients have been selected. They are Sana Attiq Haq, MFA student at Wake Forest University, tbr "The Other 

Army," a documentary that focuses on the straggle of ordinary PaJ~is~nis against... 

Meet the Fihnmakers of FIVE BROKEN CAMEI~ikS 

You are Cordially Invited to MEET THE FILMMAKER, (Elizabeth Sheldon, distrib rep) On Monday, June 10, 2013, 6:00 - 8:0017M At the National Academy of 

Television Arts and Sciences I375 Broadway (37th Street), Suite #2103 Reception 6:00... 

Rooftop Films Summer Series A~mounces Full Schedule 

THE 17th ANNUAL ROOFTOP FILMS SUMMER SERIES ANNOUNCES FULL SCHEDULE Presented by AT&T (New York, NY ] May 10, 2013) Rooftop 

Films anno unces its full schedule tbr the 2013 S ummer Series, tEaturing more than 45 o utdoor screening of new... 

Mono No Aware Fihnmaking Workshops in Brooklyn 
MONO NO AWARE is proud to ofl}r year round lihnmaking workshops in Brooklyn, NY. Workshops axe limited to 12 permns or less, providing an intimate hands- 

on learning experience. Instructors are locally-base& practicing filmmakers and... 

Something out of Nothing... a Hollw~-ood Maverick’s Rule Book is Published 

Rick Ffiedberg, UFVA member and an award winning writer/director of movies (Spyhard), episodic TV (CSI-Miaani), reali~" TV (’][’he Real Housewives) 
documentaries (Rodeo Cowboy), music videos (the legendmT Hot for Teacher) and national TV... 

UFVA Member Ondi Timoneis Kickstart Campaign 
I’m about to jump offa building. That’s how I feel as a babe in the woods of crowdfunding on launch day. I have resisted cmwdfunding since it entered our vocabula~’, 

but I’m spearheading a project so timely, inspiring and impactful to... 

Queer Love in Film and Television: Critical Essays Published 
QUEER LOVE IN FILM AND TEI,EVISION: CRITICAL ESSAYS Co-edited By Pmnela Demou and Christopher Pullen This turn-of-the-centary moment -- 
when qaeer love has become increasingly visible in both popular culture and socio-pohtical realms --... 

New One Man CrewTM from Redrock Micro Camera 

New One Man CrewTM from Redrock Micro Delivers High Production Value Footage with "Virtual Cmnera Crew" Motorized Parabolic Motion Ideal for Corporate, 
Documentao,, and Producr’Tabletop Video Hollywood, CA and Dallas, TX - Redrock Micro .... 

THE CINEMA AND ITS SHADOW: Race and Technolo~ in Early Cinema By Alice Manrice is Published 
How race shaped the fundamental formal and technological means of the cinema THE CINEMA AND ITS SHADOW: Race and Technology in Early Cinema By 

Alice Maurice University of Minnesota Press 288 pages] 2013 ISBN 978-0-8166-7805-1 

Scriptwriting and Creative Writing workshop with Cannes Golden Camera Winner EtgaJc Keret 

This will be an unique opportunib, tbr everyone wanting to develop their skills in scriptwfihng, sm .rytelling and creative wfihng. You will have an educational experience 

of excellence, with Etgoa Keret Cremes Golden Can~era Winner and... 

Directina Fihn Techniques and Aesthetics, 5th Edition By Michael RaNger and Mick Hurbis-Chemer Out Now! 

Michael Rabiger and Mick Harbis-Cherrier’s Directing Fihn Techniques and Aesthetics tXablished. "A comprehensive introduction to directing that focuses heavily on 

the interpersonal and organizational aspects of the craft....For... 

Special Pricing for International Music & Fihn Festival Conference 
The 2012 Internafional Music & Film Festival Conference in Anslin was our mos~ successful evant in onr nine-year history. Please take a look at onr new sizzle reel: 

http://vimeo.com/60757332 We had over 400 attendees and 300 t~stivals... 

*CALLS FOR ENTRIES* 

Dallas Videofest Call for Entries 

The Dallas Videofest is looking for great films and videos for it’s 26th festival! Go to http:i/videofest.org/for info or email bart(a~’ideofest.org 

Rome Intemational Film Festival Call for Entries 

ROME INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Rome, Georgia - USA September 5 to 7, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 10th A~mual Rome International Fihn 

Fest (RIFF), unveiling remarkable independem films from across the United States, South AIiica,... 

KinoKabaret Call for Entries 

Where can you experience master classes and workshops from the best filmmakers in the wofl& and still experience the incredible vibe and creativeness of a 

KinoKabaret? In the firts KinoKabaret in Portugal, right in the summer and in... 

Arclio~t Documentax5~ Feslival Call for Entries 



ARCLIGHT DOCUMENTARY FESTIVAL Hollywood, Califi)mia - USA October 9 to 13, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 3rd Annual ArcLight Documentary 

Festival, honoring 25 of the most exceptional documentary, films on the t~stival circuit. As any... 

Oscar-q~lil~ymg Ramdance Film Festival Call tier Entries 
RAINDANCE FILM FESTIVAL London, England - United Kingdom September 25 to October 6, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 21st Annual Raind~x~ce Film 

Festival, the largest independent film fes~tival in tl~e United Kingdo~n and an Academy-... 

Thern~aikos International 2min Film Feslival Call for Entries 

CALL 2013 is open... If you ave a professional or amateur film-maker, we happily invite you to participate in the 6th THERMAIKOS INTERNATIONAL 2rain 

FILM FESTIVAL 2013 "E~ape" organized by the Cultural Department of Thermalkos... 

Hot Springs Documentary Film Festival 
ttOT SPRINGS DOCUMENTARY FILM FESTIVAL Hot Springs, Arkansas - USA October 11 to 20, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 22nd Annual ttot 

Springs Documentary, Film Festival, showcasing "the most exciting, enlighteNng, and intbnnative... 

Con~ious Media Film Feffa, al Call tbr Entries 
CONSCIOUS MEDIA FILM FESTIVAL, Boulder, Colorado - USA June 19 to 20, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the Conscious Media Film Festival (CMFF2013), 

driven by an interes~t in spiritt~lly rich and powerfully conte~nplative fihnmal&~g. At... 

BlackStar Fihn Fesntival Expands ruth Competitive Knight A~ts Challenge Grant 
PHILADELPHIA BlackStar Fihn Festival is slated to receive a $25,000 matching grant from the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation, bolstering its ability to 

achieve the festival’s mission of celebrafing the vistkal and stocy~telling... 

Aesthetica Short Fihn Festival 2013 Call for Entries 

One Month to Go: The Aesthetica Short Film Festival 2013 Call tbr Entries There’s only one month to go to for the Aesthefica Short Fihn Festival Call fi)r Entries. 

Submit your films to the most exciting film festival in the UK betbre 31 May... 

Hamptons International Film Festival Call lbr Entries 
HAMI?TONS INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL, East Hampton, New York - USA October 10 to 14, 2013 In tl~e Spotlight today is the 21st Annual Hamptons 

International Film Festival (HIFF), an Acadetny Awmd-quali~ing festival that’s been lauded by... 

In the Palace Intemafional Short Film Festival Call tbr Entries 
IN THE PALACE INTERNATIONAL SHORT FILM FESTIVAL Balchik - Bulgaria June 29 to July 6, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 1 llh Annual In the Palace 

International Short Film Festival, tapping professional fihnmakers into an expansive network... 

Indie Spirit Film Festival Call for Entries 
INDIE SPIRIT FILM FESTIVAL Colorado Springs, Colorado - USA October 3 to 6, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 61h Annual Indie Spirit Fihn Festival (ISFF), 

nestled in the tbothills of Pike’s Peak and tEaturing a slate of more than 100... 

Toronto Intemafional Film Festival Call tbr Entries 
TORONTO INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Toronto, Ontario - Canada September 5 to 15, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 381h Annual Toronto 

International Film Fes~tival (TIFF), the world’s leading public film festival and a long-s~xading... 

Society for Phenomenology and Media (SPM) Call for Papers 
Socie~, for Phenomenology and Media: 16th Annual International Conference The SocieU for Phenomenology and Media invites proposals for individual confevence 

papers and three-person panels for its 16th Annual International Conference. Send... 

Training Ground Cinema and Audiovisual Trai~in~ Acfivitv 
FEST Training Crround is a place Mvere film makers and film enthusiasts from all over the world gatherin one week, to attend a deluxe training from workshops to 

master classe~ lectured by industry, top experts with recogn~ed... 

Hollsrwood Fihn Festival Call for Entries 
HOLLYWOOD FILM FESTIVAL Hollywood, California - USA October 17 to 21, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 17th Annual Hollywood Film Fefftival (HFF), 

hailed by VarieU as "the ultimate networking opportunity" and by The New York Ti~nes as "... 

Fantastic Fest Call for Entries 

FANTASTIC FEST Ausfin, Texas - USA September 19 to 26, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 9th Annual Fantastic Fest, named one of the "25 Coolest Film 

Festivals" and one of the "25 Festivals Worth the Ento, Fee" by MovieMaker Magazine .... 

Catalina Fihn Festival Call for Entries 

CATALINA FILM FESTIVAl, Avalon, Caitalina Island - USA September 18 to 22, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 3M Annual Catalina Film Festival (CFF), an 

astonishing celebration of cinema that takes full advantage of the only resort island... 

HollvShorts Fihn Festival Call for Entries 

HOLLYSHORTS FILM FESTIV,M, Hollywood, California - USA August 15 to 25, 2013 In tl~e Spotlight today is the 9th Ammal HollySho~ts Film Festival (HSFF), 

wheve short fihns and A-List names overlap to wow audiences at one of Hollywood’s tnost... 



This list at AU can be sub~ribed to by ~nding the tbllowing mes~ge to list~rv@listserv.america~.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your firs~t and last name.) You ca~ leave a list by sending the ti~llowing command to listserv@lis’Lserv.america~.edu: siN~off UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Popular Culture Association / American Culture Association <briley@colum.edu> 

~Vednesday, May 15, 2013 10:35 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Summer Workshop Deadline and other reminders 

%:: PCA/ACA logo 

Popular Culture Association/American Culture Association 

Last Day to apply for our Summer Workshop; 
Other deadlines loom too 

Hello Everyone! 

Just a couple quick reminders... 

1. Applications due online for PCAiACA Summer Writers’ Workshop 
2. CFP deadlines for Regionals 
3. Congratulations to our winners! 

Applications now available, due TODAY 

PCAIACA Summer Writers’ Workshop 
New York University 
I6-23 June 2013 

Join PCiVACA for summer in New York! Take part in our first writers’ 
workshop, an intensive weeklong experience where you can begin a new 
project or develop a work in progress. 

For more information, visit the website 

Calls for papers for upcoming affiliated PCA conferences 

The Deadlines for applying to Regional PCA/ACA meetings are 
approaching quickly. Here they are (in order by deadline): 

Midwest PCAiACA (St. Louis, 11 Oct) Deadline extended: TODAY -15 May 
Northeast PCAiACA (Vermont, 24 Oct) Deadline: 10 Jun 
Mid-Atlantic PACA (Atlantic City, 7 Nov.) Deadline: 14 Jun 
~P....c....A..~~.s....~.~.u..t.~~~C.s....a.~.v...a.~.n.~.n.~.a..~~~~..3.~~..~....c..t.). Deadline: 15 Jun 

2014 Conferences: 
PCAiACA National conference (Chicago, 16 Apr) Deadline: Nov 1 
Far West PCAiACA (Las Vegas, 21 Feb) Deadline: 15 Dec 
--S-‘--~----u--t---h---w----e-~-s--t-~-P--~-C----A--~-C----A--~--A--[--b---u-~-u-~-e-~-r--q---u---e-~-9--~-F---e-~-~-b-‘). Deadline: TBA 

PCAtACA Post-conference Survey 

Thank you ve~5, much to the 938 of you who took our survey. That’s more than 
1/3 of the conference participants (a great result!). We really appreciate it, and 
are currently scouring the data to find ways to improve the conference for next 
year. 

Congratulations to the winners of our drawing, Rebecca McLaughlin and 
Richard WojtowiCZr 

AS always, If you have questions or concerns please email one of us: 
Brendan Riley, Joe Hancock 

Interim Executive Team 
PCA/ACA 



brileyCb, colum.edu Jhh33@drexel.edu 

Join Our Mailing List 

Forward this email 

rh~s emsil ~,~’ss sent to regester@emsii.unc,edu by’ _b__r_iJ#~/_C~_£_o_[_u___m_:__e__d__u_ 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SaFeUnsubscribeTM Privao/Policy, 

Popular Culture Association Popular Culture Association Columbia College Chicago, English Department 600 South Michigan Avenue :: Chicago :: iL :: 60605 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B --~O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, 12:47 PM 

i@live.unc.edu> 

ILE: Recommen~on Form for 

Dear I have completed the form but was unclear about who the form should be emailed to. Please let me now for certain before I send it to the incorrect 
representative. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" 

Sent: Tuesday, ,12:39 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 

Subject: Recommendation Form for 

Hello Dr.Regester, 
This is ~ from your AFAM . class. We’ve talked outside of class and developed somewhat of a personal relationship. I am writing you to kindly request that 
you fill out ar~ recommendation form for me. Information about the leadership position that I am applying for is included in the document, as well as who the form should be 

sent to. I know you are very busy with your summer courses; however, the form is really short and straightforward. It is to be sent by . Please let me know if you are 

willing to fulfill this request. If you aren’t able to complete this form, please let me know as soon as possible. 
Thanks in advance, 

U niversiD" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Class of 

Bachelor of Arts, Sociology and Political Science 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Final Draft Inc. <nomply@fina]draft.com> 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 1:26 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <reges’ter@emml.unc.edu> 

Web Class: Sell Your ScreenplW in 30 Days Using New Media 

Click here to view online 

i~ Click here to register for this webinar 

Sell Your 
Screenplay in 30 
Days Using New 
Media: You got to 
be in it to win it! 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 

6:00 PM - 7:15 PM (PDT) 

Sell Your Screenplay in 30 Days 
Using New Media 

with New York University Professor Marilyn HorowRz 

We writers are not our best promoters. In today’s competitive 

marketplace, we must be our own agents/producers until we 

get one. So how do you sell a screenplay? You need a plan, a 

marketing plan! 

This interactive webinar is based on a new book by 

screenwriting coach and New York University professor 

Marilyn Horowitz, and film business & marketing consultant 

Paula Landry, MBA. "Sell Your Screenplay in 30 Days" 

teaches step-by-step instructions to sell your screenplay 

using new media and traditional means. 

This interactive workshop offers tips and tricks for writers and 

writer-directors to market and sell their work in a systematic 

and fun way, with clear instructions. Join us and get your work 

sold! 

This webinar includes an easy and fun way to promote and 

market your script in a way that works for you. Specific steps 

with clear detailed instructions walk you through the process. 

You didn’t write that screenplay for it to gather dust in a 

closet, so join Marilyn as she jumpstarts you to sell your 

writing! This webinar is based on the new book SELL YOUR 

SCREENPLAY IN 30 DAYS, available here. 

Topics include: 

How to create the key tools you need to sell your 

screenplay 

~, What steps to take and in what order 

How to keep momentum in the marketing process 

~, Why social media is key and how to use it most 

effectively 

How to pace your work with your busy schedule 

~, Effective strategies to gauge your progress 

~, Key tricks to make the marketing process fun and 

engaging 

Reqister now and start marketing your screenplay! 



Tuesday, May 21,2013 
6:00 PM -7:15 PM (PDT) 

Can’t make the webinar? Don’t worry! 
If you miss the live event we’ll send you a link the day after it 
takes place so you can view the webinar on your own time= 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joe Plum, Jr. <jplum@kippgcp.org~ 

Wednesday, 1:34 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@~.emaJd.unc.edu> 

Re: Recommendation 

Thmik you so much! I received the recommendation later for 

In service, 

Joey Plum 

O11 at 1:27 PM, Regester, Charleue B wrote: 

To Whom It May Concern: Attached is the recommendation being submitted on behalf of 
material¯ Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

)Recommendation 

¯ Please let me know that you have received this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester. Charlene B </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN CHARLENE B REGESTER(REGESTER)> 

Wednesday, 1:50 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

l~L: f~_ecommendation Form for 

Dear : I sent your form and they indicated that it had been received. Good luck and have a good Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:00 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Recommendation Form for 

Hello, 

Please em~il it to 

Sent from tny iPhone 

. Thank you so much. 

On , at 12:46 PM, "Regester, Charlene B" <regester~email.unc.edn> wl~ote: 

Dear        I have completed the form but was unclear about who the form should be emailed to. Please let me now for certain before I send it to the 
incorrect representative. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, May 12:39 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Recommendation Form for 

Hello Dr.Regester, 
This is from your AFAM    class. We’ve talked outside of class and developed somewhat of a personal relationship. I am writing you to kindly 
request that you fill out an recommendation form for me. Information about the leadership position that I am applying for is included in the document, as well as 
who the form should be sent to. I know you are very busy with your       courses; however, the form is really short and straightforward. It is to be sent by 

Please let me know if you are willing to fulfill this request. If you aren’t able to complete this form, please let me know as soon as possible. 
Thanks in advance, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill I Class of 

Bachelor of Arts, Sociology and Political Science 



To~ 

Subject: 

UNCmTV < membei~@unc4v.or.g> 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 5:19 PM 

Regeste[, Charlene B <[egester@email.unc.edu> 

Be a Pa~t of Nor[h Carolina Weekend! 

Xi UNC-TV Ne~Flashi 

i i~ Be s pa~t of NC Weekendl 

* PLEASE NOTE: For legal purposes, photographs must be of you or },our family. 

~.{}&~!#.~#.{j#.#. or change your email preferences~ 

nonprofi t 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 
Labor and Working-Class Histou Association <lawcha@duke.edu> 

Wednesdw, May 15, 2013 7:01 PM 

lawcha- constang~:duke .edu 

LAWCHA Conference (June 6-8, NYC): Early Registration Period Extended to Friday, May 17 

message- footer.txt 

Dear Friends and Colleagues, 

The Labor and Working-Class History Association (LAWCHA) is pleased to announce that it is extending the early registration rates for its impending national conference, 
"Rights, Solidarity & Justice: Working People Organizing, Past and Present" June 6-8, 2013 in New York City, to Friday, May 17. At 11:59pm on Friday night, rates will go up, so 
register fast! 

More than 90 panels, roundtables and workshops will explore past struggles and contemporary challenges faced by working people in a global context. Opening and closing 
plenary sessions with speakers ranging from Frances Fox Piven, Richard Wolff, Bill Fletcher, Jr. and Saket Soni to John Wilhelm, Ruth Milkman and a panel of activists will 
examine the current crises and new directions for the labor movement. 

See the website: vvwwAawcha.orgiannualconference for the full program and registration information. 

JOIN US FOR THE CONFERENCE. Yl- WILL BE AN EXCITING PROGRAM. 

In solidarity, 

Ryan Poe, ~br’the Programming Committee 
Execulive Assistant 
Labor and Working-Class History. Association 

.~iI Inline image 1 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SmdentFilmmakers Magazine <~newcinema@studentfilmma£ers.com> 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 7:51 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emaJl.unc.edu> 

Peter Stein, ASC Cinematography Workshop this Weekend in NYC 

Read this messaqe in a web browser 

Don’t Miss This Saturday’s NYC Advanced Cinematography Workshop 
with Peter Stein, ASC, May 18, lpm-Spm 

Gain great new professional lighting tips and tricks. 
Light a dramatic night scene at the workshop. 
You receive a certificate upon completion. 
Enter drawing to receive a Steadicam Smoothee. 

Featured Door Prize: 
All Attendees Will Be Entered in Drawing 
One winner wili receive a Steadicam Srnoothee witi~ mocll3ts for 
iPhone q/4S & Go Pro Hero, 

i.everaging the same technoiog’~, as the $60,000 Hollywood rig 
systems~ Smoothee lets users shoot crisp~ smooth, and never 

shaky footage straight from their iPhone or GoPro camera. 

Topics Include: 

Discussion and Analysis: Flashlight effects are very popular, and can be a very 
powerful visual device. The workshop will start with the screening of a number of 
scenes that use flashlight effects= We will discuss the various techniques to achieve 
this to best advantage. 
Exercise: Next the workshop attendees will build on all their skills to light a dramatic 
night scene. An actor will move around the set, using mainly a flashlight as the 
source for the lighting. Workshop participants will be the crew. 

Produced by StudentFilmmakers and HDProGuide. 
Venue: 1123 Broadway, Ste. 307, Manhattan, New York. (25th & Broadway) 
Sponsorad by: 

Catch Up Digitally. Don’t miss important editions of StudentFiimmakers Magazine. 
Gain and access valuable Insights and Tips on your Computer, iPad, or digital device. 

Feeling Mobile Media & Cine Apps on the go? 
Take a look at the new section launched and featured on 

StudentFilm makers.corn 
:!_123 Broadway, Suite #307, Ne’~x, York, NY lu0±0, 21z=z~D.o~54 



Kim Ed’~,ard Welch, PubiisheF/Editer-ir~,.ChieF 
3ody lvlichelle Solis, Se~ior Editor 

To be unsubscribed from the May 2013 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-no~eply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

: <member@linkedin.com> 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 8:28 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Chmlene, let’s co~mect on Linkedln 

::.,v,. :: Linkedln 

Charlene, 

wants to connect with you on Linkedln. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Script <scriptmag@fiYmedia.com> 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 9:02 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edw~ 

New BookBaby Guide: Making Money with your eBook 

-- after all, BoekBaby gets yeur eSook straight inte the world’s biggest retail stores. The tdok is: How 

You have you, and that’s where this handy guide comes in. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NFB Distribution <dis~ribution@m%ca> 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 2:00 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emaJl.unc.edu> 

NFB Education Newsletter - May 2013 

This month, we celebrate the culture, traditions and history of Asian 

Americans and Pacific Islanders in the United States. For many 

Americans of Asian-Pacific heritage, this month is an opportunity to take 

pride in their families’ contributions. 

For Cory Lee, son of the renowned martial arts master, Frank Lee, to 

confront his father and embrace his Asian heritage, he has to get into 

the ring and fight. LEGEND OF A WARRIOR tells the story of one 

man’s journey to reconnect with his father and embrace his Chinese 

roots. 

How do we define ourselves and our racial heritage when we have a 

mixed racial background? This moving film raises questions about race, 

culture and identity that we all must answer as we define our place in 

society. 

Girls who were in the first wave of Chinese children adopted 

in the 1990s are nowin their teens. This new documentary 

follows them over three years and accompanies them on an 

emotionally touching journey back to China. By tracing their 

roots, they define their identity as they look to the future. 

Diversity is often simplistically defined as "one ethnicity + 

hyphen + American," but what if you don’t fit into an easy 

category? As globalization increasingly blurs all borders, this 

film offers a glimpse of what the future holds: a movement 

away from hyphens and "pure" bloodlines, towards a 

celebration of fluidity and hybridity. 

Win this intensely personal short film, Gill--whose story was 

one of many real-life inspirations for Deepa Mehta’s feature 



film Heaven on Earth--describes her six years in an abusive 

relationship, and how difficult leaving can be when you are 

part of a close-knit immigrant community. 

It is January 1954. The Korean War is over. Captured UN 

soldiers held in POW camps are free to return home Those 

who refuse repatriation to their homeland are transferred to a 

neutral zone and given 90 days to reconsider their decision. 

Among them are 21 American soldiers who decide defiantly 

to stay in China. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

"Highly recommended. An immersive experience for the 

viewer [who] is likely to take away a new perspective on how 

he or she might relate to individuals with physical disabilities. 

[The film] will be of interest for those examining a variety of 

disciplines, including disability studies, art and music 

therapy, and sociology." - Educational Media Reviews Online 

KALI: THE LITTLE VA~P~RE 

"The film can be used in language arts and guidance 

classes, and the bonus features make it ideal for film 

animation classes or a beginning/intermediate French or 

ELL lesson."- School Library Journal 

THE BASKETBAH_..H_.. GABLE 

"Powerful, brief, and very well-conceived, this tale can help 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

"Thisengaginganalysisofhowaportraitiscreatedwill 

Send your feedback to < webmasLer(~J~nfb ca > The N FB respects the confidentiality of the information you submit. We 

never share information with third par~ies. To find out more, consult our ,::onfide!~tii~lilsLgolicv 

You are registered with the following e-mail address: REGESTER@EIV~ILUNC.EDU 

To unsubscribe, please ~!!~.~).~.[~ or reply to this email with the word "unsubscribe". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

fa@cos.com 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 8:15 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Update: Graa~ts in Publishing 

Tracked Ftmding Opportunity Update Alert from COS 

The tbllowing funding opportuni~z you are tracking was updated 

Opp Title: 

Sponsor: 

Updated on: 

Grants in Publishing 
http://pivot.coscolr~ihnding opps/86118 

Furthermore 

May 16, 2013 

Login to COS Pivot to view your Tracked list of funding opportunities. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GENEWIZ, Inc. <ENew@genewiz.com> 

Friday, May 17, 2013 11:44 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

The Newest hmovation in Sa~ger Sequencing Services 

iii~ GENEWIZ. Inc. 

Dear Charlene B. 

For many clinical and environmental research labs. obtaining sequencing data is the goal of a multi-week 

process fraught with technical challenges and administrative headaches. 

Cut to the chase with GENEWIZ Mutation Analysis Services. We provide researchers a cost-effective, reliable. 

and effortless route to get their results fast! 

[ ii~.~ this is alt for click text ..... 

Simply provide details for your gene of interest and starting material, and GENEWlZ takes care of the rest. We 

design primers and perform PCR. cleanup, sequencing, and data analysis on your sample set You receive 

sequencing results in as little as one week1-. 

For a 20% discount, please request a quote today and enter code: SNPMA-20*. 

Start saving time spent on ordering reagents and primers, troubleshooting PCR. and optimizing sequencing 

reactions GENEWlZ will manage the entire process on time and on budget. 

Common Mutation Analysis Applications 

Mutation and SNP Discovery 

~, 16S rRNA Sequencing 

Yeast Colony Sequencing 

For a free consultation, please request a quote and GENEWIZ Project Management will contact you within one 

business day. 

*Promotion valid for PCR Sequencing orders confirmed by June 30, 2013. Discount applies to orders of up to 96 samples. Promotion code 

required to receive discount, retroactive application prohibited. This offer cannot be combined i~vith any other promotions or discounts, including 

GENEWIZ Referral Rewards. Promotion terms are subject to change at any time without notice. Other restrictions may apply’. 

?For established PCR assays. New assays may require additional lead tinle. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Women Make Movies Educate <educate@WMM.COM> 

Friday, May 17, 2013 11:57 AM 

UFVALIST- I~@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

WMM Release i SERVICE PREMIERS ON NYC PUBLIC TELEVISION ! 

Hi All, 

I am writing licom Women NIake IVlovies, the leading non profit distributor of films by and about ~vomen I thought the members of this listserv would be interested to know about SERVICE: 
"¢,,~HEN WOIVIEN COME \{ARCHING HOME, a new- educational resource that explores critical issues around ~vomen veterans which ~vill premiere on NYC thablic Television this Stmday, 
May 19, 7pm and screen on PBS stations throughout the spring. 

Check local listings for airdates <http://servicethefilm.colrgBroadcastSchedule.pdf> 

SERVICE: V~ffq~Z~N WOMEN COME IVIARCHKNG HOME <http://www wmm com/filmcatalog/pa ~es/c 843. shtml> 

"This work is a delicately balanced portrayal of our women warriors’ battles and victories over insurmountable odds...a must see!" 
Lourdes Alvarado-Ramos 
Director, Washington State Dept. of Veteran Affairs 

Women make up 15 percent of today’s military. That number is expected to double in 10 years. SERVICE highlights the resourcefulness of seven amazing women who represent the first 
wave of mothers, daughters and sisters returning home from the front-less wars of Iraq and Afghanistan Portraying the courage of women veterans as they transition from active duty to 
their civilian lives, this powerful film describes the hon-ific traumas they have faced, the inadequate care they often receive on return, and the large and small accomplishments the?" work 
mightily to achieve. 

These are the stories we hear about from men returning from war, but rarely from women veterans. Through compelling portraits, we watch these women wrestle with prostheses, 
homelessness, Post Traumatic Stress Disorder and Military Sexual Trauma The documentary, takes the audience on a journey from the deserts of Afghanistan and Iraq to rural Tennessee 
and urban New Yo~k City, from coping with amputations, to flashbacks, triggers and depression to ways to support other vets An eye-opening look at the specific challenges facing women 
veterans with a special focus on the disabled, SF, RVICE can be used for courses in military studies, women’s studies, peace and conflict courses It’s also an amazing resource for veteran 
support groups, families and friends of women veterans and advocacy groups working with veterans and the disabled 

Please help us get the word outt 

View Trailer here <http:i/www.youtube.con~,watch?v ~h- wuhv0LY> 

To celebrate, Women Make Mi)vies is offering 20% off* when institutions, schools and communi~ buy the title with Promo (;ode SERVv%VLS13 Offer ends June 30, 2013 

Purch ase :[i lm here <http ://www.wm m. com~ filmca tal o ~/pa~ es/c 843. shtml > 

You can also email orders@wmmcom or call 2129250606, x360. 

Please let me know if you have any questions and thank you :[’or your support! 

Sincerely, 

Liane Costello 
Wonren Make Movies 
462 Broadway, Suite 500 
New- York. NY 10013 
212-925-0606 

YVE’VE MOVED[ As of 4/1, ottr new address is 115 W. 29th Street, Suite 1200,Nexv York, NY, 10001. 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following nressage to listserv@listsel~’.american.edu: 

subscribe LrFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be yottr first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the folloxving command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

signoff L~’VALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chapman Universi~ <~ufva~chapman.edtc, 

Friday, May 17, 2013 1:31 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@emml.unc.edu> 

UFVA 2013: Registration Now Open 

:: ~:+~; :: U FVA-Header-gra phic-740x 172-blue-text 

Dodge College of Film and Media Arts 

Registration is now open for the UFVA 2013: Story First conference at Chapinan University ~s Dodge 
College of Fihn and Media Arts! 

Pre-conference events begin on Monday, July 29 with conference programming commencing on Wednesday, July 31, 

featuring presentations, workshops, screenings, demonstrations and special events. 

We Dre delighted to welcome Peter Debruge, fall-time features editor and senior film critic for Variety a~dDaily 

Variety, ~s our Plena~ Speaker for this year~ 1 s contErence. Debmge will lead a lively discussion on I .Inventing Stories 

in the Reali~, Era I1 with clips and exan~ples on cinema C s elusive search tbr I. truthLl in stor?4elhi~g. 

Inl~rmation regarding registration l,ees is located on the tees section of the cont,erence website. Take advantage of the 

discounted rate by registering prior to June 16. 

We have multiple lodging options available for atten&es. Choose from locdl hotels close to attractions and shopping or 

opt to stay closer to the conference in the Sandhu Residence Center, the newest addition to the residential co~nmunities at 
Chapman Universi~, and just a short walk to Dodge College and the historic Orange Circle. You can find more 

information on the lodging options, including pricing, on the lodging section of the conference website. 

Finally, the area attractions section liffts ever~thing you need to plan yonr stay in Orange Counb~. 

For questions about the conference or registration please visit the FAQs section or email ut~za@chapman.edu. 

Continue to check your email tbr upda~tes about events, imv~rtant deadline reminder emmls and contErence updates. 

More to come, 

UFVA 2013 Conference Team 
Chapman UniversityDs Dodge College of Film and z~Iedia Arts 



Chapman U niversil¥ Ayres Orange 

Lifetime Member, Spouse, or Student: $150 

Individual, Institutional, or Sustaining Member: $295 

Additional Events 

Banquet: $65 

Golf Outing: $65 

On-campus housing may be booked during conference 

registration. Please review the UFVA website for dates and 

availabilib,. 

Sandhu Residence Center 

571 N. Grand St. 

Rooms with local hotels must be booked in advance with 
the hotel. Please see the loding section of the website for 

more details. 

Ayres Inn Orange 
3737 W. Chap~nan Ave. 

Ayres Hotel Anahei~n 

2550 Katella Ave. 

Doubletree by Hilton Hotel ~amaheim 

100 The City Dr. 

View the surrounding area location map for airport, 

housing, transit, and conference site locations. 

If you do not ~vant to receive future emails fiom UI~’VA 2013, please Opt-Out 

:~ Cvent-Web-based Sofb,*,,are Solutions ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SmdentFilmmakers Magazine <newcinema@studentfilmma£ers.com> 

Friday, May 17, 2013 4:58 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Lighting tbr a Handheld Flashlight Scene with Peter Stein ASC 

Lighting for a Handheld Flashlight Scene 

N.@...E~.~.r...S...~.!.~.,.A~.~.~...8~9.!.~.~.r...N.~ 
NY¢ Advanced Cinematography Workshop 

with Peter Stein, AS�, Saturday, May 18, I prn-~pm 

o Professional lighting tips and tricks. 
¯ Light a dramatic night scene at the workshop. 

° You receive a certificate upon completion, 
Enter drawing to receive a Steadicam Smoothee. 

fi|me~ra~l~y ine|~l:les = Bridges, Trans Worid 
Entertainment 1987 

~EAT~RE F~L~$ A Great Wail; Orion Pictures, 
Mr. Nann:¢~ Comedy, starring ~985 
Hulk Hogan, New Line Cinema, Billions for BetS% Starring Lee 
1993 Grant, Comworld Pictures, ~985 
Missing Pieces, Comedy starMng Wi/,drose, Starring Lisa ~ichorn 

Eric 1die and Lauren Hutton, and ]’om Sower 
Orion Pictures, 1995 CH.U.D., Starring 3ohn Heard, 
tVecessarg Roughness, Comedy Daniel Stern, New World 
starring Scott Bakuia, ParamountPictures, 1984 

Pictures, 1991 Reuben, Reuben.. StarMn9 Torn 
Stepi~en King~ Graveyard Shift, Conti and Kelly NcGiilis, 20th 
P~ramount Pictures, Z990 Ce-tdry Fox~ 
Ernes~ Goes ~o 2ai~. Comedy Friday ~he Z3Zh, ParL 2, 
starring 3ira Varney, Touchstone Paramount Pictures, 
Pictures, 1990 
After the Rain, Starring Ned ~..~.~.~.#. 
Beatty, Brian Ke~th, New CentL ryCMd Fee#, TV Pilot, NBC 
Vista, 1990 The Con, UBA Movie, 1998 
Pe~ Sema#ary~ written by A M~dw ~e ’s Taie, The American 
Stephen King, Paramount Experience, PBS, 1996 

Pictures, 1989 Harambee, PBS, 
Ernest Saves Chr~sLmas, Desperate Choices, NBC, 1992 
Comedy starring Jim Varney, Nigh~ Wsion~. NGN Television 

Touchstone Pictures, 1988 ~of NBC, ~990 
The Calf, Showtime, 1.989 

E/Ws and l~’le~ New Worid 
Television, ABC, 1988 
The Last Ffing~ ABC Movie of the 
Week, 1985 
Under .Siege, NBC Special Event, 
1986 
T,%e Parent Trap 2, ABC Disney 

Movie, 1986 
Izzv and tdoe., CBS Movie o{ the 
Weel<, 1985 
Prive~e Contentment, PBS 
Playhouse, 1982 

A Good Dissonance Like a Man, 
PBS Special, ~977 

Brick by Brick: A Civil Rights 
Btory., PBS 2007 
Tupperware, PBS Playhouse, 
2004 
Pol;tlcs of Cance& ]heatMcal 
Release, 1994 
Streetamart Kida, HBO Speciab 
1985 
L~ugh~. HBO $pec~al, 1981 

Theatr~ca~ Re~ease, 1978 

Smoothee lets 

L:se~s shoot crisp, 

sh a ky fc,,~l~ge 

iFhons e! 

Topics Include: 

All Attendees Will Be Entered in Drawing 

One winner wiii receive a Steadicam Srnoothee with rnouF/ts for 
iPhor e 4/4S & Go Pro Hero, 

Leveraging ti~e same technoiogy as the $80,000 Hollywood rig 
systems, Smoothee lets users shoot crisp, smooti% and never 

shaky footage straight from their iPhone or GoPro camera. 

Discussion and Analysis: Flashlight effects are very popular, and can be a very 
powerful visual device. The workshop will start with the screening of a number of 
scenes that use flashlight effects. We will discuss the various techniques to achieve 
this to best advantage. 
Exercise: Next the workshop attendees will build on all their skills to light a dramatic 
night scene. An actor will move around the set, using mainly a flashlight as the 
source for the lighting. Workshop participants will be the crew. 

Produced by StudentFilmmakers and HDProGuide. 
Venue: 1123 Broadway, Ste. 307, Manhattan, New York. (25th & Broadway) 
Sponsored by: 

St uden tFil rn mal<ers,com 



3_123 Broadway, Suite #307, Ne’er, York, NY 10010, 
Kim Edward WelciL Publisher/Editot-ir~-Chief 
3ody Hichelle Solis, Se[~ior £ditor 

To be unsubscribed from the May 2013 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athgo International <new@athgomedia.org~ 

Friday, May 17, 2013 6:41 PM 

Regesler, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emaJl.unc.edu> 

Afl~go’s Global Innovalion Forum and Crowdfunding Campmgn 

Closed 

H.E, Mr. Paul Kagame H.E. Dr, Hamadoun Mr, Denis O’Brien Ms. Stephanie yon 

Tourfi Friedeburg 

Athgds 5th Global Innovation Forum at the World Bank headquarters aims to provide 
200 promising young people (18-32 years of age) from around the workt an 
oppol±unib/to come together, form sial±up up teams, and build constructive 
business concepts with guidance and support from high-impact execubves, inspiring 
entrepreneurs, and prominent mentors, all in an exciting and rewarding environment 
learn more 

Forum Crowdfunding 
Campaign 

Unsubscribe Contact Us 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jungle Sofa~are <aaton@junglesoftware.ccsend.com> 

Friday, May 17, 2013 8:13 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Spring Sale Extended to Monday! 

Forward email 

This email was sent to regester@email,unc.edu by ~les@junqlesoftware.com i 

U,odate P[~fije/Emajj Address Ins[ant [emoval ~’~i[il SafeUnsubscribe~’~’ Privacy! Po[ic~’, 

Jungle Software :: www.junglesoftware.¢om SimiValley :: CA 93065 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

office@cmstudies.org 

Friday, May 17, 2013 8:15 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Call for SCMS Award Nominations (and other announcements) 

Post-Conference Survey Winner 

We are pleased to announce that Gilberto Blasini, Director of the Film Studies Program at the UniversiF of Wisconsin, IVlilwaukee, was randomly selected as the 

winner of a free 2013-2014 SCMS membership out of the over 400 members who took our 2013 post-conference survey. 

Thank you ~ much to all M~o paxticipated! 

Call tbr Applications and Nominations for the 2013-2014 SCMS Awards 

Each ye~x SCMS recognizes outs~tanding scholoxship accolnplished during the previous year as well as teaching mad caxeer achievement: 

Student Writing 

Dissertation 

Best Essay in an Edited Collection 

Best Edited Collection 

Best First Book 

Anne Friedbe~ Innovative Scholarship 
Katherine Singer Kovfics Book 

Katherine Singer Kovfics Essay 

Pedagogy 

Distinguished Caxeer Achievement 

SCMS awards submission and nomination forms and guidelines are now available until Angust 1 on the SCMS website at: cmstudies.orgi?page awards. Members are 

encouraged to apply for the awards and to make nominations for the Distinguished Career Achievement and Pedagogy awards. Remember that scholar whose work 

you’ve turned to again and again when preparing lectures and writing papers? Remember the professor who inspired yon to go to gradnate school, the one who made 

film theo~ and methodology seem interes~ting? You know who they are! Apply Now! Nominate Now! 

Annnuncing the 2013 ACLS Fdlowship "vVinners 

SCMS would like to congratulate the following pas~t and current SCMS members who received ACLS Fellowships: 

Brooke Belisle / ACLS New Facul~- Fellows Program 

New Facul~ Fellow, Cultulal Analysis and Theory, Stony Brook University. 
The Bigger Picture: The Panoramic Image and the Global Imaginaiion 

Emily Ruth Capper / Luce/ACLS Dissertation Fellowship in :Mnerican Art 

Doctoral Candidate, Art Histo~’ and Cinema and Media Studies, Universi~ of Chicago 

Allan Kaprow’s Fonualism: Composing Pedagogy and Mixed Media in the Postwar American University, 1948-1970 

Heather Ruth Lee / MdloniACLS Dissertation Completion Fellon, ship 
Doctoral Candidate, American Studies, Brown University 

Cons~tming Labor: Migration and~Vlobility of Chinese Restaurant Workers in New iVork City, 1894-1965 

Megan R. Luke/ACLS Collaborative Research Fellowship 
AssisIant Professor; Art History, Universi~ of Southern California 

Sculpture andPhotography: The Art Object in Reproduction 

Susan D. Murray / ACLS Fello~vship 

Associate Professor, Media, Culture and Communication, New York UniversiU 
Brought to You in Living Color: A Cult~tral [Iistory of Color Television 

Intan Paramaditha / MeIinniACLS Dissertatinn Completion Felltmship 
Doctoral Candidate, Cinema Studies, New York University 

7he WiM Child’s’ Desire: Cinema, Sexual Politics’, and the Experimental Nation in Post-Authoritarian Indonesia 

Sara Saljou~li / MellordACLS Dissertation Completion Fdlowship 
Doctoral Cmadidate, Cultural Studies and Comparative Literature, Universi~ of Minnesota, Twin Cities 

Burning Visions’: The Iranian New Wave and the Politics of the Image, 1962-1979 



Sttzanne L. Schulz / Mellon/ACLS Dissertation Completion Fellowship 

Doctoral Cm~didate, Radio, Television, and Fihn, University of Texas, Aus~tin 

Lucknow Screens: Cinema and the Everyday State in Postcolonial India 

Yaron Shemer / ACLS Fellowship 

Assistant Protbssor, Asim~ Studies, University of North Caxolina at Chapel tlill 
Neighboring Identities: The Jew in Arab Cinema 

Jaines Patrick Steichen / MelIon/ACLS Dissertation Completion Fellowship 

Doctoral Ca~ldidate, Music, Princeton University 

George Balanchine in America: Institutions, Economics andAesthetics of the Nonprofit Performing Arts; 1933~4 

Gregory A. Zinman / ACLS New Facul~, Fellows Program 

New Facul~~ Fellow, Film, Columbia Universi~ 
Handmade: The Moving Image in the Artisanal Mode 

~ike us on Facebook ;- ~ollow us on Twitter > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Mitchell Block         @aol.com> 

Saturday, May 18, 2013 12:25 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Sony PMW- 100 For Sale 

Hi, 

A good friend is selling her Sony PMW-IO0, it’s a lightweight - high-end HD camera. The PMW-IO0 is Sony’s first handheld camcorder supporting the 50 

Mbps MPEG HD422 codec - Broadcast Quality. 

Sony PMW-IO0 - $3,000 

Low recorded hours 
Still under Warranty 
Message me for contact info. 

Camera is located in West Hollywood but can be shipped anywhere. 

http://pro.sony.com/bbsc/ssriproduct-PMWiO0/ 

i.~.i A 9ood friend is sellin9 her Sony PMW-100, it’s a 

lightw~,ight - high~,nd HD camera [he PMW-100 is 

Sony’s first ha ndheld ca recorder su pportin9 the 50 Mbps 

MPEG HD422 codec - Broadcast Qualil~, Camera ju,~ 

came out last summer 

Sony PMW-100 - $3000 

Like NEW 

Low recorded hours 

Still under Warranty 

Paid S4200 total with tax 

Message me for contact info Camera is located in West 

Hollywood but can be shipped anywhere 

http://pro sony. com/bbsdssr/product..PMW l O0/ 

Mitchell 
Mitchell Block 

@aol.com 

Link to mitcheft #tock direct Indewire Blog: -h--tit-~-?-~-b-~-~-~-s-:J-r~--d-Le--w--~-e-~-c--9-~-t~-/-s--e--a--r--c-[~-~-s--e---a-~£-h-5--n~-[t--c-[~--e-11-+--~J~-~-~ 

POSTER GIRL hap:ll~,postergirlthemovie.com! 2011 Documentary Oscar Nominee 
Best Documentary Short Film -on HBO GO 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Nmne should be 

your first and last nmne.) You can leave a list by seuding the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body, 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by ~nding an e-mail to UFVAl,IST-L@listserv.american.edu 



F rol"~l,° 

Sent: 

Subject: 

fundingalert@cos.com 

Sunday, May 19, 2013 12:59 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Charlene Regester 

Funding alerts for your 
saved searches 
Results: May 19, 2013 

Lo.~i~ to view your 

fundi~-~’t9 search Feb 0~ 
3 funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 
Furthermore 

Sponsor: 
Asian American Journalists Association 
(AAJA) 

Sponsor: 
American Journalism Historians Association 
(AJHA) 

Funding alerts for your saved searches 

Results: May 19, 2013 

Lo~ir~ to view your 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Cinematographer <asc@welchintegrated.com~ 

Sunday, May 19, 2013 9:57 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emaJ4.unc.edu> 

ASC Breakt?ast Club With Featured Guest Speaker M. David Mullen, ASC 

If you have problems viewing this message, please No here for additional help 

i i’~ Breakfastwith theASC 

The American Society of Cinematographers 

M. David Mullen, ASO 1 tg~esday, May 21,t 2013 

L I 9:30 a.m. - 12 p.m. 

With Featured Guest Speaker 

M. David Mullen, ASC 

Join us for the next installment in the ongoing Breakfast Club series! You are 

invited to meet and mingle with a group of ASC cinematographers over a light 

breakfast, followed by an interview with one of their fellow ASC members and 

an audience Q&A. This month’s program features M, David Mullen,A$C, 

whose credits include the series Big Love United States of Tara and Smash; 

and the features Twin Falls Idaho, Jackpot, Northfork, Akeelah and the Bee 

The Astronaut Farmer and Big Sur (which had its premiere at this year’s 

Sundance Film Festival). David will screen selected scenes from his work 

and discuss the techniques and philosophy he applied in crafting the 

onscreen images. 

Advance tickets are available in the ASC Online Store for $35, with a special 

discou nted rate of $20 for Friends of the ASC and Associate Members of the 

ASC. Tickets are first-come, first-serve; if seats are still available on the 

morning of the event, tickets will be sold at the door for $41). 

Purchase tickets at www.theasc.com 

There will be no on-site or validated parking. 

"Breakfast with the ASC,.. the most important meal of the day!" 

Mullen photo by Owen Roizman, ASC. 

Clubhouse photo by Isidore Mankofsky, ASC. 

The American Society of Cinematographers (ASC} is the pu blish er of American Cinematographer 

magazine as well as the ASC Film Manual. For more than 80 years, American Cinematographer has 

been the "magazine of record" for film professionals all over the world The ASC Online Store offers a 

range of items -- books, videos, DVDs, audio CDs. apparel, accessories and other products of interest 

to the world’s filmmaking community. 

1782 North Orange Drive Hollywood, CA 90028, USA 

tel: (800) 448-0145 - voice: (323) 969-4333 - fax: (323) 876-4973 -direct line: (323) 969-4344 

visit us at ~,A~z,,.theasc.com 

To be unsubscribed from the ASC2013 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 

Unsubscribe reclester~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@mai167.wdc03.rsgsv.net> 

Sunday, May 19, 2013 6:41 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJJ.unc.edu> 

Afi-ic~ AmericaJ~ Studies 

SLAVE NARRATIVES 
Folk History of Slavery in the United States from 

interviews with former slaves 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES were collected in the 1930s as part of the 
Federal Writers’ Project of the Works Progress Administration 
0NPA). BLACK HISTORY MONTH is celebrated every February in 
the United States. Librarians and media specialists will be counted on 
to provide students, faculty and library patrons with information on 
slavery in America. 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES provides a unique and virtually 
unsurpassed collective portrait of Black History in America. The noted 
historian David Brion Davis has argued that the voluminous number 
of documented slave testimonies available in the United States "is 
indisputably unique among former slaveholding nations." 

Please visit NABDLLC.com to order the complete set of Slave Narratives from our website. We 
do accept purchase orders from all libraries via phone, fax and email. If possible, please use 
this order form if you would like to order by email, fax or mail. 

FREE SHIPP{NG ON ALL ORDERS TO AN~3iVHERE ~N THE 

Purchase orders are accepted from al} organi:~atior~s, 

{=or your convenience we accept Visa and NasterCa~d as a payment option, 

Order Form 
Please send __ set(s) of SLAVE NARRATIVES - 19 volume set at $1,995.00 per set. 
ISBN: 978-0-403-02211-3 

Name: 

Phone: 

Mailing 

Address: 

City: 

Payment 

Type: 

Cardholder 

Name: 

Visa MasterCard Check 

Purchase Order #: 

Library Name: 

Email: 

State: Zip: 

CaFd 

Number: 
Expiration Date: 

Sertt to egeste -(@e a ~ "c edc .--- ~__v_L.,_v___c_~!;~__[_.q_~_t__~L.,~_s_’~ 
unsi;bscr-ibe from this ~ist ~ ~date s bsc:- pt on p:-eferer-:ces 
Ne~’th Ame~~ca~n BooX Dis[dbL:[or5, LLC ~ PO Box 510 . Hamburg, N:. 48139 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.ject: 

messages-noreply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

(Linkedln Invitations) <invitations@linkedin.com> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 9:55 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

invitation is waiting for your response 

I N:. Lin kedln 

Hi Charlene, 

sent you an invitation to connect 4 days ago. How would ~,’ou like to respond? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@mai142.wdc03.rsgsv.net> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 11:00 AM 

Regester, Chaslene B <regesl~er@emaJ, l.unc.edu> 

Afi-ican Americm~ Histo~ Collection 

SLAVE NARRATIVES COMPLETE SET 

A Folk History of Slavery in the United States 

from interviews with former slaves 

Faculty and students interested in African-American Studies will be searching the library for information on 
slavery in the United States. We are pleased to announce the republishing of the entire set of SLAVE 
NARRATIVES; A Folk History of Slavery in the United States from interviews with former slaves. The 

SLAVE NARRATIVES were collected in the 1930s as part of the Federal Writers’ Project of the Works 
Progress Administration from interviews with former slaves. 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES provides a unique and unsurpassed collective portrait of African-American 
population during slavery. Indeed, historian David Brion Davis has argued that the voluminous number of 
documented slave testimonies available in the United States "is indisputably unique among former 
slaveholding nations. In addition to the substantial number of life histories it contains, the most compelling 
feature of the collection is the composition of the sample of people who made up its informants." SLAVE 
NARRATIVES thus constitute an illuminating and invaluable source of data about antebellum and post- 
Emancipation Southern life, the institution of slavery, and, most important, the reactions and perspectives 
of those who had been enslaved. The profoundly moving text which yields great insight into the impact of 
slavery upon human lives. 

Thank you for your consideration in recommending the entire set of SLAVE NARRATIVES to your 
collection development librarian or subject librarian. 

Please visit NABDLLC.com/Slave-Narratives/to view further details regarding this title. 

FREE SHiPPiNG ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE iN THE U.S. 
Purchase orders are accepted from all organizations. 

For your convenience we accept Visa and MasterCard as a payment option. 

Order Form 

Slave Narratives Complete Set - Edition 
$1 995.00 .... 11978040302211 ’ u~v.) II 

Name: Library Name: 

Phone: Email: 

Mailing Address: 

City: State: 

Payment Type: Visa MasterCard Check Purchase Order#: 

Cardholder Name: 

Card Number: 

Zip: 

Expiration Date: 

uns~ibsc:-ibe From th~s ~st ~ update subsc:dpt~on p:-efere:~ces 
North Amedcsn Book Distributors, LLC , PO Box 510 . Hamburg~ N[ 48139 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-no~ply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Linkedln Updates <messages-noreply@linkedin.com> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 2:58 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D.’s new connection, and other updates from your network 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Titlim Company <donotreply@fiffen.com> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 6:25 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regesl~er@ema~J.unc.edu> 

Upcoming Webinar on LaMscape photography and new lower prices with 

Just in case you didn’t know... 

We have temporarily lowered our 
Dfx prices click here to see! 

ixii 

JOIN US FOR WEBINAR WEDNESDAYS ! 
Upcoming Schedule of Events- 
May 22nd 12pro* Landscape Central-enhancing your landscape 

shots with Dfx 
May 29th 12pm* Lens Control and Movie Looks-using Dfx 
and DFT software products (rescheduled from May 8th) 

We are excited to have Richard Harrington host again! 

June 5th 12pro* Production to Post series-Lighting 
Techniques and enhancing with Dfx with special guest- Richard 
Harrington. 
Learn about great lighting techniques. Rich will review how he uses 
Lowel lights as part of his production package. Other tools like Variable 
ND filters, reflectors, and more to control the light. Learn studio and on 
location lighting techniques for best results. Once the shot is done, 
you’ll learn how to enhance lighting (and even change it) in post with 
the DFX lighting filters. 
(this is a popular webinar, click here to reserve your space 0 

June 12th 12pro* Better Keying from Production to Post with 

special guests - Richard Harrington and Marco Paolini of Digital Film 
Tools- featuring DFT’s ZMatte 

*EST -Eastern Standard Time 

S~gn up for upcoming Webinars and our previously recorded Webinars here: 

http:iiwww.tiffensoftware.comitutorialsiwebinars 



JOIN US ON INSTAG~M 

D~ on the Oreaflve Gow Forum- 
http://Iorum&creativecow.net/flffend~x 

Have you tried Mobile Apps? 
Hot News !! 

Photo fx Ultra wins 
the highly coveted 
TIPA award for best 
mobile app of 2013 ! 
click here to read 
about it 

http://~wvw.tiffe nso ftwa re co m/pr od ucts/ipho ne..ipad- a p~s 

The Ti[fen Compar!y 190 O., er/:,,~ er!]~e i HauRoa]&~ e, N’~ 11788 111~iI iContact - Try It Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Columbia University Press <j b2579@cup-columbia.ccsend.com> 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 10:23 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Save 30% on New Books on Richard Linklater and Bela Tarr 

You’re receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in Columbia University Press. 
You may unsubscribe if: you no longer wish to receive our emails, 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ T~ :: situation, Ta~¢s films express, 

Forward this email 

This emafl was sent to regesLer@emaiLunc.edu by p12164@columbia.edu 

._U_#_d___a_Le___r!~:_o__f£e_/_E_t&a_£_A___d__d__r__e_s__s_ instant removal with S_’.a_f_.e_U_._n_s_~_Lb__s_c_l:ib_A" 

Columbia University Press 61 West 62rid Street :: New York NY 10023 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SmdentFilmmakers Magazine <newcinema@studentfilmma£ers.com> 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 11:26 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

The Art of Visual Sto .rytelling Tour with Oscax Nominated DP Alex Buono 

The Art of Visual Stoq/telling T .... ith DP Alex B .... ] 

Read this message in a web browser 

T.b...e.,...~!~..9i~..}~.!~.g.~.!..~.~..e.,.![![3.g.~.£~.[ delivers an intense educational overview of the 
artistic elements and core principles of cinematography. Taught by Oscar nominee and 
DP of the Saturday Night Live Film Unit Alex Buono, this all-day class features training 
that will dramatically increase the impact of your films. 

The Art of Visual Storytelling T ..... ith DP Alex B .... 
/ 

~ISCOU~T CODE; 
AVSSTUDENTFILM 

Enter at Checkout for $20 Off 
Code Expires May 29th 2013 

MONTE ZUCKER PHOT(DGRAPHIC EDUCATION 

10335 KENSINGTON PARKWAY KENSINGTON, MD 20895 

PHONE: (202)-448-2895 EMAIL: INFO@MONTEZUCKER.COM 

To be unsubscribed from the May 2013 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 

Unsubscribe r e~lester@..email.u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <~UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Women Make Movies Educate <educate@WMM.COM> 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 2:58 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

A Global Online Wo,nen’s Revolution: FOI~BIDDEN VOICES WMM New Release 

Hi All, 

I am writing from Women Make Movies, the leading non profit distributor of films by and about women. I thought the members of this listserv would be interested to lcaow about our new 
release FORBIDDEN" VOICES: HOW TO START A REVOLUTION WITH A COMPUTER. This great educational resource explores critical issues around Journalism, Politics, Activism, 
Social Media, SociologT. and Feminism 

FORBIDDEN VOICES: HOW TO START A REVOLUTION ~rITH A CO\ff’UTER <http:/~w~vw.~vrmn.com/filmcatalog/pagesic847.shtml> 

As Seen Recently in CiN~,- International Edition <htt~:/7w~vw.cnn.c~m/2~3/~5/~3/w~r~d/w~r~d-press-freed~m-dav-Ibrbidden:~ices> 

Their voices are suppressed, prohibited and censored. But ~vorld-famous bloggers Yoani Sfinchez, Zeng Jinyan and Famaz Seifi are unafraid of their dictatorial regimes. These fearless 
women represent a new-, net~vorked generation of modern rebels In Cuba, China and Iran their blogs shake the foundations of the state intbrmation monopoly, putting them at great risk 

This film accompanies these brave young cyberfeminists on perilous journeys. Eyewitness reports and clandestine footage show Sfinche~s brutal beating by Cuban police for criticizing her 
country’s regime; Chinese human rights activist Jinyan under house arrest for four years; and Iranian journalist and women’s advocate Seifi forced into exile, where she blogs under a 
pseudonym Tracing each woman’s use of social media to denounce and combat violations of human rights and fi-ee speech in her home country, FORBIDDEN VOICES attests to the 
Imernet’s potential for building international awareness and political pressure. 

A film by Barbara Miller 
Switzerland, 2012, 96 minutes, Color, Subtitled 

Institutional Price: $39500 
K-I 2, ["ub[ic Libraries, Cotmnunity Groups: $89 

View the trailer here < http://www.youtube com/watch?v 7neCB7f-tm8 > 
View the CNN story here <http://wv‘as~.cnn.com/2013/~5/~3/world/wor~d-press-freedom-day-forbidden-v~ices> 
Purchase the film here <http://wv, as,.wmmcom/[thncatalo~/pa~es/c847 shtml> 

To celebrate this release, WMM is offering 50% off any of the following titles when you purchase FORBIDDEN VOICES at list price! 

*This offer applies to institutions only; public libraries, K-12 and community groups still receive any title for only $89 

At:RICA RISIN(I <http://www.wmmcom/fihncataloa/pa~es/c762.shtml> 
"Effective in making viewers aware of the positive impact of the hard work of African acuvists in eradicating F(IM." Educational Media Reviews Online 

AFTER TIlE RAPE: TIIE R/R;~Kt ITAR MAI STORY <http://www.wmm.com~filmcatalog/pages/c775.shtml> 
"An inspiration to all who hope for a better life and expanded educational opportunities for women of the developing world" Gall Minault, Professor of ttistory, University of Texas, Austin 

SENORITA EXTRAVIADA, MISSING YOL~qG WOMAN <http:i/w~vw.xvn’m~.com/filmcatalogipages/c579.shtml> 
Sundance Award Winner 
"A powerful film that bears xvitness to the humanity of the victims...and the bravery of the women who have dared to speak out." Ms. Magazine 

JIZSTICE FOR SALE <http://,a~xv.wn~’n.con~/filmcatalog/pages/c827.shtml> 
"Highly recorcanended and an absolute necessity." Educational Media Reviexvs Online 

THE PRICE OF SEX <http://wxwg.xwnm.com/filmcatalog}pagesicS04.shtml> 
2012 American Libraty~ Association Notable Video for Adults 
"Exposes the coraplexities and cot*uptions...taking care to hmnanize, rather than exploit, the brave subjects." Catherine Or*, Women & Gender Studies, Beloit College 

You can place your order directly tl’uough WMM’s Online Shopping Cart. During checkout, enter promo code FORVOLS 13 and yottr discount xvill be applied. For questions, email 
ordcrs@xwnm.com, or call 212.925.0606 x360. Offer ends June 30, 2013. 

**Catmot be used with 2013 fihns in collection. Other exceptions may apply-. Caunot be combined with any other offer. Excludes home video and public libraries, K-12 and community 
groups. 

Please let me know if you have any questions and thank you for your support[ 

Sincerely, 

Liane Costello 
Women Make Movies 
115 W. 29th Street, Suite 1200, 
New- York, E,’Y 10001 

WE’VE MOVED[ As of 4/1, our new address is 115 W. 29th Street, Suite 1200, Ne~v York, NY 10001. 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following cormnand to listser~@listselw.american edu: 

signoff LTVALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

AnthroFieldSchool <Info@AnthroFieldSchool.com> 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 11:09 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Field School Application Deadline is June I st. Please share with your students 



Culture P~ Environment 

Latin America ~t Caribbean 

Hostin~ two summer sessions in 2013 

Session 1 -- May 18 to June 30 Session 2 -- July 6 to August 18 

The First Session (May 18 to June 30th) application are now closed. 

We still are acceptin~ applications for the second session. The deadline for applications for 

the second session is June 1st. 

Please see our site for more information: www.anthrofie~dschoel.com 

Each of the Six Week Field School Sessions will be structured to maximize the 8uest Student’s 

trainin~ and field experiences, as well as opportunities to enjoy the natural and man-made 

wonders of Isla Mujeres. Each week students will experience Field Work with their Local 

Expert Mentors, alon8 with Excursions, such as takin8 a Lanchero to the Contoy island Nature 

Preserve, swimmin8 in the open Caribbean Sea with Whale Sharks, toudn~ the Isla Mujeres 

Tortu~ranja Turtle Preserve, divan8 or snorkelin8 at the Cancun Subaquatic Museum, or 

,fisit~in~ the Mayan ruins on the island and at Chich~n Itz&. 

¯ En~a~ementin CrossCultural Processesto~ain an on-the-~round perspective of everyday 

lifethroughinternshipswithlocatnativementors, familiesandculturalactiv~ties 

Environmentin an amazing location thatthriveson eco-tourism and environmental protection 

¯ PADI OpenWaterDiveCertification and Spanish Language BootCamp 

¯ Informed CareerCounselinsand Direction byexpe~s tofu~heryourcareerin the 

competitive professional and academic field of Anthropology 



swimmingwithWha|eSharks, sea turtlepreservation efforts, v~sitinga nearby naturepreserve 

island, openwaterdivingcertification, snorkelingand di~n~ reefs, swimmin~v~thdolphins, 

Cancun. Spannin~about5 miles Ion~and a haIfmi[ewideatitswidestpoint~ IslaMujeresisa 

tivethere) is ddven bytoudsm~ foUowed byfishlngand theMexlcan Navat Baseonthelstand. 

Located 1.5 hours from the Coba Rulns~ 2 hours from the Tutum Ruins~ and 2.5 hours from 

Chlch+n Itz&, Ista has a dchMayan trad+Uon spannlngseveratthousandyears, +ntersecUng 

interesUngtywlthahisto~ofPirates[Thetranquflftowofmodernlstandtlfeonthelstand~ 

however, +ssomethingtoexpedenceand trutyenjoy. 



Edtm[%,enb~ == 717 611~ Sireet, NW DC I W-~-silm9!:o!; DC 20009 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Cinematographer <asc@welchintegrated.com> 

Tuesday, May 21,2013 11:12 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

New Products Spotlight: Cameras and Accessories, Big and Small 

If you have problems viewing this message, please ,%.:~)££¢ for additional help. 

Launch Novo 

JVC 
GY-HMT0 

JVC ~-~rofessier:al P~od~a~a Company ht~s 
i..’~reduced the GY-14M?0 P~ol-~:O shos~der- 

H D ~mages and, w~th ~ 12-megap~xe~ CMOS 
~m~ger, ~ecords 1920xi 080 footage ~r~ the 
AVCHD P~ogress~ve former et 28 M#ps to dua~ 

sea,d-state memow cards Ad(fit~o~-~a~ features 
of the GY-HMT0 ~isc~ude m¢tnua~ focus, ~ds 
shutte~ controls, as we~ es memaa~ a~d 

p~ov~des a~ o~>t~ca~ ~mage staM~ze~, s~to locus 
a~d focus assist. JVC’s swsppsbb d~aFbattery 

co,or v~ewr~nde~ fo~- s~ou~de~~suppo~-ted 
sheot~¢sg a~d a 3" LCD fi~p-.ou~ ~euch-scree~ 

d~spley fo~ tdped sho{s end p~ayback. 

For more i.qfemiation, visit ~vc,com. 

i~ HerW Oir~elesse 

i~ Shure 

×i Adoram~ Grows 
...... 

A£’,.~.#.&~£!:~...g~.~ ~ 

F~ashpo~r~t Sw~,/~ H D 

DSLR LCD 
Fo~daMe V~e~h~de~’ 

Vers~oq ~ a~-~d the [q~shpo~qt ZeroGrsv 
Stab~£e~ T~e ~as~po~nt Swk4 ~s designed for 
use w~{h DSLR cemeu~s a~d provides e sleet 

v~ew of the camera LCD w~s~e sh;~d~n~ the 

msg~ificat~on mode~ S~he ~:~ashpoi~t ZeloGrav 
Cemera 8teb~ze~ ~s des~g~ed [e e~bw shoo[era 
to co~-~tro~ camera meveme~t w~th 
ease sisal comfo~t wh~e m~figst~ng shakes 
bumps; DSLR cemeu~s ca~ be et~ached {e 
Ze~oGrav p~atfoq~ d~rect~y o~ by ,~vsy of s~ 



over the world The ~,~(20r=~me Stere otf~-s a rar~g~ of items - books ,/idee~, DVDs, ~udie C:Ds app~rei, 

To be unsubscribed from the ASC2013 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 

U~subsc~ibe ~ema{Lu~c,edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Women Make Movies <wmmrele&se@wmm.com~ 

~Vednesday, May 22, 2013 7:08 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

END OF YEAR SALE! 65% off5 Films’. ] Women Make Movies 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

What an incredible offer! From nowthrough June 
rights 30, take advantage of the opportunity to own five 

films at a 65% savings!, including our bestsellers 

and most popular releases. 

Choose from any of our 550 titles*, including: 

RIGHTS & WRONGS: THE STORY OF WOMEN IN 

ISLAM "Highly recommended..., manda tory 

viewing." Library Journal 

NO JOB FOR A WOMAN: THE WOMEN WHO 

FOUGHT TO REPORT WORLD WAR II "Highly 

recommended." Wdeo Librarian 

ATOMIC MOM "Engaging and informative." San Francisco Examiner 

CALYPSO ROSE: THE LIONESS OF THE JUNGLE Nominated for the 

2013 ALA Notable Videos for Adults Award 

THE LEARNI NG Highly" recommended." Educational Media Reviews 

Online 

THE PRICE OF SEX Winner of the Daniel Pearl Award for International 

Investigative Reporting 

MADE IN INDIA: A FILM ABOUT SURROGACY "Sure to spark 

discussion..this is recommended" Video Librarian 

ORCHIDS: MY INTERSEX ADVENTURE Broadcast on Showtime 

MOUNTAINS THAT TAKE WING: ANGELA DAVIS & YURI KOCHIYAMA 

"Offers a refreshing counterhistofy of the twentieth-century US freedom 

struggle" Signs. Films for the Feminist Classroom 

You can take advantage of this special offer by ordering online at 

wwv wmmcom and referencing promo code ~0Y~13, You ~an also 

place your order via email orders~,wmm corn or by calling 

212.925.0606, x360 and referencing the promo code. Offer ends June 

30, 2013 

*Offer does not include 2013 new releases Offer applies to institutional 

orders only - no home video Films must be ordered in groups of 5 in 

order for discount to apply Cannot be combined with any other offers. 

Abo~t WMM: 
our b,’-~g:~im~i9,~ i!~ 1972. WMM h~-.’s 



Forward this email 

This emai[ was sent to eges~e @email,unc.edu by wmmrelease~lwmm.com 
Update Profiie/Emai[ Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeT’~ Privao/Policy, 

Women Hake Hovies i 115 W, 29th St :: Suite 1200 :: New York i i’~Y :: 10001 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

rehab2014@gmenlines-institute.org 

Wednesday, May 22, 2013 8:08 AM 

rehab2014@greenline s- ins~6 tute 

REHAB 2014: CALL FOR PAPERS 

i’Nji http:l, rehab2014.greenlines-institute.org/rehab2014website/images/rehab2014 banner.jpg 

CALL FOR 
REHAB 2014 International Conference 
on Preservation, Maintenance and Rehabilitation of Historic Buildings and Structures 
~&~:’ch ~%21~ 20 

REHAB 2014 - International Conference on Preservation, Maintenance and Rehabilitation of Historic Buildings and Structures aims at pushing further the 

discussion on built heritage and the preservation of its legacy, establishing a settle of knowledge and experience from several parts of the world. The 

importance of conservation of historical constructions (built landscape, urban fabrics, buildings, and engineering works) are of utmost importance to 

preserve the cultural references of a community. 

Under the main topics of discussion, subjects of preservation and rehabilitation methodologies and technologies, as well the importance of the economic 

and social impacts of preservation practices are here covered as the main leading guidelines for the conference debate. 

Furthermore, different communities’ scales (local, regional national or even worldwide) raise different questions and approaches, and therefore different 

solutions that are worthily to study, to compare and to experience. 

The sustainability approach is also covered, highlighting the importance of the commitment between heritage preservation and technical requirements 

related to its occupancy and use, such as energy efficiency or materials recovery 

I nclusivity is also an important aspect to be discussed as public historical sites and buildings need to be adapted to receive different kind of visitors 

(children, elderly or handicapped persons) and to establish an adequacy with the perceiving of the physical environment and information contents 

As a Special Chapter, Archaeological sites are brought into a particular approach as historical elements to be preser,!ed, maintained and visited often when 

field works are carried on These kinds of structures raise unique problems of preservation and promotion, and have highlighted the needs of specific 

solutions to be applied. 

Authors intending to submit papers to REHAB 2014 are encouraged to address one of the topics of the Conference by providing evidence on past 

experience and ongoing research work. 

Further, REHAB 2014 will welcome papers and presentations on field work, case studies and theoretical approaches to historical buildings preservation 

and conservation. 

REHAB 2014 is a peer reviewed conference. 

Visit ti~e conference website for full details about the conference scope, topics and submission procedures at: 

h tl:p:/iw, a^/re h a [)2014 q re e n l i n e s-i n st it u re. o rq 

Submit an abstract via the conference website: hftp:I/~^,~v.rehab2014.qreenlines..institute.erq/or contact the Conference Secretariat below 

¯ Rehabilitation of historical sites, buildings and structures 

¯ Economics and management of historical sites, buildings and structures 

¯ Tourism and promotion of historical sites, buildings and structures 

¯ Significance, cultural and social values of built heritage 

¯ Inclusivity of historical sites, buildings and structures 

¯ Inspection and monitoring of historical sites, buildings and structures 

¯ New materials and products for the rehabilitation of historical buildings and structures 

¯ Sustainability principles and practices in the rehabilitation of historical buildings and structures 

¯ Special Chapter: Archaeological sites 

Secretariat REHAB 2014 

Green Lines Institute for Sustainable Development 

Av Alcaldes de Faria, 377 $12 

4750-106 Barcelos, PORTUGAL 

Telephone: + 351 253 815 037 

Email: _r__e__h_ ~q__b__~ _0___1__4__ @ fl _r__e__e___n_ Ji_0__e_ :_s_: j_n___s__t j_t_~_ Lt__e_=_9__rfl 

Please cimulate this announcement to colleagues who may be interested in this conference. 

Follow us on:               ~ 

Please note: We endeavour to e-mail you inforrnation relevant to your field However, if you are now specialising in another field or if you no longer wish to 

be included in this list please reply to the email: rehab2014~..greenlines-institute.orq with ’Unsu bscribe ’REHAB 2014’ as the subject line. 



~i: ~ i Iogoijhsd.ipg 

I ~~i .,Dl~ag°heritagesc°pe I 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <nancy.maclean@duke.edu;, 

Wednesday, May 22, 2013 10:13 AM 

class- center-list@duke.edu 

FW: You’re Invited’. Join us for a Special Screening of"American Winter" on Tues. June 4 

AW Flyer FINAL.pdf, message-footer.txt 

The Justice Center is tearning up with the Durham People’s Alliance to host a 1:Jim screening ot: the documentary ~American Winter" at Motorco ~n Durham on June 

~h~ After the fi~m, we are pJann~ng a brief pane~ d~scuss~on on poverty in North Carolina and the current attacks on the safety net (Gene N~cho~ has Mnd~y agreed to 

be one of our panelists), You can find more information here, P~ease ~et me know if you have any qt~es[iot~s. 

SaNne Schoeabach 

Po~::y Analyst 

Nord~ Carolina Justice Cen~er 

ssb~ne@nc]ustice.or8 

Register ow! 
JOIN US FOR A SPECIAL SCREENING OF 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 
doors open at 6:15 

show starts at 7, with a brief panel discussion at 8:30 

Motorco Music Hall 



Durham, NC 

hosted by: 

Doors @ 6:15 p.m. 
Show @ 7:00 p.m. 

Brief Panel Discussion @ 8:30 p.m. 

$10 Suggested Donation 
You are receiving this email because you ~ie subs~ibed to the NC Justice News fiom/he Noilh C~aolina Juslice Center. 

North Carolina Justice Center ] 224 S. Dawson St., PO Box 28068, Raleigh, NC 27611 ] www.nciustice.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Indiana University P~ess <iupress@iMiana.tm00.com~ 

~Vednesday, May 22, 2013 1:01 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Summer Reading Links 

Dear Charlene Regester, 

The following is an email update based on the interests chosen in your profile. To 
ensure you continue to receive emails that ONLY match your preferences, be sure to 
edit your profile to refine what we send you. 

Globalization and Migration, I J GLS Vol, 19.1--On 
April 7-8, 2011, the Indiana Journal of Global Legal Studies 
hosted its nineteenth annual symposium entitled 
"Globalization and Migration" at the Indiana University 
Maurer School of Law in Bloomington, Indiana. £]GLS 19.1 
contains the scholarly contributions and the thought- 
provoking discussions that arose from the conference. 

READ FOR FREE: Immigration Control in an Era of 
Globalization: Deflecting Foreigners, Weakening Citizens, and 
Strengthening the State by Valsamis Nitsilegas 

Aesthetic Politics--Revolutionary and Counter- 
Revolutionary,, JM L Vol. 36.2--This issue collects the best recent essays the Journal of 

Modern Literature has received that originally explore and critically analyze the connections, 

disjunctions, re-connections, and oppositions of aesthetics and politics from high modernism 

to the contemporary. The issue features pieces on T.S. Eliot, Wyndham Lewis, William Carlos 

Williams, Rabindranath Tagore, and John Dos Passos, as well as the Language Poets, Grace 

Paley, J.G. Ballard, and Cormac McCarthy. 

REA# ;:’OR FREg: Consumerism’s Endgame: Violence and Community in J.G. Ballard’s Late 
Fiction by Graham Nat-thews 

Young Lions: Jewish American War Fiction of 1948, Jewish Social Studies 18,2--This 

essay focuses on the Jewish war novels of 1948 and their critical reception. Jewish writers 

argued in their novels that the Holocaust was a central, rather than an ancillary, aspect of the 
war experience. 

READ FOR FREE,’ Young Lions: Jewish American War Fiction of 1948 by Leah Garrett 

The Colonial Gesture of Development: The Interpersonal as a Promising Site for 
Rethinking Aid to Africa, Africa Today Vol. 59.3-=While some scholars uncover 
connections between African development and colonialism in the transition from one set of 
institutions to the next, others analyze their discourses for similarities. Marcus D. Watson 
argues that there is evidence of development as a form of neocolonialism may be etched right 
into the "colonial bodies" of many of today’s aid workers. 

~AD FOR FREE: The Colonial Gesture of Development: The Interpersonal as a Promising 
Site for Rethinking Aid to Africa by Marcus D. Watson 

Nationalism and Its Discontents~ Meridians 11.2--In the introduction to Meridians 11.2 
Paula J. Giddings describes this issue as examining the way that nationalisms--which help to 
raise political consdousness--also construct gender and gender roles in a particular way. 
Cultural differences might provide some variability as to how, and by whom, these constructs 
manifest themselves, but there are also striking similarities in how nationalism challenges 
activists, and particularly women, who operate outside of traditional roles. 

Nationalism and Its Discontents 

Emerging Voices in Comparative Literature from the Middle East~ Journal of N iddle 

East Women’s Studies Vol. 9.2--Sentimental Terror Narratives: Gendering Violence, 

Dividing Sympathy. This article argues that sentimental terror narratives use gendered, 

maternal imagery to produce a liberal stance on terrorism that combines sympathetic 

comprehension of the forces that foster violence with condemnation of the violence itself. 



HAD ~O~ ~ Sentimental Terror Narratives: Gendering Violence, Dividing Sympathy by 
Anne-Marie NcNanus 

The Fortune of Wells: lda B, Wells-Barnett’s Use of T, Thomas Fortune’s Philosophy 
of Social Agitation as a Prolegomenon to Militant Civil Rights Activismr Tra nsaction s 
48.4,--This paper concludes that with the help of Fortune, Wells-Barnett introduced a political 
philosophy that shares intellectual kinship with the armed militancy popularized by in the 
1960’s. 

~AD ~:©~ ~; The Fortune of: Wells: Ida B. Wells-Barnett’s Use of T. Thomas Fortune’s 
Philosophy of Social Agitation as a Prolegomenon to Militant Civil Rights Activism by Thomas ,1. 
Curry. 

[ndiana University Press 

Office of Scholarly Publishing 

Herman B Wells Library 350 

Indiana University 

1320 East 10th Street 

Bloomington, IN 47405 

You are subscribed using the following email address: regester@email.un¢.edu. If you wish to change 

your selections or unsubscribe altogether, click below. 

:: Taiior your profile settings,., 

:: Forward this to a friend.,. I ~!°rea I 

:: To be removed, use this one-click unsubscribe link.,. 
:: Not yet signed up? Go here.,. 

:: Indiana University Press does not sell, share or trade eiecLrorfic 

address information with anyone. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEAi Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa <info &smeascholars.org@mai157.wdc01.mcdlv.net> 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 12:51 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

DEADLINE APPROACttING: "Call for Papers" 2013 Almual Cont~rence 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

*** CALL FOR PAPERS *** 
Sixth Anm~a~ ASMEA Conference 

Tides of Change: Looking Back and Forging Ahead 
in the Middle East & Africa 

November 21-23, 2013 
Key Bridge Marriott Hotel * Washington, D.C. 

ASMEA is currently seeking proposals for paper presentations at the Sixth Annua~ Conference. Members from 

any discipline, tendred or untenured faculty, or those otheP,,vise affiliated with a recognized research institution, 

may submit proposais te pr~!semt at the Conference!. Unic!u¢~ prol;osu, ls from senior graduate! sbJcients (ABD) 

will also be considered. Abstracts on topics reiated to the Middle East and Africa should consist of a one-page 

outiine of newand unpubiished research A recent C.V with all contact data also must be included with name. 

e-marl, phone number, and affflial:ion The ~e;~dtine for propos;~s is T}~arsday, ~.~ay 38, 2913. Propos;~ls aad 

C.V.s can be submitted HERE. 

Any questions or for more information, contact ASMEA at 202.4298860 or info@asmeascholars,orq 

Asseciation for the Study of the Middle East and Africa 

www, asmeas~holars.org 

U nsubscribe regester@email.unc.edu from this list I Forward to a friend I Update your profile 

You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website www asmeascholars.org. 

Our mailing address is: 

ASMEA 

PO Box 33699 

Washington, EC 20033 

Add us to your address book 

Copyright (C) 2013 ASMEA A!! rights reserved 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Facets Multi-Media <wholesale@facets.org> 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 2:03 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Now Available from Facets - Satantango, Pancho Villa, Bernarda AIba and Rabbi Jacob 

%:: Satantango Hungarian auteur B~la Tarr’s seven-hour, black-and- 
white epic based on the novel by Laszlo Karsznahorkai 

took two years to film. The complex story follows a 
group of people living in a dilapidated village in post- 
communist Hungary. Tarr examines their standstill lives 
through a series of episodes told from each person’s 
point-of-view. 

~i View <i>Sata nta ngo<ii> 

c~ip ~ Order DVD 

Let’s Go With Pancho Villa This classic of Mexican cinema follows the adventures of 
six young men who leave their rural homes to join 
Pancho Villa’s army. Together the men endure hardship, 
tragedy, and disillusionment for the cause of the Mexican 
Revolution. Part of Fernando de Fuentes’s "Revolutionary 
Trilogy," this sweeping epic reveals the director’s visual 
affinity with the cinema of John Ford, and confirms his 
importance in the history of Latin American film. 

i.~.i View <i>Let’s Go With 

Pancho Villa</i> clip :~ill Order DVD 



.~i The House of Bernarda AIba 

Based on the play by Federico Garc6a Lorca, Mario 
Camus’ film tells the story of a cold-blooded 
provincial widow and her five adult daughters. 
Bemarda rules her wealthy household with an iron 
fist. After the death of their father, Bernarda locks 
her daughters in the house for an eight-year 
mourning period, acquiescing only to the courtship 
of her eldest, Angustias, by Pepe el Romano, a 
mysterious nobleman. Because Pepe is the only 
eligible bachelor in town, the younger sisters fall in 
love with him as well, a fact that has tragic 
consequences for the entire family. 

B ...... da Alba</i> clip ~iI Order DVD 

This email was sent to regester@email.unc.edu by wholesale@facets.orq 
Update Profile/Email Address i Instant removal with SafeUnsubscdbe" Privacy Policy. 

Facets Nulti-Nedia, Inc. I 1517 W. Fullerton Ave. I Chicago I Ik I 606JA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Writers Store <email@e-writersstore.com> 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 3:02 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~ter@email.unc.edu> 

It’s not too late... 

/v’.;%~ 28, 20 i3 View this email with images 

Because Even Itollywood Hasn’t Figured it Out Yet... 

As the creator of Plot Control ~ftwaye, one of the great unforeseen benefits has been that 

I get to work with a namber of Hollywood Insiders and established professionals. 

Click here to learn Inore aboat Plot Control so,rare 

And it still amazed me when I got on the phone recently with one such director and one of 

his write~, and found out the script for their film that is alread,v financed is in complete 

shambles (and we’re talking about a multi-million dollar project). 

In less tha~ two minutes they revealed that they~ve been really struggling and aye quite 

unhappy with Act 3... and it’s holding up the entire project. 

So I asked them what the original plan for the ending of the ~ript was, mad the more we 

discussed it, the more it becmne obvious that they, like so many others that I work with 

(m~d I’m retErring to industry pros as well as aspiring writers), had no real clarity about 

their sto~... 

It turns out fliey had written a screenplay wifliout knowing how their ending would 

relate to the beginning.., mid this is why it wash t working. 

Click here to learn how to relate your ending to your beginning... 

At this point I told them that we needed to take a giant step back and focus on Act 1, 

because the beginning ofa sereenplay always indicates exactly what the ending should be. 

To this approach the writer took issue a~d challenged me: ’I don’t understand what you 

mea~L writing is an organic process that takes time to figure things out.’ 

Now this kind of thinking is quite cominon, but it s wrong... 

Because if you approach the process correctly, there is no reason whatsoever for you to 

EVER start yoar script without the clarity, oflmowing EXACTLY how yoar ending relates 

to the beginning. 

You see, eveu aspect of your stoly-, including your ending, isn’t floating around in the ether 

somewhere hoping to be ’organically’ uncovered if only given enough time to ’figure things 
ollt~. 

When it comes to screenwriting, every single detail is intricately related to eve~ other 

detail; as well as eve~thing that is said and done by all the characters. 

Click here to find out how to intricately relate every part of your stoiw.... 

~[his is why writing a truly great screenplay is so hard, but without a proper 



framework or solid writing process, it’s virtually impossible.., even for industry 

pros. 

What Plot Control software does tbr a writer is allow them to see and unders~tand how the 

plot, characters and theme all relate to each other. 

And it’s Plot Control that provides the kind of clariW that allows me to help established 

writers and directors ruth their projects.., and it can certainly help you too. 

Click here to learn more about Plot Control sof~vare 

All the bes~, 

Mitchell Germa~ 

The Story Problem Solver 

P.S. If the above links don’t work, please cow and paste the following into your browser: 

https://secureconnect.i~ffusionsoft.com/~o/ws05 2313a/ws05 2313ai 

One-Click Unsubscribe I Manaqe Subscriptions I Update Profile :: Forward to a Friend 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ca~rolina Annual Fund <aJmualfund@nnc.edu> 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 3:27 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu:~ 

CaJrolina Bell Ringers Honor Roll DrMt 

Remember Your Carolina 

Ieachmg, learnit~g at~d discove~, form the foundatiot~ for Carolina’s Iongstandin!~l 
tradition of academic e×cellence and crea{e an enduring ~ove of ~earn~ng in each of 
us. Caro~h~a Bell R~ngers hope to ~nst~ ~at same passion in tomorrow’s Tar 
Hee~s, 

There is still time to Remember Your Carolir~aand have your name 

[t~cluded if you have ~ot made your atmual gift th~s academic year duly 1, 
2012 to .I ~ n e ~ O, 2013). Please make vou~ c~ at our secure webs~e by .Itme 27th 

to er~s~re your membership as a Caro~h~a Bell R~r~ger and ~nclus~on ~r~ tMs year’s 

horror roll. 

Thank you for your loyalty, 

703535427~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 4:48 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Buyouts for Academic Year 13/14 

Dear Faculty, 

Please let me know if you will have any buyouts in the coming academic year (July ist, 2013 through June 30th, 2014) so 

that I can plan the corresponding personnel actions accordingly. Some of you may still be waiting for account numbers 

for buyouts for the Fall, if this is the case, please send me the contact information of the people with whom you are 

working. Preferably, the business manager of that department. 

Many thanks and happy summer! 

~Tia 

Tia N. Howell 

Business Officer 

UNCoChape[ HN Department of PuNic Policy 

115 Abernethy Ha~, CB# 3435 

Chape~ Hi~, NC 27599°3435 

Phone: 919o962o2788; Fax: 919o962-5824 

UNCoChape~ HN Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Ha~, CB#3395 
Chape~ Hi~, NC 27599-3395 

Phone: 919o966o1295; Fax: 919o962o2694 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: regester@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361607.26892ffebebb2514dbed042d 10c3 de25 &n=T&l=afriafam& o=33145551 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33145551-32361607.26892ffebebb2514dbed042d 10c3 de25 @listserv.unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <’UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Women Make Movies Educate <educate@WMM.COM> 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 5:14 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

END OF YEAR SALE! 65% off5 Films! I Women Make Movies 

Hi All, 

I am writing from Women Make Movies, the leading non profit distributor of films by and about ~vomen Women Make iVlovies is proud to bring you a diverse and powertM collection of 
films focusing on women’s experiences throughout the globe. Please check out some of our bestsellers and most popular releases below. 

From now through June 30, take advantage of the opportnnity to own five films at a 65% saving! Choose from any of our 550 titles*, including Academy®, Emmy®, Peabody and Sundance 
nominees and award winners. 

RIGHTS & WRONGS: THE STORY OF WOMEN Ilk- ISLAM <http://~wwmmcom/filmcatalog/pa~es/c833.shtml> 
"Highly recormnended....mandatoQz viewing" Library Journal 

NO JOB FOR A WOMAN: THE WOMEN WHO FOUGHT TO RF~PORT YVORLD YVAR II <http://~vv,~v.wn.an.cona/filmcatalo</pa<es/c820shtml> 
"Highly recommended." Video Librarian 

ATOMIC MOM <http:~/wv, as,.wmmcom/[ihncatalo~/pa~es/c819 shtml> 
"Engaging and informauve." San Francisco Examiner 

CA[.YPSO ROSE: ’IEIE LIONESS OF Tt]Iv. JUN(IL][~; <http://www.wtmn.con’vfi[mcatalo~/pa~esic835.shtml> 
Nominated for the 2013 ALA Notable Videos for Adults Award 

T[IE LEARNING <http://www wmm com/filmcata[o~/pa~es/cSl 3 shtm[> 
"Highly recommended." Educational Media Reviews Online 

TIlE PRICE OF SEX <http://www wman.con’~,filmcatalo~/pa~esicS04.shtml> 
Winner of the Daniel Pearl Award for International Investigative Reporting 

MAD[g IN INDIA: A FII.M ABOUT SURROGACY <http://www.wmmcom/filmcatalo~/pa~es/c805shtml> 
"Sure to spark discussion., this is recommended" Video Librarian 

ORC[tE)S: ROW IN’FERSEX ADVENTURE <http://www.wmm.com~filmcatalo~/pa~es/cS02. shtml> 
Broadcast on Showtime 

MOUNTAINS ~fItAT TAKE WING: ANGE].A DAVIS & YURI KOCHIYAMA <http://www wmm com/filmcatalog/pa~es/c796 shtm[> 
"Offers a refreshing counter-histoW of the twentieth-century US freedom struggle." Signs: Films for the Feminist Classroom 

Browse our entire catalog here <http:f/wv, as,.wmmcomkfihncatalogNtleindex/browse 2titles.shtml> 

You can take advantage of this special offer by ordering online at www.wmm.com and referencing promo code EOYI.SI 3 You can also place your order via email orders@wmmcom or by 
calling 212.925.0606, x360 and referencing the promo code. Offer ends June 30, 2013. 

*Offer does not include 2013 new- releases. Off;er applies to institutional orders only - no home video. Films must be ordered in groups of 5 in order for discount to apply. Cannot be 
combined ~vith any other offers 

GENERAL ORDERING INTORMATION 

All orders must be accompanied by an institutional purchase order or Prepayment. Payment may be made by- institutional check, money order, or Visa, MasterCard and AMEX. 

Women Make Movies * 115 W. 29th Street, Suite 1200, New York, NY, 10001 * 
orders@wnm~.com 
Tel: 212.925.0606 x360 

Please let nre know if you have any questions and thank you for your support! 

Sincerely-, 

Liane Costello 
Women Make Movies 
462 Broadway, Suite 500 
Ne~v York. iXW 10013 
212-925-0606 

WE’VE MOVED[ As of 4/1, our new address is 115 W. 29th Street, Suite 1200,New York, NY, 10001. 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the fbllowing message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following cormnand to listserv@listselw.american edu: 

signoff LTVALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to LrFVALIST-L@listserv american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noveply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

via LinkedIn <member@linkedin.com> 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 6:04 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Chealene, let’s co~mect on Linkedln 

Student at University of No.,’th Csroli{~s at Chapel H~ 

like to sdd you to my professional 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noveply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Traci Reeves via Linkedln <member@linkedin.com~ 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 7:53 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Chealene, let’s co~mect on Linkedln 

Visiting Professor st Reed College 

i’d like to sdd you to my professional network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noveply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Linkedln Today <news@linkedin.com~ 

Friday, May 24, 2013 6:14 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-> 

Top news for Charlene: You Can’t M~ke a Living Just by Solving Problems 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

] ...... ~isk°f’.S_eparatoand I Unequal’ F~ture, Report... 
i 2n~’ Fut .... ~ 
i ~ ~ :: :::: ::::: :::::::. ::::::::::~ ¯ The Ce~rv F’ou~x~a~k,~ c~s ~or r~dica~ 

-, .................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

" " Intelligence in Schools , , , 

~ AreYou Making This Are You Making Th~s N~stake at the End of 
" " Mi~ake at the End of Yoer Meetings? 

Your Meetings? 



::: :::: :::: :: ::: ::::::::: ::: : ::::::: :: W~.~t~t to w:ite ~ood di’s,’:i,i,’~sior~s fol 

....... I nte~view Queslions 

to aropbox for $100M I 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Fo~low channels to customize wh~ you see in ~hJ~ em~ Se~ morea 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-no~ply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

via LinkedIn <membe@linkedin.com> 

Friday, May 24, 2013 9:23 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edw~ 

Chmlene, let’s co~mect on Linkedln 

::.,v,. :: Linkedln 

Charlene, 

wants to connect with you on Linkedln. 

View Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

N.C. African American Heritage Commission <michelle.lanier@ncdcr.gov> 

Friday, May 24, 2013 12:32 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Gullah Geechee Comdor’s Management Plan is Approved 





Fort,yard email 

rh~s em~il w~s sent to regester@emaiLunc~edu b~’ __m_j_c__h__e_!!_e_:!_a__n__Le_!~@_?__c__d__c_[:g__o__v. :: 

~Jpdate Profile/Email Address Instant ramovalwith SafeUnsubscdbeTM Privacy, Polic,/, 

North Carolina Department of Cultural Resources:: 109 East Jones Street i Raleigh IIC ::27601 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Tittim Company <donotreply@fiffen.com> 

Friday, May 24, 2013 6:15 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regesl~er@emaJ, l.unc.edu> 

Next Week’s Webinar Lens Control & Movie Looks with Dt;x 

Just in case you didn’t know... 

We have temporarily lowered our 
Dfx prices click here to see! 

E!xpk%e ler~s cor~’ectior~s arid tech~iq~.~es ir~ 
At-~d #et movie q~.~ality looks with o~r software prod~.~cts, 

JOIN US FOR WEBINAR WEDNESDAYS ! 
Upcoming Schedule of Events- 
May 29th 12pro* Lens Control and Movie Looks-using Dfx 
and DFT software products (rescheduled from May 8th) 

We are excited to have Richard Harrin.qton host again! 
June 5th 12pro* Production to Post series- 
Lighting Techniques and enhancing with Dfx with special guest and 
industry veteran,Richard Harrington. Learn studio and on location 
lighting secrets (with Lowel .lighting) and how to enhance with DFX 
lighting filters. (this is a popular webinar, crick here to reserve your 

space I.) 
June 12th 12pm* Production to Post series- 
Better Keying from Production to Post with special guests - Richard 
Harrington and Marco Paofini of Digital Film Tools- Greenscreen has 
become an essential tool in modern video and film workflows. You’ll 
learn modern shooting advice to produce better keying footage as well 
as on-set advice to follow. 
June 19th 12pro* Intro to Dfx- learn or revisit the fundamentals 
of our award winning Tiffen Dfx software. 

*EST -Eastern Standard Time 

S~gn up for upcoming Web~nars and our previously recorded Web~nars here: 

http:iiwww.tiffensoftware.comitutorialsiwebinars 



JOIN US ON INSTAG~M 

D~ on the Oreaflve Gow Forum- 
http://Iorum&creativecow.net/flffend~x 

Have you tried Mobile Apps? 
Hot News !! 

Photo fx Ultra wins 
the highly coveted 
TIPA award for best 
mobile app of 2013 ! 
click here to read 
about it 

http://~wvw.tiffe nso ftwa re co m/pr od ucts/ipho ne..ipad- a p~s 

The Ti[fen Compar!y 190 O., er/:,,~ er!]~e i HauRoa]&~ e, N’~ 11788 111~iI iContact - Try It Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Friday, May 24, 2013 6:38 PM 

New Message Posted to The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel ttill by 

Location: AFAM > Forums > AFAM 

Author: 

Message Title: Re: Less~n 2 - 

Message Posted On: Fri May 24 18:37:43 EDT 2013 

Discussion Forums > Lesson 2 > Lesson 2 - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Fred Ginsburg    @EARTHLINK.NET> 

Friday, May 24, 2013 7:33 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

FW: article about shotgm~ mics 

Review of Shotgun Mics (web).docx 

From: Fred@FilmTVSound.com [mailto: Fred@FilmTVSound.com] 
Sent: Friday, May 24, 2013 4:30 PM 
To: U FVALIST- L@ LISTSERV.AM ERICAN. EDU 
Subject: article about shotgun mics 

Attached is an article describing the Audio Technica and Sennheiser condenser shotgun mics that are commonly used in film and video production. It is a concise 

and very practical guide for students as well as professionals, and was recently posted to my website, __w____w____w___.__F_!!__n_!_T__V___s___o___u___n___d_:__c__o____m__ (free subscription to all UFVA 

members; just ask!) You all have permission to reprint this article and pass along to students. 

I was pleased to see that my workshop explaining the use of multi-track field recorders for production sound recording was approved and is on the docket for the 

upcoming conference, on Wed morning (10:15am). I will talk about how we make the most of two, four, and eight-plus tracks on production, including the 

technique of dual-mono composite live mixes. Time permitting, I will also cover the hierarchy of mic techniques (boom, plant, lav, wireless) and try to hit upon 

selection of shotgun mics for each acoustic situation (indoors w echo, indoors wide, exteriors). Hope to see you there! 

Later, during the conference we have some other great workshops related to audio, so check out the schedule! 

From the keyboard of Fred Ginsburg CAS PhD MBKS 

Fred @ FilrnTVSound.com 

fax 818-892-9236 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to lis~tserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVAI~IST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last name.) You can leave a liszt by sending the follomng command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in bod~v 

of email with nothing else) Postiug Messages: You can post messages to "the list by sending an e-mail "to UFVALIST-L@lis~tserv.american.edu 



Review of (Audio Technica and Sennheiser) 

Shotgun Mics 
By Fred Gir sbm:g CAS PhD 

As published at www.FihnTVsound.com 

This is a brief explanation of some of the most commonly used shotgun microphones for film & video production. 
For details of each specific ~nodel, you can click on the li~k and go to the manufacturer’s respective website. 
However, I felt that it would be vmy useful to organize these ~nicrophones by their application, rather than by brand 
or by price, in order to help you understand the right mic for the right situation. 

Note that both Audio Tectmica and Sennheiser offer microphones of similar characteristics. I like to think of them as 
Lexus compared to BMW - both are great cars, just that one is Japanese and the other is German. Sennheiser has 
been around longer and is the "CocaCola" of shotgun microphones to which eveuthing else is compared. But 
Se~mheiser is also considerably more expensive, and may or may not: be the best sounding or most practical mic to 
use (of course, tha’t is a matter of opinion, and there are those out: there who would argue the merits of either brand, 
or dislike them both and opt for Sanken, Neunmnn, Schoeps, or one of the other exotic choices). 

More Rental houses offer Smmheiser than Audio Techi~ica; however Audio Technica is far less expensive to 
purchase. I believe that the sound quality of either brand is excellent, and seriously doubt that one could tell them 
apart by listening to the soundtrack. 

Personally, I really like Audio Technica because of their affordability, ruggedness, low handling noise, and great 

factoly." support. Not to hide anything, I clo confess that I am one of their Instructor/Consultants but I was a loyal 

end user years before I ever presented a seminar on their behalf 

The Audio Technica prefix for their microphones is sometimes "AT" as in Audio Technica, or "BP" as in Broadcast 
Production. The BP series arc more recent, as arc the result of the RollS Compliant regulations regarding "grceff’ 
electrmfics manufacturing. Audio qualit-y appears about the same; although ninny of the BP series mics offer a minus 
10dB attennator switch in addition to the low cut switch. I own both t-ypes in my kit, and use them interchangeably. 

The Audio Techifica mics are 21ram in diameter; and the MKH40,50,60,70 are 25nun in diameter, but with a fiat 
side near the base - so shockmounts and windscreens are not usually interchangeable between brands. 

Condenser Cardioid "wide angle" mics for interior dialogue 
w. echo reduction 

Overhead "boom nrics" got tight interiors where echo is a problem, such as bathrooms, kitchens, small offices, 
foyers~ etc._ These are what might be considered as wide angle~ short overhead reach (not nmch more tha~ two 
imerior problem solvers. 

Review of Shotgun Mics by Fred Ginsburg CAS PhD wa~v.FilmTVsound.cmn 

California State University Northridge & Chapman University Page { PAGE \* M ERGEFORMAT } 



Being wider a~gle th:m tmditimml shotguns, these mics could pick up a ~ot more side noise - bm generally side 
~oise is no~ o~r primal0 issue indoors. Echo a~d reveal? amt These microphones, wl~en deployed around 18 inches 
two feet above lhe head, yield exlmmciy mellow dialogue and lend to minimize morn echo. However, tl~e q~alil~~ of 
these micmpho~ms is gmaly compromised whc~ deployed at greater dista~ces tlmn ~wo i~et, as their limited roach 
a~d wider pickup patterns reaflt in a morn ditute mix of dialogue vs. morn ambia~ce. 

Audio Technica 

AT4051 or BP4051 condenser 48v capsule system (cardioid head). Very. mellow, smooth response literally reduces 
audible echo. Very low handling noise; great to use on a boompole. Built-in low cut filter. Ideal for fight 2-shots. 
Moderate working reach around 1.5 to 2.5 feet overhead. 

AT4053 mic (or AT4053-ele companion capsule for the 4051) provides a slightly tighter hypercardioid pattern, well 
suited for isolafing a single actor where noise and echo are problems. Somefimes used as a plant mic. 

AT4_Q_4__I_. condenser 48v cardioid is very close in performance to the AT4051, but is priced a couple hnndred dollars 
less. If you can’t have a 4051 in your kit, at least have one of these! 

AT3031 condenser 48v cardioid. Very affordable low-echo nfic for those on a strict budget. 

Sennheiser 

~.K_.H__4__0_. condenser 48v cardioid. Wider angle than the MKH60 short shotgun, making it ideal for echo reducfion. 
Excellent audio, but requires careful shockmounfing to avoid boom handling noise. Built-in low cut filter. Ideal for 
fight 2-shots. Moderate working reach around 1.5 to 2.5 feet overhead. Best when deployed at under two feet, but 
trader proper good acoustic conditions this mic can reach a few feet more and makes an excellent plant mic. 

Senn MKH50 provides a slightly tighter hypercardioid pattenL well suited for isolating a single actor where noise 
and echo are problems. Also, sometimes used as a plant nfic. 

Very rare these days, bm once in a while encountered in older facilities, are the Senn MKH406 (wide cardioid) and 
MKH435 (wide hypercardioid) shotguns. Unlike the newer MKH40i50 and BP4051/53, the 406 and 435 use 
interference tubes and are NOT fiat off-axis. Strong front reach but hollow & distant off-angle response. Early 
versions power from 12vT (standard and red-dot "Nagra" versions). Later mics available in 48v Phantom. 

Condenser short shotgun 

General purpose overhead "boom mics" _for soundstages, practical interiors._ These condenser mics (requiring 48v 
or 12v external powering) offer morn reach (from 2 ~o 6 fce~ overhead of actors) bm with a s~ight "to .umderate 
i~}cmase of perceived echo for in~erior shots, compared ~o the mi~}imal or no~>existen~ echo of ~he "wide angle" mics 
described above. Commonly referred to as "short slwtguns", ~hese microphones are gt, ll hypercardioids and wonId 
be described as Fairly directio.~ml in pattern. 

M~, own nile of flmmb is to use file wider microphones %r interior closemps a~d medim~ close-ups, a~d then switch 
out to the sl~ort shotguns ~br wider shots calling ~br higl~er boom placement, fl’om two to armmd six feet overhead. 
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Outdoors. and encased in a quality furU windscreen or zeppelin, the short shotgm~s can work well up to around 
three or ibur ~k’eL alI dependi~g on the ambient noise conditions. Oka}: [br a quickie exterior, or as a secondary 
to s~pplement your long sl~otg~m. 

Audio Technica 

AT4073a or BP4073 condenser 48v line gradient "short shotgun’’. Tight hypercardioid pattern. Flat off-axis 
response facilitates using mic angle to balance dialogue levels between actors. Better front reach than maw of the 
older, interference tube short shotgmts. Built-in low cut filter; and the BP series oilers a -10dB pad as well. Slightly 
more echo than 4051, but: much mellower than older short shotguns. Low handling noise; great: on a boompole. 
Overhead working reach easily up to 6 feet, while maintaining full broadcast audio quality. Mic can also [’unction 
well exteriors, though not quite as high overhead. Very sfinilar in quality to the MKH60, but far superior to the older 
MKH416. 

Sennheiser 

MKH60 condenser 48v "short shotgun’’. Flat off-axis response. Low cut filter, tighter pattern and slightly more echo 
than the MKH40i50, but excellent reach and audio qualiS~. Overhead worldng reach easily up to 6 feet, while 
maintaining full broadcast audio quality. Mic can also function well exteriors, though not quite as high overhead. 
Very similar in sound to the BP4073, but far superior to the older MKH416. I find that the MKH60 has a tad more 
reach than the 4073 when used as a plant mic, but the outer casing appears more sensitive to handling noise. 

Sennheiser ..M..~K._.H__..4__.I__~. condenser 12vT or 48vPhantom "short shotgun". This old workhorse was the standard of the 
indust~ for decades! Unlike the newer MKH60 and AT4073a, the 416 uses interference tubes and is NOT flat off- 
axis. Strong front reach but hollow & distant off-angle response. Early versions power frmn 12vT (standard and red- 
dot "Nagm" versions). Later mics are available in 48v Phantom. These mics are still available from Sennheiser, and 
are a popular staple in rental houses. However, they are old techi~ology, and were superceded by the MKH60 which 
is much better performing and flat off-axis response. 

New on the market is the Sennheiser AdKItS060. It is priced higher than the ENG mic such as the K6@fl~;66, but 

somewhat lower than the ~gIK[I60 so I am guessing that it is being touted as something in the middle. I have not 

had any personal experience with this mic, and there are not that many profossional reviews ([?om people I trust) 

so at this time I do not offor any opinion. 

Condenser Long Shotgun 

Best for exterior clialog~eo sports, multi-camera m~dience shows° and high overhead interiors... These condenser 
"long shotguns" offer bes~ reach 0:~P to 8 or 9 l~¢t overhead) b~ will increase in~efior echo if the room has any echo 
a~ all. Prhnarily used outdoors, where echo is no~ a~ issue but side backgrom~d no~se is. 

Long shotgtms are often found o~ tahiti-camera video sets, where booms are kept high out of frame to accommodate 
a wide angle camera Usually~ thongh, those se~s are constructed with acoustic absorbiw, materials along with 
skewed wall angles to minimize echo. 

Long sl~otgu~s should always be used with a flflI zeppelin when ouldoors to protect against (contacl) wind noise. I~ 
the eyelet of acoustic wh~d noise (the sound of wind howling ~hrough the trees or the alley), ~he best course of action 
is m close ~fic ~lm actor. Windscmens only protect agafi~st a gus~ of wind striki~N the microphone demerit dimc@; 
background ~mise sucl~ as howling wind or other exterior noises are not a~c~ed by windscmens. 
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Audio Technica 

AT407 la,._B__p__.4__.0_2_l_., B__P__4__Q.7_.I__.L__. condenser 48v "long shotguff’. VeDr tight, ultradirectional pattern. Flat off-axis 
response facilitates using mic angle to balance dialogue levels between actors. Better front reach and far less echo 
than older, interference tube long shotguns, such as the MICH816. Built-in low cut filter; and -10dB pad on the 
BP4071. Slightly more echo than 4073, but still mellow enough to use indoors when needed, when long reach is 
paramount. Low handling noise; great on a boompole. Overhead working reach up to 8 or 9 feet, although it is 
always better to be closer if you can in order to maximize side rejection and emphasize the actors. 

Sennheiser 

MKHT0 condenser 48v "long shotguff’. Flat off-axis response. Low cut: filter. Tighter pattern with slightly more 
echo indoors than the MKH60, but excellent reach and audio quality. Overhead working reach up to 8 or 9 feet. This 
is the successor to the old venerable MKH816 long shotguno 

Sem~ MKHS16 condenser 12vT or 48vPhantom "long shotgun". Tlfis workhorse was the standard of the industD~ for 
decades! Unlike the newer MKHT0 and BP4071, the 816 uses interference tubes and is NOT flat off-axis. Strong 
front reach but hollow & distant off-angle response. Early versions power from 12vT (standard and red-dot "Nagra" 
versions). Later mics available in 48v Phantom. Like the 416, these mics remain a popular staple in rental houses. 
However, they are old teclmology, and were superceded by the MKHT0 which is much better performing and flat 
off-axis response. 

ENG Shotgun Mics for broadcast news, docu, corporate, and 
film schools... 

Another name [’or electret condenser .ufics ttmt operate from nominal voltage of only a :l?w vol~s. They can utilize 
either an internal batte~~ (snch as AA), or exter.~ml ptmNom power -- only for convenie~ce. No~ as m~.ch m~dio 
q~ality as condenser mics, but more rugged and far less expensive. If you arc on a l~mitcd budget or your students 
am rough on ¢quipmcnL ~.his would be where ~o slart. 

Som~d quality is nowhere near as smooth as from the real condenser microphones described previo{~sly, and they 
only exhibit a fraction of the usable reach of the condensers. However, being powered l?’om an h~ternaI AA battery 
can be ve~’ convenient whe~ working with less professional camcorders or m~dio devices that lack either XLR 
inputs or 48v Phantom powering. These mics can be t~sed on a boompo~e, or cve~ handhe~d closer to talent --- which 
gives them a ht~ge advantage over btfih-in camcorder or audio recorder microphones. 

As long as the sound mixer pays attention to the limitations in reach and off-axis response of these medium budgd 
mics, fl~e average audience wfl~ probaMy not recognize the dfl~~rence in som~d q~ali~" unless they listen to a side by 
side comparison with the higher grade, condenser shotguns. 

keep a couple of ATg97’s in my somrd kiL and another one stored in my camcorder case --- because they do come 
i~ han~b’ for those times when less is beti:er! 

Audio Technica 

..A__J~..9__.7_. electret condenser short shotgun. Uses internal AA battel?." or 48v Phantom (slightly improved performance 
with 48v). Excellent general purpose, interference tube shotgun mic. Good hypercardioid pattern. Lightweight, ideal 
for camcorders or boompole. Built-in low cut filter. Veu~ usable "broadcast" dialogue from 1.5 to 4 feet overhead; 
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audible but lower grade "industrial" audio from greater distances. Comparable, if not superior (my opinion), to 

modular systems such as the KG/ME66 costing nearly twice as much! If you cannot afford a true 48v condenser 

short shotgun, I believe that this is the best compromise to own. 

AT835b or BP8035 electret condenser short shotgun. Uses internal AA battery or 48v Phantom (improved 
performance with 48v). Good (not great) general purpose shotgun mic. The AT835b was an early model, and has 
been superseded by the AT897 which is significantly better. The BP8035 is the very. recent RollS Compliant version 
of the AT835 - and I cannot fathom why Japan would even bother. They already have the 897, which is the same 
price range and :far superior to the old 835. Tight hypercardioid pattern. Moderate echo indoors, typical of 
interference tube shotguns. Very low handling noise; okay to use on camcorder or boompole. Built-in low cut :filter. 
Broadcast quality reach is from 1.5 to 3 feet overhead; ENG audio from greater distances. Very rugged construction. 

AT815b or BPS015 electret condenser long shotgun. Uses internal AA battery or 48v Phantom (improved 
performance with 48v). Longer reach mic for exteriors, sports, and documentary. Increased echo when used indoors. 
Very tight ultradirectional pattern. Very low handling noise; okay to use on camcorder or boompole. Built-in low cut 
filter. Very rugged construction. Good companion mic to AT835b or AT897. 

Sennheiser 

.K_(_i_ .~__.I_~6__6_ electret condenser capsule short shotgun. Uses internal AA battery or 48v Phantoin (improved 
performance with 48v). Good general purpose shotgun mic. Tight l\ypercardioid pattern. Moderate echo indoors, 
typical of interference tube shotguns. Very low handling noise; okay to use on cmncorder or boompole. Built-in low 
cut filter. Broadcast quality dialogue from 1.5 to 3.5 feet overhead; ENG audio from greater distances. Very rugged 
construction. Part of Sennheiser’s K6 modular system that allows use of screw-on various capsule "inic heads" onto 
the K6 powering base. 

K6/ME67 electret condenser long shotgun. Uses internal AA battery or 48v Phantom (improved performance with 
48v). Longer reach mic :for exteriors, sports, and documentary. Increased echo when used indoors. Very tight 
ultradirecfional pattern. Built-in low cut filter. Very rugged construction. 

K6iME64 electret condenser cardioid configuration. The ME64 head is a cardioid pattern. Not enough reach for 
booming dialogue, but an excellent choice for handheld interview, narration, subtle sound effects, and music. 

.K_(_i_~.I_~@_ electret condenser omnidirectional configuration. Excellent choice for handheld intei~qew, narration, 
subtle sound effects, and music. 

K3~gMES0 electret condenser capsule short shotgun. Obsolete predecessor of the improved KG/ME66 system. 
Slightly less reach and less quality than the ME66. Powers from a rare 5.6v battery or from Phantom power. 
find one on hi-Bay.., leave it there! 

General purpose dynamic handheld mics... 

These are very short range~with relatively low sensitivity to sotmd compared to condenser or dectret condenser 
ENG mics -- bu~ am best for handheld intmwiews~ news repm~:ing~ na~Tation. No~ got dramatic dialogue. Since 
dynamic mics te~}d ~o compress loud sounds, they are excellent for recording Iond crashes, explosions, gunshots. 

Use omnidircctkmal handhelds ibr situations where the mic is l,:mded off to non-prot~ssionaI tale~t or shared 
between interviewer and ~te~iewee, to avoid the problems of inco~’ect angle. Car@oid mJcs ~eed to be properly 
aimed towards the mouth office pers(m speaMng: and ~mt evea, one gets it right. Be s’a~e. 
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Audio Technica 

AT804, _A_J.~8__0_.!)__4, B__P__~.0_0_2___dyuamic omni handheld. Good for interviews, location narration, sound effects. The 
ATS._0__0__4_._L_is a long handled version of the ATS004. 

ATM29HE, ATM63HE, AT2010, BP4001 dynamic hypercardioid handheld. Good :for intel~4ews where backgrolmd 
noise is a problem. Excellent narration mic. Great :for "stand-up" vocal performances (music/comedy). 

ElectroVoice 

R._~5__0___dynamic omni handheld. Broadcast indust~r favorite reporters mic for decades. Good wind suppression and 
internal shockmounting. 

ElectroVoice RE20, Shure SM7. High quality cardioids, commonly seen as hanging studio mics for radio & TV 
announcers. 

Shure 

\rP64AL_dynamic omni Mndheld. Sleek, long Mndled onmi mic for handheld reporting & interviews. 

Shure ~._.M__~__.dynamic cardioid handheld. Classic silver-domed rock ’n roll favorite. Great for on-stage singers, but 
lacks the reach for interview work. Shure ~NI__5_7___cardioid is intended for acoustic instrmnents, though some 
performers favor them for warm vocals. 

This is by no means a complete list of microphones. Eve~3~ professional sound mixer has his or her favorites, and all 
of the major manufacturers are continually improving their product lines by updating or adding new makes & 
models.This article is only meant as a guide and a starting point. Always remain open to experimenting with 
microphones, and don’t always assume tMt old or discontinued models are unworthy. Large corporations often make 
their engineering decisions based on mass marketing or intenral corporate politics, and maw a "classic" microphone 
renrdns in hot demand by the industn/s top audio engineers. On the same token, sometimes new teclmology is able 
to solve age old problems, and it is just time to move on. 

Forget the spec sheets and the marketing hype. Try.- out a microphone under YOUR WORKING CONDITIONS on a 
real set, and let your ears decide what sounds good and what doesn’t. 

Remember these sage words: 

Producers lie to save money. Directors lie out of artistic naivete. Sales clerks lie to earn cormnissions. 
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Froln~ 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Universi .ty Film and Video Association <~UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Fred Ginsburg ;NET> 

Friday’, May 24, 2013 7:36 PM 

UFVAI.IST- I.@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Update my ema~l 

The UFVA listserv only recognizes my olde email address    @earthlink.net) and rejects my current one ..... 

Please update my email on the listserv to Fred@FilmTVsound.com 

Thank you very much! 
(In case you are new and do not recognize the name, I have been a member of UFVA since 1973 or so. Membership number 

paid in full.) 

From the keyboard of Fred Ginsburg CAS PhD MBKS 

Fred@FilmTVSound.com 

fax 8:18-892-9236 
’][’his list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the followiug ~nessage to lis~tserv@listserv.amedc~.edu: subscribe UI?VALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

,~our first and last name.) You can leave a liszt by sending the following command to listserv@listser~’.arnericau.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write fl~is command iu body 

~femail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You ca~ post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noveply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

via Linkedln <member@linkedin.com~ 

Friday, May 24, 2013 7:56 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Chealene, let’s co~mect on Linkedln 

::.,v,. :: Linkedln 

Charlene, 

t wants to connect with you on Linkedln, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Universily of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Friday, May 24, 2013 10:12 PM 

New Message Posted to The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill by 

Location: AFAM ~ Forums > AFAM 

Author: 

Message Title: Re: Less~n 2- 
Message Posted On: Fri May 24 22:12:21 EDT 2013 

Dear 

Discussion Forums > Lesson 2 > Lesson 2 - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Friday, May 24, 2013 10:19 PM 

New Message Posted to The University of North C~-olina at Chapel Hill by 

Location: AFAM Forums > AFAM 

Author: 
Message Title: Re: Less~n 2 - 
Message Posted On: Fri May 24 22:19:17 EDT 2013 

Th~nk you 

Discussion Forums > Lesson 2 > Lesson 2 - 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Saturday, May 25, 2013 9:22 PM 

~reen~ciety-announce@duke.edu; tilm-video <tilm- video@duke.edu-~; ami-tiaculty@duke.edu 

**Thu May 30 in Screew’Society--"In a Drea~n" (7pm) - debut of the ’Dinner and a Movie’ summer series at the N&sher Museum of Art 

* Please distribtlte widely 

Screen/Society presents... 

Thursday Nay 30~ 
In a Dream 

- Debut of the [)inner and a Movie summer series 

at the Nasher Museum of Art[ 

Download PDF Flyer I More Info 

In A Dream (Jeremiah Zagac 2008, 80 min, USA, English, Color, DVD) 

Over the past four decades, artist Isaiah Zagar has covered more thma 50,000 Nuare t~et of Philadelphia with stunning mosaic muraJs. 

In A Dremn is a documentary t~ature tilm that chronicles his work and his tumultuous relationship with his wit~, Mia. 



htlp:A/ami.duke.edu/screensocietv 

iiii,,~~~::’,ii : hokazak@duke.edu 



::,~:~,~::~ ii::~: http://ami.du ke.edu/screensociety 



Sent: 

"To: 

Subject: 

fundingalert@cos.com 

Sunday, May 26, 2013 12:59 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emaN.unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Charlene Regester 

Funding alerts for your 
saved searches 
Results: May 26, 2013 

fundit-<t9 sea~°¢h Feb 0~; 
4 funding opportunities 

Spor~sor: 
Society for Cinema and Media Studies 
(SOMS) 

Sponsor: 
Bibliographical Society - United Kingdom 

Sponsor: 
Malevich Society 

Sponsor: 
Society’ for Cinema and Media Studies 
(SCMS) 

Funding ale~ts for your saved searches 

Results: May 26, 2013 

Login to view 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noveply@bounce.linkedin.com on behJfof 

Linkedln Updates <messages-noreply@linkedin.com> 

Monday, May 27, 2013 12:28 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D.’s new sldll, and other updates from your network 

....... T ..... Io, Fg4~ P. Tomas[~o, Ph.Do has added a new skill: 
Ph.D. SOCial 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Writers Store <email@e-writersstore.com> 

Monday, May 27, 2013 3:02 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,email.unc.edu> 

This is Mint they’re looking tbr... 

View this email with images 

Clean, compelling stuD,telling... 

Over the past few months, there’s a ve~, good chance that you’ve heard about Plot 
Control softwa~re and maybe even looked into it. 

Well Plot Control 2.0 has a brand new look, brand new features and EVEN BETTER 

CONTROL! 

So let me ask you...have you finished that script you’re worldng on? 

Click here to learn more about Plot Control 2.0. 

How’s that idea coming along? 

Only yon truly know the answers to those questions and if the reality is that you a~e 

struggling; or even if you could really use a boost in your wriling efficiency then... 

What are you waiting tbr?? 

For ONE DAY ONLY you c~l take advantage of the entire Plot Control 2.0 software 

package which is now valued at over $495... 

...FOR ONLY $69 

Click here to learn more about Plot Control 2.0. 

All the best, 

Mitchell Gem~an 

The SmV Problem Solver 

P.S. If the above links don’t work, please copy and paste the tbllowing into your 

browser: 

h ttps: //secureco~mect.infusionsoft.com/ ~o/w sO5 2 713 b /w sO5 2 713 b / 

One-Click Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions I Update Profile i Forward to a Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gloria Howell <volunteer@unctv.org> 

Tuesday, May 28, 2013 9:58 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Volunteer &Join Us for Race to the Finish! 

Volunteer with UNC-TV & join the Iurfi 

l i~ Volunteer&Join UsH 

"RACE TO THE FINISH" 8= VOLUNTEER WITH UNC-TV FROM JUNE 1-9, 2013 
To register now, just click here and fill out a short online form. 

Greetings from UNC-TV! 

We are looking for volunteers to help out during Race to the Finish, our I~i [object Object] 

’mini fundraising drive’ from June 1-9. Volunteers are needed to answer 
phone calls from contributors who support UNC-TV’s programs and 
services. What a great way to meet up with old friends, make new 
frendsand support publctelevson n North Carolna at the sametme. 
hope your schedule permits you to join us and ~ sincerely look forward to seeing you during 
our Race to the Finish. On your mark, get set and go - volunteer with UNC-TV! 

Also, don’t forget to like UNC-TV Volunteers on Facebook or follow UNC-TV Volunteers on 
Twitter! 

To register now, please .¢!i.~.I~..!).~£~,, or simply send an email to 
:~i volunteer.jpg 

volunteer@unctv.org. For more detailed information about volunteering at 
UNC-TV, visit our website unctv,orq or call toll free 1-877-549-3222. Please 
feel free to ~b~:~ this information with your friends, family, co-workers and 
neighbors. We invite them to join us as well! A confirmation of your 

assignment will be made prior to the event and please note that a photo ID is required when 
volunteering with UNC-TV. 
Do your part, walk, run or drive to UNC-TV and help us reach our fiscal year end goal as we 
Race to the Finish! 

Warm Regards, 

877-549-3222 

Gloria L. Howell 
UNC-TV Volunteer Services Director 

E~[:~.[~.this message to a friend. 
Unsubscribe or change your preferences. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Aaron Greer <agreerl @LUC.EDU> 

Tuesday, May 28, 2013 4:34 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Premiere training 

I’m t~ying to arrm~ge training in Premiere for some of my colleagues as we navigate the transilion frown FCP 7 to Adobe. 

I’ve looked into some of the Adobe certified trainers, BUT the cost of formal, certified training doesn’t seem worth it given the small nnmber of people needing training, 

the existence of online tutorials for snpplementaD~ help and the fact that all the people involved are experienced NLE editors already (rummy w/some past exposnre to 

Premiere). We need something between a trainer and a tutor. 

I’ve wrangled a budget ficom the Dean commensurate wi freelance editor pay in order to be able to hire someone to tutor us for a couple days, but I’m not sure how 

best to find someone who bx~th knows the software well and has some experience teachings/training. 

Anyone on this listserv have advice or know someone in the region they could refer me to’? 

Many thanks, 

Amon 

Aaron Greer, MFA 

Film & Digital Media Program Director 

School of Communication 

Loyola University Chicago 

Phone # 312-915-6827 

Fax # 312-915-6955 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to lislserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your firs1 and last name.) You cm~ leave a list by ~nding the follomng command to listserv@lisl~rv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this commmad in body 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to "the list by ~nding an e-mail "to UFVALIST-L@lislserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi .ty Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Mitch Jacobson <mitch@CATEGORY5STUDIOS.COM> 

Tuesday, May 28, 2013 4:54 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Premiere training 

I reco,nmend either Abba Shapiro, Jeffry Greeuberg, Richard Harrington or Mazdm Jago. All of these traiuers provide excellent courses and are they are Adobe 

CeNfied. Additionally, They have a two-day crash course for pro editors which I took at NAB. It was excellent. Good Luck! 

htp0://~vw.richal~dharringtonblog.com,’contact!paidsuppo~’ 

http://~x~x~v.linkedin.com/ir~’iefl~reenberg 

http://www.linkedin.com/pub/abba- shapiro/1/264/964 

http:/iwww.maximiago.com/ 

Mitch Jacobson 
Category- 5 Eutertaitm~ent, N YC 

On Tue, May 28, 2013 at 4:34 PM, Aaron Greer <agreerl(~luc.edu> wrote: 

I’m trying to arrange training in Premiere for ,some of my colleagues as we navigate the transition from FCP 7 to Adobe. 

I’ve looked into some of the Adobe certified trainers, BUT the cost of formal, certified training doesn’t seem worth it given the small number of people needing 

training, the existence of online tutorials for supplementary help and the fact that all the people involved are experienced NLE editors already (many w/some past 

exposure to Premiere). We need something between a trainer and a tutor. 

I’ve wrangled a budget ficom the Dean commensurate wi freelance editor pay in order to be able to hire someone to tutor us for a couple days, but I’m not sure bow 
besl to find someoue who both knows the software well and has some experience teachinod’tra~ning. 

Anyone on this listserv have advice or know someone in the region they could refer me to’? 

Many thanks, 

Aaxon 

Aaron Greer, MFA 

Film & Digital Media Program Director 

School of Communication 

Loyola University Chicago 

Phone # 312-915-6827 

Fax # 312-915-6955 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending "the tbllowing message to lislserv(~liskserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last name.) You can leave a lisl by sending the tbllowing command to liskserv~b~listserv.~unerican.edu: signoffUFVAI,IST-L (Write this command in 

bo@ of email with nothing else) Posting Mes~ges: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST- L@listserv.american.edu 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Documentm7 Studies at Dnke Universib, <llm@duke.eduv 

Tuesday, May 28, 2013 5:00 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

CDS NEWS: DSLR Equipment, Professor Diablo Returns, Documenting Medicine, Fresh Docs Screenings 

[ ~:N ~: CDS I Center for D ...... tary Studies ~ 

CDS MEET-UP GROUP ! What to Look for in a DSLR Camera 

Monday, June 3, 6 p.m. / Center for Documentary Studies / 1317 W. Pettigrew St., 

Durham, North Carolina 

Photograph by Paul Stamatiou 

A discussion about what to look for when buying DSLR equipment, free and open to the 

public, will be led by digital photography expert Richard Lucic, associate chair of the Duke 

University Department of Computer Science. His presentation will include information on a 

range of DSLRs and howto identify the specifications and capabilities most suited to your 

work. In addition, Richard will answer all DSLR-related questions and will discuss staying 

ahead of the technology curve in terms of purchasing equipment. 

Though not required, you can RSVP to the event and!or join the CDS Meet-Up Group on 

Facebook; click here. 

The CDS Meet-Up Group is organized and run on a volunteer basis to provide a forum for 

continuing education students at the Center for Documentary Studies to network, talk shop, 

and learn from each other 

PROFESSOR DIABLO RETURNS TO DURHAM / Artists Will Investigate "Lost and Found" 

Tuesday, May 28; doors open at 7 p.m., show starts at 8 p.m. / Casbah / 1007 W. Main St., 

Durham, North Carolina 

From the Coflections series¯ Photograph by Leah Sobsey. 



Co-presented by the Center for Documentary Studies and the Hinge Literary Center, 

Professor Diablo’s True Revue is a collaborative performance series showcasing artists-- 

writers, musicians, visual artists, and others--who make use of documentary ideas, 

methods, and impulses in the creation of their work 

Following five full-house performances since its launch in the spring of 2012, the True 

Revue returns to club Casbah to dig through arrowheads, love, and weather stations in a 

one-time event that explores the theme of "Lost and Found" with biologist and artist 

Courtney Fitzpatrick, songwriter/musician Melissa Swingle, photographer Leah Sobsey, and 

interdisciplinary artist Jane D. Marsching. 

For more information on the artists, click here. To purchase tickets, click here. 

PHYSICIAN RESIDENTS PRESENT THEIR PROJECTS ! Doctors Use Documentaryto 

Explore Medical Issues 

Wednesday, June 5, 6 p.m. ! Center for Documentary Studies I 1317 W. Pettigrew St., 

Durham, North Carolina 

From Cancer Warrior by Erin O’Bransky 

The Documenting Medicine program provides Duke physician residents with the tools and 

skills to produce documentary projects that explore patient experiences. ’1 think ultimately, 

we all went into medicine for the stories," says internal medicine resident Mallika Dhawan 

’Understanding these stories is what makes us better at our jobs. How can we treat our 

patients and help them achieve their goals if we don’t understand who they are and where 

they are coming from?" At this event, Dr Dhawan and twelve other physician residents from 

a wide range of medical specialties--psychiatry, anesthesiology, pediatrics, geriatrics, 

oncology, and more--will share their projects with the public 

The Documenting Medicine program, ted by Liisa Ogbum and John Moses, M.D , was 

created by the Duke University Medical Center and the Center for Documentary Studies, 

seeded with support from the Chancellor’s Innovation Fund 

SUMMERTIME MEANS SHORTS! I Fresh Docs Screenings at American Tobacco Campus 

Thursday, June 6, 7 p.m. / Full Frame Theater, Power Plant, American Tobacco Campus ! 

320 Blackwell St., Durham, North Carolina 

Still from Tommy! The Dreams I Keep Inside Me by Rodrigo Dorfman 

Next up in the Fresh Docs film series, two short documentary films hot out of the editing 

suite: Judy Van Wyk’s Musings of an Iraqi Patriot and Rodrigo Dorfman’s Tommy! The 

Dreams I Keep Inside Me Fresh Docs is a works-in-progress film series presented by the 

Center for Documentary Studies and the Southern Documentary Fund. The idea is to watch 

these not-quite-finished documentaries as a community, and then give constructive 

feedback to the filmmakers. 

Van Wyk’s film (25 min) chronicles Iraqi artist Ahmed Fadaam’s struggles to adapt to life in 

exile and to bringing his family to live with him in the American South. Dorfman (29 min) 



tells the story of Tommy, who is sixty years-old, autistic, and has a life-long dream to sing 

with a Big Band. Check out the trailer here 

NEW SUMMER 2013 ISSUE OF DOCUMENTAVAILABLE ONLINE 

The latest issue of Document, the CDS quarterly newsletter, is now available online; 

Document features some of the best documentary work supported and produced by the 

Center for Documentary Studies. Highlights in the summer issue include an interview with 

outgoing CDS director Tom Rankin, Full Frame Documentary Film Festival award winners, 

a tribute to the first graduating class of the MFA in Experimental and Documentary Arts 

program, and more. 

To browse past issues, click here. 

To receive print issues of Document, join Friends of CDS. 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Tuesday, May 28; doors open at 7 pm, show starts at 8 p.m. / Professor Diablo’s True 

Revue/Casbah / 1007 W Main St., Durham, North Carolina 

http://vwvw cdspo rc h.o r~q/a rch ives/18441 

Monday, June 3, 6 p.m. / CDS Meet-Up Group: DSLR cameras / Center for Documentary 

Studies ! 1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

http:fiwww.cdsporch.or,qlarchivesl18456 

Wednesday, June 5, 6 p.m. / Documenting Medicine event/Center for Documentary 

Studies ! 1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

http:fiwww.cdsporch.or,qlarchivesl18508 

Thursday, June 6, 7 p.m. / Fresh Docs screenings / Power Plant, Full Frame Theater, 

American Tobacco Campus / 320 Blackwell St., Durham, North Carolina 

http:fiw’ww.cdsporch.orglarchivesl18474 

EXHIBITS 

March 18-July 27,2013 / One Place: Pau! Kwifecki and Four Decades of Photographs from 

Decatur County, Georgia / Kreps and Lyndhurst Galleries, Center for Documentary Studies / 

1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 
http://documentarystudies.duke.edu!exhibits/current-exhibits#one-place 

April 26-August 31,2013 / Beyond the Front Porch 2013 / University Gallery, Center for 

Documentary Studies/ 1317 W. Pettigrew St, Durham, North Carolina 
http:lidocumentarvstudies, duke.edulexhibitslcurrent-exhibits#beyond 

May 6-August 31,2013 1 Hidden in Plain Sight: Architectural Reminders of Durham’s Vital 

Past/Porch Gallery, Center for Documentary Studies/1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North 

Carolina 
http://documentarystudies duke edu/exhibits/current-exhibits#hidden 

MORE .ABOUT CDS: 

CDS Website http://documentarystudies.duke.edu 

CDS Porch http:flwww.cdsporch.orq 

Friends ofCDS http://documentarystudies.duke.edu/donate 

Upcoming Events http:/idocumentarystudies.duke.edu/events 

~iii Facebook i~i CDS Porch ~ ii"~iI FriendsofCDS ] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Mitch Jacobson <mitch@CATEGORY5STUDIOS.COM> 

Tuesday, May 28, 2013 5:25 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Premiere training Chicago 

Aaron, My pleasure! You ,nay also want to contact Adobe directly or check with FMC Chicago about On-Site Training or ask Mr. Harnngton, Shapiro, Greenberg 

or Jago...they are really busy trainers and wouldn’t mind making a referral for a local Chicago instructor. Here are a few local Chicago contacts that may be able to help 

yon out...CC’ed here....Team Chicago: If any of you guys know a Chicago Adobe Premiere Pro Trainer, Aaron could use someone for his gronp. He is a fellow 

member of the Universi~ Film and TV Association (our pal Nom~ Hollyn is president). 

Good luck Everyone! 

Mitch Jacobson 

Author, Maslering Multicamera Teclmiques (Focal Press) 

On Tue, May 28, 2013 at 5:09 PM, Aaron Greer <agreerl(~lnc.edu> wrote: 

Mitck 

I appreciate the recommendations. I’ll reach out to Rich (particularly since it looks like he has local ties), but I was really hoping to find someone in Chicago so that 

we could do training onsite, without the additional cost of travel mad lodging. 

If you cas~ think of mayone el~, let m know. 

Aaron Greer, MFA 

Film & Digital Media Program Director 

School of Communication 

Loyola University Chicago 

Phone # 312-915-6827 

Fax # 312~915-6955 

On May 28, 2013, at 3:54 PM, Mitch Jacobson <mitch(~categow5s~udios.com> wrote: 

I recommend either Abba Shapiro, Jetty Greenberg, Richazd Harrington or Maxim Jago. All of these trainers provide excellent courses m~d are they 

are Adobe Certified. AdditionaJly, They have a two-day crash course for pro editors which I took at NAB. It was excellent. Good Luck! 

l~ntacf "_idsu rt/ 

http:/i~,.~,.~v.linkedin.com/i~/ieflkreenbe~ 

http:/ /w ww.linkedin.com/pubiabba- shapiro/I/264/964 

http:/iv~v.maximi ago.com/ 

Mitch Jacobson 

Category- 5 Entertainment, NYC 

On Tue, May 28, 2013 at 4:34 PM, Aaron Greer <agreerl (a)luc.edu> wrote: 

I’m trying to a~Ta~ge training in Premiere tbr some of my colleagues as we navigate the transition from FCP 7 to Adobe. 

I’ve looked into some of the Adobe cellified trainers, BUT the cost of forma2l, certAfied training doesn’t seeln worth it given the small number of 

people needing training, the existence of online tutorials for supplementary help mid the fact that all the people involved axe experienced NLE editors 

already (many w/some past exposure to Premiere). We need something between a trainer and a tutor. 

I’ve wrangled a budget from the Dean commensnrate w/freelance editor pay in order to be able to hire someone to tutor ns for a conple days, but 

I’m not sure how best to find someone who both knows the sofaYare well and has some experience teaching/training. 

Anyone on this listserv have advice or know someone in the region they could refer me to? 

Many thanks, 

AaJcon 

Aaron Greer, MFA 

Film & Digital Media Program Director 

School of Communication 



Loyola University Chicago 

Phone # 312-915-6827 

Fax # 312-915-6955 

This list at AU ca~ be subscribed to by sending the tbllowing mes~ge to listserv@listserv.america~.edu: subscribe UFVAI,IST-L Full Name ( Full 

Name should be your tirst and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the tbllowing command to lislserv(~a)listserv.americm~.edu: signoff 

UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the lisl by sending m~ e-maJ~l 

UFVALI S T- L~listserv.americaaa.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to lislserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVAI~IST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your fi~t and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in bod~v 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You cma post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVAl,IST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 
Norman Hollyn <nhollyn@CINEMA.USC.EDU> 

Tuesday, May 28, 2013 7:39 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Premiere training Chicago 

You should talk to someone over at Columbia They might be able to reconamend someone. 

There are companies that do this as well that may have people in Chicago. FMC is a vel7 good one, and checking in *vith Rich, Abba or other top trainers for referrals is a great idea. 

The problem that I’ve found with editors doing the teaching is that they- are often not great teachers Someone who has a teaching background can usually present in a better way to people 
and *vill prep properly- depending on who will be in the audience. 

Norman 

P.S. Apologies to Mitch, to whom I accidentally- replied before, g.-o~v, I’ve got the listerv here -- more appropriate 

Norman 

NORMAN HOIff~ YN 
Professor, Editing Track Head 
author of THE LEAN FORWARD MOMENT and THE FILM EDITING ROOM HANDBOOK, 4th Edition 
900 West 34th Street, SCA 428 
Los Angeles, CA 90089 
323-275-1869 off 

From: Unk~ersity Film and Video Association [UFVAI.IST-L@LISTSERV A?,/f£{RICAN EDU] On Behalf Of Mitch Jacobsen [mitch@CAT[{GORY5STUDIOS.COM] 

Sent: Tuesday, MiU 28, 2013 2:25 PM 

To: UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV AMERICAN ~)U 

Subject: Re: Premiere training Chicago 

Aaron, £{y pleasure! You may also want to contact Adobe directly" or check with FMC Chicago about On-Site Training or ask Mr. Harrington, Shapiro, Greenberg or Jago...they are really 
busy trainers and wouldn’t mind making a referral J2)r a local Chicago instructor. Here are a few ]oca] Chicago contacts that may be able to help you out...CC’ed here....Team Chicago: ~[" any of 
you guys know a Chicago Adobe Premiere Pro Trainer, Aaron could use someone for his group. He is a fel]ow member o:[’the Umversity Film and TV Association (our pal Norm Ho]lyn is 
president). 

Good luck [~veryone! 

Mitch Jacobson 
Author, Mastering Multicamera Techniques (Focal Press) 

On Tue, May 28, 2013 at 5:09 PM. Aaron Greet <agreer i @luc.edu<rnailto :agreer i (&luc.edu>> wrote: 
Mitch, 

I appreciate the recommendations. I’ll reach out to Rich (.particularly since it looks like he has local ties), but I was really hoping to find someone in Chicago so that we could do training 
onsite, without the additional cost of travel and lodging. 

If you can think of anyone else, let m \mow. 

Thanks, 
Aaron 

Aaron Greer, MFA 
Fihn & Digital Media Program Director 
School of Corcanunication 
Loyola University Chicago 
Phone # 312-915-6827 
Fax # 312-915-6955 

On May 28, 2013, at 3:54 P-’vL Mitch Jacobsen <mitch@category5studios.com<mailto:mitch(c~cate~orv5studios.com>> wrote: 

I recommend either Abba Shapiro, Jeffry Greenberg, Richard Harrington or Maxim Jago. All of these trainers provide excellent courses and are they are Adobe Certified. Additionally, They 
have a two-day crash course for pro editors which I took at NAB. It was excellent. Good Luck! 

http://www.richardharringtonblog com/contact/paidsupport/ 
http://www, linked in. COl~’il~’i effgreenberg 
http :/i~vw~v.linkedin. com/pub/abba-shapiro/1/264/964 

http :/,,%vww ma ximi ago c om/ 

Mitch Jacobsen 
CategolT-5 Entertaimnent. NYC 

On Tue, May 28, 2013 at 4:34 PM. Aaron Greer <agreerl@luc edu<mailto:agreerl@luc.edu>> wrote: 
I’m tsAng to arrange training in Premiere for some of my colleagues as we navigate the transition Iicom FCP 7 to Adobe. 

I’ve looked into some of the Adobe certified trainers, BUT the cost of formal, celtified training doesn’t seem worth it given the small number of people needing training, the existence of 
online tutorials for supplementary help and the fact that all the people involved are experienced NLE editors alread.v (many w/some past exposure to Premiere). We need something between 
a trainer and a tutor. 



I’ve ~vrangIed a budget from the Dean commensurate w/freelance editor pay in order to be able to hire someone to tutor us for a couple days, but I’m not sure how best to find someone who 
both knows the soJ~ware well and has some experience teaching/training. 

Awone on this listserv have advice or know someone in the region they could refer me to? 

Many thanks, 
Aaron 

Aaron Greer, MFA 
Film & Digital Media Program Director 
School of Corcanunication 
Loyola University Chicago 
Phone # 312-915-6827 
Fax # 312-915-6955 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listsel~¢.american.edu<raailto:listser~,,(~listsel~z.araerican.edu>: subscribe "LPFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full 
Name should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following conm~and to listsel~z@listserv.american.edu<rr~ailto:listserv(~listser~,,.aracrican.edu>: signoff 
UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to I~FVALIST- 

L @listserv. americ an. edu<mailto:l~FVAL IST-L (~listsel~¢. american, edu> 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listset~z, american, edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 
You can leave a list by- sending the following corcanand to listserv@listset~z.american.edu: signoff L~FVALIST-L (Write this corcanand in body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: 
You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listsel~’.american. edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listsel~’@listserv.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following corcanand to listset~z@listsel~¢.american.edu: 

signoff I~FVALIS T-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to LrFVALIST-L@listserv american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi ,ty Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Mitch Jacobson <mitch@CATEGORY5STUDIOS.COM> 

Tuesday, May 28, 2013 7:51 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Premiere training Chicago 

Thanks. Norm! Since FCP7 has become end-of-life many people are in the same boat learning Pre,niere (mid FCPX)... Aaron mentioned lie had aver}, small class, 

perhaps there are other folks in Chicago that may want to pool together a bigger group and defray the cost...I believe Columbia is starching too....you may want to t~y 

contacting Eric Scholl <escholl(~,colum.edu> 

Mitch dacobson 
Author, Mastering Multicamera Techniques (Focal Press) 

On Tue, May 28, 2013 at 7:38 PM, Norman Hollyn <nhollvn~cinema.usc.edu> wrote: 

You should talk to someone over at Columbia. ’][’hey ,night be able to recommend someone. 

There are co,npanies that do this as well that may have people in Chicago. FMC is a very good one, mid checking in ruth Rich, Abba or other top trainers for 
referrals is a great idea. 

The problem that I’ve found with editors doing the teaching is that they are often not great teachers. Someone who has a teaching background can usually present in 

a better way to people and will prep properly depending on who will be in the audience. 

Nornlan 

P.S. Apologies to Mitch, to whom I accidentally replied before. Now, I’ve got the listerv here -- more appropriate. 

Norman 

NORMAN HOLLYN 
Professor, Editing Track Head 

author of THE LEAN FORWARD MOMENT and THE FILM EDITING ROOM HANDBOOK, 4th Edition 

900 West 34th Street, SCA 428 
Los Angeles, CA 90089 

323-275-1869 off 

From: University Fihn and Video Association [UFVALIST-L(~LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU1 On Behalf Of Mitch Jacobson 

[mitch@CATEGORY5 S’][IJ DIOS .COMI 

Sent: Tuesday, May 28, 2013 2:25 PM 

To: UFVALIST- L(&LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Subject: Re: Premiere training Chicago 

Aaron, My pleasure! You may also want to contact Adobe directly or check with FMC Chicago about On-Site Training or ask Mr. Hanington, Shapiro, Greenberg 

or Jago...they are really busy trainers and wouldn’t mind making a referral for a local Chicago instructor. Here are a few local Chicago contacts that may be able to 

help you out...CC’ed here._.Team Chicago: If any of you guys know a Chicago Adobe Premiere Pro Trainer, Aaron could use someone for his group. He is a fellow 

member of the University Film and TV Association (our pal Norm Hollyn is president). 

Good luck Everyone! 

Mitch Jacobson 

Author, Mastering Multicamem Techifiques (Focal Press) 

On Tue, May 28, 2013 at 5:09 PM, Aaron Greer <agreerl~,%luc.edu<mailto:agreerl@luc.edu>> wrote: 

Mitch, 

I appreciate the recommendations. I’ll reach out to Rich (particularly since it looks like he has local ties), but I was really hoping to find someone in Chicago so that 

we could do training onsite, mthout the additional cost of travel and lodging. 

If you can think of anyone else, let m know. 



Thanks, 
Aaron 

Aaron Greer, MFA 
Film & Digital Media Program Director 

School of Communication 

Loyola Universi~ Chicago 

Phone # 312-915-6827 

Fax # 312-915-6955 

On May 28, 2013, at 3:54 PM, Mitch Jacobson <mitch(~categorv5s~dios.comqnaJdto:mitch(~categow5studios.com >> wrote: 

I recommend either Abba Shapiro, Jeffly Gmenberg, Richard Harrington or Maxim Jago. All of these trainers provide excellent courses and are they are Adobe 

Certified. Additiona]ly, They have a two-day crash course for pro editors which I took at NAB. It was excellent. Good Luck! 

http:#www.richardhamngtonblog.com/contact/paidsupporg 

http:i/ww~v.linkeddn.com"i~ieffgreenberg 
http://www.linkedin.com/pub/abba- shapiro/I/264/964 

http:i/ww~v maximiago.com" 

Mitch Jacobson 

Category- 5 Enteflaimnent, NYC 

On Tue, May 28, 2013 at 4:34 PM, Aaron Greer <agreerl~luc.edu<mailto:agreerl(~lnc.edu>> wrote: 

I’m trying to arrange training in Premiere for some of my colleagues as we navigate the transition from FCP 7 to Adobe. 

I’ve looked into some of the Adobe certified trainers, BUT "the cost of tbrmal, certified training doesn’t seem worth it given the small number of people needing 

training, the existence of online tutorials for supplementary help and the fact that all the people involved are experienced NLE editors already (many w/some past 

exposure to Premiere). We need something between a trainer and a tutor. 

I’ve wrangled a budget fro,n the Dean commensurate wi freelance editor pay in order to be able to hire someone to tutor us for a couple days, but I’m not sure how 

bes~t to find someone who both knows the so~vare well and has some experience teaching/training. 

Anyone on this listserv have advice or know someone in the region they could refer me to’? 

Many thanks, 

Aaacon 

Aaron Gmer, MFA 
Film & Digital Media Program Director 
School of Communication 
Loyola University Chicago 
Phone # 312-915-6827 
Fax # 312-915-6955 

’][’his list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv(gblistse~v.american.eduqnailto:listserv(~listserv.american.edu>: subscribe 

UFVAI~IST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to 

lis~tserv~lis~tserv.american.edu<ma~lto:listserv~listserv.anmrican.edu>: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this comnmnd in bod~v ofemail with nothing else) Posting 

Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-nmil to UFVALIST-L~lis~tserv.american.edn<nm~lto:UFVAl,IST- L~listserv.american.edu> 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message "to lis~tserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your tirst and last n~une.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this comm~md in 
body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-,nail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 

’][’his list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following ,nessage to lis~tserv@listse~w.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last name.) You can leave a lifft by sending the following command to listserv@lis~tse~v’.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.an~erican.edn 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

N.C. African American Heritage Commission <michelle.lanier@ncdcr.gov> 

~Vednesday, May 29, 2013 10:18 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Explore Atiican American Memo~ and "the Civil War with the Friends of the State Archives 

You’re receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in the N.C. African American 
Heritage Commission. Don’t forget to add michelle.lanier@ncdcr,gov to your address book so we’ll be 
sure to land in your inbox! 
You may unsubscribe if: you no longer wish to receive our emails. 



Forward email 

rh~s email was sent to regester@emaiLunc~edu b~’ __m_j_c__h__e_!!_e_:!_a__n__Le_!~@_!~__c__d__c_[:g__o__v. :: 
Update Prof:ile/Email Addiess Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribef’~ Piivao/Policy, 

North Carolina Department of Cultural Resources:: 109 East Jones Street i Raleigh IIC ::27601 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Indiana University Press <iupress@indiana.tm00.com> 

~Vednesday, May 29, 2013 1:47 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regesler@emml.nnc.edu-* 

Summertime slu@ in Jewish s~udies 

Dear Charlene Regester, 

The following is an email update based on the interests chosen in your profile. To 
ensure you continue to receive emails that ONLY match your preferences, be sure to 
edit your profile to refine what we send you. 

The 4.dkh Auuua] Assodation of Jewish IJbraries Coni’~reuee kakes p~aee June 16----=~9~ 2ol3 

The 29ti",. AmmaI Meed~’,.g of the Assodation for Israel Studies tab~s piaee dur, e 24.----2~, 
~o<~ ai UCL.,\ in Los Asgeles. CaiKbrrda. 

Compeehensive I/-iddish-English Dictionar~d, bk:~i*~d b9 Soio~ [£?~nJ~M 

Compreher, sive Yiddis}> Er, giis~ Dickiona~T su~>asses ai~ its predecessors 

dialect Ibrms. 

JOURNAI.N 

I?ff£’\D FOR FREE: Gersonides’ Naturalistic Account of Providence in IJght of the Book of 
Animals, .kb m,’a <}azbl 

shaped b} present pereeptious. 
READ about the ediiorial change at ,r~Ts*or~i & 3/emor9’ at our b]og. 

oit/ldiscipli~;a U schol arsi~ip o~; israeli hist~ry, poli tics, sodet)’, and cul u~re, 

FOR {<R}’;E: Introduction to Shared Narradves----A Palestinian--israeli Dialogue 

-h. wis}? Ame~4caE~ War Ndffon of :t948~ OE~ Ore" blog. 

N{~f~i~t----A ,iour~mi of ,] ewisi",. \,Vome~’,.’s Studies & Oeuder Issues, Edh~d 5 
,~&@ ~mm, ed -- ;<c~him, provTdes an intersath ~nal, k~t.rd~sdpiinaW m.,ademb ibrum in ,JewTsh 
WOmUE~’S aE~d gender sttxd]es, READ moE’e aboa[: [h{ nm~, issu{ Feminist Receptions of Biblical 
Women o~ our 

i)<~g! b~r ---- Pro,~!,%xgs provi des a fore m~ for L]~e growl n g field of ,] ewisl~ ]i tera <v stu dies, 



~*REE ~,%~ EtMeal Z~onist: des~s i~ A A Kabak’s Bemis]~’ol ha[sar~ by ?,,%l)~s}~ Wei~;,l~g~. r 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edu~ 

~Vednesday, May 29, 2013 2:06 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

June Brings New Exhibitions & Happenings 

Saturday, 1 June 
Morning Session: 10:30 AM - 12:30 PM 

Afternoon Session: 1:00 - 2:30 PM 

Designed for 6- to 9-year-oids, Art Adventures sessions provide kids with 

a ~luided view of art in the Ackl,and’s ~al,ieries, foil.owed by the opportunity 

to create take-home treasures |n an adjacent art studio usin~ newl,y- 

learned art-mak|n~ techniques. 

This month, be inspired by ceramic bowls in the Ackiand Art Museum’s 

Chinese col,lection and create your own artwork that’s both pretty and has 

a purpose. Materials are provided. 

~’ Free for Ackland Members, $5 non-members. 

Space is limited. Re~ster online! 

Upcoming sessions: 

6 Jul,y 2013 - Painting as a Place 

3 August 2013 - Storyteil,ing through Art 

Tuesdays, 4 June and 18 June, 12:00-1:00 PM 



best yoga deal in town continues through the summer[ 

These hour-long sessions offered by registered yoga teacher Joanne Marshall 

provide an opportunity to practice a series of gentle yoga poses inspired by 

the art at the Ackiand. Beginners are welcome. Yoga mats are provided. 

Wear comfortable clothing that wil[ allow you to stretch. 

~ Free for Ackland Members, $5 non-members. 

Space is limited; feaster online! 

:’~Drawing for Tweens 

¯ ~ Saturday, 8 June 

10:30 AM - 12:00 PM 

Register! 

Drawing in the Galleries 
(for ~rown-ups 0 

Saturday, 8 June 

10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

Free and open to the 
pubtic! 

Adding to the Mix 6: Raymond 

Jonson’s Abstract Naught (1930) 
This exhibition explores two divergent themes -- 

landscape conventions of the American West and 

serial artistic production -- using the recently 

acquired painting Abstract Naught (1930) by New 

Mexico artist Raymond Jonson as a focus. Learn 

more. 

In Pursuit of Strangeness: Wyeth 
and Westermann in Dialogue 
Through works by Andrew Wyeth and H.C. 

Westermann, In Pursuit of Strangeness considers diverse responses in 

American art to the "uncanny" home, as weil as domestic architecture’s 



rote in defining the boundaries between oursetves and the outside world. 

Learn more. 

Shopping for that speciat guy in your rife is easy at the Acktand Museum 

Store! Come see the Store’s wide setection of gifts and greeting cards! 

~ It pays (back!) to be an Ackland Member! 

Throughout this e-news, a green asterisk (~) has appeared near money- 

saving moments avai[abte to Acktand Art Museum Members. 

Become a member today! Start saving, enjoy that Museum Store 

discount, and know that you are supporting the AcMand’s exhibitions and 

programs! 

THANK YOU! 
The Ack[and’s exhibitions and 

public programs are made possible 

by generous support from Ack[and 

Art Museum Members and friends 

tike you. Become a member of the 

Acktand Art Museum today! 

Do you have comments or questions about 

this e-news? Send an emait to the editor. 

Bucd Painter, Greek: Vessel (Neck Amphore) wfth 

Apollo, Leto, ondArtemfs, c. 540-530 BCE; terra 

cotta, Mack-figure ware. Acktand Fund. 

Atbert Bierstadt, American, 1830-1902: Blue 

,Mountefn end Leke, 1857-1862; oit on paper, 

mounted on board. Gift of Chartes Tare. 

Mike Libby, Bee, 2011. 

Norman Kent, American, 1903-1972: Young, Boy 

Drewfng’, 1930; linoleum-cut. Burton Emmett 

Cogection. 

Raymond Jonson, American, 1891-1982: Abstrect 

Neug,ht, 1930; oit on canvas. Acktand Fund. © The 

Raymond Jonson Collection, University of New 

Mexico Art Museum, Albuquerque. 

Eugene G rasset, French, 1841-191 7: June, from 

Les Mofs, 1895; corot wood engraving. 

Forward this email 



This emai[ was sent to regesLer(~lemail.unc.edu by esbowles@ernail.unc.edu :: 
Update Profile/Emai[ Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privao/Policy, 

Ackland Art IVluseum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: :[0:[ S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NCi27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-no~ply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

(LinkedIn Invitations) <invitations@linkedin.com> 

Wednesday, May 29, 2013 5:38 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.nnc.edu-~ 

invitation is waiting for your lesponse 

I N:. Lin kedln 

Hi Charlene, 

sent you an invitation to connect 3 days ago. How would you like to respond? 

bus 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEAi Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa <info~smeascholars.org@mai143.wdc03.rsgsv.net> 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 10:45 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

DEADLINE TODAY: "Call tbr Papers" 2013 AlmuaJ Cont~rence 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

*** CALL FOR PAPERS *** 
Sixth Anm~a~ ASMEA Conference 

Tides of Change: Looking Back and Forging Ahead 
in the Middle East & Africa 

November 21-23, 2013 
Key Bridge Marriott Hotel * Washington, D.C. 

ASMEA is currently seeking proposals for paper presentations at the Sixth Annua~ Conference. Members from 

any discipline, tendred or untenured faculty, or those otheP,,vise affiliated with a recognized research institution, 

may submit proposais te pr~!semt at the Conference!. Unic!u¢~ prol;osu, ls from senior graduate! sbJcients (ABD) 

will also be considered. Abstracts on topics reiated to the Middle East and Africa should consist of a one-page 

outiine of newand unpubiished research A recent C.V with all contact data also must be included with name. 

e-marl, phone number, and affflial:ion The ~e;~dtine for propos;~s is T}~arsday, ~.~ay 38, 2913. Propos;~ls aad 

C.V.s can be submitted HERE. 

Any questions or for more information, contact ASMEA at 202.4298860 or info@asmeascholars,orq 

Asseciation for the Study of the Middle East and Africa 

www, asmeas~holars.org 

U nsubscribe regester@email.unc.edu from this list I Forward to a friend I Update your profile 

You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website www asmeascholars.org. 

Our mailing address is: 

ASMEA 

PO Box 33699 

Washington, EC 20033 

Add us to your address book 

Copyright (C) 2013 ASMEA A!! rights reserved 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 l:00 PM 
~reensociety-announce@dnke.edu; tilm-video <tilm-video@duke.edu>; Literature Program ~Jiterature@duke.edtv% intlhouse@duke.edn 

**Tonigh@7pm--Nasher Museum & Screech/Society p~esent "In a Dream" (debut of the ’Dinner and a Movie’ snmmer series) 

Please distribtlte ~,idely ~ 
Screen!Society presents..° 

TON~GHT~Thursday May 30, 7pro: 

In a Dream 

- Debut of the Dinner and a Movie summer series 
at the Nasher Museum of Art! 

Download PDF Fl.ve~ [ More Info == 

In A Dream (Jeremiah Zagar, 200& 80 rain, USA, English, Color, DVD) 

Over the past four decades, artist I~iah Zagar has covered more than 50,000 ~uare tbet of Philadelphia with stunning mosaic muraJs 

In A Dream is a documentary Ibature film that chronicles his work and his tumultuons relationship with his wit~, Julia. 



htlp:A/ami.duke.edu/screensocietv 

iiii,,~~~::’,ii : hokazak@duke.edu 



::,~:~,~::~ ii::~: http://ami.du ke.edu/screensociety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Facets Multi-Media <wholesale@facets.org> 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 2:04 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Now Available from Facets - Part Documentary, Part Political Thriller 

~:: As Goes Janesville As Goes .]anesville reports from ground zero of the 
recession-ridden heartland. When bankrupt General 
Motors shut down their century-old plant in .]anesville, 
Wisconsin, in 2008, thousands of workers lost their jobs. 

Meanwhile, local business leaders seized the moment to 
woo new companies with the promise of lower wages, 
reduced regulation, and tax breaks. 

iXi View <i>As Goes 

ille</i> clip                        211 Order DVD 

Prefab People Shot in a gritty documentary style, B~la Tarr’s third film 
is a relentlessly realistic portrait of a young working- 
class couple suffering the everyday stresses of marriage. 
Beginning with a terrible argument between husband 
and wife, Tarr subsequently examines the minute details 
of his character’s lives to see what brought them to this 

moment. 

2:1 View Prefab People clip 

:~i:il Order DVD 

This email was sent to regester@email.unc.edu by wholesale@facets.orq 

Update Profile/[mail Address :: Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeT" Privacy Policy. 

Facets Nulti-Nedia, Inc. I 1517 W. Fullerton Ave. I Chicago I IL I 60614 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

StudentFilmmakers Magazine <newcinema@smdentfilmmakers.com> 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 6:25 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

See and Touch the New Atomos Samurai Blade - Cine Gear Expo, Hollywood CA 

us to offer a comprehel:sive tooi set that an? test englneel- wouid be proud of" 

iX Samu~ on RED X Ninia 2 on Sony FS]00 





Fro~: 

~ent: 

To~ 

Subject: 

Diane Lucas <membe~.~@unc4v.oLg> 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 7:01 

RegesteL Charlene B qegester@email.unc.edu> 

Race to the Finish Starts Saturdayl 

The UNC-I%’ e-Guide - Since 20021 

Dear Charlene, 

The warm breeze el summer begins just as UNC-TV’s fiscal year 
draws to a close! W~II you help us reach our annual fundraising goal 
this year’? It’s eas,,, and secure to contribute online here. Enioy all the 
great programs of UNC-’R/’s Race to the Finish, Saturday, Juno 1, 
through Sunday, June 9. 

Things kick off this Saturday morning, at 10 i~i Drop 7 Foods videc 

AM, as Healthy Hormones: Brain-8ody preview! 
Fitf~ess #if[educes us to a paRe~ of exports 
for ~ns~ghts ~nto natural ways to balance 
hormones, lose weight and reduce 
hd~ammafion. At 11 AM, D~op 7 Foods, 
Fee~ Better Fast w~th JJ V~rg~ explains how food intolerance can 
thwart weight loss. 

~ii Soul T~ain video 
The early afternoon brings us music from 

...... preview! The Best of Soul Train, at 1 PM, as hos~ 
Don Cornelius and the Sou[ Train Dancers 
groove to the biggest names in sold for th~s 
a ~star tr bute. The 
2:30 PM w~th ~otown: 

w~th songs by The Templations, The Four Tops, Marvin Gaye, The 
Supremes and many more. 

A~ 4:30 PM, we preserfl Dr. Howard Murad--LIVE-- in ~he UNC~TV 
studio for the premiere era Younger You with Dr. Howard ~urad, 
as he explains how to slow down the aging process. In this new 
program, Dr. Murad explores the connection between overall cellular 
health and aging and reveals the fruits of decades of research 
establishing that good health and a youthful appearance are linked to 
our cells’ ability to hold the water needed to function at their peak. 

Rick Stoves’ Delicious Europe captures insights on classic 
Eurepean cuisine in Galicia, Rome and Greece at 6 PM. 

The music returns at 6:30 PM on Saturday 
night, as we present a ~ribute to ~he late 
gospel legend George Beverly Shea. Enjoy 
a rich mix of rare archival footage, 
contemporary perle[mantes and personal 
interviews during George Beverly $hea: 
The Wo~der of ~t 

George Beverly Silea 
video pF~,~iew! 

Under the Street~amp delivePs an electrifying concert of classic hits 
a~ 8 PM from the cast of ~he Tony-Award winning musical Je~ey 
Boys. These four magnetic vocalists bdng their unktue Mend of fight 
han~on~es and s~ck dance moves to yo~r favodte Doo-Wop, Motown, 
and o~d time Rock ’n’ Roll hits flora The Drifters, The Beach Boys, The 

Beatles, The Four Seasons, and more. 

~i John Denver Concert John Denver Rocky Mountain High Live 

....... video preview! in Japan ~akes ~he stage at 9:30 PM, and 

this 1981 concert I~atures a wonderlul 
selection of hits from his career, including 

I 
four of h~s five No. 1 hits: "Annie’s Song 
"Calypso," "Sunshine On My Shoulder" 

and "Thank God I’m A Country Boy." TMs performance finds Denver 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



and his band in terrific form, delighting an enthusiastic audience that 
included Japan’s Royal Family~ 

On Sunday, at 10 AM, travel fans are sure ixi Rick Stoves’ vidao 
to enjoy Rick Breves’ Europe Travel " " preview! 
SkillS, as Rick shares his best tips on 
eating well, sleeping smart and staying 
s,3fe, g~eaned from over 30 ye,3rs of smmt 
travels along his favodte 3,000 mi~e ’Best of 
Europe’ loop. R~ck continues h~s journey on R~ck Stoves’ Delicious 
Europe at 12 PM, followed by John Denver Rocky ~ounta~n Nigh 
Live in Japan at 1 PM. 

Enjoy fl~e Peter, Paul & I~ary--25th 
._..~i Peter, Paul & Mar! 

Anniversary Concert ,3t 2:30 PM on video preview! 

Sund,3y, as this 1986 special showcases 
the talents of this legendary folk trio 

I perlorming songs ~ha[ became pan of the 
soundtr,3ck of ,3 generation. The folk theme 

continues at 4:30 PM, as Woody Guthrie at t00! Live at the 
Kennedy Center celebrates America’s g[ea[es~ Iolk musician with 
peff[omances by Jackson Browne, Ani DiFranco, John Mellencamp 
and more. 

3 Steps to ~neredib~e Health with Joel    ixi .Joel Fuhrman video 
Fuhrman, WtD. oilers a healthy, eIIective ....... pr,~viewi 
,3nd scientifically proven p~an for shedding 
weight quickly st 6 PM, as Dr. Fuhrman 
joins u~LIVE~in the UNC-~’ studio. A~ 
8 PM. Sunday evening comes to a c~ose 
w~th the re~ax~ng sounds of Great Performances; Andrea Bocell~ 
L~ve in Central Pa~k, as the superstar tenor offe~ sn a~ fresco 
pedommnce w~th the New York Philharmonic. 

CO[~NG NEXT WEEK: 
Monday, June 3 
8 PM - Omni Health Revolution with Tana Amen, RN & Dr. 
Danie~ Amen, MD 
10 PM - HeaJthy Hormones: Brain-Body Fitness 

8 PM - Ba~t Bacharach’s Best [] 
9:30 PM - Great Performances--Tony Bennett: Duets ~1 [] 

8 PM - ’70s & ’80s Soui Rewind [] 
10 PM - Sam Cooke--Legend [] 

9:30 PM 3 Steps to incredib~e Health[ with Joel Fuhrman, ~4,O. [] 

To browse video previe,t,~s Ior Race to The Finish, visit our video channel here. To review ~he entire list el 
programs, visit our online schedule here. Ready to make a contribution hOWl Just click here~ For behind the 
scenes pictures, more video clips and the latest programming information, keep up with us on FacebooM 

As always, [hank you for wa[ching and supporting UNC-TV. 

Regards, 

Diane Lucas 
Director of Programming & Education Services 

Member ouppo~ted UNC-TV 

[ ~j FolIow UNC-TV on ~j FolIow UNC-T\ .... 
Facebook! Twitter! 

Fen’yard this message ~o a frien(L 

Unsubscribe or change your emai[ preferences, 

d By Convio 





CLICK HERE TO BE ON YOUR 

Douglas S. Dlbbert ’7o 

President 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-no~ply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Linkedln Today <news@linkedin.com~ 

Friday, May 31, 2013 8:31 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-* 

Top news for Chmiene: Believe It or Not, The U.S. Is In a Better Position Today Th~ Ever 

...... ~BAAp#i~,~Fo~J~ JUSt One 
One Essay 

......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

~tsa¢in#uistic ~ Miracle," Says Professo~ 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

....... Ne~orking ~t D~, Or Conference 
Any Conf ...... 

~~:::~:::~ :::.:::~: The 



...... MBAApplicants For Just Just One Essay 
One Essay 

.i::::.iii ;:i: ii!i..i::i ii:!:: :::::ii :..iii:i :K:i:.il L~st yea..’, H~p,m..’d 

iiiiiiiii~ 

iiiii i 
i~.~      iiiiiiiiii 

i~i Student Test Scores 

: : ShowThat’Grit’ Is More ~n~portant Than iQ 

Important Than IQ 

Follow channels to customize what you see in this email Se8 more 

~ 

~ Entreprer~eurship & 
Socia~ Impact 

Business 

~ ~~:: ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

(hey House Publishing <ofiErs~greyhouse.com> 

Friday, May 31, 2013 11:30 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Come Visit Us at the New Jersey Libra~ Association ContErence, Booth #109 

GREYHOUSEPUBLISHING ......................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Visit Our Booth #109 at the 
New Jersey Library Association 
Conference 
June 4-5, 20"13 Atlantic City, NJ 

Pick Up Your Free Button or Poster! 



see ai: 

*A maximum value el $750 

Forward email 

] 

This email was sent to regester@emaiLunc.edu by offe[s~’~tl~¥h£~[a~:~gm 
Update Profile/Email Address ]:nstant iemeval ~’~itil Saf:eUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

Grey House Publishing 4919 Route 22 :: PO Box 56 :: Amenia :: NY :: 12501 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richard Topham Jr. <admin@pm- sound.corn> 

Friday, May 31, 2013 12:25 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emaJ4.unc.edu> 

June 2013 Newsletter 

View as Web Page Subscribe Send to a Friend 

Professional Sound Services 
www, pro-sound.com 

NEW YORK NEW ORLEANS 
311 West 43rd Street, Suite #1100 1515 South Salcedo Street, Suite #130 

New York, NY 10035 New Orleans, LA 70125 

Tel: 212.586.1033 = Toll Free: 800.883.1033 Tel: 504.308.7112 =Toil Free: 855.309.7112 

JUNE 2013 NEWSLETTER 

Production Hound 

(Credit: ._h_t_t_p__;ZZ y_~:_w__w_:~_r_9__d_u__c_tj _o_&~29~ Ln___d_:__c_o_m ) 

According to the Freelancers Union 1 out of 3 workers are freelancers. If you count temps, part- 
timers, contractors and those under-employed, about 42 million Americans, or a third of the 
workforce, are self-employed. Breaking down those numbers even further, about 6.8% of 
freelancers work in media-related fields. 



Shop Now 

Rental 

Service 

Education 

Trade Shows 

Staff 

Office 

Past Newsletters 

Though the unemployment rate is down to 7.7%, Americans are starting to look for alternative 
answers to a destabilized traditional workforce. Enter the freelancer. In a society that has 
become dominated by social media, the freelancing format is an ideal model which places 
emphasis on connectivity and competitive cooperation. Without the traditional top-down 
business model restricting career growth, you could even argue freelancers work in a more 
democratic system than regular 9-5ers. 

However, freelancers are subjected to disadvantages in receiving fair payment, lack of regular 
hours, no insurance and really no protection from poorly managed companies. Prior to today, 
there was no streamlined way for freelancers to hold production companies accountable or to 
enforce some form of reprimand for mismanagement. But on Thursday, that all changed with the 
launching of Production Hound. 

Production Hound is the brain child of New York-based freelance sound engineer Donny Tam. This 
site is a production company rating system for freelancers where they can also voice their 
experiences (either positive or negative) and provide other peers with useful information before 
they book future jobs. 

With over 20 years of production experience, Tam has gone through almost every situation you 
could imagine. Since he started in the industry common situations he often overheard were 
stories of companies who had cheated colleagues out of money, took too long to pay or 
mismanaged production on the day of the shoot. 

"[Production Hound] started more about getting paid, plain and simple. Then when it 
happened to me and there were no repercussions to the company other than to 

add another story to the mix and continue to pass along forewarnings to peers via 
word of mouth, I knew a better system had to be developed. Looking back, the 
situation would always bode worse for us, the freelancers. For example, say I would 
have complained, that would have lead not only to my non-payment, but almost 
certainly loss of a client as weft. So basically, when I set out to create Production 
Hound I wanted to provide a system to hold companies accountable for late/no 
payment and overall poor production execution without putting the freelancer at 

risk. " 

On top of creating a collaborative space for freelancers to crowd source information about potential employers 
Production Hound also ensures the users anonymity is protected. This way the freelancer can feel comfortable 
about giving a production company an honest rating without the anxiety of r~taliation from a poor review. 
Production Hound has been two years in the making, taking time to compile company information, 
Iogos and overall web design to make it as user-friendly as possible. When you navigate to the 
site you will see there are four categories: Prompt Payment, Organization, Standards of 
Production, and Work Environment. Each category accompanied with a 10 star rating and then 
the Overall Score which is displayed next to the production company name on the site. In 
addition, users are also encouraged to leave additional comments to further expand on their 
experience and better inform peers of the company. 

PRODUCTION HOUND WEBPAGE 

There is no other data base like Production Hound and Donny hopes people will reference the website before and 
after booking jobs and rate as often as possible. "It is just as important and helpful to rate the good 
companies in addition to the bad. The more people rate the better data base we can build. " 

So pass along the good word to all your friends doing the freelancing gig! Finally, a website aimed 
to benefit and protect the freelancer. 

S~ce:http://tv~rr~snbc~c~rn/2~-3/~3/22/f:ree~ar~ce-w~rkers~nite-~r-w~rkp~ace-ri~hts/ 



iBOOKS Available at the Apple iBookStore 

~:: V1 Book Cover in iPad 

LOCATION AUDIO SIMPLIFIED: VOLUME I 

This iBook for the iPad is packed with all kinds of interactive images and diagrams, sound files to 
demonstrate audio concepts and theory, and over 35 videos to walk you through complex 
equipment setups, micing techniques, booming skills and much, much more. 
Click on the image above or the link below to learn more and download it now for $39.99. 
Location Audio Simplified V~. - S. Dean Miles 

~’-’i V2 Book Cover in iPad 

LOCATION AUDIO SIMPLIFIED: VOLUME 2 
This iBook for the iPad adds even more step-by-step set-ups, calibration procedures, interactive 
photos, detailed videos and a whole lot more. 
But what VOLUME 2 really brings to the table are the insights of a 20-year pro into the realities 
of working as part of a professional video crew and building a successful career. 
Click on the image above or the link below to learn more and download it now for $29.99. 
Location Audio Simplified V2 - S. Dean Miles 



Don ny Tam just launched a new website, 
._h__t_t_p_:y_y_’_w__w_~_v_=p__L_o_d_~Lc_t_Lo_r:_h___o_u__L3~_:_~_~_~:_.. Here fr eela n cers ca n ra te a n d r esea rch 
production companies based on several metrics, including prompt 
payment, organization, standards of production, and work environment. 
It’s a great place to read about the experiences of other freelancers 
with production companies before you sign up for that gig! 

Another good friend of mine S. Dean Miles just released his book Location 
._A_£L_d_L_o___S_’_L_m__P__LL~_L_e_d_. on the Apple iTunes/iBookStore platform. You can now 
download the digital book instantly from the links in the above article 
and start learning the tricks of the trade tonight. The physical copy is 

also available on pro-sound.eor’n as well as links to the iTunes digital versions located in the 
product description part of the page. 

Pro-sound is now a proud partner of the Brool<lyn ¥ounq Filmmal<ers Center (BYFC). It’s great to be 
able to share my experience and personal stories with both emerging audio technicians and 
community members who have never before thought of sound as a profession and art. Iv]ore info 
is available in our newsletter article "Community Building Through Filmmaking." The next scheduled 

event is on Tips On Runnirlq a WelI-Or£1anized Low Budqet Set - Careers irl Film Salon June 18th 

This was a bloop-light 3[ made for Bill Daly over 20 years ago. Tt was hooked to his vest for 
documentaries. The Clifton Police called me to see what it was. T told them, but they already 
blew it up. 
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Here is a video from our booth at NAB 2013. It includes a brief rundown of Professional Sound 
Services, our New Orleans store, the new Audio Limited En2 Series, and the new Zaxcom Maxx! 
Check it out! 



Pro-Sound, in a move to expand its educational programming beyond academic and business 
settings into the broader community, is pleased to announce its partnership with Brool<lyn Younq 
._F_~_L_n:__n:_a__!~#_Ls____C_’__e__n__t_#__r__L__B_!:E_C_], a non-profit based in Clinton Hill. Pro-Sound is a sponsor of BYFC’s new 
online People’s Hollywood 411 .Service Directory for Grassroots Productions, and will be presenting 
Sound Clinics at BYFC monthly, third Tuesday, Careers in Film Salon Series. 

Brooklyn Young Filmmakers is establishing a "People’s Hollywood" by recruiting local businesses 
and artists to help create an educational, networking, and production hub for grassroots 
filmmakers (with projects mostly under $5,000)~ A key building block is the 4.t:[ Service Directory, 
which features a.__C:_’._[’__e__’_w____~__o__&[’__d_~ a _L_ _o_ _ _c_ _a_ _t_ j _ _q [3 #_ _ _ _B_ _o_ ~! _r_ _d_ . , and a ._N___u__sj__c_La___n__s_ and Artists Board. These resources 
are willing to negotiate fees compatible with a grassroots production’s budget. Featured in 

BYFC’s initial roll-out of resources are profiles of the first batches of neiqhborhood Iocatior~s and 
musicians. 

Sound is the first department being launched on the BYFC Crew Board, with profiles of emerging 
sound engineers and interns vetted by Pro-Sound. In grassroots guerrilla filmmaking, sound is 
often the most neglected, ill-prepared department and what can most easily ruin the view-ability 
of a low budget film. Online applications are available for crew members, businesses, artists, 
musicians, and, who want to be included in the online Service Directory. Pro-Sound is offering a 
10% discount on a week of rentals to both resources that register to be featured in the service 

directory and to grassroots film productions that use any resource in the Service Directory. In 
addition to the workshops Pro-Sound holds each month in its NYC store or on-location at various 
colleges and private businesses, it will also be holding a monthly People’s Hollywood Sound Clinic 
in Brooklyn. 

Rich, after giving his first ever Sound Seminar in Brooklyn at Brooklyn Young Filmmakers May 21 
Careers in Film Salon held at Kapella’s Beauty Salon on Myrtle Avenue, reflected, "It’s great to be 
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Topl’lam, five-time Emmy winner and Pro-Sound founder and education guru, believes the 
culturally, economically, and educationally diverse Clinton Hill/Fort Greene neighborhood Brooklyn 
Young Filmmakers is located in is the perfect place to establish a People’s Hollywood. In addition 
to the neighborhood being home to Lonq island University and Pratt University (which is building a 
new Film Sehoo0, Brooklyn College will soon have a home for its Graduate Level Film Proqram on the 
Steiner Studio campus in the Brook[~ Nav~’Yard. Rich has taught sound at universities across 
the country including Hunter College, Colombia, USC, and Yale. He supports the People’s 
Hollywood goal of coaxing university students out into the field in their local communities to seek 
collaborators and support for their film projects, while they in turn become educators to 
community members and patronize local businesses and artists. 



able to share my experience and personal stories with both emerging audio technicians and 
community members who have never before thought of sound as a profession and art." 

Brooklyn Young Filmmakers director and founder, Tra¥ce Gardner, has for years been developing 
educational curriculum and formats to introduce the diverse working-class careers in film, and 
how to survive a freelancer’s unique lifestyle, to adults and teens who know nothing about the 
entertainment industry. BYFC, through its MAKE A FILM Class Series, which it offers twice a year in 
collaboration with NYC Colleqe of Technoloqy’s Division of Continuinq Education, has produced ten short 
films since 2008, and has graduates who have gone on to paid film work and to make their own 
films. 

With the creation of the People’s Hollywood 411 Service Directory, BYFC’s long-term goal of 
creating a production hub for grassroots productions is finally being realized. One of the 
productions BYFC is currently assisting is FAMILY, a new web series about four black gay women 
living in Brooklyn. Chanelle Pearson, it’s first-time Director is also a Producer of the recently 
theatrically released _A___N____C_&_V_E&_&L_M__?___L_L%C_’__A_T__I__C?__N____~E__~_~_&_~_E~_~_T_~.. By helping grassroots productions like 
FAMILY improve upon their production values, BYFC can also generate more hands-on internship 
placements for teens and adults who take its introductory classes and seminars. 

Trayce agrees that her neighborhood is the perfect place to establish a People’s Hollywood. 
"$teiner Studios, New York City’s rapidly expanding East Coast Hollywood, is five minutes’ walk 
away. The Mayor’s Office of Films Made [rl New York PA Proqram also has an office in the Brooklyn 
Navy Yard. The growth of big budget film production in the area has created the incentive for 
local residents and businesses to become educated about film production and how to be part of 
it. This neighborhood is also rich with all the arts that can support film production. BONYA is here. 
Close-by the Downtown Cultural District is busy raising new buildings next door to the Barclay Center. 
In neighboring Dumbo the [~__a___d___e___j_r~____N___Y____~__e___d_L_a_____C_’__e__r~_t_#__r. will soon open. Yet in the part of the 
neighborhood BYFC is based in, which includes the Ingersol, Farragut, and Whitman Houses in 
Fort Greene public housing, there is no large cultural center." 

Brooklyn Young Filmmakers, by recruiting local business locations to be locations for People’s 
Hollywood projects, is following the lead of the Myrtle Avenue Brooklyn Partnership, a commercial 
revitalization non-profit, and a BYFC supporter, which has produced numerous public art projects 
that have been creative partnerships between artists and businesses, 

Brooklyn Young Filmmakers’ .~--u-r~-e--~---~-Lh~-~.-"-~--~-::-9--p--~-~-‘..~-~-a-.Le--#-~:-s--.L-n--E[j-~&.~#-~.~ ($5) is being hosted by the 
Falal:el House (407 Myrtle Avenue), a People’s Hollywood Location. BYFC Director, Trayce Gardner, 
will give the primary presentation "Tips on Running a Well-Organized, Cost-Efficient Low Budget 
Set for a Short Film". Other segments of the salon include a videotaped interview with a Made In 
NY PA graduate and a Sound Clinic where Pro-Sound will introduce sound equipment and answer 
sound questions. The Careers in Film Salon Series is made possible in part by the New York 
State Council on the Arts funds administered by the Brooklyn Arts Council, and by public 
funds from the New York City Department of Cultural Affairs, 

For more information on Brooklyn Young Filmmakers Center: www.wearebyfc.orq / 
communityfilm@wearebyfc.org (718) 935-0490. 



@._P_.r_~._S_~u__~_.d__..N_~ NYC sound recordist Richard Hart showing off his custom "Skunk" @~_¥~_.o__t_..e_~_l~ 
Windjammer on location, pi¢.twitter.¢om/TBJWwGqTNY 
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"Day 70 of 70 and I’m gonna make through today on this HD. Life is good! What timing!" .B_E.a__cl_!~_y_ 
William 
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"New cart config, Deva is backup for now." -- Brett Grant-Grierson 
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The PSS Rental Staff is available 
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Package together. 
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PSS Credit Application 

Click on the form above to 
print out yours today! 

If you use Facebook then 
please take a moment to 
add PSS to your pFofile. All you 
have to do is click here and 
then click the link at the upper 
middle part of the page next 
to Professional Sound 
Services that says "+1 
Become a Fan". It only takes 
a moment and then you can 
easily locate other PSS 
members and see the latest 
updates, 
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session the other evening. The bass player said he rarely ever uses the instrument because it’s 
in such poor shape. The mics helped the bass sound GREAT in the recording! The bass player told 
me the sound 3[ got with the CU-55s makes him feel like playing his acoustic bass more and he’s 
~joing to get the bass fixed up. [ suppose we can say that Sanken mics have created inspiration!" 
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"My day at the office yesterday. [ was using Sounddevies 788T, Lectrosonics SR/SMv, DPA 4071 
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Some of the windshield room production team, joined by Rhiannon from sales (L-R: Kim, Rhiannon & Donna) -- 
in Stroud, Enqland. 
Rycote 
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Sounds-like-a-summer-movie jpg 

Image Credit: Marvel Studios 

With Iron Man 3 officially kicking off the summer box office race, it’s only fitting that the film also 

launch our new series Sounds like a Summer Movie in which we find out how the sounds that 
bring blockbusters to life were created. In the case of Iron Man 3, it involved stealth recording 
at Toys ’R’ Us, a visit to the firing range, and some remote-controlled jets. Warning: light spoilers 
ahead. 

"The most important sound of the movie is going to be the sound of the suit because it’s Iron 
Man," says supervising sound editor Mark Stoeckinger, a three-time Oscar nominee 
for Face/Off, Star Trek, and Unstoppable. "Metal is usually harsh and grates on people’s nerves, 
but the fact is, there’s a lot of it in Iron Plan, so you’ve got to find a way to make that 
interesting. So we just recorded a lot of various metal objects and mic’d them in certain ways, 
filtered and processed those recordings so they weren’t just bright and edgy, and used all sorts 
of plug-ins to help make a lot of different notes like a musical instrument." 

[ ~ Iron-Man-3.jpg ] 

Image Credit: Marvel/Disney 

His team got particularly creative for the servo sounds (the power actuators that move Iron 
Man’s suit every time he moves). They went out and recorded radio-controlled jets both flying 
and stationary. Even more fun: "You know how little kids have those little electric cars that 
they’ll get in and go about two or three miles an hour? When those aren’t running, if you take the 
wheels and you rock ’em back and forth, they kinda make that err.., errr servo sound. We didn’t 
really want to buy one, so we went and looked at Craigslist for ones that people were looking to 
give away because they weren’t working," Stoeckinger says, laughing. "Our first foray into that," 
he admits, "was going into a Toys ’R’ Us late at night when nobody was paying attention and 
recording some of them on the display wall, just to get an idea of what we wanted. Some of 
those sounds were more for the leg sounds -- the legs of Iron Patriot. You just record a whole 
palette of that, like, ’Ah, I think that will be good for that."Yeah, that might be good for this.’ 
There was a lot of trial and error." 

Visually, the various Iron Man prototypes (or marks) who come to Tony Stark’s rescue in the 
climactic scene were different, so sonically, they’re unique to a certain point, too, Stoeckinger 
notes. "Each suit had its own schtick, so to speak, and whatever that was had to be 
accentuated," he says. "Yeah, they have to sound like big metal, but you find, like, a helicopter 
startup wind sound for the Hulkbuster that runs in and holds up the crane just because it has a 
long tension build, almost like a piece of music." 

Experimentation was also called for when the team set out to capture sounds for the house 
attack. "Being guys, we gathered some firearms and went and rented a range and a bunch of 
microphones and got all sorts of different things to shoot at. We brought stone remnants, metal 
plates, unfinished propane tank ends, glass, bricks, tree stumps," he says. "We played like kids, 



so when your child asks, ’Dad, what did you do at work today?’, it’s hard with a straight face to 
be serious and do their math homework." Recording sounds for Iron Man’s suit coming under 
heavy fire was a bit like a comedy sketch, he says. "Because a big boom is all you hear -- the 
sound of the gunshot; you don’t hear the sound of the metal you’re trying to record," he 
explains. "Long story short, we found little, almost pathetic .22 rounds that you could barely 
hear the bullet, and if you got close enough to what you were shooting, it all became one sound 
event. So instead of a ba-boom, it was just a ping." 

Once they had those sounds, they had to make sure we could hear them: 

Stoeckinger: In putting a sequence like that together that’s got a lot going on, and 
it’s big and dynamic and loud, the visual effects people spend so much time making 
details, that you want to find a way to articulate that where it works for the film and 
not just overwhelm the scene. So a lot of it is you start putting in the sounds for 
everything you see, and then you get to the point where it’s, ’Well, clearly you can’t 
play all that.’ Or, if you want to hear a rock hit on Tony or on the back of Pepper 
saving Tony, and you’ve got a bunch of other stuff around it, you almost have to 
take everything else out so you can just play that one sound. It doesn’t sound like 
you’re taking everything else out -- because you’re only doing it for that moment of 
the impact -- but that’s just how you do it to make it articulate throughout. Like, 
there are moments underwater where the idea was to help give him a sinking sound, 
so there was a metal spring sound that was pitched down so it’s bum-bum-bum- 
bum-bum. It helps tell the story that things are getting deeper just in a simple 
sound. 

Btoeckinger says another fun scene to work on was the Air Force One rescue, where Iron Man 
saves :[3 people who’ve been sucked out of the plane: 

Stoeckinger-" As that cut developed, we were like, "What’s gonna be the most 
important thing?" Obviously it’s gonna be a big music moment, but it’s also gonna be 
the sound of the people. So one of the first things we did was get on a group ADR 
stage and get people to do those voices. And then we went to the Foley stage to 
flap muslin or sail cloth, since the sound of people flying through the air needs to be 
larger than life. Then we had a wind that was as simple as taking a microphone and 
putting it on a sunroof of a car at speed. It’s totally rough, distorted, and all messed 
up -- but in a way, that’s the sound you want to hear. 

One of the more difficult sounds to figure out was the sound of Extrernis: 

Stoeckinger-" Frequently the question when you’re working on a movie is, "What’s 
the sound of that? And is it unique and identifiable, so every time we play it, or you 
watch and listen to the movie with your eyes closed, you know exactly what’s going 
on by the sound you hear?" The sound of when they glow -- you just go through 
many iterations to try to figure out what’s gonna work out best for the story, but 
also, how it works best in the mix of the movie, too. Because you’ve got to play well 
with others. You’re thinking, technologically, what is it? It’s written in the comic book 
series as this kind of bioelectrical energy that people have." So it’s like, okay, it’s 
electrical. Then it kinda sounds sizzly. Even if it doesn’t sound too sizzly, when you 
put score against it, the only frequency that you can hear of the sound effect over 
and above the score is a kind of high frequency sizzly, crackling thing. So that 
doesn’t work. So then you try something really cool and kind of hummy that sounds 
powerful and ominous, and that might work in certain areas, but then you put it 
against the score, and you just can’t force it through. So that’s clearly not gonna 
work. The final sound is actually kind of synthy, and it definitely has some kind of an 
electrical pulse, but the most important thing is that it does oscillate. Sometimes not 
as much as others. It’s something that needed a palette of sound: It might need a 
high- frequency sound when the music and everything else is low-frequency, or it 
might need a low-frequency sound when other aspects of what’s going on in the 
scene are high frequency. It wasn’t just one sound; it was about four or five sounds 
that all worked together. You didn’t have to play them all, you just played whatever 
of that palette worked best for the moment that’s happening on the screen. 



As anyone who’s seen the film can attest, "There weren’t really any moments of pure silence," 
Stoeckinger says. "But there were definitely moments of subtlety in the film." 

Stoeckinger: That’s the fun thing about a film like this. It’s not all big and 
bombastic. It’s got a lot of fun little things, like, when Iron Patriot breaks into what 
we called the sewing factory -- as soon as it quiets down, there are a bunch of 
chickens clucking as the ladies are looking up at him. I don’t know if the audience 
found that funny, but we sure did. Or, like after Tony’s panic attack and Harley talks 
him through it, Tony stands up and makes his decision that he’s going to go and save 
Pepper, and there’s a wise owl that goes Whooo Whooo. Nobody asked for it~ It’s just 
something that we wanted to try. A director can be specific or general as far as a 
scene goes, but rarely, if ever, does somebody get into all those nano details, which 
is the great part, because that allows you to have your own form of creativity on 
top of it. I can’t say that there ware a lot of real specific requests for Iron Nan 3~ 
Some movies can be really, really micromanaged. It all depends on the director. 
Shane [Black] ultimately gave us a lot of latitude. 

Source: http://insidemovies.ew.com/2Ol.3/OS/O8!iron-man-3-sound/ 

Supersonic Wide-Range Omnidirectional Mic Goes to lOOkHz 

Pictured with two Sanken CO-lOOK microphones is music 
score mixer Bruce Botnick. Photo by Victoria Pearson. 

Renowned recording engineer/producer Bruce Botnick recorded the orchestral score of Tom 
Cruise’s "Jack Reacher" with five Sanken CO-100K microphones. As the music score mixer, he 
worked with a ~.00-piece orchestra performing the music of composer Joe Kraemer at Sony’s 
Barbara Streisand scoring stage. 

With a 20Hz ~ ~.00kHz range, the Sanken CO-100K omni-directional condenser microphone is the 
world’s first :[00kHz microphone designed specifically for professional recording. Botnick utilized a 
Decca Tree arrangement with three CO-100Ks and two additional Sanken mics for the Surround. 

"The clarity and the musicality of these Sanken mics is astounding," commented Botnick. "You 
don’t need an equalizer to enhance the high end. No need to boost the 5K, or grab the :~6K on a 
shelf and turn it up. ~t’s not that they are brighter, it’s just that they extend your frequency 
range and give more sonic reach and clarity." 

Botnick is well known for his work with The Doors as both their engineer and then producer of 
their final album with Jim Morrison. Botnick also worked on The Rolling Stones’"Let It Bleed," and 
produced Eddie Money’s first two albums. Botnick had a long-running association with film 
composer Jerry Goldsmith as his scoring mixer. Botnick first met Goldsmith on 1979’s Star Trek: 
The Motion Picture and they worked together on most of Goldsmith’s film projects - numbering 
over :I00 - from the :[980s through to Goldsmith’s death in 2004. 

"The music recorded for ’Jack Reacher’ with these Sankens worked especially well with the 
dialogue," Botnick continued. "The clarity and musicality of the lOOk’s gave Joe Kraemer’s score 
great transparency, which allowed the music to emotionally enhance the film to its fullest." 

"Jack Reacher" depicts a city thrown into chaos following a shooting that leaves five dead. What 
at first seems like a simple case to solve becomes complicated when the accused requests that 
Jack Reacher be put on the case. 

Sanken’s CO-:[00K features very fast transients with an extremely smooth response curve, 
resulting in great clarity and unprecedented transparency. With the ability to capture sounds in 
the ultra-high frequency range, the microphone also produces very rich results in the low and 
mid-range of the audible frequency range. 

"Jack Reacher" is now available on DVD and Blu-ray. 



Learn more about Sanken at distributor http:/!www.plus24.net or phone 323.845.1171 
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pRI"NCE-rON (US) -- Using 3D printing tools, scientists have created a functional ear that can 

"hear" radio frequencies far beyond the range of normal human capability. 

Princeton scientists used 3D printing to create a "bionic ear" made up of a coil 
antenna and cartilage, demonstrating an efficient method of merging 
electronics with tissue. (Credit: Frank Wojciechowski) 

The researchers’ primary purpose was to explore an efficient and versatile 
method of merging electronics with tissue. The scientists used 3D printing of 
cells and nanoparticles--with an off-the-shelf printer purchased off the 
fnternet--followed by cell culture to combine a small coil antenna with 
cartilage, creating what they term a bionic ear. 

"Tn general, there are mechanical and thermal challenges with interfacing 

electronic materials with biological materials," says Michael McAlpine, an 
assistant professor of mechanical and aerospace engineering at Princeton 
University and the project’s lead researcher. 

"Previously, researchers have suggested some strategies to tailor the 
electronics so that this merger is less awkward. That typically happens 

between a 2D sheet of electronics and a surface of the tissue. However, our 
work suggests a new approach--to build and grow the biology up with the 
electronics synergistically and in a 3D interwoven format." 

McAlpine’s team has made several advances in recent years involving the use 
of small-scale medical sensors and antennas. Last year, a research effort led 
by McAlpine and colleagues resulted in the development of a "tattoo" made up 
of a biological sensor and antenna that can be affixed to the surface of a 

tooth. 

This project, however, is the team’s first effort to create a fully functional 
organ: one that not only replicates a human ability, but also extends it using 

embedded electronics. 

Cybernetics 

"The design and implementation of bionic organs and devices that enhance 
human capabilities, known as cybernetics, has been an area of increasing 
scientific interest," the researchers wrote in an article published online in the 
scholarly journal A~ano Letters. "This field has the potential to generate 
customized replacement parts for the human body, or even create organs 



containing capabilities beyond what human biology ordinarily provides." 

Standard tissue engineering involves seeding types of cells, such as those 
that form ear cartilage, onto a scaffold of a polymer material called a 
hydrogel. However, the researchers say that this technique has problems 
replicating complicated three-dimensional biological structures. Ear 
reconstruction "remains one of the most difficult problems in the field of 
plastic and reconstructive surgery," they wrote. 

To solve the problem, the team turned to a manufacturing approach called 3D 
printing. These printers use computer-assisted design (CAD) to conceive of 
objects as arrays of thin slices. The printer then deposits layers of a variety 
of materials--ranging from plastic to cells--to build up a finished product. 

Proponents say the process, also called additive manufacturing, promises to 
revolutionize home industries by allowing small teams or individuals to create 
work that could previously only be done by factories~ 

3D printed organs 

Creating organs using 3D printers is a recent advance; several groups have 
reported using the technology for this purpose in the past few months. But 
this is the first time that researchers have demonstrated that 3D printing is an 
effective strategy for interweaving tissue with electronics. 

The technique allowed the researchers to combine the antenna electronics 
with tissue within the highly complex topology of a human ear. The 
researchers used an ordinary 3D printer to combine a matrix of hydrogel and 
calf cells with silver nanoparticles that form an antenna. The calf cells later 
developed into cartilage. 

Manu Mannoor, a graduate student in McAlpine’s lab and the paper’s lead 
author, says that additive manufacturing opens new ways to think about the 
integration of electronics with biological tissue and makes possible the 
creation of true bionic organs in form and function. 

Mannoor says that it may be possible to integrate sensors into a variety of 
biological tissues; for example, a doctor could replace a patient’s torn knee 
meniscus with a bionic one to monitor strain on the new cartilage during 
physical activities to prevent another tear. 

David Gracias, an associate professor of chemical and biomolecular engineering 
at 3ohns Hopkins University and co-author on the publication, says that 
bridging the divide between biology and electronics represents a formidable 
challenge that needs to be overcome to enable the creation of smart 
prostheses and implants. 

"Biological structures are soft and squishy, composed mostly of water and 
organic molecules, while conventional electronic devices are hard and dry, 
composed mainly of metals, semiconductors, and inorganic dielectrics," he 
says. "The differences in physical and chemical properties between these two 
material classes could not be any more pronounced." 

The "ear" 

The finished ear consists of a coiled antenna inside a cartilage structure. Two 
wires lead from the base of the ear and wind around a helical "cochlea"--the 
part of the ear that senses sound--which can connect to electrodes. Although 
McAlpine cautions that further work and extensive testing would need to be 
done before the technology could be used on a patient, he says the ear in 
principle could be used to restore or enhance human hearing. 

He says electrical signals produced by the ear could be connected to a 
patient’s nerve endings, similar to a hearing aid. The current system receives 
radio waves, but he says the research team plans to incorporate other 
materials, such as pressure-sensitive electronic sensors, to enable the ear to 
register acoustic sounds. 

The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, the Air Force Office of 
Scientific Research, National Tnstitutes of Health, and the Grand Challenges 
Program at Princeton University funded the project. 



Peter Cusack, recording sounds at Chernobyl in 2007. All photos courtesy the artist 

Peter Cusack, recording sounds at Chernobyl in 2007, All photos courtesy the artist, 

He calls it "sonic journalism. " From the Chernobyl site to inside London, Peter Cusack has been 
turning his ear to the world’s most interesting places. A leading practitioner of sound art at the 
intersection of ecology and music, Peter Cusack is a uniquely inspiring voice in music making. So 
we’re keen to welcome Czech-born writer .Z_u_z__a_Z~_#___f_~d_@_y___~__~:Lk__r_y_Lo__~#__.to bring her conversation with 
the artist, for the first time in English here on CDM. We bring with that exclusive sounds for you 
to hear from the artist. -Ed. 

Peter Cusack is a musician and a sound artist with a long music history behind him. He belongs to 
the English musical avant garde, played improvised music with the Alterations quartet for many 
years, and collaborated with flutist and journalist Clive Bell, composer Nicolas Collins, and 
musician and writer David Toop, just to name a few. He also started music label Bead r~.ecords in 
the early 70s, focusing mostly on improvised avantgarde music. He’s a member of CRiSAP 
(Creative Research in Sound Arts Practice), and was involved in founding the London College of 
Arts at the London University of Arts, where he teaches Sound Arts & Design. 

His sound art works are often focused on ecology, environment, and the relations between the 
people, places, and sounds. One of his most popular projects is Favourite Sounds oF London which 
started in 1998 and has since spread worldwide. In his ongoing project Sounds From Dangerous 
Places, Cusack focused on the impacts of Chernobyl disaster in Ukraine and Wales, oil fields in 
Azerbaijan, and inflows of the Tigris and Euphrates rivers, where controversial dam construction 
is planned. He moved to Berlin in 2012 to work on his project Berlin Sonic Places, so we 
interviewed him at the end of May 2012, slightly updated in April 2013 by Peter himself. The 
Czech version was published in HZS Voice magazine. 

Friday: Since your projects collected in the book Sounds From Dangerous Places, you’ve been 
making something you carl "sonic journalism. " Can you clarify and describe this term? 



Cusack: It’s the sound equivalent of photo journalism. In other words: getting information from 
sound recordings of an event or place without too much speech. 

Some people call what you do acoustic ecology; your main the range of interest is always 

connected to the environment and some of the effects and impacts of human activity on 

nature, Why? Is it just something you personally fee! you need to do, or do you hope that with 

your works coming public, you can help to raise people’s consciousness about what’s going on? 

I don’t think that any one person’s work has a major impact, but obviously there’s a lot of 
attention given to environmental issues and questions now. So I just feel part of that movement. 
And that’s interesting for me and I find it important. I like my work to have some kind of point. 
And for me, I’ve always been interested in environment and issues and the politics and the 
ecology and the economy of the environment, so that’s what I continue to do. 

You started Favourite Sounds of London. Now there are many similar sites from aft different 
cities and countries, as well as some other sound maps, Did any similar site already existed, 
when you started the project in 19987 How do you feel about how widely it spread around the 
world? 

The Favourite Sounds project is slightly different from Sound From Dangerous Places in that I’m 
interested in the urban soundscaping, in which we, as Western people, live. And T’m also 
interested in how we interact with our everyday environment. So 1. started that in London, which 
is my home city, and to try and find out what other people thought of the soundscape in London 
or the sounds of London, 1 asked them what their favourite sound was, but also why. 

And that was to just to find out what the favourite Londoner’s sound was; it was actually to try 
to get people talking about the way they hear everyday sounds and how they react to them, or 
what they think and feel about them, and how important (or not important) they are. And to a 
certain extent, that project has been successful in that. Because when you ask questions, then 
people will always talk about other things. 

- what part of their life that sound plays, and what part of town they live in, and what they do 
during the day, and how they travel around the city. Because people’s favourite sounds are 
often to do with public transport systems. So you learn a lot about the city by asking about its 
sound. And you learn different things about it than if you’re asking questions about how it looks, 
its visual impact. So for me, that’s been very interesting. I was sent to new parts of London that 
I’ve never heard of before - even though it’s my hometown and 1. know it very well. 

And since starting the project in London, it’s been done in Beijing, Chicago, Prague, other cities 
in the UK like Manchester and Birmingham, and now in Berlin. Other people have asked if they can 
do the project in New York, for example, and 3[ don’t know who they are, but I am very happy if 
that happens. So there is the New York Favourite Sounds project. And when you do the same 
projects in very different cities, then it makes it possible to compare how people listen in each 
city and how they think about the sounds of those cities, and also how the cities differ in the 
way they sound. Berlin is a much quieter city than London, even though it’s Western culture, 
still. So in Berlin you hear far more people sounds or you hear it more clearly; you hear more 
distance. 

In London, there’s a lot more traffic noise and it feels more closed. But in Beijing, it’s much louder 
than either London or Berlin. Plus it’s a totally different culture. Chinese culture is obviously quite 
different from Western culture. And people there had kind of a different philosophy in the sounds 
that they hear -- rather more poetic, 1. would say. And when you ask them why they like the 
particular sound, often it had to do with particular sound of their life, so you would find out 
about their whole life story. Many people are not born in Beijing; many people migrate there from 
other parts of China. And when they do that, their first days and weeks in Beijing are often quite 
scary times and quite traumatic times. 

Several people mentioned that hearing the national anthem played in the morning in Tiananmen 
Square was something that they can relate to in Beijing, and that became a very important 
sound to them. And so the Chinese national anthem was mentioned quite often as a favourite 
sound by Chinese people. I don’t think that anyone in the UK has ever mentioned the national 
anthem as a favourite sound, and certainly nobody in Berlin and nobody in Prague. So it’s a very 
interesting way of finding out different things about different countries and also quite personal 
things, personal stories. 

So let’s talk about your recent projects, for example the projects about the harbour in 
England... 

That’s part of the Sounds From Dangerous Places. When 1. talk about dangerous places, 1. mean 
places with environmental damage; I don’t mean places where I might get hurt. Some of them 
are big, some of them are small. 

And I was asked to do a project in a place called Southend-on-Sea, which is the mouth of the 



river Thames, where it goes into the North Sea. At that point, the river is quite wide and also 
ships pass by, even though the docks in London are now closed, there are other ports up the 
river, which ships still use. 

Quite a lot of ships pass by South End and if you listen there, you hear a droning sound often -- 
a very low-pitched, often quite beautiful drone. And that’s the sound of shipping. Unless you live 
in a place next to the sea, or next to a port area, you would not hear this sound, you would not 
know what it is. But for the people in South End, it’s a part of their local soundscape; everybody 
knows what it is. 

Shipping lanes Nothing to see here - but beneath the surface of the water, an environmental drama plays out, one Cusack has 

made audible Here: Sand Fulmar, Canvey Island 

Shipping lanes. Nothing to see here - but beneath the surface of the water, an environmental 
drama plays out, one Cusack has made audible. Here: Sand Fulmar, Canvey Island. 

For me, it was something new. T later discovered that they’re building a new port area very close 
to South End to take the biggest container ships. These are very big; they have a draft of 
maybe 14 or 15 meters. But the river Thames at a low tide is only 11 meters deep, which is 
obviously a problem for the port [chuckles]. So they have to dig out [dredge] a deeper channel. 
And otherwise, they have to dredge sand and mud from the bottom of the river Thames to make 
it deep enough for the new big ships to get to the port. 

And 4 meters of mud and sand is a lot; this has to go all way out to the sea. That’s a very big 
environmental engineering task, and it creates a lot of damage to the environment underwater. 
But of course, because it’s underwater, we don’t see it. The people in South End know that it’s 
happening, but they can’t see anything, because it’s invisible to humans. But it creates damage 
to the fishing, it stirs up mud, which has been lying there for centuries and contains a thousand 
years of pollution coming down from London, so it causes great damage underwater. So the 
fishing grounds are destroyed, the local fishing industry have their livelihoods badly affected. 
Everybody knows this; the company that is building the port knows this. And they have made 
agreements with the fishermen, they will compensate them. 

]~ wanted to do a project on underwater environmental damage. How do you do that? You can’t 
see it. So I thought I would make recordings underwater when they were digging out the 
channels. But that’s very difficult, because you need to be there when the ships that dig the 
channels are actually working. And it’s very difficult to find out when this will be: the company 
won’t tell you, the fishermen’s agreements have secrecy clauses in them and they will not tell 
you. So there’s no way you can find out to be there at the right time, unless you’re very lucky. 
The only thing T could do was to just sit and watch and wait, and see if it happened when I was 
there. 

Tn the meantime, T made recordings of other ships going past all the time (and I took 

photographs), and some of them were dredging ships. I also discovered on the Tnternet that you 
can follow ships. There’s a wonderful system called A]~S - Automatic [nformation System -- and if 
you go to the website, you can follow every ship in the world, where it goes. Tt gives you the 
ship’s position on Google satellite image. Of course there are many ships that go up and down 
the North Sea and into the river. So ~ followed some of the dredgers and found that they went 
to the middle of the sea or the channel. They dredged up pure sand and took it back to London, 
where it was unloaded onto the shore on the bank of the river. That sand is used by building 
trade and the construction industry. So I followed those dredging ships. They were dredging and 
collecting mining sand for the construction industry, but they weren’t involved in building of the 
new port. 

T followed the wrong ships and I call the piece "The Wrong Dredger" (laughs). T did find out the 

name of one of the ships that was dredging from the port. But by the time I’ve found the ship’s 
name, it was no longer working in the Thames. It went to work somewhere else, it was working in 

the Baltic Sea the coast of Russia, where the border of Estonia and Russia is. The Russians are 
building a new port there. Huge one, it’s even bigger than in the river Thames. So I followed this 
ship as it dredged out a channel for the new Russian port. I looked at the Russian port website 



and the river Thame’s port website and I read what they said about the environment and the 
damaged. They both say that they will cause damage, but they also all say that they will repair 
it, and if a wildlife area is destroyed here, they will build a new one there, and everything will be 
fine. 

What impressed me was the fact that the environmental public relations of the both companies 
were identical; they could have been written by the same person. That’s clearly the public 
relations technique that these huge international companies use for dealing with environmental 
questions. I’ve found that kind of globalized technique. Of course, you can never check whether 
what they say actually happens, nobody will ever know. ~t could be anything from truth to 
complete bullshit. So you never know. But it is public relations and T became, through that 
project, interested in the public relations to do with the environment. So that’s the story. 

So do you want to explore public relations’connection to the environment? 

Not really. 

Don’t. It will just make you angry I think.,. Anyway. What about other recent projects? 

Since I’ve been in Germany, I’ve found out about brown coal. Quite a lot of German (and Polish, 
Czech...) energy and electricity is created by burning brown coal. And usually brown coal is mined 
by open mining; it’s not underground, they just dig a big hole. Ed.: Strip mining is what we call 
this back in the States. They even write ~!~Le_.~l_r_;~__s_~___s__o___n_.~_s__~_b__o___u__L_!t. -PK And one of the biggest mines 
in Europe is actually near Cologne. This place is called Garzweiler and it’s a huge hole in the 
ground with very, very big machines digging out the brown coal. But they have to remove maybe 
13 meters of top soil before they get to the brown coal. Also, it grows; the mine gets bigger and 
bigger. And whole villages have to be pulled down and destroyed. Two motorways are 
disappearing and all the people from the villages have to be moved, have to find new places to 
live. 

And the whole process is one that I’ve become interested in for the next project. I’ve been there 
twice now. The mine in Garzweiler is very interesting, because it’s not just a mine, it’s the whole 
process. Only few kilometers from the mine are seven power stations where they burn the coal. 
They have a special train that takes the coal from the mine to the power stations, and because 
it’s very heavy, the tracks are industrial-strenth tracks. They can take heavier weight than 
normal railway tracks. And they have special trains for the coal. And it’s a very closed system, 
so in one area here, the mine is producing the brown coal and here the power stations are 
burning it and out come pilots of electricity to fuel the area. So everything happens in one place, 
which is rather interesting, and the company controls the whole area. They have a kind of their 
own police force in a way for their own property. They don’t call it that, but that’s effectively 

what it is. 

The company has very wide interest. It not only makes electricity from coal, but it has also been 
involved in nuclear power and now in green energy. So also in the same area, there are many 
wind generators, and there’s a bio gas station. So again, it’s kind of a public relations exercise. 
The majority of the electricity comes from brown coal, but growing around it is kind of this green 
energy to give it a different face, and T find that interesting, as well. Plus, the sounds from the 
wind generators are actually very beautiful, some of them. And also in the mine were more 
sounds than I was expecting. You expect the big open hole to be fairly quiet and it is quite quiet, 
but they’re nevertheless very deep drones. 

And one village is being pulled down and stone is being smashed. We recorded church bells of the 
village that in two years time will not exist anymore. So these are sounds that are disappearing. 
In a couple of years they will just not be there, so it would be also a slightly historical set of 
recordings. All those things, that’s the new project. 

Since seeing that place, I discovered that were similar mines in Poland, slightly smaller in the 
Czech Republic and also in former East Germany. I’m working with other people on this project, 
including Milo~ Vojt~chovsk~ from Prague and we will do a bigger project in couple of years on 

brown coal. 

Maybe you will not only make sonic journalism, but also sonic historism. There could be like 



historical audio books -- "this is how revolution sounded like." 

Yes. Well, if you make a photograph or a recording and just wait, in the end it becomes history. 
And although photography was invented before sound recording (so there are many old 
photographs in the world now), the idea of old sound recordings is less familiar. But certainly, 
they exist, now they go back almost a hundred years, or maybe more than a hundred years 
already. So that’s a long time. But everything you do - providing it doesn’t get destroyed - 
becomes history. It’s kind of inevitable. 

Yes. But I think that talking about nostalgia, or this part of history, people have it more 

connected with music more than with sound. 

That’s possibly true. I mean, it’s easier to find out about historical music, than about historical 
sounds. Because music, or Western music, is written down and people can play it. Who knows 
whether they play it right as it was played 500 years ago... I mean, people research that and 
they know a lot about it~ The same is not true of sounds in the environment. It’s possible to find 
out and do research; there is writing you can read, as long as writing goes and some people 
write about sounds, so you find out that way. You can look in paintings, because in paintings 
you see people doing things, which would obviously create sounds.., so you get some idea from 
painting and literature and writing. But it’s not the same as having a recording~ [smiles] 

But I think that in the beginning, people were recording just music and they were not recording 
just some sounds... 

Well, that’s not quite true. 

Isn’t it? Okay! 

There are very early recordings of birds sounds, for example. 

Really, from when? 

From before the first World War. I think the earliest bird recording is 1890-something. It’s an 
Indian myna bird recorded in Belgium, I believe in a cage. It was a caged bird, a pet bird. That’s 
the first known bird recording. 

But I agree, most of the attention was on music. But when you record music, like Bartok, and 
people went around small villages in Europe or United States, they recorded musicians, but of 
course you record other sounds at the same time. So even the musical recordings have other 
sounds in them. And the recordings made by film. Sound film was invented 1929 or something like 
that. After that, documentary films had sound of environment, where they were making the 
pictures. There are films of the industry from the 30s and things like that. So they do exist. 

Berlin, a city on the move, in transfforrrlation, is the next site for Cusack’s audio jourrlalisrn This is actually the Gleisdreieck train 

station, so not the sites mentioned in the story, but ... yes, here it is. (Sorry, should be specific given the absurd number of CDM 

readers in Berlin.) -Ed. 

Berlin, a city on the move, in transformation, is the next site for Cusack’s audio journalism. This ~s 
actually the Gleisdreieck train station, so not the sites mentioned in the story, but ... yes, here it 

is. -Ed. 

Now you are in Berlin till the end of summer, so what are you up to here? 

I’m doing a project on Berlin’s soundscape. Berlin is interesting because it’s changed so much 
since the Wall came down over 20 years ago. The transformation of Berlin from being a divided 
city and a divided nation, to being the capital city of the united country means that there are 
big changes in Berlin which are unique to Berlin. And of course those changes have created 
changes in the soundscape. For example, a lot of industry, particularly in the former East Berlin, 
was immediately closed down. Those areas are now being rebuilt, the factories are going and 
housing is being built, for example. So the area has changed in 20 years from an industrial area 
to a residential area, a new community, that was not there before, is moving in and growing and 
forming. Those are actually big social, architectural, and economic changes in Berlin. How that 
changes the soundscape is what this project is about. 

We’re concentrating on Rummelsburg which is one of those areas which has transformed from an 
industrial area to a residential area, and also in Prenzlauer Berg, where the architecture hasn’t 



changed, but the people have changed and it’s now become a very wealthy area for people who 
have money. The rents have gone up, the people who used to live there have been forced out 
and it has been a big social change there. How has that changed the soundscape? Those are the 
kind of questions I’m interested in in Berlin. 

Can you tell -- only by the sound of its motor -- if you are listening to a very expensive car or a 
cheap one? 

Not really; I don’t think it’s so easy to put your finger on what the changes are; then you need 
several things. Ed.: Heh, ask a car expert and you’ll get a different answer here! 

But, for example, Prenzlauer Berg is now full of cafes and full of children, so there are playground 
sounds, people sitting outdoors in the summertime, drinking, eating or just talking. It feels 
prosperous, and there’s kind of a buzz to it, and it just feels pleasant. It’s also quite green, there 
are birds singing. This is different, I think, from a poor area. 

Have you been to Prenz/auer Berg, when it used to be a poor area? 

No, we’ve been talking to people about what they remember. For me, it’s quite more difficult to 
do this project in Berlin, because I’ve only been here for a year. But of course, I’m not the only 
one and also we’re talking to people who used to live in Prenzlauer Berg and who moved out. And 
there are still some people there, who have been there the whole time. So you have to ask 
people what they remember. It’s not very easy project to get the answers to those questions. 
So I’m not sure how clear the research will be. But maybe the important thing is just to work how 
you can study and talk about sounds in city and what they mean to people. And that’s just one 
way of doing it. 

It really seems like a journalism, because it’s investigative. You go and you talk to people, you 
meet them and ask them questions... 

Yeah. Again I’m personally less doing that, because T can’t speak very good German. In 
Prenzlauer Berg, T’m working with students from sonic studies courses in UDK and they are asking 
people questions. Tt’s a bit of a problem for me because of the language, T don’t speak very well. 
But nevertheless, it’s been very interesting to do and we will continue. [smiles] 

i~ii pcusackheadshot 

When you said that you’re here mostly for one year and you’re going to leave soon, probably, 
do you have a lot of new material? Do you have any idea of how the result might look? 

This project will have three public events. We’ve chosen three places to do the work. One is 
Prenzlauer Berg, as I just said, so one of the events will be in Prenzlauer Berg. Another will be in 
Rummelsberg and the third is in Tempelhof Airfield. Because, again, that was until a few years 
ago an airport, but it’s closed now. And people are still discussing and arguing about what to do 
with the space. Some people want to leave it, other people want to build on it. Nobody knows 
what will actually happen. $o in Tempelhof, it’s a question of being imaginative about the future. 



The theme there is "Future Soundscapes," imagined soundscapes of what it may be like in 30 
years time or something like that. One of the public events will be there. But there will be quite a 
lot of material, there will be a website and maybe a publication, I don’t know. 

On the website on London College of Communication, it is written that you also collaborated 

with visual artists, Can you tell us a bit more? 

[Thoughtful] Is it? 

Yeah, there are also written disciplines that you’re into, like acoustic ecology, sonic journalism, 

collaboration with visual artists, and the last, especially, caught my eye. 

Well, I collaborate with a lot of people, and some of them are visual artists, that’s for sure. But I 
don’t think you can study sound on your own, I think it’s a very big topic. It crosses into many 
areas, into science, law, politics - and into all kinds of other media. You find sound everywhere. 
So I think it’s impossible to work with sound and to try to understand its space, culture, and 
society without collaborating with other people~ And I have collaborated with visual artists, in 
particular Ursula Biemann. She’s a video artist, or, primarily and recently, her main work comes 
out in the form of video, l’ve worked on a project with her, so yes, l’ve worked with visual 
artists. But also scientists, sociologists and biologists and other sound artists. [smiles] 

I think your collaborations would be long material for another interview, so let me ask you the 
last question: I read you are the first person who played the bouzouki in England... 

That’ a complete rubbish! 

It’s on Wikipedia... But do you still play from time to time? 

Well I played bouzouki once, but me being a first person playing it in England, that’s a complete 
nonsense, forget it! [laughs] 

source: http :/iwww.createdigitalmusic.com/2013/05/you- learn- a- lot- a bout-t h e- city- by- asking- 
about-its-sound- peter-cusack- interview/ 

Artists including Customs, her Zesde Metaal, the Bony King of Nowhere, Ren~e and Sherman are 
raving about the d:facto after being introduced to the mic by sound engineer Ioris Verniest. 

Belgian sound engineer Ioris Verniest, from 
betterliVe.be, has been introducing DPA Microphones’ 
new d:facto II Vocal Microphone to some of the 
country’s top bands after being blown away by the 
natural sound quality it delivers on the live stage. 

DPA’s Belgian distributor Amptec gave Verniest the first 
DPA d:facto II Vocal Microphone in the country to 
demo and since then he has been using it for a wide 
variety of gigs and with many different artists. 

"It doesn’t matter what situation I put it in - whether 
it is a small club, a big outside stage such as the 
Pukkelpop festival, with wedges or in-ear - I have 
consistently got great results," Verniest explains. "The 
vocals are incredibly clear through my mix and there is 
very little crosstalk from the drums or guitar amps. I 
even recorded some gigs in multitrack to compare the 
d:facto with other microphones and there was a huge 

difference in terms of crosstalk, with the d:facto 
coming out much better." 

Wannes Capelle fra Het Zesde Metaal synger 

...... i DPA d:facto II 

Joris Verniest’s recently used the DPA d:facto II Vocal Microphone at a concert for Belgian Indie 
Rock band Her Zesde Metaal at the Ancienne Belgique in Brussels. The band was playing with a 
string quartet and acoustic piano, both of which were also miked with DPA- d:voteTM 4099 
Instrument Microphones for the string quartet and a stereo pair of DPA 4021 Compact Cardioid 
microphones for the piano. 

"In general I use the d:facto II Vocal Microphone with DPA’s wired handle, but I do like the 
concept of the adapter system that makes it compatible with most commonly used wireless 
systems," Verniest says. "I’ve always been a big fan of DPA’s sound quality and have quite a 
collection of DPA mics. That’s why I was so interested to try the new d:facto Vocal Microphone." 

Amonc~ the bands that Verniest has introduced to the 



Kristoff Uittebroek fra Customs med sin DPA 

d:facto II vokalmikrofon 

DPA d:facto Vocal Microphone are Customs, The Bony 
King of Nowhere, Ren~e and Sherman, 

"All of these artists have really noticed a difference 
and have been very happy with the clarity d:facto 

delivers to their vocals," he adds. "Sherman, for 
example, wanted his vocals to be very loud and clear 
and the d:facto helped me achieve that without 
sounding hollow or being on the edge of feedback." 

Verniest adds that although some singers take a little 
while to get used to the d:facto Vocal Microphone, 
they soon realise that what they are hearing through 
the wedges or in-ear is far superior in terms of sound 
quality. 

"T’ve even had house technicians and monitor 
engineers commenting on the great sound," he says. 
"And when you even get members of the audience 
telling you they appreciated the quality of the vocals, 
you know you are on to a good thing!" 

Source: 

http://www‘dpamicr~ph~nes"c~m/en/News/Archive~Press%2~Re~eases/DPAs%2~dfact~%2~~1%2~V~ca~% 
~-2--~---N--~-c-~L~--p-)~[~--e-~‘-£~-2-~--~V--j-r~-s-~- ,-2---~-~-N-~#-A~‘-£~-2-~---F-~s--~L~-ZQ~L~ZQ~£[gj~[~-~A~#~ 

Professional Sound Services" Motto 

Recycle, Recharge, Reuse! 

We all know how battery usage in the wonderful world of Sound Recording 
is. We want you to recharge as much as possible. Call one of our techs 
and check out all the options you have in reducing your use of batteries. 
Saving money is what it really is about! We have many options from AA to 
9V to Power Packs. 

DON’T FORGET! 

PRO-SOUND OFFERS CURB-S~rDE SERV~rCE! 

Are you are in a hurry and don’t have time to get out of the car? Having trouble finding 
parking on the streets of New York City? 

Here at Pro-Sound we will gladly bring down a ~.e_~.t_.a__l. as well as pick up a ._R___e___n__t__a__! from you in your car on the 

street. All you have to do is call us while you are turning onto43rd St. and we will gladly send down a tech to 

either drop off or pick up any equipment. This goes for Reata~pickups and drop offs,~;_~_!.e__s, items, and 
Service items as well. 



CALL FOR P:~CK UP NOW! (212) 586-1033 

PROJECTS IN PRE-PRODUCTION/PRODUCTION: 

5 to 7 Company: 5 to 7 Productions, Inc. Address: 25 Broadway, 12 FI, NY, NY 10004 Shoot: 
5/20/13-11/1/13 

Beware The Night Company: Screen Gems Productions, Inc. Address: 34-12 36TH Street , Ste 

131 Astoria, New York, 11106 Shoot: 4/23/13-8/7/13 

Birdman Company: Carver Productions, Inc. Address: 34-12 36 St, Astoria, NY 11106 Shoot: 

3/11/13- 6/28/13 

Elementary $1 Company: CBS Corporation Address: 34-02 Starr Ave, Queens, NY 11101 Shoot: 

7/20/12-6/1/13 

Gabriel Company: Clean Machine Productions Address: 65 Eckford Street, Brooklyn, NY 11222 

Shoot: 2/13/2013-9/1/2013 

London Calling Company: Columbia Pictures Industries, Inc. Address: 570 Washington Street, 

Suite 2A!2B New York, NY 10014 Shoot: 11/11/2012- 11/1/2013 

Mania Days Company: Moonstruck Production Inc. Address: 115 WAVERLY PLACE, New York, 

NY, 10011 Shoot:4/10/13- 7/5/13 

Michael 3 Fox Project Company: Topanga Productions Address: 42-44 22nd St, 3rd Floor, Long 
Island City, NY 11101 Shoot: 1/22/13-12/27/13 

The Normal Heart Company: Archover Productions, LLC Address: 11 Broadway, 16th FI, NY, NY 

10004 Shoot: 4/19/13-7/26/13 

Song One Company: Song One Productions Inc. Address: 67 West Street, 4th Floor, Brooklyn, 

NY 11222 Shoot: 5/28/13-7/15/13 

Untitled CR Movie Company: Hammy the Bear Productions, LLC Address: 545 45th Street, 5th 

FI, NY, NY 10036 Shoot: 4/30/13-9/1/13 

SHOP NOW ON WWW,PRQ-SOUND,COH 



Audio Distribution 
PSC Remote Audio Remote Audio Schoeps 

Sennheiser Sound Devices Tascarn 
Whirlwind 

Boompoles 

Alfa Boom Tubes Ambient Be_.9_V_9_EDyE#I’n[~ 
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Communications 

Communication Headsets Communication-~ 
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Harness / Holsters / Straps 
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Countryman DPA L.ectrosonics Motorola 
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Sennheiser Shure Son7" Trarn Voice 
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Batteries & Tape 
DuraceN Enerqizer Gaffers HHB [-Power¯ Maxel 

Oml’iiCel Powerex Rechargeables SanDisk 
Tape BatteryCNp 

Cables & Connectors 

rLb’C-_ r_L.s__~, ge__m__o_t_~___A_.u__d_jo_ ].<_o_~:t._w_j._c_h_ 

AIf.__Aa Anchor Case - Accessories C__ases - Hard 

Cases Soft Pelican Petrol Porta-Brace 

Racks SKB Versa--Flex 

DV Audio 

Ambient Roland Edirol PSC RODE Zoorn 

Headphones 

Audio-Technica Beyer Dynamic Direct Sound 

E .o_ _s_ _t. _e_ ~. _H_ _ _e_ _a_ _ _d_ ~ b__o__n___e____A__03 ~_s_L ~7 Ls__Lr_Lb__c_Lt_Lo__r~ .S_#_n__r!.h__e_j~._e_r- 
~h___u_r__e. S_’. _o_ .n_ z _TLe_L_e_.x- 

3K Audio Phone [nterfaces 

M!crophones 

AKG Anchor Audio-Technica Azden Beyer 

Dynamic DPA Dynamic Electro Voice Fostex 

I_.ectrosonics Mic Accessories Neumann PSC 

RODE Sanken Schoeps Sennheiser Shotqun 

N_i_c__s_. _S___h__u__L_e_ ~_o__O__.v. ~’,__t__e__r__e___o_ ~_Lc_Ld__l_o_ ._T__r__a__t~. 
Wi ndscreens 



Miscellaneous 

Best Sellers Blow Out CLEARANCE 

Computer Audio Hardware Education 

Expendables Gift Certificates Ne~w 

Products Pro Sound Gear PSC PSS Pro- 

_S_ .o_ uj~ ~. 

360 Systems Roland Edirol Fostex 

Marantz Naqra Sonosax Sony Sound 

Devices Tascarn Zaxcorn Zoom 

SMPTE/Slates 

Arnbierlt Denecke Horita Versa-Flex Slate 
Pouches 

Used Equipment 
Used Microphones Used Miscellaneous 

Used Mixers Used Recorders Used 

Wireless 

IFBiIn Ear Monitorin~ Lectrosorfics 

Remote Audio Sennheiser Shure Sony 

Studio Systems Wireless Accessories 

W!££!~ss Fi£!cl ~ys~rn~ Zaxcom 

Mixers 

AETA Audio Systems Audio DeveJoAmerlts 

Cooper Fostex Portable Mixers PSC Shure 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Women Make Movies Educate <educate@WMM.COM> 

Friday, May 31, 2013 1:24 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

I~ED WEDDING: WOMEN UNDER THE KHMER ROUGE ] A Wo,nen Make Movies New Release 

Hi All, 

I am writing from Women Make Movies, the leading non profit distributor of films by and about women. I thought the members of this listserv would be interested to know about our new 
release RED ;VE~DDING: WO2vIEN L,~DER THE KHMER ROUGE. This great educational resource explores critical issues around Human Rights, Global Feminism, Violence against Women 
and Cambodian HistoW. 

RED WEDDING: WOMEix." UNDER THE KbD~ER ROUGE <http://www.wnm~.co1~’lSlmcatalo~/pages/c849.shtml> 

The Killing Fields in Cambodia became known to the world but little is known about the struggles of the women left behind. From 1975-79, Pol Pot’s campaign to increase the population 
forced at least 250,000 young Cambodian women to marly Khmer Rouge soldiers they had never met before Sochan Pen was one of them. At 16, she was beaten and raped by her husband 
before managing to escape, though deeply scan-ed by her experience. After 30 years of silence, Sochan is ready to file a complaint with the international tribunal that will t~z former Khmer 
leaders. With quiet dignity., she starts demanding ans~vers from those who carried out the regime’s orders 

View the trailer here <http : //www voutube.comiwatch ?v MLTrf6raSsE> 
Purchase the film here <http://wv, as,.wmmcomkfthncatalo~/pa~es/c849shtml> 

Special Ofl’er on selected South Asia fihns! 
Get any of these titles at 50% offwhen you purchase RED V~L{I)DING at list price[ 

*This offer applies to institutions only; public libraries, K-12 and communW groups still receive any title for only $89. 

SAVING FACE <htip://www.wmm.comifilmcatalo~/pa~es/c838.shtml> 
Academy AwardC._~) Winner for Documentary (Short Subject) 
"I dare anyone to watch this film and not be moved to tears and inspired into action." Angelina Jolie, Time Magazine 

AFTER TIlE RAPE: TIIE ]x~;rKt ITAR MAI STORY <http://www.wmm.com~filmcamlo~/pa~es/c775.shtml> 
"An inspiration to all who hope for a better life and expanded educational opportunities for women of the developing world" Gall Minault, Professor of ttistory, University of Texas, Austin 

INVOKING IUST[CE <http://www.wmm com/fihncatalo~/pa~es/c834 shtm[> 
Women are creating change in male dominated South Asia "This is a particularly important :film for our times." Stephen ttughes, School of Oriental and African Studies, L’niversity of 
London 

MADE IN INDIA: SURROGACY <http:,i/www.wmmcom/filmcatalo~/paaes/c805shtml> 
"Highly recommended with great insight into an emerging international trend." EN/2RO 

PINK SARIS <http:i/~vwwmmcomJfilmcatalog/pagesic789.shtml> 
As Broadcast on HBO 
"Highly Recommended" EMRO 
"PINK SARIS is a multilayered, psychologically coraplex portrait." Variety 

You can place your order directly through V~ ~rMM’s Online Shopping Calt. Dttring checkout, enter promo code REDWEDLS13 and your discount will be applied. For questions, email 
orders@wmm.corr~ or call 212.925.0606 ~’~60. Oiler ends July 1, 2013. 

*Other exceptions may apply-. Camxot be combined with any other offer. Excludes home video and public libraries, K-12 and cormmmity groups. 

Please let me know if you have any questions and thank you for your support[ 

Sincerely, 

Liane Costello 
Wonren Make Movies 
115 W. 29th Street, Suite 1200, 
New- York NY 10001 

WE’VE MOVED[ As ofgl, our new ad&ess is 115 W. 29th Street, Suite 1200, New York, NY 10001. 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listsel~’@listserv.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be yo~ first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following corcanand to listset~z@listserv.american.edu: 

signoff LTVALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Indiana University Press <iupress@indianatm00.com> 

Friday, May 31, 2013 2:34 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~er@emml.nnc.edu> 

Black tilm, Haiti and NafionaJism 

Dear Charlene Regester, 

The following is an email update based on the interests chosen in your profile. To 
ensure you continue to receive emails that ONLY match your preferences, be sure to 
edit your profile to refine what we send you. 

TRANSITION ~ -- New Narratives of Haiti 

The day when Haltlans as a people and a Haiti as a 

symbol are no longer representatives of or 

synonymous with poverty, back~vardness, and 

evil is still yet to come. --Gina Ulysse, "Why Haiii 

Needs New Narratives Now More titan Ever," from Mark 

Schu!ler, Ed., 7bctonic Shifts 

In the face of the longstanding international perception of 

ttaiti as profoundly and persistently "failed"--a perception 

that has been vetT much renewed and sedimented since the 

J anuaiT 20 lO earthq uake--an inei~asingly insistent call 

has been raised for new narratives via which to conceive of 

and engage with the island republic. It is our intention in 

this special selection of materials in Transition to consider 

the possibili~ of crafting just such alternative narratives 

for and of ttaiti. To this end, we have asked scholars, 

creative writers, journalists, visual artists, musicians, and others to think about the world in 

ways that place Haiti at its eenter.--P?om the guest editors Laurent Dubois and Kaiama L. 

Glover 

READ a featured ai~ele here: On the Sounds of Haiti, by Lyonel Trouillot, translated by 
Laurent Dubois 

MERIDIANS IL2: Nationalism and Its Discontents 

"...Cultural difl’erenees might provide some variability as to how, and by whom, these 
constructs manifest themselves, but thei~ are also striking similarities in how nationalism 
challenges activists, and partieularly women, who operate outside of traditional roles." -- 
From the introduction by Paula J. Giddings 

READ FOR FREE: Nationalism and its Discontents 

ON OUR BLOG: 

hk~//iu~j~m‘~a~sb~g~iu~ress~rg/ins~be...j~m‘~a~/2~3/~5/nati~na~ism..and-its.. 

discontents.html 

BLACK CAMEI~& 4.2 A Close-Up on the film "I’eza 

i i~i ~he focus of this Black Camera Close-Up is ttaile 
?,efima’s eleventh a n d m ost recent fil m production, 
Veza (9oo8). Retnarkably, he has said that when he 
nade How" Glcass (1979) and Child of Resistance 
197")) as a young MFA student at UCLA, he didn’t 
:now whether or not he was a filmmaker. When he 
nade Bush Mama (1976) and Harvest: 3oo0 Years 
1976), his cinematic reputation began to grow by 
caps and bounds, nationally as well as 
nternationally. Still, nothing would amplify his 
)opulavity more than Sankofa (1993), literally a 
:ultural phenomenon which by now should need no 
ntroduetion whatsoever. Born in Oondar, Ethiopia, 

and Pan-.AYfieanist to the core, Oerima is a creative and accomplished doeumentarian as 
well, even if Wilmington ~o--USA ~o,ooo (1978),After Winter: Sterling Brown (1985), 
Dnperfeet dourneg (1994), and Adwa: An African Victory (1999) receive less critical 
attention, not unlike his oft-neglected feature film, Ashes andEmbers (1989). The widely 



acelaitned Teza is a fietional dratnatie production set between ~AX’tica and Europe, Ethiopia 
and Germany, Berlin and Leipzig as well as Addis Ababa and the rural villages of the deu~w 
East ~M’t~ean counttTside. 

Read the introduction to this issue’s "Close-Up" to learn more. 

READ FOR FREE: Introduction: Toward a Close-Up on T~;za, Greg Thomas 

Indiana University Press 

Office of Scholarly Publishing 

Herman B Wells Library 350 

Indiana University 

1320 East 10th Street 

Bloomington, IN 47405 

You are subscribed using the following email address: regester@email.unc.edu. If you wish to change 

your selections or unsubscribe altogether, click below. 

:: ]-aiior your profile settings,., 

:: Forward this Lo a frier~d.,. 

:: To be removed, use this or~e-click unsubscribe link.,. 

:: Not yet signed up? Go here... 

:: Indiana University Press does not sell~ share or trade eiectronic 

address information with anyone. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Tift~n Company <donotreply@~iffen.com> 

Friday, May 31, 2013 6:25 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Next Week’s Webinar with Richard ttamngton 

Just in case you didn’t know... 

We have temporarily lowered 
Dfx prices click here to see! 

ixii 

our 

Next Webinar is Wednesday June 5th at 12 PM EST 
JOIN US FOR WEBINAR WEDNESDAYS ! 
Upcoming Schedule of webinars- 

We are excited to have Richard Harrin~jton host again! 

June 5th 12pro* Production to Post series- 
Lighting Techniques and enhancing with Dfx with special guest and 
industry veteran,Richard Harrington. Learn studio and on location 

lighting secrets (with Lowel .lighting) and how to enhance with Dfx 
lighting filters. (this is a popular webinar, crick here to reserve your 
space!) 

June 12th 12pro* Production to Post series- 
How to Key Almost Anything. Greenscreen solutions for Video 
and Photo pros. 
Greenscreen has become an essential tool in modern video, film, and 
}hoto workflows. To succeed, it needs to be the perfect combination of 
)roduction and post. This webinar features visual FX industry veteran 
Marco Paolini and Motion Graphic Designer and Editor, Rich 
Harrington. You’ll learn how to shoot footage and photos to produce 
better keying footage (particularly the need for quality lighting) as well 
as on-set advice to follow. You’ll learn how to get the best keys as well 
as use additional tools to enhance the After Effects RotoBrush for those 
times when you need a key, but there’s no greenscreen to be 
found. This workshop will teach you techniques that work with any post 
workflow and also gives you a quick start on successfully keying with 
zMatte. If you want to get professional results, don’t miss this 
comprehensive webinar. One lucky attendee will receive a free copy of 
Dft’s zMatte software (value $395.00) and a 30 minute private lesson 

"via screensharing) with Rich Harrington. 

click here to reserve your space ! 

June 19th 12pro* Intro to Dfx- learn or revisit the fundamentals 

of our award winning Tiffen Dfx software. 



*EST -Eastern Standard Time 

S~f~n up for upcoming Web,hats and our previously recorded Vv’eb~nars here: 

http:iiwww~tiffe n softwa re~ comituto rials/we bina rs 
Have you tried Mobile Apps? 
Hot News !! 

Photo fx Ultra wins 

JOIN US ON INSTAGRAN 

Dfx on the Creative Cow Forum- 

http:i/forums,creativecow.netitiffendfx 

the highly coveted 
TIPA award for best 
mobile app of 2013 ! 
click here to read 
about it 

~:/Iw~.~,w tiffensof~vare.comlproducts/iphone-ipad.-apps 

j i~i iContact - Tn! It Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Universily of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Friday, May 31, 2013 10:32 PM 

New Message Posted to The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill by 

Location: AFAM , Forums > AFAM 

Author: 

Message Title: Re: Lesson 3- 

Message Posted On: Fri May 31 22:31:58 EDT 2013 

Dear 

Discussion Forums > Lesson 3 > Lesson 3- 



Career CoacbinZ 

Career -lump-Start 

Telec]asses 

- - :\dditiona] Resourcus 

"Good People, Bad 

"Make Sure Yore’ Resume 

’%~Iakc 3o Seconds Work 

~oP Yon" 

~ ,, blore Articles 

Reminder: A.lumm-< n]) Career Fair Tl is Thursday 

Caroli~8 Al~m~i-t)~]y Career Falr, b os Rxt by the 

UNC General N~n~ n i Assoeia ti on in eollabora tion wi 

MyWorkster and North Carolina Sta tc Uni versify. 

This special tahiti-college, alnmni--only eawer fair will 

be held at the MeKimmon Conlhrence Center 

Gomaa~ S L, Raleigh) o~ N.C. Sta te’s campt]s, 

The re are more than 2o scb ools pa rticipatin g in this 

ewm{, ;rod we expec{ 1o bare npwards o1" 75 top 

employcm who are k)oking to recruit gradua tcs @ore 

[be participating colleges and nnivcrsifies. Don’[ miss 

th~s opportunit~y to land your dream job. 

To rugister fbr ~his event, visi~ hireraleigh.eventbrite.com. 

If you have questions, please contack Linda Conklin, the GAA’s cergfied career coach, at 

(9~9) 962-3749 or lku-la...conklin ~0 me4;du. 

The GAA’s Alumni Career Seta~iees is now on ’IM4ttev. Follow us for career tips, advice, 

ar[-:~,des a*ld nlot’e a[ ~’~[ter,eom/OAA_CareerCoael3. 

Network wiib oflaer Tar Heels ~si ag ~alr L~kedlB Oro~p 



A complimentary career eoachi~g session is inehlded with every (K~tA membership. 

’l’ha~:’s a 815o vah~e for onl)~ 845 (~n a&li~h)n to all the other great: GAA benefits). 

today and schedule ar~ appdr~tmen[ with IJnda [o hdp you with your resume, primp 

interview or he]p yon become a more vNual)le team player i~ your cm:’re~at organizafiom 

No makter where you are in your eareer~ Linda can provide eftix’tive assistartee. Call 

(9~9) 962-3749 or emaJl 



Sent: 

Subject: 

fundingalert@cos.com 

Sunday, June 2, 2013 12:59 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Charlene Regester 

Funding alerts for your 
saved searches 
Results" June 02, 2013 

fundit-"t9 sea~°¢h Feb 
3 funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 
College Art Association (CAA) 

Sponsor: 
College Art Association (CAA) 

Sponsor: 
College Art Association (CAA) 

Funding alerts for your saved searches 

Results: June 02, 2013 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC<cs nabdllc.com@mai175.wdc01.mcdlv.net~ 

Monday, June 3, 2013 9:14 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJJ.unc.edu> 

Program on Atiican American Studies 

SLAVE NARRATIVES 
Folk History of Slavery in the United States from 

interviews with former slaves 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES were collected in the 1930s as part of the 
Federal Writers’ Project of the Works Progress Administration 
0NPA). BLACK HISTORY MONTH is celebrated every February in 
the United States. Librarians and media specialists will be counted on 
to provide students, faculty and library patrons with information on 
slavery in America. 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES provides a unique and virtually 
unsurpassed collective portrait of Black History in America. The noted 
historian David Brion Davis has argued that the voluminous number 
of documented slave testimonies available in the United States "is 
indisputably unique among former slaveholding nations." 

Please visit NABDLLC.com to order the complete set of Slave Narratives from our website. We 
do accept purchase orders from all libraries via phone, fax and email. If possible, please use 
this order form if you would like to order by email, fax or mail. 

FREE SHIPP{NG ON ALL ORDERS TO AN~3iVHERE ~N THE 

Purchase orders are accepted from al} organi:~atior~s, 

{=or your convenience we accept Visa and NasterCa~d as a payment option, 

Order Form 
Please send __ set(s) of SLAVE NARRATIVES - 19 volume set at $1,995.00 per set. 
ISBN: 978-0-403-02211-3 

Name: 

Phone: 

Mailing 

Address: 

City: 

Payment 

Type: 

Cardholder 

Name: 

Visa MasterCard Check 

Purchase Order #: 

Library Name: 

Email: 

State: Zip: 

CaFd 

Number: 
Expiration Date: 

Sertt to egeste -(@e a ~ "c edc .--- ~__v_L.,_v___c_~!;~__[_.q_~_t__~L.,~_s_’~ 
unsi;bscr-ibe from this ~ist ~ ~date s bsc:- pt on p:-eferer-:ces 
Ne~’th Ame~~ca~n BooX Dis[dbL:[or5, LLC ~ PO Box 510 . Hamburg, N:. 48139 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Indiana University Press <iupress@iMian&tm00.com> 

Monday, June 3, 2013 9:21 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.unc.edu> 

New books from IU Press 

Indian~ University Press 

Dear Charlene Regester, 

The following is an email update based on the interests chosen in your profile. To 

ensure you continue to receive emails that ONLY match your preferences, be sure to 

edit your profile to refine what we send you. 

Global Nollywood 
The Transnalional Dimensions of an African Video Film 
Industry 

Edited by Matthias Krings and Onookome Okome 

"Reveals in fascinating detail the wild popularity, controversies, 

and complaints provoked by this film form as it has come to 

shape the media landscape of Africa." --Brian Larkin, Barnard 

College 

Africaa Expressive Cultures 

382. pp., lO b&w illus. 

cloth 978-0-253-00923-4 $80.00 
paper’ 978-o-253-oo935-7 $30.0o 

ebook 978-0-2.53-00942-5 $24.99 

Global 

Africm~ Art, hlterMews, Narratives 

Bodies of Knowled~e at Work 
Edited by Joanna Grabski and Carol Magee 

Joanna Grabski and Carol Magee bring together a compelling 

collection that shows how interviews can be used to generate 

new meaning and how connecting with artists and their work can 

transform artistic production into innovative critical insights 

and knowledge. 

Africaa Expressive Cultures 

206 pp., ~2 b&w illus. 

cloth 978-o-253-oo687-5 $8o.oo 
paper 978-o-253-oo691-2 $28.oo 

ebook 978-o-253-oo699-8 $23.99 

% Afri.’.~n Art, 

..... Interviews, 

Narrstives 

Veiling hi Africa 
Edited by Elisha P. Renne 

These lively essays raise questions about what is distinctive 

about veiling in Africa, what religious histories or practices are 
reflected in particular uses of the veil, and how styles of veils 

have changed in response to contemporary events. Together, 

they explore the diversity of meanings and experiences with the 

veil, revealing it as both an object of Muslim piety and an 

expression of glamorous fashion. 

Afl’ican Expressive Cultures 

248 pp., 8 color illus., 31 b&w illus. 

e]oth 978-o-253-oo814-5 $8o.oo 
paper 978-0-953-0o820-6 $28.00 

ebook 978-o-253-oo898-~ $~3.99 

Veiling in Africa 



Indiana University Press 

Office of Scholarly Publishing 

Herman B Wells Library 350 

132o E loth St. 
Bloomington, IN 474o5-3 9 o 7 

You are subscribed using the following email address: regester@emai|.unc.edu. If you wish 
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:: To be removed, use ibis one.-c]’iek unsubserihe ]’i~k . 
:: Not yet sig~qed ,dp’~ 0o here.. 

:: Indiana Ul:,iversity Press does not sell, share or trade 
eleetrol:,ic address ir_,formation with anyorte. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <cs naIxtllc.com@mai1333.us2.mc~.net> 

Monday, June 3, 2013 10:10 AM 

Regester, Chmtene B <regesl, er@.~,emml.unc.edu> 

American India~ collection aM Studies 

Native Peoples A to Z -Second Edition 

Best Books for Academic Libraries recommends... 

NATIVE PEOPLES- A TO Z 
A Reference Guide to Native Peoples of the Western Hemisphere 

Courses on the indigenous people of the Americas are 
taught at your university. Native American educators and 
students will be looking for new reference materials that 
are culturally appropriate and sensitive to the many 
customs and ways of various tribes and nations. The 
material needs to reflect the diverse experiences that 
relate to indigenous peoples of the Americas. We are 
)leased to announce that such a publication is now 

available in the Second Edition of NATIVE PEOPLES A 
TO Z; A Reference Guide to Native Peoples of the 
Western Hemisphere. 

NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z provides authentic examples 
of indigenous Art, culture, literature and history. By 

purchasing a set of NATIVE PEOPLE A to Z you will be providing educators and students a reference that 
is culturally related to the academic needs of indigenous students and will promote student self-esteem and 
character development. 

Please visit www.NABDLLC.com to read a detailed description of the publication’s contents, and view 
sample pages of the encyclopedia. 

The addition of Native Peoples A to Z in your collection will allow students and faculty the ability to tteighten 
awareness and understanding of diverse indigenous cultures and unique traditions. 

Purchase orders are accepted from all institutions on net 60 day terms. If you would like to charge to your 
credit or purchasing card please call our customer service at (810) 231.3728. The ISBN for the set is 
1878592734. The eight volume set is $995.00. 

Thank you for your time and consideration in recommending NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z for purchase to 
your collection development librarian. 

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE IN THE U,S. 
Purchase orders are accepted from all organizations. 

For your convenience we accept Visa and MasterCard as a payment option. 

Customer Order Form 
Please send     set(s) of NATIVE PEOPLES k TO Z - Second Edition (Sv. set) at $995.00 per set. 

ISBN: 9781878592735 

Name: Library Name: 

Phone: Email: 

Mailing Address: 

City: State: 

Payment Type: Visa MasterCard Check Purchase Order#: 

Cardholder Name: 

Card Number: 

Zip: 

Expiration Date: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-nomply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

LiMsay M. via Linkedln <member@linkedin.com> 

Monday, June 3, 2013 11:20 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edw~ 

Chmlene, let’s co~mect on Linkedln 

::.,v,. 
:: Linkedln     I 

Charlene, 

Lindsay M, wants to connect with you on Linkedln, 

Associate Ciinical Project Manager at 

Quintiles 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Final Drab Inc. <nomply@finaJdraft.com> 

Monday, June 3, 2013 12:29 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Your Students Cm~ Save 30% OffFinal Draft 

Click here to view online 

i~"~ Click hereto buy now! 

Use code 13edusum during check out. 
Offer expires 6/30/13 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sara Imnan, Education Portal <sar~education-portaLcom> 

Thursday, June 6, 2013 11:17 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Over 4,000 online lessous to help your students 

Dear Professor Regester, 

Education Portal has over 4,000 online lessons that you can use to supplement and strengthen your instruction. Our videos are bite-sized (5- 
10 minutes long), taught by subject matter experts and available to you at no cost. With summer fast approaching, I hope that you keep 
these resources in mind as you prepare for your next semester. 

See all 4,000 video lessons here: http://education-portal.com/academy/course/index.html 

You can also browse our lessons by subject: 

Science (882 videos) 

Humanities (60 videos) 

Foreign Language (19 videos) 

Math (322 videos) 

English (24s v deos) 

Business (438 videos) 

Social Science (366 v deos) 

History (2s6 videos) 

About Education Portal Lessons 

¯ No cost to you or your students 

° 4,000+ lessons 
¯ Short, bite-sized videos (5-10 minutes long) 

¯ Taught by subject matter experts 

What’s the catch? 

We understand you may think this seems too good to be true, but there’s no catch - really! Our mission at Education Portal is to make 

education accessible to everyone, everywhere. Because of that mission, our courses are completely free for anyone to use with no barriers to 
access and they will always remain that way. 

Try one and tell us what you think 

We offer a wide range of subject areas and are adding new lessons every day. Search for lessons by subiect area. We’re always open to 
feedback and I would love to hear what you think! 

Share them with your students 

Our lessons are a great resource as your students prepare for final exams. You can share them with your students by sending them this link: 

http://education-portal.com/academy/course/index, html 

I hope you will also keep them in mind as you plan your lessons for next term. 

Check back for new lessons 

We’re adding over 60 new video lessons per week, so check back frequently! 

Questions? 

If you have any questions or hesitations please feel free to contact me. I love to hear how professors are using our lessons and answer their 

questions. 



Best regards, 

Sara [nman 

Education Portal 

About Education Portal 

Education Portal is dedicated to using technology to make education accessible. We’ve been around for ten years and our free video lessons 
are our newest and boldest way to achieve this goal. Our lessons are and always will remain completely free to use with no barriers to access. 

1[’o unsubscribe, click here 



Eartha Kitt, I Aving Her 9 Lives 

By DINITIA SMITH 

She slithers across the stage at the Care 
Carlyle, catlike, 72 years old, with the mus- 
cles of an adolescent boy -- Eartha Kitt, 
whom arson Welles called "the most excit- 
ing womam in the world" and the C.LA. 

reportedly called "a sadistic sex nympho- 
maniac" after she stood up at a White House 
luncheon and criticized the war in Viehnam. 

Her tight velvet dress is slit to the thigh, 
fixed with a glittertug brooch, as she sings 
her own rendition of "I’m Still Here": "I 
lived through Shirley Temple. Now I’m 
here. I remember Lyndon Johnson. Gee, 
that was fun .... " She purrs, growls, does a 
belly dance to "Uska Dare," pours Cham- 
pagne down a waiter’s throat, delivering a 
patter of double-entendres as she goes. 

Ms. Kitt has been a fixture on the music 
scene since the early 1950’s, kmown for her 

sultry voice, her persona as a golddigger 
who renders men into helpless little boys 
with her sexual power. The New York Times 
critlc Stephen Holden called Ms. ICdtt the 
original "material girl." 

She has performed on Broadway and in 
Las Vegas and played Catwoman in the 
"Barman" television series. She has ap- 
peared in films ranging from "New Faces," 
based on the Broadway revue that made her 
a star, and "St. Louis Blues" to, more re- 
cently, "Boomerang," with Eddie Murphy, 
and "Harriet the Spy," from the popular 
children’s book. 

During the late 6O’s and early 70’s, her 
career went into a decline as tastes in 
music changed and because, she says, of her 
opposition to the war in Viemam. 

But now she is back in full force, appear- 
ing at the Carlyle till March 13 and as a 
voice in New York City taxicabs admonish- 
ing passengers to buckle their seat belts. 

In the past, with the smoldering anger of 

to the Fullest 

her performance, her voice straining in the 
back of her throat, Ms. Kitt has sometimes 
degenerated into self-parody. "’If you look 
back," said her daughter, Kitt Shapiro, her 
voice "almost sounded like a caricature. 
Now I think it’s very real. It represents, 
life." 

Indeed, there are many who think that 
Ms. Kitt has finally come into her own. The 
voice has mellowed, become softer around 
the edges, rather like vintage wine. And in 
an age of mass entertainment on huge 
screens and in giant stadiums, people are 
drawn to her cabaret act for her ability to 
create an intimacy with her audience. It is 
an act, Mr. Holden said, "worthy of compar- 
ison with Marlene Dietrich in her prime." 

A few days after the Carlyle perform- 
ance, you wouldn’t have known it was 
Earths Kitt in the hotel’s restaurant, 
dressed in black sweatshirt and sunglasses 

Continued on Page 6 
Earths Kit-t, who is back in full force on the cabaret scene, in her Carlyle Hotel suite. 

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission. 



tEartha Kitt, Living Her Nine Lives to the Fullest 

Continued From First Arts Page 

and without makeup and wig. But 
even offstage, she preserves the 
shtick, conducting herself with hau- 
teur, referring to herself sometimes 
in the third person. 

"There is beluga always in the 
fridge, Champagne," Ms. Kitt said, 
"even though I don’t have a man." 
But she would like a man, she said, 
"just as somebody who would escort 
me around town." 

True to her image, Ms. Kitt says 
she sleeps on a bed covered with lion 
skins. She would like to fill the room 
with them. "When I get out of bed I 
am usually nude," Ms. Kitt said. "I 
look at myself every morning to see 
if there are bulges, so you don’t let it 
go past, say, five pounds." The solu- 
tion is exercise. She can lift 50-pound 
weights, she said, and wants to make 
an exercise video for older women 
that is aimed at preventing osteopo- 
rusts and that uses the principles of 
Radu, her trainer. 

She has also learned to preserve 

her voice, to "throw" it from the 
larynx, as she puts it. She’is an opera 
lover, she said, and draws inspiration 
from Maria Callas. Ms. Kitt is also 
quite a reader, she said, having read 
through the Book of Knowledge and 
"Goethe, Marlowe, Shakespeare." 

"Plato was a great influence on 
my mind because he teaches you to 
think," Ms. Kitt said, with a haughty 
gaze. There is an anger in her pres- 
ence as well as in her performance, a 

calculated tension. 
"Whatever man’s down front is 

hugely intimidated," sa, id Daryl Wa- 
ters, her longtime accompanist and 
music director. "Now and then she 
gets someone who decides to get up 
and dance with her, or catch her 
because they think she’s going to fall. 
She always has a line or a look ready. 
Usually it’s ’ Where’s your father?’" 

The other night at the Carlyle, Ms. 
Kitt said, "I was doing my belly 
dance" when suddenly a woman in 
the audience offered her husband for 
the night. "I don’t think you can 
afford me," Ms. Kitt responded cool- 
ly. 

Still, despite her intimidating 
stage presence, Ms. Kitt says she is 
"scared to death." "Every time I 

walk out there I think I’ ~rr~,going to be 

rejected again." Indeed, rejection is 
a constant refrain in her conversa- 
tion. 

She has laid out the lineaments of 
her life in three autobiographies. The 
most recent, "I’m Still Here: Confes- 
sions of a Sex/Kitten" in 1989, some- 
times reads like Dickens: an illegiti- 

mate child, an unknown father -- a 
white man, she believes, who may 
have been the son of the owner of the 
South Carolina plantation where her 

.family lived. 
Ms. Kitt said she was rejected by 

her darker.-skinned family and given 
the name "yella gal." Her mother 

A performer who 
’always has a line 
or a look ready’ for 
those who pop up. 

abandoned her because her new 
stepfather said her skin was too 
light. The family that took her in 

abused her, she said, and she went to 
work in the cotton fields. When she 
was about 8, an aunt sent for her to 
live in Harlem. The aunt told her she 
was her real mother but treated her 
unfairly too, Ms. Kitt said. 

Her looks often worked against 
her, Ms. Kitt said. In 1958, when she 
starred in "Anna Lucasta" with 
Sammy Davis Jr., "2,500 cinemas 
would not take this film because they 
thought I wasn’t black enough to be 
making love to a black man on the 
screen," she said. 

When she was a teen-ager, Ms. Kltt 
won a scholarship to the I<atherine 
Dunham dance troupe, the leading 
black modern-dance company. On a 
trip to Paris, she was "discovered" 
and began singing in cabarets. In 
Paris, she knew James Baldwin, 
Richard Wright and Jean-Paul Sar- 
tre. "He was very quiet," she said of 
Sartre. "But he seemingly remem- 
bered everything and went home and 
wrote about it." She also met Orson 
Welles, who cast her as Helen of Troy 
in his theatrical production of "Dr. 
Faust."                               ~ 

Returning to the United States in 
the early 50’s with a vaguely French 
accent, Ms. Kitt had exotic appeal, a 
sophistication that made her accept- 
able to mainstream whites. She be- 
came a "crossover" figure, like Lena 
Horne and Dorothy, Dandridge, also 
light-skinned. Ms. Kitt said that she, 
Ms. Home and Ms. Dandridge were 
the "the three most beautiful women 
in town." 

Ms. Kitt appeared on Broadway in 
"New Faces of 1952." And she went 
on to record "C’est Si Bun," "I Want 
to Be Evil," "Uska Dara" and "San- 
ta Baby," songs that were to become 
her signatures. She said she received 
a Tony nomination for a dramatic 
role on Broadway in "Mrs. Patter- 
son" in 1954. 

Ms. Kitt also had relationships 
with wealthy men, who sent flowers 
and boxes from Tiffany. One was 
with the playboy Porfirio Rubirosa, 
who "thought I was too young," she 
said. "I never had an affair with 
him." Among her other boyfriends, 
she said, were Charles Revson, John 
Barry Ryan 3d and Arthur Loew Jr. 
"I wished he was the father of my 
child," Ms. Kitt said of Mr. Loew. 
Often, she said, it was the men’s 
mothers who broke up the relation- 
ships. 

Ms. Kltt has been married once, to 
a man named Bill McDonald, and 
they had one child before their di- 
vorce. Ms. Kltt has two grandchil- 
dren, Jason, 8, and Rachel, 3. 

In 1968, Ms. Kitt was invited to the 
White House by Lady Bird Johnson. 
"You send the best of this country off 
to be shot and maimed," she said to 
Mrs. Johnson. "No wonder the kids 
rebel and take pot." 

The singer’s outspokenness nearly 
ended her career in the United 
States, she said. Ms. Kitt said she 
learned from a reporter that the Cen- 
tral Intelligence Agency had drafted 
a damaging report on her. Contracts 
were canceled. She went abroad, 
working mostly in Europe. 

Her reputation was revived some- 
what in the mid-70’s after President 
Jimmy Carter invited her to a White 
House gathering, and she appeared 
in a concert at Carnegie Hall. Then in 
1978 she won a Tony nomination [or 
her role in "Ttmbuktu~" 

More recently, in 1996, he[ first 
American recording in nea~!y 20 

years, "Back in the Business," won a 
Grammy nomination. 

For most of her life, Ms. Kitt has 
not known her exact age. Last year, 
she challenged students at Benedict 
College in Columbia, S.C., to find her 
birth certificate, and they did. She 
had been celebrating her birthday on 
a random date, Jan. 26, and assumed 
she was in her 60’s. But the certifi- 
cate said she was born on Jan. 17, 
1927. 

Looking to the future, Ms. Kitt said 
she wanted to do more concerts and 
legitimate theater. "I’m tired of 
traveling," she said. Maybe she 
should pair up with one of the new 
female rappers, someone suggested, 
to become more of a presence for 
younger audiences. Ms. Kitt looked 
down her nose. "I’ve been doing rap 
since the beginning of time," she 
said. And you wouldn’t want to con- 
tradict her. 

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission. 



~rom: 

Sent: 

To~ 

Subject: 

Diane Lucas <membe~@unc4v.org> 

Friday, June 7, 2013 10:05 AM 

Regeste[, Charlene B <[egester@email.unc.edu> 

Race to the Finish - Final Weekend! 

The UNC-~%’ e-Guide - Since 20021 

Dear Charlene, 

The final weekend of Race to the Finish is here! To all those 
members who have made a contribution, we thank you[ To those who 

have yet to support public television and UNC-~ during this ddve, 
there’s s[~ll [~me. I~’s easy 1oo -jus~ ~]}£~..[]£[19..[]21~f 1o make a secure 

online 

NOTE: r~= video clip availaMe. 

Friday night kicks things off a~ 9:30 PM I [~:: tuna & DanielAmen 
with healthy eating tips frem the Omni I ...... 
Nea~th Revolution with Tuna Amen, RN I 
& Dr. Danie~ Amen, ~D. Tuna and Dan~el 
ion us n our RTP s~ud o ~o d scussthe r L 
70.,’30 p~an and offer health ~ns~ghts as they 
share their own sto~, as we]] as those of people around the count~ 

who have experienced success by using their health s~rategies. 

:Ki Bic Band Voo31ists On Saturday, June 8, things get rolling at 

¯ video preview 10 AM with 3 Steps to Jncr~edible Health 
with Joe~ Fuhrman, [~.D.LI I., a healthy, 

I effective and scientifically proven plan for 
~shedding weJgM qu]ck~y. At 12 PM, Tony 
Tapp bdngs us Healthy Hormones: Bra~n 

Body F~tness~, and exp~ak~s how muscle activation can assist ~r~ 

helph~g your body find hormonal balance. At 1 PM, learn how to 
become sn expe~ s~ghtsee[ w~th Rick Stoves’ Europe 

Skil~, red,owed by Trains Around North America at 3 PM, as 

produce[ Rob Van Camp jo~ns u~LIVE~in the UNC-~/studio to 
share stoffes and k~sJgh~s abou~ America’s historic and scenic 
railroads. The fu£ continues at 6 PM w~th Big Band Vocalists, as we 
present some of the great American vocalists ~ke Per~ Como and 
Doris Day. 

Superstars of Seventies Soul Live takes ×i soul70s.jpg 

the stage at 8 PM with a onceqn-a-lifetime " 
gathering of legends -- all original 
per[om~ers singing their g[eates~ jammin’ 
hits~ $am Cook~&egend ~fo]lows at 

10 PM, w~th an #ffimate portrait o~ the 
v~sionary singer a~(J songwr~ter~ Joe Bo~amassa: An Acoustic 
Evening at the Vienna Opera House ~doses out the nigh1 at 11 

PM, as the Mues and rock guitarist pedorms an acoustic conce~ in 

tMs iconic venue. 

%:: great-train jpg The engine leaves the slalion at 9:30 AM 
en Sunday, June 9, as Trains Around 
North America returns with Rob Van 
Camp, as he traces the amazing history 

the cenfinent’s railreads. At 1 PM, Om~i 
Health Revolutie~ with Tuna Amen, RN 

& Dr. Dan~e~ Amen ~ shares their ~ns~ghts on how your eating 

hunts can have a major impact on your overa~ health. Superstars of 
Seventies Soul L~ve follows a~ 3 PM, w~h orig#~al mtists performing 

their classic Mts~ The music continues at 5 PM, w~lh Oscar 
Hammerste~n~Out of ~y Dream~, a celebration of the 2~h 

centu~’s mosl acclah~ed lyricist. The young ~tal~an lenors Peire 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



Barone, Ignazio Boschetto and Gianlaca Ginoble bring their talented 

voices te ll Vo{o We Are Level I, at 6:30 ~i burt2.jpg 
PM. The bov_z~.from Under the 
Street~ampLJ perform at 8 PM, as the 
Iormer members el the cast of ’Jersey 

Boys’ perform classic hits of the 40s, 50s, 
and 60s. Race to the Finish draws 1o a 
close at 9:30 PM, as Bu~t Bacharach’s Best showcases his top h~ts 
pe[formed by Dus~y $p[ingfield, Torn Jones, The Carpenters and more 
~n original clips from the ’70s and ’80s. 

To browse all of our video previews in one place, please visit the Race 
to the F#~is{~ ~ti~@q.&[!@.[)#.#].~, For behind the scenes pictures, mere 
video clips and the latest programming informatien, keep up with us 

on Facebook! 

As always, thank you for watching and supporiing UNC--R/. 

Warm Regards, 

Diane Lucas 
Director of Programming & Education Sewices 
Member Suppoded UNC~TV 

Faceb _~okl TwiIIer! 

this message to a Iriend. 
Unsubscribe er change your email preferences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chapman Universi~ <~ufva~chapman.edu;, 

Friday, June 7, 2013 5:17 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@..email.unc.edu> 

UFVA 2013: Events and Outings 

:: ~:+~; :: U FVA-Header-gm phic-740x 172-blue-text 

Dodge College of Film and Media Arts 

the co~fference by 

Below is a brief list highlighting each event and outing surrounding this year[~ s conference. Further details on each can be 

found in the schedule section of the conference website. 

Welcome Reception 

Join your colleagues for an evening hosted by Avid in Dodge College ~ s Folino Theater and ,sound stages. Enjoy 

complimenta~ drinks and appetizers while mingling and catching up with familia~ names and lhces. This event is not to be 

missed to kick offanother successful UFVA coni~rence! 

Basketball 

Want to shoot some hoops~ Spend the a£emoon soaking up the sun on campus at the Henley HaJ1 Basketball Courts. 
) o located ne:d to the Sandhu Residence Center. t lay a pick-up game, Horse, or practice your lay-ups. 

Conference Group Photo 

The group photo will be taken at the entrance to Marion Knott Studios prior to boarding the buses to the picnic at Tortilla 

Jo ~ s. Complimentary copies of the photo will be available for pick up at the registration desk on Friday, August 2. 

Picnic 

Join us mad fellow conference attendees for the annuaJ picnic on Thursday, August 1. This year~ s event, co-sponsored 

by Entertainment Partners and Aatodesk, will be held at Tortilla Jo r. s in Anaheim, t~aturing ~)uth-of-the-border authentic 

dishes and drinks. The cost of the picnic is included ruth your conference regis~tration tee but we require that you register 

to ensure that adequate transportation is provided. Compliment~ay bus transportation roll be provided to/from Dodge 

College’s Marion Knott Studios. Enjoy the Disneyland fi~eworks and whimsicaJ ambiance of the Magic Kingdo~n fiom 

the heaxt of Downtown Disney. 



Golf Tournament 

Players of all skill levels are welcome and encouraged to sign up for a day in the Southern California sun with colleagues 

~.5~ing tbr the historic Walker Cup. The rate is $65 per person which includes green fees, cart with GPS and range balls 

(club rentals axe available the day of the event tbr an additional cost). Tournament structure will be based on number of 

participants so the more the merrier! 

Banquet 

This yeax~ s conference banquet will be held at The Bowers Museum in historic Santa Ana. The event kicks off at 6:00 

p.m. with a cockt~fil service, followed by a seated dimmer mnongst sculptures and fonntafins. The cost is $65 and 

complimenta~ bns transportation will be provided to/from Dodge College’s Marion Knott Studios. 

If you have any’ questions about any of the events or outings, please visit the FAQs section or email nfva~chapman.edu 

and continue to check your email for updates and reminders! 

More to come, 

UFVA 2013 Conference Team 
Chapman l~%iversity~s Dodge College of lqlm andMedia Arts 

Chapman University Ayres Orange 

Lifetime Member, Spouse, or Student: $150 

Individual, Institutional, or Sus~ining Member: $295 

Additional Events 
Banquet: $65 

Golf Outing: $65 

On-cmnpus housing may be booked during conference 

registration. Please review the UFVA website for dates and 

awAlabiliF. 

Sandhu Residence Center 

571 N. Grand St. 

Rooms with loca3 hotels must be booked in advance with 

the hotel. Please see the lodin~ section of the website for 

more details. 

Ayres Inn Orange 

3737 W. Chapman Ave. 

Ayres tlotel ~Mraheim 

2550 Katella Ave. 

Doubletree by Hilton Itotei Anaheim 

100 The CiF Dr. 

View the surroundin~ area location map for airport, 

housing, transit, and conference site locations. 

If you do not want to receive fn~tre em~ils fiom UFVA 2013, please Opt-Out. 

Cven,- Web-based Software Solutions ] 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Columbia University Press <j b2579@cup-columbia.ccsend.com> 

Monday, June 10, 2013 8:49 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Soderbergh and Linklater -- 2 New Books on the Directors 

You’re receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in Columbia University Press. 
You may unsubscribe if: you no longer wish to receive our emails, 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



~ Custome=’s in ti~a UK, Europe, Afr:cs, the M:ddla East. 8outb Asia. ~snd 

The Cinern~ of Steepen 

Soderber~.!! 

The ind~st~y’s only direc~o~-cinerna~ographer~creenw~iteP 
~)reducer-~cter-edi~oL Sloven Sode~’~)er~h ~s contempo~s~P~ 
Hollywood’s mosl innovative and prolific fihsmake~ A Pa~me 
d’or and Academy Award-winneL 8oderbe~gh has d~rec~ed 
ne~n’ly th~d:y films, bdud~ng peHtks~fl ~)~’evec~tkms~ digib~ 
expedrne~ts~ esoteric docun]ent~Hes, 9~oba~ blockbusters, ~d 
a series of atypic~ 9once fi~ms. 

pe~pectives~ analyzing Soderbergh as an expressive al~teur of 
a~t ohtem8 and gen~e fare~ as a political~y~mofivated g~erdl~a 
lHmm~ke~’, ~md as ~ H(d~ywoed inside~ Cembmin~ ~ del:ecth;e’s 
app,’each te mvest~al:mg the ~ru~h ,t~th a c~imin~d’s alternafiw~ 
value systern~ Soderbergh’s films lacMe social justice i~ a 
co,potage world, embodying dozens of c~nemafic trends and 
fom~s ~dvanced in ~he p~st lwerfly-fiw~ ye~s. H~s caree~" 
demonstrates 1he Hchness of conternpo~[y Amedcan cinema~ 

Forward this email 

This emafl was sent to regester@email,unc.edu by p121.64@columbia.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-TV<members@unc-tv.org> 

Monday, June 10, 2013 4:55 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thank you! 

Thanks to the 2,686 contributors who made a donation of support during UNC-TV’s Race to the 
Finish on-air pledge drive, Your support will help us reach our private support goal of 
$10,900,000 by June 30. 

As of today, we have $813,470 to go. 

No matter how often you watch we are asking you to do your part in keeping this treasured 
institution thriving and growing in the fiscal year ahead. If we can impact and change just one 
life through our programs and services, it would be enough for us to reinforce why North 
Carolina needs public television. That is why I encourage you to support UNC-TV today! 

If you have not renewed your support or if you are able to make an additional contribution, 
please take the time right now and cffck here to make a gift today. 

Sincerely, 

[~:: [object Object]       ] 

Caroline Francis 
Director of Development 

Join the UNC-TV Community! 
Get the latest News. 

Unsubscribe or change your email preferences. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Documentm7 Studies at Dnke Universib, <llm@duke.eduv 

Tuesday, Jnne 11, 2013 9:00 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Remembering Robert West, Third Fridays at the Fnll FraJne Theater, Summer Classes News 

i ::~ :: CDS I Center for D ...... tary Studies ~ 

ROBERT WEST / CDS Director Tom Rankin Remembers Social Documentary Pioneer 

Robert West at Working Films in Wilmington, North Carolina. Photograph by Ken Blevins 

Robert West, co-founder and founding director of Workin~q Films, died early on June 6. A 

tenacious and articulate advocate for putting documentary film to work for good in myriad 

ways in a range of communities, Robert demonstrated not only the power of film, but the 

force of considered leadership. He was funny, yet about making a serious difference, 

gracefully kind, yet determined to stand for his core beliefs He approached the evils of 

illness with the same realism he approached the world, showing all of us a dignity in the 

face of dark truth. From the earliest days of Working Films, Robert combined his 

inspirational optimism with his vision for documentary film’s active place in the world 

Watching him build Working Films in collaboration with many others was a profound 

lesson, his singular vision a lasting memorial to all his good work. --Tom Rankin 

For those who would like to honor Robert’s fife and legacy, contributions can be made to the 

Robert West Reel Enqagement Fund The fund’s working motto, There is no such thing as a 

cinematic bullet, echoes the charge that inspired Robert and Judith Helfand to found 

Working Films, a Wilmington, North Carolina-based nonprofit, in 1999: "What will you do 

when the lights come up?" 

THIRD FRIDAYS AT THE FULL FRAME THEATER / Monthly Series of Free Film Screenings 

Kicks Off This Month 

Friday, June 21, 6:30 p.m. and 8:30 p.m. / Full Frame Theater, Power Plant Building / 

American Tobacco Campus ! Durham, North Carolina 



The beautiful new Full Frame Theater in downtown Durham will be home to the Full Frame 

Documentary Film Festival’s Third Friday series of free screenings, which will be held every 

month through November 

First up: two free screenings of Emma Davie and Morag McKinnon’s documentary ! Am 

Breathinq, as part of the film’s Global Screening Day, when it will be screened in over fifteen 

countries around the world The film tells the story of Nell Platt, who goes from being a 

healthy young father to becoming paralyzed from the neck down following an ALS diagnosis. 

He puts together a letter and memory box for his baby son, Oscar, and with humor and 

honesty shares the last stage of his life through a biog. With his posts forming the film’s 

narration, t Am Breathing listens to Nell as he ponders "what makes us human" in the last 

months of his life. 

Note: Seating is first come, first served. Doors open 30 minutes prior to showtime. For 

information on parking, click here. 

The Fu!l Frame Documentary Film Festival is a program of the Center for Documentary 

Studies. 

GREAT SUMMER CLASSES FOR DOCUMENTARIANS I One Spot Left in Documentary Video 

Institute; Second Session Added for intensive Intro to Documentary Studies 

Center for Documentary Studies / Durham, North Carolina 

News from our Continuing Education program: 

There’s one spot left in the Documentary Video Institute which starts this coming Saturday, 

June 15. In this eight-day intensive, students are fully immersed in the process of 

documentary filmmaking Working in small production teams led by experienced 

documentary filmmakers, you will be introduced to an array of tools and techniques as you 

collaborate with a partner to direct, shoot, edit, and screen a documentary short. For more 

information and to register, click here 

Due to demand, a second session of the Intensive Introduction to Documentary Studies 

course has been added: Sunday, August 11through Friday, August 17. Led by oral historian 

and folklorist Michelle Lanier, the course full fills the introductory requirement for a 

Certificate in Documentary Arts, but is also ideal for those who simply want to learn the 

basic history and principles of documentary work--including methodologies, philosophies, 

and ethics Guest speakers will include photographers, filmmakers, writers, and audio 

producers. At the final meeting, students will present project proposals of their own, which 

may be the beginning of long-term documentary initiatives or simply the inspiration for future 

work For more information and to register, click here. 

Micheffe Lanier is acting director of North Carolina’s Ahican American Heritage Commission 

and Curator of Mufticuftural Initiatives with North Carolina’s State Historic Sites; she has 

been an instructor at CDS since 2000. 

NEW SUMMER 2013 ISSUE OF DOCUMENTAVAILABLE ONLINE 



The latest issue of Document, the CDS quarterly newsletter, is now available online; 

Document features some of the best documentary work supported and produced by the 

Center for Documentary Studies. Highlights in the summer issue include an interview with 

outgoing CDS director Tom Rankin, Full Frame Documentary Film Festival award winners, 

a tribute to the first graduating class of the MFA in Experimental and Documentary Arts 

program, and more. 

To browse past issues, click here¯ 

To receive print issues of Document, join Friends of CDS. 

UPCOMING EVENT 

Friday, June 21, 6:30 p.m. & 8:30 p.m. / Full Frame Third Friday screenings of t Am 

Breathing/Full Frame Theater, American Tobacco Campus / 320 Blackwell St., Durham, 

North Carolina 

http:flvwvw.cdsporch oqqlarchivesl18714 

EXHIBITS 

March 18-July 27,2013 / One Place: Paul Kwilecki and Four Decades of Photographs from 

Decatur County, Georgia / Kreps and Lyndhurst Galleries, Center for Documentary Studies / 

1317 W Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

http://docu mentarvstudies.du ke.edu/exhibits/cu rrent-exhibits#on e-place 

April 26-August 31,2013 / Beyond the Front Porch 2013 / University Gallery, Center for 

Documentary Studies I 1317 W. Pettigrew St, Durham, North Carolina 

http://docu mentarystudies.du ke.edu/exhibits/cu rrent-exhibits#beyond 

May 6-August 31,2013 1 Hidden in Plain Sight: Architectural Reminders of Durham’s Vital 

Past I Porch Gallery, Center for Documentary Studies/1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North 

Carolina 

http:fldocumentarystudies duke edu/exhibits/current-exhibits#hidden 

MORE ABOUT CDS: 

CDS Website http://documentarystudies.duke.edu 

CDS Porch http:flwww.cdsporch.org 

Friends ofCBS http://documentarystudies.duke.edu/donate 

Upcoming Events http:/!documentarystudies.duke.edu/events 

[~ilFacebook ii.~.ilCDSPorch 

~ 

ii~;~ilFriends°fCDS] 

te~- Docume~tsry St[~d~es ~st Duke :.h’~wersity 

!3 ~ 7 W Pe~grew Street 

Durham, NC 27705 

Unsubscribe i Update Profile/Email Address I Forward To A Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Final Dra£t Inc. <noreply@fin~Jdraftcom> 

Tuesday, June 11, 2013 4:49 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@emml.unc.edu> 

Final Dra£t, Inc. Newsletter - June 2013 

Click here to view online 

:’ ’:::::.~ Click heretovisit .... line 

Company Newsletter 

Volume 11, Number 5 - June 11, 2013 

Academy Awardl@-Winnin9 Screenwriter Roger Avary Rev÷a~s 
Insid÷r Secrets at This Month’s Fina~ Draft~} Meetup 

At the standing room only event in Hollywood, Roger Avary candidly shared 

screenwriting advice in his Q&A with Final Draft, Inc. Director of Studio Relations Zack 

Gutin before the screening of his film Rules of Attraction. 

The second monthly meetup went off without a hitch, and we invite you to join us for our 

next meetup on Monday, July 8th with acclaimed screenwriter Peter Iliff. Following an 

evening of networking and a Q&A, we will screen Point Break in the Cat & Fiddle 

courtyard. 



S~ndance I~stit~te 

This summer, a little taste of Sundance Film Festival comes to Los Angeles - 

with a lot less snow. Celebrating the renegade spirit of independent 

filmmaking, Sundance Institute presents NEXT WEEKEND, a four~:lay film 

festival in Los Angeles featuring screenings, panels, parties, and filmmaker 

workshops. 

We’re proud to support this innovative event, and hope to see you there 

August 8-11. 

Writers often wonder what kinds of scripts they should be working that have 

best chance of moving forward, or why the scripts they have written are having 

trouble gaining traction. 

This is because many writers aren’t applying the two questions many 

producers use to gauge if a project is worth pursuing or not: "Can we pitch 

it? Can we cast it?" 

Both questions are loaded with meaning beyond the obvious, and Mike will 

help to clarify the thinking going on behind the decision making that leads to 

some scripts grabbing attention, and others met with silence in this live 

Webinar on Tuesday June 25, 2013 from 6:00 P~I to 7:t~ PI~ (PDT). 

Click here to learn 

more 

Save 20% Off: $~rip~Xpert Services ~o Get Rea~Jy Fo[ You[ B~g 

There is a little over a month until the regular deadline for the Big Break 

Screenwriting Contest, which means there is still time to have your script 

reviewed by one of our expert script advisors! 

Save 20 Y~ off all ScriptXpert services through June 30th, and take your 

script on a test drive, Enter discount code BBSP13 during checkout to receive 

your savings. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NC Retirement News <NCRetirementNews@nctreasurer.com> 

Friday, June 14, 2013 10:11 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emaJd.unc.edu> 

NC Retirement News: AnnuaJ Benetits Statements Now Available; Retirement Plmming Conferences 

Your 2~I2 Annaa~ BenefiN Statement is now available in yo~lr personal ONI~IT acemmt 

The 2012 Statement prominently positions your gap analysis at the front of your statement. 

There you will see your projected monthly retirement income compared to your projected 

monthly need in retirement. 

Active members receiving a statement will have data on: 

Your contributions to the N.C Retirement System as of December 31. 2012 

Your projected retirement benefit. 

Your projected benefit through your NC 401 (k) and NC Deferred Compensation 

(457) plans. 

A Social Security estimate to show you how much you may receive from Social 

Security at age 62. This may represent a reduced benefit. Be sure to contact the 

Social Security Administration at ~?~Y?~’.:§§.~:.gg)~ to get an up-to-date estimate. 

To access your Annual Benefits Statement: 

Visit w~,~/.m~ncretire ment corn 

Click on the ORBIT button to log-in 

Once logged on to your personal ORBIT 

account, click on "ViewAnnual Benefits 

Statement" to view or print your statement 

To help you better understand the information in your statement, refer to the Annual 

Benefits Statement website There you will find a list of frequently asked questions, a User 

Guide, training video, and other resources depending on your stage of life and career. 

If you had less than 12 months of service in 2012, a letter from Treasurer Cowell is posted 

to your account that identifies where you will find your length of service, retirement account 

balance, and beneficiary designation(s) within ORBIT. 

Remember, your statement will not be mailed to you, so log-on to ORBIT and start planning 

for your financial future today! 

Retirement Planning Conferences and Videos 



Retirement Plannincj Conferences have been scheduled through July 2013. The 

conferences provide an orientation for new members, pre-retirement planning information 

for members closer to retirement, and educational information for personnel officers and 

others who handle retirement matters. Prudential Retirement also provides information 

about the NC 401 (k) and NC Deferred Compensation (457) plans at the conferences. 

If you’re a member of TSERS and are nearing retirement, the Retirement Systems has 

posted Retirement Planning videos on its website. The videos address all topics covered 

during a Retirement Planning Conference. If you’re unable to attend a conference, or would 

like to reviewwhat you sawat a conference you attended, head to the TSERS Retirement 

Planninc~ Conference videos website today. 

This message was sent to regester@EMAIL.UNC.EDU from: 

North Carolina Retirement Systems I 327 N Salisbury St. I Raleigh, NC 27603 

U~s~bsc~i~3e 



To~ 

Subject: 

UNCmTV <membei~@unc4v,org> 

Friday, June 14, 2013 11:52 AM 

Regeste[, Charlene B <[egester@emaiLunc~edu> 

Sunday at 6 PM: Biographical Conversations with Henry Frye 

~’-’i UNC-TV NewsFlashi 

Unsubscribe or’ change your email prelerences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caroline Francis <members@unc-tv.org> 

Friday, June 21, 2013 10:33 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

June 30th is just 10 days away! 

We have 10 days left to raise $374,892 from 
individuals just like you to stay on target to meet our 
overall private support goal of $:~0.9 million. Help us 
reach our goal by making your secure tax-deductible 
donation riqht now. Your financial support signals the 
value you place in our unique programs and services. 

Tf you have already made a contribution, we are 
grateful for your support. If not, please take a moment 
right now and click here or call 1-888-292-7070 to 
make your donation. 

Many thanks for your support! 

Caroline Francis 
Director of Development 

P.S. - You can also help us by forwardinq this email to 
a friend and asking them to support UNC-TV. 

Your support helps make great 
programs possible! 

Downton Abbey Image 2 for EOY 

~i Click here to donate now! 

:~Facebook!F°ll°wUNC-TV on    [ ii~iI                   Twitter!F°ll°wUNO-TV on 

You can change your e-mail preferences or unsubscribe at this link. 

d byCONVlO 

nonpw~fit software 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Aimee Dixon ~ ~ymail.com> 

Saturday, June 22, 2013 12:51 PM 

Regester, ChaMene B <reges’ter@~,ema~,l.unc.edu> 

jane’s former student question tbr you 

Dear Professor Regester, 

Jane Gaines su,~,,ested I reach out to you regarding a question about PhD programs. I believe you and I met a fexv years back at the Micheaux conference in 

NYC. I was a student of Jane’s at the time at Columbia. Currently I iust finished nay second year at Georg, e Mason University in their Cultural Studies program 

towards rny PhD. As I have learned a great deal through this program their film course~vork is virtually 11011 existent. They do to~lch on film within their CS 

classes b~t it is not a strong component even though they seemed vet), interested in rne ioining them knowing nay interests in film studies, specifically African 

American film history. I’m considering svvitcbing programs and Jane suggested I ask your advice. My big caveat is that I need to stay local as I a~n now a mother 

of a one year old and xve just moved here before her birth. Moving would be too taxing for us. 

Would Howard be a place to consider for a PhD ~vith a film emphasis or are there any other options? I aria considering sticking it out at GMU and pushing for 

nay final classes to be in film through consortium courses. I know that having a broad degree in an area like Cultural Studies is more advantageous for teaching 

opportunities but: my reM passion is film and it is difficult moving forward without t:hat possibility at GMU. 

Thanks so much in advance. 

Sincerely, 

Aimee Dixon Anthony 



Fro~: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

fundingalert@cos.com 

Sunday, June 23, 2013 12:59 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Charlene Regester 

Funding alerts for your 
saved searches 
Results" June 23, 2013 

fundi~-"t9 sea~°¢h Feb 0~; 
funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 
Yale University 
Yale Center for British Art (YCBA) 
Paul Mellon Centre for Studies in British Art - 
U.K. 

2 Research 

Sponsor: 
Yale University 
Yale Center for British Art (YCBA) 
Paul Mellon Centre for Studies in British Art - 

Sponsor: 
Organization of American H sto-ans (OAH) 

4 Howa~’~l Fellowships 

Sponsor: 
Howard Foundation, George A, and Eliza 

5 2014 UCF W~ite Paper’ P~o~osal 

Sponsor: 
Urban Communication Foundation (UCF) 

Sponsor: 
Organization of Amedcan Historians (OAH) 

Funding alerts for your saved searches 

Results: June 23, 2013 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noreply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Dameim~ Battle, MBA (Linkedln Invitations) <invitations@linkedin.com> 

Monday, June 24, 2013 5:28 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edw~ 

Dmneima Battle, MBA’s invitation is waiting for your response 

I :*< Linkedln 

Hi Charlene, 

sent you an invitation to connect 6 days ago. How would you like to respond? 

~ 
Dameian Battle: MBA 

Epic Software Consultant and Go Live Support at Duke University Health System; 

Doctoral Student; Senior Pastor of UM 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

office@cmstudies.org 

Monday, June 24, 2013 9:47 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

June 2013 SCMS News Brief 

June 2013 I News Brief 

In this issue: 

Call for Proposals 

How to Submit a Successful Proposal 

Proposal Submission Tips 

Important Dates 

Seattle 2014 Call for Paper, Panel, and \Vorkshop Proposals 

The Society for Cinema and Media Studies announces its call for proposals for the 2014 cont}rence. Please join us Wednesday, Maxch 19 through 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 at the Sheraton Seattle Hotel. 

While the Emerald City is known tbr its independent and vibrant music, film, and art scenes, it’s also home to the Space Needle, historic Pike Place 

Market, the original Stmbucks, Microsoft, Grange, the birthplace of the U.S. Mayors’ Climate Protection Agremnent and the Fremont Troll. 

The 2014 SCMS Conference Program Committee welcomes quali~ paper, panel, and workshop proposals on any topic related to cinema and media 

s~adies. Proposa1 submission forms are available through the SCMS website. The deadline for proposals is Friday, August 30, 2013 (5:00 pm 

Central Time). 

You may access the conference proposal submission forms on our website here: Submission Forms. The conference section of our website contains 

detailed guidelines and instructions for how to comIx~se and submit proposals, as well as a length}, FAQ section. For more about how the proposal 

system works and helpful advice on submitting a successful proposal, keep reading’. 

V~qaat Makes a Successful Proposal? 

A good proposal will clearly and succinctly identiI) ~veral key elements: 1) the thesis of the argument or research to be presented; 2) the 

~holarly context of the papeis thesis and/or intervenrion; how does this thesis tbrward previous understanding? Why is it important? And 3) 

the methodology of the re~arcl~/analysis; how will this paper accomplish its goals? This latter point might entail identifying new evidence or a 
i~ew n~ethodolog},. In addition, efi’ective abstracts are u,ell writtei~, presei~t a synthesized ~ersion of tl~e paper-to- be- presented and coni’orm to 

the length requirement of the proposal system. Abstracts should be ainticulated to the format in which the research will be presented (individual 

paper, workshop, pre-constituted panel). If you are unfamiliar with wiring a conference paper proposaJ~, we suggest that you show your 

abstract to an experienced colleague for editorial suggestions and guidance. 

Proposal Submission Tips 

Tip #1: Read the guiddines and inst~actions in the proposal system and know these rules: 

¯ Eye,one must be a registered website user either as a temtx~rary member (good for web access for 30 days) or as a regular (paid) member. 

The system searches the website database by last name. If you are submitting a panel or workshop proposal and have a pre~nter who is not in the 

database, you can create a temporary member record tbr the presenter. You will need to enter the individual’s name, institutional aYfiliarion, and 

mailing a~nd e-mail addresses. You will also need to create a usernmne and password for him/her. Be sure that you inform the presenter of his/her 

username and password AND of the SCMS membership and conference registration requirelnents. 

Only one proposal submission per person. 
Only one paper presentation per person. 
Participation is restricted to two, dill}rent activities. 

Chairing and presenting are two dirt}rent things. Presenring on a workshop and presenting a paper are also considered to be two dill}rein activities. 

Panel proposals should have a chair and four presenters or a chair, three presenters, and a respondent. In each case, the chair can be a 
presenter on the panel. 
Workshop proposals should have at least tbur, but ilo more than five presenters (including the chair). 



¯ Membership in the Society is required to present at the annual cont~mnce. 

Requests for waivers of the membership and/or conl}rence registmrion t~es may be granted in exceptional circumstances Ibr axtists or renowned 
~holars fi’om other disciplines or filmmakers whose contributions are essential to the panel or workshop topic. Waiver requests must be submitted 
wifl~ the proposal by August 30, 2013 (5:00 pm Central Time). 

Tip #2: Devdop and save the text of the proposal as a document in advance rather than typing it directly into the form. 

Open call paper proposals need: 1) a rifle, 2) a summau no longer than 2500 characters including spaces and hard returns, 3) 3-5 bibliographic 
sources, and 4) an atuhor bio no longer than 500 characters. If prepared in advance, paper proposals can be submitted in one visit to the proposal 
system. Paper proposals that are part of a panel proposal should not be submitted to the open call. They should be sent to the panel chair/organizer to 
be submitted as part of the panel proposal. 

Pand proposals need: 1) a rifle, 2) a summaxy no longer than 2500 characters including spaces and hard returns, 3) 3-5 bibliographic murces, 4) a 
chair bio no longer than 500 characters PLUS the titles, summaades, bibliographic sources, and bios fi)r each author. Text can be entered mad saved in 
multiple visits to the sys~tem if you are wairing to receive the presenters’ paper summaades, bibliographic murces, and bios. The papers can be added 
one at a time and saved. After the third paper has been added, the submit button will activate and you can submit if fire panel is complete. 

Workshop proposals need 1) a rifle, 2) a summary no longer than 2500 characters including space and hard returns, 3) 3- 5 bibliographic sources, 4) 
bios no longer than 500 characters per bio for each presenter. The smnmary should explain why the topic is suited to a workshop format and how you 
will invoNe the audience. 

Tip #3: Know the difference between a Workshop and a Pand. 

Workshops are distinct from panels in that they tbcus on field-specific topics with brief presentarions by panelists that lead to focused and substanrive 

discussion and debate among workshop participants and others attending the event. Workshops are intended to be dialogical and producrive 

workspaces. Topics are ~pically tbcused on pedagogy, re,arch strategies and methodologies. They may also explore major intellectual issues’trends 

in flm discipline. Workshops should have at least 4 but no more flmn 5 participants (including the chair) with individual pre~ntations of no more than 

5-7 minutes. As you are fo~mularing your proposal, please make sure to clari~ why your topic is best suited to the workshop format rather fl~an the 

typical panel forn~at. In addirio~ please describe the strategy float you will use to ensure full engagement with the workshop ,nodel and to achieve 

dynanfic audience involve,nent. 

Tip #4: Save your proposal often if you are not submitting the entire proposal at one time or if you have frequent interruptions. 

After you log in, the proposal system pages and forms will rime out after two hours. Open call paper and workshop proposals should not require much 
rime to cut and paste the text into the form and then submit. Panel proposals may require more rime to gather and enter all of the information. After 
entering the third paper of a panel proposal, the submit button will activate. If the proposal is complete, save it and proofbetbre submitring. If the 
panel will have tbur paper~ save the proposal after entering the tburth paper and then do the final proof before submitting. 

Tip #5: Proof the proposal carefully before submitting. 

You cannot make changes or co~recrions after it has been submitted. 

If you need minor correcrions or edits, email the,n to the SCMS Office. 

Tip #6: Submit early-. 

Submitting your proposal before the end of August allows you rime to contact the SCMS Office (office@cms~dies.org) with submission quefftions 
and ensures that your proposal has been submitted well before the deadline. If your hard drive dies or you experience a power outage or other 
untbreseen events, you will still have time to submit befi)re the deadline. 

We look tbrward to receiving your submissions for the 2014 SCMS Conference! 

Looking for a paper topic? Visit the SCMS Conference Bulletin Board here. Send abstracts in response to announcements by Monday, 

July 15. 

hnportant Dates 

July 15: Last day to submit abstracts to flm Bulletin Board announcements 

August 30:2014 Seattle conference proposal deadline 

November 15: Accept and decline notices entailed 

December: Preliminary conference program draft available on SCMS website 

January, 6: Last day for minor correcrions to the preliminau draft 

January 17: Last day for early registrarion and registration tbr presenters 

March 19-23:2014 Seattle conference 

~Like us on Faeebook i>~’ollow us on Twitter > 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu> 

Monday, Jnne 24, 2013 11:10 AM 

~reenmciety-announce@&tke.edu; tilm-video <tilm- video@duke.edu>; ami-ti~culty@duke.edu 

**Screen/Society this week--Thn June 27, 7pm: "Bamako" (tbr the ’Lights on Africa 2013’/’Dinner a~d a Movie’ summer ~ries at the 
Nasher Museum) 

* Please distribute widely 

Screen/Society presents_. 

Bamako 
Part of the Lights on Afi’ica 2013 and [)inner and a Movie 

SUltrier series at the Nasher Museum of Art~ 

Download PDF Fiver I Morn Info 

Bamako (Abderrahmane Sissako, 2006, l 18 rain, France, #t French and Bambara with E~tglish subtitles, Color, DVD) 

Abderrahmane Sissako wrote and directed this oltbeat, satiric come@ which imagines how the powers that be in the Vv~est 

might be forced to m~swer tbr the damage "they’ve done in the Third World. Mele (Aissa Maiga) is an attractive Malia~ lounge 

singer married to ChaJ~a (Tiecoura Tmore), though their relationship is on the verge of collapse. In their eyes, the Aii-icm~ 

continent isn’t in much better shape than their mamage, and one day a makeshift courtroom appeaacs in the courtyard near their 
shabby home. In the courtyalrl, a handful of powerful international orgmiizations, such as the World Bank and the IMF, are 

put on trial for their crippling effect on the Africma economy... 





htlp:A/ami.duke.edu/screensocietv 

iiii,,~~~::’,ii : hokazak@duke.edu 



::,~:~,~::~ ii::~: http://ami.du ke.edu/screensociety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Women Make Movies Educate <educate@WMMCOM> 

Monday, June 24, 2013 11:29 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

CAMERA~WOMAN: A Morocco Where Veils Are Lifted & Men Aren’t Allowed I A WMM New Release 

Hi All, 

I am writing from Women Make Movies, the leading nonprofit distributor of films by and about women. I thought this listerv’s members would be particularly interested in our new release 
CA2vIERA/WOMAN. This compelling film explores critical issues surrounding Women’s Rights, Islam, Morocco & North Africa, Gender Roles, Family, Working Women, Anthropology and 
the Global Women’s Movement. 

CAMERA/WOMAN <http ://www.wmm. COl~’filmcatalog/paa es/c 845. shtml> 

Women Make Movies is thrilled to aunounce the educational release of CAMERA/WOMAN, a doculnentary by Karima Zoubir CAMERA/WOMAN continues a fantastic festival rtu~, 
taking home the WorldView Award at prestigious International Documentary Film Festival Amsterdam and wiuning the Human Rights Award at the International Documentauv Festival in 
Agadir. This month, CAMERA/¥VOMAN made its US premiere to a sold out crowd at the Hun~an Rights Watch Film Festival in New York 

Working as a videographer at ~veddings in Casablanca, Khadija Harrad is part of the new generation of young, divorced Moroccan ~vomen seeking to realize their desires for independence 
while honoring their families’ wishes. Mother of an 11 -year-old son and primary breadwinner for her parents and siblings as well, she navigates dai ly between the elaborate fantasy world of 
the parties she films and harassment from her traditionally conservative family Read more: <http:i/wwwwmmcomJfilmcatalo~/pa~es/c848.shtml> 

A fihn by Karima Zoubir 
Morocco, 2012, 59 minutes, Color, Arabic, Subtitled 
Institutional Price: $395.00 
K-12, Public Libraries, Communi~ Groups: $89 

Viewthetrailerhere<http://v,~,wvoutube.con’~,watch?feature player embedded&v iy SMm9ZD0#at 62;> 
Purchase the film here 
< http:i/www wmm com/filmcatalo~/pa~es/c845.shtml > 

Special Offer - "?,/RJSLIM: The (;hanging Face of Muslim Women" Collection! Receive 50% off any title from this collection when you purchase CA),/fER~./’vVOM~.N at list price. View entire 
collection here: <http://www wmm comYfilmcatalov/collect9 shtml> 

Order any title fi’om the collection at 50% off list price This offer applies to institutions only; public libraries, K-12 and cowanunity groups may purchase any title for only $89. 

This collection includes: 

GOING UP ~IXtE STAIRS: PORTRAIT OF AN UNLIKfiLY IRANIAN ARTIST 
--.http:i/www wmm comYfilmcatalo~/pa;esic 836. shtml> 
"ttighly Recommended. Provides a much-needed unconventional observation of inequality and gender issues in contemporary Iran " -Educational Media Reviews Online 

T[IE MO SQUE IN MORGANTOWN 

<http:i/www wmm comJfilmcatalog/pagesic837.shtm[> 

"An iraportant fihn.., in America’s message of change and the feminist movement gaining momentmn in Muslim countries." -The Feminist Review 

MOTHEP~ LEBANON & ME 
<http :i/www.wrrm~. c orn/filmc at alogipagesic 798. shtml> 
"Recomrnended... a fihn of extreme contrasts and duality. It explains much as to why there seems to be no middle ground there." -Educational Media Reviews Online 

VOICES LRXTv’E]LED: TUR_KISH YVOMEN WHO DARE 
<http :i/w~vw.~vrrm~. c orrgfilmc at alogipagesic 801 .shtml> 
"Highly reconwnended...*** 1/2" -Video Librarian 

LrNWEILED VIEWS: MUSL~vl WOMEN SPEAK OUT 

<http :i/www.wrrm~. c orn/filmc at alogipagesic 781 .shtml> 

"Reconm~ended for women’s and religious studies." -Educational Media Reviews Online 

RIGHTS AND WRONGS: THE STORY OF WOMEN Fix- ISLa&4 

<http :i/w~vw.~vrrm~. c orrgfilmc at alop~ipagesic 833. shtml> 

"Highly Recorrm~ended. A thoughtful and irffotmative look... Rights and YVrongs clearly portrays feminism at work within modern Islam.-Educational Media Reviews Online 

You can place your order directly through VV2~INf s Online Shopping Cart. During checkout, enter promo code CA~X/FVVOLS 13 and your 50% off discount will be applied.* For questions, 
email orders@wnwn.com or call 212.925.0606 x360. Oiler cnds Ju!y 31, 2013. 

*Cannot be used with 2013 films in collection. Other exceptions may apply. Catmot be combined with any other offer. 

Please let me know if you have any questions and thank you so much fi~r your suppolt! 

Sincerely, 

Meredith Heil 
Marketing Coordinator 
Women Make Movies 
115 W. 29th Street, Suite 1200, 
New York, iXW 10001 

WE’VE MOVED! As of 4/1, our ne~v address is 115 W. 29th Street, Suite 1200, New York, NY 10001. 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listsel~’.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following con~rnand to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 



signoff UI.’V~LIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to U[~’VAL[ST-L@listserv.american.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Documentm7 Studies at Dnke Universib, <llm@duke.eduv 

Monday, Jnne 24, 2013 5:00 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

CDS NEWS: Interview with Outgoing Director Tom Rankin, Student Videos, °5Fhe Weather and a Place to Live" 

i ::~ :: CDS I Center for D ...... tary Studies ~ 

OUTGOING CDS DIRECTOR TOM RANKIN LOOKS BACK AND LOOKS AHEAD 

Tom Rankin at work near Money, Mississippi, June 20!2 Photograph by Todd Nichols 

It’s hard to imagine the Center for Documentary Studies without Tom Rankin at the helm. 

He’s been here for the last fifteen of our twenty-four years, just the second director we’ve 

had (Iris Tillman Hill was our first). CDS--and the world--was a different place when Tom 

arrived in Durham in 1998. Under his leadership, it has adapted, grown, and thrived to 

become one of the leading institutions for the documentary arts both nationally and 

internationally. 

Tom will continue to head Duke University’s MFA in Experimental and Documentary Arts 

program after passing the CDS directorship baton to Wesley Hogan on July 1. He recently 

answered questions from staff members about life at CDS and beyond in an interview that 

is featured in the Summer 2013 issue of Document, the CDS quarterly newsletter. Read the 

full interview here. 

GREAT STUDENT-PRODUCED PROJECTS I Short Audio and Video Docs, Photo Essays, 

and More 

From "Moratuck," Anytown, USA student Vann Dwiggins’s video on people and fauna along the Roanoke 

River 

A roundup of recent documentary projects created by undergrads in one of our documentary 

studies courses as well as students in our Continuing Education program: 

In collaboration with the Music Maker Relief Foundation, a nonprofit "dedicated to helping 

the true pioneers and forgotten heroes of the Blues gain recognition and meet their day-to- 

day needs," undergrads in our spring 2013 Multimedia Documentary class, taught by CDS 

instructor Christopher Sims, produced a video series on local artists intended to further 



document their art and lives. To view the videos that have been posted thus far, go to Music 

Maker’s blog, here. 

Eleven students in our Continuing Education program received their Certificates in 

Documentary Arts and presented their final projects to the public at an event in May. Under 

the guidance of CDS instructor Nancy Kalow, each student created a substantial 

documentary work, projects that often move out into the world in the form of exhibits, 

installations, screenings, websites, and more. View ten of the eleven projects here. 

Finally, continuing ed students Jn our annual Anytown, USA class created videos on the 

small North Carolina town of Scotland Neck. Residents crowded the lawn at an in-town 

screening in May, and the short docs were also screened at the new Full Frame Theater in 

downtown Durham earlier this month. View the projects here. 

2012 FIRST BOOK PRIZE COUNTDOWN CONTINUES I Spotlight on 2004 Winner Steven B. 

Smith and The Weather and a Place to Live 

Louisville, Colorado, 1999. Photograph by Steven B Smith. 

In anticipation of the publication of 2012 CDS/Honickman First Book Prize in Photoqraphv 

winner Gerard H. Gaskin’s Legendary’, we’re taking a look back at previous winners of this 

prestigious biennial prize, which offers, among other things, publication of a book of 

photography. 

In 2004, Maria Morris Hambourg, the founding curator of the Department of Photographs at 

the Metropolitan Museum of Art, selected Steven B. Smith as the second winner of the prize. 

In compelling black-and-white photographs, The Weather and a Place to Live: Photoqraphs 

of the Suburban West (2005) portrays the surreal intersection of suburbia and desert in 

California, Utah, Nevada, and Colorado, where sprawling suburbs are reconfiguring what 

was once vast unpopulated territory. 

In 2012, Deborah Willis selected Gaskin to win the latest prize in this important series. 

Gaskin’s book, Legendary: Inside the House Ballroom Scene, will be co-published in fall 

2013 by the Center for Documentary Studies and Duke University Press, and an exhibit of 

his work will be on view at the Center for Documentary Studies. 

To view photos from The Weather and a Place to Live, Legendary, and other First Book 

Prize in Photography winners, click here. 

NEW SUMMER 2013 ISSUE OF DOCUMENTAVAILABLE ONLINE 

The latest issue of Document, the CDS quarterly newsletter, is now available onlin~i 

Document features some of the best documentary work supported and produced by the 



Center for Documentary Studies. Highlights in the summer issue include an inte~Mew with 

outgoing CDS director Tom Rankin, Full Frame Documentary Film Festival award winners, 

a tribute to the first graduating class of the MFA in Experimental and Documentary Arts 

program, and more 

To browse past issues, click here 

To receive print issues of Document, join Friends of CDS 

EXHIBITS 

March 18-July 27,2013 / One Place: Paul Kwilecki and Four Decades of Photographs from 

Decatur County, Georgia ! Kreps and Lyndhurst Galleries, Center for Documentary Studies ! 

1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

http:fldocumentarystudies.duke.edulexhibits!current-exhibits#one-place 

April 26-August 31,2013 / Beyond the Front Porch 2013 / University Gallery, Center for 

Documentary Studies/ 1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

http:fldocumentarystudies.duke.edulexhibits!current-exhibits#beyond 

May 6-August 31,2013 / Hidden in Plain Sight: Architectural Reminders of Durham’s Vita! 

Past I Porch Gallery, Center for Documentary Studies/1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North 

Carolina 
http:lldocumentarvstudies.duke.edu/exhibits/current-exhibits#hidden 

MORE ABOUT CDS: 

CDS Website http:i/documentarystudies duke edu 

CDS Porch http://w, Jw.cdsporch 

Friends ofCDS http:l/documentarystudies.duke.eduidonate 

Upcoming Events http://documentarystudies duke edu/events 

~ ;~essaf:le re#este~.~mail,u~c,edu b’f IIm@duke,ed[i 
¯ fc:. D.:;curr ;l~rv St ~ ~ I Duke U v sily ...~].7~.~(,~ ............... , 

Durham, NC 27705 

Unsubscribe ~ Update Profile/Email Address ~ Fo~vard To A Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-no~ply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Linkedln Updates <messages-noreply@linkedin.com> 

Monday, June 24, 2013 8:08 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D.’s updated profile, and other updates from your network 

~ F rat~l< P, Tomas~b, Ph,D, has an updated profile (Publications) 

Comrner~t ¯ se.~ ilpdale.d profile 

PeoNe you may k~ow 

Micheie Wallace 

College .’?[ New y.’?r~,:, CUNY 

~ Co~necl 

Sally Gree~e 

Town of Chapei Fiiil NC 

[] Connec~ 

Rizvana Bradley 

[] Connect 

[] Connect 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

No~h American Book Distributors, LLC <c~nabdllc.com@mail303.us3.mcdlv.net> 

Tuesday, June 25, 2013 9:28 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesler@emml.unc.edu> 

Reference on Native Peoples of the Americas 

Native Peoples A to Z -Second Edition 

Best Books for Academic Libraries recommends... 

NATIVE PEOPLES- A TO Z 
A Reference Guide to Native Peoples of the Western Hemisphere 

Courses on the indigenous people of the Americas are 
taught at your university. Native American educators and 
students will be looking for new reference materials that 
are culturally appropriate and sensitive to the many 
customs and ways of various tribes and nations. The 
material needs to reflect the diverse experiences that 
relate to indigenous peoples of the Americas. We are 
)leased to announce that such a publication is now 

available in the Second Edition of NATIVE PEOPLES A 
TO Z; A Reference Guide to Native Peoples of the 
Western Hemisphere. 

NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z provides authentic examples 
of indigenous Ant, culture, literature and history. By 

purchasing a set of NATIVE PEOPLE A to Z you will be providing educators and students a reference that 
is culturally related to the academic needs of indigenous students and will promote student self-esteem and 
character development. 

Please visit www.NABDLLC.com to read a detailed description of the publication’s contents, and view 
sample pages of the encyclopedia. 

The addition of Native Peoples A to Z in your collection will allow students and faculty the ability to tteighten 
awareness and understanding of diverse indigenous cultures and unique traditions. 

Purchase orders are accepted from all institutions on net 60 day terms. If you would like to charge to your 
credit or purchasing card please call our customer service at (810) 231.3728. The ISBN for the set is 
1878592734. The eight volume set is $995.00. 

Thank you for your time and consideration in recommending NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z for purchase to 
your collection development librarian. 

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE IN THE U,S. 
Purchase orders are accepted from all organizations. 

For your convenience we accept Visa and MasterCard as a payment option. 

Customer Order Form 
Please send     set(s) of NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z - Second Edition (Sv. set) at $995.00 per set. 

ISBN: 9781878592735 

Name: Library Name: 

Phone: Email: 

Mailing Address: 

City: State: 

Payment Type: Visa MasterCard Check Purchase Order#: 

Cardholder Name: 

Card Number: 

Zip: 

Expiration Date: 

Noel: ~,me:’ican Sook Distributois, Li.C PO So>: 510 H~,m. bu:’g, MI 4~139 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <jijordan@email.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, June 25, 2013 2:38 PM 

jljordan Jordan <jl,]ordan@igc.org> 

Don’t Miss This, July 2nd on ESPN 

If you remelnber how Lindsay Davenport, John McEnroe, and Martina Navmtilova dissed her during her rise to domination, you’ll want to see this broadcast. Ava 

DuVernay does it again! 

Tennis Sto~’s Activism in Exciting Doc ’Venus Vs. 

BY NIJLA MUM1N 

JUNE 24, 2013 4:34 PM 

"I’m not going to say it’s a total distraction but it is a little annoying. It’s just things flying in the air that you’re not supposed to be seeing." (Tennis Player Lindsay 

Davenport, 1999.) 

I relnember the fi~st time I saw Venus Willimns on television- tall, lean, with a tennis racquet in her hand, and multicolored beads in her braids. I didn’t grow up playing 

or watching tennis, but there was something about her and those beads that spoke to me. I also wore beads in my hair, and I remember feeling proud of her, and 

included in her victoiy. 

Venus Vs., directed by award-winning director Ava DuVernay begins ruth Venus Williams’ personal journey as a young gift practicing tennis with her father and sister 

in Compton, and launches into an engrossing exploration of her fight for equal prize money for women tennis players at Wimbledon, one of the most prestigious tennis 

tournaments in the world. 

Those beads become something larger, a cultural signifier that’s unfamiliar to the droves of white tennis spectators and media (as Davenport’s quote suggests), and a 

marker of inclusion in a world outside of the tennis courts. In one of the most infuriating scenes, Williams is deducted points when some beads fall frown her hair in a 

tournament. Here, her battle is not directed at any tennis opponent, but extends to institutional s~tigmas that would predate her fight for equal prize money at Wimbledon. 

The docmnentary benefits frown a directorial specificity, that In~kes the subject ~natter fresh and exciting. There’s a great athletic energy and pacing. We are not given 

access to Venns’s love life or Serena’s pel~pective, we are focused solely on Venus’s relationship to the sport of tennis, and how it manifested in her fight for equal pay 

at Wimbledon. Her fight is contextualized in the larger scope of fornaer women’s tennis chmnpion Billie Jean King, who fought for equal pay at the U.S. Open in 1972, 

and succeeded. 

DuVernay also gets to special places with her interviewees. We ~e Venus as we haven’t ~en her in other interviews. She is open, exuding a light aM spirit that’s 

complemented by the way she’s captured by the camera- center frame with a round mirror behind her, while supporting interviewees occuW other areas of the frame, 

helping to mold the narrative that she lbregroands. 

In one of the most e:dlilarating segments, DuVemay provides footage of the 2005 singles competition between Willimns and Lindsay Davenpo~ which became the 

longest women’s singles tournament in Wimbledon histoiy. Heavy sighs and breathing accent eveiy swing and serve between them, and just when we think one might 

let up, they don’t. They keep going. When Venus finally tokes the victory, the audience feels it and they feel her. The exe(tion of that ~natch is felt beyond the screen, 

and is made personal. 



In that way, the fight for equal prize money for womm~, and Venus Williams become ~’nowmous in this film. Them is no way you can watch her (and other women 
players) dominate the sport, hear them breathe and serve that ball, and not see the Ix~wer and command of the sport that they possess. It’s a power deserving of 
equali~ and of recognition, just as Venus is a power deserving of mcognilion, though she was of[en denied it. This is a lovely merging, and one that comes full cimle by 
the end of the film. 

During the film’s Q&A, DuVemay mentioned "that this ESPN- funded documentary was one of only two projects she was ofl}md after her historic Sundance win tbr 
Middle of Nowhere in 2012. It’s a sad fact, but one that’s overshadowed by the sheer quality of this project, which shows her roach and versatility as a stouteller, 
and will undoubtedly open morn doors for her. I an~ excited and hopeful tbr what’s next. 

Venus Vs. premieres on ESPN as part of the Nine for IX sefie~ on July 2nd. 

Joseph Jordan, Director 
Sonja Hwnes Stone Center 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9001 
i tiordan~b, email.unc .e&~ 



Flom" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCBS NCBS <info@ncbsonline.org> 

Tuesday, June 25, 2013 4:33 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

38th Annual NCBS Conference - Miami, Florida/March 2014 

Forward this email 

This ema was seal to regester@ema nc edu by ni:o@ncbson ne orq 
U~odat~ Profi!~L~m~j!Address Irls[an~ [emoval ~’~i[il Saf’eUnsubscribeTM Privacy! Po[ic~’. 

NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR BLACK STUDIES :: University of Cincinnati :: 3514 French HalI-Africana Studies P.O. Box 210370 :: Cincinnati :: OH :: 45221-0370 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@mail12%wdc02.mcdlv.net> 

Wednesday, June 26, 2013 11:33 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <mgester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Aliic~ America~ Program 

SLAVE NARRATIVES 
Folk History of Slavery in the United States from 

interviews with former slaves 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES were collected in the 1930s as part of the 
Federal Writers’ Project of the Works Progress Administration 
0NPA). BLACK HISTORY MONTH is celebrated every February in 
the United States. Librarians and media specialists will be counted on 
to provide students, faculty and library patrons with information on 
slavery in America. 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES provides a unique and virtually 
unsurpassed collective portrait of Black History in America. The noted 
historian David Brion Davis has argued that the voluminous number 
of documented slave testimonies available in the United States "is 
indisputably unique among former slaveholding nations." 

Please visit NABDLLC.com to order the complete set of Slave Narratives from our website. We 
do accept purchase orders from all libraries via phone, fax and email. If possible, please use 
this order form if you would like to order by email, fax or mail. 

FREE SHIPP{NG ON ALL OIRDERS TO AN~3iVHERE ~N THE 

Purchase orders are accepted from al} organi:~atior~, 

For your convenience we accept Vi~a and Na~terCa~d as a payment option, 

Order Form 
Please send __ set(s) of SLAVE NARRATIVES - 19 volume set at $1,995.00 per set. 
ISBN: 978-0-403-02211-3 

Name: 

Phone: 

Mailing 

Address: 

City: 

Payment 

Type: 

Cardholder 

Name: 

Visa MasterCard Check 

Purchase Order #: 

Library Name: 

Email: 

State: Zip: 

CaFd 

Number: 
Expiration Date: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi ,ty Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

JeW Hartmm~ <Jerry.Hartmm~@WALLAWALLA.EDU> 

Wednesday, June 26, 2013 11:44 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Kickstm~ter Campaign: UFVA Member Jerry, Hartman’s Doc Explores Groundwater Pollution in CentraJ Washington 

We have five days to go on this Kickstarter project and I could really use your support and your help to spread this through your social Inedia outlets! It’s a project for 

my documentmy p~oduction com~e this fail. 

Yakama Clean Waters 

A grassroots community documentaxy explores issues of groundwater pollution in the area of the Yakama Nation in Central Washington. 

Many people living on "the YaJ~ama Indian Re~rvation in the Lower Yakima Valley are drinking contaminated water wifl~out knowing it. Reports fi-om the 

Environmental Protection Agency have pointed to local dairy farms as the most likely source of the groundwater pollution due "to improper application of ma~ure. 

Through the production of a documentary, we wish to foster awareness of the issue and encourage people in the area to refit their water. 

Here’s the link: http:/ikck.s~t/15UyYIL 

Thanks for your snpport! 

- Jerry Hartman UFVA member 

Jerry Harl~nan, MFA 

Associate Prot}ssor, Fihn, Television & Cnlture 

Depm~unent of Comlnunications and Lmaguages 

204 S College Avenue 

College Place, WA 99324 

Office: 509.527.2300 

Mobile: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu> 

Thursday, June 27, 2013 1:39 AM 

~reen~ciety-announce@duke.edu; tilm-video <tilm- video@duke.edu>; ami-ti~culty@duke.edu 

**Screen/Society--TONIGHT’. (Thu June 27, 7pm): "Bamako" (for the ’Lights on Atiica 2013’/’Dinner and a Movie’ summer series at the 

Nasher Museum) 

* Please distribtlte widely 

Screen/Society presents... 

TONIGHT--Thursday Jur~e 27, 7pro: 

Bamako 
Part of the Lights on Afi’ica 2013 and [)inner and a Movie 

suamner series at the Nasher Museum of Art~ 

Download PDF Fiver ] Morn Info 

Bamako (Abderrahmane Sissako, 2006, l 18 rain, France, #t French and Bambara with E~tglish subtitles, Color, DVD) 

Abderrahmane Sissako wrote and directed this oltbeat, satiric come@ which imagines how the powers that be in the West 

might be forced to m~swer tbr the damage "they’ve done in the Third World. Mele (Aissa Maiga) is an attractive Malia~ lounge 

singer married to ChaJ~a (Tiecoura Tmore), though their relationship is on the verge of collapse. In their eyes, the Aii-icm~ 

continent isn’t in much better shape than their mamage, and one day a makeshift courtroom appeaacs in the courtyard near their 
shabby home. In the courtyalrl, a handful of powerful international orgmiizations, such as the World Bank and the IMF, are 

put on trial for their crippling effect on the Africma economy... 





htlp:A/ami.duke.edu/screensocietv 

by ~he t>~vgram in the Arts of the Moving 

i!!!..,:,:,~:!~ii: hokazak@duke.edu 



V~,~;:~:.!~ii:::~ : http://ami.du ke.edu/screensociety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susanne Carter ~}compaJ~ioncamp.net > 

Thursday, June 27, 2013 12:00 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: Essay tbr Review 

It does! Sounds like mi interesting project. 

Susanlle 

On 6/27/2013 9:18 AM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Susanne: Thanks much and I greatly appreciate your assistance. My greatest concern is that hopefully, my idea makes sense and works because I am 
thinking about developing this into a book length project. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Susanne Carter [       ~companioncamp.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 26, 20:t3 7::t5 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Essay for Review 

Hi Chaxlene, 

Here is the edited document. You had used "you," "individual~" and "one" to refer to people. I changed them all to "individuals" to be consistem. Also, 
there were some longer sentences that I shortened to add cla~. 

I hope this helps! 

Susatlne 

On 6/26/2013 11:42 AM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Susanne: Currently, attached is an essay that I presented at a conference. In actuality, I presented it not really as a paper but as a talk based 
on an outline. One of the conference administrators suggested that I should submit for a paper competition so I have spent the last couple of days 
trying to make it seem more like a paper in order to submit to this competition as the deadline is Friday. It appears rather fragmented. With more 
time, I probably could have improved the work but I just finished summer school and I am exhausted. But anyway, if you have time please review 
the essay. Thanks much for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-nol~ply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Linkedln Today <news@linkedin.com~ 

Friday, June 28, 2013 7:17 AM 
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More than ’A Hidden Race’: 
The Complexities of Blackness 
in Mexico and Peru 
Christina A. Sue and Tanya Golash-Boza 

In the PBS film series Black in Latin America, Henry Louis Gates, Jr. takes on the 

ambitious task of depicting blac½aess in six countries - the Dominican Republic, 

Haiti, Cuba, Brazil, Mexico, and Peru - to a primarily ’American’ audience. Given 

that Latin America and the Caribbean have the largest concentration of persons of 

Ai~ican descent outside Africa, the documentary is an important one. Gates’ coverage 
of’blackness’~ in these countries is comprehensive, spanning i~om the time of slavery 

to the present, with a primary focus on the cultural contributkms, social experiences, 

and identities of individuals of African descent in these regions. However, Gates’ 

research traditionally has not focused on race in Latin America and, as scholars 

positioned more centrally in this iield, we found some of his characterizations and 

treatment of the topic to be problematic. In this and the following commentary 

articles, scholars of race in the featured countries engage in a critical analysis of the 

documentaD~. 
We begin with an examination of Gates’ presentation of blackness in Mexico and 

Peru. In contrast to the other countries featured in the series, Mexico and Peru fall 
within mestizo America; their populations are mainly comprised of mestizos2 and 

Indigenous peoples and they have relatively small populations of Ai~ican descent. 

Moreover, blackness is marginalized in the historical narratives and natkmal ideolo- 

gies (state-sponsored belief systems) of these countries. Consequently, many people 

are unaware of the nations’ African heritage. The iihn endeavors to expose this 

hidden history. 

Replete with rich visual displays, the Mexican portion of the documentary 
addresses a range of issues that contextualize the Ai~co-Mexican3 experience. Gates 

discusses the historical context, cultural influences, and the contemporary situatkm of 

this population. Regionally, he focuses on the two areas of Mexico with the largest 

concentration of Aft’o-Mexicans - Veracruz and the Costa Chica, a region that runs 

along the coasts of Guerrero and Oaxaca. Also incorporating dynamic visual imageU, 

the Peru segment delves into the Afro-Peruvian experience, placing substantial 

emphasis on the histoU of slaveU. Gates highlights the fact that at least 100,000 

Ai~ican slaves were brought to Peru and that, in colonial times, Africans and their 
descendants made up between 30 and 40 percent of Lima’s population. The film 

makes note of the urban character and more relaxed nature of slaveW in Lima, as 

2013 Taylor & Fra*~cis 
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compared with the haciendas, where workers toiled on plantations. Fast-forwarding 

to the current era, Gates takes viewers to E1 Carmen, a center of Afro-Peruvian 

cultural production. 

Ore" critique of the film focuses on the themes of national ideology, racial categor- 

ization, and portrayals of the ’black’ experience. However, we do so with the cruder- 

standing that, given the intended audience and the limited public knowledge about 

blac½aess in Mexico and Peru, the presentation of an accurate, comprehensive, and 

nuanced account of the topic in an hour segment verges on the impossible. 

Considering this, Gates succeeded in covering important topics. Nonetheless, we 
believe there is ample room for improvement. 

National 

The national ideologies of Mexico and Peru are driving ibrces in the racialization 
process (de la Cadena, 2000; Sue, 2013). The documentaU would have been stronger 
had Gates emphasized the powerfi,tl yet nuanced influence of natkmal ideology on 
understandings of blacM~ess in these countries. In Mexico, using national ideology as 
an overarching theme would have tied together various elements of the film, giving it 
a greater sense of cohesiveness. The film would have benefitted from Gates clearly 
spelling out how, in the early 20th centuU, Mexican elites promoted the idea of race 
mixture, declared the countW free of racism, and touted the mestizo as the proto- 
~pical Me, can. In the film, Gates touches upon national ideology but in an 
incomplete and somewhat misleading way. For example, Gates mentions Jos~ 
Vasconcelos’ celebratory vision of the ’cosmic race’ and poses the important question 
about the placement of ’blacks’ under the cosmic race ideoloN~. However, his discus- 
sion implies that the ideoloD~ had the uninte~Med consequence of symbolically 
disphcing Mexico’s African heritage when, in fact, elites of the time, including 
Vasconcelos, promoted the idea of race mkxtm’e. They did this, in part, because it 
provided an avenue for integrating the Afro-Mexican and Indigenous populations - 
groups viewed as obstacles to the modernization process (Hernandez-Cuevas, 2004; 
Knight, 1990). Thus, Mexican national ideologT phyed a c~qacial role in enhancing the 
invisibility of the African roots of Mexico’s population, a critical point that gets lost in 
Gates’ narrative. 

Emphasizing national ideology also would have helped to cIarii57 maW of the ’whys’ 
that surface throughout the documentaW. For example, rather than merely mention- 
ing that some Mexican families are rductant to transmit ka~owledge of their African 
ancestW to younger generations, providing information about the national ideoloD~ 
would have hdped viewers understand why this is the case - because blacka~ess is 
stigmatized and elites have consistently portrayed Me~co’s population as being of 
Spanish and Indigenous (not African) origins. Moreover, it would explain Why some 
Afro-Mexicans are asked by Mexican immigration officials to sing the national 
anthem as ~proot" of their Mexicanness. Finally, if the controversy over comic-book 
character Memin Pinguin had been discussed in the context of the ideological 
position that the countW is free from racism, viewers would be better equipped to 
understand why Mexicans so vehemently argued that Memin is not racist. In sum, 
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addressing the national ideology would have fostered an understanding of blackness 

in Mexico that goes beyond the idea that many Mexicans have a ’black granchna in 

the closet’ (a subtitle for the Mexico-Peru segment) and illuminated the more 

important point of w~O, the black grandma is in the closet in the first place. 

The Peru segment would have benefited i}om an accurate and nuanced presenta- 

tion of Peruvian national ideology to frame its discussion of blackness. In Peru, there 

are various competing imaginaries about race, only some of which exclude Aft’o- 

Peruvians. For example, whereas Cuzco ideology lauds Peru’s Incan heritage and 

ignores blackness (de la Cadena, 2000), Lima ideology idealizes Peru’s Incan heritage 

(Mendez, 1996) while also acknowledging the mixed African, Indigenous, and 

European roots of Peru’s population (Greene, 2007). In Lima and sm’rounding 

areas, it would be hard to find an individual who denies the historical or contem- 

porary presence of Afro-Peruvians in the country (Golash-Boza, 2011). Therefore, the 

black grandina is not really in the closet, or at least not consistently so. In the film, 

Gates does not acknowledge these complexities. His use of the subtitles ’the black 

grandma in the closet’ and ’a hidden race’ in relation to Peru does not account for the 

varied and inconsistent treatment of Afro-Peruvians within Pernvian national ideol- 

ogy and discourse (Feldman, 2006), 

Racial Categorization 

Withh~ Lati~ America, systems of racial and color categorization are varied and fluid. 

Mousy scholars have faced the qtmgmire of how to use racial and color terminologT 

when disct~ssing the region. This isst~e is complicated when the conversation involves a 

cross-national discussion of race. We found Gates’ use of terminolo©/ to be incon- 
sistent and oftentimes at odds with local usages and meea~ings. For example, in the 

Me, co segment, when discussi~g the 18th-cenmry casta paintings,4 Gates characterizes 

them as ’sixteen shades of blackness.’ He says this despite the fact that he is given a tour 

and explanation of the paintings by a Me,can scholar who highlights caste categories 

st~ch as mestizo, defined as a person of Spanish and Indigenous but not African 

ancestU. The caste system was not a catalogue of categories depicting a contimmrn 

of blacka~ess. It was a system designed, in part, to mai~tain the stabilitT of the e~sting 

social order and to police ethnic boundaries in light of increased race mbcture (Katzew, 

2004). Although the system was certainly concerned with degrees of blood ,nixedness 
between Spaniards, Indians, and A~?icans, the idea that the paintings represent 

16 shades of blackness is a dear mischaracterization. 

Gates’ treatment of racial terminologT in the contemporary Mexican context is also 

problematic. At the popular level, because of the stigma associated with blacM~ess, the 

term negro (black) can sound harsh and offensive. Therefore, many Afro-Mexicans 
prefer to use the term moreno as a euphemism for blackness (Sue, 2010). However, 

Gates seems to miss the distinction between moreno and ~wgro, which is not insig- 

nificant as morenidad is veW much part of the Afro-Mexican experience (Lewis, 2000; 

Sue, 2010; Vat@m, 2001). This distinction came to light at one point in the doc- 

umentaU when Gates asked residents of Yanga, Veracruz ’Are most people around 

here black?,’ and they responded ’no,’ most are morenos. Despite exposure to these 
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local nuances in categorization, throughout the film, Gates continually uses ’black’ to 

describe Aft’o-Mexicans. Gates may do this for political reasons - to challenge 

Mexico’s stigmatized treatment of blackness - or he may be adopting the language 

of the activists and scholars he interviews in the film. Although these reasons are 

de[bnsible, recognition of these categorical distinctions would have better represented 

the popular experience. 

In the Peru segment, Gates unsystematically employs the terms ’At?o-Peruvian,’ 

’African,’ and ’black’ to describe the commcmity of Ati’ican descent, in Peru, however, 

these terms are not interchangeable. In popular parlance, people with visible African 

ancestry are generally referred to as negro or moreno. However, not all Peruvians who 

claim Afiqcan heritage identify as negro and, conversely, Peruvians frequently identif) 

as uegro without any recognition of Afi’ican ancestry (Sue & Golash-Boza, 2009). It 

would have been useful if Gates communicated this complexity and was more careful 

with his own use of terms. The most problematic terminological slippage, however, 

inw~lved Gates’ use of terms generally associated with the US case. For example, in his 

conversation with Peruvian musician Chebo Ballumbrosio, Gates asked Chebo 

whether he stands for ’black power,’ ew~king a phrase popularized during the US 

Civil Rights movement. In addition, toward the end of the film, while showing scenes 

t?om a Peruvian quinceaOera, Gates declared: ’At?o-Latinos have a double identity ... 

they’re both black and Latino.’ However, the term ’Latino’ emerged in the United 

States in the late 20th century, in reference to Latin Americans who migrate to the 

United States (Suarez-Orozco & P~ez, 2009). Both ’black power’ and ’Latino’ are very 
much out of place in the Peruvian context; the use of these terms constitutes a lack of 

sensitivity to local discourses. Such issues of categorization and terminology are not 

minor as they represent the complicated nature of blackness and racial politics in 

both Mexico and Peru. 

One Portrayal of Blackness 

Gates’ fihn addresses only select and sometimes a~pical aspects of the black experi- 

ence. In Peru, most African slaves worked in the urban environment of Lima or on 

small haciendas scattered throughout the coast. However, after describing the more 

~relaxed’ nature of slaveW in Lima, Gates poses the question: ’But was this truly the 

experience of the typical slave in Peru?’ As an implied answer, he immediatdy takes 
viewers to San !osd, Chincha, one of the largest haciendas in Peru, and discusses the 

harsh life of slaves in this context. By posing his question and then cutting to the slave 

experience on a large hacienda, viewers are left with the distinct (yet false) impression 

that this experience was typical. In addition, Gates barely covers the experiences of 

free Afro-Peruvians and minimizes the fact that, for most of the colonial era, nearly 
one-half of all people of A[)~ican descent in Peru were not enslaved (Bowser, 1974; 

Aguirre, 1993). 

Gates continues with the plantation theme when he transitions to the contempor- 

aW era, showing scenes of Afro-Peruvian cotton-pickers. He narrates: ~One hundred 

and rift37 years later [after abolition], there are still many people living in the same 
places, doing the same work that their slave ancestors did.’ Although the image of 
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Afro-Peruvians picking cotton was clearly powerthl in Gates’ eyes, the connection 

between blackness and cotton harvesting is simply not part of the collective imaginaW 

surrounding blackness in Peru (Aguirre, 2000) as it is in the United States. Although 

it is true that some Afro-Peruvians still pick cotton on large haciendas as their 

ancestors did, much more has changed since the time of slaveW than is suggested 

by Gates in the film. For example, the agrarian reforms of the 1970s enabled many 

Afro-Peruvians to become owners of the land they tilled; additionally, cotton produc- 

tkm has declined precipitously since slaveW (Escobal el- aI,, 2000), On a final point 

regarding the representativeness of Gates’ presentation of blackness in Peru, although 

he chose to focus on El Carmen, Chincha, the largest concentration of Afro-Peruvians 

outside Lima actually reside in Yapatera, Pinta (Golash-Boza, 2011). By not covering 

this region in his documentaD~, Gates misses an important aspect of the Afi’o- 

Peruvian experience. 

Gates also does not address the multiple manifestations of black-related identities 

in Mexico and Peru. To his credit, when discussing the Mexican case, Gates gives 

voice to prominent Mexican scholars and activists, featuring nearly all of the major 

players associated with the topic of’Ai}o Mexico.’ However, these individuals do not, 

by a long shot, represent a ’typical’ Mexican’s perspective. For example, although the 

two scholars who gave Gates a guided tour of Veracruz fortress San Juan de Uhia 

described it as the major disembarking point ii~r Ai?ican slaves and explained how 

these slaves helped build the fortress, many Veracruzanos are maaware of this 
history.5 At another point in the i?lm, Gates travels to the town of Yanga, a former 

free slave colony, t--Ie asks a few locals about Gaspar Yanga, the leader of the slave 

revolt. They" share their knowledge of this history. Although the individuals t}~atured 

in the film are informed on the topic, many Veracruzanos are not (Sue, 2013). 

Overall, in the Mexican portkm of the documentary, blackness is portrayed in its 

most fixed and salient forms - among individuals who have a strong black conscious- 

heSS and among academics and activists striving to highlight the country’s Afi’ican 

heritage. Although Gates does touch upon the negatkm and invisibility of blackness 

in Mexico, this narrative is overpowered by that of an emergent and celebrated 

blackness. In actuality, although blackness is recognized and embraced on a limited 

basis within Mexico, it is much more commonly marginalized and buried. 
The discussion of black-related identities in Pe,al is also skewed. Gates opens the 

segment with a discussion of singer Susana Baca’s quest to revive Afi’o-Peruvian 

traditions and how her ihmily’s culture has given her the strength to cont?ont racism. 
Later in the film, Chebo Ballumbrosio asserts the importance of ’black’ culture to his 

self-identity and self-esteem. However, many Afi’o-Peruvians do not identify with 

st~ch views, nor do they think about their blacM~ess in the same way as indivi&mls 

centrally involved in the At?o-Peruvian cultural revival. For example, few Afro- 

Peruvians mobilize their African roots as a way of dealing with racism in the way 

that Baca does (Feldman, 2006). 

In the film, Gates also gives voice to Afro-Peruvian activists at the expense of 

engaging popular views. For example, he spends ample time interviewing Monica 

Carillo and Josd Campos, highlighting important divisions among Pert~vian activists 

regarding anti-racist strategies. However, in watching this, viewers miss a crucial 
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point - that popular understandings and discourses of racism in Peru are still very 
underdeveloped and do not coincide with those of activists. For example, in contrast 

to activists who define racism broadly (e.g. perceiving media portrayals of 

Peruvians as racist), many Peruvians define racism more narrowly, equating it with 

the use of racial slurs and denial of entry of At}o-Peruvians into certain neighbor- 

~mods (Golash-Boza, 2010). The ihct that Gates does not highlight these important 

elite-popular distinctions gives viewers the impression that Afi’o-Peruvians have deep 

cultural and social roots and use their blackness as a source of strengths, pride, identity 

formation, and as a versicle for anti-racism. Althoug~ this is true ik)r some Afro- 

Peruvians, it is certainly not true for the majority (Golash-Boza, 2011; Feldman, 

2006). To conclude, although we appreciate the fact that Gates has done much to 

bring the important subject of blackness in mestizo America to the public eye, we feel 

that the documentaw would have benefitted from a more informed, nuanced, and 
carefi.d treatment of t~e topic. 

Notes 

[1] Although racial and color categories are social constructions and should thus be placed in 
quotations, tbr the purposes of smoother reading, in the remainder of the article, we will not 
use quotations around such terms unless referencing an outside source. 

[2] Individuals of mixed Indigenous and Spanish ancest~’. 
[3] In this article we employ the terms ’Afro-Mexican’ and ’Afro-Peruvian’ to refer to the 

populations in Mexico and Peru that are of African descent. We acknowledge, however, that 
these are generally not emic terms, a point we discuss later in the article. 

[4] The paintings are visual representations of the caste system portraying race mixture between 
Indians, Spaniards, and Africans. 

[5] This observation is based on the first author’s ethnographic work in Veracruz. 
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A Single Shade of "Negro’: Henry Louis 
Gates’ Depictions of Blackness in the 
Dominican Republic 
Wendy D. Roth 

In Black in Latin America, Henry Louis Gates opens the episode ’Haiti and the 

Dominican Republic: An Island Divided’ at the Massacre River, which separates the 

two natkms of Hispaniola. It is the infamous site of the 1937 massacre and symbolizes 

the racially-tainted hostility between these nations. In the opening shots of the river, 

Gates stands on the Dominican side. But it becomes clear throughout the episode that 

he is really on the Haitians’ side. The program celebrates Haiti’s embrace of its 

African past and heralding of African heroes, while castigating Dominicans R}r 

keeping their Black gran&nothers hidden in the kitchen. Haiti’s approach to racial 

identity clearly jibes more with Gates’ own. This is, afier all, a scholar who recently 

described his mission as Mcreasing the Black percentage of US common culture and 

claims that ’Whenever I read about something new, I think to myseli~ How can I take 

this and make it black?’ (Boynton, 2011). All marginalized racial communities need 

such adw}cates. But the viewer might be lefi wondering whether Dominicans deserve 

one too, 
Perhaps not. Although most Dominicans say that their dislike of Haitians is 

cultural rather than racial, Dominican society has used the political tenskm with 

Haiti to foment anti-Black attitudes. The scholarly ~sco~se on race in the 

Dominican Republic - especially among those influenced by the US diaspora - is 

one of semi-condemnation. Dominicans are regularly criticized for their denial of 

their African roots, valorization of whiteness, and racial prejudice towards Haitians 

(Howard, 2001; Sag~s, 2000; Torres-Saillant, 1999). This is fitting R)r a critical 

community whose role is not to herald or defend but to analyze. The episode 

appropriately incorporates w)ices of prominent DomMican scholars who have led 

this critique. 

However, Black in Latin America also offk’rs an opportunity i~r comparative 

exploration - it can show American and other audiences that there are many kinds 

of blackness in diffkrent regkms. Gates’ effbrts to hold the mirror of an American 

model of race up to these countries may illustrate some of those differences, but 

ultimatdy leads the viewer to focus on where the American model’s reflections can be 

i~und and where Latin American natkms, in Gates’ view, fall short of sufficient pride 

in their African roots. This is a missed opportunity to present a K~ller appreciation of 

the different ways that blach~ess is conceptualized around the world. Comparison, 

2013 Taylor & Fraixcis 
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at its best, can highlight difference, and the United States’ - and Gates own - view 

need not be the standard to which all other models of blackness are held. 

In applying an American model of blackness to the Dominican Republic, Gates 

misses much of the complexity of racial classification there, and important aspects of 
how classificatkms are being transfbrmed in the United States. SpeaMng of the 

Dominicans he sees along E1 Conde in historic Santo Domingo, Gates notes that 

’In America, all these people would be Black.’ This statement is neither true of all the 

people we see in the backgro~d nor of all Dominicans. If we take the American 

standard of the one-drop rule, the knowledge of any known African ancestry, as the 

criterion fbr Black classification, then Gates’ statement would be true for most but not 
all Dominicans. An important aspect of Dominicans’ desire to ’improve their race’ 

was the determination, by those with the means to do so, of avoiding marriage to 

anyone with even the slightest hint of Ai?ican ancestry. Thus, an elite set of 

Dominican ~milies continue to marry only those from their approved, European- 

descended social circle. These Dominicans are White by even the strictest American 

standards and, although a small minority, symbolically represent the ideal that many 
more Dominicans aspire to tk~llow. 

More importantly, many Dominicans who probO~ly do have some African ances- 

try would not be considered Black in the United States today. Think of Oscar de la 

Renta, ~ulia Alvarez, former Miss Universe Amelia Vega, or one of the program’s 

own experts, Frank Moya Ports. The one-drop rule’s legacy still survives in the 
United States (Roth, 2005), but an important aspect of racial classification is visual, 

and many who appear White are unlikely to be considered Black today simply 

because of a small amount of African ancestry. The United States no longer has 
economic or political incentives to enforce such classifications. Even its census has 

increasingly shit~ed toward monitoring racial sell’identification over classification 

by enumerators or one’s community (Roth, 2010), indicating that identification and 

physical appearance are becoming more important to American classifications than 

ancestry. 
Acknowledging this changing realiD~ led another Harvard race scholar, sociologist 

Orlando Patterson, to claim that nearly one-half of Hispanics in the United States are 

White in eveW social sense (Patterson, 2001). Those figures are lower for Dominicans 

- in 2006, 24.0 percent of Dominicans in the United States identified as White only, 
compared with 52.3 percent of all Latinos (Roth, 2012). But Dominicans, like most 

Latinos, span the Black-White color line. More Dominicans may fall on the Black 

side of that line, but placing them all there ignores an important aspect of their lived 

experience - how color Nfferences influence their experiences and opportunities. 

Latinos with lighter pheno~pes generally have higher socio-economic outcomes, 

better health, and higher self-esteem than their darker co-ethnics (Codina & 

Montalvo, 1994; Espino & Franz, 2002; G6mez, 2000). Phenot}~e also influences 

outcomes in their home conntries. Those with lighter sMn are offered better work 

opportunities and are ~pically concentrated toward the top of the social hierarchy 

(Howard, 2001; Sidanius et aL, 2001). Simply saying that all Dominicans would be 
considered Black in the United States is neither accurate nor helpi~l in our efforts to 

nnderstand their experiences there or in the Dominican Republic. 



While observing the Dominicans on E1 Conde, Gates asks anthropologist Juan 

Rodr~guez who would be considered Black in the Dominican Republic. Rodr~guez 

explains that most Dominicans externalize blackness - exporting it to their Haitian 

neighbors, while no Dominicans embrace a negro identity. This is certainly the 

common scholarly narrative about Dominican racial identification. However, 

recent work finds a tendency for some high-status Dominicans to identii~ as 

negro. Howard (2001) argues that those of higher status feel socially and financially 

secure enough to accept their African ancestry without fear of racial discrimination. 

Better educated Dominicans may also be more influenced by messages from 

abroad, including those which define a rnulato, or mixed African and European 

identity, within a broader framework of blackness. In my recent research (Roth, 

2012), I found that many dark-skinned Dominicans who identified their race as 

indio, rnulato or rnoreno, for example, would also acknowledge that they saw these 
categories within a larger conceptkm of blackness. For instance, Agust~n, a small 

business owner in Santo Domingo with fairly dark skin and mixed features, initially 
claimed that his race was negro. Later, he explained that in the Dominican Republic 

he is considered rnulato, but he understands that as falling within the negro 

category. 

I say Black now, but I would never [normally] say Black. 1 once said indio, because that’s 
the idea that we’ve formed in this environment. And then I said rnul’alo. But now in the 
general sense, in t[m macro sense of race, I’m a Black person. If Fm going to put it on a 
document ofmine ... like in a passport, an ID card, driver’s license ... I won’t say Black, 
I say rmdato ... in the eveuday sense ... Now if you talk to me in the macro sense of 
race, I’m Black. I’m more Black than White. 

Agustin’s ’macro sense of race’ reflects an maderstanding that informal color cate- 

gories can be collapsed into ’Black’ and ’White.’ Similarly Gustavo, a school principal 

with dark skin and mostly African features, alludes to having different, simultaneous 

understandings of race by explaining that he is both Black and indio at the same time: 

Culturally, I’m indio but in reality I’m Black ... In our bistoU, for example Trujillo, we 

say he invented a color and it was indio. I’m indio colored ... But in reality I’m Black if 
we go with what’s essential 

Both Gustavo and Agustin, as well as many other highly educated Dominicans I met, 

recognize that while they are seen as mixed-race in Dominican society, this falls 

within a broader notion of blackness that is influenced by a growing awareness of 

how race is understood elsewhere, particularly in the US diaspora where so many of 

their fi’iends and relatives live. They may not assert their blackness to other 

Dominicans, but they simultaneously use several racial schemas --- one acknowledging 

the range of mixtures predominating in the Dominican Republic, and one that groups 

these mixtures into mutually exclusive standards of whiteness and blackness used in 

the United States. 

In general, the episode ignores transnational influences on conceptions of race. Yet 

suct~ influences are transforming many aspects of life in Hispaniola and tt~roughout 

Latin America (Laguerre, 1998; Levitt, 2001). Only one brief mention is made of this 

major transnational impact: when anthropologist Juan Rodriguez notes that he had to 
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learn to be Black when he lived in New York. Historically, this was the experience of 

many Dominicans. Given the high rates of communication and visits between 

immigrants to the United States and those remaining behind, it is m~s~prising that 

those who remain learn and even adopt some of the racial concepts that immigrants 

acquired abroad. Such ’social remittances’ - interpersonal exchanges that commu- 

nicate ideas, practices and identities learned in the host society to people in the home 

society (Levitt, 2001) - are an important aspect of the racial messages Latin 

Americans receive. While expk)ring concepts of race and blackness aromad the 

world is valuable, recognizing how different regions influence one another is increas- 

ingly important. Even ibr such deep-seated concepts as race, no society exists in a 

hermetically-sealed bubble. 

Concepts of race and blac~ess constantly change, as revealed by Gates’ other 

successfhl PBS series on genetic ancestry testing. We may not expect documentaries 

tk~r public televiskm to capture every nuance, but they must tD, to depict the 

dynamism of racial classifications and public understandings. Traditkmal notions 

provide needed context to understand how blackness is viewed in any time and place, 

but the danger of such simplified depictions is that they will ihrther reliC" a particular 

concept, when racial concepts are actually in constant flux (Omi & Winant, 1986; 

Roth, 2012). Providing a starting point ibr Nalogue with a broader audience is 

admirable, as long as the dialogue continues, and audiences do not view such 

docmnentary portrayals as a static, decisive representation of eveD~thing that black- 

heSS does and always will mean tk~r everyone in the Dominican Republic. 
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Cuba" The Next 
Maria Elena D[az 

Revolution? 

The Black in Latin America series is a testimony to the tremendous growth that the 

scholarly work on race in Latin America has undergone in the last 25 years. In the 

case of Ct~ba, it no longer seems possible to write on the island’s history without a 

consideration of racial issues. While the other doctwnentaries in the series have their 

own controversies regarding the story of race, in the case of Cuba, as the title suggests, 

racial polemics are explicitly entangled with the politics of Revolution. Right from the 

start, Gates informs us that he is in Cuba to discover whether the Revolution was 

effective in eradicating racism on the island. Historical episodes that stay dose to the 

main theme are visited while other significant moments are left out. Despite Cuba’s 

specificities, the island’s racial stoW shares many overlapping issues with other Latin 

American locations that merit exploration in a separate essay. 

Throughout the program, Gates combines histoW with a culmralist approach that 

foct~ses on music and lightly on religion. Yet, with the distinct exception of hip hop, 

Gates tends to treat cultural manifestations as heritage sites rather than as dynamic, 

contested arenas. Cuba’s vibrant musical scene, for instance, is represented here by a 

multiracial band of soneros playing what the Revolution has promoted as heritage 

music thrm@~ its cultural houses. Some scenes of Carnival misguidedly represent the 

reflourishing of black ctfiture in the 1930s when, in fact, they are visually more 
evocative of the Carnival that was then reinvented with state support for tourism 

and commercial purposes (Bronflnan, 2004). In addition, the broad and politically 

contentious religious arena is reduced to a simple heritage Santeria scene. Gates skips 

a trip to the legendaW (and often controversial) pueblo of E1 Cobre where various 

religious traditions converge and conflict around an iconic image of the Virgin of 

Charit)~ and a monument to the Runaway Slave (Diaz, n.d.). 

At no point is this an investigative documentaW. ’fEe interview scenes are staged 

and ’scripted’ (even if set up to look spontaneous). Although the script is informed by 
recent scholarship inside and outside the island, and presents other points of view, 

Gates’ own interpretations and stances are clear, and he does not shy away fi’om 

advocacy. This may explain why the works of particular scholars, groups and activists 

are amplified. In the case of Cuba, the hip-hop group given the last word in the film 

dearly represents Gates’ own stance in rawer of combative black racial identities and 

diasporic solidarities that may clash with previous national and racial formulations 

covered in the film. Although advocacy is Gates’ prerogative as the organizer of the 

series, it has provoked criticism from those who prefer reportage over ’critical 

intervention.’ 

2013 Taylor & Francis 
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The larger historical questkm guiding the film’s narrative is whether the racism 

unleashed by slaveD" and colonialism is still alive in Cuba despite ~*.~’o - not just 

one - major revolutions. The documentary notes that the multiracial coalitkm that 

made possible Cuba’s anticolonial war at the end of the 19th century heralded a 

new age of racial equality. Major leaders Jos~ Marti and General Antonio Maceo 

helped unify" anticolonial ~)rces against the crippling fears of racial war (’another 

Haiti’) by ~)regrounding national identities over racial ones, although more subtle 

distinctions between their ideologies are not examined. General Maceo, for 

instance, subsumed, but did not dissolve, his racial identity as a ’man of color’ 

(or as ’black’ according to Gates’ intervention) to an emerging national identity as 

’Cuban,’ thereby modeling the terms of a major ideological trend fbr citizens of 

the future nation (Ferrer, 1999). Mufti, on the other hand, although also fore- 

grounding national identity, played down racial differences even more, stressing a 

shared hmnanity over the artificial inventions of race (’Our America’). Both 

leaders died before the war was over so they could not lead in its aftermath. 
Meanwhile, as Gates notes, in the United States, racial identification trumped 

national identity as the ordering of ’black and American’ instead of ’Cuban and 

black’ (or variations such as ’CO, an and racially mixed’) implies. By the end of the 

program, Gates seems to argue that prioritization of national over racial identity 

resulted in the inO~ility to eradicate racism in CO~a. 

The film notes that aspirations fbr racial equality present in the anticokmial war 
effbrt were derailed in the aftermath of US intervention in ] 898. Social and cNtural 

’whitening’ policies folk}wed as Cuban academia and policy-makers were influenced 

by then modern theories of eugenics linked to ideologies of ’Civilization and 

Progress.’ On the other hand, the film does not cover nor problematize the fact 

that, despite US hegemony, the Cuban Constitution of 1901 granted universal male 

sufl?age without proper~y or literacy restrictions. For many political liberals of the 

time, inclu~ng prominent A~Fo-Cubans, equality between white and black (or racially 

mixed) male Cubans had been attained with this constitutkmal recognitkm of fall 

citizenship rights, or at least the tools to continue the struggle had been provided. The 

situation was far ahead that of the northern colossus where race-based disenfranch- 

isement prevailed. Some issues of institutional discrimination were addressed in the 

social democratic Constitution of 1940, suggesting wrinMes in the stoD. elided in the 

film (De la Fuente, 2001; Bronfman, 2004). 

And yet, as the film shows, the question of race in Cuba could be more insidious 

than progressNe anticolonial ideologies, or Constitutional discm~rse, suggested. One 

of the most important episodes covered in the documentaW is the racial massacre of 

1912, a suppressed memory in Cuban histoW that has only recently begun to come to 

light (Helg, 1995). Aside t>om the issues that brought about the conflict, and the 

state’s excesses in repressing it, nothing can conjure more vMdly the young nation’s 

political unconscious than the brutal racial cartoons that were published in the Ct~ban 

press in 1912. Only >vo of many are shown but they constitute the most virulent 

racial images shown in the whole Black in Latin America series. These are not just 

offensive images of blacks as monkeys. One of the cartoons calls for the extermination 

of blacks by suggesting that the most patriotic act they could perform was to inoculate 
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themselves with the Bubonic plague. These are cmequivocal evidence of the latent and 

overt racism in the island barely 15 years after its anticolonial war. 

The film barely covers the important interwar period when a reconfiguratkm of 

national ideok}gy opened up expressions of black cdture prevk~usly suppressed as 
’non-civilized’ and in some cases turned them into expressions of national culture. 

National ideologies and identities stressing bk}k}gical and/or cultural racial mixture 

(mest-izaje or m~datez) became prominent at this thne but are summarily dispatched 
with an insipid gastronomic scene fbatm’ing a discusskm the ajiaco (a Cuban stew) 

metaphor. MaMng sense of this complex period constitutes a true challenge that 

Gates does not take up; and the film moves on to its main focus. 

The 1959 Revolution represents an event that distingoshes Cuba from other 

co, tries in the series. Although Gates notes that initially the Rew)lution condemned 

racial ~scrimination, the details are vague. The documentary spends more time going 

over well-hmwn highlights of the CO, an Revolmion than over the development of its 

less-Mmwn racial story. The official position is presented by two interviewees, repre- 
sentatives of the ’New Man and Woman’ of the Socialist Revolution. Commander 

Victor Drake and Professor Graciela Chailleut w}ice the position that the Rew~lution 

eliminated racism and offered them social mobility and dignity. Drake argues that 

fighting and willingness to die R)r the Rew}lution created irrew}cable solidarities 

among supporters that ~slodged prejudice and ~scrimination in the new rew~lu- 

tionary society - an argument that echoes General Maceo’s ideology in the previous 

anticolonial war. In claiming that today nobody would dare d~ject to interracial 

marriage, he is also invoking, in his own way, Fidel Castro’s words in 1959 that a 

true Revolutionary does not discriminate; yet, one may add, he or she does not 

identify, racially either. 

As in the past, racial identifications were seen as potentially divisory. It may be 

added that a simplistic Ma~ist understanding that race can be reduced to class 

strengthened this official line. Racial-based claims seemed unnecessary in a 

Revolutionary society where social equality was being R)rged through educatkmal, 

health, and employment policies - a generalized affirmative action benefitting all 
dispossessed Cuban citizens. Professor Chaillet~x represents the success of this posi- 

tion by ~splaying her cmTent status as a unNersi~, professor while nostalgically 

evoMng her revolutionary involvement in the Literacy Campaign of 1961. Gates’ own 

skeptical position is obvious when he satirizes that long-past literacy campaign as the 

’high point’ of the revolution and sympathetically overwrites their views by identi~,- 

ing them as incurable - or deluded - ’romantics’ of another generation. 

A young ct~ltural journalist voices an alternatNe position more aMn to Gates’ own. 

While not disputing the Revolution’s role in banning institutional discrimination, he 

claims that unresolved racial prejudice was not addressed. His statement can push the 

above controversy i~rther by suggesting that racial discourse and m&ilization was 

not just disencouraged, but was actually suppressed. In effect, while in 1959 Castro 

invited a public debate on racism and condemned it as counter-revolutionaU, a few 

years later it was declared that discrimination had ended and a debate no longer 

needed. Remaining prejudices would eventually wither away. Yet the Revolution also 

closed down most associational spaces in cM1 socie~7, including htmdreds of 



Afro-Cuban societies and clubs where racial identity and related struggles could be 

autonomously enacted (De la Fnente, 2001). On the other hand, the Rew~lntion 

certainly promoted other (state-controlled?) expresskms of black culture as national 

heritage, exemplified in the film by the sonero group and the cultural houses in which 

they flourished. 
The fihn notes that the collapse of the Socialist world in 1989 propelled the Cuban 

nation into its worst recesskm since the 1930s. The crisis called for adaptations to a 

post-socialist neoliberal global world that created conditions ~br what some may term 
the ’retch of the repressed,’ while others see it as the return of the noxious external 

forces of fbreign capitalism. Lacking the Rew~lution’s previous control over socialized 

space, racial ~scrimination and inequalffy re-emerged - or became exacerbated - in 

re-privatized sectors such as tourism dependent on foreign capitalism. Given the 

polemical character of the Rew~lution, audience responses to the questkm of the 

Rew)lution’s success in eraNcating racism will probably be colored by political stances 

to it as much as by racial ideologies. 

Yet Gates’ stance seems clear. CO, an rap artists currently articulating strong racial 

identiCy and protest have the last word. Because of the transnational character of the 

musical genre and the identities they perform, their movement can be perceived as 

unsettling the ff}rmer ’CO, an and black’ or ’Cuban revolutionaW’ formulations in 

rawer of new ones such as ’black and Cuban’ or ’diasporic black.’ To some, they are a 

contestatory, divisive, and dangerous cultural w~ice that must be restrained. To 

others, they even represent a ff~rm of imperialist colonization capable of Nsplacing 

CO, an black heritage. 

Ultimately, the film asks: does Cuba need a racial rew)lution? Can these rappers 

trigger one, or, at least, can they put into circulatkm alternative ways of relating to 

race? Are cNtural interventions more effective in bringing about deep change than 

political and military rew~lutions? Have the various historical iterations of Cuba’s 

racial and national ideologies f~iled to generate racial equality? May such f~ilure be 

related to ’misguided’ ideologies that effl’ctively suppress racial identification? More 

polemically, are these national and racial identifications colonized racial expressions 

or post-racial ones? Finally, Gates seems to consider only the possible North-South 

transnational direction of identities and ideologies. But their South-South and South- 

North trajectories should be considered too. Today, for instance, President Barack 

Obama seems to uphold, at least publicly, the old Cuban model of national over racial 
identification: ’American and bhck’ rather than ’black and American.’ Identities are 

fluid. 
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A Racial Paradise? Race and Race Mixture 
in Henry Louis Gates’ Brazil 
Chinyere Osuji 

In this documentary, Henw Louis Gates explores the extent to which the notion of 

being a racial paradise applies to Brazil. He introduces Brazil’s contradictions of being 

the last count~ to abolish slavery in the New World in 1888, yet the first to declare 

that it was t?ee of racism. He explores a variety of cities in Brazil in order to 

understand the history of early race mixture, contempt)raW valorization of 

Blac~ess, and attempts to address racial inequality. As a viewer, we watch how 

Gates’ fascination with the Brazil’s African heritage and race mixture at the beginning 

of the film turns into a questioning of the myth of racial democracy. 
The film is use~l in terms of proviNng a primer on race in Brazil for novices on 

race in Latin America. Geared towards the general public, this is a film that coNd be 

used in an introductoD" cm~rse for undergraduates about race in Brazil or Latin 

America more broadly. Its strengths are in illuminatMg the natm’e of slavew and 
race mixture in Brazil’s histoW while introducing the racial ideologies of whitening 

and racial democracy. Gates introduces scholars such as Manoel Querino and the 

more renowned Gilberto Freyre to discuss their scholarship on black contributions to 

Brazilian socie~i. Gates’ film also has vibrant images of Carnaval, capoeira, and a 

Candombl4 ceremony, providing opportm~ities for students to gain exposure to these 
Ai?ican-influenced cultm’al practices. 

This film is somewhat problematic in terms of illuminating racial and color 

categories in contemporaT Brazil. Gates indirectly cites a 1976 Brazilian National 

Household Survey study that found people used over 100 terms to describe their 

color. Gates says: ’In the U.S., a person with any Ai?ican ancestry is legally defined as 

black. In Brazil, racial categories are on steroids.’ However, this perspective has been 

discredited by scholars who argue that most Brazilians only use a handful of terms to 

describe themselves. In fact, re-examinations of the same 1976 survey found that 95 

percent of Brazilians t~sed only sLx terms to describe themselves: branco, moreno, 

pardo, moreno-daro, preto and negro (Silva, 1987; Telles, 2004). The 10 most com- 

mon terms were the aforementioned as well as amarela, mulata, data, and morena- 

esc~ra. All together, these 10 terms account for how 99 percent of all Brazilians think 

of their race/color. These findings have been replicated t~sing more national survey 

data (Petrt~ccdli, 2001; Telles, 2004). However, the myth of the tmndreds of racial and 

color terms that Brazilians use to identi~" themselves will not Ne, and now Gates aids 

in pe~emating it. 

2013 Taylor & Fra*~cis 
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Gates’ misconceptions surrounding racial classification in Brazil are evident in the 

first i?ve minutes of the f~lm in which he interviews everyday Brazilians about how 

they would classi[) Gates. When asked, he receives a wide range of responses. One 

man says that he would be caboclo (a mixture between American In’an and white); a 

woman says that he would be morena (in this particular context, tanned or brown- 

sMnned), like her. Another person says that he woNd be either a mulato (mixt~e of 

Black and White) or a c@~so (a mixture between black and American Indian). Gates 

captures a striking moment when he captures a woman with very dark brown sMn 

who says he is ’Negro, of the black race. Fm not racist.’ This woman’s comments 

reveal something that the Brazilian black movement has argued for decades: that the 

use of terms such as caboclo, morena, m~dato, and c@so are a way of distancing fi~om 

the stigma of blackness. Unlike these other terms, identifying as negro is a political act 

associated with an increasing black consciousness in the Brazilian populace, h~itially 

adw~cated by black movement activists, in pa~, to build solidarity, affirming a negro 

identity is increasingly a way of destigmatizating blackness in Brazil (Silva, 2010). 

This woman’s comments reveal an anti-racist stance against the previously mentioned 

terms for blackness and black pride. The discrepancy between this woman’s assertion 

and previous respondents’ descriptions may be due to other respondents not seeing 

Gates as negro. On the other hand, some respondents might have deemed it impolite 

to call him black in an attempt to be fi’ien~y or to not offend him. 

Regardless of the motive driving respondents to describe him in a particular way, 

the plethora of terms that Gates searches for and ultimately finds are not terms that 

Brazilians use to describe themselves. Methodologically speaMng, these are terms they 

use to describe Gates. This is important in the sense that Gates is investigating how 

Brazilians classii) themselves by race and!or color. His experiment is very lively and 

entertaining to watch. However, it does not convey how Brazilians think of themsdves 

in terms of color. 

The Nfference between how Gates understands Brazilian color categories and how 

Brazilians see themselves becomes evident when he asks a group of fk}ur men of 

va@ng shades on the streets of Salvador what their colors are. Responding to his 
question, all of them say their color is negra.~ This does not align with the idea of 

Brazil’s plethora of racial categories. For this reason, Gates exclaims: ’You’re all 

different colors so you can’t all be negra~’ Their response is: ’We’re all negro, but 

different colors.’ One man proceeds to explain that he is moreno and the other guy is 

a moreno-daro or light brown. He t~ses negra and negro as political umbrella terms 

for the different shades that can exist within the catego~’.2 The use of these Nfferent 

shades of blac~ess is closer to the stor?, that Gates presents. However, these are still 

only three terms (negra, moreno, moreno-daro), not the dozens to be expected if the 

traditional idea of racial/color categories was true. In addition, the terms often overlap 

in meaning st~ch that his statement that color is ’in the eye of the beholder’ is not 

completely acct~rate. 

Gates argt~es that t~sing a varie~ of terms is something that only happens in Brazil. 

However, even in the United States, we use a variety of color terms when we refer to 

sMn tone. These include terms such as white, pale, peach, olive complexioned, brown, 

caramel-colored, ebony, or light-sMnned. We rarely think abot~t ourselves in these 



terms - perhaps to our detriment given the role of within-race color differences in 

life-chances (Allen et aI., 2000; Keith & Herring, 1991; Hunter, 2005; Keith, 2009) - 

but to argue that skin tone variation is a foreign concept in the US context is an 

overstatement. In addition, the terms White, Caucasian, Anglo, and European- 

American all ret?r to the same types oi: people. When comparing the extent of 

variation in terms between the realities of the United States and Brazil, Gates tends 

to exaggerate the dif~g’rences. 

Gates argues that ’In the U.S., a person with any Ai:rican ancestry is legally defined 

as black.’ His assumption that being deigned as black despite having a multiracial 

heritage does not coincide with one of the ways that the state captures race: the 

census. For much of US history, mulattoes were understood as an intermediate racial 

category between Blacks and Whites (Davis, 1991; Williamson, 1980). It was an 

official racial category on all but one of the US censuses between 1850 and 1920. 

More recently, on the last ~wo censuses, people have not always been defined as black 

because they have black ancestry. The 2000 census was the first time in US histoW 

that a person could identif) as belonging to more than one racial category. On that 

census, seven million people identit~ed as more than one racial category (Lee & Bean, 

2004). Since then, that nmnber has increased by 30 percent, with nine million people 

identifying as more than one racial category on the 2010 census (Humes el-aL, 2011). The 

most common combination was white and black, comprising 1.8 million individuals. 

A variety of political reasons drive whether or not black multiracials are included in 

estimations oi:the US black populations (Williams, 2006). Unfbrtunately, Gates’ descrip- 

tion is an anachronistic understanding of how racial classification works in the con- 

temporary United States. 

In addition, the second and third largest Latino populations in the United States 

are Dominicans and Puerto Ricans. Although many of them have black ancestry, they 

do not all identify as black, including those born and raised on the mainland. These 

are not populations to ignore when thinking about racial categorization in the United 

States, including Atiqcan descent populations. 

Overall, this film is useft~l for an introduction to the histoW and race mLxture in 

Brazil. It covers the ideologies of whitening, racial democracy, as well as contempor- 

aW black consciousness in a way that is accessible. It also provides rich imageU oi" 

Ai’ro-Brazilian ct~ltural forms that have had major influences on the society, across 

colors. In addition, it reveals some oi" the contemporaW debates concerning race- 

based policy. While it falls short of teaching students about the Brazilian racial/color 

classificatoW system, it is useft~l for beginning a dialogue about blac ~kness in Latin 

America for newcomers to the subject. 

Notes 

[1] Their use of the term ~tegra and not negro reflected a response to the term cot, which is 
feminine, not masculine. Another response could have been ’E~ sou negro’ or ’I am black.’ 
T~)ey mean the same thirtg. 

[2] This suggests a way that racial and color categories can be conflated irt Brazil arid contradicts 
Sherifi’s (2004) assertion that negro is never used as a color term. 
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International Delegation Releases Report and Calls On the Indian Government to Address Violations of the Labor and Human 

Rights of IVlaruti Suzuki Workers 

June 27, 2013 

New Delhi, India 

Today, 27 June, 2013, the International Commission for Labor Rights (ICLR) released the report entitled, "Merchants o[Menace: Repressing workers in India’s new 

industrial belt, Violations o] workers’ and trade union rights at Maruti Suzuki India Ltd." 

This report is the outcome of an extensive fact finding mission by an international delegation. The delegation visited India from 25-31 May 2013. The International 

Commission for Labor Rights (ICLR) convened this delegation to investigate alleged violations of workers’ and trade union rights at the Manesar plant of Maruti 

Suzuki India Ltd (MSIL). This report is getting released at a time that marks one year of the incident at the Maruti Suzuki Plant in Manesar, Haryana that led to the 

arrest of 147 workers, termination of 546 permanent and 1800 casual workers. The workers continue to be denied the right to bail and a fair trial with expediency. 

Releasing the report at the press conference, the President of the ICLR, international lawyer Jeanne Mirer, said: "The government of India must ensure that the 

state of Haryana, as well as Maruti Suzuki, respect internationally-recognized labor and human rights. These include guarantees regarding the freedom of 

association and collective bargaining, under ILO Conventions 87 and 98 and core civil rights -of speech, of protest, of freedom from arbitrary detention and from 

torture -protected by the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, as well as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights." 

The delegation, which included labor lawyers and labor rights experts from the U.S., Japan, France, South Africa and India, met widely with workers and their 

families, civil society organizations including trade unions, the public authorities, and industry associations. MSIL, however, refused a meeting in spite of multiple 

requests. 

The delegation found that auto workers at MSIL-Manesar had consistently raised labor rights issues with management, including: 

- The physical and psychological strain associated with having to produce one car approximately every 45 seconds. 

- The lack of adequate rest time for meals and bathroom breaks. 

- A wage structure where up to half of monthly pay is based on productivity and other subjective factors, and where even taking a sick day will cost workers a 

quarter of this discretionary pay. 

- An average of two hours of unpaid overtime a day. 

- Reliance on a highly precarious workforce, where 75% of workers are contract labor, trainees, or apprentices. These workers earn dramatically less than full time 

workers and have no job 

security or benefits. 

In response to these conditions, the workers at MSIL-Manesar chose to form an independent union, believing that the company-imposed "yellow" union did not 

represent their interests. After a long period of struggle to have their union recognized by the Labour Department of the state of Haryana, the union -the Maruti 

Suzuki Workers Union (MSWU)-was registered, but MSIL refused to negotiate in good faith. 

On 18 July 2012, following two months of MSIL’s refusal to bargain with the MSWU, and as a direct outcome of casteist invective hurled by a supervisor at a worker, 

violence broke out at the MSIL-Manesar facility. Furthermore, there are strong reasons to believe that MSIL management brought thugs known as "bouncers" into 

the workplace, dressed as workers, to instigate violence. One management official died in the conflict and many workers were injured. It remains the case, as of 

July 2013, that there has been no independent investigation of the violence, or of the underlying industrial dispute. 

At this moment, 147 MSlL-Manesar workers remain in custody without charges or bail; many have been subjected to beatings and torture. Eleven others connected 

to the MSWU struggle -workers, family members and supporters -were recently arrested during a protest, and are still in custody. There are other troubling 

instances of illegal collective punishment: the delegation found that the police subjected the family members of workers to extensive harassment and even 

beatings, as a means of trying to force the workers themselves to surrender. The workers have informed the delegation that they are determined in their pursuit 

of justice. They have advised us that on July 18, they will resume a hunger strike and indefinite sit in demonstration the site of the Manesar plant. 

MSIL summarily dismissed 546 permanent workers and 1800 contract workers. The dismissals were in some ways utterly arbitrary: many of those who were 

terminated were not even present at the plant when the violence tool{ place on July 18. 

The delegation established that 

(1) The management of MSIL has engaged in significant violations of law with respect to the right to freedom of association, the right to collective bargaining and 

the right to equal pay for equal work, protected under ILO Conventions 87, 98 and 111. 

(2) The Labour Department has been ineffective in ensuring the rule of law 



(3) The Police have transgressed their powers in ways that amount to gross and inappropriate interference in industrial disputes, and yet failed to act to protect 

industrial peace when it should have. 

Speaking at the press conference, N Vasudevan, National Secretary of the New Trade Union Initiative observed that ’the basic issue is the management’s refusal to 

allow the formation of a union of the workers ’choice and the Government of Haryana abandoning its impartial third party role in labour disputes. Instead 

government has acted as an agent of capital. Maruti Suzuki has consistently violated the fundamental Right to Freedom of Association of workers. On 22 May 2013, 

rejecting the bail of 9 Maruti Suzuki workers, the Punjab and Haryana High Court said "the incident is most unfortunate occurrence which has lowered the 

reputation of India in the estimation of the world. Foreign investors are not likely to invest the money in India out of fear of labour unrest." The legal plea of 9 

workers went unheeded. All these reflect complete lack of rule of law in this country and the lack of the government and the judiciary’s capacity and will to ensure 

that corporates abide by the law. Thesis what is lowering the reputation of this country’. 

To ensure that justice is not further or forever denied, the delegation recommends: 

- Immediate release of the 147 MSIL workers currently detained in Bhondsi Jail (Gurgaon), as well as of the 11 detained at Kaithal Jail. 

- A public commitment by the Haryana state police to cease and desist from the arbitrary arrests of workers seeking to defend their occupational interests. The 

police must also end the harassment of workers and their families. 

- The constitution of an independent and impartial judicial inquiry to investigate the full scope of events that led up to the industrial violence on 18 July 2012, as 

well as subsequent events, including but not limited to the custodial torture of workers. 

- The full reinstatement of all workers who were at MSIL-Manesar as of 17 July 2012, whether permanent or precarious workers. 

- Enforcement of tripartite machinery -bringing together the state labor administration, employers’ representatives and worker representatives -to ensure that 

MSIL enters into constructive good faith negotiations with the union of the workers’ choice. 

- The delegation also asks that the Haryana State Human Rights Commission act to investigate the abuses outlined above. 

The members of the delegation expect to pursue these pressing issues of state and corporate abuse of Maruti Suzuki workers and their families. The government 

of India must ensure that the state of Haryana, as well as MSIL as a private actor, respect internationally-recognized labor and human rights. These include 

guarantees regarding the freedom of association and collective bargaining, under ILO Conventions 87 and 98 protecting trade union rights, as well as core civil 

rights -of speech, of protest, of freedom from arbitrary detention and from torture -protected by the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, as well as 

the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 

The delegation was composed of the following: 

oAshwini Sukthankar, member of the Board, International Commission for Labour Rights 

oChere Monaisa, National Labour and Economic Development Institute of COSATU, South Africa 

oFranceline Lepany, Labour Lawyer, France 

olmmanuel Ness, Professor of Political Science, City University of New York, USA 

oMasuo Kato, former chief of the International Bureau, Zenroren, Japan 

oN. Vasudevan, New Trade Union Initiative, India 

oRanjana Padhi, People’s Union for Democratic Rights, India 

oYasuhisa Ota, retired worker and trade unionist at Suzuki, Hamamatsu, and member of the Japanese Institute of Labour Movements 

This report has been written and circulated as a matter of urgency, given the risk of imminent harm to workers, their families, and the organization that they 

struggled to shape and defend. It is necessary to emphasize, both to MSIL and the government of India, which on each level -for the workers, their families and 

their union -the internationally-recognized principle of human rights and labor rights must apply: justice delayed is justice denied. 

For more information: 

Jeanne Mirer, President International Commission for Labor Rights 

113 University Place, 8th Floor, New York 10003 212-513-7146 wwwJaborcommission.org 

N Vasudevan, ICLR Secretary, NTUI 

Download Article and Full Report 
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Robert Sloan appointed interim editor-in- Media Contact 
chief of Indiana University Press 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

June 28, 2013 

Carolyn Walters, executive director of the IU Office of 

Scholarly Publishing, has announced the appointment of 

Robert Sloan as interim editor-in-chief of the Indiana 

University Press. 

Sloan has served as editorial director of the press for 10 

years and has been an editor with the press since 1986. In 

his new role, in addition to his current acquisitions 

activities, he will be responsible for formulating and 

directing overall editorial strategy and publishing 

opportunities for the press, setting and monitoring title 

acquisition goals and revenue targets and working with 

editors and staff to explore emerging modes of scholarly 

publication. 

Elisabeth Andrews 

Office of the Provost 

ecandrew@indiana.edu 

812-856-7855 

Web version 

::N:: i~obe~t Sloan 

A committee will convene early this fall to begin a 

national search for long-term IU Press leadership. The 

search will follow the completion of a strategic plan for 

the Office of Scholarly Publishing that is currently in the final stages of review by the 

faculty Scholarly Publishing Advisory Committee. 

Robert Sloan 
r Courtesy of Indiana Lniversitg 

The interim appointment and search follow the retirement of Janet Rabinowitch, who 

served as IU Press director for lO years and as an acquiring editor at the press for a 

total of 38 years. Rabinowiteh’s accomplishments include acquiring numerous award- 

winning books, facilitating collaborations with a range of museums and research 

institutions, and leading the IU Press’s transition into the digital era and integration 

into IU’s new Office of Scholarly Publishing. A celebration will take place this fall to 

recognize Rabinowitch’s distinguished career and contributions. 

Founded in 195o by former IU President tterman B Wells, the IU Press has been at the 

forefront of scholarly publishing for more than six decades. As part of the IU Office of 

Scholarly Publishing, the press continues its tradition of editorial and acquisition 

excellence within a comprehensive network of 21st-century academic publishing 
services. Its fully renovated facility within the Herman B Wells Library, designed on 

the recommendations of a 2Oll faculty committee report, co-locates the press with 

Office of Scholarly Publishing partners including the IU Libraries’ IUScholarwot’ks and 

the eTexts initiative drawing on IU’s extraordinary strengths in information 
technology. 

IU Bloomington Provost Lauren Robel said that robust faculty involvement is enabling 

the Office of Scholarly Publishing to assume a leadership role in contemporary 

academic publishing. 

"Through the widespread efforts of the Scholarly Publishing Advisory Committee, we 

have been able to gather wonderful ideas from our faculty members about the 

evolving needs and opportunities within academic publishing," she said. "We are able 

to combine the strengths of the IU Press, IU Libraries and the Office of the Vice 

President for Information Technology to build on the faeulty’s vision for a future- 

oriented Office of Scholarly Publishing." 

Robel said the Office of Scholarly Publishing is in the process of forming an editorial 

board of faculty members to consult and advise on the office’s publishing activities, 

including those of the IU Press. 
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Supreme Court Double Whammy / Paradigm Shift tbr the African American Smuggle 

SUPREME COURT DOUBLE WHAMMY PROMOTES PAIL~kDIGM SHIFT FOR AFRICAN AMERICAN STRUGGLE 

The Supreme Court University of Texas at Austin’s use of race in admissions decisions back to a lower court June 24, 2013 decision to send the case on the University 

of Texas at Aus~tin’s use of race in admission decisions back to a lower court has failed to uphold Affirmative Action, in what might be seen as yet another attempt by 

the American elite to legally res~trncture America as to reinforce its hegemonic domination of domestic and foreign policy, while increasingly disregarding international 
legal norms, treaties and customs. 

Under the Convenfi on tbr "the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (CERD), Affirmative action represems an international legal norm. It specities in Article 

1.4: 

"Special measures talcen for the sole purpose of securing adequate advancement of celtain racial or ethi~ic groups or individuals requiring such protection 

as tnay be necessa~ in o~ter to ensure such groups or individuals equal enjoyment or exercise of human rights and fi~ndamental freedoms shall not be 

deemed racial discrimination, provided, howevel; that such measures do not, as a consequence, lead to the tnaintenance of separate rights for different 

racial groups and that they shall not be continued after the objectives for which they were taken have been achieved." 

Statistical evidence is rudely available to demonstrate that the objectives for which a£firmative action was originally instituted have not yet been achieved, and that 
accordingly affimmtive action (special measures) is still required. As it relates to college admissions, In states that have banned affirmative action, prominent public 

universities have tended to enroll tEwer African American freshmen. As tbr other ongoing social inequalities, the PEW Research Center in July 2011 tbund that from 

2005 to 2009, the inflation adjusted median wealth tell by 16% tbr White Americans but 53% tbr Blacks. By 2009 the median net worth tbr White households was $ 

113,992 while tbr AtiJcan Americans it was j ust $ 5,677. In real terms, Atiican Americans, as a collective, have lost over one-half of their’total wealth in a mere tive 

year period. Such evidence, which is reflective of the profound historic and systemic effects of racism and discrimination, contradicts the attempt to po(tray 

contempora~ America as a truly "color blind" society. 

Let there be no illusions: the intent of this ruling portends file death of affirmative action by a thousand cuts. Paradoxically, the movement towards a 

policy whereby government mid law become "color-blind" is reinforcing a de facto reality on the ground that African Americans, collectively, will remain 

unassimilated on an equal status basis into the dominant institutions of ~Mnerica. 

The trajectoly of the Supreme Court ruling against affirmative action was confirmed shortly thereafter by a Supreme Court rifling on the Voting Rights Act which, as 

widely agreed, would thrther limit AfiJcan American access to the polls already curtailed by the disproportionally high rates of mass incarceration of AtiJcan Americ~m 

males in particular. 

For African Americans, an agenda to return them collectively to the ’7)aek of the bus" - - even as Black lhces currently hold ~me of the highest positions in the land 

is dis~tinctly emerging, reminiscent of how neoliberal agendas have been imposed on s~tes as a whole by ostensibly progressive governments. 

WHEN ONE DOOR SHUTS, ANOTHER OPENS 

At the recem IHRAAIV12012 Chicago Conference, "From Civil Rights to Human Rights and Self-Determination?" leading African American opinion makers 

were already exploring the potential that the international legal paradigm of self-determination might hold for African American collective development within the U.S.A. 

International law professor Francis A. Boyle, also an IHRAAM Director, expressed the case for African American right to self-determination. He did so by legally 

articulating nine (9) charges against the U.S. in relation to iks historical policies towards African Americans att~cted by slave~ and apartheid, which to date, have failed 

to be mitigated by its brief flirt:ation with m"firmafi ve action. When peoples entrapped in states under majority domination are not provided with the institational and other 

means to ensure their equal status, and when the states concerned have a historical record of behavior towards them entailing genocide mad crimes against humanity, 

such peoples may legitimately pursue their right of self-determination. 

African Americans options might best be understood in terms of three approaches: unequal assimilation (the process presently miderway), sdf- 

determination including independence, or some intermediate collective institutionalization which they might self-orgarfize to collectively determine and 

negotiate with the US government. 

If African Americans view themselves as a people and wish to assert their rights as such, then the follomng provisions of common Article 1 of the International Bill 

of Rights are applicable to them: 

"1. All peoples have the right of self-determination. By virtue of that right they l]ceely determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social 

and cultural development." 

If African ,~anericans wish to assert their rights as national minorities (dis~tinct etlmic/religious groups residing within multinational s~tates which were present at 

the time of the state’s coming into exis~tence), then the mos~t extensive of the panoply of minority rights might be pursued. As demonstrated in custo~nary international 

law and indeed as the US is fully aware and tries to institutewhenitsuitsitsf~reignpo~icyinterestaasitre~atestotheres~trncturing~f~ther~nu~tiuati~nal states there 

are many wa,/s for peoples or nations to be incorporated into multinational states which provide them with polio3" and rule-making rights that are intenmtionally 

recognized and could be normatively constitutionally enshrined. 



These are issues that were raised in the above-mentioned IHRAAM Cont~mnce, the published proceedings of which are available from ItIRAAM, see below. This 

book establishes that Atiica~ America~s axe a People with a Right to Self-determination under intemationa] law. Afiican Americans are not just maother minority limited 

to the constricting bounds of the present United States Constitution and U.S. Civil Rights Law that has just been significa~tly tightened during the pas~t week by the US 

Supreme Court. It provides African Americans ruth a new, international Direction to go in light of these twin domestic set-backs. 

Overturning the monumental Brown v. Board of Education will be the next objective of the U.S. Supreme Court. In light of such consequentiagl actions, African 

Americans should methodically explore the difference between the above-indicated options. ’][’his book is designed to help them to do that. 

As the American economy worsens, discrimination deepens, and a plethora of constitutional amendments are proposed by others to address their own deteriorating 

circumstances, Aftlean Americans must be prepared to counter negative imposed changes in the restructuring of America likely to emerge in the future with changes that 

they favor grounded in international law. 

IHRAAM is the premier UN recogn~ed international NGO doing substantive ~vork in the United States as it relates to 
international law and African Americans’ international legal right to self-determination. 
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Gn April 20-2t, 2032, the IHN~L~l~osponsore~ 
Conference FROI~ CgllL RIGHTS TO HU~N RIGHT~ 

~D S~LF- D~TERNINATION? sought to catal~e a 

turning pohlt hi the A~rican American struggle, 

The Civil l~ights movement that NartinLather King 

aseame~t, f~ve decades ago, would be "not long" in 

bringing "freedom" is now history, Affirmative action 

has shot i~ bolt. While its achievemen~ are 

evident~iack ~aces appear inmainstream politics, 

academia, ce~p~ations and t~e m~d~a~t~e A~r~can 

American people at large ~ace ongoing 

d~scr~minatien, mass incarceration and 
anemNoyment, proNb~tive voting laws, growing 

destitution and legalized vigilante terrorism. 

The IHRAAN Conference provided a major 

po~itiea~ thinkers in examining the potential that 

internationa~ human rights la~v and norms, and best 

state practices on internal self-determination might 

hold for African American collective development 

within the United States ~n the future. 

Key representatives from the African American 

popularleadership and intelligentsia flew into 

Chicago from a~l corners--California, Georgia~ 

TIIESE ARE TIlE QUESTIONS: 

Did the civil fights struggle reach its peak 

with the election of a Black President? Are 
cix41 rights sufficient to ensure African 

.A~qie~Jcans equality, in social well being 

indicators such as health, emplo3anent, 

income, education, home ownership, etc? 

~V~at are African ~Mnericans international 

human rights under the Convention on the 

Elimination of All Forn~s of Racial 

Discrimination (CERD)? ttas US policy 

fulfilled these rights and obligations? What is 

the current status of special measures 

(affirmative action) in the US, as required by 

CERD and other relevant inteia~ational 

hmnan rights insmnnents? 

Are there any- institutional or constitutional 

options for oppressed peoples other than 

assimilation or secession? V~faat is internal 



Americans~ collective identi~ their need for 

co~ect~ve socia~ and economic development, and the 

signi~cance of a territaria~ home,and. 

~ost ~po~ant~y, they agreed on the ~eed for a 

democratically empowered ~tica~ body s~ch as a 

Cons~t~ve Assembly to specifically represent and 
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tax dollars on a regular basis? Migl|t such 
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viewed as the logical goals of a 
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Supreme Court Double Whammy / Paradigm Shift tbr the African American Smuggle 

SUPREME COURT DOUBLE WHAMMY PROMOTES PAIL~kDIGM SHIFT FOR AFRICAN AMERICAN STRUGGLE 

The Supreme Court University of Texas at Austin’s use of race in admissions decisions back to a lower court June 24, 2013 decision to send the case on the University 

of Texas at Aus~tin’s use of race in admission decisions back to a lower court has failed to uphold Affirmative Action, in what might be seen as yet another attempt by 

the American elite to legally res~trncture America as to reinforce its hegemonic domination of domestic and foreign policy, while increasingly disregarding international 
legal norms, treaties and customs. 

Under the Convenfi on tbr "the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (CERD), Affirmative action represems an international legal norm. It specities in Article 

1.4: 

"Special measures talcen for the sole purpose of securing adequate advancement of celtain racial or ethi~ic groups or individuals requiring such protection 

as tnay be necessa~ in o~ter to ensure such groups or individuals equal enjoyment or exercise of human rights and fi~ndamental freedoms shall not be 

deemed racial discrimination, provided, howevel; that such measures do not, as a consequence, lead to the tnaintenance of separate rights for different 

racial groups and that they shall not be continued after the objectives for which they were taken have been achieved." 

Statistical evidence is rudely available to demonstrate that the objectives for which a£firmative action was originally instituted have not yet been achieved, and that 
accordingly affimmtive action (special measures) is still required. As it relates to college admissions, In states that have banned affirmative action, prominent public 

universities have tended to enroll tEwer African American freshmen. As tbr other ongoing social inequalities, the PEW Research Center in July 2011 tbund that from 

2005 to 2009, the inflation adjusted median wealth tell by 16% tbr White Americans but 53% tbr Blacks. By 2009 the median net worth tbr White households was $ 

113,992 while tbr AtiJcan Americans it was j ust $ 5,677. In real terms, Atiican Americans, as a collective, have lost over one-half of their’total wealth in a mere tive 

year period. Such evidence, which is reflective of the profound historic and systemic effects of racism and discrimination, contradicts the attempt to po(tray 

contempora~ America as a truly "color blind" society. 

Let there be no illusions: the intent of this ruling portends file death of affirmative action by a thousand cuts. Paradoxically, the movement towards a 

policy whereby government mid law become "color-blind" is reinforcing a de facto reality on the ground that African Americans, collectively, will remain 

unassimilated on an equal status basis into the dominant institutions of ~Mnerica. 

The trajectoly of the Supreme Court ruling against affirmative action was confirmed shortly thereafter by a Supreme Court rifling on the Voting Rights Act which, as 

widely agreed, would thrther limit AfiJcan American access to the polls already curtailed by the disproportionally high rates of mass incarceration of AtiJcan Americ~m 

males in particular. 

For African Americans, an agenda to return them collectively to the ’7)aek of the bus" - - even as Black lhces currently hold ~me of the highest positions in the land 

is dis~tinctly emerging, reminiscent of how neoliberal agendas have been imposed on s~tes as a whole by ostensibly progressive governments. 

WHEN ONE DOOR SHUTS, ANOTHER OPENS 

At the recem IHRAAIV12012 Chicago Conference, "From Civil Rights to Human Rights and Self-Determination?" leading African American opinion makers 

were already exploring the potential that the international legal paradigm of self-determination might hold for African American collective development within the U.S.A. 

International law professor Francis A. Boyle, also an IHRAAM Director, expressed the case for African American right to self-determination. He did so by legally 

articulating nine (9) charges against the U.S. in relation to iks historical policies towards African Americans att~cted by slave~ and apartheid, which to date, have failed 

to be mitigated by its brief flirt:ation with m"firmafi ve action. When peoples entrapped in states under majority domination are not provided with the institational and other 

means to ensure their equal status, and when the states concerned have a historical record of behavior towards them entailing genocide mad crimes against humanity, 

such peoples may legitimately pursue their right of self-determination. 

African Americans options might best be understood in terms of three approaches: unequal assimilation (the process presently miderway), sdf- 

determination including independence, or some intermediate collective institutionalization which they might self-orgarfize to collectively determine and 

negotiate with the US government. 

If African Americans view themselves as a people and wish to assert their rights as such, then the follomng provisions of common Article 1 of the International Bill 

of Rights are applicable to them: 

"1. All peoples have the right of self-determination. By virtue of that right they l]ceely determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social 

and cultural development." 

If African ,~anericans wish to assert their rights as national minorities (dis~tinct etlmic/religious groups residing within multinational s~tates which were present at 

the time of the state’s coming into exis~tence), then the mos~t extensive of the panoply of minority rights might be pursued. As demonstrated in custo~nary international 

law and indeed as the US is fully aware and tries to institutewhenitsuitsitsf~reignpo~icyinterestaasitre~atestotheres~trncturing~f~ther~nu~tiuati~nal states there 

are many wa,/s for peoples or nations to be incorporated into multinational states which provide them with polio3" and rule-making rights that are intenmtionally 

recognized and could be normatively constitutionally enshrined. 



These are issues that were raised in the above-mentioned IHRAAM Cont~mnce, the published proceedings of which are available from ItIRAAM, see below. This 

book establishes that Atiica~ America~s axe a People with a Right to Self-determination under intemationa] law. Afiican Americans are not just maother minority limited 

to the constricting bounds of the present United States Constitution and U.S. Civil Rights Law that has just been significa~tly tightened during the pas~t week by the US 

Supreme Court. It provides African Americans ruth a new, international Direction to go in light of these twin domestic set-backs. 

Overturning the monumental Brown v. Board of Education will be the next objective of the U.S. Supreme Court. In light of such consequentiagl actions, African 

Americans should methodically explore the difference between the above-indicated options. ’][’his book is designed to help them to do that. 

As the American economy worsens, discrimination deepens, and a plethora of constitutional amendments are proposed by others to address their own deteriorating 

circumstances, Aftlean Americans must be prepared to counter negative imposed changes in the restructuring of America likely to emerge in the future with changes that 

they favor grounded in international law. 

IHRAAM is the premier UN recogn~ed international NGO doing substantive ~vork in the United States as it relates to 
international law and African Americans’ international legal right to self-determination. 
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President Clinton, and to testifying before Congress. He 

has been featured in The VVashington Post, "60 Minutes," 

"Nightline," CNN and as ABC Ne~vs TonighPs "Person of 

the V~,eek." He is a past nolninee for the NAACP’s 

highest honor, The Springarn Award, and currently ranks 

as one of Ebo~F3daga-zine% most innuential African 

Americans. 

Francis A. Boyle teaches international law at the 

University of Illinois, Champaign. tte was responsible for 

drafting the Biological Weapons Anti-Terrorism Act of 

1989, the American implementing legislation for the 

1972 Biological Veeapons Convention. He served on the 

Board of Directors of Amnesty International (1988-1992), 

and represented Bosnia-Herzegovina at the ~¥orld Court 

~vhere he argued and won two ’World Court Orders for 

Bosnia on the basis of the 1948 Genocide Convention. He 

served as legal adviser to the Palestinian Delegation to 

the Middle East peace negotiations from 1991 to 1993. In 

2007, he delivered the Bertrand Russell Peace Lectures. 

He holds a Doctor of Law Magna Cure Laude as well as a 

Ph.D. in Political Science, both from Harvard University. 

He is an IHRAAM Director. 

Henry L~ Englishserves as the President and CEO of the 

Black United Pund of Illinois, which works to create, 

support, and sustain African American social, economic, 

cultural, and educational institutions and to improve the 

quality of life for African Americans through reliance on 

sell’help at the local community level. He is also the 

Chief Fiscal Officer of the PEOPLE Programme (Public 

Elected Officials and others for Policy Leadership and 

Exchange). 

Kamm Howardis a leading figure with the National 

Coalition of Blacks for Reparations in America 

(NCOBA). He has served on the National Board and is 

currently the National Co-Chair of its Legislation 

Commission working to get HR 40, the Commission to 

Study Reparations Proposals for African Americans Act, 

passed into law. Kamm co-founded the Amos N. Wilson 

Book Club and the Amos N. Wilson Institute. 

Tyson King-~geadows, Ph.D., is Associate Professor of 

Political Science at the University of Maryland Baltimore 

County. Prof. King-Meadows is president of the National 

Conference of Black Political Scientists (NCOBPS). 

Do We Need Self-Determining Institutions? Cho~,~’e Lnnl,~mba is an Attorney and the National 



Atty. Chokwe Lumumba 

The Land is the Key 
Dr. John Boyd 

Policy Drives African American Conditions 
Henry L English 

Economics of Self-Determhlation: 
The Afrikan Descendant Nation in America 
~"Kamm Howard 

PANEL FOUR: USING THE UN TO ADVANCE 

AERICAN 

AMERICAN CONCERNS 

Ushig the UN to Pressure America 
Atty. Standish V¢illis 

Disya We Land: Continued Self-Determination of 

the 

Gull oh’ Geechee Nation 

Queen Quet 

RECOMMENDED READING 
Minori~ Rights: Some Questions & _Answers 

Y.N. K]y & Diana l(dy 

ALSO AVAILABLE IN E-BOOK EOR~’L~T 

You are presently listed as a subscriber for press releases from Clarity 

Press, Inc To unsubscribe 

Chairman and a cofounder of the New Afrikan People’s 

Organization (N.A.P.O.) and has served as chairperson 

since its inception in 1984 having been re-elected to the 

position in 2004. On July 7, 2009, Chokwe Lunlunlba was 

seated as Ward 2 City Councilperson in Jackson, MS. In 

1977, Chok~ve Lumumba briefly served as Attorney for 

Black Liberation Army Soldier, Assata Shakur, in a 

murder case ~vhich was dismissed in Brooklyn, New York. 

Cynthia McKinney is the 2008 Green Party Candidate for 

President of the [ hired States, and a former 

Congresswoman representing the State of Georgia. 

While in Congress, she supported the creation of a 

Palestinian State in the Israel-occupied territory, 

sparked controversy by criticizing American policy in the 

Middle East, and criticized the U.S. government’s 

response to Hurricane Katrina. 

Dr. Ava Mnhammad is the National Spokesperson for 

Minister Louis Farrakhan. She holds s Jarls Doctor from 

Georgetown University La~v School and ~vas admitted to 

the New York Bar. Her earliest professional experience 

was in law enforcelnent, in the New York State Office 

of Child Support Enforcement and later served as an 

Assistant District Attorney in Queens, New York. She is 

the author of several books and has been recognized by 

Essence as one of the 30 most influential Black women in 

America in 2000. 

Dr, Farid I. Muhammad currently serves as the Chairman 

of the Department of Behavioral & Social Sciences at 

East-West University (EWU) in Chicago, Illinois. He also 

serves as a member of the Organization of Islamic 

C onference’s Board of Trustees, /Board Steering 

Committee, and Interim Executive Council for the 

American Islamic College (Chicago, Illinois, USA) As an 

IItRAAM Director, he has represented IItRAAM in a 

variety of international and domestic venues. 

Carla D. Pratt is Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and 

Professor of Law at Penn State University, Dickinson 

School of Law where she has taught courses in 

Constitutional Law, Race and American Law, and 

Criminal Law. Prior to entering academia, Professor 

Pratt practiced civil litigation in the N3 Attorney 

General’s Office and the law firm of Drinker Biddle & 

Reath,, LLP in Philadelphia. 

Queen Quet is the first Queen Mother and official 
spokesperson for the Gullah/Geechee Nation, Queen 
Quet spoke on behalf of her people before the United 

Nations in Genev4, Switzerland. In 2008, she was 
recorded at UNESCO Headquarters in Paris, Trance at a 
United Nations Conference to have 
the human rights story of the Gullah/Geechee people 
archived for the United Nations. She is an IHRAAM 
Director. 

Vernellia Randall is Professor at the School of Law and 

the recipient of the Ohio Comlnission on Minority 

Health Chairman’s Award. Involved in public health 

work for more than 15 years, Professor Randall focused 

on eliminating disparities in health care for minorities 

and the poor. Professor Randall has also served as a grant 

reviewer for the National Institute of Health. She has 

been recognized in Who’s Who in the World since 1995 

and Who’s W-ho in the United States since 1998. 

Daniel Turp is a professor at the Faculty of Law of the 

Universit6 de Montr6al since 1982. He lectures in the 

area of Public International Law, International and 

Constitutional Human Rights Law and Advanced 

Constitutional Law. Professor Turp served as lnember of 

the House of Commons of Canada for Beauharnois- 

Salaberry from 1997 to 2000 and was the Bloc Qu6b6cois’ 

critic for Foreign and 

Intergovernmental Affairs. 

Stan Willis practices la~v in Chicago, Illinois, 

specializing in personal injury, criminal defense, and 

federal rights cases. During his over 25 years of legal 

practice, Stan advocated for the human rights of African 

Americans in US. courts and before international bodies 

including the United Nations’ Committee to Eliminate 

Racial Discrilnination (CERD); the Organization of 

American States’ Inter-American Commission on 

Human Rights; and submitted reports as part of its 

Universal Periodic Review (UPR) of the United States. He 

also co-founded and co-chaired Black People Against 

Police Torture "BPAPT". 

View expanded contributor bios: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Saturday, June 29, 2013 9:14 PM 

New Message Posted to The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill by 

Location: AFAM > Forums > AFAM 

Author: 

Message Title: Lesson 7 

Message Posted On: Sat Jun 29 21:13:40 EDT 2013 

Discussion Forums > Lessou 7 > Lesson 7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Saturday, June 29, 2013 9:21 PM 

New Message Posted to The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill by 

Location: AFAM > Forums > AFAM 

Author: 

Message Title: Re: Less~n 7 

Message Posted On: Sat Jun 29 21:20:59 EDT 2013 

Discussion Forums > Lesson 7 > Lesson 7 



Sent: 

Subject: 

fundingalert@cos.com 

Sunday, June 30, 2013 12:59 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Charlene Regester 

Funding alerts for your 
saved searches 
Results" June 30, 2013 

Lo.~i~ to view your 

fundit-"t9 sea~°¢h Feb 0~; 
funding opportunities 

1 HBF Gra~ts 

Sponsor: 
Hoso-Bunka Foundation, Inc. (HBF) 

Sponsor: 
Yale University 
Yale Center for British Art (YCBA) 
Paul Mellon Centre for Studies in British Art - 

Sponsor: 
Yale University 
Yale Center for British Art (YCBA) 
Paul Mellon Centre for Studies in British Art - 
U.K. 

Sponsor: 
Yale University 
Yale Center for British Art (YCBA) 
Paul Mellon Centre for Studies in British Art - 
U.K. 

Limited submission 

5 Fe~owsh}~s 

Sponsor: 
National Humanities Center 

Sponsor: 
Yale University 
Yale Center for British Art (YCBA) 
Paul Mellon Centre for Studies in British Art - 
U.K. 

Funding alerts for your saved searches 

Results: June 30, 2013 





FIom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Popular Culture Association / American Culture Association <briley@colum.edu> 

Sunday, June 30, 2013 7:22 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-* 

Deadline reminders, updates 

%:: PCA/ACA logo 

Popular Culture Association/American Culture Association 

Deadline Reminders 

Hello Everyone! 

Just a couple quick reminders... 

1. TODAY is the deadline for submitting papers for the PCA South and Mid- 
Atlantic PCA conferences. 
2. Application schedule and deadlines for the National PCA conference 
3. Plan your grant applications now 

Calls for papers for upcoming affiliated PCA conferences 

Today - June 30 - is the deadline to applying for the Mid-Atlantic 
and South Regional PCAfACA meetings: 

Mid-Atlantic PACA (AtlBntiA Cj~y, ~ Nev) Deadline extended to 30 Jun 
...P...c....A......S...~...u...t..h..J~..S...a...v...a....n...n...a...h..~...3......~...c..t.) Deadline extended to 30 Jun 

Also, keep in mind these dates for 2014 Conferences: 
PCA/ACA National conference (Chicago, 16 Apr) Deadline: Nov 1 
Far West PCA/ACA (Las Vegas, 21 Feb) Deadline: 15 Dec 
...s.~.~.~.u.~.t~b~..w..e...s...t~~..P.~..~-A-~-A..~~(..AJ~b~.u.~.q..u...e.~.r..q.u.~.e.~~~~.1~..9.~~E~.e.~.b..:[ Deadline: TBA 

PCAtACA National conference News and Deadlines 

Submissions w~ll open in early August: 
We are working on a few updates to our submission site with the goal to begin 
accepting submissions in early August. We will let you know when you can 
submit your paper. 

Submission deadline November t: 
We will have an earlier submission deadline this year - November l r Keep 
that in mind 

Travel grant dead~ines November I5: 
Our travel grant deadlines have been moved as well. Grant applications will be 
due November 15. 

As always, If you have questions or concerns please email one of us: 
Brendan Riley, Joe Hancock 

Interim Executive Team 
PCAiACA 

briley@colum.edu Jhh33@drexel.edu 

Join Our Mailing List 

Forward this email 

This emai[ was sent to regesLer@email.unc.edu by briJey@colum.edu 

lJlxtatfl F’r~fi!flL~maj! Address ’instant remo°val with SafeUnsubscribe’’ ! riva~,t Po[ic~’~ 



Popular Culture Association Popular Culture Association Columbia College Chicago, English Department 600 South Michigan Avenue :: Chicago :: IL i 60605 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Indiana University P~ess <iupress@iMianatm00.com> 

Monday, July 1, 2013 12:32 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.unc.edu-* 

New books from IU Press 

Indiana University Press 

Dear Charlene Regester, 

The following is an email update based on the interests chosen in your profile. To 

ensure you continue to receive emails that ONLY match your preferences, be sure to 

edit your profile to refine what we send you. 

Franqois Truffaut 
The Lost Secret 

Anne Gillain 
Translated by Alistair Fox 

"Truffaut fans will love this English translation of Gillain’s work 

drawing on the psychology and cinematography of the acclaimed 

filmmaker." --Booklist 

374 PP., 40 b&w illus. 
cloth 978-0-253-00834-3 $85.00 
paper 978-o-253-oo839-8 $30.00 

ebook 978-0-253-00845-9 $24.99 

3’~ Franqois-rruffsut 

Visual Culture in the Modern Middle East 

Rhetoric of the Ima~e 
Edited by Christiane Gruber and Sune Haugbolle 

"An innovative volume analyzing and instantiating the visual 

culture of a variety of Muslim societies [which] constitutes a 

substantially new object of study in the regional literature and 

one that creates productive links with history, anthropology, 

political science, art history, media studies, and urban studies, as 

well as area studies and Islamic studies." --Walter Armbrust, 
University of Oxford 

376 pp., 22 color illus., 79 b&w illus. 
cloth 978-o-253-oo884-8 $80.00 
paper 978-o-253-oo888-6 $28.oo 

ebook 978-o-153-oo894-7 $23.99 

~] Visusi Culture in 
...... ~he Modern Middle 

East 

Indiana University Press 

Office of Scholarly Publishing 

Herman B Wells Library 35o 

132o E. loth St. 
Bloomington, IN 47405-3 9 o 7 

You are subscribed using the following email address: regester@email.une.edu If you wish 

to change your selections or unsubseribe altogether, dick below. 

:: Tailor your profile se[tir_,gs .. 

:: Forward this to a [’riend . 

:: ’Fo be removed, use this o~e-ei~ck unsubscribe i~nk.. 
:: Not yet signed up? Go here. 

:: In,:]innn Umw~rsity Press does nc, t se}[~ share c,r trade 

e[eetrc, me address information with anyone. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Fred Ginsburg <Fred@FILMTVSOUND.COM> 

Monday, July 1, 2013 12:58 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

I~W: Self Nominalion Process / Fred Ginsburg 

Happy July, everyone’. Sorry to send this out on such short notice, but I 
just saw- this myself only today I have thrown my hat into the ring for an 
at-large position on the UFVA Board, but I need 5 emails of support sent to 
Norman, Bart, and Melinda. So if you think that I would make a good 
addition, please send them an email and let them know-. Because of the short 
notice and the fact that I, myself, am caught between travel, I am not able 
to contact all of my supporters one at a time personally. 

On a non-related note, I am clearing out some of my old Equipment Emporium 
storage stufI; and came across a box of furry windcovers for the older 
LightWave brand zeppelins (sized for the 416/816). It" any school still has 
LightWave zeppelins, I would be happy to donate them. 

From the keyboard of Fred Oinsburg CAS PhD MBKS 
Fred@FilmTVSound corn 
818-231-1038 fax 818-892-9236 

..... Original Message ..... 
From:            @gmail corn [!nailto            (~!~mai].com] 
Sent: Saturday, June 29, 2013 6:15 PM 
To: Fred@FilmTVsound.com 
Sutzject: Self Nomination Process 

;)ear Fred, 

Now that you have submitted your name for the UFVA Self-Nomination process 
we would like to ask you to have five supporters, as per our by-laws. 

What this means is that you should have at least :five people send me a short 
emai] that they are supporting you for your position. 

Have them send their emails to hollyn@usc edu, and to copy the two co-chairs 
of the Nomination Cowanittee, Bart Weiss (at bart@videofest.org) and Melinda 

Levin (at me]inda@unt.edu) 

Please have them do this by Friday, July 5, 2013 if not earlier. 

’]?hanks so much 

Nomlan 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listsel~’@listserv.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be yo~ first and last narae.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following corcanand to listsetw@listsep,~.american.edu: 

signoff L~FVALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listsel~’.american. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

California College of the Arts <communicafions@cca.edu> 

Monday, July 1, 2013 1:48 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@email.unc.edu> 

CCA JU][.Y 2013 NEWS & EVENTS 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

CO& AL’<,,IMNI ,6T GOOGL:,"L 
Zach Gibson and Jefferson 
Cheng describe working as 
designers at Google. 

WHY SCI,,’S’IC ~L ..’~ ~L g,,’..’.,S 

President Stephen BeN’s 
Huflngton Post blog on the 
STEM to STEAM inilative. 
"There ~s a pressing need for 
creative people across a 
bread range oI ~ndustHes." 

OWEN S ,,"vt WH: 
COVER "l’© 

Owen Smith, the new chair of 
Ilustration, CCA’s largest 
program, plans to evolve the 
curriculum to respond to 
changes in the fiel& Smith got 

his first New Yorker cover 
coliamission when he was a 
senior a[ Art Cen[er. 
Re~,," d .,m o,,’-e,,, 

WFRN[-’.R ~,,"t}~R.?X}G AT CCA 

Last fall, CCA’s Film Program 

and [he (;CA Wattis Institute 
br@Jght to campus the 
renowned film director 
Werner Herzog as a featured 
guest in the Cinema 

Visionaries lecture series. 
Rea~t 

Ju~y 8, I2, 19, a~d 26, 
CCA SF campus 
In cebbration of the arrivN of 
the inaugura~ MFA in Comics 

cohoS, CCA hosts Comics ~n 
the Ci~, a guest speaker 
sedes featuring four of the 
most tNented creators 
working in the le~d today 

;q40 .tORY 

Throt~gh Aug° 17, 

Falkirk Cultu~’a~ Ce~ter, 
San N, afae~ 
A show of new works by 19 
artsts of all generations: 

many of them CCA faculty,, 

ARTISTS giN{} 

This sto~ abo~t Kickstatter, 
Etsy, and their ilk highlghts 

severn local artists, 
CCA faculN member Glen 
HeIfand and alumnus Shawn 
HibmaCronan (Sculpture and 

Furniture 2009). 

ALi..ISON SMITH IRi TH[": 

.,,%<££W Y ©A’.K 

A review of CCA Sc.ulpture 

chak Allison Smith’s exhibition 
,~udiments ot Fife and Drum. 
The work combines ebments 
of cra~, pedormance, and 
participation. 



~.IZ OG~-/U: CCA~S 

The Center for Air and Public 
L~fe’s "embedded scholar" 
applies design thinkhs9 to the 
CenteCs actMfles by 
leverag~ng her background 
socia~ ~nnovaflon. 

"My first day in San Francisco 
began at abo~t 6 am, when 
my Greyhound bus pulbd into 
the Transbay Termk~aL I 
d~sembarked, abng with al~ 
my worldly possessions~two 
Army duffel bags, one 

w~th books, the other filled 
w~th clothes and bookstand 
set out to stair my new 

and all descendants of the 
postwar contempora .ry craft 
movement in California. 
f\~S o,," <~ iP,, ~o,.., 

JU~2~. 1:!~ 7.--,g P~,~ 

FORMAT PHOTOGRA~HS 

YBCA, SF 
CCA facul~ member Ko[a 
Ezawa has rebu~l[ a s~de v~ew 
of [he Seaside Heights 

boardwalk, which was 
devastated d~ring H~rrbane 
Sandy, ~n the Thi~ Street 
Courtyard of Yerba Buena 

Center for the A~ts. 

COLIN OWEH 
THE WORLD O}" (:}{’:".SIGN 

Metropdis reports on Sparse, 
Industrial Design faculty Colin 
Owen’s new bike light design. 

’1 wanted ~t to be ~nvis~ble 
when ~t’s off and echo the 
I~nes of the bike," Owen says. 

POTR{’.’2RO HILl.. IS SF)S 
8~ ~’.".XT *:’..-I’ALL~’.’~.~Y HOT 

$POT~ ART P~ACTIC~L 

Cathadne Clark, who will 
soon rebcate her gallery to 

Potrero HHk believes thai 
p~x~mi~ to the new CCA 
Wattis Institute space and 
"the young curatoria~ 
programming emerging there" 
w~l~ be a strong complement 
to her own programming. 

Bookmark and check in 
regularly wi[h 

Use RSS /,,’~,,’~ds to customize 
how you keep up with CCA 

news. 

Get more info on CCA news 

and events (lecture series, 
Wattis Institute exhibitions, 
and more) by emaik Go to 

This 
email was sent to re~ester@email.unc.edu b~ _c__o_~_!!_m___u__L~Lc_2a_t_Lo_t_!_s_~_c_c_’_a_:_e__d__u_" 



._U_~_d__a__~_e___P__r~_f_!~__e~__E__m___a_!L__A__d__d__r__e_s_’_s" 
i Instant removal with S_~_f~.U_~?__s.~_~!~_r!~TM .P__r_!_v_’_a__c_~’___P__o_!!_c_~. 

California College of the Arts I 1111 Eighth Street I San Francisco I CA I 94107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noveply@bounce.linkedin.com on beh~ffof 

Michele Wallace via Li~tkedIn -~member~linkedin.com~ 

Monday, July 1, 2013 2:52 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~ter@emml.nnc.edw~ 

Che~lene, let’s co~mect on Linkedln 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Betsy, A. McLane <       ~yahoo.com> 

Monday, July 1, 2013 4:25 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Self Nomination Process / Fred Ginsburg 

FRED I support you totally, you have long been a big asset to UFVA. 
everyone please note that fred has my full support. 
Betsy Ao McLal~e, Ph.Do 
b et s)wn.clma e(q;do cu men t awdiva ,corn 
http:i/www.documentarydiva.corn/’ 

am traveling and cannot write just now, but 

From: Fred Ginsburg <Fred@FILMTVSOUND.COM> 

To: UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 
Sent: Monday, July 1,2013 9:57 AM 
Subject: FW: Self Nomination Process / Fred Ginsburg 

Happy, July, eveuone! Sony to send this out on such short notice, bnt I 
just saw "this myself only today. I have thrown my hat into "the ring tbr an 

at-large position on the UFVA Board, but I need 5 emails of support sent to 

Norman, Bart, and Melinda. So if you think that I would make a good 

addition, please send them an email and let them know. Becau~ of the short 

notice and the thct that I, myself, am caught be~,een travel, I am not able 

to contact all of my supporters one at atime personally. 

On a non-related note, I ~an clearing out some of my old Equipment Emporium 
storage stufl~ and came across a box of fmry windcovers for the older 

LightWave brand zeppelins (sized for the 416/816). If any school still has 

LightWave zeppelins, I would be hapw to donate them. 

From the keyboard of Fred Ginsburg CAS PhD MBKS 

Fred@FilmTVSound.com 

818-231 - 1038 thx 818- 892- 9236 

..... Ofigin~J Message ..... 
From:            @gnm~l.com Im~filto: 

Sent: Saturday, June 29, 2013 6:15 PM 

To: Fred({~ FilmTVsound.com 

Subject: Self Nomination Process 

??~mail.com] 

Dear Fred, 

Now that you have submitted your name tbr the UFVA Self-Nomination process 
we would like to ask you to have five supporters, as per our by-laws. 

What this means is that you should have at least five people send me a short 
email that they axe suppofling you for your position. 

Have them send their ernails to hollvn~)usc.edu, and to cow the two co-chairs 
of the Nomination Committee, Bart Weiss (at bark@.videofest.org) and Melin& 

Levin (at melinda(~unt.edu). 

Please have them do this by Friday, July 5, 2013 if not earlier. 

Thanks so much. 

Norman 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv(gblistser<american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your firs~t and laser name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserw,~Jistserv.mnerican.edu: 

signoffUFVAl ~IST-L 

Posting Messages: 



You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVAl,IST-L@listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the tbllomng message to listserv@listserv.amefican.edn: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 
your first and last name.) You cm~ leave a liszt by sending the tbllowing command to listserv@lis~tser<americm~.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 
ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You ca~a post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



Review Essays 
A stir-Identified U.S. Black Intellectual- 

Entrepreneur on Blacks in Latin 

Amerka 

Jean Muteba Rahier 

Florida International University 

Black in Latin America. t tet~ry Lo u is Ga tes, 

It. New York: New York University Press, 

2011. 270 pp. 

Black in Latin America. Henr)’ Lo uis Ga tes 

It. Produced by Inkwell Films, Wall to 

Wall Television and Thirteen in associa- 

tion with WNET.org. PBS Distribution, 

2011, Four Episodes: Haiti & the Domini- 

can Republic: An Island Divided; Cuba: 

The Next Revolution; Brazil: A Racial Par- 

adise? Mexico & Peru: The Black Grandma 

in the Closet. New York: New York Univer- 

sity Press, 2011. 259 pp. 

In the limited space I have here, I would 

like to make some general comments 

about the series "Black in Latin Amer- 

ica" produced by the self-identified "black 

intellectual entrepreneur" Henry Louis 

(Skip) Gates Jr. For quite some time, a 

nmnber of reviews of specific episodes 

have been available from a variety of out- 

lets. These range from scholarly journals 

to popular websites. 

While most of us would not be 

able to secure any kind of support, 

financial or otherwise (see the long list 

of people and institutions Gates thanks 

in the acknowledgment section of the 

book), to produce four documentary 

films alongside a book published by a 

respectable university press on a subject 

matter outside the scope of our scholarly 

expertise, Skip Gates’ notoriety and 

entrepreneurial know-how brought him 

the support he needed to make this work 

a realit): The series might nonetheless be 

qualified as a type of what is known in 

France as vulgarization. This is because 

it is rather superficial and destined for a 

mainstream public. Given the long list 

of positive comments published on the 

series’ PBS website, one could say that 

Gates has been largely successful in reach- 

ing and enlightening general audiences 

(http:iiwww.pbs.orgiwnet/black-in-latin- 

america/). 

However, as an African diaspora stud- 

ies scholar who has been working in Latin 

American contexts and on Afro-Latin- 

American issues for more than 25 years, 

1 found the series somewhat disappoint- 

ing. This is due in no small part to the 

episodes’ shallow and at times rather sim- 

plistic representations put forth in a style 

that recalls the travelogue, a genre in which 

Gates has reveled before. Yet I understand 

that some Latin Americanist and Latin- 

American colleagues have found the series 

useful for provoking in-class discussions 

with undergraduate students about the 

African diaspora and race relations in the 

countries on which specific episodes focus. 

Indeed, the series could be of use in un- 

dergraduate classes. But this would be true 

only and only if every episode shown is 

preceded and followed by the instructor’s 

critical presentations and by the consid- 

eration of Affo-Latin-Americanist schol- 

arly texts that might supply what the films 

themselves are lacking. 

Gates’ particular style of documen- 

tary filmmaking has been called egocemric 

(P~rez 2011). He appears in almost ev- 

ery frame and never tries to stay gently 

in the background, behind the perspec- 

tives of those he interviews. The w)ices 

of his interlocutors are there only because 

they are talking to him. They answer the 
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ever-visible Gates’ questions and he wants 

to interpret first-hand every aspect of the 

reality he shows and explains didactically 

from a position of omnipotent and om- 

nipresent tour guide. In doing so, he un- 

apologetically assumes a iNorth Ameri- 

can perspective and seems to expect his 

audience to see things the way he does. 

Throughout, he refers repeatedly to U.S. 

history in a way that constitutes it as a 

norm. The result is something of an oth- 

erizing of the people he is talking about. 

This takes form at times in their construc- 

tion as strange due to their failure to self- 

identify in relation to blackness as he does, 

and as he assumes any black "American" 

would and should do. In fact, on several 

occasions he presumes that there is such a 

thing as a universal blackness that would 

exist everywhere, and that people either 

embrace, as he does, or walk away from it, 

as some Dominicans might do. His move 

to universalize his own very North Amer- 

ican positionality is at some distance from 

a conceptualization of blackness as di- 

verse and constructed differently in differ- 

ent places, by different peoples, at different 

times. 

Gates explains in the introduction to 

Black in Latin America that he sees his 

"Black in Latin America" episodes as the 

third body in a trilogy that began with 

"Wonders of the African World," a six- 

part series aired in 1998. This was fol- 

lowed by"America behind the Color Line," 

a four-part series that aired in 2004. Gates 

adds: 

In a sense, I wanted to replicate 

Robert Farris Thompson’s "Tri- 

Continental" methodology to 

make, through documentary film, 

a comparative analysis of these 

cardinal points of the Black 

World. Another way to think of 

it is that 1 wanted to replicate 

the points of the Atlantic trian- 

gular trade: Africa, the European 

colonies of the Caribbean and 

South America, and black Bane> 

ica (2-3). 

At the very beginning of the book’s 

introduction, Gates explains how much 

Farris Thompson’s course "The Trans- 

Atlantic Tradition: From Africa to the 

Black Americas," which he took as a 

sophomore at Yale, impacted him and 

ignited in him a "fascination with Afro- 

descendants in this hemisphere, south of 

the United States" (1). Here lies what I see 

as one of the limitations of that series: it 

is grounded on a dusty and unsophisti- 

cated theorizing of the African diaspora, 

where the Atlantic is constructed as the 

site of unidirectional, trans-Atlantic slave 

trade-based traveling of black people and 

cultures from Africa to a given context in 

the Americas. As we know since at least 

the time of Paul Gilroy’s Black Atlantic, 

the Atlantic Ocean and its connections 

to other bodies of water should instead 

be conceptualized as having seen, since 

the very beginning of modern history, the 

multidirectional traveling of black peo- 

ples and cultures. These exchanges built 

networks that go from the Caribbean to 

London to the United States, from Haiti 

to Canada to France, from the West In- 

dies to Cuba and Miami, from Haiti to 

the Bahamas and Cuba, and more recently 

from Haiti to Brazil, via Peru. Addition- 

ally, black folks in Latin America who do 

not travel internationally, do participate 

in these networks’ circulation of ideas, 

popular cultures, and cultural politics. In- 

deed, one could ask how it is that an emi- 

nent, Harvard-based scholar of the African 
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diaspora could produce, with the means 

that were put at his disposal, a doc- 

umentary fihn series in 2011 that re- 

mains grounded on such a decrepit notion 

of diaspora. The series ignores transna- 

tional networks and transculturation-- 

a concept used explicitly since Mali- 

nowski’s time and elaborated by schol- 

ars around the Atlantic--by dealing sepa- 

rately with national contexts (Cuba, Peru, 

the Dominican Republic, Haiti, Mexico, or 

Brazil), and by mostly taking into consid- 

eration the colonial period. In fact, as in 

previous parts of the series, Gates contin- 

ues to be centered on the Trans-Atlantic 

slave trade. The recent histories of Latin 

America’s black populations are not really 

dealt with. 

The practices and ideologies of 

mOtissage, mestizaje, or mestifagem make 

up another theme that should have re- 

ceived greater, in-depth critical treatment. 

Gates deals with race mixture in Latin 

America without problematizing its pol- 

ysemic nature (it means different things 

in different national contexts for differ- 

ent people), and without elaborating on 

the distinction between the actual "racial" 

and cultural mixings and mingling that 

have been taking place on the ground 

and the ideologies devised by national 

white and white-mestizo or white-mulatto 

elites to imagine, at the outset of the 

wars of independence, a national iden- 

tity that proclaims everyone mixed and 

that negates the existence of anti-black 

and anti-indigenous racisms (the myth of 

democracia radal in Brazil). In the episode 

dedicated to Brazil, for example, Gates as- 

serts repeatedly that "the country sees itself 

as fundamentally mixed": as if everyone in 

Brazil had agreed and participated equally 

in the process of imagining the nation in 

that way. 

Similarly, Gates does not pronounce 

a word about indigenous and black so- 

cial movements in the countries he vis- 

ited, or about the transformations of the 

political landscapes within which these 

movements have been operating since the 

end of the 1970s. Indeed, distinctively 

in different national contexts, the major 

characteristic of these transformations has 

been the passage from official ideologies 

of "monocultural mestizaje" and "invisi- 

bilization" of Afro-Latinos organized and 

reproduced by the state and other social 

actors to state-managed official multicul- 

turalism and corporatism or cooptation 

(Rahier 2012). In the last two decades, 

following the adoption of "multicultural" 

policies specifically targeting indigenous 

and African diasporic populations by in- 

stitutions of international development 

and global governance, and also as a re- 

sult of the political activism of indige- 

nous and African diasporic communities 

(which were given a notable boost by 

the holding in Durban, South Mrica, in 

2001 of the "World Conference against 

Racism, Racial Discrimination, Xenopho- 

bia and Related Intolerance"), many Latin- 

American nation states revised their Con- 

stitutions and sometimes passed special 

laws that express a concern for greater 

inclusion of African diasporic and in- 

digenous populations. This is a context 

in which Latin kanerican African dias- 

poric populations gained relatively greater 

agency in comparison to the marked ex- 

clusion that characterized their situation 

during monocultural mestizaje. 

Over the last few decades, a new 

reality of Afro-Latino participation at 

the higher echelons of state institu- 

tions has become apparent. New national 

constitutions have finally acknowledged 

Afro-Latinos’ existence and declared the 
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nation-state to be diverse and multicul- 

tural. Constitutions and new special laws 

give Afro-Latiims collective rights and 

some protection against racist crimes. Po- 

litical reforms created new state agencies 

that have as their objective the manage- 

ment of state funds and other resources 

for Afro-Latino coinmunities. Leadership 

of such agencies is given to Afro-Latino 

community leaders, who are chosen by 

the political group(s) in government. In 

addition, new electoral laws have created 

districts with exclusively ethnically based 

representation, and have sent some Afro- 

Latino leaders to national Congress. Other 

leaders have been chosen for upper level 

positions of leadership in the govern- 

ments’ administrations. 

My last comment has to do with the 

series’ obvious lack of reflexivity, despite 

Gates’ omnipresence on the screen. Gates’ 

making of this series, which parallels 

the travels of thousands of middle-class 

Afro-North Americans who have engaged 

in roots!heritage tourism by visiting sites 

associated with the history of blackness 

in Brazil (Pinho 2008), Haiti, Honduras, 

Jamaica, and so forth, points to processes 

of hierarchization between United States 

and local blacks, between Gates and those 

he interacts with during his visits--many 

of whom will be treated, when they travel 

to the global North, not as tourists but 

as... "illegal immigrants." The series 

could have problematized the transna- 

tional networks of blackness (see Rahier 

et al. 2010), which have too often been 

imagined romantically as safe spaces of en- 

counter and black solidarity, by including 

these African-American tourists and by 

dealing with those--black or not--in the 

countries visited who cater to the African- 

American visitors’ imaginations and 

dreams. 
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Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH Inteflibra~’ Borrowing <uncilb@email.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, July 3, 2013 9:01 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

ILB BOOK DUE TOMORROW 

To: Charlene Regester 

Title: rm Still Here : Confessions of a Sex Kitten 

Author: Kitt, Eartha 

Due Date: 7/4/2013 

TN: 1961263 

This ILB book is due tomorro~v. Please return it 
to the Davis Libra~ Circulation Desk promptly 

If you need a renewal, login to your ILB account NOW at 
https ://illiad.lib unc.eduinoci 

In flae main menu under ’Renew’ choose ’Interlibra~ Loan Material’ 
then click on this request number. To renew, simply click on the 
blue ’Renew Request’ on the top right side of the screen 

~LB Staff 

Interlibrary Borrowing 
Davis Library, UNC-Chapel Hill 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <j0ordan@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, July 3, 2013 5:08 PM 

Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu> 

NataJie bullock brown <ascensionproductions@ahoo.com>; Bryon D Turman <bdturman@ncat.edu>; Regester. Charlene B 

<regeste@ema~l.unc.edu>; Gwendolsa~ Bookman ~-~gbookman@bennett.edu>; Yvonne Welbon ~-~ywelbon@bennett.edu:>; chandm guinn 

<chandra.guinn@duke.edu>; Tara Green --~ttgreen@uncg.edu:>; Crystal Haxkless <csharkle@ncsu.edu> 

Re: Resurge/Southern Black Film and Media Consortium 

All tree Sheila -- we’d be happy to host or co-host with anyone (share expenses at yonr spot) Before the term would be best I agree. Also I didn’t initially include our 

Hayti partners because I wasn’t snre which name to use 

On Jul 3, 2013, at 4:47 PM, Sheila Smith McKoy wrote: 

Thanks, Joseph. You have, &s usual, a wonderful line up tbr the coming year. 

I also wa~lted to remind us that we have not yet completed the work of getting a solid web-presences for SBFMC. ’][’he website we have needs to be 

updated with the inforn~ation that we have yet to create. 

Also, it might be good for us to schedule a Ineeting either before the semester begins or shortly therealter. Would anyone like to host the ne:d meeting? 

Have a happy break 

ssm 

On Wed, Jul 3, 2013 at 4:24 PM, Joseph Jordan ~j[iordan(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello All -- writing to you to remind tblks of another school year approaching (as if you needed to be reminded) and to think about possibilities tbr 
collaboration. As agreed upon in one of our earlier meetings we have billed solne of our ofiEreings as co-sponsorship with SBFMC as a way of 

keeping the name out there. I hope we can figure out a tilne to gather and re-group eaxly in the teim. 

Otherwise, I am attaching a sneak peak at our arts line-up ibr the fall. Please send your line-ups for any kind of program because our redesign for our 

website roll have a section that spotlights going ons at our partners in SBFMC. 

Any questions let me know. Please give feedback on SBFMC meeting idea --- possibility of Spring event for us 

see attached: 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

i f~ ordml(~; email .talC. edu 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

£ordan email.unc.edu 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

admin@uoirg.org 

Thursday, July 4, 2013 3:30 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

BIRMINGHAM: A JEWISH HAIR FOR 1,000 BLACK LIVES? RICHARD FRIEDMAN’S ’CREEPY’ CHOICE 

As-SMa,~m Alailc~m! (Peace!) 

The Honorable Minister Louis Farraldian went to Alabama in June to join other leaders in the Voting Rights Act Caravan. White 
Jews from Birmingham synagogue Temple Emanu-El attacked him, but documents reveal that the Jewish history of anti-Black 
hate and terror goes back to the Alabama slave trade. Read on: 

Visit the Nation of Islam Research Group at http:/inoirg.or~ 
At FACEBOOK: https://www.facebook.con~,~qOIResearch 

On TWITTER: https://twitter.com/noiResearch 

[Jewish newspaper FORWARD FINALLY admits Nation of Islam claims about Jews & Black Slavery are Right & Exact: 
http://forward.com!articles/179441/jews-mo stly-supported-slavery-or-kept-silent-d/?p=all 

BIRMINGHAM: A JEWISH HAIR FOR 1,000 BLACK LIVES? 
RICHARD FRIEDMAN’S ’CREEPY’ CHOICE 

By aW measure the Honorable Minister Louis Farrakhan’ s presence in Alabama in support of voting rights justice for all Americans 
was a monmnental victoly for that important cause. Places like Birmingham, Montgomery, Edmund Pettus Bridge, all evoke horrific 
images of Black suffering at the hands of vicious, hateful domestic white terrorists. To all who had seen The Nlinister in the racial crucible 
of America reclaiming the Civil Rights Movement’s original purpose and raising the Reverend Martin Luther King Jr.’s forgotten writings, 
he was a brilliant example of the grace, power, and dignity that The Minister brings to EVERY movement he makes. He used every 
occasion of his visit not only to remind us of the greatness of Dr. King, but to rescue him from "the image-killers and propagandists who 
would reduce this great thinker to a mere slogan. 

The Minister’s first stop in Alabama was in Bim~ingham’s Kelly Ingram Park, the 4-acre plot of sacred soil that was "the scene of the 
govelranent’s blaitalization of Black women and chil&en--its own citizens--on May 3rd of 1963. The news footage of Black churchgoers 
being set upon by police dogs and blasted with fire hoses is so seared in the consciousness of the world that it has become the American 
Blacklnan’s Zapruder film. The park sits across from the symbolic civil rights cathedral, the 16th Street Baptist Church, where 135 days 
after that horrific Ingram Park pogrom four little Black gMs were blown up by dynamite in a terrorist attack. The Minister’s presence at 
this holy epicenter was incredibly meaningful. 

While Minister Farrald~an wa s extensively quoting Dr. King, Richard Friedman, execmive director of the Birlningham Jewish Federation, 
tried to explain why Jews were absent f}om both "the rally and the voting rights issue. "The Federation only takes positions on issues where 
a clear consensus exists within the Jewish COlmnuni~ and...there is a diversity of opinion in the Jewish community regarding the need for 
continued federal monitoring." This itself is not surprising. After having used the foot soldiers of the Black struggle to secure their own legal 
and economic rights, Jews snatched their money and support away from the Black freedom movement and booked. They have since 
enjoyed unprecedented prosperi~ beyond that of all other segments of white people. But even "diversity.- of opinion" could not keep them 
from making themselves known for what they have always been--the bedrock of Alabama’s anti-Black, apartheid infrastructure. 

Let us deal with thiee remarkable sentences Friedman posted in a statement titled "FARRAKIIAN’S PARK PRESENCE INSULT S DR. 
KING’S LEGACY." In language that be::ter fits the world of Jerry Springer or Maury Povitch, Friedman proposes that The Minister’s 
presence was "creepy." He elaborates: "Creepy is the best word to describe it. Behind his dapper attire and charismatic exterior lurks an 
eneIW of the Jewish people, ttis very presence on this sacred Civil Rights era battlefield was an insult to Dr. King who env%ioned and 
sacrificed his life for an America free of bigotly." 

Friedman, a Jew, here professes the power to chalmel the hopes, dreams, and "vision" of the Black leader Martin Luther King. Let us be 
clear: The Minister was invited to participate in the "Never Forget, Never Again Pilgrimage" to save Section Five of the Voting Rights Act 
by a coalition of wise leaders, including Alabama state senator Hank Sanders, Tuskegee mayor Johnny Ford, and Dr. Charles Steele, the 
foiTner CEO of the Southern Chiistian Leadership Conference (SCLC), the organization that the Reverend Martin Luther King himself led 
as its first president. Certainly, Dr. Steele, who was inducted into the Martin Luther King, Jr. Board of Preachers of Morehouse College, 
would be a clearer and more direct chapmel of Dr. King’ s point of view. And since Dr. King and his wife, Coretta, were personal 
acquaintances of The Most Honorable Elijah Muhammad, the very source of Minister Farrakhan’s immense wisdom, Friedman’s claim to 
know what "insults" Dr. King is beneath nonsense. Further, is there aW doubt where Dr. King would stand on the Supreme Court issue of 



voting rights in 2013? According to Friedman, he and his people are on the opposite side. 

The fact is, Friedman’s hostility- and belligerence are designed to conceal the heretofore-secret relationship bet~veen Alabanm’s Blacks and 
Jews. The Jews of Al:~bama--and throughout the South, for that matter--have always supported Black slavely’ and Jim Crow segregation. 
Early on Jews flooded into the state to profit from the booming world market in slav’e-picked cotton. Mayer Lehman and his brothers were 
iust one of maW such Jewish cotton-trading firms that dealt in thousands of bales yearly and who built their massive wealth on the 
suffering of African slaves. When the Jewish Encyclopedia wrote ’~The cotton-plantations in many parts of the South were wholly’ in the 
hands of the Jews, and as a consequence slaver}~ found its advocates among them," they were talking of Richard Friedman’s brethren--not 
Farrakhan’ s. 

Alabama Jews fought against Abraham Lincoln to maintain Black slave~, and when they lost the Civil War they feared the loss of their 
unpaid cotton-picking African slaves. So they" financed the Ku Klux Klan to terrorize Blacks into remaining on the plantations as 
sharecroppers long after Emancipation. Where did you THINK American Jewish wealth came from?[ 

When Dr. King arose to confront the injustices of a society that has enriched so many Jews, Birmingham’s Jews stood finnly against him, 
even going so far as to financially back the notorious American Nazi Eugene "Btfll" Counor--the man who unleashed the dogs and fire 
hoses in Kelly Ingrain Park! 

But that is not the worst of it. For the last 50 years Birmingham’s Jews have been hiding the fact that one of the most vicious race haters in 
America was the spiritual leader of Richard Friedman’s own synagogue! In the 1960s, Rabbi Milton Grafman led Temple Enmnu-E1, which 
to this day still honors its race-hating clergyman with its Grafman Endowment Fund. So destructive were the rabbi’s actions to racial justice 
that Dr. King criticized him directly in his famous ’~Letter From Birmingham Jail." 

It is rarely asked why Dr. King was in that jail to begin with. He was leading protests against the anti-Black practices of the major 
do~vnto~vn retailers, inclu:2:mg the Parisian, Pizitz’s, Blach’s, and Loveman’s. All these stores were Jewish-owned, and all insulted Black 
shoppers daily with their apartheid drinking fountains, segregated lunch counters and bathrooms, and all-white sales clerks. And all were 
members of Rabbi Grafman’s Temple Emanu-E1 synagogue. Instead of standing with Dr. King for justice, these Jewish merchants used 
their i~mnense financial power with the city to throw him in Birmingham jail. Dr. King could easily" have been referring to Jews when he 
wrote: ’%rhy is equality so assiduously avoided? V~Uny does white America delude itself, and how does it rationalize the evil it retains?" 

And how did Rabbi Milton Grafman--Richard Friedman’s rabbi--rationalize his city’s evil as children were being bombed, as hoses 
flattened Black church-goers, as :::lack shoppers drank "negro" water from ’~negro" fountains in Jewish department stores, as Dr. King sat 
in a cold, dark cell? Rabbi Grafman publicly decreed: "The lives of one thousand Negroes are not worth a hair on the head of a single 
Jew." Think about that statement, then think about the histo~T of the Civil Rights Movement, and try to find a comparable anti-Black 
expression of grotesque inhumanity from any white Gentile segregationist. 

Let us "Never Forget" that the collected bile of notorious haters like Rabbi G~afman, George Wallace, Strom Thurmond, Lester Maddox, 
and Bull Connor had its sou~ce in the Jewish Talmud, a book of tricks and lies crafted by the rabbis of ancient times. Foreseeing the 
immense profits of African slaver},, these Talmudic troublemakers invented the CURSE OF HAM, a myth made up out of whole cloth that 
makes God tIimself the author of racism and justifies Black slaver}~! 

Grafman’s ’~one-Jewish-hair" statement--which reduces the value of 1,000 Black lives to less than a strand of hair--carries into modern 
times a hate-filled Jewish radition thousands of years old. 

Who ARE these people?! 

We are blessed to have the answer in the red-letter words of Jesus Himself, who made a powerful distinction between Jews in Revelation 
2:9 and 3:9. "I ki~ow the blasphemy of them which say they are Jews, and are not, bu~ are the sy~lagogue of Satan." In fact, those ’~Jews" 
who operate from Rabbi Grafman’s twisted, hateful and creepy racial belief system are the Synagogue of Satan. Who else could they be? 
Would the God of Freedom, Justice, Equality, and Righteousness ever choose such a people, a people whose wealth is based in slavery., 
sharecropping, exploitation, and Jim Crow apartheid? 

The Honorable Minister Louis Farrakhan presented a cry’stal-clear choice to Blacks and Jews in Alabama. And so did Richard Friedman. In 
A Torchlight for America Minister Farrakhan writes, "It’s not one’s maleness or femaleness, being black or being white, rather it is our 
growth and reflection of knowledge that distinguishes us from the lower [brms of life." 

Now it’s just a Friedman’s Choice. 

Disturbing You~ube Video -- Jews in the AMERICAN slave trade 

Read Jews Selling Blacks: Slave Sale Advertising by American Jews: The Largest Collection of Jewish Slave-Sale Ads Ever Published. 
144 pages reproduced from American newspapers. Jews bought and sold whole plantations--slaves and all--and they marketed enslaved 



human beings ranging from infants to the elderly. There were Jewish merchants selling Black slaves ON LAYAWAY! This book puts an end 
to the mythology that Jews succeeded by "hard work" & had no role in the slave trade. 

Visit the Nation of Islam Research Group at http://noi~g.o~/j 
A t FA CEBOOK." https.’~/www:/~cebook, com/A:O[Research 
On T~/TTTER: https.’/,v~itter.com/~oiResearch 

Click here to L~NSUB SCRIBE 
(If you experience any difficulty unsubscribing, simply forward this entire email to admin@noirg.org and you will be automatically unsubscribed.) Not yet a subscriber? Sign up at: 
http ://~vw~v.noir~.orE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caroline Francis & UNC-TV <members@unc4v.org> 

Friday, July 5, 2013 2:34 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Thank You! 

Thankyou! 

~i Thanksfrom UNC-TV! 

Our fiscal year ended June 30, and the final figures from our private fund-raising totaled 

$11,047,830~ 

Many thanks to all of you who made a contribution of support to UNC-TV this fiscal year and 
helped us reach our private fund-raising goal. Your belief in UNC-TV and its mission to provide 
life-changing programming is greatly appreciated. 

Thank you! 

Caroline Francis 
Director of Development 

Unsubscribe or change your email preferences. 

[~i Follow UNC-TV on Follow UNC-TV on 
Facebook! .... : Twitter! 

You can change your e-mail preferences or unsubscribe at this link. 

nonprofit sof~vare 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Writers Store <email@e-writersstore.com> 

Saturday, July 6, 2013 2:32 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Save $150 when you register early for Screenwriter’s World 

Your Best Price Expires in Two Weeks! 

Don’t miss your opportunity to be a part of an epic gathering of global 
screenwriting talent. Seats at Sc~ee~wdte~s Worl(~ Conference are limited to 
maintain the most advantageous ratio for pitching and networking, so register 
early to reserve your spot! This is your chance to get in fi~nt of people who can 
drive your career, so re.~]iste; by July I9 and get the best rate - a savings of 
$150 off the on-site price*. 

Starting off the conference with a Keynote session is Academy Award Winning 
Screenwriter David Soldier, author of the play and screenplay for the film The 
King’s Speech. Other featured speakers participating include: 

Pamela Jaye Smith: Writer, international consultant and speaker, and 
award-winning pi~ducer-dit~ctor with over 30 years in the media industry 
with experience in feature films, "iV series, music videos, commercials, 
corporate and military films, and web series. 

Erik Bork: Screenwriter and writing consultant best known for his Emmy- 
and Golden-Globe-winning work as a writer-producer on the HBO 
miniseries Band of Brothers and From the Earth to the Moon. 

Laurie Scheer: Former vice president of programming for WE tv with 
years of experience at ABC, Viacom, Shov~ime and AMC-Cablevision 
analyzing manuscripts and scripts for the competitive media marketplace. 

And, pitch to the pros at the Pitch SlaI’~, where agents and executives are 
looking for their next big screenplay! Plus, this year you and your writing partner 
can get a two-for-one deal with our Writings.} ~-~a~t~.w Packa~’]e. If you’re serious 
about your screenwriting career, this is an event that’s not to be missed. 

Continue on your path to success, and SAVE $150" by registering by July 19th! 
Don’t miss your opportunity to attend at the best price available! 

*Offer only good on Aii Access and h°:di\,iduai FuN Cor:ferer~ce registrations 

What agents are to 
saying about the 
conference: 

"Just wanted to let you 
know what a pleasure it 
was to be a part of your 
event this past weekend! 
It was so well put 
together and 
professional. I met so 
many people (both 
writers and industry folks 

alike) and had a 
wonderful time. By far 

one of the best I’ve been 
to." 

- Emily Sclar, 
Judy Boals, Inc. - A 
Talent and Literary 
Agency 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Interlibm~-Borrowing <uncilb@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 8, 2013 10:41 AM 

Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ILB Reuewal Request 

To: Charlene Regester 

RE: Loan Title: I’m Still Here : Confessions of a Sex Kit*en 
Loan Author: Kitt, Eartha 
TN:     1961263 

We have submitted a request for a ne~v due date of 7/25/2013. 
Please note this on the yellow sleeve around the item 
If we do not get what we requested, we will notate’ you. 

]LB Staff" 

Interlibrary Borrowing 
Davis Library, Room 223 
Monday-Friday 9 AM-5 PiVl 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Documentm7 Studies at Dnke Universib, <llm@duke.eduv 

Monday, July 8, 2013 5:00 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

CDS NEWS: New CDS Director Wesley Hogan, Free Screening of"Blacktish~" New YouTube Channel 

[ ~:N ~: CDS I Center for D ...... tary Studies ~ 

CDS WELCOMES A NEW DIRECTOR, WESLEY HOGAN 

Photograph courtesy of Wesley C. Hogan 

On July 1, Wesley C. Hogan began her tenure as the new Center for Documentary Studies 

director. A scholar and documentarian renowned for her work on the civil rights era, she has 

ties to the Triangle area of North Carolina--postgraduate degrees from Duke and an 

award-winning book, Many Minds, One Heart, published in 2007 by the University of North 

Carolina Press. Hogan returns to Durham after a decade at Virginia State University, where 

she was an assistant professor of history and served as codirector of the school’s Institute 

for the Study of Race Relations. 

"The arrival of Wesley Hogan signals the next phase in CDS’s outstanding development," 

said Provost Peter Lange, Duke’s chief academic officer, in a story published on the Duke 

Todaywebsite. "She will bring the qualities of an outstanding documentary artist, 

experienced teacher and scholar, and leader of documentary projects to the directorship, 

furthering CDS’s contributions to the Durham, national and international communities, and 

to the teaching and service mission of Duke and the passions of our students." 

Hogan succeeds Tom Rankin, who had directed CDS since 1998; Rankin remains on the 

faculty at Duke as a professor and director of the MFA in Experimental and Documentary 

Arts program. 

Read the full Duke Today story here. 

Read a recent story from the Raleigh News & Observer here. 

FULL FRAME THIRD FRIDAY SCREENING I Free Film Series Continues with Blackfish 

Friday, July 19, 7 p.m. / Full Frame Theater, Power Plant Building / American Tobacco 

Campus / Durham, North Carolina 



Photograph courtesy of Magnolia Pictures 

"A mesmerizing psychological thriller." is how Variety describes director Gabriela 

Cowperthwaite’s Black’fish, the next film in the Full Frame Documentary Film Festival’s Third 

Friday series. Cowperthwaite’s documentary unravels the contemporary lore of orcas, or 

’killer whales." as majestic, friendly giants on the one hand. and vicious killers on the other. 

Bfackfish, which premiered at this year’s Sundance Film Festival. features never-before- 

seen footage and riveting interviews with trainers and experts that challenge us to consider 

our relationship to nature and reveal how little humans have learned from these 

enormously sentient fellow mammals. Check out the film’s official website and trailer here. 

Note: FREE; seating is first come. first served. Doors open 30 minutes prior to show, line. 

For information on parking, click here Third Friday screenings continue through November. 

The Full Frame Documentary Film Festival is a program of the Center for Documentary 

Studies 

NEW PLATFORM FOR CDS VIDEOS ! Curated Content Now Viewable on YouTube 

Still from Professor Diablo’s True Revue IV: Outsiders 

We’re excited about our new YouTube channel! Browse the selected offerings at 

youtube.com/CDSDuke-- from student films to audio slideshows highlighting new photo 

books to an installment of the Professor Diablo documentary performance series. Stay 

tuned, more to come. Also. don’t forget to check out the CDS Vimeo pa.qe, which showcases 

more of our student films as w’ell as other work from CDS programs. 

NEW SUMMER 2013 ISSUE OF DOCUMENTAVAILABLE ONLINE 

The latest issue of Document. the CDS quarterly newsletter, is now available onlin~i 



Documentfeatures some of the best documentary work supported and produced by the 

Center for Documentary Studies. Highlights in the summer issue include an interview with 

outgoing CDS director Tom Rankin, Full Frame Documentary Film Festival award winners, 

a tribute to the first graduating class of the MFA in Experimental and Documentary Arts 

program, and more. 

To browse past issues, click here. 

To receive print issues of Document, join Friends of CDS. 

UPCOMING EVENT 

Friday, July 19, 7 p.m. / Full Frame Third Friday screenings of Bfackfish / Full Frame Theater, 

American Tobacco Campus / 320 Blackwell St., Durham, North Carolina 

http:/!www, cdspo rc h.o r.q/a rch ives/19104 

EXHIBITS 

March 18-July 27,2013 / One Place: Paul Kwilecki and Four Decades of Photographs from 

Decatur County, Georgia ! Kreps and Lyndhurst Galleries, Center for Documentary Studies ! 

1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 
http:lldocumentarystudies duke edulexhibitslcurrent-exhibits#one-place 

April 26-August 31,2013 / Beyond the Front Porch 20!3 1 University Gallery, Center for 

Documentary Studies/ 1317 W Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

http:lldocumentarystudies duke edulexhibitslcurrent-exhibits#beyond 

May 6-August 31,2013 / Hidden in Plain Sight: Architectural Reminders of Durham’s Vital 

Past i Porch Gallery, Center for Documentary Studies i 1317 W. Pettigrew St, Durham, North 

Carolina 
http:lidocumentarvstudies, duke.edulexhibitslcurrent-exhibits#hidden 

MORE ABOUT CDS: 

CDS Website http:i/documentarystudies duke edu 

CDS Porch http://w, Jw.cdsporch orq 

Friends ofCDS http:l/documentarystudies.duke.eduidonate 

Upcoming Events http://documentarystudies duke edu/events 

~ess~39e .~e2eeter@el:~aH, b!; Hm &~d{~ke.ed~.i. sent to 

r for Docume~ta:v’ Steadies at Ddk~ Un~,/e~s~t~ ........................................ 

Unsubscribe ~ Update Profile/Email Address ~ Fo~ard To A Friend 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <nancy.maclean@duke.edtc, 

Monday, July 8, 2013 9:38 PM 

class- center-list@duke.edn 

FW: SIGN THE PETITION: Stop the War on the Unemployed (UPDATED) 

message- footer.txt 

From: NC Justice Center [mailto:justice@ncjustice.org] 

Sent: Monday, July 08, 2013 4:41 PM 

To: Nancy MacLean 
Subject: SIGN THE PetitION: Stop the War on the Unemployed (UPDATED) 

July 8, 2013 

SiGN THE PETITION: Stop the War on the Unemployed 

Last week, on July 1, over 70,000 unemployed workers were needlessly and 
abruptly cut off from the unemployment benefits they relied upon to pay their 
rents and mortgage, and to feed their families. By the end of 2013, 100,000 
additional unemployed workers will lose their federal benefits. 

The legislature could have prevented this "unemployment cliff," which they 
themselves created. They did not act, and instead allowed North Carolina to 
become the first state to lose federal extended benefits by instituting an 
effective date of July 1 for House Bill 4- a lawwhich implements 
unprecedented, extreme, and damaging changes to our state’s Unemployment 
Insurance system. 

But the legislature is still in session, which means that lawmakers continue to 
have the power to amend the effective date of this damaging law, and save the 
100% federally-funded Emergency Unemployment Compensation program for 
North Carolina’s unemployed workers. 

North Carolina Justice Center ] 224 S. Dawson St., PO Box 28068, Raleigh, NC 27611 ] ~wv.nciuslice or~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Script <scriptmag@ fwmedia.com> 

Tuesday, July 9, 2013 8:02 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@.emaJJ.unc.edu> 

Pursue Your Master’s in Creative Writing 

View this email with images 

.~.i Click Here to Learn More About our Creative Writing Master of Fine Arts Degree 

Master of Fine Arts Degree-,...~, ~ ,. 

Betfind every gre~,t show, filrri, or 

storylines and well-developed characters. 

If you have ideas that you want to trarisla[e to the 

big (or small) screerl .’;[~rl: your career path ir~ an 

innovatiw~ progr~m thai bbr@s classk:al 

sbryteliing with today’s en[ertainmerfl: media -- 

Full S~il Uniw~rsi[y’s Creative Writing Master of 

Fine Arts Degree Program 

Areas of focus 

Classical Writing and Story[ellir!g 

Techniques 

Research 

~}usirle.% and Ma!kel:ir~g 

For more than 30 years, Full Sail University has 

built a reputation as one of the premier media 

arts colleges in the world, with more than 44,000 

graduates. Based in Winter Park, Florida, Full 

Sail offers master’s, bac,heior’s, and associate’s 

degrees 

Earn your degree in 12 months 

Earn your degree in 12 months 

i~ L~rn More 

~i Request More Information 

One-Click Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions I Update Profile == Forward to a Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Levin, Melinda <melinda@UNT.EDU> 

Tuesday, July 9, 2013 5:28 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

CaJ1 tbr Submissions: Mobius Journal 

University Film and Video Association Colleagues - 

I am am peripherally involved in a fairly new online academic journal called Mobius - .-h---t-t-R[/Zk-v---w-~-w--~---m---~-~-e-~-b-~[-u---s~L~---u--~-n---a-~[=~-~-r~g/. 

If interested, please see the most recent call for submissions: 

Call for Submissions 
The Editors of Moebius welcome submissions of all types, media, formats, on the theme "Art in the Age of High Security;" in particular, we welcome 
responses to the following interview with Hasan Elahi, conducted by David Schwarz of the iARTA research initiative on May 31, 20.t3; submissions will 
be treated with priority that are received by September I, 20:13, but we welcome submissions after that date as well. Please see submission 

guidelines on this site for details. 

htt p ://www.youtu be,corn/watch?v= ZsB6tasE KYM 

Melinda 

C. MEL[ND.A LEV[N, PROF£SSOR 
University of North Texas 
Department of Radio, Television and Film 
1155 Union Circle #310589 
Denton, TX 76203-5017 
USA 
940.565.3"194 

melinda@unt.edu 

From: University Film and Video Association [UFVALTST-L@LTSTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU] on behalf of Fred Ginsburg [eqe@EARTHLINK.NET] 
Sent: Friday, May 24, 2013 6:32 plVl 

To: U FVALTST- L@ LTSTSERWAM ERICAN. EDU 
Subject: FW: article about shotgun mics 

From: Fred@FilmTVSound.com [mailto: Fred@FilmTVSound.com] 
Sent: Friday, May 24, 2013 4:30 PM 

To: U FVALfST- L@ LfSTSERV.AM ERICAN. EDU 
Subject: article about shotgun mics 

Attached is an article describing the Audio Technica and Sennheiser condenser shotgun mics that are commonly used in film and video production. It is a concise 

and very practical guide for students as well as professionals, and was recently posted to my website, __w____w____w__:__F_!]__n_!_T___V___s___o___u___q__d_:_£9___m__ (free subscription to all UFVA 

members; just ask!) You all have permission to reprint this article and pass along to students. 

I was pleased to see that my workshop explaining the use of multi-track field recorders for production sound recording was approved and is on the docket for the 

upcoming conference, on Wed morning (:10::15am). I will talk about how we make the most of two, four, and eight-plus tracks on production, including the 

technique of dual-mono composite live mixes. Time permitting, I will also cover the hierarchy of mic techniques (boom, plant, lav, wireless) and try to hit upon 

selection of shotgun mics for each acoustic situation (indoors w echo, indoors wide, exteriors). Hope to see you there! 

Later, during the conference we have some other great workshops related to audio, so check out the schedule! 

From the keyboard of Fred Ginsburg CAS PhD MBKS 

Fred@FilmTVSound.com 

8:18-23:1-:1038 fax 8:18-892-9236 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the tbllowing message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your firs~t and last name.) You can leave a list by ~nding the follomng command to listserv@list~rv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this commmad in 

of email with nothing else) Postiug Messages: You can post messages to the list by ~nding an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@lis~t~rv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the tbllowing message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last uame.) You cm~ leave a list by sendiug the following command to listserv@listserv.americm~.edu: siguoffUFVALIST-L (Write this commaud iu body 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You cain post messages to the list by sending a~ e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrea Meyer <ufval~ome@gmall.com> 

Tuesday, Jnly 9, 2013 6:18 PM 

ufvahome@gmail .com 

UFVA July Digest 

UFVA DIGEST - JULY 2013 

*NEWS 

A Message l~om UFVA President Normma Holl ,vn 
Our annual UFVA Conference has always, in the ten years that I’ve been attending, served three main purposes. I want to chat abont tbem with you those of you 

who will be there for the first time, those who will be attending for the... 

UFVA Election Coming Soon 
The Nominating Committee is finalizing the slate tbr the upcoming UFVA election. Ca~didate bios a~d statements should be available tbr membership consideration by 

Jnly 23. 

UFVA Member Sumner Jules Glilncher Hosts Meet the Filmmalcer with Toln Hayes 

You are Cordially Invited to MEET THE FILMIVL’kKER, (Tom Hayes) On Wednesday, July 17. 2013.6:00 - 8:00t M At the National Acadelny of Television Arts 

and Sciences I375 Broadway (37th Street), Suite #2103 Reception 6:00 6:30 Program... 

Photograph;~Degree.com Oilers Online Resources for Students 

PhotographyDegree.com is used as a comprehensive online resource by current and prospective students who are thinking about getting a degree on the wide 

selection of photography programs. The site oilers complete information on making the... 

Film Raro Film Workshop Update 
FII,M RARO A tIUGE SUCCESS V~ ITtt FILMMAKERS AROUND THE WORLD °Live the dream’ is the motto of Film Raro and that is exactly what happened 

as filmmal~ers ca~ne from across the world from the UK, Los Angeles, Tahiti, Australia, ttawaii, New... 

October 12-13 Alex Rodriguez Editing Workshop 

The Alex Rodriguez Workshop is close to sell ouk at this Inoment, m~d only 2 weeks a£ter opening registrations, we have only 8 places left on the workshop which is 

strickly for 25 pesticipants only, so if you want to save your place... 

Writer/Director and UFVA Member Paul Harrill s Film Selected for IFP Narrative Lab 

SOMETHING, ANYTHING, the debut feature from writer/director Paul Harrill and producer Ashley Maynor was one of only 10 films selected from over 140 

submissions by the Independent Feature Project for their Narrative Lab. Harrill and Maynor... 

Sundance Institute and Skywalker Sound Announce Collaboration to Support Independent Filmmakers and Fihn Composers 
Fellows for 2013 S undance Institute Music and Sound Design I,abs at Skywalker Sound Announced Los Angeles, CA Sundance Institute and Skywalker Sound 

today announced that the Sundance Institute Music and Sound Design Labs at Skywalker... 

"CALLS FOR EN’]I’RIIES" * 

La Femme Imernational Film Festival Call for Entries 

LA FEMME INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Hollywood, California - USA October 17 to 20, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 9th Annual La Femme 
International Film Festival, a multinational platlbm~ celebrating rema~ckable achievements by t}male... 

Mobius Call tbr Submissions 

Mobius Journal is accepting submissions, http://’~’w.moebiusioumal.ora, If interested, please see the most recent call tbr submissions: The Editors of Moebius 

welcolne submissions of all types~ media, formats, on the theme "Art in the Age... 

Comedy Ninia Film Festival Now Open for Submissions’. 

CALLING ALL FUNNY FILMMAKERS! L.A.’s 1 ST ANNUAL COMEDY NINJA FILM FESTIVAL ANNOUNCES CALL FOR ENTRIES Los Angeles, 

CA Margin Films annonnced today a Call for Entries for its recently formed COMEDY NINJA Film Festival (February 21 ... 

1/th Jihlava International Documentary Film Festival Call for Entries 

17th Jihlava International Documentary Fihn Festival 2013, the largest festival of creative documentaries in Central and Eastern Europe, seeks entries. For this year’s 

programme we axe looking to introduce new and ambitious student films... 

The Ultimate Video Sea~cch Call for Entries 



TtIE ULTIMATE VIDEO SEARCH: NOW CAI,LING ALL YOUTUBERS: Photographer~ Videographers, Directors of Photography and "Closet" Artists!!! 

SUBMIT YOUR ORIG1NAL VIDEO for a chance m win $15,000 and NATIONAL EXPOSURE A Major Production Company is... 

Forum International Short Fihn Competition Extends DeMline 
’][’he annual Forum International Short Film Competition on a legal,(justice theme now has an extended deadline of July 31 st! Please note we accept previously 

produced or screened shorts, so you may submit aW past or current fihns that fit... 

Onecloudfest Online Fes~tival Call for Entries 

ONECLOUDFEST Online Festival Year-Round Showcase In the Spotlight today is the 3rd Annual ONECLOUDFEST (OCF), the rare film festival that mffolds 

entirely online and takes full advantage of our increasingly interconnected world. All OCF... 

Fresh Takes Natioual Yonth Film Festival Call for Entries 
FRESH TAKES NATIONAl. YOUTH FILM FESTIVAL Redwood City, Calitbrnia - USA November 22 to 23, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 1 st Annual 

Fresh Takes National Youth Film Festival (FTNYF), a new and exciting platform for launching young... 

Action on Film International Film Festival Call for Entries 

ACTION ON FILM ]INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Monrovia, California - USA August 16 to 25, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 9th Annual Action on 

Fihn International Fihn Festival (AOF). More than jus~t a showcase for action and adventure... 

Cucaloms Fihn Fes~tival Call for Entries 
CUCALORUS FILM FESTIVAL Wilmington, North Cm~olina - USA November 13 to 17, 2013 In the Spothght today is the 19th Annual Cucaloms Film Festival 

(CucFF), championed by MovieMaker Magazine as "a breeding ground for artistic appreciation... 

14th Qneer Film Festival MEZIPATRA 2013 Call for Entries 
14th Queer Film Festival MEZIPATRA 2013 CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS Submission Deadline: July 15th, 2013 NO Submission Fee Festival Location: Prague 

and Bmo in the Czech Republic Festival Dates: November 07 - 20, 2013 Official site: www .... 

San Jose International Film Festival Call tbr Entries 

SAN JOSE INTERNATIONAL SHORT FILM FESTIVAL San Jose, California - USA October 17 to 20, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 5th Annual San Jose 

International Sho~t Fihn Festival (SJSFF), where ,nore than 100 world-class short fihns, web-... 

Forum International Short Film Cotnpetition Call for Entries 
The call for entries for the annual Forum on Law, Culture & Society’s International Short Film Competition on a legal!justice theme is now open! Please feel free to 

pass this annonncement along to your friends, s~adents, and any... 

Chicago International Film Festival Call for Entries 
CHICAC~ INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Chicago, Illinois - USA October 10 to 24, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 49th Annual Chicago International 

Fihn Festival, dissolving the boundaries of language, culture~ and classes to create an... 

MONO No AWARE Call for Entries 
An international exhibition offihn-installation, perforn~ance axt, sculpture and expanded cinema. CALL FOR ENTPdES MONO NO AWARE VII Submissions are 

now open for the 7th Annual Mono No Aware exhibition, to take place December 6th & 7th.. 

Third Heathcote Film Festival Call for Entries 

Invitations to Filmmakers The Third Heathcote Film Festival Heathcote, Victoria, Australia Saturday 31 August 2013 We are calling for submissions for the Heathcote 

2013 Film Festival in the follomng categories: Short Film Fiction (Max... 

Stmdance Fihn Festival Call for Entries 

SUNDANCE FILM FESTIVAl. Park City, Utah - USA January 16 to 26, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 30th Annual Sundance Film Festival, one of the world’s 

most anticipated and influential tilm events. A premier showcase for U.S. ~md... 

iDMAa 2013: Fast Forward Call tbr Papers 
Call for Papers: iDMAa 2013: Fast Forward (#idmaa2013). The eleventh annual International Digital Media and Arts Association Conference will be held Novetnber 

6-8, 2013 in Laguna Beach, California. iDMAa invites you to shme your thoughts... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 12:49 AM 

~reen~ciety-announce@duke.edu; ami-lhculty@duke.edu; tihn-video <film-video@duke.edu>; Literature Program 

<literat ure@duke.edu> 

**Screen/Society weekend Inatinee- -Sun July 14, 2pro: "I is a Long-Melnoried Woln~l" (for the ’Lights on Africa 2013’ film series at the 

Nasher Museum) 

Please distriin~te widely* 

Screen/Society presents... 

Sund~y July 14, 2pro: 
I is a Long-Memoried Woman 

Part of the Lights on AJHca 2013 film series 

at the Nasher Museum of Art 

== Download PDF Fiver I More Info == 

Presented in connection with the Nasher Musemn of Art’s e_~v&ibifion, 
"VVangechi Mutu: A Fantastic Journey" (March 21~luly 21,2013) 



htlp:A/ami.duke.edu/screensocietv 

by ~he t>~vgram in the Arts of the Moving 

i!!!..,:,:,~:!~ii: hokazak@duke.edu 



’i:i:,:,i :: http:/iami.duke.edu/screensocietv 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <j0ordan@email.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 2:35 PM 

jljordan Jordan <jl,]ordan@igc.org> 

Jordan, Joseph F <jtjordan@emaJl.unc.edtr~; Clarence Lusane <clusane@igc.org>; Kristen Maye < ~gmail.com>; Nicole Lee 

<NLee@transafrica.org>; Ajamu Dillahunt <ardilM~unt@igc.org>; Natalie bullock brown <~ascensionproductions@yahoo.com>; Regester, 

Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edt~,; Smith, Sheila Marie <sheilasm@email.unc.edu>; Adwoa Dunn-MOUTON <adwo@igc.org>; 

Cecelie Counts <ccounts@aflcio.org>; Sandm Hill <        ~sbcglobal.net>; LISA BROCK <Lisa.Brock@kzoo.edu>; Sylvia Hill 

<       ~)aol.com> 

The Latest in really bad ideas ... Winnie Mandela Biopic (Starring Jemrifer Hudson, Terrence Howard) Set For Sept 6 Theatrical Release 

One Village Entertainlnent and hnage Entel~ranent (brands of Robert Johnson’s RLJ Entertainment), have announced this o£temoon that the fihn, now titled Wilmie 

Mandela (as opposed to just Wirmie previously), in USA theaters, on September 6, this fall - Bill Bromiley, Chief Acquisitions Officer for hnage Enterm~nment, made 

today’s announcement via press release. 

TD Jakes (via his TDJ Emerprises) will "present" the film, which is produced by Andrd Pieterse (Ironwood Films) and Michael Mosca (Equinoxe Films). 

An adaptation ofAnnd Mari~ du Preez Bezdrob’s biography Winnie Mandela: A Life, the film explores the personal and political life of the wife of renowned activist 

and revered former South African President, Nelson Mandela, telling the story of her struggle for the freedom during the Apartheid era. 

"Both Jennifer Hudson (as Winnie) and Terrence Howard (as Nelson Mandela) deliver powerful pertbnnances that depict the lives of two influential people of our 

time," said Bromiley. ’SFhey are a tbrce to be reckoned with on screen, showcasing the M~mdelas’ journey through their struggles and triumphs." 

Our readers in Canada would’ve already seen the fihn, because it was set to open there commercially last October, about a month after it was the opening night film at 

the 8th ammal Montreal Interuational Black Film Festival. 

The film attracted controversy before a single frmne was shok primm~ily over the casting of Hudson, and the lack of com~nunication with, and input frown the rea] Winnie 
Mandela. 

Jasmin interviewed director Darrell Roodt, last 5,ear. In it, he addressed a lot of the questions many of you have had about the project since we first alerted you to it, 

like his reasons for casting Jemrifer Hudson and Terrence Howard, the audience backlash against his casting choices, especially by South Africans, the real Winnie 

Mandela’s objections to the project, what we c~m expect from the tihn, and more. 

This is just one of several tEature films that Image Entertailmaent has acquired and/or released in the last 12 months, that have been covered on S&A. Others include 

the Laurence Fishburne thriller, The Colony, Olatunde Osunsamni’s thriller Evidence, non-theatrical rights to Spike Lee’s Red Hook Summer, Matthew Cher~y’s family 

drama, The Last Fall, and others. 



Joseph Jordan, Director 

SoNa Haynes Stone Center 

University ofNoNa Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

j t.iorda~b~email.unc .edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-TV <~membel~@uuc - t~.ovg> 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 2:47 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~er@emaJl.unc.edu> 

New Planned Giving Resources from UNC-TV! 

flash-2013 jpg 

ii~ planned-giving2.jpg 

New information and online resources available to you from UNC-TV! 

The Bequests and Estate Planning section of unctv.org has been 
updated and now includes several valuable new features: 

Online Wills Planner - Create a plan for your future with this 
interactive tool. The Vv]lls Planner is an easy and secure step-by-step 
guide to assist you as you make decisions about your wishes for your 
family and your estate. Your personal wills planner will contain all the 
information your attorney or financial planner will need to complete 
your estate plan, and you will have the peace of mind that comes with 
knowing you provided for your family. 

Online Gift Calculator - There are a variety of ways to care for your 
family and loved ones and, at the same time, provide for the future of 
the charitable organizations you cherish. The online gifts calculator 
allows you to explore the income, tax, and other benefits of planned 
giving tools like Charitable Gift Annuities, Gifts of Insurance, 
Charitable Remainder Trusts, and more 

Information -Access detailed information, articles, and 
downloadable brochures describing what to give, how to give, and 
what planned giving tools can benefit you and your family most. 

News - This section is updated weekly and offers news from our 
nation’s capital and the world of finance, articles on personal planning, 
and tips on how to make "sawy" decisions regarding your retirement. 

Click here to check out this new online resource available to you from 
unctv.org. 

Forward this email to a friend. 
Unsubscribe or change your email preferences. 

d by CONVIO i 

uonpl~fit ~l~vare 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 
Brigid Maher <bmaher@AMERICAN.EDU> 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 2:52 PM 

UFVAI.IST- I.@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

IDMAA CALL FOR PAPERS ! 

The iDMAa Call for Papers is up. In your spare time this summer (yes, trying to be 
funny), why not start thinking about a possible paper to submit to the 2013 
conference? No time? Please forward to faculty or graduate students who would be 
interested in participating. 

The eleventh annual International Diqital Media and Arts Association Conference 
will be held November 6=8, 2013 in Laguna Beach, California. iDMAa invites you to 
share your thoughts and work in digital media and arts. 

The deadline for accepting submissions for panel proposals and presentations ismidnight, 
Sunday, September 1, 2013. To ensure rich dialog and exchange, we ask that 
presentations conform to 20 slides, 20 seconds per slide format. (See the link on 
Liqhtninq Talk format for more information). Authors interested in organizing panels will 
need to submit single word file containing an abstract and vita for each panel 
participant. 

The conference will include keynote speakers, lively pecha kucha presentations, a juried 
art exhibition highlighting creative research in interactive media and digital arts, topical 
discussions focused both on future of digital media in the industry and also evolving 
pedagogies in academia. 

Call for Papers and Projects: 
WhiNe we welcome papers and projects whose focus is on "the future," we are equally 
interested in papers and projects that question and subvert this idea of what lies before 
us. From disruptive technologies to neo-luddite practices, the conference wants to 
examine all sides of our unquestioning inclination to privilege "progress" and to look 
forward. Where is it that we are hurrying to arrive-and do we really want to arrive 
there? This year’s conference theme is both a celebration of that which we build and 
study that brings about this halcyon future, and a joyous, subversive questioning of 
those practices and beliefs that underlie this impulse to look forward. 
Creative research that demonstrates the convergence of different disciplines, media, 
cultures, and technologies is particularly encouraged. The conference will contain 
several tracks of programming that expand on the conference theme in the following 
areas: 

art and design (process talks, history of digital art, algorithmic art, motion 

graphic design, video game design/theory!research, data visualization) 

education (pedagogy, curriculum, software=as=service, digital humanities, 

promotion and tenure, digital media and arts pedagogy/curriculum) 

narrative (electronic/digital/interactive literature, transmedia storytelling, 

motion graphics/comics, second screen viewing, narrative and sense-making) 

media practi~es (mobile, advertising and pr, augmented reality, natural user 
interfaces, interaction!experience design, privacy in the 21st century, citizen 

journalism, social media activism) 

All abstracts will be refereed for acceptance and should report on the results of creative 
or research projects that explore innovative areas of new media and will be posted as is 
on the conference website. 
Submission guidelines; 
I. Submit your abstract (maximum 500 words) online 
(~:’~:~:’,:ii’~:v’~:v~:~ "~c~/’r=-4i:~<:~.:: c,:’,:~’=:’i.~v--:’~?=n:i~i~iL~.(:~(:0 as a word document by midnight, September 
1, 2013. Panel proposals should be submitted as one file. 
2. All abstracts should follow the formatting conventions found in the latest edition of 
the Chicago Manua/of Style (documentary note), include keywords and a bio (maximum 

100 words). 
3. Authors will be notified via email of their submissions’ status by 
a pproximatelySeptember 9. 
4. Authors should confirm attendance by October 6. 
5. To be reviewed for possible publication in The Journal of the International Digital 
Media and Arts Association selected conference proceedings, accepted papers of no 
more than 3500 words must be submitted ~n their final form (as a word document using 
your last name in the file name) by December 21. Details forthcoming at 

http://www.id maa.orq/id maa2013/. 
Click the link below to submit your abstract now. 

We look forward to your participation. 

Brigid Maher 

Associate Prot}ssor 

Associate Division Director~ Film and Media Arts Division 



Program Director, Digital Media Skills Graduate Certificate 
School of Communication 
American Universi~ 
202.885.2664 

Producer and Director of The Mama Sherpas 
For production updates follow us on Facebook’. 

’][’his list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the follomng ,nessage to lis~tserv@listse~w.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last nmne.) You can leave a list by sending the follomng command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVAL1ST-L@listserv.an~erican.edu 



FrOlll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Betsy, A. McLane <       ~yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 4:17 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Fw: post production 

Betsy Ao McLane, Ph.Do 
b et s.>wn.clan e(q;do cu m.en t ar3.~diva ,corn 
http:i/www.documentarydiva.com 

..... Fora, arded Message ..... 

From: Betsy A. Mckane ~ @yahoo.com> 

To: "ufva-I@listserv.american.edu" <ufva-I@listserv.american.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 10, 2013 1:00 PM 
Subject: post production 

Anyone who may be interested in possibly writing short, non-academic- reviews of new books for technical type only 
books about post production for CINEMONTAGE-magazine of the Editors Guild of America, can contact me at the 
conference. The books must be relevant to Guild Concerns. Visit their website to learn more. 

Also check out my totally revamped website at www.documentarydiva,com 
Betsy A. McLa,~e, Ph.D. 
bet s)q’nclan@document arydiva.com 

http://wuyv.documentarydiva.com 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the follomng message to listserv@listserv.americm~.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Nmne should be 

your tirs~t and last name.) You ca~ leave a list by sending the tbllowing commmad to listserv@lis~tserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in lyody 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You ca~ post messages to the list by sending a~ e-mail to UFVAl,IST-L@lis~tserv.american.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-TV <~volunteer@unctv.org> 

Thursday, July 11, 2013 1:17 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@,emaJl.unc.edu> 

Joiu Us tbr S ummerFest! 

i i~ Volunteerwith UNC-TV! 

i.~.i Summer Fest L°9° 

VOLUNTEER WITH UNC-TV FOR SUMMERFEST FROM AUGUST 3-11,2013 
To register now, just click here and fill out a short online form. 

Greetings and Happy Summer! 

UNC-TV is looking for volunteers to help out during 
SummerFest, our ’mini fundraising drive’ from August 3-11 at 
our RTP studio near Durham, NC. Volunteers are needed to 
answer phone calls from contributors who support UNC-TV’s 
programs and services. What a great way to meet up with old 

Volunteer&amp; 

con nect with UNC- 

TV n person 

friends, make new friends and support public television in North Carolina at the 
same time! I hope your schedule permits you to join us and I sincerely look forward 
to seeing you during SummerFest. We always have fun and make a difference! 

Also, don’t forget to like UNC-TV Volunteers on Facebook or follow UNC-TV 
Volunteers on Twitter! 

To register now, please click here., or simply send 
an email to volunteer@unctv.org. For more 
detailed information about volunteering at UNC- 
TV, visit our website unctv.org or call toll free 1 - 
877-549-3222. Please feel free to share this 
information with your friends, family, co-workers 
and neighbors. We invite them to join us as well! 

:~ill UNC-TV-MAP2.jpg 

A confirmation of your assignment will be made prior to the event and please note 
that a photo ID is required when volunteering with UNC-TV. 

Warm Regards, 

[ ~ gloriasig jpg 

Gloria L. Howell 
UNC-TV Volunteer Services Director 
877-549-3222 

:orward this email to a friend, 
Unsubscribe or chanqe your preferences. 

[~iI p ..... d byCONVlO j 

nonprofit sof~-are 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NC Retirement News <NCRetirementNews@nctreasurer.com> 

Friday, July 12, 2013 2:35 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@ema~J.unc.edu> 

NC Retirement News: Invitation tbrNC employees: NC 401(k) m~d 457 webinar 

Having trouble viewing this em~Jl? Click here to view as a web page. 

How 1:o figure! out if you are on 1:rack 

Howto make adjustments if you are not 

How saving more can be a small change now, bklt make a big difference iater 



This message was sent to regester@EMAIL.UNC.EDU from: 

North Carolina Retirement Systems 1325 N. Salisbury St I Raleigh, NC 27603 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Saturday, 11:43 AlVl 

New Message Posted to The University of Norfl~ Carolina at Chapel Hill by 

Location: AFAM 

Author: 

Message Title: Re: Lesson 8- 

Message Posted On: Sa 

> Forums > AFAM Discussion Forums > Lesson 8 > Lesson 8- 



Frol’~: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

fundingalert@cos.com 

Sunday, July 14, 2013 1:00 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Charlene Regester 

Funding a~erts for your saved 
searches 
Results" July 14, 2013 

Lo.£1in to view 
your 

funding search Feb 
I) funding opportunities 

1 Ch~.~rles A, RysR(~m~,-} Research Fellowships 

Sponsor: 
American Council of Learned Societies (ACLS) 

Sponsor: 
American Council of Learned Societies (ACLS) 

Sponsor: 
National Film and Video Foundation (NFVF) - South 
Africa 

Limited submission 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human 
Services (HHS) 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 
National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism 
(NIAAA) 

Unde/’age DrinRin.~, DrinRing-Rek~ted Behaviol’s~ 

and Prevention Research (R21} 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human 
Services (HHS) 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 
National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism 
(NIAAA) 

6 AESE Lifetime Honor Membershi[.~ Awar~ 

Sponsor: 
Association of Earth Science Editors (AESE) 



Sponsor: 
Association of Earth Science Editors (AESE) 

Sponsor: 
Association of Earth Science Editors (AESE) 

Sponsor: 
National Science Foundation (NSF) 

Limited submission 

Funding alerts for your saved searches 

Results: July 14, 20I 3 
yo~rsaved 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Sunday, July 14, 2013 4:39 AM 
~reen~ciety-announce@duke.edu; ami-l~ulty@duke.edu; film-video <film-video@duke.edu>; Literature Program 

<literature@duke.edu~ 
**Screen/Socie~ matinee *today*--Sun July 14, 2pro: ’I is a Long-Memoried Womm~’ (for the ’Lights on Africa 2013’ film series atthe 

Nasher Museum) 

* Please distribt~te widely* 

Screen/Society presen 

TODA%-Sunday 3uly 14~ 2pro: 

I is a Long-Memoried !470man 
Part of the Lights on z~[?ica 2013 fihn series 

at the Nasher Museum of Art 

~ Download PDF Fiver I _More hffo == 

Presented in cormection with the Nasher Musetnn o1’ Art’s exhibition, 
"Wangechi Mutu: A Fantastic .Journey" (M[arch 21~luly 21, 2013) 



htlp:A/ami.duke.edu/screensocietv 

Hank Okazaki 

Exhibitions 

Program in the" Arts of t:he H)vii]g image 

Smith Warehouse 

114 S. Buchanan Bivd, Bay i2, Room A121 

Duke University~ Box 90766 

Durhan, NC 27708-0766 

E-mail: hokazak@duke.edu 

Phone: 919-660-3031 

Fax; 919-681-1378 

Web: http:!!ami.duke.edu!screensociety 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Betsy, A. McLane        @yahoo.com> 

Sunday, July 14, 2013 4:23 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

possible job 

Possible job as an assistant programmer with Sundance Film Festival. 
He or she shall live in the LA area and I think would help with selection and some paper work. 
If you know an OUTSTANDING candidate available NOW please let me know. 

Betsy Ao McLane, Ph.Do 

betsymclal~6q;documentarydiva.com 

http://wx~v.documentarydiva.com/ 
This list at AU can be subscribed m by sending fl~e tbllowing message m listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your firs~t and last name.) You ca~ leave a list by ,sending the follomng command to listserv@list~rv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to fl~e list by sending az~ e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Bart Weiss <bart@VIDEOFEST.ORG> 

Snnday, July 14, 2013 8:43 PM 

UFVALIST- I~@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Dallas VideoFes~t 

Hi all 

hope you are getting ready, for a great conference. 

I wanted to let you all know that we axe accepting entries for the 26th Dallas VideoFest. 

http://videofest.org/submit/ 

Normally I would be scouting work at the ,screenings but my time will be limited this year, ~) if yon hmTe something you want me to see 

it would be best to send me a link (betbre the conference) 

thanks so much 

also I will be doing the Joy of X hands on t~p x workshop again, 

ThurscNy morning at 10:30 

Lovers and haters axe all welcome 

if you have a project you me working on and want to bring a drive, that might be a great idea. 

I will also hm~e a sort of work on progress on the brave combo film 

see you all soon 

bart 

Bart Weiss 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last name.) You can lem~e a liszt by sending the following command to listserv@listser~.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body, 

of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.an~erican.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Betsy, A. McLane <      @yahoo.com> 

Monday, July 15, 2013 12:04 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

stop please 

no more inquiries about the Sundance bit I posted. This was meant for faculty only, for recommendations, not for any 
one else. I apologize if I wrote a misleading post. Please do not repost it, or have any individuals respond to me directly. 
Only faculty recommendations.\ from a UFVA member. 
Thanks from Betsy 
Betsy Ao McLane, Ph.Do 

betsymclal~6q;documentarydiva.com 

http://wx~v.documentarydiva.com/ 
This list at AU can be subscribed m by sending fl~e tbllowing message m listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your firs~t and last name.) You ca~ leave a list by ,sending the follomng command to listserv@list~rv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to fl~e list by sending az~ e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@mail168.at121.rsgsv.net;, 

Monday, July 15, 2013 10:49 AM 

Regester, Cha;lene B <regester@emaJJ.unc.edu> 

Afi-ic~ AmericaJ~ Studies 

SLAVE NARRATIVES 
Folk History of Slavery in the United States from 

interviews with former slaves 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES were collected in the 1930s as part of the 
Federal Writers’ Project of the Works Progress Administration 
(VVPA). BLACK HISTORY MONTH is celebrated every February in 
the United States. Librarians and media specialists will be counted on 
to provide students, faculty and library patrons with information on 
slavery in America. 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES provides a unique and virtually 
unsurpassed collective portrait of Black History in America. The noted 
historian David Brion Davis has argued that the voluminous number 
of documented slave testimonies available in the United States "is 
indisputably unique among former slaveholding nations." 

Please visit NABDLLC.com to order the complete set of Slave Narratives from our website. We 
do accept purchase orders from all libraries via phone, fax and email. If possible, please use 
this order form if you would like to order by email, fax or mail. 

FREE SHIPP{NG ON ALL ORDERS TO AN~3iVHERE ~N THE 

Purchase orders are accepted from al} organi:~atior~s, 

{=or your convenience we accept Visa and NasterCa~d as a payment option, 

Order Form 
Please send __ set(s) of SLAVE NARRATIVES - 19 volume set at $1,995.00 per set. 
ISBN: 978-0-403-02211-3 

Name: 

Phone: 

Mailing 

Address: 

City: 

Payment 

Type: 

Cardholder 

Name: 

Visa MasterCard Check 

Purchase Order #: 

Library Name: 

Email: 

State: Zip: 

CaFd 

Number: 
Expiration Date: 

ilnSLIbscdbe from this list ~’)dste subscli.~tion .~referenc~?3 

Book Di~l:dbu[e!~L LLC PO Box 5!0 H;;rrii:)~rg, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yvonne Welbon <ywelbon@Bennett.edu~ 

Monday, July 15, 2013 12:35 PM 

Tara T. Green <ttgreen@uncg.edtr~; Jordan, Joseph F <jl~ordan@email.unc.edu> 

Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edtr~; Natalie bullock brown < ,@ahoo.com>; Bryon D Turman 
<bdturman@ncat.edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu>; Gwendolyn M. Bookman <gbookman@Bennett.edu>; ch~ldra 

guinn <chandra.guinn@duke.edu>; Crystal Harldess <csharlde@ncsu.edu> 

RE: Resurge/Southern Black Film and Media Consortium 

Hi~ 

Thank you all! I’m looking forward to the year at Duke. 

And Tara! I recently learned how truly rare it is for an African American women to be a tenured full professor. Congratulations!!! 

I will still be living in Greensboro in Bennett College facult,/housing during my Duke Fellowship year and I’d still like to participate, so please keep me on the list and in the loop. 

Here’s an update on the film I produced called The New Black directed by Yoruba Richen. 

To learn more about the film visit www.newblackfilm.com. 

The New Black had it’s world premiere on June 14th atThe Los Angeles Film Festival. 

We then had two sold out screenings at the Human Rights Watch film festival in New York City on June 19th and 20th. 

We also had two sold out screenings at AFI Docs in DC and Maryland June 22 and 23rd and a third screening was added on June 24th. 

We also screened at Frameline in the Castro Theater in San Francisco on June 29, 2013. 

The New Black won the audience award for Best Documentary at AFI Docs. 

The New Black also won the audience award for Best Documentary at Frameline 37 and a juried honorable mention for Outstanding Documentary. 

The press on the film has been incredible. You can see all of the press on our website at newblackfilm.com 

We will be screening in Durham, NC in August 2013. 

North Carolina Gay and Lesbian Film Festival 
Durham, NC 
Saturday, August 10 @ 11:00am - 12:26pm / Carolina Theater 
Sunday, August 11 @ l:10pm - 2:36pm / Carolina Theater 
Wednesday, August 14 @ 9:15pm - 10:41pm / Carolina Theater 
309WMorgan St 

Durham, NC 27701 

That’s all for now. 

Thanks, 
Yvonne 

I am on sabbatical for the 2013 - 2014 academic school year If you need immediate assistance about journalism department matters, please contact Dr. Rhonda V~ite at 
rjwhite@bennett edu 

Yvonne Welbon, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor - Joumalism and Media Studies 

Bennett College for Women 

900 East Washington Street, Box 25 

Greensboro, North Carolina 27401 
336-517-2306 (phone) 

336-517-2184 (I~x) 

ywelbon@bennett.edu 

From: Tara T. Green [ttgreen@uncg.edu] 
Sent: Monday, July 15, 2013 11:16 AM 
To: Joseph Jordan 
Co: Sheila Smith McKoy; Natalie bullock brown; Bryon D Turman; Regester, Charlene B; Gwendolyn M. Bookman; Yvonne Welbon; chandra guinn; Crystal Harkless 
Subject: Re: Resurge/Southern Black Film and Media Consortium 

Yes, August is best for me. Congmttdafions, Yvonne! ! 

Sent from Iny iPhone 

On Jul 15, 2013, at 10:07 AM, Joseph Jordan <it]ordan(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 



Folks -- thanks for your remarks and updates. With my and Chandra’s need to re-schedule, along ruth Sheila and Natalie’s expressed willingness to mee 
in August, I think it’s best for us to folloow that route. I am ,sending a new poll in a moment. Please take time to send your response in as quickly as you 
can. In the interim we can als~ tO, to put together an agenda, and to propose some changes to the website. 

Please check your mailboxes tbr the new poll this altemoon. 

On Jul 14, 2013, at 3:15 PM, Jordan, Joseph F wrote: 

Friends: As of yesterday we’ve heard from Natalie (St. Aug), Tara (UNCG), Clarissa (Stone Ctr. UNC), Chandra (M.L. Wms. Duke), Me Stone Ctr. 
UNC), Sheila (AFAM NCState), and Yvonne (Bennett) 
Have not heard from Charlene, Crystal or Byron) 

According to the poll, Tues,. July 16 @ 10:30 is the time most (5 persons) are available. So, if there are no objections the meeting will be held in 
room 215 of the Stone Ctr. on that date and time. Unfortunately I will be at a meeting in Raleigh on that day and time so I will miss it, however, 
Clarissa will be there to welcome you. 

An alternative, that might make it possible for more folk to attend is to try and find a date in early August to gather. If I remember correctly Tara 
said that would be a better time for he and I think it makes sense to have her there in person given that we’ll need a presence in Greensboro with 

Yvonne’s impending fellowship at Duke. By the way, congrats to Yvonne for winning the fellowship and to Tara for her promostion to full professor! 

Please let me know if you want to go ahead with the tues. meeting, or if you’d like to try to find an early August date. 

Regards 
Joseph 

From: Joseph Jordan [~email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, July 09, 2013 2:52 PM 

To: Sheila Smith McKoy 
¢¢: Tara T. Green; Natalie bullock brown; Bryon D Turman; Regester, Charlene B; Gwendolyn Bookman; Yvonne Welbon; chandra guinn; Crystal 
Harkless 
Subject: Re: Resurge!Southern Black Film and Media Consortium 

Hopefi~lly all roll respond in the next 24 hours. We’d like to plan for a meeting, here at the Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture 
and HistoU -- I mn sending out a doodle poll. I will include options for morning, lunch, or late day meetings to try. to gauge when is the best 
"time. There will be refreshments tbr all meetings regardles of the time you ~lect. Please take the time to select a date as soon as you get the 
poll. We axe WAYYYYY behind where we wanted to be with the Consortium and I mn hoping we can regroup. 

regards 

Joseph 

On Jul 8, 2013, at 6:56 PM, Jordan, Joseph F wrote: 

I did send a message to all raying I could host but it looks like it wasn’t sent. But We can host or co- host in july or early august 

Sent via an alternative commtmication device 

On Jul 8, 2013, at 3:15 PM, "Sheila Smith McKoy" <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tam, 
I will be back in session by August 23rd. Can anyone host earlier? If not, I can work aacound Tara’s schedule. 
$8111 

On Mon, Jul 8, 2013 at 1:34 PM, Tara T. Green <ttgreen(~uncg.edu> wrote: 
I could coordinate a meeting in Gboro 
in eaacly fall, but not before Aug 23. 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

On Jul 8, 2013, at 1:18 PM, Sheila Smith McKov <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu> wrote: 

All: 
Is there anyone willing to host us this summer? 
ssm 

On Wed, Jul 3, 2013 at 5:08 PM, Joseph Jordan <if!ordan(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

All true Sheila -- we’d be hapw to host or co-host with anyone (share expenses at your spot) 

Before the term would be best I agree. Also I didn’t initially include our Hayti pm~tners because 

I wasn’t sure which name to use 

On Jul 3, 2013, at 4:47 PM, Sheila Smith McKoy wrote: 

Thanks, Joseph. You have, as usual, a wonderful line up for the coming yeaac. 

I aJso wanted to remind us that we have not yet completed the work of getling a 



solid web-presences tbr SBFMC. The website we have needs to be updated 

with the information that we have yet to create. 

Also, it might be good tbr us to schedule a meeting either before tl~e semester 
begins or shortly thereafter. Would anyone like to host tl~e next meeting? 

Have a happy break, 

SNII 

On Wed, Jul 3, 2013 at 4:24 PM, Joseph Jordan <il~ordan~Zemail.unc.edu> 

wrote: 

Hello All -- writing to you to remind folks of aaother school year approaching 

(as if you needed to be reminded) and to think abxmt possibilities for 

collaboration. As agreed upon in one of our earlier meetings we have billed 

some of our oftbreings as co-sponsorship with S BFMC as a way of keeping 

the name out there. I hope we cm~ figure out a time to gather and re-group 

early in the term. 

Otherwise, I am attaching a sneak peak at our arts line- up for the fall. Please 

send Four line-ups for any kind of program because our redesign for our 

website will have a section that spotlights going ons at our partners in SBFMC. 

Any questions let me know. Please give tEedback on SBFMC meeting idea --- 

possibility of Spring event liar us 

see attached: 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Ce~ter 

[Jnive~,si~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

i fi ordm~(a~email ~mc.edu 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiordan(~,ernail, u nc edu 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiorda n~,email, u n c.edu 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiordan@email u nc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan (via Doodle) <mailer@doodle.com> 

Monday, Jnly 15, 2013 2:08 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@email.unc.edu> 

SBFMC/Resurge- Reschedule 

Hi there, 

Joseph Jordan (}fjordan@email.unc.eciu) invites you to participate 

in the Doodle poll "SBFMCiResurge-Reschedule". 

,Joseph Jordan says: 

What is Doodle? Doodle is v’,,eb se!vice [i;ai Jord~,’r! to fir!d helps 

Doodle works. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noreply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Bi?’ant Befit (LinkedIn Invitations) <invitation@linkedin.com> 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 2:44 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

BIymit Best’s invitation is waiting for your response 

I :*< Linkedln 

Hi Charlene, 

Bryant sent you an invitation to connect 2 days ago How would you like to respond? 

~ 
Bryar=t Best 

Res._~earch Assis____~tan__~t at__Universit~y o._~f Maryland 

I’d like to add you to my professional neM, ork. - B~ant Best 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Bart Weiss <bart@VIDEOFEST.ORG> 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 11:37 AM 

UFVALIST- I~@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Logic pro x is our today 

Hi for those of you using FCP x and wondering where the mixer is 
well it is in the new logic pro x 

xrnl in and our offcp x 

Bart Weiss 

Thi s list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVAI,IST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your tirst and l&st name.) You can leave a list by sending the tbllowiug commaud to listserv@lis~tserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (~ rite fl~is command in tx~dy 
) o ofemail with uothing else) t osting Messages: You can post messages to the list by seudiug an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@lisqtse~w.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

ALAN LOUIS ARRIVEE <arrivee@OLEMISS.EDU> 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 12:32 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Firs1 Annual ETHNOGRAFILM FESTIVAL 

Dear Colleagues, 

As a member of UFVA and filmmaker, I am very excited to share this news of a new film festival devoted entirely to ethnographic fihn. Though I make narrative 

fictional films myself, as director of a small, interdisciplinary cinema program at The University of Mississippi I am highly interested in tke maw forms film can take and 

am fascinated by this particular fom~ of study through film. In a world ever more crowded by film festivals devoted to the same fare, Eflmografilm is a breath of fresh 

air. 

Please join me in assisting my friend and colleague Wesley Sbrum of Louisiana State University iu making this first year of Ethnogratilm a success by distributing this 

intbrmation to all who migN be interested. And most imporm~tly, submit your owu ethnographic films in either the Academic or Documentary category! 

All The Best, 

Alan Aniv~e 

Alan Arriv6e 

Assistant Prot~s~)r of Cinema 

Cinema Director 

Department of Theatre Arts 

The Uhiversity of Mississippi 

Banner 2 corrected dates 

We are delighted to 

announce and humbly 

invite your submission to 

the first annual 

~__t_-h__n____o_g_r_a__f_!!m_Ec_-~__s_’__t_-Lv____a__!, 17- 
20 April 2014, in Paris, 
France. 
Four years in the making, 
Ethnografilm will highlight 
the academic and 
documentary films that best 
contribute to the systematic 
understanding of our social Submit Your Film 



world through film~ A 

global initiative sponsored 

by the International Social 
Science Council and the Society 

for Social Studies of Science, this 
film festival meets the 

growing need for non- 

fiction filmmakers to 

present peer-reviewed 

audiovisual work in an 

international forum. 

Ethno~qrafilm solicits 

submissions in four 

categories: academic, 

academic short, 

documentary, & 

documentary short (shorts 

defined as under 10 

minutes). Academic films 
are generally those in 

which a scholar has a 

principal role such as 

editor, director, or 

producer. Please contact 

the festival manager if there 

are questions. Ethno~qraf!lrn 

makes no distinction by 

career stage, and 

particularly solicits films by 

students and youth. 

We are honored to view all 

contributions to the 

understanding of the social 

world. 

Scholarships will be offered for travel to Paris 

in April 2014 after selections are announced. 

Ethnografilm Web Site 

Wesley Shrum, Director 

Emil,i Biosser, Festival Manager 

X:: Banner 1 corrected dates 

Alan Anivde 

Assistant Professor of Cinema 

Cinema Director 

Department of Theatre Arts 

The University of Mississippi 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the tbllowing message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 



your firs~t and last name.) You caJ~ leave a list by ~nding the following command to lis’Lserv@list~rv.american.edu: signoffUFVAI,IST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by ~nding an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@lis~tserv.american.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Entertainment Partners <ep@entertainmentpartners.ccsend.com~ 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 3:26 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Meet "the Movie Magic Academic Team at UFVA 2013 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here to view as a webpaqe. 

You are receiving this email because of your relationship with Entertainment Partners, our Movie Magic 

Scheduling (MMS) and Budgeting (MMS) software, and the University Film & Video Association (UFVA), 

You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

UFVA 

Movie Magic Academic Program 

Be sure to stop by Booth #6 to meet 
Michael and Connie and get your $99 
Movie Magic coupon! 

Joi~ us for a P~Sovie ~aagic Budgeting a~sd 

and ~ichae~ Sab~e! 

Wednesday, July 31 
WORKSHOP 4L - MKS 206 
3:30 pm - 5:15 pm 

Learn how to teach Movie Magic’s Budgeting and Scheduling 
software, starting with a script through budget and schedule 
breakdown. 



For more information, contact Connie Martinez at 
or Michael Sable at msable@enlertainment~a~t~ers.com. 

Movie Magic Academic Program from Entertainment Partners 

J 

This email was sent to regester@email.unc.edu by products@entertainmentpartners.com 

Update Profile/Email Address i [nstant removal with SafeUnsubscribe~" Privacy Policy. 

Entertainment Partners I 2835 N. Naomi Street I Burbank I CA I 9~-50~r 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Cinematographer <asc@welchintegrated.com> 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 7:23 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

New Products Spotlight: Camera, Support and Monitoring Solutions 

If you have problems viewing this message, please ,,’=1.~.:~)££¢ for additional help¯ 

Fol .me~e informatio.q, visit 

Sony’s F5 s~d F55 

systems ~T~e 
uses the Dels£ Top 

H~d~e, Denz ’i"op P~ate sesd Denz Support, 

oriented 90 degrees ~e~st~ve to the 
The Top ~q~ndb s~d fl~e Denz Top P~ate both 

Der~z Support can be positioned a~or~g 
doveb~ guide rs~k which a~o,,vs the ope~ato~ to 
balance the carher~ body w~thoet 
cow~terwe~g~ts. ~T~e bottom of t~e 
Suppe4 ~s compafiMe w~th othe~ De~z products 
a~d comme~ #~se a~d wedge p~a{es. 

i~ NerW Oir~ebsse 

Ovide Provides 
Smar~ Assis~ 

Ovide has introduced 
8m84 is, esist, 8 
oempact, soil- 

based o~-~ Q’Ta~e HD 

~nd housed ~ a 22" Fu~ HD (1920x ~080) 

the ~r~terr~a~ hard drk:e, slsd extema~ ddves ca~ 
be added v~a USB 3,0 ~rsd F~’eVWe 500~ ’~’~se 
system supports two came~ss snd 8p to e~ght 

I-eco~d s~d p~ayb~ck for up to ~6 csmerss~ 
O~he~ featu~es ~cksde automatic ~eco~d~9 

browse~ and a b~tdr~ Composite Room fo~ 
effects appi~catb~. The evade Smart Ass~s~ ~s 



over the ,~,,,or~d The ~,~(20r=~r~e ~3tere off~rs a rar~g~ of items - books ,/idees, DVDs, 

To be unsubscribed from the ASC2013 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 
U~s~lb~clribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

admin@uoirg.org 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 3:05 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

MINISTER FARRAKHAN’S ENCOUNTER ~ITH ANNE FRANK--IN BIRMINGHAM? 

As-Salaam Alaikum! (Peace!) 

The Honorable Minister Louis Farrakhan went to Alabama in June to join other leaders in the Voting Rights Act Caravan. White 
Jews from Birmingham synagogue Temple Emanu-El attacked him, but documents reveal that the Jewish history of anti-Black 
hate and terror goes back to the Alabama slave trade. Read: http:/!issuu.com/noir~docs/alabamasblacksjews!6? 
e=2240276/3442246 

[Jewish newspaper FORI~VARD FINALLY admits Nation of Islam claims about Jews & Black Slavery are Right & Exact 

52 Week Series: New message every Saturday @ 6PM Central 

MINISTER FARRAKHAN’S ENCOUNTER WITH ANNE FRANK--IN BIRMINGHAM? 

by Tingba Muhammad [posted here 

Kelly Ingram Park in Birmingham, Alabama, is the place where sa,~-age whites sicced their savage dogs and high-pressure fire hoses on 
WOlnen and children churchgoers in May of 1963, preseming to the world the reality of Black misery’ in America. News footage of the 
pogrom in that Bimfingham park shocked the world, proving that white supremacy was at the very" core of American society. Kelly Ingram 
Park is holy land. 

Minister Louis Fa~iak~an’s recent pilgrimage to Alabama to highlight the very’ same issue of Black voting rights that sent whites into a 
violent rage 50 years ago had powerful symbolic meaning. A coalition of wise leaders, including Alabama state senator Hank Sanders, 
Tuskegee lnayor Johnny Ford, and Dr. Charles Steele, the CEO of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC), invited The 
Minister, who together reclaimed the 4-acre park and gave Blacks a powerful new vision of their role and mission in this final movement 
for our ultimate freedom 

At the same time, Blacks watched in perplexed awe as Richard Friedman, the executive director of the Birmingham Jewish Federation, 
actually scolded the Black leaders as if they were his own personal negro property. This should not have been a surprise. Research has 
now revealed that Jews--our long-clailned "best friends"--had actually dominated the African slave trade and owned MOST of the cotton 
plantations right here in Alabama. A slave to this satanic Jewish tradition, Friedman had to admit to Jewish Week newspaper that his people 
actually support the Supreme Court’s ruling to eviscerate the legal protections of Black voting rights in America. Dr. King could easily have 
been speaking of Birmingtmm Jews when he said, "White Americans left the Negro on the ground and in devastating numbers 
walked off with the aggressor." 

But that was not the only anti-Black scheming that was going on in Bimm~gham. Buried in Rictmrd Friedman’s whining diatribe was this 
interesting tidbit: "Yet, there was Farrakhan...speaking not too far away from a tree planted in the park commemorating Anne Frank, the 
young Jewish girl who perished in the Holocaust whose diary has inspired millio is." 

Before Friedman made it known, Blacks had no idea that a tree in Kelly Ingrain Park had been planted and dedicated to a Dutch-speaking 
German Jewish girl whose family was victimized by the Nazi regime. Though it was no doubt an horrific experience, it happened in Europe 
and had no com~ection to Bimfingham, to Alabama, or to the Civil Rights Movement at all. In fact, Anne Frank, who is said to have been 
murdered at age 15, ne,~-er got closer to this country than Amsterdam, 4,500 miles away. Yet this Kelly Ingram Park tree bearing her name 
was used by Friedman to suggest--get this--that Minister Farrakhan’s presence in the Alabama park desecrates this German girl’s l~.gacy! 

Anne Frank is not unknown to Black Americans. Anne Frank: The Diary of a Young Girl was translated into English in 1952, and if they 
stayed in school long enough the book would have been required reading. And the classroom assignarnent was probably accompanied by 
some fom~ of the solenm reflection received by one of our NOI researchers from his high school English teacher: "This is one of the best 



and most important books you could ever read." The insertion of the book into the American curriculum is to generate in Black children a 
sympathy for the Jewish girl as she recounts her and her family’s two years in a secret apartment hiding from their Nazi oppressors. And 
through her experiences we are to come away believing that Blacks and Jews share a cotranon histor}~ of suffering and oppression, even 
though Jews actually were the architects of slaver},, Jim Crow oppression, Black sharecropping, and white supremacy here in Am<rica. 

But it is a measure of pure Jewish power that these same Black American students know nothing of the experiences of Harriet Ann Jacobs, 
a little Black girl who carries the Jewish name of her owner and father. She was sold to another cruel white man who "threatened to sell her 
children if she refused t~s sexual advances. She spent seven years hiding in an attic crawl space right here in America! Our young sister 
Harriet wrote of her horrific experience in Incidents in the L~[e of a Slave Girl, published in 1861. Here she writes of her escape from her 
white toi~nenter: "I passed a wretched night; for the heat of the swamp, the mosquitos, and the constant terror of snakes, had 
brought on a burning fever. I had just dropped asleep, when they came and told me it was time to go back to that horrid swamp. 
I could scarcely summon courage to rise. But even those large, venomous snakes were less dreadful to my imagination than the 
white men in that community called civilized." In her lonely trauma a young Black girl leaves a powerful testament of her experiences 
for the future generations of Black children, who ought to know of and learn from her very real and widespread American pain. But 
somehow a Jewish girl’s Holocaust in another hemisphere replaced the Black Holocaust, in schools here at ome. 

But the insult only increases. In the shade of that "Anne Frank tree" stands the 16th Street Baptist Church, where four little girls about the 
same age as Harriet--Addle Mac Collins, Cynthia Wesley, Carole Robertson and Denise McNair--were blown to bits in a white 
terrorist attack on Sunday morning, September 15, 1963. And yet 49 years after that horri~dng slaughter, there is no memorial for them in 
Kelly Ingrain Park! Birmingham’s Jews have installed one for their suffering German girl before our murdered Black girls have i.heirs. 

So how did a German girl come to have a tree planted in Black sacred soil in America? We KNOW that there is no memorial honoring the 
lives of our four little girls at the Anne Frank House museum in Amsterdam; nor was one ever contemplated. Turns out, the Anne Frank 
tree idea was advanced in 2010 and spearheaded by "the same Birmingham Jewish Federation that now uses the tree as a rhetorical weapon 
against Minister Farrak~an and Alabama’s Black l::aders! 

The Jews in An~erica have practiced the most incredible and sophisticated foirn of identity theft in human history. They have successfully 
removed significant historical markers of Black people’s experiences--as with Harriet Ann Jacobs’--and replaced them with their own 
Jewish ones. Installing an Anne Frank memorial tree on Black America’s sacred Civil Rights ground is a blatant example of this Jewish 
scheming. And it recalls in the most profound way the Biblical story in which Jacob steals the identity ~nd birthright of his twin brother 
Esau (Genesis 27:34-40). God changes Jacob’s name to Israel (Genesis 35: 10)--seemingly, just so we would not be foo?:ed today. 

Of course, the counterfeit claim of Jews to be "God’s Chosen People" is the most blatant theft of all. They have been almost totally 
successful in making the blind, deaf, and dmnb former slaves believe that Jewish history is a mirror image of our Black history of 
oppression. Give them a minute and they will tell you how they fought against slavery--even though they dominated the slave trade; they 
will tell you how they were the victims of the Ku Klux Klan--even though they financed its beginnings and sold guns and sheets to the 
terrorists; they will tell you how they stood up to Jim Crow law-even though they helped to establish America’s apartheid laws and became 
the wealthiest ethnic group in An~erican histor}, in the same place and time that Black oppression was the harshest. The so-called Jews took 
not only our history, but also our identity. They concocted and spread to the world the most devastating lie ever imagined--that blackness 
was a Curse fro~ ~ God Himself. 

The Honorable Minister Louis Farraldmn had to step in and put a stop to Goliath’s rampage. In June of 2010, he simply and effectively 
asked and answered the crucial question: "Who Are The REAL Children of Israel?" And it is through manipulations like the Anne Frank 
tree that these imposters have feebly tried to address the issue, though Jesus had long ago answered the question ~br them: "I know the 
blasphemy of them which say they are Jews, and are not, but are the synagogue of Satan" (Rev. 2:9, 3::?; John 8:44). 

It is time we watch and hear The Honorable Minister Louis Farrakhan as he lives the words of Jesus ttmt others are afraid to even read. 
Jesus had enemies. They are the same enemies that the true followers of Je:.us ha’.e today. 

Disturbing Youtube Video -- Jews in the AI~IERICAN slave trade 

Read Jews Selling Blacks: Slave Sale Advertising by American Jews: The Largest Collection of Jewish Slave-Sale Ads Ever 
Published. 144 pages reproduced from American newspapers. Jews bought and sold ~,hole plantations--slaves and all--and they marketed 
enslaved human beings ranging from iN’ants to the elderly. There were Jewish merchants selling Black slaves ON LAYAWAY! This 
book puts an end to the mythology that Jews succeeded by "hard work" & had no role in the slave trade. 

Visit the Nation of Islam Research Group at http://noirg.org/ 
A t FA CEBOOK: https://www.[’acebook.corrdNOIResearch 

On TI¥ITTER: https://twitter.com/noiResearch 



(;lick here to UNSUBSCR]I3E 
(If you experience any difficulty unsubscribing, simply forward this entire email to admin~!noir~ or; and you will be automatically unsubscribed ) Not yet a subscriber? Sign up at: 
http:/iwww.noir~.or~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Mitch Jacobson <mitch@CATEGORY5STUDIOS.COM> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 7:26 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Complimeuta .iT Exmn Copies of Mastering Multica~era Teclmiques (Focal Press) 

Hello Fellow UFVA Members, 

Please click the link below and order your free exam copy of my book. This book covers the full trajectory of the 
multicamera production including the live shoot, editing and finishing. It is technical but also conversational. I 
interviewed over 100 industry professionals from legendary producers!directors like James Burrows (Cheers) and Hamish 
Hamilton (Academy Awards) to the pioneer of multicamera film editing Dann Cahn, A.C.E. (I Love Lucy) and Oscar@ 
winning editors like Tim Squyres (Life of Pi). There are workflows, historic moments and anecdotes. It also contains a 
DVD with over 20 HD multicamera clips from concert films I cut for the "Sirs" of music: Paul McCartney and Elton John, so 
readers can load a project in Avid, Final Cut or Premiere and try their hand at cutting Band on the Run and Elton’s 
Funeral For A Friend. Check it out! 

Hasterin~ Hulticamera Techniques; From Pre-Production to Editin~ and Defiverables (Focal Press) 
(http ://www.focalpress.com/books/ details/9780240811765/ 

Readers who bought the book on Amazon have given it great reviews ..... Please check it out for your classroom: Amazon 
REVIEWS here 
(http://www.~m~z~n.c~m/N~~sterinq-Mu~ticamera-Techniques-Prepr~ducti~n-De~iverab~es/pr~duc~-reviews/~24~811763/ref=cm cr pr hist 5? 

ie = UTFS&filterBy =add FiveSta r&showViewpoints =0) 

Email Focal Press to order your FREE copy now! 
FREE EXAM COPY 
(http://www.tayIorandfrancis.comiresources/complimentarv exam copy request/9780240811765/) 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to ask! 

Thanks very much, 

Mitch 3acobson 
Director/Editor, Author & Educator 
Member UFVA, MPEG, SMPTE & SVG 
m itch @categorySstudios.com 
www. Mitch3acobson.TV 

Hitch Jacobson director/editor 
Category-5 Studios 
Mobile: 
m itch @category5studios.com 
www.categorySstudios.com 

I My latest post:’_.,:= ::~ib_h=2_~hp_:~~:@=pEL_:’__~e’_:.~e~__~@ :~2~pE_~_ [:~t_~[:~ I’m heading down to San Antonio today to be a part of NewTek’s first"Train the.,. 

~Ns list at AU can be subscfi~d to by sending the following message to listse~,@listsew.amefic~.edu: subscribe UFV~IST-L Full Name ( Full Na~e should 
your firs~ and last n~e.) You can leave a lis~ by ~nding the following command to listse~@lis*~w.amefican.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in 
ofemail with nothing else) Posfug Messages: You can post messages to the list by ~nding an e-mail "~ UFVALIST-L@lislse~’.amefican.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academy Grants Program <grants@oscars.org> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 7:30 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Become An Academy Film Scholar! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <~UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 
Joe Brown <joe@STARSDOWNTOEARTHFILMS.COM> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 10:07 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Grad Student Events at Conference! 

ETVA GRAD STL,~3ENT MEMBERS! 

If you’re attending the conl~rence this year and would like to meet 

other grad student attendees while also learning how to get the most out 

of the conference consider the following two events: 

1.) "Grad Students: How to Conference," 7:00 pm presentation on Tuesday 

July 30th (the night before the conl~rence officially starts). Location 

TBD (check the website for details ka the coming weeks). 

2.) "Grad Student Mixer," 8:00 pm on Tuesday July 30th, "The Dis~ict 

Lounge" at 223 West Chapman Ave http://www.thedistrictloun~eoran~e corn/ 

Hope to see you all there[ 

Joe Brown, MFA, MA 

Pro]~ssional-In-Residence 

Diederich College of Co~unication 

Marquette University 

j oseph brown @marquette edu 

Stars Down to Earth Fihns 

j oe@starsdowntoearthfilms, corn 

763-360-83~ 

University Film & Video Association 

Board Member (2012-2014) 

Website: wxmv.starsdowntoearthfilm s.com 

Blogs at: www.classlessthefilm.com /www greenearthcinema corn 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the ]2~llowing mess~ge to listserv@listsep¢.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVAMST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the lk~llowing command to listse~@listserv.american.edu: 

signoff LTV~IST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-~mil to ~V~IST-L@listselx’.american. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Columbia University Press <j b2579@cup-columbia.ccs~nd.com> 

Thursday, July 18, 2013 9:37 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-* 

Killer Images -- New book edited by filmmaker Joshua Oppenheimer and Joram Ten Brink 

You’re receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in Columbia University Press. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Order Now ~md S~ve 30%~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

; So,d:hAf ........ houkJ col,tact cust .... #~wilay ..... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to regester@email.unc.edu by p12164@columbia.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-no~ply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Linkedln Today <news@linkedin.com~ 

Friday, July 19, 2013 6:25 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Top news for Charlene: MBAs Expect A 240% Pay Increase From Degree 

............................................................................................................................................................................. I:~:: MBAsEx ectA240% ] MBAs Expect A 240 V~ Pay increase From .......................................................................................................................................................................... 

Degree 

.......................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

~ ~2O~;Th2 1 The One Th~n# Successfu~ PeoNe Never Do 

~ School? 
~ School? 

l 



...... Size of a Pack of Index C~’d~s Co~t~ :~ O0 
Cards, Costs $100 

:./:: n:~ : ~ ~ :::b:: ~ ~: ::.:: ~ ~ ~ Com~aL~b, ~ ~s~e~ make~ of 

Fo{~ow channe{s to customize what you see i~ th~s email See more a 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Nealthcare                       Leadership & Nanagement 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

D Follow D Fo~bw 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Professiona~ Women               B~g Ideas & ~nnovat~ot~ 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

D ~o~low D Fo~bw 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Popular Culture Association / American Culture Association <briley@colum.edu> 

Friday, July 19, 2013 7:20 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.unc.edu-* 

We’re working hard ... sorry for the emails 

%:: PCA/ACA logo 

Popular Culture Association/American Culture Association 

We’re Working Hard ... Sorry for the emails 

Hello Everyone! 

VVe’re working hard to get eve~5,thing in order for an early August opening of 
the PCA submission site for the 2014 Chicago conference (April 16:19, 
2014). It’s going to be a great one! 

A~as, in working on our submission site, we acci(~entaily sent a mass= 
emai~ to many of the 2012 participants. If you received an email from our 
former program coordinator Delores Rauscher with the subject line "Contact 
infomation in abstracts," you can safely ignore it. (The same goes for any 
other emails you receive or received from Delores regarding the conference.) 

VVe apologize for the bother and will work hard to minimize such instances in 
the future 

As always, If you have questions OF concerns please email one of us: 
Brendan Riley, Joe Hancock 

Interim Executive Team 
PCAiACA 

briley@columedu Jhh33@drexeLedu 

Join Our Mailin9 List 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to regester@emaiLunc.edu by brdeyd~colum:edu 
Update Profile/Ernail Address Instant removal s’ddl SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Polic% 

Popular Culture Association Popular Culture Association Columbia College Chicago, English Department 600 South Michigan Avenue :: Chicago :: IL :: 60605 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrea Meyer @gmaJl.com> 

Friday, July 19, 2013 9:36 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

2013 UFVA Officers Elec’don 

Reply-To: Andrea Meyer .~gmail.com> 

MIME-Version: 1.0 

Content-type: multipartialternative; bounda~z " 97e50a9334c4ff5ce8918eedb3dle342" 

Message-Id: <20130720013538 4678F173E095@members3.stsa.mlb> 
Date: Fri, 19 Jul 2013 19:35:38 -0600 @ST) 

-- 97e50a9334c4ff5ce8918eedb3d 1 e342 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 

Andrea Meyer from L,~’VA is using Ballotbm.com to run the survey/election: 2013 UFVA Ofticers Election 

The Time For Voting Is At Hand. 

It’s coming a little later this year than usual, but it is now time for all of us to cast our votes for those who you would like to help lead the U[~’VA over the next several years. As per our by- 
laws, we have multiple people running for the office of President, Executive Vice President, Treasurer, and three at-large positions on the Board These are people who will help guide U[~’VA 
~nto new temtory, and it works so much better when the?" have your support from the very beginning the voting process. 

We are, once again, doing all of our voting online. Only registered members of the UFVA can vote and in the best democratic tradition you can only vote once Please follow the 
instructions and vote for one person ]2~r each office, and three ]2~r At Large 

Voting closes at 9am on Thursday, August 1, 2013, just in time to announce the winners at the Membership Meeting at our Conference at Chapman. I apologize for the quick turnaround on 
this it’s my fault entirely but it won’t take long to read the statements and wXe, and the Board would like to present the new members at our meeung 

I would like to thank the members of the nominations committee Northrop Davis, Michael HolStein, Peter Kiwitt, Past President Rob Sabal, and chair Bart Weiss who were ably abetted 
by Past President Melinda Levin They have put together an impressive group of people who all want to help serve this organization I thank each and every one of the nominees and the 
committee we are in good hands 

Once again, the deadline is 9am, Thursday, August 1, 2013 in less than two weeks time So please click on over to the statements and vote. 

Thanks. 

CLICK THERE TO VOTE: 
http :i/ballotb in. cotr~’v/403 51/reg ester(~email, unc. edv.’b 78 

If you have trouble with the link 

Go to http:/iballotbin.com and paste this voting code: 40351,b78,regester@email.unc.edu 

After you vote 

ARer you vote, you will be shown a screen confirming that BallotBin has counted your vote. 

<p><b>Viewing Results</b><br/> 

Opting-out of Ballotbin 

If you do not know Andrea Meyer from UFVA or want to opt-out of elections by this person, click: 
http : //ballotbin com/ooi403 51/regester@email. uaac. edu~’b 78/2 

Or you may opt out of all current and future use of Ballotbin.com by clicking: 
http://ba llotbin, co1~’oo/40351/regesterC~)email uric. edu/b78/3 

-- 97e50a9334c4ff5ce8918eedb3d 1 e342 
Content-Type: text/html; charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 

Andrea Meyer from U~’VA is using Ballotbm.com to run the survey/election: 2013 UFVA Ofticers Election 
<br/><br/> 



<div s~le "font-size:l 4px;background:#efefef;border: lpx solid #D3DCE2;white-space: pre-line;">’l’he Time For Voting Is At Hand 

It’s coming a little later this year than usual, but it is now time [’or all of us to cast our votes for those ~vho you would like to help lead the UFVA over the next several years. As per our by- 
laws, we have multiple people running for the office of President, Executive Vice President, Treasurer, and three at-large positions on the Board These are people who will help guide UFVA 
~nto new temtory, and it works so much better when they" have your support from the very" beginning the voting process. 

We are, once again, doing all of our voting online. Only registered members of the LrFVA can vote and in the best democratic tradition you can only- vote once. Please follow the 
instructions and vote for one person for each office, and tl~ee for At Large. 

Voting closes at 9am on Thursday, August 1, 2013, just in time to announce the ~vinners at the Membership Meeting at our Cotffcrence at Chapman. I apologize for the quick turnaround on 
this it’s my- fault entirely~ut it won’t take long to read the statements and vote, and the Board would like to present the new members at out meeting. 

I would like to thank the members of the nominations coramittee Norttnop Davis, Michael Hofstein, Peter Kiwitt, Past President Rob Sabal, and chair Bart Weiss ~vho were ably abetted 
by Past President Melinda Lcvin. They have put together an impressive group of people who all want to help serve this organization. I thank each and evely one of the nominees and the 
conm~ittee we are in good hands. 

Once again, the deadline is 9am, Thursday, August 1, 2013 in less than t~vo ~veeks time. So please click on over to the statements and vote. 

Thanks. 

~orman 

</div> 
<br/> 
<a style "padding:5px;backgroutad:#577596;color:~’ff;font-weight:bold;" hre~"http://ballotbin.co~vYvi40351/regester@emai1.unc.edu/b78">CLICKHERE TO VOTE</a> 

<p> 
<b>Ifyou have trouble with the link</b><br/> 
Go to <a href "http://ballotbin.com">ballotbin cona</a> and paste this voting code: <span styqe "font-size: 14px;background:#efefef;border: lpx solid 
#D3DCE2;" >40351,b78,regester@email uric edu</span> 
</p> 

<p><b>After you vote</b><br/> 
After you vote, you will be shown a screen confirming that BallotBin has counted your vote. 
</p> 

<p><b>Viewing Results</b><br/> 

<p><b>©pting-out</b><br/> 
If you do not know this person or want to opt-out of elections by this person, <a hre~"http://ballotbin.com/oo/40351iregester@email.unc.edu/b78/2">click here</a> 
<br/><br/> 
You may also <a hre~"http://ballotbin.com/oo/40351/re~ester@email.unc.edu/b78/3">opt out of all ballotbin elections</a> 

-- 97e50a9334c4ff5ce8918eedb3dle342-- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu> 

Saturday, Jnly 20, 2013 8:59 AM 

~reen~ciety- announce@duke.edu 

Durham Cinematheque - ON TIME 7-30&31 

FYI - here’s a non-Screen/Society event that may be of interest! 

Beat regards, 
Hank 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:ON TIME 7-30&31 

Date:Sat, 20 Jul 2013 08:49:09 -0400 

From:tom whiteside 

To:tom whiteside 

~@gmail.com> 

~(~gmail.com> 

Rmninder - multiple projector shows ON TIME at Supergraphic Tuesday and Wednesday July 30 and 31. This is a veU nice room for these shows, real fihn in mall 

darkness and the images are big. Subjects include musician Wanda Landowska, sculptor Chaim (koss, printmaker Glen Alps, and a band leader who happens to be a 

mouse. Cmneo appearances by Julie London, Salvador Dali and Buster Keaton. Almost eveD~ piece involves more than one projector. 

As you may have noticed, my approach to film histou tends to be inclusive. 

Supergraphic is located at 601 Ramseur Street on the eastern edge of downtown. Admission is $8, students axe $5. Shows at 8:00, doors at 7:30. Come early and see 

the prints by S upergraphic artists on display in the front morn. 

Program notes to be posted next week on the Durham Cinematheque tiacebook page. 

Tom dba Durham Cinmnatbeque since 1991 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clariu Press, Inc. <clariU@islandnet.com> 

Sunday, July 21, 2013 3:03 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@.,emml.unc.edu> 

BOOK on Remevgiug Islamic Civil~ation / Walberg 

NEW WALBERG BOOK A GATEWAY TO UNDERSTANDING ISLAM. 

Clarity Press, Inc. is pleased to announce the release of From Postmodernism to Postsecularism: P, eemerging Islamic 
Civilization by Eric Walberg. 

This work is a logical continuation of Walberg’s earlier book, Postmodern Imperialism, looking more closely at the 
Islamic project since the founding of Islam in the seventh century. It addresses the parallels with past crises in Islamic 
civilization, which gave impetus to reforms and renewal from within, relying on the Quran and hadiths, and interprets 
recent history from the viewpoint of the Muslim world, how it sees the imposition on it of western systems and beliefs, 
and how it views the new shift in forces that the Iranian revolution and Arab Spring portend. 

The current Great Game being played in the world by the powers-that-be will come to an end, bang- or whimper-style. 
The gathering banking crisis could lead to collapse of the subjective acceptance of capitalist hierarchy. In the aftermath, 
we could do with an appreciation of Islam as a viable system with robust moral/ ethical limits, grounded in community 
and nature, not money and commoditization. 

Islam, like communism and unlike capitalism, openly proclaims itself as an alternative socio-economic system which 
strives to eliminate exploitation. Capitalism, on the contrary, hides the surplus produced by society in order that it can 
be expropriated without causing protest by those who do the producing. 

Understanding Islam as a basis of social organization requires considering first methodology (how we see the world) and 
epistemology (the nature of knowledge and its limits). Those of us educated in the West have a certain mindset which 
inevitably colors the lenses through which we see the world, by which we identify ’truth’. To understand the world from 
the viewpoint of re-emerging Islamic civilization requires taking off these glasses and looking at the world through 
different lenses, using a different ’map’. 

This book gives the reader a glimpse of the sweep of Islamic civilization, permitting a vision of Islam’s re-emergence 
today as a positive development, possibly the most important one for realigning ourselves with Nature, and 
rediscovering humanity’s spiritual evolutionary path. 

FROM 
POSTMODERNISM 

TO 
POSTSECULAR! 

Re-Emerging Islamic Civilization 

by 

Eric Walberg 

ISBN: 978-0-9853353=8-,0 

$26.95 2013 369 pp. 



The Arab Spring is really an islamic one and the logical 

result of a century and a half of imperialist intrigues to 

incorporate the Middle East and Central Asia into 

the imperial project. 

How did this come about? What are the chances of the 

Muslim world asserting an independent position in the face 

of American empire and the rising non-imperial world bloc, 

BR1CS? 

Here modernity and postmodernism are critiqued from both 

left and right, and Islam is seen as both an alternative 

wor~dview and world order. As the West continues its 

decline, the insights that ~slamic civilization provides point 

to a new-old civi~izationN alternative, Key actors and 

milestones in the struggle to free the Muslim world from the 

imperial yoke are discussed= 

Al~ the monotheisms have a ~inear concept of time¢ history, 

which in the case of Christianity/Judaism led logically to 

capitalism, Marx and the communist apocalypse= The 

~slamic project contains its own socio=economic solution 

which prevented the rise of capitalism! imperialism; making 

it the loser in the technology race of the 19th=20th centuries. 

Wa~berg provides an overview of imperialism and 

colonialism in the Muslim world, recapping his thesis in 

Post.modem imperialism of the historical movement in the 

Great Games (the colonialism of the ~British and other 

empires, and the neocolonialism of the US empire} through 

to the current Great Game confronted by the revival of 

~slam= 

The ~slamic reform traditions from the 19th century on 

(deriving from AI-Afghani, Qutb) incorporating the Islamic 

critique of the West are addressed as well as the Sunni/ 

Shia, mainstream/Sufil Salafi divisions= The 20th century 

Afgha~is~n, Iron) is reviewed, as we~l as th~ current 

and now Egyp~ Tunisial Ubya), 

CaJ~adian Eric WalbeIg is known worldwide as ajolmlalist specia]izing 

in the Middle East, Central Asia and Russia. A graduate of Unive]-sily of 

Toronto and Cambridge in economJ cs, he has been writing on 

East-West relations since the 1980s. He has lived in both the Soviet 

Union arid Russia, and then Uzbekistan, as a UN adviser, writer, 

translator and lech~er. Presently a writer lbr lhe lbremost Cairo 

newspaper, AlAhram, he is also a reg~Aoa- conlribulor to Counterpunch, 

Di_vsident Voice, GlobaI Research, Al-Jazeerah arid l’urkish Weekly, 

and is a commentator on Voice of the Cape radio. His at-tides appear in 

Russian, G emlan, Spardsh mid Ardbic and are accessible ai his 

website ericwalberg.corn. WNberg was a moderator arid speake~ al the 

Leaders fbr Change S~tmmit www.leade~ofchangestmkrait.oxg in 

Istanb~fl in 2011. His book, Postmodern Imperialixm, is also published in 

Chinese, Turkish and Russian. He is a graduate of Uxdversity of 

Toronto and Cambridge in econonfics 

"From Pastmodernism to Pastsecu!afism is a 

compelling representation of the current state 

of the Muslim world, positioned within a most 

illuminating historical expose, In this sequel to 

Ns equally authoMtatJve Postmedem 

~mpeda~sm, Walberg attempts to bridge the 

East-West gap, net through a reconcHia[ery 

d~scourse, but through a critical reading of 

history. He juxtaposes religion and ideology 

using a methodo~og~ca~ and ep~stemo~ogica~ 

critique, ~ style that ~s both crucial m~d ~n some 

ways, ~ncomparaNe. TNs volume should serve 

as a gateway to understanding ~slmn, and ~ts 

location ~n the emerging new polNca~ dynamics, 

resulting flom the bankruptcy of capitalism, and 

the ~ack of any other convincing alterna[ives. 

Wa~berg’s book ~s an essent~a~ read, both 

revealing and very ~nspJrmg." 

Ramzy Baroud, Palest~nian-American 

~ournalist, author, editor-in-chief of 

Pa]esdne Chronicle 

"Anti-imperialists need this sort of critical 

analysis in order to understand whether, to 

what extent and especially howwe can work in 

alliance with different Islamic political 

movements on common causes." David Heap, 

University of Western Ontario 

"Walberg’s contribution is a welcome addition to a 
deba~e lha[ needs 1o return ~o mutual respect rather 
than mutual demonization and name-callh~g. It is a 

thought-p~vok~ng and informative book." Zafar 

Ba~gash, Di[ector, ~stitMte of 

Contemporary Is{am~c Thought, Toronto 

"Edward Said’s criticism of Orientalism and the 
postmodemist deconstmction of dominant 
narrNives have challenged the traditional ethno- 
centricity of western historical studies. Walberg’s 
analysis incorporates the experiences of the Other 
in a new dialectical approach to international 
te~afions. Broughl up ~n the ~esl, he has IN’ed ~n 

the Easl, and ~s endowed w~th a cross-c~v~Hzafiona~ 
knowledge d the wodd. Here he describes 
g~obal~za~ion and impeda1~sm from lhe poin~ of view 
of Islamic cMlization, seeing it as h~hefifing the role 
which Communism once had as the main opponent 
of western hegemony, bul wilh irnpo[tan~ differences 

that are not a derivation of western civilization 
itself." 

Dan~ele Sca~ea, Director of the Rome 
~nstit~e of Geopotit~cs {IsAG) and the 

Italian journal, Geopolitica 

"Eric VValberg sheds a sharply different light on the 
nature of the imperial world. A convincing argument 
and a must-read Iot anyone interested in the 
anatomy of labyrinthine imperialism." 

Dr, lsmai~ Salami, Visiting Professor, 

University of Tehran 

Eric Walberg’s POSTMODERN 
IMPERIALISM: 

"it will be hard to understand the complex machinery 

of post-imperialism without this ideology-smashing 



View synopsis and table of contents. Available in the US from 
Clarity Press, amazon.com, Available from Distributors in the 
USA, the UKiEurope, Middle East, Malaysia/Singapore 

Request a review or desk copy 

CLARITY PRESS, INC. http://www.claritypress.com 

You are presently listed as a subscriber for press releases from Clarity Press, Inc. To unsubscribe 

road map." PEPE ESCOBAR 

"An important reference for understanding the 

historical and current events, and expectations for 

the future." ZIAD MUNA, AL-JAZEERA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

Dan Streible -qJan.streible@nyu.edu> 

Sunday, July 21, 2013 3:34 PM 

Orphans 7 <orphan-lilm- syn~lx~sium@lisls.nyu.edu> 

Fwd: 2013 Orphans Midwest - Registration is Open! 

new productions music pe,ffermances, and curated p,-esentatio,’:s For more 

Institute and No....~ Frontiers h’: the .~.~ts & Humanities Program For registration, visR 

be sold to the public 

~ Orphans 
ORPHANS MIDWEST Schedule of Eyelets 

...... Materiality and the Moving Image 

Thursday, September 26- Saturday, September 28 

The full schedule for Orphans Midwest: Materiality and 

the Moving Image is now online. Read more }> 

~;~ AIIVo~ 
F~ms For Cello: 

...... Bill #orrisor~ and ~aya Beiser 

WORLD P~IERE - Bill Morrison’s All Vows 

Thursday, September 26 at 8:30 pm 

Orphans Midwest is proud to present an evening of 

films and music with Bill Morrison and Opus 3 aKist, 

MayaBeiser The program features.. Read more>> 



Presented by Greg Wilsbacher, Gabriel Gutierrez, 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Jennifer Reeves and Albert Stag 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Greg Wilsbacher presents A Frontier Post (I 925)with 

new score by Gabriel Gutierrez, Jennifer Reeves 

presents Landfill 16 (2011) and Albert Stag presents 

Suitcase of Love an~ Sha,.e. Read :~,o~e ,~ 

i~ AIIVows 
An Evening of f~usic in Orphan Films 

....... Curated by Kelli Hix- 

Country Music Hall of Fame and Museum 

Dan Streible I (917) 754-1401 
Assoc. Professor of Cinema Studies & Director of Graduate Studies 

N’~LI ] Tisch School of the Arts l Department of Cinema Studies 

** Orphans Midwest @ IU Cinema, Bloomington, IN, Sept. 26-28, 2013 

*** Orphan 9, The Future of Obsolescence, @ EYE, Amsterdam, March 30 - April 2, 2014 

You are currently subscribed to orpha~-lilm- symposium as: regester~)etnail.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.nvu.edtr/u?id 3700087.c4476b54965f7241785b4e924154b026&n T&l orphan-liltn-svmposium&o 13775068 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-13775068-3700087.c4476b54965f7241785b4e924154b026(~lists.n,vn.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Betsy, A. McLane        ~yahoo.com> 

Sunday, July 21, 2013 5:49 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Follow up on the DuArt collection 

The great archival friend of documentary, Ed Carter posted this update on the DuArt storage on his blog 

http:i/docsrused.blogspot.com/2013/07/saving-fllms-at-duart.html?spref=fb 

Obviously cut and paste. If it does not work; his blog is called Docs R Us 
Betsy A. McLm~e, Ph,D, 
bet s)q’nclan@document arydiva,com 

http://wuyv.documentarydiva.com 
This list at AU can be subscribed m by sending the following message m listserv@istserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVAI J[ST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 
your first and lmst name.) You ca~ leave a list by sending the tbllowing commm~d to listserv@lis~tserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 
ofemail with nothing else) Posling Messages: You cam post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVAl,IST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-no~eply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Ella Joyce Stewart via LinkedIn <membe@linkedin.com~ 

Stmday, July 21, 2013 6:20 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-* 

Charlene, please add me to your Linkedln nem, ork 

Ella Joyce Stewart 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Sunday, Jnly 21, 2013 10:26 PM 

screen~ciety-announce@duke.edu; tilm-video <tilm- video@duke.edu-~; ami-thculty@duke.edu; Literature Program 

<literat ure@duke.edu> 

**Screen/Society this week--Thu July 25, 7pm: "’][’he Mill and the Cross" (for the ’Dinner and a Movie’ series at the Nasher Museuln) 

Please distribute widely 

Screen/Society presen ts.., 

Thursday Ju~y 25~ 7pro: 

The Mill and The (?ross 
Part of the Dinner and a Movie summer series 

at the Nasher Museum of Art 

Download PDF Fiver I More Info 

Presented in connection with file Nasher Musemn of Art’s exhibiti,m, 

"The Human Position: Old MasterWorks fiom the Collection" (.J~ne 20-Atigtist 18) 

The Mill and the Cross 
~ech Mqiewski, 2011, 92 rain, Poland & Sweden, in English, Colo0 

What would it be like to step inside a great work of ark have it come alive around you, mad even observe the artist as he sketches the very reality you are 

experiencing? Lech Majewski brings to life Pieter Bmegel’s mas~terpiece "The Way to Cv]vvry", the s~toiy of the crucifixion, setting it in 16th centuly Flandeis under 

brutal Spanish occupation. Rutger Hauer plays the artist, Michael York his patron, and Charlotte Rampling the Virgin Ma~. As epic events unfold, baw@ country. 

living continues unabated: couples entwine, musicians play wind instruments, soldiers tolment their enemies mercilessly, and children scurry, about. Using sophis~ticated 

computer techiiology, the filmmaker creates a brilliantly complex and fascinating multi-layered drean~scape that melds iconic moments in vat, histo .ry. and religion with 

the quotidian lives of ordinao~ people. 

Parental Advisory: contains nudity, sexual situations, and ~4olence/depictions of crudfixion. 

"In this lush and hypnotic examination of a p’,dnter’s work and the times in which he lived, 
Mr. Majewski presents an extended contemplation of the creative process itself." 

- New York Times 



htlp:A/ami.duke.edu/screensocietv 

iiii,,~~~::’,ii : hokazak@duke.edu 



::,~:~,~::~ ii::~: http://ami.du ke.edu/screensociety 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Manny Ness @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 11:11 AM 

lawcha- constant@duke.edu 

Petition - Save Worker Education Program at Brooklyn College 

message- footer.txt 

Dear friends of labor and workers: 

Since spring 2o12, Brooklyn College has wikhdrawn the resources thak had once nurtured the Graduate Center for Worker Education, 

and has visibly removed necessary educational services for its hard-working students. 

Please take a moment to sign this Move-On Petition and tbrward widely. Signing this petition now w411 make an incredible difference in 

defending the right of workers to obtain education. Signing now will not take more than 1 minute of your time. 

http:#petitions.moveon.orp_/sigr~’save-brooldyn-colle~e?source s.fwd&r by~645131 

Solidarity, 

Committee of Concerned Students, Alumni, Faculty & Sta# 

John Alter, Sharitza Lopez- Rodriguez, Tabatha Edwards and Manny Ness 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fairchild Books <csm@bloomsbu~’news.com> 

Tuesday, Jnly 23, 2013 3:38 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

A Message ti~om Pri~illa McGeehon, Publisher, Fairchild Books 

Having [~ouble readir~9 this email? 

Lea~’n Mo~’e About 

F~irchiId Books 

~ visit our Website 
~ Follow Us on Twi~er 
e Like Us on Facebook 
~ Visit Our Blog 



Find us on Facebook Xi Follow us on Twitter 

Interested friend or colleague? Why not folward them a copy of this newsletter? 

longer want to receive emails from this iist? Unsubscribe here¯ 

To uns~bscribe, please click he~-e 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Mitch Jacobson <mitch@CATEGORY5STUDIOS.COM> 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 5:56 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Follow up on the DuArt collection 

Thauks for postiug this, Betsy. 

I live near DuArt in NYC and work there ~vgularly. I would be happy to pick up and hold or ship any archival media. Please let me know if anyone needs any 

assistance. 

Thank~ 

Milch 

Mitch Jacobsou 

broadcast, editor I livestream techifical director I traiuer 
Cel: 

w~v.Category5studios.com 

~<~<~Certified Apple Pro FCP, Avid Editor & TriCaster Owner/Operator/Trainer 
<<<~<~Author. ~14asterin~ ;~Iulticamera Techniques (Focal Press) 

On Sun, Ju121,2013 at 5:48 PM, Betsy A. McLane <clumb3(~yahoo.com> wrote: 

The great archival friend of documentary, Ed Carter posted this update on the DuArt storage on his blog 

h~p:iidocsrused.blo sqApot.comi2013!07isavincl-fllms-at-duart.html?spref=tb 

Obviously cut and paste. If it does not work; his blog is called Docs R Us 
Betsy A. McLane; Ph.D. 

b et s~/~nclan e(a)do cu ment arydiva, c om 
http://www.documentarydiva.com 
This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the follomng message to listserv~listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVAI,IST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 
your first mid last name.) You can leave a list by sending tile follomng command to listserv(~listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in 
body- of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST- L~listserv.american.e&~ 

Thi s list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the follomng message to listserv@listserv.mnerican.edu: subscribe UFVAI,IST-L Ftdl Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last name.) You cax~ leave a list by sending the tbllowing command to listserv@lis~tserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write fl~is command in tx~dy 

ofemail ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You caJ~ post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVAl,IST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <nancy.maclean@duke.edu;, 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 6:06 PM 

class- center-list@duke.edu 

FW: TROSA Director of Development Position Announcement 

TROSA Director of Development Position Announcement - July 2013.pdf; message- footer.txt 

Please share rudely. 

With appreciation, 
Kristen 

Kristen Rosselli 

Chief Strategy Officer 

TROSA, Ine. 

182011 ames Street 

Durhnn,, NC 27707 

(919) 419 1059 x1264 

TROSA is a 501¢)(3) nonprofit organization that helps s~bstance abusers 

change their lives through our comprehensive t~vo year residential program. 

We of[-er vocational training, education, peer eounsellngirnentoring, 

leadership t:raining ~nd translt:ion~] services. You c~n support TROSA by 

making a financial contribution or by using our businesses. Learn more 

about TROSA at ~wv’~v.trosainc.o~g 



Director of Development 
Job Description 

TROSA is a licensed, comprehensive, two-year residential substance abuse recovery program located in Durham, 
North Carolina. Founded in 1994, TROSA is now the largest residential therapeutic community in North Carolina 
and is widely respected for its innovative therapeutic and entrepreneurial approach to the pervasive issue of 
substance abuse. TROSA currently serves more than 350 men and women on a daily basis. 

TROSA relies on over $1.5 million in charitable and government support every year and is seeking a Director of 
Development to assist in managing this goal and building the development program. 

Responsibilities include: 

Oversee all aspects of development including advocacy and public relations 
Establish development goals, budget, and strategies for the fiscal year in coordination with 
President and CEO 

Join the President and CEO for meetings with prospective major donors, foundation officers and 
other prospects; arrange for onsite tours for supporters 

Board Development - work closely with Development committee and other leaders on the 
Board to facilitate Board members fundraising efforts 

Coordinate government proposal writing, advocacy, and outreach 

Private Foundations - review prospect research and make recommendations for submissions, 
edit proposals and reports; manage high level relationships 

Build and expand the donor base; oversee donor cultivation efforts, oversee Friends of TROSA 
program. 

Coordinate and expand major donor programs. 

Manage donor recognition. 

Coordinate planned giving 

Oversee marketing and public relations work 

Gather information to identify organization needs and compellingly articulate the project or 
program for which funding is sought 

Edit all grant proposals and reports exhibiting strong expository writing skills and a high-level 
command of grammar and spelling 

Oversee donor database and files: maintain accurate and current database records and paper 
files, ensure timely data entry of gifts, and develop and produce queries and reports 

Manage production of collateral materials (annual report, newsletters, fliers, etc.) 

Oversee online presence for the organization (website, e-newsletter, and social media) 

Oversee media and communications efforts 

Evaluate progress towards goals, prepare periodic reports for President and CEO and Board 

Organize and support fundraising and other special events 

Establish and monitor departmental budget 

Participate as a member of the Financial Leadership Team 

Manage department staff. 



Director of Development 
Job Description 

Requirements: 
Ability to write and communicate clear, structured, articulate and persuasive funding proposals 
and accurate reports. 

¯ Strong editing and proofreading skills. 
¯ Experience producing fundraising materials. 
¯ Experience managing staff. 
¯ Excellent organizational skills and extraordinary attention to detail. 
¯ Effective motivational, business and planning skills. 
¯ Ability to thrive in a fast paced environment. 
¯ Proficiency with Microsoft Office applications as well as donor database software, 

preferably Raiser’s Edge. 
¯ Ability to take initiative and uphold professional standards. 
¯ A minimum of a Bachelor’s degree 
¯ At least 7-9 years’ experience in developmentJfundraising in the nonprofit arena 

This position reports to the President and CEO. 

To apply: 
Submit a cover letter with salary requirements and resume to 

careers@trosainc.org. 

NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

James Reid Vanvoris <jvanvori@MDC.EDU> 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 7:24 PM 

[JFVPd~IST-L@LI STSERV .AMF, RICAN .EI)IJ 

Professional Develop,nent for Filnv’TV profs 

How is professional development (PD) for fillrgvideo profs supported at 
&#8234;#&#8206;LrFVA&#8236;? Any research on what various schools oiler as PD 
opportunities? I 
am tlTing to get PD specific for Film/TV/Video profs supported at my school 
I’m looking for info on ;vhat’s going on at other schools and what is 
supported and encouraged by L’FVA. Thanks for your help. 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listsel~’.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following con~mand to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

signoff UFVALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to U[~’VAL[ST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Cinematographer <asc@welchintegrated.com> 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 8:18 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

New Products Spotlight: Supporting and Recording Camera Moves 

If you have problems viewing this message, please ,%.:~)£!¢ for additional help¯ 

Co~e,qe 

With Curve, 

The Tiffed: Co. t:a.s 
unveiled the 
8{eadicam Curve 
GoP~o Hero ca..’~seras 

Ste~tdioam F~P~.~/cett 
ExovesL The 

stealth 
stabH~zMg system engineered for 

ergo~om~c des~g~ fo~- one-har~ded, smooth 
v~dee capRare w~th s GoP~o camera, 

vest designed to redistribute camera weight to 

a~stom~ca~y ~ppropdste areas of the body, 

9Mng operators maximum moMNty and 
comfort The csmes~.-stabiNssst~o~-system 

an sd]ustabb p~voth~g exoske~eta~ structure. 

~o[t Off~ringA 

Chrosziel has 

introduced -’4n 
of suppoP~ 

d~9~a~ cameras. These acc~ssor~s ~nck@e: 
the Fk~ctiof~ Ges~ fo~ Chrosz~ePs DV 
a~d DV St~d~oR~g Rlus, which features a 4!3" 

cameoas and ~enses that da not have a 
~ear; the U~s~ve~sa~ Lens Support des~g~ed 
rose with he~vy PL-mour~t zoom ~enses; the 
LVV8 H D 15 I~ght,&’e~ght camera support: 
u~ve;saHy ad,iustable ~-~d des~g~ed fo~ use 

w~th 15ram rods; a~ct the Chroszk~ LAHC came 
w~th ~ controller inte£~ce to stuart amd stop 
cameras eq@pped wkh a LANC contro~ po~’L 

mere informatio.q, visit 

i~ NerW Oir~elesse 

Canon O’100 Camera 



To be unsubscribed from the ASC2013 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 
Norman Hollyn <nhollyn@CINEMA.USC.EDU> 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 10:37 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Professional Development for Film/TV profs 

James, 

Thanks for this rm not aware of any studies about this. It sounds like it would be a valuable one though Is this something that you’d like to spearhead? 

Norman 

Mistyped on my iPad 

On Jul 23, 2013, at 4:34 P,i, "James Reid Vanvoris" <jvanvori@MDC EDU> wrote: 

How- is professional development (PD) for film/video profs supported at 
&#8234;#&#8206;UFVA&#8236;? >h’~y research on what various schools offer as PD 
opportunities? I 
am trying to get PD specific ~2~r Film/TViVideo pro~ supported at my school. 
I’m looking for info on what’s going on at other schools and what is 
supported and encouraged by UFVA. ~Ihanks ~2~r your help 

’]?his list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv american edu: 

subscribe UFVAI,IST-I. Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to listsep¢@listserv.american.edu: 

signoff UFVALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVAl.IST-L@listserv.american edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listsep¢.american.edu: 

subscribe 1.7FVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

signoff UFVAI.IST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listselv.american. edu 



How would you like to respond? 

I 

i~ E,,oJo~c~ Ella Joyce Stewart 
...... 

......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

~ You also have 58 other pending invites~ View them 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ProFlowers <prollowers@email.proflowers.com> 

Wednesday, Jnly 24, 2013 8:20 AM 

Regestel; Charlene B <leges~e@email.unc.edu> 

We miss you! We wm~t you back, so we’re giving you up to 58% off 

30% Off 
We haven’t seen you in a while, Charlene, Here’s an 

t{x~a 3(:~(Yo off~ any gift over $29 to try us again, 
Order today ~o use your spedN d~scount~ 

~.~.~ Sho~.ow 

i ~ AIItheFrills ~(i 150 Blissful Blooms 18 Red Velvet Roses 

with Square Vase w~th Glsss Tulip with Ruby Vase 

Was 5@i~ 95 .... W~s: ~;,>9:9~. ~-tiVas: ~6&b98 
-Specbi: S::~9.99 -Speda~ $3995 ~9pe.s~: $:.~9.99 



Need FI ...... Today? Click here to Shop our Selection 



.~iI Our Family of Brands 

~:i ProFIowers 

~ii Shari’s Berries 

i.~.i RedEnvelope 

~iI CherryMoon Farms 

i~i ProPlants 

:: "~ :: Personal Creations 



Send Flowers to Canada. E[[[] Send Flowers to tile United Kinqdom [] Send to Origen Cooatries    ~ 
J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Script <scriptmag@ fwmedia.com> 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 1:02 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Breakthrough Strategies - La~ding An Agent! 

Jl.liV 2,i 20! " View this email with images 

Breakthrough Strategies For 
Lauding Your First Agent! 

In this two hour cl&s~ you will learn: 

¯ Strategies frotn over 100 interviews with agents and tnanagers. 

¯ Step-by-step process for landing an Agent or Manager. 

¯ The Rules of Engagement with Agents. 

8 ways to gain ACCESS to Agents and Managers. 

Sunday, July 28, 2013, 12pm (noon) Pacific Time 

Screen tin   

iiiiiiiiiiUpcomingFree Classesiiiiiiiiiiiii 

One-Click Unsubscribe I Manaqe Subscriptions I Update Profile i Forward to a Friend 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

office@cmstudies.org 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 1:40 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@~.emafil.unc.edu> 

F1NAL REMINDER: 2013-2014 SCMS Award Deadline 

2012-2013 SCMS Awards Deadline (l’hursday, August I at 5PM CT) 

SCMS awards announcements, submission and nomination forms, criteria, and guidelines for 2013-2014 are now available on the SCMS website at 

https://cms~udies.site-vm.comi?page awalvls. Membership (for 2013-2014) in the Socie .ty is required for all SCMS awards except the Distinguished Career 

Achievement Award and the Kovacs Book and Essay a~-ards. The SCMS Office has not received many nominations for the Distinguished Career Achievement or the 

Pedagogy awards for 2014. 

Remember that prot~s~r M~o inspired you to go to graduate ~hool, the one who made film theory and methodology seem interesting, or the mentor who kept you on 

track through grad school? All SCMS members (regular, student, and institutional) are encouraged to nominate outstanding teachers in cinema and media studies tbr 

the animal SCMS Pedagogy Aw~acd. Nolninations for winnels of college and university, teaching awards ~:re especiolly encouraged. The award winner receives a 

plaque and $500 at the annual conference, as well as promotion on the SCMS website. To sub,nit a nominee, go to https:i/cmstadies.site-vm.conv’? 

pedagogy awalvl folm. 

The Distinguished Career Achievement Award was established to recognize and celebrate the achievements of es~blished scholars in cinema and media studies. 

Nominees are judged on the following criteria: 

A record of distinguished contributions to the profession; 

A significant body of scholaxly work over time that has helped shape the field; 

Active membership in SCMS lbr a number of years. 

To submit a nominee, go to h~t - ,re.coin/? aoe=dcaa award form. 

Please read the award criteria and procedures before submitting. For complete details and submission forms, please visit the SCMS website at https://clnstadies.site- 

vm.com/?page awards. Send questions about specific awards to office~cms~dies.ora 

~.Ake us on Facebook > ~’ollow us on T~vitter > 

If you wish to stop receiving email from us, you cml simply remove yo~trself by visiting: hWp://~wwv.cnis.ldies.org/niembers/EmailOptPreferences.aspx? 

id 9512683&e regester@email.unc.edu&h 4d53e0~e5c347b61ead469096688a977dd2cdaa 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Collier, Shauna D <colliers@em~Jl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 4:42 PM 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu>; Willimns, Heather A <hawill@em~J4.unc.edtr% Shields Tm~ya L qshield@unc.edtr% 

Regester, Charlene 13 <regester@email.unc.edu>; Anderson, 13arbara S <barbar~anderson@unc.edu> 

FW: Goodbye party, tbr Holly Smith--Monday July 29th 2:30pro 

Fyi ---#ease feel free to share with other interes[ed faculty & staff. 

Thanks! 

Sh~uf~a 

Stone Center Library fo~ Black Culture and H~story 
UNC%hspe~ H~I 
:].SO gouth Road CB# 
Chapel H~L NC 27599 

9~9-.~3-B~308 phor~e 

shauna.collier@unc.edu 

www.lib.unc.edu/stone 

F~ Kaiser, Nancy J [mailto:nkaiser@email.unc.edu] 
~e~ Wednesday, July 2~, 20~3 2:3~ PN 
T~ The news_share mailing list. 
~b~ee~i [news_share] ~oodbye pa~ for Holly SmJth--Nonday July 2~h 2:30pm 

Dear Colleagues and Friends, 

As many of you know, Holly Smith’s last day with the Library will be next Wednesday, July 3~, 20~3. Please join us for cake and coffee on Monday, July 29th, at 

2:30pm in the Friends Room in Wilson Library to honor the ~reat work of a wonderful friend and colleague. 

Nancy Kaiser 

Manuscripts Processin~ Archivist 

Louis Round Wilson Special Collections Ubrary 

CB#3926 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill NC 275~4 

(9~9) 962-~345 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Final Draft Inc. <noreply@fin~Jdraftcom> 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 6:33 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

The Big Break Contest Final Deadline Is Only Days Away 

Click here to view online 

i~ Click here to I ......... bout Big Break 

More than a screenwriting contest - 
a Hollywood Experience 

The winners and finalists of the Big Break Contest 

receive over $80,000 in cash and prizes and the Grand 

Prize winners are whisked away to Hollywood for meetings 

~vith agents, managers, and executives. 

After these career=changing meetings, the Grand Prize 

winning writers will hobnob with the industry, red carpet 

style, at the unforgettable Final Draft, Inc. 

~v~rds E.~t. Mingle with Big Break judges, industry 

luminaries, and our Hall of Fame recipient in the heart of 

Beverly Hills. 

~ W;~tch winners experience their Big Break. 

J 

~~ how Big Break launches careers. 

There are only 7 days left to enter for your big break! 

Final ©eaqtilse &tty 31st, 2013 --. $65 [~ Clickheretoenter 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <nancy.maclean@duke.edtc, 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 9:56 PM 

class- center-list@duke.edu 

FW: bringing OUR Walmart m~d MaJdng ChaJ~ge at Wahnart cmnpaign to NC - ACTION TtflS FRIDAY 

message- footer.txt 

We’re having an action fl~is Friday in Winston-Salem so it’d be groat it you could send out the info below! Thanks. 

*Action Ne~* Naking Change at WNmart 
On Friday, ]u~tf 26, at :~2:30pm we will gather at Wake IFore5~ IJniversity to deWer a ~etter by OUR Watma~ 
members (forrespect.org) and petitions to Steve Re~nemund, one of Walmar~’s Board og Directors and Dean of the 
School of Business a~ Wake Fores~ University. This is par~ of a national week of action in response to retaliation gaced by 
WNma~t associates. Walma~t has retaliated agNnst its workers for speaking up and organizing and members of the 
Board d Directors, including Steve Relnemund, have been silent. Please join us on Friday, ]une 26, to ask Steve 
Reinemund to end his silence and put an end to WNma~’s suppression of workers’ voices. Carpools can be arranged. 
For more information please contact Sarah Baker at          @¢mail.com or 
You have probably heard about fl~is campaign and organ~ing, but if not, tbr the last few years walma~ workers have ~en organizing aad created an association tbr 

and by walma~ workers called OUR (O~anization United lbr Respect) Walma~. OUR Walmart members went on smke during Black Friday in 2012 and morn 

recently over 100 workers went on a two-week strike to attend the WaJma~t shareholders meeting in Bentonville, Arkansas. After the most recent strike, some 

Walma~ associates faced remJiation despite their right to strike being protec~d. That is why suppo~ from community mem~rs is so im~(mJ~t. We need to make sure 

that commulfifies a~e involved to ensure that ch~ge roll happen at Walm~. 

Sincerely, 

Sarah Baker 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sara Iranan, Education Portal <sar~education-portal.com> 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 11:08 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Getting A’s at Education Porta1 - new lessons m~d new t~atures 

Professor Regester, 

Education-Portal is getting A’s this month with our free online video lessons. We’re announcing the premiere of our Accounting video collection and the 
completion of our Anatomy and Physiology video collection. We’re also excited about our free Account feature. We offer more than 5,300 lessons in eight 
main subject areas including science, math, history, En.qlish and business. You are welcome to incorporate the lessons into your course planning, show 
them in your classroom, or recommend them as a supplemental resource for your students. 

I hope you will share these resources with your students and colleagues. Feel free to forward this email to your colleagues or reply to ask me any questions 
you have. 

You can browse all of our free lessons here or look below to browse by subject. 

Lessons 

We have over 5,300 lessons - see them all here. 

Science 

Biology (collection complete) 
Anatomy & Physiology (collection complete) 

Microbioloqy 
Chemistry 
Natural Science 
Genetics 
Environmental Science 
Earth Science 

Social Science 

Intro to Psychology (collection complete) 
Social Psychology (collection complete) 
Abnormal Psychology 

Human Growth & Development 
Educational Psychology (collection complete) 

Socioloqy 

Business 

Accountinq 
Management (collection complete) 
Marketinq (collection complete) 

Organizational Behavior 
Business Law 

Information Systems 
Macroeconomics 

History 

Western Civilization 
US History (to 1877) (collection complete) 

US History (1877-present) 

English 

English Literature (collection complete) 
American Literature 
College Composition (collection complete) 

Analyzing & Interpreting Literature 

Spanish 

You can also access our entire collection of lessons here: http:/ieducation-portal.com/academyicourse/index.html 

Create an Account 



Create an account and try out our brand new feature. You don’t need to Iogin to access any of our lessons, but with your free account you can track what 
lessons you’ve viewed. Your students can also create accounts and use their account to keep track of what they’ve learned and pick up right where they left 
off. Click here to create your account now! 

Break Down Barriers to Education 

We’re partnering with correctional facilities to bring higher education to incarcerated youth. Higher education is proven to reduce recidivism and improve 
quality of life, and organizations like the Oregon Youth Authority are using our lessons to break down barriers to education - read how they’re doing it. 

Do you work with at-risk populations? Let us know how we can help bring education to the students you care about. 

Coming Soon at Education Portal 

¯ New subject areas: nursing, research methods in psychology 
¯ New account features 
¯ More lessons in science, social science, business, math, English, and more 

If you have any questions or would like to hear more about Education Portal, feel free to contact me. I love hearing from professors! 

Best rega rds, 

Sara Inman 

100 View Street, Suite 202, Mountain View, CA 94041 

To unsubscribe, click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Script <scriptmag@ fwmedia.com> 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 1:02 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,email.unc.edu> 

Still Interested? 

J@V 25 20! .’ View this email with images 

I can’t make this any simpler for you... 

Over the past few months, there’s a very good chance that you’ve heard about Plot 

Control softwaxe and maybe even looked into it. 

Click here to ~et your copies or learn more about Plot Control sol~,are. 

So let me ask you...have you finished that script your working on? 

How’s that idea coming along? 

Only you truly know the answers to those questions and iffl~e reality is flint you a~e 

straggling; or even if you could really use a boost in your writing etficiency then... 

What are you waiting lbr?? 

For ONE DAY ONLY vou can take advantage of the entire Plot Control 2.0 so~¥are 

package which is now vahied at over $495... 

.FOR ONLY $69 

Click here to get your copies or learn more about Plot Control sol?tware. 

All flae best, 

Mitchell Gemian 

The Sto~ Problem Solver 

P.S. ff the above links don’t work, please copy and paste the tbllowhig into your 
browser: 

http ://,~m~w.controhvriter.com/a ff.html?p=wst&w=ws0725a 

One-Click Unsubscribe I Mana e Subscri Lions I U dale Profile i Forward Lo a Friend 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

N.C. African American Heritage Commission <michelle.lanier@ncdcr.gov> 

Thursday, Jnly 25, 2013 3:12 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.nnc.edu-* 

Reminder: Join Us as We Launch the Gathering Place Project! 

an d Mu s e urn); V a~ a~ d a ~!kqo o d( N e w O e~ e r a~ on o[ Af r~c a~Am eft can ~ h[~ an [ h ropes1 



Fort,yard email 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SmdentFilmmakers Magazine <newcinema@studentfilmma£ers.com> 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 8:55 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Complimenta~ Graphics, Icons, Vectors and Images 

To create awareness for GraphicStock.com, they are giving away 7 days of 
complimentary access to download anything you want from over 50,000 images, 
icons, vectors, textures, backgrounds and more: 

7 Days of Complimentary Downloads: 50,000 Images 

ii~iI Start Downloading J 

] i.~.i Start Downloading 

.lust create a username and password, and you get download access to everything on 
6raphicStock for 7 days. You can download 20 images per day. 

GraphicStock is only giving this complimentary access to a limited number of users, so 
start downloading now: 

Get Your 7 Days of Complimentary Downloads 

To be unsubscribed from the July 2013 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 

Unsubscribe regester@email.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:57 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Checking In... 

Hello Professor Regester, 

I hope you remember me haha. This is (class of .) 

I recently saw a trailer for Lee Daniel’s new film, The Butler, and wanted to know your thoughts. Perhaps I’m a bit premature since it hasn’t come out, but 

hopefully he doesn’t disappoint. 

I hope you and the department are well. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Writers Store <email@e-writersstore.com> 

Friday, July 26, 2013 8:03 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Only 5 Days I,ett Until The Big BreaJ~ Contesl Final Deadline 

20! .’ View this email with images 

i i’~ Deadline approaching. Click here to enter 

The 2013 Final Draft, Inc. Big Break Contest is bigger and better than ever. This year we have added a 

TV contest, awarding cash and prizes in four formats (Half-Hour and Hour-Long Pilots and Specs). Bill 

Break is also awarding more cash and prizes to outstanding scripts in 7 different feature genres. Plus, 

the Grand-Prize Featut~ and Grand-Prize "IV winner will be flown to Los Angeles for meetings and our 

famous Annual Awards Event where they will be VI P along with the top screenwriters in the industry. 

I 

E                                                      ] 

The Grand-Prize winners will receive: 

$15,000 cash for the feature Grand-Prize winner and $2,500 for the TV Grand-Prize winner 

Roundtrip airfare to Los Angeles (unless winner resides in or around Los Angeles) -We bring you 

straight to where the industry deals are made 

3-night luxury hotel stay in Beverly Hills - Set up camp in this centrally located meeting spot to 

maximize your networking during your L.A. stay 

NEW! The feature winner will have a trailer of his script produced by the New York Film Academy 

and will also receive tuition to the 4-Week Filmmaking class, a $3,150 value 

Breakfast in Beverly Hills with professional writer Pen Densham (Riding the Alligator, Moll 

Ffanders, Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves; Producer of Backdraft) 

Trophy presentation and gala awards event at the Final Draft, Inc. AnnuatAwards Event- Mingle 

with stars and Hollywood dealmakers 

Lunch with Big Break judges and other industry professionals 

Dinner with working screenwriters and producers 

Apple iPad loaded with Final Draft Mobile software 

Feature Film: Admission to the UCLA Professional Program in Screenwriting - Television: Script 

Consultation from Jen Grisanti Consultancy 



Bxtended ©eaqlilse July 3"~st, 20t3 --. $85 [ i~.;. Clickheretoenter 

One-Click Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions I Update Profile i Forward to a Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:02 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@ema~J.unc.edu> 

Re: Checking In... 

I haven’t seen White House Dowu because it appeaxed to be too much like Olympus Has Falleu. I might give it a look uow... 

Take care, 

O11 , at 9:10 AM, "Regester, Charlene B" <regester$~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear       Good to hear from you and hope things are going well. I have not seen the film but I will definitely see it when it is released. Thanks for alerting 
me. School is getting ready to start again so I am a bit stressed. By the way I saw White House Down with Jamie Foxx and I actually liked it -- you might find it 
quite entertaining even though the plot is rather thin. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Checking In... 

10:56 PM 

Hello Professor Regester, 

I hope you remember me haha. This is (class of .) 

I recently saw a trailer for Lee Daniel’s new film, The Butler, and wanted to know your thoughts. Perhaps I’m a bit premature since it hasn’t 

come out, but hopefully he doesn’t disappoint. 

I hope you and the department are well. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CUNY TV <cun~vi¥@cun~va<ccsend.com~ 

Friday, July 26, 2013 h01 PIvl 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

This month on City Cinematheque 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with CUNY TV. Please confirm your continued 
interest in receiving email from us. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

CITY CINEMATHEQUE 
Fritz Lang: Silent to Sound Auqust 2013 

The best in world cinema is showcased in City Cineraatheque. 
Hosted by Professor Jerry Carlson and co-produced with the ~ 
Department of Media and communication Arts of The City 
College, CUNY, each film is followed by lively discussion with 
scholars, film professionals and critics. 

Saturday & Sunday nights at 9:00 PM, repeated the following 
Friday night at 12:00 Midnight. Hosted by Jerry Carlson. 

July 27-28/Aug 2 

(1922/Germany, 156 min., b&w, drama, silent with 

music soundtrack) 
Dir.: Fritz Lang. Cast: Rudolf Klein-Rogge, Aud 
Egede Nissen, Gertrude Welcker, Alfred Abel, Lil 
Dagover, Paul Richter. The nefarious adventures of 
criminal mastermind Dr. Mabuse. An allegory about 
the decadence of Germany in the 1920s. 
Discussion guest: Thomas Levin, Princeton 
University 

of O~r 
Aug 3-4/9 
(1922/Germany, 116 min., b&w, 
drama, silent with music soundtrack) ....... 
Dir.: Fritz Lang. Cast: Rudolf Klein- 
Rogge, Aud Egede Nissen, Gertrude 
Welcker, Alfred Abel, Lil Dagover, 
Paul Richter. The nefarious 
adventures of criminal mastermind 
Dr. Mabuse. 
Discussion guest: Thomas Levin, 
Princeton University. 

Aug 10-11/16 

(1928/Germany, 143 min., b&w, drama, 
silent with music soundtrack) 
Dir.: Fritz Lang. Cast: Rudolf Klein- 
Rogge, Willy Fritsch, Gerda Maurus, Fritz 
Rasp. Spy thriller about a government 
agent trying to get the goods on a 
master criminal with a vast network of 
spies. 
Discussion guest: Geoffrey O’Brien, 
Library of America. 

August 17-18123 

(1934/France, 116 min., b&w, drama, in French with 
English subtitles) 
Dir.: Fritz Lang. Cast: Charles Boyer, Madeleine 
Ozeray, Robert Arnoux, Viviane Romance. Liliom is a 
brash ne’er-do-well carnival barker whose spellbound 
union with the ethereal Julie is based on her 
unwavering faith in him, despite his increasingly bad 
behavior. 
Discussion guest: James Deutsch, Smithsonian 
~nstitution. 

Aug 24-25/30 



(1945/U.S., 103 min., b&w, drama) 
Dir.: Fritz Lang. Cast: Edward G. 
Robinson, .loan Bennett, Dan Duryea, 
Nargaret Lindsay. Classic film noir 
about a middle-aged married 
bookkeeper whose infatuation with a 
young woman draws him into a spiral 
of infidelity, greed, betrayal and 
violence. 
Discussion guest: Noah [senberg, The 
New School. 

Aug 31-Sep~ 1/6 

(1950/U.S., 84 min., b&w, drama) 
Dir.: Fritz Lang. Cast: Louis Hayward, lane 
Wyatt, Lee Bowman, Ann Shoemaker, Kathleen 
Freeman. A Victorian ne’er-do-well assaults and 
murders his wife’s virginal housekeeper and 
disposes of the body and then finds it harder and 
harder to avert suspicion. 
Discussion guest: William Luhr, St. Peter’s 
College. 

CUNY TV, Channel 75, is )art of the City University of New York serving 
the five boroughs of New York City with educational, cultural and public 
affairs programs. The station’s mission is to extend the academic and 
intellectual richness of the University beyond the campuses and to offer 
New Yorkers a haven for life long learning experiences through television. 
email: film@cuny.tv 
phone: 212-817-7575 
web: CUNY TV 

Forward ernail 

rhea email was s~nt to r~jester@email.un&edu by f!!__m__@__c__u__n__~_~ 
Update Profile/Enlail Address Instant removaIwith SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy. 

CUNYTV :: 365 Fifth Ave :: Suite 1400 :: New York NY 10016 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

N.C. African American Heritage Commission <michelle.lanier@ncdcr.gov> 

Friday, July 26, 2013 2:57 PIvl 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Limited Space Available for’the Gathem~g Place Pre-Conference Workshop 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 





Fort,yard email 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NC Retirement News <NCRetirementNews@nctreasurer.com> 

Friday, July 26, 2013 3:54 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

NC Retirement News: Aunual Benefiks Statement Survey; Retirement Systems Now on t~ebx~ok 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here to view as a web page. 

Share Your Feedback on the Annual Benefits Statement 

In June, we announced the availability of the 2012 Annual Benefits Statement in ORBIT and 

accompanying resources for active members who had at least 12 months of service and made a 

retirement contribution as of December 31, 2012. 

Now that you have had to time review your statement, the new Annual Benefits Statement website 

and training video, we would like your feedback on the Statement. Please share your feedback on how 

you will use the Annual Benefits Statement in your financial and retirement planning by completing a 
brief survey. It should take you just a few minutes to complete. Your answers will aid the Retirement 

Systems in developing additional information on financial and retirement planning 

N.C. Retirement Systems Now on Facebook 

The North Carolina Retirement Systems’ has joined the Department of State Treasurer and the State 
Health Plan on Facebook! 

On the Retirement Systems’ Facebook page, active and retired members can find information on long- 

term financial planning, retirement readiness tips, updates on the North Carolina Pension Fund and 

much more We want to make sure our members are on their way to preparing for a financially-secure 

future. 

Be sure to "like" us so you receive communication updates Feel free to share this page with your 

colleagues, friends and family who may also benefit from the information and resources. 

’ ~’t vwvw facebook com/MyNCRetirement 



This message was sent to regester@EMAIL.UNC.EDU from: 

North Carolina Retirement Systems 1325 N. Salisbury St. I Raleigh, NC 27603 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Cinematographer z~AmericanCinematographe@adsmart360.com> 

Friday, July 26, 2013 4:30 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Your Complimentaty Issue of American Cinematographer is here 

Our Augus[. issue includes coverage of the studio features T&e 

Lone Ranger, Pac?fic R~m and }’he Wolverine, and the independent 

films The Attac~. The Hu~t and z~erbermn Sound ~tu~lo. 

Password: 

Ibis issue can be v~ewed on your iPhone, ~Pad or Android Phone 

by cl~ckh~g 

AC has been taking readers behind the scenes on motion pictures since 1920, Long recognized 
around the worm as the top source of information on c~nematography techniques and tools, AC 

now available h~ two formats: d~g~tal and print, Both editions feature identical content and are 

avaiiable for the same price: $29~95 per year, Subscribers ou[sMe the Uni[ed States can enjoy 
considerakfle cost savings w~th a digital subscription because ~t elm~instes internsUona~ postsge 

fees, To subscribe, visit the ASC Store at 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi .ty Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Bart Weiss <bart@VIDEOFEST.ORG> 

Saturday, July 27, 2013 9:58 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

VOTE 

Hi all 
Looking forward to seeing you and listening to you, at the conference next week. 

A chair of the nomination committee I just wanted to remind you to vote. you got an email about this 

if you can’t find that emaJl please email Andrea at the office (andrea mayer <ufvahome~gmail.com>) 

We have a really great slate of candidates for office, each one of them could bring with them a diflhrent vision of what UFVA could or should be. 

Please take a little time and read these statements and reflect on which of these people will work to bring about the organization you see in the future. We all know that 

the media we are teaching is going through transformations, we know that universities and higher education is going through transtbm~ations, and so having strong 

leadership "to guide us through these waters is critical. 

With many non profits, having the right leadership and board can ma]ce the difl’erence between growth and decay. Your caxeful selections will make a diff,erence, and 

you do not need a special voter if (even in Texas) 

please vote 

hey do it right now while you a~e thinking about it. 

The deadline is 9 AM Aug 1 

Bart 

Bart Weiss 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following ~nessage to lis~tserv@listse~w.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Fall Name should be 

yoar first and last name.) You can leave a liszt by sending the following command to listserv@lis~tser~’.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.an~erican.edu 



Sent: 

Subject: 

fundingalert@cos.com 

Sunday, July 28, 2013 1:00 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Charlene Regester 

Funding a~etts for your 
saved searches 
Results" July 28, 2013 

Lo.~i~ to view your 

fundit-"t9 sea~°¢h Feb 0~; 
I funding opportunities 

1 E~"ik ~3ar~ouw Awar~ 

Sponsor: 
Organization of American Historians (OAH) 

Deadline: 
January 10, 2014 

Funding alerts for your saved searches 

Results: July 28, 2013 

Lo~i~ to view your 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <jt~ordan@igc.org> 

Sunday, July 28, 2013 6:10 PM 

Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.uuc.edu> 

Joseph Jordan <jl~ordan@igc.org> 

Pop cult, film, privilege 

http://w~vwwashin~tonpost.com/opinions/2013/OT/25/2b3aaeae-f3ab-1 le2-9434-60440856fadf storv.hWnl 

Washington Post July 26, 2013 

Pop culture, white privilege and widening the lens 

By Ann ttornaday 

As a drama about the needless death of a young, unarmed black man, the shattering new movie "Fruitvale Station" has found particular resonance with audiences in the past few weeks. The 
film stars M~chael B. Jordan as Oscar Grant, who was shot by a white Oakland, Calif., transit police officer in 2009. But the scene from the fihn that has most haunted me does not address 
racial profiling or any of the events directly related to the shooting 

It’s New Year’s Eve in San Francisco. On a crowded street, while waiting for his date to go to the bathroom, Oscar strikes up a conversation with a white man around his age, who, like 
Oscar, has committed a crime Unlike Oscar, he has clearly rebounded. ARer they" chat about the women in their hves, the stranger confesses that he was so broke when he married his wife 
that he had to steal her ring tie issues a warning about going down the same road, then cheerfully’ tells ()scar that he now owns a business and gives him his card. 

’]7hat brief but eloquent scene deftly illustrates the subtleties of white privilege a reality too seldom portrayed in film and too often ignored by its beneficiaries in life 

When ttollywood tackles race directly, it’s usually by way’ of uplifting allegories like "(iuess Who’s Coming to Dinner," "Crash" and "The tIelp," each of which, in its own way, perpetuates 
the consoling idea that eradicating racism is simply" a matter of purging our negative preludices. 

Rarely do films ask audiences to grapple with the deeply embedded, race-based habits that give white Americans an edge in evewthing li’om housing to employment, or the positive racial 
profiling that grants white people countless free passes. 

Indeed, far from being confronted with the pernicious legacies of official discrimination, white audiences tend to have their assumptions about race reinforced. Black people are far more 
likely to go see mnvies with malority-white casts than vice versa. And whereas movies about African Americans have tended to be confined to comedies and urban dramas, the white 
experience has long been represented across a diverse range of genres, stories and characters. 

That ~vorldview conditions not only the stories we see but the ones we tell ourselves. For years, when speaking to journalism students, I’ve explained that I got my start in the business by 
snagging an entrydevel magazine job just out of college. What I’ve conveniently left out is that I learned about the job and obtained an interview thanks to someone I met through old 
friends of tW family. Although I’ve long adopted the classic bootstrap narrative that I got to where I ara by dint of luck and hard work, the more coraplicated truth is that I also benefited 
from an intangible fom~ of social capital. 

In her book "The American Non-Dilemma: Racial Inequality Without Racism," Rutgers Business School professor Nancy DiTomaso explains how ~vhites, who tend to hold jobs with higher 
pay and status, also tend to help people they- know most often other whites. The resulting disparities in income and advancement are less grounded in outright discrimination or racial 
animus than in "in-group favoritism" that’s far more difficult to quantify or eradicate. 

This aspect of ~vhite privilege has bubbled under the s~trface of recent debates about college admissions policies and unpaid internships. As a recent post on the Web site Journos of Color 
noted, for instance, "The only people who can afford to work full-time for free come from ~vealth, and generally, if you’re wealthy in Arnerica, you’re white." 

But many people, especially white people, don’t realize the extent of the disparities that persistunt structural privilege creates. According to some estimates, whites on average possess six 
times the accumulated wealth in the form of home equity, savings and retiremunt accounts of blacks. That discrepancy is explained not by financial savvy or luck, but by the legacy of 
now-illegal practices in housing, education and eraployraent that formed the foundation of America’s enduring and widening ~vealth gap between non-Hispanic whites and minorities. 

As mortified as some white people may- be at the suggestion that we’ve enjoyed career advancement at someone else’s expense, ~ve need to acknowledge that one can benefit from privilege 
even if it isn’t explicitly claimed. Indeed, perhaps the ultimate marker of privilege is not having to be conscious of it. 

Thanks to other people’s positive projections and expectations, I’ve often been able to view- the world as a welcoming, or at least benignly neutral, meritocracy. I’ve never been followed in a 
department store by anyone other than an aggressive perfume lady with a spritzer. I haven’t had to pay an "al~xiety tax," expending untold physical and psychic energy managing other 
people’s reflexive fears. 

Obviously, gender, geography’, economic and social class, and temperament play a part in my outlook as well. No one’s experience, positive or negative, can be reduced to just one 
characteristic But it didn’t always occur to me, nor was I ever taught, to consider race as part of my personal bundle of x-factors. 

This is where popular culture can be particularly helpful Granted, the 1947 film "Gentleman’s Agreement" didn’t eradicate anti-Semitism Nor did "Tootsie" stamp out sexism or 
"Philadelphia" erase homophobia. But each of those films reframed its subject matter in ways that galvanized audiences into reaching "aha" moments about prejudice. 

Perhaps it’s time to make a modem-day "Black Ltke Me," the 1964 film based on John Howard Griffin’s memoir of impersonating a black man in the Jim Crow South, this time for the 21st 
century: a story that throws the condition of whiteness, ;vith its myriad unseen, unspoken advantages, into clarit)ing relief 

The challenge is creating characters that can transcend polarized and entrenched perceptions of race. This past week, a Washington Post poll found that a sobering 86 percent of African 
Americans say blacks and other minorities do not get equal treatment under the law, whereas a ma3ority of ;vhites 54 percent say there is equal treatment for minority groups. In a 
recent interview about their book "Justice in America: The Separate Realities of Blacks and Whites," political scientists Jon Hurwitz and Mark Peffley described a "gulf’ between African 
Americans, ;vho largely- lack faith in the criminal justice system, and white citizens, who consider it essentially color-blind 

Just as the roots of blacks’ mistrust of the system lie in their unfair treatment over generations, the roots of whites’ optimism can be found in our own history Like compounded interest 
from an investment we never made, the advantages white people er~joy derive from past racist practices and present-day unconscious behaviors that create channels no less wide, deep and 
real for being largely invisible. 

If movies are equipped to do anything, it’s to make those chamaels visible And the best films can show vie;vers how to navigate them. "Fruitvale Station" does that, in just one brief 
encounter. The San Francisco street scene may- begin ;vith an acute observation of separate realities, but it ends by suggesting a possible bridge, in the simple act of a black character taking 
the business card of a white man he’s just met. 

Ann Homaday is the chief film critic for The Washington Post 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Black Youth Proj ect <info@black?-outhproj ect.com> 

Monday, July 29, 2013 9:20 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

BYP MEMO: Youth of Color Experience Higher Levels of Gun Violence; Report Greater Support tbr Increased G~m Restrictions 

Youth of Color Experience Higher Levels of Gun 
Violence; Report Greater Support for Increased 

Gun Restrictions 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

07- 29-2013 
According to the Black Youth Project’s latest memo, " Gun 
Ni.N.~.~.~..~.~.~...P~.N.i.~..~.N.~.i.~.~...~.~..~.~.~...~.9.~.~.~N...~.m.~.~.g..Nm~.g~.~;.~. 
~.~!.~!g..P.~.~.!.~," youth of color experience higher levels of gun 
violence and report greater support for increased gun 
restrictions compared with their white peers. 
Because young people are the victims of gun violence at 
especially high rates, our analysis examined public opinion on 
gun control among youth between the ages of 18-29. 
In general, young people support a variety of measures 
designed to reduce gun violence, including restricting access to 
guns and ammunition, improving mental health care, and 
implementing national criminal background checks. 
But in contrast to their white peers, Black and Latino youth 
expressed greater support for increased gun restrictions, and 
prioritize reducing access to guns over protecting the rights of 
gun owners. 
Nearly half of white youth reported that either they or someone 
they know carried a gun in the last month, compared with 24.4 
percent of Black youth and 22.2 percent of Latino youth. 
However, Black youth were much more likely than either Latino 
or white youth to report that either they or someone they know 
experienced gun violence in the last year or that gun violence is 
a serious problem in their neighborhood. 

~#.#.~...~i.N.~.#.~...~..8#...£.u~!.i.#..£N.~.i.~.#...~.#..#.#.~...~.~.~.~.[£!...~.~.~.#g. 
America’s Youn¢l ~eo~!e" is the llth in a series of memos 
entitled: "lBlack and Latino Youth: The Future of American 



Politics" released by the Black Youth Project 

Contact: 
info@blackyouth project,corn 
773-834-1706 

About the Black Youth Project: 
The work of The Black Youth Project (BYP) is based on three basic 
concepts: knowledge, voice, and action. 
KNOWLEDGE: We are committed to producing research about the 
ideas, attitudes, decision making, and lived experiences of black youth, 
especially as it relates to their political and civic engagement. 
VOICE: Unlike any other organization, we amplify the perspectives of 
young black people daily without censorship or control. We have built a 
space on the Internet where black youth can speak for themselves 
about the issues that concern them. 
ACTION-" Informed with culturally-specific knowledge, we will work to 
mobilize black youth and their allies to make positive change and build 
the world within which they want to live. 
BlackYouthProject.com is a diverse online resource, divided into 
three main subsites: .l~.~.~..~.l~Q.~, ~.~.F~..~.l~.~;.~:.~., and ~ 
ACT~’ON. 

Forward this email 

This ernail was sent ~o regester@email.unc,edu by info@blackyouthproject~corn 
Update Profile/Email Address ~nstan~ removal with SafeUnsubscribe~’~ Priwcy Policy, 

BlackYouth Project :: 5733 S. University Ave. :: Chicago IL :: 60637 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Indiana University P~ess <iupress@iMianatm00.com> 

Monday, July 29, 2013 11:01 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@enlml.unc.edu-~ 

On Press newsletter: Summer 2013 issue 

Indi~n~ Unive~ity ,~ress newsletter 

Dear Charlene Regester, 

Welcome to the summer issue of our On Press newsletter! Read all about IU Press’s 
publishing activities, authors, events, and more. To continue receiving future editions 

of On Press (published quarterly), be sure to select the newsletter in your profile 
settings. 

Hi#flights from AAUP 2o~3 

IUP staff members Laura Baich and June Silay were awarded 

professional development grants from the Pat Itoefling 

Memovia~ Fund to attend the annual meeting of the Association 

of American University Presses in Boston last month. Read all 
about what they learned at the conference in these reports. 

Two IUP books nmned ForeXVord Reviews Book 
of the Year 

We are pleased to announce that Defending th~’~ Filibuster and 
Railroads and the American People received gold and bronze 

medals, respectively, for the 2o12 Fore~,’d Reviews Book of 

the Year! Filibuster won the gold medal in the PoIi[ieal Science 

category and Railroads brought home bronze in the History 

category. 

Aufllors Martone mid Madison whl 2o13 
Indiana Aufllors Awards 

Congratulations to IUP authors Michael Martone and James H. 

Madison, who were recently named winners of a Eugene and 

Marilyn Click 2o13 Indiana Authors Award! The $1o,ooo 

National Author prize has been awarded to Martone. Madison 

was selected as the Regional Author winner, earning him a 

$7,5oo prize. The winners and finalists will be honored 
October 26 at the fifth-annual Indiana Authors Award Dinner. 

Traa~sition author Tope Folarin earns Caine 
Prize for African Writing 

On July 8, Tope Folarin won the 2o13 Caine Prize for African 

Writing for his short story "Miracle," which appeared in the IUP 

journal Transition, Issue lO9. Described as Africa’s leading 
literary award, this honor also included a £1o,ooo prize. 

Life Traces of 

the Georgia 

Coast 

Anthony J. Martin 

L~fc Traces of the 

Georgia Coctst 

Check 

Donald R. Prothero 

Readrg C, 



Antisemitism 

No Walls Between Us: An Exhibition of Jazz 
Photographs by Kathy Slomle 

Cafe Striteh will present "No Walls Between Us," a show of 
photographer and IUP author Kathy Sloane’s powerful, 
atmospheric portraits of jazz greats. An artist’s reception will 
take place August lo from 3-6 p.m. at the eafe, located in San 
Jose, CA. The photos in the exhibition are drawn in part from 
Sloane’s acclaimed book, Keystone 

[ ::.~.:: ItJ Press social media 

Alvin Rosenfeld 

i~esurgcnt 

A n t is e’m ft f.srn 

Indiana University Press 6Ol N. Morton St., Bloomington, IN 474o4 

You are subscribed using the following email address: regester@email.unc.edu. If you wish 

to change your selections or unsubseribe altogether, click below. 

:: Tailor your profile settings .. 

:: Forward this to a friend.. 

:: To be removed, use this one-click unsubseribe link. 

:: Not yet signed up? Go here . 

:: Indiana University Press does not sell, share or trade 
electronic address information with anyone 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Entertainment Partners <ep@entertainmentpartners.ccsend.com~ 

Monday, July 29, 2013 2:02 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

REMINDER: Meet the Movie Magic Academic Team at UFVA 2013 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here to view as a webpaqe. 

You are receiving this email because of your relationship with Entertainment Partners, our Movie Magic 

Scheduling (MMS) and Budgeting (MMS) software, and the University Film & Video Association (UFVA), 

You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

UFVA 

Movie Magic Academic Program 

Remember to stop by Booth #6 
to meet Michael and Connie and get 
your $99 Movie Magic coupon! 

Joi~ us for a P~Sovie ~aagic Budgeting a~sd 

and ~ichae~ Sab~e! 

Wednesday, July 31 
WORKSHOP 4L - MKS 206 
3:30 pm - 5:15 pm 

Learn how to teach Movie Magic’s Budgeting and Scheduling 
software, starting with a script through budget and schedule 
breakdown. 



For more information, contact Connie Martinez at 
or Michael Sable at msable@e~lertai~mer~t~a~t~ers.com. 

Movie Magic Academic Program from Entertainment Partners 

T~is email was sent to regester@email.unc.edu by ~__r_9_d__u__c_’_(s_’__@__e__r_&_e_L_t_a_!_r_Ln’__Le__r_L~i_~9£~[]~[~=££~ 

Up~9~~ Prof[le./~mg[[ Addres~ :. Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe 

Entertainment Partners I 2835 N. Naomi Street I Burbank I CA I 95504 



F1"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC<cs nabdllc.com@mai169.wdc01.mcdlv.net> 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 9:22 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@emaJ, l.unc.edu> 

Black, Indian and North Carolina ttistory 

NORTH CAROLINA HISTORY 

RESOURCES 

Courses on North Carolina History are being taught at your academic institution. Questions on the people, 

places and events in North Carolina History are some of the most frequently asked questions received by history 

and reference librarians. General information on North Carolina History is found in many national publications, but 

lack the detail for in-depth study on the state. The following titles listed below are the definitive reference works on 

the people, places and events in North Carolina History. Minority studies are of special interest in schools. 

November is National Native American Heritage Month and our publication Indians of North Carolina will allow 

students and library patrons access to the definitive reference on North Carolina Native American History. Also, 

February is Black History Month and our publication North Carolina Slave Narratives will allow students and library 

patrons access to the definitive reference work on Black History during slavery. 

If you are a faculty member, we would appreciate you recommending these titles for purchase to your collection 

development librarian or subject liaison. All titles are available for immediate delivery and can also be ordered from 

your library book distributor. To order by mail, please print and fill this form out and send it to the address located at 

the bottom of this page. We accept orders by phone at (810) 231-3728, fax at (810) 231-8910 or by email at 

nabdllc mail.com. Please click on a specific title name for further information, or go to NABDLLC.com to browse 

our full catalog. 

Please send the following titles as indicated below: 

Encyclopedia of North Carolina - Third Edition 
9780403097326 $~ 65.00 (2v.) 

..... IINorth Carolina Biographical Dictionary- 

*" °°°°llsec°nd Edition (2v.) 
9780403097357 

1’95.00 Illndians of North Carolina (lv.) 119780403099382 

North Carolina: A Guide To The Old North State /9780403021 826 

~[North Carolina Slave Narratives (2v.) 119781878592859 
1*995.0011Native Peoples A to Z- Second Edition (8v.) 119781878592736 
1*295.0011encyclopedia of The United States (3v.) 119780403096657 

Purchase orders are accepted from all o~gan~zations. 

Name: Library Name: 

Phone: Email: 

Mailing 

Address: 

City: State: 

Payment Visa MasterCard Check 

Type: Purchase Order #: 

Cardholder 

Name: 

Card 

Number: 
Expiration Date: 

Zip: 

Noitb Ameqcan £ooL D~str~b~tors LLC PC Box 5 ~0 Ha~qburg. Mi 48139 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

California College of the Arts <commuuicalions@cca.edu> 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 1:38 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@email.unc.edu> 

CCA AUGUST 2013 NEWS & EVENTS 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

CCA% first appearance at the 
Maker Faire--an annual 
cebbration of do-it-yourself 
crafts, technology, and 
culture--is a huge success. 

$}’= CHRONICLE 

Faculty, Naff, and alumn~ 
explain why CCA ~s so we~l 
posit~oned to Mng together 
technology and design~ 

~%/.A~MNA ",,’O%qN ©©k/",,’O[.A: 
A RISlbqG 

The work of the 28-year-old 
Nigerian-born artist Toyin 

Odutola (MFA 2012) 
addresses issues of identity, 

race~ and nationhood. Odutola 
was featured as one of 
Forbes magazine’s "30 Under 
30" aft and design slats to 

watch. 

CCA% Humanities and 
Sciences division is always 
devising new concepts for art 
history, math, science, 
history., and literature courses 

CC~% SCHOOl. TO ,,",:’tAR}{}}’.",r 

COgNCIL S~: SHOW 

I:o~ Mason Center, 
Aug, 24 
CCA students and recent 
grads exhibit their craft works 

in this partnership between 
CCA and the American Craft 
Council (ACC). 
Mere 

IN 

FrL, Aug. 2, 7 
All are ~nv~ted to an informal 
Q&A beNveen MATRIX 249 
featured a~t~st ZarouNe 

AbdN~an (MFA 2010) and 
curator Apsara DiQ@nzb. 

BBC: CAN 

Interaction Design chair 

Kr~stbn S~msadan offers 
insights on whether Google 
can maintNn a s~ngle design 
strategy as it grows its 
portfo~b of produds. 

°’LO,©K $YST~’.".,’%~" ~’.~K~’.". 

H ~’.’~ L M ~’.’~. T C O U b".’..’.. 
R {": W O L. ~/TI O N ~ Z }}’. CYGL.~NG 
The Hulfington Post features 
the product o1’ an 
sponsored CCA studio 
coup:so that could greatly 
improve safety for urban 
bicyclists. 



that will keep CCA students 
engaged and complement 

what they’re exploring in the 
studio the rest of the time. 

"l’l f,<,~ BIS/-/©P 
GE’I,"T/N G HIS 
OIRTY 
Tim Bishop (MBA in Design 
Strategy 2010) of Parallel 
Design collaborates with 
digital designers, artists, and 
arc.hitects to bring their 
visions to t1%. 

AIS~Y WILLI.Af~SS 
,8 ~ Af’t O1,,’4 G 
Fashion Design chair Amy 
V~iliams is passionate about 
creating real change in the 
industry, its educational 

standards, and its culture. 
Rea~S 

MATRIX 249 runs through 

;>eFt. 29, 
fs,.S o,,<.~ i ,," ",, ",,b .... 

SF 
through A~go 22 
Featuring works by MFA 
alumni Jason Kabgiros, KJea 
McKenna, ToHn Stephens, 
and Wenxin Zhang, and 

current MFA,’MA student I..~z 
Moran~ 

SA~t J©S~ b1US£~UM OF 

ART.~ 

WORKS 8Y CC~ FACULTY 

£ ,@’~.,’~@ Hi-S," 7©RY IS A 

The San Francisco Chronicle 
interdews Sc@pture chair 

Alison Smith on the occasion 

of her Haines Gale~T show 
last month. 

The b~arine Co(,~s Times 
Ieatures former infantry 

Marine and CCA alumnus 

Maximilian Uriarte (Animation 
2013), the aLithor of the vipaly 

popular Term@a! Lance 
comic strip. 

Bookmark and check in 
regularly with C~:’,:A 

Use RSS .%e,<:/s-: to customize 
how you keep up with CCA 

news. 

Get more info on CCA news 

and events (lecture series, 
Wattis Instit@e exhibitions, 
and more) by emal. Go to 

This 
email was sent to re~ester@emal.unc.edu b~ _c__o_!_Lm___u_r_~Lg_a_t_Lo_t_Ls_~_c_c_La_:_e__d__u_" 

Update Profile/[mail ~ddress i Instant removal with Sa~eUnsubscribe~ Privacy Polio/. 

Cai~omia ¢olege og the Arts I llll B~hth Street I San ~rancisco I ¢~ I 9z~107 



SeNt: 

Subject: 

Script <scriptmag@fiwmedia.co m:;o 

VVednesday~ Juiy 31,2013 4:25 PM 

RegesteF, Charlene B <~egeste~@email,unc.edu> 

Product Recommendations from Professionai Sc~eenwriters: Erik Book 

Product Recommendations from Professional 
Screenwriters: Erik Bork 

Check out these products, available through The Writers Store, 

personally recommended by Erik Bork. Erik is best known for his 

Emmy- and Golden-Globe-winning work as a writer-producer on the 

HBO miniseries Band of Brothers and From the Earth to the Moon. 

Save The Cat! 

bs[dkes- 
back small 

Save The Cat! Strikes Sack 

...... to4he-m,~vi~-bla ke. 

snyder small 

Save the Cat! Goes to the 
~,~ovies: The Screenwriter’s 
Guide to Every Story Ever 

Told 

You~ Price: $24,95 

~4ovie ~agic Screenwriter 

ON SALE: $159+ 

:~:: d ra matic~ sto~,ex per 

tbox small 

Dramatica Story Expert 

ON SAL~: $99+ 



Greating Original 
Series Ideas 

Writing Spec Pilots 

Finding the "Story" 
in True Stories 

What Makes a Great 
Sce~e? 

What l’~akes a Great 
TV ~dea? Learn What 
Hollywood Looks for 

in a TV idea and 
Pilot Script 

You~ Piice: $7&00 Your Price: $79.00 Your Price: $7~,00 Your Price: 

i~i creating original 

Sc~eenwriting 
Coaching from The 

Story Specialists 

i~-~ screenpiay- 

de~elopmant- 

n,~es smali 

Screenplay 
Developme~t Notes 

Logiine Tune-Up 

Your Pdce: $29,95 

~i querycritique smali 

Screenplay Query 
Letter Critique 

One-CiJck Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions I Update Profiie i Forward Lo a Friend 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrea Meyer <ufval~ome@gmaJl.com> 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 6:16 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

2013 UFVA Olticers Election 

Reply-To: Andrea Meyer <ufvahome@gmail.com> 

MIME-Version: h0 

Content-type: multipart/alternative;bounda~ " ad98f49012517390c99eeSc2885a4598" 
Message-Id: <20130731221531.1880El 73E095@cnembers3.stsa.irA’o> 
Date: Wed, 31 Jul 2013 16:15:31 -0600 (CST) 

-- ad98f49012517390c99eeSc2885a4598 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii’’ 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 

Andrea Meyer from U~’VA is using Ballotbm.com to run the survey/election: 2013 UFVA Ofticers Election 

’]7he deadline to vote for UFVA officers and board members is TOMORROW, August 1 at 9:00am 

PLEASE VOTE! This is your organization and your vote counts. 

Thank you! We look forward to seeing you at the conference. 

All the best, 

Andrea Meyer 

UFVA tlome Office 

CMCK "~{]{ ;%RE TO VOTE: 
http:i/ba]lotbin corn/v/40351/regester@email.unc.edu/b78 

If you have trouble with the link 

Go to http:/iballotbin.com and paste this voting code: 40351,b78,regester@email.unc.edu 

After you vote 

ARer you vote, you will be shown a screen confirming that BallotBin has counted your vote. 

<p><b>Viowing Results</b><br/> 

Opting-out of Ballotbin 

If you do not know Andrea Meyer from UFVA or want to opt-out of elections by this person, click: 

http : //ballotbin. con~dooi403 51/regester(~kelnail. unc. edv./b 78i2 

Or you may opt out of all current and fut~e use of Ballotbin.com by clicking: 
http : //ballotbin. cotr~’oo/403 51/r egesterC~email, unc. edu/b 78/3 

-- ad98f49012517390c99eeSc2885a4598 
Content-Type: text/html; charset="iso-8859-1’’ 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 

Andrea Meyer from L-FVA is using Ballotbin.com to run the stagey/election: 2013 I_rFVA Officers Election 
<br/><bri> 

<div style "font-size:14px;background:#efefef;border: lpx solid #D3DCE2;white-space: pre-line;">F1NAL REMINDER’.!’. 

The deadline to vote for I~rPVA officers arid board members is TOMORROW, August 1 at 9:00am. 

PLEASE VOTE! This is your organization and your vote counts 



Thank you! We look forward to seeing you at the conference. 

All the best, 

Andrea Meyer 

UFVA Home Office 

</div> 
<br/> 
<a style "padding:5px;backgrotmd:#577596;color:#fff;font-weight:bold;" !v:e~"http:iiballotbin.con’Vvi40351/re~ester(~,en’lai1.unc.eduib78">CLIC’KHERE TO VOTE</a> 

<p> 
<b>Ifyou have trouble with the lmk</b><bri> 
Go to <a hre~"http:/iballotbin.com">ballotbin.com</a> and paste this voting code: <span sb’le "font-size: 14px;background:#efefef;border: lpx solid 
#D3DCE2;" >40351,b78,regester@email.unc.edu<ispan> 
</p> 

<p><b>After you vote</b><br/> 
After you vote, you will be shown a screen confirming that BallotBin has counted your vote. 
</p> 

<p><b>Viexving Results<ib><br/> 

<p><b>Opting-out</b><bri> 
If you do not know this person or want to opt-out of elections by this person, <a hre~"httl)://ballotbin.cor~goo/40351ire~ester~emai1.tmc.edu/b78/2">click here</a> 
<br/><br/> 
You may also <a tv:e~"http:i/ballotbin.com/oo/40351/regester@email.unc.edu/b78/3">opt out of all ballotbin elections</a> 

-- ad98f49012517390c99eeSc2885a4598-- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi .ty Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Norman Hollyn <nhollyn@CINEMA.USC.EDU> 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 2:06 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Motiou Picture Academy Pauel on Thurs~by 

Because we have finalized the panel too late for inclusion in the printed program I wanted to tell everybody about the exciting panel that will be presented on Thursday afternoon 

at 1:30 that we are doing in association with AMPAS -- the motion picture Academy. 

The Academy’s Don and Gee Nicholl Fellowships in Screenwriting is an international screenwriting competition estaNished to identify and encourage 
talented new scree~writers. Up to five $3B,000 Fe{lowsNps are awarded annually. You may be aware of this because many of our students and recent alums 

wi~ often apply for tNs fe~lowsNp. 

in 2010 the Nicholls Fellow was Destin Daniel Cretton for his script SHORT TERM 12. He actually was able to produce this film, which will be released on 
August 23rd by. On Thursday, we will be talking with its writer/director Cretton, along with his composer and his cinematographer as they discuss the 
transition of the script to a finished released film. Please join us for this unique panel at t :30 in room t21, another joint venture between UFVA and the motion 
picture academy. 

We will also be discussing programs that the Academy has for academia. 

Norman 
================================ 

Norman Hollyn 
Professor, Editing Track Head 

University of Southern California 

School of Cinematic Arts 

900 West 34th Street, SCA 428 
Los Angeles, CA 90089 

213-821-2792 (office) 
323-275-1869 (messages) 

Author, THE LEAN FORWARD MOMENT and THE FILM EDITING ROOM HANDBOOK (4th Edition) 

This list at AU cau be subscribed to by seudiug the tbllowing message to listserv(~)listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full N~ane should be 

your firs~t and last n~ane.) You can leave a list by sending the followiug commaud to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail with uothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by seudiug an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@lis~tse~x.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Columbia University Press <j b2579@cup-columbia.ccs~nd.com> 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 9:43 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-* 

Introducing new titles from Transcript! 



Hei.% Paui 

Ediled by Mikaia t4yidig 
P~’ice: $35 

Spaces of Modernity 

Price: $40 

Forward this email 

] 

This email was sent to regester@email,unc.edu by If2413@columbia.edu :: 
._U_p__d__’_a_t__e____P_r-_o__fjj_e_t__E_~_T!_a_jj_A_d__d__r__e_s_’~ Instant r~rr, o,/al ~’@h _S__a__f}e__U__r)__s__u__b__s__c_l_j_b__e_" _P__rj_v__a__c_’~L__P__o_[Lc_~:. 

Columbia University Press 61 West 62nd Street :: New York NY 10023 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Indiana Universib, Pless <iupress@iMianatm00.com> 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 10:06 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.unc.edu-* 

New books from IU Press 

Indiana University Press 

Dear Charlene Regester, 

The following is an email update based on the interests chosen in your profile. To 

ensure you continue to receive emails that ONLY match your preferences, be sure to 

edit your profile to refine what we send you. 

hnporting Asia Nielsen 
The International Film Star in the Making, ~9~o-~ 9~ 4 

Edited by Martin Loiperdinger and Uli Jung 

Danish silent film actress Asia Nielsen became a brand name in 
movie houses around the globe in the early ~9oos. Nielsen’s 

worldwide fame was made possible by film distributors adept at 

contracting long runs for films in cinemas around the wm’ld. This 

volume examines the role of these newly developed film 

distribution strategies and the resulting emergence of the 

international film star. 

Importing Asta 
..... Nieisen 

K1Ntop Studies in Early Cinema 

Distributed for John Libbey Publishing 

Sales territory is limited to North America and Asia 

4oo pp., 2o color illus., 71 b&w illus. 
paper 978o-86~96-7o8-7 $38.oo 

Portraiture and Photography in Africa 
Edited by John Peffer and Elisabeth L. Cameron 

"The field of African photography has grown exponentially in 

recent years. Readers who think they already know a lot about 

either portraiture or photography will be pleasantly surprised to 

discover how much more there is to learn about them both." -- 
Martha Anderson, Alfred University 

Afl’ican Expressive Cultures 

472 pp., 151 color illus. 
paper 978-o-253-oo86o-2 $35.oo 

ebook 978-o-253-oo872-5 $29.99 

Portraiture and 
Photography 
Africa 

Indiana University Press 

Office of Scholarly Publishing 

Herman B Wells IAbrary 350 

1320 E. loth St. 
Bloomington, IN 47405-3 9 o 7 

You are subscribed using the following email address: regester@email.une.edu If you wish 

to change your selections or unsubseribe altogether, click below. 

:: Tailor your profile settings .. 

:: Forward this to a friend... 

:: To be [’emoved, use, this one-click unsubsccibe link.. 
i:: Not yet signed up? Go here . 

:: Indiana University Press does not sell, share or trade 

eleetr onie address informs Jon~ with anvon., ~. 

I£ Tailored J 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mae Hendel~on ~(}gmail.com> 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 3:10 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emaJd.unc.edu> 

Re: Response to Press 

Hello Charlene, 

Well, I opened your emaA1 before actually opening the e~nail from Michigan UniversiF Press. I am both 
surprised and disappointed -- aJthough I appreciate the respect obviously accorded to the volume. It 

is not clear to me just vet how we should proceed. It is a relief; however, to know that we currently have 

a rather extensive proposal and a solid introduction -- both of which will make it easier to proceed forward. 

Whatever we decide, however, I am of the opinion that it should be done quickly. The goods news is that 
Michigan did not keep us hanging -- so that we know that we must move on. 

on Fridays, but should return home ~metime between 1:00 and 2:00 in the afternoon. And 

do plea~ let me know if you need tbr me to review your ms. 

Hang in there, mae 

P.S. I think that we should send a brief response to Michigan UP thanking them 
for their consideration -- and prompt response to our proposal. 

On Thu, Aug 1, 2013 at 1:52 PM, Regester, Charlene B <re~es~ter~email.unc.edu 

Dear Mae: Let me know your response to the press when you have a chance. Currently, I am in the library but I am trying to complete an essay that is due soon on GWTW. 
May need for you to review this when you get a chance. I can talk by phone tomorrow from around :t2noon to 2pm but let me know what works best for you. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mae Hendel~on @gmail.com> 

Thursday, Angust 1, 2013 3:18 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emaJd.unc.edu> 

Re: Pops! 

Hello again, Chaxlene, 

I forgot that I will need to go to IT tomorrow a~er rehab (my computer has a virus! ) -- 

so it would probably be better to talk later this evening or tomorrow evening. 

Let me know what works for you -- or just give me a call when you get a chance. 

Best, mac 

On Thu, Aug 1,2013 at 3:10 PM, Mae Henderson < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hello Charlene, 

Well, I opened your email betbre actually o~ning the email from Michigan Universi~ Press. I am both 

surprised and disapv~inted -- although I appreciate the respect obvionsly accorded to the volume. It 

is not clear to me just vet how we should proceed. It is a relief, however, to know that we currently have 

a rather extensive proposal and a solid introduction -- both of which will make it easier to proceed ibl-vvard. 

Whatever we decide, however, I am of the opinion that it should be done quicldy. The goods news is that 

Michigan did not keep us hanging -- so that we know that we must move on. 

on Fridays, but should return home sometime between 1:00 and 2:00 in the afternoon. And 

do please let me know if yon need for me to review your ms. 

Hang in there, mae 

P.S. I think that we should send a brief response to Michigan UP thanking them 
for their consideration -- and prompt response to our proposal. 

On Thu, Aug 1,2013 at 1:52 PM, Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.m~c.edu 

Dear Mae: Let me know your response to the press when you have a chance. Currently, I am in the library but I am trying to complete an essay that is due soon on 
GWTW. May need for you to review this when you get a chance. I can talk by phone tomorrow from around :t2noon to 2pm but let me know what works best for you. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kameelah Martin <kmsmnue2@centmla~h.edu> 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 5:16 PM 

km~Jnuel@uh.edu 

New ti~m Palgrave: Conjuring Moments in At~Jcan American Literature 

Dear Colleagues, 

I am happy to amiounce the release of my monograph from Palgrave Macmillan press. Please encourage your libraries to purchase a copy ~ld consider it for any 
futule programming at your ins~tution. 

Kind regards, 

Kameelah L. Martin 

Link: Coniuring Moments in African American Literature 

"Literature and Hoodoo....Tools for shaping the Soul" 

~Arthur Flowers 

Kameelah L Martin, Ph.D. 

Visiting Scholar in African American Studies 

University of Houston 

629 Agnes Arnold Hall 

Houston, TX 77204 

7:13-743-4:126 

kmsamuel@uh.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kameelah Martin <kmsmnue2@centmla~h.edu> 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 5:16 PM 

km~Jnuel@uh.edu 

New ti~)m Palgrave: Conjuring Moments in At~can American Literature 

Dear Colleagues, 

I am happy to announce the publication oflny first monograph from 1~ algrave Macmillan. t lease ask your libraries to order a coW. I hope you will also consider my 
resem~ch for any fi~tum programming at your institutions. 

Kind regards, 

Kameelah Martin 

Link: Conjuring Moments in African American Literature 

ii~iI cid:image001,png@01CDFAEF E9668430 

"Literature and Hood.:>:_~..,Tools fl)r shaping the Soul" 

~Arthur F~owers 

Kameelah L Martin, Ph,D. 

Visiting Scholar in African Americm~ Studies 

U nivers~ty of Houston 

(529 Agnes Arnoh~ Hall 

Houston, TX T7204 

713-743-.4~26 

kmsamuef@uh~edu 

Monograph: Conjuring Moments in African American Literature 



Fly,m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

office@cmstudies.org 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 6:51 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@~.email.unc.edu> 

SCMS 2013 Cont~rence Survey Results 

The 2013 Conference Survey: Responses 

We would like to thank all of the SCMS members who took the time to respond to the survey following the 2013 Conference in Chicago. We ve~ much appreciate 

your thoughtful comments they help the Executive Board and those directly responsible for planning next year’s conference to move forward in a way that serves our 

membership. The information gathered from the survey will guide discussions as we prepare for future conferences. 

About 400 members completed the survey, providing a good snapshot of the organization’s members: comments were gathered from significant numbers of facnl~ at 

various ranks, as well as l}om graduate stndeuts, full mad payt "time instructors and lecturers, and independent ~holars. Most of those responding to the survey 

presented a paper at the conference and/or participated in workshops, SIG and Caucus meetings, and special conference events. 

Although the range of specific comments provided to survey questions was diverse, general trends and suggefftions emerged. 

General Reactions to the Conference: What did members like most about the 2013 conference? Most members responding ranlced the conference hotel, panels, 

workshops, awaacds ceremony, and special events highly, mirroring the fact that 75% of the evaluations identified the overall experience of the conference as "good" to 

"excellent." Responses repeatedly praised the high qualiD’ and breadth of the papers presented, the Chicago location (despite the opening storm), and iuteractions ruth 

friends and colleagues. What did members like least? Although respondents gave generally good marks for the Drake Hotel, many found the receptiolL upper floor 

meeting rooms, hotel lobby, and elevators too crowded. Space problems are in part a result of the SCMS’s succes~ which manifests it~lfin an ever-larger 

cont~rence. Nonetheless, we take these concerns ~riously and are keeping them in mind as we scout future conference locations. What changes did those surveyed, as 

a group, suggest? Common suggestions included the desire for scheduled break~ a reduction in the number ofpanel~ greater accessibility, and providing paper 

abs~tracts in addition to "titles oNine. As you might expect, along with new suggestions, quite a t~w raise issues that have come up before in the organization’s history. 

We continue to try to find solutions to longstaa~ding concerns, as well as to address those involved ruth more recent developments. 

Other topics that were frequently colnmeuted upon include the use of digital media at the conference, the new member’s orientation meeting, and i:ace-to- face 

networking in conference spaces. 

Media: Some members voiced concerns about the use of tweeting during the conference, feeling that it was both distracting and reductive of the papers being 

presented. Others noted that it seemed that only certain kinds of panels (e.g., those devoted to television and new media) received the most social media attention and 

asked that there be broader representation. Still others who used the SCMS website or social media during the conference found these (especially live tweeting) 
useful even fun and ofl~red suggestions tbr expanding ofl~cial tweeting to increase its visibility. This latter perspective represented the majority of responses the 

board received and we will be looking into how to thoughtfully expand this feature of the conference. While the new initiative of live- s~reaming a workshop did not 

appeal to, or simply wasn’t used, by many respondents, a significant number tbund this activity worth co~Nnuing and even expanding at future conl~rences. On another 

front, quite a t~w respondents requested a downloadable, mobile conference program. This is a recurring request that the Board continues to weigh, as we balance the 

desire for greater access to the program ruth ensuring that this infomiation is provided to conference registrants only. 

New members and networking: New members who attended orientation sessions generally found these helpful, but dlso ofl~red good sugges~tions for greater interaction 

between long-time and new Inembers suggestions that are already infonning next ye~ac’ s orientation activities. Regalvling the topic of increased networking at the 

conference, many cited the opportuni~ for personal interactions as one of the regular highlights of the conference. However. others felt that the pace and size oftbe 

conference made leisurely conversation difficult and noted that an especially packed reception needed more space. These are issues that have and will continue to 

inform our selection of event rooms and hotels. 

While we cannot address every member’s specific request~ we want you to know that the Executive Board and conference organizers greatly value your feedback and 

are using it to design the best future cont~rences possible. Thanks once again for taJaing the time to complete the survey. 

Corey Creekmur 

SCMS Secretaiy, on behalf of the Executive Board 

~Ake us on Facebook > ~’ollow us on T~vitter > 

If yon wish to stop receiving email frora us, you can simply remove yourself by visiting: http:i/w~vw.cmstudies.org/n~embers/EmailOptPreferences.aspx? 
id 9512683&e regester(&eraail.tmc.edu&h 4d53e0fTe5c347b61ead469096688a977dd2cdaa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-no~eply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 
Linkedln Today <news@linkedin.com~ 

Friday, August 2, 2013 5:01 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-* 

Top news for Charlene: Let the Kid Study Music, Already 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

.................................... 

j .... Competenciesin { Students - ~s MedicaL, 

~ _ _ ~    - 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
...... Educational         HOW They Are Being Used Across.=. 

Technologies & How 

TheyAre Being Used ififi::: : i:.i::i ::.::. i::ii:.i.,:.ii:i::ii i::..:iii FO~ owr e~ d~c~d~, [he New 

............................................................................................................................................................................. iiiiiii i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii .......................................................................................................................................................................... 

~ What~toSa’ Wh~ What Not to Say When Negotiating Your 

:.~ :~..~:::.~ :.:.::~:~ ~aen ~o~ ~M~k b~c~,~ ~e you~ ~s~ ieb offer, 

Foilow companies to customize what yo~ see ~n this 

[ I 

Fordham University F~orida State University 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noveply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Linkedln Updates <messages-noreply@linkedin.com> 

Monday, August 5, 2013 7:01 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D.’s new sldll, and other updates from your network 

....... t ..... Io, Frar~ P, Tomasu~c~, Ph,Oo has added a new skill: 
Ph.D. Academic Administration 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Facets Multi-Media <wholesale@facets.org> 

Tuesday, August 6, 2013 7:03 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Coming Soon from Facets: Code Name Ruby 

Pecharova. With With Jan Potmesil, Lude Rejchrtova, and Cestmir Randa. Produced by Iva Ruszelakova for Jan Nemec Film, Martin Kopriva 

for Czech Television, and the Cestmir Kopecky Creative Group. The film was made with a grant from the Czech State Fund for the Support 

and Development of Czech CJ .... tography. 

Czech Republic/1997/80 minutes/Color/Czech with English subtitles/1.55:1 aspect ratio 

All-Zone I~ITSC DVD-R. This DVD-R i ..... factured on d .... d and is expected to play back in DVD-Video "play only" devi .... 

Forward email 



T~is email was sent to regester@email.unc.edu by wholesale@facets.org 

Facets Multi-Media, Inc. I 1517 W. Fullerton Ave. I Chicago I IL I 60614 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina for Kibera <ctk@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, August 6, 2013 9:13 AIVI 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

The CFK Sprinters come to the U.S.! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu> 

Tuesday, Angust 6, 2013 10:33 AM 

Natalie Bullock Brown ,@~hoo.com> 

Jorda~L Joseph F <jtjordan@emaJl.unc.edu>; Bryon D Turman <bdturman@ncat.edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edw~; 

Gwendolyn Bookman <gbookmma@bennett.edu>; Yvonne Welbon <5~-elbon@bennett.edu>; chandra guinn < chandra.guinn@duke.edu>; 

Tara Gleen <ttgreen@uncg.edu>; Crystal Harkless <csharkle@ncsu.edw, 

Re: Resurge/Southern Black Film and Media Consortium 

This is great news, Natalie. In fact, we discussed contacting Deidre during the meeting. 

Gleat synergy, 

ssm 

On Mon, Aug 5, 2013 at 3:04 PM, Natalie Bullock Brown 

Good morning, everyone! 
(~yahoo.com> wrote: 

I hope you had a great weekend. I am sorry to have missed our meeting last 
week. I forgot about an appointment I had previously scheduled. However, while 
the Consortium was out of sight, it was definitely not out of mind! 

I had the opportunity to talk for a long time last Friday with Deirdre Haj, Executive 
Director of the Full Frame Documentary Film Festival, regarding St. Aug and other 
business. During our conversation, I told Deirdre about the Consortium, and 
about some of the programming and events we have talked about doing. Deirdre 
would very much like to work with the Consortium, and was excited to hear about 
all of the institutions we represent. As you may know, Full Frame has a 100 seat 
theater in the American Tobacco warehouse district. Deirdre is eager to have us 
present programming in that space, and also mentioned providing a space for us 
during the 2014 FF Festival so that we can meet as a group and make our meeting 
open to interested Festival attendees. Of course, we would determine if we want 
to open our meeting(s) up, and to whom. I was very excited by Deirdre’s 
enthusiasm - she has asked me to follow up with her to get the ball moving if we 
are interested. 

I hope this information is helpful and encouraging! Take good care. 

Best, 
Natalie 

Natalie Bullock Brown 
Ascension Productions 
Prod ucer/Co nsu Ira nt 

cell 
919.781.9817 fax 

From: Joseph Jordan <jfjordan@email.unc.edu> 
To: Joseph F. Jordan <jfjordan@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: Natalie bullock brown @yahoo.corn>; Bryon D Turman <bdturman@ncat.edu>; Regester Charlene B 
<regester~email.unc.edu>; Gwendolyn Bookman <gbookman~bennett.edu>; Yvonne Welbon <ywelbon@,bennett.edu>; chandra guinn 
<chandra.quinn@duke.edu>; Tara Green <tt.qreenCb,,uncg.edu>; Crystal Harkless <csharkle@ncsu.edu>; Sheila Smith McKoy 
<ssmckoy@ncsu.edu> 



Sent: Wednesday, July 3, 2013 4:24 PM 
Subject: Resurge/Southern Black Film and Media Consortium 

Hello All -- writing to you to remind folks of ~other school year approaching (as if you needed to be reminded) and to think about possibilities for collaboration. As 

agieed upon in one of our earlier meetings we have billed some of our offereings as co-sponsorship with SBFMC as a way of keeping the name out there. I hope we 

can figure out a time to gather mid re-group eMy in the temp. 

Otherwise, I am attaching a sneak peak at our arts line-up for the fall. Please send your line-nps for any kind of program becanse our redesign for our website roll 

have a section that sIx~tlights going ons at our pmlners in SBFMC. 

Any questions let me know. Please give feedback on SBFMC meeting idea --- possibiliU of Spring event for us 

see attached: 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonj a Haynes Stone Center 

UniversiP£ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

] f] ordan(a/email.unc.e&l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie bullock brown @yal~oo.com> 

Tuesday, Angust 6, 2013 11:03 AM 

Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu> 

JordmL Jo~ph F <jtjordan@emaJl.unc.edu>; Bryon D Turnmn <bdturman@ncat.edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.tmc.edu>; 
Gwendolyn Bookman <gbookma~@bmmett.edu>; Yvonne Welbon <5~-elbon@bennett.edu>; chandra guinn < chandra.guinn@duke.edu>; 
Tara (keen <ttgreen@uncg.edu>; Cwstal Harkless <csharkle@ncsu.edu> 

Re: Resurge/Southern Black Film and Media Consortium 

Awesome! Good to hear. Looking forward to figuring out how we would like to proceed. 

Natalie Bullock Brown 
Producer, Consultant 

Sent from Iny iPhone 

On Aug 6, 2013, at 10:33 AM, Sheila Smith McKov <ss*nckov(a)ncsu.edu> wrote: 

This is great news, Natalie. In fact, we discussed contacting Deidre during the meeting. 

Great synergy, 

ssm 

On Mort, Aug 5, 2013 at 3:04 PM, Natalie Bullock Brown 

Good morning, everyone! 
~vahoo.com> wrote: 

I hope you had a great weekend. I am sorry to have missed our meeting 
last week. I forgot about an appointment I had previously scheduled. 
However, while the Consortium was out of sight, it was definitely not out of 

mind! 

I had the opportunity to talk for a long time last Friday with Deirdre Haj, 
Executive Director of the Full Frame Documentary Film Festival, regarding 
St. Aug and other business. During our conversation, I told Deirdre about 
the Consortium, and about some of the programming and events we have 
talked about doing. Deirdre would very much like to work with the 

Consortium, and was excited to hear about all of the institutions we 
represent. As you may know, Full Frame has a 100 seat theater in the 
American Tobacco warehouse district. Deirdre is eager to have us present 
programming in that space, and also mentioned providing a space for us 
during the 2014 FF Festival so that we can meet as a group and make our 
meeting open to interested Festival attendees. Of course, we would 
determine if we want to open our meeting(s) up, and to whom. I was very 
excited by Deirdre’s enthusiasm - she has asked me to follow up with her to 
get the ball moving if we are interested. 

I hope this information is helpful and encouraging! Take good care. 

Best, 
Natalie 

Natalie Bullock Brown 



Ascension Productions 
Prod u ce r/Co nsu Ita nt 

cell 
919.781.9817 fax 

From: Joseph Jordan <jfjordan@email.unc.edu> 
To: Joseph F. Jordan <jfjordan@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: Natalie bullock brown, ~yahoo.com>; Bryon D Turman <bdturman@ncat.edu>; Regester Charlene B 
<regesterCb, email.unc.edu>; Gwendolyn Bookman <.qbookmanCb, bennett.edu>; Yvonne Welbon <ywelbon@bennett.edu>; chandra 
guinn <chandra.guinn@duke.edu>; Tara Green <ttgreen@uncg.edu>; Crystal Harkless <csharkJe@ncsu.edu>; Sheila Smith McKoy 
<ssmckoy@ncsu.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 3, 2013 4:24 PM 
Subject: Resurge!Southern Black Film and Media Consortium 

Hello All -- writing to you to remind folks of another school year approaching (as if yon needed to be reminded) and to think about possibilities for 

collaboration. As agreed upon in one of our earlier meetings we have billed some of our olt~reings as co-sponsorship with SBFMC as a way of 

keeping the name out there. I hope we can figure out a "dme to gather and re-group eaa4y in the tenn. 

Otherwise, I am attaching a sneak peak at our arts line-up tbr the ~all. Please scnd your line-ups for any kind of program because our redesign lbr o ur 

website will have a section that spotlights going ons at our pawners in SBFMC. 

Any questions let me know. t lease gi~ e feedback on SBFMC meeting idea possibili .ty of Spring event tbr us 

see aRached: 

Joseph Jordan, Direclor 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University ofNo~*h Ca*olina a~ Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

i 15 ordan(a2 ernail.m~c.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-TV <membel~@unc-tv.ovg> 

Tuesday, Angust 6, 2013 2:12 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

NC Science Now Premieres Wednesday 8/7 at 7:30 PM’. 

i i’~ UNC-]V NewsFlash 

North Carolina Science Now 

Weekly Science Reports Begin on UNC-TV’s North Carolina Now! 

Join us Wednesday, August 7, at 7:30 PM for the premiere of North 
Carolina Science Now, a new series of reports during our nightly public 
affairs program North Carolina Now. Find out about the latest scientific 
happenings from the state universities and around our state each 
Wednesday night! 

Visit our brand new U NC-TV Science web site for an archive of all the 
episodes, as well as multiple resources for educators and a growing 
library of timely articles, blog posts and much more! 

North Carolina Science Now will air during "ScienceWednesdays" on 
UNC-TV, which includes continuing PBS series with a science theme 
such as NATURE, NOVA, and NOVA scienceNOW. 

This project was made possible by a generous grant from 
GlaxoSmith Kline (GSK). 

Forward this email to a friend. 
Unsubscribe or chan.qe your email preferences. 

nonprofit sol, rare 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-no~eply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

via Linkedln <member@linkedin.com~ 

Tuesday, August 6, 2013 4:59 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Invitation to connect on Linkedln 

Linkedln 
requested to add you as a connection on Linkedln: 

Charlene, 

I’d like to add you to my professional network on Linkedln. 

View invitation from 

WHY MIGHT CONNECTING WITH BE A GOOD IDEA? 

connections could be useful to you 

After accepting                 invitation, check                 connections to see 
who else you may know and who you might want an introduction to. Building these 
connections can create opportunities in the future. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Cinematographer <asc@welchintegrated.com> 

Wednesday, August 7, 2013 2:58 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

American Cinematographer Podcast - Cinematographer Nancy Schreiber, ASC and writer/director Dan Mirvish: Between 
Us 

If you have problems viewing this message, please ~:; hera for additional help¯ 

American Cinematographer 
Podcast: 

American 
C)ne~tog~phePa Jim 

Hemf>l~iil talks w~th 

cinematographer 

wdtedd~ecto~" O~n M~v~sh 

drans~ ,~v~[h ~ m~c~’o budget and many voh.m[ee~ 

Downiead 40 Isiin audio: 

COOL: "To Fh~eserve Disorder" 

i~ Verrqont Coliege 

Ii~e H igt’,ty..Anticipated 

Now Ava~abb from the 
Amer~c~m Sodety of 
C~nem~tog~phers 

the American 

New~y ~’evised ~nd 
updated TM~d Ed~don 

V==sit t~s a.’l: w,,’~’w ti~eu~sc.com } Sdbscribe AC r,,,lu~c~azme == [] The ASC I []. American C==ne!’natocru~ 

!782 N!)rtl~ Oran.qe Dri,,e Hoiiywo.’xl, Ci~ 90028 

l:ei: (S0O)4,18-0145-v.’)k:e (323i 9.-:9-4337; -fax: 393" 87G.4f#77 

To be unsubscribed from the ASC2013 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ARE YOU A DREAMER <are.you.a.dreamer@dreamersland.org> 

Wednesday, August 7, 20:[3 5:49 AM 
Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

We can move in the direction of Progress and Prosperity, or fall in the Traps and Evils of the Twentieth-Century 

You are an An*erican drea~ner who loves, an An*erican lover who dreams. You are a candidate to join us in the pursuit of a ~Vorld of Eutopia and 

Cornucopia. Please send us your one-paragraph biography to UnitedStates@dreamersland.org to join the Journey of Our Lifetime towards Decemland, the Land 

ofTen Percent. It is Now or Never. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noveply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

via LinkedIn <membel@linkedin.com> 

Wednesday, August 7, 2013 11:45 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Charleue, please add me to your Linkedln nem, ork 

like to connect with you on Linkedln, 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NES <clieutservice@nesclientservices.us~, 

Wednesday, August 7, 2013 12:19 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

College and University Per~nnel 

To: All College and University Personnel 
From: National Educational Services 

Is your family protected from the devastating financial costs of Long Term Care? 

Does your retirement account/plan have a huge hole in it? 

Facts: 

1. 70% chance of you or your spouse needing Long Term Care 

2. Average annual LTC costs can easily exceed $70,000 
3. LTC stay can be 5 to 15 years, could be even longer. 

4. Total LTC out of pocket costs could be $350,000 to $900,000. 

If you are worried or concerned or have witnessed first-hand with your family or friends the devastating financial costs that long term care burdens a 
family with, we have the solutions for you. You do not need to be worried any longer. For pennies on the dollar, we have very affordable plans that 
can eliminate this devastating financial risk. 

The Government will liquidate your 403b, IRA and equity in your house to pay for LTC costs if you do not have the means to pay for LTC costs. 

Information Request Form. 

Please note this is only available to College and University employees. 

Than k you, 
National Educational Services 

If you prefer not to receive this information in the future, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-TV <membel~@uuc-tv.org> 

Wednesday, August 7, 2013 1:42 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@ema]l.unc.edu> 

Joiu Us tbr Ti{t Meritt at the NC Art Museum’. 

i i’~ UNC-]V NewsFlash 

Click heref ...... info! 

Forward this email to a friend. 
Unsubscribe or chan.qe your email preferences. 

nonprofit sof~vare 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 
Brigid Maher <bmaher@AMERICAN.EDU> 

Thursday, August 8, 2013 3:41 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Now that UFVA is over, apply to IDMAA’. 

The iDNA~ Call for Papers is up. In your spare time this summer (yes, trying to be 
funny), why not start thinking about a possible lightning talk to submit to the 2013 

conference? 
The eleventh annual International Diqlital Media and Arts Association Conference 
will be held November O-S, 20:13 in Laguna Beach, California. iDMAa invites you to 
share your thoughts and work in digital media and arts. 

The deadline for accepting submissions for panel proposals and presentations is 
midnight, Sunday, September 1, 2013. To ensure rich dialog and exchange, we ask 
that presentations conform to 20 slides, 20 seconds per slide format. (See the link on 
Liqhtninq Talk format for more information). Authors interested in organizing panels will 
need to submit single word file containing an abstract and vita for each panel 
participant. 

The conference will include keynote speakers, lively pecha kucha presentations, a juried 
art exhibition highlighting creative research in interactive media and digital arts, topical 
discussions focused both on future of digital media in the industry and also evolving 
pedagogies in academia. 

Call for Papers and Projects," 
While we welcome papers and projects whose focus is on "the future," we are equally 
interested in papers and projects that question and subvert this idea of what lies before 
us. From disruptive technologies to neo-klddite practices, the conference wants to 
examine all sides of our unquestioning inclination to privilege "progress" and to look 
forward. Where is it that we are hurrying to arrive-and do we really want to arrive 
there? This year’s conference theme is both a celebration of that which we build and 
study that brings about this halcyon future, and a joyous, subversive questioning of 
those practices and beliefs that underlie this impulse to look forward. 
Creative research that demonstrates the convergence of different disciplines, media, 
cultures, and technologies is particularly encouraged. The conference will contain 
several tracks of programming that expand on the conference theme in the following 
areas: 

art and design (process talks, history of digital art, algorithmic art, motion 

graphic design, video game design/theory/research, data visualization) 

education (pedagogy, curriculum, software-as-service, digital humanities, 

promotion and tenure, digital media and arts pedagogy/curriculum) 

narrative (electronic/digital/interactive literature, transmedia storytelling, 

motion graphics/comics, second screen viewing, narrative and sense-making) 

media practices (mobile, advertising and pr, augmented reality, natural user 
interfaces, interaction/experience design, privacy in the 2].st century, citizen 

journalism, social media activism) 

All abstracts will be refereed for acceptance and should report on the results of creative 

or research projects that explore innovative areas of new media and will be posted as is 
on the conference website. 
Submission guidelines-= 
~.. Submit your abstract (maximum 500 words) online 
(==’<i:t:~::’:’~,"~,’w.I:: :~p~t.~’<t~:i::=:::/’~~. i.~=~=::~ rqi~:"i~q ~?~?~) as a word document by midnight, September 
1, 20:1.3. Panel proposals should be submitted as one fine. 
2. All abstracts should follow the formatting conventions found in the latest edition of 
the Chicago iVlanual of Style (documentary note), include keywords and a bio (maximum 
100 words). 
3. Authors will be notified via email of their submissions’ status by approximately 
September 9. 
4. Authors should confirm attendance by October 6. 
5. To be reviewed for possible publication in The Journal of the International Digita! 
Media and Ar~s Association selected conference proceedings, accepted papers of no 
more than 3500 words must be submitted in their final form (as a word document using 
your last name in the file name) by December 21. Details forthcoming at 

http ://wwwJdmaa .org/idmaa2013i. 
Click the link below to submit your abstract now. 

Brigid Maher 
Brigid Maher 
Associate Professor 
Associate Division Director~ Film and Media Arts Division 
Program Director, Digital Media Skills (kaduate Certificate 
School of Communication 
American Universi~- 



202.885.2664 

Producer and Director of The Mama Sherpa_f! 

For production updates follow us on l~acebook! 
’][’his list at AU can be subscribed to b5i sending the following message to lis~tserv@listse~.ameficml.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last name.) You can league a lis~ by sending the following command to listserv@listser~’.amefican.edu: signoI~’UFVALIST-L (Write *]~is command in 

~femail with nothing else) Posting Messages: Yon caaa post messages to the list by sending ~ e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.oanerican.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Vincent Brook       @EARTHLINK.NET~ 

Thursday, August 8, 2013 2:11 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: NYTimes.com: Eaxly Fihn by Orson Welles Is Rediscovered 

On similar lines, if you get a chance, check out Kubdck’s first feature film, Fearand Desire, now available on DVD. Great teaching tool, as the film, while exhibiting some of 
SK’s pet themes, is atrocious from almost every technical angle - screen direction, editing, acting, etc. (cinematography is decent). The dual message to students: 1) This is 
what NOT to do, from a filmmaking standpoint; 2) This Wunderkind was clearly not a genius from the get-go - thus you don’t feel you have to be either. 

VillCe 

..... Original Message ..... 

To: UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 
Sent: Thursday, August 08, 2013 7:27 AM 
Subject: Fw: NYTimes.com: Early Film by Orson Welles Is Rediscovered 

Dear All: I thought that some of you might be interested in this latest discovery... 

BTW, wasn’t that another great UFVA conference?! 

Frank 
Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph,D. 
Visiting Professor of Film Studies 
Department of Media and Communication Arts 
City College of New York, City University of New York 
501 East 87th Street, Apt. 1643 
NewYork, NY 10128 

..... Forwarded Message ..... 

From: stevenpollock <emailthis@ms3.1ga2.nytimes.com> 
To:            @yahoo.com 
Sent: Wednesday, August 7, 2013 9:45 PM 
Subject: NYTimes.com: Early Film by Orson Welles Is Rediscovered 

Early Film by Orson Welles Is Rediscovered 

’~I’oo Much .fohnson," a ]wq~ect that seemed to be O~on We]les’s fi~t commercial effo~ in makieg a film and fl:~r which 

print was known to exist, surfaced in Italy, 

Or, copy and pas[e this URL into your browser: http:/ip ny[imes com/emailire? 
~cati~n=inCMR7g4BCKC2wiZPkcVUkJ3ei:~Fn‘/~D&use~id=866d16473a~e~897388~27e6238a897a&emaiLtype=ets&task-id= 1375926315373768&[egi_id=0 

To ensure deiivery to your inbox, please add nytdirect@nytimee.com to your address book. 



This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Nmne ( Full Name should be 

your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the tbllowing command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this commmad in 

Ix)@ of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the lis"t by sending m~ e-mail to UFVALIST-I,@listserv.mnerican,edu 

’][’his list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following ~nessage to lis~tserv@listse~.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last name.) You cm~ leave a lifft by sending the follomng command to listserv@listser~’.americm~.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.~anerican.edu 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, Angust 8, 2013 8:46 PM 

~reen~ciety-announce@&&e.edu; tilm-video <tilm-video@&&e.edu>; a~nicer~&&e.edu; ami-lhculty@duke.edu; Literature Program 

<literat ure@duke.edn> 

**Screen/Society in 2 weeks--Thu Aug 22, 7pm: "Man on Wi~e" - Oscax m~ming documenta~y at the Nasher Museum 

* Please distribute ~,idely ~ 

Screen/Society presen ts.., 

Thursday August 22, 7pro: 

Man on ~Vire 
]?art of the Droner and a A/[ovie summer series 

at the Nasher Museum of Art 

== Download PDF Fiver I More Info == 



http:i/ami.duke.edu/screensociety 

AI! Screen/SooieO~ events are coordiltated and oo-~S~DOnSored 
by ~he t>~vgram in the Arts of the Moving Image 

iiii,,::~:::::~:.:~ iii : hokazak@duke.edu 

V~,~:~:ii::~: http:iiami.du ke.edu/screensociety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Inslitute for Cultural Diplonmcy <cfa@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Friday, August 9, 2013 7:16 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@ema]l.unc.edu> 

The Berlin Summit on Cross Continental Co-operation 2013 (Berlin; September 25- 27th, 2013) 

"Future Prospects in International and Intercultural Relations: Building Bridges between Europe, USA, Russia and China 

(Berlin; September 25= 27th, 2013) 

www~Cross-ContinentaI-Cooperation-Sum mit.org 
Dear Friends and Colleagues, 
We are pleased to announce and bring to your attention our forthcoming international conferences, to be hosted by the ICD in partnership with other leading organizations. The 
information attached below provides further details on the programs offered at these events= W’e would be extremely grateful il this announcement could be also sha~ed with 
other interested parties by fon~varding the information provided below. 
If you do not wish to receive emaHs from the ICD in future, please send us an email to ~nfo@cuRursldip~omacy.or# h~d~cating tMs. 
To v~ew the complete ~CD calendar of events for 2013, please chick here. 
Sincerely, 
Mark Donfried 
Directo~ & Founder 
institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
Kud~rstendamm 207-8 Berlin, Germany-10719 

Phone: 0&49(0)30.2360W680 
~.cu It u raid iNo~a~y,~£~ 

Fo~hcoming h~ten~adonal Conferences 
(~ujumbura, ~urundi; October, 2013) 

~v.oyed .org 
To apNy, please click HERE 
The Organization for Youth Education & Development operates under the legal framework o~ the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy ~nd is organized in cooperation with nationN 
gewrnments. The organization is ~e~k;ated te the iNtiation, promotion and execution e~ e~uc~fion a~d development programs ~o~ the youth. The OYED provMes the younger 
generation with greater access to personal devebpment, while increasing their chances ~er professional opportunities. 

We are c~rrenflv acceptinq applications for the follow~nq conferences: 
The ~erlin Summit on Cross ContinentM Co-oper~tion 2013 

(SerN£; oeptembe[ 25- 27th, 2013) 

~.Cross-Continen~a FCooperafion-S u mm~t .or~ 
Summit Overview 
The deterioration ~n US-Russian m~afions, h~ghNgh~e~ recently wRh Obama’s decision to ca£cel his meeting with Vladimir Pufin when he goes to the G~obN 20 Summit 
Petersburg next month, has demenstrated once more the urgent need for enhanced mutual cross-continental understanding and positive international relalkms between the 
continents and the great powers. Given the exponential growth in international dialogue and collaboration ~n the global context, the facilitation of sustainable bilateral and 
mulfi~atera~ cooperation has become a new global challenge wMch countries must overcome in order to progress ~n ~he global economic, politica~ and social spheres. 
Historical ties between regions, both positive and negative, have a s~gnificant ~mpact upon their modem day relations, and learning from previous errors while avoMing repetNon 
of past mistakes can allow nations to overcome barriers, which will ultimately lead te stronger present day co-operation. 
As g~oba~izafion is a prominent feature of the international environment, solid ties between nations is also vital to aid economic and socia~ development. Russia and China, as 
two of the most influential BRIC countries, are becoming ~ncreasingly #nportant actors on the international scene. Not only are they becorNng morn economically prominent 
but culturally ~mportant too, therefore the need for mutual understanding and close relations with western economies are necessities. 
Today’s globalized worM, with its new technologica~ and scientific innovations provides a significant oppodunity for inter-cultural d~alogue to successfully assist and suppo~ 
effective ~ntemafional governance. 
The Berlin Summit on Cross Continental Co-operation 2013 win analyze and explore how intercultural ties can be used as a vehicle ~o strengthen relations between Europe, 

Russia, China and the USA~ 
Summit Speakers 
Speakers dudng the Conference win include dignitaries, heads of state, minsters, politicians, diplomats, academics, authoB, human tights activists, journalists, and artists. 
These speakers will include a large number ef indMdua~s from the ICD Adviso~ Boar& 
Summit Participants 
Pa~icipation in the conference is open to governmental & diplomatic officials, academics, a~sts, journalists, civil society practitioners, private sector representatives, young 
professionals and s~uden~s as well as other interested individuals from across the wodd. 

The Burund~ SummR on African Youth Education & Development 

(Burund, Bujumbura: October 23rd-26th, 2013) 

Young Leaders" Forums - Fo~hcoming Conferences 
(London, BerNn; August - oeptember, 2013) 

~.icd-ylf.org 
To apply, #ease click HERE 
The Young Leaders’ Forums ale in~ernafiona~ networks of ~ke-minded young individuals with an interest in developing, suppoding, and sustaining intemultura~ relations. Over 
the past decade, the ICD Young Leade~ Fo[ums have grown to become one of Europe’s largest ~ndependen~ cultu[a~ exchange organizations, hosting programs that facilitate 
interaction among young individuals of all cultural academic, and professional backgrounds from across the world. 

We are currently accepting appNcations for the followia~ conferences: 
Europe Meets LatM America: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Be[l#L August 12th - 161h, 2o~3) 
~v.~cd-em~a.org 



The Art as Cultural Diplomacy Conference: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(London, A~ gust 21st - 26th, 2013) 

Cultural Diplomacy ~n Africa: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Bedin; A~Jgust 22nd .-- 27th. 2013) 

~vJcd-africa.org 
Europe Meets China: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Berlin; September 23rd -27th, 2013) 

~Jcd-emc.org 
Europe Meets Russia: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Bedin; September 23rd - 27~h, 2013) 

~vJcd-emr.org 
Cultural Diplomacy in Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Berlin; September 25th - 29th, 2013) 

BSA Meets Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Berlin; September 25th- 29th, 2013) 

ffaly Meets Germany: A Foru~ for You£g Leaders 

(Berlin; September 25th--- 29th, 2013) 

~.icdqmg.org 
To apply, please click HERE 

To view the complete ICD calendar of even~ for 2013, please cl~ck here 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Columbia University Press <j b2579@cup-columbia.ccs~nd.com> 

Friday, August 9, 2013 9:10 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Kaurismaki and Mmm -- 2 New Film Titles t~om Wallflower 

You’re receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in Columbia University Press. 
You may unsubscribe if: you no longer wish to receive our emails, 



This email was sent to regester@email.unc,edu by p12164@columbia,edu 

Update Prof:ile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe"~ Privacy Policy. 

Columbia University Press 61 West 62nd Street :: New York NY :[0023 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Doyle, Stacey Lynn <stadoyle@indiana.edu> 

Friday, August 9, 2013 12:57 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emaJd.unc.edu> 

Photo lbr Regenemlion in Digit~l Contexts 

Professor Regester, 

We at the BFC/A were wondering if you would be able to provide a professional photo of yourself that we can use on the website for the Regeneration in Digital Contexts 
conference. The website will launch on August 19th. 

Thankyou, 

Stacey Doyle 

Assistant Archivist 
Blac~ F’ilm C~m~e, riArchiw~ 

855-604 
stadoyle@indiana,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

rehab2014 <rehab2014@greenlines-inslitute.org> 

Saturday, August 10, 2013 6:41 AM 

Real.Belanger@hst.ulav aJl .ca 

REHAB 2014: CALL FOR PAPERS EXTENSION AUGUST 15 

i:~i http://rehab2014.greenlines-institute.org/rehab2014website, images, rehab2014 banner.jpg 

CALL FOR P,~.P.~’.-~RS .~’.-!XT.’.".-~ NSION: AL,"GUST I5 
REHAB 2014 International Conference 
on Preservation, Maintenance and Rehabilitation of Historic Buildings and Structures 

REHAB 2014 - International Conference on Preservation, Maintenance and Rehabilitation of Historic Buildings and Structures aims at pushing further the 

discussion on built heritage and the preservation of its legacy, establishing a settle of knowledge and experience from several parts of the world. The 

importance of conservation of historical constructions (built landscape, urban fabrics, buildings, and engineering works) are of utmost importance to 

preserve the cultural references of a community. 

Under the main topics of discussion, subjects of preservation and rehabilitation methodologies and technologies, as well the importance of the economic 

and social impacts of preservation practices are here covered as the main leading guidelines for the conference debate. 

Furthermore, different communities’ scales (local, regional national or even worldwide) raise different questions and approaches, and therefore different 

solutions that are worthily to study, to compare and to experience. 

The sustainability approach is also covered, highlighting the importance of the commitment between heritage preservation and technical requirements 

related to its occupancy and use, such as energy efficiency or materials recovery. 

I nclusivity is also an important aspect to be discussed as public historical sites and buildings need to be adapted to receive different kind of visitors 

(children, elderly or handicapped persons) and to establish an adequacy with the perceiving of the physical environment and information contents. 

As a Special Chapter, Archaeological sites are brought into a particular approach as historical elements to be preserved, maintained and visited often when 

field works are carried on. These kinds of structures raise unique problems of preservation and promotion, and have highlighted the needs of specific 

solutions to be applied 

Authors intending to submit papers to REHAB 2014 are encouraged to address one of the topics of the Conference by providing evidence on past 

experience and ongoing research work. 

Further, REHAB 2014 will welcome papers and presentations on field work, case studies and theoretical approaches to historical buildings preservation 

and conservation. 

REHAB 2014 is a peer reviewed conference. 

Visit the conference website for full details about tile conference scope, topics and submission procedures at: 

h ttp:/A^tww, re h a b2014, q re e n I i n e s--i n st it u te. o rq 

Submit an abstract via the conference website: http:/!,ff,~¢.rehab2014 greenlines-institute.orgi or contact the Conference Secretariat below. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->. <!--[endif]-->Rehabilitation of historical sites, buildings and structures 

<!--[if !supportkists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Economics and management of historical sites, buildings and structures 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Tourism and promotion of historical sites, buildings and structures 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->° <!--[endif]-->Significance, cultural and social values of built heritage 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->lnclusivity of historical sites, buildings and structures 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->° <!--[endif]-->lnspection and monitoring of historical sites, buildings and structures 

<!--[if !supportkists]-->° <!--[endif]-->New materials and products for the rehabilitation of historical buildings and structures 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Sustainability principles and practices in the rehabilitation of historical buildings and structures 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Special Chapter: Archaeological sites 

Secretariat REHAB 2014 

Green Lines Institute for Sustainable Development 

Av. Alcaides de Faria, 377 $12 

4750-106 Barcelos, PORTUGAL 

Telephone: + 351 253 815 037 

Email: rehab2014~Nreenlines-institute orq 

Please circulate this announcement to colleagues who may be interested in this conference. 

Follow us on:               ~ 



Please note: We endeavour to e-mail you information relevant to your field. However, if you are now specialising in another field or if you no longer wish to 

be included in this list please reply to the emaih rehab2014(~,greenlines--irlstitule orq with ’Unsubscribe ’REHAB 2014’ as the subject line. 

~.~.,,,~.~.,. 

logo ijsojpg "~;~ logo heritag .... pe 
.iaa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <nancy.maclean@duke.edu;, 

Saturday, Angust 10, 2013 5:37 PM 

class- center-lisV~:duke.edn 

Invite a speaker on contemporary. NC issnes to yonr class? 

message- footer.txt 

Dear faculty and students, 

These participants in CLASS Center forums have offered to speak to classes on the following subjects, should you be teaching (or taking) a course related to one of 

these topics. They’re all wonderful speakers and it’s a great way to let students learn about the challenges and achievements of contemporary social justice 

struggles. If you are interested, please contact the speakers directly to make arrangements. 

On the labor movement in N.C. and unions in the South: MaryBe McMillan, Secretary-Treasurer of the North Carolina State AFL-CIO: marybe@aflcionc.org 

To see MaryBe on youtube: http:i!www.youtube.comiwatch?v=is2ssPITAtA 

On the farm worker movement in N.C. in particular: Justin Flores, interim director of the Campaign for Migrant Worker Justice, Farm Labor Organizing Committee 

(FLOC): j__f_[_o___r__e___s___@_.___f!__o___c__.__c__o____m__ (honorarium to support FLOC’s work requested) 

On issues of mass incarceration: 

Daryl Atkinson, staff attorney focusing on criminal justice reform issues for the Southern Coalition for Social Justice (Durham): 

~ Lynn Burke, on the plight of incarcerated and formerly incarcerated women and their children:            ~gmail.com 

Dennis Gaddy, Executive Director of the Community Success Initiative (CSI); also Triangle Lost Generation Task Force; and Criminal Justice Chair 

for the North Carolina NAACP: dgaddyl@communitysuccess.org 

More detailed bios follow this note. 

Thanks to all who attended and contributed to making our inaugural year events so successful! 

Nancy 

MaryBe McMillan is Secretary-Treasurer of the North Carolina State AFL-CIO, representing 120,000 union members throughout the state. With her election to this 

position in 2005, she became the first female officer in the history of the organization. In September 2009, she was elected by acclamation to a second-term. Prior 

to working for the AFL-CIO, she worked as Research Director for the Common Sense Foundation and as State Policy Analyst for the Rural School & Community Trust. 

MaryBe grew up in Hickory, North Carolina. She is a long-time social justice activist who became involved with union organizing as a student. MaryBe graduated 

with honors from Wake Forest University with a Bachelor of Arts degree in sociology. She also holds a Master of Arts degree from UNC-Greensboro and a Ph.D. in 

sociology from NC State University. MaryBe grew up in Hickory, North Carolina. She is a long-time social justice activist who became involved with union organizing 

as a student. 

Justin Flores, Justin Flores was raised in both Long Island, New York and Ponce, Puerto Rico and moved to NC for college in 2002. Justin graduated from the 

University of North Carolina School Of Law in 2009, where he focused on labor and employment law. He decided to use his legal education towards assisting in the 

organizing efforts of Latino workers in North Carolina and joined the staff of the Farm Labor Organizing Committee, AFL-CIO (FLOC). Working with the only 

farmworker union operating in the South, Justin focused on contract administration, membership education, and community outreach around FLOC’s campaign to 

end human rights abuses in the supply chain of Winston-Salem based tobacco giant, Reynolds American. In 2011, Justin was named interim director of the 

Campaign for Migrant Worker Justice, where he continues to work with the membership and other contacts of FLOC, supporting education and organizing of the 

farmworker community. 

Lynn M. Burke received her Bachelor of Social Work from North Carolina State University in 2006, a Paralegal Certification from Meredith College in 2007, and a 

Juris Doctor from North Carolina Central University School of Law in 20:10. She passed both the North Carolina and District of Columbia Bars, and in 20:12 was 

admitted to practice law in the District of Columbia and the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals. Lynn is also a two-time convicted felon who served almost two years in 

prison after she was convicted of false pretense. On February 9, :1990, Lynn was released from the North Carolina Correctional Center for Women, with community 

service parole. Her parole officer picked her up and drove her home to her four children. After struggling to find employment and eventually starting her own 

floral delivery business, Lynn returned to college in 2003 and gradually found the self-esteem that was taken from her in prison. After her graduation from law 

school, Lynn has dedicated her time and efforts to telling her story so that others might find the courage to try and follow their dreams too. Along with her 

motivational speaking, Lynn volunteers on the Board of Directors for Summit House, on the Advisory Panel for Benevolence Farm, as a mentor for the Job Start 

Transitional Program, and also with Community Success Initiative. She is an active member of the Second Chance Alliance and proudly assisted the NC Justice 

Center in advocating for the passage of the first expungement law for adult felons in North Carolina. Lynn will always say that her greatest achievement is the 

success of her four children. Her son James, "Jimmy", has a Bachelor of Science in Accounting and Information Technology from NCSU, and works as a Raleigh Police 

Officer. Her twin daughters Cristin and Candice each have a Bachelor of Science in Public Health from the University of North Carolina at Greensboro. Her youngest 

daughter, Courtney, has a Bachelor of Social Work from NCCU and is now a Certified Dental Assistant. Lynn is also the proud grandmother of two girls, Journey (3) 

and Cassidy (2), who call her MiMi because she feels she is too young to be a grandmother. 

Daryl Atkinson is a staff attorney focusing on criminal justice reform issues for the Southern Coalition for Social Justice, a nonprofit organization founded in August, 

2007 in Durham, North Carolina by a multi-disciplinary group, predominantly people of color, who believe that families and communities engaged in social justice 

struggles need a team of lawyers, social scientists, community organizers and media specialists to support them in their efforts to dismantle structural racism and 

oppression. Daryl received a B.A. in Political Science from Benedict College, in Columbia, S.C. and a J.D. from the University of St. Thomas School of Law, in 

Minneapolis, MN. Prior to coming to SCSJ, Daryl was a staff attorney at the North Carolina Office of Indigent Defense Services (IDS) where he co-managed the 

Collateral Consequence Assessment Tool (C-CAT). C-CAT is an online searchable database that allows the user to identify the civil disabilities triggered by North 

Carolina arrests, indictments, and convictions. Because of Daryl’s intimate knowledge of collateral consequences he was chosen to serve on an advisory committee 

for the American Bar Association’s collateral consequence project. Since moving to North Carolina in 2007, Daryl has been active in both the prisoner reentry and 

legal service communities. He is a founding member of the North Carolina Second Chance Alliance, a burgeoning statewide coalition of advocacy organizations, 

service providers, faith-based organizations and community leaders that have come together to achieve the safe and successful reintegration of adults and 

juveniles returning home from incarceration. Moreover, Daryl served on a subcommittee of Governor Beverly Perdue’s Task Force to Stop Repeat Offenders. Most 

notably, Daryl and the Durham Second Chance Alliance led the first successful Ban the Box campaign in North Carolina, which resulted in the City of Durham 

adopting an administrative policy that removed the question about criminal convictions from the city employment application. 

Dennis Gaddy is the Executive Director of the Community Success Initiative (CSI), a non-profit organization that was created out of a desire to fill a need to see 

personal growth and development and leadership principles become a recognized strategy for achieving success in the lives of everyday people, with an emphasis 

on men and women transitioning from prison, or those who find themselves entangled in the criminal justice system. A graduate of UNC-Chapel Hill and the 

Campbell University School of Law, Dennis had a successful career in sales and marketing for 20 years. However after that, due to some poor financial decisions, he 

experienced the pain of bankruptcy, the loss of his law license, and prison. Dennis was incarcerated for five years, eight months in the NC Department of 

Corrections. Rather than being overcome by either success or failure, Dennis studied both, and learned valuable and positive insights from the past. He learned 

the value of using the past as a place of reference, but not residence, and designed and teaches a :15-Step leadership course on "How To Get From Where You Are 

To Where You Want To Be". Along with his duties at CSI, Dennis currently serves on the Board of Directors of The Triangle Lost Generation Task Force, an 



organization helping to stem the tide of African-American and Latino youth going from school to prison, and also serves as the Criminal Justice Chair for the North 

Carolina NAACP. 



Sent: 

Subject: 

fundingalert@cos.com 

Sunday, August 11,2013 1:00 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Charlene Regester 

Funding a~etts for your 
saved searches 
Results° August 11, 2013 

Login to view your 

funding search Feb 0~; 
4 funding opportunities 

1 Excellence in Onli~e Jo~.~’~alis[~ Awar~ 

Sponsor: 
National Press Foundation (NPF) 

Deadline: 
October 15, 2013 

Cent~ry 

Sponsor: 
University of Virginia 
University of Virginia Press 

Amount: 
$5,000 

Deadline: 
November 1,2013 

Sponsor: 
Costume Society of America 

Deadline: 
November 1,2013 

J~.~lie H{~rris P~ayw~’i~]ht Aw~:~"ds 

Sponsor: 
Beverly Hills Theatre Guild (BHTG) 

Amount: 
$3,500 

Deadline: 
November I, 20I 3 

Funding alerts for your saved searches 

Results: August 11,20I 3 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jane Austen Dickey ~anedickey@ifogo.com> 

Sunday, August 1 l, 2013 9:34 PM 

Regester, Cha’lene B <regester@.emal.unc.edu> 

Re: A Fmnily Gathering: Puli~er Nominated 

Dear Professor Regester, 

Ms, Cice~y Tyson s~ys: 
"f have not been so moved by a book since I read Alex’s [Haley] book 

And just what book (novel) was Award-winning actress, Ms. Cicely Tyson speaking about? 

A Family Gathering 
Past Pulitzer Fiction Prize Candidate 

"Where Was God, On May 15, 1974?" 
(With dtx-lic~tion to Ossic Davis and Ruby 

On a sweltering day in 1974, the twelve year-old daughter of a rural baptist preacher walked home, along a 

3me tree-lined, unpaved, Arkansas country road. Then... 

~iI A FamilyGathering 

5’12 pages, HardcoverlsoftcovedeBook (screenplay) ISBN:0-9649756-2-9 

To learn just what prompted Ms. Tyson to seek out, and speak directly to the author, 
and why her lofty praise for ’A Family Gathering,’ has only grown, please see the details below. 

Turn Excerpt Book Pa~jes Online w/Narration 
complete details, including audio excerpts and reviews. 
Print Books on the publisher/author site autographed bg the author and include a FREE eBook version 

Thanks, 

Jane Austen Dickey 

janedickey~falconcreekbooks.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

No~lh American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@mail137.wdc02.mcdlv.ne*~ 

Monday, August 12, 2013 10:32 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesler@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Aliic~ AmericaJ~ Collection/Studies 

Best Books for Academic Libra4es recommends... 

SLAVE NARRATIVES COMPLETE SET 

A Folk History of Slavery in the United States 

from interviews with former slaves 

Faculty and students interested in African-American Studies will be seamhing 

the library for information on slavery in the United States. We are pleased to 
announce the republishing of the entire set of SLAVE NARRATIVES; A Folk 
History of Slavery in the United States from interviews with former slaves. The 
SLAVE NARRATIVES were collected in the 1930s as part of the Federal 
Writers’ Project of the Works Progress Administration from interviews with 
former slaves. 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES provides a unique and unsurpassed collective 
portrait of African-American population during slavery. Indeed, historian David 
Brion Davis has argued that the voluminous number of documented slave 
testimonies available in the United States "is indisputably unique among 

former slaveholding nations. In addition to the substantial number of life histories it contains, the most 
compelling feature of the collection is the composition of the sample of people who made up its informants." 
SLAVE NARRATIVES thus constitute an illuminating and invaluable source of data about antebellum and 
post-Emancipation Southern life, the institution of slavery, and, most important, the reactions and 
perspectives of those who had been enslaved. The profoundly moving text which yields great insight into the 
impact of slavery upon human lives. 

Thank you for your consideration in recommending the entire set of SLAVE NARRATIVES to your 
collection development librarian or subject librarian. 

Please visit NABDLLC.com/Slave-Narratives! to view further details regarding this title. 

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE iN THE U.S. 
Purchase orders are accepted from all organizations. 

For your convenience we accept Visa and MasterCard as a payment option. 

Order Form 

$1 995 00 Slave Narratives Complete Set - Edition     9780403022113 I 

I ’ " I1(19v)                       II 

Name: Library Name: 

Phone: Email: 

Mailing Address: 

City: State: 

Payment Type: Visa MasterCard Check Purchase Order#: 

Cardhelder Name: 

Card Number: 

Zip: 

Expiration Date: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <cs~abdllc.com@mai124.atl 11 .l~gsv.net;, 

Monday, August 12, 2013 11:41 AM 

Regester, Cha;lene B <regester@emaJJ.unc.edu> 

Afi-ic~ American Studies 

SLAVE NARRATIVES 
Folk History of Slavery in the United States from 

interviews with former slaves 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES were collected in the 1930s as part of the 
Federal Writers’ Project of the Works Progress Administration 
(VVPA). BLACK HISTORY MONTH is celebrated every February in 
the United States. Librarians and media specialists will be counted on 
to provide students, faculty and library patrons with information on 
slavery in America. 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES provides a unique and virtually 
unsurpassed collective portrait of Black History in America. The noted 
historian David Brion Davis has argued that the voluminous number 
of documented slave testimonies available in the United States "is 
indisputably unique among former slaveholding nations." 

Please visit NABDLLC.com to order the complete set of Slave Narratives from our website. We 
do accept purchase orders from all libraries via phone, fax and email. If possible, please use 
this order form if you would like to order by email, fax or mail. 

FREE SHIPP{NG ON ALL ORDERS TO AN~3iVHERE ~N THE 

Purchase orders are accepted from al} organi:~atior~s, 

{=or you~ convenience we accept Visa and NasterCa~d as a payment option, 

Order Form 
Please send __ set(s) of SLAVE NARRATIVES - 19 volume set at $1,995.00 per set. 
ISBN: 978-0-403-02211-3 

Name: 

Phone: 

Mailing 

Address: 

City: 

Payment 

Type: 

Cardholder 

Name: 

Visa MasterCard Check 

Purchase Order #: 

Library Name: 

Email: 

State: Zip: 

CaFd 

Number: 
Expiration Date: 

.............................. 

ilpSLIbscdbe from this list ~’)dste subscli.~tion .~refere~c~?3 

Book Di~l:dbd[o!~L LL.C ~O Box 5!0 H;;rrii:)i~rg, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

frank tomasulo @yahoo.corn> 

Monday, August 12, 2013 11:58 AM 

UFVA Listserv <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> 

UFVA History/Theoo~ Caucus 

Dear All: The UFVA History/Theory Caucus held a luncheon meeting at the recent conference at Chapman U. Reluctantly, I 

agreed to continue serving as the Caucus Chair for the upcoming year, unless a willing and able replacement could be found. 

As you may know, the History/Theory Caucus has the responsibility to advertise mad judge the annual UFVA Paper Prize 

competition, among other efforts. 

I’m writix~g now to try to get an accurate list of History/Theory Cauls members to report to the UFVA Board of Directors 

and so that we can plan together for future activities and proposals. 

Therefore, please just send me a quick email indicating your interest in the History/Theory Caucus. In doing so, you are 

NOT volunteering to do anything but be a member of this important Caucus. 

Best to all, 

Frank 

Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor of Film Studies 
Department of Media and Communication Arts 
City College of New York, City University of New York 
501 East 87th Street, Apt. 16-(; 

NewYork, NY 10128 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cineaste Magazine <ga~@cineastemagazine.ccsend.com> 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 7:35 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

What’s Coming Up in Fall 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Cineaste Magazine. Please confirm your 
continued interest in receiving email from us. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

The Fall Edition 

"What the Hell 
Happened with 
Terrence Malick?" we 
ask, as the filmmaker 
behind 1973’s classic 
Badlands descends 
into the just plain 

bad The Tree of Life 
and To the Wonder- 

and our answers 
are sure to much 
discussed as Fall 
yields a bumper crop 
of provocative 

features, interviews, 
and reviews. Explore 
the ups and downs 
of Celine (Julie Delpy) and Jesse (Ethan Hawke) as we delve 
deeply into Richard Linklater’s inquiry into their relationship, 
which continues with Before Midnight (pictured). And while 
Oliver Stone means to correct our textbooks with his Untold 
History of the UnitedStates, which debuts on DVD this fall, 
it has weaknesses of its own that we address. Look for 
interviews with Neil Jordan (Byzantium), Bruno Dumont 

(Camille Claudel, 1915), Cullen Hoback (Terms and 
Conditions DoApply), and Haifaa AI Mansour (Wadjda). Plus 
reviews of The Great Gatsby, Much AdoAboutNothing, and 
Casting By; A Man Escaped, Monsieur Verdoux, 5liver 
LiningsPlaybook, and Dracula (1958) on DVD and Blu-ray; 
and, in books, IDa andlDon’t: A History of Marriage in the 
Movies; Elio Petri: Writings on Cinema & Life; New queer 
Cinema: The Director’s Cut; and Hollywood& Hitler: 
1939. Plus much more in the magazine and online. Look for 

the Fall Edition on sale in early September. 

The best way to keep up with wherewe’re going is to 
subscribe_o[ renew now. While you’re doing that, feel free 
to shop for back issues and our Rare Birds, too. You can 

also find back issues (1970-2009) online through JSTOR, 
the not-for-profit digital archive. Browse, search, bookmark 
and read the full-text versions of nearly four decades of 
historical content directly from this link. Or use Proquest’s 
Udini Website to download your choice of content from 

to bring up the "publicationTitle:(cineaste)" page, and from 
there browse by clicking "Search" or typing in the title of 

the specific article, interview, or review for which you’re 

Fort,yard email 

] 

This email was sent to regester@email.unc,edu by                @hotrnail.com 
Update Profile/Email Address Instan~ removalwith SafeUnsubscribe"~ Privacy Policy. 

Cineaste Magazine :: 708 Third Ave. 5th Floor :: New York :: NY :: 10017-4201 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Script <scriptmag@ fwmedia.com> 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 8:07 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Save 20% offFinal Draft ScripCXpert Services 

View this email with images 

Click here to I ......... bout ScriptXpert 

Scdp#J~:~e~t- Your guide through the screenwriting 
process, from idea to final draft, 

Whether you are just outlining your idea or you are ready to send your script to contests or 

executives, SeriptXpert has a service designed to make your screenplay shine 

Click here to watch the video 

Let ScriptXpert help you today: 

Want to learn more about coverage and how it can make your 

script better? Y:,%t(t~ oL~r FP, A~ ,9~;t~f.,%~’pez~. we~iea~ A Writer’s __ 

Ga}de to P~o#aet~ea Comically }~ea#~t~ by Mindi White, author of 

Getting Past Me a Screenwriters Guide to Readers. 

Advice Before You Write 

You’ve got a great idea for a script but don’t know how or where to start. 

Development Package 

You want to work on several drafts with the same reader and discuss the rewrites over the 

phone. 

Basic and Extended Coverage 

You think your script is ready to send out, but you want a second opinion from a trusted 

source. 

Formatting or Grammar Check 

Your script is ready to go but you want someone to make sure it’s formatted correctly and 

the grammar is perfect. 



One-Click Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions I Update Profile == Forward to a Friend 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@mail137.wdc02.mcdlv.net~ 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 10:16 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Americ~ Histo~ Collection 

::.’~i American Guide Series 

AMERICAN GUIDE SERIES 

The AMERICAN GUIDE SERIES was described as "The biggest, fastest and 
most original research job in the history of the world." The AMERICAN GUIDE 
SERIES was produced by the Federal Writers Project between 1935 and 1943. 
The Federal Writers Project was one of the many programs under the Works 
Progress Administration. These wonderful books cover all 50 states except for 
Hawaii. Each volume covers a state’s history, geography, and culture along 
with photographs, maps, bibliography and index. The project enlisted the 

talents of such well-known writers as John Cheever, Saul Bellow, Richard 
Wright, Ralph Ellison and many others. 

The Smithsonian Channel has produced a documentary titled SOUL OF A 
PEOPLE that chronicles the story of the AMERICAN GUIDE SERIES and has 
created a new demand for the republishing of the entire series. 

Each state guide has been enlarged to 8 x 11 inch page size for easier reading for researchers and the 
public. 

Please visit NABDLLC.com/American-Guide-Series to order the entire series, or visit NABDLLC.com/state- 
encyclopedias to view details of each volume in the American Guide Series. 

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE IN THE U.S. 
Purchase orders are accepted from all organizations. 

For your convenience we accept Visa and MasterCard as a payment option, 

Special Discount Customer Order Form 
Please send __ set(s) of AMERICAN GUIDE SERIES (49 volumes) at $4,665.00 per set (free shipping). 

ISBN 9780403022496 

Name: 

Phone: 

Mailing 

Address: 

City: 

Payment 

Type: 

Cardholder 

Name: 

Card 

Number: 

Library Name: 

Email: 

Visa MasterCard Check 

Purchase Order #: 

State: Zip: 

Expiration Date: 

North ~mericar~ Sook Dis[dbutors, LLC F’O Sox 510 Hamburf=l, M~ 481:39 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCBS <info@ncbsonline.o~g> 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 11:17 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Call for Papers - 2014 NCBS Conference 

Forward this email 

] 

This emN[ was serl~ to reges[er@email,unc.edu by info@ncbsorllkle~orq 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SageUnsubscribeTM Privao/Policy, 

NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR BLACK STUDIES :: University of Cincinnati :: 3514 French HalI-Africana Studies P.O. Box 210370 :: Cincinnati i OH :: 45221-0370 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Cinematographer <asc@welchintegrated.com> 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 5:32 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

New Products Spotlight: Image Processing On and Off Set 

If you have problems viewing this message, please ,g.~.:~)££¢ for additional help. 

New Products Spotlight: 

Fo~ .me~e ir~fom’>’4tie..’% visit 

B~lletP[oof 

Red Giant has 

prep and de~very soLlfion for footage that 

hard drk:es by ~c~ud~n9 s re~ab~e, 
checksarh-vedfied p~’ocess 

vak~aMe footage. Bu~etP~’oof specializes 
DSLR and spo4s-cam we~kf~ews 
p~ov~des profess~ona~ co~o~- conbob, The 
Ba~etR~eo~ k, vork~ew ~s presented h~ a 

~eft-to~ght flow that m~r~ors what 
~mmakers do on set eeer day, 

For more infom..iation, visit 

::.~.i Omlon PrimaLens 

D1T Ststior: has 
int~od~aced the Rogae4, 
pods~bte a~sd compact 
set data p..ia.qsgei~:ep..t and 
pk~yback werl(st~tiom The 
Rogue4 fesb.~res Sonnet 

Thunderbolt 

pedo~ma~ce up to 900 ~B/s. The Rogue4 p~ov~des 
a PC{e and Thunde~-bo{t backbone fo~ ores{to 
d{g{ts}dntermed~ate tasks~ and ~t wo~-ks on the 15" 

Exp~nsb~ Chsss}s w~th v{deo ~/0 cards, 
Senne{ Tempo SSD R~o 6Gb PC~e adapte~ cards 

connectMty, ~Psd mount, and fu~ ~iO ~nterfaces, 



o’,.er the ,,uo:id The AS(.: Oi~ii~f~ &’,tore offe:s s~ i-s~e of items books, videos D~,iDs a~ldio Cr’~s s~,~paiel 

accessories and other pl-od~_lcts of irlterest to the world% fiimmakil:g coi-i~mui-~ity 

To be unsubscribed from the ASC2013 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 



.Xi EF College Study Tours 

! ’~}~t~’{~c,~ ~s : 5{~0-,r.~73..2250 

~i Travel trivia 
Answer to win 

You’ll be entered to win a $10,000 travel scholarship when you answer the following: 

one of our most popular tours Munich & Prague 

VIEW ALL PROGRAMS ~] 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Women Make Movies Educate <educate@WMM.COM> 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 1:57 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Recap: WMM ou TV! Women Make Movies 

Hi all, 

I’m writing from Women Make Movies, the leading nonprofit distributor of films by and about women. I thought the members of this listserv would be interested to hear about l~,%~lVf’s 
Sun~mer 2013 broadcasts. From premium cable to public broadcasting, TV has long been a powerful medium for reaching new- and important audiences. This sun~mer, l~,%~lVf has taken over 
the airwaves and is pleased to recognize the broadcast success of a ronnd of truly grotmdbreaking films. Viewers across the country welcomed YVMM into their homes by tuning into films 
like VIRGIN TALES on Showtime, THE PRICE OF SF~X on The Doctunent~qry Channel and CHILDREN OF MEIVIORY (NIi~’OS DE LA MEIVIORL~), INVOKING ~JSTICE & BLESSED IS THE 

IVIATCH: THE LIFE AND DEATH OF HANNAH SENESH, all shown on YVorld Channel’s Global Voices 

These diverse titles are excellent educational tools for engaging numerous fields of inquiry, including human sexuali~, peace and conflict studies, Latin and South American studies, law 
and legal studies, Islamic studies, human trafficking and international relations, women’s and feminist studies, war and military studies, religious studies, .~merican studies and cultural 
studies. 

To celebrate their broadcast success, ~¢~,2VIM is offering a limited-time 25% discount on these incredible films: 

VIRGIN TALES < http:i/www wmm com/filmcatak~/pages/c859.shtml> 
"The fihn provides an important glimpse into fnndamentalisms’ modus operandi and their preferred battleground: Women’s bodies." 
- Claudia Braz2ale, Ph.D, Rutgers University 

T[IE PRICE ()F SEX < http://www.wmm.comkfilmcatalog/pa~es/c804.shtml> 
"..the film offers uniquely personal insight into a major criminal enterprise that destroys the byes of countless young women, recommended." - Video Librarian 

BLESSED IS THE MATCH: TIIE [,WE AN’[)DEATtt OF IIANNAIt SENESH <http://*vv,~,.wmm com/filmcatalo~/pages/c791 shtml> 
"A miracle - moving, in[’ormatlve, unforgettable.. It’s truly a landmark." 
- Gloria Steinem 

CHI],DREN OF MEMORY (NI~OS I)E LA MEMORIA) <http:i/www wmm con’fffilmcatak)~/pages/c842.shtml> 
"ttighly recommended" 
- Educational Media Reviews Online 

INVOKIN(I X~-STICE <http://www.wmm.com/filmcatalo~/pa~es/c834.shtml> 
"An intimate and inspinng portrayal of the collective action of Muslim sisterhood" 
- Pro:[’. Stephen Hughes, University of l,ondon 

Take advantage of this special offer be%re October 15, 2013! Place your order directly through WMM’s Online Shopping (;art and enter promo code TVLS13 to apply the discount. For 
questions, email orders@wtmn.com or call 212.925.0606 x360. 

Other exceptions may apply. Cannot be combined ~vith any other offer. 

GENERAL ORDERING IN-FORMATION 

All orders raust be accompanied by an institutional purchase order or Prepayment. Payment may be made by- institutional check, money order, or Visa, MasterCard and AMEX 

Women Make Movies * 115 W. 29th Street, Suite 1200, New York, NY, 10001 * 
orders@wnm~.com 
Tel: 212.925.0606 x360 

Please let nre know if you have any questions and thank you for your support! 

Sincerely-, 

Meredith Heil 
Women Make Movies 
115 W. 29th Street, Suite 1200 
New York. iXW 10001 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following nressage to listserv@listsel~’.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

signori L~VALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCBS Essay’ Committee <info@ncbsonline.org> 

~Vednesday, Augnst 14, 2013 2:28 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

2014 NCBS Student Essay Contest - Deadline Dec. 6, 2013 

2014 Student Essay Contest 
Dear NCBS Students, 

Every year NCBS hosts a nationwide student essay contest. Graduate 

and undergraduate students from all over participate in this event. The 
winners are recognized and honored at the annual Student Luncheon, 
which is held during the conference. If you or others are interested in 
submitting an essay for the Student Essay Contest, please do so by 
Ffida y December 6, 2013. 

Award Amounts 
UND~ERS 

1st Place- $350.00 
2nd Place - $250.00 
3rd Place -$125.00 

GRADUATE WINNERS 
1st Place- $450.00 
2rid Place - $350.00 
3rd Place -$225.00 

Winners notifiedbyFebruary4, 2014 

i.e. art, education, history, literature, politics, psychology, social 

38th Annual Conference 
Miami, Florida 

March 5 - 8, 2014 



Forward email 

rh~s emsil wss sent to regester~emsiLunc,edu by [~_!_F_9_@__n__c__b___sg___n_J_Ln__e_:_o_N 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SaFeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy, 

NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR BLACK STUDIES :: National Council for Black Stu :: P.O. Box 2:1.0370 Cincinnati:: OH :: 45221-0370 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

office@cmstudies.org 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 2:43 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emaJd.unc.edu> 

August 2013 SCMS Deadlines and Almouncements 

2013-14 SCMS Membership Year Deadline is August 31, 2013 

The New Membership Year Begins September 1, 2013 

Deax colleagues, 

As incoming SCMS President, I especially want to remind you that the 2012-2013 SCMS membership year ends on August 31, 2013 (11: 59 CST). SCMS 

membership runs from September 1-August 31 each year regardless of when you join. If you have not done so already, please make sure to join or rejoin by this date, 

so that you can receive Cinema,Iournal, SCMS news briefs, updates and announcements, and access to the website. You must also be a member to present a paper, 

be involved in a workshop, or participate in other olticial conference events at the upcoming SCMS cont~rence in Seattle in March 2014. Plea~ note that we do not 

automatically renew memberships. 

To become a member for 2013-2014, login at the SCMS website (v~v~w.cmstudies.org), go to Membership on the left-hand menu on the home page, and then to the 

drop-down menu item Renew Your Membership, where you can join for the first time or renew. 

While you’re joining SCMS, please seriously consider donating to the society,, which is a non-profit oigmiization. Your donation is tax deductible. When you’re on the 

SCMS site, simply go to Donate tab on the left-ha~d menu of the home page. Alternately, you can go to 

https://cms~die s. site - ym.com/donations/ 

You can donate in three categories: the General Fund (which supports all aspects of the society), Travel Funds (which support the conference travel of graduate 

students, underemployed colleagues, and independent scholars), and Award Funds (which supv~rt the awaxds that honor excellence in scholarly publications in the 

tield). 



Since SCMS wmats to do eve~thing it ca~ to suptx~rt the travel of students and underemployed or unemployed members, we wonld especially appreciate any 

contributions you could maJ~e to "this fund. In addition, if you earmark your donations to Awards (you may also earmark specific awards), you will help to snpport the 

growing number of honors that SCMS gives to recogn~e outstanding work in film and media studies. Please contribute what you feel yon can. 

On beh~2lf of the Boaxd of Directors, I thank you in advance for your consideration of this request. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Klinger 

SCMS President 

~-~ike us on Facebook > ~ollow us on T~vitter > 

If you rash to stop receiving email from us, you cma simply remove yonrself by visiting: http:/i~v.cmsmdies.or~/members/EmailOptPreferences.aspx? 

id 9512683&e regester~email.unc.edu&h 4d53e0fT, e5c347b61ead469096688a977dd2cdaa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

W~VD --~conde@emaJl.condemaJlings.com> 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 5:19 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Euhauce Your Education with W~,~!) and SAVE $40 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view. 

Subscribe As a Student or Educator and Save Up to $40 

IT TAKES MORE THAN TEXTBOOKS AND TEXTILES TO PREPARE STUDENTS FOR CAREERS IN 
THE FASHION INDUSTRY 

That’s why educators around the world integrate Women’s Wear Daily - the 

leading source of news on the fashion industry - into their daily lesson plans. 
Cultivate a more relevant and engaging learning experience this semester by 
subscribing to WWD! 

i.~.i Subscribe As a Student or Educator, and Save Up to $40 

..... ~Receive the most current and reliable news on the business of fashion, industry .... 
leaders, the hottest fashion trends, Fashion Week, and Runway Shows. 

~Choose between WWD in print, online, or both and FREE iPad ® and iPhone ® 
access. 

~Save up to $40 - Get the lowest available rates with your Exclusive Student 

Discount. 

Subscribe now with this WWD Ed~catio~ Offer, 

This email is being sent by WWD.com if you would like to unsubscribe from future 

promotional mailings from Women’s Wear Daily, click here. 

To view our privacy policy, please click here 

Fairchild Internet inc., Privacy Administration, 750 3rd Ave, New York, NY 10017 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

fa@cos.com 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 8:16 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@~.email.unc.edu> 

Update: Carnegie-Whitney Crrm~t 

Tracked Funding Opportunity Update Alert from COS 

The tbllowing funding opportuni~z you are tracking was updated 

Opp Title: Carnegie-Whitney Grant 
http ://pivot.cos colrgihnding opps/37293 

Sponsor: American Libraly Association (ALA) 

Updated on: Aug 14, 2013 

Login to COS Pivot to view your Tracked list of funding opportunities. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Quality Risk Management <webinar@biowebinar.org> 

Thursday. August 15, 2013 7:49 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@email.unc.edu> 

Aug 22 : Webinar on Quality Risk Management as the basis lbr Risk-Based Monitoring (RBM) 

View this message iu your browser View this message in your mobile ] Forwa~rd to your fi-ieuds 

$chiemann 

Managing Partner 

Widler & 

Schiemann Ltd 

i Pater ~s managing partner at Wtdter 
:: Schiemann Ltd. a conaatttng ft,*m i~;o;tdng 

:: in the area of quaii~y management 
:: ch~/cai tr/a!s and drao satetv out ot Zag 

~ Switzerland He ia pharmacist by training 

~ and obtained his PhD in human 
~ both ~,om Philipps University in 

~ Germany He started his career in the 
:: phermeceutice! indust~Z O} !996 b.yjoinin~ 

Roc; e in Switzerland. From 1999 to 2003 

he wo~ed wi#~ PHcewaterhouseCoopers 

: as a consultant in R&D Strategy 

Switzerland and the US. During this time 
t e obtained ilia post-graduate degree 

Phazmaceu~/ca/ Medicine from the 

UniverM~y of Basel and a cMBA on 

Internationa! Marketing fron Jones 
!ntemetione! Univet~ity m Coiorado, USA 

-~e re-.joined Roche/a the US m 2003 

G/obaf Planning Manager and moved 

back to Base! in 2004 In 2006 he fully 
dedicated !?is attention to t~ e QRM project 

~ designing and/mp!emeadag ~he aovel 

approac# and m 2009 he became 

head of the QRM group in Roche’s 

CJJz~/cai QA i-Je ieR Roche earl of 20!1 to 
fouad dMiez & Sch/emann L~d ~ogethez 

~ w~t~ Beat Widler 

d~ck bare for more deta~s... 

Q~alRy Risk Management as the basis for Risk-Bas÷(t 
Monitoring (RBN) 

Thursday - 22nd Augt~st, 2013 

Time : 2:00 PN EDT I I1:00 AM PDT 

Duration : 60 minsiQ/A session : I0-15 rains 

Copy of Presentatio~ Slides wN be shared 

Presented By . Dr; Peter $ehiem~m~, Managing F~artner, V!4d/er & Schiemann Ltd 

Quality Risk Managerr:ent (QRM) arid Quali[y by Design (QbD) are hotl:epics and many 

is prevailing and many are strugglirlg finding the rigi~approaciL asp 1:,’) Risk-Based 

Monitering. This seminar buikis en an eadier seminar l:ha~ irltreduced the QbD and QRM 

In ti~is semirn, r we sh~rl: wiih :,. o, uk;l< ew!FAew of 1:he principles o: QRM and QbD acl:wilies 

to bring aii altendees "up to speed". 

appreaches build 1:he foundation ef Risk-Based Monitoring {RBM). We will stud witi~ QbD 

far clinical lrials, then move te lhe Key Risk Indi,’:alo!s (KRI) and [inaliy i~,’lw ali ~his 

su pl;orl:s RBM. 

The semirn, r giw!s a praclical demonshal:ien on lhe use or QRM and its tools lo idenlify 

The presentatio~ wN cover the following areas: 

The principles of QR~ and QbD 

What are KRls and ~ow they can be defined, applied an~ leveraged from a 

Qaa~i~ ~anageme~t perspective 

How QRM tools can be used to identi~ mon~tortng ~eeds 

The ro~e of So~rce D~ta Ve[~f~cat~o~ (SDV} in mon~to~ing wRh ~ ~sk-base~ 

approach 

The principles of RBM ~ing QRM a~proacb a~d Teo~s 

CEOs, VPs Directors Heads, lVia~agers working within: 

Quality Affairs/Quality Assurance 

Risk Management 

C~inical Development & Pharmaceutical Development 

Regulatory Affairs - lnter national~U$~lEU 

New Product Development 

Quality Assurance/Quality Control 

Drug Safety & Drug Pharmacov~g~ance 

Labeling of Medicine 

Product ~n~otma~ion 

Research & Devebpment 

Compliance, Quality Compliance & C~inica~ Cornp~iance 

1 
REGISTER NOW j 

® Fo~ assistance on registration please send anemaiito 

marketin q~,bio practice.corn or 



I www.biopractice.com 

If you do not wish to receive any further communications, please Click Here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Indiana University Pless <iupress@iMianatm00.com> 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 9:00 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Back to School Sale starts today: 40%-60% off 3,000+ books 

Back to School Sale j Use code SC’HOOL at checkout 

Save 40%-60% off select titles during our Back to School Sale, August 15-September 15, 

2o13! Discount applies only to books listed on the Back to School Ssle page. Within the 
US, receive free domestic ground shipping with a purchase of $3o.oo or more. 

Enter code SCHOOL at checkout to receive discount and qualified free shipping. 

Shop now 

Quantities are limited. Eboolcs and fl~urnals subscriptions exeluded. Offer does not apply to orders 

placed by telephone or rnail. No adjustments can be made ou orders placed before 8/~5/~3. Sale 

euds 9/~5/~3 at ~E59 p.m. EDT. 

Indiana University Press 
Office of Scholarly Publishing 
Itevman B Wells Library 35o 
132o E. ~oth St. 
Bloomington, IN 474o5 

You sre subscribed using the following emsil address: regester@email.mlc.edu. If you wish 
to change your selections or unsubseribe sltogether, click below. 

:: Tailor your profile settings... 
:: Forward this t:o a friend... 
:: To be remow~d, use this one-click unsubscribc" link._ 
:: Not yet signed up? Go here_. 
:: Indiana University Press does not sell, share or trade 
electronic address in[ormation with anyone. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NC Retirement News <NCRetirementNews@nctreasurer.com> 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 11:42 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

NC Retirement News: Chm~ges to NC 401 (k)/NC 457 Plan Investment Options 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here to view as a web page. 

Important news about changes to the NC 401(k) Plan & NC 457 Plan investment options 

Two changes to the NC 401 (k) Plan and NC 457 Plan will take effect on September 13, 

2013: 

1. The North Carolina Inflation Responsive Fund will be added to the investment 

lineup for both plans. 

2. The following changes are being made to the GoalMaker portfolios: 

The North Carolina Inflation Responsive Fund will be added as an investment in the 

GoalMaker program. 

The North Carolina Small/Mid Cap Index Fund and the North Carolina International 

Index Fund will be removed from the existing GoalMaker model portfolios. 

The Small/Mid Cap Index Fund and International Index Fund will remain available as stand- 

alone investment options in the NC 401(k) and NC 457 Plans. 

Due to the GoalMaker program update, there will be a blackout period starting at 4 pm 

Eastern time on September 13, 2013, and lasting approximately 15 business days Click 

here for more information. 

If you need to update your email address with the Retirement Systems, please log into ORBIT If you 
need to update your email address for this mailing list, please reply to this message with the new email 

address. 

i~ Visit the N.C. Retirement Systems’ new Facebook pa.qe for updates regarding long-term 
~ ~ financial planning, retirement readiness tips, updates on the North Carolina Pension Fund, and 

much more Be sure to like our page so you see the updates as they become available 



This message was sent to regester@EMAIL.UNC.EDU from: 

North Carolina Retirement Systems 1325 N. Salisbury St. I Raleigh, NC 27603 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA/Association for the Study ofthe Middle Easl and Africa <info asmeascholars.ovg@mail20.afl31 .mcdlv.net > 

Thursday, Angust 15, 2013 12:56 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

REGISTER NOW: Sixth Annual Conference 

Is this email not displaying correctly? 
View it in your browser. 

***REGISTER NOW*** 
Sixth Annual ASMEA Conference 

Tides of Change. Looking Back and Forging Ahead in the Middle 
East & Africa 

November 21-23, 2013 
Key Bridge Marriott Hotel ¯ Washington, D.C. 

The 2013 conference will feature: 

Keynote address by Michael Young, opinion editor of Beirut’s DailyStar 

newspaper. 

Roundtable discussions on: "Hezbollah in Lebanon, the Region, and Beyond," 

"The Retreat of the Great Powers in the Middle East," and "Revolution, Revolt, and 

Reform in North Africa," and more. 

Banquet luncheon and professional networking reception. 

Film Screenings. 

Displays by publishers of the latest academic titles. 

Still more to come! 

Registration fees: 

Full/Associate Members Registration: $70. After Oct. 31 : $85. 

Student Members Registration: $40. After Oct. 31 : $55. 

Non-Members Registration: $165. 

Become an ASMEA member here. 

For more information, contact 202.429.8860 or info@asmeascholars.org. 

Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa 

www.as meascholars.o re! 

follow on Twitter I friend on Facebook I forward to a friend 



Copyright © 2013 ASMEA, Aft rights reserved 
You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website 
www.asmeascholars.org. 
Our mailing address is: 
ASMEA 
PO Box 33699 
Washington, EC 20033 

Add us to your address book 

unsubscribe from this list J update subscription preferences J view email in browser 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MESSAGE FOR DREAMERS <north.america@dreamersland.org> 

Thursday, August 15, 20:[3 4:48 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Meet the Expert Dreamers and _loin the Strategic Team in The United States 

OFFICE O~: JP MONFOIR’[ I Welcomes Dresmels to [he Future I www C!lean!ers]al~d info 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-no~ply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Li~kedln Today <news@linkedin.com~ 

Friday, August 16, 2013 5:42 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Top news for Charlene: How to Know If You’re Worldng (~d Living) With Purpose 

Working (and Living)    With Pu rpose 
With Purpose 

;92i Why Elon Musk Is Why Elo# Musk ~s Giving Away the 
....... Giving A~y the ’Hyperloop’ 

’Hypefloop’ 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

6 Simple Mindful .... 6 SimNe M~ndfu~ness Practices To Reframe 
..... Pra~ices To Reframe Your Perspective 

Your Perspective 

. 

...... Al~ys ForgettoAskin Ask in an interview 
an ntew ew 



Linkedln 

....... earned to code on 

/ Codecademy, built 5 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Follow channels to customize what you see in 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Entrepfeneurship & Small Leadership & Nanagement 

~ FoNow 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



global eduoator 
25 simple things you can do 

Get our tips now 

[.~ It’s our job as educators to inspi ..... iosi%z and compel students t ..... ider th .... Id at eve~! ..... t 





Fix)m," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richard Topham Jr. <admin@pm- sound.com> 

Friday, August 16, 2013 11:40 AM 

Regester, Chmtene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Protbssiona] Sound Services B-STOCK + DEMO UNIT BLOWOUT 

Professional Sound Services 

B-STOCK + DEMO UNiT BLOWOUT SALE AUGUST 2012> 

Professional Sound Services @ 311 West 43rd Street Suite #1100 @ New York, NY 10036 

http://www.pro-sou nd .com 

Subscribe I Unsubscribe I Send to a Friend I Preferences I Report Spam 

Powered by 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Doyle, Stacey Lynn <stadoyle@indiana.edu> 

Friday, August 16, 2013 1:45 PM 

mberns@emoiT.edu; CombsR@si.edu; atield@tft.ucla.edu; terri.francis@ale.edu; jchoraJ~@cinema.ucla.edu; ~gmail.com; 

rk@reto.ch;       ~rochester.rr.com; mima@loc.gov; theresamartin@nypl.org; Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emaiLunc.edu>; 

dougreside@nypl.org; jacqueline@uchicago.edu; dwhit02@emo~.edu 

Gra~ley, Brian Patrick <bpgra~aey@indiaaaa.edu> 

Travel for B FC/A Conference and Workshop, November 15 and 16, 2013 

W9Alternative.pdf: W8BEN.pdf 

Dear all, 

This is Stacey Doyle of the BFC/A. As Brian Graney stated in his email last week, I will be handling and facilitating your travel arrangements for the conference and workshop of 

November :tSth and :t6th, 2013. 

For flight arrangements, we will be utilizing a travel agent, Tami Grafe Wampler. Please contact her to make your arrangements. She may be reached at 
Additionally, you may call :t-800-467-7800 ex. 2:t0, or 8:t2-339-7800 and ask to speak with her. Her email address is tgrafewampler@travlead.com. If you wish to travel by any 
means other than air, please let me know. 

I will handle transportation to and from the airport once the flight is booked. 

Lodging will be at the Bloomington Grant Street Inn. These rooms have already been booked and no action is required on your part. 

Additionally, I will need one of the attached forms completed and returned to me. This is in order to process your honoraria and per diem payments. The W-9 is for US citizens 
and the W-8BEN is for non-US citizens. You may either scan the completed form and email it to me at stadoyle@indiana.edu, fax it to 8:t2-856-5832, or mail it to: BFC/A, Wells 
Library Room 044, 1320 East Tenth Street, Bloomington, IN, 47405. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or accommodation requests. 

Thank you, 

Assistan~ Archivi.~;~ 
Black Film Center!Archive 

stadoyle@indiana.edu 



INDIANA UNi\ ERSI I Y 
IRS Substitute iForm W-9 

REQUEST FOR TAXPAYER IDENTIFICATION NUMBER AND CERTIFICATION 
(FOR USE BY U.S. CITIZENS, U.S. ENTITIES, OR RESIDENT ALIENS ONLY) 

Under the United States Internal Revenue Code, Indiaua Uuiversi .ty is required to obtain Taxpayer Identification Numbers (TIN) when making 
reportable payments to individuals or cm~orations. If this infomlation is not provided, certain payments may be subject to a backup wiiltholding rate 
of twenty-eight percent (28 %). Also, if you fail to ftkrnish a correct TIN, the IRS can access a penalty of $50 unless failure to comply is due to 
reasonable cause aud not willful neglect. 

Instructions: Complete all parts and return this form to the requesting IU department. This completed form is required to be filed with the 
University before payment can be processed. For more detailed instructions, see http://www.fins.indiana.edu/tax/fbtmsiW9 Alternative Instmction.pdl~ 

Part I - Name, Address and Tax Status 

Legal Name: 
(As reported for Federal income tax purposes and matches number listed below) 

(If Tax Number Type is Social Security Number, the Legal Nmne MUST be the name of the hldividual, NOT a CompaW Name) 

Business or Trade Name: 
(Should only be used if you are "doing business as" (dba) a different name than the Legal Name.) 

Address: 

City: ST __ ZIP 

Telephone Number: Fax Number: 

Ownership status (Please indicate 
[] Individual (SSN) ~ Single-Member LLC (SSN/EIN) first & last name above 
[] Sole-Proprietor (SSN or EIN) []LLC (EIN) Enter the tax classification 
[] C Cm~oration (EIN) (C=Corporation S=S corporation, P=Partnership) 

[] S Cmporation (EIN) []Partnership (EIN) 

[] Estate / Ti"ost (EIN) 
[] Non-Profit Organization (EIN) 

[] Governmental (US, State, Local) (EIN) 

[] Oilier 

In addition to the’above lease check one of the below if you oerform either Health Care or Legal Services: 

[] Health Care Services [] Legal Services 

Tax ID number (TIN) as reported for federal income tax purposes and matches Legal Name provided above: 

Social Security Number/ITIN OR 

[only one] 

Employer Tax ID Number 

Part H - Exemption 
If you are exempt from Backup Withholding, you should still complete this foml to avoid possible erroneous backup withholding. Enter your correct 
name and TIN in Part I a~d write "Exempt" on line provided here ¯ sign, date a~d return to requester. (individuals, sole 
proprietors are not exempt.) 

Part HI- Certification 
Instructions: You must cross out item 2 below if you have been notified by the IRS that you are currently subject to backup withholding because you 
have failed to report all interest or dividends on your tax return. 

Under penalties of peljury, I certif) that: (1) the number shown on this fbrnl is my correct taxpayer identification number (or I am waiting [br a 
number to be issued to me), and (2) I am not subject to backup withholding because (a) I am exempt from backup withholding, or (b) I have not been 
notified by the IRS that I am subject to backup withholding as a result of a failure to report all interest or dividends, or (c) the IRS has notified me 
that I am no longer subject to backup withholding, and (3) I am a U.S. Citizen or oilier U.S. Person (defined below). 

Signatme Date Title 

Tax Rev 4/2013 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Doyle, Stacey Lynn <stadoyle@indiana.edu> 

Friday, August 16, 2013 2:13 PM 

mberns@emory.e&t CombsR@si.edu; afield@fft.ucla.edu; terri.francis@ale.edu; jchoraI:@cinema.ucla.edu; @gmail.com; 

rk@reto.ch;       ~rochester.rr.com; mima@loc.gov; theresamartin@nypl.org; Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emaiLunc.edu>; 

dougreside@nypl.org; jacqueline@uchicago.edu; dwhit02@emo~.edu 

Grm~ey, Brian Patrick <bpgr&ney@india~na.edu> 

RE: ’][’ravel for BFCiA Conference and Workshop, November 15 and 16, 2013 

FYI: To clarify a point in my previous email, flights will be paid for through the BFC/A--there will be no need for payment on your part. 

Thank you, 

Stacey Doyle 

Assistant Archivisl 

Black Film Center/Archive 

(8’12) 855-6041 
stadoyle@indiana.e~u 

From: Doyle, Stacey Lynn 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 2:45 PM 

To: mbernst@emory.edu; CombsR@si.edu; afield@tft.ucla.edu; terri.francis@yale.edu; jchorak@cinema.ucla.edu; @gmail.com; rk@reto.ch; 
:@rochester.rr.com; mima@loc.gov; theresamartin@nypl.org; regester@email.unc.edu; dougreside@nypl.org; jacqueline@uchicago.edu; dwhitO2@emory.edu 

Cci Graney, Brian Patrick 

Subject: Travel for BFC!A Conference and Workshop, November ~5 and ~6, 2013 

Dear all, 

This is Stacey Doyle of the BFC/A. As Brian Graney stated in his email last week, I will be handling and facilitating your travel arrangements for the conference and workshop of 
November $Sth and $6th, 2013. 

For flight arrangements, we will be utilizing a travel agent, Tami Grafe Wampler. Please contact her to make your arrangements. She may be reached at 
Additionally, you may call 1-800-467-7800 ex. 210, or 812-339-7800 and ask to speak with her. Her email address is tgrafewampler@travlead.com. If you wish to travel by any 
means other than air, please let me know. 

I will handle transportation to and from the airport once the flight is booked. 

Lodging will be at the Bloomington Grant Street Inn. These rooms have already been booked and no action is required on your part. 

Additionally, I will need one of the attached forms completed and returned to me. This is in order to process your honoraria and per diem payments. The W-9 is for US citizens 
and the W-8BEN is for non-US citizens. You may either scan the completed form and email it to me at stadoyle@indiana.edu, fax it to 852-856-5832, or mail it to: BFC!A, Wells 
Library Room 044, 1320 East Tenth Street, Bloomington, IN, 47405. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or accommodation requests. 

Thank you, 

Assistan~ Atchivis~ 
Black Film Center/Archive 

(st2) sss-6o41 
stadoyle@indiana,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 
Labor and Working-Class His*oly Association <lawcha@duke.edu> 

Friday, August 16, 2013 2:43 PM 

lawcha- constang~.,duke .edu 

Fwd: LAWCHA/LaborOnline Newsletter: August 16th, 2013 

message- footer.txt 

Dig’.:~al Newsiett, er (or Friday, August 16th, 2013, 

Message from LAWCHA 

Dear" Friends, 

Cheek ou~ d~e reeen~ Labor Online Blog contributions ]isted below~ 

A special note= we have posted a spedal db~log blog "Oppo~mfitles foc ~efiance" wRh reflections fl’om five Milwaukee gradnate stndents refleeSng ~heir 
e~)efienee in the Wisconsfi~ ba~]es, followed by comments fl’om Staughton Lynd and Thomas Jessup Adams. 

RosemarT Fem’er 

Labor Online E~tor 

"Opportunities for Defiance": Embracing Gue~[[a Histo~2¢ and Moving Beyond Scott Walker’s 

Wisconsin 
:. beth Rebi~:~e~ 

This long submission is an essay submitted originally to Labor: Working Class Steadies ," " ~ " ?] t,he Amer~ec~s from graduate students at the 

University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee who are seeking to grapple *sqth lessons and issues "fiaey took from battles in Wisconsin. 

Rights, Solidarity, Just{ca YouTube Panels 

L,\WCIL,\ extends a warm, gracious thanks to Daniel Waingarten and all the fl;qks over at Arete Living .Aa’ts for filming select sessions of the 

2Ol3 LA~.VCHA Conference, "Rights, Solida~i~’, Justice: Working People Organizing, Past & PresenL" Below are the three sessions the fihn 

crew fihned and edited for as. 

Obama’s Phoenix comments ca[[ for reflect{on on class and housing {ssues 

Phoenix was perhaps the worst choice for Barack Obama’s recent speech on his plans for Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. To ma~y, the 

Arizona capital epitomizes the recent housin g crisis, whe~ pred atory le~d era, m o~gage seem:ib’ tra d e~.% a~d real estate d eve]opers gain bled 

u{th the symbol of respectability for the working class. 

Patrick S, O’Donnet[, "Workers, the World of Work ~t Labor Law: A Basic Nb[iography" 

t atriek S. O’D mnelI of Santa Barbara City College sends us a bibliography of titles related to labor law. 



CFP: Food and Work (Deadline: October 

Susan Levine and Steve Strifller send a call for papers for a speeiaI issue of £z~bor: Studies i~ Working-.Clc~ss Hist<~r9 of the Am~ricas 

entitled "Food and Work." 

LAWCHA Conference 2013: Chicago Teachers Union Pane[ 

Jm~e’s L:\WCHA conference was my first. I had an exee]lent thne, presented my work on a successflfl panel about blue-green alliances, and 

a chaired a really great pane] c,n the Iooth am~iversary of the Patersc,n texti]e strike of 1913, But the most impo~mt pane] I attended was 

on the Chicago Teachers Union strnggle. 

The Plenary session of the New York conference of IAWCHA fcahn’ed an impressive panel of speakers, ~icking off a succession of 

depressing observations about the s~te of "fine labor movement, and su~esting some issues and ideas for improving iL We heard litkle 

discussion ;as to why AFL-CIO c~fficialdom has failed to take up any of the gc~od ideas and issues. 

Labor 10,2 (Summer, 2013) 

This 

The Conm~or~ Ve, ese 

Kakhleen Walker-Anderson, "The ttouse That E)ow Bail[" 

LAWCHA Watch 

Shelton Stromquisk and Immanuel Ncss, "Rights, Solidarity, and ,his[ice: LAWCItA’s National Conference" 

A,-tieles 

Da~qd Wi[wer, "The tIeyday of the Labor Beat" 

In this aVdele Wi[wer describes the emergence in llae 193os of a group of reportet~ employed by the mainsh’eam media whose 

careers centered on covering labor. 

1913 Dublin Lockout Centenary Conference 

Octobee 19, :1.ol3, A day conference to eom]ne]norate the Dublin Lockout in 19130 During this epk, strnggle an estbnated lOO,OOO 

people, one third of [he eapi[al’s inhabi[ants, faced starvation for five months in a battle for workers’ rPdats. At Old f4re Skation, CreseenL 

Salford. 

100 Years Later: M~chfgan’s 1913-14 Copper Count~T Strike 

This week marks the 1 oo-year anniversa~3, of the beginning of the great Michigan O:~pper Stl:ike, one of the longest and most violent labor 

ecmfliets of the earl), twentieth eenJan),. 

Read More ~ 





Sent: 

Subject: 

fundingalert@cos.com 

Sunday, August 18, 2013 1:00 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Charlene Regester 

Funding a~etts for your 
saved searches 
Results° August 18, 2013 

Lo.~i~ to view your 

fundit-"t9 sea~°¢h Feb 08 
I funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 
American Library Association (ALA) 

Amount: 
$5,000 

Deadline: 
November 1,2013 

Funding alerts for your saved searches 

Results: August 18, 2013 

Lo.~i~ to view your 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cognella Academic Publishing <news@cognella.com> 

Sunday, August 18, 2013 7:10 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Identity and sexuality in Chicano culture 

ii[:~:~iI Cognella Academic Publishing 

Exploring issues of queer youth identity in Mexican and American culture 

Cognella Academic Publishing is pleased to share innovative titles that are developed as 

dynamic alternatives to the generalized, off=the=shelf textbooks. Each title is born from the 

teachable moments our authors and editors have successfully created in their classrooms. 

~i~ii’_%=~! _Zi!I~:.__CA!,_-!Io~.~ to view a complete list of available and forthcoming titles from Cognella. 

Queer in Aztl,~n 
Chicano Male Recollections of Consciousness and Coming Out 

Edited by Adelaida R. Del Castillo and Gibr~n G0ido 

© 2013 

Queer in Aztl~n gives readers the oppo~unity to experience 

deeply personal narratives from queer Chicanos/Mexicanos, and 

makes it possible for them to unde~tand and sympathize with 

the stories’ protagonists. 

The book explores issues of queer youth identity, sexuality, 

masculinity, homophobia, sexism, and violence in Mexican and 

American culture, presents a complex view of queer 

~6elaMa R. Del Cast~llo is an associate professor in the Depa~ment of CNcana and Chicano 

Studies al San Diego State Onivemity, and from 2007 to 20] 0 Professor Del Caslillo served as the 

first Ghicana chair of the depa~ment. 

G~br~n G~Mo ~s a docloral student ~n the Depa~menl of Uterature al the Onivemity of California, 

San Diego. In 20]0 he organized the 5th ~nnual Oueer People of Color Conference at San Diego 

State Univemity. 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

sj ere.manuscripts@standardresearchj ournalsint.org 

Sunday, August 18, 2013 9:54 AM 

@gmml .com 

Call tbr Research Papers 

Standard Journal of Educational Research and Essay 
http://standresioumals.org/i ourna ls/S JERE 

Dear Respected Researcher/Scholar, 

Standard Journal of Educational Research and Essay (SJERE) is a multidisciplinary peer-reviewed Open Access Journal that is published monthly by Standard Research Journals 
(http://standresiournals.org/iournals/S.rERE/index.html) and is dedicated to the publishing of high standard research in the following Education fields; 

1. Educational administration 
2. Educational policy 
3. Sociology of education 
4. Adult education 
5. Psychology 
6. Libra~z education 
7. Science education 
8. Educational technology 
9. Business education 
10. Vocational studies 
11 Physical and health education 
12. Nursery and primary education 
13 Music education 
14. Philosophy of education 
15 Special education 
16. Curriculum and Instruction 
17 Teacher Education 
18. Counseling 
19 Sex education 
20. Early child education 
21 Language education 
22. Measurement and Evaluation in Education, etc 

(;all for Research Articles 

’]7he journal welcomes the submission of manuscripts that meets the general criteria of significance and scientific excellence, and will publish: 

Original articles in basic and applied research 
Case studies 
Critical reviews, surveys, opinions, commentaries and essays 

We invite you to submit manuscripts as e-mail attachment to the Editorial Ol![ice at: 
corresponding author same day or within 48 hours 

@gmail.com,~iere@standre~ioumals.org. Amanuscript number will be mailed tothe 

Our goal is to m[’orm authors of the decision on their manuscript(s) within two to three weeks of submission. Following approval, a paper will normally be published in the next issue. 

Guide to authors and other details are available on our website; 
http:i/standresiournals.org/iournalsiSJEREiauthors instructions.html 

We welcome all your submissions. 
I hope you will consider Standard Journal of Educational Research and Essay (SJERE) for your next submission. 

Best regards, 
Dr. Jude Koffi 
Editorial Assistant 
Standard Journal of Educational Research and Essay 
E-mail: sj er e@standresj ournals.org 

@gmail.com 

http :/istanchesiournals.org/iournalsiS JEREiindex.html 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mae Henderson < @gmail.com> 

Sunday, August 18, 2013 5:11 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu>; Mae Henderson 

Re: Essay Attached 

GWTW Essay REV1SED .docx 

@gmail.com> 

Dear Charlene, 
Please find attached both a tracked coW of my 

revisions on your intriguing -- and sophisticated - - 

essay. Also. please note that, for the most part. 

my revisions are restricted to tbrma] coW editing -- 

in an eflbrt to preserve your own voice. 

Two quick points one styliNc mad one more substantive: 

stylistically, I would suggest fl~at you practice more 

sentence variation, especially with regard to sentences 

beginning with ’"][’hat." Secondly, I would recommend that 

you make clea~r that which is often implied -- nnn~ely, that 

the properties of"backness" that you reference are not 
essentialist, but stereo~’pical (that is to say, constructed 

by the dominm~t culture). 

If you wish, I’d be happy to review a later version of this 

essay before it goes to press. 

BTW, at some point 

we need to have a serious discussion regarding pemfissions 

for the Baker collection (I have intbrmation to share). 
Hang in there, my friend! 

All best, mae 
P.S. Remember that you roll need to go to Review 

in WoN and 1) accept or delete changes and 2) delete 

comments. If you have problems ruth tracked version, 

please feel free to give me a call. 

On Sat, Aug 17, 2013 at 7:47 AM, Regester, Charlene B <regestel,@~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Deqr IVlae: Attached is a copy of my essay -- the intro and conclusion are still being developed but I have been incredibly busy with the beginning of school. On my way to 
Winston-Salem today and have two meetings on Sunday. Will check with you when I get a chance. Hope your work is going well. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Monday, August 19, 2013 7:24 AM 

~reen~ciety-announce@duke.edu; tilm-video@duke.edu; amicer~duke.edu; ami-lhculty@duke.edu; literature@duke.edu 

**Screen/Society this week--Thu Ang 22, 7pm: "Man on Wire" - O~ar winning documentary at the Nasher Museum 

*Please distribute ~videly~ 

Screen!Society presents..° 

Thursday August 22, 
Man on ~Vire 

]?art of the Droner and a A/[ovie summer series 

at the Nasher Museum of Art 

== Download PDF Fiver I More Iatb == 



http://amL duke.edu/screensociety 

A li ScmenA~_~ocie~’ events are coordinated and co-sponsored 
by the Progr~m~ in the ,/iris q/ihe M~)ving Image 

hokazak@duke.edu 

~i¢~,~;,~i~ ii; : http:!iami.du ke.edu!screensociety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.com~ 

Monday, 10:50 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

Con’tact for 

Hello Dr. l~egester, 

I wanted to see if you had a contact email for                    I kno~v ~vhen we spoke last month you mentioned he is working 

for the Dept. of Homelmad Security. I was able to see that he is working in the security field in the NC area and wanted to 

reach out to him for some career advise.                                    La~v Enforcement with the l~aleigh Police Department 

and the Military, I feel he may be a good contact. Any assistance would be greatly appreciated. I hope all is well with you at 

UNC and thanks again for everything you’ve done for me over the years. 

Take care, 

Email: ~yahoo.com 

Phone: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.com> 

Monday, 11:39 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

Re: Comact for 

Thank you vely much! 

On . at 11:38 AM, "Regester, Charlene B" <legester(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear        It may take me a few days but I think I have his home address. As for his phone number, I am not certain about that but I may have his wife’s 
number ~- it is really through his wife that I know him. Will get back with you in the next few days and keep up the good work. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: ~@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, 10:49 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Contact for 

Hello Dr. Regester, 

I wanted to see if you had a contact email for                  . I know ~vhen ;ve spoke last month you mentioned he is 

working for the Dept. of Homeland Security. I was able to see that he is working in the security field in the NC area 

and wanted to reach out to him for some career advise.                                   Law Enforcement with the 

Raleigh Police Department and the MilitaD,, I feel he ma~v be a good contact. Any assistance would be greatly 

appreciated. I hope all is well with you at UNC and thanks again for everything you’ve done for me over the years. 

Take care, 

Email: @yahoo. com 

Phone: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 2:09 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: afaJn 

Hello Professor Regester, 

I apologize for the delay in response I’ve been out of town until today, I will try to get you the necessary documentation. 

grade just sol know? I’d appreciate it 

Thanks 

Could you let me know the final 

From: Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 12:06 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: afam 

Dear      Currently, our department is attempting to submit your grade but in order to do so and because it has been such a long time since you were enrolled in the class, 
we will need for you to provide a statement from                                        that required you to withdraw from school for a while. Once you send this 
information to me, I will attach it to your grade change form and this will then be submitted to the Chair who will take it to the appropriate administrators. I apologize for the 
inconvenience but these are the new guidelines and policies required. Hope to hear from you soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 

Sent= Tuesday, 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: afam 

4:49 PM 

Hi Professor Regester, 

Here are the papers I gave to you the other day in digital form. Let me know if you need anything else/have any questions/comments. Also please do let 

me know when you submit the paper work with the department so I can make sure it goes smoothly. Thanks for all your support! 

From: Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:31 AM 

To; 

Subject: RE: afam 

Dear      Yes but remember that you are meeting with me in my office in Davis Library, Room 8026 on the 8th floor. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 

Sent; Monday, 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= RE: afam 

7:37 AM 

Hi Professor Regester, 

Just wanted to remind you that we’re meeting today at your office after my first class that ends at 11:15. See you in a bit! 

From: Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 1:17 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: afam 

Dear      This is great news -- can you meet in between your classes as I will be in Davis Library 8th floor room 8026 on Monday. Please send me a reminder Monday 
morning. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 

Sent= Friday, 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= RE: afam 

1:15 PM 

Hi Professor Regester, 

I can meet anytime next week. My classes are 9:45-11:15 and 1:15-2:45 so I can’t meet then. I have the papers to give to you. 

Thanks! 

From: Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday,           ~ 10:22 AM 



To: 

Subject: RE: afam 

Dear      I don’t know if I will be on campus on Friday. If I can meet, I will send you an ernail Friday morning. If not, hope we can schedule something next week. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

F~om: 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: afam 

5:44 PM 

Hi Professor Regester, 

I was wondering if I could meet with you on Friday? I get out of class at 2:45 so anytime after that would work. Hope to hear back from you! 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <’UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Mark Freeman <mfreeman@MAIL.SDSU.EDU> 

Monday, August 19, 2013 2:19 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Canadian activist maker a~rested in Egypt 

Dear Colleagues, 

John Greyson a documentary filmmaker and teacher at York University 
in Toronto has been arrested in Egypt. I urge you to consider signing 
the petition on his behalil 

https://www, change or~/en-CA/petitions/canadian-~overnment-help-free-tarek-and-iohn 

Best, 

Mark Freeman 
Chair 
LrFVA Freedom of Expression Cormnittee 
Professor 
School of Theatre, Television, and Fi]m 
San Diego State University 
5500 Campanile Dr 
San Diego, <;A 92182-7601 
Ph 619 594-5497 
Fax 619 594-1391 
ht~p ://www.markfi’eemanfilms. or~ 

"Freedom of expression is the matrix, the indispensable condition, of 
nearly every other form of fi’eedom" -Benjamin Nathan Cardozo 

John Greyson’s p~oneer~ng work in activist media since the early 1980s 
includes solidari~ documentaries on Nicaragua, and farm workers in 
Canada, and a long series on gay issues, prominently AIDS, and more 
recently the BDS movement He has been arrested in Egypt. 
> 

> 

> http://www in diewire.com/art~c~e/direct~r-i~hn-~reYson-arrested-bY-e~Yptian-p~ice-in-midst-~f-c~nf~ict 
> 

> If you want to keep up with what’s going on: Scott MacKenzie @gmail corn>, one of the editors of a forthcoming anthology on Greyson’s media and performance and 
writing work (along with Brenda Longfellow and Tom Waugh), is keeping track of the situation and listing to whom you can write (in Canada, the US, and Egypt) to demonstrate support at 
this crucial moment. 

There’s also a very good Facebook group with lots of helplial info and updates: 

https ://wwav.facebook. com,’~roups/14097798492 415 38i 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listsel~’@listserv.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last narae.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following coramand to listsetw@listselw.american.edu: 

signoff LTVALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listsel~’.american. edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tara Green <’ttgreen@uncg.edu> 

Monday, August 19, 2013 4:27 PM 

Natalie bullock brown @yahoo.com> 

Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu>; Jordan, Joseph F <jl~ordan@email.unc.edu>; Bryon D Turman <bdturma~@ncat.edu>; 

Regestei; Chaxlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu>; Gwendolyn Bookln~l <gbookln~l@bennett.edu>; Yvonne Welbon 

<~velbon@bennett.edu>; chandra guinn <chandra.guinn@duke.edu:>; Crystal Harkless <csh~:rkle@ncsu.edu:> 

Next Meeting in Greensboro 

Hello All: 

I am waiting to hear back from the International Civil Rights Center about my request to host us on September 27 at 10 am. Unfortunately they are in the process of 

deaJing with a financial,political support situution. If they hmze a conflict that day, a~ alternative site will be the African American Studies coniErence room at UNCG. I 

will provide paxking stubs and directions. 

I’ll be in touch with a concrete location by the end of the month. 

Best to all, 
Tam 

On Tue, Aug 6, 2013 at 11:03 AM, Natalie bullock brown                   ~¥a]~oo.com> wrote: 

Awesome! Good to hear. Looking forwaKl to figuring out how we would like to proceed. 

Natalie Bullock Brown 

Producer, Consultant 

Sent from Iny iPhone 

On Aug 6, 2013, at 10:33 AM, Sheila Smith McKoy <sslnckov(~ncsu.edu> wrote: 

This is great news, Natalie. In fact, we discussed contacting Deidre during the meeting. 

Great synergy, 

ssm 

On Mon, Aug 5, 2013 at 3:04 PM, Natalie Bullock Brown 

Good morning, everyone! 
~vahoo.com> wrote: 

I hope you had a great weekend. I am sorry to have missed our meeting 
last week. I forgot about an appointment I had previously scheduled. 
However, while the Consortium was out of sight, it was definitely not out 

of mind! 

I had the opportunity to talk for a long time last Friday with Deirdre Haj, 
Executive Director of the Full Frame Documentary Film Festival, regarding 
St. Aug and other business. During our conversation, I told Deirdre about 
the Consortium, and about some of the programming and events we have 
talked about doing. Deirdre would very much like to work with the 

Consortium, and was excited to hear about all of the institutions we 
represent. As you may know, Full Frame has a 100 seat theater in the 
American Tobacco warehouse district. Deirdre is eager to have us present 
programming in that space, and also mentioned providing a space for us 
during the 2014 FF Festival so that we can meet as a group and make our 
meeting open to interested Festival attendees. Of course, we would 
determine if we want to open our meeting(s) up, and to whom. I was very 
excited by Deirdre’s enthusiasm - she has asked me to follow up with her 
to get the ball moving if we are interested. 



I hope this information is 

Best, 
Natalie 

helpful and encouraging! Take good care. 

Natalie Bullock Brown 
Ascension Productions 
Prod ucer/Co nsu Ita nt 

cell 
919,781.9817 fax 

From: Joseph Jordan <ifjordan@email.unc.edu> 
To: Joseph F. Jordan <jfiordan@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: Natalie bullock brown, @yahoo.com>; Bryon D Turman <bdturman@ncat.edu>; Regester Charlene B 
<regester@email.unc.edu>; Gwendolyn Bookman <gbookman@bennett.edu>; Yvonne Welbon <ywelbon@bennett.edu>; chandra 
guinn <chandra.guinn@duke.edu>; Tara Green <tt,qreen@uncg.edu>; Crystal Harkless <csharkle@ncsu.edu>; Sheila Smith 
McKoy <ssmcko¥~,ncsu.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 3, 2013 4:24 PM 
Subject: Resurge/Southern Black Film and Media Consortium 

Hello All -- writing to you to remind folks of another school year approaching (as if you needed to be reminded) and to think about possibilities for 

collaboration. As agreed upon in one of our earlier meetings we have billed some of our offereings as co- sponsorship with SBFMC as a way of 

keeping the n~ane out there. I hope we can figure out a titne to gather and re-group early in the term. 

Otherwise, I am attaching a sneak peak at our arts line-up for the fall. Please send your line-nps for any kind of program because onr redesign for 

our website will have a section that spotlights going ons at our partners in SBFMC. 

Any questions let me know. Please give feedback on SBFMC meeting idea --- ~ssibilit.5~ of Spring e~zent lbr us 

see attached: 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonj a Haynes Stone Center 

UniversiP£ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

i f] ordan(a)email.unc.e&~ 

Tara T. Green, PhD 
Professor of African American Literature and Gender Studies 

Director of Aliican American Studies 

African American Studies Program 

PO Box 26170 

Greensboro, NC 27402- 6170 

w~v.unc~.edu!~l’s 

w~v.tmat~reen.com 



AFS Ranked in Top 10 
http:/iute .uncg .ed u/pmdinews;release,,~/africa n-a merica rest udies-progra m-ra n ked-amon,gm~op-10-in-u-a/ 

English Representative, College Language Association 

www.clascholazs.org 

Vice-Presideut of Lm~gston Hughes Socieb" 
http://www.langstonhughessociety.org/ 

A Fatherless Child: Autobiographical Perspectives ofAfricau A~nerican Men (U Missouri P, 2009) 
I¥inner: National Council for Black Studies 2011 Award for Outstanding Publication in Afiicana Studies 

Presenling Oprah Winfi~ev, Her Fihns, and African American Literature 
(Palgrave Macmillan Press, 2013) 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Documentm7 Studies at Dnke Universib, <llm@duke.eduv 

Monday, August 19, 2013 5:00 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

CDS NEWS: Full Frame 2014, "One Place" Extended, Doc Film Premiere, First Book Prize Countdown 

i ::~ :: CDS I Center for D ...... tary Studies ~ 

FULL FRAME 2014 CALL FOR ENTRIES 

Attention documentary filmmakers: the Full Frame Documentary Film Festival is accepting 

submissions for the17th annual festival, which will be held April 3-6, 2014, in Durham, 

North Carolina. Short and feature documentaries completed after January 1, 2012, are 

eligible for the 2014 festival’s competitive NEW DOCS program. Regular Deadline: August 

15-October 15 ! $40; Late Deadline: October 16-December 6 / $60. 

Click her~e for submission rules and application instructions; questions can be sent to 

submissions@fullframefest org 

, he Full Frame Documentary Film Festival is a program of the Center for Documentary 

Studies at Duke University. 

ONE PLACE RUN EXTENDED / Exhibit of Paul Kwilecki’s Photos from Decatur County, 

Georgia, on View Into Fall 

Through October 5, 2013 / Juanita Kreps and Lyndhurst Galleries / Center for 

Documentary Studies / 13t7 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

Bainbridge High School Band, Willis Park, 1976. Photograph by Paul Kwilecki. 

One Place: Paul K~vilecki and Four Decades of Photoqraphs from Decatur County, Georgia 

has generated a lot of interest, so much so that we’ve extended the exhibit’s run into the fall, 

after which it will travel to the Creald~ School of Art in Wl nter Park, Florida, and the Ogden 

Museum of Southern Art at the University of New Orleans 



This collection of black-and-white photographs by self-taught artist Paul Kwilecki features 

images from a critically acclaimed book of the same name, edited and with an introduction 

by former Center for Documentary Studies director Tom Rankin and published this April by 

CDS in partnership with the University of North Carolina Press. In addition to more than two 

hundred images, the book also includes Kwilecki’s musings about the people and places 

he depicted in photographs taken in and around his hometown of Bainbridge, Georgia. ’1 

don’t make pictures to decorate walls," Kwilecki said "1 make them to shed light in dark 

corners." 

The Paul Kwifecki Photographs and Papers Collection is held in the Archive of Documentary 
Art__~s at the David M. Rubenstein Rare Book & Manuscript Library at Duke University. 

CDS ALUMNI NEWS I Filmmakers’ Documentary Bringing it Home to Premiere in Durham 

Thursday, August 22, 6 p.m. and 8 p.m. / Full Frame Theater, Power Plant Building ! 

American Tobacco Campus, 320 Blackwell St., Durham, North Carolina 

Filmmaker Blaire Johnson at work on Bringing It Home 

The Southern Documentary Fund is partnering with Leadership Triangle to co-sponsor the 

Durham premiere of the locally produced documentary Bringing It Home, in which 

filmmakers Linda Booker and Blaire Johnson, both graduates of the Center for 

Documentary Studies’ Certificate in Documentary Arts program, tell the story of that 

misunderstood plant, hemp. 

Because of it-makes-you-high misconceptions, industrial hemp is illegal to grow in the 

United States, but thirty other industrialized nations harvest the non-psychoactive plant for 

construction materials, textiles, nutrition, and body-care products. "We made Bringing It 

Home with the intention of reaching a broad spectrum of viewers--from policymakers and 

civic groups, to farmers and health advocates, from consumers to the construction 

industry--with the same strategic message about how hemp offers solutions and hope," 

says Booker. 

Note: Space is limited; click here to register and purchase tickets; $10. A pre-screening 

reception will be held in the lobby forty-five minutes before each showing, and the 

filmmakers will be present for post-screening Q&As. 

2012 FIRST BOOK PRIZE COUNTDOWN CONTINUES / Spotlight on 2000 Winner Jennette 

Williams and The Bathers 

Budapest, 2006 Photograph by Jennette Williams 

In anticipation of the fall publication of 2012 CDS/Honickman First Book Prize in 

Photography winner Gerard H Gaskin’s Legendary: Inside the House Ballroom Scene, 

we’re taking a look back at previous winners of this prestigious biennial prize, which offers, 

among other things, publication of a book of photography 



This month, it’s Jennette Williams, chosen as the 2008 prizewinner by celebrated 

photographer Mary Ellen Mark. Williams drew on gestures and poses found in iconic 

paintings of nude women for her stunning platinum prints in The Bathers (2009, CDS and 

Duke University Press). Williams traveled to Budapest and Istanbul for eight years to 

photograph public baths and the women bathers, young and old, who unapologetically 

inhabit and display their bodies with comfort and ease. "The Bathers questions what makes 

for beauty in women," said Williams "1 don’t really have an answer to that, but l know that it 

has something to do with an acceptance of one’s form, being within a community of 

women, and living in, rather than fighting against, your body" The book was widely reviewed 

and was featured in The New Yorker and Photo District News, among others. 

In 2012, Deborah Willis selected Gaskin to win the latest prize in this important series 

celebrating American photography. Gaskin’s Legendary will be co-published in fall 2013 by 

the Center for Documentary Studies and Duke University Press, and an exhibit of his work 

will be on view at CDS. 

UPCOMING EVENT 

Thursday, August 22, 6 p.m. and 8 p.m. / Screening of Bringing It Home / Full Frame 

Theater, Power Plant Building ! American Tobacco Campus, 320 Blackwell St., Durham, 

North Carolina 

http : fiw’ww, cdsporch, orglarchives!19548 

EXHIBITS 

March 18-October 5, 2013 / One Place: Paul Kwifecki and Four Decades of Photographs 

from Decatur County, Georgia i Kreps and Lyndhurst Galleries, Center for Documentary 

Studies/1317 W. Pettigrew St, Durham, North Carolina 
http:lidocumentarvstudies, duke.edulexhibitslcurrent-exhibits#one-place 

April 26-August 31,2013 / Beyond the Front Porch 2013 / University Gallery, Center for 

Documentary Studies/ 1317 W. Pettigrew St, Durham, North Carolina 
http:lidocumentarvstudies, duke.edulexhibitslcurrent-exhibits#beyond 

May 6-August 31,2013 1 Hidden in Plain Sight: Architectural Reminders of Durham’s Vital 

Past I Porch Gallery, Center for Documentary Studies/1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North 

Carolina 
http:lldocumentarystudies duke edulexhibitslcurrent-exhibits#hidden 

MORE .ABOUT CDS: 

CDS Webeite http://documentarystudies.duke.edu 

CDS Porch http://w’vw~.cdsporch.or¢l 

Friends ofCDS http://documentarystudies.duke.edu/donate 

Upcoming Events http://documentarvstudies.duke.edu/events 

Unsubscribe i Update Profile/Email Address I Forward To A Friend 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cheo~ Sean @yahoo.com> 

Monday, August 19, 2013 11:34 PM 

editor@aij ssnet.com 

Call tbr Papers 

Call for Papers 
American International Journal of Social Science (AIJSS) 

ISSN 2325-4149 (Print), ISSN 2325-4165 (Online) 
American International Journal of Social Science (AIJSS) is a double blind peer reviewed journal published by Center for Promoting Ideas 
(CPI), USA. The main objective of AIJSS is to provide an intellectual platform for the international scholars. AIJSS aims to promote 
interdisciplinau studies in social science and become the leading journal in social science in the ~vorld. 
The journal publishes research papers in the fields of economics, international relations, law, development studies, population studies, political 
science, history, journalism and mass communication, corporate governance, cross-cultural studies, peace and conflict, library and information 
science, public administration, psychology, philosophy, sociology, ~vomen studies, religious studies, social welfare, anthropology, linguistics, 
education, management, marketing, finance, banking, accounting, human resources management, international business, hotel and tourisnL 
entrepreneurship development, business ethics and so on. 
The journal is published both in print and online versions. 
AIJSS publishes original papers, review papers, conceptual framework, analytical and simulation models, case studies, empirical research, technical 
notes, and book reviews. Special Issues devoted to important topics in social science will occasionally be published. 
The journal is now indexed with and included in C~b~IF~, Utfi~h~, t~BSCO, !nd~ ~perni~uS !~ternati~t. and G~I~. Moreover the j ournal is under 
the indexing process with ISI, ERIC, DOAJ, JSTOR, Econlit, and Scopus. 
AIJSS is inviting papers for Vol. 2 No. 6 which is scheduled to be published on September 30, 2013. 
Send your manuscript to the editor at editor@aijssnet.com, or          @hotmail.com 
For more information, visit the official website of the journal www.aijssnet.com 
With thanks, 
Dr. Stewart Lehman 
The Chief Editor, American International Journal of Social Science 
Contact: editor(~aiissnet.com 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ardea Smith <ardsmith@umail.iu.edu~ 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 9:30 AM 

mbems@emory.edu; ccaddoo@indiana.edu; CombsR@si.edu; wgcowan@iu.edu; atield@tit.ucla.edu; terri.ti~ancis@ale.edu; Crraney, 

Brian Patrick <bpgraney@indiana.edu>; jchorak@cinema.ucla.edu;       @gmail.com; klinger@indiana.edu; rk@reto.ch; 

@rochester.rr.com; Martin, Michael T <martinm@indiana.edu>; mima@loc.gov; theresmnartin@nypl.o~; Regester, Charlene B 

<regeste@elnail.unc.edu>; dougreside@nypl.org; jacqueline@uchicago.edu; rstoeltj@indiana.edu; jaulwlch@imail.iu.edu; 

gwalle@indiana.edu; jaw~sh@indiana.edu; dwhit02@emory.edu 

Regeneration Wild mad Website Launch 

To the Participants, 

In anticipation of the Regeneration in Digital Contexts: Early Black Film cont~rence, a website and Wild are now online. 

The website [http://www.indiana.edu/.~regener8/regener8/] is meant to provide the general public and parficipanks a means to learn more about "the upcoming 
Con[~rence. Following the Regeneration Conference, the website will host streaming video, transcriptions, photos, m~d more ficom "the Conference proceedings. 

The mid [http:i/,~v.indiana.edu/.-re~ener8/dokumld/], unlike the website, is not publicly accessible. At this time, only paxticipants in the upcoming Regeneration 

Conference have access to the Wild. 

Each paxticipant’s usemame is the first letter of their first name and their full last name. For exan~ple: Jan-Christopher Horak jhorak 

The password is: 

When you tirst log-in to the Wild, please chm~ge the password. 

Once you log-in you will see a menu to the left. Click on any page. At the top of the page in "the left hand comer will be a black gear image. Hovering your mouse over 

the gear will display options inclnding Edit this Page and Old Revisions. 

Click Edit if you wish to add infoimation to the page. 

If you wish to comlnent on the page but not change the content, please use the discussion foruln at the bottom of each page. 

Old revisions ollows you to see past versions ofa pal~ticular page/recent changes. 

The anticipated purpose and utility of the Wild are two-fold: 

--First, the BFCiA has based the organization of the Wild around the structure of the Regeneration Conference. Each of the 3 Panels on November 15, 2013 have 

their own pages with additional nested pages detailing the participants, scope & questions, and resources tbr a particular panel. 

It is our hope that participants will use these pages to a) flesh out discussion topics for each panel; b) engage in pre-conference research with regmd to important 

ques~tions about each panel topic; c) share new resources and; d) generally enhance the success of discussions in November through pre-conference planning and 
discussion. 

Similarly, there are pages such as Scope & Questions and Resources under Regeneration Workshop. These pages are meant as a space for participants to e~thance the 

outcome of the Workshops in November by discussing outside projects at other institutions, best practice papers, or tools like Annotator’s Workbench or even adding 

new resources tbr consideration. 

Over the next three months Brian Gmney will also upload photos and readings to help advance discussions and planning. The page entitled Annotated Bibliography will 

serve as the comprehensive aCea for any and all infom~ation resources used in Wild discussions and during the Conference. 

.... Second, following the conclusion of the Regeneration Conference, it is our hope that the Wild might be made publicly available online and serve as an enduring 

resource. 

Please email me if you have any p~oblems logging in or have further ques~dons about the Wild. 

Thank yo~ 

Ardea Smith 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Graney, Brian Patrick <bpgmney@iMiana.edu; 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 1:14 PM 

’Horak, Jan-Christophet <jchorak@cinema.ucla.edu>; Ardea Smith <a~dsmith@umail.iu.e&~; mbemst@emory.edu; Caddoo, Cara C 

<ccaddoo@indim~a.e&~>; CombsR@si.edu; Cowark William G <wgcowan@iu.edu>; Field, Allyson Nadia <afield@TFT.UCLA.EDU>; 

terri.t?ancis@yale.edu;       @gmail.com; Klinger, BarbaJca <klinge@indiana.e&~; rk@rem.ch;       @rochester.rr.com; Martin, 

Michael T <mart~nmt~!indiana.edu>; mima@loc.gov; theresama~in@nypl.org; Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emaJl.unc.edu>; 

dougreside@nypl.olg; jacqueline@uchicago.edu; Stoeltje, Rachael Kennedy ~stoeltj@indiana.edt#,; jauhrich@imail.iu.edu; Waller, 

Gregory A <gwalle@indiana.edu>; Walsh, John Anthony <jawalsh@indiana.edu>; dwhit02@emory.edu 

RE: Regeneration Wild m~d Website Launch 

Hi Chris, 
From that forbidding "welcome" screen, youql find a fogin button in the dropdown menu kinder’ the crossed hammers in the upper right corner. 

Alternately, this direct link rnighL work: 

http:iiwwwJ ndiana.edu/ 

Best, 

Brian 

Brian Graney 

Archivist 

Black Film Ceriter&rchive 

Ir~diana University 

812855.6041 

www. i n dic~:nc~:, ed d-- blba 

From: Horak, San-Christopher [mailto:jchorak@dnema.uda.edu] 
Se~t~ Tuesday. Aueust 20.20~3 ~:06 PM 

Subject: RE: Regeneration Wiki and Website Launch 
Clicking on the Wiki site, t w~s denied permission to en~:er, becm~se there ~s no place to k)g in. 
Best, 
CHRIS 
Dr. Jan-Christopher Horak 

jchorak@ucla.edu 

From: Ardea Smith [rnajlt~.’~rdsmjSb@~majLi~,edul 
Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 20:13 6:30 AM 

Subject: Regeneration Wiki and Website Launch 
To the Participants, 

In miticipation of the Regeneration in Digital Contexts: Ea~rly Black Film conference, a website aa~d Wild are now online. 

The website [http://~x~x~v.indimm.edu,’.-re£ener8/regener8/] is meant to provide the general public and participants a memos to learn more about the upcoming 
Conference. Following the Regeneration Conference, the website roll host streaming video, transcriptions, photos, and more from the Conference proceedings. 

The mki [http://www.indiana.edu’-regener8/dokuwiki/], unlike the website, is not publicly accessible. At this time, only participants in the upcoming Regeneration 
Conference have access to the Wild. 



EachpaNcipant’s usemame is the first letter oftheir first name and their ti~ll laser name. For example: Jan-Christopher Horak jhnrak 

’][’he password is: 

When you first log-in to the Wild, please change the password. 

Once you log-in you will see a menu m the left. Click on any page. At the top of the page in the left hand comer roll be a black gear image. Hovering your mouse over 

the gear will display options including Edit this Page and Old Revisions. 

Click Edit if you wish to add information to the page. 

If you wish to comment on the page but not change the content, please use the discussion forum at the bottom of each page. 

Old revisions allows you to see past versions ofa paxticular page/recent changes. 

The anticipated purpose and utili~ of the Wild are lwo- fold: 

--First, the BFC/A has based the organization of the Wild around the structure of the Regeneration Cont~rence. Each of the 3 Panel s on November 15, 2013 have 

their own pages with additional nested pages detaJ, ling the participants, scope & questions, and resources for a pa~icular panel. 

It is our hope that participants will use these pages to a) flesh out discussion topics for each panel; b) engage in pre-conference research with regaxd to important 
quefftions about each panel topic; c) share new resources and; d) generally enhance the success of discnssions in November throngh pre-conference plam~ing and 

discussion. 

Similarly, there are pages such as Scope & Questions and Resonrces nnder Regeneration Workshop. These pages are meant as a space for participants to enhance the 

outcome of the Workshops in November by discussing outside projects at other institutions, best practice papers, or tools like Annotator’s Workbench or even adding 

new resources for consideration. 

Over the next three tnonths Brian Graney will also upload photos and readings to help advance discussions and plam~ing. The page entitled Annotated Bibliography will 
serve as the comprehensive a~rea for any and all intbrmation resources used in Wild discussions and during the Conference. 

--Second, following the conclusion of the Regeneration Conference, it is onr hope that the ~Vild might be made publicly available online and serve as an enduring 

resource 

Please email me if you have any problems logging in or have further questions about the Wild. 

Thank you, 

Ardea Smith 





The Process ~er~es I~nds metv home 

at d~e ~A~ 1 

Featured Advisory t~oard Member: 
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UNC’s faculty, arid ~ow be sees the 

the date! 

Aug 22 Welcome baC[~ rece..’.’.’tiol 
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The, Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and Histo~, ] 

Stone Center 25th 
Anniversary Season opens 
Sept. 12.~ Tim Oka:mura ArC 
Exhibition, Cha:nte’ Moore 
Concert, zoth Anniversary 
Edition of Diaspora Film 
Festival and more 

Dear Friends, 

This fall the Stone Center will celebrate 25 years on 

Carolina’s campus. The 25th Anniversary season 

kicks off with "This Story Has Not Yet Been Told... " 

art exhibition in the Stone Center’s Robert and 

Sallie Brown Gallery and Museum. The exhibition, on 

display from September 12 through November 29, 

showcases the work of award-winning, Brooklyn- 

based artist Tim Okamura. 

Please join us for the exhibition opening reception 

featuring an artist talk by Okamura on September 

12, 2013 at 7p.m. at the Stone Center. 

Following the exhibition opening, the Stone Center 

will host award-winning R&B songstress, Chante’ 

Moore for a special concert event on Saturday, 

September 14. Tickets are $25 in advance and go 

on sale August 20 exclusively at the UNC Box office. 

For ticket information (or to purchase via phone or 

in person) please contact the UNC Box at 919-962- 

1449. Click HERE to purchase tickets online. 

The celebration continues with the 20th Anniversary 

Edition of the Diaspora Festival of Black and 

Independent Film. The festival opens on September 

19 at 7pm with a double feature of "Clara Como El 

Agua" and "An Oversimplification of Her Beauty." 

This year’s festival includes a total of 9 films, 

including the 2-part epic film, "Toussaint 

L’Ouverture" on September 26. 

All events are free and open to the public, unless 

otherwise noted. For a complete list of events or for 

more info check out the event listing to your right, 

or you can email us at stonecenter@unc.edu, call 

919-962-9001 or visit our website HERE. 

Upcoming at the Stone 
Center 

September 12, 7:00pro 

Exhibition Openinq Reception and Artist Talk 

"This Story/-/as Not Yet Been To/d._The Work of Tim 

Okamura" 

"This Story Has Not Yet Been Told.," is comprised of 

paintinqs created within the last decade that have 

25th Anniversary Season 

Events 



emerged from Okamura’s life-long fascination with 

the emotionally expressive power of the human 

form and an intense interest in the juxtaposition of 

people in their environment. 

An opening reception for the exhibition featuring an 

artist talk by Okamura will be held on September 

12, 2013 at 7p.m. at the Stone Center. 

This event is Free and Open to the Public. Please 

RSVP to stonecenter@unc.edu, call 919-962-9001, 

or via our ._F_A_c___e___b_p___o___k____e___v___e___n__t___E_a_g__e_~_ 

September :1.4, 8:00pro 

25th Anniversar), Conce~¢ Event 

An EvenH~q with Chante’ Moore 

Please join us on Saturday, September 14th at 8pm 

for a special Stone Center 25th Anniversary event! 

The Stone Center is honored to host award-winning 

and multi-talented songstress Chante’ Moore. 

Tickets are $25 in advance and $35 at the door. 

Tickets go on sale August 20 and can be purchased 

online, over the phone, or in person exclusively at 

the UNC Box office. You can call the box office for 

ticket information at 919-962-1449..C_]j..£k_.H_E_._R_..E_ to 

purchase tickets online. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andy Crank ~}gmail.com> 

Wednesday, August 21, 2013 8:08 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Re: GWTW Collection -- Summer is Here’. 

Chmlene: 

Thanks for this. It will likely take me a bit of time to do work on the drafts (I just moved and started a new job all this week), but I will get this back to you as soon as I 

Call. 

Much thanlcs, 
Andy 

On Mon, Aug 19, 2013 at 11:46 AM, Regester, Charlene B <~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Andy: Attached is a copy of my GWTVV essay. This is still a draft -- please note that I will check all footnotes once the essay is completed and will make them conform 
to appropriate guidelines. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Andy Crank _     :@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 3une 10, 2013 12:37 PM 
To: Lisa Abney; DEBORAH E BARKER; Amy Clukey; Mark 3emg; Erich Nunn; Regester, Charlene B; Riche D Richardson; 
simsjel@tigermail.auburn.edu; Daniel Turner; Taylor, Helen 

Subject: GWTW Collection -- Summer is Here! 

Hey, gang! 

I just wanted to send y’aJl a quick note as summer arrives to remind you that we are continuing to think of early fail (15 Augufft) as the date to turn in first drafts of 

your essays tbr the collection on GWTW. Please keep me updated ~md feel ficee to send ques~tions or concenls my way as you develop your arguments. 

Really looking forward to seeing your dmtts! 

Good things, 

James Andrew Crank, Ph.D. 

Assistant Professor of American Literature 
Depar~unent of English - - University of Alaba~na 

Morgan 128; jacrank@ua.edu; 205-348-6265 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Andy Crank ~(}gmail.com> 

Wednesday, Augnst 21, 2013 8:12 AM 

Subject: GWTW Collection Update 

Hey, gang: 

Just a note to see where we are in the process of the GWTW Collection. I had promised the Press a stares npdate by the end of the summer, and I jns~t wanted to 

check in ruth y’all and see where you are with your essays. 

I know I have many of your drai~Ls, but if you have yet to submit one, would you kindly write me a short note and let me know where you are in your process (and, 

much as you can, what you think a reasonable date tbr a draft might be?). I need to get that intb over to Ma~aret some time in the next week. 

In the meantime, I have switched jobs. My iat’o is below in the sig, but if you need anyt~hing, my phone number is still 

I’m looking forwm~t to reading your drafts. 

Best wishes on this new semestec 

Jmnes Andrew Crank, Ph.D. 

Assistant Prot~ssor of American Literature 

Depar~anent of English - - University of Alaba~na 
Morgan 128; iacrank(&ua.edu; 205-348-6265 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

No~h American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@mai142.at131.mcdlv.net> 

Wednesday, August 21, 2013 10:42 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Collection on American Indian 

Native Peoples A to Z -Second Edition 

Best Books for Academic Libraries recommends... 

NATIVE PEOPLES- A TO Z 
A Reference Guide to Native Peoples of the Western Hemisphere 

Courses on the indigenous people of the Americas are 
taught at your university. Native American educators and 
students will be looking for new reference materials that 
are culturally appropriate and sensitive to the many 
customs and ways of various tribes and nations. The 
material needs to reflect the diverse experiences that 
relate to indigenous peoples of the Americas. We are 
)leased to announce that such a publication is now 

available in the Second Edition of NATIVE PEOPLES A 
TO Z; A Reference Guide to Native Peoples of the 
Western Hemisphere. 

NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z provides authentic examples 
of indigenous Ant, culture, literature and history. By 

purchasing a set of NATIVE PEOPLE A to Z you will be providing educators and students a reference that 
is culturally related to the academic needs of indigenous students and will promote student self-esteem and 
character development. 

Please visit www.NABDLLC.com to read a detailed description of the publication’s contents, and view 
sample pages of the encyclopedia. 

The addition of Native Peoples A to Z in your collection will allow students and faculty the ability to tteighten 
awareness and understanding of diverse indigenous cultures and unique traditions. 

Purchase orders are accepted from all institutions on net 60 day terms. If you would like to charge to your 
credit or purchasing card please call our customer service at (810) 231.3728. The ISBN for the set is 
1878592734. The eight volume set is $995.00. 

Thank you for your time and consideration in recommending NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z for purchase to 
your collection development librarian. 

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE IN THE U,S. 
Purchase orders are accepted from all organizations. 

For your convenience we accept Visa and MasterCard as a payment option. 

Customer Order Form 
Please send     set(s) of NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z - Second Edition (Sv. set) at $995.00 per set. 

ISBN: 9781878592735 

Name: Library Name: 

Phone: Email: 

Mailing Address: 

City: State: 

Payment Type: Visa MasterCard Check Purchase Order#: 

Cardholder Name: 

Card Number: 

Zip: 

Expiration Date: 

Noel: ~,me:’ican Sook Distributois, Li.C PO So>: 510 H~,m. bu:’g, MI 4~139 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 21, 2013 5:11 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

RE: Josephine Baker Revisions 

JosephineBakerCriticalReader FINALREVISED INTRODUCTION- 1 .doc 

Dear Chuck: Needed to send one more attachment -- the previous email I think contains two attachments of the same document. Sorry for the error. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

From: Regester, Charlene B 

Sent: Wednesday, August 2:t, 2013 5:07 PM 

To: Sockell, Charles W 
Subject: Josephine Baker Revisions 

Dear Chuck: As mentioned by phone attached are the revisions for the Josephine Baker bound volume that I will bring over tomorrow. I decided to send my email attachment 
so that they could be printed out at your office and inserted in my bound volume to reduce copying cost. Hope this is not too inconvenient. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



The Josephine Baker Critical Reader 

L Josephine Baker as a ’site of memory’ 

Today, in Paris, at the intersection of Boulevard Edgar Quinet and Rue Poinsot, near the 7hO6tre Bobino 

in the Fourteenth arrondisement, stands a memorial honoring Josephine Baker --whose multi-faceted 

career on and offstage spanned over half a century, and whose venues included vaudeville, the music 

hall, cinema, classical theatre, concert hall, voice recordings, military tours and the political theatre. This 

commemorative tribute to the world reno~vned entertainer and activist ackno~vledges her legendary roles 

as star of the stage and screen, along with her social and historical roles as patriot, political activist, 

human rights spokesperson, civil rights champion, and cultural ambassador - a collage of public and 

private identities locating Baker among the most prominent Americans living abroad during the first half 

of the twentieth century. In her native St. Louis, Baker was honored posthumously in1990 with a brass 

star and bronze plaque on the sidewalk of Delmar Boulevard, and in her former home, LesMilandes, in 

the Dordogne province of France, she was honored with a bronze statue, mounted on a stone pedestal 

bearing the footprints of her twelve adopted children ("the Rainbow Tribe") on the centennial 

anniversary of her birth. Such mi#eux de m~moires are altogether fitting counterparts to the mythic and 

historic Josephine Baker, who herself has become something of a site of embodied memory, or ~vhat 

historian Pierre Nora calls, a fieu de monoire. 

We propose the current volume as another kind of monument to this complex, contradictory, and 

elusive figure and her phenomenal fifty-year reign as royalty of entertainment in the transatlantic 

cultural arena. The aim of this collection is to provide students and scholars a prism through which to 
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examine the myriad aspects of this often ambivalent, but always alluring, figure and the sociocultural 

historical moment of her emergence in 1925 until her death in 1975 at the age of sixty-eight. In its focus 

on Baker’s reception and perception, cinematic and stage performances, the architectural design of the 

home imagined by one of her admirers, and her tireless efforts on behalf of civil and human rights, this 

collection of critical essays, spanning the last quarter of a century, seeks to contribute to the ongoing 

debate and dialogue surrounding the iconic and iconoclastic figure of Josephine Baker. 

II. Baker Studies 

Despite the recent proliferation of scholarship on Baker, as historical figure, she remains curiously 

absent from French colonial history, studies on modernism, as well as film, dance, and music history. 1 

Ironically, and in spite of her absence from the pages of history, Baker remains an expansively 

documented presence in the American FBI file - a file comprising several hundred pages, and notably 

more lengthy than any single biography yet produced on this controversial figure. And although there 

presently exists a number of well-received biographies, and at least one special j ournal issue devoted to 

Baker as activist and performing artist, along with several works containing chapters or essays on Baker, 

this is the first volume to synthesize existing scholarship on the life and career of this legendary 

performer and her historical and cultural significance. In producing a compilation of existing and 

developing scholarly perspectives on Baker, the editors, for the first time, make available to scholars 

and students a body of work devoted to examining the multiple facets of her private and public 

1 A notable exception to Baker’s exclusion from modernist history is Anne Alflin Cheng’s recently published Second Skin: 

,~;~ose~,hine Ba/~er and the ~(o&’r~ ~’~a~fface (New York: Oxlbrd UnJversi~~ Press, 2011), Which fi~cuses on Baker’s bo@ and 
performance in modernist thought. 
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performances in the personal, entertainment, military, and political arenas. Our aim is to explore the 

myriad ways in which Baker has been configured across diverse disciplines and venues. In reviewing 

the existing literature on Baker, it becomes apparent that the scholarship can be divided into four 

overlapping waves: the first wave from the 1920s to the 1930s, the second wave from the 1940s to the 

1960s, the third wave from the 1970s to the1990s, and the fourth wave from the 1990s to the present. 

Unsurprisingly, early treatments of Baker appeared in French, and it is notable that much of this 

material still remains untranslated. And while photographs, caricatures, promotional materials, and 

programs are primary among this extant material, the most significant of these early representations can 

be found in press reviews by cultural critics and journalists as well as in autobiographical memoires co- 

authored by Baker herself. The first wave of Baker "scholarship," as it were, was comprised mainly of 

contemporaneous press reviews spanning the years from Baker’s 1925 debut performance to the mid- 

1930s. These reviews include, for example, Andr~ Levinson’s influential essays, "’Loin du bal:’ 

Josephine sifflee -Blanc et noir," Comoedia (7 December 1925), "Paris ou New-York? Douglas. La 

Venus noire," Comoedia (12 October1925) and "The Negro Dance: Under European Eyes," "]’heatre 

Arts (1927), along with essays by German critics Ivan Goll, "The Negroes are Conquering Europe," 

originally published as "die Neger erobern Europa," Die literarische ~relt (1926), and Harry Graf 

Kessler, Tagebttcher 1918-1937 (Frankfurt am Main: Insel Verlag, 19611 - entry for February 26, 1926). 

In 1927, Baker made her feature film debut, an event widely covered in the French press in reviews such 

as "La Sirene des ]~ropiques: un village negre a Epinay," La CiltematographieJ~ancaise (12 October 

1927); L. Farnay’s "La Sirene des 7"t~opiq~ws,’’ Ci~wmagazir~e (30 December 1927); C. Jorgef~lice’s "La 

Sirene des Tropiques," Presse (18 October 1927); J. Marguet’s "Du music-hall au Studio: Josephine 

Baker," Cine-~/liroir (16 September 1927); and M. Orat’s "Josephine Baker dans La Sirene des 
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D’opiques," Cinea-Cine Pout" Tous (1 January. 1928). And appearing during this period ~vere two 

memoires co-authored by Josephine Baker and Marcel Sauvage: Les Memoires de Josephine Baker 

(11927) and, later, Voyages et aventures de Josephine Baker (1931), along with Josephine Baker and 

Andre Rivolet’s co-authored Une vie de routes les couleurs (1935). Also important to the first wave of 

Baker scholarship are the numerous reviews and articles included in Josephine Baker Vue par la Presse 

Francaise (1931), edited by Baker’s manager and lover, Pepito Abatino as well as La Camara and 

Pepito Abatino’ s Mort Sang Darts tes Veines: Roman d ’apres une Idee de Josephine Baker (1931), a 

nouvella conceived by Baker herself. American author e. e. Cummings wrote "~?ve la Fore!," Vanity 

Fair (1929) and , ~’Josephine Baker revi ent a 1’ ecran," Paris-Jour (1934). American j ournalist Janet 

Flanner, whose "Letters from Paris" (later reprinted in Paris Was Yesterday) published in the New 

Yorker magazine under the pen name "Gen~t" several reviews of Baker’s performance, beginning with 

an opening night review of La Revue Negre (October 25, 1925). The value of these early treatments 

reside not only in their documentation of the original performance events, but in what they reveal 

concerning the background, context, cultural values and presumptions characterizing the perception and 

reception of these performances. 

The second wave of Baker scholarship focuses on the post-World-War-II period, and extends 

from the late 1940s through the1960s. Coverage during this phase highlights Baker’s military and 

civil rights activities. Detailing Baker’s military service in the French Underground Resistance 

movement is Jacques Abtey’s La Guerre Secrete de Josephine Baker (1948). Also key to understanding 

Baker as a perceived threat to US national security during the Cold War are the voluminous files on 

Baker amassed by the Federal Bureau of Investigation in the early 1950s (made available under the 

Freedom of Information Act). Widespread during this period is US press coverage not only of Baker’s 
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US engagements, but her political and civil rights involvement as well. A sampling of US reportage 

during this period includes Baker’s return to the US, the highly publicized Stork Club incident and 

subsequent bitter public feud between news columnist Walter Winchell and Baker: "Long Way from St. 

Louis," Time magazine (12 March 1951); "Busy Woman," New lrorker (17 March 1951); "Josephine’s 

Return," Newsweek magazine (12 March 1951); "La Baker is Baker," Life magazine (2 April 1951); 

"Mi ss Baker and the Stork," Crisis magazine (November 1951); "Josephine Baker Hits Back at U. S~ 

Witchhunters," Daily Worker (3 December 1952); and "Edith Sampson Blasts Miss Baker During Paris 

Visit," New ~orkAmsterdam News (5 January 1952). In 1953 Baker began adopting orphans, 

assimilating the "rainbow tribe," and in 1957 she collaborated with fourth husband Jo Bouillon to 

produce the children’s story, La Tribu Arc-en-(’~ieL In the early 1960s, Baker returned to the US to give 

a series of benefit concerts in a futile effort to retain her beloved Les Milandes, the residence in the south 

of France where she lived with her adoptive family. Reviews from this period include the following: 

"Josephine Baker Stars," New York Times (29 May- 1959); "Josephine Baker is Hailed at Carnegie," New 

York Times (14 October 1963); "Josephine Baker Comes to City to Sing, Dance and Fight Bias," New 

}Zork 7~mes (12 October 1963); "Josephine Baker Chez Elle," Atlantic Monthly (December 1964); "La 

Bakhair Returns," New~week (17 February 1964); "Josephine Baker Sees Castro," New York Times (17 

August 1966); "L’Un des Enfants de Josephine Baker: ’Si nous quittons les Milandes, nous 

poursuivrons notre ideal ailleurs," France-Soir (17 May 1968); and "Josephine Baker Is Beset by More 

Woes," New IZork Times (13 March 1969). 

The third wave of Baker scholarship, from 1970s through 1990s, witnessed the publication of 

several pioneering autobiographies and biographies, including Josephine Baker and husband Joe 

Bouillon’ s ,Josephine (1975; translated by Mariana Fitzpatrick 1977); Stephen Papich’ s Remembering 
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Josephine (1976); Leo Guild’s Josephine Baker (1976); Lynn Haney’s Naked at the Feast: A Biography 

of Josephine Baker (1981); Bryan Hammond and Patrick O’ Conner’ s extensively illustrated Josephine 

Baker (11988) ; Phyllis Rose’s well-researched and best-selling Jazz Cleopatra: Josephine Baker in Her 

Time (1989); Alan Schroeder’s Josephine Baker (1989); and Josephine: The HungTy Heart (1993), a 

"tell-all," celebrity biography based on the interviews and memoires of surrogate son Jean-Claude 

Baker, with the assistance &Chris Chase. 

In addition to the preponderance of essays selected for this volume, the fourth wave of Baker 

scholarship, dating from the late 1990s until the present, includes foundational essays by Mar5, L. 

Dudziak, "Josephine Baker, Racial Protest, and the Cold War," The Journal of American History (1994; 

reprinted in the present volume) and Karen C.C. Dalton and Henry Louis Gates Jr.’s "Josephine Baker 

and Paul Colin: African American Dance through Parisian Eyes," Critical Inquiry (1998). If Dudziak 

focuses on Baker’s role in the political landscape of 1950s US foreign and domestic policy, then Dalton 

and Gates examine Baker and her representation by Paul Colin during the Parisian artistic movement 

popularly known as "Le Tumult Noir." Together, these two essays signal dual streams of Baker 

scholarship, the former focusing on Baker’s political activities and the latter on Baker as an object of 

aesthetic representation in the context of post-Wofld-War-I Paris. More recently, Ean Wood’s The 

Josephine Baker Story (2002), Benetta Jules-Rosette’ s Josephine Baker m Art and Life (2007), and 

Anne Anlin Cheng’s Second Skin: Josephine Baker andModetw Surface (2011) have continued to 

explore both aspects of Baker’s performance and history. And while the strength of Jules-Rosette’s 

volume resides both in its reading of photographic and other forms of representation, along with its 

access to untranslated French sources, Cheng’s fascinating study constitutes, in some respects, a 

revisionist study of modernism and architecture refracted through the figure of Baker. To date, the 
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single collection of critical essays (digitally produced) appeared in celebration of the Josephine Baker 

Centennial. Kaima Glover guest edited Josephine Baker: A Centuly in the Spotlight (Scholar and 

Feminist; Double Issue 6.1-6.2: Fall 2007/Spring 2008), published by Barnard Center for Research on 

Women, a wide-ranging collection of essays by contemporary Baker scholars that includes critical 

analyses of Baker, accompanied by links to photographs, illustrations, and stage and film performance 

footage. 

The current collection seeks to configure Baker as a historical figure as well as a presence whose 

legacy has begun to inform contemporary studies of popular and media culture. By assembling selected 

cross-disciplinary scholarship on Baker, the Josephine Baker (’~ritical Reader aims to promote Baker 

Studies in the academy and advance scholarship on a figure who continues to haunt contemporary 

culture in various and multiple guises, functioning as a site of dialogue and debate around modernism, 

feminism, performance and spectatorship, race, gender and sexuality as well as star studies, cinema 

studies, dance studies, and Afro-Diasporic studies. The study of Baker at these myriad sites of 

interrogation not only expands our knowledge of a remarkable and compelling symbol and icon, but 

broadens our interpretative method for reading and understanding genre, movements, and categories of 

identity. 

During the early decades of the twentieth century, African American women (and men) 

embraced popular sentimental, or Victorian, ideals of femininity in an effort to reclaim the honor and 

dignity of black women, whose bodies and reputations had been assailed physically on the plantation 

and discursively in the literature and ideology supporting the plantation tradition. Yet, while black 

women, in their literary productions as well as in their personal and public personae, sought to uphold 
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their own image (consider, for instance, the photographs of black womanhood that adorn the covers of 

Crisis magazine), the "politics of respectablhty nevertheless functioned to "police" and regulate black 

woman’s bodies and desires in ways that arguably constituted a new form of violence and containment. 

Thus while many black women committed to the "defense" of black womanhood by defining themselves 

within the politics of respectability - a doctrine that espoused and promoted the values and ideals of 

bourgeois morality, propriety, and domesticity associated with dominant and hegemonic notions of 

femininity, Baker chose a different path. Departing the shores of her native America in pursuit of a 

career capitalizing, or creating cultural capital, out of her only available assets, Baker enlisted her body 

and talent as a performer in the service of defying the conventions and etiquette associated with 

bourgeois womanhood. 

In Paris, Baker discovered an exquisite setting, one which dazzlingly highlighted her glitzy 

personality and lithe, feral, cafO au lair body. Here, her performance of "an unbridled black female 

sexuality’’3 both recuperated colonial images of black femininity, while simultaneously refiguring 

notions of the primitive in performances that both asserted and called into question notions of 

authenticity. Regaled for her youth, beauty, exoticism, eroticism, mixed-race hybridity, as well as her 

embodiment of the then prevailing aesthetic of modernist primitivism, Baker’s performance of black 

femininity became itself a fabulous invention, and the means of her continuous self-reinvention. 

Typically, Baker’s staging in j azz and jungle settings double-coded her image as both modernist and 

primitivist, rendering her a shimmering signifier of the new aesthetic. And her performances, at once 

erotic and parodic, collaborative and contestatory, public and private, defined her as a site of endless 

2 See Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham’s Righteous Discontent." The lVomen’s Movement in the Black Baptist Church, 1880 

1920 (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1993). Also see Hazel V. Carby, "Policing the Black Woman’s Body in an Urban Context," 

Critical. Inquiry 18 (1992), 738-55. 
3 Deborah Willis and Carla Williams, The Black Female Body: A Photographic History (Philadelplfia: Temple Universi~ 

Press, 2002). 
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ambivalence and ambiguity in the transatlantic entertainment circuit, as she expanded her repertoire 

from cabaret dancer to concert performer to film actress. 

And although in the United States, the roles available for the performance of black femininity 

were limited both on the public stage and in private life, the black Broadway musical revue, along with 

the Harlem club scene, offered to fair-skinned black women a venue for public performance. In 

contrast, Baker’s more visibly "colored" complexion, so seductive to European spectators, had confined 

her to rather droll and vulgar roles in her performances in Noble Sissle and Eubie Blake’s Stmffle Along 

and, later, ~lhe Chocolate Dandies, as well as in the popular local venues of the Harlem Plantation and 

the Cottott Clt¢b. In Europe, however, Baker’s outrageously transgressive performances - featuring 

upper body nudity, and later, haute cot¢ture costumes (designer evening gowns) as well as male sartorial 

attire (tuxedos and top hats) - launched her from a banana-skirted s~¢cces de scandal in Paris into what 

Jean Scheper describes as international "diva iconicity." In some ways, Baker’s performances - in 

public and private - became negotiations not only between competing figurations of gender, ethnicity, 

nation, and culture, but between competing domestic and transnational figurations of black femininity as 

well. Baker’s shifting and elusive identities would seem, at moments, to emerge only through the 

masquerade of public and private personae and performance. But while Baker’ s public and private 

selves at times intersected and other times conflicted, these roles never remained static, creating for 

Baker an identity that was fundamentally shifting, migratory, and peripatetic. 

Baker’s emergence as a star reflects Richard Dyer’s contention that "what is interesting about 

[stars] is not the character they have constructed ... but rather the business of 
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constructing/performing/being ... a ’character.’"4 Among his typology of stars, Dyer identifies the 

"rebel" star - a classification that would seem appropriate for Baker, in that she personified what Dyer 

terms the politically conscious rebel who utilizes her star personae to do battle against the world’s 

inequities. And though Baker was doubtlessly complicit in her enactment of white colonial fantasies of 

black female sexuality, her subversion was also evident in both her parodic performances and 

transgressive politics. Using her celebrity status to advance her own vision of family (and 

transnationality), Baker worked to challenge social barriers, while continuing to re-invent herself. And 

it is not without some significance that as her fame as a transatlantic entertainer increased, so did her 

presence as a political activist. It was precisely her role as successful entertainer and performer that 

gave her both access and visibility. Using the leverage afforded by her social status, Baker moved from 

the entertainment theatre to the militate’ and political theatres. In her role as entertainer of military 

troops during World War II, Baker conveyed secret war documents (written palimpsistically in invisible 

ink) for the Free French Resistance during the German occupation of France under the Vichy regime. In 

the 1950s, Baker became a Civil Rights activist who performed at US theatres only on the condition that 

they open their doors to African Americans. She was awarded the Croix de Gtwrre and the MOdaille de 

la ROsistance in honor of her work in the Free French Movement and, later, in recognition of her 

pioneering Civil Rights work, the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People 

designated May 20, 11951 as Josephine Baker Day. It was also during the early 1950s that Baker became 

a spokesperson for the International League against Racism and Anti-Semitism (LICRA), an 

organization founded in 1928 whose original mission, since expanded, was to challenge Apartheid in 

South Africa, racism against blacks in the US, and discrimination against the indigenous Indian tribes of 

the Amazon Rainforest. As a global performer and political activist, Baker cultivated her performance 

venues to reflect her world citizenship, and express her commitment to human rights. Baker’s 

4 Richard Dyer, Starx (London: British Film Institute, 1998), 21. 
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involvement in the Free French Resistance, her outspoken denunciation of America’s racial policies and 

discriminatory practices, and her public condemnation of oppressive practices such as South African 

apartheid all signify her increasing intolerance of a society based on inequality and exclusion. In her role 

as public entertainer, Baker created a space in which she performed black femininity and modeled a 

twentieth-century version of black female activism, thereby challenging cultural barriers in both the 

entertainment and sociopolitical spheres. 

Just as for Baker, the "private" parts of the body were often staged in "public" performances, so 

her "private" affairs often became intensely and, sometimes notoriously, "public" events. Drawing on 

her fame as celebrity, Baker deployed her star status to become 

a political voice and in her private life, she attempted to model her vision of world unity, it was, in fact, 

while on tour in Japan performing and lecturing on behalf of LICRA, while raising funds to assist 

mixed-race children ("occupation babies") sired by black soldiers ~vith Asian women that Baker, 

through the aid of her long-time friend, Miki Sawada, adopted two Asian children, the first step toward 

the fulfillment of the forty-one-year-old Baker’s dream to assemble an international family.5 Thus, 

returning from the battlefront and military service to the home front and her newly defined maternal 

role, Baker found a way to extend from the public to the domestic sphere her commitment to difference 

and diversity. In her visionary reconfiguration of nation and family, Baker conjoined politics and 

domesticity by assembling an inter-ethnic and international family to express her belief in the universal 

5 "Baker’s concerts were organized by the Elizabeth Sanders Home, under the direction of Miki Sawada who greeted her 

friend in the concert program at the Imperial theatre in Tokyo with the following: ’Twenty years ago, Josephine Baker was an 
uncannily beautiful flower blooming on the glorious stage and "the queen of dulcet chansons. However, the Josephine of 
today is a humanitarian fighter who possesses a depth of life experiences and who stood up and sacrificed everything for the 
weak .... Josephine has come to sing in Japan especially for the mixed-race children who are innocent young victims of the 
War... She has declined any payment for her performances and wishes all proceeds to go to the children .... I ask you to 
welcome with open arms this queen of chanson and humanitarian fighter who stands at the vanguard of the crusaders who 
stake their lives for black people.’" See Konomi Ara "Josephine Baker: A Chanteuse and a Fighter." Journal of 
TransnationalAmerican Studies, 2.1 (2010): 12-13. 
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harmony of humanity. Modeling an alternative paradigm of family and nation based on universal 

equality and inclusiveness, Baker adopted children from different countries and diverse cultural, 

religious, and racial backgrounds - a cohort that she would later describe as the "Rainbow Tribe" -- and 

to which friends sometimes referred as "Baker’s dozen." Along with husband, French bandleader Jo 

Bouillon, Baker adopted twelve children from countries around the world. In this way, Baker, herself 

unable to have children,6combined her private desire for a large family with her public commitment to 

advance a social vision in which differences were not only tolerated, but promoted, in the interests of 

inter-racial harmony, universal brotherhood, and international peace. Her re-envisioning of the nation 

(in favor of de-nationalization and internationalism) was represented in her re-mapping of the family 

along cross-cultural lines -- rather than blood genealogies. And, notably, despite the publicity of her 

life, Baker’s investment in home and family was equally pronounced, and often provided the impetus for 

her several ~’returns" to the stage. 

Opening her retrospective live revue, .losephilte, at the ThOdtre Bobino on April 8, 1975, Baker 

playing Baker reprised the multiple roles of a figure whose career traj ectory was defined by continuous 

self- reinvention. Those in attendance included Prince Rainier and Princess Grace, Sophia Loren, 

Jeanne Moreau, Alain Delon, Mick Jagger, Diana Ross, and Liza Minnelli among other prominent 

luminaries who traveled from afar to witness the triumphant return of the nearly seventy-year-old Baker 

who roared onto stage on a white Harley-Davidson, donned in form-fitting white leather pantsuit and 

riding hat. The revue’s technical director, Francois Rosset, notes that Baker "seemed to have more 

energy than the young showgirls with whom she was dancing, and at times seemed younger than them.’’7 

In this historic venue, recapitulating her by-now-classic performances, Baker appeared on stage as she 

Baker lind a hysterectolny in 1942 while recovering from an illness during her militaDr service. 
Ean Wood, The Josephirw Baker Story (London: SanctuaD~ Publishing, 2000), 315. 
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had first done in her debut in La Revue Negre. Not only did her 1975 repertoire at the Bobino reprise 

her 1925 inaugural performance, but it is not without some irony that Baker’s #teral death, following 

her second performance at the Bobino, parallels her symbo#c birth onto the world stage half a century 

earlier. In the city of her youthful debut, the now- aged, legendary figure rendered to an audience of well- 

wishers and luminaries a well-rehearsed, but unintended, farewell performance at ThO6tre Bobino. 

Following her second evening’ s performance at the Bobino, Baker returned to her apartment 

after a late evening and appeared to oversleep the following morning when her niece, attempting to 

awaken her for a press interview, was unable to rouse her. The aging star had suffered a stroke and 

slipped into a coma. Baker was transported by ambulance to La SalpOtriOre a hospital originally serving 

"prostitutes, beggars and criminal women.’’8 And, again, it is not without some irony that Baker would 

be taken to a hospital that catered to the indigent and dispossessed -- a class from which she evolved 

and, in a certain sense, a class to which she returned later in life. Baker never regained consciousness.9 

Still one of the world’s leading divas, Baker met her untimely demise on April 12, 1975 and, although 

medically her death was attributed to a cerebral hemorrhage, friends and fans would claim that she died 

of a full heart, and in a place that she had learned to call home. ~0 

Yet Baker had, in her time, defied the odds of age, trespassed the lines of gender, flirted with 

danger and desire, flaunted her campy appeal, and thrilled and titillated her audiences, endlessly 

fascinated with her sheer chutzpah and uncanny talent for endless self-reinvention. Baker’s unique 

Wood, 317. 
Lynn Haney, JVakedat the Feast: A Biography of Josephine Baker (New York: Dodd, Mead, and Company. 1981), 324. 

10 Wood, 315. 
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ability to produce a consumable self that continued its seductive appeal -- across generations, classes, 

sexualities, races, and cultures -- constitutes eloquent testimony to her virtuoso life performance. 

III: Stardom and Diva Iconicity 

In Heavenly Bodies, Richard Dyer argues that "star images have histories that outlive the star’s own 

lifetime.’’lJ That Baker has become a master signifier of stardom is apparent not only in the dominance 

of her image in popular culture and contemporary scholarship, but in the parallels and intersections 

aligning her with screen stars such as Carmen Miranda, Marlene Dietrich, Greta Garbo, Marilyn 

Monroe, and Lena Horne. As perhaps the maj or early twentieth-century US cultural export to France, 

Baker -- like most &these international stars -- achieved success outside of her native land. And like 

most &these stars (Home may have been the exception), Baker is linked to the parody and excess that is 

associated with the camp aesthetic. Further, if Baker invents an image that proj ects unfettered feral 

vitality, like Miranda, she also enacts the exotic primitivism associated with the colonial imaginary. 

And, like Dietrich and Garbo, Baker represents both the eternal feminine as well as the seductively 

androgynous. Similar to these internationally acclaimed stars, whom Baker either embodied, or who 

arguably embodied Baker at different moments and in different performances, Baker became the product 

of her own self-invention and self-commodification -- an obj ect of specularization and 

spectacularization that functioned to reconceptualize (ethnic) female subj ectivity in the context of 

stardom, celebrity, and the visual consumption of the feminine in mass and popular culture. What 

would seem to conform to Dyer’s notion of stardom is their individualism combined with their uncanny 

ability -- in both private and professional roles -- to tap into the reigning Weltanschaumng. What has 

11 Richard Dyer, Heavenly Bodies: Film Stars" and Society (New York: Routledge, [1986] 2004), 3. 
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sustained the relevance and legacy of these "stars" is how their cultural roles not only function to affirm, 

but also to expose and critique, dominant and hegemonic notions of womanhood in their particular 

historical moments. And because of the complexity of their roles and personae, they yet continue to 

rearticulate these affirmations and critiques in the contempora15T discourses of gender and popular 

culture. Among these "heavenly bodies," as Dyer dubs them, it is evident that Baker, as perhaps the first 

global celebrity, retains a privileged place. 

Carmen Miranda 

Noted for her sassy samba and exposed midriff, Carmen Miranda, the Portuguese-Brazilian 1940s 

Broadway and Hollywood stage and screen performer, incorporated Baker’s bananas into her act 

("Bananas is My Business") and featured them in her signature headgear of tropical fruit. And, notably, 

critics have suggested that Miranda exported the stereotypical image that became associated with her 

home count15T "[b]y taking as her costume enormous flo~vers, fruits, vegetables intermixed ~vith 

exaggerated traditional Brazilian dress."12 Embodying the "image of an overflowing cornucopia of 

,,13 South American products, ripe, ready, and eager for picking by North American consumers, 

Miranda, like Baker, enacted colonial fecundity by naturalizing and embodying the relation between 

productivity and re-productivity in colonial and capitalist economies. At the same time, Miranda 

displaces Baker’s iconic banana belt by relocating the fecundity of the genitalia onto the head. And as 

popular beauty idols, both Baker and Miranda flaunted theatrical excess and inspired fashion and style, 

becoming in the process obj ects of commodification and consumption in the production of ethnic 

femininity. Further, Baker and Miranda, performing in non-native languages, discursively produced a 

hybrid identity through the deployment of linguistic disruptions and syntheses - capitalizing on "broken 

12 Shari Roberts, "’The Lady in "the Tutti Frutti Hat’: Carmen Miranda, a Spectacle of Ettmicity," Cinema &mrnal 32.3 

(Spring 1993): 14. 
a3 Roberts, 14. 
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French" and "broken English" respectively in their discursive self fashioning~4 Shari Roberts’ claim 

that "Miranda’s star text has been the obj ect of a continued love-hate relationship between the United 

States and Brazil" ~5 also pertains to Baker, whose sentimental ambivalence and ambiguous ties with 

both home and adoptive country remain among the dominant chords of her life. Moreover, Miranda, 

who lived in virtual exile from her homeland, was made unwelcome in Brazil by an antagonistic press 

that subj ected her to harsh public criticism for her "Americanization" and stereotypical representation of 

Latina femininity, while Baker’s exoticization and eroticization of black femininity remained 

controversial, subjecting her to public censure both in her homeland and abroad as well.16 And it is 

perhaps not coincidental that during World War II both women capitalized on and refashioned their role 

as entertainers in order to enlist in the war effort -- Miranda as symbolic "ambassadress of good will 

from Latin America" and Baker as espionage agent in the French Resistance. 

And neither was it coincidental that as singers and actors, each was typically cast in cinematic 

roles of racial/ethnic Other, but consistently denied on the screen any enduring "romantic" cross- 

cultural/racial relationships with men unmarked by otherness. ~7 Notably, however, both Baker and 

1-~ Roberts, 14. 
15 Roberts, 12. 
16 Critical and biographical information on Carmen Miranda here is based, in large part, on Shari Roberts, "The Lady in the 
Tutti-Frutti Hat: Carmen Miranda, A Spectacle of Ethnicity (1993)," in Toby Miller (ed.) The ConWmpora~v Holl)~ood 
Reader (New York: Routledge, 2009) 96-111. See Ma~ McCloud Bethunc’s comments. 

17 In American cinema, Baker would ha~e been denied such exposure and liberality because the Motion Picture Producers 

and Distributors of America (later the MPAA) created thc PCA (Production Code Administration) that engaged in regulating 

the motion picture indust~ to determine what was appropriate or inappropriate for audiences. The PCA (from 1930 and 

ttvough the 1950s) explicitly stated that miscegenation (sex relations between blacks and whites) was ~brbidden, therefore 

since Baker had appeared in French productions such as Zouzou (1934) and Princess Tam Tam (1935) where she was 

involved in relationships with white males, such representations would have been deemed unacceptable :for exhibition to 

American audiences. Ella Shohat and Robert Stam acknowledge that even though Baker was granted more visibility and 

centered in these French :films, lmlike blacks in American films who would have been relegated to the background or cast in 

subservient roles, she could not escape the racial inscriptions characteristic of these films as her "roles were circumscribed by 

fl~e codes that forbade her screen access to White men as legitimate marriage partners" (Ella Shohat and Robert: Stare, 
Unthinking Eurocentrism: ~,~ulticulturalism and the 3![edia, (New York: Routledge1994) 190. See Susan Courtney’s 

discussion of the PCA and the issue of miscegenation in Hollywood Fantasies of Miscegenation (Princeton University Press). 
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Miranda have maintained a seductive appeal to broad and diverse popular audiences - male and female, 

straight and queer, contemporary and historical - and what Roberts obsew’es of Miranda applies equally 

to Baker: "While films starring Carmen Miranda are racist and reductive, Miranda herself appeals to 

modern audiences largely because she seems so excessive and outrageous, so clearly entertaining, so 

beautifully camp, especially when seen outside her historical context." 18 And like Baker, Miranda was 

popularly constructed in terms that are sometimes exotic, often feral, and frequently both. Reduced to 

her physicality, Miranda, like Baker, was constructed "as wild, savage, and primitive, like an exotic 

animal." J 9 She was a princess out of an Aztec frieze with a panther’ s grace, the plumage of a bird of 

paradise, " and her midriff described by one critic as the "Torrid Zone." 2o As Roberts argues, 

"[N]aming Miranda’s mid-section [in this way] conflates Latin Americans, or at least this Latin 

American woman, with her country, equating her ’equator’ with that of the planet’ s, the ’torrid zone’ of 

South America, where it’s hotter than the rest of the planet and where the natives are stereotypically 

wilder, sexier, and more naked than other people.’’21 It would seem that, like Baker’s "behind," 

Miranda’s midriff became an obj ect of fetishization in the popular imagination. Perhaps for this reason, 

both Miranda and Baker dilute, as it were, their exoticism and eroticism with humor, camp, and comedy. 

Miranda herself was perceived by contemporary audiences as both "sexy and comic, a vamp and a 

joke.’’22 

Nevertheless, it can be argued that Miranda’s appeal, like Baker’s, lies precisely in her ability to 

parody these stereotypes through her performance as "spectacle, as excess, as parody or masquerade," a 

role that is particularly evident, as Roberts suggests, in "Busby Berkeley’s number ’The Lady in the 

18 Roberts, 10. 

19 Roberts, 10 & 11. 
20 Roberts, 1 1. 

21 Roberts, 1 1. 

22 Roberts, 15. 
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Tutti-Frutti Hat’ in The Gang’s All Here [ 1943 ] ," a performance "lampoon[ing] both U.S. - Latin 

American trade relations and notions of feminine sexuality through the casting of Miranda as the 

overseer of countless enormous, swaying phallic bananas buoyed up by lines of chorus girls who dance 

above other girls who have oversized strawberries between their legs.’’23 

What is most remarkable about these two female stars is that both achieved iconic status, and are 

not only remembered, celebrated, and imitated by contemporary spectators, but because of their 

enduring appeal, each has become the subject of cultural inquiry among students and scholars. In the 

case of Miranda, Roberts suggests "[t]hat the very elements of her persona that threaten[ed] to disturb 

the Hollywood studio system are...those for which she was and is still famous.’’24 It is, in other words, 

precisely this "disruptiveness" that works to sustain her fame. As Roberts observes, "What appealed to 

and continues to attract fans ... is the double masquerade which insists on questioning both feminine 

essence and foreign stereotyping, and so offers resistant, alternative viewing options." 25 And similarly, 

for Baker, it is her precisely her "double masquerade" (as a performer on and off stage) - that is to say, 

her ability both to parody and subvert black and feminine stereotypes - that sustains her in the public 

imagination for an older generation who remembers her and a newer generation whose multiple 

appropriations of her image function as both entertainment and cultural critique. In both instances, 

performances that were originally parodic and subversive have been subsequently replicated as ’camp’ 

by male and female performers, often in drag. Such performances appeal to and enlarge the fan base, 

while continuing the tradition of cultural critique associated with these forms. 

Marlene Dietrich 

23 Roberts, l 1. 
:4 Roberts, 15. 
:5 Roberts, 19. 
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More than any of the other stars, it is Marlene Dietrich to whom Baker is most often compared. Marlene 

Dietrich, 1920s and 30s screen idol whom Baker regarded as a competitor and imitator, achieved a status 

that indeed rivaled and paralleled that of Baker. Not only does one contemporary scholar describe 

Baker as "the black Marlene Dietrich," but Baker herself claims that the German actress had "copied 

[her] all [her] life.’’26 Born at the turn of the twentieth century (Dietrich in 1901 and Baker in 1906), 

each began her career in vaudeville, while going on to achieve success and stardom in silent and sound 

cinema, the concert hall, and classical and modern theater. And while Baker was catapulted into 

celebrity in France, Dietrich attained fame and recognition in the United States. Both, however, 

ultimately chose Paris as home (Dietrich during her retirement and Baker after her stunning debut 

performance) and each has been fittingly commemorated in Paris (where both died) with streets named 

after them: Place Marlene Dietrich and Place Josephine Baker. Even more strikingly, both women 

supported the campaign against Nazism and worked for the French Resistance while entertaining Allied 

troops during World War II. Also, both received medals from the French Legion of Honor. Like 

Dietrich, who became a maj or motion picture star in America, while remaining estranged from her 

native Germany, Baker became a star in Europe while becoming subject to mockery and ridicule in her 

native U.S. in the 1930s 27 And like Baker, honored posthumously in 1990 in her native St. Louis, 

Dietrich was posthumously named an honorary citizen in her native Berlin.28 

:6 Baker’s precise quote was "That German cow has copied me all my life. The only thing left for her to copy will be my 

funeral." Quoted in Sianne Ngal, "Black Ve~ms, Blonde Venus," [Pg?] Bad ?~[odernisms (eds.) Douglas Mao and Rebecca L. 
Walkowitz (Duke University Press, 2006). 
:7 Importantly Baker’s return in 1963 and 1973 reversed her earlier 1930s reception in "the US. 

:~ William F. Woo, forn~er editor of the St: Louis Post-Dispatch., observes" ...Delmar Boulevard is not so much America as 
it is, but America as it: will be. Walk up and down it to inspect the stars and plaques, to read the names and the brief 
commentaries and to let mcmo~ and imagination do their work, and you see black people and brown, yellow people and 
white people, old people, children, men and women of ordinary aspect and youth dressed in the costumes and styles of eras 
that may never be -- all these colors and ages and appearances, together." Part of this introduction is adapted from his 
keynote speech at the Walk of Fame induction ceremow in 1991. 
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Further, both Baker and Dietrich became icons of the eternal feminine as well as androgynous 

beauties, manifested in vestibulary codes of haute cottture and cross-dressing that reflected the mystique 

of both transparency and opaqueness, availability and detachment. Interestingly, as critics observe, 

both Baker and Dietrich incorporate animal image15T into their performance. Indeed, some argue that 

Dietrich’s emergence from the gorilla costume wearing an Afro-styled blonde wig in the "Hot Voodoo" 

number of Blonde Venus (1932) is an hommage to Baker’s "Ebony Venus." According to her critics, 

Dietrich, like Baker, performed in the tradition of "the best magicians.., with mirrors, blinding the 

audience with its own desire to look.’’29 What Gerd Gemunden and Mary Desjarding suggest of 

Dietrich is equally true of Baker who, as we have seen, is typically constructed both in terms of 

hybridity: "As a hybrid figure, oscillating incessantly between voyeurism and exhibitionism, Dietrich 

not only deconstructs the traditional equation between woman and erotically displayed object, by 

articulating how empowered a woman, who draws the gaze of others onto herself, can be. She also 

renders visible in what threatening manner the empowered woman as ... seductress can come to be 

fantasized by men, even while she seems to satisfy the spectator’ s... desire to take scopic possession of 

her.’’3° Known for their sexual independence and association with bisexuality both entertainers were 

also characterized by what Gemunden and Desjardins describe as a "mobility... among high and low 

cultures, among heterosexual, bisexual, and homosexual identifies; among masculine and feminine 

gender identities, among European and American cultures.’’31 Upon Dietrich’s death, she was 

transported to Berlin, her "coffin... draped with the Tricolore, then the Star-Spangled Banner, and 

finally the German flag - the diva’s parting gesture to the Germans that her homecoming was still a 

29 Gerd Gemunden and Ma~ R. Desjardins (eds.) Dietrich as Icon (Duke Universi~ Press, 2007), 96. 

3o Dietrich Icon, 138. 

31 Dietrich icon, 4. 
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conflicted one.’’32 If Dietrich, in her death, was "repatriated" to the land of her birth, Baker would 

never - even in death -- return to her native land. More than anything else, the two women shared 

glamour, celebrity, and stardom -- conjoining them in a sense of"agency [that] lies not in its production 

of just another star text, but in its relation to subj ectivity in modernity.., as both a testament to and hedge 

against ephemerality.’’33 

Further testament to their mutual legacy of performance, film, fashion, and photography is the 

commemoration of both stars in the form of a United States postage stamp, it is not, however, without 

some irony that in this country which has publicly paid tribute to both these historic figures, one found 

the success of the emigrant and the other the exile of the persecuted and oppressed. 

Greta Garbo 

Notably, in the very year that Baker journeyed from the United States to France and fame, her 

contemporary and another sometimes rival, Greta Garbo, made a reverse j ourney from her native 

Stockholm to the United States to become a legendary star of silent films and talking pictures. 

Renowned for her glamour, elegance, allure, and inscrutability, Garbo became a star whose on-screen 

magnetism was matched only by her off-screen reclusiveness. Like Baker, Garbo was to become a 

(naturalized) citizen of her adoptive country and, again like Baker, she was to maintain her charisma 

long after her formal retirement. And although both Baker and Garbo began their careers in 

entertainment (Garbo was introduced to the film industry while working in the millinery department at 

Bergstrom’s in her native Stockholm), it was only in a foreign milieu that each found fame and fortune, 

32 Dietrich Icon, 4 [chk] 

33 Dietrich Icon 17. 
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in part due to the exoticism and mystery attached to their "outlier" status. Garbo’s Hollywood debut 

was achieved by way of the world of fashion, where she gained popularity by modeling stylish 

accessory hats. And while her keen sense of fashion links her to Baker, who herself developed a 

penchant for haute couture after she had begun to achieve recognition, it was precisely her fashion 

sense that brought Garbo to Hollywood screen and stardom the same year that Baker launched her own 

career on the stage of the ]h~dtre des Champs l~’l),s~es. According to Lucy Fischer, Garbo’s " 

identification with modern style (and her constitution as one of its pivotal emblems) is especially clear in 

those Garbo films of the era that are set in the modern period, where her character is seen in 

contemporary context and garb." 34 However, while Baker was known for parading around in exotic 

animal-inspired gowns, furs, and accessories, Garbo is most often associated with "haute Deco couture," 

becoming, in effect, what Fischer describes as "an Art Deco diva." 

Garbo made her debut in The Totv’ent (1926), a silent film in which she stars as a Spanish 

peasant girl who becomes legendary as an opera singer in Paris. As the famed La Brunna, diva of the 

concert stage, Garbo appears on screen with her "hair slicked back androgynously," wearing a "black- 

and-white geometrically patterned cape dress," invocative ofLa Bakaire. 35 Early in the film, Garbo 

appears at The CafO American in Paris with her "hair slicked back, wearing a bold white -and -black 

striped fur collar." 36 One wonders whether in the character of La Brunna, Garbo represents what 

Sianne Ngai, in another context, describes as a "symmetrical reversal" of Josephine Baker. Not only 

does "La Brunna" suggest "the brown" in translation, but Garbo’s "slicked back" hair would seem, 

34 Lucy Fischer, "Greta Garbo: Fashioning a Star hnage in Patrice Petro, (ed.) Idols q/)gJodernity: Movie Stars of the 1920s, 

(New Brunswick and London: Rutgers University Press, 2010), 138 
3~ And while the storyline here parallels bolh Garbo’s and Baker’s biographies, the sinfilarities between The Torrent and 

Princess Tam Tam, in which Baker - almost a decade later -Baker stars a as peasant girl who finds fame and success in Paris, 
are 1oo entirely too similar 1o overlook. 
36 Lucy Fischer, Designing Women: Cinema, Art Deco, and the Female Form (New York: Columbia Universi~" Press, 

2003), 92. 
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further, to allude to Baker’s flat, pomaded hairstyle ( further popularized by the product "bakerfix" that 

she promoted. Additionally, the reappearance of the bichromatic (black and white) color clothing 

pattern, also would seem to reflect synecdochically Baker’s fondness for both black and white color 

patterns, while the allusion to "striped fur" surely invokes Baker’s association ~vith zebras, leopards, and 

panthers. And although Baker did not open her first night club, Chez Josephine, at 39 rue Fontaine in the 

Ninth arrondisement until 1926 (the year of the film’s release), "The Caf~ American in Paris" arguably 

evokes Baker’s typical Parisian performance venues (les bo#es).Not only, however, does the film’s 

portrait here channel Baker through an anamorphic lens, but the black and white color schema would 

suggest that the director and actress intentionally invoke a play of colors that mimics black and white 

photographic reversal processing in such a way that black becomes white (and vice versa). And, finally, 

not only is Garbo’s film appearance here described as androgynous, but her personal style invited 

rumors in the industry that she was bi-sexual - again aligning her with Baker who has been associated 

with male and female lovers. 

Further, Garbo, like Baker and Miranda, shared both bi- and multi-lingualism, along with a 

penchant for comedy performance. If Maria DiBattista suggests that Garbo seems to have been 

uniquely "aware of her affinity for the lightness of comic being," 37 Larry Carr describes her as 

possessing "a rare personal quality, combining the spiritual and the sensual," both constituting "a 

paradox of precision and fantasy." 38 It was Garbo’s "amalgam of vigorous voluptuousness and tender 

dignity [that] made her an inimitable creature of dreams and flesh," observes Carr. 39 Her admirers 

might well describe La Bakaire in terms not entirely dissimilar. And, finally, as stars in their own time, 

Maria DiBalfista, Fast-Talking Dames (Yale University Press, 2001) 
Law Carr, Four Fabulous Faces: Swanson, Garbo, (;~awjbrd, Dietrich (New York: Penguin Books, 1978), 9 

39 Carr 9. 
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both Baker and Garbo became financially successful, although Baker, sadly, lost her wealth prior to the 

end of her life, while Garbo amassed a fortune due to real estate holdings and, at a rather young age, had 

earned enough money to live in comfort for the rest of her life. Garbo died, following a series of health 

complications, in New York City, a woman of vast wealth (her estate was valued at $32 million at her 

death), while Baker died rather suddenly in Paris virtually broke. 4o In 2005, Garbo was commemorated 

in the Legends of Hollywood series, thus joining Baker and others in the gallery of stars honored by the 

U.S. post office. 

Marilyn Monroe 

Notably, another star, Marilyn Monroe -- 1950s Holly~vood screen "sex goddess" -- signified, like 

Baker, desirability and hypersexuality during an era in American history when women’s sexuality was 

virtually suppressed.41 But in contrast to Baker, who died at the age of sixty-eight, in the midst of a 

successful comeback in her beloved Paris, Marilyn Monroe died alone at thirty-six years old, the 

apparent victim of depression and chemical abuse. Nevertheless, both Monroe and Baker were products 

of fatherless homes and shared early experiences of separation (Monroe through abandonment and 

Baker by running a~vay from home), leading each to seek attention and approval from her audiences. 

Further, unable to bear children, each survived multiple unsuccessful marriages, and achieved stardom 

as performers largely defined in terms of "lips" and "hips" (one as the glamorous, voluptuous "Blonde 

Bombshell" and the other as the sleek and agile "Ebony Venus"). 42 Further, it is apparent that both 

Monroe and Baker were not only exhibitionists who enjoyed the display of their bodies, but they were 

~o Jane Ellen Wayne, 7~e Golden Girls of .~[G?~¢: Greta Garbo, Joan Cra~[brd, Lana Turner, Judy Garland, Ava Gardner, 

Grace Kelly and Others (New York: Carroll & GraffPublishers, 2003) 78-99. 
~1 Matthew Pratt Gutcrl,"Josephine Baker’s ’Rainbow Tribe’: Radical Motherhood in the South of France,"Journal of 

Women’s ttistory (Vo121, Winter 2009), 42. 
4~ Notably, biographer Maurice Zolotow calls Marily Monroe the "Tragic Venus" in his biography, Marilyn Monroe (New 

York: Harcourt Brace, 1960) - a work which Dyer regards as "prurient." 
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also comics who took satisfaction in both the embodiment and masquerade of dominant femininities. If 

Baker capitalized on the image of the indigenous native woman (Princess Tam Tam or Fatou) Monroe 

cultivated the image of the "White Goddess." 43 In other words, both deployed racial masquerades that 

allowed them to confirm and critique normative notions of race, gender, and class. And whether ’real’ 

or constructed, Baker - a quarter of a centuryearlier -- certainly embodies the posture and attitude 

toward sexuality that is reflected in Dyer’s claim that Monroe’s uniqueness lay in her ability to conjoin 

innocence, naturalness, and sexuality. In other words, both Monroe and Baker were manifestly 

comfortable ’in their skin’ and for this reason Monroe could pose for Playboy magazine with a "sense of 

guiltlessness" and "an innocence of prurience’’44- just as Baker could pose for studio photographers and 

perform on stage partially and sometimes entirely nude with that same sense of naturalness, grace, and 

professionalism (attributes that have often been (mis)construed as childlike ’simplicity’ and atavistic 

’primitivism’). Indeed what Time magazine said of Monroe might well have been said of Baker: "[She] 

believes in doing what comes naturally.’’4s And before Monroe’s 1950s and 60s screen performances 

and photographic debut as pin-up girl, Baker’s stage performances, lithographic reproductions, and 

photographic images worked to challenge the Foucaultian ’repressive hypothesis.’ 46 And, like Baker, 

~vhose performances suggested availability and willing subj ection to the colonial male gaze, Monroe 

43 
Lois Bam~er observes that Monroe was ’~’often dressed in white in her fihns as in her regular life. There was also her all- 

white dressing room at Twemieth Century-Fox, her wNte babygrand piano, and her apartment in New York decorated in 
shades of white, remfifiscent 
of the sumptuous white sets of 1930s :films. In the kind of sexual do~ble 
entendm that was typical of, her public statcmeNs, Monroe asserted: ’~’I want to be 
blonde all over." See Lois W. Banner, ~tari/y’n: 27~e Pax,sion and the Paradox (New York: Bloomsbmy, 2012),6. 

44 
The debut issue of Playboy December 1 953) featt~red Monroe as the first ~ude ce~terfold. 

45 Time, 11.8.2; quoted in Dyer, Heavenly Bodies. Second Edition (New York: Routledge 2005), 29. Originally printed 

1986. 
46 What Dyer notes of the Playboy philosophy might eqtmlly apply to the peffornmnce posture and attitude of Baker and 

Monroe - namely that they challenged the Foucaultian ’repressive hypothesis’ ... [in which] "sexualig~ has rigorly 
subjugated...during the age of the hypocritical, bustling and responsible bourgeoise. [Foucault 1980; 8; quoted in Dyer, 29]. 
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"always seems to be available" and "seemed to enj oy and promote her obj ectification." 47 Nevertheless, 

Monroe, like her predecessor, appears to have been an active agent in the promotion and production of 

her own image, a position that, as Dyer suggests, raises questions concerning the person who "inhabits 

and produces the sexy image...the subject who is habitually the obj ect of desire" (46). Interestingly, as 

Dyer further notes, Monroe’s image on the screen progressed from clearly defined, "sharp, contorted 

positionings" to a softer, rounder, more blurry and formless representation of female sexuality~ In 

contrast, Baker’s sexuality would seem to become more phallic in its representation (slim hips, small 

breasts, acrobatic performances), a representation of female sexuality that, in its affect, is more akin to 

that of Garbo and Dietrich.48 And, in 11995, Monroe like Baker, Miranda, Dietrich, and Garbo,has 

entered public memory, officially commemorated by the issuance of a collectible postage stamp by the 

U.S. postal ser-vTice, the first in the Legends of Hollywood series. 

Lena Home 

Lena Home emerged in the 1940s as concert artist, cabaret performer, Hollywood star, and later 

Broadway performer of her own one-woman show. Remarkable for her control, restraint, class, and 

reser-vTe, Home performed, for most of her career, in upscale, white, elite venues. Yet, like Baker, she 

was a civil rights champion, and in fact claimed herself as prot6g6 of the great civil rights entertainer 

and activist Paul Robeson and Walter White, executive secretary of the NAACP. Home was born in 

47 Dyer noles that "many obsel~rers saw her career in terms of a series of moments in which she offered herself to the gaze of 

men." 

48 Dyer identifies the imagery of women like Crawford, Garbo, and Dietrich as "tougher, harder, more ’masculine,’ more 

’phallic.’ (53); Henderson also identifies Baker as occupying a position that both owns fl~e phallus and is the phallus. See 
Henderson, Mae G. "About Face, or, What Is This "Back" in B(1)ack Popular Culture?: From Venus Hottentot to Video 
Hottie." In Cultural ~digrations and Gendered Subjects: Colonial and Postcolonial Representations of the Female Body, 
edited by Silvia Pilaf Castro Borrcgo and Maria Isabel Romero Ruiz, 125-156. Newcastle-upon-Tyne: Cambridge Scholars 
Publishing, 2011. 
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New York in 1917, the year of the historic Silent Parade in which blacks marched down Fifth Avenue to 

the beat of muffled drums shrouded in black kerchiefs in mute protest against events such as the East St. 

Louis Riot that had occurred earlier that year -- an event that had left an indelible imprint on the young 

Baker, then a child caught in the ravages of the vicious attack on the black residents of that city. Like 

Baker, who as a youth was sent to live with various family relatives, Horne was shuttled back and forth 

between her grandmother and mother in the formative years of her youth. But unlike Baker, whose 

models of femininity were derived in part from the traveling vaudeville performers with whom she 

worked on the Theatre Owners Booking Association (TOBA) circuit, Home’s sense of controlled or 

restrained sexuality was most likely a consequence of her middle-class upbringing under the primary 

care of her grandmother, Cora Calhoun Horne (a remote descendent of the pro-slavery senator John C. 

Calhoun) -- a suffragist, member of the NAACP, and affiliate of the Urban League. Despite their vast 

differences in background, however, both Horned and Baker would qualify for what Richard Dyer 

describes as ’rebellious stars.’ Significantly, both women used their leverage as entertainers to publicly 

denounce segregation practices and discriminatory treatment, and both were numbered among the 

luminaries attending the historic 11963 March on Washington. Notably, Horne, like Baker before her, 

was the object of FBI investigation. While Baker was kept under surveillance, Horne was declared a 

Communist sympathizer, and called to testify before the House Un-American Activities Committee. 

And while Home remained a lifetime member of the NAACP, Baker sought the support of the NAACP 

when she was denied accommodations at the New York Stork Club. Notably, both Home and Baker 

entertained the military troops during World War II, Baker overseas and Horne on the homefront. 

Richard Dyer claims that Horne "prompts [the spectator] to look past the opulence and 

dynamism of the [musicals] numbers assembled by the film to consider the racial character of the 
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entertainment promoted by the musical genre.’’49 What his comment suggests implicitly is that while 

providing a sizable venue for black talent, the black musical as a genre not only exploits but limits 

talented black entertainers by constricting the range and respectability of black stage roles through its 

proliferation of stereotypical representation. What Dyer suggests of Home, that she is a star who 

promoted "a sense of the social constmctedness of the apparently natural," might also be applied to 

Baker, who similarly promoted an image of "natural, vital sexuality." Yet, as Dyer correctly notes, the 

"acts" performed by such stars possess "an extraordinary quality," suggesting, in fact, "the opposite of 

animal vitality" (15). Dyer’s observations here point to the agency and control of both these black 

divas, but fail to account for the contrasts in their performance style.. Although both are described as 

seductive, Baker is noted for her ability to incite and provoke, while Horne is characteristically 

described as reserved and aloof, detached even. 

What critic Shane Vogel describes as Horne’s "impersona" - or "psychic distance and aloofness 

from her audience," functioned, he argues, "as a strategy developed throughout her early career as a 

black woman performing in cabarets before white audiences." 50 Vogel remarks on how a Life magazine 

photographic spread on Home’ s historic performance at the Savoy-Plaza’ s CafO Lounge (she was the 

first African American to perform in that venue) captures what he describes as "her repertoire of 

reticience," including the "controlled gestures, precise phrasings, deflecting glances, and restrained 

physicality" in her performance of Cole Porter "Let’s Do It." Vogel identifies Home’s style as one of 

"unperforming the self," while Dyer obsew’es that Home presents herself as "as surface," refusing to 

49 Richard Dyer, Only Entertainment (London and New York: Routlege, 2002), p. 37, 

5°Vogel, # 
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"corroborate, by any hint of the personal giving herself, the image of black sexuality that was being 

wished upon her." 51 

Interestingly, Home, like Baker, stands outside of the dominant black female blues tradition 

associated with singers like Ma Rainey and Bessie Smith, both of whom often performed in more 

"raced" venues. And, unlike Baker who worked to cultivate her sexual subjectivity, Home, as Vogel 

comments, "worked to unperform the sexual subjectivity that her audience expected" of her.’’52 In fact, 

Home’s primary venue, what Vogel calls the "scene of segregated nightclub performance," was not 

entirely dissimilar to Baker’s typical nightclub venue, the Parisian boite, -- and although Baker’s 

audiences were not racially restricted, she, like Horne, would have catered to almost exclusively to a 

wealthy, white, upper-class clientale. In such settings, however, both performances would have been 

"organized" by "an aesthetics of interracial intimacy predicated on the promised display and exposure of 

¯ .    ,,~3 black female interiority. - Of course, early in their careers, both Horne and Baker would have been 

subj ect to the "public and contradictory affect[s]" of such settings - affects that might range from 

achieved intimacy to outright hostility, depending on the success or failure of execution. Unlike Baker, 

however, Horne (as Vogel would have it) developed not so much an "ethos of intimacy" as she did a 

"carefully cultivated impersonality" - one that arguably allowed her to "defer fixed subj ectivity" in 

ways that would have been similar to, but different from, the way that Baker herself managed always to 

occupy a complex and shifting subject position.’’s4 

51 Quoted in Vogel 33. 
52 Vogel 24. 
53 Vogel 18. 
54 See forthcoming study by Mae G, Henderson, Lookingfbr Josephine, which further explores Baker’s complex and 
heterogeneous subj ectivi~’. 
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And while it may be instructive to compare Home’s reception with that of the nineteen-year-old 

Baker at her Paris debut - in reviews that are extraordinary in their contrasts -- what both have in 

common is the sense of the reviewer’s critical witnessing of a powerful, original and uniquely 

transcendent African American female stage presence. Baker, for example, is described as an 

"uncanny... creature neither infrahuman nor superhuman but somehow both: a mysterious unkillable 

something, equally non primitive and uncivilized" by the then Vanity Fair reporter, e.e. cummings while 

Horne is proclaimed to be an emanation of"a great soul...Nothing sexy. Just the high mystery of art, of 

the more complete individual" by the Los Angeles Daily News critic, Ted Le Berthon, who concludes 

that "if she [Horne] were white, she’d go beyond Bette Davis, [Claudette] Colbert, [Norma] Shearer, 

Garbo, [Joan] Cra~vford and all the rest." ss As a testament to their extraodinary careers, both Horne 

and Baker brought to the stage a performance of their autobiography: Home in her 1981 Broadway 

performance, The Lady andHer Music, and Baker in her 1975 farewell performance, Josephine, at the 

Th~dtre Bobino. 

Yet, like Baker and Miranda, Home, in her performances, embodied popular conceptions of 

racialized sexuality - flaunting her midriff in films such as Cabin in the Sky (1943), Stormy Weather 

(1943), and Broaa~ay Rhythm (1944) where she sings a "Brazilian Boogie Woogie." But unlike Baker, 

who was typically denied the (white) object of her desire in French films such as Zouzou, Home was 

provided with a romantic idol but, significantly, a character of her own race, whose appeal ~vas 

somewhat compromised, given the discrepancy in their ages (she was twenty-five and he was forty years 

older) in Stormy Weather, an all-black cast Hollywood production, s6 As critics have noted, Horne is 

Ted Le Berthon, CITATION 
Charlene Regester, AJ?ican American Actresses: The Struggle for Visibility, Indiana UP, 2010, 174-195. 
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acknowledged to be Hollywood’s "first black star" and "glamour symbol" in a mixed-race production.57 

And significantly, both Baker and Home formed alliances in their private lives with white men who 

impacted their careers, Baker through her de facto marriage to her lover and manager, Italian Pepito 

Abatino, and Home through her marriage to white musican and MGM musical director, Lenny Hayton. 

In fact, Home married in Paris, and as an entertainer, was welcomed there as a succes d’estime (rather 

than, like Baker, as a succes de scandal). Home’s sojourn in Europe was relatively short-lived, as she 

and her new husband returned to Hollywood to pursue their careers. And, if as Baker herself 

acknowledges, much of her later success (particularly in film) was due to her partnership with Abatino, 

it seems likely that Home, may have found access to broader venues due to her association with 

Hayton. 

Baker and Horne shared other more obvious similarities and subtle differences in their screen 

roles. Like the young Baker, Home got her start performing in the Cotton Club (Baker in the1920s and 

Home in the 30s) and, further, both worked (during different time periods) with Noble Sissle early in 

their careers. Unlike Baker, the younger Home pursued her career in the U.S. where -- despite her 

seven-year contract with MGM, along with her widely acclaimed beauty, talent, and what Duke 

Ellington once described as her "incredible radiance" -- she remained marginalized from leading screen 

roles. Roles that would seem hers almost by birthright - Pinky in the 1949 movie of the same name, 

Tondelayo, referred to as the Congo Goddess in White Cargo (1942)), and the tragic mulatto, Julie, in 

Showboat (1951) - all went to white actresses (Jeanne Crain, Hedy Lamarr, and Ava Gardner) who 

were heavily made-up to achieve the dusky olive complexion that was natural to Home. Relegated to 

cameo roles featuring musical numbers in large, mainly white productions and restricted to all -black 

cast productions, Home’s position suggests, tragically, what might well have been the fate of Baker had 

57 Buckley 197. 
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she not sought her fortune abroad. In French cinema, Baker characteristically played starring roles that 

highlighted her multiple talents, while Horne’s roles were often peripheral or secondary to the film’s 

main plot..s8 To accommodate the racial predispositions of southern audiences, her parts were often 

excised when these films were screened in the southern theaters. Thus, as Vogel puts it, Home’s 

"restraint on the cabaret stage found its cinematic counterpart in [her] film career... This filmic isolation 

contributed to Home’s reputation for affective distance.’’59 

In conclusion, though they both faced challenges endemic to their differing performance venues, 

social position, and personal lives, as black women stars, both Baker and Home became symbols of an 

emergent black womanhood, shaped fashion, style, and glamour, utilized their access to the public stage 

as an arena to advance the cause of racial justice for of African Americans, and as trailblazers, opened 

the doors of opportunity for subsequent generations of black women entertainers and activists. 

IV: Josephine Baker and the Critical Gaze 

Part 1. Reception and Perception 

58Vogel notes that Home "appeared in more than a dozen Hollywood musicals, but primarily as what was sardonically 

termed a "pillar .singer."’ In films like Panama ttattie (dir. Norman Z. McLeod, US. 1942), I DoodIt (dir. Vincente Minelli, 
US, 1943), Thousands Cheer (dir. George Sidney, US, 1943), and Boogie-l~oogie. See Shane Vogel, "Lena Home’s 
Impersona" (Camera Obscura 23.1), 11-45. 

Dream (dir. Hans Burger, US, 1944), Horne was featured, usually propped against a marble colunm, in a ~nusical number that 
was supplemental to the narrative of the film." 
59 

Vogel writes, "Even in the three films in which she had starring roles [The Duke Is Tops (1938), Stormy lVeather (1943), 

and Cabin in the S~. (1943)I--her reserve and her refusal to inhabit the images available to her seemed to render her 
detached from the narrative." See Shane Vogel, "Lena Home’s Impersona" (Camera Obscura 23.)1, 11-45. 
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The essays contained in this section address Josephine Baker’s reception and perception across countries 

and cultures, and across diverse genres and media, reflecting multiple and often contradictory readings 

and response to her performances. Baker’ s stage performances and screen images generated responses 

that ranged from the celebratory to the ambivalent to the outright hostile. Whatever the response, 

however, Baker, in both her private persona and public performances seemed to function as a screen 

upon ~vhich certain cultural, national, racial, and sexual fears, fantasies, and anxieties were proj ected and 

enacted. Whether in post-war Sweden, Germany, France, Brazil, or the United States, Baker’s 

performances often became sites of controversy or celebration, inevitably mirroring cultural attitudes 

and norms around issues of race, sexuality, nationality, and gender. These essays demonstrate how her 

performances of blackness and femininity generated a dialectic of identity revealing how her 

embodiment of Otherness became constitutive to the construction of the white European subj ect. 

In "To Stockholm, with Love: The Critical Reception of Josephine Baker, 1927-35," Ylva 

Habel examines reviews, programs, drawings, and caricatures in her reconstruction of the discourses 

shaping Baker’s 1920s and 1930s Swedish reception. Mapping her representation "along a 

Negroid/Parisian-Parisian glamour axis," Habel constructs Baker as a paradoxical embodiment of both 

beast and beauty. While detractors viewed her as a danger to Swedish culture and national sexual mores, 

defenders naturalized her as an innocent and "loveable child of nature." Habel argues that while "for 

some, Baker epitomized a healthy and expansive local culture," for others, "her presence implied the 

threat of cultural poisoning and the lowering of established values." She concludes that critics 

uniformly perceive that Baker under,vent an undesirable "color change" (her complexion became visibly 
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lighter) in her transition from stage to celluloid, rendering her less natural and more monstrous in the 

Stockholm imaginary. 

Challenging traditional ways of exploring reception, in "’Of la Baker, I Am a Disciple’: The 

Diva Politics of Reception," Jeanne Scheper draws on Jos~ Muf~oz’ theories of disidentification in her 

examination of three sites of reception to demonstrate how each "produce[s] meanings in excess" of 

Baker’s original performances as well as how- such sites work "to restore significations retroactively, 

allowing for lost meanings or potentials to come into dialogic play." By examining Baker’s 

performances "as new and different audiences rework them," Scheper seeks to construct a politics of 

performance in which Baker moves through various locations and identities in order to carve out a 

habitable space for modernism’s Other. Reading "transhistofical exchanges" and "critical recyclings" 

-anot only as investigations, but as "restorations that both make visible and produce Baker’s own diva 

politics," Scheper examines the "redeployment of Baker’s iconic status" at multiple sites, including the 

1969 photograph of Baker’s eviction from Les Milandes, Baker’s reproduction as a cartoon character 

in the animated feature, Les triplettes de Belleville, and her role as model and inspiration for black, gay 

Brazilian drag performer, JoaTo Francisco dos Santos, in the 2002 film, Madam Sara7 In examining 

such figurations, Scheper reveals how contemporary receptions and reconceptualizations reframe 

traditional perceptions of a figure such as Baker. 

Nancy Nenno’s "Femininity, the Primitive, and Modem Urban Space: Josephine Baker in 

Berlin," locates Baker in a discourse focusing on the place and function of the primitive in modem urban 

space," suggesting that Baker’s "persona and her performances coincided with Berlin’s own image as 

both highly elegant and exceedingly decadent .... " To the German urbanite, Baker’s performances, like 
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jazz, came to represent "the constellation of [what Harry Kessler described as] the ’ultra-modem and 

ultra-primitive.’" Baker embodied an essentialist conception of blackness, and her body became "a 

screen on which European desires for authenticity [of the primitive] were projected." Inscribed on the 

surface of the black body were "traces of its African heritage," along with the markers charting the 

entire continuum from "untamed to civilized." Baker’s body functioned as the site of the modern and 

the primitive as well as "a stage on which different interpretations of the primitive as both African and 

feminine--were enacted and negotiated." Baker’ s modern urban revue, argues Nenno, functioned as 

an analog of the cityscape itself. Emphasizing movement, change, montage, fragmentation, voyeurism, 

spectacle, exoticism and visuality, Baker’s performances exploited "the desires of decadent, middle-and 

upper-class audiences seeking (expensive) thrills." If"Die Bakerin" was celebrated as an "agent of 

rejuvenation," she was also demonized as an "anxiety provoking invasion of the primitive Other into 

German urban space." Nenno concludes that Baker "represented the confluence of both the black body 

and the feminine, the primitive and the modern" as configured in the urban space of Berlin. 

Extending his critique of Baker to other forms of visual representation, in "Blackness as 

Symptom: Josephine Baker and European Identity," Samir Dayal argues that as both "primitivist 

fetish" and "modernist icon," Baker’s performances demonstrate how blackness becomes symptomatic 

to the construction of the modem European subj ect." Dayal constructs Baker as "the stranger within 

who introduced Europeans to a ’lost’ strangeness within themselves." Thus, like Nenno, Dayal suggests 

that whiteness constitutes itself"by establishing blackness as its other." In its recuperation of the 

fantasmatic African Other, the modem European subj ect is constituted. Configured as sexual fantasy, 

Baker allowed the European subj ect access into his "own hidden self, [his] internal blackness"; yet, her 

status of alterity (as racial exotic) foreclosed acknowledgement of her as a "European citizen" with 
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claims to full humanity. For Dayal, this paradox is "the key to the doubleness of blackness as 

symptom." Dayal also calls into question the claims of Michael Borshuk and others who argue that 

Baker’s performances were characteristically and self-reflexively ’"parodic" or "strategic" subversions 

of white stereotypes about blacks." Although Baker’s enactment of popular European stereotypes of 

blackness risks reinforcing stereotypes, there yet remains, he notes, an "emancipatory subtext" to 

Baker’s "representational politics." In her films, Baker exploits "tropes [of] racialist and sexist 

imagery" in order "to capitalize on a visceral racism and the erotic fantasies of contemporary European 

viewers." Such merchandizing of stereotypes, he argues, demonstrates Baker’s sense of"situational 

pragmatism." Dayal concludes that in her enactment of fantasies and stereotypes, "Baker was guilty of a 

certain degree of self-orientalization, but that was because she knew the pleasures of performance as 

well as the pragmatics of performativity." 

Like Dayal, Tyler Stovall, in "The New Woman and the New Empire: Josephine Baker and 

Changing Views of Femininity in Interwar France," focuses on the manipulation of Baker’s self- 

representation - not by Baker, but by her producers. Stovall poses the question of why, in her cinematic 

roles, Baker was never allowed to attain the obj ect of her romantic desire. Typically, Baker remains a 

victim of"unrequited love," as her love object, a white Frenchman, inevitably "ends up with a white 

Frenchwoman." Addressing the ideology underpinning this standard romance plot, Stovall examines 

the new-vision of liberated femininity as it intersects with the new views of empire during interwar 

France. If the colonies represented a threat to French national identity, he argues, the New Woman 

aroused anxieties around the domesticity &the white Frenchwoman. Demonstrating how "questions of 

gender and of colonialism and race shaped Josephine Baker’s screen performances in general and the 

romantic options of her characters in particular," Stovall examines Siren of the Tropics, Zouzou, and 
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Princess Tam Tam, arguing that "while blurring the boundaries between empire and metropole," Baker’s 

roles simultaneously reinscribed the borders between traditional and modern femininity as well as 

between French colonials and the native Others. Stovall concludes, "It was very much to her credit that 

in spite of the nearly impossible situation in which discourses of race and gender in interwar France 

placed her, [Baker] was able to triumph as a star of the Paris music hall." Though Dayal and Stovall 

examine Baker’s screen performances, other scholars provide a more detailed critique of this aspect of 

her career in the section addressing her films. 

Charlene Regester’s "The Construction of an Image and the Deconstruction of a Star - Josephine Baker 

Racialized, Sexualized, and Politicized in the African American Press, the Mainstream Press, and FBI 

Files," examines the discursive construction and deconstruction of Baker through the discourses of race, 

gender, and sexuality. While the press and the FBI files play a pivotal role in constructing Baker’s 

image as a star, they also participate in the deconstruction of her stardom by framing her identity and 

performance reductively in terms of politics, sexuality, and race. Not only is Baker rendered a political 

threat to American democracy, but her performances are construed as exploitative (sexually) or 

stereotypical (racially). Reviewing Baker’s career as entertainer and political activist, Regester 

examines Baker’s negative, contradictory and often ambivalent reception in the black American press, 

mainstream press, and FBI files. If the African American press applauded Baker for her exceptional 

talent, argues Regester, they were not above condemning her for the nudity or partial nudity in her 

performances. And while the black press used their reportage to advance the race struggle for equal 

rights and democracy, it frequently reported on the racial inscriptions associated with her performances. 

Yet, argues Regester, if "the African American press restrained itself enough to avoid a stinging effect, 

the mainstream press inevitably inserted an almost imperceptible twist, totally devoid of restraint." And 
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when Baker, as an aging performer, attempted to reconstruct her image, it was the mainstream press, 

often in language that was offensively marked by race, that insistently returned the discourse to the 

politics of subversion, rather than to the politics of race and rights. Similarly, the discourse of 

surveillance, evident in the FBI files, functioned to establish Baker as fundamentally un-American, 

unpatriotic, and subversive in her attempts to expose social inequities and discriminatory practices in 

U.S. social arrangements. All in all, concludes Regester, Baker’s sexualization, racialization, and 

politicization in the black and mainstream press, as well as in the FBI files, served to undermine her 

achievement and status as an accomplished, recognized, and successful celebrity performer and social 

activist. 

Part II. Dirty Dancing 

In "Dirty Dancing" critics explore how, for artists and intellectuals, Baker’s dance style and movement 

embodied and gave expression to the ethos and spirit of jazz. Drawing on the analogy between the 

rhythms and tempo ofj azz music and Baker’s choreography, one critic dubs Baker ’un saxophone en 

movement.’ If, however, conservatives viewed Baker’s flamboyant and risqu~ dance performances as a 

degenerative influence on national mores, avant-gardists viewed it as a regenerative influence on a 

sterile and moribund Old World culture. Others associate Baker’s dancing with the ethos of primitivism 

and the politics of liberation sweeping post-war Europe. Recent critics tend to read Baker’s dance 

performances as parodic and subversive challenges to fundamentally essentialist notions of savagery. 

Whatever the symbolic, formal, or cultural resonances of her dance performance, it is clear from the 

following critical treatments that Baker was, above all, a dancerpar excellence, one who thrilled and 

titillated audiences who sought escape from the Freudian censors, while basking in the illusion of the 
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moral and cultural superiority of civilizaion over savagery-. It ~vas her movement, style, gesture, and 

vocabularyT - often drawn from African American popular dance idioms - that gave her repertoire an 

infusion of energy and authenticity that made her a cultural force in postwar European culture. 

Wendy Martin’s "’Remembering the Jungle’: Josephine Baker and Modernist Parody," proposes 

that Baker "effectively deployed feminine artifice to create a stage persona that parodied yet depended 

on the display of masculine ~vealth." Martin argues that Baker, like Helga, the protagonist of Nella 

Larsen’s 1929 novel, Quicksand, becomes a racial curiosity and sexual obj ect who "exploited her status 

as a libidinous primitive to create a career that reenacted the commodification of Africa by Europe." 

Further, like the vaudeville act in Larsen’s novel, Baker’s performances evoked "tropes of wildness and 

erotic abandon." In Paris, Baker was able to achieve the American Dream by manipulating "the trope 

of the black exotic" in her theatrical repertoire. Martin argues that her performances allowed Baker to 

exercise some measure of control over an audience whose vicarious experience &the savage not only 

secured its own civilized status, but also "provided release for culturally unacceptable behavior." And 

even though Baker’s transformation from primitive Other to regal presence or -- from "parodic 

savagery"’ to "parodic royality" -- might exemplify "the civilizing po~ver of European culture," Martin 

notes that Baker, finally, unsettles "these relative concepts of civilization and barbarism," thereby 

subverting "the trope of cultural evolution and progress" in a juxtaposition of"images of the jungle and 

the royal court [and] the carnal and the cerebral." Like Borshuk, Martin suggests that Baker’ s 

"modernist self-construction ... both parodied and challenged notions of essentialisms in the arena of 

race, class, and gender" that secured European notions of the primitive. Analyzing the iconography and 

semiotics of costume and its relation to setting, Martin suggests that Baker locates herself within nature 

(wearing bird feathers and animal skins) while, at the same time, demonstrating her transcendence of the 
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bestial and domination over nature by undergoing the "process of becoming tamed and civilized." 

Martin concludes that Baker is a "compelling study in modernist self-const~ction and the conscious 

manipulation of cultural tropes." 

In "’ Savage’ Dancer: Tout Paris Goes to See Josephine Baker," Ramsay Burr observes that 

Baker "isn’t generally seen as an important figure in the development of African American dance"; yet, 

"it was the key role of the ’savage’ dance" that "articulat[ed] her star persona." The epitome of"natural 

vital sexuality," Baker’s image was, he argues, like that of Mafilyn Monroe and Lena Home, socially 

and historically specific. For Burt, Baker’s image was initially a product of the contemporary "Parisian 

artistic avant-garde." In blurring the boundaries bet~veen modernism and primitivism, cultural and 

individual identity, and self and other, Baker’s performances, observes Burke, challenged essentialist 

notions of racial identity, authenticity, and purity. Arguing that Baker’s dance emanates from her 

improvisation of a fundamentally African aesthetic, Burt suggests that her performance derived from 

African American memory as well as family, communal, and, specifically, church rituals and traditions. 

"One of Baker’s lived contradictions," argues Burke, "was that she was recreating her own imaginary 

’Africa’ and out of her African American heritage for Europeans who ~vere telling her what African 

American dance should and should not look like." Like earlier critics, Burke notes that while some 

perceived her as an embodiment of moral decadence and degeneracy, others viewed Baker as a symbol 

of liberatory spontaneity and cultural renewal for a culturally sterile and "dying" civilization. Baker’s 

"savage dance" performances, concludes Burke, articulated "the form of the modern body of the 1920s 

and 30s" in which female spectators "could read important aspects of their historically specific 

experiences of modernity." Like Stovall, Burt suggests that Baker becomes an embodiment of the "ne~v 
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woman." Stripped of signs of maternity, "the revelation of Baker’s body in performance must ... have 

evoked an ideal of liberation from women’s traditional domestic, reproductive destiny." 

Like Nenno, Terri Gordon, in "A’ Saxophone in Movement’: Josephine Baker and the Music of 

Dance," introduces Baker as a cross between what Harry Kessler describes as the "ultramodern and 

ultraprimitive." If her performances on and off stage signify "primitivist modernism in motion," argues 

Gordon, "the perpetual movement.., ephemeral and fleeting nature.., of her jazz-infused dance" 

rendered her a specular image of the modern ("a mirror of modernity"). For many Parisian artists and 

intellectuals, the energy and rhythm of Baker’s movements embodied both the ethos and spirit of jazz; 

indeed her dance style is fashioned as "un saxophone en mouvement." As physical expressions &the 

synchronized rhythms ofj azz, her dance performances demonstrate how "African American dance and 

musical idioms were inextricably intertwined." Further, like the syncopated rhythms ofj azz, Baker’s 

dance performances functioned as an agent of "escape and healing" ("with both sedating and 

intoxicating effects") in the midst of a "troubled post-war climate." If, however, for the avant-gardist 

intellectuals and artists, Baker’s dance functioned as a source of renewal and regeneration during the 

post-war era, for more conservative critics, it became a symptom of the malady of"cultural decadence 

and degeneration which threatened to undermine the French ’civilizing mission.’" Examining Paul 

Morand’s Magie Noire (1928), a novel which figures "a fictional dancer (Congo) modeled on the figure 

of Josephine Baker," Gordon demonstrates how "Congo’s transformative power operates through ... the 

medium of dance." And even though Morand’ s text focuses on the "restorative and revitalizing 

qualities imputed to j azz," Gordon concludes that "in the end, the popular reception of African- 

American music and dance in the 1920s may tell us more about the cultural needs of the period than the 

art forms themselves." 
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In "Colonial, Postcolonial, and Diasporic Readings of Josephine Baker as Dancer and 

Performance Artist," Mae G Henderson argues that "Baker’s early stage performances .~. mirror and 

arguably constitute colonial desire as a longing for otherness imagined in terms of sexual colonial 

conquest," and further that her manipulation of such desires "allowed Baker to exercise control and 

agency in the marketing of her image .... " Acknowledging that "Baker’s artistic and commercial 

successes were not always ’incompatible’ with racist, patriarchal, or colonial assumptions," Henderson 

argues that Baker possesses the "potential for transformation and becoming." Juxtaposing Andr~ 

Levinson’s French colonial reading of Baker’s performance with e.e. cummings’ American 

"postcolonial" reading, Henderson argues that while both acknowledge the po~verful phallicism of 

Baker’s performances, each reading nonetheless functions to spectralize and dismember the subject. If 

Levin son’ s reading of B aker fun cti ons to di semb ody an d de-materi alize the subj ect, then cummings’ 

reading functions to fragment or dismember the subj ect. Together they read Baker through the lens of 

the French colonial and American postcolonial imaginary respectively. Flipping the script, however, 

Henderson seeks to disrupt the discursive frames of reading represented paradigmatically by Levinson 

and cummings, with the aim of re-locating Baker within an alternate discursive context. In her counter 

reading, Henderson repositions Baker’ s dance performance within the context of diaspora, postulating 

her dancing as "both an identity-constituting performance and as a signifying system capable of a 

politics of resistance" - manifesting "the potential to unsettle the (post)colonial gaze and, thereby, 

disrupt the dominant and hegemonic discourse." If Baker’s social and cultural identities (and, by 

extension, African American social and cultural identity) are grounded in the importation of African as 

~vell as in African-derived dance culture dating back as early as the sixteenth century, argues Henderson, 

then Baker’s performance of black vernacular and social dance of the 1920s and 30s continue the 
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transatlantic migration of black dance -- "this time extending and reversing the j ourney".., from 

America to Europe and Africa. In response to critics (and to her own earlier reading emphasizing the 

parodic aspect of Baker’ s dance performances), Henderson argues here that "Baker’ s performances 

inevitably risk reproducing gender and race cliches, caricatures, and stereotypes as they are produced by 

the dominant and hegemonic discourse." Concluding that Baker’s performances contained "the power 

and potential to be simultaneously transgressive and recuperative, repressive and liberating, constraining 

and enabling," Henderson casts these performances as "a source of danger and pleasure." 

Part III. Modernism, Primitivism, and Embodied Performance 

Like other such historical figures, Josephine Baker is the product of a specific historical juncture. 

Essays in this section examine how Baker’s introduction onto the world stage coincides with the 

emergence of modernism, and it’s alterity, primitivism. And while some critics view Baker’s stage 

performances as exhibitionist enactments of voyeuristic colonialist fantasies, others view such 

performances as strategic vehicles of social critique. If one critic argues that Baker used the "calculated 

slipperiness" of parody to "undermine damaging constructions of ’blackness,’" another suggests that it 

was precisely Baker’s "inexhaustible improvisational ability" that unsettled the "binafism of wildness 

and savagery on which colonial ideology depended." Still others insist that Baker became "an 

exhibitionist who did everything possible to turn her spectators into voyeurs." 

Like Henderson and Martin, Michael Borshuk, in "An Intelligence of the Body: Disruptive 

Parody through Dance in the Early Performances of Josephine Baker," examines what he regards as the 
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subversive strategies underlying Baker’s onstage performances. In response to critics who take Baker 

to task for complying with colonial fantasies of black primitivism and eroticism, Borshuk argues that 

they "undervalue the ingenuity of Baker’s performances and overlook [her] subversive intentions~" 

Juxtaposing the performance of"modernity" and "prehisto~," Baker was able simultaneously to affirm 

and subvert white notions of primitive blackness. Rather than merely reversing convention, Borshuk 

notes that Baker’s performances both formed and de-formed popular stereotypes. Through exaggeration 

and overstatement, he contends, Baker reproduced and reversed race and gender stereotypes of the black 

female body, and in doing so, challenged the conventions of primitivism and essentialist notions of 

African American identity. Finally, concludes Borshuk, Baker’s performances adroitly exploit, as she 

herself puts it, the "intelligence of [her] body" and, in doing so, both appropriates and reconfigures 

"oppressive constructions of ’blackness.’" 

Janet Lyon, in "Josephine Baker’s Hothouse," examines Baker’s synecdochical relation to 

Parisian modernism, as well as the social and political institutions of white western modernity. If Baker 

performed the implicitly parodic role of the primitive, then her audience performed a role of 

disidentification -- a role, argues Lyon, that distinguished it from the racism of white American 

audiences. Baker’s performative partnership with her white European audiences "was formed around 

the ideals of a developing modernist cosmopolitanism, the modernist component of which reveled in 

scandalous iconoclasm, and the cosmopolitan component of which valorized and cultivated the self- 

reflexive experience of otherness." These performances, Lyon argues, were complicated by a 

"component of modernist cosmopolitanism" evident in Baker’s "radically reinflected" role as modernist 

hostess in her Montmartre nightclub, Chez Josephine. Rather than a private salon, Chez Josephine 

"becomes a public site of cosmopolitanism and commerce where Baker stages her own conversation 
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with modernity under the signs of race, sexuality, consumption, and parody." Casting Baker as a 

modernist hostess and her club as a modernist salon, Baker revises, notes Lyon, "European perceptions 

of the salon tradition" and, in so doing, illuminates "the unacknowledged work performed by Baker 

through the phenomenal if transient success of her club which functioned.., like a modernist salon." 

Chez Josephine, thus, became a "laboratory of embodied experimentalism.., wherein its extraordinary 

hostess synthesized two traditional arts, music and dance, into one astonishing new form." Lyon 

concludes that the "cultural multiplicity" refracted in the experience of music and dance promoted an 

othemess for both dancer and audience that took the form of embodied identification. 

In "The Black Body," Sieglinde Lemke proposes that Baker manipulates the trope of primitivist 

modernism in order to capitalize on the rewards of fame and fortune. Lemke argues that Baker "adapted 

the racist stereotypes by which black people had been oppressed and exploited them for her own 

commercial success" and, further, that "she willingly played the role of the savage as long as she was 

adequately compensated." it was only after 1929 when Baker expanded her repertoire from dance into 

film and music, Lemke argues, that she transcended the status of entertainer to become an "artiste." 

Lemke argues that Baker’s "persona was a conscious production and that, as such, it was prototypically 

modernist." Like several others, Lemke observes that "what is unique about Josephine Baker is that she 

was both ’the primitive’ and ’the modernist.’" Examining Baker’s reception by critics such as Nancy 

Cunard and Janet Flanner, along with her association with artists such as Picasso and Paul Colin, Lemke 

suggests that "Baker’s dance style should not be considered modem just because it was angular and 

fragmented," but because in her improvised dance numbers, Baker "perhaps unknowingly transgressed 

the conventions of choreographed dance." "Sensing the symbolic demand for the ’authentic,’" 

concludes Lemke, Baker "became an impersonator of the ’primitive,’" but" it was precisely the 
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popular, modernist European world - its tensions, its contradictions, its ironies - that she embodied in 

blackface." 

Terri Francis, in "Embodied Fictions, Melancholy Migrations: Josephine Baker’s Cinematic 

Celebrity," enlists Nella Larsen’s Quicksand to provide the framework for "a cultural history of 

Josephine Baker that accounts for her Pari sian success within the context of race, gender, and 

performance." Francis seeks to integrate a literary reading of Quicksand with a cultural reading of 

Baker "as a performer of embodied fictions of race, transatlantic migration, and assimilation." Francis 

argues that black Americans and white Parisians "created the myth of the free black Paris, which was 

crucial, both to the imagination of a modern African America and to the invention of a progressive 

Paris." Like Henderson, Francis traces Baker’s transatlantic and diasporic performance to earlier forms 

of "ethnographic entertainment," suggesting that Baker’s performances demonstrate "how racial 

discourse works to make some bodies more available than others to a certain type of display." 

Examining Baker’s performance in short films, Francis argues, allows access to Baker’s early dance and 

the way in which her "Black Atlantic or African diaspora movement sensibility" is translated 

cinematically. As a commodification of natural talent or raw-material, Baker is figured as the product 

of the Empire. "In the banana dance," she argues, Baker is "meant to be a fantastical creature, a bunch 

of bananas animated as a beautiful girl, transformed by colonialist fantasy... Like the bananas, Baker 

had become a transnational commodity." In general, Francis seeks to explore how the figure of Baker 

addresses issues of migration, cultural hybridity, representations of the body and, above all, "the 

pressing crises of representation." 
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In "Josephine Baker and La Revue Negre: From Ethnography to Performance," Mae G. 

Henderson draws upon Richard Dyer’s premise that "performers get to be stars when what they act 

matters to enough people." Exploring why Baker ’matters,’ Henderson examines Baker status as 

vedette in the French, and more broadly, the transatlantic cultural imaginary. Baker’s stage 

performances parodically (re)enacted historical events in which both audience and performer 

participated, the former compelled by a powerful voyeurism coupled by the latter’s equally powerful 

exhibitionism--a dialectical performance reenacting the obsessive need of the colonizer to "look" and 

the obsessive desire of the colonized to be "looked at." Henderson locates Baker within a tradition of 

late nineteenth- and early twentieth- century ethnographic display as staged at the world fairs and the 

French Colonial and Ethnographic expositions by establishing an analogy between the staging of 

African pavilions and the Baker body as sites of the French civilizing mission. "What was perceived by 

critics to be the savagery and primitivism of the performance," Henderson contends, "was in fact, 

fashioned largely according to French notions of what constituted ’authentic’ blackness, constructions 

that were virtually synonymous with the French notion of primitivism." Henderson argues that the 

"historical link between [the] ethnic female body display at the colonial exhibitions and the emergence 

of ~vhite female body display in the Paris music hall" represents the intersection of a "powerful tradition 

of female specularization" from which Baker emerges in Paris in the 1920s. "The mingling of 

representational vocabularies [that] brought architecture at the exposition into the dangerous territory of 

cross-breeding," suggests Henderson, was reprised in Baker’s performance of 

m~tissage, a performance transgressing the "Manichean logic of racial difference" that distinguished 

primitivism from modernism, savagery from civilization, and African from European. Returning to 

Dyer’s paradigm for stardom, Henderson suggests that Baker met the requirements "of what it took to 

become a star--a transatlantic star - at a time when such roles were not readily available to African 
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American women." Henderson concludes that Baker’s "performance" of the primitive "makes it 

difficult, if not impossible, to sustain an argument of racial difference when the ’performance’ of 

primitivism threatens constantly to deconstruct the ’essence’ of the primitive." 

Part IV. Filmic Fictions and Narrative Desire 

Examining Baker’s screen representations is central to understanding and interrogating Baker’s 

embodiment &the ethnic female Other and its function in defining and securing ~vhite, male colonialist 

identity. The critics in this section examine Baker’s performances in Princess Tam Tam, Zouzou, and 

Siren of the Tropics, as well as her cameo role in Fausse alerte from multiple perspectives and subject 

positions, locating her performances in the discursive spaces that range from the nostalgic to the utopian, 

from the familiar (heim#ch) to the unfamiliar (unheim#ch), from exotic to the erotic, from the primitive 

to the modem, and from the "safe" to the treacherous. While one critic analyzes the fetishization of 

Baker as a "love object" in these onscreen performances, another constructs Baker’s performance as 

"nearly emasculat[ing]" in relation to her male co-star. Another critic examines Zouzou as a 

"transnational vehicle" that combines the conventions of the Hollywood backstage musical with the 

French musical revue, while yet another looks at how Baker’s role in that same film is reprised in 

contemporary cinematic performance. Further, these critics attempt to deconstruct Baker’s screen roles 

to assess how these roles coincide with and sometimes contradict Baker’s layered and complex subj ect 

positions in life as well as on screen. 
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Elizabeth Coffman’s "Uncanny Performances in Colonial Narratives: Josephine Baker in 

Princess Tam Tam," frames Baker’s 1935 film, Princess Tam Tam, as a colonialist fantasy emanating 

from the ambivalence of the white colonialist gaze, an ambivalence embodying the Freudian notion of 

the uncanny (unheim#ch) in the sense that the metonymic staging of racial (and sexual) difference 

serves constantly to "[remind] the colonialist/spectator that he is in another country, and not-at-home." 

Coffman focuses on "the question of the racial stereotype, with its inherent ambivalence and instability," 

and on "the signifying processes that generate racial difference in relation to the body and performance." 

In particular, Coffman examines how Baker’s dance performances - and the spectatorial experience of 

such performances - function both to reveal the instability "of the stereotype of the African American 

performer [and] the illuso~ nature of white, masculine, colonial identity." Examining the "visual 

process which connects signifiers of race, sex, and performance through a metaphoric sliding," Coffman 

argues that Baker’s dance performances reveal "leaks, gaps, and moments of insecurity in the 

construction of ’whiteness’ as much as ’blackness’ or ’performer’ or ’female.’" Linking the 

fetishization of the black female body to the uncanniness of the final spiraling dance sequence in 

Princess Tam Tam, Coffman suggests that the effect is to generate in the "neurotic male viewer" the 

experience of"a disorienting crisis of identity" created by the threat of collapsed boundaries, an effect 

that can only be counteracted by the attempt to "reestablish boundaries through fetishized obj ects (or 

body parts) and ritualized performances2’ Considering the relation between primitivism and the avant- 

garde, Coffman argues that the performances of primitivism may "have been a projection of an uncanny 

experience - one where a familiar shape is suddenly made strange and the boundaries between 

modern/primitive, colonizer/colonized, high art/low art become excitingly vague." Coffman concludes 

by examining the ambivalence of miscegenation and the subversiveness &the "castrated" ethnic female 

Other’s response to her treatment as "love obj ectifetish obj ect" -- a response that both "reveals the 
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implications &the ~vhite man’s disavowal of... racial and sexual difference" and his "thinly disguise[d] 

... anxiety about his assumed racial and sexual superiority." Finally, Coffman demonstrates how "the 

attraction/repulsion of the colonial gaze to the colonized body" becomes evident both in the suturing and 

highlighting of difference, a double move that leaves the spectator/colonist "[revealing] his own 

uncanny [reaction: his] not-at-home." 

In "Josephine Baker and Pierre Batcheff in La Sirbne des tropiques," Phil Powrie and 

Rebillard examine how Baker’s representation of the Other parallels the performance of screen co-star, 

Pierre Batcheff; himself rendered as Other because of his Russian background and unique acting style. 

That the two performers (Baker and Batch&f) share commonalities in their difference is apparent ~vhen 

Powrie and Rebilliard note the performers’ ability to connect the past and the future in their 

performances. In particular, "Baker’s exotic primitivism.., essentially faced both nostalgically 

backwards, as well as utopianly forwards," offering "a reconnection with the past, ~vhile pointing out a 

path ... to the future." Like Baker, Batcheffis exoticized on screen, and his refusal to conform to the 

criteria associated vdth otherjeunespremiers identifies him as an Other. According to Powrie and 

Rebilliard, "the complex ideological and temporal layering of Baker’s persona, no less than the radical 

break that her performance marks in contemporary acting, clearly impacts on Batcheff’ s persona.., also 

connoted as Other through his exotic ’languorous’ Slavism" In Siren of the 7)’opics, the characters’ 

positioning on screen gives meaning to the film’s political subtext, with BakeriPapitou (associated with 

the tropical/uncivilized environ) standing in contrast to BatcheffiAndr~ (associated with Paris/civilized 

environ), although, as Powrie and Rebilliard demonstrate, this nature-culture binary is ultimately 

disrupted by Papitou’s adventures aboard a ship liner during her j ourney to Paris. Moreover, the authors 

suggest that the film addresses the westernization of BakeriPapitou as she makes the j ourney from the 
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tropical terrain to the more sophisticated urban metropolis of Paris. At the film’s end, argue Powrie and 

Rebillard, BakeriPapitou is denied the obj ect of her desire, a punishment that occurs because she 

"tak[es] control of the gaze," thereby denying Batch&f/Andre the right to the gaze. The authors suggest 

that BakeriPapitou, by drawing the audience’s gaze from Batcheff to herself, nearly emasculates 

Batcheffi Andre, who "comes across as impotent and not infrequently effeminate." As one of the few 

essays focusing on Siren of the 7~’opics, this essay is significant because the authors move beyond a 

simple colonialist reading of the film in juxtaposing Baker as a representative of the non-Western to 

Batcheff’s enactment of the West. 

Deserving close examination is Scott Balcerzak’s "Nationalizing and Segregating Performance: 

Josephine Baker and Stardom in Zottzou," which notes that this was one of Baker’s favored films 

because the title character (Zouzou) and plot resemble Baker’s own personality and life j ourney. At the 

same time, Balcerzak contends that "while French national identity certainly plays a part in Zouzou, 

what many of these responses overlook are the complexities involved when examining the text as a 

transnationally-influenced star vehicle." Balcerzak argues that the film must be examined in the context 

of French attitudes toward race in the 1930s and the American-influenced musical style of the film. 

Shaped by the genre of the American musical and highlighting French actors like co-star Jean Gabin, 

whose French "every man" role is juxtaposed to Baker’s "racial Otherness," the film becomes a 

transnational vehicle -- a "complex web of Hollywood, French revue, and realist performances 

showcased in both musical and dramatic styles." Balcerzak notes that "[e]merging from a distinctly 

French gaze upon the racial Other, Zouzou provides a surprisingly empathetic, yet ultimately 

problematic, attempt at reconciling a possible miscegenation within its star pairing." Distinguishing 

between the star system that existed in the American cinema industry and the star system that may have 
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emerged in French independent cinema, Balcerzak contends that "with Zouzou, the French star vehicle 

as a discursive practice becomes more of a concern through the heavily nationalistic approach to the 

issues surrounding the showcasing of Baker." As a revue star, Baker represents the primitive black that 

she has popularized on stage and the sophisticated Parisenne that she has begun to fabricate in her own 

life. These images, reconfigured in her screen role in Zouzou, render Baker as object of the white male 

gaze, albeit a gaze that is contingent on her stage positioning. Comparing Baker in her "’charming 

otherness" to white co-star, Jean Gabin -- touted for his "’ charming ordinariness" -- she is ultimately 

positioned as a tragic outsider unsuitable to consummate an onscreen union with her white co-star. 

Combining poetic realism with the conventions of the Hollywood backstage musical, evident in Baker’s 

bird cage scenario that "adopts a curious mixture of a Berkeleyesque stage design, the glamour of the 

French revue, and a heartfelt recognition of Baker’s position as exotic Other," Balzcerzak concludes that 

the film misses the opportunity to capitalize on the miscegenistic relationship between Baker and Gabin 

-- even though it "succeeds within its ability to provide a tragically ironic commentary on its inability to 

miscegenate." Like Stovall, Balzcerzak observes that Zouzou resembles Princess Tam Tam and Siren of 

the 7?opics in that the black romantic attraction is seemingly always denied the object of desire (white 

male) because of the racial and sexual politics that prevailed during the period. 

Mary Kate Kelly’s "Performing the Other: A Consideration of Two Cages" addresses how 

Baker’s role in Zouzou, and the bird cage scenario, in particular, is signified upon in The Couple in the 

Cage, a documentary based on Coco Fusco and Guillermo Gdmez-Pefia’s performance piece, Two 

UndiscoveredAmerindians. "By presenting themselves as ’authentic Amerindians,’" Kelly argues, 

Fusco and Gdmez-Pefia’s tapped into histou and their own creativity to produce live art which sought, 

very self-consciously, to critique and interrogate the fascination with primitivism and authenticity that 
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continues to exist in Western culture." For Kelly, such artistic productions raise questions surrounding 

textual and contextual analysis, as these relate to issues of authenticity, primitivity, the mediation of 

representation, knowledge versus assumption, performance versus ’reality,’ cultural effect versus artists’ 

intentions, and artist and audience responsibilities and interactions. "These two examples - the staging 

of Baker as caged, exotic Other in France in the 1930s, and the international presentation of Fusco and 

G6mez-Pefia’s as caged, exotic Others in the early 1990s," Kelly suggests, "differ markedly, the 

colonialist tradition of placing humans on display and the equally persistent tradition of spectators 

eagerly consuming such displays informed the creation of both projects." Focusing on how the black 

body has become an object of exhibition and fascination with a long history and tradition, Kelly argues 

that in Zouzou, which revolves around a circus, "Baker stood as a symbol of primitivism -- a primitivism 

marked by ’authentic’ blackness and ’excessive’ female sexuality." Kelly argues that "the staging and 

then filming of Baker as the caged bird in Zouzou was the product of that tradition of ethnographic 

displays and the more recently established stage showy practice of putting Baker’s body on display as an 

icon of the erotic, exotic Other." Kelly suggests that "as Baker moved onto the silver screen, her body 

became a produced, public body readily available for the consumption of Parisian film audiences2’ And, 

like Henderson, Kelly argues that "by vie~ving a cinematic image &this black, female body which they 

equated with African land itself, these audiences could achieve a sense of conquest while maintaining a 

’safe’ distance from the alluring yet threatening primitivism which supposedly marked the ’dark 

continent’ and its natives." Addressing the performance of Two UndiscoveredAmerindians, Kelly 

suggests that it parallels Baker’s performance in Zouzou in that both depict the performers as exotic and 

erotic spectacles - a performance that does not dismiss the extent to which the performers participate in 

their own obj ectification and visual exploitation. Kelly concludes by noting, like Henderson, that the 
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artists "bear the weight of kno~ving that they risk perpetuating that which they seek to critique when they 

invoke, enact or appropriate ideologically charged content." 

In "A Colonial Princess: Josephine Baker’s French Films," Elizabeth Ezra observes that while 

Baker is frequently noted in casual references, she is rarely mentioned in history texts on France. Ezra 

contends, however, that Baker’s" influence on [French] culture was considerable, and her position 

within it can tell us a great deal about the formation of the colonial unconscious in t~ventieth-century 

France." Ezra also notes that Baker appeared in two silent films aside from Siren of the Tropics, 

including La Folie dujour (1926) and La Revue des revues (1927) - film footage extracted from her 

stage shows -- as well as in a cameo role in Fausse alerte (1939). Evoking images &Africa, the 

Caribbean, the United States, and France in her screen roles, Baker’s images, suggests Ezra, stage race 

as performative. However, she argues, "beneath the assumed racial identity" in films such as Zouzou 

and Princess Tam Tam lies a ’real’ racial makeup, an essential identity that produces an irreducible gap 

be~,een the authentic and the assumed, perceptible to those who refuse to suspend their disbelief." 

Ezra also demonstrates how both new and traditional communities are figured and reconfigured in 

Zouzou. If Papa Mele, in Zouzou, introduced the potential &the assimilated community, it is 

undermined when at the film’s end the "eponymous heroine ... struggles to find a place in French 

society, which neither rejects her outright nor accepts her completely2’ Additionally, the film figures 

how the "traditional structures of community were being threatened by both the ... right-wing leagues 

and the [leftist] Popular Front," and notes that "blueprints for new communities were proj ected onto the 

ruins of the Third Republic." The different entertainment venues apparent in the film, including the 

circus, reflects a declining form of community, and Baker’s alienation from her community is suggested 

in the "spatial organization of the final stage productions" where the caged Zouzou "sadly pines away 
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for her ’Haiti.’" More importantly, Zouzou’s difference "disrupts the assimilation process." 

Comparing Zottzou to Princess Tam Tan,, Ezra demonstrates how in the former film, the protagonist, 

Alwina, attempts to assimilate through a chemical and biological transformation (cooking and eating). 

Ezra claims that "images of rawness and unmediated consumption in the film suggest a state of nature 

unaffected by moderu life," while "cooking is corrupt because it disguises its raw" materials by means of 

artifice, making one thing look like another, as Alwina is made to look like a princess." Linking Max’s 

novel to Alwina’s loss of authenticity, Ezra concludes that his book, "which begins the film as a record 

of Alwina’s assimilation, is eventually revealed to be a fictional account of an assimilation that has 

occurred only in the novelist’s imagination," concluding that "what started out as false fiction (because 

a true document) turns out to be true fiction (a false document)." Ezra suggests, finally, that the film 

both visually and musically reproduces the cultural confusion between Orientalism and Africanist 

discourses, evident in Alwina’s transformation from an African peasant girl into an Oriental princess. 

Reinforcing the class and colonial politics that prevailed in contemporary France, the film’s message, 

argues Ezra, is "that we must stay within our borders, even if what lies on the other side is nature itself." 

Part V. The Architectural Imaginary 

Essays included in the "Architectural Imaginary" examine Adolf Loos’s architectural design for 

Josephine Baker’s house that was never built by interrogating both the exterior and interior of his design 

as well as the racial and sexual ideology and personal intent underlying its proposed construction. Some 

focus on the design of Baker’s house as a reflection of her mixed racial identity and explore how the 

house represents an icon of architectural modernism. Still others construct the Baker house as a material 
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metaphor for the laws of seduction and conquest - or as an imaginary "skin" staging an encounter 

be~,een masculinized architecture and feminized primitive sensuality. Still others propose that the critic 

read the Baker house not through the architect’s intent, but through Baker’s imagined and proj ected 

response. 

Thomas Hines’ essay, "Historic Architecture: AdolfLoos in Paris -- Radical Residences for 

Josephine Baker and Tristan Tzara," represents one of the earliest publications on the architectural 

design of the Josephine Baker House. Locating Baker within the modernist cohort of architect Adolph 

Loos and Dadaist poet Tristan Tzara, Hines suggests that "all were committed to confronting and 

’denuding’ what they saw as the stifling clutter of Victorian art and life. Baker did it literally by taking 

off her clothes on stage; Tzara by destroying inherited literary modes; and Loos by deemphasizing 

ornament and returning architecture to its barest essentials." Unlike the house that Loos designed for 

Tzara in the Montmartre district of Paris, Hines suggests that the house designed for Baker was never 

built, "but ultimately [that the Baker house] became even more famous and influential than the 

completed house for Tzara." For Hines, "the most striking feature of the house was the horizontal 

banding of wide black-and-white stripes, perhaps a comment on Baker’s mulatto ancestry." Speculating 

on reasons why the residence was never constructed, Hines suggests that Baker "was unable to make the 

intellectual leap from her love of bodily nudity to an appreciation of [the] architectural nudity" evident 

in Loos’s "stark if playful design." Hines concludes, however, that even unbuilt, the Baker House 

became a "major icon of architectural modernism." 
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Drawing upon D.A. Miller’s notion of the ’open secret’ as it relates to issues surrounding 

difference, identity, and architecture, Karen Burns’ "A House for Josephine Baker" raises the question, 

"How does the secret of racial difference and alterity work for architecture?" In a departure from earlier 

architectural critics who, she suggests, attempt to "read the house as a sign of its [potential] owner’s 

attributes," Burns, in contrast, seeks to develop a mode of spatial reading based on the "problem of 

citation...reference ... and reading different spaces." The narrative of the Josephine Baker House, 

argues Burns, "is structured into three scenes that simultaneously enable three scenarios of reading as 

three different spatial configurations: the ’African’ exterior, the unreadable relations of exterior/interior, 

and the most privileged space of all, the enclosed indoor swimming pool." In the bands of the Baker 

house, Burns argues, both blackness and whiteness function as chromatic markers in the "black and 

white.., epidermal schema." Whereas Anne Anlin Cheng later focuses on the skin and surface of the 

Baker House and body, Burns moves from the exterior, typi cally characterized as a referent for African 

architecture, to the building’s "unreadable" interior, calling into question the surface-interior binarism 

whereby "the architectural interior may be proj ected as a topography of the individual’s own interior 

life." Burns takes the position that within architectural criticism Baker’s interiority is not only 

unreadable but "completely unknowable," "never realized," and "eternally deferred." Turning her 

attention to the readings of the internal swimming pool, Burns emphasizes that "this is the moment when 

a text proj ects the conditions of its own readability through a figure, image, or representation of the 

story-telling relationship." Rather than regarding the pool and its access - the window and the water - 

as a kind of"raise en abime" of the critics’ own activity, Burns seeks to imagine the process of othering 

as a two-way activity which not only allows for the medium of the critical vision but also imagines for 

the obj ect of the gaze a "way of looking and speaking back." The work of criticism is achieved by 

reimagining the swimming pool and its environs as obj ects of inquiry. Proposing to inte~wene into a 
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form of criticism that positions Baker as the unobservant obj ect of another’s gaze, Burns introduces a 

dialogical mode of reading that acknowledges the writer’s identity, the obj ect of inquiry, the 

institutional conditions of reading and writing, and the work of language itself. She deliberately seeks to 

read a figuration of the white architectural imaginary not in its own terms but ot¢tside of precisely those 

terms: "Interrupting architecture’s narrative with Josephine Baker’s assessment of the other’s 

representation of herself unsettles [the presupposition] that Baker can be represented as a passive victim 

of architectural machinations." In contrast, Burns’ interpretation suggests how Baker’s performance 

work and costuming practices on and off stage speak to alternative ways of reading Loos’s blueprint for 

the Baker House. In conclusion, Bums suggests that architectural criticism needs to embrace a mode of 

reading that is not "dependent on silence and the evasion of issues of ethnicity and racial identity, and on 

the silence of Baker herself, as a subject to be looked at rather than read and listened to." Burns 

attempts to expose the mechanisms of secrecy and silence and the kinds of stories thus generated in 

architectural criticism. 

In "The Josephine Baker House: For Loos’s Pleasure," Farbs el-Dahdah proposes an approach to 

architecture and theory from the site of love and seduction ("when love meets architecture, when laws of 

seduction are ratified by architectural theory"). From this perspective, el-Dahdah constructs Loos’s 

house for Josephine Baker as a "bachelor machine" or an "architecture of pleasure." Comparing it to an 

eighteenth-century petite maison, "expressly designed for amorous escapades," he fashions Loos’s 

unbuilt house as the potential space of"amorous conquest.., similar to an admirate~¢r ~’ letter that ... [i s] 

never sent." "The house ... Loos designed ... at the supposed request of Josephine Baker," he 

contends, is a "love note" or amorous epistle functioning as a "third skin" linking the body of architect 

Loos to that of his obj ect of seduction. Referencing Loos’s "Ornament and Crime," el-Dahdah argues 
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while Loos believes that "the modern man who tattoos himself is a criminal or a degenerate," he 

nevertheless "inscribes the fagade" of the Baker House "with repetitive black horizontal stripes" that he 

himself encodes as a "reclining woman." "By Loos’s own definition," suggests el-Dahdah, "this 

horizontal tattoo is the result of an untamed desire now confronted with a vertical line: the standing 

architect [Loos] who seeks to ’touch’ Baker’s body by penetrating into her house." Baker’s body is 

thus conceived as an absent presence that is "gradually revealed, from top to bottom, much as in a 

striptease," with the spectral Josephine who "must now ’wear’ the stairs as much as she would a dress, 

in order to play the stripteaser’ s subtle game of concealing and revealing".., while manipulating the 

gaze of the "spectator below." E1-Dahdah, then, constructs the architect Loos as a houseguest who 

derives pleasure from the exhibitionist postures of Baker, his hostess. Unlike Karen Burns, who creates 

for Baker a more active role in the house’ s construction, el-Dahdah concludes by reassigning 

homeownership, so to speak: "The house does not belong to the person of Josephine, it belongs to that 

exoticized body she has constructed and to Loos’ design pleasure in imagining it." 

Focusing on the early twentieth- century preoccupation with "surface" and "skins, Anne Anlin 

Cheng, in "Skins, Tattoos, and Susceptibility," sets up a conversation between Adolf Loos, the 

forefather of modern European architecture and Baker as black burlesque star. Noting the negatively 

inflected representation of marginalized subj ects who are "at once all-too-seen and not seen at all," 

Cheng calls into question ocular knowledge and the "moral economy of the visual," especially as it 

constructs women and racial minorities. She further challenges the practice of symptomatic reading, 

driven as it is by a "surface depth binary," along with a hermeneutics of suspicion that in effect 

preserves the discourse of identity politics and essentialism. Cheng proposes an approach that attends 

to the surface rather than that which is veiled or hidden. Proposing a "hermeneutics of susceptibility," 
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Cheng seeks to enact a reading practice that attends to skins and surfaces as embodied in the subjects 

and obj ects of Primitivist Modernism: "Confronting these sites and sights of visual pleasures and 

exchanges has meant that we, too, have had to read promiscuously: to step outside of the moral 

economies of the visual, the categorical, and the critical; to be led by and attend to what the ’objects’ 

have to teach us." Cheng proposes that contemporary critics, like the modernists before them, have 

"immersed themselves in skins not their own and, through that inhabitation, [have constructed] 

themselves as imagined subjects" in what she describes as a "mutual pedagogy of erotics." 

Characteristically what the Loosian surface disrupts is not only "gender and racial segregation" but also 

"structure-versus- ornament-distinction." Cheng re-reads modem architecture in relation to Loos’s 

Lina Room (with the white angora sheepskin-bedecked bed) designed by Loos for his wife in 1913 or in 

relation to what seems to be the denuded or quite naked characteristics of modem architecture that 

embodies a nostalgia for "primitive skin." Like Bums, Cheng poses questions that implicate Baker in 

the critical reading of Loos’s house: "Beyond seeing how the Baker House attempts to read Baker, 

might we not also see how Baker and her iconography in turn read the house? Can Baker’s skin recode 

what is written on the Baker House?" In response, Cheng proposes that "the facade of the Baker 

House is tattooed, not because it bears the symptom of masculinist desire, but because it wears the very 

traces of its struggle, perhaps even its renunciation, it is on the surface of the Baker House that Loos’s 

lifelong conflict between the call of cladding and ornamentation - between masculinized architecture 

and femininized, primitive sensuality--comes to its most striking articulation." Cheng concludes, "The 

story of Baker and Loos shows us that it is the crisis of visuality--rather than the allocation of visibility, 

which informs so much of current liberal di scourse -that constitutes one of the most profound 

challenges for American democratic recognition today." 
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VI. Staging Civil Rights and Human Rights Globally 

Essays included in this section address Baker’s civil fights activities and struggles on behalf of human 

fights issues, especially during the 1950s. Some critics examine her interrogation and surveillance by 

the Federal Bureau of Investigation, who regarded Baker as un-American, Communist, and a threat to 

the US Cold War policies and practices. Others focus on the social and political significance of Baker’s 

adoptive international and multicultural family, known as the Rainbow Tribe, suggesting that such 

domestic arrangements in effect emerged 

not only as a monument to her utopian vision of international brotherhood, but also as an alternative, if 

not compensatory, strategy for countering notions of injustice and inequality. Strikingly, one critic 

contends that not only did Baker seek to imitate in her relations with the environs ofLes Milandes, the 

home of the Rainbow Tribe, a fundamentally "statist top-down" social structure, but that her intent was 

to set up a model nation-state over which she ruled "like an empress." Baker’s adoptive family, argues 

this critic, was modeled on Argentinean dictator Perdn’s authoritarian fascism and Evita Perdn’s "vision 

of the maternal state" -- as well as it was on French President DeGaulle’s colonial relations. 

In "Josephine Baker, Racial Protest, and the Cold War," Mary L. Dudziak investigates how 

Baker was strategically positioned at the intersection of race and Cold War politics during the early 

1950s. Labeled a Communist and threat to democracy, Baker became an outspoken critic of anti-black 

discriminatory practices in the American South and a performer who used the international stage as a 

platform to promulgate what some government officials deemed as "radical" views. Dudziak 

demonstrates how the FBI, along with the State Department, maintained files on Baker in an attempt to 
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"silence Cold War critics." Unlike vocal critics and civil rights activists such as W.E.B. DuBois, Paul 

Robeson, and William Patterson, Baker was not subj ect to passport restrictions because of her French 

citizenship, and for this reason, argues Dudziak, the "government had to employ more creative means to 

silence her." Dudziak foregrounds Baker’s civil rights ~vork, which included her refusal to perform in 

segregated theaters; her support of Willie McGee and the Trenton Six; her attempt to integrate a whites- 

only soda fountain and department stores in Washington, D.C; and her filing suit against Sherman 

Billingsley’ s Stork Club in New York. When Walter Winchell started a campaign of character 

assassination against Baker, requesting that FBI director J. Edgar Hoover "check up on allegations that 

Baker was a Communist," Duziak explains that Baker shifted the field of her activities from the US to 

Latin and South America. During her tour of Peru, Argentina, Uruguay, and Cuba, Baker’s public 

denunciation of discriminatory practices extended to America’s racial practices, South African 

apartheid, and the American internment of Japanese-Americans during World War II. "The restrictions 

on Josephine Baker’s ability to travel and to perform did more than harm her career as an entertainer," 

obse~Tes Dudziak, "they denied her the role she sought for herself as a personal ambassador for 

equality, furthering equal fights by winning the hearts of nations and their leaders." Dudziak concludes 

that %vithout a public platform for her call for equality, Baker sought to promote racial justice through 

her own vision of motherhood." Adopting what came to be known as the Rainbow Tribe, Baker sought 

to demonstrate "that people of different races and religions could live in harmony." 

More importantly, the FBI’s attempt to silence and contain Baker confirmed that she was politically 

astute and that she would circumvent their efforts to thwart her freedom to express her denunciation of 

American democracy. At the same time, while the FBI would attempt to contain Baker within French 

borders, they perceived her to be a continued "threat to the image of American democracy [and 

therefore] seen as a national security imperative." 
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Jonathan P. Eburne’s "Adoptive Affinities: Josephine Baker’s Humanist International" examines 

Baker within the context of the post- world- war II and cold war period during which the United Nations 

was promoting its human rights declaration. Undermined by US government officials, and subj ected to 

cancellations of performance both inside and outside of the country, and thwarted by government 

officials, Baker’s performances outside of the US declined" and.., her political tactics changed," a 

position shared by Dudziak as well, Baker consequently shifted her strategy and venue for promoting 

world peace and harmony. Between the years of 1953 and 1962, Baker adopted some twelve children, 

which she called "The Rainbow Tribe." Arguing that Baker’s celebrity made it possible for her to 

capitalize on the symbolic value of the Rainbow Tribe, Eburne proposes that Baker’s Rainbow- Tribe 

"mobilized both multiracial adoption and Frenchness in an effort to extend, through symbolic means, her 

civil rights activism of the early 1950s." Suggesting that Baker "worked to preserve, rather than 

dissolve, the racial and cultural differences among the adoptive children," Eburne argues that through 

the adoption of her children, Baker’s strategy becomes % depoliticized form of political intervention." 

"Baker’s adoptive family," he suggests, "was both the extension and the apotheosis of her more 

politically charged adoption of France as an alternative to the United States." "Les Milar~des--and 

Baker’s adoptive affinities," argues Eburne, "became a means for staging Baker’s civil rights activities 

from abroad." Baker’s use of adoption as a symbolic political practice is based on what Eburne 

proposes to be a notion of"adoptive affinities," a concept he derives from Goethe’s notion of ’elective 

affinities,’ "which describes chemical properties that force a set of existing chemical bonds to break up 

in order to make possible another, more necessary set of relations." Eburne deploys this conceit to 

emphasize the dynamics of Baker’s adoptive strategy in assembling the Rainbow Tribe as % more 

passionate relationship [that] can dissolve a more conventional one, as if by choice." Arguing that 
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%vhile the broad pluralist humanism that guided [Baker’ s] formation of the Rainbow Tribe" 

presupposed her belief in the traditional categories of nation, family, and race, Eburne adds that they 

also reflected her belief in creating a model family that was able to transcend these seemingly 

deterministic categories. Eburne concludes that "Baker’s adoptive family served as a symbolic means 

for confronting the United States with an image of the humanistic possibility." Yet, despite Baker’s 

commitment to universal struggle, Eburne suggests that her "appeal to universal brotherhood fell short 

of confronting other racisms and colonialisms as stridently as those she confronted in the US, and [that] 

the pluralistic ideology that fueled the Rainbow Tribe was developed at the expense of Baker’s 

participation in other contemporary movements in black internationalism." 

In "Josephine Baker and Utopian Visions of Black Paris," Bennetta Jules-Rosette argues that 

Josephine Baker’s Rainbow Tribe, her adoptive family consisting of children of different national, 

cultural, racial, religious, and ethnic identities, ~vas designed to launch a "social movement ~vith 

communal ideals." "The saint-like imagery of life as an exotic pilgrimage and an enchanted tale," 

argues Jules-Rosette, "reached its culmination for Baker at Les Milandes." For Jules-Rosette, the 

Rainbo~v Tribe ~vas "ahead of its time with regard to its multiculturalism agenda for socialization, 

education and community building." Suggesting that "the Rainbow Tribe was not a family at all, but a 

social movement" embodying Baker’s vision of a "utopian community," Jules-Rosette fashions Baker’s 

adoptive children "as honorary acolytes of her movement and the symbols of her universalistic dream." 

Proposing an intertextual reading with the dialectics of Negritude and French ideals of liberty, equality, 

and fraternity, Jules-Rosette argues that Baker’s project and ideas were shaped by social and political 

movements ranging from Negritude to decolonization to the US civil rights movement. Baker’s 

proj ected experiment included the creation of a College of Brotherhood at Les Milandes, "where 
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students of all backgrounds would devote their attention to problems of racial discrimination, human 

fights issues and the religions and cultures of the world." And, despite their lack of materialization, 

Baker’s plans "for multicultural education were harbingers of programmes that would not come into 

existence in the US until twenty years later, and still do not exist in France." Jules-Rosette concludes 

that "Baker’s early experiences in Paris helped to form her utopian visions of what Black Paris and 

Black France could become": "Baker left an important and powerful legacy that combined French 

ideals of.~aternitO with a quest for social equality linked to the American civil rights struggle." 

Responding to critics such as Dudziak, Eburne, and Jules-Rosette, Mathew Pratt Guterl’s 

"Josephine Baker’s Rainbow Tribe: Racial Motherhood in the South &France" proposes "a series of 

national and international contexts against which to read Baker ... and her reinvention of motherhood" 

as a way of enacting her utopian vision of"a kind of romantic, anti-racist state" expressing the French 

"ideal of citizenship." Unlike Jules-Rosette, who argues for the utopian vision of Baker’s Rainbow 

Tribe, Guterl suggests that Baker’ s organization of family was modeled according to the authoritarian 

model of Peronista fascism. Noting that Baker’s 1952 visit to Peroni st Argentina followed the much 

publicized incident at the Stork Club, her public dispute with gossip columnist Walter Winchell, and 

subsequent harassment by the FBI, Guterl suggests that Baker remained in Argentina for some six 

months, inspired by "the symbolism of motherhood and orchestrations of celebrity" associated with 

Evita Perdn. Baker’s adoption of the Rainbow Tribe, whose genesis followed her tour of Latin America, 

Guterl argues, was a move not only motivated by Evita Perdn’s "vision of the maternal state," but by 

dictator Juan Perdn’s New Argentina. It was the Peronistic model, observes Guterl, that inspired 

Baker’s utopian vision of the multiracial family, one that "was inflected with a certain authoritarianism" 

(48). Baker’s formation of the Rainbow Tribe, he contends, was fashioned on her understanding of the 
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"peculiar fascism of the Peronistas." Les Milandes, he argues, came close to "publicly realizing the 

fascist potential of cultural pluralism, where the unique gifts of each instrument, or race, are bent to the 

will of the conductor [Baker] and the common cause2’ "Baker’s statist orchestration of the multiracial 

family," he proposes, did not take on the "self-sacrificial tactics and strategies of the civil rights 

movement." Rather, the world that Baker built at Les Milandes, Guterl suggests, reflected "the familiar 

relations between colonizer and colonized, or between white France and its darker, not yet ’French’ 

possessions." Her creation of LesMilcmdes, he continues, ~vas seemingly as much inspired by 

Peronist Argentina as it was by DeGaulle’s France and its colonial relations. Deploying "concepts as 

adoption, motherhood, and family," Guterl insists that Baker "was also talking about immigration, 

universal citizenship, and France." "Like the statist, top-down models of Europe and Latin America," 

he argues, Les Milandes provided for Baker "her own nation-state ... extending her broadened social 

contract to the surrounding town, and ruling over the whole thing like an empress." Guterl concludes 

that "Baker’s quixotic decision to become the mother of a ne~v order of things, giving birth figuratively, 

through multiple adoptions across all national lines, to a more harmonious, more humane world, was 

meant to sound bold, heroic, and visionary--just like the France of DeGaulle or the Argentina of the 

Per6ns." 

V. Conclusion: The Afterlife of Josephine Baker 

The concept of the "afterlife" is meant to invoke the notion of life after death, a notion that speaks to a 

continuous and enduring presence that transcends temporal and spatial boundaries. The essays in this 

volume, we believe, speak eloquently to the notion that Josephine Baker continues to travel and circulate 

through time, space, and culture, creating and recreating, as Felicia McCarran argues, "use value." 
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Emphasizing the ability of this figure to continue to accrue value, McCarran suggests that Baker’s "use 

value" is actually part of a dynamic of revalorization occurring through the cultural processes of 

displacement and recontextualization: 

The "use value" of Josephine Baker refers not to the use value she might have come to represent 

as an icon, but to the use value she creates, or re-creates, by revalorizing moves through their 

displacement and recontextualization across continents and then into a cinematic space. 

Addressing the notion of the afterlife, albeit indirectly, Jeanne Scheper demonstrates (in the present 

volume) how Baker’s "contemporary recitation" contributes to "a retrospective portfolio of Baker as a 

cultural icon and female star that sets" her in motion rather than freezing her in the frame" (emphasis 

added).61 Such a notion reconceptualizes and reframes the historic Baker in ways that are multiple and 

often conflicting, reflecting the ability of "critical hindsight" to "[recycle] the past in order to imagine 

[or reimagine] a future" by way of the liberating deployment of cultural performances - even those 

attached to an arguably oppressive history. Such anachronistic re-enactments of the past in the present 

cultural moment opens space for new- and fresh readings of this caricatured, parodied, idealized, and not 

infrequently nostalgized signifier of modernist primitivism. Again, speaking implicitly to the notion of 

the afterlife, Scheper further argues that "each site of [contemporary performance] not only produces 

meanings in excess of [Baker’ s] original performances but also works to restore significations 

retroactively, allowing for lost meanings or potentials to come into dialogic play.’’62 

60 Felicia McCarran, "The Use Value of Josephine Baker," Kaima Glover, Josephine Baker: ~ Century in the Spotlight in 

The Scholar & Feminist on-line. Double Issue 6.1-6.2 (Fall 2007/Spring 2008), 5. 
~ Jean Scheper, "’Of la Baker, I Am a Disciple’: The Diva Politics of Receptiork" Camera Obscura 65 22.2 (2007): 75. 

~ Scheper, 78. 
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It is the complexity of her image, at once embodied and elusive, that defines Baker as something of a 

floating signifier, making her available for conflicting interpretations in a broad range of genres and 

venues. And it is for this reason that contemporary artists, entertainers, and cultural critics can draw 

inspiration from her image and performances. In appropriating various aspects of her composite 

representation, the contemporary generation of performers and scholars can draw light, as it were, from 

the luminosity of her image - light that, like waves, is reflected, refracted, and diffracted into new 

interpretative readings and performances. And in an age dominated by the visual, as evident in 

contemporary popular and media culture, Baker emerges as a central figure whose creation and 

promotion of an aesthetic of performance positions her as an antecedent and model during a period 

associated ~vith modernism and the rise of popular culture and visual art. As Sheper demonstrates in the 

present volume, contemporary productions as diverse as the animated cartoon, Les Tr&lettes de 

Belleville (The 7~iplets ofBelleville, Sylvain Chomet 2003) and the Brazilian film, Madame Sa~a (Karim 

Ainouz 2002) reflect the influence of Baker’s stage and film performances in their citations of Baker’s 

signature banana skirt, debuted in Le Fo#e du Jour, and Princess Tam Tam respectively.63 Also in the 

present volume, critic Mary Kate Kelly examines Coco Fusco and Guillermo G6mez-Pefia’ s stage 

presentation of Two UndiscoveredAmermdians Visit (1992 ) through the prism of Baker’s performance 

of the ’primitive Other,’ visually and thematically connecting the stage production and subsequent 

video documentary, 7he Couple in the Cage (C Fusco and R Heredia 11993) through the audience 

response to the image of caged natives on public display.64 In Circus Josephine (2011), former 

American Idol contestant, Brian Scott Bagley re-enacts the comedic and erotic burlesque and striptease 

features of Baker’s dance performance, while in Josefiend (2012), Bagley performs Baker in front of a 

63 Scheper 75. Madame Sa~a focuses on Baker’s contemporaly; drag performer, Joffo Francisco dos Santos. 
64 Maly" Kate Kelly, "Performing the Other: A Consideration of Two Cages," College Literature 26.1 (Winter): 113-117. 
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chorus line of banana-skirted, blonde-wigged dancers. 65 Also paying homage to Baker in Fashion 

Rocks" (2006), Beyonc~ Knowles, donned in a sequined banana skirt, performs a variation of the banana 

dance -- in effect reclaiming in her reenactment what Terri Francis describes as" a history of audacious 

black female creativity, exemplified.., by Baker, the original Diva." 66 Notably, films like Tree Shade 

(Lisa Collins 1998) and Frida (Julie Taymor 2002) reference Baker as both embodiment of glamour 

and romantic desire respectively. Kefi Hilson, in her video, Pretty Girl Rock (2010), also pays tribute to 

Baker, along with other black female artists (including Dorothy Dandridge, Diana Ross, and Donna 

Summer) by masquerading as Baker, thereby demonstrating how black women in their style and 

diversity serve as icons of beauty. Similarly, Janet Jackson in her Rhythm Nation tour (11990), appeared 

on stage with a black panther while singing the hit Black Cat, thus invoking images of Baker and her pet 

cheetah.67 As we see, in the above examples, Baker’s aesthetic bravura is evoked, quoted, sampled, and 

parodied in performances that both give homage to and critique Baker as model and diva. 

Baker’s narrative is by now a familiar one, but nevertheless her representation in that narrative, 

as demonstrated by the essays collected in this volume, is still subject to multiple and contradictory 

interpretations. Our goal in this collection has been to put into dialogue, through selected essays on 

diverse aspects of Baker’s life and performance, some of these readings. In doing so, we are aware that 

65 
Brian Scott Bagley, Circus Josephine 2011 www.frequency.comivideoibrian-scott-bagley-circus-josephinei69787750 and 

Josefiend 2012 www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Cn6dlI-SZEView shared post- "La entry de Paris Revue avec Dita Von Tesse 

au Casino De Paris" performed on the ve~ same stage where Baker and MistinguelI once performed. 

66 Beyonce Knowles performs in Beyonce live@Fashion Rocks, 2006. www.youtube.com/watch?v=YzmHZIv966k; See 

Terri Francis, "What Does Beyonce See in Josephine Baker?: A Brief Film History. of Sampling La Diva, La Bakaire," in 
Kaima Glover, Josephine Baker: A Century in the Spotlight in The Scholar & Feminist on-line. Double Issue 6.1-6.2 (Fall 
2007/Spring 2008): 1. 

6~ Recent tributes to Baker include quotations from Madonna’s hit song, Erotic (1992), along with the controversial Kogue 

Netherlands’s photo spread (2013). 
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we risk some thematic and interpretative repetition, but it is our conviction that the fundamental 

principle of selection - dialogic engagement - compensates for minor duplication and overlap in 

argument. 
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Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday. 9:06 AM 

Regester, Chm~lene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Recommendation 

Hello Dr. Regester, 

I hope this emaJl finds you well. 

I am not sure if you remember me but I was a previous student in your AFAM 101 and Blacks In Film classes. I applied to 

willing to write a recommendation for me. I appreciate that you took the time to write a letter on my behalf but unforttmately I was not accepted 

and you were 

I am in "the process of reapplying this yea~ 

a letter of recommendation tbr me. 

I was wondering if you would be willing to resubmit 

I realize fl~at it may be difficult for you to speak on my behalf since so much time has passed since I was your student, but I am hapw to discuss with you my interest in 
pursuing                  I cmi aJ~so send my personal s~atement and updated work!volunteer experience if you would like theln as reference Inaterial. 

Thank you tbr your time and consideration. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 10:48 AM 

department list~rv ~’<aaad@listserv.unc.edu-~ 

FW: Author Article Deep Link tbr African Studies Review 

Dear colleagues, 

In ca se you’re interested, please find belo~v a link to the published text of my talk at the ASA Almual Meeting in Philadelphia last year on Obama and Africa. 
Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.              (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: journalalelts@cambridge.org [journalalerts@cambridge org] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 21, 2013 11:02 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Cc: kluftus@cambridge.org; ellak@anthro umass.edu 
SubJect: Author Article Deep Link fur African Studies Review 

[Cambridge Journal Online]<http://iournals.cambrid~e urn> 

[)ear Authur, 

Thank yuu for publishing with Cambridge Juurnals. Please find below a url that you can click un or cut and paste into your web browser. ’]7his gives yuu free access tu yuur article that has 
just been published in African Studies Review, vulume 56, issue 02, pp. 185-191 

http ://juurnaIs.cambridge.ur~/repu A89Dn69Z 

Please note that use ufthis link is governed by the fullowing cunditions: 

Notwithstanding the assignment uf copyright in their contributiun, all cuntributurs retain the following non-transferable rights: 

upon its appearance at Cambridge Juurnals Online, subject tu file availabiliD" and provided the posting includes a prominent statement ufthe :gull bibliographical details, a copyright notice ~n 
the name ufthe copyright holder (Cambridge Universi~ Press ur the sponsoring SocieD’, as appropriate), and a link to the online edition of the juurnal at Cambridge Juurnals Online 
* The right to post the definitive version of the contribution as published at Cambridge Journals Online (in PDF or HTML form) in the Institutional Repository of the institution in which 
they- worked at the time the paper was first submitted, or (for appropriate journals) in PubMedCentral, no sooner than one year after first publication of the paper in the journal, subject to file 
availabili)- and provided the posting includes a prominent statement of the full bibliographical details, a copyright notice in the name of the copyright holder (Cambridge Universi)- Press or 
the sponsoring Socie~’, as appropriate), and a link to the online edition of the journal at Cambridge Journals Online. Inclusion of this definitive version aRer one year in Institutional 
Repositories outside of the institution in which the contributor worked at the time the paper was first submitted will be subject to the additional permission of Cambridge University Press 
(not to be unreasonably withheld). 
* The right to make hard copies of the contribution or an adapted version for their own purposes, including the right to make multiple copies for course use by their students, provided no 
sale is involved. 
* The right to reproduce the paper or an adapted version of it in any volume of which they are editor or author. Permission will automatically be given to the publisher of such a volume, 
subject to nomaal acknowledgement. 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: regester@email.~mc.edu. 
To ~msubscribe click here: http:/ilists.tmc.edu/u?id 65646456.94d215e1724eab7c882d0cbfflbaflbf&n T&I aaad&o 33465240 

or send a blank email to leave-33465240-65646456.94d215e1724eab7c882d0cbfflbaflbf@listserv.~c.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sara Inman, Education Portal <sinman@education-portal.com> 

Thursday, Angust 22, 2013 11:16 AIvl 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@emaJ, l.unc.edu> 

Better than apples: new online lessons tbr l?all term 

Dear Professor Regester, 

As fall term approaches, supplement your curriculum with Education Portal’s free online lessons. We have thousands of videos in major 
academic disciplines, from business to science. Finding the exact topic you need is easy with our newly improved search feature. Click here 
and type your topic in the "Search Courses & Lessons" box at the upper right. You may use our lessons in the classroom, assign them as 
homework, or recommend them as a supplementary resource, isn’t that better than an apple? 

I hope you will be able to use our resources and share them with your students and colleagues. 

Browse FREE Lessons 

Science 

o Biology 
o Genetics 

o Microbiology 

o Anatomy & Physiology 

o Chemistry 

o Earth Science 

o Environmental Science 

o Nursinq Fundamentals 

o Natural Sciences 

Business 

o Financial Accounting 

o Intro to Business 

o Manaqement 

o Marketinq 
o Business Law 

o information Systems and Computer Applications 

o Organizational Behavior 

o Computing 
o Macroeconomics 

Social Science 

o Introductory Psychology 

o Educational Psychology 

o Human Growth & Development 

o Social Psychology 

o Research Methods in Psychology 

o Abnormal Psychology 

o Socioloqy 

o College Composition 

o English Literature 

o American Literature 

o Analyzing and interpreting Literature 

History 
o Western Civilization I 

o U,S, History I: Colonization to :!.877 

o U,S. History II: 1865 to Present 
Math 

o Algebra 

o General Math 

o Precalculus 

o Calculus 

Humanities 

o Humanities Survey 
o Music 

Spanish 

You can find our entire collection of lessons here: http://education-portal.com/academy!course/index.html 

About Education Portal Lessons 



¯ No cost to you, your students or your department 

¯ 6,000+ lessons 
¯ Short, bite-sized videos (5-10 minutes long) 

¯ Taught by subject matter experts 

¯ Conversational style to catch students’ attention 

Too good to be true? No! 

There’s no catch - really! Our mission at Education Portal is to make education accessible to everyone, everywhere. Therefore, our courses are 
completely free for anyone to use with no barriers to access. They will always remain that way. 

Bookmark your viewing 

Our lessons are always free to access with no log-in. But now, you and your students can create an account to track your lesson-viewing 
history. Our new progress-tracking feature holds your place in each collection. Create your free account today and let us know what you think 
- just reply to this email with your feedback and feature suggestions. 

Check back for new lessons 

We’re adding dozens of new video lessons per week, so check back frequently! 

Questions? 

If you have any questions or hesitations, please feel free to contact me. 

Best regards, 

Sara Inman 

Education Portal 

About Education Portal 

Education Portal is dedicated to using technology to make education accessible. We’ve been around for ten years and our free video lessons 
are our newest and boldest way to achieve this goal. Our lessons are and always will remain completely free to use with no barriers to access. 

To u~subscfibe, click hele 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 12:56 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

~live.~mc.edu-~ 

RE: AAAD    Question 

Hi Professor! 

I didn’t attend the first day of class on Tuesday because I had dropped it, but I just re-added it and was wondering if you could add me to the Sakai site 
and email me a copy of the syllabus so I can catch up on what I missed and prepare for Tuesday’s class. 

Thank you for reading this, and I look forward to meeting you! 

From: Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 9:46 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: AAAD Question 

Dear Currently, T have not yet composed the syllabus for the Fall and will not do so probably until a few weeks before school starts. Hope to see you in the Fall. You 
can look at some of the readings on reserve for this class that was previously AFAM    Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 

Sent: Saturday, 3:29 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 

Subject: r AAAD Question 

Hi, Professor Regester! 

I am registered for your Blacks in Film class this fall and was wondering if you could send me a copy of the syllabus for the class. 

Thank you for reading this! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <cfa@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 1:25 PM 

Regester, Chaslene B <regester@,emaJJ.unc.edu> 

News t?om the Academy for Cultural Diplomacy: International & Online Academic PrograJns 

News from the Academy for Cultura~ DiNomacy 

(September.-- October 20~3) 
Dea~ Friends and Colleagues, 
We are phased ~o bring to your at~entbn our new degree programs, aa well as update gou on out fodhcom~ng Academic Programs, Intemationa~ Conferencea, Pro~essionai 
Trairfing Seasiona & Distance Learning Coumea. The ~nformafion bebw wi~ provide fu~her detai~a on the academic programs and events, and we would be extremely grateful ~f 
this anneunoement oould a~so be shared w~th other interested pa~es~ 

If you no bnger w~sh to receive emai~s from the ICD in future, Nease send us an emNI at info@culturaldiplomacv.orfl indicating thin. 

To vbw the complete ICD Calendar o[ Events ~Ot 2013, please click ~[9.. 

S~ncerely, 

Nark Bonfried 
Director & Founder 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
K~0rstendamm 207-8 Bedin, Germany-10719 

Phone: 00.49(,0)30.2360-7680 
~q.cu It u r aid @]Rt~y,£N 

info@cult u raldiplomacy.org 

Academy for CuRura~ Diplomacy 

(Bar n; September - October 2013) 

~.ccds-berlin.de 
To apply, Nease cl~ck here 
The Center for Cultural O~plomacy Studies, of the Academy fer CulturN Diplomacy offers educational oppodunities for ~nd~viduals pursuing oareers in academia, (fipbmaoy, 
government, and/or the private sector, related either who~y or in pa~ to the fie~d of Cultural Dipbmacy. Our programs are divided into the following categories: Distance 
LearNng Coumes, CedNca[e Programs, and Graduate Degree Programs in CultutN Dipbmacy, designed specifically ~or governmenta~ officials, academics, and young 
professbnNs. 

The CCDS is currently acce#th~ applications for the folbwin~ programs: 
MA Programs in Cultural D~plomacy 

(8eNn: Sta~: Fa~I Semester- BeNn, October 2013) 

~ New: O~e Ye~r MA ~ O~o#,~ Gover~ance & Cultur~ Diplonyacy (~-globalgovemance.~) 

MA ~n ~n~etn~#onM Economics & Cu~tur~ Diplomacy (~-#~tema#onaleconomics.de) 

The 8erl~n SummR on Cross-Cont~nenta~ Cooperation 28~3 

(‘Berlin; September 25th- 27th, 2013) 

~.Cross-ContinentaFCoo#eratbn-oummR.or~ 

Professional Development Programs in Cultural Diplomacy 
(Berlin; September 16th - 27th, 2013) 
~..,~_ _:_c_..c_d_._s_: _b_..e__rlj_n_:_d_.e_. 

D~stance Learning Programs ~n CuRura~ D~plomacy 

(Program Start Dates: September 2nd - 30th, 2013; October 1st - 31st) 

~v.ccds-dista nce-lea rninq .de 

Weeklong Seminar ~n Cultural Diplomacy 

(Sedan; Ootober 14th - 18th, 2013) 
~.ccds-berlin.de 

To view the compbte ~CD Calendar of Even~ for 2013, please c~ck here 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GENEWIZ, Inc. <ENew@genewiz.com> 

Thursday, Angust 22, 2013 2:32 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Summer News & Otters 

GENEWlZ, Inc 

Webim.~r: 
Gene Synthesis, 

Assembly, & Screening 

~iI Watch Now! 

GLP/cG~=IP & 

Sanger Sequencing, qPCR, 
& DNA Preparation 

20% Off Ge~-}e Sy~thesis 
Limited Time Offer 

for Academic Researchers 

i~~ the News 
Press Release: 

Collaboration with BeiGene 

[ ~.~.~ ~eod~o~oI 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

ofiqce@cmstudies.org 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 10:01 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@~.emafil.unc.edu> 

Very Important SCMS Deadlines tbr August 2013 

SCMS 2012-2013 Membership Year Deadline 

The 2012-2013 SCMS membership year ends Angufft 31, 2013 (1 l:59pm CT). The SCMS membership year runs from 

September 1-August 31. If you became a member or renewed your membership after June 1, we have applied your membership 

payment to 2013-2014. Please make snre your membership profile is up to date in order to continue receiving Cinema Jout~tal, 

SCMS news briefs, updates, m~d announcements and to access the website. 

Your access to the website will expire on August 31, 2013 (11:59pro CT) unless you renew your membership by this date. If you 

have already renewed your membership for the 2013-2014 membership year- -Thank You! 

NOTE: Please remember to login to the website before you begin to renew your melnbership. 

2014 SCMS Seattle Conference Proposal Submission Deadline 

The 2014 Seattle conference proposal and cont~rence waiver requests deadline is Friday, August 30, 2013 
(Spin Central Time). (ONLY 7 DAYS REM_A1N1NG). No late proposals or conference waiver requests will be 
accepted after this date for any reason. 

For tips on how the proposal system works, character limits within each fomL and other useful infomiafion, read 

the SCMS Proposal Tips. 

2014 SCMS Seattle Conference Waiver Submission Deadline 

To request a conference regifftrafion fee waiver and/or membership waiver for panel or workshop participants, a 

fee waiver lbrm must be submitted online to the SCMS ottice by August 30, 2013 (5pm CT). (Note: Waiver requests may be gray, ted in exceptional circumstances fbr 

artist~ fihnmal;ers, or renowned scholars from other disciplines whose contributions would illuminate the panel or workshop topic. 

NOTE: Open call pa~icipa~ts do not qualify for these waivers. 

~Like its on Facebook > ~’ollo~v us on Twitter > 

If you ~vistl to stop receiving email from ns, you can simply remove yore-self by visiting: hWp://ww~v.emsmdiesorg/rnembers/EmailOptPreferences.aspx? 

id=9512683&e re~ester~t) email.mtc edu&h=4d53e0tTe5 c3,~ 7661 ead469096688a977dd2cdaa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-no~ply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Li~edln Today <news@linkedin.com~ 

Friday, August 23, 2013 5:13 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-* 

Top news for Charlene: 10 Things Exlraordina.ry Bosses Give Employees 

G,v~ E~p,oy~ Emp oyees 

::~.; TheOneManag ..... t The One Management Ski~ That Eve# Good 
...... Skill That Even Good 

Lack 

;~ 7heSimplestWayto The SimNest Way to Cut Your Meeting T~me 
....... Cut Your Meeting Time by 80% 

~.90~ 

Obama’s P~an Aims to Lower Cost of College 



...... Can Impress Recruiters Recruiters Virtually 
Virtually 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

opa@unc.edu 

Friday, Augnst 23, 2013 7:39 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

2013 Carolina Postdoc University Reception 

it you ciicl,: b~[e__.t.o add paperlesspost@pspedesspost.com, to your sddiess book, you will 

de~s~,ed due to your ema~ a~d spare b~ock~:~ se~gs 

[ ii.~.iI Click to View Card 

View invitation: 
wwsq.pa perlesspost.comievents!4803789- 

ac01 a784/replies/89791379-7a619c54 
View on map 

Add to Google Calendar, Outlook, iCal, Yahoo 
Calendar 

Access event on the move: Get the iPhone app 
now 

2013 Carolina Postdoc University Reception 
Thursday, September 5th at 3:00 PM 

The Pleasants Room 
UNC V~lson Library, Chapel Hill, NC 

Block this sender from your Paperless Post mail 

View the Paperless Post ELv__a__c_y__R_o_[Lc_’~_: 

Get iPhone App 



From: ~live.unc.edu:, 

Sent: Friday, 12:52 PM 

To: Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@emafil.unc.edu> 

Co: .~live.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: RE: AAAD    Question 

Hi Professor! 

I am added to the Sakai site and just read the syllabus. I have a question about the screening times on Wednesdays: it says "additional screening times," 

so does this mean the films we will watch will be shown at other times during class, or are Wednesdays the only time we can see the films? I am asking 

because I have a different commitment off campus from 6:35-8:15 on Wednesdays. 

Thank you for reading this, 

From: Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, :1:43 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: , AAAD Question 
Dear Will try to add you to Sakai but I am not quite sure how to do this once the entire class has been added but if not, I will send you a copy of the syllabus by 
email. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 

Sent; Thursday, 12:55 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 

Subject: RE: AAAD ~uestion 

Hi Professor! 

I didn’t attend the first day of class on Tuesday because I had dropped it, but I just re-added it and was wondering if you could add me to the Sakai site 

and email me a copy of the syllabus so I can catch up on what I missed and prepare for Tuesday’s class. 

Thank you for reading this, and I look forward to meeting you! 

From: Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 9:46 AM 

To; 

Subject: RE: AAAD :).uestion 

Dear : Currently, I have not yet composed the syllabus for the Fall and will not do so probably until a few weeks before school starts. Hope to see you in the Fall. You 
can look at some of the readings on reserve for this class that was previously AFAN    Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 

Sent; Saturday, 3:29 AN 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Cc: 
Subject: AAAD Question 

Hi, Professor Regester! 

I am registered for your Blacks in Film class this fall and was wondering if you could send me a copy of the syllabus for the class. 

Thank you for reading this! 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC College <college-news@unc.edu> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 1:14 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesler@emml.unc.edu> 

Carolina Arts & Sciences News 

Click to view 72.~!.,’..!(~.(~}).£!?..of tiffs message, August 201 

~ Transform~ng STEM education 
Caro[h~a w~[l mode[ how to prepare students for success m sdence, technok~gy, 

engh~eering and mathematics (STE~) d~sdp[#~es, where jobs are grow~rN, thanks 

$50{)k <~ran : from the Association of American Universities. 

UNC Coik~c~e (if Arts ii~iI iContact - Try It Fr~! 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Friday,               2:05 PM 

Atkic~J~ Americm~ Histou Workshop ~aJ~hm@list~rv. unc.edu> 

[afam] TAAtlC Call lbr Papers 

Call for Papers 

The Place of Education in African American History and Culture 

8th Annual New Perspectives Conference 

Presented by the Triangle African American History Colloquium 

At the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

The Triangle African American ttistory Colloquium (TAAttC) invites proposals for single papers or complete sessions related to the broad theme 
of African American education across a range of time periods, geographical areas, and disciplines. Scholarship on the history of black education, 
while prolific, has not yet fully explored political, economic, cultural, and social dynamics. With education as the central thread, scholars at this 
conference will weave together multiple strands of the past - connecting such varied topics as slave resistance, the African diaspora, pedagogical 
practices, segregation, civil rights, black politics, and a host of other possibilities - to understand more clearly how education was and continues 
to be a fundamental tenet in African American history and culture. 

The conference seeks to address questions such as: What did education mean to black people, both enslaved and free, in the colonial and 
antebellum eras7 In the decades following emancipation, how did African Americans capitalize on their newfound freedoms to increase 
educational opportunities for themselves7 What role did education play in the construction of new identities before and during the rise of Jim 
Crow? In the twentieth century, how did segregated education affect African American individuals and communities? What is the role of the 
teacher/professor in African American communities7 How did African Americans envision and utilize the concept of educational equality7 How 
have black communities developed unique pedagogies7 What is the current state of African American Studies in higher education, and how has it 
changed over time? In answering these and other questions, the conference should illuminate the multifaceted ways in which education has been 
at the core of African American history and culture. 

The TAAHC Conference Committee is pleased to announce that this year’s conference will feature a keynote address by Martha Biondi, 
Professor of African American Studies and History, and Chair of African American Studies at Northwestern University. Her most recent 
monograph is The Black Revolution on Campug published by the University of California Press in 2012. 

Eligibility & Deadline: Proposals consisting of approximately 150-200 words from faculty, independent scholars, and graduate students are 
welcome. The deadline for proposals is Friday, November 15, 2013. Proposals received after that date will not be considered. Please respond via 
email to unctaahc@gmaiLcomwith your name, institution, title, email address, proposed paper title, 150-200 word abstract, and curriculum vitae. 
Please put "Conference Proposal" in your subject line. 

Questions and concerns may be addressed to :@,qma~l.com. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ritter, E Tyler <etritte@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, August 23, 2013 3:38 PM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

Salaan, Jakia <saJa~i@email.unc.edu-~; Liston, Casey <liston@unc.edu-~; Meersma~L Katie <meersma~@email.unc.edu-~; Ferris, Bill 

Thomas <bferris@email.unc.edu>; Benowitz, Judith <benomlz@email.unc.edtc,; Smiibrd, Timothy R. <ti~n sanford@unc.edu>; 

McDolmell, Caxol B <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edt~-; Brace, Rob <rgbruce@email.unc.edu> 

[ccofac] CCO Course Format 

Dear CCO Instructors, 

I hope that your semester is off to a good start. You may have noticed that we are now using the lesson tool in Sakai to display the Web content for your courses. The tool is 
being used for the course syllabi, lesson schedules, and lessons. We made this change because of the new Firefox security settings and it seems to have resolved the issue. 

Even though it may be tempting to use the options displayed at the top of the lesson tool pages (add multimedia, add text, add assignments, etc.), we ask that you don’t add or 
delete content in the lesson, schedule, and syllabus areas of your course. CCO courses all follow the same format and the content of each course is approved in advance by 
department chairs and the College of Arts and Sciences. 

If you have a request for a change that needs to be made to these areas of your course, your instructional designer will be glad to help you. You can also post links and other 
information you would like to add to the course in the course resources folder, the discussion forums, or via announcements. 

If you have any concerns or suggestions, please let us know. 

Best regards, 

Tyler Ritter 
Associate Director for Communication and Instructional Design 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Friday Center for Continuing Education 
fridaycenter.unc.edu 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are curreutly subscribed to 

</ul> 

ccofac as: <a href "mailto:regeste@emaiLunc.edu">regester@emaJd.unc.edu~ga>. To unsub~ribe send a blank <br> 

emaJd to <a l~ref "mailto:leave-33474046-20384470.87a466e36d8e79t2eaf6919b64ti:c286@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33474046- 

20384470.87a466e36d8e79t2eati5919b64t~c286@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



Fly,m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <j0ordan@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, August 23, 2013 4:49 PM 

Tara Green <ttgreen@uncg.e&~ 

NataJie bullock brown @aJ~oo.com>; Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu~; Bryon D Turmm~ 
<bdturman@ncat.edu>; Reges~er, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu>; Gwendolyn Bookman <gbookman@bennett.edu>; Yvonne 

Welbon <ywelbon@bennett.edu>; chandra guinn <chandra.guinn@duke.edu:>; Crystal Harkless <csharkle@ncsu.edu:> 

Re: Next Meeting in Greensboro 

Thanks Tara -- waAting to hear. 

On Aug 1% 2013~ at 4:27 PM, Tara Green wrote: 

I am waiting to hear back ti~om the International Civil Rights Center about my request to host us on September 27 at 10 am. Unfortunately they are in the 
process of dealing with a financial!political suppol~ situation. If they have a conflict that day, a~ alternative site will be the Africmi A*neric~ Studies 

conference roo~n at UNCG. I will provide parking stubs and directions. 

I’ll be in touch with a concrete location by the end of the Inonth. 

Best to all, 

Tam 

On Tue, Aug 6, 2013 at 11:03 AM, Natalie bullock brown                   ~vahoo.com> wrote: 

Awesome! Good to hear. Looking tbrward to figuring out how we would like to proceed. 

NataJie Bullock Brown 
Producer/Consult~xit 

Sent froln my iPhone 

On Aug 6, 2013, at 10:33 AM, Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckov~ncsu.edu> wrote: 

This is great news. NataJie. In fact. we discussed contacting Deidre during the meeting. 

Great synergy, 

ss]~l 

On Mon, Aug 5, 2013 at 3:04 t M. Natalie Bullock Brown 

Good morning, everyone! 
(~yahoo.com> wrote: 

I hope you had a great weekend. I am sorry to have missed our 
meeting last week. I forgot about an appointment I had previously 
scheduled. However, while the Consortium was out of sight, it was 
definitely not out of mind! 

I had the opportunity to talk for a long time last Friday with Deirdre 
Haj, Executive Director of the Full Frame Documentary Film 
Festival, regarding St. Aug and other business. During our 
conversation, I told Deirdre about the Consortium, and about 
some of the programming and events we have talked about doing. 
Deirdre would very much like to work with the Consortium, and 
was excited to hear about all of the institutions we represent. As 
you may know, Full Frame has a 100 seat theater in the American 
Tobacco warehouse district. Deirdre is eager to have us present 
programming in that space, and also mentioned providing a space 
for us during the 2014 FF Festival so that we can meet as a group 
and make our meeting open to interested Festival attendees. Of 



course, we would determine if we want to open our meeting(s) up, 
and to whom. I was very excited by Deirdre’s enthusiasm - she 
has asked me to follow up with her to get the ball moving if we are 
interested. 

I hope this information is helpful and encouraging! Take good care. 

Best, 
Natalie 

Natalie Bullock Brown 
Ascension Productions 
Prod u ce r/Co nsu Ita nt 

cell 
919.781.9817 fax 

From: Joseph Jordan <jfjordan@email.unc.edu> 

To: Joseph F. Jordan <jfjordan@email.unc.edu> 
Co: @3~ahoo.com>; Bryon D Turman <~>; Regester 
Charlene B <re,qester@email.unc.edu>; Gwendolyn Bookman <,qbookman@bennett.edu>; Yvonne Welbon 
<ywelbon@,benneEedu>; chandra guinn <chandra.guinn~duke.edu>; Tara Green <tt.qreen@,uncq.edu>; Crystal 
Harkless <csharkle(~,,ncsu.edu>; Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmcko¥@,ncsu.edu> 
Sent" Wednesday, July 3, 2013 4:24 PM 
Subject: Resurge/Southern Black Film and Media Consortium 

Hello All -- writing to you to remind lblks of another ~hool year approaching (as if you needed to be reminded) and to think about 

possibilities tbr collaboration. As agreed upon in one of our earlier meetings we have billed some of our ott~reings as co-stx~n~rship 
with SBI~’MC as a way of keeping the name out there. I hope we can figure out a titne to gather and re- group early in the tenn. 

Otherwise~ I am attaching a sneak peak at our arts line-up tbr the fall. l?lease send your line-ups for any kind of progr~an because our 

redesign for our website will have a section that spotlights going ons at our partners in SBFMC. 

Any questions let me know. Please give feedback on SBFMC meeting idea --- possibilib’ of Spring event for us 

see attached: 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

U niversity of North Cm-olina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

j l] ordat#~,email.unc.edn 

Tara T. Green, PhD 
Professor of African American Literature and Gender Studies 

Director of Afiican American Studies 



Atiican American Studies Program 

PO Box 26170 

Greensboro, NC 27402-6170 

(336) 334-5507 
w~wv.m~c p,.edu/a£s 

wvwv.taratRrean.com 

AFS Ranked in ’Fop 10 
http ://u re. u hog .ed u;p rod/new,~/relea ses/a frica n-a me ricamstud i es-progm m-ra n ked-among-top-10-in-u-s/ 

English Representative, College Language Asmciation 
www.clascholaacs.org 

Vice-President ofLangston ttughes Society 
http:ilwww.lan~stonhu~hessociety.or~l 

A Fatherless Child: Autobiographical Perspectives of African American Men (U Missouri P, 2009) 
Winner: National Council tbr Black Studies 2011 Award for Outstanding Publication in Africana Studies 

Presenting OpraJ~ Winfie’v; Her Films, and African American Literature 
(Palgrave Macmillan Press, 2013 ) 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiorda n~,email u nc.ed u 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

iah@unc.edu 

Saturday, August 24, 2013 7:36 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emml.unc.edw* 

Process Series Season Kickoff Reception 

it you ciicl,: b~[e__.to add papel!esspost@pspedesspost.com, to youl sddiess book, you will =’eceiva 

maii from i:~stittite for t~-~¢ A rf:.s ai’~d H umai’~ities at U,NC on time in the future. 1he deii~iery of t~-~is 

?aperiess Post mail may have bee:~ de~ayed due to yot~:" ema~ a~d spare b~ocM~g 

[ ii.~.iI Click to View Card 

View invitation: 
v~w~. pa pe rlesspost, co m/eve nts!4805127- 
d6006001/replies/89894907-75d8056a 

Add to Google Calendar, Outlook, iCal, Yahoo 
Calendar 

Access event on the move: Get the iPhone app 
now 

Process Series Season Kickoff Reception 
Friday, September 20th at 6:00 PM 

UNC Hyde Hall 
176 E. Franklin Street, Chapel Hill, NC 

Block this sender from your Paperless Post mail 

Add p__a_£_e__r]_e__s__s_£_o_~_t~2~_8_~_e_£~#:_s:_sj2:_’__o__s_~:£_o__[l_~_ to ~o[ii sdd=’ess book to e~sure you iecei’,,e all future e,m. ails fiom. Paperiess Post 

i~ you:" inbox. ~![_c_k__b_,.e_[~. to stop receivi~2 emails from ?aperless F ost il:cludi~g i:~vitatio~s .s:~d car,,s 

Get iPhone App 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <nancy.maclean@duke.edu> 

Sunday, August 25, 2013 12:28 PM 

class- cemer-list@duke.edu 

FW: Student Organizing School-Applications due 9/6/13 - please share with students 

2013 -2014 SOS Application- final fall.doc; 2012bmchurefina]WEB.pdf; message- footer.txt 

Dear SAF Campus Contacts, 

Please share this social justice leadership development program among your contacts! 
I would love to come speak on your campus about this wonderful academic year opportunity. 
Each student who completes the program receives a $500 scholarship. 
Thank you for spreading the word! 
Sincerely, 
Nadeen 
Advocacy & Organizing Director 
919-660-3651 

Organizing our Campuses for Justice 
Applications due Sept 6, 2013t 

’This program hasn’t changed me as an organizer, it’s made me mt organizer. "Laura Mistretta. 2012, 

Student Organizer 

Through the Student Organizing School, SAF trains, mentors, and supports a small group of 
college students in NC to be leaders in the farmworker movement. Through an orientation, 
t-etreats, and farm labor camp visit, student organizers learn about the history of the farm 
labor movement, current farm labor campaigns, and popular education and organizing. 
Through campus organizing, the students support current policy and organizing campaigns to 
improve farm labor conditions. 

*Please note, ~ve also accept applications from DRIiAM act eligible college aged youth. 

Visit us on the Web for more information: 



Student Action 
with F a rmworkers 

Student Organizing School 2013-2014 Application 

Deadline: 9.6.2013 

Instructions 

All application components must be completed electronically and submitted via email by April 30, 2013. Applications 

should be emailed to Nadeen.bir@duke.edu. ][f you have questions, please contact Nadeen Bit at 919-660-36S1 or 

Nadeen.bir@duke.edu. Student Action with Farmworkers will use this application form to determine your eligibility, skills 

and interests for the program. In order to fully complete your application to the Student Organizing School program, you 

must: 

(i) 

(2) 

Complete this application form, your essay, and your resume. Email all 3 documents to nadeen.bir@duke.edu. See 

further instructions below regarding your essay and resume. 

Pay the $10 application fee, either with your credit card or debit card at www.saf-unite.org at the "Donate to SAF" link 

or by mailing a check payable to SAF, 1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, NC 27705. Please note on your check or credit 

card payment that it is an application fee for the Student Organizing School. 

(3) The final selection will include an interview. 

All application components must be completed electronically and submitted by September 6, 2013. 

If you have questions, please contact Nadeen Bir at 919-660-3651 or Nadeen.bir@duke.edu. 

Contact Information: 

Full Official Name (as written on identification): 

Preferred Name/Nickname: 

Full Mailing Address: 

SAF Student Organizing School Application Form 2013-2014 I www.saf-unite.org 
Last update 7/25/13 



Secondary Address: 

Home Phone Number: 

Cell Phone Number: 

Preferred Email Address: 

Other Email Address: 

Demographic Information: We collect the following demographic information to make sure that we have a diverse 

group of students participating in our programs. 

Age: 

Date of birth (mm/dd/yy): 

Ethnicity/Race/Place of Origin: 

You may choose more than one. Please select by marking an x in the box to the right of the choice(s). 

African American, Black 

Central American 

European 

Mexican 

Native American, indian, First 

Nation 

South Asian 

Other: 

Asian Pacific [slander 

Chicano/a 

Latino/a, Hispanic 

Middle Eastern 

South American 

White 

Gender: 

Woman 

Trans, woman spectrum 

Man 

Trans, man spectrum 

What gender pronouns do you prefer? 

Farmworker Background: 

Did someone in your family work in the fields as a migrant or seasonal worker/or work in food processing? 

[f yes, describe the agriculture or food industry your family worked in and for how long. 

Transportation: Please reply yes or no to the following questions. 

SAF Student Organizing School Application Form 2013-2014 I www.saf-unite.org 
Last update 7/25/13 



Do you have a valid driver’s license and auto insurance? 

Do you have access to a car? 

Can you coordinate your own transportation to and from the trainings? 

Education 

Name of College/University: 

Year in School: 

Month & Year of Expected Graduation: 

Major(s)/Minor(s): 

Career Goal: 

Campaign Preferences 

Selected participants will engage others on their campus or in their communities to support an advocacy or corporate 

campaign that works towards improving conditions for farmworkers. 

Please rank the following campaigns 1-3, with 1 being your top choice for the campaign you want to support the 

most. 

Harvest of Dignity: 

Let’s Learn Ix]C: 

RJ Reynolds Campaign: 

Please explain your preference and also let us know if you do not have a preference: 

Personal Assets & Skills 

Please check the box to the left if you have experience in the following areas: 

Public Speaking 

Organizing public events, protests or 

demonstrations 

Coordinating service projects 

Writing letters to the editor or opinion editorials 

Fundraising 

Organizing in support of social justice activities Specify: 

Taught English as a second language 

Social media skills 

Participate in campus Specify: 

groups/clubs/organizations 

SAF Student Organizing School Application Form 2013-2014 I www.saf-unite.org 
Last update 7/25/13 



Self-guided, work well independently 

Lobbying experience 

Using music, theater, dance, or documentary Specify 

arts in support of social justice 

Speak Spanish What level? 

Interpreting or translating (Spanish/English) 

Other relevant skills 

Scholarship Information 

Student Action with Farmworkers is able to provide needs-based scholarships to a few program participants. Students are 

eligible if they complete the Student Organizing School program and if you experience a gap in income from family 

resources & scholarships needed to pay tuition. Please let us know here, if you would be eligible for this opportunity with a 

few sentences of explanation. 

Resume 

In a separate document, please attach along with your application form, a one-page personal resume listing your contact 

information, academic, work, and volunteer experience. Be sure to include relevant experience in the areas of social justice, 

activism, community service, and campus or community organizing. Include names, phone numbers and emails of two 

references. Include your name, current address, phone & email in the resume. Save the file name using this format: First 

Initial dot Last Name Resume (example: N.Bir Resume.doc) 

Essay 

In a separate document, using 1-2 pages (250-500 words) explain your personal interest and qualifications for working in 

the farmworker justice movement as a student organizer. Please attach your essay as a word document along with your 

application form. Save the file name using this format: First Initial dot Last Name Essay (example: N.Bir Essay.doc) Be sure 

to answer the following questions: 

1. Why are you interested in participating as an organizer in the farmworker movement? 

2. What related experience do you have that qualifies and motivates you to organize other students on your 

campus? 

SAF Student Organizing School Application Form 2013-2014 I www.saf-unite.org 
Last update 7/25/13 



3. Please describe times when you had to take initiative on a project and work independently and when you worked 

with a partner successfully. What did you enjoy about those experiences and what was challenging? 

Additional Comments 

Please share any additional comments about your application here: 

Thank you for applying to Student Action with Farmworkers’ Student Organizing School! 

Remember to email nadeen.bir@duke.edu your application, your resume, and your essay by September 6, 

2013. 

If you have any questions email nadeen.bir@duke.edu or call 9]_9-660-365]_. 

SAF Student Organizing School Application Form 2013-2014 I www.saf-unite.org 
Last update 7/25/13 





]into the Fields 
Internship 

1 O-week summer program June-August 

Applications due in February each year 

Spend your summer meeting and supporting the 
people who plant, harvest and produce the food you 
eat every’day! SAF places approximately 25 college 
students to work with organizations in the Southeast 
that serve, organize or advocate for farmworker justice 
including migrant health clinics, legal aid agencies, 
community-based organizations, unions and migrant 
education programs in NC, SC, TN, and VA. Students 
may provide free legal assistance, conduct know your 
rights trainings, teach ESL classes, provide health 
education trainings, interpretation, and access to 
services. 

In addition to working full-time with an organization, 
program participants can perform in our theater 
group or create a documentary project. Participants 
also organize community awareness projects to 
educate the larger community about farmworkers 
through events, service projects, collecting worker 
testimonies, or writing articles and blogs about their 
summer experiences. 

Benefits: 
$1350 total per diem, $1500 scholarship upon 
completion, free furnished housing, room and board at 
3 trainings, and mentorship. Students from farmworker 
families receive paid travel to North Carolina. 

Are you Eligible? 
Current college student or recent 
graduate (within 1 year). 

¯ Must speak high-intermediate to advanced Spanish. 
¯ SAF preferences students from the Southeast 

and students from farmworker families, 
especially those involved in the CAMP program. 

Participants must fundraise 
$650 to contribute to the program. 

Sowing Seeds fo:[" 
Change Fellowship 

6-month program June-November 

Applications due in February each year 

Spend the summer and fall improving farmworkers’ access 
to healthcare in North Carolina. We will place 5 fellows 
in health clinics or organizations serving farmworkers to 
provide interpretation, case management, transportation 
to appointments and health education trainings about 
pesticides, HlViSTI prevention, heat stress and more. 

In addition to working full-time with an organization, program 
participants can perform in our theater group or create a 
documentary project. 

Participants also organize projects to raise awareness about 
farmworkers in the larger community by organizing events, 
service projects, collecting worker testimonies, or writing 
articles and blogs about their summer experiences. Fellows 
will also complete a community health project, organizing a 
small group of workers to increase their knowledge and take 
action around a health issue of their choice. 

Benefits: 
$9,000 stipend, room and board at 4 trainings, and 
mentorship. Students from farmworker families receive paid 

travel to North Carolina. 

Are you Eligible? 
. Current college student or recent graduate (within 1 year’). 

* Must speak advanced Spanish and have use of a 
vehicle for the duration of the program. 

Must show a commitment to farmworker justice; 
previous experience in healthcare, campus activism, 
community volunteer work with farmworkers, or 
academic coursework on farmworkers. 

SAF preferences students from the Southeast and 
students from farmworker families, especially those 
involved in the CAMP program. 

* Former SAF interns are encouraged to apply. 

* Participants must fundraise 
$650 to contribute to the program. 

Contact" 
Laxmi Haynes, Program Director 
919-660-3660 I farmworker_justice@yahoo.com 

Apply Online: 
www.saf-uniteoorg/programs 

Student 
Organizing School 

Academic year program September-May 
Applications due in May & August each year 

Spend the year organizing your campus for justice! 
Through the Student Organizing School (SOS) SAF 
supports new leaders to emerge in the social justice 
movement by training & mentoring a core group of 10 
young people through advocacy, campus & community’ 
awareness opportunities & organizing. As a participant 
you will raise awareness on your campus and engage 
your peers to take action in solidarity with workers. Our 
campaigns target decision-makers in government and 
corporations to do their part in ensuring that farmworkers’ 
basic human rights are upheld. 

In addition to organizing your campus in support of 
one of the target campaigns, participants also conduct 
presentations on farmworker issues on campus, write 
articles about farmworkers for their campus newspaper or 
other publications, recruit SOS applicants, participate in 
service projects in support of farmworkers, and coordinate 
events for National Farmworker Awareness Week. 

Benefits: 
$200 stipend, a need-based scholarship of $500, room 

and board at 3 overnight trainings, mentorship, and 
partnership with a campus co-organizer. 

Are you Eligible? 
Current college students who attend a North 
Carolina college, university or community college 
or college-aged DREAMers. 

Must demonstrate an interest and/or experience in 

campus organizing to support advocacy & corporate 
campaigns to improve farmworker conditions. 

~ SAF preferences students from farmworker 
families. Bilingual (Spanish/English) students are 
encouraged to apply. 

Participants must fundraise $200 to contribute to the 

program. SAF intern and fellow alumni not eligible. 

Contact: 
Nadeen Bir, Advocacy and Organizing Director 
919-660-36521 nadeembir@duke.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tara Green <ttgreen@uncg.edu> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 2:36 PM 

Jordan, Joseph F <j0ordan@email.unc.edu> 

Natalie bullock brown ~yakoo.com>; Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu>; Bryon D Turman 
<bdturman@ncat.edu>; P, egefftel; Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu>; Gwendolyn Bookman --~gbookman@bennett.edu>; Yvonne 

Welbon <ywelbon@bemiett.edu>; chandra guinn <chandra.guinn@duke.edu>; Crystal Harldess <csharlde@ncsu.edu>; B~midele 

De~nerson <bdemerson@ sitinmovement.org> 

Re: Next Meeting in Greensboro 

Colleagues: 

Please meet us on Friday, September 27 at 10 am in the International Civil Rights Center mad Mu~um. The Executive Director, Mr. Bamidele Demerson, is ve~ 

pleased to host us. 

You might find parking on Elm Street at one of the ~neters. I usually park in the Greene Street p~acking deck (1 block away on Greene Street offEhn). The price is 

about .50/hora; but they do require cash for exit. 

For your GPS: 

international Civil Rights 
Center & Museum 
134 South Elm Street 
Greensboro, NC 27401 
(336) 274-9199 

I’ll provide drinks and pastries. We can have lunch at one of the local restaurants, possibly Tavo’s. 

My cell number is if you need my assistance the day of. 

Please let me know if you plan to attend by September 20. 

Here is one of their upcoming film ~reenings: 

Reel Bl~ck Love: A Documentary Film Screening & Discussion 

Thursday, August 29 at 6:00 p,m, 
Join us for a screening of Reel Black Love, a documentary film that offers a critique of African American romance as portrayed in film. Narrated by Sheryl Lee 
Ralph, the documentary features commentaries by 70 actors, directors, producers, and critics including Nia Long, Diahann Carroll, Keenen Ivory Wayans, Lynn 
Whitfield, and the late Roger Ebert. They explore how depictions in film nfiuence--positively or negatively--our understanding of black people and the 
importance of romance in their lives. 

Following the screening, share your views with us in a spirited discussion led by filmmaker Darryl Pitts and Sharon Warren Cook, professor of social work at 
North Carolina A&T State University. 

This insightful and engaging film has shown to crowds in such venues as the Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture (New York), DuSable Museum of 
African American History (Chicago), and the Indiana Black Expo (IndianapNis). 

*Cost $10. 00. 

Looking ibrwo~rd, 
Tara 

On Fri, Aug 23, 2013 at 4:48 PM, Joseph Jordan <itiordan~email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Thanks Tara -- waiting to hear. 
On Aug 19, 2013, at 4:27 PM, Tara Green wrote: 

Hallo All: 

I am waiting to hear back froln tim International Civil Rights Center about my reques~t to hos~t us on September 27 at 10 am. Unfortunately they are in 

the process of deeding ruth a financid@oliticdl support situation. If they have a conflict that day. an alternative site will be the African American Studies 

conference room at UNCG. I roll provide paacking stubs and directions. 

I’ll be in touch ruth a concrete location by the end of the month. 

Best to all, 

Tara T. Green PhD 
Professor of African Atnerican Literature and Gender Studies 

Director of African AInerican Studies 

African American Studies Program 

PO Box 26170 



Greensboro, NC 27402-6170 

(336) 334-5507 

www.uncg.edu/~t?~ 

www.taratgreen.com 

AFS Ranked in Top 10 
http:!!ure.unc~edu/pr~d/news/~e~ea~e~af~ican-ar~e~ican-s~udies~pmgram-mnked-ar~n~4~p-1~-in~u~ 

English Representative, College Language Association 

ww~-.clascholars.org 

Vice-President of Langston Hughes SocieW 
http:/iwww.langstonhughessociety.orgi 

A Fatherless Child: Autobiographical Perspectives of Aliican American Men (U Missouri P, 2009) 
R/inner: National Council for Black Studies 2011 Awmd for Outstanding Publication in Africmm Studies 

Presenting Oprah Winfrey, Her Films, and African American Literature 
(Palgrave Macmillan thess, 2013) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 5:02 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges’ter@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Order of the Bell Tower Presentation in your First Year Seminar 

Dear Professor Regester, 

My name is           and I am a member of Order of the Bell Tower, UNC’s official student ambassador group to the chancellor. Sponsored by the 
General Alumni Association, we work to connect past, present, and future Tar Heels through a wide array of events in an effort to uphold Carolina traditions. 

I am emailing to ask you if it would be possible for me to come by your First Year Seminar and speak briefly about our recruitment and membership 
process. Order of the Bell Tower provides first years with the opportunity to represent the university in a positive way, and also to gain more knowledge 
about Carolina throughout their time in the organization. 

I would only need about two to three minutes to provide the students with our application and interview timeline, as well as our contact information. Speaking 
at First Year Seminars in the past has resulted in an increased interest in the UNC student ambassador program and has been a very positive experience 
for myself as a current member. Any day before the application deadline,            would be great. 

Thank you for your consideration. I look forward to hearing from you soon and would be happy to answer any questions about Order of the Bell Tower that 
you may have. 

Best, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <nancy.maclean@duke.edu;, 

Monday, August 26, 2013 5:51 PM 

class- center- lisV~:d uke.edu; sncf- anno uncemen@duke.edu 

FW: NC Fellowships: Det:end Student Vote, Stop the Attacks on Youth - paid positions, pls mmounce to students 

message- footer.txt 

Could you help spread fl~is around or get it on any progressive faculty networks? 

Best, 

Biyan Peflmutter 

Ignite NC is seeking youth and student Organizing Fellows for its NC Voter Defense Project 

The purpose of this fellowship is to coordinate youth and student efforts in North Carolina to counter attacks on voting rights and stop the attacks on young people - from racial 

profiling to joblessness. Ther~ is a stipend offered with this fellowship. 

The positions are based in Charlotte, Elizabeth City, Winston-Salem, Raleigh, Boone, and Durham. Potential fellovv~ must be able to attend a mandatory training on 
September 11 in Durham. 

DEADLINE FOR APPLiCATiONS iS 5PM ON SEPTEMBER 4th 

We are seeking candidates who can make a three month commitment: September 11,2013 through December 13, 2013. 

Orga~izi~g Fellow 
Position: Fellow (Paid) 
Dates: September 11,2013 - December 13, 2013 

Hours: 10-15 hours/week 
Location: Fellows will be hired to be based in and near the campuses in Charlotte, Winston-Salem, Elizabeth City, Raleigh, Boone, and Durham 

A $500 stipend is offered with this fellowship. 

Young people, students, people of color, women, immigrants, and poor and working people are under attack in North Carolina. The attack on the voting rights 
of students is one of the significant battlegrounds in our state. This fellowship will focus in large part on Election Protection and voter defense in key places 
around the state. 

Responsibilities: 

¯ Fellows will work in partnership with student and youth, voting rights, immigrant, and racial justice organizations to protect and defend the right of students to vote in 
North Carolina. 

° Recruit a dedicated cohort of student activists to be trained to know the rights of voters, voter ID laws and other new laws, and be prepared to document and advocate 

for people who’s right to vote is being challenged, 
,, Help with social media and traditional media outreach, 
¯ Coordinate volunteers, 
°Work with partner organization to help build the skills and capacity of youth and students and youth and student-led organizations ability to engage in long-term 

movement building, 
° Other administrative support tasks as needed, 

FELLOWS MUST 
¯ A strong and proven commitment to progressive values and building the power of youth and students, especially LGBTQ youth, women, low-income youth, and youth 

of color, 
¯ Excellent communication and teamwork skills, 
¯ Available and willing to work some weekday evenings and weekends 
¯ Reliable, outgoing, self=motivated and detail-oriented, 
° Must have a driver’s license and preferably a car 

Application Deadline: Wednesday, September 4 

interested candidates submit resume, cover letter (NO LONGER THAN TWO PAGES), and three references to NCVoterDefense@~lmail.com. Use the subject line 
"Organizing Fellow" in your email, in your cover letter, please answer the following questions: 

1. Why are you interested in this organizing fellowship? 
2= Describe your organizing experience or what interests you in organizing= 
3. What do you think it will take to build the youth and student movement in North Carolina? What do you think you can contribute? 

4. Tell us about someone you consider a role model and why. 
5. Tell us about one issue you feel passionate about. 

NC Voter Defense Project 

NC VoterDe fen~!gmail.corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andy Crank @gmail.com> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 7:01 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: GWTW Collection -- Summer is Here’. 

This is great, flmnks. 

and5, 

On Man, Aug 26, 2013 at 4:38 PM, Regester. Charlene B <regester(~email.anc.edu> wrote: 
Dear Andy: Hope the attached works for you. Please let me know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Andy Crank       @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, August 26, 2013 4:38 PN 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: GWTW Collection -- Summer is Here! 

Charlene: 

I am trying to open your attuchment, but it is not working tbr me. Do you have it saved as a word document by any chance? I cannot seem to get at it. 

On Wed, Aug 21, 2013 at 11:06 AM, Regester, Charlene B <regester~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Andy: Keep in mind that as you review my draft I will also continue to work on the intro and conclusion. As previously noted I will do the footnotes last -- I included 
comprehensive footnotes so that if I moved something I would know what source the note came from. Finally, I may add a few additional points but these will only be 
minor changes and will not alter the entire focus of the essay. Good luck on your new job and I look forward to hearing from you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Andy Crank       :@clmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 21, 2013 8:07 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: GWTW Collection -- Summer is Here! 

Chaa:lene: 

Thanks for this. It will likely take me a bit of time to do work on the drafts (I just moved and s~rted a new job a]l this week), but I will get this back to you as 

soon as I can. 

Much thanks, 
Andy 

On Man, Aug 19, 2013 at 11:46 AM, Regester, Charlene B <regester$~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Andy: Attached is a copy of my GWTW essay. This is still a draft -- please note that I will check all footnotes once the essay is completed and will make them 
conform to appropriate guidelines. Sincerely, Charlene P, egester 

From; Andy Crank       @clmail.com] 
Sent-" Monday, June 10, 2013 12:37 PM 
To: Lisa Abney; DEBORAH E BARKER; Amy Clukey; Mark 3erng; Erich Nunn; Regester, Charlene B; Riche D Richardson; 
simsjel@tigermail.auburn.edu; Daniel Turner; Taylor, Helen 

Subject: GWTW Collection -- Summer is Here! 

Hey, gang! 

I just wanted to send y’all a quick note as summer arrives to remind you that we are continuing to think of early fall (15 August0 as the date to turn in first drafts 
of your essays for the collection on GWTW. Please keep me updated and feel free to send questions or concerns my way as you develop your arguments, 

Really looking forwmd to seeing your dmtIs! 

Good things, 

Andy 

James Andrew Crm~ Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of/Mnerican Literature 



Depax~anem of English - - Universi~ of AI abama 

Morgan 128; jacrank(~a)ua.edu; 205-348-6265 

James Andrew Crank, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of A~nerican Literature 

Depaxtment of English -- Universi~, of Alabama 

Morgan 128; iacrank~ua.edu; 205-348-6265 

James Andrew Crank, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of Americm~ Literature 

Depm~ent of English -- University of Alab~xna 

Morgan 128; iacrank({bua.edu; 205-348-6265 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ij ps&~}academic~esearchj ournals.org 

Monday, August 26, 2013 8:13 PM 

academicresearchj ournalsij psd@yaJ~oo.com 

Call tbr Paper 

International Journal of Political Science and Development 

http://www academicresearchiournals.org/I JPSDiIndex html 

Call for Paper 

Introducing "International Journal of Political Science and Development " 

Dear Colleague, 

The International Journal of Political Science and Development (IJPSD) 
is a multidisciplinary peer reviewed journal published monthly by 
Academic Research Journals (http://wv~v.academicresearchiouznals.or~) 
IJPSD is dedicated to increasing the depth of research across all 
areas of this subj ect 

Call for Papers 

IJPSD will cover all areas of Political Science and Development The 
~ ournal welcomes the submission of manuscripts that meet the general 
criteria of significance and scientific excellence in this subject 
area, and will publish: 

Original articles in basic and applied research 
Case studies 
Critical reviews, surveys, opinions, commentaries and essays 

We invite you to submit your manuscript(s) to 
academicresearchj ournalsijpsd@yahoo.com or 
~jpsd@academicresearchjournals.org for publication. Our otziective 
is to inform authors of the decision on their manuscript(s) within 
four weeks of submission. Following acceptance, a paper will normally 
be published in the next issue. Instruction for authors and other 
details are available on our website; 
http:i/www.academicresearchioumals or~/IJPSD/Author%27s%20Guide.htm 

IJPSD is an Open Access Journal 

One key request of researchers across the world is unrestricted access 
to research publications. ()pen access g~ves a worldwide audience 
larger than that of any subscription-based journal and thus increases 
the visibility and impact of published work. It also enhances 
indexing, retrieval power and eliminates the need for permissions to 
reproduce and distribute content. IJPSD is fully corrm~itted to the Open 
Access Initiative and will provide free access to all articles as soon 
as they are published. 

Best regards, 

Iyioraa Sunny 
Editorial assistant 
E-mail: ijpsd@acadcmicresearchj ournals.org 
F>mail: academicresearchj ournals~ipsd@yahoo, com 

Support sel~’ices: support@academicresearchjo~nals.org 
Website: academicresearclai ournals.org 
Submit manuscripts as e-mail attacl’unent to the Editorial Office at 
ijpsd@academicresearchi ournals.org, 
academicresearclaiournalsijpsd@ahoo, corn 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <jl]ordan@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 10:18 AM 

Tara Green <ttgreen@uncg.e&~ 

NataJie bullock brown ~yaJ~oo.com>; Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu~; Bryon D Turmm~ 
< bdturman@ncat.edu>; Reges~er, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu>; Gwendolyn Bookman <gbookman@bennett.edu>; Yvonne 

Welbon <ywelbon@bemiett.edt~-; chandra guinn <chandra.guinn@duke.edu>; Crysta~ Harldess <cshoxlde@ncsu.edu>; B~midele 

De~nerson <bdemerson@ sitinmovement.org> 

Re: Next Meeting in Greensboro 

see you there Tara. 

Joseph 

On Aug 26, 2013, at 2:35 PM, Tara Green wrote: 

Colleagues: 

Please meet us on Friday, September 27 at 10 am in the International Civil Rights Center and Museum. The Executive Directol; Mr. Bamidele 

Demersor~ is very pleased to host us. 

You might find parking on Ehn Street at one of the meters. I usually park in fl~e Greene Street parking deck (1 block away on Greene Street offElm). 

The price is about .50/hour, but they do require cash for e~t. 

For your GPS: 

International Civil Rights 
Center & Museum 
134 South Elm Street 
Greensboro, NC 27401 
(336) 274-9199 

I’ll provide drinks and pastries. We can have lunch at one of the local restaurants, possibly Tavo’s. 

My cell number is if you need my assistance the day of. 

Please let me know if you plan to attend by September 20. 

Here is one of their upcoming film ,screenings: 

Ree~ Black Love: A Doeume~tary Fi~m Screeching & Discussio~ 

Thursday, August 29 at 6:00 p.m. 
Join us for a screening of Reel Black Love, a documentary film that offers a critique of African American romance as portrayed in film. Narrated by 
Sheryl Lee Ralph, the documentary features commentaries by 70 actors, directors, producers, and critics including Nia Long, Diahann Carroll, 
Keenen Ivory Wayans, Lynn VVhitfield, and the late Roger Ebert. They explore how depictions in film nfluence--positively or negatively--our 
understanding of black people and the importance of romance in their lives. 

Following the screening, share your views with us in a spirited discussion led by filmmaker Darryl Pitts and Sharon Warren Cook, professor of 
social work at North Carolina A&T State University. 

This insightful and engaging film has shown to crowds in such venues as the Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture (New York), 
DuSable Museum of African American History (Chicago), and the Indiana Black Expo (Indianapolis). 

*Cost $10. 00. 

Looking forward, 

Tara 

On Fri, Aug 23, 2013 at 4:48 PM, Joseph Jordan ~jt.iordan(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Tara -- waiting to hem. 

On Aug 19, 2013, at 4:27 PM, Tara Green wrote: 

Hello All: 

I am waiting to hear back from the International Civil Rights Center about my request to host us on September 27 at 10 am. 

Unfollunately fl~ey are in the process of dealing rata a financial/political support situation. If they have a conflict that day. an alternative 

site roll be the African American Studies conference room at UNCG. I roll provide parking stubs and directions. 

I’ll be in touch ruth a concrete location by flae end of the month. 

Best to all, 
Tara 



Tara T. Green, PhD 
Profes~r of African American Literature and Gender Studies 

Director of At~can American Studies 
Atiican American Studies Program 

PO Box 26170 

Greensboro, NC 27402- 6170 

(336) 334-5507 

w~wv.m~cg.edtr/al’s 

w~v.taratareen.com 

AFS Ranked in Top 10 

English Representative, College Language As~ciation 

wu~,.clascholms.om 

Vice-Presideut of Langstou Hughes Society 
http:/Iwww.lan,qstonhu.qhessociet¥.or.ql 

A Fatherless Child: Autobiographical Perspectives of African American Men (U Missouri P, 2009) 
Winner: National Council for Black Studies 2011 Award for Outstanding Publication in Afi4cana Studies 

Presenting Oprala Winfie’~; Her Films, and African American Literatare 
(Palgrave Macmillan Press, 2013) 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiordan~,email, u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yvonne Welbon <ywelbon@Bennett.edu~ 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 10:38 AM 

Jordan, Joseph F <jijordan@email.unc.edu>; Tara Green <ttgreen@uncg.edu> 

NataJie bullock brown                     ~yaJaoo.com>; Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu>; Bryon D Turmma 

<bdturman@ncat.edu>; Regester, Charlene B <reges~te@email.unc.edu>; Gwendolyn M. Bookman <gbookman@Bennett.edu>; ch~ndra 

guinn <chandra.gninn@duke.edu>; Custal Harkless <csharkle@ncsu.edu>; Bamidele Demerson <bdemerson@sitinmovement.org> 

RE: Next Meeting in Greensboro 

Hi Tara, 

Looking forwardtothe meeting. 

See you soon, 
Yvonne 

I am on sabbatical for the 2013 - 2014 academic school year If you need immediate assistance about journalism department matters, please contact interim department chair, Mr. Tom 
Lipscomb at tlipscomb(~bennett.edu 

Yvonne Welbon, Ph.D. 

Associate Prot~ssor - Journalism and Media Studies 

Bennet1 College for Women 

900 East Washington Street, Box 25 

Greensboro, North Carolina 27401 

336- 517-2306 (phone) 

336-517-2184 

ywelbon@bennett.edu 

From: Joseph Jordan [jfjordan@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 27, 2013 10:17 AM 
To: Tara Green 
Co: Natalie bullock brown; Sheila Smith McKoy; Bryon D Turman; Regester Charlene B; Gwendolyn M. Bookman; Yvonne Welbon; chandra guinn; Crystal Harkless; Bamidele 
Demerson 
Subject: Re: Next Meeting in Greensboro 

see you there Tara. 

Joseph 

On Aug 26, 2013, at 2:35 PM, Tara Green wrote: 

Colleagues: 

Please meet us on Friday, September 27 at 10 am in the International Civil Rights Center and Museum. The Execulive Director, Mr. Bamidele 
Demerson, is ve~ pleased to host us. 

You might find parking on Elm Street at one of the meters. I usually park in the Greene Street p~xking deck (1 block away on Gleene Street offEhn). 
The price is about .50/hotm but they do require cash for exit. 

For your GPS: 

International Civil Rights 
Center & Museum 
134 South Elm Street 
Greensboro, NC 27401 
(336) 274-9199 

I’ll provide drinks and pastries. We can have lunch at one of the local restaurants, possibly Tavo’s. 

My cell number is if you need my assistance the day of. 

Please let me know if you plan to attend by September 20. 

Here is one of their npcoming fihn ~reenings: 

Reel B~ack Love: A Documentary Film Screening & Discussior~ 

Thursday, August 29 at 6:00 p.m. 
Join us for a screening of Reel Black Love, a documentary film that offers a critique of African American romance as portrayed in film. Narrated by 
Sheryl Lee Ralph, the documentary features commentaries by 70 actors, directors, producers, and critics including Nia Long, Diahann Carroll, 
Keenen Ivory Wayans, Lynn Whitfield, and the late Roger Ebert. They explore how depictions in film nfluence--positively or negatively--our 
understanding of black people and the importance of romance in their lives. 
Following the screening, share your views with us in a spirited discussion led by filmmaker Darryl Pitts and Sharon Warren Cook, professor of 
social work at North Carolina A&T State University. 
This insightful and engaging film has shown to crowds in such venues as the Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture (New York), 
DuSable Museum of African American History (Chicago), and the Indiana Black Expo (Indianapolis). 
*Cost $10. 00. 



Looking forward, 

Tara 

On Fri, Aug 23, 2013 at 4:48 PM, Joseph Jordan ~jt.iordanCa)email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Thanks Tara -- waiting to hear. 

On Aug 19, 2013, at 4:27 PM, Tara Green wrote: 

Hello All: 

I am waiting to hear back from the International Civil Rights Center about my request to host us on September 27 at 10 am. 

Unfortunately fl~ey are in the process of dealing witJa a financial/political support situation. If they have a conflict that day. an alternative 

site will be the African American Studies conference room at UNCG. I roll provide parking stubs and directions. 

I’ll be in touch with a concrete location by the end of the month. 

Best to all, 
Taxa 

Tara T. Green, PhD 

Professor of African American Literature and Gender Studies 

Director of Afiican American Studies 

African American Studies Progran~ 

PO Box 26170 

Greensboro, NC 27402-6170 

(336) 334-5507 

www.uncg.edu/a£s 

w~wv.taratareen.coIn 

AFS Ranked in ’Fop 10 
http ://u re. u hog .ed u;p rod/new.,~/relea ses/a fdca n-a me ricamstud i es-progm m-ra n ked-among-top-~ 0-in-u-s/ 

English Representative, College Language Association 

www.clascholaJcs.org 

Vice-President ofLangston ttughes Society 
http:i/www.l~n~stonhu~hessociety.or~/ 

A Fatherless Child: Autobiographical Perspectives of African American Men (U Missouri P, 2009) 
Winner: National Council for Black Studies 2011 Award for Outstanding Publication in Africana Studies 

Presenting OpraJa Winfie’v; Her Films, and African American Literature 
(Palgrave Macmillan Press, 2013 ) 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiorda n~,email u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pro SouM Effects Libraw for Education <education@prosoundeftEcts.comv 

Tuesday, Angust 27, 2013 11:38 AM 

Regester, ChMene B <regesl~er@emM.unc.edu> 

[UFVA] How is SOUND u~d in the classroom? PDF Case Study & Online Library Trial 

How do top schooIIs ~.-~s÷ so~:~nd iin th÷ classroom? 

Because you are a UFVA member {~ike us), we thought you would be interested in learning about using sound in the 

dassroom. 

Download the PDF Case Study with Online Library TrM to learn how the Pro Sound g-.’ffects Online Library for 

can help your students learn, imagine, and create at higher ~evels than ever. 

More info and free tria~ at: www.prosoundeffects.com/edu 

ihis n;essage was sent to regestel-@en~sil ul°:c edu from: 

Pro Second Effects :: 195 Chrystie Street i bie,,,iYork 1’4Y 10002 :’.’:::.~.:: iContacl - TI¥ It Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ken Lee @earthlink.net> 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 12:09 PM 

Lee Lee, Ken @earthlink.com> 

UFVA Members...Advance review copies of Between the Scenes Available tbr ten dollars plus Free Shipping 

Dear UFVA Members 

Michael Wiese Productions is pleased to announce 

Between the Scenes 

What EVeD~ Film Directors, Writer and Editor Should I<h~ow About Scene Transitions 
Jett~ey Michael Bays 

Pub date: February 2014 

If you’d like a bound galley tbr only ten dollaacs, please email me your cc, exp date, and SNAII, MAIL address no later than August 30th 

PS. We will be doing LIVE DEMOS of Master Shots Ebooks at Stoiy Expo 

in Los Angeles, September 6- 8th. http:i, wv~-vv.storyexpo.com 

But you can see trailers, sample pages, and buy buttons for this Apple Ipad 
product just by clicking on www.mwp.com 

These remarkable Ebooks with HD ~Jdeo and Audio are only $9.99 for a LIMITED TIME ONLY 

Ken Lee 

Phone (206)283-2948 

Cell 

FAX (206) 283-2072 

kenlee~,rnwp.com 

Skype 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ij elc@academicresearchjoumals.org 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 10:16 PM 

academicre~archjourna] sijelc@yahoo.com 

Call tbr Paper 

International Journal of English Literature and Culture 
http://www.a cademicresearchioumals org/I.rELC/Index.htm 

Call for Paper 

Introducing "International Journal of English Literature and Culture 

Dear Colleague, 

The International Journal of English Literature and Culture (IJELC) is 
a multidisciplinaW peel- reviewed journal published monthly by 
Academic Research Journals (http://wv,~v.academicresearchiournals.org) 
IJELC is dedicated to increasing the depth of research across all 
areas of this subj ect 

Call for Papers 

IJELC will cover all areas of of English Literature and Culture The 
j ournal welcomes the submission of manuscripts that meet the general 
criteria of significance and scientific excellence in this subject 
area, and will publish: 

Original articles in basic and applied research 
Case studies 
Critical reviews, surveys, opinions, commentaries and essays 

We invite you to submit your manuscript(s) to 
academicresearchj ournals{jelc@ahoo.com or 
ljelc@academicresearcl~journals org :for publication. Our objective 
is to inform authors of the decision on their manuscript(s) within 
four weeks of submission. Following acceptance, a paper will normally 
be published in the next issue. Instruction for authors and other 
details are available on our website; 
http:i/www academicresearchiournals, or~/IYF, LC/Author’s%20Guide.htm 

IJELC is an Open Access Journal 

One key request of researchers across the world is unrestricted access 
to research publications. ()pen access gives a worldwide audience 
larger than that of any subscription-based journal and thus increases 
the visibility and impact of published work. It also enhances 
indexing, retrieval power and eliminates the need [’or permissions to 
reproduce and distribute content IJELC is fully cotmnitted to the ()pen 
Access Initiative and will provide free access to all articles as soon 
as they are published. 

Best regards, 

Iyioma Surrey 
Editorial assistant 
International Journal of English Literature and Culture (IJELC) 
E-mail: ij elc@academicresearchj ournals.org 
F>mail: academicresear chj ournalsij elc@ahoo.com 
Support services: support@academicresearchjournals.org 
http :i/w’~.academicresearchiournals. orgiIYELC/Index.htm 
Website: http://academicresearchiournals, org/ 

Submit manuscripts as e-mail attacl~nent to the Editorial Office at 
ijelc@academicresearchjournals.org and acaderaicresearchjournalsijelc@ahoo.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ij elc@academicresearchjoumals.org 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 10:17 PM 

academicre~archjourna] sijelc@yahoo.com 

Call tbr Paper 

International Journal of English Literature and Culture 
http://www.a cademicresearchioumals org/I.rELC/Index.htm 

Call for Paper 

Introducing "International Journal of English Literature and Culture 

Dear Colleague, 

The International Journal of English Literature and Culture (IJELC) is 
a multidisciplinaW peel- reviewed journal published monthly by 
Academic Research Journals (http://wv,~v.academicresearchiournals.org) 
IJELC is dedicated to increasing the depth of research across all 
areas of this subj ect 

Call for Papers 

IJELC will cover all areas of of English Literature and Culture The 
j ournal welcomes the submission of manuscripts that meet the general 
criteria of significance and scientific excellence in this subject 
area, and will publish: 

Original articles in basic and applied research 
Case studies 
Critical reviews, surveys, opinions, commentaries and essays 

We invite you to submit your manuscript(s) to 
academicresearchj ournals{jelc@ahoo.com or 
ljelc@academicresearcl~journals org :for publication. Our objective 
is to inform authors of the decision on their manuscript(s) within 
four weeks of submission. Following acceptance, a paper will normally 
be published in the next issue. Instruction for authors and other 
details are available on our website; 
http:i/www academicresearchiournals, or~/IYF, LC/Author’s%20Guide.htm 

IJELC is an Open Access Journal 

One key request of researchers across the world is unrestricted access 
to research publications. ()pen access gives a worldwide audience 
larger than that of any subscription-based journal and thus increases 
the visibility and impact of published work. It also enhances 
indexing, retrieval power and eliminates the need [’or permissions to 
reproduce and distribute content IJELC is fully cotmnitted to the ()pen 
Access Initiative and will provide free access to all articles as soon 
as they are published. 

Best regards, 

Iyioma Surrey 
Editorial assistant 
International Journal of English Literature and Culture (IJELC) 
E-mail: ij elc@academicresearchj ournals.org 
F>mail: academicresear chj ournalsij elc@ahoo.com 
Support services: support@academicresearchjournals.org 
http :i/w’~.academicresearchiournals. orgiIYELC/Index.htm 
Website: http://academicresearchiournals, org/ 

Submit manuscripts as e-mail attacl~nent to the Editorial Office at 
ijelc@academicresearchjournals.org and acaderaicresearchjournalsijelc@ahoo.com 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

W~VD --~conde@emaJl.condemaJlings.com> 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 3:14 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

~v~,~!) Education Discount -- Limited Time Only’. 

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view. 

Subscribe As an Educator or Student and Save Up to $40 

i~i IT TAKES MORE THAN TEXTBOOKS AND TEXTILES TO PREPARE YOUR STUDENTS FOR CAREERS 
IN THE FASHION INDUSTRY 

That’s why educators around the world integrate Women’s Wear Daily - the 

leading source of news on the fashion industry - into their daily lesson plans. 

Cultivate a more relevant and engaging learning environment this semester 

by adding WWD to your curriculum! 

i.~.i Subscribe As an Educator or Student, and Save Up to $40 

..... [~Fteceive the most current and reliable news on the business of fashion, industry .... 
leaders, the hottest fashion trends, Fashion Week, and Runway Shows. 

~lEnhance classroom discussion by incorporating real-world events into your 

lesson plans. 

~Choose between VWVD in print, online, or both and FREE iPad ® and iPhone ® 

access. 

~Save up to $40 - Get the lowest available rates with your Exclusive Educator 

Discount. 

Share this \t,,tvVD Educat}on Offer with your students. 

~!c~i~kJ..~$~4kJ~..~).[~.¢~:..l~.[~3.!.~ to distribute in class. 

Order your own subscription on our ~.l~..~.~;~!~.~..g..~:~[.¢~: page. 

This email is being sent by WWD com. If you would like to unsubscribe from future 

promotional mailings from Women’s Wear Daily, click here. 

To view our privacy policy, please click here. 

Fairchild Internet Inc., Privacy Administration, 750 3rd Ave, New York, NY 10017 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

clay@chapelhillte:~.com 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 11:03 PM 

Let’s meet today. 

Hello Professor, 

This is Clay! I will be back making my rounds this year and wanted to let you know I plan to be on campus Thursday 8/29 & Friday 8/30 buying 
books. 

If you’d like me to pop in, please respond with a good time, your building and room number. 

We have expanded our business and are now buying over 400k different titles of various books. More than likely there is something on your 
bookshelves we can use. 

Hope to see you again soon, 

Clay 

Our mission is simple: to provide students with the most affordable textbooks in the market. 
To unsubscribe, reply with unsubscribe in subject. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FYI Carolina <FYICarolina@unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 3:24 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Back-to-school in pictures / Promising autism research / Smith’s presidential award-August FYI Online 

Having trouble viewing this emaii? 

] 

Roughly 4,000 first-year students - from a record 30,836 applicants - have started classes, 

New and returning s~uden~s take a drink from the Old Well on the first day of classes to 

ensure academic success, according to campus legend. 

Problems with a group of enzymes can have 

profound effects on brain development and 

potentially lead to autism spectrum disorder, 

according to UNC scientists. 

Faculty secured $777.8 million in research 

funding during fiscal 2013. That total is up 

nearly $11 million. 



Say you’re at a fast-food place ordering a 

crispy chicken sandwich. What if you saw that 

it might take a 6.5-mile walk to burn it off? 

Former Carolina men’s basketball coach Dean 

Smith will receive the Presidential Medal of 

Freedom, the highest civilian honor. 

NEWS FOR ALUMHi, PARENTS AND FRIENDS 

Hill HC: 27999-82 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <nancy.maclean@duke.edtc, 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 5:15 PM 

class- center-list@duke.edn 

FW: TAKE ACTION: stand with low-income mothers-- tell lawmaJ~ers to keep costly, unnecessary, a~d invasive testing out of public 

assistance 

message- footer.txt 

August29,20f13 

._T_._A_K._E__._A._C__TJ_QN[ Take a moment before the holiday 
weekend to tell lawmakers to keep costly, unnecessary, 
and invasive testing out of North Carolina 

The North Carolina General Assembly returns on Tuesday to decide whether to 
override or sustain Governor McCrory’s veto of HB 392, an irresponsible and 
costly proposal to drug test public assistance recipients and applicants. 

In announcing his veto of HB 392 on August 15th, Governor McCrory said: 
"Similar efforts in other states have proved to be expensive and ineffective at 
catching drug abusers. It makes no sense to repeat those mistakes in North 
Carolina." Governor McCrory is right. HB 392 trades responsible substance 
abuse treatment for drug testing and the additional fingerprinting requirement 
imposes administrative and fiscal burdens on county offices. 

Use this form to directly contact lawmakers and tell them to sustain Governor 
McCrory’s veto of H B 392. Or use the talking points below when you call the 
NCAG to be connected to your representative. 

HB 392 shifts the focus from treatment to testing. Research shows 

that differences in the proportion of public assistance and non-public 
assistance recipients using illegal drugs are statistically insignificant. 
However, for those recipients who suffer from substance abuse, 
appropriate treatment is logical and a wise investment. Under current 
law, for individuals who are found by substance abuse professionals to 
need treatment, participation in treatment programs is a condition to 
receiving benefits. The current proposal deletes all treatment options for 
these individuals. If people don’t get the appropriate treatment they 
need, societal costs will be all the much higher. 

Fingerprinting provisions in HB 392 are unclear about how and 

who to fingerprint and will impose unruly administrative and 
fiscal burdens on counties. HB 392 may require county offices to 
provide fingerprints of some individuals to the Department of Justice. 
However, the bill is silent as to the implementation of such a fingerprint 
scheme. Additionally, the Department of Justice "may charge a 
reasonable fee" for conducting criminal record checks, which is an 
"unfunded mandate=" HB 392 will likely require the hiring and training of 
additional staff and impose fees paid by cash-strapped county 
governments that continue to feel the recession’s impact. DSS estimates 
that the "cost of the criminal records check would cost millions of dollars 
statewide. 

The upfront cost of drug testing acts as a deterrent for the 

extremely low-income families applying for TANF assistance. A 
drug testing fee will act as a deterrent for extremely low-income families 
trying to gain a foothold on the economic ladder by working or looking for 
work. When they need help the most. 

Please contact your representative today and tell them to sustain the 

Manage Your Subscription ] UnsabscI~be 

North Carolina Justice Center ] 224 S. Dawson St., PO Box 28068, Raleigh, NC 27611 ] w~v.nciusfice.org 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland A~ Museum <esbowles~email.tmc.edu; 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 7:03 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.unc.edw~ 

Early September at the Ackland 

NEWS FROM THE 

::"~i 

13 September 2013 - 5 January 2014 

In 1989, playwright, actor, and 

activist Safdar Hashmi was fatally 

attacked by political thugs while 

performing a street play outside of 

Delhi. His death led to the founding of 

Sahmat, a vital platform for 

contemporary art in India that defends 

freedom of expression and battles 

intolerance within the country’s often 

divisive political landscape. 

Through a mix of art and ephemera, 

the exhibition The Sahmat Collective: 

Art and Activism in India since 1989 

uniquely situates two decades of 

contemporary Indian art within the 

political sphere white meditating on 

art’s capacity as a force for change. 

Sunday, 8 September, 2:00 PM 

Free. No RSVP required. 

In anticipation of the opening of The Sahmat Collective, this 

conversational tour of the Ackland’s permanent collection of South Asian 

art wit[ consider major themes and subjects in Indian art prior to 1989, 

the year Sahmat formed. 

Thursday, 12 September, 5:30 PM 

Open to current Ackland Art Museum Members. 

Reserved parking is available. !:!:.::.i!)!~i!]i::...]!!:ii!!!i!ilii. 

Members enjoy an exclusive first look at the exhibition with Emily Kass, 

director, and Peter Nisbet, chief curator. Savor drinks and delicious 



Indian hors d’oeuvres by Vimaia’s Currybiossom Caf~. 

Thursday, 12 September, 6:30-8:00 PM 

Free. No RSVP required. Cash bar. 

Sample delirious Indian street-style food by Vimaia’s Currybtossom Caf~ 

of Chapel Hilt and enjoy music and dance performances by UNC Sangeet 

and UNC Bhangra Etite. 

A wide variety of public programs will enrich your discovery of The 

Sahmat Collective throughout the fall! Learn more about the music and 

dance performances, theater workshops, taiks, tours, and fatuity events 

we have pianned on our Sahmat Programs pa.~e. 

Whether or not a class assignment 

wiil bring you to the Ackiand Art 

Museum this fat[, there are tots of 

ways for you to engage with YOUR 

museum! Here are just a few: 

Art ~ la Carte 

Hands-on studio art classes on 

select Friday afternoons, with 

activities like book binding, 

making silhouettes, and creating cottages. A great way for you and 

your friends to start the weekend! 

¯ Yo.~a in the Galleries 

Inspired. Close by. Relaxing. And free with your valid student One 

Card! 

Student Friends of the Ackland 

SFA is the official student organization that supports the goats and 

mission of the Ackiand Art Museum through educationai programs 

and sociai events. Connect with SFA through Facebook or Twitter, or 

text "JOINSFA" to 22828 to join the SFA emaii list. 

Thursday, 12 September, 1:00-4:00 PM 
Every other month, the 



Ackland Art Museum in\4tes 

members of the public to bring 

in a work of art for 

consideration by an Ackland 

expert. Curators may offer 

insight into the significance of 
the piece and its subject 

matter, as well as the 

techniques used by the artist 

and the work’s condition. 

Please note: the Ackland staff 

is unable to authenticate or 

financially appraise works of art. Limit one work per person. 

Registration required: call 919.843.3677 to make an appointment. 

Free to members I $10 non-members. 

Have you ever drawn in the galleries at the Ackland? 

This fall, join Amanda Hughes and others in presenting your work in 

DrawinS at the Ackland, an exhibition to be presented at the Carrboro 

Branch Library in McDougle Middle School (20 October 2013 through 13 

January 2014). 

To participate: 

Bring one (1) drawing 

created at the Ackland Art 

Museum (in a class or 

independently) to the 

Ackland’s reception desk 

between Friday, August 30th 

and Friday, September 20th, 

2013. 

Include your name, mailing 

address, and email contact 

with the drawing (on the 

back is fine, but please print 

clearly! ). Also note what 

class you attended (Drawing 

in the Galleries, Drawing for 

Tweens, Art Adventures), if 

any. 

Scans of the drawings wi[[ be included in the exhibition; original 

drawings will be returned by U.S. Mail postmarked no later than 

September 30. 

Meet the participating artists at the Opening Reception: 

Sunday, October 20th, 2:00-4:30 PM 

Carrboro Branch Library 

To learn more, email: Amanda Hughes at hughesa@emaiLunc.edu. 

Presented by Friends of the Carrboro Branch Library and the Orange 

County Arts Commission. This exhibition is also made possible by Strowd 

Roses Inc. 

In My 6arden: The Pottery of Marsha Owen 

at the Ackland Museum Store presents 

beautiful handmade stoneware vessels and 

objects suitable for the small urban garden 

as well as the large estate. 

Marsha Owen has been a professional 

potter for over 30 years and has shown her 

work throughout the United States. 

In Nly Garden is on view through Saturday, 7 September 2013. 

THANK YOU! 



The AcMand’s exhibitions and pubtic programs are made possibte by generous support 
from Acktand Art Museum Members and friends Uke you. Become a member of the 
AckLand Art Museum today! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

images: 

44uktnaed at the Ram ki Paid ~hats, Sarayu River, Ayodhya, August 15, 1993. 

Pushpamata N., 44otherlend w’ith Om Fle.~ and Trfshu4 2009, digital print. 

Forward this ernail 

This emsil wss sent to regester@emaiLunc,ed~i by esbowles@emaiLunc.edu :: 

Update Prof:ile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribef’~ Privacy Policy, 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC :: 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Friday, August 30, 2013 12:11 AM 

~reen~ciety-announce@duke.edu; ami-lhculty@duke.edu; amicer~duke.edu; fihn-video <tilm-video@duke.edu>; Literature Program 

<literat ure@duke.edu~ 

**Screen/Society presents--Tue Sept 3, 7pm: AMI Student Film Festival (curated festival of recent works by Duke students) 

Please distribute ~,idely ~ 

Screen/Society presen ts.., 

Tuesday September 3rd~ 7~m: 
2013 AMI Student Film Festival 

Free and Open to the Public! 

== Download PDF Flyer I More Info == 



http:i/ami.duke.edu/screensociety 

AI! Screen/SooieO~ events are coordiltated and oo-~S~DOnSored 
by ~he t>~vgram in the Arts of the Moving Image 

iiii,,::~:::::~:.:~ iii : hokazak@duke.edu 

V~,~:~:ii::~: http:iiami.du ke.edu/screensociety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noivply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Linkedln Today <news@linkedin.com~ 

Friday, August 30, 2013 5:24 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Top news for Chamlene: 12 Things Successful Women Do Difi~reiNy 

Women Do Differently 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~.::veq,~ ~’+om~:~ .~.<~ he~ ow:~ 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:9.;i 5ThingsYou Haveto 5 Things You Have to Unlearn to Succeed at 
....... Unl .... to S ..... d at Work 

..... Women Need       Not Nentors 
Champi .... Not 

~~ Is the GNAT the Root of Evil in the Business 
" of Evil in the Business Wor ~? 

World? 

....... ofsenioryear(andthen then ~et h redl 

:::::::::b::::::L:: :: :::::~~ Yo~’va worked hard for three veau~ 



...... business support for academic R&D; South Korea,,. 
academic R&D; South 

Still Marching ForOur Sti~ t~arching For Our Schools 

...... Schools 
:: iii::i:::i, ii. ::::~:h :.~ :::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: }:’~y V,~,r~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NC Retiremeut News <NCRetirementNews@nctreasurer.com> 

Friday, August 30, 2013 9:14 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

NC Retirement News: Member Survey Coming Soon; Auto-Enrollment Implemented tbr New Retirees 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here to view as a web page. 

All-Member Survey Coming Soon 

The N.C. Retirement Systems wants to get your feedback on our processes and 

communication. In the next few weeks, we will send you a survey by email The web-based 

survey is being conducted by N.C State University. We would appreciate your candid 

feedback when completing the survey. Your confidential responses will help us enhance 

our customer service and educational outreach, and enhance the processes and services 

we deliver. 

A report of our sun,/ey findings will be provided later in the year. 

Auto-Enrollment Implemented for New Retiree Coverage through State Health Plan 

Electing health insurance coverage through the State Health Plan is one step in the 

process for retiring members of the Teachers’ and State Employees’ Retirement System, 

and some members who work for a participating employer in the Local Governmental 

Employees’ Retirement System. Employees who fail to take this step face a lapse in 

coverage, or lose pre-existing designations 

Beginning July 1, 2013, if you are eligible for coverage and fail to make a choice, the State 

Health Plan will automatically enroll you in the 70/30 Plan with the same individuals 

covered that you had as an active employee under the State Health Plan. If you fail to make 

a choice and did not have coverage in the State Health Plan as an active employee, you will 

be automatically enrolled in the 70/30 plan retiree-only coverage. 

For retirees with dependents, it is important to remember that health insurance premiums 

are deducted one month before the effective date of the coverage, so those who fail to 

choose a plan and are automatically enrolled will have g.~/o premium deductions withdrawn 



from their first retirement benefit. 

Retirees will have 30 days after their State Health Plan retiree coverage became effective to 

make a change in their coverage. If you do not make the change within the 30-day 

timeframe, you will have to wait until the next annual enrollment, or a qualifying event, such 

as marriage, death, or a dependent child ages out of coverage (over 26). 

For more information, visit N.C. Retirement Systems "Frequently Asked Questions" at 

v~w.myncretire ment.com 

If you need to update your email address with the Retirement Systems, please log into ORBIT. If you 

need to update your email address for this mailing list, please reply to this message with the new email 
address. 

i~ Visit the N.C. Retirement Systems’ new Facebook parle for updates regarding long-term 
~...~ financial planning, retirement readiness tips, updates on the North Carolina Pension Fund, and 

much more. Be sure to like our page so you see the updates as they become available. 

This message was sent to regester@EMAIL.UNC.EDU from: 

North Carolina Retirement Systems I 325 N. Salisbury St I Raleigh, NC 27603 

U~bsc~i~e 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CUNY TV <cun,vi¥@cun,va~.ccsend.com~ 

Friday, August 30, 2013 2:02 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.unc.edu-~ 

This month on City Cinematheque 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with CUNY TV. Please confirm your continued 
interest in receiving email from us. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

CITY CINEMATHEQUE 
September 2013 

The best in world cinema is showcased in Cit~, Cinema~heque. 

Hosted by Professor Jerry Carlson and co-produced with the ~ 
Department of Media and communication Arts of The City 
College, CUNY, each film is followed by lively discussion with 
scholars, film professionals and critics. 

Saturday & Sunday nights at 9:00 PM, repeated the following 
Friday night at 12:00 Midnight. Hosted by Jerry Carlson. 

Aug 31-Sept 1/6 

(1950/U.S., 84 min., b&w, drama) 
Dir.: Fritz Lang. Cast: Louis Hayward, Jane 
Wyatt, Lee Bowman, Ann Shoemaker, Kathleen 
Freeman. A Victorian ne’er-do-well assaults and 
murders his wife’s virginal housekeeper and 
disposes of the body and then finds it harder 
and harder to avert suspicion. 
Discussion guest: William Luhr, St. Peter’s 
College. 

(1955/Spain-France, 99 min., b&w, drama) 

Dir.: Orson Welles. Cast: Orson Welles, 
Robert Arden, Michael Redgrave, Patricia 
Medina, Akim Tamiroff. Orson Welles directs 

artful treatise on power and identity in 
which he plays a mysterious tycoon who hires 
a man to investigate his own background. 
Distrib.: Corinth Films. 
Discussion guest: Garry Giddins, critic. 

Sept 14-15/20 

(1963/U.S., 114 min., color, comedy- 
mystery) Dir.: Stanley Donen. Cast: Cary 
Grant, Audrey Hepburn, Walter Natthau, 
James Coburn. A young woman 
investigates the death of her husband in 
France and comes up against a motley 

of her husband’s war buddies 
searching for something that was in his 
possession. Romance and comedy are 
deftly mixed in with thriller elements in 
Donen’s take on a Hitchcock-style thriller. 
Screenplay by Peter Stone, music by 
Henry Mancini. Distrib.: Corinth Films. 
Discussion guest: David M. Lugowski, 
Manhattanville College. 

Sept 21-22/27 

(1972/U.K.-West Germany, 88 
min., color and b&w, 
documentary) Dir.: Jonas Mekas. 

Jonas Mekas uses film footage 
from three decades to tell the 
story of his and his brother 
Adolfas’ first trip back to their 
home country of Lithuania since 
leaving at the end of WWII. "It’s a 
moving act of memory and self- 
scrutiny, reflecting in some 
respects the diary films he’s made since the 60s but clearly standing apart 
from them." - Jonathan Rosenbaum. 
Guest: Jonas Mekas, the film’s director. 



Sept 28-2g/Oct 4 

(200~./Cuba, 90 min., color, 
drama, in Spanish with English 
subtitles) Dir.: 3uan Carlos 
Cremata Malberti. Cast: Thais 
Vald6s, Nacho Lugo, Daisy 
Granados. Carla is a young 

Forward email 

This email was sent to regester@email.unc,edu by 
Update ProfJle/EmaJl Address ] Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribez’~’ Privacy Policy. 

CUNY TV ] 365 Fifth Ave ] Suite :t4OO ] New York NY :tOOl6 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jungle Sofa~are <aaton@junglesoftware.ccsend.com> 

Friday, August 30, 2013 2:50 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Free EvaJuation Software tbr UFVA Members 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Forward email 

This email was sent ,to regester@email.unc,edu by saJes@iunczlesof:htcaie~corn :: 
Update Profile/g_mail Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe~’’ Privacy Policy. 

Jungle Software i www.junglesoftware.com 2665 Park Center Drive, Unit B i Simi Valley CA :: 93065 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hawaii Universi~ International Conference <HUIC.noreply@us.emaildir2.com~ 

Friday, August 30, 2013 7:03 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

2014 HUIC Cont~rence on Arts, Hummaities and Social Sciences - August 30, 2013 

Hawaii Universi   Inter  ational Conferences 

2014 Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences by Hawaii University International 
Conferences 
January 4-6, 2014 

Ala Moana Hotel 

410 Atkinson Drive HUlC logo / 

Honolulu, HI 96814 ....... J 

Call for Papers/Proposal/Abstracts/Submissions 
Submission Deadline: July 31,2013 Extended Deadline October 13, 2013 

_V_Ls_j.t__ .o_u__r__._w_e__b_s_j_t_e. I Submit via online form I Contact Us 

Anthropology ¯ Languages and Literatures 

American Studies ¯ Linguistics 

Archeology ¯ MilitaPy Science 

Architecture ¯ Music 

Art ¯ Performing Arts 

Art History ¯ Political Science 

Art Management ¯ Philosophy 

Communications ¯ Psychology 

Creative Writing ¯ Public Policy 

Dance ¯ Product Design 

Drama, Film, Television, and other Media ¯ Religion 

Economics ¯ Second Language Studies 

English and Modern Languages ¯ Sociology 

Ethnic Studies ¯ Social Sciences 

Folklore ¯ Speech/Communication and Translation 

Graphic Design ¯ Theatre 

History ¯ Urban&RegionaIPlanning 

International Relations & Studies ¯ Visual Arts 

Justice Administration/Criminal Justice ¯ Women’s Studies 

Landscape Architecture ¯ Inter-disciplinary and other areas of Arts & Humanities 

All the accepted papers will be made known to the corresponding author through e-mail 

Please submit via our online form. 

Or send your abstracts or papers as an MS word/PDF attachment to the following Email-address: 

artshumanities(~,huichawaii org along with a title page. 

The Conference accepts a limit of two contributed submissions per lead author 

Acknowledgement of received submissions will be via email If you have not heard from us within 72 hours, please 

do not hesitate to contact us HUIC at 1-808-537-6500 

Everyone is welcome to attend the conference. If you wish to participate without presenting a paper, ie. to chair a 

session, evaluate papers to be included in the conference program and proceedings, etc. 

Session Chairs are required to register for conference. 

Submitting a Proposal/Submission Procedure: via email or regular post mail. 

1. Create a Title Page for your submission. The title page should include: 

a. Title of your paper/proposal 

b. Topics/Areas 

c. Presentation format: Papers, Workshop, or Poster 



Synopsis: A brief description of your paper or presentation (Brief description of your work/paper) 

Name(s) of the author(s) 

Department(s) and Affiliation(s) 

Mailing Address(es) 

E-mail Address(es) 

Contacts/Phone Number(s) 

Fax number(s) 

Correspondinglpresenting author if different than lead author 

2. Abstract! Proposal: 

Formats and Guidelines: 

Click here: Abstract/Proposal Guideline 

Or copy and paste the following address to your browser: 

h uich awaii o rq/assets!pro psal-s u bmissio n-format.txt 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com 

Saturday, 12:26 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Fwd: black film 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From:                 ~gjnail.com> 

Date: August 31,2013, 3:14:26 AM EDT 

To:                i~/gmml.com> 

http://~,w.voumbe.comiwatch?v~SPBSqKIsY&list PL7085EOA284A 1 F5FB 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athgo International <new@athgomedia.org~ 

Saturday, August 31, 2013 4:55 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@,emaJl.unc.edu> 

Join Athgo at the Youth Summit 2013 

We are happy to announce that Athgo Ir:b’~.ational join< the World Bank Group ~td the 

UN Foundation at the Youth Summit 2013’. ]he objectives of the Sm~it are to ennoble 

young people in sharing mno~,ative ideas and solutions and create opportuniiJe~ for 

youth empioyment and job crm~tion. 

Czdtivating an im~uvative Spirit io A ih~viate Gbbal Youth 

~ Pitch your innovative ideas to notable paneiiMs of the 

development community a:ad e:aergetic peer~ 

~ Network with innowttive people 

~ Learn about innovative solutions for youth unemployment 

World Bank Headquarters 

Ocl:ober 3, 2013 - 8.30 am - 7pro 

We invite mdividual~ and tearn~ of up to five creative thinkers (who ~:’~ 18-’~5 yea:’s old) 
to ~abmit a o~’ooe~ai for one of the four development cases tha~ highlight real life 
challenges fiacu~g development orgamzatiun~. 

September 8, 2013 

Prizes may include a trip to W~]shington D.C. for the World Bank’!; 
first Youth Summit t.’, pitch your innovative s.’,lutions t.’, notable 
pandists of the development community az w~ll as a chance to 
participate Jn project impleme:qtMJon 

R~verse En;~ineerino. ~ (v Youth Entrepreneurship Driving Education 

October !7-19, 20!3 

WashingS.on, DC 

Use code "ATHGO" [o get a discount, 

(Tport~niti~s in vr~rio~,~; fiddsf 

Python Developer 

3D Graphic Artist 

Social Media Strategist 

and more at Athgo Careers 

Unsubscribe Contact Us 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <~nancy.maclean@duke.edu;, 

Sunday, September 1, 2013 8:01 PM 

class- center-list@duke.edn 

Coalition of Immoka]ee Workers reps here and willing to do classroom presentations 9/23 & 9/24 

message- footer.txt 

Representatives flom the Fforida-based Coalition of Immokafee Wod<ers are coming to ot~r area as part of a So~.~theast to~.~r in this area on 
r, londay arid Tuesdas~ September 23rd and 24th and they are willing to do classroom presen~tlons and discussions with corr~munl~ groups. 
Many on this fist will know of the ~mpressive worker of the CIW. For d~ose who don’L "l’he Coalition of [mmoka[ee Workers (C[~ ~s a worker-.based human 

r~ghts organization internationally recognized for its achievements ~n the fields of corporate soc~a~ respons~bi[~ty, community organizing, and susta~naMe food. 
The C[W is also a leader in the growing movement to end human trafficking due to ~ts gro~mdbreaking work to combat modem-day slavery and other labor 
abuses common in agriculture. 

More :nfe on their s~te: http:flciw-onl:ne.orglabou~ 

~f you wo~d be interested in th~s presentation opportun~W :onta:t Yaz::~ at Student Action w~th Farmworkers (Y~mi~ GazciaRico 

<Wazming~fi~t: uni~.org> 

Yazmin Garcia Rico I National Organizer 
Studem Action with Farmworkers 
919-660-3674 I www. sa [~-~nite.or~ 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu> 

Monday, September 2, 2013 12:47 AM 

screensociety-announce@&~ke.edu; tilm-video <tilm-video@dnke.edw~; ami-thculty@duke.edu; amicert@duke.edu; Literature Program 

<literat ure@duke.edn> 

**Screen/Society this week: TOMORROW--Tue Sept 3: AMI Student Film FestiwJ; THURSDAY, Sept 5: GABBEH 

masterpiece by Mohsen Makhmdlbol) 

Please distribute widely* 

Screen/Society presen ts.., 

TOMORROW-~Tuesday September 3rd, 7pro: 
2013 AMI Student Film Festival 

Free and Open to the Public! 

== Download PDF Flyer I http:/ilin,vurl.com/2013AMIfesliva] == 



"~’h~r,~day Sept~m~er 5~h, 7pro: 

Gabbeh 
(Free and Open to the Public) 

Download PDF Flyer I More Info == 

Gabbeh was the Winner for Best Fihn at file 2012 London Film Festival! 

tt ttl~ : //ami. duke. edu/scr eem’ o cietv 

A I] Screen/i5~ocie~’ events are coordinated and co-sponsored 
by the Program i~ #~e ,trL~’ q/the Moving bnage 



i!!!.. :::::: ~:!~ i i: hokazak@duke.edu 

W~,i::~ :: http://ami.du ke.edu/screensociety 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@mai167.at131.mcdlv.net> 

Monday, September 2, 2013 10:38 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Aliica~ American Studies Program 

SLAVE NARRATIVES 
A Folk History of Slavery in the United States from 

interviews with former slaves 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES were collected in the 1930s as part of the Federal Writers’ Project of 
the Works Progress Administration (WPA). BLACK HISTORY MONTH is celebrated every 
February in the United States. Librarians and media specialists will be counted on to provide 
students, faculty and library patrons with information on slavery in America. 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES provides a unique and virtually unsurpassed collective portrait of 
Black History in America. The noted historian David Brion Davis has argued that the voluminous 
number of documented slave testimonies available in the United States "is indisputably unique 
among former slaveholding nations." 

Please visit NABDLLC.com to order the complete set of Slave Narratives from our website. We 
do accept purchase orders from all libraries via phone, fax and email. If possible, please use 
this order form if you would like to order by email, fax or mail. 

FREE SH{PPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE ~N THE U,S. 

For yo~r conqenie~ce we accept Visa and MaeterCard as a payment option, 

Order Form 
Please send __ set(s) of SLAVE NARRATIVES - 19 volume set at $1,995.00 per set. 
ISBN: 978-0-403-02211-3 

Name: 

Phone: 

Mailing 

Address: 

City: 

Payment 

Type: 

Cardholder 

Name: 

Visa MasterCard Check 

Purchase Order #: 

Library Name: 

Email: 

State: Zip: 

Card 

Number: 
Expiration Date: 

North ’~m;ed’.:an .’3ook Oistdb:.ito~s, LLC: ¯ .~0 Box 510 H~mb~Jr!.’,, Mi 481:39 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Avinoam Klein <suppor ~]ntellecmalconversations.com~ 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 4:09 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

intellectual conver~tions club 

I’m terribly sorry for barging into your private e-mail. 

You’re probably ~vondering by now if this is a promotional mail. 
Well, it is. 

But as you can see, there are no flash?’ balmers, no attempts to impress with images, 
simply trying to reach your intellect 

If you’ve read so far, I would appreciate you taking a leap of faith, and t~Ang out our new sel~’ice: 
int ellectualconversations com 

Feel free to respond and give us your feedback on the website. 

Best Regards, 

A. Klein, 

Intellectual Conversations Club 

click here to unsubscribe http://uSO7655.sendgrid.org/wt?unsubscribe?upn ATfatNr8Bkt4-2BFJqazS~8IwffCg93T33S9pbFBsA%~‘-aqnH8~eSZn£~P3NS-2BYYsI‘~28F4~6E~Izwa~jX.’~- 
2 F I d()ohxn V btg 32 IF e v ag U c C K fpe zfAK a B M I 5B R t S rind 51 c hK 8 R I~’mKMe J xEs 2 F 1;4 UTv dF e00 L C D h 7 P o h (XJ w 8 d A W 8 ST Z h lnMtB 6 Q gK c w S Q 7Lg wQ VR6qB MqmDnOMps4OsIq4]-~,DVUv- 
2 F V iqtK Gg q Y s Q’]~. 8 hi eC 1Ru Y B ~,’nv zG X 5W 6Qg] )I.hj k J 7B Jo B cld3 N c u, ~Z 1S aH 5 L [3v Y K 9~-E hn9 AEo-2F F 5 ~j P J 9L 8 Thrr-2 F g 5 M eo :[’e 4P~p J 2hP gG x b~4y 8 mnfl’CmzJhA Uo-2B EOCr 4[5 tIAj 141j 45- 
2FfVUZK4qXAmXhbP7dkMplbAv SPX6hNpG 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Institute for African Studies <con£2014@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 4:15 AM 

nelsonj@ohio.edu 

International Cont~rence "Society and Politics in Ati-ica": Third Call for Papers Announcement 

Announcement Paper Abstracts 2014.pdf 

Dear Colleague, 

On May 27-30, 2014 in Moscow the Research Council for the Problems of African Countries and the Institute for African Studies of the Russian Academy of 

Sciences hold the 13th African Studies Conference tiffed "Socie~ and Politics in Africa: Traditional, Transitional, andNew?’ The Conference will take place at the 

Institute tbr Affcan Studies and the Institute lbr Linguistics of the Russian Academy of Sciences. The working languages are Russian and English. 

Plea~ find attached the Third Call for Papers Annoancement of the Cont~rence of Afi-icanis~ts "Society and Politics in Africa: Traditional, Transitional, and New. 

’][’he O~g~zing Committee would appreciate your familiarizing the interested colleagues with this Armouncement. 

Sincerely yours, 

Centre for Information and International Relations 

Institute for African Studies 

Russian Academy of Sciences 

tel. (+7 495) 690 2752 

fax. (+7 495) 697 1954 

Centre for Information and International Relations 
Institute for African Studies 
Russian Academy of Sciences 



RUSSIAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES 

INSTITUTE FOR AFRICAN STUDIES 

SCIENTIFIC COUNCIL FOR THE PROBLEMS OF ECONOMIC, 
SOCIAL, POLITICAL AND CULTURAL 

DEVELOPMENT OF AFRICAN COUNTRIES 

30/1 Spiridonovka str. Moscow, Russia 
Tel. (7 495) 690-60-25 Fax (7 495) 697-19-54 

E-mail: conf2014@gmail.com, inter.inafr@mail.ru 

SOCIETY AND POLITICS IN AFRICA: 

TRADITIONAL, TRANSITIONAL, AND NEW 

13th International Conference of Africanists 

(Moscow, Russia. May 27-30, 2014) 

Third Call jbr Papers’ Announcement 

Dear Colleagues, 

On May 27-30, 20114, in Moscow the Research Council for the Problems of Economic, Social, 
Political and Cultural Development of African Countries and the Institute for African Studies of 
the Russian Academy of Sciences hold the 13th Conference of Africanists titled Society and 
Politics in Africa: Traditional, Transitional, and New. The Conference will take place on the 
premises of the Institute for African Studies and the Institute for Linguistics of the Russian 
Academy of Sciences. The working languages of the Conference are Russian and English. 

The Organizing Committee have considered all the panel proposals received by it. The list of 
accepted proposals can be found below. The deadline for paper proposals (in the form of 
abstracts within 300 words in Russian or English) is November l, 2013. The proposals should 
be sent directly to the respective panel convener(s) who is (are) to inform the applicant about his 
(her) application’s fortune by December 1, 2013 - the date by which the panel conveners are to 
submit their compiled panels to the Organizing Committee. 

The information to be submitted alongside with the paper abstract includes full name, title, 
position, institutional affiliation, full mail and e-mail addresses, telephone and fax numbers. 

However, in case you feel your paper does not fit any particular panel but corresponds to the 
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Conference’s general topic, you may submit your proposal to the Organizing Committee by the 
same date (November 1, 2013) and it will be considered for scheduling for the Free 
Communication Panel. Besides, if the Organizing Committee finds it reasonable to unite an 
appropriate number of proposals submitted for the Free Communication Panel into a thematic 
panel, it may establish such a panel and propose one of its prospective participants to convene it. 

The Organizing Committee can be reached by e-mail, at the addresses: conf2014@gmail.com 
(for general inquiries on the Conference-related academic matters and proposals for the Free 
Communication Panel) and inter.inafr@mail.ru (for the inquiries regarding technical matters - 

accommodation, visas, etc.). 

The Organizing Committee can assist in booking accommodation, while it is also possible to 
make an independent reservation in on of Moscow hotels of different class through the Internet 
on     such     local     sites     as     http ://www.moscow-hotels-russi a.com/index.html, 
http :iiww~v.hotelsrussia.comi, http :iiwww. select-a-room, comihotelsirussia?language=en, or 
http:iiall-hotels.ruiindex.en.html?kk=0356f80d4e, as well as on global sites like 
http:iiwww.otel.comi, http:iiv,~7.booking.comi, etc. Please note that late May is high tourist 
season in Moscow, so early booking is strongly recommended. 

Information regarding the visa application process will be sent to the prospective participants in 
the beginning of 2014. 

The Conference registration fee is $150 ($75 for students) and can be paid not only in dollars, 
but also in Euros or Russian rubles according to the official exchange rate on the date of 
registration. The fee is to be paid in cash on site upon arrival. The registration fee includes the 
visa application support (Official Invitation), the Conference Book of Abstracts, stationary items, 
coffee-breaks, and reception. The fee for an accompanying person ($ 50) includes the visa 
application support (Official Invitation) and reception. 

The Organizing Committee would appreciate your familiarizing interested colleagues with this 
Announcement. 

PANELS ACCEPTED FOR THE CONFERENCE 
In the alphabetical order of English titles of the thematic blocks and panels within them 

L Economics, Politics, and Socie.tv 

I-1. African Population in a New Global Model of Economic Development 
Convener: Prof. lrina O. Abramova (Institute for African Studies, Moscow, Russia); e-mail: 
irina.abramova@inafr.ru 

The panel looks into demographic challenges facing the world as a whole and Africa, in 
particular, against the background of the transformation of the Global Model of Economic 
Development (GMED). Special attention will be paid to the analysis of Africa’s new role in the 
global demographic processes, problems of African urbanization and trans-border migration, 
dynamics and qualitative changes of African labor resources and human capital in the era of 
globalization. 



I-2. "African Syndrome" in the Socio-Economic and Political Realities of Russia 
Convener: Prof~ !/iktor !/. Bocharov (St. Petersburg State University, Russia); 

vi ctana2007@rambler.ru 

e-mail: 

Both African States and Russia, despite the huge differences between the cultures of the peoples 
living on their territories, as well as the levels of socio-economic development, science and 
technology, education, etc. show remarkable similarities with respect to economic and political 
issues with which they face. In particular, there is a primacy of the informal relations in 
communal life~ In the economies of these countries the informal practices play very important 
role. In politics the real authoritarianism prevails, often contrary to the official Democracy. In the 
legal field reigns "legal nihilism", i.e, when most &the population is not in compliance, "written 
law", and live according to the "shadow fight." Increasingly, Africa is compared with Russia, 
according to the degree of corruption, the existing gap between the rich and the poor, crime, the 
role of personal relationships, private security services, neglect of small towns and rural areas. In 
various world rankings Russia is invariably among the Black Continent~ Within the section will 
discuss the causes of this phenomenon. 

I-3. African Union, Rule of Law, Human Rights, Democratic Governance, and Economic 
Integration: Achievements, Challenges and Prospects 
Convener: Prof. Andr~ Mbata B. Mangu (University of South Africa, Pretoria/Tshwane); e-mail: 

manguamb@unisa.ac.za 

Heads of State and Government of the Organisation of African Unity (OAU) met in 1999 and 
resolved to replace it with the African Union (AU) in order to accelerate the achievement of the 
continental objectives based on the pan-African ideal. The rule of law and democratic 
governance were identified by the AU as a requirement for an African renaissance decades after 
"dictatorships of development", which were sponsored by Western countries and financial 
institutions such as the IMF and the World Bank had failed to put Africa on the road to 
development. Accordingly, they feature predominantly in the AU Constitutive Act and many 
other AU instruments. This failure of "dictatorships" of development contributed to the wind of 
change that blew across the continent in the 1990s and to the "Spring of Africa" which 
transformed two decades later in the "Arab Spring". In May 2013, 50 years will have elapsed 

since the creation of the OAU and African leaders have resolved to celebrate this historic event 
till May 2014. This is expected to be an opportunity for Africans take stock and reflect on the 
road that Africa has travelled thus far, the challenges and the prospects for an African 
renaissance, which cannot be achieved without development, peace, democracy, good 
governance, economic integration, and respect for the rule of law and human rights on the 
continent. It is worth stressing that the AU Constitutive came into force in May 2001 Act. 
Accordingly, the 13t~ International Conference of Africanists in May 2014 will also coincide 
with the 13t~ anniversary of the AU. Africanists meeting during this conference to reflect on 

"Society and Politics in Africa: Traditional, Transitional, and New" cannot afford to ignore the 
legal, political, economic and social developments that have occurred in Africa since 
independence, especially since the creation of the AU. Papers to be read in this panel will need to 
address the following issues: 
- Pan-Africanism, African renaissance, Democracy and the rule of law: Past, Present, and Future 

Prospects; 
- OAU and the promotion of Constitutionalism and Democracy; 
- Rule of Law, Democracy, Elections and Human Rights in Africa; 
- Separati on of powers, decentralisation, federalism and the j udiciary; 
- The judiciary and the promotion of the rule of law, democracy and respect for human rights in 
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Africa; 
- AU and the promotion of the rule of law, democratic governance, free and fair elections; 

- AU and Conflicts Settlement in Africa; 
- New Partnership for Africa’s Development, African Peer-Review Mechanism, and Good 

Governance in Africa; 
- Rule of Law and Fight against Corruption in Africa: a Comparative Perspective; 
- The past, present and the future of constitutionalism and democracy in Africa; 
- Russian, American, European Union, and Chinese African Policies and the Promotion of the 

Rule of Law and Democratic Governance in Africa; 
- AU, Globalisation, BRICS, Development, and Economic Integration in Africa; 
- The international community and the promotion of the rule of law and democratic governance 
in Africa. 

I-4. Challenges of Democratisation and the New African Civil-Military Relations 
Convener: Dr. Martin R. Rupiya (The African Public Policy & Research 

PretoriaiTsh~vane, South Africa); e-mails: mrupiya@appri.org.za, mrupya@gmail.com 
Institute, 

The importance of the panel becomes clear if one takes into account recent events of rapid power 
changes in Egypt, Tunisia, Libya, Cote d’ivoire, Kenya, Zimbabwe, Democratic Republic of 
Congo and Madagascar - confronting the African Union with unique characteristics of political 
and socio-economic crises that have both sub-regional and international dimensions? These 
events - reflecting the fragility of the African state in the post-colonial/One-Party-State era - 
have thrown up interesting dynamics for the new- political elite to deconstruct and reconstruct 
new civil military relations, complete with reformed institutions. The question of the discovery 
and abundance of natural resources, minerals and hydrocarbons that has become prevalent on the 
African continent, this has become a game changer--creating the potential for domestic capacity 
and yet the source/curse of possible instability? Given the specificities of the challenge: from 

Cote d’Ivoire, Egypt, Mali, the new Somalia, South Sudan and Madagascar - the constitutional 
and institutional establishment of new- civil-military relations has emerged as the single most 
important dimension for long-term stability and development. Civil Military Relations include 
the defined and constitutional role of the Executive; Legislature - complete with Oversight 
powers; constitutionally mandated civilian bureaucracy and institutions - ranging from 
Intelligence; Border Guards/Immigration; Police; Army, National Parks and V1P Points such as 
oil wells and diamond mines as well as Prison officials. An example &the common response has 
been the time limits of all political and civil service officials responsible for defense and security 
matters, finding their terms of conditions of sew’ice and periods limited in the series of draft 
constitutions produced in Kenya, Zimbabwe and Egypt. What future does this hold for stable and 
balanced civil military relations in these and other African states? 

I-5. Chiefs in Postcolonial Governance and Development in Africa: Issues and Options 
Convener: Prof. Geoffrey I. Nwaka (Abia State Univeristy, Uturu, Nigeria); e-mail: 
geoffreynwaka@yahoo, com 

A strong anti-chieftaincy lobby in Africa maintains that traditional rulers have now outlived their 
usefulness, and are no longer relevant to modern day society; that such traditional institutions are 
incompatible with democratic practice, and could in fact reinforce ethnic differences, and 
undermine nation building. On the other hand many critics of African development blame state 
failure and the governance cri sis in the continent on "the structural disconnection between formal 
institutions transplanted from outside and indigenous institutions born of traditional African 
cultures". There is now renewed interest in an alternative approach to governance and 



development which emphasizes the cultural dimension of development, and the overlooked 
potentials of indigenous knowledge and traditional institutions. The challenge is how best to 
reconcile democracy and tradition, and enlist traditional institutions and values in the effort to 
promote good governance and sustainable development~ Many now believe that by building on 
the indigenous ~ve can make governance and development more participatory and sustainable, 
and also bring the full weight of customary restraints and cultural values to bear on public policy 
and public life. The panel considers how successive post-colonial constitutions and governments 
in Africa have tried to evolve a suitable chieftaincy policy, and to manage relations with chiefs at 
the state and local levels. The panel invites papers which discuss: 
- relevant background issues on chiefs and traditional authorities in pre-colonial and colonial 

Africa; 
- constitutional provisions on the place of chiefs, and on chieftaincy management in post- 

colonial African countries; 
- the role of chiefs in customary law, and in judicial reforms; and how to strike the fight balance 
between Western jurisprudence and indigenous concepts &justice and conflict resolution; 
- chiefs and traditional leaders in the practice of democracy; 
- chiefs in local government, decentralization and grassroots mobilization; 
- traditional rulers and institutions in environmental protection, natural resource management, 
and response to climate change; 
- chiefs and land control in traditional and contemporary African societies; 
- should chiefs and traditional rulers take part in politics? 
Other proposals that relate to the general theme of the panel will be considered. 

I-6. Economic Policy in Africa 
Convener: Dr. Evgenia V. Morozenskaya (Institute for African Studies, Moscow, Russia); e- 

mail: evmorozen@mafl.ru 

The panel addresses African studies, conducted in all fields of state economic activity with a 
special focus on: 
- national programs for reforming the economic structure; 
- evolution of the African state’s role in the economy and a perspective of the "developmental 

state" concept; 
- investment policy and the institutions of the capital market regulation in Africa; 
- national and regional industrial policy; 
- public finance: budget and fiscal policy; 
- methods of the measurement and the control over an informal activity; 
- credit policy of national and regional banks; 
- changes in the regulation mechanism of a foreign trade; 
- employment situation and government activity in this sphere; 
- social development programs and a possibility of achieving sustained economic gro~vth. 

I-7. Gender Dimension of Social and Political Life in Africa 
Conveners: Prof. Natalia L. Ktylova (Institute for African Studies, Moscow, Russia); e-marl: 
krylovanl@yandex.ru, Dr. Natalia A. Ksenofontova (Institute for African Studies, Moscow, 
Russia); e-mail: galina.terenina@inafr.ru 

During the work of the panel it is supposed to analyze the various aspects of the gender situation 
and its impact on the socio-political development of African countries, Special attention will be 
paid to issues related to the place and role of women in the system of social relations and 
political life of the continent, as well as to the costs of gender discrimination in basic rights, 



access to education, participation in public life and the expression of political interests. The aim 
and the sense of gender approach to the afore-mentioned problems is to draw a picture of diverse 
public and political life of the continent, and thus realize the main purpose of the panel - to show 
that ignoring gender disparities hurts human well-being and does harm to the possibilities of 
African countries in their quest for sustainable growth, good governance and poverty reduction. 

I-8. Governance and Nation Building in Transitional Africa 
Convener: Dr. Peter Adebayo (University of 
peteradebayo2000@gmail, corn 

Ilorin, Nigeria); e-marl: 

The aim of this panel is to initiate discussions on the various problems that have continued to 
bedevil the process of good governance and nation building in Africa right from the 20th century 
till this 2~’d decade of the 21st century. Hitherto, African countries have after the attainment of 

independence in 11960 been plagued by the series of problems such as leadership crises, ethno- 
religious crises, civil wars, boundary and communal disputes, refugees, etc that have continued 

to militate against the issue of nation building in Africa. Indeed, the problem have further been 
exacerbated by other issues such as terrorism in some countries such as Nigeria, Mall, Somalia 

etc, credibility of elections leading to election disputes, authoritarianism, democratic 
governance/civil rule and coup d’~tats. The various papers are to employ both inter and 
multidisciplinary approaches cure historical perspective in their analysi s respectively. 

I-9. Hot Minerals in African Hot Spots: The Transformation of African Societies in 
Mineral Rich Regions 
Convener: Charles Ezeag~’u (Universidad Aut6noma de Madrid, Spain); e-mail: 
charles.ezeagwu@estudiante.uam.es 

Since the onset of mineral exploitation in commercial quantities in many parts of Africa 
traditional African society and politics have experienced a lot of transformation. There is a huge 
discrepancy between what African society and politics used to be fifty years ago and what it has 
been since the last decade. The discovery of rich deposits of minerals in various parts of the 
continent was initially considered to be a doorstep to stepping out of poverty by many Africans, 
but, unfortunately, after more than half a century of mineral exploitation in various African 
countries, the economic benefits of this adventure are yet to be seen. As a matter of fact, mineral 
rich regions have turned out to be the epicenters of armed conflicts, environmental degradation 
and abject poverty in the continent. Scholars have tried to explain this socio-political and 
economic contradiction using theories such the resource curse, greed and grievance, barbarism, 
underdevelopment, neocolonialism, etc. This panel studies how mineral exploitation has affected 
society, politics and economy in various regions of the continent. Case studies from individual 
countries are welcomed, as ~vell as comparative studies of the situation in various countries. 
Each study is expected to make a critical analysis to showy how mineral exploitation has affected 
society and politics in the region of study and also suggest adequate theories that can be used to 
explain the resultant sociopolitical situation. Papers which would address some of these and 
other similar questions are welcomed: Why has the socio-political situation in many mineral rich 
African states degenerated into chaos, armed rebellions and conflicts? Are natural resource 
deposits really a curse to countries like the Angola, Chad, Democratic Republic of the Congo, 
Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Sudan, etc. Is it possible that the deposits of diamond, gold, coltan 
(tantalum), crude oil, tin, tungsten, etc., buried thousands of miles beneath the earth could be a 
curse to human beings living above them or is it better to find a more profound and critical 
approach to explaining the causes of perpetual armed conflicts in African mineral rich regions. 
Who are the actors responsible for the transformation of mineral rich African states into conflict 



and war zones? Are there examples of places where the exploitation of mineral resources has 
given rise to a positive transformation of society and politics? This panel plays down the role of 
passive mineral resources buried underneath the earth and emphasizes the role of active human 
actors - such as governments, multinational mineral exploitation companies, national and 
transnational gangs, etc., - in the transformation of society and politics in African mineral rich 
zones. 

1-10. Pasts and Futures: The African State since the 1950s and into the 21St Century 
Conveners: Nicholas Gilhuku (West Virginia University, Morgantown, USA); e-mail: 
ngithuku@mix.wvu.edu), Dr. Robert ~Iaxon (West Virginia University, Morgantown, USA; e- 
mail: rmaxon@wvu.edu 

The end of the imperial epoch and the messy process of decolonization inaugurated the creation 

of African quasi states. The end of European imperialism paved the way for the successor United 
Nations state system in a new world scarred by international war and polarized along ideological 
lines. The trajectory of decolonization fundamentally was fundamentally affected by the 
atmosphere of the Cold War. The Cold War complicated Africa’s integration into the global 
political economy to which it was a marginal appendage. Notwithstanding the fact that African 
colonial states were shallow seedbeds that were somewhat prematurely graduated and recognized 

as "modern states," some African states among them the Democratic Republic of Congo, Angola 
and Mozambique, became sites of destabilizing proxy wars. Others yet were, for decades, 
buttressed by either Washington, DC or Moscow and would soon show- signs of weakness after 
1989.Whatever international posturing taken during the Cold War by African states, it is an 
undeniable fact that many failures of state-building in these modern states was hidden by the 
prevalent ideological bipolar atmosphere, it is undeniable that both sides of the Cold War were 
involved in not only propping up regimes but, also, the African state in effect by so doing. In the 
1980s, while USA and Britain were undertaking major economic policy direction dubbed 
Reaganomics and Thatcherism, the Bretton Woods institutions were administering Structural 
Adjustment Policies. Neoliberal economics made the control of resources critical and contributed 

to the opening up of political space, which was, in some countries, accompanied by instability. 
To this was added another destabilizing development in the shape of the wave of 
democratization that swept across the continent in the early 1990s, itself emanating from the end 
communism regimes in Eastern Europe and the breakup of the Soviet Union. It is also important 

to point out the NGO Revolution that started in the 1990s, its dramatic impact on new- states 
especially with regard to state power. The story of African despite all this has remained more or 
less the same: endowed with vast mineral resources, Africa still lags behind developed countries. 
This panel invites papers that examine the continent’s checkered past in the last fifty years or 
critically analyze its prospects especially in light of China, which is significant player in the 
continent’s political and economic prospects as the 21~t century unfolds. 

1-11. Political Modernization and Social Development in Africa 
Convener: Prof. Nikolay D. Kosukhin (Institute for African Studies, Moscow, Russia); e-marl: 
mivanova@inafr.ru 

Political process in African societies in transition has its own logic connected with the character 

of these societies. Political changes play dominant role in the process of social transformations 
during the last quarter of this century. Political modernization takes place in the conditions of 
economic crisis, poverty and beggary of wide starters of the population, unsettled ethno-religious 
and regional relations. Specific feature of socio-political situation is concentrated in traditional 
relations. The stability of political process depends on taking into consideration traditions and 



customs of traditional societies in the strategy and tactics of political modernization. The 
formation of democratic institutes needs the development of multiparty ship, human fights, 
electoral system, activity of social and non-governmental organizations. Different forms of 
political activity of the population become very important. Political modernization must help the 
development of democratic institutes and civil society. 

1-12. Sociopolitical Destabilization Risks in Africa Monitoring 
Conveners: Prof. Andrey !7. Korolayev (Institute for African Studies, Moscow, Russia); e-mail: 
akorotayev@gmail.com, Leonid M. Issaev (National Research University - Higher School of 
Economics, Moscow, Russia); e-mail: isleonid@yandex.ru 

The main purpose of the panel is systemic monitoring and analysis of social and political 
transformation of the countries of African continent, attempts to work out on this basis the 
forecasting mechanisms of their social and political development, as well as subsequent 
development of practical recommendations for overcoming or avoiding social and political 
instability. The study of socio-political instability in the context of current processes occurring in 
recent years in Africa (the "Arab Spring", conflicts in northern Mali, Nigeria, etc.), as well as in 
the context of globalization allows the following: 
- to identify certain laws that govern various aspects of development; 
- to make reasonable forecasts on future trends in the development of various countries on the 

basis of such laws; 
- to define the control parameters influencing which by certain public policies could significantly 
affect various aspects of development in the desired direction; 
- to provide the basis for higher-level decision-making and for formation of the country, regional 
and global development policy. 
Thus, the range of issues discussed in the section can be described as follows: 
- monitoring of the main trends of development in Africa, as well as global trends affecting 

African continent; 
- identification of patterns of different development processes, as well as factors contributing to 
the destabilization of socio-political situation in African countries; 
- identifying the risks of instability in Africa and the analysis of them based on the comparison of 
different indicators: economic, demographic, social, political, cultural, etc. 

developing of reasonable forecasts for future development trends and perspectives for 
maintaining social and political stability in North Africa after the events of the "Arab Spring"; 
- study of the factors that could lead to destabilization of the political situation in the countries of 

sub-Saharan Africa; 
- developing of a system for forecasting the dynamics of structural and demographic risks of 

destabflization. 

1-13. The Election-Related Violence Incidences in Africa 
Conveners: F. GOzde ~olak (Ankara University, Turkey); e-mail: fgozdecolak@gmail.com, 
M#ge Dalar (Eski~ehir Osmangazi University, Turkey); e-mail: dalaroma@gmail.com 

The transformation of social and political patterns of Africa is reflected in the democratization 
movements and elections. Unfortunately the elections in most African countries are 
characterized by instability, uncertainty and even violence. The election-related violence, which 
may occur before, during or after the elections is a direct result of economic and ethnic 
marginalization, land-related disputes, and the weak and ineffective civil society organizations in 
the political sphere of these countries. Needless to say, there are great differences across the 54 
African countries. Some countries have seen little or no incidents of election-related violence, 



whereas some others have witnessed violent electoral contests for decades. There are even 
significant variations between different elections within same country, while some turning 
violent and some not. Throughout this panel we will propose to analyze the recent elections that 
were resulted with different levels of violence in in a comparative way with references to the 
existing broad literature on democratization and election related violence. Election-related 
violence, in this panel, is regarded as a sub-categor?- of political violence and distinguished 
primarily by looking to the timing and motivation of the violence. As well known, while the 
cultural perspective tries to explain the source of this kind of violence by pointing out the 
existence of a particular political culture; the structural perspective suggests that society and 
politics are organized in a manner that generates conflict. Apart from these perspectives, a 
historical approach, addresses directly to the structural questions in the African societies and 
politics, that is rooted in colonialism, regarding the social, political, economic and administrative 
dynamics of the countries. The violent events before, during and after the elections in these 
countries have lots of common in their social, economic and historical patterns while the course 
of events evolved in totally different ways. Thus, we will first examine the different level of 
violent incidents that took place before, during and after the elections. Then the transformation 
of these three states in terms of social equality and just representation will be compared. Our 
main research question is that which factors do lead an election process into a violent 
atmosphere. In that regard, the participation into the social welfare, the political parties and their 
influence over the wealth and emerging civil society that create immense impact to politics are 
the main parameters of the comparison and analyze. As a result of this comparison we aim at 
making re-interpretation of main reasons behind the electoral violence by engaging with the 
existing literature and drawing some conclusions about the future of democracy in Africa. 

1-14. The Security Sector in Africa and its Reforms: History, Development, Approaches, 
Trajectories, and Outlook 
Convener: Dr. Cl~ristoph Kol~[ (Peace Research Institute Frankfurt, Frankfurt am Main, 
Germany); e-mail: kohl@hsfk.de) 

In the panel we wish to discuss the historical background and development of the security sector 
in various countries in Africa. The security sector is here understood in a vast sense, including 
aside different police services and army units the justice sector. While scholarly attention has 
been laid for decades, inter alia, on the study and analysis of the state in Africa, only in the past 
decade scientific analyses have become increasingly interested in studying the African security 
sector, departing in many cases from a political scientist macro perspective. This new interest 
was triggered by a shift in international policy since about the mid 1990s, with the African 
security sector being increasingly identified as an obstacle to Western style democracy and 
economic development. This did not only concern countries plagued by protracted wars, such as 
Liberia, Sierra Leone, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, or Burundi, for example, but also 
encompassed states otherwise identified as "weak", "unstable", "failed" etc., such as Guinea, 
Guinea-Bissau, and Nigeria, amongst others. Therefore, the international community - including 
the United Nations (UN), the European Union (EU), the Organization for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) as major players in Africa and some of its members - and non- 
governmental organizations and think tanks "discovered" security sector reform (SSR) as a key 
pre-condition to capacitate the African countries in question for democratic and economic 
development. "Local Ownership" was declared a prerequisite to implement such reforms - even 
though the term remains somewhat unclear, its meaning in both theory and practice oscillating 
between "governmental ownership", "civil society/non-governmental organization ownership" 
and what could be branded (true) "populations ownership". Thus, while lip service has been 
frequently paid to "local ownership", it appears that key-stakeholders and local populations have 
been in many cases sidelined from SSR-related decision making processes. This and the fact that 
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a possibly successful security sector reform would menace illicit practices and t~vilight (Christian 
Lurid) businesses particularly of police and army key-stakeholders might explain the total or at 
least partial failure of some of these reforms~ In this panel we intend to analyze the security 
sector in Africa and its reform from both historical and present perspectives, thus highlighting 
not only current developments but also looking at the root causes of the trajectories of the 
security sector and SSR in the countries in question and researching the role of international 
interventions - and what Russia as a crucial international actor could learn from the respective 
reform attempts. In doing so we will also choose a socio-anthropological perspective, hence 
portraying the security sector and its reform also from a ’~bottom-up"-perspective, i.e~ from the 
perspective of the respective actors, the beneficiaries of security sector reform (i.e. resident 
citizens), those actually targeted by reform (i.e. police, army, and justice members), and those 
involved in implementing the reforms, thus describing and analyzing the respective arenas of 
SSR. The presenters will deal with case studies anthropologically researched on site and focus on 
the countries of Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, and Nigeria being open to further papers dedicated to 
the security sector and its reform in Africa~ 

1-15. The Social and Political Effects of AIDS in Africa 
Conveners: Dr. Daniel Jordan Smith (Brown University, Providence, USA); e-mail: 
daniel_~_smith@brown.edu), Dr. Bianca Dahl (University of Toronto, Canada); e-marl: 
bi anca. dahl@utoronto, ca 

Africa is disproportionately burdened by the global HIV and AIDS epidemic. A great deal of 
recent research has tried to understand the causes of the epidemic’s rapid spread in Africa. Much 
scholarship has also contributed to developing policies and strategies that address prevention and 
treatment in ways that are suited to Africa’s social realities. This panel extends beyond 
examining AIDS in Africa as a health crisis, to look instead at the wider social and political 
consequences of the epidemic. The premise of the panel is that AIDS in Africa is not only an 
epidemiological reality but also a significant social fact that has affected every aspect of life 
from governance and civil society to religion, kinship, intimacy, and the very experiences of 
personhood and subjectivity. The panel will be composed of social scientists who draw on their 
long-term ethnographic research across sub-Saharan Africa (Botswana, Ethiopia, ivory Coast, 
Lesotho, Nigeria, South Africa, and Uganda). The papers will demonstrate the ways in which the 
epidemic both represents and contributes to exacerbating many aspects of social change. 
Potential topics include exploring ho~v the scale of donor interventions has led to ne~v 
dimensions of governance, often in manifesting itself in the ~vork of non-governmental 
organizations. In addition, both Christian and Muslim faiths have taken up issues around AIDS 
that speak as much to the changing practices of faith as to the health effects of the virus. While 
AIDS has reconfigured political and social landscapes in the wider spheres of governance, civil 
society, labor relations, and religious practice, the consequences of the epidemic also reach 
deeply in communities and families, as parents die, orphans must be cared for, and people living 
with HIV desire to marry and make their own families. The most intimate relationships of care- 
giving and emotional attachment, and even people’s senses of self, are reshaped in the wake of 
AIDS’ effects on everyday life. The papers in this panel will all attest to the importance of 
understanding the material, economic, and political dimensions of social life as they intersect 
with and are often reinforced by the more symbolic, moral, and emotional aspects of human 
experience. While the papers will all extend beyond the health impact of AIDS to explore ~vider 
social and political effects, ultimately, as these presentations will show, these broader 
repercussions become part of the context in which behaviors relevant to preventing (or 
worsening) the epidemic take place. Many practices that appear irrational from a purely medical 
or public health point of view can be seen to have a discernible social logic, if these wider 
meanings and effects of the disease are properly studied, theorized and accounted for. AIDS- 
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related policies and interventions can be much better conceived and more successfully 
implemented if the importance of the non-health impact of the epidemic is more fully understood 

and addressed. 

1-16. Transdisciplinary Perspectives to Contemporary African Socio-Political, Economic, 
and Cultural Transformation 
Conveners: Dr. Nnanna Onuoha Arul~e (University of Nigeria, Nsukka); e-mails: 

noarukwe@yahoo.com, nnanna~arukwe@unn.edu~ng, Dr. Peter-Jazzy Ezeh (University of 
Nigeria, Nsukka); e-marl: ezeh.pj 3 @gmail~com 

The 1950s and 1960s were the decades that witnessed the independence movement ferment that 
would ultimately usher in political independence for a preponderance of the African states. 
Immediately after political independence, what followed has been a struggle to develop the 
African continent in some transformative fashion. This struggle has over the years spurned its 
own fair share of controversies. So that there are the critical issues of plan implementation, 
corruption, over-bloated bureaucracy, the oil mono-economy, etc. Consequently, for over half a 
century, African society has grappled with the issue of the transformation of the continent into a 
highly evolved society in social, political and economic terms. Unfortunately, most of the 
strategies adopted to tackle this problem have either abysmally failed or at best fell short of 
meeting the apparent objectives to which they have been employed. This has made it ever 
imperative for scholars of Africa and African scholars to not only continuously appraise the 
trajectories of the chosen strategies for African socio-political and economic transformation but 
to always propose novel strategies to actualize the contemporary socio-political and economic 
transformation of Africa. However, for any strategy aimed at the socio-political, cultural, and 
economic transformation of Africa to be objectively possible and realistic, that strategy has to be 
at the same time transdisciplinary. As Africa, therefore, finds itself at the crossroads once again 
there is a need now more than ever before to interrogate the social, political, economic, and 
cultural development dynamics in contemporary Africa with a view to determine the best and 
most futuristic transformational perspectives towards an eventual African-generated solutions to 
most African developmental challenges, as well as broad-based strategies for future African 
progress and prosperity. The Panel welcomes contributions that examine the issue of socio- 
economic, cultural and political transformation of contemporary Africa in specific terms of 
governance, cultural imperatives, economic planning, pragmatic social development strategies 
that are relevant to reality in Africa; the Chinese development model and what contemporary 
African leadership can borro~v from it; ~vhat cultural revivals or changes does Africa need to 
embark on, and how, in order to position itself for global cultural leadership or cope with the 
onslaught of multiculturalism; or whether there could be an alternative model of development, 
being neither Eastern nor Western that could be entirely home grown for Africa to make Africa 
to emerge on the world stage and come into its own as a society that could conveniently solve all 
its problems of social, political, economic or cultural dimensions. 

IL Environment 

II-1. Ecology and State Policy in Africa 
Convener: Prof. Vladilen L Gusarov (Institute for African Studies, 
m.ivanova@inafr.ru 

Moscow, Russia); e-mail: 

It is supposed, that in the panel a wide range of problems connected with the aggravation of the 
socio-ecological crisis will be considered. During the panel - sittings it is also supposed to 
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consider the measures of the African governments for the overcoming of this crisis in many 
fields, in particular in the localization and the averting the new, as well as the traditional 
diseases. The majority of the African states each taken separately are not able to send the 
necessary financial means into these fields. Therefore they are compelled to apply for the help 
and the assistance to the neighboring countries, to the developed western powers, to the 
international and the inter-African organizations. These subjects would be also discussed on the 
panel-sittings. The results of the discussion would allow to discover the new trends in the 
development of the socio-ecological crisis and to mark some ways of their possible overcoming. 

II-2. Political Economy and the African Environment 
Convener: Dr. Madia Thomson (Philadelphia, USA); e-mail: madiat2000@yahoo.com 

Environmental crises are a recurrent theme in African history. How and when they occur can 
vary greatly over space and time, with drought appearing in places once subjected to flood. The 
extent of the damage caused - or lack thereof- depended not only on the climate, but often on 
the actions of individuals and government. With this as its purpose, this panel examines the 
political economy of environmental crises in twentieth- and twenty-first-century Africa. It 
considers the nature of the crises -agricultural, epidemiological, etc- and the role of both 
collective and individual action in relief and recovery. 

III. History and Anthropology 

III-1. African History: Old and New Approach 
Convener: Acad. Apollon B. Davidson (National Research University - Higher School 
Economics, Moscow, Russia); e-mails: adavidson@yandex.ru, caashoru@mail.ru 

of 

An old and rich tradition of studying African History is undergoing serious changes in modern 
Russia. Despite decreasing number of professional scholars of African history and research 
centers, the interest to the past of African peoples is constantly growing The growth of 
economic, political and other relations of Russia with African countries make the deepening of 
knowledge about different periods of African history and their reassessment quite necessary. At 
the panel we intend to discuss three major themes: 
- Russian and Soviet historiography of Africa; 
- African historiography abroad with special reference to African national historiographies; 
- African history and the present day of the continent. 
Colleagues from research centers in Russia and abroad are invited to take part in the panel’s 
work. 

III-2. African Students in the Soviet Union / Russia: Destinies, Experiences, and Influences 
on the Development of African Studies 
Conveners: Prof. Nicolay A. Dobronravin (St. Petersburg State University, Russia); e-mail: 
sokoto95@yandex.ru, Dr. Anna I/. Slim (Peter the Great Museum of Anthropology and 
Ethnography [Kunstkamera], St. Petersburg, Russia); e-mail: anna.siim@gmail.com, Dr. Tatiana 
A. Smirnova (Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales / Reseau International d’Acteurs 
Emergents, Paris, France); e-mail: taniyasmirnova@yahoo.fr 

Thousands of African students were trained in the Soviet Union/Russia. The education of foreign 
cadres was seen by the Soviet authorities as an instrument of ideological influence in the 
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’developing’ ~vorld. However, life experience of African students was not shaped by 
socialist/communist indoctrination, even where such indoctrination did take place. Many of the 
students arrived from the countries which were classified as "socialism-oriented" in the Soviet 
Union, but this classification rarely corresponded to the official ideology of these African states. 
African students came to the Soviet Union to study various disciplines which was seen as helpful 
for the development of their countries. Many of the graduates became qualified specialists in 
their fields. At the same time, the development of African studies in the Soviet Union relied 
upon lasting interaction with African students, sometimes leading to the emergence of new 
scholarly approaches far beyond the ideological conjuncture of the Soviet period. Most African 
graduates returned to their countries, where some of them held high government positions, 
played a significant role in the fields of university education, sciences and arts. Individual 
trajectories were often influenced by everyday experiences of African students in the Soviet 
Union. As a result, political, social and cultural life of many countries has been closely 
associated with the Soviet Union/Russia. This link is not always obvious because of more visible 
postcolonial influences in the respective countries. The objective of this panel is twofold: an 
attempt to analyze the role of Soviet/Russian life experiences in the individual trajectories of 
African students, as well as an endeavor to trace the development of African studies in Russia in 
the light of interaction with African students. How were these students trained? What were the 
relations established with the professors and other students? How did African students and 
Soviet Africanists interact? What was the outcome of these reciprocal influences? What was the 
role played by the "mixed" marriages, political context, family and personal relations? The 
corresponding narratives remain underexplored, and all these questions cannot be answered 
without a deeper understanding of the Soviet period of Russia’s history, far beyond both pre- 
1991 and post-Soviet ideological cliches. 

III-3. After Bandnng Conference: A Wind of Change in the African Continent (1955-1965) 
Conveners: Haryo Kunlo WTbisono (Tulang Bawang University, Lampung, Indonesia); e-mail: 

wibisono kunto@rocketmail.com, Trenggono Pujo Sakti (Jember University, Indonesia); e-mail: 
trenggono~l~uj o@yahoo, corn 

After Bandung Conference (18-24 April 1955), the condition of global politics has been changed 
rapidly, especially in African continent where the struggle to gained their independence 
underway. That meeting resulted such as resolution that made many new African countries had 
established, released themselves from colonial rule and organised to continued ideological 
framework named Pan-Africa or African Union influenced by W.E.B Du Bois an African- 
American scholar, Ghana independence in 1957, Kwame Nkrumah leadership, and All-African 
People Conference in 1958. For African people, Bandung Conference or Asian-African 
Conference became referred to their struggle and vision of solidarity among ex-colonies. As the 
result of that conference, many African leaders along with Asian countries emphasised 
cooperation in economy, political, cultural aspect to develop their countries, recovery from rest 
colonial rule, identified their character in global society, defended their independence, restore 
new powers leaded by African people called self-determination politics. On the other side, 
nuclear competition had threatened world peace and Cold War between the Eastern and Western 
blocs had stimulated Asian-African people to choose their position in global constellation. At the 
same time, during 11955-1964 or after Bandung Conference, 35 countries in Africa declared their 
independence, those situation made Asia-African countries more frontal to United Nations and 
organised themselves to conduct NEFO’s conception, Afro-Asia People Solidarity Organisation, 
and Non-Alignment Movement with addition Latin America and Yugoslavia. The focuses of this 
panel papers would be the patterns of colonialism in Africa before Bandung Conference, Pan- 
African thought as political, economic, cultural movement, solidarity and cooperation between 
Asia and Africa as noted in the Final Communiqu~ of Asian-African Conference 1955. 
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Furthermore, it is important to answer and explain what was the African condition before that 
event? What was the main factor of change in Africa in the 1950s-1960s? Why Bandung 
Conference referred as milestone to gain their independence? Why Africans chose Asian 
countries as a partner to seek cooperation and eliminated colonial influence in their continents? 

III-4. Chiefs, States and Local Wars in Africa 
Convener: Prof. Petr Skalnik (University of Hradec 

skalnik.petr@gmail.com 

Kr~tlov~, Czech Republic); e-mail: 

Local wars in Africa often take place ~vhen the modern states are under-performing These armed 
conflicts often turn around access to chiefly status and to land of populations that historically 

were decentralized and had no chiefs. Because the state does not wish to intervene matters 
deemed ’traditional’ the chiefs in centralized polities act as if they were sovereign rulers and 

wage wars. The state wakes up to its role as the monopolist of physical coercion only when local 
wars spread and reach dimensions that seem to threaten overall security. Dictatorships usually do 
not tolerate local ~vars ~vhereas such conflicts occur under the civilian elected regimes. The panel 
will attempt to explain the mechanisms of triggering local ~vars and thus also examine the 
specific character of democratic political culture in African societies. 

III-5. New Ethnogenesis: Ethnic Processes and Ethnicity Construction in Colonial and 
Postcolonial Africa 
Convener: Prof. Vladimir A. Popov (Peter the Great Museum of Anthropology and Ethnography 
[Kunstkamera], St. Petersburg, Russia); e-mail: popoff@kunstkamera.ru 

The research problems of ethnogenetical studies become highly important for the development 
of modern type of dialogue of civilizations and ethnic cultures at the worldwide. Nevertheless a 
new ethnogenesis phenomena as a special process of the era of globalization is underestimated. 
Meanwhile for the last 100 years ethnic mixing and ethnicity construction have become the most 
important ethno-transforming processes (naturally developed and artificially stimulated 
respectively) and provide dinamics of ethnocultural development of the mankind. The problems 
proposed for the discussion are as follows: 

comparative historical research of ethnocultural, ethnosocial, demographic (especially 
urbanistic), racial and socio-linguistic factors for ethnogenesis in colonial and postcolonial Sub- 

Saharan Africa; 
ethnicity construction in the British Eastern Africa and Nigeria (colonial "tribes" and 

technologies of artificially-driven ethnogenesis); 
ethnocultural and ethnopolitical characteristics of Lusotropicalism and apology of the 

creolization and metisation; 
- finding out and ethnocultural charcterization of the new ethnic groups of mixed origin ("metis 
cultures" and "creole-syndrom’); 

creating of the new post-colonial ethnicity in the process of national-administrative 
construction including the invention of new ethnonyms, as well as ethnic planning together with 
the linguistic one ("one people = one language"); 
- The development of ethnocaste units (for example, in the case of the Tutsi/Hima - Hutu/Iru - 

Twa). 
A special theme: an analysis of scholarly mythologization of ethnic processes, and critique 
studies for ideologically loaded historical and culturally-anthropological research studies in the 
countries of Ibero-America as well, where the group of communities, sharing African 
background, are said (on the both sides of the Atlantic Ocean) to be a special civilization. These 
ideas include, for example, a theory about Yoruba transatlantic complex ("the worldwide Yoruba 
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III-6. Shadows of Empire: "Big Men," Gendered Violence, and the Making of Colonial and 
Post-Colonial African States 
Convener: Dr. Kirk Arden Hoppe (University of Illinois at Chicago, USA); e-mail: 

kahoppel @uic.edu 

Using infamous "Big Men" of Africa as a lens while interrogating the "Great Men of History" as 
explanation for historical change, the papers of this panel illustrate the crucial role of gender and 
gendered violence in the making of colonial and post-colonial states in Africa. Kirk Arden 
Hoppe uses the historical example of Emin Pasha to explore issues of state power and the 
ordering of resources in the making of contemporary politics of the southern Sudan. Emin Pasha, 
ne~ Eduard Schnitzel worked for the Ottoman state as the governor of Equatoria from 1878- 
1888. In contrast to the hyper-masculine narratives of Henry Morton Stanley, Schnitzer’s self- 
narrations depict a gentle scientist-administrator collecting biological specimens and mapping 
resources, quietly administering over a community of Egyptian and Sudanese soldiers and their 
families. Hoppe’s gender analysis of Emin Pasha exposes state attempts to forcibly order African 
people and landscapes in the southern Sudan through discourses of science, white masculinity, 
and the erasure of colonial violence. TJ Boisseau’s paper focuses on the public career as an 
"explorer" and supposed advocate for Africans of an American feminist named May French- 
Sheldon. French-Sheldon achieved minor fame as a result of her expedition from Zanzibar 
through British and German-controlled East Africa in the Kilimanjaro region in 1892. Later in 
1903-04, she served as a double agent and spy for Leopold in the Congo, and building upon 
travel to that region, attempted to obtain her own rubber concession in Liberia. Boisseau’s 
research unearths the links between gender, race, and imperial ambition in the making of several 
colonial states at key moments in their construction and highlights the peculiarly gendered 
violence enacted by white women in the process of colonizing Africa. Alicia Decker examines 
Ugandan women’s complex and sometimes paradoxical relationship to Idi Amin’s military state. 
She argues that the gendered violence of Amin’s regime resulted in opportunities as well as 
challenges for Ugandan women. Some women assumed positions of political power or taught 
themselves to become successful entrepreneurs, while others experienced the trauma of watching 
their husbands and sons "disappeared" by the state’s security forces, or lived through violent 
sexual assaults themselves. Women had a mixed relationship to Amin and his military 
government, one that was complicated and uneven: while they appreciated many of the policies 
that he put into place, they feared and resented the violence of militarism and sought refuge from 

state violence in the obscurity of the shadows. Kevin Dunn’s paper offers a critical reading of 
Henry Morton Stanley’s understanding of Congolese identity, it does so against the backdrop of 
contemporary Congolese realities and an international construction of the country as 
synonymous with state collapse, aid inefficiency, and brutality (the "rape capital of the world" 
according to one UN official). Employing a feminist and post-colonial engagement, this paper 
explores the ways in which the colonial construction of "Congo" has produced and is reified in 
contemporary international politics, with ramifications for Congo and beyond. 

III-7. Society and Politics in Africa in the Historical and Cultural Aspects 
Conveners: Dr. Natalia A. Zherlitsina (Institute for African Studies, Mosco~v, Russia); e-mail: 
ns_inafr@mail.ru, Dr. Irina G. Tatarovskaya (Institute for African Studies, Moscow’, Russia); e- 
mail: itatarovskaya@mail.ru 

The panel will concentrate on two basic directions. First, it is a research of various aspects of 
African history, its interrelation with world history, and also analysis of historical connections 
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between the countries of the continent and RussiaiUSSR. Secondly, it is proposed to consider the 
cultural component of the African countries development, and its role in the bilateral Russian - 
African relations. Special attention will be paid to the processes which have emerged on the 
continent and in the bilateral relations in the crucial moments of history. The study of the topics 
~vill allow to expand the understanding of Africa and the Russian-African relations. 

III-8. Soviet Training and Research Programs for Africa in the Khrushchev Era, 1955- 
1964: Convergences and Divergences 
Convener: Dr. Harold "Hal" D. Weaver (Du Bois Institute, Harvard, USA); e-mail: 
weaverhal@yahoo.com 

A critical examination of international cultural relations between the USSR and Africans during 
the Khrushchev era, 1955-1964, with specific reference to education. This panel will critically 
examine various aspects of Soviet education programs, both training and research. Hopefully, 
one of the key questions all panelists would address is the following one: how did the USSR 
respond to African needs, aspirations, and priorities as expressed by African intellectuals, 
political leaders, and other elites and non-elites in planning and implementing their education 
programs? How were these programs innovative and unique? Research refers to the nature of the 
research and publications at the newly established Africa Institute in Moscow, the Institute of 
Ethnography in Leningrad (St. Petersburg), and other institutions where Soviet scholars were 
involved in the study of the African continent. Training programs refer to the educational 
interactions between the USSR and Africa through Soviet organizations and their affiliated 
organizations both inside and outside the USSR. Not only would we critique (1) the traditional 
formal education at Soviet universities (e.g., People’s Friendship University), but also (2) short- 
term, non-formal education (e.g., hands-on training of airline pilots and filmmakers in intensive 
short courses), and (3) sporadic informal education events (e.g., the World Youth Festival in 
Moscow (11957) inside and outside the USSR. A context of transnational history would also be 
provided in which Soviet international cultural relations with Africans during this important era 
when African peoples ~vere striving for decolonization and becoming constitutionally 
independent would be examined. By looking at divergences and convergences between African- 
defined needs and priorities, on the one hand, and Soviet policies and programs, on the other 
hand, we hope that the cosmopolitan panel - drawing upon experts from Africa, Russia, 
Germany, Finland, and the USA - will present a rather comprehensive picture, throwing much 
new light on Soviet-African international cultural relations, especially in education, during this 
crucial decade in both African and Russian history. 

IV. International Relations 

IV-1. Africa and the EU: Past, Present, Future 
Convener: Dr. Olga S. Kulkova (Institute for African Studies, Moscow, Russia); e-mail: kulkova- 
olga@yandex.ru 

A wide range of problems of political and economic relations between the African continent and 
the European Union will be discussed on the panel, and the African view on these issues will be 
welcomed, not only Eurocentric. The relevance of the proposed topic is determined by the fact 
that for most sub-Saharan African countries the EU is the major international partner, and will 
remain so at least in the short and medium term. The EU is a major trading partner for sub- 
Saharan Africa, accounting for about 85% of agricultural exports of these countries, and for 
about 75% of total trade turnover. In the conditions of globalization, with the development of 
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new kinds of social and political interaction the format of the EU - Africa cooperation is being 
revised and updated, which raises many new problems and creates alternative perspectives. 
The panel will cover the following topics: 
- Political dialogue between the EU and Africa: EU relations with individual African countries 
(e.g. Nigeria, South Africa et al.), and with the continent’s integration organizations (ECOWAS, 
SADC, a number of Central African associations, COMES& IGAD, etc.); 
- Interaction between Africa and the EU in the framework of strategic partnership (including 
through the establishment of regular summits "EU - Africa" since 2007, the EU delegation to the 
African Union, the dialogue between the European and Pan-African Parliaments) as a realization 
of EU’s "continental approach" to cooperation with Africa; 
- Interaction of Africa and the EU within the framework of the ACP (African, Caribbean and 
Pacific countries, including 48 African countries south of the Sahara), which began in 1975 and 
is now being implemented on the basis of the Cotonou Agreement, valid till 2020; the prospects 
of cooperation after 2020; 
- Problems and prospects of EU cooperation with individual African countries within the 
framework of economic partnership agreements (EPAs), contracted in accordance with the 
Cotonou agreement; 
- Historical aspects of the implementation of cooperation agreements between the EU and Africa 
(Yaound~, Lomb, Cotonou); 
- EU peacekeeping initiatives in Africa (including joint ones with African actors such as African 
Peace Facility etc.); 
- Cooperation between the EU and Africa in the field of development assistance, realization of 
the Millennium Development Goals; gradual transformation of the "donor - recipient" paradigm; 
problems of European aid to Africa and how Africans view them; 
- EU’s interaction with other external actors on the continent, including the new ones, (such as 
individual countries - Turkey, Russia, etc., and with their associations, such as the BRICS). 
- The prospects of strengthening the EU’s Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) and the 
possible impact of this process on the implementation of EU initiatives on the African continent. 
- Interaction of Africa and the EU in the areas of trade, infrastructure, climate change, energy, 
agriculture and land use, migration, science, education, technology (including ICT) and media. 
Participants are encouraged to speak on topics of the EU overall policy towards Africa and on 
African policies of individual EU member states. 

IV-2. Africa in the Context of Modern International Law 
Conveners: Prof. Hendrik St~ydom (University of Johannesburg, South Africa); e-mail: 

hstrydom@uj.ac.za, Prof. Alexander B. Mezyaev (University of Management "TISBI", Kazan, 
Russia); e-mail: alexmezyaev@gmail.com 

The African continent plays an important role in the formation of contemporary international 
law. Currently, there are a number of international courts created specifically to situations in 
Africa (Special Court for Sierra Leone, International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda). The 
International Criminal Court works exclusively on situations and cases from Africa. To date, the 
Conference of the Russian Association of African studies had no legal section. We believe that 
the active influence of international law on the external and internal political processes in Africa, 
requires special attention to the academic study of the issue. 

IV-3. China and Africa 

IV-3-A. China-Africa Rhetorics and Disconrses: The State, the Media and African Society 
Convener: Ambass., Dr. David Shinn (The George Washington University, Washington, DC, 



USA); e-mail: dhshinn@earthlink.net 
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This subpanel explores Sino-Africa discourses on different levels: the state, in African media, 
and among African society. Much of Sino-Africa discourse has been framed by media outlets in 
the United States and Europe, so these papers present voices not often heard. Mario Esteban 
Rodriguez focuses on the official speeches given at the four meetings of the Forum on China- 
Africa Cooperation (FOCAC); and he examines the two main African partners of China, South 
Africa and Angola. He focuses on the receptivity of Chinese leaders to African concerns, the 
consistency of China’s official rhetoric on Africa, and comparisons between their official 
rhetoric in Africa and Latin America. Maddalena Procopio’s paper explores how African peoples 
confront the Chinese state and as African people become more confident they will create new 
~vays of modifying international relations. Bob Wekesa’s research investigates the changing 
media image of China in Africa with a view to determining different perceptions over time, 
using major Kenyan, Nigerian, and South African newspapers as the backbone of his research. 
Herman Wasserman draws on content analysis and interviews with journalists and investigates 
how the South African media reports on China, the attitudes displayed towards China, and the 
constructions of China operating in South African media. It aims to explore these discourses 
across a wide range of media in order to probe whether different sections of the South African 
media might display different attitudes towards China’s involvement in Africa, depending on 
their audiences. Moving beyond the rhetoric of mainstream Western media, probing government 
proclamations, and interrogating the growing influence of African civil society, these subpanel 
participants give texture and voice to Africans as they perceive Chinese involvement in Africa. 

IV-3-B. Chinese and Africans in Sub-Saharan Africa: Motivations and Interactions 
Convener: Dr. I7oon ,]~mg Park (Howard University, Washington, DC, USA); e-mail: 
yoon 1 @verizon.net 

This subpanel will look at the two areas that sometimes get short shrift in Sino-Africa analysis: 
migration and cultural exchange. China-Africa discourse tends to focus on economic or 
diplomatic/political engagement, but there is growing body of research on ground-level 
interactions. These four papers form part of this much-needed focus on the grassroots and face- 
to-face encounters between Chinese and Africans. Tatiana Deych chronicles the history of 
several generations of Chinese migrants to Africa. She pays particular attention to issues of 
illegal immigration and African perceptions of Chinese migrants in relation to Chinese 
development. Mothusi Turner examines increasing Chinese migration to the "periphery", away 
from maj or global flow’s of goods and capital. He examines in inflows of Fujianese merchants to 
the tiny mountain kingdom of Lesotho. Further, he explores both how they came to dominate the 
retail sector of the Lesotho highlands, an economic area that previously escaped serious foreign 
penetration, and whether those same Fujianese merchants feel they are in a ’remote’ location. 
Anthonia Akhidenor examines the impacts and influence of Confucius centers in Nigeria, 
studying the demand for Chinese study amongst Nigerians, and how they perceive the "Chinese 
Dream’ and Mandarin’s role in that dream. In doing so, she argues that Chinese people’s lack of 
proficiency in English is the main impetus behind so many Nigerians learning Chinese, whether 
in Nigeria or in China. Finally, Barry Sautman and Yan Hairong investigate the racialization of 
labor at Chinese enterprises in African countries, with a focus on mines in Zambia, where 
Chinese investment in the continent has been most controversial. In doing so, they interrogate 
the meaning of race in Sino-African labor relations. This subpanel attempts to bring to light 
stories of Sino-African engagement that are often ignored in the macro analyses in this growing 
sub-field. As this engagement deepens, these sorts of stories will become crucial to 
understanding future patterns of Sino-African relations. 
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IV-3-C. The Impact of China on African Economies 
Convener: 14/Tnslow Robertson (Chinese in Africa/Africans 
Arlington, USA); e-mail: winslowalrob@gmail.com 

in China Research Network, 

Much has been written about China’s effect on African economies. Whether as a responsible 
partner of the global south, buying African products at fair prices and supplying affordable 
products to African markets, or a rapacious superpower plundering the continent’s resources, 
China’s impacts on African economies is one of the most controversial topics in Sino-African 
relations. This subpanel will explore how Chinese policies and products impact African 
economies at both the state and local levels; based on new research the four papers examine 
different layers of impact. Alice Sindizngre’s paper centers on whether China’s macro 
involvement with Africa since 2000 holds any potential to change the parameters of African 
economies in moving from commodity exports to light manufacture and industrialization. She 
predicts that a long period of high growth rates combined with improved finances may 
structurally transform African economies. Christina Wolf examines the rapidly growing 
economic flows between China and Sub-Saharan Africa and their effects on the region’s 
opportunities for structural change, moving toward activities with higher value-added such as 
industrial manufacturing. She argues that, rather than accusing China of potentially causing 
deindustrialization in Africa, we should be focusing on African policies that will lead to 
beneficial structural changes. Antoine Kernen points to a multiplicity of Chinese actors on the 
African continent that do not always act in concert or under the direction of Beijing, and explores 
what that means for future relations. He looks at the impact of Chinese products on African 
consumers and how traders interact with African products. Guive Khan’s paper looks at the 
emergence of Chinese motorcycles in Burkina Faso and what that means for existing trade 
networks in the country, backed by findings based on two years of extensive fieldwork. Through 
this subpanel, the participants demonstrate the complexity of Chinese-African interactions 
beyond the rhetoric of partner or predator, and instead emphasize existing and potential future 
African agency in negotiating the economic spaces various Chinese actors have created. 

IV-4. Emerging Powers in Africa: New Wave of the Relationship? 
Conveners: Dr. Alexandra A. Arkhangelskaya (Institute for African Studies, Moscow, Russia); e- 
mail: aarkhangelskaya@gmail.com, Dr. Gerhard Seibert (Instituto Universitfirio de Lisboa, 
Portugal); e-mail: mailseibert@yahoo.com 

The changes and challenges of the modifying world in some sectors that were ignored now are 
needed to be examined and are knocking at the door. The innovative character of BRICS and 
other rising powers in Africa, such as Turkey, South Korea, if reflected in practical actions of the 
association, can change perceptions of world realities that traditionally emphasize inter-State 
disputes and conflicts, and can contribute to the harmonization of international relations and 
have a significant effect on global governance. Common strategic interests that had brought 
BRICS states together even before the formal association was established may further prevail 
over their disagreements on certain issues. With a new rise of interest from the emerging powers 
towards Africa, it becomes clearer that these states and Africa need each other. Emerging powers 
represent a vast market not only for African minerals, but for various other goods and products 
produced by African countries. At the same time, emerging powers activities on the continent 
strengthens the position of African countries vis-it-vis both old and new other external players. 
Political and economic significance of emerging powers to Africa is reinforced by the active 
participation of its members in both the authoritative international organizations, such as the UN, 
WTO, 1MF and the World Bank, and leading informal associations, including the Non-Aligned 
Movement, Group of 77, G-20, APEC and G-8, as well as in regional organizations in Europe, 
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Asia, Africa and Latin America. That creates objective opportunities for the "co-participation" 
with other countries in building a fair polycentric world, for exerting a systemic influence on 
decision-making processes in a wide range of structures - from global to regional, from well- 
established to relatively new. 

IV-5. Military-Political 
Organisations 
Convener: Dr. AndreA, A. 

stp79@yandex.ru 

Cooperation of Africa with Great Powers and International 

7bkarev (Institute for African Studies, Moscow, Russia); e-mail: 

During the panel’s work special emphasis will be made on the following questions: 
- Africa’s military-political relations with USA, France, Britain, China, with NATO block; 
- "Africom": declarations and reality; 
- experience of military-political cooperation of AfricaT countries with the USSR; 
- directions and prospects of military-political cooperation of Africa with Russia; 
- Russian participation in UN peacekeeping operations in Africa. 

IV-6. Neocolonialism in Africa: 21st Century 
Conveners: Prof. Vasiliy R. FTlippov (Institute for African Studies, Moscow, Russia); e-mail: 
fvr1957@mail.ru), Prof. l~2[ena 1. t~7/ippova (Institute for Ethnology and Anthropology, Moscow, 
Russia); e-mail: elena filippova89@yahoo.fr 

The collapse of the colonial empires of the past and proclamation of independence of African 
countries did not mean the end of an era of exploitation of former dependent countries, both from 
the former colonial powers, and by the other industrialized world-powers. Classic colonialism, 
based on military coercion and implying incorporation of colonial territories into the political 
system of the metropolis, has given way to neocolonialism. The latter is a latent form, not based 
on direct coercion and deprivation of sovereignty exploitation of developing countries by the 
developed world-powers. This is the particular system of discriminatory economic and political 
relations, imposed by the world powers to developing states of Africa. Neocolonialism in the 

past century, as a special form of expansion of developed countries to African countries, 
included the whole arsenal of specific methods of political and economic manipulation. These 
methods include the planting of corruption and outfight bribery of African political elites, 
uncontrolled arms political favorites, the system of bonded loans, the use of so-called 
humanitarian aid as a tool of manipulation, the use of armed force, allegedly in the name in the 
name of maintenance of peace, and the use of inciting tribalist conflict just to transfer state 
power to controlled leaders. There is no doubt that contemporary competition for access to 
African raw materials will generate serious conflicts among the countries of the Old World, 
retained significant influence in its former colonies, the United States, and the new centers of the 
global economy - China, India, and possibly Russia and Japan, which, though slow, but recovers 
lost ground in Africa. Also the appearance of new participants of scramble for African wealth 
not excluded. To large companies have moved from the export of raw materials to its processing 
and production of finished products in the field, it’s necessary to provide them security of tenure 
of the property. In other words, political stability needs to be. And this can be possible only if the 
political situation in recipient countries will fully controlled by the armed forces of the donor 

states. This will mean the actual return to a classic case of colonial relations. It may be supposed 
that the contingent of military groups stationed in African countries will be largely recruited with 
the local population. Thus, there will be a gradual merging of the armies of the colonial powers 
and re-colonized territories. Brief period of post-colonial history made the Dark Continent 
neither richer nor happier. Why do young African states have failed to produce immunity against 
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neocolonialism? Why the second coming of colonialism becomes visible at the turn of the 
twentieth and twenty-first centuries? 

IV-7. Russia-Africa Reltions - A Geopolitical Compulsion: Traditional or Transitional? 
Convener: P. Nansi (Jaha~vaharlal Nehru University, Delhi, India); e-marl: 

nancy, antanet@gmail.com 

Russia has had a versatile experience of geopolitics, initiated as the geographical expansionism 
in the early centuries, followed by ideological expansionism in the 18tla and 19th century. But in 

the 21St century Russia came with practical geopolitics, which in turn could foster its national 

interest via politically or economically. The process of change in Russia’s foreign policy has 
both internal and external dimensions; foreign policy debates have been drawn into the arena of 
political contention within the country, where domestic and external policies are closely 
interlinked~ Historically speaking after the disintegration of Soviet Union the period of 1990’s 
Russia and Africa relation retrogress, ever}, initiative to build up the relationship were broken 
down. The necessity for Russia to solve its internal problems has taken the toll of Russia-Africa 
relations. In order to rectify its mistake Russia has to bring out its critical policy to transform its 
relation as it was before disintegration. Though the Russian foreign policy priority dominates 
post soviet space but it has larger emphasis in the African continent. Both of them are important 
to each other as it opens new areas of expansion and opportunity. Africa and Russia complement 
each other in terms of natural resources. Never the less the "Concept of Pragmatic" approach of 
Russia applied in the regions of Africa too. So the underlying question is whether the Russia’s 
overture in Africa is going to be the "Traditional" or "Transitional" in nature. 

IV-8. Russia and Africa in the Context of "North-South" Relations and in the Framework 
of BRICS 
Conveners: Dr. Evgeny A~ Korendyasov (Institute for African Studies, Moscow, Russia); e-mail: 
ekorendyasov@yandex.ru, Dr. Tatiana L. Deych (Institute for African Studies, Moscow, Russia); 
e-mail: tdeich@yandex.ru 

Contemporary international relations are characterized by the shift of center of global 
development from the West to the East and by growing influence of new global actors. The 
liberal model known as the "Washington Consensus" is being replaced by a new model which 
rejects a range of ultraliberal dogmas. Changes in the global power balance make it more urgent 

to explore the growing role of the "emerging" powers in the world affairs, in particular their 
relations to Africa. Today the BRICS countries play the role of new engine of the global 
economy. At the same time, in the new millennium most African countries have experienced the 
longest ever period of sustainable growth. This is one of the reasons why the continent in general 
has become the focus of new global actors’ foreign policies. Africa’s economic growth was 
stimulated by the demand for raw materials, which contributed to a dynamic increase in FDI 
inflows. In the recent years, there has been increased competition for Africa between the "old" 
players - the countries of the "North" - and the new "emerging" powers, especially the BRICS 
countries. The new "emerging" powers demonstrate their will to do what the West failed to do in 
Africa and persistently force "old players" out of the continent. In particular, BRICS are giving 

African countries more access to new financial and investment resources and to the latest 
technologies. Africa’s interaction with new global players helps it to better integrate into a new 
world order based on polycentrism, power balanced and sustainable development. However, the 
increase of international weight of the "emerging" countries and their strengthening positions in 
Africa are of growing concern for the traditionally leading actors in the African scene. Western 

countries see BRICS’ activities in Africa as a threat to their economic interests, and as an 
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obstacle to liberal democratization and market reforms in the continent. Tensions are also fuelled 
by competition among major ’emerging’ markets for exports, investment, and impact on the 
global arena. They struggle not only for African resources, but also for political influence in 
Africa. The 54 African countries are a growing political force in the global world, which both the 
"old" and the new global players in their fight for Africa have that force in view. In recent years 
the Russian-African economic partnership has been expanding in many areas. Russia has long- 
term interests on the continent and considers development of multidimensional relations with 
Africa as one of its international priorities. Among other issues to be discussed are the present- 
day violent conflicts in Africa and the ways to resolve them. The panel will also discuss new 
trends in African countries’ foreign policies, the role of African countries in international 
organizations, the relations of major countries in the "North" and the "South" to the continent 
and to individual African countries, problems of inter-African relations and, in particular, aspects 
of violent conflicts in Africa. Special attention will be given to various aspects of the Russian- 
African relations and the Russian prospects in Africa. 

IV-9. Secession: The Key to Unlocking Africa’s Potential? 
Convener: A thanasios Stathopoulos (University of St Andrews, Fife, UK); e-mail: as2367@st- 
andrews.ac.uk 

The end of colonization led to a ’freezing’ of African state boundaries. However, there seems to 
be a trend in Africa and elsewhere towards the creation of new political entities. Can the ’exit 
option’ be the solution for Africa’s current political and economic challenges? The academic and 
policy debate on secession reaches back at least to the early 1960s, when the newly-founded 
Organisation of African Unity (OAU) set as one of its main goals, the territorial integrity and 
sovereignty of African states. Ever since, and with the advent of the African Union (AU), there 
has been a lot of discussion on whether Africa’s main objectives, namely the promotion of peace 
and security, the protection of human rights and the continent’s integration into the global 
economy, can be achieved in parallel with the respect of the ’frozen’ boundaries of the 
postcolonial era. Until recently, this issue was considered to be a ’hot potato’, backed by the 
fears of the international community that it would open up a Pandora’s box. However, the cases 
of South Sudan and the successful experiment with Somaliland, together with increasing 
discussions in Europe over the possible independence of Scotland and even Catalonia, has 
brought back the issue of secession and separatism back into the limelight. The question is 
whether we are before a rearrangement of the political global order and an upset of the status quo 
and whether Africa could already be at the forefront of the formation of that emerging global 
order. The timing seems perfect to start talking about the creation of new political entities, better 
suited to promote the continent’s long-standing aims and their citizens’ interests, to explore 
whether secession is the key to unlocking Africa’s potential. 

IV-10. The Cooperative Relations between Africa and Russia: Challenges and Prospects 
Convener: Ermelinda Liberato (Instituto Universitfirio de Lisboa, Portugal); e-mail: 
ermelinda.liberato@gmail.com 

The relationship between Russia (at time USSR - Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) and 
African countries was essentially marked during the second half of the twentieth century, by an 
exchange in all sectors: political (socialist policy), military (sending weapons and technicians), 
economic, social (sending Soviet teachers and doctors to work in those countries and on the 
other hand, reception of African students in soviet schools). The fall of the socialist policy in the 
beginning of the 1990’s also meant, for most of these countries, a change in their policy and 
economic model. Ne~v scenarios have emerged, giving a new direction to bilateral relations 
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between the different African countries and Russia, and in most of them, the distance was quite 
evident. The international relations are always in constant mutation, leading to periods of 
constant withdrawal approaches. Recently, we can witness an approach from Russia to African 
countries, in an attempt to resumption the previous ties from the past. We intend to debate the 
evolution of the relations between Russia (and other countries that constituted the US SR) and the 
different African countries after the fall of the socialist bloc. What is Russia’s position on the 
African continent today? What are the main fields of intervention of Russia in that continent? Is 
there a cooling or intensification in bilateral relation between Russia and such countries? What 
future for Africa-Russia relations? On what basis is based cooperation between Russia and 
African countries? These are just examples of issues that we intend to bring on to the debate. 

IV-11. UN SC APSA and Military Interventions in Africa 
Conveners: Prof. Kay A~[attwws (Addis Ababa University, Ethiopia); e-mails: 
kay_mathews40@yahoo.com, kay_mathews@rediffmail.com, Ricardo Real Pedrosa de Sottsa 
(Erasmus University, Rotterdam, Netherlands); e-mail: ricardorps2000@yahoo.com 

The African Peace and Security Architecture (APSA) is being developed to be the main 
framework for conflict management in the continent. This regime in the making is formally 
structured on the responsibility to protect to justify military action and on subsidiarity to allocate 
the onus of that decision and implementation. With the approval of the constitutive act of 2000 
creating the African Union (AU), the then Organization of African Unity (OAU) member states 
accepted for the first time the interference into the domestic affairs of their states in 
circumstances of war crimes, genocide and crimes against humanity. Six years later the principle 
of subsidiarity entered explicitly into APSA in the Memorandum of Understanding between the 
AU and African sub-regional organisations (SRO) in 2008. The principle considers that action 
should be left to the lowest possible level and only when such level is inefficient should a more 
central organ assume such responsibilities. This can be applied both to the relationship between 
AU and UN or AU and SRO like ECOWAS, SADC or IGAD. The utility of both of these rules 
can be questioned on the grounds of its real use or the extent of its legality or merit. The clauses 
of the responsibility to protect enshrined in the AU constitutive act have not been used to justify 
an intervention so far. Therefore it is doubtful if and when would a civil war meet such general 
criteria. Additionally the principle of humanitarian interventions have been permeable to 
political interest and military interventions authorized with such mandate have been considered 
to deviate significantly from it when implemented, such as was the case with the UN authorized 
intervention in Libya. Subsidiarity itself is prone to the resource dependence, which constrains 
lower level organizations from acquiring independence on decision and action on military 
interventions. This means that the advantages of regional ownership and initiative are plagued by 
out of the region interests more likely alienated from local conditions and possible humanitarian 
crisis. At the same time subsidiarity is not a guarantee that regional and local action is motivated 
by humanitarian considerations and is equally subjected to the political interests that the current 
centralized systems have. This panel welcomes papers who seek to explore these two dimensions 
of APSA and in what way its formulations can contribute more or less to the establishment of an 
international security regime based on the rule of law and humanitarian action. 

V. Linguistics 
V-1. Language and Society in Africa 
Conveners: Prof. Viktor A. F-inogradov (Institute of Linguistics, Moscow, Russia), Prof. Viktor 

Ya. Porkhomovsky (Institute of Lingui stics, Moscow, Russi a); e-m all: ashl @yandex. ru 
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The panel will be devoted to the wide range of problems related to languages in Africa, including 
phonetics, lexicon and grammar, as well as sociolinguistics of African languages. The topics for 
discussion in the panel include: 
- sociolinguistic studies of cultural and language situations; 
- typological studies of African languages; 
- comparative studies of African languages; 
- problems of genetic classification; 
- field studies of African languages: theory and practice; 
- African dialectology and areal studies; 
- language contacts in Africa: synchronic and diachronic aspects. 

VI. Media 

VI-1. Hybrid Media and Political Change in Africa 
Convener:    Dr. Nicole Stremlau (University 

nicole, stremlau@csls.ox, ac.uk 
of Oxford,    UK)    e-mail: 

The ubiquity of new Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) such as the mobile 
phone and their ability to interact with older media, from radio to poetry, is enabling citizens to 
experiment with innovative ways of influencing politics, interacting among each other as well as 
with the variety of actors that shape political processes, from governments to private companies 
to religious organizations. In "media and development" theory, policy and practice, however, 
strong normative statements about the transformative power of ICTs have often clouded the 
understanding of how people and communities actually make sense of, and engage with, the 
technologies that surround them. This panel seeks to promote a broader understanding of how 
individuals combine old and new media to influence public debates and decision making 
processes. We particularly encourage submissions by scholars who have experimented 
innovative approaches to examine how individuals and communities mix different ICTs, from 
mobile phones to participation on public gathering to social media such as facebook and twitter, 
to increase their ability to coordinate, raise voice and influence decisions that have repercussion 
on their lives. We aim also at exploring how public authorities, from formal state institutions to 
less formalized pressure groups, religious organizations or NGOs, react to these innovative ways 
of using old and new media to influence politics. What are the factors that influence the 
communication between these two poles? What are the elements that make individual and 
collective claims successful in raising attention and influence decisions? Are new media actually 
changing the ways in which individuals and authorities interact or do they simply add up to 
existing dynamics? ff so, in which ways old and new forms of influencing politics interact? 

VI-2. Development of Mass Media in Modern Africa: New Opportunities, Old Limitations 
Convener: Dr. Veronica Usacheva (Institute for African Studies, Moscow, Russia); e-mails: 
veronius@mail.ru, veronius@rambler.ru 

From the first years of independence the African states faced to different complications in 
receiving, spreading and creating of information products on internal, external and international 
news. As a rule, African states inherited social infrastructure oriented on metropolitan countries, 
especially mass media. As a result, African countries during the 20th century were not competent 
participant of informational interaction; often play the role of object of research or consumer of 
information. After independence the task of development of informational infrastructure was the 
most vital for many African countries. Globalization of information environment can be 
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characterized not only by ’internalization’ of media, when flows of information from different 
sources grow up multifold and their influence become wider than states’ boundaries, but also by 
extremely asymmetrical flow of communication gadgets and cultural products between 
developed countries and the ’rest &the world’. As a rule it is not only commercial exchange, but 
rather a part of a complex process dominated by ideologies of developed countries. The most 
radical critics of ’Western influence’ argue that global media and commercial expansion, 
facilitated by liberalization and privatization of media systems worldwide and the developed 
cable and satellite technologies, have reduced African ’states’ ability to exercise power and 
maintain full sovereignty. Adoption of new technologies, development of mobile internet and 
mobile connection, combined with social media leads to qualitative change of situation in Africa. 
Social media have already changed communication space in the world and introduced new 
modes of influence. The panel will cover the questions of mass media systems development in 

African countries as well as the role of mass media (old conventional and new social media) in 
economic, political and cultural development of African continent and encourages papers that 
deal with the following issues: the role of media in post-colonial and post-conflict societies; 
whether or not ’alternative’ media can provide the democratization and development, their 
influence on political consciousness; mass media as a supporter of stability and initiator of 
changes, authoritarian regimes and democratic reforms, etc. 

VI-3. Mediating Post-Conflict Stabilization, Security, and Peace Journalism in Africa 
Convener: Prof Yusuf Ka/yango, Jr. (Ohio University, Athens, USA); e-mail: 

kalyango@ohio.edu 

In the face of rising political and religious extremism along with terrorism-related threats, the 
last decade has seen heightened public concern about global security and conflict management. 
Africa, with its long-waged conflicts, regularly recurring tensions, and more recent security 
threats on the one hand, and new peace and conflict related initiatives and transformations on the 
other, has secured its place on the global agenda. Understanding the role of media in propagating 
the causes and escalation of conflicts is critical to mediating and preventing war and other 
conflicts. The conflicts might be multilayered, complex and interstate, and may involve long- 
term and short-term issues (Frere 2012; Kalyango and Vultee 2012; Thussu and Freedman 2003; 
Chouliaraki 2012b). Guerrilla warfare in the jungles of some African states as well as urban 
warfare raises significant challenges for the legacy (traditional) media and war reporting within 
the context of media ecology, the increasingly influential online social networking sites such as 
twitter, micro-blogging, Facebook, or YouTube. The objective of this panel is to revisit African 
and global media’s role and performance in times of conflict as well as post-conflict stabilization 
across the African continent. We take as a starting point the claim that mass media are one of the 
main sources of people’s knowledge and perception of conflicts and that "mediatization of 
conflicts" (Cottle 2006) has important consequences for the ways in which media audiences react 

to such events (Allen and Seaton 1999; Thussu and Freedman 2003; Thomson and White 2008, 
Carruthers 2000; Kellner 2003; Hodges and Nilep 2007; Thompson 2007). Hence, we are 
interested both in the role of media in four stages in "the spiral of conflict escalation" viz. 
anxiety, agitation, alienation and "accusation in a mirror" (Hamelink 2011) and the emerging 
differences between war journalism and peace journalism (Nohrstedt and Ottosen 2008; Lynch 
and Galtung 2010; Mcmahon and Chow-White 2011). 

VII. Regional and National Problems 

VII-1. Contemporary Development Problems of Southern African Countries 



Dr. Andrey A. Tokarev (Institute for African Studies, Mosco~v, 

stp79@yandex.ru, Dr. Alexandra Arkhangelskaya (Institute for African 
Russia); e-mail: aarkhangelskaya@gmail~com 
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Russia); e-mail: 
Studies, Moscow, 

The panel’s aim is to discuss contemporary problems of the region’s countries. Special emphasis 
is supposed to be given to the follo~ving questions: 
- analysis of the internal political situation in the countries of Southern Africa on the eve of/after 
presidential and parliamentary elections; political balance, development of civil society, 

interethnic relations; 
- status and prospects of bilateral and multilateral cooperation of Southern African countries 
(SADC); bilateral cooperation of South Africa and Angola; 
- internal and external economic and political relations of the countries of Southern Africa. 

VII-2. External Agency in the Greater Horn of Africa: A Comparative Analysis of Non- 
Regional Powers’ Engagements from the Cold War Era to Present 
Conveners: Ambass., Dr. David Shinn (The George Washington University, Washington, DC, 

USA); e-marl: dhshinn@earthlink.net, Dr. Alexander E. Zhukov (Institute for African Studies, 
Moscow, Russia); e-mail: zhukovhisci@gmail.com 

The panel will prioritize the term Greater Horn ofAj?ica (GHA) which includes eight countries 
in the northeastern part of the continent (Eritrea, Djibouti, Ethiopia, Somalia, Kenya, Sudan, 
South Sudan and Uganda) and is often preferred to a commonly used Horn of AJ~qca while 
discussing international politics in the region. Since the end of World War II, the Greater Horn 
has been one of the most conflict-ridden areas in the world. The inter-state relations in the region 
have been long characterized by a plethora of border-, land- and water-related disputes, many of 
which were created by colonialism, and negative historical memories that were further 
complicated in the post-colonial era and exacerbated by external interventions from within and 
outside the region. Given the region’s strategic location at the crossroads of major land- and 
water~vays and the availability of various natural resources in the GHA, this area has long 
attracted the attention of many extra-regional forces. This explains why the political decision- 
making in the post-colonial Greater Horn of Africa has constantly revealed a high degree of 
involvement from outside the region. In view of the complexity of extra-regional agency in the 
GHA politics, we believe that it is necessary to ’map’ it in space and time by combining a 
historical perspective with a structural approach that would analyze political involvement ’from 
the outside’ as a system of interdependent factors. With this consideration in mind, the proposed 
panel will include two subpanels focusing on two different periods of time. Both subpanels will 
place a special focus on the international dimensions of major inter- and intra-state political 
crises in each of the periods in question: e.g., The Eritrean secession conflict 1962-11991, the 
1977-1978 Ogaden war between Somalia and Ethiopia, the 1978-11979 war between Uganda and 

Tanzania, the second civil ~var in Sudan (1983-2005), the Somali civil war since 1991, the 
Ethiopia-Eritrea border dispute since 1998, etc. We particularly welcome contributions analyzing 
both the structure and agency of recent extra-regional involvements in the Greater Horn, e.g. its 
role in the U.S.-led war on global terrorism, other Western states’ engagements in security- 
related issues, the growing economic presence of emerging powers from the East (China, India, 
Russia), etc. The session will also prioritize the discussion of Third World agency which often 
remains neglected in the academic discourse on the GHA politics. This includes, in particular, 
the ongoing political and economic engagements of Egypt, Iran, Turkey, Indonesia, Saudi 

Arabia, Qatar and other states in Asia, Middle East and North Africa [MENA]. 

VII-2-A. The Greater Horn of Africa under the Bipolar World Order: Superpower Rivalry 
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in the Regional Politics from the 1960s to 1991 

In the first subpanel, we will discuss, in particular, the ways in which diplomatic relations and 
military events in the GHA of the 1960s-1980s reflected the global perspectives of inter- 
superpower relations, what strategies the regional governments used to draw various kinds of 
resources from their superpower alignments (or a contested neutrality), and what made some of 
them switch Cold War-time alignments. It will be argued that the Cold War powers often didn’t 
use their capacity to prevent acute regional conflicts from escalating, but rarely directly 
provoked or inspired the latter. 

VII-2-B. The Greater Horn of Africa and the Engagements of Non-African Powers in the 
Late 20th - Early 21St Centuries 

The second subpanel will focus on the issue of extra-regional involvement in the GHA by 
analyzing the ongoing dynamics of the regional politics and looking into its recent history in the 
early XXI century. We ~vill discuss, inter alia, most important structural changes in the 
contemporary international relations in the context of polycentric world order, the competing 
African agendas of global, emerging and other non-African powers and the role these agendas 
assign for the GHA region, the impact of multinational corporations and mineral resource 
development on the regional security, the role of INGOs and other non-state actors’ engagements 
for conflict resolution and state-building in the GHA, etc. 

VII-3. Gender and Society in Lusophone Africa: Contemporary Approaches 
Conveners: SOnia Frias (Universidade T~cnica de Lisboa, Portugal); e-mail: 
sonia.frias@iscsp.utl.pt, lolanda [2vora (Universidade T~cnica de Lisboa, Portugal); e-mail: 
ioevora@hotmail.com, Maria da Lttz Ramos (Universidade T~cnica de Lisboa, Portugal); e-mail: 
luz@iscsp.utl.pt 

The discussions on the situation of women in different regions of Africa have had a relatively 
small focus within the general reflections on gender. These reflections, quite generalized, inhibit 
closer recognition of the African women contexts and a more incisive perspective about the 
realities under study. The range of these realities, is vast and complex, and requires an accurate 
analysis of several specific segmentations, for example, between traditional and modern 
experiences. Particularly in the case of Lusophone Africa, these are just some of the difficulties 
that theorists have to deal with in this field in order to discuss and clarify matters. 
Address some of the issues surrounding gender relations in the context of Lusophone Africa is 
therefore the purpose of this panel. Readings are important in their difference and perspective. 
The readings we propose are about the past or the present, also about ethnicity or tribalism, 
kinship models, the conception of the sacred beliefs, values of fertility, ritualistic practices, race 
and racism, health, gender issues, or even the colonial question, the background that places us as 
Lusophone Africa. In practice, it is the articulation of these dimensions with those more 
traditionally used in the West (that none of the other regions of the world can escape anymore), 
that will allow us to study and understand gender issues in Africa. With this discussion is 
intended to contribute to a more accurate knowledge about the particulars of the actual number 
of contexts, with respect to circumstances surrounding the everyday gender organization. We 
would also like to contribute to the promotion of a theoretical and more understanding 
theoretical board on these subj ects. 

VII-4. The Horn of Africa: Ethnicity between Archaic and Modernity 
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Conveners: Prof. Roza N. Ismagilova (Institute for African Studies, Moscow, Russia); e-mail: 
rozaisml@orc.ru, Dr. Alexander A. Tkachenko (Institute for African Studies, Moscow, Russia); 
e-mail: alexander.tkachenko@inafr.ru 

The Panel will focus on the following issues: 
- political, economic and social processes in the countries of the Horn of Africa and challenges 
of the 21 ~t century: country, regional and global aspects; 
- international environment in the Horn of Africa (the issues of international terrorism, piracy, 
and drug trafficking); 
- Ethiopia: between ethnicity and federali sm; 
- Sudan, South Sudan, and the issues of Darfur; 
- Somalia: centrifugal and centripetal tendencies in domestic politics; 
- Eritrea: domestic and international aspects of development; 
- the role of international community in overcoming crises and settling armed conflicts in the 
Horn of Africa. 

VII-5. Liberation Struggle in Southern Africa: Old Sources Revisited, New Sources 
Analyzed 
Conveners: Prof. Vladimir G. Shubin (Institute for African Studies, Moscow, Russia); e-mail: 
vlgs@yandex.ru, Dr. 57fiso Ndlovu (South African Democracy Education Trust, Pretoria, South 
Africa); e-mail: sifisondlovu@telkomsa.net 

Two decades have already passed after the completion of the struggle against colonialism and 
apartheid in Southern Africa, but attention to its history in recent years increased. The 1~t 
International Colloquium on the History of the MPLA was held in Luanda in December 2010, 
and several conferences were held in South Africa within a framework of the ANC centenary 
celebration. Moreover Joint Declaration on the establishment of a Comprehensive Strategic 
Partnership between the Russian Federation and the Republic of South Africa, signed on March 
26, 2013 envisages "activities to preserve the historical memory of cooperation in the struggle 
against apartheid and education of young generations of both countries in the non-racial spirit". 
The papers presented at the panel are expected, firstly, to revisit old sources on the liberation 
struggle in Southern Africa in the light of new information, for example, on the relationship 
between its participants, in particular, the ANC and the SACP, and secondly, to analyze the 
sources who became available in recent years, especially the memories of veterans of national 
liberation movements and their supporters. 

VII-6. Naming Otherness: Art, Traditions and Wars in Angola and beyond 
Convener: Bruno Brant Sotto Mayor (National Museum, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil); e-mail: 

sottomayor.bruno@gmail.com 

This panel aims at perusing the relationships between nation-state building, wars and traditions 
in Angola and beyond. By analyzing naming practices, we are interested in unveiling the 
historicity and iteration of social categories such as ethnic denominations, war enemies, national 
boundaries and social otherness. Departing from the nkishi art movement, we seek to evidence 
foremost the wide circulation of concepts across frontiers and social units in Central Africa 
(Angola, Gabon, Congo-Brazzaville and Congo-Kinshasa) along the last 150 years, in order to 
challenge the contemporary idea of "national heritage" - still strongly based on the ethnography 
carried out by colonial museums. By questioning the translation of nkishi art ethnographically, 
we intend to approach urban and rural artists beyond the formal borrowings as well as the duality 
modernity/tradition that have constituted the so-called national art traditions nowadays in Central 
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Africa. Appropriated solely for its aesthetics, the nkishi sculptural genre has kept behind formal 
programs taken by contemporary artists in their strategies of insertion into the global art market - 
while devoid of any ontological dialogue. In contrast, we want to explore ethnographically how 
the nkishi art, in its different strands, has been dealing with ecology, war trauma, and otherness, 
and most importantly, what is the potential of inter(in)vention and political critique that it brings 
to avant-garde art movements. On the other hand, such a historical approach to art allows us to 
question the ethnic boundaries which, forged by missionary writings and colonial 
administrations, would then be dialectically incorporated by anti-colonial nationalist fronts in 
Angola. Our attempt is to reveal how social instabilities affect conventions and, as a result, the 
process of naming and invention. Therefore, we assume that the name ascribed to collective 
subjects precedes and exceeds them in that it has a historicity that is contained in iteration. In this 
way, we analyze the sameness and differences that have been historically attributed to ethnic and 
national denominations, in an attempt to delineate pre-colonial, colonial, and post-colonial forms 
of naming the difference. Our purpose is to understand the relationship between the production 
and iteration of naming categories and the assignment of a social place to those designated by 
such names. In contrasting colonial archives with contemporary nkishi ritual practices, we 
emphasize the biography of categories such as "chimbali" (black who became whites as slave 
traders) and "chindeli"i"puthu" (white men themselves). These terms were created by those 
peoples who remained beyond colonial domains in Central Africa until the end on the 19th 

century, while hierarchically and violently inserted in long-distance trade routes. Having Angola 
as paradigmatic background, we intend to explore how the social category of the white continued 
to be historically renamed according to (Portuguese, Belgian, French) colonial specificities and 
war proxies, whereas the term "chimbali" would remain misunderstood. If one the other hand it 
reverberates the silence of archives in contrast to how the pre-colonial war trauma has been 
domesticated by nkishi rituals until today, on other hand it had a paradoxical consequence. By 
denying the vernacular forms of nomination, colonial written sources perpetrated a drastic 
iteration that was appropriated by the leaders of nationalist movements; this caused the 
emergence of excluding national imaginaries that, while based foremost on colonial taxonomies 
and forged in opposition to the white, would be progressively employed against any idea of 
ontological difference and self-nomination. 

VII-7. Nigeria: 100 Years after Amalgamation 
Convener: Dr. O. Igho Natufe (Institute for African 
igho.natufe@inafr.ru 

Studies, Moscow, Russia); e-mail: 

The Northern and Southern protectorates of Nigeria were amalgamated by British Colonial 
Governor Fredrick Lugard in January 1914. Several Nigerian scholars and statesmen have 
expressed contending views about the risks and incentives of this amalgamation. For example, 
speaking in the Northern House of Assembly in 1952, Sir Alhaji Abubakar Tafawa Balewa, who 
later became the Prime Minister of Nigeria (1960-1966), dismissed the amalgamation of Nigeria 
by the British Government. He declared as follows: "...the Southern people who are swarming 
into this region daily in large numbers are really intruders. We don’t want them and they are not 
welcome here in the North. Since the amalgamation in 1914, the British Government has been 
trying to make Nigeria into one country, but the Nigerian people are different in every way 
including religion, custom, language and aspiration. The fact that we’re all Africans might have 
misguided the British Government. We here in the North, take it that "Nigerian unity" is not for 
us." (As cited by A. Adeleye, "Amalgamation of 19914: Was it a mistake?" Vanguard, Lagos, 
May 18, 2012.) In numerous articles on the subject for the past 6 decades, Nigerians have 
grappled with the problematic of amalgamation. The proposed panel strives to assemble a group 
of experts -Nigerians and expatriates - to provide insightful analysis on this subject by focusing 
on the following topics: 



- the concept of amalgamation; 
- pre- 1914 Nigeria: protectorate or colony? 
- amalgamation and the national question in Nigeria; 
- the socio-economic ramifications of amalgamation. 
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VII-8. Nigeria Elections and Invalid Votes: A Challenge for Adult Continuing Education 
Convener: Dr. Tajudeen Adewumi Adebisi (Osun State University, Osogbo, Nigeria); e-marls: 
tajudeen.adebisi@uniosun.edu.ng, jonathanadebisi@yahoo.com 

The importance of elections in democracy cannot be overemphasized. Nigeria transition to 
democratic governance in recent years, from 1999 till date can be described as a democratic 
experiment as a result of many years of military dictatorship. The challenges of evolving a 
democratic culture in Nigerian citizenry have been a very daunting experience. Despite the fact 
that transitional elections are held every 4 years as enshrined in the Nigerian constitution a lot of 
demographic alterations take place. More significantly are changes in the information and 
communication technology associated with electioneering and voting processes. This paper 
therefore captures these changes and highlights the need for a re-orientation, re-information, and 
re-education of the citizenry for a healthy democratic culture which can herald credible elections 
in transitional politics in Nigeria. The paper further maintained that continuous education is 
imperative in providing adults, who constitute the prospective electorates, with requisite voters’ 
education in order to inculcate a positive democratic culture and the development of a stable 
democratic dispensation. The paper concludes by exfoliating on the relevance of continuous and 
strategic voters’ education which is categorically imperative of building a virile and stable 
democracy in the light of enormous changes Nigeria is undergoing. 

VII-9. North Africa and the Middle East: Political Processes in the Context of Dynamic 
Relativity of Civilization Development 
Convener: Dr. Alexander A. Tkachenko (Institute for African Studies, Mosco~v, Russia); e-mail: 
alexander.tkachenko@inafr.ru 

The Section will focus on the following issues: 
- the collapse of the authoritarian model of political power and the statehood crisis causes, 
characteristics and consequences; 
- the political upheaval in the region of the Middle East and North Africa (MENA): the role of 
political parties and movements, Internet groups; 
-"old" and "new" models of political power: archaic elements, tradition and modernity; 
- problems &modernization in the MENA and challenges &the 21 st century; 

- civil society and the Islamic tradition in the context of the Arab Spring; 
- international relations in the MENA: the current situation and prospects; 
- socio-economic aspects of the transformational change in MENA (the issues of unemployment, 
small and medium-sized enterprises development, and migration); 
- interfaith relations in the context of political crises; 
- the Middle East conflict and the prospects for tits settlement in the light of "the Great Arab 
Revolution". 

VII-10. Social and Political Dynamics in Sudan prior to and after the 2011 Separation: 
Conflict, Activism, and the Diaspora 
Conveners: Prof. Sondra Hale (University of California, Los Angeles, USA); e-mail: 
sonhale@ucla.edu), Gada Kadoda (Independent Researcher, Khartoum, Sudan); e-mail: 
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gadoda@gmail.com, Dr. Alexander E. Zhukov (Institute for African Studies, Moscow, Russia); 
e-mail: zhukovhisci@gmail, com 

In this panel we explore a complex political paradigm of modern Sudan that has existed over six 
decades of independence and continues to shape the political landscape of the country, both its 
external relations, and internally, as related to its ethnic group conflicts, oppositional parties and 
movements, rural and grassroots activism, the growth of civil society, women and youth 
movements, and the growing salience of non-governmental organizations (NGOs), etc. Although 
a priority will be given to the problems of ’northern’ Sudan, we also welcome contributions 
dealing with socio-political dynamics in southern Sudan before its secession in July 20111. As 
background, we take into consideration a number of factors that have characterized the political 
life in modern Sudan before and after its separation into two states. These include, to name just a 
few, the colonial legacy, the leading role of the military in the national politics, the role of rebel 
groups at the regional level, fragmentation of the society and the rise of marginalized groups 
throughout the country, the displacement of populations, the dominance of sectarian (based on 
competing Sufi orders) politics, and the more recent rise of sak~ Islam, the general failure of 
political parties, the economic and environmental factors such as the discovery of oil and 
desertification, the strong influence from the diaspora and its returnees, and eventually political 
and economic consequences of the secession of South Sudan. The panel will then look into the 
divisions in Sudan which did not end with the country’s separation but, instead, took up new 
forms of armed struggle in the Nuba mountains and Blue Nile (the so called Sudan’s "new 
South"). A backbone to our discussion will be a very complex issue of political activism in 
Sudan and its global diaspora. In our analyses, we will deal with both the present-day politics in 
and around Sudan and its recent history. One of our key research propositions is that many 
political actors (our most neutral term), have moved away from self-identifying as members of a 
particular political party and/or espousing an established political ideology (e.g., socialist) and 
have begun to refer to themselves as "activists," a relatively new term in Sudan. We have also 
seen activism emerge among rural women previously aligned with other political forces. We will 
argue that this has happened for a range of reasons to be discussed. The panel will also argue that 
many of these Sudanese phenomena have coalesced with and/or are reactions to similar 
processes in other countries of the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) and reflect some 
global trends. Having discussed these and other empirical observations, the panelists will raise 
theoretical issues of transnationalism and diasporic engagements for home-state politics, of new 
means of political mobilization (e.g., via social media), and of the shifting emphases on NGO’ s, 
"grassroots", and direct action politics in the political life of MENA and Sub-Saharan African 
states in general. 

VII-11. Social Change, Southern African Case Studies 
Convener: Prof. Rosabelle Boswell (Rhodes University, Grahamstown, South Africa); e-mail: 

r.boswell@ru.ac.za 

The Southern African Development Community (SADC) has experienced dramatic social 
change in the past 100 years. From the institution of apartheid in South Africa to decolonisation 
in Malawi, Mozambique and Zimbabwe as well as the implementation of a Truth and Justice 
Commission in Mauritius. The region’s nations have been compelled to adapt to new social 
circumstances and to forge alternative modes of living. Drawing on anthropological and 
historical fieldwork, this panel will offer country specific examples from southern Africa to 
explore and interrogate how change has been experienced or managed and what processes of 
change mean for society in southern Africa. 
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VII-12. Social Protection in Northern Africa: What New Schemes for Countries in Political 
Transition? 
Convener: Dr~ l/~rginie Diaz Pedregal (Agence Fran~aise de D~veloppement, Paris, France); e- 

mail: diazv@afd~fr 

Half the world’s population lives ~vithout social protection. However, social protection plays an 
essential role to prevent and mitigate poverty. By supplying an insurance which covers the 
"social risks" (unemployment, disease, disablement, maternity, old age), it allows individuals to 
sustain a decent level of income and to favor investments for the future, particularly in children 
education. In Northern African Countries (Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Egypt.~.), social 
protection schemes are unevenly developed. Established during the colonial period, they have 
broadened their scope (i. e. reached a wider population) after the countries’ political 
independence. In the 1960’s and 1970’s the Northern African governments considered the State 
as a welfare State, responsible for the well-being of the population. This paternalistic approach 
last until the first economic and political crisis in the 1990’s. Northern African Countries have 
experienced a political turmoil with the Arab Spring in 2011. The "social contract", which linked 
the State to its population, was henceforth broken. Ne~v forms of social protection are now 
emerging. Nevertheless, funding ne~v programs is challenging, particularly in the labour and job 
insurance markets, with massive unemployment records, especially among the youth. The 
objective of this panel is to explore the new political guidance regarding social protection. The 
question panelists will be invited to address is to what extent new democratic governments can 
implement the social protection schemes they need. In other words, what is the room for 
maneuver of such governments? New stakeholders are implementing pilot projects, which need 
to find new funds. At stake is to understand the political economy of social protection in the 
Northern African countries, in order to sustain and implement the most suitable schemes in each 
specific context. Communications to this panel will be based on academic works conducted by 
sociologists, economists, anthropologists and political scientists specialized on the area and 
topic~ 

VII-13. Tropical Africa: Specifics of Regional Development 
Convener: Dr. Tatiana S. Denisova (Institute for African Studies, Moscow, Russia); e-mail: 
tsden@hotmail.com 

The panel will focus on the socio-economic and political issues of Tropical Africa, including: the 
effects &the international financial crisis on the development of the region; factors destabilising 
political situation in the region; causes, preconditions and methods of resolving political 
conflicts; specifics of presidential and parliamentary elections. 

VII-14. Tunisia and the Hard Times of Transition 
Convener: Dr. SadokAbcha (University of Tunisia, Tunisia); e-marl: sadokabcha@gmail.com 

The Tunisian revolution which ousted one of the dictators of the Arab world has led to profound 
social and political changes. It should be noted that in talking about changes one should 
distinguish between changes that resulted from the revolution and changes that are expected as 
the objectives of the Revolution, mainly to establish democracy, to preserve people’s dignity and 

to create an egalitarian society and to clean institutions at all levels off corruption. The expected 
changes mainly concern the reform of the main judicial, media, political and security institutions, 
which were part of the corrupt machine that sustained the toppled president and provided a cover 
for the plunder of the riches of the country. However, achieving the changes has proved so 

difficult for a number of reasons: the economic difficulties and the lack of investment, the tense 
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labour relations and the very big number of strikes and sit-ins, the differences in visions of 
reforms, the difficult process of accountability, security problems, extremism on both sides and 
the weak performance of the democratically elected government on many levels. The proposed 
paper will seek to address all these issues and to make an assessment of the progress of the 
revolution in light of the changes that have taken place since 23 October 2011, the day when the 
national constituent was elected to prepare a new- constitution to end the transition phase and to 
prepare for a permanent one. 

VIIL Religion and Culture 

VIII-1. African Cinema: The View from Moscow 
Conveners: Dr. Alexandra Arkhangelskaya (Institute for African Studies, Moscow, Russia); e- 
mail: aarkhangelskaya@gmail.com, Dr. Daria A. Ze/enova (Institute for African Studies, 
Moscow, Russia); e-mail: d.zelenova@gmail.com 

African cinema, or a cinema about Africa, is one of the least studied in Russia, but at the same 
time one of the most empirical trends in moderu African studies. The term "African cinema" 
combines not just cinema about Africa, not just cinema made by Africans, but cinema, made by 

the African immigrants outside of the "Dark Continent." African cinema is considered to be one 
&the world’s new film schools. Georges Sadoul wrote in the "General History of Cinema": "In 
1960, 65 years after the invention of cinema, it has not yet created any truly African feature film 
that is ~vritten, played, shot and edited by African black and voiced by an African Language". A 

few years later, after creation of first films by the young African states, Sadoul stated: "African 
cinema - is the youngest in the world, it only makes first steps in very difficult conditions. But 
there is no doubt that in the last third of the XX century, we’ll see deeply talented works". This 
section makes the first attempt to revive interest in both academic and general public in Russia to 
the African film industry, as an instrument for understanding and research of Africa, its history, 
its problems, and perhaps, its future. The themes suggested for discussion are: 
- the history of African cinematography; 
- cinema as an instrument for understanding of African culture; 
- Prospects and problems of contemporary African cinema; 

- Soviet Cinema of Africa; 
- What will happen to us? Cinema as a cultural bridge that makes Russia and Africa closer to 
each other. 

VIII-2. Globalization, Democratic Culture Evolution and Political Re-orientation in Africa 
Conveners: Dr. Ehiyamen Mediayanose Osezua (Osun State University, Osogbo, Nigeria); e- 

mails: osezuaomo2002@yahoo.com, ehiyamen@gmail.com, Dr. Tajudeen Adewumi Adebisi 
(Osun State University, Osogbo, Nigeria); e-mails: tajudeen.adebisi@uniosun.edu.ng, 
jonathanadebisi@yahoo.com, Dr. Clementina Oghoadena Osezua (Obafemi Awolowo 
University, ile Ire, Nigeria); e-mails: tinaosezua@yahoo.com, tinaosezua@oauife.edu.ng 

This panel will weave together four themes in the evolution of democratic culture in African 
continent in the last two decades. The first paper appraises the relevance of a vibrant, informed 
eclectic civil society in birthing and nurturing a healthy democratic culture in African states in 
the light of the overarching and ambivalent effects of globalization on most countries in Africa. 
The paper concludes that a highly engaged civil society vdll mitigate the adverse effects of 
globalization in post-colonial Africa democratic processes. The second paper elucidates the 
torturous processes experienced by the most populous African nation-Nigeria its transitional bid 
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from military rule to democratic governance in the past few years. The paper observed a critical 
change in the transitional process in the changes in voting patterns arising from the adoption of 
new informational technologies. The paper maintains that these changes may negatively impact 
on the adult citizens of the Nigeria who constitute a viable number of prospective electorates in 
any election. The paper therefore concludes that there is a need for re-orientation of the adult 
population in order to strengthen the emerging but fragile democratic culture in the face of 
critical security challenges Nigeria is presently undergoing. The third paper underscores the 
emerging evolution of nascent democratic culture being witnessed in an African State-Nigeria, 
among the women folks. The paper observed these changes are attributable to the active 
deployment of the mass media enabled by the new technologies in the communication world. 
The paper concludes by underscoring the role of re-orientation and gender education as viable 
tools in engendering democratic culture and active political participation among women who 
constitute about half of the prospective electorates in elections. Finally, the last paper presenter 
identified the proclivity by political leaders to abuse political offices without recourse to 
democratic tenets as operational in advanced democracies. The paper argued that corruption 
among political office holders through irrational amassment of wealth have made political office 
holders irresponsive to her citizenry and further created a negative value structure, which are 
potential threats to the fragile democratic culture in Nigeria. The paper concludes that 
democratic responsive governance can be achievable through what the author referred to as re- 
orientation counseling. All four papers affirm the imperativeness of an active and informed civil 
society which holds the potentiality of building and sustaining the nascent democratic culture in 
many African states, using Nigeria as a window. 

VIII-3. Reflecting on Traditionalism and Reels of Africa’s Developmental Paradigms 
Convener: Olatm~i Olateju (Swansea University, UK); e-mail: olaolateju@yahoo.co.uk 

Understanding the state of Africa involves examination of governance, governing ideologies, 
nature and character of ethnic pluralism, monopolisation of political and economic power, 
ideological pathways of development in Africa and the transition of Africa’s pre-colonial 
societies to post-colonial states. Though, many theoretical approaches have evolved, both within 
and outside Africa, to address Africa’s underdevelopment and Africa’s political tragedy but 
unfortunately not all are helpful. Many of these approaches contextualise Africa’s political 
development in one universal model or the other. They thereby wrongly interpret Africa’s 
political instability either as a consequence of ethnic rivalries or the negative consequences of 
some retrogressive cultural values. This error of judgment [mis]leads the proponents of the 
universal theorists to by-pass the central issue involved in the genesis of Africa’s political crisis. 
Africa’s political instability have at different times also been subjected to various interpretations 
ranging from modernisation to neo-Marxist theories with each interpretation identifying different 
sources of the African crises and which subsequently have impact on the ’best-practice’ thinking 
of each interpretation. Best-practice thinking as explained by Levy (2011) and Booth (2011) is a 
’one size-fits all’ approach to governance and development. It involves identification in all 
societies, of uniformity in what drives changes in institutions, governance, development, as well 
as in society while ignoring feasible entry points that are country-specific for democracy and 
development. From this approach comes a uniform set of policy prescriptions that are 
ideologically based irrespective of the peculiarities of each country. This approach, as applied to 
the interpretations of African crises and subsequent prescriptions of each interpretation, has 
profound implications for state state-builiding, democratisation processes and development. 
Scholars such as Harrison and Huntington, who stressed "Culture MatWrs" (2002) in Africa’s 
political instability failed to see how the same culture can facilitate autochthonous political and 
economic models for economic sustainability, political development and democratic 
consolidation. We need to be conscious that African socio-political crises are embedded in the 
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social structures of their post-colonial forms. These are the after-effects of the relegation of the 
African traditional values to the fringes of the political and state building processes; and the 
disarticulation of African politics, economy and hybridisation of the traditional patrimonial 
political system by the colonial and the post-colonial administrations. This panel welcomes 
contributions that examine the consequences of by-passing Africa’s traditional values in the 
state-building and democratisation processes and how such by-pass politicised Africa’s 
economical and political development and indeed everyday lives of the African peoples who 
continue to aspire to be citizens in their supposedly independent countries. 

VIII-4. Religious Identity Politics in Africa: New Perspectives 
Convener: Dr. Nathan P. Devir (University of Utah, Salt 
nathan, devir@utah, edu 

Lake City, USA); e-mail: 

In the past decade, much scholarly work has been done on religion in the "Global South," in 
particular with regard to the spread of Christian movements. However, much academic research 
has neglected to look at other emerging religious movements that are interdependently connected 
with local and transnational politics, such as neo-Jewish, Muslim, Hindu, mystic, and resurging 
traditionalist/animist movements. The popularity of these movements has demonstrated the deep 
link between national and religious identity in many postcolonial African national discourse. The 
panel which I propose, "Religious Identity Politics in Africa: New Perspectives," will bring 
together scholars of African religion and politics in an attempt to document and analyze 
emergent religious movements that - by discursive, legal, or unconscious means - have become 
synonymous with the tentative for political change or national volition. It will also welcome 
papers that trace the diasporic connections and motives of the so-called "major religions" in their 
encounter with local African mores and praxis. 

VIII-5. States of Sub-Saharan Africa in the Age of Globalization: Preservation of Cultural 
Identity 
Convener: Prof. Konstantin A. Pantserev (St. Petersburg State University, Russia); e-mail: 
ppsapmar@yandex.ru 

Nowadays, Globalization of all the societal spheres is taking place. In the meantime, 
Globalization has not only a positive side but also a negative one. Critics of modern global trends 
suggest that Globalization will lead to the unavoidable transformation of the world-wide space to 
the one and homogenous formation in which the whole World will change its approach 
according to the Western model oh the development. In order to prevent this process it is very 
important for small developing countries, so as for the states of Sub-Saharan Africa, to 
participate more actively in the international discussion of main features of the new world order 
which is under construction. Thereupon we intend to discuss a wide range of questions 
concerning an idea of the creation of an alternative (African) model of social and cultural 
development which demands a theoretical analysis and empiric verification 

VIII-6. Understanding Social and Political Change through Mutations in Popular Mnsic 
Convener: Dr. Denis-(’onstant Martin (University of Bordeaux, France); e-mail: 
d. c.martin@sciencespobordeaux.fr 

At the time when the independence of the Belgian Congo was negotiated in Brussels, Grand 
Kall~ et l’African Jazz were busy recording "Ind~pendance Cha Cha". This song appears today 
as a landmark in the history of African popular music and provides an example of the bonds that 
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tie popular music and politics. But it is far from being an isolated phenomenon: for almost two 
centuries, at least, musical innovation has accompanied social and political change in Africa. 
This has been demonstrated by numerous studies on various parts of the continent. The questions 
that remain debated, and debatable, are related to the nature of the "accompaniment" music 
offers, to the role it played, and continues to play, in contemporary societies. This panel will 
therefore focus not only on the emergence of new genres and styles of African music during the 
20th and 21st centuries, but also on the methods which have been, or should be, used in the 
analysis of the relationship between mutations in music and social and political change. If, as is 
widely acknowledged, music is not a language but a symbolic form, how is it possible to conduct 
symbolical analysis? Must musical analysis be used, and how, in the study of music’s social 
significations, and what lessons should be drawn from ethnomusicology? How can we 
understand the relationship established within a song between the music and the lyrics? Which 
lessons should be learned from performance studies? These questions, and many others, even if 
they are not specific to African music studies, are particularly important because they invite to 
go beyond the mere admission that there is a relationship between music and politics to find 
ways to assess the real impact music has on ordinary citizens: how it may influence their 
political conceptions and possibly bear upon their political behaviour. In this perspective, the 
study of popular music in contemporary Africa could shed additional, and original, light on 
social and political phenomena, and in particular bring new insights into the social 
representations that citizens entertain about the society and the political system they live in. The 
panel will be multidisciplinary: ethnomusicologists, historians, anthropologists, sociologists, 
political scientists are invited to participate. 

IX-1. Free Communication Panel 
Convener: Organizing Committee Member (Institute for African Studies, Moscow, 
mail: con~2014@gmail.com 

Russia); e- 
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New books from IU Press 

Indiana University Press 
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Music h~ Kenyan Christianity 
Logooli Religious Song 
Jean Ngoya Kidula 

This sensitive study is a historical, cultural, and musical 

exploration of Christian religious music among the Logooli of 

Western Kenya. It describes how new musical styles developed 

through contact with popular radio and other media fi’om abroad 

and became markers of the Logooli identity and culture. The 

book is generously enhanced by audiovisual material on the 

Ethaomusieology Multimedia website. 

Kenyan 

Chri~ia nity 

Ethnorausicology Multimedia 

312 pp., 17 b&w illus., 53 music exx. 

cloth 978-o-253-oo667-7 $85.oo 
paper 978-o-253-oo668-4 $3o.oo 

ebook 978-o-253-oo7o2-5 $24.99 

Contemporary African American Literature 
The Living Canon 

Edited by Lovalerie King and Shirley Moody-Turner 

"A compelling collection of essays on the ongoing relevance of 

African American literature to our collective understanding of 

American history, society, and culture. Featuring a wide array of 

writers from all corners of the literary academy, the book will 

have national appeal and offer strategies for teaching African 

American literature in colleges and universities across the 

country." --Gene darrett, Boston University 

X Contem pora ~/ 
A,rican Arneri~n 
Literature 

Blacks in the Diaspora 

392 pp., 3 b&w illus. 

cloth 978-o-253-oo625-7 $85.00 
paper 978-o-253-oo626-4 $3o.0o 

ebook 978-o-253-oo697-4 $24.99 
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Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

Paper #1 

Dr. Regester, 

I’m enrolled in your    course and have a question about the syllabus. I think I remember that you mentioned we have a one page paper on Halleluj ah due today but that is not on the 
syllabus Have I confused something? 

I hope to hear from you soon. 
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American ttisto~/Indian Collection 

Native Peoples A to Z -Second Edition 

Best Books for Academic Libraries recommends... 

NATIVE PEOPLES- A TO Z 
A Reference Guide to Native Peoples of the Western Hemisphere 

Courses on the indigenous people of the Americas are 
taught at your university. Native American educators and 
students will be looking for new reference materials that 
are culturally appropriate and sensitive to the many 
customs and ways of various tribes and nations. The 
material needs to reflect the diverse experiences that 
relate to indigenous peoples of the Americas. We are 
)leased to announce that such a publication is now 

available in the Second Edition of NATIVE PEOPLES A 
TO Z; A Reference Guide to Native Peoples of the 
Western Hemisphere. 

NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z provides authentic examples 
of indigenous Ant, culture, literature and history. By 

purchasing a set of NATIVE PEOPLE A to Z you will be providing educators and students a reference that 
is culturally related to the academic needs of indigenous students and will promote student self-esteem and 
character development. 

Please visit www.NABDLLC.com to read a detailed description of the publication’s contents, and view 
sample pages of the encyclopedia. 

The addition of Native Peoples A to Z in your collection will allow students and faculty the ability to tteighten 
awareness and understanding of diverse indigenous cultures and unique traditions. 

Purchase orders are accepted from all institutions on net 60 day terms. If you would like to charge to your 
credit or purchasing card please call our customer service at (810) 231.3728. The ISBN for the set is 
1878592734. The eight volume set is $995.00. 

Thank you for your time and consideration in recommending NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z for purchase to 
your collection development librarian. 

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE IN THE U,S. 
Purchase orders are accepted from all organizations. 

For your convenience we accept Visa and MasterCard as a payment option. 

Customer Order Form 
Please send     set(s) of NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z - Second Edition (Sv. set) at $995.00 per set. 

ISBN: 9781878592735 

Name: Library Name: 

Phone: Email: 

Mailing Address: 

City: State: 

Payment Type: Visa MasterCard Check Purchase Order#: 

Cardholder Name: 

Card Number: 

Zip: 

Expiration Date: 

Noel: ~,me:’ican Sook Distributois, Li.C PO So>: 510 H~,m. bu:’g, MI 4~139 
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CCA SEPTEMBER 2013 NEWS & EVENTS 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

W[?:LCOMZ 8SACK! 
Happy #all to all our new and 
returning students and 
faculty! Here’s to a very 
creative and successful 
academic year ahead. 

WA/"’I’IS; 81"I’Y OF: 

On September 10 [he Wa[tis 
opens its fa~l show, [eatudng 
works by Martin Boyce, Ph~ip.- 
Lorca d~Corda, Endque 
Met[hides, and others. 

I g~," .L ....... 

L....2£ .................................................. 

In fall 2012, CCA interaction 
Design students designed 

domestic robots ~n a studb 
course sponsored by 
mu~tk~atbnN engineering and 
e~ectron~cs company Bosch. 

1"O Ai}ORN AN[..’,, 1"O 
~:NLIGH~’ZN: NICK 
In 2012, Nick Dong (Jeweh¥ i 
Metal AAs faculty) presented 

Ms [mmers~ve [nstal~atbn 
Enlightenment Room ~n the 
Smithson~an’s Craft Fut~res: 
40 th~der #0 show at the 

Renwick Galleon in 
WasNngton DC. 

~:IRS/" ANNUAL 
PO2,’RE.R.O ART WALK 

Sat,, Sept, 7, 4-7 p,m, 
The CCA Wattis ~nsfltute and 
a~mos[ a dozen other galleries 
and a~t studios open their 
doors to the general public 

the first-ever Potrero Art 
Walk, 

x~ ~4 ~ R,’.,’.-~ W LA .,,’4 
SF campus 
FrL, Sept. 13, 4:3e pore, 
Andrew Lain is a writer and 

editor Ibr New America Media, 
a short story writer, and a 

commentator on NPR’s All 
Things Conddered. He also 
contributes regularly to the 

WORKING ~:OR AN[} 
AROUND 

lnfefier De~gn magazine 
talks to CCA program chair 
Cathrine Veikos about how 
her students are ac.tively 
seeking interdisciplina[y work: 
engaging with lighting and 

acoustics, communication 
and interaclion, exhibition and 
display. 

O R,-’~ 9V N TOGETHER: 
JUSTIN HALL 
The SF Bay Guatd,’an 

into[views Justin Hall (MFA h~ 
Comics ~cu~ty) about 
teaching [he art, craft, and 
histo~ of grapNc sto~tell~ng. 



HOW I GO’I" }’O CCA 
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"Lowellites" (graduates 
Lowell High School in San 
Francisco) who very 
decisively moved on to CCA 
to study Architec[ure. Anesta 

Iwan was the fou[th ]h~s 

her stor~. 
Read mo~..,.. 

VVI N DGA’I,,’:] WIN~H:.ALLS 
Recent Jewelry / Metal Arts 
alumni Hilory Sanders (2012) 

and Michael Esteban (2013) 
hove both received St 5~000 
V’~ndgote Fellowships, one of 
the largest awards offered 
nalonally ~o o~t students. 
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to design Asia% taIesI 
building: the 125-1oor 
Shanghai Tower. 
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CCA alumnus Harry Griffin 
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captures moments of beauty 
and color among the elderly 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 3:08 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@~.ema~l.unc.edu> 

Re: incompletes 

Hello Professor Regester, 

should I email it? 

Thanks 

¯ Should I have him email it to yon or give it to yon some other way when he has it ready? Or 

On Tuesday, Regester, Charlene B <re~ester(~emaJl.m~c.edu> wrote: 

> Dear I look foi~vard to receiving your papers -- if you are Inissing any additional assiglm~ents, I roll let yon know. Sincerely, Chaxlene Regester 

> From: (~)~mail.com I 
> Sent: Monday, 10:39 PM 

> To: Regester, Charlene B 

> Subject: Re: incompletes 
> 

> ttello Prot~ssor Regester, 
> 

> Late last semester Dean May Lee and I emmled you about my incomplete course with you. I have been working on the two papers that I have incomplete with you 

and should be able to complete them by the end of      If I owe you anything else or if you wish to speak with me abx~ ut the class m~d the incomplete plea~ email me 

and we can set up a meeting. I thank yon for your willingness to help and a~ looking forwmd to being able to graduate soon. 
> 

> 

> On Mon, ~gmail.com> wrote: 
>> 

>> Hello Professor Regester 

>> Dean May Lee forwarded me the message yon sent her atx~ut my incompletes. Thin,ks for being willing to work with me I will keep you updated on my progress 

and hope m be done with this class in the spring semester¯ 

>> Thanks tbr your help! 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, September 3, 2013 3:38 PM 

To: 

Subject: 

B <regester@email.unc.edu>; 

I am lost by this report 

Regester~ Chaxlene 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/09/03/kkk-naacp-meeting n 3859627.html 
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Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

ASC Breakfast Club With Featured Guest Speaker Paul Cameron, ASC 

If you have problems viewing this message, please q,~c here for additional help 

The American Society of Cinematographers 

............. ASC 1 Wednesday, September 11, 2013 
9:30 a.m. - 12 noon 

With Featured Guest Speaker 

Paul Cameron, ASC 

Join us for the next installment in the ongoing Breakfast Club series! Held at the 

historic ASC Clubhouse in Hollywood, the event offers an opportunity to meet 

and mingle with a group of ASC cinematographers over a light breakfast, 

followed by an interview with one of their fellow ASC members and an audience 

Q&A 

This month, Paul Cameron, ASC steps into the spotlight to screen selected 

scenes from his work and discuss the techniques and philosophy behind the 

onscreen images. Cameronr~s work behind the camera includes the features 

Gone in Sixty Seconds and Swordfish with director Dominic Sena, Man on Fire 

and D[qj_ Vu with Tony Scott, as well as HenryDs Crime, Man on a Ledge and 

Total Recall (2012). Additionally, for his work on Michael Mann F]s Collateral, 

Cameron (and co-cinematographer Dion Beebe, ASC, ACS) earned a BAFTA 

Award and an ASC Award nomination 

ASC Clubhouse 

1782 North Orange Dr. 

Hollywood, CA 90028 

Advance tickets are available in the ~.~.~.[=’~£[[[!£.~!~.~#. for $35, with a special 

discounted rate of $2~ for Friends of the ASC. Tickets are first-come, first-serve; 

if seats are still available on the morning of the event, tickets will be sold at the 

door for $40. 

Purchase tickets at 

There will be no on-site or validated parking. 

"Breakfast with the ASC... the most important meal of the day!" 

Cameron photo by Fernando Fespiritusanto. 

Clubhouse photo by Isidore Mankofsky, ASC 

The American Society of Cinematographers (ASC} is the pu blish er of American Cinematographer 

magazine as well as the ASC Film Manual. For more than 80 years, American Cinematographer has 

been the "magazine of record" for film professionals all over the world The ASC Online Store offers a 

range of items -- books, videos, DVDs, audio CDs. apparel, accessories and other products of interest 

to the world’s filmmaking community. 

1782 North Orange Drive Hollywood, CA 90028, USA 

tel: (800) 448-0145 -voice: (323) 969-4333 -fax: (323) 876-4973 -direct line: (323) 969-4344 

To be unsubscribed from the ASC2013 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 

U~subscribe ~ema{Lur~c,edu 
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CDS NEWS: Interview with New CDS Director, Continuing Ed Inlb Night, Openings tbr °5Fhe Long Road to Integration" and ’°Be Still", Fall 

Issue of "Document" 

i ii.~.iI CDSI Centerfor D ...... 
taR/Studies 

~ ~:~ ii Exh ibitions] ~ :~ About Us 

INTERVIEW WITH NEW CDS DIRECTOR WESLEY HOGAN 

Wesley Hogan in front of the CDS community garden. Photograph by Christopher Sims. 

On July I, 2013, the Center for Documentary Studies welcomed its third director since our 

founding at Duke University in 1989. Wesley C. Hogan’s tenure follows that of Tom Rankin, 

who had directed CDS since 1998, and Iris Tillman Hill, founding director. Hogan returns to 

Durham--she received her master’s and doctorate in U.S. History at Duke--from Virginia 

State University, where she had taught since 2003. During that time she was codirector of 

the school’s Institute for the Study of Race Relations and also led the Petersburg Civil 

Rights History community project. Recently, CDS summer intern Christopher James 

conducted an interview with Hogan for the fall issue of our quarterly publication, Document. 

Read the full interview here. 

CONTINUING ED INFORMATION NIGHT / Program Director and Staff Describe CDS Classes 

in the Documentary Arts 

Monday, September 9, 6-7:30 p.m. / Center for Documentary Studies I 1317 W. Pettigrew 

St., Durham, North Carolina 

Photograph by Joel Mora 

Prospective and current students are welcome to this information session on CDS 

Continuin~q Education classes in the documentary arts--photography, video, audio, writing, 

multimedia, and special topics. Continuing Ed program director April Walton and other CDS 

staff will answer questions, provide recommendations and advice, and discuss the 

Certificate in Documentary Arts program. There will be a brief presentation on documentary 



tools and equipment from 7 to 7:30 p.m. The session is free and open to the public, but 

please register here to help us gauge attendance. 

OPENING EVENT FOR THE 1959 ALLEN BUILDING TAKEOVER 

Thursday, September 12, 3:30-5 p.m.; remarks by President Brodhead at 4 p.m. / Allen 

Building, First Floor I Duke University West Campus 1421 Chapel Dr., Durham, North 

Carolina 

Duke students involved in the 1969 Allen Building takeover on the Duke University campus 

An opening reception for The 1969 Allen Building Takeover exhibit will be held on the Duke 

University campus in that same Allen Building, and will include remarks by Duke president 

Richard Brodhead. The exhibit was researched and curated by 2012 CDS Certificate in 

Documentary Studies recipient Caitlin M. Johnson, who began the work as her capstone 

certificate project, and chronicles the buildup to and occupation of the university’s Central 

Records Office in the Allen Building by the Afro-American Society in protest of the racial 

climate on campus in 1969. Housed in the very hallway the students walked through during 

the takeover, the show consists of twenty-nine panels of historic photographs and text, 

along with an audio and video component. Please RSVP to sharon.caple@duke.edu. 

The 1969 Allen Building Takeover is part of"Celebratin~q the Past, Chartin!q the Future: 

Commemoratin~q 50 Years of Black Students at Duke" a yearlong campus-wide 

retrospective 

OPENING EVENT FOR BE STILL: A STOREFRONT CHURCH IN DURHAM 

Thursday, September 12, 5:30-7 p.m./Alien Building, Second Floor Gallery/Duke 

University West Campus 1421 Chapel Dr., Durham, North Carolina 

A reception for an exhibit of photographs by Kristin Bedford will be held on the Duke 

University campus, with remarks by MFA in Experimental and Documentary Arts director 

Tom Rankin. Be Still: A Sterefront Church in Durham features Bedford’s images of Apostolic 

Deliverance Rebirth Outreach Ministries in Durham, North Carolina, taken over the course of 

a ten-month period with the church’s permission. 

Bedford, a student in the MFA in Experimental and Documentary Arts program who 

graduated from George Washington University with a degree in religion, writes, "There is a 

legacy of depicting African American religious worship in storefront churches--or other 

nontraditional religious spaces such as tent revivals or river baptisms--in its more ecstatic 

manifestations .... While attending Apostolic Deliverance, I found myself drawn to quite a 

different aspect of worship: to moments of devotional solitude and contemplative silence.. 

There are no traditional architectural cues, like stained glass windows or vaulted ceilings, 

to kindle a religious experience .... Whatever spirit is in the room belongs solely to the 

worshippers .... By taking these photos, and now sharing them with you, I am hoping to 

change the way we imagine faith in such a setting." 

NEW FALL 2013 ISSUE OF DOCUMENTAVAILABLE ONLINE 



The latest issue of Document, the CDS quarterly newsletter, is now available online: 

Document features some of the best documentary work supported and produced by the 

Center for Documentary Studies. Highlights in the fall issue include an interview with new 

CDS director Wesley Hogan, exhibits by First Book Prize in Photography winner Gerard H 

Gaskin and Duke artist-in-residence Evgenia Arbugaeva, CDS Documentary Essay and 

Lange-Taylor prizewinners, and more 

To browse past issues, click here 

To receive print issues of Document, join Friends of CDS 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Monday, September 9, 6-7:30 pm I CDS Continuing Ed information night/Center for 

Documentary Studies/ 1317 W Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

http:llwww, cdsporch oqqlarchivesl19660 

Thursday, September 12.3:30-5 p.m /Opening event for The 1969 Allen Building 

Takeover/Allen Building, First Floor / Duke University West Campus / 421 Chapel Dr., 

Durham, North Carolina 
http:llv,~t~J.cdsporch.org!archives!19622 

Thursday, September 12, 5:30-7 p.m. / Opening event for Be Still: A Storefront Church in 

Durham / Allen Building, Second Floor Gallery / Duke University West Campus / 421 Chapel 

Dr., Durham, North Carolina 

http:flwww.cdsporch org/archives/19631 

EXHIBIT 

March 18-October 5, 2013 / One Place: Paul Kwllecki and Four Decades of Photographs 

from Decatur County, Georgia i Kreps and Lyndhurst Galleries, Center for Documentary 

Studies/1317 W. Pettigrew St, Durham, North Carolina 
http:lidocumentarvstudies, duke.edulexhibitslcurrent-exhibits#one-place 

MORE ABOUT CDS: 

CDS Website http:i/documentarystudies duke edu 

CDS Porch http://w~/w.cdsporch orq 

Friends ofCDS http:l/documentarystudies.duke.eduidonate 

Upcoming Event~ http://documentarystudies duke edu/events 

~ess~3ge .~e2eeter@el:~aH. b~; Hm@d~ke.ed~.i. sent to 

r for Dacume!;ta:v S%idies at Ddks Un~,/e~s~t~ ...................................... 

D=,~rham, NC 27705 

Unsubscribe ~ Update Profile/Email Address ~ Fo~ard To A Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 11:43 PM 

~reen~ciety-annonnce@duke.edu; ami-lhculty@duke.edu; amicer~dnke.edu; fihn-video <tilm-video@duke.edu>; Literature Program 

<literat ure@duke.edn> 

**Screen/Society presents--Thu Sept 5: GABBEH (Iranian masteipiece); Mon Sept 9: RUST AND BONE (award winning French drama) 

Please distribute widely 

Screen/Society presen ts.., 

Gabbela 
(Free and Open to the Public) 

Download PDF Flyer I More Info 

"There is hardly a composition in file film 

that couldn’t be extracted and fi’ained." 

- Stanley Kauflhiann, The Ne~v Republic 



Next Week: 

Rust and Bone (De rouille et d’os) 
(Free and Open to the Public) 

== Download PDF Flyer I More Info =: 

Rust and Bone was the \~inner for Best FRm at the 2012 London Fihn Festival! 



htlp:A/ami.duke.edu/screensocietv 

A]/ Screen/A’ocieO: evenLs are coordinated and co-,s~::onsored 
by ~he t>~vgram in the Arts of the Moving :merge 

i!!!..,:,:,~:!~ii: hokazak@duke.edu 



W,~:~:~ i:;~ : http:!/ami.du ke.edu/screensociety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caitlyn Walker <efcollegestudytour@messages.efcollegestudytonrs.com> 

~Vednesday, September 4, 2013 8:31 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Facul~ led study abroad - call fl~is week? 

Hi Professor Regester, 

My name is Caitlyn, from EF College Study Tours, and I work with professors like you to organize short-term faculty-led 

international programs. We’re proud to be the world leader in Global Education and have partnered with many colleges 

and professors in your state. 

I’d love to connect briefly with you to learn more about your goals at your school and share mo~ information about how 

our programs might help you achieve them. If I don’t hear back from you, I’ll be sure to reach out again. 

What time works best for you to talk within the next week? 

All the best, 

Caitlyn Walker 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nollh American Book Distributors, LLC <cs~abdllc.com@mai127.atl 11 .Bgsv.net;, 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 9:15 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesler@emml.unc.edu> 

Aliican American Rdbrence 

Best Books for Academic Libra4es recommends... 

SLAVE NARRATIVES COMPLETE SET 

A Folk History of Slavery in the United States 

from interviews with former slaves 

Faculty and students interested in African-American Studies will be seamhing 

the library for information on slavery in the United States. We are pleased to 
announce the republishing of the entire set of SLAVE NARRATIVES; A Folk 
History of Slavery in the United States from interviews with former slaves. The 
SLAVE NARRATIVES were collected in the 1930s as part of the Federal 
Writers’ Project of the Works Progress Administration from interviews with 
former slaves. 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES provides a unique and unsurpassed collective 
portrait of African-American population during slavery. Indeed, historian David 
Brion Davis has argued that the voluminous number of documented slave 
testimonies available in the United States "is indisputably unique among 

former slaveholding nations. In addition to the substantial number of life histories it contains, the most 
compelling feature of the collection is the composition of the sample of people who made up its informants." 
SLAVE NARRATIVES thus constitute an illuminating and invaluable source of data about antebellum and 
post-Emancipation Southern life, the institution of slavery, and, most important, the reactions and 
perspectives of those who had been enslaved. The profoundly moving text which yields great insight into the 
impact of slavery upon human lives. 

Thank you for your consideration in recommending the entire set of SLAVE NARRATIVES to your 
collection development librarian or subject librarian. 

Please visit NABDLLC.com/Slave-Narratives! to view further details regarding this title. 

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE iN THE U.S. 
Purchase orders are accepted from all organizations. 

For your convenience we accept Visa and MasterCard as a payment option. 

Order Form 

$1 995 00 Slave Narratives Complete Set - Edition     9780403022113 I 

I ’ " I1(19v)                       II 

Name: Library Name: 

Phone: Email: 

Mailing Address: 

City: State: 

Payment Type: Visa MasterCard Check Purchase Order#: 

Cardhelder Name: 

Card Number: 

Zip: 

Expiration Date: 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ken Lee @earthlink.net~ 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 11:01 AM 

Lee Lee, Ken @earthlink.com> 

Free Offer tier our tiiends at UFVA 

Dear UFVA Members 

My name is Jeffrey Alan Schechter. I’ve been a professional screenwriter for more than two decades, the author of the bestselling book on screenwriting ’IVly Story 

Can Beat Up Your StoDY, and nntil a month ago I had never heard of Udemy. 

Udemy (~x~x~v.udem’~l.com) is an online educational portal ruth an ecosystem of over a million registered students. I don’t recall how I discovered it, bnt I took one 

look at the site ~md knew I wanted to participate as an instructor. 

So I did. And in a big way. 

I spent the better p~xt of the past month taking all of the material I’ve developed and taught and turned it into an online course via Udemy called ’How To Write The 

Shockingly Professional Screenplay’. The course is divided into 41 dis~tinct lectures and features HD vi&o, film clips, still images, glaphics, animation, and 

downloadable forms and templates. I honestly believe that it’s a wonderful addition to any screenwriting curriculum that complements an academic unders~x~ding of 

screenplay structure ruth the plactical, boots-on-the-ground experience of a working, successfifl writer. I’m thrilled to be able to oiler you, as a member of the 
academic commnnity, fi~ee, full access to the entire course (regular price, $99) in the hope that yon might like what you see and share all or some of these principles 

with your s~adents. 

Please go to http://mystorycanbeatuwourst,~5~.com/educational-preview/to learn more and to get your free access. 

JEFF SCHECItTER 

ieff(&mscbuys.com 

w~v.mscbuys.com 

PS Please remember to visit the IVIVv~P Booth at Story, Expo this weekend where we will be doing live 

demos of Master Shots Ebooks ruth HD Video and Audio. Click on w~-.mwp.com for details 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ha~J Heritage Center <ha~iheritagecenter@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 3:03 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

We’re this much closer to Saturday! 

:’-.::::@:: iContact - Try It Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 5:43 PM 

~aol .com> 

We are coming close to having all 21 essays in. 

~gma~l.com> 

Hello authors, 

There are a few remaining essays that have not been sent to me, but seventeen of the twenty-one have been edited and are ready to be sent as soon as the four essay 

have been sent and edited. I hope to send the full anthology to Wiley-Blackwell in the near future. 

Thank all of you seventeen essayists for being patient and writing very- insightful and informative pieces. 

best, 

mark 

Dr. Mark A. Reid 
Department of English 
University of Florida 
BOX 117310 
Gainesville, FL 32611-7310 
USA 

Avant d’imprimer, pensez ~ I’environnement. 
Consider the environment before printing this mail. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@success.oasis.unc.edu 

Wednesday, 8:01 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

Summau oftutots meeting with your student 

Dear Professor Regester: 

came in to work on his film critique for AFAM He wanted to be sure that he had built a consistent and well-developed argument that met the prompt. To address his concerns, we 
first looked at the Writing Center handout about academic arguments Then, ~ve compared its definition of argument to his own paper, identifying claims supported by evidence. 
decided that the idea of "passing," though present in his first paragraph, was not really a central part of his claim, or the evidence he used in the paper,       then brainstormed ~vays that 
passing connected to his thesis, and he realized that it actually connected with his claims about the filmmaker’s portrayal of African-Americans He outlined his paper to identit) areas where 
this connection could be incorporated He left ;vith a plan to reorganize his paper by eliminating his first paragraph and restructure the paper to make passing a more central part of the claim. 

Writing Center Tutor 

To learn more about Writing Center services for students and instructors and view our online resources, check out our FAQ at https://writingcenter unc.edu/faqs/. To contact our assistant 
director, just reply to this email. 



Organize the South or Die: Why the South Matters to the Future of Labor 
An Action Session at the AFL-CIO convention in LA on Tues, 9/10 12:30pm to 2:00pro 

As the AFL-CIO and its affiliates contemplate the future of the labor movement, national labor leaders 
should look to the South for a glimpse of what that future might be. Workers in the South have the 
lowest wages, the fewest worker protections, and the least union representation. For decades, southern 
states have been "right to work for less" and have limited or denied their public employees the right to 
collectively bargain. Given the region’s culture and laws, unions have not invested heavily in 
organizing the region. And so, it’s no surprise that voters in the South keep electing state and federal 
officials who vote time and again against workers’ interests. 

The anti-worker culture of the South has an impact far beyond the Mason-Dixon line. Southern Tea 
Party conservatives block progressive policies in Congress. Companies are increasingly moving to the 
South in order to lower labor costs and avoid union contracts. And more states are adopting the union- 
busting laws that originated in the South and now" form the basis for ALEC model bills. 

What happens in the South affects the nation, and the region’s influence will only grow as the South 
gains in both population and political representation. So what does that mean for the labor movement 
and for workers? Is our future one of greater worker exploitation, continued decline in union 
membership and increasingly hostile laws? 

Or is there a brighter future? If we look closely at the South, we see all the strategies that national 
labor leaders now seek to embrace. We see a labor movement that has long valued coalition building 
and community engagement. We see lasting partnerships between labor, faith, and civil rights leaders. 
We see innovative, non-traditional organizing. And we see how changing demographics have forged a 
new solidarity bet~veen black, ~vhite, and brown workers. 

What we see in the South today is a growing movement for economic justice. Just look at the Moral 
Monday protests in my home state of North Carolina. People are hungry for a movement that offers the 
hope that things can be different. And they can be. If unions grow this movement by investing in 
southern states, we can change the South and by doing so, we can change the nation. 

So which future will labor choose? Will unions let the low-wage, anti-worker culture of the South 
perv’ade the country or will they change the South by organizing its workers and growing this 
movement for justice? 

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and other civil rights leaders understood that the road to justice must run 
through the South. I hope labor leaders come to the same conclusion. Reinventing the labor movement 
must mean investment in strategies and in places that are different than in the past. It must mean 
waging the fight where it is most difficult for workers. Let’s organize the South and we will watch the 
nation change. 

I’m ready. Are you? Join me in LA to be a part of the conversation. 

MaryBe McMillan, Secretary-Treasurer 
North Carolina State AFL-CIO 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 8:56 PM 

~reen~ciety-announce@&~ke.edu; tilm-video <tilm-video@duke.edu-~; ami-thculty@duke.edu; amicert@duke.edu; Literature Program 

<literature@duke.edu~ 

**Announcing the 2013 French Film Festival at Duke: "Passion, Politic~ POLISSE" (Sept 9-Oct 28, 2013) 

Announcing the 2013 French Film Festival at Duke: 

"Passmn, Politics, Polisse ’ 
(Sept 9-Oct 28, 2013) 

[Download PDF Fiver] 







hokazak@duke.edu 

~:,~:~%~, i::~: http://ami.du ke.edu/screensociety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.uuc.edu;, 

Thursday, 10:45 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Imitation of Lit~ Cri’d que 

Unrealislic Aspects of hnitation of Life.docx 

Hello, 

Here is my 1 page critique of the imitation of Life. 

Thanks, 



Re se~rc and ~re ati} ~ acii v i~ at ~Niina, S~pteN ~20i3 

~ andy kiser 

(;om erge r[ Care 

Hear surgeon Andy Kiser peffec~ a treatment Ior a potentially deadly Iorm of 
irregular heaRbeat and opens up a whole new vein of trainin9 for surgeons. 

~EA~URES 



homicides in eastern I Lyerly found out from 101 way to clean the filters that 

North Carolina¯ I women, purify our drinking water. 

D EO 

[~i hunger in watauga county 

Energy and the Environment 

Sustainable energy practices and environmental conservation go hand in hand. 
Lindsay Dubbs, a researcher at UNC’s Institute for the Environment, encourages 
her students to think critically about energy solutions that won’t harm fragile 
ecosystems like the North Carolina Outer Banks. 

SPOTEIGH~S B L T S 

~ girlwith apples 

Food E×piorers program 

k ,s,lff e ~yeatirlg 

There’s more to school 

nutrition than changing 

what’s in the cafeteria-- 

UNC researchers help 

students get excited about 

new foods, iCer~l:e[ for 

the musical uplift of war. (Mark My VVoids) 

"When it comes to direct caregivers, you need to hire people who 

are dedicated to their work. To do that, you need to pay people 

sufficient wages to have a stable worl~orce." 

--Sally Clark Stearns. in Emeritus u, ssisted Iwing ’wor~.grs wm 

$2.2 million settlement 



dbiC Deveiops Or=line 

Tool [:or Mapping History: 

An easy way for historians, 

researchers, teachers and 

others to create interactive 

websites, virtual tours, 

data maps and 

multimedia archives 

bie\,v data reveai extent of genetic overiap bet\,veen rnaior mental 

disorders (~Jl.h.~} i-t.,!.~llil :[:~re) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday, 7:49 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@~.emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Re: incompletes 

Hello Professor Regester, 

Sincerely, 

If you need a hard copy I will see about getting one to you in person sometime I am in Chapel Hill. 

On Tue, at 5:03 PM, Regester, Charlene B <regester,@~email.unc.eda> wrote: 

Dear      If possible, why don’t you both send by email and give me a copy in hand. It really needs to go to the Chair of our Department, Eunice SaNe. However, if you 
give it to me, I will make sure that it goes directly to her or appropriate sources. Hope to hear from you soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:07 PM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: incompletes 

Hello Prot~ssor Regester, 

should I email it? 

Thanks 

¯ Should I have him email it to you or give it to you some other way when he has it ready? Or 

On Tuesday, 

> Dear 

> From: 

> Sent: Monday, 

> To: Regester, Charlene B 

> Subject: Re: incompletes 
> 

> Hello Professor Regester, 
> 

Regester, Charlene B <regester~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I look forward to receiving your papers -- if you are missing any additional assignments, I will let yon know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

[a)gmail.com| 

10:39 PM 

> Late laser semester Dean May Lee and I emailed you about my incomplete course with you. I have been working on the two papers that I have incomplete with 

yon and shonld be able to complete them by the end of     IfI owe you an.vthing else or if you wish to speak with me about the class and the incomplete please 

email me and we can set up a meeting. I thank you for your willingness to help and am looking forward to being able to graduate soon. 

> On Mon, ~gmail.com> wrote: 
>> 

:~> Hello Professor Regester 

>> Dean May Lee fol-warded me the message you sent her about my incompletes. Th~lks for being willing to work with me I will keep you updated on my progress 

and hope to be done with this class in the spring semester. 
>> Thanks for your help! 
>>. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Cineaste <gary@cineastemagazine.ccsend.com> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 7:36 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

The Fall i ssne of Cineaste is here! 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Cineaste magazine. Please confirrn your 
continued interest in receiving email from us, 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Fall cover 

On the cover Leonardo 

DiCaprio and Carey MuLLigan in 

The 6real 6atsby, which Thomas 

Doherty reviews in this issue. 

For a preview, dick here. 

Contact us 

Click here to subscribe 

to Cineaste magazine 

View our Online 

Cumulative Index to 

Cineaste Vol. 1 (1967) 

through Vol. XXXVII 

(2012) 

Download from Cineaste 

Cineaste at JSTOR 

Join us on Facebook 

To Our Readers: 

It’s time to adapt from summer to faLL. CoincidentaL[y, our Editorial 

considers a spate of recent adaptations, including The 6real 6atsby 

and lvluch Ado About Nothing, both critiqued in this issue, and What 

Maisie Knew, reviewed as a Web ExcLusive by Thomas Doherty. 

’q’he chaLLenge Literary adaptations pose for both fitmmakers and 

critics centers on the issue of fidelity." If you want to keep the faith 

with Cineaste subscribe or renew today. (See below for some 

housekeeping tips on how to keep your relationship with us going 

strong, as copies go out to subscribers this month.) 

Causing speculation and 
~i To the Wonder 

controversy since it was ...... 

announced, Robert Koeh[er’s 

"What the Hell Happened 

with Terrence Malick?" is 

finaLLy yours to explore, 

excLusiveLy in our print 

edition. Here’s a taste. Pick 

up a copy and contemplate 

the case of "an artist seLf-impLoding in public," most recently with 

To the Wonder (pictured). 

Both the strengths and weaknesses of OLiver Stone’s provocative 

ten-part historical series, The Untold History eL the United 

States, due this faLL from Warner Home Video, are explored by Dan 

Georgakas. Showing our sentimental side, Aaron CutLer brings the 

Love to the Before films of Richard Linktater, Ethan Hawke, and 

Ju[ie De[py, in a thoughtful appraisal of their un|que qua[it|es over 

two decades. 

Interview with the Vampire 
director Neff Jordan further .~II Byzantium 

"stakes" his claim on the 

genre with the much 

different Byzantium 

(pictured); Jonathan Murray 

reviews the film, while 

Dec[an McGrath chats with 

the fi[mmaker. Preview the 

interview here. Bruno Dumont, the director of Camille Claudel 

1915 and other challenging works, holds forth w|th Christopher 

Sharrett about his controversial career. Maria Garda reviews 

Wadjda, which depicts the travails of women in Saudi Arabia, and 

interviews its director, Haifaa AI Mansour. Life in our surveillance 

state is the subject of the documentary Terms and Conditions May 

Apply, and Dennis West and Joan M. West have some questions for 

director CuHen Hoback. And Ade[heid Heftberger, the curator of 

the Austrian Film Archive’s Vertov Archive, explores the continuing 

appeal of Dziga Vertov’s revolutionary cinema in an interview with 

Eta Bittencourt. 

Books reviewed this issue include ELio Petri: Writings on Cinema & 

Li~e , Doherty’s HoLLywood and HitLer, 1933-1939, Jeanine Bas|nger’s 

I Do and I Don’t: .4 History o[Marriage in the Ivtovies, B. Ruby Rich’s 

New Queer Cinema: The Director’s Cut, and Anne Edwards’s Leavin9 

Home: A HoLLywood Writer’s Years Abroad. Look for DVD and B[u-ray 

reviews of DracuLa (1958), Monsieur Verdoux, A Man Escaped, 

SiLver Linings PLaybook, Pore Portabella: Complete Works, and the 

Criterion EcLipse set Masaki Kobayashi: Against the System. 



On our Website, we 
~i Store Wars 

spotlight two extensive,     ¯ ..... 

exclusive interviews this 

edition. Documentarian 

Micha X. PeLed speaks to 

Cynthia Lucia about his 

"GLobaLization TriLogy," 

comprised of Bitter Seeds, 

China Blue, and Store Wars: 

When Wal-Mart Comes to Town (pictured). "1 think Life is 

ambiguous, but I also think that most of our problems are not the 

result of greedy, corrupt, coLd-hearted individuals, but of systems 

that have been created," PeLed says. 

The New York FiLm FestivaL’s ’~/iews from the Avant Garde" wiLL 

showcase some of the work of Kevin Jerome Everson, including The 

Island of St. Matthews, which explores the flooding of the 

Tombigbee River in Mississippi forty years ago. "1 Like creating a 

different world that Looks new to viewers," Everson teLLs CuLLer of 

the film, which has an autobiographical element. ’1 Like the idea 

that in editing I make it aLL Look unreaL, so that people can’t step 

into it. It’s not a window." 

Michael Gray Looks at Irish film festivals in the U.S., including Irish 

FILm New York (Oct. 3-6). "The best opportunities for American fans 

of Irish movies to keep up to date on big-screen developments from 

there remain specialist festivals that focus on Lhe nation’s Latest 

cinematic output," he writes. FLying the festival flag for us this 

issue: Richard Porton, from the hotbed of Istanbu!, and Jared 
RapfogeL, from the "indispensabLe" Oberhausen International Short 

FiLm FestivaL. 

From the Warner Archive of 
The Human Factor 

manufactured-on-demand 

discs, we review a quartet 

of films new to home video, 

or back in print. RapfogeL is 

enmeshed in the spy games 

of Otto Preminger’s swan 

song, The Human Factor. 

Sharrett confronts the 

"profound nihilism" of 

WiLLiam Friedkin’s Cruising. 

Leonard Quart appreciates 

"a solid reconstruction of a 

reLativeLy obscure piece of 

Labor history," Martin RiLL’s 

The Molly Ma~uires, then 

delves into the mysteries of 

The Mask of Dimitrios, with 

Peter torte and Sydney 

Greenstreet. Don’t Lose touch with us: subscribe or renew today. 

Housekeeping tips from Cineaste 

An Advisory for Foreign Subscribers: Your copies are sent from 

the U.S. via consolidated shipment by a freight forwarder, which 

delivers copies to Local postal authorities in each country, who are 

then responsible for delivering copies to you. This means that 

you’re unLikeLy to receive your issues until at Least three to four 

weeks after they are shipped from the U.S. We appreciate your 

patience and understanding. 

Our New Office Address: PLease note that we’ve moved from our 

previous Location at 243 Fifth Avenue, #706, New York, NY 10016, 

to a new office at 708 Third Avenue, Fifth FLoor, New York, NY 

10017-4201, phone (212) 209-3856. PLease update your records 

accordingly. 

How Best to "Contact Us": For starters, do not hit "repLy" to this 

emaiL newsletter; that wiLL only send your message to our newsletter 

editor, an overworked and underpaid individual who may or may not 

forward your emaiL to the editors. ALL emaiL inquiries and 

correspondence, including change-of-address notices or complaints 

about missing issues, should be sent to cineaste@dneaste.com. 

Shop Cineaste 

There’s more in store when you visit our Website~ Subscribe to the 

magazine and order back issues, Buy books, too, including our 

inter~fiew coLLections and, by our editors, Richard Porton’s Film and 

the Anarchist Imagination and Cynthia Lucia’s Framing Female 



Larders, plus, by our associates, Louis Menashe’s ivloscow Believes 

in Tears: Russians and their Movies and the fourth edition of 

American Film and Sodety Since 1945, by Leonard Quart and Albert 

Auster. 

Cineaste available on JSTOR 

We are pleased to announce that back issues of Cineaste (1970- 

2009) are now available online through JSTOR, the not-for-profit 

digital archive. Interested users will be able to browse, search, 

bookmark and read the full-text versions of nearly four decades of 

historical content directly from here. 

We are proud to collaborate with JSTOR to preserve and make 

widely available the historic literature of our field. JSTOR is a not- 

for-profit service that helps scholars, researchers, and students 

use, discover, and build upon a wide range of content in a trusted 

digital archive of over one thousand academic journals and other 

scholarly content. More information on JSTOR can be found here. 

Download from Cineaste 

Use ProQuest’s Udini Website to download your choice of an 

expanding selection of articles, interviews, and reviews from 

decades of back issues. CI.icking "Archives" brings up the 

"pubiicationTitie:(dneaste)" page, where you may either browse by 

clicking "Search" or type in the title of the specific interview, article 

or review for which you’re searching. Copies of many of our back 

issues are still available for purchase on our Website, and feel free 

to email us for any item appearing in an out-of-print issue or that 

you are unable to find on the Udini Website. 

For original coverage of cinema, check out Cineaste, available 

online and on sale. Be sure to join our mailing list to receive future 

The Editors 

Forward this newsletter to a fellow cinaaste or cinephile, 

This email was sent to regester@emaiLunc.edu by .c_j_n_~_a__s__t__e_t~_La_.~_a__z_i~_~__e_~[~__o__t__~_~__a_LL_c__o_t~_~ 

Update Profile/Email Address ~’nstant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

Cineaste Magazine :: 708 Third Avenue 5th Floor :: New York :: NY 10017-4201 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Black Youth Proj ect <info@black?-outhproj ect.com> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 9:01 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

REPORT: Youth of Color Suplyort Comprehensive Immigration Retbrm at Higher Rates than White Youth 

Analysis shows Youth of color support a 
comprehensive approach to immigration reform 

at higher rates than white youth, 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

9 - 5 - 2013 

According to the 131aci¢ Youth Project’s Mtest memo, Youth of 
color support a comprehensive approach to immigration 
reform at higher rates than white youth, who are more 
supportive of punitive measures and increased enforcement of 
existing law. 

Because major congressional proposals on immigration reform, 
including the DREAM Act and the Kids Act, focus on young 
people, our analysis examined public opinion on immigration 
among youth between the ages of 18 and 29. 

In contrast to their white peers, Black youth expressed greater 
support for immigration proposals focused on creating a path to 
citizenship and extending citizenship to undocumented 
immigrants brought to the U.S. as children who earn a four-year 
college degree or serve in the U.S. military. 

Black youth also support extending government services, 
including welfare, Medicaid, and food stamps, to undocumented 
immigrants before becoming citizens at much higher rates than 
white youth. 

However, the report also indicates that attitudes toward 
immigrants may be a barrier to Black-Brown coalitions. Nearly 
sixty percent of both Black and white youth believe that 
immigrants take away jobs, health care, and housing from 



people born in the U.S. In addition, more than sixty percent of 
Black youth report that immigrants are treated better than most 

Black people born in this country, which represents an increase 

from 2009. 

!b.j.~...!.~];.~.#.l~...E:~p_#.[:];. is the 12th in a series of memos entitled 
"Black and Latino Youth: The Future of American Politics" 
released by the Black Youth Project. 

CLICK HERE FOR THE FULL REPORT 

About the Black Youth Project: 
The work of The Black Youth Project (BYP) is based on three basic 
concepts: knowledge, voice, and action. 
KNOWLEBGE: We are committed to producing research about the 
ideas, attitudes, decision making, and lived experiences of black youth, 
especially as it relates to their political and civic engagement. 
VO:I[CE. Unlike any other organization, we amplify the perspectives of 
young black people daily without censorship or control. We have built a 
space on the Internet where black youth can speak for themselves 
about the issues that concern them. 
ACTION; Informed with culturally-specific knowledge, we will work to 
mobilize black youth and their allies to make positive change and build 
the world within which they want to live. 
BlackYouthProject,com is a diverse online resource, divided into 
three main subsites: .~.~.~..~.~Q.~, ~.~’.E.~.~.E~.H., and l~l~ 
~Q.~.. 

Forward this ernail 

"]Ibis email was sent to regester@emaiLunc.edu by j_n__f__o__@__b_[_a_£~_o__u__t__h_p___r_o_i_e__c$:_c__o__r_n_ 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeT" Privacy Policy. 

BlackYouth Project i 5733 S. Univerity Ave. Chicago i IL 60637 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCBS <info@nc bsonline .o~g> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 2:52 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Call for Papers - 2014 NCBS Conference 

Forward this email 

This ema was sentto regester@ema nc edu by ni:o@ncbson ne orq 
U~odat~ PraFi!~L~m~j!Address Iris[ant [eraoval wi[il Saf’eUnsubscribeTM Privaq! Po[ic~’. 

NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR BLACK STUDIES :: University of Cincinnati :: 3514 French HalI-Africana Studies P.O. Box 210370 :: Cincinnati :: OH :: 45221-0370 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCBS <info@nc bsonline .o~g> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 3:02 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

38th Annual NCBS Conference - Miami, Florida, March 2014 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to regester@emaiLunc.edu by j_n__f__o__@_?__c__b_~[~_]Ln__e_:__o_N 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Polic’/. 

NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR BLACK STUDIES i University of Cincinnati :: 3514 French HalI-Africana Studies P.O. Box 210370 :: Cincinnati :: OH :: 45221-0370 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCBS Essay Committee <info@ncbsonline.org> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 4:27 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

2014 NCBS Student Essay Contest - Deadline Dec. 6, 2013 

2014 Student Essay Contest 
Dear NCBS Students, 

Every year NCBS hosts a nationwide student essay contest. Graduate 

and undergraduate students from all over participate in this event. The 
winners are recognized and honored at the annual Student Luncheon, 
which is held during the conference. If you or others are interested in 
submitting an essay for the Student Essay Contest, please do so by 
Ffida y December 6, 2013. 

Award Amounts 
UND~ERS 

1st Place- $350.00 
2nd Place - $250.00 
3rd Place -$125.00 

GRADUATE WINNERS 
1st Place- $450.00 
2rid Place - $350.00 
3rd Place -$225.00 

Winners notifiedbyFebruary4, 2014 

i.e. art, education, history, literature, politics, psychology, social 

38th Annual Conference 
Miami, Florida 

March 5 - 8, 2014 



Forward email 

rh~s emsil wss sent to regester~emsiLunc,edu by [~_!_F_9_@__n__c__b___sg___n_J_Ln__e_:_o_N 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SaFeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy, 

NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR BLACK STUDIES :: National Council for Black Stu :: P.O. Box 2:1.0370 Cincinnati:: OH :: 45221-0370 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCBS Honor Socie~ Committee <i~ffo@ncbsonline.org> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 5:12 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emml.nnc.edu-* 

reminder: NCBS 2012-2013 - ANKH MAAT WEDJAU HONOR SOCIETY 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

NCBS Member, 
Did you know NCBS has an 

Honor Society? The Ankh 

Maat Wedjau Honor Socie{y is 

a n o n-secret, non-profit 

organization whose purpose 

is the promotion of scholarly 

study, research, publication 

and other scholarly activity in 

the field of Africana Studies 

among students at academic 

titutions, and among 

academic professionals in the 

field of Africana studies. 

Students shall be nominated 
by a faculty member at their i 

academic institution. The 
nominating faculty member 

must be affiliated with an 

Africana Studies, Pan African, 
Black Studies Department 

Program, or must have a 

demonstrated record of 
teaching a significant number 

of courses that focus on 
Africana peoples, and be 

member of the National 

Council for Black Studies. 

Scholar-Activists shall be 
nominated by members of 

the honor society. 

Nominations are accepted 

during the Fall semester and 

induction occurs in the Spring 

at the NCBS Annual Meeting. 

Students are required to pay 

an initiation fee of $25.00 and 
annual dues in order to 
remain an active, voting 

member of the Society. 
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info@ncbsonline.org 

Forward to a colleaque 

This email was sent to reges[er@email,unc,edu by info@ncbsorlline~orq 

Update Profile/Email Address Instan~ removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

admin@noirg.org 

Sunday, September 8, 2013 10:46 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

Farrakhan delivers warning against Syria military strike, sends letter to congressional leaders on erra~t U.S. policy 

Farrakhan delivers warning against Syria milita~- strike, sends letter to congressional leaders on errant U.S. policy 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
September 6, 2013 

Nation of Islam 
7351 S. Stony Island Avenue 
Chicago, IL 60649 

CONTACTS: Richard B. Muhammad, editor, The Final Call, 312.480.9775 editor@finalcall.com, straightwords4@ahoo.com 

CHICAGO - The Honorable Minister Louis Farrakhan continued his efforts to warn the president, the country’s leaders and the public by 
urging Congress to reject pressure to launch military strikes against Syria after disputed ctmrges of chemical weapons use by the Syrian 
government against civilians. The letter was to be sent to U.S. lawmakers today. In addition, a special message about the Syria crisis and its 
potentially catastrophic impact on America, the Middle East and the world is airing at l_~ttp:iiwww.noi.orgiSyriaWar/. It is part of the 
Minister’s weekly 52-week lecture series "The Time and What Must Be Done," which runs Saturdays at 6 p.m. Central. 

"I am deeply concerned that a larger war will materialize and America will be forced to put American soldiers in harm’s way to accomplish 
their desired results. What is the real purpose of this intervention? What do we plan to do in the event the regime falls and the leadership in 
Syria falls into the hands of those who are not necessarily ~?iends of America and another civil war takes places over who will be ~the 
political power in Syria. If Russia and others intervene a possible wider cot~flict cotfld engulf the entire Middle East," said ix,fin. Farrakhan 
on Sept. 6. 

"I am pleading with you on behalf of a war weary American people and the suffering peoples of the World; and the needs of the American 
people will be further delayed in being satisfied, which will produce negative results on the inside of America creating the same kind of 
backlash and vi~triol as we saw when the American people revolted against the war in Vietnam," he warned. 

The special message online includes extensive inforn~ation about the danger of potential conflict with Syria, reasons why America should 
tread carefully, questions abom the validity of insistence the sarin attack was carried out by Syrian government forces, and the dire 
consequences of another U.S. War. 

(;lick here to UNSUBSCR]I~E 
(If you experience any difficulty unsubscr~bing, simply forward this entire email to admin~noir~ or~ and you will be automatically unsubscribed ) Not yet a subscriber? Sign up at: 
http://www.noir~.or~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Sunday, September 8, 2013 11:01 PM 

screensociety-announce@&tke.edu; tilm-video <tilm-video@duke.edu-% ami-thculty@duke.edu; amicert@duke.edu; Literature Program 

<literat ure@duke.edu> 

Inocente is coming to Duke, Sept 16’. <-- Scree~v’Society special event: Osca~r winning doc, w/tile artist in person 

inocente fihn letter.pdf 

FYI - this Screen/Society special event is coming up on Monday, September 16th, at 7pm in Richa~rd White Auditorium on East Campus. 

Best regards, 

ttank 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: .Jenny Snead VVilliams <iennysw@duke.edu> 
Subject: [Inocente is coming to Duke, Sept 16! 

Please help spread the word -. this will be an inspiring evening --.take 3 minutes to watch Lhe trailer _h___t__tt?j~_’/inecentedoc.cem/. and you’ll know this is 

an event not to miss! 

Please join us for the screening of 

winner, Academy Award, best documentary short 

and 

reception for the artist Inocente 
and Matt D’Arrigo, founder of ARTS: A Reason to Survive 

Monday, Sept. ~6, 2013 

FILM SCREENING (40 rain.) 

7 p.m. ] Richard White Auditorium, East Campus 

VIEW TRAILER HERE: http:/iinocentedoc.comi 

Q&A FOLLOWING FIUVI with INOCENTE & MATT D’ARRIGO 

7:45 pore, [ Richard White Auditorium, East Campus 

RECEPTION/EXNIBE~ON OF OUT OF THE SHADOWS: Undocumented and Un~.fr~id 
8:15 p.m, I Friedl BIdg, Jameson Gallery (Two doors down from White, on main quad) 

(small prints by Inocente available ~or purchase) 

(free and open to the public) 

Inocente http~/j!nocentedoc:com/is the inspiring story of Inocente Izucar, an undocumented immigrant who was homeless at the age of 15. It was 

not her plight that impressed filmmakers Sean Fine and Andrea Nix Fine, but her talent and irrepressible spirit. Beginning each day painting her face 

with bright and extravagant makeup, Inocente creates worlds of colorful characters and shapes. The film follows her life in San Diego and support she 

received from the non-profit group ARTS: A Reason to Survive hU_p:!/www.areasontosurvive.orgi. Now :19, she has had a successful art show in New 

York City, and the documentary has appeared in many film festivals and on MTV. 

Following the screening and Q&A in __R_j_c___h___a__r___d__~LV___hj_t___e____A___u___d_j__t_Q__rj__u___n_], the event continues two doors down in the Jameson Gallery of the _F___rj__e___d_j____B___u_j_Ld__!__n_g. 

The reception For Inocente and Matt will also serve as the closing event of the thematically related exhibitionm Out qfthe 5hodows: Undocumented 

end Une]’mid, with the exhibit curator Annabel Manning (Duke MFA graduate) in attendance. Inocente will have small, signed prints available for 

purchase at the reception as well. 

Presented by the Program in Latinoia Studies in the Global South and co-sponsored by Duke Libraries, Mi Genre, Program in [he Arts of the Moving 

!_~__a_g_’_e_, .~T~-~V~a~}~.~.~B~F~!.~d~.~s~p~.~u~.~e~.~n~t~e~S~..~d~.~e~.~D~.~b~.[~.~}~!~a~.~a~.~F~‘[~.~£[~.~.~.~).~.[~.~.~!~.~[~ and theUNC-Duke Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean 

Studies. 

To keep current on all Latino!a Studies related events and activities at Duke, join latinolist! 

Jenny Snead Williams 

Executiw:_~ Di r ecl:.:_~r 

Program in Latinola Studies in the Global Soud~ 

Duke University, Box 90441 

122 Friedl Building, East Campus 

Durham NC 277"08 

jennysw@duke.edu 

._h_t__t_ _p_2__Z!_~_t_Ln__9_~__t_~__d_Le___s_:__d_~_k___e__._~__d__W__Z 
919-684-4375 

*[atino/a Studies on FB: http:i/www.facebook.com/groups/27,lO:[6965601933/ 



i!!!.. :::::: ~:!~ i i: hokazak@duke.edu 

W~,i::~ :: http://ami.du ke.edu/screensociety 



winner, Academy Award, best documentary short 
Monday, Sept. 16, 2013 
7p.m. 
Film screening (40 mino) 

Richard White Auditorium ’ ~ IEast Campus) 

7:45 p, m, 
Q&A with Inocente & Matt D~Arrigo~ 
fou nde~ of ARTS: A Re~sen to Su~vive 

(fol~ow~n9 the film) 

free and open to the public 

inocente is the inspiring story of Inocente Izucar, an un- 
documented immigrant who was homeless at the age of 
15. It was not her plight that impressed film.makers Sean 
Fine and Andrea Nix Fine, but her talent and irrepressibie 
spirit. Beginning each day’ painting her face with bright and 
extravagant makeup, Inocente creates worids of coiorful 
characters and shapes. The film follows her life in San Diego 
and support she received from the non-profit group ARTS: 
A Reason to Survive. Now 19, she []as had a successful art 
show in New York City, and the documentary has appeared 
in many film festivals and on MP,/. 

Presented by the Program ii~ Latinola Studies in lie Global South and co--sponsored by Duke 
Libraries, Mi Gente. Screen/Society, ~ vo-~Uay Bridges/f uentes de Doble Via (Humanities Writ 
Large), and the the UNC-Duke Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

(@gmail.com> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 3:59 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

Re: Update 

Hello Charlene, 

By my ca]culations, the length p~escribed by the press would be 
about 360 pages. I believe that we reduced the ms to about 400 

pages. From my perspective, this should be close enough. To cut 

out any more essays would, I think, begin to compromise the 

project (I’d rather cnt the length of the introduction). 

Yonr thoughts? 

Best, mae 

On Mon, Sep 9, 2013 at 2:57 PM, Regeste~; Charlene B <regester~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear     Just reviewed the letter from Mississippi and they indicated that they would like to receive a ms 90,000 words. I was wondering if the essays we eliminated 
yesterday would allow us to meet their criteria. Will scan the letters when I have a chance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Victor Okalbr <vokatbr@emich.edu> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 4:05 PM 

Victor Okaibr <vokalb@emich.edu> 

The 4th edition of Towaacds an Understanding of Africology 

DeaxAll: 

I am pleased to let you kmow that the 4th edition (that 

is, a2013 edition) of Towards an Understanding of Africology has just 

been released. In releasing this 

13-chapter 4th edition, the publisher has aim made available a digitaJ 

option. Apart ficom extensive revisions and updates on several chapters, 

this 4th edition includes a brand new chapter on Barack Obama and 

sections on Trashon Martin and the Supreme Couffs recent nullification 

of a key provision of the 1965 Voting Rights Act. Please, click on the 

Ibllowing link: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 4:59 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emaJd.unc.edu> 

RE: Roy Thomas Collec’d on- Stepin Fetchit Matefi als 

Dear Dean: In making my request for some of these materials, I want to make sure that I understand the fees. If I send $20 will this include photocopying for only 3 items? 
Additional items will cost some .75 per page but I was unsure about the materials in the folder. Should I estimate that I would like to receive 25 pages at the most and work 
with this? I need a little more guidance so when I submit the form, I fully understand how much will be charged to my credit card. Again, thanks for your assistance. Sincerely, 
Charlene Regester 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 12:41 PM 

To: bancref@library.berkeley.edu 
Subject: RE: Roy Thomas Collection-Stepin Fetchit Materials 

Dear Dean: Thanks much for your assistance and I will request some of these materials in the next few days. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: deanster2001@berkeley.edu [deanster2001@berkeley.edu] on behalf of Bancref-Library Departmental [bancref@library.berkeley.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 06, 2013 5:20 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Roy Thomas Collection-Stepin Fetchit Materials 

Dear Charlene, 

Within Box l, Folder 10 of the Roy Thomas collection on Bhtckfilrnmaldng is devoted to Stepin Fetchet which includes postcard publicity images of Mr. Fetchet 

and correspondence (primarily photocopies of originals). Many of the tx~stcards and correspondence have been annotated and signed by Mr. Fetchet. The 

correspondence is dated t?om 1973. 

These materials could be photocopied. Photocopies requested by mail are subject to a service fee of $20, which covers the costs of retrievdl, cowing and postage 

from a maximum of three bibliographic citations, as follows: 

1-25 copies from manuscript materials. Additional copies axe 75 ¢ each. 

The follomng link is tl~e o~der form http://bancroft.berkelev.edu/reference/dsu/forms’photocop,,~ mss.pdf which you would fill out and ~eturn mtl~ paymeut to the 

attention of Lee Anne Titangos, II~t~~/~,~du, (510) 642-654 who handles requests involving xerographic reproduction of printed and manuscript 

material. 

All best, 

Dean Smith 

On Fri, Sep 6, 2013 at 11:43 AM, Regester, Charlene B <regester~)elna~l.unc.edu > wrote: 
Dear Dean: Thanks tremendously for your reply to my query. I look forward to hearing from you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: deanster2001@berkeley.edu [deanster200:t@berkeley.edu] on behalf of Bancref-Library Departmental 

[ba ncref(~libra ry.berkeley.ed u] 
Sent: Friday, September 06, 20:t3 12:45 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Roy Thomas Collection-Stepin Fetchit Materials 

Dear Charlene Regester, 

Roy Thomas collection on Black fihnmaldng, 1916-1987 (bulk 1970-1979), BANC MSS 2003/112 cz is 1 box, 2 v. and 1 oversize folder. Not a large collection 

and a]l materials in the Bancroft I,ibrary axe non-circulating with the exception of some microiilms. I can take a tx)ke through the box and volumes and see how much 
materiaJ on Stepin Fetchit there might be and if it would be worth your time and trouble to make a visit. 

All best, 
Dean Smith 

On Fri, Sep 6, 2013 at 7:35 AM, Regester, Charlene B <regester~email.unc.edu> wl~ote: 

To Whom It May Concern: Currently, I am a professor at the University of North Carolina-Chapel as well as author (African American Actresses: The Struggle for 
Visibility, Indiana UP, 2010) and am conducting research on Stepin Fetchit. This collection indicated that it had some materials on Fetchit -- so I would like to know what 
kinds of materials are available, can these materials be ordered through interlibrary loan, and whether or not I need to travel to your archive to view these materials. It 
will be very costly for me to travel to this archive so I want to know if it is worth the trip. Whenever you have a chance please respond to this query so that I will know 
how to proceed. Your assistance is greatly appreciated and I look forward to hearing from you in the near future. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



bancret@libraaw.berkeley.edu; ht~p://bancrofl.berkelev.edn 

hl~://bancro ft.berkeley.edu/friends 

Bancroft Reference Letters, Dean Smith 

The Bancroft Library-, UC Berkeley, Berkeley, CA 94720-6000 

510 643 2437 (phone), 510 642 7589 (ti~x) 

bancrel@libraaw.berkeley.edu; ht~p://ba~acrofl.berkelev.edn 

,Joi~l ¢,~Ie Friends’ of The Bancroft Libra~. For intbrmation see 

http://bancrolt.berkeley.edu/friends 

"Fiat Lux" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <~nancy.maclean@duke.edu;, 

Monday, September 9, 2013 8:09 PM 

Nancy MacLean <nm~cy.maclean@duke.edn> 

Nancy MacLem~ <nancy.maclean@duke.edu-~ 

FW: Scholars Speak Out on Moral Mondays Forum Sept. 19 -- PLEASE forward widely and announce to relevant classes 

MoralMondayFlyer Final3.pdf; MoralMondayFlyer Final3.j pg; Mora]Monda~+’lyer Final3.jpg 

Dear colleagues, 

Please help build attendance by inviting your colleagues and friends and students in courses for which the topic is relevant. All are welcome to attend and 

should RSVP at this link a.s.a.p: http:!!goo.gl/BBM6gu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <~nancy.maclean@duke.edu;, 

Monday, September 9, 2013 8:34 PM 

class- center-lisg~,,duke.edn 

Scholars Speak Ont on Moral Mondays Forum Sept. 19 - PLEASE RSVP and circulate widely 

MoralMondayFlyer Final3.pdf; MoralMondayFlyer Final3.jpg; message-footer.txt 

Friends, 

Attached and below is the flier for the forum a week from this Thursday by Scholars for North Carolina’s Future on the Moral Mondays movement. We hope 

you will join us--and bring family, friends, and colleagues. The panel will feature leading scholars of social movements and North Carolina history and 

public health who will analyze the events that have made our state such a big ongoing national news story and open a conversation with the audience 

about the prospects for the future. 

Everyone is welcome, and all who plan to come should RSVP at this link: http:!/goo.gl/BBM6gu 

If you’re on Facebook yourselves, please help us build momentum by also RSVPing to our FB event: https://www.facebook.com/events!:t5458207:t4:t6218! 

Forward together, and hope to see you on the 19th! 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Novomy Lawrence <novotnyl@siu.edu> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 9:12 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.email.unc.edu> 

Re: Checking In 

Hi Charlene, 

Thanks for sending your essay. I will read it over and get back to you as soon as possible. 

All the best, 

Novotay 

On Monday, September 9, 2013, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 
Dear Novotny: Attached is my revised essay -- it is some 25 pages but what makes it long is that I have some 5 pages of notes. If we need to eliminate some of these notes, 
I could do so. You can let me know if you need additional changes. Once you determine that it is appropriate, I will double check all sources and notes. Sincerely, Charlene 
Regester 

From: Novotny Lawrence [novotnyl@siu.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, September 03, 2013 10:35 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Checking In 

Hi Charlene, 

Great! I’ll keep an eye out lbr your essay. Also, I promise to return the dral~t to you much quicker this "time around. 

Best, 

Novotny 

On Tue, Sep 3, 2013 at 7:45 AM, Regester, Charlene B <regeste ~r~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Novotny: Actually, I am nearing the end regarding the changes but have shifted the focus a little on the newspaper half of the essay -- I can probably send by the 
end of the week or the first of next week. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Novotny Lawrence [novotnyl(o~siu.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 02, 2013 2:03 PN 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Checking In 

Charlene, 

I hope that your semester is aftra a good start. Things are bu~ here, especially given that rm Chairing nay department again. Still, "things are going relatively 
smoothly as I trmisition back into full-fledged work mode. Anyways, I wanted to drop you a line to see how the revisions on your chapter are coming along? I 

look forward to hearing back from you and thralLs again for agreeing ~o contribute to this project. The book is really coming together and I think that it’s a speciaJ~ 

collection. 

Best, 

Novotny 

Dr. Novotny Lawrence 

Associate Proi~ssor & Acting Chair 

Depa~ment of Radio, Television, & Digital Media 
At’ricana Studies Department (cross appointed) 

Co~nmunications Building-Mail Code 6609 

Southern Illinois University-Carbondale 

Carbondale, IL 62901 
phone: 618.453.6992 

fax 618.453.6982 

Dr. Novotuy Lawrence 

Associate Professor & Acting Chair 



Depa~’tment of Radio, Tele~Tision, & Digital Media 

Africm~a Studies Department (cross appointed) 

Commtmications Building-Mail Code 6609 

Southern Illinois Uni~Tersity- Carbondale 

Carbondale, IL 62901 
phone: 618.453.6992 

tax: 618.453.6982 

Dr. Novotny Lawrence 

Associate Professor & Acting Chair 

Department of Radio, Tele~ision, & Digital Media 

Africm~a Studies Department (cross appointed) 

Commtmications Building-Mail Code 6609 

Southern Illinois Unixzersity- Carbondale 

Carbondale, IL 62901 
phone: 618.453.6992 

tax: 618.453.6982 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Am Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 10:36 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.unc.edu-* 

See m~d Experience "The Sahmat Collective" 

NEWS FROM THE 

For over 20 years, the influential 

De[N-based artist co[[ective known as 

Sahmat has taken a consistent stance 

a~ainst the threats of re[)~ious 

fundamentalism and sectarianism in 

India usin~ a ~brant mix of high art 

and street cutture. 

In the first major exhibition about the 

~roup organized for U.S. audiences, 

The Sahmat Collective features work 

by more than 60 contemporary Indian 

artists. 

Thursday, 12September, 5:30 PM 

OpentocurrentAcklandArtMuseumMembers. 

Members enjoy an exctusive first took at the exhibition with Emity Kass, 

director, and Peter Nisbet, chief curator. Savor drinks and delicious 

Indian hors d’oeuvres by Vimata’s Currybtossom Caf6 and experience .................................................... 

Samp[ede[iciouslndianstreet-stytefoodbyVima[a’sCurrybtossomCaf6 

ofChapet Hittand enjoymusic, dance, and theaterperformances by UNC 

Sangeet, UNC Bhangra Etite, and InteractiveTheatreCarotina. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Awidevarietyofpublicpro~rams~HenrichyourdiscoveryofThe 

Sahmat ~ollectivethrou~houtthe fall~ 



Sunday, 15 September, 2:00 PM 

Free and open to the public. 

A student a capeito group, UNC Samoa fuses Western popular music with 

South Asian popular and traditional music. 

Yoga in the Ga~ledes 
Monday, 16 September, 12:00 PM 

Free to Ack~and Members I 55 non-members 

Take a break from your day and explore the world of yoga in the beautiful 

setting of the AcMand! The hour-tong session offered by registered yoga 

teacher Joanna Marshall.l, provides an opportunity to practice a series of 

gentle yoga poses inspired by the art at the Acktand. 

Scholars’ Breakfast: Th~ Sahm~t 

Friday, 20 September, B:O0-10:O0 AM 

Free. RSVP requested. 

Area schol,ars and students (both undergraduate and graduate) with 

special interests in the themes and issues of the exhibition are invited to 

join Peter Nisbet (Acktand Chief Curator) and Iftikhar Dadi (Sahmat 

artist, art historian at Corner University, and co-curator of the paratl,el 

exhibition Lines of Control at the Nosher Museum of Art at Duke 

University) for a private viewing with coffee and pastries. 

Fatally Day: Celebrating the Art of }ndia 
Sunday, 22 September, 2:00-5:00 PM 

Free and open to the public. 

Expl,ore works of art from India in the Museum’s permanent coil,action and 

in The Sahmat Collective. Visit the Creation Station to make an artwork 

inspired by the art you see and join us for Story Time at 3:00 and 4:00 

PM to hear stories from India. 

More music and dance performances, theater workshops, talks, tours, 

and family events are coming. Learn more on our ~mat g~:~ rams 

Ca~ fo~ Entries: Dr~w~ ~n ~he Ack~a~d 

Have you ever drawn in the galleries at the Ackland? 
This faLL, join Amanda Hughes and 

others in presenting your work ~n    I 

Drawing at the Ackland, an 

exhibition to be presented at the 

Carrboro Branch Library in McDougie ~ 

Middle Schooi (20 October 2013 

through 13 January 2014). 

To participate: 

Bring one (1) drawing created ~ 

at the Acktand Art Museum (in ~ 

a cl,ass or independent[y) to 

the Ackiand’s reception desk 

between Friday, August 30th 

and Friday, September 20th, 

av~ng ~n 

September 14 from 10 AM - 12 PM and/or our new evening 

session on Thursday, September 19 from 6:00=7:30 PM. 

= Include your name, mail,ing address, and email, contact with the 

drawing (on the back is fine, but please print clearly!). Also note 

what class you attended (Drawing in the Galleries, Drawing for 

Tweens, Art Adventures), if any. 

Scans of the drawings wilt be included in the exhibition; original 

drawings wilt be returned by U.S. Mail, postmarked no tater than 

September 30. 

Meet the participating artists at the Opening Reception: 

Sunday, October 20th, 2:00-4:30 PM 

Carrboro Branch Library 

To learn more, email: Amanda Hughes at ~hesa@emaiLunc.edu. 

Presented by Friends of the Carrboro Branch Library and the Orange 

County Arts Commission. This exhibition is of,so made possibl,e by Strowd 

Roses Inc. 



Another Perk of MembersMp: Curator’s Clinic 
Thursday, 12 September, 1:00-4:00 PM 

[ve~ other month, the 

Acktand Art Museum invites 

members of the pubtic to bring 

in a work of art for 

consideration by an Acktand 

expert. Curators may offer 

insight into the significance of 

the piece and its subject 

matter, as watt as the 

techniques used by the artist 

and the work’s condition. 

Please note: the Acktand staff 

is unable to authenticate or 

financially appraise works of art. Limit one work per person. 

Re~stration required: call 919.843.3677 to make an appointment. 

Free to members I $10 non-members. 

Store 
In conjunction with The Sahmat 

Corrective at the Acktand Art 

Museum, the Museum Store wit[ 

present India Bazaar, an Indian 

market featuring a wide array 

of beautifu[ty designed and 

handcrafted products made in 

India. 

Most of the businesses 

represented in India Bazaar are owned by young Indian entrepreneurs 

whose works, white reflecting their [ocat culture, are redefining the 

context of Indian design. 

Goods range from cotorfut textites and jewelry, to handcrafted journats 

and paper to items for the home. Art items are for sate, and a[t proceeds 

support the Acktand Art Museum’s exhibition and education programs. 

The India Bazaar will be open during the opening reception events 

for The Sahmat Collective on Thursday, September 12 (5:30-6:30 PM 

Members’ Preview, 6:30-8:00 PM Public Reception). 

The India Bazaar will also be open for ~.~..~L.~.~.~.~{~.!~.0n 13 

September 2013, until 8:30 PM. 

THANK YOU! 
The Acktand’s exhibitions and pubtic programs are made possible by generous support 

from Acktand Art Museum Members and friends tike you. Become a member of the 

Ack[and Art Museum today! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send an emait to the editor. 

Images: 

Interior of performance tent, Se[der Heshmf Mernorfe[, The Mekfn9 o[lndfe, January 1, 2004. 

Pushpamata N., Motherlend wfth Om Fle.~ end Trfshul (detait), 2009, digitat print. 

Forward this email 

This ema[[ was sent to regesLer~lerr:ail.unc.edu by esbowles@email.unc.edu :: 



U#~tat~ Profi]~/~m#!]Address instant removalwith SaFeUnsubscribe]’’ Priva~Po[icy, 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC i 27599-3400 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA,’ Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa <info asmeascholars.org@mail311 .us3.mcdlv.net~ 

~Vednesday, September 11, 2013 12:45 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

REGISTER NOW: Sixth Annual Conference 

Is this email not displaying correctly? 
View it in your browser. 

***REGISTER NOW*** 
Sixth Annual ASMEA Conference 

Tides of Change. Looking Back and Forging Ahead in the Middle 
East & Africa 

November 21-23, 2013 
Key Bridge Marriott Hotel ¯ Washington, D.C. 

The 2013 conference will feature: 

Keynote address by Michael Young, opinion editor of Beirut’s DailyStar 

newspaper. 

Opening reception remarks by H.E. Mohamed Bin AbduHa AI-Rumaihi, 

Ambassador of the State of Qatar. ~invited 

Roundtable discussions on "Hezbollah in Lebanon, the Region, and Beyond," 

"Great Power Involvement in the Arab Upheavals," and "Revolution, Revolt, and 

Reform in North Africa," and more. 

Banquet luncheon and professional networking reception. 

Film screenings. 

Displays by publishers of the latest academic titles. 

Still more to come! 

Registration fees: 

Full!Associate Members Registration: $70. After Oct. 31 : $85. 

Student Members Registration: $40. After Oct. 31 : $55. 

Non-Members Registration: $165. 

Become an ASMEA member here. 

For more information, contact 202.429.8860 or info(~.asmeascholars.org. 

Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa 

www.as meascholars.o rq 



follow on Twitter I friend on Facebook I forward to a friend 

Copyrig,et © 2013 ASMEA, Att rig,ets reserved 
You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website 
www.asmeaschoiars.org. 
Our mailing address is: 
ASMEA 
PO Box 33699 
Washington, DS 20033 

Add us to your address book 

unsubscribe from this list I update subscription preferences I view email in browser 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Francis, Conseula A <FrancisC@cofc.edu;, 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 5:56 PM 

Francis, Conseula A <FrancisC@cofc.edu> 

Unleashing "the Black Erotic: LAST CALL and Reminders 

Hey AlL- 

I promise to stop sending you email "after this. I just wanted to remind you of a couple of things before the conference next week: 

1 --Online registration ends tomorrow (9/12). If you register on-site, you will be unable to purchase meals. Restaurants in the direct vicinity of the 

Avery Research Center (our conference site) are few, so purchasing meals are a good idea. 

2 --Speaking of Avery’s location, you’ll be walking from the conference hotel(s) to Avery, a few blocks away. You should budget about 20 minutes for 

the walk. There will be signs pointing you in the right direction. Avery is located at 125 Bull Street. 

3 --If you have techn elegy need s, please let me know ASAP. I also encourage you to use to h an douts instead of a screen/projector. 

I think that’s it. Looking forward to seeing y’all very soon. 

~conseula 

Conseula Francis, PhD 

Associate Professor, English 

Director, African American Studies 

College of Charleston 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Popnlar Culture Association / American Culture Association <briley@colum.edn> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 6:58 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

September update from the PCA/ACA 

%:: PCA/ACA logo 

Popular Culture Association /American Culture Association 

September Update 
12 September 2013 

SUBJECT: September Update from the PCAtACA 
The Heat is On! 
It’s the second week of September, and just like thermometers across the 

nation, the PCAiACA submission site is heating up! Now is the perfect time 
to grab a cool glass of water, sit back with a laptop, and finish that propOSNr 
After all, we have less than two months until the PCA/ACA 2014 proposal 
deadline~ 
Read on, colleagues! 

News in this email: 

0. PCAiACA 2014 Annual conference 
1. Deadline reminders 
2. Opportunities (for you)! 
3. Thanks to our Interim Team 
4. New Executive Directors 
5. Join us on Twitter and Facebook! 

O. PCA/ACA Annual Conference: Chicago, April 16-19, 2014. 

The submission process is underway for the 2014 Conference All the 
information you need awaits your visit to the PCA/ACA conference site: 

http:llpcaaca.orglnational-conference-21 

From there you can find information about Subject Areas, submitting 
presentations, booking your hotel, and registering for the conference. 

I. Deadline Reminders 
Please take note of these key dates regarding the 2014 conference. 
Key Dates: 
Nov 1, 2013 - Deadline for abstract proposals 

Nov 15, 2013 - Deadline for Travel Grant applications 
Dec 15, 2013 -"Early Bird" registration deadline 



Jan 15, 2014 - Last day to register for the conference and remain in the 
program 
Feb 1, 2014 -Preliminary schedule published on4ine 

Opportunities ~for you)! 

The Officers are pleased to announce a new feature on the PCAiACA website. 
Please visit our "Opportunities" tab for information about conferences, 
publications, and more. 

http:/ipcaaca.orgioppo~tunitiesi 

We’re hoping to expand these offerings soon and quickly, so if you have 
submissions, please send them to our VP for Curriculum and Instruction, 

Rosemarie Conforti (confortirl @southernct.edu) 

3, Thanks to our ~nterim Team 
31 August marked the end of our Interim Executive Team’s service. The 
President and Officers would like to thank Webmaster Alex Lamberti for his 
diligent work on the website and the 2013 conference program. We also 
extend our deep gratitude and congratulations to Interim Executive Director of 
Events, Joseph Hancock II, for his tireless efforts on behalf of the PCAiACA. 
Please join us in thanking them for their hard work on our behalf. 

4, New Executive Directors 
From the President and the Officers: 

The PCA/ACA is pleased to announce to the membership its new Executive 
team. Lee Halper has been named Executive Director of Events and Brendan 
Riley has been named Executive Director for Operations. 

Please join us in welcoming them to their new positions. 
5o Join us on Twitter and Facebook! 

Aside from the PCA/ACA website (http:i/pcaaca.org), we also have a 
Facebook page (http:!!facebook.com!pcaaca) and a Twitter feed 
(http://twitter.com/pcaaca) 

Use the hashtag #pcaacal 4 to connect with other PCAiACA folks, plan panels, 
arrange room-sharinc and more! 

If you have questions or concerns please email 
President Joy Sperling 
sperling@denison.edu 

Brendan Riley II Lee Halper 
ED Operations II ED Events 

_b___r_i!__e_y__@_c_.__o__!__u__~__e___d____u_ II ._h___a__[p____e__r___e___d__Lt_Ln_g_@_c___q_~__c__a____s__t_,__n___e__t_ 

Join Our Mailing List 

Forward this ernail 

This email was sent ~o regester@email.unc.edu by briley@colum.edu 
Update Profile/Email Address ~’nsta~t removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

Popular Culture Association Popular Culture Association Columbia College Chicago, English Department 600 South Michigan Avenue i Chicago i IL :: 60605 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Francis, Couseula A <FrancisC@cofc.edu;, 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 8:46 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emafil.unc.edu> 

Wright, Deborah Anu <W6ghtD@coti:.edtr~ 

Re: Unleashiug the Black Erotic: LAST CALL and Relninders 

Hi Chaxlene-- 

There roll be a screen, and you should be able to project slides. The video clips might be trickier. 

Couseula Fra~cis 

Director, AiiJcm~ American Studies 

Associate Prolbssor, English 

College of Charleston 

On Sep 12, 2013, at 8:28 AM, "Regester, Charlene B" <iegester~)emofil.anc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Conseula: My paper is on Dorothy Dandridge and because I teach film history, my presentation is very dependent on visual representations. I have video 
clips and slides on a flash drive which I will bring but if I could project these on a screen this would really work for me. I am presenting on Thursday morning at 
9am. Let me know if accommodations can be provided, if not we won’t worry about it. Thanks for your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Francis, Conseula A [FrancisC@cofc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 5:56 plVl 

To: Francis, Conseula A 
Subject: Unleashing the Black Erotic: LAST CALL and Reminders 

Hey All-- 

I promise to stop sending you email after this. I just wanted to remind you of a couple of things before the conference next week: 

1 --Online registration ends tomorrow (9/12). If you register on-site, you will be unable to purchase meals. Restaurants in the direct 

vicinity of the Avery Research Center (our conference site) are few, so purchasing meals are a good idea. 

2 --Speakix~g of Avery’s location, you’ll be walking from the conference hotel(s) to Avery, a few blocks away. You should budget about 20 

minutes for the walk. There will be signs pointing you in the right direction. Avery is located at 125 Bull Street. 

3 --If you have teckmology needs, please let me know ASAP. I also encourage you to use to handouts instead of a screen/projector. 

I thil~k that’s it. Looking forward to seeing y’all very soon. 

~conseula 

Conseula Francis, PhD 

Associate Professor, English 

Director, African American Studies 

College of Charleston 



F1"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@maill30.wdc02.mcdlv.net~; 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 10:31 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@emaJ, l.unc.edu> 

Reference works on American Histo~ 

NORTH CAROLINA HISTORY 

RESOURCES 

Courses on North Carolina History are being taught at your academic institution. Questions on the people, 

places and events in North Carolina History are some of the most frequently asked questions received by history 

and reference librarians. General information on North Carolina History is found in many national publications, but 

lack the detail for in-depth study on the state. The following titles listed below are the definitive reference works on 

the people, places and events in North Carolina History. Minority studies are of special interest in schools. 

November is National Native American Heritage Month and our publication Indians of North Carolina will allow 

students and library patrons access to the definitive reference on North Carolina Native American History. Also, 

February is Black History Month and our publication North Carolina Slave Narratives will allow students and library 

patrons access to the definitive reference work on Black History during slavery. 

If you are a faculty member, we would appreciate you recommending these titles for purchase to your collection 

development librarian or subject liaison. All titles are available for immediate delivery and can also be ordered from 

your library book distributor. To order by mail, please print and fill this form out and send it to the address located at 

the bottom of this page. We accept orders by phone at (810) 231-3728, fax at (810) 231-8910 or by email at 

nabdllc mail.com. Please click on a specific title name for further information, or go to NABDLLC.com to browse 

our full catalog. 

Please send the following titles as indicated below: 

Encyclopedia of North Carolina - Third Edition 
9780403097326 $~ 65.00 (2v.) 

..... IINorth Carolina Biographical Dictionary- 

*" °°°°llsec°nd Edition (2v.) 
9780403097357 

1’95.00 Illndians of North Carolina (lv.) 119780403099382 

North Carolina: A Guide To The Old North State /9780403021 826 

~[North Carolina Slave Narratives (2v.) 119781878592859 
1*995.0011Native Peoples A to Z- Second Edition (8v.) 119781878592736 
1*295.0011encyclopedia of The United States (3v.) 119780403096657 

Purchase orders are accepted from all o~gan~zations. 

Name: Library Name: 

Phone: Email: 

Mailing 

Address: 

City: State: 

Payment Visa MasterCard Check 

Type: Purchase Order #: 

Cardholder 

Name: 

Card 

Number: 
Expiration Date: 

Zip: 

Noitb Ameqcan £ooL D~str~b~tors LLC PC Box 5 ~0 Ha~qburg. Mi 48139 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dean SMITH z<lj smith@librau.berkeley.edu~ 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 3:24 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: Roy Thomas Collection- Stepin Fetchit Materia]s 

Dear Charlene, 

$20 is for 1-25 photocopies. Additional photocopies axe .75 cents each. Based on the mnount of material I saw it was a little over 25 pages worth of material, but 

most items had info on front and verso; so expect to double the amount. 

Lee Anne can make a page count for you. 

All best. 

Dean 

On Man, Sep 9, 2013 at 1:59 PM, Regestel; Charlene B <regester~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 4:58 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Roy Thomas Collection-Stepin Fetchit Materials 

Dear Dean: In making my request for some of these materials, I want to make sure that I understand the fees. If ~ send $20 will this include photocopying for only 3 items? 
Additional items will cost some .75 per page but I was unsure about the materials in the folder. Should I estimate that I would like to receive 25 pages at the most and work 
with this? I need a litfde more guidance so when I submit the form, ~ fully understand how much will be charged to my credit card. Again, thanks for your assistance. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 12:41 PM 

To: bancref@library.berkeley.edu 
Subject; RE: Roy Thomas Collection-Stepin Fetchit Materials 

Dear Dean: Thanks much for your assistance and I will request some of these materials in the next few days. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: deanster2001@berkeley.edu [deanster2001@berkelev.edu] on behalf of Bancref-Library Departmental 
[bancref@library.berkeley.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 06, 2013 5:20 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Roy Thomas Collection-Stepin Fetchit Materials 

Dear Charlene, 

Within Box 1, FoMer 10 of the Roy Thomas collection on Blackfilmmakin,g is devoted to Stepin Fetchet which includes pos~tcard publiciF images of Mr. Fetchet 

and correspondence (pmnarily photocopies of originals). Many of the postcards and correspondence have been annotated and signed by Mr. Fetchet. The 

correspondence is dated from 1973. 

These materials could be photocopied. Photocopies requested by mail are subject to a service fee of $20, which covers the costs of retrieval, cowing and postage 

from a maximum of three bibliographic citations, as follows: 

1-25 copies fi~om manuscript materiaJs. Additional copies axe 75¢ each. 

The lbllowing link is the order tbrm http://bancroiLberkeley.edtv’referenceidstvTonns/photocoW mss.pdf which you wotdd fill out and return with payment to the 

attention of Lee Anne Titangos, .1!!~.!~.!.~9!?.@!.[!.~.r.~..~£:!?.~!:?,.~.[~:{.:~1!.~, (510) 642-654 who handles requests involving xerographic reproduction of printed and m~muscript 

material 

All best, 

Dean Smith 

On Fri, Sep 6, 2013 nt 11:43 AM, Regester, Charlene B <regester~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Dean: Thanks tremendously for your reply to my query. I look forward to hearing from you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: deanster2001@berkeley.edu [deanster2001@berkeley.edu] on behalf of Bancref-Library Departmental 

[bancref@library.berkelev.edu] 



Sent: Friday, September 06, 2013 12:45 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Roy Thomas Colection-Stepin Fetchit Materials 

Dear Charlene Reges~ter, 

Roy Thotnas collection on Black filmm~]dng, 1916-1987 (bulk 1970-1979), BANC MSS 2003/112 cz is 1 box, 2 v. and 1 oversize folder. Not a large 
collection aaad ~J1 tnaterials in the Bancroft Librmy are non-circulating with the exception of some microfilms. I c~ take a poke through the box and volumes and 
,see how much material on Stepin Feb:hit there might be and if it would be worth your time and trouble to make a visit, 

All best, 
Dean Smith 

On Fri, Sep 6, 2013 at 7:35 AM, Regester, Charlene B <reges~ter(Ebemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

To Whom It May Concern: Currently, I am a professor at the University of North Carolina-Chapel as well as author (African American Actresses: The Struggle for 
Visibility, Indiana UP, 2010) and am conducting research on Stepin Fetchit. This collection indicated that it had some materials on Fetchit -- so I would like to know 
what kinds of materials are available, can these materials be ordered through interlibrary loan, and whether or not I need to travel to your archive to view these 
materials. It will be very costly for me to travel to this archive so I want to know if it is worth the trip. Whenever you have a chance please respond to this query so 
that I will know how to proceed. Your assistance is greatly appreciated and I look forward to hearing from you in the near future. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 7:41 PM 

~reen~ciety-announce@duke.edu; tilm-video <tilm-video@duke.edu-~; ami-thculty@duke.edu; amicert@duke.edu; Literature Program 

<literat ure@duke.edu> 

**Screen/Society next week--Mon Sept 16: "Holy Motors" (7pro, Grittith) ~ "Inocente" (Tpm, White); Thu Sept 19: "We Still Live Here: 
~s NutayuneSn" (7pm, FHI Gaxage) 

Please distribt~te widely* 

Screen/Society presen ts.., 

Hol.v Alotom 
Download PDF Flyer I More Info I View Trailer 



Inocente 
Q&A and reception/exhibit to follow! 

== PDF Flyer / Alt. fl,ier ] More Into I View Trailer I Read Chronicle article == 



We SSll Live Here: As 
== Download PDF Flyer ] More Info 

Discussion to Follow 



http:iiami.duke.edui,’creensocietv 

All S’creet’~/SocieO. ~ evei,~ts are J?ee and open to the public’, 

and are coordinated and co-sponsored ~v" the 

i~rogram in the Arts ~the ~(oving image 



hokazak@duke.edu 

~i:?~,~=~:.!~ii::~ : http://ami.du ke.edu/screensociety 



rl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean ~:nancy.maclean@duke.edu> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 8:05 PM 

class- center-list@duke.edu 

FW: N.C. Statewide Workers/Labor Fightback Conference, Sat., Sept. 21 @ 10am 

message- footer.txt 

FYI....Please share with your co-workers, public & private sector workers for justice and workers rights Invite underemployed and unemployed youth as well 
All participants must RSVP to this conference invitation for our" lunch food count" by Sunday Sept. 15th @ 6pm.! 
Thanks 
Brother Angaza Laughinghouse 
Southern Workers Assembly/ 
NC State-wide Workers Fight Back Conference 
Organizer 

Workers Rights are Human Rights! Organize the South! 
Support the Struggles of the NC Public Sector Workers Union, UE local 150 

htt p://souther nworker.or.q 

North Ca roli na Statewide Labor 

.................................................................................................................................................... Fight B k, C ac onference 

..................................................................................................................................................... Toaether MovemenL Now ~t ~s [irne for us to come .,,~,,t~@r ~nd @,,Ale what 

wi~ do nextl 

Suggested donation of $I 0 per person (but no one turned away). We are asking ~abor 



Repo~ back from breakout sessions 

~osts ,th~ ,MN go toward> th+ first 5 of your memb+ rs nbg~stra~on fee). 

Members of the foHow~ng worker organizations have comrni[ted to attend (Nst 

lbrmaflon~: 

UE bcal l SO. N,~ PubHc Sen:i~e V dorker~ Un~en~ ~ >      n ~ ’ 

NuRn ,~rdin~ A~suc,a~,~n uf E~u~at~rs ~,~C~E~ .................................................................................................................................................... 

F~hn Lu,.,o, O,,.,a~,~z,~,,., ~om,mtt~. ,~FL.-GIO .................................................................................................................................................... 

United Autowort<ers Workers t.mlol~ k~cai 5286, Gastonla 

i:::~ :u ~:#=:=~:~: online today to make this conference a success. 



Powered by 

MailChimp 



Netscape. Just the Net You Need. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "BWFJ-Membership" group. 

For more options, visit https:dgroups.google.com/groups/opt out. 

Netscape. Just the Net You Need. 

Netscape. Just the Net You Need. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noreply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Li~kedln Today <news@linkedin.com~ 

Friday, September 13, 2013 5:51 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.nnc.edu-* 

Top news for Charlene: Stud?’ finds that students lem~n more from non-tenure-track inslructors ] Inside Higher Ed 



...... Become A Two-Year    Party? 
Pa~? 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

_________ 

X Emb .... Disruption in EJ~"~bra@@ ~}i~rl,~)~;io~ JB HJ~@~ E~@~tioB: 

....... Higher Education: G~V~ Newsom 
Gavin Ne~om 

Follow 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Demetriou, Cynthia <cyndem@email.unc.edtc, 

Friday, September 13, 2013 11:03 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

It’s Academic Progress Report Time 

Instructors of undergraduate courses may submit Academic Progress Reports in ConnectCarolina 
From September 16 to October 7 

ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORTS 
Frequently Asked Questions 

WHAT IS AN ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORT? 

Academic progress reports (formerly called academic early warnings) are a tool for instructors to communicate with students. Instructors can provide 

comments to students performing well and to students exhibiting early signs of academic distress. Instructors may submit up to two comments for each 

student in a particular course. When an instructor submits an academic progress report for a student, the student will be contacted by email and through 

ConnectCarolina. A note will also be placed in the students advising record. Students who receive negative academic progress reports are encouraged to 

consider: 

1. Visiting their instructor during faculty office hours or make an appointment with their instructor to discuss their progress in the course and strategies 

for improvement. 

2. Meet with an academic advisor to discuss their strategies for success in the course and, if necessary, dropping the course. 

3. Utilize university resources for academic success. 

WHAT TYPES OF ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORTS MAY BE SUBMITTED? 

instructors can submit up to 2 of the following items for each student enrolled in their course: 

Assignment/Homework Performance 

Class Participation 

Quiz/Examination Performance 

Writing Skills 

General Concern 

Immediate Action Suggested 

Never Attended 

Intermittent Attendance 

Stopped Attending 
¯ Keep up Good Work 
¯ Showing improvement 
¯ Outstanding Performance 

WHEN CAN AN INSTRUCTOR SUBMIT AN ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORT? 

instructors may submit academic progress reports in ConnectCarolina from the 4th through the 7th week of a fall or spring semester. The last day to drop 
th occurs during the 8 week of fall and spring semesters. There are no early warnings during the summer term. For Fall 2013, the Academic Progress 

Report period is September 16th through October 7th. The last day to drop a course is Monday, October 14th, 

WHY SUBMIT AN ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORT? 

While submitting academic progress reports are voluntary, they are a helpful tool to provide students with feedback on their academic performance early in 

the semester. 

instructors may submit academic progress reports using ConnectCarolina. 

~_. Between September 16’-}~ and October 7th go to Faculty Center in ConnectCarolina. 

2. Click on the "Class Roster" page. 

3. Click on the "Academic Progress Report" link in the right corner. 

4. Select one or two comments per student using the drop down bars in the two columns that say "Academic Progress Report." 

5. When you are done, click the "OK" button at the bottom of the page. 

WHAT iS THE CRITERIA FOR SUBMITTING AN ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORT? 

The criteria for submitting an academic progress report is determined by the instructor. An instructor may consider submitting an academic progress 

report if a student is performing well in the course or not meeting expectations in the following areas: 
¯ Assignment or Homework Performance 
¯ Class Participation 

,, Quiz or Examination Performance 
¯ Writing Skills 
¯ Attendance 

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN ASTUDENT RECEIVES AN ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORT? 

Students who receive academic progress reports are contacted by email and through ConnectCarolina. Students are encouraged consider: 

1. Visiting their instructor during faculty office hours or make an appointment with their instructor to discuss their progress in the course and, if 

necessary, strategies for improvement. 

2. Meet with an academic advisor to discuss their strategies for success in the course and, if necessary, dropping the course. 

3. Utilize university" resources for academic success. 
DO ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORTS GO ON A STUDENT’S "PERMANENT RECORD" OR TRANSCRIPT? 

No. The academic progress report is an internal communication and will not appear on external student records such as a transcript. 

ARE ACADEMIC ADVISORS NOTIFIED WHEN A STUDENT RECEIVES AN ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORT? 



A note is put in the "Advisor Note" section of ConnectCarolina. Advisors in The Academic Advising Program review Advisor Notes when they meet with 

students. The Office of Underqraduate Retention receives reports on students receiving academic progress reports and frequently reaches out to students 

and/or refers students to appropriate resources and services on campus. 

WHAT IF I HAVE A NON-ACADEMIC CONCERN ABOUT A STUDENT? 

The Academic Progress Report System is primarily for academic concerns. If you have a general concern about a student and you would like to talk to the 

student in person, you may submit the "General Concern" early warning. If you are concerned about a student"s health or safety, you are 

encouraged to contact the ._D____e___a___n____o__f____S___t#_#__e___n__t___s____O____ff__!_c___e_. (919 ) 966-4042 or ~C~#~n~s~e~!~[~n~g~a~n~d~P~s~‘y~c-h~[~g~!£~a~L~S-~e-~m~[~c~e~s~ (919 ) 966-3658 immediately. If you have a 

student exhibiting disruptive behaviors during class, you may want to contact the Dean of Students and/or visit their website for helpful information. 

Cynthia Dernetriou, Director for Retention 
Undergraduate Retention, Office of Undergraduate Education 
3003/3002 Steele Building, CB# 3504 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (919) 843-5015 
www.studentsuccess.unc.edu 

Confidentiality notice: This e rnail rnessage, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 

unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Edward Saxon <screenwritersworld~fwmedia.com> 

Friday, September 13, 2013 2:47 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Join Me to Di~over Revolutionary Screenwriting Opportunities 

. Hello, 

I’m tlarilled to be giving the Keynote speech at Screenwriters \Vorld Conference West September 27-29 in Los Angeles. You may recognize me as the producer 

of the Academy Award- wim~ing film, Silence of the Lambs. 

Writers are, of course, the lifeblood of the narrative storytelling. Whether it is for the big, small, or even mobile screen i~s the writer who creates the blueprint for the 

rest of the venture. There has never been a more exciting time to be a storyteller. The digital revolution is changing just about everything, including how ~ripts are 

selected and developed. Revolutions create unique oplyorttmities mad I’ll be di~ussing that at the contErence. 

Writing is a lonely business. In addition to Facing the solitude, the up and coming screenwriter has to deal with fl~e inevitable rejection that comes with being unknown to 

working professionals; however good their work may be. It’s hard as hell to get a toehold. A conference is a great place to gather the weapons and compatriots a 

writer can use to break in. 

I attended graduate fihn school in large part because I was so daunted by the idea of breaking into the industw. If I’d known about conferences like Screenwriters 

World Conference ",Vest when I was coming up you couldn’t have kept me away ruth a musket. In addition to getting invaluable knowledge to help make your 

scripts better, you roll have a chance to pitch to actual professionals. You’ll learn creative ways to get your material read. You’ll learn about the workings of the 

business and get a better sense of how things look from the other side of the desk. All screenwriters are writing for an audience and fl~e first audience is the person who 

reads for a production company, agent, or manager. This conference is a chance to see and hear that audience. 

Finally, Screen~,riters World Conference \Vest is a rare opportunity for you to enhance the network of like-minded creatives that every writer, producer, and 

director needs in this most collaborative of mediums. 

I look ibl-vvoxd to seeing you theie. 

All good things, 

Edward Saxon 

Producer, Edward Saxon Productions 
Learn more about me and all Screenwriters bVorld Co~fference West speakers here. 

Update Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Saturday, September 14, 2013 3:01 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

The Milwaukee Sentinel - Google News Archive Search 

http:/inewsgoogle.colrdnewspapers?id lcSpAAAAIBAJ&siid 7wSEAAAAIBAJ&pg 5360, 
2777971 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Bart Weiss <bart@VIDEOFEST.ORG> 

Sunday, September 15, 2013 2:24 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

moments infftead of pages of dialogue 

Hi all 

One of the p~oblems s~udents filmmakers have is overwriting. They tend not to 

1 trust what the andience ca~a figure out and 

2 not tms~t (in the writing) what an actor cm~ convey 

I wanted to show some examples of moments in films that convey storp’emotion that could have been been done in a page of dialogue 
but are more compelling without. 

tha~ks 

bart 

Bart Weiss 
bart@vldeofest.org 
bart@,~ta.ed,~ 

mobile 
twitter 

Associate Prof 10T Arlington 
Director Dallas Vldeofest 

the 26th Dallas Videofest will be Oct 9-13th 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to lis~tserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVAI~IST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 
your first and last name.) You can leave a liszt by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 
ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You cma post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVAI ~IST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Bart Weiss <bart@VIDEOFEST.ORG> 

Sunday, September 15, 2013 2:45 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: moments instead of pages of dialogue 

John 
ca~a you email me the original script 

this would be good to show the students 

and then see what what cut 

and Of course this can be cut out in post 

but ruth limited time m~d resources 
wouldn’t it be best if they would shoot less 

on the other hand 

the best way to learn "this 

(as I did ) 

was to cut something I overshot 

which (I a~ thinking as I am typing 

would’t it be good to have these students edit a wordy scene 

before directing 

to see what they don’t need 

bart 

Bart Weiss 

bart~vldeofest,org 
bart@,ntaoedn 

mobile 
twitter 

Associate Prof UT Arlington 
Director Dallas VIdeofest 

the 26th Dallas Videofest will be Oct 9-13th 

On Sep 15, 2013, at 1:39 PM, John Philbin <philbini(~avsu.edu> wrote: 

Agreed, I think a lot of filmmakers, not only students, have the same problem. Thank goodness some of that can be fixed in post, editing is the final rewrite of the 

script, as they say~ 

This short, Flickering Blue, which I directed with a student crew, stars Hollywood veteran James Karen. In production (and post) I cut back a lot of what was scripted 

(or shot) because Mr. Karen conveyed so much without dialogue. 

htt p:i/vimeo.com/45559047#at=O 

I think AI Pacino’s performance in The Godfather is another mainstream example of how so little can convey so much, plenty of examples in that film. (Funny that 

Pacino later in his career got so BIG.) 

Great subject! 

Cheers, 

JHP 

GVSU 

From: Bart Weiss <bart@VIDEOFEST.ORG> 



Reply-To: Bart Weiss <bart@VIDEOFEST.ORG> 

Date: Sunday, September 15, 2013 2:23 PM 

To: "U FVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.EDU" <U FVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.EDU > 

Subject: moments instead of pages of dialogue 

Hi all 
One of the problems students filmmakers have is overwriting. They tend not to 

1 trust what the audience can figure out and 

2 not trust (in the writing) what an actor can convey 
I wanted to show some examples of moments in films that convey story/emotion that could have been been done in a page of dialogue 

but are more compelling without. 

thanks 

bart 

Bart Weiss 

bart@vldeofest.org 
bart@nta.edn 

mobile 214 207 7696 
twitter klnodelnxe 

Associate Prof UT Arlington 
Director Dallas Vldeofest 

PastedGraphic-1 .tiff 

the 26th Dallas Videofest will be Oct 9-13th 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe U FVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your 

first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoff U FVALIST-L (Write this command in body of 

email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to U FVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 

Thi s list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVAI,IST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 
your tirst and last name.) You ca~ leave a list by sending the tbllowing command to listserv@lis’tserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (W rite this command in tx~dy 
ofemail with nothing else) Pos’dng Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVAl,IST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 
Robert Gerst-crgerst@MASSART.EDU> 

Sunday, September 15, 2013 3:01 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: moments instead of pages of dialogue 

The heist scene in Rififi runs 28 minutes...without a spoken wo~vl. 

Cheers, 

Bob Gerst 

On Sun, Sep 15, 2013 at 2:23 PM, Bart Weiss <bark@videot}st.org> wrote: 

One of the problems s~dents fihnmakers have is ovem,riting. They tend not to 

1 trust what the andience can figure out and 

2 not trust (in the writing) what an actor can convey 

I wanted to show some examples of moments in fihns that convey stou/emotion that could have been been done in a page of dialogue 
but ave more compelling without. 

thanks 

bart 

Bart Weiss 
bart@vldeofest.org 
bart@uta.edu 

mobile 
twitter " 

Associate Prof UT Arlington 
Director Dallas VIdeofest 

the 26th Dallas Videofest will be Oct 9-13th 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to lisqtser~’~listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last name.) You can leave a lisqt by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.an~erican.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this co,nmand in 

body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-,na~l to UFVALIST-L,@,listserv.american.edu 

Read Make Fihn Hislx)ty: Rewrite, Recur, and Reshoot the World’s Greatest Films by Robert Gerst 

Thi s list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.mnerican.edu: subscribe UFVAI,IST-f, Full Name ( Full Name shi)uld be 

your tirst and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the tbllowing command to listserv@lis~tserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-I, (Write this command in tx)dy 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@lisqtse~w.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

NAAAS & Affiliates @eartNink.net~ 

Sunday, September 15, 2013 3:14 PM 

NAAAS & Affiliates ~earthlink.neV~ 

2014 NAAAS & Attiliates National Conference - Call for Papers 

cfp- all.pdf 



groupabc 

We GoodseaJcch for the National Association of Atiican American Studies & Afl]liates (NAAAS) 



Help us raise money tbr NAAAS & Attiliates by searching the Intemet a’t w~.Goodsemch,com (powered by Yahoo), shopping online at www.Goodahop.com or 

dining at a restaurant in the www,Gooddining.com network. 

We appreciale your support! 
To ~ansubcribe, reply with "lmsnbscribe" in the sabject line. 



National Association of African American Studies 

National Association of Hispanic & Latino Studies 

National Association of Native American Studies 

International Association of Asian Studies 

22nd Annual 
NAAAS & Affiliates 
National Conference 

February 10-15, 2014 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 

Abstracts, not to exceed two (2) pages, should be submitted 
that relate to any aspect of the African and African American, 
Hispanic and Latino, Native American, Indigenous Peoples or 
Asian experience. Subjects may include, but are not limited to: 
literature, demographics, history, politics, economics, 
education, health care, fine arts, religion, social sciences, 
business and many other subjects. Please indicate the time 
required for presentation of your paper (25 minutes OR 45 
minutes). 

ABSTRACTS WITH TITLE OF PAPER, PRESENTER’S NAME, HOME 
AND INSTITUTION/ORGANIZATION ADDRESS AND E-MAIL 
SHOULD BE POSTMARKED BY: Frida November 8 2013. 

SEND ABSTRACTS TO: 
Lemuel Berry, Jr., Ph.D. 

Executive Director, NAAAS & Affiliates 
PO Box 6670 

Scarborough, ME 04070-6670 
Telephone: 207/839-8004 

Fax: 2071839-3776 
Email: naaasconference@earthlink.net 

www.NAAAS.org 

~Find us on Facebook 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi ,ty Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Monroe, Vaun <vmonroe@COLUM.EDU> 

Sunday, September 15, 2013 3:38 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: moments instead of pages of dialogue 

I’m fond of the opening sequence in "Rio Bravo" and the dance scene in "35 shots of Rum". 

"They wanted him to draw the picture and he would draw it any way he wanted. He was trembling with excitement. In the past had they not always drawn it for him?" 

~Native Son, Richard Wright 

Vaun Monroe, MFA 
Assista nt Professor 
Film & Video Department 
Columbia College Chicago 

312.369.674-3 

From: University Film and Video Association [UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU] on behalf of Robert Gerst [rgerst@MASSART.EDU] 
Sent-" Sunday, September :iS, 20:t3 :t4:0:I 

To: U FVALIST- L@ LISTSERV.AM ERICAN. EDU 
Subject-" Re: moments instead of pages of dialogue 

The heist scene in Rififi runs 28 minutes...without a spoken word. 

Cheers, 
Bob Gerst 

On Sun, Sep 15, 2013 at 2:23 PM, Bart Weiss <barg~videofest.org > wrote: 

Hi all 
One of the problems s~udents filmmakers have is overwriting. They tend not to 

1 trust what the andience can figure out and 

2 not tms~t (in the writing) what an actor can convey 

I wanted to show some examples of momants in films that convey s~o~/emotion that could have been been done in a page of dialogue 
but are more compelling without. 

thanks 

bart 

Bart Weiss 

bart@vldeofest.org 
bart@,~ta.ed,~ 

mobile 
twitter 

Associate Prof UT Arlington 
Director Dallas Vldeofest 

the 26th Dallas Videofest will be Oct 9-13th 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the follomng message to lis~tse~’~]istse~.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Nmne ( Full Naane should be 

your first and last naane.) You can leave a liszt by sending the follomng command to listserv@listse~w.an~erican.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this cotnmand in 

body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-~nafil to UFV,A&IST-L~listserv.mnerican.edu 

Read Make Film Histo~: Rewrite, Recur, and Reshoot the World’s Greatest Films by Robert Gerst 

Thi s list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the follomng message to lis~serv@listserv.mnerican.edu: subscribe UFVAI,IST-L Full Name ( Full Name sbould be 

your firs~t and la~st name.) You can leave a lis~ by sending the tbllowing command to listserv@lis~tserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVAl,IST-L@lis~tserv.american.edu 

Thi s list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the follomng message to lis~serv@listserv.mnerican.edu: subscribe UFVAI,IST-L Full Name ( Full Name sbould be 

your firs~t and last name.) You can leave a liszt by sending the following command to listserv@listse~.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@lis~tse~w.american.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Norman Hollyn <nhollyn@CINEMA.USC.EDU> 

Sunday, September 15, 2013 3:45 PM 

UFVALIST- I~@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: moments instead of pages of dialogue 

This isn’t just about words. Often the s~dents SHOW too much. I use an early scene fiom MEET JOE BLACK when Brad Pitt’s character gets hit by a car to show a 

filmmaker NOT trusting an audience. 

Norman 

Mistyped on my iPhone 

On Sep 15, 2013, at 12:38 PM, "Monroe, Vaun" <vmonroe(a)COLUM.EDU> wrote: 

I’m fond of the opening sequence in "Rio Bravo" and the dance scene in "35 shots of Rum". 

"They wanted him to draw the picture and he would draw it any way he wanted. He was trembling with excitement. In the past had they not always drawn it for 
him?" 
~Native Son, Richard Wright 

Vaun Monroe, MFA 
Assistant Professor 
Film & Video Department 
Columbia College Chicago 

312.369.6743 

From: University Film and Video Association [UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU] on behalf of Robert Gerst [rqerst@MASSART.EDU] 
Sent," Sunday, September 15, 2013 14:01 

To-" U FVALIST- L@ LISTSERV.AM ERICAN. EDU 
Subject-" Re: moments instead of pages of dialogue 

The heist scene in Rififi runs 28 minutes...mthout a spoken word. 

Cheers, 
Bob Gerst 

On Sun, Sep 15, 2013 at 2:23 PM, Bart Weiss <barg~videofesl.org > wrote: 

Hi all 

One of the problems students fihnmakers have is overwriting. They tend not to 

1 trust what the audience can figure out and 

2 not trust (in the miring) what an actor can convey 

I wanted to show some examples of moments in fihns that convey s*o~’/emotion that could have been been done in a page of dialogue 
but are more compelling without. 

thanks 

bart 

Bart Weiss 

bart@~ ideot~stoor~ 

mobile 
twitter 

Associate Prof UT Arlington 
Director Dallas Vldeolest 

the 26th Dallas Videofest will be Oct 9-13th 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the follomng message to lis~tse~w@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full 

Nanm should be your first and lafft name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv(~listse~w.american.edu: signori" 

UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of ema~l ruth nothing else) Pos~dng Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-,na~l to 

UFVALIST- L~listserv.a:mefican.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Dan Kleinman <dekl 9@COLUMBIA.EDU> 

Sunday, September 15, 2013 3:49 PM 

UFVALIST- I~@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: moments instead of pages of dialogue 

Bart, 

Here are two anecdotes that might be usefifl. 

Michael Cunninghaan, tl~e novelist who wrote The Hours, said of the ,novie version, "You lose interiority. You gain Ms. Streep’s ability to separate an egg with a 

furious precision that communicates more about Clarissa’s histou and present state of rnind than several pages of prose rnight do." 

http://www.nytimes, com/~oo3/o ~[ 19/movies imy-n ovel-t he-movie-m v-b a bv-reborn-the-hours-b rou~ht-elatio n-but-also-doubt.ht ml? pa~ewanted=all&sre=pm 

Look at the scene in The hformer whan the British pay- offthe informer (Victor McLaglen). Dudley- Nichols wrote a long, eloquent speech in which the British officer 

expresses his contempt for the informer. John Ford cut the whole speech and instead had the British guy- silently push the money across the table to McLaglen with a 

stick. Nichols was ,satisfied. 

-- Dan 

On Sep 15, 2013, at 2:45 PM, Bm~t Weiss wrote: 

John 

can you em~l ~ne the origin~ script 

this would be good to show the students 

and then see what what cut 

and Of course this can be cut out in post 

but with limited time and resources 
wouldn’t it be best if they would shoot less 

on the other hand 

the best way to learn this 

(as I did ) 
was to cut something I overshot 

which (I an~ thinldng as I am .typing 

would’t it be good to have these students edit a wo@ scene 

before directing 

to see what they don’t need 

bart 

Bart Weiss 

bart@vldeofest.org 
bart@nta.edn 

mobile 
twitter 

Associate Prof UT Arlington 
Director Dallas Vldeo*est 

<PastedGraphic-1 .tiff> 

the 26th Dallas Videofest will be Oct 9-13th 

On Sep 15, 2013, at 1:39 PM, John Philbin <philbinj@gvsu.edu> wrote: 

Agreed, I think a lot of filmmakers, not only students, have the same problem. Thank goodness some of that can be fixed in post, editing is the final 

rewrite of the script, as they say. 

This short, Flickering Blue, which I directed with a student crew, stars Hollywood veteran James Karen. In production (and post) I cut back a lot of 

what was scripted (or shot) because Mr. Karen conveyed so much without dialogue. 

http:!!vimeo.com/45559047#at=O 



I think AI Pacino’s performance in The Godfather is another mainstream example of how so little can convey so much, plenty of examples in that film. 

(Funny that Pacino later in his career got so BIG.) 

Great subject! 

Cheers, 

JHP 

GVSU 

From: Bart Weiss <bart@VIDEOFEST.ORG> 

Reply-To: Bart Weiss <bart@VIDEOFEST.ORG> 

Date: Sunday, September 15, 2013 2:23 PM 

To: "U FVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.EDU" <U FVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.EDU> 

Subject: moments instead of pages of dialogue 

Hi all 

One of the problems students filmmakers have is overwriting. They tend not to 
3_ trust what the audience can figure out and 

2 not trust (in the writing) what an actor can convey 

I wanted to show some examples of moments in films that convey story/emotion that could have been been done in a page of dialogue 

but are more compelling without. 

thanks 

bart 

Bart Weiss 
bart@vldeoi~st.or~ 
bart@uta.edu 

mobile 

Associate Prof UT Arlington 
Director Dallas Vldeofest 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Steven Bradford <bradford@SEATTLEFILM1NSTITUTE.COM> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 12:20 AM 

UFVALIST-L@LI STSERV.AMERICAN .EDU 

Re: moments instead of pages of dialogue 

I’m not sure this is exactly what you mean, because it is full of such moments, 
but The Red Balloon is a great example because it has maybe six ;vords in 30 mins 

And it won the 1957 Oscar for Best Original Screenplay 

Steven Bradford 
~cell) 

bradford@seattlefilminstitute, corn 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listsel~’.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be yotu- first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

signoff UFVALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Bart Weiss <bart@VIDEOFEST.ORG> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 12:27 AM 

UFVALIST- I~@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

notes frown those that answered the call today 

Hi all 
here are some of the responses with some links I found on you tube 

if any of you have more exmnples you would like to share 

send them to me and I will keep this list. at some point if you want I can make it a google doc or put it on our new website when that gets up 

bart 

A moment not a page 

1. In the draft of GROUNDHOG DAY available online h~.:r~:iTww’,v.scr~_~em~’~e iniScr~-~e~plaa ~’(}r<. mdh~t.~! ~20i5~-’.~ 4~ii; at the end of Day 2 Bill Murray completely 

wrecks his hotel room, cuts offhis hair into a Mohawk and splashes paint all around the morn in order to prove that the repeated day is really happening. 

In the shooting script, he simply breaks a pencil in hafl; placing one half on the nightstand, the other on the floor. When he wakes up the next morning, the pencil is 

whole agai~ tlms proving that the impossible is really happening. 

The draft online is fifll of ovem-ritten scenes and bad jokes, most of which were removed from the movie. 

2. Wordless montage early in Pixaf s "Up." 

http://www.youtabe.com/watch?v F2bk 9T482g 

Last scene of The Birds - no dialogue or music. 

http://vwvw.voutube .com/watch?v wXB 1 pxyVUo8 

Two examples in The Graduate - (a) the thmous rock focus where Elaine silently learns of the a£fair with her mother, and (b) last scene escaping on the bus - no 

dialogue. 

http://~v.voutube .com/watch?v MCa9vtTvQpE 

http://www.vout ube.conv’watch?v DSDMwoOYzNw 

Agreed, I think a lot of film,nakers, not only s~dents, have the same problem. Thank goodness some of that can be fixed in posit, editing is the final rewrite of the 

script, as they say. 

This short, Flickering Blue, which I directed with a student crew, stars Holl?~vood veteran Jmnes Karen. In production (and post) I cut back a lot of what was scripted 
(or shot) because Mr. Karen conveyed so much without dialogue. 

4. I think AI Pacino’s perforn~ance in The Godfather is another mainstrean~ example of how so little can convey so much, plen~’ of exmnples in that film. 

5. the resolution of l~’imess. Many scenes in 147itness could be used as an example, but the resolution had dialogue that was removed, and the scenes are deeper and 
more complex as a result. 

The script is an earlier draft. In the film, the scene with Rachel is completely silent, and I "think the scene with Samuel might have been silent as well. The only line "that 

definitely made the film is from Eli. 

EXT. LAPP FARM - LATE AI:’TERNOON 
The door opens and Book steps ouk looking somehow strange 
in his working suit. He looks about him, sees Samuel down by 
the pond. 
EXT. POND 
He eases down beside Samuel. They both stare into the pond. 

SAMUEL 
Are you really ever coming back? 

BOOK 
Got to, Sam. You and I are going to 
a courthouse together, put some people 
behind bars. 

SAMUEL 
Have you got your gun on now? 

BOOK 
Sure have, Sam. 



Sam grins. Book takes him in his arms, holds him. 

EXT. ttOUSE - DAY 

Book opens the door of the car, turns to find Rachel standing 

there with his Amish hat in hand. 
RACHEL 

I want you to take this.., to retnetnber 

by. 

BOOK 
Where’s my baggy pants? 

RACHEL 

Here. Whenever you want them~ 

He wants to kiss her, but does not. Their eyes say it all. 

Eli has a tinal word, SttOUT1NG t?om the porch. 

ELI 

You be careful, John Book! Out among 

them English! 

Book gets quickly into the car. 

INT./EXT. DRIVEWAY - LAPP FAI~Vl fi DAY 

As Book drives, he sees an open buggy coming down the hill 

toward the farm. He slows as he passes. It’s Daniel 
Hochstetler. A long beat, and as they pass, Hochstefler gives 

Book an expansive tip of his hat. 

INT. BOOK’S CAR 

Book turns to look back at his rival, a doubt in his eye 

FREEZE FRAME 

FADE OUT 

THE END 

6. The heist scene in Rififi runs 28 minutes...without a spoken woM 

7. This isn’t just about words. Often the students SHOW too much. I use an early scene from MEET JOE BLACK when Brad Pitt’s character gets hit by a car to show 

fihnmaker NOT trusting all audience. 

http://www.voutube.com/watch?v miki8eDIC, cMQ 

8 Michael Cunningham, the novelist who wrote The Ho~rs, said of the movie version, "You lose interiority-. You gain Ms. Stmep’s abili~ to ,separate an egg with a 
furious precision that communicates more about Clarissa’s history and pre~nt state of mind than several pages of prose might do." 

Look at tile scene in l’he lnJbrmer when file British pay offthe informer (Victor McLaglen). Dudley Nichols wrote a long, eloquent speech in Milch file British officer 

expresses his contempt for the info:mer. John Ford cut file whole speech and instead had the British guy silently push the money across the table to McLaglen with a 

stick. Nichols was satisfied. 

9 - The scene at the end of Casablanca when Rick tells Ilsa (in veD’ few words) to go be ruth Victor. 

- NeMy EVERY scene in Legends of the Fall between Tristan and Susannah - ifs all understated - so much unsaid - E.g., when Tris*an tells Susannah (as she’s visiting 

him in jail) 

to "go home to Alficed" and she grimaces - as if the thought causes her physical pain 

(because she’s mentally comparing him to Tristan.) Also when Susam~ah meets Tfi stan’s 

child aa~d tells hi~n he looks like his uncle. She and Tristan exchange a pafined glance 

- we know their whole histo~ and it all passes between thegn - they can’t be together 

because she ~eminds Tristan of Samuel (and his guilt) and i’~s too painful for him.., this is all unsaid and 

ifs a poignant, painful moment. 

- 10 The moment in Rear Window when Jeffs police detective It-lend Tom looks at 

Lisa’s snitcase and sees "the nightie, then looks at Lisa and Jeff simply says, "Careful, Tom." 

In that moment we see her through To,n’s eyes - in a sexual predatory kind of way - and it 

speaks to the way in which ,nen view women - Milch is mostly unaddressed in movies of that era. 

That momenl’s genius because it captu~vs how men see women - in this sort of objectified "secret club" way- that women aren’t always aware of. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

No~h American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@mai155.at131.mcdlv.net> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 10:22 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Aliican American History/Reference collection 

Best Books for Academic Libra4es recommends... 

SLAVE NARRATIVES COMPLETE SET 

A Folk History of Slavery in the United States 

from interviews with former slaves 

Faculty and students interested in African-American Studies will be seamhing 

the library for information on slavery in the United States. We are pleased to 
announce the republishing of the entire set of SLAVE NARRATIVES; A Folk 
History of Slavery in the United States from interviews with former slaves. The 
SLAVE NARRATIVES were collected in the 1930s as part of the Federal 
Writers’ Project of the Works Progress Administration from interviews with 
former slaves. 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES provides a unique and unsurpassed collective 
portrait of African-American population during slavery. Indeed, historian David 
Brion Davis has argued that the voluminous number of documented slave 
testimonies available in the United States "is indisputably unique among 

former slaveholding nations. In addition to the substantial number of life histories it contains, the most 
compelling feature of the collection is the composition of the sample of people who made up its informants." 
SLAVE NARRATIVES thus constitute an illuminating and invaluable source of data about antebellum and 
post-Emancipation Southern life, the institution of slavery, and, most important, the reactions and 
perspectives of those who had been enslaved. The profoundly moving text which yields great insight into the 
impact of slavery upon human lives. 

Thank you for your consideration in recommending the entire set of SLAVE NARRATIVES to your 
collection development librarian or subject librarian. 

Please visit NABDLLC.com/Slave-Narratives! to view further details regarding this title. 

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE iN THE U.S. 
Purchase orders are accepted from all organizations. 

For your convenience we accept Visa and MasterCard as a payment option. 

Order Form 

$1 995 00 Slave Narratives Complete Set - Edition     9780403022113 I 

I ’ " I1(19v)                       II 

Name: Library Name: 

Phone: Email: 

Mailing Address: 

City: State: 

Payment Type: Visa MasterCard Check Purchase Order#: 

Cardhelder Name: 

Card Number: 

Zip: 

Expiration Date: 





Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

No~h American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@mai155.at131.mcdlv.net> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 10:27 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesler@emml.unc.edu> 

American Indian ttistory/Ret~rence collection 

Native Peoples A to Z -Second Edition 

Best Books for Academic Libraries recommends... 

NATIVE PEOPLES- A TO Z 
A Reference Guide to Native Peoples of the Western Hemisphere 

Courses on the indigenous people of the Americas are 
taught at your university. Native American educators and 
students will be looking for new reference materials that 
are culturally appropriate and sensitive to the many 
customs and ways of various tribes and nations. The 
material needs to reflect the diverse experiences that 
relate to indigenous peoples of the Americas. We are 
)leased to announce that such a publication is now 

available in the Second Edition of NATIVE PEOPLES A 
TO Z; A Reference Guide to Native Peoples of the 
Western Hemisphere. 

NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z provides authentic examples 
of indigenous Ant, culture, literature and history. By 

purchasing a set of NATIVE PEOPLE A to Z you will be providing educators and students a reference that 
is culturally related to the academic needs of indigenous students and will promote student self-esteem and 
character development. 

Please visit www.NABDLLC.com to read a detailed description of the publication’s contents, and view 
sample pages of the encyclopedia. 

The addition of Native Peoples A to Z in your collection will allow students and faculty the ability to tteighten 
awareness and understanding of diverse indigenous cultures and unique traditions. 

Purchase orders are accepted from all institutions on net 60 day terms. If you would like to charge to your 
credit or purchasing card please call our customer service at (810) 231.3728. The ISBN for the set is 
1878592734. The eight volume set is $995.00. 

Thank you for your time and consideration in recommending NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z for purchase to 
your collection development librarian. 

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE IN THE U,S. 
Purchase orders are accepted from all organizations. 

For your convenience we accept Visa and MasterCard as a payment option. 

Customer Order Form 
Please send     set(s) of NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z - Second Edition (Sv. set) at $995.00 per set. 

ISBN: 9781878592735 

Name: Library Name: 

Phone: Email: 

Mailing Address: 

City: State: 

Payment Type: Visa MasterCard Check Purchase Order#: 

Cardholder Name: 

Card Number: 

Zip: 

Expiration Date: 

Noel: ~,me:’ican Sook Distributois, Li.C PO So>: 510 H~,m. bu:’g, MI 4~139 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Documentm7 Studies at Dnke Universib, <llm@duke.eduv 

Monday, September 16, 2013 5:00 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

CDS NEWS: °5Fiksi" Opens, Full Frame Third Friday, Special Photography Pa~el, Harvey Stein, Fail Issue of"Document" 

i ::~ :: CDS I Center for D ...... tary Studies ~ 

TIKSI OPENS AT CDS I Acclaimed Series by Photographer Evgenia Arbugaeva 

September 16-January 11 / Porch and University Galleries, Center for Documentary 

Studies / 1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

Tanya and Pasha during ’Kolyada,’ a traditional Christmas Eve ritual. Photograph by Evgenia Arbugaeva. 

The Center for Documentary Studies is delighted to host an exhibit of photography by 

Evqenia Arbuqaeva--images from Tiksi, a remote port town on Siberia’s Arctic coast. The 

photographer will be in residence this fall at Duke University through a program that 

connects international artists with the university community through the medium of 

photography, administered by the Maqnum Foundation Emerqencv Fund in partnership with 

Du ke’s Center for International Studies. Arbugaeva will give an artist’s talk at CDS on 

Thursday, November 14. 

Born in Tiksi in 1985, Arbugaeva was eight years old when her family moved, but took with 

her memories of "a magical realm of wonder and discovery where she reveled in the ’little 

miracles’ of her endless natural playground," writes James Estrin in a feature story on Lens, 

the New York Times photo blog Years later Arbugaeva returned to her hometown a number 

of times, "to make sure this place really existed" and to photograph what she found Tanya, 

a thirteen-year-old Tiksi resident, became Arbugaeva’s muse and guide, helping her 

reconnect with the wonder of the photographer’s own childhood there 

For more information, and a slideshow, click her~e 

FULL FRAME THIRD FRIDAY SCREENING / Free Film Series Continues with Let the Fire 

Bum 

Friday, September 20, 7 p.m. I Full Frame Theater, Power Plant Building I American 

Tobacco Campus, 320 Blackwell St., Durham, North Carolina 



Still from Let the Fire Burn, directed by Jason Osder 

How often do the police in a major US. city drop a bomb on a residential building in order to 

evict its tenants? That’s what happened in Philadelphia on May 13, 1985, as the culmination 

of the city’s long-running feud with the black-power group, MOVE. In Let t,~e Fire Bum, the 

next film in the Full Frame Documentary Film Festival’s Third Friday series, Jason Osder 

uses archival footage to recount incidents leading up to and during the bombing, which 

destroyed sixty-one homes and claimed the lives of six adults (including MOVE founder 

John Africa) and five children There will be a Q&A with Jason Osder after the screening. 

NEW: Ticket reservations can now be made on the day of the event through Eventbrite. Note 

that Eventbrite tickets do not guarantee you a seat! Go to the Full Frame website event page 

here for more information 

INSPIRED BY THE LENS PHOTOGRAPHY PANEL ! Limited Seating, Register Now 

Thursday, September 26, 6:30 p.m. / Ackland Art Museum / 10t South Columbia Street, 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 

A border town in the Fetgana Valley. Photograph by Lange-Taylor recipient Carolyn Drake, on view at the 

Frank Gallery as part ofln,~piredbythe Ler~,~. 

A special panel discussion, part of the Inspired by the Lens multi-month series of 

photography-related events and exhibits created by the Triangle Photography Consortium, 

will feature a selection of Inspired by the Lens guest artists and professors from Duke and 

UNC-Chapel Hill. Panelists--including Lange-Taylor Prize recipient Carolyn Drake, Duke’s 

MFA in Experimental and Documentary Arts director Tom Rankin, and recent MFAEDA 

graduate Lisa McCarty, among others--will discuss the relationship between the artist’s 

vision and the camera’s lens. 

Reqistration required; seating is limited. 

Click here to view an online brochure for Inspired by t,~e Lens event listings in September 

and October 

The Triangle Photography Consortium includes Duke University’s Center for Documentary 

Studies, Nasher Museum, and MFA in Experimental and Documentary Arts program, the 

Ackfand Art Museum, Cassil,~aus; Frank Gallery, Flanders Gallery, the North Carolina 

Museum of Art, and Through This Lens Gallery. 

TALK AND BOOK SIGNING WITH HARVEY STEIN I Photographer to Show Work From His 

Newest Book, Harlem Street Portraits 

Friday, September 27, 6=9 p.m. ! Center for Documentary Studies / 1317 West Pettigrew 

Street, Durham, North Carolina 



Cover of Harlem Street Portraits, by Harvey Stein 

Celebrated New York-based photographer Harvey Stein will visit CDS to present work from 

his latest book (and to teach his immensely popular Documentary Street Photoqraphy 

workshop September 27-29 through our Continuing Education program). Harlem Street 

Portraits presents a selection of Stein’s images taken in the neighborhood over the course 

of twenty-two years, from 1990 to 2012. 

Harvey Stein’s work has been published in The New Yorker, Time, Life, Esquire, American 

Heritage, Forbes, Smithsonian, and all the major photography magazines¯ He teaches at 

the International Center of Photography and is a frequent lecturer on photography both in the 

United States and abroad¯ 

NEW FALL 2013 ISSUE OF DOCUMENTAVAILABLE ONLINE 

The latest issue of Document, the CDS quarterly newsletter, is now available online; 

Document features some of the best documentary work supported and produced by the 

Center for Documentary Studies¯ Highlights in the fall issue include an interview with new 

CDS director Wesley Hogan, exhibits by CDS/Honickman First Book Prize in Photography 

winner Gerard H Gaskin and Duke artist-in-residence Evgenia Arbugaeva, CDS 

Documentary Essay and Lange-Taylor prizewinners, and more. 

To browse past issues, click here 

To receive print issues of Document, join Friends of CDS 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Thursday, September 18, 7 pm / One Place talk and book signing by Tom Rankin / The 

Burwell School Historic Site / 319 N Churton St., Hillsborough, North Carolina 
http:ll~^tww.cdsporch orq/archives/19731 

Friday, September 20, 7 p.m. / Screening of Let the Fire Burn / Full Frame Theater, Power 

Plant Building I American Tobacco Campus, 320 Blackwell St, Durham, North Carolina 
http:llwww cdsporch.orq/archives/19831 

Thursday, September 24, 12:30 p.m. / One Place talk and book signing by Tom Rankin, with 

host William Ferris / Donovan Lounge (Room 223), Greenlaw Hall, UNC campus / Chapel 

Hill, North Carolina 

http:flvwvw.cdsporch oqqlarchivesl19731 

Thursday, September 26, 6:30 pm. / Inspired by the Lens photography panel/Ackland Art 

Museum / 101 South Columbia Street, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 



http://~,tw’w cdspo feb.or!q/archives/19729 

Friday, September 27, 6-9 p.m. / Talk and book signing by Harvey Stein / Center for 

Documentary Studies / 1317 West Pettigrew Street, Durham, North Carolina 

http://vww~ cdspo rc h.o rcl/a rch ives/19837 

EXHIBITS 

March 18-October 5, 2013 / One Place: Paul Kwilecki and Four Decades of Photographs 

from Decatur County, Georgia I Kreps and Lyndhurst Galleries, Center for Documentary 

Studies/1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 
http:lldocumentarystudies.duke.edu!exhibitslcurrent-exhibits#one-place 

September 16-January 11 / Tiksi, photographs by Evgenia Arbugaeva / Porch and University 

Galleries / Center for Documentary Studies / 1317 West Pettigrew Street, Durham, North 

Carolina 

http:fdocumentarystudies.duke.edulexhibits!current-exhibits#tiksi 

MORE ABOUT CDS: 

CD$ Website http:!/documentarystudies.duke.edu 

CDS Porch http:flww~v.cdsporch.org 

Friends ofCDS http://documentarystudies.duke.edu/donate 

Upcoming Events http:fdocumentarvstudies.duke.edu/events 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Barn Films <bamfilms@GIvIAIL.COM> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 5:26 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: moments instead of pages of dialogue 

How about the openiugs of WaJ1-E and There Will Be Blood? Both have no dialoge yet couvey the essence of the characters clear as a bell, even though both are way 

longer than 1 page. 

JOCHEN KUNSTLER 

Filmmaker 

Barn Films LLC 

228 Statesville Rd. 

Coma, NC 27818 

(252) 395 0249 

On Sep 15, 2013, at 15:37, "Mouroe, Vaun" <v,nonroe(~COLUM.EDU> wrote: 

I’m fond of the opening sequence in "Rio Bravo" and the dance scene in "35 shots of Rum". 

"They wanted him to draw the picture and he would draw it any way he wanted. He was trembling with excitement. In the past had they not always drawn it for 
him?" 
~Native Son, Richard Wright 

Vaun Monroe, MFA 
Assistant Professor 
Film & Video Department 
Columbia College Chicago 
312.369.674,3 

From: University Film and Video Association [UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU] on behalf of Robert Gerst [rgerst@MASSART.EDU] 
Sent," Sunday, September 15, 2013 14:01 

To: U FVALIST- L@ LISTSERV.AM ERICAN. EDU 
Subject-" Re: moments instead of pages of dialogue 

The heist scene in Rififi runs 28 minutes...without a spokeu word. 

Cheers, 
Bob Gerst 

On Sun, Sep 15, 2013 at 2:23 PM, Bart Weiss <bar~.~3ddeofest.org> wrote: 

Hi all 

One of the problems students filmmakers have is overwriting. They tend not to 

1 trust what the audieuce can figure out and 

2 not trust (in "the writing) what an actor can convey 

I wanted m show rome examples of moments iu films that convey sm ,ry/emotion that could have been beeu done in a page ofdMogue 

but are more compelling without. 

thanks 
bm~t 

Bart Weiss 

bart@vldeofest.org 
bart@nta.edn 

mobile 
twlt~er 

Associate Pro~ UT Arlington 

Director Dallas Vldeo*est 

the 26th Dallas Videofest will be Oct 9-13th 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the followiug message to lis~tse~w~listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full 
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UFVAI,IST-L (Write this command in body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 5:44 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Re: Revised Dandrige 

TfLA~CKEDDorothy DandridgeConferencePaperUnleasing the Erotic3.docx; UNTRACKEDDorothy DandridgeColfferencePaperUnleasing 

the Erotic3.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

kdole@rvfilms.com 

Monday, September 16, 2013 5:53 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: moments instead of pages of dialogue 

How about.... THE ARTIST. 

Or for that matter the life work of Buster Keaton. 

Kino has a nice boxed set which my 12 year old son has memorized. 

Lefs never forget the talent who pioneered the medium. 

K.Dole 

On Sep 15, 2013, at 11:23 AM, Bart Weiss wrote: 

Hi all 

One of the problems students filmmakers have is overwriting. They tend not to 

1 trust what the audience can figure out and 

2 not trus~t (in the writing) what an actor can convey 

I wanted to show some examples of moments in films that convey stony/emotion that could have been been done in a page ofdMogue 
but are more compelling withont. 

thanks 

bart 

Bart Weiss 
bart@vldeofest.org 
bart@uta,edu 

mobile 
twitter 

Associate Prof UT Arlington 
Director Dallas Vldeofest 

<PastedGraphic-1 .tiff> 

the 26th Dallas Videofest will be Oct 9-13th 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by ~nding the tbllowing message to list~rv@listserv.mnerican.edu: snbscfibe UFVALIST-L Fnll Name ( Full Name 

shonld be your first mad last name.) You can leave a list by sending the lbllowing command to listserv(~liskserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L 

(Write this comm~md in bo@ of email ruth nothing el~) Posting Mes~ges: You can tx~st messages to the list by sending ~m e-mail to UFVALIST- 

L(a) listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following ~nessage to lis~tserv@listse~w.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the follomng command to listserv@lis~tser~’.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Bart Weiss <bart@VIDEOFEST.ORG> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 12:18 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: moments instead of pages of dialogue 

Hi all this has been a great threat 

but I waut to me a distinction clear 

I am not just interested in visual stoqr~telling 

that is another sto~y and a great one at that 

but how we can express more for ruth less 

I find that ofteu silent actiug is a bit over the top and not a~s subtle 

I waist my students to tell the parts of the story that have impact to their passionate point of view of the sto~ rather than watch actors brush their teeth or go through a 

long dialogue sequence to explain the stoW 

Bart Weiss 

bart@vldeofest.org 
bart@,~ta.ed,~ 

mobile 
twitter 

Associate Prof UT Arlington 
Director Dallas VIdeofest 

the 26th Dallas Videofest will be Oct 9-13th 

On Sep 16, 2013, at 4:53 PM, "kdole~rvfilms.com" <kdole(&RVFILMS.COM> wrote: 

ttow about.... TIlE ARTIST. 

Or tbr that matter the lit~ work of Buster Keaton. 

Kino has a nice boxed set which my 12 year old sou has memorized. 

Let’s never tbrget the talent who pioneered the medmm. 

K.Dole 

Ou Sep 15, 2013, at 11:23 AM, Bm~t Weiss wrote: 

Hi all 

One of the problems students filmmakers have is overwriting. They tend not to 

1 trust what the audience can figure out and 

2 not trust (in the writing) what an actor can convey 

I wanted to show some examples of moments in tilms that convey story/emotiou that could have been been done in a page of dialogue 

but are more compelling without. 

thanks 
bart 

Bart Weiss 

bart@vldeoihst.org 
bart@u~a.edu 

mobile 
t~witter 



Associate Prof UT Arlington 
Director Dallas VIdeofest 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 
Leskosky, Richard John <rleskosk~@ILLINOIS.EDU> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 3:51 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: moments instead of pages of dialogue 

For "more with less dialogue" it’s hard to beat Antoniolfi at the top of his form: 

L ~tvventura (The Adventure, 1960 
La Notre (The :\right, 1961) 

Eclipse (1962) 

Red Desert (1964) 
Blowup (1966) 
7"he Passenger (1975) 

They tend to end in silence, with or withont characters present. 

Richard J. Leskosky 
Associate Professor of Media & Cinema Studies (Retired) 
College of Media 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
Urbana, Illinois 61801 

From: University Film and Video Association [UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU] on behalf of Bart Weiss [bart@VIDEOFEST.ORG] 
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2013 11:17 PM 

To: U FVALIST- L@ LISTSERV.AM ERICAN. EDU 
S~bject: Re: moments instead of pages of dialogue 

tti all this has been a great threat 

but I want to me a distinction clear 

I am not just interested in visua] s~toutelling 

that is another sto~ and a great one at that 

but how we can express more for wifl~ less 

I find that often silent acting is a bit over the top and not as snbtle 

I want my students to tell the parts of the story that have impact to tlaeir passionate point of view of the story rather than watch actors brush their teeth or go through a 

long dialogne sequence to explaJn the story 

Bart Weiss 

bart@vldeofest.org 
bart@uta.edu 

mobile 
twitter 

Associate Prof UT Arlington 
Director Dallas VIdeofest 

the 26th Dallas Videofest will be Oct 9-13th 

On Sep 16, 2013, at 4:53 PM, "kdole(a)rvfilms.com" <kdole(a)RVFILMS.COM> wrote: 

How about.... THE ARTIST. 

Or for that matter the life work of Buster Keaton. 

Kino has a nice boxed set which my 12 year old son has memorized. 

Lei~s never forget the talent who pioneered the medimn. 

K.Dole 

On Sep 15, 2013, at 11:23 AM, Bart Weiss wrote: 



Hi all 

One of the problems students filmmakers have is overwriting. They tend notto 

1 trust what the audience can figure out and 

2 not trust (in the writing) what an actor can convey 
I wanted to show some examples of moments in films that convey s~toWemotion that could have been been done in a page of diaJogue 

but am more compelling without. 

thanks 

bart 

Bart Weiss 

bart@vldeofest.org 
bart@uta.edu 

mobile 
twitter 

Associate Prof UT Arlington 
Director Dallas VIdeofest 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Facets Multi-Media <wholesale@facets.org> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 7:03 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Coming Soon from Facets: Little Deaths 

"In this mesmerizing five-hour film, women from all walks of life and all areas of Mexico open themselves 

tothe camera with tremendous courage and generosityto give voice to silenced taboos." -The Catalan 

"SaHar~s surprises with another work that moves, makes you think, and wins."-Milenio 

"Not one person moved fromtheirseatwhilewatching Las MuertesChiquitas. Itwasjust impossibleto 

ii~ii Little Deaths For herepic exploration ofthefemale orgasm, 

Catalan artist Mireia Sallar&s interviewed 30 

professors, prostitutes, psychologists, nuns, 

revolutionaries, andformerchild brides. Her 

sexual violence, political protest, love, family, 

In a culture where sexual taboos run deep, whatthe women of Little Deaths have in common isa belief 

in liberation and self-discoverythrough sexuality, and a remarkable courage in the face oftragedyand 

Filmed overfouryears, thistvvo-part documentary isthe centerpiece ofLas MuertesChiquitas, 

held around theworld--all unified bywomen’s perspectives on orgasms, pleasure, pain, power, violence, 

LITTLE DEATHS. Las Muertes Chiquitas. Directed, edited, and shot by Mireia Sallar~s. Produced with the support of the Government of 

Culture and Arts (FONCA), the Multimedia Center of the National Center for the Arts, Mexico, the Casa Vecina Cultural Space of the Mexico 

Two-di .... t includes Parts 1 and 2 of the film and a video introduction by director Mireia Sallar~s. 



This email was sent to regester@email.unc.edu by wholesale@gacets.o 

Update Profile/’[mail Address :: Instant removal with SageUnsubscribe 

Facets Nulti-Nedia, Inc. I 1517 W. Fullerton Ave. I Chicago 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Peter Kimtt <pkiwitt@GMAIL.COIVl> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 8:16 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: moments instead of pages of dialogue 

Sorry to contribute to the flood, and expand the discussion, but let me touch on the previous and next steps. Like you, I spend a lot of time trying to figure this out. 

It’s not necessary to stop students from over-writing, that can be a normal part of the creative process. They just have to learn to keep writing so they can refine their work in 

every way, including cutting down excessive dialogue. So when you structure your classes, always build in multiple drafts. And when you give notes, always show them how to cut 

away over-writing. One of my mantras for them is, "say a lot with a little, not a little with a lot." 

Then you must teach them how to direct. Even if it’s a script they’ve written, I find they don’t know how to direct the subtext; and that is key when you take out over-written 

dialogue. So always have a directing course or at least part of a course focused on the core of directing: telling the story--which is, in large part, identifying and expressing the 

subtext. I find this is best done by having them stage scenes from professional scripts that have more subtext and fewer problems than their own scripts. And leave out the 

camera, at least to start. Don’t lose focus on what’s in front of the lens. 

Take care, 

Peter Kiwitt 

School of Film & Animation 
Rochester Institute of Technology 

h ttp://peterkiwitt, wordpress.com/ 
http://cias.rit.edu/schools/.film-animation 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVAI.IST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first 

and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoff UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with 

nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to L~;ALIST-L@listserv,americam.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soils, Jacqueline <j solis@emaila~nc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 9:14 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regesler@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: Libmty Tour for Freshman Seminar 

I’m looking forward to meeting your students on Thursday! Safe travels. 

Jacqueline Soils 
Coordinator of Liaison Services 
Librarian for American Studies, Folklore, and Linguistics 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Davis Library CB #3922 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

E: jsolis@email.unc.edu 
T: +1 919 962 1151 
F: +1 919 962 5537 

From: Regester, Charlene B 

Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2013 9:04 AM 

To: Solis, 3acqueline 
Subject: RE: Library Tour for Freshman Seminar 

Dear Jacqueline: This to remind you that my students will be meeting with you in Davis Library on Thursday, Sept. 19 at 9:30. Thanks much for assisting my AAAD 51 
Freshman Seminar. I will be heading out of town tomorrow so I just wanted to confirm to make sure that everything is in place. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Solis, .lacqueline 
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 2013 2:00 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Library Tour for Freshman Seminar 

f’d low:, to work wi[:h your class on a Firs[: Year Seminar scav~:_mger hunt. t’H meet your studen[:s ~n the h:~bby of Davh; Library a[: _):30 on Thursday, Sept ~.9th. f 

defin~[:ely know who you are -you are one of our law)rite I~brary users and we appredate thai: you bring your s[:udents in [:o use our resources[ I ~mow [hat Beth 

wi]~ ~ook forward to working with you and your students later ~n the semester. 

Jacque]~ne 

F~m: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent= Thursday, September 05, 20~3 ~:48 PN 
To= Soils, 3acqueline 
Subject= RE: Libra~ Tour for Freshman Seminar 
Dear 3acqueline: Yes, I would be interested in having you conduct the scavenger hunt with my freshman seminar class. I have ~ a~end a conference September l~h and 
would like to have my class engage in this activi~. We meet on Thursday from 9:30 - 10:45. If you are willing ~ conduct this libra~ activiN, let me know so that I can inform 
them and let them know where to meet and who will assist them. My class is focused on films that explore "passing" where characters a~empt to camouflage their identiN to 
pass on the basis of race -- black characters passing as white or white characters passing as black. Films that we see in class include: Imitation of Life (1934 N ~959), Pinky 
(1949), Lost Boundaries (1949), Raintree Coun~ (19577), Human S~in, Devil in a Blue Dress, etc. If this wor~ with your project please let me know. Hope to hear from you 
soon. I con~cted Beth Rowe because she has assis~d me with classes in the past and I could not locate the email that you sent. Because Beth has assis~d me with another 
class in previous semesters, I will be contacting her later in the semester regarding my other class. Than~ much for your assis~nce and for responding to this request. By the 
way, you have probably seen me in the libra~ as your name sounded familiar. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Solis, .lacqueline 
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 2013 10:07 AM 
To: Rowe, Beth L; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Library Tour for Freshman Seminar 

Hi Charlene--- 

I emailed you about a First Year Seminar scavenger hunt for your class. Here is what is said. I’d love to schedule one for you class if you are interested. 

Davis Library will again offer iPod-based scavenger hunts tailored to specific FYS course topics to introduce students to our main campus library. The scavenger 

hunt is a series of questions designed to take one class period in the library. We created this scavenger hunt for FYS courses because students in these courses 

tend to do subject-specific research that requires the use of Davis Library. We have become worried that many new undergrads report feeling that Davis Library is 

only for grad students or that it is an intimidating place. 

Feedback from two professors whose classes participated last year: 

"Both my students and I thought the Davis Library scavenger hunt was especially useful for the FYS. If you are still offering them, I would like to schedule 

two for my two different FYS this term." 

"My students really liked it. I asked them to ’vote’ for or against recommending this to other FYS groups, and the vote was unanimously in favor. They felt 

it was a good use of their time, and fun too. It lowered the barriers entering Davis library, and made it a lot easier for us, instructors, to send our students 

fact- and interpretation-hunting." 

Student comments included: 

~ "1 learned how to search for a book in a specific location. I was worried about that, but now I feel confident enough to do it on my own." 

* "Davis Library is not nearly as intimidating as I had previously thought." 

~ "1 learned how to search for books!journals!articles!headphones using the library website and the research desk." 

* "There are amazing resources and once you know how, it’s easy to navigate." 

For additional information and photos: http:!ilibrary.unc.edu!instructiscavengerhunt 

.Jac:que~k~e So,is 
Coordinator o[ [Jargon Services 

Ubrar~an for American Studies, Anthropology, Archaeology, Folklore, and Linguistics 

PO Box 8890 

Davis I.~brary, C8# 3922 



Chap~:~I Hill, NC 27515.489(} 

919.962.11BI 

~om: Rowe, Beth L 
~: Thursday, September OS~ 2013 10:02 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
~: Solis, ~acqueline 
S~je~t: RE: Libra~ Tour for >reshman Seminar 
Good Momh~g Cha’]e~le~ 

Yot~ m’e ~dways welcome to math ot~t ~ me. Sos eral of us d~d tou~s tM first week ofclass ib~ anyone who wmltcd to come (UL mid Wilson did them as wall ), 

What is tM subject matter of your class? I can certmn]y give a to~r ~r if we &~ennine the st~k~ect mage~ is better ask a colleague to handle yot~r tour. Just let me kriow. 

Thanks. BLR 
Bega L. Rowe 

RegionN Doctmaen~s Librarian. Head of Doctmaent.~ & Microffx~ns Secfiot~ 

CB #3922. D3ViS 

Chapd t {iE NC 275 I4- 8890 

91%962-1151 

bl@emNl .tmc.e&l 

Fmm= Regester, Charlene 
Sent= Thursday, September 0S, 2013 8:57 AM 
To= Rowe, Beth L 
Subject= Libra~ Tour for Freshman Seminar 
Dear Beth: Recently or near the beginning of the school year I received information from the libra~ regarding a libra~ tour for freshman. Since I am teaching a freshman 
seminar I was in,rested in scheduling such a ~ur for my class but I cannot locate the email. Do you know who I need to contact for tNs information? If so, please let me 
know. Sor~ I had to email you but I assumed that you would direct me to the correct source. Than~ much for your assb~nce. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ah@edmonialewis,com 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 9:29 AM 

; 

SPECIAL OFFER on the New Biography of Edmonia Lewis that Supersedes a Lm~dmark Reference Work 

Dear Faculty Member: 

Edmonia Lewis (1844-1907), bona to a Chippewa mother and African-American 
father, was the most controversial sculptor of her day. Her stoly was 
summarized twenty years ago by Romare Bearden and Harry Henderson in A 
History of African American Artists from 1792 (1993), a "landmark" tome and 
standard reference that you likely have in your reading lists and 
references. Our narrative of Lewis’s life and art supersedes that 28-page 
article with more than 100,000 words, 50 illustrations, 800 references, a 
reference list of more than 100 works with notes on museum holdings, 
discussions of her fans, her critics, and other 19th-century artists, and 
much more 

This first full-length biography reveals Henderson’s decades of original 
research. It digs into hidden relationships, identifies many new sources, 
and casts new light on well-known works of art. Starting with the 
suggestmn, "Think of Edmonia Lewis as an artist at war," it goes on to tell 
the story of a young woman on a mission to overturn myths of inequality. 
Burdened by outsider status and personal secrets, she j oined radical 
feminists and the Roman Catholic Church as she struggled to establish a 
famous studio in Rome, to publicize her work, and to show her art in the 
U.S. during R econstruction. Thousands came to see her shows from Boston to 
San Francisco, and many more followed her in the news. Backed by her 
brother, a Gold Rush businessman, she ultimately provided inspiration to, 
and helped change how the world viewed, talented women of color. 

KIRKUS REVIEWS said, "The tIendersons’ monument of research and craftsmanship 
seeks to give Lewis the consideration that she has been denied-not 
dissimilar to the artist’s own commitment to proving her competitors and 
critics wrong, demonstrating that a minority could take on the hegemonic 
tradition of fine arts The book provides cp),stalline accounts of Lewis’ 
feuds and mentorships, as well as rich illustrations of the works being 
discussed throughout. Overall, the authors deliver a well-constructed mi× of 
prnnary resources, critical analysis and literary flourishes." MIDWEST BOOK 
REVIEW called her new biography "a key acquisition for any arts or 
African-American history holding, it reads with the passion and drama of 
good literature." GOOI)REAI)S accorded it Five Stars, remarking, "even though 
it is classified as a narrative biography, don’t expect to find extended 
scenes of improvised dialogue or re-imagined day to day occmiences fleshed 
out by artistic license. The book remains academic and serious in nature 
throughout, but with conjecture here and there concerning what Edrnonia must 
have been thiaking and feeling." It recently received the GOLD eLit Award 
for biography, "Illuminating Digital Publishing Excellence." I am sure you 
would want notice of this essential biography. 

Because Lewis and her art connected with some of the most famous literary-, 
feminist, radical, and mtistic figures of her time, her life is of special 
interest to students of American art history-, feminist and ~vomen’s history, 
American history, African-American studies, American studies, and 
American-Indian studies, as ~vell as scholars of race, gender, and the 
19th-centu~ American novel. 

> Hairy Henderson and Albert Henderson, The Indomitable Spirit of E&nonia 
Lewis. A Narrative Biography. Esquiline Hill Press. 2012. US$9.99 ebook 
only. ISBN epub 978-1-588632,52-8. PDF and Kindle fom~ats are also 
available. SPECIAL 50% SEPTEMBER ONLY KOBO OFFER: You must use the lirtk 
http:iibit.ly/16iK9An - search for "edraonia" - and use the coupon code 
"Sept50" (Sorry, not available for Kindle or pdf). 

Sample chapter, more details and more revie;vs at ;vw;v.edmonialewis.com 

Best wishes, 

Albert Henderson, co-author 



Editor, Edmonia Lewis News and va,cw.edmonialewis corn 

Twitter: @andthatrhymeswl 

PS. If you would rather not receive educational notices about Edmonia Lewis, 
simply reply with the words "p[ease remove" in the subject area 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colleen Barile <cbarile@ala-choice.org> 

Tuesday, September 1 :, 201_ 9:46 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Choice Reminder 

Great thank you, look forward to receiving it~ 

Have a safe trip, 

{::olleen 

From: Regester, Charlene B [mailto:regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2013 9:02 AM 
To: Colleen BaNe 
Subject: RE: Choice Reminder 
Dear Colleen: This is to let you know that I do plan to complete the form provided but have been overwhelmed with work and currently heading out of town to a conference, 
Will complete by the end of next week. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Colleen BaNe [cbarile@ala-choice,org] 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 9:31 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Choice Reminder 

Dear Reviewer, 

Just a friendly reminder, we have not yet received your profile update. In April you should have received a letter with an enclosed teal form (aka Choice Annual 

Reviewer Information Update 2013-2014). If you still have the form, you can either fill it out and mail it to the address below or you can update your record via the 

web following the instructions below. 

_ Go to ~tt p;[!’ww~:~o!cem~l:o[g ~ttp;[!’~h~!~m~g.org!’ 

_ Click on the middle button of the opening screen, i.e. the button label~d~date my reviewer profile/address information. 

_ When the log-in screen appears, enter your reviewer code in the box labeled Reviewer ID. (your Reviewer ID is typically the first four letters of your last 

name and the first three letters of your first name; if you have any problems, please feel free to contact me.) 

Simply enter any new information per the screen instructions. 
Whether you mail your reviewer update form in or update via the web, please pay particular attention to the following items: 

Your e-mail address. 

_ The number of titles you will be able to review during the coming year. 

_ Your mailing address. 

_ The list of subjects you are willing to review. 

Your subjects taught. 

Also, please check out Choice’s Facebook page and click LIKE so you can receive future updates. 

I hope to receive your update soon! 

Sincerely, 

Choice Magaz{ee 

57,5 Mai~ Street 

Suite 300 

Middletown, CT 06#,57 

cbarile@ala-choice.or6 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nalionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 11:35 AM 

NttC Events <event@naliona]humanitiescenter.org> 

Ma~tJm Johnson <~Nohnson@nationalhuma~itiescenter.org>; Lesley Orr <lorr@nationalhumm~itiescenter.org> 

Meet the Fellows’ Class of 2013-14, Thurs., Sept. 26, at the Nationa] Hummfities Center 

You, your colleagues, and students 
are cordially invited to a Party on the Patio 

Thursday, September 26, 9-013 -- 5:00 p.m. 

to welcome 2o13-14 Fellows 
following the fall’s opening lecture 

"Popular/]4usic, Race and Citizenship in the US, 

from Swing to Soul" 

Charles F. ~/IcGovern 

The College of William & Mary 

X Inlineimage 1 

Martin Luther King, Jr., attesting to the inspirational power of songs such as "We Shall Overcome," described them as "the 
soul of the [civil rights] movement," but the effects of popular music extended well beyond the ranks of aetMsts and 
organizers. In his talk, historian Charles MeGovern will discuss how Americans remade their civic lives in popular music, even 
as the nation endured prolonged struggles over citizenship. Drawing on the experiences of performers, music business people, 
and fans, MeOovern’s talk will chronicle the ways that popular music enabled Americans to envision new civic and social 
relations through the marketplace. 

MeGovern is associate professor of history and American studies at the College of William and MaW and was previously a 
curator of American culture at the National Musemn of American History, Smithsonian Institution. His research interests 
include modern American history; 2oth-eentury popular eultm’e; popular music; the culture of American capitalism; 
formations of American nationalism and transnationalism, citizenship, race, and ethnieity; and modern material culture. He 
has ~Titten extensively on these topics, most recently in SoMAmeriean: Consumption, and Citizenship, ~89o-~945 (2OO6). 

This year, as the Kent R. Mullikin Fellow at the Center, he is working on The Civies of Ameriean Popular Mnsie: Citizenship, 
Race, and Belonging, ~93o-~972. 

To reserve space, please follow this lh~k, or respond 
to Martha Johnson (919) 4o6-ol 16 or miohnson(t~nationalhumanitiescenter.orq 

Naiional Humaniiies Center 

7 T. W~ Alexander Drive 

Research g~iangle Park, NC 

Don Solomon 
Director of Communications 
National Humanities Center 
919-406-0120 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <ca nabdllc.com@mail139.at121.rsgsv.net;, 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 11:44 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

NC and African American HistoW 

NORTH CAROLINA HISTORY 

RESOURCES 

Questions on North Carolina history are some of the most frequently asked questions received by 
librarians and media specialists. Courses on North Carolina history are being taught at various grade levels. 
General information on North Carolina is found in many national publications, but lack the detail for in-depth 
study for students and library patrons. The following titles are the definitive reference works on the people, 
places and events in North Carolina history. Minority studies are of special interest in schools. November is 
National Native American Heritage Month and our publication Indians of North Carolina will allow students 
and library patrons access to the definitive reference on North Carolina Native American History. Also, 
February is Black History Month and our publication North Carolina Slave Narratives will allow students and 
library patrons access to the definitive reference work on Black History during slavery. 

Please click on a specific title name for further information, or go to NABDLLC.com to browse our full 
catalog. You may order from our website or by printing this page and faxing it to (810) 231-8910 or mailing it 
to the address listed at the bottom of the page. 

Please send the following titles as indicated below: 

...... II Encyclopedia of North Carolina 

~[Edition (2v.) 

-Third 

19780403097326 

$165.00 SecoN°rthn~ Edition r°li% (2Vi~hioal Dioti°nary - 9780403097357 

1595.oo II Indians of North Carolina (lv.) 119780403099382 

$ub.uu .... 

IIS~ate (~v)ll North Carolina: A Guide        To The Old North 

9780403021826 

15165.ooll North Carolina Slave Narratives (2v.) 119781878592859 

15995.0011Native Peoples A to Z-Second Edition (Sv.)119781878592736 

15295.ooll Encyclopedia of The United States (3v.) 11978o4o3o96657 

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS TO AN’f WHERE iN THE U,S. 

Name: 

Phone: 

Mailing 

Address: 

City: 

Payment 

Type: 

Cardholder 

Name: 

Card 

Number: 

Visa MasterCard Check 

Purchase Order #: 

Library Name: 

Email: 

State: Zip: 

Expiration Date: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gene Melton-<hgmelton@ncsn.edu~, 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 2:27 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <vegester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Re: New Electronic Re~urce tbr Hollywood Mag~ineffFilm Journals 

Dear Charlene, 

That’ll be fine. May I ask: what ldnd of memory device ave yon bringing? What program did you use to create the slides? 

Let me also give you my cell #: 

Thank~ 

Gene 

On Tue, Sep 17, 2013 at 12:06 I~M, Regester, Charlene B < re~es~ter(dbemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Gene: This is to let you know that I may need some assistance with showing slides at the upcoming Charleston conference. 3[ will try to arrive early so that I can make 
sure that my disk works with their equipment. If you can help me this would be greatly appreciated. Hope to see you then. By the way if you need to call me my cell number 
is              Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Gene Melton [hqmelton@ncsu.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 13, 2013 12:47 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: New Electronic Resource for Hollywood Magazines/Film Journals 

Dear Charlene, 

Today, our Fihn Studies folks here at NCSU alerted us to Lantern, a new online resource that has digitized, searchable copies of early- to mid-twenlieth centuD~ film 

magazines (such as Va~ety m~d Photoplay). I apologize if this is old news, but I thought I’d pass along the link just it case it wasn’t. 

http:/ilantem.mediahist.or~/ 

Hope all is well, 

Gene 

Gene Melton 

Senior Lectuier 

English Depoxtment 

North Carolina State Universib~ 

G124 Tompkins Ha]l 

Campus Box 8105 

Raleigh, NC 27695 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

regester@emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 7:09 PM 

Screening Wednesday 6-8pm 

To: All Poxticipants 

From: Charlene Regester 

Deax All Participants: This is to remind you that we have screening on Wednesday in room 207 of the Undergrad Libraw from 6-8pm. I may not be in attendance as I 

will be attending a co~fference but the ,screening will be held tomorrow night. Hope yon can attend if your schedule permits because you have a paper that will be due 

soon and the more films you see the more you can develop tbr a tx~ssible paper topic. 

Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

This fora.arded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages fio~n the "AAAD250.001.FA13" site. To reply to this message click this link to access 

Messages for this site: AAAD250.001 .FA13. 

















HOLLYWOOD ROMANCES 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 6:15 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Re: Dorothy Dandridge4 [FINAL REVISION] 

UNTIL~\CKEDDorothy Dandridge4.docx 

Good morning, Charlene, 

Please find attached a final revision of Dandridge. I have deleted (I hope) 

all allusions to Bakhtin --and revised/expanded the conclusion once more. 

Although your idea is a good one (and it is, I believe, preserved), the Bakhtin 
quote seems to me to be "taken out of context -- a~d in its original application 

(to the grotesque) does not really apply to your fl~esis. 

Let me know what you think. 

Safe travel~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmafil.com> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 9:42 PM 

Gene Melton <hgmelton@ncsu.edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regeste@ema~l.unc.edtr> 

See Yon in fl~e Morning’. 

Hi, Gene & Dr. Regester: 

I’m getting on the mad in a few hours; unfortunately, I had to work tonight. 

See you around 9; text me, if possible, to let me kmow where you’ll be at that time. 

Best. 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Liza Smith @ymail.com> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 10:05 PM 

~outlook.com 

Call tbr Papers 

Call for Papers 
ISSN: 1929-7106 

International Journal of Arts and Commerce 
International Journal of Arts and Commerce is a high qualiF open access peer revie~ved reseaJcch journal that is published by Center for Enhancing Knowledge, 

U~K. International Journal of Arts and Commerce providing a platform tbr the researchers, academicians, professional, practitioners and students to impart and share 

knowledge in the tbrm of high quality empirical and theoretical research papers, case studies, literature reviews and book reviews. International Journal of Arts and 

Comlnerce welcomes and acknowledges high quali~ theoretical and elnpirical original research papers, case studies, review papers, literature reviews, book reviews, 

conceptual framework, ana].vtica] and simulation models, technicdt note fi~m researchers, acade~nicians, professiono], practitioners and students from all over the world. 

The Jouma] t ublishes in both print and online version. 

IJAC is indexed with and included in Index Copernicus, Electronic A~ournal Library, Ulrich’s, ProQuest, New~lour and Google Scholar. Moreover the journal 

is under the indexing process with Cabell’s, EBSCO, Scopus, ISI, ERIC, DOAJ, and Gale. 

Internationa] Journal of Arts and Commerce publishes research paper in the field of finance, accounting, banking, economics, marketing, management, human resources 

management, entrepreneurship development, Industrial Relations, operation management, international business, hotel and tourism, business ethics, international 

relations, law, development studies, population studies, political science, histoD,, journalism and mass communication, corporate governance, visual arts, music, 

linguistics, cross-cultural studies, public administration, psychology, philosophy, sociology, women studies, religious studies, social welthre, anfl~ropology, education. 
IJAC is inviting papers for VoL 2, No. 9 which is scheduled to be published on October 07, 2013. 
Send your manuscript to the editor at editor@ijac.orc!.uk, or        @outlook.corn 
For more information, visit the official website of the journal: www.iiac.orq.uk 
With thanks, 
Dr.Andrew Christopher 

Chief editor, 
International j ournal of Arts and Commerce 

Contact: Editor~ijac.org.uk 

Submission deadline: 3~ Septembe~2013 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <nancy.maclean@duke.edu;, 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 10:39 PM 

sncf-scholar@duke.edn; sncf-announcement@duke.edu; class-center-lis(~:duke.edn 

TODAY! - Scholars Speak Out on Moral Mondays Forum - 5:30-7 at UNC Global FexEx Center 

message- footer.txt 

TODAY’S panel will feature leading scholars of social movements and North Carolina history and public health who will analyze the events that have made 
our state such a big ongoing national news story--and open a conversation with the audience about the prospects for the future. We hope you will join 
us--and bring friends, colleagues, and family--to share ideas on what’s next for North Carolina! 

i.~.i linked image001 BEE881A2-9E884458-9BOB4)511D7FA2B8D png 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ofiqce@cmstudies.org 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 1:45 AM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu> 

Message t?om SCMS Represematives on the National Film Preservation Board 

Dear SCMS Colleagues, 

It is our privilege and honor to serve as your representative on the National Film Preservation Board. We submit nominations to the National Film Registry eveiy 

October. We write to welcome your suggestions. Please email ns direct at mbems*~emory.edu and ihomel~ucsc.edu no later than Sunday, September 29th, at 5 

p.m.,with your nominations and 1-2 paragraphs of rationale for each fihn. The Board aims to cr~dt a diverse list offihns not just mains~a’eam/Hollywood geme fihns 

(horror, sci-fi and musical films suggestions welcome) but silent, independent film~ documenta~e~ educational fihns and avant-garde films. 

For your consideration, here is the list of 575 titles already on the liszt. We welcome your input on this important decision aJt~cting our film heritage. 

Best wishe~ 

Matthew H. Bemstein and Jennifer Home 

Matthew It. Bemstein Jennit~r Home 

Professor a~d Chair, Director of Undergraduate Studies Fihn + Digital Media 

Department of Film and Media Studies 

Emov University 

109 Rich Building 

1602 Fishbume Dr. 

Atlanta, GA 30322 

404 727 3466 

mbemst@emory.edn 

http:i/films~mdies.emop,. ~.edu,’home/ 

UC Santa Cruz 

101 Communica~fons 
1156 High Street 

Santa Cruz, CA 95060 

831-459-2142 (tel.) 

831-459-1341 (fax) 
htlp://film.ucsc.edu 

~ike us on Facebook > ~ ~Vollow us on Twitter > 

If you rash to stop receiving emml ti~m u~ you can simply remove yourself by visiting: http://www.cmstudies.or~"memberdEmailOptPreferences.aspx? 

id 9512683&e regester@email.unc.edu&h 4d53e0t7e5c347b61ead4b9096688a977dd2cdaa. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi .ty Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

michelle <michelonia@GMAIL.COIVl> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 12:39 PM 

UFVALIST- I~@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: moments instead of pages of dialogue 

This has been an interesting conversation to follow and very timely for me- I’m teaching a scriptwriting class for the first time this semester. 

I plan to use a Korean film called 3-Iron, by Ki-duk Kim, to illustrate this point. 

The main characters never speak to one another bnt they say so mnch. 

I imagine the script would be in Korean, so I never Ned to locate it. 

I~s a beaufithl film- maybe it will help you. 

Michette Friedtine 

vvww. miche [[efried [in e. com 

On Tue, Sep 17, 2013 at 12:17 AM, Bart Weiss <bar~videot~st.org> wrote: 

Hi all this has been a great threat 

but I want to me a distinction clear 

I am not just interested in visual storytelling 

that is another story, and a great one at that 

but how we can express more for with less 

I find that often silent acting is a bit over the top and not as subtle 

I want my students to tell the parts of the stoW that have impact to their passionate point of view of the stoW rather than watch actors brush their teeth or go through 

a long dialogue sequence to explain the stoW 

Bart Weiss 

bart@vldeofest.org 
bart@uta.edu 

mobile 
twitter 

Associate Prof (JT Arlington 
Director Dallas Vldeotest 

the 26th Dallas Videofest will be Oct 9-13th 

On Sep 16, 2013, at 4:53 PM, "kdole(a)rvfilms.com" <kdole(~a~RVFILMS.COM> wrote: 

ttow about.... TIlE ARTIST. 

Or for that matter the life work of Buster Keaton. 

Kino has a trice boxed set which my 12 year old son has memorized. 

Let’s never forget the talent who pioneered the medium. 

K.Dole 

On Sep 15, 2013, at 11:23 AM, Bart Weiss wrote: 

Hi all 
One of the problems students filmma~ers have is overwriting. They tend not to 



1 trust what the audience can figure out and 
2 not trust (in the writing) what an actor can convey 
I wanted to show some examples of moments in fihns that convey story/emotion that could have been been done in a page of dialogue 
but are more compelling without. 
thanks 
bart 

Bart Weiss 

bart@vldeofestoorg 
bart@u~a.edu 

mobile 

Associate Prof UT Arlington 
Director Dallas Vldeofest 

<PastedGraphic-1 .tiff> 

the 26th Dallas Videofest will be Oct 9-13th 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following ,nessage to lis~tserv@listserv.mnerican.edu: subscribe UFVALIST- L Full 
Name ( Full Name should be your fi~t and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to 
listserv(&listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST- L (Write this command in body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You 
can posit messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST- L~listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed "to by ~nding the tbllowing message to list~rv~b~listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVAI,IST-L Full Name ( Full 
Name should be your first and last name.) You can leave a liszt by sending the tbllowing command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoff 
UFVALIST-I~ (Write this command in body ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can IX)St messages m the list by sending an e-mail to 
UFVALIST- L~listserv.american.edu 

’][’his list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv(gblistser<american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 
your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv~listserv.amefican.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this comnmnd in 
body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST- L(~listse~v.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to lis~tserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVAI~IST-L Full Name ( Full Nan~e should be 

your firs~t and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to "the list by sending an e-mail "to UFVALIST-L@lis~tserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

McMillar~ Tim <tjml @emaJl.uuc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 12:45 PM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@emaJd.unc.edu-~; Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJd.unc.edu-~; Regester, Charlene B 

<regester@email.unc.edw~; Porter, Robert S <rporter@ema~l.unc.edtr~; Willia~n~ Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu>; Fhunsu, Donato 

<d~unsu21@unc.edu>; Mutima, Sinamenye A <smufima@email.unc.edu>; Lambert, Michael C <mlambert@email.unc.edu-~ 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edt~> 

Firs~t Meeting of the Institutional, majors, and commuuity engagement committee 

Dear all -- 

It seems incumbent upon us to meet to begin planning the many issues with which we are charged. First is the student research conference that we must plan and 

then secondarily the Dunbar Stone Lecture and the department picnic. Also, if you have any ideas of people to honor at graduation we need to identify them fairly 

quickly. 

I propose that we meet next Wednesday (September 26) from 11-noon. Please let me know your availability so I can arrange the meeting or look for an alternate 

time. 

Thanks. 

Tim 

Timothy J. McMillan 

Senior Lecturer 

Department of African, African American & Diaspora Studies 

CB#3395 308 Battle Hall 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Mitchell Block <mwblock@aol.com> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 3:11 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: moments instead of pages of dialogue 

Eli, 

I think there is some confusion between "shooting scripts" and scripts written to sell to others~ 

Students who are writing and directing their own fi~m wouL’t tend to write a shooting script. 

More detail, shots, etc. 

This is very different from a screenwriLer developing a spec scripL ors screenwriting assignment. 
Since fewer than 1600 scripts deals were made by Writer’s Guild writers in 2010, the feature business does not look very encouraging. (See Mog posting 
htt p:ffdocu n omics.blo#spot .com/) 

"As derailed in the gVGAW repot, employment declined 8.1% for screenwfiters in 2011 with a total of 1,562 writers reposing casings agNnst 1,699 writers in 2010. 

In 2011, m~l ea~ngs dropped 12.6% to $349.1 million, down from $399.4 million in 2010. From 2009." 
?his raises a different question, shouR~ this e~len be a major, shl(:e there seems no there there. 
b~ any case, Lhese scripts are designed to sefl. Not shoot. Most scripts published are transcript scripts of films. These have Httle relationship to the script Lhat was 
sold. They are made afLer the fact. Pretty useless for study in many regards. ~ have the shoot~ng scdpL for example, for PSYCHO Ws d~fferent than Lhe script made 
after the fi~m was re,eased. D~tto MEAN STREETS, STAR WARS, ROLLING THUNDER, etc. 
The se~l script ~s ake’ays the fun one to read. 
M~tch 
Mitchell Block 

From= Universi~ Film and Video Association [mailto:U~ALI~-L@LIS~ERV.AHERICAN.EDU] On Behalf Of michelle 
Sent~ Thursday, September 19, 20~3 9:39 AN 
To= U ~ALIST- L@ LISTSERV.AN ERICAN. EDU 
Subject= Re: momenN instead of pages of dialogue 
TNs has ~en an interesting conve~ation "~ [bllow a~d ve~, dmely lbr me- I’m teacNng a scfiptwfidng class ~r the ti~t time tNs semes~r. 
I pla~ k~ u~ a Korean film called 3-Irou, by Ki-&=k ~m, ~ iHus~ate tNs point. 
The main characters never speak to one another but fl~ey say ~ much. 
I im~ine fl~e script would be in Korean, ~ I never ~ied to locate it. 

Ifs a beautiful fihn- maybe it will help you. 

Miche[[e Fried[ine 
wvvw. rnic he [ferried tin e. corn 

On Tue, Sep 17, 2013 at 12:17 AM, Bart Weiss <bark2{videoI}st.org> wrote: 

Ill all this has been a great threat 

but I want to me a distinction clear 
I am not just interested in visual sloLTtelling 

that is another story and a great one at that 

but how we cm~ express more tbr with less 

I find that often silent acting is a bit over the top and not as subtle 

I want my students to tell the parts of the sto~’ that have impact to their passionate point of view of the sto~ rather than watch actors brush their teeth or go through a 

long dialogue sequence to explain the sto~y 

Bart Weiss 

mobile 
twitter 

Associate Prof U’I- Arlington 
Director Dallas Vldeofest 



the 26th Dallas Videofest will be Oct 9-13th 
On Sep 16, 2013, at 4:53 PM, "kdole(a)~rvfilms.com" <kdole(i~RVFILMS £~OM> wrote: 

How about.... THE ARTIST. 

Or for that tnatter the life work of Buster Keaton. 

Kino has a nice boxed set which tny 12 year old son has metnorized. 

Le~s never forget the talent who pioneered the medium. 

K.Dole 

On Sep 15, 2013, at 11:23 AM, Bart Weiss wrote: 

Hi all 

One of the problems students filmmakers have is over~vriting. They tend not to 

1 trust what the andience can figure out and 

2 not trust (in the writing) what an actor can convey 

I wanted to show some examples of mo~nents in films that convey sto .ryie~notion that could have been been done in a page ofdMogue 

but are more compelling without. 

thanks 
bart 

Bart Weiss 

mobile 
twitter 

Associate Prof UT Arlington 
Director Dallas Vldeo~est 

<PastedGraphic-1 .tiff> 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ken Dvorak <events@regonline.com> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 3:26 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Invitation to Attend 

I.f ri:s not po]; u.lar, 



unsubscribe, click here 

our Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi .ty Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Bart Weiss <bart@VIDEOFEST.ORG> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 4:08 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

fl~is might be of interested 

http://imgu r.com/a/fPLn M 

Bart Weiss 

bart@vldeofest.org 

bart@ntaoedn 

mobile 
twitter 

Associate Prof UT Arlington 
Director Dallas Vldeofest 

the 26th Dallas Videofest will be Oct 9-13th 

Thi s list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVAI,IST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 
your tirst and l&st name.) You can leave a list by sending the tbllowing command to listserv@lis~tserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (W rite fl~is command in tx~dy 

) o ofemail with nothing else) t osting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listse~w.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Landau. David <landau@FDU.EDU> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 5:10 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: moments instead of pages of dialogue 

Ne;v Market Press sells shooting scripts - ie the last 
draft before cameras begin to roll. They are the actual 
screenplay and not a transcript. Film companies must make 
transcripts of all their films so that the movie can be 
dubbed or subtitled. As stated before, transcripts are 
rather worthless for teaching screemvriting Be aware that 
transcripts are ;vhat is often used in many film studies 
books. 

An American shooting script does not have shots, angles or 
anything like baout the camera or editing in it. A 
shooting script has scene numbers, Characters and props 
capitalized, soudn effects capitalized - it will have 
dated rewritten pages and have omitted scenes listed as 
"umitted". Thuse scene numbers are used in the breakduwns, 
call sheets, strip boards, etc :[’or productiun. 

Sume Writer/Directurs do have a habit of writing in camera 
directinns, since they know the?’ are directing the film. 
’]?his is usually only directors that are alsu the pruducers 
ur have pruducer control - as a studiu exec, pruducer or 
anyone else that needs tu read the script will nut be 
interested in the camera directinns and they are uften 
distracting and cunlhsing tu everyone else invulved in 
putting a muvie tugether In Eurupe, when the muney is 
already assigned by the guy and there is no need tu get 
investors whu want their muney back, screenplays can be 
written anyway the writer/direcor feels like. They don’t 
have to be streamlined ur louk Hollywoud prufessinnal 
(investors want tu know the?’ are invesung in a 
prufessional with experience. Seeing a script that duesn’t 
luuk like the standard established Hollywoud mudel can 
lose investurs). 

For all ufthe abuve reasuns, I feel it is better to teach 
our students huw to writer in the Hullywuod standard 
format, rather than the writer/directr or European 
guverument financed version. Even if the?’ will be writing 
and directing their own filra, they need to have something 
that looks "professional" - to share xvith potential 
collaborators. To get professional collaborators it is 
best to start with a profesional looking script. 

David Landau 
FDU 

On Thu, 19 Sep 2013 12:10:36 -0700 
Mitchell Block @aol.com> wrote: 
>Hi, 
> 

> I think there is some corffusion between "shooting 
>scripts" and scripts written to sell to others. 
> Students who are writing and directing their own film 
>xvould tend to xvrite a shooting script. 
> More detail, shots, etc. 
> 
> This is very different from a screenwriter developing a 
>spec script or a screemvriting assigrwaent. 
> Since fewer than 1600 scripts deals were made by 
>Writer’s Guild xvriters in 2010, the feature business does 
>not look vein encouraging. (See blog posting 
> <http ://docunomics blogspot.comi> 
>http://docunomics.blogspot c om/) 
> 

> "As detailed in the WGAW report, employment declined 
>8.1% for screemvrlters in 2011 wifl~ a total of 1,562 
>writers reporting earnings against 1,699 writers in 2010. 
>In 2011, total earnings dropped 126% to $349.1 million, 
>down Ileum $3994 million in 2010. From 2009." 
> 

> This raises a dike.rent question, should this even be a 
>major, since there seems no there there. 
> 

> In any case, these scripts are designed to sell. Not 
>shoot. Most scripts published are transcript scripts of 
>films. These have little relationship to the script that 
>was sold The?’ are made after the fact Pretty useless 
>for study in many regards. I have the shooting script, 
>for example, for PSYCHO it’s diit’erent than the script 



>made after the film was released Ditto MEAN STREETS, 
>STAR Vv~RS, RO],LING THUNDER, etc 
> 

> The sell script is always the tun one to read. 
> 

> Mitchell 
> 

> Mitchell Block 
> Direct Cinema Limited, Inc. 
> PC Box 10003 
> Santa Monica, CA 90410 
> Phone O-310.636.8200 
> e-mail: (~,aol.com> ~_@aol.com 
> 
> docunonrics an occasional blog 
> <http:/idocunomics.blogspot.comi> 
>http://docunomics.blop~s pot.c ore/ 
> 

>From: University Film and Video Association 
>[mailto:UFVALIST-L~&LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU] On Behalf Of 
>michelle 
> Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2013 9:39 AM 

> To: UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 
> Subject: Re: nronrents instead of pages of dialogue 
> 

> This has been an interesting conversation to follow and 
>very timely for me- I’nr teaching a scriptwriting class 
>for the first time this semester. 
> I plan to use a Korean film called 3-Iron, by Ki-duk 
>Kim, to illustrate this point. 
> The main characters never speak to one another but they 
>say so much. 
> I imagine the script would be in Korean, so I never 
>tried to locate it. 
> It’s a beautiful film- maybe ~t will help you. 
> 

> 

> Michelle Friedline 
> w~a~’ michelletldedlme, com 
> 

> On Tue, Sep 17, 2013 at 12:17 AN~ Bart YVeiss 
><bart@videofest org> wrote: 
> Hi all this has been a great threat 
> but I ~vant to me a distinction clear 
> I am not just interested in visual stoly’telling 
> that is another story and a great one at that 
> but how we can express more for with less 
> I find that often silent acting is a bit over the top 
>and not as subtle 
> I want my students to tell the parts of the StOlN that 
>have impact to their passionate point ofvie~v of the 
>sto~’ rather than watch actors brush their teeth or go 
>through a long dialogue sequence to explain the story 
> 

> 

> 

> Bart Weiss 
> bart@videofest org 
> bart@uta.edu 
> 

> mobile 
> twitter 
> 

> Director Dallas VIdeofest 

> the 26th Dallas Videofest will be Oct 9-13th 

> On Sep 16, 2013, at 4:53 PM; "kdole@rvfilms.com" 
><kdoIe@RVFILMS COM> wrote: 

> How about.. ’It;r[{ ARTIST. 
> Or for that matter the life work of Buster Keaton 
> Kino has a nice boxed set which my 12 year old son has 
>memorized. 
> Let’s never forget the talent who pioneered the medium. 
> K.Dole 

> On Sep 15, 2013, at 11:23 AN{ Bart Weiss wrote: 

> Hi all 
> One of the problems students filnm~akers have is 



>overwriting. They tend not to 
> 1 trust what the audience can figure out and 
> 2 not trust (in the writing) what an actor can convey 
> I wanted to show some examples of moments in films that 
>convey stab/emotion that could have been been done in a 
>page of dialogue 
> but are more compelling without 
> thanks 
> bart 
> 

> 

> Bart Weiss 
> bart@videofcst.org 

> bart@uta, edu 
> 

> mobile 
> twitter 
> 

> Associate Prof UT Arlington 
> Director Dallas VIdeofest 
> 

> 

> <PastedGr aphic- 1.tiff~ 
> 

> 

> the 26th Dallas Videofest will be Oct 9-13th 
> 

> This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the 

>following message to listserv@listser~,~.american.edu: 
>subscribe I~-FVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your 
>first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the 

>following command to listscl~’@listserv.american.edu: 
>signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this corcanand in ha@ of email 
>with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post 
>messages to the list by sending an e-mail to 
>UFVALIST-L @listserv american.edu 
> 

> This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the 

>following message to listserv@listserv, american.edu: 
>subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your 
>first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the 

>following con~mand to listserv@listserv.american edu: 
>signoffI~rFVALIST-L (¥Vrite this cormnand in body of email 
>with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post 
>messages to the list by sending an e-mail to 
>UFVALIST-L @listserv american.edu 
> 

> This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the 
>following message to listserv@listserv, american.edu: 
>subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your 
>first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the 

>following con~mand to listserv@listserv.american edu: 
>signoffI~rFVALIST-L (¥Vrite this cormnand in body of email 
>with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post 
>messages to the list by sending an e-mail to 
>UFVALIST-L @listserv american.edu 
> 

> This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the 
>following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 
>subscribe UF’VALIST-L [~’ul[ Name ( Full Name should be your 
>first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the 
>fi~llowing command to [istsep~@listserv.american edu: 
>s~gnoff UFV~V[~IST-L (Write this cowanand in bo@ of email 
>with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post 
>messages to the list by sending an e-mail to 

>UFVALIST-L@listserv am erican.edu 
> 
> This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the 

>following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 
> 

> subscribe UFVAMST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 
>your first and last name) 
> 

> You can leave a list by sending the :go[lowing command to 
> listserv@listserv.american.edu: 
> 

> slgnoff I~FVA[~IST-L 
> 

> Posting Messages: 
> 

> You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail 
>to UFVALIST-L @[i stsep~ american edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listsel~’@listserv.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following corcanand to listset~@listserv.american.edu: 

signoff I~FVALIS T-L 



Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the ]ist by sending an e-mail to U[~’VAMST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Friday, September 20, 2013 1:57 AM 

~reen~ciety-announce@&~ke.edu; tilm-video <tilm-video@&~ke.edu>; a~nicer~&~ke.edu; ami-lhculty@duke.edu; Literature Program 

<literat ure@duke.edn> 

**Screen/Society next week--Mon Sept 23: "Polisse" (7pm, Griftith); Wed Sept 25: "La Salsa Cuba~a" (7pro, Franldin Center 240) 

Please distribute ~,idely ~ 

Screen/Society presen ts.., 

M~day September 23rd, 7pro: 

Polisse 
== Download PDF Flyer ] More Info ] View Trailer == 



La Salsa C~bana 
PDF Flyer I More Info I View Tr~filer I == 



ht&:/!ami.duke.edu/screensocietv 

All Screen/Society events are j?ee and opei~ to the public, 

and are coo~dma~ed and co-~v~onso~ed by the 

Program m the Arts ~f the ~(ovi~g Image 



Sent: 

Subject: 

fundingalert@cos.com 

Sunday, September 22, 2013 12:59 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Charlene Regester 

Funding alerts for your 
saved searches 
Results: September 22, 
2013 

Logi~ to view your 

fundi~-~’t9 search Feb 08 
2 funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 
Association for Education in Journalism and 
Mass Communication (AEJMC) 

Deadline: 
November 15, 2013 

Sponsor: 
Nation Institute 

Amount: 
$10,000 

Deadline: 
December 1,2013 

Funding alerts for your saved searches 

Results: September 22, 2013 

Login to view you~’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

REFLECTIONS@datasltn.com 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 6:41 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

REMINDER: Kenneth Jm~ken Reques~ts Your Feedback 

Charlene Regester: 

This is a reminder that your survey for Kemaeth Janken has not yet been received. Please complete and submit the survey no later than Oct 01,2013 

If you did complete the survey and receive this message, please note that aider responding to all the questions, you must select the "Submit" button to send your survey. If you log out 
without submitting the survey, your answers are saved but not received by the Center for Creative Leadership’s scoring center. It will not be possible to change your responses once you 
have selected the "Submit" button. 

Please access the web site to complete and submit the sua-,zey 

https:i/~w datasltn com/~vss/CCLReflectionsHome.cfm 

Your Confidential User ID: 18123746 
Your Confidential Password: 

If you experience any difficulty connecting to the Internet, please contact your organization’s help desk. Our experience is that the vast majority of access problems are due to security 
measures within our clients’ systems. For an?- other technical problems, please contact Technical Support by sending an email to suppolt@datasltn.com. We can be reached toll free by 
telephone within the United States at 877 477 1416 If you are calling tlcom outside the United States, use 952 746 5747. 

Ifyuu receive "Access Denied" ur "Page Not Displayed" message when accessing the Web site, please cuntact uur Technica[ Support. There are browser settings that may need tu be 
ac~iusted un yuur cumputer so that you can fully access secured sites 

--- Emai[ Number 00091100813001812374001934528022691976notify rater N/2RList --- 
--- Sent To regester@email unc edu --- 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 10:16 AM 

Yvonne Welbon <5~velbon@bennett.edtr~ 

Tara T. Green <ttgreen@uncg.edu>; Jordan, Joseph F <jtjordan@email.unc.edu>; Natalie bullock brown 

.~!yahoo.com >; Bryon D Turn,an <bdturman@ncat.edu>; Regeste~; Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu>; 

Gwendolyn M. Bookman <gbookman@bennett.edu>; chm~dra guinn <chandra.guinn@duke.edu>; Crys*al Harldess <csharlde@ncsu.edu>; 

Bmmdele Demerson <bdemerson@sitinmovement.org> 

Re: Next Meeting in Greensboro 

Can we have avote on who would like to reschedule our meeting? 

ssm 

On Tue, Sep 24, 2013 at 12:01 AM, Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu> wrote: 

Chandla will have the minutes. As for the agenda, we can discuss our upcoming i~s~tivals, the link/connection ruth Full Frmne (i will send the letter for signatures if 

Darlyl cma join you), the website, the Inembership statement and a progrmn for this yem’. There are a lot of things to discuss; however, we had hope to get a lot of 

work done at this ~neeting. 

I would be in favor ofrescheduling, but I will support what worlcs for everyone. 

On Mon, Sep 23, 2013 at 6:24 PM, Yvonne Welbon <ywelbonSb~bennett.edu> wrote: 
I think we should still meet. 

Can someone share the minutes from the last meeting? 

Thank, 
Yvonne 

I am on leave for the 2013 - 2014 academic school year. If you need inm~ediate assistance about journalism department matters, please contact interim departlnent chair, 2"fi. Tom 
Lipscomb at tlipscomb(~bennett.edu 

Yvonne Welbon, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor - Journalism and Media Studies 

Bennett College ibr Women 

900 East Washington Street, Box 25 

Greensboro, No(th Carolina 27401 
336- 517-2306 (phone) 

336-517-2184 (fax) 

"~velbon(~bennett.edu 

From: Tara T. Green [ttgreen@uncg.edu] 
Sent== Monday, September 23, 2013 6:12 PN 
To== Joseph Jordan 
~c-" Sheila Smith NcKoy; Natalie bullock brown; Bryon D Turman; Regester Charlene B; Gwendolyn N. Bookman; Yvonne Welbon; 
chandra guinn; Crystal Harkless; Bamidele Demerson 

Subject== Re: Next Meeting in Greensboro 

Should we reschedule? 

Tara T. Green, Ph.D. 

Professor & Director 

At~can American Studies 

Sent from ~ny iPhone 

Excuse ~ny b~pos 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 5:58 PM, Joseph Jordan <it]ordan(dbema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

I am in the same boat. I will join by phone but have to leave for a meeting with our new chancellor to diseuss pressing center issues. I can call one of 

you to listen in and participate, or call in to a conference call number, or someone can call me and let me listen in. But we do need to move forward. 
Also, is there an agenda we can examine before the meeting?? 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 5:47 PM, Sheila Smith McKoy wrote: 

SBFM’ers: 

I had planned to attend the meeting on Friday; however, I now have a conflict. I was supposed to be a guest on The State of Things re: 

27 Views of Raleigh on 9/19. The tilne has changed twice and it is now on Friday. At the present time, I am the only writer of color 

scheduled to pa(ticipate. I am worldng to find a replacement, but ifI cannot, I will have to join you by phone before and af[er the show. 



If that is the ca~, my assistant director will likely be with you. 

So sorry for the last minnte change, 

ssm 

On Mon, Sep 23, 2013 at 12:20 PM, Tara Green <ttgreen~uncg.edu> wrote: 

Colleagues: 

This is a reminder. I’ve heard back from Sheila, Jospeh, Yvonne, and Chandra. 

Safe travels to all. 

See ya’ll Friday, 

Tara 

On Mon, Aug 26, 2013 at 2:35 PM, Tara Green <ttgreen~nncg.edu > wrote: 

Colleagues: 

Please meet us on Friday, September 27 at 10 am in the International Civil Rights Center and Museum. The Executive Director. 

Mr. Bamidele Demerson, is ve~ pleased to host us. 

You might find parking on Elm Street at one of the meters. I nsually park in the Greene Street parking deck (1 block away on 
Greene Street offElm). The price is about .50/honr, but they do require cash tbr exit. 

For your GPS: 

international Civil Rights 
Center & Museum 
134 South Elm Street 
Greensboro, NO 27401 
(336) 274-9199 

I’ll provide drinks and pastries. We can have lunch at one of the local restaurants, possibly Tavo’s. 

My cell number is if you need my assistance the day of. 

Please let me know if you plan to attend by September 20. 

Here is one of their upcoming film screenings: 

Ree~ B~ack Love: A Documentary Fi~m Screening & Discussio~ 

Thursday, August 29 at 6:00 p.m. 
Join us for a screening of Reel Black Love, a documentary film that offers a critique of African American romance as 
portrayed in film. Narrated by Sheryl Lee Ralph, the documentary features commentaries by 70 actors, directors, producers, 
and critics including Nia Long, Diahann Carroll, Keenen Ivory Wayans, Lynn Whitfield, and the late Roger Ebert. They 
explore how depictions in film nfiuence--positively or negatively--our understanding of black people and the importance of 
romance in their lives. 

Following the screening, share your views with us in a spirited discussion led by filmmaker Darryl Pitts and Sharon 
Warren Cook, professor of social work at North Carolina A&T State University. 

This insightful and engaging film has shown to crowds in such venues as the Schomburg Center for Research in Black 
Culture (New York), DuSable Museum of African American History (Chicago), and the Indiana Black Expo (Indianapolis). 

*Cost $10. 00. 

Looking tbrwa~rd, 
Tara 

On Fri, Aug 23, 2013 at 4:48 PM, Joseph Jordan <it]ordan~email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Thanks Tara -- wailing to hear. 
On Aug 19, 2013, at 4:27 PM, Tara Green wrote: 

Helb All: 

I am wailing to hear back from the International Civil Rights Center about my request to host us on September 27 
at 10 ran. Unlbrtunately "they are in the process of dealing with a financial!political support situation. If they have a 
conflict that day, an aJternative site will be the African American Studies conference room at UNCG. I will 
provide parking stubs and directions. 

I’ll be in touch with a concrete location by the end of the month. 

Best to all, 

Tam 



Tara T. Crreen, PhD 
Prol~s~r of African American Literature and Gender Studies 
Director of African AInerican Studies 

African American Studies Program 

PO Box 26170 

Greensboro, NC 27402- 6170 

(336) 334-5507 

www.uncg.edu/afs 

www.ta~atgreen.com 

AFS Ranked in Top 10 

English Representative, College Language Association 
www.clascholms.o~g 

Vice-President of Langston Hughes Society 
http:/Iwww.langstonhughessociety.org! 

A Fatherless Child: Autobiographical Perspectives of African American Men (U Missouri P, 2009) 
Winner: National Council tbr Black Studies 2011 Award Ibr Outstanding Publication in At~cana Studies 

Presenting Oprah Winti-ey, Her Films, and Atiican American Literature 
(Palgrave Macmillan Press, 2013) 

Tara T. Green, PhD 
Professor of African American Literature and Gender Studies 
Director of At~can American Studies 
Atiican American Studies Program 
PO Box 26170 
Greensboro, NC 27402-6170 
(336) 334-5507 
w~wv.m~cg.edu/a£s 
wvwv.tarat~reen.co,n 

AFS Ranked in Top 10 
http:/~ure~un~edu;pr~d~ne~s/re~eases/afdcan~americamstudies-pr~gmm-ranked~am~n{~-t~p~1o-in-u-s/ 

English Language Repre~ntaiive, College Language Association 
www.clascholaacs.org 

Vice-President of Langston Hughes Society 
http:iiwww.langstonhughessociety,orgi 

A Fatherless Child: Autobiographical Perspectives of African American Men (U Missouri P, 2009) 
Winner: National Council for Black Studies 2011 Award for Outstanding Publication in Afi4cana Studies 

Presenting Oprala Winfie’~; Her Films, and African American Literature 
(PaJgrave Macmillan Press, 2013 ) 

Dr. Sheila Smith McKw 
Director; African American Cultural Center 
Director, Afficana Studies Program 
Editor, Obsidian: Litemtare in the African Diaspora 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 



ifiordan(’~,email, u nc edu 

Dr. Sheila Smith McKoy 

Director, African A~nerican CulturaJ Center 
Director, Africana Studies Program 

Editor, Obsidian: Literature in the African Diaspora 

Dr. Sheila Smith McKoy 

Director, African A~nerican CulturaJ Center 

Director, Afficana Studies Program 

Editor~ Obsidian: Literature in the African Diaspora 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

No~h American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@mai137.at131.mcdlv.net> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 10:34 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesler@emml.unc.edu> 

Does your collection contain Native Peoples A lo Z? 

Native Peoples A to Z -Second Edition 

Best Books for Academic Libraries recommends... 

NATIVE PEOPLES- A TO Z 
A Reference Guide to Native Peoples of the Western Hemisphere 

Courses on the indigenous people of the Americas are 
taught at your university. Native American educators and 
students will be looking for new reference materials that 
are culturally appropriate and sensitive to the many 
customs and ways of various tribes and nations. The 
material needs to reflect the diverse experiences that 
relate to indigenous peoples of the Americas. We are 
)leased to announce that such a publication is now 

available in the Second Edition of NATIVE PEOPLES A 
TO Z; A Reference Guide to Native Peoples of the 
Western Hemisphere. 

NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z provides authentic examples 
of indigenous Ant, culture, literature and history. By 

purchasing a set of NATIVE PEOPLE A to Z you will be providing educators and students a reference that 
is culturally related to the academic needs of indigenous students and will promote student self-esteem and 
character development. 

Please visit www.NABDLLC.com to read a detailed description of the publication’s contents, and view 
sample pages of the encyclopedia. 

The addition of Native Peoples A to Z in your collection will allow students and faculty the ability to tteighten 
awareness and understanding of diverse indigenous cultures and unique traditions. 

Purchase orders are accepted from all institutions on net 60 day terms. If you would like to charge to your 
credit or purchasing card please call our customer service at (810) 231.3728. The ISBN for the set is 
1878592734. The eight volume set is $995.00. 

Thank you for your time and consideration in recommending NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z for purchase to 
your collection development librarian. 

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE IN THE U,S. 
Purchase orders are accepted from all organizations. 

For your convenience we accept Visa and MasterCard as a payment option. 

Customer Order Form 
Please send     set(s) of NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z - Second Edition (Sv. set) at $995.00 per set. 

ISBN: 9781878592735 

Name: Library Name: 

Phone: Email: 

Mailing Address: 

City: State: 

Payment Type: Visa MasterCard Check Purchase Order#: 

Cardholder Name: 

Card Number: 

Zip: 

Expiration Date: 

Noel: ~,me:’ican Sook Distributois, Li.C PO So>: 510 H~,m. bu:’g, MI 4~139 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Bullock Brown ~yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 10:52 AM 

Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu>; Yvonne Welbon <ywelbon@bennett.edu> 

Tara T. Green <ttgreen@uncg.edu>; Jordan, Joseph F <jtjordan@email.unc.edu>; Bo,on D Turman <bdturmm~@ncat.edu>; Regester, 

Chaxlene B <regeste@elna~l.unc.edu>; Gwendolyn M. Bookman <gbookman@bennett.edu>; chan&a guinn <chandm.guinn@duke.edu>; 

Qystal Hmkless <csharkle@ncsu.edu>; Bamidele Demerson <bdemerson@sitilm~ovelnent.org> 

Re: Next Meeting in Greensboro 

I hate to reschedule when Tara has gone through the trouble of making 
arrangements for us, but it does sound like we will have a very low turnout. I 
wonder how productive we will be without the possibility of consensus on the 
things we need to discuss, especially if meeting items will need to be shared via 
email with the bulk of the group anyway. I hope that makes sense. I’ll make my 
way up the road :) if we vote to keep the meeting as is. 
Natalie Bullock Brown 
Ascension Productions 
Prod ucer/Co nsu Ira nt 

cell 
919.781.9817 fax 

From: SheUa Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu> 
To: Yvonne Welbon <ywelbon@bennett.edu> 
Cc: Tara T. Green <ttgreen@uncg.edu>; Joseph Jordan <jfjordan@email.unc.edu>; Natalie bullock brown ¯ ~yahoo.com>; Bryon D Turman 
<bdturman@ncat.edu>; Regester Charlene B <regester@emaU.unc.edu>; GwendNyn M. Bookman <gbookman@bennett.edu>; chandra guinn <chandra.guinn@duke.edu>; 
Crystal Harkless <csharkle@ncsu.edu>; Bamidele Demerson <bdemerson@sitinmovement.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 10:16 AM 
Subject: Re: Next Meeting in Greensboro 

Can we have a vote on who would like to reschedule our meeting? 

ssm 

On Tue, Sep 24, 2013 at 12:01 AN][, Sheila Smith McKov <ssmckov~ncsu.edu> wrote: 

Chandm will have the minutes. As for the agenda, we can discuss our upcoming i~s~tivals, the link/connection ruth Full Fraane (i will send the letter for signatures if 

Darlyl cma join you), the website, the membership statement and a progrmn for this yem’. There are a lot of things to discuss; howeve~: we had hope to get a lot of 

work done at this meeting. 

I would be in favor ofrescheduling, but I will support what worlcs for everyone. 

s 

On Mon, Sep 23, 2013 at 6:24 PM, Yvonne Welbon <ywelbonSb~bennett.edu> wrote: 
I think we should still meet. 

Can someone share the minutes from the last meeting? 

Thank, 
Yvonne 

I am on leave for the 2013 - 2014 academic school year. If you need inm~ediate assistance about journalism department matters, please contact interim departlnent chair, 2~fi. Tom 
Lipscomb at tlipscomb(~bennett.edu 

Yvonne Welbon, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor - Journalism and Media Studies 

Bennett College ibr Women 

900 East Washington Street, Box 25 

Greensboro, North Carolina 27401 
336- 517-2306 (phone) 

336-517-2184 (fax) 

"~velbon(~bennett.edu 

From: Tara T. Green [ttgreen@uncg.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 20:[3 6::[2 PN 



To: Joseph Jordan 
(:c: Sheila Smith McKoy; Natalie bullock brown; Bryon D Turman; Regester Charlene B; Gwendolyn M. Bookman; Yvonne Welbon; 
chandra guinn; Crystal Harkless; Bamidele Demerson 

Subject-" Re: Next Meeting in Greensboro 

Should we reschedule? 

Tara T. Green, Ph.D. 

Professor & Director 

Afiican American Studies 

Sent from my iPhone 

Excu~ any tytx~s 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 5:58 PM, Joseph Jordan ~j[iordan(~:ema]l xmc.edu> wrote: 

I am in the same boat. I will join by phone but have to leave for a meeting with our new chancellor to discuss pressing center issues. I can call one of 

you to listen in and pa~ticipate, or call in to a conference call number, or someone can call me and let me listen in. But we do need to move fora,ard. 

Also, is there an agenda we can examine before the meeting?? 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 5:47 PM, Sheila Smith McKoy wrote: 

SBFM’ers: 

I had planned to attend the meeting on Friday; however, I now have a conflict. I was supposed to be a guest on The State of Things re: 

27 Views of Raleigh on 9/19. The time has changed twice and it is now on Friday. At the present time, I am the only writer of color 

scheduled to participate. I am working to find a replacement, bnt ifI cannot, I will have to join you by phone beIbre and aIter the show. 

If that is the ca~, my assistant director will likely be with you. 

So sorry for lhe last minnte change, 

ssm 

On Mon, Sep 23, 2013 at 12:20 PM, Tara Green <ttgreen~uncg.edu> wrote: 

Colleagues: 

This is a reminder. I’ve heard back from Sheila, Jospeh, Yvonne, and Chandra. 

Sal~ travels to all. 

See ya’ll Friday, 

Tara 

On Mon, Aug 26, 2013 at 2:35 PM, Tara Green <ttgreen~uncg.edu > wrote: 

Colleagues: 

Please meet us on Friday, September 27 at 10 am in the Intemationa] Civil Rights Center and Museum. The Executive Director. 

Mr. Bamidele Demerson, is ve~ pleased to host us. 

You might find parking on Elm Street at one of the meters. I usually park in lhe Greene Street parking deck (1 block away on 

Greene Street offElm). The price is about .50/hour, but lhey do require cash tbr exit. 

For your GPS: 

International Chdl Rights 

Center & Museum 
134 South Elm Street 
Greensboro, NC 27401 
~ 274-9199 

I’ll provide drinks and pastries. We can have lunch at one of the local restaurants, possibly Tavo’s. 

My cell number is if you need my assistance the day o£ 

Please let me know if you plan to attend by S~-ptember 20. 

Here is one of their upcoming film screenings: 

Thursday, August 29 at 6:00 p.m. 
Join us for a screening of Reel Black Love, a documentary film that oilers a critique of African American romance as portrayed in film. 

Na~rated by Sheryl lee Ralph, the documentary features commentaries by 70 actors, directors, producers, and critics including Nia Long, 

Diaham~ Carroll, Keenen Ivory- Wayans, lynn ~Vhiffield, and the late Roger Ebert. They explore how depictions in film nfluence 
positively or negatively our understanding of black people and the inaportance of romance in their lives. 

Following the screening, share your views with us in a spirited discussion led by filmmaker Darryl Pills and Sh aron Warren Cook, 

professor of social work at North Carolina A&T State University. 



This insightful and engaging film has shown to crowds in such venues as the Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture (New 
York), DuSable Museum of ~AXrican American History (Chicago), and the Indiana Black Expo (Indianapolis). 

*Cos’t $10. 00. 

Looking forward, 

Tara 

On Fri, Aug 23, 2013 at 4:48 PM, Joseph Jordan ~it.iordan~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Tara -- waiting to hea~-. 

On Aug 19, 2013, at 4:27 PM, Tara Green wrote: 

Hello All: 

I am waiting to hem back from the International Civil Rights Center about my request to host us on September 27 

at 10 am. Unfortunately they are in the process of dealing ruth a financial!political support situation. If they have a 

conflict that day. an alternative site roll be the African American Studies conference room at UNCG. I will 

provide parking stubs and directions. 

I’ll be in tonch with a concrete location by the end of the month. 

Best lo all, 
Tara 

Tara T. Green, PhD 
Professor of African American Literature and Gender Studies 

Director of African American Studies 
Afi’ican American Studies Program 

PO Box 26170 

Greensboro, NC 27402- 6170 

(336) 334-5507 

w~,.uncg.edu/afs 

w~,.taacatgreen.com 

AFS Ranked in Top 10 
ht~p~ute~u~cg~edu~m~h~ews;re~eases~africa~amer~camstud~es~pr~ram-ranked~am~nq4~p~1~-~n 

English Representative, College Language Association 
wvwv.clascholars.org 

Vice-President of Langs~ton Hughes Society 
http:i/www.langstonhughessociety.org/ 

A Fatherless Child: Autobio~ectives of African AInerican Men (U Missouri P, 2009) 

Winner: National Council for Black Studies 2011 Award for Outstanding tXablication in Africana Studies 

Presenting Oprah Winfrev, Her Films, and African American Literature 
(Palgrave Macmillan Press, 2013) 

Tara T. Green, PhD 
Professor of African American Literature and Gender Studies 

Director of Afi-ican American Studies 

Afi’ican American Studies Progra~n 

PO Box 26170 

Greensboro, NC 27402- 6170 

(336) 334-5507 

www.nncg.edu/afs 

www.taratgreen.com 

AFS Ranked in Top 10 

English Language Representative, College Language Association 
wvwv.claschola~s.org 

Vice-President of Langston Hughes Society 
http:/!www.la ngston h ug hessociety.or,q! 



A Fatherless Child: Autobiographical Perspectives of African American Men (U Missouri P, 2009) 

Winner: National Council tbr Black Studies 2011 Award tbr Outstanding Publication in Ati-icana Studies 

Pre~nting Oprah Winti~ey, Her Fihns, a~d Atiican AmericaJ~ Literature 
(P~Jgrave Mactnillan Press, 2013) 

Dr. Sheila Smith McKoy 

Director. African American Cultural Center 
Director, At~cana Studies Program 

Editor, Obsidian: Literature in the At~cm~ Di&spom 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiordan~,,email, u nc edu 

Dr. Sheila Smith McKoy 

Director, Atiican American CulturaJ Center 
Director, Atiica~a Studies Program 

Editor, Obsidians: Literature in the African Di&stx~ra 

Dr. Sheila Smith McKoy 

Director, African Americm~ Cultural Center 
Director, Atiicana Studies Program 

Editor, Obsidians: Literature in the African Di&stx~ra 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@maill70.atl21.rsgsv.net;, 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 10:55 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Does your resource center/librao~ have the Slave Narratives books? 

SLAVE NARRATIVES 
A Folk History of Slavery in the United States from 

interviews with former slaves 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES were collected in the 1930s as part of the Federal Writers’ Project of 
the Works Progress Administration (WPA). BLACK HISTORY MONTH is celebrated every 
February in the United States. Librarians and media specialists will be counted on to provide 
students, faculty and library patrons with information on slavery in America. 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES provides a unique and virtually unsurpassed collective portrait of 
Black History in America. The noted historian David Brion Davis has argued that the voluminous 
number of documented slave testimonies available in the United States "is indisputably unique 
among former slaveholding nations." 

Please visit NABDLLC.com to order the complete set of Slave Narratives from our website. We 
do accept purchase orders from all libraries via phone, fax and email. If possible, please use 
this order form if you would like to order by email, fax or mail. 

FREE SH{PPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE ~N THE U,S. 

For your convenie~ce we accept Visa and MaeterCard as a payment option, 

Order Form 
Please send __ set(s) of SLAVE NARRATIVES - 19 volume set at $1,995.00 per set. 
ISBN: 978-0-403-02211-3 

Name: 

Phone: 

Mailing 

Address: 

City: 

Payment 

Type: 

Cardholder 

Name: 

Visa MasterCard Check 

Purchase Order #: 

Library Name: 

Email: 

State: Zip: 

Card 

Number: 
Expiration Date: 

North ’~m;ed’.:an .’3ook Oistdb:.ito~s, LLC: ¯ .~0 Box 510 H~mb~Jr!.’,, Mi 481:39 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yvonne Welbon <ywelbon@Bennett.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 11:13 AM 

Natalie Bullock Brown ~yahoo.com>; Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu> 

Tara T. Green <ttgreen@uncg.edu>; Jordan, Joseph F <jijordan@email.unc.e&t>; Bryon D Tnrman <bdturmm~@ncat.edu>; Regester, 

Chaxlene B <regeste@elnail.unc.edu>; Gwendolyn M. Bookman <gbookman@Bennett.edu>; chandra gninn <chandra.guinn@duke.edu>; 

Clystal Hmkless <csharkle@ncsu.edu>; Bamidele Demerson <bdemerson@sitilm~ovelnent.org> 

RE: Next Meeting in Greensboro 

Shelia if you can send your assistant and if Joseph can call in, then everyone will still be represented at the meeting. So, I agree with Natalie, we should still have the meeting. 

Options to call in for both if you have an iPhone would be Facetime. 

If you are in an office, we could Google chat you in or Skype you in. 

As long as there is wifi available on our end. 

It would be good to have an agenda before the meeting so that we can prioritize discussion while Joseph is still available before his meeting. 

Yvonne 

p.s. We might try a Google Chat for our next meeting so that no one physically has to travel anywhere. 

I am on leave [’or the 2013 - 2014 academic school year. If you need imanediate assistance about journalism department matters, please contact interim department chair, Mr Tom Lipscomb at 
tlipscomb(@benn ett edu 

Yvonne Welbon, Ph.D. 

Associate Prot~ssor - Journalism and Media Studies 

Bennett College for Women 

900 East Washington Street, Box 25 

Greensboro, North Carolina 27401 

336- 517-2306 (phone) 

336-517-2184 (i~x) 

ywelbon@bennett.edu 

From: Natalie Bullock Brown I ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 10:51 AM 
To; Sheila Smith McKoy; Yvonne Welbon 
~c-" Tara T. Green; Joseph Jordan; Bryon D Turman; Regester Charlene B; Gwendolyn M. Bookman; chandra guinn; Crystal Harkless; Bamidele Demerson 
Subject; Re: Next Meeting in Greensboro 

I hate to reschedule when Tara has gone through the trouble of making 
arrangements for us, but it does sound like we will have a very low turnout. I 
wonder how productive we will be without the possibility of consensus on the 
things we need to discuss, especially if meeting items will need to be shared via 
email with the bulk of the group anyway. I hope that makes sense. I’ll make my 
way up the road :) if we vote to keep the meeting as is. 
Natalie Bullock Brown 
Ascension Productions 
Prod ucer/Co nsu Ira nt 

cell 
919.781.9817 fax 

From: Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu> 
To: Yvonne Welbon <ywelbon@bennett.edu> 
Cc: Tara T. Green <ttgreen@uncg.edu>; Joseph Jordan <jfjordan@email.unc.edu>; Natalie bullock brown ~yahoo.com>; Bryon D Turman 
<bdturman@ncat.edu>; Regester Charlene 13 <regester@email.unc.edu>; Gwendolyn M Bookman <gbookman@bennett.edu>; chandra guinn <chandm.guinn@duke.edu>; 
Crystal Harkless <csharkle@ncsu.edu>; Bamidele Demerson <bdemerson@sitinmovement.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 10:16 AM 
Subject: Re: Next Meeting in Greensboro 

Can we have a vote on who would like to reschedule our meeling? 

On Tue, Sep 24, 2013 at 12:01 AlVl, Sheila Smith McKov <ssmckov~ncsu.edu> wrote: 



Chandra will have the minutes. As for the agenda, we can discuss our upcoming festivals, the link!connection with Full Frame (i will send "the letter for signatures if 

Darryl can join you), the website, the membership statement and a program for this year. There are a lot of things to discuss; however, we had hope to get a lot of 

work done at this meeting. 

I would be in favor ofrescheduling, but I will support what works for eveuone. 

On Mon, Sep 23, 2013 at 6:24 PM, Yvonne Welbon <ywelbon(~bennett.edu> wrote: 
I think we should still meet. 

Can someone share the minutes from the last meeting? 

Thank, 
Yvonne 

I am on leave [’or the 2013 - 2014 academic school year. If you need immediate assistance about journalism department matters, please contact interim department chair, Mr Tom 
Lipscomb at tlipscomb(~r!bennett.edu 

Yvonne Welbon, Ph.D. 
Associate ProI~ssor - Journalism and Media Studies 

Bennett College for Women 

900 East Washington Street, Box 25 

Crreen sboro, North Carolina 27401 
336- 517-2306 (phone) 

336-517-2184 

wvelbon@bennett.edu 

From: Tara T. Green [ttqreen@uncq.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 6:12 PM 
To: 3oseph 3ordan 
Cc: Sheila Smith NcKoy; Natalie bullock brown; Bryon D Turman; Regester Charlene B; Gwendolyn N. Bookman; Yvonne Welbon; 
chandra guinn; Crystal Harkless; Bamidele Demerson 

Subject: Re: Next Meeting in Greensboro 

Should we reschedule? 

Tara T. Green, Ph.D. 

Professor & Director 

Afiican American Studies 

Sent from my iPhone 

Excu~ any 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 5:58 PM, Joseph Jordan ~j{iordan(~emaJ4.unc.edu> wrote: 

I am in the same boat. I will join by phone but have to leave for a meeting with our new chancellor to discuss pressing center issues. I can call one of 

you to listen in and participate, or call in to a conference call number, or someone can call me and let me listen in. But we do need to move fora~ard. 

Also, is there aaa agenda we can examine before the meeting?? 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 5:47 PM, Sheila Smith McKoy wrote: 

SBFM’ers: 

I had planned to attend the meeting on Friday; however, I now have a conflict. I was supposed to be a guest on The State of Things re: 

27 Views of Raleigh on 9/19. The time has changed twice and it is now on Friday. At the present time, I am the only writer of color 

scheduled to participate. I am working to find a replacement, but ifI cannot, I will have to join you by phone beIbre and aIter the show. 

If that is the ca~, my assistant director will likely be with you. 

So sorry for the last minute change, 

ssin 

On Mon, Sep 23, 2013 at 12:20 PM, Tara Green <ttp.reen(~z)unc~.edu> wrote: 
Colleagues: 

This is a reminder. I’ve heard back from Sheila, Jospeh, Yvonne, and Chandra. 

Sal~ travels to all. 

See ya’ll Friday, 

Tara 



On Mon, Aug 26, 2013 at 2:35 PM, Tara Green <ltgreen~uncg.edu> wrote: 
Colleagues: 

Please meet us on Friday, September 27 at 10 am in flue International Civil Rights Center and Museum. The Executive Director, 

Mr. Bamidele Demerson, is vmT pleased to host us. 

You might find parking on Elm Street at one of the tneters. I usually park in the Greene Street parking deck (1 block away on 

Greene Street offElm). The price is about .50/hour, but they do require cash for exit. 

For your GPS: 

International Civil Rights 

Center & Museum 
134 South Elm Street 
Greensboro, NC 27401 
(336) 274-9199 

I’ll provide drinks and pastries. We can have lunch at one of the local restaurants, possibly Tavo’s. 

My cell number is if you need my assistance the day of. 

Please let me know if you plan to attend by September 20. 

Here is one of their upcoming film screenings: 

Reel Black Lo~e: A D~curaemary Fi~ra ~ creem~g & [)isc~ss~m 

Thursday, August 29 at 6:00 p.m. 
Join us for a screening of Reel Black Love, a documentary film that offers a critique of.AXrican ~anerican romance as portrayed in film. 

Narrated by Sheryl Lee Ralph, the documentary features commentaries by 70 actors, directors, producers, and critics including Nia Long, 

Diahann Carroll, Keenen Ivory Wayans, Lynn Whiffield, and the late Roger Ebert. They explore how depictions in film nfluence 

positively or negatively our understanding of black people and the importance of romance in their lives. 

Following the screening, share your views with us in a spirited discussion led by filmmaker Darryl Pills and Sharon Warren Cook, 

professor of social work at North Carolina A&T State University. 

This insightful and engaging film has shown to crowds in such venues as the Schomburg Center for Rcsearch in Black Culture (New 
York), DuSable Museum of African American History (Chicago), and the Indiana Black Expo (Indianapolis). 

*Cost $10. 00. 

Looking forwa~rd, 

Tam 

On Fri, Aug 23, 2013 at 4:48 PM, Joseph Jordan <iIiordan~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Tara -- waiting to hear. 

On Aug 19, 2013, at 4:27 PM, Tara Green wrote: 

Helb All: 

I am waiting to hear back from the International Civil Rights Center about my request to host us on September 27 

at 10 am. Utffo:~unately they are in the process of dealing ruth a financiaFpolitical supposal situation. If they have a 

conflict that day, an a]ternative site will be the African American Studies conference room at UNCG. I will 

provide parking stubs and directions. 

I’ll be in touch with a concrete location by the end of the month. 

Best to all, 
Tara 

Tara T. Green, PhD 
Professor of African Atnerican Literature and Gender Studies 

Director of African AInerican Studies 

African American Studies Program 

PO Box 26170 

Greensboro, NC 27402- 6170 

(336) 334-5507 

www.uncg.edu/afs 

www.taratgreen.com 

AFS Ranked in Top 10 

English Representative, College Language Association 
ww~-.claschola~s.org 

Vice-President of Langston Hughes Socie~’ 
http:!!www.la ngsto nh ug hessociety.o r.q! 



A Fatherless Child: Autobiographical Perspectives of Al]dcan American Men (U Missouri P, 2009) 

Winner: National Council tbr Black Studies 2011 Award lbr Outstanding Publication in At~cana Studies 

P~k:an Literature 

(Palgrave Macmillan Press, 2013) 

Tara T. Green, PhD 
Profesmr of African American Literature and Gender Studies 

Director of At~can American Studies 
Atiican American Studies Program 

PO Box 26170 

Greensboro, NC 27402- 6170 

(336) 334-5507 

w~vw.m~cg.edtr/al’s 

wvwv.taratRrean.com 

AFS Ranked in Top 10 

English Language Repre~ntaiive, College Language Association 

wu~,.clascholm’s.ora_ 

Vice-President of Langston Hughes Society 
http :/Iwww lanqstonhu.qhessocieW.or.ql 

A Fatherless Child: Autobiographical Perspectives of African American Men (U Missouri P, 2009) 

Winner: National Council for Black Studies 2011 Award for Outstanding Publication in Afi~icana Studies 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tara Green <ttgreen@uncg.edu> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 11:29 AM 

Natalie Bullock Brown ~y~hoo.com> 

Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu>; Yvonne Welbon <ywelbon@bennett.edu>; Jordan, Joseph F <jt]ordan@emaJl.unc.edu>; 

Blyon D Tunnmi <bdtuiInan@ncat.edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu>; Gwendolsa~ M. Booklnan 

<gbookma~@bennett.edu>; chandra guinn <chandra.guinn@duke.edu>; Crystal Harldess <csharlde@ncsn.edu> 

Yvonne and "All of Us NC" at UNCG 

Film Showing: "All of Us NC°’ 
Sponsored by WGS & The Human Rights Film Series 

kVe:~iles.:JayiSep[ember 25th, 20 ~3, g:3Opm 

On Tue, Sep 24, 2013 at 10:51 AM, Natalie Bullock Brown,                   ?~yahoo.com> wrote: 

I hate to reschedule when Tara has gone through the trouble oF making 
arrangements For us, but it does sound like we will have a very low turnout. I 
wonder how productive we will be without the possibility of consensus on the 
things we need to discuss, especially if meeting items will need to be shared via 
email with the bulk of the group anyway. I hope that makes sense. I’ll make my 
way up the road :) if we vote to keep the meeting as is. 
Natalie Bullock Brown 
Ascension Productions 
Prod ucer/Co nsu Ita nt 

cell 
919.781.9817 fax 

From: Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu> 

To: Yvonne Welbon <ywelbon@bennett.edu> 
Cc: Tara T. Green <ttgreen@uncg.edu>; Joseph Jordan <ifiordan@email.unc.edu>; Natalie bullock brown 

~yahoo.com>; Bryon D Turman <bdturman@ncat.edu>; Regester Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu>; Gwendolyn 
M. Bookman <gbookman@bennett.edu>; chandra guinn <chandra.guinn@duke.edu>; Crystal Harkless <csharkle@ncsu.edu>; Bamidele 
Demerson <bdemerson@sitinmovement.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 10:16 AM 
Subject: Re: Next Meeting in Greensboro 

Can we have a vote on who would like to reschedule our meeting’? 

On Tue, Sep 24, 2013 at 12:01 AM, Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsn.edu> wrote: 

Chandra will have the minutes. As Ii~r flae agenda, we cm~ discuss our upcoming IEstivals, the link/connection with Full Fra~ne (i will send flae letter lbr signatures if 

Darryl can join you), the website, the membership statement and a program tbr this year. There are a lot of things to discuss; however, we had hope to get a lot of 

work done at this meeting. 

I would be in favor of rescheduling, but I will support what works for everyone. 

On Mon, Sep 23, 2013 at 6:24 PM, Yvonne Welbon <¥welbon~,~bem~ett.edn> wrote: 
I think we should still meet. 

Can someone share the minutes from the last meeting? 

Thank, 



Yvonne 

I am on leave for the 2013 - 2014 academic schoolyear. If you need immediate assistance about journalism department matters, please contact interim department chair, Mr. Tom 
Lipscomb at tlipscomba~)bennett edu 

Yvonne Welbon, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor - Journalism and Media Studies 
Bennett College for Women 

900 East Washington Street. Box 25 

Greensboro, North Carolina 27401 

336- 517-2306 (phone) 

336- 517-2184 

~bennett.edu 

From: Tara T. Green [ttgreen(~uncg.edu] 
Sent: Nonday, September 23, 20:[3 6::[2 PN 
To: .]oseph 3ordan 
Cc: Sheila Smith NcKoy; Natalie bullock brown; Bryon D Turman; Regester Charlene B; Gwendolyn M. Bookman; Yvonne Welbon; 
chandra guinn; Crystal Harkless; Bamidele Demerson 

Subject: Re: Next Neeting in Greensboro 

Should we reschedule? 

Tara T. Green, Ph.D. 

Professor & Director 

African American Studies 

Sent from my iPhone 

Excuse any typos 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 5:58 PM, Joseph Jordan qi~iordan~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

I mn in the same boat. I will join by phone but have to leave for a meeting with our new chancellor to discuss pressing center issues. I can call one 

of you to listen in and paxticipate, or call in to a conference call number, or someone can call me and let me listen in. But we do need to move 
forward. Also, is there an agenda we can examine before the meeting?? 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 5:47 PM, Sheila Smith McKoy wrote: 

SBFM’ers: 

I had planned to attend the meeting on Friday; however, I now have a conflict. I was supposed to be a guest on The State of Things 

re: 27 Views of Raleigh on 9/19. The time has changed twice and it is now on Friday. At the present time, I am the only writer of 

color scheduled to participate. I an~ working to find a replacement, but ifI cannot, I will have to join you by phone before and after 

the show. If that is the case, my assistant dissector will likely be ruth you. 

So sorry tbr the last minute change, 

ssm 

On Mon, Sep 23, 2013 at 12:20 PM, Tara Green <ttgreen(~uncg.edu> wrote: 

Colleagues: 

This is a reminder. I’ve hea~l back from Sheila, Jospeh, Yvonne, and Chandra. 

Safe travels to 

See ya’ll Friday, 

Tara 

On Mon, Aug 26, 2013 at 2:35 PM, Tara Green --~ttgreen~uncg.edu> wrote: 

Colleagues: 

Please meet us on Friday. September 27 at 10 am in the International Civil Rights Center and Mnseum. The Executive Director, 

Mr. Bamidele Demerson, is very pleased to host us. 

You might find parking on Elm Street at one of the meters. I usually park in the Greene Street parking deck (1 block away on 
Greene Street offElm). The price is about .50/hour. but they do require cash for exit. 

For your GPS: 

Internation’,d CMI Rights 
Center & Musetun 
134 Soulh Elm Slreet 
Greensboro, NC 27401 



(336) 274-9199 

I’ll provide drinks and pastries. We can have lunch at one of the local restaurants, possibly Tavo’s. 

My cell number is if you need my assistance the day o£ 

Please let me know if you plan to attend by September 20. 

Thursday, August 29 at 6:00 p.m. 
Join us for a screening of Reel Black Love, a documentary film that offers a critique of African American romance as portrayed in 

film. Narrated by Sheryl Lee Ralph, the documentary features commentaries by 70 actors, directors, producers, and critics including 

Nia Long, Diaham~ Carroll, Keenen Ivory- Wayans, lynn ~Vhiffield, and the late Roger Ebert. They explore how depictions in film 
ntluence~ositively or negatively our understanding of black people and the importance of romance in their lives. 

Following the screening, share your views with us in a spirited discussion led by filmmaker Darryl Pills and Sh aron Warren Cook, 

professor of social work at North Carolina A&T State University. 

This insightful and engaging film has shown to crowds in such venues as the Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture (New 
York), DoSable Museum of .AXrican ~Mnerican History (Chicago), and the Indiana Black Expo (Indianapolis). 

*Cost $10. 00. 

Looking forward, 

Tara 

On Fri, Aug 23, 2013 al 4:48 PM, Joseph Jordan ~it.iordan~b~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Tara -- w~fiting to hear. 

On Aug 19, 2013, at 4:27 PM, Tara Green wrote: 

Hello All: 

I am waiting to hear back from the International Civil Rights Center about my request to host us on September 

27 at 10 am. Unfortunately they are in the process of dealing with a financiaFpolitical support situation. If they 

have a conflict that day, an alternative site will be the African American Stadies conference room at UNCG. I 

will provide parking stabs ~md directions. 

I’ll be in touch wifl~ a concrete location by the end offlae month. 

Best to all, 
Tma 

Tara T. Green, PhD 
Professor of African American Literature and Gender Studies 

Director of African American Studies 
African American Studies Program 

PO Box 26170 

Greensboro, NC 27402- 6170 

(336) 334-5507 
w~ww.unc .edu!~l’s 

w~v.tarat~reen.com 

AFS Ranked in Top 10 
http://ute .m~c{t .ed u/pin,throws;releases/africa ma merican-st udies-progra m-ra n ked-amon.~t4op-10-in-u-s/ 

English Representative, College Language Association 
www.clascholars.org 

Vice-Presidenl of Langs~ton Hughes Society 
http:i/www.langstonhughessociety.org/ 

A Fatherless Child: Autobioamphical Perspectives of African AInerican Men (U Missouri P, 2009) 

Winner: National Council for Black Studies 2011 Award for Outstanding tXablication in Afficana Studies 

Presenting Oprah Winfrev, Her Fihns, and African American Literature 
(Palgrave Macmillan Press, 2013) 

Tara T. Green, PhD 
Professor of At’rican Atnerican Literature and Gender Studies 



Director of Aliican American Studies 
Ati-ican American Studies Program 

PO Box 26170 
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AFS Ranked in Top 10 
h tt p :1/u re. u n c9. e~t u/p rod/n ews/rel ea sesi,3 fi’ic,3 n-a me ri ca n=st u ~ties-p ro.~t r,3 m-ra n ked-a mort g-to p-10-i n-u-s/ 
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http:/iwww.langstonhughessociety.orgi 

A Fatherless Child: Autobiographical Perspectives of Afi-ican American Men (U Missouri P, 2009) 
R/inner: National Council for Black Studies 2011 Award for Outstanding Publication in Afficana Studies 

Presenting Oprah Winfre,�-, Her Films, and African American Literature 
(Palgrave Macmillan Press, 2013) 

Dr. Sheila Smith McKoy 

Director, Afncan American Cultural Center 

Director, Africana Studies Program 

Editor, Obsidian: Literature in the Afncan Diaspora 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
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English Language Representative, College Language Association 

w~’.cla~holars.org 

Vice-President of Langston Hughes Socie~ 
http:/iwww.langstonhughessociety.orgi 

A Fatherless Child: Autobiographical Perspectives of Afi-ican American Men (U Missouri P, 2009) 
R/inner: National Council for Black Studies 2011 Awmd for Outstanding Publication in Africana Studies 

Presenting Oprah Winfre,~-, Her Films, and African American Literature 
(Palgrave Macmillan Press, 2013) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <jl]ordan@email.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 11:50 AM 

Tara Green <ttgreen@uncg.edu> 

NataJie Bullock Brown ~ ~yaJ~oo.com>; Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu>; Yvonne Welbon 
<v~velbon@bennett.edu>; Blyon D Turman <bdtui:man@ncat.edtr>; Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@email.unc.edtr>; Gwendolyn M. 

Bookman <gbookman@bennett.edtr>; chandra guinn <chandra.guinn@duke.edu>; Crystal HMdess <csharkle@ncsu.edtr> 

Re: Yvonne and "All of Us NC" at UNCG 

I mn in favor of the meeting moving ahead with a more limited agenda to help make this a more productive gathering. If we prioritize the list of agenda items and take, 

perhaps the top 3, we could probably get some quali~ work done. 

I also suggest that some of the other agenda items be assigned to workgroups (not committees!) of2-3 people who would be emtx~wered to take some actions, if 

called liar, or otherwi~ produce dmits that can be reviewed and then revised or voted on at the next meeting. 

I will be calling in to join folks until I need to leave. I agree Tara has done a lot to prepare and we can’t waste the date. 

On Sep 24, 2013, at 11:28 AM, Tara Green wrote: 

Film Showing" "All of Us NC°’ 
Sponsored by WGS & The Human Rights Film Series 

W.~d!~,esday,Sepiemb.~i 25th. 2013, 

On Tue, Sep 24, 2013 at 10:51 AM, Natalie Bullock Brown                     2~yaJ~oo.com> wrote: 

I hate to reschedule when Tara has gone through the trouble of making 
arrangements for us, but it does sound like we will have a very low 
turnout. I wonder how productive we will be without the possibility of 
consensus on the things we need to discuss, especially if meeting items 
will need to be shared via email with the bulk of the group anyway. I hope 
that makes sense. I’ll make my way up the road :) if we vote to keep the 
meeting as is. 
Natalie Bullock Brown 
Ascension Productions 
Prod u ce r/Co nsu Ira nt 

cell 
919.781.9817 fax 

From: Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu> 
To: Yvonne Welbon <~bennett.edu> 
Cc: Tara T. Green <tt,qreen@unc,q.edu>; Joseph Jordan <jfiordan@email.unc.edu>; Natalie bullock brown 

@yahoo.com>; Bryon D Turman <bdturman@ncat.edu>; Regester Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu>; 
Gwendolyn M. Bookman <gbookman@bennettedu>; chandra guinn <chandra.guinn@duke.edu>; Crystal Harkless 
<csharkle~,,ncsu.edu>; Bamidele Demerson <bdemerson@sitinmovementorq> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 10:16 AM 
Subject: Re: Next Meeting in Greensboro 

Can we have avote on who would like to reschedule our meeting? 

SSI]l 

On Tue, Sep 24, 2013 at 12:01 AM, Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmcko’~,@~ncsu.edu> wrote: 
/ ] Chandm will have the minutes. As for the agenda, we can discuss our upcoming festivaJs, the linlc connection with Full Frame (i will send the letter 



tbr signatures if Darryl can join you), the website, the membership statement mad a program tbr this year. There are a lot of things to di~uss; 

however, we had hope to get a lot of work done at this meeting. 

I would be in favor ofrescheduling, but I will support M~at works for everyone. 

On Mon, Sep 23, 2013 at 6:24 PM, Yvonne Welbon <,iwelbon~bermett.edu> wrote: 
I think we should still meet. 

Can someone share the minutes from the last meeting? 

Than~ 
Yvonne 

I am on leave for the 2013 - 2014 academic school year. If you need irmnediate assistance about journalism department matters, please contact interim department 
chart, Mr. Tom Lipscomb at tlipscomb@bemaett.edu 

Yvonne Welbon, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor - Jonmalism and Media Studies 
Bennett College for Women 

900 East Washington Street, Box 25 

Greensboro, North Carolina 27401 
336-517-2306 (phone) 

336- 517-2184 (fax) 

vwelbon@bennett.edu 

From: Tara T. Green [ttqreen@uncq.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 6:12 PM 
To: Joseph Jordan 
Cc: Sheila Smith McKoy; Natalie bullock brown; Bryon D Turman; Regester Charlene B; Gwendolyn M. Bookman; Yvonne 
Welbon; chandra guinn; Crystal Harkless; Bamidele Demerson 

Subject: Re: Next Meeting in Greensboro 

Should we reschedule? 

Tara T. Green, Ph.D. 
Professor & Director 

A~ican American Studies 

Sent fiom my iPhone 

Excuse any b’pos 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 5:58 PM, Joseph Jordan ~i .t]ordan,~email.unc.edu-* wrote: 

I am in the same boat. I will join by phone but have to leave tbr a meeting with our new chancellor k~ discuss pressing center issues. 

I can call one of you to listen in and participate, or caJ1 in to a conference call number~ or someone can call me and let me listen in. 

But we do need to move forward. Also, is there an agenda we can examine before the meeting?? 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 5:47 PM, Sheila Stnith McKoy wrote: 

SBFM’ers: 

I had planned to attend the meeting on Friday; however, I now have a conflict. I was snpposed to be a guest on The 

State of Things re: 27 Views of Raleigh on 9/19. The time has changed twice and it is now on Friday. At the present 

time, I am the only writer of color scheduled to participate. I an~ working to find a replacement, but ifI cannot, I will 

have k~ join you by phone before and a~f’ter the show. If that is the case, my assis~tant director will likely be with you. 

So sorry for the last minute change, 

ssm 

On Mon, Sep 23, 2013 at 12:20 PM, Tara Green <ttgreen~uncg.edu> wrote: 

Colleagues: 

This is a reminder. I’ve heard back from Sheila, Jospeh, Yvonne, and Chandm. 

Safe travels to all. 

See ya’ll Friday, 

Tara 

On Mon, Aug 26, 2013 at 2:35 PM, Tara Green <ttgreen~)uncg.edu> wrote: 



Colleagues: 

Please meet us on Friday, September 27 at 10 am in the International Civil Rights Center and Museum. The 

Executive Director, Mr. Bamidele Demerson, is ve~ pleased to host us. 

You might find parking on Elm Street at one of the meters. I usually l~rk in the Greene Street l~rldng deck (1 

block away on Cqeene Street offElm). The price is about .50/hour, but they do require cash for exit. 

For your GPS: 

International Civil Rights 

Center & Musetm~ 
134 South Elm Street 
Greensboro, NC 27401 
(336) 274-9199 

I’ll provide drinks and pastries. We can have lunch at one of the local restaurants, possibly Tavo’s. 

My cell number is if you need my assistance the day of. 

Please let me know if you plan to attend by September 20. 

Here is one of their upcoming film screenings: 

Ree~ B~ack L~ve: A D~c~memary Fi~m Scree~g & 

Thursday, August 29 at 6:00 p.m. 
Join us for a screening of Reel Black Love, a documentary film that offers a critique of ;M’rican American romance as 

portrayed in film. Narrated by Sheryl Lee Ralph, the documentary features commentaries by 70 actors, directors, 
producers, and critics including Nia Long, Diahann Can’oll, Keenen Ivory Wayans, Lyrm \Vhitfield, and the late Roger 

Ebert. They explore how depictions in film nfluence positively or negatively~ur understanding of black people and 

the importance of romance in their lives. 

Following the screening, share your views with us in a spirited discussion led by filmmaker Darry| Pitts and Sharon 

Warren Cook, professor of social work at North Carolina A&T State University. 

This insightful and engaging film has shown to crowds in such venues as the Schomburg Center for Research in Black 
Culture (New York), DuSable Museum of African American Itistory (Chicago), and the Indiana Black Expo 

(Indianapolis). 

*Cost $10. 00. 

Looking forward, 

Tara 

On Fri, Aug 23, 2013 at 4:48 PM, Joseph Jordan <it]ordan(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Tara -- wailing to hear. 

On Aug 19, 2013, at 4:27 PM, Tara Green wrote: 

Hello All: 

I am waiting 1o hear back t]com the International Civil Rights Center atx~ut my request to host us 

on September 27 at 10 am. Unfortunately they are in the process of dealing with a 

tin,racial/political support situation. If they have a conflict that day, an alternative site will be the 

African American Studies contErence room at UNCG. I will provide parking stubs and directions. 

I’ll be in touch with a concrete localion by the end of the month. 

Best to all, 
Tara 

Tara T. Green, Plff) 
Professor of Africm~ American Literatare a~d Gender Studies 

Director ofAthcan Americ~m Studies 
Africa~ Arnericma Studies l?rogram 

170 Box 26170 

Greensboro, NC 27402- 6170 

(336) 334-5507 

w~v.uncg.edu/ags 

wvx~v.taratgreen.com 

AFS Ranked in Top 10 
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ww-a,.clascholoas.or~ 

Vice-l?resident of Langston Hughes Society 
http://www.langstonhughessocietv.or,q/ 



A Fatherless Child: Autobiographical Perspectives of African American Men (U Missouri P, 2009) 
Winner: National Council for Black Studies 2011 Award for Outstanding Publication in A~icana Studies 

Pre~nting Oprah Winti~ey, Her Fihns, and Atiican American Literature 
(Palgrave Macmillan Press, 2013) 

Tara T. Green, PhD 
Professor of African American Literature and GeMer Studies 

Director of African American Studies 
African American Studies Progrmn 

PO Box 26170 

Greensboro, NC 27402- 6170 

(336) 334-5507 
ww~ anc .edu/a~’s 

ww,w.taratgreen.com 

AFS Ranked in Top 10 
htt p~;~ure.uncg.edu~pr~d~news~r~eases~afric~n~am÷rican-st~dies-pr~gram~mnked~am~ng-t~p~1o-in-u-s/ 

English Language Repre~ntative, College Language Association 

w~w~-.claacholars.org 

Vice-President of Langston Hughes Society 
http:iiwww.langstonhughessociety.orgi 

A Fatherless Child: Autobiographica1 Perspectives of African American Men (U Missouri P, 2009) 
Winner: National Council for Black Studies 2011 Awmd for Outstanding Publication in Afi-icana Studies 

Presenting Oprah Winfre¥, Her Films, and African American Literature 
(Palgrave Macmillan Press, 2013 ) 

Dr. Sheila Smith McKoy 

Director, African American Cultural Center 
Director, Africana Studies Program 

Editor, Obsidian: Literature in the African Diasl~om 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiorda n@email u nc.edu 



Tara T. Green, PhD 
Protester of Ati-ican American Literature and Gender Studies 

Director of African American Studies 
Aliican American Studies Program 

PO Box 26170 

Greensboro, N C 27402- 6170 

(336) 334-5507 

w~,.uncg.edu/a£s 

ww~.taratgreen.com 

AFS Ranked in Top l0 
htt p~;~ure.uncg.edu~pr~d~newsh~e~eases~afric~n~am÷rican-st~dies-pr~gram~mnked~am~N-t~p~1o-in-u-s/ 

English Language Repre~ntative, College Language Association 

www.clascholars.org 

Vice-President of Langston Hughes Society 
http://www.langstonhughessociety.or.q/ 

A Fatherless Child: Autobioaraphica1 Perspectives of African American Men (U Missouri P, 2009) 
Win~zer: National Council for Black Studies 2011 Award for Outstanding Publication in Al~icana Studies 

Presenting Oprah Winfrey, Her Films, and African American Literature 
(Palgrave Macmillma P~ess, 2013 ) 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiordan@email.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tara Green <ltgreen@uncg.edu> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 1:29 PM 

Jordan, Joseph F <jtjordan@email.unc.edu> 

Natalie Bullock Brown < ~ya]~oo.com>; Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu>; Yvonne Weltx~n 
<~velbon@bennett.edu>; B~yon D Turman <bdtmman@ncat.edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regesle@email.nnc.edu>; Gwendolyn M. 

Bookma~ <gbookman@bennett.edu>; ch~ldra guinn <chandra.guinn@duke.edu>; Crystal Haxldess <csharkle@ncsn.edu> 

Friday’s Meeting 

Colleagues: 

If someone will take the lead on sending ~ agenda by Thur., I’m happy to make copies. I’ll contact the museum about having the technology in place for phone calls. 

Let’s be sure to have the numbers where people can be reached. 

Tara 

On Tue, Sep 24, 2013 at 11:50 AM, Joseph Jordan <it]oldan,@~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I am in favor of the Ineeling Inoving ahead with a more limited agenda to help make this a more pmduclive gathering. If we priorilize the list of agenda items and take, 
take, perhaps the top 3, we could probably get some quali~ work done. 

I also suggest that some of the other agenda items be assigned to workgroups (not committees!) of2-3 people who would be empowered to take some actions, if 

called for, or otherwise produce drafts that can be reviewed and then revised or voted on at the ne~ meeting. 

I will be calling in to join tblks until I need to leave. I agree Tara has done a lot to prepare and we can’t waste the date. 

On Sep 24, 2013, at 11:28 AM, Tara Green wrote: 

Film Showing: "All of Us NC°’ 
Sponsored by WGS & The Human Rights Fi~rn Series 

On Tue, Sep 24, 2013 at 10:51 AM, Natalie Bullock Brown <                    ~yaJ]oo.com> wrote: 

I hate to reschedule when Tara has gone through the trouble of making 
arrangements for us, but it does sound like we will have a very low 
turnout. I wonder how productive we will be without the possibility of 
consensus on the things we need to discuss, especially if meeting items 
will need to be shared via email with the bulk of the group anyway. I hope 
that makes sense. I’ll make my way up the road :) if we vote to keep the 
meeting as is. 
Natalie Bullock Brown 
Ascension Productions 
Prod ucer/Co nsu Ita nt 

cell 
919.781.9817 fax 

From: Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu> 
To: Yvonne Welbon <ywelbon@bennett.edu> 
Cc: Tara T. Green <ttgreen@uncg.edu>; Joseph Jordan <jfjordan@email.unc.edu>; Natalie bullock brown 

,~,¥ahoo.com>; Bryon D Turman <bdturman~,ncat.edu>; Regester Charlene B 
<regester@email.unc.edu>; Gwendolyn M. Bookman <.qbookman(~,bennett.edu>; chandra guinn <chandra.�luinn@duke.edu>; 
Crystal Harkless <csharkle@ncsu.edu>; Bamidele Demerson <bdemerson@sitinmovement.org> 



Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 10:16 AM 
Subject: Re: Next Meeting in Greensboro 

Can we have a vote on who would like to reschedule our meeting? 

ssm 

On Tue, Sep 24, 2013 at 12:01 AM, Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckov~ncsu.edu> wrote: 

Chandm roll have the minutes. As for the agenda, we can discuss our upcoming feslivaJs, the link/co~mection ruth Full Frame (i ,sill send the letter 

for signatures if Darryl can join you), the website, the membership statement and a progrmn for this year. There are a lot of things to discuss; 

however, we had hope to get a lot of work done at this meeting. 

I would be in favor ofrescheduling, but I will support M~at works for everyone. 

On Mon, Sep 23, 2013 at 6:24 PM, Yvonue Welbou <vwelbou~bem~ett.edu> wrote: 
I think we should still meet. 

Can someone share the minutes from the last meeting? 

Thank, 
Yvonne 

I am on leave for the 2013 - 2014 academic school year. If you need immediate assistance about journalism department matters, please contact interim department 
chair, Mr Tom L ipscomb at tlipscomb@bennett.edu 

Yvonne Welbon, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor - Journalism and Media Studies 
Bennett College for Women 

900 East Washington Street, Box 25 

Greensboro, North Carolina 27401 
336- 517-2306 (phone) 

336-517-2184 (t~x) 

ywel bou~b~benuett .edu 

From: Tara T. Green [ttgreen@uncg.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 20:[3 6::[2 PN 
To: 3oseph 3ordan 
Cc: Sheila Smith McKoy; Natalie bullock brown; Bryon D Turman; Regester Charlene B; Gwendolyn N. Bookman; 
Yvonne Welbon; chandra guinn; Crystal Harkless; Bamidele Demerson 

Subject: Re: Next Meeting in Greensboro 

Should we reschedule? 

Tara T. (keen, Ph.D. 

Professor & Director 

African Atnerican Studies 

Sent from ~ny iPhone 

Excuse any tyIx~S 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 5:58 PM, Joseph Jordan <it]ordan~Zemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

I mn in the same boat. I will join by phone but have to leave tbr a meeting with our new chancellor to discuss pressing center 

issues. I can ca]l oue of you to lis~ten in and par’ficipa’te, or call in to a cont~rence call number, or someone can ca]l me and let me 

listen iu. But we do need to move tbrwaacd. Also, is fl~ere an agenda we can examine betbre the meetiug?? 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 5:47 PM, Sheila Smith McKoy wrote: 

SBFM’ers: 

I had planued to atteud the meeting ou Friday; however; I now have a conflict. I was supposed to be a guest ou The 

State of Things re: 27 Views of Raleigh on 9/19. The time has changed twice and it is now on Friday’. At file present 

time, I am the only writer of color scheduled to paxticipate. I am working to find a replacement, but ifI cmmot, I will 

have to join you by, phone before and after the show. If that is the case, my assisIant director roll likely be ruth you. 

So soW for the last minute change, 

ssm 

On Mou, Sep 23, 2013 at 12:20 PM, Tara Green <ttgreenCa)uncg.edu> wrote: 

Colleagues: 



This is a reminder. I’ve heard back from Sheila, Jospeh, Yvonne, and Chandra. 

Sat~ travels to all. 

See ya’ll Friday, 

Tam 

On Mon, Aug 26, 2013 at 2:35 PM, Tara Green <~ttgreen(~uncg.edu> wrote: 
Colleagues: 

Please meet us on Friday, September 27 at 10 am in the International Civil Rights Center and Museum. The 
Executive Director, Mr. Bamidele Demerson, is ve~ pleased to host us. 

You might find parking on Elm Street at one of the meters. I usuaJly park in the Greene Street parking deck (1 

block away on Greene Street offElm). The price is abou1.50/ hour, bul they do require cash tbr exit. 

For your GPS: 

International C]~l Rights 

Center & Museum 
134 South Elm Street 
Greensboro, NC 27401 
(336) 274-9199 

I’ll provide drinks and pastries. We can have lunch at one of the local restaurants, possibly Tavo’s. 

My cell number is ifyoa need my assistance the day of. 

Please let me know if you plan to attend by September 20. 

Here is one of their upcoming film ~reenings: 

Thursday, August 29 at 6:00 p.m. 

Join us for a screening of Reel Blaek Love, a documentary film that offers a critique of African American romance 

as portrayed in film. Narrated by Sheryl Lee Ralph, the documentary features commentaries by 70 actors, directors, 

producers, and critics including Nia Long, Diahann Can’oll, Keenen Ivory Wayans, Lynn Whitfield, and the late Roger 

Ebert. They explore how depictions in film nfluenc* positively or negatively our nnderstanding of black people and 

the importance of romance in their lives. 

Following the screening, share your views with us in a spirited discussion led by filmmaker Darryl Pills and 

Sharon Warren Cook, professor of social work at North Carolina A&T State University. 
This insightful and engaging fihn has shown to erowds in such venues as the Schomburg Center for Research in 

Black Culture (New York), DuSable Museum of African American Itistory (Chicago), and the Indiana Black Expo 

(Indianapolis). 

*Cost $ l O. 00. 

Looking forward, 

Tara 

On Fri, Aug 23, 2013 at 4:48 PM, Joseph Jordan <~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Tara -- waiting to hear. 

On Aug 19, 2013, at 4:27 PM, Tara Green wrote: 

Hello All: 

I am waiting to hear back ~om the International Civil Rights Center about my request to host us 

on September 27 at 10 am. Unfortunately they are in the process of dealing ruth a 
financial/political support situation. If they have a conflict "that day. an alternative site will be the 

Afiican American Studies conference room at UNCG. I will provide parking stubs and 

directions. 

I’ll be in touch with a concrete location by the end of the ~nonth. 

Best to all, 

Tara 

Tara T. Green, PhD 
Profes~r of African American Literature and Gender Studies 

Director of At~can American Studies 
Atiican American Studies Program 

PO Box 26170 

Greensboro, NC 27402-6170 

(336) 334-5507 



w~w~-.uncg.edu/a£s 

w~w,~-.laratgreen.com 

AFS Ranked iu Top 10 

English Representative, College Lm~guage Association 

w~v.cl&scholars.org 

Vice-President of Langston Hughes Society 
http:/!www.langstonhughessociety.or,q! 

A Fatherless Child: Autobiographical Perspectives of At~can American Men (U Missouri P, 2009) 
Winner: Na’donal Council for Black Studies 2011 Award lbr Outstanding Publication in Africana Studies 

Presentin~ Opral~ Winfrev, Her Films, aud African America~ Literature 
(Palgrave Macmilla~ Press, 2013 ) 

Tara T. Green, 
Professor of Africm~ American Literatare aJ~d Gender Studies 

Director ofAt~can Americm~ Studies 
AIiican American Studies Program 

170 Box 26170 

Greensboro, NC 27402- 6170 

(336) 334-5507 

w~wv.unc p,.edu/~£s 

w~v.taratgreen.com 
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Euglish Lm~guage Representative, College Language Association 

wu~,.clascholms.om 

Vice-l?resideut of Lm~gstou Hughes Society 
http://www.langstonhughessocieN.or.q/ 

A Fatherless Child: Autobiographical Perspectives of African American Men (U Missouri P, 2009) 
Winner: National Council for Black Studies 2011 Award for Outstanding Publication in A~icana Studies 

Presenting Oprah Winti~ey, Her Fihns, a~d Atiican America~ Literature 
(Palgrave Macmilla~ Press, 2013) 

Dr. Sheila Smith McKoy 

Director. African American Cultural Center 

Directoc Africana Studies Program 

Editor, Obsidian: Literature in tJ~e African Diaspora 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiordan@email.unc.edu 



Tara T. Green, PhD 
Professor of African American Literature and Gender Studies 

Director of African American Studies 
Aliican American Studies Program 

PO Box 26170 
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Joseph Jordan, Director 
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University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
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English Language Repre~ntative, College Language Associa’fion 

www.clascholaacs.org 

Vice-President of Langslon Hughes Society 
http://www.langstonhughessociety.org/ 

A Fatherless Child: Autobioamphical Perspectives of African Atnerican Men (U Missouri P, 2009) 

fVinnet’: National Council for Black Studies 2011 Award for Outstanding Publication in Africana Studies 

Presenlina Oprah Winfivv, Her Fihns, and African American Literature 

(Palgrave Macmillan Press, 2013) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fai~child Books <csm@bloomsbu~’news.com> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 2:11 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edw~ 

Color Studies, 3rd ed.: Pre-Order Yonr Exam CoW Today’. 

Color Studies 

AVA P~b~sh~ng, ca~~ a~so be fo~nd there. 

~iI Color Studies Color Studies 

Edith Anderson Feisner and Ron Reed 

The 3rd edition of Color Studies introduces students from all 

concentrations of visual arts to color theory, the physiology and 

psychology of color perception, and the physics of color. 

This text discusses in detail the four dimensions of color - hue, 

value, intensity and temperature - with tips for putting knowledge 

into practice in a variety of disciplines, from painting and other fine 

arts to interior design, architecture, fashion design, textile design, 

and graphic design~ Feisner and Reed provide fulFcNor 

photographs and illustrations, including color wheels illustrative of 

different theories. Taking a multidisciNinary approach, this lavishly 

illustrated edition balances traditional and modern perspectives and 

examples in all areas of fine art and design. 

New in this edition: 

A new chapter on color and digital technology discusses 

illuminating with color (LED), color tools and management 

(Pantone), as well as color consulting and marketing. 

An up-to-date discussion of sustainable color applications 

and green materials as the underlying component of 

colorants, dyes, and inks in textiles, printmaking and paints 

New chapter objectives, key terms, end of chapter summaries 

and beginning and advanced exercises 



New Internet Resources in the Appendix 

Instructor’s Resources: Instructor’s Guide, Test Bank and 

PowerPoint® Presentation 

Titie & iSBN of book requested 

S~rt date s-.:nd freqMency of course 
h~umber of students enrolled 
Text currer~t~y us~,d 
Other courses you ir~struct 
Contact ~nbrmatbn 

Alabama, Florida, Geo[gia, Louisiana, Mississippi, Puerto Rico, Texas 

k, leianie Sankel. Director of Sales, Adoptions 

Tel: 212-4i9-5296 

Melanie.Sankel@bloomsbury.com 

Adzona, Arkansas, California, Kansas, Missouri, New Mexico, North Caroli~a. OMahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee, 

Allison Jones, Senior Account Manager 

Tel: 212-4i9-5346 

Allison .J ones@bloomsbu r¥.com 

Cat, aria, Alaska, idaho, Mai~e, Michigan, Minnesota, Monta~a, New Hampshire, Ne~’~ York. North Dakota. South 

Dakota, Vermont. WasNngton, ~lsconsin 

Colin Kinnaiy, Account Manager 

Tel: 212-4i9-5354 

Colin Kin n al¥(~bloomsbu r¥ com 

Colorado, Co~mecticut, Dela,,~tare, Ha~,~ii, Illinois. Indiana, iowa, Kentucky, Maryland, Massachusetts, Nebraska, 

Nevada, Ne~’~ Jersey, Ohio, Oregon, Pem~sylvania, Rhode Island, Utah, Washington D.C., West Virginia, Wyomi~g 

William Coffing, Adoption Saies Assistan[ 

Tel: 212-4i9-5306 

William.Coffl n q~bloomsbu r¥.com 

Bloomsbury Academic & Professional --Awards for Academic Excellence 20t3 

Bookseller Academic, Educational & Professional Publisher of the Year 
IPG Independent Publisher + Academic & Professional Publisher of the Year 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 2:15 PM 

Tara Green <ttgreen@uncg.edu> 

Jordan, Joseph F <jtjordan@email.unc.edu>; Natalie Bullock Brown< ~yahoo.com>; Yvolme Welbon 
<v~velbon@bennett.edu>; B17on D Tunnan <bdtuiman@ncat.edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regesle@email.unc.edu>; Gwendolyn M. 

Bookman <gbookman@bennett.edtp; chm~dra guinn <chandra.guinn@duke.edu>; Crystal Haxldess <csharkle@ncsu.edtp 

Re: Friday’s Meeling 

I’m glad we are moving forward with the meeting. Thanks, Tara, for the hem,y lifting. I’m sorry that I hm~e to join you via phone especially since I have not spent time at 

the Civil Rights Museum. 

I agree with Jo~ph regarding the agenda. I think that the website needs our attention quickly; however, we have to answer some questions regm~ding our membership 

profile, etc betbre we can make it viable. 

ssm 

On Tue, Sep 24, 2013 at 1:28 PM, Tara Green <ttgleen~uncg.edu> wrote: 

Colleagues: 

If someone will take the lead on sending an agenda by Thnr., I’m happy to make copies. I’ll contact the musenm about having the technology in place for phone calls. 

Let’s be sure to have the numbers where people can be reached. 

Tara 

On Tue, Sep 24, 2013 at 11:50 AM, Joseph Jordan qi~iordan@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I mu in i:avor of the meeting moving ahead with a Inoie limited agenda to help make this a more productive gathering. If we prioritize the list of agenda items and 

take, perhaps the top 3, we could probably get some quality work done. 

I also suggest that spine of the other agenda items be assigned to workgroups (not colnmittees!) of 2-3 people who would be empowered to take some actions, 
if called for, or otherwise produce drafts that can be reviewed and then revised or voted on at the next meeting. 

I will be calling in to join folks until I need to leave. I agree Tara has done a lot to prepare and we can’t waste the date. 

On Sep 24, 2013, at 11:28 AM, Tara Green wrote: 

Fi~m Showing: 
Sponsored by WGS & The Human Rights Film Series 

UNCG, Schooi of Edslcs[ion Sslildin,g, Room :20 

On Tue, Sep 24, 2013 at 10:51 AM, Natalie Bullock Brown                     ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

I hate to reschedule when Tara has oone throuoh the trouble of makino 
arranoements for us, but it does sound like we will have a very low 
turnout. I wonder how productive we will be without the possibility of 
consensus on the things we need to discuss, especially if meeting items 
will need to be shared via email with the bulk of the group anyway. I 
hope that makes sense. I’ll make my way up the road :) if we vote to 
keep the meeting as is. 
Natalie Bullock Brown 
Ascension Productions 
Prod ucer/Co nsu Ita nt 

cell 
919.781.9817 fax 



From: Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu> 

To: Yvonne Welbon <ywelbon@bennetLedu> 
Cc: Tara T. Green <ttgreen@uncg.edu>; Joseph Jordan <jfiordan@email.unc.edu>; Natalie bullock brown 

,~,¥ahoo.com>; Bryon D Turman <bdturman@ncat.edu>; Regester Charlene B 
<regester@email.unc.edu>; Gwendolyn M. Bookman <gbookman@bennett.edu>; chandra guinn <chandra.guinn@duke.edu>; 
Crystal Harkless <csharkle@ncsu.edu>; Bamidele Demerson <bdemerson@sitinmovement.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 10:16 AM 
Subject: Re: Next Meeting in Greensboro 

Can we have a vote on who would like to reschedule our meeting? 

SSII1 

On Tue, Sep 24, 2013 at 12:01 AM, Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy(~ncsu.edu> wrote: 

Chandra will have the minutes. As for the agenda, we can discuss our upcoming t~stivals, the link/connection with Full Frame (i will send "the 

letter tbr signatures if Danyl can join you), the website, the membership statement and a program tbr this year. There are a lot of things to 

discuss; however, we had hope to get a lot of work done at this meeting. 

I would be in favor of rescheduling, but I will support what works for eveuone. 

On Mort, Sep 23, 2013 at 6:24 PM, Yvonne Welbon <vwelbon~bemmtt.edu> wrote: 
I think we should still meet. 

Can someone share the minutes from the last meeting? 

Thank, 
Yvonne 

1 am on leave 12)r the 2013 - 2014 academic school year. If you need immediate assistance about journalism department matters, please contact interim 
department chair, Mr Tom Lipscomb at tlipscomb(h)bennett edu 

Yvonne Welbon, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor - Journalism and Media Studies 

Bennett College tbr Women 

900 East Washington Street, Box 25 

Greensboro, North Carolina 27401 

336- 517-2306 (phone) 

336-517-2184 (fax) 

,~nvelbon~bennett.edu 

From= Tara T. Green [ttqreen@uncq.edu] 
Sent= Nonday, September 23, 2013 6:12 PN 
To= Joseph Jordan 
~= Sheila Smith McKoy; Natalie bullock brown; Bryon D Turman; Regester Charlene B; Gwendolyn N, Bookman; 
Yvonne Welbon; chandra guinn; Crystal Harkless; Bamidele Demerson 

Subject= Re: Next Meeting in Greensboro 

Should we reschedule? 

Tara T. Green, Ph.D. 
Professor & Director 
Affcan America~ Studies 
Sent l]com nay iPhone 
F.,~cuse ~y typos 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 5:58 PM, Joseph Jordan <jf!ordan~emaJJ.unc.edu> wrote: 

I am in the saa~e boat. I will join by phone but have to leave for a ,neeting with our new chancellor to discuss pressing center 

issues. I can caJ1 one of you to listen in and participate, or call in to a conference call number, or someone can call me and let 
me listen in. But we do need to move forward. Also, is there m~ agenda we cma examine before the meeting?? 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 5:47 PM, Sheila Smith McKoy wrote: 

SBFM’ers: 
I had planned to artend the meeting on Fridw; however, I now have a conflict. I was supposed to be a guest on 

The State of Things re: 27 Views of Raleigh on 9/19. The time has changed twice and it is now on Friday. At the 

present "time, I am the only writer of color scheduled to participate. I am working to find a replacement, but if I 
cmmot, I roll have to join you by phone betbre mid alter the show. If that is the case, my assistm~t director will 



likely be ruth you. 

So sorry tbr the last minute change, 

ssm 

On Mon, Sep 23, 2013 at 12:20 PM, Tara Green <ttgmen@uncg.edu> wrote: 
Colleagues: 

This is a reminder. I’ve heard back from Sheila, Jospek Yvonne, and Chandra. 

Safe travels to all. 

See ya’ll Friday, 

Taxa 

On Mon, Aug 26, 2013 at 2:35 PM, Tara Green <ttgreen~)uncg.edu> wrote: 

Colleagues: 

Please meet us on Friday, September 27 at 10 am in the International Civil Rights Center and Museum. The 

Executive Director. Mr. Bamidele Demerson, is ve~31 pleased to host us. 

You might find parking on Elm Street at one of the meters. I nsually park in the Greene Street pa~king deck 

(1 block away on Greene Street offEhn). The price is about .50/hour, but they do require cash for exit. 

For your GPS: 

Internafion’,fl CMI Rights 
Center & Musemn 
134 South Ell Street 
Greensboro, NC 27401 
(336) 274-9199 

provide drinks and pastries. We can have lunch at one of the local restaurants, possibly Tavo’s. 

My cell number is if you need my assistance the day of. 

Please let me know if you plan to attend by September 20. 

tlere is one of their upcoming fihn screenings: 

Thursday, August 29 at 6:00 p.m. 
Join us for a screening of Reel Black Love, a documentary fill that offers a critique of African American 

romance as portrayed in film. Narrated by Sheryl Lee Ralph, the documentary features commentaries by 70 actors, 

directors, producers, and critics including Nia Long, Diahann Catxoll, Keenen Ivory Wayans, Lynn XVhitfield, and 

the late Roger Ebert. They explore how depictions in film ntluence~ositively or negatively our understanding of 

black people and the importance of rom~mce in their lives. 

Following the screening, share your views with us in a spirited discussion led by fihmnaker Darryl Pitts and 

Sharon Warren Cook, professor of social work at North Carolina A&T State University. 

This insightful and engaging film has shown to crowds in such venues as the Schomburg Center for Research in 
Black Culture (New York), DuSable Museum of African American History (Chicago), and the Indiana Black Expo 

(Indianapolis). 

*Cost $10. 00. 

Looking forward, 

Tara 

On Fri, Aug 23, 2013 at 4:48 PM, Joseph Jordan <jt.iovdan,~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Tara -- waJ~ting to hea~. 

On Aug 19, 2013, at 4:27 PM, Tara Green wrote: 

Hello All: 

I ~an waiting to hear back from the International Civil Rights Center about my requefft to host 

us on September 27 at 10 am. Unfortunately they are in the process of dealing with a 

financial/political supIxwt situation. Iftbey have a conflict that day. an alternative site roll be 

the African American Studies conference room at UNCG. I roll provide parking stubs and 

directions. 

I’ll be in touch with a concrete location by the end of the month. 

Best to all, 
T~xa 



Tara T. Green, PhD 
Professor of African American Literature and Gender Studies 

Director of African American Studies 

Afi~ican American Studies Program 

PO Box 26170 

Greensboro, NC 27402-6170 

(336) 334-5507 

www.uncg.edu/at?~ 
,,¥~v itarat~re en. c om 

AFS Ranked in Top 10 
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A Fatherless Child: Autobiographical Perspectives of Afi-ican American Men (U Missouri P, 2009) 

¯ ~nner: National Council for Black Studies 2011 Awmd for Outstanding PuNication in Africana Studies 

Presentin~ Oprah Winfre’~, Her Films, and African A~nerican Literature 
(Palgrave Macmillan Press, 2013) 

Tara T. Green PhD 

Professor of African American Literature and Gender Studies 

Director of African American Studies 

African A~nerican Studies Program 

PO Box 26170 

Greensboro, NC 27402-6170 

(336) 334-5507 
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English Language Representative, College Language Association 

w~v.clascholars.org 

Vice-President of Langs~ton Hughes Socie~ 
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A Fatherless Child: Autobiographical Perspectives of African American Men (U Missouri P, 2009) 
Winner: National Council tbr Black Studies 2011 Award tbr Outstanding Publication in Ati-icana Studies 

P~zan Literature 
(PaJgrave Mactnillan Press, 2013) 

Dr. Sheila Smith McKoy 

Director. African American Cultural Center 
Director, At~cana Studies Program 

Editor, Obsidian: Literature in the AI~can Di&spom 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiordan(~,email.u nc ed u 



Tara T. Green, PhD 

Prot~ssor of Atiican American Literature and Gender Studies 

Director of Aliican American Studies 
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Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
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Tordan o, email.unc.edu 

Tara T. Green, PhD 
Professor of Atiican American Literature and Gender Studies 
Director of Aliican American Studies 
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Dr. Sheila Smith McKoy 

Director, Aliican American Cultural Center 
Director; At’ricana Studies Program 

Editor, Obsidim~: Literature in the African Diaspora 



F[om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hidden Voices <info@hiddenvoices.org> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 3:11 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

"Protbnnd, shocking, disturbing, and moving" Final Pertbrmance Oct. 5th 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

About Projects Connect News Donate Contact Us 

Listen to Hidden Voices talk with Frank Stasio on T~e Mcffe of TM~gs. 

"1 found the performance very, very powerful-and think it will have a huge impact on 

anyone who sees it." -John McGowan, Institute for the Arts and Humanities 

"Brilliant show. Three years of interviews in 20 counties compressed into one moving piece 

about NC’s school-to-prison pipeline." -Rutherford County attorney 

"Truly one of the most inspiring and ’well-intentioned performances I have had the privilege to 

see. The Hidden Voices performance was the first time that I had heard of the "school to 



prison pipeline" and its sickening implications. I think for ’white students this was an especially 

important commentary."-UNC student 

"1 cannot tell you how powerful that show was last night. It ended, and Iwas absolutely 

speechless.., for about a minute, and then I couldn’t STOP talking .... The only problem we 

had is that as stirred up as we are now feeling, we also feel helpless. But maybe that"s good 

in a way, because there aren’t easy answers and the point is to open our eyes and shift our 

perception so that we go through the world seeing in a different way, seeing opportunities 

to help and contribute where we might not have seen them before. And if that is the case, 

the show accomplished it in spades and is itself a powerful part of the answer." -Audience 

member 

"Thank you so much for such a profound, disturbing, shocking, moving evening. I will never 

forget it!" -Audience member 

Final Performance and Gallery Opening: October 5, 8 pro. ~ich~rd White Au~i{o~ium~ D~ke 

~s~ C~mp~s. Post-show reception in Jameson Gallery. 

%:: Kicker Side A 



Kicker Side B 

I.ynder~ Harris ~]nd Kafhy William.’.; 

Hidden Voices 

Forward email 

This em~il w~s sent to regester@email.unc,ed~i b’~’ info@hiddenvoices.orq :: 

Uj~date ProfilejEmailAddress Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribef’~ Privacy Policy, 

Hidden Voices :: PO Box 64 :: 9602 Art Road :: Cedar Ridge NC :: 27231 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chandra Guinn <chandra.guinn~duke.edu;, 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 8:44 PM 

Tara Green <ttgreen@uncg.edu> 

Natalie Bullock Brown, ~yal~oo.com>; Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu>; Yvonne Weltx~n 
<v~velbon@bennett.edu>; Blyon D Turman <bdtuiman@ncat.edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regeffte@email.unc.edu>; Gwendolyn M. 

Bookman <gbooklna~l@bennett.edu>; Crystal Harldess <csharkle@ncsu.edu>; Jordan, Joseph F <jl~ordan@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Yvonne and "All of Us NC" at UNCG 

Tara, 

Thanks for the work to set up the upcoming meeting. If you determine that thele is an easy way to do a conference call, I am also happy to call in. 

Best, 

Chandra 

On Sep 24, 2013, at 11:50 AM, Joseph Jordan wrote: 

I mn in favor of the meeting Inoving ahead with a more limited agenda to help make this a more productive gathering. If we prioritize the list of agenda 

items and take, perhaps the top 3, we could probably get some quality, work done. 

I also suggest that some of the other agenda items be assigned to workgroups (not committees!) of 2-3 people who would be empowered to take some 

actions, if called for, or otherwise produce drafts that can be reviewed and then revised or voted on at the next meeting. 

I will be calling in to join folks until I need to leave. I agree Tam has done a lot to prepaxe and we can’t waste the date. 

On Sep 24, 2013, at 11:28 AM, Tara Green wrote: 

Film Showing" "Al~ of Us NC" 
Sponsored by WGS & The Human Rights Fi~m Series 

All of LIs N~)r~h Car~)lit~a is a 40- r~ii~ute docuPae~[ary aboet [t~e quee~, people og color [igilt agsi~st ,s, mendment One Filr~ima ker 8o,;~’jsnya K:.id~,a ,~,ill be p~esent for 

On Tue, Sep 24, 2013 at 10:51 AM, Natalie Bullock Brown <                  ~vahoo.com> wrote: 

I hate to reschedule when Tara has gone through the trouble of 
making arrangements for us, but it does sound like we will have a 
very low turnout. I wonder how productive we will be without the 
possibility of consensus on the things we need to discuss, especially 
if meeting items will need to be shared via email with the bulk of the 
group anyway. I hope that makes sense. I’ll make my way up the 
road :) if we vote to keep the meeting as is. 
Natalie Bullock Brown 
Ascension Productions 
Prod u ce r/Co nsu Ira nt 

cell 
919.781.9817 fax 

From: Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu> 

To: Yvonne Welbon <ywelbon@bennett.edu> 
Cc: Tara T. Green <ttgreen@uncg.edu>; Joseph Jordan <jfjordan@email.unc.edu>; Natalie bullock brown 

,~,yahoo.com>; Bryon D Turman <bdturman(@,ncat.edu>; Regester Charlene B 
<regester@email.unc.edu>; Gwendolyn M. Bookman <gbookman@bennett.edu>; chandra guinn 
<chandra.guinn@duke.edu>; Crystal Harkless <csharkle@ncsu.edu>; Bamidele Demerson 
<bdemerson(~,sitinmovement.org > 
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 10:16 AM 
Subject: Re: Next Meeting in Greensboro 



C~ we have a vote on who would like to reschedule our meeting? 

ssnl 

On Tue, Sep 24, 2013 at 12:01 AM, Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmcko¥~ncsu.edu> w~ote: 

Chandra will have the minutes. As fi~r’the agenda, we caJ~ discuss our upcoming festivals, the link/connection with Full Frame (i will 

send the letter liar signatures if Dactyl can join you), the website, the membership statement mad a program for this year. There are a lot 

of things to discuss; however, we had hope to get a lot of work done at this meeting. 

I would be in favor ofrescheduling, but I will support what works for everyone. 

On Mon, Sep 23, 2013 at 6:24 PM, Yvonne Welbon <;~velbon(~bennetkedu> wrote: 
I think we should still meet. 

Can someone share the minutes from the last meeting? 

Thank, 
Yvonne 

I am on leave for the 2013 - 2014 academic school year If you need immediate assistance about journalism department matters, please contact interim 
department chair, Mr Tom Lipscomb at tlipscomb(~bennett.edu 

Yvonne Welbon, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor - Journalism mad Media Studies 

Bennett College tbr Women 

900 East Washington Street, Box 25 

Greensboro, North Carolina 27401 
336-517-2306 (phone) 

336-517-2184 (f~x) 

,~welbon(~bennett.edn 

From: Tara T. Green [ttqreen@uncq.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 6:12 PM 
To: Joseph Jordan 
Cc: Sheila Smith McKoy; Natalie bullock brown; Bryon D Turman; Regester Charlene B; Gwendolyn M. 
Bookman; Yvonne Welbon; chandra guinn; Crystal Harkless; Bamidele Demerson 

Subject: Re: Next Meeting in Greensboro 

Should we reschedule? 

Tara T. Green, Ph.D. 

Professor & Director 

African American Studies 

Sent l~om my iPhone 

Excuse any typos 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 5:58 PM, Joseph Jordan %jt.iorda~(~a)emall.unc.edu> wrote: 

I mn in the same boat. I will join by phone but have to leave for a ~neeting with our new chancellor to discuss pressing 

center issues. I cm~ call one of you to listen in and participate, or call in ~o a conference call number, or someone can 

call me and let me listen in. But we do need to move forward. Also, is there an agenda we cm~ examine before the 

meeting?? 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 5:47 PM, Sheila Smith McKoy wrote: 

SBFM’ers: 
I had planned to attend the meeting on Friday; however, I now have a cont]ict. I was suppo~d to be a 

guest on The State of Things re: 27 Views of Raleigh on 9/19. The "time has chm~ged twice and it is now 

on Friday. At "the present time, I am the only writer of color scheduled to participate. I am working to find 

a replacement, but if I cannot, I will have to join you by phone betbre and aJter the show. If that is the 
case, my assistant director will likely be with you. 

So son), for the last minute chm~ge, 

SSIII 

On Mon, Sep 23, 2013 at 12:20 PM, Tara Green <ttgreen~uncg.edu> wrote: 

Colleagues: 



This is a reminder. I’ve heaacd back ti-om Sheila, Jospeh, Yvonne, and Chandm. 

SM~ travels to all. 

See ya’ll Friday, 

Tara 

On Mon, Aug 26, 2013 at 2:35 PM, Tara Green <ttgreen(~uncg.edu> wl~ote: 
Colleagues: 

Please meet us on Friday, September 27 at 10 am in the International Civil Rights Center and 

Museum. The Executive Director, Mr. Bamidele Demerson, is very pleased to host us. 

You might find pro-king on Elm Street at one of the meters. I usually park in the Crreene Street 

parking deck (1 block away on Greene Street offElm). The price is about .50/hour, but they do 
require cash for exit. 

For your GPS: 

International Civil Rights 

Center & Museum 
134 South Ehn Street 
Greensboro, NC 27401 
(336) 274-9199 

I’ll provide drinks and pastries. We can have lunch at one of the local restaurants, possibly 

Tavo’s. 

My cell number is if you need my assistance the day o£ 

Please let me know if you plan to attend by September 20. 

Here is one of their upcoming film screenings: 

Ree~ Black L~e: A Doc~m~emary F~m Scree~h~g & Oisc~s~m 

Thursday, August 29 at 6:00 p.m. 
Join us for a screening of Red Black Lm,e, a documentary fihn that offers a critique of African American 

romance as portrayed in film. Narrated by Sheryl Lee Ralph, the documentary features commentaries by 
70 actors, directors, producers, and critics including Nia Long, Diaharm Carroll, Keenen Ivory Wayans, 

Lynn Wbitfield, and the late Roger Ebert. They explore how depictions in film nfluence positively or 

negatively our understanding of black people and the importance of romance in their lives. 

Following the screening, share your views with us in a spirited discussion led by fihmnaker Darryl 

Pitts and Sharon Warren Cook, professor of social work at North Carolina A&T State University. 

This insightful and engaging fihn has shown to crowds in such venues as the Schomburg (2enter for 

Research in Black Culture (New York), DuSable Museum of Ali’ican American History- (Chicago), and the 
Indiana Black Expo (Indianapolis). 

*Cost $10. 00. 

Looking forward, 

Tara 

On Fri, Aug 23, 2013 at 4:48 PM, Joseph Jordan <it]ordaneZemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Tara -- waiting k~ hear. 

On Aug 19, 2013, at 4:27 PM, Tara Green wrote: 

I am waiting to hear back tkom the International Civil RigNs Center aIx~ut my 

request to host us on September 27 at 10 am. Unfortunately they are in the process 

of &aling with a financial!political support situation. If they have a conflict that day, 

an alternative site will be the Africa~ American Studies conference room at UNCG. 

I roll provide parking stubs mad directions. 

I’ll be in touch ruth a concrete location by the end of the month. 

Best to all, 
Tara 

Tara T. Green, PhD 
Professor of Africm~ American Literature and Gender Studies 
Director of Afi-ican American Studies 
Africm~ AInefica~ Studies 
PO Box 26170 



Greensboro, NC 27402-6170 

(336) 334-5507 

www.uncg.edu/at~ 

www.taratgreen.com 

AFS Ranked in Top 10 

English Representative, College Language Association 

wx~¥.cl&scholars.org 

Vice- Presidem of Langston Hughes Socieb~ 
http:/iwww.langstonhughessociety,orgi 

A Fatherless Child: Autobio~ectives of Ati-ican American Men (U Missouri P, 2009) 
14"inner: National Council for Black Studies 2011 Awaked for Outstanding Publication in Africana 

Studies 

thesentin~ Oprah Winfrey, Her Films, and African American Literature 
(Palgrave Macmillan Press, 2013 ) 

Tara T. Green PhD 
Professor of African American Literature and Gender Studies 

Director of Afi-ican American Studies 

African A~nerican Studies Pmgr~ 

PO Box 26170 

Greensboro, NC 27402-6170 

(336) 334-5507 

~x~vw.uncg.edu/a£s 

w~¥.taratgreen.com 

AFS Ranked in Top l 0 

English Language Representative, College Language Association 

w~x~v.clascholars.org 

Vice-President of Langston Hughes Societ?- 
http:!/www.la ngston h u,q hessociety.or,q/ 

A Fatherless Child: Autobiographical Perspectives of African American Men (U Missouri P, 2009) 
Winner: National Council tbr Black Studies 2011 AwaJcd tbr Outstanding Publication in At~cana 

Studies 

Presenti~N Opra~ Winfiev, Her Fihns, and African American Literature 

(PaJgrave Macmillan Press, 2013 ) 

Dr. Sheila Smith McKoy 

Director, African American Cultural Center 

Director, At~cana Studies Program 

Edik~r, Obsidian: Literature in the African Diaspora 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiorda n(~,email u n c.edu 



Tara T. Green, PhD 

Professor of At~can American Literature and Gender Studies 

Director of Ati-ican American Studies 
Africm~ Alneric~l Studies Progr&m 

PO Box 26170 

Greensboro, NC 27402-6170 

(336) 334-5507 

~vw.uncg.edu/a£s 

w~¥.taratgreen.com 

AFS Ranked in Top 10 

English Language Representative, College Lmaguage Association 

www.clascholaJcs.org 

Vice-President of Langs~ton Hughes Society 
http://www.la n.clston h u.clhessociety, or.cl/ 

A Fatherless Child: Autobio~mphicaJ Perspectives ofAl~ican Americma Men (U Missouri P, 2009) 
Winner: National Council for Black Studies 2011 Award for Outstanding Publication in Africana Studies 

Pre~nting Oprah Winti~ey, Her Films, and At~can American Literature 
(PaJ grave Macmillan Press, 2013 ) 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

jfjordan@email.u nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Employee Finances <info@employeefinancials.co> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 5:45 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Faculty & Staff[’. Get Financial Help with a Personal Loan 

Dem Faculty & Staff, 

We all know that life is filled ruth ups and downs; unforeseen tribulations are a natural paxt of it, and one cannot expect every expense to arise promptly after a payday. 

For this reason, personal loans, also known as cash advances, are becoming increasingly common. 

Not eveo~one, however, has the credit to receive loans or the connections to the right lender for his or her predicament, which is why we wanted to inform you abont 
TrustedPavdav. If you are in need of a cash advance, you cm~ fill out a simple oNine application and find lenders who axe most likely to loan money to you. 

Click here to apply today. 

If you want to opt-out from these emails, click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NC Retirement News <NCRetirementNews@nctreasurer.com> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 1:17 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

NC Retirement News: Welcome ! 

Thank you for signing up to receive con~aunications from the N.C. Retirement Systems. You will now- be kept up to date on all the latest Systems’ news If you did not sign up for our 
cormnunications and are receiving this message in error, please click on the "Unsubscribe" link belo~v to have your name removed from our list. However, you may continue to receive 
impoltant email alerts from the N.C Retirement Systems in accordance ~vith your benefit sel~’ices, whether or not you elect to receive other Retirement Systems electronic cormnumcations. 
Visit wv~v.myncretirement.com to view and maintain your email preferences in ORBIT. 
This message was sent by: North Carolina Retirement Systems, 325 N. Salisbu~ St, Raleigh, NC 27603 

Unsubscribe: 

http://app.icontact.com/icp/mmail-mprofilepl?r 20758467&1 19725&s 33KU&q~n 90460&c 1308304 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bloomsbu~ Media <csm@bloomsburynews.com> 

~Vednesday, September 25, 2013 3:02 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Exam Cow: Language of Jo umali sm tb.~m Bloomsbury 

Bloomsbury Academic & Professional --Awards for Academic I~xce~lence 20~3 

Bookseller Academic, Educational & Professional Publisher of the Year 
IPG Independent Publisher + Academic & Professional Publisher of the Year 

The Language of Journalism 

::.~.iI language of journalism 

By Angela Smith and Michael Higgins 

This book introduces the differences in language conventions that develop across media 

Natforms. It covers all the key journalistic mediums available today, including sport, online 

and citizen journalism alongside the mere standard chapters on magazine, newspaper and 

broadcast journalism. Clearly written and structured, this will be a key text for journalism 

students. 

Exam Copy Requests 



your AooouKt. Rep~ese~ls’a~ive, Mathevv Nichols. 

f:o~ mo~~s information on our desk snd ex{...:m copy policies. ~ibii6.£~!r.}#ig.!:~2a!~t 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 
Anthony Collins     ~yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 3:43 PM 

UFVALIST- E@EISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

IL&DIO curriculmn 

i am helpiRg a uRiversiLy in India as Lhey seek to re-write thei: graduate curriculum in film, 

video/TV, and radio. Can someone share an existing example ~f a curriculum!study plan for graduate 

study in RADIO? I am hoping to steer their focus to include ralio production for social development, 

education, and ~ommunity-based needs, in additiDn to stuiy and practice in more ~onventional areas 

such as commercial and entertainment based radio. Does anyone kno%~ of a great institutional model 

where radio is being tauqht and can you help me qather some examples of curriculum? Any ideas or 

sugqestions about what wou~d constitute a qreat proqram for RADIO in the developing world are 

welcome. Please contact me ASAP: 

Anthony Collins @yahoo.corn Thank you. 

D 0 C U L I N K I www.doculink.org 

REMEMBER- HITFING "REPLY" SENDS A MESSAGE TO THE 

WHOLE LIST, TO RESPOND PRIVATELY, PLEASE PASTE THE 

PERSON’S E-MAIL ADDRESS INTO THE "TO" FIELD, Please 

respond to job postings Off-list 

To post a message to the list, send an e-mail to 

DOCU LI N K@yahoogroups.com 

To subscribe to the list, send a blank e-mail to 

DOCU LI N K-su bscribe@yahoogroups.com 

To unsubscribe from the list, send a blank e-mail to 
DOCU LI N K-unsu bscribe@yahoogroups.com 

For location specific postings, please put the location in the 

subject line, e.g. "NY: Seeking Editor" 

By using Doculink you agree to our terms of use at 

htt p://doculin kers.word press.co m/mailinq-list/doculin k-mailinq-list -te r ms-of-u se/ 

Sv,.itch to Text-Only, Dally Digest o Unsubscribe o Terms of Use ~ Send us Feedback 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the tbllowing message to listserv@listserv.america~.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last name.) You can leave a lisl by sending the follomng command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in bod~v 

ofemail ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending m~ e-mail to UFVAI ~IST-L@listserv.mnerican.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

StudentFilmmakers Magazine <newcinema@smdentfilmmakers.net;, 

~Vednesday, September 25, 2013 6:25 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Morgan Spurlock Webinar - now avaJlable on demand 

1his emaii was sent by StudentFilmma~:ers.com. 

PO Box 286636~ New York, NY 10!28, [~hone: 212,2555454 

If you would like to contact us about your subscription, go to: 

’,,wcw. st u de ntfil m m a ke rs corn/contact-us/ 

[o unsubscribe; follow the link below, or email your request by replying directly to this email 

Please leave the body of the enewsletter message intact 



To be unsubscribed from the September 2013 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 

Unsubscribe regester@email.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 6:47 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@~.emaJd.unc.edu> 

RE: Survey 

Dear Charlene, 

Hmm. That is confusing. I was expecting that you would have to respond only to Now, not Before. At least that is what I was led to believe when I was told that I 

could select people to complete the survey who had not done so before. I’m not sure what to advise here. But here are ,some reference points. "Before" is through lafft 

Spring semester. "Now" is from June until now. 

Thank you for doing this. My expectation is that your m~swers (which axe completely anonymous to me) will be highly valuable as I continue to work on leadership 

skills. 

Appreciatively, 

Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

Universi~ of No(th Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (lax) 
Click on a link for inibimation about my publications: 

http:/Twww.umass.edu/umpressispr 97/im~ken.html 
http:#uncpress.unc.eduibooks/T- 8059.html 

http://undpress.nd.edw’boolc/P00780 

http:#undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 6:18 PM 

To: .lanken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Survey 

Dear .lanken: I was asked to respond to a leadership survey for you and in the process of attempting to complete, it noted that I needed to provide a before and after 
assessment. This was confusing for me because I can only respond to what I know now and it seemed that I had to complete both par~s of the survey (before and after). If 
you have some additional insight regarding how to complete this survey instrument, please let me know. I am more than happy to complete but was a little unclear about how 
it was set up. I eagerly await your response and any direction that you can provide. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

National Cotmcil for Black Studies <info@ncbsonline.org> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 10:04 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Call for Papers - 2014 NCBS Conference 

Forward this email 

] 

This emN[ was serl~ to reges[er@email,unc.edu by info@ncbsorllkle~orq 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SageUnsubscribeTM Privao/Policy, 

NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR BLACK STUDIES :: University of Cincinnati :: 3514 French HalI-Africana Studies P.O. Box 210370 :: Cincinnati i OH :: 45221-0370 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 
Bricca. Jacob <jbricca@V~SLEYAN.EDU> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 10:31 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Experience ruth IDFA Docs For Sale? 

Has anyone had experience listing their film with IDFA Docs For Sale, the documentary market that IDFA runs in conjunction with their 

festival in Amsterdam? It’s pricey to list a film in their catalog and I’m wondering if it will likely lead to any real European distribution 

opportunities for a film that did NOT show in the festival. 

thanks! 

Jacob gricca 

Jacob Bricca 

Assistant Professor 

University of Arizona 

School of Theatre Film and Television 

http://www.iacobbricca.com 

http://www.tata n ka movie.com 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the follomng message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Nmne should be 

your first and last nmne.) You can leave a list by sending the follomng command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.an~erican.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

NC Retiremeut News <NCRetirementNews@uctreasurer.com> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 11:01 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ~l.unc.edu> 

NC Retirement News: Invitation to Participate iu Retirement Systems Focus Group 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here to view as a web page. 

Dear N.C. Retirement Systems Member: 

The North Carolina Retirement Systems seeks to provide the highest level of customer 

service This includes not only processing your requests in a timely manner, butalso 

providing you with documents that are easy to understand and that guide you through your 

requested processes. 

To evaluate and improve the N.C. Retirement Systems’ processes, we are conducting a 

series of focus groups with active and retired members We would like participation to 

provide an honest impression and input regarding the content of our forms and letters in 

our key processing areas, including: retirement, death, disability, service purchases and 

refunds Your feedback will be used to help us improve where necessary 

N.C. State University’s Center for Urban Affairs and Community Services will facilitate the 

session in the following areas: 

October 7, 2013 

From 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. 

Wilminqton, NC 

October 9, 2013 

From 10 a.m. to noon 

October 30, 2013 

From 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. 

Asheville, NC 

You will be asked to review a packet of forms and letters in advance of your attendance. If 

you are interested in participating in a focus group session, click on this linkto 



complete the form. A member of our communication team will notify you about your 

participation and will provide you with additional information, including the location of 

the focus group session and participant materials to review. 

Please note: Participation is limited to a specific number of members; therefore your 

prompt response to this invitation is appreciated. 

Staff members of the N. C. RetLrement Systems may be in attendance to hear some of the 

feedback. 

We thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Meredith Rouse Davis 

NC Retirement Systems Communication Director 

Recent email from NO Retirement Systems 

The NC Retirement Systems was testing its emailing system this week, and you may have 

received a "welcome" message from us We apologize if this caused any confusion 

If you need to update your email address with the Retirement Systems, please log into ORBIT. If you 

need to update your email address for this mailing list, please reply to this message with the new email 

address. 

i~ Visit the NC Retirement Systems’ new Facebook patio for updates regarding long-term 
i~.~ financial planning, retirement readiness tips, updates on the North Carolina Pension Fund, and 

much more. Be sure to like our page so you see the updates as they become available. 

This message was sent to regester@EMAIL.UNC.EDU from: 

North Carolina Retirement Systems 1325 N. Salisbury St. I Raleigh, NC 27603 

~r~st~bec~ibe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Frierson <m friers@uncg.edu> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 11:08 AM 

Please circulate widely: MFA in Film and Video Production seeks applicams 

UNCG Inspire Change Logo 

Y 
Filmmakin 
at UNCG? Cindy Hsieh (center), arid crew 

from the MFA Class of 2013, 
direc’~ing her thesis 

The two-year, 48 cledit hour program aims to develop informed, eniightaned artists whose 

practicai ~;roduation -c~kiils match thei~ u~derstandh~9 of med~a Mstory and theory and are 

enriched by the student% interdisciplinary interests. 

~ Emprlasis in documentary fim;m~;king 

e A cemmunit}’ of amsts in a livable cit}’ 

Oppo£unity to shoot bSmlsq film 

High Definition video ,,~xitrl DSLRs 

Curriculum 
The Department offers a wideoranging curdcalum that censbines thee principai areas; 

tfle er~richl~qent of the studer=t’s interdisciplinary interests 

Ti~e pro#ram does net impose a fem~al agenda on a student’s creative pu~sWts. We 

exper~men[al, and an~matk~n. Yeu can see the ~ecent accomp~s~ments o~ ~ac~y and 

sb.~den[s m [he departmen[’s News and Events. 

The Department’s faculty 
is co,reposed el [alented artists and 

scholars witl~ exceilent reputations as 

teachers, hi ti~e past five yea~s, fatuity in 

the Media Studies program have won a 

G~ggenhe~m fe~ok, vsMp for ~mmaMng, 

an "O~.~tstand~9 Book Award ~n Po~[ica~ 

Communication," thhty film fest~va~ awards, 

e~ght screenplay awa[ds, a~d five top 

papers from professm~sa~ academic 

o~9an~zatbns 

i~(ii Sea Balance 



P~s~ 

videos 

Film artist who recently won the UFVA’s 

D~rector of Photog[aphy for the Jimmy 

Kimmel Show 

Ch~rbtte. ~C 

Documenta~ Director in Los 

Angeles, CA 

P~odact~o~ Manage~ ~ New York C~ 

F~ee~at~ce L~ght~ng D~ecter ~n New Ye~k 

C~ty 

Se[~o~ D~rector ef V~deo st the Hum;~r~e 

Society of the Uisited States, 

And on ~he fac~.:lt~es o~ sixteen 

universities across the U n~ted States 

For application materials: 

The Graduate Schoei 

inq uiriesCb, unc.q.edu 

(336) 334-5596 

Online Applicatio~ 

Program Specific Qgestio~s: 

Dr, P4:ch~e~ Frie~son 

Di~ecto~ oi Grad~ate Studies 

Depa~ment of Med~a Studies 

frierson@uncg.edu 

Dep:~tme~ta~ Telephone: 336-334-5360 

(Phase bare yoQr phone ~sQmbe~ s~sd best time fo[ a ca~l back} 

Tf you no longer want to receive email from UNCG, click here, 

The Graduate School 
24:[ Nossman Building 
:[202 Spring Garden St 
Greensboro, NC 274:[2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer at Education Portal <jennifer@education-portal.com> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 11:09 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Online video les~ns: midtenn study aJds ~om Education Portal 

Greetings from Education Portal! 

When students prepare for midterms, they may need study resources to reinforce their knowledge of key terms and concepts. Education 
Portal’s free online lessons cover essential concepts in subjects ranging from history to math. Our catchy bite-sized video lessons provide 
memorable analogies and storylines. To find the exact topic you want, visit our lesson list and type a keyword in the "Search Courses & 
Lessons" box at the upper right. Students and teaching assistants can watch our videos in study groups or during recitations. You are 
welcome to post links to our videos on your class website and even to play them in class if you wish. 

I hope that our materials will be useful to you, your students, and your colleagues. 

Browse FREE Lessons 

Science 

o Biology 
o Genetics 

o Microbiology 

o Anatomy & Physiology 
o Pathophysiology (New!) 

o Chemistry 
o Earth Science 

o Environmental Science 

o Nursing Fundamentals 

o Natural Sciences: Physics, Astronomy and More 

Math 

o Algebra 

o General Math 

o Precalculus 

o Precalculus Algebra (New!) 

o Calculus 

Humanities 

o Humanities Survey 
o Music 

Foreign Language 

Business 

o Financial Accounting 

o Intro to Business 

o Management 

o Marketing 

o Business Law 

o Information Systems and Computer Applications 
o Human Resource Management (New!) 

o Organizational Behavior 

o Computing 
o Business Math 

o Principles of Supervision (New!) 

o Macroeconomics 

Social Science 

o Introductory Psychology 

o Educational Psychology 

o Human Growth & Development 

o Social Psychology 

o Research Methods in Psychology 

o Abnormal Psychology 
o Life Span Developmental Psychology (New!) 

o Socioloqy 

English 

o College Composition 

o Enqlish Literature 
o American Literature 

o Analyzing and Interpreting Literature 



¯ History 
o Western Civilization I: to 1648 

o Western Civilization II: 1648 to Present (New!) 

o U.S. History I: Colonization to 1877 

o U.S. History II: 1865 to Present 

o The Civil War and Reconstruction (New!) 

You can find our entire collection of lessons here: http://education-portal.com/academy/course/index.html 

About Education Portal Lessons 

No cost to you, your students or your department: ever! 

Always available online, with no registration or log-in required 

6,400+ lessons 
Short, bite-sized videos (5-10 minutes long) 

Taught by subject matter experts 

Conversational style to catch students’ attention 

Quizzes on each lesson 

Bookmark your viewing 

Our lessons are always free to access with no log-in. But now, you and your students can create an account to track your lesson-viewing 
history. Our new progress-tracking feature holds your place in each collection. Create your free account today and let us know what you think 
- just reply to this email with your feedback and feature suggestions. 

Check back for new lessons 

We’re adding dozens of new video lessons per week, so check back frequently! 

Questions? 

If you have any questions or hesitations, please reply to this e-mail. 

Best regards, 

3ennifer 

Education Portal 

About Education Portal 

Education Portal is dedicated to using technology to make education accessible. We’ve been around for ten years, and our free video lessons 
are our newest and boldest way to achieve this goal. Our lessons are and always will remain completely free to use with no barriers to access. 

To m~subscribe th)m all of our mailings, click here or send an email to: glob&msub-667164@up0.net with the address: regester@email.unc.edu in the subject line. 

Education-Portal.corn 

100 View St. #202 

Mountain View, CA 94041 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <nancy.maclean@duke.edu> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 1:18 PM 

class- center-list@duke.edu 

FW: Orientation on Community Organizing - THIS SATURDAY 

orientationoncommnni~organzing.pdf, message- footer.txt 

From: Theo Luebke [mailto:         @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 12:33 PM 
To: TPLL 
Subject: Fwd: Orientation on Community Organizing 

Please Jbrw ard ibis high-q~mlily opportunity as appropriate... I strongly enco~wage participation from those interested in organizing. 

Please spread the word widely. 
See attached flyer for more details. 

Orientation 

on Professional Community Organizing 

Saturday, 
September 28, 2013 

9am to 12pm 
Eno River Unitarian Universalist Fello~vship 

4907 Garrett Road, Durham, NC 27707 

For senior undergraduate students, graduate students and Divinity 
School students, and anyone else interested in organizing as a profession. 
’~]if)’ou oppress who is below you ~hen you won’~ be safe, from the pul~ishment of who is above you," (Arabic proverb) 



Orientation 
on Professional 
Community Organizing 

Saturday, 
September 2 , 21)13 

9am to 12pm 
Eno River Unitarian Universalist Fellowship 

4907 Garrett Road, Durham, NC 27707 

Cost: $ 5 contribution for refreshments 
and materials 

For senior undergraduate students, 
graduate students and Divinity School 
students, and anyone else interested in 
organizing as a profession. 

Industrial. Areas Foundation (IAF)- Who We Are? 
We work with the people who want to transtbrm the world t?om 
what it is to what they believe it should be. We challenge people 
to imagine the change theg can accomplish, connect 
individuals and organizations to multiply their power, and 
mobilize people by the thousands to make their voices heard. We 
set audacious goals, create savvy strategies and take on the 
powerful interests that stand in the way. 

Please RSVP by sending a short e-mail to: 

~aol.com 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Indiana University P~vss <iupress@iMiana.tm00.com~ 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 1:50 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Journals Win at IU Press 

Dear Charlene Regester, 

The following is an email update based on the interests chosen in your profile. To 
ensure you continue to receive emails that ONLY match your preferences, be sure to 
edit your profile to refine what we send you. 

Victorian $luaies article wins the Donald Gray Prize 

1 Daniel Hack’s 20:12 Victorian Studies essay won this 
year’s prestigious Donald Gray Prize, awarded by the 

North American Victorian Studies Association (NAVSA) to 
the best essay of the year in the field of Victorian Studies. 

In his "The Afro-Haitian ’Charge of the Light Brigade,"’ 

Don Gray Pr ze w nner Dan el Hack argues that more 
attention should be paid to "historical processes and acts of de- and reconstructuralization" 

through an analysis of Tennyson’s poem that had been used in "debates of antislavery 

violence and the relationship between race and culture." 

Read the article here: Wild Charges: The Afro-Haitian "Charge of the Light Brigade" (pp. 

199-225), Daniel Hack, Vol. 54, No. 2, Winter 20:12 

Victorian Studies essays also previously won this in 2006 and 2008 and also won honorable 
mentions in 2003 (the prize’s first year), 2004, 2006, and 201:1. Victorian Studies journal 
editor, Andrew Miller won the prize for an essay in Representations in 2007. More 
information on the Gray Prize can be found here: 
http://~eww.cla.purdue.eduienglish/navsaiPrizes/GrayPrize.shtml. 

NAVSNs eleventh annual conference will be held in Pasadena, California October 23-27, 
2013, exploring the theme of"evidence." For more information on the organization and 
the annual conference, see it’s website. 

Writing without Borders 

Teaching & Learning Inquiry, the new official 

membership journal of ISSOTL, the Tnternational 
Society For The Scholarship of Teaching & 

Learning has just released its second issue. 

Volume :1, Number 2, 20:13 is a special issue titled 

"Writing Without Borders: 20:13 International 

Writing Collaborative" with guest editors Mick Healey and Beth Marquis. 

In the introduction to the second issue of Teaching & Learning Inquiry, journal editors 

Nancy Chick and Gary Poole comment on what can happen when people engage in 

collective efforts. 

"Put simply, things can go either way. Sometimes, the whole is considerably greater 

than the sum of the parts; other times, people get in each other’s way or they just 

don’t contribute very well. 

It is our admittedly biased belief that the collaborative writing groups featured in our 

second issue got it right. But why? 

The recipe for success in this case included a collection of committed and skilled 

people under the fine leadership of Mick Healey and Beth Marquis. Group members 

made commitments and stayed to them. More importantly, though, they brought a 

willingness to learn from each other. And that created an impressive gestalt. 

What can be learned from this experience so that all our collective writing efforts 
benefit? That might be one of the more valuable questions stemming from our 
second issue." 



READ FOR FREE: Conflicts and Configurations in a Liminal Space: SoTL Scholars’ Identity 

Development (pp. 9-21) Nicola Simmons, Earle Abrahamson, Jessica M. Deshler, Barbara 
Kensington-Miller, Karen Manarin, Sue Mor6n-Garcia, Carolyn Oliver and Joanna Renc-Roe 

The Status of Israeli Women 

:~:: Isrseli Women 
Israel Studies, Vol. 18, No. 3, Special Section--Roundtable on 
the Status of Israeli Women Today (Fall 2013) 

In 2012 Pnina Lahav, professor of law at Boston University, 

invited a few of Israel’s bright and young feminists to speak at a 

mundtable on the status of women in Israel, to gauge how 

things may have changed and where they think they are going. 
The result was the roundtable published in this issue of Israel 

Studies. 

This roundtable was a success because it displayed different, sophisticated, and thoughtful 
approaches by three excellent scholars, committed to enhancing the status of women. If it 
was a partial success it should be traced to the overwhelming challenges placed before 
Israeli society in general. Israeli civic society is developing very slowly and is facing tall 
mountains of resistance. READ more at our blog. 

Journal of Folkore Research 

:~i 50yearsdFR 
50 Years--Ethnopoetics, Narrative Inequality, and 

...... Voice: The Legacy of Dell Hymes 

Edited by Paul V. Kroskrity and Anthony K. Webster 

The Journal of Folklore Research is celebrating its golden 
anniversary with a special triple issue devoted to 

"Ethnopoetics, Narrative Inequality, and Voice: The Legacy 

of Dell Hymes." In this blog post, special issue editors Paul V. 

Kroskrity and Anthony Webster evoke the ongoing 

significance of Dell Hymes’s (1927-2009) work on 

ethnopoetics and explain how the special triple issue 

advances the interdisciplinary project that this distinguished anthropologist, folklorist, 

linguist, and IU alumnus initiated. READ MORE. 

Sneak Preview of the new Transition 112: Lincoln and the Radicals: A 
Conversation with Tony Kushner 

From the introduction by Daniel Itzkovitz: 

A somber 1865 broadside, printed in the days after Lincoln’s assassination, hangs on a wall 

in the middle of Tony Kushner’s West Harlem office. It bears the image of an American flag 

above bold black letters: "God Will Avenge our Slaughtered Leader!" 

"It’s such a scream of pain," Kushner said about the image, "And I love the doubleness of 

it. It’s a call for vengeance, but it’s also in a way admonishing people to leave vengeance to 

the lord: ’we don’t have to be vengeful because God will take care of it...’. We’ve been 

through other days somewhat like when Lincoln was killed, but there’s something about 

the confluence.., the fact that he was killed four days after the end of the Civil War, and on 

Good Friday, in a country that was so predominantly and deeply Christian. It must have 

been really._ unbearable." Read the full article here. 

SUBSCRIBE or purchase articles to these or any of the IUP/Journals at jstor.org/riiupress. 

Indiana University Press 

Office of Scholarly Publishing 

Herman B Wells Library 350 

Indiana University 

1320 East lOth Street 
Bloomington, IN 47405 

You are subscribed using the following email address: regester@email.u.c.edu. If you wish to change 

your selections or unsubscribe altogether, click below. 

:: ]-aiior your profile settings,., 

:: Forward this to a friend,., I ~la’. ~c’rea I 

:: To be removed, use this one-click unsubscribe link.,. 

:: Not yet signed up? Go i~ere... 

:: ]:ndiana University Press does not sell, share or trade electronic 

address information with anyone. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 9:39 PM 

~reen~ciety-announce@duke.edu; tilm-video <tilm-video@duke.edu-~; ami-thculty@duke.edu; amicert@duke.edu; Literature Program 

<literat ure@duke.edu> 

**Screen/Society next week--Mon Sept 30: "Something in the Air" (French drama); Wed Oct 2: "New Muslim Cool" (docu about Muslim 

Latino rapper) 

Please distribt~te widely* 

Screen/Society presen ts.., 

Something in the A ir 
Download PDF Flyer ] More hffo ] View Trailer 



Wednesday October 2nd, 7pro: 

New M~slim Cool 
== PDF Flyer I More Info I View Trafiler 

http:/!ami.duke.edu/screensocietv 

All Screet~/5’ociety evet~ts a~e j)’ee a~,d ope,~ to lhe public, 

and are coo~’dmaled and co-sponsored hy the 

P~og~am m the A~ts of the ~(ovi~g Image 



iiii,,~~~,:’=ii : hokazak@duke.edu 

V~,~:~::~ i::~ : http:llami.duke.edulscreensociety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Barn Films          ~GIVIAIL.COM> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 11:34 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Experience with IDFA Docs For Sale? 

I agree with Michael, 

I worked for ZDF and ARTE in Germany’ and the market is hugely’ competitive. Unless you have a subject or people involved that would draw attention, it wonld be 

very hard to find buyers if you are not running in the festival. The schedule for buyers like ZDF enterprises or ARD degeto is so fight ruth festivals screenings that they 

have little fime left to watch programs at the market. They usually use the market to sit down and finalize deals on material they saw in this or other fes~tivals. 

JOCHEN KUNSTLER 
Barn Films LLC 
Filmmaker 
(252) 395 0249 

~_..clmail.com 
http:/ibarnfilms.weebl¥.com/index.html 
www.innocenceremains.com 
http://www.crackle.com/c/Anqel Of Death 
http :iiwww.traileraddict.comitrailerimahler-on-the-couch!trailer 

On Sep 26, 2013, at 17:11, Mulcahy, David M - (mmulcahy)wrote: 

Hi, 

I don’t. 

I ddi have a chance to hear some european commissioning editors speak at a PBS event a M~ile back; they made it sound very compefitive yogin in - that is, try gin to 
Flitch for money for a show - as well as pitching finished films. The a~rfime is tight and there are lots ofdoc ideas and docs to choose from. 

But they all made it clear that some ’american’ subjects had a lot of resonance with european audiences. But beyond some generalifies (germans seem to like docs tfiat 

have the american west in them) there was no clear formula. 

Best, 

M 

On Sep 26, 2013, at 7:31 AM, "Bricca, Jacob" <ibricca(gbwesleyan.edu> wrote: 

Has anyone had experience listing their film with IDFA Docs For Sale, the documentary market that IDFA runs in conjunction 

with their festival in Amsterdam? It’s pricey to list a film in their catalog and I’m wondering if it will likely lead to any real 

European distribution opportunities for a film that did NOT show in the festival. 

thanks! 

Jacob Bricca 

Jacob Bricca 

Assistant Professor 

University of Arizona 

School of Theatre Film and Television 

http://www.iacobbricca.com 

http ://www.tata n ka movi e. co m 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv~lis~tserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST- L Full Name ( Full Name 

should be your first and last name.) You can leave a liszt by sending the following command to listserw,%listserv.mnerican.edu: signoffUFVALIST- L 

(Write this command in bo@ of email with nothing else) Posfing Messages: You can IX~S~t messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST- 

L(&listserv.american.edu 



This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the ti~llowing mes~ge to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVAI,IST-L Full Name ( Full Name sbould be 

your tirst and last nmne.) You can leave a list by sending the follomng command m listserv,~liskserv.an~efican.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-m~l to UFVALIST-L@listser~’.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFV,M, IST-L Full Nmne ( Full N~ane should be 

your firsnt and last n~ane.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L ~Vrite this command in body 

ofemail ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVAI ~IST-L@listserv.mnerican.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Columbia University Press <j b2579@cup-columbia.ccs~nd.com> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 9:10 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edw* 

Save on Hitchcock Annual #18 -- New Perspectives on Alfired Hitchcock 

You’re receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in Columbia University Press. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails, 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to regestsr@emailxmc.edu by R[’_2__l__6__4_~_c__o_[_u_L~_b_j_a_=~_d__~_L 

Update Profile/Email Address Mstant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Polic’/. 

Columbia University Press 61 West 62nd Street :: New York NY 10023 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Mara Alper <malpe@ITHACA.EDU> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 1:31 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Ithaca College Position Open --Assistant/Associate Professor Media Arts, Sciences and Studies 

There is now a job listing on the UFVA site for a new position. Here is a cow of it. Please read and pass along. 

Assistant/Associate Professor -Media Arts, Sciences and Studies 

Roy H. Park School of Communications 

This tenure-eligible position in the Television-Radio degree program, housed in the Department of Media Arts, Sciences and Studies, starting August 16, 2014, 

offers the successful applicant the opportunity to teach and produce in one of the strongest undergraduate communication programs in the country. The ideal 

candidate will be an effective and engaging teacher, will have a demonstrated record of professional accomplishment, and will bring additional visibility to the 

program, both within the college and nationally. The successful candidate will serve as academic advisor to students and on department, school, and college 

committees. There is an expectation of peer-reviewed professional activity in the form of juried creative work or scholarly publication for tenure-eligible faculty 

in the Department Media Arts, Sciences and Studies. 

Successful teaching experience is required and a commitment to a liberal arts education within a professional program is expected. Teaching responsibilities 

should include a mix of classes in media production including field production (beginning to advanced, fiction and nonfiction) multi-camera studio production 

(beginning to advanced) and additional courses for which the candidate is qualified. Knowledge of either remote multi-camera live event production or 

producing/production management expertise is desirable. The ability to teach non-production based courses within the Television-Radio curriculum is also 

desirable. 

Qualifications: A Ph.D. or M.F.A. in media production or related discipline is preferred. Exceptional candidates holding a Master’s degree and extensive 

professional experience may be considered. Industry experience in media production is highly desirable. 

Ithaca College, a comprehensive residential campus community of 7000 students, offers a learning experience that combines the best of the liberal arts and 

professional education. Our new strategic plan, IC 20/20, positions us to offer a truly distinct integrative learning experience that allows us to graduate students 

who are ready for the personal, professional, and global challenges of our age. We seek candidates who embrace integrative learning and want to be a part of this 

exciting time in Ithaca College history. 

Nestled in the heart of New York State’s scenic Finger Lakes region, Ithaca College sits atop South Hill overlooking picturesque Cayuga Lake and is just minutes 

away from the city center. Combining small town warmth and charm with the vibrancy of a college community, the thriving and culturally diverse city of Ithaca has 

been rated by Kiplinger’s as one of the top 10 places to live in the U.S. To learn more about Ithaca College, visit us at www.ithaca.edu. 

Ithaca College continually strives to build an inclusive and welcoming community of individuals, with diverse talents and skills from a multitude of backgrounds, 

who are committed to civility, mutual respect, social justice, and the free and open exchange of ideas. Successful candidates will demonstrate an ability to teach 

in ways that value the varied learning needs and interests of a culturally diverse student population and that reflect a commitment to encouraging the success of 

all students. We also seek candidates who have relevant experience and/or a record of professional engagement with groups and communities underrepresented 

in the academy. Candidates from underrepresented groups whose exclusion from the academy has been longstanding are strongly encouraged to apply. 

Interested individuals should apply online at apply.icjobs.org and attach the requested documents. For full consideration, please have all materials submitted by 

November 1, 2013. Questions about the online application should be directed to the Office of Human Resources at (607) 274-8000. Review of applications will 

begin immediately. 

Ithaca College is committed to building a diverse academic community and encourages members of underrepresented groups to apply. Experience that 

contributes to the diversity of the college is appreciated. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <~nancy.maclean@duke.edus, 

Saturday, September 28, 2013 8:04 PM 

class- center-list@duke.edu 

FW: CACE 2013 (Conference on AtiJcaa~ American Culture and Experience) on the March on Washington - 10/3 

CACE Flyer.pdf; message-footer.txt 

The African American Studies Program at UNCG would like to invite you and the Class Center to attend the Conference on African American Culture and Experience (CACE) 
that will take place on October 3rd and 4th, 2013 (Thurs-Fri). This year’s conference with the theme, "The March on Washington for Jobs and Freedom: Fifty Years Later", will 
feature two panels on October 4th. The first, on the status of "Jobs and Education" will include Dr. Shelly Brown-Jeffy and economist Dr. Rhonda Vonshay Sharpe. This panel 
will explore disparities in access to jobs and education since the March on Washington. 
The second, titled "Justice for All?" will feature Mandy Carter, intersectional organizer with a focus on Black LGBTQ struggle in the south, Civil Rights veteran Linda Sutton 
who organizes with Democracy North Carolina, and poet and professor of African American Literature, D. Noble. The first panel will be at 11:00am and the second at 1:30pm 
on Friday, October 4th, 2013 in the Cone Ballroom A of the Elliot University Center. 

To learn more about CACE and to register, please visit _u___r)___c_,_g,__e___d___u___i__a____N___i__c___a___c___e_. ~ Registration is free. 

Would you please send this out as an event on your listserve? 

Since~eb; 

Casey Thomas 

Casey Thomas 

Program Coordinator 

Al~icma American Studies Program 

The University of North Cazolina at Greensboro 

Curry Building, Room 349 

Phone: (336)-334-5507 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

fundingalert@cos.com 

Sunday, September 29, 2013 12:59 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Charlene Regester 

Funding alerts for your 
saved searches 
Results: September 29, 
2013 

funding sea~°¢h Feb 
8 funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 
United States Institute for Theatre Technology, 
Inc. (USITT) 

Deadline: 
December 1, 2013 

Sponsor: 
Waverly Community House, Inc. 

Amount: 
$12,000 

Deadline: 
December 15, 2013 

3 R, ich~’d M;~°ti~ E~hibit}o~ Aw~’d 

Sponsor: 
Costume Society of America 

Deadline: 
January 15, 2014 

Sponsor: 
Costume Society of America 

Amount: 
$1,500 

Deadline: 
January 15, 2014 



Costume Society of America 

Deadline: 
November 30, 2013 

Sponsor: 
Manitoba Writers’ Guild 

Amount: 
$5,000 

Deadline: 
November 15, 2013 

Sponsor: 
Costume Society of America 

Amount: 
$500 

Deadline: 
December 1,2013 

Sponsor: 
Costume Society of America 

Amount: 
$500 

Deadline: 
January 15, 2014 

Funding alerts for your saved searches 

Results: September 29, 2013 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <nancy.maclean@duke.edtc, 

Sunday, September 29, 2013 9:06 PM 

class- center-lisV~;duke.edn 

FW: FW: CACE 2013 (Conference on Atiica~ American Cnlture and Experience) on the March on Washington - 10/3 

message- footer.txt 

Br’ad----thanks for this and feel free to show me how to do tNs sometime so you don’t have to! Nar~cy 

From: Sarah F [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Saturday, September 28, 2013 9:10 PM 
To; Nancy MacLean 
Subject; Re: FW: CACE 2013 (Conference on African American Culture and Experience) on the March on Washington - :~0/3 

Hello’. 

Would you please remove my email ti~om your mailing list’? 

Thank yot~ 

Sarah 

On Saturday, September 28, 2013, Nancy MacLean wrote: 

The African American Studies Program at UNCG would like to invite you and the Class Center to attend the Conference on African American Culture and Experience (CACE) 
that will take place on October 3rd and 4th, 2013 (Thurs-Fri). This year’s conference with the theme, "The March on Washington for Jobs and Freedom: Fifty Years Later", will 
feature two panels on October 4th. The first, on the status of "Jobs and Education" will include Dr. Shelly Brown-Jetty and economist Dr. Rhonda Vonshay Sharpe. This panel 
will explore disparities in access to jobs and education since the March on Washington. 
The second, titled "Justice for All?" will feature Mandy Carter, intersectional organizer with a focus on Black LGBTQ struggle in the south, Civil Rights veteran Linda Sutton 
who organizes with Democracy North Carolina, and poet and professor of African American Literature, D. Noble. The first panel will be at 11:00am and the second at 1:30pm 
on Friday, October 4th, 2013 in the Cone Ballroom A of the Elliot University Center. 

To learn more about CACE and to register, please visit uncg.edu/afs/cace. Registration is free. 

Would you please send this out as an event on your listserve? 

Sincerely. 

Casey Thomas 

Casey Thomas 

Program Coordinator 

African American Studies Program 

The University of North Carolina at Greensboro 

Curly Building, Room 349 

Phone: (336)-334-5507 

Sarah (Shallcross) Fox 

Spaa~ish Instructor 

Wake Tech CommuniU College 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <~nancy.maclean@duke.edu;, 

Sunday, September 29, 2013 9:52 PM 

class- center-list@duke.edn 

PLEASE IGNORE LAST POST 

message- footer.txt 

Meant t:or list manager only, NM 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Monday, September 30, 2013 2:28 AM 

~reen~ciety-announce@&~ke.edu; tilm-video <tilm-video@dnke.edu-~; ami-ti~culty@duke.edu; amicert@duke.edu; Literature Program 

<literat ure@duke.edn> 

**Screer~/Society ~onight--Mon Sept 30: "Something in the Air" (French drama) ~ 3 Latin America~ Film Fest events this week’. 

Please distribute ~,idely ~ 

Screen/Society presen ts.., 

Something in the A ir 
Download PDF Flyer ] More hffo ] View Trailer == 



New M~slim Cool 
PDF Flyer I More Info I View TrMer 

Frida) ()c~:~}{~er 

Reel It,.,iun 
+ Round Table Discussion (5:30pro) 

== PDF Flyer I More In~b I View TrMer I == 



in the Light of Reverence 
PDF Flyer [ More Info [ V~ew Tr~dler [ == 



htlp:A/ami.duke.edu/screensocietv 

All Screen/Socie(v evenls are.free and ope~ to the public, 

and a~’e coordinated and co-,s::o~sored by the 

:~rogram i~ the Arts of the Moving buage 



hokazak@duke.edu 

~i~,;;’~,~;,~i~ ii; : http:!iami.du ke.edu!screensociety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Indiana University P~ess <iupress@iMiana.tm00.com~ 

Monday, September 30, 2013 9:16 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Last day for Back to School Sale’. 40%-60% off 3,000+ books 

Back to School Sale j Use code SC’HOOL at checkout 

It’s your last ch ance to save 40%-60 % off select titles during ou r Back to School Sale! 

Discount applies only to books listed on the Back to School Sale page. Within the US, 

receive free domestic ground shipping with a purchase of $3o.oo or more. 

Enter code SCHOOL at checkout to receive discount and qualified free shipping. 

Hurry, sale ends TODAY! 

SHOP NOX~7 

Quantities are limited. Ebooks and journals subscriptions excluded. Offer does not apply to orders 

placed by telephone or mail. Sale ends 9/3o/~3 at ~:59 p.m. EDT. 

Indiana University Press 

Office of Scholarly Publishing 

Herman B Wells Library 350 

~32o E. ~oth St. 

Bloomington, IN 47405 

You are subscribed using the following email address: regester@enlail.mlc.edu. If you wish 
to change your selections or unsubseribe altogether, click below. 

:: Tailor 3,our profile settings... 
:: Forward this to a friend... 

:: ’I’~ be removed, use this one-click unsubseribe link._ 
:: Not yet signed up? Go here_. 
:: Indiana University Press does not sell, share or trade 
electronic address information with anyone. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCBS Essay Committee <info@ncbsonline.org> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 10:42 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

2014 NCBS Student Essay Contest - Deadline Dec. 6, 2013 

2014 Student Essay Contest 
Dear NCBS Students, 

Every year NCBS hosts a nationwide student essay contest. Graduate 

and undergraduate students from all over participate in this event. The 
winners are recognized and honored at the annual Student Luncheon, 
which is held during the conference. If you or others are interested in 
submitting an essay for the Student Essay Contest, please do so by 
Ffida y December 6, 2013. 

Award Amounts 
UND~ERS 

1st Place- $350.00 
2nd Place - $250.00 
3rd Place -$125.00 

GRADUATE WINNERS 
1st Place- $450.00 
2rid Place - $350.00 
3rd Place -$225.00 

Winners notifiedbyFebruary4, 2014 

i.e. art, education, history, literature, politics, psychology, social 

38th Annual Conference 
Miami, Florida 

March 5 - 8, 2014 



Forward email 

rh~s emsil wss sent to regester~emsiLunc,edu by [~_!_F_9_@__n__c__b___sg___n_J_Ln__e_:_o_N 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SaFeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy, 

NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR BLACK STUDIES :: National Council for Black Stu :: P.O. Box 2:1.0370 Cincinnati:: OH :: 45221-0370 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

ProQuest <info@go.proquest.com> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 11:03 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-* 

Going to SHA? Don’t miss our History Vanlt luncheon 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

~ii o~r 

Dear Coteagae: 

Our resident content curator, Dariel Lewis, wit highlight 

iust some of the digitized key documents, including: 

NAACP records in The Black Freedom Struggle 

the 20It~ 
Petitions to county coarts and state legislatures 
the Race, Sbvery, and Free Blacks collection 
Recor@ of Southern Plantations, fe~tarhg notable 
colectons lke the James Henry Hammond Papers 

If you’re looking for your next. groundbreaking idea for an 
a~¢icfe, book, of dissertation, ioin us at: 

i.~.i rap 

Saturday, November 2 
Noon - 1:50 pure, 

Gateway East Room, ISth floor 

Hyatl Regency SL Louis at The Arch 

3J.5 Chestnut. S~reet 

St. Louis, Nissoari 63102 

"proQaest History" Vault is a remarkable flJll-tex~, fulldmage 

database comprised of maftiple sabject modates providing 

falf access to digitized teb:ers, papers, photographs, 

scrapbook, financial records, diaries, and other historical 

primary-source documents..." Read the Library Journal 

review, and learn more aboat ProQaest History Vaaft. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

csched@success.oasis.unc.edu 

Monday, 11:54 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Summau of tutor’s meeting with your student 

Dear Professor Regester: 

came in today wanting to work on her paper; she specifically wished to make sure that her ideas were clear to the reader She also wished to work on flow and transitions. After 
reading the paper out loud, she made a reverse outline to see the progression of ideas in her paragraphs In doing so, she was able to see that she liked the current flow-. Next, ~ve looked to 
make sure that the thesis statement and topic sentences matched this flow of ideas We realized the thesis statement could be shortened and so, she was challenged to writer shorter and 
shorter thesis statements At the end,          chose one of the new and shorter thesis statements. Afterwards, we looked to see if her topic sentences matched the thesis statement and 
we realized that there was not a topic sentence for the first paragraph. Accordingly, we discussed and         wrote a topic sentence for her first paragraph 

, ;Vriting Center Tutor 

To learn more about Writing Center services for students and instructors and view our online resources, check out our FAQ at https://writingcenter unc.edu/faqs/. To contact our assistant 
director, just reply to this email. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noveply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Linkedln Updates <messages-noreply@linkedin.com> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 1:43 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D.’s new connection, and other updates from your network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

(via Doodle) <~maile~@doodle.com> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 2:37 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@ema?d.unc.edu> 

SBFMC Meeting 

Hi there, 

@yahoo.corn) invites you to 

participate in the Doocile poli "SBFMC Meeting", 

.sui[abie ds,,[e for meefi~X~t wi[i; a .(. ( ~ e[ ~ eple Learn more about how 

Doodle works 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nations]humanitiescenter.org> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 4:38 PM 

NttC Events <event@nations]humanitiescenter.org> 

Msxtha Johnson <~Nohnson@nationalhums~itiescenter.org>; Lesley Orr <lorr@nationalhumm~itiescenter.org> 

Historima Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham to speak Thursday, October 10, at the National Humanities Center 

You, your colleagues, and students 

are cordially invited to 

Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham Harvard UniversiO" 
X Iniineimage ~ 

Thursday, October lO, 2o13 -- 5:OO p.m. 

In a year in which we mark both the 150th anniversaO’ of the Emancipation Proclamation and the 50th anniversary of the March on Washington, we can reflect on the 

factors that shaped these pivotal events in Punericma histoo~. In her talk, Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham will explore the ways that religion permeated the vernacular of 

the abolitionis~t and civil rights movements. 

tligginbotham is the Victor S. Thoma~s Professor of Histoo’ mad of Africs~ m~d African American studies at tlarvard University. She is currently chair of the 

Department of Afi-ican mad African American Studies and has held this position since 2006. The recipient ofnnmerons awards for her scholarly work, Higginbotham’s 

writings span diverse fields African Americs~ religious history, womeffs history, civil rights, constructions of mcis] s~d gender identity, electors] politics, and the 

intersection of theory mad history. She is the author of Righteous Discomem: The Womeris Movement i~ the Black Baptist Church, 1880-1920 (1993), which 

won nmnerous book prizes. She is also coeditor with Henry Louis Gates, Jr., of the A.fricar~ Americm~ National Biography (2008), a multivolume reference work 

that presents Africm~ American history through the lives of people. In 2010 she was coauthor with the late John Hope Frmfldin of the revised m~d rewritten classic 

Prom Slavery to Freedom. This yea:r, as the John Hope Franklin Fellow at the Center, she is worldng on 7he Great Question qfHmnan Rights" in Americar~ 

History. She was previously a Fellow at the Center in 1993-94. 

To reserve space, please.[bllow Iris ~ or respond 

to Martha d ohnson (0~0) 4o0-o~ 6, or mjohnson(~)nationalhurnanitiescenter.orq 
National Humanities Center 

7 T. W. Alexander’ Drive 

Don Solomon 
Director of Communications 
National Humanities Center 
919-406-0120 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Documentm7 Studies at Dnke Universib, <llm@duke.eduv 

Monday, September 30, 2013 5:00 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

CDS NEWS: Special Screenings: Full Frame Pop Docs and Films by Marco Willimns, MFAIEDA at the New York Film Feslival, Audio 

Slideshows Class, Fall Issue of"Docmnent" 

i ii.~.iI CDSI Centerfor D ...... 
taryStudies 

POP DOCS AT THE FULL FRAME THEATER I Buy Tickets October 1 for November 1 

Screening of Comic-Con Episode IV: A Fan’s Hope 

Friday, November 1, 8 p.m. ! Full Frame Theater, Power Plant Building, American Tobacco 

Campus / 320 Biackwell St., Durham, North Carolina 

Barman among the fantasy and sci-fi fans at Comic-Con in San Diego. Photograph. Denis 

Poroy/Invision/AP 

One week before NC Comicon kicks off at the Durham Convention Center (November 9- 

10), our Full Frame colleagues are celebrating with a one-night-only screening of Morgan 

Spurlock’s Comic-Con Episode IV. A Fan’s Hope. Tickets for this event go on sale at 11 

a.m. on Tuesday, October 1, through the Duke University Box Office 155); click here to 

purchase. 

Comic-Con San Diego started as a fringe comic book convention but has grown into the 

pop culture event of the year, influencing every form of entertainment and attracting a crowd 

some 140,000 strong. Comic-Con Episode IV. A Fan’s Hope explores this cultural 

phenomenon through the eyes of five attendees as they descend upon the ultimate geek 

mecca in 2010 Morgan Spurlock is a documentary filmmaker, humorist, and television 

producer whose films include Super Size Me, Where In The World Is Osama t3in Laden, 

and POM Wonderful Presents: The Greatest Movie Ever Sold. 

, he Full Frame Documentary Film Festival is a program of the Center for Documentary 

Studies. 

ACCLAIMED DIRECTOR MARCO WILLIAMS TO VISIT THE TRIANGLE / Conversation and 

Free Screenings of Two Towns of Jasper and The Undocumented 

Monday, October 7: 

t2 p.m.: "A Conversation with Marco Williams" / Center for Documentary Studies / t3t7 

W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

5:30 p.m.: Two Towns of Jasperl University of North Carolina / Sonya Haynes Stone 

Black Cultural Center/150 South Rd., Chapel Hill, North Carolina 

Tuesday, October 8: 

7 p.m.: The Undocumentedl Full Frame Theater, Power Plant Building ! American 

Tobacco Campus, 320 Blackwell St., Durham, North Carolina 



Still from "The Undocumented," by Marco Williams 

Filmmaker Marco Williams a professor in the Department of Film and TV at NYU’s Tisch 

School of the Arts, will introduce two of his award-winning feature documentaries and be on 

hand for question and answer sessions following the screenings. In addition, Williams will 

be the special guest at a brown-bag lunch event at the Center for Documentary Studies. All 

events are free and open to the public. 

Two Towns of Jasper (2002) documents the aftermath of the 1998 murder of James Byrd, 

Jr., who was chained to a pick-up truck and dragged to death by three white men in Jasper, 

Texas. In the film, ~.,~o film crews, one black and one white, follow the trials of the men 

charged with the crime, creating a troubling portrait of race in America. Awards included the 

DoubleTake!Full Frame Grand Prize and the CDS Filmmaker Award. 

The Undocumented (2013), which screened at the 2013 Full Frame Documentary Film 

Festival, is an unflinching account of migrant deaths along the United States-Mexico border. 

Since 1998, the remains of more than two thousand "border crossers" who perished en 

route to the U.S. have been found in Arizona’s Sonoran Desert. The film documents the 

effects of immigration laws and economic policies on the people whose lives are most 

intimately affected, following the bodies’ long journeys of repatriation in cinema v~rit~ style. 

The screening of Two Towns of Jasper is sponsored by the Center for Documentary Studies 

and UNC-Chapel Hil!’s Department of American Studies and Center for the Study" of the 

American South. 7~he screening of The Undocumented is part of the Rights! Camera! Action! 

film series featuring documentaries on human rights themes that were award winners at the 

annual Full Frame Documentary Film Festival. The film series is presented by Duke 

University’s Human Rights Archive, Human Rights Center at the Franklin Humanities 

Institute, and Screen/Society of the Program in Arts of the Moving image. Screening 

cosponsors include Duke’s Center for Documentary Studies, Office of Institutional Equity, 

and Program in Latino/a Studies in the Global South. 

SPOTLIGHT ON UPCOMING CONTINUING ED CLASS I Four-Day Audio Slideshows 

Workshop 

Center for Documentary Studies / 1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

Photograph by Indaia Whitcombe 

Register now for this unique class offered through our Continuin.q Education program: 



Audio Slideshows (Phoebe Judge and Indaia Whitcombe) 

Saturdays and Sundays, October 5-6 and 12-t3, 10 a.m.-5 p.m. 

Come with a project in mind and learn best practices for gathering original audio and taking 

compelling photographs in order to construct a five-to six-minute audio slideshow 

Students will examine successful collaborations between photographers and audio 

producers, as well as learn techniques for successfully blending the two media. If they 

choose to, participants are also welcome to work in pairs--a photographer and an audio 

producer. Click class link to register and for more information on the instructors. 

MFAIEDA AT THE NEW YORK FILM FESTIVAL / Student, Alumni, Faculty, and Visiting Artist 

Films Featured in "Views from the Avant Garde" 

Still from "Every Filter in Final Cut Pro," 2013, by Lisa McCarty 

Work by Duke MFA in Experimental and Documentary Art alums Talena Sanders (’13), Lisa 

McCarty (’13), and Marika Borgeson (’13), and by current student Erin Espelie (’14), was 

selected for the 51st NewYork Film Festival and will screen as part of the Views from the 

Avant Garde section, an annual celebration of the best and boldest experimental film and 

video from around the world. Duke film faculty members Shambhavi Kaul and Josh Gibson 

as well as MFA Visiting Artist Deborah Stratman will also show work at Views, which is 

curated by another MFA Visiting Artist, Mark McEIhatten. (See synopses of MFAIEDA alumni, 

student, faculty, and Visiting Artist films screening at the festival here.) 

Views from the Avant Garde screenings are October 3-7 and include works in Super-& 

16mm, and 35mm film as well as digital formats. This section of the New York Film Festival 

is perhaps the most important and prestigious venue for artist-made moving image work in 

the United States. Along with the Toronto International Film Festival’s Wavelengths program 

and the British Film Institute’s London Film Festival Experimenta section, it is one of the 

three agenda setters for the coming year in artists’ film and digital moving image. For all 

works screening at Views and a searchable schedule, click here. 

NEW FALL 2013 ISSUE OF DOCUMENTAVAILABLE ONLINE 

The latest issue of Document, the CDS quarterly newsletter, is now available online; 

Document features some of the best documentary work supported and produced by the 

Center for Documentary Studies. Highlights in the fall issue include an interview with new 

CDS director Wesley Hogan, exhibits by CDS/Honickman First Book Prize in Photography 

winner Gerard H. Gaskin and Duke artist-in-residence Evgenia Arbugaeva, CDS 

Documentary Essay and Lange-Taylor prizewinners, and more. 

To browse past issues, click here. 

To receive print issues of Document, join Friends of CDS. 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Tuesday, October 1, 11 a.m. / Ticket sales for Comic-Con Episode fV. A Fan’s Hope / Duke 

University Box Office online 



http://vww~ cdspo rc h.o rcl/a rch ives/20063 

Monday, October 7, 12 p.m. / ’A Conversation with Marco Williams" / Center for Documentary 

Studies/1317 W Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 
http:ll,z,~t~J.cdsporch.org!archives!20004 

Monday, October 7, 5:30 p.m. / Two Towns of Jasper screening / University of North 

Carolina / Sonya Haynes Stone Black Cultural Center/150 South Rd., Chapel Hill, North 

Carolina 
http:#,z,~t#J.cdsporch.org!archives!20004 

Tuesday, October 8, 7 p.m.: The Undocumented screening / Full Frame Theater, Power 

Plant Building / American Tobacco Campus, 320 Blackwell St., Durham, North Carolina 
httl3:/!w’wvv.cdsporch.orq/archives/20004 

EXHIBITS 

March 18-October 5, 2013 / One Place: Paul Kwifecki and Four Decades of Photographs 

from Decatur County, Georgia i Kreps and Lyndhurst Galleries, Center for Documentary 

Studies/1317 W. Pettigrew St, Durham, North Carolina 
http:lidocumentarvstudies, duke.edulexhibitslcurrent-exhibits#one-place 

September 16-January 11 / Tiksi, photographs by Evgenia Arbugaeva / Porch and University 

Galleries / Center for Documentary Studies / 1317 West Pettigrew Street, Durham, North 

Carolina 
http:lldocumentarystudies duke edulexhibitslcurrent-exhibits#tiksi 

MORE ABOUT CDS: 

CDS Website http://documentarystudies.duke.edu 

CD$ Porch http://w’v~.cdsporch.or¢l 

Friends ofCDS http://documentarystudies.duke.edu/donate 

Upcoming Events http://documentarvstudies.duke.edu/events 

Unsubscribe i Update Profile/Email Address I Forward To A Friend 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrea Meyer ~gmaJl.com> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 7:26 PM 

~gmail .corn 

UFVA September Digest 

UFVA DIGEST - SEPTEMBER 2013 

*NEWS 

Journal of Film & Video Special Documentary Double Issue 
JOURNAL OF FILM & VIDEO Special Double Issue Current Issues in Documentaxy Production & Studies Guest editors: Ben Levin & George Larke-~Valsh 

Submission Deadline: December 1, 2013 Publication Date: Fall/Winter 2015 We invite... 

Dallas Videot~st Runs October 9-13 

For more infonnation: http:/ivideot~st.or~/ 

Healthline mad Timothy Ray Brown Foundation Launch HIV Video Campaign 
Healthline recently partnered with the Timothy Ray Brown Foundation (TRBF) to launch "You’ve Got This" - a video cmnpaign that encourages HIV patients to give 

hope mid advice to the recently diagnosed. For every video created, Healthline... 

Firs1 AD Seminar Offered by Directors Guild of America Member 

UFVA member Craig Huston, a DGA First Assistant Director with over thirty years’ experience, offel~ the Pro AD Seminar at your college or university for s~dents 

to learn how to perform the role of the AD in professional and s~dent... 

BetterFlicks.com Launches 

The website http:i, w~’.BetterFlicks.com asks, ’%that do you* want to see in movies?" *"You" means all of u~ as we all love movies. We are an online focus group 

and ask general questions abx~ ut movie viewing preferences and will present... 

Results of Fihn Festi~,al S uwev 2013 Are In 

Writer/producer Stephen Follows conducted a fihn festiwl survey, with the following results. 523 festival directors replied to my questionnaire, which is many Inore 

than I expected. The results of the study I contacted you abont can be... 

’CALLS FOR ENTR]{ES 

Unofficial Google~ Film Festival Call for Entries 
UNOFFICIAL GOOGLE~ FILM FESTIVAL Online Festival December 13 to 29, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 3rd Annual Unofficial Google ÷ Film Festival 

(UGPFF) taking full advantage of an increasingly interconnected world and providing gilled... 

George Lindsav UNA Film Festival Call for Entries 
GEORGE L1NDSEY UNA FILM FESTIVAL Florence, Alabama - USA March 6 to 8, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 17th Annual George I,indsey UNA Film 

Festival (Lindsey Fest), a cultural centerpiece of the gorgeous Shoals region of the American... 

Palm Springs International Film FeslJwa] 
t ALM St RINGS INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Palm Springs, California - USA In the Spotlight today is the 25th Annual t alm Springs International Film 

Festival (PSIFF), screening more than 180 films from more than 70 countries for a diverse... 

Peace on Eaxth Film Feslival Call for Entries 
PEACE ON EARTH FILM FESTIVAL Chicago, Illinois - USA March 6 to 9, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 6th Annual Peace on Earth Film Festival (POEFF), 

honoring feature-length and short-form fihns that promote peace as a possibility in a... 

O~ar qualifying Aflmata Film Feslival Call for Entries 
ATLANTA FILM FESTIVAL AtlaJ~ta, Georgia - USA March 28 to April 6, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 38th Annual Atlanta Film Festival (ATLFF), a 

prestigious, Academy Award-qual@ing t~sfival with a long-standing reputation tbr excellence... 

Aim Artx)r Film Festival Call tbr Entries 

ANN ARBOR FILM FESTIVAL Ann Arbor, Michigan - USA March 25 to 30, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 52nd Annual Ann Arbor Film Festival (A~A2FF), 

one of the most durable and longest-totaling film i~saivals in North Anierica. t ro~ninentl? ... 

Illinois International Film Festival Call for Entries 
ILLINOIS INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Chicago, Illinois - USA March 15 to 16, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 8th Annual Illinois International Film 

Festival (IIFF), welcoming gifted filmmakers to the Win@ City for an unforgettable... 



B,~-ron Bay International Film Fes~tival Call for Entries 

BYRON BAY INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Byron Bay, New South Wales - Australia February 28 to March 9, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 8th 
Annual Byron Bay International Film Festival (BBFF), ~m Australi~m oasis tbr some of today’s most... 

O~ar qualit~ying Nashville Film Festival Call ti)r Entries 
NASHVILLE FILM FESTIV.A~, Nashville, Tennessee - USA April 17 to 26, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 45th Annual Nashville Film Fes~tival (NaFF), 

fu~Nering a long- s~a~ding reputation for excellence and chnn~pioning some of the bes~t fihns... 

Shot on Red Fihn Festival Call for Entries 

NEW PRIZE - SHOT ON RED FILM FESTIVAL RED is pleased to announce the addition of a 70" Sharp AQUOS Ultra HD TV with THX 4K certification to the 

Festival Award, which includes the RED EPIC PRO Collection. Enter now for your chance to ran... 

2013 Driven Creativit5~ Competition Accepting Entries 
The 2013 Driven Creativity Competition is now accepting entries. The annual competitions, rtm by G-Technology, is open to both professionals and amateur~ and 

recognizes and supports artists’ hard work and creative passion in five... 

Sedona International Film Festival Call tbr Entries 

SEDONA INTE1-LNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Sedona~ Arizona - USA Februa~ 22 to March 2, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 20th Annual Sedona 

International Film Festival (SIFF), honoring the best in nm~ative t~atures, shorts, animated fihns, and... 

SlamcNnce Film Festival Call for Entries 

SLAMDANCE FILM FESTIVAL Park Ci~, Utah - USA January 17 to 23, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 20th Annual Slamdance Film Festival, an Academy- 

quali~ing showcase for new and emerging artists. Established by a mid bunch of filmmakers... 

DC Independent Film Festival Call for Entries 
OPEN CALL: DC INDEPENDENT FILM FESTIVAL, Feb 19-23, 2014 Open to films of may genre (documental; feature, shorts, web series, art and a~imation) 

and in may la~guage (with subtitles). The t~stival is known tbr cutting edge s~.~,le and... 

Society’ lbr Cognitive Studies of the Moving hnages Call for Proposals 
The Socie~ tbr Cognitive Studies of the Moving Images invites proposals tbr presentations at its a~nual conference, to be held June 11 to 14, 2014, at Franklin & 

Mmshall College, in Lm~caster, Pennsylvania. A proposal may be for a... 

Liverpool Lift-OffFilm Festival Call for Entries 
LIVERPOOL LIFT-OFF FILM FESTIVAL Liverpool, England - United Kingdom Februa~ 26 to 28, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 2nd Annual Liverpool Lift- 

OffFilm Fes~tival (LivOl~). a festival designed to showcase excellence in storytelling .... 

Euroshorts 2013 European Film Fes~tival Call for Entries 

Deadline: 9-30-2013 More info here: http://www.euroshorks.pl/Entry form here: htip:/iwww.euroshorts.pl!tbmmlarz 2013.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Writers Store <ezine@e.writersstom.com> 
Tuesday, October 1, 2013 8:33 AM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

FREE CLASS: ])tow to Get An Agent 

Oc~:~ber ": 2%1" View this email with images 

You’ll love these breakthrough strategies! 

* Strategies from over 100 intelviews with agents ~d ma~nagers. 

. Step-by-step process Ibr landing an Agent or Manager. 

, 8 ways to gain ACCESS to Agents and Managers. 

Saturday, October 5th at 12:00pm (noon) Pacific Time 

One-Click Unsubscribe I Manaqe Subscriptions I Update Profile i Forward to a Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Holly A <hasmith@emaiLunc.edu;, 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 8:54 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: Thanks 

My last day of University employment was July 31, 2023. If you are interested in making a donation, or have questions regarding the Southern Historical Collection, please 
contact the Research & Instructional Services Department at wilsonlibrary@unc.edu. Thank you, 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bloomsbu~’ Academic <csm@bloomsburynews.com> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 9:12 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emml.nnc.edu> 

A~monnci~g Bloomsbury Collections: New Ebooks Plattbnn 

Major New Ebooks Platform for the Humanities and 
Social Sciences 

Bloomsbuw Collections 

BIoomsbury Publishing is pleased to announce the delivery of a major new content platform 

for higher education libraries, researchers, lecturers and students, 

L a u n ch i n g with 1500 t it le s i n s p r i n g 2014, J!ii!.!.{!::~?.i:}=}.~:=i J!?.=.:i==}:..{; :~?. J .!.{k~; ::i:.i.{!:.!:?=::=:: fe at u re s co nte n t fro m 

BIoomsbury’s latest research publications as well as a 100+ year legacy including The 

Arden Shakespeare, Berg, Bristol Classical Press, Continuum, T&T Clark, and the recently 

acquired Hint Publishing. 

New frontlist collections will be added each year, keeping faculty up to date with research in 

their discipline. 

2014 SUBJECTS 

ANTHROPOLOGY! BIBLICAL STUDIES / CLASSICAL STUDIES & ARCHAEOLOGY / 

ECONOMICS/EDUCATION / FILM & MEDIA STUDIES/HISTORY/LAW/LINGUISTICS/ 

LITERARY STUDIES / MUSIC & SOUND STUDIES / PHILOSOPHY / POLITICS & 

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS / RELIGIOUS STUDIES / SOCIOLOGY / THEOLOGY 

FLEXIBLE COLLECTIONS FOR LIBRARIES 

Ebook collections are available on both a perpetual access and subscription basis, with 

discounts for multiple purchases, Options are flexible for librarians looking to complete their 

collections by subject, publication date, or series. W. to see how Bloomsbury 

Collections can virtually complete your library. 

BLOOMSBURY & D~GITAL ~NNOVATION 

BIoomsbury has a track record for digital innovation in the humanities and social sciences: 

most recently Drama Online received a Highly Commended award for publishing innovation 



from the Association of Learned and Professional Society Publishers (ALPSP). Bloomsbury 

published online the digitized edition of the W~nston S. Churchill Archive in 2012, and the 

Berg Fashion Library has won multiple awards including the Dmlmouth Medal, The 

Academic & Professional division was shortlisted for The Bookseller Industry Awards for 

Digital Strategy of the Year 2013. 

Please ::i :!ii:=.~:!..=!.:~.i:i= to receive regular news about Bloomsbury Collections. If you do not wish to 

receive occasional announcements about this product, simply unsubscribe using the link 

below. 

BIoomsbury Academic & Professiona~ --Awards for Academic Excellence 20!3 

The Bookseller Academic, Educational & Professional Publisher of the Year 
Independent Publishers Guild Independent Publisher of the Year 

and Academic & Professional Publisher of the "fear 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Indiana University Pless <iupress@iMian&tm00.com~ 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 9:18 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.lmc.edu-~ 

New books from IU Press 

Indiana University Press 

Dear Charlene Regester, 

The following is an email update based on the interests chosen in your profile. To 

ensure you continue to receive emails that ONLY match your preferences, be sure to 

edit your profile to refine what we send you. 

Saturday Night Li~e mid American TV 
Edited by Nick Marx, Matt Sienkiewicz, and Ron Becket 

With essays that address issues ranging from race and gender to 

authorship and comedie pel’formanee, "Saturdav Ni.qht Live" 

aud American TV follows the history of this 36-time Emmy- 

winning show and its place in the shifting social and media 

landscape of American television. 

294 pp., 25 b&w illus. 

cloth 978-0-253-01077-3 $70.00 

paper 978-o-253-OlO82-7 $25.oo 

ebook 978-o-253-OlO9O-2 $21.99 

Saturday Night 
Live and American 
TV 

Press podcast 

Orson \Velles hi Italy 

Alberto Anile 

Translated by Marcus Perryman 

"This is a path-breaking study that will be useful both to Welles 

scholars and to students of Italian cinema." --James O. 
Naremore, author of The Magic World of Orson Welles 

378 pp., 29 b&w illus. 

cloth 978-0-253-01041-4 $85.00 
paper’ 978-0-253-01048-3 $35.00 

Orso~ Welles in 
...... Italy 

Cinema aatd Developntent in West Africa 
James E. Genova 

"This is an authoritative book on the history of filmmaking in 

colonial and posteolonial Franeophone West Aft’lea. It is a 

detailed historical analysis of the polities, aesthetics, and 

economics of cinema emphasizing the critical role of French 

colonial administrators, Aft’lean fihn pioneers, and the 

custodians of West Africa’s posteolonial states." --Olufemi 

Vaughan, Bowdoin College 

Cinema and 

Deveiopment in 

West Af ri~_a 

222 pp. 

cloth 978-0-253-01002-5 $70.00 

paper 978-0-253-01008-7 $25.00 

ebook 978-o-253-OlO11-7 $21.99 



That the Blood Stay Pure 

African Americans, Native Americans, and the Predicament of 
Race and Identity in Virginia 

Ariea Lo Coleman 

"Brave, brilliant, exciting. That the Blood Stay Pure looks to me 

like a prize-winner. The author attacks the broad history of race 

in US history--the ways it has worked, the ways in which it has 

been portrayed, including by historians and anthropologists-- 

with an empirical focus on Virginia as a particularly illmninating 

ease study. Every chapter takes a provocative, fresh look at its 

subject." --Peter Wallenstein, Virginia Teeh 

Blacks in the L"iaspora 
328 pp., 12 b&w illus. 

cloth 978-o-253-o~o43-8 $45.oo 
ebook 978-o-253-OlO5O-6 $29.99 

That the Blood 
Stay Pu re 

Race Harmony m~d Black Progress 
Jack Woofter and the Interracial Cooperation Movement 

Mark Ellis 

"Important and well documented. Ellis does a very good job of 

situating the work in an important debate over how to assess the 

historical contribution and value of Southern liberalism.... The 
writing is polished and clear. A book on Thomas Woofter is 

certainly welcome, indeed, needed." --Ben Keppel, University of 

Oklahoma 

and Black 

Progress 

344 PP., 5 b&w illus. 
ch)th 978-0-253-01059-9 $45.00 

ebook 978-0-253-01066-7 $38.99 

Indiana University Press 

Office of Scholarly Publishing 

Herman B Wells Library 35o 

132o E loth St. 
Bloomington, IN 474o5-3 9 o 7 

You are subscribed using the following email address: regester@email.unc.edu. If you wish 

to change your selections or unsubseribe altogether, click below. 

:: Tailor your profile settings. 

:: Forward this to a friend. 

:: To be removed, use this or_,e-eiick unsubscribe link.. 

:: Not yel signed up~ G,:) here.. 

:: lndiana (lmvers~ty Press doea not sell, s!~are or trade 
eleetromc address i~fformation wit!~ anyone. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.e&~> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 11:00 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@ema?d.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: UFVA September Digest 

These are good ones, too. As soon as Chandra adds us as administrators, we can update the website. 

ssm 

On Tue, Oct 1, 2013 at 8:48 AM, Regester, Charlene B <regesler~,~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Sheila: Some of these festivals could be listed on the website for the Southern Black Media Film Consortium. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Andrea Meyer L        ,~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 7:26 PM 
To:         @qmail.com 
Subject: UFVA September Digest 

UFVA DIGEST - SEPTEMBER 20t3 

*’~NEWS** 

Journal of Film & Video Special Documentaw Double Issue 
JOURNAL OF FILM & VIDEO Special Donble Issne Current Issnes in Documenta~cy Production & Studies Guest editors: Ben Levin & George Larke-Walsh 

Sublnission Deadline: December 1, 2013 l~blication Date: Fall/Winter 2015 We invite... 

Dallas Videofest Runs October 9-13 

For more information: http://videofest.org/ 

tlealthline and Timothy Ray Brown Foundation Laanch ttlV Video Campaign 
tiealthline recently partnered with the Timothy Ray Brown Foundafion (TRBF) to launch "You’ve Got This" - a video campaign that encourages tIIV patients to 

give hope and advice to the recently diagnosed. For eve~ video created, Healthline... 

First AD Smninar Offered by Directors Guild of America Member 

UFVA member Cra~g Hus~on, a DGA First Assistant Director with over thirD" years’ experience, otters the Pro AD Smninar at your college or nniversity for 

students to leaa~ how to perform the role of the AD in professional and student... 

BetterFlicks.com Launches 

The website http://~xavw.BetterFlicks.com asks, "What do you* want to see in movies?" *"You" means all of us, as we all love movies. We are an online focus 

group and ask general questions about movie viewing preferences and will present... 

Results of Film Festival Survey 2013 Are In 

Writer/producer Stephen Follows conducted a film t~stival survey, with the tbllowing results. 523 t~stival directors replied to my questionnaire, which is many more 

than I expected. The results of the study I contacted you about can be... 

*’~CALLS FOR ENTRIES* * 

Unott~cM Google+ Fihn Festival Call lbr Entries 
UNOFFICIAL GOOGLE+ FILM FESTIVAL Online Festival December 13 to 29, 2013 In the Spotlight today is the 3rd Annual Unofficial Google+ Fihn Festival 

(UGPFF), taI:ing full a&antage of an increasingly interconnected world and providing gilled... 

Geolge Lindsay UNA Film Festival Call for Entries 

GEORGE LINDSEY UNA FILM FESTIVAL Florence, Alabama - USA Mazch 6 to 8, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 17th Annual George Lindsey UNA 

Fihn Festival (Lindsey Fes1), a cultural centerpiece of the gorgeous Shoals region of the American... 

Palm Springs International Film Festival 

PALM SPRINGS INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Palm Springs, California - USA In the Spotlight today is the 25th Annnal Palm Springs Internafional 

Film Festival (PSIFF), screening more than 180 films from more than 70 conntries for a diverse... 

Peace on Earth Film Festival Call lbr Entries 



PEACE ON EARTH FILM FESTIVAL Chicago, Illinois - USA March 6 to 9, 2014 In the Spotlight today is "the 6th Annual Peace on Earth Film Festival 

(POEFF), honoring [~ature-length and short-form films that promote peace as a possibility’ in a... 

O~ar qualitS,ing Atlanta Film Festival Call lbr Entries 
ATLANTA FILM FESTIVAL Atlanta, Georgia - USA March 28 to April 6, 2014 In the Spotlight today, is the 38th Annual Atlanta Fihn Festival (ATLFF), a 

prestigious, Academy Award- qualifying fes~dval with a long- standing reputation for excellence... 

Ann Arbor Film Festival Call tbr Entries 
ANN ARBOR FILM FESTIVAL Ann Arbor. Michigan - USA March 25 to 30, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 52nd Annual Ann Arbor Fihn Festival (AAFF), 

one of the most durable and longest-running film festivals in North America. Prominently... 

Illinois International Film Festival Call for Entries 

ILLINOIS INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAl. Chicago, Illinois - USA March 15 to 16, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the gtl~ Annual Illinois International Film 

Fesfiva] (IIFF), welcoming gilled filmmakers to fl~e Win@ Ci~ tbr an unforgettable... 

Byron Bay International Film Festival Call for Entries 
BYRON BAY INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Byron Bay, New South Wales - Australia February 28 to March 9, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 8th 

Annual Byron Bay International Fihn Festival (BBFF), an Aus~tralian oasis for some of today’s most... 

Oscar qualif,/ing Nashville Film Festival Call for Entries 
NASHVILLE FILM FESTIVAL Nashville, Tennessee - USA April 17 to 26, 2014 In tim Spotlight today is the 45th Annual Nashville Film Fefftival (NaFF), 

furthering a long- sianding reputation for excellence and champioNng some of tim best films... 

Shot on Red Film Festival Call for Entries 

NEW PRIZE - SttOT ON RED FILM FESTIVAL RED is pleased to announce tlrc addition of a 70" Sharp AQUOS Ultra HD TV with THX 4K certification to 

the Festival Award, which includes the RED EPIC PRO Collection. Enter now for your chance to win... 

2013 Driven Creativity’ Competition Accepting Entries 
The 2013 Driven Creativity Cotnpetition is now accepting entries. The annual competition, mn by G-Technology, is open to both professionals and mnateurs, and 

recognizes and supports arfists’ hard work and creative tmssion in five... 

Sedona International Film Festival Call for Entries 

SEDONA INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Sedona, Arizona - USA February 22 to March 2, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 20th Annual Sedona 
International Film Festival (SIFF), honoring the best in narrative features, shorts, animated films, and... 

Slamdance Film Festival Call for Entries 

SLAMDANCE FILM FESTIVAL Park City, Utah - USA January 17 to 23, 2014 In tlrc Spotlight today is tlrc 20th Annual Slamdance Film Festival, an Academy- 

qualit)ing showcase for new and emerging artists. Es~tablished by a wild bunch of filmmakers... 

DC Independent Film Festival Call for Entries 
OPEN CALL: DC INDEPENDENT FILM FESTIVAL, Feb 19-23, 2014 Open to films of any genre (documentaacy, feature, shorts, web series, art and 

anitnation) and in any language (with subtitles), The festival is known for cutting edge s~’le and... 

Society for Cognitive Studies of the Moving Images Call for Proposals 
The Society- for Cognitive Studies of the Moving hnages invites proposals for presentations at its annual conference, to be held Jtme 11 to 14, 2014, at Frankfin & 

Marshall College, in Lancaster, Pennsylvania. A proposal may be for a... 

Liverpool Lif[-OffFilm Festival Call for Entries 
LIVERPOOL LIFT-OFF FILM FESTIVAl. Liverpool, England - United Kingdom February 26 to 28, 2014 In tlrc Spotlight today is the 2nd Annual Liverpool 
Lift-Ott’Film Festival (LivOfl), a festival designed to showcase excellence in s"torytelling .... 

Euroshorts 2013 European Film Festival Call ti~r Entries 

Deadfine: 9-30-2013 More info here: http://wu~,.eurosho~ls.pl/Entry, forn~ here: http:i/vwvwvv.euroshorts.plitbnnularz 2013.htm 

Dr. Sheila Smith McKoy 

Director, African American Cultural Center 
Director, Africana Studies Program 

Editor, Obsidi~m: Literatare in fl~e Afiican Diaspora 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

adl 16 <ad116@duke ,edu> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 11:44 AM 

Afiica~ Ameficau Histo~ Workshop <aJ~hm@list~rv. unc.edu> 

[alton] Fwd: Oct. 3 - Waldo E. Martin Book Signing 

FYI 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: John Gartrell <johndqartrell(~,duke.edu> 

Date: October 1,2013 9:44:02 AM EDT 

To: "history-department~du ke.edu" < history-departme nt~,du ke.edu> 

Subject: Oct. 3 -Waldo E. Martin Book Signing 

The John Hope Franklin Research Center Presents 

Black Against Empire: The History and Politics of the Black Panther 

.~i Nac~against empire 

Book Talk and Signing with Dr. Waldo E. Martin, It. 
Thursdag, October 3, 20~3 

Rubenstein Library Classroom, 3rd floor Perkins 

4:00-6:00pm 
Black against Empire is the first comprehensive overview and analysis of the history and politics of the Black Panther Party. Informed by twelve years of 

meticulous archival research, as well as familiarity with most of the former Party leadership and many rank-and-file members, this book is the definitive 

history of one of the reatest challenges ever posed to American state power. 

i.~.i FRC 1o903 

http:/[library.duke.edu/rubenstein/franklin ’events.htrn[ 

John B. Gartrell 

Director 

John Hope Franklin Research Center for African and African American History and Culture 

David M. Rubenstein Rare Book & Manuscript Library 

iohn.£~artrell@duke.edu 
919-650-5922 

<ul> 



<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

afaJn as: <a hre~"mailto:reges~te@email.unc.edu">regeste@emaJl.unc.edu</a>.<br> 

To unsubscribe click here: htlp://lists.unc.e&lu?id 5383356.1210a5a0009220deatiSb12af9cc7a5bd&n T&I afam&o 33665111 or send a blank email to <a 

href "mailto:leave- 33665111- 5383356.1210a5a0009220deaf6b 12af9cc7a5bd@listserv.unc.edu">leave- 33665111- 

5383356.1210a5 a0009220deaf6b 12af9cc7a5bd@listserv.unc.edu<;/a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richard Topham Jr. <admin@pm- sound.corn> 

Tuesday, October l, 2013 12:07 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emaJ~l.unc.edu> 

October 2013 Newsletter 

October 2013 Newsletter 



New Products at Pro-Sound: Schoeps V4 U 
Studio Mic and the RX Emergency Two 

Rich’s Recommendations 

AES New York 2013 - Free Exhibit Plus Pass 

E>:hibi!:s Fius Bad.qe b’) i~ES New %)ri,; 2013 Re.qisl:ei Early 1,’) secure 

Random Shots... 

Danny Meltzer Used Pro-Sound Gear in these 
Productions 

And the Emmy goes to... 

C:or~g~atulatioi~s to all the ~Q~m:y W~rmm-s 

Metallica: Throu.qh The Never 

Voyager Captures Sounds of Interstellar Space 

vibrations of dense h~te~sie~a~ p~asma, or ~on~zed gas, from 

Ocl:obe~ to November’ 2012 and Ap~ b Ms~’ 2013. 

Recycle, Recharge, Reuse 

Record}n,q 

Projects in NYC 

More Info... 

P!o.,"es~i,:sna[ S,:)lsrid Ser,~ices i 311 We~t 43!d St[e.:!t Stiite #] 100 } New York, N’:’ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ken Lee ~earthlink.net~ 

Tuesday, October l, 2013 12:39 PM 

Lee Lee, Ken <kenlee@earthlink.com> 

UFVA Special...Advance Review copies of Rewrite 2rid edition available tbr Ten dollars plus FREE SHIPP1NG 

Dear UFVA Members 

Michael Wiese Productions is proud to announce 

Rewrite, 2nd edition 

Paul Chit~ 

If you’d like an Advance Review Copy for only ten dollars plus FREE SHIPPING, please email me your cc, exp date and snail mail address no later than 

October 4th 

If you’d like to review a small sample, please click on http://shop.mwp.comiproducts, rewrite-2nd-edifion-a-step-by-step-guide-to-s~en~then- structure-characters- 

and- drama- ~-your- screenplay 

Please click on ~a~a¥.mwp.com to check out Master Shots Ebooks with HD Video and Audio 

We will be doing LIVE demos at C’IN ANIMATION EXI O in Burbank on November 15-17th 

Cheers 

Ken Lee 
Phone (206)283-2948 

Cell 

FAX (206) 283-2072 

kenlee@mwp.com 

Skype 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

California College of the Arts <communic4ons@cca.edu> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 1:41 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@,.ema]l.unc.edu> 

CCA OCTOBER 2013 NEWS & EVENTS 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

SUR~’~?:YS SI-~OW 
,~:IN[?ING 
CCA alumn~ repo~ excellent 
re[urns on their educ4ona~ 
investment. 

The serbs has presen[ed 
read~ngs by P@tzer Prize- 
w~nn~ng novelists, a tqew York 
T~mes best.-se~l~ng memoir~st, 
aRd more. 

f\,S A I-’, P I .,,",~ O 

LB COOKS SC~’.-’.N".,’/,~’:/C 

The Berkeby studio 
Text~bs fac@ty member I..~a 

Cook houses tools both 
cutlngedge and antique: a 
Mac displaying MRI images 
sits next to a 
Jacqua@ born manufactured 

~n 1900. 

I}.,OG5 
Animator and CCA alumna 

Ako Castuera (llk.lstration 
2000) has helped bring to life 

the metal band Dethkbk ~n 
~etaloca~y?se and the 

’,,"}??8 Sl ~’:,"::S 

Sat°, Oct, 12~ 
Test S~tes, organized by Irene 
Cheng and David @ssen, 
gathers bad,rig scholars and 
critics to investiga[e 
4ern4ve practices of 

arch~tectu@ and urban 
h~sto~T: reconstructions, 
counterfactual h~stor~es, new 
media, critical conser,/ation, 
and even destructbn. 

rhis special 15-year 
retrospective features the 
work of this year’s award 
recipients, Asa ~-~illis and 

"The arrangeme@ ~n the 
warehouse~ke space worked 
we~: [Ete~ Adnan’s] petite, 
candy-cobred canvases hung 

across from somber ~nk 

draw~ngs wi[h geometric 

shapes or poet? in dain? 
cu@ve, projectbns of a£~c~es 
and videos, and leporelbs lad 

flat in v~trines." 

N}}’:£. SCHWAR’.,’2 IN TH~:" 

~’Neal Schwartz of Schwartz 
and Archibcture is used to 
counsehg anxious city 
dwellers trying to squeeze 
r~ore room out of small 



whimsical postapocalyptic 

Land of Ooo for Adver,,ture 

Time (both Cartoon Network 
shows). 

~,,~ O, S ,’.".-:: Y A ,,N [} 
E,,"qERGE FR©M THE MIX 

& STIR 
The teams in the Mix & Stir 
Star[-Up Accelerator at CCA 
spend eight weeks gunning 
the engines on their new 
start~up ventures. CCA’s San 
Francisco campus offers 

studio space, support, and 
mentoring from the Mix & Stir 

Studio partners and an 
extensive network of business 
experts. 

MA,~(E ART THAT 
MATTERS 
Today, an a~ts education has 
never been more relevant or 
more valuable. CCA trains 
creative people to help solve 
the world’s most pressing 
problems. 

Hannah Quinn, and the work 
of selected past awardees. 
The exhibition is on view 

Oct. 7-I 9. 

L ~’.-" C T t.I ~ ~’.-" BY 

~ed,~ Oct, 16, 7:30 p,m, 
JennH~r Gab~ys is a sen~or 
bc[urer k~ sociobgy at 
Goldsmiths, Un~versRy of 
London, and a pdndpa~ 
~nveslgator on the European 

Research Councl (ERC) 
project C~lzen Sensing and 

Env~ronmenta~ Praclce. 

P’O’[~(ERO HILL GALLERY 
I’WALK ANI,,’.I WA’T’[IS IN THE 
HUF~:I[~G’[O[~ POST 

"The San Francisco galle~] 

scene has now shiIed to the 
area rimming the base of 
Potrero Hll, with shaming 
new 9alle~y spaces and a~tisI 
and designer workshops and 
outlets opening in several 
former indusIrial buldings" 

WRITING IAOUL’[Y 

F E AT b R £’.". I,.] I~ 

"The characters that populate 
Barbash’s sIories are 
hurting--some ol’Ihem quite 
badly. BuI iI doesn’t diminish 
their capacly for wonder. The 
magic of the stories comes in 

the smal, tPanscendent 
moments when the world 
crushing ~n doesn’t seem so 
bad." 

Bookmark and check in 
regularly with CCA P.,ews. 

Use RSS fee~:/s to customize 
how you keep up with CCA 
news. 

Get rnore inlb on CCA news 

and events (lecture series, 
Wattis Institute exhibitions, 
and more) by emal. Go to 



I 

This email was sent to regester@email,unc.edu by ,c_’_o__rr__~_r_~)_u__r)j_c_’_a__tj_o__r_~_s_’__@__~_.’_c__a_:_e_~M 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ProQuest <info@go.proquest.com> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 2:34 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-* 

Let Freedom Ring with Trials of Black Studies Resources 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

This year, we’re celebrating the 50th anniversary of the 

Civil Pdghts March and P~artin Luther King’s hbtodc speech 

at the L~nco~n NemoriaL In ~act, some ~cky ProQues[ 

empbyees attended the CMI R~ghts March celebration 

he~d ~n WasNngton D,C, 

~ I~ra~’~an t~ ~¢J~ ~ f~ f~ee t~~al~ of an array of 
complementary digi[ized resources with contort[ that isn’[ 
available anywhere else, 

Provide access to profoundly personal documents thaL 
i]]aminate the adtistic, social, scientific, al?d political thinkJng 
and actMsm from the people of that time. Pdmary 
sources promcCe a deeper anderstanding of h~stoG, as ~t 
really happened ~ and encourage additbnal research that 
devebps crNcN thinking sMIB and changes perspectives to 
continue to influence h~s~orv, 

~] freedomring 

"History Vault is an absofute first<ate research tool, the 

single best on-line resource in Afl°ican-American and 20th 

centary Mstory I have ever encountered," 

- Dr, Eric Arnesen (George Washh~gton Unive~s~W) 

proQ~est, 789 E, Eisenhower P~’vy. A;m Arbor, 1’4:~ 48108 

I~ yoa woald p..’eter ..",or lo receiv8 fudi:e~ messsges flora this se..",de..’, plsase Click Here and co..",fi..’m your reques.L~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

info@Nddenvoices.org on behalf of 

Hidden Voices <info@hiddenvoices.org> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 3:34 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emaJl.unc.edu-* 

FINAL PERFORMANCE THIS SATUf@AY! Plus Murphey School Radio Show News 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

About Projects Connect News Donate Contact Us 

FINAL PERFORMANCE and Gallery Opening: October 5, 8 pm. Richard White Auditorium, 
Duke East Campus. Post-show reception in Jameson Gallery. 

"1 found the performance very, very powerful-and think it will have a huge impact on 

anyone who sees it." -John McGowan, Institute for the Arts and Humanities 

"Brilliant show. Three years of interviews in 20 counties compressed into one moving piece 

about NC’s school-to-prison pipeline." -Rutherford County attorney 



"Truly one of the most inspiring and ’well-intentioned performances I have had the privilege to 

see, The Hidden Voices performance was the first time that I had heard of the "school to 

prison pipeline" and its sickening implications. I think for white students this was an especially 

important commentary."-UNC student 

"1 cannot tell you how powerful that show was last night. It ended, and I was absolutely 

speechless.., for about a minute, and then I couldn’t STOP talking .... The only problem we 

had is fhaf as stirred up as we are now feeling, we also feel helpless. But maybe that’s good 

in a way, because there aren’t easy answers and the point is fo open our eyes and shift our 

perception so that we go through the world seeing in a different way, seeing opportunities 

fo help and contribute where we might not have seen fhern before. And if that is the case, 

the show accomplished if in spades and is if self a powerful part of the answer." -Audience 

member 

"Thank you so much for such a profound, disturbing, shocking, moving evening. I will never 

forget it!" -Audience member 

Listen to Hidden Voices talk with Frank Stasio on The $~ale of Things. 

Exciting news: Hidden Voices is a beneficiary for this fall’s Murphey School Radio Show. On 

Saturday November 2, Allan Gurganus will join a host of other talents fo raise the roof and 

some funding for Hidden Voices. Details next week. Stay tuned! 

,~; :: Kicker Side A 



Kicker Side B 

I.ynden Harris ~]nd Kafhy William.’.; 

Hidden Voices 

Forward email 

This email was sent ~o regester@email.unc,edu by irlf:o~hiddenvoices.orra :: 
Update Profile/Email Address ~rnstant removal with SafeUnsubscribeT’’ Privacy Policy. 

Hidden Voices :: PO Box 6~t :: 9602 Art Road :: Cedar Ridge NC :: 2723:1[ 
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Regester, Charlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Joiu Us Tonight fi~r an ’O ur State’ Premiere Exclusive ! 

i i’~ UNC-]V NewsFlash 

Our State ~ UNC-TV 

Join Us Tonight at 7 PM for a LIVE Online Screening! 

UNC-TV’s Emmy Award-winning series Our State returns this Thursday, 
October 3, at 8 PM with the season premiere episode, but you can see it 
tonight in this interactive online screening! Explore enchanting stories 
about how the beloved Bodie Island Lighthouse has been painstakingly 
restored, and what it’s like to take a trip by mule and wagon with author 
and adventurer Bernie Harberts. 

Join us TONIGHT at 7 PM LIVE from UNC-TV and ask questions of 
producers Morgan Ports and David Hardy, and videographer Mike 
Burke! To join this event and view the screening, click here. 

Forward this email to a friend. 
Unsubscribe or change your email preferences. 

d by Blackbaud l 

nonpl~ofit s~ftware 
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Mexican Comic Stars 
in ’Pope’ at Criterion 

By BOSLE¥ CROWTHEI~ 

T Ht~IE rare and wonderful ents of Mexican come- 
. dian Cantlnflas, who was 
nicely introduced to the gen- 
eral- public as the valet in 
"Around the World in 80 
Days," are pitifully spent and 
dissipated amid a great,mass " 
of Holl~v6oden dross in 
the oversized, over-peopled 
"Pepe,"-which opened at the 
Criterion last night. 

Here Ig this cheery little 
fellow with bright eyes, 
sweetly smiling face, an eter- 
nally friend, ly disposition and 
an air of ~ublime innocence, 
whose nature flows warmly 
from simplicity and a happy 
contempt for quacks and 
sham, made to appear a gage 
fall-guy for the characters 
and culture of Hollywood. 
And, what’s more, he’s so sur- . 
rounded by them--and it--in 
this three - and - a- quarter - 
hour-long film, xvhich, xvhen 
you now and then are able to 
find him among all the 
clutter and the "names," is 
like coming upon a bit of 
delicious confection in a huge 
bowl of sticky-sweet gee. 

® 

"Find him" may not be pre- 
cisely the appropriate expres- 
sion to use, for the happy- 
faced, droopy-pants comedian 
is to be seen throughout most 
of the film. As the groom 
for a ~exican stallion that 
is brought to the United 
States after it’ is bought by 
a Holl3avood film director, he 
is run through a series of epi- 
sodes and escapades in Holly- 
wood, Las Vegas and Aca- 
pulco and other spots in 
ZIexico as he presumably 
sticks with the stallion. So, 
of course, he is usually in 
view. 

But the’things that he does, 
for the most part, are obvi- 
ously ~composed to give as 
much prominence and kudos 
to the people he runs across 
~ twenty-eight in number, 
ranging form Bing Crosby to 
Zsa Zsa Gabor--and to their 
airily rendered contributions 
oh the personality and charm 
of Cantinflas. 

For instance, the little co- 
median has to do an outrage- 
ous act in a Hollywood park- 
ing lot with Jack Lemmon, 
dressed as he,was in "Some 
Like It Hot.’* He has to 
wave his hands anti blink his 
eyes naively in a Las Vegas 

¯ night spot ~censpicuously The 
Sands) while Peter Lawford, 
Frank Sinners, Richard Conte 
and Sammy Davis Jr. toss off 
their blandly artful airs. He 
has to listen (as we do) to a 
dismally crack-voiced Maurice 
Chevalier croak "September 
gong." And he has to stand 

Canti||flas in film "Pope" 

The Cast 
PEPY,. screen play by Dorothy Khl~ey 
and Claude Blnyon, from a story by 
Leonard Spigelgas~ and SonyR Levlen; 
directed and produced by George Sld- 
ncy and presen~e~ by Columbia Plc- 
t~res. At the Criterion ~eatxe, 
B~dway and For~y-fUth Street, Run-, 
ning time: 195 minutes. 

Pope ......................... Cantinflas 
Ted Holt .................... Dan Dailey 
Suzle Murphy . ........... Shirley .Jones 

Auctioneer ........... Carlos Montalba~ 
Producer ...... Edward G Robinson 
Luplta ................... Vick[ T~Ickett 
Gateman ............. William ~marest 
Dancer .................... Matt M~ttox 
Manager ............ - ....... Hank Henry 
C~stoms Officer .......... Emle Kovacs 

and 
Maur~ce Chevalier, ~Ing Crosby, Mfchad 
Call~, Richard Conic, Bobby Darin. 
Sa~y Davis J~., Jimmy D~rante. ZsR 
Z~ Gabor, Grcer Garson, Hedda Hop- 
per, J~y Bishop, Peter Lawford, J~et 
Lelgh. Jack Lemmon. Jay North. Klm 
Novak, ~dre Prevln, Donna Reed, Deb- 
bio Re~olds. Cesar R0m~o, Frank 
JarR ~tratter, CoL E. E. Fogel~n, 
Jane ~binson, ~unny Waters and 
~arles Coburn. 

by while Kim Novak oozes 
one of the most tasteIessly 
patronizing bits of bathos we 
have ever,beheld: 

What we mean, simply, is 
you won’t "find" the spirited 
comedian in these scenes. You 
will merely see a patient 
shadow of the real Cantinflas. 
:Nor will you see him in the 
lengthy and tedious stretches 
of "plot." wherein Dan Dailey 
as the booze-bogged film di- 
rector spars with Edward G. 
Robinson as a producer and 
jousts with a Hollywood- 
hopeful Shirley Jones. 

You will f~d him, ever so 
briefly, in some early scenes 
in lvIexico, when he talks to 
and cuddles the for-sale stal- 
lion; or in a simple.close-up 
scene with Jimmy Durante 
in a night club, or in a couple 
of little dance,s he does when 
he can cut away from the 
others and go it a bit on his 
own, 

But those glimpses are few 
and fleeting in this gross, 
gaudy large-screen color film 
that George Sidney has pro- 
duced and directed about as 
tastelessly as it could have 
been done. 
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" ummst Plays 
Role in Film  Pepe’ 

 ary Lone Crosby Bachelor; 

Martin ’Drinks’ Hearty Breakfast 

BY HEDDA HOPPER 
Flew up to Las Vegas to play a cameo role in 

"Pepe." I had no idea Canfinflas was so good looking 

unti! I saw him without make-up. He tells me he never 

intended malting "Don Quixote" for Mike Todd but 

there will be a short cartoon of the erratic Don in 
"Pepe." It will be done in the same manner as the 

lightful dance sequence C-ene Kelly did with a mouse 

for "Anchors Aweigh" which George Sidney also di- 

rected 15 years.ago. That was Sinatra’s first hit pic- 

ture and he’s never ceased being grateful, which ex- 

plains why he’ll do some scenes for Sidney in "Pepe." 

~4ow tibet Lindsay’s set to marry Vegas showgirl 

Barbara Fredericksoa tomorrow, Gary is the one 

holdout in the Crosby family who hasn’t succumbed 

to these charmers. These gals are really gorgeous 

creatures. Hear George Sidney wanted to sign a cou- 
ple of them for ’~Who Was That Lady." They could 
have gotten movie contracts, and you won’t believe 
this, but not one of them would even come to Holly- 
wood to see him. Not even a waitress or a cigarette 
girl; the pickings are too good up there. 

They Were Making Whoopee! 
It’s wild and woolly but the old west was never like 

this. Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin and Sammy Davis 
such a riot guests book tables for the two shows, 
afraid they’l! miss something. Last night Sammy 
rolled in Dean’s breakfast while he was singing. When 
the cover was removed there was a complete bar, but 
Dean just tossed his Scotch into an ice bucket and 
downed it when Sammy offered to mix for him, Cold 

tea, of course, but it wowed the crowd. 
h"¢ Kupcinqt and his publisher flew in from Chi- 

cago, said: "We didn’t want to miss this." Principals 
in both pictures being shot here are guesting on each 
others shows. To keep working crews identified, the 
"Pepe" people wear red caps, the "Ocean’s 11" yellow. 
Don’t know what, if any, significance there is in the 
colors and didn’t ask. Milton Berle looked in on the 
first day’s shooting of "Pepe," and they won’t be able 
to keep him from in front of the cameras, I expect to 
be run over in the crush. 

Paging Zsa Zsa 
Van Johnson needn’t have gone to Ettrope if he’d 

accepted the job offered him~by Desi Arnaz in "The 
Untouchables." It’s Wen ~b Stack a 25% interest 
in the show ~d a te~c c~r b~st. But ~b, 
t~ose sMa~ was doubled, will o~y have from J~e 
~ ~ptember to make a ~m, He ~d ~ ho~ to 
have a g~ s~pt of ’~ntouchables" ready by ~at 
time to sh~t a pro~r featu~ film tbe~elv~. 

~ Zugsmi~ gave new~mer ~c ~en a small 
in h~ "~e Co~denfi~." 

Peg~ W~ ~s ~ New York tomo~w 
the ~day m~ting of A~A of ~vhich she’s p~l- 
denL It’S a 2~hour go for her as she must ~ on the 
~t for ’~he Sto~ of Ru~" Monday mom~g. She 
re~ett~ m~g the big ball at the Waldorf when 
memb~ c~e dre~ed as their most ~loved charac- 
ter. Ma~e McNeliis went as Peggy in "Marline." 
~ys Peg~, "it made me f~I hhtori~l." 

~tty ~e~ w~tes: "My mor~ng m~ t~ed up 
the enclosed clipping. All I can say ~ I want it out of 
the h~. I ~ow what the m~ said is t~e, but 
d,~ he have ~ pfiht it?" Si Steinhauser in Mini 
~ach, ~a., had ~en: "Hedda Hopper did t~e un- 
~fievable for 1959 by l~king younger than ~tty 
~ on ~e ~ilu Chr~ show." But for 
~tty. rd never have s~n it. 

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission. 
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FOUR. FOP. THE SHOW--Attendinc~ the Beverly Hil~s premiere of Georoe: Sial- 
ney’s movie "Pope" are, from left, Jo Morrbw; Continflos, star of the fil~n; Jay 
(Dennis the Menace) North, in foreground, and the film’s producer, Sidney. 

’Pope’ Opens 
With Gala 
Premiere 

Motion picture stars and 
industry leaders attended 

the West~ Coast invitational 
premiere of the film 

starring lh.e fame, d eotnedian 
Cantinflas, Tuesday night at 

the, Stanley Warner Beverly 
Hills theater, 

Showing o[ the George Sid- 
ncy-Posa Films Internacion- 
aI production relea,~ed by 
Columbia Pictures was fol- 
lowed by a party at the Bev- 
erly Hills Hotel. Among 
celebrities attending were- 
the co-stars, Dan Dailey and 
Shirley Jones, Sidney and 
tbe associate producer, 
Jacques j3elmam 

The CinemaSeope " and 
Technico]o~: "’p ~.o d u c t i o n 
opens to .1he public at the 
,Beverly, Hills’ .theater 
night. ’ 5 : .. 

Reg~ew of ’Pepe’ by 
Philip K. Scheuer’ on Page 

. 9, Part 4. 

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner Further reproduction prohibited without permission. 
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To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 7:08 PM 

screen~ciety-announce@duke.edu; an~i-lhculty@duke.edu; tihn-video <lilm-video@duke.edu>; amicert@duke.edu; Literature Program 

<literat ure@duke.edu~ 

Screen/Society’s Fall ’13 schedule now available as 1-page PDF handout 

Dem All, 

For yonr convenience, a one-page ch~onological summao~ of the Screel~/Society Fall 2013 screening schedule is now available here: 

http ://tinyurl.coln/S S-Fail13-PD F 

(Yon can als~ find al ink to it on the right hand column of the ScreervSociety website, at http://ami.duke.edu/screensociely) 

If any updates or revisions are required to the schedule (e.g. when the plans for Oct 25 a~e finalized), then I will upload a revi~d version of the PDF at the same URL, 

so you will be able to re-download any later iterations using the same link/address. 

Hope to see yon at some of the screenings! 

Best regards, 

Hank 

iii! iii~!~iii: hokazak@duke.edu 

W~:~i:~ : http:!/ami.du ke.edu/screensociety 
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Pursue Your Master’s in Creative Writing 

Octeber 2 2£:~ .’ View this email with images 

.~.i Click Here to Learn Mere About Our Online Creative Writing Master’s of Fine Arts Degree Program 

Master of Fine Arts Degree-,... 

Do you ,haw.~ great stories that yeu want to 

translate 1:o film, TV, or vkJea games, but don’t 

know where ta beght? Learn itow ta write strong 

market your ideas in the enter~ainmen~ industry, 

through Full Saii University’s Creative Writing 

Master o[ Fine A!rs Degree Prograrri. 

If you have ideas that you want to translate to the 

big (or small) screen, start your career path in an 

innovative program that biends classical 

storyteJiing with today’s entertainment media - 

Fuii Sail University’s Creative Writing Master of 

Fine Arts ,Degree Program 

Areas of focus 

Classical Writing and Sl:eryb~lling 

Techniques 

Research 

Business and MarReting 

More 

About Fuli Saii 

For more than 30 years, Full Sail University has 

built a reputation as one of the premier media 

arts ooiieges ht the werld, with mere than 44,000 

graduates Based in Winter Park, Florida, Full 

Earn your degree in 12 months! 

Earn your degree in 12 months 

i~ L~rn More 

.~.i Request More Information 

One-Click Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions I Update Profile == Forward to a Friend 
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Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emafil.unc.edu> 

intellectual conver~tions club 

If you desire to participate in online intellectual conversations with up to five people in a room, and meet ne~v people from around the ~vorld which share your line of interests, you have just 
to enter our new unique social networking ~vebsite ~vhich we have developed during the past twelve months: 

int ellectualconversations com 

(In order to be admitted to IC Club, you will have to take online our multiple choice general kno~vledge test, and answer correctly at least 38 out of the 50 questions available.) 

Feel free to respond and give us your feedback on the website. 

Best Regards, 
A. Klein, 
Intellectual Conversations Club 

click here to unsubscribe http://uSO7655.sendgrid.org/wt?unsubscribe?upn ATfatNr8Bkt4-2BFJqazS~8Iwf~Cg93T33S9pbFBsATAbM~hHakSX34BU2nNKznmMQ2de~FpMchre-2F~- 
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Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 3:44 AM 

~reen~ciety-announce@duke.edu; ami-lhculty@duke.edu; amicer~duke.edu; fihn-video <tilm-video@duke.edu>; Literature Program 

<literat ure@duke.edu> 

**Screen/Society this weekend--Fri 10/4: "Reel Injun" ~Round Table ~"In the Light of Reverence"; Sun 10,/6: "Topkapi" (2pro) 

Please distribute ~,idely ~ 

Screen/Society presents... 

Reel Injun 
+ Ropmd Table Discussion (5:30pro) 

== Download PDF Fl’ier ] More Info ] View Trailer == 

Friday Oct~-~er 

In the Light of Reverence 



Download PDF Flyer I More InIb I View Trailer 

Topkapi 
Download PDF Flyer ] More Info ] View Trailer 



Coming Next Week: 

Farewell, My Queen 
== Download PDF Fl’~’er I More Info I View Trailer == 



The Master and Divino 
special presentation with Video Nas Aldeias, Brazil 

(featmJng indigenous fihnmakers) 

Download PDF Flyer I More Info I View Trailer 



T~e~day Oc~,r ~-~-~ 7pro: 
The Undocumented (Director’s Cut) 
with director Marco Williams in person 

Download PDF Flyer I More In~b I View Trailer 



http://ami.duke.eduiscreensocietv 

~ll Screen~ociety events are coordinated and co-sponsored 

by the Program in the Arts of the :~oving Image 

Hank Okazak~ 

Exhibitions Programmer 

Program in the Arts of the Hoving Image 

Smi th WarehoLlse 



114 S. Buchanal~ Bivd, Bay 12, Room A121 

Duke Unive~slt~.’, Box 9@766 

Durham, NC 27708-0766 

E-mail : hokazak@duke, edu 

Phone~ 919-66@-3031 

Fax: 919-681-1378 

Web: http: //ami. duke. edL~/sc r eensocie%~ 
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cailyn.kimmi ck@a£ricanstudies.org 

Moscow International Cont~rence "Society and Politics in Africa": Final Call for Papers Proposal 

Announcement Paper Abstracts 2014.pdf 

Dear Colleague, 

On May 27-30, 2014 in Moscow the Research Council for tl~e Problems of African Countries and the Institute for African Studies of the Russian Academy of 

Sciences hold the 13th African Studies Conference titled "Society and Politics in Africa: Traditional, Transitional, and New." The Conference will take place at the 

Institute for Afiican Studies and the Inslitute for Linguistics of the Russian Academy of Sciences. The working languages are Russian and English. 

Please find attached the Final Call for Papers Announcement of tl~e Conference of Africanists "Society and Politics in Africa: Traditional, Transitional, and New. 

The Organizing Committee would appreciate your familiarizing the interested colleagues with this Announcement. 

Sincerely yoms, 

Centre for Information and International Relations 

Institute for African Studies 

Rnssian Academy of Sciences 

tel. (+7 495) 690 2752 

fax. (+7 495) 697 1954 

Centre for Information and International Relations 
Institute for African Studies 
Russian Academy of Sciences 
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editor@ijbssnet.com 

Call for Papers 

Call for Papers 
International Journal of Business and Social Science 

ISSN 2219-1933 (Print), 2219- 6021 (Online) 

International Journal of Business and Social Science (IJBSS) is a monthly peer reviewed journal published by Center for Promoting Ideas (CPI), 

USA. It covers the areas of business and social science such as management, marketing, finance, economics, banking, accounting, human 

resources management, international business, hotel and tourism, entrepreneurship development, business ethics, international relations, law, 

development studies, population studies, history, journalism and mass communication, corporate governance, cross-cultural studies, public 

administration, psychology, sociology, women studies, social welfare, anthropology, linguistics, education and so on. 

The journal is published in both print and online versions. 

IJBSS publishes original papers, review papers, conceptual framework, analytical and simulation models, case studies, empirical research, 

technical notes, and book reviews. 

I J BSS is i n d e x e d wit h a n d i n c I u d e d i n C~b~ll ~A~ ~E~ ~l~i~h~ ~’o~ i~~i~i~i~i,G~ie a n d ]~um~l~eeE net. 

Moreover the journal is under the indexing process with ISl, ERIC, Scopus, and Econlit. 

IJBSS is inviting papers for Vol. 4 No. E3 which is scheduled to be published on November :I[S, 20E3. Last date of submission: October 25, 

20:13. However, an early submission will get preference in case of review and publication process. 

Send your manuscript to the editor at editor@iibssnet.com, or           ,~hotmail.com 

For more information, visit the official website of the journal www.ijbssnet.com 

With thanks, 

Dr. Nozar Hashemzadeh 

Editor, International Journal of Business and Social Science (IJBSS) 

& 

Professor, Department of Economics, Radford University, USA 

Contact: editor@iibssnet.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

No~lh American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@mail134.at121.rsgsv.uet;, 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 7:34 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesler@emml.unc.edu> 

Best Books tbr Academic Libraries 

Native Peoples A to Z -Second Edition 

Best Books for Academic Libraries recommends... 

NATIVE PEOPLES- A TO Z 
A Reference Guide to Native Peoples of the Western Hemisphere 

Courses on the indigenous people of the Americas are 
taught at your university. Native American educators and 
students will be looking for new reference materials that 
are culturally appropriate and sensitive to the many 
customs and ways of various tribes and nations. The 
material needs to reflect the diverse experiences that 
relate to indigenous peoples of the Americas. We are 
)leased to announce that such a publication is now 

available in the Second Edition of NATIVE PEOPLES A 
TO Z; A Reference Guide to Native Peoples of the 
Western Hemisphere. 

NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z provides authentic examples 
of indigenous Art, culture, literature and history. By 

purchasing a set of NATIVE PEOPLE A to Z you will be providing educators and students a reference that 
is culturally related to the academic needs of indigenous students and will promote student self-esteem and 
character development. 

Please visit www.NABDLLC.com to read a detailed description of the publication’s contents, and view 
sample pages of the encyclopedia. 

The addition of Native Peoples A to Z in your collection will allow students and faculty the ability to tteighten 
awareness and understanding of diverse indigenous cultures and unique traditions. 

Purchase orders are accepted from all institutions on net 60 day terms. If you would like to charge to your 
credit or purchasing card please call our customer service at (810) 231.3728. The ISBN for the set is 
1878592734. The eight volume set is $995.00. 

Thank you for your time and consideration in recommending NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z for purchase to 
your collection development librarian. 

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE IN THE U,S. 
Purchase orders are accepted from all organizations. 

For your convenience we accept Visa and MasterCard as a payment option. 

Customer Order Form 
Please send     set(s) of NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z - Second Edition (By. set) at $995.00 per set. 

ISBN: 9781878592735 

Name: Library Name: 

Phone: Email: 

Mailing Address: 

City: State: 

Payment Type: Visa MasterCard Check Purchase Order#: 

Cardholder Name: 

Card Number: 

Zip: 

Expiration Date: 

North Americ~n Book Distrib~itors, LLC ¯ P© Box 510 Hamburg, [’~’~1 48139 USA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheila Lave~V <SLaverty@ala-choice.org> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 8:41 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

PubSys: CHOICE Notification of Publication of Review tbr Rewao: 51-0770 REGECt IA 

Thank you for your contribution to CHOICE’s review set, rice. Please do not reply to this automated message. If you have any questions or comments, please contact your editor, Rebecca 
Ann Bartlett at bbartlett@ala-choice.org 

The following review appeared in the October 2013 issue of CHOICE. 

51-0770 PN1995 2012-43821 CIP 
Maurice, Alice. The cinema and its shadow-: race and teclmology in early cinema. Milmesota, 2013. 268p bibl filmography index afp ISBN 9780816678044, $7500; ISBN 9780816678051 pbk, 
$25.00 

This book is an interesting critique of the intersection between early cinema technology and race Specifically, Maurice (Uriiv. of Toronto) interrogates how early "trick" cinema exploited 
race to make the transition from literal to figurative levels of meaning and to create or suggest motion in the context of the still frame. According to the author, the close-up, ~vhich she 
defines as "an affection-image that acts like a face," allows for the creation of shadows and is associated with racial representation. Examining the film Shadows (1922), Maurice 
demonstrates how- the positioning of the racialized figure between stillness and motion, spectacle and narrative, enables the productive paradoxes that define the cinema’s power Moving 
beyond Asian to Atlcican American representations, Maurice claims that the black voices registered in the film Hallelujah (1929) filled the void that existed in sound technological 
deficiencies. Finally, Maurice links these early inventions to the digitally produced Avatar (2009), which she vows are related because they are dependent on race The book is insightful in 
its discussion of cinematic inventions and how race informs these inventions. It is an excellent volume for anyone interested in earl?’ cinema, racial representation, and cinematic technology. 
Sunmaing Up: Highly recommended. Lower-level undergraduates and above -- C. B Regester, Univ. of North Carolina--Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@yorktown.lib.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 9:37 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Your tihn request for 2013-10-04 

Your resel-,zation request for Baadasssss! [videorecording] from 2013-10-03 through 2013-10-07 has been approved 

You may pick up the film at the MRC as early as 8am the first day of your reservation 

Staff Notes: 
Baadasssss! [videorecording]: 65-DVD12304c.1 

Please note that the fihn(s) listed ~vill only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MRC 
If you have an?’ questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559 

This automated email was sent at 10-03-2013 09:37 am 
...... Mail generated at Oct.03 2013 09:10:25 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joumal Script ~aol.com~ 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 10:11 AM 

~yahoo.com 

Call tbr paper [1 October- 2013 

Call for paper [] October- 2013 
International Journal for Innovation Education and Research 

Submission open for October - 2013 
Last Date of Paper Submission: October 22, 2013 

Acceptance Notification: within 2-4 days a~er paper submission 
Last Date of Publication: October 31,2013 

The journal is published both in Print and Online versions. 
Publication of Paper (Online): hnmediately after author registration. 
Authors are cordially invited to submit papers to the upcoming edition Volume 1, Issue 3, October - 2013. The manuscript/paper can be submitted using this email link: 
ectitor@ijier.net orL.          ~gmail.com 
Topics suitable for IJIER include but are not limited to: 

¯ IJIER is cress-disciplinary in nature. 

¯ The topics are not limited to the list that is available. 

The Journal punishes research papers in the fields of: 

Social science and Humanities: Social Science and Humanities, Sociology, Social Welfare, Anthropology, Religious Studies, Visual Arts, Political, Cultural Aspects of 
Development, Tourism Management, Public Administration, Psychology, Philosophy, Political Science, History, Education, Women Studies and so on. 
Science and En.qineerin.q: All kind of Science and Engineering, Technology and Innovation, Environmental Studies, Climate Change, Agricultural, Rural Development, Urban 
Studies etc. 
Business and Economics: Business and Marketing, Economics, Financial Development, Accounting, Banking, Management, Human Resources etc. 
The IJIER offers benefits specific to journal publications: 

~, Fast & Easy paper publishing process 

Paper will publish online as well as in proceedings copy of our journal online. 

¯ IJIER provides one "Hard copy of full Paper" to Author. 

Open Access Journal Database for High visibility and promotion of your articles 

Inclusion in all Major Bibliographic open Journal Databases 

A global list of prestigious academic journal reviewers. 

Paper Format: 
Publication of any articles/manuscript in IJIER requires strict conformance to the paper template= However, initial submission of an article or manuscript for review need not be 
compliant with the template. 
Once the paper is selected, manuscript of the article/paper will be published in the IJIER Digital Library. The paper template can be downloaded from this link. 
Processing Charges: 
There is no charge for the processing of manuscript but author of each accepted paper is t~quired to pay the publication charge which is very nominal fees as below. 
For USA/Other Countries authors - USD $100-(For one entire research paper) 

¯ Charges includes publication of one entire research paper online, Full Paper Hard Copy, Posting/Dispatch Charges, Indexing, maintenance of link resolvers and 

journal infrastructures. 
,~ Authors can also get additional copies of the printed journal by paying 30 USD for each additional copy. 

Formal Conditions of Acceptance: 

~, A maximum of 3 authors can participate in any IJIER paper submission. 

Papers will only be published in English. 

~, All papers are refereed, and the Editor reserves the right to refuse any manuscript, whether on invitation or otherwise, and to make suggestions and/or modifications 

before publication. 

-[if !supportLists]->? <!--[endif]->For more information, visit the official website of the journal wvwv.ijier.net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

info@Nddenvoices.org on behalf of 

Hidden Voices <info@hiddenvoices.org> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 2:24 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

"THIS is the power of sloly to trm~sform" ~ Proking into ÷ Vilnala’. 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

About Projects Connect News Donate Contact Us 

FINAL PERFORMANCE AND GALLERY RECEPTION: October 5, 8 pm. Pre-Show at 7:45 pro. 

Richard White Auditorium, Duke East Campus. Reception and exhibit opening after the show 
in the Jameson Gallery, Frield Building. Special thanks fo Vimala of Vimala’s Curryblossom 

Cafe for catering the post-show receptio!! 

Parking is available along the main entrance to East Campus; in the lot behind Jarvis Hall, in 

the lot off Buchanan and Epworth Dorm Lane, and on side streets off Buchanan. Please note 

that Main Street is closed on the east side, so you must access Main Street from the Buchanan 

side. 



"This is an amazing performance and I would HIGHLY recommend if to one and all .... THIS IS 

the power of story to transform." -Rev. Carl Willis, Associate Director, Disciple Bible Outreach 

Ministries 

"What you have done is so past marvelous!! It touched my heart very deeply and will always 

be with me." -Audience member 

"1 found the performance very, very powerful-and think it will have a huge impact on 

anyone who sees it." -John McGowan, Institute for the Arts and Humanities 

"Brilliant show. Three years of interviews in 20 counties compressed into one moving piece 

about NC’s school-to-prison pipeline." -Rutherford County attorney 

"Truly one of the most inspiring and well-intentioned performances I have had the privilege to 

see. The Hidden Voices performance was the first time that I had heard of the "school to 

prison pipeline" and its sickening implications. I think for white students this was an especially 

important commentary."-UNC student 

"Thank you so much for such a profound, disturbing, shocking, moving evening. I will never 

forget it!" -Audience member 

~o~e of ~he A~ove examines ~be ~c.hoo~-~o~p~son p~pe~ir~e ~bro~g~ bomb ~a~is~ics ~d $~o~ies 

Listen to Hidden Voices talk ’with Frank Stasio on The State of Things. 

Exciting news: Hidden Voices is a beneficiary for this fall’s Murphey School Radio Show. On 

Saturday November 2, Allan Gurganus will join a host of other talents to raise the roof and 

some funding for Hidden Voices. Details next week. Stay tuned! 

~(:: Kicker Side A 



Kicker Side B 

I.ynder~ Harris ~]nd Kafhy William.’.; 

Hidden Voices 

Forward email 

] 

This email was sent ,’.o regester@emaiLunc.edu by irlf:o~[hiddenvoices.orq :: 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeT’’ Privacy Policy. 

Hidden Voices :: PO Box 6~, :: 9602 Art Road :: Cedar Ridge NC :: 2723:1[ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi .ty Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Mara Alper <malpe@ITHACA.EDU> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 3:30 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: "small moments" in narrative films 

A thvorite is tl~e opening scene for Seven. The character lays out his clothes with great meficulous care, revealing ,nuch about him through the action. Anotl~er is the 

Jesus boMing scene in Big Lebowsld, ruth Johi~ Turturro wonderfully over the top -- not exactly eveDl day, but defines the character. 

Good question Jacob! I look forward to wading others suggestions too. 

Mara 

On Oct 3, 2013, at 3:14 PM, Bricca, Jacob wrote: 

Does anyone have ideas of films with quiet scene-setting moments that give a sense of place? I’m looking specifically for shots inside of a house that give 

us clues to a character’s personality or backsto~y, but that are subtle and more textural than literal. These would be non-dialogue scenes in which we see 

characters doing eyeD,day things, and’or shots of objects and settings. I know I’ve seen sequences like this, but can’t think of any specific films offthe top 

of my head. I’m trying to give a sense of what’s possible with shots like these to a student. 

Jacob Bricca 

Jacob Bricca 

Assistant Professor 

University of Arizona 

School of Theatre Film and Television 

http://www.iacobbricca.com 

http ://www.tata n ka movi e. co m 

This li st at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name 

should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the tbllowing command to liskserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVAIJST- L 

(Write this command in body of email with nothing else) Posting Mes~ges: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST- 

L(~listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the tbllowing message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Nmne ( Full N~ane should be 

your first and last nan~e.) You can leave a liszt by sending the follomng command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in bod~v 

ofemail ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVAI JST-L@listserv.mnerican.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Maldno, Yuri E - (>~akino) <ymakino@EMAIL.ARIZONA.EDU> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 3:50 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: "smaJl moments" in narrative films 

Jacob, 

Will films from the Apu Trilogy be too exotic? 

This scene is more about using objects to reveal a relationship. Apu after his ;vedding night in The World ofApu (Apur sansar). 

http://www.voutube.com/watch?v ro-Ar)vbXb5c 

start at 50:30 

Yun 

On Oct 3, 2013, at 12:30 PM, Mara Alper <malper@FFHACA.EDU> 

wrote: 

> A favorite is the opening scene :for Seven The character lays out his clothes with great meticulous care, revealing much about him through the action. Another is the Jesus bowling scene 

in Big Lebowski, with John Turturro wonderfully over the top -- not exactly every day, but defines the character. 

> 

> Good question Jacob! I look J2~rward to reading others suggestions too. 

> 

> Mara 

> 

> 

> 

> On Oct 3, 2013, at 3:14 P,N4, Bricca, Jacob wrote: 

> 

>> Does anyone have ideas of films with quiet scene-setting moments that give a sense of place? I’m looking specifically for shots inside of a house that give us clues to a character’s 

personality or backstory, but that are subtle and more textural than literal. These would be non-dialogue scenes in which we see characters doing evep)~day things, and/or shots of objects 

and settings I know I’ve seen sequences like this, but can’t think of any specific films off the top of my head. I’m trying to give a sense of what’s possible with shots like these to a student. 

>> 

>> 

>> Jacob Bricca 

>> 

>> 

>> Jacob Bricca 

>> Assistant Professor 

>> University of Arizona 

>> School of Theatre Fihn and Television 

>> http ://wavw. iacobbricca.com 

>> http :/?xwzw.tatankamovie. c om 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listsel~@listserv.american.edu: subscribe L~FVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last 

name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listsel~@listserv, american.edu: signoff LTVALIST-L (¥Vrite this conwnand in body of email with nothing else) Posting 

Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to L-FV.4LIST-L@listset~z.american.edu 
> 

> This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listsel~’.american, edu: subscribe L~FVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be yottr first and last 

name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listsel~@listserv, american.edu: signoff LTVALIST-L (¥Vrite this conwnand in body of email with nothing else) Posting 

Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to L-FV.4LIST-L@listset~z.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listsel~’.american.edu: 

subscribe LrFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be yottr first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following cotr~and to listserv@listserv.araerican.edu: 

signori L~FVALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 
frank tomasulo              ~yahoo.com> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 4:23 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: "small moments" in narrative films 

The opening of REAR WINDOW involves the camera panning and tracking (right to left, against the grain of our natural eye 
movement) around L. B. Jefferies’ apartment and, without a word of dialogue, expository information is provided about: the 
character’s health (broken leg) and occupation, how he broke his leg, his age and disposition (heard over a "rear-window" radio 
commercial), his attitude toward women, the temperature outside, etc. - and the character is asleep the whole time! 

Frank 
Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor of Film Studies 
Department of Media and Communication Arts 
City College of New York, City University of New York 
501 East 87th Street, Apt. 16=G 

NewYork, NY 10128 

646-678-4167 

From: Mara Alper <malper@ITHACA.EDU> 

To: U F-VALIST-L@LISTSE RV.AME RICAN.E DU 
Sent: Thursday, October 3, 2013 3:30 PM 
Subject: Re: "small moments" in narrative films 

A favorite is the opening scene for Seven. The character lays out his clothes with great meticulous care, revealing much about him through the action. Another is the 

Jesus boMing scene in Big Lebowski, ruth Johi~ Turturro wonderfully over the top -- not exactly evmy day, but defines the character. 

Good question Jacob! I look tbrward to reading others suggestions too. 

Mara 

On Oct 3, 2013, at 3:14 PM, Bricca, Jacob wrote: 

Does anyone have ideas of films ruth quiet scene-setting moments that give a sense of place? I’m looking specifically for shots inside of a house that give 

us clues to a characters personality- or backstou, but that are subtle and morn textural than literal. These would be non-dialogue scenes in which we see 

characters doing eveD~day things, an&or shots of objects and settings. I know I’ve seen sequences like this, but can’t think of any specific films offthe top 

of my head. I’m trying to give a sense of what’s possible with shots like thesc to a student. 

Jacob Bricca 

Jacob Bricca 

Assistant Professor 

University of Arizona 

School of Theatre Film and Television 

http://www.jacobbricca.com 

http://www.tatankamovie.com 

This li st at AU can be subscribed k~ by sending the following message to listserv,qg~,~listscrv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name 

should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the follomng command to listse~x~listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST- L 

(Write this command in bo@ of email ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can posit messages to the list by sending an e-maJl to UFVALIST- 

L@listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to lis~tserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVAI JST-L Full Name ( Full Nan~e should be 

your first and last nanm.) You can leave a liszt by sending the follomng command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in bod~v 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVAl,IST-L@listscrv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the tbllowing message to listserv@listserv.amefican.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 



your firs~t and last name.) You caJ~ leave a list by ~nding the following command to lis’Lserv@list~rv.american.edu: signoffUFVAI,IST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by ~nding an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@lis~tserv.american.edu 



It’s not ~oo late to #ServeCarol~na, 

On Saturday, (:)eL 12, alumni throu~’u)ut the world 

u~te to serve t~eh" rommun~ty ir~ celebration of 

Unh~’e~s~ty Day. Tar Heals near and far are eneour+q4ed 

put on some Carolina blue, r,-xlI up their sleeves and 

#Set’veCarolina. 

Click here for a list of loo ways you can be of service 

anywhere in the world. Nnd out whal tile eluh it~ your 

area is doing, or join our et’fb[’L~ 1-5, vol tm reefing on 

your own. 

i~] 1-st Heels Unite 

Hdp us show the world the iBcredible impact Tar tteels can make in just one day. 

~i Serve Ca!oli!l~ 

If you have any questions about Tar }{eel SetszJce Day or how you can get involved, visit 

ahm:mi, ui~e.edu/go/seweearolina or eoi~tct Maghon Walker ’o8 at 

seta~ecarolinaag’tmc.edu. Sign up t~ ~ se ’re rod ay 

Alumni aetJvith~s, (:ommu[fieations and services aro not a line item in the University 

budget but are fnnded hy (ZCA memher dues. If yon think this mission of ser’v~ng our 

U [fiversit3, and kcepiag alumni in {k~rrued and inv(flved is important, membership is fbr 

you, Joi~ today to support Carolina and to reedve vahmble benefits and services and a 

subscription to ihe dJgiial and print versions of the {~(~rotina Ah~rt~fi Reui,~u. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Barn Films          ~GIVIAIL.COM> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 5:43 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: "small moments" in narrative films 

The Red Balloon is fifll of such moments, except they are mainly outside 

JOCHEN KLrNSTLER 
Fihnmaker 
Bam Films LLC 
228 Statesville Rd. 
Como, NC 27818 
(252) 395 0249 

> On Oct 3, 2013, at 15:49, "Makmo, Yuri E - kymakino)" <ymakino@EMAIL.ARIZONA.EDU> wrote: 
> 

> Jacob, 
> 

> Will fihns from the Apu TrilogT. be tuo exotic? 
> 

> This scene is mure abuut using objects to reveal a relatiunship. Apu after his wedding night in The World ufApu (Apur sansar) 
> 

> http:i/www.v, out ube.cum/watch ?v ro-AQvbXb5c 
> 

> start at 50:30 
> 

> Yuri 

> On Oct 3, 2013, at 12:30 PX4, Micra Alper <maIper@IT[IACA.EDU> 
> *vrote: 
> 

>> A favorite is the opening scene fur Seven. The character lays out his clothes with great meticulous care, revealing much about him through the action Another is the Jesus bowling 
scene in Big Lebowski, with John Turturro wonderfully uver the top -- nut exactly eveD’ day, but defines the character 
>> 

>> Goud question Jacub[ I look forward to reading others suggestions tuo. 
>> 

>> Mara 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>>> On Oct 3, 2013, at 3:14 PM, Bricca, Jacob wrute: 

>>> Does anyone have ideas of films with quiet scene-setting moments that give a sense of place? I’m looking specifically for shots inside of a house that give us clues to a character’s 
personality or backstory, but that are subtle and raore textural than literal. These would be non-dialogue scenes in which we see characters doing everyday things, and/or shots of objects 
and settings. I know- I’ve seen sequences like this, but can’t think of any specific films offthe top of my head. I’m trying to give a sense of what’s possible with shots like these to a student. 

>>> Jacob Bricca 

>>> Jacob Bricca 
>>> Assistant Professor 
>>> University of Arizona 
>>> School of Theatre Film and Television 
>>> http :i/xvww. ]acobbricca. com 
>>> htt p ://wxw¢.tatankaraovie. c om 

>>> This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listsetv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe LTVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last 
name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv, american.edu: signoff LTVALIST-L (¥Vrite this conwnand in body of email with nothing else) Posting 
Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-raail to UFV.4LIST-L@listsetv.american.edu 
>> 

>> This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe L~FVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be yo~ first and last 
name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv, american.edu: signoff LTVALIST-L (¥Vrite this conwnand in body of email with nothing else) Posting 
Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to L,TVALIST-L@listser~, american.edu 
> 

> This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listser~, american edu: 
> 

> subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 
> 

> You can leave a list by sending the ibllowing command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 
> 

> signoff UFVALIST-L 
> 

> Posting Messages: 
> 

> You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listselw.american edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listsel~’.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be yotu- first and last name.) 



You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

signoff UFV~kI.IST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to U[~’VALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Library <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 5:02 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Library Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

10-04-13 05:02A~/I 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon Please visit 
https://webcat.lib unc.eduipatroninfo--S1 for details or to renew-. 
AI_TFHOR: Sherman, Vincent 
Studio affairs : my liIb as a film 
CALL NO: PN1998.3 $453 A3 1996 
BARCODE: 00013669719 
Davis Library DUE: 10-07-13 

29:10 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

N.C. African American Heritage Commission <michelle.lanier@ncdcr.gov> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 11:11 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Conference Examines Freedom at the Conclusion of the Civil War Oct. 17 and 18 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 





Fort,yard email 

This email was sent ~o regester(~email.unc,ed~i b’v’ michelle.lanierCc~ncdcr.qov i 
_U_#__d__a__t__e__!~__r_o_£LL_eZ~__~_~__a_LL__A__d__d__r:_e__s__s. £1~stant removal with ,_S__a__~#__U__n__s__u__b__s__c__r_Lb__e_" [_~_LLv__a__c_y___~_~_oJj_c_y_. 

North Carolina Department of Cultural Resources:: 109 East Jones Street :: Raleicjh NC ::27601 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CUNY TV <cun.vi~’@cun~va,.ccsend.com~ 

Friday, October 4, 2013 l:01 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

This month on City Cinematheque 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with CUNY TV. Please confirm your continued 
interest in receiving email from us. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

CITY CINEMATHEOUE 
Recent Latin American Films October 2013 

The best in world cinema is showcased in City Cinematheque. 
Hosted by Professor Jerry Carlson and co-produced with the 
Department of Media and communication Arts of The City 
College, CUNY, each film is followed by lively discussion with 
scholars, film professionals and critics. 

Saturday & Sunday nights at 9:00 PM, repeated the following 
Friday night at 12:00 Midnight. Hosted by Jerry Carlson. 

N 

(2001/Cuba, 90 min., color, drama, in 
Spanish with English subtitles) 
Dir.: Juan Carlos Cremata Malberti. 
Cast: Thais Vald4s, Nacho Lugo, Daisy 
Granados. Carla is a young postal 
worker in Cuba who dreams of joining her parents in Miami even as she 
enlivens her own drab existence by opening and rewriting the very letters 
she is responsible for processing, intermittently bursting into song and 
cleverly mimicking various cinematic styles, the film is hilarious as well as 
heartbreaking. 
Discussion guest: Carlos Riobo, The City College/CUNY 

Oct 5-6/Ii 

(2004/Uruguay, 94 min., color, drama, in 
Spanish with English subtitles) Directors: Juan 
Pablo Rebella, Pablo Stoll. Cast: Andr4s 
Pazos, Mirella Pascual, Jorge Bolani. Jacobo is 
a 60-year-old owner of a small, outdated 
factory in Uruguay who prepares for a visit 
from his successful younger brother by asking 
Marta, his loyal assistant, to pose as his wife. 
On a seaside trip, the three characters begin 
to reveal themselves in situations where 
farce, jealousy and betrayal lead to places of 
no return.. 
Discussion guest: Marcos Wasem, Bard 
College. 

Oct 12-13/18 
(2008/Ecuador, 90 min., color, drama, in 
Spanish with English subtitles) Dir.: Victor 
Arregui. Cast: Manuel Callisto Sanchez, 
Ramiro Logro~o, Randi Kraup, Juan Martin 
Cueva. Dr. Ar[uro Fernandez, the brooding 
director of the city morgue, develops an oddly 
intimate relationship with the personal lives of 
his cases, gradually forcing him to confront his 
connection to the living, and the dead. 
Adapted from the novel, "De Que Nada Se 
Sabe," this is a dark but sympathetic portrait 
of one man’s solitude set against a richly 
textured rendering of Quito, Ecuador’s capital 
city. 
Discussion guest: Kathleen Vernon, Stony 
Brook University. 

Oct 19-20/2~ 

(2008/Peru, 91 min., color, drama, in Spanish 
with English subtitles) Dir.: Josue Mendez. 
Cast: Naricielo Effio, Sergio Gjurinovic, Anahi 
de C~rdenas. Elisa is soon to marry into a 
wealthy family and is eager to shed her 
working-class background to embrace a new 
life of parties and beachfront estates. To her 
dismay, she realizes that this new life includes 
two future stepchildren who rebel against their 
upper-class upbringing. 
Discussion guest: Paul Firbas, Stony Brook 
University. 



Oct 26-27/Nov 1 

(2009/Mexico, 117 min., color, drama, in 
Spanish with English subtitles) Dir.: Alejandro 
Gerber Bicecci. Cast: Francisco Godinez, Aldo 
Estuardo, Roberto Mares. Three neighbors 
share intertwining destinies traced back to an 
incident where a trucker rescued a baby From 
its dead mother in a dry lakebed years 
earlier. A tangled neighborhood take is turned 
into an enthralling mix of history, memory and 
atonement, creating an unexpected parable of 
modern Mexico itself. 
Discussion guest: Paul Julian Smith, The 

Graduate Center/CUNY 

Forward email 

This email was sent .’.o regester@email.unc.edu by film@cun¥.tv 
_U_A_d__a__t__e__[~__~_o__f_LL_eZ~__~j__a_LL_A__d__d__Le__s__s. ~nsta¢~t i-emoval with ._S__a__f#__U__n__s__u__b__s__c__r_Lb__e_~< [~_~i_v__a__c_~__[_~gJLc_y_. 

CUNYTV i 365 Fifth Ave i Suite 1400 :: New York NY 10016 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

IPG Books <paul@www-ipgbooLccsend.com> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 1:33 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~er@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Don’t Simply Repeat the Past, Get These New History Books tbr Your Classes 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

"The historian does simply not come in to replenish the gaps of 
memory. He constantly challenges even those memories that have 

survived intact." 

- Yosef Yerushalmi 
Begin a dialogue with your students via the following books. 

Click on the covers below or visit www.ip.qbook.com for more 

information on how to include these books on your course list. 

the Mississippi Fire Bombers: Memories of Mississippi 1964-65 
Jim Dann, Foreword by John Hart’is 
In June 1964, courageous young civil right.~ workers risked their lives in the face of 

violence, intimidation, illegal arrests, and racism to re,qister as many African 
American voters as possible in Mississippi, which had historically excluded most 
blacks from voting, WiH~ a Iirsthand account of the de~ails and thoughtful 
descriptions of key people on tile front lines, including Fannie Lou Hamer, Charles 
McLaurin, John Harris, Irene McGruder, and many more, author Jim Dann brings that 
historic period back ~o life. He places ~hose I5 men[ha in Mississippi-known as 
Freedom Summer-in the overall history of tile struggle of African Americans for 
freedom, equality, and democratic dghts in tile South, the country, and throughout 
the world. Fraught with lessons drawn from those experiences, Challenging the 
Mississippi Firebombers is a valuable contribution to understanding and advancing 
civil rights struggles in addition to being a fascinating and engrossing story of a 

pivotal moment in the mid-20th-century United States. 
978192¢824871 

Invisible Women of Prehistory: 
Peace, Six Thousand Years of War 

’ Foster and Marlene Derlet 
Based on many years of research into ancient history and prehistory, this insightful 
tome argues that three million years of peace-a period when women’s status in 
society was much higher than it is now-preceded ~he last 6,000 years of war during 
which men have come io hold power over women. Tile book challenges the idea 
accepted in academia that history is a linear development in which society is 
steadily moving out el a violeni and patriarchal pasi to a more equitable and peaceful 
future, and it reexamines both the archaeological work of Mariia Gimbutas and 
recent research into the prehistories of Africa, Asia, the Americas, and Australia and 

Oceania. 
978187�75~,918 

Did You Do In The War, Mummy? 
Mavis Nicholson, Foreword by Dan~ Vera Lynn 
A wondedully varied collection of women talk to Mavis Nicholson about their lives 
during World War II ~n tNs fascinating comp~afion of oral Nsto~. Frank and vivid, 

these stories reveal ~ntkna~e de~a~s o~ how ~hese women lived, worked, ~oved, and 
coped throughout those difficug years. Ranging fl’om working-class women 
aristocrats, the intewiewees share their experiences working ~n munitions factories, 

the armed services, and the entertainment ~ndust~-Odet~e Hallows even chronicles 
her days working as a resistance fighter. Readers young and oJd wiJJ find this book 
by turns moving, ~nfermative, and amusing. 
978t 8~11 



ainst the Tide: Trotskyists in German Occupied France 
Yvan Craipeau, Translated by David Broder 
Focusing on the years 1938 through 1945, this book tells the history of the French 
Left’s activities to subveri the German occupying army. Although there have been 
many accounts of the French Resistance, this is the first to concentrate on the 
[adical Trotskyisis living in France. incorporating Iirsthand experiences, the book 
chronicles the coming of ihe war and the independent stance taken by Trotskyists in 
opposition to the French Communist Pariy. Arguing that mass resistance can, in 
fact, work, ~his history also features reproductions ol su[viving published texts 
the period. 

97808503~6587 

~i~i,~ii~-’~"-~he History of Montreal: The Story of Great North American City 
.... ,,~.~ PauI-Andr~ Linteau, Translated by Peter McCambridge 

This boek leJJs the fasc,nat,n~ story of Montreal, Canada, from prehislor,c time 
through the 21st century. F~om the i~oquoian community of Hochelag~ to the 
bustling economic meti~polis that Montrea~ has become, this accounJ describes ~he 
social, economic, po~tica~, and cultura~ forces and trends that have d~iven the city’s 
development, shedding light on the c~ty’s French, Br~flsh, and American influences. 
Outlining Montreal’s d~verse ethnic ~nd cultural odg~ns and ~ts strategic geogr~pMca~ 
position, ~his I~vely account shows how a small missionary colony ~ounded ~n 1642 
developed into a leading economic city and cultural center, 1he lhriv~ng cosmopolitan 
hub of F~ench-spe~k~ng Noah Amedca. 

978t 9268~7~2 

in the World 
Lars Bo Kaspersen 
Analyzing Danish development from 1815 to the present day, this book argues that 
state always develops in relation to the states with which it interacts. As it 
discusses a number of incidents that have shaken Denmark and b~ough~ abou~ 
fundamental changes4rom the 1864 cds~s, when the Danish state was c~ose to 
being dissolved, Wer~d Wsrs I and ~1, the CokJ ~ar, and the period fo~ow~ng the 
of the Soviet Union-tMs account essentially explores the maMng of the Danish 
welfare s~ate. The Danish participation in ~he war on terror and i~s subsequent 
chalienges to Danish civil rights, openness, and welfare are also explored. 
97887412553~ 

This emai[ was sent to reges[er@email,ur~c.edu by [Dcjacaderrfic@i#qbook.com 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SaFeUnsubscdbeTM Privao/Policy, 

~ndependent Publishers Group 8J.4 N. Franklin i Chicago ~L :: 606~.0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

IPG Books <paul@www-ipgbooLccsend.com> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 1:46 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

Enrich Your Classes with Top New At~can Studies Books 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

"Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed people can 
change the world. Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has." 

- Margaret Meade 

Begin a dialogue with your students via the following books. 

Click on the covers below or visit www.ip.qbook.com for more 
information on desk copies and including these books on your 

course list. 

to Live: A Rwandan Family’s Five-Year Flight Across the Congo 
Piene-Claver Ncacyayisenga, Translated by Casey Roberts, Preface By Phil Taylor 

Pierre-Claver Ndacyayisenga was teaching history in Kigali, Rwanda, when he was 
forced to flee to the neighboring Congo with his wife and three children. Thus began 
a harrowing fiveoyeat voyage of survival during which they travelled ~housands of 
miles on feet from one refugee camp to another. Lacking food and water, they were 
often robbed, sometimes raped, and constantly pursued and bombed by 
armed soldiers with sophNicated weapons and aerial surveillance infotmabon. For 
those wishing to understand the war in ~he Congo, this musNead will restore the 
humanity arid the right to mourn for hundreds of thousands of Rwandans dispersed 
throughout the world. 
978192�824789 

: iii::i:=iii~i~:=i iii~ii::i~iii :;:~ The Concentration Camps of the Anglo-Boer War: A Social History 
Elizabeth van Heyningen 

¢t~*~~ A general histoqi of the concentration camps of the Anglo-Boer War, and the first to 

Afdcan and British arcNves, tNs book provides a fresh perspective on a topic that 
understandaNy arouses emotions because of the great numbers of Afrikaners- 
especially women and children-who d~ed in the camps. Arguing that British views on 
poverty, poor relief, and ~he managemen~ of colonial societies a~l shaped 
administration, 1his socM history a~so attempts to expMn why the camps were so 
badly administered ~n the first p~ace and why reform was so slow-suggesting that 
dMded responsiN~ity, ~gnorance, political oppo~uNsm, and a failure to understand 
the needs d such ~nst~tut~ons a~] played a pad. 
9781431406428 

Eyebags and Dimples 
Bonnie Henna 
In this beautifully written work, Bonnie Henna makes a remarkable transition from 
actress ~o author with ease and Ilai[. A shockingly naked chronicle of how her 
depression almost robbed her of her shine, this unflinchingly hones1 book recounts 
Bonn~e’s intricate journey ~M% in constant fear of darkness. After she 
unsuccessfully ~r~ed ~o pursue her ac~ng career ~n Hollywood, she was d~agnosed 
with c]in~ca~ deFessbn. Thanks 1o tNs diagnos~s, Bonnie began the painfu~ c~mb 
back to a ~ife of hea[lh and menla~ stability. TNs is the candid account of her new 
trek. 
97814~140~008 



Challenging the standard approaches to social development practice and offering 
South African case studies as examples, this sociological werk e×plores the 
relationship between government and communities. More than just a compendium of 
agg[egate national and international da~a toga[cling social development practices, ~he 
book looks at the [Jnique experiences of three South African communities, p[oviding 
ample lessons for discourse. Building en the theoretical and methodological 
foundations of an actor-oriented form of analysis, Leslie M. Dikeni contests ~he 
generic, commonplace dynamic of state-citizen-market relations. 

9780986996863 

~i~!:=ii~.i.~.’i :~According to Tradition: A Cultural Perspective on Current Affairs 

~==~=~=’~~ A thoughtful collection ef ~ewspaper articles and speeches, lh~s book offers a 
compelling indigenous African perspective on contempora~ ~ssues and traditional 

values. W~th a flamework fo[ an alternative view on current aftairs in South AIfica, 
this new edition includes all el the original columns pk~s nine additional chapters, 
featuri~xg speeches made to various or.ga~izations and articles published in B~;siness 
Day, the Daily Dispatch, and Na~al Witness, 
9780987034786 

South Africa 2012-2013: Addressing Inequality and Poverty 
Edited by Udesh Pillay, Ge[a[d Hagg, Francis Nyamnjoh, and Jonathan Jansen 
From politics, economics, and society to health and environment, this voklme 
presents 3I diverse angles on the inequality and poverty in con~empo[ary Sou~h 
Africa and places them h~ a global context. Designed and written as a reflection of 
critical issues, the in-depth analyses deal with topics that include ideology and 
mode[n and traditional leadership; the role of national, provincial, and local 
government in poverty alleviation: development, economic .gro~,,Ch, employment 
creation, and housing: the media; social cohesion: HIV and AIDSI climate changel 
regionalism and continental power relations; and the impact of global economics on 
South Africa. This accessible and fascinating resea[ch is aimed a~ the general 
interest reader as well as the specialist and is destined to become the research 
reference for the next decade. 
9780796924223 

This emafl was sent to regesLer@email.unc.edu by ip#acadernic@ipqbook.com 
lJ##at# F’rofi]#/~maj]Address instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe" Privas~t Policy, 

[ndependent Publishers Group 814 N, Franklin i Chicago [L :: 60610 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NC Retirement News <NCRetirementNews@nctreasurer.com> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 3:27 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

NC Retirement News: Active Member items of interest 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here to view as a web page. 

Complete the All-Member Survey on the N.C. Retirement Systems 

The N.C Retirement Systems wants your feedback on its processes and communication. 

and wants you to share your experiences and expectations of retirement and financial 

planning. The web-based survey is being conducted by North Carolina State University, and 

is now available online until October 31 at https://survey, ncsu.edu/retirementl 3/. 

The top five reasons you should take the survey: 

it takes only 10 minutes to complete the survey 

Your feedback helps the Retirement Systems continually improve the services 

and communication we provide you 

You are in the best position to tell us how, and if, our communication is assisting 

you to make informed retirement and financial planning decisions 

4. Your feedback helps us set our goals for the future 

5. We want to hear your opinion 

Thank you for taking the time to complete the survey so we can provide the best possible 

customer service experience for you. Please share this link with your fellow members of the 

North Carolina Retirement Systems - active members and retirees. 

Legislation that Affects You 

The 2013 session of the General Assembly adjourned July 26, 2013. Click on the link for 

summaries of retirement-related legislation that affected the Local Governmental 

Employees’,Teachers’ and State Employees’, Consolidated Judicial, and Legislative 

Retirement Systems. 

https:!lw~ww.nctreasurer.com/Retirement-and-Savings!For-Government- 



Em plove rs/Pa~es/Leglislation .aspx 

If you need to update your email address with the Retirement Systems, please log into ORBIT. If you 
need to update your email address for this mailing list, please reply to this message with the new email 

address. 

i~ Visit the N.C. Retirement Systems’ new Facebook pa,qe for updates regarding long-term 
~ ~ financial planning, retirement readiness tips, updates on the North Carolina Pension Fund, and 
much more. Be sure to like our page so you see the updates as they become available. 

This message was sent to regester@EMAIL.UNC.EDU from: 

North Carolina Retirement Systems 1325 N. Salisbury St. I Raleigh, NC 27603 



i.~.i Driven Creativity i~i G-Technology Logo 

i~il Win great prizes 

::.~.i G-Technology 

THE DRIVEN CREATIVITY COMPETITION IS ON THE SEARCH FOR THE 

~OST INSPIRING AND DRIVEN CREATIVITY 

~.~.~ ~nt ..... 

ENTRY OPEN UNtiL OCTOBER 29, 20t 3 

~.~)~ bill of rights 

[ ~ facebook 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Sunday, October 6, 2013 2:07 AM 

~reen~ciety-announce@duke.edu; ami-lhculty@duke.edu; amicer~duke.edu; fihn-video <tilm-video@duke.edu>; Literature Program 

<literat ure@duke.edu> 

**Scree~v’Socie~ this week: Sun 10/6: "Topkapi" (2p~n); Mon 10,/7: "F~xewell, My Queen" (in Gfiffith)+"The Mas~ter & Divino" (in White); 

The 10/8: "The Undocumented" (w~/ dir. M~:rco Williams); Wed 10/9: "Granito: How to Nail a Dictator" 

Please dista’ibute widely* 

Screen/Society presents... 

Topkapi 
== Download PDF Fl’ier I More Info I View Trailer == 



Farewell, My Queen 
== Download PDF Flyer I More Info I View Trailer == 



The Master and Divino 
special presentation with Video Nas Aldeias, Brazil 

(featmJng indigenous fihnmakers) 

Download PDF Flyer I More Info I View Trailer 



T~e~day Oc~,r ~-~-~ 7pro: 
The Undocumented (Director’s Cut) 
with director Marco Williams in person 

Download PDF Flyer I More In~b I View Trailer 



Granito: How to Nail a Dictator 

== Download [)DF Flyer I More Info I View Trailer == 



http://ami.duke.eduiscreensodety 

All Screem~$ociety events are coordinated and co-sponsored 
by the Program in the Arts of the Moving Image 

Hank Okazaki 
Exhibitions Programme< 
Program ii] the Arts of the Moving image 
Smith Warehouse 
114 S. Buchanan Bird, Bay 12, Room AI21 
Duke University, Box 90766 
Durham, NC 27708-0766 

E-mail: hokazak@duke.edu 

Phone: 919-660-3031 



Fax: 919-68~-1378 

Web: http: //ami. duke. edu/screensocietv 



Sent: 

Subject: 

fundingalert@cos.com 

Sunday, October 6, 2013 9:29 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Charlene Regester 

Funding a~etts for your 
saved searches 
Results" October 08, 2013 

Lo.~i~ to view your 

fundi~-~’t9 sea~°ch Feb 0(~ 
I funding opportunities 

1 BAAL Book Prize 

Sponsor: 
Bdtish Association for Applied Linguistics 
(BAAL) 

Deadline: 
December 13, 2013 

Funding alerts for your saved searches 

Results: October 06, 2013 



F1"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@mai146.at131.mcdlv.net> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 10:53 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@emaJ, l.unc.edu> 

Does your li brary contain "these North Carolina hi slo~ pun ications? 

NORTH CAROLINA HISTORY 

RESOURCES 

Courses on North Carolina History are being taught at your academic institution. Questions on the people, 

places and events in North Carolina History are some of the most frequently asked questions received by history 

and reference librarians. General information on North Carolina History is found in many national publications, but 

lack the detail for in-depth study on the state. The following titles listed below are the definitive reference works on 

the people, places and events in North Carolina History. Minority studies are of special interest in schools. 

November is National Native American Heritage Month and our publication Indians of North Carolina will allow 

students and library patrons access to the definitive reference on North Carolina Native American History. Also, 

February is Black History Month and our publication North Carolina Slave Narratives will allow students and library 

patrons access to the definitive reference work on Black History during slavery. 

If you are a faculty member, we would appreciate you recommending these titles for purchase to your collection 

development librarian or subject liaison. All titles are available for immediate delivery and can also be ordered from 

your library book distributor. To order by mail, please print and fill this form out and send it to the address located at 

the bottom of this page. We accept orders by phone at (810) 231-3728, fax at (810) 231-8910 or by email at 

~mail.com. Please click on a specific title name for further information, or go to NABDLLC.com to browse 

our full catalog. 

Please send the following titles as indicated below: 

Encyclopedia of North Carolina - Third Edition 
9780403097326 $~ 65.00 (2v.) 

..... IINorth Carolina Biographical Dictionary- 

*" °°°°llsec°nd Edition (2v.) 
9780403097357 

1’95.00 Illndians of North Carolina (lv.) 119780403099382 

North Carolina: A Guide To The Old North State /9780403021 826 

~[North Carolina Slave Narratives (2v.) 119781878592859 
1*995.0011Native Peoples A to Z- Second Edition (8v.) 119781878592736 
1*295.0011encyclopedia of The United States (3v.) 119780403096657 

Purchase orders are accepted from all o~gan~zations. 

Name: Library Name: 

Phone: Email: 

Mailing 

Address: 

City: State: 

Payment Visa MasterCard Check 

Type: Purchase Order #: 

Cardholder 

Name: 

Card 

Number: 
Expiration Date: 

Zip: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NC Retirement News <NCRetirementNews@nctreasurer.com> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 12:31 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Your tina~cial future just got a new look 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here to view as a web page. 

~’i North Caroli~a~ 

introducing the North Carolina Total Retirement Plans 

As a public sector employee, you’re among the first to hear about one of the most widely 

anticipated evolutions in retirement benefits, the new North Carolina Total Retirement 

Plans. 

After months of careful planning and design, the State is bringing all its voluntary 

supplemental retirement plans, the NC 401 (k), NC 457 and NC 403(b) retirement plans, 

under one central framework It’s a new way to think about retirement saving, giving you 

access to a wide range of tax-advantaged investment products 

The new view on retirement starts now 

The North Carolina Total Retirement Plans give you easy-to-understand benefits 

information in a single portal--w\^tw.nctotalretirementplans.com The new site has 

information that can help you on your retirement savings journey and connects you to our 

retirement providers to get the services you need 

A total approach to your financial future 

If you’re not presently participating in the State’s Plan, there’s no better time than right now 

to sign up and get all the advantages that one of the North Carolina Total Retirement Plans 

offers You’ll be able to contribute from your salary to your Plan account. Any earnings will 

accrue tax-deferred until you withdraw them The Total Retirement Plans web site, at 

wvwv nctotalretirementplans.com, will direct you to the appropriate supplemental retirement 

plans investment provider’s secure enrollment page 

If you’re already participating, or currently retired from service and withdrawing your 



supplemental retirement savings, you will start to see the new look on your 

communications We encourage you to visit www.nctotalretirementplans.com to become 

further educated on the Total Retirement Plans This way you’re taking advantage of all the 

great products and services our retirement providers have to offer. 

A forward-looking vision, inspired by the state itself 

The Total Retirement Plans design is an ideal that strikes a balance between warmth and 

professionalism. The look and intent are inspired by North Carolina’s unsurpassed natural 

resources, offering a powerful metaphor for the unlimited potential this new framework 

offers. The goal is to help you make the right choices for your financial future--and to help 

you bring everything together in one convenient place. You will see this logo on future 

communication from Prudential, TIAA-CREF and the NC Department of State Treasurer’s 

Supplemental Retirement Plans. 

Questions? 

Find out more about the promise and potential of the North Carolina Total Retirement 

Plans at wv, rw.nctotalretirementplans.com 

When you add it all up, we think you’ll see that Total Retirement Plans offers a total 

investment solution for today., and for your tomorrow. 

If you need to update your email address with the Retirement Systems, please log into ORBIT If you 

need to update your email address for this mailing list, please reply to this message with the new email 

address. 

i~ Visit the N.C. Retirement Systems’ new Facebook paqe for updates regarding long-term 
~ ~ financial planning, retirement readiness tips, updates on the North Carolina Pension Fund, and 

much more Be sure to like our page so you see the updates as they become available 

This message was sent to regester@EMAIL UNC.EDU from: 

North Carolina Retirement Systems 1325 N. Salisbury St. I Raleigh, NC 27603 

Une~b~,~ribe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ha~J Heritage Center ~gmail.com> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 12:49 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Melba’s Comiff At Ya! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 
Robert Johnson <rj ohnson 1 @FRAIvI1NGHAIVI.EDU> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 3:36 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: "small moments" in narrative films 

How about the opening of HARPER which, like SEVEN, gives us a feel for the protagonist by his actions in the tiny room he calls home. 
Also, the opening credits for LOLITA (James Mason, Sue Lyon)-- though more for the underlying concept/tone it sets for the film as opposed to "place". 

\’,",’,’g///iill’,’,",w,///iiii\\\\\////llll’,",’,’,"J///llll 
Robert Johnson, Jr. 
Protbssor, Communication Arts Department 
Framingham State Umversity 
o: 508.6264684 
f: 508626.4847 
e: rj ohnson l@framingham edu 

From: Universi~ Film and Video Association [UI~’VALIST-L@MSTSERV AMERICAN EDU] on behalf of peter fi*eund 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 2:59 PM 

To: UFVALIST-IL@ILISTSI~RV.A]Vff{RICAN.EIDU 
Subject: Re: "small moments" in narrative films 

Tsai Ming-Liang, What Time Is It Over There? (opening) 

Peter Freund, Phi) 
Associate Professor 
Programs in Art Theory & Practice 
Saint Mary’s College of California 

The End of an Error: a video-sound installation [Q&A~ <http://pl?eund.comJEOE/EOE html>] 

Surplus/].ack [ l<http :/ipfreund.comisurplus.lack.html>] [2<http :i/p freund, com/surlack.html>] 

ttong Kong Society of Psychoanalysis [~‘~<http://www.facebo~k.com/pa~es/I~n~-K~n~-S~cieD~-~f-~svch~ana~Ysis/2782~585892935~>] 

On Fri, Oct 4, 2013 at 3:15 AM, Leskosky, Richard John <rleskosk@illinois edu<mailto:rleskosk@illinois.edu>> wrote: 
Most of Jeatme Dielman, 23 Quai du Conmaerce, 1080 Bruxelles, no? 

Richard J. Leskosky 
Associate Professor of Media & Cinema Studies (Retired) 
College of Media 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
Urbana, Illinois 61801 
This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listsel~’@listser~,~.american.edu<mailto:listselw,@,listserv.american.edu>: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Narae ( Full 
Name should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the folloxving corrm~and to listserv@listset~z.american.edu<mailto:listsel~’(dqistselw.american.edu>: signoff 
UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to L~FVALIST- 
L @listset~7. americ an. edu<mailto:LqYVAL IST-L (&listser~,~. american, edu> 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listset~z@listserv, american, edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 
You can leave a list by sending the folloxving command to listsel~’@listserv.american.edu: signoff LTVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email xvith nothing else) Posting Messages: 
You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listsel~’.american.edu: 

subscribe LPFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be yottr first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the folloxving command to listserv@listser~,~.american.edu: 

signoff L~FVALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nations]humanitiescenter.org> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 4:45 PM 

NttC Events <event@nations]humanitiescenter.org> 

Msxtha Johnson <~Nohnson@nationalhums~itiescenter.org:~; Lesley Orr <lorr@nationalhum~mitiescenter.org> 

REMINDER: Historian Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham to speak this Thurs., 10/10 at the Center 

You, your colleagues, and students 

are cordially invited to 

Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham Harvard UniversiO" 
X Iniineimage ~ 

Thursday, October lO, 2o13 - 5:00 p.m. 

In a year in which we mark both the 150th anniversaO’ of the Emancipation Proclamation and the 50th anniversary of the March on Washington, we can reflect on the 

factors that shaped these pivotal events in Punericma histoo~. In her talk, Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham will explore the ways that religion permeated the vernacular of 

the abolitionis~t and civil rights movements. 

tligginbotham is the Victor S. Thoma~s Professor of Histoo’ mad of Africs~ m~d African American studies at tlarvard University. She is currently chair of the 

Department of Afi-ican mad African American Studies and has held this position since 2006. The recipient ofnnmerons awards for her scholarly work, Higginbotham’s 

writings sp~n diverse fields African Americs~ religious history, womeffs history, civil right~ constructions of mcis] s~d gender identity, electors] politics, and the 

intersection of theory mad history. She is the author of Righteo~s Discomem: The ~Fomeris Movement #~ the Black Baptist Chztrch, 1880-1920 (1993), which 

won nmnerous book prizes. She is also coeditor with Henry Louis Gates, Jr., of the A.fricar~ Americm~ National Biography (2008), a multivolume reference work 

that presents African American histoO" through the lives of people. In 2010 she was coauthor with the late John Hope Franklin of the revised and rewritten classic 

Prom Slavery to Freedom. This yea:r, as the John Hope Franklin Fellow at the Center, she is worldng on 7he Great Qztestion qfHmnan Rights" in Americar~ 

History. She was previously a Fellow at the Center in 1993-94. 

To reserve space, please.[bllow Iris ~ or respond 

to Martha Johnson (0~ 0 ) 4oo-o H 6, or mjohnson(~nationalhurnanitiescenter.orq 
National Humanities Center 

7 T. W. Alexander’ Drive 

Don Solomon 
Director of Communications 
National Humanities Center 
919-406-0120 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Documentm7 Studies at Dnke Universib, <llm@duke.eduv 

Monday, October 7, 2013 5:00 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

CDS NEWS: "I,egendary: Inside the ttouse Ballroom Scene," Full Frame Challenge, Doc Script Workshop, "One Place" Talk Online, Fall 

Issue of "Document" 

i ii.~.iI CDSI Centerfor D ...... 
taR/Studies 

LEGENDARY: INSIDE THE HOUSE BALLROOM SCENE I First Book Prize in Photography 

Book and Exhibit is a Cross-Campus Collaboration 

Baby (painted black) walking for tens, Legends Ball, Brooklyn, 2000¯ Photograph by Gerard H. Gaskin. 

A month out, anticipation is already building for the book launch and accompanying exhibit 

of Legendary, featuring photographs by 2012 CDS/Honickman First Book Prize in 

Photo.qraphy winner Gerard H. Gaskin. Celebrated curator and photographer Deborah Willis 

chose Gaskin’s Iongtime project to win this prestigious biennial prize--radiant color and 

black-and-white photographs of house balls, underground events where gay and 

transgender men and women, mostly African American and Latino, come together to see 

and be seen. 

The First Book Prize itself is administered by the Center for Documentary Studies and the 

Honickman Foundation. and its rewards involve the invaluable efforts of other Duke 

partners. In addition to a cash prize, winners receive publication of a book of photography-- 

Legendary’will be published by CDS and Duke University Press--and after an exhibit at 

CDS, the photos are housed in Duke’s Archive of Documentary Arts at the David M. 

Rubenstein Library. 

Mark your calendars for the evening of November 7, 5:30-8 p.m., to celebrate the Legendary" 

book launch and exhibit here at CDS with Gerard Gaskin, Deborah Willis, and all of our First 

Book Prize in Photography partners. 

FULL FRAME "IOK IN TEN" / Double Bonus: Support the Festival, Receive Swag 

Full Frame Documentary Film Festival, April 2013 



To support its annual event (April 3-6, 2014) and to continue to provide free year-round 

screenings and educational programs to the community, our colleagues at the Full Frame 

Documentary Film Festival are trying to raise $10,000 in the month of October Give a gift of 

$120, $300, or $600--paid as a one=time donation or on a monthly schedule--to help 

support these efforts, and receive cool Full Frame swag Donations in any amount are 

always welcome, and always appreciated: the festival would not be possible without this 

kind of support. Click here for more information and to donate. 

Note: First Team members will receive two additional tickets to Full Frame 2014 by joining 

or renewing in the month of October. 

Full Frame is a progtam of the Center for Documentary Studies 

SPOTMGHT ON "WRITING THE DOCUMENTARY SCRIPT" / Upcoming One-Day Workshop 

A CDS Continuing Education class 

Creating a documentary script in pre-production pays dividends in post; register now for this 

important Continuing Education workshop. 

Writin~q the Documentary Script (Joshua Dasal) 

Saturday, October 12, 10 a.m.-4 p.m. 

Learn to generate ideas and to outline write, and analyze a two=column documentary script 

Why? To create a documentary that’s coherent in post-production, your pro-production 

needs to be equally coherent, and one of the best ways to organize one’s thoughts, explore 

new ideas, and more accurately plan for the logistics of production and funding is to write a 

documentary script. Students will practice using script-writing software, and view and 

discuss examples of documentary and corporate video work as it translates from script to 

finished film. Click the class link above to register and for more information on the 

instructor. 

AVAILABLE ONLINE: ILLUSTRATED TALK BY ONE PLACE EDITOR TOM RANKIN 

Tom Rankin speaking about Paul Kwilecki’s photographs at the Decatur Book Festival 

Our friends at the online journal Southern Spaces have made it possible to virtually attend 

one of Tom Rankin’s compelling presentations on One Place: Paul K~vllecki and Four 

Decades of Photoqraphs from Decatur County, Georgia. The acclaimed book of the late 

Kwilecki’s photographs and writing was edited by Rankin and published this spring by the 

University of North Carolina Press and the Center for Documentary Studies 

Click here to view Tom Rankin’s illustrated talk at the Decatur Book Festival this August, 

"No Deadline Short of the Grave: The Photographs of Paul Kwilecki," 

A photographer, filmmaker, and folklorist, Rankin has been documenting and interpreting 

American culture for nearly twenty-five years. He is the director of Duke University’s MFA in 

Experimental and Documentary Arts program and the former director of the Center for 



Documentary Studies 

FALL 20t3 ISSUE OF DOCUMENT AVAILABLE ONLINE 

The latest issue of Document, the CDS quarterly newsletter, is now available online; 

Document features some of the best documentary work supported and produced by the 

Center for Documentary Studies Highlights in the fall issue include an interview with new 

CDS director Wesley Hogan, exhibits by CDS/Honickman First Book Prize in Photography 

winner Gerard H. Gaskin and Duke artist-in-residence Evgenia Arbugaeva, CDS 

Documentary Essay and Lange-Taylor prizewinners, and more. 

To browse past issues, click here¯ 

To receive print issues of Document, join Friends of CDS. 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Tuesday, October 8, 7 p.m: The Undocumented screening / Full Frame Theater, Power 

Plant Building I American Tobacco Campus, 320 Blackwell St, Durham, North Carolina 

http://vwvw cdsporch.or¢l/archives/20004 

EXHIBITS 

At the CDS Galleries: 

September 16-January 11 / Tiksi, photographs by Evgenia Arbugaeva / Porch and University 

Galleries / Center for Documentary Studies / 1317 West Pettigrew St., Durham, North 

Carolina 

http:/!docu mentarystudies.du ke.edu/exhibits!cu rrent-exhibits#tiksi 

At the Power Plant Gallery: 

October 4-December 13 / In Practice: Work by Duke Arts Faculty / Power Plant Gallery, 

American Tobacco Campus / 320 Blackwell St., Durham, North Carolina 

http://v,~J, cdspo rc h .o rg!a rch ires! 19979 

MORE ABOUT CDS: 

CDS Website documentarystudies duke.edu 

CDS Perch cdsporch.orq 

Friends ofCDS documentarystudies.duke.edu/donate 

Upcoming Events documentarystudies.duke.eduievents 

~iFacebook iii~iilCDSPorch ~ 
i~iFriends°fcDS] 

~ ;~essaf:le re.geste~.~mail.u~c.edu b’f IIm@duke.ed[i 

¯ fc:. D.:;curr ;l;~rv St i ! I Duk.~! =J v sily                     ...~.~].7~.~(.~ ............... . 

Durham, NC 27705 

Unsubscribe ~ Update Profile/Email Address ~ Fo~vard To A Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Fred Ginsburg <Fred@FILMTVSOUND.COM> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 6:48 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Rock N Roller carts 

Press Release RnR FG.pdf; Press Release RnR mmcart intro.pdf 

Hi, everyone. Like most of us underpaid Adjuncts, we are always hustling for new venues of personal income. Recently, I was named as a Marketing Consultant / 

Mfr Rep for Rock N Roller carts. Not surprising, since I have been working with the owner for over a year, helping him develop a production cart modeled after my 

own cart that he saw me with at some tradeshows (NAB, NAMM). 

Along with the new title and business card (flash it and I get free drink refills at Burger King and Denny’s) -- I am working in my spare time to try and contact as 

many equipment dealers or major rental houses around the country as I can. Obviously, I know the Los Angeles area pretty well, along with the big box houses 

such as B&H, Sweetwater, etc. 

But I can certainly use your help in identifying any local dealers that you all work with. Audio, Video, Grip, General... 

So help a fellow struggling Professor out! Thanks! 

PS Students can learn a lot about soundcarts from my new, cart information site at www.FilmTVsound.com!RnR 

UFVA members can subscribe to my main educational website for FREE. Just shoot me an email with your username and a password. 

From the keyboard of Fred Ginsburg CAS PhD MBKS 

Fred@FilmTVSound.com 

818-231-1038 fax 818-892-9236 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the followiug message to lis~tserv@listse~w.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last uame.) You cm~ leave a lifft by sendiug the follomng command to listserv@lisqtser~’.american.edu: siguoffUFVALIST-L (Write this commaud iu body 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.aanerican.edu 



Contact: Fred Ginsburg CAS PhD 
EQE Media & Consulting Group 
PO Box 950207 
Mission Hills CA 91395 
Phone 818-231-1038 
Fax 818-892-9236 
Fred@FilmTVsound.com 

People in the News 

Rock N Roller® names Fred Ginsburg CAS as new Manufacturer’s Rep 

Petaluma CA, September 12, 2013: Ace Products, the United States distributor for the line of Rock N Roller® 

Multi-carts, has named renowned Hollywood sound mixer, educator, and consultant Fred Ginsburg CAS PhD as 

their new, national Manufacturer’s Representative for the Film and Video Production industries. 

Dr. Ginsburg worked with Rock N Roller® founder and president Gary Dahl to develop a 

factory produced 2-tier workshelf system to mate with their legendary R12RT all-terrain 

equipment cart. This new cart configuration, dubbed the Multi-Media Production Cart, is 

ideal for use as a location sound cart, video cart, or DIT station. 

"For years, I have used the Rock N Roller as the basis for my sound carts," explains Fred 

Ginsburg. "In the old days, we first had to modify the front casters with larger wheels in order 

to handle rough terrain. We also had to customize the narrow shelves that could be ordered 

for the units. But Rock N Roller listened to us, and eventually offered large diameter, run- 

fiat wheels all around. At one of the NAMM Shows, Gary Dahl spent some time in the 

TASCAM booth checking out what I had done with their cart, and asked me to help him 

design a new configuration that would work for film and video location production." 

Fred Ginsburg will be working with a network of dealers to educate users and 

promote the new cart configuration as a long awaited solution for independent sound 

mixers, videographers, and filmmakers. 

For more information, please visit Fred’s dedicated Multi-Media Production Cart 

website at www.FilmTVsound.com/RnR or the official Rock N Roller site at www.rocknrollercart.com. 



Contact: Fred Ginsburg CAS PhD 
EQE Media & Consulting Group 
PO Box 950207 
Mission Hills CA 91395 
Phone 818-231-1038 
Fax 818-892-9236 
Fred@FilmTVsound.com 

New Product News 

Rock N Roller® introduces new Multi-Media Production Cart® 

Petaluma CA, September 16, 2013: The new Multi-Media Production Carte from equipment cart 

manufacturer Rock N Roller® addresses the needs of the professional film and video industries for an affordable, 

lightweight, yet versatile equipment cart preconfigured with a 2-tier work shelf system for use as a sound cart, 

video cart, or DIT station. 

The main work shelf measures a spacious 24" x 36", is fully carpeted 

plywood, with a short lip on all sides for equipment retention. It supports up to 

200 Ibs. and easily bolts onto the two upright "handles" of the cart. 

The carpeted upper shelf (hutch) measures 10" x 36" and supports up to 50 

Ibs. The hutch mounts to the main shelf with a pair of C-shaped square tubes 

that readily slide into receptacles under both shelves. In storage mode, these 

tube supports attach sideways to fold flat against the underside of the hutch. No 

tools required. The Main shelf and hutch weigh only 22 Ibs. 

The versatile R12RT frame telescopes from compact 34 inches to extended 

52 inches, yet weighs only 34 Ibs. including wheels. Use the cart fully extended to haul up to 500 pounds of 

equipment cases to the location; then shrink it down and mount the shelf system for use as a mobile workstation, 

even in tight film sets. 

The Multi-Media Production Cart features four all-terrain, large diameter, run-flat tires that never need 

inflation, and allow the cart to easily traverse dirt, grass, cables, and small obstacles. The front, fixed axle wheels 

are 10" diameter by 3" wide. The rear (steering and pushing) end is equipped with large, castered swivel wheels 

measuring 8" diameter by 2" wide. 

"What I love about the Rock N Roller is its ability to quickly disassemble for shipping," relates experienced 

Production Sound Mixer Fred Ginsburg CAS. "The two upright sides fold flat, the lightweight frame telescopes, and 

more 



Page 2 New Product News 

the shelves can nestle under the frame to keep everything compact, neat, 

and tidy. It will fit into most small vehicles. 

"Being lightweight is a real advantage; not having to cajole an army of 

strong grips to haul your cart up a flight of stairs or over obstacles!" 

For more information, or to become a dealer and add the Rock N 

Roller® product line to your sales or rental inventory, please visit the website at ...w.....w.....w......F..!!.r..t1~.s.9..u....n...d......c...~.....m.../..R...n....R.. or 

contact us at Fred@FilmTVsound,com 





~i hunger in watauga county 

She (}a~;e Us Hot)e 

Meet the Snothedy sisters: two healthy, active teenagers who love to play soccer. 
Despite their youth and athleticism, both girls have suffered ACL injuries, 
resulting in painful surgeries and many months of physical rehabilitation. Both 
sisters came to UNC to participate in a research study, and they gained valuable 
knowledge to help them avoid repeat injuries. 

[~iI watch v[deo     ] 

UNC researchers and 

grads help support 

parents in challenging 

situations and keep kids 

out of foster care. ~UNC 

Climate Chan..qe Action 

Could Save 530 000 Lives 

/~,nnua]iy, Study Says: The 

benefits would be 

especially striking for 

China, according to a 

study by environmental 

scientist Jason West. 

{National Geograp~i 

"The main reason that our unemployment rate is high--it’s not 

that we haven’t been creating jobs, it’s that our work’force has 

been growing fast." 

--Brent Lane, in Ne!th Carolina’s jobbss tale is.qs behinc’: 

nation’s as economy struggles to recover (~"ayettev}lle Obsei-,iei) 

U NC RE S EA R G H 

UNC soJentis~s identify brain oircu~try ~at triggers overeating 

(U£4C Hea~th Care 8rid L~NC Schoo~ of Med~c~ae) 

rate (UNC News Service ~) 

New study sinews on balance treat prostate cancer prevention 

drug appears 1:o provide benefit (UNC L.~eberge~ 

Sun, zey of adolescent males a~d their parents shows ~ow HPV 

vacch’=ation rates (UNC Lhw~b{~rger Co~npre~er~swe Cancer 



[] Erl~qeav.:;:s on Face;;ook [] Erl~qei~vors .:;rl ~wi~l:er [] RS8 Feed 

why d~d I get Rh;s? :.msabscHbe from ,:i~is list up,:.’,’~.~te s~:bscription meferences 

UNC Cbspel HEll ¯ CB ,!!06 Cbspel Hill. Nc Z~’599 USA 



Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Employee Mortgages <info@employeemortgages.co> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 6:03 AM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <reges~te@emml.unc.edu> 

Faculty & Stair: Reduce your Interest Rate and Mortgage Payments 

Faculty, and Start; 

A home should be a place of safety from life’s many strafins. Unfommately, i~’s also a place that adds many expenses to one’s already long list of otrtgoings, particularly 

when owning it. 

Home Rate Direct can help eliminate some of that strain; with a few steps online, current homeowners can receive a mortgage refinancing quote, with rates as low as 

2.25% APR, and prospective homeowners, can receive a tiee home mortgage loan quote. Users just need to fill in some simple i~tbrmation to find out if they qualify. 

ffs t~ee and quick to t?,ll out. 

Click here to go to their website. 

Don’t want more informalion on HRD? Click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Facets Multi-Media <wholesale@facets.org> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 7:03 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Now Available from Facets: Little Deaths 

Little Deaths 

For her epic exploration of the female orgasm, Catalan 

artist Mireia Sallar&s interviewed 30 Mexican women 
from various walks of life: professors, prostitutes, 
psychologists, nuns, revolutionaries, and former child 
brides. Her interviews go beyond the "little deaths" of 
the title, seamlessly moving between issues of sexual 
violence, political protest, love, family, and mortality. In 
a culture where sexual taboos run deep, what the 

women of Little Deaths have in common is a belief in 
liberation and self-discovery through sexuality, and a 
remarkable courage in the face of tragedy and 
oppression. 

~:iI View Little Deaths clip 

:~ill Order DVD 

Ferwa~tl email 

This email was sent to regester@email.unc.edu by wholesale@facets.org 

._U_[:Ld__a__t_e___P__r_9_f_[heZE__m___a_[LA__d__d__r__e_s_’_s. :. Instant removal with .S__a_~e___U_[~__s_L_Lt2__s_£:_rj~_e_T" .P__r_[y_’_a__c_y___P__o_[[£~. 

Facets Nulti-Nedia, Inc. I :[5:[7 W. Fullerton Ave. I Chicago I IL I 606:[4- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Westview Press <westview.promotion@perseusbooks.com> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 10:04 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emafil.unc.edu> 

Shirley Chisholm joins the Lives of Americm~ Women series 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

Dear ProI?ssor Regester: 

Westview Ihess proudly mmouuces the ~brthcoming puNication of a new book ~br your comics: Slfirley (l~islhollnl: Cat’,flyst 

for Chan~e, 1924-2005~ by Barbxara Winslow (ISBN 978-0-8133-4769-1 ). 

An accessible and engaging look into the trmlbl~ing lit~ of Shirley Chisholm and her lifelong advocacy for thir treatment, 

access to education, a~d equal pay for all American minori~ gronps 

Part of the Lives of American ~Zomen Series: Carol Berkin, renowned US womeffs histori~m, brings together expert 
scholms to write brief, accessible biographies about pivotal women in US histo~y. 

Thematk locus: Shirley Chisholm’s life and legacy illuminates the role African American~ immigraxits, and women played in 

shaping both the political landscape and the ins~titutions of the United States. 

Student-Friendly Pedago~: A section of prim~y sources from the life of Shirley Chisholm, study questions, and an 

annotated bibliography are inclnded. 

Order Your FREE Ex,~m Copy Today! (Complete the online exam cow order form and mention Source Code W517.) 

Visit us on the Web at w~w.west~iewpress, com. 

Sincereb; 
Westview Press 

A Member of Perseus Books C~oup 

2465 Central Ave. 

Bonlder, CO 80301 
_w_~’_~: W_ e__s_’~K~y_p r ess. corn 

TN s is a coramercial message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@maildl .atl31.mcdlv.net> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 10:56 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJJ.unc.edu> 

Africa~ America~ Studies resources 

SLAVE NARRATIVES 
A Folk History of Slavery in the United States from 

interviews with former slaves 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES were collected in the 1930s as part of the Federal Writers’ Project of 
the Works Progress Administration (WPA). BLACK HISTORY MONTH is celebrated every 
February in the United States. Librarians and media specialists will be counted on to provide 
students, faculty and library patrons with information on slavery in America. 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES provides a unique and virtually unsurpassed collective portrait of 
Black History in America. The noted historian David Brion Davis has argued that the voluminous 
number of documented slave testimonies available in the United States "is indisputably unique 
among former slaveholding nations." 

Please visit NABDLLC.com to order the complete set of Slave Narratives from our website. We 
do accept purchase orders from all libraries via phone, fax and email. If possible, please use 
this order form if you would like to order by email, fax or mail. 

FREE SH{PPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYVVHERI.~ ~N THE U,S. 

For your convenie~ce we accept Visa and MaeterCard as a payment option, 

Order Form 
Please send __ set(s) of SLAVE NARRATIVES - 19 volume set at $1,995.00 per set. 
ISBN: 978-0-403-02211-3 

Name: 

Phone: 

Mailing 

Address: 

City: 

Payment 

Type: 

Cardholder 

Name: 

Visa MasterCard Check 

Purchase Order #: 

Library Name: 

Email: 

State: Zip: 

Card 

Number: 
Expiration Date: 

No~th,,\meric~!; Book Dis[HbL:tors, LLC ¯ F~C) Box 510 Plar~bu~g; Mi 48139 USA 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Grafics <grafics@HISTART.UMontreal.CA> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 2:03 PM 

La fin du cin6ma? Invitation au lancement de l’ouvrage d’Andr6 Gaudreault et Philippe Marion 

http:fadmin cour!ieileur,L~,~miedit,~r images2/ir~l~ge 54cc8162flilesiimage 

LANCEMENT-PARIS 
LUNDI14 OCTOBRE 20t3- 19H00 

16 rue de 

75oo5 Paris 

-. Schuit(m filiati(m, de tq~ilippe 

-- oFictions t(:lfvisuel~es : approches estM~tiques 

CIN{’MAS vol, 23 no 2-3 

Sous la respo~tsabilit~h de 

Gerruain Lacasse et Yves Picard 

LANCEMENT - MONTREAL 
JEUDI 7 NOVEMBRE 2013 - 17H00 

335 bo 

~i 
An,:tl6 Gaudreault Fhilippe Marion .. La 

fiu du cinema ? Un m4~dia en crise ~ 

[’~r~, ciu num<Srique .. Armand Colin 

plus ex~cte, la plus obje{ tire et 1~ ph*s 

,iudicieuse des syntheses, 

~;cole des ttautes ~Ltu&’s en Scie~tees Sodales (EHESS) 

tout point de Yue, un Yral "muM: read"° 

Rick A~tman 

Ut~ivers[ty of Iowa 

epistemology and pra~ rice, 

~g’iHiam U ricchio 

M aaaassuehet[s Iastitu[e of Technology 

[o.,] o~vrage rema rquabh.’~et~: document6, qul 

d&crlt tes a~vat~rs du cln6ma au corn’s de son 



S~bmerg~" par la d6t’erl;mte du num~’rique, q~i brnuiffe radica]em~’nt [es h’nnti~res entre les 

m(~d~as (cin4ma, ~d[4v~sion~ BD, I~erne~. t,;~l{~phon~e, ere.), le ci~(~m;~ ser;~it en tr;~i~ de mouvir. 

En s~appnya~t sur lent’ hypoth,:~se de la ~ doubh~ naissance des m{~dias ~, [es au~eut’s in~errogent 
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eomDrendre Pimpaet d~.~ mm~f~rique sm~ ]’univers t-s~dia~i~iue actu~l. Serions-~ous en ~rain 

d’a~ister h une tre~i~me nm~;mee dt~ cinSma? 

b3cteur dOsireux d’en savoir Dins, qui y trouver~ des pr{~eiaions, des dgwe[opp~m~ents, des 

r(.’fg~r~mees bibliographiq~.~es et d’~mtrcs informMions auppb;mentairea, agr~;mentdes d’hypcrliens, 

d’imagea et de 

Andr(; Oa~dtreault est professeur tit~thh’e ;m D(~partement d’histoire de 

Part et d’(~tudes cin4matog~’ap[~iqnes de PU~iversR4 de Montr~a[, o~t i[ dirige 

d~epms 1992 ]e GRAFICS. Direct{mr de h rew.~e Ciufmas depuis ~999, il est 

aussi eofondat~mr, a~,ee Denis H(xroux, d~ l’Observatoire du ein~;ma au 

QuSbee. II a re~}u en ~o~3 un prestigieux Gugget~heir*t P’ellowship {l~ti hfi 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bloomsbu~ Film <csm@bloomsburynews.com> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 2:05 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-* 

ExaJn Copies available tbr Screenwriting Courses 

Screenwriting 

psych .......... iting constructing dialogue 

The Psychology of ScreemsMting 

By Jason Lee 

This book explores how people, such as 

those in the Degree 95 movement, have 

tried to overcome traditional screenwriting, 

looking in detail at the psychology of writing 

and the practicalities of how to write well for 

the screen. Drawing on humanism, 

existentialism, Buddhism, postmodemism 

and transhumanism, and diverse thinkers 

from Meister Eckhart to Friedrich Nietzsche, 

Theodor Adomo, Jacques Derrida, Jean 

Baudrillard and GiJles Deleuze, The 

Psychology of Screenwrifing will be of use to 

Constructing Dialogue 

By Mark Axelrod 

This screenwriting guide is devoted to a 

more analytical treatment of certain 

individual scenes and how those scenes 

were constructed to be the most highly 

dramatic vis ~ vis their dialogue. Each 

chapter deals with how a particular 

screenwriter approached dialogue relative 

to that particular scene’s construction. 

Comparing the original script and viewing 

the final movie, students are able to see 

what exactly was being accomplished to 



screenwriters, film students, philosophers 

and all those interested in contemporary 

theory. 

make both the scene and the dialogue work 

effective ly. 

Also of interest: 

.~.i creative ::.~.i screenwriting 
screenwriting screenwriting 

write what you dent 

know 

Examination Copy Requests 

Complimentary examination copies of select titles are available exck~sivefy to educatols and 

~)rofessionafs who are considering adopting a text for course use To request a title, please 

send an email witi~ the following information: 

Titfe & ISBN of book requested 

Coulse name & number 

Start date and flequency of course 

Number of students enrolled 

Text cur[enfly used 

O[her courses you ~ns[ruct 

Contact information 

For more information on our desk and exam copy policies, 

B~oomsbury Academic & Professiona~ --Awards for Academic Excel~ence 2013 

The Bookseller Academic, Educational & Professional Publisher of the Year 
Independent Publishers Guild Independent Publisher of the Year 

and Academic & Professional Publisher of the Year 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Final Draft Inc. <noreply@finaJdraft.com> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 3:27 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@~.ema~l.unc.edu> 

Final Dra£t, Inc. Newsletter - October 2013 

Click here to view online 

:’ ’:::::.~ Click heretovisit .... line 

Company Newsletter 

Volume 11, Number 9 - October 8, 2013 

i~ Click hereto learn more 

Fi~al Draft Meet~ps Expand to New York and Los Angeles 

You asked, we listened, and are now offering a Final Draft Meetup in NewYork City! 

Join us Wednesday October 9 at 6PM at the 1 lth Street Bar in Manhattan. Mix and 

mingle with fellow screenwriters and Final Draft team members in this casual 

networking environment RSVP Now! 

Also coming up is our monthly LA Meetup at the Cat & Fiddle on Monday October 14 

at 7PM. Meet Ed Wood scribe Larry Karaszewski, plus a Q&A and screening of his 

cult classic film. Not local to Los Angeles? Tweet us your questions before 7PM on 

Monday using hashtag #fdmeetup and we’ll tweet you back his answer! 



While there were many commendable scripts entered in this record-breaking 

year, we would like to recognize the screenwriters who made the list for 

submitting scripts with a firm grasp of the craft, solid storytelling, and 

compelling characters. Congratulations to all who have made it thus far! 

If you are a Final Draft 7 user on a Mac, be advised that FD7 will not run on 

Apple’s new operating system, Mavericks (10.9). If you intend to upgrade your 

Mac ope[ating system to Mavericks, you will want to upgrade to Final Draft 

8. If you do not wish to upgrade to Final Draft 8, you will need to continue 

running OS X 10.6.8 or older. 

Final Draft, Inc. Director of Educational Relations Alejandro Seri joined 

hundreds of educators at the 2013 CILECT Conference at Buenos Aires’ 

Savoy Hotel and ENERC Film School. As the sole corporate sponsor, Final 

Draft was honored with helping present the 3 student winners of the CILECT 

Prize at the prestigious Cine Gaumont Theater. Winners Gabriel Gauchet 

(The Mass of Men), Lukasz Konopa (After), and Timothy Reckant (Head 

OverHeels), all hailing from the NFTS in the UK, received a package of Final 

Draft products and services as part of their awards. 

Click here to learn 

more 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Infoporte <emre@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 11: 52 AM 

no- reply@intbtx~rte.unc.edu 

Intbporte Scheduled Maintenance (10i 10/2013 ) 

WHEN: 

Ti’.=.i!sdSy Octotier i Off’. 2013 ,£.PM- IAM 

W~qAT’8 H£PPENING: 

VVHAT ";OU SHOUI.D ~XPECT: 

resep,,st}oi~s FoI- additioi~al user iIfformetiorl, piesse iog ii~to il:fo~ode select the Home tab sl:d theI~ se}ect the User Guide 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-TV <membe~@unc-tv.org> 

Sunday, October 13, 2013 9:44 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@,emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Spend the Day with Downton Abbey on UNC-EX - 1 PM! 

i i’~ UNC-]V NewsFlash 

Spend the Day with Downton Abbey! 

Downton Abbey Season 3 Marathon 
on UNC-EX at 1 PM today! 

Downton Abbey fans - spend the day with us at the 
majestic English country estate as we kick off our 
Downton Abbey Marathon today on UNC-EX at 1 PM! 

Settle in with Lord and Lady Grantham, along with their 
family, friends and staff - and experience the magic all 
over again! 

CLICK HERE: This Season 3 marathon is also a .qreat 
time to show your support for UNC-TV and reserve your 
copy of Downton Abbey Season 4 right now! 

Thank you for watching and supporting UNC-TV! 

!~i donatetoday 

Forward this email to a friend. 
Unsubscribe or change your email preferences. 

d by Blackbaud ] 

nonprofit soitware 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu7 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 12:20 AM 

~reen~ciety-announce@duke.edu; ami-lhculty@duke.edu; amicer~duke.edu; fihn-video@duke.edu; literature@duke.edu 

[Fwd:] Press release: NC premiere of A TOUCH OF SIN, Cine-East Fail 2013 tihn schedule 

Cine-East Fall 2013 press release.pdf 

FYI~ 

Best regards, 

HaJlk 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subj~t:Press release: NC premiere of A TOUCH OF SIN, Cine-East Fall 2013 film ~hedule 

Date:Tue, 15 Oct 2013 16:10:12 -0400 
From:Tanya Lee, Ph.D. <tanva.lee,@~duke.edu> 

Dear All, 

I have written np a pless release for this fall’s Cine-East series of East Asian cinema in particular, because we are featuring the North Carolina premiere of Jia 

Zhangke’s latest film, A TOUCH OF SIN, an award winner at Cannes this year. We would appreciate anything you can do to help ns spread the word. Please see 
attached and contact me or Hank Okazaki (Screen/Socieb9 ruth any questions. 

Thank you’. 

--Tanya 

Tanya Lee, Ph.D. 

Outreach and Communications Coordinator 

Asian/Pacific Studies Institute (APSl), Duke University 

BOX 90411 

John Hope Franklin Center, Rm :140 

2204 Erwin Road 

Durham, NC 27708-04:1:1 

Tel: 9:19-668-2280 

tanya.lee@duke.edu 

www.duke.edu/APSI 

www.facebook.com!APSIDuke 

Hank Okazaki 

Exh i bi t i o n s P r og r ann~" z 

Program in the Arts of the Moving image 

114 S. Buchanan Blvd, Bay 12, Rm AI21 

Duke U~Jvei~s~ty, Box 90766 

Durham, NC 27708 

E-mail: hoHazak@@uke.edu 

Phone: (919)660-3031 

Fax: (919)681-1378 

Web: http:/ami.duke.e@u/sc~eensociety/ 



FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Duke University Asian/Pacific Studies Institute 

CINE-EAST FILM SERIES, FALL 2013 

Featuring the North Carolina premiere of Jia Zhangke’s A TOUCH OF SIN 

Duke’s Asian/Pacific Studies Institute is pleased to announce the fall 2013 schedule 
for our Cine-East Film Series, now in its 11th year of bringing the best of East Asian 

cinema to the Triangle. All film screenings are free of charge and open to the public, 

and are held at either the Griffith Film Theater or Richard White Lecture Hall on the 

Duke University campus. 

The North Carolina premiere of A TOUCH OF SIN, Jia Zhangke’s latest feature film 

(2013), launches the fall series on October 30. Winner of the Best Screenplay Award 

at Cannes this year, and nominated for the Palme d’Or, A TOUCH OF SIN has 
garnered critical claim at each premiere for its account of four shockingly violent 

(and true) events around China. The New York Times calls it "A blistering 
fictionalized tale straight out of China, A Touch of Sin is at once monumental and 

human in scale." 

Our fall schedule concludes with Goro Miyazaki’s animated feature FROM UP ON 

POPPY HILL (2011), the most recent U.S. release from Studio Ghibli (My Neighbor 

Totoro, Spirited Away) and winner of the 2012 Japanese Academy Award for Best 
Animated Feature. 

The remaining three films in the schedule, HIGH TECH, LOW LIFE (Stephen Maing, 
2012), BANDHOBI (Shin Dong-I1, 2009), and OLD DOG (Pema Tseden, 2011), deal 

with grassroots journalism in China, migrant workers in South Korea, and the 
conflict between the old and the new in Tibetan society, respectively. More 

information on each film can be found by following the links below: 

A Touch of Sin 
Wed, Oct. 30, Griffith Film Theater, Bryan Center, Duke University West 
Campus 
(]IA Zhangke, 2013, China, 125 min., in Mandarin with English subtitles, Color, 
BluRay) 
NORTH CAROLINA PREMIERE! 

High Tech, Low Life 
Mon, Nov. 4, Richard White Lecture Hall, Duke University East Campus 
(Stephen T. MAING, 2012, 87 min, China/USA, in Mandarin with English subtitles, 

Color, DVD) 
Introduced by Prof. Ralph Litzinger, Cultural Anthropology (discussion to follow) 



Bandhobi 
Wed, Nov 6, Richard White Lecture Hall, Duke University East Campus 
(SHIN Dong-I1, 2009, 107 min, South Korea, in Korean with English subtitles, Color, 
DVD) 
Introduced by Prof. Nayoung Aimee Kwon, AMES 

Old Dog!Khyi rgan 
Mort, Nov 11, Richard White Lecture Hall, Duke University East Campus 
(Pema Tseden, 2011, 88 min, China/Tibet, in Tibetan with English subtitles, Color, 

DVD) 
Introduced by Prof. Ralph Litzinger, Cultural Anthropology 

From Up On Poppy Hill 
Mort, Nov 18, Richard White Lecture Hall, Duke University East Campus 
(Goro MIYAZAKI, 2011, 91 min, Japan, in Japanese with English subtitles, Color, 
BluRay) 
Introduced by Prof. Eileen Chow, AMES 

CINE-EAST: EAST ASIAN CINEMA is a program of the Asian/Pacific Studies 

Institute and Screen/Society at Duke University, It is co-sponsored by the Program 
in the Arts of the Moving Image and the Department of Asian and Middle Eastern 

Studies, 

For more information, please see: 

http :!!duke~edu/aps!event~s/films.html 

http://ami.duke.edu!screensociety 

Contact: 

Tanya Lee 
Outreach and Communications Coordinator 
Asian/Pacific Studies Institute (APSI), Duke University 

tanya.lee@duke~edu; 919- 6 6 8- 2 2 8 0 

Hank Okazaki 
Screen/Society Program Coordinator 
Program in the Arts of the Moving Image, Duke University 
hokazak@duke.edu; 919-660-3031 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bob@reflextechnologies.com 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 11:15 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Reflex intro. 

Dear Charlene, 

The sprocket-less, continuous motion Reflex A~chival ~:ilm Scanner is designed to provide the steadiest and most gentie film handling process in the industry which allows us to scan 

even the oldest 

and most shrunken and brittle 8mm and 16ram film at 2K resolution. We can scan fiim that was thought to be "un-scannable" with previous technology 

With over 100 years of film and digital experience on staff we understand fiim and approach each roil with a passion for presee~’ing humanity’s film record 

I have attached a link to our website and our newly updated video deme page We would also be glad to run a small 8ram or 16mm test of the Reflex Archival Scanner on film of your 

Sincerely, 

Bob 

Bob Olsen 

Reflex Technologies LLC 

306 E Alameda Aw~, 

r3urban!~, CA 9!,502 

rnobiie 

818=8.§9-?’7"?’0 office 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 8:17 AM 

reid < ~aol.com> 

"Yet another update on the progress of the Wiley-Blackwell Comp~miou to Atiica~ Americm~ Cinemd’ #2 

Permissions Guidelines (2-Page Version).pdf 

Hello all, 

I have just received a few new bits of advice from the Wiley-Blackwell Executive Editor and a reminder for those few of you who have used film stil 

Both are pasted below. 

I will have to trim down some of the longer titles. You may suggest a shortened version of the title for your chapter, or trust me to do so. There are only 

three outstanding essays that hopefully will soon be submitted so I can edit and suggest changes and or additions. 

best, 

mark 

I just wanted to attach some (siightiy] updated permissions guidelines to those I sent in the summer. The oniv larger change is that we can no ionger 

accept time limits on permissions iicenses, because the electronic editions of the books could conceivabiy remain "in print" indefinitely. Piease be aware 

of this as you’re accepting the final images! As always however, frame grabs made by the contributors would be fair use. 

I know I’ve mentioned this before, but we really wiil need to edit some of these chapter titles to make them more concise and searchable. Your own 

chapter, "Is there a doctor in the House? Poitier in No Way Out", for example, I would suggest simply "Poitier in fro Way Out", or something equaily 

informative without being too iliustrative. XXXXXX’s chapter "[hey Were Some Baad Muthas" doesn’t really teli the reader what the chapter is about, 

althoLNh I see Chapter :[ has been edited, whfch is ~reat! 



W! LEY 

1 Resf~om:~Mlil.v: Unless your contract says otherwise, as the author you are responsible for obtaining permission and paying 

any fees to use the third-party copyright material that your book and supplementary Web resources contain. 

2 Co~lr~buto~ Mm~a~e~t.: If you are a volume editor, ensure your contributors understand the requirements in these 

guidelines and provide proof of permission obtained at the same time they send you their contribution. 

~’,~ew Editions: If you are reusing material from a previous edition of your book then in almost all cases the "old" permissions 

will have been granted for one edition only and will therefore no longer be valid. Check the previous edition licenses to 

confirm this and, where no clear information is available, obtain permission for reuse in the new edition. 

!~.!~!.!.!~;..[~.fLfb~!.!.f:~.f~: Whether applying online, by standard Wiley form, or by email to a colleague ask: 

For the right to use their material in your Work and in any related derivative and ancillary Works 

For worldwide distribution 

For use in print and/or electronic delivery platforms in any and all media now known or hereafter developed 

For use in all editions, for the life of those editions without limitation 

For use in all languages 

For use in advertisements and promotional materials for your Work. 

No limitations restricting electronic/digital use are acceptable. 

No limitations to the territories in which we may sell the Work are acceptable. 

Print run limitations are strongly discouraged and any such limitation requires written approval of your Wiley 

contact. 

No limitations to the time we may use the copyright material are acceptable {except for titles on regular revision 

cycles). Check with your Wiley contact whether that exception is relevant for your Work. 

Do not accept any of the above limitations without first obtaining the approval of your Wiley contact. 

Limitations on use in languages other than English can be accepted without approval. 

Limitations on use in more than one edition use can be accepted without approval. 

.-<.;.~’t’.’!..~,g.U.}.t~.!!!.t~.£[~: You can benefit considerably from the STM publishers’ agreement that Wiley has made with other STM and 

SSH publishers to facilitate limited use of each other’s copyright material. See http://www.stm-assoc.org/permissions- 

guidelines/for guidance on usage limits and an up-to-date list of all publishers who are signatories, whether they require 

formal permission to be requested, and for details of material excluded from the agreement. 

~:]~:!~!:~[.i!~!~1~!.1~!~!:~‘.,!~!!~i~/‘~.~:Lf!~.~[f?.i~.!~!~!.)~fiq~: For content no~t covered by the STM publishers’ agreement [6] or which is not in the public 

domain or freely available to use under a licence such as creative commons you must clear all use of photographs, figures, 

maps, tables, cartoons, advertisements, epigraphs and quotations that are in excess of the limits referred to in section 16. 

CoileaAue Material: If using material provided by a colleague ensure that they confirm in writing that the material is original to 

them, has not been published elsewhere, and that they are granting all the rights detailed in [4]. Email this permission to your 

Wiley contact and ensure you credit the colleague wherever necessary in your manuscript. 

[~!~£L~;-!~!~-!:£!~-i9~~!:(~i~y-~(~-q~!~kPL~!~!~!-~(!:-~‘-~!‘,-~‘-~‘(~L~:-~::~~!!~-~!~L~: Check the contract with the other publisher to see whether, and 

under what conditions, material can be reused in this Wiley publication. If in any doubt permission must be obtained. 

10 ~:1:!!~!¢b‘.~-~i:~*~!~,::-:~:~-(!~:!~Li:z*~!~‘f~:~q~!~!:~f?-~!~-:-!~!~!~f!~: If you are using Wiley or Blackwell material over the STM agreement usage limits then 

you will need to formally clear with Wiley. 



11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

2O 

Wile? is ;.~ C~mme~cial Publishe~-: Always check the terms of the reuse license for any freely available material (e.g. clip art or 

Wikimedia images) as this may exclude or restrict commercial use. All publishing at Wiley is commercial but if you are given 

the choice during clearance to identify Wiley as an "STM publisher" please select this option. 

~:t:!~.!L.~’~j~!.!:!:L!:!!!: Image or text material on the Web may not be the intellectual property of the site hosting it. You must always 

identify the original copyright source and clear permission. Take particular care with photographs obtained from websites, 

blogs, Google image searches, YouTube, Wikimedia, etc. 

Im;.~,t~es ~?;~ or Mf~?~mati~?n about, i,3e~-~tifiable I~~dividuals: It is your responsibility to obtain consent from patients and other 

individuals for use of information, images, audio files, and video clips from which they may be identified. To ensure we have 

the rights we require, provide signed Wiley consent or release forms to your Wiley contact in all instances. 

~i!~!!~f.~:t..~.!!.!~!.!:~!.~?.i.!.~/: Bear in mind the following points: 

Masking a person’s eyes is not an adequate or acceptable means of rendering an image anonymous. 

People may still be recognizable to individuals or their families, even if head/shoulders are not included. 

People may recognize themselves from clinical descriptions or case reports. 

~?j-9-~!-!--i-i~:!-!--!~L!-!/,-.~i~-!i~!i!~L!-!..~L!..~-![~f.fL~:!.-~!f!.!-!-.-:!--~:!.!?-!i~i: We discourage cosmetic attempts to redraw copyrighted material in order to 

avoid the need to reclear. Such modifications are not usually covered by the STM publishers’ agreement and as a result may 

require clearance or incur unnecessary costs. Use the original figure as first published where appropriate. However: 

¯ No clearance is required if you create figures or tables using factual data from copyrighted material. 

¯ No clearance is required if, after you have created a single figure or table using data from two or more figures or 

tables, no single source comprises more than 75% of the new figure or table. 

No clearance is required if, after you have created a new figure or table by adding your own data to an existing 

figure or table, your data comprises more than 25% of the new figure or table. 

Clearance is required if you create a figure or table using parts from two or more third-party sources and each part 

contains more than 75% of the content of the original figure/table part. 

EXCEPTION: authors resident in European jurisdictions other than the UK (e.g. Germany) and commissioned by Wiley 

offices in these jurisdictions must clear all use of adapted figure and table material to ensure compliance with local 

law. Speak to your Wiley contact for further information. 

~.::!~#~.!:.~:!.!:.i#~.!}.~.~: For prose, permission is required for single quotations over 400 words or multiple quotations from the same 

source that cumulatively total more than 800 words. But note that, even if below these limits, permissions must be cleared for 

quotations that represent the "heart of the work" or a substantial portion of the overall original source material. 

EXCEPTION: authors resident in European jurisdictions other than the UK (e.g. Germany) and commissioned by Wiley offices in 

these jurisdictions must clear only quotations for which there is no critical "purpose for quotation". Speak to your Wiley 

contact for further information. 

~j..-).~r?.#~:-!.&: These are defined as illustrative use and require permission. 

~~.!!f?.!l:~..~:L!!!.~:!.[!..~..!j.~!!:.::.?.~i.!:i!!!.!~;.{::~.: Ensure that all licenses received grant the rights you requested. Where the limitation is not 

allowed in ~oim. 4 ask for the rights to be extended. If extension is not possible select alternative material or remove. 

Clear ~efore You Submit Your Fi~;-fl Manuscri.[.!.~: Permissions must be cleared before the final version of your manuscript is 

submitted for publication. If permission cannot be obtained, you should find an alternative or remove the material. Provide 

electronic copies of all permissions obtained when you submit your final manuscript, numbered/named accordingly. 

~.!~£1.L!Ai~i.~’i!.~.~i~J!!..V.~.!:~!!q.q:L~.t~.~!!.&qi~.q~U Making multiple efforts to obtain permission does not provide any legal protection 

nor does it constitute a tacit grant of permission by the copyright holder. Select alternative material or remove in such cases. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bloomsbu~’ Film and Media <csm@bloomsbu~’news.com> 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 2:05 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

New Titles in Game Studies 

Game Studies 

playing past Playing the Past 

Edited by" Matthew Wilhelm Kapell and Andrew B.R. Elliott 

"A groundbreaking work in Media Studies and an essential text for 

the study of video games and the history of ideas." 

-C, Jason Smith, Professor of English, 

The City University of New York-LaGuardia, USA 

understanding 
machinima 

Understanding Maehinima 

Edited by Jenna Ng 

In this collection, Ng brings together academics and award-winning 

artists and machinima-makers to explore the combination of cinema, 

animation and games in machinima: the use of computer game 

engines to produce animated films in cost- and time-efficient ways, 



~:: co-create 

videoga rues 

Co-creating Videogames 

By John Banks 

"A must read for every scholar and student specializing in games 

and digital culture." 

-Jos& van Dijck, Professor of Comparative g,ledia Studies, 

University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands 

Also available: 

Xi dung .... dragons     :IX:I guns grenades i~i games and gaming simulating war 

Examination Copy Requests 

Complimentary examination copies ef select titles are availaNe exclusively to educators and 

arofessianafs who are considering adapting a text for ceurse use Te request a title, please 

send an email witi~ the following information: 

Titfe & ISBN of book requested 

Coulse name & number 

Start date a~d flequency of course 

Number of students enrolled 

Text currently used 

O~her cau[ses you ~ns~ruct 

Contact ~nfermat~on 

For more information on our desk and exam copy policies, 

B~oomsbury Academic & Professiona~ --Awards for Academic Excel~ence 2013 

The Bookseller Academic, Educational & Professional Publisher of the Year 
Independent Publishers Guild Independent Publisher of the Year 

and Academic & Professional Publisher of the Year 



lesson or to commemorate 
; ¯ 

the Roe v V~ade anmversar 
ne×t January, e×pand the 
d ire rsity of t h e 
conversation by adding 

currk:u~um~ 

minute documentary 

examines the issue of 
abortion from the 

Americans. The 
features commentary from 
University of Pennsylvania 
Law School professor 
Dorothy Roberts, National 
B~ack Women’s Hea~th 

Avery a~d many o~hers. 

THREE STARS -Video 

into the social, 
economic, and po~t~ca~ 

A~edcan women." 

~uch ~eeded dialogue 

in the B~ack 

P~a.ned Parenthood of 

Colleges and universities 
may purchase 

cho;ces for ~2so; for 
community and activist 

Click here for ordering 



documentary Weight/ess 

acceptance, you may also be interested in the documentary    :: ..... 
Weight!ess. Weighdess follows a group of larger women to 
as they fulfill their dreams of becoming scuba d~vers--w~th no 
shame about their weight, 
Weightless (39 m~ns,) is also available as an educational DVD, 
for the new lower price of $&89 for colleges and 
($50 for community groups), For more details on the film and 
ordering ~nfo, v~s~t the Organized Chaos [,~ediaworks Weightless 

~f you are interested ~n having fi~mmaker Faith Penniok v~s~t your campus to d~scuss 

pther Si/en~ Choices or Weightless, please contact her at fa~th@orgchaos,com 

[ou may also fo,,ov, i Faith on Tw,~er @orqchaosmedia , 

~hanks for your time~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

newslette@mlliamhbunchcpa-mail.corn on behalf of 

William H Bunch <scarson@mlliamhbunchcpa.com> 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 2:41 PM 

Regester, Cha;lene B <regester@..emaJd.unc.edu> 

Is America Falling Behind in Workplace Skills? 

Having trouble seeing this email? View this email in your web browser. 

Hi, Charlene. If you have any questions about this week’s articles, please call us at (919) 929-0595 

Is America Fallinq Behind in Workplace Skills? 

~ Does America’s workforce have the skills to compete in a global economy? A recent 

study by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) found 
that U.S. workers scored below the international averages for literacy, numeracy and 

technology problem-solving tests. Here are some steps business owners can take to find and 
retain talented employees, as well as some shocking statistics about where the United States 
could be heading. 
Copyright Lop 2013 

Get Ready for New Domain Extensions 

~ Most Internet users don’t give much attention to top-level domains, which are the letters 

to the right of the "dot" in a web address. But ICANN does. This not-for-profit organization 
oversees public domain systems, and it’s been on a two-year mission to refresh the 

worn-out namespace on the Intemet. Now that vision is about to become a reality - and the 
changes could pose new opportunities and threats. Are you ready? 
Copyright ~b 20! 3 

Get Paid Faster by Accepting Credit Cards 

Make it easier for your customers to pay on time by accepting credit card 
payments= You can use a QuickBooks® Merchant Account, which requires 
no additional hardware or software, and process a payment Hght in 
QuickBooks! Click on "Full Article" to learn more about Merchant Account 
Services. 
Copyright ~) 2013 

How Consumer Protection Laws Affect Your Business 

Business owners can get trapped by numerous state and federal consumer 
protection laws. Click "Full Article" for a rundown of some of the statutes 
related to advertising, pricing and more. It’s important to take these laws into 
account in advertising and pricing= 
Copyright ~) 2013 

Grab Hold of Potential Opportunity at Trade Shows 

Representing your company at a trade show can be a terrific way to 
connect with qualified leads - or an expensive waste of time. Here are some 
tips to make sure your visits to industry trade shows result in a flurry of new 
sales. 
Copyright ~ 2013 

Toyota recalls 803,000 Camry, Avalon, Venza sedans in U.S 
Reuters.corn - Thu, 17 Oct 2013 17.51.21 GMT 

Goldman slashes pay as revenue plunges 



Reuters.corn- Thu, 17 Oct 2013 17.45.34 GMT 

Raytheon to get $3 billion missile contract: Pentaqon 
Reuters.corn- Thu, 17 Oct 2013 17.28:08 GMT 

Wall Street climbs in wake of Washington deal; IBM drops 
Reuters.corn- Thu, 17 Oct 2013 17:19:45 GMT 

UnitedHealth sees Medicare payment shortfall, shares drop 
Reuters.corn- Thu, 17 Oct 2013 17:17:02 GMT 

No saved articles. 

"To ensure compliance with the Circular 230 requirements imposed by the Internal 
Revenue Service, we inforln you that any tax advice contained in the commulfication 

(including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, 

for the purpose of(i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) 
promoting, marketing or recommending to another part), any transaction or matter 

addressed in this communication." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Prof. Etmice SaNe, Chair of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies <host@invite.pingg.com> 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 4:12 PM 

Regester, Cha, lene B <regesl~er@ema?d.unc.edu> 

Prot~ Eunice SaNe, Chair of At?ican, African American, and Diaspora Studies have invited you to Open Honse 

You have been invited by Prof. Eunice SaNe, Chair of African, African American, 

and Diaspora Studies to Open House. 

Will you b~ ~,,ttending? 

.g:: Emai~ shodo~ne 

%: Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

..... The Univelsity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Fall 2013 Student Open House 

with Pizza and Dessert - 

The faculty a nd staff of the 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

Invites you to Join them for an Open House 

With Pizza and Dessert 

Come to talk with faculty and staff, meet your fellow majors, 

and learn about upcoming Department activites. 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 from 5-7PM at Battle Hall, Third Floor 

DATE 

LOCATION 

::.~.:: Celebrations.com 

220 5ti: 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UCSC SocDoc <socdoc@ucsc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 5:01 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

UCSC - Social Documentation MA - Call fi)r Applications 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Please share with anyone who may be interested: 

The Department of Film & Digital Media at UC Santa Cruz is currently accepting 
applications for the SocDoc NA until January :tSth, 20:t4. 

Apply Here! 
We encourage you to join us at our Fall Visit Day for prospective graduate students 

November 4h 
Please contact rnek ~ucsc.edu orI i 459-3445 for more information. 

Forward email 

This email was serl~ to regesLer@email,ur~c.edu by socdoc@ucsc.edu 
Update Profile/Email Address [nstaqt removalwith SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy~ 

UCSC - Film and Digital Nedia i UCSC :: 1156 High Street i Santa Cruz i CA 95064 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Friday, October 18, 2013 6:50 AM 

~reen~ciety-announce@&~ke.edu; tilm-video@duke.edu; ami-thculty@duke.edu; amicert@duke.edu; literature@duke.edu 

**Screen/Society next week--Mon 10/21 "The Minister"; Tue 10/22: Geo~e Kuchax program; Wed 10/23: "My Ma~ulinity Helps" w/dir. 
M~£rc Grimmett; Fri 10/25: "The D~eeling Limited" (GEO 20K Celebration) 

Please distribute widely* 

Screen/Society presents... 

The Minister (L ’exercice de l !Etat) 
== Download RDF Flyer I More Info == 

George Kuchar screening: 



Weather Diao~ 3 + Weather Diao~ 5 
== Download PDF Flyer I More h~b == 

W~’~’~ta3’ ~i~c~t~ez 23~’~ 7pr.~~: 
~VIY MASCULINITY HELPS 

with director Marc Grhnmett in person! 
Download PDF Fl,c-er I More Info 



GEO Presents: The Darjeeling Limited 
Faculty pmid discussion to follow! 

Download [~DF Fl~’er I More Info I View Trailer 



ht&:/!ami.duke.edu/screensocietv 

211 Screen/Society events are coordinated and co-sponsored 
by the Program in the Arts of the ~oving Image 

Hank Okazaki 
Exhibitions Programme: 
Program in the Arts of the Moving image 
114 S. Buchanan Blvd, Bay 12, Rm A121 
Duke University, Box 90766 
Durham, NC 27708 

E-mail: hoHazak@duke.edu 

Phone: (919)660-3031 

Fax: (919)681-13’78 

Web: http:/ami.duke.edu/sc<eensociety/ 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu> 

Friday-, October 18, 2013 1:05 PM 

Yvonne Welbon <5~velbon@bem~ett.edu"~ 

Natalie Bullock Brown <ascensionproductions@yahoo.com>; Chandra Guinn <chandra.guinn@duke.edu>; JordasL Jo~ph F 

<jfjordan@email.unc.edu>; Tara Green <ttgreen@uncg.edu>; Blyon D Tunnan <bdturma~@ncat.edu>; Regester, Charlene B 

<regeste@email.unc.edu>; Gwendolyn M. Bookman <gbookmm~@bennett.edu>; Ciys~al Hm’kless <csharkle@ncsu.edu> 

Re: Upcoming Meeting Date? 

I will ask QystaJ to send a Doodle poll so that we can find a date. 

See you soon, 

ssm 

On Tue, Oct 8, 2013 at 4:41 PM, Yvonne Welbon <vwelbon@bennett.edu> wrote: 
Was a date, time and location selected for our next meeting? 

Thanks! 

I am on leave for the 2013 - 2014 academic school year If you need inzmediate assistance about journalism department matters, please contact interim depaltment chair, Mr. Tom Lipscomb 
at tlipscomb@bennett edu 

Yvonne Welbon, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor - JoumaJism mid Media Studies 
Bennett College for Women 

900 East Washington Street, Box 25 

Greensboro, North Carolina 27401 
336- 517-2306 (phone) 

336- 517-2184 (t5~,~) 

ywelbx~n(a)bennett.edu 

From: Natalie Bullock Brown [ascensionproductions(~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 3:25 PM 
To: Yvonne Welbon; Chandra Guinn; Joseph Jordan 

Cc: Sheila Smith McKoy; Tara Green; Bryon D Turman; Regester Charlene B; Gwendolyn M. Bookman; Crystal Harkless 
Subject: Re: SB-FMC 9.27.13 Minutes with Action Items 

Agreed, Chandra! Thanks so much. My best address is this one - 
ascensionproductions@yahoo.com. 
Natalie Bullock Brown 
Ascension Productions 
Prod ucer/Co nsu Ira nt 

cell 
919.781.9817 fax 

From: Yvonne Welbon <ywelbon@Bennett.edu> 
To: Chandra Guinn <chandra..quinn@duke.edu>; Joseph Jordan <ifiordan(~,email.unc.edu> 
Co: Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu>; Tara Green <ttgreen@unc,q.edu>; Natalie Bullock Brown 
<ascensionproductions@yahoo.com>; Bryon D Turman <bdturman@ncat.edu>; Regester Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu>; Gwendolyn 
M. Bookman <gbookman@Bennett.edu>; Crystal Harkless <csharkle@ncsu.edu> 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 3:20 PM 
Subject: RE: SB-FMC 9.27.13 Minutes with Action Items 

Thank You Chandra! 

I really appreciate you for getting the minutes to us so promptly. 

Best email address for the wordpress website for me is @yahoo.corn 

Thanks, 
Yvonne 

I am on leave [’or the 2013 - 2014 academic school year. If you need imanediate assistance about journa]ism department matters, please contact interim department chair, Mr Tom Lipscomb 
at tlipscomb(~t!bennett, edu 

Yvonne V~ elbon, Ph.D. 



Associate Professor - Journalism and Media Stadies 

Bennett College tbr Women 

900 East Washington Street, Box 25 

Greensboro, North Carolina 27401 
336- 517-2306 (phone) 

336-517-2184 (fax) 

ywelbon@bennett.edu 

From: Chandra Guinn [chandra.quinn(~duke.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 27, 2013 8:22 PN 
To: .loseph Jordan 
Cc: Sheila Smith McKoy; Tara Green; Natalie Bullock Brown; Yvonne Welbon; Bryon D Turman; Regester Charlene B; Gwendolyn N. 
Bookman; Crystal Harkless 
Subject: SB-FNC 9.27.13 Minutes with Action Items 

Attached please find the minutes from today’s meeting. Many thanks to Tara for setting up the host site, providing the co,fference call capability" and sharing her notes 

notes with me. The ,ninutes are a blend and there may be some tmraphrasing. If any info is incorrect please don’t hesitate to correct the record when you submit the 

information reques~ted. 

Have a great weekend! 

Chandra 

On Sep 24, 2013, at 4:38 PM, Joseph Jordan wrote: 

I agree with Sheila. I’d say the addressing the ot,garfizational issue (membership protile, etc.,); the website issue; and the meeting/connection with 
Deidre Haj and Full Frame would be a full agenda. The rest could possibly be assigned to the workgroups. Even so,ne of these pieces mentioned 

above. 

On Sep 24, 2013, at 2:14 PM, Sheila Smith McKoy wrote: 

I’m glad we axe moving forward with the meeting. Thaulcs, Tara, for the heavy lifting. I’m sonT that I have to join you via phone especially 

since I have not spent time at the Civil Rights Museum. 

I agree with Joseph regarding the ageuda. I think that the website needs our attention quickly; however, we have to answer some 

questions regarding our membership profile, etc betbre we can make it viable. 

ssI]l 

On Tue, Sep 24, 2013 at 1:28 PM, Tara Green < ttgreen(~uncg.edu> wrote: 

Colleagues: 

If someone will take the lead on sending an agenda by Thur., I’,n hapw to make copies. I’ll contact the museum about having the 

technology in place for phoue calls. Let’s be sure to have the uumbers where people can be reached. 

Tam 

On Tue, Sep 24, 2013 at 11:50 AM, Joseph Jordan ~jl.iordan@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
I an~ in thvor of the meeting moving ahead with a more limited agenda to help maJ~e this a more productive gathering. If we prioritize 
the list of agenda items and take, perhaps the top 3, we could probably get some quality work done. 

I also suggest that some of the other agenda items be assigned to workgroups (not committees,) of 2-3 people who would be 

mnpowered to take some actions, if called for, or otherwise produce drafts that can be reviewed and then revised or voted on at the 

next ,neeting. 

I will be calling in to join folks until I need to leave. I agree Tara has done a lot to prepare and we can’t was*e the date. 

On Sep 24, 2013, at 11:28 AM, Tara Greeu wrote: 

Fi m Showing" of Us NC" 
Sponsored by WGS & The Human Rights Fi m Series 
Wednesday,S~p~emb~; 25[il, 2013, 8:30pm 

UNC:G, School of Educa~bn Building Room 120 

On Tue, Sep 24, 2013 at 10:51 AM, Natalie Bullock Brown <ascensionproductions~yal~oo.co,n> wrote: 



I hate to reschedule when Tara has gone through the 
trouble of making arrangements for us, but it does sound 
like we will have a very low turnout. I wonder how 
productive we will be without the possibility of consensus 
on the things we need to discuss, especially if meeting 
items will need to be shared via email with the bulk of the 
group anyway. I hope that makes sense. I’ll make my 
way up the road :) if we vote to keep the meeting as is. 
Natalie Bullock Brown 
Ascension Productions 
Prod u ce r/Co nsu Ira nt 

cell 
919.781.9817 fax 

From: Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu> 

To: Yvonne Welbon <ywelbon@bennett.edu> 
Cc: Tara T. Green <ttgreen@uncg.edu>; Joseph Jordan <jfjordan@email.unc.edu>; Natalie bullock 
brown <ascensionproductions@yahoo.com>; Bryon D Turman <bdturman@ncat.edu>; Regester 
Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu>; Gwendolyn M. Bookman <gbookman@bennett.edu>; 
chandra guinn <chandra.guinn@duke.edu>; Crystal Harkless <csharkle@ncsu.edu>; Bamidele 
Demerson <bdemerson@sitinmovement.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 10:16 AM 
Subject: Re: Next Meeting in Greensboro 

Can we have a vote on who would like to reschedule our meeting? 

SSI]I 

On Tue, Sep 24, 2013 at 12:01 AM, Sheila Smith McKov <ssmckov~ncsu.edu> wrote: 

Chandm will have the minutes. As for fl~e agenda, we can discuss our npcoming fes~tivals, the linldcom~ection with 

Full Frmne (i will send the letter for signatmes if Daro’l can join you), the website, the membership s~atement and 
a program for this year. There are a lot of things to discuss; however, we had hope to get a lot of work done at 

this meeting. 

I would be in favor ofre~heduling, but I will support what works li)r everyone. 

On Mon, Sep 23, 2013 at 6:24 PM. Yvonne Welbon <vwelbon(&bennett.edu> wrote: 
I think we should still meet. 

Can someone share the minutes from the last meeting? 

Thank, 
Yvonne 

I am on leave for the 2013 - ~.~14 academic school year. If you need immediate assistance about journalism department matters, 

please contact interim department chair, Mr Tom Lipscomb at tlipscomb,a,bennett.edu 

Yvonne ~Velbon, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor - Journalism and Media Studies 
Bennett College for Women 

900 East Washington Street, Box 25 

Greensboro, North Carolina 27401 
336-517-2306 (phone) 

336-517-2184 (fax) 

ywelbon~bennett.edu 

From: Tara T. Green [ttqreen@uncc~.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 6:12 PM 
To: Joseph Jordan 
Cc: Sheila Smith NcKoy; Natalie bullock brown; Bryon D Turman; Regester Charlene B; 
Gwendolyn N. Bookman; Yvonne Welbon; chandra guinn; Crystal Harkless; Bamidele 
Demerson 



Subject: Re: Next Meeting in Greensboro 

Should we reschedule? 

Tara T. Green, Ph.D. 

Professor & Director 

African American Studies 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

Excuse any typos 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 5:58 PM, Joseph Jordan ~jijordan@email.anc.edu> wrote: 

I aa~ in the same boat. I will join by phone but have to leave for a meeting ruth our new chancellor 

to discuss pressing center issues. I can cdll one of you to listen in and participate, or ca]l in to a 

conference call number, or someone can call me and let me listen in. But we do need to move 

forwaM Also, is there an agenda we can examine before the meeting?? 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 5:47 PM, Sheila Smith McKoy wrote: 

SBFM’ers: 

I had planned to attend the meeting on Friday; however, I now have a conflict. I was 
supposed to be a guest on The State of Things re: 27 Views of Raleigh on 9/19. The 

time has changed twice and it is now on Friday. At the pre~nt time, I mn "the only 

writer of color scheduled "to pa~icipate. I am working to ~nd a replacement, but ifI 

cannot, I will have to join you by phone before and alter "the show. If that is the case, 

my assistant director will likely be with you. 

So so~iy for the last minute change, 

ssm 

On Mon, Sep 23, 2013 at 12:20 PM, Tara Green <ttgreen~tmcg.edu> wrote: 
Colleagues: 

This is a reminder. I’ve heard back ti~om Sheila, Jospeh, Yvonne, and Chandra. 

Safe tlavels to all. 

See ya’ll Friday, 

Tara 

On Mon, Aug 26, 2013 at 2:35 PM, Tara Green <ttgreen(&uncg.edu> w~ote: 

Colleagues: 

Please meet us on Friday, September 27 at 10 am in the International Civil 

Rights Center and Museum. The Executive Director, Mr. Bamidele Demer~)n, 

is very pleased to host us. 

You might find parking on Ehn Street at one of the meters. I usually park in the 

Greene Street paxking deck (1 block away on Greene Street off Ehn). The 

price is about .50/hour, but they do require cash for exit. 

For your GPS: 

International C~vil Rights 

Center & Museum 
134 Soufl~ Elm Street 
Greensboro, NC 27401 
(336) 274-9199 

I’ll provide drinks and pastries. We can have lunch at one of the local 
restaurants, possibly Tavo’s, 

My cell number is if you need my assistance the day o£ 

Please let me know if you plan to attend by September 20. 

Here is one of their upcoming film screenings: 

Thursday, August 29 at 6:00 p.m. 
Join us for a screening of Reel Black Love, a documentary film that offers a 

critique of.AXrican .Amaerican romance as portrayed in film. Narrated by Sheryl Lee 



Ralph, the documentary features commentaries by 70 actors, directors, producers, 

and critics including Nia Long, Diahann Carroll, Keenen Ivory Wayans, Lynn 

Whitfield, and the late Roger Ebert. They explore how depictions in film nfloence 
positively or negatively~ur understanding of black people and the importance of 

romance in their lives. 

Following the screening, share your views with us in a spirited discussion led by 

filmmaker Darryl Pitts and Sharon Warren Cook, professor of social work at 

North Carolina A&T State University. 

This insighffol and engaging film has shown to crowds in such venues as the 

Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture (New York), DuSable Museum of 

African American History (Chicago), and the Indiana Black Expo (Indianapolis). 

*Cost $10. 00. 

Looking forwar& 

Taaca 

On Fri, Aug 23, 2013 at 4:48 PM, Joseph Jordan <if!ordan~em~l.unc.edu> 

wrote: 

Thanks Tara -- waiting to hear. 

On Ang 19, 2013, at 4:27 PM, Tara Green wrote: 

HelloA~: 

I am waiting to hear back from lhe IntemationaJ Civil Rights 
Center about tny request to host us on September 27 at 10 am. 

Unfortunately they are in the process of deaJing with a 

financial!politica1 suppo~t situation. If they have a conflict fl~at 

day, an ~1temative site roll be the African American Studies 

conference room at UNCG. I will provide parking s~bs and 

directions. 

I’ll be in touch with a concrete location by the end of the month, 

Best to aJl, 
Ta~-a 

Tara T. Green. PhD 

Professor of African American Literature and Gender Studies 

Director of Afi4can American Studies 

African American Studies Program 

PO Box 26170 

Greensboro, NC 27402-6170 

(336) 334-5507 

www.uncg.eduia~ 

www.taratgreen.com 

AFS Ranked in Top 10 

htt p:i/ure,uqc_q:~dt~!prod/newsireleases/african-amedcan-st udies-proqram-ranRed- 
a mon.q-top-I 0-in-u4~/ 

English Representative, College Language Asmciation 

wvwv.clascholaacs.org 

Vice-t resident of Langston Hughes Society 
http://www.langstonhughessociety.orgi 

A Fatherless Child: Autobiographiced Perspectives of Afiican American Men 

(U Missouri P, 2009) 
Winner: National Conncil for Black Studies 2011 Award for Outstanding 

Publication in Africana Studies 

Presenting Opnfll Winffey, Her Films, and African American Literature 
(Pa] grave Macmillan Pres~ 2013 ) 

Tara T. Green, PhD 

Professor of African American Literature and Gender Studies 

Director of African kanerican Studies 

African American Studies Program 



PO Box 26170 

Greensboro, NC 27402-6170 

(336) 334-5507 

www.uncg.edu/at~ 
wv~v.tarato teen.corn 

AFS Ranked iu Top 10 

http:i;ure,tmcg.edu/prod;news/releases/african-amedcamstudies-rxo(.tmm-m~ked- 

a mon.q-top-10-in-u-s/ 

English Language Representative, College Language Association 

www.clascholazs.org 

Vice-Presideut of Langstou Hughes Society 
http://www.la nqston h u.q hessociety, or.q/ 

A Fatherless Child: AutobiogmphicaJ Perspectives of Afi4cau American Men (U 

Missouri P, 2009) 

fl/inner: National Council for Black Studies 2011 Award for Outstanding 

Publication in Africana Studies 

Pre~nting Oprah Wint?ey, Her Films, and Ati-ican America~ Literature 
grave Macmillan Pre s~ 2013 ) 

Dr. Sheila Smith McKoy 

Director, Africm~ Americau Cultural Center 
Director, Afiicana Studies Program 

Editor, Obsidian: Literature in the Africau Diaspora 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

jfiordan@email.unc.edu 

Tara T. Green. PhD 

Professor of African American Literature and Gender Studies 



Director of Atiican American Studies 

At~can American Studies Progran~ 

PO Box 26170 

Greensboro, NC 27402-6170 

~wvw.unc~.eduia£s 

w~A~-.taratgreen.com 

AFS Ranked in Top 10 

English Language Representative, College Language Association 

www.clascholaxs.org 

Vice-Presideut of Langstou Hughes Society 
http://www.langstonhughessociety.org/ 

A Fatherless Child: Autobiographical Perspectives of Afi’ican American Men (U Missouri P, 2009) 

~’inner: National Council for Black Studies 2011 Award tbr Outstanding PuNication in Africana Studies 

Presenting Opral~ Win~e’~’, Her Films. and A~ican American Literature 
(Palgrave Macmillan Press, 2013 ) 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiordan@email.u nc.edu 

Tara T. Green, PhD 
Professor of African American Literature and GeMer Studies 

Director of African American Studies 
Aliican American Stndies Program 

PO Box 26170 

Greensboro, NC 27402- 6170 
33(~) 334-5507 

w~,.uncg.edu/a£s 

ww,w.taratgreeu.com 

AFS Ranked in Top l0 
http~/ure.unc~q.edu/prod/news/releases/african°americ~n°studies~pr~qram-mnked~m~n.(~°t~°1o-in-u-s/ 

English Language Representative, College Language Association 

www.clascholars.org 

Vice-President of Langs~on Hughes Socieb~ 
http:iiwww.langstonhughessociety.orgi 

A Fatherless Child: AutobiographicaJ Perspectives of African American Meu (U Missouri 17, 2009) 

gginner: National Council for Black Studies 2011 Awmd for Outstanding l~Nication in Ati’icana Studies 

Presenting Oprah Winfrey, Her Films, and African American Literature 
(Palgrave Macmillan Press, 2013 ) 

Dr. Sheila Smith McKoy 

Director, African American Cultural Center 

Director, Africana Studies Program 

Editor, Obsidian: Literature in the African Diaspora 



Joseph Jordal, Director 

SoNa Hay~les Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(9] 9) 962-9001 

it~ ordanffa~email m~c edu 

Dr. Sheila Smith McKoy 

Director, African Americal Cultural Center 
Director, Afiicana Studies Program 

Editor, Obsidian: Literature in fl~e African Diasla)ra 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Bullock Brown <ascensionpmducdons@yahoo.comv 

Friday, October 18, 2013 2:20 PM 

Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu>; Yvonne Welbon <ywelbon@bennett.edu> 

Chandra Guinn <chandra.guinn@duke.edu>; Jordan,, Joseph F <jl~ordan@email.unc.edu>; Tara Green <ttgreen@uncg.edu>; Bryon D 
Turman <bdturman@ncat.edu>; Regefftel; Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu>; Gwendolyn M. Bookman <gbookman@bennett.edu>; 

Qystal Harkless <cshMde@ncsu.edu> 

Re: Upcoming Meeting Date? 

Hi everyone, 

There was a bit of miscommunication so we may have lost out on the window of opportunity we had to meet virtually or in 
person based on the last doodle poll that went out. Several of our members will not be available from the 22nd, I believe 
it is, through sometime in mid November. (Tara and Chandra - please correct me if I am wrong). 

In the meantime, while we are determining the next opportunity to get together, please consider what we would like a 
relationship with Full Frame to look like, specifically, and what role we might play in increasing their membership as has 
been suggested in the notes from a past meeting. I spoke with Deirdre Haj last week and she reaffirmed her interest in 
working with us. We should flesh out what exactly we’re talking about and then I or a group of us can meet with her to 
hash out the details. Please, if we could, let’s talk about this by email. I can keep up with our various responses. 

Thanks, 
Natalie 
Natalie Bullock Brown 
Ascension Productions 
Producer/Consultant 

cell 
919.781.981 7 fax 

On Friday, October 18, 2013 1:05 PM, Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu> wrote: 

I will ask Crystal to send a Doodle poll so that we can find a date. 

See you soon, 

ssm 

On Tue, Oct 8, 2013 at 4:41 PM, Yvonne Welbon <ywelbon@bennett.edu> wrote: 
Was a date, time and location selected for our next meeting? 

Thanks! 

] am on leave for the 2013 - 2014 academic school year If you need immediate assistance abnut journalism department matters, please cnntact interim department chair, Mr. Tom Lipscomb 
at tlipscomb(~bennett edu 

Yvonne Welbon, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor - Journalism and Media Studies 

Bennett College tbr Women 

900 East Washington Street, Box 25 

Greensboro, North Carolina 27401 
336- 517-2306 (phone) 

336-517-2184 (fox) 

Ywelbon@bennett.edu 

From: Natalie Bullock Brown [ascensionproductions@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Nonday, September 30, 2013 3:25 PN 
To: Yvonne Welbon; Chandra Guinn; 3oseph .]ordan 
Cc: Sheila Smith NcKoy; Tara Green; Bryon D Turman; Regester Charlene B; Gwendolyn N. Bookman; Crystal Harkless 
Subject: Re: SB-FNC 9.27.$3 Ninutes with Action ftems 

Agreed, Chandra! Thanks so much. My best address is this one - 
ascensionproductions@yahoo.com. 
Natalie Bullock Brown 
Ascension Productions 
Prod ucer/Co nsu Ira nt 



cell 
919.781.9817 fax 

From: Yvonne Welbon <ywelbon@Bennett.edu> 
To: Chandra Guinn <chandra.,guinn@duke.edu>; Joseph Jordan <jfjordan@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu>; Tara Green <tt,qreen@unc,q.edu>; Natalie Bullock Brown 
<ascensionproductions@yahoo.com>; Bryon D Turman <bdturman@ncat.edu>; Regester Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu>; Gwendolyn 
M. Bookman <gbookman@Bennett.edu>; Crystal Harkless <csharkle@ncsu.edu> 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 3:20 PM 
Subject: RE: SB-FMC 9.27.13 Minutes with Action Items 

Thank You Chandra! 

I really appreciate you for getting the minutes to us so promptly, 

Best email address for the wordpress website for me is @yahoo.com 

Thanks, 
Yvonne 

I am on leave for the 2013 - 2014 academic school year If you need immediate assistance abnut journalism department matters, please cnntact interim department chair, k/Ix. Tom Lipscomb 
at tlipscomb(~bennett edu 

Yvonne Welbon, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor - Journalism and Media Studies 
Bennett College for Wo~nen 

900 East Washington Street, Box 25 

Greensboro, North Carolina 27401 
336- 517-2306 (phone) 

336-517-2184 (fax) 

,~’welbon~bennett.edu 

From: Chandra Guinn [chandra.guinn#duke.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 27, 2013 8:22 PM 
To: Joseph Jordan 
C~: Sheila Smith McKoy; Tara Green; Natalie Bullock Brown; Yvonne Welbon; Bryon D Turman; Regester Charlene B; Gwendolyn N. 
Bookman; Crystal Harkless 
Subject: SB-FMC 9.27.13 Minutes with Action Items 

Attached please find the mim~tes from today’s meeting. Many thanks to Tara for setting np the host site, providing the conference call capabilib’ and sharing her notes 

notes with me. The minutes are a blend and there may be some paraphrasing. If any i~ffo is incorrect please don’t hesitate to correct the record when you submit the 

infomlation requeffted. 

Have a great weekend! 

Chandra 

On Sep 24, 2013, at 4:38 PM, Joseph Jordan wrote: 

I agree with Sheila. I’d say the addressing the organizationaJ issue (me~nbership profile, etc.,); the website issae; and the ~neeting/connection with 

Deidre Haj and Full Frame would be a full agenda. The rest could possibly be assigned to the workgroups. Even sotne of these pieces menfioned 

above. 

On Sep 24, 2013, at 2:14 PM, Sheila Smith McKoy wrote: 

I’m glad we axe moving forward with the meeting. Thanks, Tax& for the heavy lif[ing. I’m son), that I have to join you via phone especially 

since I have not spent time at the Civil Rights Museum. 

I agree with Joseph regarding the agenda. I think that the website needs our attention quickly; however, we have to answer some 

questions regarding our membership profile, etc betbre we can make it viable. 
SNII 

On Tue, Sep 24, 2013 at 1:28 PM, Tara Green <tt~reen(~unag.edu> wrote: 
Colleagues: 

If someone will take the lead on sending an agenda by Thur., I’m hapw to make copies. I’ll contact the musenm about having the 

technology in place for phone calls. Let’s be sure to have the m~mbers where people can be reached. 

Tara 



On Tue, Sep 24, 2013 at 11:50 AM, Joseph Jordan <j~iordan(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I ~an in favor of the meeting moving ahead with a mo~e limited agenda to help m~ke this a mo~e produclive gathering. If we prioritize 

the list of agenda items and take, perhaps the top 3, we could probably get sotne quality work done. 

I also snggest that some of the other agenda items be assigned to workgroups (not committees’.) of 2-3 people who would be 

empowered to take some actions, if called for, or otherwise produce drafts that can be reviewed and then revised or voted on at tile 

next meeting. 

I will be calling in to join folks until I need to leave. I agree Tam has done a lot to prepaJce and we can’t waste the date. 

On Sep 24, 2013, at 11:28 AM, Tara Green wrote: 

Film Showing" "AI~ of Us NC" 
Sponsored by WGS & The Human Rights Film Series 
Wed~esdav,Septel;~be~ 25[il, 2013, r~:30pm 

UNC:G, School of Educatio~ Buiidir~g Room 120 

,~JI of Us North Carolh:a is s s.’0~mir:ute documeqtery aboi;t the qi;eer, people of color fight against Ameqdmeqt erie P~h??ms ker 3owlarEa Kud’,’s 

w~ii be present for d~sc~ss~on follower, S the 

On The, Sep 24, 2013 at 10:51 AM, Natalie Bullock Brown <ascensionproductions~valaoo.com> wrote: 

I hate to reschedule when Tara has oone throuoh the 
trouble of makino arranoements for us, but it does sound 
like we will have a very low turnout. I wonder how 
productive we will be without the possibility of consensus 
on the things we need to discuss, especially if meeting 
items will need to be shared via email with the bulk of the 
group anyway. I hope that makes sense. I’ll make my 
way up the road :) if we vote to keep the meeting as is. 
Natalie Bullock Brown 
Ascension Productions 
Prod u ce r/Co nsu Ira nt 

cell 
919.781.9817 fax 

From: Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu> 

To: Yvonne Welbon <ywelbon@bennett.edu> 
Cc: Tara T. Green <tt,qreen@unc,q.edu>; Joseph Jordan <jfjordan@email.unc.edu>; Natalie bullock 
brown <ascensionproductions@yahoo.com>; Bryon D Turman <bdturman@ncatedu>; Regester 
Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu>; Gwendolyn M. Bookman <gbookman@bennett.edu>; 
chandra guinn <chandra.guinn@duke.edu>; Crystal Harkless <csharkle@ncsu.edu>; Bamidele 
Demerson <bdemerson(~,sitinmovement.org> 
Sent" Tuesday, September 24, 2013 10:16 AM 
Subject: Re: Next Meeting in Greensboro 

Can we have a vote on who would like to reschedule our meeting? 

ssnl 

On Tue, Sep 24, 2013 at 12:01 AM, Sheila Stnith McKoy <ssmckog~)ncsu.edu> wrote: 

Chandra roll have the minutes. As for the agenda, we can discuss our upcoming tEslivals, the link/cwmection with 

Full Frame (i roll send the letter for signatures ifDarul can join you), the website, tile membership s~tement and 

a progranl for this year. There are a lot of things to discuss; however, we had hope to get a lot of work done at 

this meeling. 

I would be in thvor ofrescheduling, but I will support what works tbr everyone. 

s 

On Men, Sep 23, 2013 at 6:24 PM, Yvonne Welbon <,~-welbon(~betmett.edu > wrote: 

I I thinkwe should still meet. 



Can someone share the minutes from the last meeting? 

Thank, 
Yvonne 

I am on leave for the 2013 - 2014 academic school year If you need immediate assistance about journalism department matters, 
please contact interim department chair, Mr. Tom Lipscomb at tlipscomb@bennett.edu 

Yvonne Welbon, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor - Jouma]ism and Media Studies 
Bennett College for Women 

900 East Washington Street, Box 25 

Greensboro, North Carolina 27401 
336-517-2306 (phone) 

336-517-2184 (fax) 

yweltx~n(a) bennett .edu 

From: Tara T. Green [ttgreen@uncg.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 6:12 PM 
To: 3oseph Jordan 
Cc: Sheila Smith McKoy; Natalie bullock brown; Bryon D Turman; Regester Charlene B; 
Gwendolyn M. Bookman; Yvonne Welbon; chandra guinn; Crystal Harkless; Bamidele 
Demerson 

Subject: Re: Next Meeting in Greensboro 

Should we reschedule? 

Tara T. Green, Ph.D. 

Professor & Director 
African American Studies 

Sent fi’om my iPhone 

Excuse any typos 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 5:58 PM, Joseph Jordan <jt.iordan@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I am in the same boat. I will join by phone but have to leave tbr a meeting with our new chancellor 

to discuss pressing center issues. I can ca]l one of you to listen in and participate, or call in to a 

conference call number, or someone can call me and let tne listen in. But we do need to move 

fom,ard. Also, is there an agenda we can examine betbre the ~neeting?? 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 5:47 I?M, Sheila Smith McKoy wrote: 

SBFM’ers: 

I had planned to attend the meeting on Friday; however, I now have a conflict. I was 

supposed to be a guest on The State of Things re: 27 Views of Raleigh on 9/19. The 

time has changed twice and it is now on Friday. At file present time, I am the only 

writer of color scheduled to participate. I an working to find a replacement, but ifI 

cam~ot, I will have to join you by phone betbre and Mter the show. If that is the case, 

my assistant director will likely be with you. 

So soro~ for the last minute change, 

ssIn 

On Mon, Sep 23, 2013 at 12:20 PM, Tara Green <ttgreen~unag.edu> wrote: 

Colleagues: 

This is a reminder. I’ve heard back from Sheila. Jospeh, Yvonne, and Chandra. 

Safe travels to all. 

See ya’ll Friday, 
Ta~ra 

On Mon, Aug 26, 2013 at 2:35 PM, Tara Green <tt~reen(~unca.edu> wrote: 
Colleagues: 

Please meet us on Friday, September 27 at 10 am in the International Civil 

Rights Center and Museum. The Executive Director, Mr. Bamidele Demersoi~ 

is ve~ pleased to host us. 



You might find parking on Elm Street at one of the meters. I usually park in the 

Greene Street packing deck (1 block away on Greene Street off Elm). The 

price is about .50/horn; but they do require cash for exit. 

For your GPS: 

International Civil Ri~lts 
Center & Museum 
134 South Elm Street 
Greensboro, NC 27401 
(336) 274-9199 

I’ll provide drinks and pastries. We can have lunch at one of the local 
restaurants, possibly Tavo’s. 

My cell number is if you need my assistance the day of. 

Please let 1no know if you plan to attend by September 20. 

Here is one of their upcoming film ,screenings: 

Reel B~ack Love: A D~curaemaW Film Scree~g & 

Thursday, August 29 at 6:00 p.m. 
Join us for a screening of Reel Black Love, a documentay film that offers a 

critique of :M’rican :Mnerican romance as portrayed in film. Narrated by Sheryl Lee 
Ralph, the documentary features commentaries by 70 actors, directors, producers, 

and critics including Nia Long, Diahann Carroll, Keenen Ivory Wayans, Lynn 
Whitfield, and the late Roger Ebert. They explore how depictions in film ~ffluence 

positively or negatively our understanding of black people and the importance of 

romance in theh" lives. 

Following the screening, share your views with us in a spirited discussion led by 

fihnmaker Darryl Pitts and Sharon Warren Cook, professor of social work at 

North Carolina A&T State Universig,. 

This insightful and engaging fihn has shown to crowds in such venues as the 
Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture (New York), DuSable Museum of 
African American History (Chicago), and the Indiana Black Expo (Indianapolis). 

*Cost $10. 00. 

Looking tbrward, 
Tara 

On Fri, Aug 23, 2013 at 4:48 PM, Joseph Jordan <i~ordan(ggemail.unc.edu> 

wrote: 

Thanks Tara -- waiting to hear. 
On Aug 19, 2013, at 4:27 PM, Tara Green wrote: 

Hello All: 

I am waiting to hear back ti~m the IatemationaJ Civil Rights 
Center about nay request to host us on September 27 at l 0 am. 
Unfortunately they are in the process of deaJing with a 
fina~cialJpolificaJ support situation. If they have a contlict that 
day, m~ g~ternative site will be the African America~ Studies 
conference room at UNCG. I will provi& parking s~bs 
directions. 

I’ll be in touch ruth a concrete location by the end of the month. 

Best to all, 
Tara 

Tara T. Green PhD 
Professor of African American Literature and Gender Studies 

Director of Afiican American Studies 

Africm~ Atnerica~ Studies Progr&m 

PO Box 26170 

Greensboro, NC 27402-6170 

(336) 334-5507 

www.uncg.edu/al"s 

www.taratgreen.com 

AFS Ranked in Top l 0 
http:~ur~qp.~c.~q~9.~p/pr~d~new~re~ea~e~aIrican-arnerican~studi~s~pr~gtam~ranked~ 



amon.q4op-I O-in-u-s/ 

English Representative, College L~aguage Association 

www.clascholaacs.org 

Vice-President of Langston Hughes Society 
http://www.lanqstonhughessociety.or.q/ 

A Fatherless Child: Autobiographical Perspectives of Afifcan American Men 

(U Missouri P, 2009) 

Winner: National Council for Black Studies 2011 Award for Outstanding 

PuNication in Africa~a Studies 

Pre~nting Oprah Wint?ey, Her Films, and Ati-ican Amefica~ I,itemture 
(Palgrave Macmillan Pres~ 2013 ) 

Tara T. Green, PhD 

Professor of African American Literature and Gender Studies 

Director of African American Studies 

Al’rica~ America~ Studies Progra~n 

PO Box 26170 

Greensboro, NC 27402-6170 

(336) 334-5507 

~,w.uncg.edu/a£s 

www.taratgreen.com 

AFS Ranked in Top 10 

http://ure.unc.q ,ed uiprod/news/m.leases;africa n-american-stt~dies-pmqtam-m nk÷~l- 
~-lO-in-u-s/ 

English Language Representative, College Language Association 
w~av.clascholars.org 

Vice-President of Langston Hughes Socie~ 
http://wvwv.la nqston h ug hessociety, or,q/ 

A Fatherless Child: Autobiographical Perspectives of A~ican American Men (U 

Missouri P, 2009) 
Winner: National Council tbr Black Studies 2011 Award tbr Outstanding 

Publication in AIiicana Studies 

P~~erican l,iterature 
(Palgrave Macmilla~ Press, 2013 ) 

Dr. Sheila Smith McKoy 

Director, At~ican American Cultural Center 
Director, Africana Studies Program 

Edilx~r, Obsidim~: Literature in the At~ican Diaspora 

Joseph Jordan, Director 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9001 
i l~ordan~email.unc.e&~ 



Dr. Sheila Smith McKoy 

Director, AI~can American Cultural Center 
Director. At~cana Studies Program 

Editol; Obsidian: Literature in the African Diaspora 

Dr. Sheila Smith McKoy 

Director, AI~can American Cultural Center 

Director. At~cana Studies Program 

Editor, Obsidian: Literature in the AI~c~m Diastx~m 

Tara T. Green, PhD 

Professor of At~can American Literature and Gender Studies 

Director of African American Studies 

At~c~m American Studies Progran~ 

PO Box 26170 

Greensboro, NC 27402-6170 

(336) 334-5507 

~wvw.unc~.edui~£s 

w~-.taratgreen.com 

AFS Ranked in Top 10 

English Langnage Representative, College Language Association 

www.claschola~cs.org 

Vice-President of Langston Hughes Society 
http://www.la nclston h u.q hessociety, or.q/ 

A Fatherless Child: AutobiogmphicaJ Perspectives of African American Men (U Missouri P, 2009) 

Winner: National Council for Black Studies 2011 Award for Outstanding Publication in Africana Studies 

Presenting Oprah Winffev, Her Films, and African American Literature 
(Pal grave Macmillan Pres~ 2013 ) 

Joseph JoMan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University ofNortfi C~:rolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

j l]ordan(~email.unc.edu 

Tara T. Green. PhD 
l?rofessor of African American Literature and Gender Studies 

Director of African American Studies 
African American Studies Progrmn 

PO Box 26170 

Greensboro, NC 27402- 6170 

(336) 334-5507 

www. uncg.eda/aX’s 



www.taratareen.com 

AFS Ranked in Top 10 

English Language Representutive, College Lm~guage Association 

w~v.clascholars.or~ 

Vice-President of Langston Hughes Socieb~ 
http:/!www.la ngsto nh ug hessociety.or,q! 

A Fatherless Child: Antobiographica] Perspectives of At~can American Men (U Missouri P, 2009) 

Winner: Na’donal Conncil for Black Studies 2011 Award lbr Outstanding Publication in Africana Studies 

P~~a~ l ,iterature 

(Palgrave Macmilla~ Press, 2013 ) 

Dr. Sheila Smith McKoy 

Director, African American Cultural Center 
Director, Al]cica~a Studies Program 

Editor, Obsidian: Literature in the Atiica~ Diaspora 

Joseph JoMan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

Universib~ of Norfl~ Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

j fjordan(~email.unc.edu 

Dr. Sheila Smith McKoy 
Director, African American Cultural Center 
Director, Africana Studies Program 
Editor, Obsidian: Literature in the African Diaspora 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

University Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 
Laura Vazquez <lvazquez@NIU.EDU> 

Friday, October 18, 2013 3:25 PM 

U FVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.E DU 

Adobe Cloud 

I am wondering if anyone has figured out how to manage the use of Adobe software for labs next year. Our fees are increasing now (or not for another 3 years) and we are not 
sure how to proceed. 

Let me know what you are doing for software like Photoshop or In design. 

Thanks 
Laura 

Professor Laura Vazquez 
Department of Communication 
815-753-7132 
Director, Reality Bytes Student :Independent Film Festival 
http:!!realitybytes, niu.ed u 

HLC site visit March 3-5, 2014- 
http://www.niu.edu/hlc/ 
NTU’s re-accreditation self-study 

"Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can 
change the world. ~[ndeed, it is the only thing that ever has." 
Margaret Mead (1901 - 1978) 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first 
and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoff UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with 
nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Jen Proctor <               ~GIVlAIL.COIVI> 

Friday, October 18, 2013 4:26 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Adobe Cloud 

In our small program (and other similar progran~s I’ve taJked to), we have opted to hang on to CS6 for as long as we can, or until Adobe oilers affordable rates for 

education. There’s simply no way we can afford their cloud pricing. Otherwise, we’re either going to be forced to use old versions of the sof~va;e or eventually look for 

comNtitive or open source options. 

Jen 

On Fri, Oct 18, 2013 at 3:25 PM, Laura V~quez <lv~quez@niu.e&t> wrote: 

I am wondering if anyone has figured out how to manage the use of Adobe software for labs next year. Our fees are increasing now (or not for another 3 years) and we are 
not sure how to proceed. 

Let me know what you are doing for software like Photoshop or In design. 

Thanks 
Laura 

Professor Laura Vazquez 
Department of Communication 
825-753-7232 
Director, Reality Bytes Student Independent Film Festival 
http://realitybytes, niu.ed u 

HLC site visit March 3-5, 2024 
http://www.niu.edu/hlc/ 
NIU’s re-accreditation self-study 

"Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can 
change the world. Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has." 
Margaret Mead (1901 - 1978) 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by ~nding the following message "to list~rv@listserv.american.e&t: subscribe UFVAI,IST-L Ftfll Name ( Full Name should be 

your tirst and last nmne.) You can leave a list by sending the follomng command m listserv@listserv.an~efican.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in 

body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages m the list by sending an e-mail "to UFVALIST- L@listserv.american.edu 

Je,mifer Proctor 

Assistant Professor, Journalism and Screen Studies 

Department of Language, Culture, and Communication 

Universib’ of Michigan-Dearborn 

http:#www.umd.umich.e&ii 

http:/~ie~mit~rproctor.com 

http:/,/l o s~ nlight .ogg 
Thi s list at AU can be subscribed m by sending the follomng message m listserv@listserv.mnerican.edu: subscribe UFVAI,IST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the follomng command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L Write this command in body 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listse~.american.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Crystal Harkless <csharkle@ncsu.edu~ 

Friday, October 18, 2013 4:34 PM 

Natalie Bullock Brown <&scensionproductions@ahoo.com> 

Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu~; Yvolme Welbon <ywelbx~n@bennett.edu>; Cha~dra Guinn <chandra.guinn@duke.edu>; 
Jordan, Joseph F <jl]ordan@email.unc.edu>; Tara Green <ttgreen@uncg.edu>; Biyon D Tunnan <bdtunnan@ncat.edu>; Regester, 

Charlene B <regeste@em~Jl.unc.edu>; Gwendolyn M. Bookman <gbookmm~@bennett.edu> 

Re: Upcoming Meeting Date? 

Hello Everyone, 

Please visit the link below to complete the doodle poll tbr the next meeting. I will send the results next week. ttave a great weekend! 

http:i/www.doodle.com/~75p3cem6m8upvk 

Kind regards, 

C~ysta] 

On Fri, Oct 18, 2013 at 2:19 PM, Natalie Bullock Brown <ascensionproductions(&~ ,vahoo.com> wrote: 

Hi everyone, 

There was a bit of miscommunication so we may have lost out on the window of opportunity we had to meet virtually or 
in person based on the last doodle poll that went out. Several of our members will not be available from the 22nd, I 
believe it is, through sometime in mid November. (Tara and Chandra - please correct me if I am wrong). 

In the meantime, while we are determining the next opportunity to get together, please consider what we would like a 
relationship with Full Frame to look like, specifically, and what role we might play in increasing their membership as has 
been suggested in the notes from a past meeting. I spoke with Deirdre Haj last week and she reaffirmed her interest in 
working with us. We should flesh out what exactly we’re talking about and then I or a group of us can meet with her to 
hash out the details. Please, if we could, let’s talk about this by email. I can keep up with our various responses. 

Thanks, 
Natalie 
Natalie Bullock Brown 
Ascension Productions 
Producer/Consultant 

cell 
919.781.981 7 fax 

On Friday, October 18, 2013 1:05 PM, Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu> wrote: 
I will ask Crystal to send a Doodle poll so that we can find a date. 
See you soon, 
ssm 

On Tue, Oct 8, 2013 at 4:41 PM, Yvonne Welbon <ywelbon@bennett.edu> wrote: 
Was a date, time and location selected for our next meeting? 

Thanks! 

I am on leave for the 2013 - 2014 academic school year. If you need inmxediate assistance about journalism department matters, please contact interim departraent chair, 2~fi. Tom 
Lipscomb at tlipscomb@bennett.edu 

Yvonne Welbon, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor - Journalism and Media Studies 
Bennett College for Women 

900 East ~Vashington Street, Box 25 

Greensboro, North Carolina 27401 
336- 517-2306 (phone) 

336-517-2184 (t~x) 

ywelbon~bennett.edu 

From: Natalie Bullock Brown [ascensionproductions@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Nonday, September 30, 2013 3:25 PN 



To: Yvonne Welbon; Chandra Guinn; 3oseph Jordan 
Co: Sheila Smith NcKoy; Tara Green; Bryon D Turman; Regester Charlene B; Gwendolyn M. Bookman; Crystal Harkless 
Subject: Re: SB-FNC 9.27.13 Minutes with Action Items 

Agreed, Chandra! Thanks so much. My best address is this one - 
ascension prod uctio ns@ya hoo. com. 
Natalie Bullock Brown 
Ascension Productions 
Prod uce r/Co nsu Ira nt 

cell 
919.781.9817 fax 

From: Yvonne Welbon <ywelbon@Bennett.edu> 
To: Chandra Guinn <chandra.quinn@duke.edu>; Joseph Jordan <jfjordan@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu>; Tara Green <tt,qreen@unc=q.edu>; Natalie Bullock Brown 
<ascensionproductions@yahoo.com>; Bryon D Tun-nan <bdturman@ncat.edu>; Regester Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu>; 
Gwendolyn M. Bookman <gbookman@Bennett.edu>; Crystal Harkless <csharkle@ncsu.edu> 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 3:20 PM 
Su bject: RE: SB-FMC 9.27.13 Minutes with Action Items 

Thank You Chandra! 

really appreciate you for getting the minutes to us so promptly, 

Best email address for the wordpress website for me is @yahoo.com 

Thanks, 
Yvonne 

I am on leave for the 2013 - 2014 academic school year. If you need irmnediate assistance about journalism department matters, please contact interim department chair, )~k. Tom 
Lipscomb at tlipscomb(~bennett.edu 

Yvonne Welbon, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor - Journalism and Media Studies 
Bennett College for Wo~nen 

900 East Washington Street, Box 25 

Greensboro, North Carolina 27401 
336- 517-2306 (phone) 

336-517-2184 (fax) 

,i~-elbon~bennett.edu 

From: Chandra Guinn [chandra.guinn@duke.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 27, 2013 8:22 PM 
To: 3oseph 3ordan 
Co: Sheila Smith NcKoy; Tara Green; Natalie Bullock Brown; Yvonne Welbon; Bryon D Turman; Regester Charlene B; Gwendolyn M. 
Bookman; Crystal Harkless 
Subject: SB-FMC 9.27.13 Minutes with Action Items 

Attached please find the minutes fi~om today’s meeting. Many thanks to Tam for setting up the host site, providing the conference call capability and sharing her 

notes with me. The minutes are a blend and there may be some paraphrasing. If any info is incorrect please don’t hesitate to correct the record when you submit 
the information reqnested. 

Have a great weekend! 

Chandra 

On Sep 24, 2013, at 4:38 PM, Joseph Jordan wrote: 

I agree ruth Sheila. I’d say the addressing the organization~J issue (membership p~ofile, etc.,); the website issue; and the meeting/connection ruth 

Deidre Haj and Full Frame would be a full agenda. The rest could possibly be assigned to the workgroups. Even some of these pieces mentioned 

above. 

On Sep 24, 2013, at 2:14 PM, Sheila Smith McKoy wrote: 

I’m glad we are moving tbrwaxd with the meeting. Thanks, Tara, lbr the heavy lifting. I’m sorry that I have to join you via phone 

especially since I hmze not spent time at the Civil Rights Museum. 

I agree with Joseph regarding the agenda. I think that the website needs our attention quicldy; however, we have to answer some 

questions regarding our membership profile, etc before we can make it viable. 



SS~I 

On Tue, Sep 24, 2013 at 1:28 PM, Tara Green <ttg~een,@~nncg.edu;, wrote: 

Colleagues: 

If someone will take the lead on ~nding an agenda by Thur., I’m happy to make copies. I’ll contact the museum about having the 

technology in place tbr phone calls. Let’s be sure to have the numbers where people can be reached. 

On Tue, Sep 24, 2013 at 11:50 AM, Joseph Jordan < it]ordan(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I san in favor of the meeting moving ~ead with a more limited agenda to help make this a more productive gathering. If we 
prioritize the list of agenda items and take, perhaps the top 3, we could probably get some quality work done. 

I also suggest that some of the other agenda items be assigned to workgroups (not committees!) of2-3 people who wonld be 

empowered to take some actions, if called for, or otherwise produce drafts that can be reviewed and then revised or voted on at 

the next meeting. 

I will be calling in to join folks until I need to leave. I agree Tara has done a lot to prepare and we can’t waste the date. 

On Sep 24, 2013, at 11:28 AM, Tara Green wrote: 

Fi~m Showing" °’AI~ of Us 
Sponsored by WGS & The Human Rights Film Series 
!A~ed:~esda~flSc~ptember 25tb, ~013, L~ 30pro 

UNCG, Scboo: o? ~ducst:o:~ Bu~d~2, Room 120 

~<ud,,’a w~l be prese:~t for d~scuss~or: fo~ow~9 the 

On Tue, Sep 24, 2013 at 10:51 AM, Natalie Bullock Brown <~ascensionproductions~vahoo.com> wrote: 

I hate to reschedule when Tara has 9one through the 
trouble of makin9 arrangements for us, but it does 
sound like we will have a very low turnout. I wonder 
how productive we will be without the possibility of 
consensus on the things we need to discuss, especially 
if meeting items will need to be shared via email with the 
bulk of the group anyway. I hope that makes sense. I’ll 
make my way up the road :) if we vote to keep the 
meeting as is. 
Natalie Bullock Brown 
Ascension Productions 
Prod u ce r/Co nsu Ira nt 

cell 
919.781.9817 fax 

From: Sheila Smith McKoy <~> 

To: Yvonne Welbon <ywelbon@bennett.edu> 
Cc: Tara T. Green <tt,qreen@unc,q.edu>; Joseph Jordan <jfiordan@email.unc.edu>; Natalie bullock 
brown <ascensionproductions@5’ahoo.com>; Bryon D Turman <bdturman(~,ncat.edu>; Regester 
Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu>; Gwendolyn M. Bookman <gbookman@bennett.edu>; 
chandra guinn <chandra.guinn(~,duke.edu>; Crystal Harkless <csharkle~ncsu.edu>; Bamidele 
Demerson <bdemerson(~,sitinmovement.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 10:16 AM 
Subject: Re: Next Meeting in Greensboro 

Can we have a vote on who would like to reschedule our meeting? 

ssnl 



On Tue, Sep 24, 2013 at 12:01 AM, Sheila Stnith McKoy <ssmckoy~)ncsu.edu > wrote: 

Chandra roll have the minutes. As for the agenda~ we can discuss our upcoming festivals, the link/cormection 

with Full France (i roll send the letter for signatures if D~a~ryl can join you), the website, the ~nembership 
statement and a program for this year. There are a lot of things to discuss; however, we had hope to get a lot of 

work done at this meeting. 

I would be in favor ofmscheduling, bnt I will support what works for eveuone. 

s 

On Mon, Sep 23, 2013 at 6:24 PM, Yvonne Welbon <~bennett.edu> wrote: 
I think we should still meet. 

Can someone share the minutes from the last meeting? 

Than~ 
Yvonne 

I am on leave for the 2013 - 2014 academic school year. If you need iramediate assistance about journalism departrnent 
matters, please contact interim department chair, Mr. Tom Lipscomb at tlipscomb@bennett.edu 

Yvonne Welbon, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor - Journalism and Media Studies 
Bennett College for Women 

900 East Washington Street, Box 25 

Greensboro, North Carolina 27401 
336- 517-2306 (phone) 

336-517-2184 (f~x) 

ywelbon@bennett.edu 

From: Tara T. Green [ttgreen@uncg.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2023 6:12 PN 
To: 3oseph 3ordan 
Cc: Sheila Smith NcKoy; Natalie bullock brown; Bryon D Turman; Regester Charlene B; 
Gwendolyn M. Bookman; Yvonne Welbon; chandra guinn; Crystal Harkless; Bamidele 
Demerson 

Subject: Re: Next Meeting in Greensboro 

Should we reschedule? 

Tara T. Green, Ph.D. 

Professor & Director 

African American Studies 

Sent fiom my iPhone 

Excuse any b’pos 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 5:58 PM, Joseph Jordan <it]ordan(~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

I ana in the same boat. I will join by phone but have "to leave lbr a meeting with our new 

chancellor to discuss pressing center issues. I caaa call one of you to listen in and participate, or 

call in to a conference call number, or mmeone can call me and let me listen in. But we do need 
to move forwmd. Also, is them an agenda we can examine before the meeting?? 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 5:47 PM, Sheila S,nith McKoy wrote: 

SBFM’ers: 

I had planned to attend the meeting on Friday; however, I now have a conflict. I 

was supposed to be a guest on The State of Things re: 27 Views of Raleigh on 

9/19. The time has changed twice and it is now on Friday. At the present time, I 

am the only writer of color scheduled to participate. I ant working to find a 
replacement, but ifI cannot, I will have to join you by phone before and a£ter the 

show. If that is the case, my assistant director will likely be with you. 

So sorry for the last minute change, 

ssm 

On Mon, Sep 23, 2013 at 12:20 PM, Tara Green <ttgmen~uncg.edu> wrote: 

Colleagues: 

This is a reminder. I’ve heard back from Sheila, Jospeh, Yvonne, and Chandra. 



Sale travels to all. 

See ya’ll Friday, 

T~xa 

On Mon, Aug 26, 2013 at 2:35 PM, Tara Green <ttgreen(~unc~.edu > wrote: 

Colleagues: 

Please meet us on Friday, September 27 at 10 am in the International Civil 

Rights Center and Museum. The Executive Director. Mr. Bamidele 

Demerso~, is very pleased to host us. 

You might find paxking on Ehn Street at one of the meters. I usually park in 
the Greene Street parking deck (1 block away on Greene Street off Elm). 

The price is about .50/hour, but 1hey do require cash lbr exit. 

For your GPS: 

International Ch~l Rights 

Center & Museum 
134 South Elm Street 
Greensboro, NC 27401 
(336) 274-9199 

I’ll provide drinks and pastries. We can have lunch at one of the local 
restaurants, possibly Tavo’s. 

My cell number is if you need my assistance the day of. 

Please let me know if you plan to attend by September 20. 

Here is one of their upcoming film screenings: 

Ree~ B~ack L~ve: A Doc~m~e~t~ry ~°~lm Screening & 

Thursday, August 29 at 6:00 p.m. 

Join us for a screening of ReelBlack Love, a documentary fihn that offers a 

critique of African American romance as portrayed in film. Narrated by Sheo~l 

Lee Ralph, the documentary features commentaries by 70 actors, directors, 

producers, and critics including Nia Long, Diahann Carroll, Keenen Ivory 

Wayans, Lynn \Vhitfield, and the late Roger Ebert. They explore how depictions 

in film nfluence positively or negatively our understanding of black people and 
the importance of romance in their lives. 

Following the screening, share your views with us in a spirited discussion led by 

filmm~dcer Darryl Pitts and Sharon Warren Cook, professor of social work at 

North Carolina A&T State University. 

This insightful and engaging film has shown to crowds in such venues as the 
Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture (New York), DuSable Museum 

of Ali’ican American History (Chicago), and the Indiana Black Expo 

(Indianapolis). 

*Cost $10. 00. 

Looking fo~wm’d, 

Tam 

On Fri, Aug 23, 2013 at 4:48 PM, Joseph Jordan 

<i f! ordan(~emafil.unc.edu> wrote: 
Thanks Tara -- wailing to hear. 

On Aug 19, 2013, at 4:27 PM, Tara Green wrote: 

tMlo All: 

I am waiting to hear back ti~m the InternationaJ Civil Rights 

Center about my request to host us on September 27 al 10 

am. Unfortunately they axe in the process of deaJing with a 

financiaFpoliticaJ support situation. If they have a conflict that 

day, m~ aJternative site will be the African American Studies 

conference room at UNCG. I will provi& parking s~bs and 

directions. 

I’ll be in touch with a concrete location by the end of the 

month. 

Best to all, 

Taxa 



Tara T. Green, PhD 

Professor of African American Literature and Gender Studies 

Director of Afiican American Studies 

African American Studies Progran~ 

PO Box 26170 

Greensboro, NC 27402- 6170 

(336) 334-5507 

www.uncg.edu/aJTs 

www.taratgreen.com 

AFS Ranked in ’Fop 10 

http:/!ure.t~£g~edplprod!news!releases/african-american-studies-pro(~ram- 
ran kedoamon f!4opol O-in-u-s/ 

English Representative, College Language As~ciation 

www.clascholacs.org 

Vice-l?resident of Langston Hughes Society 
http:iiwww.langstonhughessociety.orgi 

A Fatherless Child: Autobio~raphicaJ Perspectives of African Funerican Men 

(U Missouri P, 2009) 
Winner: National Cotmcil for Black Studies 2011 Award for Outstanding 

PuNication in Africana Studies 

Presenting Opra5 Winffe’~’, Her Films, and African American Literature 
(Palgrave Macmillan Press, 2013) 

Tara T. Green. PhD 

Professor of African American Literature and Gender Studies 

Director of Afi4can American Studies 

African Americal Studies Program 

PO Box 26170 

Greensboro, NC 27402-6170 

(336) 334-5507 

www.uncg.eduia~ 
w~;~-.tarato reen.com 

AFS Ranked in Top 10 

http:iiure,tmcq .ed u/prodinews/releases/afdca n-america rest udies-t~ro.qram-ra~ked- 
amon.q4op-10-in-u-s/ 

English I,anguage Representative, College Language Association 

www.claschola~s.orA 

Vice-t resident of Langston Hughes Society 
http://wvwc.langstonhughessociety,org/ 

A Fatherless Child: AutobiogmphicaJ Perspectives of Al~ican American Men 

(U Missouri P, 2009) 

Winner: National Council for Black Studies 2011 Award for Outstanding 

Publication in Africana Studies 

Presenting Oprah Wint?ey, Her Films, and Afi-ican American Literature 
(PaJ grave Macmillan Pres~ 2013 ) 

Dr. Sheila Smith McKoy 

Director, African American Cultural Center 

Director, Africana Studies Program 

Editor, Obsidian: Literature in the African Diaspora 



Joseph JoMan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University ofNort~ C~rolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

it] ordan(~ email .unc .edu 

Dr. Sheila Smith McKoy 

Director, African American Cultural Center 

Director, Africana Studies Program 

Editor, Obsidiml: Literature in file African Diaspora 

Dr. Sheila Smith McKoy 

Director, African American Cultaml Center 
Director, Affic~na Studies Program 

Editor, Obsidian: Literature in file African Diaspora 

Tara T. Green, Plff) 
l?rofessor of African Americml Literature and Gender Studies 

Director ofAfricml Americml Studies 

African Atnerican Studies l?rogram 

170 Box 26170 

Greensboro, NC 27402- 6170 

(336) 334-5507 

wv~v.uncg.edu,’a£,s 

wvx~v.taratareen.com 

AFS Ranked in Top 10 

English Lmlguage Representative, College Language Association 

wu~,.clascholm’s.ora 

Vice-President of Langs~ton Hughes Socie~ 
http:!/www.la ngsto nh u,q hessociety.or,q/ 

A Fatherless Child: Autobiographical Perspectives of African American Men (U Missouri P, 2009) 
Winner: National Council tbr Black Studies 2011 Award tbr Outstanding Publication in Ati-icana Studies 

Presenting Oprah Winti~ey, Her Fihns, and Atiican American Literature 
(Palgrave Mactnillan Press, 2013) 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

i t] ordma~ email.unc .edu 



Tara T. Green, PhD 
Professor of African American Literature and Gender Studies 

Director of Afiican American Studies 
Atiican American Studies Program 

PO Box 26170 

Greensboro, NC 27402-6170 

(336) 334-5507 
www.unco.edu/~l’s 

w~wv.taratgreen.co~n 

AFS Ranked in ’Fop 10 
http:/~ure~un~q~edu;pr~d~ne~‘‘#re~eases/afd~an~americamstudies~pr~.qmm-ranked-am~n~1O-in-u-s/ 

English Language Repre~ntaiive, College Language Association 
www.clascholaacs.org 

Vice-President ofLangston ttughes Society 
http:ilwww.lanq_stonhu~hessociety.or~l 

A Fatherless Child: Autobiographical Perspectives of African American Men (U Missouri P, 2009) 
Winner: National Council tbr Black Studies 2011 Award for Outstanding Publication in Africana Studies 

Presenting Oprala Winfie’~; Her Films, and African American Literature 
(PaJgrave Macmillan Press, 2013 ) 

Dr. Sheila Smith McKw 
Director; African American Cultural Center 
Director, Afficana Studies Program 
Editor, Obsidian: Literature in the African Diaspora 

Joseph Jordan, Director 
Sonja Hwnes Stone Center 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9001 
j t.iordan~b~email.unc .e&t 

Dr, S}ieiiz~ Smith 
DiIector, iVdcz~rs/\medcaii 
O~rector. ,.~kfdc:::~r:a Studies 

Withers~oor~ S~:udet~t Center 3~4, Box 73~ 8 



Te~,: (91~ 515~396 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

University Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 
Jerry Hartman <Jerry.Hartman@WALLAWALLA.EDU> 

Friday, October 18, 2013 5:21 PM 

U FVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.E DU 

Re: Adobe Cloud 

1 don’t have it all figured out yet either. But I have researched it a bit. 

Check out Adobe Creative Cloud Desktop (it’s the bottom membership option on this pdf): 
h ttp://wwwi m a q e s. a d o be. co m/www, a d o be. corn/co n te n t/d a m/Ado b e/e n/ed u c atio n/pdfs/ed u- c re ativeclou d- p u rc h a sin q- option s-u e. pdf 

It basically gives you the new software without the cloud features. We will be purchasing through an educational consortium in the northwest (oetc.org) who is still in process 
of setting an Adobe Education Enterprise Agreement for the whole consortium. I have no idea how much the cost will change, but at least it looks like we will be able to get the 
new software without the entire creative cloud cost. 

-Jerry H. 

Jerry Hartman, MFA 

Associate Professor, Film & Television 

Walla Walla University 
Department of Communications and Languages 
204 S College Avenue 
College Place, WA 99324 

Office: 509.527.2300 
Mobile: 

From: University Film and Video Association [UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU] on behalf of Laura Vazquez [Ivazquez@NIU.EDU] 
Sent; Friday, October 18, 2013 12:25 PM 

To-" U FVALIST- L@ LISTSERV.AM ERICAN. EDU 
Subject; Adobe Cloud 

I am wondering if anyone has figured out how to manage the use of Adobe so.rare for labs next year. Our fees are increasing now (or not for another 3 years) and we 

are not sure how to proceed. 

Let me know what you are doing for sof~¥are like Photoshop or In design. 

Thanks 

Laura 

Professor Laura Vazquez 
Department of Communication 
815-753-7132 
Director, Reality Bytes Student Independent Film Festival 
http:!!realitybytes, niu.ed u 

HLC site visit March 3-5, 2014 
http://www, niu.ed u/hlc/ 
NTU’s re-accreditation self-study 

"Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can 
change the worl& Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has." 

Margaret Mead (1901 - 1978) 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following ~nessage to lis~tserv@listse~.amedcan.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last nmne.) You can leave a list by sending the follomng command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.an~erican.edn 
This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first 
and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoff UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with 
nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Norman Hollyn <nhollyn@CINEMA.USC.EDU> 

Friday, October 18, 2013 6:22 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Adobe Cloud 

At USC we are still in the process of negotiating with them. It’s not easy, and I’m not sure that Adobe gets the education market’s importm~ce in the CC scheme yet. In 
the meantime, we are holding onto the CS6 installs we have. Just like I did when I went to CC. Which I love’, by the way. 

Norman 

Mistyped on my iPad 

On Oct 18, 2013, at 2:23 PM, "Jerry Hart,nan" <Je~rr’.Hm’tman(ggWALLAWALLA.EDU> wrote: 

I don’t have it all figured out yet either. But I have researched it a bit. 

Check out Adobe Creative Cloud Desktop (it’s the bottom membership option on this pdf): 
h ttp://wwwima g e s.a d o be. co m/www, a d o be. c om!co n te n t/da m/Ado b e/e n/ed u carlo n !pdfs/ed u- c re ativeclo u d-p u rc h a sin g- option s-ue. pdf 

It basically gives you the new software without the cloud features. We will be purchasing through an educational consortium in the northwest (oetc.orc~) who is 
still in process of setting an Adobe Education Enterprise Agreement for the whole consortium. I have no idea how much the cost will change, but at least it looks 
like we will be able to get the new software without the entire creative cloud cost. 

-JerW H. 

Jerry Hartman, MFA 

Associate Professor, Film & Television 

Walla Walla University 
Department of Communications and Languages 
204 S College Avenue 
College Place, WA 99324 

Office: 509.527.2300 
Mobile 

From: University Film and Video Association [UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU] on behalf of Laura Vazquez [Ivazquez@NIU.EDU] 
Sent-" Friday, October 28, 2023 22:25 PM 

To-" U FVALIST- L@ LISTSERV.AM ERICAN. EDU 
Subject-" Adobe Cloud 

I am wondering if anyone has figured om how to manage the use of Adobe so,rare for labs next year. Our fees are increasing now (or not for another 3 

years) and we are not sure how to proceed. 

Let me know what you are doing for sof~vare like Photoshop or In design. 

ThaJ~ks 

Laura 

Professor Laura Vazquez 
Department of Communication 
825-753-7232 
Director, Reality Bytes Student Independent Film Festival 
http: !/realitybytes. niu.ed u 

HLC site visit March 3-5, 2024 
http://www.niu.edu/hlc/ 
NIU’s re-accreditation self-study 

"Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can 
change the world. Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has." 

Margaret Mead (2902 - 2978) 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by seMing tke following message to lis¢serv(~listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST- L Full Name ( Full Name 

should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv~listserv.anmrican.edu: signoffLIFVALIST- L 
(Write this comm~md in bo@ of email ruth nothing else) Posting Mes~ges: You can IX)St messages to the list by sending ~m e-mM to UFVALIST- 

L@listserv.american.e&~ 

This list at AU can be subscribed "to by sending the tbllowing message to listsen~g~listserv.mnerican.edu: subscribe UFVAI,IST-L Full Name ( Full Name 



should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the lbllowing command to listserv@liskserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L 
(Write "d~is commm~d in body of email with nothing el~) Posting Mes~ges: You can tx)st messages to the list by sending m~ e-mail 1,~ UFVALIST- 
L@listserv.america~.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Cindy Hill <chillufl@MAC.COIvl > 

Friday, October 18, 2013 7:09 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Adobe Cloud 

Ditto here at Wake Forest University. We have had a rather interesting and somewhat bumpy ride the past two years with both Adobe and Apple. The undmgraduate 
students are given a laptop upon enrollment. In the past the sIandard load included Premiere, Photoshop m~d the MS Office Suite. The Universi~ and Adobe could 

not agree on a renewal deal, so Wake dumped Adobe and turned to Cord. So now all laptops are loaded with PaintShop, VideoStudio and Word Perfect. You can 

imagine the response from those of us who teach media production! Fo~lunately, we do have two iMac labs outfitted with FCP X and Adobe CS6. It is doubtful that 

the administration will want to sign on to tile Cloud, so we too will hang on to those CS6 seats. Our future with FCP X is aim a bit murkT for myriad reasons. 

I also am worried about managing all of these sol?tware programs through user ID accounts. We have to rely on our IT person to handle all download updates since he 

purchased "the softwaace through his official Apple account. Thus those of us who teach in the lab have no ability to update the iOS system software or FCP X, 

Compressor, etc. Sigh! 

Cindy Hill 

Associate Director, The DocumentaLT Film Progra~ 

Wake Forest UniversiW 
www.college.wfu.edu/documentazy 

www.petNinz.com 

P.S. Norn~an, I love your books. Editing is one of my areas of specialization, so I always enjoy reading how others approach this craft. 

On Oct 18, 2013, at 6:22 PM, Norman Hollyn <nhollvn~C1NEMA.USC.EDU> wrote: 

At USC we axe still in the process of negotiating with the,n. It’s not easy and I’m not sure that Adobe gets the education market’s importance in the CC 

scheme yet. In the meantime, we are holding onto the CS6 installs we have. Just like I did when I went to CC. Which I love’, by the way. 

Norn~an 

Mistyped on my iPad 

OnOct 18, 2013, at2:23 PM, .erryHartman <Jen).,.ttaJtma~*)WAI,I,AWALLA.EDU> wrote: 

I don’t have it all figured out yet either. But I have researched it a bit. 

Check out Adobe Creative Cloud Desktop (it’s the bottom membership option on this pdf): 

htt~://wwwimac~es.adobe’c~m/www.adobe’c~m/c~ntent/dam/Ad~be/en/educati~n/Ddfs/edu-creativec~ud-~urchasinc~-~pti~ns-ue. 

It basically gives you the new software without the cloud features. We will be purchasing through an educational consortium in the northwest 
(oetc.org) who is still in process of setting an Adobe Education Enterprise Agreement for the whole consortium. I have no idea how much the cost 
will change, but at least it looks like we will be able to get the new software without the entire creative cloud cost. 

-Jerry H. 

Jerry Hartman, MFA 

Associate Professor, Film & Television 

Walia Walla University 
Department of Communications and Languages 
204 S College Avenue 
College Place, WA 99324 

Office: 509.527.2300 
Mobile: 

From: University Film and Video Association [UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AlVlERICAN.EDU] on behalf of Laura Vazquez [Ivazquez@NIU.EDU] 
Sent: Friday, October :[8, 20:[3 :[2:25 PM 

To: U FVALIST- L@ LISTSERV.AM ERICAN. EDU 
S~bject: Adobe Cloud 

tIi 

I am wondering if a~yone has figured out how to manage the use of Adobe sol~,are ~br labs next year. Our fees are increasing now (or not 
for another 3 years) m~d we are not sure how to proceed. 

Let me know what you are doing for software like Photoshop or In design. 



Thanks 

Laura 

Professor Laura Vazquez 
Department of Communication 
8~.5-753-7~.32 
Director, Reality Bytes Student Independent Film Festival 

http://realitybytes, niu.ed u 

HLC site visit March 3-5, 20~.4 
http://www.niu.edu/hlc/ 
NIU’s re-accreditation self-study 

"Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can 
change the world. Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has." 

Margaret Mead (:t90:t - :t978) 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following ~nessage to lis~tserv(~lis~tserv.mnerican.edu: subscribe UFVALIST- L Full 

Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the follomng command to 

listserv(~listserv.amefican.edu: signoffUFVALIST- L (Write this command in bo@ ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can 

posit messages to the liszt by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST- L~listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the follomng message to lis~tserv~listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST- L Full 

Name ( Full Name should be your first m~d last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to 
listser@a)list~rv.americm~.edu: signoffUFVALIST- L OA,~rite this commm~d in body of emaJd with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can 

post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST- L@list~rv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following ~nessage to lis~tserv@listse~w.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last name.) You can leave a lifft by sending the follomng command to listserv@listser~’.americm~.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ij arer@academicresearchj ournals.org 

Friday, October 18, 2013 11:37 PM 

ij arer@academicre~archj ouma] s.org 

Call tbr Paper 

International Journal of Academic Research in Education and Review 
http://www.a cademicresearchioumals.org/IJARER/Index.htm 

Call for Paper 

Introducing "International Journal of Academic Research in Education 
and Review " 

Dear Colleague, 

The International Journal of Academic Research in Education and Revie~v 
(IJARER) is a multidisciplinaW peer reviewed journal published 
monthly by Academic Research Journals 
(http:/i~vw~v.academicresearchlournals.or~/. IJARER is dedicated to 
increasing the depth of research across all areas of this subject. 

(;all for Papers 

IJARER will cover all areas of Academic Research in Education and 
Review The journal welcomes the submission of manuscripts that meet 
the general criteria of significance and scientific excellence in this 
subject area, and will publish: 

Original articles in basic and applied research 
Case studies 
Critical reviews, surveys, opinions, commentaries and essays 

We invite you to submit your manuscript(s) to 
academicresearcl!joumals@yahoo.com or 
ijarer@academicresearchjoumals.org for publication Out-objecuve 
is to inform authors o17 the decision on their manuscript(s) within 
four weeks of submission. Following acceptance, a paper will normally 
be published in the next issue. Instruction for authors and other 
details are available on our website; 
http://www.academicresearchjournais, or~iIJARER/Author’s%20G uide.htm 

IJARER is an Open Access Journal 

One key request of researchers across the world is unrestricted access 
to research publications. ()pen access gives a worldwide audience 
larger than that of an?" subscription-based journal and thus increases 
the visibility and impact of published work. It also enhances 
indexing, retrieval power and eliminates the need for permissions to 
reproduce and distribute content. IJARER is fully committed to the 
Open Access h~itiative and will provide free access to all articles as 
soon as they are published. 

Best regards, 

Iyioma Surrey 
Editorial assistant 
International Journal of Academic Research in Education and Review (IJARER) 
E-mail: ij arer@acaderaicresearchj ournals.org 
F>mail: academicresearchiournals@ahoo, corn 
Support sel~’ices: support@academicresearchjournals.org 
Website: http:i/acaderaicresearchio~v:nals.orgi 

Submit manuscripts as e-mail attachment to the Editorial Office at 
ijarer@acaderaicresearchjournals.org and acaderrficresearchjournals@yahoo.cora 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SmdentFilmmakers Magazine <newcinema@studentfihnma£ers.net~ 

Saturday, October 19, 2013 9:41 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Don’t Miss the Biggest and Best Photo Event 

Exclusive Student Discounts - Register Now for Best Seminars 
View this email in a browser 

The photo industry is gearing up for the biggest and best oven[ of the year, the PDN I~hotoPlus Conference 
+ ~xpo. 

Now students get exclusive discounts on ALL passes, making it easier and mere affordable than ever to 
experience a seminar, keynote presentation or penel discussion presented by the world’s foremost experts on 
the trends, technology and creative techniques in the fields of photography, ~&~¢o, post-product~on and 
bus~ess development. 

Your purchase of any seminar pess, WPPI University pass, or VfP Expe pess includes FREE admission to: 

Register Now for PhotoPlus Expo 

] 

i’Ni PPE 30th An niversa ry Video i~-~ ] PPE Conference Semina rs 

See why photographers 
from all around the world 
attend PhotoPlus. 

Choose from over 90 
conference seminars led by 
top talent. 

Here’s a list of what’s 
happening at PhotoPlus 
Expo 2013. 



Emerald Expositions 
85 Broad Street 

New York, NY 10004 
United States 

To be unsubscribed from the October 2013 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 

Unsubscribe re~lester@,email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

United to End Cancer <nl@unitedtoendcancer.info> 

Saturday, October 19, 2013 7:53 PM 

contacts@unitedtoendcancer.info 

Cancer! You can save lives and maybe even win an iPhone, addressing the issue of the largest scientific conference in the world. 

::~:: United to end Cancer 

How to reduce premature cancer deaths and costs THROUGH lrNNOVATTVE TECHNOLOGY FOR 

EARLY DETECTION. 

If cancer treatments have not significantly reduced premature cancer deaths, then only EARLY 

DIAGNOSIS can defeat the disease. It will take an innovative technology. 

WHERE IS THIS TECHNOLOGY (click here)? 

The President of one of the most important conferences in the world, the 2013 IEEE-NSS-MIC- 

RTSD Scientific Conference, has launched a challenge to more than 3,000 scientists (physicists, 

doctors, chemists, biologists, engineers, etc.) who will meet October 27, 2013 in Seoul, Korea to 

iresent over 1,500 scientific articles. The challenge is to demonstrate that their project, invention, 

and/or discovery is "Beyond Imagination of Future Science." 

At this time, a single invention has demonstrated that it goes "BEYOND IMAGINATION OF FUTURE 

SCIENCE" in the discovery of new subatomic particles and also in providing a significant leap 

forward in the reduction of premature cancer deaths and cost through an effective early cancer 

detection. 

This invention when applied to medical imaging, permitted the inventor to create the 3D-CBS 

technology that for the first time provides the possibility to make an effective early diagnosis of 

most types of cancer by annually performing a single cost-effective examination of the entire 

body, using low radiation. From a conservative estimate, the premature cancer deaths could be 

reduced by over 33% in six years utilizing the 3D-CBS device. 

Further details of this invention and its implementation are available on the website, www.u2ec.org. 

The inventor made a promise to his friend who recently died of cancer, and to all those who are or 

have been victims of this disease, and to those who really care to eradicate this calamity, to be 

their spokesperson when the leading experts gather at the conference in Korea and to be their 

spokesperson whenever addressing those persons responsible in this field. He will seek 

satisfactory answers to pass along to those who support this cause. The answers should explain 

the discrepancy between the high cancer costs and the almost zero results in reducing premature 

deaths. 

Support the mission of the inventor of the 3D-CBS technology in Korea by requesting on behalf of 

everyone a DIALOGUE so that the 3D-CBS will be compared with all other projects. It is necessary 

to analyze calculations and scientific arguments in public in a TRANSPARENT way. The ultimate goal 

is to demonstrate that the 3D-CBS is the most innovative invention with greater potential to reduce 

iremature cancer deaths and cost. In the event someone doubts this technology, they should 

propose a more advantageous, alternative project. However, if claims of several authors cannot be 

invalidated with scientific arguments, prototypes of the 3D-CBS and other projects targeted to the 

same objective to reduce cancer deaths and cost should be funded and built. 

Your contribution of at least $5 will support the construction of prototypes to perform a test on a 

sample population gathering experimental data showing results. This is the path to the scientific 

truth for the benefit of mankind, not advertising approaches or treatments that do not provide 

results. 

The EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS will demonstrate that the 3D-CBS can save more lives and reduce 

health costs better than current devices and other prototypes. It should be noted that the annual 

economic cost of cancer reaches $1.4 trillion with limited results in reducing cancer deaths: after 50 

years, only 5%, mainly due to cessation from smoking and changes in lifestyle and not to 

research. The number of premature deaths from cancer per year has risen to 6.5 million people, 

with a 100 times cost of treatment increase in 50 years. A paradigm shift is necessary which can 

only take place as a result of your participation and support. 

If you are interested in references and a demonstration of how the invention cited is going 

"Beyond Imagination of Future Science" to reduce your risk of dying prematurely from cancer, you 

can continue to read the blog by clicking here. (You will also find information on how you can win in 

the iPhone). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Bart Weiss <bart@VIDEOFEST.ORG> 

Sunday, October 20, 2013 12:32 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Adobe Cloud 

This is an oppolCunity for adobe to reach out to us 

On Oct 18, 2013, at 2:25 PM, Laura Vazquez <lvazquez~NIU.EDU> wrote: 

I am wondering if anyone has figured out how to manage the use of Adobe software for labs next year. Our fees are increasing now (or not for another 3 years) 
and we are not sure how to proceed. 

Let me know what you are doing for software like Photoshop or In design. 

Thanks 

Laura 

Professor Laura Vazquez 
Department of Communication 
83.5-753-73.32 
Director, Reality Bytes Student Independent Film Festival 
http://realitybytes, niu.ed u 

HLC site visit March 3-5, 2014 
http:!!www.niu.edu/hlc! 
NIU’s re-accreditation self-study 

"Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can 
change the world. Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has." 

lvlargaret Mead (3.901 - 3.978) 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the follomng message to lisCserv(~listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST- L Full Name ( Full Name 

should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv~listserv.an~erican.edu: signoffUFVALIST- L 

(Write this command in body- of emaJl ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST- 

L~listserv.american.edu 

Bart Weiss 

bart@vldeofest,org 
bart@nta.edn 

mobile 
twitter klnodeluxe 

Associate Prof UT Arlington 
Director Dallas Vldeofest 

the 26th Dallas Videofest will be Oct 9-13th 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following ~nessage to lisCserv@listse:w.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your firs� and last name.) You can lem~e a list by sending the following command to listserv@listser~.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@lisCserv.an~erican.edu 



Sent: 

Subject: 

fundingabrt@cos.com 

Sunday, October 20, 2013 12:59 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Charlene Regester 

Funding a~etts for your 
saved searches 
Results" October 20, 2013 

funding sea~°ch Feb 
11 funding opportunities 

I~r~pact t~e~ia Awards 

Sponsor: 
Impact Media Summit 

Deadline: 
January’ 17, 2014 

Sponsor: 
Bibliographical Society - United Kingdom 

Amount: 
£4,000 

Deadline: 
January 10, 2014 

Sponsor: 
CineStory 

Amount: 
$17,OOO 

Deadline: 
December 15, 2013 

Award 

Sponsor: 
Bibliographical Society - United Kingdom 

Amount: 
£2,000 

Deadline: 
January I0, 2014 

Sponsor: 
Bibliographical Society - United Kingdom 



Amount: 
£500 

Deadline: 
January 10, 2014 

Sponsor: 
Bibliographical Society - United Kingdom 

Amount: 
£I ,500 

Deadline: 
January 14, 2014 

Be~r~’y [3loo~fie~d Awe~rd 

Sponsor: 
Bibliographical Society - United Kingdom 

Amount: 
£2,000 

Deadline: 
January 10, 2014 

Sponsor: 
Research Society for American Periodicals 
(RSAP) 

Amount: 
$1,000 

Deadline: 
December 13, 2013 

Sponsor: 
Art Libraries Society of North America 
(ARLISiNA) 

Deadline: 
January’ 10, 2014 

Sponsor: 
United States Institute for Theatre Technology, 
Inc. (USITT) 

Amount: 
$10,000 

Deadline: 
January 10, 2014 

Sponsor: 



J, S, Lee Memorial Fellowship Programme 

Deadline: 
January 24, 2014 

Funding ale~ls for your saved searches 

Results: October 20, 2013 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Hamilton < ~yahoo.com> 

Sunday, October 20, 2013 6:35 AM 

~botmail.com 

Call tbr Papers 

Call tbr Papers 

International Jom~al of Liberal Arts and Social Science 

ISSN: 2307-924X 

International Journal of Liberal Arts and Social Science (IJLASS) is a high quality- open access peer reviewed research journal that is published by Center for 

Elthancin~ KnowledRe, UK. International Journal of Liberal Arts and Social Science providing a platform for the researchers, academicians, professional, 

practitioners and students m impart and shaace knowledge in the tbrm of high qua]ity empirical and "theoretical reseaacch papers, case studies, literature reviews a~d book 

reviews. International Journal of Liberal Arts m~d Social Science welcomes and acknowledges high qualiU theoretical and empirical original research papers, case 

studies, review papers, literature reviews, book reviews, conceptual fi’amework, analytical and simulation models, technical note from researchers, academicians, 

protEssional, practitioners and students ti-om all over the world. 

The Jouma] Publishes in both print and online version. 
International Journal of Liberal Arts and Social Science publishes research paper in the field of Social Science, entrepreneurship develop,nent, hotel and tourism, 

international relations, law, development studies, population studies, political science, history, journalism and mass communication, corporate governance, visual arts, 

music, linguistics, cross-cultural studies, public a&ninistration, psychology, philosophy, sociology, wo,nen studies, religious studies, social welfare, anthropology, 
linguistics, education. 

IJLASS is im4ting papers for Vol. 1 No. 3 ~vlfich is scheduled to be published on November 13, 2013. 

Send your manuscript to the editor at editor(&jilass.org, or          ~hotmail.com 

For more information, visit the official website of the journal: http://vx~x~v.iilass.o ,rgi 

With th~ks, 
Editor In Chief 

Dr. Peter Hill 

International Journal of Liberal Arts and Social Science 
Contact: editor(a)iilass.org 

Submission deadline: October 31, 2013 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 
Bricca. Jacob <jbricca@V~SLEYAN.EDU> 

Sunday, October 20, 2013 10:54 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Montage sequences? 

Hello UFVA folk~ 

I had such great success getting ideas for "quiet moments," I figured I’d make another qumy: any ideas for great montage sequences in films? I’m especially looking for 

sequences in documentaries that show the development/grovx4h of an organization or cause, or sequences from any film that shows multiple people canying out similar 

actions. (All That Jazz comes immediately to mind.) 

Thanks! 

Jacob 

ps. yoffll notice a discrepancy between my return e-mail address and the one listed below. I’,n now at tl~e University" of Arizona, but ,ny UFVA ,nembership s~till only 
allows me to post from my Wesleyan address .... 

Jacob Bricca 

Assistant Professor 

University of Arizona 

School of Theatre Film and Television 

http://www.iacobbricca.com 

http://www.tata n ka movie.com 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following ,nessage to lis~tserv@listse~w.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last nmne.) You can leave a list by sending the follomng command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.an~erican.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi .ty Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

brook hinton <       ~GIVlAIL.COM> 

Sunday, October 20, 2013 11:04 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Montage sequences? 

Overused, perhaps, but the baptism/multiple murders sequence near the end of The Godfather has been helpful in my classes. 

Sent from my, iPad 

On Oct 20, 2013, at 7:53 AM, "Bricca. Jacob" <ibricca~%SLEYAN.EDU> wrote: 

Hello UFVA tblks, 

I had such great success getting ideas li)r "quiet moment~" I figured I’d make another queD: any ideas for great montage sequences in films? I’m especially 

looldng for sequences in documenta~’ies that show the development/grovvtJ~ of an organization or cause, or sequences fro,n any film that shows multiple 

people caaqying out similar actions. (All Ihat Jazz comes immediately to mind.) 

Thanks! 

Jacob 

ps. you’ll notice a discrepancy between my return e-mail address and the one lisled below. I’m now at the UnNersity of Arizona. bN my UFVA 

membership Nll only allows me to tx~s~t from my Wesleyan address .... 

Jacob Bricca 

Assistant Professor 

University of Arizona 

School of Theatre Film and Television 

http://www.iacobbricca.com 

http ://www.tata n ka movi e. co m 

This li st at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name 

should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the tbllowing command to liskserv@listserv.american.e&t: signoffUFVAIJST- L 

(Write this command in body of email with nothing else) Posting Mesmges: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST- 

L(~listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the tbllowing message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Nmne ( Full N~ane should be 

your firs~t and last n~ane.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVAI JST-L@listserv.mnerican.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu> 

Sunday, October 20, 2013 11:16 AM 

Yvonne Welbon <5~velbon@bennett.edtr~ 

Natalie Bullock Brown ~yahoo.com>; Chandra Guinn <chandra.guinn@duke.edu>; Jordan, Jo~ph F 

<j~ordan@email.unc.edu>; Tara Green <ttgreen@uncg.edu>; Bryan D Tunnan <bdturman@ncat.edu>; Regester, Charlene B 

<regeste@email.unc.edu>; Gwendolyn M. Bookman <gbookman@bennett.edu>; Ciystal Hmkless <cshmkle@ncsu.edu> 

Re: Upcoming Meeting Date? 

The date and time will be a part of the poll. I will be happy to host, unless we want to meet at a more central location. 

SSIll 

On Tue, Oct 8, 2013 at 4:41 PM, Yvonne Welbon <vwelbon@bem~ett.edu> wrote: 
Was a date, time and location selected for our next meeting? 

Thanks! 

I am on leave for the 2013 - 2014 academic school year If you need in~aediate assistance about journalism department matters, please contact interim depaltment chair, Mr. Tom Lipscomb 
at tlipscomb@bennett edu 

Yvonne Welbon, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor - JoumaJism mad Media Studies 
Bennett College for Women 

900 East Washington Street, Box 25 

Greensboro, North Carolina 27401 
336- 517-2306 (phone) 

336- 517-2184 (ti~,0 

ywelbx~n(a)bennett.edu 

From: Natalie Bullock Brown [ascensionproductions@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 3:25 PM 
To: Yvonne Welbon; Chandra Guinn; Joseph Jordan 
Cc: Sheila Smith McKoy; Tara Green; Bryan D Turman; Regester Charlene B; Gwendolyn M. Bookman; Crystal Harkless 
Subject: Re: SB-FMC 9.27.13 Ninutes with Action Items 

Agreed, Chandra! Thanks so much. My best address is this one - 
ascensionproductions@yahoo.com. 
Natalie Bullock Brown 
Ascension Productions 
Prod ucer/Co nsu Ira nt 

cell 
919.781.9817 fax 

From: Yvonne Welbon <ywelbon@Bennett.edu> 
To: Chandra Guinn <chandra.guinn@duke.edu>; Joseph Jordan <jfjordan@email.unc.edu> 
Cc: Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmcko¥@ncsu.edu>; Tara Green <tt~reen@unc.q.edu>; Natalie Bullock Brown 

@yahoo.cam>; Bryan D Turman <bdturman@ncat.edu>; Regester Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu>; Gwendolyn 
M. Bookman <gbookman@Bennett.edu>; Crystal Harkless <csharkle@ncsu.edu> 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 3:20 PM 
Subject: RE: SB-FMC 9.27.13 Minutes with Action Items 

Thank You Chandra! 

really appreciate you for getting the minutes to us so promptly. 

Best email address for the wordpress website for me is @yahoo corn 

Thanks, 
Yvonne 

I am on leave [’or the 2013 - 2014 academic school year. If you need imanediate assistance about journalism department matters, please contact interim department chair, Mr Tom Lipscomb 
at tlipscomb(~t!bennett, edu 

Yvonne V~ elbon, Ph.D. 

Associate Prot~ssor - Journalism and Media Studies 



Bennett College tbr Women 

900 East Washington Street, Box 25 

Greensboro, North Carolina 27401 
336- 517-2306 (phone) 

336-517-2184 (fax) 

,iwelbon@bennett.edu 

From: Chandra Guinn [chandra.quinn(~duke.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 27, 2013 8:22 PN 
To: .loseph Jordan 
Cc: Sheila Smith NcKoy; Tara Green; Natalie Bullock Brown; Yvonne Welbon; Bryon D Turman; Regester Charlene B; Gwendolyn N. 
Bookman; Crystal Harkless 
Subject: SB-FNC 9.27.13 Minutes with Action Items 

Attached please find the minutes from today’s meeting. Many thanks to Tara for setting up the host site, providing the cotfference call capability and sharing her notes 

notes with me. The tninutes are a blend and there may be some l~raphrasing. Ifa~y info is incorrect please don’t hesitate to correct the record when you submit the 

information reques~ted. 

Have a great weekend! 

Chandra 

On Sep 24, 2013, at 4:38 PM, Joseph Jordan wrote: 

I agree with Sheila. I’d say the addressing the organizational issue (membership protile, etc.,); the website issue; and the meeting/connection with 

Deidre Haj and Fnll Frame would be a fnll agenda. The rest could possibly be assigned to the workgroups. Even some of these pieces mentioned 

above. 

On Sep 24, 2013, at 2:14 PM, Sheila Smith McKoy wrote: 

I’m glad we are moving forward with the meeting. Thanks, Tara, for the heavy lifting. I’m sorry that I have to join you via phone especially 

since I have not spent time at the Civil Rights Musenm. 

agree with Joseph regarding the agenda. I think that the website needs our attention quickly; however, we have to answer some 

qnestions regarding our membership profile, etc before we can make it viable. 

On The, Sep 24, 2013 at 1:28 PM, Tara Green <tt reen~unc~,~du> wrote: 

Colleagues: 

If someone will take the lead on sending an agenda by Thur., I’tn hapw to make copies. I’ll contact the museum about having the 

technology in place for phone calls. Let’s be sure to have the numbers where people ca~ be reached. 

Tam 

On Tue, Sep 24, 2013 at 11:50 AM, Joseph Jordan ~i~ordan@)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I a~n in t~vor of the meeting moving ahead with a more limited agenda to help maJ~e this a more productive gathering. If we prioritize 

the list of agenda items and take, perhaps the top 3, we could probably get some quality work done. 

I also suggest that some of the other agenda items be assigned to workgroups (not committees~) of 2-3 people who would be 

etnpowered to take some actions, if called for, or otherwise produce drafts that can be reviewed and then revised or voted on at the 

next tneeting. 

I will be calling in to join folks nntil I need to lem~e. I agree Tara has done a lot to prepare and we can’t was~te the date. 

On Sep 24, 2013, at 11:28 AM, Tara Green wrote: 

Fi m Showing" of Us NC" 
Sponsored by WGS & The Human Rights Fi m Series 

On The, Sep 24, 2013 at 10:51 AM, Natalie Bullock Brown                   ~’~aJ~oo.co~n> wrote: 

I hate to reschedule when Tara has gone through the 



trouble of making arrangements for us, but it does sound 
like we will have a very low turnout. I wonder how 
productive we will be without the possibility of consensus 
on the things we need to discuss, especially if meeting 
items will need to be shared via email with the bulk of the 
group anyway. I hope that makes sense. I’ll make my 
way up the road :) if we vote to keep the meeting as is. 
Natalie Bullock Brown 
Ascension Productions 
Prod u ce r/Co nsu Ira nt 

cell 
919.781.9817 fax 

From: Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu> 

To: Yvonne Welbon <ywelbon@bennett.edu> 
Cc: Tara T. Green <ttgreen@uncg.edu>; Joseph Jordan <jfjordan@email.unc.edu>; Natalie bullock 

brown                     ~@¥ahoo.com>; Bryon D Turman <bdturman@,ncatedu>; Regester 
Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu>; Gwendolyn M Bookman <gbookman@bennett.edu>; 
chandra guinn <chandra.guinn@duke.edu>; Crystal Harkless <csharkle@ncsu.edu>; Bamidele 
Demerson <bdemerson@sitinmovement.orcj> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 10:16 AM 
Subject: Re: Next Meeting in Greensboro 

Can we have a vote on who would like to reschedule our meeting? 

ssm 

On Tue, Sep 24, 2013 at 12:01 AM, Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy~b~ncsu.edu> wrote: 

Chandra roll have the minutes. As tbr the agenda, we cm~ discuss our upcoming t~stivals, the linlu’connection with 

Full Frame (i roll send the letter tbr signatures if Dan-yl can join you), the website, the membership statement and 

a program tbr this year. There are a lot of things to discuss; however, we had hope to get a lot of work done at 

this meeting. 

I would be in favor ofrescheduling, but I will support what works for everyone. 

On Mon, Sep 23, 2013 at 6:24 PM, Yvonne Welbon <;-welbon(~bennettedu> wrote: 
I think we should still meet. 

Can someone share the minutes from the last meeting? 

Thank, 
Yvonne 

I am on leave for the 2013 - 2014 academic school year I:t’you need immediate assistance about journalism department matters, 
please contact interim department chair, Mr. Tom Lipscomb at tlipscomb(h?bennett.edu 

Yvonne Welbon, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor - Journalism mid Media Studies 

Bennett College tbr Women 

900 East Washington Street, Box 25 

Greensboro, North Carolina 27401 

336-517-2306 (phone) 

336-517-2184 (fax) 
ywelbon~bennett.edu 

From: Tara T. Green [ttgreen@uncg.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 6:12 PM 
To: Joseph Jordan 
Cc: Sheila Smith McKoy; Natalie bullock brown; Bryon D Turman; Regester Charlene B; 
Gwendolyn M. Bookman; Yvonne Welbon; chandra guinn; Crystal Harkless; Bamidele 
Demerson 

Subject: Re: Next Meeting in Greensboro 



Should we reschedule? 

Tara T. Green, Ph.D. 
Professor & Director 

African American Studies 

Sent from my iPhone 

Excuse any typos 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 5:58 PM, Joseph Jordan < it]ordan@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I mn in the same boat. I will join by phone but have to leave for a meeting with our new chancellor 

to discuss pressing center issues. I can call one of you to listen in and participate, or call in to a 

conference call m~mber, or someone can call me and let me listen in. But we do need to move 
forward. Also, is there an agenda we can examine before the meeting?? 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 5:47 PM, Sheila Smith McKoy wrote: 

SBFM’ers: 

I had planned to attend the meeting on Friday; however, I now have a conflict. I was 

supposed to be a guest on The State of Things re: 27 Views of Raleigh on 9/19. The 

time has changed ~,ice and it is now on Friday. At the present time, I am the only 

writer of color scheduled to paxticipate. I am working to find a replacement, but ifI 
cannot, I will have to join yon by phone before and a~ter the show. If that is the case, 

my assis~nt director will likely be with you. 

So son.5~ for the last minute change, 

ssm 

On Mon, Sep 23, 2013 at 12:20 PM, Tara Green <ttgreen~ancg.edu> wrote: 

Colleagues: 

This is a reminder. I’ve heard back fro,n Sheila, Jospeh, Yvonne, and Chandra. 

Sa£e travels to all. 

See ya’ll Friday, 

Tara 

On Mon, Aug 26, 2013 at 2:35 PM, Tara Green <ttgreen(a)uncg.edu> wrote: 

Colleagues: 

Please meet us on Friday, September 27 at 10 am in the International Civil 

Rights Center and Museum. The Executive Director, Mr. Ban~idele Demerson, 

is ve~ pleased to host us. 

Yon might find parking on Elm Street at one of the meters. I usually park in the 

Greene Street parking deck (1 block away on Greene Street offElm). The 

price is about .50/hour. but they do require cash for exit. 

For your GPS: 

International CM! Rights 

Center & Museum 
134 South Ehn Street 
Greensboro, NC 27401 
(336) 274-9199 

I’ll provide drinks and pastries. We can have lunch at one of the local 
restaurants, possibly Tavo’s. 

My cell number is if you need my assistance the day of. 

Please let me know if you plan to attend by Septcmb~" 20. 

ttere is one of their upcoming tilm screenings: 

Ree~ ~lad< Love: A D~c~m~c~t~ry F~h~ Scree~g & 

Thursday, August 29 at 6:00 p.m. 
Join us for a screening of Reel Blaek Love, a documentaD’ film that offers a 

critique of African American romance as portrayed in film. Narrated by Sheryl Lee 

Ralph, the documentao~ features commentaries by 70 actors, directors, producers, 



and critics including Nia Long, Diahann Carroll, Keenen Ivory Wayans, Lynn 

Whitfield, and the late Roger Ebert. They explore how depictions in film nfloence 
positively or negatively~ur understanding of black people and the importance of 

romance in their lives. 

Following the screening, share your views with us in a spirited discussion led by 

filmmaker Darryl Pitts and Sharon Warren Cook, professor of social work at 

North Carolina A&T State University. 

This insighffol and engaging film has shown to crowds in such venues as the 

Schomburg Center for Research in Black Cultore (New York), DuSable Museum of 

African American History (Chicago), and the Indiana Black Expo (Indianapolis). 

*Cost $10. 00. 

Looking fo~-vvar& 

On Fri, Aug 23, 2013 at 4:48 PM, Joseph Jordan <if!ordan~em~l.unc.edu> 

wrote: 

Thanks Tara -- waiting to hear. 

On Ang 19, 2013, at 4:27 PM, Tara Green wrote: 

HelloA~: 

I am waiting to hear back from the IntemationaJ Civil Rights 

Center about my request to host us on September 27 at 10 am. 

Unfortunately they are in the process of deaJing with a 

financial!politica1 suppo~t situation. If they have a conflict fl~at 

day, an ~1temative site roll be the African American Studies 

cotfference room at UNCG. I will provide parking s~bs and 

directions. 

I’ll be in touch with a concrete location by the end of the month, 

Best to aJl, 
Ta~-a 

Tara T. Green. PhD 

Professor of African American Literature and Gender Studies 

Director of African American Studies 
African American Studies Program 

PO Box 26170 

Greensboro, NC 27402-6170 

(336) 334-5507 

www.uncg.eduia~ 

www.taratgreen.com 

AFS Ranked in Top 10 

h~tp :/~u~e &n...c.~:.e...~..t.!/p~d~news/re~eases/a~rican-am~rican-~u~ie~pr~gram-~a~ed- 

a mon.q-tot)-I O-in-t~4~/ 

English Representative, College Language Asmciation 

www.clascholazs.org 

Vice- President of I ,angston Hughes Society 
http:/iwww.langstonhughessociety.orgi 

A Fatherless Child: Autobiographiced Perspectives of Afiican American Men 

(U Missouri P, 2009) 

lk’inner: National Council for Black Studies 2011 Award for Outstanding 
Publication in Africana Studies 

Presenting Opnfl~ Winfi~e,/, Her Films, and A~ican American Literature 
(Palgrave Macmillan Press, 2013 ) 

Tara T. Green, PhD 

Professor of African American Literature and Gender Studies 

Director ofAl~ican kanerican Studies 

African American Studies Program 

PO Box 26170 



Greensboro, NC 27402-6170 

(336) 334-5507 

www.uncg.edu/at~ 

www.taratgreen.com 

AFS Ranked in Top 10 

http:ilure~uncg.edu!prodlnewsireleases/african-americamstudies-proqram-ta~ked- 
amon.q4op-I Oqnouos/ 

English I,anguage Representative, College Language Association 

www.clascholazs.org 

Vice- President of Langston Hughes Socieb, 
http://www.langstonhughessociety,orgi 

A Fatherless Child: Autobiographiced Perspectives ofAfi-ican Americm~ Men (U 

Missouri P, 2009) 

Winner: National Council for Black Studies 2011 Award for Outstanding 

Publication in Africana Studies 

Pre~nting Oprah Wint?e% Her Films, and Atiican America~ Literature 
grave Macmillan Pre s~ 2013 ) 

Dr. Sheila Smith McKoy 

Director, Africm~ American Cultural Center 
Director, Afiicana Studies Program 

Editor, Obsidian: Literature in the African Diaspora 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiordan@email.unc.edu 

Tara T. Green. PhD 

Professor of African American Literature and Gender Studies 

Director of Afi4can American Studies 



At~can American Studies Progran~ 

PO Box 26170 

Greensboro, NC 27402-6170 

(336) 334-5507 
~wvw.uncg.eduia£s 

w~¥.taratgreen.com 

AFS Ranked in Top 10 

English Language Representative, College Language Association 

www.clascholaxs.org 

Vice- Presidem of Langston Hughes Socieb~ 
http://www.langstonhughessociety.org/ 

A Fatherless Child: Autobiographical Perspectives of Afi-ican American Men (U Missouri P, 2009) 

~4"inner: National Council for Black Studies 2011 Award tbr Outstanding PuNication in Africana Studies 

Presenting Opral~ Winfi~e¥, Her Films. and African American Literature 
(Palgrave Macmillan Press, 2013 ) 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiorda n@email u nc.edu 

Tara T. Green, PhD 
Professor of African American Literature and GeMer Studies 

Director of African American Studies 
Aliican American Studies Program 

PO Box 26170 

Greensboro, NC 27402- 6170 

(336) 334-5507 
w~,mnc .edu/al’s 

ww,w.taratgreen.com 

AFS Ranked in Top 10 
http~/ure.unc~q.edu/pr~d/news~r~]eases~afric~n~americ~n-studies-pr~qram~mnked~m~n.(~-t~p~1o-in-u-s/ 

English Language Representative, College Language Association 

www.claacholars.org 

Vice-President of Langston Hughes Society 
http:iiwww.langstonhughessociety.orgi 

A Fatherless Child: AutobiographicaJ Perspectives of African American Men (U Missouri P, 2009) 

Winner: National Council for Black Studies 2011 Awmd for Outstanding l~ublication in Afi-icana Studies 

Presenting Oprah Winfrey, Her Films, and African American Literature 
(Palgrave Macmillan Press, 2013 ) 

Dr. Sheila Smith McKoy 

Director, African American Cultural Center 

Director, Africana Studies Program 

Editor, Obsidian: Literature in the African Diaspora 

Joseph Jordan, Director 



Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

i f~ ordaJ~(~; email .~mc. edu 

Dr. Sheila Smith McKoy 

Director, African American Cultural Center 
Director, Africana Studies Program 

Editor, Obsidian: Literature in the Atiican Diaspora 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 
frank tomasulo <             @yahoo.com> 

Sunday, October 20, 2013 11:25 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Montage sequences? 

I have MANY montage sequences to recommend for teaching purposes. However, for now, I’ll mention just one and 
raise a pedagogical question that might be mentioned in class: 

1. There’s a sequence in The Paraflax View (Alan J. Pakula, 1974) that shows Warren Beatty viewing a specially 
prepared short movie. The connections among the various images (and the accompanying music) are easy for students 
to grasp but profound in their implications about montage and how spectators create meaning through the juxtaposition 
of images. It begins when Beatty is seen in the lobby of an office building and looks at the building Directory for The 
Parallax Corporation. Unlike many so-called montage scenes (i.e., the shower scene in Psycho), this scene exemplifies 
Eisenstein’s ideas about metric, rhythmic, tonal, overtonal, and intellectual montage like few others. 

2. I’ve found that even when students seem to understand the general and specific principles of montage as elucidated 
by Eisenstein, Pudovkin, and others, they often seem unable to distinguish "true" montage from fast cuttinq. If the action 
scenes in the Bourne movies (and so many others) constitute montage, then the Soviet silent filmmakers and many film 
theoreticians will probably turn over in their graves. 

Best to all, 

Frank 
Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor of Film Studies 
Department of Media and Communication Arts 
City College of New York, City University of New York 
501 East 87th Street, Apt. 16-G 
New York, NY 10128 

646-678-4167 

On Sunday, October 20, 2013 11:04 AM, brook hinton,       @GMAIL.COM> wrote: 
Overused, perhaps, but the baptism/multiple murders sequence near the end of The Godfather has been helpful in my classe& 

Sent from my iPad 

On Oct 20, 2013, at 7:53 AM, "Bricca, Jacob" <jbricca@WESLEYAN.EDU> wrote: 

Hello UFVA folks, 

I had such great success getting ideas for "quiet moments," I figured I’d make another query: any ideas for great montage sequences in films? I’m 
especially looking for sequences in documentaries that show the development/growth of an organization or cause, or sequences from any film that 
shows multiple people carrying out similar actions. (All That Jazz comes immediately to mind.) 

Thanks! 

Jacob 

ps. you’ll notice a discrepancy between my return e-mail address and the one listed below. I’m now at the University of Arizona, but my UFVA 
membership still only allows me to post from my Wesleyan address .... 

Jacob Bricca 

Assistant Professor 

University of Arizona 

School of Theatre Film and Television 

http://www.iacobbricca,com 

http://www.tata n ka movie.com 



This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full 
Name should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoff 
UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail 
to U FVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 
This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full 
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UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail 
to U FVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU ca~ be subscribed to by sending the ti~llowing message to listserv@lis~tserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your firs~t and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the follomng command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write fl~is commmad in 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending a~ e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Jen Proctor <              ~GIVlAIL.COIVI> 

Sunday, October 20, 2013 11:43 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Montage sequences? 

Just throwing out a tip: this listserv is a great resource for these kinds of question, and here are a couple ,nore! 

If you’re on Facebook, the Teaching Media group is fantastic for all kinds of pedagogical questions, including questions like this. I’d love to see more p~oduction- 

oriented folks on there too! 

https:i/www.thcebook.com/groupg498911690127714/ 

Also, TV Tropes (which covers all kinds of media) is an enormous crowd- murced collection of all kinds of media conventions that can be a useful brainstorming 

resouree~ 

http://tvtmpe s.org/pmwild/pmwild.phgMai~/Montage s 

Jen 

On Sun, Oct 20, 2013 at 11:24 AM, frank tomasulo <            ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

I have MANY montage sequences to recommend for teaching purposes. However, for now, I’ll mention just one and 
raise a pedagogical question that might be mentioned in class: 

1. There’s a sequence in The Parallax View (Alan J. Pakula, 1974) that shows Warren Beatty viewing a specially 
prepared short movie. The connections among the various images (and the accompanying music) are easy for 
students to grasp but profound in their implications about montage and how spectators create meaning through the 
juxtaposition of images. It begins when Beatty is seen in the lobby of an office building and looks at the building 
Directory for The Parallax Corporation. Unlike many so-called montage scenes (i.e., the shower scene in Psycho), this 
scene exemplifies Eisenstein’s ideas about metric, rhythmic, tonal, overtonal, and intellectual montage like few others. 

2. I’ve found that even when students seem to understand the general and specific principles of montage as 
elucidated by Eisenstein, Pudovkin, and others, they often seem unable to distinguish "true" montage from fast cuttinq. 
If the action scenes in the Bourne movies (and so many others) constitute montage, then the Soviet silent filmmakers 
and many film theoreticians will probably turn over in their graves. 

Best to all, 

Frank 
Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor of Film Studies 
Department of Media and Communication Arts 
City College of New York, City University of New York 
501 East 87th Street, Apt. 16-G 
New York, NY 10128 

646-678-4167 

On Sunday, October 20, 2013 11:04 AM, brook hinton <      @GMAILCOM> wrote: 
Overused, perhaps, but the baptism/multiple murders sequence near the end of The Godfather has been helpful in my classes. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Oct 20, 2013, at 7:53 AM, "Bricca, Jacob" <jbricca@WESLEYAN.EDU> wrote: 

Hello UFVA folks, 

I had such great success getting ideas for "quiet moments," I figured I’d make another query: any ideas for great montage sequences in films? 
I’m especially looking for sequences in documentaries that show the development/growth of an organization or cause, or sequences from any 
film that shows multiple people carrying out similar actions. (All That Jazz comes immediately to mind.) 

Thanks! 



Jacob 

ps. you’ll notice a discrepancy between my return e-mail address and the one listed below. I’m now at the University of Arizona, but my U FVA 
membership still only allows me to post from my Wesleyan address .... 

Jacob Bricca 

Assistant Professor 

University of Arizona 

School of Theatre Film and Television 

http://www.jacobbricca.com 

http://www.tatankamovie.com 
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Jennifer Proctor 

Assistant Professor. Journalism and Screen Studies 

Depmlment of Langnage, Cultu~v, and Communicafion 

University of MicNgan-Dearborn 

http:/h~’.umd.mnich.edu~"isg 

hrtp://j enniferproctor.com 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Vincent Brook <      ~EARTHLINK.NET>--- 

Sunday, October 20, 2013 12:28 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Montage sequences? 

Eisenstein, et al. turned over long ago, Frank, not only through their theories’ appropriation/exploitation in action movies but even more - re intellectual montage - in TV 
commercials! 
Vince 

--- Original Message .... 

To: UFVALIST-L~LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 
Sent: Sunday, October 20, 2013 8:24 AM 
Subject: Re: Montage sequences? 

I have MANY montage sequences to recommend for teaching purposes. However, for now, I’ll mention just one and 
raise a pedagogical question that might be mentioned in class: 

1. There’s a sequence in The Parallax View (Alan J. Pakula, 1974) that shows Warren Beatty viewing a specially 
prepared short movie. The connections among the various images (and the accompanying music) are easy for 
students to grasp but profound in their implications about montage and how spectators create meaning through the 
juxtaposition of images. It begins when Beatty is seen in the lobby of an office building and looks at the building 
Directory for The Parallax Corporation. Unlike many so-called montage scenes (i.e., the shower scene in Psycho), this 
scene exemplifies Eisenstein’s ideas about metric, rhythmic, tonal, overtonal, and intellectual montage like few others. 

2. I’ve found that even when students seem to understand the general and specific principles of montage as 
elucidated by Eisenstein, Pudovkin, and others, they often seem unable to distinguish "true" montage from fast cutting. 
If the action scenes in the Bourne movies (and so many others) constitute montage, then the Soviet silent filmmakers 
and many film theoreticians will probably turn over in their graves. 

Best to all, 

Frank 
Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor of Film Studies 
Department of Media and Communication Arts 
City College of New York, City University of New York 
501 East 87th Street, Apt. 16-G 
New York, NY 10128 

646-678-4167 

On Sunday, October 20, 2013 11:04 AM, brook hinton <       ~GMAIL.COM> wrote: 
Overused, perhaps, but the baptism/multiple murders sequence near the end of The Godfather has been helpful in my classes. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Oct 20, 2013, at 7:53 AM, "Bricca, Jacob" <jbricca@WESLEYAN.EDU> wrote: 

Hello UFVA folks, 

I had such great success getting ideas for "quiet moments," I figured I’d make another query: any ideas for great montage sequences in films? 
I’m especially looking for sequences in documentaries that show the development/growth of an organization or cause, or sequences from any film 
that shows multiple people carrying out similar actions. (All That Jazz comes immediately to mind.) 

Thanks! 

Jacob 

ps= you’ll notice a discrepancy between my return e-mail address and the one listed below. I’m now at the University of Arizona, but my UFVA 
membership still only allows me to post from my Wesleyan address .... 

Jacob Bricca 



Assistant Professor 

University of Arizona 

School of Theatre Film and Television 

hit p://www.jacobbricca.com 

http://www,tatankamovie.com 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Sherwood Jones <            @GMAIL.COM> 

Sunday, October 20, 2013 1:33 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Montage sequences? 

Of coulse the montage in the beginning of"Up" is now legendmy, though not showing similar actions. 

Although s~mewhat hem31-handed, the cross cutting in The Butler between whites knocking blacks out of their hmch counter chairs and the black btOers pulling out 

White House chairs for whites to sit is a recent example. 

Koyaanisqatsi is the easy example too - almost "the entire second half is a montage comparison - paacallel lines of sau~ges on the as~mbly line intercut with parallel lines 

of people on multiple escalators - and many other images. 

On Oct 20, 2013, at 9:27 AM, Vincent Brook < ~EARTHLINK.NET > wrote: 

Eisenstein, et al. turned over long ago, Frank, not only through their theories’ appropriation/exploitation in action movies but even more - re intellectual montage 
- in TV commercials! 
Vince 

--- Original Message .... 

To: UFVALIST-L~LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 
Sent: Sunday, October 20, 2013 8:24 AM 
Subject: Re: Montage sequences? 

have MANY montage sequences to recommend for teaching purposes. However, for now, I’ll mention just 
one and raise a pedagogical question that might be mentioned in class: 

1. There’s a sequence in The Parallax View (Alan J. Pakula, 1974) that shows Warren Beatty viewing a 
specially prepared short movie. The connections among the various images (and the accompanying music) 
are easy for students to grasp but profound in their implications about montage and how spectators create 
meaning through the juxtaposition of images. It begins when Beatty is seen in the lobby of an office building 
and looks at the building Directory for The Parallax Corporation. Unlike many so-called montage scenes (i.e., 
the shower scene in Psycho), this scene exemplifies Eisenstein’s ideas about metric, rhythmic, tonal, 
overtonal, and intellectual montage like few others. 

2. I’ve found that even when students seem to understand the general and specific principles of montage as 
elucidated by Eisenstein, Pudovkin, and others, they often seem unable to distinguish "true" montage from 
fast cutting. If the action scenes in the Bourne movies (and so many others) constitute montage, then the 
Soviet silent filmmakers and many film theoreticians will probably turn over in their graves. 

Best to all, 

Frank 
Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor of Film Studies 
Department of Media and Communication Arts 
City College of New York, City University of New York 
501 East 87th Street, Apt. 16-G 
New York, NY 10128 

646-6784167 

On Sunday, October 20, 2013 11:04 AM, brook hinton <       (~.GMAIL.COM> wrote: 
Overused, perhaps, but the baptism/multiple murders sequence near the end of The Godfather has been helpful in my classes. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Oct 20, 2013, at 7:53 AM, "Bficca, Jacob" <ibricca@WESLEYAN.EDU> wrote: 

Hello UFVA folks, 



had such great success getting ideas for "quiet moments," I figured I’d make another query: any ideas for great montage sequences 
in films? I’m especially looking for sequences in documentaries that show the development/growth of an organization or cause, or 
sequences from any film that shows multiple people carrying out similar actions. (All That Jazz comes immediately to mind.) 

Thanks! 

Jacob 

ps. you’ll notice a discrepancy between my return e-mail address and the one listed below. I’m now at the University of Arizona, but 
my UFVA membership still only allows me to post from my Wesleyan address .... 

Jacob Bricca 

Assistant Professor 

University of Arizona 

School of Theatre Film and Television 

~acobbricca.com 

http://www.tata n ka movie.com 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full 
Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to 
listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoff UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You 
can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L~listserv.american.edu 
This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full 
Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to 
listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoff UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You 
can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the tbllowing message to liskserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVAI,IST-L Full Name ( Full 

Name should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv(~listserv.american.edu: signoff 

UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body ofemail with nothing else) Posling Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to 

UFVALIST- L~listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to lislserv(~listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST- L Full Name ( Full Name 

should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv~listserv.anmrican.edu: signoffUFVALIST- L 

(Write this command in body- of emaJl witk notking else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST- 

L~listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the tbllowing message to listserv@listserv.amefican.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 
your firs1 and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following commaM to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write "dais command in body 
ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to "the list by sending an e-mail "to UFVALIST-L@lislserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Bart Weiss <bart@VIDEOFEST.ORG> 

Sunday, October 20, 2013 1:39 PM 

UFVALIST- I~@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Montage sequences? 

Of course you should look at the work of 

Slavko Vorkapid 

Sent them my iPad 

On Oct 20, 2013, at 12:32 PM, Sherwood Jones < ~GMAIL.COM> wrote: 

Of course the montage in the beginning of"Up" is now legendaQ; though not showing similm actions. 

Although somewhat hearT-handed, the cross cutting in The Butler between whites knocking blacks out of their lunch counter chairs and the black butlers 

pulling out White House chairs for whites to sit is a recent example. 

Koyaanisqatsi is the easy example too - almost the entire second half is a montage comparison - parallel lines of sausages on the assembly line intercut 

with parallel lines of people on multiple escalators - a~d many other images. 

On Oct 20, 2013, at 9:27 AM, Vincent Brook < ~EARTHLINK.NET> wrote: 

Eisenstein, et al. turned over long ago, Frank, not only through their theories’ appropriation/exploitation in action movies but even more - re 
intellectual montage - in TV commercials! 
Vince 

--- Original Message .... 

To: U FVALIST-L@LISTS E RV.AM E RICAN.E DO 
Sent: Sunday, October 20, 2013 8:24 AM 
Subject: Re: Montage sequences? 

I have MANY montage sequences to recommend for teaching purposes. However, for now, I’ll 
mention just one and raise a pedagogical question that might be mentioned in class: 

1. There’s a sequence in The Paraflax View (Alan J. Pakula, 1974) that shows Warren Beatty 
viewing a specially prepared short movie. The connections among the various images (and the 
accompanying music) are easy for students to grasp but profound in their implications about 
montage and how spectators create meaning through the juxtaposition of images. It begins when 
Beatty is seen in the lobby of an office building and looks at the building Directory for The Parallax 
Corporation. Unlike many so-called montage scenes (i.e., the shower scene in Psycho), this scene 
exemplifies Eisenstein’s ideas about metric, rhythmic, tonal, overtonal, and intellectual montage like 
few others. 

2. I’ve found that even when students seem to understand the general and specific principles of 
montage as elucidated by Eisenstein, Pudovkin, and others, they ollen seem unable to distinguish 
"true" montage from fast cuttin~. If the action scenes in the Bourne movies (and so many others) 
constitute montage, then the Soviet silent filmmakers and many film theoreticians will probably turn 
over in their graves. 

Best to all, 

Frank 
Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor of Film Studies 
Department of Media and Communication Arts 
City College of New York, City University of New York 
501 East 87th Street, Apt. 16-G 
New York, NY 1(1128 



646-678-4167 

On Sunday, October 20,2013 11:04 AM, brook hinton <       ~,,GMAIL.COM> wrote: 
Overused, perhaps, but the baptism/multiple murders sequence near the end of The Godfather has been helpful in my 
classes. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Oct 20, 2013, at 7:53 AM, "Bricca, Jacob" <jbricca@WESLEYAN.EDU> wrote: 

Hello UFVA folks, 

had such great success getting ideas for "quiet moments," I figured I’d make another query: any ideas for great montage 
sequences in films? I’m especially looking for sequences in documentaries that show the development!growth of an 
organization or cause, or sequences from any film that shows multiple people carrying out similar actions. (All That Jazz 
comes immediately to mind.) 

Thanks! 

Jacob 

ps. you’ll notice a discrepancy between my return e-mail address and the one listed below. I’m now at the University of 
Arizona, but my UFVA membership still only allows me to post from my Wesleyan address .... 

Jacob Bricca 

Assistant Professor 

University of Arizona 

School of Theatre Film and Television 

http://www.jacobbricca.com 

http ://www.tata n ka m ovie. co m 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe 
UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following 
command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoff UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with nothing else) 
Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv=american=edu 
This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv(~Jistserv.american.edu: subscribe 
UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following 
command to listserv(c~,listserv.american.edu: signoff UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with nothing else) 
Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST=L(c~,listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the follomng message to listserv~listserv.aanerican.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full 

Name ( Full Name should be your firs~t and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following co~nmand to 
listserv(~lis~tserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in bod~v ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can 

post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L~listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv(~lis~tserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST- L Full Name 

( Full Name should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the tbllowing command to listserv(~:liskserv.american.edu: 

signoffUFVALIST- L (Write this command in body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by 

sending an e-mail to UFVAI,IST-L@liskserv.amefican.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the follomng message to listserv~)listse~x.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST- L Full Name ( Full Name 

should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the follomng command to listse:x~listserv.aanerican.edu: signoffUFVALIST- L 
(Write this command in bo@ of email ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-maJl to UFVALIST- 

L@listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVAI,IST-L Full Name ( Full Nan~e should be 

your first and last nan~e.) You can leave a list by sending the follomng command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in bod~v 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVAl,IST-L@listserv.mnerican.edu 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, 3:45 PM 

To: Regester, Cha~-lene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Co: ~gmail.com> 

Subject: Intm Missup 

Attach: INTRODUCTION MISS UP.doc 

Shortened and revised introdnction to be sent to Mississippi UP. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Steve Kaplan <Steve@KAPLANCOMEDY.COM> 

Sunday, October 20, 2013 8:02 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Montage sequences? 

There are several sequences in The Sting, all set to Scott Joplin rags, that fit that criteria. 

All the best, 

Steve 

Steve Kaplan’s Comedy Intensive 

KaplanComedy.com 
818-718-7570 

Follow me on 
Facebook at www.Facebook.com/KaplanComedy 
Twitter at Twitter.com/skcomedy 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Montage sequences? 

From: "Bricca, Jacob" <ibricca@WESLEYAN.EDU> 
Date: Sun, October 20, 2013 7:53 am 
To: U FVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AM ERICAN. ED U 

Hello UFVA folks, 

I had such great success getting ideas for "quiet moments," I figured I’d make another query: any ideas for great montage sequences in 
films? I’m especially looking for sequences in documentaries that show the development/growth of an organization or cause, or sequences 
from any film that shows multiple people carrying out similar actions. (All That./azz comes immediately to mind.) 

Thanks! 

Jacob 

ps. you’ll notice a discrepancy between my return e-mail address and the one listed below. I’m now at the University of Arizona, but my UFVA 
membership still only allows me to post from my Wesleyan address .... 

Jacob Bricca 

Assistant Professor 

University of Arizona 

School of Theatre Film and Television 

htt p://www.jacobbricca .com 

htt p://www.tata n ka movie.com 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name 
( Full Name should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 
signoff UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending 

an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 

TNs list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to lis~tserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVAI~IST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last name.) You can leave a liszt by sending the follomng command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in bod~v 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You cma post messages to the list by sending m~ e-mail to UFVAI ~IST-L@listserv.mnerican.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 
Labor and Working-Class Histou Association <law-cha@duke.edu> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 6:33 AM 

lawcha- constang~,duke .edu 

Gutman Prize for Outstanding Dissertation in Labor and Working-Class Histou, LAWCILA. (Deadline: Jmmau 3rd, 2014) 

message- footer.txt 

Herbert G. Gutman Prize for Outstanding Dissertation 

http://lawcha .or.q/word press/.q ra nts-prizes/ 
The Labor and Working Class History Association (LAWCHA) is pleased to announce its seventh annual Dissertation Prize. This prize has been established with the 
cooperation with the University of Illinois Press. LAWCHA, founded in 1998, encourages the study of working-class men and women, their lives, workplaces, communities, 
organizations, cultures, political activities, and societal contexts. It aims to promote an international, theoretically informed, comparative, interdisciplinary, cross-cultural, and 
diverse labor and working-class history. Its journal is the prize-winning LABOR: Studies in WorkingI-Class History of the Americas. 

The prize is named in honor of the late Herbert G. Gutman, who was a pioneering labor historian in the U.S. and a founder of the University of Illinois Pmss’s ’~/Vorking Class 
in American History" Series. LAWCHA hopes that the spirit of Gutman’s inquiry into the many facets of labor and working-class history will live on in this prize. The winner will 
receive a cash prize of $500 from LAWCHA and a publishing contract with the University of Illinois Press. The prize is contingent upon the author’s acceptance of the contract 
with the University of Illinois Press. 

Eligible dissertations must be in English, concerned with U.S. labor and working-class history broadly conceived, and must have been defended in the academic year 2012-13 
(September 1,2012-August 31,2013). The winner will be announced at our national conference. 

E mail LAWCHA@Duke.edu the title of your dissertation, the date of your defense, the name of your advisor, and a PDF copy of the dissertation; and mail (3) three hard 
copies of the dissertation and a letter of endorsement from the dissertation advisor stating the date of the defense by January 3rd, 2014 to: 

LAWCHA 
226 Carr Building (East Campus) 
Duke University 
Box 90719 

Best regards, 

Ryan Poe 
Executive Assistant 
Labor and Working-Class History Association 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA,’ Association for the Study office Middle East and Africa <info asmeascholars.org@maill60.wdc02.mcdlv=net> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 9:31 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

DON’T FORGET: Register tbr Sixth Annual Cont~rence! 

Is this email not displaying correctly? 
View it in your browser. 

***REGISTER NOW*** 
Sixth Annual ASMEA Conference 

Tides of Change. Looking Back and Forging Ahead in the Middle 
East & Africa 

November 21-23, 2013 
Key Bridge Marriott Hotel ¯ Washington, D.C. 

The 2013 conference will feature: 

Keynote address by Michael Young, opinion editor of Beirut’s Daily Star 

newspaper, "The Arab Upheavals: A View from Beirut." 

Opening reception remarks by H.E. Mohamed Bin Abdulla AI-Rumaihi, 

Ambassador of the State of Qatar. ~ invited 

Roundtable discussions on "Hezbollah in Lebanon, the Region, and Beyond," 

"Great Power Involvement in the Arab Upheavals," and "Revolution, Revolt, and 

Reform in North Africa," and more. 

Banquet luncheon and professional networking reception. 

Film screenings. 

Displays by publishers of the latest academic titles. 

View preliminary schedule and papers to be presented. 

Registration fees: 

Full/Associate Members Registration: $70. After Oct. 31 : $85. 

Student Members Registration: $40. After Oct. 31 : $55. 

Non-Members Registration: $165. 

Become an ASMEA member here= 

For more information, contact 202.429.8860 or info(~.asmeascholars.org. 

Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa 

wv, wv.as meascholars.o rg 



follow on Twitter I friend on Facebook I forward to a friend 

Copyright © 2013 ASMEA, All rights reserved. 
You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website 
www.asmeascholars.org. 
Our mailing address is: 
ASMEA 
PO BOX 33699 
Washington, DO 20033 

Add us to your address book 

unsubscribefromthislistlu datesubscri tion references J view email in browser 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

University Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 
Vince Brook <      @EARTHLINK.NET> 

Monday, October 21,2013 12:34 PM 

U FVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.E DU 

Re: Montage sequences? 

The most over-the-top example of intellectual montage in American film, to my knowledge, is the obligatory cross-cutting climax in Godfather Ill, as Michael Corleone, in Italy, 
watches an opera climaxing in a killing; while his own assassination is being staged in the opera house; and his underlings are committing various other murders on the 

outside. 

Vince 

---Original Message--- 
From: Shew~,ood Jones 
Sent: Oct 20, 2013 10:32 AM 
To: UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 
Subject: Re: Montage sequences? 

Of course the montage in the beginning of "Up" is now legendary, though not showing similar actions. 

Although somewhat heavy-handed, the cross cutting in The Butler between whites knocking blacks out of their lunch counter chairs and the black butlers pulling out 
White House chairs for whites to sit is a recent example. 

Koyaanisqatsi is the easy example too - almost the entire second half is a montage comparison - parallel lines of sausages on the assembly line intercut with parallel 
lines of people on multiple escalators - and many other images. 

On Oct 20, 2013, at 9:27 AM, Vincent Brook < ~EARTHLINK.NET> wrote: 

Eisenstein, et al. turned over long ago, Frank, not only through their theories’ appropriation/exploitation in action movies but even more - re intellectual 
montage - in TV commercials! 
Vince 

.... Original Message --- 

To: UFVALIST-L(~..LISTS E RV.AME RICAN.E DU 
Sent: Sunday, October 20, 2013 8:24 AM 
Subject: Re: Montage sequences? 

have MANY montage sequences to recommend for teaching purposes. However, for now, I’ll mention 
ust one and raise a pedagogical question that might be mentioned in class: 

¯ There’s a sequence in The Paraflax View (Alan J. Pakula, 1974) that shows Warren Beatty viewing a 
specially prepared short movie. The connections among the various images (and the accompanying 
music) are easy for students to grasp but profound in their implications about montage and how 
spectators create meaning through the juxtaposition of images, it begins when Beatty is seen in the 
lobby of an office building and looks at the building Directory for The Parallax Corporation. Unlike many 
so-called montage scenes (i.e., the shower scene in Psycho), this scene exemplifies Eisenstein’s 
ideas about metric, rhythmic, tonal, overtonal, and intellectual montage like few others. 

2. I’ve found that even when students seem to understand the general and specific principles of 
montage as elucidated by Eisenstein, Pudovkin, and others, they often seem unable to distinguish 
"true" montage from fast cutting. If the action scenes in the Bourne movies (and so many others) 
constitute montage, then the Soviet silent filmmakers and many film theoreticians will probably turn over 
in their graves. 

Best to all, 

Frank 
Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor of Film Studies 
Department of Media and Communication Arts 
City College of New York, City University of New York 
501 East 87th Street, Apt. 16-G 
New York, NY 10128 

646-678-4167 



On Sunday, October 20, 2013 11:04 AM, brook hinton,       .~.GMAIL.COM> wrote: 
Overused, perhaps, but the baptism/multiple murders sequence near the end of The Godfather has been helpful in my classes. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Oct 20, 2013, at 7:53 AM, "Bricca, Jacob" <jbricca@WESLEYAN.EDU> wrote: 

Hello UFVA folks, 

had such great success getting ideas for "quiet moments," I figured I’d make another query: any ideas for great montage 
sequences in films? I’m especially looking for sequences in documentaries that show the development/growth of an 
organization or cause, or sequences from any film that shows multiple people carrying out similar actions. (All That Jazz 
comes immediately to mind.) 

Thanks! 

Jacob 

ps. you’ll notice a discrepancy between my return e-mail address and the one listed below. I’m now at the University of Arizona, 
but my UFVA membership still only allows me to post from my Wesleyan address .... 

Jacob Bricca 

Assistant Professor 

University of Arizona 

School of Theatre Film and Television 

htt p://www.jacobbricca.com 

htt p://www.tata n ka movie.com 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe 
UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following 
command to listserv(~,listserv.american.edu: signoff UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with nothing else) 
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This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv~listserv.american.edu: subscribe 
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L ¢b..list se rv .a me rica n .edu 
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Vince Brook\r\nvbrook@earthlink.net\r\n323 666-6715 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first 
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nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Documentm7 Studies at Dnke Universib, <llm@duke.eduv 

Monday, October 21, 2013 5:00 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

CDS NEWS: "Soul a~d Service Opens," Fresh Docs Series Kicks Ot£ Special Screening of Classic JFK Doc, Renowned Artist Chris Jordan 

Visits Duke, Fall Issue of "Document" 

i ii.~.iI CDSI Centerfor D ...... 
taryStudies 

SOUL AND SERVICE I New Exhibit at CDS Celebrates an Extraordinary North Carolina 

Company 

Thursday, October 24, 6 p.m. / Center for Documentary Studies / 1317 W. Pettigrew St., 

Durham, North Carolina 

Accounting class for professional devetopment, 1940s Archival photo detail from a Soul and Service 

panel. 

An opening reception kicks off an eight-panel exhibition celebrating the rich history and 

legacy of the North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance Company, the nation’s oldest and largest 

insurance company with roots in the African American community. NC Mutual opened in 

1898 in Durham, North Carolina, with ’racial self-help and uplift" among its founding tenets; 

read more about the company’s origins and history here, and view a short film about NC 

Mutual that was a featured trailer in black movie theaters circa 1940. 

Soul and Service will be displayed on the porches at the Center for Documentary Studies 

through December 20 The panels feature text and photo reproductions from the NC Mutual 

archives, which are jointly held in the special collections of Duke University’s David M. 

Rubenstein Special Collections and Manuscript Library and the University Archives, 

Records and History Center of North Carolina Central University 

The exhibit is cosponsored by NC Mutual, Duke’s John Hope FrankfJn Research Center for 

African and AMcan American History and Culture (part of the Rubenstein Library), and the 

Center for Documentary Studies. 

ANNUAL FRESH DOCS SERIES BEGINS / Opening Film Follows the Comeback of Musician 

Ironing Board Sam 

Friday, October 25, 7 p.m. / Full Frame Theater, Power Plant Building, American Tobacco 

Campus / 320 Biackwell St., Durham, North Carolina 



Still from Ironing Board Sam’s Tenth, directed by Thomas Ciaburri 

Fresh Docs is back, with a new home at the Full Frame Theater. This free monthly 

showcase of documentary works-in-progress and recently completed films is a 

coproduction of the Center for Documentary Studies and the Southern Documentary Fund. 

Screenings are followed by a moderated discussion with the filmmaker, with audience 

feedback encouraged for in-progress work and a focus on the making of the film for 

completed work 

Up first, Tom Ciaburri’s doc-in-progress, Ironing Board Sam’s Tent& which follows a 

seventy-four-year-old musician’s mission to secure his place in music history as an R&B 

legend. Sam toured the South for decades beginning in the 1950s, electrifying crowds with 

his infectious music and a homemade keyboard atop an actual ironing board . . fast 

forward to hard times and obscurity Ironing Board Sam’s Tenth is an intimate portrait of an 

artist, revealing the painful consequences of chasing a dream and the creative renaissance 

of an unheralded star 

SPECIAL SCREENING OF RUSH TO JUDGMENTI JFK Documentary Is a Classic 

Monday, October 28, 7 p.m. / Full Frame Theater, Power Plant Building, American 

Tobacco Campus / 320 Blackwell St., Durham, North Carolina 

Still from the Zapruder film of JFK’s assassination 

The Center for Documentary Studies is pleased to present a free screening of Emile de 

Antonio and Mark Lane’s Rush to Judgment, a classic account of the JFK assassination 

and subsequent investigation based on Lane’s 1966 bestseller of the same name, 

considered a seminal work among researchers, scholars, and historians. Both 

writer!producer Lane and cinematographer Robert Primes will be digitally present at the 

screening. Lane will introduce the film over video call, and Primes will conduct a Q&A 

session following the film; Rush to Judgment was the renowned cameraman’s first film. 

Click her~e for more information on de Antonio, Lane, and Primes. 

The screening is hosted by CDS Continuing Education instructor Randolph Benson, whose 

award-winning films have been featured on the Independent Film Channel, Bravo, HBO, 

and other outlets. 

ARTIST CHRIS JORDAN AT THE DUKE ARTS FESTIVAL / PhotographerlFilmmaker Shines a 

Light on the Consequences of Mass Consumption 

Panel: Wednesday, October 30, 7 p.m. I Center for Documentary Studies / 1317 W. 

Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

Film Preview: Thursday, October 31, 7 p.m. / Nasher Museum of Art Auditorium / 200t 

Campus Dr., Durham, North Carolina 



Environmental artist Chris Jordan 

What role can the arts play in helping us address the urgency of environmental 

sustainability? The theme of this year’s Duke Arts Festival makes a visit by Chris Jordan a 

natural fit; Jordan’s powerfully rendered artworks about consumption have garnered him 

international acclaim. He’ll join local environmental artists Bryant Holsenbeck and Pinar 

Yoldas on a panel and Q&A discussion at the Center for Documentary Studies to talk about 

art as a means to address the consequences of mass consumption. The panel will be 

moderated by Rebecca Vidra, director of undergraduate studies at Duke’s Nicholas School 

of the Environment and a specialist in environmental ethics. 

The next night at the Nasher Museum, Jordan will preview selections from his in-progress 

feature documentary, Midway: Message from the GyTe, which explores the plight of 

albatrosses on Midway Atoll in the North Pacific who are plagued by the ingestion of our 

plastic trash. Both elegy and warning, the film explores the interconnectedness of species, 

with the albatross as a mirror of our humanity. Viewtrailer. 

Click here for more information on Bryant Holsenbeck and Pinar Yofdas and theLr 

participation in the 2013 Duke Arts Festival: ARTS + Sustainabifity; including Hofsenbeck’s 

community piece Falling Water: Plastic Sea and Yofdas’s the Very Loud Chamber Orchestra 

of Endangered Species, a collaborative art-science project which explores the impact of 

environmental degradation on non-human animals. 

FALL 2013 ISSUE OF DOCUMENTAVAILABLE ONLINE 

The latest issue of Document, the CDS quarterly newsletter, is now available online; 

Document features some of the best documentary work supported and produced by the 

Center for Documentary Studies. Highlights in the fall issue include an interview with new 

CDS director Wesley Hogan, exhibits by CDS/Honickman First Book Prize in Photography 

winner Gerard H. Gaskin and Duke artist-in-residence Evgenia Arbugaeva, CDS 

Documentary Essay and Lange-Taylor prizewinners, and more. 

To browse past issues, click here. 

To receive print issues of Document, join Friends of CDS. 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Thursday, October 24, 6 p.m. / Opening reception for Soul and Service / Center for 

Documentary Studies/ 1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 



http://vww~ cdspo rc h.o rcl/a rch ives/20300 

Friday, October 25, 4-6 pm. / Opening reception for In Practice: Work by Duke Arts Faculty/ 

Power Plant Gallery, American Tobacco Campus/320 Blackwell St, Durham, North 

Carolina 

http:I/vwvw, cdsporch oqq/archives/19979 

Friday, October 25. 2013, 7 p.m. / Fresh Docs screening of Ironing Board Sam’s Tenth I Full 

Frame Theater, Power Plant Building, American Tobacco Campus 1 320 Blackwell St., 

Durham, North Carolina 

http:flw’ww.cdsporch.orglarchives120297 

Monday, October 28, 7 p.m. /Special screening of Rush to Judgment I Full Frame Theater, 

Power Plant Building, American Tobacco Campus ! 320 Blackwell St., Durham, North 

Carolina 
http:lhz,~t~J.cdsporch.or.q!archives!20303 

Wednesday, October 30. 7 p.m. ! Panel with Chris Jordan, Bryant Holsenbeck, and Pinar 

Yoldas / Center for Documentary Studies / 1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 
http:ll,z,~t~J.cdsporch.or.q!archives!20443 

Thursday, October 31, 7 p.m. / Preview of Chris Jordan’s Midway: Message from the GyTe / 

Nasher Museum of Art auditorium / 2001 Campus Dr., Durham, North Carolina 

http:/hz,~t~z.cdsporch.or.q/archives/20443 

EXHIBITS 

September 16-January 11 / Tiksi, photographs by Evgenia Arbugaeva / Porch and University 

Galleries / Center for Documentary Studies / 1317 W Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 
http:lidocumentarvstudies, duke.edulexhibitslcurrent-exhibits#tiksi 

October 4-December 13 / In Practice: Work by Duke Arts Faculty / Power Plant Gallery, 

American Tobacco Campus / 320 Blackwell St., Durham, North Carolina 
http:ll~^tww, cdsporch oqqlarchivesl19979 

October 24-December 20 / Soul and Service / Center for Documentary Studies / 1317 W. 

Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

http:lldocumentarystudies duke edulexhibitslupcominq-exhibits#soul-and-service 

MORE ABOUT CDS: 

CDS Website documentarystudies duke.edu 

CDS Perch cdsporch.or¢l 

Friends ofCDS documentarystudies.duke.edu/donate 

Upcoming Events documentarystudies.duke.edu/events 

Unsubscribe i Update Profile/Email Address I Forward To A Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

fa@cos.com 

Monday, October 21, 2013 8:16 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Update: Scholarly Editions m~d Translations Gra~ts 

Tracked Fu~ding Opportunity Update Alert from COS 

The tbllowing funding opportuni~z you are tracking was updated 

Opp Title: 

Sponsor: 

Updated on: 

Scholarly Editions and Translations Grants 
http://pivot.cos colrgfunding opps/85439 

Division of Research Programs 

Oct 21, 2013 

Login to COS Pivot to view your Tracked list of funding opportunities. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Script <scriptmag@ fwmedia.com> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 8:02 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges’ter@email.unc.edu> 

Free Horror Screenwriting Secrets that will sell your script 

Do you know what many of the top Hollywood 
writers and producers have in common? They 

got their ~tar~ in the indu~ b~ doing HORROR 
Horror is the way to break ~nto Screenwriting~ 

In my decades of working in Holl3avood and as a five-star rated script 
consultant, I have seen so many projects go no~vhere, but I can honestly 

say that I see horror genre projects succeed more so flian any other 
genre. I know GENRE MATTERS! 

It’s a new horror season, and you deserve a new chance at your 

screenwriting career. It’s what you love to do, so why not improve your 

chances with an in-demand genre? Your chances will sky-rocket and once 

you get your career moving, you can do what you want. 

Our Horror Master students are already well on flieir way to super- 

charging flieir screenwriting success now. Are you going to .join the teani 

and master a great genre? 

~ee ~v~at som~, st~de~Hs are sav~lg and w~e you’re at it, get awesome 

fi’ee content in our newsletter. 

Take charge of your life and career now with a free newsletter, "red 

paper," free screenwrifing secrets ebook, and killer horror screenwriting 

tips and videos. 

Make this Halloween horror season the start of your new career! 

Daddy Yours, 
...... 

David Hohl 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

ephos~epnet.com 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 9:03 AM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@.~email.unc.edu> 

EBSCOhost E-mail Resnlt 

Record: 1 

Title: 

Source: 

Document Type: 

Subject Terms: 

Reviews & Products: 

People: 

Abstract: 

Full Text ~VVord Count: 

Accession Number: 

Persistent link to this record 

(Perm~): 

Cut and Paste: 

Database: 

Johnny Cool. 

Variety. Movie Reviews; 1/1/1963, Issue 1, p55-55, lp 

Entertainment Review 

MOTION pictures -- Reviews 

JOHNNY Cool (Film) 

AStIF, R, Willian’u 1922-2012 
LANDON, Joseph 

LEAVITF, Sam 

The a~ticle reviews the film "Johnny Cool," directed by William Asher and s~a’ing Henry Silva m~d Elizabeth Montgomery. 

240 

25332442 

https://auth.lib.unc.edu/ezproxy auth.php?url htlp://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx? 

direct tme&db=f3h&AN~5332442&site ehost-live&scope site 

<a hre~"https://auth.lib.unc.edu/ezproxy auth.php?url http:i/seaxch.ebscohost.com/login.aspx? 

direc~true&db=i3h&AN~5332442&site ehost-live&scope site">JohnnyCool.~/a> 

Film & Television Literature Index ruth Full Text 

Chrislaw. Director William Asher; Producer William Asher, Peter La~4brd; Screenplay Joseph La~don; Camera Sam Leavitt; Editor Otto Ludwig; Music Billy May 

Heray Silva Elizabeth Montgomeiy Marc Lawrence Telly Savalas Jiln Baclals Sammy Davis Jr 

Henry Silva, as a Sicilian-born assassin, is at holne as the ’delivery boy of death’ for deported nndera, orld kingpin Maxc Lawrence. While his escapades would 

probably fall apart if anabze& he puts such driving force into thegn that the viewer becomes too involved to dispute his actions. 

Elizabeth Moutgomely, howevel: plays the emotionally and morally mixed-up heroine like a high-school drama teacher demonstrating to her class how to play a 

nymphomaNac [] 10% sex, 90% self-conscionsness. 

Joseph La~don’s ~ript [I~om John McPartla~d’s novel The Kingdom of Jolmny Cool] has more holes in it than a Swiss cheese but he stuttg most of them with action 

and director William Asher cuts the action in thick slices. Plot centers on Silva doing a job for Lawrence which ~u~J~es him t~om Sicily to Rome, then to NY, LA and Las 

Vegas beii~re he’s finished. When a doll comes into his life and gets worked over by some hoods, he adds revenge to his baser reasons tbr wiping out his assorted 

vic~fms. 

(B&W) Extract of a review from 1963. Running time: 103 MIN. 

[] 2004 Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reser~’ed. 

By Variety StaB" 

Cowright of Variety Movie Reviews is the property of Reed Business Information m~d its content may not be copied or emailed to multiple sites or posted to a listserv 

without the copyright holder’s express written pem~ission. However, users may print, download, or email articles for individual use. 

The link intbrmation above provides a ~rsisteut lir~ to the article you’ve requested. 

Persistent link to this record: Following the link above will bring you to the s~rt of the article or citation. 

Cut and Paste: To place article links in an external web document, simply coW mid paste the HTML above, starting with "<a hret~’ 

If you have any problems or questions, contact Technical Support at http://support.epnet.conv’contact/askus.php or call 800-758-5995. 

This e-mail was generated by a user of EBSCOhost who gained access via the UNIV OF NORTH CAROLINA - CHAPEL HILL account. Neither EBSCO nor 

UNIV OF NORTH CAROLINA - CHAPEL HILL is responsible for the content of this e-mail. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@mai188.us4.mcsv.net> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 9:46 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@ema?,l.unc.edu> 

Black History collection 

SLAVE NARRATIVES COMPLETE SET 

A Folk History of Slavery in the United States 

from interviews with former slaves 

Faculty and students interested in African-American Studies will be searching the library for information on 
slavery in the United States. We are pleased to announce the republishing of the entire set of SLAVE 
NARRATIVES; A Folk History of Slavery in the United States from interviews with former slaves. The 

SLAVE NARRATIVES were collected in the 1930s as part of the Federal Writers’ Project of the Works 
Progress Administration from interviews with former slaves. 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES provides a unique and unsurpassed collective portrait of African-American 
population during slavery. Indeed, historian David Brion Davis has argued that the voluminous number of 
documented slave testimonies available in the United States "is indisputably unique among former 
slaveholding nations. In addition to the substantial number of life histories it contains, the most compelling 
feature of the collection is the composition of the sample of people who made up its informants." SLAVE 
NARRATIVES thus constitute an illuminating and invaluable source of data about antebellum and post- 
Emancipation Southern life, the institution of slavery, and, most important, the reactions and perspectives 
of those who had been enslaved. The profoundly moving text which yields great insight into the impact of 
slavery upon human lives. 

Thank you for your consideration in recommending the entire set of SLAVE NARRATIVES to your 
collection development librarian or subject librarian. 

Please visit NABDLLC.com/Slave-Narratives/to view further details regarding this title. 

FREE SHiPPiNG ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE iN THE U.S. 
Purchase orders are accepted from all organizations. 

For your convenience we accept Visa and MasterCard as a payment option. 

Order Form 

Slave Narratives Complete Set - Edition 
$1 995.00 .... ][97804030221131~ ’ t~v.) II 

Name: Library Name: 

Phone: Email: 

Mailing Address: 

City: State: 

Payment Type: Visa MasterCard Check Purchase Order#: 

Cardholder Name: 

Card Number: 

Zip: 

Expiration Date: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

reges~ter@emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 12:21 PM 

Announcement tbr MURAP ProgaJm 

To: All Poxticipants 

From: Charlene Regester 

Please ,see attached information vegaxding the MURAP Pmgrmn. 

MurapStudentAnnoucement2014.doc 

This fora~arded message was sere via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages fio~n the "AAAD250.001.FA13" site. To reply to this message click this link to access 

Messages for this site: AAAD250.001 .FA13. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gloria Howell <volunteer@unctv.org> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013:1.2:24 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Join Us in the Studio for Winterfest! 

Volunteer with UNC-TV & join the Iurfi 

:~i Volunt .... ith    ~i Volunt .... ith    :i~:i Volunt ..... ith :~i, Volunt .... ith    :~:i, Volunt .... ith 
UNC-TV!                UNC-TV!                 UNC-TV!                 UNC-TV!                UNC-TV! 

[ g u~, .............. k ...... ~÷h~ ..... ~, ..... , 
i ~:i w~nt~r~estal 

This holiday season, 

...... tjpg UNC-TV offers you an 
exciting alternative to 
crowded malls and long 
lines--volunteering for 

Winterfest 2013! Join us in our RTP television studios from Sunday, December I through 

Sunday, December 15. Volunteers are needed to answer phone calls from contributors who 
support UNC-TV’s programming. You’ll speak with interesting people, see some great 
programs, enjoy delicious food and help North Carolina’s statewide public television network 
reach our goals. Siqn up now, or simply send an email to volunteer(~3unctv.orq. A 
confirmation of your assignment will be made prior to the event. We look forward to seeing 
you~ 

Please feel free to share this information with your friends, family, co-workers and neighbors. 
We invite them to join us as well~ It’s easy! To sign-up now visit M.~.~:.~.~.,.~Lg and fill out a 

short online form. 

wish you the happiest of holidays and thank you in advance for your support! 

Linda Patterson 
UNC-TV Volunteer Services 
877-549-3222 

~ Please note that a photo TD is required when volunteering with UNC-TV. 

Forward this message to a friend. 
~l.!).~.~t~.~Ei.b.~ or change your preferences~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ken Lee < ~earthlink.net> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 12:26 PM 

KENT LEE <kenlee@mwp.com> 

UFVA .... Classic MWP Book, The Hollywood Standard, available for ten dollars plus fi-ee shipping via Pay Pal or Credit Card 

Dear UFVA Members 

This classic IVlVTP Best seller is available for your purehase for ten dollars via Pay Pal or Credit CaN for 
ten dollars with fiee shipping 

The tlollywood Standard 

The Complete and Authoritative Guide to Script Format and Style 
Pub date: August 2009 

If you’d like a review copy for ten dollars, please email me your credit card, snail marl address no later than October 24fll 

We can also process via PAY PAL NOW, so if you’d like that option, let me know and we will send you a Pay Pal invoice 

for you to pay ten dollars plus free slfipping 

Ifyoud like to read a small sample click on http:i, shop.mwp.com/productgthe-hollywood- standard 

Please click on http:k mwp.coln, Inastershots to watch tile AMAZING TRAILERS 

for MASTER SHOTS ACTION... EBOOKS WITH HD VIDEO AND AUDIO 

CHEERS 

Ken Lee 
Phone (206)283-2948 
Cell 
FAX (206) 283-2072 

kenlee~,mwp.com 

Skype 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 3:02 AM 

~reen~ciety-announce@duke.edu; tilm-video <tilm-video@duke.edu>; a~nicer~duke.edu; ami-lhculty@duke.edu; Literature Program 

<literat ure@duke.edu> 

**ScreeniSocie~: TONIGHT--Wed 10/23: "Iviy Masculini .ty Helps" w/dir. Mmc Gmnmett; Fri 10/25: "The D~eeling Limited" (GEO 

20K Celebration--w/panel discussion & fiee popcongdrinks) 

Please distribute widely* 

Screen/Society presents... 

MY MA SCULINIIT HELPS 
Mth director Marc Grimmett in persun! 

Download PDF Flyer ] More Info 



GEO presents: The Darjeeling Limited 

Panel discussion to fol|ow / Free gourmet popcorn and drinks! 

== Download PDF Flyer I More Info I View Trailer == 

Join the Global Education Office for a fun and engaging movie night! 

As part of a series of events celebrating the milestone of sending 20,000 students worldwide, 

GEO invites students and parents to a screening of The Darjeeling Limited. 

A panel discussion will follow, moderated by GEO’s Director, Dr. Amanda Keiso, and featuring Duke faculty and students: 

Anirudh Krishna, Professor of Public Policy and Political Science and Associate Dean for 

International Academic Programs 

Baishakhi Taylor, Assis~xit Dean, Trinity College 

Steve Milligan, Production Teaching Fellow, Arts of the Moving hnage 
Ajay Parikh, Global Semester Abroad, Spring 2013 

Nicole Daniels, Global Semester Abroad, Spring 2013. 



N~EXT WEEK: 

The Rabbi’s’ Cat 
Download PDF Flyer I More Info I View Trailer 



http:iiami.duke.edu/,’creensociety 

/ ill Screen~’Societ~’ events are coordinated and co-sponsored 

by the Program in the Arts of the Moving Image 

Hank Okazaki 

Exhibitions Programmer 

Program in the Arts of the Hoving Tmage 

114 S. Buchanan Blvd, Bay 12, Rm Ai21 

Duke UriJversity, Box 90766 

Durham, NC 277@8 

E-mail: hokazak@duke.edu 

Phone: (919)660-3031 

Fax: (919)681-i378 

Web: http:/ami.duke.e@u/sc~eensociety/ 





...... Angeles 

edited by" Josh Kun and Laura PuNdo 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

mulfielhnio Los Angebs. The first book to focus exok.,s~vely 

s29.9~: 
evidence [hat Los Angeles is a key place [o study rac~al 

O[ multiethsic America. 

....... Yell ..... d Radical ActMsm in Los Angeles 

Laura Pull&) 1races the roots of tM~d world radicaNsm in Southern 

~- Au@otot~ a 
::~:: Audiotopia ............................ 

b~, Josh 

Rasglng fl’om Los Asgebs to Havana to the Brosx to the U.S.:Mexlco 

border and florn kbzmer to hip hop [o Lsfin rock, this groundbreakh~g book 

____ How Rece ls Made ~n America 

::]~} How Race Is Immigration, Citi~enship, and the Historical Power of Racial Scripts 
Made In 

Ameri~ 
by ~a[a[[8 Motifla 

how broad themes of race and citizenship are constructed. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

info@ncbsonline.org on behalf of 

National Cotmcil for Black Studies <info@ncbsonline.org> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 3:46 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Call for Papers - 2014 NCBS Confeience 

Forward this email 

This ema was sent~o regester@ema nc edu by ni:o@ncbson ne orq 
._U_p__d___a_t__e___[!T_o__rjj_e_!__E_[~_a_jj__A___d__d__r__e_s__s_ insta~t removal with S_’.a_r_.e_U_._n_s_~_[b__s_c_12jb_A~’’ [~__rj_v__a__c_y__~_o_[[_c_y., 

NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR BLACK STUDIES :: University of Cincinnati :: 3514 French HalI-Africana Studies P.O. Box 210370 :: Cincinnati :: OH :: 45221-0370 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Crystal Harkless <csharkle@ncsn.edu> 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 11:12 AM 

Nata]ie Bullock Brown ~y~hoo.com> 

Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu~; Yvolme Welbon <ywelbx~n@bennett.edu>; Cha~dra Guinn <chandra.guin@duke.edu>; 
Jordan, Joseph F <jljordan@email.unc.edu>; Tara Green <ttgreen@uncg.edu>; Biyon D Tunnan <bdtunnan@ncat.edu>; Regester, 

Charlene B <regeste@em~fil.unc.edt~,; Gwendolyn M. Bookman <gbookmma@bennett.edu> 

Re: Upcoming Meeting Date? 

Hello Everyone, 

I did not receive many responses on the doodle poll. As Natalie stated, I flaink it’s best to wait until November some time to send out anoflaer one. 

Kind regards, 

Ciystal Harkless 

On Fri, Oct 18, 2013 at 4:34 PM, Crystal Harkless <cshmkle(&ncsu.edu> wrote: 

Hello Everyone, 

Please visit the link below to complete the doodle Ix~ll for the next meeting. I will send fl~e results next week. Have a great weekend! 

http:i/www.doodle.com/~-~75p3cem6m8upvk 

Kind regards, 

C~ysta] 

On Fri, Oct 18, 2013 at 2:19 PM, N atalie Bullock Brown 

Hi everyone, 
~¥alloo.coln~> wrote: 

There was a bit of miscommunication so we may have lost out on the window of opportunity we had to meet virtually 
or in person based on the last doodle poll that went out. Several of our members will not be available from the 22nd, 
I believe it is, through sometime in mid November. (Tara and Chandra - please correct me ill am wrong). 

In the meantime, while we are determining the next opportunity to get together, please consider what we would like a 
relationship with Full Frame to look like, specifically, and what role we might play in increasing their membership as 
has been suggested in the notes from a past meeting. I spoke with Deirdre Haj last week and she reaffirmed her 
interest in working with us. We should flesh out what exactly we’re talking about and then I or a group of us can meet 
with her to hash out the details. Please, if we could, let’s talk about this by email. I can keep up with our various 
responses. 

Thanks, 
Natalie 
Natalie Bullock Brown 
Ascension Productions 
Producer/Consultant 

cell 
919.781.981 7 fax 

On Friday, October 18, 2013 1:05 PM, Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu> wrote: 
I will ask Crystal to send a Doodle poll so that we can find a date. 
See you soon, 
ssm 

On Tue, Oct 8, 2013 at 4:41 PM, Yvonne Welbon <ywelbonCb, bennett.edu> wrote: 
Was a date, time and location selected for our next meeting? 

Thanks! 

I am on leave for the 2013 - 2014 academic school year. If you need immediate assistance about journalism departrnent mattcrs, please contact interim department chair, 2"fi. Tom 
Lipscomb at tlipscomb(~bennett.edu 



Yvonne Welbon, Ph.D. 

Associate Prot~ssor - Journalism and Media Studies 

Bennett College for Women 

900 East Washington Street, Box 25 

(heensboro, N ol~th Carolina 27401 

336- 517-2306 (phone) 

336- 517-2184 (t~x) 

wvelbon@bennett.edu 

From: Natalie Bullock Brown @yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 3:25 PM 
To: Yvonne Welbon; Chandra Guinn; Joseph Jordan 
Cc: Sheila Smith NcKoy; Tara Green; Bryon D Turman; Regester Charlene B; Gwendolyn M. Bookman; Crystal Harkless 
Subject= P,e: SB-FMC 9.27.13 Minutes with Action Items 

Agreed, Chandra! Thanks so much. 
ascension prod uctio ns@ya hoo. com. 
Natalie Bullock Brown 
Ascension Productions 
Prod uce r/Co nsu Ita nt 

cell 
919.781.9817 fax 

My best address is this one - 

From: Yvonne Welbon <ywelbon@Bennett.edu> 
To: Chandra Guinn <chandra.guinn@duke.edu>; Joseph Jordan <ifiordan@email.unc.edu> 
Cc: Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu>; Tara Green <ttgreen@uncg.edu>; Natalie Bullock Brown 

@yahoo.com>; Bryon D Turman <bdturman@ncat.edu>; Regester Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu>; 
Gwendolyn M. Bookman <gbookman@Bennett.edu>; Crystal Harkless <csharkle@ncsu.edu> 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 3:20 PM 
Su bject: RE: SB-FMC 9.27.13 Minutes with Action Items 

Thank You Chandra! 

I really appreciate you for getting the minutes to us so promptly. 

Best email address for the wordpress website for me is @yahoo.com 

Thanks, 
Yvonne 

I ara on leave for the 2013 - 2014 academic school year. If you need irmnediate assistance about journalism department matters, please contact interim department chair, Mr. Tom 
Lipscomb at tlipscomb(~,’bennett, edu 

Yvonne Welbon, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor - Journalism and Media Studies 
Bennett College for Wo~nen 

900 East Washington Street, Box 25 

Greensboro, North Carolina 27401 

336- 517-2306 (phone) 

336-517-2184 (fax) 

.~,elbon@bennett.ed u 

From= Chandra Guinn [chandra.guinn(~duke.edu] 
Sent= Friday, September 27, 2013 8:22 PM 
To: 3oseph 3ordan 
Cc: Sheila Smith NcKoy; Tara Green; Natalie Bullock Brown; Yvonne Welbon; Bryon D Turman; Regester Charlene B; Gwendolyn M. 
Bookman; Crystal Harkless 
Subject: SB-FMC 9.27.13 Minutes with Action Items 

Attached please find the minutes fi~om today’s meeting. Many thanks to Tam for setting up the host site, providing the conference call capabilib, and sharing her 

notes with me. The minutes are a blend and there may be some paraphrasing. If any info is incorrect please don’t hesitate to correct the record when you 

submit the information requested. 

Have a great weekend! 

Chandra 

On Sep 24, 2013, at 4:38 PM, Joseph Jordan wrote: 



I agree ruth Sheila. I’d say the addressing the organizational issue (membership p~ofile, etc.,); the website issue; and the meeting/connection ruth 

Deidre Haj and Full Frame would be a full agenda. The rest could possibly be assigned to the workgroups. Even some of these pieces mentioned 

above. 
On Sep 24, 2013, at 2:14 PM, Sheila Smith McKoy wrote: 

I’m glad we are moving fbrwaxd with the meeting. Thanks, Tara, lbr the heavy lifting. I’m sorry that I have to join you via phone 

especially since I hmTe not spent time at the Civil Rights Museum. 

I agree with Joseph regarding the agenda. I think that the website needs our attention quicldy; however, we have to ~swer some 

questions regarding our membership profile, etc before we can make it viable. 

SSIII 

On Tue, Sep 24, 2013 at 1:28 PM, Tara Green <ttg~een,@~uncg.edu;, wrote: 

Colleagues: 

If someone will taJ~e the lead on sending an agenda by Thur., I’m happy to make c( p~es. I ll contact the museum about having the 

technology in place for phone calls. Let’s be sure to hmTe the numbers where people can be reached. 

Tara 

On Tue, Sep 24, 2013 at 11:50 AM, Joseph Jordan <it]ordaaa(~)etnail.unc.edu > wrote: 

I am in favor of the meeting moving ahead with a more limited agenda to help make this a mo~e productive gathering. If we 

prioritize the list of agenda items and take, perhaps the top 3, we could probably get some quality work done. 

I also suggest that some of the other agenda items be assigned to workgroups (not committees!) of2-3 people who would be 
empowered to take some actions, if called for, or otherwise produce drafts that can be reviewed and then revised or voted on 

at the next meeting. 

I will be calling in to join li~lks until I need to leave. I agree Tara has done a lot to prepare and we can’t waste the date. 
On Sep 24, 2013, at 11:28 AM~ Tara Green wrote: 

Fi~m Showing: °’AI~ of Us NC" 
Sponsored by WGS & The Human Rights Film Series 
!Ned:~sday, S~.~ptember 25tb, ~013, G 

On Tue, Sep 24, 2013 at 10:51 AM, Natalie Bullock Brown <                   ~Yahoo.com> wrote: 

I hate to reschedule when Tara has gone through the 
trouble of making arrangements for us, but it does 
sound like we will have a very low turnout. I wonder 
how productive we will be without the possibility of 
consensus on the things we need to discuss, especially 
if meeting items will need to be shared via email with 
the bulk of the group anyway. I hope that makes 
sense. I’ll make my way up the road :) if we vote to 
keep the meeting as is. 
Natalie Bullock Brown 
Ascension Productions 
Prod u ce r/Co nsu Ira nt 

cell 
919.781.9817 fax 

From: Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu> 



To: Yvonne Welbon <ywelbon@bennett.edu> 
Cc: Tara T. Green <ttgreen@uncg.edu>; Joseph Jordan <jfjordan@email.unc.edu>; Natalie 

bullock brown,                    @¥ahoo.com>; Bryon D Turman <bdturman(~,ncat.edu>; 
Regester Charlene B <regester(~,email.unc.edu>; Gwendolyn M. Bookman 
<gbookman@bennett.edu>; chandra guinn <chandra.guinn@duke.edu>; Crystal Harkless 
<csharkle@ncsu.edu>; Bamidele Demerson <bdemerson@sitinmovement.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 10:16 AM 
Subject: Re: Next Meeting in Greensboro 

Can we have a vote on who would like to reschedule our meeting? 

SSITI 

On Tue, Sep 24, 2013 at 12:01 AM, Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu> wrote: 

Chandra will have the minutes. As tbr the agenda, we can diseuss our upcoming t~slivals, the link/com~ection 

with Full Frame (i will send the letter for signatures if Dax-ql can join you). the website, the membership 

statement mad a program for this year. There are a lot of things to discuss; however, we had hope to get a lot 

of work done at this tneeting. 

I would be in favor ofrescheduling, but I will support what works for eveuone. 

s 

On Mon, Sep 23, 2013 at 6:24 PM, Yvonne Welbon <¥welbon(~bennett.edu> wrote: 
I think we should still meet. 

Can someone share the minutes from the last meeting? 

Than~ 
Yvonne 

I am on leave for the 2013 - 2014 academic school year If you need immediate assistance about journalism department 
matters, please contact interim department chair, Mr Tom Lipscomb at tlipscomb(~bennett edu 

Yvonne Welbon, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor - Journalism and Media Studies 

Bennett College tbr Women 

900 East Washington StreeL Box 25 

Greensboro, North Carolina 27401 
336-517-2306 (phone) 

336-517-2184 (fax) 
vwelbon~bennett.edu 

From: Tara T. Green [ttgreen@uncg.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 6:22 PM 
To: Joseph Jordan 
Cc: Sheila Smith McKoy; Natalie bullock brown; Bryon D Turman; Regester Charlene B; 
Gwendolyn M. Bookman; Yvonne Welbon; chandra guinn; Crystal Harkless; Bamidele 
Demerson 

Subject: Re: Ne~ Meeting in Greensboro 

Should we reschedule? 

Tara T. Green, Ph.D. 
Professor & Director 

African American Studies 

Sent from my iPhone 

Excuse a~ny b’pos 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 5:58 PM, Joseph Jordan <if!ordan~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

I am in the same boat. I will join by phone but have to leave for a meeting with our new 

chancellor to discuss pressing center issues. I can call one of you to listen in and part~cipate, 

or call in to a conference call number, or someone can call me and let me listen in. But we do 
need to move forward. Also, is there an agenda we can e~mine before the meeting?? 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 5:47 PM, Sheila Smith McKoy wrote: 

SBFM’ers: 

I had planned to attend the meeting on Friday; however, I now have a conflict. 

I was supposed to be a guest on The State of Things re: 27 Views of Raleigh 

on 9/19. The time has changed twice and it is now on Friday. At the present 



time, I am the only writer of color scheduled 1o participate. I am working to 

find a replacement, but ifI cannot, I will have to join you by phone belbre and 

atter the show. If that is the case, my assistant director will likely be with you. 

So sorry, for the last minute ch~ge, 

ssm 

On Mon, Sep 23, 2013 at 12:20 PM, Tara Green <ttgreen~uncg.edu> wrote: 
Colleagues: 

This is a reminder. I’ve hea~l back from Sheila, Jospeh, Yvonne, and 

Chandra. 

Sale travels to all. 

See ya’ll Friday, 

Tara 

On Mon, Aug 26, 2013 at 2:35 PM, Tara Green <Rm’een~uncg.edu> 

wrote: 

Colleagues: 

Plea~ meet us on Friday, September 27 at 10 am iu the International 

Civil Rights Center and Museum. The Executive Director, Mr. Bamidele 

Demerson, is very pleased to host us. 

You might fiud parkiug on Elm Street at oue of the meters. I usuaJly park 

in the Greene Street parkiug deck (1 block away on Greene Street off 

Ehn). The price is about .50/hour, but they do require cash for exit. 

For your GPS: 

International Civil Rights 

Center & Musetnn 

134 South Ehn Street 

Greensboro, NC 27401 

(336) 274-9199 

I’ll provide drinks and pastries. We can have lunch at one of the local 
restaurants, possibly Tavo’s. 

My cell number is if you need my assistance the day of. 

Please let me l~now if you plan to attend by September 20. 

Here is one of their upcoming film screenings: 

Ree~ B~ack L~ve: A ~.)ocm~tary F~i~m Scree~g & 

Thursday, August 29 at 6:00 p.m. 

Join us for a screening of Reel Black Love, a documentary film that offers a 

critique of African ;Mnerican romance as portrayed in film. Narrated by Shell 
Lee Ralph, the documentary features commentaries by 70 actors, directors, 

producers, and critics including Nia Long, Diahann Carroll, Keenen Ivory 

Wayans, Lyma Whitfield, and the late Roger Ebert. They explore how 
dcpictions in fihn nfluence~ositively or negatively our understanding of 

black people and the importance of romance in their lives. 

Following the screening, share your views with us in a spirited discussion led 

by filmmaker Darryl Pitts and Sharon Warren Cook, professor of social 

work at North Carolina A&T State University. 

This insightful and engaging film has shown to crowds in such venues as the 

Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture (New York), DuSable 

Museum of Af?ican American History (Chicago), and the Indiana Black Expo 

(Indianapolis). 

*Cost $10. 

Lookiug forwart~ 

Tara 

On Fri, Aug 23, 2013 at 4:48 PM, Joseph Jordan 

<i li ordan(,))email.unc.edtc> wrote: 
Thanks Tara -- waitiug to hear. 

On Aug 19, 2013, at 4:27 PM, Tara Green wrote: 

Hello All: 



I mn waiting to hem ~ck from the International Civil 

Rights Center about my request to host us on Septetnber 

27 at 10 am. Unfortunately they are in the process of 

dealing ruth a financial!political support situation. If they 

have a conflict that day, an alternative site will be the 

African American Studies conference room at UNCG. I 

roll provide parking s~bs and directions. 

I’ll be in touch with a concrete location by the end of the 

month. 

Tara T. Green, PhD 
Professor of African American Literature and Gender Studies 

Director of African American Studies 
Aliican American Studies Program 

PO Box 26170 

Greensboro, NC 27402-6170 

33(~) 334-5507 

w~,.uncg.edu/a£s 

ww~.taratgreen.com 

AFS Ranked in Top 10 

http:;/ure.unc.q.edu/prod/newsireleases/african-am÷ric~n-studies-proqram- 

ra n ked-amon.q-top-I 0-in-u-a/ 

English Representative, College Language Association 

wvwv.clascholoxs.org 

Vice-President of Langslon Hughes Socieb~ 
http://www.lan~stonhu~hessociet¥.or~/ 

A Fatherless Child: Antobio~raphical Perspectives of African American 

Men (U Missouri P, 2009) 

Winner: National Council for Black Studies 2011 Award for Outstanding 

Publication in Africana Studies 

Presenting Opra]~ Winffey, tter Filmg mad African American Literature 
(PaJgrave Macmillan Press, 2013) 

Tara T. Green, PhD 

Professor of African American Literature and Gender Studies 

Director of At~can American Studies 
Atiican American Studies Program 

PO Box 26170 

Greensboro, NC 27402-6170 

(336) 334-5507 

w~wv.m~c g.edu/al’s 

wvwv.taratgreen.co,n 

AFS Ranked in Top 10 

http://ure.uncq.edu/prod/news/releases/afdcamamerican-studies~pro~!mm- 
ra n ked -a mongt~_ojp- lO-in -u-sl 

English Language Representative, College Language Association 

wu~,.clascholms.om 

Vice-President of Langslon Hughes Socie~ 
http://www.langstonhughessociety.or.q/ 

A Fatherless Child: Autobiographical Perspectives of African American Men 

(U Missouri P, 2009) 
Winner: National Council for Black Studies 2011 Award for Onk~tanding 



Publication in Atiicana Studies 

Pre~nting Oprah Winti-ey, Her Fihns, and Atiican Americ~m Literature 
(Palgrave Macmillan Press, 2013) 

Dr. Sheila Smith McKoy 

Director, African American Cultural Center 

Director, Africana Studies Program 

Editor. Obsidian: Literature in the African Diaspora 

Joseph JoMan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

Universi~ of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

i t]ordan(~email.nnc.edu 

Dr. Sheila Smith McKoy 

Director~ Afi-ican American Cultural Center 

Director; Africana Studies Program 

Editor, Obsidian: Literature in the African Diaspora 

Dr. Sheila Smith McKoy 

Director, African American Cultural Center 

Director, Africana Studies Program 

Editol; Obsidian: Literature in the African Diaspora 

Tara T. Green. PhD 
Professor of African American Literature and Gender Studies 

Director of African American Studies 

Afi-ican American Studies Progr~an 

PO Box 26170 

Greensboro, NC 27402- 6170 

(336) 334-5507 

www.nncg.edu/afs 

www.taratgreen.com 

AFS Ranked in Top 10 

English Language Rep~esentative, College Language Association 

w~v.clascholars 

Vice-President of Langston Hughes Societ?, 
http:/!www.la ngston h ug hessociety.or,q! 

A Fatherless Child: AutobiographicaJ Perspectives of Attcan American Men (U Missouri P, 2009) 



Winner: National Council tbr Black Studies 2011 Award tbr Outstanding Publication in Ati-icana Studies 

Pre~nting Oprah Winti-ey, Her Fihns, and Atiican American Literature 
(Palgrave Macmillan Press, 2013) 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

it]ordan~email.unc.edu 

Tara T. Green PhD 
Professor of African American Literature and Gender Studies 
Director of African American Studies 
Afi4can American Studies Program 
PO Box 26170 
Greensboro, NC 27402-6170 
(336) 334-5507 
www.uncg.edu&t?s 
www.taacatgreen.com 

AFS Ranked in Top 10 
h tt p ://u re., u n cf4. e~t u/p rod/n ews/rel ea sesiafrica n-a me ri ca n-s~ u ~tie.s-p rcs~ ra m-ra r~ ked-a mort f!-to p-10-ir~-u-s/ 

English Language Representative, College Language Association 
w~’.cla~holars.org 

Vice-President of Langs~ton Hughes Socie~ 
http:/iwww.langstonhughessociety.orgi 

A Fatherless Child: Autobiographical Perspectives of Afi-ican American Men (U Missouri P, 2009) 
~’inner: National Council for Black Studies 2011 Award for Outstanding Publication in Africana Studies 

Presenting Oprah Winfrev, Her Films, and African American Literature 
(Palgrave Macmillan Press, 2013) 

Dr. Sheila Smith McKw 
Director; Afncan American Cultural Center 
Director, Afficana Studies Program 
Editor, Obsidian: Literature in the Afncan Diaspora 

Joseph Jordan, Director 
SoNa Haynes Stone Center 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9001 
j t.iordan~b~email.unc .e&t 



C.’,~eci.,,’.~ ~ Af,,"ic,8..’-’..s Studies 
Editc.,l’. Obs~dis..’-’..: Lite,,".c,,tu~e 

Wi~herspoo~ S~uden~ Cen~er 364, Box 7318 
Te~: (919) 515-~396 
Ma~n: (919) 515-5210 
F~x: (919) 515~5173 

Witherspoon S~udet~t Center 384, Box 73~ B 
Te~: (919) 515-1396 
Ma~n: {919) 515-5210 
Fax: (~9) 515+5~73 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Popular Culture Association / American Culture Association <operations@pcaaca.org> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 7:42 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

7 more days - PCA/ACA Submission deadline Nov 1 

%:: PCA/ACA logo 

Popular Culture Association/American Culture Association 

Don’t be left a wandering ronin! Submit your proposal. 

i:~.; TheSe.yen S ....... i 

Go to Chicago. The decisive battle will be fought there. 

Arm yourself with scholarship and wade into the collegial, warm, friendly fray of 
the PCA/ACA 2014 conference! 

There are.~ust seven more days to submit your proposal for the PCA/ACA 
2014 conference in Chicago. 

We’d love for you to join us. Start 

Deadline Reminders 
Please take note of these key dates regarding the 2014 conference. 
Key Dates: 
Nov I, 2013 = Deadline for abstract proposals 

Nov 15; 2013 -Deadline for Travel Grant applications 
Dee 18, 2013 -"Early Bird" registration deadline 
Jan I 5; 2014 - Last day to register for the conference and remain in the 
program 
Feb 1,2014 - Preliminary schedule published on-line 

As always, if you have questions or concerns please email one of us: 

Joy Sperling, President, president@pcaaca.org 
Lee Halper, ED Events, events@pcaaca.org 

Brendan Riley, ED Operations, operations@pcaaca,org 
Or visit our website: 

Join Our Mailin9 List 

Forward this email 

This email was sent ,:o regester@email.unc.edu by o#erat[ons@~caaca.orq 
Update Profile/Email Address ~rnstant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

Popular Culture Association Popular Culture Association Columbia College Chicago, English Department 600 South Michigan Avenue i Chicago i IL :: 60605 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ashley Williams <awilliams@granttrainingalliance.com> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 1:06 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Proposal Writing Workshop at North Carolina State University 

GRANT 
TRAINING 
CENTER 

Proposal Review Customized Workshops Newsletter Contact Us 

Three-Day Workshop: 
Professional Grant Development 

Noah Carolina State University o Raleigh, NC 
Dates: December 09ol 1 

Time: 8:30 am o 4:30 pm 

Cost: $595.00 ........................................................................................ 
*Save $50,00 each, when two or more people register from the same organization, 
Contact us for the discount, 

Our 3-day comprehensive workshop is designed to hetp 

paRicipants learn how to submit winning proposals to federal, 

state, and local agencies, foundations, corporations, and private 

donors. 

Our workshop curriculum targets: 

Beginners seeking to acquire the techniques to research, draft 

and submit winning proposals to various donors. 

Experienced professionals looking to improve current proposal 

writing skitts and receive updates on the tatest funding 

regulations and trends. 

Pa~icipants will learn how to: 

Comprehend the diversity of the grant-funding community 

Ensure that the proposal is aligned with the donor’s funding 

interests 

Address the guidelines of proposals 

Integrate each component of the grant into the finat product 

Write winning proposals that stand out from the competition 

Can’t Make R? 

Upcoming Webinars: 

11 NOV 

14 NOV 

15 NOV 

21 NOV 

Fundamentals of Grant 

Development 

2:00 PM o 4:00 PM ET 

Writing & Designing 

NSF Proposals 

8:30 AM o 4:30 PM ET 

Writing & Designing 

NiH Proposals 

8:30 AM o 4:30 PM ET 

Essentials of Proposal 

Writing 

8:30 PM o 4:30 PM ET 

View A[[ Scheduled 

Workshop ~nstructor: 

Mr. Aaron Hoe[ 
He has worked with the Library 

of Congress, European and 
Middle Eastern universities and 
nonprofit organizations, and US 

federal agencies to procure 
contracts and grants, and 
conducted domestic and 

international proposal 
development workshops. 

Read Full Bio 

Noah Carolina State Univers ty is neither endorsing nor sponsoring the act vities conducted by Grant Training Center 

You received this emal due to your institut onal or organizational affiliat on, If we sent this emal to you in error or you do 

not want to rece ve any more emsils from us amply reply with the word unsubscribe n the sub ect 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -q]solomon@nalionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 4:49 PM 

NttC News <news@nationalhumm~itie~enter.olg> 

Nov. 5 Event at NCSU Showcases Digita] Recreation of St. Paul’s Cathedral & John Donne’s Sermons 

Geand Opening - Novembe~¯ 5, 2013 

You are cordially invited to experience the digital recreation of 

~ohn D~m~e’s Gunpowder D~ 

at Paul’s Cross, outside St. Paul’s Cathedral 
on ~hc 391 ~t anniversary of i~ delivery 

OpenMg Ceremonies + Demonstrations 

Tuesday, November 5th, 2013 

10:00 in the Inoming 

Guests are Mso Mvited to joM us in the afternoon tbr a 

~eac~g Perfo~ce, and ~b~c Space M MedievM ~d Early Modem En~and 

2:00 4:30 PM 

All Events Take Hace in the Te~hing and Vis~]ization Lab James B. Hunt Libra,’ 

Cente,miM Cmnpus NC State UniversiW 

ParMiN for Visitors m~d NC State C Pe~it Hol&rs on Pawners Way 

Events Sponsored by the CoRege of H~l~fies and Social Sdences, the CoRege of Desi~, and the NC State UMversi~ Libraries 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athgo International <new@athgomedia.org> 

Saturday, October 26, 2013 2:23 PM 

Regester, ChMene B <regester@~,emaJl.unc.edu> 

Join Athgo at Tr~mlbrm Africa Summit in Kig~Ji, Rwanda 

En reprenet rship Web 3o0S 
’i[<ran~ffo:rm A:f:r~ca 201.3 

AthgcJ Jt:iertmtiemal v,:~}i host the 

Entrep~’eneur~hiD Web 3.0S program as part 

of [~e ]arger Transform Africu ~ummit.The 

highly intelackive and regionally focused 
program% sponsored by the Government of 

Rwanda and the international 

Telecommunications Union wi[] seek to 

ucce]erate th~ growth of 25 ~uriy-~tage 

sh~riup businesses from the African region. 

TcJ inspir<: indiwduai cr<:utw~ty und ccJil<<tive acticJl~ with lasting; 

wide-ranging .~conomic imp~cL p~rticularly in the areas of 

kl~ow]edge technokJg~es, high-pcJte:qtia] startup creatio:% job 

creaiion, and nelwork exp~sion 

50 young and highly mo{Jvat.~d entrepr.~neurs will represent 25 
reck sfarfups from 10 African countries 

20 ]o(:a] young people - 22 to 33 years of ~ge. from the 

region, - ,m~ll join the eveni us interns io build and emp]oy 

their skili~ 

Highdevel ~xecufives in fh~ rield~ or [CT, busine~ 

development, investments, and entrepreneurship will offer 

their expertise ~d create opportunities for fhe participating 

startups 

kigMi, the Republic of Rwanda 

October 28 - 31, 2013 

Ocfober 23. 20!3 
W:~hingfor: ¢~C USA 

Find out who the winner is! 

C# Developer 
Business Strategist 
3D Graphic Artist 

Uni~ 3D Expert 

.., more ~l Athgo Careers 

Unsubscribe Contact Us 



Sent: 

Subject: 

fundingalert@cos.com 

Sunday, October 27, 2013 12:59 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Charlene Regester 

Funding a~etts for your 
saved searches 
Results" October 27, 2013 

fundi~-"t9 sea~°ch Feb 0~; 
8 funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 
University of Michigan 
Journalism Program 

Amount: 
$10,000 

Deadline: 
February 1,2014 

Sponsor: 
Yale University 
Yale Center for British A~t (YCBA) 
Paul ~,,lellon Centre for Studies in British Art - 

Amount: 
£32,000 

Deadline: 
January 15, 2014 

Sponsor: 
National Foundation for the A~ls and the 
Humanities 
National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) 
Division of Research Programs 

Amount: 
$300,000 

Deadline: 
January 7, 2014 

Limited submission 

Sponsor: 
Terra Foundation for American Art (TFAA) 

Amount: 
$30,000 

Deadline: 



January 15, 2014 

Sponsor: 
Royal Archaeological Institute (RAI) 

Amount: 
£750 

Deadline: 
January 11,2014 

Sponsor: 
Yale University 
Yale Center for British Art (YCBA) 
Paul Mellon Centre for Studies in British Art - 

Amount: 
£3,000 

Deadline: 
January 15, 2014 

Sponsor: 
Royal Amhaeological Institute (RAI) 

Amount: 
£500 

Deadline: 
January 11,2014 

Sponsor: 
Royal Archaeological Institute (RAI) 

Amount: 
£5,000 

Deadline: 
January 11,20I 4 

Funding alerts for your saved searches 

Results: October 27, 2013 
s~ved sea~’e~es 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noveply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Ari Hires via Linkedln <member@linkedin.com> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 11:47 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Charlene, please add me to your Linkedln nem, ork 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noveply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Linkedln Updates <messages-noreply@linkedin.com> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 1 : 17 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edw~ 

Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D.’s new connection, and other updates from your network 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nafionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 4:20 PM 

NttC Events <event@nafiona]humanitiescenter.org> 

Ma~tha Johnson <~Nohnson@nationalhuma~itiescenter.org>; Lesley Orr <lorr@nationalhumm~itiescenter.org> 

Historian Martha Jones to speak Thursday, November 7, at the Nationa] Humanities Center 

You, your colleagues, and students are cordially invited to 

Martha S. Jones, University of Miehigan 

ii.~.iI Inline image 1 

Thursday, November 7, 2o13 - 5:oo p.m. 

Questions surrounding US citizenship have long been (and continue to be) contentious. In her talk, 

Martha Jones will explore the history of citizenship in the United States in the era before the 

Fourteenth Amendment, when free African Americans generated a pointed set of questions about 

who could be a citizen and what rights attached to them. 

Jones is associate chair of the Department of Afroamerican and African Studies, associate 

professor of history and Afroamerican and African studies, and a member of the University of 

Michigan Law School’s affiliated Literature, Science, and the Arts faculty. She is codirector of the 

Michigan Law Program in Race, Law & History and the Law in Slavery and Freedom Project. Her 

scholarly interests include the history of race, citizenship, slavery, and the rights of women in the 

United States and the Atlantic world. Jones is the author of A/IBound Up Together: The Woman 

Question in African American Public Culture, 1830-1900 (2007). Her current projects include two 

books, Overturning Dred Scott: Race, Rights, and Citizenship in Antebellum America and Riding the 

Atlantic World Circuit: Slavery and Freedom in the Era of the Haitian Revolution. She is working this 

year as the William C. and ida Friday Fellow at the Center. 

To reserve space, please.follow this ~ or respond to Martha dohnson (0~ o) 4o0-o~ ~ 6. or miohnson @nalionalhumanitiescenter.orq 

National Humanities Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 

Don Solomon 
Director of Communications 
National Humanities Center 
919-406-0120 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Documentm7 Studies at Dnke Universib, <llm@duke.eduv 

Monday, October 28, 2013 5:06 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

CDS NEWS: "I,egendary" Event Celebrates Prizewinning Photos, Tom Rankin’s Botkin Lecture on "One Place," DocumentaD Essay Prize, 

CDS Instructors Create "National Geographic" Video, F~Jl Issue of Document 

i ii.~.iI CDSI Centerfor D ...... 
taryStudies 

LEGENDARY: INSIDE THE HOUSE BALLROOM SCENE I Exhibit Opening, Artist’s Talk, 

and Book Signing with Photographer Gerard H. Gaskin 

Thursday, November 7, 5:30-8 p.m. I Artist’s Talk by Gerard N. Gaskin at 6:30 p.m. / 

Center for Documentary Studies / 1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

Tez, Evisu Ball, Manhattan, N. Y., 2010. Photograph by Gerard H. Gaskin. 

It’s finally here--the much-anticipated event celebrating the book launch and accompanying 

exhibit of Legendary: Inside the House Ballroom Scene, photographs by 2012 

CDS/Honickman First Book Prize in Photography winner Gerard H. Gaskin Renowned 

curator and photographer Deborah Willis chose Gaskin’s Iongtime project for the 

prestigious biennial prize administered by the Center for Documentary Studies and the 

Honickman Foundation--color and black-and-white photographs that document the world 

of house balls, underground pageants where gay and transgender men and women, 

mostly African American and Latino, celebrate their most vibrant, spectacular selves as they 

’walk," competing for trophies based on costume, attitude, dance moves, and "realness." 

A reception at 5:30 p.m. will precede Gaskin’s artist’s talk at 6:30 p.m.--Deborah Willis 

will introduce the photographer--and a book signing will follow. Copies of Legendary will 

be available for purchase at the event. 

In addition to a cash prize, Gaskin receives publication of a book of photography, a solo 

exhibit, inclusion in a website devoted to showcasing the work of First Book Prize in 

Photography winners, and preservation of his images in Duke’s Archive of Documentary 

Arts at the Rubenstein Library following the exhibit. Legendary" is published by Duke 

University Press and CDS Books of the Center for Documentary Studies For more 

information and a gallery of images, go to the CDS/Honickman First Book Prize in 

Photography website at firstbookprizephoto.com 

The Legendary exhibit and event are cosponsored by Duke University’s Archive of 

Documentary Arts at the David M Rubenstein Library. 

TOM RANKIN TO GIVE BOTKIN LECTURE I One Place Editor to Speak about Book as Part 

of Library of Congress Lecture Series 

Wednesday, October 30, t2-1 p.m. / Whittall Pavilion, Ground Floor, Jefferson Building / 

1st Street and independence, SE, Washington, D.C. 



Pilgdm Rest A.M.E. Church, 1980. Photograph by Paul Kwilecki. 

Tom Rankin, editor of One Place, will give a Botkin Lecture at the Library of Congress on the 

acclaimed book of photographs and selected prose by self-taught artist Paul Kwilecki. The 

Benjamin A Botkin Folklife Lecture Series presents the best of current research and 

practice in folklore, folklife, and closely related fields in lectures that are free and open to the 

public. Each lecture is recorded for permanent deposit in the Archive of Folk Culture. A book 

signing will follow, 

While Paul Kwilecki (1928-2009) ranks among the most important American documentary 

photographers of the twentieth century, he is also one of the least well known He was born 

and lived his entire life in Bainbridge, Georgia, running the family hardware store and 

documenting life in his community with hundreds of black-and-white prints. One Place: Paul 

Kwilecki and Four Decades of Photographs from Decatur County, Georgia was published in 

April 2013 by the Center for Documentary Studies in partnership with the University of North 

Carolina Press as part of the Documentary Arts and Culture series. 

Tom Rankin is the director of the MFA in Experimental and Documentary Arts program and 

the former director of the Center for Documentary Studies, bot,~ at Duke University 

CDS DOCUMENTARY ESSAY PRIZE SUBMISSIONS OPEN / This Year’s Award Will Be for 

Documentary Photography 

From the series Deconstructing the Maze, 2008, a collaborative art project for which 2013 CDS 

Documentary Essay Prizewinner Rachel Andrews contributed writing. Photograph by Dara McGrath. 

The CDS Documentary Essay Prize honors the best in documentary writing and 

photography in alternating years, with a focus on current or recently completed work from a 

long-term project. The 2014 CDS Documentary Essay Prize will be for documentary 

photography. The winner of the competition will receive $3,000 and have his or her work 

featured in Document, the Center for Documentary Studies’ quarterly newsmagazine, as 

well as in a virtual gallery on the CDS website. 

Submissions will be accepted from November 1, 2013, to February 15, 2014. For 

guidelines on the 2014 CDS Documentary Essay Prize in Photography, see Now to Enter 

and FAQ’s. 

The inaugural 2013 prize was for writing and was awarded to Irish writer Rachel Andrews 

for "A New Wilderness at the Maze," her essay on the meaning of the demolition of Ireland’s 

infamous Maze prison. (Read more about Andrews and Honorable Mention recipients 

Maggie Messitt and Leslie Starobin here.) 

CDS INSTRUCTORS HELP CREATE INSPIRED BY NATURE VIDEO / Christopher Sims and 

Elena Rue’s Video Featured in National Geographic Kids 



Still from inspired by Nature 

CDS instructors Christopher Sims and Elena Rue were commissioned by the EO. Wilson 

Biodiversity Foundation to collect audio and video material for a collaborative storytelling 

project that aimed to capture stories about our connection with nature, and howwe are 

inspired and transformed by this connection The first short video created by the project, 

Inspired by Nature, was directed by Sims and is currently featured across numerous 

multimedia platforms, including the iPad edition of National Geographic Kids. Watch 

Inspired by Nature here. 

At CDS, Sims is the web production director and a lecturer in the Documentary Arts and Rue 

is the program director of the Lewis Hine Documentary Fellows Program and an instructor 

in the undergraduate and Continuing Education programs. 

FALL 2013 ISSUE OF DOCUMENTAVAILABLE ONLINE 

The latest issue of Document, the CDS quarterly newsletter, is now available online; 

Document features some of the best documentary work supported and produced by the 

Center for Documentary Studies¯ Highlights in the fall issue include an interview with new 

CDS director Wesley Hogan, exhibits by CDS/Honickman First Book Prize in Photography 

winner Gerard H. Gaskin and Duke artist-in-residence Evgenia Arbugaeva, CDS 

Documentary Essay and Lange-Taylor prizewinners, and more¯ 

To browse past issues, click here. 

To receive print issues of Document, join Friends of CDS. 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Monday, October 28, 7 p.m. /Special screening of Rush to Judgment/Full Frame Theater, 

Power Plant Building, American Tobacco Campus / 318 Blackwell St., Durham, North 

Carolina 
http://wwvv.cdsporch.orq/archives/20303 

Wednesday, October 30, 12-1 p.m /Tom Rankin’s Botkin Lecture on One Place/Whittall 

Pavilion, Ground Floor, Jefferson Building / 1st Street and Independence, SE, Washington, 

D.C. 
http:ll~^tww, cdsporch orglarchives120492 

Wednesday, October 30, 7 p.m. / Duke Arts Festival panel and Q&A with environmental 

artists Chris Jordan, Bryant Holsenbeck, and Pinar Yoldas / Center for Documentary 

Studies/1317 W Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 
http:ll~^tww, cdsporch orglarchives120443 



Thursday, October 31, 7 p.m. / Preview of Chris Jordan’s documentary-in-progress, Midway: 

Message from the Gyre I Nasher Museum of Art auditorium / 2001 Campus Dr., Durham, 

North Carolina 

http:flwww, cdsporch oqqlarchives120443 

Friday, November 1, 8 p.m. / Full Frame Pop Docs screening of Comic-Con Episode IV. A 

Fan’s Hope I Full Frame Theater, Power Plant, American Tobacco Campus / 320 Blackwell 

St.. Durham, North Carolina 
http:ll,z,~t~J.cdsporch.or.q!archives!20063 

Thursday. November 7, 5:30-8 p.m. ! Exhibit opening, artist’s talk (6:30 p.m.), and book 

signing for Legendary. photographs by Gerard H. Gaskin ! Center for Documentary Studies / 

1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 
http:ll,z,~t~J.cdsporch.or.q!archives!20374 

EXHIBITS 

September 16-January 11 / Tiksi, photographs by Evgenia Arbugaeva / Porch and University 

Galleries / Center for Documentary Studies / 1317 W Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

http:/idocu mentarvstudies.du ke.edu/exhibits/cu rrent-exhibits#tiksi 

October 4-December 13 / In Practice. Work by Duke Arts Faculty / Power Plant Gallery, 

American Tobacco Campus / 320 Blackwell St., Durham, North Carolina 

http:ll~^tww, cdsporch oqqlarchivesl19979 

October 24-December 20 / Soul and Service / Center for Documentary Studies / 1317 W. 

Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

http:/idocu mentarystudies.du ke.edu/exhibits/cu rrent-exhibits#so ul-an d-service 

MORE ABOUT CDS: 

CDS Website documentarystudies duke.edu 

CDS Porch cdsporch.or¢l 

Friends ofCDS documentarystudies.duke.edu/donate 

Upcoming Events documentarystudies.duke.edu/events 

Unsubscribe i Update Profile/Email Address I Forward To A Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gratics <gmfics@HISTART.UMontreal.CA> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 6:40 PM 

Colloque international sur les eflets spdciaux - Communiqud de presse / International Cont~rence on Special Ett~cts - Press Release 

Communiqud - La magie des effets spdciaux fina£pdf; Press Release - The Magic of Special Effects final.pdf 

i.~.i linked_image003_50FEg708-0428-4EB5-9978- BBSESA75D794.jpg 

COMMUNIQUI~ 
Montreal, le 28 octobre 2013 - Le GRAFICS et la Cin~math~que qudb~coise sont henreux de presenter, dans le cadre du partenariat TECHN~S, le colloqne 

international La magie des effets spdciaux. Cindma-Technologie-ROception. Ce colloque, dirigd par ~dr~ Gaudrea~t (Universitd de Montrdal), Mar~ 

Lefebvre ~lniversitd Concordia) et Viva Paci (Universitd du Qudbec fi Montrdal), proposera du 5 au 10 novembre, une cenmine de commnmcations prdsentdes par 
des chercheurs de ditt~rents Nys, une sdfie de confdrences donndes par des invitds prestigieux, mnsi que des rubles rondes et des projections. Ce colloque est sous la 

prdsidence d’honneur de Pierre Raymond, prdsident et directeur des opdrations chez ttybride Technologies, qui a nommment paNcipd fi la production des etl~ts 

visuels des films 300 (Zack Snyder, 2006), Avatar (James Cameron, 2009) et Jappeloup (Christian Duguay, 2013). [?dvbnement vise fi souligner le cinquanfibme 

anniversmre de la Cindmath~que qudbdcoise, qui a maugurd cette mmde sa nouvelle exposition permanente sur les efi~ts spdciaux. La Cindmafl~que mettra son 

expertise au service du colloque en paNcipant fi la progmmlnation des activit~s qui se ddrouleront en soil~e. La m~gie des eff~ts ~cia~x. Cin@~a-I~chnol~gie- 

ROcep#on est wnisemblablement un dvdnement qui s’mmonce comme l’un des plus impo~nts rassemblelnents de chemheursjmnais orga~isds au Ca~a~ 

PaNciNront nommment au colloque : R~my Couture (maquilleur spdciaJisd en cindnia d’hoireur), ~dley .~drew (Yale Universi~), Olivier Asselin (cindaste), 
Roger Odin (Universitd Paris 3), ~rik Gosselin (maquilleur d’eitEts spdciaux), Tom G~lg (Universi~" of Chicago), Richard Mar~ (supe~iseur d’e~E~ 

visnels), Francois 3ost (Umversitd Paris 3), Fr~ois ~Mbera (Umversitd & Lausmme), Sean Cubi~ (Goldsmith~ UNversi~ of London), M~on Briand (cindaste). 
S~mme H~drat-G~es (Universitd Paris 8), 3o~ Briton (Rutgers Umve~iU), Donald Crafton (UmversiU of Notre Drone), P~ppe ~bois (UNversitd Paris 

3), Janet Ber~om (Universi~’ of Califo~a, Los ~geles) et plusieu~ au~es. 

e~tsspeciaux2013.ca 

En ~ c~n d’~il 

Du 5 au 10 novembm 2013 

~ la Cin@~a~que qudbdcoi~ slide au : 

335, ~ulevard De Mmsonneuve Est 

Montrdal, Qudbec, H2X 1K1 

Colloque ouveg fi tous. Inscription sur place. Gramit pour les d~diants, ef~tssNciau~013.c~’i~imnation/~info 

SNvez le colloqne sur Facebook ou sur 

Pour en savNr plus sur llybride TechnNo~es 

hybfide.com/ 

Renseignements 

Kim Ddcarie Coordonnatrice du GRAFICS 

colloque- cinema- conference@hista(t.umontreal.ca 

514-343-7858 

i~i linked_image004_1CF7E72A- F28C-4004-9072-SSFD116C9686.jpg 
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PRESS RELEASE 
Montreal, 28 October 2013 - GRAFICS and the Cin@~ath~que qu~b~coise are pleased to present, under the aegis of the TECttN~S partnership, the international 

conference The 3/[agic of Special Effects: Cinema-Technology-Reception. Being held from November 5 to 10, this conference, superintended by Andr*5 

Gaudreault (Universitd de Montreal), Martin Lefebvre (Concordia Universi~) and Viva Paci (Universitd du Qudbec fi Montrdal), will offer a hundred presentations 

by scholars from a nulnber of countries, a series of keynote addresses by prestigious guests, panel discussions and screenings. The honorary president of the 

conference is Pierre Ra3~nond, president and head of operations at Hybride Technologies, who has contributed to the visual effects of the films 300 (Zack Snydel; 

2006), Avatar (James Cameron, 2009) and Jappeloup (Christian Duguay, 2013). This event roll help mark the fiftieth anniversaxy of the Cin@~ath~que qudbdcoise, 
which this year inangurated its new pelmanent exhibition on special effects. The Cindmath~que roll put its expertise at the service of the conference by pl~ogramming tl~e 

event’s evening activities. The :l~Iagic of Special Effkcts: Cinema-Technology-Reception truly promises to be one of the most important gatherings of scholars ever 

orgm~ized in Canada! 

Participants in the conference include: R~my Couture (specialized make-up artists for horror movies), Dudley Andrew (Yale Universi~), Olivier Asselin 
(filmmaker), Roger Odin (Universitd Paris 3), ~rik Gosselin (special effects make-up artist), Tom Gunning (University of Chicago), Richard Martin (special 

effects supervisor), Frangois Jost (Universitd Paris 3), Frangois Aibera (Universitd de Laus~mne), Sean Cubitt (Goldsmifl~s, University of London), Manon Briand 

(filmmaker), Suzanne IJandrat-Guigues (Universitd Paris 8), ,lohn Belton (Rutgers University), Donald Crafton (University of Notre Dame), Philippe Dubois 

(Universit6 Paris 3), Janet Bergstrom (University of California, Los Angeles) and many others. 

_e__[£e__~ ~ ~_P_~_~ A_u___x__?__O__~ ~:__c__a__ 
Essential lntbrm ation 



November 5 to 10, 2013 

at the Cin6math6que qu6bdcoise, located at: 

335 De Maisonneuve Blvd. Eas~t 

Montreal, Quebec, H2X 1K1 

The conference is o~n m everyone. On-site ~gistmtion. Free of charge tbr sm&nts. ~_~_~R~f_[~_~_~_~:_~J~_~_~_~_[_~!~_~_~[_~_~_~9. 

Follow the conference on 

To lea~ ~nore about Hybride Tec~olo~es 

hybride.com/ 

Inform alion 

Kiln D6carie Coordinator of GRAFICS 

colloque-cinema-conference~ histart.umontreal.ca 
514-343-7858 

-30- 



F CS 
COMMUNIQUI  

Montreal, le 28 octobre 2013 - Le GRAFICS et la Cindmathbque qudbdcoise sont 

heureux de prdsenter, dans le cadre du partenariat TECHN~S, le colloque international 

La magie des effets ,spOciaux. CmOma-Technologie-ROception. Ce colloque, dirigd par 

Andr~ Gaudreault (Universitd de Montrdal), Martin Lefebvre (Universitd Concordia) 

et Viva Paci (Universitd du Qudbec it Montrdal), proposera du 5 au 10 novembre, une 

centaine de communications prdsentdes par des chercheurs de diffdrents pays, une sdrie 

de confdrences donndes par des invitds prestigieux, ainsi que des tables rondes et des 

projections. Ce colloque est sous la prdsidence d’honneur de Pierre Raymond, prdsident 

et directeur des opdrations chez Hybride Technologies, qui a notamment participd /~ la 

production des effets visuels des films 300 (Zack Snyder, 2006), Avatar (James Cameron, 

2009) et Jappeloup (Christian Duguay, 2013). L’dv@ement vise it souligner le 

cinquanti~me anniversaire de la Cindmath~que qudbdcoise, qui a inaugural cette annde sa 

nouvelle exposition permanente sur les effets spdciaux. La Cindmathbque mettra son 

expertise au service du colloque en participant/~ la programmation des activitds qui se 

ddrouleront en soirde. La magie des effets spOciaux. CinOma-Technologie-ROception est 

vraisemblablement un dvdnement qui s’annonce comme Fun des plus importants 

rassemblements de chercheurs j amais organisds au Canada! 

Participeront notamment au colloque : Rimy Couture (maquilleur spdcialisd en cindma 

d’horreur), Dudley Andrew (Yale University), Olivier Asselin (cindaste), Roger Odin 

(Universitd Paris 3), l~rik Gosselin (maquilleur d’effets spdciaux), Tom Gunning 

(University of Chicago), Richard Martin (supew’iseur d’effets visuels), Fran~;ois Jost 

(Universitd Paris 3), Fran~;ois Albera (Universitd de Lausanne), Scan Cubitt 

(Goldsmiths, University of London), Marion Briand (cindaste), Suzanne Liandrat- 

Guigues (Universitd Paris 8), John Belton (Rutgers University), Donald Crafton 

(University of Notre Dame), Philippe Dubois (Universitd Paris 3), Janet Bergstrom 

(University of California, Los Angeles) et plusieurs autres. 

effetsspeci aux2013, ca 



En un clin d’ceil 

Du 5 au 10 novembre 2013 

A, la Cin~mathbque qu~b~coise situ~e au ¯ 

335, boulevard De Maisonneuve Est 

Montreal, Quebec, H2X 1K1 

Colloque ouvert it tous. Inscription sur place. Gratuit pour les ~tudiants. 

effetsspeciaux2013, ca/informati on/#i nfo 

Suivez le colloque sur Facebook ou sur Twitter 

Pour en savoir plus sur Hybride Technologies 

hybride.com/ 

-30- 

Renseignements 
Kim D~carie - Coordonnatrice du GRAFICS 
colloque-cinema-conference@hi start.urn ontreal, ca 
514-343-7858 



F CS 
PRESS RELEASE 

Montreal, 28 October 2013 - GRAFICS and the Cin6mathbque qu6b6coise are pleased 

to present, under the aegis of the TECHNI);S partnership, the international conference The 

A4agic of Special Effects: Cinema-Technology-Reception. Being held from November 5 

to 10, this conference, superintended by Andr4 Gaudreault (Universit6 de Montreal), 

Martin Lefebvre (Concordia University) and Viva Paci (Universit~ du Quebec /~ 

Montr6al), will offer a hundred presentations by scholars from a number of countries, a 

series of keynote addresses by prestigious guests, panel discussions and screenings. The 

honorary president of the conference is Pierre Raymond, president and head of 

operations at Hybride Technologies, who has contributed to the visual effects of the films 

300 (Zack Snyder, 2006), Avalar (James Cameron, 2009) and Jappeloup (Christian 

Duguay, 2013). This event will help mark the fiftieth anniversary of the Cin6mathbque 

qu6b6coise, which this year inaugurated its new permanent exhibition on special effects. 

The Cin6math6que will put its expertise at the service of the conference by programming 

the event’s evening activities. The Magic of Special Effects: Cinema-Technology- 

Reception truly promises to be one of the most important gatherings of scholars ever 

organized in Canada! 

Participants in the conference include: R4my Couture (specialized make-up artists for 

horror movies), Dudley Andrew (Yale University), Olivier Asselin (filmmaker), Roger 

Odin (Universit6 Paris 3), l~rik Gosselin (special effects make-up artist), Tom Gunning 

(University of Chicago), Richard Martin (special effects supervisor), Fran~;ois Jost 

(Universit6 Paris 3), Fran~;ois Albera (Universit6 de Lausanne), Scan Cubitt 

(Goldsmiths, University of London), Manon Briand (filmmaker), Suzanne Liandrat- 

Guigues (Universit6 Paris 8), John Belton (Rutgers University), Donald Crafton 

(University of Notre Dame), Philippe Dubois (Universit6 Paris 3), Janet Bergstrom 

(University of California, Los Angeles) and many others. 

effetsspeciaux2013, ca 



Essential Information 

W~<~? 

November 5 to 10, 2013 

W 

at the Cin~mathbque qu~b~coise, located at: 

335 De Maisonneuve Blvd. East 

Montreal, Quebec, H2X 1K1 

The conference is open to everyone. On-site registration. Free of charge for students. 

effetsspeciaux2013, ca/informati on/#i nfb 

Follow the conference on Facebook or Twitter 

To learn more abont Hybride Technologies 

hybride~com/ 

-30- 

Information 
Kim D~carie - Coordinator of GILAFICS 
colloque-cinema-conference@hi start.urn ontreal, ca 
514-343-7858 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 
frank tomasulo              @yahoo.com> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 7:04 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Fw: My Alerts: Documentaries (1 asticles) 

Dear All: This New York Times article on the Lodz Film School might be of interest... 

Best to all, 

Frank 
Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. 
Visiting Professor of Film Studies 
Department of Media and Communication Arts 
City College of New York, City University of New York 
New York, NY 

On Sunday, October 27, 2013 12:06 PM, "nytdirect@nytimes.com" <nytdirect@nytimes.com> wrote: 

Documentaries Cor~~pH.’>!J: Ooto~er 27, 2013 12:05:26 PN 

Education 

A F~|rc~ ~cJaoo| ~V~I|~ a Ne~e of P|ace 

Lodz Nlm School is one of the few left in the world where 

s htden b still learn on 35-millimeter and 16-millirneter film, but 

sla~dents also praise the school’s mfique way of teaching. 

FOLLOW US: F~cebooi,: i ~ @NYTimes 

Gel unlimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe ~> 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad® I iPhone® i All 

About This E~~lail 

This is an automated o-mail.Please do not reply directly to this e-mail from NY’Yimes com. As a member 

of the TRUSTs privacy program, we are committed to protectin9 your privocy 

Manage MyAlerts i MyAle~s Help i ChangeYodr E-Mail i Privacy Policy I Con’[act i Advertise 



Thi s list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVAI,IST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your tirst and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the tbllowing command to listserv@lis~tserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in tx~dy 

ofemail with nothing else) Pos’6ng Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail t~ UFVAl,IST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@hotmail.com> 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 8:43 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Colloque international sur les effets sp~ciau× Communiqu~ de presse/International Conference on Special Effects Press 

Release 

Hi Charlene, 

Thanks for forwarding this. 

How’s everything? I hope to catch up with you soon. Bobby told me he saw you at the Memorial Lecture. I’d love to hear your observations. 

I’ll try to call you this week. 

Take care, 

From: regester@email.u nc.edu 

To:          ~hotmail.com 

Subject: FW: Colloque international sur les effets sp~ciau× Communiqu~ de presse / International Conference on Special Effects Press Release 

Date: Tue, 29 Oct 2013 12:34:34 +OOOO 

From-" Grafics [grafics@HISTART.UMontreaI.CA] 

Sent= IVlonday, October 28, 201.3 6:40 PM 
Subject; Colloque international sur les effets sp~ciaux - Communiqu~ de presse / International Conference on Special Effects - Press Release 

~ 
geO08.jrxj@01CED409.745B55A0 

COMMUNIQUI~ 
Montreal, le 28 octobre 2013 - Le GIL~FICS et la Cin~math~que q@b~coise sont heureux de presenter, dans le cadre du partenariat TECHN~S, le colloque 

international La magie des efJbts 6~Ociaux. CinOma-Technologie-Rdceptio~t. Ce colloque, dirigd par z~dr~ Gaudrea~t (Universitd de Montrdal), Mar~ 

Lefebvre (Universitd Concordia) et Viva Paci (Universitd du Qndbec fi Montrdal), proposem du 5 au 10 novembre, une cen~ine de commmfications prdsentdes par 

des chercheurs de die, rents Nys, une sdfie de confdrences donndes par des invitds prestigieu~ mnsi que des rabies rondes et des projections. Ce colloqne est sous la 

prdsidence d’honneur de Pierre Raymond, prdsident et directenr des opdmfions chez Hybride Technologies, qui a no~mment paNcipd fi la production des effEts 

visuels des films 300 (Zack Snyder, 2006), Avatar (James Cameron, 2009) et Jappeloup (Chfisfian Duguay, 2013). L’dvbnement vise fi souligner le cinquanfi~me 

anniversaire de la Cindmathbque qudbdcoise, qui a inaugural cette annde sa nouvelle exposition permanente sur les etlEts spdcianx. La Cindmathbque mettra son 

expertise au service du colloque en paNcipant fi la programmation des activitds qui se ddrouleront en soirde. La magie des e~]bts ~sT)Ociaux. CinOma-Teclmologie- 

ROcep~o~ es~ vmisemblablement un dvdnement qni s’annonce comme l’tm des plus impo~nts r~ssemblements de chemheursjamms orga~isds au Ca~a&~ 

PaNciNmnt nommment au colloque : R~my Couture 0naquilleur spdcMisd en cind~na d’howeur), ~dley ~drew (Yale University), OIMer Asselin (cindaste), 
Roger Odin (Universitd Paris 3), ~rik Gosselin (maquilleur d’e~Ets spdciaux), Tom G~g (Universi~ of Chicago), ~chard Mar~ (supe~wiseur d’e~E~ 

visuels), Fr~Fois 3ost (UNversitd Paris 3), Frmwois Nbera (UNversitd & Lausanne), Se~ Cubi~ (Goldsmi~ Umversi~ of London), M~on B~J~d (cindaste), 
Sm~e ~drat-G~es (Universitd Paris 8), 3o~ Belton (Rutgers U~five~i~), DonMd Cratton (UNversi~~ of Notre Dame), P~ppe ~bois (Umversitd Paris 

3), Janet Ber@~om (Universi~ of CaliforN~ Los ~geles) et plusien~ au~es. 

e~tsspeciau~013.ca 
En ~ c~ d’~B 

Du 5 au 10 novembre 2013 

~ la Cindma~que qudbdcoi~ situde au : 

335, ~ulevaN De Maisonneuve Est 

Mont~N, Qudbec, H2X 1K1 

Colloqne ouve~ f tons. Inscription sur place. ~a~it pour les d~diants, e~tssNciau~013.caii~o~afio~#info 

Stfivez le colloque snr Facebook ou sur T~i~er 

Pour en savNr plus sur Hybride Techndo~es 



hybride.com/ 

Renseignements 
Kim Ddcarie Coordonnatrice du GRAFICS 

colloque- cinema- conference(~histart.umontreal.ca 

514-343-7858 

-30- 

i~i image010.jt:xJ@01CED409.745B55A0 

PRESS RELEASE 
Montreal, 28 October 2013 - GRAFICS and the Cindmath~que qudbdcoise are pleased to present, under the aegis of the TECHN~S partnership, the international 

conference The Magic of Special EJfecls: Cinema-Technology-Reception. Being held from November 5 to 10, this conference, superintended by Andr~ 

Gaudreault (Universit~ de Montreal), Martin Lefebvre (Concordia Universib,) aM Viva Pact (Universit~ du Quebec ~ Montreal), will offer a hundred presentations 

by scholars from a number of countries, a series of keynote addresses by prestigious guests, panel discussions and screenings. The honorary president of the 

conference is Pierre Raymond, president and head of operations at Hybride Technologies, who has contributed to the visual effects of the fihns 300 (Zack Snyder, 

2006), Avatar (James Ca,neron, 2009) and Jappeloup (Christian Duguay, 2013). This event will help mark the fiftieth anniversaQ" of the Cindmath6que qu6b6coise, 

which this year inaugurated its new pem~anent exhibition on special effects. The Cindmath~que will put its expertise at the service of the conference by programming the 

event’s evening activities. 77~e Magic of Special 14ffects: Cinema-Technolo,w-Reception truly promises to be one of the most important gatherings of scholars ever 
organized in Canada! 

Participants in the conference include: R6my Couture (specialized make-up artists for horror movies), Dudley Andrew (Yale Universi~,), Olivier Asselin 
(filmmaker), Roger Odh~ (Universitd Paris 3), l~rik Gosselin (special effects make-up artist), Tom Gunning (Universi~ of Chicago), Richard Martin (special 

effects supervisor), Frangois aost (Universitd Paris 3), Frangois ;*dbera (Universitd de Lausanne), Scan Cubitt (Goldsmiths, University of London), Manon Briand 

(filmmaker), Suzanne Liandrat-Guigues (Universit6 Paris 8), John Beltun (Rutgers Universib,), Donald Crafton (University of Notre Dame), Philippe Dubois 

(Universit6 Paris 3), Janet Bergstrnm (University of Calitbrma, Los Angeles) and many others. 

ett~tsspeciaux2013.ca 

Essential h~formafion 

November 5 to 10, 2013 

at the Cindmathbque qudbdcoise, located at: 

335 De Maiso~meuve Blvd. East 

Montreal, Quebec, H2X 1K1 

The cont~rence is open to everyone. On-site registration. Free of charge for students, el~tsspecianx2013.ca/inlbrmafi on/#intb 

Follow the cont~rence on Facebook or Twitter 

To learn more about tIybride Technologies 

hybride.com/ 

Inform ation 

Kim Ddcarie Coordinator of GRAFICS 

colloque- cinema- conference~bN start.umontreal.ca 

514-343-7858 

-30- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

info@ncbsonline.org on behalf of 

NCBS Honor Socie~ Committee <i~ffo@ncbsonline.org> 

Tuesday, Octeber 29, 2013 9:51 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emml.nnc.edu-* 

reminder: NCBS 2013-2014 - ANKH MAAT WEDJAU HONOR SOCIETY 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

NCBS Member, 
Did you know NCBS has an 

Honor Society? The Ankh 
Maat Wedjau Honor Society is 

a n o n-secret, non-profit 

organization whose purpose 

is the promotion of scholarly 

study, research, publication 

and other scholarly activity in 

the field of Africana Studies 
among students af academic 

fifufions, and among 

academic professionals in the 

field of Africana studies. 

Students shall be nominated 
by a faculty member af their i 

academic institution. The 

nominating faculty member 

must be affiliated with an 

Africana Studies, Pan African, 
Black Studies Department 

Program, or must have a 

demonstrated record of 
teaching a significant number 

of courses that focus on 

Africana peoples, and be 

member of the National 

Council for Black Studies. 

Scholar-Activists shall be 
nominated by members of 

the honor society. 

Nominations are accepted 

during the Fall semester and 

induction occurs in the Spring 

at the NCBS Annual Meeting. 

Students are required to pay 

an initiation fee of $25.00 and 
annual dues in order to 
remain an active, voting 

member of the Society. 



Africana 

Have a 3,0 grade point 
average overa~ 

Have completed a 

semester credits 

~n~ert~ken a minimum 
o[ ~2 semester units 
(o~ ~ts eqa~va~ent) 
theh~ Afr~cana Studies 

Complete as 
app~cat~o~ by 

h~format~on a~d fee. 

s[uden~s who 

be (.~cceptob~e 

(e4~. 1he Ph.D. 
soc[o’,ogy 

i-,,rnedc ar~ 

the 



info@ncbsonline.orq 

[ 

Forward to a colleaque 

This email was sent to regester@email,unc.edu by info@ncb~nline.orq 

Update Pi~fije/Emajj Address Irls~a~lt i~me,,’al v~iN1 SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR BLACK STUDIES :: UC, AFST Dept. P.O. Box 210370 :: Cincinnati :: OH :: z15221-0370 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

unknown <iaar~unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 9:58 AM 

Inst Afi-ican Amer Research liar Faculb~ <iaar- fac@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

Fxent Reminder TODAY: HIV Prevention & Durham’s Black Commuuity 

EVENT REMINDER: 

The Institute of African American Research announces a presentation TODAY on Participatory Research, HIV prevention and Durham’s Black 

community, 

Tuesday, October 29: 

Building Research Partnerships in LinCS 2 Durham: 

The Journey, The Lessons, The Findings 

4 - 6 PM, Toy Lounge, Dey Hall 

Featured speakers include: 

Kate MacQueen, FHI 360 

David Jolly, NC Central 

Malika Roman Islet, UNC Social Medicine 

Natalie Eley, FH1360 

Kendra Batten, Durham community member 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ken Lee < ~earthlink.net> 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 12:20 PM 

Ken Lee <kenlee@mwp.com> 

UFVA Special: Writers Rehab...Available for purchase tbr only ten dollars plus free shipping with Pay Pal or Credit Card 

Dear UFVA Members 

Michael Wiese Productions is proud to announce 

Writer’s Rehab 
A 12 Step Program tbr Writers Who Can’t Get Their Acts Together 

DB Gilles 

If you’d like a copy of this book for only ten dollars plus free shipping, please emaii me your cc, exp date and snail mail address 

no later than November 1st You can "also request a PAY PAL INVOICE IF YOU PREFER! 

If you’d like to read a small sample, please click on http~//sh~p.mwp.c~m/pr~ducts/writers-rehab-a-~2-step-pr~.ani-~br-writers-~vh~-cant-~et-their-acts- 

to~eflier 

GREAT NEWS for all ~[~C USERS 

Maverick OSX upgrade is FREE 

Just click on http://Www.apple.com/osx/?cid=wwa-us-kw~-mac-com 



What does this mean to M3cVP customers? 

Now, you can buy and enjoy Master Shots Ebooks directly on your MAC! 

You can even navigate and use the TWO FINGER PINCH! 

Click on voa~Tanwlxcom to see samples, buy links, and demos of tiffs remarkable 

Ebook series 

Ken Lee 

Phone (206)283-2948 

Cell 

FAX (206) 263-2072 

kenlee@mwp.com 

Skype 

kentonlee 





Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ardea Smith <ardsmith@umail.iu.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 4:45 PM 

mbems@emory.edu; ccaddoo@indiana.edu; CombsR@si.edu; Willian~ Cowan <wgcowan@iu.edu~; afield@tfl.ucla.edu; 

terri.t?ancis@yale.edu; Graney, Brian Patrick <bpgraney@indiana.edtr~; Homk, Jan-Christopher <jchorak@cinema.ucla.edu>; Leah kerr 

~gmail.com>; klinger@mdiana.edu; Reto Kromer <rk@reto.ch>; ~rochester.rr.com; Martin, Michael T 
<m~lnm@indiana.edu>; mima@loc.gov; Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu>; Dang Reside <dougieside@nypl.org>; 

Jacqueline Stewaxt <jacqueline@uchicago.edu>; rfftoel~@indiana.edn; jaulmch@imail.iu.edu; gwalle@indiana.edu; jawalsh@indiana.edu; 

dwhit02@emory.edu; sholalynch@nypl.org 

Reminder: Wiki Login 

Dea~ Participants of the Regeneration Conference, 

The Regeneration in Digital Contexts: Early Black Fihn Conference is only two weeks away! 

Here is a quick reminder of how to login to the Regeneration Cont~rence Wiki to access ongoing conversations and re~urces for the Regeneration Conl~rence. 

First, please follow this link: 

http://www.indiana.edu/. -,rep, ener8idokuwiki/doku.php?id re~ener8 

Move your manse to the upper left hand comer, hover over the gear symbol, and you will see a menu drop down with an option to Login. 

Click Login 

Enter your usern~une - the first letter of your first name, and your full last name: 

For example: Jan-Christopher ttorak jhorak 

Password: thetlyingace 

’][’his is a generic password. Please change the password once you have logged in. 

Please email me if you have any ques~tions. 

Thank you, 

Ardea Smith 

Graduate Assistant 

Black Film Center/Archive 



Frolll~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <~UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Gene Youngblood <atopia@comcast.net: 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 5:59 PM 

UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

YOUNGBLOOD ON THE INTERNET 

Colleagues, 
I would like to call your attention to my most recent writing about media and democracy, "Secession From the Broadcast: The Internet and the Crisis of 
Social Control." It’s in the 35th Anniversary issue of Millennium Film Journal (No. 58): http:i/www.mfj-online.org It’s the best thing I’ve done on the 

subject, the culmination of 43 years as a media theorist. It’s a context for the role of the moving image arts in the evolution of the internet that I believe is 
vital for every student of film and video to understand. For background, here’s an excerpt from a documentary about me, currently in production: 

ht~tp:!!v_i m~eo.co m/1:5435334 
This list at AU can be subscribed to by" sending the following message to lislserv@listserv,amefican.edu: subscribe L]FVAI,IST-L F~dl Name ( Full Name should be 

your tirs~t and last nmne.) You cas~ leave a lisl by sending fl~e following command to lisiserv@lifftserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write fl~is command in tx)dy 

of email with nolhing else) Posting Messages: :You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVA1 ,IST-L@lis~tserv.amefican.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <nancy.maclean@duke.edu:, 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 8:40 PM 

class- center-lis@duke.edu 

FW: How Class Works - 2014 conference call tbr proposals - deadline Dec. 11,2013 

message- footer.txt 

From: Michael Zweig <michaehzweig@stonybrook.edu> 

PLEASE POST AND FORYV~/MRD WIDELY - DEADLINE DECEMBER 11, 2013 

PLEASE SEND ALL QUERYES Aix,~) PROPOSALS DIRECTLY TO michael zweig@stonybrook.edu 

DO NOT REPLY DIRECTLY TO THIS ~Nb,-OUNCF3dENT 

HOW CLAS S WORKS - 2014 

*CAIL FOR PRESENTATIONS* 

*A Conference at SUNY Stony Brook** 
June 5-7, 2014" 

The Center for Study of Working (;lass Life is pleased to announce the *tlow Class Works* - "2014" Conference, to be held at the State Umversity of Nmv 
York at Stony Brook, June 5-7, 2014. *Proposals :[’or papers, 
presentations, and sessions are welcome until December 11, 2013 according to the guidelines below.* For more information, visit our Web site at < www.stonybrook edu/workingclass>. 

*Purpose and orientation:* The conference seeks to explore ways in *vhich an explicit recognition of class helps to understand the social world in which *ve live, and ways in which analysis 
of society can deepen our understanding of class as a social relationship Presentations should take as their point of reference the hved experience of class; proposed theoretical 
contributions should be rooted in and illuminate social realities 
Presentations are welcome from people outside academic life when they sum up social experience in a way that contributes to the themes of the conference Formal papers will be welcome 
but are not required. All presentations should be accessible to an interdisciphnary audience 

*Conference themes:* The conference welcomes proposals :[’or presentatmns that advance our understanding of any of the following themes 

*The mosaic of class, race, and gender*. To explore how class shapes racial, gender, and ethnic experience and how different racial, gender, and ethnic experiences within various classes 
shape the meaning of class 

*Class dimensions of poverty.* To explore why and how poverty is something that happens to the working class, not some marginal "other" at the bottom of society.. 

*Class, poxver, and social structure*. To explore the social content of working, middle, and capitalist classes in terms of various aspects of power; to explore ways in which class and 
structures of power interact, at the workplace and in the broader society. 

*Class and conmxuni~*. To explore ways in which class operates omside the workplace in the communities where people of various classes live. 

*Class in a global economy*. To explore how- class identi~ and class dynamics are imquenced by globalization, including experience of cross-border organizing, capitalist class dynamics, 
international labor standards. 

*Middle class? Working class? What’s the difference and xvhy does it matter? 
* To explore the claim that the U.S. is a middle class society and contrast it with the notion that the working class is the majority; to explore the relationships between the middle class and 
the xvorking class, and between the middle class and the capitalist class. 

*Class, public policy, and electoral politics*. To explore how class affects public policy, with special attention to health care, the criminal justice system, labor law, poverty, tax and other 
economic policy, housing, and education; to explore the place of electoral politics in the arrangement of class forces on policy matters. 

*Class and culture*: To explore ways in which cult~e transmits and transforms class dynamics. 

*Pedagog?,’ of class. * To explore techniques and materials useful for teaching about class, at K-12 levels, in college and university courses, and in labor studies and adult education courses. 

*How- to submit proposals* *for Ho~v Class Works - 2014 Conference* 

*Proposals for presentations must include* the following information: a) title; b) which of the eight conference themes will be addressed; c) a maximum 250 word sumi~al)’ of the main points, 
methodologT, and slice of experience that ~vill be summed up; d) relevant personal infolrnation indicating institutional affiliation (if any) and what training or experience the presenter brings 
to the proposal; e) presenter’s name, address, telephone, fax, and e-mail address A person may present in at most t~vo conference sessions. To allo~v time for discussion, sessions will be 
limited to three twenty-minute or four fifteen-minute principal presentations Sessions will not include official discussants. Proposals for poster sessions are welcome Presentations may be 
assigned to a poster session. 

*Proposals for sessions* are welcome. A single session proposal must include proposal information for all presentations expected to be part of it, as detailed above, with some indication of 
willingness to palticipate from each proposed session member 

*Submit proposals* as an e-mail attachnaent to michael zweig@stowbrook eduor as hard copy by mail to the *How Class Works* *- 2014" Conference, Center for Stu@ of Working Class 
Life, Department of Economics, SLrNY, StoW Brook, NY 11794-4384. 

*Timetable: * *Proposals must be received by December 11, 2013". Aker review by the program committee, notifications will be mailed on JanuaiT 17, 2014 The conference ~vill be at SUNY 



Stony Brook June 5-7, 2014. 

Conference 

registration and housing reservations will be possible after March 3, 2014. 

Details and updates will be posted at 

http://www.stonvbrook.edu/workin~class<http://www workin~class.sunvsb.edu/> 

*Conference coordinator:* 

Michael Zweig 

Director, Center for SPady of Working Class Life Department of Economics 

State University of New York 
Stony Brook, NY 11794-4384 

631.632.7536 

michael.zweig@stonybr ook.edu 
## 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <nancy.maclean@duke.edtc> 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 9:31 PM 

class- center-list@d uke.edu 

FW: Andrew Ross talk at UNC Nov. 6: "Working for Nothing: A New-tligh Crrowth Sector?" -- please share widely 

Andrew Ross.pdI~ message- footer.txt 

"Schwab Say Yes" Speakers Series: Andrew Ross on "Working for Nothing: A New-High Growth Sector?" 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013, 3- 5pro Toy Lounge, Dey Hall 

Andre~v Ross is a professor in the Department of Social and Cultural Analysis at New- York Universi~z. He has authored and edited maW books on questions on environmentalism, urban 
environments, teclmology and science, and the organization of work from the Western world of business and high-te&mology to conditions of offshore labor in the Global South. In 
addition, he has written for a number of national media outlets His writing questions the human and environmental cost of economic gro~h and emphasizes principles of sustainability and 

justice He is also an activist, most recently mvolved with Occupy Wall Street and the student debt campaign. 

Co-Spunsored by Lambda Pi Eta 

**Refreshments Provided** 

https://cornm.unc.edu/2013/lO/28/116-guest-speak er-professor-andrew-r o ss/ 



Andrew Ross is a professor in the Department of Social and Cultural 

Analysis at New York University. He has authored and edited many books 

on questions on environmentalism, urban environments, technology and 

science, and the organization of work, from the Western world of business 

and high-technologN::.;~i~ito conditions of offshore labor in the Global South. In 
addition, he has written for a number of national media outlets. His writing 

questions the human and environmental cost of economic growth and 

emphasizes principles of sustainability and justice. He is also an activist, 

most recently involved with Occupy Wall Street and the student debt 

campaign. 

November 6th, 2013, 3 to 5 p.m. 

Toy Lounge, Dey Hall 4th floor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <nancy.maclean@duke.edu;, 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 11:14 PM 

class- center-list@duke.edn 

FW: The High Cost of Low Wages: Pnblic Forum in Raleigh Nov 6 - please circulate 

message- footer.txt 

From: Carolina Workers Organizing Commit-lee [mailto:carolinaworkers=gmail.com@mal172.us4.mcsv.net] On Behalf Of Carolina Workers Organizing Committee 
Sent: Monday, October 28, 2013 5:00 PM 
To: Nancy MacLean 
Subject: The High Cost of Low Wages: Public Forum Nov 6 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Script <scriptmag@fwmedia.com > 
Wednesday, October 30, 20:[3 8:04 AM 

Regester, Charlene B < regester@email.unc.edu > 
You Carl Actually Make a Living as a Writer 

View this email with imacles >~ 

AWAI           ] 

Writers & Artists 

Your Writing Talent is Worth a Hint.., 
So Why Are You a Starving Artist? 

Dear Script Magazine Reader, 

I remember the day well - one of the most painful experiences of my 
life. I had pulled in at a fast food restaurant near my home in 
Puyallup, Washington, but not to get a hamburger. I was about to 
apply for work. 

If I had told anyone I was a writer, they would have nodded their 
heads in knowing. Oh, another starving artist. 

What I didn’t understand that day was that ][ already had the skills 
to earn all the money I needed. 

My name is Pat McCord. :[ had just seen my second book published... 
for a tiny advance and :[0% royalties. But I’d never had a real job, 
and to me that meant i’d have to start somewhere for minimum 
wage. Somewhere with a drive-through window. 

At least that’s the way i saw it back then. I didn’t realize that if I 
could write, I had everything I would need to make plenty of money. 

With time left over to write my books in leisure. 

I guess i’d bought into the theory of the starving artist - that we 
were somehow duty-bound to live on scraps until or unless we had a 
best seller. 

Fortunately, I had enough of something - faith ][ suppose - to put my 
car in reverse and leave the restaurant without going inside. Surely, 
something would turn up, I thought 

Maybe you’re in the same place I was - making okay money, but not 
having time for anything else. Especially if you face a grueling 
commute too! 

But for me something happened that would forever change tile way I 
thought about the writer’s life. 

Hake $$ On Your Own Terms 

One Saturday :[ went to my mailbox and found an envelope with the 
words "Retire this Year" printed on the back. Retirement? Ha! 
Nothing I had done so far had come with anything like benefits! 

I didn’t know what this reUrementp/an was, but I ignored the bills 
and opened the envelope. 

"If you can write a simple letter like this one...," it began. 

Whoa! ’Tm aheady a writer. Of course, I can write a simple letter!" 



The promotion inside advertised the financial possibilities of 
copywriting and the premier school - American Writers and Artist, Inc 
- that could teach me how to do it. 

Not only that, the title of the program they offered was Accelerated 
Program for Six-Figure Copywriting. ’Accelerated’ meant it wouldn’t 
take forever ’Six figures’ meant at least $100,000 a year. 

Here was something I could do - perhaps I had been training half my 
life to do - write advertising copy for a living, at a great rate of pay, 

Enough to pay the bills and then some. 

Enough to let me write my books without the anxiety that had been 
with me in the past. And I could do it from home, at the umbrella 
table out back if I wanted to. 

It didn’t take me long to decide. A week later, [ held the course 
binder in my hands (it’s also available online now). Honestly, :[ was 
like a kid walking into a candy store. 

There they were, all the tantalizing samples, tips, rules and secrets 
that were going to make me, not just any copywriter, but a really 
good advertising copywriter. [ knew quality would be important when 
it came to getting actual paying work. 

Ordering AWAZ’s Accelerated Program for Six-Figure Copywriting was 
one of the best decisions I’ve ever made. 

Three years have passed now and I can say :I’m a professional, 
working copywriter. 

But I didn’t have to wait three years to begin making money. In fact, 
my first check arrived before I’d even finished the program. 

][ realized almost immediately that the need for ad copy is enormous 
- when you think about it, every product or service sold or rented 
must first be advertised. 

But not only that, much of what the program teaches came naturally 
to me.._Aj3___d__j__t______W_jJJ____t___o____y___o____u_____t___o____o__:_ 

You already know the rules of grammar, the power of connotation, 
and the effect of punctuation and paragraphing. You know how to 
write strong sentences and build suspense into your paragraphs. 

In other words, as a writer you are halfway there. Quite possibly to 
earning the best money of your life. 

And - I can’t emphasize this enough - the actual work of copywriting 
for someone who already knows the ropes is a lot easier than it is 
for most people, even after they’ve studied the program. 

That’s because writers are by nature self starters. We don’t need a 
boss or a time clock to get us going in the morning. And it gets even 
better when you don’t have to commute. 

Everything was in the Six-Figure Copywriting Program, including 
sample assignments to help me build a strong portfolio and 
information on finding my first clients. I finished the course with the 
confidence :[ needed to start earning money. 

This is the most cost-effective insurance you’ll find anywhere. 
Insurance for your future as a writer, as an earner in uncertain 
economic times, as a husband, wife, parent, homeowner.., whatever 
your life is all about right now. Insurance so you never have to 
accept a job you don’t love. 

I can tell you I paid $497 for this program, and it’s been worth every 
penny, even twice or three times that amount. 

And because you subscribe to ScriptMag, I know this program can 
have the same impact on your life as it did on mine. So AWA:[ has 
agreed to give you a VERY special offer... 



I~: you order before midnight on Thursday, October 31, 2013 
you’ll pay only $197, 

PLUS, you’ll have an entire year to give it a shot and see if 
copywriting is right for you. If at any time during the year you change 
your mind, you just call and let them know and they’ll refund every 
penny you paid. 

That’s a bargain, ever] if you think you can’t get to it right away! 

Take advantaqe of this incredible offer now. 

Or learn more about AWAZ’s Accelerated Program for Six-Fiqure 
CoD vwri~in q. 

][ found out it’s true, and now you know: Your writing skill is worth a 
mint! 

To your writing success, 

Pat McCord 
Published Author, Professional Copywriter 

P.S. Remember, along with saving $300 you can test-drive the 
program for a full year! So you have absolutely no risk whatsoever. 
Learn more 

One-Click Unsubscribe } Manage Subscriptions } Update Profile == Forward to a Friend 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@maJl3.atl51.rsgsv.net> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 9:29 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emaJJ.unc.edu> 

Re~)urces tbr Africm~ Americm~ Studies 

SLAVE NARRATIVES 
A Folk History of Slavery in the United States from 

interviews with former slaves 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES were collected in the 1930s as part of the Federal Writers’ Project of 
the Works Progress Administration (WPA). BLACK HISTORY MONTH is celebrated every 
February in the United States. Librarians and media specialists will be counted on to provide 
students, faculty and library patrons with information on slavery in America. 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES provides a unique and virtually unsurpassed collective portrait of 
Black History in America. The noted historian David Brion Davis has argued that the voluminous 
number of documented slave testimonies available in the United States "is indisputably unique 
among former slaveholding nations." 

Please visit NABDLLC.com to order the complete set of Slave Narratives from our website. We 
do accept purchase orders from all libraries via phone, fax and email. If possible, please use 
this order form if you would like to order by email, fax or mail. 

FREE eH{PPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE ~N THE U,S. 
Purchase orders are accepted from al{ 

For your convenie~ce we accept Visa and MaeterCard as a payment option, 

Order Form 
Please send __ set(s) of SLAVE NARRATIVES - 19 volume set at $1,995.00 per set. 
ISBN: 978-0-403-02211-3 

Name: 

Phone: 

Mailing 

Address: 

City: 

Payment 

Type: 

Cardholder 

Name: 

Visa MasterCard Check 

Purchase Order #: 

Library Name: 

Email: 

State: Zip: 

Card 

Number: 
Expiration Date: 

No~th,,\meric~!; Book Dis[HbL:tors, LLC ¯ F~C) Box 510 Plar~bu~g; Mi 48139 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

No~lh American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@mail147.at121.rsgsv.net;, 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 11:31 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesler@emml.unc.edu> 

Best Books tbr College Libraries 

Native Peoples A to Z -Second Edition 

Best Books for Academic Libraries recommends... 

NATIVE PEOPLES- A TO Z 
A Reference Guide to Native Peoples of the Western Hemisphere 

Courses on the indigenous people of the Americas are 
taught at your university. Native American educators and 
students will be looking for new reference materials that 
are culturally appropriate and sensitive to the many 
customs and ways of various tribes and nations. The 
material needs to reflect the diverse experiences that 
relate to indigenous peoples of the Americas. We are 
)leased to announce that such a publication is now 

available in the Second Edition of NATIVE PEOPLES A 
TO Z; A Reference Guide to Native Peoples of the 
Western Hemisphere. 

NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z provides authentic examples 
of indigenous Art, culture, literature and history. By 

purchasing a set of NATIVE PEOPLE A to Z you will be providing educators and students a reference that 
is culturally related to the academic needs of indigenous students and will promote student self-esteem and 
character development. 

Please visit www.NABDLLC.com to read a detailed description of the publication’s contents, and view 
sample pages of the encyclopedia. 

The addition of Native Peoples A to Z in your collection will allow students and faculty the ability to tteighten 
awareness and understanding of diverse indigenous cultures and unique traditions. 

Purchase orders are accepted from all institutions on net 60 day terms. If you would like to charge to your 
credit or purchasing card please call our customer service at (810) 231.3728. The ISBN for the set is 
1878592734. The eight volume set is $995.00. 

Thank you for your time and consideration in recommending NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z for purchase to 
your collection development librarian. 

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE IN THE U,S. 
Purchase orders are accepted from all organizations. 

For your convenience we accept Visa and MasterCard as a payment option. 

Customer Order Form 
Please send     set(s) of NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z - Second Edition (By. set) at $995.00 per set. 

ISBN: 9781878592735 

Name: Library Name: 

Phone: Email: 

Mailing Address: 

City: State: 

Payment Type: Visa MasterCard Check Purchase Order#: 

Cardholder Name: 

Card Number: 

Zip: 

Expiration Date: 

North Americ~n Book Distrib~itors, LLC ¯ P© Box 510 Hamburg, [’~’~1 48139 USA. 



Moore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program 
Announcement of Summer Student Fellowships 

May 25-July 31, 2014 

The Moore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program (MURAP) is a paid 
summer internship designed to foster the entrance of talented students from 
diverse backgrounds within the humanities, social sciences, and fine arts into 
graduate school and faculty positions in U.S. colleges and universities. More 
broadly, the program seeks to increase the presence of minorities and others 
who demonstrate a commitment to eradicating racial disparities in graduate 
school and eventually in academic ranks. The program serves the related 
goals of providing role models for all youth and structuring campus 
environments so that they will be more conducive to improved racial and 
ethnic relations. MURAP aims to achieve its mission by identifying and 
supporting students of great promise and helping them to become scholars 
of the highest distinction. 

Each summer, the program brings to the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill campus a cohort of 20 undergraduates (rising juniors and 
seniors) from colleges and universities in the U.S. for an intensive, ten-week 
research experience. With the guidance of a UNC faculty mentor with whom 
they will meet several times per week, students are expected to develop a 
20- to 25-page research project. In addition, all students must participate in 
the following components of the program: 1) a weekly 3-hour seminar where 
they will present and discuss their research with the entire cohort, 2) a GRE 
review course (2-hour sessions three times per week, with required 
assignments and tests), 3) three two-hour weekly workshops (Writing, 
Communication Skills, and Graduate Professional Development), 4) 
supplementary lectures, as scheduled, and a two-day academic conference 
on July 24-25. Also on the schedule are a Writing Clinic, available for four 
hours three times a week, and a variety of social events. 

Participants must submit to the MURAP administrative office by scheduled 
deadlines mentor-approved assignments related to their research papers 
(abstract, prospectus, first draft, final paper). Students who do not follow the 
guidelines of the program risk being dismissed and will forfeit any unpaid 

{PAGE } 



portion of their stipends. A sample calendar of required activities and 
deadlines is available on our website. 

For their participation in the program, student fellows will receive 1) a 
stipend of $3500 (students holding Mellon Mays Undergraduate Fellowships 
will receive the summer stipend from their home institutions instead), 2) an 
allowance for meals of $1500, 3) any required books, 4) a travel allowance 
up to $500 to cover the cost of transportation to and from Chapel Hill, and 5) 
on-campus housing. 

PLEASE NOTE: 

1) Dr. Debra Skinner, Associate Director of UNC’s Center for Genomics and 
Society (CGS) and Adjunct Professor of Anthropology, will fund and serve as 
mentor to one additional student whose proposed research project is related 
to the ethical, legal, or social issues involving genetic research. She would 
be glad to receive inquiries from students who would like to hear more about 
the types of projects that would meet these requirements. Students with 
backgrounds in sociology, anthropology or philosophy would be strong 
candidates. For more information on research projects that would be 
relevant, please go to the CGS website 
(http://genomics.unc.edu/genomicsandsociety), or contact Dr. Skinner 
(debra.skinner@unc.edu). 

2) Rising seniors applying to MURAP should consider applying 
simultaneouslyto the Institute for Recruitment of Teachers (IRT), as their 
deadline for application is usually April 1. If selected for both our program 
and theirs, students will be allowed to join IRT’s Associate Program only. 
Through it participants will receive 1) valuable assistance and counseling 
during the graduate school application process, 2) fee-waivers when 
applying to consortium schools, and 3) help advocating for sufficient funding 
for advanced study. For more information consult 
http: / / www.a ndover.ed u / Su m merSession O utreach / I F ROTeac hers/Pages/d 
efault.aspx. 

Applying to MURAP 
APPLICA TION DEADLINE: February 7. 2014 

Program applicants should be mindful that MURAP offers an intensive 
research experience that requires a substantial commitment of time, 
intellectual resources and effort. Therefore, students may not be employed or 
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take classes while enrolled in the program and must remain in Chapel Hill 
during the ten weeks, Weekend travel is discouraged but may be permitted 
on occasion with approval from mentor and Director. Student fellows are 
selected based on a variety of factors that may include: 

Academic promise 
Serious intent to attain the PhD (as opposed to a 
professional degree) and become a college professor in one 
of our targeted fields 
Clarity and quality of statement of research interests (must 
describe intelligently, concisely and informatively one or 
more possible lines of investigation for the summer project 
and demonstrate your suitability to undertake it) 
Availability of an appropriate mentor 
Demonstrated commitment to increasing opportunities for 
underrepresented minorities 
Strength of faculty recommendations 
Class standing (all things being equal, seniors are normally 
given preference) 
Ability to partake in all required program components 

Applicants must be U.S. citizens or permanent residents, must have 
completed at least four semesters of undergraduate study, and must have at 
least one semester (or a minimum of 12 credit hours) of undergraduate work 
remaining when they enter HURAP. 

To apply to the program please see the instructions found on MURAP’s 
website murap.unc.edu beginning on November 4, 2013. For questions 
please contact Ms. Marissa Garcia, Program Coordinator, at murap@unc.edu. 

{PAGE } 



Interested in a Research Internship that prepares you 

for a PhD in the 

Humanities, Social Sciences, or Fine Arts? 

Internship location." C~VC-Chapel Hill 

Applicants must be: 

-current sophomores or juniors 

-interested in obtaining a PhD in the Humanities, Social Sciences, 

-committed to diversi~ 

or Fine Arts 

Visit our website at murap.unc.edu 

Application deadline: Feb. 7, 2013. 
Summer 2014 program: May 25-July 31, 2014 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA,’ Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa <info asmeascholars.org@mai128.wdc01.mcdlv.net> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 10:09 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

PRICE 1NCREASE TOMORROW: Register NOW for Sixth Annual Conference! 

Is this email not displaying correctly? 
View it in your browser. 

PRICE INCREASE TOMORROW!! 

***REGISTER NOW*** 
Sixth Annual ASMEA Conference 

Tides of Change. Looking Back and Forging Ahead in the Middle 
East & Africa 

November 21-23, 2013 
Key Bridge Marriott Hotel, Washington, D.C. 

The 2013 conference will feature: 

Keynote address by Michael Young, opinion editor of Beirut’s DailyStar 

newspaper, "The Arab Upheavals: A View from Beirut." 

Opening reception remarks by H.E. Mohamed Bin AbduHa AI-Rumaihi, 

Ambassador of the State of Qatar. ~invited 

Roundtable discussions on "Hezbollah in Lebanon, the Region, and Beyond," 

"Great Power Involvement in the Arab Upheavals," and "Revolution, Revolt, and 

Reform in North Africa," and more. 

Banquet luncheon and professional networking reception. 

Film screenings. 

Displays by publishers of the latest academic titles. 

View preliminary schedule and papers to be presented. 

Registration fees: 

Full/Associate Members Registration: $70. After Oct. 31 : $85. 

Student Members Registration: $40. After Oct. 31 : $55. 

Non-Members Registration: $165. 

Become an ASMEA member here. 

For more information, contact 202.429.8860 or info@asmeascholars.org. 



Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa 

www.as meascholars.o rg 
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Copyright © 2013 ASMEA, All rights reserved. 
You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gartenberg Media Enterprises, Inc. <sales@gartenbergmedi&com> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 10:09 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu-~ 

GM[E Announces THE CURTIS tIARR1NGTON SttORT FILM COLLECTION - Blu-my/DVD Combo Set Available tbr Institutional Sales 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

This is a reminder that you’re receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in 
Gartenberg Nedia Enterprises, Inc. Don’t forget to add sales@gartenbergmedia.com to your address 
book so we’ll be sure to land in your inbox! 
You may ._u_r_)_s2_u__b__b_c__r_j_b___e_. if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

.~.i Curtis Harrington Short Film Collection 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

info@ncbsonline.org on behalf of 

NCBS Essay Committee <info@ncbsonline.org> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 10:36 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

2014 NCBS Student Essay Contest - Deadline Dec. 6, 2013 

2014 Student Essay Contest 
Dear NCBS Students, 

Every year NCBS hosts a nationwide student essay contest. Graduate 
and undergraduate students from all over participate in this event. The 
winners are recognized and honored at the annual Student Luncheon, 
which is held during the conference. If you or others are interested in 
submitting an essay for the Student Essay Contest, please do so by 
Frida y December 6, 2013. 

Award Amounts 

UND~ERS 
1st Place- $350.00 
2nd Place - $250.00 
3rd Place -$125.00 

GRADUATE WINNERS 

1st Place- $450.00 
2rid Place - $350.00 
3rd Place -$225.00 

Winners notifiedbyFebruary4, 2014 

i.e. art, education, history, literature, politics, psychology, social 

38th Annual Conference 
Miami, Florida 

March 5 - 8, 2014 
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course of treatment, the interior United States. j _ history? 

VIDEO 

record ambient sounds and interviews, and compose those sounds into full songs 
that help promote each organization’s mission. 

[ %1: watch video      ] 

potential cause of autism: 

Key enzymes may help 

illuminate environmental 

factors behind autism 

spectrum disorder. (UNC 

Health Csre) 

Sebsey’s simpler water 

The Compartment Bag 

"If people want to engage in a genetic parlor game, that’s fine. 

The truth is that finding anything worthwhile about your health 

from one of their tests is really rare" 

--Jim Evans, in De yoti want to i,;now whu~ will kill yoti? iSaion~ 

Pot Fragile X. autism (UNC 

UNC neuroscient~sts discover new m~Fdmeura~ computer’ m tr~e 

[.ar.qe-scale. high-quaiity public preschool pays o~f (FP~G Child 

Oeve~opment h~sfi!:ute) 

Duke, UNC to receive 1we federai grants wcdh nearly $102 



UNCCh~pe~H~.CB,1106 Ch~pe~H~,b~c~7599 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bloomsbur~’ Film Media Studies <csm@bloomsbu~news.com> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 1:03 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Film & Horror t?om Bloomsbu~ 

Happy Hal|oween! 

V*,.,~slcome to ou~ Hsl~v~,,,,~-~,n the ~i~.. Film & Media Stucl~es newsle~er, wisich includes 

:~:: monster culture Monster Culture in the 21st Century 

Edited by Marina Levina and Diem-My T. Bui 

Analyzing popular films and televisions shows, such as True Blood, 

Twilight, Paranormal Activity, District 9, B~ttlestar Galactica, and 

Avatar, this book argues that monstrous narratives of the past 

decade have become omnipresent specifically because they 

represent collective social anxieties over resisting and embracing 

change in the 21st century. 

writing horror Writing the Horror Movie 

Marc Blake and Sara Bailey 

Tracing the development of the horror film from its beginnings in 

German Expressionism, this book examines the success of Universal 

Studio’s franchises of the ’30s to the Serial Killer, the Slasher film, 

Asian Horror, the Supernatural, Horror V6rit6 and current 

developments, including 3D and remakes. It also includes step-by- 

step writing exercises, annotated extracts from horror screenplays 

and interviews with writersldirectors!producers. 



~i spect ralities The Speetralities Reader 

Edited by Maria del Pilaf Blanco and Esther Peeren 

"From Freud’s and Adorno’s rejection of the occult, to Derrida’s 

rehabilitation of the spectral turn, this volume...traces the spectral 

through literary theory and criticism, philosophy, psychology, 

anthropology, and economics....An invaluable collection on the 

uncanny and the ghostly which should haunt its readers for years to 

come."- Dr. Pamela Thurschwell, Senior Lecturer, Schoo~ of 

English, University of Sussex, UK 

Also of interest: 

.~.i popular ghosts post 9/11 horror blood money vampire culture 

Examination Copy Requests 

Complimentary examination copies of select titles are available exck~sivefy to educatols and 

piofessionals who are considering adopting a text for course use~ To teques~ e ~itle, please 

send an email witi~ the following information: 

Titfe & ISBN of book requested 

Coulse name & number 

Start date and f[equency of course 

Number of students enrolled 

Text currently used 

O~her cou[ses you instruct 

Contact ~nformat~on 

For more i~lfor~llatior~ o~1 OUr desk arid exam copy policies. 

B~oomsbury Academic & Professiona~ --Awards for Academic Excellence 20!3 

The Bookseller Academic, Educational & Professional Publisher of the Year 
Independent Publishers Guild Independent Publisher of the Year 

and Academic & Professional Publisher of the "Fear 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

HD Proguide Magazine <hdpmnews@hdproguide.com> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 2:10 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@ema~J.unc.edu> 

Register Now for the Litepanels Sola / Inca 12 Roadshow 

Read this messaqe in a web browser 

Litepanels is coming to city near you to show 
the next big thing in professional LED lighting. 

The classic Fresnel has long been the staple of film and television lighting design. In 
keeping with that legacy, Litepane~s has reimagined the Fresnel from the ground up to 

create the most expansive and powerful line-up of LED fixtures in the industry. The 
unique benefits of this design will be discussed in detail and the entire LED Fresnel 
line-up will be available in a hands-on display, fronted by the new flagship the Sola 12 
and Inca 12. 

Noel st Whites Digital Vancouver 
Nov g~th [~e, Boston 

Nov/th Barbizon, DC 

Nov 14th MidtowR Video, Miami 

Nov 18th Abel Cine, LA 

Nov 25th Abel Cine, NY 

Nov 26th Whites Digital, Toronto 

Due to limited space, 
please RSVP today. 

Come join us and experience this exciting Sola and Inca range first hand, and learn 
innovative LED lighting techniques that will help your productions shine by an 
experienced gaffer, Pat Grosswendt. 

Pat Grosswendt is an experienced lighting director of numerous Hollywood television 
series and feature films. Among his many accomplishments, he is a co-founder of 
Litepanels, a Vitec Group brand which pioneered professional LED full spectrum 
lighting devices. Pat brings a wealth of hands-on lighting experience and remains a 
member in good standings of Hollywood, CA based IATSE Local 728 Studio Electrical 
Lighting Technicians Union as a 32 year member. To read more about Pat’s many 
accomplishments in the TV and Film industry click here. 

Don’t miss this special event, RSVP today. 

To be unsubscribed from the October 2013 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 

Uns~bsc~ibe ~emaiLunc,ecl~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

newslette@mlliamhbunchcpa-maJl.com on beha]f of 

Willimn H Bunch <sc~xson@mlliamhbunchcpa.com> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 2:36 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Gearing Up tbr Next Year’s Tax Season 

Hi, Charlene If you have any questions about this week’s articles, please call us at (919) 929-0595 

Eugene Fama is one of the founders of Dimensional Fund Advisors BAM Alliance uses Professor 

Fama’s work on asset pricing and markets as the foundation for the BAM community. Bill Bunch is 

currently at a National BAM Conference in St Louis and will bring back further news regarding this 

historic accomplishment 

The IP.S has announced that there will be a one or two week delay in the start of 

the 2014 tax season (for 2013 returns), due to the recent 16-day government 

shutdown¯ This article explains the delay along with the other factors you need to 

prepare, including the 2013 income tax rates, investment income rates, new 

Medicare surtaxes, medical expense deduction changes and a list of expiring tax 

breaks 

Copyright © 2013 

The end of another year is coming up, and with it, some of the last opportunities to 

minimize your individual 2013 taxable income. The good news. There’s still time to 

take advantage of some tax-saving strategies before December 31 st. Here are 

nine ideas to consider that involve charitable contributions, medical expenses, 

investments, college tuition bills and more 

Copyright © 2013 

~ A limony payments have tax implications for the person paying them and the person receiving 

them. How can you determine which type of payments can be deducted on your tax return? This 

article provides details from two court cases -- one that allowed pension payments to be treated 

as deductible alimony and one that did not allow it. 

Copyright © 2013 

~ I njecting capital into an S or C corporation with proceeds from a personal loan can generate 

interest tax write-offs. Click "Full Article" for a look at how to allocate these cash injections to 

maximize your deductions. 

Copyright © 2013 

~ To help avoid a costly IRS examination, it’s a good idea to know the targets that IRS auditors 

are looking for. Click "Full Article" to find out about 10 red flags that can make a tax return stand 

out. 

Copyright © 2013 



Pimco’s Gross ur~les ’privile~led 1 percent’ to pay more tax 
Reuters.corn - Thu, 3! Oct 2013 !7:59:37 GMT 

Toyota plans to launch large hybrid SUVs in 2016: Nikkei 
Reutets com - Thu, 31 Oct 2013 17:57:20 GMT 

Activist fund TCl backs EAD$ boss as defense cuts ~oom 
Reuters.corn-Thu, 31 Oct 2013 17:55:24 GMT 

Oracle shareholders oppose EIlison’s pay at annual meeting 
Reuters.corn - Thu, 31 Oct 2013 17:51:46 GMT 

Boein~l to raise 737 production to 47/month by 2017 
Reutets com - Thu, 31 Oct 20!3 17:!5:32 GMT 

View report 

No saved articles. 

"To ensure compliance with the Circular 230 requirements hnposed by the Internal 
Revenue Service, we inform you that any tax advice contained in the communication 

(including an3’ attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be 

used, for the purpose of(i) avoiding pen’,flties under the Internal Revenue Code or 

(ii) prnmoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or 

m atter addressed in this co|nmtmication." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 2:54 PM 

screen~ciety-announce@duke.edu; tilm-video <tilm-video@dnke.edu-~; ami-thculty@duke.edu; amicert@duke.edu; Literature Program 

<literat ure@duke.edn> 

**ScreeniSocie~: TONIGHT--Thu 10/31: "The Shining" (Halloween screening) / Cine-East continues w/2 screenings next week [All 

screenings at 7pm in Richmd White] 

Please distribute widely* 

Screen/Society presents... 

The Shining 
Download PDF Flyer I More Inib I View Trailer 

High Tech, Low Life 

Download PDF Flyer I More Info I View Trailer 



Bandhobi 

Download PDF Fiver ] More Inff~ ] View Trailer (trailer is unsttbtitled) 



http:i/ami.duke.edu/screensociety 

All ScreenJ’Societ} events are coordinated and co-sponsored 

by the Program in the Arts of the Moving Image 

Hank Okazaki 

Exhibitions P ~ ogr a~.~.er 

Program in the" Arts of ~:he H)ving image 

114 S. Buchanan Blvd, Bay 12, Rm AI21 

Duke University, Box 90766 

Durham, NC 27708 

E-mail: hokazak@duke.edu 

Phone: (919)660-3031 

Fax: (919)681-1378 

Web; http:iami.duke.edu/screensociety/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Western & Southern Life <customercare@wsLwslife.com~ 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 3:31 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fall Back on November 3, 2013 

time to fall back, so don’t forget 1o move your clocks one hour behind on Sunday, 

iNovember 3, You may even gain one hour of sleep! 

4ere are a few tifss on preparing for the change: 

Start preparing early by staying up a little later each night leading up to the 

time change,i 

Avoid exercise, caffeine, or alcohol close to bedtime because all three of these 

can disrMpt your ability to sleep well,~ 

Naintain your regular bedLime Saturday nigh[ when clocks move back, and 

8waken 8t your regular Lime. Th~s will give you an "extr8" hour of sleep=2 

4, Block out Hght and keep your s~eep~ng area dark.2 

5. Increese the ]ighL when you weke up because ]~ghL has an Netting affecL thai 

may help yoM wake up. It will also he~p adjust your b~o~ogica] clock to the 

"new" sleep schedule, 

,,’These tips are simple, So is working with Western & Southern Life. Be sure to call 

[ ~’our Western & Southern Life representative when you need a financial translator, 

~’isit us at WSLife,com. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NFB Distribution <~distribution~ntb.ca> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 3:43 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

NFB Education Newsletter - October 2013 

The National Film Board of Canada proudly announces the release of 

our ~.#~9.g?.!;..~. to mark the beginning of the academic year! Learn 

how race and culture meet in They Think I’m Chinese!, or follow a hip- 

hop pioneer as he revisits the great figures of Black consciousness and 

their struggle in United States of Africa. You’ll see the beauty of an 

intricate ecosystem in A Sea Turtle Story and discover how boxing can 

save at-risk youth in Fight. Last Chance gives voice to sexual 

minorities who have given up their family and culture because they 

refuse to deny their core identity, while Status Quo looks back at where 

women have been and ponders where they need to go. 

This latest crop of NFB films offers new perspectives on history, culture 

and society--and some new animation as well! Read on to see what 

other titles are available. 

STORI~~S FOR i~&L SEASONS 
Share a storyteller’s fascination with the legends of a 

kingdom The acclaimed puppet-animated series Stories for 

A//Seasons gives elementary students an opportunity to 

explore the fantasy world of fairy tales and their universal 

themes (love, friendship, solidarity, courage), while enabling 

them to better understand the Middle Ages, especially through ~ ~ ~ we~ ~ 

the a~s. The four sho~ films in the series are sure to enchant .......................................................................................................................................................................... 

young viewers and perhaps even inspire them to tell their own 

Sweet-talking and tall tales can never hide the truth for long. 

POPPETY ~N T~4E FALL 

Secrets of the heart have their own magic. 

~slOLL-~~ IN SPRINGTIME 

Love trumps deceit in a delightful medieval tale. 



A young bear learns the value of trust, courage and family. 

Account Officer, 

Sales and Market Development 

Education Market USA 

ONLINE 

CALL 

I 800 542 2164 

FAX 

I 866 299 9928 

Send your feedback to < webmasLer(~@J~nfb .’:a > The N FB respects the confidentiality of the information you submit. We 

never share information with third parties. To find out more, consult our confidenti~31i~ 

You are registered with the following e-mail address: REGESTER~EMAILUNC.EDU 

To unsubscribe, please ;~!j£~.j~#.[# or reply to this email with the word "unsubscribe". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Patricia Parker <psparker@ad.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 31,2013 4:45 PM 

CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversity@listserv.unc.edu> 

[casdiversity] Fwd: October 2013 Diversity in the News; Use our listserv. 

Hello Everyone, 

I’m forwarding the latest Diversity News shared by the UNC-CH Office of Diversity and Multicultural Affairs (pardon the cross-posting, if you’ve already received it). 

In particular, please note three upcoming diversity educational opportunities: 

November 5--Diversity in the Workplace for Supervisors 

November 12--The American indian Higher Education Experience: Best Practices for Success 

November 22--North Carolina Diversity and Inclusion Partners Fall 2013 Conference 

Also, as a reminder, I encourage you to use the listserv to post diversity-related resources, questions, ideas, challenges, and successes. Additionally, this is the place to 
send invitations to fellow Diversity Liaisons to network over lunch, coffee, etc. 

Very best, 
Pat 
P.S. Thanks to all who responded to my request to test listserv. It’s working! 

...... Original Message ...... 
Su bject: October 2013 Diversity in the News 

Date:Thu, 31 Oct 2013 14:55:04 +0000 
From:diversity <noreply@unc.edu> 

Reply-To: UNC Diversity and Multicultural Affairs <diversity@unc.edu> 

To: Pat Parker <psparker@email.unc.edu> 

Display problems? View this newsletter in your browser. 

i~i: Lowery named 
director of Southern 
Oral Hi~o~y Program 

Lowery named 
director of Southern 
Oral History Program 
Historian Malinda Maynor Lowery has 

been named the new director of the 

Southern Oral History Program (SOHP) in 

UNC’s College of Arts and Sciences. 

Lowery will serve as the second 

~ermanent director of the SOHP, which was founded in 1973 ... 



::.~.i PlayMakers Wins 
Triangle Business 

Journal’s Leaders in 

Diversity Award 

PlayMakers Wins 
Triangle Business 
Journal’s Leaders in 
Diversity Award 

PlayMakers Repertory Company is 

among the inaugural winners of the 

Triangle Business Journal’s Leaders in 

Diversity Award. Based in the UNC 

College of Arts and Sciences, this 

professional theater company has a long history of exploring both well-loved classics ... 

Promoting S u cc.ess 

among 

Undergraduate Men of 

Color at UNO 

Promoting Success among 
Undergraduate Men of Color at 
UNC 
On October 5, 2013, minority student leaders and campus 

administration presented the next in a series of efforts to 

promote success among undergraduate men of color. 

The "Taking the Reins": MALES (Maximizing Achievement, 

_L__& _a__d__&r__s_’__h_i L)_~ _ _E_ _ _x_ _u_’_ _e_ ! ! _e_ _ L~__c_ #_~___a_ L~__d____S___c_’_h___o__[’_a__r__s_’__h_i~?) _~_y E ! ~ ~_~ i #_~ ~ not 

only sought to engage attendees with community values and 

commitments to success, but established a tradition of solidarity that will ... 

Read online. 

November Diversity 

Education and 

Research Center (DERC) 

Br[efs 

November Diversity Education 
and Research Center (DERC) 
Briefs 

THREE OPPORTUNITIES IN NOVEMBER TO JOIN US 

FOR A DIVERSITY EDUCATION EXPERIENCE 

November 5 -.-D--!--v--e---r--s--i-t-y--~-i-[-~-~-t-t-~--e-~---w----~--r---k-p--!-a---c---e-~-f---~--r-~. 

Supervisors 

November 12-.-T--~--~--e-~--A----~--~--e--r-!--c--a---n--~-~-[-~--d--!-a---n--~--~--!g-h---e---r-~--E---d---u-£~-~-~ 

Experience: Best Practices for Success 

November 22--._N___o___r_t___h___O___a___r__o__l_Ln__a_____D__!_v___e__r___s_!_t_y and ~nc~usion Partners Fail 20t3 Conference 

Read online. 

Unsubscribe to this newsletter - Edit your subscription 

UNC Diversity and Nulticultural Affairs I South Building 

UNC Campus Box 9125 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9~25 

web: diversity.unc,edu I email: diversity@unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to casdiversity as: regester(’~,emaEunc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 



or send a blank email to leave-33799261-49927260.61689427b9eOc21da402d7aafOb799c7@listser~.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Prof. Eunice SaNe, Chair of African, African kanericalL and DiasIx~ra Studies ~host@invite.pingg.com> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 6:01 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@~.ema~l.unc.edu> 

Reminder from Pro£ Eanice Sahle, Chair of African, Ati-ican American, and Diaspora Studies about Open ttouse 

Reminder 

i~i Celebrations.corn 

20 ",ii: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrea Meyer <ufval~ome@gmall.com> 

Thursday, October 3 l, 2013 10:19 PM 

ufvahome@gmail .corn 

UFVA October Digest 

UFVA DIGEST - OCTOBER 2013 

*NEWS 

A Message from UFVA President Normma Hollyn 
President’s Comer November 2013 It seems like just yesterday that we were at our Conference at Chapman, in Orange, California, but I checked my calendar and it 

appears that I’m wrong it was nearly three months ago. This semester has been... 

Greetings from New Script Caucus ChaiB Vaun Monroe 

Greetings UFVA Members, I am pleased to introduce myself and announce that I will be succeeding Michael Angelella as Script Caucus Chair. Michael accomplished 

a great deal in the position, including fine taning and tbm~alizing ajuried... 

Caxole Fieldin~ Juror Call 

Calling All Jurors! If you are interesled in serving as a juror for the 2013 Carole Fielding Student Grants, please contact me at lvazquez(~niu.edu Encourage your 

students to apply! The application deadline is December 15, 2013. More... 

Jack Kent Cooke Foundation Graduate Arts Award Application Period Opens 
The Jack Kent Cooke Foundation seeks high-achieving college seniors or recent college graduates with financial need who plan to begin a graduate degree program in 

the performing axts, visual arts, or creative writing for its Graduate Arts... 

SAH Awaxd tbr Film and Video 

The SAIl Awaxd for Film and Video was established in 2013 to recogn~e mmually the most distinguished international work of film or video on the history of the built 

environment. Criteria fbr Submission: The award is global in seope with... 

Publisher Seeldng Contributors fbr Book about Women Directors 

B OOK - Celluloid Ceiling START DATE - Sept. 1, 2013 PUBLISHER - Aurora Metro~ London CON TACT PERSON: Gabrielle Kelly/Editor glO~me~)aol.com 
WANTED:Contributors to write 5,000 chapter for book on women directors ffotn all over the world for... 

’CALLS FOR ENTR~{ES 

First Glance Film Fest Los Angeles Call tbr Entries 
FIRSTGLANCE FILM FEST LOS ANGELES Los Angeles, California - USA March 22 to 24, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 14th Annual FirstGlance Fihn 

Festival Los Angeles, an exciting potential career-enhancer for professional, firsl-time, and... 

Soho Intemational Film Festival Call for Entries 
SOHO INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL New York, New York - USA April 25 to May 2, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 5th Annual SOHO International 

Film Festival (SIFENYC), bathing New York Ci~ in the veD~ best in global and American cinema .... 

Seattle International Film Festival Call for Entries 

SEATTI,E INTERNATIONAL FII,M FESTIVAL Seattle, Washington - USA May 15 to June 8, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 40th Annual Seattle International 

Fihn Festival (SIFF), a three-week celebration of great cinema in a city widely known for... 

San Francisco International Film Fesitval Call for Entries 
SAN FIL~dqCISCO INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL San Francisco, California - USA April 24 to May 8, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 57th Annual San 

Francisco International Film Festival (SIqFF), the longest-rtmning fihn fesaival in the... 

Seattle Tree Independent Film Feslival Call for Entries 
SEATTLE TRUE INDEPENDENT FILM FESTIVAL Seattle, Washington - USA May 2 to 10, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 10th Annnal Seattle Tme 

Independent Fihn Feslival (STIFF), nncovering films that do~ft just push the boundaries of cinematic... 

Inconnn Festival Call for Entries 

Dealt silver screen fiJends ! Last yeaJc, the Inconnu Festival received 456 movies farm all over the world, among which aJcound thirty were selected a~d broadcast in an 

historic Parisi~m theater : the Mac Mahon. We need you ~md your movies... 



Thin Line Film Festival Call ti)r Entries 

THIN L1NE FILM FESTIVAL Denton, Texas - USA Februa~ 12 to 16, 2014 In tlae Spotlight todW is "the 7th Annual Thin Line Film Festival, featuring 

unforgettable Texas premieres of high-powered documentaries and "a-eating gifted tihnmakers like... 

Cleveland Film Fes~tival Call for Entries 

CLEVELAND INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Clevelanck Ohio - USA March 19 to 30, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 38th Annual Cleveland 

International Fihn Festival (CIFF), an enduring and well-respected celebration of~nany oftl~e best films... 

Queens World Fihn Festival Call for Entries 
QUEENS WORLD FILM FESTIVAL Queens, New York - USA March 4 to 9, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 4th Annual Qneens World Film Festival 

(Q~qVF), welcoming innovative, role-breaking filmmakers to Queens, New York -- a community- that thiives... 

NYC Downtown Short Fihn Festival Call tbr Entries 

NYC DOWNTOWN SHORT FILM FESTIVAL New York, New York - USA April 22 to 29, 2014 In tl~e Spotlight today is the 10tl~ Annual NYC Downtown 

Short Film Festival (NYCDSFF), a big-city celebration of lhntastic filmmaking tlaat takes It,ll advmatage... 

Cinequest Film Festival Call for Entries 

CINEQUEST FILM FESTIVAL San Jose, California - USA March 3 to 16, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 24th Annual Cinequest Fihn Festival (CQFF), lauded 

by Chi-is Gore’s Ultimate Film Festival Survival Guide as "one that sets the trends and... 

Ga~’den State Film Festival 

GARDEN STATE FILM FESTIVAL Atlantic Ci~, New Jersey - USA April 3 to 6, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 12tla Annnal Garden State Film Festival 

(GSFF), offering a thrilling platform on which to display and celebrate extraordinau... 

Ethnog~-atilm Festi val Call for Entries 
Ethnogmtilm 2014 http:i/etlmogratilm.com We axe delighted to mmounce and humbly invite yonr submissions to "the first annual Ethi~ografilm Festival, 17-20 April 

2014, in Pads, France, at Cin6 13 Th6fitre, an historic site for film... 

Florida Media Market Call for Entries 

FLORIDA MEDLA_ b, UXP, KET Miami Beach, Florida - USA January 22 to 26, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 7th Annual Florida Media Market (FMM), 

dedicated to connecting great stories and sto~ellers ac~ass a vm-iety of exciting media platforms... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Indiana University Press <iupress@iMianatm00.com> 

Friday, November 1, 2013 9:20 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.nnc.edu> 

New books from IU Press 

Indiana University Press 

Dear Charlene Regester, 

The following is an email update based on the interests chosen in your profile. To 

ensure you continue to receive emails that ONLY match your preferences, be sure to 

edit your profile to refine what we send you. 

Blinded by the V~hites 
Why Race Still Matters in 2~st-Century America 

David H. Ikard 

"David Ikard is among our sharpest and most exciting thinkers on 

race, culture and polities and this collection features some of his 

most incisive work. Adroit in its analysis, elegant in its prose, 

consider Blinded by the Whites required reading." --William 

3elani Cobb, author of The Substance of IIope: Barack Obama & 

the Paradox of Progress 

Blacks in the Diaspora 

192 pp. 

cloth 978-0-253-01096-4 $28.00 

ebook 978-o-253-OllO3-9 $23.99 

Blinded ~/the 

Whites 

Jean-Lue Godard, Cinema Historian 
Michael ~Vitt 

"Michael Witt has given us a clear, exhilarating, inspiring 

presentation of Godard’s tour de force, Histoire(s) du cinema, 

bringing the director’s entire body of work into focus in the 

process. Beautifully written, his study succeeds brilliantly in 

making Godard’s most difficult films and videos comprehensible, 

tracing their genealogies within the director’s career and his 

points of reference." --J anet Bergstrom, Professor of Cinema and 

Media Studies, UCLA 

288 pp., 26~ color illus. 

cloth 978-0-253-00722-3 $85.00 
paper 978-o-253-oo728-5 $35.oo 

ebook 978-o-253-oo73o-8 $29.99 

Jean-Luc Godard~ 

Cinema Historian 

Richard E. Normaa~ aa~d Race Filmmakhlg 
Barbara Tepa Lupaek 
Foreword by Michael T. Martin 

"Grounded in impressive archival research, Barbara Lupack’s 

book offers a long overdue history of Richard E. Norman and the 

filmmaking company he established early in the twentieth 

century. Impack’s ability to describe Norman’s films--and the 

work that went into their production--reanimates them for 

readers and stresses their role in shaping early African American 

cinematic representation." --Paula Massood, author of Making a 

Promised Land: Harlem in 2oth-Century Photography and Film 

400 pp., 40 b&w illus. 

cloth 978-0-253-01056-8 $85.00 
paper 978-o-253-OlO64-3 $30.00 

Richard E. Norman 
and Race 
Filrr~makin9 



ebook 978-0-253-01072-8 $25.99 

Locating the Movhlg hnage 
New Approaches to Film and Place 

Edited by ,Julia Hallani and Les Roberts 

"Introducing new interdisciplinary methods and asking new 

questions, Locating the Moving Image takes film studies into 

new territory, beyond the boundaries of the text and its 

interpretation, towards an understanding of the relationship 

between culture, spatiality and place." --Richard Maltby, 

Matthew Flinders Distinguished Professor of Screen Studies, 

Flinders University 

Locating the 

Moving image 

The Spatial Humanities 

276 pp., 40 b&w illus. 

cloth 978-o-253-OlO97-1 $85.o0 

paper 978-0-253-01105-3 $32.00 

ebook 978-o-253-o1112-1 $27.99 

Italian Silent Cinema 
.4 Reader 

Edited by Giorgio Bertellini 

’~ fascinating reconsideration of the conceptual models that 

have been foundational for histories of film and visual culture in 

English-language studies, and an essential reminder that our 

ability to assess cinema’s past depends on a commitment to 

international collaboration and translation. Italian Silent 

Cinema: A Reader represents the very best in film historical 

scholarship today." --.Jennifer Bean, Director of Cinema and 

Media Studies and Associate Chair of the Department of 

Comparative Literature, University of Washington 

italian Silent 

Cinema 

Distributed for John Libbey Publishing 

Sales territory is ]infited to North America and Asia 

4ol pp., 45 color illus., 112 b&w illus. 
paper 978o-86196-67o-7 $40.0o 

Moroccan Noir 
Police~ Crime, and Politics in Popular Culture 

Jonathan Smolin 

"[I]n every conceivable way a pioneering piece of research... 

Combining an analysis of the gradual liberalization of Moroccan 

government policy toward the press and publicity with astute 

discussions of reportage and fictional narratives both in print 

and on television, Smolin not only shows his critical acmnen as a 

literature scholar but also offers a unique picture of social 

change in Morocco." --Roger Allen, University of Pennsylvania 

Public Cultures of the Middle East and North Africa 

3o8 pp., 2o b&w illus. 

cloth 978-o-253-OlO57-5 $8o.oo 
paper 978-o-253-o1o65-o $3o.oo 

ebook 978-o-253-OlO73-5 $25.99 

Moroccan Noir 



The Scholar’s Survival Manual 
A Road Map for Students, Faculty, and Administrators 

Martin H. Krieger 

"Krieger certainly knows his way around the halls of academia. 

Pulling content from his blog on this topic, he counsels everyone 

from graduate students to untenured and tenured faculty to 

university administrators on how to navigate their scholarly 

aspirations. The tone is inviting and intimate .... Anyone 

interested in or connected to the world of academic scholarship 

will discover here solid, considered, and instructive strategies to 

walking those hallowed hallways." --Library Journal 

416 pp. 

cloth 978-o-253-OlO55-1 $70.00 

paper’ 978-o-253-OlO63-6 $25.00 

ehook 978-o-253-OlO71-1 $21.99 

The Scholar’s 

Su r¢ival Manual 

~U Press podeast 

Indiana University Press 

Office of Scholarly Publishing 

Herman B Wells Library 35<) 

1320 E loth St. 

Bloomington, IN 474o5-3 9 o 7 

You are subscribed using the following email address: regester@emai|.une.edu. If you wish 

to change your selections or unsubseribe altogether, click below. 

:: Tailor your profile settings. 

:: Forward this to a friend.. 

:: To be removed, rise ibis ooe.-eli,:zk unstibseribe ]i~k . 
:: Not yel signed up~ Go here.. 

:: lndiana (lmvers~ty Press does not sell, s!~are or trade 
eleetror_,ic address ir_,formation with a_qyor~e. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 1, 2013 2:40 PM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

P-card use request 

P-card use request.xlsx 

Dear Faculty members, 

Kindly find attached new fiscal form: Request.for Use o.fthe Department Credit Card. The form should be submitted to 

Travis, for each P- card transaction. 

Thank you, 
Sonia 

Sonia Colon 
Accounting Technician 

Public Policy Department - 962-4854 
Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

(M. 8-5, T. 1-5, W.8-12, T. 1-5, F. 8-5) 

African, African -American & Diaspora Studies - 966-1295 

Battle Hall, CB # 3395 
(T. 8-12, W. 1-5, T. 8-12, ) 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: regester~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=65646456.94d215e 1724eab7c882d0cbfflbaflbf&n=T&l=aaad&o=33803902 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33803902-65646456.94d215e1724eab7c882d0cbfflbaflbf~,listserv.unc.edu 



Vendor name: 

Request for Use of the Department Credit Card(P-Card) -AAAD 

purchase date: 

Items purchased: 

Reason for purchase: 

Account number to be charge: 

Total amount of purchase: 

Sales tax charge: 

I understand that the purchasing card may NOTbe used for: 

Alcohol/Tobacco 
Anything costing more than $5,000 

Contracts 
Cash Advance 
Conference Registrations 

Gift Certificates/Gift Cards 
Membership Dues 

Personal Items 
Rentals 
Restaurants/Coffee shops/Catering 

Services(labor/maintenance) 
Employee educational expenses 



Travel (Including Hotel and Registration) 
Note: The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, is exempt from North Carolina Sales Tax 

Faculty Member signature: 

Card holder signature: 

Accounting approval: 

(costs are reasonable and allowable, also check for account funds availability ) 

Please attach to this [orm the purchase receipt. 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

California College of the Arts <communicalions@cca.edu> 

Friday, November 1, 2013 2:59 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@,emaJJ.unc.edu> 

CCA NOVEMBER 2013 NEWS & EVENTS 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

CNH I-’ROF’ILKS M.’.%~% IN 
,L.K}’.SIGN S’/’R~F/’[".:GS~ ALbM 
Ardy Sobhani’s Oru Kayak 
and its s~ccessful Kickstarter 
campaign are the subject of 
CNN’s B~ueprint blog. 

CCA is ~aunching new MBA 
programs ~t] Strategic 
Foresight and Public Policy 
Design, training the creative 
leaders oI tomorrow. 

SKAN 
AX ~RTIST WHO 

Sean McFariand (MFA 2004) 
has shown at SFMOMA, the 
Be[ke~ey Art Museum, and 

Ye[ba Buena Center for [he 

AF[S, 8rid has worl nu~Tlerous 

natbnal art pdzes. He has a 
solo show at Stephen 
Ga~le[~ opening soon. 

CCA faculty presented papers 
and engaged in diabgue 

month at the REMODEL 2 
Sculpture Symposium, 

Oakland campus 

John Kahrs is an animator 
and filmrnaker wi[h credits on 

feature ~]k#s w~th Pixar, 
D~sney, and Bk,le Sky Studios. 

In 2012 he won an Oscar 
Ns short film, Paperman. 

San Francisco campus 

FrL, Nov, 8, 
Shed F~nk’s reposing has 
earned her a Pu~i[zer Prize 
and the Nafiona~ Magazine 

Award. She ~s the author of 
Five Days at Memogal: Life 
and Deat,~ in a Store?- 

?:AS T C©M~NY 

S3"RATKGY 
Fast Company says that the 

launch of CCA’s MBA in 
Design Strategy was one of 

the most notabb events of 
2008. 

,@X i~1COM~CS 

,4 ~,~L"., WORLD 
"Schools like OOA provide 

students with an opportunity 
to prepare for a career in the 

comics industi~/. [Gradua[es] 
earn a Master of Fine Arts in 
Cornics" 



HELLY 

Kelly Rodriguez (Architecture 

1997) is [he execulve director 
of ARCADE, a 8eatle-.based 
nonprofit that promotes 
m@ldiscipfna~ cfabgues 
~nteg~ating a~shitecture, 
design~ c@ture~ science, and 

the arts. 
R~w:~d ~r~o~..,.. 

Sarah Hotchkiss (MFA 2011 ) 
~s a San Francisco aR~st, 
curator, and writer. By day 

she is the communications 
and outreach director a[ 
So@hem Exposure. By night 

she writes l~r KQED, Art 
Praclca~, Squarecyfnder, 
SFMOMA’s Open Space bbg, 

and more 

Ravaged Hospital 

fs,.S o,,<.~ i ,," ",, ",,b .... 

.,’+:/RST A~b4L}S~L 

FrL Nov. 8, 
AI members of the CCA 
community are ~nv~ted [o the 

first annual CCA ~£ante~ Bal~ 
Th~s year’s [home ~s the 

Black-and-~h~te Pa~ Free 
admission for at current 
students. 

",,’,H {L S.I",, .,,"%,’< 

Chronicle art critic Kenneth 

Baker talks with former 
Sculpture faculty member 
Bella Feldman on the 
occasion of her retrospective 

at the Richmond Art Center. 
Re~,,’d 

eL S~ 0 ".,"’0 R Y" A R Ob~,,+" 

"[The show] features the work 
of several architects, 
designers, and perfumers," 
and highlights "the importance 

of odor as a his[orical Ibrce, 
from early 19-cen[ury fears of 
miasmatic con[agion to more 
recent coRoerns about a~r 

regularly with CC~ 

This email was sent to regester@email.unc.edu by communications@cca.edu 

Update Profile/Emal Address i ’~nstant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 



California College of the Arts I 1111 Eighth Street I San Francisco I CA ] 94107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Monday, November 4, 2013 12:15 AM 

~reen~ciety-announce@&tke.edu; tilm-video <tilm-video@dnke.edu-~; ami-thculty@duke.edu; amicert@duke.edu; Literature Program 

<literat ure@duke.edn> 

**Screen/Society & Cine-Eas~: TONIGHT--Mon 11/4: "High Tecl~ Low Life" / Wed 11/6: "Bandhobi" 

Please distribute widely 

Screen/Society presents... 

i%’~ ~ day N~vember 4~-}~ ~ 7pro: 
High Tech, Low Lij? 

Download PDF Flyer ] More Info ] View Trailer 

Bandhobi 



== Download PDF Flyer ] More Intb i View Trailer (trailer is unsubtitled) == 

tt ttp:i/ami, duke. edu/screensociety 

All Screen~’Socie0 events are coordinated and co-sponsored 

by the Program in the Arts of the Moving Image 

tiank Okazaki 

Exhibitions Pr ogr a~.~.er 

Program in the" Arts of ~;he H)ving image 

114 S. Buchanan Blvd, Bay 12, Rm AI21 

Duke University, Box 90766 

Durhan, NC 27708 

E-maii: hokazak@duke.edu 

Phone: (919)660-3031 

Fax: (919)681-1378 

Web; http:iami.duke.edu/screensociety/ 





How would you like to respond? 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

i.~: Ari Hi,~ 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



i~ Frank P. Tomasulo, Frank P. Tomasuio, Ph.D. has 3 new connections 
...... Ph.D. 

I X~ Bridget I ~ Mardhi I~ Deirdre 

Rizvana Bradley 
Assistant Professor of Women’s, 
Gender and Sexuality Studies at... 
[] Cormect 

Sally Greene 
Town Council Member at Town of 
Chapel Hill, NC 

[] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Heritage2014 <heritage2014@greenlines-ins~tute.og> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 12:04 PM 

heft rage2014@greenlines-institute.org 

HERITAGE 2014: CALL FOR PAPERS 

i’Xi heritage2014 banner.jpg 

HERITAGE 2014 

4th International Conference on Heritage and Sustainable Development 

HERITAGE 20t4 - 4th international Conference on Heritage and Sustainable Development follows the path of the previous editions: it aims at establishing 

a state of the art event regarding the relationships between forms and kinds of heritage and the framework of sustainable development concepts 

Once again the four dimensions of sustainable development (environment, economics, society and culture) are the pillars of this event, defining a singular 

approach on howto deal with the specific subject of heritage sustainability Furthermore, beyond the traditional aspects of heritage preservation and 

safeguarding, the relevance and significance of the sustainable development concept is to be discussed and scrutinised by some of the most eminent 

worldwide experts. 

Nowadays, heritage preservation and safeguarding is facing new and complex problems. Degradation of Heritage sites is not any more just a result of 

materials ageing or environmental actions. Factors such as global and local pollution, climate change, poverty, religion, tourism, commodification, 

ideologies and war (among others) are now in the cutting edge for the emerging of new approaches, concerns and visions about heritage. 

Thus, Heritage 2014 - 4th International Conference on Heritage and Sustainable Development proposes a global view on how heritage is being 

contextualized in relation with the four dimensions of sustainable development. What is being done in terms of research, future directions, methodologies, 

working tools and other significant aspects of both theoretical and field approaches will be the aims of this International Conference. Furthermore, heritage 

governance, and education are brought into discussion as the key factors for enlightenment of future global strategies for heritage preservation and 

safeguarding. 

A special chapter on Heritage and Cultural Tourism was included in this edition, as cultural tourism became a major theme and a major area of research. 

Applied field research as well as theoretical approaches are welcome in this special chapter that is meant to be a wide and meaningful forum of debate on 

this topic. 

HERITAGE 2014 is a peer reviewed conference. 

Visit the conference website for full details about the conference scope, topics and submission procedures at: 

_h__t t_ P_ 2 [ZL#_w__:_b__e__r_ Lt _a_ ~g _o_-.__2__0__ J__4__,.~__r _e__~ #_[ Ln__o_-.__s__- j_O_ R Sj I U $_~ :_~ rfl 

Submit an abstract or a panel proposal via the conference website: -h--t-t-p-;Z-/~--~--~-h---e--r-~t-~-~q-~--~-~---1--4--~-r--~--~#-[Ln--~-~-s---j-n---s--tj-t-i[$-~R[NZ or contact the Conference Secretariat 

below. 

¯ Heritage and society 

¯ Heritage and environment 

¯ Heritage and economics 

¯ Heritage and culture 

¯ Heritage and education for the future 

¯ Preservation of historic buildings and structures 

Official language of the conference for publication purposes is ENGLISH. Therefore, abstracts and papers must be submitted in English. 

Official languages of the conference for oral presentations are ENGLISH, SPANISH and PORTUGUESE 

Parallel sessions will be organised according to the working language. 

Secretariat HERITAGE 2014 

Green Lines Institute for Sustainable Development 

Av. Alcaldes de Faria, 377 $12 

4750-106 Barcelos, PORTUGAL 

Telephone: + 351 253 815 037 

Email: heritage2014(~greenlirles-.insl:itute.org 

Please circulate this announcement to colleagues who may be interested in this conference. 

Follow us on: 



Please note: We endeavour to e-mail you information relevant to your field¯ However, if you are now specialising in another field or if you no longer wish to 

be included in this list please reply to the email: herita~]e2014~,~]reenlines-.irlstitute.org wth ’Unsubscr be ’HER TAGE 2014’ as the subject line 

logo gI.JPG 
i.~.i logo ijhsd.jpg 

~ogo ii~o.ipg ~iii logo heritagescope 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elastic Email <mailer@elas~ticemail.com~ on behalf of 

brandon.thomas@aux- services.unc.edu 

Monday, November 4, 2013 5:45 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Campus Survey - Opportunity to mn valuable daily prizes! 

To the Campus Community: 

Carolina Dining Services strives to make yonr campus dining experience excellent. In doing so, we are conducting a customer ,satisfaction survey that will help identify 

what we are doing well and where we can make improvements. By sharing your thoughts and opinions, we will gain valuable insight to help improve your overall dining 
experience. 

This online survey will take a few short minutes to complete and your responses are contidenfial. You must type in the code below in order to enter to fill out the 

survey. 

BE ENTERED TO WIN! As a speciaJ thank you for responding to this survey, you will be entered into daily drawings to win top qualiF prizes’. 

Code: 221JXL5WE 

Click on this link to begin the survey: http:/iw~v.nacuf~ustomersnrvev.com/ 

If you cannot click on the link, cow and pas~te the URL into your Interact browser address bar and hit enter. 

We appreciate your time and thank yon for your assistance. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

info@ncbsonline.org on behalf of 

National Cotmcil for Black Studies <info@ncbsonline.org> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 9:16 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Call for Papers - 2014 NCBS Confeience 

Forward this email 

] 

This emN[ was serl~ to reges[er@email.unc.edu by [tLf_o__d~_n__c_’_b__~_r_~_l_ij)_’_e_:_o__r£.l. 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscdbe" Privao/Policy, 

NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR BLACK STUDIES :: University of Cincinnati :: 3514 French HalI-Africana Studies P.O. Box 210370 :: Cincinnati i OH :: 45221-0370 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge <eupdates@tandf.co.u k> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 9:17 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

SOULS Special Issue: Black Protest, Politics, & Forms of Resistance 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

Souls: A Critical Journal of 
Black Politics, Culture, 

and Society 

"This issue of Se~gs will focus on varied forms of resistance to 

oppression and domination experienced, by Biack people as well 

as other peol;le.,~ o[ coior. [it] takes up the questk’ln of protest 

tactics, and their changing and continued relevance to Biack and 

other oppressed communities We are aiso widening our lens to 

The following articles from this special issue are available for 

FRI~ to reaci and do~’,,nl,’l~d for a limited time Click on the titles 

beiow’to access this content 

is a qua~lerly interdiscipiinary journal founded in 1999. ]he 

journal was inspired by two academic publication proiects 

initiated by W E. B. Du Bios: The Atlanta Univer.,~ity Sedes o~ 

annuai research readers and [~hylon journal. Its strategic 

objective is to use Du Boisian social and poiitical theory as a 

sl:a!ting point for examining the racfioal poh~nl:ial of the field of 

African-American Studies..’::’o,::,:=:~= explores the ~ntellectual debates 

that are central to t~e we~k of schoia~s and activists, challenging 

ways that create new possibilities for a democratic prax~s and 

pursuit of social justice 

submission Manuscripts are peer-review’ed by members of our 

Editorial Working Group and our Editorial Advisory Board, as well 

as other affiliated scholars. 



author’s full mailing address, e-mail address, telephone and fax 

numbers, and professional organizational or academic 

affiliation The ,’:ov~!r ietter should indi,’:al:~ that the manuscript 

contains original content, has not previously been pubiished, and 

is not under review by another publication Authors are 

materials from a copyrighted work in excess of 500 words 

Professor Barbara Ransby and Prudence Brown 

individual print-oniy subscription to Souis at a special rate Email 

!q:?:~ii~::iq ~.:i~!ii::ii!i~ii:ii i::ii::i~ii ~:? !:?::!::::ii:i to subscribe. 

STUDENTS-jus[ US$30/£18 

ASALH- Association for the Study of African American Life 

and History- US$50/£31 

AB/~,-Ass,’)eiat iorl ~o r Bla,’: k Ant h r ol;ologi,~t s- US$501£31 

CAAR- Collegium for African American Research- US$50/ 

£31 

ASV, ZAD- Association for the Study of the Worldwide 

African Diaspora- US$50/£31 

_8__i~_n____u_A__b_2___s___u__b_j_e__c__t___a__r__e__a_. t o receive ~ews a~d offere straight to your h~bo× fror~ the Taylor & Francis Group. 

Yo[i will be abie to update your details or [ir~subscribe at any time. 

if yo[i ~,ish to discontinue receiving messsges from Taylor & Francis, please send an email to eUpdates~tandf.co.uk and 

include the word "unsubscr~be" in the subject and body of the email 

We respecl your privacy slid ,,,/ill not disciose, ren~ o[ sell your email address ~o any outside organisations. 

Copyright to: 2013 Tayio[ & Francis, all Informa business. 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Inforl!-~a UK [.h!-~ited registered ir~ England under no. 1072954 

Registered office: Morbmer House, 3Y-4~ Mortimer Street London, W~[ 3JH. 

TMs ~s a cornme[cial message 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salem Press <offers@salempress.com~ 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 9:27 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

All the Literature Curriculum Suptx~rt your Students Need is Here! 

Salem Press’ Literature Series is specifically designed to support 
undergraduate literature explorations and the analytical skill building that results 
in top performing literature class students. 

These are Must-Haves for every College Library or English Department 
Explore this great content today!!! 

Start turning the pages now,., 

S__a._!._e__m_ ____._L!.t e__ra__.t_u___._r_.e____.D_!g!_.ta_[_._c_ .a__.t_a_!_o.__g 
(Remember you get free online access 

for all your students with your print buy) 

Be Sure to Use This Special Order Form 
for Discount Pricing 

Look for the "NEW" Buttons throughout the catalog to browse 
all of our new & forthcoming titles! 

Your sa~es rep can give you instant access 
the minute you order! 

(800) 221-1592 

A print version of the Literature Catalog will be in the mail as well, but we wanted you to 
have a first hand look at the new offerings. 



CONNECTED 

~Forward this email 

this ernai[ was sent to regester@emaii.unc,edu by .o_ _ff..e_[.s__@.__s@_le_olp__r.e__s_s~_c._o_9! 

Instant removai with Sal:eUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy.. 

Salem Press 2 University Plaza i Suite 310 Hackensack :: NJ :: 07601 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Prof. Etmice SaNe, Chair of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies <host@invite.pingg.com> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 9:57 AM 

Regester, Cha, lene B <regesl~er@ema?d.unc.edu> 

Protl Eunice SaNe, Chair of At?ican, African Americml, and Diaspora Studies have updated your invitation to Open ttou~ 

You have been invited by Prof. Eunice SaNe, Chair of African, African American, 

and Diaspora Studies to Open House. 

Will you b~ ~,,ttending? 

.g:: Emai~ shodo~ne 

%: Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

..... The Univelsity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Fall 2013 Student Open House 

with Pizza and Dessert - 

The faculty a nd staff of the 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

Invites you to Join them for an Open House 

With Pizza and Dessert 

Come to talk with faculty and staff, meet your fellow majors, 

and learn about upcoming Department activites. 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 from 5-7PM at Battle Hall, Third Floor 

DATE 

LOCATION 

::.~.:: Celebrations.com 

220 5ti: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ken Lee < @earthlink.net~ 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 12:58 PM 

Lee Lee, Ken ~earthlink.com> 

Attention Film Educators.....Mac Users...You cm~ now Buy and View Master Shots Ebooks directly on your Desktop or Laptop 

Dear UFVA Associates 

Master Shots Ebooks ruth HD Video and Audio NOW is AVAILABLE TO ALL MAC USERS 

Here’s what you need 

1) Dowuload the FREE Maverick OSX 
2) Click ou www.mwp.com to see samples and purchase Master Shots Ibooks on 

Apple Ibookstore 

Special Promotional price of only $9.99/each for Action, Story, and Suspense 

Now you cm~ enjoy Master Shots Ebooks on your Desktop, Laptop and Your iPad’. 

Here’s a simple video to show you how EASY IT IS’. 

http:/ivoutu.beiAi 5PqzYIBuM 

If you have queslions, please contact me! 

Cheers 

Ken Lee 

Phone (206)283-2948 

Cell 

FAX (206) 283-2072 

kenlee@rnwp.com 

Skype 

kentonlee 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NAAAS & Affiliates <naaasconference@eart~alink.net~ 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 10:15 PM 

NAAAS & Affiliates <n~aasconibrence@earthlink.ne~~ 

Just 4 More Days! NAAAS & Affiliates - Call {br Papers 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

You are receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in the National Association of African American Studies & Affiliates. Don’t forget to add 
naaasconference@earthlink.net to your address book so we’ll be sure to land in your inbox! 
You may unsubscribe (reply) if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

22nd Annual Conference 

i.X.i Crowne Plaza Logo 

7be National Association of 

African American Studies & 
Affilie[es is i~osting its 22nd annual 

national cenference February 
15, 2014 in Baton Rouge, 

2014 Call for Papers 

NAVE YOUR SUBMITTED YOUR ABSTRACT? 
JUST 4 ~4ORE DAYS} SUBMIT YOUR ABSTRACT 

NOW! 

Abstracts, not to exceed two (2) pages, should be 
submitted that relate to any aspect of the Afl-ican and 
African American, Hispanic and Latino, Native 
American, Indigenous Peoples or Asian experience. 
Subjects may include, but are not limited to: literature, 
demographics, history, politics, economics, education, 
health care, fine ar~s, religion, social sciences, business 
and many other subjects. F’lease indicate the time 
required for presentation of your paper (25 minutes OR 

45 minutes). 

ABSTRACTS LMTH TITLE OF PAPER, PRE,~ENTER% NAME, 
HOME AND INSTITUTION/ORGANIZATION ADDRESS AND 

Louisiana at the Crowne Plaza 
Executive Cen~e[ MAIL SHOULD BE EMAILED, FAXED, OR POSTMARKED BY: 

Fdday, November 8, 2013. 

Special Pa ~icipan~s: 

SENDABe, TRACTe, TO: 
Drr Lemue~ Bert% Jr. 

(February !3-!5.20!4~ Executive Direator, NAAAS & Affiliates 

.................................................. [ ....... PO Box 6670 

Conference Hotel Scarborough, ME 04070~6670 
Telephone: 207/839-8004 

~ Crowne Fiaza Logo                            Fax: 207/839-3776 

Ema~£ naaasconference@ea~hlink.net 

Rouge 
We hope you w~ll jo~n us as we ce~ebrste our 22nd annual event. 

Quick Links... See you Jr~ Baton 

Presentation Formats 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clariu Press, Inc. <clariU@islandnet.com> 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 1:13 AM 

Regester, Chmtene B <mgester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

BOOK Gold Wars: The Battle for the Global Economy / Kelly Mitchell 

MANIPULATING GOLD: WHO’S DOING IT, HOW AND WHY?, 

"If you want to escape the false reali~ of the Matrix within which we live, read Kelly Mitchell’s book." 

PA~L CRAI~ 

former Assistant Secretary, US Treasury 

see more here: 

GOLD 
WARS 
The Battle for the 
Global Economy 

by 

Kelly Mitchell 

ISBN: 978-0-9860362-6-2 

$24.95 2013 268 pp. 42 graphs 

EBOOK ISBN: 978-0-9860362-7-9 

$15.00 

Available from 

¯ CladN Press, 
¯ amazon.com. 
¯ amazon.co.uk 
¯ amazoiq.ca 
¯ Available from Distributors 

in the USA, the UK/Europe, 
Middle East, Malaysia/Singapore 

READ THE 
INTRODUCTION 

View Table of Contents 

Mitchell offers out-of-fl~e-box 



Gold Wars: Ba#!e for the Global Economy addresses the grotesque, 

growing and unsustainaNe imbalances in the financial system. As gold is 

the barometer of systemic ills, a war on gold - to drive down its price - is 

taking p~ace to hide the negative impacts of fiat currency, shadow 

banking and centra~ banking on the global financial system. 

GoM Wat~ features a detailed breakdown of the gross manipulations in the 

gold market - from nonexistent paper gold, smackdowns, high-frequency 

trading, and ETFs to Central Bank games like swapping!leasing, shell 

accounting, midnight raids, clandestine gold movements and regulatory 

attacks on investors. Mitchell offers a prediction of the results for the gold 

market: when the manipulation fails, paper and physical prices will separate, 

with the physical selling for multiples of paper. 

Similarly silver, with its own unique characteristics for industry and 

investment, is also targeted as a potential refuge for flight from paper, 

though strangely, above-ground gold is now more plentiful than silver~ Add 

to this a silver shoit position roiling from one institution to another as each 

fails, a 4-year foot dragging investigation into market fraud, and a class 

action suit for manipulation and the market has a recipe for a pressure 

cooker at maximum 

Western banks, lacking the go~d to cover their obligations, wili 

eventually declare a force majeure - an event supposedly the result of the 

elements of nature, as opposed to one caused by human behavior--as a 

pretext for settling their obligations in increasingly valueless paper. 

Where is the resistance to this distortion and corruption of value? Power is 

flowing East as China and Russia have drawn in massive amounts of gold 

while denying the inflow. The BRICS will unveil a gold backed trade note to 

supplant the dollar. Simultaneously, they will force the US debt back home 

in exchange for real assets, choking the Fed/Treasury on the mountain of 

paper, and grabbing the financial power. This momentous shift is already 

underway. 

Gold Wars is must reading to awaken public resistance to the ongoing 
deception of central banks and the banking Cartel that threatens the 

systemic stability of the West. 

insight into how global finance really 

works.. 

\Veil-sourced and lfighly 

informative, GOLD ~~4RS is a must 

read for educated readers seeking 

finanri~ protection. 

Mitchell writes in a slan@-, easy-to- 

read s~’le spiked with h~unor. 

KELLY F~ITCHELL works as a strategic 

business analyst, With a lengthy career 

in investing, a deep knowledge of the 
globalized economy and an 

unconventional insight into modern 

markets, he brings a unique, much- 

needed voice to a largely one-sided 

debate. 

He is also the author of A Spiritua! 
Autopsy of Science and Religion and 

Advise Yourself: Expos!ng the Financia! 

Adviser $camo 

Mitchel~ provides insight on financial 

protection in today’s corrupted markets 
at _qold-wars.com. 

~http:/i~.claritvp~ess.conv’file~Mitchell- 

Introduction22.pdf 

View Table of Contents 

Request a review or desk copy 

CLARITY PRESS, INC. 

h ttp://www.claritypress.com 

You are presently listed as a subscriber for press releases from Clarity Press, Inc 

To unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alanciu ion, @hotmail.com> 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 2:10 AM 

editor@ijbssnet.com 

Call for Papers 

Call for Papers 
International Journal of Business and Social Science 

ISSN 2219-1933 (Print), 2219- 6021 (Online) 

International Journal of Business and Social Science (IJBSS) is a monthly peer reviewed journal published by Center for Promoting Ideas 

{CPI), USA. It covers the areas of business and social science such as management, marketing, finance, economics, banking, accounting, 

human resources management, international business, hotel and tourism, entrepreneurship development, business ethics, international 

relations, law, development studies, population studies, history, journalism and mass communication, corporate governance, cross- 

cultural studies, public administration, psychology, sociology, women studies, social welfare, anthropology, linguistics, education and so 

on, 

The journal is published in both print and online versions. 

IJBSS publishes original papers, review papers, conceptual framework, analytical and simulation models, case studies, empirical research, 

technical notes, and book reviews. 

IJBSS is indexed with and included in and J~u~n~i~ek n~t. 

Moreover the journal is under the indexing process with ISI, ERIC, Scopus, and Econlit. 

IJBSS is inviting papers for Vol. 4 No. 13 which is scheduled to be published on December 15, 2013. Last date of submission: November 

20, 20~.3. However, an early submission will get preference in case of review and publication process. 

Send your manuscript to the editor at editor@ijbssnet.com, or editorJjbss@hotmail.com 

For more information, visit the official website of the journal www.ijbssnet.com 

With thanks, 

Dr. Nozar Hashemzadeh 

Editor, International Journal of Business and Social Science {UBSS) 

& 

Professor, Department of Economics, Radford University, USA 

Contact: editor@ijbssnet.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu> 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 4:33 AM 

screen~ciety-announce@duke.edu; tilm-video <tilm-video@dnke.edu>; ami-thculty@duke.edu; amicert@duke.edu; Literature Program 

<literat ure@duke.edn> 

**Screen/Society TONIGHT--Wed 11/6: "Bandhobi" - S. Korean indie film ( ~ 2 screenings next wee~ from Tibet & Palestine) 

Please distribute ~,idely ~ 

Screen/Society presents... 

Bandhobi 

== Download PDF Fiver I More Info i View Trailer (trailer is unsubtitled) == 

Coming Next Week: 



Old Dog 
== Download PDF Flyer ] More Inlb ] View Trailer == 

Infiltrators 
Special screening with Nick Denes, co-director of the 

Palestine Film Foundation, UK_! (Q&A to follow) 

Download PDF Flyer I More In~b I View Trailer 



ht&:/!ami.duke.edu/screensocietv 

211 Screen/Society events are coordinated and co-sponsored 
by the Program in the Arts of the ~oving Image 

Hank Okazaki 
E x h i b i t i o :+ s P r o g r a: +: ++=" ~ 

Program in the Art:s )f the Hov~ng image 

Smith Warehouse 

114 S. Buchanan Bird, Bay 12, Roo~’ A121 

Duke U[~Jversity, Box 90766 
Durham, NC 27708-0766 

E-mail: hoHazak@duke.edu 

Phone: 919-660-3031 

Fax: 919-681-13’78 

Web: http://ami.duke.edu/screensocietv 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

University Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 
Laura Vazquez <lvazquez@NIU.EDU> 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 7:16 AM 

U FVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.E DU 

Carole Fielding Grants 

For over two decades, the Carole Fielding Student Grants have supported work by undergraduate and graduate students in film and video. 
Each year, more than $5000 is competitively awarded for production/research proposals in five categories. Every year, the UFVA allocates 
money from dues and scholarship donations to fund the entire budget of the Carole Fielding Student Grants. 

Applications are due by December 15th, 2013. Applicant must be sponsored by a faculty member who is an active member of the 
University Film and Video Association. Applicant must submit a one-page project description, one-page resume, statement by 
sponsoring UP-’-VA member, and budget. 

Please remind your students that the applications for Carole Fielding grant applications are available on the UFVA website. 

http://www.ufva.orq/.qrants/fieldin.q 

The process is being managed electronically this year= If you have questions, email me at: Lvazquez@niu.edu 

Professor Laura Vazquez 
Department of Communication 
815-753-7132 
Director, Reality Bytes Student :Independent Film Festival 
http://realitybytes, niu.ed u 

HLC site visit March 3=5, 2014- 
http://www, niu.ed u/hlc/ 
NTU’s re-accreditation self-study 

"Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can 
change the world. 3Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has." 
Margaret Mead (1901 - 1978) 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first 
and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoff UFVALIST-L (VVrite this command in body of email with 
nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

No~lh American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@mai157.wdc03.rsgsv.net> 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 11:04 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesler@emml.unc.edu> 

Reference tbr Native American Heritage Month 

Native Peoples A to Z -Second Edition 

Best Books for Academic Libraries recommends... 

NATIVE PEOPLES- A TO Z 
A Reference Guide to Native Peoples of the Western Hemisphere 

Courses on the indigenous people of the Americas are 
taught at your university. Native American educators and 
students will be looking for new reference materials that 
are culturally appropriate and sensitive to the many 
customs and ways of various tribes and nations. The 
material needs to reflect the diverse experiences that 
relate to indigenous peoples of the Americas. We are 
)leased to announce that such a publication is now 

available in the Second Edition of NATIVE PEOPLES A 
TO Z; A Reference Guide to Native Peoples of the 
Western Hemisphere. 

NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z provides authentic examples 
of indigenous Art, culture, literature and history. By 

purchasing a set of NATIVE PEOPLE A to Z you will be providing educators and students a reference that 
is culturally related to the academic needs of indigenous students and will promote student self-esteem and 
character development. 

Please visit www.NABDLLC.com to read a detailed description of the publication’s contents, and view 
sample pages of the encyclopedia. 

The addition of Native Peoples A to Z in your collection will allow students and faculty the ability to tteighten 
awareness and understanding of diverse indigenous cultures and unique traditions. 

Purchase orders are accepted from all institutions on net 60 day terms. If you would like to charge to your 
credit or purchasing card please call our customer service at (810) 231.3728. The ISBN for the set is 
1878592734. The eight volume set is $995.00. 

Thank you for your time and consideration in recommending NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z for purchase to 
your collection development librarian. 

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE IN THE U,S. 
Purchase orders are accepted from all organizations. 

For your convenience we accept Visa and MasterCard as a payment option. 

Customer Order Form 
Please send     set(s) of NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z - Second Edition (By. set) at $995.00 per set. 

ISBN: 9781878592735 

Name: Library Name: 

Phone: Email: 

Mailing Address: 

City: State: 

Payment Type: Visa MasterCard Check Purchase Order#: 

Cardholder Name: 

Card Number: 

Zip: 

Expiration Date: 

North Americ~n Book Distrib~itors, LLC ¯ P© Box 510 Hamburg, [’~’~1 48139 USA. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Prof. Etmice SaNe, Chair of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies <host@invite.pingg.com> 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 5:03 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@~.emafil.unc.edu> 

Reminder from Prof. Eunice Sahle, Chair of African, Ati-ican American, mad Diaspora Studies about Open ttouse 

Reminder 

[el comitqete e,,’ei-~t deta:ils click here 

Shareth, ..... twithyourfriends, ~i Lik ..... Facebook ii~iI Foil ........ Twitter Emailalink i~i Foil ...... Pinterest ii~iI Foil ...... Insta~ram 

ii ~;~ iI Celebrations corn 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@mail 117.us2.mc~.net> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 8:42 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emaJJ.unc.edu> 

Order Indi~ms of North Carolina tbr Native American Heritage Month 

The definitive reference work on/ndians of North Carolina... 

INDIANS OF NORTH CAROLINA 

November is National Native American Heritage Month. Students and faculty will be 
searching their school and local public libraries for information on Native Americans. 

Information on Native American History is available in many national publications. These 
national publications lack the detail for in-depth study on the Native Americans from North 
Carolina. 

Reference collections are in need of a dedicated publication on Native Americans of North 
Carolina. Indians of North Carolina contains everything you ever wanted to know about the tribes 
of North Carolina, including biographical entries of noteworthy leaders, articles on the traditions 
of various tribes and important historical events. 

View further details of Indians of North Carolina and all of our North Carolina history 
resources at our website, NABDLLC.com. 

FREE SHiPPiNG ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE BN THE ~J.S. 

Purchase orders are accepted from al~ or#anizations. 

For your convenience we ~ccept V~sa ~nd MasterOard ~s a payment option. 

Order Form 
Please send     copy(ies) of indians of North Carolina at $9&00 per copy. 
ISBN: 9780403099382 

Name: 

Phone: 

Mailing 

Address: 

City: 

Payment 

Type: 

Cardholder 

Name: 

Visa MasterCard Check 

Purchase Order #: 

Library Name: 

Email: 

State: Zip: 

Card 

Number: 
Expiration Date: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

info@ncbsonline.org on behalf of 

NCBS Essay Committee <info@ncbsonline.org> 

Thnrsday, November 7, 2013 9:21 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

2014 NCBS Student Essay Contest - Deadline Dec. 6, 2013 

2014 Student Essay Contest 
Dear NCBS Students, 

Every year NCBS hosts a nationwide student essay contest. Graduate 
and undergraduate students from all over participate in this event. The 
winners are recognized and honored at the annual Student Luncheon, 
which is held during the conference. If you or others are interested in 
submitting an essay for the Student Essay Contest, please do so by 
Frida y December 6, 2013. 

Award Amounts 

UND~ERS 
1st Place- $350.00 
2nd Place - $250.00 
3rd Place - $125.00 

GRADUATE WINNERS 
1st Place = $450.00 
2nd Place - $350.00 
3rd Place - $225.00 

Winners notified by February 4, 2014 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i.e. art, education, history, literature, politics, psychology, social 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 2. Contact information on Cover page ONLY! The essay must be 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
spaced with one inch margins-left to right and -top to bottom. 

3. Students are asked to document sources by with either MLA or the 
APA style guide. 

4. Submissions must be mailed to the address below. Faxed or 
electronic essays are not accepted. 

5. Cover sheet must include: your name, mailing address, 
telephone number, email address, name of faculty advisor, name of 
the college you attend, and your class status (i.e., freshman, 
sophomore, junior, senior or graduate student). 

Deadline: December 6, 2013 
FAXED OR ELECTRONIC ESSAYS ARE NOT ACCEPTED! 

Send all essays to: 

National Office, NCBS 

Department of African & African-American Studies 

University of Cincinnati 

P.O. Box 210370 

Cincinnati, OH 45221-0370 

S~reet/Ovemight Address 

University of Cincinnati - French Hall West 

2815 Commons Way, room 3514 

Cincinnati, OH 45221-0370 

38th Annual Conference 
Miami, Florida 

March 5 - 8, 2014 
Click here for more information. 



Nat onal Council for Black Studies 

Forward email 

this email was s~nt to ~geste@e~a unc ed[i b;’ info¢~ncbsonline.orq 
Update Prof:ile/Email Address Ii~star~t removalwith SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy, 

NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR BLACK STUDIES :: National Council for Black Stu :: P.O. Box 210370 Cincinnati :: OH :: 45221-0370 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA,’ Association for the Study of the Middle East mid Africa <info asmeascholars.org@maJll70.atl21.rsgsv.net> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 10:05 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

STILL TIME: Regisler NOW tbr Sixth Annual Conference! 

Is this email not displaying correctly? 
View it in your browser. 

***REGISTER NOW*** 
Sixth Annual ASMEA Conference 

Tides of Change. Looking Back and Forging Ahead in the Middle 
East & Africa 

November 21-23, 2013 
Key Bridge Marriott Hotel ¯ Washington, D.C. 

The 2013 conference will feature: 

Keynote address by Michael Young, opinion editor of Beirut’s Daily Star 

newspaper, "The Arab Upheavals: A View from Beirut." 

Opening reception remarks by H.E. Mohamed Bin Abdulla AI-Rumaihi, 

Ambassador of the State of Qatar. ~ invited 

Roundtable discussions on "Hezbollah in Lebanon, the Region, and Beyond," 

"Great Power Involvement in the Arab Upheavals," and "Revolution, Revolt, and 

Reform in North Africa," and much more. 

Banquet luncheon and professional networking reception. 

Film screenings. 

Displays by publishers of the latest academic titles. 

View preliminary schedule and papers to be presented. 

Registration fees: 

Full/Associate Members Registration: $85. 

Student Members Registration: $55. 

Non-Members Registration: $165. 

Become an ASMEA member here= 

For more information, contact 202.429.8860 or info(~.asmeascholars.org. 

Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa 

wv, wv.as meascholars.o rg 



follow on Twitter I friend on Facebook I forward to a friend 

Copyright © 2013 ASMEA, All rights reserved. 
You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website 
www.asmeascholars.org. 
Our mailing address is: 
ASMEA 
PO BOX 33699 
Washington, DO 20033 

Add us to your address book 

unsubscribefromthislistlu datesubscri tion references J view email in browser 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-no~ply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Li~flcedln Today <news@linkedin.com~ 

Friday, November 8, 2013 4:39 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edw~ 

Top news for Chmlene: 7 Strategies LocaJ Businesses Can Use to Engage College Students 

~ ~ and 
| Facebook? 

,~vMcb was oF~ce k~ow~ as the pbce where extremely... 

............................................... 

I : : Stud Flnds that Ph D s Study Flnds that Ph.D,s Who Wr~te ~ y ¯ . 

~ " WhoWrite 
lnterd~sc~Nina~ Dissertations.., 

Interaisciplina ~, 

L 

...... Schoo 



~ 
Columbia Business ¯ Columbia B~sin~ss School’s New image 
School’s Newlmage / Campaign 

/ c~g~ / 
J / ..:. ::::::r::/. :~::b’::::::: ::::: : :::::::::::::::::::::::: Whe~ Cok~rnbb ~us~ness 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

See more            I .......................................................................................................................................................................... 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~ Je~Sel~.ge ~ JackWe~c~ 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Editor ~ &:Jthor ~ Ce~dnm~st I           ExecL:twe Chairman Jack 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Popular Culture Association / American Culture Association <operations@pcaaca.org> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 8:28 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

November update from the PCA/ACA 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Hi, just a reminder that you’re receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in Popular 
Culture Association. Please add operations@pcaaca.org to your address book so we’ll be sure to land in 
your inbox! 
You may ._u__r)__s__u___b__s_’__c__rj__b_#. if: you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

N:: PCA/ACA logo 

Popular Culture Association /American Culture Association 

November Update 
8 November 2013 

SUBJEC3": November Update from the PCAtACA 

% Cloud Gate (The Bean) byjmcmichael 

("Cloud Gate ~he Bean)" ccqicensed by i[&~£[~!£[~9]) 

Wow! November is already upon us. We offer a big thanks to all of you who 
sent in your proposals, which are being vetted by our area chairs as we write 
this newsletter. 
The 2014 PCAiACA will be an amazing event, chock4u[I of great speakers ~n 
the hea~ of the City of Broad Shoulders We hope to see you there[ 
Read on for more ~ews and ~icknames of Chicago[ 
News ~n this ema~l: 
Q PC~ACA 2014 Annual conference 
I. Deadline reminders 
2. Travel Grants 
3~ PCN’ACA Awards 
4. Spring regional conferences 
5, Jo[~ us on Tw[~er and Facebook[ 

0. PCNACA Annual Conference: Chicago, April 16-19, 2014. 

The submission process has ended for the 2014 Conference. Now it’s time to 



register! All the information you need awaits your visit to the PCA/ACA 
conference site: 
http:!/pcaaca.org/national-conference-2/ 

From there you can find information about booking your hotel and registering for 
the conference in the Windy City. 

1. Deadline Reminders 
Please take note of these key dates regarding the 2014 conference. 
Key Dates: 

Nov t5, 2013 - Deadline for Travel Grant applications 
Dec 15, 2013 -"Early Bird" registration deadline 

Dec 16,2013 - Deadline for ._P____C__~__A____O_’___A______B___o___o____k_____A____w___a___r___d___s_. 
Jan 1,2014 - Deadline for .~....P....c..~~.a.~.n.~.d..~~J~..~.~..c.~~...G...r..a.~.d..~~..s..t...u...d...e...n...t.~.P...a...p.~.e.~.r~~..A....w....a..r...d.~.s. 
3an 15, 2014 - Last day to register for the conference and remain in the 
program 

Feb 1,2014 - Preliminary schedule published on-line 
April 16-19, 20I 4 - Conference meets at Chicago Marriott Miracle Mile 

2. Trave~ Grants - Deadline November 18 
The Endowment Fund of the Popular Culture Association and the American 
Culture Association was established in 1997 as a commitment to the long-term 
future of the study of American culture and popular culture in all its forms, 
venues, contexts, and exchanges. 
In 2014, the Endowment Fund will give approximately thirty-two scholarships 
($300) to support graduate student travel to the meeting and twelve ($500) to 
early-career faculty= Ten scholarships ($500) will be offered to visiting 
international scholars Research and travel to collection grants ($750) will be 
given to three individuals and one grant ($5,000) will go to support collection 
building. 
To see if you qualify and to begin the application process, visit: 
http:flpcaaca.orgiqrantsl 
After reviewing the grants page, if you have additional questions, please 
contact our Endowment Board Chair: Fred Isaac - 
3. Book and Journa~ Awards 

PCA/ACA Book Awards, E~ectronic Reference Award, and Peter Rollins 
Awards Deadline: Submissions must be received by Award Committee 
Members by December 16, 2013. 

If you wish to ask a publisher to submit a book, you must contact the publisher 
and ask them to nominate the book ASAP. 
More info: http://pcaaca.org/literary-and4ilm-awards/ 

PCA/ACA Journa~ Awards for best Graduate Student Paper 
Submissions deadline: January 1,2014 

Awards for the best Graduate Student Papers to be delivered at the 2014 

Conference. More info: http:iipcaaca.orgijournal-awards! 
4, Spring Regiona~ Conferences 

Unable to get to the Second City for the 2014 PCAiACA conference? Looking 
for another Popular Culture conference experience this Spring? Consider these 
spring regional conferences: 

Far VVest PCA: 21-23 Feb 2014 Las Vegas 
Southwest PACA: 19-22 Feb 2014 Albuquerque 
Oceanic PCA: 23-24 May 2014, Honolulu 

Join us on Twitter and Facebook! 

Aside from the PCA/ACA website ,¢http:flpcaaca.or,q), we also have a 
Facebook page {’http:iifacebook.comipcaaca) and a Twitter feed 
(http://twitter.com/pcaaca) 

Use the hashtag #pcaacal 4 to connect with other PCAiACA folks, plan panels, 
arrange room-sharinq, and more! 

If you have questions or concerns please email 
President Joy Sperling 

P.[.@.~.i~ ~.~;.@ P.~.~.~.~.,.9.rg. 
Brendan Riley II Lee Halper 

ED Operations II ED Events 



operat ons@pcaaca.or~q II events@pcaaca.org 

Join Our Mailing List 

Forward this email 

rh~s emsil ~,~’ss sent to regester@emsii.unc,edu b’,,’ _o_~_#_La__tj__o_t!_s__@j#__c__a__a__c__a_=_o__r_.q. 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SaFeUnsubscribeTM Privao/Policy, 

Popular Culture Association Popular Culture Association Columbia College Chicago, English Department 600 South Michigan Avenue :: Chicago :: iL :: 60605 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Columbia University Press <j b2579@cup-columbia.ccs~nd.com> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 8:47 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Save 30% on 2 New Titles in Film -- Bangladesh Film & Cinematic Appeals 

You’re receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in Columbia University Press. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails, 



Forward this email 

"]’his email was sel~t to regesterCo~emaikunc.edu by P_lI’_2_l__6_~_~I_CO_l_U_lI~b_ja_~gr~_~J_ 
Update Profile/Email Address ]~rista~lt removal s’~itil Saf:eUrlsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

Columbia University Press 6:[ West 62nd Street :: New York NY :[0023 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Prof. Etmice SaNe, Chair of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies <host@invite.pingg.com> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 5:01 PM 

Regester, Cha, lene B <regester@~,emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Thank You from Prof. Eunice Sahle, Chair of Atiican, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

%1: Thank You 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Sunday, November 10, 2013 11:48 PM 

~reen~ciety-announce@&tke.edu; tilm-video <tilm-video@dnke.edu-~; ami-thculty@duke.edu; amicert@duke.edu; Literature Program 

<literat ure@duke.edn> 

**Screen/Society this week--Mon Nov 11: "Old Dog" (Tibetan drama) ; Thu 11/14: "Infiltrators" ruth Nick Denes, co-director, Palestine 

Film Foundation (UK) 

Please distribute widely* 

Screen/Society presents... 

M~ day N~em~er I 1 ~’l, 7pro: 

OM Dog 

Download PDF Flyer I More Inib I View Trailer 



Infiltrators 
Special screening with Nick Denes, co-director of the 

Palestine Film Foundation, UK[ (Q&A to follow) 

Download PDF Flyer I More Info I View Trailer 

From Up On Poppy Hill 

Japanese anime feature by the son of Hayao Miy~aki! 

Dowrdoad PDF Flyer I More Info I View Trailer 



Dr. Strangelove 
Rare 35ram screening! 

Download PDF F1,/er I More Info I View ’][’miler 



http://ami.duke.eduiscreensodety 

All Screem~$ociety events are coordinated and co-sponsored 
by the Program in the Arts of the Moving Image 

Hank Okazaki 
Exhibitions Programme< 
Program ii] the Arts of the Moving image 
Smith Warehouse 
114 S. Buchanan Bird, Bay 12, Roo~’ AI21 
Duke University, Box 90766 
Durham, NC 27708-0766 

E-mail: hokazak@duke.edu 

Phone: 919-660-3031 

Fax: 919-681-1378 

Web: http://ami.duke.edu/screensocietv 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@mail51.wdc03.rsgsv.net> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 11:07 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Entire America~ Guide Series ~t now back in print 

::.’~i American Guide Series 

AMERICAN GUIDE SERIES 

The AMERICAN GUIDE SERIES was described as "The biggest, fastest and 
most original research job in the history of the world." The AMERICAN GUIDE 
SERIES was produced by the Federal Writers Project between 1935 and 1943. 
The Federal Writers Project was one of the many programs under the Works 
Progress Administration. These wonderful books cover all 50 states except for 
Hawaii. Each volume covers a state’s history, geography, and culture along 
with photographs, maps, bibliography and index. The project enlisted the 

talents of such well-known writers as John Cheever, Saul Bellow, Richard 
Wright, Ralph Ellison and many others. 

The Smithsonian Channel has produced a documentary titled SOUL OF A 
PEOPLE that chronicles the story of the AMERICAN GUIDE SERIES and has 
created a new demand for the republishing of the entire series. 

Each state guide has been enlarged to 8 x 11 inch page size for easier reading for researchers and the 
public. 

Please visit NABDLLC.com/American-Guide-Series to order the entire series, or visit NABDLLC.com/state- 
encyclopedias to view details of each volume in the American Guide Series. 

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE IN THE U.S. 
Purchase orders are accepted from all organizations. 

For your convenience we accept Visa and MasterCard as a payment option, 

Special Discount Customer Order Form 
Please send __ set(s) of AMERICAN GUIDE SERIES (49 volumes) at $4,665.00 per set (free shipping). 

ISBN 9780403022496 

Name: 

Phone: 

Mailing 

Address: 

City: 

Payment 

Type: 

Cardholder 

Name: 

Card 

Number: 

Library Name: 

Email: 

Visa MasterCard Check 

Purchase Order #: 

State: Zip: 

Expiration Date: 

No[th American Book DisNbL:tors, LLC ¯ PO Box 510 Hambc~r~]: MI 48139 USA 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC<cs nabdllc.com@mai125.wdc01.mcdlv.net~ 

Monday, November 11, 2013 11:22 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJJ.unc.edu> 

Recommend Slave Na~vatives for purchase to your libra~ subject specialist 

SLAVE NARRATIVES 
A Folk History of Slavery in the United States from 

interviews with former slaves 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES were collected in the 1930s as part of the Federal Writers’ Project of 
the Works Progress Administration (WPA). BLACK HISTORY MONTH is celebrated every 
February in the United States. Librarians and media specialists will be counted on to provide 
students, faculty and library patrons with information on slavery in America. 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES provides a unique and virtually unsurpassed collective portrait of 
Black History in America. The noted historian David Brion Davis has argued that the voluminous 
number of documented slave testimonies available in the United States "is indisputably unique 
among former slaveholding nations." 

Please visit NABDLLC.com to order the complete set of Slave Narratives from our website. We 
do accept purchase orders from all libraries via phone, fax and email. If possible, please use 
this order form if you would like to order by email, fax or mail. 

FREE SH{PPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE ~N THE U,S. 

For yo~r convenie~ce we accept Visa and MaeterCard as a payment option, 

Order Form 
Please send __ set(s) of SLAVE NARRATIVES - 19 volume set at $1,995.00 per set. 
ISBN: 978-0-403-02211-3 

Name: 

Phone: 

Mailing 

Address: 

City: 

Payment 

Type: 

Cardholder 

Name: 

Visa MasterCard Check 

Purchase Order #: 

Library Name: 

Email: 

State: Zip: 

Card 

Number: 
Expiration Date: 

No~th,,\meric~!; Book Dis[HbL:tors, LLC ¯ F~C) Box 510 Plar~bu~g; Mi 48139 USA 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Documentm7 Studies at Dnke Universib, <llm@duke.eduv 

Monday, November 11, 2013 5:00 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

CDS NEWS: °5Fiksi" Reception Reminder, Free Screening of"Medora", New Documentary. Studies Courses, CDS Intern Video, Fall Issue of 

"Document" 

i ii.~.iI CDSI Centerfor D ...... 
taryStudies 

EVENTS REMINDER ! Reception and Artist’s Talk for Tiksi 

Thursday, November 14, 6-9 p.m. / Center for Documentary Studies: Reception and 

artist’s talk with photographer Evgenia Arbugaeva will celebrate Tiksi, her acclaimed series 

of photographs from Siberia’s Arctic Coast on view at the Center for Documentary Studies. 

Details here. 

THIRD FRIDAYS AT THE FULL FRAME THEATER/Last Screening of the 2013 Series 

Features Medora 

Friday, November 15, 7 p.m. / Full Frame Theater atthe American Tobacco Campus / 320 

Blackwell St., Durham, North Carolina 

Still from Medora 

Wrapping up this year’s Full Frame Documentary Film Festival’s Third Friday series is the 

acclaimed feature documentary Medora, directed by Davy Rothbart and Andrew Cohn. The 

2011 Medora Hornets high school basketball team was riding an epic losing streak when 

the filmmakers arrived, and the players’ struggle to compete bears eerie resonances with 

the Indiana town’s fight for sutMval Medora is by turns an in-depth, deeply personal look at 

small-town life: a thrilling underdog sports story; and an inspiring tale of a community 

refusing to give up hope despite the odds stacked against it. Watch the trailer here. 

Third Friday screenings are free and open to the public; tickets are available here starting at 

9 a.m. on the day of the screening. 

STUDENT PHOTOS FROM LITERACY THROUGH PHOTOGRAPHY IN TANZANIA/Reception 

and Exhibit at the Durham County Library 

Saturday, November 16, 3-4:30 p.m. / Durham County Library, Main Branch 1300 N. 

Roxboro St., Durham, North Carolina 



Photograph from the Literacy Through Photography project in Arusha, Tanzania 

An exhibit of photographs taken by students in Arusha, Tanzania, are part of Literacy 

Through Photography, an innovative arts and education program at the Center for 

Documentary Studies that challenges children to photograph scenes from their daily lives 

and to use the images as a stimulus for verbal and written expression. 

The LTP project in Arusha, Tanzania, began in 2004 when Sister Cities of Durham brought 

two Tanzanian teachers to CDS to attend an LTP workshop. Building on these connections, 

LTP staff traveled to Arusha to offer workshops to primary-school teachers and to co-teach 

lessons. Since 2008, Duke students have also had the opportunity to participate in the LT~P 

Arusha DukeEnqage program, helping to train hundreds of Tanzanian teachers in LTP’s 

participatory learning philosophy and methodology and working with thousands of 

Tanzanian students in classroom photography and writing projects. 

The exhibit is co-sponsored by the Arusha Committee of Sister Cities of Durham and the 

Durham Count}, Library. 

NEW UNDERGRADUATE COURSES IN DOCUMENTARY STUDIES / Spring Classes Taught by 

CDS Director, Writer=in-Residence, and Visiting Artist 

Center for Documentarv Studies 1 1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

Mike Wiley performing Dar He. The Story of Emmett Till 

Three new undergraduate courses debuting in the Spring 2014 semester--Documentary 

Studies classes at CDS taught by CDS director Wesley Hogan, writer-in-residence Duncan 

Murrell, and visiting artist Mike Wiley--highlight a diverse range of documentary inquiry. 

Hogan’s "Women, Fire, and Dangerous Things" course will explore the history of women’s 

social activism in the American South, Murrell’s "Documentary Publishing" course will lead 

to the student publication of a digital documentary magazine, and students in Wiley’s "Acting 

Out Black HistoPy" course will research African American life, including film footage, 

photographs, newspapers, letters, and other sources to produce the raw material of 

documentary narratives--a powerful, experimental form of storytelling that complicates the 

relationships between documentary, narrative, past, and present. 

Read more about these courses and watch preview videos by the instructors here. 

FALL 2013 ISSUE OF DOCUMENTAVAILABLE ONLINE 



The latest issue of Document, the CDS quarterly newsletter, is available online: Document 

features some of the best documentary work supported and produced by the Center for 

Documentary Studies, Highlights in the fall issue include an interview with new CDS 

director Wesley Hogan, exhibits by CDS/Honickman First Book Prize in Photography winner 

Gerard H Gaskin and Duke artist-in-residence Evgenia Arbugaeva, CDS Documentary 

Essay’ and Lange-Taylor prizewinners, and more 

To browse past issues, click here¯ 

To receive print issues of Document, join Friends of CDS. 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Tuesday, November 12, 6-8 p.m / Reception and artist’s talk with phojournalist David 

Degner I Center for Documentary Studies / 1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

http:llv,~J.cdsporch.org!archives!20535 

Wednesday, November 13, 12-1 p.m. / Lunch conversation and artist’s talk with 

phojournalist David Degner ! John Hope Franklin Center, Room 130 / 2204 Erwin Rd. at 

Trent Dr., Durham, North Carolina 
http:ll~^tww, cdsporch orglarchives120535 

Wednesday, November 13, 2-4 p.m / The Forum for Scholars and Publics discussion with 

phojournalist David Degner / Old Chemistry 011,415 Chapel Dr., Durham, North Carolina 

http:llwww, cdsporch oqqlarchives120535 

Thursday, November 14, 6-9 p.m. / Reception and artist’s Talk for Tiksi I Center for 

Documentary Studies I 1317 W. Pettigrew St, Durham, North Carolina 

http://wvA~ cdspo rc h.o r~l/a rch ives/20476 

Friday, November 15, 7 p.m. / Full Frame Third Fridays screening of Medora / Full Frame 

Theater at the American Tobacco Campus / 320 Blackwell St., Durham, North Carolina 

http://,z,~t~v, cdspo rc h.o rg!a rch ives!20666 

Saturday, November 16, 3-4:30 p.m. / Reception for Literacy Through Photography student 

photos from Tanzania / Durham County Library, main branch / 300 N. Roxboro St., Durham, 

North Carolina 
http://v,~c~z.cdsporch.orq!archives!20663 

EXHIBITS 

September 16-January 11 i Tiksi, photographs by Evgenia Arbugaeva / Porch and University 

Galleries / Center for Documentary Studies I 1317 W. Pettigrew St, Durham, North Carolina 

http:I/documentarystudies duke edu/exhibits/current-exhibits#tiksi 

October 4-December 13 1 In Practice Work by Duke Arts Faculty / Power Plant Gallery, 

American Tobacco Campus / 320 Blackwell St, Durham, North Carolina 

http:llv,~z.cdsporch.org!archives!19979 

October 24-December 20 / Soul and Service / Center for Documentary Studies / 1317 W. 

Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

http:/idocu mentarvstudies.du ke.edu/exhibits/cu rrent-exhibits#so ul-an d-service 

November 4-February 22 1 Legendary: Inside the House Ballroom Scene, photographs by 

2012 CDS/Honickman First Book Prize in Photography winner Gerard H Gaskin / Center for 

Documentary Studies/ 1317 W Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 
http:I/documentarystudies duke edu/exhibits/current-exhibits#1eqendary 

MORE ABOUT CDS: 

CDS Website documentarystudies.duke.edu 

CDS Porch cdsporch.org 



Friends ofCDS documentarystudies.duke.edu/donate 

Upeoraing Events documentarystudies.duke.edu/events 

i~ill Facebook L II~II CDS Porch ] ~ ii.~.iI Friendsof CDS ] 

~ ess~r~e se~t to u~c.edu b~ 
r for Documeqta=’y Studies at D~,;e University ....................................... 

!317 W Pe~gre,,~, St[eel ’ " 

Unsubscribe ~ Update Profile/Email Address ~ Fo~ard To A Friend 



Journal of Film and Video 

Essay: "Crisis of Modernity and Its Reflections in Tarkovsky’s Nostalghia (1983)" 

Reviewers Comments: 

The essay "Crisis of Modernity and Its Reflections in Tarkovsky’s Nostalghia" is very 

interesting, enlightening, and informative. The author makes a convincing case and a strong 

argument regarding how "nostalgia [is] one of the important elements that reflect the changes 

and which reveals a fundamental crisis, modernity crisis in contemporary culture and society." 

The writer accomplishes his goal of defining and explaining nostalgia as well as describing what 

he/she terms" reflective nostalgia" and "restorative nostalgia," particularly as these concepts are 

manifest in Tarkovskys Nostalghia. 

In fact, I may not really be an effective evaluator of this essay because it addresses subjects to 

which my expertise is limited. The essay seems to be more grounded in the theoretical 

underpinnings of nostalgia as opposed to how this concept is manifested in the film(s) 

Nostalghia. However, my concern is that while I think the essay is meaningful and effective, I 

was wondering if the Journal of the Film and Video is the appropriate publication venue for this 

essay. It is my opinion that the essay might be better suited for a journal like Modernist Studies. 

But in the event that Journal of Film and Video is the appropriate venue then my further 

comments speak to the fact that the writer intends to examine Nostalghia but also discusses 

Mirror. If this is the intent, then this needs to be illuminated in the introduction and essay title. 

Finally, the last part of the essay on "Background Refractions: From Modern Hopes to 

Revolutionary Disappointments" seems a bit disconnected from the first half of the essay which 

focuses on the filmmaker and the works he produced. This information is relevant and important 

but it appears to be rather disconnected. 

Given these views, the essay has the potential to be published in the Journal of Film and Video, 

but I think a closer reading provided by another reviewer could identify more specific points of 

reference or weaknesses in the essay that would have to be addressed prior to its publication. 

Overall, the essay provides an interesting and stimulating perspective that is seldom available 

and this is the strength of this work. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Popular Culture Association / American Culture Association <operations@pcaaca.org> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 7:50 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Welcome to the 2014 PCA/ACA Cont~reuce Announcement List 

%:: PCA/ACA logo 

Popular Culture Association/American Culture Association 

Welcome to the 2014 PCA/ACA Conference 
Announcement List 

This is the first email sent to the PCAiACA 2014 Conference announcement 
list We will use this list for announcements and reminders throughout the next 
six months. Please add us to your address book so you are sure to get all the 
information you need. 

If you’re not attending the conference or not interested in it, we apologize for 
the inconvenience, Please use the ’unsubscribe’ link below, 

Travel Grants: ~,Vnile we have your attention, have you considered applying 
for one of our travel grants? We help fund graduate students international 
travelers, and junior faculty. The deadline to apply is 15 Nov 2013 so head 
over to http://pcaaca.or.q/grants/right away to see which grant applies to you! 

As always, if you have questions or concerns please email one of us: 

Joy Sperling, President, ~president~,pcaaca,orq 
Lee Halper, ED Events, events@pcaaca.or.q 

Brendan Riley, ED Operations, operations@pcaaca.org 
Or visit our website: pcaaca.org 

Join Our Mailin9 List 

Forward this email 

"]Ibis email was sent to regester@emailxmc.edu by ._o_#__e__r_a__t_Lo__n__s__CCp__c__a__a__c__a_=__o_Ecj 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant iemeval widl SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

Popular Culture Association Popular Culture Association Columbia College Chicago, English Department 600 South Michigan Avenue i Chicago i IL :: 60605 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Columbia University Press <j b2579@cup-columbia.ccs~nd.com> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 8:49 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu-~ 

Save 30% on Wang Re~maei: The Wildcat of Shanghai (With DVD of Wild Rose) 

You’re receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in Columbia University Press. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails, 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to regester@email.unc,edu by p12164@columbia.edu 
Update ! rof[le/~ma[[~d#z#a~ £nstant removal with SafeUnsubscribe ’’ Privacy PgJJ£X. 

Columbia University Press 6:!. West 62rid Street i New York NY ~0023 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salem Press <offers@salempress.com~ 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 9:27 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-* 

We have a Gift For Yon at the Southeast Library Conference, Booth #13 

Pick Up Your Free Buttons & Poster! 



View the 2013 Diqilol Cataloq 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to regester@email.unc,edu by offers@salempress.com 

Instant ~emovai ~’,,ith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy’ Policy, 

Salem Press 2 University Plaza :: Suite 310 Hackensack :: NJ :: 07601 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-TV Volunteer <volunteer@unctv.org> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 10:23 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Evening Shifts Available for Winterfest! 

Volunteer with UNC-TV & join the Iurfi 

:~i Volunt .... ith    ~i Volunt .... ith :i~:i Volunt ..... ith ~i, Volunt .... ith    :~:i, Volunt .... ith 
UNC-TV!                UNC-TV!                 UNC-TV!                 UNC-TV!                UNC-TV! 

Winterfest shifts have 

...... t~pg been filling fast, but we 
still have space for you 
on select evenings. The 
fun begins in our RTP 

television studios on Sunday, December 1 and runs through Sunday, December 15. You will 
answer phone calls from UNC-TV contributors and enjoy interesting people, great 
programming and delicious snacks. 

Help North Carolina’s statewide public television network reach our goals by signing up now. 
Recdster online or send an email to v~!M~r~¢$,,~rc~. A confirmation of your assignment 
will be made prior to the event. 

Please share this information with your friends, family, co-workers and neighbors. We invite 
them to join us as well. To sign-up now visit unctv.orq and fill out a short online form. 
easy! 

We look forward to seeing you, 

Linda Patterson 
UNC-TV Volunteer Services 
877-549-3222 

Please note that a photo TD is required when volunteering with UNC-TV. 

~q~:\~.~l. this message to a friend. 
Unsubscribe or change your preferences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Doyle, Stacey Lynn <stadoyle@indiana.edu> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 12:54 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Travel Itinerary - Regeneration in Digital Contexts 

Regester Itinera~,.pdf 

Hello, 

At-~ached you will find your travel itinerary for Regeneration in Digital Contexts, this week at the BF-CA. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Best Regards, 

Stacey Doyle 

Assis~a~t Archivist 
Black Film Center/Arc~w~ 

(812) 855-.6041 
stadoyle@ind~ana.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ken Lee ~earthlink.net~ 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 2:16 PM 

Ken Lee <kenlee@mwp.com> 

UFVA Members.. Michael WIese Productions will be at CTN Animation Exlyo in Burbank, November 15-17th 

Dear UFVA Members 

Please j oin MWP at the CTN ANIMATION EXPO in Burbank from November 15-17th 

At the MWP booth, you can 

1) See Live Demos of Master Shots Ebooks 

2) Purchase MWP Books at a deep discount 

3) Meet with MWP Authors 

a) Ellen Besen (Animation Unleashed) 
b) Aubly Mintz (The Whole Cloth Sto~y) 

c) Pilar Alessmidra (Coffee Break Screenwriter) 
d) Steve Kaplan (Hidden Tools of Comedy) 

4) Pick np FREE MWP TOTE bag if you purchase 

two or more books 

You can find more intbrmation by clicking on www.mwp.com 

CHEERS 

Ken Lee 

Ken Lee 

Phone (206)283-2948 

Cell 

FAX (206) 283-2072 

kenlee@rnwp.com 

Skype 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ardea Smifl~ <ardsmith@umaiLiu.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 2:18 PM 

bfca@indiana.edu 

Regeneration in Digital Contexts: Early Black Film Reception 

The Black Film Center/Archive cordially invites you to a reception for 

Regeneration h~ Digital Contexts: Early Black Film 

Friday, November 15, 5:30 PM 

Black Film Center/Archive, Wells Library 044 

RSVP: bfca~indiana.edu 

To be followed by a special screening of RichaJcd Norman’s The FlyingAce 7PM at Indiana University Cinema. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Popular Culture Association / American Culture Association <operations@pcaaca.org> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 6:03 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Travel Grant Deadline / 2014 Cont’erence List 

%:: PCA/ACA logo 

Popular Culture Association/American Culture Association 

Travel Grant Deadline: 15 November 2013 
2014 Conference Announcement list info 

Travel Grants: 
Time is running outto apply for one of our travel grants. We help fund graduate 
students, international travelers, and junior faculty~ The deadline to apply is I 5 

Nov 2013 so head over to http:i!pcaaca.or,q/grants! right away to see which 
grant applies to you! 

2014 Conference List: 
Earlier today, we sent an email to the 20I 4 Conference list - a dedicated list 
for individuals attending the 2014 Conference. We will use this list for 
registration reminders and other conference<elated information. 

If you are: 
-attending or interested in the 2014 eonferenee AND 
- did not reeeive the email from the new list earlier today 

Please subscribe to the list. Doing so will insure that you receive all the 
important updates you need to make the most of your 2014 conference 
experience! _S__u_._b_ .s_ c__r_j._b_ .e___._n_ .o_ .w__!. 

As always, If you have questions or concerns please email one of us: 

Joy Sperling, President, P.r.9.~[##!?.’~.@l~.9.~.#.~#.:.9.[g 
Lee Halper, ED Events, #2.¢.0i~.~.@[~#a.8.9.8.&rg. 

Brendan Riley, ED Operations, operations@pcaaca.org 
Or visit our website: pcaaca.org 

Join Our Mailin9 List 

Forward this email 

This eraail was sent to regester@ernail,unc.edu by operations@pcaaca.orq 

Update Plofije/Emajj Address Instant iemoval ~’~itil SafeUnsubscribe’’ Privacy! Policy, 

Popular Culture Association Popular Culture Association Columbia College Chicago, English Department 600 South Michigan Avenue :: Chicago :: IL :: 60605 



Fronl~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Attach: 

Susanne Carter ~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 6:32 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: Review Letter Attached 

SyracuseUnivel~i~Letter.docx 

Hi Charlene, 

Here you go. 

Susanne 

On 11/12/2013 2:16 PM, Regester, Charlene B wrote: 

Dear Susanne: Nease review the letter attached when you have a chance. Thanks much, Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



How would you like to respond? 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

No~h American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@mai143.at131.mcdlv.net> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 9:10 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.ema~J.unc.edu> 

Re~mrce tbr Native Americm~ tteritage Month 

Native Peoples A to Z -Second Edition 

Best Books for Academic Libraries recommends... 

NATIVE PEOPLES- A TO Z 
A Reference Guide to Native Peoples of the Western Hemisphere 

Courses on the indigenous people of the Americas are 
taught at your university. Native American educators and 
students will be looking for new reference materials that 
are culturally appropriate and sensitive to the many 
customs and ways of various tribes and nations. The 
material needs to reflect the diverse experiences that 
relate to indigenous peoples of the Americas. We are 
)leased to announce that such a publication is now 

available in the Second Edition of NATIVE PEOPLES A 
TO Z; A Reference Guide to Native Peoples of the 
Western Hemisphere. 

NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z provides authentic examples 
of indigenous Art, culture, literature and history. By 

purchasing a set of NATIVE PEOPLE A to Z you will be providing educators and students a reference that 
is culturally related to the academic needs of indigenous students and will promote student self-esteem and 
character development. 

Please visit www.NABDLLC.com to read a detailed description of the publication’s contents, and view 
sample pages of the encyclopedia. 

The addition of Native Peoples A to Z in your collection will allow students and faculty the ability to tteighten 
awareness and understanding of diverse indigenous cultures and unique traditions. 

Purchase orders are accepted from all institutions on net 60 day terms. If you would like to charge to your 
credit or purchasing card please call our customer service at (810) 231.3728. The ISBN for the set is 
1878592734. The eight volume set is $995.00. 

Thank you for your time and consideration in recommending NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z for purchase to 
your collection development librarian. 

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE IN THE U,S. 
Purchase orders are accepted from all organizations. 

For your convenience we accept Visa and MasterCard as a payment option. 

Customer Order Form 
Please send     set(s) of NATIVE PEOPLES k TO Z - Second Edition (By. set) at $995.00 per set. 

ISBN: 9781878592735 

Name: Library Name: 

Phone: Email: 

Mailing Address: 

City: State: 

Payment Type: Visa MasterCard Check Purchase Order#: 

Cardholder Name: 

Card Number: 

Zip: 

Expiration Date: 

North Americ~n Book Distrib~itors, LLC ¯ P© Box 510 Hamburg, [’~’~1 48139 USA. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Doyle, Stacey Lynn <stadoyle@indiana.edu> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 9:15 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

RE: Travel Itineraxy - Regeneration in Digital Contexts 

Charlene, 

Once you collect your baggage, you go to the ground transportation section and check-in at their booth (it is located directly across from the Avis Rental Care booth). That 
should be it! 

Best Regards, 

Stacey Doyle 

Assistant Archivist 
Blac~ F’ilm C~m~eriArchiw~ 

(812) 855-604’1 
stadoyle@indiana,edu 

From: Regester, Charlene B [regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 12, 2013 1:33 PM 
To: Doyle, Stacey Lynn 
Subject: RE: Travel Itinerary - Regeneration in Digital Contexts 

Dear Stacey: When I arrive at the airport you indicated that a limo service would bring me to Bloomington -- do I need to go to the baggage claim area and wait or do I call the 
number indicated on the limo document previously forwarded. Please let me know when you have a chance. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Doyle, Stacey Lynn [stadoyle@indiana.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 12, 2013 12:54 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Travel Itinerary - Regeneration in Digital Contexts 

Hello, 

At-~ached you will find your travel itinerary for Regeneration in Digital Contexts, this week at the BFCA. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Best Regards, 

Stacey Doyle 

.~,.ssis~a nt Archivist 
Black Film Cent~.~r!A~c~iw,~ 

(812) 855-6041 
stadoyle@indiana.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA,’ Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa <info &smeascholars.org@mai187.us2.mcsv.net~ 

~Vednesday, November 13, 2013 2:48 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

NEW O~ning Speaker & Still Time to Register Ibr Annual Cont~rence! 

Is this email not displaying correctly? 
View it in your browser. 

***REGISTER NOW*** 
Sixth Annual ASMEA Conference 

Tides of Change. Looking Back and Forging Ahead in the Middle 
East & Africa 

November 21-23, 2013 
Key Bridge Marriott Hotel ¯ Washington, D.C. 

The 2013 conference will feature: 

Keynote address by Michael Young, opinion editor of Beirut’s Daily Star 

newspaper, "The Arab Upheavals: A View from Beirut." 

Opening reception remarks by H.E. Mbarka Bouaida Minister-Delegate of 

Foreign Affairs and Cooperation, Kingdom of Morocco 

Roundtable discussions on "Hezbollah in Lebanon, the Region, and Beyond," 

"Great Power Involvement in the Arab Upheavals," and "Revolution, Revolt, and 

Reform in North Africa," and much more. 

Banquet luncheon and professional networking reception. 

Film screenings. 

Displays by publishers of the latest academic titles. 

View preliminary schedule and papers to be presented. 

Registration fees: 

Full/Associate Members Registration: $85. 

Student Members Registration: $55. 

Non-Members Registration: $165. 

Become an ASMEA member here= 

For more information, contact 202.429.8860 or info(~.asmeascholars.org. 

Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa 

wv, wv.as meascholars.o rg 



follow on Twitter I friend on Facebook I forward to a friend 

Copyright © 2013 ASMEA, All rights reserved. 
You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website 
www.asmeascholars.org. 
Our mailing address is: 
ASMEA 
PO BOX 33699 
Washington, DO 20033 

Add us to your address book 

unsubscribefromthislistlu datesubscri tion references J view email in browser 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Krupitsl~’, Rachel <rkrupitsl~’@randomhouse,com> 

Wednesdav November 13 2013 2:57 PM 

Aliican Studies Digital Brochure ti~m KnopfDoubleday 

November 13, 2013 

Dear Professor: 

I’m pleased to present to you the new African Studies Digital Brochure from the Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group! 

As a thank you for reviewing our newest titles and our wide selection of 

backlist titles, you may select a paperback book of your choice free of charge. By simply filling out the form located here, we will send a complimentary copy of any 

paperback from the digital brochure priced under .520.00. [Offer is only good in the United States.[ 

We have carefully curated a rich array of African Studies titles into an easy-to-navigate website, organized by theme. Simply roll your cursor over a book cover for 

quick information about a title, or click on the cover to be taken directly to the Random House Academic Website where you can obtain more information and 

order an exam copy. 

Be sure to bookmark our African Studies Digital Brochure [www.randomhouse.com/academic/africanst_udies) as it will be updated periodically with our latest 

titles. 

Additional exam copies can be ordered online using a credit card at www=[~ndg~=g~m/~d~m!g/exam~py. 

Sincerely, 

Rachel Krupitsky 

Manager, Academic Marketing 

Knopf Doubleday 

1745 Broadway 

New York, NY 10019 
Follow Knop f Doubleday [ 

Facebook: Freshman ’fear Readin~ 
Twitter: @ Knopfkcademic 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jem.’ terHorst @mail174.us4.mcsv.net;> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 4:04 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emml.nnc.edu> 

New Demo Reel th)m Future Famous ActorTM Jerry terHorst! 

simt/It~n~t!sly nlustt,~tm J®~ S R~DS® 

..I think the title says it oil. 

~ ~~~: : !! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Graney, Brian Patrick <bpgmne~Q@indiana.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 4:48 PM 

’Horak, Jan-Christopher’ <jchorak@cinema.ucla.edu-~; ’mbems@emory.edu’; Caddoo, Cara C <ccaddoo@iudiana.edu>; ’Fiekt, Allyson 

Nadia’ <Mield@TFT.UCLA.EDU>; ’terri.t?ancis@yale.edu’;        @gmail.com’;       @rochester.rr.com’; ’mima@loc.gov’; 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu>; ’jacqueline@uchicago.edu’; ’dwhit02@emo~.edu’; shola]ynch@nypl.org 

I~EGENEIL~kTION - ATTN: presenters using slides 

Hetlo once more. 

A few of you have expressed interest in showing slides or other images as part of yo~r presentation~ Manny Knowles at the It; Cinema prepared this exhaustive 

overview to presenting from the Cinema’s lectern, A few key items to note: 

¯ Bring your slides on L.iSB drive and, if possible, ~aptop backup~ 

¯ Manny will defa~]t to Mac set-up but wi]~ accommodate PC on request. (We should be fine runnh~g most W~ndows files through Mac anyway.) 

¯ Arrive at the C~ema by 8:~0 AM on 7dda~ to transfer and check your fi~e before we start at 9AM. The first car departs the Inn at 8:iS AM. This is essential 

for the Keynote and F~rst Panel ]ess so (bLot sfll~ op~ma~) for the ~ater panels. 

Note that the ~ectern will not support "presenter mode~’ for Power Point or Keynote, ]f you have notes h~ your slides, please print these in advance~ There 

~s a printer set up ~11 the lobby of the h~n. 

f don’t anticipate that anyone w~l~ show DVD or Bkm~y fret the ~nh:~rmatkm on those ~s beb:~w as we~L 

7hanks and safe l:raw?ls~ 

Brian 

Ove~e~ 

The Lectern system of the IU Cinema coutains a Windows PC, as well as au Apple Mac Mi~fi co~nputer. Presenters am welcome to use either. Micmso~ Powe~poiut, 

Apple QuickTime and iTunes ~e installed on both computers. AdNfion~ly, the Mac Mini o~?rs Apple’s Keynote so,rare. Both computers o~r DVD playback 

caNbilib~. A ~p~ate Bluray player is ~so available. 

S~de Presenta~ons 

Please provide your presen~fiou on a USB drive or memo~ sdck, and be sure to s~cit~ your preference of Mac or PC. ~ IU Ciuema represen~five will be ou- 

hand to transfer the tile(s) to your pmI~d computer, lde~iy, tNs wo~d happen dur~g the mo~ng "coffee hour" so as to avoid ~eurdng technical delays 

as each session gets unde~ay. Once loaded, we encourage you to "rake a moment to check your tile(s) to vefiI}’ that the co~ect file was loade& and fllat any 

em~dded multimedia appearfft~ncdons as exacted. 

IU Cinema ~commeuds that presenters bring their Nrsoual lap~p computers to the co~ereuce, as a bac~p. Howevec while many laptops can ~ co~ected directly 

to the Lectern system, a few have ~med out to be incompatible. Therefore, the pmfe~ed approach is to use oue of the "n-house" compute~. 

Presenter notes, if needed, shoed be p~ted in advice. ~lSe £e~teui mo~tor ~ o~y sho~ ~hat is projected on-screen. 

DV~/Bluray Clips 

Imp~t note: Our D9 and Bluray players are ’~o~h ~edca Region" only. Intema~onal D@ ~d Bluray discs will not play in these macNnes (uNess the discs 

are "region #ee"). 

A single clip on a D~ or Bluray is generally fine. ~ ~ Cinema repm~n~tive will [~ on-hand to load the disc and cue to the desired location. Each presenter will be 

coached regarding how to s~Wstop playback and how to adjust volume. 

For presen~dons requiting mulfiple clips, we recommend creatiou of sepazate QuickTime files. This is morn efficient fl~an loading multiple discs, or ~a~ning through a 

di~ £~r a specific clip during pm~ntation. 

Advanced use~ might consider embedding auNo/video clips into their Powe~oingKeynote slides, &s fl~is provides the most strea~nlined appro~h to inclu&ng 

auNo/video clips iu a pre~n~tion. 

Please ~ke a mo~nent to vefi~’ that the aspect ratio is prese~ed for each clip we do not have the caNbilib" to stretch (or uu- stretch) m~ improperly fo~a~ed video 

hn~e. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 7:22 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Re: hello 

ok not a probletn 

On Wed, Nov 13, 2013 at 6:41 PM, Regester, Charlene B <regesteff~email.nnc.edu~ wrote: 

Dear    I may try to meet with you over the Thanksgiving break because I have been incredibly busy. If I can’t meet then -- hope we can meet over the Xmas break. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:               @qmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2023 22:20 AN 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: hello 

ok I will be around and look forward to it. I hope you saw that movie called the black KKK I sent. 

On Ffi, Oct 4, 2013 at 11:13 AM, Regester, Charlene B <regesteff~email.nnc.edu~ wrote: 

Dear    Fall break is comino up so maybe we can meet during the break. I will let you know. Sincerely, Charlene Reoester 

From:               ,~. gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 03, 2023 20:55 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: hello 

catch up soon 



Fly,m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

office@cmstudies.org 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 12:21 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.email.unc.edu> 

2nd Annual SCMS Undergraduate Conference CFP 

The Society for Cinema and Media Studies is proud to announce the Call for Papers for the Second Annual SCMS Undergraduate Conference. Following on the 

success of the 2013 inaugural year at Notre Dame, this event will rotate to different universities on an annual basis. It will carry the SCMS imprimatur to reflect the 

organization’s strong support for undergraduate education in cinema and media s~dies. 

We ask that you tell your best undergraduate students about the Second Annual Society for Cinema and Media Studies Undergraduate Conference, to be held at the 
University of Oklahoma on April 18-19, 2014. Smith College will serve as host in 2015. 

Undergradnnte students are invited to propose papers appropriate tbr a 20-minute presentation on a~y aspect of cinema and media histo~, criticism, or theo~. 

Interested students must submit a proposal form, which can be tbund at ~s:i/cmstudies.site-vm.com/?~mduate. There is no registration t~e, mad 
discounted on-campus accommodations will be available for students accepted to present. 

Completed proposals should be sent by email tofms(~)ou.edu at the University of Oklahoma with "SCMS U Coat’erence 2014" in the subject heading. 

The deadline for proposals is Midnight CST on Monday, Wednesday, Jmmary 15, 2014. Questions about the conference should be directed to Dr. Victoria 

Sturtevant, Director of Film and Media Studies at The University of Oklahoma: vsturtevan~ou.edu. 

~--~ike us on Facebook > ~ollow us on Twitter > 

If you wish to stop receiving email l]’om us, you can simply remove yourself by visiting: http://www.cmstadies.org/membersiEmailOptPreferences.aspx? 
id 9512683&e regester~email.unc.edu&h 4d53e0f7eSc347b61ead4b9096688a977dd2cdaa 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 6:31 AM 

~reen~ciety-announce@&~ke.edu; tilm-video <tilm-video@duke.edu-~; ami-thculty@duke.edu; amicert@duke.edu; Literature Program 

<literat ure@duke.edu> 

**Screen/Society TONIGHT--Thu 11/14: "Infiltla~rs" with Nick Denes, co-director, Palestine Fihn Foundation (UK) 

Please distribute widely* 

Screen/Society presents... 

I~f!ltrators 
Special screening with Nick Denes, co-director of the 

Palestine Film Foundation, UIK! (Q&A to follow) 

== Download PDF Flyer I More Info I View Trailer == 



From Up On Poppy Hill 

Japanese anime feature by the son of Hayao Miyazaki! 

Download PDF Flyer I More Info I View Trailer 

Dr. Strangelove 

Rare 35ram screening! 

Download PDF Flyer I More Info I View Trailer 



http://ami.duke.eduiscreensodety 

All Screem~$ociety events are coordinated and co-sponsored 
by the Program in the Arts of the Moving Image 

Hank Okazaki 
Exhibitions Programme< 
Program ii] the Arts of the Moving image 
Smith Warehouse 
114 S. Buchanan Bird, Bay 12, Roo~’ AI21 
Duke University, Box 90766 
Durham, NC 27708-0766 

E-mail: hokazak@duke.edu 

Phone: 919-660-3031 

Fax: 919-681-1378 

Web: http://ami.duke.edu/screensocietv 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Iustitute for Cultural Diplomacy <am~ouncmeuts 1 @culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 7:52 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Annual Contbrence on C ul rural Diplomacy 2013 (Berlin; December 17 th - 21 st) 

Cultural Diplomacy & Cross Continental Cooperation: Building Bridges for a United Global Communi~" 
(~erl~n; December 1 ~th - 21 st, 20 ~ 3) 

v~.A~-C-D,or~ 

Dea~ 

We are pleased ~o announce and bring to your attention our forthcoming international conferences and young leade~’ [otums (weeklong seminars), to be hosted by ~he ~CD ~n 

partnetship with ether ~ead~ng organizations. The ~nformafien attached below provides fudher details on the programs offered at these events. We woukJ be extremely grateful ~f 

this announcement could Mso be shared with other interested pa~ies by foR~arding the information provided below. 

If you wouM like to be kep~ up-to-date w~h the latest developments a~ the lCD, you can jo~n out ma~ng list. To join the mailing Hst, simply send an ernaii to 

"mailin~s~culturaldiplomacv.or#" with the word "Subscribe" in the subject l~ne; your email address w~ then be added to the I~st automatically. If yeu ne longer wish te receive 

emails from the ICD in future, p~ease send us an email at info@cu~turaldiNomacy.or# h~dicafing tMs. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Donfried 

Director & Founder 

institute for Cultural Diplomacy (IGD) 

Ku~endamm 207-8 Bedin, Germany-10719 

Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 

~.cult u raldiplomacy.or~ 

Te view the cemplete ]CD CNendar of Events for 2013, p~ease chick here. 

Cultural Diplomacy & Cross Continental Cooperadom Building Bridges for a United Global Commu~i~’" 
(Berlin; December 17th -21st, 2013) 
To apply, please click here 

~.A-C-~D.or9 

The Armua~ Conference ~s ICD’s traditional ~inal concluding even~ of the year. The 2013 Conference will be held in the flamework of ~he ICD’s ~a~ge-scale even~ aeries on "Cress 

Con#nen~l Cooperation" and will be the feu~h event in the series. The Annual Conference will include several para~le~ sessiens taking place in Bedim The conference will 

bdng together over 300 high level politicians, dignitaries and celebrated a~ists coming from the fields of international politics, academia and the a~s, including an 

iaterdisciplina~ group of pa~icipants traveling to Berlin from all over the world to discuss Cultural Diplomacy in an interdependent world. 

The 2013 event will ~ndude paralle~ large-scNe events dedicated to the ~ields N cultu~a~ diplomacy & international relations, peace building, human rights, ads and culture. 

Ranging from bread topics ef discussion to specific areas within the field of CulturN Diplomacy, the annual cenference w~ provide a wide and detN~ed analysis ef Cultural 

DiNomacy for 2013. 

The fOilo~ng are among the Speakers tot the Annual Conference: 
~ Ana Paul~ Laborinho - President of the CamOes Institute 
~ The Hen. Antonio Mascarenhas Monteiro - Former President of Cape Verde 

~ The Hen. An~ de Helianda - Former Minister of Culture of Brazil 
~ The Hen. Belie Ahem ~ Former Prime Minister of ireland 
~ President C~rlos Diego Mes~ Gisbe~ - Former Pre.siden~ of Boiivia 

~ The Hen. D~me Tess~ Jowefi - Former UK Minis ter for the O(ympics 

~ The Hen. Bominique de vglepin - Former Prime Minis ter of France 

~ The Hen. ~katerine Tkeshe!~shWli * Former Vice Prime-Minister of Georgia. Former Foreign Minister 

~ The Hen. Or. Er~to Koz~keu-Marceullis - Former Minister of Foreign Affairs of C~iorus 

~ President France Fra~ni * Former Foreign Minister of 

~ President Fr~ncesco RuteHi-, orm.r Deputy, Free ,~ ~is,er o, La/y 

~ The Hen. Dr. Frances¢o Prefumo - Former Minister of Education of 
~ The Hen. Halld~r Asgrimsson * Former Prime Minister of !co!and 

~ The Hen. H~ns Eichel - Former Minister of Finance of Germany 

~ The Hen. Hrant B~gr~n - Former Prime ~#nis~er of Armenia 

~ ProK Dr. Iv~n Ilchev - Rec~o& Sofia Universit}~ 
~ The Hen. Jadrank~ Keser - Former Prime Minister of Croatia 

= T~e Hen. Jan Figel = Wce..Pre~;Ment of the Natienai Council ef ~he S/ovak Republic 

~ Minister Jean Pa~t Adam - M~nLster of Foreign Affa#s of the Seychefles 

= Arab. Ka~tin ~ogyay- Presiderd of UNESCO’s Ge ~efa Co fie once 20! 1..13 

~ Minister Maria Emily Lubega Mutagamba - ,,~inis~er ef, eur~sm, ~qdfife and Heritage of Uganda 

= The Hen. Mari Kiviniemi - Former PHme Minister ef Finland 
~ President Mary Robinson - Former UN High Commissioner for HR, Former President of ireland 

= The Hen. Masaharu Nakagawa - Former Minister of Educatk~n & Cu#ufe of Japan 

~ The Hen. Mirke Cvetkevi¢ .- Former PHme ~$~in~s~er ef oerbia 

= The Hen. Nilofar Bakhtiar = Former Minister of Tourism ef Pakistan 
~ Minister Nur~t Islam Nahid - Mini~der of Educalion of Bangladesh 

~ Pro£ Dh Pamela Girlies - Vice.-Chance//or, Gtasgew Caledonian UnNersity 

~ Pro~ Dr. Pa~t De Knop - Rector, ~/?ije Universiteit 

~ Minister Rotor Friedtich - iv, mister fof Federal, European and International A~ir~, Baden..WOrttemberg, Germany 

~ Pro~ #r. Rotf Tarrach Reczec University o~ L uxemboufg 

~ The Ho~. Roselyne ~achelot-Narq#in - Former French Minister ef Heal~h, Youth Affa~;’s and Spert~; 

~ The Ho~. Simo~ Crea~ ~ Former Australian Minister for Regienai Development 

~ Pro£ Dh Sibra~d Peppered .- President, University of Gfoningen 

~ Governer Sila Catdetdn .- Former .~overnof of, uerto Rico 

. The Ho~. Sta~a~ Nitsson .- Former Pfe~;ident oF the European Economic and Social Committee (EESC) 

~ The Ho~. #r. S~#achai Panitchpakdi - Former Director General of the b~A~r/d ~ade Organ/zatk~n; Former Secretary-Genera/ef the UNCTAD 

= T~e Hen. Trinidad Jim~ez - Former Minister ef Foreign Affafs ef Spain 

, The Hen, Dr. Vladimir Filippov = Former M~nister of Edueatk;n of 

= The Hen. Winston ~eters - Former Deputy Prime Minister ef New Zealand; Former Minister ef Foreign Affairs ef New Zeaiand 



o The Hen. Yvee Let.etme .- Deputy Secretary General, OECD; Former Prime Minister of Be!glum 
Conference Participants >> 
Participation in the conference is open to governmental & dip]omatic officia]s, academics, artists, journalists, c~vil society p~actifioners, private sector representatives, young 
prefessionals and students as well as other interested stakeholders from acress the workL 
If you would like to resepve a position and panic,pate in the conference, please cl~ck on the link below and submit the online application form: 

htt p://~’~.cult u raldi£J~acy.#~/in~ex.£h#?cccs-2013 

~.~.[~0.~_~[~ > > 
The ~nstitute fer Cultura~ Diplomacy encourages academk; research and analysis of issues related to the geals ef the Conference. The ~CD would therefore like t(~ welcome the 
pa~icipants of the conference to submit a paper they would like to be considered for presentation at the conference as well as being included in the proposal document that 
will be issued following the con[e~ence and will be sent ~o a~ governments and leaders o~ the international community worldwide. 
Certificate of A~endance 
A]] conference pad~c~pants w~ be awarded an official certificate ef attendance upon completion of the program, wMch w~] provide details of the speakem who took pa~t and the 
topics d~scussed. Each ce~ficate w~ be s~gned by membem of the ICD’s Adviso~ Board. 

Young Leaders’ Forums (Forthcoming Conferences) 

(Bedin; December 2013) 
~Jcd-ylf.org 
To apply, please click HERE 
The OYED Young Leaders’ Forums a~e #~temafional networks of like-minded young ~ndividuals w~h an interest in developing, supporting, and sustain#~g intercultural relations. 
Ove~ ~he past decade, ~he ICD Young Leaders’ Forums have g~own to become one of Europe’s ~a~ges~ independent cultural exchange o~ganizations, hosting programs that 
facilitate ~nteraction ameng young ind~vMua~s of all culturM, academic, and prefess~onal backgrounds from across the werld. 

We are currently accepting applications for the follow~n~ conferences: 
Oultura~ D~plomacy in Africa: A Forum for Young Leaders (CDA} 

(Berlin; Decembe~ 3rd - 7th, 2013) 

Afdca Meets Europe: A ~or~m for Young Leaders 

(Berlin; December 3rd - 7th, 2013) 
~Jcd-affica.org 

Africa Meets China: A Forum for Young Leaders (AMC} 

(Berlin; December 3rd -7th, 2013) 
www.icd-affica.org 

Nigeria Meets China: A Forum for Young Leaders (NMC) 
"~xpa~di.ng Shoo-Nigerian Lnterc~tura~ Re~at~ons for better Po~t~ca~ Comme~ciM~ & M~ty Cooperation" 

(Berlin; December 3rd - 7th, 2013) 

Cultural Diplomacy in Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Bed~n; December 16th - 21st, 2013) 
~.~cd-europe.org 
Europe Meets China: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Bed~n; December 16th - 21st, 2013) 
~vJcd-emc.org 
Europe ~eets Russia: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Bed~n; December 16th - 21st, 2013) 
~Jcd-emr.org 
USA Meets Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Berlin; December 16th- 21st, 2013) 
~Jcd-usame.orq 

Fo~hcomin# Academic 
~/.ccds-berlin.de 
To apply, pleaee click here 
Th~ Gent~r for Gultur~l D~piomacy Studies, of the Academy for Guitural Diplomacy offem educational oppofluni~ies for individuals pursu[n9 c~re~rs in academia, diplomacy, 
9ov~mm~nt, ~nd/or ~h~ pdva~ ~to~, r~l~d ~ith~r wholly or iB pa~ to th~ field of GM[~Mral Diplomacy. O~ ~ogr~m~ ~r~ divided into th~ followin 
L~arn~n9 Courses. Prefesskmal Development Ce~ifioate Programs, and GradMat~ Degre~ Programs in OulturM Diplom~oy, designed spec~fioM[y for 9evemm~nt~i offi~iMs, 
academics, and young professionals. 

The CCDS is cun’ently accepting applications for the foflow~ng programs: 
BA & MA Programs in Cultura~ Diplomacy 

~ ComM~ed BA~A Program #~ Pe~dc~ S~et~ce, G~oba~ Govern~x:e and Cu~t~ ra~ D~p~om~cy 

D~stance Learning Programs in Cu~tura~ Diplomacy 

(Pregrams Start: December 2nd - 31st, 2013) 
~.ccds-dista nceqearnin q de 



Certificate Programs in Cultural Diplomacy 

(~er[~n; Pregrams Stad: December 10th- 21st, 2013) 
~.ccds-berlin de 

For fu~her ~nformation please contact us at: info@culturald~plomacy,or~ 
If you no ~onger w~sh to receive ema~s from the ~CD ir~ future, p~ease send us an ema~l at J£[£@A#_[D_[A[#)gJ£E~#_$Z,.£[g. indicating this, 

To view the complete ICD Calendar of Events for 2013, please cl~ck here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Script <scriptmag@fwmedia.com > 
Thursday, November 54, 2053 8:04 AH 

Regester, Charlene B < regester@email.unc.edu > 
Last Chance: Hake morley writing BEFORE you sell your script 

View this email with imacles >~ 

AWAI           ] 

Writers & Artists 

i iiDear Script Magazine Subscriber, 

i~Last week, I shared with you a way to make a living as a writer before you sell your 

i iiscHpt 
discovered it a few years back, and earned $93,250 that year working just part-time.A 

~l-he best part was I had the time and peace of mind to finish one of my early 

iiiscreen plays, 

learned all [ need to know through AM/AZ% Accelerated Program for Six-Figure 

iiiCopywritingandnowyoucantoo. 

iiiBut there’s a catch.., the risk-free test drive is only good until Hidnight tonight. 

iiMy story is proof that you can make a living as a writer. 

used to have a $300 car that leaked oil so badly smoke poured out at every red light. 

had a budget of $1.25 for my dinners which were either hot dogs, macaroni and cheese 

;;;;or a very cheap frozen meal. 

~At the time, that’s what I believed I had to do to pursue my dream of becoming a 

~prod uced screenwriter. 

~iVhat I didn’t know is that I already possessed the talent to make all money I’d ever 

~need by writing part time for a little known market I’d never heard of while I pursued my 
~screenwriting goals. 

iiInstead, I worked at any low paying job I could do that would allow me the time to write 
iimy screenplays and query producers, agents or managers. 

~iMy name is Paul Lawrence. I now earn a sizable six figure income annually and am proud 

i~o have several credits on IMDB including a writing credit on a multimillion dollar budget 

i ifilm that was distributed worldwide. 

i~Back then [ was teaching ballroom dance lessons as my "day job" when I caught the 
;break of a lifetime. 

~You see I learned about an incredible demand for writers in a field that I had no idea 

iiiexisted. Learning about this k~crative opportunity did more for me than give me enough 

i iimoney to get a decent car and stop being the so called "starving artist." 

i~It actually helped me get my first script sold and turned into a m@timillion dollar movie 
::ithat was distributed worldwide. 



::iHow? Quite simply, I no longer had to scramble for a living. This opportunity to earn 

::ithousands and thousands of dollars on a part time basis provided me with: 

Time to dedicate to my screenwriting 

Money to invest in myself to travel to Hollywood for pitchmarts, seminars, 

consultants and meetings 

Financial stability so I didn’t have to desperately take any bone thrown to me like 

free option or an insultingly low writing fee for an assignment 

~To be honest, I actually stumbled into this secret that I’m going to share with you by 

iidu mb luck. 

i~One of my ballroom dancing clients was a wealthy couple with a mansion on the beach. 

i ~he husband found my screenwriting ambitions to be quite admirable. 

iilt turned out that he’d made his fortune in the $2.7 trillion direct response business. But 
~ieven more incredible was that he told me I could get paid thousands of dollars for writing: 
~nothing more than a letter. 

iiiHe advised me about a program that would teach me everything I needed to know to 

~ibecome a freelance direct response copywriter. It’s called the AIA/AI’s Accelerated 
i~rogram for Six-Figure Copywriting. 

~Naturally, I had some reservations since it seemed almost too good to be true...being 

iiiable to get paid thousands for writing a letter? 13ut, I saw his mansion and knew his 
iimoney was real, so I took the plunge. 

can tell you that this was without reservation the best decision I ever made in my life. 

ii~his program took me out of poverty and made me financially successful. Within a month 

~iof completing the program I had my first assignment to write a 12 page sales letter for 
ii$~O00, 

i~Ten years later as a seasoned freelance direct response copywriter I won’t even look at 

~ian assignment for less than $5000. And, I’ve actually written a sales letter that earned 
::::me royalties that totaled over $50,000. 

i~he reason that the AWAZ’s Accelerated Program for Six-Figure Copywriting is so perfect 

iilor a screenwriter is that you’ve already got the bulk of the skills and talent needed. 

~ou know how to tell a story...to capture someone’s voice...to use words that move 

~iWhen you take that talent that you have and combine it with the craftsmanship that the:: 

~AWAI’s Accelerated Program for Six-Figure Copywriting will give you, you’ll be ready to 

iiloln me and the vast list of AWAI alumni who are cashing in on this demand. 

~If you’re wondering who might want to pay for these letters think about this: 

i~There are tens of thousands of companies on the Internet who need copy on their 

~iwebsites. Billions of dollars are still spent every year on postal advertising that requires 
~copywriters for every one of those sales letters and advertisements. 

iiIt’s an insatiable market that is recession proof! No matter what’s happening in the 

~ieconomy businesses must market their products and services. And, they are willing to 
iipay top dollar to writers that can deliver professional direct response copy. 

i~he AWAI’s Accelerated Program for Six-Figure Copywriting will give you all the tools you 

iiineed to cash in on this market. 

~ou’ll learn how to structure the sales letter (Yes, they have a structure just like a 

~iscreenplay.) You’ll be given samples, tips, rules, and secrets from the most acclaimed 

i~direct response copywriting stars in the country. And, you’ll be taught how and where to 

i~ind clients. In fact, they actually help members find high paid assignments through their 
i~’members only’ job board where direct response marketers go to find good copywriters. 

~Nhen I got started with the AWAI’s Accelerated Program for Six-Figure Copywriting it 

i~vas a steal at $497. But, for a short while they are offering an incredible bargain price 

~ifor their online program of only $~.97. This offer is only good until midnight on 
i::November 14th, so I strongly suggest you don’t delay. 

i~ake advantacle of this incredible offer now. 



iiOr learn more about AWAI’s Accelerated Proqram for Six-F~qure Copywriting. 

found out I didn’t need to be a "starving artist." And now you know the same. So, take 

i~your destiny into your own hands and join me and all of the other writers who know it’s 
::itrue. 

i~To your writing success, 

;;iPa u I Lawrence 

i::P.S. Remember, along with saving $300 you can test-drive the program for a full year! 

::::you have absolutely no risk whatsoever. Learn more now. 

One-Click Unsubscribe / Manacle Subscri#tions / U#date Profile i Forward to a Friend 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tern Francis <terri.fiancis@sas.upenn.edu> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 11:33 AM 

Graney, Brian Patrick <bpgraa~ey@indiaJm.edu> 

Field, Allyson Nadia <aJ~Md@ttt.ucla.edu>; Klinger, Barbaxa <klinge@india~a.edu>; @rochester.rr.com’; Regester, ChaJclene B 
<regeste@email.unc.edu>; Tern Francis (tfia@sas.upenn.edu); Maxtir~ Michael T <martinmt@indimia.edt~- 

Re: Notes for BFC/A (Regeneration) Conference P~el 

Hi Eve~body, 

I added some more thoughts on to my statement on our website. Continuing to reflect... 

See you all soon. 

Excited! 

Terri 

Terri Francis 
Visiting Associate Professor 
Penn Cinema Studies 

Office: 
3401 Walnut Street, 331A (328 A-E) 
Philadelphia, PA 19104-6228 

Web: 
http://terrifrancisphd.wordpress.comi 
@TerrLFrancis 

On Oct 14, 2013, at 4:00 PM, Graney, Brian Patrick wrote: 

Dear Allyson, Barbara K., Barbara T.L., Charlene, and Terri, 

With a month remaining before the Nov. 15 Regeneration conference at IU, I would like to ask for your help in preparing for your session. Copied 

below is the current summary statement for the panel, now titled "The Case of the Race Movie Circuit." I revised this after meeting with Barb and 

Michael here at IU, and hope this reflects their suggestions. Additional recommendations for clarifying this are welcome. 

The session will begin with informal statements by Allyson, Barbara T.L, Charlene, and Terri, running about 7-10 rain each. I emphasize informa! here: 

these aren’t intended to be formal presentations of your research findings. This is an occasion for you to reflect on pragmatic concerns of how you 

went about the work of your research, and to put forward any questions that your experiences might generate for more general conversations about 

methodologies, sources, and access. 

Following the statements, Barbara K. will lead a moderated discussion (20-30 min.) with the panel before opening this up to the audience. To get a 

fuller sense of what directions these discussions might take, I would appreciate if each of you could send a title for your talk, along with a brief 

paragraph or a few bullet points. Please send these to me by Monday, October 28. Iql add your titles to the program notes, but the paragraphs/bullets 

will be shared only with the other speakers on this and the other two panels. 

I appreciate your help with this. If I can answer any questions or send anything more, please let me know. 

Also included here is a copy of Jacqueline Stewart’s recent Orphans Midwest presentation. She was framing a talk about the films of James and 

Eloyce Gist, but addressed the aims of our upcoming conference at length. I hope you will find this helpful as additional background and context for 

your REGENERATION session. 

Best, 

Brian 

Brian Graney 

Archivist 

Black Film Center/Archive 

Indiana University 

www.indiana.edu/--bfca 



REGENERATION Panel Three: The Case of the Race Movie Circuit 
Considering the arena of the race movie circuit as a unif).,ing context of films, performers, producer,s, distributors, investors, vennes, and audiences, this 

session will explore relationships between race fihns and the web of related docnments dispersed across archiva] and private collections. 

How do we es~blish the race movie circuit in connterexample to the more s~andardized practices of Hollywood? 

o What are the historical records most essentia] to reconstituting m~ understanding of the circuit? 

Can we axticulate relationships between these bodies of records and the evidentiau content of film prints as artifacts? 

Moderator: 

Barbara K]inger, Del~rtment of Communication and Culture, Indiana Universi~ - Bloomington 

Panel: 

Allyson Field, Department of Film, Television and Digital Media. UniversiW of California. Los Angeles 

Terri Francis, Cinema Studie~ University of Penns3~lvania 

Barbara Tepa Lupack, Independent Scholar 

Charlene Regester, Depextment of African and Afro-American Studies, University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

<Orphans Midwest 2013 Stewart Artifacts Regeneration wiki.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sydney Dupre <sdupre@ugapress.uga.edu> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 1:29 PM 

Mae Henderson @gmail.com> 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Josephine Baker Critical Reader PmposaJ 

Mae, 

Please excuse our delay in response. Mick and I have reviewed and discussed your proposal and, unfortunately, do not think it’s a good fit for UGA Press at this time. 

We must be highly selective when accepting books for publication, especially ruth edited volumes. I’m sori3.~ to deliver this disappointing news. I do wish you the best at 

finding a suitable publisher tbr fl~e book. 

Thanks for giving the University of Georgia Press the opportuni~. 

Sincereb; 
Sydney 

Sydney DuPre 
Assistant Acquisitions Editor 
The University of Georgia Press 
Main Library, Third Floor 
320 S. Jackson Street 
Athens, GA 30602 
(706) 542-1903 (p) 

(706) 542-2558 (f) 

Visit us at http://vwvw.ugapress.org/ 
Regular news updates at htt ://u a ress.blo s ot.com 

From: "Mae Henderson"             @gmaAl.comv 

To: "Sydney Dupre" <sdupre@ugapress.uga.edu’-, "Mick Gusinde-Duffy" <mgd@ugapress.uga.edu> 

Cc: "Charlene B Regester" <regeste@email.unc.edu>, "Mae Henderson" ~gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, November 7, 2013 11:18:56 AM 

Subject: Re: Josephine Baker Critical Reader Proposal 

Dear Sydney a~d Mick, 

I mn writing to inquire if you axe in receipt of the 

Josephine Baker Critical Reader proposal that 

my co-editor and I fola~-arded to you nearly three 

weeks ago? 

If you think this is a listing appropriate to the University 

of Georgia Press, we roll send you the manuseript 

(which is completed) either electronically or in 

hard cow. However, If this is a project in which 

you axe not interes~ted, please do intbrm us, and 

we will withdraw our propo~l. 

Thanks yew much for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

mae henderson 

On Fri, Oct 18, 2013 at 5:19 PM, Mae Henderson ({bglna~l.com> wrote: 
Dear Sydney Dupre, 

I am attaching a book proposal for The orosephine Baker CriticalReader (co-edited 

by Charlene Regester and myself), along with the Table of Contents, Contributors’ Notes, 

and the editors’ CVs. 

We hope that you will tind this volume appropriate to your listings. 

Tha~k you for considering our project. 

Best regards, 

Mae G. ttenderson 

@gmail.coin 

Chaxlene Regester 

reges~te@emaAl.unc.educ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ifl~elp@iu.edu 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 1:48 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

Activate your IU Guest account now... 

An IU Guest Account has been created with this e-mail address as the account name This account will give you access to many web-based resources at Indiana University You must 
activate the account before you can access IU selwices 

Your username is: 

Please use the web address below ~vithin 10 days to activate your account. You will be asked t~r yow usemame and confirmation code Your confirmation code is 

If you did not request this account, you do not need to do anything the account will remain inactive and expire automatically in 30 days. If you have aW questions about this account 
please send e-mail to ithelp@indiana edu 

To activate your accom~t go to: https://ams.iu edu&uests/ActivateGuest aspx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stephen Tropiano ~gmaJl.com> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 3:58 PM 

Regester, ChaJlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Review of Espy ti)r Jonmal of Film mad Video 

Terrific--thanks so much! 

ST 

On Tue, Nov 12, 2013 at 8:32 AM, Regester, Charlene B <~egester(~email unc edu> wrote: 
Dear Stephen: Attached is my review of the essay "Crisis of Modernity and l~s Reflections in Tarkovsky’s Nostalghia (1983)." The essay is not directly related to my field of 
study but I attempted to provide some feedback on the essay. Please let me know that you have received this material. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Stephen Tropiano, Editor 

Joztrnal of Film a~td ~Tdeo 
Ithaca College I ,A Program 

3800 Barham Blvd. Shire 305 

Los Angeles, CA 90068 

~gm~Jl.cotn 

1-800-280-7709 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mac Henderson ~(}gmail.com> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 5:43 PM 

Sydney Dupre <sdupre@ugapress.uga.edu> 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Josephine Baker Critical Reader ProposaJ 

Dear Sydney Dupre. 

Thanks veo, mnch for your consideration of the Josephine Baker 

Critical Reader. 

Sincerely, 

mac henderson 

On Thu, Nov 14, 2013 at 1:28 PM, Sydney Dupre <sdupre@ugapress.uga.edu> wrote: 

Mac, 

Please excuse our delay in response. Mick and I have reviewed and discussed your proposal and, unibl~nately, do not think it’s a good fit for UGA Press at this 

time. We must be highly selective when accepting books for publication, especiaJdy with edited volumes. I’In sorry to deliver this disappointing news. I do wish you 
the best at finding a suitable pnblisher for the book. 

Thanks for giving the Universi~ of Georgia Press the opportuniD’. 

Sincerely, 

Sydney 

Sydney DuPre 
Assistant Acquisitions Editor 
The University of Georgia Press 
Main Library, Third Floor 
320 S. Jackson Street 
Athens, GA 30602 
(706) 542-1903 (p) 
(706) 542-2558 (f) 

Visit us at http://www.ugapress.org/ 
Regular news updates at http:/iugapress.blogspot.com 

From: "Mac Henderson"             ~gmail.com> 
To: "Sydney Dupre" <sdupre@ugapress.uga.edu>, "Mick Gusinde-DuflSi’ <mgd@ugapress.uga.edu> 

Cc: "Charlene B Regester" <regester@emml.unc.edu>, "Mac Henderson" ~gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, November 7, 2013 11:18:56 AM 

Subject: Re: Josephine Baker Critical Reader Proposal 

Dear Sydney and Mick, 
I am vmting to inquire if you aze in receipt of the 
Josephine Baker Critical Reader proposal that 
my co-editor and I forwarded to you nearly three 
weeks ago? 
If you "think this is a listing appropriate to the UNversity 
of Georgia Press, we will send you the ma~u~fipt 
(which is completed) either electronically or in 
hard cop>’. However, If this is a project in which 
you a~re not interested, please do inform us~ m~d 
we will withdraw our proposal. 
Thanks veu much for your consideration. 
Sincereb; 
mac henderson 

On Fri, Oct 18, 2013 at 5:19 PM, Mac Henderson ~gma~l.com> wrote: 
Dear Sydney Dupre, 

I am attaching a book proposal for The ,Josephi**e Baker Critical Reader (co-edited 

by Charlene Regester a~d myselI), along with the Table of Contents, Contributors’ Notes, 

and the editors’ CVs. 

We hope that you will find this volume appropriate to your listings. 
Thank you ibr considering our project. 



Best regards, 

Mae G. Henderson 

(~:gmail.com 

Charlene Regester 

regeste@email.unc.educ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 5:54 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Critique on Six Degrees of Separation 

.docx 

Here is my critique for the film Six Degrees of Separation. Thank you for allowing me to email it to you. 

Thank you, 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

available here). If you would like to suggest topics for the meeting agenda, please email 

had enough school- or campus-wide leadership or service experience to have a grasp on at least 

some of the big-picture policy issues that currently face the campus. The Chair will be chosen 

The position’s duties are outlined in Arlicle 3 of the Faculty Code and involve serving as an ex 

committees, and as cha,r pro tempore of the Faculty Council. Past chairs are listed here. 



Edward Kidder Graham Faculty Service Award 
nominations sought 

The Committee on Honorary Degrees and Special Awards invites your nominations for the 

Edward Kidder Graham Faculty Service Award to be presented at the October 12, 2014, 

University Day ceremony. This award was established in 2010 to recognize outstanding service 

by a member of the Voting Faculty of the University of North Carolina at ... 

Read online. 

Nominations period open, 2015 UNC Honorary 
Degrees (deadline January 16) 

The faculty’s Committee on Honorary Degrees and Special Awards invites your nominations for 

candidates for UNC honora[y degrees to be awarded at the 2015 May Commencement ceremony. 

A maximum of five of these prestigious awards will be given to recognize individuals who have 

rendered outstanding service to humanity in the world arena, in our ... 

Read online. 

Important chan~ges to ConnectCaro[ina access for 
faculty 

Beginning in mid-November, facully will be required to use VPN (Virtual Private Network software) 

when accessing ConnectCarolina from off-campus. To access ConnectCarolina on campus, 

wireless access must be through the UNC-Secure campus wireless network. The webpage 

my.unc.edu will be phased out and no longer accessible. For more information and instructions 

on how to set up your VPN or secure wireless connection, please visit the ConnectCarolina User 

Information website. 

December Commencement re~a[ia rental 
information 

Student Stores offers faculty the opportunity to rent academic regalia for use in various campus 

ceremonies. The deadline to order for December Commencement is December 3, and late orders 

cannot be accepted. The rentals can be picked up in Student Stores the week of December 9th. 

The Digital Innovation Lab and the Center for Faculty Excellence will launch the Faculty Learning 

Community in Digital Humanities (DH FLC) this coming February. The DH FLC is intended for faculty 

development and technology training titles that faculty and staff can access from anywhere using an 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Schoenbach, Victor J <vj s@unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 9:40 PM 

Inst of Ati-i can Amer Reseaxch <i aar@li stserv, unc.edn> 

RE: IAAR Julian Bond event link 

Hi, Sheryl --- 
Actually, in the original email, the embedded URL (2013/I :[!ll) was different from the one that was displayed {2013/1:1./:1.:1/)~ I’ve found that sometimes when 
correcLa typo ~t~ a URl_thaL Fm putting ~rd:o an ema~ Lhe embedded copy does not get updated by ~tself. 
f hope you’re doing wel~, 

Vic 
ht[p:i!go,unc,eduivjs 

Please join me in supporting the David I.ynch Foundat~o:’~, 

w ww.d a v~d i~,n c h f,~ u :-~ d~t ~ o~3 c,r~’~,: h c, ols. ht m I 

Coming February 28 in Chapel Hill and on the web: "Innovative Approaches to Youth Health: Engaging Youth in Creating Healthy Communities": 
Coming JLIrl~ 3 irl Chapel H~I~ and on [he web: "Schoo~ [o Prison Pipeline": rnor~ ~nformation soon ~t ’£~tX~!&L=~)LQA~J~Z&~f2L=~.~ Coming events 

From: Sherryl Kleinman [mailto:kleinman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 6:05 PM 
To-" Inst of African Amer Research 
Subject: Re: IAAR Julian Bond event link 

Hi, it was the absence of highlighting the last "/". Just FYI. Looking forward to the event! 

On 11/14/13 1:49 PM, iaar wrote: 

Hello again, 

It was brought to my attention that, in the last email sent, the link for the upcoming Julian Bond lecture event was not functioning properly. Here is 

the updated, working link for that event: !1~‘~!1~!~!?~51~‘~!~!~!~‘~!~:~‘i!~!!~!~:~!?~?:~::51~!~!~e.:~::~:::~!~!~e.:~:~::!~:~!~£~: Thanks! 

Sincerely, 

IAAR 

You are currently subscribed to iaar as: 

To unsnbscfibe click here: )!~:!~!~!~.~!15~5:!~:~i5:!~(?}~::!~2~}~)(~:~?~.~!~.7..!.~?~]5~(~ ~.(?:~?.~}.~:}.~.(?)2~.~...~....~.~![.~.2....~.~}2~ ~.~.~. 

(It ~nay be neces~ m cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a Uank emoJl to 

You are currently subscribed to iaar as: ~),~t~c.ed~. 

To unsubscribe click here: 

(It may be neces~o~ m cut and paste the aNwe URL if the line is broken) 

or send a Uank emaJl to 

You are currently subscribed to iaar as: ~w.esi:~:r~en-~,~il ~mc edna. 

To unsubscfibe click here: bt~p:,,,’lists,~mc.ed~,,~?id:::(;S 14~;554eerc~;5dt;:’;W)695h13eha293t:~e520cb~;&n:::T&i:::ia~r&o=:32~gr~8’;~2 

(It may be neces~ m cut m~d pasta fl~e aN~ve URL iffl~e line is broken) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Golin, Carol E <carol~olin@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 9:44 PM 

Inst of Ati-i can Amer Reseaxch <i aar@li stserv, uuc.edu> 

RE: IAAR Julian Bond event link 

Does it require an RSVP? 

From: Schoenbach, Victor J [mailto:vjs@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, November 14, 2013 9:40 PM 
To: Inst of African Amer Research 
Subject-" RE: IAAR Julian Bond event link 
Hi, Sheryf --- 
Actually, in Lhe original emaif, the embedded URL (20:13/I:1/:[I) was different from the one that was displayed (20:13/I1/14/), i’ve found that sometimes when 
correct a tvpo in a URI. that I’m putting into an email the embedded copy does not get updated by ~tself. 
~ hope you’re doh~g well, 
Vk: 
ht t p://go.u nc.ed u/vis 

Please join me in supporting the David Lynch Found~tion, 

Coming February 28 in Chapel Hill and on the web: "Innovative Approaches to Youth Health: Engaging Youth in Creating Healthy Communities": 

ColY~h~g JLlrie 3 iri Chapel HHI and on the web: "School to Prisor~ PipeHn~:’~: more mform~tior~ soon at ,~}t)~!~tL:ffL~.[1[Z[~.~K2L:~ff).~ Coming ~:ver~ts 

.................................... 

~m~ Sher~l Kleinman [mai~to:kieinm~n~ema~L~mc,ed~ 
Sent~ Thursday, November ~% 2013 6:05 PM 
To~ [nst of African Amer Research 
S~bject~ Re: ~R Julian Bond event link 
Hi, it was the absence of highlightin~ the last "/". Just FYI. Looking forward to the evenH 

On 11/14/13 1:49 PM, iaar wrote: 

Hello again, 

It was brought to my attention that, in the last email sent, the link for the upcoming Julian Bond lecture event was not functioning properly. Here is 

the updated, working link for that event: ~?.~.!:1?.:.~/~P..~?.&~?.f~:.~.W~Z~:.~/.~.2~/~.2~j~!!.~?:::~.9.[~.~::~!.!Y.f~L:~r.~.~::~.~?.~:!.%~:!~.K~:~. Thanks! 

Sincerely, 

IAAR 

You are currently subscribed to iaar as: 

To unsubscribe click here: 

(It ~nay be neces~ m cut and pas~e the above URL if the liue is broken) 

or send a Nank emNl to ~eas’e-33965177-6934.t:~0ti4 bc92a97~ l-a57d74 266bal~0g32~t:~Sd03(~21J~;Ise~ .anc.ed~ 

You are currently subscribed to iaar as: 

T o unsubscribe click here: !.’:.J~I.~.LI!].i.~.~:~.:!.’,.~:~.~!L~:’..~£:!.~!....{?2~.J~:~2~Z 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave,-33$06439-.rg] 45569./3c42dagd0*: I fl*:c0 b356727a~i96dd012~listser~ .~inc,edu 

You are currently subscribed to iaar as: c~,i~?~i reed,ant edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: 

(It may be neces~w to cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to 

You are curreutly subscribed to iaar as: ~:<,t~emaii.u~;c.<:dl~. 

To unsubscribe click here: i:’,.it~,~: ’,’li sls.~c,ed~v’u?id:::( ~ l,~6554.eer~65d~94")695613eba2939e520~br&w=T&i:::iaar&o:::3 ~8669(11 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above [JR[, if the liue is broken) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Health Alert Comrmmications <pr@healthalert.net> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 7:16 AM 

FOR WORLD AIDS DAY Everything (Your Students) always wanted to know about ttIV/AIDS, but were Afraid to Ask’. 

Hello Professor - 

Sadly, HIV/AIDS lemains a disproportionate bnrden on the African-American communiU. Therefore, on the World AIDS Day (December 1 st), you might let yonr 

students know that Understanding and Preventing AIDS: A Book for Everyone is now available as an eBook for only 99 Cents.. 

E~L~tisl~ and Spmfisl~ versions of Understanding and Preventing AIDS: A Book for Everyone are available in three eBook formats: (1) a printable PDF version 
readable by any computer; (2) an Am~on Kindle version; ~nd (3) an ePUB version which is readable by most Smartphones and any Apple device. Only 99 Cents! 

"Above all, it has the ldaid of practical 
information, laid out in a highly readable, 

straightforward, understandable terms, that is 
largely absent from every other book on 

AIDS."- The P~oneer I’~ley Adv~cate 

"This book pulls no punches ... an excellent job 

in assembling an up-to-date, readable book for 

adolescents and members of the general 

public ... Understanding and Preventing AIDS 

bdongs in the school library." - 

Engla~d J*mrmd of Medicine 

When first publisbe& Understanding and Preventing AIDS: A Book tbr Everyone was adopted for staff education at Massachusetts General Hospital (the 

hospital al’filiated with Harva~rd Medical School) and the Walter Reed Army Medical Institute (the hospital responsible for the health of the President). 

Scientifically accurate, the booklet is written for the l~igli school or colle#ate reading level and explains, in biological terms, eve~y~tl~ing a sexually active pe~on 

needs to know (or anyone for whom HIV/AIDS is of personal or professional concern). It’s a book you can comfortably recommend to your readers. 

You cm~ download a El, tEE English and/or Sp~is]h review copy of Understanding and Preventing AIDS: A Book for Everyone using the link at the bottom 

of this email. 

You can also download the Flyer about the eBooklet. Project it onto your lecture ~reen, print and post it on bulletin boards, or photocoW it m~d distribute it to your 

students. 

Be ready for World AIDS Day with solnething your students will truly appreciate. Accurate, accessible infolmation has been proven to favorably afi~ct sexual 

behavior. But watch out!’.! They might lem’n some Biology in the process. 

Sincereb; 

Chris Jennings 

chfis,jennings@healthalert.net 

Downloads: 

o Re~Jew Copy: Understanding and Preventing AIDS: A Book tbr Everyone 

o Re~Jew Copy: Qud es el SIDA y cdmo prevenirlo: Un libro que todo d mundo debe leer 
o eBooket Flyer (English & spanish) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

info@ncbsonline.org on behalf of 

NCBS Essay Committee <info@ncbsonline.org> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 8:56 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

2014 NCBS Student Essay Contest - Deadline Dec. 6, 2013 

2014 Student Essay Contest 
Dear NCBS Students, 

Every year NCBS hosts a nationwide student essay contest. Graduate 
and undergraduate students from all over participate in this event. The 
winners are recognized and honored at the annual Student Luncheon, 
which is held during the conference. If you or others are interested in 
submitting an essay for the Student Essay Contest, please do so by 
Frida y December 6, 2013. 

Award Amounts 

UND~ERS 
1st Place- $350.00 
2nd Place - $250.00 
3rd Place - $125.00 

GRADUATE WINNERS 
1st Place = $450.00 
2nd Place - $350.00 
3rd Place - $225.00 

Winners notified by February 4, 2014 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i.e. art, education, history, literature, politics, psychology, social 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 2. Contact information on Cover page ONLY! The essay must be 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
spaced with one inch margins-left to right and -top to bottom. 

3. Students are asked to document sources by with either MLA or the 
APA style guide. 

4. Submissions must be mailed to the address below. Faxed or 
electronic essays are not accepted. 

5. Cover sheet must include: your name, mailing address, 
telephone number, email address, name of faculty advisor, name of 
the college you attend, and your class status (i.e., freshman, 
sophomore, junior, senior or graduate student). 

Deadline: December 6, 2013 
FAXED OR ELECTRONIC ESSAYS ARE NOT ACCEPTED! 

Send all essays to: 

National Office, NCBS 

Department of African & African-American Studies 

University of Cincinnati 

P.O. Box 210370 

Cincinnati, OH 45221-0370 

S~reet/Ovemight Address 

University of Cincinnati - French Hall West 

2815 Commons Way, room 3514 

Cincinnati, OH 45221-0370 

38th Annual Conference 
Miami, Florida 

March 5 - 8, 2014 
Click here for more information. 



Nat onal Council for Black Studies 

Forward email 

this email was s~nt to ~geste@e~a unc ed[i b;’ info¢~ncbsonline.orq 
Update Prof:ile/Email Address Ii~star~t removalwith SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy, 

NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR BLACK STUDIES :: National Council for Black Stu :: P.O. Box 210370 Cincinnati :: OH :: 45221-0370 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

O’Leao~’s Reel Life @gmail.com> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 2:32 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,email.unc.edu> 

Crreat meeting you... Int’l women tilmmaker encyclopedia 

Charlene, 

Thanks for a ve~ engaging lunch this afternoon at Regeneration in Digital Contexts: Early Black Fihn. I wish we had more time to visit. I would love to hear more about 

your work. I’ll look for your new book. 

You mentioned an International Women filmmakeis encyclopedia. I’d really love to see it. Any i~ffonnation you have on tlmt I’d welcome. Thanks. 

Hope you have a great time on your visit to Bloomington. Plea~ come see us again. 

Thank~ 

Barbara Ann O’Lea~ 

IU Cinema Outreach Speciolist 

O’Lea~’s Reel Life 

h~ps://w~v.facebook.co~OLea~sReelLife 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Popular Culture Association / American Culture Association <operations@pcaaca.org> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 4:35 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

Travel Grant Deadline today 15 Nov! 

%:: PCA/ACA logo 

Popular Culture Association/American Culture Association 

Today is the Travel Grant Deadline! 
15 November 2013 

(PHO]-O: "Suitcase" by Lasse C) 

Pack your bags! 

Today is the last day to apply for one of our travel grants. \,’Ve help fund 
graduate students, international travelers, and junior faculty. Head over to 
b__tt__p__]__i9___c___a___a___c_&_o___rgig__r__a___n__t___s__i, right away to see which grant applies to you! 

Today, November 15, is the deadline. 

As always, If you have questions or concerns please email one of us: 

Joy Sperling, President, p[..e...s..i.d.g.O:~@p..c:~a.~a.,Z,g. 
Lee Halper, ED Events, events(~,pcaaca.or,q 

Brendan Riley, ED Operations, operations@pcaaca.org 
Or visit our website: pcaaca.org 

Join Our Mailing List 

Forward this email 

rhea email ~,~’as sent to regester~))email.unc,edu by operations(~pcaaca.org 
Update Prof:ile/Email Address Instan[ removalwith SdeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy, 

Popular Culture Association Popular Culture Association Columbia College Chicago, English Department 600 South Michigan Avenue :: Chicago :: IL :: 60605 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

fundingalert@cos.com 

Sunday, November 17, 2013 1:00 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Charlene Regester 

Funding alerts for your 
saved searches 
Results" November 17, 
2013 

Login to view your 

fundit-’~tg search Feb 0(~; 
3 funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 
New York V~’omen in Communications, Inc. 
(NYVVICI) 
New York Women in Communioations 
Foundation 

Amount: 
$10,000 

Deadline: 
January 31,2014 

Sponsor: 
International Communication Association (ICA) 

Deadline: 
January’ 31, 2014 

Sponsor: 
National Foundation for the Arts and the 
Humanities 
National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) 

Amount: 
$20,000 

Deadline: 
January 28, 2014 

Limited submission 

Funding alerts for your saved searches 

Results: November 17, 2013 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <~UFVALIST-L@L1STSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Jen Proctor              (&GMAIL.COM> 

Sunday, November 17, 2013 3:08 PM 

UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN .EDU 

Thanks for fihn stills! 

To all who sub,nitted fihn stills for the upcoming (new!) UFVA website: thank you! The response was so overwhehning that I haven’t been able to reply to each person 

directly, but your contributions will help tremendously in making this a highly visual and communi~-oriented site. 

So, thanks again! More info to come... 

Jen 

Je~mitEr Proctor 

Assistant Professor, Journalism and Screen Studies 
Depart~n~ent of Language, Culture, and Communication 

UniversiU of Michigan-Dearborn 

http://~-.umd.umich.edt~/i sg 

http:i/jenniferproctor.com 

http://los~inlight.org 
This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to lis*serv@listserv.americm~.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your firs~t and last name.) You cm~ leave a list by ~nding the following command to lis’~serv@list~rv.american.edu: signoffUFVAI,IST-L (Write this command in body 

~f email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by ~nding an e-mail "to UFVALIST-L@lis~tserv.american.edn 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@mai129.at131.mcdlv.net> 

Sunday, November 17, 2013 5:29 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJJ.unc.edu> 

Reference for Afiican-American Studies to recommend tbr purchase to your subject specialist 

SLAVE NARRATIVES 
A Folk History of Slavery in the United States from 

interviews with former slaves 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES were collected in the 1930s as part of the Federal Writers’ Project of 
the Works Progress Administration (WPA). BLACK HISTORY MONTH is celebrated every 
February in the United States. Librarians and media specialists will be counted on to provide 
students, faculty and library patrons with information on slavery in America. 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES provides a unique and virtually unsurpassed collective portrait of 
Black History in America. The noted historian David Brion Davis has argued that the voluminous 
number of documented slave testimonies available in the United States "is indisputably unique 
among former slaveholding nations." 

Please visit NABDLLC.com to order the complete set of Slave Narratives from our website. We 
do accept purchase orders from all libraries via phone, fax and email. If possible, please use 
this order form if you would like to order by email, fax or mail. 

FREE SH{PPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE ~N THE U,S. 

For yo~r convenie~ce we accept Visa and MaeterCard as a payment option, 

Order Form 
Please send __ set(s) of SLAVE NARRATIVES - 19 volume set at $1,995.00 per set. 
ISBN: 978-0-403-02211-3 

Name: 

Phone: 

Mailing 

Address: 

City: 

Payment 

Type: 

Cardholder 

Name: 

Visa MasterCard Check 

Purchase Order #: 

Library Name: 

Email: 

State: Zip: 

Card 

Number: 
Expiration Date: 

No~th,,\meric~!; Book Dis[HbL:tors, LLC ¯ F~C) Box 510 Plar~bu~g; Mi 48139 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <c~nabdllc.com@mail6 .us4 .mcs~’.net;> 

Sunday, November 17, 2013 5:44 PM 

Regester, Chmtene B <regester@ema~J.unc.edu> 

Reference work for November Native American Heritage Month 

Native Peoples A to Z -Second Edition 

Best Books for Academic Libraries recommends... 

NATIVE PEOPLES- A TO Z 
A Reference Guide to Native Peoples of the Western Hemisphere 

Courses on the indigenous people of the Americas are 
taught at your university. Native American educators and 
students will be looking for new reference materials that 
are culturally appropriate and sensitive to the many 
customs and ways of various tribes and nations. The 
material needs to reflect the diverse experiences that 
relate to indigenous peoples of the Americas. We are 
)leased to announce that such a publication is now 

available in the Second Edition of NATIVE PEOPLES A 
TO Z; A Reference Guide to Native Peoples of the 
Western Hemisphere. 

NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z provides authentic examples 
of indigenous Art, culture, literature and history. By 

purchasing a set of NATIVE PEOPLE A to Z you will be providing educators and students a reference that 
is culturally related to the academic needs of indigenous students and will promote student self-esteem and 
character development. 

Please visit vvww.NABDLLC.com to read a detailed description of the publication’s contents, and view 
sample pages of the encyclopedia. 

The addition of Native Peoples A to Z in your collection will allow students and faculty the ability to tteighten 
awareness and understanding of diverse indigenous cultures and unique traditions. 

Purchase orders are accepted from all institutions on net 60 day terms. If you would like to charge to your 
credit or purchasing card please call our customer service at (810) 231-3728. The ISBN for the set is 
1878592734. The eight volume set is $995.00. 

Thank you for your time and consideration in recommending NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z for purchase to 
your collection development librarian. 

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE IN THE U,S. 
Purchase orders are accepted from all organizations. 

For your convenience we accept Visa and MasterCard as a payment option. 

Customer Order Form 
Please send     set(s) of NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z - Second Edition (Sv. set) at $995.00 per set. 

ISBN: 9781878592735 

Name: Library Name: 

Phone: Email: 

Mailing Address: 

City: State: 

Payment Type: Visa MasterCard Check Purchase Order#: 

Cardholder Name: 

Card Number: 

Zip: 

Expiration Date: 

North Americ~’~n Book Distrib~itors, LLC ¯ P© Box 510 Hamburg: [’dl 48139 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Sunday, November 17, 2013 8:55 PM 

screen~ciety-announce@duke.edu; tilm-video <tilm-video@dnke.edu-~; ami-ti~culty@duke.edu; amicert@duke.edu; Literature Program 

<literat ure@duke.edn> 

**Screen/Society this week -- Mon 11/18: "From Up on Popp,v Hill" (Japanese ~lime); Tue 11/19: "Dr. Strangelove" (rare 35iron 

screening) 

Please distribute widely~ 

Screen/Society presents... 

From Up On Poppy Hill 

Japanese anime feature by the son of Hayao Miy~aki! 

Download PDF Flyer I More Info I View Trailer 



T+~ay N~v+.~" ~ ~h÷ 
Dr. Strangeiove 

Rare 35m~n screening! 
Download PDF Fb~r I Mo~e In~ I ~i~w Tra~|~r 

htq+:/!omi.duk¢.¢du/s¢r¢¢~sod¢tr 

~411 Screen/Society events are coordinated and co-sponsored 
by the Program in the Arts of the ~oving Image 

Hank Okazaki 
E x h i b i t i e :+ s P r e g r a: +: +e ~ 

Progi~;am i:~ the Arts )f the ~evi/+g image 

Smith Warehouse 
114 S. Buchanan Bird, Bay 12, Roo++’ AI21 
Duke U+~Jvei+sity, Box 90766 
Durham, NC 2’7"708-0766 



E-mail: hokazak@duke, edu 

Phone: 919-660-3031 

Fax: 919-681-1378 

Web: http : //ami. duke. edla/s sr eensociety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Bart Weiss <bart@VIDEOFEST.ORG> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 2:18 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

http:/Yvwvw.pbs.olg/pov/film,nakers/2013 - documentaas,- equipment- sulwey.php 

Bart Weiss 
bart@vldeot~st.org 

bart@ntaoedn 

mobile 

twi~er klnodd’~xe 

Associate Pmf UT Arlington 
Director Dallas Vldeofest 

the 26th Dallas Videofest will be Oct 9-13th 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.a~nerican.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L ~Vrite this command in body 
) o ofemail with nothing else) t osting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listse~w.american.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Script <scriptmag@ fwmedia.com> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 8:07 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Decoding Coverage: A Complimenta~ Webinar farm Final Drat~t 

View this email with images 

Click here to I ......... bout ScfiptXpert 

Scd~:~tXpert - Your guide through the screenwriting 
process, from idea to final draft, 

Enter FDWS7 during checkout to receive your discount. 
Promotion expires 12/31/2013 

Whether you are just outlining your idea or you are ready to send your script to contests or 

executives, ScriptXpert has a service designed to make your screenplay shine. 

I 
::~ Click here to watch the video ] 
: : 

/Want to learn more about coverage and how it can make your 
script better? Wate~ our FREE Sed~’~tX~er-~: webi~a~ A W~te~’~ ~ 

I Gor}de to P~-~et~o~ Co~9s~y Nesters by Mindi White, author of 

I Getting Past Me, a Screenwriters Guide to Readers. 

Let ScriptXpert help you today: 

Advice Before You Write 

You’ve got a great idea for a script but don’t know how or where to start. 

Development Package 

You want to work on several drafts with the same reader and discuss the rewrites over the 

phone. 

Basic and Extended Coverage 

You think your script is ready to send out, but you w’ant a second opinion from a trusted 

source. 

Formatting or Grammar Check 

Your script is ready to go but you want someone to make sure it’s formatted correctly and 

the grammar is perfect. 



One-Click Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions I Update Profile i Forward to a Friend 



F1"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@maill50.atl81.rsgsv.net;, 

Monday, November 18, 2013 11:46 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@emaJ, l.unc.edu> 

Order Encyclopedia of North Carolina tbr state history collection 

NORTH CAROLINA HISTORY 

RESOURCES 

Courses on North Carolina History are being taught at your academic institution. Questions on the people, 

places and events in North Carolina History are some of the most frequently asked questions received by history 

and reference librarians. General information on North Carolina History is found in many national publications, but 

lack the detail for in-depth study on the state. The following titles listed below are the definitive reference works on 

the people, places and events in North Carolina History. Minority studies are of special interest in schools. 

November is National Native American Heritage Month and our publication Indians of North Carolina will allow 

students and library patrons access to the definitive reference on North Carolina Native American History. Also, 

February is Black History Month and our publication North Carolina Slave Narratives will allow students and library 

patrons access to the definitive reference work on Black History during slavery. 

If you are a faculty member, we would appreciate you recommending these titles for purchase to your collection 

development librarian or subject liaison. All titles are available for immediate delivery and can also be ordered from 

your library book distributor. To order by mail, please print and fill this form out and send it to the address located at 

the bottom of this page. We accept orders by phone at (810) 231-3728, fax at (810) 231-8910 or by email at 

~. Please click on a specific title name for further information, or go to NABDLLC.com to browse 

our full catalog. 

Please send the following titles as indicated below: 

Encyclopedia of North Carolina - Third Edition 
9780403097326 $~ 65.00 (2v.) 

..... IINorth Carolina Biographical Dictionary- 

*" °°°°llsec°nd Edition (2v.) 
9780403097357 

1’95.00 Illndians of North Carolina (lv.) 119780403099382 

North Carolina: A Guide To The Old North State /9780403021 826 

~[North Carolina Slave Narratives (2v.) 119781878592859 
1*995.0011Native Peoples A to Z- Second Edition (8v.) 119781878592736 
1*295.0011encyclopedia of The United States (3v.) 119780403096657 

Purchase orders are accepted from all o~gan~zations. 

Name: Library Name: 

Phone: Email: 

Mailing 

Address: 

City: State: 

Payment Visa MasterCard Check 

Type: Purchase Order #: 

Cardholder 

Name: 

Card 

Number: 
Expiration Date: 

Zip: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Final Drab Inc. <nomply@fina]draft.com> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 3:04 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <mgester@emml.unc.edu> 

Update Yonr Intbrmation For Your Final Draft 9 Discount 

Click here to view online 

Dear Education Partner, 

Your old discount code has expired by now. If you are interested in receiving an updated 

discount code so your students and educators can purchase Final Draft for only $99.95, please 

respond to this email. 

Also, since we are getting closer to the release of Final Draft 9, we have decided to open up a 

generous free upgrade window. Any copy of Final Draft 8 purchased directly from our online 

store or an authorized dealer starting October 15, 2013, will qualify for a FREE upgrade to Final 

Draft 9 when it is released in early 2014. School computer lab volume licenses will also qualify 

for this free upgrade window! 

If you have any questions regarding this special offer, your discount code, or volume licenses, 

please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Best regards, 

Alejandro Seri 

Director, Educational Relations & Marketing 

Final Draft, Inc. 

26707 W. Agoura Road, Suite #205 

Calabasas, CA 91302 

Tel: 818-995-8995, Ext. 121/Fax: 818-995-4422 

seri~finaldraft.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Documentm7 Studies at Dnke Universib, <llm@duke.eduv 

Monday, November 18, 2013 5:00 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

CDS NEWS: Cheryl Dunn Screens °’Eve~bo@ Street," FOTOFLIC Photographic Pertbnnance, Broadcast AnniversaD of"I.ittle War on the 

Prairie," MFA Student Work 

i ii.~.iI CDSI Centerfor D ...... 
taryStudies 

EVERYBODY STREETI Visiting Artist Cheryl Dunn to Screen Her Film on New York 

Street Photography 

Wednesday, November 20, 7 p.m. (doors open at 6:30 p.m.) / Full Frame Theater at the 

American Tobacco Campus / 320 Blackwell St., Durham, North Carolina 

Man and dog on the Lower East Side, 1980, photograph by Jamel Shabazz, from Everybody Street, 

directed by Cheryl Dunn 

Acclaimed photographer/filmmaker Cheryl Dunn is in town this week as a visiting artist with 

Duke University’s MFA in Experimental and Documentary Arts pro~qram Along with visiting 

classes and participating in critique sessions, Dunn will give a public screening of her 

street photography documentary, Everybody Street, followed by a Q&A Viewthe trailer. 

Reserve free tickets; limited number. 

Everybody Street illuminates the lives and work of New York’s iconic street 

photographers--Bruce Davidson, Elliott Erwitt, Jill Freedman, Bruce Gilden, Joel 

Meyerowitz, Rebecca Lepkoff, Mary Ellen Mark, Jeff Mermelstein, Clayton Patterson, Ricky 

Powell, Jamel Shabazz, Martha Cooper, and Boogie The documentary pays tribute to the 

spirit of street photography through a cinematic exploration of New York City and captures 

the visceral rush, singular perseverance, and, at times, immediate danger inherent to the 

form. 

The three founding units of the MFAIEDA program are Duke University’s Center for 

Documentary Studies, the Department of Art, Art History & Visual Studies, and Program in 

Arts of the Moving Image 

FOTOFLIC INSPIRED BY EVGENIA ARBUGAEVA’S TIKSI EXHIBIT / Event is "Part 

Photographic Project, Part High-Wire Act" 

Thursday, November 21, 7:30 p.m./Carrack Gallery 1111 W. Parrish St., Durham, North 

Carolina 



Tanya and Shake at the melting Arctic Ocean. Photograph by Evgenia Arbugaeva. 

Along with many others, IndyWeek art critic Chris Vitiello is captivated by photographer 

Evgenia Arbugaeva’s "breathtaking" Tiksi series, images of her hometown on Siberia’s 

Arctic Coast that are currently on view here at the Center for Documentary Studies. So much 

so that he has organized FOTOFLIC, in which local photographers will share their own 

images of Tiksi-inspired original work. 

"They’ll show their ’quickprojects’ PechaKucha-style," says Vitiello--a slideshow of up to 

nineteen images, each shown for nineteen seconds. Photographers will briefly explain their 

projects--"what they thought and shot within such an inspiring constraint’--and Arbugaeva 

will talk about her work. Viewthe event on Facebook. 

To date, participants include Tama Hochbaum, Elin o’Hara Slavick, Gail Goers, Katie 

Frohbose, and MFA in Experimental and Documentary Arts candidate and alum, 

respectively, Erin Espelie and Lisa McCarty. 

FOTOFL!C is hosted by the Duke University Center for International Studies. 

ONE YEAR BROADCAST ANNIVERSARY OF LITTLE WAR ON THE PRAIRIE I Producer 

John Biewen Reflects on its Impact in His Essay "Documenting Home" 

A Dakota dancer at the annual Mahkato Wacipi (Pow Wow) in Mankato, Minnesota, September 21, 2012. 

Photograph by Caroline Yang 

"This may be the best episode of this radio show, ever." "Unbelievably good and 

astonishingly tragic. I stood in my kitchen for an hour listening, fascinated, furious, and gut- 

punched" These are just a few of the hundreds of comments received by the radio program 

This American Life following the November 2012 broadcast of Little War on the Prairie. The 

radio documentary by CDS audio director John Biewen tells the long-overlooked story of a 

troubling, violent episode in the Plains Indian wars of the nineteenth century, a history that 

John, a Minnesota native, says is "deeply at odds with the state’s cherished tale of peaceful 

settlement by Scandinavian and German settlers." 

A year later, in his essay "Documenting Home," he reflects on Little ~v’ar, the intense 

reactions of Minnesotans who heard it, and his motivations in creating the piece. Listen to 

Little War on the Prairie and read John Biewen’s essay. 

HIGHLIGHT ON MFA STUDENT WORK / Video on Kristin Bedford’s Photo Exhibit, Be Still, 

and Update on Caitlin M. Kelly’s Curated Exhibit, The Icon Industry 



"The Glass," by MFAIEDA candidate Malina Chavez from the exhibit "The Icon Industp~," 

CDS digital arts and publishing intern Tory Jeffay recently created a video on MFA in 

Experimental and Documentary Arts candidate Kristin Bedford’s Be Still: A Storefront 

Church in Durham Bedford’s images of Apostolic Deliverance Rebirth Outreach Ministries 

in Durham, North Carolina, were taken over a ten-month period and are on view through 

December 13 in the Allen Building on Duke’s West Campus. Watch the video. 

And fellow MFAIEDA candidate (and Kenan Graduate Arts Fellow) Caitlin M. Kelly has 

curated an exhibit that explores, critiques, and celebrates the notion of the iconic image in 

h uman rights issues The Icon Industry: The Wsual Economy of Human Rights features 

work from six students at Duke and the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, including 

Kelly, and is on viewthrough November in the West Duke Building on Duke’s West 

Campus. Read a Duke Chronicle story on the exhibit. 

FALL 20t3 ISSUE OF DOCUMENT AVAILABLE ONLINE 

The latest issue of Document, the CDS quarterly newsletter, is available online: Document 

features some of the best documentary work supported and produced by the Center for 

Documentary Studies. Highlights in the fall issue include an interview with new CDS 

director Wesley Hogan, exhibits by CDS/Honickman First Book Prize in Photography winner 

Gerard H Gaskin and Duke artist-in-residence Evgenia Arbugaeva, CDS Documentary 

Essay and Lange-Taylor prizewinners, and more 

To browse past issues, click here. 

To receive print issues of Document, join Friends of CDS. 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Wednesday, November 20, 7 p.m. / Screening of Everybody Street and Q&A with filmmaker 

Cheryl Dunn / Full Frame Theater at the American Tobacco Campus / 320 Blackwell St, 

Durham, North Carolina 

http:flvwvw, cdsporch orglarchives120655 

Thursday, November 21, 7:30 p.m. / FOTOFLIC, inspired by Evgenia Arbugaeva’s Tiksi 

exhibit/Carrack Gallery/111 W Parrish St, Durham, North Carolina 

http:llvwvw, cdsporch orglarchives120787 

EXHIBITS 

September 16-January 11 / Tiksi, photographs by Evgenia Arbugaeva / Porch and University 

Galleries / Center for Documentary Studies / 1317 W. Pettigrew St, Durham, North Carolina 

http:lldocumentarystudies duke edulexhibitslcurrent-exhibits#tiksi 



October 4-December 13 1 In Practice Work by Duke Arts Faculty / Power Plant Gallery, 

American Tobacco Campus / 320 Blackwell St, Durham, North Carolina 

http:ll,~t#J.cdsporch.org!archives!19979 

October 24-December 20 / Soul and Service / Center for Documentary Studies / 1317 W. 

Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

http:/idocu mentarvstudies.du ke.edu/exhibits/cu rrent-exhibits#so ul-an d-service 

November 4-February 22 1 Legendary: Inside the House Ballroom Scene, photographs by 

2012 CDS/Honickman First Book Prize in Photography winner Gerard H Gaskin / Center for 

Documentary Studies/ 1317 W Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

http:I/documentarystudies duke edu/exhibits/current-exhibits#le~qendary 

MORE ABOUT CDS: 

CDS Website documentarystudies.duke.edu 

CDS Porch cdsporch.org 

Friends ofCDS documentarystudies.duke.edu!donate 

Upcoming Events documentarystudies.duke.edu/events 

Docume~tsry Steadies ,3t Duke Unwersit~, 

PoP,grew Street 

27705 

Unsubscribe i Update Profile/Email Address I Fo~vard To A Friend 



WHERE REALITY BEGINS 

A program designed for those who want to create work derived from the real world. 

Some will make traditional documentaries. Others will blend fictional and nonfictional 

methods. Still others will expand upon the typical cinema or television experience, 

embracing the interactive or immersive. 

Be part of a top-tier institution with numerous high-profile alumni and world-class 

faculty 

Forge lifelong professional relationships via our small cohort environment 

Intem in Chicago, Los Angeles or New York City 

Gamer a guaranteed $6K first year tuition reduction as weft as a guaranteed $5K 

thesis film grant 

Receive second year graduate assistantship support 

docmedia,northwestern.edu 

docmedia~northwestern,edu 

847 467-4696 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gartenberg Media Enterprises, Inc. <sales@gartenbergmedi&com> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 10:02 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regesle@emml.nnc.edu-> 

GM[E Annonnces FRENCH MASTERWORKS & THE RED LANTERN on DVD Available tbr Institutional Sales 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

This is a reminder that you’re receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in 
Gartenberg Nedia Enterprises, Inc. Don’t forget to add sales@gartenbergmedia.com to your address 
book so we’ll be sure to land in your inbox! 
You may ._u_r_)_s2_u__b__b_c__r_j_b__#. if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Gartenberg Media Announces 

2 Major DVD Publications from the Silent Film Era 
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inform the b~rge~ issues of b~ada~ idenl:~ty, ~emi~sm, natio~a~sm~ a~d the 

c~as~ of cu[tm’es that are portrayed hs Cape~[ani’s fi[ns, Bonus features 

the DVD include early cinema actua{ibes that evoke the way m wh~c~ 

Boxe~ Rebellion was portrayed in Western sodety around the ~:t~rn o~ the 
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From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillar~ Tim <tjml @emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 11:50 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting Reminder Tomorrow 

I’ll be there --I completed my evaluation of the course I saw teach ---VII leave a copy in your mail box, 

Tin~ 

Frem; Regester, Charlene B 
$ent-" Tuesday, November :[9, 20:[3 :[:[:48 AM 

To-" McMillan, Tim 
$,,bject-" Meeting Reminder Tomorrow 
Dear Tim: Please be reminded that we will have our faculty review meeting tomorrow at 2:30, Hope to see you then, Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Jen Proctor                ~GIVlAIL.COIVI> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 12:11 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Avid Media Composer lab assistance! 

Hi UFVA folks, 

We’ve had Avid Media Composer running here in our labs for about a year now, mad it’s caused s~me big headaches for our IT stafl~ We’re running it as paxt ofml 

image that’s pushed to our labs, and admin access is highly restricted. Our IT stm~f reports that they’ve spent a lot of lime witJ1 Avid support bandaging and repackaging 

it to make it work for our labs, and even then, we run into lots of problems. Avid support knows them by name. 

My request: are any of you running Avid smoothly in this kind of environment? Could I put our IT staffiu touch with you (or)’our staff) to see if we ca~ solve some of 

the~ issues? 

Thanks! 

Jen 

Jennifer Proctor 

Assistant Professor. Jourualism and Screen Studies 
Department of Language, Culture, and Communicafion 

University of Michigan-Dearborn 

http:/A~’.umd.mnich.edtr] sg 

http://j enniferproctor.com 

http://lostinliaht.om 
’][’his list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the followiug ,nessage to lis~tserv@listse~w.amefican.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last uame.) You cm~ leave a lifft by sendiug the follomng command to listserv@lis~tser~’.american.edu: siguoffUFVALIST-L (Write this commaud iu body 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending a~ e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.aanerican.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA,’ Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa <info &smeascholars.o~g@maill4.atl51 =rsg~.net> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 12:20 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

ONLINE Registration ENDS Tomorrow’. 

Is this email not displaying correctly? 
View it in your browser. 

***REGISTER NOW*** 
Sixth Annual ASMEA Conference 

Tides of Change. Looking Back and Forging Ahead in the Middle 
East & Africa 

November 21-23, 2013 
Key Bridge Marriott Hotel ¯ Washington, D.C. 

The 2013 conference will feature: 

Keynote address, "The Arab Upheavals: A View from Beirut" by Michael Young, 

opinion editor of Beirut’s Daily Star newspaper. 

Opening reception remarks by H.E. Mbarka Bouaida Minister-Delegate of 

Foreign Affairs and Cooperation, Kingdom of Morocco. 

Roundtable discussions on "From Kissinger to Kerry: Forty Years of Failed 

Attempts to Solve the Arab-Israeli Conflict," "Hezbollah in Lebanon, the Region, 

and Beyond," "Great Power Involvement in the Arab Upheavals," and "Revolution, 

Revolt, and Reform in North Africa," and much more. 

Banquet luncheon and professional networking reception. 

Film screenings. 

Displays by publishers of the latest academic titles. 

Viewschedule and papers to be presented= 

Registration fees: 

Full/Associate Members Registration: $85. 

Student Members Registration: $55. 

Non-Members Registration: $165, 

Become an ASMEA member here. 

For more information, contact 202.429.8860 or info~.asmeascholars.org. 

Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa 



www.as meascholars.o rq 

follow on Twitter I friend on Facebook I forward to a friend 

Copyright © 2013 ASMEA, All rights reserved. 
You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website 
www.asmeascholars.org. 
Our mailing address is: 
ASMEA 
PO Box 33699 
Washington, DO 20033 

Add us to your address book 

unsubscribe from this list J update subscription preferences J view email in browser 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ken Lee ~earthlink.net~ 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 1:38 PM 

Ken Lee <keulee@mwp.com> 

UFVA...You and all your students can enjoy...FREE Maverick OSX upgrade m~d Master Shots Ebooks for only $9.95 

Dear UFVA Members. 

We absolutely love this review of Master Shots Ebook which is running in the cunent issue of Moviema£er Magazine 

If you warn to get started, j ust click on ~¥.mwp.com 

and tbllow the liuks for Master Shots Ebooks 

Maverick OSX upgrade is FREE which allows for all Mac Users to view 

Master Shots on their Laptops and Desktops 

Cheers 
Ken Lee 

Ken Lee 



Phone (206)283-2948 

Cell 

FAX i206i 283-2072 

kenlee~,mwp.com 

Skype 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mae Henderson @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 1:38 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emaJd.unc.edu> 

Re: Update 

Hello Charlene, 

Good to hear from you! I mn working on deadline 
wifl~ cowediting. When do you wish to collect the 

book? Best, mae 

On Mon, Nov 18, 2013 at 10:37 AM, Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Mae: Just returned from a conference in Indiana -- I saw the response from UG press. Thanks for sending them a note that we appreciated their consideration of our 
work. We can wait to here from NS and then re-think our strategy. 

On another note -- I need for you to give me the book -- Pentecostal and Charismatic Studies by William Kay and Anne Dyer. It is currently due so I would like to return it to 
the library. 

Hope things are going well and maybe we can update in more detail by phone. 

Sincerely, Charlene P, egester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Brook Hinton        @GMAIL.COM> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 1:44 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Avid Media Composer lab assistance! 

I’m very interested in hearing responses to this on the list if possible as we are cousidering a move to Avid - concerns about issues with supporting it in a campus-wide- 
image IT framework are the main s~mbling block. We want to be teaching indust~ standard tools, and for feature doc and na~ative at least we’re not confident 

slicking with Premiere in this post- fcp world fits the bill. 

Brook Hinton 

Moviug Image and Souud Maker 

w~,.brookhinton.com 

Co-Chair 

Fihn Program at CCA 

CaJifomia College of the Arts 

www.cca.edu/film 

~v.cca.edu,’mfafilm 

On Tue, Nov 19, 2013 at 9:11 AM, Jeu Proctor 

Hi UFVA tblks, 

i&gmail.com> wrote: 

We’ve had Avid Media Composer rnnning here in our labs for about a year uow, and it’s caused some big headaches for our IT staff: We’re rnmfing it as pa~t of an 

image that’s pushed to our labs, and admin access is highly refftricted. Our IT staff reports that they’ve spent a lot of lime with Avid support bandaging aud 

repackaging it to make it work for our labs, and even ther~ we ruu into lots of problems. Avid support knows them by name. 

My request: are any of you running Avid smoothly in this kind of environment? Could I put our IT staff in touch with you (or your slat) to see if we can solve some 

of these issues? 

Thanl~s! 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the tbllowing message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 
your first and last uame.) You can leave a liszt by sendiug the ~bllowing command to listserv@lis~tser<american.edu: siguoffUFVALIST-L (Write this commaud iu body 
ofemail with nothing else) Posling Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



FrOlll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Cook, Tom <tcook~@KEENE.EDU> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 1:48 PM 

UFVALIST- I~@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Avid Media Composer lab assistance! 

I sent the following e-mail reply [o Jen, including our IT guy’s e-mail address. I only DON’T list it here so he doesn’ [ get TOTALLY inundated. If folks really want 

more IT contact info, please feel free to contact me and ~’1~ put you through to Mm!them, 

Tor~ 

Jen: 

We’ve had Med~a Composer running in our Beginning and ~ntermed~ate ~abs on a image-based Windows forma~ for severa~ years now with few proMems. ~T 

regu{ady wipes the dr~qes and reh~ages them (to our occasional chagrin if students haven’t saued everything to their externa{ drk, es), but we’ve been pretty 

happg wkh the process. 

F~m= ~niversi~ ~ilm and Video Association [mailto:~AkI~-L@~istse~.american.edu] On ~ehalf ~ Brook Hinton 
Sent~ Tuesday, November 19, 2013 l:~ PN 

Te~ ~AkIST-L@lisNe~.ameflcan.edu 
Su~jeet~ Re: Avid Nedia Composer lab assistance[ 

I’m ve~ interested in hearing ms~n~s to ~is on the list if ~ssible as we am considering a ~nove to Avid - concerus about issues with supposing it in a campus-wide- 

image IT fi~ewoN am the ~nNn s~mbling block. We w~t to be teaching indust~ s~dmd ~ol~ and tSr fea~re doc and na~ative at least we’re not confident 

sficMng with ~ mmiere in ~s ~sl- fcp world fits ~e bill. 

Brook Hinton 

Moving Image and Sound Maker 

www.brooldfinton.com 

Co-Chair 

Film Program at CCA 

Calitbmia College of the Arts 

www.cca.edu/lilm 

www.cca.e&~/mthfilm ................................................. 

On Tue, Nov 19, 2013 at 9:11 AM, Jen Proctor fF~gmaiLcom> wrote: 

Hi UFVA folks, 

We’ve had Avid Media Composer running here in our labs for about a year now, and it’s caused s~me big headaches for our IT staf£ ~Ve’re running it as pazt ofm~ 

image that’s pushed to our labs, and admin access is highly restricted. Our IT staAt’reports that they’ve spent a lot of time with Avid support bandaging m~d repackaging 

it to make it work tbr our labs, and even then, we run into lots of problems. Avid support knows them by nmne. 

My requesl: are any of you running Avid smoothly in this kind of environment? Could I put our IT staffin touch with you (or your staff) to see if we ca~ solve some of 

the~ issues? 
Thanks! 

h~p:/i~v.umd.umich.edui~ s~ 

h ttp:)’.ienniferprocmr.com 

http://losfinligN.org 

TNs list at AU can be subscfi~d to by senNng the follom~N ~nessage to lislse~@listse~.amefic~.edu: subscribe UFV~IST-L FN1 Name ( Full N~e should 

your first and last n~e.) You cm~ leave a list by ~nding the tSllomng commaM m lis~e~@lis1~’.ameficm~.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in 

ofemail ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post mess~es m tim list by ~nNng aa e-mail m UFV~IST-L@listsew.amefican.edu 

TNs list at AU can be subscfi~d m by senNng the follomng message m lislsew@listse~’.ameficm~.edu: subscribe UFV~IST-L FNI Name ( Full Nmne should 

your fi~t ~d l~t name.) You can leave a list by ~Ming the follomng command to lis1~w@listsew.amefican.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L ~rfite ~is command in 

ofemM ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by ~nNng ~ e-mM m UFV~IST-L@lislsew.~efican.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <~UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 
Chastain, Bobby L <fxbob@PURDUE.EDU> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 2:02 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Avid Media Composer lab assistance! 

As an Avid Learning Partner (ALP) for the last few years here at Purdue University, I have been extremely happy with what we are able to do in our lab. 

I do not have the IT headache myself, but I can ask the IT professional for our lab if she would be willing to discuss how our systems are set-up. 

The main editing course that I teach follows your normal "editing theory" type things but then on lab days we follow Avid’s official 101/110 curriculum. 

I do make sure we have multiple platforms available to the students so they can see how their general editing skills apply in other applications, I think most can agree we work in a 

world where one must know multiple tools to be best prepared. 

Having said that, I also use the first editing course and my status as an Avid Certified Instructor (ACI) plus Purdue’s status as an ALP to allow our students to take the certified user 

test as an optional (sometimes not optional) thing during finals week each semester. 

Additionally, one aspect my current PhD dissertation research is looking at whether available certifications for editing software (FCP, Media Composer, and Premiere all 3 have 

such a thing) serve a purpose as part of college courses, and what purpose that could be. 

Would it be appropriate for me to send a link to my survey instruments for this study through this list to see if other Instructors and Professors are doing anything at all with 

commercial certification programs at their schools? That data would be very valuable and I would be happy to present the raw findings here once my defense is complete~ 

LASTLY, 

I would like to add that those in the U.S. that are interested in the Avid Learning Partner program, or in general about avid in your classrooms alongside other tools, should reach 

out to Andy Cook <andy.cook@avid.com> or Bryan castle <bryan.castle@avid.com>. I have CC’d Andy. 

Thanks! 

-b 

Bobby Chastain 

Mgr Academic Outreach and Student Learning 

--Hall of Music Productions 

Instructor 

--Film and Video Studies 

Purdue University 

From: Brook Hinton ~GMAILCOM> 

Reply-To: Brook Hinto~ ~GMAIL.COM> 

Date: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 1:43 PM 

To: "U FVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.EDU" <U FVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.EDU > 

Subje~: Re: Avid Media Composer lab assistance! 

I’m very interested in hearing responses to this on the list if possible as we are considering a move to Avid - concerns about issues with supporting it in a campus-wide-image IT 

framework are the main stumbling block. We want to be teaching industry standard tools, and for feature doc and narrative at least we’re not confident sticking with Premiere in 

this post-fcp world fits the bill. 

Brook Hinton 

Moving Image and Sound Maker 

www.brookhinton.com 

Co-Chair 

Film Program at CCA 

California College of the Arts 

www.cca.edu~/film 

www.cca.edu!mfafilm 

On Tue, Nov 19, 2013 at 9:11 AM, Jen Proctor 

Hi UFVA folks, 

@gmail.com> wrote: 

We’ve had Avid Media Composer running here in our labs for about a year now, and it’s caused some big headaches for our IT staff. We’re running it as part of an image that’s 

3ushed to our labs, and admin access is highly restricted. Our IT staff reports that they’ve spent a lot of time with Avid support bandaging and repackaging it to make it work for 

our labs, and even then, we run into lots of problems. Avid support knows them by name. 

My request: are a ny of you running Avid smoothly in this kind of environment? Could I put our IT staff in touch with you (or your staff) to see if we ca n solve some of these issues? 

Thanks! 



This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe U FVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last 

name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoff U FVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with nothing else) 

Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to U FVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to lJs~serv@listsen~.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full NaJne should be 

your first and last nmne.) You can leave a list by’ sending the follomng command to listserv@listserv.american,edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by- sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.an~erican.edn 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Jen Proctor                ~GIVlAIL.COIVI> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 2:13 PM 

UFVALIST- I~@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Avid Media Composer lab assistance! 

Thin,ks all for the respouses so far. I should have also mentioned that we’re in a Mac environment (curreutly running Mountain Lion), as I’m sure that makes a 
difl}rence. I look forward to additional replies! 

Best, 

Jen 

Ou Tue, Nov 19, 2013 at 1:48 PM, Cook, Tom <tcook~keene.edu> wrote: 

I sent the followh~g e-mail reply to Jen, including our IT guy’s e-mail address. I only DON’T list it here so he doesn’t get TOTAU.Y inundated, If folks really want 

rnore IT contact kffo, please feel Free to contact rne and t’H put you through to hh~i~:hern, 

Tom 

We’ve had Media Composer running in our Beginning and Intermediate labs on a image--based Windows formal for several years now with few problems. IT 

regularly wipes the drives and reimages them (to our occasional chagrin if students haven’t saved everything to their external drives), but we%e been preLLy 

happy with the process. 

Tom 

From: University Film and Video Association [mailto:UPTALIST-L@listserv.american.edu] On Behalf Of Brook Hinton 
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 1:44 PM 

To: UFVALTST-L@listserv.ameMca n.edu 
Subject: Re: Avid Media Composer lab assistance! 

I’m veo, interested in heariug responses to this on the list if possible as we am considering a move to Avid - concerns about issues ruth supporting it in a campus- 

rode-image IT framework are the main stumbling block. We waut to be teaching industo, standard tools, and for feature doc and narrative at least we’re uot 

confident sticking ruth Premiere in this post-t~p world fits the bill. 

Brook Hinton 

Moving hnage aud Sound Maker 

www.brookhinton.com 

Co-Chair 

Film Program at CCA 
California College of the Arts 

~-w.cca.eduifilm 

x~-.cca.edu/mfa~ilm 

Ou Tue, Nov 19, 2013 at 9:11 AM, Jen Proctor (o~gma~l.com> wrote: 

Hi UFVA tblks, 

We’ve had Avid Media Composer running here in our labs for about a 5,ear uow, a~d it’s caused some big headaches for our IT staff: We’re rumfing it as pa~t ofa~ 

image that’s pushed to our labs, and admin access is highly reslricted. Our IT staff reports that they’ve spent a lot of time with Avid support bandaging aud 

repackaging it to make it work for our labs, a~d even ther~ we ruu into lots of problems. Avid support knows them by name. 

My request: are an5, of you ruuniug Avid smoothly in this kind of environment? Could I put our IT staffin touch w-ith you (or your siafl) to see if we can solve some 

of these issues? 

Thanks! 



http:/i~v.umd.umich.edu/i s~’ 

htlp://jenniferproctor.com 

htlp://los~inlight.org 

TNs list at NJ can ~ subscribed m by ~nding the tbllowing message m lis~t~(~liskse~.ame6can.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should 

your first and l~t name.) You can leave a list by sending ~e following co~nmand to lisNe~istse~.~mefican.edu: signoffUFVz~IST-L (Write tNs command in 

bo@ of e~nail with notlfing else) Posting Mes~ges: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mml m UF~IST-L~)list~.americ~.edu 

TNs list at AU can ~ subscribed to by ~nding the following message m list~(~lis~e~v.amefican.edu: subscribe UFV~IST-L Full Name ( Full N~e should 

your first ~d last name.) You can leave a lis~ by sending the following command to listse~lis~en~.~efican.edu: signoffUFV~IST-L (Write tNs command in 

bo@ of email wi~ notNng else) Posting Mes~ges: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mNl to UFV~IST- L,~list~v.amefican.edu 

Jennifer Proctor 

Assistant ProtEs~r, Journalism and Screen Studies 

Depaa~unent of Language, Culture, and Communication 

Universily of Michigan-Dearborn 

http:#,~v.mnd.umich.edw’i ss/ 

http://ienniferproctor.com 

htlp:#losqfinlight.ovg 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the follomng message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the follomng command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by ~nding an e-mail to UFVAl~IST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

RonD                @GMAIL.COM> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 2:21 PM 

UFVALIST- I~@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Avid Media Composer lab assistance! 

I am curious about who provides the IT. Not all techs know very+ much about video. Maybe this is a more general question to the list. 

Do you have in house or outsourced tech support? 

Best, 

Ron Douglas 

On Tue, Nov 19, 2013 at 1:12 PM, Jen Proctor               2~gInaJl.coIn> wrote: 
Thanks all for the responses so far. I should have also mentioned that we’re in a Mac environment (currently running Mountain Lion), as I’m sure that makes a 

difl}rence. I look forward to additional replies! 

Best, 

Jen 

On Tue, Nov 19, 2013 at 1:48 PM, Cook, Tom <tcook~keene.edu> wrote: 

f ~.;ent the following e-mail ref)ly to Jen, inclt~ding oc~r tT gc~y’s e-mail address, t only I;}ON"r list it here so he doesn’t get rOT.~f_t.Y inundated. If folks really want: 
more 1[ contact info, please feel free to cont:act me ~md VII put yot~ tllrotlgh b:) himlthem. 

TOffl 

We’ve had Media Composer running in our Beginrfing and Intermediate labs on a image-based Windows format for several years now with few problems. IT 

regularly wipes the drives and reimages them (to our occasional chagrin if stt~dents haven>t saved everything to their external drives), bt~t we’ve been pretty 

happy with the process~ 

Ti:~rn 

From: University Film and Video Association [mailto:UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu] On Behalf Of Brook Hinton 
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 1:44 PM 
To: UFVALTST-L@listserv.american.edu 
Subject: Re: Avid Media Composer lab assistance! 

I’m veu interested in hearing responses to this on the list if IX~ssible as we are considering a move to Avid - concerns about issues with supporting it in a campus- 

wide-image IT framework are the main stumbling block. We want to be teaching industu standard tools, and for feature doc and narrative at least we’re not 

confident slicking ruth Premiere in this IX~st- fcp world fits the bill. 

Brook Hinton 

Moving Image and Sound Mal~er 

www.brookhinton.com 

Co-Chair 

Film Program at CCA 

Calitbmia College of the Arts 

vx~x~v.cca.eduifilm 

www.cca.edu/mfafilm 

On Tue, Nov 19, 2013 at 9:11 AM, Jen Proctor ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Ill UFVA tblks, 

We’ve had Avid Media Composer running here in our labs tbr about a year now, and it’s caused some big headaches tbr our IT sta]Tt] We’re running it as pa~t of 

an image that’s pushed to our labs, and admin access is highly restricted. Our IT staff reports that they’ve spent a lot of time with Avid support bandaging and 

repackaging it to make it work tbr our labs, aad even then, we run into lots of problems. Avid support knows them by name. 

My requesl: are any of you running Avid smoothly in this kind of environmenr? Could I put our IT stalt’in touch with you (or your slalt) to see if we can solve 



~me of these issues? 

Thanks! 

~:i/www.umd.umich.edtr/sls~ 

http:i/ienniferproctor.com 

http:/ilos~tMight.o~g 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by ~nding the lbllomng message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVAI,IST-L Full Name ( Full Name should 

be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the tbllowing command to listserv(~liskserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command 

in bo@ of email with nothing el~) Posting Mes~ges: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST- L~b~listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv~listserv.an~erican.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should 

be your first and laser name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv(~listse~w.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this cotnmand 

in body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-~nail to UFV.AJ~IST- L~listserv.mnerican.edu 

Jennifer Proctor 

Assistant ProtEs~r, Journalism and Screen Studies 

Depaxtment of Language, Culture, and Commanication 

University of Michigan-DearIx)m 

http://~v.mnd.umich.edw’i ss/ 

http://immiferproctor.com 

http://los~inlight.o~g 
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bod.v of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST- L(~listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the tbllowing message to listserv@listserv.amefican.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 
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ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to "the list by sending an e-mail "to UFVALIST-L@lis~tserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 2:39 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Six Degrees of Sepaxation Critque 

.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noveply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

via Linkedln <member@linkedin.comv 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 2:58 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Charlene, please add me to your Linkedln nem, ork 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



FrOlll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Bergersen, Kyle W. <kbergersen@OU.EDU> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 4:39 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Avid Media Composer lab assistance! 

Our IT guy at OU does a good job with Avid on our Macs. 

He doesn’t like it because Avid hides stuff all over the hind drive to prevent piracy but we’re problem free. 

I can give you his email if you need it. 

K 

OnNov 19, 2013, at 1:12 PM, Jen Proctor ~GMAIL.COM> wrote: 

Thanks a]l for the responds so far. I should have also mentioned that we’re in a Mac environment (currently running Mountain [.ion), as rm sure that 

makes a difference. I look tbrwa~d to additional replies! 

Best, 

Jen 

On Tue, Nov 19, 2013 at 1:48 PM, Cook Tom <tcook(r>keene.edu> wrote: 

I sent the ~oil.:_~wing ~-_~- mail reply to .h:_m, including our fl guy’s e--mall address, f only DON~T ~ist it here ~.:~ he doesn’t get: TOTALLY mtmdated. 

resl~y want more ~T contact info, please feel free [o contac[ me and ~’1~ put you through to hkn/them. 

Torn 

We’ve had Media Composer running in our Beginning and Intermediate labs on a image-based Windows format for several years now with few 

problerns, tT r’egularly w~pes the dr~ves and reimages them (to our o(:cash:mal chagrin ~f students haw~m’t saved ew~rything to thek ex~:erna~ driw~s), 

bu~: we’ve been pret~:y happy w~:h the process. 

From-" University Film and Video Association [mailto:UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu] On Behalf Of Brook Hinton 
Se~t," Tuesday, November :[9, 20:[3 :[:44 PM 

To-" UFVALTST-L@listserv.american.edu 
Subject-" Re: Avid lvledia Composer lab assistance! 

I’m very interested in hearing responses to this on the list if possible as we are considering a move to Avid - concerus about issues with supporting it in 

a ca~pus-wide-image IT framework me the tnain stumbling block. We want to be teaching industry standard tools, and for feature doc and narrative 

at least we’re not confident sticking with Premiere in this post- fcp world fits the bill. 

Brook Hinton 

Moving Image and Sound Maker 

www.brookhinton.com 

Co-Chair 

Film Program at CCA 
California College of the Arts 

www.cca.edu!film 

www.cca.edu/mfa~hn 

On Tue, Nov 19, 2013 at 9: l 1 AM, Jen Proctor f~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi UFVA folks, 

We’ve had Avid Media Composer running here in our labs for about a year now, a~d it’s caused some big headaches for our IT staff: We’re running it 

as part of an image that’s pushed to our lab~ and admin access is highly restricted. Our IT staffreports that they’ve spent a lot of time with Avid 

support bandaging and repackaging it k) make it work tbr our labs, and even then, we run into lots of problems. Avid support knows them by nmne. 

My request: a~e an?’ of you rurming Avid smoothly in this kind of enviromnent? Could I put our IT staff’in touch with you (or your staff) to see if we can 

solve some of these issues? 

Thanks! 



http://wvx~v.umd.umich.edu/iss/ 

http:/iienniferproctor.com 
http://los~J~nlight.org 

UFV,AJ~I ST - L~listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the follomng message to lis~tsel~z&listserv.americaxa.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full 

Name should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserw,~]istserv.mnerican.edu: signoff 

UFVALIST-L (Write this command in bo@ of email ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to 

UFVALIST- L~lis~tserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full 

N~une should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to liskserv@listserv.american.edu: signoff 

UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post mes~ges to the list by sending an e-mail to 

UFVAI~IST- L@listserv.anaefi can.edu 

Jermifer Proctor 

Assistant Professor, Journalism and Screen Studies 

Department of Language, Culture, and Communication 

Universi~ of Michigan-Dearborn 

http://www.umd.umich.edu’jss" 

http:i@nniferproctor.com 
htt :iilostinli ht.o~ 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the follomng message to listserv(~)lis~tse~z.american.edu: subscribe UFV,AJ~IST- L Full Name ( Full Name 

should be your first and last name.) You can leave a lifft by sending the follomng command to listselw~listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST- L 

(Write this command in body of email ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can posit messages to the list by sending an e-mafil to UFVALIST- 

L~listserv.american.edu 

K¥1e Bergersen 

Asst Professor-OU 

Thi s list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.mnefican.edu: subscribe UFVAI,IST-L Full Name ( Full Name shi)uld be 

your tirs~t and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the ti)llowing command to listserv@lis~tserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in tx)dy 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVAl,IST-L@lis~tserv.amefican.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subjed:: 

Hawaii Universi~ International Conference <HUIC.noreply@us.emaildir2.com> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 6:00 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

2014 Education and STEM Cont~rence, Call tbr Papers 

Hawaii Universi 7 Inter  ational Conferences 

2014 Education and STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics) by 
Hawaii University International Conferences 
June 16- 18, 2014 at the Ala Moana Hotel, Honolulu 

Call for Papers/Proposal/Abstracts/Submissions 
Submission Deadline: January 31, 2014 

Details 

For information please visit our website. 

For submission via our online form, please click here. 

For email submissions please refer to the following instructions: 

Call for papers 

tf the link does not work for you please copy and paste it to your browser 

The 2014 Hawaii University International Conferences (HUIC) on Education and STEM welcomes and invites 

papers (in English only) from all areas of Education, Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics, and related 

fields. The conference will be held from June 16 to 18 (Monday through Wednesday) at the Ala Moana Hotel, in 

Honolulu Hawaii. 

The conference aim objective is to provide a platform for researchers, engineers, and academicians as well as 

industrial professionals from all over the world to present their research results and development in their related 

fields. 

Education Topics & Focus Area 
Original contributions on topics covered under broad areas but not limited to: 

Academic Advising and Counseling 

Art Education 

Adult Education 

Business Education 

Counselor Education 

Curriculum, Research and Development 

Distance Education 

Early Childhood EducationlElementary Education 

Human Resource Development 

Indigenous Education 

Kinesiology & Leisure Science 

Language Education 

Music Education 

Reading Education 

Rural Education 

Science Education 

Secondary Education 

Social Studies Education 

Special Education 

Student Affairs 

Educational Administration 

Educational Foundations 

Educational Measurement and Evaluation 

Educational Psychology 

Education Technology 

Education Policy and Leadership 

ESLITESL 

Health Education 

Higher Education 

Teacher Education 

Second Language Studies 

Sociology 

Social Science 

Speech/Communication and Translation 

Theatre 

Urban and Regional Planning 

Visual Arts 

Women’s Studies 

Inter-disciplinary and other areas of Education 

Science Topics & Focus Areas 
Original contributions on topics covered under broad areas but not limited to: 

Anatomy, Biochemistry & Physiology 

Animal Sciences 

Physical Sciences 

Biological Engineering 

Biology 

Botany 

Human and Health Services 

Information and Computer Sciences 

Mathematics 

Medical Technology 

Microbiology 

Natural Resources and Environmental 



Cell and Molecular Biology 

Chemistry 

Communication Sciences and 

Disorders 

Complementary and Alternative 

Medicine 

Environmental Science 

Food Science and Human Nutrition 

Forensic Sciences 

General Biology 

Health Science 

Management 

Natural Science 

Physics and Astronomy 

Political Science 

Psychology 

The Molecular Biosciences and Biotechnology 

Inter-disciplinary Areas of Science, Technology, Engineering and 

Mathematics 

Technology and Engineering Topics & Focus Areas 
Original contributions on topics covered under broad areas but not limited to: 

Low Power VLSI Design 

3 D Integrated Circuit Design 

Current Trends in Semiconductor Devices 

Programming and Logic Devices 

Wireless Communications 

Embedded Technology 

Biomedical Engineering and Technology 

Mechatronics/M EMS/NEMS/Robotics/Automation 

Renewable and Non-renewable Conventional Energy 

Sources 

Bioinformatics 

Material science and Engineering 

Nanotechnology 

Reliability Engineering 

Optimization Technologies 

Non-traditional Manufacturing Process 

Agile, Lean and Jet Manufacturing 

CADICAMICAEIFMSICIMSICFTIRPT 

Industrial Engineering and Management 

Education Technology 

Entrepreneurship Development 

Partnership Between Academia and the 

Corporate World 

Math Topics & Focus Areas 
For more information, please clk,’l< here. 

Original contributions on topics covered under broad areas but not limited to: 

Algebra ¯ Number Theory 

Applied Mathematics ¯ Numerical Analysis 

Calculus ¯ Philosophy of Mathematics 

Computational Mathematics ¯ Pre-Algebra 

Discrete Mathematics ¯ Pre-Calculus 

Foundations of Mathematics ¯ Probability 

Financial Mathematics ¯ Psychology of Teaching and Learning Mathematics 

Finite Mathematics ¯ Statistics 

Fractals ¯ Topology 

Geometry ¯ Inter-disciplinary Areas of Mathematics 

History of Mathematics ¯ Other Area Related to Mathematics Research and Practices 

Logic 

Mathematics Education 

Submitting a Proposal/Submission Procedure: 

Via email or regular post mail HUIC, PC Box 29056, Honolulu, HI 96820 

1. Create a Title Page for your submission. The title page should include: 

a. Title of your paper/proposal 

b. Topics/Areas 

c Presentation format: Papers, Workshop, or Poster 

d. Synopsis: A brief description of your presentation 

e. Name(s) of the author(s) 

f. Department(s) and Affiliation(s) 

g. Mailing Address(es) 

h. E-mail Address(es) 

i Contacts/Phone Number(s) 

j. Fax number(s) 

k Correspondingipresenting author if different than lead author 

Abstract/Proposal Guideline 

Please click here to view formats and guidelines or simply fill out our online form. 

If clicking does not work, copy and paste link into your browser: huichawaii org/hssc_sub.html 



Mahalo! (Thank you!) 

If you wish to unsubscribe or remove from this mailing, please ~j[.c__k__[le__r_e. or use the unsubscribe link at the bottom of this email. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Schwibs, Susanne K <sschmbs@INDIANA.EDU> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 6:07 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Avid Media Composer lab assistance! 

Jen, 

We run it here at Indiana without any’ problems. I believe our IT person installs one project he calls "test" as administrator, then all others have to be created as 
"external" projects. 

The main thing to remember is to not UlXtate QuickTime beyond "the one your composer version is certified for. 

That’s all I know. There maybe other staffhe dies and I can a~sk him. 

All the best Susanne. 

Sent fro,n my iPhone 

On Nov 20, 2013, at 3:13 AM, "Jen Proctor" ~GMAIL.COM> wrote: 

Thanks all for the responses so far. I should have also mentioned that we’re in a Mac environment (cunently running Mountain Lion), as I’m sure that 

makes a difl}rence. I look lbrwa;d to additional replies! 

Best, 

Jen 

On Tue, Nov 19, 2013 at 1:48 PM, Cook, Tom <tcook(~keene.edu > wrote: 

] sent the following e-mail reply to Jen, including our IT guy’s e-mail address. I only DON’T fist it here so he doesn’[ get TOTALLY inundated. If folks 

really want more IT contact info, please feel free to contact me and I’ll p~t you through to him/them. 

Tom 

We"re had Media Com~mser running in our Beginning and Intermedia[:e labs on a image.-based Windows fornlat for sew:_~ral years now wi[:h 

problems, I] r~-_~gularly wipes ~:he driw:_~s and reima~es them (to our occasional chagrin if students haven’t saved everything to their ext~-:~rnal drives)~ 

but we’ve been p~etty happy with the process~ 

Torn 

From: University Film and Video Association [mailto:UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu] On Behalf Of Brook Hinton 
Sent-" Tuesday, November 19, 2013 1:44 PM 

To-" U PCALIST- L@listserv.a merica n.ed u 
Subject-" Re: Avid Media Composer lab assistance! 

I’m very interested in hearing responses to this on the list if possible as we axe considering a move to Avid - concerns about issues with supporting it in a 

campus-wide-image IT framework are the main stumbling block. We want to be teaching industry standard tools, and tbr feature doc and na~ative at 

least we’re not co,ffident sticking ruth Premiere in this post- fcp world fits the bill. 

Brook Hinton 
Moving hnage and Sound Maker 

w~v.brookhinton.com 

Co-Chair 
Film Program at CCA 

California College of the Arts 

~,.cca.edu/film 

~’.c ca.ectu/ml?atilm 

On Tue, Nov 19, 2013 at 9:11 AM, Jen Proctor 

Hi UFVA folks, 

~gmafil.com> wrote: 



We’ve had Avid Media Composer rurming here in our labs for about a year now, and ifs caused some big headaches for our IT stafli We’re running it 

as part of an image that’s pushed to our labs, and admin access is highly restricted. Our IT staff reports that they’ve spent a lot of time with Avid 

support bandaging and repackaging it to make it work for our labs, and even then, we run into lots of problems. Avid support l~ows them by name. 

My request: axe any of you running Avid smoothly in this kind of environment? Cotdd I put our IT staff in touch with you (or your statt) to see if we can 

solve some of these issues? 

http://wu~,.umd.umich.edu/iss~ 

http:i/iem~iferproctor.com 

http:iilos~inlight.o~ 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the follomng message to listserv@lis~tse~w.american.edu: subscribe UFV.A~,IST- L Full Name ( Full 

Name should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listse~w~listserv.aanerican.edu: signoff 

UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email ruth nothing else) l?osting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to 

UFVALIST- L(~lis~tserv.an~efican.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to lis~tserv(~listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST- L Full Nmne ( Full 

Name should be your first and laser name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv~listserv.an~erican.edu: signoff 

UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body- of ema]l ruth nothing else) Positing Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-ma]l to 

UFVAI~IST- L@listserv.mnefican.edu 

Jelmifer Proctor 

Assistant l?rofessor, Journalism and Screen Studies 
Depaxtanent of Language, Culture, and Communication 

Univel~iU of Michigan-Dearborn 

http://w~v.umd.umich.edu/i ss/ 
http://jennit~rproctor.com 

http://los~Jmlight.org 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the tbllowing message to listserv~b~listserv.mnerican.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name 

shimld be your first mad last name.) You can leave a list by sending the lbllowing command to listserv(~:liskserv.amefican.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L 

(Write this command in body of ema~l ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can posit messages to the list by sending an e-ma~l to UFVALIST- 

L@listserv.an~erican.edu 

’][’his list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following ~nessage to lis~tserv@listse~w.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last nmne.) You can leave a list by sending the follomng command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.an~erican.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Cook, Tom <tcook~@KEENE.EDU> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 8:14 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Avid Media Composer lab assistance! 

Yes, we have an advanced lab runrfing FCf" and MC---and Avid has issues on Macs. 

Fre~: University Film and Video Association [mailto:UFVAL[ST-L@listserv.american.edu] Oa Behalf Of Jen Proctor 
Seat: Tuesday, November :19, 2013 2:13 PM 
Te; U FVAL[ST- L@listserv.a merica n.ed u 
Subject: Re: Avid Media Composer lab assistance! 

Thanks all for the responses so far. I should have also mentioned that we’re in a Mac environment (currently running Mountain Lion), as I’m sure that makes a 

difl}rence. I look forward to additional replies! 

Best, 

Jen 

On Tue, Nov 19, 2013 at 1:48 PM, Cook, Tom <_t_c_RRk_.(~keene.edu> wrote: 
I sent [he following e-mail reply to Jen, k~cluding our IT guy’s e--maii address. I oniy DON’T list it here so he doesn’t get TOTALLY inundated, if folks reai[y want 
more IT contact ~nfo, please feel free to contact me and I’ll p~t you through to h~m/them. 

Jen: 
We’ve had Med~a Composer rutm~ng ~n our Begitln~tlg and k~termediate labs on a image-based Windows format for several years now with few problems. ~T 

regularly w~pes the dr~ves and reimages them (to o~ar occasional chagrin if st~adents have~l’t saved everything to their externa~ driues), but we’ue been pretty 
happy with the process. 
Yor~ 

F~m= ~niversi~ F~lm and Video Association [mail~:~_~_&~_~z~J_~_~_¢~_~g?~_t~_¢_~_,~_~] On Behalf ~ Brook H~n~n 
$ent~ Tuesday, November 19, 2013 l:~ PN 
Te~ U~ALIST-L@lisNe~.amer~can,edu 
Su~ject~ ~e: Avid Media Composer lab assistance~ 
I’m ve~" interested in hearing ms~n~s to this on the list if pssible as we a~ considering a move to Avid - concerns about issues with suppling it in a campus-wide- 
im~e IT [}amework am the mmn s~mbling block. We want to be teaching indust~ standezd ~ol~ and for fea~re doc and narrative at least we’~ not confident 
sflc~ng with t mmie~ in tiffs pst-t?p world fits the bill. 

Brook Hinton 

Moving Image and Sound Maker 

w~v.brookhinton.com 

Co-Chair 

Fihn Program at CCA 

Calili~mia College of the Arts 

w~,.cca.e&~/filrn 

www.cca.edu/n flhfilm 

On Tue, Nov 19, 2013 at 9:11 AM, Jen Proctor l~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi UFVA folks, 

We’ve had Avid Media Composer running here in our labs for about a year now, and it’s caused some big headaches for our IT staf[~ We’re running it as part of an 

image that’s pushed to our labs, and admin access is highly restricted. Our IT staff’reports that they’ve spent a lot of time with Avid support bandaging and repackaging 

it to make it work for our labs, and even then, we run into lots of problems. Avid support knows them by name. 

My request: are any of you running Avid smoothly in this kind of environment? Could I put our IT staB’in touch with you (or your staff) to see if we can solve some of 

these issues? 

Thanks! 

http:,/,’~v.umd.umich~edu~’i ss,’ 
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http: ,’/lostmlight.org 
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your first ~d l~t name.) You can leave a list by sending ~e tbllomng command m listser~:[~21iskserv.amefican.edu: signoffUFV~IST-L GVfite ~is commaM in 

ofemail mfl~ nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post mess~es m the list by ~nN~N ~ e-mN1 ~ UFVN ~IST- [~¢~lis1~v.american.edu 
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ofemNl ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages m the list by ~nNng an e-mNl m UF Vz~IST-L([~lis1~t~’.amefican~edu 



Jennifer Proctor 

Assistant Prot}smr, Journalism and Screen Studies 

Depa~unent of Language, Culture, and Communication 

Universi~" of Michigan-Dearborn 

http;//je! mife*Ioroctor.com 
http://los~NigN.otg 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the follomng message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Nmne should be 

your first and last nmne.) You can leave a list by sending the follomng command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

of email ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.amefican.edu 

Thi s list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.mnefican.edu: atbscfibe UFVAI,IST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the tbllowi~g command to listserv@lis"tserv.amefican.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in [x)dy 
ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVAl,IST-L@listserv.omerican.edu 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.eom> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 g:41 AM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Re: recommendation 

Dr. Regester, 
Just wanted to send you a reminder about meeting today at 3:45. Are you still able to meet with me? 

From: "Regester, Charlene B" <mgester@email.unc.edu> 
To:                          @yahoo.corn> 
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 3:08 PM 
Subject: RE: recommendation 

Dear       Yes, next week is better for me because I have been incredibly busy today. We can try again for next Wednesday around the same time -- just send me an 
email reminder. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:                        @yahoo.corn] 

Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 2:20 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: recommendation 

Dr. Regester, 
so I think it’s best for me to reschedule my meeting with you. 

1 wanted to talk about the program I’m considering. There’s a cohort that starts in Hatch and another that starts 
in Hay. T’m particularly concerned about taking the GRE. 
What’s your schedule like next week? Or, maybe 3[ could give you a call to discuss things, whatever works better for you. 
Thank you, 

From: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu> 
To:                            @yahoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, November 8, 2013 3:05 PM 
Subject: RE: recommendation 

Dear Yes, meet me Jn Davis 8th floor room 8042. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:                         ,@yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 2013 1:25 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: recommendation 

Thank you. Wednesday at 3:45 works for me. Shall I meet you in Davis, at your carrel? 

From: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu> 
To:                          @yahoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, November 8, 2013 12:03 PM 
Subject: RE: recommendation 

Dear      : Yes, we could meet but on Thursday and Friday of next week I will be out of town. The best days for me to meet will probably be Monday or Wednesday after 
(3pro). Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Flron11-" 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 2013 11:46 AlVl 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: recommendation 

@yahoo.corn] 

Hi Dr. Regester, 
I hope you’re doing well. I apologize for taking so long to get back to you. 
I’m still considering            but have some concerns and wanted to discuss them with you. 
Do you have some time next week to meet with me? 
Thank you, 

From:                            @yahoo.com> 
To: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, October 1,2013 9:43 AM 
Subject: recommendation 

Dr. Regester. 
Thank you for doing a letter of recommendalion for me. I’ll have more information for yon by the end of tim week. 
ThaJ~lcs again’. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

No~lh American Book Distributors, LLC <cs~abdllc.com@mail41 .atl51 J~gsv.net;, 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 9:22 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Best Books recommendation for Black His’tory Month iu February 

Best Books for Academic Libra4es recommends... 

SLAVE NARRATIVES COMPLETE SET 

A Folk History of Slavery in the United States 

from interviews with former slaves 

Faculty and students interested in African-American Studies will be seamhing 

the library for information on slavery in the United States. We are pleased to 
announce the republishing of the entire set of SLAVE NARRATIVES; A Folk 
History of Slavery in the United States from interviews with former slaves. The 
SLAVE NARRATIVES were collected in the 1930s as part of the Federal 
Writers’ Project of the Works Progress Administration from interviews with 
former slaves. 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES provides a unique and unsurpassed collective 
portrait of African-American population during slavery. Indeed, historian David 
Brion Davis has argued that the voluminous number of documented slave 
testimonies available in the United States "is indisputably unique among 

former slaveholding nations. In addition to the substantial number of life histories it contains, the most 
compelling feature of the collection is the composition of the sample of people who made up its informants." 
SLAVE NARRATIVES thus constitute an illuminating and invaluable source of data about antebellum and 
post-Emancipation Southern life, the institution of slavery, and, most important, the reactions and 
perspectives of those who had been enslaved. The profoundly moving text which yields great insight into the 
impact of slavery upon human lives. 

Thank you for your consideration in recommending the entire set of SLAVE NARRATIVES to your 
collection development librarian or subject librarian. 

Please visit NABDLLC.com/Slave-Narratives! to view further details regarding this title. 

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE iN THE U.S. 
Purchase orders are accepted from all organizations. 

For your convenience we accept Visa and MasterCard as a payment option. 

Order Form 

$1 995 00 Slave Narratives Complete Set - Edition     9780403022113 I 

I ’ " I1(19v)                       II 

Name: Library Name: 

Phone: Email: 

Mailing Address: 

City: State: 

Payment Type: Visa MasterCard Check Purchase Order#: 

Cardhelder Name: 

Card Number: 

Zip: 

Expiration Date: 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje¢~: 

@yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 1:55 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Re: recommendation 

Thank you. rll see you later today. 

From: "Regester, Charlene B" <mgester@email.unc.edu> 
To:                          @yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 12:05 PM 
Subject: RE: recommendation 

Dear Yes, I do plan to meet today but if I am running a few minutes late please wait. See you in Davis Library, Room 8026 later today. Sincerely, Charlene P, egester 

From:                        @yahoo.corn] 

Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 8:40 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: recommendation 

Dr. Regester, 
3ust wanted to send you a reminder about meeting today at 3:45. Are you still able to meet with me? 

From: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@emaiLunc.edu> 
To:                          @yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 3:08 PM 
Subject: RE: recommendation 

Dear      Yes, next week is better for me because 1 have been incredibly busy today. We can try again for next Wednesday around the same time -- just send me an 
email reminder. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:                        @yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 2:20 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: recommendation 

Dr. Regester, 
so I think it’s best for me to reschedule my meeting with you. 

[ wanted to talk about the program I’m considering. . There’s a cohort that starts in March and another that starts 
in May. T’m particularly concerned about taking the GRE. 
What’s your schedule like next week? Or, maybe I could give you a call to discuss things, whatever works better for you. 
Thank you, 

From: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu> 
To:                          @yahoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, November 8, 2013 3:05 PM 
Subject: RE: recommendation 

Dear Yes, meet me in Davis 8th floor room 8042. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From:                        @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 2013 1:25 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: recommendation 

Thank you. Wednesday at 3:45 works for me. Shall I meet you in Davis, at your carrel? 

From: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@email.unc.edu> 
To:                          @yahoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, November 8, 2013 12:03 PM 
Subject: RE: recommendation 

Dear       Yes, we could meet but on Thursday and Friday of next week I will be out of town. The best days for me to meet will probably be Monday or Wednesday after 
(3pm). Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 2013 11:46 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: recommendation 

@yahoo.com] 

Hi Dr. Regester, 
I hope you’re doing well. I apologize for taking so long to get back to you. 
I’m still considering            but have some concerns and wanted to discuss them with you. 
Do you have some time next week to meet with me? 
Thank you, 



From:                            @yahoo.corn> 
To: "Regester, Charlene B" <regester@emaiLunc=edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, October 1,2013 9:43 AM 
Subject: recommendation 

Dr. Regester. 
ThaJ~k you tbr doing a letter of recommendation for me. I’ll have more intbnnation tbr you by the end of the week. 
Thanks again’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Genna Rae McNeil @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 3:04 PM 

Donna Nixon ~@yahoo.com>; Janken, Kemrcth R <kijanken@email.unc.edu>; Sweet, John Wood <swee@unc.edu>; 

Toppin, Lonise <ltoppin@unc.edu>; Rowe, Beth L <bl@email.unc.edu>; Geeta Kapur~ @aol.com>; @aol.com; 
Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebm@email.anc.edu>; Lotchin, Roger W <rlotchin@emaJl.unc.edu>; @yahoo.corn>; 

I@live.unc.edtc,; Mesibov, Laurie L <mesibov@emafil.unc.edu:>; Rucker, Walter C <wrucke@email.unc.edtc,; 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emafil.unc.edu> 

Would either of you have time to help me with two undergraduate projects? 

Dear Donna, Ken, Louise,      Geeta, Roger, Reginald, Karen,       Walter, Charlene, and Laurie 

I hope that this ema~l finds each of you well. I know that you. as am I, must be looking forward to Thanksgiving. I am very- much looking forward to a day of rest and 

giving thanks,but have made plans tbr the Tuesday beti~re with which I hope you can help me. Additionally, I mn also ~eking help lbr December 7 t~m 12 Noon to 3 

P.m. 

I u~ difl~rent special exercises when I teach the U.S. History survey. This semester I an~ conducting tx~th a mini-simulated legislative hearing and a debate. The 

simulated legislative hearing roll take place on 26 November (Tuesday belbre Thanksgiving) ti-om 2:15 to 3:15 p.m. in the Stone Center (room 210). I have three 

students who will be appea~ing before a simulated "subcommittee of the House of Representatives" to advocate for legislation on thiee ditt~rent matter~ namely, Voting 

Rights legislation posit-Fisher decision, and affordable health care legislation that takes into account the special concerns of women. 

I seek two or three committee members for the 26th and two or three judges for the debate on the 7th of December. The s~dents have conducted research and will 

have prepared "talking points" to share with you in advance. The duties of subcommittee members and judges are to raise questions that challenge the s~udents 

arguments with respect to their argmments based upon historical evidence for or against a particular position. The judges and committee members are asked to render 

opinions on who has made the mofft compelling arguments and also -- as teachers -- speak to the presentation’s strength and weaknesses. 

The subcommittee members would indicate that they will or will not report to the full house the recommendation supported by the speaker giving tes~timony. The judges 
of the debate will identil}’ winners of the debate on each proposition. I determine the grade of the stadents baaed upon the work prepared for the entire project so you 

do not have that burden. I do, however, want them to present a serious student-scholars of histo~ on matters of current concern so that they will be ~ying something 

about the lessons of histoW. 

I do not have an honorarium for you., but I will be delighted to host a lunch tbr committee members and judges at Carolina Cott~e ttouse or the Asian Fusion 

restaurant on Franldin fftreet. 

Would you please check your schedules to see if either of you is available for the 26th at from 2 to 3:15 and if either of you would be available to judge a Saturday 

debate (12/7/2013) in December from 12 to 3? 

Please respond at your earliest convenience to me at          ~gmail.com or text/call my cell ~               When I have a sufficient number for the exercises. I 

will advise all of you. There is little preparation, jus~t reading their talking points or outlines in advance. They will submit formal testimony or present formaJ arguments in 

debate on which you will be asked to take notes (and if you wish you may deliberate with their research materials available to you). 

Thanks tbr considering these requests. Naturally, I will be happy to come to either of your courses or assist with a libraacy project, should you believe my expertise 

would be helpfnl in connection with your teaching of graduates or undergraduates. 

Sincerely, 

Germa Rae (McNeil) 

P.S. My home nmnber is 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richard Topham Jr. <admin@pm- sound.corn> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 4:26 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Dr. Marlowe Taylor Mixes Kathem~e Heigl Indie With RF Venue Antennas 

Dr. Marlowe Taylor Mixes Katherine Heigl Indie with 
RF Venue Antennas 

Katherine Heigl, Tom Wilkinson, and Linda Edmond are in Cleveland shooting the indie 
comedy DJennyDs Wedding, D until the end of November. The mixer on set is veteran Dr. 
Marlowe ~Mauly T~ Taylor, a producer and sound mixer based in Cleveland and member 
of IATSE 209. Dr. Taylor chose to outfit his cart with RF Venue antennas for all the talent 
and crew wireless audio, and hasn,t looked back. 

~The Diversity Fin and cP Beam are my superman antennas, D Taylor said. OThese antennas 
have simplified some very complicated issues. We were having a lot of RF static and the 
signal strength was very low. We were basically running our previous antennas out on 50 to 
75 feet of cable all the time. Plus we were getting attenuation with these long cable runs 
and had to use all sorts of boosters. It was getting crazy. ~ 

Taylor is now using a Diversity Fin to receive the Lectrosonics Venue + UCR411 A HM 
plugs and talent packs on the ~Jenny~s WeddingD set. A CP Beam pulls stereo from the 

Mix 12 and feeds to an ARRI Alexa via Senheiser IEM recievers. And he uses an 
additional CP Beam for the Lectrosonics T4 IMB com system used to communicate with 
the boom operator and crew. Taylor is also using a Zaxcom mix suite including Mix12 and 
Deva IV plus ZOOM H6 with Timecode safety. 

http:!Ima u[ystudio76.com 

The Diversity Fin is a hybrid antenna with one LPDA and one dipole element oriented at 
90 degrees for optimum polarization diversity, and elimination of multi-path interference. 
The CP Beam is a high gain circularly polarized helical antenna that is lightweight and 
collapses for compact storage. 



~ Earlier we had a scene in a fire station, ~ Taylor continued. ~ Katherine and Tom were 
inside on the second floor, and I couldn,t get my cart up the stairs. I was able to raise my 
antennas up and shoot right through the brick wall without a problem, full strength. We 
started using both Diversity Fins and cP Beams rigged on a boom popped up 12 or 15 feet 
above the cart to get a clear shot to wherever they are. My cable just sits coiled up on the 
cart. ~] 

Taylor has mixed countless features, docs, and TV shows, including the Sundance indie hit 
.]Kings of Summer, r. football feature :JUnderdogs, ll and the 2014 made for TV movie 
.]Love Finds You In Sugar Creek.. ] Dr. Taylor gets his title from PhD work at Ohio 
University, where he also received a Masters in sound. In addition to sound work, he has 
also taught at Cleveland State University. 

Dr. Taylor was introduced to the RF Venue line by Pro Sound,s Rich Topham. ~And let 
me tell you,~ Taylor said. ~For the [~Underdogs~ football movie we made with Joe 
Namath using the RF Venue antennas, all the audio went back to LA., and the director and 
post mixer told us that 99% made it into the final film. They needed almost no ADR and 
said it was the cleanest and sharpest audio they[~ve ever had. They actually thought I was 

a mixer from California, not from Ohio! ~ 

Dr. Marlowe Taylor 
Studio 76 
(216)881-0976 
http://rnaulystudio76.corn 

x 

Click Hel’e I:o Visil: the Pre So(~d Diversity 
Call 212-586-1033 or 

E-mail Sales@pro-sound.corn 
to setup a demo today! 

Professional Sound Services @. 311 West 43rd Street Suite #1100 ~, New York, NY 10036 

http://www.pro-sou nd .com 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.ject: 

info@blackyouthproject.com on behalf of 

Black Youth Proj ect <info@blackyouthproj ect.com> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 5:21 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Race and Attitudes Tow~xd Same-Sex Man-iage mnong Young Adults 

Analysis shows Latino youth support same-sex marriage at 
much higher rates than Black youth, though support for 
same-sex marriage has grown across all racial groups, 

Contrary to the conventional narrative reported in the media, young 
people’s attitudes toward same-sex marriage vary widely across racial 
groups. The latest report in the Black Youth Project’s series, "Black and 
Latino Youth and the Future of American Politics", examines acceptance of 
same-sex marriage in 2009 and 20:[2. In both years, Black youth were 
much less supportive of same-sex marriage compared with their white and 
Latino peers, and Latino youth express the highest levels of support. 
Support for same-sex marriage grew among each racial group between 
2009 and 20:[2, yet racial differences in attitudes toward same-sex 
marriage persist. While young people are more supportive of same-sex 
marriage than older adults, differences by age are much smaller among 
Blacks than they are for both whites and Latinos. Since 2009, the gender 

gap in support of same-sex marriage has decreased among white and 
Latino youth, but increased slightly among Black youth, with young Black 
women somewhat more supportive of same-sex marriage than young Black 

men. 

These data refute the common perception that Blacks oppose same-sex 
marriage, yet they also indicate that young people’s attitudes toward same- 
sex marriage are more complicated than is usually reported. To be sure, 
generational change is an important part of the story about why public 
support for same-sex marriage has increased over the last several years. 
Our report highlights the differences in public opinion across racial groups, 
and shows that on this issue there simply is no single youth voice. 

Click here for the full repor~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/The Colleginm T.V./Cultuml Zephyr e.V. 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 12:11 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emaJd.unc.edu> 

Fountainhead e-Letter, November/December 2013 

@aol.com> 

Refugee Strike goes to Universities 

On Thursday, November 21st, 7 p.m., Humboldt-University Berlin / Caf6 Kr~ihenfug, 
we will discuss the situation of refugees in Germany and their struggle. 

Presenting documentary films of Dr. Mahoma Mwaungulu and the issue of "Request or 
Demand" on the refugees behalf, as the visual basis for the discussion. 
Dr. Mahoma Mwaungulu, from Malawi, studied in the former GDR and worked for the 
emancipation of refugees/asylum seekers in Berlin. 

The evening will serve as a planning session on the future progress in the refugee 
attempts at societal participation and eventual citizenship within Berlin and 
elsewhere. 

Organized by: Refugee Struggle Berlin in cooperation with 

Fountainhead Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/ 
The Collegium - Forum & Television Program Berlin 

Refugee Strike geht an die Universit~iten 

Am Donnerstag, dem 21. November um 19.00 Uhr, diskutieren wit an der Humboldt 
Universit~it im Caf~ Kr~ihenfuB iJber die Situation und den Kampf der FliJchtlinge in 
Deutschland. 

Als filmische Grundlage far die Diskussion pr~isentieren wir ein Interview mit Dr. 
Nahoma Mwaungulu sowie ein Gespr~ich zum Thema "Bitte oder Forderung" im Namen 



der FliJchtlinge. 
Der aus Malawi stammende Dr. Mahoma Mwaungulu studierte in der DDR und 
arbeitete fiJr die Emanzipation von Fl~chtlingen und Asylbewerbern in Berlin. 

Der Abend dient als Veranstaltung zur Planung der zukenftigen Entwicklung im 
Hinblick auf das Bestreben der FKichtlinge, als Mitglieder der Gesellschaft anerkannt 
zu werden und schlie61ich die Staatsb~rgerschaft zu bekommen, innerhalb Berlins und 
anderswo. 

Organisation: Refugee Struggle Berlin in Kooperation mit 

Fountainhead Tanz Th~tre/Black International Cinema Berlin/ 
The Collegium - Forum &.Television Program Berlin 

November 21, 2013, 7.00 pm / 21. November 2013, 19.00 Uhr 

Humboldt Universit~it zu Berlin, Unter den Linden 6, 10117 Berlin 
Caf~ Kr~ihenful3 

CONTRIBUTORS: {in ~Iphabetical ordeF) 

Patras Bwansi 
Representative, Refugee Protest Camp, Oranienplatz-Berlin 

Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith 
Co- Fou nder/Producer/Director/Pu blisher/Cu rator/Moderator 
Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin! 
THE COLLEGIUM - Forum &. Television Program Berlin/ 
"Footprints in the Band?" Exhibition/Cultural Zephyr e.V. 

Christian M, 3olibois 
Vice Editor in Chief, AI-Maqam, Magazine for Arabian Art and Culture 

Amir Kaufmann 
Artist/Filmmaker 

Angela Kramer 
Production Co-ordinator 

Fountainhead® Tanz Th~tre/Black International Cinema Berlin/ 
THE COLLEGIUM - Forum &. Television Program Berlin/ 
"Footprints in the Sand?" Exhibition/Cultural Zephyr e.V. 

Marion Kramer 
Public Relations Co-ordinator 

Fountainhead® Tanz Th~treiBlack International Cinema Berlin/ 
THE COLLEGIUM - Forum & Television Program Berlin/ 
"Footprints in the Sand?" Exhibition/Cultural Zephyr e.V. 

Alinka Seth 
Human Rights Activist 

Miriam Siglreitmaier 
Humboldt University of Berlin 

Kani Tuyala 
Doctoral Candidate, Free University of Berlin - Institute of Social and Cultural 
Anthropology; Founder/Chairman, Lions of Science 

"It is amazing what you can accomplish if you do not care who gets the credit," 
Harry S. Truman 

"Don’t confuse me with the facts. I’ve got a closed mind." 
Earl Fredrick Landgrebe 

"Everyone is entitled to his own opinion, but not his own facts. 
Daniel Patrick Moynihan 

Dedicated to 
Oliver "Ollie" Wendell Harrington 
February 14, 1912 - November 2, 1995 

Langston Hughes described Ollie Harrington as, "America’s greatest Black cartoonist," 
an assessment that has stood the test of time. An outspoken advocate against 
racism and for civil rights in the United States and internationally, Harrington 
requested political asylum in East Germany in 1961. He lived in Berlin for the last 
three decades of his life. 

back to top 





A Complexion Change 
Transnational & Intercultural Diplomacy 
An International I~ledia Project (UNESCO) 



http :i/www.blackinternationa Icinema.de!BIC14/bic 14.htm 

"PBth~B~s to ~l~ghte~e~t / ~ege ZUF 

"~ootpr~ts ~ the SB~d?" ~xh~b~t~o~ 

Venue: Rathaus Sch6neberg (ci~ hall), 3ohn-F.-Kennedy-Platz, 
10825 Berlin/Germany 

back to top 

(German l~rize for Civic 
http://www,deutscher-enqaqernentpreis=de/ueberuns/qerma n-prize-for-civic-engagement.html 

Prof~ Donald Muldrow Griffith, founder and director of Fountainhead® Tanz Th6~tre, 
Black International Cinema Berlin, THE COLLEGIUM - Forum &Television Program 
Berlin, "Footprints in the Band?" Exhibition and Cultural Zephyr e.V., has been 
nominated for the German Prize for Civic Engagement 2013. 

The German Prize for Civic Engagement aims at strengthening the recognition of 
citizen engagement in Germany, as well as increasing its visibility. 

Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith, GrCinder und Leiter von Fountainhead® Tanz TheAtre, 
Black International Cinema Berlin, THE COLLEGIUM - Forum & Television Program 
Berlin, "Footprints in the Sand?" - Exhibition und Cultural Zephyr e.V., wurde fCir den 
Deutschen Engagementpreis 20:13 nominiert. 



Der Deutsche Engagementpreis verfolgt das Ziel, die Anerkennung von 
b~Jrgerschaftlichem Engagement in Deutschland zu stMken und dessen Sichtbarkeit in 
der Gesellschaft zu verbessern. 

back to top 

XXVI[[I. B~ack ]Cnternationa~ Cinema Berlin (BICB) 2013 

About the 2013 Festival (BICB) in Berlin 
Margarita Mejia 

1‘ only wanted to go for a little walk through the festival, to introduce one of the 
scheduled documentaries and maybe answer a few questions. But this unpretentious 
initial expectation became an experience that changed something inside me. 
This meeting in Berlin has revived the hope of a better future for humankind, where 
diversity, instead of creating conflict, becomes an appreciated, respected, and 
admired unifying elemenL 
Through music, art and culture presented in video, the Black [nternational Cinema 
Berlin contributed to create a scenario that helped to increase the awareness, that 
we are all one.., all of us searching for similar objectives. Trying to find them in a 
game, a song, in the dance or in the simple act of sharing, where being the most 
talented is irrelevant, since the important thing is to sing even out of tune, but keep 
singing. Take one step after another, try again and again ... building the road and 
doing it together. 
Roma and Sinti, Black people, the Tndigenous population, Caucasians, Muslims, 
Christians, east, west, an enormous range of infinite colors, Flamenco from Mexico 
and classical music from Colombia. Boundaries are blurring in a global village, where 
everyone is equal and taken into account. 
Berlin gave me a great unexpected gift. A hint of it all starts to make sense ... that T 
am you, you are me, we are all one, and the differences are mere fictions. 
1" therefore hope that next year, like this one, at the end of the festival days, 1‘ will 

just relax and have a beer with my new lifelong friends, united by diversity in all its 
forms. 

Sobre el Festival en Berlin - 2013 
Margarita Mejia 

$61o me iba a dar un paseito por el festival para introducir uno de los documentales 
de la agenda y tal vez responder alguna pregunta. Pero esta expectativa inicial sin 
mayores pretensiones, se convirti6 en una experiencia que cambi6 algo dentro de mi. 

Este encuentro en Berlin me hizo renacer la esperanza sobre un mejor futuro para la 

humanidad, donde la diversidad, en vez de crear conflicto, se vuelve un elemento 
unificador tolerado, respetado y admirado. 
El Black 1‘nternational Cinema Berlin propici6 un escenario que a trav~s de la m6sica, 
el arte y la cultura expresados en video, ayud6 a crear conciencia de que somos 
todos uno solo buscando similares objetivos, tal vez en un juego, en una canci6n, en 
el baile o en el simple hecho de compartir. Donde ser el m~s h~bil es Io de menos, 
pues Io importante es cantar, asi sea desafinado, pero cantar. Dar un paso tras otro, 
intentar una y otra vez.., hacer camino y hacerlo juntos. 
Gitanos, payos, negros, indios, blancos, musulmanes, cristianos, oriente, occidente, 
un enorme abanico de infinitos colores. Flamenco desde M~xico y m6sica cl~sica 
desde Colombia. Se difuminan las fronteras. Una aldea global donde todos somos 
iguales. 
Recibi un regalo que no esperaba. Un atisbo de que todo comienza a cobrar sentido... 
de que yo soy tu, tu eres yo, todos somos uno, y las diferencias son meras 
ficciones. Espero pues que el pr6ximo afro, al igual que este, al finalizar las jornadas 
del festival pueda sentarme a tomar una cervecita con mis nuevos amigos de toda la 
vida, unidos pot la diversidad en todas sus expresiones. 

back to top 

XXVIII. Black International Cinema Berlin 2013 

~rr~ternationa~ Press Voices 

Berlinode, The officia~ internet view on the capita~ 
Culture and Tickets > Su£~gestions > Fi~r~ > Festivals 

Das interkulturelle und interdisziplin~re Festival 
"._Das Festival bietet Raum fiJr den interkulturellen, k(Jnstlerischen und geistigen 

Austausch. Bestandteile des Festivals sind Filmpr~isentationen, Seminare, 
Diskussionen, k~instlerische Darbietungen und die Ausstellung. Das Festival gibt 
Menschen die M6glichkeit, ihre Geschichte aus ihrer Sicht zu erz~hlen, und m6chte 
damit einen Beitrag leisten, um ungesehene Gesichter sichtbar und ungeh~rte 
Stimmen h6rbar zu machen..." 

The intercultural and interdisciplinary festival 
".=.The festival provides a venue for an intercultural, artistic and intellectual 



exchange. Parts of the festival are film presentations, seminars, discussions, artistic 
presentations and the exhibition ("Footprints in the Sand?", luly i until August 31, 
2013). The festival provides people with the opportunity to present their story from 
their perspective and hence wishes to contribute toward making unseen faces visible 
and unheard voices hearable..." 

EUROMIGHT,COM 

O~ive Vasse~ 

"...During the festival Fountainhead® Tanz TheAtre production’s "A Portrait Of 
Roswitha GUnther" will also premier. Conceptualized, written and directed by Griffith, 
it is a portrait of Roswitha GUnther, founder and director of Pfeiffers Ballhaus, and a 
producer at the Berlin citizen television station Alex - Open Channel Berlin. 
"The documentary reveals a picture of a woman, who with determination, community 
spirit and heart, offers especially the elder, but also the younger generation, the 
possibility to participate in a social and artistic life, to meet each other, to dance 
and while having cake and coffee to participate for several hours, in an artistic 
program with music, song and performance, which at the same time is produced for 
television at Alex - Open Channel Berlin," said Griffith..." 

"...Auf dem Festival feiert auch die Fountainhead® Tanz Th(~Atre Produktion ’A 
Portrait Of Roswitha GUnther’ ihre Premiere. Konzipiert, geschrieben und unter der 

Regie von Donald Muldrow Griffith portr~itiert der Film Roswitha GUnther, GrUnderin 
und Leiterin von Pfeiffers Ballhaus und Produzentin im Berliner BUrgerfernsehen Alex - 
Offener Kanal Berlin. 
’Die Dokumentation zeichnet das Bild einer Frau, die mit viel Durchhalteverm6gen, 
Gemeinschaftssinn und Herz besonders der ~lteren Generation abet auch jUngeren 
Menschen die M6glichkeit bietet, am sozialen und kUnstlerischen Leben teilzunehmen, 
sich zu begegnen, zu tanzen und bei Kaffee und Kuchen mehrere Stunden an einem 
kUnstlerischen Programm aus Musik, Gesang und Artistik teilzunehmen, das 
gleichzeitig fur das Fernsehen aufgezeichnet und im Fernsehsender Alex - Offener 
Kanal Berlin ausgestrahlt wird,’ erl~utert Griffith..." 

"Das Black International Cinema-Festival ruff zum interkulturellen, kUnstlerischen und 
geistigen Austausch auf. Filme aus zahlreichen L~indern der Erde, darunter Spanien, 

Israel, Irak, Honduras, Venezuela, SUdafrika, USA, Kanada, GroBbritanien, Frankreich 
und Deutschland, erz~hlen Geschichten von verborgenen Gesichtern, die ihre 
Lebensgeschichte zum Mittelpunkt des Festivals werden lassen/’ 

’The Black International Cinema Festival calls to intercultural, artistic and spiritual 
exchange. Films from numerous countries of the earth, among them Spain, Israel, 
Iraq, Honduras, Venezuela, South Africa, U.S.A., Canada, Great Britain, France and 
Germany, tell the stories of unseen faces, who make their life stories the focus of 
the festival..." 

BERLIN 2013/05, international ~umber 
The ~ews(etter of the Comm~ss~o~ar ~or I~t~gration 

~II~, B~CK INTERNATIONAL CINENA ~ERLIN 20%3 

"Produktion und Leitung: Prof. Donald Muldrow GriffithiFountainhead® Tanz Theatre 
in Kooperation mit der Integrationsbeauftragten des Bezirks Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, 
Berlin in Verbindung mit der Botschaft der Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika, Berlin 

’... Kunst und Kultur k6nnen hier BrUcken bauen, Grenzen Uberschreiten und sich 
stereotypischem Schubladendenken entziehen. Deshalb sind Initiativen wie Black 
International Cinema Berlin wichtig fur die Hauptstadt. Mein Dank geht an die 
Organisatorinnen und Organisatoren von Black International Cinema Berlin, ein 
kulturelles Highlight, welches deutschlandweit einmalig ist...’ - Gabriele GUn Tank, 
Integrationsbeauftragte des Bezirks Tempelhof-Sch6neberg 

Die diesj~hrige Veranstaltung ist den ’BIUten der Zukunft’ gewidmet: ’Future 
Blossoms’ ist eine Metapher fur die Aufgabe der Menschen, sich heute fur 

Gesellschaften einzusetzen, die wir unseren Kindern wUnschen, damit sie wachsen, 
gedeihen und erblUhen k6nnen, lede Generation, und diese Eigenschaft ist wohl eine 
universelle, unternimmt Anstrengungen, damit es der n~chsten besser gehen 
m6ge..." 

"Production and Direction: Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith/Fountainhead® Tanz 
TheAtre in cooperation with the Commissioner for Integration of the district 
Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin/Germany in association with the Embassy of the 
United States of America, Berlin/Germany 

’_.Art and culture can build bridges, cross borders and pull away from stereotypical 
categorized thinking. Therefore, initiatives such as Black International Cinema Berlin 
are important for the capital of Germany. I extend my congratulations to the 
organizers of Black International Cinema Berlin, a cultural highlight which is unique 
Germany-wide....’ - Gabriele GUn Tank, Commissioner for Integration of the district 
Tempelhof-Sch6neberg 

This year’s festival is dedicated to ’Future Blossoms’, which stands as a metaphor for 
the engagement of human beings in developing societies, which we wish as a future 



for our children, so as to allow them to thrive and prosper. Each generation, and this 
may be a universal characteristic, makes efforts for a better life for future 
generations..." 

Ralph Bunche: An American Odyssey (OV) 
Das 28. Black International Cinema zeigt unter dem Titel "Future Blossoms - BI0ten 

der Zukunft" vom 8. his 12. Mai eine Reihe von Filmen, Seminaren und Diskussionen, 
so auch die Werke des US-Regisseurs William Greaves. Sein Dokumentarfilm "Ralph 
Bunche: An American Odyssey" beschreibt das Leben des schwarzen B~irgerrechtlers 
Ralph Bunche, der 1950 als erster Schwarzer den Friedensnobelpreis erhielt. 

Ralph Bunche: An American Odyssey 
The 28th Black International Cinema Berlin presents films, seminars and discussions 
under the title "Future Blossoms" from May 8 until 12, among them works of the US 
director William Greaves. His documentary film "Ralph Bunche: An American Odyssey" 
portrays the life of the Black civil rights activist Ralph Bunche, who in 1950 as the 
first Black person, was awarded with the Nobel peace prize. 

3.0/2012, volume 4%, www,tip-berlin.de 

"._Der kritische Fokus der vorwiegend kurzen, experimentellen und dokumentarischen 
Produktionen liegt nicht mehr einzig auf afrikanischen bzw. Afroamerikanischen 
Themen. Vielmehr umfasst das interkulturelle Programm auch Beitr~ige, die 
gesellschaftliche, philosophische und 6kologische Problematiken in Spanien, 

Honduras, Venezuela oder dem Iran behandeln. 

"...The critical focus of the mostly short, experimental and documentary production 
does not solely lie on African, respectively African American themes anymore. The 
intercultural program covers rather contributions dealing with societal, philosophical 
and ecological problems in Spain, Honduras, Venezuela or Iran. 

B~CK INTERNATIONAL CINEMA BERLIN: 
Ra~h Bunche~ An American Odyssey 

Das Black International Cinema Berlin finder zum 28. Mal statt. Unter dem Titel 
"Future Blossoms - BKiten der Zukunft" werden vom 8.-12. Mai eine Reihe von Filmen, 
Seminaren und Diskussionen pr~isentiert, so auch die Werke des US-Regisseurs, 
Produzenten und Drehbuchautors William Greaves. Der Dokumentarfilm "Ralphe 

Bunche: An American Odyssey" des Emmy-Preistr~igers beschreibt das Leben des 
schwarzen BiJrgerrechtlers Ralph Bunche (Foto) von 1904 his 1971..." 

The Black International Cinema Berlin occurs for the 28th time. Under the title 
"Future Blossoms", films, seminars and discussions will be presented from May 8-12, 
among them the works of the US director, producer and author, William Greaves. The 
documentary film "Ralph Bunche: An American Odyssey" of the Emmy awarded 
filmmaker portrays the life of the civil rights activist Ralph Bunche (photo) from 1904 
until 1971..." 

Fi~m / Festiva~ / Culture 

"...Unter dem Hotto "Future Blossoms", mitsamt illustrierendem afrikanischem 
Sprichwort ("Nur wenn L6wen ihre eigenen Geschichtsschreiber haben, werden I~ger 
aufh6ren, Helden zu sein"), mSchte die diesj~ihrige Ausgabe einen weiteren Beitrag 
leisten, ungesehene Gesichter sichtbar und ungeh6rte Stimmen h6rbar zu machen - 
in der Hoffnung um zuk~inftige Bl(Jten, oder, weniger floral, aufkl~irerisches Potenzial. 
Die Filmauswahl gleicht dabei einem Tanz (Jber dem Globus: Beitr~ige kommen aus 
dem Kamerun, Spanien, Israel, Deutschland, S~idafrika, dem Iran, Honduras, 

Venezuela, dem Irak, der USA, GroBbritannien, Kanada und Frankreich..." 

"...Under the motto "Future Blossoms", additionally illustrated by an African proverb 
("Only when lions have historians will hunters cease being heroes."), this year’s 
edition wishes to once more contribute toward making unseen faces visible and 
unheard voices hearable - hoping for future blossoms or, to say it less floral, for 
enlightening potential. The film selection is like a dance across the globe: 
Submissions come from Cameroon, Spain, Israel, Germany, South Africa, Iran, 
Honduras, Venezuela, Iraq, USA, Great Britain, Canada and France../’ 

back to top 



THE COLLEGlruH 

produced & directed by/produziert und geleitet von 
Prof, Donald Muldrow Griffith 
Fountainhead® Tanz Th~&tre/Black International Cinema Berlin/ 
Cultural Zephyr e.V,/"Footprints in the Sand?" Exhibition 

Cinema / State of Affairs / Arts Calendar 
Fibre / Diskussionen / k~nst~erische Darbietunge~ 

THE COLLEGIUM Television Program is televised in Berlin, Magdeburg, Wolfsburg, 
Dessau and additional cities. 
THE COLLEGIUM Fernsehmagazin wird in Berlin, Magdeburg, Wolfsburg, Dessau und 
weiteren St~idten ausgestrahlt. 

ALEX - Oftener Kanal Berlin (Open Channel Berlin), Voltastr. 5, 13355 Berlin 

LIVE STREAM: http:/iwww,alex-berlin.deitv/livestream 

Upcoming Editions 
Thursdays 9-10 am/9-10 Uhr 
Saturdays 9-10 am / 9-10 Uhr 

for program information, please contact: 
Programminformationen bitte unter: 

0049 (0)30-782 16 21 
0049 (0)30-75 46 09 46 

THE COLLEG~UH Archive on YouTube 
http=" //www.youtube.com/user/theco~le~ium 

THE COLLEGTUH HAGDEBURG 
every 2. Thursday in the month, 6.00 pm 
jeden 2. Donnerstag im Monat, ~LS.00 Uhr 
Oftener Kanal Magdeburg ~!~;L~.~,(~.".~kY.kY.:.~.~.:..~).~5j5!.&~t~.[g.,5!.~ 

THE COLLEGlrUH WOLFSBURG 
TV 38 http:iiwww,tv38.de 
November 28, 2013, 6.00 p.mJ18.00 Uhr, 8.00 p.m./20.00 Uhr 
November 29, 2013, 7.00 a.mJ7.00 Uhr, 9.00 a.m./9.00 Uhr, 3.00 p.m./15.00 Uhr 
December 26, 2013, 6.00 p.m./18.00 Uhr, 8.00 p.m./20.00 Uhr 
December 27, 2013, 7.00 a.m./7.00 Uhr, 9.00 a.m.i9.00 Uhr, 3.00 p.m./15.00 Uhr 

THE COLLEGIUH DESSAU 
Offener Kanal Dessau http:i.,www.ok-dessau.de 

back to top 

at the :~U So~th Bend Archives 

The collection for the Dance Program at the Indiana University South Bend Archives 
documents the history of Donald and Gayle Griffith, Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 
Berlin Germany, as directors of the Dance Department from 1992 to 1995, with 
numerous visual material as recent as 2011. 

https://’www,iusb,edu/librarw’about/’collection/’archive~; inventoryidance,php 

Alison Stankrauff, Archivist and Associate Librarian 
Franklin D. Schurz Library, Indiana University South Bend 

Curator, Dance Collection at Indiana University South Bend Archives 

back to top 

FOUNTAINHEAD® TANZ TH ~.TRE 



BLACK INTERNATIONAL CINEMA BERLIN 
THE COLLEGIUM - FORUM & TELEVISION PROGRAM BERLIN 
"FOOTPRINTS IN THE SAND?" = EXHIBITION 
CULTURAL ZEPHYR e.V. 

MISSION STATEMENT 
We are an international, intercultural community of persons engaged in achieving increasing 

understanding and cooperation between individuals and groups in support of democratic procedures 

and the elimination of violence, religious, ethnic and gender persecution, youth exploitation, 

homophobia and racial hatred through the process of art, education, culture and dialogue. 

Wit sind eine internationale, interkulturelle Gemeinschaft von Menschen mit dam Engagement for ein 

besseres Verst~ndnis und wachsende Kooperation zwischen Individuen und Gruppen, mit 

UnterstOtzung des demokratischen Prozesses und der E~eseitigung von Gewalt, Verfolgung aufgrund 

ieligi6ser, ethnischer und geschlechtlicher Zugeh6rigkeit, Kindes- und Jugendmissbrauch, 

Homosexuellen-Feindlichkeit und von Rassenhass, dutch die Mittel der Kunst, der E~ildung, der Kultur 

und des Dialogs. 

Nous sommes une communaut~ internationale eL interculturelle de personnes engag~es ~ 

promouvoir la comprehension et la cooperation croissantes entre les individus eL les groupes, ~ 

I’appui des outils d~mocratiques et ~ travers I’~limination de la violence, de la persecution 

religieuse, ethnique eL sexuelle, de I’exploitation de la jeunesse, de I’homophobie et de la haine 

raciale par le processus de I’art, de I’~ducation, de la culture et du dialogue. 

MOTTOS 
"I may not make it if I try, but I damn sure won’t if I don’t..." - Oscar Brown Jr. 

"Mankind will either find a way or make one." - C.P. Snow 

"Whatever you do..., be cool!" - Joseph Louis Turner 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Jennifer at Education Portal <jennifer@education-portal.com> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 9:08 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emaJd.unc.edu> 

Final exam prep video resources for students 

Greetings froln Education Portal! 

While your s~dents prepare for finals, you cma recommend Edncation Portal’s free video lessons as a study aid. Each video covers one key concept in 5-10 minutes, 
so students can focus their study time on the concepts they need to review most. 

Browse Lessons by Topic: 

Science 

Bidoay 
Chemistry 
Eea~th Science 
Envirolnnent & Ecology 
Physics 
Computer Science 

Business 

Acconnting 
Business Law 
Economics 
Inlbnnation Systems & Computer Science 
Management 
Marketing 
Orga~zational Behavior 

Math 

° Algebra 
° Calculus 
¯ Precalculus 

Social Science 

° Psychology 
° Educational Psvcholop, v 
° Sociology 

Forcign Language 

Spanish 

English 

Literature 
Writin~ 

Humanities 

° Humnnities Survey 

¯ mnsic 

History 

¯ U.S. Histop¢ 

¯ Western Civilization 

You can find our entire collecfion of lessons here: http://education-portal.com/acadenw/course/index.html 

We encourage students and professors to leave feedback using the "Thumbs Up" and "Thumbs Down" buttons on eveW page. We read every, comlnent, and we love 
hem’ing from you! 

Track your viewhag: lesson by lesson, quiz by quiz 



Students can create a free account to keep track of their learning. The progress tracking system now shows exactly which les~m pages you’ve viewed aM how you 

scored on each quiz. Create your free account today and let us know what you think - just reply to this e-mail with your t~edback and featare suggestions. 

About Education Portal Lessons 

¯ 7,100~ lessons 
Short, bite-sized videos (5-10 minutes long) 

¯ Taught by subject matter experts 
¯ Engaging s~le 

Check back for new lessons. 

We’re adding dozens of new video lessons per week, so check back frequently! 

Questions? 

If you have any questions or hesitations, please feel free to contact me. 

Best regards, 

Jennifer 

Education Portal 

About Education Portal 

Education Portal is dedicated to using technology to make education accessible. We’ve been around tbr ten years and our t?ee video les~ns are our newest and 

boldest way to achieve this goal 

To unsubscribe fiom ~11 of our m~lings, click here or send an email to: glo~lnnsub-667164@up0.net with the address: regeste~@email.nnc.edu in the subject line. 

Education-Po~al.com 

100 View St. #202 

Mountain View, CA 94041 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~@ive.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 9:26 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Critique 

.docx 



From:: ~ve.uac.edu> 

S:~t: Th~day, 9:~2 AM 

~To: Rege~te~ Cbm:tene B <reg:e~t~@mnail.tmc.ed~> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 11:08 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

critique 

Dr. Regester, 

I’m sorry to bother you but I have found a copy of my            critique and I’m wondering if I have turned a copy in. I’m not sure if I printed more than 

one and just kept a copy for myself or if I am just holding on to the copy that I was supposed to turn in. If you could check, that would be great. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 12:02 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~ter@emml.unc.edu> 

docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Field, Allyson Nadia -~field@TFT.UCLA.EDU > 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 12:35 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emafil.unc.edu> 

RE: SCMS 

Hi Charlene, 

So great to see you in Bloomington! I’m really thrilled you’ll be at SCIVlS. Let’s definitely sit down then and talk about the Noble Johnson/Lincoln volume. Maybe we could chat 
with some publishers too, get a sense of what they might be interested in? 

I’m not sure about the timing of the OMS meeting - I’ll check with Ken Eisenstein - but regardless we’ll have an "unofficial" meeting at the least. We need to hold elections so 
our "interim" co-chairing doesn’t go into S years! 

All the best, 

Ally 

From: Regester, Charlene B [regester@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Mlonday, November 18, 20:t3 :t0:25 AM 
To: Field, Allyson Nadia 
Subject: SCMS 

Dear Ally: This is to let you know that my paper was accepted to SCMS so I hope to see you then. If you schedule an Oscar Micheaux meeting then we could coordinate our 
meeting around this meeting. Just keep me posted and let me know. Hope to see you then. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Fiom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cineaste Magazine <ga~@cineastemagazine.ccsend.com> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 12:53 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

What’s Coming Up in Winter 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Cineaste Magazine. Please confirm your 
continued interest in receiving email from us. 

You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

The Win~er Edition 

Chill out this season 
with an issue packed 
with insightful and 
thought-provoking 

features, interviews, 
and reviews. Read 
how 12 Years a Slave 
captures the full 
horror of the "peculiar 
institution," unlike any 

other film. Hit the 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Hollywood formula. Go deep into the Web with global 

trove of discoveries amidst niche films in her article "Cinema 
Noves Online." And take "A Second Look" at a still-timely 

William A. Wellman classic from the Depression era, Heroes 
forSale. Look for interviews with Costa-Gavras as he takes 
on the twists and turns of the economy in Capital and The 
Ax; veteran cinematographer Pierre Lhomme, who with Chris 
Narker codirected the newly restored Le3oliMai; Dante 
Ferretti, production designer of Scorsese and Fellini 

classics, and his wife, set decorator Francesco Lo Schiavo; 
and director W~adys~aw Pasikowski and producer Dariusz 
]abfonski, of the controversial Polish film Aftermath. Plus 
reviews of Captain Phillips and A Hijacking; Bluegasmine, 

and Camille Claude/1915; Seconds, Foolish Wives, Duch: 

DVD and Blu-ray; and, in books, Spike Lee’sAmerica, Ply 
Lunches with Orson: Conversations Between Henry]aglom 
andOrson We//esand Orson We//esandRogerHi//:A 
Friendship in Three Acts, and Better Left Unsaid: Victorian 

Censorship. Plus much more in the magazine and 

online. Look for the Winter Edition on newsstands and on its 
way to subscribers worldwide in December- -and come 

No film magazine in the world covered ....... Sup# .... 

screenwriter Zachary Sklar and research 

Symposium with seven articles on the film, 

Stone’sAddress to the National Press Club, and a 
recommended reading list. Reprints of the supplement are 
now available, so take advantage of a rare opportunity to 
purchasethisexpansivecoverageand ordernow. 

your subscription is up to date? Don’t hit "reply" to this 
message--email us at cineaste@cineaste.com to confirm 



your status. 

Looking for back issues? Find them online (1970-2009) 
through JSTOR, the not-for-profit digital archive. Browse, 
search, bookmark and read the full-text versions of nearly 
four decades of historical content directly from this link. Or 
use Proquest’s Udini Website to download your choice of 
content from decades of back issues; dick "Archives" 
to bring up the "publicationTitle: (cineaste)" page, and from 
there browse by clicking "Search" or typing in the title of 
the specific article, interview, or review for which you’re 
searchin~j~ 

Forward email 

] 

This emai[ was s~n,’, to r~gesler~lemail,unc.edu by                ~hotmail.com 
Update Profi]e/Ema!] Address instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe’’ Privacy Policy, 

Cineaste Magazine i 708 Third Ave. 5th Floor :: New York i NY :: 10017-4201 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:55 PM 

Regester, ChaMene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

the ttumm~ Stain Critique 

The Similarilies Between Lester ~x~d Colemau.docx 

I was not able to go to class today, so my critique is attached. 

Have a nice day! 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bloomsbu~’ Film Media Studies <csm@bloomsbu~news.com> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 1:02 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

The HBO Elt~ct available now ti-om Bloomsbury Academic 

The HBO Effect 
By Dean J. DeFino 

iN:i hbo effect 

No advertisers to please, no censors to placate, no commercial interruptions every eleven 

minutes, demanding cliffhangers to draw viewers back after the commercial breaks: HBO 

has re-written the rules of television; and the result has been nothing sho~l of a cultural 

ground shift. The HBO Effect details how the fingerprints of HBO are all over contemporary 

film and television. Their capability to focus on smaller markets made shows like Sex and tt~,e 

City, T,~e Sopranos, The #~ire, and even the more recent Game of T,#rones and Girls, 

trigger shows on basic cable networks to follow suit. HBO pioneered the use of HDTV and 

the widescreen format, production and distribution deals leading to market presence, and 

the promotion of greater diversity on TV (discussing issues of class and race). 

The HBO Effect examines this rich and unique history for clues to its remarkable impact 

upon television and popular culture. It’s time to take a wide-angle look at HBO as a producer 



Examination Copy Requests 

Complimentary examination copies of select titles are available exctush~ely to educators and 

professionals who are considering adopting a text for course use~ To request a tNe, p~ease 

send en emai~ with the fo~owing ~nformetion: 

[~t~e & ~SBN of book requested 

Staff date and frequency of course 

Number of studen[s 

Text cL~rrent~y L~sed 

Other courses you 

Contact ~nformet~on 

To your Account Representative~ Mathew N~cho~s: ~)~[~::. ~::~:~?~: 

For more ~ffermation o~ ou~ desk and exam copy policies, 

B~oomsbury Academic & Profess~onN ~ Awards for Academic Excellence 20t3 

The Bookseller Academic, Educational & Professional Publisher of the Year 
~ndependent PuNishers Guild Independent Publisher of the Year 

and Academic & Professiona~ PuNisher of the Year 



From: ~live.uuc.edu:, 

Sent: Thursday, 7:57 PM 

To: Regester, Chaxlene B <regesler@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Subject: RF~: AAAD: 

Attach: docx 

Heilo, 

Here is m~! 

Thanks, 

Critique as well. 

From: Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 1:22 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: AAAD 

Dear . Send me your 
on Tuesday. Also, o~ Tuesday stu~lents will report on 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: AAAD 

1:28 PM 

Critique when you have a chance. We started watching 
novel. See you then. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

and will finish the last half 

Hello professor, 

I was unable to make it to class today due to      . but here is my 

assignments? Also, is there a            critique due? 

critique. Did I miss any important info or news on upcoming 

Thanks, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ProQuest <info@go.proquest.com> 

Friday, November 22, 2013 8:03 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regesle@emml.nnc.edu-* 

Kennedy & Civil Pdghts Bill: Learn More with Trials 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

~] o~er 

in t~e Un~e~ ~tates, Civ~ dghts organizations and 
~eaders surged to nat~ona~ a[tent~on ~n ~he spr~ng of t963 
m B~rm~ngham, and m ~he summer oF t963 at the Notch 
on Wash~ngtom President Kennedy responded ~n turn to 
the dvH dgh~s movement by proposing the most 
comprehensive cMI rights ~egislation since Recons~n.~ctk~n. 
This legislation eventually became ~aw ~n ~964; buL as we 
know, Kennedy did not ~ve ~o see ~his Nstor~c triumph. 
~fe was ~ragically cu~ sholt when he was assassinated on 
November 2Z 

Read the records of civif rights during the I960s in 
Pr~Ql~e~ H~I~ ~’~t ~e~: GG~e Nack Freedom 
Struggle in the 2Orb Century; N~CP Papers Collection; 
and American Pol~cs and Society from 3F~ to Wa~ergate, 
I960~975, ~nduding Assoda~ed Press records. 

as well as coverage in Pr~Q~e~ 
Ne~pa~er~’~’~ and Neck Histodca~ Newspapers, 

See o~ Black history milestones timeline, and ask 

your librarian to sign up for Free trials oF an array of 

complementary digitized resources with content that isn’t 

availaNe anywhere else, 

Provide access to profoundly personaf documents that 

illuminate the ar~istiq social, scientific, and political thinking 

and activism from the people of that time. Primac:¢ 

sources promote a deeper understanding of h~s[ory as ~[ 

rea~y happened, encourage additional research ~hat 

develops cdtical thinking sk~l~s, and change perspectives to 

dy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 22, 2013 12:22 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

RE: Faculty Review Report 

Dear Charlene, 

I am sorry for this late replay but I fixed the error and will put a new letter in your mailbox. 
Have a great weekend! 
Mamarame 

From." Regester, Charlene B 

Sent: Thursday, November 2:t, 20J.3 1:1:53 AM 

To; Seck, Mamarame 
Subject-" Faculty Review Report 

Dear Mamarame: Thanks for your report. Note that you mispelled Esther’s name in the document -- if you want to correct this error and re-print you can do so and leave in my 
box. Thanks again for all of your assistance. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nalionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Friday, November 22, 2013 12:28 PM 

NttC Events <event@nationa]humanitiescenter.org> 

Ma~tha Johnson <~Nohnson@nationalhuma~itiescenter.org:~; Lesley Orr <lorr@nationalhumm~itiescenter.org> 

Art Historian Jane A. Sh~rp to speak Thursday, December 5, at the National Humanities Center 

You, your colleagues, and students are cordially invited to 

Jane Ashton Sharp, Rutgers University 

i.~.i Inline image 3 

Thursday, December 5, 2o13 - 5:oo p.m. 

In this lecture, Jane A. Sharp will be examining a turning point in both the political and art 
history of Russia: from the beginning of the Khrushchev’s cultural "thaw" through the period 
associated with Gorbachev’s "perestroika" (restructuring). In her lecture she will consider 
how, and why, criticism of abstract painting in Russia came to duplicate what we associate 
with "formalis’¢’ discourse in the West and the extent to which American Abstract 
Expressionism became both a model and foil for artists and critics alike. 

Sharp is associate professor in the department of art history at Rutgers University and also 
acts as research curator of the Norton and Nancy Dodge Collection at the Jane Voorhees 
Zimmerli Art Museum, the world’s largest collection of nonconformist art from the former 
Soviet Union. In addition to teaching, she has engaged students in curating and writing for 
exhibitions that explore abstract painting and Moscow conceptualist art in the collection. 
After earning her bachelor of arts degree from UCLA, Sharp received her master’s and 

doctorate from Yale. Her book, Russian Modernism Between East and West: Natalia 
Goncharova and the Moscow Avant-Garde, 1905-1914 (2006) won the Robert Motherwell 
Prize from the Dedalus Foundation. This year she is working at the National Humanities 
Center as an NEH Fellow. 

To reserve space, please f!)llow this ~ or respond to Martha Johnson 

National ttumanities Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 

or miohnson@nationalhumanitiescenter.orq 

Don Solomon 
Director of Communications 
National Humanities Center 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nafionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Friday, November 22, 2013 1:49 PM 

NttC Events <event@naliona]lmmanitiescenter.org> 

Ma~tha Johnson <~Nohnson@nationalhumanitiescenter.org>; Lesley Orr <lorr@nationalhuma~itiescenter.org> 

CORR2;CTION: Art Historian Jane A. Sharp to speak Thursday, December 5, at the National Humanities Center 

Please forgive our error. The previous version of this message included an incorrect regiskration link. 

You, your colleagues, and students are cordially invited to 

Jane Ashton Sharp, Rutgers University 

Thursday, December 5, 2o13 - 5:oo p.m. 

In this lecture, Jane A. Sharp will be examining a turning point in both the political and art history of Russia: 
from the beginning of the Khrushchev’s cultural "thaw" through the period associated with 

Gorbachev’s "perestroika" (restructuring). In her lecture she will consider how, and why, criticism of abstract 

painting in Russia came to duplicate what we associate with "formalist" discourse in the West and the 

extent to which American Abstract Expressionism became both a model and foil for artists and critics alike. 

Sharp is associate professor in the department of art history at Rutgers University and also acts as research 
curator of the Norton and Nancy Dodge Collection at the Jane Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum, the world’s 
largest collection of nonconformist art from the former Soviet Union. In addition to teaching, she has engaged 
students in curating and writing for exhibitions that explore abstract painting and Moscow conceptualist art 
in the collection. After earning her bachelor of arts degree from UCLA, Sharp received her master’s and 

doctorate from Yale. Her book, Russian Modernism Between East and West: Natalia Goncharova and the 
Moscow Avant-Garde, 1905-1914 (2006) won the Robert Motherwell Prize from the Dedalus Foundation. This 
year she is working at the National Humanities Center as an NEH Fellow. 

To reserve space, please.follow this ~ or respond to Martha &~hnson 

National Humanities Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 

Don Solomon 

Director of Communications 

National Humanities Center 

~ or miohnson@nalionalhumanitiescenter.org 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Graney, Brian Patrick <bpgrane~Q@indiana.edu~ 

Friday, November 22, 2013 4:01 PM 

BFCA <bt~a@indiana.edu:~ 

REGENERATION thin,ks 

Dear all, 

One week later, we at 8~:C!A are stN buzzing and reeling from last weekend’s events~ Thank you all so much for making this conference and workshop such an 

invigorating, productive, and wholly enjoyable experience. I’m excited to discover whaL follows from our work together’ in the gears ahead. 

On beha[[: o[: ever’gone here at Lhe B~ack Fi~m Center/Archive, [ wish you all a wonder[:u[ ThaM<sg~vk~g holiday next week. (Swiss dt~zens excepted, to whom [ w~sh 

a wonderfu~ autumn weekend,) 

Best regards, 

Brian 

Brian Graney 

Archivist 

Black ~:ilm Ceriter/.’a, rchive 

Ir~diana University 

812855.6041 

www.indiar~a.edL~i--blba 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chuck Kleinhans <chuckkle@northwestern.edu> 

Saturday, November 23, 2013 3:07 AM 

Julia Lesage <jlesage@uoregon.edu> 

New JUMP CUT online, now 

We just punlished a new issue of JUMP CUT online: 

http://~v.eiumpcut.org/cumznlissue/index.html 

I wanted to highlight a l~w items of special interest: 

A great section on labor and technology, including m~ analysis ofNetllix, 3D cinema conventions, digital bodies on ~reen, and the soundtracks of Hong Kong cinema 

plus a penetrating analysis ofHong Kong film latx~r. 

Gender topics: New Queer Cinema, Fe~ninist Ibm, and gay-for-pay pore (2, count ’em, 2 articles!), race in the rape-revenge film Descent. 

A cluster of articles on Lincoln films: the classic John Ford J~oungMr. Lincolr~, Cahiers d~ cinOma’s ideologicdl analysis ofik m~d Spielberg’s Lincoln and its 

controversy. 

A section on the current s~ate ofHIV/AIDS activis~t media 

And original taxes on recent films and TV: Django Unchained m~d Wagner’s music, Bel~lower’s bromance, Undercover Boss, [hmg. Bollywood remakes, Jai 

Bhim Comrade, and Hukkle. 

Online, free, now. 

Chuck Kleinhans 
co-editor, JUMP CUT: a review of contemporary media 
www.e~umpcut.org 

chuckkle@northwestern.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Saturday, November 23, 2013 3:13 AM 

~reen~ciety-announce@&tke.edu; tilm-video <tilm-video@duke.edu-~; ami-thculty@duke.edu; amicert@duke.edu; Literature Program 

<literat ure@duke.edu> 

**Screen/Society presents--Tue 12/3: "Paths of Glory" (conclusion of the Kubrick & Existentialism series mthin AMI Showcase) 

Please distribute widely* 

Screen/Society presents... 

’~F~esday December 3rd~ 
Paths of Glory 

== Download PDF Flyer ] More Info ] View Trailer == 

http://ami.duke.edu/screensocietv 



~ll ScreenJ(qociety events are coordinated and co-sponsored 
by the Program in the Arts of the Moving Image 

Ha n k Okazak~ 

Exhibitions Programmer 

Program in the Arts of the Hoving Image 

Smi th Wareh OL~Se 

114 S. Buchanan Bird, Bay 12, Room A121 

Duke University, Box 90766 

Durham, NC 277@8-0766 

E-mail: hokazak@duke.edu 

Phone: 919-660-3@31 

Fax: 919-68~-1378 

Web: http://ami.duke.edu/screensocietv 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Genna Rae McNeil @gmail.com> 

Saturday, November 23, 2013 10:14 AM 

Donna Nixon @yahoo.corn>; Janken, Kenneth R <k~janken@email.unc.edu>; Sweet, John Wood <swee~unc.edu>; 

Toppin, Lonise <ltoppin@unc.edu>; Rowe, Beth L <bl@email.unc.edu>; Geeta Kapur z~b~aol.com>; @aol.com; 
Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebm@email.anc.edu>; Lotchin, Roger W <rlotchin@emaJl.unc.edu>; ~yahoo.com>; 

@live.unc.edtc,; Mesibov, Laurie L <mesibov@emafil.unc.edu:>; Rucker, Walter C <wrucke@email.unc.edtc,; 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: Would either of you have time to help me with two undergraduate projects? 

Dear colleagues: 

Sor~’ I am late in responding. For some reason, Friday evening after I had gathered the materials from my students for the 26th. 

I seem to be o.k. now. 
Thank you so much tbr your generosity of spirit and your mllingness to consider helping me. 

On the 26th, my subcommittee ~,ill be Donna Nixon (Law School), Laurie Mesibov (Ombudsman fur UNC, formerly Institute of C~vernraent), and 

ReNnaid ltlldebrand (AA~M)S & History). 
I am still reading and receiving responses about December 7th. If you have not already looked at that date nnd time (12-3, 12/7/2013), please do let me know as soon 

as you can whether or not you might serve as a judge for the debate on gun control. The s~mdents are working very hard and have some wonderful research materials. 

They will have a a sum~nary of their debate points for you and a small notebook of research to share with you in Dece~nber.) 

Genna Rae 
P.S. Just wanted to share an unrelated announcement --- Louise Toppin, fabulous coloratura soprano and head of voice area for Music here at UNC, is in concert with 

the UNC Symphony this Monday evening at 7 or 7:30 p.m. in Memorial Hall. It is a free concert and it will include Strauss in the program. Hope some of you can 

make it. 

On Wed, Nov 20, 2013 at 3:04 PM, Genna Rae McNeil ?b~gmail.com> wrote: 

Dear Donna, Ken, Lonise, Geeta, Roger, Reginald, Ka~en, Walter, Charlene, and Laurie 

I hope that this email tinds each of you well. I know that yon, as am I, must be looking tbrwa~d to Thanksgiving. I mn ve~ much looking tbrwaJcd to a day of rest and 
giving thanks, but have made plans for the Tuesday before with which I hope you can help me. Additionally, I an~ also seeldng help for December 7 from 12 Noon to 

3 P.m. 

I use diit~rent special exercises when I teach the U.S. History survey. This semes~ter I nni conducting both a mini-simulated legislative hearing and a debate. The 

simulated legislative hea~ing roll take place on 26 November (Tuesday before Thanksgiving) from 2:15 to 3:15 p.In. in the Stone Center (room 210). I have three 
students who will be appearing before a simulated "subcommittee of the House of Representatives" to advocate for legislation on three difl~rent matters, nmnely, 

Voting Rights legislation post-Fisber decision, and affordable health care legislation that takes into account the special concerns of women. 

I seek two or three committee members for the 26th and two or three judges for the debate on the 7th of December. The s~tudents have conducted research and will 

have prepared "talking points" to share with you in advance. The duties of subcommittee members andj udges are to raAse questions that challenge the students 

arguments with respect to their argruments based upon historical evidence tbr or against a particNar position. The judges and committee members are asked to 

render opinions on who has made the most compelling arguments and also -- as teachers -- speak to the presentation’s strength and weaknesses. 

The subcommittee members would indicate that "they will or will not report to the lull house the recommendation supported by the speaJaer giving testimony. The 

judges of the debate will identify winneis of the debate on each proposition. I deteimine the grade of the students based upon the work prepared for the entire 

project so you do not have that burden. I do, however, want them to present a serious student- scholars of histoiy on Inatters ofcunent concern so that they will be 

saying something about the lessons of history. 

I do not have an honorarium for you., but I will be &lighted to host a lunch for committee members and judges at Carolina Coffee House or the Asian Fusion 

restaurant on Franklin street. 

Would you please check your schedules to see if either of you is available for the 26th at from 2 to 3:15 and if either of you would be available to judge a Saturday 

debate (12/7/2013) in December from 12 to 3? 

Please respond at your earliest convenience to me at          ~gmaAl.com or texl/ca]l my cell              . When I have a sufficient number for the exercises. 

I will advise all of you. There is little prepaJcation, just reading their talking points or outhnes in advance. They will submit lbrmal testimony or present tbrmal 

arguments in debate on which you will be asked to take notes (and if you wish you may deliberate with their research materials available to you). 

Thnnks for considering these requests. Naturally, I will be happy to come to either of your courses or assist with a librmy project, should you believe my expertise 

would be helpful in connection with your teaching of graduates or undergraduates. 

Sincerely~ 

Genna Rae (McNeil) 

P.S. My home number is 



Sent: 

Subject: 

fundingabrt@cos.com 

Sunday, November 24, 2013 12:59 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Charlene Regester 

Funding a~etts for your 
saved searches 
Results" November 24, 
2013 

fundit"~tg search Feb 0(~; 
funding opportunities 

1 Radio~ TV, a~d ~.~ew ~,~edia Awa~°ds 

Sponsor: 
RIA8 Bedin Commission 

Deadline: 
January 15, 2014 

Sponsor: 
Hillman Foundation, Sidney 

Amount: 
$5,000 

Deadline: 
January 31,2014 

Sponsor: 
Canosa Freedom Foundation, Jorge Mas 

Amount: 
$32,000 

Deadline: 
January 17, 2014 

Sponsor: 
Southeastern College Art Conference (SECAC) 

Deadline: 
February 7, 2014 

5 SECAC Award for Outsta~di~g Exhibitio~ and 

Sponsor: 



Southeastern College Art Conference (SECAC) 

Deadline: 
February 7, 2014 

Sponsor: 
Southeastern College Art Conference (SECAC) 

Deadline: 
February 7, 2014 

Funding ale~ls for your saved searches 

Results: November 24, 2013 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}live.tmc.edu~ 

Sunday, November 24, 2013 4:24 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <mgester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Re: Paper 2 Ideas and Questions 

Hi Dr. Regester, 

No worries,_            _                                I have written the majori~ of my paper on 

I’m just not sure yet. I will see if doing so slicks out or not in the end. So thrilled you think I have a case! I look forward to hearing your 

comments about it once you read 

All the best, 

On Nov 24, 2013, at 3:57 PM, Regester, Charlene B <re~ester(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear      You’ve already written your paper in this email. Yes, I think this is a good topic and you can just focus on this film or if you want you can look at the 
other film mentioned. It seems that you have enough for the paper with just this film. I will leave the final decision to you. Whatever works best and I look 
forward to reading it based on the comments provided. Sorry it has taken me so long to respond but I have been 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 

Sent: Saturday, November 23, 2013 2:57 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Paper 2 Ideas and Questions 

Hi Dr. Regester, 

How are you? 

I wanted to ask you about my paper topic concerning 



Sorry my e-mail is so long! If you have time to e-mail me back with your comments on what I have pieced together I would greatly appreciate it. Thank 
you! 

Best, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}live.nnc.edu~ 

Sunday, November 24, 2013 5:48 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~.emaJd.unc.edu> 

application 

Hello!! 

I havelft spoken to you in a while, but I hope all is well! I am currently applying to and would be honored if yon could write a recommendation for me. The 

recommendation is quick (not a letter, jnst answering questions about me), and a link roll be sent to, if you don’t mind writing it for me. Hope to hear fiom you soon! 



Research, Adult Education, Teaching, Higher Education, 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

has 5 new connections 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From: "@ive.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 2:16 PM 

To: Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: RE:    applica6on 

Hi again, 

The recommendation isn’t due until , but thank you so much! Talk to you soon! 

From: Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 1:16 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: application 

Dear       : Good to hear from you and yes, I will submit a recommendation. Hope it does not need to be completed before 
Have a good break and I look forward to hearing from you. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From-" 

Sent; Sundayl 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: application 

5:47 PM 

but if so, I will try to work it in. 

Hello’.! 

I haven’t spoken to you in a while, but I hope all is well! I am currently applyiug to mad would be houored if you could write a recommendation tbr me. The 

recommeudation is quick (not a letter, just answering questions atx~ut me), and a link roll be sent to, if you don’t miud writing it tbr me. ttope to hear from you soou! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

@live.tmc.edu~ 

Monday, November 25, 2013 2:18 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Re: Paper 2 Ideas and Questions 

Hi Dr. Regester, 

Yes this helps, thank you’. I just bought the book via kindle. Thin,ks again! I ~eally appreciate all the back and forth. 

Very best, 

On Nov 25, 2013, at 1:15 PM, Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

From: 

Sent: Monday, November 25, 2023 9:34 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: Paper 2 Ideas and Questions 

Hi Dr. Regester, 

After doing more resem~ch, I believe I must have been confi~sed abom 

Hope this helps. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

Please let me ki~ow. Thm~k you! 

BesL 

On Nov 24, 2013, at 3:57 PM, Regester, Charlene B <regester@emM.unc.edu-~ wrote: 

Dear      You’ve already written your paper in this email. Yes, I think this is a good topic and you can just focus on this film or if you want you 
can look at the other film mentioned. It seems that you have enough for the paper with just this film. I will leave the final decision to you. 
Whatever works best and I look forward to reading it based on the comments provided. Sorry it has taken me so long to respond but 

Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: 

Sent: Saturday, November 23, 2013 2:57 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Paper 2 Ideas and Questions 

Hi Dr. Regester, 

How are you? 

! warned to ask you about my paper topic concerning 



Sorry my e-mail is so long! If you have time to e-mail me back with your comments on what I have pieced together I would greatly 

appreciale it. Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live .UllC .edu> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 4:07 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu> 

docx 

Dr Regester, 
I would like to apologize for the tardiness of my critique on the 
veW sorr,v! 
Thanks, 

and in turn missed one of the classes So, here I am emailing you my critique, again i am 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Documentm7 Studies at Dnke Universib, <llm@duke.eduv 

Monday, November 25, 2013 5:01 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

CDS NEWS: Fresh Docs Screening of"One Bm~d Indivisible," Full Frame Internships CDS Facul~ & StaffNews Roared- up 

i ::~ :: CDS I Center for D ...... tary Studies ~ 

ONE BAND INDIVISIBLE I Fresh Docs Series Screens Feature Film on the Hillside High 

Marching Band 

Saturday, November 30, 5 and 7 p.m. I Full Frame Theater at the American Tobacco 

Campus 1320 Biackwell St., Durham, North Carolina 

Still from Rhonda Klevansky’s One Band Indivisible 

Next up in the Fresh Docs film series is the Durham, North Carolina, premiere of One Band 

indivisible, about the famous marching band at Hillside, a historically African-American high 

school in Durham. NOTE: Tickets to the two free screenings are "sold out," but add your 

name to the waitlists here. Additional screenings may be added. Rhonda Klevansky’s film 

follows the musical paths of four Hillside students through hot summer band camps, early 

morning practices, auditions, half-time performances, and street parades--and the heroic 

fundraising efforts of the parents to keep the band alive. 

The One Band indivisible project included a semester-long independent studies 

documentary film course at Hillside High School. Classes took place every day at the 

school and the students edited on weekends at the Center for Documentary Studies. Each 

student made a short film about someone currently or previously in the marching band, and 

some of this footage was used in the full-length documentary. 

Fresh Docs is an annual monthly showcase for documentary works-in-progress and recently 

completed films co-presented by the Center for Documentary Studies and the Southern 

Documentary Fund. 

APPLY TO BE A FULL FRAME INTERN / Film Festival Seeks Programming and Production 

Assistance 



Photograph by Christopher Lusk 

The Full Frame Documentary Film Festival is accepting applications for spring internships 

(college credit available) in anticipation of the upcoming festival, April 3-6, 2014, in Durham, 

North Carolina. Programming interns will become familiar with the submission, selection, 

and exhibition processes; applicants should have an interest in film and documentary work. 

Production interns will become familiar with the behind-the-scenes aspect of the festival, 

including logistics, hospitality needs, and landscape preparation; applicants should have 

an interest in event planning and setup. Note: Both of the internships are unpaid. 

Applications must be received by Friday, December 6, 2013. Interviews will tentatively 

take place December 10-13. For more information on the positions and howto apply, 

click here. 

Interns will work ten to twenty hours a week from January through the end of April, with fewer 

hours at the beginning and more each week as the festival approaches. During the festival, 

interns work at least sixteen to twenty hours. Interns will receive a Volunteer Pass to the 

festival, which allows them to attend films and other events when they are not required to 

work 

FACULTY & STAFF NEWS ROUND=UP / Exhibits, Essays, interviews 

Christopher Sims’s photographs on view in a new exhibit 

Photographs by CDS undergrad instructor Christopher Sims are on view in Dress 

Rehearsaf~ a solo exhibit that opened last week at the Sumter County Gallery of Art in South 

Carolina The show, which is up through January 3, features images from Theater of War: 

The Pretend Villages offraq and Afghanistan, Sims’s series on the elaborately mocked-up 

villages in the US. where troops train prior to overseas deployment, as well as images from 

Hearts and Minds, his series on the Virtual Army Experience, a traveling road 

show/recruiting event of the U.S. Army (Work from Theater of War is also included in a 

group showthat has been traveling in the UK, Bringing the War Home.) 

Writer=in-residence Duncan Murrell has a feature story about a North Carolina family’s 

struggles to avoid deportation in the December issue of Harper’s Magazine. Subscribers 

and university affiliates can read "Jump Juan CroW’ free online; non-subscribers/affiliates 

can purchase a copy of the magazine on newsstands or read for a fee on Harper’s new lOS 

app. Read Murrell’s essay-length companion post, "How Maradona Explains the Word," on 

the Harper’s biog. 

Digital arts and publishing intern Tory Jeffay recently inte~Mewed David Dufresne, creator of 

the new documentary game Fort McMoney The game, co-produced by the National Film 

Board of Canada, is a combination documentary and video game set in the real-life oil- 

boom town of Fort McMurray in Alberta, Canada Fort McMoney premieres today, November 

25, at the International Documentary Film Festival Amsterdam, and can be played online 

starting today Read the interview, view the trailer, and sign up to play here. 

FALL 2013 ISSUE OF DOCUMENTAVAILABLE ONLINE 



The latest issue of Document, the CDS quarterly newsletter, is available online: Document 

features some of the best documentary work supported and produced by the Center for 

Documentary Studies. Highlights in the fall issue include an interview with new CDS 

director Wesley Hogan, exhibits by CDS/Honickman First Book Prize in Photography winner 

Gerard H Gaskin and Duke artist-in-residence Evgenia Arbugaeva, CDS Documentary 

Essay and Lange-Taylor prizewinners, and more 

To browse past issues, click here. 

To receive print issues of Document, join Friends of CDS. 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Saturday, November 30, 5 and 7 p.m. / Fresh Docs screenings of One Sand Indivisible / Full 

Frame Theater at the American Tobacco Campus / 320 Blackwell St., Durham, North 

Carolina 

http:flvwvw, cdsporch oqqlarchives120759 

EXHIBITS 

September 16-January 11 / Tiksi, photographs by Evgenia Arbugaeva I Porch and University 

Galleries / Center for Documentary Studies / 1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

http:/!docu mentarystudies.du ke.edu/exhibits!cu rrent-exhibits#tiksi 

October 4-December 13 I In Practice¯ Work by Duke Arts Faculty / Power Plant Gallery, 

American Tobacco Campus / 320 Blackwell St, Durham, North Carolina 

http:l/~^tww, cdsporch orq/archives/19979 

October 24-December 20 / Soul and Service / Center for Documentary Studies / 1317 W. 

Pettigrew St., Durham. North Carolina 

http:lldocumentarystudies.duke.edu!exhibitslcurrent-exhibits#soul-and-service 

November 4-February 22 / Legendary: Inside the House Ballroom Scene, photographs by 

2012 CDS!Honickman First Book Prize in Photography winner Gerard H. Gaskin ! Center for 

Documentary Studies/ 1317 W Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 
http:lldocumentarystudies duke edulexhibitslcurrent-exhibits#1eqendary 

MORE ABOUT CDS: 

CDS Website documentarystudies.duke.edu 

CDS Porch cdsporch.orq 

Friends ofCDS documentarystudies.duke edu/donate 

Upcoming Events documentarystudies.duke.edu/events 

~iii Facebook i~i CDS Porch ~ ii"~iI FriendsofCDS ] 

~ essa~e re,3este.~@e mail. u.~c.e,’! u by 

Unsubscribe i Update Profile, Email Address I Forward To A Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nancy MacLean <~nancy.maclean@duke.edu;, 

Monday, November 25, 2013 7:24 PM 

class- center-list@duke.edn 

FW: 2014 AFSCME/UNCF/Harvard Union Scholars Program - plea~ alert students who might be interested 

message- footer.txt 

>From: Marlan Maralit, AFSCME <afscmepa@afscme.org 

>’2014 AFSCME/UNC[~’/Harvard Union Scholars Program* 

>Are you a student of color in the fight for social justice? 
> 

>I)o you want to be a part of a movement that’s mobilizing millions of 
>workers? 

>*Then you should apply [’or the 2014 AFSCME/UNCF/Ilap~ard Union Scholars 
>~rogram The deadline is lVebmary 28th, 2014. Apply early!* 
> 
>~Ihere is still time to apply for this exciting program that gives students 
>of color the opportuni~" to experience what itas like to be on the front 
>lines of organimng workers. Participanks of this program are: 
> 
>- Paired with an experienced organizer 
>- Gtven a $4000 stipend 
>- Eligible to receive up to $5000 in scholarship money 
>- Given a rental car, housing, and all travel expenses covered 
>- Placed on an organimng campaign for 10 weeks during the summer 
> 

>*For more information please visit 
>http : /~www a~scme, org/organizer/12094 cfin 
><http:i/wwwa~scme.org/organizeri12094cfin>. To apply vistt v,~,w uncf.org 
><http://www.uncf.org>. If you have any questions please contact Marlan 
>Maralit at mn~aralit@afscme.org <r~wnaralit@afscme. org>. * 



How would you like to respond? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 1:49 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Critique 

Critique.docx 

Hello Professor Regester 

I have attached my 

Thanks 

critique~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

No~lh American Book Distributors, LLC <cs~abdllc.com@mail21 .atl51 .~gsv.net;, 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 11:57 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Order Native Peoples A to Z tbr Native America~ Heritage Month 

Native Peoples A to Z -Second Edition 

Best Books for Academic Libraries recommends... 

NATIVE PEOPLES- A TO Z 
A Reference Guide to Native Peoples of the Western Hemisphere 

Courses on the indigenous people of the Americas are 
taught at your university. Native American educators and 
students will be looking for new reference materials that 
are culturally appropriate and sensitive to the many 
customs and ways of various tribes and nations. The 
material needs to reflect the diverse experiences that 
relate to indigenous peoples of the Americas. We are 
)leased to announce that such a publication is now 

available in the Second Edition of NATIVE PEOPLES A 
TO Z; A Reference Guide to Native Peoples of the 
Western Hemisphere. 

NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z provides authentic examples 
of indigenous Art, culture, literature and history. By 

purchasing a set of NATIVE PEOPLE A to Z you will be providing educators and students a reference that 
is culturally related to the academic needs of indigenous students and will promote student self-esteem and 
character development. 

Please visit www.NABDLLC.com to read a detailed description of the publication’s contents, and view 
sample pages of the encyclopedia. 

The addition of Native Peoples A to Z in your collection will allow students and faculty the ability to tteighten 
awareness and understanding of diverse indigenous cultures and unique traditions. 

Purchase orders are accepted from all institutions on net 60 day terms. If you would like to charge to your 
credit or purchasing card please call our customer service at (810) 231.3728. The ISBN for the set is 
1878592734. The eight volume set is $995.00. 

Thank you for your time and consideration in recommending NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z for purchase to 
your collection development librarian. 

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE IN THE U,S. 
Purchase orders are accepted from all organizations. 

For your convenience we accept Visa and MasterCard as a payment option. 

Customer Order Form 
Please send     set(s) of NATIVE PEOPLES A TO Z - Second Edition (By. set) at $995.00 per set. 

ISBN: 9781878592735 

Name: Library Name: 

Phone: Email: 

Mailing Address: 

City: State: 

Payment Type: Visa MasterCard Check Purchase Order#: 

Cardholder Name: 

Card Number: 

Zip: 

Expiration Date: 

North Americ~n Book Distrib~itors, LLC ¯ P© Box 510 Hamburg, [’~’~1 48139 USA. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrea Meyer ~gmaJl.com> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 1:36 PM 

~gmail .corn 

UFVA November Digest 

UFVA DIGEST - NOVEMBER 2013 

*NEWS 

Journal of Film & Video Special Documentm-~ Double Issue - Deadline extended! 

Special Double IssueCurrent Issues in Documentary Production & Studies Guest editors: Ben Levin & George Laxke-Walsh Submission Deadline: January 15, 2014 

Publication Date: Fall/Winter 2015 We invite articles that discuss... 

Camle Fieldin~ Student Grant Applications Due on December 15 
For over m,o decades, the Carole Fielding Student Grants have supported work by undergradnate a~ld graduate students in fihn and video. Each year, Inore than 
$5000 is competitively awarded for production/research proposals in five categories... 

RED Training in Los Angeles Available in December 
REDucation LA - December 2013 This is real-world training taught by working professionals, for working professionals and those looking to work in the field of 

Digital Cinematography and Ultra High Resolution Post Production. Choose to... 

Educational Film Database Art of the Guillotine Announced 

A new educational film database Art of the Guillotine (AOTG) is kicking oil; to allow students to engage with proi~ssional editors, http:i/w~,.aot~.com/AOTG is 

launching a new free online series Li~ e t ost Talk with industry experts,... 

Dallas Intemational Film Feslival Call tbr Entries 

DALLAS INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL Dallas, Texas - USA April 3 to 13, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 8th Annual Dallas Intenmtional Film Festival 

(DIFF), an 11-day cnltural event that, in years past, has honored induslry heavyweights... 

LA Film Fesaival Call for Entries 

LOS ANGELES FILM FESTIVAL Los Angeles, Califomia - USA June 10 to 19, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 20th Annual Los Angeles Film Festival (LAFF), 

an Acadetny- qualifying festival that unfolds amidst the glitz, energy, and excitement... 

Afi’ica World Documentary Film Festival Call for Entries 

AFRICA WORLD DOCUMENTARY FILM FESTIVAL Various Locations FebruaD~ 5 to September 10~ 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 7th Annual Africa 

World Documental Film Festival (AWDFF), honoring the people, history, culture, and diversity of Pan... 

American Pavilion Emerging Filmmaker Showcase at the Cannes Film Festival - Call Ii)r Entries 

The American Pavilion Emerging Filmmaker Showcase at the Cannes Film Feslival May 14 25, 2014 Since 199, this prestigious competition has showcased the 

works of the next generation of filmmakers. Short films and documentaries 25... 

Ethnogmtilm Festival Call for Entries 
ETtlNOGRAFII,M FESTIVAI, Paris - France April 17 to 20, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the I st Ethnografihn Festival (EF), celebrating non-fiction filmmaking in 

one of the most beloved cities on the planet. A dynamic tbrnm tbr spirited... 

New Fihnmakers Los Angeles 
NEWFILMI~UkKERS LOS ANGELES Los Angeles, California - USA Monthly Screening Series In the Spotlight today is the 7th NewFilmlnakers Los Angeles 

(NFMLA), which invites emerging fihnmaldng talents fiom around the world to network with respected... 

Capital City Film Feslival 
CAPITAL CITY FILM FESTIVAL Lansing, Michigan - USA April 10 to 13, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 4th Annual Capital City Fthn Festival (CCFF), a 

thrilling immersion into independent cinema, with an emphasis on fihns created b? .... 

Bennuda Intemationa] Film Feslival Call tbr Entries 

BERMUDA INTERNATIONAI, FILM FESTIVAL t ta~nilton - Bernmda March 21 to 27, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 17th Almual Bennuda International 

Film Festival (BIFF), an Academy-qualil},ing gala that untblds amidst a~ island paradise. With a... 



Visions Undergraduate Film Festival and Conference 
The 2014 Visions Film Festival and Cont~rence Announces its Call tbr Entries (Please Share with Filmmaking and Film Scholax Students’.) PRINTABLE 

POSTER:http://visionsfilm.oN/documents/EntriesPoster.pdf Film Deadline: Januao, 4th, 2014 (... 

Phoenix Fihn Festival Call for Entries 

PHOENIX FILM FESTIVAL l?hoeniN Arizona - USA April 3 to 10, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 14th Annual Phoenix Film Festival (PFF), a celebration 

dedicated to creating a welcotning and invigorating experience for its visiting filmmakers... 

Ashland Film Festival Call for Entries 

ASHLAND INDEPENDENT FILM FESTIVAL Ashland, Oregon - USA April 3 to 7, 2014 Upcoming Deadline: November 15 The 13th Annual Ashland 

Indepcndent Film Festival (AIFF) ofl~rs an array of unforgettable fihns and enthusiastic audiences, all set... 

GI Film Festival Call for Entries 

GI FILM FESTIVAI, Touring - USA July 11, 2013 to July 11, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 8th Annual GI Film Festival (GIFF), a cinematic celebration 

dedicated exclusively to stories that honor the successes and sacrifices of the... 

Bevefls~ Hills Film Festival Call for Entries 

BEVEI~LY HILLS FILM FESTIVAL Beverly Hills, Califonfia - USA April 23 to 27, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 14th Annual Beverly Hills Fihn Fes~tival 

(BHFF), an international gala in the heart of Hollywood’s most rilzy and revered... 

Call for snbmissions: Viral Dissonance at FLEFF 2014 

The 17th annual Finger Lakes Environmental Film Festival (FLEFF) will begin its yeMong exploration of"Dissonance" ruth concerts, workshops, master classes, 

performances, and films. FLEFF invites submissions of new media art. tactical... 

RxSM - Sell-Medicated Film F~xpo Call tier Entries 
RxSM - SELF-MEDICATED FILM EXPO Austin, Texas - USA March 6 to 13, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 5th Annual RxSM Self-Medicated Film F~xpo 

(RxSM), untblding in Austin, Texas, RxSM shines a bright spotlight on taJented filmma]~ers in the... 

’][’he Morehead International Independent Fihn Festival 
2nd annnal Morehead International Independent Film Festival call for entries. Celebrating its second year the MIIFF is accepting entries through December 31, 

2013. l?~Riects under 20 minutes in length axe eligible. Selected films will be... 



From: ~email.unc.edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: 

Subjet’t: copy of second paper 

5:31 PM 

To: Instructor Role 

From: 

Professor 

sorry that I did not print it out correctly attached is my file. can you also tell me if the final exan~ is cumulative? 

hope you have a nice Thanksgiving... 

(~nc.rr.com but I do not think my paper will warrant a read out in class. 

malcom x doc.docx 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages tkom the "AAAD 

Messages ti~r this site: AAAD 

" site. To reply to this message click this link to access 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:13 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJd.unc.edu> 

final paper 

malcom x doc.docx 

Professor 

not sure if you got the copy i sent last night 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

info@blackyouthproject.com on behalf of 

Black Youth Proj ect <info@black?-outhproj ect.com> 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 10:25 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

BYP 100 Chicago Chapter Joins Project Nia & Decarcerate Illinois Campaign to Oppose SB 1342 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Xll byp banner 

Media Contact: 
]asson Perez 
jassonperez@gmail.com 
773 -344-2308 

make our communities safer 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CHICAGO-SBI342, a law that would increase mandatory 
minimum sentences for weapons-related offenses will not make 
our communities safe. SB1342 is a policy that will lead to the 
incarceration of more Black people. The law will not address the 
root cause of violence within our communities, which is lack of 
social, economic and political resources. 
A recent research study performed at Northwestern University 
shows that mandatory minimum sentences for gun possession 
do not decrease gun violence. Instead, mandatory minimum 
laws, due to the increase in incarceration, worsen employment, 
schooling, voting, social services, neighborhood and other 
economic opportunities in Black communities. 
We need our tax dollars spent on things that make our 
communities safer like schools, jobs and violence prevention 
services instead of imprisoning more black people -- not on 
costly implementation of mandatory minimum laws. 
BYP 100 Chicago is committed to ensuring that Illinois 
discontinues its investing in incarceration while our communities 
continue to suffer. BYP 100 plans to organize a local phone 



bank and participate in the December 2nd action organized by 
Decarcerate Illinois. 
Please sign our petition calling on the ]Illinois State House and 
the Illinois State Senate to oppose SB1342, this law will not 
make our communities safer. 
Now it is time to stand up against unfair laws that 
disproportionately affect people of color. 
We urge you all to sign this petition and SPREAD THE WORD! 

### 

ABOUT BYP 100 

Black Youth Project 100 (BYP 100) is a national activist 
member-based organization of Black 18 to 35 year-old men and 
women who are dedicated to creating justice and freedom for all 
Black people. We do this through building a network focused on 
transformative leadership development, non-violent direct 
action organizing, advocacy, and education. 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to regester@email.unc,ed~i b’~’ info@blaclo/outhproject.com 

Uj~date Profile~’EmailAddress Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribef’~ Privacy Policy, 

BlackYouth Project :: 5733 S. Univerity Ave. Chicago :: IL 60637 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Cinematographer z~AmericanCinematographe@adsmart360.com> 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 12:01 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regesl~er@ema?d.unc.edu> 

Your Complimentaty Issue of American Cinematographer is here 

Hello [.eo~ardo, 

This month’s issue covers The WoLf of ~lall 5treel; .!2 Yeats a Slave, 
7,#or: i~e Dark World, Labor Day, Homeg~ont and BNck ~ativity, and 

a~so h~dudes our handy 2013 index. 

Username: REG ESTER@ ENAIL=U~tC.EDU 

Ibis issue can be v~ewed on your iPhone, ~Pad or Android Phone 

by cl~ckh~g 

AC has been taking readers behind the scenes on motion pictures since J~920. Long recognized 
around the world as the top source of information on cinematography techniques and tools, AC is 

now available in two formats: digital and pri~t, Both editions feature identical content and are 

available for the same price: $29.95 per year. Subscribers ou[side the Uni[ed States can enjoy 
considerable cost savings with a digital subscription because it eliminates international postage 

fees, To subscribe, visit the ASC Store at 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Adriane Lentz- Smith <adl 16@duke.edu> 

Friday, November 29, 2013 11:57 AM 

A/kicaJ~ Ameficm~ Histo~ Workshop <aJhm@list~rv. unc.edu> 

[afam] Fwd: POSITION OPEN AT UC DAVIS 

colleague ltr & ad.pdf 

Position in Af-Am at the Assistant or Associate Level 

Addane kentz-Smith 
Associate Professor & Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Department of History 

Duke University 

Box 90719 

Durham NC, 27708-0719 

Begin forw~:rded Inessage: 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul~ 

afaJn as: <a hre~"mailto:reges~te@email.unc.edu">regeste@emaJl.unc.edu</a>.<br> 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.e&lu?id 5383356.1210a5a0009220deatiSb12af9cc7a5bd&n T&I afam&o 33926905 or send a blank email to <a 

hre~"mmlto:leave- 33926905- 5383356.1210a5a0009220deaf6bl 2atgccTa5bd@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33926905- 

5383356.1210a5a0009220deaf6b12af9cc7a5bd@listserv.unc.edu</a:~ 



November 27, aO ] ~ 

Dear Coi~eague: 

The UC Davis History I)epartment seeks to aplmint a proi~ssor of A:fi’ica~ American histo~3.’ a the 
assisma~t or masociate level. All periods and specializations within AfiJcan American history are 
welcome. We seek a candidate with a strong record of reseamh and publication, with evidence of 
contrih4ing substantially to the tEtm’e deve!opment to the field of Aftlean American history. 
Appoimments at the assistant leve! are tenurable;, appointments at the associate leve! are tem~red. 
The successthI candhJate will teach undergra&ate and graduate students, supervising PhD 
candidates in African American history and other appropriate subfields° 

Please reco m mend any prom i si:~g can didates to us, and i n addition please share news o!’ this 
position with an,~. m: you know who might have an interest° 

~ ol emphas~s ,. n African UC Davis has a strong US history field as well as a long tradition ~ .... " o 
American history. The departmere: expects to continue that emphasis into a new generation. 

A PhD in History is required prior to the beginning of the appointment service period start date. 

ie~ter of application, CV, and the names and e-mail addresses ~br three references, ha addition, a 
writing sample :nay be requested separately at a later date. However, please do not send ~his or 
Nrtber materials u:4ess notified, Please reii’ain i:]-o!n sendi~g ffirther materials m~Iess requested. 

UC I)avis is an Equal OpportunityiAfl3rmative Action Employer with a strona it~stituticnai 
commitmem to the deveh.~pment o[’a c! bmte that supports equality of oppommity and respect 



African America~ History. The Department of History at the University 
of Califbrnia, [7)avis invites applications for a professorship of African 
American history, period m~d subspeciatty open, ideally ~o begin July 1o 
20t4. Appoinrmem will be at the assistant (tenure-track) or associate 
(tenured) proti~ssor tevel, as appropriate. Teaching responsibilities incR~de 
courses in the undergraduate and graduate program and ongoing sapervision 
ofthe Pl~.I). candidates in African American History. Applican.ts must 
have completed the Ph.D. by the beginning of appointment and demo~.strate 
promise ofdistinctio~ in scholarship and teaching. Applicants should submit 
a Fetter of a pplication, C,V.~ and the names and e-rea!! adch’esses ~Sr three 
references. In addi.tion~ a v~riting s~ple may be requested separately at a later date. 
However, pie:a~se do not send this or fuaiher materiaIs~n!ess notified. Please do not 
send t:i~r~her materials unless requested. Applications will be accepted 
online..Please follow instructiot,.s as stated on the recruitment website. 
Apply at: 

t~ tp s :zY~’ec r u it. u cd~ vis. e du/app ly/dP F OO t 9 7 

Review of applications will begin on receipt and continue 
t~ntil the positio:~ is filled, however for full consideration 
apply by’ December t 5, 20!3 . U.C. Davis is an Equal 
Oppo~,tunityiAffirmative Action Employer with a strong institutional. 
commitment to the development of a climate that supports eq~mtity of 
opportunity and respect fbr differences. CONTACT: Search Committee 
C]~air, Department of Histo~T, UC Davis, Davis, CA 95616. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kaprinkem jon. @hotmail.com> 

Sunday, December 1, 2013 4:07 AM 

editor@ijbssnet.com 

Call for Papers 

Call for Papers 
International Journal of Business and Social Science 

ISSN 2219-1933 (Print), 2219- 6021 (Online) 

International Journal of Business and Social Science (IJBSS) is a monthly peer reviewed journal published by Center for Promoting Ideas 

{CPI), USA. It covers the areas of business and social science such as management, marketing, finance, economics, banking, accounting, 

human resources management, international business, hotel and tourism, entrepreneurship development, business ethics, international 

relations, law, development studies, population studies, history, journalism and mass communication, corporate governance, cross- 

cultural studies, public administration, psychology, sociology, women studies, social welfare, anthropology, linguistics, education and so 

on, 

The journal is published in both print and online versions. 

IJBSS publishes original papers, review papers, conceptual framework, analytical and simulation models, case studies, empirical research, 

technical notes, and book reviews. 

IJBSS is indexed with and included in and J~u~n~i~ek n~t. 

Moreover the journal is under the indexing process with ISI, ERIC, Scopus, and Econlit. 

IJBSS is inviting papers for Vol. 4 No. 15 which is scheduled to be published on December 31, 2013. Last date of submission: December 

:1.5, 20~.3. However, an early submission will get preference in case of review and publication process. 

Send your manuscript to the editor at editor@ijbssnet.com, or editorJjbss@hotmail.com 

For more information, visit the official website of the journal www.iibssnet.com 

With thanks, 

Dr. Nozar Hashemzadeh 

Editor, International Journal of Business and Social Science {UBSS) 

& 

Professor, Department of Economics, Radford University, USA 

Contact: editor@ijbssnet.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Sunday, December 1, 2013 3:37 PM 

~reen~ciety-announce@&~ke.edu; tilm-video <tilm-video@duke.edu-~; ami-thculty@duke.edu; amicert@duke.edu; Literature Program 

<literat ure@duke.edu> 

**Screen/Society this week --Tue 12/3: "Paths of Glow" (conclusion of the Kubrick & Existentialism series mthin AMI Showcase) 

Please distribute widely* 

Screen/Society presents... 

’~F~esday December 3rd~ 
Paths of Glory 

== Download PDF Flyer ] More Info ] View Trailer == 

http://ami.duke.edu/screemocietv 



~ll ScreenJ(qociety events are coordinated and co-sponsored 
by the Program in the Arts of the Moving Image 

Ha n k Okazak~ 

Exhibitions Programmer 

Program in the Arts of the Hoving Image 

Smi th Wareh OL~Se 

114 S. Buchanan Bird, Bay 12, Room A121 

Duke University, Box 90766 

Durham, NC 277@8-0766 

E-mail: hokazak@duke.edu 

Phone: 919-660-3@31 

Fax: 919-68~-1378 

Web: http://ami.duke.edu/screensocietv 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kannappan, Sheila <sheila@physics.unc.edu> 

Sunday, December 1, 2013 6:49 PM 

CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversity@listserv.~mc.edtr~ 

[ca~tiversity] reminder RE: diversity liaison self-orga~izing holiday pa~rty 

Dear diversity liaisons, 

I’m looking forward to seeing you all this Thursday 3:30-5:30 in the Faculty Lounge at the Campus Y -- we have a lovely party of ten confirmed so far! See below for details .... 

Best, 
Sheila 

From: Kannappan, Sheila 
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 11:35 PM 
To: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons 
Subject: diversity liaison self-organizing holiday party 

Hey everyone! 

I’ve so missed you all since bonding at the start of the semester! I~s been an exciting fall for me as the physics & astronomy dept diversity liaison and I can’t wait to see you all 
again and share stories, strategies, successes, and maybe just a few sadnesses. 

I know we’re all too busy to organize anything, so I thought perhaps we could get together for a self-organizing holiday patty on Dec. 5th (the first reading day before exams). 
In case you’re wondering, a self-organizing party is one for which no one has to do anything special other than show up, bring something to eat or drink (storebought is 
*fine*), and clean up one thing when they leave. The joy is in the company. 

Here’s the doodle, just so I can make sure I won’t be sitting there by myself. :-P 
http: !/doodle.com/dzff999zq 5r4etvq 

The location is beautiful Anne Queen faculty commons, the tall-windowed room in the Y, and the time is 3:30-5:30pm. I’ll be there with bells on to celebrate the winter solstice 
(as any good astronomer should), and of course we can drink toasts to all the other great holidays of the season. (Though strictly speaking, I believe we can’t have alcohol.) 

In case some of you Sherlock Holmes types notice that the Anne Queen commons is reserved at the stated time for the "Physics & Astronomy Holiday Part~" by one Rene 
Lopez, don’t worry, there’s a story behind that, and we won’t have to bounce any physicists -- turns out they’ll have their party in a bigger room at another time. 

Can’t wait to see you all again!! 

- SheilaKannappan 

You are currently subscribed to casdiversity as: reges~ter(~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edtv’u?idM9927260.61689427b9e0c21da402d7aatDb799c7&n T&I casdiversity&o 33935885 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the liue is broken) 

or seud a blank emafil to leave-33935885-49927260.61689427b9e0c21 da402d7aaf0b799c7,@Jistserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

info@ncbsonline.org on behalf of 

NCBS Essay Committee <info@ncbsonline.org> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 10:31 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

2014 NCBS Student Essay Contest - Deadline Dec. 2013 

2014 Student Essay Contest 
Dear NCBS Students, 

Every year NCBS hosts a nationwide student essay contest. Graduate 
and undergraduate students from all over participate in this event. The 
winners are recognized and honored at the annual Student Luncheon, 
which is held during the conference. If you or others are interested in 
submitting an essay for the Student Essay Contest, please do so by 
Frida y December 6, 2013. 

Award Amounts 

UND~ERS 
1st Place- $350.00 
2nd Place - $250.00 
3rd Place - $125.00 

GRADUATE WINNERS 
1st Place = $450.00 
2nd Place - $350.00 
3rd Place - $225.00 

Winners notified by February 4, 2014 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i.e. art, education, history, literature, politics, psychology, social 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 2. Contact information on Cover page ONLY! The essay must be 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
spaced with one inch margins-left to right and -top to bottom. 

3. Students are asked to document sources by with either MLA or the 
APA style guide. 

4. Submissions must be mailed to the address below. Faxed or 
electronic essays are not accepted. 

5. Cover sheet must include: your name, mailing address, 
telephone number, email address, name of faculty advisor, name of 
the college you attend, and your class status (i.e., freshman, 
sophomore, junior, senior or graduate student). 

Deadline: December 6, 2013 
FAXED OR ELECTRONIC ESSAYS ARE NOT ACCEPTED! 

Send all essays to: 

National Office, NCBS 

Department of African & African-American Studies 

University of Cincinnati 

P.O. Box 210370 

Cincinnati, OH 45221-0370 

S~reet/Ovemight Address 

University of Cincinnati - French Hall West 

2815 Commons Way, room 3514 

Cincinnati, OH 45221-0370 

38th Annual Conference 
Miami, Florida 

March 5 - 8, 2014 
Click here for more information. 



Nat onal Council for Black Studies 

Forward email 

this email was s~nt to ~geste@e~a unc ed[i b;’ info¢~ncbsonline.orq 
Update Prof:ile/Email Address Ii~star~t removalwith SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy, 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@mai149.wdc03.rsgsv.net> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 10:45 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJJ.unc.edu> 

Atiican-American rdbrence now back in print 

SLAVE NARRATIVES 
A Folk History of Slavery in the United States from 

interviews with former slaves 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES were collected in the 1930s as part of the Federal Writers’ Project of 
the Works Progress Administration (WPA). BLACK HISTORY MONTH is celebrated every 
February in the United States. Librarians and media specialists will be counted on to provide 
students, faculty and library patrons with information on slavery in America. 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES provides a unique and virtually unsurpassed collective portrait of 
Black History in America. The noted historian David Brion Davis has argued that the voluminous 
number of documented slave testimonies available in the United States "is indisputably unique 
among former slaveholding nations." 

Please visit NABDLLC.com to order the complete set of Slave Narratives from our website. We 
do accept purchase orders from all libraries via phone, fax and email. If possible, please use 
this order form if you would like to order by email, fax or mail. 

FREE SH{PPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE ~N THE U,S. 

For your convenie~ce we accept Visa and MaeterCard as a payment option, 

Order Form 
Please send __ set(s) of SLAVE NARRATIVES - 19 volume set at $1,995.00 per set. 
ISBN: 978-0-403-02211-3 

Name: 

Phone: 

Mailing 

Address: 

City: 

Payment 

Type: 

Cardholder 

Name: 

Visa MasterCard Check 

Purchase Order #: 

Library Name: 

Email: 

State: Zip: 

Card 

Number: 
Expiration Date: 

No~th,,\meric~!; Book Dis[HbL:tors, LLC ¯ F~C) Box 510 Plar~bu~g; Mi 48139 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Indiana University P~ess <iupress@iMianatm00.com> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 11:26 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.nnc.edu-* 

New books from IU Press 

Indian~ University Press 

Dear Charlene Regester, 

The following is an email update based on the interests chosen in your profile. To 

ensure yon continue to receive emails that ONLY match your preferences, be sure to 

edit your profile to refine what we send you. 

South African Women Li~4ng with HIV 

Global Lessons from Local Voices 
Anna Aulette-Root, F]oretta Boonzaier, and ,ludy 

Aulette 

"In a world where HIV treatment has transformed the political 

and embodied landscape of the disease, this important book 

addresses the understudied gendered polities of ItIV treatment." 

--Mark Hunter, University of Toronto 

176 pp. 

cloth 978-0-253-01054-4 $70.00 
paper 978-0-253-01062-9 $25.00 

ebook 978-0-253-01070-4 $91.99 

South African 
..... Women Living with 

HIV 

Colonial Culture in France shier the Revolution 
Edited by Pascal Blanehard, Sandrine Lemaire, Nicolas 

Baneel, and Dominic Thomas 
Translated by Alexis Pernsteiner 

This landmark collection by an international group of scholars 

and public intellectuals represents a major reassessment of 

French colonial culture and how it continues to inform thinking 

about history, memory, and identity. 

648 pp. 

cloth 978-0-253-01045-2 $60.00 

ebook 978-0-253-01053-7 $49.99 

Colorlial CuRure in 
France since the 
Revolution 

Indiana University Press 

Office of Scholarly Publishing 

Herman B Wells Library 35o 

1320 E loth St. 
Bloomington, IN 474o5-3 9 o 7 

You are subscribed using the following email address: regester@email.une.edtL If you wish 

to change your selections or unsubseribe altogether, click below. 

:: Tailor your profile settings. 

:: Forward this to a fi’~end . 

:: To be removed, use this Ol:,e-eiick unsubscribe link.. 

:: Not yel signed up~ Go here.. 

:: Indiana Uniw~rsity Press does nc, t sel[~ share c,r trade 

electromc address iifformation wit!~ anyoae. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

North American Book Distributors, LLC <cs nabdllc.com@mail 111 .us2.mc~.net> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 11:34 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

American Slave Narratives - now back in print 

Best Books for Academic Libra4es recommends... 

SLAVE NARRATIVES COMPLETE SET 

A Folk History of Slavery in the United States 

from interviews with former slaves 

Faculty and students interested in African-American Studies will be seamhing 

the library for information on slavery in the United States. We are pleased to 
announce the republishing of the entire set of SLAVE NARRATIVES; A Folk 
History of Slavery in the United States from interviews with former slaves. The 
SLAVE NARRATIVES were collected in the 1930s as part of the Federal 
Writers’ Project of the Works Progress Administration from interviews with 
former slaves. 

The SLAVE NARRATIVES provides a unique and unsurpassed collective 
portrait of African-American population during slavery. Indeed, historian David 
Brion Davis has argued that the voluminous number of documented slave 
testimonies available in the United States "is indisputably unique among 

former slaveholding nations. In addition to the substantial number of life histories it contains, the most 
compelling feature of the collection is the composition of the sample of people who made up its informants." 
SLAVE NARRATIVES thus constitute an illuminating and invaluable source of data about antebellum and 
post-Emancipation Southern life, the institution of slavery, and, most important, the reactions and 
perspectives of those who had been enslaved. The profoundly moving text which yields great insight into the 
impact of slavery upon human lives. 

Thank you for your consideration in recommending the entire set of SLAVE NARRATIVES to your 
collection development librarian or subject librarian. 

Please visit NABDLLC.com/Slave-Narratives! to view further details regarding this title. 

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS TO ANYWHERE iN THE U.S. 
Purchase orders are accepted from all organizations. 

For your convenience we accept Visa and MasterCard as a payment option. 

Order Form 

$1 995 00 Slave Narratives Complete Set - Edition     9780403022113 I 

I ’ " I1(19v)                       II 

Name: Library Name: 

Phone: Email: 

Mailing Address: 

City: State: 

Payment Type: Visa MasterCard Check Purchase Order#: 

Cardhelder Name: 

Card Number: 

Zip: 

Expiration Date: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dan Streible --q]an.streible@n~vu.edu> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 12:49 PM 

orpha~-flm- symposium 

Join us WEDNESDAY, Dec. 4, at 6:15pro -- NYU Cinema Studies iMIAP-MIRC marriage 

MIRC MIAP program2.doc 

Gentle colleagues and friends of orphan films: 

I am quite excited about this screening and talk on Wednesday night (free and open to the public -- see attached). 

Heather Heckanan, director of the U of South Carolina’s Moving Image Research Collections, will present a program of 8 films from the amazing collections that make up USC MIRC Plus, 
filrmnaker Bill Morrison will introduce an excerpt from his recent work THE GREAT FLOOD (~vhich begins its theatrical mn in New York next month). 

This special presentation is part of MIAP 10 -- our year-long celebration of the 10th anniversa~’ of NYU’s Moving Image Archiving and Preservation Program (Maybe you read about 
MIAP in today’s NEW YORK TIi’,/It~;S ! ;) 

http:i/www nytimes, corn J2013/12/02iarts/dean-mary-sc hmidt-campbell-I ouks-bey und-the-tisch-schuoI.htm[ 

Joining tteather tIeckman will be three i’,/flAP alumni -- JeffMartin (’05), Kara Van Malssen (’06), and Caitlin tIammer (’12) -- whu wurked with films in the South Carulina cullectiun as part of 
their MIAP course wurk. 

Among the highlights uf this all-highlighks shuw are twu 35mm film restoratinns: TELEVISION PICTURES (1931 ) and the amazing NYC S~I~EET SCENES AN[) NOISES (1929). 

Please cumet and invite aH interested others 
Thanks 

Dan 



Free and open to the public 
6:15 pm, Wednesday, December 4 

NYU Cinema Studies Michelson Theater 
721 Broadway, 6th floor 

7 Million Feet of Nitrate Newsfilm Was Just the Beginning... 
or, Rediscovering Cinema via the Eclectic Films from USC MIRC 

HEATttER HECKMAN, Curator & Director 
University of South Carolina Moving Image Research Collections 

CIHna TodayNo. 8706 (1987, color, sound, scan from a 16mm reversal original, 11 minutes). 

Production of Zhong yang xin wen j i lu dian ying zhi plan chang [Central Newsreel and 
Documentary Film Studio of the People’s Republic of China]. In English for US distribution. 

Early life physical education, community-based athletic organizations, and the 1987 
Great Wall Body-Building Tournament. 

Sunshine Valley--unidentified family--home movies, excerpt (ca. 1957, color, silent, scan 
from a 16mm reversal original, 3 minutes). Filmmaker(s) unknown. 

Scenes from a family beach vacation; scanned edge-to-edge. Carmel Curtis, Karl 

McCool, and Lorena Ramirez-Ldpez (MIAP ’15) researched this footage as part of Howard 
Besser’s Introduction to MIAP course. 

Tl~eAugustas, excerpt (Nixon 408, 1930s-1950s, color & b/w, silent, scan from a 16mm 

preservation duplicate negative, 4 minutes). 

Just a taste of Scott Nixon’s 18-minute magnum opus, celebrating his Georgia home town 
and its many namesakes throughout the United States. The Augustas was preserved with funding 
from the National Film Preservation Foundation in 2008, screened at the Orphan Film 

Symposium in 20110, and added to the National Film Registry in 20112. Watch the full film at 
http ://mirc. sc. edu/isl andora/obj ect/usc%3 A2217. The film’ s creative conception of place inspired 

the title of the new book by Heidi Rae Cooley, t~ndingAugusta: Habits of~4obilio;, t~nding, 
and Governance m the Digital Era (Dartmouth College Press), and "the August App," a digital 

supplement that will launch with the book’s publication in February 2014. 

Faith Cabin Libraries--Buffington--home movies, excerpt (South Carolina Manuscripts 
Collections 48, ca. 1951, color, silent, telecine transfer from a 16mm reversal original, 5 
minutes). Willie Lee Buffington (filmmaker). 

Home movies shot on the grounds of segregated schools with Faith Cabin Libraries in 
Louisville, Swainsboro, Lumber City, and other Georgia locations. Preserved at Colorlab with a 
2013 National Film Preservation Foundation grant. Watch all the footage at 

http :iimirc. sc. eduii slandoraiobi ectiusc%3 A2528. 

"MIAP so" -- celebrating a decade of training moving image preservation specialists. 



KKK (WIS TV, 1965, b/w, silent & sound, scan from a 16mm reversal original with sound 
extracted by AEO-Light software, 4 minutes.) Unidentified cinematographer. 

A Ku Klux Klan rally in Ballentine, South Carolina. 

New York Street Scenes and Noises(Fox Movietone News 4-399 & 4-400, 1929, b/w, sound, 

35mm, 13 minutes.) Production unit 47: U. K Whipple (camera), Rickman (sound). 

Introduced by Jeff Martin (Independent Media Arts Preservalion; MIAP ’05). 

Featured in scholar Emily Thompson’ s 2he Roaring Twenties, "an interactive exploration 

of the historical soundscape of New York City," in the multimedia journal l/ectors (Fall 20113), 

Vectorsdev.usc.eduiNYCsound/777b.html. Watch these pieces again at 

http:iirnirc.sc.eduiislandoraiobiectiusc%3A10696 and http:iimirc.sc.eduiislandoraJobiectiusc%3A2234. 

Television Pictures (Fox Movietone News 9-433, 1931, sound, b/w, 35mm, 19 minutes.) 

Production unit 4: Bockhorst (camera), Haxton (sound). 

Introduced by Kara Van a~[alssen (AudioVisual Preservation Solutions; MIAP ’06). 

Pioneering experiments at the General Electric Laboratories in Schenectady, New York. 

One of the earliest film recordings of a television display. 

The Great Flood, excerpt, 10 minutes (Bill Morrison, 2013)Music by Bill Frisell. 

Introduced by the f!lmmaker. 
Many of the images in this work about the Great Mississippi River Flood of 1927 come 

from MIRC’s unique Fox newsreel footage. The Great Flood has its U.S. theatrical premiere, 
January 8, 2014, IFC Center, New York. Distributed by Icarus Films. 

Children in Central Park--outtakes (Fox Movietone News 3-588, 1929, sound, b/w, scan from 

a 35ram original camera negative, 5 minutes). Alfred Gold (camera operator). 

A September day in Manhattan’s Central Park. Small children pose and laugh on 

command for Al Gold, a prolific Fox cinematographer, best known for filming the Hindenburg 

di saster in 1937. Watch it again at http://mirc, sc.edu/i slandora/obj ect/usc%3A 1986. 

Moving Image Research Collections (MIRC) is the University of South Carolina’s motion 
picture archive. Our mission is to preserve our global moving image heritage, diversify 
understandings of moving image culture, and envision a better future by encouraging new 
interpretations of" the recent past. Watch hundreds of titles online at mirc.sc.edu, visit us at 707 
Catawba St. in Columbia, or drop us a line at mirc@sc.edu to learn more about our collections. 

UNIVERSITY OF 

SOUIH C OLI NA 
University Libraries 

Moving Image Research Collections 

MIRC thanks the many NYU MIAP faculty and 

students who have helped us to promote, process, and 
preserve materials in our collections. We look 

forward to another decade of fruitful collaboration! 

"MIAP ~o" -- celebrating a decade of training moving image preservation spec&lists. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@hotmail.com> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 1:08 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

RE: N&O story 

Wow, Charlene, 

Thanks for sending this, 

All the best, 

From: regester@email.u nc.edu 

To:          @hotmail.com 

Subject: FW: N&O story 

Date: Mort, 2 Dec 2013 18:04:30 +0000 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, December 02, 2013 12:40 PM 
To: department listserv 
Subject: N&O story 

http://www~news~bserver~c~m/2~13/12/~2/3426437/former-unc-ch-african-studies~htm~ 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: regester~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edtr"u?id 65646456.94d215e1724eab7c882d0cbfflbaflbt~,n T&l aaad&o 33941630 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-33941630-65646456.94d215el 724eab7c882d0cbfflbaflbf,~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon <dsolomon@nalionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 4:02 PM 

NttC Events <event@nalionaJJmmanitiescenter.org> 

Ma~tha Jolm~n <mjolmson@nationalhumanitiescenter.org> 

REMINDER: Art Historian Jane A. Sharp to speak this Thursday, Dec. 5, at the National Hmn~ities Center 

You, your colleagues, and students are cordially invited to 

Jane Ashton Sharp, Rutgers University 

i.~.i Inline image 1 

Thursday, December 5, 2o13 - 5:oo p.m. 

In this lecture, Jane A. Sharp will be examining a turning point in both the political and art history of Russia: 

from the beginning of Khrushchev’s cultural "thaw" through the period associated with 

Gorbachev’s "perestroika" (restructuring). In her lecture she will consider how, and why, criticism of abstract 

painting in Russia came to duplicate what we associate with "formalist" discourse in the West and the 

extent to which American Abstract Expressionism became both a model and foil for artists and critics alike. 

Sharp is associate professor in the department of art history at Rutgers University and also acts as research 
curator of the Norton and Nancy Dodge Collection at the Jane Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum, the world’s 
largest collection of nonconformist art from the former Soviet Union. In addition to teaching, she has engaged 
students in curating and writing for exhibitions that explore abstract painting and Moscow conceptualist art 
in the collection. After earning her bachelor of arts degree from UCLA, Sharp t~ceived her master’s and 

doctorate from Yale. Her book, Russian Modernism Between East and West: Natalia Goncharova and the 
MoscowAvant-Gatde, 1905-1914 (2006) won the Robert Motherwell Prize from the Dedalus Foundation. This 
year she is working at the National Humanities Center as an NEH Fellow. 

To reserve space, please follow this ~ or respond to Martha Johnson (0~ 0 ) 4o0-otl 6, or mlohnson@nationalhumanitiescenter.orq 

National ttumanities Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 

Don Solomon 

Director of Communications 

National Humanities Center 

919-406-0120 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Documentm7 Studies at Dnke Universib, <llm@duke.eduv 

Monday, December 2, 2013 5:00 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

CDS NEWS: °5Fwo-Way Bridges" Exhibit, Registration for Spfin.~/Summer Continuing Ed Classes, Ballroom Show at the W ttotel, Fall Issne 

of"Doculnent" 

i ii.~.iI CDSI Centerfor D ...... 
taryStudies 

TWO-WAY BRIDGES I Exhibit Celebrates Links Between Duke and Latino Communities 

Thursday, December 5, 6 p.m. / Fredric Jameson Gallery, Friedl Building, Duke University 

East Campus 1 1316 Campus Dr., Durham, North Carolina 

A mural in downtown Durham is part of the Two-Way Bridges project. Photograph by Tracy Fish. 

"Connecting Duke, Durham, and the Americas": That’s the motto of Two-Way Bri@aes I 

Puentes de DoNe Via a project that aims to expand on and create new links between Duke 

University and the Durham Latino community, changing and enriching both in the process 

The idea is that collaborative art and bidirectional learning can help shed light on the issues 

surrounding immigration, immigration policy, border crossing, and the integration of new 

immigrants into local and national communities. A new multimedia exhibit of the same 

name opens December 5 on the Duke campus and will showcase some of the 

collaborative work undertaken as part of the project. 

The Two-Way Bridges I Puentes de Doble Vfa project includes three participating classes, 

culture-language-media workshops, a group documentary by artists from the Latino 

community, and partnerships between Duke students and local high school and community 

college students, with final outcomes that include murals, paintings, video, photography, 

and other collaborative work 

Participating Duke partners include the Center for Documentary Studies, the Spanish 

Language Program, the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies, the Program in 
Latino/a Studies in the Global South, and DukeEngage on the Border/Encuentros de la 

Frontera. 

REGISTRATION OPENS FOR SPRING/SUMMER 2014 CLASSES IN THE DOCUMENTARY 

ARTS 



Continuing Education students at work in a Camera Techniques workshop Photograph by Wendy Smith. 

The Center for Documentary Studies offers Continuing Education classes year-round--in 

photography, film/video, audio, narrative writing, and other creative media--for adults who 

are interested in learning or continuing to do their own documentary work. Registration is 

now open for spring 2014 classes and summer institutes, with a host of established, new, 

and online offerings, including our new one-week Photography Institute, Strategies for First- 

Person Audio Storytelling, Master Class in Nonfiction Writing, Acting Out Black History, and 

Finding Funding, among many others. 

For class descriptions and schedules, and to register, go to cdscourses.orq. 

LEGENDS AT W NEW YORK / Exhibit Curated by First Book Prize in Photography Winner 

Celebrates Ballroom Culture 

Through December 31 / W New York / 49th and Lexington Avenue, New York City, New 

York 

Baby (painted black) walking for tens, Legends Ball, Brooklyn, 2000. Photograph by Gerard H. 

Gaskin. 

A new show curated by CDS/Honickman First Book Prize in Photoqraphy winner Gerard H. 

Gaskin opened at W New York on December 1, in honor of World AIDS Day and in support 

of the Hetrick-Martin Institute, which provides services to at-risk LGBT youth. Legends, a 

month-long "photographic exhibition and philanthropic initiative," celebrates New York 

house ballroom style and culture over the past two decades. The show features photos 

from Gaskin’s new book, Legendary: Inside the House Ballroom Scene, published as part 

of the First Book Prize by Duke University Press and the Center for Documentary Studies. 

Renowned photographer and curator Deborah Willis chose Gaskin’s work to win the 

prestigious biennial First Book Prize in 2012. A recent story about his new book on the New 

York Times photo blog, Lens, includes a slideshow of Gaskin’s images. 

FALL 2013 ISSUE OF DOCUMENTAVAILABLE ONLINE 



The latest issue of Document, the CDS quarterly newsletter, is available online: Document 

features some of the best documentary work supported and produced by the Center for 

Documentary Studies. Highlights in the fall issue include an interview with new CDS 

director Wesley Hogan, exhibits by CDS/Honickman First Book Prize in Photography winner 

Gerard H Gaskin and Duke artist-in-residence Evgenia Arbugaeva, CDS Documentary 

Essay and Lange-Taylor prizewinners, and more 

To browse past issues, click here. 

To receive print issues of Document, join Friends of CDS. 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Thursday, December 5, 6 pm I Opening reception for the Two-Way Bridges exhibit / Fredric 

Jameson Gallery, Friedl Building, Duke University East Campus / 1316 Campus Dr., 

Durham, North Carolina 

cdsporch oqq/archives/20866 

EXHIBITS 

September 16-January 11 / Tiksi, photographs by Evgenia Arbugaeva I Porch and University 

Galleries / Center for Documentary Studies / 1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

docu mentar,zstudies.du ke.edu/exhibits!cu rrent-exhibits#tiksi 

October 4-December 13 I In Practice¯ Work by Duke Arts Faculty / Power Plant Gallery, 

American Tobacco Campus / 320 Blackwell St, Durham, North Carolina 

cdsporch orq/archivesi19979 

October 24-December 20 / Soul and Service / Center for Documentary Studies Bridges 

porch / 1317 W. Pettigrew St., Durham, North Carolina 

docu mentarystudies.du ke.edulexhibits/cu rrent-exhibits#soul-a nd-service 

November 4-Februai¥ 22 1 Legendary: Inside the House Ballroom Scene, photographs by 

2012 CDS/Honickman First Book Prize in Photography winner Gerard H. Gaskin / Juanita 

Kreps Gallery / Center for Documentary Studies / 1317 W. Pettigrew St, Durham, North 

Carolina 

docu mentarystudies.du ke.edu/exhibits!cu rrent-exhibits#1eqe ndary 

MORE ABOUT CDS: 

CDS Website documentarystudies.duke.edu 

CDS Porch cdsporch.oqq 

Friends ofCDS documentarvstudies.dukeedu/donate 

Upcoming Events documentarystudies.duke.edu/events 

~ essag~ se~t to ~g~ster~’~em~il.u,~e.edu by 

Unsubscribe ~ Update Profile/Email Address ~ Fo~ard To A Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com 

Monday, December 2, 2013 11:08 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> 

Greetings 

No comment see ya soon I mailed you a gift dear tldend teacher stone scholar 

Sent from rny iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 5:30 AM 
....... ~o ,~ mounce~)duke edu tilm-video <1 lm-video@duke.edu-~ ami-Ihculty@duke.edu; amicert@duke.edu; I,itera’ture Program scr ......... ty-m _j ¯ , 

~ 

<literamre@duke.e& > 

CORRECTION: film mn time = 88 minutes -->re: Tue 12/3: "Paths of Gloly"’(Kubrick & Existentialism series) 

Dem All, 

I jnst realized that there was a typo on the flyer for PATHS OF GLORY, which listed the running time for the film as 142 minutes, whereas the film actually lasts o~ly 

88 minutes. Al~logies fbr the confusion! 

Best regards, 

On 12/1,2013 3:36 PM, Hank Okazaki wrote: 

* Please distribute widely* 

Screen/Society presents... 

Tuesday December 3rd, 7pro: 
Paths of Glory 
: Download PDF Flyer I More Infi~ I View Tra~ler == 



For int%rmation about Screen/SocieD" film series and events, see: 

http:iiami, duke. eduA’creensociety 

,~ll Screen/Society events are coordinated and co-sponsored 

by the Program in the 2rts of the l~[oving Image 

Ha n k Okazak~ 

Exhibitions Programmer 

Program in the Arts of the Hoving Image 

Smi th Wareh OL~Se 

114 S. Buchanan Bird, Bay 12, Room A121 

Duke University, Box 90766 

Durha~’, NC 27708-0766 

E-mail: hokazak@duke.edu 

Phone: 919-660-3031 



Fax: 919-68~-1378 

Web: http: //ami. duke. edu/screensocietv 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

McDonnell, Carol B <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 9:53 AM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@lis~serv.unc.edu> 

[ccothc] Final Grades: To Instructors teaching CCO courses for thl12013 

Glade Memo FROM I~EGISTfL&R fail 2013.doc 

Grade rosters will be available in the ConnectCarolina Faculty Center on December 5. See the attached memo from the University Registrar. 
Final grades are due 72 hours after the scheduled final exam. 
If you are teaching a course at the 400 level or above, please check to see if a student is at the graduate level. If so, they should be assigned a 
graduate grade. 

Tips for grading in ConnectCarolina 
¯ Check to make sure you can see your Class Rosters for the correct term. 

¯ Enter the grades for all your sections 990, 991and 992 or 993 and 994 {you may not have students in all sections). 

¯ You must use the "Change Class" button to switch between sections 990, 991 8, 992, etc. 

Grading: 
¯ Enter the grades with drop-down box. Then save. 

¯ Set the status to Ready for Review and then Save. 
¯ Change to Approved when you are ready for the final approval, then Save. 
~, Assigning temporary grades - see below. 
¯ CCO courses cannot be taken PASS/FAiL 
¯ If you need help with this process, my office will be happy to assist you. 

Gi~,kDE CHANGES: 

You can aow ch~n~e your owa ~ades in ConnectCaro]lina. 

Carol McDonnell 

Student Services Manager 

Temporary Grades- 

"IN" Instructors should assign an "IN" where the student took the finaJ examination but did not complete some other course reqnirement. The student could 

pass the course if the assignment was completed. The "IN" is computed as an "F" in an undergraduate student’s GPA. For undergraduate students, an "IN" is 

changed automatically to an "F*" if the grade is not cleared by eight weeks into the next regular semester. For graduate students, an "IN" will revert to an 

"F*" (adminishatively assigned grade) if the grade is not cleared mthin one year from the original examination. 

"AB" Must be given to a s~dent who did not take an exam regardless of the reason, bnt might have passed the course had they done so. The "AB" is 

compnted as an "F" grade in an undergraduate ffmdent’s GPA. For undergraduate students, an "AB" grade is changed automatically to an "F*" if the grade is 

not cleared by the last day of class in the next regular semester. For graduate s~dents, an "AB" roll revert to an "F*" (administratively assigned grade) if the 

grade is not cleared within one year t~om the original examination. 

"FA" Failed and absent t?om exam. The FA grade is given when the undergraduate student did not attend the exam and could not pass the course regardless 

of peribnnance on the exam. This would be appropriate tbr a student that never attended the course or has excessive absences in the course, as well as 

missing the exam. 

Changing Grades 
To change a permanent grade or report the removal of a temporary grade, use the Official Report of Grade Change or Change of Temporary Grade 
Form. The University Registrar must receive this completed form. [Temporary grades of "IN" (Incomplete) and "AB" (Absent), unless assigned in 
error, are recorded as a part of the official record, but are not reflected on a student’s external official transcript after conversion to a permanent 
grade.] 

"AB" Mnst be given to a student who did not take an exam regardless of the reason, but might have passed the course had they done so. The "AB" is 

computed as an "F" grade in an undergraduate s~dent’s GPA. For tmdergraduate students, an "AB" grade is changed antomatically to an "F*" if the grade is 

not cleared by the last day of class in the next regular semester. For graduate s~udents, an "AB" will revert to an "F*" (administratively assigned grade) if the 
grade is not cleared within one year l~om the original examination. 

"FA" Failed and absent from exam. The FA grade is given when the undergraduate student did not attend the exam and could not pass the course regardless 

of performance on the exam. This would be appropriate for a student that never atlended the course or has excessive absences in the course, as well as 

missing the exam. 

Caro! Mc Do, ncll 

Student Sel~ices Manager 
Friday Center for Continuing Education 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB#1020 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-1020 
919-962-1105 
fax 919-962-5549 

~Connect with us 

!~j~{~_o_~ a_~__o,_E=_t_~SZ_o_:_e__d__~l__s_!_c_t E!~_s_. 
<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

ccofac as: <a href "mailto:regeste@email.unc.edu">regester@emal.unc.edu~a>. To unsubseribe send a blank <br> 

emal to <a href "mailto:leave-33950322-20384470.87a466e36d8e7912eaf6919b64ti:c286@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33950322- 

20384470.87a466e36d8e79t2eafi5919b64tbc286@listserv.unc.edu</a> 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gartenberg Media Enterprises, Inc. <sales@gartenbergmedi&com> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 10:11 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@email.nnc.edw* 

GME Announces Films by Wemer Schroeter on DVD Available tbr Institutional Sales 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

This is a reminder that you’re receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in 
Gartenberg Nedia Enterprises, Inc. Don’t forget to add sales@gartenbergmedia.com to your address 
book so we’ll be sure to land in your inbox! 
You may ._u_r_)_s2_u__b__b_c__r_j_b__#. if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Gartenberg Media Announces 

Films by Werner Schroeter 

::X:: EIKA KATAPPA % DER BOMBERPILOT 



Der Bomberpilot {~970} West Germany 

Ne! Re,no di Napo~i (~¢78~ Wes~ 

O~der by Ph~e @ 212.~0,8654 orgy f~x ~ 212,280<8656 

Forward email 

This email was sent to regester@emaiLunc.edu by ~J_&s_~c_La__r_Le_o__b_#_r~_r_&_e_d__ka_:£Q__m_ 

Update ProfiletEmail Address fnstant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

Gartenberg Media Enterprises, Inc. :: 143 West 96th Street, Suite 7B :: New York :: NY 10025 



FFOllil ; 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

UCAFilm <ucadigfihn gmaiLcom@mail204.afl81 .rsgs~.net> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 1:50 PM 

Regesler, Charlene B <regeste@etnail.unc.edt~- 

UCAFUm Now Accepting MFA Applications 

The MFA program in Digital Filmmaking at: the UNversil¥ of Central 

Arkansas is now accepting applications fer Fall 2014 

One of the lowest t[_litie~~ rates in the country for in.-state a~~d oub- 
of--state t~.~ition, with an average ar~nua~ t~At~bn of $6t 00 ~mstate 
a~-~d $t0~750 o[d:--obs~:ate 

Sma~ c~ass s~zes mean stron9 personN connectbns with ~ots of 
~acu~ty ~nteractbn 

A dedk;ated~ award w~n~~ff-~g 5~c(~ffy, a~ of where are pract~c~n9 
fflmmakers 

24/7 acce~-.s to preductbn fac~t~..s inch.~d~ng dedicated ed~t~ngj 
s(~ tes fe~ gra~: ~ate s~:~de~-~ts 

Every student d~rects their own thesis preject 

Stron~ work~r~g re~atbr~sMp ~th the L~tt~e Rock F~m FesflvN arid 
the H~t Spring, s Documerffary g~m Fest~vN 

Graduate ass~stantsMps available for qualified students 

Or e-mai~: 
ecadigfih;~@gmail corn 

Digi~sl Filmmski~g Pro{;ram, Unive;sit,i of Cerebral Arks!;sas 



ZO] Ool-:a2hey Ave 
C:om,~,’ay AR 7203~~- 

Pc.~’~.red by 

MaiiChimp 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alnnmimail@nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 3:20 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <mgester@emml.unc.edu> 

Out of the Blue: Noted Surgeon to Address Graduates; Former Department Chair Indicted; Beat the Life Member Increase 

% UNC GAA 

~ii Dr Atul Gaw~nde 

On Jan. 12, three 

]ucky (3y\A members will 

be seh}eted at random to 

win one of ~ree great 

prizes~ i a.lud ng [ ckeks 

~:o tt~e UNC-I)~:~I<e game 

oft Feb. 12. 

~ Get a (2ompet~t~ve 

Edge 

It m~ght not take a 

village to find the peH)~ct 

iob but igs great having 

the GAA’s eerti fled 

career coach as a 

pal�net. (~AA members 

coaching sessio~ each 

year- a $~5o value. 

,JudRh won a 825 Johnny 

T-shiA gift certigcate. 

&Mith was selected at 

subscribed to "OuL of the 

Noted St u." ,-eon to Address 2014 Grad uates 
f:,r. Attfl {}awande ;also a best-selffng at~thor, st~g~4ests that as medicine becomes more 

Former Department C?nair Indicted 
.Julius Nyar~g’oro, a lbcaI point of UNC’s ]ong--rnnning academic scandal, has been 

~ndieted on a felony eha ge oftaNng $z2 ooo n pay desp te ~ot s aowi aN up to teach a 

Chi Phi Sus. ~pended;. Pi Lan:~bda Phi Probed 
Chi t hi is in h’ouble with its nafiorm~ office for alleged alcohol arid hazing violations; Pi 

I,ambda Ph~ "pledging ackivikies" res~flt ~n five arrest;. 

New Student Parking Fee Approved 
Trustees approve a ,5"1o.5o increase in studen~ fees to cover ~he pHvilege of parMng on 

eampus aRer 5 P.m.; th ey also boost tui tiot~ ff~r ot~ t.-of-.s tare s tt~d ents a~d al~ grad u ate 

s [uden 

New Course-Drcp Policy Causes Ou tcrv 
UNC System wants mfifbrmib~ among the campuses on when sm4ents can drop courses; 

Carolina adminisLcators call it bureat~cratie overceaeh. 



Blue." Join khe GAA 

today and you might be 

upcoming OAA Member 

of dae Month, 

For more news items, see ahmmi.unc,edu,,article,asp?SID=q 8. 

receive a diseounL Become a member h)day h) take advat~{age of these and other 

x~ 

Bea{ fl~e $100 Life Member Increase 
Life membership rakes into’ease $1( dan i. Loekin at era’rent rates arid never pay dues 

again. Paymenk plans start ak $30.50 a month tbr 24 months, 

Congra{u[afions to Our Student Scholars 
’l:’b~; val~:b~ off (~Az~. sohola~sb [ps awaFded f,:~ the (tl t’Fe~ sch )O1 yea~~ [rb-t’eased abo ~t 40 

percent, to more than $128,ooo, and the number of students receiving d:lem rose h’om 

6~ to 7! 

Demographic Disruptions Explained 
Full--lengda video presents Kenan-Flagler Business School Professor Jim Johnson 

explaining the "Great Demograpbie Disruptions" al~>eting us 

O)r~s/der i~ ~is.,. focu m, 

[] ]()in the Cuban ][--tumanitaria~ Program 
Travd with Carolina alumni and fiiends to Havana m~d Tri~fidad de Cuba on the GAA’s 

Connect With Us 
From Instagram to Pinkerest and Goog]e+, [bl]ow us on the most popular" social 

networking sites h) connect wi[h fblh)w alumni and wi[h Carolina, 

Tell Us About .,. (.,ettm~ I ?r~lT()tlg~ t lnals 
Fall semester classes end this week and students will cor~l~’ont final exams. How did you 

make it th rough finals ? At~y u n u su a l study b a b i is or ri tuals? Which worked: a 1J-nigh te~ 

or a good ni{~Ws sleep? 

Share stories on ore" abm’u’fi message boards, ;as well as on Faeebook. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS!CN=CHARLENE B REGESTER (REGESTER)> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 6:40 PM 

jmg2196@columbia.edu 

FW: Ex-UNC professor charged over no-show class 

Ex-UNC professor charged over no-show class.msg 

From:          _~aol.com [          #aol.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 2:55 plVl 
To:        ~aol.com; Regester, Charlene B;        ~comcast.net 
Subject: Fwd: Ex-UNC professor charged over no-show class 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 8:29 PM 

~aol.com> 

Fx-UNC professor charged over no-show class 

.... provider 

HILLSBOROUGH, N.C. (AP) -- A former professor at the center of an academic scandal involving athletes at the U~ive~.sity of Not’t~’~ Cal’~:~li~ s~t Chapel Hilt has been 

charged with a felony, accused of receiving $12,000 in payment for a lecture course in which he held no classes. 

A grand jun/on Monday indicted Julius Nyang’Oro with a single felony count of obtaining property by false pretenses. 

Nyang’Oro was chairman of the Department of African and Afro-American Studies. He resigned from that post in 2011 during a campus investigation that found certain 

classes in the department that instructors did not teach, undocumented grade changes and faked faculty signatures on some grade reports. 

The scandal contributed to the departure of football coach Butch Davis and the resignation of a former chancellor, Holden Thorp. 

Nyang’Oro, who retired in 2012, could face up to 10 months in prison if convicted. The university said it recouped the $12,000 from his final paycheck. 

Calls to two numbers listed for Nyang’Oro rang busy. A man answering a call to a third number for Nyang’Oro on indictment documents hung up without comment and 

follow-up messages weren’t returned. 

Orange County District Attorney James Woodall said the professor’s 2011 summer course was supposed to have had regular class meetings. But he said Nyang’oro instead 

ran an independent study class that required students to write papers but not show up. The school found that the course, a late addition to the schedule, had an enrollment 

of 18 football players and one former football player. 

A campus investigation into academic fraud released last year blamed the scandal solely on Nyang’oro and a depatlment administrator who also has since retired. The 

probe led by former Gov. Jim Martin concluded that alleged fraud didn’t involve other faculty or members of the athletic department. 

Martin, a former college chemistry professor, was aided by consultants with experience in academic investigations. After shortcomings of the report’s method were 

highlighted, Martin and university officials said they lacked the subpoena powers of State Bureau of Investigation, or SBI, to force people to answer questions and produce 

evidence. 

"Both the university and Mr. Woodall relied on the SBI to help determine whether any criminal acts had occurred, since the SBI had broad investigative powers not available 

to the university," said Tom Ross, president of the state university system. 

He added in his statement Monday that the university’s ongoing cooperation with the criminal process will continue to its conclusion. 

Martin said there was no evidence the university’s athletics department pushed students into courses with known irregularities that would allow athletes to remain eligible for 

competition. Unauthorized grade changes in the African studies department were not limited to student-athletes, Martin said, and athletes generally didn’t flock to 

problematic African studies courses. 

The NCAA sanctioned the university’s football program in March 2012 with a one-year bowl ban and scholarship reductions for previously discovered improper benefits 

including cash and travel accommodations. The NCAA reviewed irregularities in the African studies department after an earlier campus probe found 54 problem classes 

between 2007 and 2011. The collegiate sports oversight body told university officials it had found no new rules violations. 

The school’s chancellor issued her own statement Monday on the indictment. 

"The action described in today’s indictment is completely inconsistent with the standards and aspirations of this great institution," Chancellor Carol Folt said in a statement. 

"This has been a difficult chapter in the university’s history, and we have learned many lessons." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nisbet, Cecily Tatitx~u~t <cnisbe@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 7:01 PM 

Friday Focus: News ti~om the Willimn and Ida Friday Center tbr Continuing Education <friday tbcu@list~rv.unc.e&~> 

Friday Center Newsletter 

Scholarship Students 

View this email in your browser 







;?.,5’I,’,’. 

Learn 

rtlore 

~, cecilv nisbet,~) unc.edu o~ 9 i }~9~:,2- ? ? 2 :i, 



Conference Center 

._C__ [__e__d__[t____P__r__o_ 9 _r_’_a__r_!Ls. 

Noncredit ProRrams 

Visit us 
o~li~ at frida¥center.unc.edu 

~ O0 F~idsy Cenie~ D~ive, CB # t 020 

Phor~e: 919-962-3000 
1~o~4re8:866-441-3683 

You are currently subscribed to f~day fbcus as: regester(i~email,nnc,edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc,edtr/u?id=:69707267.1 ccc6b52e8cl’602c6ad7a567980e8b99&n=T&l=l’ridav focus&o=33953926 

(It may be necessau to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Jen Proctor <proctor.jennife@GlVlAIL.COIVl> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 10:00 AM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

UFVA report on cmreut issue ofAca-Media podcast 

Hi UFV.M 

Just letting you know that there is a report on our summer conference (produced by yours trul!!) on the current episode of the Aca-Media podcast, a media studies 

podcast created in conjunction with SCMS and Cinema JournaJ. Several of our illustrious members and board members are featured, and we cover some of the key 

questions coming up in our field over the pas~t few years. 

If you haven’t listed to the podcast, it’s really, really great, and the October epic)de on Orson Welles’ radio broadcast of The War of the Worlds is spectacular (and 

hilarious). 

http://~,w.aca-media.om/ 

Happy holidays and end-of-semester, 

Jan 

Jennifer Proctor 

Assistant Profesmr, Journalism and Screen Studies 

Depa~ment of Language, C ulture, and Commani cafiou 

University of Michigan-Deartx)m 

http:#www.utnd.umich.edu/i ss/ 

http://ie~miferproctor.com 

http://losqfiuli~ht.o~z 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.amefican.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Nmne should be 

your first and last nmne.) You can leave a list by seMing the following command to listserv@listserv.mneficanMu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.an~erican.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

info@ncbsonline.org on behalf of 

NCBS Essay Committee <info@ncbsonline.org> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 10:49 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Deadline Ext. Dec. 30, 2013 - 2014 NCBS Student Essay’ Contest 

2014 Student Essay Contest 
Deadline Extension 

December 30th 
Dear NCBS Students, 

Every year NCBS hosts a nationwide student essay contest. Graduate 
and undergraduate students from all over participate in this event. The 
winners are recognized and honored at the annual Student Luncheon, 
which is held during the conference. If you or others are interested in 
submitting an essay for the Student Essay Contest, please do so by 
Frida y December 30, 2013. 

Award Amounts 
UND~ERS 

1st Place- $350.00 
2rid Place - $250.00 
3rd Place - $125.00 

GRADUATE WINNERS 

..................................................................................................................... 1st Place = $450.00 

3. Students are asked to document sources by with either MLA or the 
APA style guide. 

4. Submissions must be mailed to the address below. Faxed or 
electronic essays are not accepted. 

5. Cover sheet must include: your name, mailing address, 
telephone number, email address, name of faculty advisor, name 
the college you attend, and your class status (i.e., freshman, 
sophomore, junior, senior or graduate student). 

Dead li ne: Decem bet 30, 2013 
FAXED OR ELECTRONIC ESSAYS ARE NOT ACCEPTED! 

Send all essays to: 

National Office, NCBS 

Department of African & African-American Studies 

University of Cincinnati 

P.O. Box 210370 

Cincinna~, OH 45221-0370 

S~reet/Ovemight Address 

University of Cincinnati - French Hall West 

2815 Commons Way, room 3514 

Cincinna~, OH 45221-0370 

National Council for Black Studies 
38th Annual Conference 

Miami, Florida 
March 5 - 8, 2014 



Forward email 

This emal[ was serlt to regesLer@email.ur~c.edu by [[~__f_o__C~_n__c_’_b__~#_LLo_’_e_=_o__r£.l. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@hotmail.com> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 3:25 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

RE: chronicle article 

Are you going to follow up on this? 

> From: regester@email.unc.edu 

> To:          _~hotmail.com 

> Subject: FW: chronicle article 

> Date: Tue, 3 Dec 2013 23:39:44 +0000 

> From: Robin Wilson [robin.wilson@chronicle.com] 

> Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 2:26 PM 

> To: Regester, Charlene B 

> Subject: chronicle article 

> 

> Dear Prof. Regester-- 

> I’m a reporter for The Chronicle of Higher Education and I’m writing an 

> article about the academic course scandal within the African-American 

> studies department under the previous chairman. I wondered if you could 

> speak to me for the piece. Please let me know if you are available. 

> thanks, Robin Wilson 

> 419-825-6267 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chandra Guinn <chm~dra.guinn~duke.edu> 

~Tednesday, December 4, 2013 6:03 PM 

Jordan, Joseph F <jijordan@email.unc.edu% Tara Green <ttgreen@~mcg.edtr~; Bryon D Turman <bdturman@ncat.edu-d Regester, 

Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu% Gwendolyn M. Bookman <gbookman@bennett.edu>; Crystal Harkless <csharkle@ncsu.edu>; 

Natalie bullock brown < @yahoo.com>; Sheila Smith McKoy <ssmckoy@ncsu.edu% Yvonne Weltx~n 

<~velbon@ bennett.edu> 

Fwd: New Fihn Series Jusl Announced 

Hope all is well. Just say this announcement and thought I’d shaxe - perhaps there is some counection to be made. 

Best, 

Chandra 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: Carolina Theatre <efan@carolinatheatre.org> 
Date: December 4, 2013 12:59:57 PM EST 
To: <c.quinn@duke.edu> 
Subject: New Film Series Just Announced 

::.~.iI generic header 

F¢ view th~s email as a web page, go here. 

The Carolina Theatre has been invited to host an exclusive new film screening series 
presenting the biggest independent films for one advance screening in Durham before 
they’re in theatres nationwide. 

See this morning’s announcement from theatre President/CEO Bob Nocek 

video image 

Each month, The New York Film Critics Series will premiere one of the hottest new 
independent films days or even weeks before they are available anywhere else in the 
Triangle. Following each screening, we’ll broadcast a high definition interview with the 

directors and actors, live from New York City. 

The series begins Tuesday, December 10 at 7PM with American Hustle directed by David 
O’Russell and staring Christian Bale, Bradley Cooper, Amy Adams and Jennifer Lawrence. 
New films announced each month. 

Get Tickets for American Hustle Now! 

.~i Delta Rae MemberOnSale 03 

unsubscribe , 



To," 

Universi~t, of Texas Press <info@utpre.ss.ute.xas.edu> 

Tisursday, December 5, 2013 11 ~53 AM 

Regester, ©hadene B <regester@emaiLunc.edu> 

New in Film & MedEa Studies from UT F;reee 

Texas Press 

Textbook Adoption Recommendations I Film & Media Studies 

7"went,~eth Cenfu@<-/zox 

The Zanuck-Skouras ’Sears, 1935-1965 

By Pete~ Lev 

This sweeping and vivid history presents the 
innovative studio fiom its initial merger to the 
enormous success of The Sound of Music, 
combinin~ film analysis with the 
interconnected histories of the studio~ i~ 
executives, and the industry at iarge. 

iSBN: 978~0~292~74447~9 (Cioth) 
6 x 9 1 326 pp i 29 b&w ph, otos 

Another 8teven Soderbe~h 8}xpenence 
Authorship and Contemporary Hollywood 

By Mark 

Through in-.deptis investigation of 
Soderbergh’s work in film, television, and 
v~deo, as we~ as an extensive ~nter~,iew w~th 
the filmmaker~ this book offers a new model 
of fihTi authorship hs the ~wen~.-first century 
that emphasizes ~ts fundamentally 
collaborative nature. 

978~0-292W4421 @ (Cloth} 
332" pp. 12 b&w photos 

Dream West 
Politics and Religion in Cowboy Movies 

With paradigm~shiftin9 readings of dozens of 
VVestems, from Gunfight at the O.K. Corrai to 
No Coun%i for Old Men, tisis book chalbnges 
us to rethink the genre as a supposed 
pur\;eyor o~ conservative poiitical and 
religious values. 

ISBN: 978©-292~70902-7 (Cloth) 
ISBN: 978-4}--292-.74828--6 (Paper) 
6.125 x 9.25 1390 pp I 148 b&w phetos 



~i Dar~cir~9 NawWorJd 

David Lynch owe, yes 
Uncertainty from Lost Highway to Inland 
Empire" 

in this paradigrmshifting book, the author of 
The Passion of David Lynch draws on 
insights into the filmmaker’s creatwe sources 
that he has never reveabd before to forge a 
stardingly original template for enaly~n9 
Lynch’s recent fibs~s. 

iSBN: 978@~292q~2295~8 (Cioth} 
6 x 9 1 295 pp. i 51 b&w photos 

The American Jewish Sto6~ threu£h Cinen~a 

By Eric Goldman 

By a,~,alyT.in9 seleot mair’.,st,~eam 91ms 9om the 
beginning of the sound era until today, this 
9reundbreakin9 study uses the medium of 
cinema to provide an understandin9 of ti~e 
American dewish e×perience over the last 
cer,.,tu,~-y. 

ISBN: 9,, ~<,~0:.9./.~,, 44<,04 (Cloth} 
6 x 9 1 264 pp. 76 b&w photos 

Queer ESer£man 
Sexuality, Gender, and the European A~ 
Cir~ema 

By Daniel Hamphrey 

Foregroundmg a fundamental aspect of the 
Swedish auteur’s work that has been reutineiy 
ignored, as weli as 8"~e vibrant connection 
between paste,/at American queer culture and 
European art cinema, this book offers a 
pioneering reading of Bergman’s films as 
profeundly queer wo,~k. 

978©-292W4376~2 (Cloth) 
234. pp. j 31 b&w photos 

Dreaming :n Russian :~,.’: t,:ndocumented M..ig:sdon 

Digital Ethnography 
Anthropology, Narrative, and New Media 

By Natalie Unde~b÷rg and Eiayne Zoln 

,Hele is a state~oF4he~ad, plirner on digital 
appiications for social scientists, with 
expiorations of the emerging fieid of 
hypermedia ethnography. 

Expetfmente/ Latin Ame~foan Cinema 

Histo~v and Aesthetics 

By Cyntt;ia Tampkins 

1his gmundbreaking explo~ation of 
experirr’,ental Latin American film applies 
Deieuzian theories of cinema in a 
comparative approach to examine multiple 
genres and wo~ks from ~he most ~rnportant 

Amazon 7bwn 7Y 
An Audience Ethnography in Gurup~, Bl’azil 

By Richard Pace aP, d Blian P. Hinete 

This pior’.,eedng shady examines television’s 
impact on an Amazor’.,ian river town from the 
first broadcasts in Gurup~, in 1983, to the 
p~esent 



55 x 8.5 ir~. 127 pp. I 12 b&w photos 

nationai cinematic t~aditions, 

ISBN: 978-0-292-744i 5-8 (Cloth) 
,q ~0~     74 6 x ~ 1 ~ ~ PP, b&w photos 

ISBN: 978-O--292-.74617--9 (Cloth) 
ISBN: 978-0-292.-74517-9 (Paper) 
(5 x 9 i.~.. 244 pp. j 24 b&w photos, 1 .~p, 30 
rabies 

i-qo\,’~0 do I order text books to exe.~]]ine for class s~si[ability? 

It’s as easy as submitting an o~li~e fo~m, 

The Univel’sit>, of lexas P~ess offe~’s e>{aminstion copies of its books to qL~slified inst~’~,~ctors of appropriate COL~SeS, A~] req~,~ests a~e sL~bject 
to approval There ~s a Jimit of th~ee pdnt examination copies per ~nstructor pe~ semester, if you wouJd Jike to review a Universi~’ of Texas 
Press book for course adoptior~ p~ease complete th~s handy orfline form You csn ~r~d out more by v~s~tir~g our Web s~[e. Go [here now >> 
Browse mo~e F~lm & Med~a studies >> 

Foilov~° ~ss on sociai medira! 

Btog :~ I Twitter >> } Facebook >> I [umbir >> 

If you would like to forward this message to someone else, please Click 

If you would prefer not to receive further messages from this sender, please Click Here and confirm your request. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

info@ncbsonline.org on behalf of 

National Council for Black Studies (NCBS) <info@ncbsonline.org> 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 1:18 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

National Council for Black Studies - Upcoming Events 
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The Power of P][as-dc 

What might make solar technology more affordable? Trading silicon for plastic. 

[~ read .... ] 

FEATURES 

Est~e Lander, Haagen- To understand A new approach to 

Dazs--Do we know where neurodegeneration, Juan transplants could save 

our favorite brands come Song discovers how baby many who need new 

frorn? neurons stay alive, lungs 

VIDEO 



~"i laurie mcneil 

Wo °kin  on Women in Science 

The number of women in facul~ positions in the sciences lags far behind the 
percentage of female graduate and undergraduate studen~ nationwide. A 
campus-wide initiative at UNC called Working on Women in Science is t~ing to 
change that. Photo by Steve Exum. 

[x:: ~tch vide°      ] 

SPOtLIGHtS CAROEINA~ QUOTED 

--Sidney Smith, ~n Sh~ft W~ cholestero~ advice could double statm 

demographers make a 

time-lapse video to show 
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to what the state might with eady ~)~osb~l:e csncer {L}neberg~ [ [:cmp~ehens=ve [:ance~ 
look like in 2050. (Ca~ofina Cen~er} 

~ coffee owners with beans 

Coffee cannectie!~s: Three 

Carolina alumni guide 

Counter Culture Coffee 

from a class proposal to a 

business with worldwide 

Phihppmes wants Chapel Hii] sta~tup’s help with typhoo~ relief 

efforts (rda~igle Busii~ess Journs0 

reispse (UNC Heeil:h Caie~ 

I..a ~9.9-scu~l.9, h=gh-qdahty pt~blic presoheol pays elf (FPG 
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industry {LJ~’~C 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Nussbaum <custserv@fwmedia.com> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 7:09 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Save 20% with our exclusive Friends aM Family discount 

Dear Valued Customer: 

View this email with imafles ~ 

We thank you for your patronage and are proud to serve you with the most comprehensive expert 
information and inspiration for screenwriters available today. And as a special thank you, we are 
offering an exclusive promotion only for Friends & Family of F+W Media, and only for a limited time. 

Save 20% when you shop our WritersStore.com and use code FFDEC25. Certain restrictions do apply 
and this special offer will end December 10th - so hurry! 

And even if you choose not to take advantage of this significant discount, we do want to say that we 

appreciate you as our customer. 

E}est, 

i’~i DavidSig 

David Nussbaum, Chairman & CEO 
F+W Media, Inc. 

*Savings valid through 12/10/13. Enter coupon at checkout. Promotion excludes products already on sale. 

One-Click Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions I Update Profile i Forward to a Friend 



............................................................................................................................................................ All proceeds of our cards and ~ifts are used to There are several ways to help us pro~de ............................................................................................................................................................ 



Since our inception in 1985, Kids Cards has 

funded a variety of programs to benefit young 

patients across North Carolina, including: 

¯ Camperships for burn victims 

¯ Bilingual educational materials 

¯ Special car seats for children in full-body 

casts 

Memory book supplies for neonatal ~t 

pediatric intensive care units 

time, goods, services and funds to help Kids 

Cards fulfill its mission. 

Kids Cards is a part of the Medical Foundation 

of I~orth Carolina under I~orth Carolina 

Children’s Promise and a 501 (c) (3) non-profit 

organization. We are currently looking for 

partners to assist us with our marketing and 

advertising efforts across the state, as well as 

corporate/business sponsors of the program. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Indiana University P~ess <iupress@iMiana.tm00.com~ 

Friday, December 6, 2013 11:29 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

The Art of Peace in Northern Uganda m~d more African scholarship from IUP 

Dear Charlene Regester, 

The following is an email update based on the interests chosen in your profile. To 
ensure you continue to receive emails that ONLY match your preferences, be sure to 
edit your profile to refine what we send you. 

IU Press is a leading publisher qf high quali~! academic A.frican Studies books and journals 

The Pd.t of Peace in Northern Uganda by Julia R. Itanebrink and Alanya J. Smith 

This multimedia essay highlights the use of creative arts as peaeebuilding tools and a means 

to foster personal and community empowerment among war-affected youth. 

A,,tHcan Co~gtlict & Peacebuilding Revie*v 3.2 

Troubling Humanitarian Consumption: Reframing Relationality in African 
Child Soldier Narratives by Allison Mackey 

This article explores how the figure of the African child soldier is being mobilized and 

challenged in the twenty-first century by considering what imaginative and unsettling 

cultural and political work is being performed in a selection of autobiographical and fictional 

narratives. These te~s have the potential of coaxing the reader into confronting difficult 

questions about the limits of"universal" human rights and into recognizing a need to 

radically rethink planetary relations. 

Research in ykfrican Literat~res 44.4 

Close-Up Gallery: The Afrosurrealist Film Society by Terri Francis 

The Afrosurrealist Film Society is an imaginary collective of artist-intellectuals who engage 

film in its varied forms and transnational histories. The images in this gallery illustrate a 

range of concerns and methods and a diversity of formal choices by artists intrigued by the 

term Afrosurrealism. Within film studies and within histories of the avant-garde, 

Afrosurrealism offers discursive space in which to open up conversations about 

experimental filmmaking among African Diaspora artists and more themes and questions 

around the ongoing deliberation on film as art. 

Black Camera 5.1 

Lineoln and the Radieals by Daniel Itzkovitz 

Tony Kushner speaks with Daniel Itzkovitz on Lincoln, why he didn’t make a movie about 

slavery, and his own upbringing in the 196os segregated-to-integrated South. 

Transition 112 

Community Expectations from Ghana’s New Oil Find: Conceptualizing 
Corporate Social Responsibility as a Grassroots-Oriented Process by Nathan 

Andrews 

The discovery of oil comes with many positive expectations from governments and citizens, 

but evidence of conflict- and problem-ridden resource-rich countries defies conventional 

knowledge--which suggests that abundance in resources culminates in socioeconomic 

blessings. This paper argues for corporate social responsibility to be more grassroots- 

oriented, premised on the position that it is supremely important for extractive companies 

to adopt policies of social and environmental sustainability. 

A..t}’ica Todag, 6oA 

Introduction: Interoeeanie Diasporas and The Panama CanaFs Centennial by 

Claudia Milisn and Ifeoma Kiddoe Nwank 



On the occasion of the Panama Canal’s centennial, this special issue aims to excavate the 

waterway’s multiple maps, and reconsider it as a reference and site for lived critical 

practices fl’om a Global South perspective. 

The Global South 6.2 

Meridians Introduction, 1L2: Nationalism and Its Discontents by Paula J. 

Giddings 

Women acting outside of traditional gender roles are criticized for usurping male authority 

and thus undermining racial progress. Cultural differences might provide some variability as 

to how, and by whom, these constructs manifest themselves, but there are also striking 

similarities in how nationalism challenges activists, and particularly women, who operate 

outside of traditional roles. In addition to the essays, this issue of Meridians includes 

moving poetry and fiction that laces the scholarly essays with imagery, feeling, and shared 

subjectivity. 

Queering Masculinity: Manhood and Black Gay Men in College by Terrell L. 

Strayhorn and Derrick L. Tillman-Kelly 

This qualitative study explores Black gay male undergraduates’ construction of manhood 

and masculine identity(-ies) as well as how these beliefs affected their academic and social 

experiences in college. Implications for researchers, counselors, and higher education 

practitioners are highlighted and recommendations for future research and theory are 
provided. 

Visit the IUP Journals blog at http:iiiupjournalsblogAupress.org. 

View the new IU Press catalog here. 

Indiana University Press 

Office of Scholarly Publishing 

Herman 13 Wells Library 350 

Indiana University 

1320 East lOth Street 

Bloomington, IN 47405 

You are subscribed using the following email address: regester@ernail.unc.edu. If you wish to change 

your selections or unsubscribe altogether, click below. 

:: Tailor your profile settings... 

:: Forward this to a friend,., [ if~.i .~!pre’a] 

:: To be removed, use this one-click unsubscribe link.,. 

:: Not yet_ signed up? Go here._ 

:: Indiana University Press does not sell, share or trade electronic 

address information ,,~ith anyone. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CUNY TV <cun~vtv@cun~va~.ccsend.com~ 

Friday, December 6, 2013 1:05 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

This month on City Cinematheque 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with CUNY TV. Please confirm your continued 
interest in receiving email from us. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

CITY CINEMATHEQUE 
Literary Adaptations from the Soviet Union December 2013 

The best in world cinema is showcased in Cit~, Cinema~heque. 

Hosted by Professor Jerry Carlson and co-produced with the ~ 
Department of Media and communication Arts of The City 
College, CUNY, each film is followed by lively discussion with 
scholars, film professionals and critics. 

Saturday & Sunday nights at 9:00 PM, repeated the following 
Friday night at 12:00 Midnight. Hosted by Jerry Carlson. 

Dec 7-8/13 

(1957/Soviet Union, 110 min., color, drama, in 
Russian with English subtitles) Dir.: Grigori 

Kozintsev. Cast: Nikolai Cherkasov, Yuri 
Tolubeyev, Lyudmila Kasyanova, Serafima Birman. 
Miguel Cervantes’ timeless tale about a "knight" 
who tilts at windmills, accompanied by his more 
pragmatic "squire," Sancho Panza, given a unique 
Russian slant. 
Discussion guest: Paul Julian Smith, The Graduate 

Center/CUNY. 

::.g 
(1960/Soviet Union, 89 min., 
b&w, drama, in Russian with 
English subtitles) Dir.: Iosif 
Kheifits. Cast: Iya Savvina, 
Aleksey Batalov, Nina Alisova, 
Pantelejmon Krymov. Based on 
a short story by Anton Chekhov. 
A man and woman, both in 
unhappy marriages, meet at a 
seaside resort town and have an 
affair before departing back to 
their hometowns. The man 
misses the woman so desperately that he finds a way to make a trip to 
her town to see her again...leading to an untenable situation for both. 
Discussion guest: George Nalko, writer-translator. 

Dec 21-22/27 

(1978/Soviet Union, 103 min., 
color, drama, in Russian with 
English subtitles) Dir.: Nikita 
Nikhalkov. Cast: Alexander 
Kalyagin, Yelena Solovey, 
Yevgeniya Glushenko, Antonina 
Shuranova. Former lovers, now married to others, reunite at a family 
gathering at the country estate of a general’s widow. The two ex-lovers 
rekindle their romance amidst all sorts of family intrigue. Based on a play 
by Anton Chekhov. 
Discussion guest: Emil Draitser, Hunter College!CUNY. 

Coming up in January: New Israeli 
Films 

Dec 28-29/Jan 3 

(2004/Israel, 97 min., color, drama, in 
Hebrew, Arabic, Russian and French 
with English subtitles) Dir.: Eran Riklis. 
Mona’s wedding day may be the 
saddest of her life. Once she leave 
her village Majdal Shams, a Druze 
village on the Syrian-Israeli border, to marry Tallel, a comedian from 
Damascus, she will never be allowed back into her village. Shot on 
location in the Israeli-occupied Golan Heights. Cast: Clara Khoury, Dirar 
Suleiman, Makram J. Khoury. 
Discussion guest: Eric Goldman, Yeshiva University. 

CUNY TV, Channel 75, is part of the City University of New York serving 
the five boroughs of New York City with educational, cultural and public 
affairs programs. The station’s mission is to extend the academic and 
intellectual richness of the University beyond the campuses and to offer 



New Yorkers a haven for life long learning experiences through television. 
email: film@cuny.tv 
phone: 212-8:[7-7575 
web: CUNY TV 

Forward email 

This emai[ was sent to regesLer~lemail,unc.edu by fijm@c~£v.bv 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscdbeTM Privao/Policy, 

CUNY TV :: 365 Fifth Ave :: Suite 1400 :: New York NY 10016 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-TV <members@unc - tv.ovg> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 1:14 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@,emml.unc.edu> 

FRONTL1NE: The Long Walk of Nelson Mandela at 9 & 11 PM 

i i’~ UNC-]V NewsFlash 

The Lon9 Walk of Nelson Mandela 

Forward this email to a friend. 
Unsubscribe or change your email preferences. 

nonprofit ~ttware 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dale Taylor < ~hotmail.com> 

Saturday, December 7, 2013 6:44 AM 

editor@aijcrnet.com 

Call for Papers 

Call for Papers 
American International Journal of Contemporary Research 

ISSN 2162-139X (Print), ISSN 2162-142X (Online) 
American International Journal of Contemporm~’ Research (AIJCR) is an open access, peer-reviewed and refereed mulfidisciplina~T journal 
published by Center for Promotin~ Ideas (CPI), USA. The main objective of AIJCR is to provide an intellectual platform for the research 
community. AIJCR aims to promote contemporary research in business, humanities, social science, science and technology and become the leading 
journal in the world. 
The journal publishes research papers in three broad specific fields as follows: 
Business and Economics 
Management, marketing, finance, economics, banking, accounting, human resources management, international business, hotel and tourism, 
entrepreneurship development, business ethics, development studies and so on. 
Humanities and Social science 
Anthropology, communication studies, corporate governance, criminology, cross-cultural studies, demography, education, ethics, geography, 
history, industrial relations, information science, international relations, law, linguistics, library science, media studies, methodology, philosophy, 
political science, population Studies, psychology, public administration, sociology, social welfare, linguistics, literature, paralegal, performing arts 
(music, theatre & dance), religious studies, visual arts, women studies. 
Science and Technology 
Astronomy and astrophysics, Chemist~, Earth and atmospheric sciences, Physics, Biology in general, Agriculture, Biophysics and biochemistry, 
Botany, Environmental Science, Forestry, Genetics, Horticulture, Husbandry, Neuroscience, Zoology, Computer science, Engineering, Robotics 
and Automation, Materials science, Mathematics, Mechanics, Statistics, Health Care & Public Health, Nutrition and Food Science, Pharmaceutical 
Sciences, and so on. 
The journal is published both in print and online versions. 
AIJCR publishes original papers, review papers, conceptual frame~vork, analytical and simulation models, case studies, empirical research, technical 
notes, and book reviews. 
AIJCa is indexed with and included in and Gal~. Moreover the journal is under the 
indexing process with ISI, EPdC, ProQuest, Scopus, DOAJ and li’;conlit. 
AIJCR is inviting papers for Vol. 3 No. 9 which is scheduled to be published on November 15, 2013. Last of submission: October 25, 2013. 
However, an early submission will get pret~rence in case of review and publication process. 

Send your manuscript to the editor at editor(a)aiicrnet~com, or editor~aiicr~hotmail.com 
For more information, visit the official website of the journal www.aiicrnet.com 
With thanks, 
Dr. Andrew Lessard 
The Chief Editor, American International Journal of Contemporary Research 
Contact: editor@aiicrnet.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

fundingabrt@cos.com 

Sunday, December 8, 2013 1:01 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Charlene Regester 

Funding a~etts for your saved 
searches 
Results: December 08, 2013 

funding sea~°ch Feb 
14 funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 
Smithsonian Institution (SI) 
National Air and Space Museum 

Amount: 
$5,000 

Deadline: 
January 15, 2014 

Covera.~e .- Jac~ R. Ho~ta~’d Award 

Sponsor: 
Scripps Howard Foundation 

Amount: 
$10,000 

Deadline: 
February I 0, 20I 4 

Sponsor: 
Scripps Howard Foundation 

Amount: 
$10,000 

Deadline: 
February 10, 2014 

O~.:.~pth Nat~ona~ ~nte~nationa~ Coverage --Jack R. 

Howa~’d Award 

Sponsor: 
Scripps Howard Foundation 

Amount: 
$I0,000 

Deadline: 
February 10, 2014 



Sponsor: 
Duke University 
David M Rubenstein Rare Book & Manuscript 
Library 
John Hope Franklin Research Center for African and 
African-American Documentation 

Amount: 
$1,000 

Deadline: 
January, 31,2014 

Sponsor: 
Duke University 
David M. Rubenstein Rare Book & Manuscript 
Library 
John W. Hartman Center for Sales, Advertising & 
Marketing Histo~T, 

Amount: 
$I ,000 

Deadline: 
January 31,2014 

Sponsor: 
British Design & Art Direction (D&AD) 

Deadline: 
January 29, 2014 

Sponsor: 
International Communication Association 

Deadline: 
January 31,2014 

Sponsor: 
International Communication Association (ICA) 

Deadline: 
January 31,2014 

Sponsor: 
International Communication Association (ICA) 

Deadline: 
January 31,2014 



Sponsor: 
Pennsylvania State University 
College of Communications 

Amount: 
$1,000 

Deadline: 
January, 31,2014 

Sponsor: 
International Communication Association dCA) 

Deadline: 
January, 31,2014 

13 A~.-~plie~ Rese{.~rch 

Sponsor: 
International Communication Association 

Deadline: 
January, 31,2014 

Sponsor: 
Bowen Foundation for Minority Interests in Media, 
Emma L. 

Deadline: 
January 31,2014 

Funding alerts for your saved searches 

Results: December 08, 2013 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universib’ Readers <news@universib,readers.com> 

Sunday, December 8, 2013 7:11 AM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@..emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Looking tbr higher quality custom course materials? 

Witha newacademicyearunderway, wewanttofindoutifyouaretrulysatisfiedwiththe 

An extensive online library ofcontentwhere you can find either newor more 

¯ Copyrightclearance managementandweobtainthe Iowestroyaltyfee 

possible by negotiating terms with our publisher partners. 

¯ Printanddigitaloptions, whichofferthe mostfiexibilityandvalueforyour 

Fullproductionservicesforhighquality, customizedmaterials. 

Simply requestan InfoKitto getstarted creating materialsthattrulyfit your courses. We’ll 

workwithyoufromthestartofyourprojectthrough completion, makingsurethatyou’re 

saflsfiedw~ththequalkyandoontentofyourcourse materials. 

800.200.3908 ext. 501 and one ofourAcquisition Editorswi~l be in touch. We ~ook 

We are a leading custom publisher producing course packs 

and custom textbooks for over 100,000 students per yea r at 
over 650 universities. Over the span of 20 years, we have 
served tens of thousands of professors preparing relevant 

course materials. Learn more at 

3970 Sorrento Valley Blvd., Suite 500 

San Diego, CA 92121 

800-200-3908 

Usefu~ Ih~ks x Cognella 

Online library 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-TV <membel~@unc-tv.ovg> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 3:39 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Winterfest Schedule Update 

i i’~ UNC-]V NewsFlash 

Winterfest 2013 Schedule Update: 

Just a quick note to let you know about an important update! 

i.~.i Motown: Big Hits & More 

Motown: Big Hits & More, Tuesday, December 10, at 8 PM 

Due to popular demand, we have had a schedule change for 
Tuesday, December 10 and will now feature Motown: Big 
Hits & More at 8 PM. This exciting new tribute focuses on 

original Motown classics from 1958 to 1968, including many 
extended stereo mixes of Motown’s biggest hits, B-sides and 

album cuts, as well as radio classics from The Temptations, The 
Four Tops, Marvin Gaye, The Supremes, The Miracles, Martha & 

the VandeNas and many more. The ’My Music’ team spent the 
last year in the Motown vaults assembling this special, which 

features the biggest and best moments from past PBS Motown 
specials, enhanced with additional footage and rare archival 
gems. Please note that this change replaces the originally 

scheduled II Volo Buon Natale. 

Click here for more Winterfest video previews!! 

DONATE-NOW- 

Forward this email to a friend. 
Unsubscdbe or change your email preferences. 

[~iI p ..... d by Blackbaud 

nonprofit software 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

Michael Depew <mdepew@pitt.edu> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 10:33 AM 

Michael Depew <i3inlb@pitt.edu-~ 

2014 Sarnmer Undergraduate Research Opportunity 

iSchool Inclusion Institute (i3) 

Undergraduate research opportunity for underrepresented students 

Please share with students’ of all majors" 

Program Overview & Dates 

The iSchool Inclnsion Institute 03) is an nndergmduate research program that prepares students ti-om underrepresented tx~pulafions for graduate study and careers in 

the intbrmation sciences. Studenks undertake a year-long experience that includes two summer institutes held at the Universi~ of Pittsburgh and a year-long team 

research project. Students are immersed in special-topics workshops, professional development seminars, research projects, and network-building 

opportunities. 

i3 Scholars have completed a varieb’ ofinterdisciplinaxy research projects with their teams. A sample of past project topics have included: 

Viral videos and the leading factors related ~o online sha~ing 

Youfl~ education and recruitment into STEM fields 
Gender representation in video games 

Online communi~ building in sociaJ movements like Occupy Wail St. 

Social media and political involvement in campaigns 

Identi~ representation and catfishing on social media 

Environmental sustamabilib~ eflbrks in the intbmaation techar~lo~ ~ctor 
Psychological incentives to donate to crowd-sourced campaigns on Kickstarter and similar- online platforms 

The 2014 i3 will be held at the University of Pittsburgh’s School of Information Sciences from June 1-27, 2014. 

FA Q Sh eet ..for Students 

The i3 FAQ Sheet will help answer questions about the program and the information sciences. Students can see how undergraduate majors map to graduate programs 

and research oppormNfies in the i~fformation sciences. Please share ruth your colleagues and students. 

Who Should Apply & Application Requirements 

Undergraduate s~dents enrolled in an accredited college or universily in the United States; s~dents that have recently graduated may also apply 

Students enrolled in any academic major; nndeclared or undecided students axe also welcome to apply 

Students who have an interest in graduate school and research opv~rtanifies 

Students Map axe open to exploring the intbrmation seiences and its many interdiseiplinaD’ fields 

Individuals that can demonstrate a commitment to diversity and increasing opportunities tbr underrepresented tx~pulafions 

U.S. Cifizens or Permanent Residents 

To apply, applicants ~nust submit the follomng items: 

¯ Online application with essay questions 
¯ Two letters of recommendation 
¯ Official undergraduate transcripts 

Application Deadline: January 17, 2014 

Additional Benefits 

During their stay at the University of Pittsburgh, students receive funding support and a daily stipend for their paNcipation. 



Full funding for travel, housing, and dining 
$50.00 per day stipend during summer residential institutes 
Students may ~zrange for i3 to count as a for-credit internship at t~eir home universiWcollege 

Upon completion of the program, i3 Scholars are eligible for scholarship opportunities at select graduate schools in the United States 
Travel stipends to attend the annual iConference 

The iSchool Inclusion Institute (i3) is funded by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation and is hosted by the University of Pittsburgh’s School of 
Information Sciences. Please direct all questions to Michael Depew at i3infoCb, pitt.edu. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Depew 

Mic hae l De/oe w 

Director; iS’choo/ Inciusion ]nstitute (i3) 

University of Pitt:shurgh 

School of In[~rmation Sciences 

135 N. Belle~ield Avenue, Room 603 

Pittsbu@, PA 15260 

rndepe~v~pil:t.edu 

412 624 3981 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nguyen, Mai Thi <mai@unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 3:48 PM 

CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversity@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Hi all -- Great discussion. I have a related question to this process. Have any of your departments received a target of opportunity line back to back? That is, if you hired a post-doc 

through the program, then bring in another post-doc, were you give another target of opportunity hire right after the last one? 

I’d be interested to hear if this is possible and that it has been done. 

Thanks! 

Mai 

(City & Regional Planning) 

From: <Duval>, Kathleen A <duval@emailamc.edu> 

Reply-To: "Duval, KatNeen A" <duval@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, December 12, 2013 4:43 PM 

To: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <-c--a-~-s--d-~!--v--e-~-r~-s-Lt-y~--@-!~Ls--t--s-~-e-~-v-~~--u---q-c--:-e-~-d-~-u-.> 

Subject: RE: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Dear All, 
In History, we have traditionally handled the application process almost exactly as Jennifer and Frank describe for English and Poll Sci. Once we have a postdoc here, we try to 
have the person give an informal talk in the first semester of the postdoc and have some department members read the dissertation before we decide whether to ask for a 
Target of Opportunity position, and if we decide yes, we would have a formal job interview. 
Best, 
Kathleen 

From= Baumgartner, Frank R. 

Sent= Thursday, December 12, 2013 2:50 PN 
To= CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons 
Subject= RE: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Hello all, glad to hear of this discussion. 

Pol Sci has been an active user. We do it this way: 

we have a diversity committee that reviews the post-doc applications. 

If there is one for whom we think there would be faculty interest in an eventual tenure4rack line, we make a strong proposal to bring them in. We do not interview the 
candidates, as the process it really handled above our heads, for the post-doc itself. 

However, we make a very strong review so that we know before proposing to bring in a post-doc taht: 

- there is faculty consensus on the eventual suitability 
- them is a mentor or a group of colleagues who want to work with the candidate 
- we agree ahead of time to offer a job interview in September of the post-doc’s second year. 

We give no guarantees or inklings about the outcome of that interview, but we do in good faith agree before bringing in the post-doc that they will be entitled to an up-or-down 
interview very early, before the job season really starts, at the beginning of their second year. If they are successful, then we make a proposal to request a TOO position, and 
there again there is no guarantee that we will be successful. 

We have used this process successfully recently and have a new TT faculty member in place, and another post-doc currently in place who will interview next semptember for 
a TT position. 

I hope that helps. 

One other thing we do is advertize the post-doc itself through political science channels. This has dramatically increased the pool of strong and viable candidates. 

FB 

Frank R. Baumgartner 

http://www.u nc.ed u/~fba u m/ 

From= Ho, Jennifer A 
Sent= Thursday, December 12, 2013 11:11 AM 
To= CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons 
Subject= Re: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

One post script. There is a lot of confusion about the distinction between Asian and Asian American. Unlbrtunately the university does not distingnish between the two. 

While it may not seem to be an important dislinction, fiom the perspective of addressing issues of institutional racism and hence thinking about a diversity hire fio~n the 

point of view of addressing racial inequity in US society, the distinction is quite impo~x~t, in my opinion. 

Them is also an tmformnate perception that "minorib," (a term that I actually tim proNematic) faculty axe those who are fiom racially oppressed groups and that Asian 
Americans as "model" minorilies have not suffered fiom racaialized oppression and therefore should not count as real minority candidates (this I’ve been told directly 
while I’ve been here at UNC). 



While I think it would be folly to start raJ~king oppressiou of any sort, I do want to say that I think it would be problematic (to say the least) not to co~mt AsiaJ~ 

American scholaxs as minority faculb, because they axe perceived as over-represented in the uuiversi~ (which is true because there is no distinction between Asian and 

Asian Amefi can and no di sli nction among the various units iu the university) or that Asian American, s are considered model minorities who have uot experienced 

oppression (the Japanese American internment mad the treatment of Vietnamese exiles after the war in Viet Nam seem to cases in point to refute that, among several I 

should add). 

Best, 
Jennifer 

Jennifer Ho 

Associate Professor, English & Comparative Literature 
Director of Graduate Studies, English 

Greenlaw Hall, CB#3520 
Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3520 

919-962- 8478 (office) 

919-962-3520 (fax) 

From: <Ho>, Jennifer Ho <iho@email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: Jennifer Ho <j_ho@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, December 12, 2013 11:00 AM 

To: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversity@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Ok, here are my thoughts about best practices for hiring in terms of the Carolina Postdoc program. I’ll try to keep things brief, but am happy to do follow up questions. 

First, the program has some really interesting roots in terms of diversifying the university--may be worth bringing in someone to talk to the liaisons about this 
history (or I can share what I know later). Because it’s a university wide postdoc it’s quite competitive--I want to start here, because this might help in terms of 

understanding what the university committee looks for in choosing post docs and thus what department chairs need to be writing in the letters requesting post docs. 

The two things that the committee typically looks at are need -- is this someone whose research expertise is needed in the department--who either expands on the 
existing strengths or fills a hole. Additionally the committee wants to see a commitment on the part of the department to hire--that they demonstrate in the letter a 
clear desire to hire (if the stars align--and they sometimes don’t--getting a post doc is not a guarantee that you will be hired in a tenure track position--while it 
happily worked out for me, unfbrtunately fbr other candidates it doesn’t--and that’ a longer and more complicated discussion). 

Each department probably has different protocols for reviewing candidates. When I applied to the post doc program I did not do any phone or campus interviews; 
indeed, 1 don’t think it’d be a good idea to do a campus interview since it’s not a guarantee that the post doc a department selects will be chosen by the university 
committee. The university receives hundreds of applications and some departments receive a dozen (or more) applicants and the department chair can nominate one 
applicant and then the university committee chooses among the various university departments (including in the medical camp uses) who they want to select. Some 
years there are 4-a slots open. Other years there are only 2. 

1 also think that departments need to have conversations in faculty meetings about target of opportunity hires, because ultimately the post doc will be considered (or 

should be considered) for hire, and there is a lot of varying opinions and mis-information about target of opportunity hiring. This can also be an opportunity for 

departments to clarify what their exact diversity needs are -- and then that can be enacted either through the post doc program vetting process and/or through the 

target of opportunity program. 

Finally (and l’m sorry that this is so long) in the English department we have a diversity committee that will review the candidates for the Carolina Post doc and then 
make a recommendation to the chair about what candidate is best suited given the needs of our department and the likelihood of being able to hire this person into a 
tenure stream position. Because our department has regular discussions about hiring priorities, we have a fairly clear idea, from a research pov, which candidates are 
going to be most attractive to our faculty for eventual hire. After that, we try to vet the applications as we would in any job situation--looking at the strength of the 
candidates c.v., sample, letters. I will also add that the diversity committee also looks at what our diversity needs are and tries to take into account these factors. For 
example, if a department has several Latina faculty members but no male Asian American fhculty, that could be a ~hctor that is considered alongside area of research 
and that should be included in the chair’s letter to the university committee--that hiring an Asian American male post doc would increase the diversity of the faculty 
and hence would be a benefit to the department, in addition to the candidate’s strengths as a scholar. 

Best, 
Jennifer 

=========================== 

Jennifer Ho 
Associate Professor, English & Comparative Literature 
Director of Graduate Studies, English 
Greenlaw Hall, CB#3520 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 
919-962-8478 (office) 
919-962-3520 (fax) 
]ho@email.unc.edu 

From: <Cravey>, AItha J <cravey@unc.edu> 

Reply-To: "Cravey, Altha J" <cravey@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, December 12, 2013 10:44 AM 

To: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <~c~~~a~~s~~~d~!~~v~~~e~~r~~s~!~~t~~~~~@~.~~!!~~s~~t~~s~~e~~~r~~v~:~~u~~~n~~~c~:~~e~~~d~~~u~> 

Subject: RE: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Yes, the Carolina Postdoc ]:or Faculty Diversity. Thank you t:or clarifying. I wahl to make sure we follow practices that acLualfy encourage DiversiLy, and facilitate 

hMng from underrepresented groups, 



From: Ho, Jennifer A 
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2013 10:41 AM 
To-" CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons 
Subject-" Re: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 
]li everyone, 
Altha I’m happy to chime in, but first wanted to get some clarification: when you say "Carolina Postdoc" do you mean the Carolina Postdoc Ibr f~culty diversity? There 

are several different postdoctoral programs, but I’m assuming you are referring to this specific program since it relates to the issue of diversity. 

I am a former Carolina postdoc for faculty diversi~ (2003-05) and was hired in 2005 on a tenure track line, so l’d be happy to share my experiences both in terms of 

how the English department has conducted these kinds of searches, both from the pov of being a post doc and also fi’om the pov of a faculty member who has been on 

the search committee, both at the department as well as university level. 

Best, 

Jennifer 
=========================== 

)ennifer Ho 
Associate Professor, ~nglish & Comparative Literature 

Director of Graduate Studies, ~nglish 

Greenlaw Hall, CB#3520 
Chapel HAll, NC 27599-3520 

919-962-8478 (office) 

919-962-3520 (fax) 

Jho@emafl.unc.edu 

From: <Cravey>, Altha J <cravey@unc.edu> 

Reply-To: "Cravey, Altha J" <cravey@unc~edu> 

Date: Thursday, December 22, 2023 ~0:37 AM 

To: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons 

Subje~: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Hello D~versity Hasons: 

~ am seekh~g ~nformation about how other departments ~ecru~ Carolina Pos~docs. It wou~d be especially he~pfu~ to hear about the t~mh3g of Skype and campus 

interviews Of any). Does your department have a campus ~eterview am~ research talk at the ouLset, or do you do th~s later on {in the period of posLdoc 

empk~vment)? ~ am ~eterested in other aspects tha~: may help my department follow best pracl:h::es, and create an kmlus~ve approach. Does your chaF appoint a 

search committee, or do aH faculty part~dpate? ~s there s vote of the ~:acu~W before acceptin~ a postdoc, and when does th~s vote take p~ace? 

Please respond w~th a few poh~ters, or with descriptions of what works h~ your department. ~t wou~d be ~nteresth~g to see the variety and also to see what 

e~ements are standard procedure at UNC. I emaHed w~th Pat Parker about this and she thought the ~stserv wou~d be a good place to compare notes, and ~earn 

from each other. 

Tha~]ks for suggestions and advh::e~ 

~]tha Cravey 

Geography Departmeat 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 3:51 PM 

CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversity@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Dear Mai, 
I believe that History has done that, and to my knowledge History has gotten every single TOP line we’ve ever requested. (rve been here 11 years now.) 
Best, 
Kathleen 

From-" Nguyen, Mai Thi 
Sent; Thursday, December 12, 2013 3:47 PM 
To: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons 
Subject; Re: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Hi aJl Great discussion. I have a related question to this process. Have any of your departments received a target of oppollunit?~ line back to back? That is, if you 

hired a post-doc through the program, then bring in another post-doc, were you give another target of opportunity hire right a~ter the last one? 

I’d be interested to hear if this is possible and that it has been done. 

Thanks! 

Mai 

(City & RegionaJ Planning) 

From: <Duval>, Kathleen A <_d_.u_ .v_a_[_ .@._ .e__m__a_!!_:._u_..qc_._@__.u_.> 

Reply-To: "Duval, Kathleen A" <duval@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, December 12, 2013 4:43 PM 

To: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversitv@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Dear All, 
In History, we have traditionally handled the application process almost exactly as Jennifer and Frank describe for English and Poli Sci. Once we have a postdoc here, we try to 
have the person give an informal talk in the first semester of the postdoc and have some department members read the dissertation before we decide whether to ask for a 
Target of Opportunity position, and if we decide yes, we would have a formal job interview. 
Best, 
Kathleen 

From: Baumgartner, Frank R. 
Sent; Thursday, December 12, 2013 2:50 PM 
To; CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons 
Subject-" RE: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Hello all, glad to hear of this discussion. 

Pol Sci has been an active user. We do it this way: 

we have a diversity committee that reviews the post-doc applications. 

If there is one for whom we think there would be faculty interest in an eventual tenure-track line, we make a strong proposal to bring them in. We do not interview the 
candidates, as the process it really handled above our heads, for the post-doc itself. 

However, we make a very strong review so that we know before proposing to bring in a post-doc taht: 

- there is faculty consensus on the eventual suitability 
- there is a mentor or a group of colleagues who want to work with the candidate 
- we agree ahead of time to offer a job interview in September of the post-doc’s second year. 

We give no guarantees or inklings about the outcome of that interview, but we do in good faith agree before bringing in the post-doc that they will be entitled to an up-or-down 
interview very early, before the job season really starts, at the beginning of their second year. If they are successful, then we make a proposal to request a TOO position, and 
there again there is no guarantee that we will be successful. 

We have used this process successfully recently and have a new TT faculty member in place, and another post-doc currently in place who will interview next semptember for 
a TT position. 

I hope that helps. 

One other thing we do is advertize the post-doc itself through political science channels. This has dramatically increased the pool of strong and viable candidates. 

FB 

Frank R. Baumgartner 

http://www.u nc.ed u/~fba u m/ 

From-" Ho, Jennifer A 
Sent; Thursday, December 12, 2013 11:11 AM 
To; CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons 
Subject: Re: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 



One post ~ript. There is a lot of’confusion about the distinction between Asian and Asian American. Unli~rtunately the university does not distinguish between the two. 

While it may not seem to be an important distinction, fiom the perspective of addressing issues of institutional racism and hence thinking about a diversity hire fiotn the 

point of view of addressing racial inequity in US society, the distinction is quite impotent, in my opinion. 

There is also an unfortunate perception that "minority" (a term that I actually find problematic) faculty are those who are from racially oppressed groups and that Asian 

Americans as "model" minorities have not suffered from racaialized oppression and therefore should not count as real minority candidates (this I’ve been told directly 

while I’ve been here at UNC). 

While I think it would be folly to start ranking oppression of any sort, I do want to say that I think it would be problematic (to say the least) not to coant Asian 

American schi)lars as minority facult.~, because they axe perceived as over-represented in the university (which is true because there is no distinction between Asian and 

Asian Amefi can and no di slinction among the various units in the university) or that Asian Americans are considered model minorities who have not experienced 

oppression (the Japanese American internment mad the treatment of Vietnamese exiles after the war in Viet Nam seem to cases in point to refute that, among several I 

should add). 

Best, 
Jennifer 

Jennifer Ho 

Associate Professor, English & Comparative Literature 

Director of Graduate Studies, English 

Greenlaw Hall, CB#3520 
Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3520 

919-962- 8478 (office) 

919-962-3520 (fax) 

From: <Ho>, Jennifer Ho <iho@email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: Jennifer Ho <j_ho@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, December 12, 2013 11:00 AM 

To: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversity@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Ok, here are my thoughts about best practices for hiring in terms of the Carolina Postdoc program. I’ll try to keep things brief, but am happy to do follow up questions. 

First, the program has some really interesting roots in terms of diversifying the university--may be worth bringing in someone to talk to the liaisons about this 
history (or I can share what I know later). Because it’s a university wide postdoc it’s quite competitive--I want to start here, because this might help in terms of 

understanding what the university committee looks for in choosing post docs and thus what department chairs need to be writing in the letters requesting post docs. 

The two things that the committee typically looks at are need -- is this someone whose research expertise is needed in the department--who either expands on the 
existing strengths or fills a hole. Additionally the committee wants to see a commitment on the part of the department to hire--that they demonstrate in the letter a 
clear desire to hire (if the stars align--and they sometimes don’t--getting a post doc is not a guarantee that you will be hired in a tenure track position--while it 
happily worked out for me, unfbrtunately fbr other candidates it doesn’t--and that’ a longer and more complicated discussion). 

Each department probably has different protocols for reviewing candidates. When I applied to the post doc program I did not do any phone or campus interviews; 
indeed, 1 don’t think it’d be a good idea to do a campus interview since it’s not a guarantee that the post doc a department selects will be chosen by the university 
committee. The university receives hundreds of applications and some departments receive a dozen (or more) applicants and the department chair can nominate one 
applicant and then the university committee chooses among the various university departments (including in the medical camp uses) who they want to select. Some 
years there are 4-a slots open. Other years there are only 2. 

1 also think that departments need to have conversations in faculty meetings about target of opportunity hires, because ultimately the post doc will be considered (or 

should be considered) for hire, and there is a lot of varying opinions and mis-information about target of opportunity hiring. This can also be an opportunity for 

departments to clarify what their exact diversity needs are -- and then that can be enacted either through the post doc program vetting process and/or through the 

target of opportunity program. 

Finally (and l’m sorry that this is so long) in the English department we have a diversity committee that will review the candidates for the Carolina Post doc and then 
make a recommendation to the chair about what candidate is best suited given the needs of our department and the likelihood of being able to hire this person into a 
tenure stream position. Because our department has regular discussions about hiring priorities, we have a fairly clear idea, from a research pov, which candidates are 
going to be most attractive to our faculty for eventual hire. After that, we try to vet the applications as we would in any job situation--looking at the strength of the 
candidates c.v., sample, letters. I will also add that the diversity committee also looks at what our diversity needs are and tries to take into account these factors. For 
example, if a department has several Latina faculty members but no male Asian American fhculty, that could be a ~hctor that is considered alongside area of research 
and that should be included in the chair’s letter to the university committee--that hiring an Asian American male post doc would increase the diversity of the faculty 
and hence would be a benefit to the department, in addition to the candidate’s strengths as a scholar. 

Best, 
Jennifer 

=========================== 

Jennifer Ho 
Associate Professor, English & Comparative Literature 
Director of Graduate Studies, English 
Greenlaw Hall, CB#3520 
Chapel Hill, NC 27:~99-3520 
919-962-~3478 (office) 
919-962-3520 (fax) 



]ho@email.unc.edu 

From: <Cravey>, AItha J <cravey@unc.edu> 

Reply-To: "Cravey, Altha J" <cravey@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, December 12, 2013 10:44 AM 

To: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <~c~~~a~~s~~~d~!~~v~~~e~~r~~s~j~~t~y~~~@~~~~~!j~~s~~t~~s~~e~~~r~~v~:~~u~~~n~~~c~:~~e~~~d~~~u~> 

Subject: RE: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Yes, the Carolina Postdoc for Faculty Diversity. Thank you for clarifying. I want to make sure we follow practices that actually encourage Diversity, and facilitate 
hMng from underrepresented groups, 

Frem; Ho, 3ennifer A 
Se,t= Thursday, December 12, 2013 10:41 AN 
To= CAS Dept Diversi~ Liaisons 
S~bje~t= Re: [casdiversi~] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 
tii evmTone, 
Altha I’m happy to cMme in, but first wanted to get some clarification: when you say "Carolina Postdoc" do you mean the Carolina Postdoc for faculty diversity2 There 
are several diflhrent postdoctoral programs, but l’m assuming you are referring to this specific program since it relates to the issue of diversity. 
I am a former Carolina postdoc for faculty diversi~’ (2003-05) and was hired in 2005 on a tenure track line, so l’d be happy to share my experiences both in terms of 
how the English department has conducted these kinds of searches, both fl’om the pov of being a post doc and also from the pov of a fhculty member who has been on 
the search committee, both at the department as well as university level. 
Best, 
]ennffer 
=========================== 

Jennifer Ho 
Associate Professor, English & Comparative Literature 
D~rector of Graduate Studies, English 
greenlaw Hall, CB#3520 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 
919-962-8478 (office) 
919-962-3520 (fax) 
~ho@email.unc.edu 

From: <Cravey>, A~tha J <crave~unc.edu> 
Rep~g-To: "Cravey, Altha J" <cravey@unc.edu> 
Date: Thursday, December 12, 2013 10:37 AM 
To: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversiW@Hstserv.unc.edu> 
Subje~: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 
Hello D~versity ~iasons: 
~ am seeMng ~nformation about how other departments recruit Carolina Postdocs~ It wouM be especially he~pfu~ to hear about the t~ming of Skype and campus 
interviews 0f any). Does your department have a campus ~nterview a~d research ta~k at the outset, or do you do th~s bter on (i~ the period of postdoc 
emp~oymerd:)? t am ~nteresl:ed in other aspects that may he~p rny department [olk)w bes~: practk:es, and create an ~nclus~ve approach, Does your chak appoint a 
search c.:xwn~tl:ee, or do aH [acuity partk:~pate? fs there a w)te o[ the faculty before accepting a post:doc, and when does t:his w)te take place? 
Please respond w~th a few po~n[ers, or with descriptions of wha[ works ~n your departmenL ~[ would be ~nteresdng [o see [he variety and also to see what 
elements are standard procedure at UNC I ema~led w~th Pat Parker about this and she thought the ]istserv wouM be a good place to compare notes, and 
from each other. 
Thanks [or suggesti.:)ns and advk:e] 
A~tha Crawly 
Geography Depar[ment 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ghosh, Pika <pghosh@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 5:26 PM 

CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversity@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Art does it the way Political Science does. We have had at least two candidates tenured through this program in the time I’ve been here, but we have had other postdocs as well. 

Pika 

From: <Duval>, Kathleen DuVal <duval@email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: KatNeen DuVal <duval(a)emaiLunc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, December 12, 2013 3:51 PM 

To: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <~c~a~s~d~!~v~e~r~s~!~t~@~!!~s~t~s~e~[~v~:~u~n~c~e~d~u~> 

Subject: RE: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Dear IVlai, 
I believe that History has done that, and to my knowledge History has gotten every single TOP line we’ve ever requested. (rve been here 11 years now.) 
Best, 
Kathleen 

From; Nguyen, Mai Thi 
Sent-" Thursday, December 12, 2013 3:47 PM 
To-" CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons 
Subject: Re: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

v Hi all Great discussion. I have a related question to this process. Have any ofj our departments received a target of opportuni~ line back to back’~ That is. if you 

hired a post-doc through the program, then bring in another post-doc, were you give another target of opportunity hire right after the last one’? 

I’d be interested to hear if this is possible m~d that it has been done. 

Thanks! 

Mai 

(City & Regiona] Plmming) 

From: <Duval>, Kathleen A < .d_u__v_ .a_!_~__e_ ._m_a__[!_._u__n__c_:._e_ .d_u_> 
Reply-To: "Duval, Kathleen A" <duval@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, December 12, 2013 4:43 PM 

To: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversitv@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Dear All, 
In History, we have traditionally handled the application process almost exactly as Jennifer and Frank describe for English and Poli Sci. Once we have a postdoc here, we try to 
have the person give an informal talk in the first semester of the postdoc and have some department members read the dissertation before we decide whether to ask for a 
Target of Opportunity position, and if we decide yes, we would have a formal job interview. 

Best, 
Kathleen 

From-" Baumgartner, Frank R. 
Sent-" Thursday, December 12, 2013 2:50 PM 
To; CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons 
Subject; RE: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Hello all, glad to hear of this discussion. 

Pol Sci has been an active user. We do it this way: 

we have a diversity committee that reviews the post-doc applications. 

If there is one for whom we think there would be faculty interest in an eventual tenure-track line, we make a strong proposal to bring them in. We do not interview the 
candidates, as the process it really handled above our heads, for the post-doc itself. 

However, we make a very strong review so that we know before proposing to bring in a post-doc taht: 

- there is faculty consensus on the eventual suitability 
- there is a mentor or a group of colleagues who want to work with the candidate 
- we agree ahead of time to offer a job interview in September of the post-doc’s second year. 

We give no guarantees or inklings about the outcome of that interview, but we do in good faith agree before bringing in the post-doc that they will be entitled to an up-or-down 
interview very early, before the job season really starts, at the beginning of their second year. If they are successful, then we make a proposal to request a TOO position, and 
there again there is no guarantee that we will be successful. 

We have used this process successfully recently and have a new TT faculty member in place, and another post-doc currently in place who will interview next semptember for 
a "IT position. 

I hope that helps. 

One other thing we do is advertize the post-doc itself through political science channels. This has dramatically increased the pool of strong and viable candidates. 

FB 



Frank R, Baumgartner 

http://wvwv.unc.edu/~fbaun~ 

From: Ho, .lennifer A 
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2013 11:11 AM 
To-" CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons 
Subject-" Re: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

One post script. There is a lot of confusion about the distinction between Asian and Asian AInerican. Unfortunately the university does not distinguish bePa, een the two. 

While it may not seem to be an important distinction, from the perspective of addressing issues of institutional racism and hence thinking about a diversity, hire from the 

point of view of addressing racial inequity, in US socie~’, the distinction is quite i,npormnt, in my opinion. 

There is also an tmfortunate perception that "minorit3?’ (a term that I actually find problematic) facul~ are those who are fi~om racially oppressed groups and that Asian 

Americans as "model" minorities have not suffered from racafialized oppression and therefore should not count as real minori~’ candidates (this I’ve been told directly 

while I’ve been here at UNC). 

While I think it wotdd be tblly to start ranking oppression of may sort, I do want to say that I think it would be problematic (to say the least) not to count Asian 

American schola~-s as minori~ tgculty because they are perceived as over-represented in the university (which is true becau~ there is no distinction between Asian and 

Asian American and no distinction among the various units in the uNversib~) or that Asian Americans are considered model minorities who have not experienced 

oppression (the Japanese American internment and the treattnent of Vietnamese exiles af[er the war in Viet Nam seem to cases in point to refute that, among several I 

should add). 

Best, 
Jennifer 

Je~mifer Ho 

Associate Professor, English & Comparative Literature 

Director of Graduate Studies, English 

Greenlaw tlall, CB#3520 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 

919-962- 8478 (office) 

919-962-3520 (tKx) 

From: <Ho>, Jennifer Ho <ibo@ernail.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: Jennifer Ho <iho~email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, December 12, 2013 11:00 AM 

To: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversity@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Ok, here are my thoughts about best practices for hiring in terms of the Carolina Postdoc program, l’ll try to keep things brief, but am happy to do follow up questions. 

First, the program has some really interesting roots in terms of diversifying the university--may be worth bringing in someone to talk to the liaisons about this 
history (or I can share what I know later). Because it’s a university wide postdoc it’s quite competitive--I want to start here, because this might help in terms of 

understanding what the university committee looks for in choosing post docs and thus what department chairs need to be writing in the letters requesting post docs. 

The two things that the committee typically looks at are need -- is this someone whose research expertise is needed in the department--who either expands on the 
existing strengths or fills a hole. Additionally the committee wants to see a commitment on the part of the department to hire--that they demonstrate in the letter a 
clear desire to hire (if the stars align--and they sometimes don’t--getting a post doc is not a guarantee that you will be hired in a tenure track position--while it 
happily worked out fbr me, unfortunately for other candidates it doesn’t--and that’ a longer and more complicated discussion). 

Each department probably has different protocols for reviewing candidates. When I applied to the post doc program I did not do any phone or campus interviews; 
indeed, ] don’t think it’d be a good idea to do a campus inter,,qew since it’s not a guarantee that the post doc a department selects will be chosen by the university 
committee. The university, receives hundreds of applications and some departments receive a dozen (or more) applicants and the department chair can nominate one 
applicant and then the university committee chooses among the various university departments (including in the medical campuses) who they want to select. Some 
years there are 4-~3 slots open. Other years there are only 2. 

l also think that departments need to have conversations in faculty meetings about target of opportunity hires, because ultimately the post doc will be considered (or 
should be considered) for hire, and there is a lot of varying opinions and mis-information about target of opportunity hiring. This can also be an opportunity for 
departments to clarify what their exact diversity needs are -- and then that can be enacted either through the post doc program vetting process and/or through the 
target of opportunity program. 

Finally (and I’m sorry that this is so long) in the English department we have a diversity committee that will review the candidates for the Carolina Post doc and then 
make a recommendation to the chair about what candidate is best suited given the needs of our department and the likelihood of being able to hire this person into a 
tenure stream position. Because our department has regular discussions about hiring priorities, we have a fairly clear idea, from a research pov, which candidates are 
going to be most attractive to our faculty for eventual hire. After that, we try to vet the applications as we would in any job situation--looking at the strength of the 
candidates c.v., sample, letters. 1 will also add that the diversity committee also looks at what our diversity needs are and tries to take into account these fhctors. For 
example, ifa department has several Latina faculty members but no male Asian American faculty, that could be a factor that is considered alongside area of research 
and that should be included in the chair’s letter to the university committee--that hiring an Asian American male post doc would increase the diversity of the faculty 
and hence would be a benefit to the department, in addition to the candidate’s strengths as a scholar. 

Best, 
Jennifer 



Jennifer Ho 
Associate Professor, English & Comparative Literature 

Director of Graduate Studies, English 

Greenlaw Hall, CB#3520 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 

919-962-8478 (office) 

919-962-3520 (fhx) 

Jho@email.unc.edu 

From: <Cravey>, Altha J <cravey@unc.edu> 

Reply-To: "Cravey, Altha J" <cravey@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, December 12, 2013 10:44 AM 

To: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <_q_a___s__d__Lv__e__[__s_[_t_K__@__J_[_%t__s___e_Lv__:__u_q_c__=_e___d___u_.> 

Subje~: RE: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Yes,. the Carolina Postdoc for Faculty DiversiW. Thank you fo~" ,c arifying." I want to               rnake sure we fotlow practices d~at actuNly encourage Diversity, and facilitate 

hiring from underrepresented groups. 

a~tha 

F~m: Ho, Jennifer A 
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2013 10:41 AN 
To: CAS Dept Diversi~ Liaisons 
Subject: Re: [casdiversi~] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 
Hi eye.one, 
Altha I’m happy to chime in, but first wanted to get some clarification: when you say "Carolina Postdoc" ~o you mean the Carolina Postaoc tbr f~culty diversity? There 
are several different postdoctoral programs, but I’m assuming you are referring to this specific program since it relates to the issue of diversity. 
] am a former Carolina postdoc for faculty diversi~ (2003-05) and was hired in 200S on a tenure track line, so I’d be happy to share my experiences both 
how the English department has conducted these kinds of searches, both from the pov of Being a post doc and also from the pov of a faculty member who has Been on 
the search committee, both at the department as we]] as university ]eve], 
Best, 
Jennifer 

Jennifer Ho 
Associate Professor, English & Comparative Literature 

Director of Graduate Studies, English 

Greenlaw Hall, C£#3520 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 

919-962-8478 (office) 

919-962-3520 (f~x) 

Jho@emai].unc.edu 

From: <Cravey>, Altha J 

Reply-To: "Cravey, Altha J" <cravey@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, December ~2, 2013 10:37 AM 

To: CAS Dept D~versity Liaisons <casdbersitV@Hstserv.unc~edu> 

Subje~: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Hello D~versity Hasons: 

~ am seekh~g ~nformation about how other departments recruit Carolina Postdocs. It wouM be especially he]pfu~ to hear about the t~mh~g of Skype and campus 

interviews Of any}. Does your department have a campus h~terview and research ta~k at the outset or do you do tMs ~ater on (in the period of postdoc 

en~pk~ymen[}? ~ am k~l:eres[ed in o[her aspects thaL may he~p my department folh:~w best pracl:h::es~ and create an kK:lus~ve approach. Does your chair appoint a 

search com[Tfi[[ee, or do aH faculty parl:h::~pate? b [here a vote of the [aeu~W before aecepting a postdoc, and when does thb vote ~ake 

Please respond wkh a few po~nters~ or with descriptions o[: what works ~n your department ~t wouM ~e ~n[eresfing to see the variety and also [o see what 

e~ements are standard procedure at UNC~ I ernaHed w~th Psi Parker about this and she thought the ~stserv wouM be a good place to compare notes, and barn 

from each other. 

Thanks for suggestions and advice[ 

AH:ha Cravey 

Geography Department 

You are cu~enfly subscribed to ca~iversib~ as: ~ho~email.unc.edu. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Christianson, Hans <hans@unc.edu> 
Thursday, December :L2, 2013 6:07 PN 

CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversity@listserv.unc.edu> 

CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversity@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Hi everyone! Thanks for starting this very interesting and useful topic. [ just started as diversity liaison for the math department, so I apologize if I repeat some questions. We 
have trouble using the postdoctoral program for several reasons, and I am hoping you guys have some suggestions. First, I should point out that in math a postdoctoral 
position usually does not lead to a tenure track position. Tt is traditional to do a postdoc and then move again for the TT. So we do not see the postdoctoral program as a way 
of directly permanently increasing diversity, but more an indirect approach. The biggest problem we have is that the salary is not competitive with equivalent positions at peer 
institutes, and so far the deans have not allowed us to supplement with teaching (or at least this is what I was told when I agreed to take this job). 1 imagine the situation is 
similar in all the stem subjects, but as I said, I am only just starting... Any comments or suggestions for how we might better utilize this program? Thanks in advance! 

Best, 
Hans 

Hans Christianson 
304B Phillips Hall 

L~__a_#__s_@ m_a__t_b_,_U__L~:_,_e_~!_u_. 

CB #3250 Dept. of Mathematics 
UNC 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3250 
USA 

On Dec 12, 2013, at 5:26 PM, "Ghosh, Pika" <pghosh@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Art does it the way Political Science does. We have had at least two candidates tenured through this program in the time I’ve been here, but we have had other 
postdocs as well. 
Pika 

From: <Duval>, Kathleen DuVal <duval@email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: Kathleen DuVal <duval@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, December :12, 20:13 3:5:1 PM 

To: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <-c--a---s---d-!--v--e---r--s-!-t-[/---@--[!-s--t---s.-e-.-r--v--.--u---n--£‘--e---d---u-.> 

Subject: RE: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Dear Mai, 
I believe that History has done that, and to my knowledge History has gotten every single TOP line we’ve ever requested. (I’ve been here 11 years now.) 

Best, 
Kathleen 

From= Nguyen, Mai Thi 
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2013 3:47 PM 
To= CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons 
Subject= Re: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Hi all Great discussion. I have a related question to "this process. Have any of your departments received a’target of opportunity line back to back? 

That is, if you hired a pos~t-doc through the program, then bring in another post-doc, were you give another target of oppo~lunity hire right a£ter the laser 

one’? 

I’d be interested to hear if this is possible a~d that it has been done. 

Thanks! 

Mai 

(City & Regional Planning) 

From: <Duval>, Kathleen A <duval@emaiLunc.edu> 

Reply-To: "Duval, Kathleen A" <duval@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, December :12, 20:13 4:43 PM 

To: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversit¥@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Dear All, 
In History, we have traditionally handled the application process almost exactly as Jennifer and Frank describe for English and Poll Sd. Once we have a postdoc 
here, we try to have the person give an informal talk in the first semester of the postdoc and have some department members read the dissertation before we 
decide whether to ask for a Target of Opportunity position, and if we decide yes, we would have a formal job interview. 

Best, 
Kathleen 

From= Baumgartner, Frank R. 
Sent= Thursday, December 12, 2023 2:50 PM 
To= CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons 
Subject= RE: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 



Hello all, glad to hear of this discussion. 

Pol Sci has been an active user. We do it this way: 

we have a diversity committee that reviews the post-doc applications. 

If there is one for whom we think there would be faculty interest in an eventual tenure-track line, we make a strong proposal to bring them in. We do not 
interview the candidates, as the process it really handled above our heads, for the post"doc itself. 

However, we make a very strong review so that we know before proposing to bring in a post-doc taht: 

- there is faculty consensus on the eventual suitability 
- there is a mentor or a group of colleagues who want to work with the candidate 
- we agree ahead of time to offer a job interview in September of the post-doc’s second year. 

We give no guarantees or inklings about the outcome of that interview, but we do in good faith agree before bringing in the post-doc that they will be entitled to 

an up-or-down interview very early, before the job season really starts, at the beginning of their second year. If they are successful, then we make a proposal to 
request a TOO position, and there again there is no guarantee that we will be successful. 

We have used this process successfully recently and have a new TT faculty member in place, and another post-doc currently in place who will interview next 
semptember for a TT position. 

I hope that helps. 

One other thing we do is advertize the post-doc itself through political science channels. This has dramatically increased the pool of strong and viable 
candidates. 

FB 

Frank R. Baumgartner 

htt p://w~’~.u nc.ed u/~fba u m/ 

From: Ho, Jennifer A 
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2013 11:11 AM 

To: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons 
Subject: Re: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

One post script. There is a lot of confusion about the distinction be~,een Asian and Asian A~nerican. Unfortunately the university does not distinguish 

between the two. 

~Vhile it may not s~em to be an important distinction, fi~om the perspective of addressing issues of institutional racism and hence thinking about a diversity 

hire from the point of view of addressing racial inequity in US society, the distinction is quite important, in my opinion. 

There is also an untbrtunate perception that "minority" (a term that I actually find problematic) faculty axe those who are from racially oppressed groups 

mad that Asian Americans as "model" minorities have not suflbred from racaialized oppression and therelbre should not count as real minority candidates 

(this I’ve been told directly while I’ve been here at UNC). 

While I think it would be folly to start ranking oppression of an5’ sort, I do want to say that I think it would be problematic (to say the least) not to count 

Asian American scholars as minority faculty because they are perceived as ovel~ represeuted in the university (which is tree because there is no distinction 
between Asian and Asian American and no distinction aJnong the various units in tl~e university) or that Asian Americans axe consi&red ~nodel ~ninorities 

who have not experienced oppression (the Japanese American internment and the treatment of Vietnamese exiles after the war in Viet Nam seem to 

cases in point to refute that, among several I should add). 

Best, 
Jennifer 

Je~mit~r 

Associate Protbssor, English & Comparative Literature 

Director of Cnaduate Studies, English 

Greenlaw Hall, CB#3520 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 

919-962- 8478 (office) 

919-962-3520 (fax) 

Jho(~emaiLunc.edu 

From: <Ho>, Jennifer Ho <jho@email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: Jennifer Ho <jho@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, December 3.2, 203.3 3.3.:00 AM 

To: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <-c--a-~-s-d-!~-v--e-~-r--s-!-t-y~--@-~[!-s--t-s~-e-~-r--v-~--u-q-c-~~--e-~-d-~-u-.> 

Subject: Re: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Ok, here are my thoughts about best practices for hiring in terms of the Carolina Postdoc program. I’ll try to keep things brief, but am happy to do follow 
up questions. 

First, the program has some really interesting roots in terms of diversifying the university--may be worth bringing in someone to talk to the liaisons 



about this history (or I can share what I know later), Because it’s a university wide postdoc it’s quite competitive--I want to start here, because this 

might help in terms of understanding what the university committee looks for in choosing post docs and thus what department chairs need to be writing 

in the letters requesting post docs, 

The two things that the committee typically looks at are need -- is this someone whose research expertise is needed in the department--who either 

expands on the existing strengths or fills a hole. Additionally the committee wants to see a commitment on the part of the department to hire--that they 

demonstrate in the letter a clear desire to hire (if the stars align--and they sometimes don’t--getting a post doc is not a guarantee that you will be hired 

in a tenure track position--while it happily worked out lbr me, unfortunately for other candidates it doesn’t--and that’ a longer and more complicated 

discussion). 

Each department probably has different protocols for reviewing candidates. When I applied to the post doc program 1 did not do any phone or campus 
interviews; indeed, 1 don’t think it’d be a good idea to do a campus interview since it’s not a guarantee that the post doc a department selects will be 
chosen by the university committee. The university receives hundreds of applications and some departments receive a dozen (or more) applicants and 
the department chair can nominate one applicant and then the university committee chooses among the various university departments (including in 
the medical campuses) who they want to select. Some years there are 4-8 slots open. Other years there are only 2. 

I also think that departments need to have conversations in faculty meetings about target of opportunity hires, because ultimately the post doc will be 
considered (or should be considered) for hire, and there is a lot of varying opinions and mis-inlbrmation about target of opportunity hiring. This can also 
be an opportunity for departments to clarify what their exact diversity needs are -- and then that can be enacted either through the post doc program 
vetting process and/or through the target of opportunity program. 

Finally (and I’m sorry that this is so long) in the English department we have a diversity committee that will review the candidates for the Carolina Post 
doc and then make a recommendation to the chair about what candidate is best suited given the needs of our department and the likelihood of being 
able to hire this person into a tenure stream position. Because our department has regular discussions about hiring priorities, we have a fairly clear 
idea, from a research pov, which candidates are going to be most attractive to our fhculty fbr eventual hire. After that, we try to vet the applications as 
we would in any job situation--looking at the strength of the candidates c.v., sample, letters. I will also add that the diversity committee also looks at 
what our diversity needs are and tries to take into account these factors. For example, ifa department has several Latina faculty members but no male 
Asian American faculty, that could be a factor that is considered alongside area of research and that should be included in the chair’s letter to the 
university committee--that hiring an Asian American male post doc would increase the diversity of the faculty and hence would be a benefit to the 
department, in addition to the candidate’s strengths as a scholar. 

Best, 
Jennifer 

=========================== 

Jennifer Ho 
Associate Professor, English & Comparative Literature 
Director of Graduate Studies, English 
Greenlaw Hall, CB#3520 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 
919-962-8478 (office) 
919-962-3520 (lhx) 
]ho@email.unc.edu 

From: <Cravey>, Altha J <cravey@unc.edu> 

Reply-To: "Cravey, Altha J" <_c__r__a___v___e_~i___@___u___n__c__.__e___d___u_.> 

Date: Thursday, December 12, 2013 10:44 AM 

To: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversity@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 

Yes, the Carolina Postdoc for Faculty Diversity, Thank you for clarifying. I want to make sure we follow practices that actLaally encourage Diversity, and 
facilil:~Le hiring from underrepres~:_mted groups. 

From= Ho, 3ennifer A 
Sent= Thursday, December 12, 2013 10:41 AM 
To= CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons 
Subject= Re: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 
Hi everyone, 
Altha I’m happy to chime in, but first wanted to get some clarification: when you say "Carolina Postdoc" do you mean the Carolina Postdoc lbr fhculty 
diversity? There are several different postdoctoral programs, but I’m assuming you are referring to this specific program since it ]’elates to the issue of 
diversity, 
I am a former Carolina postdoc for faculty diversity (2003-05) and was hired in 2005 on a tenure track line, so I’d be happy to share my experiences 
both in terms of how the English department has conducted these kinds of searches, both from the pov of being a post doc and also from the pov of a 
faculty member who has been on the search committee, both at the department as well as university level, 
Best, 
Jennifer 
=========================== 

J ennifer Ho 
Associate Professor, English & Comparative Literature 
Director of Graduate Studies, English 
Greenlaw Hall, CB#3520 
Chapel ltill, NC 27599-3520 
919-962-8478 (office) 
919-962-3520 
Jho@email.unc.edu 

From: <Cravey>, Altha J <_c__r__a___v__e__y____@____u___q_c__.__e___d___u_> 
Reply-To: "Cravey, AItha J" <cravey@unc.edu> 
Date: Thursday, December 12, 2013 10:37 AM 
To: CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversity@listserv.unc.edu> 
Subject: [casdiversity] best practices and time line for Carolina Postdocs? 
Hello DiversiLy fiasons: 



t am seeking information about how other departments recr~iL Carolina Pos~do(:s. It wouh~ be especially he]pfu~ ~o hear abo{~t ~he tim~n~ of Skvpe 
and campus interviews (~: any)~ Does your department have a campus interview and research ta~k aL the o~tset, or do you do this later on On Lhe 
period of postdoc ernployrnent)? [ am h~terested in other aspects that may help my department fo[bw best practices, and create an inclt~s~ve 
approach, Does your chak appoh~t a search committee, or do all faculty part~dpate? ~s there a vote of the faculty before accepting a postdoc, and 
when does this vote take place? 
£~ease respond w~th a few pointers, or w~:h descdpl:kms of what works ~r~ your department. I1: wouh~ be interesl:k~g to see the w~dety and abo ~:o see 
what elements are standard procedure at UNC. ~ ernsi~ed w~th PaL Parker about th~s and she thought the I~stserv woLdd be a ~ood place to compare 
notes, and learn from each other. 
Thanks for SUSgeS~O~IS ~lld adv~cel 
Altha Cravey 
Geography Department: 

You are cu~e~tly subscribed to ca~tiveBity as: .iho(~emaJl.unc.edu. 
To u~subscfibe click here: http:,,’/~Jsts.m~c.edu,’u?M=49927273.79c@~3453120a951Dd] 82e56dfl dTda3&u:::T&]=casdivcrshy&o=:3399d925 
(it may be neces~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a Nank email to leave-33996925-49927273.79c043453120a95t9d182e566fl d76a3f;listserv.unc.edu 

You are cuwently subscribed to ca~iversib’ as: 

(It ~nay be neces~ m cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a Nank email to leave-33996947-68715705.~dd94169815810d59473de83eTc74d8~listse~’.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to ca~iversib~ as: iho~emaJl.unc.edu. 

To unsubsc6be click here: http:/ilists.unc.eddu?id=49927273.79c(~3453120a95[Od 182e566[l d76a3&~=T&l=casdiversity&o=33996987 

(It may be neces~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a Nm~k emml to bave-33996987-49927273.79c043453120a95g)d182e566~] d76a3(tblistse~.mac.edu 

You are currently subscribed to ca~iversi~ as: jho~email.unc.edu. 

(It may be neces~" to cut m~d paste fl~e above URL iffl~e line is broken) 

You are cu~ently subscribed to ca~iversi~ as: ~aum(?~email.unc.edu. 

T~unsubsc~bec~ickhere:h~p://~ists.unc.edu~u?id~992728~.d~c64d~56~fe~b~£5b7~64~754~t~4&n T&l casdiversiW&o 33997314 

(It may be neces~’ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a Nank email to leave-33997314-49927286.dl c64d0561t~0b0£¢b706417540a2fl)4~;listserv.unc.edu 

You are cu~ently subscribed to ca~tiversity as: duval(/~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscfibe click here: http:iilists, mac.edu,’u?id=49927279.6[cdTb548028002eabc 10d4820e972d6&n =T&l=casdiversity&o=33998516 

(It ~nay be neces~ m cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

You are cuwently subscribed m ca~iversib’ as: 

T~unsubsc~beclickhere:h~p://~ists.unc.eddu?idM9927267.26cb~7f~fc24f6c379d722c£2~aacc82&n T&l casdiversiW&o 33998772 

(It may be neces~7 to cut and pas~e the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a Nank email to leave- 33998772- 49927267.26cb07fl fc24f6c379d722ctk: 1 aacc 82({~listse~’.unc.edu 

You are cu~ently subscribed to ca~iversity as: duval(a~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubsc6be click here: http://Iists.tmc.edt¢u?id=49927279.6fcd7b548028002eabcl 0d4820e972d6&~a=T&l=casdiversity&o=33998808 

(It may be neces~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a Nm~k emml to bave-33998808-49927279.61~dTb548028002eabc 10d4820e972d6(tblistse~.mac.edu 

You are c u~ently subscribed to ca~iversi~ as: 

(It may be neces~" to cut m~d paste fl~e above URL iffl~e line is broken) 

or send a Nank emaJl to have-33998818-49927263.86b74c59a56022dff635ee8cbacde42d(~)listse~w.unc.edu 

You are cu~ently subscribed to ca~iversi~ as: hand~)unc.edu. 

To unsubscfibe clickhere: h~p://Iists.unc.edu,’u?id 68715707.9917735f4£214756c1567c2b71alc8a9&n T&I casdiversiW&o 33999311 

(It may be neces~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a Nank email to leave-33999311-68715707.9917735~fc14756c1567c2b71al c8a9(a;listse~’amc.edu 

You are cmrently subscribed to casdiversib" as: ~4ester(a,~email:unc.edu. 

(It may be necessau to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank em~Jl to leave-33999465-49927260.61689427b9e0c21 da402dTaaf0b799c7:~ilistserv.unc.edu 



Sent: 

Subject: 

fundingalert@cos.com 

Sunday, December 15, 2013 1:00 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Charlene Regester 

Funding a~etts for your 
saved searches 
Results: December 15, 2013 

fundi~-"t9 search Feb 
2 funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 
Association for Education in Journalism and Mass 
Communication (AEJMC) 

Deadline: 
February 1,2014 

Sponsor: 

National Association of Science Writers (NASVV) 

Amount: 
$2,500 

Deadline: 
February 1,2014 

Funding alerts for your saved searches 

Results: December 15,2013 

Login to v}ew 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Indiana University P~ess <iupress@iMiana.tm00.com~ 

Monday, December 16, 2013 12:06 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

Holiday Book Sale ends this Friday & more news from IU Press! 

Indi~n~ Unive~ity ,~ress newsletter 

Dear Charlene Regester, 

Welcome to the winter issue of our On Press newsletter! Read all about IU Press’s 
publishing activities, authors, events, and more. To continue receiving future editions 

of On Press (published quarterly), be sure to select the newsletter in your profile 
settings. 

University Press Week a success 

IU Press participated in local and national events for the 

second-annual lJnivet’si ty Press Week, which took place 

November lO-16. Our local outreach events to the IU campus 

included a panel discussion on how to publish your first book 

and individual publishing consultations. On a national level, we 

and 36 other university presses united for a b]og tour that 

highlighted the value of university presses and the 

contributions they make to scholarship and our society. The 

tour stopped at our press on November 15 and featured a post 

by sponsoring editor Rebecca Tolen on our Framing the Global 

initiative. 

It s Intern Appreciation Week. 

This week we celebrate our fabulous fall interns who have 

dedicated their time and talents to us this semester. Each day, 

we will profile an intern on our blog. A big thanks to all of them 

for making our jobs a little easier! 

The Great War hi Russim~ Melnory wins Heldt 
Prize 

Congratulations to Karen Petrone, who received the Iteldt 

Prize for her book The Great War in Russian M~’~mory! 

Awarded by the Association for Women in Slavic Studies, 

Petrone’s book won in the category of "Best Book by a Woman 

in Any Area of Slavic/East European/Eurasian Studies." 

Butterflies of Indiana wills National Outdoor 
Book Award 

We are pleased to announce that Butler.flies of I}*di~m~ by 

Jeffrey E. Belth has won a 2o~3 National Outdoor Book Award 

in the Nature Guidebook category! The National Outdoor Book 

Awards (NOBA) is the outdoor world’s largest and most 

prestigious book award program. 

Alexm~der Rabinowitch elected to prestigious 
Russiml acadelny 

ii~iI Holidey Book 
" Sale I Use 

code 

SAVE40 at 

checkout 

Books make great 

gifts! Save 40% on 
select titles during 

out" Holiday Book 

Sale! Use code 

SAVE4o. Hurry, 

offer ends 

~2/2o/13! 

Your support helps 

us fttrther out" 

mission of 

publishing 

academic 

excellence. 

Prosier 

In honor of 

Menahem 

Pressler’s 9oth 
birthday, we’re 

giving away a 

copy of Me,~ahem 

Pressler: Artistrg in 

Pic’~o Teaching. 

Enter by 

This fall, IUP author and historian Alexander Rabinowitch was [ .................... 
named an Affiliate Research Scholar of the Russian Academy of 



Sciences St. Petersburg Institute of History. He was elected by 

unanimous vote of the Institute’s Academic Council for his 

decades of research and publication on the Russian revolution 

and civil war. 

Nashim celebrates its 25th issue 

Ren~e Levine Melammed and Deborah Greniman, academic 
and managing editors, respectively, of Nashim, recently met 

with Professor Alice Shalvi to present her with a copy of the 

25th issue of tim journal. Shalvi is an Israeli feminist pioneer, 

veteran educator, founder of the Israel Women’s Network, and 
global Jewish feminist visionary. The issue is dedicated to 
Shalvi in recognition of her instrumental role in Nashim’s 

founding and in the setting of its editorial policy. 

Mike Roos to sign books at IU lllell’S home 
basketball games 

Mike Roos will sign copies of his new book O~e Small Town, 

One Cr~z9 Coach at the IU men’s home basketball games on 

December 2o and 22. Signings will begin 9o minutes prior to 

game time. 

Spring 2014 
¯ ,.~ts Io~ 

Martin H. Krieger 
The, ,gchoiar’s 

S’uruiual Man 

Shadow of 
the Shtetl 

Jeffrey Veidlinger 

f~z the’ Shadov, 

Indiana University Press 

Office of Scholarly Publishing 

Herman B Wells Library 35o 

132o E. loth St. 
Bloomington, IN 47405-3 9 o 7 

You are subscribed using the following email address: regester@email.unc.edu If you wish 

to change your selections or unsubseribe altogether, click below. 

:: Tailor your profile settivgs .. 

:: Forward this to a [’riend . 

:: To be removed, use this o~e-eiick unsubscribe i~nk.. 
:: Not yet signed up? Go here. 

:: Inditma University Pxess does not sell, share or trade 

e[eetrc, me address i~formatic, n with anyone. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Ashley’ Mayno~         "@GMAIL.COM> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 1:04 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

new MFA prograan with Stony Brook/Killer Films accepting applicat 

StonyBrooldvIFA.pdf 

Dear UFVA members, 

Your undergraduate students might be interested in a new MFA program that is being c~vated at Stony Brook Universi~ with legandery independent film p~oduce~, 

Christine Vachon and Pamela Koltler of Killer Films (MILDRED PIERCE, BOYS DON’T CRY, FAR FROM ttEAVEN) at the hehn. 

I ran a pilot version of pa;t of this progran~ in Southampton this summer and this new and expanded progran~itrack promises to be great equipment stx~nsorships 

t?om Canon tbr use on student projects, lots of guest speakers t?om Killer’s contacts within the industry, and all tbr State University tuition prices. 

Students can pursue the MFA or take courses as a non-matriculated s~dent. Perfect for those who maybe want ,nore than they got in undergrad but don’t want to 

com,nit to several yeaxs of tuition.., or for those who want to get to know the NY film scene with a sa£ety net. 

I’ve pasted a short description below as well as a PDF if you care to share. 

Best regards, 

Ashley 

Ashley Maynor 

Sell’- Reliant Fihn 

ww~v.~lfielianflilm.com 

mnavno~selfreliantfilm.co~n 

20/20/20 2014, Killer Films/Stony Brook Southampton + Manhattan’s expanded 20-week graduate course sequence in independent film production, is now 

accepting applications until December 28, 2013 

To read more about the tilm program, go to www.stonybrook.eda/iilm 

Questions? Please write magdalene.brandeisSb~stowbrook.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following ~nessage to lis~tserv@listse~z.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last nmne.) You can leave a list by sending the follomng command to listserv@listser~.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail ruth nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.an~erican.edn 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the follomng message to lis~tserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Nmne should be 

your first and last nmne.) You can leave a list by sending the follomng command to listserv@listser~.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 
ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVAl.IST-L@lis~tserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Hillary. @hotmail.com> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 11:42 PM 

editor@ijhssnet.com 

Call for Papers 

Call for Papers 
International Journal of Humanities and Social Science (IJHSS) 

ISSN 2220-8488 (Print), 2221- 0989 (Online) 
International Journal of Humanities and Social Science (IJHSS) is an open access, peer-revie~ved and refcreed international journal published by 
Center for Promoting Ideas, USA. The main objective of IJHSS is to provide an intellectual plat[brm for the international scholars. IJHSS aims to 
promote interdisciplinary studies in humanities and social science and become the leading journal in humanities and social science in the world. 
The journal publishes research papers in the fields of humanities and social science such as anthropology, business studies, communication studies, 
corporate governance ,criminology, cross-cultural studies ,demography, development studies, economics, education, ethics, geography, history, 
industrial relations, information science, international relations, law, linguistics, library science, media studies, methodology, philosophy, political 
science, population Studies, psychology, public administration, sociology, social welfare, linguistics ,literature, paralegal, performing arts (music, 
theatre & dance), religious studies ,visual arts, women studies and so on. 
The journal is published in both print and online versions. 
The journal is no~v indexed with and included in Cabell’s, Ulrich’s, DOAJ, Index Copernicus International, EBSCO and Gale. Moreover the journal 
is under the indexing process with ISI, ERIC, Econlit, Scopus and Journalseek. 
IJHSS publishes original papers, revie~v papers, conceptual frame~vork, anals/dcal and simulation models, case studies, empirical research, technical 
notes, and book revie~vs. 
IJHSS is inviting papers for Vol. 4 No. 1 which is scheduled to be published on January 31, 2014. Last date of submission: December 31, 
2013.However, an early submission will get preference in case of review and publication process. 
Send your manuscript to the editor at editor(a)iihssnet.com, or editor.iihss(h;hotmail.com 
For more information, visit the official website of the journal www~iihssnet~com 
With thanks, 
Dr. J. Sabrina Mires-Cox 
The Chief Editor, International Journal of Humanities and Social Science (IJftSS) 
Contact: editor@ijhssnet.com, editor    ~@hotmail.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

admin@noirg.org 

Friday, December 20, 2013 9:22 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emafil.unc.edu> 

Kanye West Meets Jewish Power 

Kanye West Meets Jewish Power 

Tingba Muhammad, and the NOI Research Group 

posted: http:!inoirg, orgikanye-west-meets-iewish-power! 

Black entertainer Kanye West has now joined the elite ranks of some of our most powerful and 
prestigious Black freedom fighters, such as Martin Luther King, Marcus Mosiah Garvey, Malcolm X, 
Bishop Desmond Tutu, the Honorable Minister Louis Farrakhan, and even our late great freedom 
fighter Nelson Mandela. For they--like Kanye--were all labeled "anti-Semites" by the Anti-Defamation 
League of B’nai B’rith. Not that they are, or ever were, "anti-Semites," but they all have advocated 
setting Blacks on an economic course for their survival and advancement, a route to true power that is 
exactly the opposite of the dead-end path Jewish financiers of negro leadership have demanded that we 
go down--and this deeply troubles Jewish watchdogs like Abraham Foxman and all the other "liberal" 
Jewish groups. 

Kanye West took great umbrage at the ADL insult mad at his Chicago concert last week he was defiant, 
telling the crowd that he spoke with The Honorable Minister Louis Farrakhan and that he wasn’t 
apologizing for anything, saying to the contrary that he will be standing up to his accusers even stronger. 

And in that "turn up" vain we will clearly show the political power wielded by" Jews is the result, the 
consequence, the product of their immense economic base and superstructure--not the other way 
around. Bro. Kanye’s recent powerful statements about his frustrating foray into the clothing and apparel 
business show the workings of a man who has chosen to be more than an entertainer: he is wisely 
seeking to use the wealth he has generated to build a truly lasting economic foux~dation. As The Secret 
Relationship Between Black~ and Jews, VoL 2, shows, Jewish dominance in the fields of business, trade, 
commerce, and finance started with Black labor--from the Southern cottonfield investments of the 
Rothschilds, to the Alabama slave-dealing of the Lehman Brothers, to the Jewish "needle trade" 
sweatshops of New York. Kanye West’s attempt to penetrate that history and those business 
connections is a formidable venture and worthy of full Black support. It is also why Abraham Foxman 
and the Jews have targeted him so directly. They are protecting their market, not "exposing anti- 
Semites." Make no mistake about it. 

In his latest ploy Foxman says he decries West’s comment in a radio interview on November 26, when, 
explaining the massive resistance to Pres. Barack Obama, the Hip Hop star said, "Black people don’t 
have the same level of connections as Jewish people." Foxman feigned outrage: "There it goes again, the 
age-old canard that Jews are all-powerful and control the levers of power in government." By all 
standards of honesty and truth West’s comment could not have been more benign. Indeed, Bro. Kanye’s 
comment is so understated that it might almost be considered naive. 

Let us look carefully at this contentious issue of Jewish power, but not through Black eyes, or Kanye’s 
eyes, or even Minister Farrakhan’s eyes. Let us look solely and exclusively through Jewish eyes. 

Foxman’s own organization, the Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith (ADL), once had a president 



named Simon Wolf, who in 1926 wrote with evident pride: 

"We all know that theJirst bankers of the world--Rothschilds--are Jews; we know they control not only 

the money market, but also the political destiny of the European world.... []t4]ercantile enterprises owe 

a vast debt to the ,Jew. You need but look at the streets of the principal cities of the world on ,Jewish 

holidays, and you will at once see that trade is in mourning," the busy hum is hushed," everything is 

languid." 

In fact, according to the Universal ,Jewish Encyclopedia (1948), "In Eastern Europe there were very 
recently countries in which 90% or more of the trades was in Jewish hands; in some branches of trade 
and export they controlled the entire 100%." 

Now that has to be "anti-Semitism"! Kanye did not come anywhere near such statements. Let’s go back 
to a time when Black people felt this Jewish influence most acutely. 

The leading Jewish historian and rabbi Marc Lee Raphael wrote that "Jewish merchants played a maior 
role in the slave trade." Nine out often Africans were shipped to Brazil, where Jewish "connections" 
were so influential that on Jewish holidays the slave auctions had to be postponed, because all the 
buyers and sellers of African men, women, and children were at the synagogues--"preying" Indeed, 
Wiesenthal Center scholar Dr. Harold Brackman has pointed out that "slave trading in Brazil became a 
’Jewish’mercantile specialS_ in much the same way it had been in early medieval Europe." 

In America, the average slaveholder held about 7 slaves, but the Nation of Islam has documented dozens 
of Jewish slave-dealers advertising the sale of as many as 210 slaves on a single day! Hundreds of these 
advertisements are collected in the recently released Nation of Islam book Jews Selling Blacks: Slave 
Sale Advertising by American Jews. And, according to Dr. Brackman, "Jews were about twice as likely 
to be slave owners as the average white Southerner." 

In Hollywood, the entertainment capital of the world, Los Angeles Times columnist Joel Stein strongly 
disagreed with Foxman, writing that "Jews totally run Hollywood." In this opinion he joins the Jewish 
movie director Rob Reiner, who wrote of the movie industry, "It’s all rux~ by Jews." Scholar Charles 
Silberman: "The motion picture industry ~vas largely a Jewish invention," and though they are less than 2 
percent of the population, Jews are an astounding 60 percent of the "movie and TV elite." 

But it is in politics where Jewish power is most felt and most feared. Two academicians--not rappers-- 
Professors Stephen Walt and John Mearsheimer, produced a groundbreaking work titled The Israel 
Lobby and U.S. Foreign Policy, which opened many eyes to the powerful influence of the Jews in 
America. They argue that Jewish lobby groups like the American Israel Public Affairs Committee 
(AIPAC) have "significant leverage over the Executive branch," that is to say, the ~Vhite House and the 
President. Jewish power in media, they say, gives Jews the unique ability to make sure that "the Lobby’s 
perspective on Israel is widely reflected in the mainstream media." 

Scholars Walt and Mearsheimer maintain that AIPAC in particular has a "stranglehold on the U.S. 
Congress," because of its "ability to reward legislators and congressional candidates who support its 
agenda, and to punish those who challenge it." Reinforcing this statement is the plain fact that Jews are 
only 1.7 percent of the American population but 5.4 percent of Congress--12 Jews in the Senate and 22 
in the House of Representatives. On the contrary, Blacks, who are 12% of the population, have no 
elected Black members of the Senate. The two that are there--Tim Scott and Corey Booker--are there on 
technicalities. 



If you are counting, that’s two of the three branches of government with inordinate Jewish 
representation. And in the third branch, the Judicial, of the nine Supreme Court Justices, three of them 
are Jewish. 

That’s power. 

Let us look at how others have framed this Jewish political reality. Jewish political commentator Bill 
Maher stated flatly on his television show, "Based on every" statement I’ve heard from every Republican 
in the last two years, the Israelis are controlling our government." And when he said that, the studio 
audience gave him a huge applause. Kanye West did not go that far, but the ADL issued no press 
releases or charges against Mr. Maher. Republican Senator Chuck Hagel, who is now the Secretary of 
Defense, wrote that "The Jewish lobby intimidates a lot of people up here [in the Senate, but] I’m a 
United States senator. I’m not an Israeli senator." 

Now let us go to the White House and see what Vice President Joseph A. Biden says on this issue. He 
officially proclaimed to a gathering of Jews celebrating Jewish American Heritage Month: "No group has 
had such an outsized influence per capita." And then, referring to the American social and political 
trends and movements (and specifically to same-sex marriage), he made a startling statement: "I bet you 
85 percent of those changes, whether it’s in Holls, wood or social media, are a consequence of Jewish 
leaders in the industry. The influence is immense, the influence is immense." 

Then Mr. Biden contradicted Jews like those at the ADL who have spent decades destroying the 
reputations of people who say exactly what Biden said next: "I think ,/ou vastl,/underestimate the 
impact ,/ou’ve [Jews] had on the development of this nation. We owe you, we owe generations who 
came before you." 

There was no condemnation of Mr. Biden for having made "bigoted" and "bizarre" "canards" about 
"Jewish control," and the ADL website to this day has made no mention of this stunning pronouncement 
from the Obama White House. 

All of the above have escaped the onerous ADL label of "Anti-Semite" because the speakers are 
Caucasian and have the ability" to resist the charge. Kanye West is from a people who have been 
systematically emasculated by an ongoing Holocaust that is now, by Allah’s grace and mercy, coming to 
an end. Abraham Foxman represents that ancient force Jesus spoke of in Rev. 2:9, 3:9, "the Synagogue 
of Satan." For Jews, our continued subjection and dependency are just good business. 

The Minister was alluding to all this history when he said, "Mr. Foxman, I wish ,/ou and I could have a 
dialogue. You wouldn’t put that small-time stuff over on me." Then, referring to Kanye’s comments, he 
rhetorically asked, "Did he lie? No! He told the truth. Kanye West, you have nothing to apologize for! It 
is their fear of The Truth. And that is wh,v it gives me pleasure to defend my brother." 

Kanye knows he has Truth and History on his side. And best of all, he has--we all have--The Honorable 
Minister Louis Farrakhan as our defender. We have already won. 

(Tingba Muhammad is a citizen of the Nation of Islam) 

Download HIGHLIGHTS & KEY POINTS of THE SECRET RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BLACKS 
& JEWS: http://noirg, org/wp-content/upl oads/2012/04/TSRv 1.2. Hi ghlightsKeyPoint s. 20121. pdf 

http://noirg, org/ 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

office@cmstudies.org 

Saturday, December 21, 2013 8:11 PM 

Regester, Chm’lene B <regester@~.emafil.unc.edu> 

Reminder: SCMS Undergraduate Conference CFP 

Dear SCMS members, 

As you wrap up your grading for the semester or quarter, please take note of the strongest work your students have done and encourage those undergraduates to 

submit proposals to the 2014 SCMS Undergraduate Co~fference, to be held at the University- of Oklahonm, April 18-19. 

Morn intbnnation and submission instructions am available here. 

Several SCMS members have inquired abx~ ut whether recent graduates may submit to the conference. The answer is YES, students M~o finished their undergraduate 

degrees in Spring or Fall of 2013 are eligible to participate in the conference, provided "they are not currently enrolled in a graduate program. 

With warm wishes ibr a happy winter break, 

Victoria Sturtevant, Ph.D. 
Faculty Administrative Fellow, College of Arts and Sciences 

Director and Associate Professor, Film and Media Studies Progran~ 

Universi~’ of Oklahoma 
302 Wallace Old Science Hall 

640 Parrington Oval 

Nornmn, OK 73019 

405-325-9272 

~,ike us on Facebook > ~ollow us on Twitter > 

If you wish to stop receiving email farm us, you can simply remove yourself by visifing: http://www.cmstudies.org/membersiEmailOptPret}rences.aspx? 
id 9512683&e mgester(a)email.unc.edu&h lcfc7d6fSba6c71B946c85b38dSd31eb077751c0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noveply@bounce.linkedin.com on beh~ffof 

Michele Wallace via Li~tkedIn -~member~linkedin.com~ 

Snnday, December 22, 2013 6:31 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~ter@emml.nnc.edw~ 

Charlene, please add me to your Linkedln net~,ork 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 
Bart Weiss <bart@VIDEOFEST.ORG> 

Sunday, December 22, 2013 7:14 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

a new ruling on fair use wolnth reading 

make sure to real the last paragraph 

The MPAA gets its desired ruling in a case that examined the use of copyrighted Iogos 
in historical videos and pictures. 

::~i Coils Te>:sns NFL Football - H 2013 

The 4.[h U .S. Cireuit Cotu’t of Appeals ot~ Tuesday proted:ed the National t.’ootbMl League and the Balti more Ravens from a~ ~ dist who had once eonvinced a 

j udg.,e limt the ~:e~m’~ had h~ik~inged upo~ his desig~ to create the Rav~;ns’ old k~go. 

OUR EDITOR 
RECOMMENDS 

After 8 Year Fight, Time 
Warner Cable To Carry NFL 
Network [] 

In handing down the ruling, the app.eals corn± not only gave khe NFL a victory, but allotted the Motion Pichn’e 

~sociadon of America to score a f~’w poinb as well. The tntde association (and the Iriternational r)ocumenkary 

A.~sociation) bad submitted an amieus bde[ in the case and aiNued tha~ "[h[r use" bc re~x)gnized lest ~]~ose who own 

eopyfigb ts ~:o log~s, signs, billboards and other eopydgh~:ed worh:s ia~:erfi~rc with the production and disscmina tion of 

expressive speceh like movies. 

PHOTOS: Ho]t~ywood’s Co~meet~o~s to the NFL 

Wc~tJt~g the opinion, 4th Ci rcuit Judge; 3 ~m~es ~VHkln son II[ ;~gre~;s ~hat ;~ppelhmtI,’vedeviek ~ouehat goes too gar i~ 

~ ~ ~t~etnpt to ~;njoin the [ootball league from using his logo in videos and pho~:ographs. 

"Any other result would visit adverse eonsequences not only upon fihnmakJng h~t upon visual depictions of all sods," 

writes the j udge. 

As we previously cover~;d, Bouchat has served up ample liLigation ow~r the years alter he proposed a design fix" the Ravens t~’artehise, which had reloeated 

from Clevdand in 1996. The h;am la~:er introduced ~:beir lo?,o -.- it was ealled the "Nyiag g logo" aad looh:od a lot like Boucha~:’s --- and us~;d it for a fi~w seasons 

beibre changing it. But Bouehat wasn’k er~,dJted, so he went to eonrt, and got some mixed rulings. Y,zs, the team had i~ffdnged his work. Bnt the judge initially 

said th a k dae team’s profits weren’t attdbnta ble to the eopyrJgh k i~ffdngemen h 

But that was only firsk dowm 

B*-~ucha~: has pr~;ssed on and on ~d otx, and itx ~:be present dispute, he objeeted ~:o use of the infl’lr@ng logo itx N FL Networh: doeume~ bMes, on N~.eom and ir~ 

pictures ~n historical eM~ibiks at the team’s stadium. An example of a use9 The NFI, Ne[work’s So~md FX’: [~a~ L~u;is, which eovered the retired linebacker’s 

h~ ag ca ’ee ’, ~:lud ng ~is early days w t ~ t ~e Ravens. Of comse, back then, the team was using the F]y~ng B logo. 

The ,4th (1 rc uit opini on cart b e read here for ,h ~dge WiIki n s on’s artalysis of the [b u r fac kors th at cm n prise "fa ir u s e," I rt s h o~k, th e leagu e’s u se is tra~lsfl)rm ativ e 

and insuhsta~JM while Bouehat’s ~:~r~,~! tltnetl ts for the eor~ inertial r~ ture ~-~f the videos thlls shod:, 

( )n a broader note. Judge Wilkinson makes the important poink khat a ease-by-case nakm’e of a f~ir-use ~nq~firy "~ fI~ rs the advantage of flexibility, but ik also 

~aeks predictubiliby and c];arJtv which is often an impediment to fltee e:xtpression. As a result, fah" use must give speakers some reasonable leeway at the 

Film mah:en~ will Ix; ph;ased wi~:b ~his pass~ge fl’om the culing: 

"-Were we to require daose wishing to produce films and documentaries to receive permission fl ~m copyright ho ders for fleet ~:4 fhetua] ~ses of 



their s,w>tq,:s, we would allow those copyright holders 1o excr~ et~ormou8 intluet~ce over new depictions o1" b~stot’~eal 8ubieets and events. Such 

rule would encourage bargai~b~g over dae depletion of Msto~2~’ by grar~ting copyright holders substantial leverage over sdeet histm{eaI 

wou]d ~o~-e those wishing to c~s~ate videos and documentaries ~o t~eeive approval and endm~emen~ from ~heit" subjeek% who could ’simply 

choose to prohibit m~fla t~erk~g or disfiwored depiet~ons.’ Soch~l eon~mentaU as wc]] as histor[eaI narrative eou]d be afl~et:ed ig ~k)r example~ 

eompa*fies fi~eing unweleome inquiries could ban all &@~s{~on of their ]ogos. This w~>uld align in~sentives i~ exactly the wrong mariner, diminishing 

accuraW at~d ~creasing {ransaefio~ costs, all the while d~scouragi~g the ereatiot~ of t~ew expressive works. Th~s regime, the logical outgrm~h 

B ouchaffs f~ir use posi{ iota, wou] d chi 11 the veW art~ stie crea d on th at eq ~yrtght ] aw alDmp ~s to n n rtu re ." 

Bart Weiss 
bart@vldeofest,org 
bart@utaoedu 

Associate Prof UT Arlington 
Director Dallas Vldeofest 

the 26th Dallas Videofest will be Oct 9-13th 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following ,nessage to lislserv@listse~w.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 
your first and last nmne.) You can lem~e a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L 07~rrite this command in body 
of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.an~erican.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Bart Weiss <bart@VIDEOFEST.ORG> 

Sunday, December 22, 2013 7:51 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

fcp x no a shaxed ,nedia environment 

hi all 

I will send out some notes on the new releaser of fcpx 10/1 later 

but though you all might like to mad this s*ory on how the new media mm~agement allows for shared workiug 

http://vx~x~v.fcp.co/final- cut- pro/tutorials/1308- using- final- cut- pro-x- 10-1- h- a- shared- envi~onment 

near the end of the article them is a download of the full paper 

I would recommend looking at that 

bart 

Associate Prof UT Arlington 
Director Dallas Vldeofest 

the 26th Dallas Videofest will be Oct 9-13th 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the tbllowing message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your firs1 and last name.) You cm~ leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVAI,IST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail "to UFVALIST-L@lislserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Norman Hollyn <nhollyn@CINEMA.USC.EDU> 

Sunday, December 22, 2013 8:01 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: fcp x no a shared media environment 

Thatflcs for this. I’ll take a look. 

Mistyped on my iPad 

On Dec 22, 2013, at 4:51 PM, "Bart Weiss" <bart@VIDEOFEST.ORG> wrote: 

hiall 

I will send out some notes on the new releaser of fcpx 10/1 later 

but though you all might like to road this s~to~y on how the new ,nedia management aJdows for shared working 

http://~wvww.fcp.co/final- cut- pro/tutorials/1308- usina- final- cut- pro-x- 10-1- in- a- shared- envirolm~ent 

near the end of the article thero is a download of the full paper 
I would rocommend looking at that 
bart 

Bart Weiss 

bart@vldeofest.org 
bart@uta,edu 

Associate Prof UT Arlington 
Director Dallas Vldeofest 

<PastedGraphic-1 .tiff> 

the 26th Dallas Videofest will be Oct 9-13th 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the follomng message to lis~tse~w~listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name 

should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv(gblistse~w.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L 
(Write this command in bo@ of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can IX~S~t messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST- 

L(&listserv.american.edu 
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Jay Gemski 
Director, AN Services at GWU Hospital 

Frank P. Tomasulo, Ph.D. is now connected to Madlyn McArn 

Sheila Smith McKoy Simon Tarr 
Associate Professor at North Associate Professor of Art at 
Carolina State University University of South Carolina 

Steven Lipkin Sally Greene 
Professor at Western Michigan Town Council Member and Mayo," 
University Pro Tem, Town of Chapel Hill, NC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

University Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Norman Hollyn <nhollyn@CINEMA.USC.EDU> 

Monday, December 23, 2013 12:21 PM 

UFVALIST-L@ LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.EDU 

Discussion of FCPx - merits and demerits 

Bart has started us off with some good thoughts on the improvements to FCPx. There’s a reddit thread that speaks directly to this -- with editors from all sides of the professions 

chiming in. Its worth a read, though it may not help solve any of our purchasing decisions. I’ll be banging away on it over the next few months to see if it makes sense to integrate 

it here at USC. 

The URL is: 

http://bit.ly/lcluxm R 

Norman 

================================ 

Norman Hollyn 

Professor, Editing Track Head 

Michael Kahn Endowed Chair 

900 West 34th Street, SCA 428 

Los Angeles, CA 90089 

213-821-2792 (office) 

323-275-1869 (messages) 

Author, THE LEAN FORWARD MOMENT and THE FILM EDITING ROOM HANDBOOK (4th Edition) 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe U FVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last 

name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoff U FVALIST-L {Write this command in body of email with nothing else) 

Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to U FVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Cindy Hill       @MAC .COIVl > 

Monday, December 23, 2013 2:27 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Discussion ofFCPx - merits and demerits 

I look fom,ard to hearing from you. We are in a similar predicament at The Doc Film Prograan at Wake Forest. I have been teaching our students FCPX exclusively, 

but next semester I will be introducing them to Adobe Premiere Pro. I think it will help them to be familiar with both platforms as both have their pluses and minuses. In 

the end, it still comes down to craf[ing a good sto~. 

Cindy Hill 

Associate Director 

The Documentary Film Program 

Wake Forest University 

w~,.college, wth.ed u/doc umentazy 

On Dec 23, 2013, at 12:21 PM, Norman Hollyn <nhollyn(~CINEIVLA..USC.EDU> wrote: 

Bart has started us off with some good thoughts on the improvements to FCPx. There’s a reddit thread that speaks directly to this -- with editors from all sides of the 

professions chiming in. Its worth a read, though it may not help solve any of our purchasing decisions. I’ll be banging away on it over the next few months to see if it 

makes sense to integrate it here at USC. 

The URL is: 

htt p:!!bit.ly!lcluxm R 

Norman 

================================ 

Norman Hollyn 

Professor, Editing Track Head 

Michael Kahn Endowed Chair 

<FOEFCB1B-96F4-49E B-BD96-29C3 B66D?4AC[1].png> 

900 West 34th Street, SCA 428 

Los Angeles, CA 90089 

213-821-2792 (office) 

323-275-1869 (messages) 

Author, THE LEAN FORWARD MOMENT and THE FILM EDITING ROOM HANDBOOK (4th Edition) 

This li st at AU can be subscribed k~ by sending the lbllowing message to listserv@list~rv.americaa~.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name 

should be your tirst and last name.) You can leave a list by ~nding the ti~llowing commmad to liskserv~listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVAIJST- L 

(Write this comma~d in body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending a~ e-mail k~ UFVALIST- 

L@listserv.americm~.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.a~nerica~.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in bod~v 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVAl,IST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Good, Roger <good@ohio.edu> 

Monday, December 23, 2013 5:24 PM 

UFVAI~IST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Discussion ofFCfXx - merits and demerits 

I unders~tand the impetus to teach multiple platforms, but I’m against it on the grounds that intedhce masteW is a hurdle that shouldn’t be magnified or redoubled on the 

road to sto~ylelling considerations. I resent the time I have to spend getling "how to execute" out of the way when what I really want the focus to be is what creative 

decisions to make. I’d even really rather choose wrong on the platform and get on ruth the preparation of thinldng editors who may have to retool to the house system 

for their job in an3, case. All platforms are addressing the same issues, after all. 

Many tblks whose opinions I respect disagree. 

Roger 

On Dec 23, 2013, at 2:26 PM, Cindy Hill @IVL~kC.COM> wrote 

I look forward to hearing from you. We are in a similax predicament at The Doc Film Program at Wake Forest. I have been teaching our students FCPX 

exclusively, but ne:~ semester I will be introducing them to Adobe Premiere Pro. I thi~ it will help the,n to be familiar with both platforms as both have 

their pluses and minuses. In the end, it still comes down to crafting a good stou. 

CindyHi, 
Associate Director 
The DocumentaD Film Program 

Wake Forest University 

www.college.wth.edtr/docmnentaxy 

On Dec 23, 2013, at 12:21 PM, Nor,nan Hollyn <nhollyn(~CINEM)\.USC.EDU> wrote: 

Bart has started us off with some good thoughts on the improvements to FCPx. There’s a reddit thread that speaks directly to this -- with editors from 

all sides of the professions chiming in. Its worth a read, though it may not help solve any of our purchasing decisions. I’ll be banging away on it over the 

next few months to see if it makes sense to integrate it here at USC. 

The URL is: 

http://bit.ly/lcluxm R 

Norman 

Norman Hollyn 

Professor, Editing Track Head 

Michael Kahn Endowed Chair 

<FOE FCB 1B-96F4-49 E B-B D96-29C3 B66D74AC[:l].png> 

900 West 34th Street, SCA 428 

Los Angeles, CA 90089 

213-821-2792 (office) 

323-275-i869 (messages) 

Author, THE LEAN FORWARD MOMENT and THE FILM EDITING ROOM HANDBOOK (4th Edition) 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv(a)li stsen,.american.edu: subscribe UFVAI ~IST-L Full 

Name ( Full Name should be your first mad last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to 

listserv(a)listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVAI,IST- L 0A,~rite this comm~md in bo@ ofemafil with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can 

post messages m the list by sending an e-mail to UFVAI,IST- L,~,~listserv.american.edu 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to lis~tsenz~listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Nmne ( Full Name 

should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv(~listse~w.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L 
(Write this command in bo@ of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can IX~S~t messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST- 

L(~listserv.american.edu 

Thi s list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.mnerican.edu: subscribe UFVAI,IST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 

your tirs~t and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the tbllowing command to listserv@lis~tserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in body 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVAl,IST-L@lis~tserv.amefican.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Bart Weiss <bart@VIDEOFEST.ORG> 

Monday, December 23, 2013 6:03 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Discussion ofFCPx - merits and demerits 

Roger 

I really do understand and do agree in a sense 

I am not going to go deeply into these other platforms, because it can be a diversion and can confusing, and in the end of course it is about stoo~telling 

when I saw the reaction to x when it came out, I was shocked at how many editors just were not interested in learning a new interface. 

if anything I believe that our students need to be life learners of changes to sofa~are and open to the possibili~ and inevitability- of change. 

what I am really going to do is have them do a small project in each so they will know "the worktlow and the interlace. I don’t expect them to master "the others but to 

not be al’raJ d of exploring. 

bart 

On Dec 23, 2013, at 4:23 PM, Good, Roger <good@ohio.edu> wrote: 

I undersIand the impetus to teach multiple plafforn~s, but I’m against it on the grounds that interface mastery is a hurdle that shouldn’t be magnified or 

redoubled on the road to sto ~rytelling considerations. I resent the time I have to spend getting "how to execute" out of the way when what I really want the 

focus to be is what creative decisions to make. I’d even really rather choose wrong on the platform and get on ruth the preparation of thinking editors 

who may have to retool to the house sys~tem for their job in any case. All platforms are addressing the same issues, after all. 

Many folks whose opinions I respect disagree. 

Roger 

On Dec 23, 2013, at 2:26 PM, Cindy ttill < (~MAC.COM> wrote 

I look forward to hearing from you. We axe in a similar predicament at The Doc Fihn l?rogran~ at Walce Forest I have been teaching our 

students FCPX exclusively, but next semes~ter I will be introducing them to Adobe Pre,niere Pro. I think it will help them to be familiaac with 

both platforms as both have their pluses and minuses. In the end, it still comes down to crafting a good story. 

CindyI4in 
Associate Director 

The Documentary Film Program 
WaJ~e Forest University 

www.college.wfu.edu/documentaxv 

On Dec 23, 2013, at 12:21 PM, Norman ttollvn <nhollyn~CINEMA.USC.EDU> wrote: 

Bart has started us off with some good thoughts on the improvements to FCPx. There’s a reddit thread that speaks directly to this -- 

with editors from all sides of the professions chiming in. Its worth a read, though it may not help solve any of our purchasing decisions. 

I’ll be banging away on it over the next few months to see if it makes sense to integrate it here at USC. 

The U RL is: 

http://bit.ly/lcluxm R 

Norman 

Norman Hollyn 

Professor, Editing Track Head 

Michael Kahn Endowed Chair 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Bart Weiss <bart@VIDEOFEST.ORG> 

Monday, December 23, 2013 6:13 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

m~ in other uews 

http:i/boiugboing.nel/2013/12/21/us- depart,nent- of- defenses- pu.html 

US Department of Defense’s public domain 
archive to be privatized, locked up for ten 
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Bart Weiss 
bart@vldeofest,org 

bart@nta.edn 
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Director Dallas Vldeofest 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

inlcs <news~macroworldpublishing.com> 
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Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emaJ, l.unc.edu> 

Call lbr Submissions 

~’.inlcs.orq / iou rn als 

Colleague, 

(JASEP) is an h~ternu, tional peer-reviewed journal, published 

S[uciies and ~he Macro Wodd Publishing jointly edit the journal 

humamties h~cluding US culture and ~tera[ure, seaio- 

lingu~stk:s, m~grat~cm [o U.S . femh~sm, seaio-cu~tural 

changes, human righ[s, ethnic and racial studies, terrorism 
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examine the history; culture; poiitics, and experiences of the 

people of Eurasia in an encounter with the American continent. 

JASEP also focuses on exploring American mind reflections in 

the people of Eurasia ancestry Moreover, the journal centers 

on the reflections of history; culture, literature, etc. of USA in the 

mind of Asian and European people. 

[he Journal of American Studies: Eurasian Perspectives is an 

interdisciplinary platform that publishes articles representing a 

wide range of academic disciplines, including sociology, 

history, political science, literature, cultural and gender studies 

and a variety of research methods 
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Assistant Ed;tor 
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Facets Multi- Media --~amy@ facets.org~ 

Tuesday, December 24, 2013 7:31 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

We Can Empower Kids To Change Their Future 

[:2 

i ::~ Facets Banner 

We Can Empower Kids to Change Their Future 

More than 50% of kids participate in Facets’ educational media programs free of 

an~’ charge. To date, that’s over 250,000 children, man~’ from difficult economic 

and social circumstances. 

Yet many more are waiting because we lack the capacity. Thousands of kids and 

dozens of schools are on our waiting list. 

We urgently need to train more teachers, pay for transportation, software, space, 

and equipment. 

We need to reach every child, wherever the need. 

We need you and your involvement. Please support Facets and directly impact the 

life of a child. 

Whatever ~’our capacity’, we thank you for your support, and for sharing our vision 

that enabling kids to learn is the only path to the future. 

SUPPORT FACETS 

Forward this email 

This em~il w~s sent to regester(~email.unc.edu b’! amy@facets.orq :: 
_U_~__d__a__t__e___P__r_o__f:[LeZ_E__rj_La_[l___A__d__d__Le__s__s. Instan[ removal with ._S_’_a__f_e___U__n_&u__b__s_’_c_’_r_Lb__e_ " ._P£Lv_’_a__c_y___P__QJj_c_y_. 

Facets Nulti-Nedia, Inc. 1517 W. Fullerton Ave. :: Chicago :: IL :: 60614 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Good, Roger <good@OHIO.EDU> 

Tuesday, December 24, 2013 11:18 AM 

UFVAI~IST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Discussion ofFCPx - merits and demerits 

Yeah, I get that. It makes sense, although my students - and mos~ of that generation, I thi,~c, axe completely unafraid of wading into a new app. But in the sense that 

they may’ benefit from a wider understanding of the conventions interface designers follow, I might add a demo of executing the same simple sequence in two or three 

appsjust as a dog and pony. But it means I need to keep up my own chops on multiple platforms - just when my, brain cells are aging rapidly. 

But I do agree that change is the only constant. Or, no I don’t... Yes, I do... No,wait... 

Roger 

On Dec 23, 2013, at 6:03 PM, Bart Weiss <bart(a)videofest.om> wrote: 

Roger 

I really do understand and do agree in a sense 

I mn not going to go deeply into these other plaffoml~, because it can be a diversion mid can confusing, and in the end of course it is about sto ~rytelling 

when I saw the reaction to x when it came out, I was shocked at how many’ editors jus~ were not interested in learning a new interface. 

if anything I believe that our students need to be life learners of changes to soflaYare and open to the possibility and inevitability of change. 

what I am reeally going to do is have tbem do a small project in each so they will know the worldlow and the interface. I don’t expect tbem to master the 

others but to not be afraid of exploring. 
bart 

On Dec 23, 2013, at 4:23 PM, Good, Roger <good(a)ohio.edu> wrote: 

I unders~nd the impetus to teach multiple platforms, but I’m against it on the grounds that interface mastery is a hurdle that shouldn’t be 

magnified or redoubled on the road to s~to~34elling considerations. I resent the time I have to spend geriing "how to execute" out of the way 

when what I reaJlly want the focus to be is what creative decisions to make. I’d even really rather choose wrong on the platform and get on 

with the preparation of thinking editors who may have to retool to the house system tbr their job in any" case. All platforms are addressing 

the same issues, after all. 

Many folks whose opinions I respect disagree. 

Roger 

On Dec 23, 2013, at 2:26 PM, Cindy Hill < :~MAC.COM> wrote 

I look forward to hearing fro,n you. We are in a si,nilar predicmnent at The Doc Film Program at Wake Forest. I have been 

teaching our students FCPX exclusively, but next semester I will be introducing them to Adobe Premiere Pro. I think it will 

help them to be t:axnilim ruth both platforms as both have their pluses and minuses. In the end, it s~ill conies down to crafting a 

good stoD’. 

Cindy Hill 

Associate Director 

The DocumentaD, Fihn Program 
Wake Forest University 

www.college.wfu.edu, documentary 

On Dec 23, 2013, at 12:21 PM, Norman Hollyn <nhollyn(a)CINEMA.USC.EDU> wrote: 

Bart has started us off with some good thoughts on the improvements to FCPx. There’s a reddit thread that speaks 

directly to this -- with editors from all sides of the professions chiming in. Its worth a read, though it may not help solve 

any of our purchasing decisions, l’ll be banging away on it over the next few months to see if it makes sense to integrate it 

here at USC. 

The URLis: 

http:!!bit.ly!lcluxm R 

Norman 
================================ 

Norman Hollyn 
Professor, Editing Track Head 

Michael Kahn Endowed Chair 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

info@ncbsonline.org on behalf of 

National Cotmcil for Black Studies <info@ncbsonline.org> 

Wednesday, December 25, 2013 3:28 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-> 

Hapw Holidays from NCBS 

Forward this email 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Final Drab Inc. <noreply@fin~Jdraft.com> 

Thursday, December 26, 2013 12:37 PM 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@~,emaJ4.unc.edu> 

Vote Now tbr the Screenwriters Choice Awards 

Click hereto learn more 

Click here to view online 

ii.~.iI Click heretovote now 

Hurry - Voting ends December 31st, 2013! 

Paramount Theatre at Paramount Picture Studios where the winners will be announced and 

honored by their fellow writers - maybe even you! 

One lucky voter and a guest will be invited to walk the Red Carpet and attend the ~:!~:~r~u:;~::i 

~i:~.i w~i~:~:ih~, ii!:.!:.v~!~i~ii: on January 7th, 2014. The winner will be notified via email by January 2nd, 

2014. 

Blue Jasmine 

Woody Allen 

Gravity 

Alfonso Cuar6n & Jonfis Cuardn 

Her 

Spike Jonze 

Inside Llewyn Davis 

Joel Coen & Ethan Coen 

Nebraska 

Bob Nelson 

12 Years a Slave 

John Ridley 

Before Midnight 

Richard Linklater & Julie Delpy 

& Ethan Hawke 

Captain Phillips 

Billy Ray 

Phflomena 

Steve Coogan, Jeff Pope 

The Wolf of Wall Street 

Terence Winter 



Arrested Development 

Mitchell Hurwitz (series creator) 

Girls 

Lena Dunham (series creator) 

Modern Family 

Steven Levitan, Christopher Lloyd 

(series creators) 

Parks and Recreation 

Greg Daniels, Michael Schur 

(series creators) 

Veep 

Armando lannucci (series creator) 

Breaking Bad 

Vince Gilligan (series creator) 

Downton Abbey 

Julian Fellowes (series creator) 

Game of Thrones 

David Benioff, D.B. Weiss (series creators) 

House of Cards 

Beau Willimon (series creator) 

Mad Men 

Matthew Weiner (series creator) 

Click here to vote now 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Gordon Burkell         ~GMAIL.COM> 

Thursday, December 26, 2013 1:32 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Post for Students 

Hi UFVALis~t, 
I’m putting together a blog posit for students applying to film school on t]m pitfalls/cliches to watch out for when making a film for a student application package to a 

post secondary institution. I’ve got my list but I thought I would reach out to other instructors to see what your specific frustrations are when you review applications. 

I look forward to your response. 

Best, 

Gordon 

Gordon A. Burkell 

Ryerson University Film Ins~tmctor 

Film Editor 

?))gmail.com 

gburkell~,~rverson.ca 

Founder Art of the Guillotine 
www.aotg.com 
This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the tbllowing message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be 
your firs~t and last name.) You ca~ leave a list by scnding the following commaM to listserv@listscrv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this commmad in body 
ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to "the list by scnding an e-mail "to UFVALIST-L@lis~tserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi .ty Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Cindy Hill        ~MAC .COM > 

Thursday, December 26, 2013 4:10 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Post for Students 

Hi, Gordon, 

I think this is a very. interesting question that you pose to the group. I will be very. curious to find out what kind of responses you get. Having served as a faculty 

member and associate director of the MA program in documentaD, fihnmaking at The University of Florida and now at The DFP at Wake Fores~t Universi~, I have 

waded through my fair share of applications--good and bad. Here are some "mistakes" that axe fairly common and can easily be avoided: 

APPLYING TO TIlE WRONG PROGRAMS 

Over the years, I have real dozens of goal/personal statements from some really bright and creative people in M~ich they never mention why they axe interested in 

making documentary films. They speak passionately about their love ofnarrafive sto .rytelling or list their favorite fiction films and so fortlL but they do not spea~ about 

their love of non- fiction filmmaking. Focusing on the programs that are the bes~t match for your acadetnic interests and professional goals is essential. Our program 

oilers no official coursework in nm~utive fihnmaking and the thesis films axe doc only. As we all know, the fiction and non-fiction worlds borrow extensively from one 

another in terms of act structure, production s~’les, etc., but if a s~dent really wants to be a fiction filmma£er then he or she needs to apply to those schools in which 
that is emphasized. 

FAILING TO DO ADEQUATE RESEARCH ON THE PROGRAMS TO ~%IICH YOU ARE APPLYING 

We like to do personal interviews or Slcype sessions with all of our finalists and nothing is more disappointing than snaking with someone who clearly has not thought 

about her goals, about how the program is such a good fit for her interests or why she wants to be a non-fiction storyteller. Come to the table with plen~ of questions 

tbr us. How can we as~ss your capacity for intellectaal growth if you sit across from us in silence? 

SHOWING PASSION FOR TtIE CRAFT 

We welcome students from all educational backgrounds. Technical know-how is great but that is not the determining thctor. We axe looking tbr students wbo want to 

improve their storytelling sldlls, so do not send us a demo reel that is nothing but a compilation of special effects wizardry. Other schools may want to see more of tha~ 

so again you have to know what the schools want. 

SUBMfrTING THE WAR AND PEACE CV 
There is almost no reason why someone applying to grad school should submit a CV longer than two pages. 

UNDERSTANDING THE DEGREE 

If you have any desire to teach at the university, or college level then you will likely need the MFA degree. I£ however, you are a non-film major and rash to attend 
graduate school to lea~-n the craft and you have no plans to teach then perhaps the MA or a certificate program is a better fit. If you are interested in media studies and 

wish to tie your creative work with more traditional scholarship then a PhD may be the best fit tbr you. It comes down to your goals and life plans. 

Hope the list is somewhat helpful, ttappy New Year, everyone! 

Best, 
Cindy L. Hill 

Cindy L. Hill 

Associate Director, The Documentary Film Program 

Wake Forest University. 

hillc@wfu.edu 

www.college.v~4"u.edu/documentary 

Hi UFVAList, 

I’m putling together a blog post for students applying to filln school on the pitfalls/cliches to watch out for when making a fihn for a sludent application 

package to a pofft seconda~ instittNon. I’ve got my list but I thought I would reach out to other instructors to see what your specific frustrations are when 

you review applications. 

I look forwaM to your response. 
Best, 
Gordon 

GoMon A. Burkell 

Ryerson Universi~ Film Instructor 

Film Editor 

&gmail.com 
gburkell~ryerson.ca 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Bart Weiss <bart@VIDEOFEST.ORG> 

Thursday, December 26, 2013 4:20 PM 

UFVALIST- L@I.ISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Post for Students 

Gordon 
would love to see what you come up with here is something I fouud years ago that I give to my students 

a few things I add 

no zombie films 

no hit ma~ films 

no getliug up iu the ,noming sequeuce with shots of hitting the alazm clock, feet hit the floor brushing the teeth etc 

no aimless wauderiug cemeteries or train tracks 

"I’ve made it a point never to watch anyone’s’ student film. I usually tell people, ’I’ll hire you-as long as I ckm’t have to watch your smdent f!lm!’ Mosl 

student films featztre two things-a not pardc,darly attractive girl running towards’ the camera, and a s, dcide. If it’s a comedy, it features a not particularly 

attractive girl and a ck)g. I shoztM know. I made one, and so did my son. But these kids are stealing jobs from me, so they m*gst be doing something right." 

Chuck "vVorkm an 

Chairman of the Director’s Guild of America’s Academic liaison subcomittee 
(As quoted in Billy Frolick’s What I Really Waist To Do Is Direct) 

D.U.M.P.S. contains no~t the usual advice you get in film school about the elements of good screenwriting. No, no. Rather, it is a very 
specific list of common mistakes and trends which we’ve seen in crappy student films again and again at screening after screening. 

Before you even think of makinq a student film, read this list. 

If you’re a genius, then go ahead-- break these rules. 

But let’s face it, if you think you’re a genius, you’re not. So play it safe and spare your audiences the uneasy task of having to lie when you 
ask, "So- what did you think?" 

Let the list of sucking begin! 

Dolly/Zoo 

No question. This is the most egregious, blatantly non-creative, non-cool, total student film red flag. Sure, Hitchcock used it in Vertigo, 
Spielberg used it Jaws, but enough is enough. It’s cliched, overused, goofy, and overall a bad idea. By the way, what we’re talking about 
here is a simultaneous Dolly-in!Zoom-out or vice-versa which compresses the background while keeping the subject at a fixed size during 
the shot. A student-film no-no. (The dolly/zoom is such a mark of a student film, it’s a joke in the opening of THE BIG PICTURE.) 

The story goes like this. A struggling artist (writer/painter/sculptor/musician - 90% of the time, it’s a writer) grapples with some sort of inner 
conflict, (a dead relative, writers deadline, religious confusion, etc). Our tormented soul encounters a muse (beautiful woman, endearing 
older character, magical artifact, etc) who helps the protagonist come to a sort of realization which ultimately opens the creative floodgates 
and allows the character to succeed (finish the novel, paint the painting, sculpt the likeness of the muse, or perform at the big recital). The 
Tortured Artist Film usually involves a so-called "man vs. himself’ struggle which is guaranteed to put you to sleep in the first two minutes. 
Related to this is the "introspective shof’ which usually features the main character staring into space for a good minute (usually smoking a 
cigarette). File this under "Pretentious as Shit." 

If you don’t want your student film to look like a friggin’ episode of Kung Fu, stay away from dream sequences, Grasshopper. A dream 
sequence generally says "1 couldn’t think of a better way to reveal information about the character than this." So-called "funny" dream 
sequences are usually not. 



You’ve got say, 15 minutes to get your point across in a short film. Every second of screen time should be treated like gold. A time-elapse 
montage not only demonstrates an inability to structure your film pacing-wise, it makes the audience wait unnecessarily. Try to find a simple 
and efficient way to indicate the passage of time without resorting to this too easy narrative device. 

You can have a real nice looking short film, but if the sound is bad, the film itself comes across as bad. Nothing gives away a student film 
like the soundtrack. Budgets are tight, sure, but many student directors simply don’t place any importance and give any thought to what their 
film sounds like. The result is often a beautiful picture with a badly mixed, distracting audio experience. In the same vein, if you’re making a 
16mm film, be aware of how crappy the 16mm optical track is going to sound (which is REALLY bad) and try to prepare for it. 

And now, free of charge, a canonical list of BAD musical soundtrack instruments: 

]. Synthesizer (the "porn" soundtrack) 

2. Your friend’s band (trust me, they suck) 

3. "the lone, slow piano" 
4. "the lone guitar" (flamenco esp.) 
5. The "impish" clarinet 

6. The cello dirge. 

7. The "spirited" piccolo. 
8. Any kind ofwood blocks. 

Examples include- the gratuitous "fishbowl in the foreground" shot, the "overhead for no reason ’cept we’re shooting in a soundstage" shot, 
the "we think it’s cool canted dutch angle shot" and perhaps most insidiously the "fridge POV shot", otherwise known as the "put the 
camera inside the trashcanitoiletJmailbox shot". Ok, maybe you need to get this stuff out of your system, but just be warned, it’s total 
cheese. 

A film professor once told me that on a film set, one second of "real" time equals three seconds of film time. Something to remember. 
Watch a student film and notice how often there are long pauses between lines of dialogue. VVhy is this? I don’t know, but if you watch the 
average "real" film, you’ll see that the dialogue often occurs ultra fast. Maybe it’s because we can hear faster than people normally speak. 
Who knows. A side note- these pauses also extenuate bad lines of dialogue. A poorly written line is going to hang in the air like a fart if not 
closely followed by a fresh line to cleanse the air like a gentle breeze... 

]. The audience can tell when you cast your significant other as the romantic object of desire= 

2. Don’t try to pass off someone who is shall we say, "fugly", as a supermodel. 

3. In the same vein, why do so many student films cast SAG boy wonders as the "computer herd" who can’t get a date? 
4. Mismatched couples. Be honest: "Do you believe that SHE would go out with HIM?" Make sure the answer is "yes." The audience can only 

suspend their disbelief so much. 
5. Don’t have your friends play "older characters." The baby powder grey hair trick doesn’t work. Neither do the fake beards. 

It may work at the Golden Tugboat Dinner Theatre, but it don’t come off on film. What’s eyebrow acting? It’s an overly expressive use of 
facial muscles more suited to miming than screen acting. This acting technique is only acceptable in films where the characters have sex 
within the first four minutes. 

A very common bad student film. Usually consists of a main character who spends his or her time talking to people about nothing of 
consequence. Nothing happens for up to forty-five minutes. At the end, some contrived "climax" comes out of nowhere and tries to wrap 
everything up, but because there has been no conflict of any sort for so long, the audience is asleep and misses it. Common threads of 
these films include the "personal discovery!epiphanies that go inside the main character’s head" film, the "warm remembrances of my 
childhood that no one cares about" film, and the "Slice of Life that is more uninteresting than real life" and "funny people I know come to life 
on the big screen." Nearly 50% of these films include an alcoholic single parent. 

If you’ve ever sat through a screening of student films, you’ll notice that often the ones that are best received are the shorter films. Now it 
could be argued that this is due to the simple fact that they suck and less sucking is better than more sucking. It could also be because the 
audience is sitting through many many student films in one evening and appreciates the shorter ones because it means the whole thing will 
end sooner. In the short narrative film genre, every moment is precious. It’s to your advantage to make your film short but sweet- for one 
thing, shorter films cost less, take less time to edit, and allow you more time to focus on making your film as tight and well designed as 



possible. Ask yourself when writing (and editing) the film- is this scene necessary? Is this moment necessary? What does it do for the 
audience? We call this The "Get In And Get Out" Principal. Don’t cram a full length feature into the short film style. Do what your film needs 
to do and then get the hell out. Remember, longer isn’t necessarily better. Less is more. 

A good short film has got to be a collection of good ideas, not one good idea stretched out for fifteen minutes. In any event, at least make 
an attempt to fill your time with stuff that’s actually interesting to someone other than yourself. I don’t know how many bad student films I’ve 
seen that are actually about the filmmaker’s uninteresting life or contain vignettes that go on and on and on. Before you shoot, make a list of 
all the "good ideas" in the script. You should have lots of them. How’s that for a generic tip? 

This one is zany. A character walks INTO THE CAMERA LENS! And then we fade to black, or more commonly, cut to the reverse- 
someone walking AWAY FROM THE CAMERA LENS! OOOooo! What a good idea... 

You’re not Quentin Tarantino. Stop trying. 

Keep dissolves to a minimum. They are not synonymous with cuts. Same goes for wipes, keys, etc. The 80’s are over. Video effects suck. 

A character is having a dramatic crisis: So what does he/she do? V£hips out a smoke and puffs dramatically as if to say, "Look, this is so 
serious I’m smoking." YES, people do smoke when they are nervous or excited, or under pressure. But there’s no excuse for using the long, 
boring "drag ’n puff’ scene as a lazy alternative to finding a more original way to express the same thing. 

There are several permutations of this theme. #1. The Puzzled Scientist. The "story" deals with a puzzled reclusive scientist who learns to 
forgo cold, hard science for something warm, gushy and intangible, like love, god, morality, religion or free will. Films in this genre are 
usually condescending to the audience and set up bogus sounding explanations of scientific principals (look for glossed over references to 
Chaos Theory, Grand Unification Theory, Relativity, etc.) and far-fetched reconciliations of the two. Filmmakers, please: if you must write 
one of these and want to be taken seriously, at least do a little research so you don’t insult real scientists in the audience. #2. The Venting 
film Broke up with your boy/girlfriend? Please, don’t make a movie about it! It’s dangerous- These self-examinatory "why my ex dumped 
me" films that turn into long diatribes about the nature of love, the nature of mankind, etc. are rarely insightful and usually about as 
interesting as listening to a friend complaining about a relationship gone bad. In short, philosophical examinations of human existence and 
relationships, when discussed on an abstract level, will almost guarantee that the audience will become bored and/or confused. 

Now don’t get me wrong, shooting into a mirror can be used to great effect when used at the right time and for the right reasons. But like so 
many narrative devices abused by student filmmakers, the "reflective" shot has become a staple of the bad short film. "Cool! So she puts 
her hand mirror right there and then we can see her boyfriend yelling at her behind her and it’s all in one shot. Man, I’m a genius!" -- .niaga 
knihT 

We know you’re excited about your film and you have a lot of people to thank, but please consider the poor audience member who has to 
sit through ten films. We’ve seen credit sequences that last longer than the film itself! Here’re some things to think about: (1) Scroll fast. 
Real fast. (2) Small fonts are great= (3) Title cards are fast but not every crew member needs one. (4) Must you really thank your entire 
family tree by name? 

There’s nothing INHERENTLY wrong with starting a film with the buzz of an alarm clock, a hand slapping the snooze button, eyes fluttering 
open, followed by a yawn or an "oh my god, I’m late!" - But why so much of this? We see it all the time. It’s as if the writer/director woke up 
one morning, looked around and said "Wow. This is cool!" Uh yeah. Better go back to sleep. 

Often in film school, the only aesthetic advice you will get is "Don’t use zooms." Screw that. Zooms are NOT on this list. That’s because 
zooms, while potential cheese, can be used even at the student level effectively and are much cooler than most film schools even 
understand. 
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UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Post for Students 

Realizing teachers can wean, from repelition in what s~adents make, consider this ought not really be about us. What if our stadents are recycling these cliches and 

making these mistakes for thefimt time instead of the hundredth lime (from your perspective)? Yes, they may truly lack originally, which no amount of tuition roll buy, 

when making their very first films. But consider that their choices may express their best, albeit firs1, thoughts at that fime. Making crap can be a creative brealahrough. 

For them, once, in theory. Nurturing rather tha~ censoring makes teaching-- even the untalented-- more tolerable. 

On Dec 26, 2013, at 3:19 PM, Ba(t Weiss < bart~VIDEOFEST.ORG> wrote: 

Gordon 

would love to see what you come up with here is something I found years ago that I give to my students 

a few things I add 

no zombie fihns 

no bit man films 

no getting up in the morning ~quence with shots of hitting the alarm clock, t}et hit the floor brushing the teeth etc 

no aimless wandering ce,neteries or train tracks 

"I’ve made it a point never to watch anyone’s student film. 1 usually tell people, 7’ll hire you-as long as’ I don’t have to watch your smdent film !’ 
~lost student films feature two things-a not particularly attractive girl tutoring towards’ the camera, and a s~icide. If it’s a come@, it features a 

not particularly attractive girl and a dog. I should know. I made one, and so did my son. But these kids’ are stealing jobs from me, so they must 

be doing something ~#ght. " 

Chuck Workman 

C]~airman of the Director’s Guild of ~4anerica s Academic liMson subcomittee 

(As quoted in Billy Frolick’s What I Really Wa~t To Do Is Direct) 

D.U.MP.$. contains no~t the usual advice you get in film school about the elements of good screenwriting. No, no. Rather, it is a 
very specific list of common mistakes and trends which we’ve seen in crappy student films again and again at screening after 
screening. 

Before you even think of making a student film, read this list. 

If you’re a genius, then go ahead-- break these rules. 

But let’s face it, if you think you’re a genius, you’re not. So play it safe and spare your audiences the uneasy task of having to lie 
when you ask, "So- what did you think?" 

Let the list of sucking begin! 

y/Zoom 

No question. This is the most egregious, blatantly non-creative, non-cool, total student film red flag. Sure, Hitchcock used it in 
Vertigo, Spielberg used it Jaws, but enough is enough. It’s cliched, overused, goofy, and overall a bad idea. By the way, what 
we’re talking about here is a simultaneous Dolly-in/Zoom-out or vice-versa which compresses the background while keeping the 
subject at a fixed size during the shot. A student-film no-no. (The dolly/zoom is such a mark of a student film, it’s a joke in the 
opening of THE BIG PICTURE.) 

The story goes like this. A struggling artist (writer/painter/sculptor/musician - 90% of the time, it’s a writer) grapples with some 
sort of inner conflict, (a dead relative, writers deadline, religious confusion, etc). Our tormented soul encounters a muse 
(beautiful woman, endearing older character, magical artifact, etc) who helps the protagonist come to a sort of realization which 



ultimately opens the creative floodgates and allows the character to succeed (finish the novel, paint the painting, sculpt the 
likeness of the muse, or perform at the big recital). The Tortured Artist Film usually involves a so-called "man vs. himself’ 
struggle which is guaranteed to put you to sleep in the first two minutes. Related to this is the "introspective shof’ which usually 
features the main character staring into space for a good minute (usually smoking a cigarette). File this under "Pretentious as 
Shit." 

If you don’t want your student film to look like a friggin’ episode of Kung Fu, stay away from dream sequences, Grasshopper. A 
dream sequence generally says "1 couldn’t think of a better way to reveal information about the character than this." So-called 
"funny" dream sequences are usually not. 

You’ve got say, 15 minutes to get your point across in a short film. Every second of screen time should be treated like gold. A 
time-elapse montage not only demonstrates an inability to structure your film pacing-wise, it makes the audience wait 
unnecessarily. Try to find a simple and efficient way to indicate the passage of time without resorting to this too easy narrative 
device. 

You can have a real nice looking short film, but if the sound is bad, the film itself comes across as bad. Nothing gives away a 
student film like the soundtrack. Budgets are tight, sure, but many student directors simply don’t place any importance and give 
any thought to what their film sounds like. The result is often a beautiful picture with a badly mixed, distracting audio experience. 
In the same vein, if you’re making a 16mm film, be aware of how crappy the 16mm optical track is going to sound (which is 
REALLY bad) and try to prepare for it. 

And now, free of charge, a canonical list of BAD musical soundtrack instruments: 

]. Synthesizer (the "porn" soundtrack) 
2. Your friend’s band (trust me, they suck) 
3. "the lone, slow piano" 

4. "the lone guitar" (flamenco esp.) 
5. The "impish" clarinet 
d. The cello dirge. 
7. The "spirited" piccolo. 
8. Any kind of wood blocks. 

Examples include- the gratuitous "fishbowl in the foreground" shot, the "overhead for no reason ’cept we’re shooting in a 
soundstage" shot, the "we think it’s cool canted dutch angle sho’¢’ and perhaps most insidiously the "fridge POV sho’¢’, otherwise 
known as the "put the camera inside the trashcan/toilet/mailbox sho~’. Ok, maybe you need to get this stuff out of your system, 
but just be warned, it’s total cheese. 

A film professor once told me that on a film set, one second of "real" time equals three seconds of film time. Something to 
remember. Watch a student film and notice how often there are long pauses between lines of dialogue. Why is this? I don’t 
know, but if you watch the average "real" film, you’ll see that the dialogue often occurs ultra fast. Maybe it’s because we can hear 
faster than people normally speak. Who knows. A side note- these pauses also extenuate bad lines of dialogue. A poorly 
written line is going to hang in the air like a fart if not closely followed by a fresh line to cleanse the air like a gentle breeze... 

]. The audience can tell when you cast your significant other as the romantic object of desire. 

2. Don’t try to pass off someone who is shall we say, "fugly", as a supermodel. 

3. In the same vein, why do so many student films cast SAG boy wonders as the "computer herd" who can’t get a date? 

4. Mismatched couples. Be honest: "Do you believe that SHE would go out with HIM?" Make sure the answer is "yes." The 
audience can only suspend their disbelief so much. 

5. Don’t have your friends play "older characters." The baby powder grey hair trick doesn’t work. Neither do the fake beards. 

It may work at the Golden Tugboat Dinner Theatre, but it don’t come off on film. What’s eyebrow acting? It’s an overly expressive 
use of facial muscles more suited to miming than screen acting. This acting technique is only acceptable in films where the 
characters have sex within the first four minutes. 



A very common bad student film. Usually consists of a main character who spends his or her time talking to people about 
nothing of consequence. Nothing happens for up to forty-five minutes. At the end, some contrived "climax" comes out of 
nowhere and tries to wrap everything up, but because there has been no conflict of any sort for so long, the audience is asleep 
and misses it. Common threads of these films include the "personal discoveryiepiphanies that go inside the main character’s 
head" film, the "warm remembrances of my childhood that no one cares about" film, and the "Slice of Life that is more 
uninteresting than real life" and "funny people I know come to life on the big screen." Nearly 50% of these films include an 
alcoholic single parent. 

If you’ve ever sat through a screening of student films, you’ll notice that often the ones that are best received are the shorter films. 
Now it could be argued that this is due to the simple fact that they suck and less sucking is better than more sucking. It could 
also be because the audience is sitting through many many student films in one evening and appreciates the shorter ones 
because it means the whole thing will end sooner. In the short narrative film genre, every moment is precious. It’s to your 
advantage to make your film short but sweet-- for one thing, shorter films cost less, take less time to edit, and allow you more 
time to focus on making your film as tight and well designed as possible. Ask yourself when writing (and editing) the film- is this 
scene necessary? Is this moment necessary? What does it do for the audience? We call this The "Get In And Get Ouf’ 
Principal. Don’t cram a full length feature into the short film style. Do what your film needs to do and then get the hell out. 
Remember, longer isn’t necessarily better. Less is more. 

A good short film has got to be a collection of good ideas, not one good idea stretched out for fifteen minute& In any event, at 
least make an attempt to fill your time with stuff that’s actually interesting to someone other than yourself= I don’t know how many 
bad student films I’ve seen that are actually about the filmmaker’s uninteresting life or contain vignettes that go on and on and on. 
Before you shoot, make a list of all the "good ideas" in the script. You should have lots of them. How’s that for a generic tip? 

This one is zany. A character walks INTO THE CAMERA LENS! And then we fade to black, or more commonly, cut to the 
reverse- someone walking AWAY FROM THE CAMERA LENS! OOOooo! What a good idea... 

You’re no~t Quentin Tarantino. Stop trying. 

Keep dissolves to a minimum. They are not synonymous with cuts. Same goes for wipes, keys, etc. The 80’s are over. Video 
effects suck. 

A character is having a dramatic crisis: So what does he/she do? Whips out a smoke and puffs dramatically as if to say, "Look, 
this is so serious I’m smoking." YES, people do smoke when they are nervous or excited, or under pressure. But there’s no 
excuse for using the long, boring "drag ’n puff’ scene as a lazy alternative to finding a more original way to express the same 
thing. 

There are several permutations of this theme. #1. The Puzzled Scientist. The "story" deals with a puzzled reclusive scientist who 
learns to forgo cold, hard science for something warm, gushy and intangible, like love, god, morality, religion or free will. Films in 
this genre are usually condescending to the audience and set up bogus sounding explanations of scientific principals (look for 
glossed over references to Chaos Theory, Grand Unification Theory, Relativity, etc.) and far-fetched reconciliations of the two. 
Filmmakers, please: if you must write one of these and want to be taken seriously, at least do a little research so you don’t insult 
real scientists in the audience. #2. The Venting film. Broke up with your boy!girlfriend? Please, don’t make a movie about it! It’s 
dangerous-- These self-examinatory "why my ex dumped me" films that turn into long diatribes about the nature of love, the 
nature of mankind, etc. are rarely insightful and usually about as interesting as listening to a friend complaining about a 
relationship gone bad. In short, philosophical examinations of human existence and relationships, when discussed on an 
abstract level, will almost guarantee that the audience will become bored and/or confused. 

Now don’t get me wrong, shooting into a mirror can be used to great effect when used at the right time and for the right reason& 
But like so many narrative devices abused by student filmmakers, the "reflective" shot has become a staple of the bad short 
film. "Cool! So she puts her hand mirror right there and then we can see her boyfriend yelling at her behind her and it’s all in one 
shot. Man, I’m a genius!" - .niaga knihT 



We know you’re excited about your film and you have a lot of people to thank, but please consider the poor audience member 
who has to sit through ten films. We’ve seen credit sequences that last longer than the film itself! Here’re some things to think 
about: (1) Scroll fast. Real fast. (2) Small fonts are great. (3) Title cards are fast but not every crew member needs one. (4) Must 
you really thank your entire family tree by name? 

There’s nothing INHERENTLY wrong with starting a film with the buzz of an alarm clock, a hand slapping the snooze button, eyes 
fluttering open, followed by a yawn or an "oh my god, I’m late!" - But why so much of this? We see it all the time. It’s as if the 
writer/director woke up one morning, looked around and said "Wow. This is cool!" Uh yeah. Better go back to sleep. 

Often in film school, the only aesthetic advice you will get is "Don’t use zooms." Screw that. Zooms are NOT on this list. That’s 
because zooms, while potential cheese, can be used even at the student level effectively and are much cooler than most film 

schools even understand. 
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On Dec 26, 2013, at 12:32 PM, Gordon Burkell (~GM_AIL.COM> wrote: 

Hi UFVAI,ist, 

I’m pntlJng "together a blog post lbr students applying to film school on the pitfalWcliches to watch out for when making a tilm tbr a student 

application trackage to a post secondary institution. I’ve got tny list but I thought I would reach out to other instructors to see what your 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Bart Weiss <bart@VIDEOFEST.ORG> 

Thursday, December 26, 2013 5:24 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Post for Students 

Bin 

while I understand your point, many’ students just don’t know what to do, they think what they want is to repurpose what they see. 

showing them good short films really helps them think, and talking to them about why, they want to make this fihn, what are they saying, how is this special to them? 

helps them to think. 

our student’s films tend to be about things, they resonate. 
I like to say we have films made by students NOT student films., and it does take more time to develop these. 

Also these are more for the intermediate and advanced level, but I know "these discussions happen in the intro classes as well. 

bart 

On Dec 26, 2013, at 4:08 PM, Bill Stmnets <bsIamets~jgc.org > wrote: 

Baxt 

Realizing teachers can weaU fi~om repetition in what s~dents make, consider this ought not really be about us. What if our students are recycling these 
cliches and making these mistakes for thefirst fime instead of the hundredth time (from your perspective)? Yes, they- may truly lack originality, which no 
amount of tuition will bw, when making their veu firs~t films. But consider that their choices may express their best, albeit first, thoughts at that time. 
Making crap can be a creative breakthrough. For them, once, in theoU. Nurturing rather than censoring makes teaching-- even the unta]ented-- more 
tolerable. 

On Dec 26, 2013, at 3:19 PM, Bart Weiss < bm~t,@~VIDEOFEST.ORG> wrote: 

Gordon 

would love to see what you come up with here is s~mething I found years ago that I give to my students 

a few things I add 

no zombie fihns 

no hit man fihns 

no getting up in the morning sequence with shots of hitting the alarm clock~ feet hit the floor brushing the teeth etc 

no aitnless wandering cemeteries or train tracks 

’Tve made it a po#tt never to watch anyone’s student film. I usually tell people, 7’ll hire you--as long as’ I don’t have to watch your 

student film.t’ ~pIost student films feature two things-a not particularly attractive girl rumting towards the camera, and a suicide. If 

it’s a come@, it features a not particularly attractive girl and a dog. I shouM lmow. I made one, and so did my son. But these kids’ 

are stealing jobs from me, so they must be doing something right." 

Chuck Workman 
Chairman of the Director s Guild of America s Academic liaison subcomittee 

(As quoted in Billy Frolick s What I Really xk ant To Do Is Direct) 

D.U.MP.$. contains no~t the usual advice you get in film school about the elements of good screenwriting. No, no. 
Rather, it is a ver-� specific list of common mistakes and trends which we’ve seen in crappy student films again and 
again at screening after screening. 

Before you even think of makinq a student film, read this list. 

If you’re a genius, then go ahead-- break these rules. 

But let’s face it, if you think you’re a genius, you’re not. So play it safe and spare your audiences the uneasy task of 
having to lie when you ask, "So- what did you think?" 

Let the list of sucking begint. 

oily/Zoom 



No question. This is the most egregious, blatantly non-creative, non-cool, total student film red flag. Sure, 

Hitchcock used it in Vertigo, Spielberg used it Jaws, but enough is enough. It’s cliched, overused, goofy, and overall 
a bad idea. By the way, what we’re talking about here is a simultaneous Dolly-in/Zoom-out or vice-versa which 
compresses the background while keeping the subject at a fixed size during the shot. A student-film no-no. (The 
dolly/zoom is such a mark of a student film, it’s a joke in the opening of THE BIG PICTURE.) 

The story goes like this. A struggling artist (writer/painter/sculptor/musician - 90% of the time, it’s a writer) grapples 
with some sort of inner conflict, (a dead relative, writers deadline, religious confusion, etc). Our tormented soul 
encounters a muse (beautiful woman, endearing older character, magical artifact, etc) who helps the protagonist 
come to a sort of realization which ultimately opens the creative floodgates and allows the character to succeed 
(finish the novel, paint the painting, sculpt the likeness of the muse, or perform at the big recital). The Tortured Artist 
Film usually involves a so-called "man vs. himselt" struggle which is guaranteed to put you to sleep in the first two 
minutes. Related to this is the "introspective shot" which usually features the main character staring into space for a 
good minute (usually smoking a cigarette). File this under "Pretentious as Shit." 

If you don’t want your student film to look like a friggin’ episode of Kung Fu, stay away from dream sequences, 
Grasshopper. A dream sequence generally says "1 couldn’t think of a better way to reveal information about the 
character than this." So-called "funny" dream sequences are usually not. 

You’ve got say, 15 minutes to get your point across in a short film. Every second of screen time should be treated 
like gold. A time-elapse montage not only demonstrates an inability to structure your film pacing-wise, it makes the 
audience wait unnecessarily. Try to find a simple and efficient way to indicate the passage of time without resorting 
to this too easy narrative device. 

You can have a real nice looking short film, but if the sound is bad, the film itself comes across as bad. Nothing 
gives away a student film like the soundtrack. Budgets are tight, sure, but many student directors simply don’t place 
any importance and give any thought to what their film sounds like. The result is often a beautiful picture with a badly 
mixed, distracting audio experience. In the same vein, if you’re making a 16mm film, be aware of how crappy the 
16mm optical track is going to sound (which is REALLY bad) and try to prepare for it. 

And now, free of charge, a canonical list of BAD musical soundtrack instruments: 

]. Synthesizer (the "porn" soundtrack) 

2. Your friend’s band (trust me, they suck) 

3. "the lone, slow piano" 

4. "the lone guitar" (flamenco esp.) 
5. The "impish" clarinet 

6. The cello dirge. 

7. The "spirited" piccolo. 

8. Any kind of wood blocks. 

Examples include- the gratuitous "fishbowl in the foreground" shot, the "overhead for no reason ’cept we’re 
shooting in a soundstage" shot, the "we think it’s cool canted dutch angle shot" and perhaps most insidiously 
the "fridge POV shot", otherwise known as the "put the camera inside the trashcan!toilet/mailbox shot". Ok, maybe 
you need to get this stuff out of your system, but just be warned, it’s total cheese. 

A film professor once told me that on a film set, one second of "real" time equals three seconds of film time. 
Something to remember. Watch a student film and notice how often there are long pauses between lines of 
dialogue. Why is this? I don’t know, but if you watch the average "real" film, you’ll see that the dialogue often occurs 
ultra fast Maybe it’s because we can hear faster than people normally speak. Who know& A side note- these 
pauses also extenuate bad lines of dialogue. A poorly written line is going to hang in the air like a fart if not closely 
followed by a fresh line to cleanse the air like a gentle breeze... 

l. The audience can tell when you cast your significant other as the romantic object of desire. 



2. Don’t try to pass off someone who is shall we say, "fugly", as a supermodel. 
3. In the same vein, why do so many student films cast SAG boy wonders as the "computer nerd" who can’t get a date? 

4. Mismatched couples. Be honest: "Do you believe that SHE would go out with HIM?" Make sure the answer is "yes." 
The audience can only suspend their disbelief so much. 

5. Don’t have your friends play "older characters." The baby powder grey hair trick doesn’t work. Neither do the fake 

beards. 

It may work at the Golden Tugboat Dinner Theatre, but it don’t come off on film. What‘s eyebrow acting? It’s an overly 
expressive use of facial muscles more suited to miming than screen acting. This acting technique is only 
acceptable in films where the characters have sex within the first four minutes. 

A very common bad student film. Usually consists of a main character who spends his or her time talking to people 
about nothing of consequence. Nothing happens for up to forty-five minutes. At the end, some contrived "climax" 
comes out of nowhere and tries to wrap everything up, but because there has been no conflict of any sort for so 
long, the audience is asleep and misses it. Common threads of these films include the "personal 
discovery/epiphanies that go inside the main character’s head" film, the "warm remembrances of my childhood that 
no one cares about’’ film, and the "Slice of Life that is more uninteresting than real life" and "funny people I know 
come to life on the big screen." Nearly 50% of these films include an alcoholic single parent. 

If you’ve ever sat through a screening of student films, you’ll notice that often the ones that are best received are the 
shorter films. Now it could be argued that this is due to the simple fact that they suck and less sucking is better than 
more sucking. It could also be because the audience is sitting through many many student films in one evening and 
appreciates the shorter ones because it means the whole thing will end sooner. In the short narrative film genre, 
every moment is precious. It’s to your advantage to make your film short but sweet- for one thing, shorter films cost 
less, take less time to edit, and allow you more time to focus on making your film as tight and well designed as 
possible. Ask yourself when writing (and editing) the film-- is this scene necessary? Is this moment necessary? 
Vvhat does it do for the audience? We call this The "Get In And Get Out’’ Principal. Don’t cram a full length feature 
into the short film style. Do what your film needs to do and then get the hell out. Remember, longer isn’t necessarily 
better. Less is more. 

A good short film has got to be a collection of good ideas, not one good idea stretched out for fifteen minutes. In 
any event, at least make an attempt to fill your time with stuff that’s actually interesting to someone other than 
yourself. I don’t know how many bad student films I’ve seen that are actually about the filmmaker’s uninteresting life 
or contain vignettes that go on and on and on. Before you shoot, make a list of all the "good ideas" in the script. You 
should have lots of them How’s that for a generic tip? 

This one is zany. A character walks INTO THE CAMERA LENS! And then we fade to black, or more commonly, cut 
to the reverse-- someone walking AWAY FROM THE CAMERA LENS! OOOooo! Whata good idea... 

You’re no~t Quentin Tarantino. Stop trying. 

Keep dissolves to a minimum. They are not synonymous with cuts. Same goes for wipes, keys, etc. The 80’s are 
over. Video effects suck. 

A character is having a dramatic crisis: So what does he!she do? Whips out a smoke and puffs dramatically as if to 
say, "Look, this is so serious I’m smoking." YES, people do smoke when they are nervous or excited, or under 
pressure. But there’s no excuse for using the long, boring "drag ’n puff’ scene as a lazy alternative to finding a more 
original way to express the same thing. 



There are several permutations of this theme. #1. The Puzzled Scientist. The "story" deals with a puzzled reclusive 
scientist who learns to forgo cold, hard science for something warm, gushy and intangible, like love, god, morality, 
religion or free will. Films in this genre are usually condescending to the audience and set up bogus sounding 
explanations of scientific principals (look for glossed over references to Chaos Theory, Grand Unification Theory, 
Relativity, etc.) and far-fetched reconciliations of the two. Filmmakers, please: if you must write one of these and 
want to be taken seriously, at least do a little research so you don’t insult real scientists in the audience. #2. The 
Venting film Broke up with your boy/girlfriend? Please, don’t make a movie about it! It’s dangerous- These self- 
examinatory "why my ex dumped me" films that turn into long diatribes about the nature of love, the nature of 
mankind, etc. are rarely insightful and usually about as interesting as listening to a friend complaining about a 
relationship gone bad. In short, philosophical examinations of human existence and relationships, when discussed 
on an abstract level, will almost guarantee that the audience will become bored and/or confused. 

Now don’t get me wrong, shooting into a mirror can be used to great effect when used at the right time and for the 
right reasons. But like so many narrative devices abused by student filmmakers, the "reflective" shot has become a 
staple of the bad short film. "Cool! So she puts her hand mirror right there and then we can see her boyfriend yelling 
at her behind her and it’s all in one shot. Man, I’m a genius!" - .niaga knihT 

We know you’re excited about your film and you have a lot of people to thank, but please consider the poor 
audience member who has to sit through ten films. We’ve seen credit sequences that last longer than the film itself! 
Here’re some things to think about: (1) Scroll fast. Real fast. (2) Small fonts are great. (3) Title cards are fast but not 
every crew member needs one. (4) Must you really thank your entire family tree by name? 

There’s nothing INHERENTLY wrong with starting a film with the buzz of an alarm clock, a hand slapping the snooze 
button, eyes fluttering open, followed by a yawn or an "oh my god, I’m late!" - But why so much of this? We see it all 
the time. It’s as if the writer/director woke up one morning, looked around and said "Wow. This is cool!" Uh yeah. 
Better go backto sleep. 

Often in film school, the only aesthetic advice you will get is "Don’t use zooms." Screw that. Zooms are NOT on this 
list. That’s because zooms, while potential cheese, can be used even at the student level effectively and are 
much cooler than most film schools even understand. 

<!- -[if ! supportLineBreakNewLine] - -> 
<!--[endit]--> 

On Dec 26, 2013, at 12:32 PM, Gordon Burkell ~GMAIL.COM> wrote: 

Hi UFVAList, 

I’m puthng together a blog post for students applying to film school on the pilfalls/cliches to watch out for when maJdng a film 

for a student application package to a post secondary, institution. I’ve got my list but I thought I would reach out to other 

inslructors to see what your specific frustrations are when you review applications. 

I look forward to your response. 

Bes~, 

Gordon 

Gordon A. B urkell 

Ryerson University Film Instructor 

Fihn Editor 

~gmail.com 

gburkell(~werson.ca 

Founder Art of the Guillotine 

ww~-.aotg.com 
This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the follomng message to listserv~listser~.american.edu: subscribe 

UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Nmne should be your firs1 and last na~ne.) You can leave a list by sending the tbllowing 

command to lislserv@listserv.america~.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L 0A;rite this command in tx~dy of emaJl with nothing else) 

Posting Messages: You cm~ posl messages to the list by sending a~ e- maJJ to UFVAI~IST-L@listserv.a~nerican.edu 
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the 26th Dallas Videofest will be Oct 9-13th 
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Name ( Full Nanle should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the follomng command to 
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Bart Weiss 

bart@vldeofest.or~ 
bart@uta.edu 

Associate Prof UT Arlington 
Director Dallas Vldeofest 

the 26th Dallas Videofest will be Oct 9-13th 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVAI,IST-L Full Name ( Full Nan~e should be 

your first and last nan~e.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L (Write this command in bod~v 

ofemail with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVAl,IST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Steven Bradford <bradford@SEATTLEFILM1NSTITUTE.COM> 

Thursday, December 26, 2013 5:24 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Post for Students 

This is a great discussion- 
The replies so far are fascinating 

We don’t ask for portfolio submissions--I wonder how maW other schools also don’t ask for portfolios submissions? 

When I went to USC 3 decades ago, the?, didn’t require film submissions with applications, I wonder if that’s still true for them? 

Steven Bradford 
Cinematography Instructor 
brad ford @seattlefilminstitute com 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 

subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following cowanand to listserv@listserv.american edu: 

signoff UFVALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@Iistsep¢ american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 
Art Nomura        ~yahoo.com> 

Thursday, December 26, 2013 6:43 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Post for Students 

Bart, 
I think that many an ambitious student ’needs’to do a violent, horror, stupid, techie (ala Pulp Fiction, Nightmare on .... Dumb and Dumber, 
Transformers, etc.) film. I’ve found that especially at beginning/intermediate levels the wiser course of action is to stand back and let them follow 
their obsession. I do point out the demands and expectations associated with genre filmmaking, but I think that most students’ come to realize that 
the most important part of their filmmaking education is finding their own voices. Telling them not to make a certain type of film has not worked in 
my experience. 

Art 

From: Bar~ Weiss <bart@VIDEOFEST.ORG> 
To: UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 
Sent: Thursday, December 26, 2013 2:23 PM 
Subject: Re: Post for Students 

Bill 
while I understand your point, many students just don’t know what to do, they think what they want is to repurpose what they see. 
showing them good short films really helps them think, and talking to them about why they want to make this film, what are they saying, how is this 
special to them? helps them to think. 
our student’s films tend to be about things, they resonate. 
I like to say we have films made by students NOT student films., and it does take more time to develop these. 
Also these are more for the intermediate and advanced level, but I know these discussions happen in the intro classes as well. 

bart 

On Dec 26, 2013, at 4:08 PM, Bill Stamets <bstamets~,,i.qc.or.q> wrote: 

Bart 

Realizing teachers can weary from repetition in what students make, consider this ought not really be about us. What if our students are recycling 
these cliches and ma king these mistakes for the first time instead of the hundredth time (from your perspective)? Yes, they may truly lack 
originality, which no amount of tuition will buy, when making their very first films. But consider that their choices may express their best, albeit first, 
thoughts at that time. Making crap can be a creative breakthrough. For them, once, in theory. Nurturing rather than censoring makes teaching- 
even the untalented- more tolerable. 

Bill 

On Dec 26, 2013, at 3:19 PM, Bart Weiss <bart(~.VIDEOFEST.ORG> wrote: 

Gordon 
would love to see what you come up with here is something I found years ago that I give to my students 
a few things I add 
no zombie films 
no hit man films 
no getting up in the morning sequence with shots of hitting the alarm clock, feet hit the floor brushing the teeth etc 
no aimless wandering cemeteries or train tracks 

"!’ve made it a point never to watch anyone’s student film. I usually tel! people, TII hire you-as long as I don’t have to watch your student fil!!’ 
Most student films feature two things-a not particularly attractive girl running towards the camera, and a suicide. If it’s a comedy, it features a 

not particularly attractive girl and a dog. I should know. I made one, and so did my son. But these kids are steafingjobs from me, so they must 
be doing something right." 

Chuck Workman 
Chairman of the Director’s Guild of America’s Academic liaison su bcomittee 

(As quoted in Billy Frolick’s What I Really Want To Do Is Direct) 

On the  o,e. stodentshort.,ms S U C K! 
D.UM.P.S. contains no~t the usual advice you get in film school about the elements of good screenwriting. No, no. Rather, it is a very 
specific list of common mistakes and trends which we’ve seen in crappy student films again and again at screening after screening. 

Before you even think of making a student film, read this list. 

If you’re a genius, then go ahead-- break these rules. 

But let’s face it, if you think you’re a genius, you’re not. So play it safe and spare your audiences the uneasy task of having to lie when you 
ask, "So- what did you think?" 



Let the list of sucking begin! 

Dolly/Zoo 

No question. This is the most egregious, blatantly non-creative, non-cool, total student film red flag. Sure, Hitchcock used it in Verti,qo, 
Spielberg used it Jaws, but enough is enough. It’s cliched, overused, goofy, and overall a bad idea. By the way, what we’re talking about 
here is a simultaneous Dolly-in/Zoom-out or vice-versa which compresses the background while keeping the subject at a fixed size during 
the shot. A student-film no-no. (The dolly/zoom is such a mark of a student film, it’s a joke in the opening of THE BIG PICTURE.) 

~he To~ured A~istFilm 
The story goes like this. A struggling artist (writer/painter/sculptor/musician - 90% of the time, it’s a writer) grapples with some sort of inner 
conflict, (a dead relative, writers deadline, religious confusion, etc). Our tormented soul encounters a muse (beautiful woman, endearing 
older character, magical artifact, etc) who helps the protagonist come to a sort of realization which ultimately opens the creative floodgates 
and allows the character to succeed (finish the novel, paint the painting, sculpt the likeness of the muse, or perform at the big recital). The 
Tortured Artist Film usually involves a so-called "man vs. himself’ struggle which is guaranteed to put you to sleep in the first two minutes. 
Related to this is the "introspective shot" which usually features the main character staring into space for a good minute (usually smoking a 
cigarette). File this under "Pretentious as Shit." 

ream Seq u eric 
If you don’t want your student film to look like a friggin’ episode of Kung Fu, stay away from dream sequences, Grasshopper. A dream 
sequence generally says "1 couldn’t think of a better way to reveal information about the character than this." So-called "funny" dream 
sequences are usually not. 

~ime E laps M enta 
You’ve got say, 15 minutes to get your point across in a short film. Every second of screen time should be treated like gold. A time-elapse 
montage not only demonstrates an inability to structure your film pacing=wise, it makes the audience wait unnecessarily. Try to find a simple 
and efficient way to indicate the passage of time without resorting to this too easy narrative device. 

Bad A u~i 
You can have a real nice looking short film, but if the sound is bad, the film itself comes across as bad. Nothing gives away a student film 
like the soundtrack. Budgets are tight, sure, but many student directors simply don’t place any importance and give any thought to what their 
film sounds like. The result is often a beautiful picture with a badly mixed, distracting audio experience. In the same vein, if you’re making a 
16mm film, be aware of how crappy the 16mm optical track is going to sound (which is REALLY bad) and try to prepare for it. 

And now, free of charge, a canonical list of BAD musical soundtrack instruments: 

1. Synthesizer (the "porn" soundtrack) 
2. Your friend’s band (trust me, they suck) 
3. "the lone, slow piano" 
4. "the lone guita¢’ (flamenco esp.) 
5. The "impish" clarinet 
6. The cello dirge. 
7. The "spirited" piccolo. 
8. Any kind ofwood blocks. 

Examples include- the gratuitous "fishbowl in the foreground" shot, the "overhead for no reason ’cept we’re shooting in a soundstage" shot, 
the "we think it’s cool canted dutch angle shot" and perhaps most insidiously the "fridge POV shot", otherwise known as the "put the camera 
inside the trashcan!toilet/mailbox shot". Ok, maybe you need to get this stuff out of your system, but just be warned, it’s total cheese. 

Ultraslo Dialogue 

A film professor once told me that on a film set, one second of "real" time equals three seconds of film time. Something to remember. 
Watch a student film and notice how often there are long pauses between lines of dialogue. Why is this? I don’t know, but if you watch the 
average "real" film, you’ll see that the dialogue often occurs ultra fast. Maybe it’s because we can hear faster than people normally speak. 
Who knows. A side note- these pauses also extenuate bad lines of dialogue. A poorly written line is going to hang in the air like a fart if not 
closely followed by a fresh line to cleanse the air like a gentle breeze... 

Blat an t M is ca s t i n 

1. The audience can tell when you cast your significant other as the romantic object of desire. 
2. Don’t try to pass off someone who is shall we say, "fugly", as a supermodel. 
3. In the same vein, why do so many student films cast SAG boy wonders as the "computer nerd" who can’t get a date? 
4. Mismatched couples. Be honest: "Do you believe that SHE would go out with HIM?" Make sure the answer is "yes." The audience can only 

suspend their disbelief so much. 
5. Don’t have your friends play "older characters." The baby powder grey hair trick doesn’t work. Neither do the fake beards. 

It may work at the Golden Tugboat Dinner Theatre, but it don’t come off on film. What’s eyebrow acting? It’s an overly expressive use of 
facial muscles more suited to miming than screen acting. This acting technique is only acceptable in films where the characters have sex 
within the first four minutes. 

Nothin Happen h 

A very common bad student film. Usually consists of a main character who spends his or her time talking to people about nothing of 
consequence. Nothing happens for up to forty-five minutes. At the end, some contrived "climax" comes out of nowhere and tries to wrap 
everything up, but because there has been no conflict of any sort for so long, the audience is asleep and misses it. Common threads of 
these films include the "personal discovery/epiphanies that go inside the main character’s head" film, the "warm remembrances of my 
childhood that no one cares about" film, and the "Slice of Life that is more uninteresting than real life" and "funny people I know come to life 



on the big screen." Nearly 50% of these films include an alcoholic single parent. 

Th Feature Film Masqueradin as a ShoN F ilm 
If you’ve ever sat through a screening of student films, you’ll notice that often the ones that are best received are the shorter films. Now it 
could be argued that this is due to the simple fact that they suck and less sucking is better than more sucking. It could also be because the 
audience is sitting through many many student films in one evening and appreciates the shorter ones because it means the whole thing will 
end sooner. In the short narrative film genre, every moment is precious. It’s to your advantage to make your film short but sweet- for one 
thing, shorter films cost less, take less time to edit, and allow you more time to focus on making your film as tight and well designed as 
possible. Ask yourself when writing (and editing) the film- is this scene necessary? Is this moment necessary? What does it do for the 
audience? We call this The "Get In And Get Ou~’ Principal. Don’t cram a full length feature into the short film style. Do what your film needs to 
do and then get the hell out. Remember, longer isn’t necessarily better. Less is more. 

The One Joke Film 
A good short film has got to be a collection of good ideas, not one good idea stretched out for fifteen minutes. In any event, at least make an 
attempt to fill your time with stuff that’s actually interesting to someone other than yourself. I don’t know how many bad student films I’ve seen 
that are actually about the filmmaker’s uninteresting life or contain vignettes that go on and on and on. Before you shoot, make a list of all the 
"good ideas" in the script. You should have lots of them. How’s that for a generic tip? 

T he~Wa I i nto t h e Came ra~ T ra n S i tic 
This one is zany. A character walks iNTO THE CAMERA LENS! And then we fade to black, or more commonly, cut to the reverse- 
someone walking AWAY FROM THE CAMERA LENS! OOOooo! What a good idea... 

The zanyiiSlacke~withaGuniifilm 
You’re no~ Quentin Tarantino. Stop trying. 

O~e~sed ~ide effect 

Keep dissolves to a minimum. They are not synonymous with cuts. Same goes for wipes, keys, etc. The 80’s are over. Video effects suck. 

~he iiDra m a C i g 
A character is having a dramatic crisis: So what does he!she do? Vk~qips out a smoke and puffs dramatically as if to say, "Look, this is so 
serious I’m smoking." YES, people do smoke when they are nervous or excited, or under pressure. But there’s no excuse for using the long, 
boring "drag ’n puff’ scene as a lazy alternative to finding a more original way to express the same thing. 

u es 
There are several permutations of this theme. #1. The Puzzled Scientist= The "story" deals with a puzzled reclusive scientist who learns to 
forgo cold, hard science for something warm, gushy and intangible, like love, god, morality, religion or free will= Films in this genre are 
usually condescending to the audience and set up bogus sounding explanations of scientific principals (look for glossed over references to 
Chaos Theory, Grand Unification Theory, Relativity, etc.) and far-fetched reconciliations of the two. Filmmakers, please: if you must write 
one of these and want to be taken seriously, at least do a little research so you don’t insult real scientists in the audience. #2. The Venting 
film. Broke up with your boy/girlfriend? Please, don’t make a movie about it! It’s dangerous- These self-examinatory "why my ex dumped 
me" films that turn into long diatribes about the nature of love, the nature of mankind, etc. are rarely insightful and usually about as interesting 
as listening to a friend complaining about a relationship gone bad. In short, philosophical examinations of human existence and 
relationships, when discussed on an abstract level, will almost guarantee that the audience will become bored and/or confused. 

Sheotingi nt Mitre 
Now don’t get me wrong, shooting into a mirror can be used to great effect when used at the right time and for the right reasons. But like so 
many narrative devices abused by student filmmakers, the "reflective" shot has become a staple of the bad short film "Cool! So she puts 
her hand mirror right there and then we can see her boyfriend yelling at her behind her and it’s all in one shot. Man, I’m a genius!" - .niaga 
knihT 

n te~minabl d it Sequence 
We know you’re excited about your film and you have a lot of people to thank, but please consider the poor audience member who has to sit 
through ten films. We’ve seen credit sequences that last longer than the film itself! Here’re some things to think about: (1) Scroll fast. Real 
fast. (2) Small fonts are great. (3) Title cards are fast but not every crew member needs one. (4) Must you really thank your entire family tree 
by name? 

Ne SceneO h protagonist wake 
There’s nothing INHERENTLY wrong with starting a film with the buzz of an alarm clock, a hand slapping the snooze button, eyes fluttering 
open, followed by a yawn or an "oh my god, I’m late!" - But why so much of this? We see it all the time. It’s as if the writer/director woke up 
one morning, looked around and said "Wow. This is cool!" Uh yeah. Better go back to sleep. 

Often in film school, the only aesthetic advice you wil! get is "Don’t use zooms." Screw that. Zooms are NOT on this list. That’s because 
zooms, while potential cheese, can be used even at the student level effectively and are much cooler than most film schools even 

understand. 

On Dec 26, 2013, at 12:32 PM, Gordon Burkell, ~GMAIL.COM> wrote: 

Hi UFVAList, 
I’m putting together a blog post for students applying to film school on the pitfalls/cliches to watch out for when making a film for a 
student application package to a post secondary institution. I’ve got my list but I thought I would reach out to other instructors to see 
what your specific frustrations are when you review applications. 

I look forward to your response. 
Best, 
Gordon 

Gordon A. Burkell 



Ryerson University Film Instructor 
Film Editor 

.~.¢Imail.com 
.qburkell~,ryerson.ca 

Founder Art of the Guillotine 
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Andrea Meyer @gmaJl.com> 
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~gmail .corn 

UFVA December Digest 

UFVA DIGEST - DECEMBER 2013 

*NEWS 

The President’s Comer Januar,/2014 

Welcome to 2014! For all of us, I’m sure that 2013 was a busy year one of change and learning. I know that I mn continually learning from my s~adents, from my 

colleagues at USC and from my fellow UFVA members. I wanted to keep you on... 

SUBMISSIONS ARE OPEN FOR THE 68th ANNUAL UFVA CONFERENCE! 

The 2014 University Film and Video Association cont~rence will be held ficom August 6-9 in Bozeman, MontaJ~a at Montana State University. It is being hosted by 

MSU’s School of Film and Photography. Please visit ut~a.org and tbllow the links... 

The San Francisco Silent Film festival celebrates the 100th anniveisaw of the filst appeaxance ofChaflie Chaplin’s Little Tramp 

Three programs of laughter and delight! Join the San Francisco Silent Film Festival at the Castro Theatre on Janua~ 1 lth for a day-long centennial celebration of 

Chaxlie Chaplin’s beloved "Little Tramp" character. PLUS a Chaplin Look-... 

A New Book for Students Available on Moving to LA 
Graphic Designer and author Erica Wernick has published the new e-book LA Bound: The Ultimate Guide to Moving to Los Angeles. Prospective Angelenos film 

students, filmmakel~ and beyond who are planning on making the trek out to Los... 

Spaces Available in Special Ett~cts~ Prosthetics~ Make up and Mould Workshop in Berlin 8-9 February 2014 
Workshop with more than 50% places full, be sure to book your place as it is likely to sell out soon’. The workshop is strictly for 25 participants only, ~ if you want to 

smze your place register fast. This will be an am~ing opportaniF... 

Updates from Northwestern University’s MFA in Writin~ for Screen and Sta~e 

David Tolchinsl¢~, Director, MFA in Writing for the Screen+ Stage at Northwestern University School of Co~nmanication’s MFA in Writing for the Screen+ Stage, ask 

that UFVA members continue to send your best and brightest writers who are... 

’CALLS FOR ENTR~{ES 

San Antonio Film Fesli~,al Call for Entries 

SAFILM: SAN ANTONIO FILM FESTIVAL San Antonio, Texas - USA July 28 to August 3, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 20th Annaal San Antonio Film 

Festival (SAFILM), a wide-eyed and warm-hea~ed exploration of some of the most exciting films... 

Sazasota Film Festival Call for Emries 

SARASOTA FILM FESTIVAL Sarasota, Florida - USA April 4 to 13, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 16th Annual Saras~ta Fihn Festival (SFF), a celebratoD~ 

environment ti~eled by networking opportunities and by open dialogues with intelligent... 

DeadCenter Film Feslival Call tbr Emries 

DEADCENTER FILM FESTIVAL Oklahoma Cib,, Oklahoma - USA June 11 to 15, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 14th Annual deadCENTER Film Festival, 

bringing quali~, independent fihns to the great slate of Oklahoma. A nationally recognized... 

2013 ScreenCraft Screenwriting Fellowship Accepting Submissions Until Jan 15 

ScreenCrafi has announced its first annual 2013 Screenwriting Fellowship contest presented by media pre-production and screenwriting software Celtx. The contest, 

which is currently accepting submissions nntil Januasy 15th, offers aspiring... 

First Time Film Festival Call for Entries 

FIRST TIME FILM FESTIVAL New York, New York - USA April 3 to 7, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 2nd Annual First Time Fest (FTF), a uniqne, five-day 
celebration that’s geared towards celebrating, promoting, and invigorating first-time... 

New Hope Fihn Festival Call tbr Entries 

NEW HOPE FILM FESTIVAI, New Hope, Pennsylvania - USA Jnly 25 to August 3, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 5th Annual New Hope Film Festival 
(NHFF), dedicated to shining a bright spotlight on talented artists who may otherwise be... 



Newix)rt Beach Fihn Festival Call tbr Entries 

NEWPORT BEACtI FILM FESTIVAL Newport Beach, Calitbmia - USA April 24 lo May’ 1, 2014 In lhe Spotlight today is the 151h Annual Newport Beach Film 

Festiva] (NBFF), well-established a~d highly anticipated communi~ celebration of all "that... 

Call for projects: Creators, celebrate Norman McLaacen’s heritage right in the heart of MontreaJd 
Norman McLaren is one of the ,nost renowned animation filnnnake~s in the world. In 2014 the Qum~tier &s Spectacles and the National Film Bomd of Canada 

(NFB) will paxtner to com,nemorate the 100tl~ anniversa~y of his birth by dedicating to... 

Environmental Film Fes~tival at Yale Call for Entries 

ENVIRONMENTAL FILM FESTIVAL AT YALE New Haven, Connecticut - USA March 31 to April 6, 2014 In the Spotlight today is the 6th Annual 

Environmenta1 Film Festival at Yale (EFFY), a student-ran celebration of creative works that seek to help... 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Norman Hollyn <nhollyn@CINEMA.USC.EDU> 

Thursday, December 26, 2013 8:34 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Post for Students 

We do now- ask for a "visual sample" That can be a film of some specific length that the applicant played a major role in, or it can be a series of photographs ;vith an accompanying ;vritten 
narrative We tried to find some way to allow people without great access to equipment to be equally considered We also look for people in our grad program who haven’t spent their entire 
lives making films. 

Norman 

Mistyped on my iPad 

On Dec 26, 2013, at 2:24 PM. "Steven Bradford" <bradford@SEATTLEF]LNIINSTITUTE.COM) ~vVl-ote: 

This is a great discussion- 
The replies so far are fascinating. 

We don’t ask for portfolio submissions--I ~w~nder how many other schools also don’t ask ~2~r portfi~lios submissions? 

When I went to USC 3 decades ago, they didn’t require film submissions with applications, I wonder if that’s still true for them’? 

Steven Bradford 
Cinematography Instructor 
bradford@seattlefilminstitute cam 
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subscribe UFVAMST-I, Full Name ( Full Name should be your :first and last name) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv american.edu: 

slgnoff UFVALIST-L 
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This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the :Following message to listsep~,~listserv.american.edu: 

subscribe LrFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be yo~tr first and last name.) 

You can leave a list by sending the following command to listserv@listserv.araerican.edu: 

signoff L~FVALIST-L 

Posting Messages: 

You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association ~:UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Barn Films          ~GIVIAIL.COM> 

Thursday, December 26, 2013 8:58 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Post for Students 

I would look mo~e for studeuts that can formulate an idea one oue page or less which suggestsa nanalive and character. I feel coat]dent we can teach them the 
techniques, it is much harder to teach that a strong idea and story has to cme first 

JOCHEN KUNSTLER 

Filmmaker 

VCU arts Cinema 

Roanoke chowan Community College 

Adjuuct Iustructor Post Production 

On Dec 26, 2013, at 18:42, Art Nornura < g~vahoo.com > wrote: 

Bart, 
I think that many an ambitious student ’needs’to do a violent, horror, stupid, techie (ala Pulp Fiction, Nightmare on .... Dumb and 
Dumber, Transformers, etc.) film. I’ve found that especially at beginning!intermediate levels the wiser course of action is to stand back 
and let them follow their obsession. I do point out the demands and expectations associated with genre filmmaking, but I think that most 
students’ come to realize that the most important part of their filmmaking education is finding their own voices. Telling them not to make 
a certain type of film has not worked in my experience. 

Art 

From: Bart Weiss <bart@VIDEOFEST.ORG> 
To: UFVALIST-L~,LISTS E RV.AM E RICAN.E DU 
Sent: Thursday, December 26, 2013 2:23 PM 
Subject: Re: Post for Students 

Bill 
while I understand your point, many students just don’t know what to do, they think what they want is to repurpose what they see. 
showing them good short films really helps them think, and talking to them about why they want to make this film, what are they saying, 
how is this special to them? helps them to think. 
our student’s films tend to be about things, they resonate. 
I like to say we have films made by students NOT student films., and it does take more time to develop these. 
Also these are more for the intermediate and advanced level, but I know these discussions happen in the intro classes as well. 

bart 

On Dec 26, 2013, at 4:08 PM, Bill Stamets <bstamets@igc.org> wrote: 

Bart 

Realizing teachers can weary from repetition in what students make, consider this ought not really be about us. What if our students are 
recycling these cliches and making these mistakes for the first time instead of the hundredth time (from your perspective)? Yes, they 
may truly lack originality, which no amount of tuition will buy, when making their very first films. But consider that their choices may 
express their best, albeit first, thoughts at that time. Making crap can be a creative breakthrough. For them, once, in theory. Nurturing 
rather than censoring makes teaching-- even ~e untalented-- more tolerable. 

On Dec 26, 2013, at 3:19 PM, Bart Weiss <bart@VIDEOFEST.ORG> wrote: 

Gordon 
would love to see what you come up with here is something I found years ago that I give to my students 
a few things I add 
no zombie films 
no hit man films 
no getting up in the morning sequence with shots of hitting the alarm clock, feet hit the floor brushing the teeth etc 
no aimless wandering cemeteries or train tracks 

’7’ve made it a point never to watch anyone’s student film. I usually tell people, 771 hire you-as long as I don’t have to watch your 
student fil!!’ Most student films feature two things-a not particularly attractive girl running towards the camera, and a suicide. If it’s a 

comedy, it features a not particularly attractive girl and a dog. I should know. I made one, and so did my son. But these kids are 

stealing jobs from me, so they must be doing something right." 
Chuck Workman 

Chairman of the Director’s Guild of America’s Academic liaison su bcomittee 
(As quoted in Billy Frolick’s What I Really Want To Do Is Direct) 



D.U.MP.S. contains no~t the usual advice you get in film school about the elements of good screenwriting. No, no. Rather, it is a 
very specific list of common mistakes and trends which we’ve seen in crappy student films again and again at screening after 
screening. 

Before you even think of makinq a student film, read this list. 

If you’re a genius, then go ahead-- break these rule& 

But let’s face it, if you think you’re a genius, you’re not. So play it safe and spare your audiences the uneasy task of having to lie 
when you ask, "So- what did you think?" 

Let the list of sucking begin! 

y/Zoom 

No question. This is the most egregious, blatantly non-creative, non-cool, total student film red flag. Sure, Hitchcock used it in 
Vertigo, Spielberg used it Jaws, but enough is enough. It’s cliched, overused, goofy, and overall a bad idea. By the way, what 
we’re talking about here is a simultaneous Dolly-in/Zoom-out or vice-versa which compresses the background while keeping the 
subject at a fixed size during the shot. A student-film no-no. (The dolly/zoom is such a mark of a student film, it’s a joke in the 
opening of THE BIG PICTURE.) 

Toga red A~ist 

The story goes like this. A struggling artist (writer!painter/sculptor!musician - 90% of the time, it’s a writer) grapples with some 
sort of inner conflict, (a dead relative, writers deadline, religious confusion, etc). Our tormented soul encounters a muse 
(beautiful woman, endearing older character, magical artifact, etc) who helps the protagonist come to a sort of realization which 
ultimately opens the creative floodgates and allows the character to succeed (finish the novel, paint the painting, sculpt the 
likeness of the muse, or perform at the big recital). The Tortured Artist Film usually involves a so-called "man vs. himselt" 
struggle which is guaranteed to put you to sleep in the first two minutes. Related to this is the "introspective shot" which usually 
features the main character staring into space for a good minute (usually smoking a cigarette). File this under "Pretentious as 
Shit." 

D~eamSequences 
If you don’t want your student film to look like a friggin’ episode of Kung Fu, stay away from dream sequences, Grasshopper. A 
dream sequence generally says "1 couldn’t think of a better way to reveal information about the character than this." So-called 
"funny" dream sequences are usually not. 

Time,E lap g 

You’ve got say, 15 minutes to get your point across in a short film. Every second of screen time should be treated like gold. A 
time-elapse montage not only demonstrates an inability to structure your film pacing-wise, it makes the audience wait 
unnecessarily. Try to find a simple and efficient way to indicate the passage of time without resorting to this too easy narrative 
device. 

Ba Audio 

You can have a real nice looking short film, but if the sound is bad, the film itself comes across as bad. Nothing gives away a 
student film like the soundtrack. Budgets are tight, sure, but many student directors simply don’t place any importance and give 
any thought to what their film sounds like. The result is often a beautiful picture with a badly mixed, distracting audio experience. 
In the same vein, if you’re making a 16mm film, be aware of how crappy the 16mm optical track is going to sound (which is 
REALLY bad) and try to prepare for it. 

And now, free of charge, a canonical list of BAD musical soundtrack instruments: 

1. Synthesizer (the "porn" soundtrack) 
2. Your friend’s band (trust me, they suck) 
3. "the lone, slow piano" 
4. "the lone guitar" (flamenco esp.) 
5. The "impish" clarinet 
6. The cello dirge. 
7. The "spirited" piccolo. 
8. Any kind ofwood blocks. 

Examples include- the gratuitous "fishbowl in the foreground" shot, the "overhead for no reason ’cept we’re shooting in a 
soundstage" shot, the "we think it’s cool canted dutch angle shot" and perhaps most insidiously the "fridge POV shot", otherwise 
known as the "put the camera inside the trashcanitoiletimailbox shot". Ok, maybe you need to get this stuff out of your system, 
but just be warned, it’s total cheese. 

Ultraslo Dialogue 
A film professor once told me that on a film set, one second of "real" time equals three seconds of film time. Something to 
remember. Watch a student film and notice how often there are long pauses between lines of dialogue. Why is this? I don’t 
know, but if you watch the average "real" film, you’ll see that the dialogue often occurs ultra fast. Maybe it’s because we can hear 
faster than people normally speak. Who knows. A side note- these pauses also extenuate bad lines of dialogue. A poorly 
written line is going to hang in the air like a fart if not closely followed by a fresh line to cleanse the air like a gentle breeze... 

Blatant Miscasting 



1. The audience can tell when you cast your significant other as the romantic object of desire. 
2. Don’t try to pass off someone who is shall we say, "fugly", as a supermodel. 
3. In the same vein, why do so many student films cast SAG boy wonders as the "computer nerd" who can’t get a date? 
4. Mismatched couples. Be honest: "Do you believe that SHE would go out with HIM?" Make sure the answer is "yes." The 

audience can only suspend their disbelief so much. 
5. Don’t have your friends play "older characters." The baby powder grey hair trick doesn’t work. Neither do the fake beards. 

It may work at the Golden Tugboat Dinner Theatre, but it don’t come off on film. What’s eyebrow acting? It’s an overly expressive 
use of facial muscles more suited to miming than screen acting. This acting technique is only acceptable in films where the 
characters have sex within the first four minutes. 

thi. e 

A very common bad student film. Usually consists of a main character who spends his or her time talking to people about 
nothing of consequence. Nothing happens for up to forty-five minutes. At the end, some contrived "climax" comes out of 
nowhere and tries to wrap everything up, but because there has been no conflict of any sort for so long, the audience is asleep 
and misses it. Common threads of these films include the "personal discovery/epiphanies that go inside the main character’s 
head" film, the "warm remembrances of my childhood that no one cares about" film, and the "Slice of Life that is more 
uninteresting than real life" and "funny people I know come to life on the big screen." Nearly 50% of these films include an 
alcoholic single parent. 

eatu~FilmMasque~dinga aS ho~Film 

If you’ve ever sat through a screening of student films, you’ll notice that often the ones that are best received are the shorter films. 
Now it could be argued that this is due to the simple fact that they suck and less sucking is better than more sucking. It could 
also be because the audience is sitting through many many student films in one evening and appreciates the shorter ones 
because it means the whole thing will end sooner. In the short narrative film genre, every moment is precious. It’s to your 
advantage to make your film short but sweet-- for one thing, shorter films cost less, take less time to edit, and allow you more 
time to focus on making your film as tight and well designed as possible. Ask yourself when writing (and editing) the film- is this 
scene necessary? Is this moment necessary? What does it do for the audience? We call this The "Get In And Get Our’ 
Principal. Don’t cram a full length feature into the short film style. Do what your film needs to do and then get the hell out. 
Remember, longer isn’t necessarily better. Less is more. 

The One 3okeFil 
A good short film has got to be a collection of good ideas, not one good idea stretched out for fifteen minutes. In any event, at 
least make an attempt to fill your time with stuff that’s actually interesting to someone other than yourself. I don’t know how many 
bad student films I’ve seen that are actually about the filmmaker’s uninteresting life or contain vignettes that go on and on and on. 
Before you shoot, make a list of all the "good ideas" in the script. You should have lots of them. How’s that for a generic tip? 

Th Walkintoth ame ~an s itio 
This one is zany. A character walks iNTO THE CAMERA LENS! And then we fade to black, or more commonly, cut to the 
reverse- someone walking AWAY FROM THE CAMERA LENS! OOOooo! What a good idea... 

Th zan Slacke~withaGu i fil 
You’re no~t Quentin Tarantino. Stop trying. 

Keep dissolves to a minimum. They are not synonymous with cuts. Same goes for wipes, keys, etc. The 80’s are over. Video 
effects suck. 

mati C igare~e 
A character is having a dramatic crisis: So what does he/she do? Whips out a smoke and puffs dramatically as if to say, "Look, 
this is so serious I’m smoking." YES, people do smoke when they are nervous or excited, or under pressure= But there’s no 
excuse for using the long, boring "drag ’n puff’ scene as a lazy alternative to finding a more original way to express the same 
thing. 

R arab levi ~ he" Q ue s t fo~T~u t h 

There are several permutations of this theme. #1. The Puzzled Scientist. The "story" deals with a puzzled reclusive scientist who 
learns to forgo cold, hard science for something warm, gushy and intangible, like love, god, morality, religion or free will. Films in 
this genre are usually condescending to the audience and set up bogus sounding explanations of scientific principals (look for 
glossed over references to Chaos Theory, Grand Unification Theory, Relativity, etc.) and far-fetched reconciliations of the two. 
Filmmakers, please: if you must write one of these and want to be taken seriously, at least do a little research so you don’t insult 
real scientists in the audience. #2. The Venting film. Broke up with your boy/girlfriend? Please, don’t make a movie about it! It’s 
dangerous-- These self-examinatory "why my ex dumped me" films that turn into long diatribes about the nature of love, the 
nature of mankind, etc. are rarely insightful and usually about as interesting as listening to a friend complaining about a 
relationship gone bad. In short, philosophical examinations of human existence and relationships, when discussed on an 
abstract level, will almost guarantee that the audience will become bored and/or confused. 

S hootingintoMi~ro~ 
Now don’t get me wrong, shooting into a mirror can be used to great effect when used at the right time and for the right reasons= 
But like so many narrative devices abused by student filmmakers, the "reflective" shot has become a staple of the bad short 
film. "Cool! So she puts her hand mirror right there and then we can see her boyfriend yelling at her behind her and it’s all in one 
shot. Man, I’m a genius!" - .niaga knihT 

We know you’re excited about your film and you have a lot of people to thank, but please consider the poor audience member 
who has to sit through ten films. We’ve seen credit sequences that last longer than the film itself! Here’re some things to think 
about: (1) Scroll fast. Real fast. (2) Small fonts are great. (3) Title cards are fast but not every crew member needs one. (4) Must 
you really thank your entire family tree by name? 



There’s nothing INHERENTLY wrong with starting a film with the buzz of an alarm clock, a hand slapping the snooze button, eyes 
fluttering open, followed by a yawn or an "oh my god, I’m late!" - But why so much of this? We see it all the time. It’s as if the 
writer!director woke up one morning, looked around and said "Wow. This is cool!" Uh yeah. Better go back to sleep. 

Often in film school, the only aesthetic advice you will get is "Don’t use zoom&" Screw that. Zooms are NOT on this list. That’s 
because zooms, while potential cheese, can be used even at the student level effectively and are much cooler than most film 

schools even understand. 

On Dec 26, 2013, at 12:32 PM, Gordon Burkell @GMAILCOM> wrote: 

Hi UFVAList, 
I’m putting together a blog post for students applying to film school on the pitfalls/cliches to watch out for when making a film 
for a student application package to a post secondary institution. I’ve got my list but I thought I would reach out to other 
instructors to see what your specific frustrations are when you review applications. 

I look forward to your response. 
Best, 
Gordon 

Gordon A. Burkell 
Ryerson University Film Instructor 
Film Editor 

~gmail.com 
gburkell@ryerson.ca 

Founder Art of the Guillotine 
www.aotg.com 
This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe 
UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following 
command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoff UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with nothing else) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

info@ncbsonline.org on behalf of 

National Council for Black Studies (NCBS) <info@ncbsonline.org> 

Friday, December 27, 2013 2:34 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Book Your Room Today...NCBS 2014 Confeience 

38th Ann~ml 
Nation.m1 Council for Black. Sti~d.ies ConCUrrence 

Miami, Fl.orkta 
March 5 - 8, 2o~4 

Book Your Room Toda!j! 
Miami Marriott Dadeland 
$~59.oo per night ~-8oo- 
5o3-o598 

March is spring break time in Miami. Beat 
the crowds and receive your discounted 
conference rate of $159/night! 

Book your 2014 NCBS Conference hotel 
reservations by February 6, 2014 to ensure 
the discounted conference rate of 
$159/night. Mention the 2014 NCBS 
Conference. 

Discounted rates end February 6, 2014. 

View their site 

9090 S. Dadeland Boulevard I Miami, Florida 33156 

Stay Com~ected 

Forward this email 

This email was sent ~o regester@email.unc,edu by inf:o@ncbson![ne.orcj 
Update Profile/Email Address £nstant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR BLACK STUDIES i University of Cincinnati :: 3514, French HalI-Africana Studies P.O. Box 210370 :: Cincinnati :: OH :: 45221-0370 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Gordon Burkell         "_c~GMAIL.COM~ 

Friday, December 27, 2013 8:50 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Post for Students 

Wow! Amazing suggestions! Is it okay ifI reference you guys ifI use your suggestions? 

Gordon 

On Thn, Dec 26, 2013 at 8:57 PM, Barn Films        ~gmail.com> wrote: 

I would look more for students that can tbnnma~e an mea one one page or less M~ich suggestsa narrative as~d character. I t}el confident we can teach them the 

techniques, it is much harder to teach fl~at a strong idea and story has "to cme first 

JOCHEN KUNSTLER 

Fihnm~ker 

VCU arts Cinema 

Roanoke chowan Communi~ College 

Adjunct Instructor Posl Production 

On Dec 26, 2013, at 18:42, Art Nomnra ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

Bart, 
I think that many an ambitious student ’needs’to do a violent, horror, stupid, techie (ala Pulp Fiction, Nightmare on .... Dumb and 
Dumber, Transformers, etc.) film. I’ve found that especially at beginning/intermediate levels the wiser course of action is to stand 
back and let them follow their obsession. I do point out the demands and expectations associated with genre filmmaking, but I think 
that most students’ come to realize that the most important part of their filmmaking education is finding their own voices. Telling them 
not to make a certain type of film has not worked in my experience. 

Art 

From: Bart Weiss <bart@VIDEOFEST.ORG> 
To: U FVALIST-L@LISTSE RV.AM ERICAN.EDU 
Sent: Thursday, December 26, 2013 2:23 PM 
Subject: Re: Post for Students 

Bill 
while I understand your point, many students just don’t know what to do, they think what they want is to repurpose what they see. 
showing them good short films really helps them think, and talking to them about why they want to make this film, what are they 
saying, how is this special to them? helps them to think. 
our student’s films tend to be about things, they resonate. 
I like to say we have films made by students NOT student films., and it does take more time to develop these. 
Also these are more for the intermediate and advanced level, but I know these discussions happen in the intro classes as well. 

bart 

On Dec 26, 2013, at 4:08 PM, Bill Stamets <bstamets@igc.org> wrote: 

Bart 

Realizing teachers can weary from repetition in what students make, consider this ought not really be about us. What if our students 
are recycling these cliches and making these mistakes for the first time instead of the hundredth time (from your perspective)? Yes, 
they may truly lack originality, which no amount of tuition will buy, when making their very first films. But consider that their choices 
may express their best, albeit first, thoughts at that time. Making crap can be a creative breakthrough. For them, once, in theory. 
Nurturing rather than censoring makes teaching-- even flqe untalented-= more tolerable. 

Bill 

On Dec 26, 2013, at 3:19 PM, Bart Weiss <bart@VIDEOFEST.ORG> wrote: 

Gordon 
would love to see what you come up with here is something I found years ago that I give to my students 
a few things I add 
no zombie films 
no hit man films 
no getting up in the morning sequence with shots of hitting the alarm clock, feet hit the floor brushing the teeth etc 
no aimless wandering cemeteries or train tracks 

’7’ve made it a point never to watch anyone’s student film. I usually tefl people, 7’11 hire you-as long as I don’t have to watch your 



student film!’ Most student films feature two things-a not particularly attractive girl running towards the camera, and a suicide. If 
it’s a comedy, it features a not particularly attractive girl and a dog. I should know. I made one and so did my son. But these kids 

are stealing jobs from me, so they must be doing something right." 
Chuck Workman 

Chairman of the Director’s Guild of America’s Academic liaison subcomittee 
(As quoted in Billy Frolick’s What I Really Want To Do Is Direct) 

DU.MP.S. contains no__~t the usual advice you get in film school about the elements of good screenwriting. No, no. Rather, it is 
a very specific list of common mistakes and trends which we’ve seen in crappy student films again and again at screening 
after screening. 

Before you even think of making a student film read this list. 

If you’re a genius, then go ahead-- break these rules. 

But let’s face it, if you think you’re a genius, you’re not. So play it safe and spare your audiences the uneasy task of having to 
lie when you ask, "So- what did you think?" 

Let the list of sucking begin! 

y/Z o o 

No question. This is the most egregious, blatantly non-creative, non-cool, total student film red flag. Sure, Hitchcock used it in 
Vertigo, Spielberg used it Jaws, but enough is enough. It’s cliched, overused, goofy, and overall a bad idea. By the way, what 
we’re talking about here is a simultaneous Dolly-in!Zoom-out or vice-versa which compresses the background while keeping 
the subject at a fixed size during the shot. A student-film no-no. (The dolly/zoom is such a mark of a student film, it’s a joke in 
the opening of THE BIG PICTURE.) 

ToNu re A~ist Film 
The story goes like this. A struggling artist (writer/painter/sculptor/musician - 90% of the time, it’s a writer) grapples with some 
sort of inner conflict, (a dead relative, writers deadline, religious confusion, etc). Our tormented soul encounters a muse 
(beautiful woman, endearing older character, magical artifact, etc) who helps the protagonist come to a sort of realization 
which ultimately opens the creative floodgates and allows the character to succeed (finish the novel, paint the painting, sculpt 
the likeness of the muse, or perform at the big recital). The Tortured Artist Film usually involves a so-called "man vs. himself’ 
struggle which is guaranteed to put you to sleep in the first two minutes. Related to this is the "introspective shot‘’ which usually 
features the main character staring into space for a good minute (usually smoking a cigarette). File this under "Pretentious as 
Shit." 

am Sequence 
If you don’t want your student film to look like a friggin’ episode of Kung Fu, stay away from dream sequences, Grasshopper. 
A dream sequence generally says "1 couldn’t think of a better way to reveal information about the character than this." So- 
called "funny" dream sequences are usually not. 

e E lap ge 

You’ve got say, 15 minutes to get your point across in a short film. Every second of screen time should be treated like gold. A 
time=elapse montage not only demonstrates an inability to structure your film pacing=wise, it makes the audience wait 
unnecessarily. Try to find a simple and efficient way to indicate the passage of time without resorting to this too easy narrative 
device. 

Audio 
You can have a real nice looking short film, but if the sound is bad, the film itself comes across as bad. Nothing gives away a 
student film like the soundtrack. Budgets are tight, sure, but many student directors simply don’t place any importance and 
give any thought to what their film sounds like. The result is often a beautiful picture with a badly mixed, distracting audio 
experience. In the same vein, if you’re making a 16mm film, be aware of how crappy the 16mm optical track is going to sound 
(which is REALLY bad) and try to prepare for it. 

And now, free of charge, a canonical list of BAD musical soundtrack instruments: 

1. Synthesizer (the "porn" soundtrack) 
2. Your friend’s band (trust me, they suck) 
3. "the lone, slow piano" 
4. "the lone guitar’’ (flamenco esp.) 
5. The "impish" clarinet 
6. The cello dirge. 
7. The "spirited" piccolo. 
8. Any kind ofwood blocks. 

Examples include- the gratuitous "fishbowl in the foreground" shot, the "overhead for no reason ’cept we’re shooting in a 
soundstage" shot, the "we think it’s cool canted dutch angle shot" and perhaps most insidiously the "fridge POV shot‘’, 
otherwise known as the "put the camera inside the trashcan/toilet/mailbox shot‘’. Ok, maybe you need to get this stuff out of 
your system, but just be warned, it’s total cheese. 

UItraslo 

A film professor once told me that on a film set, one second of "real" time equals three seconds of film time. Something to 



remember. Watch a student film and notice how often there are long pauses between lines of dialogue. Why is this? I don’t 
know, but if you watch the average "real" film, you’ll see that the dialogue often occurs ultra fast. Maybe it’s because we can 
hear faster than people normally speak. Who knows. A side note-these pauses also extenuate bad lines of dialogue. A 
poorly written line is going to hang in the air like a fart if not closely followed by a fresh line to cleanse the air like a gentle 
breeze... 

Blatant Miscasting 

1. The audience can tell when you cast your significant other as the romantic object of desire. 
2. Don’t try to pass off someone who is shall we say, "fugly", as a supermodel. 
3. In the same vein, why do so many student films cast SAG boy wonders as the "computer nerd" who can’t get a date? 
4. Mismatched couples. Be honest: "Do you believe that SHE would go out with HIM?" Make sure the answer is "yes." The 

audience can only suspend their disbelief so much. 
5. Don’t have your friends play "older characters." The baby powder grey hair trick doesn’t work. Neither do the fake beards. 

It may work at the Golden Tugboat Dinner Theatre, but it don’t come off on film. What’s eyebrow acting? It’s an overly 
expressive use of facial muscles more suited to miming than screen acting. This acting technique is only acceptable in films 
where the characters have sex within the first four minutes. 

thin e o~ film 

A very common bad student film. Usually consists of a main character who spends his or her time talking to people about 
nothing of consequence. Nothing happens for up to forty-five minutes. At the end, some contrived "climax" comes out of 
nowhere and tries to wrap everything up, but because there has been no conflict of any sort for so long, the audience is asleep 
and misses it. Common threads of these films include the "personal discovery/epiphanies that go inside the main character’s 
head" film, the "warm remembrances of my childhood that no one cares about" film, and the "Slice of Life that is more 
uninteresting than real life" and "funny people I know come to life on the big screen." Nearly 50% of these films include an 
alcoholic single parent. 

eatu~FilmMasque~dingas a S ho~Film 
If you’ve ever sat through a screening of student films, you’ll notice that often the ones that are best received are the shorter 
films. Now it could be argued that this is due to the simple fact that they suck and less sucking is better than more sucking. It 
could also be because the audience is sitting through many many student films in one evening and appreciates the shorter 
ones because it means the whole thing will end sooner. In the short narrative film genre, every moment is precious. It’s to your 
advantage to make your film short but sweet-- for one thing, shorter films cost less, take less time to edit, and allow you more 
time to focus on making your film as tight and well designed as possible. Ask yourself when writing (and editing) the film- is 
this scene necessary? Is this moment necessary? What does it do for the audience? We call this The "Get In And Get Out’’ 
Principal. Don’t cram a full length feature into the short film style= Do what your film needs to do and then get the hell out. 
Remember, longer isn’t necessarily better. Less is more. 

The One 3ok~Film 
A good short film has got to be a collection of good ideas, not one good idea stretched out for fifteen minutes. In any event, at 
least make an attempt to fill your time with stuff that’s actually interesting to someone other than yourself. I don’t know how 
many bad student films I’ve seen that are actually about the filmmaker’s uninteresting life or contain vignettes that go on and on 
and on. Before you shoot, make a list of all the "good ideas" in the script. You should have lots of them. How’s that for a 
generic tip? 

The Walk in to the Camera Transition 
This one is zany. A character walks INTO THE CAMERA LENS! And then we fade to black, or more commonly, cut to the 
reverse- someone walking AWAY FROM THE CAMERA LENS! OOOooo! What a good idea... 

~ h e za ny"S lacke with a G u i fil m 
You’re no~t Quentin Tarantino. Stop trying. 

O~e~used~ideoeffe~ts 
Keep dissolves to a minimum. They are not synonymous with cuts. Same goes for wipes, keys, etc. The 80’s are over. Video 
effects suck. 

~he "Dramati C igare~e 
A character is having a dramatic crisis: So what does he!she do? Whips out a smoke and puffs dramatically as if to say, 
"Look, this is so serious I’m smoking." YES, people do smoke when they are nervous or excited, or under pressure. But 
there’s no excuse for using the long, boring "drag ’n puff’ scene as a lazy alternative to finding a more original way to express 
the same thing. 

a mblersi T Quest foOT’at h 
There are several permutations of this theme. #1. The Puzzled Scientist. The "story" deals with a puzzled reclusive scientist 
who learns to forgo cold, hard science for something warm, gushy and intangible, like love, god, morality, religion or free will. 
Films in this genre are usually condescending to the audience and set up bogus sounding explanations of scientific principals 
(look for glossed over references to Chaos Theory, Grand Unification Theory, Relativity, etc.) and far-fetched reconciliations of 
the two. Filmmakers, please: if you must write one of these and want to be taken seriously, at least do a little research so you 
don’t insult real scientists in the audience. #2. The Venting film. Broke up with your boy/girlfriend? Please, don’t make a movie 
about it! It’s dangerous- These self-examinatory "why my ex dumped me" films that turn into long diatribes about the nature of 
love, the nature of mankind, etc. are rarely insightful and usually about as interesting as listening to a friend complaining about 
a relationship gone bad. In short, philosophical examinations of human existence and relationships, when discussed on an 
abstract level, will almost guarantee that the audience will become bored and/or confused. 

S h o o tin g into Mi ~ors 
Now don’t get me wrong, shooting into a mirror can be used to great effect when used at the right time and for the right 



reasons. But like so many narrative devices abused by student filmmakers, the "reflective" shot has become a staple of the 
bad short film. "Cool! So she puts her hand mirror right there and then we can see her boyfriend yelling at her behind her and 
it’s all in one shot. Man, I’m a genius!" - .niaga knihT 

N I n t e ~mi n able C~e d itSe q u e n c es 
We know you’re excited about your film and you have a lot of people to thank, but please consider the poor audience member 
who has to sit through ten films. We’ve seen credit sequences that last longer than the film itself! Here’re some things to think 
about: (1) Scroll fast. Real fast. (2) Small fonts are great. (3) Title cards are fast but not every crew member needs one. (4) 
Must you really thank your entire family tree by name? 

New!Scene O e p rotagonis a kesu 
There’s nothing INHERENTLY wrong with starting a film with the buzz of an alarm clock, a hand slapping the snooze button, 
eyes fluttering open, followed by a yawn or an "oh my god, I’m late!" - But why so much of this? We see it all the time. It’s as if 
the writer!director woke up one morning, looked around and said "Wow. This is cool!" Uh yeah. Better go back to sleep. 

Often in film school, the only aesthetic advice you will get is "Don’t use zooms." Screw that. Zooms are NOT on this list. That’s 
because zooms, while potential cheese, can be used even at the student level effectively and are much cooler than most 

film schools even understand. 

On Dec 26, 2013, at 12:32 PM, Gordon Burkell. ~GMAIL.COM> wrote: 

Hi UFVAList, 
I’m putting together a blog post for students applying to film school on the pitfalls/cliches to watch out for when making a 
film for a student application package to a post secondary institution. I’ve got my list but I thought I would reach out to 
other instructors to see what your specific frustrations are when you review applications. 

I look forward to your response. 
Best, 
Gordon 

Gordon A. Burkell 
Ryerson University Film Instructor 
Film Editor 

~¢Imail.com 
gburKell~,ryerson.ca 

Founder Art of the Guillotine 
www.aotg.com 
This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe 
UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following 
command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoff UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with nothing 
else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L@listserv.american.edu 

b art ~,,v]deofest oOr~" 

ba~t~utaoedu 

Associate Prof UT Arlington 
Director Dallas Vldeofest 
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the 26th Dallas Videofest will be Oct 9-13th 

This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVALIST-L 
Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by sending the following command to 
listservCb,,listserv.american.edu: signoff UFVALIST-L (Write this command in body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You 
can post messages to the list by sending an e-mail to UFVALIST-L(~Jistserv.american.edu 

Bart Weiss 
bart@vldeofest.org 
bart@uta.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi .ty Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Barn Films          ~GIVIAIL.COM> 

Friday, December 27, 2013 9:44 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Post for Students 

What would be refreshing though is a student film that taJ~ces aJd of fliese NO Nos and turn them into an eutertaining short. 

JOCHEN KUNSTLER 

Filmmaker 

Barn Films LLC 

228 Statesville Rd. 

Como, NC 27818 

(252) 395 0249 

On Dec 27, 2013, at 20:50, Gordon Burkell ~glnoJl.com> wrote: 

Wow’. Amazing suggeslions! Is it okay ifI reference you guys ifI use your suggeslions? 

Gordon 

On Thu, Dec 26, 2013 at 8:57 PM, Barn Fihns        ~gmail.com> wrote: 

I would look more for students that can formulate an idea one one page or less which suggestsa narrative and character. I feel confident we can teach 
them the techniques, it is much harder to teach that a strong idea and story has to cme tirst 

JOCHEN KUNSTLER 

Filmmaker 

VCU axts Ciuema 

Roanoke chowan Communi~ College 

Adjunct Instrnctor Post Production 

(252) 395 0249 

On Dec 26, 2013, at 18:42, Art Nomura ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

Bart, 
I think that many an ambitious student ’needs’ to do a violent, horror, stupid, techie (ala Pulp Fiction, Nightmare on .... 
Dumb and Dumber, Transformers, etc.) film. I’ve found that especially at beginning/intermediate levels the wiser course of 
action is to stand back and let them follow their obsession. I do point out the demands and expectations associated with 
genre filmmaking, but I think that most students’ come to realize that the most important part of their filmmaking education 
is finding their own voices. Telling them not to make a certain type of film has not worked in my experience. 

Art 

From: Bart Weiss <bart@VIDEOFEST.ORG> 
To: U FVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.EDU 
Sent: Thursday, December 26, 2013 2:23 PM 
Subject: Re: Post for Students 

Bill 
while I understand your point, many students just don’t know what to do, they think what they want is to repurpose what 
they see. 
showing them good short films really helps them think, and talking to them about why they want to make this film, what are 
they saying, how is this special to them? helps them to think. 
our student’s films tend to be about things, they resonate. 
I like to say we have films made by students NOT student films., and it does take more time to develop these. 
Also these are more for the intermediate and advanced level, but I know these discussions happen in the intro classes as 
well. 

bart 

On Dec 26, 2013, at 4:08 PM, Bill Stamets <bstamets@igc.org> wrote: 

Bart 

Realizing teachers can weary from repetition in what students make, consider this ought not really be about us. What if 
our students are recycling these cliches and making these mistakes for the first time instead of the hundredth time (from 
your perspective)? Yes, they may truly lack originality, which no amount of tuition will buy, when making their very first 
films. But consider that their choices may express their best, albeit first, thoughts at that time. Making crap can be a 
creative breakthrough. For them, once, in theory. Nurturing rather than censoring makes teaching- even the untalented- 
more tolerable. 



Bill 

On Dec 26, 2013, at 3:19 PM, Bart Weiss <bart@VIDEOFEST.ORG> wrote: 

Gordon 
would love to see what you come up with here is something I found years ago that I give to my students 
a few things I add 
no zombie films 
no hit man films 
no getting up in the morning sequence with shots of hitting the alarm clock, feet hit the floor brushing the teeth etc 
no aimless wandering cemeteries or train tracks 

"I’ve made it a point never to watch anyone’s student film. I usually tell people, ’1’11 hire you-as long as I don’t have to 
watch your student fil!!’ Most student films feature two things-a not particularly attractive girl running towards the 

camera and a suicide. If it’s a comedy, it features a not particularly attractive girl and a dog. I should know. I made 

one and so did my son. But these kids are steafingjobs from me, so they must be doing something right." 
Chuck Workman 

Chairman of the Director’s Guild of America’s Academic liaison subcomittee 
(As quoted in Billy Frolick’s What I Really Want To Do Is Direct) 

On the whole, student short films U C1 
D.U.M.P.S. contains no~t the usual advice you get in film school about the elements of good screenwriting. No, no. 
Rather, it is a very specific list of common mistakes and trends which we’ve seen in crappy student films again 
and again at screening after screening. 

Before you even think of making a student film read this list. 

you’re a genius, then go ahead--- break these rules. 

But let’s face it, if you think you’re a genius, you’re not. So play it safe and spare your audiences the uneasy task of 
having to lie when you ask, "So- what did you think?" 

Let the list of sucking begin! 

o llylZoom 

No question. This is the most egregious, blatantly non-creative, non-cool, total student film red flag. Sure, 
Hitchcock used it in Vertigo, Spielberg used it Jaws, but enough is enough. It’s cliched, overused, goofy, and 
overall a bad idea. By the way, what we’re talking about here is a simultaneous Dolly-in/Zoom-out or vice-versa 
which compresses the background while keeping the subject at a fixed size during the shot. A student-film no-no. 
(The dolly/zoom is such a mark of a student film, it’s a joke in the opening of THE BIG PICTURE.) 

he To~u ~edA~is Film 

The story goes like this. A struggling artist (writer/painter/sculptor/musician - 90% of the time, it’s a writer) 
grapples with some sort of inner conflict, (a dead relative, writers deadline, religious confusion, etc). Our 
tormented soul encounters a muse (beautiful woman, endearing older character, magical artifact, etc) who helps 
the protagonist come to a sort of realization which ultimately opens the creative floodgates and allows the 
character to succeed (finish the novel, paint the painting, sculpt the likeness of the muse, or perform at the big 
recital). The Tortured Artist Film usually involves a so-called "man vs. himself" struggle which is guaranteed to put 
you to sleep in the first two minutes. Related to this is the "introspective shot" which usually features the main 
character staring into space for a good minute (usually smoking a cigarette). File this under "Pretentious as Shit." 

a Se~ue 
If you don’t want your student film to look like a friggin’ episode of Kung Fu, stay away from dream sequences, 
Grasshopper. A dream sequence generally says "1 couldn’t think of a better way to reveal information about the 
character than this." So-called "funny" dream sequences are usually not 

You’ve got say, 15 minutes to get your point across in a short film. Every second of screen time should be treated 
like gold. A time-elapse montage not only demonstrates an inability to structure your film pacing-wise, it makes the 
audience wait unnecessarily. Try to find a simple and efficient way to indicate the passage of time without 
resorting to this too easy narrative device. 

Ba Audio 
You can have a real nice looking short film, but if the sound is bad, the film itself comes across as bad. Nothing 
gives away a student film like the soundtrack. Budgets are tight, sure, but many student directors simply don’t 
place any importance and give any thought to what their film sounds like. The result is often a beautiful picture with 
a badly mixed, distracting audio experience. In the same vein, if you’re making a 16mm film, be aware of how 
crappy the 16mm optical track is going to sound (which is REALLY bad) and try to prepare for it. 

And now, free of charge, a canonical list of BAD musical soundtrack instruments: 

1. Synthesizer (the "porn" soundtrack) 
2. Your friend’s band (trust me, they suck) 
3. "the lone, slow piano" 
4. "the lone guitar" (flamenco esp.) 



5. The "impish" clarinet 
6~ The cello dirge. 
7. The "spirited" piccolo. 
8. Any kind of wood blocks. 

Examples include- the gratuitous "fishbowl in the foreground" shot, the "overhead for no reason ’cept we’re 
shooting in a soundstage" shot, the "we think it’s cool canted dutch angle shot" and perhaps most insidiously the 
"fridge POV shot", otherwise known as the "put the camera inside the trashcanitoiletimailbox shot". Ok, maybe 
you need to get this stuff out of your system, but just be warned, it’s total cheese. 

UIt~aslo D ialoqu 

A film professor once told me that on a film set, one second of "real" time equals three seconds of film time. 
Something to remember. Watch a student film and notice how often there are long pauses between lines of 
dialogue. V£hy is this? I don’t know, but if you watch the average "real" film, you’ll see that the dialogue often occurs 
ultra fast. Maybe it’s because we can hear faster than people normally speak. Who knows. A side note- these 
pauses also extenuate bad lines of dialogue. A poorly written line is going to hang in the air like a fart if not closely 
followed by a fresh line to cleanse the air like a gentle breeze... 

Blatant Miscasting 

1. The audience can tell when you cast your significant other as the romantic object of desire. 
2~ Don’t try to pass off someone who is shall we say, "fugly", as a supermodeL 
3. In the same vein, why do so many student films cast SAG boy wonders as the "computer nerd" who can’t get a 

date? 
4. Mismatched couples. Be honest: "Do you believe that SHE would go out with HIM?" Make sure the answer is "yes." 

The audience can only suspend their disbelief so much. 
5. Don’t have your friends play "older characters." The baby powder grey hair trick doesn’t work. Neither do the fake 

beards. 

It may work at the Golden Tugboat Dinner Theatre, but it don’t come off on film. What’s eyebrow acting? It’s an 
overly expressive use of facial muscles more suited to miming than screen acting. This acting technique is only 
acceptable in films where the characters have sex within the first four minutes. 

othin appen s ho~fil 

A very common bad student film. Usually consists of a main character who spends his or her time talking to 
people about nothing of consequence. Nothing happens for up to forty-five minutes. At the end, some contrived 
"climax" comes out of nowhere and tries to wrap everything up, but because there has been no conflict of any sort 
for so long, the audience is asleep and misses it. Common threads of these films include the "personal 
discovery/epiphanies that go inside the main character’s head" film, the "warm remembrances of my childhood 
that no one cares about" film, and the "Slice of Life that is more uninteresting than real life" and "funny people I 
know come to life on the big screen." Nearly 50% of these films include an alcoholic single parent. 

eature Film M asqueradi s a S ho F il 
If you’ve ever sat through a screening of student films, you’ll notice that often the ones that are best received are 
the shorter films. Now it could be argued that this is due to the simple fact that they suck and less sucking is better 
than more sucking. It could also be because the audience is sitting through many many student films in one 
evening and appreciates the shorter ones because it means the whole thing will end sooner. In the short narrative 
film genre, every moment is precious. It’s to your advantage to make your film short but sweet- for one thing, 
shorter films cost less, take less time to edit, and allow you more time to focus on making your film as tight and 
well designed as possible. Ask yourself when writing (and editing) the film- is this scene necessary? Is this 
moment necessary? What does it do for the audience? We call this The "Get In And Get Out" Principal. Don’t 
cram a full length feature into the short film style. Do what your film needs to do and then get the hell out. 
Remember, longer isn’t necessarily better. Less is more. 

he One J okeFil 
A good short film has got to be a collection of good ideas, not one good idea stretched out for fifteen minutes. In 
any event, at least make an attempt to fill your time with stuff that’s actually interesting to someone other than 
yourself. I don’t know how many bad student films I’ve seen that are actually about the filmmaker’s uninteresting life 
or contain vignettes that go on and on and on. Before you shoot, make a list of all the "good ideas" in the script. 
You should have lots of them. How’s that for a generic tip? 

The Walk into the Camerai ~ansitio 
This one is zany. A character walks INTO THE CAMERA LENS! And then we fade to black, or more commonly, 
cutto the reverse- someone walking AWAY FROM THE CAMERA LENS! OOOooo! What a good idea... 

any S lacke wit aGu 

You’re not Quentin Tarantino. Stop trying. 

O~e~used~ideo effects 
Keep dissolves to a minimum. They are not synonymous with cuts. Same goes for wipes, keys, etc. The 80’s are 
over. Video effects suck. 

ilD~a mati iga ~e 

A character is having a dramatic crisis: So what does he/she do? Whips out a smoke and puffs dramatically as if 



to say, "Look, this is so serious I’m smoking." YES, people do smoke when they are nervous or excited, or under 
pressure. But there’s no excuse for using the long, boring "drag ’n puff’ scene as a lazy alternative to finding a 
more original way to express the same thing. 

ble~si ~h Quest fo t h 

There are several permutations oftNs theme. #1. The Puzzled Scientist. The "story" deals with a puzzled reclusive 
scientist who learns to forgo cold, hard science for something warm, gushy and intangible, like love, god, morality, 
religion or free will. Films in this genre are usually condescending to the audience and set up bogus sounding 
explanations of scientific principals (look for glossed over references to Chaos Theory, Grand Unification Theory, 
Relativity, etc.) and far-fetched reconciliations of the two. Filmmakers, please: if you must write one of these and 
want to be taken seriously, at least do a little research so you don’t insult real scientists in the audience. #2. The 
Venting film. Broke up with your boy/girlfriend? Please, don’t make a movie about it! It’s dangerous- These self- 
examinatory "why my ex dumped me" films that turn into long diatribes about the nature of love, the nature of 
mankind, etc. are rarely insightful and usually about as interesting as listening to a friend complaining about a 
relationship gone bad. In short, philosophical examinations of human existence and relationships, when discussed 
on an abstract level, will almost guarantee that the audience will become bored and/or confused. 

oting int Mirrors 
Now don’t get me wrong, shooting into a mirror can be used to great effect when used at the right time and for the 
right reasons. But like so many narrative devices abused by student filmmakers, the "reflective" shot has become 
a staple of the bad short film. "Cool! So she puts her hand mirror right there and then we can see her boyfriend 
yelling at her behind her and it’s all in one shot. Man, I’m a genius!" - .niaga knihT 

w!l nte~inable C~edit Sequences 
We know you’re excited about your film and you have a lot of people to thank, but please consider the poor 
audience member who has to sit through ten films. We’ve seen credit sequences that last longer than the film 
itself! Here’re some things to think about: (1) Scroll fast. Real fast. (2) Small fonts are great. (3) Title cards are fast 
but not every crew member needs one. (4) Must you really thank your entire family tree by name? 

ew!Sc O.ei agonis wake u 

There’s nothing INHERENTLY wrong with starting a film with the buzz of an alarm clock, a hand slapping the 
snooze button, eyes fluttering open, followed by a yawn or an "oh my god, I’m late!" - But why so much of this? We 
see it all the time. It’s as if the writer/director woke up one morning, looked around and said "Wow. This is cool!" 
Uh yeah. Better go back to sleep. 

Often in film school, the only aesthetic advice you will get is "Don’t use zooms." Screw that. Zooms are NOT on 
this list. That’s because zooms, while potential cheese, can be used even at the student level effectively and are 

much cooler than most film schools even understand. 

On Dec 26, 2013, at 12:32 PM, Gordon Burkell ¯ ,GMAIL.COM> wrote: 

Hi UFVAList, 
I’m putting together a blog post for students applying to film school on the pitfalls/cliches to watch out for when 
making a film for a student application package to a post secondary institution. I’ve got my list but I thought I 
would reach out to other instructors to see what your specific frustrations are when you review applications. 

I look forward to your response. 
Best, 
Gordon 

Gordon A. Burkell 
Ryerson University Film Instructor 
Film Editor 

~gmail.com 
gDurKe~l@ryerson.ca 

Founder Art of the Guillotine 
www.aotg.com 
This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the following message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: 
subscribe UFVALIST-L Full Name ( Full Name should be your first and last name.) You can leave a list by 
sending the following command to listserv@listserv.american.edu: signoff UFVALIST-L (Write this command 
in body of email with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can post messages to the list by sending an e- 
mail to UFVALIST-L(i~,listserv.american.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Cindy Hill       @MAC .COIVl > 

Friday, December 27, 2013 9:45 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Re: Post for Students 

Pefl’ect! ! ’. 

On Dec 27, 2013, at 9:43 PM, Barn Fihns (&GMAIL.COM> wrote: 

What would be refreshing though is a ffmdent film that takes all of these NO Nos and turn them into aaa entertaining short. 

JOCtIEN KUNSTLER 

FilmmaXer 

Barn Films LLC 

228 Statesville Rd. 

Como, NC 27818 

(252) 395 0249 

On Dec 27, 2013, at 20:50, Gordon Burkell ~gmail.com> w~ote: 

Wow! Amazing suggestions! Is it okay ifI reference you guys ifI use your suggestions? 

Go~lon 

On Thu, Dec 26, 2013 at 8:57 PM, Barn Films         ~gmail.com> wr~Yte: 

I would look more tbr students that can formulate an idea one one page or less which suggestsa narrative and character. I feel confident 

we can teach them the techniques, it is ,nuch harder to teach that a strong idea and sto~y has to c,ne first 

JOCHEN KUNSTLER 

Filmma£er 

VCU arts Cinema 

Roanoke chowan Communi~ College 

Adjunct Instructor Post Production 

On Dec 26, 2013, at 18:42, Art Nomura ?bs~ahoo.com> wrote: 

Bart, 
I think that many an ambitious student ’needs’to do a violent, horror, stupid, techie (ala Pulp Fiction, 
Nightmare on .... Dumb and Dumber, Transformers, etc.) film. I’ve found that especially at 
beginning/intermediate levels the wiser course of action is to stand back and let them follow their obsession. 
I do point out the demands and expectations associated with genre filmmaking, but I think that most students’ 
come to realize that the most important part of their filmmaking education is finding their own voices. Telling 
them notto make a certain type of film has not worked in my experience. 

Art 

From: Bart Weiss <bart@VIDEOFEST.ORG> 
To: U FVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AM ERICAN. EDU 
Sent: Thursday, December 26, 2013 2:23 PM 
Subject: Re: Post for Students 

Bill 
while I understand your point, many students just don’t know what to do, they think what they want is to 
repurpose what they see. 
showing them good short films really helps them think, and talking to them about why they want to make this 
film, what are they saying, how is this special to them? helps them to think. 
our student’s films tend to be about things, they resonate. 
I like to say we have films made by students NOT student films., and it does take more time to develop these. 
Also these are more for the intermediate and advanced level, but I know these discussions happen in the 
intro classes as well. 

bart 

On Dec 26, 2013, at 4:08 PM, Bill Stamets <bstamets@igc.org> wrote: 

Bart 



Realizing teachers can weary from repetition in what students make, consider this ought not really be about 
us. What if our students are recycling these cliches and making these mistakes for the first time instead of 
the hundredth time (from your perspective)? Yes, they may truly lack originality, which no amount of tuition will 
buy, when making their very first films. But consider that their choices may express their best, albeit first, 
thoughts at that time. Making crap can be a creative breakthrough. For them, once, in theory. Nurturing rather 
than censoring makes teaching- even the untalented- more tolerable. 

Bill 

On Dec 26, 2013, at 3:19 PM, Bart Weiss <bart(~.VIDEOFEST.ORG> wrote: 

Gordon 
would love to see what you come up with here is something I found years ago that I give to my students 
a few things I add 
no zombie films 
no hit man films 
no getting up in the morning sequence with shots of hitting the alarm clock, feet hit the floor brushing the teeth 
etc 
no aimless wandering cemeteries or train tracks 

"I’ve made it a point never to watch anyone’s student film. I usually tel! people, ’1’11 hire you-as long as ! 
don’t have to watch your student fil!!’ Most student films feature two things-a not particularly attractive girl 
running towards the camera, and a suicide. If it’s a comedy, it features a not particularly attractive girl and 
a dog. I should know. I made one and so did my son. But these kids are stealing jobs from me, so they 

must be doing something right." 
Chuck Workman 

Chairman of the Director’s Guild of America’s Academic liaison subcomittee 
(As quoted in Billy Frolick’s What I Really Want To Do Is Direct) 

On the whole, student short films U CI 
D.U.M.P.S. contains no__~t the usual advice you get in film school about the elements of good 
screenwriting. No, no. Rather, it is a very specific list of common mistakes and trends which we’ve 
seen in crappy student films again and again at screening after screening. 

Before you even think of making a student film, read this list. 

If you’re a genius, then go ahead--- break these rules. 

But let’s face it, if you think you’re a genius, you’re not. So play it safe and spare your audiences the 
uneasy task of having to lie when you ask, "So- what did you think?" 

Let the list of sucking begin! 

Doily/Zoo 

No question. This is the most egregious, blatantly non-creative, non-cool, total student film red flag. 
Sure, Hitchcock used it in Vertigo, Spielberg used it Jaws, but enough is enough. It’s cliched, 
overused, goofy, and overall a bad idea. By the way, what we’re talking about here is a simultaneous 
Dolly-in!Zoom-out or vice-versa which compresses the background while keeping the subject at a 
fixed size during the shot. A student-film no-no. (The dolly/zoom is such a mark of a student film, it’s a 
joke in the opening of THE BIG PICTURE.) 

~ure A~istFilm 
The story goes like this. A struggling artist (writer/painter/sculptor/musician - 90% of the time, it’s a 
writer) grapples with some sort of inner conflict, (a dead relative, writers deadline, religious confusion, 
etc). Our tormented soul encounters a muse (beautiful woman, endearing older character, magical 
artifact, etc) who helps the protagonist come to a sort of realization which ultimately opens the 
creative floodgates and allows the character to succeed (finish the novel, paint the painting, sculpt the 
likeness of the muse, or perform at the big recital). The Tortured Artist Film usually involves a so- 
called "man vs. himself’ struggle which is guaranteed to put you to sleep in the first two minutes. 
Related to this is the "introspective shof’ which usually features the main character staring into space 
for a good minute (usually smoking a cigarette). File this under "Pretentious as Shit." 

Seque.~es 

If you don’t want your student film to look like a fdggin’ episode of Kung Fu, stay away from dream 
sequences, Grasshopper. A dream sequence generally says "1 couldn’t think of a better way to reveal 
information about the character than this." So-called "funny" dream sequences are usually not. 

~ime~ E la p s e Me n ta g e 

You’ve got say, 15 minutes to get your point across in a short film. Every second of screen time 
should be treated like gold. A time-elapse montage not only demonstrates an inability to structure your 
film pacing-wise, it makes the audience wait unnecessarily. Try to find a simple and efficient way to 
indicate the passage of time without resorting to this too easy narrative device. 

A 
You can have a real nice looking short film, but if the sound is bad, the film itself comes across as 
bad. Nothing gives away a student film like the soundtrack. Budgets are tight, sure, but many student 



directors simply don’t place any importance and give any thought to what their film sounds like. The 
result is often a beautiful picture with a badly mixed, distracting audio experience. In the same vein, if 
you’re making a 16mm film, be aware of how crappy the 16mm optical track is going to sound (which 
is REALLY bad) and try to prepare for it. 

And now, free of charge, a canonical list of BAD musical soundtrack instruments: 

1. Synthesizer (the "porn" soundtrack) 
2. Your friend’s band (trust me, they suck) 
3. "the lone, slow piano" 
4. "the lone guitar’’ (flamenco esp.) 
5. The "impish" clarinet 
6. The cello dirge. 
7. The "spirited" piccolo. 
8. Any kind of wood blocks. 

Examples include- the gratuitous "fishbowl in the foreground" shot, the "overhead for no reason ’cept 
we’re shooting in a soundstage" shot, the "we think it’s cool canted dutch angle shot" and perhaps 
most insidiously the "fridge POV shot", otherwise known as the "put the camera inside the 
trashcan/toiletJmailbox shot". Ok, maybe you need to get this stuff out of your system, but just be 

warned, it’s total cheese. 

Ultras low ~ialogue 

A film professor once told me that on a film set, one second of "real" time equals three seconds of film 
time. Something to remember. Watch a student film and notice how often there are long pauses 
between lines of dialogue. Why is this? I don’t know, but if you watch the average "real" film, you’ll see 
that the dialogue often occurs ultra fast. Maybe it’s because we can hear faster than people normally 
speak. Who knows. A side note- these pauses also extenuate bad lines of dialogue. A poorly written 
line is going to hang in the air like a fart if not closely followed by a fresh line to cleanse the air like a 
gentle breeze... 

BI a tant Mi s c a st in g 

1. The audience can tell when you cast your significant other as the romantic object of desire. 
2. Don’t try to pass off someone who is shall we say, "fugly", as a supermodel. 
3. In the same vein, why do so many student films cast SAG boy wonders as the "computer nerd" who 

can’t get a date? 
4. Mismatched couples. Be honest: "Do you believe that SHE would go out with HIM?" Make sure the 

answer is "yes." The audience can only suspend their disbelief so much. 
5. Don’t have your friends play "older characters." The baby powder grey hair trick doesn’t work. Neither 

do the fake beards. 

It may work at the Golden Tugboat Dinner Theatre, but it don’t come off on film. What’s eyebrow 
acting? It’s an overly expressive use of facial muscles more suited to miming than screen acting. This 
acting technique is only acceptable in films where the characters have sex within the first four minutes. 

The othing H appe s ho~ fil 

A very common bad student film. Usually consists of a main character who spends his or her time 
talking to people about nothing of consequence. Nothing happens for up to forty-five minutes. At the 
end, some contrived "climax" comes out of nowhere and tries to wrap everything up, but because 
there has been no conflict of any sort for so long, the audience is asleep and misses it. Common 
threads of these films include the "personal discovery/epiphanies that go inside the main character’s 
head" film, the "warm remembrances of my childhood that no one cares about" film, and the "Slice of 
Life that is more uninteresting than real life" and "funny people I know come to life on the big screen." 
Nearly 50% of these films include an alcoholic single parent. 

The Feat u re Film Masquerading as a S Film 
If you’ve ever sat through a screening of student films, you’ll notice that often the ones that are best 
received are the shorter films. Now it could be argued that this is due to the simple fact that they suck 
and less sucking is better than more sucking. It could also be because the audience is sitting through 
many many student films in one evening and appreciates the shorter ones because it means the 
whole thing will end sooner. In the short narrative film genre, every moment is precious. It’s to your 
advantage to make your film short but sweet- for one thing, shorter films cost less, take less time to 
edit, and allow you more time to focus on making your film as tight and well designed as possible. 
Ask yourself when writing (and editing) the film- is this scene necessary? Is this moment necessary? 
What does it do for the audience? We call this The "Get In And Get Out" Principal. Don’t cram a full 
length feature into the short film style. Do what your film needs to do and then get the hell out. 
Remember, longer isn’t necessarily better. Less is more. 

A good short film has got to be a collection of good ideas, not one good idea stretched out for fifteen 
minutes. In any event, at least make an attempt to fill your time with stuff that’s actually interesting to 
someone other than yourself. I don’t know how many bad student films I~e seen that are actually about 



the filmmaker’s uninteresting life or contain vignettes that go on and on and on. Before you shoot, 
make a list of all the "good ideas" in the script. You should have lots of them. How’s that for a generic 
tip? 

~ he iiWal k i n t o t Ca meraii ~ra n sition 
This one is zany. A character walks INTO THE CAMERA LENS! And then we fade to black, or more 
commonly, cut to the reverse-- someone walking AWAY FROM THE CAMERA LENS! OOOooo! 
What a good idea... 

za S lacke~wit ha G unii fil 
You’re no~ Quentin Tarantino. Stop trying. 

O~e~sed~ide effects 

Keep dissolves to a minimum. They are not synonymous with cuts. Same goes for wipes, keys, etc. 
The 80’s are over. Video effects suck. 

T h D ra mat it C ig a 
A character is having a dramatic crisis: So what does he/she do? Whips out a smoke and puffs 
dramatically as if to say, "Look, this is so serious I’m smoking." YES, people do smoke when they are 
nervous or excited, or under pressure. But there’s no excuse for using the long, boring "drag ’n puff’ 
scene as a lazy alternative to finding a more original way to express the same thing. 

Ra m ble~si ~ h eiiQ u e s t fo~t 
There are several permutations of this theme. #1. The Puzzled Scientist= The "story" deals with a 
puzzled reclusive scientist who learns to forgo cold, hard science for something warm, gushy and 
intangible, like love, god, morality, religion or free will. Films in this genre are usually condescending 
to the audience and set up bogus sounding explanations of scientific principals (look for glossed over 
references to Chaos Theory, Grand Unification Theory, Relativity, etc.) and far-fetched reconciliations 
of the two. Filmmakers, please: if you must write one of these and want to be taken seriously, at least 
do a little research so you don’t insult real scientists in the audience. #2. The Venting film. Broke up 
with your boy!girlfriend? Please, don’t make a movie about it! It’s dangerous- These self- 
examinatory "why my ex dumped me" films that turn into long diatribes about the nature of love, the 
nature of mankind, etc. are rarely insightful and usually about as interesting as listening to a friend 
complaining about a relationship gone bad. In short, philosophical examinations of human existence 
and relationships, when discussed on an abstract level, will almost guarantee that the audience will 
become bored and/or confused. 

S h o oting in t o Mirrors 
Now don’t get me wrong, shooting into a mirror can be used to great effect when used at the right time 
and for the right reasons. But like so many narrative devices abused by student filmmakers, 
the "reflective" shot has become a staple of the bad short film. "Cool! So she puts her hand mirror 
right there and then we can see her boyfriend yelling at her behind her and it’s all in one shot. Man, I’m 
a genius!" - .niaga knihT 

Ne w!l n t e~ m in able Cre d itS e q ue nee s 
We know you’re excited about your film and you have a lot of people to thank, but please consider the 
poor audience member who has to sit through ten films. We’ve seen credit sequences that last longer 
than the film itself! Here’re some things to think about: (1) Scroll fast. Real fast. (2) Small fonts are 
great. (3) Title cards are fast but not every crew member needs one. (4) Must you really thank your 
entire family tree by name? 

Ne w! S c e n e Onei ~ h epro t a g oni s tw a ke s upi 
There’s nothing INHERENTLY wrong with starting a film with the buzz of an alarm clock, a hand 
slapping the snooze button, eyes fluttering open, followed by a yawn or an "oh my god, I’m late!" - But 
why so much of this? We see it all the time. It’s as if the writer!director woke up one morning, looked 
around and said "Wow. This is cool!" Uh yeah. Better go back to sleep. 

Often in film school, the only aesthetic advice you will get is "Don’t use zooms." Screw that. Zooms are 
NOT on this list. That’s because zooms, while potential cheese, can be used even at the student 
level effectively and are much cooler than most film schools even understand. 

On Dec 26, 2013, at 12:32 PM, Gordon Burkell ¯ ,GMAIL.COM> wrote: 

Hi UFVAList, 
I’m putting together a blog post for students applying to film school on the pitfalls/cliches to watch 
out for when making a film for a student application package to a post secondary institution. I’ve 
got my list but I thought I would reach out to other instructors to see what your specific frustrations 
are when you review applications. 

I look forward to your response. 
Best, 
Gordon 

Gordon A. Burkell 
Ryerson University Film Instructor 
Film Editor 



~gmail.com 
gburkell@ryerson.ca 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <~UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Joe Brown <joe@STARSDO~VNTOEARTHFILMS.COM> 

Saturday, December 28, 2013 3:39 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

UFVA Member Video Needed for New Website 

LrFVA Members, 

We are in the process of building the new- UFVA website and would like 
to feature the films / videos of our members on the site. 

If you are interested in sharing some of your work (especially short 
films & videos), and have your ;vork publicly viewable online ((YouTube 
or Vimeo), please send me a link, list of credits, and description of 
the piece. 

Happy New Year, 

Joe 

Joe Brown, MFA, MA 
ProfessionaMn-Residence 
Marquette University 
Diederich College of Con-anunication 

Stars Down to Earth Fihns 
j oe@starsdowntoearthfilms, corn 
763-360-8340 

University Film & Video Association 
Board Member (2012-2014) 
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Attach: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Tom Blomquist <tomblomquis@DSLEXTREME.COIVI> 

Saturday, December 28, 2013 3:59 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

A new and different book on directing 

Eye of the Storm Flyer.pdf 

From: Tom BIomquist, UFVA and DGA member (Associate Professor of Film and Electronic Arts at California State University, Long 
Beach) 
& Maria Viera, Ph.D. (Professor of Theatre Arts at California State University, Long Beach) 

Re: "Eye of the Storm: Directinq for Film, Television and Emerging Media". 

Dear Colleagues, 

Having worked in the entertainment industry and taught university directing students for many years, we found that most textbooks 
on the subject read a lot like production management or cinematography guides and tend to overlook what are arguably the more 
critical collaborative and artistic challenges that directors face as screen storytellers. 

As the attached flyer from Kendal Hunt Publishers illustrates, "Eye of the Storm: Directinq for Film, Television and Emerging Media" 
takes a practical real-world approach to directing instruction. From theatrical motion pictures, television, and webisodes to music 
videos, documentaries, and reality shows, we compare the processes of various kinds of directing assignments in detail - including 
something that is rarely taught in university production classes: how to direct voice actors in post production, animation, and radio 
situations. 

We have carefully blended our observations from years of teaching in some of the finest media programs in the country with candid 
insights provided by accomplished discipline professionals in Los Angeles, Chicago, and New York. 

The response from teaching colleagues and students has been extremely positive. For more information, please check us out on 
Facebook. We hope that you will send for your review copy today! 

Sincerely, 
Tom Blomquist & Maria Viera 
California State University, Long Beach 

Eye of the Storm: Directing for Film, Television and Emer~ling Media 
Kendall Hunt Publishers 
Publication Date 8-31-13 
ISBN # 978-1-4652-3158-1 This list at AU can be subscribed to by sending the Ii)llowing message to listserv@listserv.american.edu: subscribe UFVAI,IST-L Full 

Name ( Full Nmne should be your first and last name.) You ca~ leave a list by sending the tbllowing commm~d to liskserv@listserv.americm~.edu: signoffUFVALIST-L 
(Write this command in body of emaJd with nothing else) Posting Messages: You can ]yost messages to "the list by sending m~ e- maid "to UFVALIST- 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Mitch Jacobson <mitch@CATEGORY5STUDIOS.COM> 

Saturday, December 28, 2013 4:04 PM 

UFVALIST- L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU 

Discussion ofFCPx - merits and demerits 

Hello eveuone, I have been watching this thread and have been meaning to co,nment sooner but have been traveling. I’m a professional video editor and educator in 

the New York City- market. I have been working for Viacom for the past year and own my own boutique cut and color suite (FCPT, Avid and Premiere Pro CC). 

In my experience, students frequeutly ask me : which NLE platform should I learn? I always say: learn them aJl.....but a quick reality check here in NYC shows that 

FCPx is oNy used by one major employer I can think of (@RadicaJMedia) and most broadcast and agency houses that him freelancers are either still on FCP 7 or 

Avid. The ones on FCP 7 are either holding on as long as they can or planing to switch soon. Premiere Pro CC is coming on strong. 

At Viacom (MTV, Vttl, Comedy Central and 10 other cable channels) we have moved over to Premiem Pro CC three months ago. One of the main reasons is that it 

is an easy transition fl-om our FCP7 file hieraacchy on the SAN. If we had switched to Avid, it would have meant reloading 1000s of hours of series progra~ns’ original 

media to the Avid Media Tool. 

It was also t:aJ, fly easy for the FCP 7 editors to learn Premiem. Them are severaJ shows that also cut on Avid but those are mos~tly third pa~%~ production companies. To 

prepare for ,ny transition to Pr CC, I took a 2-day course, read the Pr CC book by JeffGmenberg and jumped in on our first Pr CC broadcast show and within 3 

days I was cutting quickly and a few weeks later I was very comfortable with the full Adobe workflow. Most eyeD,one of the 30+ editors that made the move have felt 

the same way. 

Yes, like any new software, them are some problems with Premiere Pro CC (multicam is still not ready and some XML issues exists for audio posit) but nothing (other 
than multicam) has prohibited us ficom finishing any broadcast shows. 

BTW, as a longtime Avid mad FCP editor, I have to say that I really like Premiere. To me it’takes the best t~atures from Avid (the trim tool) and FCP (timeline editing, 
drag and drop media) and combines them into a much morn fluid inteflhce than either ofthem....Ok now I feel like a salesman so DISCLAIMER: I do NOT work for 
Apple, Adobe or Avid....but, Adobe has sponsored my live stmam workshop in the past. 

FCt~x is nowhere on my radar but, I do fbllow its upgrade progress and the one thing I really like about it is the key wording process for keeping track of clips. I hope 
Adobe adopts that soon. 

Awway. sony for rambling and I know NYC is an island both literally and figuratively when it comes to pro work but I hope this info helps our group. 

Thanks, 

Mitch Jacobson 

Producer/Editor 

Category- 5 Studios, NYC 

Author: Mastering Multican~era Techifiques (Foca2l Press) 

On Tuesday, December 24, 2013, Good, Roger wrote: 

Yeah, I get that. It makes sense, although my students - and most of that genera’don, I think, axe completely unafi-aid of wading into a new app. But in the sense that 

they may benefit from a wider unders~tanding of the conventions interlhce designers follow, I might acid a demo of executing the sa~ne simple sequence in two or 

three apps just as a dog and Iyony. But it means I need to keep up my own chops on multiple platforms - just Maen my brain cells axe aging rapktly. 

But I do agree that change is the only constant. Or, no I don’t... Yes, I do... No,wait... 

Roger 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

University Film and Video Association <UFVALIST-L@LISTSERV.AMERICAN.EDU> on behalf of 

Norman Hollyn <nhollyn@CINEMA.USC.EDU> 

Saturday, December 28, 2013 7:54 PM 

UFVALIST-L@ LISTSERV.AM ERICAN.EDU 

FCP 10.1 shared workflow 

I posted the link to the article from the other day (about FCPIO.1 shared storage) on another listserv I’m on and got the following response from an editor who does a lot of 

episodic television and TV movies. An interesting other perspective. 

It isn’t linked by any shared storage. But on most my shows (episodic TV) I have to work with shared storage, not 
media on the internal drive, iVlost internal SSD’s are less than 300 GB, so it wouldn’t support even the smallest 
independent project I work on. 

On my smaller projects, I wouldn’t have fast enough drives as this internal SSD without buying more expensive 
thunderbolt drives to use uncompressed media. 

Without being able to share projects, I couldn’t have an assistant preparing bins in the project while [ worked in 
another bin. 

don’t actually need 19 layers of VFX on anything. 

I can’t communicate with anyone else in my post pipeline (sound, online, color) without AAF and EDL (okay, I could buy 
that separately - but really?) In itself, FCP can’t talk to any other system. Dean Devlin’s company did the last season of 
Leverage on FCP X, but everything post on that show was done in their building. 

It doesn’t handle 3D media / clips - [ did 3 - 3D shows this year. 

Don’t think I’d be able to bring in 5.1 or 7.1 stems and keep them in sync with my cut - had two projects this year 
requiring this. 

I recently bought a PC with the fastest processor, SSD drive, 64 GB RAM, Thunderbolt, every bell and whistle I could 
think of. $3K. Why would any of my employers choose to supply me with a $8K machine? My current show won’t even 
provide BCC because of the budget. 

Obviously, the point is that Apple is interested in increasing its possible workflows, though they may not be interested in THIS particular market right now. 

All of us are constantly looking at what our students need to know, and that really is all about what sorts of jobs they will be working on in the future. The answer as to whether 

this is a viable platform for our schools will be different for every school, depending on the answer to that market question. 

Norman 

Norman Hollyn 
Professor, Editing Track Head 

Michael Kahn Endowed Chair 

900 West 34th Street, SCA 428 

Los Angeles, CA 90089 

213-821-2792 (office) 

3:)3-275-1869 (messages) 

Author, THE LEAN FORWARD MOMENT and THE FILM EDITING ROOM HANDBOOK (4th Edition) 
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Sent: 

Subject: 

fundingalert@cos.com 

Sunday, December 29, 2013 12:58 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Charlene Regester 

Funding a~erts for your 
saved searches 
Results: December 29, 
2013 

Login to view your 

funding search Feb 08 
3 funding opportunities 

Covert Award in Mass Col°f~munication 
History 

Sponsor: 
Association for Education in Journalism and 
Mass Communication (AEJMC) 
History Division 

Amount: 
$500 

Deadline: 
March 1,2014 

Sponsor: 
Association for Education in Journalism and 
Mass Communication (AEJMC) 

Deadline: 
April 1,2014 

History Bool~ ,~ward 

Sponsor: 
Association for Education in Journalism and 
Mass Communication (AEJMC) 
History Division 

Deadline: 
February 3, 2014 

Funding alerts for your saved searches 

Results: December 29, 2013 

Login to view your 
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